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[1.46 pm] THE COMMISSIONER:   Good afternoon Press.  As per my Public Statement of 13 
August, a Commission of Inquiry is scheduled to sit today.  However, I would like 
to advice that the Inquiry is not able to sit today because some of the administration 
arrangements that are necessary for the Commission to sit have not been completed.  
So I am here to advice that the Commission will sit at a future date, which I will be 
announcing shortly.  The administrative arrangements that have taken place over the 
last three weeks include the following: The Government has appointed a second 

10 Commissioner to sit with the Commissioner and Chairman of the Commission of 
Inquiry, which is myself.

The second Commissioner is retired Justice John Gilmour QC.  He is a former judge 
of the Federal Court of Australia and that court specializes in the resolution of 
commercial disputes in Australia.  The Government has also appointed an overseas 
Counsel to assist the Commission of Inquiry.  He is Senior Counsel, Mathew 
Howard.  He is a senior lawyer in Australia practicing in Perth.  He also specializes 
in commercial litigation.  He will be assisted by a junior Counsel and that junior 
Counsel’s name is Alexander Mossop.  He is another lawyer from Australia, based 
in Perth.

20[1.49 pm] They work in a firm of lawyers called Francis Burt Chambers in Perth, Western 
Australia.  The appointment of overseas Commissioner and Counsel was made 
necessary, given the international dimensions of the UBS transactions.  That will 
mean that I will remain as a Chairman of the Commission of Inquiry, together with 
Commissioner John Gilmour to conduct the Inquiry.  Further administrative 
arrangements to secure the resources that are required for the Inquiry, including 
technical expertise is still continuing.  So, granted that those administrative 
arrangements are completed in the coming two weeks, the Commission of Inquiry 
will commence its preliminary sittings on Tuesday, 17 September 2019.  At this 
preliminary sitting, the road map for the Inquiry and the procedures to be employed 

30 in conducting the Inquiry will be settled. 

The statutory instruments effecting the appointment of overseas Commissioner and 
Counsel, together with other support personnel is going to be provided to the Press 
this afternoon.  I have the Statutory Instruments to provide.  I will also provide a 
formal Term of Reference of the Commission of Inquiry that has been Gazetted.  
Secretary, can you distribute the Press Statement that attaches the Statutory 
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Instruments and the Commission of Inquiry Terms of Reference as Gazetted.  The 
essence of what I have just stated is also contained in a Press Statement, which I am 
issuing right now to which is attached those documents.  

I will field one or two questions, if you have any.

MS WHITING:   I am Natalie Whiting from ABC news.  The decision to bring on 
the Australian Commissioner as well, how will you work together and will welcome 
the assistance?

 THE COMMISSIONER:  The appointments have been made by the Government 
after consulting with myself.  So I will be working closely with the Commissioner 

10 and the Counsel Assisting the Inquiry.  There has been prior consultation between 
the Government and myself before their appointments have been made.

MS KENNETH:  Are you privy to tell us how much the COI will cost?

THE COMMISSIONER:  My projections as this stage after having done some 
preparatory work in the last three weeks is that the costing might triple and the period 
required might double the initial projections.  So, the budgets, that is my estimate, is 
as realistic as I can be.  But for now, the funds have been allocated and we will run 
under those funds until the need for further funds and more time is required, then the 
request will be made to the Government for that in the course of the Inquiry.

MS WHITING:  Are you expecting to be having, as I said international element, are 
20 you expecting to call witnesses from overseas?

THE COMMISSIONER:  That will be determined by the full Commission when it 
sits.  It is most likely that that will happen, given the international dimension of the 
UBS transaction.

MS WHITING: Where was the initial projections in terms of timing? 

   [1.54 pm] THE COMMISSIONER:  That was fixed by the Government.  When the 
government announced the Commission of Inquiry, it gave the Commission three 
months and announced a Budget of K4 million. My own projections right now, 
which will be put to the Government, as and when required, is that the Budget could 
triple and the period could double.  

30
 At the time the announcement was made, only one Commissioner was appointed, 
that was myself.  So you can see that my projections are a little bold and realistic at 
this stage, but that is my projection.  So the next time we see you here on is 17 
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September, when the full Commission will sit, behind me on the bench conducting 
the Inquiry.  We will be starting off with settling the procedures that we will adopt 
in the Inquiry and the road map in terms of how the Inquiry will run and how long 
it will take.  So that gives us another two weeks to prepare for the Commission.  That 
is it.  Thank you.

AT 1.55 P.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
10 TUESDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2019
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COMMISSIONER:   During the first mention of this matter, by myself, on 2nd 
September 2019, I fixed this matter for further mention today.  At that time, it was 
announced that further administrative arrangements to secure the resources 
required for the Inquiry, including technical experts were continuing and if those 
administrative arrangements were completed on time, the Commission will 
commence its Inquiry today, 17th September 2019.  I said that the road map for the 
Inquiry and the procedures to be employed in the conduct of the Inquiry would be 
settled today.

Today, I inform the public that the Commission is not able to sit today because 
10 only a portion of those administrative arrangements have been addressed.  The 

Commission is in the process of addressing a number of other matters, including 
statutory requirements in respect of the non-citizen component of the 
Commission’s staff.  The Commission has also sought from the Government an 
increase in the time frame allowed for the Inquiry, additional funds for the Inquiry 
and additional technical experts for the Inquiry.  A decision from the Government 
on those matters is pending.

At this stage, however, the Commissioners and the Counsel appointed have met 
and are able to issue a Public Notice, informing the public of the Inquiry and the 
Practice Note that sets out the practice and procedures of the Commission.  The 

20 Public Notice and the Practice Note No 1 of 2019, copies of which will be 
published today, are going to be attached to the Press Statement which I will issue 
shortly.

Pursuant to the Public Notice, members of the public who have information that 
may assist the Commission are encouraged to contact the Commission on the 
address provided in the Public Notice.

Pursuant to the Practice No 1 of 2019, the Commission has set 9.30 a.m. on 
Thursday 17 of October 2019 for its opening public hearing, during which the 
Commission may, amongst other things, consider and issue summonses to 
witnesses.  This opening public hearing is a tentative fixture because its occurrence 

30 is dependent on the requisite administrative arrangements being completed on time 
by that date.  For this reason, the Commission is encouraging those public 
authorities that the Commission has already approached or will approach, to 
facilitate those administrative arrangements, to fast-track those administrative 
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arrangements in order that the Commission sits as scheduled on the 17th of October 
2019.

A written version of the Press Statement, I have just read out, to which is attached 
the Public Notice and the Practice Note No 1 of 2019 is going to be distributed 
now to the members of the Press and those who are in Court by the Secretary. 

I will allow one or two questions after the Statement is distributed.

If the Press has one or two questions, I will allow those questions before we 
adjourn.

MS HELEN TARAWA REI:  Sir, Helen from the National Newspaper.  You 
10 mentioned in your statement that you are requesting the Government for increased 

timeframe.  Could you elaborate on that?

COMMISSIONER:  The Commission has sought an extension of time from three 
months to six months and the budget, the Commission has sought an increase by a 
significant amount.  I will not disclose the amount.

Because, in respect of the funding, when the amount was announced by the 
appointing authority at the time the Inquiry was established, at that time the non-
citizen component of the staff and the technical experts that were required were not 
part of the equation.  Since the appointment of the Commission of Inquiry, the 
engagement of non-citizens overseas expertise, has necessitated the increase in the 

20 amount.    

The Commission has also asked the Government to appoint a number of other 
experts as well.  That will significantly increase the amount that will cost to run the 
Inquiry.  

MR RICHARD FLYNN:  Commissioner, you mentioned overseas expertise.  As a 
practical matter, has it been contemplated hearing or sitting off-shore?   Just from 
practical reasons, in terms of where people are located.

COMMISSIONER:  I did mention last time on 2nd September that the Commission 
will consider a number of venues, including overseas venues to conduct the 
Inquiry, but that is for the Commission to decide.

30
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The Commission, as it is basically constituted, comprise of more than one 
Commissioner.  When it is fully constituted, we will determine that.  

I take it that that is the last question.  We will adjourn.  Thank you for attending 
this morning.

AT 10.12 A.M THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
10 THURSDAY 17 OCTOBER 2019 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  On the 9th September, I announced that the Commission will 
sit today for its opening public hearing, during which the Commission may, among 
other things, consider and issue summonses to witnesses.  I also said that the 
opening hearing today is a tentative fixture because it is dependent on the requisite 
administrative arrangements to secure the attendance of overseas Commissioner, 
Counsel and a firm of solicitors to assist Counsel being completed in time.

I announced today that the Commission is unable to sit because the government 
has been unable to complete those administrative arrangements in time.  The delay 
is attributed to the slow pace at which relevant government agencies have been 

10 implementing a decision made by the Prime Minister on 18th September 2019 to 
approve a submission from this Commission to increase the inquiry time to six 
months, increase the budget and appoint an overseas firm of Solicitors to support 
Counsel and the Commission.  The legal process to appoint an overseas firm of 
Solicitors is a major contributing factor to the delay.  The need for a firm of 
Solicitors to support the work of overseas counsel is imperative and has historical 
significance in the enabling legislation – that is the pre-Independence Commission 
of Inquiry Act 1951 that has been adopted and applied since Independence.  The 
Commission of Inquiry Act 1951 is a pre-Independence statute that has not been 
amended to reflect the changes in legislation affecting the legal profession in 

20 Papua New Guinea.  Let me explain.  Section 4A(1) provides for the Minister, in 
this case, it is the Prime Minister, to “appoint one or more counsel to assist the 
Commission in the performance of its duties”.  Subsection (2) provides that “where 
the Minister is of the opinion that the subject of an inquiry warrants it, he may 
appoint one or more persons with the appropriate technical or professional 
expertise to assist the Commission”.  The term “counsel” appearing in Subsection 
(1) of the Act is equivalent to a barrister who appears in Court on brief from a firm 
of Solicitors under the Australian legal system.  In Papua New Guinea, the work of 
a barrister and solicitor is fused under the term “lawyer”.  This Commission has 
been of the view that the involvement of an overseas Commissioner and the 

30 involvement of counsel from overseas and a firm of Solicitors from overseas to 
support the work of the Commission is necessary because of the international 
dimension of the UBS transaction that is under inquiry.  The Commission is of the 
view that having engaged the Australian Counsel to assist the Commission, it is 
incumbent on the government to appoint an Australian firm of Solicitors to support 
Counsel and the Commission.  Following the Prime Minister’s decision, the 
National Procurement Commission on the advice of the State Solicitor has decided 
to publicly tender the engagement of a firm of overseas Solicitors under Subsection 
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(2) of the Act.  The process to tender the procurement is yet to commence although 
this Commission is informed that some steps are being taken to advertise the 
tender.

This Commission is continuing to work with relevant government agencies 
including the National Procurement Commission to expedite the implementation of 
the Prime Minister’s decision.  This Commission is hopeful that those processes 
will be completed in time for a public opening hearing on Monday 4th November 
2019 during which a date will be fixed for the return of witnesses’ summonses in 
three weeks’ time and then a date is fixed in December 2019 for a public hearing to 

10 receive evidence of some selected witnesses.  

I also announce today that since the publication of Public Notice No 1 of 2019 and 
Practice Direction No 1 of 2019, this Commission has received a number of 
enquiries from interested persons.  The Commission has also received one 
application seeking leave to appear which the Commission is currently addressing.  
A decision on whether that application is heard and determined at a public hearing 
or dealt with administratively under the Practice Direction will be made and 
communicated to the applicant before the 4th of November 2019.

This Commission again urges those government agencies responsible including the 
National Procurement Commission to prioritise this Commission’s request for 

20 assistance to enable the full Commission to sit on 4th November 2019.  That is my 
statement.

So the next appearance is on the 4th November 2019 at the same time, 9.30 a.m.

My Press Statement has been reduced to writing and the Secretary will now 
distribute the Press Statement.  

I will allow one or two questions from the Press before we adjourn.

 [9.46a.m.] MS NATALIE WHITING (ABC Reporter):  Mr Commissioner, how will that 
affect the inquiry, these delays have - the delays from the government 
departments?

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of starting on time, that is the significant contributing 
30 factor.  The Commission would like to sit as soon as possible and I have been 

around for the last two or three months now waiting for those processes to be 
completed and the Commission is, as I have expressed, is concerned over the 
delay.  But hopefully those processes should be completed by the extended time.
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MS WHITING:  Are you concerned at all that you will not be able to get the 
Australian contingent here and if so, will you just proceed?

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission is taking every step necessary to secure their 
attendance and we are hopeful that the full contingent will be here on the 4th of 
November, if these processes are addressed before that.

MS WHITING:  And what will happen if they are not here by the 4th of November, 
will you delay further or will you proceed without them?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, as I have said, the appointment of a firm of Solicitors 
obviously is important for the work of the Commission to commence.  If that is not 

10 in place, it is most likely that the proceedings will be adjourned on the 4th of 
November to allow that process to be completed.  As I have said, that is the view 
of the Commission as it is presently constituted that the work of the Solicitors is 
important to support overseas firms.  

MS WHITING:  Is there any limits on how long you will delay things if there are 
problems getting the Australian team here?

THE CHAIRMAN:  I cannot say.  But I have waited for the last – coming to three 
months now, and I will wait.  I have work in here full time at this premise, waiting 
for those processes to be completed.  The Commission is getting concerned that 
those delays are taking place.  

20 MS WHITING:  Are you concerned that the delays could continue, that you could 
be looking at several more months before you can---

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a possibility.  At the rate that we are going, but I have 
made the statement that the government agency responsible should prioritise this 
Commission’s request to ensure that the Commission sits on time.  

No other questions?

MS WHITING:  I guess you have work to proceed with in the interim, what will 
you do?   What will you be working on while you wait for the Australian 
contingent or does it stop things completely?

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are other aspects that I am working on.  As you have 
30 heard from me the Prime Minister has made a number of decisions including the 

extension of time, funding and few other things including the appointment of a 
Solicitor.  As to the selection of the Solicitor, it is subject to the tender process.  
But in terms of securing the attendance of the Commissioner and counsel, there are 
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a lot of other administrative arrangements that need to be addressed including work 
permits, visa arrangements, travel arrangements, admission of lawyers and counsel 
to practice in this jurisdiction, so there is a whole host of requirements that have to 
be addressed.  I am working around the clock to assist those relevant agencies to 
address those requirements.  You will appreciate that this particular transaction has 
international dimensions and the Commission has and the government has made a 
firm decision that we will involve overseas counsel, overseas Commissioner for 
this inquiry.  I believe it is worth the wait to allow the government process to be 
complete.  As I have said the Commission is getting concerned at the delay at 

10 which government agencies are responding.  I am repeating my call – the 
Commissioners are repeating their call for government agencies to expedite those 
processes; give it priority.  The Commission is taking every step necessarily to 
ensure that priority is given, but how government agencies respond is another 
matter.

MS WHITING:  Is it frustrating for you, Commissioner?  How are you feeling?

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is frustrating for me, of course, yes.  I have waited for three 
months and I am going to be waiting for another – period, I do not know.  But it is 
of concern and I am publicly expressing the concern that the Commissioners have 
and counsel have over this delay.  Government agencies need to give priority to 

20 this request.  I have emphasized this over and over again and so that is my position.  
It will be interesting to know that I have been here on this premises since my 
appointment pressing on these matters to be addressed quickly.

  [9.52 a.m] MR MICHAEL ARNOLD (Post-Courier):  Commissioner, just one question.  
Supplementary to the request for a team of Australian lawyers to come up, about 
the Commission’s work, I understand that the Commission has also requested 
supplementary funding.  Have you received any indication from the government of 
when or if you will be receiving that funding?

THE CHAIRMAN:  You heard me say that the Prime Minister has approved a 
submission from the Commission the extension of time by six months and its 

30 budget.  So I assume that the funds are available.  But we have received the initial 
funding of K4 million.  But the next lot is subject to the availability of funds that is 
a matter for the government.   The important thing is that the Prime Minister has 
made the decision to give that budget.  

Alright then, I think we will adjourn.  Thank you for your attendance this morning.
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AT 9.54 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
MONDAY 4TH NOVEMBER 2019 AT 9.30 A.M.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I wish to make a short public statement on behalf of the 
Commission.  I am authorized to make this statement on behalf of the Commission 
by fellow Commissioner, John Gilmore, QC and Counsel Assisting the 
Commission, Matthew Howard, Senior Counsel and Alexander Mossop, Junior 
Counsel.  

Further to this Commission’s public statement issued on 17th October 2019, I now 
make the following announcements:

(1)The Commission is still unable to sit today as scheduled for its opening 
because administrative arrangements to secure the attendance of overseas 
Commissioner and Counsel and the appointment of a firm of solicitors to 
assist the Commission and Counsel have still not been completed by the 
Government.

(2)As of today, there has been some work done by the Government and others 
remain to be done.  With regard to work done already by the Government, 
the first thing that has been done is the visa approval for overseas 
Commissioner and Counsel have been secured.  The second thing is the 
tender for the Solicitors’ engagement was published on 22nd October 2019 
and closed last Friday, 1st November 2019.  The National Procurement 
Commission that is running the tender, is yet to advise this Commission on 
the next steps.

With regard to outstanding work to be done by the Government, there are a number 
of important piece of work that remains outstanding.  

(a) Advice from the State Solicitor on the requirement for work permits for 
overseas Commissioner and Counsel is still outstanding.

(b) Secretary for the Department of Justice, State Solicitor and the Solicitor 
General are yet to secure the admissions and practicing certificates for 
overseas counsel from the National Court and the Papua New Guinea Law 
Society under the Lawyers’ Act.  Discussions on these matters between 
overseas counsel and the State Solicitor took place on 24th September and 1st 
October2019 regarding these matters, these have not been followed up with 
overseas counsel by the State Solicitor, the Solicitor General and the 
Secretary for Justice.  If the delay continues, then this Commission will be 
forced to seek political indulgence of the Attorney General himself or the 
Prime Minister to expedite those matters.
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© Further funds approved by the Prime Minister on 18th September 2019 are 
yet to be released to this Commission.

(d)Foreign exchange clearance of payments for preparatory and preliminary 
work done by overseas Commissioner and Counsel is being held up at the 
Central Bank and the Tax Office.  

(4) Until these and other outstanding administrative arrangements are completed 
by the government agencies and officers concerned, this Commission is 
unable to sit today and is unlikely to sit anytime soon.

(5) I announce that the open public hearing is deferred to a later date this month.  
That is November, the specific date and time of which is to be advised.  If 
these administrative arrangements are still not completed in November, the 
matter will be publicly mentioned on Monday 16th December 2019 at 9.30 
a.m. for an announcement to be made on the future conduct of the inquiry in 
early 2020.

(6) This Commission repeats its earlier request, for government agencies and 
officers responsible to prioritise this Commission’s request for assistance to 
enable this Commission to sit in 2019.

(7) This Commission also repeats its earlier position that the Commission’s 
decision on applications for leave to appear before it, filed by or on behalf of 
interested persons are being put on hold until a date is confirmed for the 
opening public hearing hopefully in November or in December. 

That is the short statement I wish to make.  I have the statement written and it will 
be distributed now for the benefit of those who are in attendance.  Secretary, you 
can distribute the statement.   I will take one or two questions from the Press and 
then we will adjourn.  

Do you have any questions?

[9.51a.m.] MR BETHEMIE HARRIMAN (ABC):  Has there been any explanation from the 
Tenders Board and the bureaucracy at the Justice Department for the delays?  Is it 
money or what sort of reasons have they given?

THE CHAIRMAN:  No reasons have been given.  One or two reasons given so far 
is to do with their own internal arrangements for prioritizing.

MR BETHEMIE HARRIMAN:  So they are not prioritizing this Commission?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  It seems so.  You will appreciate that the Commission has 
been tasked to investigate a matter that goes back five years, and here we are 
talking about a few months of delays.  I hope that the public and the Media will 
bear with us as this Commission seeks to position itself to conduct a full and 
proper inquiry that involves investigation of financial transactions that extend to a 
number of countries and is of a complex nature.  I have said it before and I am 
repeating it again for the benefit of the public and the Media of course.  The 
Commission will not rush things as the public might expect.  The Inquiry has to be 
conducted thoroughly and professionally and that is the reason for the Commission 
having to be patient for its capacity to be put in place before it conducts an Inquiry 
and that is way I am prepared to wait that long.    

No other things then we will adjourn.  Hopefully in November if these 
administrative arrangements are completed as I have said, we will fix a date and 
time for a public opening hearing later in November.  If those are not completed by 
the end of November, then I have given you a date on which this Commission will 
still conduct a session of this type to make a public announcement of how it 
intends to conduct the Inquiry in early 2020.  

So until then, we will part company here and I will take my leave.

AT 9.55 A.M. THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED INDEFINITELY
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THE CHAIRMAN:   The full Commission is not able to sit today for the public 
opening; hearing of the Commission of Inquiry.  

The sitting is the first of the sittings since the appointment of the Commissioners 
were formalized on the 30th of August 2019.  For reasons which we will explain 
later, Counsel assisting the Commission of Inquiry and the Solicitors supporting 
Counsel and the Commission are not in attendance today.  

I take this opportunity to welcome and thank fellow Commissioner, Honourable 
John Gilmore, QC for having travelled from Perth, Australia to be present this 
morning for the public opening - hearing.  I will make a full statement later with 

10 regard to the proceedings of the Commission, but now I will pose to ask His 
Honour John Gilmore, QC to make his statement. 

COMMISSIONER JOHN GILMOUR:    Thank you Sir Salamo and good 
morning.  This is an important sitting of the Royal Commission.   

Although it was established at the end of August this year, I regret to say that the 
Commission has been confronted with a series of administrative obstacles some of 
which, despite its best efforts, it has not yet been able to overcome.  

The Chairman has alluded to some of these and I will mention three of them.  

(1)  It has not yet received the full funding approved by the Prime Minister 
20 of Papua New Guinea.

(2) The Counsel assisting the Commission have not yet been admitted to 
practice in Papua New Guinea.

(3) Solicitors for the Commission have not yet been appointed.

The Chairman will shortly explain these matters in more detail.  However, may I 
say that the resolution of each of these is vital to enable the Commission to carry 
out the work of this most important Inquiry.  

30
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Accordingly, the Commission urges indeed expects that the Department of 
Treasury, the Attorney-General and the National Procurement Commission will act 
to expedite each of these matters.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you.  As for the balance for this morning’s 
proceedings, the Commission has prepared a program which now will be 
distributed and we will follow that program.

Associate, you can distribute the program.

 [10.02am]You go down to the matters listed under the heading, ‘Items’.  We have already 
covered the opening statement.  I will now read out the media statement in full.  

10
As I alluded to earlier, the unavailability of counsel assisting the Commission and 
solicitors for today’s hearing, is now explained in full.  

With regard to counsel’s unavailability, this is due to a late advice been received by 
this Commission on 5 November 2019 from the State Solicitor that the Solicitor 
General has not responded to his request for assistance to obtain admissions and 
practicing certificates under the Lawyers Act for overseas counsel.  

Accordingly on 15 November 2019, this Commission engaged the services of a 
20 private law firm to undertake that task.  That law firm first published a notice of 

application to make such an application of admission in the National Court on 5 and 
6 December 2019.  An application was then lodged by the private firm with the 
Attorney General requesting the issue of a Certificate of Fitness on 27 November.  
However, no response has been received from the Attorney General todate; hence 
the admissions for the counsel assisting the Commission are still outstanding.  

With regard to solicitors unavailability, this is due to a delay in a decision to be made 
by the Board of the National Procurement Commission, a technical and financial 
evaluation committee constituted by the National Procurement Commission, met 

30 and completed its report on 27 November with regard to the assessment and 
evaluation of two firms – overseas firms that had put in their bid for appointment.

This Commission was advised by the National Procurement Commission that the 
board would meet on Wednesday 3 December, but it did not meet due to lack of 
quorum for the meeting.  We are now advised that the board will meet next week to 
consider the report and recommendation of the Technical Evaluation Committee.  I 
should say that I was the Chair of the Technical Evaluation Committee, and I am 
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keen to receive a decision from the National Procurement Commission Board so that 
it can be progressed further.

The unavailability of counsel and solicitors for today’s sitting does not pose any 
major difficulty for this Commission.  We are still able to deal with preparatory work 
for the Commission to be able to sit in early 2020 to conduct the actual Inquiry in 
terms of receiving evidence.  

At today’s hearing the Commission will do six things:
10

(1) It will issue an interim list of witnesses to be called to give evidence,  
(2) It will fix a return date for summonses that will be issued from today onwards, 
(3) Set out a road map for the conduct of the Inquiry, 
(4) It will make a statement on the sittings of the Commission by the 

Commissioners,
(5) It will make a statement on the funding situation for the next six months, 

which is the extended period; and 
(6) It will deal with an application for leave to appear that has been filed by an 

interested party.
20

  [10.07 am]I will go through each one of those items in more detail.  

With regard to the interim list of witnesses; that list is going to be distributed this 
morning.  I saw on the list; the identity of a number of witnesses whose identities 
have not been established, will be established before the list is finalized and 
published in the daily newspapers.  Additional witnesses will be added to this list 
from time to time.  Return date of summons.  Commission is fixing Monday 27 
January 2020 at 9.30 am as the return date of the summons.   All witnesses that are 
either requested or summonsed by the Commission to appear must attend the hearing 
on that date, time and the venue fixed.

30 Roadmap for the conduct of the actual inquiry in 2020.  The roadmap is as follows:  

First phase is a summons phase.  Summons will be issued as from today up to 31 
December 2019.  Therefore the summons will be made returnable on Monday 27 
January 2020 at 9.30 am.

Then the investigation phase.  There will be investigation conducted by counsel 
assisting the commission and solicitors and other technical officers.  That will take 
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the whole of February and March of 2020.  Then the public hearing phase.  The 
commission will sit in April and May of 2020 to receive the evidence.  Then the 
report writing phase.  The commission will write up the report in June 2020.  Lastly, 
the report delivery phase. By 27 July 2020 the report will be completed and delivered 
to the government.  That covers the road map for the conduct of the inquiry.

Now, I move to the conduct of the inquiry by the commissioners.  Pursuant to section 
14 of the Commission of Inquiry Act, the public is advised that the sittings of the 
commission may be constituted by the full commission or by a commissioner as 
authorized by the commission.  So, in other words; the actual inquiry may be 

10 conducted by the full commission comprising of two commissioners or by a single 
commissioner as authorized by the commission.

The inquiry period.  Commission has determined that the extended six month inquiry 
period for the inquiry, approved by the prime minister on 18 September 2019, will 
commence to run from the date of the actual inquiry, that is on 27 January 2020 
when the summons are made returnable and it will finish on 27 July 2020 when the 
report of the commission is completed and delivered to the prime minister to be 
tabled in Parliament.

I come to funding.  The need for additional funding occasioned by the extended 
period of the inquiry and the appointment of overseas commissioner, counsel and 

20 solicitors is apparent.  This commission is yet to receive an addition of K27 million 
requested by the commission and approved by the prime minister on 18 September 
2019 and subsequently, requested for its release by the Department of Treasury that 
request be made by the chief secretary to government. 

[10.12 am]Last item on this list is the application for leave to appear which we will hear shortly.  
That application was filed by Twivey Lawyers on behalf of the Secretary for the 
Department of Treasury on 9 October 2019 but because the full Commission was 
not able to sit on previous occasions, that application has now been listed for hearing 
by the full Commission. 

We will hear the application shortly.  But for now, our associate will deliver with 
30 this Twivey letter, the press statement that I have just read out and a list – an interim 

list of witnesses that will be required to attend to give evidence.  Associate, you can 
distribute those documents now.  
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We have before us the application filed by Twivey Lawyers on behalf of Mr Dairi 
Vele, Secretary for the Department of Treasury.  Is there anyone from Twivey 
Lawyers present to make the application?

MR DESMOND KIPA:  Good morning, Chairman.  I appear from Twivey Lawyers.  
My name is Desmond Kipa.  I am a senior lawyer with Twivey Lawyers.  I stand in 
for Ms Twivey, and we appear on behalf of the Secretary for the Department of 
Treasury.  We shall file an application to be heard in these proceedings.  Shall I 

10 proceed with the application?

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you are ready.

MR KIPA:  Yes.  The application is filed on 9 October 2019 by our firm on behalf 
of the Secretary for the Department of Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele.  This application is 
filed pursuant to Practice Direction 4 that was published in the Post Courier in regard 
to interested parties to file such an application.  

[10.17 am] The applicant is the current Secretary for the Department of Treasury, and he has 
20 been for the last eight years as the secretary and most of the – or some of the terms 

of reference regarding this commission of inquiry, the applicant is well versed with 
some of the facts as well as in his application he has stated that the relevant source 
documents as well as other witnesses that may not be on the list that the inquiry has 
produced can be made available for the applicant.  The nature of his interest is to 
settle in partly of the application itself.  The Department of Treasury itself is 
responsible for preparing and producing the national budget as well as monitoring 
and one of the key function is to assist the national government in terms of policy in 
regard to the economic as well as borrowing and giving of guarantees as well as 
loans on behalf of the State or the Independent State of Papua New Guinea.

30
Consequently, the current secretary for Treasury was involved in some of the loans 
that which are now currently before this inquiry and being investigated into.  Under 
those circumstances, without  - much of the material is on the application itself and 
I will not bore you, the commissioners from much of what has been said here except 
to say that we make this application that the secretary for Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele 
to be – he has a bonafide interest in this matter and he should be given the 
opportunity to be heard and participate in these proceedings. That is basically our 
application this morning.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Just correct me if I am mistaken.  There has been no affidavit 
filed in support of the application?

MR KIPA:  No, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Only the application for him to appear?

MRKIPA:  Yes.  That is correct.  The practice directions did not clearly state whether 
there was supposed to be an affidavit filed in support of such an application except 
for us to file this application.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.   We will deliberate and then make a ruling.  
Mr Kipa, our question is in relation to a matter set out in paragraph 9 of the 

10 application for leave where your client is said to hold various documents and has 
certain witnesses that have those documents that he may seek to produce to this 
commission.  We may consider making him a condition for the grant of leave, if we 
do grant leave, for those names and addresses of witnesses to be identified and for 
the documents to be enumerated and supplied to the commission.  Say, within a week 
from now.

[10.22 a.m]Could we hear you on that proposal?

MR KIPA: Your honours, we have no issues with such conditions been made, 
except just to say that we are approaching the Christmas period and I am not too 
sure whether my clients would be in a position to produce the list of documents as 

20 well as all the material on time.  That is the only issue, but apart from that we have 
no issue. 

COMMISSIONER GILMOUR:  Mr Kipa, are you able to tell us how many 
documents there are; to estimate how many there are? 

MR KIPA:  Not at this stage. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose we could make a provision for an extension of time 
upon request by your client?

MR KIPA: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We could make provision for that in the decision that we 
made this morning.
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MR KIPA:  I think that would be a proper approach under the circumstances, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are satisfied that the applicant has a bonafide interest and 
sufficient interest in the subject matter of the inquiry for the reasons even my 
counsel for the applicant and also those reasons set out in the application for leave 
to appear and we grant the application on conditions which we will pronounce 
now.

I do not know what the decision to call.  We refer to that as Court Orders in Court 
but this it is not a Court.  We call it a direction.  So the Commission directs as 
follows:   

10  [10.27 am] As a condition for the grant of grant of leave to appear, the applicant shall on or 
before 23rd of December 2019 or upon such time as may be extended by the 
Commission, upon request, made by the applicant, the applicant shall provide to 
the Commission the names and addresses of witnesses referred to in paragraph 9 of 
the application for leave, and further, provide to the Commission the various the 
documents referred to in paragraph 9 of the application for leave to appear.  Mr 
Kipa, have you got that direction?  

MR KIPA:  Yes, your Honours.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest – or we suggest, you file a direction in those terms, 
20 we will settle it and then we will issue a formal direction and signed by the 

Commission.  The first item on that direction, obviously, will be the grant of leave 
and then the second direction will be in terms of the condition that we have set out.

MR KIPA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Given the time constraints that we have, we suggest you do that 
today before close of business so we sign off the direction by close of business today.

MR KIPA:  Thank you.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  That dispose of that application.

MR KIPA:  Yes, nothing further, your Honours.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You may take your leave.  Is there any other person or party in 
attendance that might have an application – any other application for leave to appear?  
If not, then that brings us to the end of today’s hearing.  

Matter stands adjourned to 27 January 2020, for the return of the summons.  

Associate, we will adjourn the Inquiry shortly.  But for those who have received the 
press statement, you will note one minor mistake in the date that I noted as I was 
reading the press statement.  You go to paragraph six of the press statement; the 

10 reference to 2019, the statement says, 27 January 2019.  It is actually 2020.  Due to 
typing this morning, the correct year was omitted.  That correction can be made for 
those who have copies of the press statement.  If there is nothing else, associate, you 
may now adjourn the Inquiry.

20 AT 10.31 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL 27 JANUARY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M. 
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

THE HON JOHN GILMOUR, QC COMMISSIONER

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI
ON MONDAY 27TH JANUARY 2020 AT 10.06 A.M.
(Continued from Monday 16 December 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a short program for this morning, so the program 
will get distributed first for the benefit of those who are in attendance.  
Associate, you can distribute the program.

The full Commission will sit today, will sit tomorrow and also will sit on 
Wednesday to deal with some preliminary matters and to go through the list of 
witnesses who have been requested to appear under Part 1 or Phase 1 of the 
Inquiry and I will explain what Phase 1 involves later.  So we will be sitting for 
the three days before we adjourn on Wednesday.

10
The full Commission is again able to sit today as scheduled but without Counsel 
assisting the Commission and solicitors supporting Counsel.  The unavailability 
of Counsel assisting the Commission is due to the fact that a private law firm 
that was engaged by the Commission on the advice of the State Solicitor is yet to 
move applications for admission of overseas barristers before the National 
Court.

The unavailability of solicitors is due to the fact that the National Executive 
Council is yet to decide on the award of a contract for the engagement of 

20 overseas solicitors following recommendation made by the National 
Procurement Commission to the National Executive Council on 17 December 
2019.  

The Commissioners also note that the Commission is yet to receive additional 
funding that was approved by the Prime Minister on 18 September 2019.  
Without this additional funding, the Commissioners will be unable to perform 
the bulk of the task or the work.  

[10:11a.m]The unavailability of counsel and solicitors supporting counsel for today’s 
30 sitting does not pose any major difficulty for us as this Commission will be able 

to deal with preliminary matters associated with witnesses required to attend for 
Part 1 of the Inquiry.  Part 1 of the Inquiry mainly involves taking evidence, 
much of which will be expert evidence on the historical facts with regard to the 
government’s policy on the political economy of this country at the time of 
Independence and how those policies have been applied todate by successive 
governments.

For today’s session, obviously a program has been issued and you have copies of 
it.  Associate, you can distribute the short media statement that I just read out.

40
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I am moving on to Item 2 on the program.  I will just restate the roadmap for the 
Inquiry that was announced on 16 December last year.  Phase 1 of the roadmap 
was for the issue of summonses and the Commission fixed a period from the 16 
December to 31 December 2019 for the issue of the summonses.  The 
Commission also fixed Monday 27 January 2020 for the return of the summons.  
That is Phase 1.  Phase 2, the investigation phase.  That investigation was to be 
carried out by Counsel and barristers supporting Counsel and other technical 
officers.  The Commission gave itself the months February and March for the 
investigation phase be conducted by Counsel and solicitors and technical 

10 officers.  Phase 3 is the public hearing phrase.  The Commission fixed April and 
May for the Commission to sit to receive evidence.  Phase 4, the Report writing 
phase.  The Commission gave itself the month of June to write the Report and 
finally the Report delivery phase.

[10.16 am]The Commission fixed 27 July 2020 for the report to be presented to the 
Government.  As you see the Commission gave itself a six month period to 
commence and complete the Inquiry.

The first phase of the Inquiry, which is the issue of summonses and the return of 
20 summonses for today was based on the assumption that the counsel’s admission 

will be in place and the solicitors’ engagement would be in place by this time.  
The importance of the engagement of Counsel and solicitors, and to be on the 
ground in PNG by this time, is that they would play a key role in formulating the 
summonses to be issued with specific evidence required of each witness, in 
particular, the listing of documents to be produced by witnesses, given the 
problems associated with the admission of lawyers, as I have just explained and 
the delay in the engagement of solicitors, the issue of summonses to all the 
witnesses that will be required, I would say or what we say is five different parts 
of the Inquiry, is not possible.  That means there will be a month – one month 

30 period extension from today to allow the Commission to conduct the Inquiry for 
six months, given that February, the month of February, be taken up securing the 
admission of Counsel and the engagement of a solicitor and support counsel.  
That is a bird’s eye view of the roadmap for the Inquiry and to advise those in 
attendance that the period will be moved or shifted forward by one more month.

I move on to item number 3.  Those matters have already been addressed in my 
Press Statement.   I have explained the status of the admission of overseas 
counsel by the National Court, I have explained the delay in the award of 
solicitors’ contract by the National Executive Council, and we have made a 
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statement about not having received additional funding; those funds having been 
approved by the Prime Minister on 18 September last year.

Move on to item number 4 in the program.  This item deals with a direction 
issued on 16 December in relation to a person that the Commission granted leave 
to appear and as a condition of a grant of leave, certain directions were issued by 
the Commission for that particular witness to provide a list of all documents that 
are relevant to the proceedings and provide copies of those documents and in 
addition provide a list, as I said, of all possible witnesses that he could identify; 

10 the direction fixed as 23 December 2019 as the deadline for that particular 
witness to comply with the direction.
  

[10.21a.m] That particular person is the Secretary for the Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele.  I will 
ask, of course, in the absence of Counsel assisting the Commission, I will ask the 
Secretary to the Commission, Mr Matthew Yuangu, could you give a report with 
that particular direction?  Those directions that have been complied with.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman and Commissioner, since the direction, we 
have not received any communication from the lawyer who actually appeared on 

20 behalf of the person.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was the lawyer?

THE SECRETARY:  That is Twivey Lawyers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Twivey Lawyers?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was the Counsel that appeared last time?

THE SECRETARY:  Ms Nonggor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, it is not Ms Nonggor, it is somebody else.

THE SECRETARY:  Twivey Lawyers?

THE CHAIRMAN:  It was not Ms Nonggor.  It was – anyway we will call up 
the records later but there was a Counsel who appeared, applied for leave and we 

40 granted leave.  There is a condition of grant to leave we issued the direction.   
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Yes, Mr Desmond Kipa.   Any appearance of Mr Desmond Kipa now?  Anyone 
from Twivey Lawyers here?
MS KELLY:  Yes, Mr Chairman.  I am appearing, standing in for Mr Kipa this 
morning.  The directions were issued on ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  And your name?

MS KELLY:  My name is KELLY Rose.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  You are the lawyer with that firm?

MS KELLY:  Yes, I am.  The second direction that was issued, Mr Chairman, is 
that the Secretary is to provide the list of witnesses and their addresses and to 
provide the various documentation.  Mr Chairman, we were given only one week 
to produce the documents and to list the witnesses.  It was on 23 December.  But 
Mr Chairman, we were not able to do so within the one week which was given 
so I am here before the Inquiry to make an application for extension of this 
direction.  The documentation involved is, I would say, is cumbersome and we 
need time to compile all the documents that will be needed by the Inquiry so we 

20 can assist the Inquiry.  So we would like to request an extension of the time to be 
able to compile the documents and produce them to the Inquiry.
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  How much time do you need?  

MS KELLY:  Sorry?

THE CHAIRMAN:  How much time do you need?

MS KELLY:  We would require about a month to be able to compile everything 
30 and get all the documentation together with the witnesses.  One thing that 

affected us to be able to comply with this requirement is because we were going 
into the festive period and some relevant staff were away.

[10.26am]So that was a hindrance to us complying with this direction.  Thank you.

COMMISSIONER GILMOUR:  Ms Rose, the Chairman has asked me to deal 
with this matter.

Can we say to you and generally to those whom directions and summonses will 
40 be directed in this Commission that a direction made by the Commission is to be 
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obeyed.  It is not good enough for a person to whom a direction is given, of their 
own volition, to let the time pass and then come to this Commission seeking an 
indulgence.  

I cannot overstate the importance of that.  If this Commission is to do its work 
properly so that this serious matter can be inquired into and a Report made to the 
Parliament of Papua New Guinea, then the directions of the Commission are to 
be complied with and if they are not complied with, there may be serious 
consequences for those who fail to comply with them.

10
The Commission would like to hear from Mr Vele directly and to be directed 
here to appear before the Commission at 10 o’clock on 29 January, that is this 
Wednesday.  He should be in a position to explain fully, not just a general 
explanation about the Christmas vacation period, to explain fully why the 
direction is not complied with; and secondly, to inform the Commission as to 
what steps, if any, are being taken by him to comply with the directions.  
Because you say there was only one week before 23 December to comply with 
the direction, but this is now 27 January.  

20 So the direction of the Commission will be that Mr Vele attend before the 
Commission at 10 o’clock on Wednesday 29 January, in this location, and be in 
a position to explain fully what has, if anything, been done to date to comply 
with the directions.

MS KELLY:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Rose, you have got notes of those directions?

MS KELLY:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Is there anything else you want to raise?

MS KELLY:  No, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can take your leave, thanks.

MS KELLY:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I am moving on to Item 5 of the program.  The 
40 secretary of the Commission is shortly going to give an account of which 
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witnesses have been issued requests to appear under what I have said is Part 1 of 
the Inquiry.  He will give an account of the responses that have been received.  

[[10.31 am]There are 12 witnesses that have been listed under Part 1 to give evidence, much 
of which is expert evidence on the government policy in relation to the economic 
system that Papua New Guinea adopted at the time of Independence and how all 
that economic system has paid out since Independence to give context to the 
decisions by successive governments to go into private business.  That is the 
focus of the first phase of the Inquiry and that the policy, obviously is not, 

10 strictly speaking, part of the Inquiry questions but the Commission has started 
the questions that have been set out in the Terms of Reference and the 
Commission considers that this evidence will be relevant to set the stage; you 
will understand the government decisions over the years in terms of going into 
private business.

The Secretary to the Commission will go through the 12 witnesses, give us 
details about when these witnesses were served a request and give an account of 
the responses received.  The Commission decided to approach it in this way in 
terms of asking those witnesses to appear as a matter of respect and as a matter 

20 of protocol because the witnesses that will appear are very important people in 
the government in the past and the present government, and as a matter of 
respect, the Commission has decided that we should issue requests to appear 
rather than issue summonses.

The letter that went out obviously stated that those who receive a letter of 
request should within seven days of receiving the request inform or advise the 
Commission of their intention to appear before the Commission today.  In the 
event that they do not appear today, the Commission will decide what steps it 
will take.  But we will receive an account from the Secretary to the Commission 

30 of the 12 witnesses that have been requested to appear and give an account of 
responses received.  If there are persons who have been requested to appear are 
actually in attendance, then we will take their appearances individually after the 
Secretary to the Commission has given his report.  Mr Yuangu.

THE SECRETARY:  The Chairman and the Commissioner, since the service of 
the request letters – there are some request letters to persons of importance to the 
Commission and we are grateful to have Grand Chief here this morning, he is 
the first one of those who was served.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us go through each witness first.
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is the first witness?

THE SECRETARY:  Grand Chief, Sir Michael Somare is the first on the list.  
He was served in person.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he was served?
10

THE SECRETARY:  He was served, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is in attendance?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he is now in attendance, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: Has he given any letter in response?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes. He has acknowledged the service and indicated that 
20 he was available and has now appeared.

   [10:36am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will take his appearance later.  All right.  The 
next witness?

THE SECRETARY:  The next witness, it was Sir Charles Lepani.  He was 
served by e-mail because he was out. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Lepani - he is witness number six, I believe.  You are 
jumping.

30
THE SECRETARY:  On our list here but---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do not follow your list; follow our list, which is witness 
one down to12, right?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next person is Sir Julius Chan - protocol?

40 THE SECRETARY:   Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the situation with Sir Julius Chan?

MR YUANGI:  He has been served and responded.  He is not here.  He is out of-
--

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you speak up?  He has been served?

THE SECRETARY:   He has been served, yes.  He is not available to appear 
10 today and asked for a time to be set to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say?  He was served and what was his 
response?  

THE SECRETARY:  Not available to appear today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say in response?  Did he say anything when he 
was served the request?

20 THE SECRETARY:   No, no response.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No response.   He has not written or contacted you?

THE SECRETARY:  No, no formal response; not yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No formal response.

THE SECRETARY:  No formal response.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Not contacted you?

THE SECRETARY:  No.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is the next?  Number three, I have got here is Sir Sir 
Rabbie Namaliu.

THE SECRETARY:  Sir Rabbie has been served in Kokopo by the lawyer 
assisting in that.  We have received no response from him as yet.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  You have not received no response from him?  
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THE SECRETARY:  No response from him. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next one is Honourable Paias Wingti.  Has he been 
served?

THE SECRETARY:  He was served through an agent office here.  He collected 
from us here, but no response as yet.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  No response?
‘
THE SECRETARY:  No, response yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next one is Sir Mekere Morauta.

THE SECRETARY:  Sir Mekere Morauta was served and has formally 
responded but is not available to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Why did he say that?  He will not be available because he 
20 has got other commitments has he?  

THE SECRETARY:  He is out of town and requested we arrange for another 
time for him to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When?

THE SECRETARY:  He did not indicate a date as yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I read the letter.  He said that he will be available 
30 after 6 February.

THE SECRETARY:  After 6 February.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will fix a date after 6th?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  

CHAIRMAN:  That is good.  Next one, Honourable Peter O’Neill.  Has he been 
served?

40
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he has been served; he was the last one to be served.  
There is no response yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When was he served?

THE SECRETARY:  Last Friday.  It was very difficult.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is 24, is it?

10 THE SECRETARY:  That is 24, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have not received any communication from him after 
that?

THE SECRETARY:  No response from him or his agent; not yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next one, Honourable James Marape.

THE SECRETARY:  Honourable James Marape was served.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  When?

THE SECRETARY:  On 15.

THE CHAIRMAN:  15 of?

THE SECRETARY:  Of this month.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Any response from him?
30

THE SECRETARY:  No response as yet.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Charles Lepani; he was served?

THE SECRETARY:  Sir Charles Lepani was served by e-mail and he has 
responded, but he has not indicated ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have sighted some correspondence.  He will be available 
today.  We will call up those who are in attendance later.  We have received a 

40 response from him?
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Osborne Sanid, Director of National Research Institute.

THE SECRETARY:  He was served but he is out of town at the moment – out of 
the country and he has indicated that he will want to appear but he has not 
indicated a date yet.

10[10.41 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Date?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you know when he is returning to the country?

THE SECRETARY:  Not just yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, but he has been served?

20 THE SECRETARY:  He has been served.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Through an agent, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  Through an agent at his workplace, National Research 
Institute.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Loi Bakani?

THE SECRETARY:  Loi Bakani was served at his place of work and has 
30 indicated he will appear, not today, but on the 29th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  On the 29th?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor, Sir Timothy John Besley, London School of 
Economics; has he been served?

THE SECRETARY:  Professor has been served by email.  He received it and 
40 has acknowledged that and indicated he might have to appear by other means 
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than in person.  The latest communication with him was that he could not make 
it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he given a date when he would be available?

THE SECRETARY:  On 8 April.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What date?

10 THE SECRETARY:  8 April.

THE CHAIRMAN: 8th?  I might have read some email that suggested he would 
be available on 16 April, right?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  That is probably the latest.  I will confirm that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he going to give evidence in person or by video link?

THE SECRETARY:  He has indicated video link at the moment.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Video link?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  He has got a very tight schedule.

THE CHAIRMAN:  On 16 April.  Dr Lawrence Sausse, senior lecturer, School 
of Economics and Political Science, University of Papua New Guinea?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, he is out of town at the moment.  There is no 
response from him at the moment.  

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been served?

THE SECRETARY:  He has been served, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Lekshmi N Pilai, Executive Dean, School of   
Business and Public Policy, UPNG?

THE SECRETARY:  The Professor has been served.  At this stage there is no 
indication of time to appear.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been served in person or through an agent?

THE SECRETARY:  Through an agent at his place of work at UPNG.  That is 
his office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he has not responded has he?

THE SECRETARY:  No, not yet.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  Mr Yuangu, you were saying there are a number of 
persons who have been requested to appear here today?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In attendance?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is in attendance?
20

THE SECRETARY:  We have the Grand Chief, Sir Michael Somare here in 
attendance or in appearance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Charles Lepani?  Just sighted an email that said he will 
attend; no?

THE SECRETARY:  No.  Not in attendance, Chairman.

[10.46 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you, Mr Yuangu.  We will take appearance 
30 of Grand Chief, Sir Michael Somare in person or by his Counsel.  Yes?

MR JOHN KUMURA:    Chairman, Sir Salamo Injia, Commissioner Gilmour, I 
am John Kumura, Kumura Lawyers, Counsel acting for Grand Chief, Sir 
Michael Somare.  Sir Michael is here in person.  He has indicated in his letter of 
response that he is willing to assist the Inquiry and whatever is necessary to 
assist the Inquiry in this matter.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What we propose to do is to fix a date on which he will 
give his evidence and then that date will be a date in April.  That will allow for 

40 two months, February and March for him to prepare his evidence with Counsel 
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assisting the Commission and the solicitors once solicitors and Counsel are on 
board.  So, as soon as the Counsel assisting the Commission has obtained his 
admission, as soon as the solicitors are appointed, they will contact your client 
and they will sit down and help him to prepare his evidence.  There are some 
general questions and there are some specific questions that Counsel and the 
solicitors will prepare with your client to give evidence.  But this morning we 
will fix a date for him to give his evidence and then he can go away and then 
await the solicitors and Counsel to contact him, obviously through your office.

10 According to the roadmap that I have announced earlier, the months of April and 
May have been set aside for the Commission to receive evidence.  Although 
there is a one month extension of that period, our thinking is that we should still 
go ahead in April to commence receiving evidence.  So we would like to sit in 
April, on the first week of April.  So, you have a date in mind in April that we 
can fix?

MR KUMURA:  I will have to confirm with my client.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
20

MR KUMURA:  He is going on his medical - to Cairns so I believe sometime 
this week he is to travel.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR KUMURA:  Should I confirm now?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes okay, you can obtain your client’s instructions now.

30 MR KUMURA:  Yes, okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  A date in April, in the first week of April.

MR KUMURA:  A date in the first week of April is fine.

[10.57a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  First week of April, the first Monday in April.  When is it; 
6 April?

COMMISSIONER GILMOUR:   Yes.  
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday, 6 April at 9.30 am.  

MR KUMURA:  That is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The venue for the actual Inquiry may not be this room.  
This room is too small and it is very old fashion.  It is not good for a modern 
Inquiry that we are trying to conduct.  We may move the venue to another 
location but your client will be informed of the change in the venue for the 
actual Inquiry.

10
The Commission would like to thank yourself and especially your client for 
attendance this morning.  Obviously as the founding father, he is the only 
witness that has answered the call.  The Commission appreciates his attendance 
and you and your client can be excused.    

MR KUMURA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are there any other appearances by any of these other 
witnesses, there are 11 of them this morning; attendances in person or by counsel 

20 or by proxy, by agent whatever?  No appearance.  

The Commissioners have had some discussion about what will or should happen 
in relation to those that have not attended this morning, with the exception of the 
honourable Peter O’Neill who was only served last Friday.  The other witnesses 
who have been served, who made no appearances today will be summoned to 
appear on a date to be fixed shortly.  I should also qualify that statement to 
exclude Professor Tim Besley but we will go through the list of witnesses that 
we have summonsed shortly.   

30 The return date for the summons will be on 28 February – Friday, 28 February at 
9.30 am.  Yes, the venue for the return date - the summonses will be specified in 
the summons - it may be this building or the other venue that is yet to be 
ascertained.

[10.56 am] Let us go through the witnesses that will be summoned.  Sir Julius Chan, Paias 
Wingti, Sir Rabbie Namaliu - Honourable Paias Wingti -   Honourable James 
Marape, Sir Charles Lepani, Dr Osborne Sanid, Dr Lawrence Sausse, Professor 
L N Pillai; those are the witnesses that have been summonsed to appear on 28 
February 2020 at 9.30 am.  The other witnesses who have indicated they will not 

40 be available today for different reasons, we will not issue summonses but we 
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will extend the letter of request for them to appear also on 28 February 2020.  
Those include Honourable Peter O’Neil, Sir Mekere Morauta - I think those two.  
Mr Loi Bakani, we will extend the request for him to appear on 29 January; that 
is this coming Wednesday at 9.30 am.  I think we have covered all the witnesses.  
Mr Secretary, we have covered everyone?  Have I missed one?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, we have.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have covered everybody?  That is a total of 12 
10 witnesses?

THE SECRETARY:  12 witnesses, yes.  We have covered them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Tim Besley, we have already said we fixed 16 
April for him to give his evidence, possibly by video link.  So, your staff – your 
IT staff will organise a suitable video link to receive his evidence.  Last time I 
spoke to him by video link, the reception was very poor in this building so we 
should get some appropriate IT personnel and equipment to ensure there is 
quality video link connection.  

20
[11.01a.m]I move on to item number 7 on the program.  That is the issue of requests.

Summonses for Part 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Inquiry and the fixed return date – now, 
for those who are wondering what Part 2 through to 5 of the Inquiry comprise of, 
let me just give a rundown on those parts.  Part 2 is the evidence on the PNG 
LNG project.  That is the questions relating to the PNG LNG project, especially 
the funding from IPIC.  That is International Petroleum Investment Company 
based in Abu Dhabi.  I suppose that is in the United Emirates.  That is Part 2.  
Part 3 - the UBS Loan.  Papua LNG Project questions.  Part 4 - UBS Loan.  
Purchase of Oil Search Shares questions; and Part 5 - UBS Loan.  Sale of Oil 

30 Search Shares.

The Commission has adopted the part headings set up in the Terms of Reference 
and the questions appear under these different part headings that we have just 
introduced.

Part 1 is the introductory part.  That is historical perspective on the political and 
economic system and the role of Government in the economy.  That is the one 
that the 12 witnesses will give evidence that we go through.  
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The Commission is unable to issue witness’s requests and summonses in 
particular for witnesses that are required for Parts 2 through to 5 because the 
Commission needs the assistance of Counsel assisting the Commission and the 
solicitors to frame the letters and the summonses.  The only exception to that is, 
I suppose Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare, who has been invited to give 
evidence in the letter of request that has been issued.  That is the only exception 
but all the other witnesses that will give evidence under Part 2 through to 5 are 
witnesses that require Counsel’s assistances and in particular solicitors 
assistances to frame the summonses because the summonses will not only set out 

10 the questions but will specify the documents that are required to be produced.  
The Commission will not be able to know which witness is required to produce 
what documents until some investigation is done and the relevant questions are 
framed with the assistance of Counsel and in particular solicitors.

There being no solicitors on the ground and there being no Counsel on the 
ground due to delays in their admissions and the award of their contract 
respectively, the Commission will not be able to issue those request and letters 
of its own by February.  So the Commission will defer consideration of that item 
to 28 February 2020 at 9.30 am to address it.  Hopefully, by that date solicitors’ 

20 contract will be awarded and the solicitor on the ground and counsels’ 
admissions will have been done and also very importantly the funds will have 
arrived; the additional funding that we mentioned earlier.  So that is where we 
are.

[11.06 am] Item number 7 is deferred to 28 February 2020 at 9.30 am for consideration.  
Move on to item number 8.  Application for leave to appear.  Are there any or is 
there any person here that wish to move any application to appear this morning?  
There is no one.

30 Then the last item on the program is the adjournment.  Obviously, the 
Commission will adjourn to 28 February 2020 at 9.30 am to receive the other 
appearances.  The people whose request to appear have been extended to that 
date and those that have been summons to appear, we will take their appearances 
on summons and deal with item number 7 that has been deferred and deal with 
any other matters.

Before we adjourn, as we indicated earlier, the Commission will sit tomorrow to 
take any appearance from any of these witnesses that have been requested to 
appear.  They may be operating on PNG time so we are prepared for any 

40 inconveniences.  So we will sit tomorrow to see who turns up.  The Commission 
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will sit on the 29th to receive Mr Loi Bakani’s appearance and to be deal with 
Mr Dairi Vele’s explanation.  That is the sitting program for the week and 
possibly fellow Commissioner John Gilmour will return after the 29th.  

There is no other business then Associate - you got any other business, no?  Mr 
Yuangu, is there anything else?

THE SECRETARY:  No, Sir.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything else?

THE SECRETARY:  No, Sir.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, then thank you everyone for attending.  Associate, 
you can adjourn the Commission.

20

AT 10.10 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL TUESDAY, 28 JANUARY 2020 AT 9.30 AM.

30
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yesterday, the Commission indicated we would sit this 
morning.  We were scheduled to sit at 10 o’clock and we are sitting now.  

Mr Yuangu, have you received any response from any of those witnesses as to 
whether they will appear this morning or not?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman and Commissioner, yes, we had a confirmation from 
Sir Charles Lepani yesterday that he will appear today 28 January.  He asked for the 
venue and starting time which we also indicated, but he is not here.  He is not here 

10 right now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He asked for what, the venue?

THE SECRETARY:  Venue and time – commencement time, which we 
communicated to him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He should be aware of the venue.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the venue was stated in the letter of request.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The time; did you inform him of the sitting time this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir, I did that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What time did you give him?
30

THE SECRETARY:  By e-mail.  In fact, he has being communicating by e-mail.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What time did you give him?

THE SECRETARY:  Ten o’clock this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is not here?

THE SECRETARY:  He is not here.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  In the circumstances, we will issue a summons for 
his appearance on 28 February at 9.30 am.

Do you have any other correspondences from any of those witnesses as to their 
appearances either today or tomorrow you want to brief us?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, we have two who confirmed they were making 
appearances for tomorrow.  We have the Governor of the Bank of PNG, Loi Bakani, 
confirmed to appear on 29 tomorrow; and we have the Director of National Research 

10 Institute, Professor Osborne Sanid, who confirmed he will attend tomorrow sitting.  
Only those two.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, and in addition to that, Mr Dairi Vele will be appearing on 
directions?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, on the directions.  That is all I have so far.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will adjourn to tomorrow morning at 9.30 am.  Associate, 
you can adjourn the Commission.

20

AT 10.11 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 29 JANUARY 2020, AT 9.30 AM.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has issued a diary for this morning which 
we will follow the matters as they are listed under items.  The Secretary to the 
Commission; is Mr Loi Bakani in attendance?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, Mr Loi Bakani is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he can take a seat at the bar table.  Mr Bakani, you can stand 
up.  Thank you for your attendance this morning.  We assume that you have received 
the letter of request issued by the Commission.  The purpose of your attendance this 

10 morning is to, firstly, take your appearance and then fix a date in which you will give 
the evidence on the matters that are set out in the letter of request and that date may 
be in the first week of April.  Between that date and now, you will be contacted by 
the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors who will be assisting the 
Commission to prepare your evidence to give in April so you will have enough time 
to prepare your evidence.  The first part of your evidence is in relation to the matters 
that are set out in the letter of request relating to some questions about the economy, 
what we call the political economy questions that relate to the government’s policy 
on the economic system that Papua New Guinea has adopted.  In particular, the 
involvement of the government in private business since Independence and how that 

20 has played out to this day.  That is the first part of your evidence.

The second part of your evidence will cover the specific questions raised in the 
Terms of Reference relating to the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan.  There will be a 
separate letter of request issued in respect of the second part which is the main part 
of the evidence but this part of the evidence is really in relation to the political 
economy situation in the country that will set the stage for the evidence in relation 
to the IPIC Loan and especially the UBS Loan.  So, you understand the purpose of 
today’s appearance, right?

30 MR LOI BAKANI:  Yes, Sir Injia, I understand.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are going to be suggesting a date for you to appear to give 
evidence in relation to that part of the Inquiry on Tuesday, I believe, 7 April at 9.30 
am.  Can you confirm that date and time if it is convenient to you?

MR BAKANI:  Actually, I think it is.  I can confirm that it is okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Tuesday?

40 MR BAKANI:  Tuesday.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Just confirm that.  Yes, Tuesday, 7 April at 9.30 am.   

[10:11a.m] MR BAKANI:  Yes.  Confirm that, yes 9.30.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It will be in this building so I suppose you can take your leave 
now and wait for the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors to contact 
you to prepare your evidence in relation to that first part.

MR BAKANI:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.

10 MR BAKANI:  Thank you.  Thank you so much.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Secretary, is Dr Osborne Sanida in attendance this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.  He is here in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Dr Osborne Sanida, if you can take a seat at the bar table.  Dr 
Sanida, you can stand up while I am speaking to you.  Thank you for your attendance 
this morning.  The purpose of your attendance, I assume, you have heard from me 
as I was explaining to Mr Loi Bakani, which obviously, I will not repeat but 
essentially, today’s appearances are really for the Commission to take your 
appearance this morning and then to fix a date for you to give the expert evidence 
that is set out in the letter of request.

20 I want to ask you, do you think you will be available to give the evidence that has 
been requested?

DR SANIDA:  Yes, your Excellency, I will be available to give evidence.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  You are representing the National Research Institute, 
right?

DR SANIDA:   Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:   The National Research Institute has done some research I 
suppose into the economic system in Papua New Guinea, the involvement of the 
government in private business, State owned corporations; that kind of area?

DR SANIDA:  Yes, your Excellency, NRI has done research in that area.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  You have research information on those sought matters.  That 
is good.  As I said, I will give you a date and time when you will appear and in 
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between the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors will contact you to 
prepare your evidence as to the specific matters that the Commission wishes to hear 
you from.  You will give evidence on Tuesday, 7 April at 1.30 pm.

DR SANIDA:  Your Excellency, I will be available to appear during that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, is there anything else you would want to say or no?

DR SANIDA:  Nothing else to say.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you, you can take your leave.

DR SANIDA:  Thank you your Excellency.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Secretary to the Commission, is Mr Dairi Vele in attendance?

10 THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, yes.  The Secretary for Treasury Mr Dairi Vele is 
in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Dairi Vele, you can take the seat at the bar table.

[10:21 am] MRS TIFFANY NONGGORR:  Commissioners, if I may seek leave to address on 
these issues regarding the directions.  Firstly, may I ask if, Commissioners---

COMMISSIONER GILMOUR:  Sorry, who are you?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your appearance?

MRS NONGGORR:  Sorry, Commissioners, my name is Nonggorr, initial “T”, 
appearing on behalf of Mr Vele.

MR CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

20 MRS NONGGORR:  Commissioners, if I may seek, the proper addressing of the 
Commissioners is; ‘Commissioners’?  Is that acceptable?  I have not seen it in the 
Practice Rules so - there seems to be in a number of different ways that 
Commissioners have been addressed.  So I think you have got people to address 
you as Commissioners.  Is that appropriate?

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the experience?  Do you have any experience of the 
previous Commissioners as to how you address them?

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes I have had experience.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not had any experience myself.
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MRS NONGGORR:  And indeed it is difficult for me not to call you, “Your 
Honour”, giving my experience.  The experience that I have had in the 
Commission to the BSP matter and also Legal Fees was, “Commissioners” – 
“Commissioner” or “Commissioners”, when asking questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can address me as Chairman.

MRS NONGGORR:  Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then you can address John Gilmore QC as 
Commissioner.

MS NONGORR:  Thank you Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Without calling out names, that is sufficient.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  I thank you Chairman.  If I may address this matter, given it 
is a law firm, Twivey Lawyers, who have been making appearances in this matter 
since the beginning of the Commission.  I note that the Chairman and 
Commissioner have sought the personal appearance of my client, Mr Vele, here 
today to explain the lack of compliance with directions.  On the date that the 
directions were given, my senior lawyer, Desmond Kipa, attended and he returned 
and said to me - I was away with my children on their school holidays, and he 

20 stated that; “Mr Vele and the Treasury had been given leave to appear on the 
condition that documents be provided by the 23 of December or indeed at such 
when the contact time may be extended upon request made by the applicant.”  

I had carriage of the matter and determined that indeed it was impossible to 
provide all the documents and list required by paragraph 9 by that stage.  I then 
consulted the Practice Directions or the Practice Rules given and it stated that; 
“any procedural matters should be addressed by letter to the Counsel assisting or 
the Commission solicitors.”  At that stage they were not in existence so I took it 
upon myself to advise the Secretary and my lawyers that I would be attending the 
Commission on the 27 January to seek an extension as I was unaware as to what 

30 other steps I should take, given, I looked at the Commission of Inquiry Act and the 
Rules.  
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I must say I meant no disrespect, whatsoever, by this.  Indeed, the documents that 
need to be obtained, I am stretched back ten years.  The current Secretary for 
Treasury became the Secretary for Treasury in 2014.  He is, however, responsible 
for the control of all documents at Treasury.  So unfortunately, it is not just a 
matter of going to a file and they are all there.  That was the first thing.  The 
second thing was that the persons that were responsible for the documents then and 
the witnesses, most of whom do not work at the Treasury now, so that was a matter 
of collating all the files.  I advised my client that this would be the procedure that I 
would take and that I would take steps to collate that material and attend and 

10 request a further extension, given a lot of that – it is difficult and I seek the 
Commissioner’s and Chairman’s indulgence in this - to contact people in January 
and like December, particularly in the Public Service because that is the time they 
take their leave.  

I am now in a position to advice that we have nearly all the documents and all the 
witnesses and we should be able to list the witnesses and be able to provide that to 
this Royal Commission within two weeks.  So I would seek this Commission’s 
indulgence.  This is not - without pre-empting what is to be provided - this is 
essentially the roadmap of - the Treasury had a large role in all of the different 
transactions and indeed were mentioned extensively in the Ombudsman 

20 Commission Report.

  [10.21 am] So there is a great deal of material that will be presented to you.  It is not something 
that could be presented in a week, and I apologize sincerely to the Commissioners if 
my lawyer did not express that sufficiently in December when agreeing with the 
direction that it be produced in a week.  So I would seek this Royal Commission’s 
indulgence for a further extension of two weeks.  That should take us to, indeed – 
sorry, commissioners – that should take us to mid-February and hopefully by that 
stage, your Honours, will be that I would ask for Friday 14 February.  That will assist 
your Honours greatly with dealing into the future.  It will be in a form that is 
accessible rather than just a dump of documents, so that you will be able to see it in 

30 the order of the Terms of Reference as well, and in the Orders.  

I wish to sincerely apologise for any inconvenience occasioned to the Commission, 
but it is entirely my fault.  I advised my client that this was the way to proceed, that 
we would attend on the 27th.  As you can hear, your Commissioners, I have a throat 
– I have had the flu.  I am hoping it is not coronavirus - that is a joke.  That is why I 
did not attend on Monday.  I had fully intended on attending on Monday, but I will 
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be in attendance at all times when needed from hereon in.  Mr Vele is here to answer 
any questions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question.  Who is going to be the counsel appearing in 
this matter?  We are getting three appearances from your firm; yourself, Mr ---

MRS NONGGORR:  Kipa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There was a Mr Kipa, yes.
10

MRS NONGGORR:  And Ms Kelly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  It will be myself.  The only reason that it was not me at that 
time was because I was (a) away with my children; and (b) I was sick on Monday.  
So it will be always me from now on.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if in the case that you are not available, then someone else 
20 is going to stand in for you, I think it would be good practice if you notify the 

Commission early so we expect who is taking your place.  I think that it is important 
that we maintain consistency in terms of the appearance of a specific counsel 
appearing - for good reasons, obviously.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chairman, that is indeed important, given what 
has occurred, especially, it is what has occurred that perhaps it should have been 
expressed to you much more clearly that more time was needed in December.  
Certainly, I will be here and we will notify if there is any change to that whatsoever.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

THE COMMISSIONER:  Mrs Nonggorr, the Commission accepts your explanation.  
That said, directions given by the Commission are, in effect, orders of the 
Commission and are to be complied with.  

Where a deadline is given, which was 23 December, with leave to apply for an 
extension, Mrs Nonggorr, and necessary, in the ordinary course, such an application 
should be made before for the expiry of the deadline, not to do nothing for six weeks 
and then make an application.

40
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The reason that your client has been inconvenienced and asked to attend personally 
to explain why the direction was not complied with was because the Commission 
had no information.  I understand it is frustrating for us as, no doubt, it was for you 
that we do not get our solicitors and Counsel assisting the Commission.  But, 
nonetheless, there is a secretary to the Commission, who you could have contacted 
to explain the position and the matter could have been dealt with administratively.  
So I merely mention that on behalf of the Commission for your future reference.

When you say that the documents will be provided - not just a document – are you 
10 referring to in digital form?

MRS NONGGORR:  No your Honour, in hard form.  In hard copy form, not in 
digital form.
 

  [10.26 am] THE COMMISSIONER:  Not available in digital form?

MRS NONGGORR:  We could produce them in hard copy first and then produce 
them in digital copy as soon as we possibly can.  We can work at the same pace.

20 THE COMMISSIONER:  Are there many documents?

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes, Commissioner.

THE COMMISSIONER:  What does that mean?

MRS NONGGORR:  Thousands of documents.

THE COMMISSIONER:  How many?

30 MRS NONGGORR:  I would say nearly 10,000 documents.

THE COMMISSIONER:  Are they indexed and in chronological order?

MRS NONGGORR:  They will be indexed and in chronological order by the time 
that it will take, it comes.  It will be indexed in chronological order but also in 
accordance with the Terms of Reference.

THE COMMISSIONER:  I see.
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MRS NONGGORR:  There are four different parts.

THE COMMISSIONER:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  Because there are four succinct parts, and different persons 
and bodies dealt with different parts.  

THE COMMISSIONER:  Thank you for your assistance.

10 MRS NONGGORR:  We also have statements as well explaining from the secretary.

THE COMMISSIONER:  And the names and addresses of witnesses?

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes.

THE COMMISSIONER:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes, Commissioner.

20 THE COMMISSIONER:  Thank you.

MRS NONGGORR:  I would like to state that indeed you are correct, 
Commissioner.  I very much apologise for this.  I, however, attempted to look at 
what the status of directions and orders and what we needed to do with the 
application.  We were the only party as yet to appear.  Indeed Treasury is the only 
government entity or private entity that has even submitted to the jurisdiction of this.

THE COMMISSIONER:  Yes, you have been exceptional, I would say, which was 
all the more surprising that we then heard nothing, and that is why I have just 

30 mentioned what I have mentioned.  What I have mentioned is simply a matter of 
ordinary practice in the courts, certainly, in Australia and commissions in Australia.  
I do not know the position here but that is the position that we propose to adopt.

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes, Commissioner.  Certainly in future, I take that anything 
will be in writing, whether or not, the solicitors or the counsel assisting are present, 
I will deal directly with the secretary.

THE COMMISSIONER:  We very much hope that will be cured shortly.
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MRS NONGGORR:  It will be cured.  Thank you.  Thank you, so much for your 
indulgence, Commissioners.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Given the volume of documents that you are referring to, we 
could actually give you a little bit more time than two weeks.  This Commission is 
sitting next on 28 February to mention a few matters.  We could give you until the 
28 February to prepare and file those documents in hard copy, all of these.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you Chairman that would be extremely helpful.  In fact 
10 that we definitely wanted to make sure that we could get them to you as soon as 

possible.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  But may I also enquire, would you require more than one copy 
of the documents?  Normally, if there is – in the court, if there are two judges, we 
would do for two judges and the registry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
20

MRS NONGGORR:  So that is three.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you think with the extra time that we have given, you would 
be able to reduce the hard copy into digital form in that period?

MRS NONGGORR:  I believe so, Chairman.  That extra time will assist.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  If that is the case, then we will ask for just one copy in 
hard form and then digital – a set in digital form.  

30
MRS NONGGORR:  Chairman, you want the digital copy in the form of a flash 
drive?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you want us to formalise those directions issued now or 
they are sufficient in the form that we have agreed to?

40
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MRS NONGGORR:  Chairman, it probably would be best if we undertook to 
formalise those and provide them to the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can prepare a draft - formal directions - then we will sign 
them off today.   
 

[10.31 am]So the directions will include, I suppose, a formal acceptance of the explanation 
offered by counsel for Mr Dairi Vele to comply with the directions issued on 16 
December 2019 and the extension of the period to file the documents and the list of 

10 witnesses mentioned in paragraph 2 of the directions of 16 December 2019 up to 28 
February 2020, and for Mr Dairi Vele to provide a hard copy and an electronic copy 
of those documents to the Commission by 28 February 2020.  Then the last direction 
would be for the matter to be mentioned on 28 February 2020 at 9.30 am.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything else?

MRS NONGGORR:  That is all, Chairman, may we be excused?
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.  Mr Dairi, you may be excused aswell.

MR VELE:  Thank you, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, are you aware of any other appearances this 
morning of any of those other witnesses that have been requested to appear that have 
failed to appear so far?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I have not been informed of any other witnesses in 
30 attendance today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In that case then we will adjourn the proceedings to 28 February 
2020 at 9.30 am.  We would also mention before we adjourn that, if and when 
overseas Counsel assisting the Commission is on the ground, after having obtained 
their admissions to practice in PNG, they will be at work and they will be contacting 
the witnesses that have so far been allocated dates to give evidence and they will be 
assisting those witnesses to prepare their evidence.  Also when overseas Counsel 
assisting the Commission and the solicitors are appointed and they are on the ground 
in February, summons will be prepared, issued and served on the witnesses that will 
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give evidence in relation to Part II, III, IV and V of the Inquiry and I mentioned what 
those Parts II to V of the Inquiry are yesterday. 

Further, substantive progress of the Inquiry depends on the admission of overseas 
counsel to practice in Papua New Guinea, and especially the appointment of 
solicitors supporting Counsel assisting the Commission.

[10.36 am]The Commission would like to reiterate that those government agencies or a private 
law firm that has been engaged to obtain the admissions of overseas counsel should 

10 give priority attending to those two matters so that they are achieved by mid 
February 2020.  Because if you delay the admissions of the lawyers and the 
appointment of the solicitors beyond mid-February, then the sitting program for the 
Commission gets stretched out and there will be more delays encountered in the 
process and we obviously do not want further delays.  There has been more than 
enough delays, more than enough time allowed for government agencies and 
authorities concerned to address these requirements that the Commission needs.  So, 
with those, we will adjourn the Inquiry to 28 February 2020.  Associate, you can 
adjourn the Inquiry.

20

AT 10.38 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL FRIDAY, 28 FEBRUARY 2020 AT 9.30 AM.

 
30 
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI
ON FRIDAY 14TH FEBRUARY 2020 AT 10.04 A.M.
(Continued from Wednesday 29th January 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has issued a daily diary for today’s 
proceedings.  This is a special sitting to record the appearance of Sir Julius Chan.  
The proceedings have been brought forward on request by Sir Julius Chan, who was 
previously requested to appear before the Commission on 27 January.  On 27 
January, there was no attendance recorded by or on behalf of Sir Julius Chan and 
consequently, the Commission issued a Summons for him to appear on 28 February 
2020 at 10 o’clock.  Upon Sir Julius’ request, he has asked that the Commission 
convene earlier than 28 February to take his appearance and the Commission has 

10 obliged out of respect for Sir Julius Chan.  That would mean that the Commission 
has retracted or withdrawn the Summons issued by the Commission that has been 
already served on him, and revert back to the request that was served on him earlier, 
and consequently, we will proceed on that request.  I assume that Sir Julius Chan is 
appearing before the Commission.  If I can ask you to take your sit at the bar table 
in front of you.  If you have a lawyer, then your lawyer can sit with you.

Thank you, Sir Julius Chan for attending before the Commission.  The Commission 
is constituted by two commissioners and I am the chairman.  The other commissioner 
is Honourable John Gilmour, retired Federal Court judge from Australia, who has 

20 been appointed as the second commissioner, but he is not able to join me this 
morning to sit today.  So consequently, I have decided to sit by myself to record your 
appearance.  Firstly, I want to say that you and the number of other witnesses who 
have been requested to appear before the Commission, under what I have described 
as Part I of the Inquiry, are not involved in the UBS Loan transactions principally 
and the earlier loan obtained by the government in 2009 in relation to the 
International Petroleum Investment Company loan.  However, the Commission felt 
that yourself and the number of other key witnesses may be in the position to provide 
some insight into the subject matter of the government’s policy in relation to the 
involvement of the National Government in private business, including investments 

30 in the oil and gas by-sector by previous governments since Independence.  

   [10.09 am]The Commission, for that reason, has requested you to appear to see if you would 
be able to provide some insight.  So there it is; on the government’s thinking then 
when Papua New Guinea got Independence as to the role that the government would 
play and the private sector would play in terms of engagement in private business.  
That is the purpose for which you have been asked to appear before the summons.

The letter of request that was sent to you, obviously, sets out a brief background of 
why you have been asked to appear before the Commission and the questions that 
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you will be required or asked to address in your evidence.  Today’s sitting is 
basically to record your appearance and then fix a date for you to come to give that 
evidence, and that date will be in the first week of April.  The time between now and 
the first week of April will be assigned to a team of counsel assisting the Commission 
and also a team of solicitors who will be assisting the Commission.  All of them are 
coming from Australia.  We will contact you to prepare your evidence that you will 
give to the Commission in April.

This morning I will fix a date in April in the week commencing 6 April.  If you can 
10 choose a date and time in the first week of April; the first substantive week in April 

commencing Monday 6 April and I will fix that date.  Then I will be asking you to 
– and wait for the counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors to contact you 
to prepare your evidence.   I have given some brief background there.  Is there any 
other information that you would like clarification, I am happy to do that, but 
otherwise, I am here to ask you to give a date in April in the week commencing 6 
April, so you can go away with a date fixed.

Sir Julius Chan, are you clear about what I have said or is there any clarification you 
would want me to make?

20
SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Chairman, yes, pretty clear.  I thought my appearance would 
be on today.  But I do not have a long-term program with me.  I am due for an 
overseas travel towards the – and it is all pretty well fixed because it is a medical 
appointment for the late of March.  I should be back, Mr Chairman, by the end of 
March and possibly – and I cannot confirm it at this stage – I will do my very best 
to make myself available for the first week of April.  I do not have a very firm long-
term program at this time.

I want to thank your Honour for withdrawing your summons.  I think it is very much 
30 an administrative matter because you know that I will do everything possible to 

cooperate with the Commission and the summons was unnecessary, but you had two 
very good ambassadors that visited my province.  Your Honour, I do not spend very 
much time in this great city of Port Moresby enough.  I am the Governor of the 
province and I have that constitutional responsibility to fulfill that sort of 
commitment I make in the areas.  

[10.14 am]So, I really welcome the fact that you had two very good ambassadors to visit me 
and we set the time and here I am.  They are very good ambassadors of the 
Commission.  So I am here to really cooperate in any way, Chairman, that you want 

40 me to cooperate.  It is just a question of time and I am available now.  I am available 
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today, although the Parliament is in session, it is more Grievance Debate today, your 
Honour, and I am available if there is anything you want me to enlighten on; I am 
available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   The Commission is - there is a process of the Commission 
will follow in terms of preparing a case for presentation before the Commission.  The 
Counsel assisting the Commission, who is a lawyer, an Australian lawyer or barrister 
and the solicitors who will be supporting that counsel will work with you to prepare 
the kind of evidence that you will give before the Commission.  As it is now, the 
Australian barrister or counsel and the Australian firm of solicitors have not yet been 

10 given the necessary statutory approval for them to come to Papua New Guinea to be 
based here, to be able to communicate with you to prepare your evidence.  Unlike 
previous Commissions of Inquiry, when witnesses appear on request of summons 
where they are required to give evidence right away, this particular Commission is 
a bit different because of its technical nature and because of very complex subject 
matter.  There is a process that the Commission has fixed initially to record the 
attendance and appearance of witnesses, and then for the counsel assisting the 
commission and the solicitors to sit down with that witness to work out the relevant 
evidence that the Commission will require so that you are prepared before you come 
to give your evidence.  That is the reason why I am not able to take your evidence 

20 now.  The process to obtain the necessary statutory approval for the barrister or the 
counsel and the solicitors is underway.  I am hopeful that those processes will be 
completed by February and then when they come on board to Papua New Guinea, 
they will conduct their own initial investigations first to assemble their evidence and 
to prepare the witnesses so that when you come here to give your evidence, you will 
be focused on the kind of evidence that the Commission will be interested.

At the moment, the Commission is able to draft some very general questions, some 
of which are policy and philosophical questions, as you will appreciate, that sets out 
the boundaries or the areas in which you will give your evidence, but when the 
counsel and the solicitors are on board, they will be assisting you to prepare specific 

30 evidence that the Commission requires.  That is the explanation why I am not able 
to sit today to receive your evidence; beside the other Commissioner is not here with 
me to receive the evidence.  So the most I can do this morning is to fix a date in 
which you will give that evidence and then allow time for the solicitor and the 
barristers’ appearances to be put in place so that they can then contact you.  That is 
a long winded explanation to the very straight forward question but what I can say 
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is because of the complexity of the matter; that is the process that the Commission 
will follow.  

So, if you are able to, at least, give me a date or I could give you date, which we can 
say for now is a tentative date that we can confirm later, then you go away with that 
date and time in mind and then just wait for the counsel and the solicitors to contact 
you to prepare your evidence.

      [10.19]The Commission is going to sit to receive the evidence in the week commencing 
Monday, 6 April.  To sit on Monday 6th, Tuesday 7th, Wednesday 8th and Thursday 
9th and then back up for Easter holidays on Good Friday, 10th and Monday 13th 

10 would be Easter Monday and then resume sittings on April 14, that is a Tuesday and 
then sit throughout April.

I have dates already assigned for Sir Michael Somare to give his evidence.  He is 
giving his evidence on Monday, 6 April at 2 o’clock.  I have thought of listing you 
to be the second witness to give evidence on Tuesday, 7 April at 10 o’clock in the 
morning.  There are other witnesses that have already been listed to give evidence.  
Loi Bakani has been listed to give evidence on Tuesday, 7 April at two o’clock.  Dr 
Osborne Sanida has been listed to give evidence on Wednesday at one o’clock and 
the list goes on.  But it will be good if you would give your evidence after Sir Michael 

20 Somare’s evidence.  Sir Michael Somare will give his evidence on Monday, 6 April 
at two o’clock and then you will give your evidence on Tuesday the 7th at 10 o’clock.  
That is my proposal.  Should I list you to give evidence on Tuesday, 7 April at 10 
o’clock as a tentative fixture; subject to confirmation from the Commission and 
yourself at later date?

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Your Honour, at this stage it looks all right at 10 o’clock on 6 
April but can I have some clarification?  Are you saying that I will have the counsel 
to assist me?

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  What I am saying is that counsel that will be assisting the 
Commission is a barrister, an Australian barrister, he will be assisting this 
Commission.  He will contact you to prepare your evidence that you will give to the 
Commission.

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  All right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you want to engage a lawyer to assist you, that is a matter for 
you.  But we will have a barrister, an Australian barrister, who will be assisting the 
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Commission, he will contact you to prepare your evidence.  It is unlike a court 
proceeding, this is an inquiry.  We have an Australian counsel who is assisting the 
Commission.  He will prepare the witnesses so that they give relevant evidence.  
There is a team of solicitors who will be appointed shortly.  They will also support 
the Australian counsel to help you prepare that evidence but it is you who will give 
that evidence.

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Thank you, Chairman, yes, I would need that kind of counsel 
or adviser to prepare because I do not have one and it is going to cost something if I 

10 do engage one and I how do I cover that cost.  Your Honour, how do I cover that 
costs if I want to engage someone?

THE CHAIRMAN:  This counsel that is going to help you is engaged by the 
Commission but he will help you prepare your evidence.

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  All right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because of the non-contentious nature of the evidence you will 
give, it is basically government policy and how those policies are translated over the 

20 years.  

   [10.24 am]You may be covered and so you may need a lawyer; you may not need a lawyer, it 
is a matter for you.  But essentially, we will be talking or you will be talking 
principles and policies, etc.  

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  I am very clear now, your Honour.  7 April at 10 o’clock, 
subject to your final confirmation, seem to be acceptable.  I will be back from the 
plane trip overseas at that time, so that date seems to be suitable to me.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Then I will fix Tuesday 7 April 2020 at 10 o’clock for Sir Julius 
Chan to give evidence.

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Your Honour, I will be coming in from Kavieng then.  Just a 
point of clarification because funds are short everywhere; who is going to pay for 
my costs coming here?

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission is here to come up with a program to address 
witnesses’ costs.

40 SIR JULIUS CHAN:   Good. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commissioner and myself have not had any discussions 
around that subject and as soon as we resolve the issue of witnesses’ cost, the 
Commission, through the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, will 
communicate that to you.

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If we decide to take care of witness’s travel costs, that will be 
10 communicated to you in due course.  

SIR JULIUS CHAN:  Thank you, your Honour.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  If there are no other questions or remarks, then the Secretary 
will adjourn the Commission.  

Secretary, if you can adjourn the Commission.  

THE SECRETARY:  The Commission is now adjourned.
20

AT 10.37 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED 
INDEFINITELY.

     

30
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THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a special sitting of the Commission, presided over by 
myself.  I have the authority of fellow Commissioner Honourable John Gilmour, 
QC to proceed with the sitting today, constituted by myself.  Pursuant to section 14 
of the Commission of Inquiry Act, today’s special sitting is – today’s proceedings 
are subject of a program that has been distributed this morning so members of the 
public that are in attendance, I assume that you have copy of the program, we will 
follow the program.  

In terms of the first item on the program, I will explain the purpose of today’s sitting.  
10 Today’s sitting is first of its kind in terms of the Comission sitting to receive reports 

from various government officials representing different agencies that have been tasked 
to assist the Commission to attend to some administrative arrangements.  This is not a 
sitting to receive evidence from witnesses that may appear on request or on summons, 
but it is a sitting to receive reports from various government officials that have been 
tasked to assist the Commission address some of its administrative requirements.  The 
sitting has been organised because the Commission has experienced delay at the hands 
of different government officials who have been tasked to assist.

As the public would appreciate, this Commission was formally announced in August 
20 of last year and there has been considerable lapse of time since the Commission has 

announced in terms of the Commisson sitting to receive evidence to conduct the Inquiry 
due to the delay by different agencies of government in addressing the administrative 
requirements.  So, as a first step in getting different officials to account for the actions 
they have taken to assist the Commission to address those administrative 
responsibilities, the Commission has decided that it should sit in public to receive 
account of those reports.

This morning there has been a request sent out to three such officials to come and 
explain to the Commisison why or how they have gone about implementing a decision 

30 of the National Executive Council made on 29 January 2020 to award a contract for the 
engagement of a firm of overseas solicitors.  Since that decision was made on 29 
January, the Commission has been waiting for the contract to be formalised and to date 
the Commission has not received any word of the steps that have been taken to 
formalise the contract and when that contract is going to be formalised.

Under the provisions of the National Procurement Commission Act, under which the 
contract has been awarded, it is the Head of State who will sign the contract on advice 
from the National Executive Council.    
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    [9.48 am] But it is the function or the responsibility of the secretary for the National Executive 

Council to be responsible for coordinating the implementation of that decision and 
then for the Chief Executive Officer of the National Procurement Commission and 
the State Solicitor of Papua New Guinea, with responsibility under the National 
Procurement Commission Act, requires them to prepare the necessary contract for 
execution by the Governor General and the contracting party, which is a firm of 
overseas solicitors, whose names I cannot disclose at the moment.

10 The Commission has asked the secretary for the National Executive Counsel, Ms 
Grace So’on, and the executive officer of the National Procurement Commission, 
Mr Simon Bole, and the State Solicitor, Mr Daniel Rolpagarea, to attend this 
morning to give an account of the steps they have taken to prepare the contract for 
execution by the Head of State and a representative from the firm of solicitors.  The 
firm of solicitors, obviously is an Australian firm, whose representatives – I should 
mention, two of them – are arriving tomorrow here and attending the session on 
Friday this week and they will be available to sign the contract on behalf of the 
contractor.

20 The Commission would like to know what steps have been taken by the secretary 
for the National Executive Council, the executive officer of the National 
Procurement Commission and the State Solicitor to prepare the contract for 
execution on Friday this week.

The purpose of today’s sitting and the different statutory responsibilities that the 
secretary for the NEC, executive officer of the National Procurement Commission, 
and the State Solicitor have, under various legislations, have been set out in the letter 
of request that has been sent to the three of them.  So I assumed that all three have 
been served the letter of request for them to attend this morning.  They are aware of 

30 the purpose of today’s sitting.

I will ask the secretary for the Commission Mr Mathew Yuangu, if the letters of 
request have been served on the three persons and provide particulars of service as 
to when they were served and indicate if any of them are here this morning in 
attendance.

Mr Yuangu, I think you should go across to the bar table and you address the 
Commission from the bar table because you cannot address me if you are sitting 
right there.

40
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Firstly, Mr Yuangu, you give the dates on which the letters of request were served 
on each of those persons.

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, the three letters – the letters of request to the three 
persons were served on 24th in the morning between 10 and 12.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Were they personally served?

THE SECRETARY:  Two of them were personally served; secretary of NEC at the 
10 NEC office; and to CEO of National Procurement Commission, it was served 

through his agent; which is his secretary to his office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They were personally served, is it?

 [9.53 am] THE SECRETARY:  In the office, yes.  But not personally to Mr Bole.  It was served 
through his secretary at the office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Served through his secretary?

THE SECRETARY:  At the office, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the name of that secretary?  Do you have a proof of 
20 service in respect of those two?

THE SECRETARY:  No, sir.  I do not have the proof of - - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not have a proof of service?

THE SECRETARY:  Sorry, sir, I do not have ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not have a proof of service?

THE SECRETARY:  I do not have a proof of service for that – they were actually 
served; I have it in my office, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You should have the records in front of you.

THE SECRETARY:  This is one for  - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So they were served on Monday?

30 THE SECRETARY:  24th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  24th between 10 and 12 o’clock ----
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THE SECRETARY:   That is correct.  12, yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   In the morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE SECRETARY:   I had responses from the secretary for NEC and the CEO of 
National Procurement on the same day through email.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What was the response?

THE SECRETARY:  It was sent through email to me.

THE CHAIRMAN:   And what was their response?

THE SECRETARY:  They acknowledged they received and indicated they will 
10 attend.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What about the State Solicitor?

THE SECRETARY:  State Solicitor was served on 24th as well at 10.30 through his 
agent, which was his personal assistant, Lucy Francis, and I have not heard from him 
until this morning at 8.30.  He called to advise that he was down with flu – cold and 
flu.  There was no response.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He called or did he email you?

THE SECRETARY:  He called me and then sent a emailed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say?

THE SECRETARY:  I got the email print out here.  “Mr Secretary, could you pass 
20 on my apologies to the Chairman and the Commissioners.  I have a strong flu and 

could not make it to this morning’s sitting. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  When did he say he would be available?

THE SECRETARY:  He did not indicate any other date?

THE CHAIRMAN:  He did not indicate?

THE SECRETARY:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission required him to attend this morning.  It is not 
good enough for him to send an email and ring you.  He performs a very key role 
under the National Procurement Act.  According to section 12 (7) section 70 and 
section 71 of that Act, he is responsible for drafting and clearing all contracts in  
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respect of the contracts awarded by the National Procurement Commission and the 
National Executive Council.  That is how important he is.  Without his clearance, no 
contract can be drawn up, no contract can be prepared for signature, even if the 
secretary of NEC and the executive officer of the National Procurement Commission 
are here and ready, if he is not available, there is no word from him as to the 
preparation of that contract, then we are obviously missing something very 
important.

Perhaps, I will take the appearances from the other two and perhaps ask them to 
give an explanation of the steps they have taken to implement the National 

10 Executive Councils’ decision and then fix a time for Mr Rolpagarea to attend on 
direction.  If he does not attend on direction, then the provisions of section 11 of 
the Commission of Inquiry Act may be invoked. That section provides for a 
commission by itself to punish anyone for contempt.  And that provision has been 
brought to the attention of all those three persons in the letter that has been served 
on them.  

 [9:58 am]There is a fine that might entail imprisonment that the Commission may impose 
when a person that is found to be guilty of contempt.  The prosecution for an 
offence of contempt under that provision does not require the Police or the Public 
Prosecutor to initiate those proceedings.  The Commission has enough powers of 

20 its own to punish anyone for contempt, if it finds that the contempt has been 
committed.  That is the provision that has been brought to his attention and I am 
sure he is a lawyer and he is aware of it. 

You can see the concern that the Commission is having.  The Commission has 
been asking various agencies of Government to assist, address some of these 
statutory requirements and the Commission has been waiting since last August.  It 
is a serious concern.  I have said enough.  We may be suffering from some illness 
and I will allow some discretion there and I will fix another time for him to appear 
on direction but I will hear from the other two, if they are here.  

Ms Grace So-on, is she in attendance?

30 THE SECRETARY:  Yes Chairman, she is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You can come and sit at the bar table.  Ms So-on, 
thank you for attending on the Commission’s request this morning.  Would you 
want to give an account of what the National Executive Council has done and the 
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steps that you have taken to implement the decision of the National Executive 
Council?

MS SO-ON:  Thank you Chairman.  In terms of my role as Secretary to NEC in 
assisting with the implementation of NEC decisions, insofar as my office is 
concerned, the NEC Decision No. 16 of 2020 was signed by the Prime Minister on 
Monday 3 February.  I have dispatched the decisions to all the agencies per the 
distribution list on that particular NEC Decision.  The first copy was delivered to 
Mr Yuangu as Secretary for COI the same day on Monday when after Prime 
Minister and myself signed that decision.  The rest of the other agencies were 

10 given copies on 4th and 5th of February, the following Tuesday and Wednesday.  
The only agency that I did not provide the copy to was NPC and it was an 
oversight of my officers.  So after I received the request letter from COI, I went 
back through the records and found out that NPC was the one that I did not give a 
copy to, even though they were on the distribution list.  So I gave them a copy 
yesterday.  My officers delivered it to the CEO’s office yesterday. 

The only role that I have in assisting in the implementation of NEC decisions is, I 
make sure that the implementing agencies, as per the distribution list, get their 
copies accordingly.  In terms of ensuring the implementation of NEC decisions, 
that is a role that belongs to the Secretary for the Department of the Prime Minister 

20 and NEC and Chief Secretary to Government and Central Agencies Co-ordination 
Committee.  So that is their responsibility.

In terms of this particular decision, the submission was sponsored by Prime 
Minister himself.  So the main implementing agency in this particular decision is 
the Department of Prime Minister and NEC because COI is under PM and NEC.  I 
made sure that Mr Yuangu got the copy on Monday 3 February and the 
Department got their copy on Tuesday 4 of February.  

[10.03 am]In terms of monitoring the co-ordination of that particular decision becomes the 
responsibility of the head of the Prime Minister’s Department and not mine directly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have no information about the contract been prepared 
30 and if it is ready for execution by the parties?

MS SO-ON:  No, Sir.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That information will come from the secretary for the 
Department of Prime Minister and NEC, is it?

MS SO-ON:  Yes, I think so, being the main implementing because they sponsored 
the submissions so they are the main implementing agency.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So your responsibility is basically secretarial, right?

MS SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You keep the records, you disperse the decisions of the NEC to 
the appropriate authorities or the implementing agencies and then your responsibility 
stops there?

10 MS SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that what the relevant law says about your responsibilities?  
My reading of the relevant provision, section 150 of the Constitution (1) (g), 
subsection 3 of section 150 of the Constitution and section 23 of the Prime Minister 
and NEC Act says that you are responsible for coordinating implementation of NEC 
decisions.  So your responsibility is mainly or purely secretarial responsibility, is 
that how you see it?

MS SO-ON:  Yes.  The responsibility of the secretary to NEC is to manage the 
procedural and administrative matters of the NEC.  When it comes to implementing 
NEC decisions under the PM and NEC Act, NEC comes in with assisting.  So, in 

20 terms of assisting, as far as we have gone is, making sure implementing agencies get 
copies of their NEC decisions.  When it comes to monitoring the implementation of 
those NEC decisions, providing oversight on coordination, reporting, that is the 
responsibility of the secretary for Prime Minister’s Department and the central 
agencies.  So, they monitor and they have to provide a report to NEC on the 
implementation of all those NEC decisions; not NEC secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, do you have any information from the secretary for 
Department of Prime Minister and NEC as to what steps he has taken to implement 
that decision?

MS SO-ON:  No, Sir.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he in-country or where is he?

MS SO-ON:  I think he is in the country. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you two work in the same office or different office?

MS SO-ON:  Yes, I am on eighth floor, he is on seventh floor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, have you made it your business to go and check with him 
as to what he is doing about that decision?

MS SO-ON:  No, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, he operates in another level and you operate in another level 
and you do not talk to each other?

MS SO-ON:  We do talk to each other.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do but not on this one?

10 MS SO-ON:  No, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a very important decision and the Commission has been 
experiencing concern for a number of months now over these delays.  Anyway, all 
right, I think I will stop there, but I will ask Mr Yuangu, if he has received a copy of 
that decision and whether he has dispersed that to the State Solicitor and the National 
Procurement Commission executive officer.  Thank you, you may be seated.

MS SO-ON:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, by your letter to each of those two agencies you did 
send them a copy from the - - -

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  You did?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we did.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When?

THE SECRETARY:   That was about 4th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  4 February?

THE SECRETARY:  4 February, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You emailed.  You emailed to who?

THE SECRETARY:  It was in the cover of your letter to the - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Cover of my letter?
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Sir, attached to – this is one of them.  In fact, 
they were on the – as the secretary said, they are on the distribution list but we had 
done that ahead of them receiving their - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you distributed the decision under cover of my letter to the 
executive officer of National Procurement Commission and the State Solicitor?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay and what response did you receive from them?

 [10.08 am]THE SECRETARY:   No response.  But I have actually realized that they will have 
to be – we did deliver those decision there on the list of the distribution list so we 

10 have gone ahead of them for our purpose but - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So you have distributed the decision on 4 February; 
right?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  To the State Solicitor and the executive officer of NPC?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will then perhaps call on the executive officer of the 
NPC if he is here to given an account of what he has done.  Is Mr Simon Bole - - - 

MR BOLE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is here.  Mr Bole, you can take a seat at the bar table.  Mr 
20 Bole, would you want to give a report on what steps have been taken from your end 

to formalize the contract, let us say.

MR BOLE:  Thank you sir.  The contract, like what Mathew has stated; we have 
received the copy from your office on 4th.  We are still waiting for the official copy 
from the Secretary of NEC.  But while waiting we have received a copy from your 
office.  So what I did was to get a letter; knowing that it was very important decision 
and urgent while waiting for the official notice from the NEC Secretary, we have to 
use the copy from your office - the NEC decision - and so I did a letter to State 
Solicitor on 13 February and got it delivered.  There was a delay by my officers but 
we got it delivered on the 19th to an officer at his office called, Lucy, and then as per 

30 these Sections 70 and 71 on the National Procurement Act, it is the – for every 
contract that has been executed by our office at NPC or recommended by NEC, all 
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contracts has to be drafted by State Solicitor, approved and cleared by them before 
any contracts are executed. 

So, our office had to forward a letter to State Solicitor asking for them to draft the 
contract and get it approved and cleared because that is what the law requires us to 
do.   When we received the invitation from this Commission of Inquiry regarding 
the delay, I also emailed when Mathew forwarded an email to me on my personal 
email, I forwarded the same email to the State Solicitor and after seeing the copy of 
our letter to his office, informing him that the letter was delivered to his office.  Then, 
yesterday, like what the NEC Secretary has stated, we received the official copy of 

10 the NEC decision and also yesterday I was told by State Solicitor that they will have 
the copies of all of those documents.  So we submitted everything else together with 
a copy of my letter dated 13 February.  So, it is at the State Solicitor’s office to get 
the draft agreement done, then the approval and legal clearance.  Thank you, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have any ideas as to when that contract will be ready 
for signing by the Head of State and the contracting party?

MR BOLE:  I emailed the State Solicitor and informed that it is urgent and this has 
to be ready before 27th because there was an email from Mathew stating that the 
contractor will be here on 27th.  So on 25th I emailed to him and telling him the 
importance of this contract to be ready before 27th.  So State Solicitor is aware of 

20 that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Solicitor is aware of it.  So if the contract is ready then I 
will issue some formal orders or directions for that purpose.

[10.18 am]The first one: this sitting is adjourned to Monday, 3 March 2020, at 9.30 am.  The 
second direction; the Secretary of the Commission of Inquiry, Mr Mathew Yuangu, 
the Secretary for NEC, Ms Grace So-on, the Acting Executive Officer of National 
Procurement Commission, liaise with the State Solicitor, Mr Daniel Rolpagerea to 
ensure that the contract is prepared and executed by the Head of State by Friday, 28 
February 2020; and number four, the persons referred to in direction No 2 appear in 
person before the Commission on Monday, 3 March 2020 at 9.30 am to report on 

30 the execution of the contract by the Head of State and the contracting party.  It should 
read; “by the contractor.”

There is not much time left so I think work should start now.  As I said earlier this 
Commission has been waiting more than – it is getting close to six months now and 
waiting.  The Commission is getting impatient.  The Commission will not hesitate 
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to rein in people who have been delaying these actions.  The Commission believes 
it has powers under the Commission of Inquiry Act to rein in people.

[10.23 am]Not only witnesses who do not co-operate but other authorities that are responsible 
for assisting the Commission, if they do not co-operate, then the Commission does 
have powers to rein in people to the use of its contempt powers.  If you look at 
section 11 of the Commission of Inquiry Act, the Commission does have powers and 
the Act is quite clear on the Commission punishing people for contemptuous actions 
and the Commission does not need the assistance of the police or the public 
prosecutor to prosecute people for contempt.  Just leave it at that.

10 I should say that I am quite amazed at the delay and procrastinations that are going 
on in the bureaucracy.  I am not experienced or used to this kind of delay.  When I 
was on the other side, in that other office, I make people work and they did work.  
Now, I am seeing something different here and I am concerned.  So, let us try to 
change our work habits and the priorities that we give to this kind of work and see 
if we can get this contract executed by Friday because if that contract is not executed 
by Friday it is going to cost more and more delay, and obviously, with that delay we 
have more funds committed, wasted and we do not want the government to pay for 
inefficiency.  All right, I have said enough so Mr Yuangu, you can adjourn these 
proceedings to next Monday.

20

AT 10.25 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAD ADJOURNED 
UNTIL FRIDAY 28 FEBRUARY 2020.                                                          

30
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning’s proceedings are essentially to follow up on a 
number of matters that previously I have mentioned and then to deal with some 
fresh matters in the afternoon.  The Commission has a short program for today 
which will be distributed by my Associate first.  We will follow the order of 
matters as per the diary.  The first matter is the return of directions issued on 29 
January 2020.  The matter has been listed today to check on compliance with the 
directions that were issued on 29 January 2020.  Those directions were issued in 
respect of Mr Dairi Vele, Secretary for the Department of Treasury.  Counsel, we 
are following the order as per today’s program so I am on item number one now.

10
MRS TIFFANY NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Thank you, Chairman.  I am here to 
advise that we have the documents and the flash drive in accordance with the 
directions.  The documents and flash drive were ordered to be here by today and 
I have the documents ready to hand to the Commission’s Secretary and the flash 
drive so that directions would be complied with.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you able to produce those documents for my viewing 
this morning?

20 MRS NONGGORR:  Yes, I am.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you just lay them out on the table for my visual viewing, 
that will be sufficient and then you can pass them on to the Secretary.                                                                   

  [9.32 am]MRS NONGGORR:  And this is the flash drive.  I put it in a little container.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Flash drive.  How many volumes are there?

MRS NONGGORR:  There are actually seven.  There are two coming.  There 
30 are seven books; there are two on their way and so there are seven volumes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When do we expect to receive the remaining two?

MRS NONGGORR:  They should be here within five to 10 minutes.  There was 
just a problem with the binding machine last night so they should be here.  By the 
time we finish this hearing, they will be here before we finish this directions 
hearing this morning.  So I will lay them out here before I go.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps, should I stand this matter down until you get your 
40 complete set and then we will deal with your matter?
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MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will deal with some other matters first.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chairman that will be good.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The second lot of matters are in respect of witnesses’ 
appearances that were deferred from 27, 28 and 29 January.  The first matter, there 

10 is witness number 2.1, former Prime Minister, Honourable Paias Wingti.  Mr 
Secretary, what is the situation with Honourable Paias Wingti?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, the former Prime Minister Paias Wingti 
was served the request letter on 16 January.  We had a follow up letter, which we 
had problems serving last week.  We could not locate him so the reminder letter 
was not served - he was served, but no response as to his appearance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Reminder letter could not be served because?

20 THE SECRETARY - COI:  We could not locate him in Port Moresby.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You could not locate him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You could not locate him.  Was there not a Parliament sitting 
last week?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you would have attended that sitting, you would have been 
able to find him.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  There was restriction at the Parliament for our officers 
during the session.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you know where he resides when he is in Port Moresby?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Not in Port Moresby but he is based in Mt Hagen.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He does not spend the whole of his time in Parliament.  I am 
sure he moves around in Port Moresby when the Parliament is in session.  Your 
officers should make an effort to find him wherever he is.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  We will.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a reminder letter on that, right?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is right.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  What happened to the first letter of request?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  It was served on his agent by the name of Hazel 
Shultz.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Served through an agent?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct, Sir.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that person’s name?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Hazel Shultz.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Hazel Shultz?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Ms Hazel Shultz.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So, you have not been in direct communication with 
Paias Wingti, is it?

30
THE SECRETARY - COI:  No, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you tried to locate him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  The officers are still - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Still looking for him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, in those circumstances, the Commission will issue 
a summons instead of a request.  

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How long do you think it will take your officers to locate him 
physically to serve the summons on him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we may have to actually send officers up 
10 to Mt Hagen to serve him there in the next week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  It will take you a week to two; two weeks or one 
week?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Sir, one week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One week?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
20

     [9.37 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  I will direct that a summons be issued to the Honourable 
Paias Wingti to appear before the Commission to give evidence on Friday, 6 
March 2020, at 9.30 am.  So, summons that is returnable on Friday, 6 March 2020, 
at 9.30 am will be issued forthwith.  Mr Secretary, you must ensure that that 
summons is personally served on him, not through an agent.  He is a public figure 
and you should have no problem or difficulty in finding him unless he is overseas.  
We will move on to the next matter.

2.2 - Former Prime Minister, Sir Mekere Morauta.
30

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, Sir Mekere Morauta is here.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Sir Mekere, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  
Thank you, Sir Mekere Morauta, for attending on the Commission’s request.  The 
subject matter of the Inquiry, obviously does not concern yourself, but the purpose 
for which your evidence is required by the Commission is in relation to expert 
evidence on the political economy situation in Papua New Guinea at the time of 
Independence and how that system has played out since Independence.  So that is 
the purpose for which you have been asked to attend and the Commission has 
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raised a number of questions to guide your evidence and those questions are set 
out in the letter of request that has been furnished to you.

This morning’s session is to assign a hearing date for you to give that evidence 
and in between that date of hearing and now, the counsel assisting the Commission 
and the solicitors that will be assisting the Commission will contact you to prepare 
your evidence to give before the Commission.  That is essentially the purpose of 
this morning’s sitting.  

10 This morning’s sitting is not to receive your evidence but to simply mention the 
matter, take your appearance and give you a date on which you will give that 
evidence and in the time between, the solicitors and a lawyer, will contact you and 
prepare your evidence.

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  Mr Chairman, thank you again.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Essentially, your evidence, as I have said, relates to the 
system of government that Papua New Guinea has adopted and the economic 
system that Papua New Guinea adopted at the time of Independence and more 

20 focusing on the role of government in not only regulating the economy, facilitating 
the economy and so forth, but the role of government in investment in private 
business.  What was the thinking then, at the time of Independence and how those 
ideas and policies have played out by successive governments since 
Independence.  So that is the area – the background information that the 
Commission is more interested in to set the stage for the inquiry into more specific 
transactions involving the two Loans in issue.

[9:42 am]If you feel that you have some other evidence to give, because of your 
involvement in government for some time, then you can talk to the counsel and 

30 the solicitors so that they can prepare your evidence and also advise the 
Commission that you have additional evidence to give if you have such.  Sir 
Morauta, are you clear on what I have just said?

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Would you want to make a remark or comment 
before I give you the dates on which you will give your evidence?

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  Two questions for clarification.  The 
40 evidence is to be in writing?  The evidence is to be submitted in writing?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can discuss the method or the form of evidence 
you wish to give.  It could be in writing, it could be oral or it could be a 
combination of written report and oral.  Preferably, if your evidence is going to 
be quite lengthy, substantial, perhaps it might be preferably to reduce it in 
writing and then present the written evidence or statement and then you give 
additional remarks further to that, then that is preferable too.  

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  And if I have documentary evidence, either 
10 directly relating or relating to the subject matter, may I present that as well?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I would think so.  The counsel and the solicitors will 
assist you to prepare your evidence and lead you to provide that evidence before 
the Commission.  

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  That is all Chairman, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Tuesday 14 of April, that is the Tuesday after Easter 
Monday.  14 April at 9:30 am.  Is that date and time convenient to you?

20
HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:   It is convenient sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I am fixing Tuesday 14 of April 2020 at 9:30 
am for you to give your evidence.  Between now and then, you await a call from 
the Counsel and the Solicitors who will help you prepare your evidence.  Thank 
you for your appearance this morning.  

HON SIR MEKERE MORAUTA:  Thank you, Chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is the former Prime Minister 
Honourable Peter O’Neil.  Secretary?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we served on Honourable Peter O’Neil 
through an agent of his, Mr Iovei Karefa on the 24 of January at the Parliament 
House but we have not received any response or any communications since then.  
Then we did a reminder letter, which we had difficulty serving it, same with 
Honourable Paias Wingti.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Reminder letter was also served, is it?
40
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  Could not be served, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could not be served?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Why?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  It is the same situation that the Parliament – the 
10 officers could not be allowed in.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does Peter O’Neil have a house or residence in Port 
Moresby where you could either leave that minor letter or even the letter of 
request at his residence; if you are having difficulty in finding him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  We have not been able to establish--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have not been able to establish his residence?  

20 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, the residence of Peter O’Neil.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am sure he lives in Port Moresby.  I am sure he has got a 
house in Port Moresby.  He is a public figure.  Why would the officers have 
difficulty locating it?  Obviously, he does not sleep at Parliament House.  None 
of the members sleep in Parliament House. 

  [9:47a.m] They sit for a limited time, they come out and they move around. 

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your officers need to show initiative.

THE SECRETARY - COI:   Yes.  I will look into it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you propose to personally effect personal service 
on him, if this Commission were to issue a summons today?

THE SECRETARY - COI:   We will have to get help from maybe police to do 
that.  It has been difficult---

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think under the Commission of Inquiry Act, the preferred 
mode of service is either personal service or leaving the document at his normal 
place of residence.  Are you telling me that you don’t know where he lives?  
Your officers do not know where he lives?

THE SECRETARY - COI:   No sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is a public figure, come on.

10 THE SECRETARY - COI:   That is true, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He spends most of his time in Port Moresby.  That is public 
knowledge.  Of course, he is the former Prime minister of Papua New Guinea.  It 
is not good enough, Secretary.  You should show initiative.  Move around.  Get 
real, right, and try effect personal service.    I am sure he is around.  So you 
propose to effect either personal service of the summons or leave a copy at his 
usual place of residence.  You do not know where he lives so you are not able to 
give me the description of his residence?

20 THE SECRETARY - COI:  No sir.  Not at this point in time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So how long do you think it will take you to effect service, 
personal service or service by leaving a copy at his residence?

THE SECRETARY - COI:   We will try one more week. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  One more week?  

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, in the circumstances, the Commission directs the 
former Prime Minister, Honourable Peter O’Neil, be served a summons to 
appear on Friday, 6 March at 9.30 am.  Secretary of the Commission and his 
staff will effect or shall effect personal service of the summons on Honourable 
Peter O’Neil or alternatively leave a copy of the summons at his usual place of 
residence in Port Moresby and that will be considered sufficient service of the 
summons.  

The next person on the list is Dr Lawrence Sausse.  Mr Yuangu, Mr Sausse is 
40 appearing before the Commission this morning?
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, Chairman, Dr Sausse is here in person.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you Dr Sausse for appearing on the request of the 
Commission.  The purpose of this morning’s hearing is essentially the same as I 
explained to Sir Mekere Morauta.  I understand you were listening as I was 
speaking to him and that essentially for you to give expert evidence on the 
questions that have been raised in the letter of request.  Are you able to give that 
kind of evidence and are you available to give that evidence is the question?   

10
[9.52a.m] DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE:  I am Chairman.  But I would prefer that I give 

orally.  I can write, if you want, but that is my preference.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   Alright, that is fine.  I will give you a date on which you 
will give your evidence.  But in between solicitors and Counsel assisting the 
Commission will contact you to prepare your evidence.  The Counsel assisting 
the Commission and the solicitors are not yet on the ground.  A number of 
statutory requirements have to be met before they appear before the 
Commission.  So once those statutory requirements are addressed, then they will 

20 be on the ground as soon as they can and they will contact you to prepare your 
evidence.  You can give your evidence in the form that you prefer.  If you wish 
to give evidence orally, that is a matter for you.  But the counsel and the 
Commission will assist you to prepare the evidence in terms of its relevance that 
the Commission is looking for.

Tuesday 14th April at 1.30 p.m.  Is that date and time that I am thinking of 
assigning to you to give evidence, is that date and time convenient?

DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE:  Alright, convenient for me, Chairman.  I just live 
30 close by so I will drive over and present my papers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  I am fixing Tuesday 14th April 2020 at 1.30 p.m. 
for you to give your evidence.  As I said, in between, you await a call from the 
Counsel and the solicitors who will contact you when they are able to.

Anything else you want to say, otherwise you can take your leave.  

DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE:  Not at this stage, Chairman.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused.
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DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE:  Thanks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next person on the list is Professor Lekshmi N Pillai.  
Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Professor Pillai was served a request letter on 16 
January at the University campus, through an agent of his, the secretary to his 
office, Ms Lisa Marie Kila.  But since then, I have not received any response 

10 from him.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has Professor Pillai been in communication with you since 
he was served through his agent?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Initially, yes - he was overseas – but not in the last 
month or so.  He should be back already at the campus.  We will check him up 
again.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Lekshmi Pillai is the Head of the School of 
20 Economics, is it?  School of Economics or Economics Department at the 

University?  Is that his position, do you know?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That was what I was told.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he would be the person to give this kind of evidence, 
right?  Apart from Dr Sausse?  Dr Sausse, I believe is a political economist. 

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Lekshmi Pillai is, I believe he is an economist.

  [9.57 am]Well, in those circumstances, the Commission will issue a summons to Professor 
Lekshmi N Pillai to appear on 6 March 2020 at 9.30 am to give evidence.  
Commission Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, and his staff shall effect personal 
service of the summons on Professor Lekshmi N Pillai. 

Move on to the witnesses listed under Part 3.  Before we proceed to Part 3 matters, 
counsel for Mr Dairi Vele, are you ready with the documents?

40 MRS NONGGORR:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  About few other, we might take your documents.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chairman.  The documents that my client was 
required to present by today are here before me.  There are seven volumes and 
indeed on flash drive which contain all the volumes.  They are indexed and there 
are sections which deal with that PNG LNG project, the UBS loan and the sale of 
the Shares.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you just indicate the period covered by those documents?

MRS NONGGORR:  The period covered by those would be from 2008 up until 
2014.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just indicate the quantity, in terms of the number 
of documents?  The last time you were saying it was about 10,000 or something.

MRS NONGGORR:  I would say about seven thousand altogether.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Seven thousand.  All right, what I will do is I will issue a 
direction in terms of the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors, once 
they are on board, to contact yourself and your client to prepare the evidence to 
give to the Commission so they will liaise with you.  I will be issuing a direction 
later at the end of today’s hearing that the Counsel assisting the Commission and 
the solicitors be authorized to examine the documents and for purpose of 
preparation.  So, essentially, what would be the next step?  Should I allocate a date 
for your client to give evidence and then in the time between the solicitors and the 
counsel will liaise with you and your client to prepare the evidence, or should I 
leave that allocation of a date to a later date?

30
MRS NONGGORR:  Mr Chairman, there are a couple of things.  I think that, 
indeed, we should leave it to liaise with the counsel as to where they think it is.  
Now, the other thing that had to be supplied in these, were lists of witnesses that, 
either my client feels it is necessary to come before the Commission to give 
evidence on both of these matters.  And so, within these documents, and you will 
see within the index, are the list of witnesses and their addresses and telephone 
numbers so far as we have been able to ascertain.   
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  [10.02 am] The persons that, indeed, played a role in the various transactions are certainly the 
ones from the PNG LNG IPIC transaction have moved to different – some 
occupations.  But those will need to be discussed with the solicitors.  

Some of the witnesses are - already been called before this Commission but others 
are not that we are aware of.  So there will need to be some – so there are two parts 
to this.  There is the evidence that my client has to give, plus the evidence that 
Treasury would like to put before the Commission and that evidence would also 
be sourced from those people.  So I would need to discuss with the Counsel 

10 assisting the Commission as to how that will be achieved, whether we are to brief 
them and present their material or whether Counsel assisting would prefer to brief 
them and give the materials.  So they are the things.  So, it may be best if we leave 
it all with counsel to determine how and when this evidence should be compiled, 
including my client.  Obviously, my client wants to give his own evidence.

In these documents, we have also produced two summaries of the evidence.  So 
there is, like 38 page summary.  This is an affidavit itself, but it is a summary of, 
if you like, the evidence that Treasury wishes to put before the Commission.  So 
there are two separate summaries; one for the PNG LNG project and one for the 

20 UBSL transaction.   In that, it is clear what role those witnesses play so it is a 
summary to say, well, why is this witness being called, well you can see in the 
summary as to why, what type of evidence that person will be called in. 

I would, Chairman, suggest that, it is necessary for us to have some meetings with 
the counsel assisting as to how to present this evidence.  So I think that is probably 
the direction which should be---

THE CHAIRMAN:   Alright, first, what I might do is perhaps fix a date on which 
yourself and the Counsel and the solicitors may return to the Commission to report 

30 on the completion of that preparation and then on that date perhaps allocate a 
hearing date.  So I might give a date now for – that will give you enough time to 
liaise with Counsel and solicitors to examine the documents, prepare the cases and 
so forth and then report back to the Commission as to your readiness to obtain a 
hearing date for him to give his evidence.

How much time do you think this Commission should allow you for that purpose?

MRS NONGGORR:  Chairman, I would say that once the Counsel assisting is on 
board, it would be a matter of a couple of meetings for us to discuss what evidence 

40 there is, what witnesses and then for maybe Counsel to consider what would be 
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the best way and then again, so that should be able to be achieved in one week 
once they are on board, I should imagine.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I allow March for you to conduct those preparations?

MRS NONGGORR:  YES.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am saying the whole of March because I expect some delay 
in the admission of counsel and the solicitors and also the execution of the contract 

10 involving the solicitors, it might take a bit of time so we perhaps will allow the 
whole of March and once they get their admissions and their contracts executed, 
they should be on the ground and they should be able to contact you and prepare 
your cases.  

So I suggest Friday 3 April at 9.30 am as the date for your client and the Counsel 
assisting as well as the solicitors return to the Commission to report on the 
progress made in terms of preparation.  

MRS NONGGORR:  That would be suitable, Chairman.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:   Alright, then the matter in respect of your client is adjourned 
to Friday 3 April at 9.30 a.m.  

[10.07a.m] I direct that the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors assisting the 
Commission work with Mr Dairi Vele and his lawyer to prepare the evidence and 
report back to the Commission on 3 April.  

You can pass on the documents and the flash drive to Mr Yuangu.  That will 
complete your appearance this morning.

30
MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Mr Chairman, I have one further matter, with 
regards to other evidences that is coming before the Commission.  In previous 
Commissions of Inquiry, counsel representing one particular witness or a 
particular body has been given the opportunity to, indeed, peruse the written 
evidence beforehand and, indeed, examine the witnesses when they give oral 
evidence.  Indeed, basically, there was provision for, if there was to be by writing, 
that the statements would be filed and then other parties would have access to 
them so that they could prepare questions for examination.  I am uncertain as to 
how we will proceed with regards to that into the future.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there is provision in Practice Note No 1, which I think 
gives right to any counsel to ask questions of any witness.  You might want to 
look at those provisions.  If you need some clarification from the Commission, we 
can give that clarification.  But there is provision there.  Have you had a look at 
the Practice Note?

MRS NONGGORR:  Yes, I have got this here; I have got the Practice Note here.  
It is more to do with the actual evidence that that person is giving beforehand.  If 
the evidence is being given in writing, then I was wondering whether 

10 consideration could be given to – whether there would be access given beforehand.  
I should write this perhaps in a letter to the Commission?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps you put that down in writing and send it to the 
Commission.  I will liaise with the other Commissioner to come up with a 
procedure to address that if no provision is made in the Practice Note for that.  

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.   Because the procedural note, 
with regards to questioning on these procedural issues, says that we have to write 
to the Counsel assisting so that is why I am raising it now.  Because there is no 

20 Counsel assisting to make an explanation as to why I am raising it now, rather 
than waiting till later.  But Mr Chairman, I will put all these in writing and address 
them to the Commission.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you write to the Commission and set up the matters, we 
may address it, either through a letter or perhaps a public hearing.  We might 

30 decide how we facilitate that opportunity.

MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We move on to item number three.  These are three witnesses 
who were previously requested to appear and there were no appearance, so 
summons were issued in respect of these three witnesses and these matters will 
now be called.  
First matter is former Prime Minister, Sir Rabbie Namaliu.  
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I note, Sir Rabbie Namaliu, seated at the bar table.  Thank you, Sir Rabbie 
Namaliu, for attending on the summons.  Unfortunately, the summons had to be 
issued as no appearance recorded on 27 January when the letter of request was 
made returnable.   

[10:12a.m] Essentially, the purpose of your appearance this morning is the same as I explained 
to Sir Mekere Morauta, you are in the room listening and I will not repeat what I 
said but essentially, the Commission is looking for assistance to provide, what it 
is called, “expert evidence”, on the matters that have been set out in the letter of 

10 request.   Essentially, the Commission is looking for key people, leaders, who 
were involved during the formation of the new nation and the kind of thinking that 
they had in terms of government policy on the political system that Papua New 
Guinea had adopted and the economic system that Papua New Guinea adopted at 
that time, it is essentially a free market economy.  And what was the thinking then 
in terms of government, as to the kind of role that the government would play in 
that political system.  

You obviously played a key role during the formation of this nation as a senior 
civil servant and later as a party leader of the major parties and also Prime Minister 

20 of Papua New Guinea and the Commission believes you have that relevant 
evidence that the Commission is looking for to establish the background 
information on the political economic situation in Papua New Guinea.

But there have been more specific questions set out in the letter of request and I 
am sure that you have read them.  The Commission would obviously want to know 
if you are available to give the evidence that the Commission is looking for.

Sir Rabbie?

30 SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  Sorry, Mr Chairman, could you repeat the question, 
please?

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission firstly will be interested to know if you are 
available to give that evidence that the Commission is looking for?

SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  Sure.  I will be available, Mr Chairman, at whatever 
date you set.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  I will allocate the hearing date on which you will 
40 give your evidence and allow some time in between for you to be assisted by 
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Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors when they come on board to 
help you prepare your evidence so that your evidence is focused on the issues at 
hand and is relevant to the Commission.  Would you prefer to give evidence – oral 
evidence or in writing or combination of both?

SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  Combination of both.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Combination of both.

10 SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  I will proffer it in writing and I will present it orally 
as well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you have some documents, like reports of government 
policy papers that were issued in your time?

SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  I will try my best.  But Mr Chairman, I am not sure 
how many times I have moved in the last how many years now.  I am here and I 
now live in Kokopo, in the province and so whatever papers that I have, I have 
made several moves several places since then since I left government, but even 

20 before that.  I will try my best to dig up whatever documents that may be available, 
which I can then submit as part of the presentation.  I assume that some of it might 
be online; I am not sure, but I certainly will make some attempts to see if I can 
provide whatever documents that may be in my possession.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One of the things that the Commission is looking for, in terms 
of evidence, is the government’s role in investment in private enterprise.  What 
was the thinking then of the government?  We know that the government has 
certain traditional functions in the political economy; government is the regulator, 
government is the promoter of investment, protector, facilitator, those kinds of 

30 traditional roles of the Government in the economy is fairly well understood.

  [10:17a.m] But one of the grey areas that the Commission will be looking for is the role of 
Government in business as an investor itself.  Firstly, as an investor through 
public enterprises, state-owned enterprises and more interestingly, Government 
as an investor in purely, what is purely private enterprise activities.   What was 
the thinking of the Government when Papua New Guinea got Independence and 
how was that thinking played out in the years after Independence?  That kind of 
evidence will set the stage to look at more specific investments that the 
Government has made in later years, including those three investments that we 

40 would be looking at; investment in PNG LNG Project and the investment in the 
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forthcoming Papua LNG Project for which the UBS Loan was obtained.  How 
does, if the Government decide to invest in private enterprise, how does 
Government manage business which – that arise from those kinds of 
investments.  Where is the money coming from to invest in those purely private 
investments?  These are the kinds of questions that the Commission will be 
seeking answers from key witnesses like yourself.  

All right, I think I have said enough there.  I will give you a date on which you 
will give evidence and then in the time between the Counsel Assisting the 

10 Commission and the Solicitors, all of whom are Australian - overseas, they will 
contact you to prepare your evidence.  At the moment they are not on the ground 
as yet because a number of statutory requirements have to be complied with to 
allow them to come to PNG to practice.   Whilst those statutory requirements are 
completed in the next week or so, they should be on the ground and they should 
be able to contact you and they will assist you to prepare your evidence.  If you 
need any assistance from the Commission in terms of travel, accommodation, 
you can liaise with Mr Mathew Yuangu, who is the Secretary to the Commission 
and we will see if we can address those.

20 I will allocate Wednesday 15 of April at 9.30 am for you to give your evidence.  
Is that date and time convenient?

HON RABBIE NAMALIU:  Sure.  Thank you very much.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Very well then, that is the date and time that you will give 
your evidence.  Is there anything else you wish to say?

HON RABBIE NAMALIU:  Just a couple of things, Mr Chairman.  Firstly, I 
would like to, I suppose, offer an explanation as to why I was not here when I 

30 was asked to appear.  I have explained that in a letter to the Secretary.    
Subsequently, it happened to coincide with a date that I had a meeting in 
Australia, in Canberra, on the same date, attending an inaugural meeting of the 
Australian Pacific Security College, an initiative with Pacific Forum, which has 
been set up by the Australian Government at the Australian National University 
and I was invited to sit on the Advisory Board to it.  So the first inaugural 
meeting of that College was held on that date, in which case, I had to travel to 
Canberra and I offered that explanation in that paper that I wrote to the 
Secretary.  
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Secondly, Mr Chairman I have noted the questions that you have raised in the 
letter that I received.  

[10.22 am]So I will obviously endeavor at the best of my ability to answer them and as I 
indicated earlier, I will also provide any supporting documentation or documents 
that I may have in my possession.  Thirdly, I am glad that you have indicated that 
there is an avenue to seek help with travel and accommodation because I live in 
Kokopo and to come back here for this hearing on the date you have set, I will 
obviously require some help with travel and accommodation.  So, I will seek that 

10 from the Secretary, accordingly, as you have indicated, and I certainly look 
forward to appearing again on that date before the Commission of Inquiry.  Thank 
you, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have been provided a copy of your letter dated 
10 February, which I have read and the Commission accepts your apology and 
that is it then, you can take your leave.

SIR RABBIE NAMALIU:  Thank you very much.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  The next person on the list is the Honourable James Marape, 
the current Prime Minister of Papua New Guinea.  He did not appear on 27 January 
when he was asked to appear, and consequently, a summons was issued requiring 
him to attend this morning.  However, on 26 February 2020, some communication 
was received from the Prime Minister that he would not be available today because 
he is on an official visit to the Solomon Islands.  So, he sought a new date and the 
Commission has agreed to extend his summons to next Friday, 6 March 2020 at 
9.30 am for him to appear.  So that summons stands extended to next Friday.  The 
next person on the list is Sir Charles Lepani.  Mr Yuangu?

30 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we have served Charles Lepani for him to 
appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Charles Lepani, thank you for attending on the summons 
that has been issued.  I know you have an explanation to give as to why you did 
not appear on 27 January and I am sure you will give that explanation shortly.  The 
purpose of your appearance this morning is essentially the same, as I explained to 
Sir Mekere and Sir Rabbie Namaliu, I understand you were sitting here in 
attendance and you were listening to the exchanges that I had with Sir Mekere and 
Sir Rabbie.  So that is basically the kind of expert evidence that the Commission 
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would want to receive from you.  I would like to ask you if you are able to assist 
the Commission with the kind of evidence that the Commission is looking for?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes, Mr Chairman.  Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would I be correct in saying that you were the first Secretary 
for National Planning when Papua New Guinea got Independence?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  The actual title was the Director of the Office of 
10 National Planning then, yes, responsible to the Prime Minister’s Department.  

[10.27 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have first-hand experience in the formation of the 
government, the government thinking at that time in terms of the kind of political 
system that Papua New Guinea was adopting, the economic system that Papua 
New Guinea was adopting at that time of Independence and so the planning that 
went on behind closed doors, you would have that kind of evidence?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes, for that limited period of about five years in my 
tenure in that office, Chairman.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:   I also understand you were managing director of Oregon 
Minerals at one time?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  MRDC before that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  MRDC?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes and the float of Oregon Minerals for five years 
thereafter as the managing director.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  You had some experience in terms of how that kind of 
government thinking played out - - -

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When it came to government’s decision to invest in private 
business such Oregon Minerals?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allocate a hearing date in which you will give your 
evidence and in the time between, as I was saying to the other two witnesses, the 
solicitor assisting the Commission and the Counsel assisting the Commission, all 
of them are Australian or overseas personnel, will contact you once they are on 
the ground and they will help you prepare the evidence.  I know you have provided 
some material to the Commission.  The Commission has received them but it 
would be good if you provide the same material to the counsel and the solicitors 
assisting when they contact you so that they can help you prepare your evidence.  
Would you prefer giving evidence orally or in written form or combination of 

10 both?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Combination of both, Chairman, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have some reports published - - -
 
SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  I have one document, ‘Review of PNG Economy’, 
that I was co-author of.  That to me, provides a lot of historical basis of 
government policy and some of the recommendations in going forward in 1984.  
So it is a pretty outdated document but I regard having read it again, there are a 

20 lot of thinking there that still is applicable today in terms of government 
economic policy, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That kind of evidence is obviously relevant.  Is that a book 
or is it an article?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes, it is a book and I do have one copy of it.  If you 
want when the counsels are here I can provide that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That can be produced in evidence.  I mean you are the author 
30 of that book so any evidence - the book has got some relevance so that can be 

produced in evidence.  Wednesday, 15 April at 1.30 pm - I am thinking of 
allocating you Wednesday, 15 April at 1.30 pm to give evidence.  Is that date and 
time convenient to you?

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the date and time that I am assigning for you to give 
your evidence but in between, you can wait for a call from the solicitors and 
counsel to contact you to assist you prepare your evidence.  Is there anything you 

40 would want to say before you take your leave?
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SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Yes, Chairman, just two points.  One is like Sir Rabbie, 
I wish to offer my apologies and an explanation, which I have by way of email 
written to the Secretary of the Commission, that there was some misunderstanding 
of the reason for the appearance, on my part, and the timing so that basically was 
confusing in the dates and the timing.   So I do apologize, I have no intention 
whatsoever of disregarding the Commission their request for my appearance on 
that date.   

10   [10.32 am]I do apologize, Chairman, for not turning up in January.

The other is, I have, as you mentioned, submitted quite a number of documents 
and the book, ‘Review of Papua New Guinea’s Economy’, that has a lot of 
background and I will be basing my written document, testimony to the 
Commission on those documents I have submitted to the Commission but I also 
will be available to answer verbally and orally any questions the Commission may 
want to ask - raise during the hearing.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your apology and thank you for your 
20 statement.  You may be excused.

SIR CHARLES LEPANI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is my list for the morning.  The other matters are fresh 
matters and they have all been listed for this afternoon.  Mrs Nonggorr, if you 
want to mention anything else?

MRS NONGGORR:  No, Mr Chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you keeping the Commission company?

MRS NONGGORR:  That is correct, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  We will adjourn the proceedings to 1.30 pm.  
Mr Yuangu, are you standing for the adjournment?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, I have the Chief Secretary, who is 
programmed for the afternoon but he has a commitment and he is here.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Chief Secretary is listed for the afternoon but he is here?
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is right, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has a commitment in the afternoon?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then we will take his appearance now.

10 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Thank you, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Mr Ambassador Isaac Lupari, if you can take the seat 
at the bar table.  Ambassador Lupari, thank you for attending this morning.  Your 
matter is listed for the afternoon but on your request, the Commission is prepared 
to bring your matter forward.  You will have been given a copy of this 
Commission’s letter of 18 February, which essentially sets out the purpose and 
the reasons why you are required to attend this morning.  

Essentially, the Commission is looking for records of transactions, 
20 correspondences, documents emanating from the Department of the Prime 

Minister and NEC of which you are its Head; emanating from the Office of the 
Prime Minister and perhaps emanating from the National Executive Council, 
relating to the two Loans; that is the IPIC Loan obtained by the government in 
2009, and the UBS Loan obtained by the government in 2014.

A similar letter has been given to the Secretary of the NEC, who is responsible for 
keeping the records of the NEC, and she will be appearing this afternoon to 
indicate what documents she is able to produce from the National Executive 
Council.  But given your position as Head of the Department of the Prime Minister 

30 and NEC, the Commission would like some assistance from you in terms of 
providing the kind of records that the Commission is looking for.  

[10:37 a.m]If you are able to provide those records, then the Commission will issue a 
direction now to formalize the direction, and then you can comply with the 
direction within the time that the Commission requires you to provide those 
documents.    Essentially, the Commission will be issuing a direction, if you are 
able to provide those documents that you provide a list of documents relating to 
the two Loans, documents that are in your custody and possession, then provide 
a list or provide copies of those documents, and in addition, provide a list of 
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witnesses that you might wish to call.  The Commission will allow some time for 
you to provide those lists and the documents.

If you want one week, two weeks, the maximum I am looking at is giving you 
two weeks to assemble those documents and then provide them to the 
Commission in advance.    Once those documents are produced before the 
Commission in advance the counsel and solicitors will examine those 
documents, and they will get back to you and prepare; assist you to prepare your 
evidence.

10
Ambassador Lupari, are you able to give that kind of information to the 
Commission is the question that I want to ask you this morning?

AMBASSADOR ISAAC LUPARI:  Chairman, thank you.  I know I am 
scheduled for 1.30 but I was in communication with the secretary that I was at 
another engagement at 1.30, so Chair, thank you for allowing me to appear at 
this point in time.   I have taken note of your directions.  When the Commission 
was established, I have already issued for the government agencies, who are 
directly involved one way or other, including my department, to start preparing 

20 all the documentations, as you pointed out; records, correspondence, NEC 
decisions, and so forth.  So I need to check with those individuals, officers to 
make sure that has been done.  But some of them Chairman, goes back to 2009 
in relation to the IPIC transactions.  The department has moved from one 
location to another location so we need to have some sufficient time to try and 
making sure documents that are relevant for the purpose of the Inquiry has been 
compiled and presented to the Inquiry.

UBS is in 2014, which is almost three years away from now.  I was not in the 
office as Chief Secretary, I was as Chief of Staff, but given that I am now 

30 occupying the Office of the Chief Secretary, similar exercise will be undertaken, 
Chairman, to ensure that all records corresponding to UBS transactions that are 
in the possession of the Department of NEC and also the First Legislative 
Counsel also comes under the Department of Prime Minister and NEC.  So they 
have been also tasked to making sure that what they have in their record is also 
compiled. 

I would think, Chairman, two weeks will be shorter for us.  I think we need two 
to four to six weeks to be able to get all those documentations compiled and 
making sure that the relevant documentations for the purpose of this Inquiry.  
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That is what I want to ask if some consideration could be given rather than two 
weeks, at least four to six weeks for us to do that work.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has a pretty tight schedule.  We have strict 
timelines by which this Inquiry will be conducted and the Report delivered and I 
would not want to give more time than it is necessary and also is convenient to 
the Commission.       

  [10.42 am] The most I can do is perhaps give you four weeks from now.  If we go beyond 
10 four weeks that is going to really stretch the Commission’s timetable and that will 

not be convenient for the Commission.  So if I allow you until 30 March, then I 
will list the matter for mention on 31 March to check – complies with the direction.  
Does that give you enough time there; that is after 30 March?  That should give 
you around, just over four weeks.  

This is the proposed terms of the direction I will issue now.  If you are happy with 
the proposed directions, then I will formalize them.  I will direct that the Secretary 
for the Department of Prime Minister and the NEC provide to the Commission the 
names and addresses of witnesses, and provide a list of documents and copies of 

20 relevant documents to the Commission by 30 March 2020.  That is the first 
direction.

The second direction will be that these directions are returnable on Tuesday 31 
March 2020 at 9.30 am.  Obviously, on 31 March, the Commission will check on 
compliance with the direction.  You feel you need more time or if you have some 
difficulties, then you can advise the Commission on 31 March when those 
directions are returnable.  

Are you happy with those directions?  All right, I will issue those directions now.
30 Is there anything else you want to say before you take your leave?

AMBASSADOR MR ISAAC LUPARI:  For now, that is all, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  You can be excused.  That brings us to the close of this 
morning’s sittings.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, sir, I have just been approached by the 
lawyers representing Oil Search who are here to appear and want to appear.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  They are listed for the afternoon but they want to 
bring it forward?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.

MR JOHN WEBB QC: We are in your Honour’s hands.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR JOHN WEBB QC:  Of course, Commissioner, but if you are minded to deal 
with our appearance now, we can do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have time.

  [10:47a.m]MR WEBB QC:  Thank you.  Mr Commissioner, on the program for today at 
point 4.7, you have listed Mr Peter Botton, the Oil Search Managing Director.  

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR WEBB, QC:  I am seeking leave to appear for both Mr Botton and Oil 
Search.  It is anticipated by our written application to the Commission yesterday, 
I think it was dated 26 of February, the application is made on behalf of both the 
company and Mr Botton because, as you will see from the application, Mr 
Botton has, in fact, in the last three or four days retired as a Director and 
Managing Director of the company.  So their interest are different and any 
directions that the Commission might make in relation to the production of 
documents and the like is appropriately directed to Oil Search. 

30
Mr Commissioner, the application is both to appear for the two entities and that 
they be legally represented and the reasons for that are indicated in the written 
application. 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has received your letter dated 26 February 
2020.

MR WEBB QC:  Yes, Your Honour.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose that contains the application for leave to appear?
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MR WEBB QC:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Just one point I am making in relation to what appears on 
the sixth paragraph from the top, the paragraph commencing with the words; “on 
16 December 2019”.

MR WEBB QC:  Yes, Commissioner.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  There are three dot points there that mention Part III – UBS 
Loan; Papua LNG Project; Part IV - UBS Loan - Purchase of Oil Search shares; 
Part V – UBS Loan – Sale of Oil Search shares, there is a part that is missing.  
That is Part II.  That has been omitted from that list that I am just mentioning. 

MR WEBB QC:  We certainly would ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it under Part II that Mr Peter Botton’s name appears 
under?  Part II is, if you look at the witness list, Part II is the PNG LNG Project, 
IPIC Loan; Part III is the UBS Loan - Papua LNG Project; Part IV is the UBS 

20 Loan - Purchase of Oil Search shares; and Part V is the UBS Loan - Sale of Oil 
Search shares.  There is an omission of Part II.

MR WEBB QC:  Sir, we apologize for that omission but Commissioner, you 
will see from the earlier part of the application, we of course, acknowledge that 
the State required equity through the IPIC Loan at an early point in time and we 
do seek leave to appear and to have representation in respect of  - all aspects – in 
relation towards the---

THE CHAIRMAN:  All aspects.  That is Part II through to Part V. 
30

MR WEBB QC:  Yes, thank you, Mr Chairman.

[10:52 a.m]THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you made that application now?

MR WEBB QC:  I am sorry?

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have made that application already?

MR WEBB QC:  I make that application. 
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Alright, the Commission will grant leave to Oil Search 
Limited and Mr Peter Botton to appear at the Inquiry to give evidence.  
Obviously, Oil Search Limited and Mr Peter Botton have sufficient interest in 
the subject matter of the Inquiry.  

     [10.52a.m] They ought to be granted leave.  That is the reason for granting leave.

MR WEBB QC:  Thank you Commissioner.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  As a condition of the grant of leave, there have been some 
standard directions issued previously and I am minded to give those directions as 
well.  What is your instructions on that is something that we can discuss.  The 
kind of directions are similar to the directions that I have just issued in respect of 
Mr Lupari.

MR WEBB QC:  Yes, Commissioner.  We are here anticipating and expecting 
directions of that sort to be made.  We contemplated, if I can put it that way that 
directions might be more directed to documents with great diversity.  The 
Commissioner had indicated in the discussion with Mr Lupari that he was to 

20 provide relevant documents and that involves decision making by Oil Search, if 
a direction of that sort is made in our respect.  And it would involve a very wide 
search in a number of different jurisdictions for documents that would, for the 
main part, obviously – ultimately not be relevant, we would have thought.  That 
is the first thing I would say.  The second thing is that the timing of the provision 
of a list of documents and accompanying copies is, of course, linked to the scope 
of the searches that we have to make having regard to the terms of the directions 
as to the documents that would be covered.  I do not really know at the moment 
because of the general nature of the contemplated direction how long it would 
take.  The documents are, for the main part not in Papua New Guinea and they 

30 are not organised according to convenient categories, having regard to the 
general nature of the Commission’s Terms of Reference.

What I would suggest to the Commission is that so far as documents are 
concerned, if a general direction of the sort that has already been made is to be 
made, it ought to be for the provision of a list of documents by reference to the 
categories that we understand might be relevant to the Commission and there 
then be an opportunity for more specific directions to be made, having regard to 
the categories that we understand might be, that might be a faulty understanding 
from the Terms of Reference we understand them.  

40
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So we do not want to get into the position where we are providing documents, 
which we understand appropriately the relevant documents and then the 
Commission will always ultimately have a different view, so we get into a longer 
process of successive productions, if I could put it that way.  

So what the proposal in relation to the documents is that we provide the 
documents, which is our description of the categories of the documents that we 
understand would be relevant by a date, perhaps a date at the end of March 
would fit, as we understand it generally, with the directions that have already 

10 been given and those directions there could be refinement and a quicker 
production of documents as a result.

[10.57 am]Before I move from the documents to the witness evidence, Commission will see 
in our application a reference to the fact that we might re-anticipate that there will 
be documents which will be provided, in due course, which will contain 
information, which is confidential to Oil Search or in relation to which Oil Search 
is limited by obligations of confidentiality to others and what we hoped was that 
a protocol could be fixed by which we could provide the documents in a way 
which protected the confidences and perhaps privilege, at least in the first instance, 

20 so that the Commission could hear us on that matter.  

What we contemplate in our application, if the Commission is minded to do it, is 
that we would provide to the Commission a suggested protocol for the handling 
of the documents and that could be settled with the counsel assisting once they are 
engaged and appearing.  So, that is what I wanted to say about the documents and 
directions that might be made about documents, Mr Commissioner.

In relation to witnesses, I think the Commission received a response from Mr 
Botten personally to the request that he give evidence indicating that he is certainly 

30 willing to give evidence to assist the Commission and he gave some indication of 
dates he was available to give evidence according to his current constraints; 
remembering again that he is in the process of disengaging from Oil Search and 
has commitments elsewhere in the world and other commitments in Papua New 
Guinea as well.  From the directions that have been made this morning, 
Commissioner, I understand that the witness’ evidence, which is presently 
contemplated to be given in relation to a background of a stage when which this 
Inquiry is to proceed, it appears to be occurring about the middle of April and we 
would expect that his evidence would be required some time thereafter.  He has 
indicated a general preparedness to be available as and when he can at any time 

40 after that point in time and perhaps a direction can be given having regard to the 
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matters, his evidence will go to, sometime towards the end of April, as I target, if 
I could put it that way, and so that we know what we are working to.

In relation to the way in which his evidence would be prepared, the common 
experience or a common experience in commissions of inquiry and royal 
commissions, it is very often that the witness will proffer his witness statement in 
the first instance and we would like the opportunity to do that and that would 
provide a point for further meetings with counsel assisting and otherwise to settle 
the scope of the actual witness statement that would ultimately be the witness’ 

10 evidence.  They are matters I wanted to say in light of the sort of directions that 
have been made today that both Oil Search and Mr Botten have signaled their 
intention to assist to the extent of their capacity, the work of the Commission.  

[11:02 a.m]THE CHAIRMAN:  Given the – what you said, particularly about the protocols 
that need to be established to provide privilege documents or commercially 
sensitive documents, it might be more appropriate if I make a general provision in 
any direction that I issue to allow an opportunity for counsel representing Mr 
Botten – that is yourself – to perhaps meet with counsel assisting and the solicitors 
and then just discuss the parameters of that arrangement and also have some 

20 general discussion around the documents and even the list of witnesses that may 
be produced first and then perhaps for counsel assisting and the solicitors and 
yourself to reach an agreement as to the voluntary provision of documents.

MR WEBB QC:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Once that agreement is reached then perhaps counsel on our 
side should inform the Commission as to the agreement that has been reached to 
allow your client to provide those documents voluntarily.

30 MR WEBB QC:  Yes, if I may say so Commissioner, that is a very sensible way 
of proceeding and we certainly are content to do that.  My proposal was really 
founded on the expectation that the Commission would want things to be done in 
the interim before counsel are appointed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think there is maybe a need for specific documents to 
be enumerated upfront rather than the general directions that have been issued for 
provision of relevant documents.  Those are cases in which the Commission is 
looking for, essentially for records, being kept by relevant authorities to provide 
those documents but in your case, your client is a bit different, that we need to be 

40 talking about specific documents rather than provision of general documents.  So 
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I think those kinds of data will be worked out between counsels and then some 
agreements reached that may be put to the Commission.

So should I allow some time perhaps – the next two weeks might be a bit short - 
perhaps three to four weeks for the month of March for counsel and solicitors 
assisting, once they are on the ground, to contact you to have a number of 
conferences around that and then be able to come with an agreement that can be 
put to the Commission.

10 MR WEBB QC:  Yes.  If your Honour gave a direction that we engage in that 
process and a period to the end of March, then we regard that as a suitable 
timeframe.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have some suggestion from the solicitors, whose contract is 
yet to be formalized, but I have had some discussion with them, about some 
directions that I might issue and that is in relation to authorizing the solicitors once 
they are on the ground to have access to “A” documents that your client might 
perhaps provide for himself.  Would that be a problem?

20 MR WEBB QC:  No, your Honour.  That direction might create difficulties both 
logistically, particularly if it involves any element of time, but also substantively 
if they were documents that we wanted to protect privilege or confidence in some 
way – I am not saying that it would not be overcome, but perhaps the best course 
would be if the Commission gave a direction that we have discussions, which 
caught up with direction for access.  In other words, we do with that aspect as well 
in the discussions that we would have.

  [11.07 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of your client Mr Botten giving evidence, the 
Commission is going to schedule itself to sit in the whole of May and June to 

30 receive evidence in relation to the main parts of the Inquiry.  

April has been set aside for the Commission to receive evidence on the 
background information.  That is why I have been assigning dates for Part 1 
witnesses for dates in April, but your client’s evidence would fall under the latter 
part which means he will be required to give evidence in May or June.  But if for 
some reason your client cannot make it in May or June, then the Commission 
could allocate a special fixture in the time that he said he is available in April.

From the letter that he wrote, which I have in front of me, he has indicated that he 
40 will be available to give evidence on 15 to 17 April and 20 April.  So I could 
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perhaps assign him a date in April for a special fixture for him to give evidence if 
that were his preference.

MR WEBB QC:  Commissioner, it is evident in his letter he stopped at the end of 
April anticipating that was when it would be.  Could I suggest that the – I do know 
he has availability in the later months so that, the course might be to fix a date for 
his evidence, if your Honour, made a direction now for the evidence to be given 
in May or June and with the direction with the date for his evidence within that 
period to be fixed at the next directions hearing and then I would have specific 

10 availability to assist the Commission.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will just announce a draft direction.  If you are happy with 
the terms of the draft direction I will announce, then I will issue those directions.

First direction is that the counsel for Oil Search and Mr Peter Botten confer with 
counsel assisting the Commission and solicitors assisting the Commission to 
discuss and reach an agreement as to the list of witnesses that Oil Search and Peter 
Botten will call and access to relevant documents and a list of those documents 
and provide that agreement to the Commission at its sitting on Monday 30th March 

20 2020 at 9.30 a.m.; and number 2, these directions are adjourned to Monday 30th 
March 2020 at 9.30 a.m. for further directions.

[11:12 a.m]MR WEBB QC:  I am content with that, thank you Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, those directions are issued.  The Commission will 
formalize those directions and you will be given a copy of those directions 
perhaps today or Monday the latest.

MR WEBB QC:  Thank you Commissioner.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  The other direction, of course, that will be included in the 
direction is the grant of leave to your clients.

MR WEBB QC:  Thank you Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.  I think that brings us to the close of 
this morning’s sitting.  We will adjourn the proceedings to 1.30pm.  

Associate adjourn the Commission.  
40
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LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

    [1.28 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  This is continuing on from this morning’s session.  If you 
turn to the diary, we will proceed with matters listed for 1.30 pm.  Two of those 
witnesses; Chief Secretary Ambassador Isaac Lupari and Oil Search Managing 
Director Mr Peter Botten, those matters have already been mentioned in the 

10 morning.  In respect of the others, we will follow the order as per the list.

Number 4.2 - Secretary for NEC, Ms Grace So-on.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, NEC Secretary is here to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, take a seat at the bar table.

    [1.33 pm] Ms Grace So-on, thank you for attending this afternoon.  You will have already 
received the letter from this Commission addressed to you dated 18 February 

20 2020?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, I have, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That sets out the purpose of this afternoon’s proceedings.  
Essentially, the Commission would want assistance from yourself to provide the 
records of transactions, correspondences and so forth that the National Executive 
has in its custody that relates to the IPIC loan that was obtained by the government 
in 2009 and the UBS loan that was obtained by the government in 2014.  The 
Commission would like to give you and others who are listed this afternoon, an 

30 opportunity to voluntarily provide the documents that the Commission wants from 
the National Executive Council or any of those other institutions.

Normally, the Commission summonses a witness whom the Commission believes 
has documents that may be of assistance to the Commission.  But the Commission 
decided that perhaps the Commission should first seek assistance from yourself to 
provide those documents voluntarily.  Then after you have provided those 
documents, the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors assisting the 
Commission will examine those documents.  They will sit down with you to 
prepare your evidence, which you will then give later.  But, first, the Commission 

40 would like to obtain from you copies of those documents and, in addition, a list of 
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witnesses that you might want to call.  So that is essentially the purpose of your 
appearance this afternoon.

In terms of the specific documents, the Commission does not know what 
documents are in the NEC’s possession.  So it would be up to you to provide an 
exhaustive list of the documents and copies of those documents to the Commission 
beforehand so that the Commission’s counsel and the solicitors will study the 
documents and then prepare the evidence that you will give to the Commission.  
The evidence, of course, will be oral evidence from yourself and then in addition 

10 the documents that you will provide or you have already provided, which the 
Commission would have already have in its possession. 

So that is the purpose of this afternoon’s session.  I believe the same introductory 
comments relate to other witnesses who have been asked to attend, who are in 
attendance this afternoon.  Do you understand the purpose of this afternoon’s 
proceedings as I have explained?  You understand?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, Chairman.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  You would be responsible for holding the records of the 
National Executive Council under the law as it is.  Is that correct?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, Chairman, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have custody of records going back to 2008, 2009 
in relation to the IPIC loan?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  As well as the 2014 loan?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, sir, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents, obviously, some of the examples of the 
documents that you will be required to provide are mentioned in the letter that the 
Commission sent to you.

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, sir, that is correct.
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    [1.38 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Those include ministerial submissions to the National 
Executive Council; the decisions of the National Executive Council, including the 
contracts that the National Executive Council approved, perhaps some reports that 
you might have from a committee or committees of the National Executive 
Council that may have discussed and produced reports in relation to those loans.  
So these are the kinds of documents that the Commission is interested in.

I will allow some time for you to collate those documents and then fix a time for 
you to file those documents, and then fix a time for you to appear before the 

10 Commission for a check or report back on compliance with directions.  How much 
time do you think you need to collate those documents?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Chairman, I have already compiled the NEC submissions 
and decisions from 2008.  So I have already compiled that.  I can hand it over to 
the Commission now.

In terms of the committee’s document is the one that my staff is still going through 
looking for it.  But as far as NEC submissions and decisions are concerned, we 
have already compiled the list to hand over to the Commission this afternoon.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is good then.  In relation to the committee reports, are 
there any committees of the National Executive Council that considers these 
submissions or prepares those submissions for the National Executive Council that 
you might be able to produce records of?  If there are no such committees, then 
there is no need for us to wait for committee reports.

MS GRACE SO-ON:  There were committees established at that time but the 
secretaries to the committees were not secretary to the NEC, so it will take some 
time for us to go back down the records to look for them.  But in terms of NEC 

30 itself, we have compiled all the documents to hand over to the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there are some committees?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, there were at that time, a Ministerial Economic 
Committee and Ministerial Guest Committee were involved.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They were ministerial committees?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, Chairman.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So how much time do you need to obtain the reports from 
the ministerial committees?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  It will take a while.  We may need a couple of weeks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Couple of weeks?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, because we shifted from Morauta Haus to Manasupe 
Haus and we were not given space to put our files in order.  So we have to go 

10 through boxes to search for those documents.  We gave priority to NEC 
submissions and decisions, so we were able to get that quickly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you want to deliver the NEC documents now and then 
go back and compile the documents from the committees, or you might want to 
hold on to NEC documents and then compile the committee reports and then send 
them or deliver them together?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  I want to hand over the NEC documents now.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, okay.

MS GRACE SO-ON:  And then see if I can obtain the others.  I will let the 
Commission’s Secretary know of my progress.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  You have got the NEC documents there with you?  

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps you can lay them on the table and let me just have a 
30 view of it.  So you have documents relating to the IPIC loan?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As well as UBS loan?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you think you have got a complete set of the documents?  
You are satisfied that you have a complete set?

40
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MS GRACE SO-ON:  Not at this stage, I will have to check again to make sure 
that this is the complete set.

   [1:43pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest you go back and perhaps take the documents back 
and have another cross check to ensure that you have got all the documents with 
you and I suggest you put them together with the Committee reports and then 
deliver them at the same time, just to ensure that you got a complete set of the 
documents.  

10 If I give you three weeks from now, would that be sufficient?

MS SO-ON:  That is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to the NEC documents, what kind of documents 
do you have there?  You have got submissions, ministerial submissions, is that – 
they call it - policy submissions, is it?

MS SO-ÓN:  Yes. 

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  And then you got ---

MS SO-ON:  The NEC decisions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The NEC decision itself.  What about contracts?

MS SO-ON:  There is a contract attached to the NEC decision---

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a contract attached for both loans?  As I 
understand, either after the NEC decision or at the time the NEC decision is 

30 made, the contract is attached for NEC’s consideration, right?

MRS SO-ÓN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you got two contracts?

MS SO-ON:  I have to check against that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to check.  So you gave us the ministerial 
submission, the NEC decision and the individual contracts for the IPIC Loan and 

40 the UBS Loan. 
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Next thing, minutes of the NEC.  Do you keep minutes of the NEC meetings?  If 
there are, are the records available?

MS SO-ON:  The NEC decisions are the minutes of the meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because my understanding is that the NEC decisions are the 
minutes of the individual decisions, right?  I am talking about the minutes of the 
meeting.

10
MS SO-ON:  No, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does the NEC keep minutes, the records of the entire 
meeting?  That is what I am after.

MS SO-ON:  No, Sir.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Like he does an agenda and then followed by the minutes of 
the proceedings?

20
MS SO-ON:  We call it the agenda items considered, not minutes.  So it is the 
record of each meeting.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   So it does not keep any record of the meeting as such, but 
minutes of each individual item?

MS SO-ON:  No.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is not a meeting, is it?  I am sure that NEC would 
30 consider a number of things, but even if it is a single item on the agenda, it 

should have an agenda and it should have minutes or is that confidential that 
NEC does not keep records and do not include the minutes of the individual 
decisions? 

MS SO-ON:  We keep records.  There is an agenda.  There are records of all 
members of the Council attending, all the other things that are happening in the 
meeting, except we do not keep minutes as to who said what.  It is the decision 
that comes out ---
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I will stop there but when I allow time for the 
Counsel and the Solicitors assisting to talk to with you that is an area that you 
can explore and I think the NEC would be keeping minutes.  It is my strong 
feeling because meetings should have an agenda and minutes to go with it but 
anyway that is something that you can discuss with Counsel and Solicitors later 
and perhaps you might want to have another check of your records.  

In the documents that you have right now, do you have ministerial submissions 
and NEC decision on any laws or draft bills for enactment; in relation to IPIC 

10 loan and the UBS loan that the NEC might have considered? 

    [1.48 pm] MS GRACE SO-ON:  Chairman, we have a submission on the legislative 
amendments pursuant to the PNG LNG Gas Agreements.  So there is a list of all 
the---

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have got the documents?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, sir.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  That is for both the PNG LNG and the Papua LNG, for which 
the UBS loan was obtained?  

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, those are matters you will need to check?

MS GRACE SO-ON:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To make that the documents you provide are as exhaustive 
30 as possible.  So the documents we are looking for is; any relevant documents that 

was tabled before the NEC or a committee of the NEC, and for which there was a 
decision made one way or the other as to the outcome.  So I will allow for three 
weeks.

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Three weeks from now for you to assemble those documents.  
In terms of witnesses, apart from yourself, would there be any other witness you 
might want to call to provide or give evidence of those records and any other 

40 evidence that might be relevant?
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MS GRACE SO-ON:  The only other people that can come that have – it would 
be former secretaries of NEC who were around at that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Former secretaries of the National Executive Council?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Whose signatures are on all these decisions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is a prospect of some other witnesses coming in.  I 
10 will give you until Friday 20 March for you to collate and deliver those documents 

and then I will fix Monday 23 March at 9.30 am, for you to appear before the 
Commission for the Commission to check compliance with those directions, and 
for you to produce those documents.

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have until Friday 20 March to compile the documents 
and then to appear on 23 March at 9.30 am, to report on compliance with the 
direction and to produce the documents.

20
So the formal direction of the Commission then is that the NEC secretary Ms 
Grace So-on provide a list of witnesses – that is provide to the Commission – a 
list of witnesses that you will call and a list of documents and copies of those 
documents constituting the records of the National Executive Council on the IPIC 
loan and the UBS loan on Monday 23 March 2020 at 9.30 a.m. 

  [1.53 pm] Second direction; these directions are adjourned to Monday 23 March 2020 at 
9.30 am for further directions.  In terms of compliance with those directions, 
Monday 23 March at 9.30 am you will appear and produce those documents at the 

30 Commission hearing.  Is there anything else you want to say before you are 
excused?

MS SO-ON:  No sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused.  Next on the list is first 
Legislative Counsel, Mr Johnny Bogambari.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we have first Legislative Counsel here to 
appear.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Bogambari, you can take a seat at 
the bar table.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bogambari, thank you for appearing this afternoon on the 
request of the Commission.  You have received this Commission’s letter 
addressed to you dated 18 February 2020 and I understand you have replied to the 
letter by your letter dated 20 February, addressed to the Secretary of the 

10 Commission, acknowledging receipt of the letter and your preparedness to attend 
this afternoon.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commission has a copy of that letter.  I think the letter itself 
is self-explanatory in terms of the assistance that the Commission is seeking.  
Essentially, the Commission would want you to provide evidence of principally 
are records kept by your office in relation to bills for enactment by Parliament and 
bills actually enacted by Parliament and printed by your office in relation to the 

20 IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  The Commission is aware of your legislative 
mandate to clear or draft legislations, bills for enactment by Parliament and of 
your responsibility to print laws that are actually made by Parliament.  So it is 
within your area of responsibility to provide those records.  Are you able to 
provide those documents that the Commission is seeking?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you Chairman.  We have the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) Act 1973, which was amended in 1976.  That is the only piece of 
legislation that we have regarding Loans (Overseas Borrowings) and I have a copy 
of that piece of legislation with me.  

30
In my area of duty, we also prepare statutory instruments, where we have any – 
get any directions from the NEC to prepare statutory instruments; we do that.  
Under this particular legislation, we have received copies of NEC decision 
directing my office to prepare the statutory instrument to authorise for the Head 
of State to sign on the loans.

    [1.58 pm] So, yes, we do that.  I have also copies of what we did for the Head of State to 
sign off on under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 1976.  That is the only 
piece of legislation we have that allows for and provides for overseas borrowings.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 1973 as 
amended---

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  ‘73, which was amended in 1976.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Amended in 1976?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you aware if there was any specific legislation for which 
you prepared a bill in relation to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan; specifically?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Chair, I have not sighted any specific legislation.  
We have a file on this legislation, and if there are any other legislation that we do 
the   deals with the same subject matter, we normally put it together in one file.  
So I have gone through that file, there is no record of any other laws that were 
made, apart from this particular one that I have mentioned.

With regards to IPIC, my office does not have a record of the transactions that 
20 took place regarding IPIC.  I mean the statutory instruments that may have been 

prepared that authorized the borrowing of funds under the IPIC.  But I will have 
to check that one because like NEC secretary, we moved from Morauta Haus to 
Sir Manasupe Haus and some of our files are locked up in containers.  So I may 
have to go back and check on the IPIC one, especially.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  The UBS one, we only have the statutory 
instruments.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  Statutory instruments?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  On UBS, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have any statutory instruments in relation to the IPIC 
loan?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  No.  From that file I checked, there is none, so I 
am probably going to look back in our files in the containers to ascertain if there 

40 were any instruments done for IPIC.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow the same amount of time that I allowed the NEC 
Secretary, for you to locate, collate the documents and then bring them on the 
same date that I just mentioned.   Does that give you enough time?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  That should be sufficient.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then I will issue the same directions that I issued in respect 
of Ms Grace So-on.  You take notes and those are the same directions that I issued 

10 that you produce to the Commission on Monday 23 March at 9.30 am, a list of 
witnesses that you intend to call, and the list of documents and copies of those 
documents that you have in your custody in relation to the IPIC loan and the UBS 
loan.  That you provide those documents on Monday 23 March 2020, at 9.30 am.  
These directions are adjourned to that date and time.

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you would want to say before you are 
excused?

20
MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Just in regards to another witness for the IPIC, I 
may have to call my predecessor to come and maybe give some evidence on the 
IPIC loan?

   [2.03 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  When you provide your list of witnesses, include him 
on your list and you bring it over on Monday 23rd, and your colleague.  Thank 
you.

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Thank you, Chair.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you then, you may be excused.  The next person on 
the list is the Clerk of Parliament, Mr Vela Konivaro.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we have problems serving on this witness.  
I think he was displaced to – set aside to – from the position of the Clerk of 
Parliament.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What happened?

40 THE SECRETARY - COI-COI:  I think he is not there in that office.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He is not there?

THE SECRETARY-COI:  The officers had trouble locating him in Parliament.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is the Clerk of Parliament or who is the Clerk of 
Parliament?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  There is an acting person that we met.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is someone else acting?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  In his position.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are after the person who is a substantive holder of that 
position.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is the substantive holder?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  That is this---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Vela Konivaro?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  Vela Konivaro, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I recall he came to court and I reinstated him.  He should be 
there at work.  Is he at work or not?  It is public knowledge and I am mentioning 

30 it.   

THE SECRETARY - COI:   His term expired, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is nothing – there is no secrets.   He came to court and 
I granted him an order and I reinstated him.  So is he at work or – that is about a 
year ago?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I am reading the newspapers, continuously, someone is 
acting so I am asking that question.  What is the difficulty in locating Mr Vela 
Konivaro?  Have you looked for him outside of Parliament?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, Chairman, I think he is living up in his village.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which village?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is in Rigo.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Rigo is a big area; which village?  Rigo is like Wapenamanda 
district in my own electorate.  There are hundreds of villages in that electorate.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  I will have to find that out.  We will get Mr Samuel - 
Samuel’s village is there as well.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Secretary, you have got to show some initiative.  If you 
do not find that person at Parliament House, then ask some pretty simple basic 
questions; where else can I find him?  He does not have a home in the city, he 

20 should be in his village.  You could send someone down there to look for him.  
That is initiative.  Do not get too bureaucratic and just go and check at Parliament 
House and say that is enough.  Put some life into what you people are doing.  We 
should not bother ourselves with looking for him, we will issue a summons.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You will find him and serve the summons on him.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Okay, sir.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  How long will it take you to serve the summons on Mr Vela 
Konivaro?  If he is in Rigo, then it should take a day to go down and find him and 
a day back; three days the most.  Do you know if he has got a house here in Port 
Moresby?  Does he have a residence here; no?

THE SECRETARY - COI:   No, sir.  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You will need to do a bit of enquiry.

40 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, we will find him.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  In those circumstances, then the Commission 
directs that a summons be issued to Mr Vela Konivaro to appear before the 
Commission on Monday, 23 March at 9.30 am, to give evidence and that summons 
be personally served by the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu or his 
staff – one of his staff – or alternatively, the document be placed at Mr Vela 
Konivaro’s usual place of residence.    

  [2.08 pm]You need to establish where he lives.  In terms of establishing the place of 
10 residence; how do you establish a place of residence of someone, the official, the 

official place of residence, where would you look to, to establish his official place 
of residence?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we did request the National Registry for 
information on the witnesses but they have not come back to us.  They have 
advised us they will seek legal advice on providing those information so they have 
not provided us anything.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is from who?
20

THE SECRETARY - COI:  From the National Registry – what you call it – NID 
office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  NID office.  

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is a requirement under the National Identification – what 
is it – Act that the person provide his name, his address?

30
THE SECRETARY -COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does that address include residential address?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to check the wording of the NID Act.  I think 
persons registering under the NID Act, obviously registration is compulsory and 
I would assume that there is provision in that Act for the person to provide his 

40 residential address.  So, if you obtain the residential address from the NID office 
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that will be the official address.  And then you go and place a copy of that 
summons at his usual place of residence.  I cannot think of any other official 
address, residential address that is required by law, apart from the NID Act.  Just 
assuming he has registered himself under the NID Act, but he has not, then you 
need to do a bit of enquiry to establish where he lives.  All right, that is enough 
from that matter.

  
Next person on the list is the State Solicitor Mr Daniel Rolpagarea.  Mr Yuangu?

10 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, the State Solicitor was served and did 
indicate that he will appear today.  I had a meeting with him yesterday with a 
representative from the contractor but he is not here, I cannot see him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He did indicate he will appear today and you had a meeting 
with him yesterday?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say?  Did he say he will appear today?
20

THE SECRETARY -COI:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is not here?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  He is not here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue a summons for his attendance then.  I 
think he has been directed to appear on Monday – next Monday, to report on the 
progress of formalization of the contract for the solicitors; right?

30
THE SECRETARY- COI:  Sir that is a different direction.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes but he is the same person; is he?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is going to appear on Monday before me.  Should I issue 
a summons for his attendance on Monday?

40   [2.13 pm] THE SECRETARY - COI:  No Sir, but to coincide with these other appearances.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, we are dealing with the same person; are we not?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is appearing on the other one, another summons on 
request; on direction.  The summons might be reinforce that or there is not enough 
time for you to serve the summons, we leave it to Monday then.

10 THE SECRETARY - COI:  I think so.  It is weekend so we leave it to Monday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to impress on him, Mr Yuangu, that the 
Commission is serious about this.  Stop playing games here.  The Commission 
wants him to attend, he must attend.  But this is not a summons; he has been 
requested to appear today.  So if that is all alright with you, then I will defer 
consideration on whether a summons be issued to secure his attendance.  We will 
defer it to Monday, coming next Monday at 9.30 am.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Okay.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  You impress on him to appear on Monday; all right?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he does not appear on Monday that is even serious.  Alright, 
the matter is deferred to or adjourned to Monday 2 March at 9.30 am for mention.  
That is the first direction.  Second direction, Secretary for the Commission, Mr 
Mathew Yuangu, to inform Mr Rolpagarea to appear on Monday 2 March at 9.30 
am.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next witness, the official secretary to the Governor General, 
Mr Bill Toraso.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, the official secretary to the Governor 
General is here to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Mr Toraso for appearing this afternoon.  You have 
received the letter of request for you to appear?

40 MR BILL TORASO:  Yes, Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The purpose of your appearance today is explained in that 
letter, especially the Commission is looking at you as the official secretary of the 
Government House to provide records of transactions, documents, contracts and 
so forth that are in your custody as the official secretary.  Those documents that 
relate to the IPIC loan in 2009 and then the UBS loan obtained by the government 
in 2014.  The Commission appreciates that yourself and the incumbent Governor 
General were not in office in 2009 and 2014, but as the official secretary, the 
Commission understands it would be your responsibility to keep the records of 

10 Government House in relation to the decisions and activities that the governor 
general undertakes.  Would you have custody of such records, should I ask, in 
relation to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan?

MR TORASO:  Mr Chairman, upon receipt of your letter, we managed to locate 
some of the documents, including Cabinet’s submission on the UBS loan but we 
were not able to locate anything on the IPIC loan.  

   [2.18 pm] So we probably will require sometime to have a look at the records and our files 
and produce both the UBS documents that we got and the IPIC documents.  

20 Normally, we got copies of government decisions in our files at the Government 
House.  As you have rightfully mentioned, Chairman, I have been in the office for 
the last two years and these transactions took place before my time but there are 
records there which will be produced to the Commission, along with the list of 
witnesses as required.  Thank you very much.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps I will allow you three weeks from now to do a 
conductive search of the documents you have and then perhaps produce the list of 
witnesses, list of documents and the documents you have three weeks from now.  
Is that sufficient time?

30
MR TORASO:  That is sufficient time, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What would be the documents that you would be producing? 
Let us say, take the UBS loan as an example.  What are the kind of documents you 
would be producing?

MR TORASO:  We would be – Mr Chairman, we would be providing copies of 
the advice from the NEC requesting the Governor General to sign the contracts 
and also copies of the advice from the Solicitor General, along with copies of the 

40 Cabinet’s submission.  Those are the documents that – sorry, I meant the State 
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Solicitor - those are the documents that are normally submitted to the Government 
House before we organize signing of contracts.  So these are kind of documents 
we will have in our records, in our files that we will be able to produce, unless of 
course, if we do not have them on file.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about the contracts – copies of the contracts that are 
signed: would you have those?

MR TORASO:  I will have to check that out, Mr Chairman.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  If there are some contracts that the Governor General signed 
in respect of the IPIC loan and the UBS loan, I suppose your office would keep 
copies of those contracts?

MR TORASO:  Yes, we would, yes.  So given that time that is - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you have a copy of the contract for the UBS loan in 
the documents that you have got?

20 MR TORASO:  Mr Chairman, what we could find was the copy of the NEC 
submission and the advice from the State Solicitor and advice from the NEC 
advising the Governor General to execute the contracts.  That is what we could 
find on our files.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But the actual contract?

MR TORASO:  We do not have a copy.  We might have to ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  You should have a copy.
30

MR TORASO:  I will have to – given that time - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Even if you do not have a copy, then I should suggest you 
search for a copy and I suppose the parties might have copies of the contract, 
assuming that the Governor General signed those contracts on behalf of the State, 
I would think so.  I would think so.  There is provision in the National Procurement 
Commission Act and I suppose in the National Public Finance (Management) Act 
and maybe some other legislation that requires the Governor General to sign on 
behalf of the State.  Is that the case?  

40
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    [2.28 pm] MR TORASO:  That is normally the case.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have read somewhere that the Governor General signs 
those loans agreements on behalf of the State.  Would that be the case?  Maybe I 
am farfetched, I do not know.  But if he is a signatory to those contracts, then 
obviously, your office should hold copies of those contracts and then furnish them 
to the Commission.  But in the four weeks that you will have, you do a search, 
you do some enquiries and establish if he signed the – the Governor Generals in 
those times signed those loan agreements, and if they did, then your office would 

10 be responsible for providing a copy on the signed contracts.

MR TORASO:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue the similar directions that I issued in respect of 
the other witnesses, that is that the official secretary to the Government House 
provide a list of witnesses – that is provide to the Commission – a list of witnesses 
and a list of documents and copies of those documents, pertaining to the IPIC loan 
and the UBS loan on Monday 23 March 2020 at 9.30 a.m.  Direction number two, 
these directions are adjourned to Monday 23 March 2020 at 9.30 a.m. for further 

20 directions.  Is there anything else you want to say before you are excused?

MR TORASO:  Not at this stage.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, then you may be excused.

The next witness on the list is Dr Ken Ngangan, Chairman of the National 
Procurement Commission Board.  Yes?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, Dr Ken Ngangan is not here.  He was 
30 served through the National Procurement secretary, but there is no response from 

him since then.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When was he served?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  On the 28th of February at the NPC head office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Served through an agent?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct, sir.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Served through who?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  The Secretary for NPC Board, Mr Babaga Naime, 
who is here.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you know if Mr Naime passed on the letter to Dr 
Ngangan?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, I have confirmation that he did pass it on.  He 
10 is with the National Procurement Commission Board as the Secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he has not communicated with you since then?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  No, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The summons for his attendance will be issued and that 
summons will be made returnable on Monday 23 March at 9.30 a.m.

      [2:29pm]The Secretary to the Commission to cause the summons to be personally served 
20 to Dr Ken Ngangan forthwith.

Next witness on the list is NPC Executive Officer, Mr Simon Bole.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman we have Mr Simon Bole here to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Simon Bole, you could take a seat at the bar table.  Perhaps 
we can also call the next witness, the NPC Secretary, Mr Babaga Naime, if he is 
here, to take his seat next to Mr Bole. 

30 Gentlemen, thank you for attending this afternoon.  The letter that was issued by 
the Commission explains the reasons why you are required here this afternoon.  
The Commission was not sure which one of you had been the authorised officer 
that would keep records of the NPC, formerly Central Supply and Tenders 
Board, records of any contracts for the provision of goods and services in 
relation to the IPIC loan that was obtained by the Government in 2009 and the 
UBS Loan that was also obtained by the Government in 2014.  

So the Commission is essentially after the records.  So may be after today’s 
hearing, if the established officer, which one of you is responsible for keeping 

40 the official records of the Commission, then perhaps one of you will be excused 
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and then the directions will be directed at the person or the authority responsible.  
So let us try and establish which one of you is responsible for keeping the 
official records of the National Procurement Commission now but formerly the 
Central Supply – is it Central Tenders something?  CSTB they called it.  Central 
Supply and Tenders Board established under the Public Finance Management 
Act?  

The Commission understands that Mr Bole, you were not the official Secretary 
or the Executive Officer at the time the IPIC loan and UBS loans were obtained. 

10
MR BOLE:  You are right, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Naime’s experience might precede yours; he might have 
some experience working for the Tenders Board and going back to 2009, but we 
just have some general discussions around and see who is the officer responsible 
for keeping the records.  Mr Bole?

MR BOLE:  Thank you Chairman.  NPC became operational as of 1 April 2019.  
Before National Procurement came into existence, we had Central Supply and 

20 Tenders Board.  The person in charge of all records and keeping of records of 
board meetings was the Board Secretary.  The Board Secretary that time from 
2014 up till 1 April 2019 and even today is Mr Babaga Naime.  So when we got 
your request through the Board Secretary, we located some documents regarding 
UBS.  There were no documents in our file for IPIC.  So the documents that we 
have found, with the assistance of the Board Secretary, we have compiled a 
report and we submitted to the Commission Secretary already this morning.

 
  [2.38 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have provided the documents already?

30 MR BOLE:  Yes sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Under whose signature did you provide those documents; 
yourself or?

MR BOLE:  Yes under my signature as an invited person to this Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR BOLE:  And being acting CO at this time, quite recent.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is your responsibility perhaps as well as Mr Naime’s 
responsibility to produce those records and then give evidence?

MR BOLE:  The board meeting minutes and records meetings are the 
responsibility of the board secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So is it in order for the Commission to require both of you to 
appear to provide those documents and evidence?

10 MR BOLE:  Yes it is because the board secretary was around that time, a head at 
the formation of the UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents that you have located in relation to the UBS 
loan; what kind of documents are they?

MR BOLE:  We had a letter of request from the Department of Treasury Secretary 
requesting for a Certificate of Inexpediency.  In that letter, it was also attached 
NEC decision instructing  - requesting for Certificate of Inexpediency, dated 7 
February 2014 and together in there attached was NEC decision 79 of 2014, and 

20 some of the information we also attached are the board decision on the Certificate 
of Inexpediency and also other information attached in our submission is the State 
Solicitor’s legal advice on the Certificate of Inexpedience and the legal officer 
asking us or informing us that the board decision was not proper.  So then attached 
also is a letter from CSTB advising Treasury Secretary that the Certificate of 
Inexpediency is at the first place was not in order and asking Treasury Secretary 
to withdraw that.  Also attached is, we have attached copies of the Public Finance 
Management Act, an extract, especially the section 40 (3) (b), which provides a 
provision for the Certificate of Inexpediency, and the attachment – the last 
attachment we attach is the extract of the Finance Management Manual, which 

30 provides for provisions of Certificate of Inexpediency where these are done for 
situations where there is a declared national disaster, defence emergency, health 
emergency and the civil unrest.  So those are some of the documents that we 
submitted to the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds like you have a good list of documents there in 
relation to the UBS loan.  But the IPIC loan, Mr Naime would have been around 
at that time the IPIC loan was obtained?  Mr Naime, you would have been the 
Secretary for the Tenders Board around that time?
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MR NAIME:  Thank you chairman.  Yes, it was around in 2009 and according to 
the records, according to my undertaking, I cannot recall any such request from 
the government agency or from the Treasury Secretary for IPIC loan. 

    [2.38 pm] I can qualify that there was no IPIC loan submitted to the then CSTB.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bole, would you want some more time perhaps to just go 
through your documents again to make sure documents are complete or you feel 
the documents you have got is complete and you can deliver it now?

10
MR BOLE:  We can go through some more because we shifted from the old office 
to the new office, so in fact, some documents might be misfiled somewhere.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is better that way.  I will give you some more time.  
Just make sure that you have got the complete set of documents and then you can 
bring them over on Monday 23 March.  I will issue some directions now.

Number 1, the Commission directs that Mr Simon Bole and Mr Babaga Naime 
produce to the Commission on Monday, 23 March 2020, at 9.30 am, a list of 

20 witnesses that they wish to produce and a list of documents and copies of 
documents in their custody relating to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.

The second direction is that these directions are adjourned to Monday 23 March 
2020, at 9.30 am for further directions.  

Mr Naime, I appreciate what you said about the IPIC loan that the Tenders Board 
did not receive any documentation, but I suggest that you have another look and 
see if there are some documents around.  If there are not any documents, then you 
will explain that when you give your evidence that the Commission or the CSTB 

30 did not hold any documents in respect of the IPIC loan.  That evidence can be 
given later.  But for now, I want you to do a bit of another round of searches to 
see if you have any documents relating to the IPIC loan as well just in case you 
might have some documents.

MR BOLE:  Thank you, Chairman, we will double check that and report here on 
23rd.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right.  Do you wish to say anything else before I 
excuse you?  Is there anything else you want to say?  

40
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MR NAIME:  Chairman, please if you can confirm what sort of witnesses you 
would prefer to be with us.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you just sit down and think through it.  This is a general 
direction I am giving just in case you might have some witnesses that you might 
want to call.

MR NAIME:  Thank you.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  For example, the former chairman of CSTB, he might have 
some documents in relation to the IPIC loan.  Who is the former chairman of 
CSTB at the time the IPIC loan was obtained; do you recall? 

MR NAIME:  Yes, Mr Eludeme.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Philip Eludeme?

MR NAIME:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, these are the kind of witnesses I have in mind.  If you 
feel there are witnesses like him that are out there that might provide this kind of 
evidence, then put them down on the list.

    [2.43 pm] It is not only evidence in relation to the documents that they might have in their 
position, but even oral evidence about some other things that may have happened 
that are relevant that Commission needs to know about.  So the evidence they will 
give is not strictly – or will not be strictly confined to documentary evidence; they 
may have some other evidence as well.

30 MR NAIME:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two of you may be excused.

The next witness on the list is Secretary for Finance, Dr Ken Ngangan.  His name 
appears twice this afternoon, but as the Secretary for Finance, he was called in in 
relation to his other capacity as the chairman of the board of the NPC.  Mr Yuangu, 
he is not available, is he?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Not available, sir.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been served the letter of request?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, Chairman, he has been served.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When was he served again; on 20th? 

THE SECRETARY - COI:  20th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  February 2020, through Mr Babaga Naime, was it?
10

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I would assume that Mr Naime has passed on the letter to Dr 
Ken Ngangan.  In the circumstances, a summons should be issued requiring Dr 
Ken Ngangan to appear before the Commission on Monday, 23 March 2020 at 
9.30 am, to give evidence.  That summons should be personally served on Dr Ken 
Ngangan by Mr Yuangu or one of his authorized staff.

The next person on the list is KCH Managing Director, Mr Isikeli Taureka.  KCH 
20 stands for Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Kumul Consolidated Holdings, as I 

understand, succeeded IPBC.  Is that correct, Mr Yuangu?  IPBC stands for 
Independent Public Business Corporation?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understand IPBC is the statutory enterprise – 
government state-owned enterprise that subscribed the IPIC loan.  That is the 
Commission’s understanding.  He has been requested to appear to provide relevant 
evidence.  Did you serve the letter of request on him, Mr Yuangu?

30
THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we had a problem, difficulty locating him 
and serving the letter of request.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  You had problems serving him?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Locating him to serve?

40 THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct, sir.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  KCH, formerly Petromin PNG Holdings Limited, they are 
situated at level 6, MRDC Haus, corner of Musgrave Street and Champion Parade.  
That is the address that was stated in their letter.  Have you paid a visit to that 
office?

    [2:48 p.m]THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, the officers did.  They came back with that 
document, duly served.  I do not know why they did not---

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  They could not find him there?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he the incumbent Managing Director of KCH or 
somebody else is?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  No, he is not.  He is not the incumbent Managing 
Director, somebody else is.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is the incumbent Managing Director then?  Who is the 
Managing Director right now?  Did someone enquire of the officers at the KCH 
Office who is the Managing Director or the Acting Managing Director?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, I have to confirm that Sir.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is not a matter of confirming.  Did someone enquire or 
not - whoever went down there to serve the paper?  There are some write up in 
the newspapers I read that he was appointed the substantive holder of that 
position some time ago.  Do you know where he lives; somebody done some 

30 research, some enquiry?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  No, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Yuangu, you and your officers need to look outside the 
box.  Ask questions like I am asking.  I am sure public figures like the managing 
director of KCH, which is a major state owned enterprise, it would not be hard to 
find.    You think we should issue a summons instead of a letter of request?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.  I think we should – I will make sure to serve 
40 this, personally do that myself, sir.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then in those circumstances, summons be issued 
to Mr Isikiel Taureka to appear before the Commission on Monday the 23 March 
2020 at 9:30 am to give evidence.  That is the first direction.  

The second direction is that the summons be personally served on Mr Isikiel 
Taureka by Mr Yuangu or anyone of his authorized staff.  Thirdly, these 
directions are adjourned to Monday the 23 of March 2020 at 9:30 am for further 
directions.

10
The next witness on the list is the former Minister for Public Enterprise, Mr 
Arthur Somare.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY -COI:  Chairman, we also have problem - difficulty in 
serving on Arthur Somare.  We hear he is currently out of the country with his 
parents in Brisbane on medical visit there.  So we were not able to serve on him.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  In that case, a summons be issued.  First direction, a 
summons to be issued to Mr Arthur Somare to appear before the Commission on 

20 Monday 23 March 2020 at 9:30 am to give evidence.  Number two direction, the 
Summons to be personally served on Mr Arthur Somare by Mr Yuangu or his 
staff; and thirdly these directions are adjourned to Monday the 23 of March 2020 
at 9:30 am for further directions. 

   [2.53 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Next witness on the list, former Treasurer and Finance 
Minister Honorable Patrick Pruaitch.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, he was served on 25th, through an agent of 
his, the first secretary Mr Gabriel Yer, but they have not given any response since.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  Why would your officers continue to serve documents on 
public figures through their agent when it will be easy to locate public figures like 
the current Minister for Foreign Affairs, who is the honourable Patrick Pruaitch, 
who was the Finance Minister and Treasurer in 2009?  Why would it be – why 
would you adopt the practice of serving important documents on them through 
their agent when you could quite easily locate them?   Parliament was in session 
last week so I am sure he would have attended Parliament session and the officers 
would just be easy – be easy for them to locate him.  What was your instruction?  
You act on instruction, like minister instructed his first assistant secretary to accept 

40 the documents so you leave it with him?
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  I would think so.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or you do this on your own volition?  You think that is the 
correct way of serving documents on public figure like him?  Important court 
documents should be served personally.  You make an effort to serve the 
documents personally and it will not be hard to locate public figures. What is your 
position?  Should I or the Commission issue the summons for his attendance?

10 THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes chairman.  I think we will do that so we would 
make sure that it is served.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This Commission has being issuing summonses to the current 
Prime Minister and the former Prime Ministers and I do not see any reason why 
Honourable Patrick Pruaitch should be summonsed to appear – why should he not 
be summonsed to appear?

The Commission directs that a summons be issued to Honourable Patrick Pruaitch 
to appear before the Commission to give evidence on Monday 23 March at 9.30 

20 am.  It is the first direction.  The second direction, the secretary for the 
Commission, Mr Mathew Yuangu, who is an authorized officer, effect personal 
service of the summons on the Honourable Patrick Pruaitch; and thirdly, these 
directions are adjourned to Monday 23 March 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.

Next witness on the list, former Attorney General and Minister for Justice
Honourable Dr. Allan Marat.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we have Dr Allen Marat here; the 
30 Honourable member.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Marat, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  Thank you 
Dr Marat for appearing on the Commission’s request this afternoon.  The purpose 
of your appearance today is set out in the letter that was addressed to you and I 
believe you have read that letter and has some understanding of today’s 
proceedings. 

  [2.58 pm]Essentially, the Commission understands it is not wrong that you were the 
Attorney General and the Minister for Justice in 2009 when the IPIC loan was 

40 negotiated and obtained.  Would the Commission be correct in that statement?
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DR ALLAN MARAT:  Yes Chairman, I was the Attorney General then, but may 
I add there something on top?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

DR MARAT:  The IPIC loan, especially the initiation of discussion about it, I was 
never privy to that and even the negotiations of the IPIC loan was not something 
that I was deeply involved in, apart from being present in Cabinet and those 
responsible mentioning it.  I began to actually query the 18.2 percent that the IPIC 

10 loan was obtained, especially the 3 percent because under the Oil and Gas Act, 
every oil and energy project in Papua New Guinea, the State is entitled to 22 point 
something; some equity.  It was through this persistence, questioning the 3 
percent, the where about of the 3 percent, I fell out of favour.  That is it.  So I was 
actually not consulted as Attorney General about this IPIC loan.  Sorry, I am not 
giving evidence now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  That is the kind of evidence the Commission will be 
looking for.   As the Attorney General and the principal legal advisor to the 
National Executive Council, as to the circumstances surrounding the negotiation 

20 and conclusion of the IPIC loan is, I suppose, you as the Attorney general may 
have something to do with it, whether you are not involved in any of those 
transactions, and not a privy, those are kind of matters that obviously the 
Commission will be looking for in terms of evidence from yourself.  So if you are 
available to give that evidence, then the Commission will take note of that and 
issue some directions for you, to allow some time for you to prepare the evidence 
with the Counsel assisting the Commission and solicitors when they are on board.

DR MARAT:  Yes chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The kind of evidence you would give, would that be in 
written form or basically oral evidence or combination of both?

DR MARAT:  It is basically oral – oral evidence as far as I could or I can still 
recall.  In fact, this whole arrangement led to my sacking.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  At the moment the purpose of this afternoon’s 
session is really to enquire with you if you are available to give your evidence and 
from what you are saying, obviously the evidence that you are referring to will be 
governed for the Commission.
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DR MARAT:  Yes.  Unfortunately chairman, I would not be able to call any 
witnesses because the relevant persons that I considered able to give evidence is 
the former state solicitor, late George Minjihau, because he was my state solicitor 
when I was a minister and late Margaret Elias, who was the Chief Secretary of 
NEC then.

    [3.03 pm] So it is in relation - I am talking about the IPIC loan.  In relation to the UBS loan, 
I was not---

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The Commission is more interested in giving evidence 
in relation to the IPIC loan.  So the evidence will be confined to the IPIC loan.  

DR MARAT:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What I propose to do now is that since you will be giving 
oral evidence, I will allow some time for counsel assisting the Commission, who 
is overseas counsel, counsel are not here because there is a delay in the admission 
of overseas counsel at the moment, but as soon as their admissions are secured, 
they will contact you.  But we also would like the solicitors to – and there are 

20 overseas solicitors that have been engaged - to talk with you to kind of prepare the 
evidence that you will give in terms of assisting the structure of the evidence that 
you will give and the relevance of it, they will assist you.

If you would prefer to talk to someone right now, either counsel assisting or 
solicitor assisting, we have representatives from the firm of solicitors that have 
been appointed by the government that are here in attendance this afternoon.  
There are two of them sitting, as I am speaking, Kevin Stewart from Minter Ellison 
Solicitors of Australia and accompanying him is Kathryn sitting next to him.  You 
may want to talk with them just to get a feel of how they will assist you to give 

30 your evidence before you go away.  Once their contract is formalized, then 
obviously they will contact you and they will assist you to prepare your evidence.  
I am just introducing them to you just mentioning that those solicitors are here 
with us.

MR MARAT:  Chairman, I can talk to them now, I mean after the sitting.  I flew 
in at 11.  I have other commitments in my electorate.  Sorry, this is impossible 
so---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
40
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DR MARAT:  I mentioned that just in case, Chairman, you set a time.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So as I understand there were no documents 
involved?

DR MARAT:  I do not---

THE CHAIRMAN:  In which case then I will fix a tentative date for you to give 
evidence.

10
DR MARAT:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In May.

DR MARAT:  In May.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then in the time between the counsel assisting and the 
solicitors assisting will contact you and prepare yourself.  

20 DR MARAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday May 18th, at 9.30 am, is that date and time 
convenient with you?

DR MARAT:   Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission understands you are flying in from Kokopo.  
If you need some assistance in terms of meeting travel costs, you can speak to Mr 
Mathew Yuangu, he is the Secretary of the Commission to make arrangements for 

30 your travel.   

DR MARAT:  Yes.

    [3.08 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  But I am fixing Monday, 18 May at 9.30 am for Dr Allan 
Marat to give his evidence.  If there is nothing else, then you may be excused.

DR MARAT:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The last witness on the list is the former Minister for 
40 Petroleum and Energy, Honourable William Duma.  Mr Yuangu?
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, we also had difficulty serving on this 
witness.  They have recently relocated office from Moale Haus to another building 
up there so the officers have not been able to serve on William Duma, who is the 
current Minister for Commerce and Trade.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  No service.  Then the summons be issued for the Honourable 
William Duma to appear before the Commission on Monday, 23 March 2020, at 
9.30 am to give evidence.

10
Second direction, Mr Mathew Yuangu or one of his officers effect personal service 
of the summons on the Honourable William Duma; and thirdly, the directions are 
adjourned to Monday, 23 March 2020, at 9.30 am for further directions.  That 
leaves the list of witnesses that have been listed for today.  Moving on to Item 5 
of today’s program.

Item 5 deals with any other directions that the Commission might issue today.  
Commission would like to issue directions with regard to authorizing the Counsel 
assisting the Commission and solicitors assisting the Commission once the 

20 statutory requirements to enable them to practice in PNG have been resolved, then 
they will be authorized to conduct investigations into the matters set out in the 
Terms of Reference forthwith.  So the Commission is going to issue some 
directions in that regard.  So in that regard, the Commission issues the following 
three directions:

1. Subject to their admission under the Lawyers Act 1986 and the formal 
execution of their contracts and conditions, the Commission authorizes and 
requests Counsel assisting the Commission and Minter Ellison Solicitors of 
Australia that have been engaged to support the Commission, to investigate 

30 in Papua New Guinea the matters set out in the Terms of Reference.  That 
is direction number 1.

2. Subject to the formal execution of their contracts and conditions, the 
Commission authorizes and requests counsel assisting the Commission of 
Minter Ellison Solicitors of Australia to investigate any aspects of the 
matters set out in the Terms of Reference that have an Australian or 
international connection; and

[3.13 pm]3. The Commission authorizes and requests Counsel assisting and Minter 
40 Ellison Solicitors of Australia to request documents relevant to matters set 
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out in the Terms of Reference and to interview potentially relevant 
witnesses.

This work is covered in those three directions is an addition to the work that the 
solicitors have been assigned in respect of Mr Peter Botten, Managing Director of 
Oil Search Limited and Oil Search this morning.  

A formal direction in those regards will be issued by the Commission forthwith.  

10 The last item on the program for this afternoon is titled, “Adjournment.”  The 
Commission will now adjourn its sitting to Monday 2 March 2020 at 9.30 am, to 
check on compliance with directions issued in respect of the formal execution of 
the contract for the solicitors’ engagement.  

Associate, you can now adjourn the proceedings.

20

AT 3.16 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 2 MARCH 2020, AT 9.30 AM.

30
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 [9.54 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a short diary that has been issued this morning which 
we will follow.  The first item on the diary is return of directions issued on – it should 
be 26 February 2020 not 29 January 2020, essentially for the Commission to follow 
up on the steps being taken to formalise the contract for the engagement of overseas 
solicitors.  The contract was awarded by the National Executive Council on 29 
January 2020.  The matter was first mentioned on 26 February 2020.  It has now 
come back before the Commission to follow up on the progress of the steps being 
taken to formalise the engagement of overseas solicitors.

10 There were three officers that were requested to appear on 26 February to explain 
the steps being taken; Mrs Grace So-on, National Executive Council Secretary, Mr 
Daniel Rolpagarea, State Solicitor and Mr Simon Bole, Executive Officer, National 
Procurement Commission.  On 26 February, Ms Grace So-on and Mr Simon Bole 
appeared and gave an explanation.  Mr Daniel Rolpagarea did not appear and the 
matter was adjourned to today for a follow up on the steps being taken to formalise 
the contract.  Under the provisions of the National Procurement Commission, an 
award of contract over K10 million is approved by the National Executive Council 
and the contract is signed by the Head of State and the contractor concerned.

20 Mr Yuangu, pursuant to that direction that was issued, are there any appearances 
including yourself?  I note your appearance.  Is there any other appearance here this 
morning?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, yes, I have all persons here, except the State 
Solicitor.  He is being represented by one of his officers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One of his officers?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the name of that officer?

MS VEVARA:  Your Honour, for the record, my name is Lillian Vevara.
                                                            

[9.57 am]I am Deputy State Solicitor for Procurements.  I am standing in for Mr Rolpagarea, who 
is on sick leave; currently, he is attending a doctor’s appointment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Your name is Lillian?

40 MS VEVARA:  Lillian Vevara for the records.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you spell Vevara?

MS VEVARA:  V-e-v-a-r-a.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  According to the direction that I issued, 
particularly direction number two, I directed that the Secretary for the National 
Executive Council, Secretary for this Commission and the Acting Chief Officer of 
National Procurement Commission liaise with the State Solicitor to ensure that the 

10 solicitor’s contract is prepared and executed by the Head of State by Friday, 28 
February 2020.  So, this morning we are to check if the contract has been executed 
as of last Friday.  I understand representatives from the contracting party, the private 
solicitors from Australia were here on Thursday and Friday of last week to sign the 
contract.  So, this morning I want to know if the contract has been signed by the 
Head of State and the contracting party for the contractor on Friday last week.  Mr 
Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I will ask the representative from the State Solicitor 
to brief us on that. 

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have anyone from the National Procurement 
Commission?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we have the CEO here, Acting CEO.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Simon Bole.

THE SECRETARY:  And we also have NEC secretary here.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Good, thank you.  Do we have an explanation as to whether the 
contract was executed by Minter Ellison Solicitors of Australia whose 
representatives were here last Thursday and Friday and the Head of State?  Mr Bole? 

MR BOLE:  Chairman, I think on Friday I sent a letter to your office outlining the 
process of the contract signing.  Since the value of the contract was more than 10 
million, once the State Solicitor has drafted the contract, approved and cleared, it 
will go to the NEC and then after NEC, it goes to the Head of State for contract 
signing.  We just found out that NEC will have a special meeting this week 
Wednesday.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  This week Wednesday?

MR BOLE:  Yes.  So we are still waiting for the drafting of contract and once that 
is done, we will take it to NEC this week Wednesday.  So, I think it was not possible 
to sign last week. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, who is drafting the contract?

MR BOLE:  The office of the State Solicitor.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  The State Solicitor is?

MR BOLE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then as I understand there is a NEC submission that goes with 
it?

MR BOLE:  Yes, Sir.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is preparing that submission?

MR BOLE:  The agencies or I think the Procurement and the officers at the 
Commission of Inquiry should be preparing that submission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commission of Inquiry is preparing that submission?

MR BOLE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you are waiting for the State Solicitor to prepare the contract 
30 and the Secretary of the Commission of Inquiry to prepare the submission?

MR BOLE: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will hear from Mr Yuangu.  Have you prepared the 
submission?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we are still awaiting the contract document.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You got to have the contract physically in your hand before you 
40 prepare the submission?
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Sir.  There has to be - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, time is running.

THE SECRETARY:  It will reflect the content of the - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  National Executive Council is going to sit on Wednesday.  I 
hope that contract is prepared, submission is ready and it goes before the National 

10 Executive Council on Wednesday.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  Sir, we can hear from State Solicitor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  State Solicitor, his representative?  

  [10.02 am] MS VEVARA:  Yes, your Honour, we met on Thursday with Minter Ellison 
Solicitors in the afternoon around 2 pm.  We are working on finalizing converting 
the Terms of Reference and the draft they have provided into a State Contract 
Agreement.  We will be finalizing it today with the issuing of the legal clearance to 

20 go before the NEC for- we are hopefully trying to target the Wednesday sitting for 
NEC.  

As mentioned by the National Procurement Commission CEO, the Commission of 
Inquiry will have to put together a NEC paper with the clearance documents for the 
NEC for the sitting to approve.  Once it is approved, it will go before the – they will 
have to advise the Governor General to execute the contract.

On that regard, we have also mentioned to Mr Yuangu on our meeting on Tuesday 
that we will need the authority to pre-commit from Department of Finance.  It is a 

30 legal requirement under the Public Finances (Management) Act and the National 
Procurement Act before state solicitor can issue a legal clearance.  So that document, 
the authority to pre-commit has to be submitted to our office for us to issue the legal 
clearance.  Otherwise, it will create a legal blunder if we do not have the authority 
to pre-commit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Authority what?

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Authority to pre-commit expenditure.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that?
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MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  It is a form from Finance.  It is one of the procurement 
requirements to tell us that funding is available for this Commission of Inquiry.  So 
if that can be forwarded to us also today because we are finalizing legal clearance 
and the Contract Agreement by this afternoon.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do I have anything to do with those processes and that 
document that you are referring to?  I mean ---

10 MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  It requires---

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commissioners?

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or is it purely an administrative matter for the different agencies 
involved, including the Commission’s Secretary?

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes, your Honour, I am mentioning this because it is one 
20 of the delays, and it is a legal requirement that we have that before we can issue the 

legal clearance to progress the---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do I have a role, me as Chairman or the other Commissioner,  
do we have a role in that process?  Or is it purely an administrative responsibility?

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  It has to come from the Commission of Inquiry 
secretariat; they have to forward us that document.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is the Commission of Inquiry secretariat, is it?
30

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not the Commissioners.

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Not the Chairman, not the Commissioner but the 
secretariat has to provide that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That sounds like a purely administrative matter between the 
National Procurement Commission, the Commission of Inquiry secretariat, the State 

40 Solicitor and the National Executive Council, right?
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MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes, but it is a legal requirement.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not want anything to do with those processes.  There have 
been letters been received addressed to me, and I have issued some letters in respect 
of that as well but that is not my job.  Even in this kind of inquiry that I am 
conducting this morning, that is not my responsibility.  But I am compelled to 
conduct this public inquiry to ascertain what really is going on between the different 
agencies concerned because I am concerned about the delay.  You gather what I am 

10 getting at?

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes, your Honour, I understand.

THE CHAIRMAN:   I am concerned.  Time is running and money is running too.  
We do not want the government to pay for inefficiency.  

So the three of you and especially your boss, the State Solicitor, and of course, I am 
also referring to National Executive Council’s secretariat, to get your act together, 
prepare the necessary documentation, ensure the necessary authority to pre-commit 

20 is received from the Department of Finance, put the submission before the National 
Executive Council on Wednesday and get a decision out of the National Executive 
Council to approve the contract for the terms of the contractor.

MS LILLIAN VEVARA:  Yes, your Honour.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has been waiting for these kinds of 
requirements to be met by different administrative agencies of government.  I have 
already expressed my concern that the Commission is getting impatient for the delay 
that is going on.  It is amazing how slowly, very slowly this request that the 

30 Commission is putting out for different agencies of government to respond are being 
addressed.  I will leave it at that.  

I am hopeful that that contract will be ready and put to the National Executive 
Council on Wednesday and a decision is made by the National Executive Council 
on Wednesday.  Then once the Commission is advised of the decision of the National 
Executive Council, then we will fly the rest of the solicitors back to Port Moresby to 
sign their contract.

[10.07a.m]Without that contract, as we understand, the solicitors will not be engaged; and the 
40 work of the solicitors is critical.  Because the Commission has decided to engage an 
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Australian counsel to assist the Inquiry, the involvement of the Australian firm of 
solicitors is critical to the performance of the duties of counsel assisting.  Because 
in Australia they have a separate profession.  They have barristers, they have 
counsels who appear before courts and commissions of inquiry and then the 
solicitors who support counsel.  Without solicitors, Australian barristers and counsel 
cannot perform their job.  So that is how critical it is.  We have the counsel assisting 
the Commission already appointed and now we are waiting for the solicitors’ 
contract to be cleared so I am trying to impress on the three of you; Mrs Grace So-
on, I understand she is also with us this morning.  Is that correct, Mr Yuangu?

10
THE SECRETARY – COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I hope she is listening to what I am saying.  So what do we do 
now?  I might adjourn these directions to perhaps next Monday to check on the 
compliance with the directions that have already been issued.  I will extend the 
directions that I issued on the 26 February, I will extend it to next Monday.  So I will 
require the three of you as well as Mr Daniel Rolpagerea - four of you - and Mr 
Rolpagarea to appear on Monday before the Commission to explain what has 
happened in terms of getting a national Executive Council decision out of the way 

20 and then for the solicitors to return to sign the contract.  If that contract is not 
approved by the National Executive Council and signed now, by next Monday, the 
Commission has some real problems in terms of time; in terms of conducting a full 
inquiry that the Commission scheduled to commence in April.  In April, the 
Commission will be sitting to receive evidence from witnesses in relation to Part I 
and Part II of the Inquiry.  Part I is the historical information concerning the political 
and economic situation in the country and Part II is an inquiry into the IPIC loan.  
That hearing will continue into May and June, in which the main part of the evidence 
should be received in May and June.  We have scheduled July to prepare the Report 
to be submitted to the Government in August.  So that is the timeline we have got.   

30
So Mr Bole, I know you came to write to the Commission, but anyone of you, do 
not write to the Commissioners directly.  It is a purely administrative matter and I 
trust that the three of you seating at the bar table and the NEC secretary, 
representative, top echelon of the different administrative agencies concerned and I 
am sure that you have within your powers enough authority to be able to prepare that 
contract and get it approved by the National Executive Council by this week.  

Is there anything else any one of you wish to say, apart from what you have said so 
far?

40
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MR BOLE:  Yes, chairman.   I have written a letter, like a copy to the Secretary for 
Finance and Treasury to fast track the authority to pre-commit.  So if the 
Commission can also summons them regarding the authority to pre-commit, for the 
availability of funding.

[10.12 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Last year I recall issuing two instructions to the Secretary for 
Finance and the Secretary for Treasury instructing them to issue the authority to pre-
commit.  What do you call it, APC is it?

10 MR BOLE:  APC, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Authority to Pre-Commit.  There were two instructions issued 
last year by me, under my hand, and you are telling me that the authority to pre-
commit has still not been issued yet?

MR BOLE:  Not yet, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next one might be a direction.  I will issue a direction in 
that regard today.

20
MR BOLE:  Yes, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will direct – who is the appropriate authority, Secretary for 
Finance; is it?

MR BOLE:  Yes and Treasury.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And Treasury?

30 MR BOLE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Secretary for Finance and Treasury to issue the - - -

MR BOLE:  APC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Authority to Pre-Commit forthwith.  

MR BOLE:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue the direction and I am issuing the direction now.  If 
that direction is served and is not acted upon well, that is a different matter.  I have 
already sounded that out and if directions are not followed, the Commission will 
consider dealing with people for contempt.  As soon as the direction comes out 
today, Mr Yuangu will organize the service of that direction.

I am amazed with the bureaucratic process that go on in this country; truly amazing, 
delays, procrastination.  Is that how the government is run these days?  When I was 
the Chief Justice of Papua New Guinea, I used to order people to do things and things 

10 get done.  I said the last time that I am not used to this kind of experience where 
there is so much procrastination, delays, people operating in their own little corners, 
not seeing each other, not coordinating their efforts to get things done in a timely 
manner.  I am being left with a different impression about the public service people. 
Six months in waiting, it is coming to the seventh month now.   The Commission is 
going to push matters until these things are done.  I am sure you will appreciate 
where I am coming from.  Anyone who waits around for statutory requirements to 
be complied within for six months or even more, we will have those kinds concerns 
and I am just expressing them.   

20 All right then the formal directions I will issue now is number one; these directions 
are extended to Monday, 9 March 2020 at 9.30 am.  That is the first direction.   

The same persons who were required to appear today are directed to appear next 
Monday to explain the progress taken in implementing the National Executive 
Council decision; and thirdly, a direction is issued, directing the Secretary for 
Finance and the Secretary for Treasury to ensure that an Authority to Pre-Commit 
the funds is issued forthwith and that direction be served personally and served by 
the Secretary for the Commission of Inquiry, Mr Mathew Yuangu.

30[10.17 am]  All right, if there is no other mentions, then we will adjourn the Inquiry.  

Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

AT 10.17 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
INDEFINITELY.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We were scheduled to sit at 9.30 am, it is 9.35 am now, so 
we will proceed.  If someone can close the door.  There is a diary for today that 
has been distributed.  We will follow the order of matters as they are listed in 
today’s diary.  The first matter is those appearing on summons extended from 
28 February 2020; the Honourable Prime Minister James Marape.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Mr Chairman, the Honourable Prime Minister, 
James Marape did confirm his attendance today and we just had a call from his 
office - he is running a bit late - just a while ago.  He should be here - about 10 

10 minutes late.  He just communicated that to the office a few minutes ago.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand down that matter.  Matters listed 
under item number 2; there are three matters or witnesses to be more precise.  
These are potential witnesses who have been issued summons to appear today 
at 9.30 am.  Those summonses were issued on 28 February 2020 after they 
failed to appear on a letter of request issued to each one of them by the 
Commission.  2.1, Honourable Paias Wingti, former Prime Minister.  The 
second person is Honourable Peter O’Neill, former Prime Minister.  The third 
one is Professor Lekshmi N Pillai, Executive Dean of the School of Business 

20 and Public Policy, UPNG.

Mr Yuangu, I understand you are having difficulty serving the summonses that 
have been issued against those three leaders, right?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, I must inform you that we did manage 
to serve all of them as of yesterday.  This morning the lawyer representing 
Honourable Peter O’Neil came in person and collected his summons in the 
office.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The lawyer collected the summons on behalf of Peter 
O’Neil, is it?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Peter O’Neil, yes, this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which lawyer; who?

THE SECRETARY - COI: Mr Greg Sheppard, this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Greg Sheppard.  What is the situation with Honourable 
40 Paias Wingti and Professor Lekshmi Pillai?
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  For Honourable Paias Wingti, his agent Hazel 
Shultz also came into the office and collected the summons and did arrange 
with the lawyer and we had that communicated to the Honourable Paias Wingti.

  [9.40 am] I have asked them to confirm that yesterday but have not had their response as 
yet.  For Professor Lekshmi, he was served yesterday as well at UPNG, in his 
office.  We have not received any response as yet. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It seems the summons issued in respect of all three 
10 leaders have been short served so the summons will have to be extended to 

next Friday 13 March 2020 at 9.30 am.  That is summons extended to 13 
March 2020 at 9.30 in respect of Honourable Paias Wingti, Honourable Peter 
O’Neil and Professor Lekshmi N Pillai.  That is my list for the morning.  

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, yes, we are still waiting for the 
Honourable Prime Minister, he said 10 minutes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he arrived yet or he has not arrived yet?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Not arrived yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What’s that?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Not yet, sir.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just have a good look at the person sitting at your back, 
in the gallery.  Is anybody here?  

MR ROBERT LEO:  Chairman, he said he was on the way but he has not 
arrived yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you are?

MR LEO:  Mr Leo, I am Counsel for the Prime Minister.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Leo?

MR LEO:  Robert Leo.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel for the Prime Minister, is it?

MR LEO:  Yes.  Not formally appearing but I was asked to be here; he said he 
30 was coming.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   The Commission sits on time.   I have been trying to 
impress on everyone to be here on time so we get the business done on time.  
What should we do; we wait for him in this room or should we adjourn and 
then wait for him?

MR LEO:  Maybe we should have a short recess and adjourn for a short 
while; maybe five or 10 minutes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will adjourn the Commission until he arrives.  When he 
arrives, Mr Yuangu, you can inform my Associate and we will reconvene.  

10 Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

  [9.52 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Robert Leo?

MR LEO:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to take the seat at the bar table and perhaps we 
can conduct these proceedings with your assistance.

20
MR LEO:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I heard you represent the Prime Minister?

MR LEO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client is present, Prime Minister?

MR LEO:  Yes, he is present now; just arrived. 
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can ask him to take his seat at the bar table with 
you.  This matter returns to the Inquiry by way of a summons that has been 
extended from last Friday.  The summons was issued after your client did not 
turn up for the Commission’s hearing on 28 February after a letter of request 
was sent to him.  Your client has a statement to make about – offering some 
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explanation why he did not appear on those dates.  The Commission will give 
him the opportunity shortly, but essentially, the Commission would like to 
thank yourself and the Honourable Prime Minister for attending this morning.  
Essentially, the purpose of this morning’s session is set out in a letter of request 
that was issued to your client.  He is required to give evidence in relation to the 
first part of the Terms of Reference.  That first part relates to the historical 
information concerning the political system that this country has adopted and 
the economy system that goes with it, and particularly, looking at the 
government policy by successive governments, including the present 

10 government as to how the government sees its role in the private economy or 
the private sector.

Some of the questions that the Commission would be more interested in is the 
proper role of the government in the economy and the government’s policy, 
what investment is not only State owned enterprises, but also, if we have the 
government policy in terms of the government’s investment and in what 
appears to be purely private business enterprises.   The Commission believes 
that your client has the necessary experience as the current Prime Minister to 
give this Commission some assistance in understanding the political economy 

20 of this country.  The Commission has asked former Prime Ministers and former 
Finance Ministers, very senior public servants that assisted the government 
when Papua New Guinea got Independence and they continue to play a 
prominent role in the development of this country, those witnesses have been 
called and they have appeared before the Commission and the Commission has 
given them a date in the month of April to give that kind of evidence.  I 
understand your client will be asked or required to give evidence in relation to 
the UBS loan and perhaps the related IPIC loan.

 [9.57 am] But that request will come a bit later but the first part of the Inquiry, we are 
30 really focused on is the government policy, insofar as, if the State should be 

involved; in not only State-run enterprises, but investments in what appears to 
be purely business private investments.  So that is the purpose of the first phase 
of the Inquiry and as your client would appreciate, the Commission is 
comprised of two Commissioners.  The second Commissioner is Honourable 
John Gilmour QC who is not available today but he has authorized me to 
conduct these proceedings on behalf of the Commission and that is permitted 
by the Commission of Inquiry Act.  So just giving you the background and your 
client is listening, so we have some understanding of what the first phase of the 
Inquiry will involve.
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After the first phase of the Inquiry is completed by April, then into May and 
June, we will conduct the Inquiry in relation to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  
Your client will be issued a separate letter for him to appear for that part of the 
Inquiry.  The arrangement in place is for a firm of solicitors and the counsel 
assisting the Commission to approach your client to prepare the evidence which 
he will give for those remaining phases of the Inquiry.  So, this morning I would 
like to assign a date for your client to give evidence in relation to the first phase 
of the Inquiry.  I have been assigning dates in the month of April.  In the week 
commencing, I think, the second of week of April, yes, the week commencing 

10 Monday, 6 April, the Commission will be sitting for three weeks in April to 
receive and complete that part of the evidence before I move on to the more 
specific matters involving IPIC - the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan.  Is there 
any dates, the time of preference that your client wishes to be allocated to give 
that evidence?  Firstly, I should ask your client.  He is prepared to give that kind 
of evidence under the first part?

MR LEO:  Can I ask my client to speak on that?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

20 HON JAMES MARAPE - PRIME MINISTER:  Thank you, Chairman, your 
Honour for the opportunity for me to be summoned as a witness before this 
Inquiry, but firstly, let me apologize for my non-attendance at the scheduled 
date.  Chairman, I was on a pre-scheduled bilateral visit, which started with my 
visit in New Zealand and then later to Solomon Islands.  So I apologize 
sincerely for not respecting the Inquiry and not been in attendance at the 
scheduled date but thank you again for giving me an opportunity to present 
myself as a witness to this Inquiry.  

Chairman, if I may, through my lawyer and through your counsel, I have a 
30 preliminary letter stating my apologies and extending one or two attaching 

documents in respect to, not necessarily what you required in the first stage of 
this Inquiry but some response, in my view, that should set the chronology of 
events as to my participation in the entire thing.  But I will accept the date you 
propose for me to come before the Inquiry again. 

   [10.02 am]Your Honour, you said from 6 April onwards.  If I may respectfully propose for 
9 April as the date in which I present those information required of me; first 
part, take us the entire Inquiry that you are conducting into the UBS transaction.  
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9 April seems all right for me if it is also all right for the Inquiry.  But if you 
may please, as I present it today, except a letter of apology and some 
information that I have  to present at this stage to the Inquiry to assist the 
Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Do you have that letter with you now?

HON JAMES MARAPE - PM:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have, then you can – my associate will collect it 
from you.

HON JAMES MARAPE - PM:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Looking at the order of witnesses that will be giving 
evidence in April on the first part of the Inquiry, the week commencing 6 April, 
that has been taken up by the former prime ministers, finance ministers and so 
forth  - the previous ones; the earlier ones, including Sir Michael Somare.  

20 If we will just follow all order of the prime ministers in terms of their 
appointments.  I prefer that he gives his evidence a bit later after the 
Commission has received all the other evidence because his evidence has been 
reflective of the current government’s thinking on those very issues.  So I am 
suggesting that perhaps we should look at a later date---

MR LEO:  Chairman, on 14, 15 and 16, he will be – my client will be travelling 
overseas.
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   In that week, if your client is going to be away, I could 

30 put him down for the week commencing Monday 20 April.   I would prefer that 
he give his evidence towards the end of it but we will cover the earlier part of 
the evidence.  

MR LEO:  Yes, that will be okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does he prefer Monday 20th or any other day?

MR LEO:  Tuesday.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Tuesday 21st?
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MR LEO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will fix Tuesday 21 April at 9.30 am, for Prime Minister 
James Marape to give his evidence.

Between now and 21 April, once the counsel assisting the Commission and the 
solicitors are on board, they will be contacting your client to prepare his 
evidence in relation to the first part to ensure that the evidence that he gives has 

10 some focus and the relevant evidence is given.  They will just simply assist him 
with preparing his evidence that is all.  But as soon as they come on board, they 
will contact your client through you.

In terms of just thinking through, some of the evidence that might be 
forthcoming in relation to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan, just to assist the 
Commission prepare the next round of letters of requests and so forth, I was 
wondering if I could get from your client as to any indication of whether your 
client might want to give some evidence in relation to the background 
information of the UBS loan and the IPIC loan if he has that kind of 

20 information.  

The Commission understands that your client was more involved with the UBS 
loan but as a Finance Minister, and obviously the Prime Minister, if he does 
have some evidence and some records that go back to explain the IPIC loan, we 
want to explore that---

MR ROBERT LEO:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Opportunity that he has, then the Commission might be 
30 prepared to extend the request for him to give evidence, not only in relation to 

the UBS loan but also the IPIC loan.

MR LEO:  Yes, Chairman, he will assist the Inquiry on both loans where he 
has access to evidence and information.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the next letter of request or perhaps summons that 
will come will cover questions in relation to both the UBS loan and IPIC loan.  
Is that an accurate statement?  Am I correct by making an accurate statement 
here?

MR LEO:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. In relation to the first part of the Inquiry, what 
formal evidence would your client give; oral evidence, perhaps documentary 
as well?

MR LEO:  He will give both types; oral and documentary as well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In that case, perhaps the Commission would want to 
issue a direction now for your client to provide a list of witnesses and list of 
documents and even copies of documents by a certain time before he gives his 
evidence so that the Commission can examine and prepare the documents?  I 
have being giving three weeks to the other witnesses that have been appearing 

10 before the Commission to provide a list of witnesses they wish to call in 
relation to the first part and the list of documents and copies of those 
documents to be filed beforehand, say, three weeks from now.   Is that 
acceptable to your client?

MR LEO:  Yes, that is acceptable.

THE CHAIRMAN:   In terms of the documents, what kind of documents 
would your client provide, let’s just have some discussion around it?

MR LEO:  Maybe all the relevant documents from Finance Department in 
relation to the UBS and IPIC loans, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the question I raised is in relation to the first part; 
20 historical information part of it.

MR LEO:  Yes, UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The government policy part of it.  Does your client have 
access to some government policy statements, some official publications 
stating the government’s policy on managing the economy, government’s 
investment in State-owned enterprises, privatization, investment in pure 
economic or private business; that kind of information.  Will your client have 
- - - 

MR LEO:  Yes, he will.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those kind of – maybe some reports, maybe some 
30 handbook, maybe some official government policy issued by successive 

governments and even the current government, on the thinking behind the 
government’s participation in the economies.
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MR LEO:  Yes, he says he will attend to those relevant information.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client can just go through the documents that he 
thinks are relevant and then provide a list of those documents and perhaps 
copies of those documents under this direction that I will issue now.

MR LEO:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:   That is those documents be provided beforehand, say 
three weeks from now?       

MR LEO:  Yes.  He has also provided that letter and the chronology of events 
he says that may also assist the Commission to see what kind of evidence that 

10 he might also - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR LEO:  But in relation to the earlier part of the Inquiry - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the chronology, is it?-

MR LEO:  He says he will provide the relevant information, maybe 
documentary information as well.

MR LEO:  So directions would be appropriate at this stage.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The directions I will issue now is confined to the 
government policy questions.     

  [10:12 am] But he will receive a separate letter asking him to appear later for purpose of 
20 directions to be issued for the UBS and the IPIC loans later.   The Commission’s 

focus now is to cover that first part of the evidence and get it out of the way.  
The directions that I will issue now is in relation to that part only.

Then I will formalize those directions.  The first direction, the Commission 
fixes Tuesday, 31 April 2020, at 9.30 am, for Prime Minister James Marape to 
give his evidence in relation to the first part of the Inquiry. 

Number 2, the Prime Minister provide to the Commission a list of witnesses 
and a list of documents and copies of those documents relating to Part 1 of the 

30 Inquiry by Tuesday, 31 March 2020.  I issue those directions.    

Is there anything else you want to say?  If not, you will be excused.
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MR LEO:  If we may be excused?

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.  Prime Minister, you may be excused 
as well.

HON JAMES MARAPE - PM:  Thank you, chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, are there any other matters?  Otherwise, we 
will adjourn to 1.30 pm today.  A number of matters listed for 1.30 pm today.

10
THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, I do not have any other person notifying 
me that they are here so we can adjourn this.

[10.17 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to get a feel of what the situation might be in the 
afternoon, that is, the witness appearing this afternoon are; Arthur Somare, 
former Minister for Public Enterprise in 2009 when the IPIC Loan was 
obtained, Vela Konivaro, Clerk of Parliament and Isikiel Taureka, Managing 
Director of Kumul Consolidated Holdings formerly IPBC.  Service of the letters 
of request or summons, as they may be, are in order?

20
THE SECRETARY – COI:  Yes, your Honour, they have confirmed they will 
attend.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They have confirmed that they will appear?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That brings us to the end of this morning’s session.  
Associate, you can adjourn the Commission.

30

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

 [1.28 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be seated.  We have a diary for today which runs 
for the whole day but we are here this afternoon to mention three of those 
matters.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Yes, Chairman, we have the three of them, Arthur 
40 Somare, Mr Vela Konivaro and Mr Isikiel Taureka, all present this morning.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We will start with Arthur Somare.  Is he appearing by 
counsel?

MR JOHN KUMURA:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Kumura.  You may be seated Mr Somare.

MR ARTHUR SOMARE:  Thank you, sir. 
10

MR KUMURA:  Thank you, Mr Chairman, I appear for Mr Arthur Somare.  Mr 
Somare is appearing here in relation to a letter that the Commission sent to him 
requesting his appearance, the letter dated 18 February 2020.  Mr Somare was 
to appear last Friday but that was served very late and he was not able to make 
it last week Friday.  He did send a letter to the Commission expressing his 
disappointment, especially to the Secretariat who delivered the letter late.  So, 
Mr Chairman you gave us a date, today, that is 1.30 today.  So, Mr Somare is 
here in response to that letter.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Somare for appearing on the Commission’s 
request.  The letter of request was addressed to you.  The letter was dated 18 
February 2020, and in that letter the Commission asked you to appear on 28 
February.  However, the Commission’s secretariat had trouble contacting you 
to serve that letter and there was some delay and I understand that letter was 
served very late.  But on 28 February the matter was mentioned.  At that time, 
there was no information about your whereabouts so because you did not appear 
a summons was directed to be issued.  That summons is yet to be issued, I have 
not signed off on the summons yet.  If that summons was issued, then that would 
have required you to appear on 23 March.  However, since the summons has 

30 not yet been issued, the Commission has decided to extend the letter of request 
that has been issued, previously, for you to appear today.  I understand you 
approached the Commission’s secretariat for an earlier date and I have agreed 
to that request and that is how you appear before the Commission this afternoon. 

  [1.32 pm]The purpose of today’s appearance is essentially to - for you to appear before 
the Commission, essentially for a mention of yourself as a potential witness,  
who will be required to give evidence in relation to the IPIC loan that the 
government obtained in 2009.  At that time, our records show that you were 
the Minister for State Enterprises or Public Enterprises then, and the 
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Commission believes that you would have some evidence, relevant evidence, 
that the Commission is looking for.

The Commission is following the Terms of Reference set out in the cases 
stated, issued by the Prime Minister last August.  So following on from that 
Term of Reference, the Commission feels that you would be in a good 
position to provide evidence of what you know about the IPIC loan that was 
obtained in 2009.

The main purpose of the Inquiry, as you would know, is the focus on the UBS 
loan that was obtained by the government in 2014.  However, the Terms of 

10 Reference does include reference to – an inquiry into the IPIC loan that was 
obtained in 2009.  As to the connection between the two loans, that is a matter 
that will unfold when the evidence unfolds at the time of the Inquiry.  But we 
will leave that out for now.  Essentially, today’s purpose is to inform you that  
the Commission is interested in your evidence and that the Commission may 
fix a date for you to provide some material, beforehand, which the 
Commission’s lawyers and solicitors assisting will go through and then 
contact you to prepare the evidence that you will give before the Commission.  
So today’s appearance, I may be able to issue those directions for you to 
provide those documents and even copies of documents, and even a list of 

20 witnesses that you might have, and then fix a date for you to come and give 
the evidence, if that is possible.

The dates that the Commission is looking at, in terms of giving evidence, is in 
the month of May and June.  The whole month of May and June have been set 
aside for witnesses to give their evidence.  But before that, the Commission 
needs to prepare and preparation will include potential witnesses being asked 
to provide documents that may be in their possession for the Commission to 
examine beforehand and for the counsel to prepare the evidence.

So that is the reason why your appearance today has been requested.  So I will 
allow you to speak shortly but essentially I would like from yourself or your 

30 counsel, a date in the month of May that you wish to give your evidence, then 
we will fix a date for you to give that evidence on that date and time, and then 
I will issue some directions for you to provide us some documents 
beforehand. You clear about what I have just explained?

Mr SOMARE:  Yes sir.
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THE CHAIRMAN:    I do acknowledge receiving your letter dated 2 March 
2020 and that letter has been placed in the file - Commission’s file.  If there 
are matters that you have raised in that letter that may go to the substance of 
your evidence, I suggest that you present that letter or the Commission will 
present that letter to the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors 
and they will go through the content of your letter as you begin to prepare 
your evidence.

    [1.37 pm] So that letter has simply been placed on the Commission’s file for now.  

10 MR SOMARE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Kumura?

MR KUMURA:  We have got a date when we can return with the---

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can settle a date in May?

MR KUMURA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:   The first week of May commences on Monday 4 May.  
All those dates in May are available.

MR JOHN KUMURA:  We would like to start with the first date; that will be 
the 4th.

THE CHAIRMAN:   That is Monday 4 May at 9.30 am.  Is your client happy 
to give that evidence?  Is he willing to give that evidence, perhaps, I should ask 
first?  You can speak.  You are happy to give that evidence that the Commission 
is looking for?

30
MR SOMARE:  Yes, your Honour, I am, but I would also request that I am able 
to access the NEC Secretariat files, specifically in relation to NEC Decisions 
223 and beyond NEC Decision 223 of 2009.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR SOMARE:  Because there is an NEC paper that clearly articulates the terms 
of the IPIC transaction, the value of that transaction, the value proposition of 
the PNG LNG Project; and it is contained in there.  So I would specifically 
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request that I am able to access that.  I have the drafts but I do not have the sign 
off.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The Commission has issued directions to the 
relevant officers within the Department of Prime Minister and NEC, and the 
NEC secretary to provide those documents by – maybe by 23 May.  I have 
already issued that direction.  I am hoping that if those directions are complied 
with, we should be able to receive all those documents by then.  So I suggest 
perhaps you wait until those directions are complied with.

10
MR SOMARE:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When those documents are available, the Commission 
Secretariat will advise you that those documents are available and then you can 
arrange with the Commission’s Secretariat to obtain a copy.

MR SOMARE:  Thank you, sir.  As you can appreciate, I am no longer in 
government.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR ARTHUR SOMARE:  And have no access to those documents unless the 
Commission gives me access.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the documents, I believe, should be available by 23 
March.  So as soon as the documents are received, Mr Yuangu will contact you 
and then we can make copies.

    [1.42 pm] These are – or that document and any other related documents or NEC decisions 
30 after that particular decision will be made available to you.

MR SOMARE:  Right, thank you sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.   

You would not be a privy to the UBS transaction so you would not be in a 
position to give any evidence I would imagine.

MR SOMARE:  Your Honour, in relation to that, I just wish to make reference 
40 to the Terms of Reference, in particular, Section (g) of the Terms of Reference 
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and it reads; “Why and when did the State commence the procedure to obtain a 
loan regarding the debt to IPIC and/or purchase Oil Search shares.”  With 
respect to that particular issue, Your Honour, the key documents are held with 
the Independent Public Business Corporation, now KCH.  I would like to have 
the Bond Deed Poll and the Bond Deed Poll, basically, states the maturity date 
and the end of the IPIC transaction, which is the same date that commenced that 
the new Government commenced a new transaction into the UBS loan.  I do 
have some documentation on that as well and I would be more than happy to 
provide the Commission those documents.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission will take note of what you just said and 
when the Counsel and the Solicitors are on board, they will speak to you, and 
if you are able to give some evidence around that, that may be facilitated by the 
Counsel assisting the Commission and the Solicitors.  But in terms of the 
document itself, the Commission has not issued any directions as yet to KCH 
to provide the documents that you are referring to.  I understand someone from 
KCH will be here this afternoon and I may issue some directions and on the 
return of those directions, that those documents are submitted to the 
Commission.  The Commission then can perhaps consider furnishing you with 

20 copies of those documents and then you can study the documents and consider 
what evidence you might be able to give.  

I understand there is someone from KCH appearing this afternoon so I suggest 
you take note of whatever directions that the Commission will issue today to 
KCH that will enable those documents to be provided by - I suppose by some 
timeline that I will fix now.  Usually it is about three weeks from now.  

MR SOMARE:  Your Honour, just for the record, I want to state that there are 
two separate transactions with two separate and distinct offices.  One 

30 transaction was to acquire the PNG LNG Project interest and the other 
transaction, which is the UBS transaction, was to merely acquire 149.2 million 
shares in Oil Search; a speculative investment.

The first transaction has a legal basis, the second transaction does not.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have had said something along those lines in your 
letter ---
 
MR SOMARE:  Yes Sir.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I have read it but those are matters of evidence.  If you 
want to give your opinion or assessment about the two loans in terms of their 
relationship, that is a matter for you.  You can discuss with the Counsel and the 
Solicitors when they are on board and then you may give those evidence.

MR SOMARE:  Thank you, Sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I will note what you said.  It is essentially the same 
point that you make in your letter.  All right, thank you.

10
 [1.47 pm] So Mr Kumura, the directions that I issue are - I am going to announce those 

now and get your agreement.  But is there any other matter you want to raise 
before I formalize those directions?

MR KUMURA:  No, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The first direction is that the Commission 
withdraws the direction for summons to be issued that was issued on 28 
February 2020.  Number two, Mr Arthur Somare provide a list of witnesses that 

20 he intends to call and a list of relevant documents and copies of them relating 
to the UBS loan – sorry, I will just say that again, relating to the IPIC loan and 
the UBS loan by 23 March 2020.  Number three, the Commission fixes 
Monday, 4 May 2020 at 9.30 am for Mr Arthur Somare to give his evidence.  
Number five, last direction.  These directions are adjourned to Monday, 23 
March 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  Mr Somare, when you appear on 
23 March at 9.30 am, by that time the Commission will know or will have 
received the documents that you are looking for and you may be advised if we 
have received those documents and the Commission will make arrangements to 
give you copies of those documents.  That would have been supplied by the 

30 NEC Secretary and the Secretary for the Department of Prime Minister and 
NEC.

MR SOMARE:  Thank you, sir.

[1.52 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  And hopefully any other documents supplied by Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings by that time.  All right, is there anything else you would 
want to say before you take your leave?

MR SOMARE:  That is all, your Honour.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is all.

MR SOMARE:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura, anything else?

MR KUMURA:  Nothing, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then you may be excused, the both of you.
10

MR SOMARE:  Thank you, sir.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next matter on the list, Mr Vela Konivaro.  Mr 
Yuangu, is Konivaro in?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Chairman, Mr Konivaro is here.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you Mr Konivaro for appearing on the 
Commission’s request.  You probably heard what I said to Mr Somare about 
the circumstances surrounding your appearance today.  Initially, there was a 
letter of request issued for you to appear last Friday but due to difficulties in 
effecting service of that letter, it appears that the letter may have not been 
delivered to you.  The Commission noted your absence on 28 February and 
because of that the Commission decided to issue summons for your appearance 
returnable on 23 March at 9.30.  As I have said I have not issued the summons, 
as yet, but you were able to make contact with the Commission’s secretariat 
and arranged for the matter to be brought forward and the Commission has 

30 agreed to list your matter today.

MR VELA KONIVARO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  For you to appear and then for the Commission to ascertain 
from yourself essentially whether you are still the incumbent Clerk of 
Parliament or you have left that office; you are no longer the Clerk of 
Parliament.  This Commission is really after the Clerk of Parliament, for the 
Clerk to provide documents from Parliament House with regard to any 
legislation concerning the IPIC loan and the UBS loan that Parliament may have 
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enacted.  So please clarify whether you are still the Clerk of Parliament or there 
is somebody else?

MR KONIVARO:  Your Honour, I did receive your letter only yesterday and I 
rang the secretary and requested that I appear as soon as possible, which he 
mentioned that the hearing was today.  I also alerted him to the situation 
regarding my status.  A letter was written to myself but the position is the Clerk 
of Parliament, which I no longer am the clerk.  My appointment as clerk expired 
on 31 April 2019.  So that is the information that the Commission should be 

10 clarified with.  So that in terms of what is required of here, I do not have power 
or access to provide this.  The oversight and access to such records are with the 
Speaker who has the direction and control over the parliamentary service as 
well as the Clerk of Parliament.  I, at this point in time is an ordinary person, 
and whatever capacity, if I may be of assistance to the Commission, I would be 
pleased to appear to provide any relevant information, but otherwise, I am not 
in a position to give orders or directions to anybody in Parliament to provide 
relevant information.  The person at the moment, who is in charge of 
Parliament, is the Acting Clerk of Parliament.  Thank you.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is his name?

MR KONIVARO:  Kala Aufa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kala - - -
   

    [1.57 pm] MR KONIVARO:  Kala Aufa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Aufa?

30 MR KONIVARO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Akanufa or Aufa?

MR KONIVARO:  Aufa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I must have read Akanufa in the papers.

MR KONIVARO:  A-u-f-a, Aufa.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is Akanufa.
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MR KONIVARO:  Kala Aufa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will check the records then.

MR KONIVARO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you for appearing.  The Commission did not have 
any information about who was the incumbent clerk and that is why the letter 

10 of request was, obviously, mistakenly addressed to you.  The Commission, and 
in particular, myself – my last knowledge of the incumbent Clerk was yourself 
- having dealt with your matter in court at some point and I was not quite sure 
as to when your term expired.  Commission was trying to obtain records from 
the government printery, copies of relevant gazettal notices effecting the new 
appointments, but also they would do so; hence their explanation for having 
misdirected the letter of request to yourself.  

As from now on, the Commission will direct its attention to Mr Aufa; Kala 
Aufa, for the information that the Commission is seeking.

20
MR KONIVARO:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has written separately to the Speaker of 
Parliament as a matter of courtesy, informing him that the Commission is 
seeking this information from the incumbent clerk, so the clerk is – not the clerk 
– the Speaker is already aware of the Commission’s request being made to the 
incumbent clerk.  Thank you for appearing today and you may be excused.

MR KONIVARO:  Thank you, your Honour.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  The formal directions in that matter:  

1. The Letter of Request and the summons to appear addressed to Mr Vela 
Konivaro was withdrawn.

2. A Letter of Request be issued to Mr Kala Aufa, also known as Kala 
Akanufa, to appear on Monday – that is, appear before the Commission 
on Monday 16 March 2020, at 9.30 am, for directions to be issued with 
regard to the evidence that you will give before this Commission.  That 

40 is that.
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Next, the last matter is – the last witness is Isikiel Taureka.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Isikiel Taureka and his counsel 
here to appear.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

[2.02pm] MR ERASTUS KAMBURI:  May it please, your Honour, my name is Erastus 
10 Kamburi.  I represent the Managing Director of Kumul Consolidated Holding, 

Mr Isikiel Taureka, who appears this afternoon, your Honour, pursuant to a 
request that was recently served on us.  

But like your Honour, like the other officers who appeared before you earlier, 
my client only became aware of the need to appear when his name appeared 
on the Media - Post Courier - advising that he was required to have appeared 
on the 28th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is your client here?

20 MR KAMBURI:  He is here, your Honour, Mr Isikiel Taureka appears.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are Mr Taureka?

MR ISIKIEL TAUREKA:  Yes sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.

MR KAMBURI:  We have since becoming aware of that need, got in touch 
with the secretariat and advised of willingness of my client to appear and to 
give evidence; henceforth, been advised to appear this afternoon.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That letter of request, obviously, had to be personally 
served and I believe the Commission’s secretariat were having some difficulty 
locating your client.  So when the matter came up on 28 February, there was 

30 no appearance by your client, and consequently, a summons was directed to 
be issued.  However, the Commission has not yet issued a summons, so your 
client, obviously, is appearing on the extended request.

MR KAMBURI:  Than you your Honour.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of the evidence that the Commission is looking 
for from your client are those matters that are set out in the letter of request 
which I assume your client has received by now?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes we have.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Essentially, the Commission is looking for evidence in 
relation to both the IPIC loan and he UBS loan.  However, just going through 
some of the material that the Commission has in its possession, KCH may not 
be all that involved in the UBS transaction.  KCH may be more involved with 
the IPIC transaction because of the arrangement lease they had, at that time, 

10 whereby IPBC - which was succeeded by KCH later - subscribed the IPIC 
loan.  IPBC was the State’s nominee for the IPIC loan and the Commission 
would be looking to assistance from your client to provide evidence, 
principally, in relation to the IPIC loan.  If your client considers it has 
evidence, relevant evidence that connects IPIC loan to the UBS loan, as well, 
then obviously, the Commission will be looking for that kind of evidence as 
well.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.  If I may place on the record that 
my client just commenced duties as the managing director of KCH.  He is just 
less than two weeks old on the job now and so he will be relying on corporate 

20 knowledge that is within the organization and documents that we have within 
the organization and we will willingly provide whatever is required.  But your 
Honour, in relation to UBS transaction, we were involved in a very limited – 
for a very limited extent, and we will disclose this as part of the evidence that 
we will give.

KCH, IPBC as it then was, was the shareholder of the company that was 
involved in the transaction and we were required to give section 110 approval 
under the Company’s Act as well as approval under the KCH Act.  So in a 
limited extent, we were involved.  The documents we will produce will show 
our involvement.  In relation to the IPIC transaction, that is where we were 

30 heavily involved in that and we will provide the documents that we have in 
our custody as well as witnesses we deem we should call in relation to the 
aspects of that transaction.

[2.07pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of the witnesses that may be available to 
provide evidence from KCH, if your client believes that there are some 
witnesses out there, such as the former managing director of KCH, at a 
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relevant time - that is going back to 2009 - it is for him to provide a list of 
those witnesses to the Commission and I will make provision for that in the 
directions, which I will issue shortly, appreciating that your client came on 
board recently as the managing director.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in relation to any evidence; it could be oral, it 
could be documentary.  But in terms of the records, KCH should have a 
complete set of records of the documents.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, your Honour.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The person in charge of records within KCH should be 
able to provide those documents as a matter of duty.  So I will allow some 
time for your client to sit down and compile or go though its records and 
compile a list of documents, a list of witnesses; and even furnish copies of the 
documents your client already has, to the Commission, beforehand, so that the 
Commission can study those documents and prepare itself.  By Commission, I 
mean, counsel assisting and the solicitors assisting the Commission and they 
will also contact your client to prepare the evidence to present to the 
Commission in May and June.

So this afternoon, we can fix a date for your client to give that evidence, and if 
20 he provides a list of other witnesses who might be able to provide evidence, 

we can assign dates for them to give evidence later.  For now, I can assign a 
date for your client to give evidence and then issue those directions to enable 
your client to provide a list of witnesses, list of documents, and even copies of 
documents that your client has beforehand.

MR KAMBURI:  Indeed, your Honour, we will, of course, need that extra 
time to be able to compile all of that.  I will consult with my client as to what 
would be a convenient time for him in May, and he refers towards the last 
week of May.  If that is - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  The last week of April, you mean?  May and June, that is 
30 when the Commission will receive evidence.  So those have been set aside for 

witness to give evidence. 

MR KAMBURI:  For production of that, April will be - - -
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow sufficient time because your client, 
obviously, will have quite a number of documents and records to search to 
obtain copies.  So perhaps, I could allow to the end of - maybe middle of 
April - end of April might be a bit too late.  Mid-April?

MR KAMBURI:   Mid-April.  We will manage your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So what would be the kind of documents – let us just 
have some discussion around it.

MR KAMBURI:  We have, your Honour, the original transaction documents; 
the actual deed which Mr Somare referred to and various other documents that 

10 actually form part of the entire transaction document of the IPIC transaction.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us just for clarity purposes take the first five or ten 
documents that the Commission might be looking for.  Obviously, the 
Commission might be looking for PNG LNG Project agreement.  You have 
the document?

MR KAMBURI:  Project agreement, your Honour, would not be within or at 
the time of this transaction, we would not have had that, but we do have on 
record the actual- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the agreement between stakeholders, right?

20  [2.12 pm]MR KAMBURI:  The Bond Deed Poll is the main agreement.  That is the 
principle document and following from that would be - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the bond agreement, is it?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that is the one that created the transaction.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about your client having access to the main 
agreement itself; the agreement that allowed the project to commence, that is, 
between different participants?

30
MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, as we are aware with this - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Like Oil Search and the government and Exxon Mobil and 
whoever.  Would your client have copy of it?
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MR KAMBURI:  We were not party to those transactions and if we search or 
if we do have it within the documents we have, we will produce it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That would be obviously relevant.  Your client would have 
a copy of it in the records somewhere.  That would be the first document that 
started off everything, then followed by the IPIC loan agreement, let us say.  
That is the agreement signed by the Head of State, I believe?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that is the - - -
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  On behalf of the State and the finance company, IPIC.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have access to it?

MR KAMBURI:  That is the Bond Deed Poll.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the Bond Deed?
20

MR KAMBURI:  That is the Bond Deed Poll.  Prior to the Bond Deed Poll, 
were various NEC decisions and various reports that were being compiled to 
determine what kind of source of finance would be looked at and various 
submissions were given to NEC.  After those and when the NEC had actually 
approved this transaction, it is the Bond Deed Poll that the parties entered into.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAMBURI:  So that is the principle loan document, it is the Bond Deed 
30 Poll and then we have the ancillary documents supporting that, which is the 

Subscription Deed and then you have the Account Deed, the Escrow Deed, the 
Calculation Agent and Registry Agreement, it came under the Paying and 
Exchange Agency Agreement and of course the Confidentiality Agreement.  So 
various other documents that followed from the Bond Deed Poll to be able to 
secure that particular transaction.  So all of those, we have within our custody, 
which we will produce.  But the earlier agreement, which your Honour has 
referred to, if we do have it, we will produce that but we were not party to that 
agreement.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of the revenue coming from the PNG LNG project 
for which the loan was obtained, would your client be a privy to records of 
monies coming in; the revenue from the project?

MR KAMBURI:  Revenues that were coming in, your Honour, to my 
understanding is that these agreements were done in a way where these monies 
coming were actually – there were accounts set off-shore where these revenues 
were being placed in and deposited, and various other agreements govern that.  
As we go through this - - -

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client would have access to the records of what is 
coming in, the money that is coming in and the money that is being paid out to 
IPIC in loan repayment?

MR KAMBURI:  Of course. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client would have records?

MR KAMBURI:  Of course, your Honour.  Whatever record we have, we will 
20 produce it, and if it does show that we have those records, of course, we will 

produce it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you have access to bank accounts where the 
revenue coming in from PNG LNG projects is paid into?

MR KAMBURI:  I am not able to say that right now, your Honour, but I can 
confirm that subsequently.

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are the kinds of documents that the Commission 
30 would be interested in.

MR KAMBURI:  Certainly.

THECHAIRMAN:  At the moment the Commission cannot really give you a 
list of the documents it wants to examine but I was allowing for you to provide 
what you have voluntarily and we will go through it and I am hoping that your 
client will assist the Commission to provide an exhaustive list of documents 
that he has, which the solicitors and the counsel assisting the Commission will 
study and then - - -

40
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MR KAMBURI:  Certainly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If further documentation is required, then the counsel and 
the solicitors will talk with you to provide those documents but the Commission 
is unable to right now give you a list of specific documents that is with you, but 
you can see the kind of documentation that the Commission is looking for. 

[2:17 pm]MR KAMBURI:  We do have those records.  We will produce a list to assist 
the Commission on the documents that are available to KCH and we will assist 

10 where we possibly can to be able to assist the Commission to look into those 
areas.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything that you want to say before I formalize 
the directions?

MR KAMBURI: No, Your Honour, that is all for now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Isikiel Taureka, is there anything you want to say 
before I formalize the directions now?  

MR ISIKIEL TAUREKA:  No, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You could be familiar with the KCH setting, in terms of 
the company’s management structure, operations?

20 MR TAUREKA:  Yes Sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Shareholding?

MR TAUREKA:  Yes Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The governance, managements – that sort of a thing?

MR TAUREKA:  Yes, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were a career officer within KCH before your 
appointment or---

MR TAUREKA:  No Sir.  I came from outside KCH.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Would you have any association with KCH to give you 
the necessary experience before your appointment in terms of knowledge of 

30 KCH operations, so forth?
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MR TAUAREKA:  My experience is in corporate management in the oil and 
gas industry and telecommunications and so those industries at leadership roles 
which are relevant to proper governance and administration of KCH.

THE CHAIRMAN: So prior to your appointment, you have no real in-depth 
knowledge of the operations of KCH and the company structure and so forth?

MR TAUREKA:  Yes Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So it was an opportunity for you to uncover the records 
and pull out the documents and provide that assistance?

MR TAUREKA:  Yes Sir.  I think it would be a learning experience for me as 
10 well, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:   A learning experience.  In which case, the records – 
records held by KCH in relation to the IPIC loan, as you would know, is very 
important for this Commission and the Commission is hopeful that you will do 
your best to locate the relevant documents and provide those documents 
beforehand.   Who was your predecessor?

MR TAUREKA:  Mr Darren Young. 

MR CHAIRMAN:  What is his name – Mr Darren Young, is it?

MR TAUREKA:  Darren Young.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he in the country?

20 MR TAUREKA:  I believe so but I need to confirm.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  What I will do is, when I issue the directions, I 
will make provisions for you to provide a list of witnesses from within KCH 
that we believe might be able to provide evidence and it could include Mr 
Darren Young on your list of witnesses.  Is that possible?

MR TAUREKA:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  From your information, who was the Managing Director 
of KCH in 2009?  In 2009, it was IPBC, right?  It would not have been KCH.  
Who would be the person then; Managing Director of IPBC then? 

MR TAUREKA:  None lately.

30
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kamburi?

MR KAMBURI:  Just trying to recall, Your Honour, the name just escaped me, 
your Honour, but---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Arthur Somare can provide the assistance.  

MR ARTHUR SOMARE:  Yes, your Honour, it was Mr Glen Blake who 
resides in Brisbane at the moment.

MR KAMBURI:  Glen Blake, that is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So when I mention these directions with regards to you 
providing a list of witnesses, if you – the relevant witnesses are out there, then 

10 they can be made available to the Commission to give evidence.  I suggest you 
include their names on the list of witnesses that you will provide to the 
Commission.

    [2.22 pm] Then the Commission will see how those witnesses can be secured to give 
evidence.  Obviously, the person who was the managing director IPBC in 2009 
will be a relevant witness, I would assume.  Thank you.  I will formalize the 
directions now.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Before I formalize the directions, we should fix a date for 
your client to give evidence and then frame the directions around it.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have assigned Monday 4th at 9.30 am to Mr Arthur 
Somare.  I could list your client to give evidence in the afternoon, Monday 4 
May.  If that is too early, you indicate so I can assign another date, perhaps 
towards the end of May or even in June.  

30 MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, with respect, we prefer to remain in the last 
week of May if that is---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Last week of May?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thursday 28 May?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  At 9.30 am?

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then up to the end of April for you to provide a list of 
10 witnesses, and list of documents copies of documents that your client has.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would that be enough time?  It is up to the end of April.

MR KAMBURI:   Yes, we will manage, your Honour, within that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first direction is:

20 1. That direction issued on 28 February 2020 for a summons to be issued is 
withdrawn.

2. The Commission fixes Thursday 28 May 2020 at 9.30 am, for Mr Isikiel 
Taureka to give his evidence.

3. Mr Isikiel Taureka provide to the Commission by 30 April 2020, a list of 
witnesses that he may wish to call and a list of relevant documents and 
copies of those documents pertaining to the IPIC loan obtained by the 
government in 2009.

30
[2.27 pm] 4. These directions are adjourned to Monday – I will just change that – 

adjourned to Friday, 1 May 2020, at 9.30 am for further directions.  So 
on that date, when you and your client appear, the Commission will check 
the status of compliance with those directions, particularly with regard to 
provision of the list of witnesses, documents and copies they have.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Finally, I would think that your client will be only 
40 concerned or involved with the IPIC loan, right?
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MR KAMBURI:  Predominantly with IPIC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It would not be involved in the UBS loan?

MR KAMBURI:  Predominantly, I think yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was the subscriber to the UBS loan?

10 MR KAMBURI:  NPCP.  NPCP which is a subsidiary---

THE CHAIRMAN:  NP?

MR KAMBURI:  NPC---

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is National Petroleum---

MR KAMBURI:  National Petroleum, yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Company Limited?

MR KAMBURI:  NPCP Kroton.

THE CHAIRMAN:  NPCP Kroton?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that was the initial subscriber.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So KCH is not privy to any of those---

30 MR KAMBURI:  It is only a shareholder.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Transactions involving UBS loan?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you want to say before the 
Commission excuses you?

MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, I am assisted by Mr Somare to clarify that that 
40 particular company is now the Kumul Petroleum Holdings.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I got mixed up with Kumul Petroleum Consolidated 
Holdings and Kumul Petroleum Holdings something, something.

MR KAMBURI:  Kumul Consolidated Holding is the company that Mr 
Taureka is Managing Director of, which is the trustee company.  Before – it is 
actually---

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is this other one, Kumul?
10

MR KAMBURI:  This is Kumul Petroleum Holding.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul?

MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, if I can just explain so that it clarifies the – 
initially, IPBC held all of these.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

20 MR KAMBURI:  Then the government, through its Kumul Consolidation 
Agenda, passed various legislation that separated the oil and gas and parked it 
under Kumul Petroleum; and the mining sector, moved it and parked it under 
Kumul Mining; and then all other assets that were either mining – not petroleum 
– were parked under Kumul Consolidated Holding which is all these state-
owned enterprises.  So that is the current structure under which we are 
operating.  

It was at that stage when IPBC was a shareholder of and NPCP was its 
subsidiary that this transaction happened and in that limited extent, that is where 

30 IPBC was required to give the approvals.  But other than that, it is 
predominantly IPIC transaction that KCH, at this stage, will be producing 
evidence.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is no such thing as Kumul Petroleum 
Consolidated Holdings?

MR KAMBURI:  No, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no entity as such?
40
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MR KAMBURI:  It is Kumul Petroleum Holding.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Petroleum Consolidated Holdings - there is none.

MR KAMBURI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is Kumul---

MR KAMBURI:  Kumul Consolidated Holdings.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Petroleum Holdings---

[2:32 pm] MR KAMBURI:  It is not a company, it is a trustee called Kumul 
Consolidated Holding.

THE CHAIRMAN;  Kumul Consolidated Holding.  That is your client?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes. It is not a company, it is a trust; it is statutory trustee of 
the---.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is this other one that took over from NPC 
something?

20 MR KAMBURI:  It is Kumul Petroleum Holdings.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Petroleum Holdings? 

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, Limited.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is successor to?

MR KAMBURI:  NPCP.

THE CHAIRMAN:  NPCP standing for National Petroleum Kroton -- - 

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, Kroton No 2. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kroton, you say?  What is Kroton?

MR KAMBURI:  Kroton was another company which the State created to 
hold its interest in the petroleum sector and which IPBC – your Honour, as we 

30 produce these documents, we will explain how all of that ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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MR KAMBURI:  The initial structure and how that separated and where all of 
it is sitting now to show what happened and where KCH is now and where all 
of that interest is currently held and so it would be able to clarify all of these 
issues.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you for that.  Both of you may be 
excused.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, are there any other appearances for which 
directions might be issued with – just try and follow today’s diary.  We are in 

10 item 4 now.  We have completed item 3.  Are there any other appearances and 
any directions that need to be issued?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Mr Chairman, I do not have any other notice of 
appearance here, apart from those three that we have covered today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Moving on to item number 5, adjournment.  The next 
time the Commission is sitting is going to be on Monday, is it; coming 
Monday?

THE SECRETARY-COI:  That is correct, sir, 9th of---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday the 9th.  That is the date when the Commission 
will check with a number of persons as to whether the NEC decision with 

20 regard to the solicitors’ contract has been completed.

THE SECRETARY-COI:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How is the progress going?  We will meet on Monday, 
but let me ask you, you are also involved in that?

THE SECRETARY-COI:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are the signs looking good?  We will have the contracts 
all executed come Monday?

THE SECRETARY-COI:  As of this morning - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or your melody of excuses is going to continue?  What is 
it looking like? 
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THE SECRETARY-COI:  We have the situation at the moment, which is the 
APC requirement.  That will have to come from the Department of Finance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has it come or it will come?

THE SECRETARY-COI:  It has not come yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is not much time left, let me say.  I will not take 
you any further, I will see you on Monday.  Thank you.  Associate, you can 
adjourn.  Thank you everyone.

10

AT 2.36 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
MONDAY 9 MARCH 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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[9.29 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning there is a short program that we will follow.  
I assume that the program has been distributed, Mr Yuangu?  The program has 
been distributed, Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Sorry, sir?

THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning’s program has been distributed, we have a 
short program?  Have you distributed it?

10 THE SECRETARY – COI:  It has already been distributed, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you sent the program?  You are the first person 
who should be seeing that program.  

Essentially, it is a return of directions issued previously on 2 March 2020, 
which relates to an earlier request to appear issued on 20 February 2020, 
essentially to check on compliance with the direction that was issued for a 
number of persons to attend to the formalisation of a contract for the 
engagement of overseas solicitors.  Mr Yuangu, who is present; yourself, State 

20 Solicitor?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Yes, Mr Chairman, State Solicitor is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Daniel Rolpagarea?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And NEC Secretary?

30 THE SECRETARY- COI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Grace So-on; she is not around?

THE SECRETARY:  She is not here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And NPC Executive Officer, Mr Simon Bole?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Not present this morning.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  He is not in attendance.  I think the key person is here so 
we will proceed.
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THE SECRETARY- COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea, can you come take the seat at the bar 
table.  Mr Rolpagarea, thank you for attending on the request issued by the 
Commission previously, that has been extended by way of a direction that 
returns this morning.  If you and Mr Yuangu can advise the Commission of 
the status of that contract that should follow on from the decision of the 
National Executive Council.  Mr Yuangu?

10
THE SECRETARY – COI:  Mr Chairman, I probably will start with the 
process and he can inform the Commission on the contract itself.  From the 
date of the directions issued up to last week Friday, the only communication I 
had from Treasury was the request for the budget estimate; the costings that 
were done initially for the contract for the solicitors, which we submitted.  I 
presume that was what they wanted to see before they could justify the 
costings and seek the funding within the budget.  After that I have not heard.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the APC has been issued already?
20

THE SECRETARY – COI:  No, sir.  The APC will come on the advice of the 
Treasury that there is funding for such costs instead of the budget that was 
done, how we came up with that cost and we submitted that and it is there 
with them now.

 [9.34 am] So they should be able to advise the Secretary for Finance on whether they 
issued a APC or not by now.  I have not heard from them as yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea?
30

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, thank you.  Chairman, on our part, we have 
received – we met with the lawyers, Minter Ellison.  We have prepared, based 
on our discussions and documentations, we prepared and finalized the 
document.  However, I cannot issue clearance until I receive the APC from 
Treasury or Finance.  We have made communications and we are also in the 
email circulations of which Mathew is also.  We have being sending email to 
Treasury, Finance and even NPC that; “please forward the APC for us so that 
we can give clearance for it to go to Cabinet.” 

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are essentially waiting for the APC? 

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  To be issued by who?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  By the Department of Finance and – well, Department 
of Finance basically, but also communicating with the Department of 
Treasury.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So who in particular is responsible for issuing that APC?  
Is there a committee that process it or is there an individual Finance 

10 certificate?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, it is a committee that comprises of staff 
from the Department of Finance, as well as Treasury, and thereafter, the 
Secretary of Finance, as I understand, signs off on the APC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have not heard from the Secretary for Finance if the 
APC is ready?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  I have not heard from the Secretary of Finance, but last 
20 week. when – through email communications, I saw an email from the 

Secretary for Treasury, advising Mathew, that it has been looked at - the issue 
of APC is being looked at to – if I can recall correctly from the email - to look 
at – it is not, they are not actually finding money but to look at other votes as 
well so they can then make a decision on the APC.  That is from the email 
communications.  But directly, I have not heard from the Department of 
Finance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if this Commission were to direct the appropriate 
person to appear to explain or to be dealt with for failure to comply with 

30 directions that are issued, who would be the most appropriate person to direct 
or summons or whatever?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  I would think that it is the Secretary of Finance 
Department because he is the one that signs off.  The committee will report to 
him saying that – I mean advising him to sign off on the APC.  So I would 
think that he will be briefed regularly on the matter by the committee which 
comprises of his officers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is a committee of which – what is the committee 
40 called?  Is it APC committee?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, APC committee, chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Of which the chairman is the Secretary for Finance?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, and he signs off on the APC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Secretary for Finance is also the chairman of the 
board of the National Procurement Commission; is it?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, he is the acting chairman at the moment.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  But acting chairman?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he is the key person; is he not?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  He is a key person.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You see, this Commission requires him or directs him to 
20 appear to explain what is going on.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, also maybe the relevant department would 
also be the Department of Treasury, in my view, because of the flow of money 
starts from Treasury to Finance, ascertaining whether there are funds.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So it will be the Secretary for Finance and 
Secretary for Treasury?

    [9.39 am] MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is what I hear.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  May be the most appropriate persons?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, the two important persons.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  What is the Treasury’s role in the APC Committee?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, with the process of the flow of money, 
Treasury issues the – as I understand – issues the warrants and then Finance is 
the---

40
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a representative of the Treasury sitting in the 
APC?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  I would think so, Chairman; I would think so.  I might 
speculate but I would think so.  The Treasurer would be there.  Because 
nobody would be making a commitment without communication from 
Treasury; there is money and there is warrant available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It seems we are going around in a circle now in terms of 
getting that APC out.  I think the law requires an APC to be issued.

10 MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That will lend a company with contract, which will then 
go before the National Executive for its final endorsement?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  At the moment, your hands are tied.  Without the APC, 
you cannot---

20 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, I cannot do much.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Forward the contract to the NEC?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What I might do today is to issue a direction that the 
Secretary for Finance and the Secretary for Treasury appear on a fixed date 
before the Commission to explain what is going on.  If they do not appear on 
the day and time after the direction is issued, the Commission will consider 

30 dealing with them for contempt of the Commission.  

I will issue that direction now for requiring the Secretary for Finance, Dr Ken 
Ngangan and the Secretary for Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele, to appear on, this 
coming Wednesday, that is, 11 March, at 9.30 am to personally appear to 
explain the non-issue of the APC or the delay in issuing the APC.  I have 
wrote the direction appropriately and I will issue it from my chamber, but that 
is the essence of the directions I will issue.  

I will also direct that the Secretary for the Commission effect personal service 
40 of the direction today so that they get sufficient notice to appear on 

Wednesday.
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The most I can say now is I think the Commission is running out of patience 
in this whole process and the Commission will not hesitate to deal with them 
for contempt under the Act, if they fail to appear on Wednesday personally.  
That goes on the record.  Those comments are not being addressed to yourself 
or Mr Yuangu.  But for the record, I am just making notes from 
announcements now.   Thank you, Mr Rolpagarea.  

Mr Yuangu, you have done your part in preparing the submission to go before 
the NEC?

10
THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That will accompany the contract with the APC?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, Chairman, I have it here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have done your part?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  I have done my part.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea has done his part as well.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, we all are waiting for the APC?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The amount for which the APC will be issued is how 
30 much, Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  From the tender documents that was submitted 
and went to Cabinet and NEC approved, is 18 million and equivalent, which is 
5.5 Australian---

THE CHAIRMAN:  5.5 Australian – AUS$5.5 million.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Million Australian dollars, yes.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Maybe under the exchange rate at that time could have 
gone to 18 million but---
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THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, it may have dropped.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have seen the slight improvements in the foreign 
exchange in the newspapers, so the amount will come down to probably 
around 13 or 14 million.

THE SECRETARY - COI: 14 million.  I did advise them of that too.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The National Executive Council approved the total 
10 budget of K27 million, right?

[9.44a.m] THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes.  That includes---

THE CHAIRMAN:  All of which the K18 million or the K14 million will go 
towards - to service these contracts?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will issue those directions.  Just one other 
20 matter Mr Rolpagarea, now that you are here, I might just mention that with 

you.  There was an earlier request that I issued or the Commission issued for 
you to appear and the request was dated 18 February 2020 and that required 
your appearance on Friday 28th February for directions to be issued with 
regard to any evidence that you might have in relation to the IPIC loan and the 
UBS loan; pretty standard directions that the Commission wanted to issue.  
The Commission has being issuing similar directions to other witnesses last 
week and I am wondering whether you are prepared to address any directions 
that the Commission might issue this morning.  Have you received that letter 
of 18th February?  If you have not, then the Commission Secretary can give 

30 you a copy of the letter of request.  You go and have a look at it and perhaps 
you come back in the afternoon at 1.30pm as the Commission, obviously, 
would like to issue directions with regard to any evidence that you might have 
in respect of both loans and then the Commission will issue those directions.

Those directions are to do with preparatory work in terms of you being 
required to provide a list of witnesses, apart from yourself, that you may wish 
to call and to provide a list of any documents you might have in relation to 
both loans and copies of those documents to be furnished to the Commission 
beforehand; before you are fixed to give evidence.  When those documents 

40 come in, and the solicitors and the counsel when they are on the ground, will 
examine those documents and then assist you to prepare your evidence to give 
to the Commission.  
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So instead of the Commission issuing a summons to you to give evidence, the 
Commission thought it more advisable or preferable if the Commission 
request that you appear to provide that kind of evidence voluntarily.  So that is 
going to be the essence of this afternoon’s sitting, if you are not quite ready 
for us to proceed with that particular request this morning.  

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, I cannot recall – I may have but I cannot 
really recall if I had seen the letter of 28th , but I will get a copy from Mathew 

10 - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a copy here and I will make a copy available to 
you through Mr Yuangu this morning.  But if you can come at 1.30pm, then I 
will issue some formal directions after some discussion with you.  This 
afternoon is convenient for you?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well then I will adjourn this particular direction to this 
20 afternoon and ask Mr Yuangu to give the State Solicitor a copy of the letter of 

the 18th February 2020.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Chairman, the State Solicitor was served by his 
agent, Lucy Francis.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, obviously that letter has not reached him.

THE SECRETARY – COI:  We will give him a copy now.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  So you give him a copy this morning and then we have 
those discussions in the afternoon.  Is there anything else, Mr Yuangu, that we 
mention before we adjourn?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  Mr Chairman, no further appearance here.  There 
are no request for - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then, I will issue those directions, the earlier 
directions this morning  and then you organize the service of those directions 
on Dr Ken Ngangan and Mr Dairi Vele this morning, Mr Yuangu?

40
THE SECRETARY - COI:  I will do that.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Associate, you can adjourn the Commission.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

  [1:28 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea, you can take a seat at the bar table.   
Before we get to the other matter, regarding the request to appear, just a 
follow up on the matter for this morning.  After we adjourned, the 

10 Commission received a copy of a letter from the Secretary for Treasury that 
was addressed to the Chief Secretary, advising that the APC Committee have 
approved the application for an APC and that the Certificate to that effect will 
be issued in due course.  That letter was dated the 2 of March and it was only 
received this morning.  So there has been six days that have transpired since 
the issue of that letter and in those six days I would assume that, that APC 
Certificate would have been issued.  

So we need to ascertain what has happened.  I assume that you have been 
given a copy of that letter by Secretary for the COI?

20
MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct Chairman, I got the copy after I left the 
Inquiry this morning.  But may I also inform the hearing that I had a call about 
three minutes ago from Finance that the Certificate has been done and it has 
been - the Chairman to sign off, he is somewhere in the city.  So they are 
looking for him to sign off on the Certificate.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  As soon as it is signed, I would assume that APC 
Certificate would be issued to the Secretary for the Department of the Prime 
Minister and NEC?

30
MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And we will receive a copy and as soon as it comes out, I 
understand that this Commission will be given a copy as well?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we should leave it to Commission’s Secretary, 
Mr Yuangu and yourself.  As soon as the Certificate is received, then 

40 obviously a copy will be passed on to you and then you can process the 
submission to go before the National Executive Council sometime in the 
week.
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So I can retract the directions I issued this morning for 
the Secretary for Treasury and Secretary for Finance to appear before me on 
Wednesday now that, that seems to be under control.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Correct, Sir. 

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  So we should leave that to your office and Mr Yuangu to 
follow up with the Department Secretary to the issue of the Certificate for the 
matter to go up before the National Executive Council.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.  Chairman, as soon as I get a copy, I 
will then send my clearance to the Secretary to Cabinet to have it ready for 
Cabinet’s consideration.  

  [1.38 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to ensure that this Commission is advised of the 
execution of the contract, should I fix a date for yourself and Mr Yuangu to 

20 return before the Commission to advise if steps have been taken there; get the 
contract executed or should I just leave it to yourself and Mr Yuangu to follow 
up?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, we can follow up and Mr Yuangu can 
advise from time to time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will just leave it at that and then I will fix 
a date for yourself and Mr Yuangu and even the NPC Executive Officer to 
come before the Commission.  I will leave it in your hands.

30
MR ROLPAGAREA:  And NEC Secretary.

THE SECRETARY – COI:  NEC Secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes and the NEC Secretary.  I will leave it in your hands 
and then hopefully the NEC should give their clearance and I will leave it to 
you to also advise Mr Yuangu of the dates that has been fixed for an actual 
execution of the contract by the Head of State.  Okay, that is that.  That seems 
to be under control.  In relation to the earlier request that the Commission 

40 issued, referring to that letter of, I believe, 20th or 18 February, are you able to 
give the kind of evidence that the Commission is looking for in respect of the 
IPIC loan as well as the UBS loan?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, Chairman, I am willing.  What I intend to do is to 
get our file on it.  Our file is archived somewhere and we can find it and what 
I suggested to my lawyers is that when the lawyers come on board, we can ask 
them to come to the office or wherever they are operating to go through the 
file and whatever documents we have in the file, whichever they choose to 
produce before this Commission, we can give that file.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I suggest I do now is to issue a direction for you to 
10 file a list of witnesses that you may wish to call and that list of witnesses may 

include, if you wish, to call former State Solicitors who had some dealings in 
relation to the IPIC loan; if they are still around?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, the two State Solicitors, the one that I 
succeeded and the one before that, both of have passed on.  Those are the two 
that would be the persons who have some knowledge on the matter.  They 
have both passed on.

THE CHAIRMAN: So there may not be any other witness, apart from 
20 yourself then?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  No. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your predecessors would have been involved with the 
IPIC loan?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  With the one that I succeeded George Minjihau yes, he 
would have been involved in the IPIC loan.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  And what about the UBS loan?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  UBS it happened when I was acting State Solicitor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Acting Solicitor.  So, what would be the kind of 
documents that the State Solicitor would have cleared in relation to the UBS 
loan?

  [1.38 pm]MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, that could be the letters that I have advised 
to Cabinet and that would be about two letters.

40
THE CHAIRMAN:  Two letters?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.  There is also subject to me confirming a letter to 
Treasury’s Secretary as well and also there could be one or two letters to 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings but again that is subject to me confirming with our 
file.

THE CHAIRMAN:  With regard to the UBS loan agreement and the UBS 
project agreement, if there is one, your office would not be involved, is it?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  My office was not - - -
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  In drafting the contracts, the loan agreements and the 
project agreement for instance?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  My office was not involved.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Your office would be involved if there is a 
procurement of goods and services involving the National Procurement 
Commission or its successor the CSTB, right?

20 MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is right; that is correct, Chairman.  My office was 
also involved because after the negotiations and formalization of the 
documents, it needs to go to Cabinet and that is when - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is for the procurement of services, right, for goods 
and services, is it; only?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  For the approval of the documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  For the approval of?
30

MR ROLPAGAREA:  The loan agreement itself.  So that is when the 
documents were delivered to us, and hence, my two letters that I have 
mentioned earlier that I have done to Cabinet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are in relation to the loan agreement?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  The loan agreement.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the project agreement between the different 
40 developers or that is a different agreement?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  There are some documentation on that one, which I 
advised, I think if I can recall, CSTB at that time, to procure the engagement 
of the consultants.  If they have not done that, I advise them to do that.  I will 
also get those letters from the file.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there are different agreements that we may be looking 
at here.  According to my understanding, there are other agreements for the 
procurement of professional services, for example, with different consultancy 
services that were provided by different consultants.  That is one type of 

10 contracts that your office might clear for purpose of procurement, like 
professional services from lawyers, accountants, banking people and so forth.  
The other agreement that I am raising here is the loan agreement itself with the 
financier.  That is another, obviously the main agreement and then there is 
another kind of agreement that I have in mind is the actual project agreement 
entered between the State and the developers like Exxon Mobil, Esso 
Highlands, Oil Search, several other agreements.  So there are different types 
of agreements that your office may be involved in clearing those kinds of 
agreements.

20 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, my office would be involved but as I have 
mentioned, insofar as the legal experts are concerned, the agreements as I have 
said, were negotiated and finalised before they came to me.  So, in that regard 
the legal experts were engaged prior to that which I may have not been 
involved.

    [1.43 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  When I issue the direction, you will be given an 
opportunity for you to just go through your records and provide a list of the 
documents.  If you have copies of those document, then for you to provide 
those documents to the Commission beforehand so that the Commission can 

30 then get hold of those documents and then pass them on to the counsel 
assisting and the solicitors.  Then they will sit down with you and examine 
those documents and then they will assist you to prepare your evidence.

MR ROLPAGAREA:   Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How much time do you think you need to go through 
your records to locate those documents and then provide them to the 
Commission?

40 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, I can take this week to do that, to get---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Take?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  This week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Take a week or two weeks; or a week?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Let me see this weekend.  We have got the file in there.  
But if I need extra time by Friday, I would inform the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ideally, the process that is normally used by the 
10 Commission to obtain access to those kinds of documents is through a 

summons, under which the individual documents would be specified in the 
summons; and the summons be issued to you to give evidence and produce 
those documents that are enumerated or listed in the summons.  Because the 
Commission has no idea where those documents are, the Commission is not 
able to issue a summons to yourself, which would list the documents that the 
Commission has interest in.

Therefore, the Commission is approaching yourself, as well as other 
witnesses, to provide a list of the documents that you have in your possession 

20 voluntarily beforehand so that the Commission can then examine those 
documents and get the solicitors and the counsel assisting to help you prepare 
and provide those documents.  So that is the approach that the Commission is 
adopting right now.  

This approach is being adopted because it is some time ago and that is a 
considerable period that has lapsed between the time those documents were 
issued and the time the Commission is sitting to inquire into the matters.  That 
is why the Commission is more adopting an approach - that it is adopting right 
now and that is to request the various witnesses to provide those lists 

30 beforehand.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, we are happy to voluntarily do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, but ideally, as I understand, the previous 
Commissions, they issue summonses to witnesses and they list the documents 
that are to be produced in the summonses and then when the witnesses appear 
before the Commission, they have specific documents that they are required to 
produce, but that is not the case in this case because of the passage of time.  

40 Let me just formalize the directions and if you want to make any suggestions 
for change of those directions, I will hear you, but let me just formalize those 
directions.  They are pretty standard directions that I have being issuing to 
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other witnesses, so I will issue the same directions. The first of which is, that 
you will be required to produce a list of witnesses, if you feel there are some 
witnesses around that might assist you.

The second thing is, to require you to produce a list of relevant documents in 
relation to both the IPIC loan and the UBS loan just in case you have some 
documents in relation to the IPIC loan.  So we cover both.  And then to 
provide copies of those documents to the Commission within one week from 
now.  Then I will fix a date for you to return to the Commission to confirm 

10 compliance with those directions a week from now.

 [1.48 pm] Those are the kind of directions I will issue now.  The first direction, formal 
direction is that the State Solicitor provide a list of witnesses that he wish to 
call and a list of documents and copies of those documents that relate to both 
the IPIC loan and the UBS loan by Monday 16 March 2020.  That is the first 
direction.  The second direction is that this direction is adjourned to Monday 
16 March at 9.30 am for further directions.  So if you comply with those 
directions hopefully you can produce those documents when you appear on 
Monday, next Monday?

20
MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or you could file them beforehand and simply appear on 
Monday to report on compliance with the directions and then Commission 
will issue further directions for you to sit down with the counsel assisting and 
the solicitors to prepare your evidence.  Next Monday I should also fix a date 
for you to give your evidence, hopefully a date in May.  Is there anything else 
I missed Mr Rolpagarea?

30 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, if I may take this opportunity to also point 
out the need to have that exemption from the courts.  That is in regards to 
Lawyers Act.  That is also - when I look at my clearances, I also look at 
statutory compliances.  We need to get the courts to grant that exemption on 
that for the lawyers as well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is for the lawyers admissions, is it?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  For the requirements under the Lawyers Act – the 
Lawyers Act yes.  Not the Attorney General’s because we were advised earlier 

40 on that it is not necessary for the lawyers to get the appearance – to appear 
before the courts because they are not appearing before the court but to get the 
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– under the Lawyers Act, there is a requirement but it can be waived by the 
courts.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes so we need to - I understand the lawyers made 
their appearance and made the application but still pending before the courts.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is in relation to the admission of overseas 
10 counsel and I assume that there will be similar applications made to the court 

to grant admissions for the solicitors.  Once the contract for the solicitors is 
signed and executed, there will be six to seven solicitors, they will be engaged 
to support the counsel and they will also need to be admitted to practice in 
Papua New Guinea and similar application be made to the National Court for 
grant of admissions.  Following the grant of admissions by the National Court, 
they will apply for practicing certificates from the Law Society.  That is 
another process.  

[1.53 pm] But I have provided an affidavit in support of the application for admissions, 
20 particularly to dispense with the requirement for grant of a Certificate of Fit 

and Proper Person by the Attorney General under the Lawyers Act.  There will 
be other similar applications for dispensation that will be made and this is a 
matter for the National Court to decide on their applications.  But my 
understanding is the engagement of counsel assisting and the solicitors 
assisting are purely for purpose of this Commission of Inquiry.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And they will not be required – they will not be involved 
30 in appearing in courts and practicing as a lawyer, as such.  So if the grant of 

the admissions goes through, I will assume that the admissions will be 
conditional upon their appearance before the Commission of Inquiry only; for 
the administrative inquiry and not for practicing as lawyers and such.  So I 
would think that the National Court will be informed of the nature of their 
duties and that is a matter for the court.  But I am confident that the court will 
accept the contention that the involvement of the solicitors and counsel is 
purely to comply with the legal requirement for anyone practicing as a lawyer, 
in this jurisdiction, to be admitted to practice and also licence for that purpose 
so that to ensure that the laws are complied with.

40
So if there is any provision, and I assume there is, for dispensation of some of 
these requirements, then I am hopeful that those dispensations will be applied 
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for and hopefully granted by the court and the Papua New Guinea Law 
Society.  And if you can assist in that regard, then that will be appreciated.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If it is to make a representation before the court or the 
Law Society for that matter, is a matter for you to liaise with the relevant 
authorities like the court and the Law Society and the solicitors and the 
counsel, all of whom are Australian counsel and solicitors, and your assistance 

10 will be appreciated in that regard.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, you may recall we did an advice to that 
effect, that the solicitors and lawyers are here not strictly for purposes of 
attending courts, but what we wanted is  - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  And for practicing on their own accord in Papua New 
Guinea; no, not at all.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  So I think that is the reason why the lawyers are before 
20 the courts just to be get that waiver from the courts.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The other issue that might be raised is the grant of 
Workers’ Permit for the overseas solicitors and counsel but my view is that 
the appointment of solicitors and counsel assisting and even overseas 
Commissioner are statutory appointments.  For statutory appointments, a 
Work Permit is not required in my experience.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman that is correct and I have directly written to 
Labour and Labour has responded in writing also that they do not require the 

30 work permit because they are here for government purpose.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So what we will do is I will be seeking statutory 
appointments for the solicitors as well so that the Prime Minister will issue the 
necessary statutory instrument effecting their appointment, individual 
solicitor’s appointment by instrument and there will be no need for the grant 
of Workers Permits.  As soon as the statutory instruments are issued, then that 
is conclusive and there is no need for Workers Permits to be issued; as we did 
with overseas Commissioner and overseas counsel assisting, statutory 
instruments were issued by the appointing authority, the Prime Minister, in 

40 this case, and that is sufficient for all other purposes and the same process will 
be followed for the solicitor.
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    [1.58 pm] We are in the process of preparing the necessary instruments to go before the 
Prime Minister for the appointment of individual solicitors who will work for 
the firm.  They will be given individual statutory instruments of appointment 
and that will be sufficient for our purposes.  But for admissions and the 
practicing certificates, those are requirements and we are addressing them 
now.  

I think we should all work around the clock to try and get those statutory 
approvals, particularly the admissions and the certificates to be issued by the 

10 Law Society because the Commission is already allocating hearing dates for 
witnesses to give evidence starting in April; the first part of the Inquiry, where 
we will be examining the political – yes, all the political economic questions 
and the witnesses have all been lined up and they will be giving their evidence 
starting in the second week of April.  Hopefully, we should have the 
solicitors’ admissions and the counsel’s admissions done by this month.  

Then the main part of the Inquiry will be the evidence that will be coming in.  
The witnesses will be giving evidence in May, especially the part in relation to 
the IPIC loan, most of the witnesses are being listed to give evidence in April 

20 – in the first and the second week of April.  

Then in the third week of April, we are beginning to list witnesses who will 
give evidence in relation to the UBS loan.  So hopefully, we should complete 
the evidence by June and then in July, we write up the report and also perhaps 
maybe give some witnesses the opportunity perhaps to give – to respond to 
some of the evidence that is coming in May and June.  So we are looking at 
perhaps July, some of the witnesses might be recalled to give evidence to just 
finish off in responding to evidence that have been given already.  Then by 
July, we should have the report ready to present in August.  That is the 

30 timeline we are working at.  The time is running too.  

So if I can ask Mr Yuangu and yourself, let us try and expedite these processes 
and have all the statutory requirements completed by this month and we have 
not got much time left.  Is there anything else you want to say, apart from 
that?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is the last one from me, Chairman.  I have also 
done the Attorney General’s engagement letter as per the Attorney General’s 
Act.  So it goes together with the approval from NPC for the lawyers.  It is 

40 before the Attorney General to sign.  I should be able to collect it any time this 
week, Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I was seeking an appointment with the Attorney General, 
Minister for Justice and, I think, the Deputy Prime Minister as well.  I was 
trying to get an appointment with him to ask him for his cooperation to 
disperse with a number of requirements, including the issue of the Certificate 
of Fit and Proper Person because that is one of the matters that we are raising 
with the court to dispense with, that particular requirement.  But I could not 
get an appointment with him last week because he was very busy.  I am trying 
to get an appointment with him this week but if that matter is resolved by your 
office, with his office and then some position is taken before the courts on that 

10 point, that it may not be necessary for me to see the Attorney General 
separately.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, we should get a minute from me to him 
attaching his engagement letter.  This just has been delivered to his office so I 
will check and as I have said, I should be able to get it by this week and I will 
inform Mathew.  If the lawyers are applying to courts for that waiver, should 
the need arises to use that, it can be used, but I will inform Mathew.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will leave those things here in your capable hands.
20

[2.03pm] Mr Yuangu, you can work with the State Solicitor to get those clearances out 
of the way by this month.  There is a lot of processes here.  It is quite 
interesting how all these different processes are playing out and it is quite 
interesting for myself because I have heard of bureaucratic processes and now 
I am getting a feel of what they are but there are laws to be followed and I 
appreciate that, taking time but hopefully all those processes will become 
completed by this month.

All right, is there anything else; if not, Mr Yuangu, is there anything else?
30

THE SECRETARY - COI:   No, Mr Chairman, no indication as to any other 
witnesses are here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just as well when Mr Rolpagarea is here, there is a 
proceeding on - I can speak to you again - there is a proceeding on Wednesday 
where the Police Commissioner and the Public Prosecutor have been asked to 
attend.  So we will have another engagement like this in public about 
positioning themselves to prosecute offences committed under the Act.  There 
is a provision in the Commission of Inquiry Act for prosecutions under the 

40 Act for offences committed under the Act, for prosecutions to be mounted by 
the police or the public prosecutor.  For example, an offence under section 11; 
if a person is summoned to appear and he fails to appear, then that is an 
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offence under the Act and such offences may be prosecuted by the police or 
by the public prosecutor. 

I would like to be advised on what the process is, if this Commission is 
referring a person under the Act for prosecution, what are the steps that are 
going to be taken by the public prosecutor or the police to prosecute that 
person with due despatch.  I would like to know what those processes are 
before I start or the Commission starts referring people for prosecution.

10 Prosecution under the Act for contempt of the Commission is an exception.  
Section 11, I think, section 19 or 20 talks about prosecutions other than for 
contempt.  Those are prosecutions mounted by the police or the public 
prosecutor.  Prosecutions for contempt are excepted, meaning the Commission 
has its own powers to prosecute people alleged to have committed contempt of 
the Commission.

Leaving that aside for a moment, in terms of the prosecution for offences 
under the Act, I would like to know if the Public Prosecutor’s office and the 
Police have built some or developed some experiences around this.  From my 

20 enquiry with the Commission’s Secretary, I am informed that there has been 
no prosecutions in the past.   I know there has been a number of Commissions 
of Inquiry, and if there have not been any prosecution in the past, then 
obviously, the Public Prosecutor and the Police may have no experiences to 
offer but come  Wednesday, I will find out.

I am wondering if you could also attend on Wednesday when we have this 
discussion because the Commission would like to prepare itself and to start 
referring people under the Act for prosecution and I would like to know what 
is the process for all those referrals to be made and how is the Police and the 

30 Public Prosecutor’s office’s positioned to receive these kinds of referrals and 
act on them and prosecute people with due despatch.

 [2.08 pm]  So that is the engagement I am going to have with the Police Commissioner 
and the Public Prosecutor.  You aware of any prosecutions that have occurred 
as a result of previous commissions, referral of Commissions in the past?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  I am not aware of any.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the Secretary for the Commission of Inquiry 
40 says he is not aware of any.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  I am not aware of any.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So if that is the case then the previous Commissions of 
Inquiry have had no problems whatsoever, all being with perfect record of 
attendances.  But I would like to explore that so that we have some 
arrangements in place for referrals to be acted upon with due expediency and 
despatch and for reports to be made to the Commission from time to time as to 
how those prosecutions are going, because it is in the Commission’s interest to 
see actual prosecutions taking place and for those prosecutions to be reported 
back.

10
So I am just sounding you out that I am going to have that discussion with the 
two top prosecuting authorities in order to come up with other arrangements, 
an effective arrangement by which referrals from this Commission will be 
acted upon and reported back so that the Commission has some teeth in the 
way it conducts its inquiry.

So it is a request, perhaps some time, I suggest you come around on 
Wednesday morning and then be present when I am having these discussions 
with the top two prosecuting authorities.

20
MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, I will make time for Wednesday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if there is nothing else, then we will adjourn the 
Inquiry.  Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

30
AT 2.11 P.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 11 MARCH 2020 AT 9.30 AM.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a diary that has been issued this morning that sets 
out the matters for today.  We commence with mention of the first two matters 
and then we deal with the other two matters.  Mr Yuangu, what is the situation 
with Dr Ken Ngangan and the Dairi Vele in relation to the issue of the APC for 
the contract for the solicitors’ engagement?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Chairman, following the hearing on Wednesday, 
sorry, Monday, we have received those documents that we required from them by 
email – by an advice, email and followed by the actual document delivered 

10 yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You received what document?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is the APC for the contract for the solicitors.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two documents, right?  One is that APC letter that 
was received earlier in which Mr Vele indicated he would issue a certificate of 
APC in due course.

20 THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So what have you received, you have received the earlier 
letter?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  And followed by - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the certificate of Authority to Pre-Commit, APC?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That is correct, sir.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  When did you receive it?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  That was yesterday in the morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes and have we passed that on to the State Solicitor?

THE SECRETARY – COI:  Sir, in fact the State Solicitor copied me.  He received 
that and copied me.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right so I think that is all that is required for the State 
Solicitor to present the draft contract and the submission to the National Executive 
Council.   

    [9.33 am] THE SECRETARY - COI:  Yes, that is in process now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in process now.

THE SECRETARY - COI:  That is correct.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  If Mr Rolpagarea, the State Solicitor, is in this morning, could 
I get an indication as to how soon you will be making that submission to the 
National Executive Council for the contract - for a decision on the actual contract, 
and when the National Executive Council is expected to sit to approve the 
contract?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Thank you Chairman.  As I have indicated on Monday, I 
have finalized the document pending the APC, which as Mathew indicated, I have 
received yesterday morning.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  It was finalized yesterday; signed off to be sent to – it could 
have been delivered by my officers to NEC Secretary because I signed off the 
clearance yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  To go to the NEC Secretary.  As to when Cabinet sits, 
30 Chairman, I do not know but that is left to the NEC Secretary to put it before 

Cabinet.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Is the NEC Secretary here?  She has been attending a number 
of occasions previously to advice as to what is happening.  If she is not here, then 
you can – Mr Yuangu, is she here?

THE SECRETARY - COI:  No, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:   I suggest, Mr Yuangu and State Solicitor, you follow up with 
40 the Secretary for NEC, Ms Grace So-on and then ask her to bring the matter to the 
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attention of the Prime Minister who will convene the NEC meeting and the NEC 
should deliberate on it and clear it as soon as possible.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In that case, then I think the matters that Dr Ken Ngangan 
and Mr Dairi Vele were to explain today have already been attended to so the 
Commission will discharge them from appearing before this Commission.  That 
is those two matters.

10
The next two matters are related.  I understand Public Prosecutor, Mr Pondros 
Kaluwin, is here.  Yes?

MR PONDROS KALUWIN:  Thank you, Chairman.  In response to the request 
by the Commission, I appear this morning.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Police Commissioner, Mr David Manning?

MR DAVID MANNING:  Thank you, Chairman, good morning.  As my colleague 
20 Public Prosecutor, I appear in person. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I thank you, gentlemen, for attending on the Commission’s 
request this morning.  It is an unusual sort of meeting of the Commission and you 
two gentlemen, I am not sure if these kinds of discussions have been going on 
with previous Commissions of Inquiry.  But with the information that I have 
received from my enquiries with the secretariat of the Commission, there does not 
seem to have been any prosecutions in the past arising from offences alleged to 
have been committed under the Commission of Inquiry Act.  

30 As you would be familiar with the Commission of Inquiry Act, there are 
provisions in the Act for prosecutions for offences under the Act to be taken up 
by the Public Prosecutor or the Police.  Because of the absence of any precedent, 
which will assist this Commission to go by, when this Commission is referring 
people who fail to appear before the Commission for prosecution, I thought that it 
might be a good idea if we can convene a meeting of this nature and have some 
just general discussion around how your respective offices will put in place a 
process by which referrals from this Commission are acted upon and prosecuted 
with due despatch.  
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  [9.38 am]Because this Commission would not want to see referrals being not acted upon 
speedily. The Commission is anticipating that there will be referrals of persons 
who fail to appear on summons, which is one of the offences under section 11 of 
the Act.  So I would like to have this discussion around your respective offices 
as to what arrangements you have in place or you are thinking of having in place 
to receive these referrals and act with due expediency in terms of prosecution of 
referrals; persons referred.  So that is basically the discussion I would like to 
have and then I suppose we can close up our discussions after we reach some 
understanding as to how your respective offices will expedite the prosecution of 

10 referrals for prosecution by the Commission.  Mr Kaluwin?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes sir, thank you Chairman.  I have considered the offences 
under the Commission of Inquiry Act.  Some of them or most of them are 
penalties of K5000 or a term of imprisonment up to two years or both.   There is 
one offence at section 10A is a term of imprisonment not exceeding 14 years.  In 
my view, according to the standard procedures, court procedures, offences which 
carry a penalty of K5000 or imprisonment of a term not exceeding two years or 
both; those matters can be heard either by the District Court or the National 
Court.  But for an offence under section 10A, that is for giving false evidence, in 
my submission that is a matter that is to be heard by the National Court.  The 

20 processes in my view for the matter under section 10A is to go through a 
Committal; committal process which in the event that the person has been 
committed for trial, it will then be prosecuted by the Public Prosecutor.

For the other offences; those are matters, which can either be dealt with by 
information in the District Court or by information in the National Court and can 
be either taken by the Police or the Public Prosecutor.  I have also considered the 
matter like the Schedule 2 offences under the Criminal Code.  In schedule 2 
matters which your Honour is familiar with, those are matters that can be tried 
by the National Court or by the District Court; in other words, indictable offence 
triable summarily, where there is election by the Public Prosecutor for those 

30 matters considering all factors whether the matter can be heard in the District 
Court summarily or go through a committal and be heard in the National Court.  
So those are the matters that I have put my mind to in relation to offences under 
the Commission of Inquiry.
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To sum up, the matters of two years or less or K5000 or both can be heard by 
information in the National Court – sorry, in the District Court or also in the 
National Court by information.  And the matters under section 10A is to go 
through a committal in the District Court before it can be committed to the 
National Court for trial.  That is how I consider the procession of - features of 
the - or offences under the Commission of Inquiry Act, Mr Chairman. 

 [9.43 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  So if this Commission were to refer someone for 
prosecution under those provisions other than section 10A, what would be the 

10 form of the referral, the referral would be directed to the Public Prosecutor or the 
Police or the Police only or both?

MR KALUWIN:  Either of them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What would be the preference; that is referrals being made 
to the Police or to both?  What is your suggestion?

MR KALUWIN:  The offences and this is by analogy, the offences under the 
Criminal Code that are triable – indictable offences that are triable summarily, 
the process begins with the Police.  That is the laying of the information.  They 
make the “referral” to the Public Prosecutor – I say “referral” in inverted 
commas; requesting or seeking the Public Prosecutor’s authority for the matter 

20 to be tried summarily.  If the Public Prosecutor chooses that because of the 
seriousness of the matter that the matter be tried by way of an indictment, then it 
goes through committal.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the referral will be made to the Police?

MR KALUWIN:  In my view, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the same will follow for section 10A?

MR KALUWIN:  10A.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thanks.

MR KALUWIN:  But for 10A, it has to go the Police but it must go through 
committal.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I have got a feeling that the prosecutions for offences under 
the Commissions of Inquiry Act, they follow a different process, whereby the 
Public Prosecutor may commence its own proceedings to expedite the matter.

MR KALUWIN:  I have no issue with that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You look at section 19 of the Act.  It seems to suggest that 
you can initiate a proceeding.  It says; “Proceedings for an offence under this 
Act may be commenced by the Police or by the Public Prosecutor.”

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  So instead of going through that process that you referred to 
it, means that has to be referred to the Police and the Police take their time, it 
goes through a process of election, if it were an indictable offence, triable 
summarily or the normal committal process.  Then your office comes in when it 
is time for the actual prosecution.  That might take time.  But this section seems 
to suggest otherwise that you may commence those proceedings yourself but if 
that were the case, you have any process in place to commence proceedings on 
their own on referral by the Commission; such as ex officio indictments, for 
instance?

MR KALUWIN:  Chairman, the other view which may be consistent with your 
20 view, is to give effect to the Act for the matter to be taken by the Public 

Prosecutor.

THE CHAIRMAN:   If you want to take it upon yourself, how would you 
commence the process?

MR KALUWIN:  For such, and that is the other offence other than section 10A, 
is to go by way of information - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Laying information.

MR KALUWIN:  Filed in the National Court, just like by analogy to offences 
under the Fisheries Act, fisheries prosecution.  They file information, but in the 
National Court.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So for both indictable offences triable summarily and for 
indictable offences under section 10, you would commence by way of an 
information laid before the National Court.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That might be a more efficient way of dealing with it, than 
for the matter to go through the normal criminal process.  You can consider that.  
Have you had the occasion to institute an information, you ever had experience 
around laying an information directly in the National Court for some other 

10 offences or even for offences under the Commission of Inquiry Act?

   [9:48 am] MR KALUWIN:  I have not, in my term, personally not have had any 
information filed in the National Court for offences.  They have come to the 
Public Prosecutor, referred to the Public Prosecutor by any authority.  But that as 
the Public Prosecutor but I have had experience prosecuting for other authorities 
to file information in the District Court.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, bearing in mind that we are dealing here with a pre-
Independence legislation, which has not been amended, to my knowledge, the 
Commission of Inquiry Act 1951 we are talking about, the provision there in 
Section 19 may be reflective of the situation perhaps before Independence, we 

20 do not know.  But it is an interesting provision and if the law were to be given 
purpose and effect, I suppose you could start something, but test this provision 
and perhaps commence the proceedings and see how it goes; find some - build 
some experience around it.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

MR CHAIRMAN:   So should we start that process in respect to referrals that 
this Commission might make?  Would you be prepared to commence that 
process and see how it goes? 

MR KALUWIN:  By law, I am obliged.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If somebody has issues with it, they can take it or raise the 
30 issue in court and let the court rule.
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MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the Commission would like to have some teeth in 
terms of referring people for prosecution and ensuring that those prosecutions 
take place promptly, efficiently with due dispatch, effectively; those kind of 
language.  But, of course, the option to refer the matter directly to the Police in 
respect of both categories of offence remains open and that is the standard 
procedure is for the Commission to make a referral of that person for 
prosecution to the Police.  

10 MR KALUWIN:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In terms of timelines for your respective officers to 
commence and complete those prosecutions, would it be in order for the 
Commission to set some timelines by which you take those actions and then you 
report back to the Commission, as to the progress made or is that something that 
might be not be consistent with your discretion, prosecutorial discretion?

MR KALUWIN:   I do not see that as encroaching upon the powers of the Public 
Prosecutor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Just by way of guidelines for example.  The 
Commission might suggest that certain actions be taken within a certain 

20 timeframe to ensure that the information is laid and the prosecutions takes place 
is completed.  

MR KALUWIN:  Perhaps Chairman, there also should be legislative amendment 
to the Act as to laying of charges – timeline for laying of charges under the 
Commission of Inquiry as to how long - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are timelines?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What Section is that?

MR KALUWIN:  No, there is none.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  There is none.

MR KALUWIN:  There is none.  So I am suggesting that there be a provision 
that should provide something like that, an offence under this Act for a person 
who breaches the Act, an action should be taken within six months or something 
to give effect.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Section 5 of the Act gives this Commission the power to 
develop its own procedures.

MR KALUWIN:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Consistent with the terms of its appointment.  So I suppose 
10 it is within the Commission’s powers to set some guideline in terms of the 

timeline by which the prosecutions take place or give it some thought.

 [9.53 am] Your respective officers - if this Commission were to refer matters to your 
respective officers, would you have in place special arrangement of some sort that 
you have a team of officers or some designated officers who will be dedicated to 
dealing with these referrals and prosecutions?  Because sometimes a general refer 
to the Public Prosecutor or the Police Commissioner it might take time to be acted 
upon.

MR KALUWIN:  As this would be something that is new, I will have to take that 
20 into consideration to create, like a unit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I could give you some time to two of you to go back to 
your departments or offices and there have some discussion with your staff and 
then come up with an arrangement and we could reconvene and then confirm those 
arrangements at a later date.  You need some time.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes, thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because today is really the first time we are gathering to 
30 discuss a subject that is, obviously quite new to all of us.  There is one other point 

that I wanted to raise in relation to section 19.  If you look at section 19 of the 
Commission of Inquiry Act, the Police and the Public Prosecutor have no role to 
play in terms of prosecution for charges of contempt.  That is clear from section 
19.
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MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But, of course, it is open to the Commission to seek the 
assistance of appropriate prosecution authorities to assist in the prosecution for an 
offence of contempt. If the Commission were to seek the assistance of your 
respective officers to prosecute someone for contempt, it is not needed, it is not 
required, but as a matter of good administration of that function, would your 
officers be available to assist the Commission to prosecute charges of contempt 
or is that something that your office would not be interested and perhaps leave it 

10 to the Commission to do the prosecution itself?

MR KALUWIN:  To answer it directly, Chairman, if I had the manpower that 
would be; those are prosecution matters and those are matters, which the office 
will be interested in or which we will have an interest in by operation of its powers 
and the laws; the prosecution powers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So what the Commission might do for example is to perhaps 
issue the relevant documents or the necessary documents, such as the motion for 
contempt and of course the statement of the charge and then send them off to your 

20 office for ---

MR KALUWIN:  For prosecution.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The actual prosecution.  That is for contempt committed not 
in connection with proceedings.  That is required to be commenced by way of a 
notice, but of course, the Commission has powers to punish persons for contempt 
committed in the face of the Commission.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  And these are common law powers and procedures that are 
available.  So I would think that the Commission will deal with those persons who 
then commit in its face there and then.  

 [9.58 am] For example, if a person disrupts or disturbs the proceedings of the Commission 
when it is in progress, the Commission can deal with it there and then.  That is the 
kind of contempt that is committed in the face of the Commission, right.  If you 
follow the development of the case law around the contempt committed in the face 
of the court, for example, the Commission and the courts deal with persons who 

40 fail to appear when they are required to appear on time, on that date, is treated as 
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contempt in the face of the court.  So the Commission has the summary task to 
punish those people, thus not to have to institute contempt proceedings by notice.

MR KALUWIN:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is my understanding of the case law as it has developed.

MR KALUWIN:  I also agree with your Honour.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  But in the other contempt committed no within or within 
view of the Commission itself which requires evidence to be produced and notice 
to be issued, those are the prosecutions that are commenced for contempt 
committed outside of the court.  So obviously the contempt proceedings will 
proceed on notice supported by statement of the charge or any affidavits in 
support.  So, the Commission will be looking more at the Public Prosecutor’s 
assistance for contempt committed not in the face of the court but outside of the 
court.  Is that your understanding?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes, I follow.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I exhausted what I wanted to raise with you this 
morning.  I will ask the Police Commissioner for his views, but essentially, I have 
covered all the matters that I wanted to be raised.  I fix another time for us to 
reconvene after you have discussions with your officers to put in place an 
arrangement within your respective officers to receive and deal with and expedite 
the prosecutions.  But is there anything else you would want to raise?

MR KALUWIN:  I am here at your request and I am obliged by what the 
Commission - how it wants the office of the Public Prosecutor to assist the 

30 Commission, we are obliged.  I have no other matters to raise.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But as I have said, I will just to finish off my discussions with 
you, my enquiries have revealed that there have been no prosecutions for offences 
arising out of the Commission of Inquiry Act.  That is what I am told.

MR KALUWIN:  Not to my knowledge.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not to my knowledge either, my own knowledge, so it is 
interesting that all the previous Commissions of Inquiry have had a perfect track 

40 record.  I do not know, it is interesting.  Yes?
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MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, if I may?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  When the issue of prosecution was raised on Monday when 
I was here, I also said that I am not aware of any but I went through the searches 
yesterday and found out that there was actually a prosecution arising out of 
Commission of Inquiry and that was in the case of – 1998 case, Ted Diro against 

10 John Reeve.  John Reeve was the counsel assisting at the Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ted Diro verses?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Verses John Stanley Reeve.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Stanley?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Reeve.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you spell the last name?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  R-e-e-v-e.

THE CHAIRMAN:  R?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Double e-e-v-e - Reeve.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Reeve?

30 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  John Reeve?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I remember his name.  He was a lawyer in the State 
Solicitor’s office in my time.  Is that the same person?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is right.
40
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MR KALUWIN:  He was also involved in Commission of Inquiries.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  John Reeve at that time was the Counsel assisting the 
Commission of Inquiry into Forestry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Forestry, yes.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes and Ted Diro was recommended to be charged for 
perjury for giving false information in the Inquiry.  It is also in that case that I 

10 learnt that the Commission of Inquiry Act was amended after the case.  So, the 
Act was actually amended, Chairman, the Pre-Independence Act.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It was amended?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  It was amended.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There was one amendment?

  [10.03 am] MR ROLPAGAREA:  And particularly Section 19.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Section 19?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes, to include the – to say that “the Public Prosecutor” 
and “the Police”, it was never in the pre-Independence day.  It was the power of 
the Commission but then the Supreme Court when it appealed to this – that matter 
went up to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court also made an observation that 
it is unconstitutional.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is the case citation for that case:  Ted Diro v 
30 John Reeve?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have got the case citation?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  [1988–1999] PNGLR 155---

THE CHAIRMAN:  88 to 89?

40 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  PNGLR.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  155, I think that is the page.

THE CHAIRMAN:  155.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  In brackets again (5 August 1988).

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  It goes back a long time that is why we have missed the case.  
At least there is one prosecution under the Act.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How was the prosecution in that commenced?  Do we know?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  It commenced under the previous Section 19 which says 
that the COI, Commission of Inquiry, may direct the counsel or secretary to 
prosecute a person amongst others giving false information.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commission of Inquiry may direct who?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  The secretary of the Commission or counsel assisting.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To do what?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  To prosecute.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To prosecute.
30

MR ROLPAGAREA:  To prosecute the offender against the Commission of 
Inquiry Act.  As I have said that was the section at that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That was ruled to be unconstitutional, was it?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is right and, thereafter, it was amended to have it now; 
mentioning the Police Commissioner and the Public Prosecutor.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So the reasoning might have been that the Counsel assisting 
the Commission and – is it the secretary - of the Commission would not have any 
prosecution powers?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is what the court---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are the proper functions of the Public Prosecutor and 
the Police.

10 MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that the reasoning?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, come back to Section 19 again.  I think we need to 
really explore the possibility of the Public Prosecutor initiating proceedings for an 
offence under the Act.  That is a gray area, a new area but give it some thought 
and then when we reconvene, we will have some discussion around it and also 

20 discussion around the arrangements made by the Police Commissioner and the 
Public Prosecutor to have special arrangements in place to expedite prosecutions.  
Thank you for that information, Mr Rolpagarea.

Police Commissioner, you had some discussion with the Public Prosecutor, but--
-

MR DAVID MANNING:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you wish to say something, then you can.
30

MR MANNING:  At this stage, Chairman, the Constabulary stands committed to 
support the Inquiry – the COI – and it is with this, it will continue to do so in as 
far as collaborate with the office of the Public Prosecutor as what has already been 
offered by the Public Prosecutor in this regard, he has a full concurrence of the 
office of the Commissioner and the Constabulary.

What we do and commit to, at this stage is, again, with our challenges within our 
capacity to adequately support, it is very much our intention to expedite any 
investigations or any offences that may have arisen out of these proceedings and 

40 the establishment of a COI Investigative task force.  It is only made up of members 
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of the Constabulary, again, detectives that they can greatly assist the office of the 
Public Prosecutor in that regard.  At the same time too, we may offer the Public 
Prosecutor our established resources to expedite those flaws from the COI, sir.  

But again, as what the views of the office of the Public Prosecutor, we concur at 
this stage.

   [10.08 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps when we meet next, if I can suggest that two of you 
perhaps list down the names of some dedicated officers within your respective 

10 offices that would take responsibility for those prosecutions and then give those 
names when we meet next.

I am thinking of fixing this matter to return before us again next Monday.  That 
gives both of you enough time for you to hold those discussions with your staff.  
Next Monday, that is 16th, is it; 16 March at 9.30 am.  So we will adjourn this 
directions hearing to Monday, 16 March 2020, at 9.30 am for further discussions.  

MR MANNING:  Thanks, Chairman.  If I could just add, Chairman, that on 
receiving the invite, we have in the program the process of devising or drafting up 

20 our procedures to assist that particular investigation and the task force to expedite 
this approach as well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is when we meet on Monday.

MR MANNING:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You could provide copies of those procedures and we can 
have some discussion around it and agree to those procedures.

30 MR MANNING:  Much obliged, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from submitting the names.  Thank you, you may be 
seated.

MR MANNING:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is there anything else?  We have completed 
matters for this morning.
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have no notification of any other matters 
before the Commission this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

10
AT 10.11 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL MONDAY, 16 
MARCH 2020, AT 9.30 AM.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10  

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
FRIDAY 13 MARCH 2020 AT 9.28 A.M.  

(Continued from Wednesday 11 March 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission has distributed a diary for today which we 
will follow.  The first matter on the list is witness, Honourable Peter O’Neill.  
Yes?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, good morning, Mr Chairman, my name is Sheppard.  
With your leave, I appear for Mr O’Neill.  Your Honour, Mr O’Neil – well, we, I 
accepted service of a summons of Mr O’Neill recently and it noted that he was 
due to appear at 9.30 this morning.  Mr O’Neill is currently overseas and unable 
to appear, which I notified your assistant on Wednesday and I was directed to 
come to the Commission today and to make a formal application for the matter 

10 to be adjourned to 23 March or such other time as might be convenient to the 
Commission for his appearance.

I would just add that Mr O’Neill has instructed me that if there are some 
directions that he might be required to comply with, he is content for me to take 
those today, if the Chairman sees fit, and he will prepare for the next appearance 
should he be granted on that basis so that there is a minimum of delay caused by 
this application.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The practice is that your client will be expected to 
appear on the summons at this time.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  However, the Commission could defer his appearance on 
the summons to a later date but perhaps issue some directions with regard to 
some preparatory work that may be required of him before he appears.  Is that all 
right?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, the Commission can agree to an adjournment 
for his appearance on 23 March?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: 2020 at 9.30 am.  The kind of directions that I am proposing 
to issue are in relation to the preparation of a list of witnesses that he might want 

30 to call; preparation of a list of documents that he might want to produce; and 
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copies of those documents to be provided to the Commission  before 23 March 
or on 23  March when he appears, so that the Commission has this information 
beforehand which then the Commission can pass on to the solicitors and counsel 
assisting the Commission  who will study them and then perhaps contact your 
client or yourself to prepare the evidence that he will give to the Commission.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if you are content with the Commission issuing those 
directions now--

MR SHEPPARDS:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  I can issue those directions and if you have some difficulty 
in your client putting together the documents before then, then you can inform 
the Commission when we meet next.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will formalise those directions then.  The first 
direction is that the summons is extended to 23 March 2020 at 9.30 am; number 
2, the Honorable Peter O’Neill provide to the Commission, a list of witnesses 
that he may wish to call and a list of documents and copies of those documents 
pertaining to the UBS loan by 23 March 2020 at 9.30 am.

[9.32am] This is a matter of interest.  Would your client have any information in regard to 
20 the IPIC loan?  The information that the Commission has received is that your 

client was involved in the UBS loan.  If your client has some information about 
the IPIC loan that he might want to provide to the Commission, I could perhaps 
vary that second direction to read; “documents relating to the UBS loan and the 
IPIC loan.”

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you, I will make that enquiry; I do not have 
instructions about the IPIC loan at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps I can leave the second directions as it is and I 
suggest you obtain some instruction from your client as to whether he has some 
information in relation to the IPIC loan and the Commission will issue further 

30 directions when we meet on 23 March, in relation to the IPIC loan.
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MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIMRAN:  All right.  If there is nothing else then you may be excused.

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next matter on the list is the Honourable Paias Wingti.  
Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I have not received any response since the 
service of the summons on Honourable Paias Wingti. The agent by the name of 
Hazel Schultz, personally picked up the summons here in the office and has not 
provided any feedback since then.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Hazel who?   What is the other name?

THE SECRETARY: Ms Hazel Schultz.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you spell Hazel?

THE SECRETARY:  H-a-z-e-l, and Schultz is S-c-h-u-l-t-z.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And when did she puck up the summons?

THE SECTARY:  That was on 5 March.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And she picked up the summons from whom?

THE SECRETARY:  From myself here in the office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the mode of service provided by the Commission 
of Inquiry Act?  Does it have to be served on an agent or has to be served 

20 personally or left at the usual place of abode or residence?  What is the 
prescribed method of service under the Act?  You are not a lawyer, but I am sure 
you are familiar with the Commission of Inquiry Act, so let us just go to the 
Commission of Act and see if there is any mode of service prescribed by the Act.  
You got the Commission of Inquiry Act with you?  

THE SECRETARY:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is like the Bible, you should bring your Act when you 
appear before the Commission.  It is like going to church without a Bible.  There 
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is no expressed provision in the Act for the method of service but there are some 
reference to service in one of those sections.  It’s either personal service or by 
leaving a copy at the usual place of residence or abode.  You got that section?  
Section 11 I believe, no that is not the right section.  Okay, section 9.  Penalty 
for failing to attend or produce documents.  “…A person served with a summons 
to attend the Commission, whether the summons is served personally or by 
being left at his usual place of abode, who fails…”, et cetera. 

[9.37 am] It appears there are two recognized methods of service.  Which one of these two 
have you adopted, none?  With the method of service that you employed is not 

10 one of the methods that is by implication or implied in section 9.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, personal service has been a bit difficult for a 
number of those witnesses; locating their residence and all that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have to find him.  If not, you leave a copy of the 
summons at his usual place of abode.  Have your officers or yourself done any 
research on where he usually resides?  Does he have a house in Port Moresby?  I 
am sure he has got a house in Western Highlands.  He is the Governor of Western 
Highlands.

20
THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The house could be situated in Hagen city or maybe in his 
village – Tega or Keltiga, some of those places in the surrounding areas.  
Somebody needs to do some research.  Once the summons is left at his usual place 
of abode and there is evidence that that has been done, that would be sufficient 
service and service will have deemed to have taken place.  If that person does not 
appear, then obviously the enforcement provisions will kick in.  Obviously, you 
will need the assistance of Counsel assisting the Commission to help you interpret 

30 some of these provisions that help you to serve the summons in compliance with 
the Act.  At moment we do not have any counsel and solicitors.  This is because 
of the delay in getting their admissions but the provision is quite clear there.  So, 
how do you propose to serve the summons properly this time? Unless the 
summons is served properly, in accordance with the Act, the enforcement 
provisions will not kick in.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I would propose that we actually serve that 
in his electorate probably in Hagen.  He is the Governor of that province and - --
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THE CHAIRMAN:  What attempts have yourself and your officers made to 
personally locate him, physically?

THE SECRETARY:  In Port Moresby, we have but we have not been able - - -  
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, what steps have you taken?  How did you go about 
looking for him?

THE SECRETARY:  Through - - -
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand last week or the week before he would have 
been attending parliament sittings so someone will have to monitor his movements 
there and then when he comes out of parliament precincts, then the summons is 
served on him.  Did that happen?

THE SECRETARY:  We have attempted to serve at the Parliament while he was 
in session but  ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  How did you attend?
20

THE SECRETARY:  The officers actually went to Parliament to serve but they 
were refused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When inside Parliament, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  Inside, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, you should not be serving summons inside the precincts 
of Parliament.  I am talking about service outside.

30
THE SECRETARY:  Outside, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The law forbids service of court process inside the precincts 
of Parliament.  Your officers will have to wait somewhere outside, to monitor his 
movements, when you see him coming out, you stop him and you serve it 
personally.  That is if he is in Port Moresby.  Does he have any house in Port 
Moresby; do you know?

THE SECRETARY:  Not that I know of, sir.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I may extend the summons to 23 March 2020 at 9.30 am and 
then direct that you personally serve the summons on Mr Wingti or alternatively 
leave the summons at his usual place of abode, which you need to establish.  All 
right, I will issue those directions.  

[9.42 am] That the summons is extended to 23 March 2020 at 9.30 a.m. and the Secretary 
for the Commission or his assistance personally serve the summons on the 
Honourable Paias Wingti or leave  the summons at his usual place of abode and 
that will be deemed to be a sufficient service.  I am told that the recording machine 

10 has just frozen so we will take a short adjournment and technicians will have it 
fixed and then we will resume.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings 
briefly.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 

 [9.47 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we have just completed witness number two, 
20 Honourable Paias Wingti.  I move on to third witness on the list, Professor 

Lekshmi N Pillai.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Professor Pillai in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Pillai, if you can take the seat at the bar table.

MR PILLAI:  Good morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Mr Pillai for attending on the request of the 
30 Commission.  The purpose of today’s hearing is to firstly establish from you if 

you are able to give the evidence that the Commission is seeking.  The nature of 
the evidence the Commission is seeking is set out in the letter that was written to 
you, which I presume, that you have a copy of that letter and you have read it.  I 
am asking you if you are able to give the evidence that the Commission is seeking 
because I am receiving some information that you may not be able to give kind of 
evidence - from my own sources.  But if you are able to confirm your availability 
to give this kind of evidence, then I will allocate a date for you to give that 
evidence and give you some time for you to prepare your evidence with some 
assistance coming from counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors who 

40 will be on ground shortly.
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MR PILLAI:  Thank you, your Honour and thank you for this opportunity.  First 
my apology I did not appear on two summons because I was on holidays and the 
second one I did not receive.  Basically I am an accountant.  I may not be able to 
give you the complete detail you want – you asked, immediately so I do not have 
the complete proficiency and knowledge of the questions asked immediately.  
Yes, that is my current position, thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Dr Lawrence Sausse from the university would be the 
10 most appropriate person?

MR PILAI:  Yes, he is the public policy representative.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission thought you might be a suitable person to 
give evidence, given that you are the head of the School of Business.

MR PILLAI:  Business.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, School of Business and Public Administration.
20

MR PILLAI:  Public Policy.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Public Policy?

MR PILLAI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But you are not able to give evidence.  So, all right, on that 
basis, then I will discharge the summons that has been issued and if there is 
nothing else to be mentioned then you may take your leave.

30
MR PILLAI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is Honourable William Duma.  
Mr Yuangu?

  [10.52am] THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Honourable Minister was served but he did 
write to the Commission expressing his concern over the number of days given 
for him to prepare and appear today.  He called by telephone yesterday and raised 
those concerns, but he is not here this morning nor is he represented by a counsel.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The first letter addressed to him by the Commission, was that 
letter of 18 February, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Requesting him to appear on 28 February.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  At 1.30 pm and there was no appearance.  As a result, on 28 
February, the Commission directed that a summons be issued, requiring him to 
appear on Monday, 23 March 2020.  Would that be correct?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Requiring him to appear on 13 March.  Anyhow, he has 
responded to the service of the summons, is it; by letter?

THE SECRETARY:  By a letter, yes, Chairman.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Addressed to myself on – what date is it?

THE SECRETARY:  9 March.

THE CHAIRMAN:  9 March.  That letter dated 9 March 2020.  My copy - letter 
dated 9 March 2020, he is asking for time.  Seven clear days’ notice to appear.  

He is referring to the – this Commission’s letter of – requiring him to appear on 
28 February.  Has he been served a summons yet?

30
THE SECRETARY:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Summons has not been issued?

THE SECRETARY:  No, not yet, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I did direct that a summons be issued for him to 
appear on 23 March.  But he has written to me responding to the letter of 18 
February.  Given that he has written to me asking for another date, I may have to 

40 retract the direction I issued for the issue of a summons and then extend the letter 
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– extend the appearance time stated in the letter of 18 February 2020 to Monday 
23 March 2020.  That will give you more than seven clear notice.  

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the first formal direction is that:

1. Direction issued on 28 February 2020 for a summons to be issued, is 
withdrawn.

10
2. The letter of request to appear dated 18 February 2020 is extended to 23 

March 2020, at 9.30 am.  

The Secretary of the Commission convey these directions to the Honourable 
William Duma in writing forthwith.

   [9.57 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The last witness matter on the list is Honourable Patrick 
Pruaitch.

20 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Honourable Minister in 
attendance.  

MR KUP-OGUT:  Chairman, counsel appearing with the Honourable Patrick 
Pruaitch.  It is Christopher Kup-Ogut.  Sir, Kup-Ogut.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kut?

MR KUP-OGUT:  Kup.  K-u-p.  

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Kup ---

MR KUP-OGUT:  Ogut.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ogut---

MR KUP-OGUT:  Ogut.  O-g-u-t.  

MR KUP-OGUT:  Chairman, Honourable Pruaitch is appearing on a request sent 
40 out on 18 February 2020.  The request for him was to appear on 28 February, 
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chairman.  Unfortunately, Honourable Pruaitch was in Morocco, attending to a 
meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KUP-OGUT:  He has furnished a letter on 9 March 2020, giving his reasons 
for the non-attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In that letter, your client was requested to appear on Friday 
10 28 February at 1.30 pm, and that did not occur.  

So on 28 February, this Commission issued a direction for a summons to be issued, 
made returnable on Monday 23 March 2020, which is yet to occur.  The 
Commission has not formally issued a summons yet.  That direction can be 
retracted and we revert back to the letter of 18 February.  So your client can appear 
on that extended request.

MR KUP-OGUT:  That is right.  In this letter of 9 March, he also indicated that 
he would willingly cooperate with the Inquiry - on record.  

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the Commission has received your client’s letter of 9 
March 2020, in which he makes some statement about the subject matter of the 
Inquiry.  Those will be left to the actual hearing when he gives his evidence.  But 
I would rather receive his letter.  I note your client’s willingness to give the 
evidence that the Commission is seeking, particularly, in relation to the UBS loan.

MR KUP-OGUT:  Chairman, it would be the IPIC loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  IPIC loan.
30

MR KUP-OGUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, IPIC loan.  Your client had no – was not privy to 
the UBS loan.  

MR KUP-OGUT:  I do not think so.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission is desirous of issuing some directions with 
regard to your client providing some documents, list of documents, copies of 

40 document, list of witnesses that your client might wish to call or produce now.  
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But Commission can issue those directions and allow some time for your client to 
collate documents and then to produce them.

[10.02 am]  I might issue some directions for your client to appear at a later date to confirm 
compliance with the directions with in regard with provision of those documents 
in advance.  The reason is that when those documents are produced and the 
Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors will sit down and study those 
documents, and then contact your client to prepare his evidence so that the 
evidence he gives to the Commission is focused and is relevant.  At the moment 

10 the Counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors are not local.  They are 
being sourced from overseas and the process to get their admissions to the bar here 
and the necessary practicing certificate under the Lawyers’ Act are in progress.  
So I am hoping that those will be achieved in the next week or so and once the 
Solicitor assisting the Commission and the Counsel assisting the Commission are 
on the ground, they will contact your client.  They will study the documents that 
your provides and then they will contact your client and assist your client to 
prepare his evidence.  That is the purpose why I propose to issue those directions 
now, very similar to the directions I have issued in respect of the Honourable Peter 
O’Neill.  Any response to what I have just said?

20 MR KUP-OGUT:  No, we have no comment on receiving those directions.  If the 
directions are not complied on time, then we might on the next return date appear 
and inform the Commission that we may need a bit of time, but in the meantime, 
we can take those directions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client obviously will be an important witness.  But let 
us  just have some discussion around the kind of documents you might be expected 
to produce, apart from the list of witnesses, what would be the kind of documents 
that your client would be able to produce; NEC submissions?

MR KUP-OGUT:  The documents will be related to when he was the relevant 
minister at that time when the IPIC loan was initiated and concluded.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you find out from your client if he has some documents 
to give because sometimes you know, depending on the person who is being 
called, he might want to give just oral evidence, they are not document people.  
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But the directions I am going to give are in relation to documents that he might 
have in his possession pertaining to the IPIC loan that he might want to tender 
essentially.  You have some discussion around this.  Find out from him or if not I 
can have that exchange with Mr Pruaitch himself.  This is not adversarial sitting, 
so I can have the direct exchanges as I have been doing with other witness that 
have been appearing with this kind of preliminary hearings.  

Mr Pruaitch, we can have some discussions around this area.  The Commission is 
essentially looking for your assistance to give evidence in relation to the IPIC loan.  
The IPIC loan was obtained in 2009 and from our records, it appears that you were 

10 the Minister for Finance as well as Minister for Treasury – what was the name of 
that ministry I would like to first know and then I want to know what kind of 
evidence, in particular, any documents that you might have that I am going to 
cover in a direction that I will issue for you to produce those documents in advance 
before you come and give your evidence.  So just let me find out from you; you 
were the minister responsible in 2009 for Finance and Treasury as well or just 
Finance?

MR PATRICK PRUAITCH:  Chairman, in the transaction involved in IPIC, I was 
the Finance and Treasury Minister and in terms of documentation, I can provide 
you with the decisions - NEC decision in relation to those transactions and other 

20 related decisions with regard to that particular transactions from the beginning 
until the conclusion of the transaction.

[10.07 am] THE CHAIRMAN:   So that is a - - - -

MR PRUAITCH:  With regard to UBS, Mr Chairman, I got appointed after that 
decision and the transaction was made and, your Honour, I was not in any of the 
Cabinet meetings that took place to provide approval for that transaction.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. So in terms of documents, the NEC submissions and 
the NEC decision would be the only documents that you might be able to produce 
or are there any other documents that might be able to produce?

MR PRUAITCH:  As treasurer then, my role was to facilitate for and also the 
30 chairman of the ministerial committee – economic committee, my role is to ensure 

that decisions pertaining to that transaction took place and I will be able to provide 
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information as with regards to those decisions.  In terms of the actual transactions, 
it is carried out outside of my ambit, it is in the portfolio minister of Minister for 
IPPC then.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about minutes of meetings of that Ministerial 
Committee and also the National Executive Council, of which you are a member, 
would you be able to have excess to the minutes?

MR PRUAITCH:  I am sure the records will be kept in the archives of government 
records and I think we can be able to - for specific decisions - we can be able to 
provide that.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Give it some thought because I had some information earlier 
on from someone who works there in the Department of Prime Minister and NEC 
that the NEC does not keep – does not keep minutes of meetings and that sort of 
went against my grain of thinking, that all statutory bodies should be keeping 
record of meetings through minutes and agenda and things like that.  Does the 
NEC keep minutes of meeting?  Does it have an agenda and does it keep records 
by way of minutes of meetings?  In your experience, say in that time in 2009, I 
would be interested if you had the excess to any minutes as such, kept by that 
ministerial committee and the National Executive Council, obviously the 
Commission will be interested in those kind of documents as well, apart from the 

20 ministerial submission and the decision, of course, from the NEC.  Just give it 
some thought.

MR PRUAITCH:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not want to pressure you right now but these are the kind 
of documents the Commission will be looking for, I mean the minutes in which 
you participated in, like the Ministerial Committee of Economics, is it?

MR PRUAITCH:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the National Executive Council.  Apart from that, what 
about government policy documents?  Usually the government policy documents 
may come in the form of – some publication.  Government policy documents 

30 pertaining to government investment in State-owned enterprises and pure private 
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enterprises investments; would your government at that time have developed any 
written policy documents?  Give it some thought.

MR PRUAITCH:  I will chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I would think that government – important government 
decisions such as the government’s decision to invest in private business would 
be guided by some policy documents that are put down on paper.  The rest of your 
evidence will be basically oral; you will just come here and give your story.

MR PRUAITCH:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that story has already been set out in summary in your 
10 letter but that is not evidence before the Commission.

  [10:12 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  You will be expected to give evidence before the Commission 
in relation to matters that have been set out in your letter but that information is to 
provide the Commission for now with some information.    

Is there anything else that you wish to say before I ask your counsel to finish or 
complete his statement and then I issue the formal Directions?  Is there anything 
else you want to say?

MR PRUAITCH:  No, your Honour, not at this stage.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Kup-Ogut.  How much time does your client 
need to collate the documents that the Commission is looking for?   I may propose 

20 to adjourn to 23 of March to give your client about a week to collate the documents 
and then produce them on the 23 of March.

MR KUP-OGUT:  He may need, at least a month, to put these documents together.

THE CHAIRMAN:  At least a month?

MR KUP-OGUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, we have not got much time.  A month will take us into 
April but I am going to fix a date for him to actually give his evidence in April.  
We are looking at a week or two.  Your client does not have many documents to 
give so cut short the time by maybe a week or two might be sufficient.
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MR KUP-OGUT:  Two weeks will be sufficient.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks from now?

MR KUP-OGUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  A date for him to give evidence, I want to fix a date perhaps 
in April, if not in May - in the first week of May and then issue those directions.  
Monday the 4 May at 1:30 pm.  That is the date I am proposing that he gives his 
evidence.  Is that time convenient?

MR KUP-OGUT:  Chairman, that is sensible to the---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Time is convenient?

10 MR KUP-OGUT:   Yes, convenient time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Formalize those directions.  

1. The first direction is direction issued on the 28 of February 2020 for a 
Summons to be issued made returnable on 23 March 2020 is withdrawn. 

2. The Honourable Patrick Pruaitch provide to the Commission, a list of witnesses 
that he may wish to call and a list of documents and copy of those documents 
by 31 March 2020. 

[10:17a.m] 3. The Commission fixes Monday 4 May 2020 at 1:30 pm for the 

Honourable Patrick Pruaitch to give his evidence; and 

20 4.   These directions are adjourned to Wednesday 1 April 2020 for confirmation 

of compliance with direction number two.  

If your client can produce those documents beforehand and come to Commission 
on 1 April, that is fine.  If your client wants to bring those documents with him to 
hand over to the Commission on 1 April, that is fine too.  If you have some 
difficulty or if your client has some difficulty in collating those documents, you 
may seek an extension of time when we meet on 1 April.

MR KUP-OGUT:  Not at all.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Mr Patrick Pruaitch for attending on the 
Commission’s request and you may be excused with your counsel.

MR PRUAITCH:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr. Yuangu, is there any other matter?  I think I have come 
to the end of my list of witnesses for today.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have not received any requests to appear 
from other witnesses.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When is the next time this Commission will sit?  That is next 
week, is it?

10 THE SECRETARY:  On the 23rd, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  23rd or earlier than that?  Commission is sitting to continue 
that discussion with the Public Prosecutor and the Police Commissioner next 
week, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is on Monday next week. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the Commission will adjourn to Monday at 
9:30 am.  

Associate, you can adjourn the hearing.

20

AT 1020 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL MONDAY, 16 
MARCH 2020, AT 9.30 AM.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

 

10

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI 
20 MONDAY 16 MARCH 2020 AT 9.33 A.M.  

(Continued from Friday 13 March 2020)
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  [9.33am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have a diary which we will follow and the 
first two names on the list; Police Commissioner and the Public Prosecutor, in this 
morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Police Commissioner.  And the Public Prosecutor?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, not in as yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Police Commissioner is present.  State Solicitor was also - 
appeared last time but we have not got his name on the diary but I suppose you can 
take the seat at the bar table.  Where is the public prosecutor?  You have any 

10 information?

THE SECRETARY:  He is not here yet, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is a key person in this discussion.  What time does he start 
work?

    [9.35am] Did you receive any notice, prior notice that he might be appearing late?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no, no notice at all. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  No word?

THE SECRETARY:  Since we have – after appearance, I have not received any 
information as to  - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does that mean we have to sit here and wait for him?  What 
20 do you propose, Secretary?

THE SECRETARY:  The only way is to adjourn and reconvene.  He is supposed 
to be here.  He did confirm his appearance but he is not here as yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is not good enough.  There are some developments in 
relation to the third witness on the list, so we will have that mentioned first to soak 
up some time.  The matters at 10 o’clock, the Honourable Paias Wingti, he has 
been summoned to appear on 23  March, however, his lawyer has communicated 
some information  about his appearance today and his name has been listed for this 
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morning at 10 o’clock.  So Secretary, what is the development that you were 
mentioning a little while ago in my chamber? 

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have had one of his officers, Isikiel in the 
morning, he came to report that he is still in sick bed and he actually put him on the 
mobile and I spoke to Honourable Paias Wingti myself.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You spoke to him yourself?

THE SECRETARY:  I spoke to him. He is not well as yet.  So he proposed 
anytime when he is well, he wants to appear.  He is still in the sick bed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I could extend his request to next Monday.

10 THE SECRETARY:  I think so.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Give him a week to recover.

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I think that will be sufficient, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next Monday is the 23rd?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the request issued to Honourable Paias Wingti to 
appear before the Commission is extended to Monday 23 March 2020 at 9.30 am.  
Secretary to the Commission is to convey the fixture to the Honourable Paias 
Wingti in writing forthwith.   Mr Yuangu, is there any sign of the public 
prosecutor; has he appeared? No sign?

20 THE SECRETARY:  No sign, sir.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I suggest Police Commissioner and State Solicitor, 
we adjourn to 1.30pm today to give us enough time to contact him for him to come 
in.  Is 1.30pm today convenient to both of you, Police Commissioner? 

MR DAVID MANNING:  Sorry, Chairman, 1 o’clock, I have National Security 
Council meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Meeting?

MR DAVID MANNING:  Today, yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   All right, we can adjourn to 11 o’clock this morning then.  11 
o’çlock?

MR DAVID MANNING:  That is okay, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea?  We adjourn to 11 o’clock and then we try to 
make contact with Mr Kaluwin.

MR DANIEL ROLPAGAREA:  Okay.

  [9.40am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, could you make your best efforts to locate him 
and ask him to come in at 11 o’clock?  If he does not appear at 11 o’clock, I am 

10 going to cite him for contempt.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I will get in contact with him.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourn to 11 o’clock this morning, Associate.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

[10.55 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is Mr Kaluwin in the room?

THE SCRETARY:  Chairman, he is not here as yet.  He did call me personally that 
he is coming so we were looking out for him.  He is not here yet.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  He did call you?

THE SECRETARY:  He called me, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  At what time?

THE SECRETARY:  About 20 past 10.

THE CHAIRMAN:  10 o’clock?
30

THE SECRETARY:  20 past.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  20 past 10?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  I told him 11 o’clock the hearing will resume, we are 
waiting for you and he said, I am coming.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where was he when he called you?

THE SECRETARY:  At the courthouse.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Police Commissioner, any suggestions on where we 
should go from here?  Obviously, we need the public prosecutor to - - -

MR MANNING:  Agreed, chair.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sit with you and then put forward the arrangements in your 
respective offices for prosecutions on referral from this Commission.

MR MANNING:  Yes, Chairman.
20

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have just been informed that he has arrived 
and he is walking up the stairs now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has arrived and he is walking up?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will wait for him then.  All right, police commissioner, 
you can resume your seat.  

30
Good morning public prosecutor, we are waiting for you.

  [11.00 am] MR KALUWIN:  Good morning, sir.  My apologies.  For this morning, I got a 
Supreme Court reference.  As soon as I got the message, I made my way here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You know the Commission is only a phone call away from your 
office.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You should have the courtesy of informing us.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the Commission is not inconvenienced by the absence of 
any person required to appear.

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you, your Honour.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you, Chairman.  My matter was listed for tomorrow but it 
was brought forward.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It has been brought forward?

MR KALUWIN:  It was brought forward to today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As I say, we are only a phone call away.  If you are using an e-
20 mail, then it is just a press of a button; a few buttons to relay the information that 

you will not be available, then the Commission can make alternative arrangements.  

MR KALUWIN:  My apologies.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Instead of the Commission waiting for you.  I will accept your 
apologies under those circumstances, and we will proceed with the adjourned matter, 
right?

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can hear from each one of you as to the arrangements that 
have been made in your respective offices, particularly your office and the Police 
Commissioner’s office.

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To expedite the prosecution of referrals from this Commission.  
As you would know, the Commission has a limited timeframe within which to 
conduct the Inquiry and it runs for something like six months.  Any prosecution that 

40 the Commission refers would, I believe, the Commission would expect some 
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prosecutions of some sort to take place during the currency of the Inquiry because 
after the Inquiry is complete, then the Commission may lack jurisdiction to follow 
up on the prosecution.  So that is the concern that the Commission has.  If someone, 
for instance, fails to appear on a summons or the direction and the Commission were 
to refer a person for prosecution, the Commission would expect some immediate 
response from your respective office so that the prosecutions take place during the 
currency of the Inquiry.

So if your respective office putting in place some arrangements for, that again, a 
10 team of officers and provide some procedural guidelines by which those referrals 

can be expedited, in terms of prosecution, I mean that is in the interest of the 
Commission in having this audience with you three gentlemen, but in more 
particularly in relation to prosecutions from your respect offices; Police 
Commissioner and the Public Prosecutor.

So Mr Kaluwin, you can advise now as to the arrangements that you have put in 
place.

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you, Chairman.  With respect to my office, I have had in 
20 place a unit that is specialized in prosecuting fraud and anti-corruption cases; or 

fraudulent corruption cases; or offences which has an element of deceit.

I have spoken with my deputies and also the head of that unit, and that unit will be 
in charge of any prosecutions that are referred from the Inquiry, with the assistance 
from two of my very senior officers of the other two units that I established in the 
office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the name of this unit, again?

30 MR KALUWIN:  Serious Corruption and Dishonesty Unit.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Say that again, sorry, I missed?

MR KALUWIN:  Serious Corruption and Dishonesty Unit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Within the Office of the Public Prosecutor.  The names and 
positions of those two officers?

MR KALUWIN:  From that unit, I have Ms Helen Roalakona.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Helen?

MR KALUWIN:  Roalakona.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you spell that?

MR KALUWIN:  R-o-a-l-a-k-o-n-a.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And?
10

MR KALUWIN:  She is the head of that unit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, and?

MR KALUWIN:  I also have in that unit Ms Therese H-e-r-e-s-e Aihi; 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Spell that.

MR KALUWIN:  Second name is Aihi.

20[11:05 AM] THE CHAIRMAN:  Aileen?

MR KALUWIN:  Aihi as in Avia Aihi.

MR CHAIRMAN:  Aihi.

MR KALUWIN:  They will be supported by another two of the heads of units that I 
have in my office; that is Mr David Kuvi and Ms Mercy Tamate.  All of them are 
senior State Prosecutors.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if this Commission would make a referral, the referral will 
be addressed to yourself?

MR KALUWIN:  To me.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To the Public Prosecutor?

30 MR KALUWIN:  To the Public Prosecutor.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then you will activate the unit?
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MR KALUWIN:   Yes chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of the procedure, has your unit considered what the 
procedure would be that your office will adopt to “initiate”, using the words of Act?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  “To initiate the prosecutions”.

MR KALUWIN:  I have had looked at the case of “Diro vs Reeve”, which in my 
view, is consistent with the views that I informed the Inquiry last week, and that is 
to go by way of information.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is to go by way of information laid in the National Court?

10 MR KALUWIN:  For Reeve it was laid in the National Court.  I do not see - because 
the Act does not say which Court.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR KALUWIN:  But going by the jurisdiction of the Courts where matters of 
K30,000 - and  that is with regards to Civil limits of K10,000 and below, they will  
fit in the District Court and beyond are by the National Court. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are criminal offences, right?  So that distinction is made 
between the indictable offences triable summarily and indictable offences and 
simple offences for that matter.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:   You have got three types.  Simple offences that are proceeded 
within the District Court, the indictable offences triable summarily also in the 
District Court in election.  And then the indictable offences triable in the National 
Court.

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the triable offences under the Act fall into which type of 
offences?
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MR KALUWIN:  It falls within both the District and indictable offences triable 
summarily with the offence triable summarily or in the National Court.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the offences found in the Commission of Inquiry Act fall 
into which types of offences, the summary offences or simple offences; any one of 
those offences?

MR KALUWIN:   In my view, yes, except for the one under Section 10A.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The others are indictable offence, triable summarily or the 
summary offences?

MR KALUWIN:  Summary offences, in my view.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Because?

MR KALUWIN:  Because of the penalty provision is two years and three years.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or a fine of K2,000 or something?

MR KALUWIN:  K2,000 and K5,000.  Chairman, there is nothing preventing an 
information for offences to be tried in the National Court because the Act does not 
specify.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Take the offence under Section 9; that is failing to attend 
on a Summons, a fine not exceeding K5,000 or imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding two years or both.   This is a summary offence or is it a summary  
indictable offence triable summarily or it could also fall into an indictable offence; 

20 what is it?

MR KALUWIN:  By analogy, it would be an offence that is indictable offence that 
can be tried summarily.
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[11.10 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Indictable offence triable summarily?

MR KALUWIN:  Triable summarily. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Not a summary offence.  Summary offence carry a 
penalty of up to 12 months imprisonment?

MR KALUWIN:  Six months.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Or six months imprisonment and a fine of up to K200 or 
something, is it?  I do not know I am just suggesting those but I suppose section 9 
offences, as you say, is an indictable offence triable summarily, although it does not 
appear under Schedule 2, is it?

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if this offence does not fall under Schedule 2, then it could 
be tried summarily.  You just weigh the information and proceed with the 
prosecution.

20
MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your summarily offence or indictable offence triable 
summarily comes out of Schedule 2 offences, right?

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And this one is not a Schedule 2 offence?

30 MR KALUWIN:  It is not.  The schedule 2 offences are specified but just by analogy 
in terms of the penalty, it would appear that it is a matter that can be tried by way of 
information summarily.  It can be elected to be tried summarily.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is pure summary offence, summarily, is it?  We got another 
category, indictable offence triable summarily.  What are we talking about here?

MR KALUWIN:  The category of offences that are indictable but can be tried 
summarily.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Indictable offence triable summarily?
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MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the terminology.  That is section 9 offence?

MR KALUWIN:  It would appear, Mr Chairman that all offences, except for one 
under 10, the penalty in terms of monetary is fine K5000 so they would all fall, in 
my submission, to be matters that can be tried by election to be tried indictable 
offences triable summarily.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  So this Commission would make a general referral for 
prosecution to you and then you would decide the most appropriate method of 
prosecutions---

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of laying the kind of information before which court 
that would be a matter for you?

20 MR KALUWIN:  That is my submission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This Commission would simply make a general referral for 
prosecution?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Now, any suggested arrangements from your office in 
terms of time frame as to how soon those prosecutions would be mounted and 
completed?  You had some discussion around that?

30
MR KALUWIN:  Yes.  To give effect the purpose of a Commission of Inquiry, we 
consider that an information should be filed within six months of the referral.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In this case, the referral would be made on the day; a referral 
decision would be made and it should reach your office within the same day or the 
next day.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So you need to give us some guide in terms of timeline, how 
soon you want to file that information given you have six months to file it.

MR KALUWIN:  In the Constitution, I think it is section 37 - within the provisions 
of section 37 and also matters that are referred by the Ombudsman Commission to 
the public prosecutor by analogy, Chairman, the public prosecutor must act on it 
within four months.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is too long for this Commission.  If I am referring a matter 
10 today and the offence is alleged to be committed today and I make the referral today 

or tomorrow, you need to give me some short timeframe.  

[11.15 am] We are not going for four months.   By then the Commission might have completed 
its task. 

MR KALUWIN:  I am not suggesting that we should file within – sorry, charge 
within four months.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That preference obviously is too long a period and also may not 
20 apply here.

MR KALUWIN:  Having considered - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because if that four months runs from the date of committal - 
we are not talking about committal here for a start for indictable offence triable 
summarily - most of these offences are in that category.

MR KALUWIN:  Most of the offences under the COI Act, in my view, are not that 
difficult to prove.  It should not take long.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, it would not be difficult.

MR KALUWIN:  So I am saying - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, obviously you will be given the witnesses, the record of 
proceedings, the transcript will be available the next day and referral comes to you 
the next day when the referral is there, how soon are you going to act on it and how 
soon are you going to file the information is what I am asking?

40 MR KALUWIN:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  It should not take long, you got the evidence there, transcript 
there; witness will be there.

MR KALUWIN:  Chairman, allow me to say what I intend to say.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am hearing you.

MR KALUWIN:  All right.  I am suggesting - - -
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I am trying to direct your thought process so that you are 
thinking the same wavelength as I am thinking, all right.

MR KALUWIN:  I am.  I am saying they are not difficult to prove and therefore it 
should not take long for them to be proceeded with.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, it will not take long.  How long?

MR KALUWIN:  Let us say prosecution should take - - -
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of filing that information, how long will that take to 
file the information?

MR KALUWIN:  Filing of the information can take place within two weeks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks.  Two weeks after receiving the referral?

MR KALUWIN:  Yes, Chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  And of course from there on, then the court takes over, 
right?

MR KALUWIN:  That is subject to the court’s time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They will take charge and you will have to run by their 
timelines.  The best you can do is to impress on the court that the matter is urgent 
and it is to be fast tracked.  We know what the courts are like nowadays but I am 
sure you will make an impression on the court.  But I am more interested in you 
filing the information which will trigger the court process.

40
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MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  From there on, the matter rests in the hands of the magistrate 
or the judge, but obviously you will be making the impression that the matter needs 
to be expedited.  So we will run by their timeline, all right?

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the best we can do but I am more concerned about you 
10 laying the information as soon as possible.

MR KALUWIN:  What we can - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  So we allow for two weeks?

MR KALUWIN:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Within two weeks you lay the information and then you run the 
prosecution according to the timetable set by the judge or magistrate.

20
MR KALUWIN:  The courts.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose you would make a representation to the judge or 
magistrate to give special fixtures or maybe if they have got a case fast track list, ask 
them to put the case on the fast track list.  In my time in the National Court, I set up 
a case fast track list for cases of this nature.  I am not sure if that case fast track list 
is being maintained by the current management over there.  But there is a process in 
place in the National Court that I set up.  It is called; “case fast track list” that cases 
of this nature are given fast track hearing.  But that is a matter for you.  You follow 

30 up with the administration in the courts to see that fast track list is still in operation 
and ask them to place the case on that list and get it fast tracked.  I am not sure about 
the District Court but I am sure you can make your representation for the case to be 
fast tracked.

MR KALUWIN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay that is good.  In terms of reporting back to the 
Commission as to how far the prosecutions are going, we will set up an arrangement 
within the office here to liaise with your office to get some regular reports of the 

40 prosecutions that are going.  So will you be comfortable with direction that I will 
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issue that the public prosecutor initiates or institutes the prosecution proceedings in 
the appropriate court within two weeks of receiving the referral from the 
Commission? 

  [11.20 am] MR KALUWIN:  Yes, I am comfortable with that.

THE CHAIRMAN:   I might issue a request – not a direction - request that the Public 
Prosecutor request or make a representation to the respective courts or judges to give 
the prosecution of the proceedings and expedite the hearings.

10
MR KALUWIN:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And issue that request to you.  Is there anything else you would 
want to say before I ask the Police Commissioner for his views?

MR KALUWIN:  No, unless there is something that will arise on the - from the other 
Commissioner being informed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The only other thing that may have slipped my mind is whether 
20 all referrals from the Commission should proceed through your office instead of the 

police because of their importance, although many of these offences may be 
summarily triable.  It might be preferable for all referrals to be made to your office 
than to refer to the police?  Is that a viable suggestion or the referrals can be made 
to either offices?

MR KALUWIN:  For all the other offences, except for 10A, can be or will be 
referred to the public prosecutor or can be referred to the public prosecutor.  

I have my concern only on offence under 10A, that is, the charge of giving false 
30 evidence before the Inquiry.  This carries a penalty of a term not exceeding 14 years.  

I have a little bit of concern for that one for the matter to be referred directly to the 
public prosecutor.  In my view, it is a matter that can properly go through a committal 
and then come to the public prosecutor.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that offence to be referred to the police to follow the normal 
process of investigation and prosecution of indictable offences?

MR KALUWIN:  Correct.  My view is only based on the penalty provision.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Other than section 10A offence, the other offences could 
be referred to your office or to the police or---

MR KALUWIN:  By virtue of section 19, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could be either what?  What is your preference that for 
consistency purposes and so forth, perhaps a referral could be made to your office 
only?

10 MR KALUWIN:  For consistency and also matters that are triable summarily - that 
is by way of an analogy - the public prosecutor selects whether the police will 
prosecute in the District Court or the matter should go through a committal and come 
up, in the event that they are committed, to the national court.  To shortcut the 
process, I do not see – let me put it another way – to shortcut the process, it would 
maybe appropriate to have the matter directly to the public prosecutor and he then 
can select.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then you can select as to whether it proceeds by way of 
indictable offence triable summarily or as a simple summarily offence?

20
MR KALUWIN:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  

MR KALUWIN:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Police Commissioner.

MR DAVID MANNING:  Chairman.  
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR MANNING:  Thank you, Chairman.  The constabulary’s position after the last 
adjournment, we discussed links with the public prosecutor as to the way forward, 
and of which my colleague has articulated well in these specifics and we concur with 
the position that has already been shared by the public prosecutor.
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[11.25am]If I may in summary as to how the constabulary would assist this Commission of 
Inquiry and consistent with section 197(1), where it outlines the primary functions 
of the police force, your Honour, insofar as the police is concerned, it is very much 
the function of the Police Force to lay, prosecute and withdraw charges in respect 
to these offences.  As commented in our initial hearing what the police will do in 
this Commission of Inquiry is to assist both the public prosecutor and the Inquiry 
in as much as we can in invoking the constitutional powers to prosecute anyone 
based on the evidence provided.  I understand there is a concern as to the time 
frame that would be considered adequate in laying information.  Again, I concur 

10 with the public prosecutor that two weeks is sufficient, again based on what 
evidence is really available to us.  But it is very much cooperation between the 
constabulary and the office of the public prosecutor in the sense where any 
referrals that come, we will then decide as to which would most likely be best 
expedited in terms of carrying out investigations and to the extent of prosecuting, 
whether sits within the ambit of RPNGC or we leave it in the hands of the public 
prosecutor - office of the public prosecutor.  But as I said, we in further bolstering 
the efforts of the office of the public prosecutor, we will – are currently in the 
process of identifying experienced and competent officers to assist the public 
prosecutor in, if you like, expediting those referrals.  But yes, everything that the 

20 public prosecutor has mentioned this morning is of the full concurrence of the 
constabulary, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are comfortable with the Commission referring all 
prosecution referrals to the public prosecutor; that you will work with the public 
prosecutor to sort out which offences are tried before which court?

MR MANNING:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you have got experienced officers who will be assigned 
to work with the public prosecutor?

MR MANNING:  Correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of prosecution, obviously the Commission will have 
30 to respect the independence of your office and the public prosecutor’s office to 

decide whether or not to bring a prosecution proceeding, right?  The Commission 
will simply be making a referral for prosecution.  I understand the law is such that 
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the Commission will have to respect your authority and the authority of the public 
prosecutor to decide whether or not a prosecution proceeding should be brought.  I 
believe that discretion is an absolute discretion so the highest this Commission will 
be making a referral for prosecution under the terms that have been agreed to.

MR MANNING:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just because the Commission is making a very strong case for 
prosecution, it does not mean that you prosecute, right?

MR MANNING:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have that independent discretion.  Obviously, as with any 
10 complainant out there who wishes to invoke the prosecution powers of your office 

and the public prosecutor, obviously, we will be – the Commission will be making 
a very strong case but then at the end of the day, it is your discretion.

[11.30am] MR MANNING:  Chairman, that is very much our view so any referrals from here, 
so long as we can make that – we allow the lawful process to take its course, we 
have no significant objection to the referral process.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.

MR MANNING:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea, do you want to contribute any information to 
these discussions?

20 MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, I think it has all been said by the public 
prosecutor and the police commissioner so I have nothing to contribute to this 
discussion other than what I am required here to brief the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, in relation to that Ted Diro case, I have not had time to 
read that case, although you gave me the citation for the case.  But what was the 
process followed there in the Diro case?  Was any information actually laid or at 
what point did the challenge come about, that constitutional issue come about?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  It ended up in the Supreme Court but it started from the 
District court, whereby Diro was charged for perjury and was thrown out by the 
Supreme Court because of the drafting of the offence at that time.  The offence 
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was- the perjury was not drafted in a way or defined as an offence under the COI 
Act, and so it was thrown out, appealed to the National Court---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who appealed?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  John Reeve on behalf of the COI and so the National Court 
made a finding that or overturned but stated that the intention of the Parliament 
was there, for it to be an offence, although not properly drafted and stated in the 
legislation.  It was an appeal to the Supreme Court - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the National Court overturned the District Court decision?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is right.  But then the Supreme Court upheld that it 
10 was not an offence under the Commission of Inquiry Act at that time.  I mentioned 

on Friday that the Act was thereafter amended.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So an information was laid by who?  

MR ROLPAGAREA:   The Commission of Inquiry - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That information was laid in the District Court by who?  
Which officer in the Commission of Inquiry?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  John Reeve, and at that time he was assisting, the counsel 
assisting the Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he signed off on the information and he laid it before the 
District Court.

20 MR ROLPAHAREA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  According to the law as it was then?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that was a section under – an offence under section 10, 
was it?  Witness giving false evidence.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I just wanted to establish and get some idea of the process that 
was followed then.  The same process would be followed under the current 
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provision, except that this time it will be the public prosecutor or the police 
commissioner who will initiate the information.  Did the National Court or 
Supreme Court say anything about the form of information that was laid in the 
District Court, in that case, as to whether it was the appropriate process or 
inappropriate?

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, the Supreme Court in overturning the – or 
affirming the District Court  position, made an observation in relation to the 
section 19 Act, as I have alluded to on Friday, at that time it never mentioned the 
public prosecutor and the police commissioner.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Did the court examine the form of the information that was 
laid as to whether there was proper or irregular, is my question.  I will have to read 
the case.

MR ROLPAGAREA:  Chairman, no.  The court did not make any - to my 
recollection - any decision on irregularity but on the offence itself, the drafting of 
the offence at that time was not in a way that it made perjury an offence under COI 
Act.

[11.35 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  So it was the wording of the offence of perjury of giving false 
evidence in the information?

MR ROLPAGAREA:   That is correct.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  That was the issue?

MR ROLPAGAREA:   Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not the form of the information itself?

MR ROLPAGAREA:   The definition of perjury itself, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So then how did the court get around to invalidating section 19, 
is it?  How did that issue come about, that the police and the – or that the secretary 
to the Commission and counsel would not lay an information?  Public prosecutor?

MR KALUWIN:  Mr Chairman, that time, the law was such that evidence in an 
inquiry cannot be used against the person testifying.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KALUWIN:  It did not state anything about civil or criminal.  It says that the 
evidence against somebody who makes a false – gives false evidence in any inquiry 
can be charged but then the law then was that you cannot use the evidence in the 
inquiry against the maker of that false information.  So that was already- error was 
not then as such.  We have section 13 also it says; “that statement or disclosure made 
by a witness in answer to a question put to him by a Commission or by 
Commissioner is not (except in proceeding for an offence against this Act).”

THE CHAIRMAN:  So then section 10A was introduced as a consequence?

10 MR KALUWN: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As a new section of offence?

MR KALUWIN: Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And it may be giving false evidence in an offence.  I need to 
read that case to get some understanding of the issues then but those issues are not 
relevant anymore but I thought as a matter of interest, just give me some idea of what 
transpired in that case.  Thank you.  Then I will formalize some directions, if you 
just give me a moment to draft one or two directions and then we will be finished.

All right, the opening line of - what I will call directions is, it is agreed between the 
Commission of Inquiry and the public prosecutor and the police commissioner that:  

20 1. The Commission will refer all matters for prosecution under the Commission of 
the Inquiry Act to the public prosecutor for prosecution; 

[11.40 am] 2.  The public prosecutor will initiate prosecution proceedings by the laying of an 
information before a court of his choice within two weeks of receiving the referral 
from the Commission; 

3.  The office of the public prosecutor and the police commissioner will assemble a 
team of dedicated officers to assist them to prosecute those referrals with due 
dispatch; 
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4.  The public prosecutor and the secretary to the Commission of Inquiry will jointly 
report to the Commission with regard to the progress of those prosecution 
proceedings.  

Is there any other direction that I may have skipped? 

MR KALUWIN:  That should suffice.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That will suffice?  Okay.  I will issue a formal direction in those 
terms and copies will be distributed to your respective offices by today, if not by 
tomorrow latest.  That brings us to the conclusion of our proceedings this morning.  
Thank you gentlemen for your appearance and my associate will adjourn the Inquiry.  

10 Associate, you can adjourn,

AT 11:44 AM THE INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED INDEFINITELY
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 [9.32 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, we have just one matter this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  Mr Chairman we have the Chief Ombudsman 
Commission here in attendance.  Mr Pagen is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Richard Pagen.  Mr Pagen you want to take the seat at the 
bar table with your counsel if you have your counsel with you.  Counsel is Ms 
Tabitha Suwae?

MS SUWAE:  Suwae, yes your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, thank you for attending this sitting at the request 
10 of the Commission of Inquiry.  

[9.33am] The purpose of this morning’s session is for the Commission to have some 
discussion with yourselves as to the kind of assistance that the Commission will be 
able to provide to this Commission of Inquiry.  As you would already know, this 
Commission was established by the Prime Minister following debate in Parliament 
on the Report prepared by the Ombudsman Commission was tabled in Parliament 
sometime ago.  Because of the connection between the Prime Minister and that 
Report as it was discussed in Parliament, this Commission feels that we may have 
this discussion between the Commissioner and yourself to explore what kind of 
assistance you may be able to provide to the Commission.  These kinds of 

20 meetings will usually take place in the offices at our end; in my office or your 
office, but this Commission has decided to hold these kinds of discussions in 
public in the Inquiry for transparency purposes and so forth.

So the purpose of our gathering is set out in my letter of request that has been 
issued.  The letter of request was signed by both Commissioners, as you would 
know, there are two Commissioners that constitute the full Commission; myself 
and Commissioner John Gilmour, QC of Australia.  I have his permission to 
proceed with these discussions, sitting as a single Commissioner.  

I have read the content of the letter that you wrote in response, addressed to Mr 
Matthew Yuangu, where you make some statements there regarding the role that 

30 the Commission might but we can have these discussions now.

The first thing that I want to raise with you is in relation to the Report itself.  
Obviously, this Commission will be interested in obtaining a copy of the Report.  
If that Report was accessible, then the question is who would provide that Report 
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to this Commission.  If would have to come through by way of evidence, that 
someone may be required to tender that Report formally before the Commission so 
that the Report becomes – is formally introduced and becomes part of the evidence 
of this Commission.  So who would be the most proper person to tender the 
Report?  The first question should be whether that Report should be tendered or 
not before this Commission as it was tendered for the Parliament.  As I understand 
the Report has already become a property of Parliament because it has been tabled.  
But the question arises whether that Report should be tabled before this 
Commission of Inquiry, firstly, and if so, who would tender it?  Those will be the 

10 questions.

MR RICHARD PAGEN (CHIEF OMBUDSMAN):  Chairman, thank you for 
giving us this invitation to attend.  It is for the purpose of public interest, the 
Commission will assist where possible with due regard to the confidential 
provisions that really ties the hands of the Ombudsman Commission.

In response to the question that you pose, as you know, section 22 of the Organic 
Law on the Ombudsman Commission, when the report that the Ombudsman 
Commission tables with the Speaker of the Parliament and when the Speaker tables 
that report in the Parliament, then that report becomes public.

The owner of that report is Ombudsman Commission and because it is already a 
20 public document, Ombudsman Commission will assist in tabling that report with 

the Commission of Inquiry because that is a public document as we regard.

  [9.38a.m.]Because of us tabling it at the Parliament does not mean that it belongs to the 
Parliament.  That Report has been produced through the powers that has been 
enabled with the Ombudsman Commission and that Report was produced, owner 
of that Report is the Ombudsman Commission so we would be the right people to 
come and tender that particular Report into evidence.  And you as the chairman, 
you would take ownership and you charge the way you would deem it appropriate.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  The first step then might be that I might fix a date 
early, as early as next week for you to come and be a witness for the purpose of 

30 tendering that Report before the Commission of Inquiry and then it will be 
formally admitted and then the Commission will make such use as it deems 
necessary of that Report.  I think that may be the first step.
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If the Commission has any questions regarding its content, for instance, that will be 
raised after the Report is formally tendered before the Commission.  I think that we 
should approach it this way; that is my suggestion.  

MR PAGEN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Before we get into anything else, we get the Report come in 
as evidence before the Commission.

MR PAGEN:  Chairman, that would be - that I say is advantageous on both parties 
or both parts, we would appreciate it that way.  Next week we are available, we 
will come on a date that you fix.  From thereon, you can raise specific questions 

10 out of the Report and whichever that respective laws confine us not to answer 
relevant questions, we may not be able to, particularly on the leadership front, but 
on the others, where we can assist, we will assist questions stemming from the 
Report, yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, if you come in to give evidence next week, you 
will be the first witness before the Commission of Inquiry to actually give 
evidence.  All the other sittings that I have done have been preparatory matters that 
I have been dealing with myself without the full Commission.  So I need to get the 
permission of fellow Commissioner to sit to receive evidence.  So I need some 
time for that consultation to take place between myself and the other 

20 Commissioner, who will then authorize me to sit to receive the first evidence.  
Obviously before me and yourself.  I think it is a good start because it is the 
Commission Report that started everything and I think we should get that Report in 
as evidence first.  As to what questions that might arise out of it, that is a different 
matter and we can have some discussion around it after the Report comes in and it 
is formally admitted and becomes an exhibit of the Inquiry.

MR PAGEN:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am thinking of scheduling you to come in next Monday 23 
March at 1.30 p.m. because I have some witnesses to mention in the morning.  Is 
that time and date convenient to you?

30 MR PAGEN:  Chairman, that is fine with us and we should appear on that date and 
time.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think on Monday, simply we will get the Report in formally 
and that becomes part of the evidence and then we take it from there and see what 
comes next.

MR PAGEN:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That ends our short discussion this morning.  We will adjourn 
the proceedings to Monday 23 March at 1.30 p.m. for continuation.  Is there 
anything else you wish to say or I think we will adjourn?

MR PAGEN:  No, not at this stage, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright good.  Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

10

AT 9.43 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
MONDAY 23 MARCH 2020.
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  [9.28 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the first of a number of sittings that have been recalled 
after the Covid-19 shutdown.  The Commission will sit between now and the coming 
weeks to recall all the matters that have been previously listed for either further 
directions or for hearing.  We are starting today with a number of matters.  I suppose 
we will have to get used to the new norm for conducting business which is the 
guidelines for the measures in place to protect ourselves from the Covid-19 threat in 
force and the Commission will do its best to respect those arrangements and 
hopefully with the face masks that are now in use we should be able to communicate 
freely and if there are some difficulties with hearing, if voice projections are not loud 

10 enough, then please indicate so we can increase our pace of communication.  Until 
such time as the controller of the State of Emergency advises that the country is 
completely free of the Covid-19 threat, then I think these measures that are in place 
will have to be removed but until such time as that advice is received, we will strictly 
observe the Covid-19 guidelines.  The first matter listed is the matter of Isikiel 
Taureka, managing director of Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Mr Isikiel Taureka?

MR ERASTUS KAMBURI:  May it please your Honour, my name is Erastus 
Kamburi.  I represent Mr Taureka, who unfortunately, your Honour, is not available 
this morning and sends his apology to this Commission.  He has been called out of 

20 the office this morning on an urgent matter.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then.

MR KAMBURI:  I appear on his behalf.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  This is a recall of directions issued on 13 
May which seeks to address the directions issued on 6 March 2020 as to whether 
those directions, particularly to do with filing of list of witnesses and list of 
documents and copies of documents, that have been complied with.  Your client was 

30 given until 30 April 2020 to file those documents.  If you can update the Commission 
on compliance with that direction?

  [9.33 am]MR KAMBURI:  Thank you your Honour.  We have a considerable difficulty and 
I personally approached the secretary of this office and conveyed the difficulty to 
having moved twice their office and in the process of relocating, we have archived 
a lot of those documents in-house and also off-site as well.  We are currently going 
through those archives to be able to locate those documents.  We have our list.  We 
are ticking off those list; we are identifying the documents and ticking off that list 
that we have is the process we are going through and that is not completed.  We are 
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hoping that by next week we should be able to complete ticking off from the list 
that we have and produce those documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, so you are seeking an extension by one week?

MR KAMBURI:  We are seeking an extension by one week.  Your Honour in 
relation to witnesses, Mr Taureka will not be calling additional witnesses, apart from 
the evidence he will be giving himself.  He will, with respect your Honour, will be 
tendering a statement and will rely on that statement in his evidence and we hope to 
have all of that filed by next week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if I can adjourn this matter to Monday, 25 May at 9.30 am 
10 and then extend those directions issued - if I can do that?

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour that is sufficient time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the formal directions are that the direction 
issued on 6 March 2020, in particular direction number 3 is further extended to 
Monday 25 May 2020 at 9.30 am; that is the first direction.  The second direction is 
that the matter is adjourned to Monday 25 May at 9.30 am for further directions.  

If I can get some early indication as to the rearrangement of the Commission of 
Inquiry’s sitting time, obviously, the convid-19 pandemic shutdown period has 
affected the program for the Commission of Inquiry.  As you would know, the 
counsel assisting the commission and the solicitors and the second commissioner is 

20 also sourced from Australia.  This international travel and restrictions are in place 
that is the shutdown period obviously has affected the flow of business for this 
Commission, particularly in terms of the international component of the 
Commission of Inquiry staff and the work that will take place.  At the most, speaking 
for myself as the chairman, I am looking at allowing the rest of May and June for 
preparatory work.  That will include securing the admission of overseas counsel 
which is yet to be completed and securing the execution of contract for the solicitors 
assisting the commission.  I am hopeful that the contract for the overseas solicitors 
will be executed in the coming weeks between the contractor and the head of state.  
Once that is done then there will be a process in place to secure the admission of the 

30 overseas solicitors as well.  So as I speak the admission of overseas counsel assisting 
the commission and the solicitors are not in place.  The commission is still 
experiencing difficulty with the relevant government authorities in assisting the 
commission to secure the admission for overseas counsel and the execution of the 
contract to engage the solicitors and of course their admission as well.  
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     [9.38 am]So I am allowing the rest of May and the whole of June for that process to be 
completed.

If for some reason those matters are not addressed by the end of June, then this 
Commission – that is, speaking for myself – will consider going it alone.  That 
message will be relayed to overseas Commissioner, overseas Counsel and overseas 
Solicitors.

So on the part of the government, authorities responsible and the overseas 
10 component of this Commission of Inquiry as a workforce; those statutory 

requirements will have to be addressed by May and June.  Those are still 
complications, delays and procrastinations with respect to securing the admission of 
overseas counsel and the execution of the contract for the solicitors and securing 
their admissions by the end of June, then I will consider going - the Commission 
proceeding alone with myself conducting the Inquiry.

So you can relay that information to your client, at the same time with the time that 
I have allowed, hopefully, your client will adhere to the direction and file the 
necessary documents that need to be filed.

20
MR KAMBURI:  Certainly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will use the rest of May and June to get prepared, putting 
the necessary preparations for a full-blown Inquiry to start in July with or without 
overseas Counsel and Solicitors.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour, if I may be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.
30

The next matter on the list is Mr Arthur Somare.  Mr Secretary?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Somare is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  His counsel is appearing, I understand?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

MR JOHN KUMURA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, thank you.  Counsel is Kumura, initial 
40 J, appearing for Mr Arthur Somare and Mr Somare is also here in person.  
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Sir, pursuant to your directions on 13th of this month for Mr Somare to attend and 
for the Commission to check on compliance of the previous directions and also to 
issue further directions, as regards the previous directions, sir, Mr Somare has put 
in, submitted a list of documents and witnesses and also copies of documents.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have received those.

MR KUMURA:  Yes, your Honour.  That is on 20 April.  Basically, that is the list – 
10 that is the material that Mr Somare has in his possession and has submitted.  

There are also other documents that are referred to in the list of documents but not 
provided.  Mr Somare has indicated that he will seek discovery of those documents.  
Otherwise, at this stage Mr Somare says he has actually provided all the documents 
that he has in his possession.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client is interested in the documents that Mr Isikeli 
Taureka will file, I understand?

20 MR KUMURA:  Yes, most of them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  After your client has access to those documents, then your client 
may consider filing additional documents, if necessary; is that the understanding?  
From the development that is taking place now with respect to Mr Isikeli Taureka, I 
think your client may have to wait for Mr Isikeli Taureka to file his documents.

MR KUMURA:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Once those documents have been filed, the Commission’s 
30 Secretary will inform you and invite your client to come to the office to examine 

those documents, then for him to consider filing for the documents if he wishes.

MR KUMURA:  Yes, your honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What do you propose?  Should I issue him directions with 
regard to when your client would come back or should I perhaps adjourn your 
client’s appearance to next Monday 25 May as well to await Mr Isikiel Taureka’s 
documents?

40
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    [9.43 am] MR KUMURA:  Mr Chairman, there are also other documents that are – documents 
that have already been provided by Mr Taureka and those documents are - we would 
seek discovery.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client is interested in some particular documents?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, we have referred to them in the list of documents that have 
been provided.  The same documents we agree should be provided by Mr Taureka.  
We will have a look at those and then we can decide whether we want to seek 

10 discovery.  But there are also other documents that you have referred to, which are, 
we would like discovery on - not necessarily - those are not with Mr Taureka that 
we would seek discovery on.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, there are some documents that are not with Mr Taureka 
and your client wants to seek discovery?

MR KUMURA:  Especially those documents relating to NEC decisions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
20

MR KUMURA:  Those we would seek discovery on.  We refer to those in the--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We are yet to recall Ms Grace So-on who will provide the 
documents from the NEC.  She has not complied with the directions as I understand 
so perhaps we should wait for her to comply with the directions.  When she files 
those documents, then you may have access to those documents as well.  

Are those documents coming from NEC?

30 MR KUMURA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura, those documents are from NEC?  

MR KUMURA:  Yes 

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are going to come from Ms Grace So-on right?

MR KUMURA:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  She has not complied with the directions as I understand.  Is 
that correct Mr Yuangu?
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THE SECRETARY:   Mr Chairman, the Secretary did indicate she had all the 
documents there ready to tender but did not produce them as yet.  She indicated 
she was going to appear about a month ago but we had problem with the 
Department – with the Covid-19 and the shutdown of the office which affected --–

THE CHAIRMAN: I might perhaps list Ms Grace So-on to appear to appear on the 
25 of May as well.

THE SECRETARY:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then we will see what evidence or document she is able 
to produce on that day.  Because the Commission does not know what kind of 

10 documents she has and we will not know until she actually produce those 
documents.

MR KUMURA:  Yes we agree.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Is your client interested in any particular documents from 
NEC?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, we have listed those.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have listed them in the statement?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, in the list of documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In the list of documents.

MR KUMURA:  We highlighted them.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  There are some documents also coming from the 
National Parliament?

MR KUMURA:  National Parliament and ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  That your client is interested in?  Okay, we are yet to issue a 
fresh request to Mr Kala Aufa, Clerk of Parliament.  When he appears, then 
obviously directions will be issued for him to produce the relevant documents.  
You may wait for Mr Aufa to appear before the Commission and for directions to 
be issued to him as well.

MR KUMURA:  Yes Sir, Mr Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But there is a long list of documents that your client is 
interested in that are coming from - basically those two sources; one from Exxon 
Mobil---

MR KUMURA:  The Parliament and NEC Secretary and---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are those the only two sources that you---?

MR KUMURA:  Mr Taureka.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just those two sources?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, that seems to be.
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then.  I will issue a direction to Ms Grace So-on to 
appear on the 25 May at 9:30 am and we will see what documents she produce.

  [9.48 am]MR KUMURA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  She had a bundle of documents, she was ready to deliver last 
20 time.  The Commission did not get to sight those documents but she was asked to 

return and then go through the documents again and come back.  So when she 
produces the documents, your client can examine those documents.

MR KUMURA:  And if those documents that we asked for are not produced, then 
we will ask for discovery.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, discovery.

MR KUMURA:  Very well.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  So I will adjourn your client’s appearance to Monday, 25 April 
as well?

MR KUMURA:  Very well.

THE SECRETARY:  May.

THE CHAIRMAN:  May.  Is there any other directions you seek?
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MR KUMURA:  Mr Chairman, there is one other thing.  With regard to Sir Michael 
Somare, I also appear and act for him.  We did deliver a letter to the Commission’s 
Secretariat on 24 April attaching a medical certificate with regard to his condition; 
his medical and condition is at an advance stage.  The medical opinion that he is not 
to attend public gatherings and public events and also be subject to or expose to 
stressful or extreme conditions, especially with Convid-19 in mind.  So we asking 
that Sir Michael Somare be excused from attending the Commission of Inquiry.  That 
was in our letter but we have not received any response from the Commission as yet.  
Maybe the Commission might consider that and let us know.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Somare’s matter is not on the list.

MR KUMURA:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So I am not quite prepared to deal with him.

MR KUMURA:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I will study the medical report and then perhaps list his case 
20 for Monday, the 25th as well; to give me enough time to go through the report and 

then I will issue directions on 25 May.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Sir Michael Somare’s matter is also adjourned to 
Monday, 25 May at 9.30 am for mention and directions.

MR KUMURA:  Okay.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Then you may be excused.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, are there any other matters?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I do not have any other witnesses in attendance.  
Those that were listed are not completed yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a matter in the afternoon?
40
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir, only one; that is the Chief Ombudsman to 
appear.

THE CHAIRMAN: All right then, Associate, will adjourn the Inquiry.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

10   

  [1.22 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  There is only one matter set for this afternoon.  That is in respect 
of the Chief Ombudsman.  I understand he is in attendance, is that correct?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, he is.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right and he is with his counsel?

MR RICHARD PAGEN:  Yes, counsel and lawyer assisting.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Last time this matter was fixed for you to give evidence, 
actually.  You were to be the first witness before the Commission to give actual 
evidence.  You were scheduled to give your evidence on 23 March 2020.  However, 
as a result of the disruption to the Commission’s program from the Covid-19 
pandemic, the Commission was not able to sit on the 23rd so obviously that fixture 
was delayed and this is the first occasion since then for the matter to be recalled to 
fix a new date for you to give your evidence.  

  [1.27 pm]One of the things that we need to discuss is whether the form of the evidence you 
30 will give - there were some discussions around that when we met last time as to 

whether the form of your evidence, apart from oral evidence would be in the form 
of a written statement or some other form such as statutory declaration or an 
affidavit.  Since no specific directions were given in regard to that I have done some 
reading since then and established that there is actually provision for documents to 
be tendered or even evidence for that matter are in the form of an affidavit; 
provisions made in Practice Note No.1.  So, the Commission may consider giving 
you time if you have not done so to prepare an affidavit which you might consider 
filing it before we convene and then when you come in to give the evidence and if 
you are referring to the affidavit that has already been filed and you may then be 
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invited to give any additional evidence you wish.  That is basically the reason for 
our convening this afternoon.

So, I can hear yourself directly or through your counsel as to whether you would be 
able to provide that affidavit and file it in advance and then I will fix a date for you 
to actually come in and give that evidence.  As I speak, as I said this morning, the 
conduct of the Commission’s Inquiry is very much dependent on the availability of 
counsel assisting the Commission and in this case, solicitors.  Both counsel and 
solicitors assisting the Commission are going to come from Australia.  The 

10 arrangements to secure their attendance in Papua New Guinea is still not finalized 
yet.  So as soon as they come board, perhaps before you give your evidence and if 
the Commission’s counsel and the solicitors are on ground before you give your 
evidence, they may be able to speak to you and prepare your evidence.  But if the 
evidence is going to be straight forward then perhaps we may not need the assistance 
of overseas counsel and solicitors to assist you to give that evidence.  You can simply 
come on the day I fix now and give your evidence and complete the evidence.  So 
let us have some discussion around perhaps the need to file.  You can file an affidavit 
in advance and then fix a date for you to come and present your evidence direct.

20 MR PAGEN:  Chairman, thank you.  The last meeting we had, what you said was to 
tender the Ombudsman Commission Report.  We were also trying to find out how 
we can tender it whether through an affidavit form or how we were going to do it 
and that is why we come today without adducing that into the form of an affidavit 
or a statement.  But I think it is good that we will have to do an affidavit and through 
that we say what we are tendering to this Inquiry.  So, we would like to go by your 
suggestion or proposal that we will come back with our affidavit adducing all this 
and then fix a new date for a proper hearing, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, in that case, if you can give me some timeline by which 
30 you will prepare and then file your affidavit.  After you file it, I will fix a date for 

you actually formally present that evidence.

   [1.32 pm] MR PAGEN:  Yes, one week.  One week will do.  We will prepare an affidavit and 
have it filed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to give you an idea of the sitting program for the 
Commission.  I said this morning that the Commission is giving itself until the end 
of June to allow relevant bodies; government bodies and private bodies to attend to 
the admission of overseas counsel and also for the execution of a contract for the 
solicitors – overseas solicitors and for the admission of solicitors in Papua New 
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Guinea to practice.  Those have not been unfortunately finalized yet so I have 
allowed the rest of May and June for those to be completed.

I have also said this morning and I repeat that the Commission, that is myself, will 
consider sitting with or without overseas counsel and solicitors come July of this 
year.  So this means that – this message will be communicated by the Commission 
to overseas counsel and the solicitors and also relevant government and private 
agencies in Papua New Guinea who are preparing for the admission of solicitors and 
counsel and execution of contracts for solicitors so forth to address those by the end 
of June.  I believe May and June is sufficient time.  The Commission has waited 

10 patiently this long to address those requirements.  Unfortunately, it has dragged on 
and on and I have come to the conclusion that I have to put an end to this waiting 
saga and come July, this Commission will proceed with the Inquiry with or without 
overseas counsels and solicitors.  But obviously, overseas Commissioner, hopefully 
will be available to assist me to commence the Inquiry in July and so forth so that 
we complete the Inquiry by the end of the year, except we can now go into next year.  
That is my thinking.  So we will work around that timeframe and when you come, 
appear before the Commission one week from now, I will give a date for you to start 
off the evidentiary hearing part of the Inquiry and then we will start off and then 
other witness will come in to give their evidence, which most likely may be in the 

20 month of July.  Perhaps in the first week of July.  But as I said I am determined that 
we will proceed with the evidentiary hearing of the Inquiry come July with or 
without overseas counsel and overseas solicitors.  

All right, I will adjourn this matter then to Monday, 25 May at say 3 o’clock as I 
have another matter at 1.30 pm for you to attend to confirm the filing of the affidavit 
and then for a fixture of a date for you to give evidence.  Is that agreeable?

MR PAGEN:  Yes Chairman, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the formal the directions are:   1, the matter is 
adjourned to Monday, 25 May 2020 at 3.pm for further mention; and 2, the acting 
Chief Ombudsman shall prepare and file an affidavit setting out the matters to be led 

30 in evidence, including the Commission’s Report on the Government’s UBS Loan 
before or on 25 May 2020 at 9.30 am.

[1.37pm]  So if you are not able to file that affidavit before the 25th, you may bring the affidavit 
to the Commission on that day and then present it to the Commission; and then I will 
allocate a date for you to give the actual evidence.
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MR PAGEN:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is that matter.  There are some other witnesses that will be 
recalled in a similar fashion.  Dates will be assigned to each of those witnesses.  
There are about 20 or so that have been deferred from the previous sittings.  Those 
names will appear on dates allocated through the Commission’s website.  I am sure 
you would by now have the Commission’s website address.  That is where you click 
to find out the dates that have been allocated to a different witness.  There are about 
20 or so witnesses that are going to be allocated dates.

10
This morning we have been able to cover three only, but there is another 20 plus 
witnesses who are waiting for dates.  Those dates will appear in the website apart 
from some directions that may be issued to confirm.

If there is nothing else, then Associate, you may address the Inquiry.

20
AT 1.40 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY 25 MAY, 2020.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one matter listed for this morning; the matter of Kala 
Aufa.  Mr Secretary?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we have the Clerk of Parliament, Mr Kala Aufa, 
in attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Aufa, you can take the seat at the bar table.  Mr Aufa, do 
you have any other person appearing with you?

MR KALA AUFA:  Yes, my counsel, Mr Robin Kawat.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Robin?

MR AUFA:  Kawat.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Kawage?

MR AUFA:  Sorry, Kawat.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Robin Kawa?

MR ROBIN KAWAT:  Mr Chairman, Robin Kawat.

THE SECRETARY:  Kawat.

MR ROBIN KAWAT:  Chairman, K-A-W-A-T.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, thank you.

MR KAWAT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The purpose of this morning’s sitting is to go through the 
matters that are set out in the letter that the Commission issued to yourself recently.  

20 That is the letter dated 18 March 2020.  Essentially, the Commission is going to be 
enquiring with you as to whether you will be able to assist the Commission to 
establish a number of matters in relation to the Government’s decision to obtain the 
IPIC Loan in 2009 and the UBS Loan in 2014.  In terms of parliamentary approval 
for the government to obtain those loans, approvals could come in the form of a 
resolution of the Parliament or an enabling statute and would have authorized the 
government to obtain the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loans.  

The Commission would also be interested in finding out if there was a committee 
of the Parliament that deliberated on any of these two loans before Parliament 
considered the matters.  Obviously, you were not incumbent Clerk of Parliament in 
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2009 and I believe also in 2014.  You have been recently appointed as a Clerk of 
Parliament.  

MR AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of your personal involvement, in your capacity as the 
Clerk of Parliament in those times, obviously, you would not have that 
information.  But the Commission thinks that you are in charge of the records of 
the Parliament and because you are charged by law to keep the records of 
Parliament, in any way you provide the records to assist the Commission.  

     [9.46 am]So that is essentially the reason why the Commission has called you to appear before 
10 the Commission this morning so we can hasten discussions around how you will best 

facilitate the provision of those records to the Commission.  If you need some time 
to go through your records to establish the records that you have, the Commission 
will give you some time to go through your records and ascertain those records and 
assemble those records and then provide those records, perhaps early, before we 
meet again to confirm the availability of those records or the Commission will fix a 
date on which you will bring those documents over and produce them before the 
Commission.  

This exercise is a preliminary exercise and it provides a lead up to the actual evidence 
20 that you will give later.  For that purpose the Commission will mark a different time 

for you to give the actual evidence, but before that, the Commission would want to 
give you the opportunity to go through your records, submit your records and then 
produce those records to the Commission beforehand.    Once you do that, then the 
records will be made available to counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors 
will be assisting the Commission to go through those documents and then they will 
sit down with you to prepare the evidence that you will give to the Commission.  So 
there is a process there.  Once you provide those documents, the investigation phase 
will be engaged; counsel and solicitors, both of whom will be coming from overseas 
will hopefully examine those documents and help you prepare your evidence to give 

30 to the Commission to ensure that the evidence you give to the Commission is 
relevant to the subject matter of the Inquiry.  

Is there any aspect of the request for you to attend, the letter that was issued on 18 
March that you are not clear about, then you can or your counsel can ask or raise 
those questions?  Otherwise, the Commission will fix a time for you to go away and 
prepare your documents to file.
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MR KAWAT:  Mr Chairman, we will need a bit of time to compile these documents 
– instructions from my client here and once we compile the documents, we will 
perhaps have them delivered to your secretary and then we can have a time fixed for 
my client to just take the Commission through the documentations.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How long would your client need in terms of preparation time?

MR KAWAT:  Chairman, one week should be sufficient for us.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  One week?

MR KAWAT:  Yes, to collate those documentation and if we need time we can come 
back and ask or liaise with the secretary to extend time.

MR CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Let us go through the kinds of documents that you will 
be producing, obviously, the bills for presentation; that would go through the 
committee stage?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a committee on bills and I think some legislations?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That those bills might be put through.

MR KAWAT:  Hansards.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you feel the minutes of the relevant parliamentary committee 
30 on bills is relevant, then you can produce those, then the Hansards; the relevant 

Hansards---

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

MR AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of 2009 and 2014 when the bill or the bills are presented for 
the three readings?

40 MR KAWAT:  Yes.
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  [9.51 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Then copies of the bills and copies of the actual statutes that 
are enacted; any debates of the Parliament that did not involve an acting legislation 
and there are some debates that were held in Parliament during question time or on 
some other occasion where the subject matter of the 2009 IPIC loan was discussed 
by members of Parliament and the UBS loan was debated by members of Parliament; 
those Hansards would be relevant.  Those are debates that fall short of any discussion 
on any bills and enactment of bills into law.  I suppose during question time - I 
suppose some debates may have occurred.  You need to go through the Hansards 

10 and find out if the records disclose any of those kind of debates.  What other 
documents do you think will be relevant?  Counsel, what other document do you 
think that will be relevant?  I think I have exhausted myself in terms of - - -  

MR KAWAT:  Yes, you have covered what the relevant documents are and if there 
is any documentation that is pertaining to those IPIC and the UBS loans; we will 
also furnish.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAWAT:  I initially said seven days – we will request seven days, but we will 
need to – my client will need to particularly check the debates back to 2009 and 2014 
in respect to those two loans.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you enough time; it could be two weeks, three weeks, 
we will give and take  - - -

MR KAWAT:  Three weeks will be sufficient chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAWAT:  Three weeks so that – with the other documents, it is easier to us to 
get; the debates, they will have to go back to the Hansard, so it will take some time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In terms of documents; what other documents, I have 
mentioned a number already.  Are there any other documents emanating from or 
originating from Parliament that is authored by the Clerk or the Speaker that are 
published for public dissemination or presentation to Parliament that might be 

30 relevant that might touch on those two loans?

MR AUFA:  The notice paper.

MR KAWAT:  The notice paper.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Notice paper?

MR KAWAT:  Notice papers, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, notice paper.

MR AUFA:  The daily program.

MR KAWAT:  The daily programs, notice papers, - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, those will be relevant.  

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any provision for an annual report in the Constitution 
– annual report from the Clerk of Parliament or the Speaker of Parliament that might 

10 contain relevant information?

MR AUFA:  Yes.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are aware if the Clerk or the Speaker has published annual 
reports that might touch on some of these things?

MR AUFA:  We normally, sir, put all the legislation that was passed as statements; 
as records, in the reports. We will check on those.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the Speaker does present annual reports to Parliament, right?               

MR AUFA:  Yes.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  It is a requirement under the Constitution so check if there are 
some annual reports that have been published in those years or years subsequent to 
those years that might touch on those two loans.  Anyway, I think we have exhausted 
the documents that the Commission will be interested in.  If you come up with any 
other documents that is emanating from Parliament that you think is relevant, I 
suggest you include them in your presentation.

MR KAWAT:  Yes chairman, we will definitely do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Now in terms of the directions I will issue now, I propose 
to issue a direction that the Clerk of Parliament provide to the Commission:

1. A list of documents that are relevant to 2009 IPIC loan and the 2014 UBS 
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Loan;

    [9.56 am]         2.     Copies of those documents as per the list; and

3. A list of witnesses that you might want to call.  

That is three.  Those three things would be filed before the date I will fix for the 
return of the matter or produce on the day I will fix the matter for return.  I will 
formalize a direction later, but I am just discussing with you the directions that I will 
issue.  Is there any other direction that you want the Commission to issue?

10 MR KAWAT:  Chairman, I think, these will be sufficient; these directions will be 
sufficient.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I believe three weeks might be a bit too long.  I will 
allow for two weeks and come two weeks if you feel you need more time, then you 
advise the Commission two weeks from now.

MR KAWAT:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you have a diary?  Two weeks from now takes us to 
20 what date; Wednesday, two weeks from now?  That is Wednesday?

MR KAWAT:  That is Wednesday 3rd June.

THE CHAIRMAN:  3rd.  If, as a result of your search for the records, you are not 
able to find any particular documents that we have discussed, then you can still file 
a statement saying that you do not have in your custody records in relation to these 
matters.  There are sometimes when you do not find the record, then some people 
get the impression that there is nothing to report on.  But I think it would be 
appropriate for you to state categorily that Parliament does not hold records of any 

30 dealings in relation to bills for the enactment for the 2009 IPIC Loan or the 2014 
UBS Loan.  So that statement will still have to be made so that the Commission is 
aware that there are no records and then the Commission will draw its own 
conclusion from that.

Then the formal directions are:

1. The Clerk of the National Parliament, Mr Kala Aufa, provide to the 
Commission on or before 3 June 2020 at 9.30 am, a list of relevant documents 
with other records in relation to the government’s IPIC Loan in 2009 and the 
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UBS Loan in 2014, and copies of those documents and records, and a list of 
witnesses he may wish to call.

      [10.01]   2. This direction is returnable on Wednesday 3 June 2020, at 9.30 am.

The Commission will issue a formal direction in those terms.  Mr Aufa, you will be 
given a copy of the formal orders in the next day or so. 

If there is no other matter for this morning, then my associate will adjourn the 
10 Inquiry.  Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry.

AT 10.04 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 3 JUNE 
2020, AT 9.30 AM.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have three matters listed for this morning.  The first matter 
is the matter of Sir Michael Somare.  Yes?

MR JOHN KUMURA:  Good morning, Mr Chairman, counsel is Kumura, initial J.   
I appear for Sir Michael Somare, former Prime Minister and also Mr Arthur Somare, 
former Minister for State Enterprise.  Mr Chairman, appearing this morning with me 
is Sir Arnold Amet.  He will be counsel assisting in this matter.  He has joined our 
legal team to assist and also – yes, your Honour, he has joined our legal team and he 
will be with me in these two matters, particularly for Sir Michael.  He was Attorney 

10 General in the former government and he is pretty familiar with the matters that 
transpired in the IPIC transaction so he will be assisting us in that area - the team - 
and also particularly for Sir Michael.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does his appearance require leave of the Commission or it does 
not?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, I was going to ask for leave.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
20

MR KUMURA:  If Commissioner allows, then he will appear as counsel assisting 
in this matter.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Arnold?

SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Good morning, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

30 SIR ARNOLD:  The small matter of the technicality services that as you may well 
be aware, I am not certified to practice ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

SIR ARNOLD:  Given all circumstances of our former offices, and so that is the 
whole matter and of course as Mr Kumura says, request to leave in all circumstances, 
my former office as Attorney General for Sir Michael in his government so to assist 
the legal team.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you, I will grant the leave now.
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SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you, Sir.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura?

MR KUMURA:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  When we last appeared before you I 
mentioned Sir Michael’s condition and I requested for Sir Michael to be excused 

10 from giving evidence and you said that that matter will be dealt with today.  You set 
the matter so we are here before you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just trying to recollect the exchange of previous 
correspondence from the Commission and your client.  After the letter of request 
was issued to your client, your client submitted to the Commission two letters 
previously.

MR KUMURA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  And the third one is the latest one dated 15 April regarding Sir 
Michael’s condition and leave to be excused.

MR KUMURA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The previous two letters; the first one is dated 16 January 2020 
and the second one is dated 30 January 2020, is that some matters that pertain to the 
IPIC loan.  

   [9.33am]When I had some discussion with you last time I was hoping that counsel assisting 
30 the Commission and the solicitors assisting the Commission - both are coming 

from overseas - would be appointed and their admissions secured by the time he 
was going to give evidence, I think last month.  However, there has been a delay in 
obtaining the admission of the lawyers still and the appointment of overseas 
Commissioner is already in place.  The appointment of solicitors who would be 
assisting the counsel have yet to be secured; a contract to be signed by the Head of 
State and the solicitors that have been appointed is yet to be executed.  I am 
hopeful that that contract will be executed this week.
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So until the counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors are on the ground, 
it is difficult for your client to have engaged with them to discuss and prepare the 
evidence you would give based on the two letters that he previously submitted to 
the Commission plus any other evidence he might want to give.  So that is still the 
case.  In the meantime while being waiting for the admission of the overseas 
counsel and the appointment of solicitors, obviously this intervening event to that 
would be the Covid-19 has affected a lot of our programs and in the process your 
client has had some medical issues that he has gone to see the doctor and reading 
from the doctor’s report, Sir Michael will not be fit to give evidence or appear in 

10 public hearing of any sort to give evidence.

That being the case - I did raise with you when you appeared last time - the 
possibility of Sir Michael giving a statement from his home and for arrangements 
to be made with counsel and solicitors when they are on the ground, for them to 
speak to your client and obtain some form of statement or deposition you might 
call.  Because I think it will be important and relevant for Sir Michael to give that 
evidence generally in relation to the first part which is to do with the political, 
economic situation and policies of government and more particularly in relation to 
the IPIC transaction and I did ask last time whether that would pose, still pose 
some difficulty for your client and you ought to obtain instructions and then inform 

20 the Commission.  So I need to hear from you as to that option.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you Mr Chairman, with respect I will ask Mr – sorry, Sir 
Arnold Amet to respond to that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

SIR ARNOLD:  Mr Chairman, thank you.  We have canvassed those very options 
with the Grand Chief.  I had some conversation with him yesterday in preparatory 
for this discussion with yourself this morning.  We think that what you are 
suggesting can be the most convenient approach.  He is in a state that he can 
communicate but over lengthy period of time it is a little difficult and his memory 
is difficult but I think what you suggesting, sir, is possible.  Once counsel and 

30 lawyers are engaged, that series of questions may be drafted and he be given some 
notice of it and prepare himself and such a conversation can take place at an 
appropriate location such as at home.  We just felt that to attend in a venue like this 
and being subjected to lengthy oral discussions would impose considerable strain 
on him. 
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    [9.38 am] But I think once the lawyers are engaged as you say, sir, we can come to an 
appropriate arrangement in the matters that were raised of him and he responded in 
the letters to yourselves can be amplified as the Commissioner require.  So I think 
until that time as you say, sir, we can then have further discussions on the appropriate 
methodology.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  The difficulty with setting any time for that 
conversation to take place between the counsel and the solicitors and your client is 
difficult, given that the admission of counsel and solicitors is still an outstanding 

10 matter---

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, I understand.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What I have done is I have allowed for up to the end of June 
for those responsible, both within the government and in some private institutions, 
to secure the admission of overseas counsel to practice here; and also for the 
execution of the solicitors’ contract and their admissions as well.  So that will take 
place in May – the balance of May – and June.   So I might suggest that perhaps we 
list this matter just for mention to confirm the status of the availability of overseas 

20 counsel and solicitors perhaps in the first Monday of July; I am not sure what the 
date is.

SIR ARNOLD:  That is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If counsel and solicitors’ admissions are secured, come May 
and June, early, then the secretary for the Commission will communicate with 
yourselves to set a date for counsel and solicitors to have that dialogue with your 
client.

30 SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, that is fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you go to the diary, I think the first Monday in July is the 6th 

of July.  So if I can adjourn this matter generally to Monday 6 July at 9.30 am.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Pending the outcome of securing overseas counsel and 
solicitors.
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SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.  So, whilst I am before you, it has come to our attention that 
there might be some reservations from the Law Society, as I understand, it is about 
the certification of overseas counsel.  Is there any aspect or an issue that might be on 
your mind?

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are hoping that the admissions will come through, but it has 
to go through the normal court process.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  The admission of overseas counsel is obviously done by the 
National Court.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose as to what position the Law Society takes and the 
Attorney General takes, is a matter for them.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, of course.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will leave it to the court to determine the application when 
it goes before them in the most appropriate way.

SIR ARNOLD:  I suppose we can deal with that when the time arises.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

SIR ARNOLD:  Should there be any difficulty with that.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Provisionally, the Commissioner has allowed enough time, a 
couple of weeks in May and then the whole of June for those issues associated with 
admission of overseas counsel and solicitors and execution of contract and all those 
to be cleared.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I adjourn the matter stands adjourned to Monday 6 July 2020, 
at 9.30 am for mention.

40 SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you, sir.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.

SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura, you have another matter?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, Mr Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter of Arthur Somare, is it?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, Mr Arthur Somare.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Perhaps, we can take the appearance of the other matter 
first; the matter of Isikeli Taureka first and then your client’s appearance later.  
Secretary?

  [9.43 am]THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have counsel representing Mr Taureka here 
in attendance.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kamburi?

MR ERASTUS KAMBURI:  Kamburi, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Erastus, right?

MR KAMBURI:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Erastus Kamburi, you appeared the last time for Mr Taureka.
30

MR KAMBORI:  Yes and with respect, your Honour, Mr Taureka is unavailable this 
morning but I appear on his behalf to brief the Commission on our current status 
quo.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR KAMBORI:  When we last appeared we advised the chair that we were hoping 
that we would complete all the documents before the end of last week.  
Unfortunately, we had not been able to meet that target and this morning we are still 
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working on compiling the documents according to the list that we have.  We will, 
chair, require further time; possibly another week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am mindful of the number of illnesses this matter 
involving your client as a witness has taken and the time that is consuming in the 
process but given that particular transaction that your client is concerned with, the 
first one, goes back to 2009, and it is more than 10 years or getting up to 10 years, 
given the passage of time, I am going to be flexible with allowing your client more 
time.  So I will grant an extension up to the time that your client requires to put 

10 together the documents.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, chair.  The difficulty we have had, most of these 
documents were listed to be destroyed after the statutory period expired.  
Fortunately, we have been able to identify that some of those were kept away in a 
container so we are going through that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were saying?

MR KAMBURI:  Copies of documents that we have.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are saying the documents are required to be destroyed, is 
it?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, it was set aside.  Not only these documents but various other 
documents that went back 10 years, eight years.  As we moved office several of those 
documents were moved, others were archived, others which were beyond the 
statutory period were set aside to be destroyed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the statutory period for keeping government records?
30

MR KAMBURI:  Seven.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Seven years.  Which law is that, which statute is this?  I thought 
government records remain records and are kept in safe custody as long as it takes, 
particularly important documents concerning important transactions.

MR KAMBURI:  Soft copies indeed were made.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which law is this?  Which law says government records are 
40 kept up to seven years and after seven years they are destroyed; do you know?
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MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, these are IPBC documents.  Unfortunately, that is 
the- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, I have some doubts about that provision.  I need to 
read about the law that provides for that kind of time.  Leave it but essentially, 
obviously, the Commission will be very much interested in as many documents as 
possible that your client can produce.

10 MR KAMBURI:  Your Honour, the principle document which we were looking 
forward is a document that is titled; “Project Kumul Transaction Bible”.  That has 
all the transaction documents recorded in that particular batch of documents and we 
were able to locate that on Friday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.

MR KAMBURI:  So that then disrupts the list that we have had.  We had to do up a 
list again and also the documents that are available.  We are in the process of doing 
that so hopefully another week.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Another week?

MR KAMBURI:  We would be able to produce all of them before the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  A week from now takes us to, what is it, 3 June?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then I will grant leave to extend the previous directions 
30 issued for your client to produce documents and lists to next Monday, 3 June at 9.30 

am.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission will issue formal directions to that effect.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.

  [9:48a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then you may be excused.
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MR KAMBURI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the other matter, of course is the matter of Mr 
Arthur Somare and he is – yes, Mr Kumura?

MR KUMURA:  Thank you Mr Chairman, for Mr Arthur Somare.  When we last 
appeared, we informed the Commission that we have basically got all the 
documents that Mr Somare wishes to put in.  I have further instructions that Mr  
Somare intends to put in a supplementary list, there is further information that he 
wants to produce and we will seek leave of the Commission to issue those 
directions that have been referred for us to produce and file.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The supplementary list of ---

MR KUMURA:  Documents and also witnesses.

THE CHAIRMAN:    Would your client wait the documents that are going to be 
filed by Mr Taureka before he puts his supplementary list or does your client want 
to produce them before Mr Taureka submits his?  I understood from your client 
that he was going to take discovery of documents filed by Mr Isikieli Taureka and 
also NEC Secretary, Ms Grace So-on, before he submits his supplementary list of 
witnesses, list of documents and copies of them?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, well the initial list--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You heard from Mr Taureka, he has been given an extension 
20 until next Monday.  Ms Grace So-on is appearing this afternoon and we will learn 

from her if she has the documents with her and if she has them, she can then tender 
those documents and then you may be able to search those documents. 

MR KUMURA:  Yes.  We would like to file those documents; the supplementary 
documents in the interim while waiting for the---

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay.  How long do you need to file those supplementary 
documents?

MR KUMURA:  About a week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  About a week.  All right, I will allow up to next Monday, the 
3 of June.

30 MR KUMURA:  That would be fine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the formal direction is that:
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(1)  Mr Arthur Somare is given until 3 June 2020 at 9.30 a.m. to file any 
supplementary list of witnesses; list of documents; and copies of those 
documents.  That is the first direction.

(2)Second direction, the matter is adjourned to 3 June 2020 at 9.30a.m for 
further directions.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is there any other matters for the morning?

10 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no, there is no notice of any other witnesses in 
this hearing this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright then, associate, we can adjourn the Inquiry.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

  [1.26 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  There is one matter set down for mention this afternoon in the 
case of Ms Grace So-on, NEC Secretary.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we have the Secretary for NEC, Ms Grace So-on 
20 here in attendance. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on, take the seat at the bar table.  This is a follow up in 
compliance with directions issued on 28 February for you to file certain documents.  
The directions were returnable on 23 March, however, the Commission did not sit 
on that day as a result of disruptions to the Commission’s sitting program from the 
Covid-19 pandemic shutdown period.  So, the Commission has taken the liberty to 
mention the matter this afternoon but thank you for your appearance this afternoon.  
You would have received the Commission’s chamber directions issued on 15 May 
so it is essentially for the Commission to enquire with you.  You have compiled the 

30 documents that you were asked to compile and produce them before the 
Commission?  Yes?

MS GRACE SO-ON:  Thank you, Chairman.  Yes, I have compiled a list of NEC’s 
submissions and decisions including the NEC’s secretaries who were present at that 
time those decisions were made for the Inquiry.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have the documents with you?

MS SO-ON:  Yes, I have, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can deliver them to this Commission.  Yes, you hand it up.  
Secretary, you can bring the documents over for my perusal.  The documents go 
back to 2008?

10 MS SO-ON:  Yes, chairman.   

[1.31pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, I have a list of documents and copies of the 
documents.  Are you going to be calling any other witnesses for which the 
Commission might require a list of the names of witnesses?

MS SO-ON:  I have included in the list attached to my letter to the Commission’s 
secretary the names of the secretaries, NEC secretaries at that time.  So I have got 
Ms Winnie Kiap, Mr Manly Ua and Mr Ilagi Veali.

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are the list of former NEC secretaries, right?

MS SO-ON:  Yes, sir.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  But are you going to call them, you think you might 
want to call them to assist, particularly the witnesses that you might call or they are 
not required?  Unless they want to give some oral evidence they will be required 
otherwise you are the first secretary in charge of the records of NEC and you can 
produce them under your hand.  But if you feel any of these former Cabinet 
secretaries are able to give some additional oral evidence, then you would have 
given the Commission the names.  Are you in a position to tell if any of these 
former NEC secretaries are able to give some oral evidence that may be in addition 
to the official records of NEC that you provided?

MS SO-ON:  Chairman, I am not – I cannot confirm at this stage unless the Inquiry 
30 looks at the documents and has or wants additional information then they will be 

required but if - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  Otherwise you will be the person to - - -

MS SO-ON:  Yes, based on what is on record.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The documents are pretty bulky.  What I am going 
to be doing is to adjourn your appearance to another date which will allow time for 
overseas counsel assisting the Commission, overseas solicitors assisting the 
Commission to make contact with you.  They will first examine the documents that 
you submitted and then contact you to prepare the evidence in the form of these 
documents and any other information that you would want to provide by way of 
evidence.  They will sit down and assist you to prepare your evidence.  At the 
moment overseas counsel and overseas solicitors are still waiting for their 
admission to practice in Papua New Guinea in the case of two counsel and then in 

10 respect of the solicitors, they are still waiting for the execution of their contracts of 
engagement that was awarded by the NEC, which I am sure you are familiar with.  
As soon as their contract is executed between the solicitor firm and the Head of 
State hopefully this week, then they will move their applications for admission to 
practice in this jurisdiction as well.  Once those are completed they should be on 
the ground here to engage with – and dialogue with you about the documents that 
you have handed up.

I have allowed the whole of May and the whole of June for relevant government 
authorities and private institutions who are involved in assisting the Commission to 
secure the admission of overseas counsel and for the execution of the solicitors’ 

20 contract and their consequent admission to practice in this jurisdiction.

    [1.36 pm] So they are in the process of securing those right now.  If those requirements are 
addressed, hopefully, in the next few weeks, then the Commission secretary will 
make contact with you and advise you that those arrangements have now been 
addressed and that they are available to talk to you.  We will just have to make some 
allowance for that to happen in the rest of May and also June.  What I might do is 
perhaps fix a date in July for a mention of this matter just in case you need to come 
back to the Commission for the Commission to check the status of what has 
happened.  

30 I propose that I adjourn your appearance to July – the first Monday in July – for a 
mention of your appearance.  First Monday in July is 6th July at 9.30 am.  Is that 
date and time convenient to you?

MS SO-ON:  That is fine, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  I will issue some formal directions in those regard.  
But in terms of execution of this solicitors’ contract, secretary for the Commission 
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has being following up with your office and the State Solicitor’s office to get that 
contract out so it can be executed this week.  

I know you have been liaising with the Commission’s secretary with regard to what 
has transpired between your office and the State Solicitor’s office in relation to that 
contract that is sitting somewhere in between your office and State Solicitor’s office.  
So when you go back, I suggest you talk to the State Solicitor to expedite the 
preparation of the contract.  There has been a slight variation or changes to the 
contract that he is addressing at the moment, as I understand, and he may be ready.  

10 So I suggest after you leave, establish contact with the State Solicitor to get that 
contract out, it comes through the NEC and then you, as I understand, would refer 
the finalized contract to the Governor General to execute.  Arrangements, as I 
understand, are already in place for the signing of the contract from the contractor’s 
perspective.  So I should impress upon you, go back and establish, allow with the 
State Solicitor to expedite that part.  After the contract is executed and obviously 
there are six or seven solicitors whose admissions will be moved in the National 
Court for them to practice here along with the two overseas counsel.  

When their admissions are in place, then this Commission is ready to proceed and 
20 they will contact you to prepare your evidence and then the evidentiary hearing will 

start.  I am just explaining to you for your benefit and the benefit of others who are 
here as to what is going to happen next.  

The formal directions are:

1. The Commission confirms the NEC Secretary, Ms Grace So-on’s 
compliance with the directions issued on 28 February 2020, by submitting the 
list of documents and copies of relevant documents, which documents have 
now been delivered to the Commission this afternoon.

30
2. The matter is adjourned to 6 of July 2020 at 9.30 a.m. for mention and for 

further directions. 

     [1.41 pm]Before you leave, if I can once again impress your office, the delay in the clearance 
of the contract and the admissions of the overseas counsel and solicitors is obviously 
affecting the flow of work by the Commission so I suggest you give the appropriate 
amount of attention to, particularly to getting that contract out as soon as possible.  
Is there anything you would want to say before you take your leave in relation to 
what I have just said?

40
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MS SO-ON:  No Chairman, I will follow up with State Solicitors on the contract.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Right, then you may be excused.  

MS SO-ON:  Thank you.  Secretary to the Commission, could I have a quick mention 
of Mr Arthur Somare’s matter; if he is here?  Is Mr Arthur Somare here?

THE SECRETARY:  He is here.  Yes, chairman, he is here with his counsel. 

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura, you and your client can take a seat at the bar table.  
We have the NEC documents here.  You were wanting obtain discovery of a 
particular document, is that correct?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, that is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which one was that?  That was set out in his statement?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, it is set out on the statement.

20 THE CHAIRMAN: Now that we have the documents in front of us, we might just 
consider that particular aspect.  The other way of addressing this is perhaps I will 
grant a – issue a direction granting leave to your client to inspect the file and obtain 
copies of any relevant documents that your client may want to view.  I grant a general 
leave now and then after we adjourn, you can arrange with the Commission’s 
Secretary to examine the file and obtain copies instead of us trying to go through the 
documents; pretty bulky document here.

MR KUMURA:  We would appreciate that, Mr Chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose your client would consider when he files his 
supplementary lists of documents and copies, he could include any documents 
discovered from this file – in that supplementary list, right?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That supplementary list is due by 3 June.  Is that what I said 
this morning?  

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is Wednesday the 3 June.

MR KUMURA:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:    Okay.  We will just issue a formal direction in that regard.
The formal direction is that Mr Arthur Somare is given leave to examine the 
documents handed up by Ms Grace So-on, the NEC Secretary this afternoon and to 
obtain copies of relevant documents that he requires from the file and that the 
Commission’s Secretary, Mr Matthew Yuangu will facilitate that process.

10
  [1.46 pm]That direction will do?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have another matter set for three o’clock.  If the witness is 
here early we could actually proceed with that particular matter.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, no he is not here just yet.  I cannot see him in the 
room.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we will adjourn the Inquiry to three o’clock today.

THE SECRETARY:  Three.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the Inquiry.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

30
[2.59 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one matter this afternoon.  It is the matter of Acting 

Chief Ombudsman, Mr Richard Pagen.  You are in attendance with your counsel?

MR RICHARD PAGEN:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your counsel?

MR PAGEN:  Counsel’s name is Mathew Keith.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mathew?
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MR PAGEN:  Mathew Keith.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mathew Keith.  This afternoon’s sitting is to go through the 
directions that were issued on 15 May.  You are required to file an affidavit.

MR PAGEN:  Yes, Chairman, we have done that.  The affidavit was filed on 21 
May.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Those have been delivered to the Commission’s Secretary?

MR PAGEN:  That is correct, Chairman.  They were filed here so it would have been 
delivered.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, do you have that affidavit together with the 
annexures?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, we have the affidavit and documents here.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can just hand over one set; the affidavit for my perusal.  
Mr Yuangu, have you got a stapled copy of the affidavit?  This is not stapled.

    [3.04 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a hard copy of the report attached.  There is also an 
electronic copy, is it?

MR PAGEN:  That is correct, Chairman.  You will notice on the affidavit the 
Attachment (1) which is marked RP1.  It is a copy of a letter that we sent to the Prime 
Minister when the announcement of setting up of this Inquiry.  

30 The Attachment (2) is the invitation or summons that was issued by this Inquiry to 
Ombudsman Commission to attend.  

The Attachment (3) is the hard copy of the UBS Report.

Attachment (4) is the soft copy.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR PAGEN:  In the form of CD.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Now that the affidavit has been filed, it has to be formally 
tendered into evidence and appropriately exhibited as evidence before the Inquiry.  
As you would know, the Commission has not really commenced its evidentiary 
hearing as yet, but I did indicate that the Commission might receive this particular 
piece of evidence for a start and that I might have you sitting alone to receive the 
evidence.  Upon receipt of the evidence, there will also be opportunities for questions 
to be asked.  Questions may be asked by the Commissioners, Counsel Assisting the 
Commission and then the Commission may allow, by leave of the Commission, any 
other person that is interested in the subject matter of the evidence to ask questions 

10 if they have any questions to ask.  The Commission may provide that opportunity 
for counsel and any other interested persons to appear to ask you any questions that 
they might want to ask you based on the evidence that you have provided.

The reception of the evidence or the introduction of evidence before the Commission 
is guided by a Practicing Note that was issued by the Commission last year.  It is 
Practice Note 1 of 2019.  I am not sure if you have received a copy of that Practice 
Note.  But essentially what that Practice Note in part says is that; “the introduction 
of witnesses and presentation of evidence before the Commission is the role of the 
counsel assisting the Commission.”  We have a situation where two overseas counsel 

20 have been appointed already but they are not available in Papua New Guinea because 
of - a bit of a delay in getting their applications for admission to practice here as 
lawyers through to the National Court.    So the situation is that they have yet to be 
admitted to practice in Papua New Guinea.  Their applications are being prepared to 
go before the National Court for their admission.

  [3.09 pm]So once they are on the ground they should be able to contact you to discuss the 
evidence that you are going to give in the form of the affidavit that you have provided 
and they will help you prepare the evidence.  That is the nature of the rules that we 
have in place.  It is also the role of counsel assisting the Commission to make 

30 allowance for any other person who might want to ask questions of you to make that 
possible or available, again that is very much depending on the oversea counsel 
being available on the ground.  That has not occurred yet.   However, there is also 
provision in the Practice Note for the Commissioners to vary or dispense with the 
requirements of the Practice Note in appropriate circumstances.  I have had a 
discussion with fellow Commissioner John Gilmore QC of Australia regarding the 
evidence that you will give before this Commission with me presiding as a single 
commissioner and we are agreeable to you presenting this evidence and then perhaps 
defer the opportunity for any other interested party and even counsel to ask questions 
at a later date.  The important thing is for this important piece of evidence to be 
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introduced as evidence, formally accepted by the Commission and then we leave the 
questioning part of it to a later time.  

So that is what we have agreed as between the Commissioners.  We have two 
scenarios here that I may have to decide this afternoon whether I receive the 
evidence, put it in the file and await the availability of overseas counsel to come in 
to have further discussions with you about any questions that he might have and 
opening other opportunities for any interested persons to ask questions of you.  That 
is one option.  The other option is to leave the affidavit in the Commissions’ file as 
it is and then we wait for the counsel to be admitted and then appear here and then 

10 he will introduce the evidence through you at the same time we provide opportunity 
for other interested persons to ask questions and so forth.  That is the other option.

I would be guided by what you might want to say before I make a final decision on 
whether I should receive the evidence now, allow for questions to be asked later or 
we simply hold on to the affidavit and defer any introduction of that affidavit 
evidence to a later time when the overseas counsel and solicitors are available on the 
ground.  Now, as you may know, I have allowed the rest of May and the whole of 
June for appropriate government agencies and also I think it is private institutions to 
secure the admission of overseas counsel by the end of June so that the evidentiary 
hearing can start in the first week of July.  We are in the last week of May now and 

20 of course June is available for efforts to be made to secure the admission of the 
overseas counsel firstly; and secondly, for the contract to engage overseas solicitors 
to be executed hopefully this week and then for application for admission of 
solicitors to practice here also be made to the National Court.  As soon as that is 
done, then we should get the counsel here to have some discussion with you to 
introduce your evidence.    

    [3:14 pm] Of course problems and activities and that also impacted the conduct of this Inquiry 
as you would know.  There are a lot other uncertainty out there out there as to when 
the pandemic will end.  But, as I understand the Government is putting in place 
measures for all government operations to commence and continue even during the 

30 Covic-19 period.  We have two situations here; scenario is unfolding here, 
particularly evidence, leave the questions to be asked at a later stage or deferred; 
receiving the evidence and we await the admission of overseas counsel and of course 
the engagement of solicitors to support counsel.  You have any thoughts on this?

 
MR PAGEN:  Chairman, the evidences that we have tendered through this affidavit 
can be received and then the questions can be deferred to a later date when you have 
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a full Commission so everyone would have a chance of reading it and then raising 
questions that are necessary to the Report.  That should be the way forward, then  we 
put this to a later date and you might need to read those so I think it would be helpful 
if you can accept this and then questions can be raised later, Chairman. 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you.  As I said, I have done the preparatory work in 
consulting with fellow Commissioner over that possibility and we are agreeable to 
receiving the evidence now.  So if you are ready, I think – of course, you will be the 
first witness for the Inquiry, you can take the witness box and you will be sworn in 

10 and then you will hand up your affidavit.
 
Let me just introduce the gentlemen that is standing next to you, Chief Ombudsman.  
His name is Mr Tyson Yapao.  He has been appointed as an associate to assist the 
Commissioners.  He is a lawyer by profession and he holds a current practicing 
certificate as a lawyer so he qualifies as a Commissioner for Oaths under the Oaths, 
Affirmations and Statutory Declarations Act.  So he will swear you. 

RICHARD PAGEN, SWORN:
20

    XN:  THE CHAIRMAN

Q:  Mr Associate, you can take your seat.  Mr Pagen, you can introduce yourself, 
your position and introduce your affidavit and seek to tender, formally tender 
the affidavit as part of your evidence before the Commission.  If you need 
some assistance in that regard, if your lawyer is with you, counsel for the 
Commission can assist you to introduce your evidence.

A:  Thank you Chairman.  My name is Richard Pagen.  I am currently acting Chief 
30 Ombudsman with the Ombudsman Commission of Papua New Guinea.  I 

have been employed as an Investigator on the 13 of December 1999.  
 

      [3.19 pm] I have been working with the Ombudsman Commission for more than 20 
years.  The information that I will give or I have sworn an affidavit on 20 May 
2020.  The affidavit was filed on 21 May 2020.  In the affidavit I have attached 
four materials as evidence to this Commission of Inquiry.  Attachment number 
1, is identified and marked as RP1, which is a letter to Honourable Prime 
Minister, James Marape, MP.  It has three pages.  Attachment number 2 which 
is identified and marked as RP2 is the request from the members of this 

40 Commission of Inquiry to the Ombudsman Commission to appear before the 
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Commission.  Attachment number 3 which is marked as RP3 is the copy or 
hard copy of the UBS Report that Ombudsman Commission produced and 
tabled.  Attachment number 4 which is identified and marked as RP4 is the 
soft copy of the UBS Report for this Commission of Inquiry’s purpose.  They 
are the four attachments that are attached in this affidavit that I have done and 
they are tendered to the Commission of Inquiry to determine.  Thank you.

MFI1 – LETTER BY COMMISSION OF INQUIRY TO 
HONOURABLE PRIME MINISTER JAMES MARAPE

10 MFI2 - REQUEST FROM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY TO 
OMBUDSMAN COMMISSION TO APPEAR 
MFI3 – HARD COPY UBS REPORT BY OMBUDSMAN 
COMMISSION AND TABLED
MFI4 – SOFT COPY OF UBS REPORT BY OMBUDSMAN 
COMMISSION FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS INQUIRY

Q: The report was prepared for presentation to the government or to Parliament?

A: As per the Organic Law on the Ombudsman Commission, the Constitution, 
20 section 219 and the Organic Law, the Commission investigations are once 

finalized, they are tabled in the Parliament through the office of the Speaker.   

  [3.24pm]  The Report was presented to the Speaker and the Speaker tabled it in the 
Parliament.

Q: So when was the report presented to the Speaker?

A: The report was presented to the Speaker in mid April 2019.

Q: And the report was in this form, the form that the report is annexed to your 
affidavit?

A: That is correct Chairman, the report was in this form and was presented to 
30 the Speaker to be tabled.

Q: Was there any covering letter attached to the report?

A: Chairman, that is correct, yes. We do a covering letter and the covering letter 
is not attached but if that is needed, we can provide that.
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Q: I think the Commission will require the covering letter to which it was 
attached to the report when it was presented.  I realize that that particular 
document was not in the attachment so I thought I might raise that because it 
is an important piece of document that will establish the actual presentation 
of the report to the Speaker for presentation to Parliament,

A: Yes, we will do a supplementary affidavit.

Q: I suggest you do a supplementary affidavit.

A: And provide that covering letter to the Commission of Inquiry.

Q: Yes.  I will allow some time.  Once you complete the supplementary 
10 affidavit, I might require you to file it and then come before the Commission 

to introduce that last piece of evidence as well.  That will complete your 
evidence and there will no other questions asked.  I am asking this question 
because I feel that there is a missing document; the missing link between a 
report and its presentation that I thought I should just tidy up.

A: Thank you Chairman.  We will get that done through that supplementary 
affidavit.

Q: How soon do you think you can be ready with that affidavit?

A: Anytime this week, maybe Thursday or Friday, we will have it filed. The 
affidavit will be filed, just one document so Thursday, Friday we will have 

20 that affidavit filed.

Q: I will extend the time to this coming Thursday, 28 May at 9.30 am for you to 
prepare and file the supplementary affidavit annexing copy of the covering 
letter that was attached to the report that was presented to the Speaker of 
Parliament in April 2019.  

A: Yes, Chairman.

Q: We will issue a direction in those terms and I will adjourn the matter to 
Thursday for you to return to complete the balance of the evidence.

A: At 9.30?

Q: At 9.30.

30
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A: Thank you Chairman.  

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

Q: For now, I will formally admit the affidavit of Richard Pagen, sworn on 20 
May 2020 into evidence before the Commission of Inquiry and it will be 
marked exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A - AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD PAGEN SOWN ON 20 MAY 2020 

10    

[3.29 pm] Then the Associate will adjourn the proceedings.

AT 3.29 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 26th MAY 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10  

 

 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
TUESDAY 26 MAY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
(Continued from Monday 25 May 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have three matters or witnesses listed for this morning.  
Secretary for the Commission, let us take the first matter.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Secretary of the Government 
House, Mr Toraso, is here in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Toraso, can you take the seat at the bar table.  This is a 
follow up sitting on the directions issued on 28 February when the Commission 
issued some directions for you to file some documents and the matter was then 

10 adjourned to 23 March.  The Commission did not sit on 23 March due to the Covid-
19 shutdown so the Commission has recalled this matter for a check on the 
compliance with the directions that were issued on 28 February.  I understand you 
have been issued with a direction which sets out the purpose of today’s hearing.  Mr 
Toraso, if you advise the Commission on your compliance with the directions I have 
issued on 28 February.

MR TORASO:  Mr Chairman, we did scan and email copies of the documents that 
we had on file including copy of a legal clearance by the State Solicitor, advice from 
NEC and copy of the NEC submission.  That is all the documents we had on file so 

20 we did email it to the Secretariat and I got hard copies with me here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not sighted those documents but if you have a set of 
those documents in the form of hard copies, you can hand them up.  All right, thank 
you, let me go through the documents.  You may be seated.  
 

     [9.31 am]Mr Toraso, you were to file a list of witnesses you might want to call, and a list of 
documents and then copies of the documents.  You have filed the copies of 
documents but the list has not been filed; the list of documents.  The list should 
accompany the actual copies of documents.

30
MR TORASO:  Okay.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  It makes it easier for the Commission to know of the documents 
that have been tendered.  The list of witnesses, you do not intend to call any other 
witnesses?  Is that the case or you are committed to file the list; those two documents 
are outstanding; the list of witnesses and the list of documents?  That is the first 
question.

MR TORASO:  Chairman, I was not in office during that time in question.  If there 
40 is need be, we could summons the former official secretary to appear, Sir Vuatha 
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Kipo.  He was in office at that time.  Apart from that, we would also ask the admin 
officer who is in charge of filing and copying of documents and sealing to appear as 
well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The other question is that you were to file documents in relation 
to both the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan.  The documents that you have given me 
are only in relation to the UBS Loan; would I be correct?

MR TORASO:  That is correct.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  And not the IPIC Loan.

MR TORASO:  Chairman, we could not locate any document at all in relation to the 
IPIC Loan.  There is nothing on file.  That is why we are unable to provide any 
documentation in relation to the IPIC Loan.  As I have mentioned, Sir Kipo would 
be in a better to answer questions in relation to IPIC Loan because he was in office 
at that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, but we are after the records, right?  The records should be 
20 in the office.

MR TORASO:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Unless Mr Kipo took the records away with him.  He is no 
longer the official secretary, right?

MR TORASO:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has left office.
30

MR TORASO:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Unless, he took with him the records, which is unlikely, these 
records should be kept by the office of the Governor General and you would have 
access to those records, would you not?

MR TORASO:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to conduct a bit more thorough search.
40
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MR TORASO:  Chairman, we did do a thorough check, and we have come up with 
nothing.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  The third question is, according to the directions 
that you were to provide signed copy or copies of the contracts executed by the State 
in relation to both loans.  But as you say, the documents in relation to IPIC loan are 
not available but you have produced what might appear to be the content; the 
contents of the contract, is it, or the contract has not been included in this material.

10    [9:36 am] MR TORASO:  Chairman, we have not managed to find any copies in our office of 
the actual contract.  What we have is the legal clearance, the NEC advice and the 
copy of the NEC Submission which was furnished today.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission would be interested in obtaining copy of the 
signed contract.  Obviously, if the Governor-General signed the contract, then there 
should be a copy kept of that contract in your office.  If it is not there, then we might 
just leave it at that and see where things take us to.   Who else would have a copy of 
the signed contract for both the IPIC loan and UBS loan if your office does not hold 
any copies?

20
MR TORASO:  Chairman, the NEC would have copies of both the IPIC and UBS 
loan contract.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would I be correct in saying that the signatory to that contract, 
one of the signatories would be the Head of State or would I not be correct?  If I am 
correct, then the Head of State should hold a copy as a signatory to the contract.  I 
do recall there are different types of contracts that are sent by NEC for execution.  
Some of those contracts that the Head of State merely acts as a witness and the 
parties execute those contracts in front of the Head of State as I understand.   I may 

30 be wrong.  Then there are those contracts in which the Head of State signs on behalf 
of the State, right?  I am just summarizing that this kind of contract involving the 
UBS loan and IPIC loan would be signed by the Head of State.  I have been acting 
Governor-General on a number of occasions and I can recall there were contracts 
that were forwarded and the Head of State to sign I believe.  I am not sure if I signed 
any contracts.  The contracts that were sent, I sent them back to the NEC to fix a few 
things and they never came back for my signing but I am not clear on that.  

MR TORASO:  Chairman, once the contract is signed, the Government House seals 
all the copies and one of the copies is kept in our files.  In this instance, we could 
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not locate either one of them; the IPIC or the UBS loan contract.  Otherwise, it is our 
procedure to keep copies of all contracts including any other contract.

THE CHAIRMAN:   So then who else would hold a copy of the signed contract?

MR TORASO:  The National Executive Council.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The National Executive Council.  What about the contracting 
parties?

10
MR TORASO:  They will of course have one.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if this Commission is interested in obtaining copies, it could 
obtain them from the NEC or the contracting parties?

MR TORASO:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  By the way, these discussions I am having with you are not part 
of the formal evidence.  When you are called to give evidence, you will your 

20 evidence as such but I am just simply asking this question just to clarify a few things 
and get the documents in.  

  [9.41 am]That is the purpose of this exercise.  Should I ask you to prepare a statement, it could 
be in the form of an affidavit deposing to the matters that you have just advised the 
Commission this morning that you have conducted an exhaustive search of your 
records and that you are not able to find the documents that are required by the 
Commission to be produced as per the directions?

MR TORASO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you be able to do that and I will allow some time and 
30 that will conclude the material that you will put before the Commission?

MR TORASO:  I will be able to do that, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The rules of the Commission will speak of documents being 
filed in the form of an affidavit or affidavits from witnesses.  You would need a 
lawyer from the Attorney General’s department to assist you to draft that affidavit 
and file it; right?  Do you or your office have access to lawyers from the Department 
of Justice?
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MR TORASO:  Yes, we do.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How much time do you need to prepare and file that affidavit?

MR TORASO:  I could file it tomorrow before 4.06.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is too short, I must say.  In my experience affidavits take 
time to – especially lawyers from government departments take a lot of time.

MR TORASO:  Yes.  Chairman, I will ask for one week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow for one week.

MR TORASO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that gives you enough time to consult with a lawyer from 
10 the Attorney General’s office and then you prepare your affidavit along the lines that 

you have just indicated to the Commission; file it and then that will conclude the 
material that you have placed before the Commission.  Then what happens after that 
is a matter that I will discuss with you when we meet next; that is a week from now 
but first I will allow you to file that affidavit.  

So the first formal direction is that:

1. The official secretary to Government House, Mr Bill Toraso, file an affidavit 
explaining his compliance or inability to comply with the directions issued on 
28 February 2020 with regard to the provision of the records in relation to the 
IPIC loan and the UBS loan, in particular the provision of the signed contracts 

20 of both loans and that affidavit is to be filed on or before Wednesday 3 June 
2020 at 9.30 a.m.

[9.46am]        2. The second direction; these directions are adjourned to 3 June 2020 at 9.30 
am for mention and directions.  

The Commission will issue a formal direction today and then you will be given a 
copy of the formal direction.  So you have a record of the directions that I have issued 
this morning.  When you come on 3 June 2020 at 9.30 am, the Commission will 
confirm your compliance with this direction that I have issued and then we will hold 
some discussion around the time frame or the timing of you giving the actual 
evidence.  Is there anything else you want to say before we close discussions?

30 MR TORASO:  No, Chairman, not at this stage.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you may be excused.  
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MR TORASO:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the next matter?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Secretary for Finance Dr 
Ngangan in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Ngangan, if you can take the seat at the bar table.

DR KEN NGANGAN:  Thank you, good morning Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Dr Ngangan for your appearance this morning.  
You may have received two directions.  One is in relation to your capacity as the 
Acting Chairman of the National Procurement Commission and the other one is in 

10 relation to your position as the Secretary for Finance.  Your appearance in the 
previous sittings of the Commission or your non appearance in the previous 
sittings have been recorded and on record the Commission there issued directions 
for summons to be issued to secure your attendance; the actual summons has not 
been issued.  The summons were directed to be issued after two letters of request 
for you to attend the Commission hearing on 28 February was said to have been 
served on you, not directly but through an officer with the National Procurement 
Commission who received the two letters of request and he was to have conveyed 
those letters of request to you.  I am not sure if you have received the two letters of 
request but those two letters of request were set out the nature of the assistance the 

20 Commission will require from you in the investigations that it will conduct in 
relation to both the IPIC loan, which was obtained by the government in 2009 and 
the UBS loan which was obtained by the government in 2014.     

  [9.51am] Have those two letters of request come to your attention?  Have you received 
them?

DR NGANGAN:  Sorry Mr Chairman, I am only aware of the attendance today. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, it may be that those two letters of request may 
not have reached you.  According to the report that I received from the 
Commission’s secretariat, those documents were delivered to a person by the name 
of Mr Babaga Naime, is that correct, Mr Yuangu?

30 THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Babaga Naime.  And he undertook to deliver those two 
documents to you but it may be that he may or may not have delivered them so 
perhaps the first thing we might do is perhaps to give you copies of those two 
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letters of request which really set out the nature of assistance the Commission 
require from you.  Then after you read them then we can reconvene and hold some 
discussions around how you will provide some assistance to the Commission in its 
investigation of both the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  So that is perhaps how we 
should proceed this morning and perhaps we might adjourn your appearance to 
another day, perhaps a week from now, to enable or allow the Commission 
secretariat to furnish you copies of those two letters.  Then when we reconvene, we 
will have some discussion around how you will assist the Commission and perhaps 
the Commission might issue some directions with regard to you filing some 

10 documents earlier in time before the actual sitting so that the documents may be 
used by the counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors to prepare your 
evidence. 

So if I can adjourn this matter to next Wednesday, let us say 3 o’clock in the 
afternoon because I might have some matters at 1.30 pm.  And then I will direct 
that the Commission’s secretary Mr Yuangu, will furnish you copies of the two 
letters of request to attend both dated 18 February 2020 and those letters be 
furnished to you today.  I will issue formal directions, those two direction today 
and you will be given a formal direction in those terms.  All right, then the matter 
stands adjourned to next Wednesday 3 June at 3 pm for further mention and 

20 directions.  

Mr Yuangu you can furnish him copies of those documents there immediately after 
we adjourn.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, I will do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Ngangan, do you wish to say anything, we have also 
otherwise come to the end of our discussion.

DR NGANGAN:  Thank you Chairman, just closing, thank you, sorry, I was not 
able to – informed of the previous directions but I thought attendance today was 
the one that I was told.  Insofar as the documentation is concerned, Chairman, I 
have got most of it in terms of the UBS, the Public Finances (Management) Act is 

30 concerned, I can assure you that that has been complied with which I have 
documentation, upon receiving the directions I will provide that.  But on the IPIC 
one I have less or even no information on the IPIC but I can still go back and check 
what involvement the Department of Finance or the NPC Act, CSTB Act in the 
IPIC process.  But on the UBS process, Chairman I can assure you that I will 
provide the full version as to the compliance which I am confident myself that the 
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process have been complied with per the Public Finances (Management) Act.  
Thank you.

 [9.56 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  When we meet next Wednesday we will 
have some discussion around that and then the Commission will issue some formal 
directions in regard to some of the documents that we may be - when we got the file.  
You may be excused.

MR NGANGAN:  Thank you.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Secretary to the Commission, we have one more matter?  That 
is the matter of Chief Secretary, Mr Isaac Lupari.  What is the situation with Mr 
Lupari’s attendance?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, Mr Isaac Lupari rang yesterday and indicated his 
counsel will appear for him today and we have his counsel in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR NICHOLAS TAME:  Good morning, Chairman.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning.

MR TAME:  Counsel’s name is Tame initial N, I appear for the Chief Secretary 
Isaac Lupari.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is your client present?

MR TAMI:  Chairman, unfortunately my client is not present.  I have been provided 
thick copies of documents by my client which I have been instructed or requested to 

30 be presented to the Commission of Inquiry.  I just picked up the documents yesterday 
afternoon.  I did not have the time to go through all of it and I do not know which 
documents are in relation to the IPIC loan and which are in relation to the UBS loan.  
Given the time frame I have not been able to compile a list of the documents under 
the two different loans.  Chairman, I wish to seek an adjournment in light of that so 
that we can prepare a full listing of the documents under the two separate loans and 
present it to the Commission of Inquiry.  That is basically our position at this stage.  
I note that the Commissioner has issued some directions on 28 February.  
Apparently, I have been just provided the documents yesterday so I am not sure 
whether there was any compliance with those directions earlier or not.  I will have 
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to confirm that with my client.  So in light of that we will seek an adjournment to 
next week.  We can come back on Wednesday next week. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, ordinarily directions issued are directions and the 
Commission expects persons directed to comply with those directions within the 
time frame prescribed by the direction but in this particular case the Commission is 
being asked to investigate matters that go back many years.  The IPIC loan goes back 
more than 10 years and then the UBS loan goes back by a number of years.  It will 
require some effort on the part of those directed to conduct the necessary search and 

10 to locate the documents so I have been flexible in allowing the extensions up to this 
point.  I will allow the extension by one week.  That may be the last extension that I 
might grant that I might just sound out because your client occupies a very high 
office and for a direction like this is issued, he would be amongst the few people at 
the top who would take directions of the Commission seriously and try to comply 
with the directions except when there are some good reasons for not doing.  But as I 
have said I will allow the extension and hopefully when we meet next, you will have 
the documents ready by then.

MR TAME:  Yes.  
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is one week enough or you need some more time because if I 
allow that extension that maybe the last extension I might add.

MR TAME:  Yes, Chairman, perhaps we can ask for two weeks because the 
documents are quite thick.  In my brief conversation with my client yesterday he has 
mentioned that the both loans were taken out when he was not in the office of the 
Chief Secretary.

[10.01am] He will definitely need some time to go through the records that they have and dig 
30 out the documents on both loans.  So we would - one week I think is quite short. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow for two weeks?

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the formal direction of the Commission is that:

1. The directions issued by the Commission on the 18 February 2020 are 
extended to Wednesday 10 June 2020 at 9.30 am.  
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2. The second direction is that the matter stands adjourned to Wednesday 10 
June 2020 at 9.30 am for mention and for further directions.

MR TAME:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If there are no other matters to mention, Mr Yuangu, is that 
the last matter for the morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, for the morning session, this is all we have for 
the morning.  We have one in the afternoon.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, my Associate will adjourn the proceedings.

10

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT  

 [1.31 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one matter this afternoon, matter of Secretary for NPC, 
Mr Babaga Naime.  Secretary to the Commission, is Mr Naime available?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, Mr Naime is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Naime, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  This hearing 
is a follow up on your compliance with directions that the Commission issued on 28 

20 February.  Those directions were returnable on Monday, 23 March.  However, the 
Commission did not sit on that day due to the Covid-19 pandemic shutdown period.  
So, the Commission has recalled the matter to check with you as to your compliance 
with the directions that was issued on 28 February.  The directions essentially were 
for you to provide to the Commission three things.  First, a list of witnesses that you 
might want to call, secondly, a list of documents relating to the IPIC loan of 2009 
and the UBS loan 2014 and thirdly, copies of those documents on that list.  Mr 
Naime, are you able to assist the Commission in terms of your compliance with 
directions?

30 MR BABAGA NAIME:  Thank you, Chairman.  Firstly, I wish to apologize that my 
response to the directions is wrongly dated and I apologize to 27 May 2020.  Yes, I 
have provided a list of witnesses for the Commission to get some confirmation from.  
I wish to state here that my initial verbal presentation to the Commission earlier with 
my CEO that there were no IPIC loan documents submitted to NPC or CSTB at that 
time is inappropriate because I was not the board’s secretary nor privy to board 
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matters at that time.  So I suggest to provide a list of witnesses which the 
Commission can obtain – to confirm whether or not the - for that matter I am unable 
to provide this Commission with documentation on that issue because my search 
was to no avail.
  

  [1.36 pm]I could not locate any documentation on that letter.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is in relation to the IPIC loan?

MR NAIME:  IPIC loan, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about the UBS loan?

10 MR NAIME:  Yes, UBS loan, we – me and my CEO submitted documents to that 
effect.  For your information, IPIC loan was approved by the board through a 
Certificate of Inexpediency but after that when we tried to obtain legal clearance to 
make payments to – issue contracts for payments for the lawyers, the State 
Solicitor advised against that as it was illegal.  Therefore the board in their 
subsequent meeting rescinded all these things and negated the issuance of 
Certificate of Inexpediency for that effect.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is in relation to the UBS loan?

MR NAIME:  UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So your response is contained in the documents that the CEO 
20 for NPC has already provided?

MR NAIME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the Commission has received the CEO’s list of 
documents and copies of documents already.  The Commission can go through 
those.  Who in the NPC, formerly the CSTB, right?

MR NAIME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is in charge of keeping the official records?

MR NAIME:  Our Registry clerk.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Registry clerk?

MR NAIME:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  That would not be your responsibility to keep the records?
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MR NAIME:  No.  Not directly, but yes, I am responsible for the CSTB minutes of 
meetings and the agendas, and all records in respect to the approvals - approvals of 
contracts.

THE CHAIRMAN: So the CEO to the NPC now and formerly the CSTB would 
also be directly responsible for keeping the records of the Commission and the 
former CSTB or that would not be his responsibility?

MR NAIME:  Sorry, please - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The CEO I am referring to, would his responsibility be to 
keep the records of NPC or the previous body CSTB?

10 MR NAIME:  CSTB.  Yes, those are the records of the former CSTB regime so, 
yes, I would answer your question in the negative.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So then who is the person under the NPC Act now?  
That is the successor body to the CSTB right; whose responsibility is it to keep the 
records?

MR NAIME:  The whole records are kept under the CEO’s responsibility.

THE CHAIRMAN:  CEO’s responsibility?

MR NAIME:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he would be the right person to produce the records?

MR NAIME:  Correct.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  And he has already provided some documents?

MR NAIME:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, then the Commission will go through those 
documents and if the documents are complete then the Commission will say so 
otherwise if there are some documents still missing from those set of documents, 
the Commission might perhaps ask the CEO to come in so we can go through the 
documents at a later date.  So instead of duplicating things, the Commission might 
release you from any responsibility to do with provision of records?

    [1.41 pm]MR NAIME:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  And allow the CEO, Mr Simon Bole, to take carriage of the 
provision of records?
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MR NAIME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Besides the, I think, the Chairman of the National Procurement 
Commission Board is also appearing before the Commission so he will also provide 
those records.

MR NAIME:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Then I will issue proper directions now discharging you from 
any responsibility with this Commission.

MR NAIME:  Thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN: But thank you, for your appearances today and in the previous 
occasion you appeared.  You may take a seat now and I will issue formal directions.

MR NAIME:  Thank you.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  The formal direction then is that the Commission discharges 
the Secretary for the National Procurement Commission, Mr Babaga Naime, from 
appearing before the Commission to provide evidence of documents pertaining to 
the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan held by the National Procurement Commission or 
its previous body, the Central Supply and Tenders Board, CSTB.  That direction will 
do.

Mr Yuangu, is there any other matters this afternoon or are we done?

THE SECRETARY:  No, sir, we are basically done for today.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 1.43 PM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO WEDNESDAY 27 MAY 2020 
AT 9.30 A.M. 
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
WEDNESDAY 27 MAY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
(Continued from Tuesday 26 May 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a number of matters listed for this morning.  Mr 
Yuangu, can we start with the first matter?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the first witness for today, this morning is 
Honourable William Duma, former Minister for Petroleum and Energy.  He is not 
in attendance here in the hearing room at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I have an explanation for his non-attendance?

10 THE SECRETARY:  He was served on the 19th, the directions to appear today at 
9.30, we have not heard from him since.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How was he served?

THE SECRETARY:  He was served through an agent of his at his office at the 
Mutual Rumana Building, at the minister’s office; the current minister’s office.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the name of the agent?

20 THE SECRETARY:  A person by the name of Dianne Nuia, First Secretary to the 
Minister.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was served the direction issued by the Commission to 
appear this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, previous correspondence from him to the Commission he 
wanted seven clear days’ notice?

30
THE SECRETARY:  That is right, yes, Chairman.  He did raise that with the 
Secretary, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if he was served on 19 May, what is today, 27 May, that is 
more than seven clear days?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, seven days.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you made any contact with that agent as to whether the 
40 direction was given to the member?
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THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I did twice call the office but I did not get through 
on the number indicated on the proof of service; the phone number that was given.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a proof of service that you produced before the 
Commission?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you hand it up?

   [9.37am]Service through the agent appears to be in order as per the proof of service.  The 
question is whether that agent was authorized or instructed by the member to 
receive the service of that document.  Did she give any indication to the person 
who served the summons that she had instructions or authorization from the 
member to receive the document?  Because sometimes agents receive documents 
on behalf of other people for which they have no authorization and then never pass 
the direction on to that person.  There is no indication on the proof of service that 
the agent Dianne Nuia had the instruction to receive the document from the 

20 Honourable member.

THE SECRETARY:  No, sir, there is no indication of that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, in those circumstances then I will issue a further 
direction extending the directions that have been issued for him to appear on 
another date and I will direct that the direction be personally served on the member 
or alternatively by placing a copy of the direction at his place of residence.  I think 
those are the prescribed mode of service under the Commission of Inquiry Act.  
Service on a person through an agent is not a prescribed mode of service so I am 
reluctant to issue any summons for his appearance.

All right, do you or your officers know where he lives, his usual place of 
30 residence? 

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, he would live in Mt Hagen, he is the Member for 
Mt Hagen.  

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But he might have a residence in Port Moresby where he 
usually resides.  Are you aware if he has any residence in Port Moresby?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, not at this stage.  We have been going to his 
office most of the time.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will make a general direction that wherever 
that place of residence is that a copy be placed at his usual place of residence. The 
formal directions are:

1. The directions issued on 19 May 2020 are extended to 10 June 2020 at 
9.30am.  

10
2. The directions issued on 19 May 2020 and these directions issued today 

shall be personally served by the Commission’s Secretary on the Honourable 
William Duma or alternatively be served at his usual place of residence in 
Port Moresby or Mt Hagen.

  [9.42 am]    3. The third direction is that the matter stands adjourned to 10 June 2020 at 9.30 
am for mention and further directions.

Mr Yuangu, next time when your officers go and serve documents on witnesses, if 
20 they are being received by agents, your officers have to first establish from that 

person if that person has specific instructions or authorization from that person to 
receive those documents; alright?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  When the proof of service is completed, then that information 
has to be contained in the proof of service.  Your officers should only serve through 
an agent if that agent expressly states that he or she has specific instructions from 
that other person to receive the document; otherwise, it should not be served on that 

30 person.  

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is a common mistake.  The mistake is made even by lawyers.  
They go out there and serve documents on agents who have no instructions to 
receive.
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then there is a serious problem with proof of service in 
court that I am aware of but this time you try to improve on your officers’ service of 
the Commission’s documents.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, I will make sure of that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then the next matter is- - -
10

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we have Honourable Paias Wingti, Governor of 
Western Highlands in attendance this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will speak to him, thank you.   

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Honourable Governor of Western Highlands, thank you for 
appearing before the Commission this morning.  As you will note the Commission 

20 is not fully constituted by the two Commissioners; that is myself and Commissioner 
John Gilmour, QC, of Australia.  Commissioner Gilmour is not available but he has 
authorized me to sit as a single Commissioner to receive your appearance and that 
arrangement is provided for in the Commissions of Inquiry Act.  

The reason for your appearance today is set out in a letter of request to attend that 
the Commission issued to you, which I understand has been provided to you, and 
you may have read the content of that letter.  This Commission of Inquiry obviously 
is investigating the government’s two loans.  The main part of the Inquiry has to do 
with the government’s UBS Loan obtained in 2014, but the Terms of Reference also 

30 includes the government’s decision to obtain what is called the IPIC loan in 2009.

 [9.47 am] You were not involved in any of those two loans in any capacity.  However, because 
of your previous position as a former prime minister of Papua New Guinea, the 
Commission of Inquiry believes that you may be able to provide some assistance to 
the Commission in understanding the political and the economic policies that the 
government had in place when you were the prime minister in terms of the 
government’s role in the economy, in particular, the government’s involvement in 
private business enterprise.  That is the reason why you have been asked to appear 
before the Commission to provide that information which is really a background 
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information which will assist the Commission to understand the loan transactions 
that were conducted in 2009 and 2014 which really are government decisions to 
invest government funds in private business enterprise.  

The letter that was issued to you fully explains the reason why you were asked to 
appear and it sets out a number of questions that you might want to speak on to assist 
the Commission in that regard.  So, in this instance, we are summarizing the purpose 
of your appearance before the Commission so that the Commission commences its 
Inquiry into the UBS loan which is the main focus of the Inquiry.  It also will be 
looking at the IPIC loan and the background political and the economic situations, 

10 particularly to do with the government policy in those areas.  Do you understand the 
explanation I have offered to you in terms of your appearance today?

MR PAIAS WINGTI:  Fully, former Chief Justice and Chairman of the Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:   The question is; are you able to give that kind of evidence 
resistance to the Commission.  I think it is - - - -

MR WINGTI:  Chairman, I can only give the – you see the circumstances in which 
the former prime minister was in in leading and making that decision, but the normal 
process is very simple.  You have government policies and when you decide on a 
government policy, in this instance, you have to head a government, if you have got 
a government policy there and everything you do in a government system is to 

20 achieve those policies because you are leading the country. This is the policy you 
have outlined to the nation.  So you pull your ministry together to make sure that 
those policies are achieved.  That is the way, you know, I am from the old school so 
I am telling you how I would run the country.  So I do not go outside of that.  Because 
you set the targets, whether it is education, agriculture, health; these are the policies 
you have decided.  So then you follow the process of decision making.  In the old 
days you used to have the budget priority committee, then you have the national 
planning committee, then you have the cabinet.  So any decision that the government 
must make, you as head of government must insist that it must go through the 
process.  

30 That means the minister of state or any department want to initiate the policy, the 
process knows already the objective of the government so when they put a request 
in to the budget priority committee, has that met the requirement of what the 
government wants?  If it is not achieved, then they will reject that right at that lower 
level that this activity does not fall in line with the overall strategy that the 
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government has outlined.  So it does not even come to NEC which is made out of 
senior ministers?  So that is the process we always insist.

  [9.52am] Because you cannot let submissions go straight to Cabinet or come from that, you 
maintain that standard of government.  That is the way - I am now talking from the 
days that I used to be Prime Minister; we run the country.  So I do not know how 
this came about, I am not privy to this.   So if the Commission of Inquiry ask me, 
like what you are asking me, well, look I do not know, you see every Prime Minister 
is different.  But when Sir Julius was there, I was there, I know that was the process 
we followed.  So on this I cannot really, you know, Chairman, inform you a lot about 

10 what were the circumstances, how it happened, because I would say, look, a major 
decision like this will have to go through the process, the checks and balances and 
then it is pushed through the system that comes out to Cabinet and then Cabinet 
approves then eventually it has to go to Parliament for budgetary approval because 
the Parliament is the ultimate authority for any major decisions we make.  So, that 
is the process but you know, I mean, it is up to the Prime Minister of the day.  But if 
you go by the rules and follow strict guidelines, I think, that is the way so that PMs 
and public servants know that the Government is very clear about what it wants to 
achieve so everybody falls in line and then you see the outcomes.  So that is all I can 
say.  You see, I am not in a position where a decision was made and how it came 

20 about, whether they went through this process or maybe they had other systems in 
place.  I do not know.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, but the policies are in place; the government policies and 
the process by which those policies are implemented, obviously, will be relevant and 
you might be asked to give that kind of evidence as you are giving now.  The time 
for giving that evidence is obviously not today.  We will give you some time to 
prepare that kind of evidence with counsel assisting the Commission and the 
solicitors, both of whom will be coming from overseas to talk to you to how best 
you prepare and present your evidence in the way you have outlined but that is one 

30 aspect.

The other aspect that the Commission is really wanting to know is the head of 
government’s thinking in terms of the role of government in business.  That kind of 
topic will require a bit of intellectual discussion on the theories, the principles at 
stake and what is going through the mind of the Head of State, the Prime Minister.  
For example, I will just give you a bit of background to this.  We have in the world, 
there are different political systems.  Those different political systems have their 
own economic systems that are compatible with those political systems and they go 
along with it.  For example, you have got the communist government, then you have 
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the socialist model like after the communist model and then you have got the 
democratic systems.  Then you look at the economic models that are more 
compatible with these different kind of systems.  The communist model they have a 
different economic system.  The socialist model they have a different system.  Maybe 
a blend of the communist model and the economic model.  The democratic countries 
their economic system is a capitalist, free economy or free market economy.

As to the choices the government of Papua New Guinea has made in terms of, and 
the people of course, as to what kind of political system we should have and the 

10 economic systems that go along with it, that would define the way and the approach 
that governments take in terms of how the economy is managed in terms of the 
government’s role in it.  Government’s role in the economy might be more 
commanding role like the communist system or a combination of command system 
and participatory system where the government does get involved in business.  

     [9:57am] Then you got other things like government’s role in protecting the economy, 
promoting the economy, facilitating the economy and so forth.  Then the other 
system might allow for government’s direct investment in private enterprise.  Is that 
allowed in a capitalized economy under a democratic system of government?  These 

20 are the kinds of – more academic, more intellectual kind of philosophical kind of 
ideas that the Commission would want to know how these things play in the mind 
of our leaders to be able to direct and develop the policies that go along with it and 
the processes that are put in place.  I am just generally describing to you what the 
Commission might be interested in.  Commission is trying to  understand the 
economic model within the political system that we have that has played up to this 
time the kind of political system that was first put in place and the economic system 
that went with it and how those systems are played up to this point.  The Commission 
would want to know if the head of our governments have any idea or feeling for any 
of these kind of things in their mind before they get into things like the policies that 

30 the government comes up with and how those policies are implemented through 
policies that the Government has put into place.  I think that I have said enough. You 
get the idea.

MR WINGTI:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that something that you might want to express your thoughts 
on as to whether those kind of thoughts were playing in your mind when you were 
the Prime Minister and whether those kind of thoughts affected the way the 
government policies were put in place and processes that were followed and so forth.  

40 It is a very broad area.  The Commission thinks that perhaps we should get our 
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leaders to tell us what was going through their minds in terms of the political system 
that the country has adopted and the economic that goes with it and how that plays 
into the way policies are developed, processes are put in place to implement them.    
The Commissioners think that that is a relevant question that might underpin these 
two decisions that were made by the Government in 2009 and 2014 to go into private 
business.  

When the counsel assisting the Commission and the Solicitors – they are coming 
from overseas - when they are on the ground, they will be able to sit down and talk 

10 directly with you in more detail with regards to what I have just said and help you 
to prepare your thoughts and give your thoughts for evidence before the 
Commission.  Today is not the time, we have not got the Commission; the counsel 
and the solicitors are still not on the ground as yet, but when they are available, they 
will contact you.  What I have said, does that make some relevance or sense? 
Interesting, is it?

MR WINGTI:  Chairman, it does.   It depends on who is in the chair.  It depends on 
how their vision is.  A head of government must have a clear vision where it wants 
to lead the country and then how you – the relations between private enterprise and 

20 the government.  So in my time, I am more government passive investor; passive in 
the sense that – let us say, you want to get PNG moving and you want to attract 
investors to come in to invest, or you to give them confidence, you just take the 
position, maybe inject some funds and mainly in agricultural activities or 
privatization.   It is like PNGBC was a government run institution and when Sir 
Mekere became Prime Minister, we were pushing for that to be privatized.  So the 
government just plays a very minimum role at 25 percent shares.   The capital flow 
will come from private enterprise; the management will come from private 
enterprise, so they drive them.  So government was not directly involved, 
government was just at the back.  The same could happen to all the private businesses 

30 to be running. 

[10.20am]So my view as head of government and the party that I supported was to let private 
enterprise run the businesses.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is precisely the kind of evidence that the Commission is 
interested in.

MR WINGTI:  Well, yes, that is different.  But somebody else in the chair may 
want to build an empire.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, the other former prime ministers are coming in to give 
their version as well.  

MR WINGTI:  Yes, they would want to build their empires.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And later the Commission will sit - - -

MR WINGTI:  Yes, they wanted to build an empire, they wanted board of 
directors, they wanted to control the industry, that is a different model and it 
depends on who is the head of government.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  In this case, the Commission will look for your evidence 
as to what was going through your mind, what was the model that you preferred 

10 and the political system you headed. But you say something that is quite relevant 
and this is the sort of evidence that the Commission is looking for so I think we 
will leave it at that because I am not taking evidence today.

MR WINGTI:   Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When the counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors 
are on the ground, they will help you prepare your thoughts and come and present 
it to the Commission, which you will provide the background information and 
understanding how the government got into these two investment decisions in the 
private enterprise sector.  I think we will stop there because as I said the 
Commission is not receiving evidence today.  I will fix a date for you to return to 

20 give your evidence and allow enough time for the overseas counsel, lawyers and 
solicitors to obtain the necessary clearances for them to come to Papua New 
Guinea to appear as lawyers assisting the Commission.  It will take the whole of 
June for that process to be settled.  So when they are on the ground, the 
Commission secretary will contact you and connect you with the counsel and the 
solicitors and they will help you prepare the evidence in the way the Commission 
wants it and then we will set a time for you to come and give evidence.  But in the 
meantime, I will just fix a date for – just for mention of the matter and hopefully 
by then we will know if the counsel assisting the Commission and the solicitors are 
on the ground and have spoken to you already.

30 In the meantime, you can give some thought to the discussions that we have had 
this morning and prepare yourself while you are waiting.  I am going to adjourn 
this matter to 6 July Monday at 9.30am for mention, allowing the whole of June for 
the solicitors and the counsel to get the necessary statutory clearances for them to 
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appear here.  So the formal direction is that the matter is adjourned to 6 July 2020 
at 9.30 am for mention.  Is that date and time convenient to you?

MR WINGTI:  That is okay with me Chairman, but if I am not here, is it okay my 
lawyer represent me?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR WINGTI:  I can go through and give him all the information.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, and then when it is time to actually give the evidence, 
then you will appear.

MR WINGTI:  No problem.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The second direction is that counsel and solicitors 
assisting the Commission shall prepare the evidence to be given by the Honourable 
Paias Wingti.  I think those two directions will do.   On 6 July, as you say, your 
counsel can appear.

MR WINGTI:  Thank you.

[10.07 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is that the last matter for this morning?

MR YUANGU:  Yes, Mr Chairman, those are the two matters for the morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, 
20 you can adjourn then.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

  [1.35 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have two witnesses appearing this afternoon.  The first 
matter is that of First Legislative Counsel, Mr Johnny Bogambari.  Mr Yuangu, is 
Mr Bogambari present?

30
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, we have First Legislative Counsel, Mr 
Johnny Bogambari in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bogambari, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  All 
right, this hearing this afternoon is to follow up on your compliance with the 
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directions that were issued on 28 February 2020, particularly in relation to direction 
for you to file a number of documents and those directions were returnable on 
Monday 23 March 2020 but the Commission was not able to sit because the 
proceedings on that day were adjourned due to the Covid-19 pandemic shutdown by 
the government.  So the matter has been recalled this afternoon for the Commission 
to check with your compliance with those directions.

I understand on 23 March you submitted that document according to the list of 
documents that you had in your possession and copies of the three documents 

10 mentioned in the current letter attached to the documents that you submitted.  The 
first is Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act of 1976 Consolidated, the second 
item is Statutory Instrument No.SI57 of 2014 and the third document is Statutory 
Instrument No.SI58 of 2014.  The first document is the enabling Act but the other 
two documents are statutory instruments issued for purposes of facilitating the UBS 
loan.  According to that letter you have no record of any documents relating to the 
IPIC loan.  Would I be correct in summarizing the content of your letter?

    [1.40 pm] MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you.  That is correct, Chairman.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just trying to seek clarification from you in relation to the 
statutory instruments.  The first of which is an instrument issued under the hand of 
the Head of State, which is undated; the date and the month of 2014 is not provided.  
I think it is the same with the second document.  The date of the second instrument 
is also not specified in the instrument.  

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct, Chairman.  For the statutory instruments, I 
normally draft them as per the NEC decision and we do three copies in blue.  Those 
are submitted to NEC secretariat who then facilitates for the Governor General’s 
signature.  That is the copy that would have the date initialed down here.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So when the Governor General signs the instrument, 
you insert the date, is it?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is done by NEC secretary.  They insert the date and have 
it published in the gazette.  I only maintain a copy in this form.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So these are draft instruments that you prepared?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  For the NEC?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The date on which these instruments were prepared 
by your office, is that shown somewhere?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is on the top right-hand corner.  The first one is dated 6 
March – yes, both of them were dated 6 March.  The top right-hand corner.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I see that.  The first instrument relates to a loan of 
AUS$335 million to be borrowed from UBS Australia branch for the purpose of the 
purchase of shares in Oil Search Limited and for the purpose of meeting the expenses 
of the borrowing and services of the State.  That is the first instrument?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

20 MR BOGAMBARI:  The wordings on the instruments are derived from the NEC 
decision inserted here for the Governor General’s signature.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The second instrument relates to a loan to be obtained 
from UBS Australia branch in the sum of AUS$904,555 – is it 904 million?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Million.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

30 MR BOGAMBARI:  Yes, it is 904 million.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, AUS$904,555,790.00 for the purpose of the purchase of 
shares in Oil Search Limited and for the purpose of meeting the expenses of the 
borrowing and for the service of the State; very similar wording as the first 
instrument.

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Why was it necessary to issue two separate instruments if both 
loans were to be obtained from the borrower or the same bank?  Is there a difference 
---

   [1:45 pm]MR BOGAMBARI:  Chairman, I am not sure why it was done in two separate 
instruments but I guess for clarity, may be they did it in two separate instruments 
instead of combining the two in one instrument.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That leads to my next question.  It might be useful or helpful 
10 for you to provide the request that you received from the NEC to prepare these 

instruments.    The request could contain information as to these two different loans 
for which you prepared the instruments, right?  I note that the payments for which 
those loans were obtained, the wording is very much similar, but the Commission 
would be interested in knowing what the two loans are for.  Would I be correct in 
reaching that preliminary conclusion that these two loans are for separate purposes, 
although relating to the loan to be obtained from the UBS Australia Branch?  The 
Commission would like to know what is the difference in the two loans really is.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Chairman, I will check and find out the reason behind having 
20 to prepare two different instruments for that one and then get back to the 

Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just thinking aloud, to assist you in your search for the NEC 
documents.  One of those loans might be for the purchase of Oil Search Shares 
proper.  The other loan might be for something else.  Let us say, that might fall in 
the latter part of that last line which talks about needing the expenses of the 
borrowing.  So that AUS335 million might relate to the services component or the 
expenses component of the transaction.  Although we should be more interested in 
perhaps viewing the actual documents that you have received based on which you 

30 prepared two separate instruments. 

So I might issue some directions in that regard and give you some time to go back 
to your records and for you to provide the actual request that you received from the 
National Executive Council based on which you issued these two instruments, which 
you have not provided. 

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you Chairman, I think that would be appropriate if I can 
come back and provide those information.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that AUS345 million might relay to the expenses and 
the services component of the loan transaction and that AUS900 million might really 
go towards the purchase of Oil Search shares as such.  But I have no concrete 
evidence before me to arrive at any conclusion like that but I am just thinking aloud 
so with that background, you might want to conduct your own searches again and 
locate those documents.  How much time do you need?  I will give you some time 
to locate and file those documents.  

MR BOGAMBARI:  May be next week Wednesday.     
10

 [1.50 pm] I will put it down for next week Thursday at 9.30 am.  That is, is it 4 June, right at 
9.30 a.m.  Just before I issue the formal directions just by way of clarification again, 
when you issued this instrument it will be based on the request received from the 
NEC, right?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  For you to prepare the instruments?

20 MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.  We get it from the NEC decision and transfer 
it into that statutory instrument for the Governor General’s signature.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you would have in your custody the actual NEC request?

MR BOGAMBARI:  NEC decision.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Decision.

MR BOGAMBARI:  And sometimes they give us their submission that goes 
30 together with – that goes to NEC before the decision comes but sometimes we just 

receive the decision.  So, I will check if there is a submission attached to the decision 
so that I would be able to tell the Inquiry as to that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And what submission is this?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is a document that goes to NEC.  For example, this one 
would be a submission seeking NEC’s endorsement for the borrowings.  Other 
documents- - -
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But I am not familiar with the NEC language but I am just 
trying to get myself clear on what is this submission.  Where is it coming from and 
who is the author of the submission?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Normally for loans it would come from Treasury to NEC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have heard of business paper or policy submissions being 
prepared by the minister responsible that goes before the NEC.

10 MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Based on which NEC decision is made.  Is that the submission 
you are referring to or there is another submission from some other source?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Yes, Chairman, that is the submission I am referring to, it 
comes from the minister.  So, normally the department prepares it and the minister 
presents it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the minister would author that submission?
20

MR BOGAMBARI:  He signs off.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Based on advice and assistance obtaining from his department?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the appropriate minister in this case would have been 
which minister?

30 MR BOGAMBARI:  Minister for Treasury.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the right description of the treasury’s position in 
Cabinet?  What do they call him?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Treasurer.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is the treasurer?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  His description is not the Minister for Treasury.  

MR BOGAMBARI:  I think he is the treasurer.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have heard him being referred to as the treasurer.  All 
right then I will just formalize the direction.  

1. The first direction is that the Commission confirms Mr Bogambari’s 
compliance with the directions issued on 28 February 2020;   

10
2. Mr Bogambari is to provide to the Commission a copy of the NEC decision 

and the NEC policy submission submitted by the treasurer that were sent to 
him based on which the two statutory instruments were issued and those 
documents are to be provided on or before 4 June 2020 at 9.30 am; and 

  [1.55 pm]      3. The matter is adjourned to Thursday, 4 June 2020 at 9.30 for further 
directions.  

All right, the Commission will issue formal directions in those terms and you will 
20 be given a copy of the formal directions either today or tomorrow.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If there is nothing else for you to mention or say then you may 
be excused.

MR BOGAMBARI:  No, Chair, that is all I have to say so if I may be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.
30

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, I think we have another matter that was deferred 
from this morning?

MR SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, we have witness Honourable William Duma 
who was scheduled for the morning session but did not attend and requested to attend 
at 2.00 this afternoon and he is here in attendance.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Duma, if you can take seat at the bar table.
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MR WILLIAM DUMA:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  First of all, let me thank you for taking time to appear on the 
Commission’s request.  The matter has been mentioned a number of times in the past 
but due to your unavailability the matter has been deferred to this morning and then 
to this afternoon.  The purpose of your attendance before the Commission of Inquiry 
is as stated in the Commission’s letter of 18 February 2020 which I would assume 
you have received it?

10
MR DUMA:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay and essentially it is in relation to the Commission 
discussing with you at a preliminary stage as to the assistance you will provide to 
the Commission in terms of looking at the transaction involving the government’s 
loan obtained from - or short term - IPIC loan.  The Inquiry involving IPIC loan is 
the main focus of the Inquiry.  

     [2.00pm] The Inquiry has been established to inquire into the government loan obtained in 
20 2014 from the UBS Bank of Australia but because the Terms of Reference include 

a reference to the Commissioners looking at the IPIC transaction in 2009 and from 
the Commission’s understanding you may have been the Minister responsible for 
Energy - Petroleum and Energy?

MR DUMA:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may have some knowledge about that particular 
transaction, the Commission might be assisted with the evidence that you might 
give from your perspective.  So this afternoon I am simply going to be asking if 
you are available to give that kind of evidence, and if you are, then I will fix a date 
for you to return, possibly to give evidence, the actual evidence, but I will allow 

30 you enough time between now and that date for you to prepare your evidence with 
the assistance of counsel assisting the Commission and solicitors.  Both counsel 
assisting the Commission and the solicitors are coming from Australia.  However, 
their practice in Papua New Guinea as counsel and solicitors assisting the 
Commission will have to be cleared by the appropriate authorities for them to 
practice in Papua New Guinea and that clearance has not yet been obtained and the 
process is being put in motion to obtain admission under the Lawyers Act to 
practice in this jurisdiction.  As soon as those are completed, then they are on the 
ground, they should be able to contact you to discuss the evidence that you will 
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give and then you will come and give your evidence.  Now pending the necessary 
statutory approvals for their engagement in Papua New Guinea being obtained, you 
may have to take the time to consider and prepare your evidence and just await the 
outcome of the statutory clearances been obtained.  So when they are on the 
ground they should be able to contact you.  So what I will do now is simply to fix a 
date for further mention of the matter by which time you will be advised if the 
lawyers are on the ground but if those lawyers are already appointed before that 
date, the Commission secretary will contact you and he will ask you to come in to 
see the overseas counsel and solicitors before then.

10 I have allowed the whole of May and the whole of June for the appropriate bodies 
that are assisting the Commission to obtain those statutory clearance for them to 
address the issue of admissions of counsel and solicitors so I have been fixing a 
date in the first week of July for the return of directions.  So what I might do is I 
might adjourn your case to 6th or 7th of July at 9.30am for further mention of the 
matter.  In the meantime if the counsel are on the ground they should be able to 
contact you and you can then prepare your evidence with them.

That is as much as I can say unless you want to say something then, otherwise I 
will issue the formal directions adjourning the matter.

MR DUMA:  Chairman, thank you.  First, let me apologise sincerely for my 
20 unavailability on those occasions and I must assure you Chairman that it was never 

deliberate, unfortunately we had significant time factors but firstly I was not given 
the notices – I did not receive them, I received them about two weeks after the 
scheduled date had passed too so Chairman I want to apologise again for not 
making myself available to assist the Inquiry.

   [2.05pm]Chairman, yes, I was the Minister for Petroleum in each of those occasions in 2009 
when the IPIC transaction was entered into and then in 2014 when the UBS 
transaction was entered into.  In the case of the IPIC transaction I was minister 
right throughout but the minister who had the carriage of the initial work was 
Arthur Somare then.  I was only responsible for the regulatory matters of the oil 

30 and gas industry.   In the UBS transaction, I was initially consulted by the Prime 
Minister.  I gave my views but then when the matter went before Cabinet by that 
time I had been decommissioned as a minister.  But regardless, Chairman, I can 
assure you that I will assist this Inquiry in whatever way I can.  Thank you 
Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in relation both the IPIC loan and the UBS Loans? 
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MR DUMA:  To both.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Well, that is good.  All right, would you anticipate - if 
you were to give evidence, would you anticipate giving oral evidence or you would 
have some documentary evidence that you might also provide to the Commission?

MR DUMA:  Chairman, I was thinking of proposing that I give written evidence 
followed by a brief oral summary, if that would assist the Inquiry?

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have been issuing directions to allow witnesses who propose 
to give documentary evidence, to file those documents in advance so that when 
counsel and solicitors are on the ground they will examine the documents and then 

10 they will sit down with you and prepare your evidence.  Should I issue similar 
directions with regard to yourself in terms of filing some relevant documents you 
might have in advance before or by the 6th or 7th of July?

MR DUMA:  Chairman, that would be helpful.  I could file the relevant material 
before my formal appearance before the Inquiry again.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will issue appropriate directions.  

1. The first direction is that the Honourable William Duma provide to the 
Commission a list of documents and copies of those documents pertaining to 
the IPIC loan and the UBS loan on or before 7 July 2020.  

20 2. Number 2, the matter is adjourned to Tuesday 7 July 2020 at 9.30 am for 
mention and further directions.   

I issue those directions.

MR DUMA:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you.  I think that concludes the matters for this 
afternoon, is that correct Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes Chairman, we have specifically covered those two.   

    [2.10 pm] There are no more other witnesses here.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the Associate will- - -

THE SECRETARY:  We can adjourn now, yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate will adjourn the proceedings.

AT 2.10 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
THURSDAY 28 MAY 2020

 

10
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
THURSDAY 28 MAY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
(Continued from Wednesday 27 May 2020)
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  [9.26 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we are set to continue with the chief 
ombudsman’s evidence.  If the chief ombudsman can take the witness box.

RICHARD PAGEN, recalled:

     XN:  THE CHAIRMAN

Q:  I understand you have filed a supplementary affidavit which the commission 
secretariat has received but it needs to be formally tendered into evidence as 

10 part of your evidence.  So, if you have the original of the affidavit with you, 
you can proceed to complete the balance of your evidence.  Your previous 
oath that you took still applies so you do not need to take another.  Yes?

A: Chairman, that is correct.  As per the direction on the 26th, I filed a 
supplementary affidavit which was received by the secretariat, Chairman.

Q: And you have that affidavit with you?

A: I have a copy but the originals would be with the- - -
20

Q: If you can just describe the essence of the affidavit.

A: Thank you.  The affidavit has two attachments.  Attachment 1, which is 
marked RP1, that is the copy of the letter to the Speaker of Parliament, 
Honourable Job Pomat, a letter dated 29 April 2019.

Q: And who is the author of that letter?

A: The author of that letter is then Chief Ombudsman Michael Dick, myself as 
30 an ombudsman and Kevin Kevore is the third ombudsman.

Q: And the letter makes reference to the attachment which is the commission’s 
report on the UBS loan?

A: Yes, the subject of that letter has final report pursuant to section 23(1) of the 
Organic Law on the Ombudsman Commission on an investigation into the 
alleged improper borrowing of the UBS of the AUS$1.239 billion loan from 
the Union Bank of Switzerland to purchase 149,390,244 shares in Oil Search 
Limited and improper tender and procurement of consultants in relation to the 

40 borrowing.  
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     [9.31 am] That is the heading of the cover letter that has a final report which was already 
tendered on the 25th of this month.  

Q: Okay.  The second attachment?

A: Second letter or second attachment is the same letter but it was addressed to 
10 the Clerk of Parliament then, Mr Vela Konivaro.  The author of that letter is 

the same three; Michael Dick then Chief Ombudsman, myself as Ombudsman 
and Kevin Kevore as Ombudsman.  The heading is the same the content is the 
same.  Chairman, they are the two attachments to confirm the referral of the 
final report into the UBS loan to the Speaker as required by Organic Law on 
the Ombudsman Commission section 23(1).  Thank you, Chairman.

Q: All right, thank you.  The Commission is satisfied that that affidavit is relevant 
to the first affidavit.  The Commission will formally admit the affidavit into 
evidence before the Commission and it will be marked Exhibit A.1.

20
If you can hand over the original of the affidavit; I will mark it accordingly. 

EXHIBIT A.1 – SECOND OR SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT WITH TWO 
ATTACHMENTS/LETTERS BY THE CHIEF OMBUDSMAN MR 
RICHARD PAGEN

That is the end of the evidence.  You can take the seat at the bar table. 

30

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose that completes the evidence of the Chief 
Ombudsman.  As to what happens from hereon, the next step is for the counsel 
assisting the Commission and the solicitors assisting the Commission, both of whom 
are coming from overseas will contact you to prepare you based on your evidence 
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for further examination by counsel and the Commission and any other interested 
party who will appear by leave of the Commission.

At the moment, the statutory requirements enabling overseas counsel and solicitors, 
particularly to do with the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors as lawyers 
to practice in Papua New Guinea and the execution of a contract to engage the 
solicitors are still pending as I speak.  I have allowed as I said last time May and 
June for that process to be completed so that once they are on the ground the 
Commission will advise you that they are on the ground and they will establish 

10 contact with you and they will help you to prepare for examination for further 
questions that will follow.

   [9.36 am] What I will do is I will adjourn this matter to Monday 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am, if that 
date and time is convenient for you by which time you will also appear here.  By 
then you will be advised if counsel and solicitors have actually obtained the 
necessary statutory approval and they are on the ground and we will take it from 
there.

So, the formal direction of the Commission is that the matter is adjourned to 6 July 
20 2020 at 9.30 am for mention and further directions.  That concludes the matter for 

this morning.  Mr Yuangu, is there any other matter before we adjourn?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no, no notice of any other witnesses in 
attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Associate, you can adjourn the Commission.

30

AT 9.37 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
FRIDAY 29 MAY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  There is one matter listed for this morning.  It is witness the 
Honourable Peter O’Neill.  Yes?

MR GEOFFREY PURVEY:  Yes, good morning Mr Commissioner.  My name is 
Purvey, P-u-r-v-e-y, initial G for Geoffrey, a lawyer with Young and Williams.  I 
would like to make an appearance for Mr Peter O’Neill who is unable to attend this 
morning because he is in court ordered self-isolation until 2 June.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
10

MR PURVEY:  I understand that the Commission has a copy of his bail conditions.  
You may recall that when he returned from Australia on Saturday he was taken into 
custody where he was charged with some offences; he was bailed on that early 
Sunday morning and part of his bail condition is he had to appear – he gave his 
residence for self-isolation until 2 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Has the directions issued on 19 May 2020 been 
conveyed or furnished to Mr O’Neill?

20 MR PURVEY:  I cannot assist the Commission on that, Mr Commissioner, I have 
to check the file.  All I would say is I would imagine so but I would not want to 
mislead you but I would imagine so otherwise I would not be here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The directions included a number of documents which Mr 
O’Neill has to be aware of.  The directions were picked up I understand by his 
counsel on his behalf from the Commission’s Secretariat.  The Commission would 
want to know if the document has actually reached the witness because it is one thing 
for counsel to pick up the documents and it is another thing for the actual witness to 
have a copy of the documents so he understands what is required of him.

30
MR PURVEY:  Yes.  Mr Commissioner, I do not see any in the file which can assist 
me on that to assist you.  I could only say – could you tell me, what was the date of 
that order, 20 May?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Directions dated 19 May 2020.  Have you got a copy?

MR PURVEY:  I do not think I have got a copy of it here in the file.  I am sorry, 
here it is.  “The commission directs that further …(reads)….before the commission 
for mention and for directions with regard to the evidence you are required to give 

40 the commission”.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR PURVEY:  I would imagine he has been for the very simple reason that I have 
been asked to come this morning to advise the commission that he is in self-isolation 
and he will not be able to appear today so I would - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I appreciate that but the witness has been away in Australia 
as I understand until he returned recently.  It is important that the document actually 

10 reaches him.  It is one thing for the lawyers to pick up the document - sometimes the 
document actually does not reach the witness.  

  [9.33 am]It is the witness who was being asked to attend or summoned to appear before the 
Commission not the lawyers.  That distinction has to be made and the Commission 
would want to know if he has actually been provided a copy of that direction.  It is 
important because the documents that are attached to the directions are actually 
addressed to him.

MR PURVEY:  Yes, I see.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first one is a letter dated 10 January 2020.  That is a request 
for him to appear on 27 January 2020 and it sets out the purpose or the reason why 
he is asked to appear.  And it sets out a number of questions in relation to some 
historical information regarding the political and economic situation in the country.  
There are a number of questions there that he needs to understand.  Then following 
on from that is a letter dated 3 March 2020, also that is a covering letter for a 
summons that was issued upon his non-appearance on 27 January and I also believe 
on 28 February.

30 MR PURVEY:  Mr Commissioner, sorry to interrupt you.  I have just come across 
an email that is from Mr Tabuchi to Mr O’Neill.  It says, “Dear Peter.  Please see 
attached directions from commission of inquiry which has just been served on us 
dated 19 May.  You will note that the commissioner has set 29 May for your 
appearance before him.  Regards, Philip.”  So, based on that email he has been 
provided with that document.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is the date of the email?

MR PURVEY:  It is 19 May at 1.24 pm which is the same day as the direction so he 
40 was provided with that.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He was provided with that direction, is it?

MR PURVEY:  That is correct.  “Please see attached direction from the commission 
of inquiry,” which is on that.  I do apologize I have not been familiar with the file 
but it is there, here in the file now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Well, then that is clear information that the directions 
have been brought to the witness’ attention.

10
MR PURVEY:  Yes, Mr Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then it looks like we may have to extend the directions 
to another day that is convenient for your client.

MR PURVEY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What date do you propose?

20 MR PURVEY:  Any date after 12 June.   The background for that is that he is in 
quarantine of course until 2 June.  Being a member of parliament, parliament I am 
advised or he has instructed, it sits from 2 June to 12 June, he obviously cannot 
attend the parliament on the 2nd because he would still be in isolation but then will 
attend parliament between the 3rd and 12 June.  So any day after 12 June I am 
advised that he will be available and he has requested two days’ notice to the actual 
date that he will be required to appear; if that is convenient to the commission?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, alright.

30 MR PURVEY:  The next date by my diary is 15 June, Monday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right if I can then extend the directions to Monday, 15 June 
at 9.30 am?

MR PURVEY:  That is fine.  Thank you, Mr Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then let me formalize those directions.  The first 
direction is that the directions issued on 19 May 2020 are extended to Monday, 15 
June 2020 at 9.30 am.  The second direction is that the matter is adjourned to 
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Monday, 15 June 2020 at 9.30 am.  The commission will issue formal directions in 
those terms and you will be given a copy of it.

MR PURVEY:  Thank you, Mr Commissioner.  I have nothing further before the 
commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then that is the last matter so my associate will adjourn 
the Inquiry then.   

10

AT 9.38 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
WEDNESDAT 3 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
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SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
(Continued from Friday 29 May 2020)
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THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning, we have four witnesses listed to appear for 
further directions.  The first matter is that of Clerk of National Parliament, Mr Kala 
Aufa.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Aufa was served but he is not in attendance 
as yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The clerk was served?

10 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he was served in person.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, he need not be served, right, it is an adjourned matter.

THE SECRETARY:  It is an adjourned matter, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourned from the- - -

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, it was a direction.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  21st May.

THE SECRETARY:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, he needs no reminder.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he contacted you or your office that he may not be available 
this morning?

30
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, there is parliament session at the moment, and 
I think that must be the- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  The parliament is in session, we are in session too; I am asking--
-

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he did not indicate.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he communicated with your office or yourself as to his 
40 unavailability?
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THE SECRETARY:  No, no formal advice of any kind.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What do you propose?

THE SECRETARY:  If we could defer for the morning; he could be on his way.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Is parliament sitting this morning?

10 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or is it sitting in the afternoon?

THE SECRETARY:  It normally commences at 10 o’clock.  It commenced 
yesterday at 2 o’clock.  Normal sessions commence at 10.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, yesterday, it was adjourned to 10 o’clock this morning.  
How do you know it is going to sit at 10 o’clock this morning?

20 THE SECRETARY:  I would suggest we defer his and move on to- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I am asking you a question.

THE SECRETARY:  Sorry, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you know parliament has been adjourned to sit at 10 
o’clock this morning?  You are going to have the facts to put before me.  How many 
separate institutions?  This is a separate institution.  We have got to be talking 
business.  You need to establish.

30
THE SECRETARY:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are facts you need to obtain and put before me.  If 
parliament sat yesterday and it got adjourned to this morning at 10 o’clock, then 
there is a good reason that he may not be available this morning.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  This is required by parliament.  But if parliament is adjourned 
to 2 o’clock today, then he should be available in the morning.  Besides, he should 
have communicated with you.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you suggesting that we defer?

THE SECRETARY:  We could do that, sir.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Defer to when?  What time?

THE SECRETARY:  Because I did not have any communication, I could not suggest 
a time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We defer the matter to 1.30 pm today.  The Commission’s 
secretary is to inform Mr Kala Aufa of the deferral of this matter to this afternoon. 

     [9.30 am]If he comes in at 1.30 pm, then we should be done with his matter within 10 to 15 
20 minutes, and then he can return to parliament house and attend to his parliamentary 

duties when parliament resumes at 2 o’clock, I think.  They normally sit at 2 o’clock, 
so that will give him enough time for him to appear here.

THE SECRETARY:  I will convey that to him, Chairman, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because you need to dispatch someone there to talk to him in 
person to remind him that the Commission sat this morning and was expecting his 
appearance; he did not appear, so it has been deferred to 1.30 pm today.

30 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  His evidence is important and he is required by the 
Commission.  He should not take it lightly; these public servants. That is enough 
comments there.

The matter stands adjourned to 1.30 pm today.

The next matter is the matter of Isikeli Taureka.
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the counsel for Mr Taureka in 
attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.  Mr Taureka was advised of the further 
direction that was issued and, I understand, he is on his way here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
10

MR KAMBURI:  In relation to the list of documents, your Honour, we are complete 
with our list and photocopying of those documents.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAMBURI:  We will be filing those documents today.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Today?

20 MR KAMBURI:  Today, yes; the list of documents as well as the photocopying.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, so Mr Taureka is on his way?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I stand this matter down briefly?  When he arrives, then 
we will- - -

MR KAMBURI:  May it may please, your Honour, yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he arrives here this morning, will he have the documents with 
him?

MR KAMBURI:  No, he will not have the documents with him.  Those documents 
are in a truckload.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But it will be filed today?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, it will be filed today.  
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I then adjourn this matter to, say, 3 o’clock or half past 
3 this afternoon to give you enough time to check the documents?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that would be good.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then I will adjourn this matter to 3.30 pm today.  
You can inform or advise your client accordingly and appear here at 3.30 pm today 
with the documents.

10 MR KAMBURI:  Documents, thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You may be excused.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next matter is Mr Arthur Somare.  Any appearance on his 
behalf?  Yes, Mr- - -

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Mr Arthur Somare in attendance.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Somare.

THE SECRETARY:  With his counsel.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura is in attendance.

MR KUMURA:  Thank you, your Honour.  I appear for Mr Somare.  Mr Somare is 
also in person with me.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  

MR KUMURA:  Your Honour, the last I appeared before your Honour on 25 May, 
Mr Somare asked for leave to file a supplementary list of documents and a list of 
witnesses.  That leave was granted and we have compiled a supplementary list of 
documents, and the witness and the copies of the documents.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KUMURA:  They are ready and we have them here with us.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KUMURA:  We will have it passed to the secretariat after you adjourn.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can pass them to the secretary or to my associate, I will 
have a quick perusal of it.

MR KUMURA:  Right away?

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR KUMURA:  Sorry, your Honour, just a- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the – the pile of documents, how many are there?

    [9:35 am] MR KUMURA:  We have three copies; one for the secretary and one for yourself 
and one for honourable Gilmour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Three boxes of the same document?
20

MR KUMURA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could one of those boxes be a brown folder?  Associate, you 
can pick it up and put it on the bench and then you have a quick perusal of it.
If I can confirm with you Mr Kumura, if there are four volumes of documents and 
then there is the supplementary list of documents; that makes it the fifth?

MR KUMURA:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  Just quickly going through the supplementary list of 
documents, there is that highlighted part?

MR KUMURA:  Yes – sorry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Item 1.1 and tab 5 and tab 6 and 7.

MR KUMURA:  Those ones, we will be asking for discovery.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are going to be seeking discovery?
40
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MR KUMURA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  From Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the IPBC policy paper and board of directors meeting 
No 1 of 2010.  And then you are seeking discovery of a few documents from 
Customs?

10
MR KUMURA:  Yes.  That is to do with the shipment details.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We have the current managing director of Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings appearing before the Commission so after I table his set of 
documents, the Commission may be able to give your client discovery.

MR KUMURA:  Yes.  Obviously, we will wait until then.

    [9.40 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  But with regard to someone from the Customs Office, the 
20 Commission has not issued a request for the person in charge to appear before the 

Commission to provide these documents.  That would mean that the Commission 
may have to issue that request now and when he appears, a direction obviously will 
be issued for him to file the relevant documents and then after that is done, your 
client can then take discovery of the documents.

MR KUMURA:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sending out that letter of request for the OIC of Customs to 
appear before the Commission will take a bit of time.  If the letter is issued today 
or tomorrow, it could be made returnable next week so - - - 

MR KUMURA:  In particular Mr Ray Paul, the Commissioner.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mister?

MR KUMURA:  Ray Paul.  It is on the supplementary list that he submitted.

THE CHAIRMAN:  His name is on the list, is it?

MR KUMURA:  Yes, he is a witness that we also submitted.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So we will start the process to ask him to appear before the 
Commission and you will be informed of the developments that take place in 
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securing his attendance before the Commission.  But in the meantime, you may 
have to await Mr Isikiel Taureka’s documents, in respect of those documents that 
your client is seeking to discover from documents filed by Mr Taureka.

MR KUMURA:  Yes Chairman.

MR CHAIRMAN:  As you would know from this morning’s development, he is 
going to be appearing at 3.30 pm today with the documents that he is required to 
tender.  Then if he appears this afternoon and if those documents are made 
available to the Commission this afternoon, then the Commission will consider 
granting your client leave to make discovery of the documents that have been filed. 

10 MR KUMURA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client’s appearance can be deferred to 3.30pm today, but 
in the meantime the commission will confirm your client’s compliance with the 
directions that were issued on - - - 

MR KUMURA:  The last direction was issued on 25 May.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, issued on 25 May.

MR KUMURA:  Yes.  We have complied with all the previous directions issued.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that is basically the direction that I am issuing that the 
Commission is confirming your client’s compliance with the directions issued on 
25 May 2020.  But with regard to further direction, I will defer those to this 

20 afternoon.   

MR KUMURA:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you would want to say before we defer 
your case, or your client’s case?

MR KUMURA:  No, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Al right, then the matter stands adjourned to 3.30 pm.  All 
right, you may be excused.  

  [9.45 am]Yes, Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the first witness; he has turned up and 
30 he is in attendance now.  You have deferred to 1.30 but he is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Clerk of Parliament?
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Kala Aufa, if you can take your seat at the bar table.  
Mr Aufa, the Commission sits on time.  Parliament, I am not sure if they strictly 
comply with time requirement but the Commission does.  We sit at 9.30 am and your 
matter was the first matter mentioned and you were not in attendance so the 
Commission adjourned the matter to 1.30 pm today to enable you to appear.  Now 
that you have, we will recall the matter and we will proceed with your matter.

10
MR KALA AUFA:  Yes, I was just waiting for my counsel but he did not turn up so 
- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were waiting for your counsel?

MR AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is your counsel?

20 MR AUFA:  Kawat.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr?

MR AUFA:  Robin Kawat.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kawat.  So, what do we do, we wait for him?

MR AUFA:  We can proceed.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  You are in attendance so that is good.  But lawyers should have 
of all reason to appear at a hearing like this on time.  This Papua New Guinea time 
is still being followed but anyway, are you able to proceed without your lawyer?

MR AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission is wanting to know if you were able to comply 
with the directions that were issued last time.  

Yes, your counsel is here?
40
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MR AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kawat?

MR ROBIN KAWAT:  Kawat.  I apologize for being late, Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When witnesses or their counsel appear late, it is the usual 
protocol that you have to give an apology.  Do you do that in the courts?  If you do 
that in the courts then you also do it here.

10
MR KAWAT:  Yes.  Chairman, I apologize for that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not that I am the former Chief Justice and I would be wanting 
an apology but that is also the protocol here.   So as we move along, those who 
appear late should be giving an apology first before they sit down.  They usually 
give a reason, but then it is up to the Commission to accept or reject the apology.  If 
it rejects the apology what happens?  The person will be charged with contempt of 
the Commission.  It is that serious.  So we have to observe certain protocols.  I mean 
you are a lawyer as well as Mr Aufa.  You would not be very familiar with the 

20 procedures and processes of the Commission so I am just advising you.  If you have 
some engagements that take you away from appearing on time then when you come 
in do an apology and usually the Commission will accept or reject the apology, then 
it accepts you to proceed.

 [9.50 am] If it rejects because your explanation is not reasonable or so forth then the other 
consequences as I have said.  So, when you appear next then we will follow the 
proper protocols later in the future.  But let us get back to compliance with the 
directions issued, I believe, on 21 May.  Are you able to comply with the directions?  
The Commission gave you some time to put your documents together and I assume 

30 that that time may have been sufficient.  Yes, Mr Kawat?

MR KAWAT:  Chairman, we will ask another two weeks so that we will try to work 
within that time.  If we do not get the documentation by then we will certainly, with 
respect, like what we did, we will write to the Secretary and the Associate to advise 
them we will need some more time.  According to our instructions two weeks would 
be - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need more time?
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MR KAWAT:  Exactly, yes Chairman, we will need two weeks to just compile those 
documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So far what have you been able to gather because I need to get 
an update on the progress that you have made?  If you have not made any progress 
and if I give you two weeks then there would be no progress.

MR KAWAT:  All the documentation have been collated, except the Hansard, they 
need to verify which ones - - -

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  Hansard?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.  They will go through all the questions and then they will pick 
the appropriate ones for purposes of this Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us talk about the Hansard.  As I understand there is an audio 
recording of the proceedings in Parliament, right?

MR AUFA:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that is transcribed by officers from within your 
organization or is it out sourced?

MR KAWAT:  Within Parliament; the officers within the Parliament.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have transcription officers?

MR KAWAT:  That is correct, Chairman.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  As the courts do and we also do here.  Okay.  So, you have been 
able to identify the relevant records?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The audio records, is it?

MR AUFA:  Audio.

MR KAWAT:  Correct, audio and transcription.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  How soon are the audio recordings transcribed because in the 
courts they transcribe the recordings on request, it takes time.  Over here we do it 
within 24 hours.

MR KAWAT:  Chairman, within 24 hours they do it.  On the day that the session is 
on they get a transcription of that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That transcription kicks in?

10 MR KAWAT: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that means that you would have the hansards available?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is not the case where you will have to call up the audio 
recordings and transcribe as it might take time?

MR KAWAT:  No.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, well that is good.

MR KAWAT:  That is the thing that they need to find out and then get the 
appropriate ones for these purposes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, you have got the audio recordings, you identify them 
as to when these records were made?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have got them all transcribed and they are sitting in your 
office, right?

MR AUFA:  Yes.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to go through?

40 MR AUFA:  We are going through them now.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay that will make it easy then.

MR KAWAT:  Chairman, according to our instructions it is 80 percent, it is done; 
just 20 percent to go.  So two weeks - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  80 percent complete?

MR KAWAT:  Correct.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously the records, in particularly, hansards of Parliament, 
relevant ones will obviously become relevant here and very important piece of 
evidence so I will allow a bit more time for your client to put together the documents 
and then submit a complete set of them.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that is why I will extend the directions I issued previously 
by another two weeks or one week?

20
MR KAWAT:  Two weeks would do.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The 80 percent there.

MR KAWAT:  Two weeks would do just so that we provide to the Commission - - 
-

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then by two weeks?

30 MR KAWAT:  Yes.

  [9.55 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  These two weeks that I am going to - two weeks extension 
that I am going to grant is going to be the final extension. 

MR AUFA:   Chairman, sorry, before you go on, we need to take into 
consideration the officers of the Parliament who are compiling those documents 
are also engaged with the parliament session that is going on so give or take two 
weeks we will, if it is not provided within two weeks we will ask for a further 
extension. So- - -
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THE CHAIRMAN:  No, it cannot go beyond another two weeks; it cannot go on 
and on.  The business of this Commission is just as important as the business of 
parliament.  They talk about politics, this Commission does real work.  So if your 
officers have to give priority, prioritise your work, I think you should evenly divide 
your priority between the two offices.  I am sure you have got enough staff there 
that can divide the task.  I will allow two weeks and see how we go.

MR KAWAT:  Two weeks, see how we go and then we will advise the 
Commission appropriately.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This extension could be the last but I will not say it is the last, 
10 but based on what you are saying, given that parliament is sitting this week and 

next week as well- - - 

MR KAWAT:  For two weeks yes, for two weeks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I will grant an extension by two weeks.  So two weeks 
will take us to Wednesday 17 June 2020 at 9.30 am.  Then the formal direction is 
that the directions issued on 21 May 2020 is further extended to 17 June 2020 at 
9.30 am.  If there is nothing else to mention then you may be excused.

MR AUFA:  Thank you Chairman may I be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The last matter is that of Mr Bill Toraso, he is the official 
secretary of the Government House.  Mr Toraso? 

20 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have counsel representing the Official 
Secretary to the Governor General in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, yes.

MR BRIAN LAKAKIT:  Good morning Chairman, counsel’s name is Lakakit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just pronounce your name full again?

MR LAKAKIT:  Brian Lakakit.  Lakakit is spelt as L-a-k-a-k-i-t, of Lakakit and 
Associate Lawyers.  I appear for Bill Toraso, the Official Secretary to the 
Governor General who represents the Governor General in this matter.  Chairman, 
this Commission has issued certain directions; first direction was issued on 26 May 
2020 – I apologise that could be the second direction.    

30  [10.00am] The first direction, the Commission issued on 18 February 2020 and that direction- 
- - 
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THE CHAIRMAN: We have gone through all that.  We have gone through all of 
that already.  Let us go straight to the direction issued on 26 May.

MR LAKAKIT:  26th.  On 26 May, the Commission issued directions for the 
Official Secretary to the Government House, Mr Bill Toraso, to file an affidavit 
explaining the compliance or inability to comply with the directions issued on 28 
February 2020 with regard to the provision of records in relation to - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am familiar with the directions I issued.  Question is: 
has the direction being complied with?

MR LAKAKIT:  The direction has been complied, Mr Chairman, in terms of - - -

10 THE CHAIRMAN: There is an affidavit filed?

MR LAKAKIT:  Particularly my client was asked to file an affidavit which he did.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR LAKAKIT:  And essentially Chairman - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where is that affidavit?  

MR LAKAKIT:  We filed the affidavit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has it been filed – Mr Yuangu, have you got a copy of the 
affidavit as being filed?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we have received that on Monday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not seen it, can you hand it up?  It is one thing for you 
20 to receive it but it is a big thing for me not to have seen it before I came down here. 

When documents are filed, I instruct you to bring it to my attention immediately so 
I prepare myself before I come here.  That is why I am asking the questions that I 
have just asked in the tone that I did.  I have not seen the documents.  But if it has 
been filed, then I would like to have a look at it so we can, perhaps I can tone down 
the way I approached you.  

MR LAKAKIT:  Chairman, this is the copy that I have, unfortunately I have only 
one copy but if I can tender it.

THE CHAIRNAN:  You can tender it.  Let me have a quick perusal of it and then 
we will have some discussion around it.

30 MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So essentially he is deposing to his inability to find or access 
the loan agreements, particularly in relation to the IPIC loan?

MR LAKAKIT:  Exactly.  For the other UBS loan, some certain documents were 
found.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Certain documents were found but - - - 

MR LAKAKIT:  Those documents were tendered through the Commission, and 
copies also are attached to that affidavit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, the actual loan documents, both for the IPIC loan and 
the UBS loan, your client is not able to locate them, right?

10 MR LAKAKIT:  My client cannot be able to locate those documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is what is deposed to in the affidavit.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.  Particularly for the UBS loan, Chairman, you would note 
that the three documents that were submitted; one is the NEC submission and the 
other one is the letter from the State Solicitor, the advice to the Governor General.  
So those documents only relate to the UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The UBS loan.  The actual copy of the agreement is not 
included, right?

MR LAKAKIT:  That is not included.  That is not available, they cannot locate 
these documents.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, so we are missing the entire set of documents for the 
IPIC loan and in respect to the UBS loan, the copy of the actual agreement and 
your client is not able to provide them as per the affidavit.  Who would be the best 
person to provide those materials?  I am - well, the Commission is preparing a 
letter of notice to go out to sir – what is his name, Vuatha, your client’s 
predecessor, Sir Kipo Vuatha, the Commission is preparing a letter of request to go 
out to him to ask him to attend.  That notice will go out shortly. 

[10.05 am]MR LAKAKIT:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he may be able to assist so when it comes to the – in answer 
30 to the request, then the Commission will have some discussions within or around 

how best he can assist your client to locate those documents.  But if the agreements 
were signed by the Governor General, surely then the copies of the records should 
be kept at the office of the Head of State.  I have been acting governor general on a 
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number of occasions, I know the practice.  The records should be there.  You have a 
big office at the back there, brand new office, I know, that you have a record system 
there.  So, we got some assistance from Sir Kipo to assist you to locate those 
documents.

MR LAKAKIT:  That will be fine.  Chairman - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  He may have placed them somewhere, he may know where 
they are.  Yesterday I was witnessing the signing of a contract by the Governor 

10 General, one of the contracts involving the engagement of overseas solicitors for this 
Inquiry.  I was there yesterday and the contract was signed by him.  As I have been 
saying and his officers took the contracts with them and they were to disburse copies 
to the parties later.  So that is an example of what I mean, right.  The Head of State 
would not simply sign the contracts and give the contracts away to the parties or 
whoever to take them away.  There should be a record system so we need to have 
another thorough check with assistance of Sir Kipo.  So I will issue a request for him 
to appear and then when he appears I might direct him to assist you or himself to 
provide copies of those documents if he can.  But as for now I think the affidavit and 
the documents that your client has provided previously will suffice for now.

20
MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is going to happen is your client will be asked to await 
the availability of overseas barristers, counsel and solicitors to examine these 
documents and then approach your client and they will help him prepare the evidence 
that is relevant to the Commission.  So, the overseas counsel and solicitors are not 
on the ground yet, they have to go through one more hurdle.  We have got their 
appointments for the barristers all done by the appointing authority, which is the 
Prime Minister.  We had the contract for the solicitors signed yesterday by the Head 

30 of State.  It has taken six months for that process to be completed so the next phase 
is to get the admissions of these barristers and solicitors to practice as lawyers in 
PNG.  That process will through the National Court so progresses are being made 
right now so we will allow some time for that process to be completed.  But as soon 
as those barristers and solicitors are on the ground the Commission Secretary will 
advise your client and then the preparation will start.

So, I suggest I am going to be directing that I adjourn the matter to 6 July 2020 at 
9.30 am for mention by which time, hopefully, the admissions of counsel and 
solicitors have been attended to and counsel and the solicitors, both overseas, may 

40 be available on that day.  So, I adjourn this matter to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am for 
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further directions.  Are you comfortable with that date?  Is that date and time 
convenient to your client and yourself?
 

   [10.10am] MR LAKAKIT:  Chairman, 6th July is convenient for us.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The formal directions I issue are as follows: 

1. the Commission confirms Mr Toraso’s compliance with the directions issued 
on 26 May 2020; and 

2. The matter is adjourned to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am for Mr Toraso to await the 
availability of overseas counsel and solicitors who will assist him to prepare 

10 his evidence.  

I have issued the directions but let us have some little discussion around this 
availability of records down there.

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tipo would be aware of the recording of the file system or 
book keeping system at the Government House, right, and he would have firsthand 
knowledge if government house retained the contracts physically or the 
government house gave away the document - the contracts after signing.  He would 
be the person?  I think that is why I think we need to go after Sir Tipo.  Your 
current official secretary, I am assuming that that is what he is doing that he is 

20 keeping his own copies of contracts that are signed, executed by the Head of State 
in a safe place or secure place.  Mr Toraso, is that what you are doing?

MR TORASO:  That is correct, Mr Chairman.  It is a normal process that once a 
contract is signed we keep a copy at the Government House.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that is it, I mean all efficient government executives, 
CEOs of statutory corporations even Heads should be keeping records, their own 
records because it is hard to conduct modern business whether in government or 
private enterprise without proper records, and this Inquiry is going to very much 
depend on the availability of records of decisions and actions taken some years 
back.  Just a little bit of information.  Papua New Guinea, we come from a culture 

30 where it is pretty much oral; oral traditions, people are not really accustomed to 
keeping records.  But that is not the way a modern business is conducted.  Records 
play a very critical role so hopefully we will conduct this exercise we are doing 
and eventually get to the records.  But if the agreements are not there then perhaps 
Tipo will also confirm the unavailability of the records, and then we go after other 
people who will provide copies of the agreements.  Just a little thought.
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MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that brings us to the end of matters, four matters fixed 
for this morning.  Mr Yuangu, is there any other matter before we adjourn?

THE SECRETAY:  Mr Chairman no, we do not have any notice of other matters 
for this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT      

10    [3.00 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one witness listed for 3 o’clock today and that is Dr 
Ken Ngangan, Secretary for Finance.  Mr Yuangu, is he here?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, Secretary for Finance is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Ngangan, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  I 
understand Dr Ngangan you have a file with the Commission’s Secretariat, a 
bundle of documents?

DR KEN NGANGAN:  That is correct, it was delivered at 3.45pm on 27 May 
2020.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you or Secretary to the Commission have that document, 
can you hand it up?  I had a quick perusal of the bundle of documents before we 

20 convened this afternoon and I understand from the documents that you have 
supplied and your letter of 27 May 2020 that the documents contained in this 
bundle of documents only relate to the UBS loan, that you have not been able to 
identify any records in relation to the IPIC loan, is that correct?

DR NGANGAN:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents that you have supplied relate to your 
department’s involvement in the loan from UBS Australia for US$400 million 
dollars.  Is that right; that is the only transaction for which you supplied the 
documents?  

DR NGANGAN:  That is correct.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And that loan would be for what purpose?  By the way, this is 
not evidence, I am just trying to clarify what the documents are, but what would be 
the purpose of or objective for the particular loan?

DR NGANGAN: The purpose of the loan was to fund the budget.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Fund the budget for the UBS loan, is it?

   [3.05pm] For the UBS loan, is it?

DR NGANGAN:  Yes, the engagement of Credit Suisse in that process to 
negotiate the loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The engagement of?

10 DR NGANGAN:  Credit Suisse.  Sorry, not Credit Suisse.  UBS, yes, Union Bank 
of Switzerland.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But these are all the documents that you had been able to 
identify, locate from your records?

DR NGANGAN:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if there were some documents held by your department in 
respect of the IPIC loan and you are not able to provide them, who else in your 
department would be able to produce them?  Assuming there are some documents - 
- - 

DR NGANGAN:  I have checked my officers in the department - this happened 
20 well before my appointment as secretary of the department - I have checked with 

the staff of the Department of Finance who were there before me and they have 
less or no knowledge of the existence of any documentation relating to the IPIC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Would your predecessor or the secretary of the 
department in 2009 or thereabouts be able to assist, locate any documents within 
your department or that you have exhausted your search and even if we ask your 
predecessors to come and assist you, would not be able to find the documents?

DR NGANGAN:  I have two of my senior officers here with me who helped me 
search through the documents but we were not able to locate any documentation 
relating to the IPIC loan.  But we can certainly check with the secretary who was 

30 then the Secretary for Finance.

THE CHAIRMAN:   And the secretary for finance then was who? That is in 2009.
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DR NGANGAN:  Steven Gibson I am told.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Steven Gibson.  Would you or your officers know if Mr 
Steven Gibson is around in the country?

DR NGANGAN:  Yes, he is around.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the Commission will consider asking him to attend the 
commission hearing to see if he can assist.  But as far as you are concerned, you 
have provided the documents and that may be as far as you can take it, I 
understand?

DR NGANGAN:  That is correct, Chair.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission will take some time to consider Mr Steven 
Gibson’s availability to the commission later in an appropriate letter of request or 
notice to be issued over the next coming days.

DR NGANGAN:  We can certainly assist by providing his contact numbers.

 [3.10 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents that you have supplied now takes care of the 
request for you to provide documents in your capacity as the Secretary for Finance.  
The commission did also issue another letter to you in your capacity as the Acting 
Chairman of the National Procurement Commission Board to which you have not 
given any documents as yet.  Is that request something that you will be able to attend 
to?

20
MR NGANGAN:  Certainly what I have provided before you accommodates both 
the involvement of Finance and CSTB then and NPC now.  So in my capacity as 
Acting Chairman, Secretary for Finance what I have provided before you should be 
sufficient unless other questions are asked.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have briefly read through the documents and there are 
documents in there that have emanated from CSTB so you may be correct on that 
statement.  All right now, those documents relating to the CSTB may support or 
compliment documents that the CEO of NPC has already provided so those 

30 documents may be sufficient for now.

The next step in the process is for the documents that you have supplied in both your 
capacity as the chair of NPC Board and the Secretary for Finance and the documents 
that the CEO of NPC has provided in relation to the two loans, they will be examined 
by a team of overseas lawyers and counsel and solicitors.  As I indicated last time 
their availability in Papua New Guinea is not possible at this point in time.  The 
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Commission with the support of government is addressing some statutory 
requirements for them to be available in Papua New Guinea to practice as such.  
Once those are completed and when they are on the ground they should be able to 
contact you to prepare your evidence.  Yesterday the contract in relation to the 
engagement of overseas solicitors was signed.  I was there at Government House to 
witness the signing so that is now complete.

The next step is to get up to some seven or eight solicitors who will be engaged to 
prepare admissions to practice as lawyers through to the National Court and that is 

10 going to take some time.   But as I have said last time, we will allow June for the 
necessary applications for their admissions to be made to the National Court and 
once that is cleared, they should be available in the country to speak to you to prepare 
your evidence to give to the commission.  So, I will pass on your documents, the 
documents that the CEO of NPC has provided to the counsel assisting the 
commission and the solicitors once they are on the ground.

So, what I propose to do is to adjourn your matter to 6 July 2020 to await the 
admission of counsel and solicitors to occur.  If for some reason their admissions are 
not sorted by then, the commission will inform you.

20
 [3.15 pm] But I am hopefully that those admissions will come through by June now that the 

solicitors’ contract has already been executed as of yesterday.  So, I propose to stand 
this matter over to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am to await the availability of overseas 
solicitors and counsel.  So, before I issue the formal directions in that regard, do you 
have anything else to say?

MR NGANGAN:  Yes sir.  You asked me the purpose of the loan and my response 
was, “to fund the budget’, which is not correct.  As per my cover letter, the purpose 
of the loan with the Union Bank of Switzerland was to finance the purchase of the 

30 Oil Search shares.  There is a correction there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, in this bundle of documents relate to – there are two 
components of the loan?  I suppose they are documents in relation to both 
components are in this bundle of documents.  The first one, I believe, is what they 
call a bridge loan and the other component is what is described as a collar loan.  The 
bridge loan is for something like US$4 or US$500 million dollars and a collar loan 
is for US$904 or US$905 dollars.  If I understand you correctly, you have in here 
documents in relation to both loans.  Am I correct in that?

40 MR NGANGAN:  I think that is correct from what information that I have.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Also, as I understand, what went through - transactions that 
went through your department and the CSTB relate to both loans; would I be correct 
in that?

MR NGANGAN:  That would be my understanding - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a preliminary position I just want some information about 
the completeness of these documents so I am just asking those questions.  You will 

10 be asked questions when you give your evidence proper but this is just for myself in 
terms of satisfying myself that I have got all the documents with me that I can then 
forward it to the solicitors and counsel.

MR NGANGAN:  I will get clarity around that but it is one of it or both of them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, is there anything else you want to say before I issue 
the formal directions?

MR NGANGAN:  That is it from me.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first direction is that the commission confirms Dr 
Ken Ngangan’s compliance with the directions issued on Tuesday, 27 May 2020; 
and second direction, the matter is adjourned to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 a.m. for further 
mention and directions. 

    [3.20 pm] That takes care of that matter; you may be excused.   I have another matter to call.  
Thank you.

MR NGANGAN:  Thank you.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, it is not quite 3.30 yet, but we had a matter of the 
Clerk of Parliament adjourned to half past 3 today.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If Mr Kala Aufa is present, then we can deal with this matter; 
otherwise, we will adjourn and then reconvene at 3.30 pm.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Kala Aufa is not present at the moment but we do have 
40 Isikeli Taureka in attendance.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr who?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Isikeli Taureka.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then that is good.  I think we adjourn Mr Kala Aufa’s 
matter to another date?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I think that will be appropriate.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is Mr Isikeli Taureka this afternoon.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, that will be- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If Mr Taureka is present, then you can have him take 
the seat at the bar table.

THE SECRETARY:  He is present here.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR ERASTUS KAMBURI:  Chair, Mr Taureka’s matter was mentioned this 
morning and stood down to 3.30.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR KAMBURI:  To allow for Mr Taureka to produce the list of documents and 
copies of the documents.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAMBURI:  Mr Taureka appears, Chair, with the list of documents and the 
document itself.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  If you can present the documents you 
have and I will- - -

MR KAMBURI:  Certainly.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Have a quick perusal of them.
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MR KAMBURI:  If I may also seek leave to produce the statement of Mr Taureka 
which constitutes the list of documents which are contained in that box.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes.  Yes, after a quick perusal of the list that you have 
provided, the documents appear to be complete or comprehensive.  There are quite 
a number of documents.

MR KAMBURI:  As far as Mr Taureka could reasonably enquire of those 
10 documents, that is what we were able to gather from the archives that we have.  The 

Chair will note that we – Mr Taureka is producing four boxes; each of which are 
labeled as Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

    [3:25 pm] In the statement that he has produced, the numbering on the side, which is identified 
as tabs, the actual tabs that are contained in those respective volumes.  It makes it 
easier for reference purposes and for the Chair’s convenience.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is a four – is it four volumes?

20 MR KAMBURI:  Four volumes; four copies of each volume.

THE CHAIRMAN: So the box that I have has - contains the complete set, is it?  You 
have got four boxes of the same documents?

MR KAMBURI:  Each box is identified as Volume 1, Volume 2 and Volume 3 and 
4 and in each of those volumes are four copies.  So we would need one from each of 
those four boxes to have a complete set.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So how many sets have you---
30

MR KAMBURI:  Four. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, four.  

MR KAMBURI:  Four copies.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the documents covers only the IPIC Loan or it also covers 
the UBS Loan?
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MR KAMBURI:  It covers both the IPIC Loan as well as the UBS Loan.  Volume 4 
of that list contains documents relating to UBS Loan.  Volumes 1-3 covers relating 
to the IPIC Loan.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to get some idea of the documents – the earliest document 
goes back to 23 November 2008 or a bit earlier than that?  You have got document 
dated 18 November 2008 - what is the earliest date that the documents relate to?

MR KAMBURI:  The dates appearing on the right hand side column, those are the 
10 date of execution of those documents.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a document here that goes back to 13 May 2008.  So 
that is an earlier date? 
 
MR KAMBURI:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The earliest is the document dated 13 May 2008 and the latest 
date is 16 November 2015.  Is that the latest?

20 MR KAMBURI:  Yes Chair, that would be the ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is the last document on the list.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, that would be the latest documents and that relates to UBS 
Loan.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The total number of documents is fourty-two; fourty-two 
documents?

30 MR KAMBURI:   Yes Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The earliest document is that one dated ---

MR KAMBURI:  On volume one; third one. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  On 13 May 2008, NEC decision number 82 of 2008.

 [3.30pm]MR KAMBURI:   Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The latest as I said is the document dated 16 November 2015.  
There is a particular document that Mr Arthur Somare is interested in.  I cannot 
quite recall what that document was but he was after a – was it an escrow deed, Mr 
Yuangu?  Mr Arthur Somare was interested in a particular document, I heard him 
mention the word, ‘escrow deed’; would that be correct?

THE SECRETARY: I do not know - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you find out from Mr Arthur Somare if he is in?

THE SECRETARY:  He is present.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Find out what document that he was interested in.

10 MR ARTHUR SOMARE:  Chairman, I was interested in the payment deed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Interested in?

MR SOMARE:  The payment direction deed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The payment direction deed?

MR SOMARE:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That was issued in, what year was it?

MR SOMARE:  The mandatory irrevocable order was dated 13 February 2014 and 
the payment deed followed shortly after chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that document included in this list?

MR KAMBURI:   Yes, Chairman, my recollection was that after we had produced 
20 the list and the commission and Mr Somare has had the opportunity to look at it 

and compare it against his list, he would then refer – let us know if there were any 
additional documents that were not contained in that list that he would give 
discovery for Mr Taureka to search in the archives.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Since Mr Somare was the relevant minister at that time, 
Minister for State Enterprises overseeing the operations of IPBC, he is interested in 
making discovery of the documents that you have filed this afternoon.   I may grant 
him leave to actually conduct a search and obtain discovery of any documents that 
he is interested in.  You have any objections to that or?

MR KAMBURI:   No Chair, I have no objections, only that Mr Somare be given 
30 the opportunity to go through the list that we have produced and he can refer to us 

if any of those that he has listed is not the documents which he is actually 
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interested in so that we can look for that particular documents in our archives, if 
we have missed that in our list of documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue appropriate directions shortly to facilitate that 
process.  We should complete the documents that your client is required to file for 
now.  I will be standing this matter over to 6 July 2020 at 9.30am for further 
directions, hopefully by that date, the admissions of overseas counsel and solicitors 
should go through.  The appointments in respect of overseas counsel is in place; 
the engagement of solicitors is in place.  

    [3.35 pm] Their contract to engage them was signed by the Head of State yesterday.  I am 
10 allowing the whole of June for them to address the requirement for overseas 

solicitors and counsel to be admitted to practice in PNG.  That application should go 
through the National Court hopefully this month, so we will allow a bit of time.

Once the overseas counsel and solicitors are on the ground, they will establish 
contact with your client and then they will have access to these documents; and they 
will sit down with your client to prepare the evidence that they will give to the 
Commission.  Because of the procedures of the Commission, it is the counsel 
assisting the Commission who will call the witnesses and lead the evidence to come 
before the Commission.  It is not the case where witnesses simply appear before the 

20 Commission to give evidence.  This is a bit slightly different procedure.

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you client can wait until July and await the availability of 
overseas counsel and the solicitors.  If their admissions are secured before 6 July, 
they will establish contact with you and your client through the Commission’s 
secretary and then they will help your client prepare the evidence.  If there are some 
documents that are in this bundle of documents that may not be relevant or there are 
some relevant documents that are missing, counsel assisting the Commission and the 

30 solicitors will inform your client and your client can then proceed from the advice 
of counsel and the solicitors.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The conduct of the Commission of Inquiry, in particular this 
Inquiry, is a bit different.  It is not the usual Commission of Inquiry that has been 
conducted in the past in this jurisdiction because of its technical complex nature and 
the international dimension; there is a process of investigation that will be mapped 
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out.  There may be a revised roadmap that would be announced shortly.  It will set 
out that process of investigation.  

The process of investigation goes something like this - and I am speaking about the 
international standard of inquiry of this type that are conducted in Australia, UK and 
elsewhere – it is a phased-out process.  The first process is to gather the witnesses to 
come in and provide the documents. The second is, there is an investigation phase 
that overseas counsel and solicitors actually conduct their own investigations with 
the witnesses.  Then there is an oral evidentiary hearing phase.  That is when the 

10 counsel brings in the witnesses to present their evidence.   The last phase is the report 
writing phase and, of course, that is followed by the presentation of the report.

So many Papua New Guineans are used to that other type of inquiry where witnesses 
simply come to the commission room and give their evidence and then they go away, 
and then the commission dissects their evidence and prepares the report.  This is 
different.  It is a drawn out process.  Although the Commission issued a roadmap 
previously, that has to be revised in the light of the signing of the contract only 
yesterday.  Unfortunately, the contract has taken six months to settle.  The delay is 
not part of the Commission’s making but that is coming from the government 

20 authorities assisting the Commission to get those statutory requirements in place.  As 
it is, although it has taken six months, the contract has been signed and the 
Commission is sitting down to work out the revised roadmap; it will be publicly 
announced.  

    [3.40pm] So I am just letting you know it is not a straight forward case of the commission of 
inquiry just sitting to receive documents.  There is a drawn out process that will be 
revised roadmap announced.  So if I can ask your client to just wait around until 
the solicitors and the barristers are on the ground and then when they are on the 
ground they will make contact with your client.  Is there anything else before I 

30 announce the formal directions?

MR KAMBURI:  Yes, Chair.  If I may just seek clarification from the Chair as to 
where there may be a need to file probably an affidavit or statement is, I would 
understand that that would be determined by the counsel assisting the Commission 
after he has had the opportunity to  - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  

MR KAMBURI:  Right.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The leading of evidence is the examination of witnesses; it is 
the function of the counsel assisting the Commission- - -

MR KAMBURI:  Certainly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Supported by his team of solicitors.  There are about six or 
seven solicitors under this contract that was signed yesterday who will be assisting 
the commission to prepare the evidence with the witnesses.  So it is their 
responsibility.  In terms of examination of witnesses leading the evidence, the 
counsels will take charge of it, and of course the commissioners themselves they 
may want to ask a few questions, maybe counsel assisting a client may want to ask 

10 a few questions of his client.  And even other interested persons who might have 
questions to ask may be allowed to ask questions with leave of the Commission.  

So as to what evidence is actually presented before the commission is a function of 
counsel supported by his team of solicitors.  As you would know under the 
Australian system which is somehow recognizing the Commissions of Inquiry Act 
which talks about counsel assisting.  Of course we do not have counsel in Papua 
New Guinea, but it is an old language or word for a lawyer.  You got an Australian 
counsel assisting the Commission, they are backed up solicitors.  Counsel are the 
barristers who appear who in court as we know.  They do not do investigations and 
so forth, it is the work of the solicitors.  So we are trying to assemble a team that 

20 will work to support the Commission. 

When they are on the ground they will approach your client and they will sit down 
and talk with your client to study the evidence, prepare your client’s evidence and 
then when they are ready they will bring the witness in and they will examine the 
witness who can then provide the evidence to the Commission.  The purpose of 
this exercise that I am doing sitting as a single commissioner is to get the parties to 
think early about the documents that they have got in their possession given the 
passage of time that has occurred between the time when the loans were obtained 
in 2009 and 2014 respectively, get them to think through the records that they have 
and to produce the records early so that they can be passed on to the counsel and 

30 solicitors in the Commission to help them prepare; study and prepare for the 
evidence to be presented.

I am taking the time to explain this because based on investigation process 
involving this particular matter, it is a bit different to the usual commission of 
inquiry that we Papua New Guineans are used to.  There is a lot of documents 
involved.  A lot of these documents as you would know are complex, worded in 
languages that are pretty much technical but when it comes to counsel assisting the 
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Commission and the solicitors they should be able to dissect the information and 
assist witnesses to present their evidence before the Commission.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I assume you have got a copy of the practice note that we 
issued, practice note No. 1 of 2019?

MR KAMBURI:  Practice note No.1; yes, I have a copy of that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That sets out the rules governing the reception of evidence 
before the inquiry.    

     [3:45pm] It is the function of counsel assisting the Commission supported by the solicitors to 
10 lead the witness to give their evidence that the Commission requires and ensure that 

the evidence that is given is all relevant.    But come July 6th, the Commission should 
be in a position to announce the revised roadmap with some degree of certainty now 
that the contract for the engagement of solicitors was signed yesterday.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, Chairman, I just seek to formally tender the documents 
that have been produced.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I will issue direction confirming the receipt of the 
documents.  

20
MR KAMBURI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no need for the formal tender of it.

The first direction is that:

(1) The Commission confirms Mr Isikeli Taureka’s compliance with the 
directions issued on 6 March 2020 and further extended on 13 May 2020, 15 
May 2020 and as extended on 25 May 2020.  

30
(2) Mr Arthur Somare is given leave to discover the documents provided by Mr 

Taureka this afternoon and take copies of documents, and the Secretary to the 
Commission shall facilitate that process.  

(3) The matter is adjourned to 6 July 2020 at 9.30, am for further mention and 
directions. 
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Those directions will do.

MR KAMBURI:  Thank you, Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Counsel and thank you Mr Isikeli Taureka for 
complying with the directions.  I suppose that is the last matter, so we can adjourn 
the proceedings.  Mr Yuangu, is that the case?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, there is no other proceedings.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then, Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 3.50 PM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO THURSDAY 4 JUNE 2020 
AT 9.30 A.M.
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  There is one matter listed for this morning.  It is the matter of 
Johnny Bogambari.  Is Mr Bogambari present?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes Mr Bogambari is present.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bogambari, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  The 
commission has received a bundle of documents under cover letter dated 3 June 
2020 that you submitted to the commission’s secretariat in compliance with the 
directions issued on 27 May 2020.  The commission has the document in front of it 

10 and I had a quick perusal of it.  Mr Bogambari, could you just take me through the 
documents that are contained in this bundle of documents?  If you can just go 
through what you have provided.  The first is NEC policy submission No. 67 of 
2014 dated 6 March 2014.  That submission is from who?

MR JOHNNY BOGAMBARI:  Chairman, the submission was signed by the 
former Prime Minister Honourable Peter O’Neill.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, he is the author of that submission that went before the 
NEC?

20
MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is in support of his request to the NEC to approve the two 
loan facilities?  That is the bridge loan facility and the collar loan facility?

MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the second document is?

30 MR BOGAMBARI:  The NEC decision.

THE CHAIRMAN:  NEC decision.  Just before the NEC decision there is another 
document that appears to be a submission by the State Solicitor.  That submission 
would have been attached to the NEC submission?

   [9:57am] MR BOGAMBARI:  That is correct Chairman.  The attachments to the 
submissions are basically to support the submission to NEC.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the NEC decision itself is decision No. 79 of 2014 
dated 6 March 2014.  Okay, well, that may complete your records in relation to the 
UBS loan obtained in 2014.  You were saying earlier that you had no records of 
any documents received from the NEC in relation to the IPIC loan.

MR BOGAMBARI:  No, I do not have any records of that particular loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In 2009 when the NEC made a decision to obtain the IPIC 
loan, who was the incumbent first legislative counsel then?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Chairman, it was Mr Hudson Ramatlap.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you from your search you are not able to locate any 
10 documents in relation to the IPIC loan, would it assist if you asked Mr Ramatlap if 

he is aware of any documents being received in relation to the IPIC loan in 2009?

MR BOGAMBARI:  Chairman, Mr Ramatlap is currently Commissioner Revised 
Laws based in our office.  I have spoken to him regarding the IPIC loan and he 
said he has no recollection of that but if the commission requires he can come here 
and - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, if he has told you that he cannot recall receiving any 
documentation that might be the answer that the commission is looking for.  So the 
commission would assume that these are only the documents that you hold in 
relation to the UBS loan that you have no records of receiving any documents from 

20 the NEC or issuing any documents from your office in relation to the IPIC loan.

MR BOGAMBARI:  No, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then this may complete the documents that are 
required of you .  As to what happens from now on the documents that you have 
supplied will be passed on to a team of overseas counsel; there is three of them, 
and a team of overseas solicitors, there is about 7 or 8 of them.  They will examine 
your documents and then make contact with you to assist you to prepare the actual 
evidence that you will give to the commission regarding the information that you 
have already filed.  At the moment, counsel assisting the commission and the 
solicitors, their appearance in PNG as barristers and solicitors has not yet been 

30 cleared by the National Court and an application is being made, as we speak, to the 
National Court to be granted admission to practice in Papua New Guinea.  As soon 
as that is done then they will be available on the ground and they will make contact 
with you and they will assist you to prepare the actual evidence.  This information 
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that you have given now will be passed on to this team of solicitors and counsel to 
help them in their preparation.

So I suggest you wait like others have waited for the admission of overseas counsel 
and solicitors to go through.  The secretary for the commission will contact you 
and those admissions having been obtained and then establish contact, then you 
can prepare your evidence.

  [10.02 am] The reception of evidence before this commission of inquiry is managed by 
counsel assisting the commission, supported by a team of solicitors.  Until the team 
of solicitors and counsel are on the ground, there is not really much this 

10 commission can do except to wait for their admissions.  I will issue some form of 
directions in that regard but is there anything else you want to say before I 
formalize the directions?

MR BOGAMBARI:  No, Mr Chairman, nothing further to say.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you can take your seat now.  I will issue the 
formal directions, that:

(1)The Commission confirms Mr Bogambari’s compliance with Direction No 2 
20 that was issued on 27 May 2020.

(2)The matter is adjourned to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am for mention pending the 
admissions of overseas counsel and solicitors to practice in Papua New 
Guinea, and upon which admission, counsel and solicitors will speak to Mr 
Bogambari to prepare his evidence.

I issue those two directions.  Mr Yuangu, is there any other matter?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no, no notice of any other witness.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Just as a matter of interest to anyone from the 
media who may be in the room this morning, the Commission issued, I believe, 
press statements yesterday regarding the signing of the solicitors’ contract at 
Government House on the 2nd, right?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  On the 2nd June.  If they are not able to be given the press 
statement yesterday, you can give it to them today so that they can publish the 
information in the local media.  Copy of the press statement has already been 
posted on the Commission of Inquiry’s website.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But, I suppose, it can also be published in the local media.

10 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I will do that, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That development on Tuesday concludes what has appeared 
or happened to be more than a six-month journey to attend to the procurement 
process to engage all these solicitors and that was concluded with the signing of 
the contract on Tuesday.  The time that has been taken for the balance of June will 
be to move for their admission to practice in Papua New Guinea before the 
National Court.  Hopefully, the applications will come through in June and then 
when we sit in July, say, on 6 July, the commission will announce a revised 
roadmap that will set out the timelines for about three phases of the inquiry.  That 

20 is the first phase, which is a continuation of what we have been doing is serving the 
necessary notices and summons on witnesses; the second phase is an investigation 
phase that will be carried out by counsel assisting the commission and the 
solicitors and other technical officers.  Once they complete their investigations, 
then the hearing phase will begin.

   [10:07a.m]Those are the three main phases, and of course, the final phase is the report finding 
and presentation.  

As a result of the delay in getting the solicitors’ contract through, there has been a 
30 delay experienced by all of us but that has come to an end and hopefully the 

admissions for a team of, something like over ten overseas counsel and solicitors 
will be processed by the National Court in time, hopefully for a clear road map for 
the Inquiry to be issued to the public on 6 July 2020 at 9:30 am.   So for the benefit 
of those who are here, I am just making that statement so you are aware of how the 
commission is proceeding.  

As I said yesterday, this kind of Inquiry is not the standard normal inquiry that we 
are used to in Papua New Guinea. It is a highly technical, complex matter 
involving overseas participants that it has to be done properly in accordance with 

40 the international standards.  That is why it is taking time.  The commissioners and 
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those of us who have been on the ground are ready to go after we wait the 
processes to be completed.  These laws have to be complied with, particularly in 
relation to the procurement process for engaging overseas technical expertise and 
counsel and solicitors and so forth.  With those remarks, and if there is nothing 
else, Associate, you can now adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.09 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
10 UNTIL WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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  [9.29 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one matter this morning.  It is the matter of 
Ambassador Isaac Lupari.  Is there any appearance, yes?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the counsel representing Mr Isaac 
Lupari here.  Ambassador Lupari is not in attendance; not in person.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right good, I will take his appearance.  Yes?

MR NICHOLAS TAME:  Good morning, Chairman.  Counsel’s name is Tame 
10 initial N, I appear for Acting Chief Secretary, Isaac Lupari.  Chairman, in our 

last appearance, my client’s matter was adjourned to today for us to prepare 
and provide a list of documents and copies of those documents relating to the 
UBS as well as the IPIC loans.  Chairman, we have brought in copies of the 
documents that my client has had in his possession on the UBS loan.  My 
client’s instructions are that at the time that the IPIC loan was taken out my 
client was a private citizen, he was not occupying government office and 
therefore he was not part of the negotiating team as well as not privy to the 
agreement on the IPIC loan.  So he has no documents relating to the IPIC loan 
but he has provided the copies of the documents in respect of the UBS loan. 

20
Just in relation to those documents that we have, I have listed the documents 
that my client has provided.  The list is in this letter and copies of the documents 
are in this bounded volumes.  There are about three volumes.  Volume 1 has 
two books, book one and book two, volume 2 has a single book and volume 3 
has 4 books; book one, book two, book three and book four.  In respect of all 
those documents that are provided there are only two documents that are 
missing in those documents.  In the letter which lists the documents at page 6, 
I have pointed out those two documents that are missing and my client 
undertakes to find copies of those documents and provide it to the COI.

30
   [9.34 am] Chairman, with that we present the box containing the documents and this is 

the letter that we have done to the COI, if I can pass it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If the letter can be delivered to my Associate, I need to 
peruse them.

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As for the documents those have been submitted earlier 
or are they being submitted now?

MR TAME:  No, this is the first time that we are submitting the documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So all the documents are inside that one box?
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MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, please get hold of that box and let me just 
quickly check those documents.  Could you point out on the list that you gave 
me the documents that are still missing?

MR TAME:  Chairman, there are two documents that are missing and those 
are items 8 and 11 of volume 3, book number 4.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Document number 8 in volume 3 is - - - 

MR TAME:  Volume 3, book 4, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Volume 3, book 4?

10 MR TAME:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Items 8 ----

MR TAME:  And 11.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And 11.  Item 8 is a letter from State Solicitor to acting 
Secretary for Treasury dated 9 March 2014?

MR TAME:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And number 11 is OSH – I suppose that means Oil 
Search, is it; OSH confirmation of list?

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What does OSH stand for?

20 MR TAME:  Chairman, that is the description given on that list of documents 
that is contained in the book.  Unfortunately, we do not have the document to 
confirm what it stands for.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What does OSH stand for?

MR TAME:  Chairman, that is what I am saying, we - - -

THE CHAIMRAN:  You do not know?

MR TAME:  That document is not in the book so we do not know what it 
stands for.

THE CHAIRMAN:   We need to establish what OSH stands for.

MR TAME:   Document number 15 also has OSH, and 16, 17.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Is document number 11, OSH confirmation of release.  I 
know OSL; that is Oil Search Limited.  I have seen that abbreviation is some 
other documents but OSH.

MR TAME:  Mr Chairman, if I can refer you to item 15 in that same book.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it mentions OSH.  There are a number of 
documents that bear that abbreviation OSH?

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  OSH trading halt in number 16; number 17, OSH trading 
suspension.

10    [9:39 a.m]May be I might be able to establish what the abbreviations stand for, perhaps I 
think I will look at a particular document.  Associate can you locate document 
No 15 – locate document No 16 from that bundle of documents you have.  That 
is volume 3, book 4, document No 16 or 17.  Just looking at document No 16, 
the abbreviation OSH appears behind the words, ‘Security Code’.  It does not 
help much.  We know it is not Oil Search Limited.  It should be OSL; this is 
OSH.

MR   TAME:  That is right.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any other document that has that abbreviation.  
Let us see, document No 17, the expression there is similar.  Document No 22 
– it appears that OSH is a document that is originating from Oil Search Limited. 
Page 5 of document No 22 makes reference to OSH share USD3.82 billion 
(OSH share) drawn down under PNG LNG Project.
  
Mr Tame I need to understand what the initials stands for before I issue any 
directions.  I do not understand what it is and I cannot issue a direction without 
knowing what that abbreviation stands for.  Could you take some time to find 
out what OSH stands for?

30
MR TAME:  Chairman, with the documents that I have, we have that same 
dilemma,  perhaps I can establish what it stands for and enquire with my client 
and establish that and see if we can---

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will not issue a direction with regards to those two 
missing documents but I first need to know what OSH stands for?  

MR TAME:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So those are the two documents that are missing.  Apart 
from that your client has submitted a complete list of documents and the 
documents that your client is aware of.

MR TAME:  Correct, Chairman.

    [9.44 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  I have never heard of that abbreviation before.  It must be 
some technical language, I suppose.  I could issue the directions now with a 
proviso that you find out what that initial stands for; communicate that to the 

10 Commission’s secretary and then he will inform me.

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because it might not be convenient for us to adjourn just 
for that reason and then return in the afternoon to establish what it is.  So I will 
just simply issue directions using that abbreviation.

MR TAME:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not know if you have perused these documents but I 
suppose your client would be aware of any dialogue that occurred between the 
government and IPIC with regard to some of the negotiations that were taking 
place to renegotiate, and arranging with IPIC in relation to the loan that UBS 
provided.  When IPIC turned down the negotiations, then the government went 
to UBS to obtain the loan that it did.  

Are there any documents in here that your client has provided with regard to 
any communication between the government and IPIC as a lead up to the UBS 
Loan that was negotiated later after IPIC turned down?

30
MR TAME:  Chairman, there is no document on the IPIC Loan as well as the 
negotiations.  My client has actually written to the Secretary for Treasury for 
him to provide the copies of all of those documents.  To date, he has not 
received the- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR TAME:  He has written last week; he has not received any feedback from 
the Secretary for Treasury.

40
THE CHAIRMAN:  The Secretary for Treasury has filed, I suppose, all the 
documents he has in his possession in relation to both the IPIC Loan and the 
UBS Loan.  Perhaps you might want to discover the documents that the 
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Secretary for Treasury has filed with the Commission and establish if there are 
any documents there in which your client would be aware of the negotiations 
that took place between IPIC and the PNG Government as a lead up to the UBS 
Loan.

MR TAME:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  My understanding is that – I could be wrong – but my 
understanding is that your client was negotiating with IPIC to renegotiate the 

10 existing loan to include this new loan but those negotiations fell through and 
as a result the government may have turned to UBS.

  [9.49 am]As chief secretary he might be aware of any correspondence or documents 
pertaining to those communication that occurred in relation to renegotiation of 
the existing loan to mount this new loan.

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I suppose, I think any further work from here on, 
20 except for directions in relation to the missing documents, it may not be 

necessary from your client’s part, he may have submitted all the documents he 
has.  With the arrangements now in place for those witnesses who have filed 
documents so far including your client for a counsel and the solicitors to sit 
down and discuss the evidence they will give, that is in the context of that, 
perhaps if some more documents are required then those may be brought to 
your client’s attention by the counsel and the solicitors.  So, perhaps I should 
issue a direction confirming your client’s compliance with the directions that 
have been issued for the provision of relevant documents and then further issue 
a direction that your client await the admission of overseas counsel and 

30 solicitors to practice in Papua New Guinea.  And when they are on the ground 
they will speak to your client and go through the documents that your client 
has filed and if they wish to call up further documents, then that can be arranged 
between counsel and solicitors and your client.

MR TAME:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  By the way these facemasks keep coming off.  You can 
see I am struggling to keep it in place.  What is the arrangement out there now, 
the parliamentarians, are they wearing masks in parliament? 

40
MR TAME:  No.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If they are not then they are the law makers and we should 
not be wearing masks in this room.

MR TAME:  Yes correct, Chairman.  I think the last session the 
parliamentarians were – their faces they did not wear masks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are not wearing masks?

MR TAME:  No.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Okay then what about the courts, have you been 
to the courts lately?

MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are they wearing masks; the judges and associates, 
lawyers, public?

MR TAME:  Not really, Chairman.  There was an incident - - -
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, the commission will make a decision in that regard 
this week whether we continue to wear these masks.

MR TAME:  Chairman, there was an incident at the courthouse previous week 
where a lawyer actually wore the mask actually found hard it to breathe and 
collapsed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes well, that can happen.  If someone has pre-existing 
health problems then these masks will put them under immense pressure.  

30 Anyway, Mr Yuangu, can you do some enquiries and establish from the 
courthouse and parliament house and the Covid-19 Control Centre or whatever 
they call it, to see if we still need to continue to wear these masks?

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I will do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you get an advice then you advise us and then the 
commission will issue some directions in that regard.  I am just putting off the 
topic a little bit.  It does make our sitting and communication in this room a bit 
hard.  Okay, is there anything you want to say before I issue the formal 

40 directions?

MR TAME:  Chairman, not really at this stage.  In respect of the requirements 
for a list of witnesses, we are a little bit confused in respect of that because my 
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client is appearing before the Commission of Inquiry as a witness and then he 
has been required to call witnesses again.

       [9.54 a] THE CHAIRMAN:  If he feels there are some witnesses out there that could 
assist or support the evidence that he will give, that direction enables him to 
bring anybody else along to assist him if he is not able to assist the Commission 
with the documents that he is looking for.  For example, your client was – or 
the incumbent, Chief Secretary at that time the UBS Loan was obtained- - -

10 MR TAME:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And it might be part of your client’s duty to keep the 
appropriate records of that office, although your client was not in office at that 
time, but the records would still remain in your client’s office; and he might 
feel that perhaps he should bring along the Chief Secretary at that time in 2009 
to provide some evidence to clarify if that office holds documents in relation 
to the IPIC Loan.  

It is an opportunity given to a client who is not able to produce the documents.  
20 He was not around at that time the loan was negotiated and obtained for him to 

bring out the names of those persons who were in office at that time to assist 
the Commission.  I think that is the intention.  Because the Inquiry is being 
conducted, what some four - five years after the UBS Loan and over 10 years 
after the IPIC Loan was obtained.   So the idea is to enable witnesses who are 
appearing at this point in time to perhaps try and get some assistance from other 
witnesses that might be aware or be familiar with those records.

MR TAME:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  In 2009, who would be the chief secretary then?  That was 
when the IPIC Loan was obtained.  It is a long time ago.

MR TAME:  It was probably Joshua- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  What was I doing in 2009; let me think?

MR TAME:  Joshua Kalinoe, I think.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Joshua Kalinoe, yes.  But if your client is not able to obtain 
40 any assistance of any other person who occupied that office at that time, then 

your client can say so.

MR TAME:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So as of now, your client is not able to produce any other 
witnesses except himself?

MR TAME:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR TAME:  But in respect of the documents on the UBS Loan, in the event 
10 that if those documents on the IPIC Loan or copies of those documents are not 

provided to him and we are unable to provide those, then as you said, we 
probably may require few witnesses in respect of that loan.  That is a matter 
that I will discuss with my client.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps, we just go back to the list that you gave.  If we 
look at Part A, Volume 1, Book 1.  That mentions PNG Project Gas Agreement.  
That is document number one.

MR TAME:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  That this Agreement would go back to 2008 or 9, right?

MR TAME:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you cannot have access to records going back to 2008 
and 9.

MR TAME:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The next one is NEC Decision number 93 of 2008; 
Negotiated Fiscal, Commercial and Technical Terms in Gas Agreement for the 
PNG LNG Project.  So actually, your client has provided documents going back 
to the IPIC Loan, is it not?

MR TAME:  Yes, that those- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is not exclusively UBS Loan.

MR TAME:  Yes, those documents are those that they claim – came to for 
40 when they were negotiating the UBS Loan and those that were in his possession 

at the time that the UBS Loan was negotiated.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Associate, give me Volume on Book 1.
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    [9.59am] I do not know if you have gone through these documents.  I will do so in due 
course but in relation to this project gas agreement, the signatories to the gas 
agreement were – who were the signatories?

MR TAME:  Chairman, I have actually not gone through it.  I have just 
provided the list of documents and the copies of the documents as provided to 
me.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will have a look at the documents later.  Is there 
anything else before I issue the formal directions?

10 MR TAME:  Chairman, at this stage no.

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, just give me a few moments to draft the directions.  
The first direction; the Commission confirms Ambassador Isaac Lupari’s  
compliance with the directions issued on 28 February 2020 and further 
extended to 10 June 2020.  

[10.04 am]Number 2, Ambassador Isaac Lupari is to produce to the commission’s 
secretary the documents referred to in number 8 and number 11 of volume 3, 
book 4 on or before 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am.  Number 3, the matter is adjourned 
to 6 July 2020 at 9.30 am for Ambassador Isaac Lupari to confer with counsel 
and solicitors assisting the commission to prepare his evidence.  Yes, that is the 

20 third direction.

The idea is that when the counsel assisting the commission; there are three 
senior counsels from Australia and solicitors assisting the commission, there 
are about seven of them, when their admissions have been obtained on 
application to the National Court and when they are on the ground, they should 
be able to speak to your client and they will examine the documents that your 
client has provided and then they will assist to prepare your client’s evidence, 
which you will give to the commission.  Under the Practice Note No.1 that has 
been issued, the calling of evidence and the calling of witnesses and the 

30 examination of witnesses on their evidence is the primary responsibility of the 
counsel assisting the commission supported by the solicitors so that is why I 
am making that or issuing that third direction.

I am hopeful that the admissions will come through in the coming weeks.  Once 
their admissions have been secured, they should be able to establish contact 
with your client through the commission’s secretariat.  That will be the order 
of the proceedings with regard to the production of evidence.  The commission 
is at the moment assembling the evidence from different witnesses, particularly 
in the form of documentary evidence because of the technical nature of the two 

40 transactions.  The commission is able to collate those documents and then pass 
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those documents that have been produced by witnesses to the counsel and the 
solicitors so they can examine them before they speak to your client. 

   [10.09am] In terms of a revised roadmap for the conduct of the inquiry, that will be 
formally announced on July 6th when we meet.  The commission did issue a 
tentative roadmap in December of last year, however, due to a number of 
intervening factors, including the delay in the execution of the solicitors’ 
contract and the delay in the admission of counsel assisting the commission 
and now the solicitors assisting the commission, and also as a result of the 

10 interruption caused by the Covid 19 pandemic, the roadmap that was 
announced in December has been obviously disrupted and the commission 
has not been able to comply with that roadmap.  According to that roadmap, 
as you would recall, the period between December to February would have 
been taken up by the issuing of summonses, counsel investigating the 
evidence before them and preparing the witnesses and so forth, and then the 
evidentiary hearing or the public hearing would have started in March 
through to June and by July 27 the report would be ready to be presented.  
That was the original roadmap that was announced at the end of last year.  
But as I said due to disruptions to its schedule, compliance with that roadmap 

20 has not been possible.  You would recall that considerable amount of time has 
been taken by attending to these different administrative and statutory 
requirements, for example, the contract - the procurement process for the 
contract for the overseas solicitors has taken over six months to conclude.  
That is the nature of the procurement process that we have in this country.  

So the revised roadmap will be announced on 6 July.  I am at the moment in 
discussions with counsel and solicitors assisting the commission to devise and 
revise a roadmap.  That roadmap will have, say three main features.  The first 
feature is the issuing of requests to witnesses to attend to produce documents 
that they may have in their possession voluntarily.  If they do not produce 

30 those documents voluntarily, then summonses have been issued; and then the 
second phase is the investigation phase by counsel assisting the commission 
and the solicitors - I forgot about the solicitors- is the phase when counsel 
assisting the commission, solicitors will sit down with the witnesses, go 
through the documents that witness have provided and then they will prepare 
the evidence to be given to the commission.   The third phase is the public 
hearing phase.  That is when  all the witnesses that need to give oral evidence 
will have to be produced by counsel assisting the commission and they will 
be subject to examination by counsel assisting the commission, the 
commissioners themselves and also any other interested party who might 

40 want to examine the witnesses which obviously will proceed by way of leave 
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only.  The fourth and final phase will be the preparation of the report and 
presentation of it.  So the commissioners and the counsel assisting the 
commission, solicitors, we are in discussion at the moment to settle that 
revised roadmap which will be announced on 6 July.

  [10:14 am] I have been saying throughout the last couple of weeks that the nature of this 
particular inquiry is a bit different from the usual Commission of Inquiry that 
we are used to because of its complex, technical nature and because of its 
international dimension, the kind of inquiry that this Commission will involve 
will be somewhere close to the Australian model, some of the models that are 

10 employed elsewhere which involve commercial transactions of the nature that 
this Commission has been asked to investigate.  So that is why there will be a 
phased-out – say four phase Inquiry and that will involve some ten; counsel, 
solicitors and then it will have a string of other technical people like IT, and so 
forth, and of course, the two Commissioners; myself assisted by overseas 
Commissioner John Gilmour QC.  But it is taking a while to put in place the 
arrangements for the Inquiry to commence so I am just explaining what it 
would look like come July the 6, when the Commission will announce what I 
think would be the final revised roadmap.  As I am aware the kind of 
Commissions of Inquiry that we are used to here are, witnesses are requested 

20 or summoned to appear.  They come here and they give evidence.  They give 
their evidence and they go away and then the Commissioners sit down and with 
the assistance of technical personnel, they write up the reports.  This is not that 
kind of Inquiry for the reasons that I have given.  It will be more toward the 
Australian Royal Commission models that they do down there.

We will wait around for counsel and solicitors to be admitted to practice here 
and then hopefully they will engage with your client to prepare your client’s 
evidence.

30 In the meantime, I will continue to sit in the next couple of weeks to call in the 
remaining witnesses who have not been requested to attend.  There are another 
20 or 30 witnesses that I would like to request them to attend and then I will sit 
throughout the next weeks; get them to attend and produce documents that they 
have in their possession voluntarily, which would then be passed onto the 
solicitors.  When the solicitors and counsel assisting the Commission 
commence work, they will already have something to base their investigations 
on. 

I think that concludes my remarks for this morning.  Mr Yuangu, is there any 
40 other matter you want to mention?
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THE SECRETARY:  No, Mr Chairman, we do not have any other witnesses 
for today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If there is nothing else from Mr Tame, then my associate 
will adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

10

AT 10.18 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO MONDAY 15 JUNE 
2020 AT 9.30 A.M. 
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   [9.24 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have one matter to mention and that is the 
matter of Honourable Peter O’Neill.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Honourable Peter O’Neill, the 
witness in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there appearance?

MR SHEPPARD:  My name is Sheppard, S-h-e-p-p-a-r-d, I appear for Mr O’Neill.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client is seated next to you, is it?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  For the information of your client, 
10 Honourable Peter O’Neill, these are preliminary hearings that I am sitting as a 

single Commissioner.  The Commission is comprised of two Commissioners; 
myself and an Australian commissioner by the name of John Gilmour, a QC.  John 
Gilmour QC is not available for the preliminary hearings and I have his permission 
to conduct these proceedings by myself. 

This morning’s proceedings is really to record your personal attendance at the 
commission’s hearing in response to the summons that has been issued previously.  
Your previous appearances have been made by counsel but this is your first time to 
appear before the Commission and the Commission would like to thank the 
Honourable Member for making himself available in answer to the summons.

20 We have had some previous discussion between the Commission and your Counsel 
in relation to the conduct of these proceedings and in particular the assistance that 
you will be required to provide to the Commission.  The Commission has issued a 
letter of request for you to appear in which the Commission set out a request in 
relation to the first phase of the Inquiry.  The first phase of the Inquiry involves the 
Commission’s considerations of government policy, considerations along political 
and economic conditions and circumstances prevailing in the country that dictated 
the way the government enters into private enterprise activities.  

It was hoped that after the first round of hearings, in which the Commission will 
consider the historical background information, such as the political and economic 

30 situation in this country, the Commission will get into the next phase of the Inquiry 
which will involve the consideration of the IPIC loan, which the Commission’s 
Terms of Reference does include and more particularly the Commission will look 
into the government’s obtainment of the UBS loan.  
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However, the Commission’s roadmap for the conduct of a full Inquiry involving 
those different phases have been disrupted by the Covid-19 shut down period.  So 
as a result, things will change in terms of your attendance at the Commission, in 
terms of those different phases.  There are five different phases involved and we 
may end up getting into a single phase inquiry in which you may be asked to give 
evidence in relation to all the different phases; that is the historical information, the 
IPIC transaction and the UBS transaction.

  [9.29 am]Of course your government was more directly involved in the UBS transaction but 
if you feel you have some evidence to offer in relation to the IPIC loan by way of 

10 background information or any part that the IPIC loan may have played in relation 
to the UBS loan, you will be welcome to give that evidence.

So, essentially this morning, as I said, the Commission wants to record your 
personally attendance in answer to the summons and to discuss with you how you 
will be able to assist the Commission to give evidence in relation to the historical 
aspect, the IPIC loan and more particularly the UBS loan.  So, honourable member 
if you want to say something, you can say something, but you can also speak through 
your counsel.  Your appearance hereon may be made through your counsel, unless 
the Commission expressly requests your attendance but the first attendance as is the 

20 case with other witnesses, including former prime ministers and current prime 
minister, the first appearance by the witness is appearance in person and that is 
precisely the reason why the Commission has asked you to appear in person.  Thank 
you for your appearance.  If you want to make a statement before we proceed, I will 
be having discussions with your counsel in more detail about what happens here on.

MR SHEPPARD:  Very briefly thank you, Mr Chairman, Mr O’Neill is happy to 
assist with whatever inquiries the tribunal may have of him and well, he understood 
that today there was going to be some directions issued which we will note and duly 
comply with and we have noted what you have said this morning, Mr Chairman, so 

30 with that I guess we will note any directions that you have to make now and probably 
seek some time to comply with those directions in terms of provision of any 
statements or documents that you might need.

MR CHAIRMAN:  All right, the main direction is in terms of the direction that was 
previously issued on 13 March.  If you have that direction in front of you, that 
direction covers the assistance that the Commission would want from your client in 
relation to both the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  Have you got that direction in front 
of you?  Direction number 2 really is for your client to provide a list of witnesses 
you may wish to call and a list of documents and copies of those documents 
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pertaining to the UBS loan, and as I understood your client was also going to assist 
with the IPIC loan, although it is not expressly mentioned in the direction.  Those 
documents were to have been provided by 23 March and as I understand, that 
direction is still outstanding.

MR SHEPPARD:  We can provide those by the end of the week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So your client is happy to provide evidence in relation to the 
historical information that the Commission is looking for?

10
MR SHEPPARD:  As far as he can, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As well as the IPIC loan?

MR SHEPPARD:  To the extent of his recollection, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Particularly if the IPIC loan had anything to do with the 
UBS loan.

20 MR SHEPPARD: Yes, he would be able.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To establish some connection between the two.

MR SHEPPARD:  He would be able to comment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So let us just have some discussion around the documents that 
your client may be able to provide.  Of course, he will be giving oral evidence in 
relation to those matters but what kind of documents would your client consider 
providing?

30
 [9.34 am]MR SHEPPARD:  He has very few – he has no access, of course, to any of the 

Cabinet or the NEC documents of any of the lower level executive documents.  So 
he does not really have a great many documents.   There are some papers that might 
be relevant from his chairmanship file of the NEC but apart from that - which could 
be subpoenaed from the Secretary of the NEC - apart from that, he does not have 
very many documents at all.

He had – apart from the policy decision - he had very little involvement in the 
mechanics of the transaction after that.  So his stock of documents is very limited 
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and small.  But as I said earlier, we could provide a precise list of those by the end 
of the week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just take a few examples of documentary evidence that your 
client might provide, perhaps statements that your client has made in relation to 
either the UBS Loan, or the IPIC Loan or both, and these statements are public 
statements that your client might want to consider producing them before the 
Commission since they were offered by him.  This is just an example, we are just 
going to have some discussion around it.  

10
MR SHEPPARD:   He has to check his records; the types of statements that were 
made were mostly in response to press enquiries and oral statements, but they would 
have been reported and he could- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes members of parliament do issue press statements 
that are published in the newspapers, so that could be an example.  Your client has 
made a public statement- - -

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has offered and he might want to- - -

MR SHEPPARD:  And he would provide that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR SHEPPARD:  There would be no difficulty in providing those types of 
statements.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just as example; I am just pointing that out.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Statements that your client may have made on the floor of 
parliament, obviously would be public statements.

MR SHEPPARD:  No problem.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those would be available, I suppose, through the Clerk of 
40 Parliament?
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MR O’NEILL:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When he produces the Hansard?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  What about statements on television, for example?

10 MR SHEPPARD:  On television?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes or statements through the radio network.  

MR SHEPPARD:  If they were from- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just mentioning them so that when your client does give 
information, it is packaged completely so that he does not leave out any statements 
that he may have issued previously in relation to those statements having come to 
the knowledge of the public.

20
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.  If we can obtain those types of statements, we would be 
happy to provide them.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which might take a bit of time for you to discuss- - -

MR SHEPPARD:  It may.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client may need more time or you may need more time.

30 MR SHEPPARD:  I need to make further enquiries but as far as I am aware, Mr 
O’Neill does not keep video tapes or audio recordings of those.  I know that there 
are services that can provide you with that, but I- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is where the list of witnesses will become relevant; the 
direction that has been issued in relation to the list of witnesses that your client might 
call.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  They can provide those evidence which they have.
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MR SHEPPARD:  We can make those enquiries.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR SHEPPARD:  And include the statement in the list that we will provide the other 
documents that he has to hand.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I will allow some time for that.
10

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue the direction shortly.

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you.

    [9:30a.m]THE CHAIRMAN:  But in relation to the process that will take place hereafter, the 
purpose of getting these documents in early is for these documents to be placed at 
the disposal of the Counsel and the Solicitor who will be assisting the Commission 

20 whose admissions to practice here have yet to be secured.  Once they are on the 
ground, they will be given this information, and then they will go through those 
documents, and then they will arrange for interview your – or sit down with your 
clients and yourself to prepare the evidence your client will give to the Commission.  

The procedure established under the direction that has been issued is that the 
production of evidence and witnesses to appear before the Commission is the 
responsibility of Counsel assisted by Solicitors.  So they will be in touch with you 
and your client to prepare the evidence, and for that purpose the documents that you 
client provides would be given to them.  At the moment as I speak, the admission of 

30 overseas Counsel and Solicitors and there is about ten of them, all of whom are 
coming from Australia, their admissions to practice here is going through the Courts 
right now and I am hopeful that by the end of June, that process would be complete, 
to give us time for us to reconvene on, say on the 6 or 7 of July on which date the 
Commission will issue a revised road map.  In that road map, the Commission will 
set out the period by which this dialogue or conferences between witnesses and 
Solicitors will take place to prepare the evidence, and then a time line will fixed for 
the Commission to receive oral evidence, and then a time line for the writing up of 
the report, and then of course the presentation of the report.
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Any examination of witnesses by your client will be open, subject to leave of course, 
and other persons who might be interested in the evidence that your client will give, 
will be given the opportunities to examine witnesses in evidence, of course, with the 
leave of the Commission.  

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is going to be a drawn out process, that three or four phrase 
Inquiry meets international standard established in Australia for the conduct of 

10 Royal Commissions of Inquiry of a technical nature as the one we are doing.  So it 
is not the case of, like any other Commission of Inquiry that have been conducted in 
this jurisdiction where witnesses are simply summoned to appear in the Commission, 
they give their evidence and they go away.  This is not that type of inquiry.  This is 
a bit more different so I hope that your client and other witnesses will go through 
those processes with some degree of patience.  

If I were to issue a direction now, I will issue direction for your client to provide any 
documents that he considers relevant in relation to both the IPIC Loan and UBS 
Loan.

20
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that is to be provided by when?  Can you give me a 
timeline?

MR SHEPPARD:   Could your honour mention 7 or 8 of July?

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are in June now.  8 of July.

30 MR SHEPPARD:  We could provide them by then.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I should also mention that after this exercise is completed and 
once the Commission receives most of or all of the documents that the witnesses are 
going provide- witnesses will be given the opportunity to make discovery and the 
list of documents that have been filed so far, we will furnish to Counsel.

Alright, at 8 of July at 9:30 am.

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:   I will issue some formal directions.  The first direction is that 
the Commission confirms the Honourable Peter O’Neil’s compliance with the letter 
of request and summons issued previously; number two, the Honourable Peter 
O’Neill provide to the Commission a list of witnesses and a list of documents and 
other evidence, together with copies of those documents or evidence on or before 8 
July 2020 at 9.30 a.m.; and thirdly, the matter is adjourned to 8 July 2020 at 9.30 
a.m. for further directions.

[9.44 a.m]Any other directions you seek?
10

MR SHEPPARD:  Not from our part.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That concludes this morning’s proceedings so my Associate 
will adjourn the proceedings.  

Associate, adjourn the proceedings.

20

AT 9.47 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
WEDNESDAY 17TH JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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     [9.51am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have one matter and that is in the matter of 
witness Kala Aufa, is it?  

MR KALA AUFA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Aufa, you appearing with your counsel?

MR AUFA:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR KAWAT:  Thank you Commissioner, Kawat, initial K, appearing for Mr 
Aufa, the Acting Clerk of Parliament.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we are to confirm compliance with the 
10 directions that have been previously issued?

MR KAWAT:  Yes, Commissioner.  We have compiled all the documentations 
that the Acting Clerk of Parliament can gather from his records.  We have made 
copies of them and have bound them, Commissioner.  We are ready to have them 
tendered in.  However, Commissioner, there is just a typo error that we need to 
correct.  Everything is in order.  It is just that when we arranged the documents and 
then had it sent in for photocopying and binding, the printery has got, just a 
mistake, I would say - the index part of it.  Instead of putting the first document as 
per the index first, they put it second, so it is just a confusion of the index part that 
Mr Commissioner, if you can give us a time, we can just correct the index.  

20 Everything is okay, we just correct the index and we can formally tender those.  
Just so that we can, the Commission can follow the documents as per the index 
instead of going to and from.  Just for an example, I can just hand up a copy and 
you can have a look and I can explain it, if you do not mind.  I seek leave to---

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is fine, if it is rectified and a clerical error we call it, 
those types of mistakes, clerical errors.  We could do that manually here.

MR KAWAT:  We could do that but - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  At the hearing or I could give you some time perhaps in the 
morning and perhaps you return in the afternoon say at 1.30 pm to present the 
completed targets.  That is correct?
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MR KAWAT:  Yes.  Yes, Commissioner, we could do that, unfortunately these 
documents we cannot do that manually so it is better we do these corrections, 
clerical corrections; just the cover page, we can just re-align them, fix them, have it 
bound again and we can affirm and have it tendered.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we can adjourn to 1.30 pm today and we can reconvene 
and you can tender the corrected set of documents.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.  That will certainly assist the Commission and assist us also 
so that we can all have the documents in place by then.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just in terms of the documents you have, you would have 
10 documents over the period between?

MR KAWAT:  2009.

THE CHAIRMAN:  2009 and up to?

MR KAWAT:  Up to 2019.  

      [9.56am]THE CHAIRMAN:  2019.  That may be the relevant period.  All right, then my 
Associate will adjourn the proceedings to 1.30 pm.  Associate, you can adjourn. 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

  [1.26 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the matter adjourned from this morning, Mr Kawat?
20

MR KAWAT:  Yes, Mr Commissioner, you are correct.  For the purposes of record, 
again I enter my appearance; formally enter my appearance formally again.  Kawat 
initial K for the Acting Clerk of Parliament, Mr Kala Aufa.  In attendance with me 
is Mr Kala Aufa.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Yes, go on.

MR KAWAT:  Thank you, Commissioner.  We have compiled all the documentation 
as required and requested by the Commission of Inquiry.  We have compiled them 

30 and we apologize for this morning as we had minor issues with binding so thank you 
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for the adjournment that we have now rectified that problem.  We will now for and 
on behalf of the acting clerk of Parliament tender in the documents.  Mr 
Commissioner, we just bind them to make it easier for the Commission.  This is Part 
A; these are ministerial statements and papers.  Part B will be in two volumes 
because of the documentations, these are questions without notice.  Part C is matters 
of public importance, these are debates in parliament.  Part D grievance debates.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that?

10 MR KAWAT:  Grievance debates.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Grievance debates?

MR KAWAT:  Yes.  Part 4 are Acts and laws passed by parliament were debated on 
UBS loans.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Part?

MR KAWAT:  Part E.
20

     [1.31pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  These are?

MR KAWAT:  These are Acts of Parliament and laws passed by Parliament.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to?

MR KAWAT:  UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  UBS loan.

MR KAWAT:  Yes, that is the Organic Law on Sovereign Wealth Fund Loans Bill 
2010 and Supplementary Appropriation Bill of 2011.  Part F is documents 
containing the reply from the Opposition and the National and Supplementary 
Budget Policy Statements and Statements of the State of Economy.  That is part F, 

30 Mr Commissioner.

We would also tender in a statement by Mr Aufa who is effectively stating that 
when compiling the documents that will be tendered as evidence, he has gone 
through the records and could not locate the following documents.
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Mr Chairman, these are parliamentary approval of the IPIC loan in 2009 and the 
UBS loan in 2014 in the form of resolution or enabling Acts of Parliament.  
Number 2, any Acts or Bills on the IPIC loan in 2009 and UBS loan in 2014.  
Number 3, Annual Reports by the Speaker of the National Parliament with 
information in respect to the two loans.  And number 4, is Notice Papers relating to 
the IPIC loan in 2009 and UBS loan in 2014.  That is effectively the statements 
that the Clerk of Parliament could not find from his records.  

If the Chairman pleases, we would tender those documents in the order of 
chronology.  Mr Chairman, we have just done a short letter enclosing those 

10 documents that our client has provided for the Commission’s clarity.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a cover letter from your firm, is it?

MR KAWAT:  From my firm to the – yes, through to the Secretary and a copy to 
your Associate.  Perhaps, I will just briefly explain before handing up Mr 
Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR KAWAT:  What is contained in these documents is a table of index.  First of 
all is the dates, then – sorry, Mr Chairman, the dates of the parliament sittings days 
then the meeting dates, then we have the subject matter of each documents or 
meetings presented.  For instance, in this ministerial statement and papers is which 

20 minister or who was the minister sponsoring or presenting the statement; who was 
the sponsor, the title of the Paper and then the last column, we have enclosed the 
entire document but the last page – the last column sorry Mr Chairman, are the 
page numbers, which we are of the view that it will be relevant to the purposes of 
this exercise here.

   [1:36 pm] So make it easier to the Commission to see where the issues relating to the COI now 
in progress are mentioned. So we are trying to be specific on this page, the issues 
arising from there - from Parliament are contained in this.  So the last column would 
be the page numbers.  

30 So Mr Chairman, we seek leave now to tendering these documents.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Let me just get some clarifications on one or two 
matters.  So you have got documents parts A through to F?

MR KAWAT:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And with the exception of Class B which has two volumes –

MR KAWAT:  That is correct.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The rest of those parts have only single volumes, is it?

MR KAWAT:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Second clarification – all these documents relates to matters 
that formed part of the business of the Parliament, right?  

MR KAWAT:  That is correct, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not have any documents there that are sourced from 
20 outside of what transpired in the business of the Parliament, right?

MR KAWAT:  No, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if you go by that statement, then that means any documents 
emanating from the executive or a committee of the Parliament which did not find 
its way into the proceedings of the Parliament are not included in this documents.   
Would I be correct?

MR KAWAT:  That is correct, Mr Chairman.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sometimes there is a confusion between business that 
goes into the precincts of Parliament, ends up in the Clerk’s office or the Speaker’s 
office or a Committee of the Parliament, which never find its way into the actual 
proceedings of the Parliament.  We have got to look at these things in exile.  I think 
you have got it covered well there.  That is good. 
 
The final clarifications which I said this morning about the period that those 
documents cover, the earliest date that you got there in the index is – what is the 
date?  And then give me the latest date.  

40
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MR KAWAT:  That latest date is 2019.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date in 2019 – the latest document?

MR KAWAT:  That is 2 of July 2019. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the earliest? 

MR KAWAT:  10 of March 2009.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the IPIC loan was obtained on what date?  Would you have 
some information?  I do not have a correct date here.  We know it was obtained in 
2009 but what is the exact date?

MR KAWAT:  Mr Chairman, from our instructions, IPIC loan never came to 
Parliament and so my client does not know.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay, we will establish that.   I am just trying to establish that 
these records are relevant and cover the exact period that we are concerned with 

20 here.  Alright, that is going to be established later but the important thing is that the 
documents for 2009 are available. 

    [1.41 pm] MR KAWAT:  Yes.  Mr Chairman, sorry, just for clarity, we have also a statement 
concerning four documents that my client cannot locate.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have got those.

MR KAWAT:  Yes, thank you.  

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  I have got those.  

MR KAWAT:  It is duly signed by the client, my client Mr Aufa, the Acting Clerk.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, there may be some filings in respect of that, but the actual 
evidence will be given later at an appointed date.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As to the establishment of that matter as a fact, to be evidence 
40 that that is another matter.  I am not receiving evidence right now.  But your client 
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has said that after his search of his records, he is not able to locate those four 
documents?

MR KAWT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I got note of them.  If you can hand up the documents and 
the Commission’s – or to my associate, and then I will just have a quick perusal of 
the Index.  Which part has the Index?

10 MR KAWAT:  All the Volumes, part A to- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  They have their own index?

MR KAWAT:  They have their own index.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a master index so we can have a quick look at?

MR KAWAT:  No, we do not have the master index; all parts have their own index.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, just as a sample, just give me the first document part, Part 
A, and I will have a quick look at the index and the documentation just as sample.  

The Commission will now formally receive those documents, and we will hold onto 
the documents until counsel assisting the Commission and overseas solicitors are 
admitted to practice in Papua New Guinea and they become available, they will 
examine the documents and the Commission’s secretary will contact yourself and 
your client when the counsel and the solicitors are on the ground; and then they will 
sit down with your client to go through the material and prepare your client’s 
evidence to be given at the hearing.  

30
As you will appreciate from the Practice Direction that has been issued – Practice 
Direction or Practice Note that was issued last year, the responsibility for producing 
witnesses and the evidence that witnesses will give, that is the responsibility of 
counsel assisting the Commission, supported by the solicitors.  As soon as their 
admissions are secured through the National Court and the relevant certification is 
issued by the PNG Law Society to allow them to practice here to appear, they will 
contact yourself and then arrange for a meeting to go through this documentation 
and prepare the evidence.
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Just one aspect that I am not sure if the records are included in this is the referral by 
the Ombudsman Commission of the Prime Minister then in 2014, 15 or 16 or 
thereabouts, for prosecution under the Leadership Code.  

 [1.46 pm] Then there may have been a Leadership Tribunal which did not proceed later but 
there may have been some statement or debate about that referral in Parliament.  I 
am just mentioning it just so that we have all the records here in relation to this 
subject which is the UBS loan.  You follow what I am saying?

10 MR KAWAT:  Yes, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There may have been a leadership tribunal appointed to 
investigate the then prime minister who was the Honourable Peter O’Neill and upon 
the appointment of the leadership tribunal, there may have been a statement or some 
debates in Parliament with regard to that action taken by the Ombudsman 
Commission or by the relevant appointing authority for leadership tribunal.  I 
suggest you just go through the records that you have, we will also go through the 
records that you provided just to ensure that we get a complete set of records in 
relation to any proceedings before parliament that touched the UBS transaction.  The 

20 Commission of Inquiry now is dealing with the subject matter that arose in 
Parliament when the report was presented by the Speaker, right - that is the report 
from the Ombudsman Commission last year, right, in 2019.  But I am referring to an 
investigation done by the Ombudsman Commission before in 2014 for which there 
may have been a leadership tribunal appointed for which there might have been some 
mention of and some debate in Parliament.  So, if you do come across those records 
then you can confirm the availability of those records among the documents that you 
provided to the Commission’s secretary so that that will make it easy for us to have 
a read of that particular area. 

30 MR KAWAT:  Certainly Chairman, we will check with our client and verify those 
and then report to the secretary for the Commission, anything- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will be issuing some formal directions shortly with 
regard to what happens from hereon.  I will set a date in July for your client to return 
to be advised of the revised roadmap that the Commission will follow.

MR KAWAT:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, the roadmap for the conduct of the Inquiry that was 
40 announced last year or early this year has been disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic 
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shutdown period so there will be a revised roadmap to be announced in July and I 
am going to be adjourning this matter to then, on a date in the first week of July that 
is convenient to yourself or your client during which your client will be advised of 
the roadmap ahead.

MR KAWAT:  Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Hopefully by that time the admissions of overseas counsel and 
solicitors will have been completed and the counsel and the solicitors will have the 

10 conference with your client and done some work around before we get to meet in 
the first week of July.  I have been fixing mention dates for other witnesses also for 
that same reason to come before Commission on the week commencing 6 July.  I 
have got a few witnesses that have been set down for 6 July, there is one on 7 July 
and then there is one or two on 8 July.  So, if you give me a date in that week I will 
fix the matter for further directions on that date. 

    [1.51 pm] MR KAWAT:  Either 7th or 8th of July.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I will issue the directions shortly.  But, again, just going 
20 back to what I said earlier about that Ombudsman Commission Report.  If a 

Leadership Tribunal is appointed, I think the procedure is the appointing authority 
who is the Chief Justice would formally write to the Speaker of Parliament or the 
Clerk of Parliament advising of the appointment of the Leadership Tribunal, right?  
So the Speaker’s office and the Clerk’s office might have records of having received 
some correspondence from the appointing authority for Leadership Tribunals then.  
You might speak to your client and check; you have got the records.  Obviously, that 
correspondence would not end up in the business of Parliament.

Earlier, I spoke about some debates of that subject in Parliament but there might be 
30 some records outside the Parliament that your client might hold or the Speaker’s 

office might hold in relation to that particular event.  

MR KAWAT:  Certainly, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I say this because I have inside knowledge of the protocols and 
procedures of appointment of Leadership Tribunal which I helped design when I was 
in office as Chief Justice then that makes provision for the Speaker to be notified of 
the appointment of a Leadership Tribunal involving Members of Parliament.  So 
there may be some correspondence just so that the Commission is aware that there 

40 was an earlier investigation by the Ombudsman Commission over the UBS Loan 
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that also came to the attention of the Parliament and the office of the Speaker and 
the Clerk of Parliament then.  So, I will not issue any direction on that aspect.

MR KAWAT:  We take note of that, Mr Chairman.  We take note of that, we will 
definitely- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  But if your client does come across any correspondence, then 
you can liaise with the Commission’s secretary for a fixture of a date during which 
those documents could be tabled; so I will just leave it at that.

10
MR KAWAT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Without issuing any formal directions in that regard.  

MR KAWAT:  We will rectify that – verify that – and then we will communicate 
with Secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then I will issue the formal directions. The first formal 
direction:

20
1. The Commission confirms Mr Kala Aufa’s compliance with previous 

directions with regard to the provision of the documents relating to both the 
IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan.

2. The matter is adjourned to 7 July 2020, at 9.30 am, for further directions.

 [1.56pm] 3. Upon admission by the National Court and certification by the PNG Law 
Society of overseas Counsel assisting the Commission and the overseas 
Solicitors assisting both Counsel and the Commissioners to practice in PNG, 

30 Mr Kala Aufa is to confer with them to prepare his evidence that he will give 
at the Inquiry.  

It is a long convoluted sentence but I will settle the terms of those three directions 
and then a formal direction will be issued either this afternoon or by midday 
tomorrow, and your client will be given a copy of it.  Is there any other direction 
you seek apart from those three that I have issued?
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MR KAWAT:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I just want to have that, what you have, Mr 
Chairman, intimated, in respect to the OC Report either to the Clerk’s office or the 
Speaker’s Office, if in the event that my client finds out or verify from his record, 
this report in respect to the UBS and IPIC loan, we will advise the Commission 
through its Secretariat whether or not those reports have reached the office of the 
Clerk or the office of the Speaker.  So if that can be reduced too as a- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  A direction of some sort.

MR KAWAT: As a direction so that we can - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  I will issue a direction but put it in the form of a 
10 request?

MR KAWAT:  Of a request, if the Chairman pleases.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the fourth direction is that the Commission requests that 
Mr Kala Aufa to confer with the Secretary to the Commission with regard to any 
records, he might have in relation to the Ombudsman Commission’s referral of the 
Honourable Peter O’Neill for prosecution under the Leadership Code in relation to 
the UBS loan. I will just leave that direction at that and hopefully if some records 
are discovered in the process then you can liaise with the Commission’s Secretary 
as to how those documents will be brought to the attention of the Commission.

MR KAWAT:  Very well, Mr Chairman.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  

 [2.01 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, if there is nothing else, then thank you for producing 
those documents.  Obviously, they will be helpful to the Commission.  If there is 
nothing else, then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings. 

 Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

30
AT 2.01 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
FRIDAY 19 JUNE 2020.
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  [9.33 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have two matters this morning.  Mr Yuangu, the first matter 
is that of the Registrar of the National Court and the Supreme Court, Ian Augerea.  
Yes?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes the registrar of the Supreme Court and 
National Court is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Augerea?
10

MR IAN AUGEREA:  Good morning, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Good.  All right, Mr Augerea, thank you for attending the 
Commission’s hearing this morning on the request of the Commission.  You would 
have received the Commission’s letter of 12 June which sets out the purpose of 
today’s proceedings and the purpose of your attendance this morning, essentially to 
have some discussion with you with regard to the assistance that you may be asked 
to provide to the Commission in obtaining court records in respect of proceedings 
commenced and conducted in the high courts over the UBS loan obtained in 2014.  

20 If the courts do hold some records in relation to the IPIC loan obtained in 2009, the 
Commission would also be interested in obtaining those records.  Essentially, the 
primary records that the Commission is seeking is those proceedings that have been 
commencing in relation to the UBS loan.

There are a number of proceedings that have come to the Commission’s attention 
which have been listed in the letter that was sent to you.  There are many other 
proceedings that you are aware of that may not be listed here and you would be at 
liberty to provide those records as well.  But for the proceedings that are listed in the 
letter that was sent to you in relation to National Courts proceedings, there are four 

30 proceedings.  First is OS 142 of 2014, Honourable Don Polye v Honourable Peter 
O’Neill and Others, second OSJR 383 of 2014, Honourable Peter O’Neill and Dairi 
Vele v Ombudsman Commission; number three, OS 810 of 2014, Honourable Peter 
O’Neill v Pondros Kaluwin and Public Prosecutor; and number four, OS 15 of 2015 
Honourable Peter O’Neill v Ombudsman Commission.

Then proceedings filed in the Supreme Court, there are four cases listed there: 
Number 1, SCR 7 of 2014, Special Reference by Attorney Ano Pala, Number 2, SCR 
1 & 2 of 2014, Special Reference by Prime Minister Peter O’Neill, Number 3, SCR 
5 of 2016, Reference by Justice Catherine Davani; and number 4, SCCOS4 of 2014, 

40 application by Don Polye.  
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   [9.38 am] Then there is a proceeding commenced before Leadership Tribunals, which the 
Commission understands comes under your responsibility as well to manage the 
records; that is LT 04 of 2014, Honourable Peter O’Neill.  

So the purpose of this morning’s session really, is to ask if those court records are 
public documents that you made available to this Commission of Inquiry, and if so, 
the time frame within which you will provide those records.  In terms of the 
records, I suppose you have two formal records; one is obviously the physical 
documents kept in its court file, and secondly, the record of audio recordings of 

10 proceedings conducted in the court that are recorded, and I suppose, they are 
transcribed as well.  So in the letter, as you will see, the Commission has asked for 
the physical file and records, as well as the transcript of audio recordings or 
proceedings that have been conducted in each of these cases.  Obviously, with the 
number of proceedings that I have mentioned, you may need some time and we can 
have some discussion around how much time you need, to collate your records and 
then assemble them and place them before the Commission.  But let me just find 
out from you whether we agree on these records being public documents that can 
be made available to the Commission; Mr Augerea?

MR IAN AUGEREA:  Thank you Chairman.  Firstly, of all of those records that 
20 were requested, in the National Court, we have yet to locate the physical file, OS 

810 of 2014 and OS 15 of 2015.  In the Supreme Court, we are yet to locate SCR 5 
of 2016.  The leadership tribunal LT 04 of 2014, we are yet to locate the physical 
file.  The next point is that I have electronic copies of all these files.  The third 
point of transcripts, that I will need to talk with the Court Reporting Services to 
appraise their ability to produce the transcripts as requested and perhaps the 
Commission might take note that the workload that they have, they might ask for 
specifics; what specific areas of transcripts the Commission might require so that 
can assist them to organize their work.  As to the questions of public record, yes  

     [9.43am] As to the questions of public record, yes I agree that these are documents of public 
30 records, available for whichever authority may want to have access to them.  That 

is the practice that we have adopted, is that a letter is sent to us as to what specific 
records are requested, and then we will then, according to National Court Rules 
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and Supreme Court Rules, we make available what is required by the 
Commissioner.  But we are willing to assist the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be a qualification here in terms of records in 
relation to proceedings that are still under foot, right?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be some issues of sub judice.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I would think that all these proceedings that have been 
listed here are completed proceedings, so I suppose the qualification does not 

10 apply.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, sorry Chairman, I just have to check on one or two of them.  
Officers mentioned to me that one or two of them may be still existing, but I mean 
still alive, so I will check on that and confirm that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What I mean is like, proceedings are still going through the 
courts and pending determination.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But you need to speak to your officers to establish which of 
these proceedings are still on foot and the issues are still alive.  Okay, well that is 
on that point.   As I heard you, you have electronic copies of each of these files?

20 MR AUGEREA:  Yes Chairman, you may---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Although you do not have the physical files; you do have 
electronic copies of each of them?

MR AUGEREA:  All of them I have electronic copies.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you can produce copies of those electronic records?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, I can produce those electronic records, subject only to what 
we have just discussed about what is still alive in court.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The practice – when I was there - I set up, in terms of 
scanning each and every documents in a physical file and storing it electronically, 
is that still going on?

MR AUGEREA:  The CDS is still being used.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay.  So when the physical goes missing or is misplaced, 
you are able to retrieve all the documents ---

MR AUGEREA:  They are still in CDS.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Complete set of documents from the electronic records.

MR AUGEREA:  Correct.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I think the electronic records, to my understanding, is 
as good as the physical documents.  

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are complete.  I remember setting up a system where 
every document that goes into the physical file is scanned and stored electronically. 
So the documents would be complete and will be as good as the physical file 
documents.

MR AUGEREA:  So I suppose what remains is for me to just verify the status and 
then make them available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So with regard to those proceedings for which you have 
20 physical files, I suppose you can produce copies of the physical file, but those 

where for which you do not have a physical file, I suppose you could retrieve 
electronic records and then produce them.  They are as good as the original 
physical file to my understanding as that was the way it was intended when the 
system was set up when I was there.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  With regard to provision of transcripts, I suppose we could 
first get some guidance from the Court reporting Officer or the Director of the 
Court Reporting Service; is it Pavora Marupi still around?
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MR AUGEREA:  Pavora is still there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  She is the director?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We could get some assistance from her in terms of identifying 
the actual proceedings that have been conducted in court, in respect of each of 
these files.  Sometimes, when proceedings are filed, they do not end up in court, 
they sit in the registry.  But the Transcription Service can only provide records if 
they are actual proceedings conducted in court, right?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

10[9.48am] THE CHAIRMAN:  And Director of CRS or Court Reporting Service should be 
able to give us the dates on which the court proceedings were conducted in each of 
these files and the brief statements; one or two, or even three words, describing 
what the nature of that proceeding was, for example, if it has a mention, or if it has 
a status conference, pre-trial conference, or an actual evidentiary hearing, or 
submissions, or a judgment was delivered.  So she could give us a description of 
the nature of the hearing on that particular date in respect of that matter.  If that 
information is provided, then we will be able to identify which part of the 
proceedings the Commission is more interested than asking for everything.

MR AUGEREA:  Okay.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  But at the moment, Commission is not able to give you 
precisely what it is, the record in terms of – particularly, in terms of the recordings 
that it is after.  Obviously, the Commission would go after everything, but as you 
say, that might not be feasible given capacity issues from the Court Reporting 
Services in terms of their ability to transcribe.  You still have issues with capacity 
issues with the Court Reporting Services, as I understand?

MR AUGEREA:  We still do, yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Perhaps, I could issue a formal direction for yourself or 
Court Reporting Services director to provide that information as for each of these 
cases.
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MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that- - -

MR AUGEREA:  That should suffice, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In terms of the physical files, I think we have got the 
complete records even in relation to those files for which you do not have the 
physical files, we can retrieve the electronic copies from your database.   It seems 

10 the documents are there.

MR AUGEREA:  They are available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next thing we need to do is to establish from the Court 
Reporting Services the dates on which in court proceedings were conducted in 
respect of each of these cases.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  How long do you think it will take the Director of Court 
Reporting Services to give us that information?

MR AUGEREA:  First of all this afternoon, I will send the two flash-drives back to 
the Commission of those files that are on the electronic, Chairman.  I will go back 
now, and I will communicate with the director exactly what you requested and I will 
ask her if she can give me a response by – do all of these requests before Friday next 
week.  If you want it earlier, I can put it to Thursday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You need a week.  I think you will need a week. 
30

MR AUGEREA:  I will give her a week, okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because she has to go through the recordings.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, go back through everything.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose during the recordings, they keep log notes?

MR AUGEREA:  That is right, so they will have to check those ones.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If she can recall the log notes ----

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  She should be able to identify what each of those proceedings 
were about.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.  I should ask her to have a report ready by Friday this time 
next week.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next week, okay.  In terms of the electronic records, you can 
provide a flash-drive or whatever they call it?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That will contain the electronic copies, right?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  For each of these files?

MR AUGEREA:  All of these files.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  How soon are you able to provide that flash-drive?

MR AUGEREA:  I can give it to you immediately, in fact, it is ready in my office.  
I will just go back- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is ready.
30

MR AUGEREA:  Check what is alive, what is not alive, and I will send it across.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  When I was there, I set up a very effective system- - -

MR AUGEREA:  Efficient system.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That met world international standards, as I recall.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I am not bragging here but I know precisely the records you 
have; it can be provided pretty quickly.

MR AUGEREA:  Immediately.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have the flash-drives?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  That is good.  In respect of the recording, we will not need the 
audio recordings which are, of course, digitalized?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When I was there, it was all digitalized.  So we will not need 
that.  As long as we get the transcript of those recordings.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there are some issues about the accuracy of the 
transcription, then we can call up the audio ----

MR AUGEREA:  Audio.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Digital records later.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.  In fact, I will ask her also to prepare the audios in case if 
they are needed.

30 [9:53 AM]  THE CHAIRMAN:  What I suggest we will do is, when you deliver the flash drives, 
that is today, the Commission staff will download the documents, create our own 
files and just go through the documents to see if they are complete and then perhaps 
the Commission Secretariat will liaise with yourself and the Director Court 
Reporting Service, in terms of the dates on which these proceedings were conducted 
for each of these matters.  And then perhaps by next Friday, the Director might be 
able to give us the list of the cases and the dates on which these proceedings were 
conducted and the description of the nature of the hearing on each of each of these 
days.  And then after that, we should be able to select which part of the transcription 
of the recordings we will require.  That is how we will proceed.

40
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Is there anything else you want to say before I issue the formal directions?

MR AUGEREA:  I think that what we have discussed covers what I think is the 
service that we would provide at this stage.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you been able to conduct your own search of proceedings, 
file and have you been able to come up with any other proceedings ---

MR AUGEREA:  Apart from this? 
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from the list that you have been given?

MR AUGEREA:  No, at this stage we have not, but I will go back and I will do a 
search; get my officers to search any matter related to the UBS loan.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just give me a few seconds to formulate the directions.

First direction:  The Registrar of the High Courts, Mr Ian Augerea, provide to the 
Commission, electronic files in each of the cases listed in the Commission’s letter to 

20 Mr Augerea, dated 12 of June 2020 by close of business today.

 [9.58 am] Second direction:  Mr Augerea and the court reporting service director of the 
National and Supreme Courts provide to the commission a list of the dates on which 
court proceedings were conducted on each of those cases on or before Friday, 26 
June 2020 at 9.30 am.  That list shall include a description of the hearing conducted 
on each of those dates.

Third direction:  The matter is adjourned to Friday, 26 June 2020 at 9.30 for further 
directions. 

30
Is there any other directions, you see? Have I covered everything?  I think with 
regard to the electronic files that will stop the need for the production of any physical 
files.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Once you provide the flask drive, we will go through the 
document to see that they are complete and I think that will be sufficient.
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MR AUGUEREA:  Yes.  We will just mention that we will do a further search to 
see whether there are some more files that are not here; if there are any other matters 
that are not listed here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  All right then that direction I will issue now will be 
direction number 3 and direction number 3 will become direction number 4.   

[10.03 am] Direction number 3; Mr Augerea is to conduct a search of the court’s records to 
establish if there are any other proceedings conducted in relation to the UBS loan 

10 and provide to the commission a list of those other proceedings, if any, on or 
before 26 June 2020.  Anything else?

MR AUGEREA:  I think that is it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In relation to any other proceedings that may not 
involve the UBS loan, that parties have filed and conducted proceedings in both 
courts, there may be some other proceedings of interest, which are not covered in 
these directions, those proceedings, for example, may involve parties that may 
have an interest in the subject matter of the Inquiry here and they may raise issues 
concerning the conduct of business.  I am just speaking broadly.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be some proceedings for which you have records.  
There may be some communication coming from the commission with regard to 
those types of cases in the future that may not be subject of directions in the way 
that I have issued directions this morning.  But I am just putting you on the alert; 
on the alert that there may be some proceedings that the commission might be 
interested in which they have nothing to do with the UBS but it may involve 
parties that raise issues that may have an interest to the commission in terms of 
understanding the different players out there.  So I will leave those out and if any 
of those proceedings come through my attention or knowledge or the commission’s 
attention or knowledge, for that matter, then there will be some direct 

30 communication coming from the commission under my hand or the 
commissioner’s hand in terms of providing the records in relation to those other 
proceedings so that the commission is aware of them.  I do not have any - those 
proceedings on my list at the moment but there may be some, so I am just putting 
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you on the alert that there may be some other records of interest to the commission 
that the commission might be asking for them.

All right, I think I have exhausted what I wanted to say.  So thank you Registrar for 
coming along at the request of the commission and you may take your leave.

MR AUGEREA:  Thank you Chairman.

  [10.08 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, we have another matter and that is the matter of 
Mr Loi Bakani, Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea.  I understand he is in 
attendance.

10 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman, he is in attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bakani, thank you for attending the Commission’s hearing 
at the request of the Commission.  The letter that was sent to you or the direction 
that was sent to you has come on short notice but you were able to attend so that is 
something that the Commission is appreciate of.

The purpose of this morning’s hearing is to first inform you that there has been a 
disruption of the sittings schedule as it was announced last year.  When you appeared 
last – is it last year or early this year?

20
MR LOI BAKANI:  Early this year.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Early this year, you were given a date on which you would 
actually give your evidence.

MR BAKANI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were to give your evidence on Part 1 of the Inquiry only.  
The Commission did not venture into Parts 2 through to 5 because it was of the view 

30 that your evidence in relation to Parts 2 and 5 would take a bit of time and then we 
would address that later.  

Part 1 obviously is the historical information; the background information that the 
Commission wanted your assistance of.  But because of the disruption to the 
Commission’s schedule as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic shutdown period, 
Commission has not been able to sit as scheduled to receive your evidence, firstly. 
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Secondly, the Commission’s approach will change in terms of you being asked to 
give evidence in relation to Parts 1 through to 5.  When you give your evidence in 
relation to the background information, you may also be asked to give evidence in 
relation to the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan as well.

This morning’s purpose, really, is to inform you of the change in the Commission’s 
program and to have some discussion around how you would assist in terms of 
providing some documents early in relation to both the IPIC Loan and especially the 
UBS Loan, which the Commission would then pass them on to the counsel and 

10 solicitors assisting the Commission, who will examine those documents and then sit 
down with you to prepare the evidence that you will give to the Commission at its 
public hearing.  If I can just explain the way the procedures will be played out in the 
Inquiry.

The procedures are a bit different.  Because of the complex and technical nature of 
the subject matter of the Inquiry, there will be a phased-out hearing program.  There 
will be an investigation phase conducted by the counsel and solicitors with the 
witnesses, during which the counsel and the solicitors will sit down with the witness 
and organize the relevant evidence that is to be presented to the Commission at its 

20 public hearing.  It is the responsibility of counsel assisting the Commission, 
supported by the solicitors to organize the witnesses and present their evidence 
before the Commission.

After the investigation phase, then the actual public hearing will take place when 
counsel will ask you to come along and you will give your evidence, and then you 
will be open for examination by counsel assisting the Commission and perhaps any 
counsel that you might engage, then the Commissioners might ask some questions 
and any other person who might have an interest might be given leave to ask any 
questions that you may wish to.

30
  [10:13am] But the primary responsibility for introducing your evidence is the responsibility of 

the counsel assisting the Commission.  So they would need time to sit down with 
you and go through your evidence.  Now, to facilitate that process for investigation, 
we need you to sit down, go through your records and produce some of the 
documents or all of the documents that you have, provide them to the Commission 
so that the Commission can examine them and pass them on to the counsel and the 
solicitors.  When the solicitors and counsel are on the ground they will sit down with 
you and prepare your evidence.
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This morning I am going to be considering issuing direction, similar to the directions 
that I have issued in respect of other witnesses for you to provide a list of documents 
that you have in relation to both the IPIC loan but more particularly in relation to the 
UBS loan and then provide copies of those documents, and also, I ask you to provide 
a list of any other witnesses that you might want to call, apart from yourself.  So 
those two lists; the list of witnesses and the list of documents and the copies of 
documents will have to be provided beforehand, and it is for us to discuss how long 
it might take to collate those documents to present them before the Commission.  
Because of the nature of the transaction, it sounds complex as it is, but there is a lot 

10 of documents involved I would assume. So provision of documents to the 
Commission will be important and relevant and necessary for the Commission.

Also given the passage of time, when this particular loan was obtained, and even the 
UBS Loan was obtained, it has been quite some years now.  It might take you some 
time to sit down and work out the documents that you have in your possession that 
you are able to furnish to the Commission beforehand.   Are you able to provide that 
kind of assistance that the Commission is looking at?  You understand what I am 
saying then, if you want to make a statement that is fine.

20 MR BAKANI:  Thank you Chairman.  For both of them, I think I will require about 
two weeks to provide – it is more to do with UBS.  I am not particularly involved 
with the IPIC Loan but or for that matter the Bank of Papua New Guinea, but for the 
UBS, yes, I would need two week to provide.  The files are all there.  It can be 
provided in any form, either electronic or in hard copies.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I should also say that the counsel and solicitors are coming from 
overseas.  There are total of ten overseas counsel and solicitors; seven solicitors and 
three counsels.  One senior counsel and two junior counsel.  We will be supported 
by a team of around seven solicitors who will be doing the investigations.  They have 

30 to be admitted to practice in Papua New Guinea because they are lawyers and 
certified by the Law Society.  At the moment they are going through the admission 
proceedings so hopefully I am hopeful that in the next two weeks or so the 
admissions and the certification process for overseas counsel and the solicitors 
would have been completed and the Commission will advise you when those 
admissions and certification by the National Court and the Papua New Guinea Law 
Society have been completed and they are available.

[10.18 am]Until those admissions and certification takes place, they are not able to conduct 
business in Papua New Guinea, practice as lawyers in the capacity as counsel or 

40 solicitors assisting.  So, when they are available after those requirements are 
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completed, the commission’s secretary will inform you and then he will link you up 
with those people and then you can have your conferrals and preparation to take 
place.

MR BAKANI:  Chairman, thank you I will be available whenever they are ready.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you can take your seat.  I will just take a few seconds 
to just formally give you directions.  With regard to IPIC loan, is it okay if I just 
include a general direction that you provide some documents in relation to IPIC loan 

10 just in case you might hold some records?

MR BAKANI:  Yes.  Chairman, it will be proper also.  Although, I am not involved 
but if there is anything I have on file, I would be able to provide to the commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first direction number 1; the Governor of the 
Central Bank, Mr Loi Bakani, is to provide to the commission a list of witnesses he 
may wish to call and a list of documents and copies of those documents in both 
electronic form and hardcopy form on or before 3 July 2020.  I will just read that 
again and you can make an amendment.  The Governor of the Central Bank, Mr Loi 

20 Bakani is to provide to the commission a list of witnesses he may wish to call and a 
list of documents and copies of those documents in relation to the IPIC loan and the 
UBS loan in both electronic form and hardcopy form on or before 3 July 2020.

[10.23 am]Number 2, the matter is adjourned to 3 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  
Okay, I will issue those directions but let me just say something about the evidence 
that you were going to give on the historical situation. 

When you are thinking about that part of the Inquiry in terms of the policy 
considerations, if you are able to give evidence in relation to the historical aspect, 

30 particularly the political and economic systems that Papua New Guinea has adopted 
and how they are played out since independence.  If you think there are some other 
persons who might give more relevant evidence, then you might take the opportunity 
to perhaps provide the name of any other persons you think might be able to give 
that kind of evidence.  

MR BAKANI:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  For example, I was reading today’s Paper and there was an 
interesting article in one of the Papers about a very former, very senior public servant 

40 who was secretary for Finance before - that said something about the shift in 
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government policy in terms of State’s direct or public investments in private 
enterprise, particularly in the mining and petroleum sector.  I am just having a 
general discussion to help you think through this.

MR BAKANI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because this is the first time that the commission is going to be 
really looking at the systems of the government and economic system we have and 
the role of government in the private economic; political economy kind of questions.  

10 I do not recall what the name of the person was.  Somebody by the name of Gerea 
Aopi or somebody.

MR BAKANI:  Gerea Aopi.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I must have read today.  These are kind of evidence that the 
commission will be interested in before we go into looking at the specific loans that 
were obtained by the government.  That may be explained in the way the policy of 
government has shaped out.  If you feel that there are some people like that that 
might assist in understanding the political economy situation since independence 

20 and how it is played out to this day, the commission would be interested.  So, if you 
want to include persons like that in your list of witnesses, the commission will 
consider and perhaps call those witnesses to give evidence in relation to the historical 
information the commission might be interested in.  So, these are some general 
discussion around this area because it is a rather new innovative way of trying to 
understand the total context in which the IPIC loan and the UBS loan were obtained 
by the government.  Is there anything else you want to say before we close, yes?

MR BAKANI:  Thank you, Chairman, I think you are putting things in very good 
perspective.  In terms of these kind of deals, it goes together in line with what the 

30 government of the day is thinking.  
   

    [10.28 am]And during the time when this loan was taken that was the thinking that in terms 
of equity participation, increase government participation in resource projects so I 
think that is the swaying of the government’s thinking over the years.  So this does 
– the equity participation, taking a loan out to acquire an equity in a resource 
company so I agree with you, it is very important to understand the logic of how 
these things are – commercial wise it is a different thing - but the basic understand 
of the policy of the government of the day is very important and I will provide 
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anything that I have on hand to support the commission’s work in this area.  Thank 
you Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  That concludes this morning’s session so 
my Associate will adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.29 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
MONDAY 22 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M. 

10
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[9.33 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have three matters listed for today.  Just a comment on the 
Covid 19 arrangements in place.  The State of Emergency has ended, as I 
understand, and the restrictions placed and other arrangements put in place have 
been lifted or removed, as I understand, and as a result the Commission will not be 
issuing face masks.

 [9.34 am] Right, Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  As from today?

THE SECRETARY:  Today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And sanitizers as well; so has the service has been provided?

THE SECRETARY:  That we have at the counter- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have and then the social distancing of a metre apart for 
people attending the Inquiry has been maintained?

20
THE SECRETARY:  It has been maintained.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Except for the face masks?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I am still wearing face masks because I have yet to sight 
the new Act.  Mr Yuangu, if you can obtain a copy of the certified Act.

30 THE SECRETARY:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I want to have a look at it before I remove the face mask that I 
am wearing because I cannot assume things as a matter of law.  I think I need to read 
that Act and see what restrictions are being put in place and what arrangements have 
been put in place all lifted.  Okay.  The three matters listed for today are – Mr 
Yuangu, which one is the first matter?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the first on the list is Sir Tipo Vuatha but he 
just called me just a while ago asking for the location.  I gave him the direction so 
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he probably is on his way.  We have the next person listed witness, Mr Philip 
Eludeme, in attendance at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Tipo Vuatha is on his way, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  He asked for the COI location and I gave him 
the direction so I presume he is on his way now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, very well, we will stand that matter down.  The next one 
10 is Philip Eludeme?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, the witness is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he in attendance?

THE SECRETARY:  He is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Eludeme, if you can take the seat at the bar table.

20 MR McGREGOR:  Good morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR McGREGOR:  Good morning, Commissioner.  I am counsel assisting Mr 
Eludeme, name is Tom Sirae McGregor, for the convenience of the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  The purpose of your client’s attendance 
this morning is stated in the Commissioner’s letter to your client dated 18 June.  It 
is essentially for the Commission to enquire with your client as to the assistance he 

30 will provide in giving evidence in his capacity as the former chairman of Central 
Supply and Tenders Board, CSTB.  The Commission understands that your client 
was the chairman of CSTB when the UBS loan was obtained in 2014 and your client 
may have also been the chairman of CSTB perhaps in 2009 when the IPIC loan was 
obtained.  But your client can correct the Commission on those statements.  
Essentially, the Commission is looking for documents relating to contracts which 
the CSTB may have cleared or awarded in respect of services.  This Commission 
has received some documents from the current chairman of the board of the National 
Procurement Commission, Dr Ken Ngangan, which commission, I understand, took 
over from CSTB, pursuant to the National Procurement Commission 

40 Act of 2018.
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    [9.39 am] But going through the documents that he has provided, it appears he has not provided 
any documents in relation to the IPIC Loan, and he may have provided some 
documents in relation to the UBS Loan.  So it might be useful for your client perhaps 
to peruse the documents that Dr Ken Ngangan has provided, to see if those 
documents are complete and if they are not complete, there are some documents 
missing and your client may be able to locate those documents, either from any 
documents and records that he might still have in his custody or assist the current 
administration of the National Procurement Commission to locate the documents.

10
The Commission is unable to list the specific documents it is looking for at this stage 
because the Commission would have no idea of what kind of contracts, if any, were 
considered and approved or ordered by the CSTB then.  The Commission will rely 
entirely on your client to provide those documents that your client has knowledge of 
and custody of those documents.

That is essentially the exercise I am conducting as a single Commissioner.  You may 
be aware that the Commissioner is constituted by two Commissioners; myself and 
an overseas Commissioner.  The overseas Commissioner is John Gilmour, QC, is 

20 not available, so he is authorized me to conduct these proceedings to sit as a single 
Commissioner and begin to collect the documents that are needed.  The collection 
of documents is a prelude to the actual Inquiry.  When the documents are received, 
they will be passed on to a team of overseas counsel and solicitors who will examine 
the documents and then confer with your client to prepare the evidence that he will 
give to the Commission.  You may be already aware of the Practice Note that the 
Commission issued late last year, which says that the production of witnesses and 
the evidence to be given by witnesses is the responsibility of counsel assisting the 
Commission and the solicitors will be assisting the counsel.

30 So here I am sitting without counsel because admission of counsel to practice in this 
country is still pending before the courts.  As soon as the overseas counsel and 
solicitors are admitted to practice in PNG, your client will be advised of that 
development by the Commission’s secretary and then they will contact your client 
to prepare the evidence, and your client will give that.  That is going to be the 
process.  

MR McGREGOR:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There will be an investigation phase in which the solicitors and 
40 counsel will sit with your client to prepare the evidence, and then there will be a 
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public hearing phase.  When the Commission sits in the first week of July, it will 
announce a revised road-map and it will set out the investigation phase and the public 
hearing phase.  That will be announced in the first week of July commencing the 6th 
July.  But for now, I am sitting by myself and calling up witnesses, whom I believe, 
have got documents that can be brought in and provided to the Commission, and 
then they are passed on to the Commission’s counsel and solicitors.  I am just 
explaining the process.  

This may be your first appearance before the Commission.
10

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I need to equip you with the information about the way this 
Commission is conducting its Inquiry.  

   [9:44 am]  Has your client given some thought to the request before your client came in as to 
whether he might be able to assist locate the documents that the Commission might 
not have?

20 MR McGREGOR:  Yes, thank you Commissioner. I will take a note of that.  My 
client will try to assist the Commission of Inquiry by looking through what he may 
have.  If it is in his custody or if he can give a statement as to what happened, what 
transpired then.  At this point of time, he is not able to do so, but given time, he will 
be able to assist. If my client can be given copies of the documents that were 
produced in relation to this previously so he can look at them and see where he is 
able to assist with the rest.  I think that is where it is, Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client may also want to speak to the current Secretary for 
NPC, Mr Babaga Naime. 

30
MR McGREGOR: Babaga Naime.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As we understand Mr Naime is the current Secretary for NPC, 
but I understand that he was also the Secretary for CSTB at the time the UBS Loan 
was obtained and perhaps at the time the IPIC Loan was obtained.  

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has not provided any documents.  He has told the 
40 Commission that the documents he wished to provide are provided by Dr Ngangan 
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- not Dr Ngangan - I think it is Chief Executive Officer, is it Mr Yuangu? It is not 
Dr  Ngangan.

THE SECRETARY:  Simon Bole.  Yes, he is the CEO of the NPC, Mr Simon Bole.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is Mr Simon Bole.

THE SECRETARY:  Simon Bole.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  But Dr Ngangan also said he is providing some documents in 
his capacity as the Chairman of NPC so you may also want to check the documents 
that he is giving.

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  But there is a bundle of documents that Mr Simon Bole has 
provided which your client may want to peruse and see which documents are 
missing. 
 

20 All right, I will issue a direction that will facilitate your client access to those 
documents but if you can confirm with your client if Mr Babaga Naime was the 
Secretary for CSTB at the time the UBS Loan was obtained and perhaps at the time 
the IPIC Loan was obtained?

MR McGREGOR:  Yes, we will do that.  Commissioner, Mr Eludeme has confirmed 
that Babaga Naime was the CSTB Board Secretary at that time.  After he left, he 
would not know what changes had taken place.  

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay. 
30

MR McGREGOR:  He further says that during the UBS Loan, Babaga Naime was a 
Board Secretary.  He is not aware whether he was the Secretary at the time of the 
IPIC Loan.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And your client was the Chairman in 2009 when IPIC Loan 
was obtained?

MR McGREGOR:  My client says that he was the Chairman starting December 
2012.

40
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  [9.49 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  And then he left in what year?

MR McGREGOR:  He says February 2017.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is not part of the evidence.  His evidence will be given at 
the right time---

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   But this is just a general enquiry to establish a few things.  

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would your client have the information about who the chairman 
of CSTB was in 2009 when the IPIC loan was obtained?

10 MR McGREGOR:  Instructions are that he has no idea who the chairman was then 
before him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first thing is for your client to peruse the files that 
have already been provided.  I would allow some time for that and then for your 
client to speak to Babaga Naime and the chairman, Dr Ken Ngangan, first ---

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then perhaps, we can reconvene to have further discussions 
about documents that you might be able to provide and then some directions will 

20 follow from those discussions.

MR McGREGOR:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:   So I will allow some time now for your client to inspect the 
files and speak to those two officers.  How much time does your client need to peruse 
those files and speak to those two persons?

MR McGREGOR:  Perhaps two weeks; two weeks will be sufficient.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright just give me a few seconds to draft the directions.
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MR McGREGOR:  Yes, sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first formal direction;

1. Mr Phillip Eludeme is to confer with the chairman of NPC, Dr Ken Ngangan; 
and the secretary for NPC, Mr Babage Naime, and the chief executive officer 
of NPC, Mr Simon Bole regarding the documents provided to the Commission 
by Dr Ken Ngangan and Mr Simon Bole to establish if there are any relevant 
documents pertaining to the IPIC loan of 2009 and UBS loan of 2014 that may 
be missing from those documents; 

     [9.54am]2. The Secretary to the Commission, Mr Mathew Yuangu, is to provide Mr 
10 Eludeme access to the documents provided to the Commission by Dr Ken  

Ngangan and Mr Simon Bole; and 

3.  The matter is adjourned to Monday 6 July 2020 at 9.30am for further 
directions.

Is there any other directions you seek?

MR McGREGOR:  No, Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, our formal direction will be issued today and your 
client will be given a copy but for now I think that is it for now and thank you for 

20 your attendance, you may be excused.

MR McGREGOR:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Mr Yuangu, is there any other present in attendance 
now?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Sir Tipo in attendance now.  He just 
arrived, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you can ask him to take a seat at the bar table.  
Thank you, Sir Tipo, for attending on the Commission’s request.  You may be 
seated.  
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SIR TIPO:  Your Honour, can I make myself clear?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

SIR TIPO:  I have a problem with my hearing and this happened last year, 
therefore, when you raise any queries to me, if you can raise your voice so that I 
hear them properly and I can respond accordingly.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I will.  You may be seated.

  [9.59 am]You can be seated, good.  If you can come across and take the seat up here.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, close to over there.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can sit closer to me so I do not have to shout.  I have a low 
voice, I cannot shout.  Alright, good.  Can you hear me now?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay good, you can sit down.  You can sit down now.

SIR TIPO:  Okay good, thanks.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you for attending.  Thank you for attending on 
the Commission’s request.

SIR TIPO:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you received this letter?

SIR TIPO:  Yes, I received it on Saturday after my church service.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
30

SIR TIPO:  It was delivered but I was not around there and it was delivered to my 
daughter.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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SIR TIPO:  And after church service when I went home it was given to me by my 
daughter and I received it and it is good and sound.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are some documents that your successor, Mr Bill Toraso, 
is not able to provide.

SIR TIPO:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those documents exist at your time when you were official 
10 secretary.

SIR TIPO:  Sure, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those documents relate to the IPIC loan in 2009 and the UBS 
loan in 2014.  Those documents are mainly the contract or agreement signed by the 
Head of State in 2009 in relation to IPIC loan and the agreement signed by the Head 
of State in 2014 in relation to the UBS loan.  He cannot locate those documents so 
the Commission needs your help to locate them.  Are you able to help?  Can you 
help?  I am asking you, did the Governor General in 2009, Sir Michael Ogio, did he 

20 sign a contract or agreement between the loan company, the finance company for 
the IPIC loan?  Did he sign a contract or not? 

SIR TIPO:  Your Honour, yes I was official secretary at that time during the former 
Governor General, Paulias Matane, and to be honest I could not recall that the 
documents were presented to the Governor General to sign.  And I could not recall 
and I cannot remember and from my knowledge I did not come across those 
documents.  Any document that has been signed by the former governor – with the 
governor general they are kept properly at the Government House.  And then after 
the signing of those documents, they were gazetted.

30   
  [10.04 am] If the signing took place and if there was no gazette, it was not done, that means that 

the Governor-General did not sign these documents.  The documents, if they were 
not found at the government house, meaning that these documents were not brought 
down to the Government House for the Governor General to sign.  To my 
knowledge, your Honour, I have no knowledge of receiving these documents ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  In 2009.

SIR TIPO:  Because it is some time now and I cannot remember about them.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is in 2009, right?

SIR TIPO:  2009; I cannot recall.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about 2014 in relation to the UBS Loan?

SIR TIPO:  Right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did the Governor General sign any loan document; loan 
10 agreement?

SIR TIPO:  During this, the late Michael Ogio, your Honour, at the same time, I 
could not recall these documents that came down to the Government House.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

SIR TIPO:  And they were signed by the Governor-General, I could not recall.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  This is the first time you have been asked to recall, right?  
20 So, you need some time to think through, right?  You need to visit Government 

House and speak to those people and try to recollect what happened in 2009 and 
2014.  You will need some time, right?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you some time for you to consult with them and then 
you come up with your firm view which you can then put through the Commission 
by way of evidence, right?  At the moment, I am just asking.  This is not evidence.

30 SIR TIPO:  All right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is information that you are giving me, and I am asking for it.

SIR TIPO:  Right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I give you some time to go back and speak to your 
successor, Mr Bill Toraso, and go through the records and you recollect what 
happened, then you form your view, and then you come and tell the Commission 
your firm view about whether a loan agreement was signed in 2009 and 2014?

40
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SIR TIPO:  All right, but, your Honour, that is the situation which I never came 
across these documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, you just hold your fire.

SIR TIPO:  I was not aware of this.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you hold your fire; I know what you are saying.  But, 
you need to go back, sit down, recollect and then come up with a firm view on this.  

10 I want to give you some time.

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I want to give you some time.

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because you have come out of the Government House; you are 
in retirement, right?

20
SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How many years have you been out there?  When did you leave 
Government House?  What year did you leave Government House?

SIR TIPO:  Sorry, come again?

THE CHAIRMAN:  What year did you retire?

30 SIR TIPO:  Me, in 2016.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

SIR TIPO:  In December.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is, some three to - three years; over three years you have 
been out so you need to sit down and speak to those people and recollect; check their 
records and recollect what happened, then come and tell the Commission.  That will 
be good.  How much time do you need to go back and speak to those people?  Do 

40 you need one week or two weeks?
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SIR TIPO:  Sorry, I have problems with my hearing.  How much time; did you say 
that?

THE CHAIRMAN:  How much time do you need?  How much time do you want?  
I will give you some time.  How much time do you want to speak to those people?

SIR TIPO:  Sorry?

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I give you one week?  Can I give you one week?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or two weeks?  One week or two weeks for you to go down 
there and talk to them?

  [10.09 am] SIR TIPO:  I mean even though I go down to the Government House and search 
for these documents and the fact that your Honor I could not recall that these 
documents were signed by the Governor General.  And if they were not signed by 

20 the Governor General, we do not have the records at the Government house.  Even 
though I go down there because what I am saying is if any document that has been 
signed by the Governor General we properly file them away. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I still want you to go down. 

SIR TIPO:  And in the event that I go down there and to look for these documents, 
if I do not find them, the meaning that these documents were never been presented 
to the Government House or to the Governor General to sign.  But I will go down 
and look for them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I want - - -

SIR TIPO:  But at the same time, your Honour, if I can be given the permission 
30 because at the moment they could not allow me to go to the Government House 

because of my case,.  And I tried a couple of times to go to the Government House, 
the current official secretary could not allow me to go inside there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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SIR TIPO:  And this is a very sad situation.  The officers who are needing my 
services, to help them out but I could not go down there; I do not have any access.  
Unless the Commission give me the power then I can be able to go down there and 
look for these documents and then if I find them and yes, I will be available to 
present them.  But whatever the situation I will still come back again and tell the 
Commissioner of my findings.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The Commission will give you a direction.

SIR TIPO:  Sure.  That will be much appreciated, that will give me a little bit of 
weight to go down there.

10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will give you direction now.  

SIR TIPO:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you want to take one week?

SIR TIPO:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay.  One last thing; if a contract or document is signed by 
the Head of State, you said it must be gazetted, right?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If it is not gazetted, there is no gazette to show - it means the 
document, the Governor General did not sign that document?

20 SIR TIPO:  Sure, exactly.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So where would this Commission, where would it get the 
gazette notice from?  Does Government House hold copies of gazette notices?  

SIR TIPO:  Yes.  The Government Printing office, they normally provide the 
gazettal copies to the Government House.  Anything that has been signed by the 
Governor General that has been gazetted, we have the copies.  They present it to 
us.  But in this case, I do not know your Honour, whether that has been gazetted or 
not because I could not remember.  But everything that is being signed by the Head 
of State, as a requirement of the Constitution, they always get it.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you sit down and I draft the directions.

SIR TIPO:  Thank you so much your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me ask you, one last question; you were official secretary 
in 2009, right?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you were also official secretary in 2014?  

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I am just confirming it.

10 SIR TIPO:  Thank you.

[10.14 am]  THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can just confirm with you once again, one more; who was 
the Governor General in 2009?

SIR TIPO:  The Governor General, your Honour, that I served was – the last one 
was the late Michael Ogio and before that was Sir Paulias Matane.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In 2009?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Paulias Matane?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the Governor General in 2014?

20 SIR TIPO:  Sorry, come again?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Governor General in 2014; who was the Governor General?

SIR TIPO:  Was Paulias Matane.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, in 2014?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   2009 is Sir Paulias Matane; right?

SIR TIPO:  2014 was Michael Ogio.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Michael Ogio?

SIR TIPO:  Michael Ogio.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

SIR TIPO:  2009 was Paulias Matane.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the formal directions are;

1. The former Official Secretary to the Governor General Sir Tipo Vuatha, shall 
meet and confer with the current official secretary, Mr Bill Toraso, regarding 

10 any loan agreements signed by Governor General, Sir Paulias Matane, in 2009 
in respect of the IPIC loan and any loan agreement signed by Sir Michael Ogio 
in 2014 in respect of the UBS loan.

[10.19am]    2. Mr Bill Toraso shall provide Sir Tipo Vuatha access to Government House 
and official records of the Governor General for the purpose stated in 
direction number 1; and

   3. The matter is adjourned to Monday 29 June 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  

I am issuing those directions now.  I will get them typed and sign them off this 
morning so before you go you collect the directions and go.

20 SIR TIPO:  Yes, I can be called and then I come and collect it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  First direction is a direction for Mr Toraso to meet 
with you and speak with you regarding the two loan agreements.

SIR TIPO:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Second direction Mr Bill Toraso will provide you access to 
Government House and those records for that purpose and number 3, you come 
back here on Monday 29 June at 9.30 am and then we will follow up on what has 
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transpired.  So those are the directions I am just summarizing them for you.  Is 
there anything you want to say?

SIR TIPO:  Sorry, come again?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyt5hing else you want to say?  No?

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not want to say anymore?

SIR TIPO:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you can go now.  

SIR TIPO:  Yes.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  You can go now.

SIR TIPO:  Right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you can go.

SIR TIPO:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the next witness is Government Printer, Christine 
Lenturut.  Mr Yuangu, is she available?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I had a call early in the morning advising that 
she was attending to her child in the hospital over the weekend and could not come 
out so she asked if you could adjourn hers or defer hers to another date.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which date?

20 THE SECRETARY:  She mentioned Wednesday would be appropriate for her.  
She should be out by today or tomorrow.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then I direct that Mrs Christine Lenturut’s appearance 
be deferred to Wednesday 24 June 2020 at 9.30 am.

[10.24 am]All right, is there anything else?  I think that is the last matter for this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.24 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAD ADJOURNED TO 
TUESDAY 23 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.

10
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   [9.30 a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, we have one witness listed for this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.  We have Professor John Luluaki, the Dean 
of Law School from the University of Papua New Guinea.  He was served in 
person and he did confirm he would attend but he is not here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he may have communicated with you lately yesterday by 
email?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say yesterday afternoon?

THE SECRETARY:  There was another letter of request from him to you sent by 
10 email to me on – that is a separate request which he wanted to - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was seeking - - - 

THE SECRETARY: Me to bring to your attention before he appears today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was seeking an appointment with the Commission?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, with the Commission, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But he was served with a letter of request to attend this 
morning, right?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he should be here.

THE SECRETARY:  He should be here.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Not communicating with the Commission through your office 
or directly outside of this Commission’s proceedings.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  That is a different request altogether, I do not know- - -
- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will adjourn this matter to another date and you give him or 
serve him a copy of the directions I will issue now.
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THE SECRETARY:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:   And impress on him that there is a formal request that has 
been issued by the commissioners for him to attend with his two other lecturers 
that he mentioned in his letter and then we will have this discussion at the Inquiry.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes Chairman, I will do that.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is the normal procedure is, to send out a request for 
potential witnesses to appear before the Commission so we can have this dialogue 
between Commission and the potential witnesses to decide whether or not they 

10 would be able to assist the Commission give the evidence that the Commission is 
looking for.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman.  I will convey that to him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I will adjourn this matter to Thursday 25 June 2020 
at 9.30 am for mention and directions.  I further direct that the Commission’s 
Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, serve a copy of the directions on Professor John 
Luluaki forthwith.   

All right, there are no other matters then Associate, you may adjourn the 
proceedings.

20

AT 9.35 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOUNRED 
UNTIL THURSDAY 25 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 AM.
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10

 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
WEDNESDAY 24 JUNE 2020 AT 9.27 A.M.
(Continued from Tuesday 23 June 2020)
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[9.27 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have three witnesses appearing.  First one is 
Honourable Kerenga Kua.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the Honourable Minister was served.  We 
have notification that he is sick and will not be able to attend.  He requested if we 
could give him two weeks for him to recover and attend the hearing.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, under those circumstances the matter is adjourned to 
Wednesday 8 July 2020 at 9.30 am.  That is the first direction.  Commission 
Secretary Mr Yuangu to serve a copy of this direction on the Honourable Kerenga 
Kua.

10 THE SECRETARY:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness is Mr Ilagi Veali.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Mr Veali in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Veali, if you can take the seat at the bar table.  Mr Veali, 
thank you for attending the sittings at the request of this Commission.  The purpose 
of this morning’s hearing is stated in the Commission’s letter to you, I believe it is 
dated 18 June.

Essentially, the Commission is seeking assistance from you to establish some 
records from the NEC of which you were the NEC Secretary, I believe, in 2009 as 
well as 2014 and those records relate to the government’s decision to obtain the 

20 IPIC loan in 2009 and the UBS loan in 2014.  The commission has already 
received documents from the current NEC secretary, Ms Grace So-on, and those 
documents are now available for you to peruse them first to see the documents are 
complete to your knowledge, and if there are some documents that are missing, 
that you are aware of, that should exist either within the office of The National 
Executive Council secretariat or which you might have in your custody.  

 [9.32 am] So the first exercise is for you to actually go through the document that Ms Grace 
So-on has provided and I will allow some time for you to do that.  Then you will 
return to this commission and advise if the documents are complete.  If they are not 
complete, what documents are missing and then advise the commission how those 

30 missing documents can be obtained with your assistance.  The letter says more about 
your assistance, but essentially, that is the purpose of your appearance today.  I 
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understand you were the NEC secretary in 2009 when the IPIC loan was obtained as 
well as 2014.  Would I be correct in that statement, Mr Veali?

MR ILAGI VEALI:  Your Worship, I was secretary only for 2014 but I will certify 
that.  I mean I will confirm that from the signature of my certificate certifying of the 
decision.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you speak up?

10 MR VEALI:  Your Worship, I was the secretary of NEC.  The 2014 decision, I think 
I was the certifying officer of that decision but not 2009, that I need to confirm.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you were the NEC secretary in 2014?

MR VEALI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When the UBS loan was obtained?

MR VEALI:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you were not the NEC secretary in 2009 when the IPIC 
loan was obtained; is that correct?  You speak; you speak to the microphone.

MR VEALI:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because if you do not, the microphone is not going to record 
that if it is being recorded.

MR VEALI:  That, I will confirm from that decision.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Keep standing, we will have some exchange.  So to your 
knowledge who was the NEC secretary in 2009, if you know?

MR VEALI:  I will confirm that from the decision.  It is either Mr Manly Ua.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr?

MR VEALI:  Manly Ua.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Manly Ua?
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MR VEALI:  Yes.  Which I have yet to confirm from the decision.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mr Manly Ua would be around these days?

MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

10 MR VEALI:  He is in town; in the city.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In town, okay.  When was the last time you saw Mr Ua?

MR VEALI:  Your Worship, I live in the village.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  

MR VEALI:  I just came- - -

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  The last time you saw Manly – sometimes the public servants 
disappear from the scene; some pass on.   Some years back?

MR VEALI:  Your Worship, from my understanding he is working.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is working?

MR VEALI:  With Central Province so he is around.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you time for you to check that out.  These are just 
30 general information I am asking for.  This is not the time you are being asked to give 

evidence; that time will come later.  This commission usually operates with the 
assistance of counsel assisting the commission but the counsel are not available so I 
am asking these questions direct to you.  Just so that it helps me to obtain the 
information that I am looking for.  The NEC decisions that are sent to the Head of 
State for a formal decision or execution, there would be a process, right?  That if the 
Head of State would be advised - if the NEC would advise the Head of State to do 
something, there is a process, right?  And that would be a document that would have 
to be signed by the chairman of the NEC, right, like the decision of the NEC?  Would 
I be correct in that?

40
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    [9:37 am] MR VEALI:  Yes, the decision is signed by the Chairman of NEC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Chairman is the Prime Minister. Okay.  If the NEC were 
to recommend to the Head of State to sign an agreement, say loan agreement, the 
NEC would consider the terms of the loan agreement and then attach the loan 
agreement to the decision letter and it is sent down to the Head of State for signing, 
right?

MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship, that is---
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  He would not just send down the decision, right?  He will have 
to attach a copy of the agreement, right, that the Head of the State is asked to sign 
on behalf of the State?  

MR VEALI:  It is depending under which law; the loan issue date, approving the 
purposes of the loan, that requires the advice of the Governor General to be executed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are the kinds of the documents that the Commission is 
going to be interested in.  When you go through the documents that have been 

20 provided by Ms Grace So-on, I suggest you look for the NEC decision 
recommending to the Head of State, the Head of State sign the loan agreement, and 
a copy of the loan agreement.  If you can look for these two documents, among other 
documents that you look for.  Do you understand me?

MR VEALI:  Your Worship, may you repeat this?

THE CHAIRMAN:  When you are go through the documents provided by Ms Grace 
So-on, you would look for documents of the kind that I have just described, right?  
That is the NEC decision recommending the Head of State to enter into the contract 

30 or agreement and the copy of the agreement itself.  The copy of the agreement would 
be attached to the decision, right?  These are the kind of documents you would be 
looking for when you go through the documents provided by Ms Grace So-on. 

MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship.   That is on the direction of the decision where the 
statutory part of the documents are processed and that is particularly when the loans 
upon the purposes of loan and those loan documents should be attached for the Head 
of State to sign.  There are various laws, as you know, so whichever require, is 
relevant to that requirement, we advise accordingly - NEC advice accordingly; 
advise the Head of State accordingly.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  In which period were you the NEC Secretary; from what date 
to what date?

MR VEALI:  2011, I acted for one year seven months and then in 2012 I was 
appointed and I served only one term.  I left in 2018.

THE CHAIRMAN:  2018?

MR VEALI:   Yes.  So I got a period of five years seven months, I served as 
10 Secretary, NEC, including acting.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Prior to your acting appointment in 2011, where were you 
employed?

MR VEALI:  Sorry, location of the office?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where were you employed, prior to your appointment as NEC 
acting Secretary?  But prior to 2012, where were you working?

20 MR VEALI:  Your Worship, I have been a NEC staff.

THE CHAIRMAN:  NEC staff?

MR VEALI:  Yes – Certifying Officer.

     [9.42 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  So when you became the acting Secretary for NEC in 2011, 
have you sort of come across any documents in relation to the IPIC Loan?

MR VEALI:  There may be some related, I cannot really recall.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  These are some of the things that you will need to think 
through.

MR VEALI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow some time and then you think through which 
documents were available and they came to your attention, go through the 
documents that Ms Grace So-on has provided and then advise the Commission if 
there are some documents missing.  How much time do you need to go through the 

40 documents that Ms Grace So-on has provided?
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MR VEALI:  Maybe 10 minutes or something.  Yes, 10 minutes or something like 
that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  10 minutes.  I think the documents are quite bulky; they run 
into several volumes, so you will need more than – you will need a couple of days, 
actually.

MR VEALI:  That would be appreciated.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you today, tomorrow and Friday.  You come back 
next Monday.

MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the formal directions are:  Number 1, the Commission’s 
Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, is to provide Mr Ilagi Veali access to the documents 
provided by NEC Secretary, Ms Grace So-on, for Mr Veali’s inspection; and number 
2, the matter is adjourned to Monday, 29 June 2020, at 9.30 a.m for further 

20 directions.  Have you got those two directions?

MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You arrange with Mr Yuangu to come to the office and then 
inspect the documents.  You take notes and then when we meet next Monday, you 
advise the Commission if the documents are complete or if there are some documents 
that are missing that are relevant, then you provide a description of the documents 
that are missing.  Then the Commission will issue some further directions, okay?

30 MR VEALI:  Yes, your Worship.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you do not have anything else to say, then you may be 
excused.  You may be excused.

Mr Yuangu, the next witness is Mrs Christine Lenturut.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Christine, the Government Printer, her matter 
was deferred from Monday.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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THE SECRETARY:  She is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Lenturut, if you can sit there; take the seat at the bar table.  
Mrs Lenturut, thank you for your attendance this morning at the Commission’s 
request.  You, obviously, must have received the Commission’s letter of 18 June.

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That letter sets out the purpose of your appearance this morning.  
10 Essentially, the Commission is going to be seeking your assistance to locate copies 

of relevant gazette notice - National Gazette Notices – relating to the IPIC Loan 
obtained by the government in 2009 and the UBS loan obtained by the government 
in 2014. 

     [9.47am] Prior to your coming here, you may have already provided copies of national 
gazettes to the Commission’s secretariat at the commission secretariat’s request?

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes, I have, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But those gazette notices are obviously general, they are 
gazette notices that cover a whole lot of other things as well.  The commission is 

20 more interested in particular documents relating to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  
The IPIC loan was obtained in 2009 and the UBS loan was obtained in 2014.  The 
kind of documents that the commission is looking for is something that I want to 
discuss with you so you are clear about what documents to look for.  The 
commission is not interested in getting copies of all the national gazettes issued 
between 2009 and 2014.  The commission is only interested in copies of the 
relevant instruments that were gazetted at different times that relate to these two 
loans.

In terms of the kind of documents or gazette notices that the commission is 
interested in, let us just take an example; instruments relating to enactment of laws 

30 like constitutional amendments, statutory enactments, new statutes or amendments 
to existing statutes, and regulations made under those statutes.   Most of these 
gazette notices relating to statutory enactments are required by the law itself.  For 
example, Constitutional amendments are required to be gazetted or Bills for 
enactment of constitutional amendment is required to be gazetted.  In relation to 
statutes, the statute itself will say which statute come into operation when it is 
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certified by the Speaker, right?  These kind of statutes are not required to be 
gazetted.  So you will not receive them for gazetting, right.  There are other 
statutes that the statute itself will say, the law will come into operation on gazettal 
by the minister responsible.  These are the laws that you will gazette for which 
there will be notices, gazette notice.  I am just giving you an example so you are 
clear about what documents you will be looking for.  

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in relation to statutory enactments.  Then there are 
some decisions made by the executive, like departmental heads, heads of statutory 

10 authorities, the National Executive Council and the Governor General, for that 
matter, there is a requirement of law that those decisions be gazetted.  So it is 
executive decisions, instruments that are issued by the executive from the Head of 
State down to the prime minster, NEC, departmental heads, statutory authorities 
and statutory corporations.  There is another kind of document that you will be 
looking for.   

    [9.52 am] I think those would be the two main kinds of notices that you will be looking for;   
only documents which relate to the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan will be relevant.  
When you come across a copy of a particular instrument, just take a copy of that 
page, and that is all that you need to provide, not the entire National Gazette because 

20 I know that the National Gazettes are pretty bulky.

The Commission would be interested in – just getting to the specifics.  An example 
of some specific instruments are; ministerial determinations under section, I believe, 
it is section 48 or 148- - -

MRS LENTURUT:  148.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of the Constitution.  All the allocation of responsibilities of 
ministries are required to be gazetted.  In relation to ministerial responsibilities, the 

30 Commission might want all of the determinations on ministerial responsibilities 
issued between, 2009 to 2016; this document will assist the Commission to establish, 
who was the relevant minister, for that particular function at the relevant time.  The 
Head of State, for example.  There may be a requirement that the Head of State 
gazette or publish the instruments that he signs off through the NEC – coming from 
the NEC - and those instruments may be gazetted.   So any government gazette that 
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involves an instrument issued by the Head of State, particularly on IPIC Loan and 
the UBS Loan will be relevant.

But there will be a whole lot of other category of instruments that you may just have 
to go through your records.  I suggest you collect all the gazettes that have been 
issued between 2009 to 2016 and just look for those documents, collate them and 
then present them.  Am I assisting you there?

MRS LENTURUT:  Chairman, yes, you are.  With the determinations of titles and 
10 responsibilities, we do gazette them and I believe we provided the copies to the 

secretary of the Commission.  With the two instruments relating to the 2009 and 
2014 USB loan agreements, we will have to go through the system to actually 
establish whether there are copies of the instruments on file because what happens 
is that when a NEC decision is made, we are forwarded with the instrument that is 
actually signed off by the Head of State and we gazette that.  We publish it as a 
National Gazette.

Also, for the noting of the Commission, between 2009 and 2014, I was not the 
Government Printer at that time; Ken Kaiah was the Government Printer, who is my 

20 predecessor, but we have all the records on file and we can actually check through 
our files to establish what the Commission is requesting.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You can actually retrieve the gazettes, National Gazettes 
that you have provided to the Commission’s secretariat previously.  You can take 
them back and just go through them and make sure you look up everything and then 
you will be able to extract the relevant instruments out of those.

MRS LENTURUT:  We can do that, Chairman.  

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  How long do you think you need to go through your records to 
extract those instruments?

MRS LENTURUT:  You can give us this week until the weekend because we have 
everything already in the system but in establishing if you actually need original 
documents, we have to go through the files and we might need a little bit more time.  

  [9.57 am]But if we have to just pull out the gazette copied only, then it is already in the system, 
we can actually just print it all and provide it to the commission. Thank you, 
Chairman.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I will allow for one week so I will adjourn this matter to 
next Wednesday.  What is the date next Wednesday?  

THE SECRETARY:  1 July.

THE CHAIRMAN:  1 July 2020 at 9.30 a.m.  

MRS LENTURUT:  Thank you Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the matter stands adjourned to that.  I suggest you assemble 
the documents in that period and then bring them over next Wednesday and then the 
commission will go through the documents with you next Wednesday.

MS LENTURUT:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:   All right, you can be seated.  Mr Yuangu, is that the last matter, 
I believe?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes.  The three witnesses listed for this morning 
20 that is the last one.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 [1.28 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are three matters - witnesses listed for this afternoon.  
30 The first one is Mr Don Polye.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have served on Mr Don Polye.  He has just 
this morning sent an email advising that he had to appear in court and sought 
deferment to next week; on a date next week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is attending to a court case, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  A court matter, yes.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  So he is not available?
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  I got his email.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have a copy of the email?

THE SECRETARY:  I do have.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you bring it?  All right then the matter is adjourned to 
Monday, 29 June 2020 at 9.30 am.  The Commission’s Secretary Mr Mathew 

10 Yuangu to inform Mr Don Polye of the adjournment.  The next witness is Mr Ben 
Micah.  Mr Yuangu? 

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I personally served on Mr Ben Micah.  Since 
then I have not heard from him as to whether he will be available or not.  He is not 
in attendance this afternoon.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a proof of service that you might want to hand up?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  So according to this proof of service, you personally served the 
letter on Mr Ben Micah on 19 June, yes?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  At ---

THE SECRETARY:  Stanley Hotel.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  12 pm.  Service effected at Stanley Hotel.

  [1.33 pm]Mr Ben Micah, according to the information available, was Minister for Public 
Service and State Investments between 2012 and 2014 that is when the UBS loan 
was obtained?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he might be able to give some relevant evidence.  When you 
gave him the letter, did you say anything to him?  

40
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THE SECRETARY:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And if so, what did you tell him?

THE SECRETARY:  He did indicate that he would attend.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He did indicate?

THE SECRETARY:  He was happy to attend, yes.  He did mention that to me, yes.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  He told you that?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And he has not communicated with you since?

THE SECRETARY:  Since then, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter is clear about- - -
20

THE SECRETARY:  Sorry, he mentioned he was travelling to Madang the next day 
so maybe he is still out - when I served him, he was---

THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter is clear about the dates and the time, which is today 
and the avenue; this place.  What do you propose, Mr Yuangu, should we or the 
Commission adjourn the matter to another date and you try to establish 
communication with him and ask him to attend the next time---

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or should the Commission issue a summons?

THE SECRETARY:  If the Commission can defer it and I will establish contact with 
him again later in the week or maybe next week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the Commission will give the benefit of the doubt to 
him that - he may not be quite clear about the dates, the timing and the need for him 
to attend this sitting.  Beside he may have some other pressing business to attend to 
so the Commission will give him the benefit of the doubt and will adjourn the matter 

40 to next week Monday.
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the Commission issues the direction that the 
Commission’s request made to Mr Ben Micah as per its letter of 18 June 2020 is 
extended to Monday, 29 June 2020 at 9.30 am and the Commission’s Secretary Mr 
Yuangu is to serve on Mr Ben Micah a copy of this direction forthwith.  The third 
witness is Mr Ano Pala, former Attorney General and Minister for Justice.  Mr 
Yuangu?

10
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Ano Pala is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Ano Pala, if you can take the seat at the bar table.
   

    [1.38 pm]  Could you take a seat at the bar table? 

Mr Pala, thank you for attending this hearing at the Commission’s request.  The 
purpose of your attendance is set out in the Commission’s letter to you dated 18 
June.  I am sure you would have read that letter.  The Commission is seeking your 

20 assistance to provide some information about the government’s decision to obtain 
the UBS Loan in 2014.  The Commission wants to first establish with you if you 
were the Attorney General and Minister for Justice and, of course, the Principal 
Legal Adviser to the National Executive Council at the time the UBS Loan was 
obtained.  It was around March of 2014 that the UBS Loan was obtained and the 
government, through the National Executive Council, may have processed and 
approved the decision to obtain the loan.  If you were the incumbent Attorney 
General at that time, you might be able to provide some information on the process 
and procedures that were adopted by the National Executive Council and perhaps 
the department that you were responsible for in arranging for this loan.  

30
The Commission was not quite clear about who precisely was the Attorney General 
at that point in time.  There may have been changes in the position of Attorney 
Generals around that time.  So the first thing is for Commission to find out from you 
if you were the Attorney General at that time the loan was obtained.  Then we can 
have some discussion around the kind of information that you would provide.  If 
need be, the Commission might issue some directions with regard to the assistance 
you will provide.  But before we come to those directions, could I ask you if you 
were the Attorney General at that time when the UBS Loan was obtained?
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MR ANO PALA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I was a cabinet minister at the relevant times, 
but I am not sure exactly when I was the Attorney General.  I was the Attorney 
General in 2010 and also 2014 and because I got this letter only yesterday, I have 
not been able to go back through my records and ascertain the exact date I was in 
office.  So Mr Chairman, I am not really able to help you today, but if I am given a 
bit of time, I will be able to go through my records and give you the information as 
to the exact date or period in which I was the Attorney General.  But definitely, I 
was Attorney General in 2014 but as to the exact date, whether it is in month, I am 
not really clear, but I can assist you with that information if I am given a little bit of 

10 time, I will go back through my records ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.

    [1:43 pm] MR PALA:   And I will be able to help you.  Mr. Chairman, I was the Minister.  I 
was the Minister for Transport before I became the Attorney-General, so I know I 
was the Minister.  I was a Minister, either Transport Minister or the Attorney-
General, but I really need to go back through my records and find out when I became 
the Attorney General and then I will be able to assist you, Mr Chairman, with the 
dates.  

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR PALA:  I will also try to find out how I can assist this Commission with the 
processes that I was involved in but I need to be given time because I only got this 
letter yesterday.  I know it was dropped off at one of my locations but I had moved 
to a different location, so I was only able to get the letter yesterday.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the Commission is exactly in that same position.  It does 
not know exactly at what point in time you became the Attorney-General.  The 

30 Commission is trying to get some of that information from the copies of the relevant 
determination on the allocation of the ministries and responsibilities and the relevant 
gazette notices have not been provided yet.  The Commission is not quite sure about 
exactly when you became the Minister.  So I think that is the first thing we need to 
establish.  I will give you some time during which, if you establish that you were the 
Attorney-General at that time the decision by the NEC on the UBS Loan was made, 
then I will give you some time to think through some of the information that you 
might be able to assemble and then provide it.  All in all, I will allow some time for 
you to go back and check your information and assess what assistance you can 
provide to the Commission.

40
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MR PALA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  As I speak, I do not have or the Commission does not have 
copies of the relevant National Gazettes for 2014, so I am not able to assist either.  
But those Gazettal notices should be coming in hopefully next week Monday.   So I 
will perhaps adjourn your matter to perhaps a date after Monday so that if the 
Commission does receive these determinations of ministers’ and responsibilities of 
ministers, then the Commission’s secretariat might want to provide you copies of 
the relevant determinations beforehand.  

10
So I am proposing that we adjourn this matter to next Wednesday, that is, the 1st of 
July at 9.30 am.

MR PALA:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will establish then what should happen next.  
 
MR PALA:  Yes, thank you.  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just from your knowledge, who was the minister before?  Who 
was the Attorney-General before you became the Attorney-General in 2014?

MR PALA: The Minister was Honourable Kerenga Kua.  He was the Minister before 
me.  He was the Attorney-General before me.  During 2014 there was a changeover. 
My recollection is around June, there was a change.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission had Mr Kerenga Kua listed to appear this 
morning.  He would have provided that information, but he did not appear this 
morning as he was down with some medical condition so when Mr Kua appears next 

30 week, he might be able to also provide the same information.
 

   [1.48 pm] All right then the matter stands adjourned to next Wednesday 1 July 2020 at 9.30 
am for directions.  You may be excused.

MR PALA:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is that the last matter?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, according to our program for the 
afternoon.  Mr Chairman, we have one of the witnesses for this afternoon who just 
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arrived and in attendance.  If you want to deal with him, that is Ben Micah, witness 
number 2 for this afternoon.  He is in attendance now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Ben Micah, if you can take the seat at the bar 
table.  Sit in the middle there.  Mr Micah, thank you for attending this 
Commission’s hearing at the commission’s request.  We mentioned your 
appearance earlier on but you were not in so I issued a direction adjourning your 
matter to next Monday but now that you are here I will retract those directions and 
we will deal with your appearance.

The purpose of your appearance today is stated in the commission’s letter to you, 
10 which I assume you have received.  The commission understands from the 

information it has that you may have been the Minister responsible for Public 
Enterprise and State Investments in 2014 when the UBS loan was obtained.  So 
essentially, the commission would be seeking assistance from you to provide 
information.  Initially, you may be asked to provide any documents that you have 
beforehand which information or documents will be studied by a team of counsel 
and solicitors assisting the commission, who are not available as yet, and then after 
they examine the documents, they will sit down with you and help you prepare the 
evidence that you will actually give to the commission.  A date for you to give the 
actual evidence will be fixed later but the commission is conducting these 

20 preliminary hearings to try to get what it considers to be relevant witnesses to 
reflect on the events of 2014 and then begin to assemble information and 
documents that will be put to the commission, beforehand, for the counsel and the 
solicitors to study and to sit down with you to prepare your actual evidence.  

So this is sort of a preliminary hearing.  I know that the commission has given you 
short notice, has given you a few days’ notice but now that you appear, we can 
have some discussion around, firstly, whether you were the former minister for 
Public Enterprise and State Investments in 2014 when the UBS loan was obtained, 
and if so, whether you would be available to give information or evidence that the 
commission might be interested in,.  That is the purpose of this afternoon’s 

30 appearance.  So if you can make a statement regarding those two points that I have 
just mentioned and after you make your statement, we will take it from there. 
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MR BEN MICAH:  Thank you, Chairman of the Commission of Inquiry into the 
UBS loan matter, Sir Salamo Injia.   

    [1.53 pm] Yes, I would confirm that I was the Minister responsible for State-owned 
Enterprises and State Investments from 2012 and I was still minister in 2014 when 
this matter was deliberated in Cabinet which is a result of everything that happened 
culminating in the establishment of this Inquiry.

I have responded positively to your request to avail myself and to provide to the 
best of my knowledge all facts and evidence that relate to this matter, and I will 
speak the truth about what I know.  I will cooperate with the commission in 

10 whatever way that I can to address the uncertainties that lie behind the questions 
that are being asked at different levels of our society.  I would, on that note, like to 
congratulate the government for appointing you as a very prominent and 
knowledgeable person in matters of law and matters of the system of justice in our 
country and I will avail myself as I said to provide anything that you want to know 
which will assist your commission and which will bring to light everything and 
anything that needs to be known about this matter.

I will give my evidence in detail when you call me to appear at the appropriate 
time.  I would like to request that the following persons be summonsed as my 
witnesses as they are the people who were directly responsible for been engaged to 

20 deal with the IPIC loan repayment or retiring of the bond that was secured to 
acquire our investment in the PNG LNG project from IPIC, which is the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund of the United Arab Emirates, basically Abu Dhabi.  That will be Dr 
Clement Waine, who was the Secretary of the Department of State-owned 
Enterprises and Public Investments, Mr Wasantha Kurumasiri, who was the 
Managing Director of the Independent Public Business Corporation or IPBC at that 
time.  I understand he has since left the country but if you require him then I would 
like to list him down as a very important witness.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I have his name again, how do you spell the first name 
and the second name.  That sounds a bit - - -

30 MR MICAH:  Wasantha, W- a- s-a-n-t-h-a.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the surname?
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MR MICAH:  It is a typical Sri Lankan name but I will try.  It is Kuru, K-u-r-u, 
Masiri, M-a-s-i-r-i.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Wasantha Kurumasiri.

MR MICAH:  Kurumasiri

THE CHAIRMAN:.  Okay.  Is there any other witness that you want the 
commission to call?

MR MICAH:  The Legal counsel for IPBC at that time.

 [1.58 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, the Commission should be able to.  The Commission 
can- - -

10
MR MICAH:  One Popondetta man, I will text it to Mathew.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I know him, he is now with KCH.

MR MICAH:  Kamburi; Erastus Kamburi.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, he has been appearing in this Commission so we should 
be able to contact him.

MR MICAH:  Yes, Erastus Kamburi.  And also Mr Wapu Sonk.  Wapu Sonk was 
the managing director for Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.  These are people 
who were directly under my responsibility when this transaction took place and they 
know a little bit about what transpired and their involvement in the - I believe, their 
appearance or their contribution will assist the Commission in its work.  I also have 
decided to engage a lawyer or maybe a team of lawyers that will assist me because 

30 I need to navigate the legal process in the tendering of evidence.  So, at this stage, I 
have engaged Ms Alice Kimbu, that is my counsel, and I also will be engaging may 
be another one or two people that will be in my team.  

As you know, I was the main person responsible for initiating the loan process of 
IPIC which led to UBS and so I think it is for the public good that I cooperate fully 
with the Commission of Inquiry and also tender evidence and facts and bring in the 
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people who were under my responsibility who were responsible very much in putting 
this thing together.  I would just like to, as a fore-mentioned statement, that I was 
basically engaged by the Prime Minister or instructed by the Prime Minister, rather 
and approved by Cabinet to secure funding for the retirement of the IPIC bond loan.  
That is my responsibility.  So most of my evidence will center round the IPIC loan 
as UBS is something that I just want to say here was not part of my engagement and 
responsibility and I will explain more as we appear to tender evidence and 
information.  Thank you, Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just in relation to that last statement you made, you will have 
noted from the Commission’s letter that there may be nexus, a connection between 
the IPIC loan, its retirement and the UBS loan, so obviously, your evidence on the 
retirement of the IPIC loan and whatever steps you have taken, will become relevant.  
So, I am saying there has to be a connection between the IPIC loan and the UBS loan 
and that is stated in that letter by way of introduction.  

MR MICAH:  I will explain my position when we come to that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
20

MR MICAH:  Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But the Commission in its letter has mentioned both the UBS 
loan and the IPIC loan and the connection that is there, so obviously, whatever 
evidence you give in relation to the retirement of the IPIC loan and then moving on 
to the UBS loan, that will be relevant as the Commission has stated in its letter.

MR MICAH:  Sir, I am saying here that there is no connection but I will explain 
when the time comes, yes.

30
    [2.03 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, it is just a preliminary introduction that the 

commissioners have given based on whatever information is available but you will 
give your evidence in full and we will leave it there.

MR MICAH:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:   In relation to the witnesses that you have mentioned, all those 
witnesses, except Mr Wasantha Kurumasiri, all the other four witnesses are 
actually named in an interim witness list that the commission published so their 
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attendance is being worked on right now.  That is Erastus Kamburi, Wapu Sonk, 
Clement Waine, yes those three, they already appear on the commission’s witness 
list.  So they will be asked to attend but we will include Mr Kurumasiri’s name on 
that list so we do not miss him.  But that is the responsibility of the commission to 
secure their attendance.

As to your counsel, you have a liberty to choose your own counsel to appear with 
you.  But the procedure of the commission is slightly different from an adversarial 
setting in court.  The court is an inquisitorial procedure whereby strict rules of 
evidence and so forth, practice and procedure and evidence are not really strictly 

10 followed but the principles of natural justice are observed and witnesses who wish 
to engage counsel to assist them, represent them they are allowed to do so.  But the 
procedure here is a bit different in that the responsibility for producing witnesses 
and the evidence they will give is the responsibility of counsel assisting the 
Commission of Inquiry, who in this case, will be supported by a team of solicitors.  
The counsel assisting the commission and the solicitors will come from Australia.  
So they will sit down with you to work out with you and your counsel, to work out 
how you will bring the evidence before the commission.  So I am just letting you 
know that there is counsel, overseas counsel and a team of solicitors supporting the 
counsel who will be responsible for preparing the evidence by witnesses, 

20 producing them before the commission and assisting them to provide the evidence.   
Usually they examine the witness so that the witness gives relevant evidence and 
then there are series of questions you might ask, the commissioners might ask and 
your counsel might want to ask and any other person who might have an interest in 
your evidence might want to ask with, of course, leave of the commission.  Any 
other person perhaps would not be entitled to ask questions, they will have to seek 
leave of the commission first, and if leave is granted, then they may want to ask 
you questions too.  

But as I say the primary responsibility of that process is the responsibility of 
counsel assisting the commission.  That is slightly different from the position in the 

30 courts where the witness’ counsel produces a witness and then the witness’ counsel 
examines the witness-in-chief, then there is a whole barrage of cross examination 
questions, and then re-examination and that process is managed by your counsel in 
a court setting.  But this is slightly different.  All right, I am going to allow some 
time perhaps for you to sit down and think through the kind of evidence you will 
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provide and if there are some documentary evidence that you would like to 
produce in evidence, then opportunity will be given to you to assemble those 
documents and provide them to the commission beforehand so that the commission 
can pass them on to the counsel and the solicitors, they will go through those 
documents and then they will communicate with you to prepare your evidence.

    [2.08 pm] At the moment, the overseas counsel and a team of something like – and there are 
three overseas counsel – and there are about seven solicitors; a total of 10, they are 
going through a process of applying for admission to practice in this jurisdiction 
because they will be practicing as lawyers when they appear before the Commission.  

10 That application is being processed by the lawyers who are assisting the Commission 
to make that application before the National Court.  So that process is going to take 
some time.  But as soon as the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors have 
been done and they have been certified to practice in this jurisdiction by the Papua 
New Guinea Law Society - that is another process - and when they are on the ground, 
the Commission’s secretariat will contact you and then link up those team of 
solicitors and counsel to speak to you.  I cannot quite definitely say when that 
admission process will be completed but what we will do is perhaps fix another time, 
give you enough time to just go through the evidence that you will want to give and 
consider if there will be some documentary evidence that you might want to provide, 

20 and then you advise the Commission on that day if you have any documentary 
evidence to provide beforehand.  If you have, then the Commission might direct you 
to provide those documents beforehand.  Also, when we meet next, the Commission 
might be able to advise you on the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors to 
practice and a road map for the conduct of the actual Inquiry which will involve a 
thorough investigation phase by counsel and solicitors and then there will be a public 
hearing phase; one witness will be giving the actual evidence, and then there will be 
a report writing phase and the delivery of the report.  

The Commission issued a road map last year or early this year, I think – yes, this 
30 year – setting out a road map.  But obviously, with the intervention of corona virus 

and the shut-down period and also the delay in securing the admission of overseas 
counsel and solicitors, that road map has been disrupted.   So the Commission will 
issue a new road map, a revised road map, when we meet next, and you will then be 
advised when we commence next as to what that revised road map will be.

I suggest we adjourn for another week or so.  It depends on how much time you think 
you will need to sit down with your lawyers and work out what it is the evidence 
that you will give and the documents that you may provide to the Commission 
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beforehand.  One week might be sufficient, but it is up to you.  We can fix a time 
now.  Yes?

MR MICAH:  Yes, I just want to seek just a few clarifications on some issues.  Mr 
Don Polye, he is going to appear separately, right?

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is supposed to appear this afternoon.  He is not available 
now but he is going to be appearing next Monday.

10 MR MICAH:  He will appear in his own right?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  He was listed up here with you, although separately this 
afternoon but he is not available.  

MR MICAH:  I see, okay.  Just to understand the procedure of your Inquiry, do you 
send us a written request on matters you are inquiring on or we appear and we are 
questioned?

THE CHAIRMAN:  This inquiry is a bit different.  The previously inquiries you, I 
20 do not know if you have being giving evidence at other Commissions of Inquiry 

where the first thing the witness receives is a summons and then they appear and 
give their evidence.

    [2:13 pm] Sometimes the summons will articulate or specify what the evidence is and what 
documents are required from you that you are required to produce on the date fixed 
in the summons.  This is a bit different.  We are in a situation where a lot of time has 
lapsed, like the IPIC Loan was obtained in 2009, more than 10 years ago, and then 
the UBS Loan was obtained about more than four years ago or five years ago.  The 
process the Commission is adopting is to ask witnesses to volunteer what evidence 

30 they think they will provide to assist the Commission.  This will include oral 
evidence and documentary evidence.   If there are some documents involved, then 
the Commission is going to ask in the form of a direction for those documents to be 
given early so that the lawyers can examine them.  They will help you prepare your 
evidence.  

So at this point in time, the Commission is not listing any specific documents or 
specific evidence, except that it is demarcating the area in general, as we have done 
in the letter, the kind of evidence that you will be expected to give.  So it is just 
demarcating the general area that is it.  But it is for you to consider the relevance of 

40 the evidence that you will give for now and the documents that you will provide.
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MR MICAH:  So to make the work of the Commission easy for my evidence, would 
it be okay with you, if I submit a written documentation of my understanding of the 
issues and from there, what I present can be used to guide the dialogue from thereon. 
Is that be okay you?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  At the moment the Commission has been simply asking 
for documents because the two transactions involve documents.  They are not 
ordinary transactions, they involve a lot of documents and when you talk in terms of 

10 the process and procedures followed, you are really looking firstly at the 
documentation that was involved.  So the focus now is really on the documents right 
now.  However, there is a number of potential witnesses who have supplied written 
statements, some in the form of affidavits already, some in the form of just general 
statements – the signed statements - some in the form of letters and the Commission 
is assembling those that we received; the Commission has received them.  So it might 
assist if you think it is good for you to actually you sit down and write a statement 
and then attach whatever documents you might have to your statement and produce 
it.  If you want to do that, then I can actually issue a direction now that when we 
meet next, you will provide the list of documents that you have, copies of those 

20 documents which are then attached to a statement from you.  I could give you enough 
time for that purpose.

MR MICAH:  That is fine.  Thank you Chairman.  Because sometimes I am out of 
the city and in Kavieng or elsewhere; all communication will be with Ms Kimbu, 
with the Secretariat of the Inquiry and we can go from there.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So how much time do you need to sit down.

MR MICAH:  Two weeks will do.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks?

MR MICAH:  Yes.  

    [2.18 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I issue the following directions:  Number 1, Mr Ben Micah is 
to provide to the commission a written statement of the evidence he proposes to 
give, together with a list of documents and copies of those documents that he 
considers relevant to the IPIC loan transaction and the UBS loan transaction on or 
before 10 July 2020 at 9.30 am.
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Number 2, the Commission will issue letters of request to attend the Commission’s 
hearing to the four other witnesses mentioned by Mr Micah this afternoon, namely 
Mr Clement Waine, Secretary for the Department of State-owned Enterprises or 
Public- - - -

MR MICAH:  State-owned Enterprises and Investments.  That is the correct---

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, Department of State-owned Enterprises and 
Investments.  Mr Wasantha Kumurasiri, former Managing Director of - - - 

MR MICAH:  Independent Public Business Corporation or IPIBC.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Independent Public Business or IPBC.   Mr Erastus Kamburi -
10 --

MR MICAH:  Kamburi.  K-a-m-b-u-r-i.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Erastus Kamburi, legal officer of IPBC and Mr Wapu 
Sonk, Managing Director of Kumul?

  [2.23 pm]MR MICAH:  Not Kumul Petroleum but the fore-runner organisation.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Fore-runner is which - is it Kroton, is it?

MR MICAH:  Kroton.  No, not Kroton; from Kroton to - you will find it out.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to be on the safe side we will just put down Kumul.

MR MICAH:  Yes, Kumul but Kumul came after.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, managing director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited.  I will just stop at that.  All right, that is direction number 2 and direction 
number 3, the matter is adjourned to 10 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  
A formal direction in these terms will be drafted and signed off and you or your 
lawyers will be given a copy of the formal directions say by tomorrow.

30 MR MICAH:  All correspondences will have to be forwarded to Ms Kimbu.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, what is Mr Kimbu’s law firm?
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MR MICAH:  Kimbu and Associates Lawyers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kimbu and Associates Lawyers.  All right, is there anything 
you would want the Commission to include in these directions?  Is there anything 
else you want to say?

MR MICAH:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I have finished as well.  All right then the Associate 
10 will adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, you can adjourn the inquiry.

AT 2.25 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
THURSDAY 25 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.

20
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10

 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
THURSDAY 25 JUNE 2020 AT 9.34 A.M.
(Continued from Wednesday 24 June 2020)
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  [9.34 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, we have one witness who is appearing today, his 
name is on the list.  Yes?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, we have Professor John Luluaki, dean of 
the law school scheduled for this morning but he has advised that he would like to 
defer it to tomorrow.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Defer to tomorrow?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct; the same time tomorrow, yes.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Today is inconvenient for him?

THE SECRETARY:  Inconvenient for him, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then that matter is adjourned to tomorrow 26 June 
2020 at 9.30 am and Mr Yuangu is to convey the adjournment to Professor Luluaki.  
Just before we adjourn, what is the situation with Convid-19 measures?  I understand 
the State of Emergency has expired and here we are, we have not received any formal 
advice from Controller about whether we continue to observe those measures.  But 

20 you have received a document emanating from the Convid-19 Command Centre, is 
it?

THE SECRETARY:  Command Centre.  Yes, Mr Chairman, there is a new guideline 
been issued as of the 17th of this month after the lifting of the SOE and there is a 
publication titled “Niupela Pasin”, has been revised or new set of control measures 
that must be observed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The new norm they call it.

30 THE SECRETARY:  New norm, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So what are the measures that are going to apply under the new 
normal arrangement?  Are we required to wear face masks?  What about social 
distancing, hand sanitizers, I think those are the main measures that have been put 
in place for public venues like courtrooms, courthouses, commission of inquiry 
hearings, venues and so forth.  What does that new guideline say about wearing face 
masks for example, is there any mention of any requirements for us to wear face 
masks?
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THE SECRETARY:  They have actually left that out as a measure but it has been 
left to individuals to choose to wear---

THE CHAIRMAN:  But you have read that guideline and you have issued a 
statement?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I noticed, what, yesterday?
10

THE SECRETARY:  I did revise a public notice that was issued previously by this 
office, by the commission and that has been revised.   

    [9.39am] Now, we have a new public notice, it is out at the front desk. The only three 
measures that we will retain from the - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Three?

THE SECRETARY:  Three, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which ones are those?

THE SECRETARY:  We will have sanitizers, we will continue to use that at the 
20 front entrance, it is a safety and hygiene rules and we are also social distancing.  

Distancing is also one of the measures in the new norm.  That has been retained.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Distance by?

THE SECRETARY:  One metre.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One metre?

THE SECRETARY:  The set up here will remain the way we had it.  And avoid 
direct handshakes.  We have precautions we will take.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, what about crowd?  Number of people that can 
attend the hearing; any limits placed?

THE SECRETARY:  There is a number, hundred people allowed in – not more 
30 than hundred people in one gathering.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The gallery here can only fit what?

THE SECRETARY:  Less than a hundred.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Less than hundred so that should not be a problem.  

THE SECRETARY:  It should not be a problem.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Wearing face masks is no longer a requirement, right?  

THE SECRETARY:  No, it is not a requirement.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I can take off my face mask now?  I will keep it for now.  But 
let us say, we will wear it for this week and then as from Monday we will attend 
without face masks.  It has been uncomfortable wearing these face masks.  So that 

10 is a bit of a relief, although we understand there are about two new Covid-19 - 
corona virus cases reported.  

THE SECRETARY:  Recently, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, make sure you continue to provide sanitizers for 
people to wash their hands.

THE SERETARY:  Mr chairman, we will manage the crowd from outside here.  
We have a schedule for next week, on the 6th there is a big number of ---

THE CHAIMRAN:  We will phase it out.

THE SECRETARY:  We will phase them out allow---

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will allocate different times for different witnesses.  

20 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we will do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But in terms of sanitizers, you provide a sanitizer and you 
provide water and you provide towel, is it.  Just tell me, what do you do?

THE SECRETARY:  We only provide sanitizers because we have ablution blocks 
there next door to the office so people can easily walk in and wash their hands.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is a table there and there is a sanitizer there and when 
people come in they wash their hands?
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THE SECRETARY:  From the entrance and then come down here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you provide towels too; you provide towels or is towel a 
requirement or?

THE SECRETARY:  No.  There are tissues in the rest rooms there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are tissues in the rest room?  

THE SECRETARY:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have been there a couple of times I have not found any 
tissues there.  I am going to be doing a bit of reality test, Mr Yuangu.  This is 
serious stuff so make sure the rest room is fitted with tissues, sanitizers are 

10 available; those kinds of measures.  We need to be very strict of this sort of thing.  
I think we will maintain the one meter spacing.  If there is a hearing in which a big 
crowd is expected to attend - you are making some arrangements for us to move 
down to APEC Haus, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, that is in progress at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where there is ample space in there, the sitting room and 
there are few other additional offices there.

THE SECRETARY:  We will work on that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How is that arrangement going?  We might be moving down 
there, come September.  You had a meeting with the management of the APEC 

20 Haus already?

THE SECRETARY:  No sir, this afternoon at 3 o’clock, I will be meeting with 
them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This afternoon 3 o’clock?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can impress on them by September, I would like to 
move down there and then we take steps to secure the appropriate venues for 
conducting the actual hearings which obviously will attract a bigger crowd than the 
crowd that we are used to.
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  [9.44 am]So there is a notice that you have already published?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, that is it.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings for now.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT
10

    [1.33 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have four witnesses listed for this afternoon.  First one is 
Honourable Rimbink Pato, Member for Wapenamanda.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Honourable Rimbink Pato did request a change 
of time from his request letter because he had a commitment in his electorate.  We 
rescheduled him for this morning but he is not here at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has asked for a different date?
20

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, and this is the date set for him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the date that he asked for?

THE SECRETARY:  We have deferred that to 29 June.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To Monday?

THE SECRETARY:  To Monday, yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  What time?

THE SECRETARY:  At 9.30 am, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That decision was made in my chamber, was it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.
40
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THE SECRETARY:  I have brought this to your attention.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we can formalize that deferral.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That particular matter is then deferred to Monday, 29 June 
2020, at 9.30 am.  

10 The next three witnesses are academics from the University of Papua New Guinea.  
We will call all of them together.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first one is Patrick Kaiku, the Lecturer with the School of 
Political Science at the University of Papua New Guinea; second person is Mr 
Michael Kabuni, the Lecturer with School of Political Science, University of PNG; 
and then the last one is Dr Solomon Awili, Lecturer, School of Business and Public 
Policy, UPNG.  The letters of request have been delivered to each one of them?

20
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, for all of them; they have been served.  

    [1:33 pm] I had communication with Dr Solomon Awili seeking publication and all that, but 
then he assured that he will be here.  He is not in attendance as yet.  

The other two; Patrick Kaiku and Michael Kabuni, I had no communication after 
having served their request letters.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then if I can defer each of those matters to Monday 29 June 
30 2020, at 1.30 pm for directions.  If I can direct that the Commission Secretary inform 

those three persons in writing of the adjournments.  I think that is it. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are no other matters.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 

AT 1.35 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO FRIDAY 
40 26 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10

 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
FRIDAY 26 JUNE 2020 AT 9.31 A.M.
(Continued from Thursday 25 June 2020)
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  [9.31 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have two witnesses listed to appear this morning.  The first 
one is Professor John Luluaki.  Mr Yuangu, what is the story with Professor Luluaki?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, he was scheduled today on his request but he is 
not here in the hearing room at the moment.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I think we will adjourn that matter generally.  He has 
not made any appearances on the two times the matter has been listed for him to 
appear.  You have not received any word from him ---

10
THE SECRETARY:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As to his non availability this morning so perhaps the 
commission can adjourn the matter generally.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he shows some interest then he may be required to attend at 
a later stage.  So the formal direction is that the appearance of Professor John Luluaki 

20 at this inquiry is adjourned generally.  The second witness is the Registrar, Mr Ian 
Augerea.  Yes?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the Registrar of the National and Supreme 
Courts is in attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Augerea, I think this morning’s sitting is to confirm with 
you the documents that you have already submitted by way of electronic copies, I 
believe.  There were two flask drives that you delivered to the commission.  Then 
the commission will check with you if there are any other proceedings that may be 

30 relevant to the commission that may have come to your knowledge, apart from those 
cases that were listed in the letter that was written to you.

So going back to the first item, the commission has been able to download some of 
the files only and have them printed.  We have been able to print the leadership 
tribunal file.  That is leadership tribunal file number - the file reference, LT4 of 2014, 
Honourable Peter O’Neill.  That file has got about five volumes of documents; the 
thickest of which is the Ombudsman Commission’s report or what they call the 
Statement of Reasons that runs into something like 1,600 plus pages.
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So I think the commission is able to access the hardcopy of that particular file.  As 
for the other cases, the commission staff are still downloading those documents and 
attending to printing.

     [9.36 am]It appears that the Leadership Tribunal file is complete as it is.   I think the 
Commission also received a letter from you on 19 June where you indicated there 
are two cases filed in the National Court that are still going through hearing or 
proceedings and, therefore, they are not able to be provided to this Commission but 
you have said Commission’s staff can conduct a search of those files and obtain the 

10 information that it requires.  The Commission has engaged one of its staff to conduct 
searches.  I am not sure if the officer has come around to your registry but he would 
have by now conducted searches on those files.  That is the situation with the list of 
cases that were set out in the Commission’s letter.  So it appears, with the exception 
of those two files: OS 142 of 2014, Don Polye v Peter O’Neil; and OS 890 of 2014, 
Peter O’Neil v Pondros Kaluwin, the Commission has received from you the 
documents in relation to the other case files.  In regard to those two cases, the 
Commission will obtain information through the searches that it has conducted.  So 
that covers the cases that were listed in the Commission’s letter to you.  

20 Would you want to say anything in relation to that point before we move on to the 
next point?

MR IAN AUGEREA:  Mr Chairman, with regard to the last two files that are still 
with us, yes, I asked my officers this morning if Mr Yapao has come around to the 
court, they indicated that they did not know whether he came or not.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR AUGEREA:  When I go back, I will check again whether he has attended.  With 
30 regard to direction number 1, I think what has been asked has been done.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In relation to any other files that you may have 
discovered, are there any other relevant files or cases that you have been able to- - -

MR AUGEREA:  We did a search and the search is still ongoing because officers 
need to go in and check.  But I have a flash-drive here with four Supreme Court files.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those cases were not listed in the- - -

40 MR AUGEREA:  Not on the list that you sent to us.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, and you are able to provide the flash-drive?

MR AUGEREA:  The flash-drive is here with me.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR AUGEREA:  I will give it to counsel.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Can you give me the names of the cases that are 
contained in that flash-drive?

MR AUGEREA:  I have the numbers.  I will submit the full details by e-mail to the 
counsel.  Number 1, SCCOS 4 of 2014; number 2, SCREF 7 of 2014; number 3, 
SCREF 2 of 2014; and number 4, SCREF1 of 2015.  I think it is REF. 2015.

   [9:41a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  SCR 2?

MR AUGEREA:  1 of 2015.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  1?

MR AUGEREA:   Yes.  That is the fourth one.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of 14 or 15?

MR AUGEREA:  15.  The other three are 14.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understood from your communication last time and from 
30 your letter, those files that you mentioned should have been included in the last two 

flash drives you gave, is that---

MR AUGEREA:  No, these ones here are the ones we searched.  We did our own 
search.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR AUGEREA:   These are the ones outside of the list that you sent to us.  

40 THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay.  Do you have my letter with you? 
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MR AUGEREA:  The first letter?  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR AUGEREA:  Of---

THE CHAIRMAN:  12 of June.  If you go to the Supreme Court section--- 

10 MR AUGEREA:   Yes, one is there.

THE CHAIRMAN:   SCR 7 of 2014 is on that list.  

MR AUGEREA:  It is there.  Two is there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  SCR 2 of 2014 is on the list.  SCR 4, SCC4 of 2014 is on that 
list and SCREF1 and 2 of 2014 are on that list; SCREF. 1 of 2015 is not on that list.  
We have got SCREF.1 of 2014 on that list.  You now say you have got a flash drive 
for SCREF. 1 of 2015.  Are we talking about the same reference?

20
MR AUGEREA:  Yes, it is probably is the same one, except for the last one.

THE CHAIRMAN:   I think it is 2014.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  SC Reference No. 1 of 2014, right; not 15.  And that is already 
on the list.

30 MR AUGEREA:  Yes, they are already there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will make that correction now.  So essentially, what did you 
provide last time, in those three flash drives?  Which documents did you provide?  I 
am assuming that you provided all of those documents in the last flash drive that you 
gave me.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, 1 to 3 would be there.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps, what we will do is get our clerks to run hard copies of 
40 each of these files that are contained in the flash drive you gave last time; those two 
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and the current one.  If there is any document that is missing from these files, then 
the Commission Secretary will communicate with you.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because sometimes when you get documents in electronic 
format, you really cannot confirm or peruse everything to see if you have got 
everything.  If you run out hard copies, that will make it easy for our staff to confirm 
if all those documents are contained in those flash drives.  It seems you have 

10 provided electronic copies of all the files or cases that have been listed in the 
commission’s letter to you but at least it confirmed by running out hard copies of 
each of those file documents.

     [9.46am] As I speak, the only file which the commission is able to confirm is the leadership 
tribunal file.  So these files that you have just given are not new files, right?

MR AUGEREA:  Sorry?

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are not new files?

MR AUGEREA:  No, they are not.  I will just have to check the last lot; double 
check it.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you might want to check whether it is 2014 or 2015.  So 
the question remains: are you able to come across any other proceedings of 
relevance to the subject matter of this inquiry?  

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, at the moment, I have got---

THE CHAIRMAN:  The search is continuing is it?

MR AUGEREA:  The search is continuing, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay.  Moving onto the last point, it is in relation to one of 
the directions relating to a list of hearing dates that yourself and the Director of 
Court reporting Service were to provide for each of these cases?

MR AUGEREA:  I have a list here provided by the court reporting office on SC 
30 reference 7 of 2014, SC reference 2 of 2014, SC reference 5 of 2016, SCCOS 4 of 
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2014, OS 142 of 2014, OS (JR) 383 of 2014, OS 810 of 2014 and OS 15 of 2015.   
So that is the summary from the court reporting office.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If you can hand up that list.  SC reference 7 of 2014, 
SC reference 2 of 2014, SC reference 5 of 2016, SCCOS 4 of 2014, OS 142 of 
2014, OS (JR) 383 of 2014, OS 810 of 2014 - that is a repeat there - OS 15 of 
2015.

  [9.51 am]Okay, so she has produced a list of hearing dates for all of those cases listed on the 
commission’s letter.  And she would be able to provide the transcript of proceedings 
for each of those cases, except the two cases that are still current?  Is that my 

10 understanding that she is able to provide the transcript of all those cases, except the 
two cases that are current?  They are OS810 of 2014 and OS15 of 2015, which are 
still current, she is not able to provide the transcript, right?

MR AUGEREA:  I will check with her.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, because they are current.  The transcript and the official 
case file or even the electronic case file would not be made available to the 
commission until they are concluded, is that the case or?

20 MR AUGEREA:  Yes, the matter is still before court so- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, let us just stay with OS810 of 2014 and OS15 of 2015.  
These are the cases that are still current.  These are the files that the commission’s 
staff were going to conduct a search of, right.  So if the commission’s staff were to 
conduct a search on those two files, is there any document that you would provide 
access to?  If you go back to the letter that I wrote to yourself, asking for your office 
to allow the commission’s staff to conduct search on those two files, you will recall 
I listed some items there which you could provide the records at the time those files 
are searched without providing everything.  I am talking about these two current 

30 files.  These are basic information of documents that would be publicly available, 
right, and I listed three, if you see that letter.  The first one is the originating process 
document.  That would be a public document?

MR AUGEREA:  That would be available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think that would be confidential, even when the 
proceedings are on, I think anybody can access that particular document.
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MR AUGEREA:  Interested parties concerned, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So this would be the originating process, the OS’s, okay.  The 
other one is orders, rulings, judgments or decisions.  If they have been- - -

MR AUGEREA:  Issued and circulated.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Issued in the courtroom during the course of the hearing.  They 
would be publicly available, right?

10
MR AUGEREA:  Yes because they are distributed to who has interest in it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right and the other one is order history printout from the 
CDS Data Base.  As you know I are familiar with the CDS Data Base because I set 
it up and I know effectively what is in it; when I was there.  But what I am interested 
in is the history.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:   A printout of the order history.  Every time there is a court 
hearing on a particular matter, it is the computer automatically generates history of 
the orders that are issued - just the orders – who appeared, which judge sat, what 
time, what date, which court room and then the orders that were made.

    [9.56 am] This is the – we call that the order history, right.  That is generated by the CDS 
database.  Are you able to provide that?  That would make it easy because then when 
we receive the actual orders and rulings, then we cross check that against the history 
of the orders that have been made in that case.  That will be publicly available, I 
would think.  It is not confidential or anything like that, that particular document.

30
MR AUGEREA:  No, I think they will be available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is the CDS database still in operation or has it been shut down 
or what has happened?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, it is still in operation.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Still operating, okay.

40 MR AUGEREA:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes when new managements take over, they decide to 
do something new and shut down all, but I think it is good that it is still running.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you still got all the history being generated from the data 
base?

10 MR AUGEREA:  Yes, we can get it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If you can provide the order history, then the orders and 
the originating process to the person who comes to search those files, I think that is 
all that would be needed, I would think.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, that can be done.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Let me ask Mr Yapao whom I have authorized to 
conduct the file search.  Mr Yapao, have you conducted the file search yet?

20
MR YAPAO (Associate):  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When?

MR YAPAO:  Yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yesterday, okay.  He has conducted a search yesterday.  

MR AUGEREA:  You have got all these?
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Were you able to obtain copies of these documents?  

MR YAPAO:  Just the copies of the documents but not the order history.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is telling me that he was able to search the two files and 
obtained the first two documents but not the third one.  Can you ensure that he is 
provided the print out of the order history in those two cases?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, I will do that.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue some formal directions later but let us go through 
the second point.   Any other, rather than proceedings or proceedings commenced 
and conducted that are relevant to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan - if you search the 
CDS database, it should give you that information at the click of a button right away.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It should not take long.  In my experience that is the way the 
database is set up.  So if you have conducted a search on the CDS database and you 

10 have not been able to come across any proceedings that may be relevant to the 
subject matter - that is the IPIC loan and the UBS loan - then that is as far as you can 
go.

MR AUGEREA:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Even if you are given more time to conduct a search, you 
probably will not be able to come up with any.  The chances of coming up with 
anything new is very slim, is it not?

20 MR AUGEREA:  Right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I did exhaust myself in trying to come up with the list of cases 
that I thought were relevant to these proceedings and those cases that I set out, in the 
letter I sent you, is the best I could do in terms of identifying those relevant cases.  
So I am suggesting, perhaps should we close our search for any new cases at this 
point or you would like some more time to perhaps conduct some more thorough 
search to see if there are any other proceedings that are connected to either the IPIC 
loan or the UBS loan?

30 MR AUGEREA:  Maybe if we will do one more thorough search.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One more thorough search?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR AUGEREA:  See what we can find.
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  [10:01a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give some time.  In relation to the Leadership Tribunal 
file, what is the last activity on that file, would you know; in terms of the court 
proceedings?  I have not read the documents.

MR AUGEREA:  No, I did not go through the entire documents, but when we did a 
search, initially, the place where it was supposed to be, we could not find it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What happened?

10 MR AUGEREA:  We could not find the hard copy when we did a search in the first 
instance so it may have been packed away somewhere. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   I am asking that question because in the list that has been 
provided by the Court Reporting Service Director, the proceedings on that particular 
matter is omitted from that list.  I had a quick look at it and could not find any 
reference to that particular case.

MR AUGEREA:  I think she was not given that particular file number.  When we 
ask for the case--- 

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  She was not given? 

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, the LT number.  All the others was Supreme Court.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission listed that case on their letter to you so I think 
maybe the instruction from your end to her did not include that case?

MR AUGEREA:  I think so.  

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Because according to the direction I issued, that she was to 
provide a list in relation to all those cases that are listed in that letter.  So this, it 
seems to be a little bit of a breakdown in communication or dialogue on that case.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, we will need your Court Reporting Service Director to 
provide a list of proceedings conducted on that particular case before the Leadership 
Tribunal; not in the Courts.  The Court Reporting Service would be recording 
proceedings conducted before the Leadership Tribunal, right?

40
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MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the way it is set up so she should have records.  If there 
were any Court proceedings conducted, not Court but Tribunal proceedings 
conducted.  If there was not in existence any recorded proceedings, that may suggest 
that the matter did not go before the Leadership Tribunal and the Court Reporting 
Service Director should say so that there are no records available or records of 
Tribunal proceedings available to provide.  Is there anything else from you before I 
issue a formal direction?

10
MR AUGEREA:  No. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just give me a few seconds to just think through the directions 
that I will issue.  

 [10.06 am] The first direction, the Registrar of the High Courts, Mr Ian Augerea, is to provide 
to the Commission a printout of the case or the history from the court’s CDS 
Database on proceedings OS 142 of 2014 and OS 890 of 2014 on or before Friday 
3 July 2020 at 9.30 am.  Number 2, Mr Augerea is to provide to the Commission a 

20 list of hearing dates and a description of the hearing for each day conducted on 
proceedings LT 4 of 2014 before the leadership tribunal on or before Friday 3 July 
2020 at 9.30 am.  Number 3 - direction number 3 of the directions issued on 19 
June 2020 is extended to Friday 3 July 2020 at 9.30 am. 

[10.11 am]Number 4, these proceedings are adjourned to 3 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  Direction number 3 of the directions issued on 19 June relates to your 
conduct of search of court records for any other proceedings.  All right, any other 
directions you seek; no?

MR AUGEREA: No.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one last query before we finish.  I will just ask you, was 
there any court proceedings conducted in relation to the appointment of the 
leadership tribunal and, if so, which of these proceedings or cases that are listed in 
the letter that we have gone through relate to the establishment of a leadership 
tribunal?  I am asking the question just so that we make sure we get the complete 
records in.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, this leadership you are referring to?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR AUGEREA:  LT4?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR AUGEREA:  I cannot recall but I think there may have been some proceedings.  
I will check on that.

10
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am asking, which of the proceedings that have been or cases 
that have been already listed relate to that leadership tribunal proceeding, which is a 
slightly different jurisdiction but we have set it in such a way that it is managed by 
you or by the courts.  Do you know which of these OS proceedings - there is an OS 
judicial review proceedings, OSJR 383 of 2014 Peter O’Neill and Dairi Vele v 
Ombudsman Commission - would that be the case?  OS810 of 2014 Honourable 
Peter O’Neill v Pondros Kaluwin, would that be the case or OS 15 of 2015 
Honourable Peter O’Neill v Ombudsman Commission, would that be the case?  Of 
course two of those cases are still current.

20
MR AUGEREA:  Yes.  I will check it, it might be the first one.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When you are doing your search for court files, can you check 
to ensure that the commission does not miss out on any National Court proceeding 
or Supreme Court proceeding that relates to LT4 of 2014.  That is the leadership 
tribunal file.  I think that situation is well covered under direction number 3.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think those directions will do.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if there is nothing else then my Associate will adjourn 
the proceedings.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.15 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
40 MONDAY 29 JUNE 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
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SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
MONDAY 29 JUNE 2020 AT 1.27 P.M.
(Continued from Friday 26 June 2020)
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 [1.27 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are seven witnesses listed for this afternoon.  A 
number of them were stood over from this morning because I had an 
appointment with someone.  The first name on that list is Sir Tipo Vuatha.  Sir 
Tipo?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Sir Tipo and his counsel in 
attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.
10

SIR TIPO VUATHA:  Thank you.

   [1:32 p.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I have counsel’s appearance, please?  Yes?

MR BRIAN LAKAKIT: Thank you Chairman.  Counsel’s name is LAKAKIT.  
LAKAKIT is spelt as L-A-K-A-K-I-T, initial B for Brian and I appear for Sir 
Tipo Vuatha in this matter, thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think I can communicate with you.  I have 
20 received an affidavit.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  From your client that sets out the matters that he was 
directed to address.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In due course, the Counsel assisting the Commission and 
30 the Solicitors will consider his affidavit and then get in touch with him to 

prepare his evidence to be given at a later date.  Counsel and Solicitors are 
coming from overseas and their admissions to practice in PNG are yet to go 
through the Courts.  I am hoping that that would be completed in the coming 
week or so but as soon as they are on the ground, they will contact your client 
to prepare his evidence as per his affidavit.

It is enough for me to go through the contents of his affidavit with you, but there 
is one aspect of the affidavit that I came across, upon a quick perusal, and that 
is, he says he is not aware of and has not sighted any records of any loan 
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agreements signed by Governor General in 2009 and 2014.  There are some 
documents that have been provided by Mr Bill Toraso.

MR LAKAKIT:  Exactly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which actually has what appears to be a loan agreement 
signed by Governor General – I believe it is Sir Michael Ogio.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes. 
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  That your client may have overlooked so I do not know if 
your client went through the documents that were supplied by Mr Toraso.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes, he is aware.

MR CHAIRMAN:  He is aware?

MR LAKAKIT:  He is aware.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a document in there that appears to be an 
instrument, it is called agreement of some sort that is among those documents 
which was signed by the Governor General.  

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: So is he aware of that document?

MR LAKAKIT:  Chairman, I have tried to, as much as possible, to follow all 
the issues in relation to this matter, particularly, I was putting to him to ascertain 

30 whether he was aware that the documents were signed, whether there was any 
ceremonial been or any meetings been organized like they used to do and 
whether there was a publication or any gazettal been done, because this I believe 
will perhaps assist the Commission of Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  But there is this document signed by the Governor 
General on request from the NEC which appears to be - to constitute the loan 
agreement in 2014.  It is among the documents.  Has that document come to his 
attention is what I want to know so that he gets his affidavit accurate.  
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MR LAKAKIT:   Chairman, as far as any agreement is concerned, he is only 
the – how far he can go---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he seen that document, is what I want to ask? 

MR LAKAKIT:  In any agreement - he has not seen any agreement as yet.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That instrument that the Governor General signed refers to 
an agreement. 

10

     [1.37pm] MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: And that could constitute an agreement that he signed, not 
an agreement as such but the instrument itself says, this is a form of an 
agreement that the Head of State is signing on behalf of the State.  Do you 
follow me?  

MR LAKAKIT:   Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you seen that document, Mr Lakakit?

MR LAKAKIT:  No.  No, Chairman, no.  If there is any agreement, Chairman 
- - -

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Not the traditional agreement that you and I know, right?

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where parties sit down and sign a document captioned; 
“Agreement.”

MR LAKAKIT:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is an instrument constituting the agreement for the 
loan; for both the collar loan and the bridge loan.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.  Perhaps I will try and - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that has the signature of the Governor General.  So 
its those two documents really; one for the instrument for the collar loan and 
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the other one for the bridge loan that has the Governor General’s signature on 
both and that instrument refers to the agreement; the loan agreement.  So your 
client may be looking for a big agreement that will constitute the loan 
agreement.  No, this is a – it appears to be an instrument received from the 
National Executive Council that the Governor General signed on behalf of the 
State constituting the loan agreement.  Let us call it that.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is that document he needs to have a look at it and be 
clear about what he is saying here is, you know, he has decided to swear an 

10 affidavit and if he does not get it right then there could be some implications 
following from that because you know the documents are a bit technical.  I 
think you need to really sit down and distinguish what documents we are 
talking about.  But this is the instrument I have seen.  Mr Yuangu, have you 
got copies of documents from Mr Toraso, perhaps we can show the document 
that I am referring to?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I did not bring those documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is among that bundle of documents that were provided 
by Mr Toraso.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we have discussed that; discovered that and 
20 discussed it as well.

MR LAKAKIT:  Chairman, I have just advised my client to confirm with the 
incumbent---

THE CHAIRMAN:  But your client needs to see that document first.  He has 
deposed to an affidavit denying any knowledge of any of these agreements 
whatsoever.

MR LAKAKIT:  But what has - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that you know give him time to reflect, he may recall.  
It is some time and he may have maybe not understood the nature of the 
document too.  I can give you a bit of time to go through it so that he can then, 

30 if necessary, qualify his affidavit.
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MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.  Perhaps we maybe seek further time so that he can 
confirm with the incumbent, and just particularly talk about whether we can 
ascertain the availability of this document, particularly the agreement that 
Chairman you are referring to.  But the other documents that were available, 
my client confirms in his affidavit that these are before the Commission 
already.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have read it.

MR LAKAKIT:  But as for that particular document, perhaps we can further 
adjourn.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we save some time; we can adjourn very briefly.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The document is sitting right in my Chamber right now, I 
can just go in there, bring it out, show it to you and then you can show it to 
your client.

MR LAKAKIT:  Perhaps that would be better.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To avoid wasting time and so forth.  All right, we agree 
with that then my Associate will just adjourn the Commission briefly and I 
will retire to my Chamber and bring out the document.

20 SHORT ADJOURNMENT 

  [1.42 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Your documents are marked out by this pink divider or 
stick on pad.  Associate, you can assist documenting.  Yes?

MR LAKAKIT: Chairman, he confirms that that is his signature.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR LAKAKIT:  That one that has the signature that is affixed to this document; 
30 that is his signature.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Governor General’s signature?

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes, that is Governor General’s signature here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or the witness’s signature?

MR LAKAKIT:  Is that yours?

10 MR VUATHA:  Your Honour, this is the former Governor General, the late 
Michael Ogio’s signature.

MR LAKAKIT:  Sorry, Chairman, that is the former Governor General’s 
signature.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I will give them time for your client to qualify his 
statement if he wants.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then perhaps I can issue a direction for him to file a 
supplementary affidavit.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Qualifying his earlier---

MR LAKAKIT:  Qualifies, yes.  Perhaps that can take care of that, yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you can return my copy and Mr Yuangu has the 
original so your client can access that document from the commission’s 
secretariat.   The other thing that I omitted to mention is the project agreements; 
project agreements for the PNG LNG Project and the Papua LNG Project.

   [1.47 pm] I wonder if there is in existence a document by that name, that is the Project 
Agreement for the PNG LNG Project in 2009 and the Project Agreement for the 
Papua LNG in 2014, whether the Governor General was signatory to any project 
agreements.  
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The last time my mind was more focused on the loan agreements but I need to 
mention that the Commission is also looking for copies of the Project 
Agreements that the Governor General, on advice, from the National Executive 
Council, may have signed which Mr Toraso, I believe, is not able to find the 
records of those Agreements and which your client might assist in locating those 
documents if those documents, to his knowledge, should exist or do exist.  

If you want to put that to him; he has got hearing problems so perhaps you can 
communicate that to him.  If he wants to make a statement with regard to that, 

10 and then we may also give some time for him to think through and recollect his 
memory on the existence of those two Project Agreements.  

MR LAKAKIT:  Perhaps, Chairman, if you can give some time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR LAKAKIT:  So that I will talk to my client and perhaps we can also 
communicate with the incumbent Official Secretary, Mr Bill Toraso, 
particularly in relation to the LNG Project Agreements.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR LAKAKIT:  And whether we can reduce something into a form of an 
affidavit and file it.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR LAKAKIT:  That will assist the Commission.  

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  These are big Agreements.  The Commission is trying to 
establish the process and the procedures followed, right?

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not only obtaining the two loans; one in 2009 and the other 
loan in 2014, but the purpose for which loans were obtained.  In both cases it is 
for those Projects; that is the PNG LNG Project in 2009 and the Papua LNG 
Project in 2014, for which the State was seeking a loan financing to take up 
share equities directly-indirectly in those two projects.  

40
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MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission needs to have copies of those 
Agreements.  At the moment the Commission does not have access to the signed 
copies of those two Agreements.  I can give some time for your client to perhaps 
pay another visit to Government House and see if you can locate those Project 
Agreements.  How much time do you think your client will need?

MR LAKAKIT:  Perhaps a week would do.  Perhaps a week, but that---
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  One week?

MR LAKAKIT:  Depends on the availability of the incumbent Official 
Secretary to convene a meeting with us.  So perhaps I will communicate that to 
him about the urgency of getting these documents from him.  

   [1:52 p.m] So perhaps a week would do; an adjournment for a week would do.  I understand 
the matter for Bill Toraso returns may be perhaps in a week’s time or so, perhaps 
this matter can be adjourned to the same date so that we can deal with these 

20 issues when this matter returns. That is on a Monday, 6 July, that is when the 
Commission adjourned Bill Toraso’s matter too so perhaps we can come on that 
time as well?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, just give me a few moments to draft the – or think 
through the directions.  

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Direction 1; Sir Tipo Vuatha is granted leave to file a 
30 supplementary affidavit deposing to his knowledge of his instrument – the loan 

instrument - signed by Grand Chief Sir Michael Ogio on 9 March 2014 in 
respect of the bridge loan and the loan instrument signed by Sir Michael Ogio 
on 9 March 2014 in respect of the collar loan.  That supplementary affidavit 
shall be filed on or before 6 July 2020 at 9:30 am.  Direction 2; Sir Tipo Vuatha 
shall meet and confirm with the current official Secretary, Mr Bill Toraso, 
regarding any project agreement signed by the Head of State or Governor 
General, Sir Paulius Matane, in 2009 in respect of the PNG LNG Project and 
any project agreement signed by the Governor General, Sir Michael Ogio, in 
2014 in respect of the UBS loan.  Got that, right? 

40
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  [1.57 pm] First one is Sir Paulias Matane; the second one is Sir Michael Ogio and three; 
Mr Bill Toraso shall provide Sir Tipo with access to the Government House 
and official records for the purpose of direction number 2.  That is direction 
number 1 and 2.  The last direction, the matter is adjourned to Monday 6 July 
2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.

The Commission will issue formal directions this afternoon and your client 
will be given a copy of the formal directions.

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any other directions you seek or that is - - - -

10 MR LAKAKIT:  Perhaps those directions are sufficient to cover the issues 
that we are raising.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your attendance, you may take your leave; 
both of you.

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is Mr Don Polye.  Mr 
Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Don Polye has requested for his 
appearance to be adjourned to another date because he has got this court 
matter that he is attending to at the moment.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  He is attending a court hearing, is he?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, up in the court house, yes.  It is to do 
with his election petition.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not need to know about what he has to do with.  So 
when does he want his matter to be adjourned to?

THE SECRETARY:  He requested after 1 July, a day after 1 July he would be 
available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  1 July.
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THE SECRETARY:  That is next Monday – Wednesday sorry.  1st is on 
Wednesday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will put it down for 2 July? 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I will convey that to him.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right the matter of Mr Don Polye is adjourned to 
Thursday 2 July 2020 at 9.30 am for directions.  Next witness on the list, Mr 
Ilagi Veali.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Mr Veali in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Veali, I am referring to the directions that the 
10 Commission issued last time on 24 June 2020.  Have you gone through the 

documents provided by Ms Grace So-on and have you discovered any missing 
relevant documents in respect of both loans?

 [2.02 pm] MR ILAGI VEALI:  Chairman, I have gone through the documents and 
particularly the documents that I was as a secretary from 2013 upwards, I went 
through them and I- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you speak up?

20 MR VEALI:  I went through the documents and I confirm that they were - the 
documents are in order.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents are complete?

MR VEALI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from the documents, would you have any knowledge 
of or have any information concerning the activities of the National Executive 
Council or members of the Executive Council in relation to the negotiations for 

30 the two loans; any of this kind of information; the negotiations then leading to 
the signing of the contract and so forth?  You have any information that will be 
relevant to the commission that you would like to provide, apart from the 
documents, then the commission might give you the opportunity to present 
those evidence.
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MR VEALI:  Chairman, as long as I can recall, in relation to the Cabinet 
decision, that is where I - any other negotiations beside that I cannot recall.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not know?

MR VEALI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You did not have access to that kind of information?
10

MR VEALI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But in relation to what, the co-ordination, is it?  
  
MR VEALI:  NEC decision ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Coordination?

MR VEALI:  Any directions like any Cabinet decision that is required, there 
20 must be a legal clearance of any contract or loan, as you are very much aware, 

that the State Solicitor’s clearance has to be there - which was also obtained.  
Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from that you have no other information?

MR VEALI:  No, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When the time comes for giving evidence at a public 
hearing, the commission may still want you to come to the public hearing and 

30 give evidence confirming the records that Ms Grace So-on has provided as 
being the complete set of records.  So provision will be made for you to appear 
for that purpose.

MR VEALI:  Yes, Chairman, I will be available when required.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is the Prime Minister’s and NEC Acts or the 
Constitution section 158, 258 that establishes the office of the secretary for the 
National Executive Council and part of the duties of the NEC Secretary is to 
co-ordinate the implementation of decisions of the National Executive Council.  

40 So you would have some knowledge about the activities that take place between 
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the NEC and the Head of State in terms of providing the NEC decision for 
execution by the Head of State?

MR VEALI:  Yes, Chairman that is a statutory requirement advising the Head 
of State by the NEC, I will be there.  I would be aware of that.

[2.07 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  So apart from say collecting the relevant documents from 
the NEC, such as the decision letter signed by the prime minister and collecting 
the recommendation to the head of the state, and that you would, with the 

10 evidence of what steps you took, you take those documents down to the 
government house; right, and then being a witness to the signing of those 
instruments by the head of state, that would be part of your duties in terms of 
coordinating the implementation of the decisions of NEC?

MR VEALI:  Chairman, that is right.  Particularly, the NEC decision that was a 
direction to advise the head of the state on that statutory matter for the 
agreement to be signed by the head of state and parties that will require all the 
documentation in the order with the legal clearance before I proceed to the head 
of state for execution by parties.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you will be present when the head of state actually 
20 signs the document; right?

MR VEALI:  Yes, chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That kind of evidence is not in the documents.

MR VEALI:   Signatory; I would just be a witness.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, but what I am saying in terms of evidence, that kind 
of information would not be – there would be no documentation for that kind of 
recording of your involvements and so forth and for which you will give some 
oral evidence, right?

MR VEALI:   That is right.  Just - it is the parties, but I will be only facilitating 
that.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The fact that you took the documents down and ensured 
that there was a day fixed for the signing of the instrument by the head of state 
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and being present on that date at government house to witness the signing; that 
is the kind of evidence you will give for which there are no documents or should 
not be any documents.  

MR VEALI:  Yes, Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That kind of evidence will be relevant, right?

MR VEALI:  You are right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But I have heard you saying that you have no other 
information about whatever else went on between, say the departmental heads 
concerned, between ministers to what went on in within the NEC and how these 

10 people conducted themselves outside of the meeting place, did you pick up 
anything that was going on?  You would have that kind of evidence; right?

MR VEALI:  Chairman, only NEC matters when ministers are coming with 
submissions, which are not coming under the NEC procedures that is where I 
advise that they did not go through the procedures.  They are obtained in 
technical clearances or agreements and such things or in a loan - for general 
agreements, legal clearance is a paramount number one thing that was 
agreement.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes and I understand you.  I understand you on that.  In 
terms of getting the process right; you know the documents that are required, 

20 documents be prepared by the minister responsible for drafting and presenting 
the business paper or the NEC policy submission or whatever you call it, your 
actions or responsibilities around and ensuring the documents are properly put 
together and submitted to the NEC, I can understand your duties there.  But I 
am asking you a question about any other information that you believe might 
assist the commission about the conducts, behavior of members of the NEC, for 
example.  I mean, you are a person working in that office, right, and you might 
come across some things like that, but you do not have that kind of information?

MR VEALI:  No, I cannot recall now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have not witnessed anything, apart from sorting out 
30 the documents so to speak?
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MR VEALI:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Anyway, I think I will stop there.  I am not trying 
to put words in your mouth in terms of the evidence that you will give.   

    [2.12 pm] When the Commission’s lawyers or counsel assisting the Commission and the 
solicitors are on the ground, they will contact you and they will help you to 
prepare evidence that is relevant to the Commission.   They may be asking you 
the kinds of questions I am beginning to ask, but that is a matter for you to sit 
down with the counsel and the solicitors, prepare your evidence and then come 
and give your evidence when the time is fixed for you to give evidence.

10
For now, I think the information that was required of you, I think, let us say it 
is complete for now.  I will let you go, but you leave your contact with Mr 
Yuangu.  When the counsel and solicitors are here, they will contact you and 
they will prepare your evidence.

I will not fix any date for you to come back here because I believe you stay in 
Port Moresby, right?

MR VEALI:  Chairman, sorry, I stay at home in- - -
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where is home?

MR VEALI:  In Marshal Lagoon area, Abau District.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which village?

MR VEALI:  Abau District.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
30

MR VEALI:  I live in the village at the moment.  I am living in the village.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How long does it take for you to go down?

MR VEALI:  About four hours drive.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Four hours drive.  The Commission secretariat would 
know where you live?
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MR VEALI:  My contact in town so that I can be available.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. So I will not fix a date for you to come back and 
check, but I will leave it to you to organize that with Mr Yuangu.

MR VEALI:  Thank you, Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just take a seat now; I will just issue some formal 
10 directions.  The first direction; the Commission confirms Mr Ilagi Veali’s 

compliance with previous directions.  Number two; Mr Veali is to await the 
admission and certification of overseas counsel and solicitors to practice in PNG 
and upon being so admitted and certified, the Commission’s Secretary, Mr 
Yuangu, will communicate with Mr Veali for a time for him to confirm with 
counsel and solicitors and to give evidence.

The Commission will issue a formal direction in those terms and a copy will be 
furnished to you by Mr Yuangu.  I think that concludes your appearance this 
afternoon, so you may be excused.

20
MR VEALI:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is Honourable Rimbink Pato.  
Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, we have the Honourable Member in 
attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Honourable Member, thank you for attending the 
30 Commission’s sittings at the request of the Commission.

The purpose of your appearance this afternoon is stated in the letter that was 
issued under the hand of the Commissioners dated 18 June 2020.  It is 
essentially to enquire with you as to your availability to give evidence in relation 
to any part that you may have played when you were the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs and Immigration in 2014, when the UBS Loan was negotiated and 
obtained as part of those negotiations for the UBS Loan.  

   [2:17 p.m] There is some information available to the Commission that you may have been 
40 involved in the negotiations with IPIC to renegotiate the existing loan to take 
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on a new loan for purpose of financing the State’s equity in the Papua LNG 
project.  So that is the kind of evidence that you might be asked to assist by 
providing.  So the question now that I pose to you is whether you are able to 
inform the Commission that you may be available to give that type of evidence.

HON RIMBINK PATO:  Good afternoon Mr Chairman, I should be available 
to assist.  The evidence I will give will be very general but I will make myself 
available whenever time is indicated to me.  I will have to come down from the 
electorate for this - today, but I have no documents actually. But in general 

10 terms, yes, I am available and I will be able to speak in very general terms, if 
that will be of any use.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  I think as you heard me speaking to the other 
witness, the responsibility for organizing the witnesses to appear and the 
evidence they will present is a responsibility of counsel assisting the 
Commission, supported by a team of solicitors, and as I speak, their admissions 
to practice in Papua New Guinea has yet to be obtained.  But as soon as that is 
done they should be able to contact you through Mr Yuangu, the Commission’s 
secretariat, and they will inform you of when they want to see you and they will 

20 assist you in preparing the evidence that you will give to ensure that the 
evidence you give is relevant.  Apart from that, I was going to ask you or the 
commission was going to ask you, if you have any contacts with the 
administration of IPIC.  The commission may want to get some assistance from 
you in establishing contact with the management of IPIC who I understand are 
based in Abu Dhabi; is it?

MR PATO:  Yes.  Abu Dhabi.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Abu Dhabi is, which country is that?
30

MR PATO:  It is in the United Arab Emirates.
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  United Arab Emirates.  If you are able to provide that 
contact and if you have some information about whether they have any agents 
in Papua New Guinea that the commission would get some assistance in 
reaching the IPIC management to come over to give evidence.

MR PATO:  Chairman, the best people to obtain that information is the 
Department of Foreign Affairs because they will be able to access that 
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information through the Government of the United Arab Emirates from our 
mission to the European Union in Brussels.

   [2.22 pm]  But what I do know is that IPIC do continue to hold their shares in Oil Search 
Limited and I am not sure whether they do continue to hold them or they may 
have disposed of them but Oil Search may have the administrative contacts for 
the IPIC organization.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR PATO:  In UAE.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have or you would not have any contacts at 
this moment with any of the management people in IPIC?

MR PATO:  No, Chairman.  I was dealing with the Crown Prince.  And these 
are matters which particularly investments are controlled by the Royal family.  
So as a consequence all the discussions that the national government would 
have had or our government officials would have had would have been 
particularly at the political level would have been with the Crown Prince.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Crown Prince, you would not have any information 
with this same Crown Prince that you may have had some contact with?

MR PATO:  No Chairman.

20 THE CHIAIRMAN:  Did you have any – no, this is not part of the evidence 
this is just general information I am trying to establish some information to try 
and contact the right people.  Did you have any direct contact with the Crown 
Prince at that time?

MR PATO:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, okay.  All right, I will stop there but what I will do is 
I will just issue some general directions regarding your availability to give 
evidence and then issue some directions for you to be contacted.  Is there 
anything else you want to say before I issue some formal directions or?

MR PATO:  No Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The first direction; the Commission confirms the 
Honourable Member’s availability to give evidence at the Inquiry.  Number 2, 
the Honourable Rimbink Pato is to await advice from the commission’s 
secretariat regarding the availability of overseas counsel and solicitors to assist 
him in preparing his evidence.  I issue those two directions; you may be 
excused.

MR PATO:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the next three witnesses?  The first 
witnesses, Mr Patrick Kaiku and Mr Michael Kabuni are related in the sense 

10 that they may give similar evidence. 

[2.27 pm] The matter was stood over from last week?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are they available this afternoon?

THE SECRETARY:  I had a telephone conversation with Patrick Kaiku who 
informed that Michael Kabuni is in Oro Province and they are not able to 
communicate on their appearance but I advised him to come and take directions 

20 from the chair but he is not here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Michael Kabuni is not here?

THE SECRETARY:  Not in town, he is in Oro Province.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about Mr Patrick Kaiku?

THE SECRETARY:  Patrick Kaiku is in town but he did not appear.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, in those circumstances I will adjourn their 
appearances generally.

THE SECRETARY:  That is right sir, I will establish contact with them again 
and see if we can fit them in.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  First direction; the matters of Patrick Kaiku and Michael 
Kabuni are adjourned generally - first direction.  Second direction, the 
Commission’s Secretary Mr Mathew Yuangu is to liaise with them regarding 
their next appearance.

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The last matter on the list is Dr Solomon Awili.

10 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we do have Dr Solomon Awili in 
appearance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will ask him to take the seat at the bar table.  Dr Awili, 
thank you for attending the commission’s hearing at the commission’s request.  
The purpose of your appearance this afternoon is really set out in the 
commission’s letter, 18 June 2020, and I would think that you would have read 
the letter.  It is essentially that the commission is seeking some information from 
PNG academics regarding international transactions by governments as well as 
some domestic transactions regarding international banking and finance, 

20 particularly to do with government loans to finance its equity in resource 
development projects like PNG LNG project and Papua LNG project.  So it is 
very general.  It is, I suppose, a general information about those kind of 
transactions.  It may not involve consideration of the legal aspects of 
international banking and finance but more to do with the economic side of 
things and any issues that prop up from time to time regarding these kinds of 
loans.  I would think that you may have given some thought to this kind of 
information.

Your name was mentioned by Dr Lawrence Sausse who appeared previously 
30 and was willing to give evidence on some more political economic questions.

[2.32 p.m]But the aspect of your evidence is more to do with the international banking 
and financial institutions, some of the risks that are out there and some of the 
benefits out there, how those risks are managed.  You want to go into some of 
the ethical issues around those kinds of transactions involving the government, 
these are the kinds of information that the commission will be seeking.  Many 
people make the mistake of seeing or perceiving request by commissions to 
appear before the commission as the commission trying to establish if there are 
some questions surrounding any actions those witness may have taken; right.  

40 This is not that kind of information that the commission is seeing.  The 
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commission is seeking information to assist it to understand the economic 
situation and the commercial aspects of banking and international finances.  It 
is really asking for information to assist it understand.  So essentially, that is the 
purpose of your appearance.  The first thing I am going to be asking you is 
whether this is an area that you would be able to speak on to provide or enlighten 
the commission on that kind of information.

DR SOLOMON AWILI:  Thank you Chairman and the Commission of 
Inquiry for giving me this opportunity to appear before you.  Yes, I am very 

10 happy to participate and also if I can help you with some information, I am 
looking forward to that.  If I am also, your Honour, asked to provide some 
written response, then I can also do that.  Just going by what I have here, I 
understand and I agree with you that there are many other issues like legal 
issues, but I will not delve into that.  I can just point out a few things that I 
know that are very important that the commission can take note of and this 
will also help in the recommendations or collect all issues that this 
commission is going to come up with to prevent and address recurrence of 
these sorts of issues in the future.  

So, your Honour, if I can just touch on a few things, that would be good.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

DR AWILI:  Firstly, any government, if you look at it, they do not invest in 
the share market; even the Federal Government of the United States of 
America.  You can do Google search and see that they do not invest in the 
share market because it is people’s money and governments are not there to do 
business.  Investment in the share market is a very very risky game.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Very very?

DR AWILI:  Very risky; very risky.  And so governments do not place 
taxpayers’ money in investments directly.  Number two point; this is a very 
complicated financial transaction.  The collar bond, chairman, is a – they call 

30 it a “financial derivative.”  Financial derivative.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Financial?
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DR AWILI:  Financial derivative product.  Financial derivate.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

DR AWILI:  Or Derivative security.  What it means is, chairman derivative 
means, it is a financial product that derives its value from an underlying 
financial asset.  Financial derivative means that financial product derives its 
value from an underlying financial asset.  In this case the underlying financial 
asset is the share price, share price of Oil Search. 

    [2.37 pm] That price further is affected by what is happening in the commodities market 
and in this case, the commodities market is the oil and gas market.  We have to 

10 be well versed with the transactions that happen in the commodities market and 
in the financial market before we advise the government to go into the financial 
capital markets. 

In this case I see that even the international advisers like the UBS and other lead 
managers and advisers were engaged.  In the case of Papua New Guinea, the 
Central Bank and Treasury should have, at least, to my understanding and 
informed view, formed a committee that would have guided the government in 
this process.  I have realized that we do not have that.  Because for us to be 
involved in complicated financial international transactions, we have to have 

20 our own Papua New Guineans who are trained and know the implications of 
this.  The Treasury Department, to me - and they were Papua New Guineans - 
did not provide that appropriate response.  

That is why, Chairman, even banks fail when we employ inappropriate qualified 
people because these are specialist areas.  You do not get into the game that you 
do not know the rules.  Banks collapse because inappropriate qualified people 
sit on boards or run financial institutions because they do not know how to deal 
with those complicated financial instruments.  So collar bond is one example.  
When the price of oil changed, it affected the share market, Chairman.  That is 

30 why they asked for them to repay their money quickly because the underlying 
price and dynamics changed.  That is why the government may have been 
forced to enter into the negotiation with UBS to refinance the IPIC loan and 
then to get that money by going into the debt market.  So you have three markets 
here, your Honour:  the Commodities Market which is the oil and gas market, 
then you have the Financial Market with the Share Market, and then you have 
that Debt Market.  So these three markets were all affected by this transaction 
and wherein they entered in to a collar bond which derived this value from the 
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underlying financial asset, and that is the share price of Oil Search and that was 
affected further by the price of the Commodities Market - oil; all of them were 
affected.  

In 2009 when the loan was secured from IPIC – it is mentioned here – US$1.681 
million to purchase the 18.2 per cent of LNG Project, the 196.6 million shares 
of Oil Search were mortgaged as security.  Then this collar loan – collar loan is 
that financial derivative - its value was derived from the underlying asset of the 
movement of shares and the price of oil.  So when the price of oil went down, 

10 profits went down, chairman, share price came down.  That is why we lost 480 
million.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You will be able to give evidence on that area that the 
Commission has indicated?

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand what you are saying.  The problem I have is 
I have another Commissioner who should be sitting with me to receive this kind 

20 of information.  The time to receive those information has not yet arrived.  So 
this afternoon is really for me to find out if you are willing to give this kind of 
information from an intellectual, academic, an idea perspective.  From what you 
are saying, you are happy to provide that kind information.  Whether the 
information you will provide is in the form of evidence, just general information 
or if it is going to be evidence, then they call it expert evidence; people - experts 
will come and give more of an opinion type evidence that is acceptable in any 
court proceedings or public inquiries like this.

[2:42p.m.] So at the most, I can say you are willing to give evidence and then I will issue 
30 some directions for you to perhaps write up something like a synopsis of what 

information that you want to give and then after you submit the synopsis, the 
commission will pass the synopsis through the counsel and the solicitors will 
be assisting the commission, they will sit down and have a look at it and then 
they will sit down with you and assist you to prepare the evidence that is 
relevant that the commission requires.  At the moment the overseas solicitors 
and the counsel are not here yet but I am hoping that they will be available in 
the coming weeks and when they are available, Mr Yuangu is sitting next to 
you, will contact you and ask you to meet up with the overseas counsel and 
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the solicitors to prepare your evidence.  In the meantime, I would suggest 
from the way you are speaking this afternoon, for you to provide to the 
commission a synopsis of the information that you want to give to the 
commission.  If you agree to that suggestion, then I will give you time, 
whatever time you require to sit down to write the summary; synopsis is really 
a summary of what you are going to be saying without the full details.  If you 
need some time, I will give you some time, but can we have some discussion 
around how much time you will need and if you want to provide that synopsis 
early?

10 DR AWILI:  Thank you, Chairman.  That is why I earlier pointed out that if 
you need a written response, I will provide that.  I am looking at the next two 
weeks to prepare.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks, okay.

DR AWILI:  Just to some up with a summary and then I will have to - just to 
give you some idea about the implications about the international transactions 
on the economy at that level, then zooming in on the transaction itself, where 
it started, what happened and then we encounter these kinds of issues.  That 
can be put in summary and then I can give it to the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The actual information will come in when the 
20 hearing starts and it will come in the context of a public hearing.  As to what 

use is made of the information that you provide is a matter for the 
commission.  But to ensure that your evidence is relevant and is focused on 
the issues at hand, the counsel assisting the commission supported by a team 
of solicitors will actually sit down with you and map out the evidence that you 
will actually give, assisted by your summary or synopsis.   

DR AWILI:  Thank you, Chairman that shall be done.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The evidence that you will give – there is one or two 
other professional academics from the university here and one or two experts 
from abroad that will be coming in to provide a complete picture about some 

30 of these issues.  So I am just letting you know that there is one or two other 
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academics that I have lined up to provide this kind of information to assist the 
commission.  You can take a sit and I will just draft the directions.

DR AWILI:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, the first direction; the commission confirms Dr 
Solomon Awili’s availability to give evidence to the commission in the area 
mentioned in the Commission’s letter to Dr Awili dated 18 June 2020.

  [2.47 pm] Number 2; Dr Awili is to provide to the commission a synopsis or summary of 
his evidence on or before Monday 13 July 2020 at 9.30 am.  The matter is 
adjourned to Monday 13 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  If by 13 

10 July, overseas counsel and solicitors are admitted and they are available, the 
commission’s secretary will contact you earlier than that, or if not, you will be 
advised of that when you come in on 13 July.  Is there anything else you want 
to say before we close?

DR AWILI: Chairman, no that is all; just that I am looking forward to giving a 
written response and we will go from there.  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  All right, you can retire to the back.  
Mr Yuangu, I think that is the last witness?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, that is all for the day now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then Associate you can adjourn the 
20 proceedings.

 AT 2.50 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 1 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 AM.
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   [9.28 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have two witnesses appearing.  First one is 
Mr Ano Pala.  Yes?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Ano Pala is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Pala, good morning, you were to ascertain some 
information about your position as a minister in 2014.  Have you been able to 
obtain the information?

MR ANO PALA:  Yes.  Mr Chairman, I was appointed the minister for Justice and 
Attorney General on 17 June 2014 until the last election.  Before that Mr 
Chairman, I had previously held the position of the Ministry of Attorney General 

10 in 2010.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The UBS loan was obtained around March or April 2014?

MR PALA:  Yes, correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you be in a position to give some information about 
that loan in terms of your involvement as a minister?

MR PALA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I was never involved in this loan.  In fact, I as the 
minister was not consulted for my advice.  Mr Chairman, I felt that all these things 
were done from outside and brought in to Cabinet for its approval.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So at the exact time when, let us say the National Executive 
Council made the decision over the loan or the government made the decision over 

20 the loan, you were a minister in Cabinet?

  [9.33 am]MR PALA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But not Minister for Justice, you were minister in another 
capacity?

MR PALA:  Before that I was Minister for Transport but I was minister under PNC 
government.  Sorry, Mr Chairman, is that what you are getting at?

THE CHAIRMAN:  As you said you were minister as from 17 June 2014, right?
30

MR PALA:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Prior to that, meaning about the time the loan was obtained, 
that is in March or April 2014, in what capacity were you serving?

MR PALA:  Yes, I was the Minister for Transport.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Minister for Transport?

MR PALA:  Yes.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are going to be saying that as a minister serving in the 
Cabinet, you were not consulted when the loan was obtained, is it or after you 
became minister in June that you were not consulted?

MR PALA:  Mr Chairman, I can remember matters coming before Cabinet but I 
cannot remember whether I was the Minister for Transport or the Attorney General.  
What I am trying to say, Mr Chairman, is during my term of minister- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Minister.
20

MR PALA:  I was really not involved; I was not consulted.  I felt that the decisions 
were made outside and brought into the Cabinet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Either as a minister of Cabinet or member of Cabinet 
or as Attorney General or Minister for Justice?

MR PALA:  Correct, I was not involved.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This sort of evidence might be relevant in understanding the 
30 process that was followed by the National Executive Council and the government in 

obtaining the loan.  You might be asked to give – maybe one of the ministers in 
Cabinet that may be asked to give information on the process of obtaining that loan 
in terms of the loan being processed through the National Executive Council.  You 
would be able to give that kind of information?

MR PALA:  Mr Chairman, I was the Attorney General.  Normally what happens is 
matters coming to Cabinet, after you have been consulted or your office has been 
consulted, I felt that consultations were all done outside, but I was not involved in 
those consultations.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  As a minister or member of Cabinet?

MR PALA:  As the minister I was not consulted.  As a member of the Cabinet, like 
all the ministers, submissions are put before and you are then made aware of what 
those submissions are but before that many of the submissions never circulated for 
discussion.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Let me just get it clear about what position you held 
as a minister at that time the loan was obtained and the loan was obtained around 

10 March or April 2014.  At that time you were Minister for Transport, right?

MR PALA:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not yet the Attorney General?  But you became Attorney 
General on 17 June 2014 after the loan was obtained.  So if you are going to be 
giving evidence, you will be giving evidence about any consultations that took place 
as a Minister for Transport, a member of the NEC- - -

MR PALA:  No, minister.  
20

    [9.38 am] As the Minister, no.  Even as a member of parliament, I was never consulted, so I 
was never a party to any of the proceedings; any of their discussions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Would you be available to give that kind of information, 
that piece of evidence to the Commission?

MR PALA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To establish that the loan was not processed through the 
30 National Executive Council?

MR PALA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I will give that evidence formally as to what 
happened, you know, because a loan would have been discussed outside.  All the 
proceedings, all the details would have been discussed outside and as it is, the 
practice in Cabinet, you are given the information in Cabinet meetings.  Some 
ministers got consulted, others did not.  I was one of those people who was not 
consulted.  Mr Chairman, I am prepared to give that information.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So the Attorney General or the Minister for Justice at the time 
the loan was obtained, that is around March or April 2014 - do you recall who the 
minister was at that time; Minister for Justice?

MR PALA:  Minister for Justice before me was Honourable Kerenga Kua.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Kua is going to be appearing before the Commission 
to give his story, but insofar as you are concerned, you may be asked to give evidence 
around what happened around March or April when the loan was obtained, whether 

10 members of the NEC and ministers were consulted in that process and perhaps when 
you became Attorney General in June 2014, whether you had any responsibilities 
over the - let us say - management of the UBS loan or any issues arising from it.

MR PALA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I am prepared to give information to that effect.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your evidence you are going to give will be basically oral 
evidence or you have some documentary evidence like letters, reports, copies of 
submissions, and so forth to present.  Have you given thought to that as to what form 
of evidence it will be in?

20
MR PALA:  Mr Chairman, any information I got at that time would have been the 
same as what was presented to Cabinet.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR PALA:  And so, I am prepared to go back and find out what those documents 
were, but I did not have anything different from what was formally presented to 
Cabinet.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  We have already received the records of the 
National Executive Council submitted by the current NEC Secretary, Ms Grace So-
on.  If you want to sit down and go through the documents that she has provided, 
that may assist you in refreshing your memory and presenting the information that 
you want to present later?

MR PALA:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I would be prepared to do look at that.  I cannot 
recall any other information given to me outside of the documents that were 
presented to Cabinet.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will ask that opportunity for you to access the 
documents and go through them.

MR PALA:  Yes, okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am going to be issuing some general directions for you to be 
ready to give evidence when the Commission’s lawyers are available.

   [9.43a.m.] You give evidence when the Commission’s lawyers are available, they will contact 
10 you and then you will come and give evidence but in the meantime I will allow for 

you to access the files that NEC Secretary has provided.

MR PALA:  Thank you.

MR CHAIRMAN:  At the moment, the lawyers, all of them are coming from 
overseas; they are available in the country yet, but as soon as they become available 
in the next coming weeks, the Commission Secretariat will contact you and they will 
ask you to come over and see the lawyers and then they will help you to prepare your 
evidence.

20
MR PALA:   Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you can sit down and I will take a few moments to 
formalize the directions.

The first direction; the Commission confirms Mr Ano Pala’s availability to give 
evidence on the UBS loan in his capacity as a Minister and Member of the National 
Executive Council and as an Attorney General between March and June 2014.  

30 Number two; the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, is to provide Mr 
Ano Pala with access to the documents provided to the Commission by Ms Grace 
So-on, the Secretary for NEC; and 

Number three; Mr Ano Pala is to await the availability of Counsel and Solicitors 
assisting the Commission to assist him prepare his evidence.

I think those three directions will do.  The Commission will issue a formal direction 
and you will be given a copy of the formal directions in the next coming days.

40 MR PALA:  Thank you.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness is Mrs Christine Lenturut, the Government 
Printer.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, Ms Lenturut is in attendance. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can take the seat at the bar table.
10

      [9.48am[Today’s sitting is to follow up on the direction that the commission issued last 
time, essentially to find out if you were able to collate the relevant documents and 
be able to present them this morning.

MRS LENTURUT:  Thank you Mr Chairman.  Further to the commission’s 
direction last Wednesday, I have with me all the requested documents collated for 
the years 2007 to 2016 and these are the national gazettes pertaining to the 
Determination of Titles and Responsibilities for the requested period.  Secondly, 
with the requested instrument that the commission requested for the periods 2009 
and 2014 respectively relating to the loan agreements, after going through the 

20 records for the 2009 and 2014, we were not able to locate any copies of any 
instruments on file and the relevant national gazettes pertaining to the two loan 
agreements.  Therefore, I am not able to include copies of those national gazettes 
in this file.  This file only consists of the Determination of Titles and 
Responsibilities for the period that I have already stated.  Thank you Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Matthew, if you can just hand over those 
documents to my Associate and I will have a quick perusal of it now and then I 
may have some remarks.  You can take your seat.

All right, I have gone through briefly the documents you provided there, 
essentially, copies of determination of ministerial responsibilities, and as I 

30 understand from what you have just said, you are not able to locate any instruments 
published in relation to any of these loan agreements either in relation to the IPIC 
loan in 2009 or the UBS loan 2014?

  [9.53 am]MRS CHRISTINE LENTURUT: That is correct, Mr Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Were you able to sight any instruments issued by 
Government House under the hand of the Governor General that may have been 
published regarding the said UBS loan?

MRS LENTURUT:  Mr Chairman, after going through the records we have in the 
system and also the manual records that we keep in the files, we did not come across 
any copies of any instruments signed off by the Head of State.  If there was an 
instrument on file that could have been signed off by the Head of State, then the 

10 evidence would be a copy of a National Gazette on file relevant to that instrument.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, in your office you keep manual records as well as electronic 
records?

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of receiving documents from various sources for publication, 
right?

20 MRS LENTURUT:  That is correct, Mr Chairman.  All the National Gazettes are 
dating back from 1975 to current.  I actually scan into a system that we use which.  
It is actually data management software that we use to keep copies of all the National 
Gazettes.  And the sourced documents that are actually brought in by implementing 
agencies they go on the file with also a copy of the Gazette because it is just too 
bulky for us to also scan into the system so we keep them on file as manual records.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The records, I think, the manual records which really 
are a contemporaneous record of what is being received is more reliable in the sense 
that it accurately records what is coming in and then see what is going out.  So, do 

30 you maintain a register of documents when they are received and manually 
recorded?

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes Mr Chairman, we do.  We have an inward register where 
we register all the incoming notices and instruments that are brought in for gazettal 
purposes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, and that is a manual record; handwritten?

MRS LENTURUT:  It is actually a manual record.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Because when we keep computerized records sometimes it is 
not accurate because it does not really record when the document was received, what 
was actually received before the document is converted into electronic form or soft 
copy or like scanning for instance.  So, if you have the manual records I think that 
will be pretty much reliable I would think as to the instruments that are being 
received for publication before they are converted or scanned and the National 
Gazette is produced.  You have checked your manual records; right?  You have 
checked your manual records and you are not able to locate any records of any other 
instruments published?

10
MRS LENTURUT:  Mr Chairman, what I was making reference to are; the manual 
records are actually files that we file the actual records that are coming.  I understand 
that what you are referencing is actually the register.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is like a document register?

MRS LENTURUT:  Yes and we- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not keep one?
20

MRS LENTURUT:  We do keep that and just given the period from 2009 until now 
we would need time to actually go through, you know, just to locate those records, 
if we have them in place - the books - but we do not keep that because currently we 
actually maintain that, the register where we actually get to register the incoming 
instrument and notices.  But given the period 2009 until 2014, and as I mentioned 
last week, I was not the Government Printer then.  It was actually the former 
Government Printer, Ken Kaiah.  So we will have to go through our filings in the 
office to try and establish whether those registries are still in there so we can actually 
manually check through them.

30
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay so this current register that you have, when was that 
commenced?

[9:58 a.m.] MS LENTURUT:  It has always been done.  It would have been done as well in 
those years but as time goes by they pack them away and some of these stuff are 
packed in the containers.  That is why I am mentioning that we will have to go back 
to those records to establish the actual registry books that the officers actually 
registered things that are coming in for publication.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I give you a little bit more time to go through your 
records?  I think your manual register of records, like incoming notices to be 
published, that would be more reliable because the notes are kept 
contemporaneously in terms of when the document is received and it is registered 
right away, so your staff would not be able to miss any document that is coming in.  

If you are firm on your position, there are those registers, manual register of file 
registers, then I will give you some more time.  You still need to go through them, 
especially look for any instruments in relation to these two loans that you may have 

10 received from the Government House.

MS LENTURUT:  We will certainly try and go through that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The other question I was going to ask you is in relation to any 
loss made by Parliament that concerned the IPIC loan and the UBS loan which 
required gazetting.  You know if anybody have come across any of those notices?

MS LENTURUT:  No.  Mr Chairman, like I mentioned, we have actually gone 
through the system, we were not able to establish any gazettes; any National Gazettes 

20 on the two loans for 2009 and 2014.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  How much time do you need to go through your 
physical records – the manual records, rather?

MS LENTURUT:  May be a week would do, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can adjourn these proceedings to perhaps next Friday, 10 
July at 9.30 am to give you time to go through your records and come over on that 
date and then advise if you were able to find any other documents and instruments.

30
MS LENTURUT:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the matter stands adjourned to Friday, 10 July at 9.30 am 
for further directions.  You may be seated.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is there any other matters that is not on the list?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no, I do not have any other person requesting 
to appear here today.

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.02 AM, THE INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL THURSDAY 2 
JULY 2020 at 9.30 AM.

10
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THE CHAIRMAN:  There is one witness listed to appear this morning, Mr Don 
Polye, former Minister for Treasury.  A letter of request to Mr Polye was sent to 
him on 18 June 2020 and in that letter, Wednesday 23 June at 1.30 p.m was fixed 
for him to appear, however, he asked for deferral to 29 June, which was granted.  
Then he communicated with the Commission’s Secretary to advise that he was not 
available on Monday 29 and asked for a further deferral and the matter was 
adjourned to today; this time.  I assume the Secretary for the Commission has 
advised Mr Polye of the deferral.  The Commission Secretary is not available 
because he is down with some medical problems.  

10 I would assume that the Secretary for the Commission would have notified Mr 
Polye of today’s adjournment but there is no appearance of Mr Polye.  Obviously, 
Mr Polye would be a key witness as he may have been the Treasurer at around the 
time the UBS loan was obtained.

Mr Associate, have you received any communication from Mr Polye as to his 
unavailability this morning?

ASSOCIATE:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Since Mr Yuangu is not available this morning, it cannot be 
confirmed if the adjournment was communicated to Mr Polye.  Perhaps the 
Commission can give Mr Polye the benefit of the doubt that he might not be aware 

20 of today’s adjournment so the Commission can give him one more chance.  If he 
does not appear on that date, then the Commission will consider issuing a 
summons to secure his attendance.

[9:34 a.m] Alright, in those circumstances the first direction I issue is number 1; the matter of 
Mr Don Polye’s appearance is adjourned to Wednesday 8 July 2020 at 9.30 a.m.  
Number 2; the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Matthew Yuangu is to personally 
serve a copy of these directions on Mr Don Polye forthwith.  A formal direction in 
those terms will be issued this morning.

Associate, is that the last matter?

ASSOCIATE:  Yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The only last matter.  Alright adjourn the sittings.
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AT 9.35 A.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
FRIDAY 03 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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  [9.28am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two witnesses listed for today.  The first one is Mr 
Loi Bakani, his appearance has been deferred to 9 July 2020 at 9.30 am at his request.  
Second matter is Mr Ian Augerea, Registrar.  Mr Augerea?

MR IAN AUGEREA:  Good morning Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is a follow up on the directions that were issued last time. Are 
you able to report on the directions that were issued on the last occasion, I believe it 
was on the - - -

MR AUGEREA:  26th.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  26th of June, yes.

MR AUGEREA:  Thank you Chairman.  With regard to direction number 1, I have 
an order history for OS 142 here with me.  And for OS 890, we checked and it is not 
related to the inquiry issue.  It is a Goroka matter but I have just printed it so that it 
is on record and has been shown to the Commission but what I have is OS 810 of 
2014.  I have also a record of history of proceedings it is here with me.  I have made 
a copy for the Commission.  With regard to number 2, record of proceedings for LT 
4 of 2014, I got my court reporting officers to check.  They have produced a 
statement saying that “we have conducted a search in the CRS database, the FTR log 
notes and transcript folder, searches have turned out negative”, indicating that there 

20 was no hearing in this particular matter.  I have also got that note from the Court 
Reporting Services.  With regard to direction number 3, which refers to direction 
number 3 of the direction of 19 June which reads: “Mr Augerea is to conduct a search 
of the court’s records if there are any other proceedings conducted in relation to the 
UBS loan and provide to the Commission a list of those proceedings.”  We have 
done a further search.  What we have come up with is SC reference 1 of 2015 which 
is a reference questioning the powers of the Public Prosecutor and the leadership 
tribunal.  It is related to OS 10 of 2014.  We have also found SC reference 2 of 2015, 
a reference by Peter O’Neill and Dairi Vele challenging the powers of the 
Ombudsman Commission under section 27(4) to stop transactions on UBS, and it is 

30 related to OS(JR) 383 of 2014.

  [9.33 am] I have brought a flash drive containing those files.  I have also brought with me an 
updated report by the court reporting on records relating to the list of cases that was 
given to me earlier on.  The court reporting officers have done an update of that.  I 
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brought it with me.  That is hard copies here as well as soft copies in the flash drive.  
That is one of the things I have done as well.  I have in this flash drive here transcripts 
for OS 810 of 2014 and OS 15 of 2015.  I think they were referred to sometime in 
the earlier appearance.  Those are the information that I have brought with respect 
to the directions.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So with the provision of those records that constitute I suppose 
full compliance with the directions issued so far?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes, I think so because I went through again and checked against 
the directions I think I have complied with most or almost everything that you 

10 requested.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just have a look at the record of the case history.

MR AUGEREA:  The one from court reporting?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, court reporting and also the CDS computer printout, 
database printout.  So OS 890 of 2014 is not related to the subject matter of these 
proceedings?

MR AUGEREA:  That is right.  That is what the records show.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Now, OS 890 of 2014 is not on the commission’s list.

MR AUGEREA:  No.  It was just on the directions of 26 June.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that is obviously not relevant, 

20 MR AUGEREA:  It may have been a misprint or something.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Case history for OS 810 of 2014, it is on the list.  It has got the 
name of the trial judge who presided, it has got the hearing date, it has got the 
decision description and the orders that were made on the hearing date.\

MR AUGEREA: Yes.

[9.38am] THE CHAIRMAN:  That is relevant.  OS 142 of 2014, Don Polye v Peter O’Neill, 
it has got the name of the trial judge, there is one hearing date, decision description 
is there, date of the decision and the order or decision made.  That is complete.  OS 
142, that is the same one, is it?  142 of 2014, so that is two pages of that report.  
Report by the Court Reporting Service Director on LT4 of 2014.  It says returned 

30 negative.  That would mean that there were no tribunal proceedings conducted?
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MR AUGEREA: Yes, obviously.  That would be the case.

THE CHAIRMAN:  There was a referral, according to the information that you 
provided, there was a referral by the Public Prosecutor.  The Chief Justice appointed 
a tribunal and then the tribunal did not get to conduct a hearing on that referral.  So 
the National Court originating summons proceeding in relation to that referral is 
found in OS 810 of 2014?

MR AUGEREA:  I had a note on it somewhere.

THE CHAIRMAN:  OS(JR) 383 of 2014?

MR AUGEREA:  I think it is 810.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  OS 810 of 2014, Peter O’Neill v Pondros Kaluwin Public 
Prosecutor.

MR AUGEREA:  Let me check my notes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just confirm that.

MR AUGEREA:  I think it is public prosecutor, I think it is 810.

THE CHAIRMAN:  810.

THE CHAIRMAN:  810 of 2014.  And you have provided the documents for OS 
810 of 2014 and the transcript this morning?

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.  It is inside there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Was there a reference arising from that proceedings in OS 810 
20 of 2014?

MR AUGEREA:  That is reference 1 of 2015.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is SC ref?

MR AUGEREA:  That is SCREF 1 of 2015.

THE CHAIRMAN:  1 of 0215.  And that is a reference by Justice Davani.

MR AUGEREA:  I believe so.

  [9.43 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, okay.  So it seems we have got a complete record of 
the leadership tribunal records and National Court proceedings emanating from or 
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resulting from that referral and then the SC reference arising from that National 
Court proceeding.  We have got the complete records, we have got the hard copy, 
electronic copy and then we have got the transcript.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose I am going to be issuing some formal directions later 
but I think the step from here on is that we may ask you to just wait for the 
availability in terms of admission to practice of counsel assisting the commission 
and the solicitors.  Once they are admitted to practice and are certified by the PNG 

10 Law Society, then they will communicate with you and they will assist you to 
prepare your evidence that you will give to the commission in terms of these records.  
These records are being provided to enable the commission to brief the counsel and 
the solicitors.  They will look at these documents and then they will sit down with 
you.  If there are some documents that are missing they will communicate that to 
you in their discussions.  So essentially they will be sitting down with you to prepare 
your evidence which will then be given to the Commission formally at the public 
hearing.  And it will be in the form of a sworn testimony.

MR AUGEREA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may have already got a copy of the practice note that has 
20 been issued last year which sets out the procedure in terms of the reception of the 

evidence before the commission at the public hearing.  The responsibility to produce 
that evidence lies squarely in the hands of the counsel assisting the commission 
supported by a team of solicitors.  And they will sit down, have to sit down with you 
first to prepare your evidence before you give it.  So I suggest the commission will 
simply ask you to wait for that dialogue to take place as soon as the admission of 
overseas counsel and solicitors are obtained.  I think you will be aware of any 
proceedings commenced to apply for the admission in the National Court.  As soon 
as you get the application filed by the lawyers for the counsel and solicitors, I suggest 
you give the appropriate level of attention to get an expedited hearing of the 

30 application so that we can move forward quickly.  As it is now, the commission is 
not able to proceed to the public hearing phase because of the hold up with the 
admission of counsel and the solicitors and that is being addressed at the moment by 
a local law firm.  
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Just for my information, do you know if the local firm has filed any application for 
admission of overseas counsel and solicitors as yet?

MR AUGEREA:  No.  I have not seen anything.

THE CHAIRMAN; All right, okay.  I think that application should be filed shortly.  
Is there anything else you want to say before I issue some formal directions?

MR AUGEREA:  No.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Take your seat, I will just take a few moments to formulate the 
directions.  The first direction: the Commission confirms Mr Ian Augerea’s 
compliance with previous directions with regard to the provision of records of cases 

10 filed in the National Court and the Supreme Court in relation to the UBS loan. 

 [9.48am] I will read that again.  The Commission confirms Mr. Ian Augerea’s compliance 
with previous directions with regard to cases filed in the National Court and the 
Supreme Court and the Leadership Tribunal in relation to the UBS loan.  2.  Mr. 
Augerea is to await the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors assisting the 
Commission upon which occurrence counsel and solicitors will confer with Mr. 
Augerea to prepare his evidence.  Any other direction you seek or those two 
directions will do?

MR AUGEREA:  These two will do.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  I think that is the last matter so Associate 
20 you can adjourn the proceedings and after we adjourn you can take those documents 

from Mr. Augerea.

AT 9.50 AM THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
TO MONDAY 6 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M. 
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    [9.31 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are 13 witnesses listed to appear this morning.  Most of 
those witnesses are appearing for mention; one or two witnesses are appearing on 
return of directions for filing documents.  Today was set aside to mention those 
matters but more importantly the Commission is going to announce a revised 
roadmap for the conduct of the actual public hearing phase of the inquiry.

I will make a statement with regard to that point.  On 15 May this year, I did 
indicate in a statement I made at the inquiry, in this room, that the Commission 
will consider proceeding with or without overseas counsel and solicitors and urged 
those who were responsible for securing the attendance of overseas counsel and 

10 Commissioners to take the necessary steps to secure their availability in PNG.  
Since then on 2 June the solicitors’ contract to engage Minter Ellison Solicitors of 
Australia was signed by the Governor General and the representative of Minter 
Ellison Solicitors.  That process alone took - that is the procurement process for 
securing overseas solicitors took just over six months.  Under the current 
arrangements, the work of solicitors will become important because they will 
support a team of three barristers, and under the Australian system barristers and 
solicitors they work together to manage and present the evidence that is required 
by the Commission.

With the signing of that particular contract, the next step in the process is to secure 
20 their admissions that is the admission of counsel and solicitors to practice in Papua 

New Guinea.  Following their admissions, which will be made by the National 
Court on application by three barristers and a team of seven solicitors - ten in total 
- that responsibility rests with the National Court to admit them to practice in PNG 
on application by - on behalf of those ten counsel and solicitors.  As I speak now 
their admissions have not been secured as yet.  There is work being done by a local 
firm of solicitors or lawyers to apply for admission of overseas counsel and 
solicitors and I do not know how long that will take but I am aware that the 
preparations are at an advanced phase to make that application before the National 
Court. 

30 [9.36 am] After the applications, hopefully, are granted by the National Court, then the next 
and the last step in the process will be to obtain certification of those counsel and 
solicitors to practice in Papua New Guinea from the Papua New Guinea Law Society 
which I believe will be consequential upon the admission of lawyers or barristers 
and solicitors to practice here.  Obviously, the work of overseas counsel and 
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solicitors is critical to the conduct of this inquiry because it is them who will organize 
the evidence, they will organize the witnesses and it is their responsibility to present 
that evidence before the Commission.  So as of this morning, I am afraid, I must say 
that I am not and the fellow Commissioner, Mr John Gilmour, QC, we are not able 
to announce a revised roadmap.  We will be in a position to do that after the 
admission of overseas counsel and solicitors is secured from the National Court and 
the certification is completed by the Law Society.

The Commission is conscious of the time that has been taken to secure the admission 
10 and certification of overseas barristers and solicitors to practice in this jurisdiction.  

The Commission is anxious to proceed with the inquiry, particularly with the public 
hearing phase, given that the Commission has already commenced preliminary 
sittings to assemble the evidence that will be placed before a counsel and solicitors 
to prepare the witnesses.  As I speak, close to 40 potential witnesses have actually 
appeared before the Commission and most of those witnesses have provided relevant 
documents that are in their possession on the request and direction of the 
Commission.  Those documentary evidence are available to be passed on to counsel 
and solicitors when they are available on the ground.

20 There is another 20 plus potential witnesses that have yet to appear before the 
Commission, before myself sitting as a single Commissioner, to receive directions 
to file relevant documents that are in their possession.  These witnesses are mainly 
executives of State-owned enterprises, firstly; secondly, executives of private 
national and multi-national corporations; and thirdly, the solicitors, lawyers and 
consultants who provided support to those domestic and multi-national corporations 
and State enterprises.  So the remaining witnesses really fall into those three 
categories, right.  They are yet to be asked to attend before the Commission, presided 
by myself, to request them to provide the relevant documents they have got, and with 
the time that the Commission has, that it will give itself, the Commission proposes 

30 to request these 20 plus remaining witnesses to come forward and provide the 
documents they have got. So, that will take time and I propose to adjourn this 
proceeding list to a date in August to give enough time for the admissions of 
barristers and solicitors to be obtained and their certification by the PNG Law 
Society to be obtained professionally.

    [9.41 am]Then secondly, for the Commission presided by myself to continue to conduct sittings 
in respect of the remaining 20 plus witnesses that fall into those three categories that 
I have mentioned.  They will be asked and when they do appear on request, similar 
directions that have been issued in respect of other witnesses will be issued for them 

40 to deliver up relevant documentary evidence that they have got, and then the 
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Commission will assemble those documents.  When the solicitors and counsel are 
on the ground, those documents will be passed on to those counsel and solicitors and 
those overseas counsel and solicitors will confer with the different witnesses and 
prepare their evidence before the actual evidence is presented to the Commission at 
a public hearing.  I am taking time to explain this process because, unlike other 
Commissions of Inquiry that we are used to, this is going to be a bit different.  As I 
indicated last time, it is a phased out hearing.  The first phase is a summons phase, 
and there are some preliminary hearings that go on like the hearings that I have 
conducted.  Then there is an investigation phase by the counsel and the solicitors, 

10 where they sit down, examine the documents that have been provided by witnesses, 
and they will prepare the witnesses and other evidence to be attended to.  Then there 
is a public hearing phase in which the counsel and the solicitors will lead the 
witnesses and actually produce their evidence.  Then, of course, the last phase is the 
report writing phase and the delivery of that.  Because of the technical complex 
nature of the international transactions that occurred, a phased-out hearing in the 
manner I have described is the most appropriate process throughout to attain.  

So in summary, what will happen this morning is I will fix a date for further mention 
of most of the witnesses during which time when they appear, the Commission will 

20 allocate a hearing date for the witnesses to give their evidence and there will be time 
allowed for the investigation phase by counsel and solicitors when they are on the 
ground.  So what I will do is I will fix a date for return of all the witnesses and at 
that hearing, hopefully, I will announce a revised road map and possibly assign dates 
for hearing for witnesses to actually give their evidence and allow some time in 
between for the investigation phase.  I believe the time that I will allow will be 
enough for those who are preparing and filing the necessary applications to go before 
the National Court and the subsequent certification by the PNG Law Society, that 
the time I will allow will be sufficient for that purpose.  This may be the last of those 
extensions of time for different players to obtain those two outstanding requirements 

30 to be attended to.  They are statutory requirements and, obviously, we cannot skip 
those requirements, as was the case with the procurement process.  That again, was 
a statutory requirement; it took time.  

    [9:46 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  What remains now is the admissions and the certification of 
overseas counsel and solicitors to be attended to first.  

All right, with that explanation, I can go through the list of witnesses that are listed 
for today in the revised guide that was posted this morning; witnesses, the counsel 
will note that I have spread the appearances in 30 minutes time-slots.  Just so that 
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there is no congestion in the room, as we are still under covid-19 requirements, I 
think.  So we are still maintaining that 1.5 metres distancing or social distancing, 
whatever they call it, except that we have done away with the face masks.  So 
therefore, the time-slots are; there is about four or five witnesses listed around 9:30 
am and another lot listed around 10:00 am, and the last lot listed around 10:30 am.  
We will start and then just continue with whoever is here now.   Hopefully, 
congestion problem may be a thing of the past.  We are hoping to move down to 
APEC Haus come September.  The rooms are being organized so we might have a 
bit more space at APEC Haus then what we have at the moment.  But we will do for 

10 with the space that we got now.  

Mr Yuangu, if you can assist me, just go down the list.  The first witness on the list 
is Sir Michael Somare.  Is the Counsel here?  I can see --- 

SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Mr Kumara, Sir, who appears as Counsel is not here, he is 
at the National Court but as you know, Sir, you granted me leave to also represent 
Grand Chief so I stand in for Mr Kumura. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

SIR ARNOLD:  I think the last time we appeared, Sir, we were discussing the request 
we made of you, of the Commission, of the nature of how Grand Chief Sir Michael 
might give evidence to the Commission through Counsel and lawyers assisting.  We 

20 have submitted a number of letters to you Sir, of the Grand Chief’s medical 
conditions.  This morning Sir, we have e-mailed through Mr Kumura to the Secretary 
an update of Grand Chief’s medical condition.  Grand Chief was admitted to a 
hospital and in intensive care several weeks ago and we requested the Doctor 
attending upon him to provide a report for you.  In this discussion with you Sir, as 
to the form in which the Grand Chief might – the Commission might agree for him 
to give evidence Sir, so that is where we are.  Given what you have just indicated 
has no urgency in that, if you perused that letter and at an appropriate time that you 
might reschedule this, we could discuss that when - as you have indicated last time  
I think - counsel are on the ground, that we can discuss how they might receive his 

30 evidence.  I think that is where we are, Sir.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have sighted that letter from Mr Kumura and the medical 
reports so that is ---
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SIR ARNOLD:  The latest one, Sir?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  

SIR ARNOLD:  That is the one we wanted to bring to your attention.  I requested 
that we receive that, given he was admitted and in intensive care for a day or two 
which is important to bring to your attention here and discussion as to a form of 
evidence; formally to give evidence, Sir.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I can generally adjourn this matter to a proposed date for 
mention and we can have some discussions then.

SIR ARNOLD:  Yes Sir.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The date I am proposing that I adjourn to in respect to your 
client as well as other witnesses for that mention date I mentioned earlier is Monday 
24 August at 9.30 a.m.

     [9.51am] Hopefully, by that time we should have counsel on the ground.

SIR ARNOLD:  Hopefully.  Thank you, that is all.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Hopefully, yes.

SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter stands adjourned to 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am for 
further mention.  You may be excused Sir Arnold.

SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Next witness on the list Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the next witness is the Secretary for NEC 
Grace So-on.   She rang me in the morning just before we commenced this 
morning to ask if she could appear in the afternoon session.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then that matter is deferred to 1.30 pm today.  Next 
on the list - Honorable Paias Wingti.

THE SECRETARY:  We have the - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You have the counsel here?

MS TAMUTAI:  Yes, Ms Tamutai.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your name?

MS TAMUTAI:  Tamutai, T-a-m-u-t-a-i.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I propose to adjourn this matter to 24 August.  Your client 
was not directed to file any documents or anything, he wanted to give oral 
evidence.

MS TAMUTAI:  Yes, that is the position.  This morning he asked me to come and 
seek an adjournment as he is in Hagen.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask if your client would provide a synopsis, what you 
call it, or summary of what he is going to say?  

MS TAMUTAI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to give the Commission some idea of what he is going to 
say.  I had a thorough discussion with him last time and he is aware of the nature of 
the evidence that is required of him.  

MS TAMUTAI:  I will.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You think it is a good idea rather than just keeping the 
Commission in a cloud as to what he really is going to say? 

MS TAMUTAI:  Yes.  I will discuss with him on that and then we will provide 
20 something on that note so when the next time he comes to give his evidence, it 

would be in accordance with that, so we will work on that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first direction then is; the matter is adjourned to 
24 August 2020 at 9.30 a.m.  Number 2; the Honourable Paias Wingti is to provide 
to the Commission a synopsis of his proposed evidence on or before 24 August 
2020.

MS TAMUTAI:  Thank you.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused.  Next witness on the list is I 
think Chief Ombudsman.  Yes?

MR RICHARD PAGEN:  Thank you Chairman.  In our last appearance, we have 
completed tendering the evidences.  What we said was to have the counsel and the 
Commission look at what we have and if there are possible questions that need to 
be asked, we were to reappear and then to add on if there is any other information 
that needed to come.  So on that note we were scheduled to appear today.

 [9.56 am] That is why we are here and maybe our next appearance maybe towards the 
investigating part where you might be needing us.  So we are here to know what we 

10 could or when we could come in.

THE CHAIRMAN:  On the same direction that I issued in terms of adjourning the 
matter to 24 August will apply to your situation.  Before we formalize that direction 
there may have been some other information received since you appeared here with 
regard to some other work that the Commission may have done.  I mean your 
Commission may have done in relation to the same loan.  If you are wanting to know 
what is the nature of the documents that have been already provided, I suggest you 
wait for or we wait for counsel and solicitors to be admitted.  When they are on the 
ground, they will manage that aspect of the activity.

20
MR PAGEN:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To be more specific the Commission has received documents 
from the courthouse in respect of referral of one of the leaders for prosecution under 
the Leadership Code and the Commission has the full set of records from the 
courthouse in respect of that matter.  But if you are interested in knowing what is the 
information that the Commission has received and obviously the Commission will 
ask you to wait for the counsel to come in and then they will manage that aspect of 
the work.

30
MR PAGEN:  Thank you.  Chairman, our appearance to assist this Royal 
Commission of Inquiry is on the part of the Organic Law on the Ombudsman 
Commission and on the part of the Organic Law on the Duties and Responsibility of 
Leadership, we would consider where to come, when it is the provision of 
confidentiality is in there and how the court has – those we will consider and we will 
respond accordingly.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you then.  The formal direction is that the matter 
is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020 at 9.30 for further mention.  You may be 
excused.

MR PAGEN:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Next witness on the list is Johnny Bogambari, First 
Legislative Counsel.  Yes?

10 THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we have- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Mr Bogambari, thank you for appearing.  The 
same – I will issue the same direction given that you have fully complied with 
previous directions with regard to delivery of relevant documents.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you, Chair, if that is the case, if I may be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then I will issue that formal direction that the matter 
is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am for further mention and you 

20 may be excused.

MR BOGAMBARI:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right the next witness on the list is Mr Isikiel Taureka.  Is 
there any appearance of Mr Taureka?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I am not able to locate Mr Taureka or his 
counsel.  They are not in attendance.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The revised diary says his appearance is required at 10 o’clock.  
Is it 10 o’clock already?  What is your time?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes Chairman, it has just gone past 10.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mine says it is 10 sharp.

THE SECRETARY:  Okay.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Your time might be a bit too early.  Let us start on the dot then.  
It is 10 now and if he is not here then he may not turn up.  He has been attending on 
previous occasions.

  [10.01 am] THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will direct that this matter be adjourned to Monday 24 August 
2020, at 9.30 am for further mention.

10 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that a copy of this direction be served on Mr Taureka.  
Whilst on that witness, if you can speak to him about locating the address of a 
particular witness that Commission is having some trouble ascertaining his 
whereabouts; that is the witness, the former Managing Director of IPBC, the one that 
he succeeded.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kamasisi or something like that.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is it?  How do you spell that name, Wasantha Kumarasiri?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, if you can speak to him.

30 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Find out this witness’s whereabouts; if you can get that 
witness’s contact, e-mail contact, physical location.  He may not be in the country.  
He may have left the country.

THE SECRETARY:  I will do that, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he is able to give you his contact, then you will try contacting 
him and see if he has exited.  If you do, then you will let me know then we will issue 

40 a letter of request or a summons for his appearance.
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I will do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, you are Secretary to the Commission.  This kind 
of work may not really be your type of work but you do your best.  These kinds of 
work are the responsibility of counsel and here, we are doing it without counsel. So 
far, we have done okay, but do you best.  

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you, Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  This witness is overseas.  You need to put in some extra effort, 
think creatively in terms of how you establish their contacts.  In terms of securing 
his attendance, you can leave that to the Commission but your task is to establish 
where he is and how he can be contacted.  

Next witness on the list is Dr Ken Ngangan.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we had the request from this witness to have 
this matter deferred to the afternoon session.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the matter is deferred to 1.30 pm today.  Next witness 
on the list is Mr Bill Toraso, Official Secretary to Government House.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Official Secretary.  His counsel is 
in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?

MR BRIAN LAKAKIT:  Morning, Chairman.  Counsel’s name is Lakakit, initial B 
for Brian, and I appear for the Official Secretary, Mr Bill Toraso, on this matter, 

30 thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Our compliance with previous directions is in order 
in respect to Mr Bill Toraso.

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was to appear today for mention, really, but I will adjourn 
this matter to 24 August 2020, at 9.30 for further mention for the reasons I gave 
earlier.  

40
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MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the matter stands adjourned as such.  Could I mention the 
last matter on that list; you are appearing in that matter as well?

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes, your Honour.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Tipo Vuatha.  Your client was to have filed a supplementary 
affidavit?

10
MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which I understand was done this morning.

MR LAKAKIT:  This morning, we did it.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR LAKAKIT:  Unfortunately, we tried our best to file these documents before 
20 Friday but because of some situations where documents that – people who were 

supposed to assist to obtain the documents were not assisting us on time so it has 
actually brought us up to today.   In the morning, we managed to file the evidence, 
chairman.

  [10:06 am] That is the supplementary affidavit of Sir Tipo.    

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has your client given an explanation in relation to those two 
instruments that have the signature of the Governor General?

MR LAKAKIT:  Yes.  Basically, following the directions that was issued by this 
Commission, we had a meeting.  We confirmed with the current Official Secretary 

30 and we have engaged staff to look for these documents and the number of staff were 
– actually, we have engaged two groups of staff; one to look for documents that are 
at Government House and also a staff was assigned to look for documents at the 
NEC because what has been revealed during our meeting is that we found that 
sometimes when the NEC brings documents to the Government House for signing, 
after the documents are signed, the NEC staff usually take the documents back to 
NEC and sometimes they give assurance to bring the documents back to the 
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Government House but in most cases they never do that.  Documents are never 
brought back to the Government House.  So knowing that, we have engaged two 
staff to work, particularly one to ascertain the availability of documents on 
particularly the Loan instrument and also following the direction that was issued by 
this Commission in relation to whether there is any availability of documents in 
relation to the PNG LNG Project and the Papua LNG Project.  So staff, those who 
are assigned have come back to us and we have confirmed that no documents were 
located at the Government House.  Therefore, we have – we are just waiting for those 
– our staff at the Government House are liaising with the NEC  to find out whether 

10 there is any evidence or any documents in relation to these documents that were 
issued by the - directions issued by the Commission to find out.  So that is how far 
we are now.  So for any documents at the National Executive Council Office – Office 
of the National Executive Council, we are yet to confirm whether there is any 
documents available in that office or not, but as far as any documents that are in the 
Government House, we confirm that there is none, apart from those documents that 
were submitted to this Commission by the current Official Secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So your client’s search of the Official Governor General’s 
records is now exhausted?

MR LAKAKIT:  Is exhausted.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  And this affidavit sets out the details of the searches that --- 

MR LAKAKIT:  Exactly.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   Your client has done.  All right then that constitutes the filing 
of that affidavit and constitutes compliance with all the directions that I have issued 
in respect of your client?

MR LAKAKIT:  Exactly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The only time remaining is for or the only matter remaining is 
for a day to be fixed for your client to give evidence.

MR LAKAKIT:  Exactly, your Honour.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   So I will issue the same direction that I issued earlier on for 
this matter to be adjourned to Monday 24 of August 2020 at 9:30 am for further 
mention.  I issue that direction.

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you Mr Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, thank you, you may be excused.  

MR LAKAKIT:  Thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the next witness on the list is Ambassador Isaac 
Lupari.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the counsel representing Ambassador 
10 Lupari here in attendance.  

MR NICHOLAS TAME:  Good morning, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Ambassador.

MR TAME:  Counsel’s name is Tame, initial N.  I appear for the acting Chief 
Secretary, Isaac Lupari.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client has fully complied with the previous directions in 
regard to filing relevant documents.

MR TAME:  That is correct, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The only thing remaining is for fixture of a date for your client 
to give the actual evidence.

20[10.11 am]MR TAME:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And for reasons I have explained earlier, we are not able to 
allocate the hearing date so I propose to issue that same general direction that we 
adjourn to Monday, the 20- - -

MR TAME:  Yes.  Chairman, there were actually from the documents that we  
provided last time, there were two documents that we mentioned that were missing 
from the documents that we listed but which we will provide copies of two 
documents?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR TAME:  We have copies of those documents and we will hand those up.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay there are two documents, yes.

MR TAME:  Yes and then we can get those directions for the next return of the 
matter.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, which are those two missing documents?

MR TAME:  Chairman, the documents that we mentioned in our cover letter last 
time; the first document was a letter from the State Solicitor to the Acting Secretary 
for Treasury dated 9 March 2014.  That is the first document.  The second document 
was the OSH confirmation of release.  Those are the documents that I have been 
provided with and which I have enclosed in this letter to yourself as the Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, it is document number 8 and number 11 of volume 3 book 
4.

20
MR TAME:  Volume 3 book 4.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, can you take those documents so that I have a quick 
perusal of it.  So those documents then comes with the - for compliance with those 
previous directions?

MR TAME:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the first direction I issue is; that the Commission 
30 confirms Ambassador Lupari’s compliance with direction number 2 issued on 10 

June 2020.  The second direction; the matter is adjourned to 24 August 2020 at 9.30 
am for mention.

MR TAME:  As the Chairman pleases.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you may be excused.

MR TAME:  Thank you Chairman.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is Philip Eludeme.
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MR McGREGOR:  Good morning Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes good morning.  Yes, Mr Sirae, here with your client?

MR TOM SIRAE McGREGOR:  With my client, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  You just assist me with directions that I issued last 
time.

10 MR McGREGOR:  Yes Mr Chairman, the directions were for my client to view the 
documents that were produced by the NPC and the Secretary for Finance as 
Chairman of NPC and also to meet with the Chairman of NPC plus the CEO Mr 
Bole and also the board secretary.  My client has viewed the files that were produced 
here, to the Inquiry, by the Secretary for Finance.  

[10.16 am]  He has also met with the Board’s secretary and the CEO of NPC.  They have 
indicated that they have produced some documents which my client does not see in 
the files here, except for the documents that were produced by the secretary for 
Finance, Dr Ngangan.  Furthermore, Mr Chairman, my client has yet to meet with 

20 Dr Ngangan to verify the documents that were produced and to see if there is a need 
for him to produce anything else apart from what has already been produced.  So 
today we are asking if the Commission can give us at least one week to accomplish 
that and then my client should be in a position to make a statement to file a response 
by then.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You just give me that date – date of the last directions?

MR McGREGOR:  It was issued on the - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not have my summary here.

THE SECRETARY:  On the 22nd, Chairman.

MR McGREGOR:  22nd,  yes.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  22nd of?

MR McGREGOR:   Of June.
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THE CHAIRMAN:   All right then, the first direction is; that the Commission 
confirms partial compliance with the directions issued on 22 June 2020.  Number 2; 
the Commission extends those directions in respect of Dr Ngangan to 24 August 
2020 at 9.30 am.  And number 3; the matter is adjourned to Monday 24 August 2020 
at 9.30 am for further directions.  That is the last matter on the list, Mr Yugangu?

MR SECRETARY:  Sir, we have - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Some more is it?

MR SECRETARY:  He has actually left.  The former secretary for the – current 
Official secretary for Governor General.  He was sitting in the room and left - - - -

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Former official?

MR SECRETARY:  Secretary to the governor general.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Tipo?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, they appeared here.  He was sitting at the back, his counsel 
appeared and I issued directions.

THE SECRETARY:  He appeared together with Bill Toraso.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Toraso was sitting right there at the bar table and they 
both left.  

THE SECRETARY:  Okay.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think that is the last witness for the day so my 
associate will adjourn the proceedings.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

     [1.27am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There were two matters deferred from this morning.  Mr 
Yuangu, who is present now?
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Secretary for NEC, Ms Grace So-
on in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on, we adjourned this matter today for the Commission 
to advise you on a revised roadmap for the inquiry and that announcement of that 
roadmap depended on overseas counsel and solicitors being present on the ground 
to assist the Commission with the inquiry.  As I speak now, their admissions have 
not been obtained.  They are yet to get their admissions to practice in PNG on an 
application being made to the National Court.  After they get their admissions, then 
they will have to be certified by the Papua New Guinea Law Society to practice 

10 here.  Those two processes are now underway and it will take some time for the 
Commission to be advised of when they receive their admissions.  There is a team 
of three barristers and seven solicitors; a total of ten overseas counsel and solicitors 
that are involved and their applications are pending before the National Court.  

I am not prepared to announce a revised roadmap now.  So as I did this morning 
with respect to the other witnesses who appeared, I adjourned their matters to 
Monday 24 August 2020 at 9.30am for further mention.  Hopefully, the admissions 
of counsel and solicitors would be completed by then and they will receive their 
certification of practice and then we can announce a revised roadmap and fix dates 
for public hearing in which you will be expected to give evidence.  The giving of 

20 the evidence will depend on the preparations that counsel and solicitors will do 
with you to prepare your evidence.

Insofar as the documents are concerned, I think you have fully complied with 
previous directions for filing of documents so that is really not a problem.  So if I 
can adjourn this matter to Monday 24 August 2020 at 8.39 am for directions and 
hopefully you can appear on that date and you will be advised if overseas counsel 
and solicitors are on the ground.  If they become available before then the 
Commission secretariat will contact you and then link you up with the overseas 
counsel and solicitors so you can start conferring and preparing your evidence.  I 
think that is the purpose of this afternoon’s session.  Is there anything you want to 

30 say before I issue the formal directions?

  [1.32 pm]MS GRACE SO-ON:  No Chairman, thank you.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Then the formal direction is that the matter 
is adjourned to 24 August 2020 at 9.30 for mention.

MS SO-ON:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you can take your seat.  Mr Yuangu, what about the other 
person that we had his case adjourned too, case or matter; is that the Secretary for 
Finance?

10 THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Chairman and also Chairman of NPC.  He did 
indicate he would be here but I do not see him in now.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We can simply adjourn his matter too?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To the same date?

THE SECRETARY:  The same, yes, I will convey that.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then you can convey the direction to Dr Ngangan.  So in 
respect of Dr Ngangan I issue the similar directions.  First; Dr Ngangan’s appearance 
is adjourned to Monday. 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am for mention; and secondly, Mr 
Yuangu will provide Dr Ken Ngangan with a copy of these directions.

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings now.

30

AT 1.33 PM THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
TO TUESDAY 7 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

 

10

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
TUESDAY 7 JULY 2020 AT 9.27 A.M.
(Continued from Monday 6 July 2020)
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  [9:27 a.m.] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two witnesses listed for this morning.  First on the 
list is Honourable William Duma.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the Honourable William Duma was served but 
he is not in attendance as yet.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we will just stand it down for a while.  

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The other one is Mr Kala Aufa.

MR KALA AUFA:  Yes.  

THE SECRETARY:  We have the Acting Clerk of the National Parliament in 
10 attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Aufa, you are with your counsel?

MR AUFA:  Yes.

MR ROBIN KAWAT:  Good morning Chairman.  I formally announce our 
appearance, Kawat, initial K.  Chairman, I appear on behalf of the Acting Clerk of 
Parliament, Mr Kala Aufa.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your name again?

MR KAWAT:  Kawat.  K-A-W-A-T.

THE CHAIRMAN:  KAWAT?

MR KAWAT:  Yes. 

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Your first name is?

MR KAWAT:  Robin.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Robin Kawat.

MR KAWAT:  In attendance with me is Mr Kala Aufa, the witness.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR KAWAT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a return of the directions issued on 17 of June, 
particularly a return of direction number 4.  Has your client been able to locate any 
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documents pertaining to the referral of Peter O’Neil for prosecution under the 
Leadership Code?

MR KAWAT:  Thank you Chairman.  Yes, for our client has checked his records.  
Unfortunately, he cannot locate any documentations of whether or not Mr Peter 
O’Neil has been referred to the Leadership Tribunal.  He has checked his office as 
well as that of the office of the Speaker and unfortunately he has not been able to 
find any documentation or any records in respect to any referral in respect to Mr 
Peter O’Neil.  On 25 June, we have written to the Secretary of the Commission 
advising the Secretary of our client’s position that no - he has checked his records 

10 and ascertained that he cannot find any documentation in respect to that.   On top 
of that he has, with great respect, done a statement to that effect confirming 
searches both at his office and that of the Speaker of the National Parliament.

  [9.32 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to hand up a copy of that statement?

MR KAWAT:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can pass it on to my Associate.

MR KAWAT:  Thank you.  With that is a copy of the letter from the clerk to our 
20 firm instructing us or confirming that - his searches.  A copy of the letter to our firm 

- that is for our firm – but then he has done his statement confirming that there is no 
records in Parliament in respect to any referral for Mr Peter O’Neill.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The Commission might have received records from 
the Leadership Tribunal office at the courthouse which there might be some records 
that might show that the referral advice was given by the courthouse to the Clerk of 
Parliament or the Speaker of Parliament.  Those court records or tribunal records are 
available before the Commission.  In terms of your client’s access to those records, 
we might leave that to the time when the counsel and the solicitors are admitted and 

30 they are on the ground and they can arrange for your client inspect the tribunal 
records that we have received.  There may be some documents, particularly 
correspondence emanating from the office of the Chief Justice who appointed that 
tribunal being communicated to the Clerk of the Parliament or the Speaker of 
Parliament in 2014 or thereabouts.

MR KAWAT:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If your client wants to peruse those documents now the 
Commission could facilitate that but if you want to leave it to the time when the 
counsel and solicitors are on the ground, then they can arrange for your client to 
inspect the tribunal records and perhaps inspect a particular correspondence 
emanating from the office of the Chief Justice to the Speaker of Parliament.  There 
may be one or two correspondences in there.  In that correspondence, there may be 
an instrument of the appointment of a Leadership Tribunal that may be part of those 
correspondence.  If your client wants to inspect the documents this week, perhaps 
that can be facilitated but your client could also wait for the counsel and the solicitors 

10 to be admitted and when they come up they can organize inspection.

MR KAWAT:  Mr Chairman, perhaps we could inspect it after the matter is 
adjourned so it gives my client a starting point because from his records he has not 
seen those documentation so perhaps to give us a starting point he can inspect after 
the session is adjourned so that- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  After this session?   

MR KAWAT:  After this session we can---
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  

MR KAWAT:  That is primarily for the reason that Mr Aufa will be travelling out 
tomorrow, out of Port Moresby, so he might not be- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  He can inspect today.

MR KAWAT:  Yes.

30    [9.37 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents are available.  I will issue some directions in 
that regard.  But other than that, I suppose the directions issued on 17 June, 
particularly, direction number 3, I suppose that will cover your client’s future 
arrangement for him to confirm with counsel and solicitors and then for your client 
to prepare his evidence.  Just give me a few moments to announce the directions.

The first direction; the Commission confirms Mr Aufa’s compliance with direction 
number 4 issued on 17 June 2020.  Direction number 2; the Secretary to the 
Commission, Mr Mathew Yuangu, is to provide Mr Aufa with access to the 
Leadership Tribunal records in the matter of the referral of the Honourable Peter 

40 O’Neill, which records have been provided to the Commission by the Registrar of 
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the High Courts.  Number 3; Mr Aufa is to file further statements in relation to any 
documents that were addressed to the Clerk of Parliament or the Speaker of 
Parliament by the office of the Chief Justice and that statement is to be filed on or 
before 24 August 2020.  

[9:42 a.m.] The last direction is that the matter is adjourned to 24 August 2020, at 9.30 am for 
further directions.

I will issue a formal direction in those terms and your client will be given a copy of 
10 it - of those directions.

MR AUFA:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So essentially, what you will be looking for is some 
correspondence emanating from the office of the Chief Justice who is the appointing 
authority for Leadership Tribunals.  That may have been addressed to either the 
Clerk of Parliament or the Speaker of Parliament advising of the appointment of a 
Leadership Tribunal to investigate allegations against the Honourable Prime 
Minister then, Peter O’Neill.  That, essentially, is the purpose of inspection.  The 

20 documents are pretty bulky, but essentially, that is what you will be looking for.  

I think those directions will do.  If there are no other matters to mention, then both 
of you may be excused.

MR AUFA:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is the first witness available?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, Honourable William Duma has arrived; he 
30 is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.  Honourable Member, if you could take the seat 
at the bar table, yes.

This morning’s session really is to confirm your compliance with the directions 
issued on 27 May, particularly, direction 1.  If you can advise the Commission of 
your compliance with that direction.  The first direction there reads: “The 
Honourable William Duma is to provide to the Commission a list of documents and 
copies of those documents pertaining to the IPIC loan and the UBS loan on or before 

40 Tuesday, 7 July 2020.”  Yes?
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MR WILLIAM DUMA:  Thank you, Chairman.  In relation to the document relating 
to initially, first IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  As far as the IPIC loan is concerned, 
the minister who had the carriage of the matter was, at that time, Honourable Arthur 
Somare, who was the minister responsible for the then Independent Public Business 
Corporation.  Those documents would have been presented to the National 
Executive Council for discussions and determination.  At the first instance because 
I was not the minister responsible, I was not able to locate those documents in my 
own personal archive that I have.  So unfortunately, Chairman, I am not able to assist 

10 the Commission in relation to those documents, but I would think that most of the 
relevant documents would have been submitted to Cabinet at that time.  The 
secretary to Cabinet at that time would have the custody of those Cabinet documents, 
in addition to the minister himself at that time.

For the UBS loan, again, Chairman, as I mentioned to the Commission when I last 
appeared before it – I mean to the Inquiry – before it, as that time, the UBS loan 
documents were presented to Cabinet, I had been decommissioned as a minister in 
February 2014. 

20  [9.47 am]Immediately after my decommissioning for a period of about three weeks, the Prime 
Minister at that time, Peter O’Neill, was the Minister for Petroleum Energy.  As far 
as I can recall no immediate appointment of a Minister for Petroleum had been made 
for the three weeks after my decommissioning.  But Chairman, I do have one 
document which is not directly relating to the UBS loan but it is a copy of an 
agreement between Inter Oil and Total where Total purchased approximately 60 per 
cent of its working interest in the Elk/Antelope Gas Field from Inter Oil Limited.

Those documents were lodged with the then Department of Petroleum Energy for 
approval under sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas Act.  In other words, by the 

30 minister at that time.  Chairman, that document is only relevant insofar as assisting 
the Commission, if it wants to, in determining the fair value of the purchase then by 
Oil Search of PAC LNG’s 32 per cent interest in the Elk/Antelope Gas project.  The 
reason why I thought it to be relevant, Chairman is because the government, through 
the UBS loan arrangement, after having borrowed US$1.2 billion from UBS to 
purchase the 10 per cent shareholding in Oil Search - it is relevant because after 
having received the proceeds from the government by UBS - Oil Search then kept 
K300 million for its working capital and for other expenses and used approximately 
$900 million to purchase 22 per cent interest from PAC LNG in the Elk/Antelope 
Gas Field.  That may be relevant insofar as assisting the Commission to determine 
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whether fair market value was paid for by Oil Search from the proceeds of the UBS 
loan.  So I have that document.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, the Commission will determine the relevance 
of that particular document at the relevant time of, let us say, the public hearing.  

MR DUMA:  Sure, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But for now if you want to deliver that document to the 
10 Commission to pass on to the counsel and the solicitors, then the Commission will 

receive that agreement now.

MR DUMA:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But just to be clear about how that document came into your 
possession or custody, you will explain that that was received when you were the 
minister responsible for Petroleum, is it?

MR DUMA:  Yes.  For my approval under sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas 
20 Act.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.

MR DUMA:  Every dealing in any oil field has to be - significant dealing has to be 
approved by the Minister under sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas Act.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, if you can hand up that agreement.

MR DUMA:  Chairman, this is the PRL15 sale document between Inter Oil and 
30 Total.  This is a copy of a letter which was addressed, when I was Minister, dated 18 

December 2018 from Inter Oil explaining this transaction to me.  Chairman, I am 
also going to hand over a copy of a press release issued by Inter Oil to the public 
through the Port Moresby Stock Exchange regarding this transaction.  Chairman, I 
also, while I have the opportunity, I also wish to tender a copy of a parliamentary 
statement that was made or delivered by the Minister for Treasury at that time, 
Honourable Patrick Pruaitch, explaining to Parliament the way the acquisition of 
those sales and 10 percent shares and oil sales were made by the State after having 
borrowed the money from UBS.  
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  [9:52 a.m.]That again is a public document.   May I also, subject to what the Chairman thinks, 
suggest that if the Inquiry thinks necessary, I could prepare or hand up a written 
statement explaining some of those issues and then I will prepare - I will be available 
to explain the content of the statement to assist the Inquiry if so required.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I think the Commission has being allowing witness, 
who are prepared to file written statements, that opportunity to do so and I will be 
giving that opportunity – how much time do you need to sit down and draft that 
statement?

MR DUMA:  I will need the weekend to do that, Chairman.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  So if I can give you at least a week to do that.

MR DUMA:  If it pleases, the Chair, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One other aspect is in relation to PAC LNG.  PAC LNG stands 
for what?

MR DUMA:  If I can explain---

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is Pacific LNG, is it?

MR DUMA:  It is a name, P-A-C.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is its meaning?

MR DUMA:  PAC LNG Limited.  It is a name, PAC LNG.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What does PAC stand for?

MR DUMA:  No idea, but that is the name of the company.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I know it stands for Pacific.  I must have done some reading 
30 that is why I am just saying it stands for Pacific LNG, alright.

MR DUMA:  Yes, from the formal document, it is always PAC LNG in the 
registrar of - the term at the Department of Petroleum and Energy is referred to as 
PAC LNG.  At that time it owned the Elk/Antelope Gas Field which forms the 
backbone of the Papua LNG Project at two shareholders; Inter Oil, which has 78 
per cent of that Gas Field and PAC LNG with 22 per cent.  This is prior to backing 
by the State; the backing by the State exercising its right under the Oil and Gas Act 
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to acquire 22.5 per cent equity.  Once the discovery is made and we are about to 
commercialize it, the State then exercises – offer to buy in.  And so between those 
two owners, the State was going to buy 22.5 per cent.  But at that time, those were 
the only two shareholders.  

THE CHAIRMAN:   If I can ask - yes, go on.  
 
MR DUMA:  And prior to the State exercising its offer to acquire 22.5 per cent, Inter 
Oil owned 78 per cent while PAC LNG owned 22 per cent.  Inter Oil then decided 

10 to sell down its interest, selling down 60 per cent of its 78 per cent to Total when I 
was minister.  PAC LNG acquired that for $600 million; 60 per cent.  About a year 
later, Oil Search acquired 22 per cent from PAC LNG, $400 million.  That is a big 
disparity.  That is where I thought the Commission would be interested.  If you look 
at the 60 per cent being valued at $600 million and about a year later, a lowered 22 
per cent valued at $900 million that is a big disparity.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, if in your statement, if you can explain a bit of 
background information about PAC LNG, its shareholding and the executive 
management were involved in these negotiations, and whether PAC LNG is a 

20 national company or a foreign company that is registered under our company laws 
here and authorized to do business in PNG.

    [9.57 am] The Commission might need a bit of background information around PAC LNG to 
be able to call the relevant witnesses from PAC LNG if necessary.

MR DUMA:  I shall do that, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  At the moment, the Commission has very little or scarce 
information about the executive management of PAC LNG, its shareholding and its 

30 registered place of business and so forth.

MR DUMA:  Yes, Chairman, briefly, PAC LNG, at that time, was owned and led 
by a gentleman called Carlo Civelli.  I will put that in my statement.  Carlo Civelli 
is in Geneva, Switzerland.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have some documents in relation to the- - -

MR DUMA:  Yes, I have.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Shareholding of PAC LNG, the directors of that company as 
well, I think the Commission might find some assistance in that kind of information.

MR DUMA:  Yes, Chairman, I shall do that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you want to say before I issue the formal 
directions?

MR DUMA:  Chairman, at this stage, no.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you can just give me a few moments, I will just 
think through the directions.  The first direction:  The Commission confirms the 
Honourable William Duma’s compliance with the directions issued on 27 May 2020, 
with respect to the UBS loan.  Number 2; the Honourable William Duma is given 
leave to file a written statement of the evidence he proposes to give to the Inquiry 
regarding the UBS loan on or before Monday, 13 July 2020.  The third direction, the 
matter is adjourned to Monday, 12 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  

That will give you enough time to prepare and file that statement.  I will issue further 
20 directions after compliance with that particular direction.

MR DUMA:  Thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that is the last matter, so Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings.

30
AT 10.02 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
WEDNESDAY 8 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND 
LOAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

10

 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL COMMISSIONER AND CHAIRMAN

20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
WEDNESDAY 8 JULY 2020 AT 9.26 A.M.
(Continued from Tuesday 7 July 2020)
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  [9:26 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have three witnesses listed to appear this morning.  The 
first one is Honourable Peter O’Neil. 

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Counsel representing Honourable 
Peter O’Neil in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  Mr Sheppard?

MR GREG SHEPPARD:  Good morning, your Honour, Sheppard is my name; S-h-
e-p-p-a-r-d initial G.  I am appearing for the Honourable Peter O’Neill.  When this 
matter last came before the Chairman, Chairman ruled that Mr O’Neill should 
specify the witnesses that he wanted and check his documents to see if there is any 

10 documents that he could produce.  We have formal advised in writing that he does 
not have any witnesses that he wishes to nominate for calling and the only documents 
that he needs to rely on or the only documents that he has are in fact the documents 
in the National Executive Council archives or records and he has no other 
documents.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have a copy of your letter dated 7 July that was delivered 
yesterday that confirms what you are saying.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But there is slight omission in that letter in relation to the list 
of witnesses; that is omitted in the letter.  So I take it that the statement that you 

20 made about your client not calling any witnesses would be added onto that letter.  

MR SHEPPARD:  That is an omission.  We will confirm that there is no list.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has no list and he does not wish to call any witnesses?

MR SHEPPARD:  No, that is right.  Thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is not in the letter that is why I am mentioning it.

MR SHEPPARD:  I am sorry, I will correct that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He only makes reference to a list of documents and copies of 
documents.

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, as you may be aware of by now after the application 
30 of a number of statements that this Commission has been making in relation to the 

next step forward, all the witnesses that have appeared before the Commission have 
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been told to wait for the admissions of overseas Counsels and Solicitors to practice 
here and their subsequent certification by the PNG Law Society; both of which are 
yet to occur and the Commission has given the next four or five weeks for those 
requirements to be attended to.  The Commission has fixed Monday 24 August 2020 
at 9:30 am for a mention of all those witnesses who appeared before the Commission.  
So I will issue a similar direction in respect of your client.

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.

     [9.31 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  But otherwise, your client is willing or is available to give 
evidence before the Commission?

10
MR SHEPPARD:  He is.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to both loans?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to the IPIC Loan as well as the UBS Loan?

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you can just take a seat; I will formalize the directions.  
The first direction:  The Commission confirms the Honourable Peter O’Neill’s 
availability to give evidence before the Commission in relation to the IPIC Loan and 
the UBS Loan.  Number 2; the matter is adjourned to Monday 24 August 2020 at 
9.30 am for mention.  

Hopefully on that date the Commission will announce a revised road map for the 
Inquiry.

30 MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused, Mr Sheppard.

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, the next witness on the list is the Honourable 
Kerenga Kua.
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have the Honourable Kerenga Kua in 
attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kerenga Kua, thank you for attending this hearing at the 
Commission’s request.

MR KERENGA KUA:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The progress of your attendance this morning is set out in the 
10 letter that was addressed to you and I believe the letter has been delivered to yourself.  

Essentially, it is to enquire with you as to whether you will be available to give 
evidence in relation to the UBS Loan and perhaps, the IPIC Loan insofar as the UBS 
Loan negotiations had some connection with the IPIC Loan that was obtained in 
2009.  
The Commission would also like to establish with you if you were the Attorney 
General at that time the UBS Loan was negotiated and obtained.  The Commission 
is not quite sure if you were the minister then.

MR KUA:  I was; I was the minister.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes or Mr Ano Pala was the minister at the relevant time.

MR KUA:  I was for the full term.  The full loan negotiation period, I was the 
Attorney General.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That would have been around February, March or April of 
2014?

MR KUA:  Yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were the Attorney General when the loan was actually 
obtained?

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the necessary the approval, if there was an approval given 
by the NEC?
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MR KUA:  Yes.  I would not have seen that NEC approval, but I will give my 
evidence later on that.  But, yes, it all happened while I was still sitting in the 
Attorney General’s chair.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you would be available to give some evidence in respect 
10 of- - -

MR KUA:  For sure, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us just have some discussion around what kind of - the form 
of the evidence you will give.  Essentially, you may be giving oral evidence.

MR KUA:  Yes.

  [9.36 am]THE CHAIRMAN:   But if there are some documents that you would want to tender 
20 as part of the evidence, then the Commission is in the process of obtaining copies of 

those documents early so that then the Commission can pass those documents on to 
the team of overseas barristers and solicitors who will study the documents and then 
assist you with the preparation of your evidence.

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, the preparation of evidence and the actual 
presentation of evidence by different witnesses is the responsibility of counsel 
assisting.  As I speak, the overseas counsel and solicitors have not yet been admitted 

30 to practice in Papua New Guinea; that is being attended to right now.  Hopefully, by 
24 August, that is next month, the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors will 
have been obtained and they should be available on the ground to contact you.  I 
might issue a direction adjourning this matter to Monday 24 August at 9.30 am for 
mention.

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And hopefully by that time- - -

40 MR KUA:  24 August - 24th?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  24 August.

MR KUA:  Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday, 24 August.

MR KUA:  Yes okay, thank you.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  And hopefully by that time as I said the counsel and solicitors 
should be available and the Commission will also be able to announce a revised 
roadmap for the conduct of the actual public hearing phase.

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right so I will issue some formal directions in that regard.

MR KUA:  Yes.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then if you could just give me a moment or two to just 
think through those directions.

MR KUA:  Yes sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I would think that you would be giving oral evidence?

MR KUA:  Everything that is within my knowledge ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Basically oral?
30

MR KUA:  And in which I have had a role to play or whatever, I will be able to tell.  
But Chairman, also important will be where I had not played a role; not been asked 
to play a role.  Because that is an important evidence of denial of process because I 
was the Attorney General during the entire period.   So the things that I should have 
been involved but not involved are in material evidence to show whether we had 
gone through proper processes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes that would be relevant.

40 MR KUA:  Yes.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So there - that you would be basically giving oral evidence?

MR KUA:  Oral evidence, yes.  Everything that I am aware of and that is within my 
knowledge, I will provide to this Commission of Inquiry.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you anticipate producing any documentary evidence?

MR KUA:  Chairman, I hardly have any documents at all; was never involved.  I 
10 was never invited, never shown anything at all.  But there is only one letter that I 

wrote to Prime Minister O’Neill when it all came crumbling down, I wrote him a 
letter.  That is the only letter that I created over the subject matter and that is the only 
one I can think of.  The last two days I have been thinking- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which you can produce in the course of your oral evidence?

MR KUA:  Correct, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You anticipate calling any other witnesses that might support 
20 your evidence?

MR KUA:  The other person who would have been involved closely with me from 
the Department of Attorney General and Justice in giving advices would be the State 
Solicitor but of course he gives his advices independently of the Attorney General 
and I believe he can speak for himself if he is summonsed.  I for myself, I do not 
have any other witness.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  And who was the State Solicitor at that time?

30 MR KUA:  Daniel Rolpagarea.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Rolpagarea is appearing before the Commission to give 
evidence so he may be able to cover that aspect of the evidence.

MR KUA:  Yes, he would have had a bigger role than I and he can cover the kinds 
of advices that he had given on the subject matters.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did the Secretary for the Department of Attorney General have 
any role to play?

40
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    [9.41 am] MR KUA:  He is dead now.  He is dead now, what is his name, Kalinoe; Lawrence 
Kalinoe.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Lawrence---

MR KUA:  Lawrence Kalinoe, he is dead now.  But of course I am aware that most 
of the things that the State Solicitor signs off, he clears it with the secretary.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will just take a few moments to draft the directions, if you 
can just give me a few moments.

MR KUA:  Yes.  Let me also just say this so that you might factor it into your 
directions.  

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR KUA:  The government gets its advice from two sources; one is from the State 
Solicitor and they can formally request his advice and he can give them advice to 
the Prime Minister, to the NEC, to any ministers or any attorney general and I was 
the attorney general at that time.  I am the principal legal advisor by virtue of the 
Constitution to the NEC.  So I can formally be invited to give an opinion or I can if 
I feel that I should just initiate, take my own initiative and give the advice and 
intervention and all this I can do that at any point in time as I see fit.

So there are two source of independent legal advice to the State.  Me as the 
principal legal advisor under the Constitution and the State Solicitor as the legal 

20 advisor under the Attorney General’s Act.  We operate separately and 
independently. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The Commission has covered both of you.  Mr 
Rolpagerea is giving evidence.  He has appeared before the Commission and he 
will give the evidence that is required and also you will be appearing to give 
evidence so that covers that area fully I think.

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And there may be no need to call the secretary of the 
department.

MR KUA:  Yes, and if I can also say IPIC Loan - IPIC Loan is before my time as a 
30 politician, before my time as a politician but I was drawn in into the companies 

that were involved after the loan had been taken out.  I was asked to be chairman 
of Kroton.  So that is when I was in private practice, I was chairman of Kroton but 
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had no involvement in the procurement of IPIC Loan which all happened before I 
was appointed.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you had no direct involvement in the IPIC Loan?

MR KUA:  Nothing, zero, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But in your position of chairman of Kroton, you had no direct 
involvement with the IPIC Loan?

MR KUA:  That was all - the government had already done the deal and then my 
appointment was several months later.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Several months later?

10 MR KUA:  Later, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  After the IPIC Loan was obtained?

MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You think there are some evidence that is relevant around the 
way the IPIC was managed, that Kroton was involved in, which you might want to 
consider giving that evidence or is that something that perhaps - - - 

MR KUA:  That was managed by the government, Chairman; that was managed by 
the government.  My job was principally to set up the company from ground zero - 
ground zero so I was busy setting up the board, the management and all these 
things and even then I was not there too long.  There was a change of government, 

20 change of power and I also got the sack.  Yes, I was not there too long to make any 
meaningful contribution.   I would have been chairman of Kroton for about two 
years and a bit or something like that.  At that point in time we did not have much 
to do with the IPIC Loan which was managed by the Treasury.  The difference 
with IPIC and UBS is - for UBS I was sitting in the hot chair, Attorney General’s 
chair that entire period.  

    [9:46 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The relevance of IPIC Loan at about the time the UBS Loan 
was negotiated and obtained; there may be a connection there?

MR KUA:  I have always doubted that Chairman because the IPIC Loan was fully 
discharged at that point in time.  That is from the general information that I have.  

30 So we had already up the IPIC Loan; we had a clean book and then later the proposal 
for UBS came up.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, that is going to be covered in the evidence?

MR KUA:  Yes.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  As to the nexus between the IPIC Loan and UBS Loan is 
something that the Inquiry needs to look at.  

MR KUA:  Yes.  Other people can give the actual timelines to answer this question 
properly but as far as I am concerned, the IPIC Loan was all cleared out fully so the 
books were clean, no debt to IPIC, to anybody else, and then we started the UBS 
Loan as a completely new subject matter.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That may be the subject of the Inquiry to see whether there is 
10 some connection there.

MR KUA:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But reading aloud, there is some suggestion that there was a 
move to renegotiate the IPIC Loan - to refinance the IPIC Loan to cater for the UBS 
Loan.  There is some information that maybe out that that maybe a little bit of 
connection there?

MR KUA:  Yes, I mean money-lenders worldwide will be happy to lend you money 
on terms and you can talk to them any time for their loan money on condition and 
negotiate the conditions, so if some conversation did take place with IPIC to see 
whether IPIC can give them a bill or UBS or Credit Suisse or some other big 

20 international money lender, that would be the Government’s prerogative to go to 
whichever where they can get a good deal and negotiate.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But you do not have any information?

MR KUA:  No, I was never involved in both of them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright.  This conversation that we are having is not the 
evidence, I am just trying to establish a few things that will assist me with my sort 
of preliminary enquiries trying to get the relevant witnesses in at this point in time.

MR KUA:  But I did – just to let you know what sort of evidence that I might give 
down the track.  On my own initiative, I did try to procure Prime Minister O’Neill’s 
attention to discuss the pros and cons of the UBS Loan twice.  Once in Port Moresby 

30 and another time in Singapore.  So all those discussions I am happy to arrange in my 
evidence on what I said and what I contributed to its entirety, even though I was 
never formally invited; formally.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will stop at that.  I will just formalize the directions 
then.

MR KUA:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first direction is that Commission confirms the Honourable 
Kerenga Kua’s availability to give evidence in relation to UBS Loan.  Number 2, the 
matter is adjourned to Monday 24 August 2020 at 9:30 am for mention.  I think those 
directions will do.  On that date, as I said, the Commission will announce a revised 
road map and perhaps give you or allocate a time for you to give your evidence. 

10 MR KUA:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you may be excused then.

MR KUA:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The last witness on the list is Mr Don Polye.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Mr Don Polye in attendance.

    [9.51 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Polye, you can take the seat at the bar table.

MR POLYE:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Polye, thank you for appearing on the request of the 
20 Commission.  Your appearances were fixed on a number of occasions but the 

Commission understood you had some pressing court commitments which you had 
to attend so the Commission has rescheduled your appearance to this morning.  The 
purpose of your appearance this morning before the Commission is explained in the 
letter that the Commission gave to you.  It is essentially to enquire with you if you 
are able to give some evidence of your involvement in the negotiations and the 
decision to obtain the UBS Loan in 2014.  The Commission understands you were 
the Minister for Treasury or the Treasurer in 2014 and that you may have had some 
part or role to play in the negotiations leading to obtaining that loan in the actual 
decision to obtain a loan.

30
The Commission also has some information that you may have taken issue with the 
way the loan transaction was handled by the government in court and if you are able 
to provide some information as to what those proceedings were about and the 
outcome of those proceedings, that might also assist the Commission in 
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understanding your role.  So I am here to enquire with you if you are available to 
give that kind of evidence that the Commission is looking for?

MR DON POLYE:  Chairman, thank you for this invitation.  Observing the two 
previous witnesses, I formed an idea as to what this is all about.  It is a preliminary 
hearing to give directions as to what kind of evidence will I be able to present to this 
Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
10

MR POLYE:  So I have an outlined mindset as to what I can present to you now, 
what I will present to the Commission the evidence that I have, to the best of my 
knowledge in written form, so that your Commission can have a very clear 
understanding of this.  Chairman, why I am saying this is because I am the person at 
that time who complained and reported about the UBS Loan at that time to various 
authorities, and therefore as a result, you have this Commission of Inquiry looking 
into further details of other areas as well.  So I feel that the facts and the information 
that I will present is to the best of my knowledge, the only truth that I will present.  
But I would like to say a few fundamental things before I will outline to you, 

20 Chairman, the area of evidence that I will present to this Commission.

First of all - because I was the person who raised the issue - it was a very 
controversial issue at that time in 2014.  I was the Treasurer and also I was the leader 
of the party that was second to the ruling party in Cabinet at that time.  There are 
certain principles that I stand.  The first one that I stand, Chairman, is I believe in 
love and positivity, that there is everything good and fair for everyone in this 
country.  This country is, I think, in some pockets of the community, there is too 
much hate and negativity.  We must have love and positivity in the minds of every 
Papua New Guinean.  Number two, I believe in the rule of law.  The best security 

30 and safety network for any nation is how people comply; obey the rule of law.  It 
must start at the leadership level; very important.  Not just any law but I am talking 
about law that is just; good laws, not bad laws.  Good laws that we have to comply 
with and leaders must start at that level.

  [9.56 am]Number three, my fundamental principle, I believe it is governance, institutions of 
State, processes, legal processes established by the Constitution and other Acts of 
Parliament or the Organic Laws are very important.  We must not compromise State 
institutions or those custodians placed in those places; those processes.  Finally, an 
economy that is sustainable, prosperous to all of us; permanent prosperity that is 

40 equally worth shared and enjoyed by all of us, not just for this generation but for 
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many years to come.  Chairman, with those principles in mind, which is still there 
burning in me so strong, should be in the minds of every Papua New Guinean, these 
principles.  I thought that the UBS Loan was a very big mistake.

Chairman, let me raise the areas of my evidence.  The first evidence or the point that 
I will raise to this Commission is this impression created by many that the UBS Loan 
and IPIC Loan are connected is not true.  The UBS Loan has no bearing to the IPIC 
Loan or the IPIC especially has no bearing to the UBS.  It is very clear.  One example 
which I will present in detail in my written evidence is when then the Minister for 

10 State Enterprises, Ben Micah, went to Abu Dhabi with the cheque to buy back the 
bonds with the Arabs, they said; “no.”  They turned him down.  The cheque got 
returned to Cabinet.  That is it, full stop.  There was no need to go and get another 
loan, and unnecessary; it is irrelevant.  For people to give the impression that these 
two are connected, no it is not connected.  In the strongest terms of the rule of law, 
economic management and the policing government at that time do not support this 
proposition.  I will give evidence around that area.

Number two, what happened in Treasury?  Mr Kua talked about the two areas that 
you will get advice from.  One is from Attorney General to give you the legal 

20 clearance, the other is from the department involved.  Whether it is Works, National 
Planning or Finance, whoever, Education, in this case it is Treasury.  The economic 
management team that is placed in there and trusted by the Constitution is Treasury.  
I will give evidence as to if Treasury was involved in this loan.  I will give evidence 
to that.  That is the second area of evidence I will give.

The second is in Cabinet discussion.  What was the Cabinet paper talking about?  
What was the discussion there?  What did all the Cabinet Ministers agree?  What 
was clear about it?  When had the Cabinet paper been prepared for the then Prime 
Minister to present to Cabinet?  Who prepared it?  So, I will be giving evidence as 

30 to what happened within Cabinet because I was there.  I agree with Honourable Kua 
that he was not in Cabinet.  I know who were in there.  I will also give evidence as 
to the court proceedings that I took.  Chairman, you were the Chief Justice that time 
and you would be well aware of this.  That I brought this through my lawyers to the 
court to nullify, make void this loan because it broke every law; Constitution, the 
Public Finances (Management) Act, the IPBC Act and so forth, about eight or nine 
laws broken.  So I will elaborate a bit more about that.

Finally, I will talk about the country’s economy as to how this loan has affected all 
of us.  Chairman, your Honour, this loan has affected us; we cannot deny this.  Our 

40 development budget is only K4 billion.  You cannot take a K3 billion loan and then 
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say that it is nothing.  All of our development budget is consumed by this loan when 
we paid.  This country does not have the economic sustainability and the cash flow 
to pay it in one year or two years; it takes time.  

   [10.01am] This UBS Loan Inquiry cannot just go hidden under any carpet or just thrown 
away like we have seen happen in the past Commissions of Inquiry.  This 
Commission of Inquiry must come up with some recommendations, that this 
country must get some rationale out of this.   We cannot continue to allow people 
to do things like decisions that are detrimental to our people and still shrug their 

10 shoulders and act as if nothing has happened, and yet we suffer in here.

Chairman, I will be giving evidence on this.  I will be giving - I will be articulating 
to you what has happened.  So these are the basic areas, Chairman, I will be 
evidencing on.  I am sure of what happened, I know why you are doing this.  I 
know the Terms of Reference of this Commission of Inquiry.  This is a national 
issue and it is going to be the one that will be impacting the citizens for a long time 
and we have to correct this now for our future people to make better decisions, 
learning from the bad decisions that has been made in our present time.  Thank 
you.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Would you want to write up a summary of the evidence, just 
20 a summary?

MR POLYE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps in point form of the evidence that you propose to give 
and if there are some documents that you have that you want to attach to your 
summary, such as copies of court documents or NEC submission papers, whatever 
similar relevant documents that you have, I will give you the opportunity to sit 
down and perhaps write up that summary and then file that with the Commission 
beforehand, before we meet next on 24 August.  Would you want to do that or you 
would rather give oral evidence and then if you have any documents to deliver, you 
deliver them in the course of your oral evidence?

30 MR POLYE:  Chairman, I understand that I will give a brief written evidence first 
and then I will be giving some detailed written evidence later.  Is that what you are 
saying?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I mean if you want to do that?
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MR POLYE:  I am happy to do that because the corporate memory I have.  
Because I have raised the issue so I cannot run away from this.  I started it, I have 
to complete it in the most honest and fairest way as much as possible for the 
benefit of our people.   I will do what you are saying.  I will do a brief summary as 
to what I have spoken on this morning before the 24th of this month.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you can take your seat, I will issue a direction in 
that regard.  Before I issue the formal direction, do you want to say anything else 
or you have just finished everything that you want to say now because I am going 
to be translating what you just said into some formal directions?

10 MR POLYE:  Yes.  Your Honour, thank you for this.  I will just suggest that some 
witnesses, I think, they should be here; relevant; first is the Ombudsman 
Commission.  They have done a report and they should be here to speak on their 
report as to the veracity of their report and as to what they have done.  I think the 
Commission is watching the investigation into this.  Not to belittle their report, the 
report is constitutionally very strong and can be implemented in its own right.  It 
has already been tabled in Parliament and it is public knowledge so - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has already appeared before the Commission and 
delivered the UBS report.

MR POLYE:  Okay, thank you.  The second person who should be here is the 
20 Secretary for Treasury, Dairi Vele. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has also appeared before the Commission and he has 
delivered some documents and he will be giving evidence.

MR POLYE:  Okay, the other person should be the Chief Secretary Isaac Lupari.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has appeared before the Commission.  He has delivered 
some documents.  He will be giving evidence.

MR POLYE:  Okay, the Chairman of the NPCP, the National Petroleum Company, 
at that time a Mr Krammer.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr?

MR POLYE:  Mr Krammer.  Not the current member of Parliament but another 
30 Krammer.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, he is on the list of witnesses, he is yet to be asked to 
attend.  But he is on the official – Commission’s official list of witnesses.
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MR POLYE:  Okay, the other one should be the current MD for Petroleum 
Holdings, Wapu Sonk.  He should be here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is on the list.  He is yet to appear but a request should be 
sent to him.

MR POLYE:  Good.  What about the previous MD for IPBC?

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have the current one, Mr Isikiel Taureka, who is the MD 
for Kumul Consolidated Holdings which took over IPBC.  He has appeared and he 
has given some documents already.  We are yet to issue a request to appear to his 
predecessor, Mr Kumarasiri.  

10   [10.06 am]I have trouble pronouncing that name.  It is an Indian name.  

MR POLYE:  Yes, that is the one.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Somebody Wasan- - -

MR POLYE:  Yes, Wasantha.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Wasantha?

20 MR POLYE:  Yes, correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumarasisi or something like that.

MR POLYE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been identified as a potential witness and a request is 
yet to go out but hopefully we will secure his attendance.  

MR POLYE:  Chairman, he is the most relevant; not the current.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand he has left the country, so we are trying to trace 
his whereabouts.  As soon as that is done, then we should be able to serve a letter of 
request.

MR POLYE:  I think you also should have the previous government ministers and 
people involved in the IPIC Loan.  I think Mr Somare; Arthur Somare should be- - 
-
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, he has appeared before the Commission.  He has given 
some documents, and he will be giving evidence, yes.  

MR POLYE:  These are the people that took part.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think all those witnesses are relevant as you say, and they have 
all either appeared or yet to appear, but they have already – many of them have 
already tendered documents.

10
MR POLYE:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  First direction:  The Commission confirms Mr Don Polye’s 
availability to give evidence in relation to the UBS Loan and the IPIC Loan?

MR POLYE:  Yes, IPIC Loan as far as the relevance of it is concerned.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

20 MR POLYE:  With the UBS.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the IPIC Loan, all right.   Second direction: Mr Don Polye 
is to provide to the Commission a written summary of the evidence that he proposes 
to give, together with any relevant documents on or before 24 August 2020.   Number 
3:  The matter is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am for mention and 
further directions.  

Formal direction in those terms will be drawn up and you will be given a copy of the 
formal directions in the next few days.   Thank you for your attendance, you may a 

30 seat at the back there.

MR POLYE:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is that the last witness on the list?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, we have come to the end of that.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no other appearance.

40 THE SECRETARY:  No, no other.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 10.10 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
THURSDAY 9 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.

10
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20

AT COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OFFICE, MURUK HAUS, WAIGANI ON 
THURSDAY 9 JULY 2020 AT 9.26 A.M.
(Continued from Wednesday 8 July 2020)
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    [9:26 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have two matters or witnesses listed for this morning.  
The first one is Honourable Davis Steven.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Deputy Prime Minister and AG in 
attendance this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I will address you as Attorney General, is that okay?

HON DAVIS STEVEN:  As the Chairman pleases.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Attorney General, thank you for attending the Commission’s 
hearing this morning at the Commission’s invitation.  The purpose of your 
attendance is set out in a letter that was issued by the Commission as to yourself and 
I would think that you would have read that letter.  Essentially, it is for this 
Commission to enquire with you as to whether you have some information about the 
procedures and processes employed by the government in particular the National 
Executive Council when it decided to obtain the UBS loan.  The Commission 
understands that the ministry that you were responsible for at that time in 2014 was 
not directly concerned with the obtaining of that UBS loan.  However, as a member 
of the National Executive Council and as a professional lawyer at that time, the 

20 Commission considers that you may have some information about the process that 
was employed by the government at that time that you may want to give some 
information by way of evidence on.   Your name features on an interim list of 
witnesses that the Commission has issued as one of the ministers that was a member 
of Cabinet at that time.  So, the Commission has decided that you may be one of a 
selected number of State ministers who were not directly responsible for obtaining 
the UBS loan but you may have some information that they might want to give to 
the Commission to assist the Commission in understanding the processes and 
procedures that were employed.  So, that is really essentially the purpose of your 
requested appearance this morning.

30
If you are able to provide some information then the Commission will give you time 
to think through the information that you may want to provide and then perhaps give 
you the opportunity to perhaps give the Commission beforehand a summary or 
synopsis of the information that you give to the Commission so the Commission 
may give you a bit of time to formulate that summary of the evidence that you 
propose to give.  So, I am just explaining the purpose of your attendance this 
morning.  So, if you can give some thought to what I have just said and then perhaps 
reflect on it and give me your initial position as to your availability to give that kind 
of evidence, then you can let me know.  Attorney General?
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    [9:34 am] MR STEVEN:  Thank you Sir Salamo, Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be 
before the Commission today.  Let me take the opportunity to dispel any 
misunderstandings insofar as the Attorney General’s office and the Department is 
concerned in terms of the purpose, intent and the objective of this Commission; we 
are fully supportive.  There may have been some miscommunication.  This is a major 
government policy drive to ensure that we do something about the perception of 
corruption in our country, the perception of inefficiency in systems in our 
government institutions.  Your Honour, I will just say at the outset that we are 

10 continuing to facilitate, especially where the support for the Commission is 
concerned in the lawyers and I would --- the Commission’s assistant or Secretariat 
will be informed in terms of the implementation of the NEC decision where the 
lawyers are concerned.  That should be settled now.  

Secondly, I take the opportunity to express my personal and family disappointment 
in terms of the manner in which this summons was served on us.  I take objection in 
the way the service was conducted and beyond what - in my view - as excepted 
gesture, where they were taking photographs of my premises and bus and vehicles 
in the premises and I thought that was a little bit extreme.  In fact, I am responding 
to the summons that was delivered in my office.  So those are just the preliminary 

20 points.  Your Honour I have given thought to the specific nature of my assistance 
sought in light of the Terms of Reference, I am pleased to say that I have started to 
put together a written statement that I thought with the Commission’s concurrence, 
I can be able to furnish.  Secondly, because of my role as the Attorney General and 
in respect to the NEC, I am going to secure the services of a lawyer who is not 
available this morning but just so that I am guided in terms of the information that I 
will be putting before the Commission.  So in response to the Chairman’s direct 
question, I would be asking for a few days, if the Chairman is minded to give me 
seven days, I think it will enable me to complete my written statement which I hope 
that with your concurrence, my lawyer can present to the Secretariat, and if further 

30 attendance is required or further support is required, I am happy to make another 
appearance before the Commission.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.

MR STEVEN:  In terms of the scope of my involvement and perhaps the relevance, 
the Chairman is correct.  The phases of the transactions would necessarily indicate 
that they occurred before 2012 and I became a member for Esa’ala in Parliament in 
2012 and thereafter, of course, I sat in Cabinet as a Minister for Civil Aviation and 
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so it is true that the third transaction which involves the latter part to do with the Oil 
Search share purchase, that would be a matter that came into Cabinet during my 
time.  I am happy to offer information in that regard but as to procedure, I am quite 
happy to give the information that I think is relevant.  Thank you.  

    [9.39 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Yes, just in relation to those earlier 
comments, I understand the Commission’s secretariat finally effected service of a 
letter of request.  It is not a summons.  It is a letter of request; invitation for you to 
attend.  They may have had some difficulty and if they acted excessively, then Mr 
Yuangu, as the head of the secretariat, if I can ask him to convey his apologies to 

10 you after we adjourn for the manner in which the letter of request may have been – 
service has been effected.  I am not privy to that part of the transaction.  I believe Mr 
Yuangu is the right person to convey the apology.

In relation to the engagement of your counsel, I suppose future attendances at the 
hearing can be represented – you can be represented by your counsel.  If the 
Commission were to require your personal attendance, that will be communicated to 
you.  Otherwise, your counsel’s attendance will suffice.   In relation to the time that 
you are asked to be given to put together the brief, I will give seven days for you to 
do that and then to file that before the matter returns to the Commission for further 

20 mention.  With regard to the actual time that you will be asked to give evidence at a 
public hearing that very much depends on the readiness of overseas counsel and 
solicitors whose admission is pending.  As I understand, you have already acted on 
the request by the counsel and solicitors’ law firm to make the appropriate decision 
under the Lawyers Act; you have already acted on it and I am aware of that, so the 
Commission can thank you for that decision.

As soon as overseas counsel and solicitors are admitted to practice in this jurisdiction 
and they have been duly certified by the Papua New Guinea Law Society, then 
obviously they will be available in-country to conduct the main phase of the Inquiry.  

30 The main phase involves a preliminary investigation phase conducted by counsel 
and solicitors with the witnesses whose attendance have already been processed by 
myself.  If there have been documents that witnesses have filed, those will be given 
to counsel and solicitors to study and they will sit down and confer with the potential 
witnesses to prepare their evidence.  Then when their time for giving evidence 
comes, that will be the public hearing phase in which you will be personally required 
to attend to give the actual evidence.  

This Inquiry is a bit different from the other Commissions of Inquiry that may have 
been conducted in the past, given the complexity of the subject matter of the Inquiry 
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and the international dimension of it, of the two loan transactions, and the time that 
has lapsed between the time when the decisions to obtain those two loans were made 
and the commencement of the Inquiry.  Given those factors, there will be a phased-
out Inquiry.  The first phase obviously involves calling witnesses in to check on their 
availability, issuing summonses and so forth.  The next phase will involve an 
investigation phase that will be conducted by counsel and the solicitors supporting 
counsel in which witnesses will confer with counsel and solicitors and prepare the 
evidence they will give, obviously with the assistance of your counsel.

10 The responsibility to produce witnesses and lead evidence at the Inquiry will be the 
responsibility of counsel assisting the Commission and by the solicitors.

   [9.44am]It is not like the adversary court setting where that responsibility falls on the 
counsel and the witness concerned; this is a bit different.  So there will be some 
time allowed for that investigation phase.  When that is completed then there will 
be the public hearing phase and that is when the full Commission will sit to receive 
the evidence from witnesses that have been so prepared at the public hearing.  That 
will be followed by a report writing phase and the delivery phase of it.

A revised road map will be announced on August 24th that will map out the 
20 timelines by which those phases will be conducted.  The Commission did issue a 

preliminary road map for the Inquiry early this year but as a result of interruption 
to the sittings of the Commission by the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as the delay 
in obtaining the admissions of counsel and solicitors, the Commission has not been 
able to adhere to that preliminary road map which if you followed, you would have 
seen the report being ready to be presented to the prime minister by July 27th.  Now 
we have gone past that so there will be a revised road map; that will be announced 
on August 24th and the Commission will follow that road map in terms of 
finalizing the different phases.

The preparations that the Commission is doing with myself sitting as a single 
30 Commissioner and preparing the witnesses and getting these documents in will 

assist in fast tracking that phased out inquiry.  So that hopefully the report will be 
made available at the appropriate time that panel is to be announced in August 24th.  
So I am just giving you a bit of information so if you have that information in your 
mind as the current Attorney General.  All right, I will formalize the direction but 
is there anything else you want to say before I issue the formal directions? 
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MR STEVEN:  Just in respect to the Chairman’s outline of the process and how 
the Commission intends to navigate beyond this.  We in NEC and my department 
in particular will be communicating with the secretariat so that we ensure that the 
decision making process in respect to the Commission itself is protected.  We are 
mindful of past Commissions, such as the SABL, which was allowed to operate 
beyond its scope of authority and exceeded the time and so I am very happy that 
this outline has been given.  I will be formally getting in touch and communication 
with your secretariat, Chairman, to make sure that your views are accommodated.  
With respect to the certificate entitling the lawyers, as the Commission no doubt is 

10 aware, the matter did go to court earlier on in a PSL, and so now one of the reasons 
we took a bit of time was to communicate with the Law Society, this discretionary 
power that I am exercising under the Lawyers Act and so to reach out to the Law 
Society to ensure that the same hurdles in court are not faced.  Law Society had 
their own issue with elections of president and now they have a full board, society 
council, so this is one of the practical issues that we would describe as a besetting 
or delaying factor.  But ultimately, the NEC wishes to ensure that the mandate is 
intact and the Commission’s work is supported and allowed to proceed.  So that is 
all I want to say in response and I thank the Chairman for allowing me the 
opportunity to speak to you today.   There is no other matter that I wish to add, 

20 thank you.

  [9.49 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you.  The first direction I issue is; the 
Commission confirms the Honourable Davis Steven’s availability to give evidence 
in relation to the UBS loan.  Number two; the Honourable Davis Steven provide to 
the Commission a written statement of the evidence he proposes to give, together 
with any relevant documents on or before Friday, 17 July 2020 at 9.30 am; and third 
direction is that the matter is adjourned to Friday, 17 July 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  I issue those directions.  A formal direction will be issued by the 
Commission and you will be given a copy of the formal direction.  All right thank 

30 you, you may be excused.

MR STEVEN:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness is the Governor of the Central Bank, Mr Loi 
Bakani.

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Loi Bakani is in attendance.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thank you.

MR LOI BAKANI:  Good morning.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bakani, thank you for attending once again.  The matter 
returns before the Commission for an update on your compliance with directions 
which were issued on 19 June 2020.  Those directions were returnable on Friday, 3 
July 2020 but as a result of your request, the return date was extended to this 
morning.  So could you update the Commission on your compliance with the 

10 directions?  Yes?

MR BAKANI:  Thank you, Chairman, Excellency, thank you.  I have - and thank 
you also for extending the time to this morning due to our board meetings scheduled 
for last week Friday.   
   

   [9:54 am]  As directed on 19 June 2020, I have here to forward to the Commission’s Secretariat 
relevant documents pertaining to the involvement of the Bank of Papua New Guinea 
and myself in particular.  All the relevant documents starting from the time of when 
the NEC decision was made until the evaluation of the financiers which included 

20 UBS and other financiers.  So all the correspondence contained in these documents 
that I am forwarding to the Commission and also as requested by the Commission, 
I also included a list of few witnesses, some of which you might already have, but 
relating to my involvement or the Bank’s involvement in the transaction; the UBS 
loan transaction.  So I have all those documents here, both in hard copy and we will 
forward it to the Secretariat the soft copy.  Thank you, your Excellency.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have the hard copy of the documents with you, you can 
pass them onto Commission’s Secretary.  Mr Yuangu, can you pass the document to 
my Associate and let me have a quick perusal of it.  

In relation to the witnesses that you have listed, I think all of them, except one, have 
30 appeared before the Commission already and they have indicated their availability 

to give evidence.  That is; Mr Ben Micah, former Member of Parliament and 
Minister for Public Enterprise; Mr Don Polye, former Member of Parliament and 
Treasurer; Honourable Peter O’Neil, former Prime Minister; Honourable James 
Marape, former Finance Minister; Mr Dairi Vele, Secretary for Treasury; and Dr 
Ken Ngangan, Secretary for Finance.  The only witness that is yet to be served a 
letter of request to attend or summons is Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri, former Managing 
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Director of IPBC.  So the Commission has been able to cover almost all the 
witnesses.  

As to your preparation of the evidence that you will actually give, based on these 
documents and any other evidence that you might want to give, because I indicated 
earlier, the counsel and the solicitors supporting counsel are not yet available 
because they are all overseas based, counsel and solicitors and when their admissions 
to practice in this jurisdiction is secured, they will make contact with you to sit down 
and assist you with preparing your evidence because the preparation of witnesses 
and the presentation of their evidence is the responsibility of counsel assisting the 

10 Commission and supported by solicitors in this case.  So because their admission to 
practice in Papua New Guinea is not yet secured, you may have to wait for that to 
occur and as with all other witnesses who have appeared before the Commission, 
they have been asked to wait and I have allowed time between now and 24 of August 
for that process to be completed because as I understand, the application for 
admission that is moved before the National Court and the application for a 
practicing certificate that is made before the PNG Law Society, these things take 
time.

   [9.59 am] So, I have allowed enough time for that process to be completed.  Hopefully, in the 
time between now and the 24th of August, that will be attended to and when they are 

20 on the ground, they should be able to contact me.  The Commission’s secretariat will 
inform me of their availabilities; they could sit down with you and prepare your 
evidence.  If you would want to have access to any other documents that have been 
filed or presented to the Commission by the other witnesses that you have 
mentioned, that will also be managed by the counsel and the solicitors.  When they 
meet with you, they may be able to give you access so you can discover the 
documents that they have filed in order for you to prepare adequately your evidence.  
I think that will do.  I will issue some formal directions, but essentially, I will be 
directing that you return on Monday, 24 August 2020, at 9.30 am for the Commission 
to advise you of the revised road map for the Inquiry and possibly give you a date 

30 for you to give your evidence.  Is 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am convenient for you to 
appear?

MR BAKANI:  Chairman, your Excellency that should be okay with me.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is okay.  The other thing is there may be a change of venue.  
By the 24th August, we may be sitting at APEC Haus.  If that occurs, then the 
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Commission’s secretariat will inform you so that you appear at the APEC Haus 
venue rather than here.

Then the formal directions are that, number 1; the Commission confirms Mr Loi 
Bakani’s compliance with the previous directions regarding provision of a list of 
witnesses and a list of documents and copies of those documents to the Commission.
Number 2; the matter is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020, at 9.30 am, for 
mention.

10 I issue those directions.  Mr Yuangu that is the last witness this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Bakani, for attending.  Mr Associate, can you 
adjourn the proceedings.

20 AT 10.04 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
FRIDAY 10 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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  [9.28 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two witnesses listed for this morning.  The first one 
is Mr Ben Micah.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I had a call this morning, Mr Micah is in hospital 
and sought adjournment or deferment of his hearing to next week.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

THE SCRETARY:  He had not requested a specific date.  We can set a date for him.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the matter is adjourned to next Friday, 17 July 
2020 at 9.30 am.  The first direction.  Second direction, Mr Yuangu is to serve a 
copy of this direction on Mr Ben Micah.

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The second witness on the list is the Government 
Printer, Christine Lenturut.  Yes?

20 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mrs Lenturut is in attendance.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay.  This is a follow up on the further directions 
issued on, I think, 1 July 2020.  Yes Mrs Lenturut?

MRS CHRISTINE LENTURUT:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  We have gone through 
all the manual records for the respective years, 2009/2014 and the other years in 
between and there are no records on file showing any instruments coming in to GPO 
for publication relevant to the two loans, thank you.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  So that completes your compliance with the directions issued 
so far.  The next step in the process is for you to prepare your evidence that will be 
presented to the Commission at the public hearing.  A date for the public hearing is 
not yet ready to be fixed and that depends on the availability of overseas counsel and 
solicitors who are currently in the process of obtaining their admission to practice in 
this jurisdiction so when that is ready then they will contact you and prepare your 
evidence.

Your evidence will be in the form of oral evidence and documentary evidence in the 
form that you have already submitted as well as the statement you made this morning 

40 of the non or unavailability of any other records of formal instruments being 
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gazetted.  So, what I suggest I will do now is to adjourn this matter to August, 24, 
Monday 24 August at 9.30 a.m. by which time hopefully overseas counsel and 
solicitors will be on the ground then they hopefully will have spoken to you by that 
time.

    [9.33 am] When you come on 24 August, the Commission will give you a date on which you 
will actually give your evidence.  So is there anything you want to say before I issue 
those formal directions?

10 MRS LENTURUT:  As of the last direction, we went through all the registration, 
the manual registries, and according to the manual registries, there is nothing even 
written in the manual registries relevant to the two requirements that were requested 
by the Commission.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.

MRS LENTURUT:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you, you may be seated.  
20

The first direction is that the Commission confirms Mrs Lenturut’s compliance with 
previous directions.  Number 2, the matter is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020 
at 9.30 am, for further mention.

On that date, we may be or the Commission may be changing the venue of the 
sittings to APEC Haus.  If that were to occur, the Commission’s secretariat will 
inform you so that your next appearance may be at the APEC Haus.  That is the last 
matter so Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.

30

AT 9.35 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY 13 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 AM.
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[9.29 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two witnesses listed for this morning.  The first one 
is Dr Solomon Awili.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have received an email this morning; Dr Awili 
requested to defer his appearance this morning to another date within a week or two, 
the reason being that he is supervising exams and the commencement of the semester 
at the University of PNG.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that particular matter is adjourned to Friday, 17 July 
10 2020 at 9.30 am.

THE SECRETARY:  Thank you Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu is to convey the direction to Dr Solomon Awili.  
The next one is Honourable William Duma.  Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Honourable William Duma was served at his 
ministerial office at Mutual Rumana.  Since then I have not received any 
communication of any kind from him and he is not in attendance this morning.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The previous direction had a mistake in the date.
 
THE SECRETARY:  The date.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And that has been corrected.

THE SECRETARY:  That has been corrected.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But was he served a copy of the direction that had the return 
30 date fixed for this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  This is the one, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date on that direction?

THE SECRETARY:  This one is dated 7 July 2020 and the matter adjourned to 13 
July which is- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Not the 12th?
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THE SECRETARY:  Not the 12th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  12th was Sunday.

THE SECRETARY:  This is the correct- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he been served the direction?  Because when he was here 
he was given a date, Monday, 12 July which was a mistake.

10
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, but he has been served with this one so that is the correct 
correction there.  We corrected the date amongst ourselves before it was issued.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So has he been served that direction?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct he has been served, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When?

20 THE SECRETARY:  On the 7th of – at 3 pm, 3.16.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a proof of service of the direction?

THE SECRETARY:  He was served on the 9th.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the document was served at the office of the Ministry for 
Commerce and Industry, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.
30

     [9.34 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  The person that received the document, his name is Gumasa 
Gata?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did Mr Gata say he had instructions to receive the document?

THE SECRETARY:  I would not confirm that.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  It does not say here.
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  According to the proof of service, Mr Gata appears to have 
authority to accept service on behalf of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.  
There is a difference between the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and- - -

THE SECRETARY:  William Duma.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  The minister for Commerce and Industry and the person 
occupying that office; none of which are mentioned in the proof of service.  Mr 
Yuangu, I think I made myself clear last time.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That when these documents – legal documents are being served, 
there are two, only two recognised methods of service or mode of service; one, 
personal service.

20 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the other one is- - -

THE SECRETARY:  Residence service.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Service at the residence; the usual place of residence of the 
witness or the person.  Leaving a document at the office of that person is not one of 
the prescribed modes of service, except where the person who is receiving the 
documents says that he has been instructed to receive the document by this particular 

30 person, right?  If that were the case, that has to be clearly set out in the proof of 
service.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It seems your officers are not conforming to this instruction.  
See, the Commission cannot tie in someone until the proper mode of service is 
adopted.  So I am not entirely certain that- - -

THE SECRETARY:  He has received that, yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Duma has – the Honourable William Duma has received 
this direction.  

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, sorry, Honourable William Duma was in 
attendance when that direction was given.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was here?

THE SECRETARY:  He was, yes, and it was deferred.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because I think we got the day right but we did not get the date 
right.

THE SECRETARY:  Date that is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  In any case the date 12th fell on the Sunday, and he would be 
aware that there is no sitting on Sunday and he should make an effort to attend.

THE SECRETARY:  Right, yes.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  But that has not been the case.  But, technically, he could be 
under no legal obligation to attend this morning, given that he was given a wrong 
date.  You also need to modify this proof of service.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  To show that the person- - -

THE SECRETARY:  Authorised.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is receiving the document says expressly that, I have been 
instructed by so and so to receive this particular document.  At the moment the form 
that has some information areas are vague and imprecise.

   [9.39 a.m] All right, in those circumstances, the Commission would give Honourable William 
Duma the benefit of the doubt in not appearing today.  We will defer this matter to 
Friday 17 of July at 9.30 am for mention and directions.  
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According to the previous directions issued, he would be expected to deliver a 
statement right, a written statement?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of the evidence that he proposes to give so it is important that 
he attends.  

The formal directions are: Number 1, the matter of Honourable William Duma is 
further adjourned to Friday 17 of July 2020 at 9.30 am for mention and for further 
directions; and number 2, Mr Yuangu is to serve this direction on the Honourable 
William Duma forthwith.  

10 That is the last matter so Associate you can adjourn the proceedings.

AT 9.41 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
FRIDAY, 17 JULY AT 9.30 AM. 
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  [9.28 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  We have four witnesses listed for this morning.  The 
Commission usually follows the order as per the diary to call up matters but we will 
take your appearance first, Mr Ben Micah.  Yours is listed number second but we 
will take your appearance first.

MR BEN MICAH:  Thank you, Chairman and good morning to you, the Counsel 
and Secretary.  I have engaged two counsels that will assist me in the presentation 
of my evidence and unfortunately they are still on the way.  I do not really need them 
to help me to say what I have to say but there are some letters and documents that 

10 are in their possession which I might require for my presentation.  If it is okay with 
you I could wait for them.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will wait for them.

MR MICAH:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will stand down that matter briefly.  All right then 
we will get back to the first matter, the Honourable Davis Steven.  Mr Yuangu?

20 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have received a letter from the witness 
advising he had a prior commitment in his electorate and he is now in his electorate 
and sought adjournment to another date.  He did not indicate any particular date.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has written to the Commission?

THE SECRETARY:  The Commission; that is correct, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When did he write?

30 THE SECRETARY:  The letter was received yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a copy of the letter?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can hand it up.

THE SECRETARY:  Sorry, I misplaced that copy of the letter.  I had it here with 
me but- - -

40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You misplaced it?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes sir.  I did bring that to your attention yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we can stand that matter down until you retrieve that 
letter. 

     [9.33 am]THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I actually misplaced it.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The next witness on the list is Dr Solomon Awili; he 
was to have appeared on 13 July.  He asked for an extension or an adjournment and 
it has been adjourned to today.

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Chairman.  He was served at his place of work 
but he is not here in attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he been informed by the Commission’s secretariat that his 
matter has been adjourned to this morning?

20 THE SECRETARY:  Yes; on the service date, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will stand that matter down briefly.  The last matter on the 
list is Honourable William Duma.  This matter was also adjourned from 13 July 
because he made no appearance on that day.  

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, yes, he was served in person at his parliament 
office.  He is on his way.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is on his way?
30

THE SECRETARY:  That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is not good enough everyone.  We are still operating under 
PNG time.  Strictly, I do not follow this PNG time.  We should all make an effort to 
run on time.  Can we just take a brief adjournment and allow the others to come in 
and then you organise yourself.  When you are ready, you let me know.  You need 
to also go back to your office to collect that letter from the Attorney General.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we will adjourn briefly.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When everybody is ready, you can then- - - 

MR MICAH:  I am ready.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Micah, you are ready?
10

MR MICAH:  Yes, I am ready.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will proceed with your appearance.  You were saying 
that you have engaged two lawyers to assist you?

MR MICAH:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I would assume that they are in attendance now?

20 MR MICAH:  One of them is here.

THE CHAIRMAN:  One of them is here, okay.  So, I think we need to go back to 
the directions that the Commission issued last time.  Essentially, requiring yourself 
to submit a written statement of the evidence you propose to give and attaching any 
relevant documents that you might have.  Is the document ready to be submitted this 
morning or you need some more time?

MR MICAH:  Thank you, Chairman.  Let me say on the outset that I treat this 
Commission of Inquiry with the greatest of respect and also my most important focus 

30 and attention.  Because as one of the ministers that was responsible under the 
direction of then Prime Minister O’Neill and cabinet to coordinate the repayment of 
the IPIC loan and subsequently got embroiled in this UBS loan deal, it is of serious 
importance for the interest of the people of Papua New Guinea and also for the 
international community, that they have been closely following this matter that 
everything that needs to be known and everything that needs to be addressed in this 
matter must be fully exposed.  

    [9:38 am] Therefore, when I received the letter of request from yourself to appear as a witness 
on 17 February.  On 19 February, I left my home in Kavieng and I came to Port 

40 Moresby and I have been here ever since doing research, going back in time, 
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consulting with people, both in country and outside of country, who were engaged 
and involved in this matter, and for your information, I have done a lot of work 
already that I am prepared to present to the Commission.  I am fully knowledgeable 
of what went on during my term as Minister responsible for State and Enterprises 
and primarily responsible for this IPIC loan matter and then I was still in the Cabinet 
when the UBS loan matter came up until my resignation from Government in 2016 
July.  I want to assure you that I am fully knowledgeable of the facts and I will give 
full evidence and I will say the truth and nothing but the truth about what transpired 
in these two loan deals; the IPIC loan and the UBS loan.  However, Chairman, I just 

10 want to ask if I can be given at least another four weeks within which I will present 
to you a very detailed and comprehensive statement with documentation, evidence 
and facts about my true knowledge of what transpired and then you and your 
Commissioners can make your findings about my presentation to this Inquiry.  So 
that is what I am requesting from you that I am prepared to give evidence.  I have 
done a lot of work already prior to my appearance two weeks ago and I may just 
require an extension of time so that I can connect a few evidence – talk to a few more 
people and then I can be able to present to the Commission a very comprehensive 
statement containing facts, evidence and documents that are to the best of my 
knowledge.  

20 I would just like to raise a few issues, if it is okay with you Chairman that relates to 
administration of the Commission and also the nature of my appearance.  Firstly is, 
I am aware  that under the Commission of Inquiry Act, witnesses are remunerated 
for what they do on their appearance as witnesses, and therefore, I have written to 
you a note attaching an invoice of the cost that I consider to be fair in my appearance.  
Secondly, I have established from very reliable sources that the lawyers of some of 
the witnesses are being paid by the Government or by the Commission; you can 
clarify that and so, therefore, I will also be writing to you to seek clarification and 
confirmation if my two counsels can be remunerated as part of the process of 
assisting you to arrive at what will assist your Commission and also assist the people 

30 of Papua New Guinea to come to a conclusion that I believe must be just and fair to 
our government and to our country.

  [9.43 am]Those are the initial comments which are mostly administrative in nature which I 
would just like to present to you but I want to assure you that I am ready.  I have 
been ready for the last five months since I was summonsed in February to appear 
before you.  I just seek a reasonable time of four weeks so that I can fully complete 
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my statement and then I can appear before you upon a time of your choosing, thank 
you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay, let me just respond.  In relation to the 
adjournment, four weeks might be a bit too long.  I may be prepared to give you two 
weeks instead of the four weeks.

MR MICAH:  That is fine.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay.  In relation to the expenses of witnesses, as you 
say, there is provision in the Act for witnesses’ expenses to be met, not by the 
Commission but by the State through consolidated revenue upon appropriate 
directions been issued by the minister responsible, in this case, the minister 
responsible is the Prime Minister.  The Commission has had no dialogue with the 
Prime Minister as yet on costs of witnesses’ expenses been met out of consolidated 
revenue.  That is obviously is a matter that the Prime Minister will have to make a 
decision on so that the limited funds of the Commission will have to be saved for the 
Commission’s main expenses.  I think the Commission will follow the wording of 
the Act to seek direction from the Prime Minister with regard to payment of 

20 witnesses’ expenses out of consolidated revenue.  That is the main revenue of the 
State as distinct from the funds of the Commission which it holds to cover its 
operations.

With regard to engagement of counsel, the Act does make provision for witnesses 
who are requested to appear and they appear or they appear on summons issued by 
the Commission to appear in person or by counsel.  So, provision is therefore counsel 
to represent witnesses who are requested to appear by the Commission or they are 
summonsed to appear.

30 As to their remuneration, the Act is silent on that aspect and the Commission may 
have to get some direction again from the minister responsible, in this case, the Prime 
Minister on whether the Commission would allow for counsels fees to be paid and 
such fees obviously will come from consolidated revenue.

    [9.48 am] So the Commission has not yet sought any direction from the Prime Minister as yet 
on funds being committed out of consolidated revenue to meet witnesses’ expenses 
and counsel’s fees.  

I have briefly spoken to Mr Mathew Yuangu, who is the Commission’s Secretary, 
40 who has experience with a number of Commissions of Inquiry in the past, and he 
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has informed me that there is very little precedent for the Commission meeting or 
even no precedent for either Commission meeting the expenses of witnesses and 
counsel’s fees out of the Commission’s funds or from consolidated revenue for that 
matter.  So this is a new area that you have raised for the first time before this 
Commission and the Commission will give you the proper consideration and raise 
those matters with the minister responsible, which in this case, the Prime Minister.  
It is the Prime Minister who will issue the appropriate directions with regard to 
payment of expenses of witnesses and counsel’s fees, which have to come from 
consolidated revenue, which means the Commission will not be responsible for 

10 paying those because it has limited funds to cover its main operations.

I would have thought that, with all the Commissions of Inquiry that I have been 
conducting in the past, and there has been a good number of them, there has been a 
lot of witnesses who have been appearing and a lot of counsel who appeared for 
witnesses in different Commissions of Inquiry which I have heard about, and it 
surprises me that none of the counsel’s fees and witnesses’ expenses have been paid 
by the Commission or from consolidated revenue, given the experience that Mr 
Yuangu has just conveyed to me this morning; and indeed, Mr Yuangu has been 
Commission’s secretary for a number of Commissions of Inquiry, and I think he is 

20 speaking from experience.  Would I be correct, Mr Yuangu, you have been secretary 
of the Commission during a number of Commissions of Inquiry?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, a number of them, mostly local ones 
comprising local commissioner and- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, which ones?  Which ones did you serve as secretary?

THE SECRETARY:  I commenced with SABL.

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  SABL.

THE SECRETARY:  And the Rabaul Queen- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Rabaul Queen.

THE SECRETARY:  The disaster one and Payments to Lawyers and Law Firms by 
State.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Payment of fees to private lawyers?
40
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THE SECRETARY:  Fees to, yes, private lawyers.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

THE SECRETARY:  Those three, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two of those Commissions were chaired by non-citizens, right?  
The Rabaul Queen was chaired by- - -

10 THE SECRETARY:  By Australian- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Retired Justice Warwick Andrew?

THE SECRETARY:  Warwick Andrew, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, and then the Payments of Fees to Private Lawyers was 
also chaired by- - -

THE SECRETARY:  By the same person.
20

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner Andrew - Warwick Andrew?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is an Australian, right?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The Commissioners for the SABL?
30

THE SECRETARY:  They were local commissioners, three of them, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  And in your experience, none of the lawyers who appeared for 
witnesses put a claim through, is it?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, I have not actually sighted- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  In any of these Inquiries, did any lawyer appear for any 
witnesses?  Do you recall?

40
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we had; Peter Sharp was present but- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  None of them put any claims?

THE SECRETARY:  No.

[9:53a.m.] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What about the witnesses?  Did they put in any claim 
for expenses to be met?  

10 THE SECRETARY:  No, not as such.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Were there any witnesses accommodated at hotels or were they 
flown in to give evidence?  I am not cross examining you, Mr Yuangu.  I think we 
need this information, right, for the benefit of all of us.

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I do not recall that, except---

THE CHAIRMAN:  It sounds more like a court room examining you.  Alright, any 
witnesses were accommodated at hotels and were flown in or something from other 

20 locations?

THE SECRETARY:  We had, on a number of occasions, the Commission actually 
travelled out of Port Moresby.  For the Rabaul Queen, we had a number of hearings 
held outside of Port Moresby.  There were witnesses brought in and housed at the 
hotel or resort to appear and the Commission paid for the hotel bills.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission paid or the government paid?  We paid it or 
your Commission paid for the hotel expenses?

30 THE SECRETARY:  We did pay out of the funds that were ---

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps the Commission at that time had plenty of money.  This 
time, there is very hardly enough money in the till right now but we will look at it.   
So that is your experience.  I think with that kind of information, the Commission 
will sit down and make the appropriate presentation to the Prime Minister who will 
then make an issue and instruction or direction in those regard.  It appears that it is 
a new area.  The assumption seems to be that when witnesses and counsel appear, 
they appear on the requested summons to provide assistance to the Commission and 
they carry the cost.  That could be the reasons.

40
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MR MICAH:  Chairman, if I could just make a comment to assist, and I am speaking 
from the inside of this deal this is the most highly sophisticated technical turf, Mr 
Chairman on the people of Papua New Guinea.  I do not believe that even Cabinet 
ministers and public servants were able to understand both the IPIC transaction and 
the UBS transaction.  Such that it resulted in this matter.  I do not understand why 
ministers and public servants and people who have been summonsed continue not to 
appear; not to take serious interest in this matter.  And as I told you, it is a technical 
– highly technical sophisticated deal and therefore we need to properly understand 
it, even those of us who were involved as ministers need to understand it properly 

10 so that we appear and present the facts properly.  The implication of the deal is not 
only similar to other inquiries that you have conducted in the past.  This is a highly 
complicated, sophisticated technical and international transaction.  As I have told 
you, I have been working over the last five months to put together my knowledge of 
the deal and so that I present correctly and accurately to you the facts that I made 
and I think it is incumbent on the government.  If the government is serious in 
exposing the mistakes of this deal and if the government is serious in recovering 
process because I believe from this Inquiry, the government must take recovery 
action to recoup this money, which is in the billions; that the people of Papua New 
Guinea have lost opportunities, I say, in five generations, Chairman, and it is very 

20 very important that the government – the Prime Minister as the Minister responsible 
and whoever is responsible, I urge you very strongly to – because I will be putting it 
in writing.  I also have got it in writing to you that we must be paid, and our lawyers 
must be paid and other technical people that are assisting us to put evidence because 
without our evidence, you do not have findings to reach conclusions of this Inquiry, 
so I would like to put it strongly to you to put this to the Prime Minister that I believe 
those people have taken time and are engaging other technical people, most 
importantly lawyers, but I have investigators and people who used to work for me, I 
am talking to them overseas to put this deal together.

30    [9.58 am] I urge you Chairman that you impress on the Prime Minister to pay these people so 
that we can come to an effective and conclusive closing of this very bad chapter of 
our country’s government.

THE CHAIRMAN:  My enquiry here with Mr Yuangu, and obviously you have 
heard what I have said, the questions that I asked is really trying to understand the 
arrangements that have been in place to meet witnesses’ expenses and counsels’ fees 
for that matter.  It is an area that remains – to be looked at and proper arrangements 
be made, given that there is lack of adequate precedent for this kind of arrangement.  
My initial remark is, well if there is no precedent for it, then it has been taken for 
granted by witnesses and counsel who appeared that they are there to provide an 
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assistance to the inquiry for which they bear some responsibility in terms of meeting 
the expenses.  That is a reasonable preliminary inference you make, given the lack 
of precedent given the number of Commissions of Inquiry that have been conducted 
in the past.  So your request, obviously, gives the Commission a task to sit down and 
put together some advice for the Prime Minister to come up with appropriate 
directions for witness expenses and counsel’s fees to be paid.  Obviously, with the 
size of the Inquiry and the complexity of it, costs are going to run high and already 
the cost for the Commission itself is running high and will continue to run, put 
together the costs in terms of all the witnesses who will appear and quite a number 

10 of witnesses have actually engaged counsel and some of those counsels are coming 
from overseas, fairly senior counsel.  We put the fees together, it is going to be quite 
substantial and those fees alone could as well surpass the budget for the Commission 
as it is already shaping up to be.

So the Commission needs to really sit down and put together a submission that will 
cater for witnesses to actually to come to give evidence and complete evidence.  So 
if you leave that task to the Commission, then in the coming weeks a submission 
will be together for the Prime Minister to consider payment of those expenses and 
fees to come out of consolidated revenue.  But in the meantime, I suppose in terms 
of compliance with the directions that the Commission has issued, I suppose you can 

20 still put together that statement and produce that within the two weeks that I will 
allow.  You obviously were engaging your assistance from counsel and so forth to 
put the submission together but I suppose any discussion with the Prime Minister 
regarding counsel’s fees and witness expenses, I think, can take its own course.  But 
I think the directions they still stand and I can extend those directions for you to put 
the written statements and documents through.  That round of discussion will do for 
those two points.

    [10.03am]Is there anything else you want to say before I issue formal directions?

MR MICAH:  I just want to apologise for my non-attendance last time because I had 
a slight illness and I was not able to attend.  I just want to assure you that I am fully 

30 committed to see the end of this matter and like I said, I have already spent quite a 
deal of time and effort, at my own expenses, to put my statements together and I 
thank you for giving me these two weeks of time so that I can present to you 
something that is comprehensive, detailed and will assist your Commission to arrive 
at conclusive findings so this whole issue is put to rest.  Thank you.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first direction is; that the Commission extends 
direction number 1 issued on 24 June 2020 to Monday 3 August 2020 at 9.30 am 
and number 2, the matter is adjourned to 3 August 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  

I issue those directions in relation to the Commission’s conferral with the Prime 
Minister on the State meeting witness expenses and counsel fees, that matter need 
not be reflected in the directions.  The Commission will take those issues up with 
the Prime Minister and if there are some developments that occur, you will be 
advised on 3 August when you appear next.  All right, that is - - -

10 MR MICAH:  Sorry, on the issue of witness’ expenses, that is a requirement of the 
law.  What is the direction on that?

THE CHAIRMAN:  The payment?

MR MICAH:  Well, witnesses’ expenses, that is a legal requirement.  What is the 
direction on that?

THE CHAIRMAN:  The payment to be coming out of Consolidated Revenue.

MR MICAH:  Not from the Commission of Inquiry?

THE CHAIRMAN:  No.

MR MICAH:  Alright.  Okay, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Any payment or expense also may be discretionary, I need to 
20 look at the wording of the Act.

MR MICAH:  Okay.

[10.08 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you may be excused.

MR MICAH:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, let us go back to some of the other deferred witnesses 
on the list.  Honourable Davis Steven; Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I have retrieved that correspondence.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he has not indicated a time frame for adjourning this matter?
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THE SECRETARY:  No, Mr Chairman according to that letter he did not indicate 
or give a time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has also not mentioned anything about his preparation of 
the witness’ statement that he volunteered to provide and the Commission directed 
him to provide that written statement by today?  There is no mention of that in the 
letter?

THE SECRETARY:  No, no mention of that.  No mention of that in the letter as 
10 well.

THE CHAIRMAN:  He has provided a reason for not appearing this morning?

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, that is in the last paragraph of his letter.  He has 
got a commitment in his electorate and travelled out.

THE CHAIRMAN:  When he appeared here last time, did he mention that he might 
be engaging counsel to stand in for him?  Did he mention that?

20 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, I think so, he was referring to a counsel within his- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Whom he might instruct to appear for him?

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  But he did say that he had been spending some time preparing 
a written statement of the evidence he proposes to give?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes.
30

THE CHAIRMAN:  And in his letter he has said that he proposes to give evidence 
on procedures of the National Executive Council generally and in relation to the 
relevant NEC decision the subject of the Inquiry.  Have you made any enquiries with 
his staff as to when he would be available or returning to Port Moresby?

THE SECRETARY:  No, Mr Chairman, I did not pursue that with his office because 
we received that yesterday in the afternoon and I did not – I will do that after this.
   

  [10.13 am] May be we could adjourn generally and I will establish that with him.
40
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He has stated in his letter, the last line, in the last line that he is 
happy to cooperate with any further directions from the Commission.  I will issue 
the appropriate direction extending the directions to another time, but hopefully, the 
directions will get served and he will cooperate with those directions.  He has been 
appearing on request of the Commission, right?

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have not moved on to the summons phase yet.
10

THE SECRETARY:  Not yet.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the scheme of the Act that for witnesses required by 
the Commission, the Commission issues a summons or before the Commission 
issues a summons, there is another process?

THE SECRETARY:  A request letter.  We start with a request letter and then to the 
summons.

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  Request and then if that letter of request is not observed or 
followed, then we move to the summons phase?

THE SECRETARY:  That is the correct.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that section in the Commission of Inquiry Act that 
makes reference to a request to attend, followed by a summons if there is no 
cooperation?  Because he is appearing on a request, right?  If I extend the direction 
to another day and if he does not appear on that day, then what does the Commission 
do?  The Commission might move on to the summons phase?

30
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the section in the Commission of Inquiry Act that talks 
about a request to appear and then to be followed by a summons?  There is no 
expressed provision?  There is provision for issue of a summons; section 18(3) might 
have some relevance.  It says, “Witnesses who attend at the request of, or on a 
summons by the Commissioners are entitled….” to something.  The rest of the 
provisions are there.  
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  [10.18 am] Section 6 provides for the Commission to issue a summons to any person to attend 
to give evidence.  There is no expressed provision for a request to a witness to appear 
but the inference from Section 18 (3) is that witnesses may be requested to appear 
or there may be a summons issued.  So Mr Yuangu, how much time do you suggest 
we give to the Attorney General; one week or two weeks?  Two weeks?

THE SECRETARY:  I think two weeks will do.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks will do.

THE SECRETARY:  He is in his electorate so he might need time to return.  Two 
weeks will be sufficient.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, first direction; the Commission extends direction 
number two issued on 9 July 2020 to 3 of August 2020 at 9.30 am.  Number two; 
the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu is to serve these directions on the 
Honourable Davis Steven forthwith; and the last direction, the matter stands 
adjourned to 3 August 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.

The third matter on the list is Dr Solomon Awili; Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we do have Dr Awili in attendance now.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Solomon Awili, can you will take the seat at the bar table.  
Dr Awili, this morning’s proceedings concern your compliance with direction 
number two issued on 29 June.  Are you able to comply with that particular direction 

20 that is to do with providing a summary of the proposed evidence that you will give?

DR AWILI:  Yes, thank you Chairman.  I have the written synopsis here with me.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have it now?

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can hand it up, I will peruse it.

  [10.23 pm] So your synopsis contains reference to provisions of some relevant statutes?

DR AWILI:  Yes Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That includes section 4(3) of the Law on Overseas 
Borrowings Act?  Section 4 of the same Act – the Commission understands you 
are not a lawyer but I am just asking if you have given some thought to relevant 

30 provisions of the Constitution; the National Constitution, they make provision for 
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borrowings by the State for whatever purpose the government decides.  There is no 
reference to, let us say, the Constitution.   The Constitution is really in plain legal 
English and I am sure a lot of Papua New Guineans actually read the Constitution 
and it is not that hard to understand, although some lawyers spend a lot of time 
trying to study it but it is really in good plain English and anybody would 
understand it I suppose.  Have you given some thought to any relevant provisions 
there?

DR AWILI:  Yes, thank you Chairman.  As you can see written on the synopsis 
that I have just provided before you, I have given a fair bit of introduction into 

10 what really transpired in a layman’s term so that it can help the Commission to 
understand the complicated financial transaction that took place.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I note that but I am asking a specific question.  You have 
quoted that particular provision in the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act and I am 
looking at the bigger picture where the Constitution might make provision for this 
kind of statute and I am just wondering you have done some reading around the 
Constitution to see if there are some relevant provision that connects with the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act provision that you have quoted.

DR AWILI:  Yes, Chairman, that is why I have indicated section 209 of the 
Constitution subsection (1) that covers parliamentary responsibility- - -

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  In which paragraph?

 DR AWILI:  Section 209(1).

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, in which paragraph of your statement?

DR AWILI:  Page 3 on policy issues.  Point 1.1A.

THE CHAIRMAN: 1.1A?

DR AWILI:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, there is some reference there, all right.

DR AWILI:  That is why I said I have cited the Constitution, a number of other 
laws like the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act Chapter 3, I have cited the 
Ombudsman Commission’s UBS Report and the Australian Financial Review.  So 

30 those sources are cited there.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, section 209 appears under the main heading which is 
section 4(3) of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act?

DR AWILI:  Yes, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  My initial thinking was the Constitution’s provisions would 
feature prominently somewhere perhaps that is where you start and then you just 
go down the different Acts but it is - - - 

DR AWILI:  Chairman that is exactly what I have done.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It does not feature like that.

DR AWILI:  It does.

10 THE CHAIRMAN:  It does?

DR AWILI:  Because policy issues 1.1A, I mention the Constitutional provision 
there followed on by other Acts like the (Overseas Borrowings) Act because the 
Constitution says that there must be an Act of Parliament.  And that Act of 
Parliament law is the (Overseas Borrowings) Act.   

[10.28 am]So therefore I have clarified that there are terms that need to be explained in clear 
and plain English and that is why it could not give rise to doubts later when it 
comes to raising funds to equity or debt.  I have come up with a number of 
suggested amendments for the government, policy makers or regulators and even 
this Commission to consider.  It is all stated there.

20
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the first sentence.  Half of that sentence relates to section 
209(1)?  All right, that is the summary?

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the summary of the evidence that you propose to give, 
all right.

DR AWILI:  Yes, Chairman that is very clear as you have rightly pointed out that 
30 the Constitution is clear.  That section is clear but it does not provide any provision 

for raising money to the investment stock market.  But then the contradiction is the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act Chapter 3 mentions investment but the provision 
does not.  That is why I have come up with some clauses- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  What does section 209(1) say?
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DR AWILI:  Section 209(1) says, your Honour, that Parliament’s responsibility is 
to raise expenditure and it says that ordinary revenue in subsection (3) includes 
revenue from taxes, levies, duties, fees, grants, royalties and also from profits 
income from any investment or undertaking of the State but does not include any 
loans, grants or other forms of external aid or any capital raised.  For the above 
expression, your Honour- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  So subsection (3) of section 209 of the Constitution, are you 
10 reading?

DR AWILI:  Yes, I have quoted there.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

DR AWILI:  It is on page 4, your Honour.  So the above expression, income from 
any investment or undertaking of the State is an open ended expression which may 
also include investments in public companies whose shares are listed on formal stock 
exchanges, such as the Australian Stock Exchange in Australia or the Port Moresby 

20 Stock Exchange in Port Moresby.  And in the UBS financing case- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You go to page 4.

DR AWILI:  Yes, I am reading from page 4.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Top of page 4, you got a line there, section 4 of the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act of 1976 states; “For the purposes of subsection 
(3) – “ordinary revenue” includes.  So that quote there is from the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act, right?

30
DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am asking if that particular quote there is coming out of section 
209 of the Constitution?

DR AWILI:  No, I have put section 209 in paragraphs there that the raising and 
expenses of finance by the government does not specifically mention equity share.  
That is what I have said.

40 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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DR AWILI:  And then I have moved on with the borrowings Act.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think you may be getting a little confused there with 
the question that I am asking.  I am asking you about section 209(1).

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You go to section 209(1).  I am asking you, what does it actually 
10 say?  209(1) of the Constitution, what does it actually say?

DR AWILI:  I did not quote the section there but in paragraph, I have read through 
it and it does not specifically mention- - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you listen.  That is precisely what I am asking you.  You 
go back to section 209(1), you set out the provision, your understanding of what the 
section is and then you say what you want to say about the Constitution and then 
you move on to section 4(3) of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, right.

20 DR AWILI:  Correct, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You break it down.  That is why I am saying Constitution 
section 209 does not feature prominently in your paper.  That should be the first legal 
document you would be looking at.  And as I said it, the language in there is what 
you call plain legal English language.

DR AWILI:  Correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you should not have any real problem with reading what 
30 that section says in giving your spin of interpretation to it.

DR AWILI:  Exactly.  Well, Chairman that is what I have done and I said I have 
read through that but I have not cited it here but it does not provide any provision 
for equity financing.    

   [10.33 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  What does it say?  That is why the question I am asking.  If you 
set it out here, then I would understand what you are talking about.  

DR AWILI:  Yes, it just says, “raising funds through imposition of taxation and 
40 through loan financing”, that is all it mentions “imposition of taxation”, raising funds 
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through imposition of taxation and loan financing, but there is no equity financing 
mentioned.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I want you to give me the full text.  What does subsection (1) 
say?  You are just quoting little bits and pieces.

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Give me – assume that I have not read that subsection - whatever 
10 it says – and if I am reading this brief - I want you to have some – I want to be clear 

that you understand what subsection (1) is, first of all, and then according to your 
interpretation, what it is saying.

DR AWILI:  That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN:  You try and break it up.  Do not lump it together.  

DR AWILI:  Thank you, Chairman, I can include that---

20 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you should go back.

DR AWILI:  Yes, include that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do a supplementary summary around the Constitution, section 
209(1), right?  In fact that entire section 209 might be relevant.

DR AWILI:  Correct, yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you sit down.  Do not go to a lawyer.  I think you can read 
30 your own reading of it and understanding what that section is, and then putting your 

own interpretation, what you think it means, first, and then you bring in section 4(3), 
whether it fits into section 209(1) of the Constitution or it does not.  Do you get the 
idea?  

DR AWILI:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you some time.  This is legal stuff, right?  Lawyers 
make money out of these kinds of things, but you are an academic so - but the 
English - the text is in plain legal English, so you should have really no difficulty in 

40 understanding what it is first and then what you understand by it.
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DR AWILI:  Yes, I get your point, your Honour.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I give you maybe another week for you to go back, 
prepare a supplementary submission that will look at section 209(1).  Set it out in 
full and then you give your interpretation of it and then we will try and match that 
against what you say about section 4(3) of the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act.

DR AWILI:  Yes, I can clearly understand your words so I will do that.  The timing 
10 is okay with me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will give you one more week.  But otherwise, all the 
other summary you have got in that document may suffice for our present purposes, 
except this area around section 209 of the Constitution.  

The first direction; the Commission confirms Dr Awili’s compliance with the 
directions issued on 29 June 2020.  Number 2; Dr Awili is to provide a 
supplementary synopsis of Section 109(1) of the Constitution on or before Monday 
27 July 2020; and the last direction, the matter is adjourned to Monday 27 July 2020 

20 at 9.30 a.m. for further directions.

   [10.38 am]I would not issue that particular direction unless I had some understanding of your 
knowledge of statutes, now that you have mentioned relevant section of the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) Act, I think you will have no real difficulty with explaining 
your understanding of Section 109 of the Constitution.  That is why I am issuing 
that direction.  

DR AWILI:  Thank you, Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you may be excused.  

DR AWILI:  Okay. 

30 THE CHAIRMAN:  The last witness on the list is Honourable William Duma. Mr 
Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Honourable William Duma in 
attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Honourable Member, I thank you for attending this morning.  
Essentially, the Commission is wanting to confirm with you your compliance with 
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the previous direction that the Commission issued with regard to filing of a 
summary of the evidence that you proposed to give.  

MR WILLIAM DUMA:  Chairman, thank you.  As I indicated last time – before I 
do that, I would like to apologize for the misunderstanding that occurred last time.  
I got the dates mixed up Chairman, so it was not my intention and I apologize once 
again.  

As you indicated to the Inquiry last time Chairman, I have a statement that I wish 
to hand up.  It is a four-page statement together with information regarding the 
gentleman whose name I mentioned last time, Carlo Civelli and the name of his 

10 company which acquired the 22.8 per cent or which sold the 22.8 per cent in the 
Elk-Antelope Project which is part of PRL 15, Petroleum Returns and License 15.  
So I have a statement together with the profile of the gentleman I mentioned last 
time and the profile of the company which I propose to hand up to the Inquiry, 
Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you can hand up that document to my Associate.  
All right, thank you.  That actually completes the documents that you were to 
provide to the Commission.

[10.43 am] From here on the Commission is going to make available the documents that you 
provided to a team of overseas counsel and solicitors to study and then they will 

20 make contact with you to prepare the actual evidence that you will give to the 
Commission.  At the moment the certification and admission of overseas counsel 
and solicitors that process is underway and I am hopeful that in a week or two weeks’ 
time, that they will be able to obtain their admissions to practice in this jurisdiction 
and the subsequent certification by the PNG Law Society upon which they will come 
to the country to assist the Commission conduct the Inquiry.  So what I propose to 
do is essentially adjourn this matter for mention on a date in August to allow for that 
amount of time because it is going to take a while for those applications to be made.  
If you can attend on the date that I will adjourn this matter to, then you will be 
advised on the day or a date when you will be actually giving your evidence and by 

30 this time you will also be advised of the availability of overseas counsel and 
solicitors.

MR DUMA:  Chairman that will be fine.  As I indicated last time when I appeared 
before the inquiry, at that time the negotiations and the decisions were made by the 
government to borrow that money, I was no longer minister for petroleum but my 
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evidence will be restricted to the statement I have just delivered to the Inquiry so I 
can be cross-examined based on the statement that I have given to the Inquiry now.

All that I need I feel to be able to assist the Inquiry is all contained in the statement 
I have just handed up to the Inquiry, thank you.  So I will be available, if your Honour 
requires.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just for general information as well, the work that the 
Commission is doing right now with myself presiding is I suppose three quarter of 
the work that I am doing is actually the work of counsel assisting the Commission, 
in this case supported by a team of solicitors.  I am just getting things ready for the 

10 team of overseas counsel and solicitors coming, so when they come on board, they 
will be given these documents, they will study them and they will prepare the 
evidence for the Commission before the actual evidence is given.  This is not the 
Inquiry itself, I am doing preliminary work that would otherwise be done by overseas 
counsel and solicitors.  In terms of further questions on the documents that have been 
provided, further discussion around what the nature of the evidence is required of 
witnesses is going to be like, that kind of discussion I cannot engage at this stage, 
that is the responsibility of counsel.

MR DUMA:  Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to avoid any doubts about or uncertainty about what the 
20 Commission’s role is right now, that is exactly what I am doing right now.  If 

overseas counsel and solicitors their admissions and certification are completed 
earlier than the date I propose to adjourn this matter to, then the Commission’s 
secretariat will communicate with you and they will be in contact with you and they 
will assist you to prepare your evidence.

MR DUMA:  Thank you Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The evidence that will be given before this Commission is the 
responsibility of counsel and solicitors assisting the counsel and they will be largely 
responsible for organizing the witnesses, marshalling in the evidence, preparing the 
witnesses and put their evidence before the Commission.  That much information 

30 will do for now but the formal directions then are; number 1, the Commission 
confirms the Honourable William Duma’s compliance with previous directions with 
regard to provision of relevant documents.

[10.48 am]Number 2, the matter is adjourned to Monday, 24 August 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  Just also advising witnesses that there might be a change of venue.  Our 
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next hearing or your next attendance might be at APEC Haus so if that change of 
venue occurs then the Commission’s Secretariat will advise witnesses.  All right, I 
think that is the last matter, Mr Yuangu?

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I do not have any other people requesting 
appearance today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings.

10

AT 10.51 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED TO 
MONDAY 27 JULY 2020 AT 9.30 A.M.
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  [9.27 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a couple of housekeeping matters before we proceed with 
the witnesses listed for today.  Firstly, for the information of those witnesses who 
are here for the first time, the Commission is constituted of two Commissioners; 
myself as the Chairman and Commissioner John Gilmour, QC of Australia.  
Commissioner Gilmour is not available for these preliminary hearings.  I have been 
sitting as a single Commissioner issuing directions in these preliminary hearings. 

 

     [9.32am] I, obviously, have the permission of Commissioner Gilmour to preside in these 
preliminary hearings myself.  Provision is made under the Commission of Inquiry 
Act for a single commissioner to sit either in preliminary hearings or in full 10 
hearings.  Secondly, the Commission is comprised of a number of key players; the 
commissioners followed by counsel assisting the commissioners, and of course, 
the witnesses who will appear.  The responsibility for organizing the appearance 
of witnesses and the evidence that the witnesses will give falls squarely on the 
counsel assisting the commission.   

This particular Commission of Inquiry is a bit different in that we are following 
the Australian model, whereby, the counsel assisting the commission, is supported 
by a team of solicitors.  Counsel, obviously as we know, is actually a counsel that 
actually present the evidence before the commission and much of the preparation 
work is done by solicitors in Australia.  In this case, both counsel assisting the 20 
commission and the solicitors are coming from Australia.  So there will be a team 
of counsel assisting the commission who will actually present the case before the 
commission assisted by a team of solicitors.   

The arrangements to secure the services of commissioners, counsel assisting the 
commission and solicitors have been completed.  However, with regard to the 
availability of counsel and the overseas solicitors, they cannot practice in this 
jurisdiction until they are admitted to practice in Papua New Guinea under the 
Lawyers Act and they are also certified to practice in this jurisdiction.  The 
application for overseas counsel and solicitors to be admitted to practice in Papua 
New Guinea is still pending before the National Court.  Applications for 30 
admissions were filed in July and we are waiting for a decision from the National 
Court in relation to the applications of some five counsel and solicitors with 
another five counsel and solicitors, their applications are pending hearing.  But in 
respect of the first five applications, a decision is expected from the National Court 
on their admission.  A decision was initially scheduled to be delivered on 24 
September, however, that decision has been deferred to 9 October.  So as soon as 
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the admissions are cleared by the National Court, then the application will be made 
to the PNG Law Society for certificates to practice in this jurisdiction.  Once 
admissions and certifications are cleared, then they will be attending or available 
before the commission to perform their functions.  That process for the admissions 
and the certification of overseas counsel and solicitors, obviously, is taking time 
as did the contract or the procurement process for securing solicitors which took 
time.  Procurement of solicitors, obviously, took six months to complete.  So there 
has been a long delay in the commission actually starting the public hearing phase 
of the Inquiry because of the unavailability of overseas counsel and solicitors.  The 
reasons why the commission has opted to secure the services of an overseas 10 
commissioner and overseas counsel and solicitors are obvious that because of the 
complexity of the subject matter of the inquiry and the international dimension of 
the two loan transactions that are the subject of the inquiry, namely, the IPIC loan 
and the UBS loan, the commission considered it was necessary to secure the 
engagement of overseas commissioner and overseas counsel and solicitors to assist 
the commission to conduct a full and thorough inquiry.       

[9.37am] So, for the full information of the witnesses who are here for the first time, I am 
just giving a background to our proceeding this morning at this preliminary 
hearing.  The commission has conducted a number of preliminary hearings this 
year and a total of some 43 witnesses have actually appeared before the 20 
commission and the commission presided over by myself has being giving 
directions with regard to the filing of certain documents that witness may have in 
their possession, which they may wish to produce at the time when they give their 
evidence.  Those documents are then passed on to the team of counsel and solicitors 
who are studying those documents to prepare themselves to approach the witnesses 
concerned to prepare their evidence. 

So, these next batch of witnesses who have been requested to attend are obviously 
the witness who are present this morning and there are 13 of those witnesses.  
These 13 witnesses whose names will be called shortly are witnesses that are heads 
of government departments, heads of statutory bodies and authorities that regulate 30 
different functions and heads of state-owned enterprises.  These are the witnesses 
that have been requested to appear in this round of preliminary hearings, and that 
is that number is going to add on to the 43 witnesses who have already appeared 
before the commission and directions have been issued.  A number of those 43 
witnesses that have previously appeared were actually listed to appear again this 
morning on the assumption that overseas counsel admissions and their certification 
would be completed in time for them to be available today and some 18 witnesses 
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who previously appeared were actually listed to appear this morning.  However, 
given the further delay in the admissions, those witnesses are not available this 
morning and this commission has issued a Practice Direction and a Press Statement 
confirming the deferral of those some 18 witnesses to 12 October, on the 
assumption that on 9 October, the National Court will hand down its Ruling.   

So, any witnesses who are here, whose matters have been previously adjourned to 
today on the assumption that admissions would be cleared by this time, your 
matters have been further deferred to 12 October.  Obviously, an assumption that 
the admissions will come through by 9 October.  So, these current group of 
witnesses who are here should be new witnesses.  That is a further 13 witnesses 10 
who comprise of heads of statutory authorities, heads of state-owned entities and 
heads of government departments that are responsible.  So, I think that is a long, 
convoluted explanation of the background to how we are set to proceed this 
morning.   

I think copies of the Press Statement that were issued on 24 September and the 
Practice Directions that were issued on that date with regard to the deferral of those 
other some 18 cases, I think copies of those Practice Directions and the Press 
Statement have been made available so you can read it in your own time.   

 [9.42 am]But for today’s hearing, we will proceed with the list of the witnesses who are 
appearing today have been published on the Commission’s website.  I have a print 20 
of that list from the website and we will follow the order as it appears on the list 
that appeared in the Commission’s website.  I assume that witnesses have copies 
of the list.  Mr Yuangu? 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman there is a list in the front there. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, my Associate will call the witnesses in the order they 
appear on the website list.  I would assume that the letters of request have been 
served and if they have not been served, then the Commission’s Secretary will 
inform me.  For now, the Commission’s Secretary will assist the commission to go 
through this list of witnesses.  I will hold some discussions with individual 30 
witnesses as to the assistance that the commission will require, the nature of which 
is set out in the letter of request that have been issued to each witness.  If directions 
need to be issued, then those directions will be issued following discussions 
between myself and the witnesses concerned. 
 
As soon as these preliminary hearings are concluded and upon the admission and 
certification of overseas solicitors and counsel, the commission will sit down and 
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announce a revised road map as to the public hearing phase of the Inquiry in which 
witnesses will be required to attend to give evidence.  The hearings now are 
focused on getting these witnesses to think about the evidence that they will give 
and they are expected to give, prepare their cases, recall the documents that are in 
their possession and if necessary and if required by the commission to deliver some 
of these documents or all of the documents in your possession in advance so that 
those documents can be passed on to the overseas counsel and solicitors to help 
prepare their case to help also prepare the witnesses to give evidence.  So, I think 
we will proceed with the list of witnesses now. 
 10 
Associate, you can call the first matter on the daily diary.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, are the speakers working?   
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, they were supposed to.  Ben? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Ben Kaiah here, the IT fellow? 
 
MR BEN KAIAH:  Yes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are at the back?   
 
MR KAIAH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you hear me? 
 
MR KAIAH:  Yes.  It is okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are testing this equipment for the first time too so we need 
to be sure that they are working. 30 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.  Thank you, Mr Clarence Hoot for attending 
these preliminary hearings on the request of the commission.  The purpose of 
today’s hearing is stated in the letter of request that was issued to you which I 
understand you have a copy.  Essentially, the commission would like to have some 
discussions with you about the nature of the assistance that you may provide to the 
Commission of Inquiry on the subject matter of the Inquiry.  As you would note 
from the letter, the primary focus of this inquiry is the UBS loan.  However, the 40 
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Terms of Reference does include reference to the IPIC loan obtained by the 
government in 2009 and the UBS loan was obtained in 2014. 
 

   [9.47am] There may be or may not be a connection between the IPIC loan and the UBS loan, 
but that will be a subject of the Inquiry.  But for the commission’s purposes and 
your purpose, the commission would want to have some discussion with your 
assistance that your office would provide.  You are familiar with the functions of 
the Investment Promotion Authority that is established under the Investment 
Promotion Authority Act, which mainly deals with certification of foreign 
enterprises to carry on business in Papua New Guinea.  And because the two loan 10 
transactions involving the IPIC loan and the UBS loan have international 
connections, dimensions, there may be some decisions made by your organization 
to certify their operations in Papua New Guinea.  A number of those witnesses – 
not witnesses, companies or foreign entities that have come to the attention of the 
Commission have been listed in the letter of request.  There may be other 
companies of foreign entities, which may not have come to the Commission’s 
attention but which you have records and those might be relevant as well. 

 Essentially, the commission might be looking for records of certification of 
company records, including company extracts and annual return or returns of 
foreign entities that operate in Papua New Guinea.  These are the kind of records 20 
that the commission will be interested in.  I would think that the Investment 
Promotion Authority may or may not have any dealings or interactions with these 
foreign entities, aside from certification, but if your organization had some 
knowledge of dealings or interactions involving these foreign entities aside or apart 
from certification, then such evidence will also be welcomed. 

 So let us just have some discussion around this.  I will let you speak and you can 
inform the commission as to what form of assistance you may be able to give; if 
any. 

 MR CLARENCE HOOT:  Thank you Chairman and good morning.  Let me first 
of all acknowledge and thank you Chairman and the Commission for inviting the 30 
Investment Promotion Authority to come to COI to provide any information that 
would be of relevance to this Inquiry.  Let me also acknowledge at the outset the 
letter of 17 September, which you referred to Chairman.  I have prepared 
responses, which I will pass on with the information on the immediate checks that 
we did on the entities mentioned in your letter.   
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Chairman, as a precursor, let me briefly explain the processes that the Investment 
Promotion Authority goes through in facilitating foreign entities when they come.   

[9.52 a.m.] First of all, as you may be aware, rural entities, both local and foreigners, are 
required to incorporate an entity with the Company’s office.  Once that is done, all 
– that is done under the Company’s Act.  Once that is done, then all foreign entities 
are required or obligated under the Investment Promotion Act to apply for Foreign 
Enterprise certification under Section 28 of the Investment Promotion Act.  That 
process approves foreign entities to go into a certain specific activity – business 
activity – and the location in which they should operate.   

Chairman, from the IPA perspective, the IPA has not had any direct dealings with 10 
the entities concerned, insofar as the UBS loan is concerned, except for registration 
and foreign enterprise certification.  So, in my response letter, I have tabulated a 
current status of the entities concerned, and I have indicated the date that which 
they were originally certified.  I have included their certification number, their 
current status to date and their specified certified activities in which they have been 
approved to operate in Papua New Guinea.   For instance, if you look at Oil Search 
(PNG) Limited, this company was incorporated on 17 January 1994 but - originally 
it is Chevron, which amalgamated with Oil Search, was incorporated on 17 January 
1929.  Oil Search applied for certification on 9/8/1994.  The certification number 
is 850.  It remains certified entity and the activities in which they were certified to 20 
undertake in PNG include – and the activities, Chairman, are classified under the 
industrial standards – international classification, and we use I-S-I-C numbers.  So 
the activities that they are certified to undertake are:  ISIC 7421 – that is exploration 
for gas and petroleum resources; ISIC 110 – extraction of crude petroleum and 
natural gas; ISIC 1120 – service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction, 
excluding survey; ISIC 6030 – transport via pipelines; ISIC 8512 – medical 
practice activities and private medical clinic; ISIC 2320 – manufacture of refined 
petroleum products; ISIC 5050 – retail sale of automotive fuel; ISIC 5141 – 
wholesale of solid liquid and gaseous fuels and related products; ISIC  5259 – other 
non-store retail. 30 

The other company Chairman that was indicated in the letter is ExxonMobil (PNG) 
Limited, which was originally certified on 1 September 1993 with certification 
number 281, and it remains certified.  The activities – ExxonMobil (PNG) Limited 
are certified to undertake in PNG include ISIC 7421 – exploration for gas and 
petroleum resources; ISIC 110 – extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas; 
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ISIC 4010 – production, collection and distribution of electricity; ISIC 6030 – 
transport via pipelines. 

  [9.57 am] The third certified company is PNG Liquefied Natural Gas Global LDC which was 
certified on 7 January 2010 with certification number 92608; that is certified.  The 
activity it is certified to undertake is ISIC 5141 - wholesale of solid liquid and 
gaseous fuels and related products, purchase and sale of LNG and liquids.  
Chairman, those are the three according to the records held by the IPA; the three 
companies that are certified from the list that you provided in your letter.  The other 
companies that were mentioned, and I could name them now, the International 
Petroleum Investment Company of Abu Dhabi is not a certified company under 10 
the Investment Promotion Act.  Santos Limited, this company was removed from 
the Registrar of Companies on 29 May 1991.  Pacific LNG Company, there is no 
record of this company in the company register; hence it is not certified.  Thank 
you, Chairman, I have presented to you the information as requested through your 
letter and as gathered from the IPA registry data. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you have a letter that you will deliver? 
 
MR HOOT:  Yes, Chairman. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, let us just have some discussion around that letter.  In 
relation to Oil Search Limited, there are two entities, you said?  One was 
incorporated in 1929 and the other one was incorporated in 1994.  Am I correct in 
saying that – there are two entities right; Oil Search Limited, one incorporated in 
1929 and the other incorporated in 1994 and they were merged? 
 
MR HOOT:  Chairman, what I said was that Oil Search (PNG) Limited was 
originally certified on 9 August 1994. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 30 
 
MR HOOT:  In my commentary, I said that Chevron Niugini was incorporated in 
1929 and somewhere along the line they may have merged with Oil Search. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There may appear to be two entities here; one is Oil Search 
Limited - this is from my own research - and the other one is Oil Search (PNG) 
Limited.  Is that correct; there are two different entities or just one entity? 
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MR HOOT:  Chairman, the certified entity on record is Oil Search (PNG) Limited.  
I think if you search the registry, you will find that there are, I think, there are two 
other Oil Search companies also registered but the entity that was mentioned on 
the letter which we searched was Oil Search (PNG) Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You might want to just have another search of your records 
to see if there are some other Oil Search entities.  The one that has come to my 
attention is Oil Search Limited, just Oil Search Limited and you are referring to 
Oil Search (PNG) Limited which you have the records? 
 10 
MR HOOT:  Yes, that is correct, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So which company was the one that was registered in 1929; 
was it Oil Search Limited or Oil Search (PNG) Limited? 
 
MR HOOT:  Chairman, if you could allow me time to confirm that record or maybe 
when the Registrar of Companies comes to the chair, she will be able to. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay yes. 
 20 
MR HOOT:  I focused my information gathering on the certification part of the 
process.  The acting Registrar of Companies will be mentioning about the 
registration aspect of the Inquiry. 
  

  [10.02am] THE CHAIRMAN:  These are the set of questions that will arise but just as a 
snapshot of the kind of discussions that we can have.  But the purpose of today’s 
hearing really is to ascertain from you, would foreign entities that are involved in 
the IPIC loan, which was obtained for the PNG LNG project and the UBS loan, 
which appears to have been obtained to fund some interest in relation to the Papua 
LNG.  So the purpose of this exercise is to really ascertain what foreign entities 30 
have been involved which have gone through your office by way of certification 
and, of course, prior registration or incorporation with the Companies’ office.  In 
terms of the records that you have, you have the oil companies’ extracts that you 
may be able to provide? 

 MR HOOT:  Yes Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Aside from that, the annual returns?  Is that available to be 
produced, or is it confidential or something?  
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 MR HOOT:  No, we can produce that Chairman.  Unfortunately, I did not have 
this time but again maybe the Registrar will provide them when she comes up.  But 
Chairman I have the extracts for the companies that I made. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the Registrar of Companies’ function, is that a function 
that comes under your responsibility or that is a different office, is it? 

 MR HOOT:  Thank you Chairman, let me just briefly explain how the operation 
of the IPA functions.  The Investment Promotion Authority is established under 
the Investment Promotion Authority Act 1992 with its core function of promoting 
PNG as an investment destination.  Along the way the government also brought in 
other functions under the IPA and one of those functions is the Companies Act, 10 
which also includes the Business Names Act, the Business Groups Act and the 
Associations Incorporation Act, and they all fall under the Registrar of Companies.  
As well as that, there are other regulated functions including the Intellectual 
Property Office and most recently the Securities Commission of PNG.   So the 
administrative structure of the IPA is such that you have the Minister responsible 
for Commerce and Industry at the very top, under the Minister is the board of 
directors, who is answerable to the minister, under the board is the office of 
Managing Director, who is answerable to the board and under the MD are five key 
divisions; the Business of Registration and Regulatory division, which basically is 
the Companies Office, which covers the laws that I mentioned, including the 20 
Personal Properties Securities, with the director who is also the Registrar of 
Companies.  The second division is the Registrar of Intellectual Properties Office, 
the third division is the Director for Investor Servicing and Promotion Division, 
fourth is the Director for Corporate services, and until recently, the chairman of 
the Securities Commission. Those regulatory offices perform their own functions 
by virtue of their own pieces of legislation.  However, where it comes to 
administration and finance, they are answerable to the managing director of the 
IPA.   

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, now in terms of the assistance you will provide, I 
think we have covered the records over certification – that, you can provide.  In 30 
terms of the company extracts and annual returns, those will come from the 
Registrar of Companies or from your office? 

10.07a.m] MR HOOT:  Those will come from the Registrar of Companies. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Registrar of Companies.  So, your evidence will be basically 
- or your records - on the certification of that foreign entity? 
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MR HOOT:  That is correct Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You already have a document there which you can 
deliver this morning, but have you considered anyone else aside from you giving 
evidence like you might want to call a witness that you might want the Commission 
to receive evidence from?  Have you considered that or you yourself will be giving 
evidence? 

MR HOOT:  I feel Chairman, from the certification aspect, I feel the evidence that 
I will provide will be sufficient for the commission’s purposes.  And while I am at 
it, Chairman, I am just looking at the foreign enterprise certification extract, which 
I will provide, and would like to make a clarification on my statement earlier. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR HOOT:  The certification given to Oil Search (PNG) Limited, certificate 
number 850 is actually – it states here; “formerly Chevron Niugini Limited”.  So 
when the Registrar comes, she will further explain the linkages from Chevron to 
Oil Search today.  I will provide the certificate for your purposes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright. 

MR HOOT:  Chairman, in regard to any other person, I think the acting Registrar 
of Companies will provide additional information and we will have with her our 
senior officers to provide any clarification that the Commission may require. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, given the discussions we have had, you might need 20 
some time to revise the list of companies that you have already compiled, and if 
you need more time, then I will give you some more time; depending on how much 
time you need.  Could be a week or it could be two weeks to go through your 
records and see if there are any other companies that were involved for which you 
have certification records.  Once those documents are submitted, then they will be 
passed on to a team of overseas counsel and solicitors who will dissect those 
statements and then they will approach you to prepare the actual evidence that you 
will give.  As I have said, this is a preliminary hearing in which the Commission 
is interested in obtaining some information and documents that you might have.  
So, as I understand, apart from the records on certification, you would have no 30 
other records on these companies?  Those other records will come from the 
Registrar of Companies? 

MR HOOT:  That is correct.  Yes Chairman, that is correct. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Would I be correct in saying that any company that is 
incorporated and registered, for which the records are kept by the Registrar of 
Companies, would directly correspond to the certification rendered by your office, 
right? 

MR HOOT:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a requirement of the Act, is it? 

MR HOOT:  Yes, Chairman, there is an application process that is followed and 
there are some information that are required by the certification committee, 
through that process, for the applicants to provide; such information as relating to 
who the individuals are involved in the company; a summary business plan of what 10 
their intentions are, and if there are any agreements that are signed, they are 
provided as part of that and, of course, there is minimum investment requirement 
indication or evidence showing that the company is able to finance its operations 
and conduct business in Papua New Guinea. 

[10.12 am] Those information are normally provided in summary form to the committee or the 
secretariat to evaluate their application. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So foreign entity that is incorporated and registered with the 
Registrar of Companies will have corresponding certification records?  It is 
unlikely that a company registered or foreign entity registered with the Companies 20 
office will not have certification record, is that, as I understand it or are there cases 
where a foreign entity is registered and incorporated with the Companies Office 
that has no certification records? 
 
MR HOOT:  Chairman, those are the type of operations that we are after because 
the law states categorically that all foreign businesses must be foreign registered.  
So, upon initial process that we try to manage but we have difficulties in capturing 
all of that data.  There are some foreign companies that may not be foreign 
certified. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Even though they are registered and incorporated with the 
Registrar’s Office? 
 
MR HOOT:  That is correct and our spot inspection exercises that we undertake in 
the provinces and NCD, we normally capture a number of those but we always 
inform companies on registration or incorporation that there is this requirement as 
a second step that they need to fulfill for foreign enterprise certification. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, I think the acting Registrar of Companies 
has also been requested to appear and I understand that there may be an appearance 
of the Registrar of Companies shortly this morning but insofar as your assistance 
is concerned, I think that brings us to the end of our discussions.  But in relation to 
receiving the document that you already have with you and receiving any future 
documents that you may produce in the future, I will issue some – what I call - 
directions.  And then I will give you enough time for you to prepare, let us say, the 
supplementary document of the list that you might want to compile.  Perhaps give 
you a week or two, you think; how much time would you need? 10 
 
MR HOOT:  Chairman, thank you for the opportunity, a week will be sufficient 
for us to provide any additional information. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I can make the directions returnable next Monday, at the 
same time 9.30 am? 
 
MR HOOT:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, what is the date next Monday, is it 5th?  5 October.  20 
So, if you can hand up the document that you already have? 
 

   [10.17am] I see that there are conditions that are stipulated in the certificate, right? 

 MR HOOT:  That is correct Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:   You have an enforcement mechanism for the enforcement of 
compliance with those conditions? 

 MR HOOT:  Yes Chairman.  We have a – there is a unit called the foreign 
certification unit that follows up on the enforcement of those terms and conditions.  

 THE CHAIRMAN: The commission might be interested in any enforcement 
actions taken by your office in relation to the companies that you have listed, if 30 
there have been any. 

 MR HOOT:  Thank you, Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The first direction I issue is; that the commission confirms Mr 
Clarence Hoot’s attendance today in response to the letter of request issued on 17 
September 2020; number 2, the commission also confirm receiving from Mr Hoot 
his letter dated, 24 September 2020, to which is attached the company extracts and 
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certificates in relation to the companies listed in his letter, number 3, Mr Hoot is 
given leave to file a supplementary letter or list on or before 5 October 2020; and 
number 4, the matter is adjourned to Monday 5 October 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions.  The commission will issue a formal direction in these terms and you 
will be given a copy of the formal directions either today or by tomorrow. 

[10:22a.m]That concludes our discussions and thank you for your attendance once again and 
you may take your leave. 

MR HOOT:  Thank you very much Chairman. 

THE ASSOCIATE:  The next witness to be called is Ms Harriet Kokiva.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand, Ms Harriet, has been communicating with us by 10 
letter? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did she say she was going to attend or send her 
representative? 

THE SECRETARY:  She is already here. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  She is here, she can come to the bar table.  Thank you Ms 
Harriet Kokiva.  That is your name? 

MS HARRIET KOKIVA:  Yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for attending this hearing at the commission’s 
request.  As to the purpose of today’s hearing, I think you were present when I 20 
spoke to Mr Hoot so I think you are aware of what I said so I do not need to repeat 
what I said.  As I understand, you have submitted a letter? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In response to my request? 

MS KOKIVA:  That is correct, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter dated 25 September 2020 to which is attached a 
print out of some documents? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which I will later explain. 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And then we will take it from there? 

MS KOKIVA:  Sure. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will have some discussion around it.  So, if I can let you 
speak to that letter of which I have a copy? 

MS KOKIVA:  Thank you Chairman.  According to that letter, I attached all the 
certificates and extracts that I could find records of for the list of entities that you 
have enclosed in your letter of 17 September 2020.  I mentioned that there was a 
copy of the records that I would be presenting as well again here.  So in this 
presentation I have expanded that list putting more details.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  I must have given you a long list of companies that the 10 
Commission might be interested in? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a list that appears in the letter of request. 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can go through that list and then you confirm with me 
as to the records that you provided in this letter? 

[10.27 am] MS KOKIVA:  I can do that. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have and which you do not have.  Have you got a copy 
of that letter with you? 20 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, I still have it, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right so there are a number of PNG companies and foreign 
companies that have come to the attention or my attention rather as a result of my 
own reading on the subject and I have derived the national and foreign companies 
between the IPIC loan obtained in 2009 and the UBS loan obtained in 2014.  I 
started with the IPIC loan, the national companies are; Orogen Minerals Limited, 
it is a 1990s company, then Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited - state-owned 
enterprise; Esso Highlands Limited, Petromin PNG Holdings Limited, Mineral 30 
Resource Development Company Limited.  The foreign companies are; 
ExxonMobil PNG Limited, Oil Search (PNG) Limited, International Petroleum 
Investment Company (IPIC), Santos Limited, PNG Liquefied Natural Gas Global 
Company LDC - those are companies in relation to the IPIC loan. 
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The UBS loan companies, national companies are; NPC (Kroton) Limited, 
National Petroleum Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited, National Petroleum 
Company of PNG Holdings Limited, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, Kumul 
Petroleum (Kroton) Limited, Kumul Petroleum Development Limited, Eda Oil 
Limited, Kroton (No.2) Limited.  Then the overseas companies are; Total SE - I 
think the full name for that is Total Exploration and Production Company Limited 
something.  I got Total SE from some source but later I discovered that it has its 
own name.  Total Exploration and Production PNG Limited or something like that; 
UBS Australia, Pacific LNG Group of Companies, sometimes known as Pacific 10 
PNG Company or PAC LNG for short; Oil Search (PNG) Limited; PNG Liquefied 
Natural Gas Global Company Limited or LDC Limited or LDC, sometimes known 
as GLOCO; Santos Limited; and ExxonMobil PNG Limited.  Some of these 
companies are duplicated under UBS loan because of their involvement with IPIC 
loan as well as UBS loan.   
 
There could be other companies that you are aware of and obviously it will come 
to the attention of the commission later but these are the companies and a quick 
perusal of some of the records that are publicly available, I was able to come up 
with.  So which companies have you provided these documents that is just close to 20 
that list? 
 
MS KOKIVA:    Thank you, Chairman.  Can I explain a little bit of the background 
of the registry? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  First before I start, I am just linking on from the questions that you 
raised with our MD, it is on the registry side, and I just want to clarify something.  
There are two registries; two separate registries.  You have the Foreign 30 
Certification Registry and you have the Business Registry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sorry, which are those? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  There are two different registries. 
 

  [10.32am] We have the Foreign Certification Registry, which is- - -  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Foreign Certification Registry? 
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 MS KOKIVA:  Which is required under IPA, Investment Promotions Act.  And 
we have the Business Registries that are required under various business laws; 
Companies Act, Business Groups Associations Act and Business Names Act.  So, 
first point of registration, they come to the Business Registry where they have to 
be – any businesses that want to operate must register their business with the 
Registrar of Companies Office.  So once a business is registered and we do make 
them aware that if it is a foreign - if they have some foreign persons involved or 
foreign shareholders, we remind them that they must apply for foreign certificates.  
Often, they do not apply for foreign certification right away because it is only when 
a business is carrying on - when a business entity is carrying on businesses, then it 10 
must apply for foreign certification, I think, within 14 days or within one month of 
the activity being carried out or business being registered depending on when the 
activity starts.  So that is how it does not get registered with foreign certification 
immediately many times and the onus is upon that foreign entity to apply for 
foreign certification.   

 As far as the Business Registry goes, as long as the businesses – company, we are 
talking companies here so as soon as it is registered and a certificate is issued, then 
it is legally incorporated and it is existing as a natural person, natural legal person. 
So, any businesses that are not registered and not recorded on our registry are 
assumed to be not registered at all.  I needed to clarify that. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 MS KOKIVA:  The records that I have provided, it is just a list that was provided 
in that letter of 17 September.  Any additional records I may have added is because 
through the shareholding, if it was another entity that appeared as a shareholder, 
then I would provide a record of that.  So, which leaves me to answer one of the 
questions that you asked the managing director for IPA was the question on the Oil 
Search (PNG) Limited and Oil Search Limited.  They are actually related.  It is Oil 
Search (PNG) Limited is a subsidiary of Oil Search Limited.  So, in this new--- 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Oil Search (PNG) Limited is a subsidiary of Oil Search 
Limited? 30 

 MS KOKIVA:  Yes, it is. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Both are registered in Papua New Guinea? 
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 MS KOKIVA:  Both are registered and both are certified, yes.   So, I have added 
an extra extract in relation to Oil Search.  I can start from the original – from the 
list that I provided. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you have got that first attachment is a reproduction of the 
list that I provided? 

 MS KOKIVA: That is correct, yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, where there appears a blank space under the column titled; 
“Company Number”, it means that you do not have the registration records? 

 MS KOKIVA:  That is correct, yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, you do not have registration records for Mineral 10 
Resource Development Company Limited? 

 MS KOKIVA:  No. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that correct? 

 MS KOKIVA:  Sorry about that.  I think the number has been written but it is 
written on the second column.  Sorry about that, Sir.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  A number appears behind the company it does not appear in 
the column.   

MS KOKIVA:  Yes, that is a typo. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I see that.  Let me just make that amendment; 1-5-2-3-1.  You 
got most of the records there.  Just going through the ones that I have got blank 20 
spaces under the company number.  Oil Search (PNG) Limited, you do not have 
the records?   

MS KOKIVA:  I have attached the extract for Oil Search--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The number appears in the wrong registry.  

[10.37 am]Insert the company name in the wrong column?  Is that right? 

MS KOKIVA:  No, Oil Search (PNG) Limited registration number is there. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  And the company’s number, there is a blank space.  I 
am just going through the column, company number column, there is a blank space 
so where does the number appear?  Name of the company? 
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MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just like MRDC? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It disappears in the wrong section there. 

MS KOKIVA:  Sorry about that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will just insert that; 1-6-9-4-7.  International Petroleum 
Investment Company - you do not have the records? 

MS KOKIVA:  That is confirmed, no records. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is United Arab Emirates Company, right?   Based in Abu 
Dhabi, right?  That is the company that provided the loan for the LNG project.  So, 10 
they were not registered in PNG? 

MS KOKIVA:  There is no record.  Under this particular name, no, there is--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, they will come out in the evidence phase.  That is 
just for my own information.   

MS KOKIVA:  Yes.  Most of the registry – the Registrar of Companies is merely 
a registry and it collects secondary information.  So whatever information that we 
see here, we accept as they are on the face value of the document and not – we see 
if the form is completed correctly and fees have been paid, we accept the document 
but we do not have the --- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  According to Mr Hoot, that company is not registered. 20 

MS KOKIVA:  That is correct, it is not registered. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In PNG? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And not certified of course? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes, I am confirming--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you do another thorough check? 

MS KOKIVA:  I have done that but I will – I can do that for you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you do another one? 
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MS KOKIVA:  Sure. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to confirm that it is not registered in PNG? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Santos Limited, you have a registration company number? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  PNG Liquefied Natural Gas Global Company LDC, you do 
not have a registration record?  Are you sure? 

MS KOKIVA:  I think I have found a record on that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there is a record.  It is a company that I suppose 
manages the revenue from the PNG LNG Project.  So, it has got to be registered 10 
here.  Sometimes they call it GLOCO for short.  You say, “nil”, here.  Can you 
check? 

MS KOKIVA:  It is actually written, it is- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  According to- - - 

MS KOKIVA:  Its full name is – “PNG” is Papua New Guinea --- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  According to Mr Hoot, it is registered and certified. 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes.  I think the full name is, “Papua New Guinea” instead of – 
not “PNG”.  So, when you do a search under “PNG”, you will not find anything. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, it is Papua New Guinea? 

MS KOKIVA:  It is Papua New Guinea Liquefied--- 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes when you check “Papua New Guinea”, you also 
have to check, “PNG”, because PNG is an international brand.  You go into the 
internet and you will find PNG and that means there is only one PNG in the world, 
and that is our PNG.  We got the information from Mr Hoot that it is registered so 
if you can check your records?   

MS KOKIVA:  Yes, it is registered and I have also attached an extract in this new 
lot of extracts. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will give you some time to amend your list. 

MS KOKIVA:  Okay. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Down to UBS loan.    

[10.42 am] There are a number of companies you do not have records for? 
 

MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  NPCP (Kroton) Limited, some of these names are very 
similar, that create a bit of- - - 
 
MS KOKIVA:   I think NPCP (Kroton) Limited is actually – the full name is 
National Petroleum Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited.  It changed its name to - 10 
- - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  NPCP is short for National Petroleum Company of 
PNG (Kroton) Limited. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  And it changed its name to Kumul Petroleum (Kroton) Limited, 
yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So NPCP (Kroton) is the same as the next one? 
 20 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the records for National Petroleum Company PNG 
(Kroton) Limited will suffice.  What about National Petroleum Company of PNG 
Holdings Limited; you do not have any records? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  There is no record of that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you double check that?   
 30 
MS KOKIVA:  Sure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The other one is Kroton (No.2) Limited.  Name changed to 
Kumul Petroleum (Kroton) Limited.  You want to check that again? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Sorry, which one is- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Kroton (No.2) Limited.  Maybe that is where the Kroton name 
first emerged from that company Kroton (No.2) Limited.  
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MS KOKIVA:  It changed its name to Kumul Petroleum (Kroton) Limited – same.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Changed its name? 
 
 MS KOKIVA:  So, it is the same company.  1-63957 is the same as the one on the 
top so, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, does the company extract say that its previous name was 
Kroton (No.2) Limited? 10 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It does? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  It does, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Total SE, I think I have given you the full name.  I will 
give you the full name.  I think I have it here. 
 20 
MS KOKIVA:  Total Exploration. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, I think I do not seem to have it on my fingertips here 
right now but the name should be Total Exploration and Production Company PNG 
Limited or something like that. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I can do another check, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  UBS Australia? 
 30 
MS KOKIVA:  We have no records. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any registration of any company bearing the UBS name? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I could not find UBS Australia but I can check again for any 
company with UBS. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be a number of companies bearing the UBS name. 
 

[10.47 am] MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, let us check the next one, Pacific LNG Group of 
Companies. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  There may be a group of company but I am not able to identify 
them unless I know what I am looking for. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When the commission speaks to a number of consultants in a 
similar preliminary hearing like this, we should be able to establish the exact name 
of the company that was involved. 10 
 
MS KOKIVA:  All right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But there may be a number of companies bearing the Pacific 
LNG company name.  There may be a group of companies, okay.  Oil Search 
(PNG) Limited, you have the registration number there, 1-6-9-4-7.  PNG Liquefied 
Gas Global Company LDC, we have registration details.  So, it comes to around 
five or six companies on this list that you have not been able to come up with the 
records? 
 20 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The rest of companies you are able to come up with the 
records? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And there may be other companies that may be added to this 
list later or you may be aware of some companies that have dealings with the IPIC 
loan and the UBS loan that you might want to add to this list? 30 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I do not have any idea unless I am given the names of the 
companies, suspect companies or anything like that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, in terms of the documents that you provided, you provided 
the company extracts for those companies that you have been able to provide 
records.  What about the annual returns of each of these companies, are you able 
to provide those? 
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MS KOKIVA:  Yes.  Thank you, Chairman, I have a list here but I would like to 
go and do a better one, I have scribbled on it but I have managed to get – I did not 
print out the copies of the annual returns or any financial statements but I just 
indicated if they are filed or not. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission is interested in the annual records of these 
companies in the period between 2009 and 2017.  That is a long period.  I think 
there maybe, obviously, multiple annual returns and documentation could be quite 
bulky but you obviously need some time for that? 
 10 
MS KOKIVA:  Would you like me to print them out? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Okay.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can get the information on a flash drive or you could get 
us electronic copy as well as the printed copy of the documents that would be 
helpful.  I am picking that period between 2009 and 2017 because the period of the 
IPIC loan was between 2009 and 2014 when the IPIC loan may have matured and 20 
then in 2014 when the UBS loan was obtained and then perhaps the shares were 
sold or disposed of or whatever, in around 2017. 
    

[10.52 am]That may be the relevant period.  So, you will be assisted in providing this 
information by a number of your staff? 

 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is yourself and then you mentioned two other is that two 
or three other names? 30 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, the Deputy Registrar of Companies - Legal and Compliance 
and there is - I did not mention her name in the letter, but because the deputy did 
not come, I brought the senior enforcement lawyer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Deputy Registrar of Companies, what is the name? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Malis, Mr M-a-l-i-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mali? 40 
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MS KOKIVA:  Malis, M-a-l-i-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Malis. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Malis Mininga. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mininga?  Mininga and then the next one?  The other one? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Maniala. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mister? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Miss. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Miss? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  M-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Maniala? 20 
 
MS KOKIVA:  M-a-n-i-a-l-a; Maniala Apawa. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Apawa and her position? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Senior Enforcement lawyer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Enforcement Unit, Companies Office.  In terms of the 
management of the company and the shareholding and the financial statements, 
audited, that information is going to come out of the annual returns? 30 
 
MS KOKIVA:  The annual returns. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or from some other documents? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  The financial statements will come out of the annual returns. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
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MS KOKIVA:  There are types of companies that are required to file financial 
statements and State-owned enterprises they are regarded as interest of public so 
we make it compulsory for them to file audited financial statements. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, management of the company like appointment of 
directors, company secretaries, those records, are they going to come out of the 
annual returns, apart from the extracts? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, summaries are written in the annual returns that the current 
directors, shareholders as at the time of the annual return been completed, they are 10 
shown in the annual returns. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What about the share transfer; transfer of shares, sale 
of shares, maybe the price of the sale of shares, is that going to come out of the 
annual return or not? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  No.  If there was a share transfer, those details will be filed through 
a Form 13 but it only shows the name of the transferor- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that form? 20 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Form 13. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  The Transfer of Shares and it only shows the name of the 
transferor, the transferee, the date of birth, date of transfer and addresses.  That is 
it.  We do not ask for certificates. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And who has those records? 30 
 
MS KOKIVA:  They are supposed to be maintained in the registered office of the 
company.  As I mentioned previously the registry is just secondary, we expect that 
all the records to be maintained in the registered office of the company.  
    

[10.57 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The share prices or the value of shares, that would be stated 
in the financial return, the value of each share for example? 

 
MS KOKIVA:  The value of the shares we do not usually keep a registry of the 
value but at how much they purchase like at K1 value. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That might be provided in the company extract or? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, it should be in the company extract. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I am just having this discussion with you so the 
commission gets a complete set of records from your office.  So these discussions 
are just getting you to thinking about the kind of documents, the evidence that the 
commission will be looking for, and I think it is important that the commission gets 
a complete set of the records as much as possible.  All right, well you have given 10 
some documents here but obviously you need some time? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, I just need a date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To provide what I call a supplementary list of companies and 
documents that will include relevant documents attached to it.  Relevant documents 
include the company extracts and the annual returns for each company in the period 
between 2009 and 2017.  So, there is a lot of information to search for and you 
obviously need time.  How much time do you need? 
 20 
MS KOKIVA:  Say, a week or so. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Two weeks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Is there anything else you wish to say before I issue 
some formal directions similar to the ones I issued in respect of Mr Hoot? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Not at the moment. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  There is just one thing, sorry just one, Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings.  It shows as a shareholder in Kumul Telikom Holdings Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, it changed its name to Kumul Telikom Holdings Limited so 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings does not exist. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Consolidated Holdings, is that the same State entity 
as the one that succeeded IPBC or is this different? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  It must be that.  It is established by- - -   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And how can it have some connection with Telikom?  
Obviously, you cannot change to Telikom.  That is a different entity, is it not? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  There is a company that - one of the search that- - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They call it KCH, Kumul Consolidated Holdings succeeded 
IPBC and then some of their functions have been transferred to Kumul Minerals 
Limited or- - - 
 
MS KOKIVA:  You stated- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I think you listed Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited and it is 20 
number 2 on the list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  It actually changed its name to Kumul Telikom Holdings Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you got the extract here? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, you have it. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will go through this in detail later but just that you raised 
it we will just have a quick look at it.  

 
[11.02 am] MS KOKIVA:  It maybe the second one. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The second one? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Telikom Holdings Limited.  Yes, that is a shelf 
company.  Previous name was Kumul Consolidated Holdings Shelf, number one 
Limited.  That is a shelf company. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It was taken over by Kumul - later changed to Kumul Telikom 
Holdings Limited.  That makes sense. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But I am looking for the records for Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings Limited with no other additions. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  We do not have any – no records to that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This Kumul Consolidated Holdings is a State-owned entity, 
is it not?  You would have the records? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you check?   
 
MS KOKIVA:  I have checked and there are no records.  We only have- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, we will go by whatever you say but you give a 
statement and then we will follow it up. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  All right. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, anything else before I issue the formal directions? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I do not have any more comments. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, the first formal direction; the commission 
confirms Ms Harriet Kokiva’s attendance in response to the commission’s letter of 
request issued on 17 September 2020; number 2, the commission also confirms 
receiving Ms Kokiva’s letter dated 25 September 2020 together with various 
attachments; and number 3, Ms Kokiva is to provide to the commission a 
supplementary letter or list of documents containing a list of documents and copies 40 
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of documents containing company extracts and annual returns for all the 
companies listed in her letter of 25 September 2020 and the supplementary letter.  
The company returns shall cover the period between 2009 and 2017. 
 

[11.07 am]That supplementary letter or list of documents shall be provided to the commission 
on or before 12 October 2020.  All those lines are part of the same direction, and 
the last direction number 4; is that the matter is adjourned to 12 October 2020 at 
9.30 am for further directions.  A formal direction will be issued today or tomorrow 
and you will be given a copy. 

 MRS KOKIVA:  Thank you. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that concludes our preliminary discussions so you 
may excused. 

 MRS KOKIVA:  Thank you very much, chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Christopher Hnangule?   

THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, he was served at the IPA Haus, Level 1, through 
an agent of his, Keith Kipma, but there is no acknowledgment of any kind 
communicated to me or the office and he is not here in attendance. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Was he served? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he was served at the - - -  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a proof of service? 20 

 THE SECRETARY:  It was through an agent by the name of Keith Kipma at the 
IPA House, Level 1, Konedobu. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So according to the proof of service, the agent Mr Keith 
Kipma confirmed he had received specific instructions from Christopher Hnangule 
to accept service of the document on his behalf; that is what he said? 

 THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes, but I have not received any 
acknowledgement of any kind through the phone or email; nothing up to now in 
response of any kind. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Last time I discouraged service of documents through agents 
but then I realized that there may be cases where a person may be served through 30 
agents. 
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 THE SECRETARY:  That is right, sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think we modified the proof of service form to provide 
a specific statement by the person/agent receiving the document that he had or she 
had expressing instructions from the person that they had served service. 

[11.12 am]That is what happened in this case.  It is important that he attends.  We have to 
secure his attendance. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, I could - - -  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who went and served this document on the agent or Mr – my 
associate? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Tyson Yapao did that, yes. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  We should – you should make an effort to find him and serve 
the document directly on him.  I am sure he exists, right? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Sure. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you know if he exists? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes chairman, I can - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Look for him. 

 THE SECRETARY:  I will do that this time. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Look for him and find the person.  Obviously, he is an 
important person.  He is the chairman of the PNG Securities Commission? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Maybe we should have asked Mr Hoot and Ms Kokiva 
because they were mentioning that the Securities Commission is in a division 
within the office of IPA.  Did I hear them correctly? 

 THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, I heard them, yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think we could have solicited their support to find him 
to serve the document on him or what do you propose Mr Yuangu; how do we 
improve service this time?  Who is going to serve?  Obviously, my associate, that 
is not his job, but he made an effort and he could only find his agent.  So, you take 
responsibility, it is not my associate’s job to go around serving documents. 
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 THE SECRETARY:  I will do that.   

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So how are you going to improve this time?  Who is going to 
go and serve? 

 THE SECRETARY:  I will do that myself.  I think I can locate him.  Maybe his 
house - - -  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is your officer’s name?  The officer that normally serves 
these papers; he does a good job. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Jerry Fruanga. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Jerry Fruga? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Fruanga. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Fruanga? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. He normally does this job. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think if you give him the task, he will attend to it. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Sure. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to find him, physically locate him and you get some 
assistance from Mr Hoot and Ms Kokiva to find him. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Sure. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  We will give him the benefit of the doubt in the sense that the 
document may not have reached him.  But personal service of the document on 
that person will cut out all these excuses and save costs for everyone and we can 20 
hold that person accountable.   

 It is the first time we are sitting, to deal with his appearance, I will be flexible or 
lenient this time.  So the direction I issue is; number 1, the commission notes that 
the service of the letter of request on Mr Christopher Hnangule was done through 
his agent Mr Keith Kipma and that Mr Hnangule has made no appearance at 
today’s hearing; direction number 2, the Commission’s secretariat staff, Mr Jerry 
Fruanga effect personal service of these directions and a copy of the letter of 
request dated 17 September 2020 on Mr Christopher Hnangule and file a proof of 
service – proof of personal service forthwith; and number 3, the matter is adjourned 
to Monday 5 October 2020 at 9.30 a.m. for mention and directions. 30 
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 [11.17 am]Formal directions will be issued today.  Get Mr Fruanga to collect the copy of the 
formal directions and then effect personal service of these directions in the letter. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, call David Lawrence.  Mr Yuangu? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the witness was served.  He did call me on my 
phone. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  He called you by phone? 

 THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

 THE SECRETARY:  But he is not here at the moment.  Is there somebody here? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  No, he is not here.   10 

 THE SECRETARY:  No, he is not here.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have seen his image on the internet so he is not here.  So, 
what did he say? 

THE SECRETARY:  He is actually not in the country.  I have got an email here as 
well.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, he spoke to you by phone and then he gave you an 
email, is it?  What did he say in the telephone conversation? 

THE SECRETARY:  He said he is out of the country and due to travel restrictions, 
he is not able to come in. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, when did he speak to you? 20 

THE SECRETARY:  He said that - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  When did he speak to you? 

THE SECRETARY:  The instruction was communicated to him – the letter of 
request was communicated to him through by his agent it was served on. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will get to that but when did he speak to you? 

THE SECRETARY:  It was last week on Thursday; last week Thursday. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thursday; what date? 

THE SECRETARY:  Must be 20 - - -  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You tell me that.  Do not make me do extra work going back 
to trying to locate the date.  What date was that?  Is it 24th? 

THE SECRETARY:  24th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You should keep notes.  When you have important 
conversations like that, you should carry a log; note book and record of - so what 
date was it and what time? 

THE SECRETARY:  I cannot recall the date and time but he - - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will try to improve on this later.  When you have an 
important conversation like that, when people are requested to attend or summoned 
to appear, they contact you, make a note.  So, he spoke to you last Thursday? 10 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What did he say? 

THE SECRETARY:  He is not able to - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is not able to attend?  

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then he followed up with - - - 

THE SECRETARY:  An email note. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  His email? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where was he speaking from?  Is he here or is he in-country 20 
or he is overseas? 

THE SECRETARY:  He is overseas in Australia. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In the email he says; “I am located in Sydney.” 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN: “and owing to travel restrictions arising from convid-19 
pandemic, will be unable to attend.”  Okay.  And he is referring to a letter; “Please, 
find attached letter.” without attachments? 

   [11.22am] THE SECRETARY:  No, there is no attachments.  
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THE CHAIRMAN: “In response to your letter, hard copy of the letter with 
attachments will be delivered to your office this afternoon.”  That was on Friday 
25 September at 5.06 pm. 

THE SECRETARY:  We have not received that letter as yet. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the letter was attached to the email? 

THE SECRETARY:  No, not on the email.  He had problems with attaching I think 
and the original letter was not served as well – not delivered. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has not reached you yet? 

THE SECRETARY:  Not reached me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will list this matter for mention on Monday, next 10 
Monday. 

THE SECRETARY:  Okay.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first thing is you locate a copy of that letter.  If he has not 
sent you, ask him to give a copy of that letter, resend it and bring it to my attention.  
Then next Monday we will work out what steps we take to communicate with him, 
either remotely or attendance in person.  But I need to sight that letter first.  It looks 
like he gave a response to the letter of request. 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   And he may have given some detailed response to that letter 
which sets out a lot of information actually. 20 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And I would be interested in sighting that letter first before 
we issue any directions.  Directions are issued; number 1, the matter is adjourned 
to Monday 5 October at 9.30 am for mention; and number 2, Mr Yuangu is to 
obtain from Mr David Lawrence a copy of the letter referred to in Mr David 
Lawrence’s email to Mr Yuangu dated 25 September 2020. 

Associate, you can continue with the list now. 

Mr David Manau? 

MR DAVID MANAU:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for attending today’s preliminary hearing in 
response to the letter of request that the commission issued.  The purpose of today’s 
hearing was explained to two other witnesses who appeared before you and if you 
were present when I was speaking, you would have some idea about the purpose 
of today’s hearing.  As to assistance, the commission might require, the 
commission set out the nature of the assistance that may be requested or required 
from you in the letter that was issued to you.  But for a start the commission is 
quite not familiar with the role or the functions performed by your department 
when the IPIC loan and UBS loan were obtained so you can provide some 
information to the commission on those.   10 

    [11.27am]In the letter the commission tried its best to capture what it thought were your 
functions.  Essentially, some policy and administrative directives and assistance 
that might have been offered by your department to facilitate the IPIC loan in 2009 
and the UBS loan in 2014.  So, I will let you speak in terms of what assistance you 
may be able to provide to the commission in obtaining information about those two 
loans.  The commission has received your letter dated 24 September which briefly 
says something what you propose to say this morning, but I will let you speak and 
then we will take it from there. 

 MR MANAU:  Thank you Chairman and sir.  I joined the department in 2017 
between 2009 and 2014 and then 2017, where the interest of the Inquiry is around 20 
UBS and IPIC loans.  I was a junior officer in the department at that time so I was 
not fully involved in discussions that were privy that I would have information 
directly in relation to those loans.  But now I have taken office in January this year 
and what I can provide this morning as you have stated, I would briefly go through 
the roles and responsibility of the department that I am heading and I have also 
tasked a team from the registry branch who are working under me - after receiving 
your letter from the commission - and also my internal legal team to put together 
relevant information that may assist and help the commission in its Inquiry in 
relation to the UBS and IPIC loans.  So, I have started that already but I will require 
more time but I am sure the commission will give me more time to put all that 30 
together to assist.   

 The Department of Petroleum and Energy, our main role is around the regulatory 
functions and issuing the licenses to those mega projects that have come up in the 
past and the current ones that we are also facilitating at this stage.  So our role 
relates particularly in issuing licenses and regulating the industry; the license 
holders.  So those are the two main roles we play.  We also register dealings and 
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transfers in the licenses, any license that occur.  So, if licenses at the commercial 
level and decision making at their own commercial level and boards, they want to 
make transfers within the licenses, it’s our duty under section 97 and 100 to deal 
with those and particularly register those in the register, petroleum register.  In 
terms of commercial dealings, commercial decision at the board level, we have no 
oversight of that.  We are not privy to those information.  We particularly play a 
regulatory role in recording and registering the interest and transfers.  Those are 
the two main roles we play in relation to licenses. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just ask one or two questions.  Can you just give some 
description of the different kinds of licenses that your department is responsible 10 
for?  

MR MANAU:  Yes sir.  We have exploration licenses, petroleum prospecting 
licenses that companies apply for in the exploration stages, so that gives them the 
interest and rights to explore for oil and gas.  Those are a term within six years of 
initial exploration license and then there are renewals during that term of those 
exploration stages.  Should a company be successful in locating a reserve or gas 
reserves, they may apply for a petroleum retention license so that that gives them 
additional time to explore and look at markets for monetizing the gas resources in 
the PRLs.  But within a PPL, petroleum prospecting license, if oil or gas 
discoveries are found, the investors can apply for a petroleum development license 20 
and then through the application process, it goes through the petroleum advisory 
board.  So, there are independent technical reviews, commercial reviews, and 
especially if the resource can underpin a commercial project, it goes through the 
process of screening and eventually a petroleum development license is granted. 

  [11.32am] So from the exploration stages of petroleum prospecting license and a petroleum 
retention license, investors can apply for a petroleum development license.  So 
those were the processes that led up to projects like PNG LNG project, in the past 
we had Kutubu, Gobe, Moran, Hides as well.  In brief, that is the process that starts 
from exploration up to development stage.  So, three main licenses are issued for 
that.  Also, when the companies apply for a development license, they may also 30 
apply for a pipeline license that connects the development facilities and also a 
petroleum processing facility license like what we now have for the Napanapa- 
Puma refinery.  They have applied for a petroleum processing facility license and 
PNG LNG project as well and Kutubu as well.  They have facilities in that.  So, all 
in all, there are four main licenses that we administer and regulate. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  Would the regulatory function involve exports of oil and gas 
or petroleum products? 

 MR MANAU:  We issue license and developers develop and market the product.  
For example, for the Oil Search operations, they market or they sell the crude at 
the marine terminal or the PNG LNG project, it goes as far as exporting it from 
LNG facility overseas.  So, our roles go as far as only regulating the facilities and 
putting the standards in law for the oil and gas operations.  We do not have 
oversight or we do not have in-depth scrutiny into how they export or market the 
oil and gas.  There is a commercial part of it where- - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the commercial activity that your department is not – 10 
no oversight part, okay. 

 MR MANAU:  Yes.  At this stage Kumul Petroleum is managing the State’s equity 
so they have insight and oversight over some aspect of that business. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  There was some constitutional amendment introducing - 
around 2015 that provided the legal framework for the State to be involved in the 
petroleum industry.  You familiar with those amendments and you familiar 
whether the government or your department provided some assistance for that 
policy for the policy decision which led to the introduction of that amendment to 
the Constitution or not? 

 MR MANAU:  Sir, I am not familiar with that but there were some amendments 20 
to the Oil and Gas Act but in terms of the higher level organic law, I would not 
have in-depth knowledge or information of that at this stage. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  There was an Organic Law and there was a constitutional 
framework for it and then that authorizes the State to get into business over 
minerals and oil and gas sector and that led to the setup of, I think, the Kumul 
Minerals– the Kumul Group of Companies or something like that.  I was just 
reading the law around that and I came across these amendments so I thought 
whether your department might have provided some administrative and policy 
support for the promulgation of those amendments.    

   [11.37am] If you can check your company records to see if there are some assistance provided 30 
in that regard as well? 

 MR MANAU:  Chairman, yes, we can do that. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the policy initiative would obviously have been 
generated at the departmental level before it went to the political level and onto the 
legislative level.  All right, I think I can issue some directions that will give you 
some time to compile the statement, let us call it the statement, which really should 
set out the synopsis of the evidence that you will be giving and then once that 
statement is produced before myself and we can just go through it to see if it 
adequately covers the areas the commission is interested in, and then maybe issue 
some directions later if some more information is required.  But the first step is for 
the commission to give you time to complete the statement that you are working 
on which essentially will be a synopsis of the evidence you will be giving in the 10 
areas that you have indicated.  So how much time do you need to complete the 
statement that you are preparing? 

 MR MANAU:  Chairman, I think two weeks is sufficient.  We have already started 
last week.  What we are basically doing, we are going through the license registry 
and information on the licenses that may be of interest to the IPIC and UBS loan 
Inquiry.  So, we are looking at dealings and transfers of the interests that have 
changed hands during the tenure of the license, that is particularly the InterOil PRL 
15 and others that may be of relevance.  So, we are mapping those out in terms of 
chronology of changes and interest transfers and all that and the proper 
documentation of approvals in terms of ministerial instruments that has to go with 20 
that as well so those are approved properly and registered properly. 

 THE CHAIRMAN: And this is in relation to both the IPIC loan and UBS loan? 

 MR MANAU:  We would hope to have information in relation to both if we have 
those on record.  That basically is what we have set out to do after receiving the 
letter from the commission.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you have nothing else to say, then I will issue the 
formal directions now.  The first direction is; that the commission confirms Mr 
David Manau’s appearance in response to the letter of request issued on 17 
September 2020; second direction, Mr David Manau is to provide to the 
commission a written synopsis of the evidence he proposes to give on or before 30 
Monday 12 October 2020; and three, the matter is adjourned to 12 October 2020 
at 9.30 am for further directions. 

 All right, well, that bring us to the end of our discussions, you may be excused. 

 MR MANAU:  Thank you Chairman. 
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    [11.42am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu? 

 THE SECRETARY: Chairman, Mr Kramer is out of the country, he is overseas. 
When the letter of request was served at his company office, Kramer Asengo based 
at Telikom compound at 4 mile, NCD, we were informed that he is overseas and 
they undertook to communicate this letter to him and up to today I have not 
received a formal response as yet from Mr Kramer. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  He did respond by email? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  He did respond by email and there was a response sent to him 
by email by you yourself?  10 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He said he was overseas and was not able to attend? 

 THE SECRETARY:  That was from his office but I have not received that email 
myself. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  From his office? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, his company office.  Kramer Asengo is based at 14 mile 
- sorry 4 mile, Boroko. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I thought he sent an email directly to you and then you copied 
the email to me? 

 THE SECRETARY:  I may have overlooked that, sir. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you not?  I am reading it now.  Not his office; himself.  
And then I sent you a note suggesting what response you should give him.  You 
got that email with you? 

 THE SECRETARY:  No, sir.   

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I have got it here in front of me. 

 THE SECRETARY:  I must have misplaced it, sorry sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Misplaced it? 

THE SECRETARY:  It is supposed to be in this folder but it is not here. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  I want you to just have a look at – quickly have a look at this 
email. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I must have misplaced this. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  When I sent you that note I did not get a response which was 
unusual because you do respond immediately to all my emails.  So, you may be 
disoriented or probably something got in your way as we often get distracted but 
that is the email, right? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, can we adjourn this matter to perhaps next Monday.  
You have some dialogue with Mr Kramer in the way I suggested in the email? 10 

 THE SECRETARY:  Okay, I will do that, sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And then his response you can table that next Monday. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Next Monday, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is an important witness, Mr Yuangu, you pay attention to 
these communications.  Can I have my email back?  You go back and retrieve your 
copy and you should be able to follow it up.  All right, that matter is adjourned to 
Monday 5 October 2020 at 9.30 am for Mr Yuangu to follow up with Mr Frank 
Kramer on his email message of 24 September and the Chairman’s email to Mr 
Yuangu of even date. 

[11.47 am]Next witness?  All right, thank you Mr Peter Koim for attending on the 20 
commission’s request. The purpose of today’s preliminary hearing is as set out in 
that letter.  But if you were present when I was speaking to the first two or three 
witnesses explaining the purpose of today’s hearing, then I cannot repeat what I 
said, but there is sufficient information there as to the background of today’s 
preliminary hearing.  Obviously, the purpose of today’s hearing is to have some 
discussion around what assistance you will provide to the commission with respect 
to, not only the UBS loan but the IPIC loan which may have some relationship of 
- varying with what some say it does not with the UBS loan. 

 Firstly, I was not quite sure of your position because under the Oil and Gas Act it 
talks about a director – office of the director, who is also the chairman of some 30 
board – advisory board or something; Oil and Gas board or something.   And then 
there is a description of the position by the name of, “Oil and Gas Project office 
director”, some reference I find in the literature around the Oil and Gas Act.  So, I 
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was not quite sure of your position under the Oil and Gas Act.  If you can clarify 
that then we can take it from there. 

 MR PETER KOIM:  Thank you, Chair.  Chairman, you are right, there is a 
difference between the office that I run and the director, Oil and Gas, as mentioned 
in the Oil and Gas Act, section 11.  So, the director, Oil and Gas, as mentioned in 
the Oil and Gas Act is in fact the secretary of the department.  Mr Manau, who has 
just come on earlier on and the director is also the chairman of the Petroleum 
advisory board.  So, the office that I run, although my position is also called 
director, it is called director, Gas Projects Coordination office.  My office plays a 
supporting role to the Department of Petroleum but the work that we do basically 10 
is to coordinate inter government key milestones and deliverables for new LNG 
projects and oil projects as well.  So, in this Inquiry, although the loans relate to 
development of oil and gas projects, the job that I do basically coordinates 
meetings and gas agreement negotiations and that sort of thing so I may not be able 
to offer much material to the Inquiry, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes, I think that is the first thing that we need to settle 
- as I raised it and you clarified it - your position.  This Commission is really 
looking for someone who has a – occupies a statutory post or position.  So, I think 
the secretary for the department, as you say, he is the director and he is also the 
chair of the advisory board and so forth, he will be the right person to give 20 
evidence.  

[11.52 am] MR KOIM:  Correct. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I did not quite have that information when Mr Manau was 
here and I could have put it to him and then I would have raised some other matters 
with him so he would be able to cover in those areas but he is going to come back 
after the next two weeks so I will raise that with him if his statement does not 
adequately cover that particular area of responsibility under the Act.  As far as you 
are concerned, it seems obviously the commission will not require your assistance 
so I will excuse you or you can take your leave but thank you for attending. 

 MR KOIM:  Thank you, chairman. 30 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  It is just that the confusion that arose as a result of you being 
identified as a director of something which I took it as a direct – there is only one 
director position established under the Oil and Gas Act and I took it to mean that 
it could be you as a reason why the commission asked you to come.  All right, you 
may be excused. 
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 MR KOIM:  Thank you, chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Ray Paul, first let me thank you for accepting 
the commission’s invitation for you to attend this preliminary hearing and as I said 
- you were present - when I was explaining today’s hearing to the other earlier 
witnesses and that covers that aspect.  Essentially, the commission will be looking 
for evidence or independent confirmation of the export of petroleum products or 
oil and gas products, whatever, from the IPIC loan funded gas project that PNG 
LNG project in the period between 2009 when the IPIC loan was obtained and 
2014 when the IPIC loan matured and then from 2014 to 2017 - that is the period 
covered by the UBS loan - and there may or may not be a connection between the 10 
revenue generated from PNG LNG project that may or may not have been used to 
fund the repayment of the UBS loan between 2014 and 2017.   

Export of oil and gas products or petroleum products and any information that the 
commission might ask or require you to provide evidence of and if your office is 
responsible for approving the export of such products, your organization might 
also have some information on the value of the exports, that information will be 
useful to the commission. 

[11.57am] So, essentially, that is the focus of the evidence that you might be asked to or 
required to provide.  So, with that information we can have some just general 
discussion around whether that kind of evidence is at your disposal and whether 20 
you would be able to provide that evidence.  Obviously, you would have the 
technical terms for the export, export of product and the value of those exports.  
You can use your own language to give the information that I am looking for.  Mr 
Paul? 

 MR RAY PAUL:  Firstly, thank you for the opportunity to come and discuss with 
you the issue of the Inquiry.  Firstly, let me just explain to you the role of Papua 
New Guinea Customs Service.  Papua New Guinea Customs Service has about 
four key outcomes.  The first one is border security and trade facilitation; the 
second one is Revenue protection debt collector; the third one is Community 
Protector; the fourth one is an umbrella to make sure that that the office function 30 
to support those three key strategies of Customs which are outcome. 

 Let me say this from the start; Customs have no part in discussion of these loans, 
either it be IPIC or UBS, we are out of that part.  We only come into play and do 
our work in facilitating of trade after all that is done.  So, with that I can share with 
you today that we confirm that ExxonMobil PNG has imported goods from 2010 
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to 2015 and the export also after that until current date.  The customs brokers, we 
have details of imports and exports and I can also share with you that we have all 
these details here to present to you for your noting, and the Commissions to look 
into the total imports and exports and the value as well and who deals with it, it is 
all captured on our asycuda plus plus system and our recent automated system 
called asycuda world.  And all these transaction are captured there.  We have taken 
enforcement actions where it is required, where the company have failed to comply 
with our requirements and they did comply at point of inport, when it comes to the 
point of export, yes, we facilitate those trades as required by our law. 

 Sir, let me say this that we are here to assist you with any other information that 10 
you require from us.  Thank you, sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. I think that will suffice.  As I have being doing 
with other witnesses who have appeared before the commission at these 
preliminary hearings, I am going to be asking you to provide a list of other 
witnesses you might want to call, if there are any other witnesses who support the 
evidence that you will give, and obviously the evidence you will give, is relevant 
to the subject matter of the Inquiry.  

 Secondly, the xommission would want to give you the opportunity to provide a 
summary or synopsis of the evidence that you will give in the way I have just said 
it this morning, some general description of what the evidence that you will cover 20 
and then for you to provide a list of the documents like receipts, certificates, 
exports certificates or whatever you call it, you have your own language for that 
and then to provide copies of the actual copies of those documents. 

[12.02 pm] Once that is done, then I will have another discussion with you about whether the 
commission wants some more information.  But I will think that the records for the 
export items would obviously state the type of good been exported, the quantity, 
then the value of the export item and the export duty charge and if you want to 
state, you can state that has been collected or not collected and also, as you say, 
some of the enforcement actions that you have taken.  These documents when they 
are provided, will be given to a team of overseas counsel and solicitors who will 30 
sit down and study the documents and then they will approach you and sit down 
with you to prepare the evidence that you will give to the commission and actually 
lead you to give your evidence as we are doing now.  So that will take place at the 
public hearing phase, but for now, I think, it is the collection of the information 
beforehand to pass on to the commission and the team of counsel and solicitors.  
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So, I will issue some direction in those regard now and there will be formal 
directions issued.  But how much time do you think you will need to work out or 
draft the synopsis of your evidence or proposed evidence and to collate the 
documents that I refer to? 

 MR PAUL:  Thanks sir, less than two weeks? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Two weeks. 

 MR PAUL:  And may I also share with you that our system is a paperless system.  
So, we are prepared to share with you soft copies of all the data and transactions 
on these ones, the amount of quantity of papers that you will go through, it is quite 
huge, unless you have somebody who is an analytic in that space would be able to 10 
assist you with all those decisions because it is quite huge, the number of 
transactions that has come through is not that small.  If we are going to bring in 
paper it would be in container loads and I do not have the time and money to 
prepare that to present you but to give you in that electronic copy would be good 
for the inquiry, I believe. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We have the IT expertise around to produce --- 

 MR PAUL:  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I prefer hard copies first.  So that can be done here, if you 
give the soft copy of those documents.  Once the hard copies are assembled, we 
will ask you to come in and we will have an exchange like this in the inquiry room 20 
and you will confirm if we have the complete records to make sure we get the 
complete records.  But that confirmation will come after the hard copies are 
produced and made available and are inspected.  So, yes, you can deliver the 
electronic copy and we can produce the hard copies which will be subject to 
confirmation at a hearing like this.  What kind of volume are we looking at right 
now?  If they were reproduced in hard copies, how many volumes would that run 
into?  Let us say a big folder like this; I do not know what they call this kind of 
folders but - - - 

 MR PAUL:  Arch lever folders. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes.  How many volumes are you looking at? 30 

 MR PAUL:  I did not compute - - -  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Or how many boxes of documents are we looking at? 
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 MR PAUL:  There is two parts to it.  We have allowed, by our law, for compliance 
– voluntary compliance by the importer so they keep those record at their site.  We 
do not hold it at our premises nor do we have a cache for that but when we call for 
it, they bring it to us.  But we have them all captured electronically, yes. 

[12.07 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You do not know the size in terms of - because I am 
old fashioned to do that.   
 
MR PAUL:  No sir, I understand that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not it that way.  I really go for the hard copy first and 10 
then the electronic copy, the technical people deal with that.  But let us say, the 
hard copy, what is the volume like? 
 
MR PAUL:  Sir, I cannot give you a number at this time but I can only share with 
you after I compute how many arch lever files I can come to. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You give us the electronic copy or the soft copy.  We 
will run them out and we will see what – how many volumes it runs into. 
 
MR PAUL:  I have them right here.  The summary of all these documents, I have 20 
them here.  I have got all the total imports and exports. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Well, that is good. 
 
MR PAUL:  It is here with me.  You can always go through that but if you would 
want the actual customs entry and all those documents, those are the things that we 
can call. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have a summary there? 
 30 
MR PAUL:  Yes, I do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you have the soft copy that contains everything? 
 
MR PAUL:  I can always pass it to you, it is not here with me right now.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you got it now? 
 
MR PAUL:  I do not have that but I have it on file. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You will go back and then – all right, I will give you some 
time for that. 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But you can give what you have there.  I think that will be 
basically it.  All right, I will issue some formal directions.  I will give you two 
weeks to put together the electronic copy of all those documents.  All right, if you 
can just deliver the folder you have, you can hand that up.  I was going to ask you 10 
as to the period of the export, when the exports of LNG products from the PNG 
LNG began.  I was not quite sure when it began.  Would you have that information? 
 
MR PAUL:  The information are in the report that I provided.  I believe from my 
recollection from 2010 to 2015 was the construction phase.  Straight after that 
export started - came out - so I have a presentation that was done in Sydney at the 
Chamber of Mines also included in the document for your noting, sir and there are 
full export details also captured in the report that I have provided to you there. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the export began in 2015, early 2015 or mid 2015 20 
somewhere? 
 
MR PAUL:  I cannot confirm.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, I will ascertain that. 
 
MR PAUL:  I got it there for you, thank you sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The UBS loan was obtained in 2014.  Okay, all right.  All 
right then, the first direction is; that the commission confirms Mr Ray Paul’s 30 
attendance in response to the commission’s letter of request issued on 17 
September 2020; number 2, the commission also confirms receiving from Mr Ray 
Paul a summary of exports and imports of gas? 
 
MR PAUL:  Imports of materials for the construction of the LNG project.  
 

[12.12 pm] That is the import and export of LNG gas. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  A summary of export of LNG gas and import of 
materials for the PNG LNG project. 40 
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MR PAUL:  Construction phase. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Construction between 2010 and 2019.  Number 3, Mr Ray 
Paul is to provide an electronic copy of the PNG LNG project export and import 
documents on or before Monday, 12 October 2020; and number 4, the matter is 
adjourned to Monday, 12 October 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  A formal 
direction will be issued in those terms and you will be given a copy either today or 
in the next two days.  All right, that brings us to the end of our discussions and 
thank you for your attendance once again.  You may be excused. 10 
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MS SALLY TADABE:  Thank you Chairman.  Witness seeks to be assisted by in-
house counsel in relation to the directions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And your name for the record, yes. 
 20 
MS TADABE:  For the record Chairman, counsel’s name is Tadabe initial S, 
appearing for Rogen Wato. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, first of all let me thank counsel and your client for 
appearing this morning in response to the Commission’s request.  You want to say 
something before I give you a short introduction? 
 
MS TADABE:  No, Chairman, we are just used to standing so do I sit or stand? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, you can sit.  Now, I think the purpose of this 30 
morning’s session was explained to the previous witnesses and if you and your 
client were here when I was giving the explanation, I think that will suffice. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As to the purpose of these preliminary hearings.  If you came 
a little later then I can just give you a brief introduction. 
 
MS TADABE:  Chairman, we were in attendance since the start so - - - 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, so you are aware of what - - - 
 
MS TADABE:  We are aware of your - - - 
 

[12.17 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, the purpose of today’s hearing is stated in the letter 
of request.  Essentially, there will be other people from the management of the 
company that your client is company secretary of appearing at different stages.  
Some of those have been listed to appear this morning and we will go through the 
evidence that they will give but essentially, I think the commission will be 
interested in having some discussion around the assistance that your client will 10 
give in terms of some of the compliance with the requirements of different 
legislation insofar as the company that your client was a former company secretary 
is concerned, like compliance with requirements of the Companies Act and so 
forth.  The commission would like to have some discussion with the role that your 
client had with this particular company and to establish if your client had access to 
the records of this company and any other role that your client played.  I will let 
your client give some information on that and then we can take it from there. 

 
MS TADABE:  You want Mr Wato to address the tribunal, your Honour? 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TADABE:  You would want Mr Wato to address the tribunal? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is just a general discussion around - - - 
 
MS TADABE:  Okay, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The assistance that your client might give and then we can 
reduce or deduce from that information that the commission will be interested in 30 
and then perhaps issue some directions. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman.  I will take my leave from the Terms of 
Reference and what is basically outlined in the Terms of Reference from paragraph 
(g).  That is commencing from paragraph (g) all the way to paragraph (o), my client 
will be able to provide assistance in that regard.  So, what we intend to do is reduce 
his evidence into a written statement and annex or essentially attach all the relevant 
documentation to his statement. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay that is from which paragraphs of the Terms of 
Reference? 
 
MS TADABE:  That is paragraph (g) to paragraph (o).  So, taking into 
consideration the Terms of Reference, my client will be able to assist the 
commission in that regard and what he intends to do is reduce his evidence into a 
statement and attach the evidence, your Honour, my apologies, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So, your client is not aware of or involved in any of 
these transactions involving the IPIC loan? 10 
 
MS TADABE:  No, Chairman.  My client essentially joined what was known as 
NPCP Holdings. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  NPC? 
 
MS TADABE:  Sorry, NPC in 2014 so that transaction predates my client’s 
knowledge.  That is why we can only assist you to the extent of where the Terms 
of Reference begin at (g) to (o). 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The company NPC, what do you call that?  National 
Petroleum Company of PNG; NPCP? 
 
MS TADABE:  Chairman, my apologies my client would also like to assist here 
as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 

[12:22 p.m.]MR ROGEN WATO:  Thank you, Chairman.  There has been a change of name 
of the company that I am employed in to what is now Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  30 
I essentially joined the company in 2010 when it was Kroton and I took the role of 
company secretary from, I think, 2013 or 12 onwards.  So, during that time when 
I was company secretary, the UBS loan transaction occurred.  So, my ability to 
assist the commission would be in respect of the UBS loan and what transpired and 
what I was privy to. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what would be the kind of evidence that you would 
provide?  Let us have some general discussion around the nature of the evidence 
without getting specific. 
 40 
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MR WATO:  I would give the commission a background of the UBS loan 
transaction itself.   I can be able to do that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your evidence would pretty much depend on your duties as a 
company secretary under the Companies Act? 
 
MR WATO:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that does not prevent you from giving evidence in 
relation to other matters that are relevant, that you might have some knowledge of, 10 
but in terms of the evidence you will give, I think it would be fairly limited to the 
duties that are required of a company secretary? 
 
MR WATO:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, let us just talk about the duties of a company secretary in 
relation to this particular company and the UBS loan.  What would be those duties?  
Let us start, for example, you would be sitting as a company secretary in board 
meetings, right? 
 20 
MR WATO:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you would be responsible for keeping the records of the 
meetings? 
 
MR WATO:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That would include minutes of meetings, agenda for the 
meeting? 
 30 
MR WATO:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That would be your responsibility? 
 
MR WATO:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the commission would expect you to provide the records 
of the board of directors’ meetings? 
 
MR WATO:  Yes. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, what else?  What other evidence would – about your 
duties as a company secretary under the Companies Act would include filing 
returns, ensuring the company returns under the Companies Act are filed in time? 
 
MR WATO:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that one of your responsibilities like filing of annual returns, 
filing change of name of - - - 
 10 
MR WATO:  At the IPA, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Directors? 
 
MR WATO:  Change of directors. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Company share, value, all those kind of returns that are 
required to be lodged? 
 
MR WATO:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that your responsibility or is it the responsibility of the 
managing director? 
 
MR WATO:  That would be the company secretary’s responsibility. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Company secretary’s.  So, these are the kind of evidence that 
the Commission would be looking for. 
 
MR WATO:  All right. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else?  I am just giving you an example.  Is 
there any other records that might come under your responsibility, any other 
duties? 
 
MR WATO:  Chairman, I think it is probably best if I stay with - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What about other records of – these are non-statutory records; 
other records of the company, would the company secretary be responsible for 
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keeping the other records inclusive of statutory records, of course, of the company 
or is that a responsibility for the managers and the managing director? 
 
MR WATO:  Would you Chairman be referring to records like transaction 
documents?   
 

  [12.27pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Transaction documents? 

 MR WATO:  They set the various agreements.  That would be a responsibility that 
can come directly under the managing director but under the managing director 
there are different functions; functionalities.  There is a person responsible for 10 
finance, person responsible for legal and those people are involved with expert 
advisors, negotiations, discussions, transactions are concluded, brought to the 
board for approval and directions.  But the managing director has overall 
responsibility of all the company documents. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The company secretary would also have access to legal 
documents? 

 MR WATO:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Statutory instruments? 

 MR WATO:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  If they are required to be filed by the company, he would be 20 
responsible for ensuring that those are filed and so forth? 

MR WATO:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think that is essentially what the commission 
would be expecting from you.  So, we may start off perhaps by just allowing you 
to prepare maybe a synopsis of what evidence you will be able to provide, and if 
you got access to the documents, some of which we have just gone through, we 
will let you to compile a list of it and then provide actual copies of those documents 
within some time frame that the commission will set.  Ms Tadabe, is that how you 
are looking at, essentially, we left your client --- 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Put together a synopsis and then a list of documents and the 
documents that he has got in here; that he has access to.  Is he still the company 
secretary now? 
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MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or is that company now – he has now changed to another 
entity, is it? 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman, our current company secretary is Ms Aikung.  She 
is in attendance here today.  My client is currently the chief legal officer.  That is 
his position in Kumul Petroleum, your Honour, my apologies, Chairman.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So NPCP or whatever it is, the initial for it, changed later, 
changed to Kumul Petroleum Holdings, is it? 

MR TADABE:  Yes, Chairman.  But at the relevant time, Mr Wato was the 
company secretary. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the commission is more interested in your client giving 
evidence of NPCP’s involvement, right and the records will be confined to NPCP. 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And Ms Aikung, she is on the list of witnesses to appear this 
morning, she can give the Kumul Petroleum Holdings records. 

MS TADABE:  Very well. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, let me speak that way.  If there is any particular function 
that your client performed when he was company secretary for NPCP Limited, I 
think the commission would be interested in those piece of evidence as well. 

MS TADABE:  Yes.  My client was also there during the time of divergence of the 20 
shares so he would have to give evidence as to that but that was when the name 
had changed to Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  So, his evidence would expand all the 
way to 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That transition period? 

MR WATO:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And if there were some statutory returns required in that 
period, then obviously your client would be the right witness to give evidence? 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman.  So, to the extent that Ms Aikung would give 
evidence - she was not privy to those particular aspects so we might have to have 
Mr Wato give evidence in relation to both the time at NPCP and the transition to 30 
Kumul. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  And your client is what, the chief legal officer for Kumul 
Petroleum now? 

MS TADABE:  He is now the chief legal officer. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But he is not a company secretary? 

MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 

    [12.32pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then in that case, I think Ms Aikung’s evidence will 
be still required? 

 MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Give the evidence when she took over as company secretary 
for Kumul Petroleum. 10 

 MS TADABE:  Yes.  The issue would be that Ms Aikung took over in August on 
2019 so that was after the entire transaction took place. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

MS TADABE:  So Mr Wato would probably be the proper person to present the 
information as he is privy to everything. 

 THE CHAIRAMN:   Yes, perhaps her evidence might not be relevant. 

MS TADABE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the period that we may be looking for records is 
maybe up to 2017. 

 MS TADABE:  From 2014 to 2017. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 MS TADABE:  Ms Aikung joined last year so she would not be in a position to 
depose any statements to that effect where it concerns the transaction in concern. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission may be primarily interested in the period 
when the loan was – UBS loan was obtained and then the shares were sold or 
disposed of - that would be in 2017, right? 

 MS TADABE:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Would your client have any information on IPIC loan?  Not 
really? 
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 MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  There was some suggestion somewhere in some of the 
literature that I have read about your client being a signatory to a payment 
direction. 

 MS TADABE:  Payment direction deed. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Entered into between, is it IPBC or NPCP and Gloco? 

 MS TADABE:  Yes Chairman, perhaps I will let my client assist the tribunal in 
that regard with any specific questions. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  He has got the records for that one, I think that will also 
be included in his statement I would think.  10 

 MS TADABE:  So, this is for matter of discussion not for him to answer any 
questions at this stage? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think he is hearing this so I will just point him to one 
aspect that sort of stands out in my mind. 

 MR WATO:  Yes, Chairman, I would be able to depose to that as well as we have 
other transaction documents that I signed, or co-signed. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  All right, I think those discussions will suffice and 
I will issue some formal directions but how much time do you think your client 
will need to - - - 

 MS TADABE:  Chairman, as I said, we seek to reduce everything to a statement 20 
and annex the necessary annexures as evidence so we would like to ask for six 
weeks if the tribunal is able to - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Six weeks is too long. I will give you either one week or two 
weeks because we are trying to expedite the Inquiry.  It is just that there is a hold 
up right now at the National Court, running into the fourth month now waiting for 
admissions.  Hopefully, when that decision comes through, we will be moving in 
quick to mount the public hearing phase.  So six weeks is too long. 

 MS TADABE:  To assist the tribunal as well as we can that is what we would be 
asking for, but we will leave it in your hands to decide the extent of time that we 
should be given.  Maybe a minimum of three weeks, the maximum we would ask 30 
for is six weeks because it is a large volume of documentation we want to present 
it properly for the purpose of assisting the tribunal. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give you three weeks and then we see how we go? 

 MS TADABE:  Very well. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  If after three weeks, you need more time, then you seek more 
time when we meet next? 

 MS TADABE:  Very well Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you want to say before I issue the formal 
directions? 

MS TADABE:  Just one thing Chairman.  Is my client required the next time to 
attend or can counsel attend to receive the next directions?    

  [12.37 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I think counsel can appear on his behalf. 10 

MS TADABE:  Alright, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   But initially he will be required for the public hearing phase 
when he will be expected to give evidence.  You can appear on his behalf in 
subsequent proceedings from now on until the commission requests his personal 
attendance. 

 MS TADABE:  Very well, thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the first direction is that; the commission confirms 
the attendance of Mr Rogen Wato in response to the commission’s request issued 
on 17 September 2020; number 2, Mr Rogen Wato is to provide to the commission 
a synopsis of the evidence that he will give to the commission, together with a list 20 
of documents and copies of those documents relating to the UBS loan on or before 
19 October 2020; and three, the matter is adjourned to Monday 19 October 2020 
at 9.30 am for further directions.  I think those directions will do. 

 MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman.  Just one slight correction I would like to make 
mention of.  It is Rogen Wato, I think they got the name wrong, as opposed to 
Roger Wato. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The spelling? 

 MS TADABE:  It is Rogen.  As opposed to an “R”, it is spelt with an “N”. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Rogen? 

MR WATO:  Ends with an “N”. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Roger may have come from some source, I do not know where 
it came from.  Aright, we will make that correction.  All right, thank you, you may 
be excused. 

MR WATO:  Thank you Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps call Dianne Aikung first.  Ms Tadabe, you also appear 
for Ms Aikung? 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman.  For the record, counsel’s name is Tadabe, initial 
“S”, I appear for Ms Aikung. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think your client is familiar with the nature of this 
proceeding so I will not labour myself to explain what the purpose of today’s 10 
proceedings is about but Ms Aikung, thank you for attending ommission’s 
preliminary hearing at the Commission’s request.  We will have some little 
exchange but maybe I can start with my exchange with your counsel? 

MS AIKUNG:  Thank you your Honour. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, your client was company secretary from--- 

MS TADABE:   Ms Aikung – sorry, she joined in August 2019.   

  [12.42 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  To the present time? 

 MS TADABE:  To the present.  So she would not be privy to any part of the 
transaction that occurred. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Does the Term of Reference include this Commission of 20 
Inquiry inquiring into transactions up to the date when the Term of Reference was 
issued?  That would be about the same time as your client was appointed company 
secretary? 

 MS TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Does it or does it not?  I have sort of approached the time 
period by reference to the time when the government shares in Oil Search were 
disposed of? 

MS TADABE:  In 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Around September 2017, right? 

MS TADABE:  Yes. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the information I have before me.  But if the Terms of 
Reference was issued in August of last year, would that by implication in any 
transactions involving Kumul Petroleum Holdings up to the date when the Term 
of Reference was issued?  It does not say so in the Terms of Reference? 

MS TADABE:  No, it does not Chairman.  But I will take it to mean that in the 
Terms of Reference and what it looks into, the periods that are guided or confined 
in the Terms of Reference, should I say, are from 2014 to 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  To the time when the State sold its Oil Search shares, yes. 

MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman, insofar as Kumul Petroleum is concerned.  
Therefore, I got to say that Ms Aikung would not be privy to any of the relevant 10 
information. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you look at Term of Reference number 1, paragraph (n), it 
refers to; “The rationale why the State sold its Oil Search shares in 2016.”  It might 
not be accurate if State sold its shares in 2017. 

MS TADABE:  Maybe the conversation started in 2016. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Conversation started in 2016 --- 

MS TADABE:  It might have. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But the actual disposal might have occurred in 2017? 

MS TADABE:  In 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It might go into 2017.  So that is the period that I am looking 20 
at.  But in the period between September 2017 and 2019 - August, and even to the 
– it cannot be to the present day.  Your client would not be able to give any 
evidence about anything? 

MS TADABE:  No Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  As long as her predecessor, his evidence about the disposal 
of those shares in 2016 or 2017 --- 

MS TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What about revenue generated from PNG LNG project 
received by whoever the recipient is in that period, like from 2017 to last August, 
and even now, would that evidence be relevant to the Terms of the Inquiry 30 
Reference?      
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[12.47 pm] If for some reason or perhaps comparative analysis of the revenue generator--- 
 

MS TADABE:  Chairman, right now we are appearing and we are confined to the 
Terms of Reference that we have before us.  If that is to be raised as a question, 
you have to extend the Terms of Reference that way and we have to seek 
instructions and then come back to that effect. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I am just raising it.  This is a general discussion; it is not 
the Inquiry proper as yet. 
 10 
MS TADABE:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to see how the Terms of Reference can be read and 
whether there is some relevance in the evidence that your client might provide, it 
might be of relevance. 
 
MS TADABE:  Sir, in terms of confinement to the Terms of Reference, we are 
basically saying that you have already talked to Mr Wato already and the next 
person to be summoned, I understand, from Kumul is our managing director.  So, 
they are the relevant persons who were there during the pertinent time to give 20 
evidence to that effect.  So, we seek to assist the Commission by reducing their 
evidence into statements and they should be able to assist to fulfill or answer some 
of the questions in the Terms of Reference. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just raising it, just one question.  Maybe you take some 
time to just think through. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have raised that for the first time as to the relevance of any 30 
evidence between the time the Oil Search shares were sold, that is, September of 
2017 and up to the time when the Commission of Inquiry was established - that 
period.  Just give it some thought and maybe later we can address and decide 
whether or not your client’s evidence might be relevant. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well.  But even to that, you have to be specific to specific 
questions as well so perhaps we can raise that in the next directions or discuss that 
issue. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, just give it some thought.  I am just trying to think 
through, is there some relevant evidence that the current company secretary can 
provide in the period between 2017 when the Oil Search shares were sold and up 
to the time the Terms of Reference were issued in about August of 2019.  Is there 
any?  Just give it some thought and we can have some discussion around that when 
we meet next and maybe the Commission may be assisted by what you say and 
then perhaps decide whether your client is required or not required. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Since we are raising this for the first time. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us give it some thought.  So, for that purpose I could 
adjourn your client’s appearance to next Monday for all that discussion. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right then the direction I issue is; number 1, the 20 
Commission confirms the attendance of Ms Dianne Aikung in response to the 
Commission’s request issued on 17 September 2020; and number 2, the matter is 
adjourned to Monday, 5 October 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  I suggest 
in the week your client hold some discussion with Mr Rogen Wato to ensure that 
if he is going to give evidence covering all the relevant matters, then they can reach 
some understanding as to whether Ms Aikung should be available to give evidence.  
So in the week you can hold some discussion.  When we meet next Monday then 
we will take a firm position on it. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, very well. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if there is nothing else then both of you may be 
excused. 
 
MS AIKUNG:  Thank you, your Honour.     
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Tadabe, you are appearing in the other matter in relation 
to the other witness as well? 40 
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MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   
  

[12.52 pm] You can call the next matter.  Mr Sonk, thank you for attending today’s hearing.  I 
will let your counsel speak first and then I may revert to you later.  Yes? 

 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman.  For the record again counsel’s name is 
Tadabe initial “S”.  Our conversation would essentially be the same as that had 10 
with Mr Wato and again we would be seeking to reduce our client’s evidence into 
a statement and annex all the relevant documentation to his statement.  The bulk 
of the evidence which we seek to or covers the Terms of Reference will be coming 
from my client that is in terms of - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just by way of background, your client was appointed 
managing director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes in - - - 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At about what time? 
 
MS TADABE:  2014.  I will let my client assist you as to specifics. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR WAPU SONK:  2013 to present. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2013 and prior to that? 
 30 
MR SONK:  Chairman, I joined the Kroton Company in 2010, October but as 
managing director at that time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay so, you have any information on who was the managing 
director of NPCP Limited, National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea, 
something? 
 
MR SONK:  The CEO of Kroton at that time was Dairi Vele. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was it? 40 
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MR SONK:  Dairi Vele, the current secretary for Treasury. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He was the managing director? 
 
MR SONK:  Yes, In 2010. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is best if the commission lets you put together your 
synopsis of the evidence that you propose to give and then the relevant documents.  
Once that is before me then we can have some general discussion around whether 10 
the commission would require anything else other than what is provided.  And 
what is going to be provided is basically – it is not going to be exhaustive but 
sufficient to provide some background information, then the counsel and the 
solicitors who will be assisting the commission will be assisted by looking at those 
documents and prepare the evidence with your client. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes so, what we intend to do is just to assist the Commission to 
put together in chronological order of our role in the entire transaction.  And as I 
advised for Mr Wato, just like Mr Watos - Mr Sonk’s statement will reduce the 
evidence into writing and then attach the relevant annexures to hand up as well. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Let us not hold any more discussions I think your 
client is familiar with the information that the commission would seek from him 
so we will give him a free hand in putting together his synopsis and the documents 
that he wish to produce and then we will take it from there.  How much time does 
your client need to put together the documents? 
 
MS TADABE:  Well, just as we sought for Mr Wato, it is all six weeks but from 
our interactions, I understand the three weeks is the most you can give and should 
you require any more, we will seek---  30 
   

[12.57 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give three weeks for now and if your client needs more 
time then you can indicate when we meet on 19 October. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give some more time. 
 
MS TADABE:  I also enquire whether I can appear instead of my client on that 
date. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, your client can appear by yourself and if his personal 
attendance is required then the commission will indicate so as we go on. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But certainly he will be required for the public hearing phase 
in which he will be expected to give oral evidence plus all other documentary 
evidence.  But the idea I think is, if I can just elaborate on that, this Inquiry is a bit 
different in the sense it is being sort of modelled under the way Australians run 10 
their royal Commissions of Inquiry, where counsel and now solicitors added onto 
that, will manage the witnesses who will give evidence before the commission.  
That is why they are assisting the commission.  Counsel, yourself for example, will 
have a role, you know, the usual adversarial role that is played, that will be allowed 
for, but essentially, the responsibility to marshal the evidence with the witness and 
produce it before the commission will be the responsibility of counsel and 
solicitors will back them up.  So, they will be sitting down with yourself and your 
client to sort of essentially prepare their evidence that will be put before the 
commission.  So, that would mean that if there are some pieces of evidence that 
they do not see any relevance of to the issues or they feel a document is lacking 20 
and so forth the responsibility is on them to sit down with your client to work out 
the evidence that will be put.  So it is a bit different. 
 
MS TADABE:  Different. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Although a hearing like this is strictly – not as adversarial as 
such, but it is more inquisitive in a way, that is why you get Australian counsel and 
solicitors coming in, standing in between the commission and the witnesses.  And 
then witnesses are obviously free to engage a counsel of their choice.  Does that 
suffice, I think? 30 
 
MS TADABE:  That suffice. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Have you attended some of these previous Commissions 
of Inquiry, how was it played out in previous Commissions of Inquiry? 
 
MS TADABE:  This is my first one. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, this is my first one as well so besides we are bringing 
in Australian counsel and solicitors assisting so as I am looking at it that is the way 40 
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it will play out.  It is not the case where the responsibility will fall on the witness’ 
counsel to lead the witness to give the evidence that they want.  You know what I 
mean?  It is the counsel who will be leading the witness to present the evidence in 
the best way the counsel and the solicitors see it fit.  So, I am sure there will be co-
operation between the counsel assisting the witness and the counsel and solicitors 
assisting the commission to come up with a workable arrangement whereby the 
rights of the witness are observed, at the same time the commission’s interests are 
served. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I was just bearing that in mind.  In that context, that is 
why the commission is issuing these directions to get the information beforehand 
so that the counsel and solicitors can sit down and just have a look at what the 
witness is going to be saying and then that will assist the counsel to prepare the 
evidence. 
 
MS TADABE:  So, if we go to the extent of preparing an actual statement, does 
that further assist or would that be dissected when it goes to the counsel assisting 
the commission, in that they will ascertain what they want and what more they 20 
want and get back to us? 
 

 [1.02 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  They will have some discussion with you and although the 
responsibility solely lies in the commission to decide what evidence is relevant and 
what is not relevant, but the counsel have some leeway in deciding evidence that 
should be really relevant that should be put before the commission because 
sometimes you know witnesses might come up with evidence that is totally 
irrelevant and the commission need not sit down and receive completely irrelevant 
evidence only to reject that evidence as being irrelevant, and thereby, waste time 
and costs but they will have some little bit of discretion there I would think.  But 30 
as I have said if you look at the Practice Notes that the commission has issued, I 
think the responsibility on the counsel assisting the commission and the solicitors 
becomes a lot clearer and I am just reflecting on what the rules say that the 
responsibility to produce that evidence will squarely lie on the counsel as directed 
or guided by the commission.  I think we have said enough so should I issue the 
formal directions and then we will close our discussions? 

 
MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else you want to say before I formalize the 
directions? 
 
MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right then, the first direction is that; the commission 
confirms Mr Wapu Sonk’s appearance in response to the commission’s letter of 
request issued on 17 September 2020; number 2, Mr Wapu Sonk is to provide to 
the commission a synopsis of his proposed evidence together with a list of 
documents and copies of those documents on or before Monday 19 October 2020; 10 
and number 3, the matter is adjourned to Monday, 19 October 2020 at 9.30 am for 
further directions.  If I can ask if the documents are voluminous we might consider 
reducing an electronic copy in addition to or in the place of hard copies. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman I also like hard copies so we will produce them in 
hard copies for you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If you can produce hard copies as well as electronic 
copies and that will assist. 
 20 
MS TADABE:  We can produce both. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right then you may be excused. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Both of you.  Mr Yuangu, have we come to the end of the list 
or there is one more? 
 
MR SECRETARY:  We have two more. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Two more.  Call the next matter.  Is a counsel appearing for 
Sir Moi? 
 
MR DANE MEL:  Yes.  May it please this honourable commission, counsel’s 
name is Mel, M-e-l initial “D” from the firm of Mel and Henry Lawyers and I seek 
leave to enter my appearance for the witness Sir Moi Avei. 
 

   [13.07pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright, thank you.  Let me first thank your client for 
appearing this morning at the commission’s request. Our apologies for keeping you 40 
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waiting.  We were following the order of witnesses as per the list so it took a bit 
longer to reach you but thank you for waiting. 

 MR MEL:  Thank you Mr Chairman.  Mr Chairman, my client appears today 
pursuant to the notice issued by this Commission by a letter of 17 September 2020 
and Mr Chairman, it is issued in relation to my client’s capacity as the former 
Chairman of the board of directors of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and Mr 
Chairman in that respect I would like to inform this commission that my client was 
the chairman from April 2017 until October 2018.  Mr Chairman, my client is 
willing and able to provide material to assist this commission in respect of matters 
within his knowledge during that period. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of the evidence, some of that evidence, particularly 
the company records with regard to meetings of the board of directors may be given 
by the company secretary, in which case it will be Mr Rogen Wato or Ms Aikung.  
If your client has some access issues in terms of obtaining the records of the Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings and the company secretaries will be providing that evidence 
so we can make arrangements for your client to inspect the company records as 
provided by the company secretaries.   

MR MEL:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I am just making that point because sometimes when -
more often than not - when office holders leave an organization, they do not take 20 
the records with them, and they have problems with accessing the records.  But if 
your client has access to those records then by all means he can produce the 
records.   

MR MEL:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  One other key areas that the commission will be looking for 
evidence from your client is the circumstances on the government’s decision to 
dispose of its shares in Oil Search.  A decision that was or may have been made 
around September or October of 2017, perhaps following on from discussions that 
go back to 2016 or 2015.   

MR MEL:  Yes. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So as Chairman of board of directors, apart from the company 
records, your client may have some information, may be privy to any discussions 
that were being held between the company and the government officials 
representing different interest as to the companies’ financial situation that made it 
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perhaps difficult to repay the loan and eventually the government deciding to 
dispose of its shares in Oil Search to repay the loan. 

  [13.12 pm] So that is the area that the commission would be very much interested in receiving 
evidence from your client, apart from the records he has got some information 
about the financial situation of the government and the Kumul Petroleum Holdings, 
that evidence would be obviously welcomed.  Is that the kind of evidence that your 
client would want to give; you had some discussion with your client? 

 MR MEL:  Yes, Commissioner.  I have briefly discussed with my client and my 
client will be giving briefly in relation to the conduct of the board, the board 
meetings, the agendas of board meetings and I have been able to confirm that the 10 
client was privy to some of the board discussion, the agenda items and the meetings 
in relation to the events of 2017, specifically the disposal of those Oil Search 
Limited shares.  So those would be some of the evidence that my client would be 
willing to give. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So, your client came in as chairman of the board of directors 
in April 2017? 

 MR MEL:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And the decision to dispose of the shares would have been 
made around September or October 2017? 

MR MEL:  Yes, around September or October. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So his evidence would pretty much cover that period? 

MR MEL:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Was your client in any position to be involved in any 
transactions, any discussion regarding the UBS loan prior to April 2017 that he 
might want to give evidence of? 

MR MEL:  No. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, last question from me.  These are just preliminary 
discussions we are having, it is not the evidence but preliminary discussion so that 
we focus on the evidence that he will give that would be relevant to the Inquiry.  
The last question was - I was a bit unclear from reading some of the literature 30 
around this subject as to whether it was the State that made the decision to dispose 
of its shares, Oil Search or it was Kumul Petroleum Holding Limited board that 
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made that decision?  Who made that decision is not clear, at least to my mind.  Do 
you have any information on that? 

MR MEL:  Chairman, I have to go back to the records but I chaired that meeting 
that made the decision to sell. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So it is the board? 

MR MEL:  Yes, the board. 

THE CHAIMAN:  Not the government minister responsible or the NEC for that 
matter that made the decision; it is the board? 

MR MEL:  The board that made the decision. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that clarifies it so you will be able to give evidence 10 
on those.  The records in terms of the minutes of the board meeting that captures 
the discussion and the resolution, you have access to copies of those, those will be 
retained but otherwise the records would be provided by either Ms Aikung or Mr 
Rogen Wato and your client will be given an opportunity to inspect the minutes to 
ensure the minutes are complete and also are accurate. 

[13.17 pm]In terms of the minutes, were the minutes signed off by the chairman as sometimes 
there is a dispute about the content, accuracy of the minutes and so forth.  The 
minutes that I chair for example when I was in office, I made sure that I read the 
minutes and I signed every page of the minutes before the minutes went out.  Is 
that a practice that was adopted at the board level or sometimes they get the 20 
company secretary to sign it off without the chairman and members seeing it? 

SIR MOI AVEI:  No.  The chairman is responsible; the chairman must read and 
sign. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Must read and sign? 

SIR MOI:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So each page would bear – of the minutes would bear your 
signature? 

 SIR MOI:  I do not know about each page but I remember signing off the final 
document. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Because the way I ran meetings when I was in office, 30 
I made sure I signed every page of the minutes and there was a reference in the 
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minutes to the total number of pages and the number of page number you are on to 
make sure that the minutes are complete.  But anyway those are some – I am just 
looking at the minutes just to make sure that the minutes are complete and they are 
accurate.  But when the minutes come we will go through them. That is all the 
questions I have.  Is there anything else you want to say before I issue some 
directions, obviously, the directions will center around giving your client the 
opportunity to sit down perhaps, prepare a short or long synopsis of the evidence 
that he proposes to give and if he has got come documents that he want to tender, 
then those can be provided beforehand and I will issue some directions in that 
regard.  10 

 MR MEL:  Yes, Mr Chairman, the witness intends to provide a written statement 
and annex relevant documents. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Relevant documents.  How much time does your client need 
to prepare those documents? 

 MR MEL:  Mr Commissioner, we would ask for three weeks.  We were intending 
to ask for more but three weeks. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Three weeks.  Yes, all right.  I will give your client three 
weeks and if he needs more time then you can advise the Commission when we 
meet three weeks from now. 

 MR MEL:  Yes. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will issue the same directions that I issued in 
respect of the other two witnesses but I will just pronounce those directions.  
Number 1, the commission confirms Sir Moi Avei’s attendance in response to the 
commission’s request issued on 17 September 2020; number 2, Sir Moi Avei is to 
provide to the commission a synopsis of the evidence that he proposes to give 
together with the list of documents and copies of those documents on or before 19 
October 2020; and number 3, the matter is adjourned to 19 October 2020 at 9.30 
am for further directions. 

 MR MEL:  Mr Commissioner, could I also ask that my client be excused from 
further attendance before this commission unless requested? 30 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, in future attendances, Sir Moi, your lawyer will appear 
on your behalf.  You will be expected to appear in person at the public hearing 
when you will be expected to give the actual evidence but for now you may be 
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excused and your lawyer will appear from hereon.  Okay, both of you may be 
excused. 

 SIR MOI:  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu; are we finished with the list or there is - - - 

 THE SECRETARY:  We have got one. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  One last witness, call that witness. 

[13.22 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Clement Waine is not here.  Yes, Mr Yuangu? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have had difficulty locating this witness, 
Dr Clement Waine, currently he had left the – vacated his organization that he was 
the secretary to because that office has - - - 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  He has left office? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  That is what we were told but - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  What happened? 

 THE SECRETARY:  That particular government department has been abolished.  
That is what we were informed. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Government department abolished? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Public Investment and State Enterprises Department has 
been abolished and taken over by – I think the activities have been absolved by 
Health Department. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  You have the instruments that show the abolishing of the 20 
department?  Usually there is a statutory instrument issued. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  Not with me at the moment.  I will confirm this – we 
have been trying to locate him but - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Who told you that the department had been abolished? 

 THE SECRETARY:  From my officer’s enquiries. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  No, who?  I know your officers conducted the enquiries but 
who in government told you that the department had been abolished? 

 THE SECRETARY:  We actually called these numbers from this office previously 
- - - 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a ministry of public – what is it – Public Enterprises 
and State. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Investment – Public Investment and State Enterprises. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Public Investment and State Enterprises.  We have a ministry, 
right?  There is a minister; is there a minister?  If there is a minister, there should 
be a department.  Ministers do not operate in a vacuum. 

 THE SECRETARY:  I do not know.  I do not think that we have one.  There used 
to be one.  Arthur Somare use to - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I am asking you.  I know there is a minister for State 
Enterprises, right?  The former governor of West New Britain is now the Minister 10 
for State Enterprises and Public Investment.  If there is a ministry then there should 
be a department.  Can you find out? 

 THE SECRETARY:  I will do that now. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Because we have a name of a departmental head, we have a 
department on our record.  It does not seem right; that does not sound right.  You 
able to find out?  I suggest you go and make an appointment with the minister for 
State Enterprises, Mr Muthuvel somebody. 

 THE SECRETARY:  I will do that.  Muthuvel, yes.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  He will tell you or officers in there will tell you the department 
that serves them because I do not think any of these State-owned enterprises can 20 
provide the administrative support that the ministry needs, there are so many of 
them.  So there should be a department coordinating all these state-owned 
enterprises and then there is a department responsible to the ministry.   

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. It used to be like that. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Your officers are giving you information that is maybe 
misleading. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Okay, Sir, I will take that on myself now and confirm that.  
We can reschedule him for next Monday. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I will adjourn the matter to Monday 5 October 2020 at 9.30 
am for directions; number 1.  Number 2, the Commission’s secretary Mr Yuangu 30 
is to effect personal service of the letter of request and these directions on Dr 
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Clement Waine.  You find Clement Waine, serve him the papers and then he will 
tell you if he is still the secretary or what happened to the department.   

THE SECRETARY:  Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you rely on secondary information or information from 
the face book or whatever they call them.  You have to get down to the real people 
in the business face to face, they will give you the information. 

    [13.27pm]That is the last witness? 

THE SECRETARY:   That is the last one, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we have come to the end of the session.   
Thank you, counsel and secretary.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 10 

 

 

 

AT 1.27 PM THE ROYAL COMMIISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL MONDAY, 5 OCTOBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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  [9.38 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have six matters this morning.  My Associate is not 
available so we will proceed without him.  Mr Yuangu, you try and assist. 

 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will follow the order of witnesses as per the diary.  The 
first witness is Mr Frank Kramer, former chairman of the board of directors of 
National Petroleum Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited.  Mr Yuangu, what is the 
latest with regard to Mr Kramer? 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Kramer is still out of the country and he 
has not indicated any definite timing as to when he will be able to appear.  We 
have not received any formal confirmation of his appearance as yet. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the latest as I understand from email correspondence is 
that he will be able to give evidence. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  From Australia? 20 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is right he asked if he could- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By video link, is it? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Video link, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By video link? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have facilities for video link in place as yet? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Not just yet, the IT people are setting it up.  We may have it 
this week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  IT people are setting it up? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Our IT people are working on – wiring those connection and 
all that. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  It is not yet in place. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may want to send him an email. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Sure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Advising him that he may give evidence by video link. 10 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   But the Commission will still require a synopsis of his 
proposed evidence and if he is going to be tendering any documents in evidence, 
the Commission would want a list of those documents and copies of those 
documents sent to the Commission beforehand.  
 

  [9.43 am] THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman we will do it. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So in that respect I may issue a direction now which will 
require him to submit his synopsis and a list and copies of documents he has.  Have 
I issued such directions previously or not?  I did not issue such directions on 28 
September? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  The specific directions not yet. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you received copies of those email exchanges between 
yourself and Mr Kramer?  The last time you did not have copies of those email 
exchanges.  Have you received them? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I do not have that in his file at the moment, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you receive my email of 24 September in which I advised 
you how to respond to his queries? 
 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Yes, that is to do with the video link.  I advised him that we 
are not yet ready at the APEC Haus for the video conferencing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, so you did advise him that he may give evidence by 
video link? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But the facilities for video link are not in place yet? 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  Not yet ready. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay so what is outstanding is the directions? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  With regard to provision of his synopsis and- - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Copies of documents. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Please send copies of documents you may want to produce 
in evidence.  You may also want to advise him that he may need to inspect 
documents that are tendered by the company secretary, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Relating to records of National Petroleum Company of PNG 
(Kroton) Limited, NPCP I think for short but let him produce what he has to 
produce first. 
 30 
THE SECRETARY:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then we can have some discussion around giving him 
access to documents provided by the company secretary of that particular 
company.  The first direction is that the commission notes Mr Frank Kramer’s 
request conveyed to the commission by his email of 24 September 2020 requesting 
that he give evidence by video link from Brisbane, Australia. 
 

   [9.49am] Number 2, Mr Frank Kramer is to provide to the commission a synopsis of the 
evidence he proposes to give and a list of documents and copies of those 40 
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documents relating to IPIC loan and the UBS loan on or before Monday, 19 
October 2020.  Number 3, the matter is adjourned to Monday. 19 October 2020 at 
9.30 am for further directions; and number 4, the Commission Secretary Mr 
Mathew Yuangu is to serve a copy of these directions on Mr Frank Kramer by 
email communication. 

 The next matter on the list is Dr Clement Waine.  Thank you Dr Clement Waine 
for attending these preliminary hearings in response to the commission’s letter 
addressed to you on 17 September.  I assume that you have a copy of that letter. 

 DR WAINE: Yes, I do. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And that letter, in essence, sets out the assistance that the 10 
commission might require from you in your capacity as the secretary for the 
Department for Public Investment and State Enterprises.   When the matter last 
came before that commission, the commission was not quite sure whether this 
particular department is still in existence or it has been abolished or was in 
existence at the time either the IPIC loan or the UBS Loan were obtained.   So you 
can clarify to the commission on that aspect. 

 DR WAINE:  Thank you Chairman.  Firstly, I apologise for not appearing last 
week as directed but because I did not get that letter so I was not aware that there 
was a – or that I was required before the commission.  But in regard to your 
question, the department was in existence until it was abolished in 2011, I believe 20 
by the new government that came in and Sir Mekere Morauta was the Minister for 
State Enterprises in the O’Neill government at the time.  It was abolished in 2011 
and then re-established in 2013 when I was appointed as the secretary.  We were 
not involved in or  

[9.53 am] I was not involved with the IPIC; the exchange of all bond financing but I would 
assume that the previous department and the previous secretary before the 
abolishment in 2011, would have participated or would have some knowledge of 
that.  We were involved under the NEC appointment to restructure the IPIC loan 
to redeem their bonds that were – the Oil Search shares that were securitized as 
part of that exchangeable bond arrangement.  I was the deputy chair to the 30 
committee that was appointed by the Cabinet so I had some involvement there, but 
I was not involved in the UBS loan and the purchase of the Oil Search shares.  
Then the department was abolished again 2018 and my appointment was 
decommissioned then in August of 2018.  Up until now all the functions, the Oil 
Search functions were transferred to Treasury and then the assets were transferred 
to Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  I am effectively a private citizen now. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So the evidence that you might be able to give is in relation 
to your involvement in this negotiations to refinance- - - 
 
DR WAINE:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The IPIC loan? 
 
DR WAINE:  Yes, I will intend to at least submit my evidence specifically to 
differentiate between the refinancing structure and then the UBS/Oil Search share 10 
purchase.  I think there is a fundamental distinction that needs to be made and I 
intend to present that to the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, obviously, that piece of evidence will be relevant. 
 
DR WAINE:  Yes, that will be the key, I think, in terms of understanding how the 
two transactions differ materially and that is the distinction that needs to be made.  
I think it is quite confusing to go from IPIC refinancing to Oil Search share 
purchase through private placement, which is two different transactions and needs 
to be clarified by this Commission. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Obviously that area needs to be clarified. 
 
DR WAINE:  Definitely. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you may be one of the appropriate witnesses to give that 
piece of evidence.  There will be some discussion around the link between the 
IPIC loan and the UBS loan. 
 
DR WAINE:  Correct. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the negotiations that took place to renegotiate the IPIC 
loan and that linkage obviously will become relevant so provision will be made 
for you to give that piece of evidence plus any other evidence that you feel is 
relevant to the issues at hand. 
 
DR WAINE:  Alright, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As I have been doing in the past with regard to other 
witnesses, I may allow you to just sit down and recollect and put together a 40 
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summary of the evidence that you may want to give and then if you have any 
relevant documents to attach to the synopsis I will let you do that.  And then that 
summary or synopsis to be delivered to the commission beforehand to assist the 
counsel and the solicitors who will be preparing the case and the witnesses to 
actually present the evidence before the commission.  So, provision of the synopsis 
and the documents in advance will assist in that process when the counsel and the 
solicitors, all of whom are coming from overseas will prepare the evidence.  
 
DR WAINE: Okay. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, if I would ask you to prepare that synopsis and a list of 
copies of the relevant documents, how much time would you need to assemble or 
compile? 
 
DR WAINE:  The synopsis would probably be done in a week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  One week? 
 
DR WAINE:  Yes and then the actual documentation might take me some time to 
write. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Okay, I will issue proper directions in that regard.  
So, as we speak, the department does not exist? 
 
DR WAINE:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, as a matter of interest the administrative functions that 
support State-owned enterprises, for example, who is responsible for that? 
 

    [9.58am] DR WAINE:  It does not exist as of now.  When we abolished that administrative 30 
function to support the policy directions for Oil Search were transferred to 
Treasury. The assets of the department were transferred to Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings.  The ministry is now not being supported by a policy unit so that is a 
gap that existed up until now.   

 THE CHAIRMAN:  It is my understanding that there is a ministry for State 
Enterprises? 

 DR WAINE:  Correct. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So the ministry obviously is without - - - 
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 DR WAINE: A department. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  A department? 

 DR WAINE:  Correct. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  That is unusual, is it not? 

 DR WAINE:  That is very unusual. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Very unusual but anyway we are not receiving evidence in 
that regard but as a matter of interest I was wondering how a ministry would exist 
without a support machinery in the form of a department but that is a political 
decision so we will not get into all that but I just have that query.  So the ministry 
now, which department or institution is responsible to the minister in terms of the 10 
administrative support? 

 DR WAINE:  I think Kumul Consolidated Holdings is probably supporting it, I 
really do not know but I think that is the case because the minister is still in--- 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Consolidated Holdings? 

 DR WAINE:  Consolidated Holdings, KCH.  He is probably responsible for the 
ministerial functions but I really do not know, I would assume. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that much information will suffice for our purposes 
today.  I will now issue some formal directions now.  First direction is; that the 
Commission confirms Dr Clement Waine’s appearance today in response to the 
Commission’s letter of request issued on 17 September 2020; number 2, Dr 20 
Clement Waine is to provide to the Commission a synopsis of the evidence he 
proposes to give to the Commission and a list of documents to which he has 
attached copies of those documents on or before 12 October 2020; and number 3, 
the matter is adjourned to Monday, 12 October 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
directions. 

I issue those directions but let me just have a little bit more discussion with you 
and try and ascertain the key players that were involved in the renegotiations.  The 
commission is trying to establish contact with the executive of IPIC which stands 
for International Petroleum Investment Corporation.  It is based in Abu Dhabi. 

 DR WAINE:  Yes.  30 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And it is trying to establish contact with the right person so 
that a request or summons may be issued to that particular person to come and 
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give evidence.  If you have the appropriate contact address and the key persons, 
the executive person of that company, that is if you can assist with that 
information, that would be appreciated. 

  [10.03 am] You can convey the information directly to the commission when we meet next or 
you can communicate with the Secretary, Mr Mathew Yuangu, and provide that 
information beforehand. 

 I am going through some of the literature around that from general information, 
there seems to be a Sheik. 

 DR WAINE:  Sheik Mansour. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Sheik.  The name of that Sheik, correspondence or the 10 
literature suggest there are two different Sheiks.  

 DR WAINE:  There are many of them. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Their names are very similar except that one name makes the 
difference.  Are we talking about one sheik or are we talking about two sheiks? 

 DR WAINE:  There should be one, Sheik Al Mansour. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that name - there is another name like that.  But there is 
another name added so that is the difference between the two. 

DR WAINE:  The other one will be Sheik Al Thani but there are two different 
persons.  Mansour will be responsible for IPIC and Al Thani responsible for 
………. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two sheiks? 

DR WAINE:  Yes, there are two. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if you can give that information as to which sheik 
is involved with which function? 

DR WAINE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  One of them may be the minister for Foreign Affairs, one of 
those sheiks.  The other sheik might be more involved with the company itself. 

DR WAINE:  The Sheik Al Mansour is the one responsible for IPIC.  He is the 
CEO of IPIC and I can provide that information.  If I could locate the list of the 
names of the Chief Financial Officer, and the Chief Investment officer that we met 30 
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I could also provide that evidence but I left those information when the department 
closed or was abolished at the department office and I may not have that with me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, you may have had some difficulty with accessing 
documents but I think the commission will require such information so whichever 
government department is responsible for keeping old records of the abolished 
departments, should be able to provide you access.  If you have some difficulty 
with that, then you can seek some direction from the commission. 

DR WAINE:  Okay.  I think Kumul Consolidated Holdings will have most of those 
information. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest you go and see them and see if they can give you 10 
access to those records.  If there is some difficulty, then you can inform the 
commission and the commission might assist you with some directions so that you 
have access to those documents. 

DR WAINE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The two Sheiks, if I can just give you the names according to 
the records that I have come across, the first one is HH Sheik Abdullah Bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan. 

DR WAINE:  I have not met him and the name does not sound familiar to me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He may be the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United 
Arab Emirates. 20 

DR WAINE:  Most likely. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The other sheik is HH Sheik Mansour Bin Zayad Al Nahyan. 

DR WAINE:  I think that is the one for the IPIC.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  The only difference is the first sheik has got Abdulah, the 
second sheik has got Mansour. 

DR WAINE:  Yes.  That is the IPIC one. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the difference otherwise they are the same name. 

DR WAINE:  The second one is the IPIC, he is in charge of IPIC.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  The second one is the IPIC.  What is he? 

DR WAINE:  He is the CEO. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  CEO? 

DR WAINE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is the most important I would think. 

DR WAINE:  He is the guy who is fully versed with the IPIC transaction. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have got some contact information with regard to these 
sheiks, in particular, the CEO of IPIC, then the commission may seek some 
assistance from yourself to establish contact with this particular sheik. 

DR WAINE:  I do not - - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then be able to give him the summons or request to 
attend and then establish communication and we will take it from there. 10 

DR WAINE:  Chairman, I do not have that contact details with me.  I will check 
with the records that I may pick up with KCH. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But in the week, you can do some enquiries with--- 

DR WAINE:  I will check.  

[10.08 am] KCH and any other persons that might have contact with the CEO.  The next 
question is in relation to the former managing director of IPBC, Wasantha 
Kumarasiri.  Would you have had any dealings or communications with Mr 
Kumarasiri at the time of those negotiations? 

 
DR WAINE:  Yes, I believe he was also on the committee that was sanctioned by 20 
NEC to restructure or to refinance the IPIC loan.  We have several interraction, 
discussions purely on business and SOE businesses – State-owned enterprises, 
businesses.  I was the policy manager and he was the CEO or the managing 
director of the operating company so he was dealing more with the commercial 
aspects of it while I was dealing with the policy aspects. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission is having difficulty contacting Mr 
Kumarasiri because he has left the country and he is overseas somewhere either in 
Australia or some - I think he is a Sri Lankan, is he or Indian? 
 30 
DR WAINE:  He is, I believe, a Sri Lankan. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sri Lanka? 
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DR WAINE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission is having some difficulty contacting him so 
in the week if you are able to ascertain his whereabouts and give us some 
information about his contact, that obviously, will be appreciated by the 
commission. 
 
DR WAINE:  I will check. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think I will stop there and I will allow you to take 10 
your leave. 
 
DR WAINE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the commission will speak to you next week 
Monday. 
 
DR WAINE:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 20 
 
DR WAINE:  Okay, same time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR WAINE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list, Ms Dianne Aikung.  Ms Tadabe, 
I note your appearance and also the presence of your client.  Have you given some 
thought to the issue that I posed last time and inform the commission if your client 30 
is able to assist with some evidence? 
 
MS SALLY TADABE:  Chairman, that was relative to the issue of looking into 
the proceeds of the sale of shares.  Well, our position basically remains the same 
in that Ms Aikung would not be privy to the entire transaction as she only joined 
in August of 2017 and the relevant people to summon or to give that information 
required by the commission have already been given letters of request and that 
would be Mr Sonk and Mr Wato.  Mr Wato at that time being the company 
secretary and Mr Sonk being the managing director. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Well, in that case then the commission will excuse 
your client. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  From giving any evidence. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  The formal direction of the Commission 10 
is that the Commission discharges Ms Dianne Stephannie Aikung from giving any 
evidence to the Commission of Inquiry forthwith.  
    

[10.13 am] MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you, you may be excused. 
 
MS DIANNE STEPHANIE AIKUNG:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The next witness on the list is Mr Clarence Hoot.  Mr Yuangu, 20 
is he available? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, he is approaching the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Hoot, reference is made to direction number 3 
that you were given leave to file a supplementary list and copies of documents by 
today.  You have that supplementary list then you can provide it to the 
Commission. 
 
MR CLARENCE:  Yes, Chairman, good morning.  Yes, I do have a copy of the 30 
supplementary list.  I have also attached copy of the company extracts for Oil 
Search Limited as well as company extract for Oil Search (PNG) Limited.  In 
addition, I have also provided foreign enterprise certification extracts for Oil 
Search (PNG) Limited, formerly Chevron Niugini Limited, as well as a foreign 
enterprise certification for Oil Search Limited.  Chairman, I have them under cover 
letter here for your purposes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you, if you can hand that up.  One of the 
foreign companies that the Commission should have included in the list of 
companies that the Commission was not able to include it in the previous list is 40 
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this company, a French company, Total Exploration and Production Limited.  That 
company is involved in the Papua LNG project.  At that time I spoke to you, the 
Commission of Inquiry did not have that information.  The common name used in 
the literature that I have read about the Papua LNG project referred to this 
company as Total SE but now I have been able to establish the full name of that 
company.  The company name is Total Exploration and Production Limited.  It 
would assist if you check your records to see if your office certified this particular 
foreign enterprise because that information would be obviously relevant when the 
Commission enquires into the purpose for which the UBS loan was obtained.  
Should I give you a little bit more time for you to check your records and then give 10 
us the certification records for Total Exploration Production Limited? 

 

[10.18 am] That is the first one that I wanted to raise and depending on the information 
disclosed over this company then I may have some other questions that I might 
raise for which the Commission might seek your assistance, but we will leave 
those questions to a later date.  But for now I think the Commission would be very 
much interested in obtaining the certification records of this foreign enterprise or 
company.  How much time you think the Commission should make available to 
you to check your records? 

 MR HOOT:  Thank you, chairman.  We can provide this information within this 20 
week. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Within this week? 

 MR HOOT:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will issue some formal directions.  All right, 
the first direction is that; the Commission confirms Mr Hoot’s compliance with 
direction number 3 issued on 28 September 2020; the second direction I issue is 
that Mr Hoot is to file a further supplementary list and copies of documents in 
relation to Total Exploration and Production Limited on or before Monday 12 
October 2020; and the last direction is that the matter is adjourned to Monday 12 
October 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything else, Mr Hoot? 

MR HOOT:  Nothing, at this stage, Chairman.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you for your attendance, you may be 
excused.  Next witness on the list is Mr David Lawrence.  Mr Yuangu? 
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have received a list of document or – 
sorry, the documents from Mr David Lawrence soon after the last sitting and he 
has sent me an email seeking what further request or directions from the 
Commission following the delivery of these documents.  He is actually still out of 
the country, in Sydney. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents received were in two volumes? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  These are those documents? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a covering letter attached to the two volumes of 10 
documents which relate to the company listing in the PNG Stock Market in respect 
of Oil search Limited.  I am not sure if the documents relate to Oil Search Limited 
or Oil Search (PNG) Limited or both.  The Commission will take some time to go 
through the documents and establish to which company these documents relate to. 

[10.23 am] THE SECRETARY:  Yes, very well. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  In my letter to Mr Lawrence or the Commission’s letter to 
Mr Lawrence, the Commission did ask him for any information in relation to 
listing of Oil Search in the Australian Stock Exchange.  I am not sure if these 
documents also include information on the Australian Stock Exchange listing for 
Oil Search.   20 

THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have not gone through those documents 
as yet. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I had a death in the family, I had to go home and I did not 
find time to read these documents.  I will do that now; now that I am on the ground.  
I just returned from home last night so I really had no time to go through these 
documents.  I will go through them now and perhaps I will list this matter for 
mention next Monday. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you can also read these documents to establish which 
company these documents relate to and in particular any information on the 30 
Australian Stock Exchange listings of Oil Search.  Are you in communication with 
Mr David Lawrence by email? 
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 THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, very frequently, he has been cooperating well. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can also speak to him. 

 THE SECRETARY:  Sure. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And get some information from him about these documents 
whether they relate to both companies and whether they relate also to the 
Australian Stock Exchange information? 

 THE SECRETARY:  Okay, Mr Chairman I will do that. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The formal direction is that the matter is adjourned 
to next Monday 12 October 2020 a 9.30 am for mention. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The last matter on the list is Mr Christopher Hnangule. 10 

 THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, he is; Mr Christopher Hnangule is in 
attendance 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Hnangule, thank you for attending the Commission’s 
preliminary hearings at the request of the Commission as per the Commission’s 
letter of 17 September 2020.  Your matter was initially mentioned on 28 
September and it has been adjourned to today because of your non-attendance on 
28 September.  I assume that you have received the Commission’s letter of 17 
September and the letter explains the purpose of your appearance before the 
Commission.   

At the moment the Commission has not gone into a full hearing as yet but these 20 
are preliminary hearings in which the Commission is preparing itself to go into the 
full blown hearing which will involve a public hearing phase.  At the moment the 
Commission is preparing the witnesses and giving witnesses the opportunity to 
provide some form of a summary of the evidence that they propose to give and 
some of the documents that they may have in their possession which can be passed 
onto the Counsel assisting the Commission so they can prepare for the case.  So 
that is the purpose of today’s hearing since this is your first time here and I am 
explaining the nature of these hearings. 

 [10.28am] The letter speaks for itself and I will let you speak to it and then if I have some 
queries, then I will raise them as we proceed. 30 

 MR CHRISTOPHER HNANGULE:  Thank you Chairman, I am appearing as the 
Executive Chairman of the Securities Commission of Papua New Guinea.  I 
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acknowledge receipt of the letter and first off, let me convey my apologies for not 
appearing as per the initial schedule.   With these preliminaries, let me take the 
opportunity to comment on the person who is to appear before me in this 
morning’s inquiry.  As the Executive Chairman of the Securities Commission, 
Chairman, let me also clarify that Mr David Lawrence, the person in charge of the 
Port Moresby Stock Exchange or the PNG Stock Exchange now is under the 
purview of the Securities Commission of Papua New Guinea; hence I can say a 
few things on that, and henceforth, I can talk about my role as the Securities 
Commission chairman. 

 I am making a comment on this largely because Oil Search is a publicly listed 10 
company and that comes under the purview of the Securities Commission of Papua 
New Guinea and because the Port Moresby Stock Exchange or the PNG Stock 
Exchange now is an entity, that also comes under the supervision of the Securities 
Commission of Papua New Guinea; hence I feel qualified to make a statement on 
this. 

The documents relating to Oil Search, Oil Search is a duly listed company.  That 
means it is listed in the Papua New Guinea Stock Exchange as well as the 
Australian Stock Exchange.  The matter before the Inquiry relates to Oil Search’s 
involvement in Papua New Guinea’s Stock Exchange; hence the documentation 
provided which Mr Lawrence has consulted with us relates to its involvement in 20 
the PNG Stock Exchange.  Mr Lawrence will be able to qualify that and he will 
speak for himself on the PNG Stock Exchange. 

With regard to the Securities Commission of Papua New Guinea, we oversee the 
capital markets of the country.  I assumed the role as chairman since July 2017 
and has been in charge of the commission to date, although the position has some 
legal discussions which is before the courts, but the directions from the last 
National Court is that I remain as chairman of the Securities Commission.  Other 
matters relating to the Oil Search in terms of share transfers or in terms of capital 
raising, the commission normally or in latest practice has or is the authority that 
authorizes share raising and capital transfers.  Unless there are specific questions, 30 
I should not comment on the specifics of what has transpired.  Thank you 
Chairman. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, as I say to other witnesses, the commission will 
obviously give you some time to compile a short summary or synopsis of the 
evidence that you propose to give and to which you may want to attach relevant 
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documents relating to Oil Search Limited and any other companies, particularly 
foreign enterprises that are involved in or associated with the purpose for which 
the loans, the IPIC loan and the UBS loans were obtained.  

  [10.33 am] This would include companies like the company that I just mentioned a little while 
ago with the other witness and that is Total Exploration and Production Limited.  
There may be another company that the commission might be interested in, 
especially foreign enterprises. 

 MR HNANGULE:  Chairman, if I may. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 MR HNANGULE:  The Securities Commission currently exists as a division of 10 
the IPA, the Investment Promotion Authority of Papua New Guinea.  We are in a 
transitional phase moving from being a division of Investment Promotion of Papua 
New Guinea to being a full-fledged independent entity as the Securities 
Commission.  The companies referred to I will be qualified only to provide 
comments or statements on the publicly listed 16 companies which has now been 
brought down to 14.  Those two have been delisted so I can provide information 
and as per document on those 14 publicly listed companies only which falls under 
my purview. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So apart from Oil Search Limited, is there any other foreign 
enterprise, foreign company or PNG company involved in the UBS or IPIC loan 20 
transactions that are publicly listed in the PNG Stock exchange, apart from Oil 
Search? 

MR HNANGULE:  We have the financial mechanism in the country that 
facilitates flow of funds and that means the banks as well.  The two banks officially 
listed on the PNG Stock Exchange which falls under the purview of the Securities 
Commission have a role in this. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which two banks are these? 

MR HNANGULE:  The Bank South Pacific and prior ANZ. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  ANZ. 

MR HNANGULE:  And in normal capital flow the Central Bank of Papua New 30 
Guinea is involved one way or another. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So if you were to provide a summary or synopsis of the 
evidence that you will give and the documents that you may be able to provide, 
could you give an idea, some rough idea what kind of information will be 
contained in your synopsis and the documents that may be made available? 

MR HNANGULE:  Chairman, the scope in which what I will provide would 
qualify towards the purpose of this Inquiry would be that we only recently have 
three Acts that have come into force.  Prior to that we had the Securities Act of 
1999.  That only provided an overall blanket playing field for the Securities 
Commission to conduct its role but since 2017 when we had the three new Acts; 
we have the Securities Commission Act, we have the Capital Markets Act, we 10 
have the Central Depositories Act which came into force in late 2017.  Now, this 
gives effect to the Securities Commission to play a wider role.  So if anything for 
me to provide to assist the commission, it will be based on provisions of the 
Securities Act of 1997. 

    [10.38am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, who was your predecessor?  He might have some 
information about these companies prior to you assuming office.   

MR HNANGULE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You assumed office in 2018? 

MR HNANGULE:  I assumed office in July 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  July 2017? 20 

MR HNANGULE:   July 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Right. 

MR HNANGULE:  Yes.  There was no person confirmed for the position of 
Chairman of Securities Commission.  There were prior but then the position was 
revoked and until - I could not recall the exact period, but Mr Hoot is here who 
oversees that position in IPA.  That position was given to the Registrar of 
Companies to oversee, as OIC officer in charge.  It was not a substantive role given 
to him to oversee the Securities Commission until such time the government 
appoints a chairman.  So that person was Mr Alex Tongaiyu who was overseeing 
the--- 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is that, Alex? 
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MR HNANGULE:  Tongaiyu. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Tongaiyu. 

MR HNANGULE:  He was the officer in charge of the Securities Commission of 
Papua New Guinea until such time, until July when I was appointed chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So in 2014? 

MR HNANGULE:  I was serving in the Asian Development Bank as an economist 
and I was not in fact involved.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  So in 2014, the legislation applicable was the Securities 
Commission Act of 1997? 

MR HNANGULE:  Yes. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the Securities Commission Act came into force in 
2015? 

MR HNANGULE:  No, it only came into force in 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  2017. 

MR HNANGULE: Yes. 

THE CAHIRMAN:  But it was passed in 2015? 

MR HNANGULE: It was passed and came into force in December 2017. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Alex Tongaiyu would have been responsible under the 
Securities Act of 1997 in about 2014? 

MR HNANGULE:  That is correct. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Mr Tongaiyu still around? 

MR HNANGULE:  He is in country. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  The commission will try and track him down and see 
if he can provide evidence of the situation going back to 2014 when the UBS loan 
was obtained. 

MR HNANGULE:  That would be appropriate, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the letter that the commission wrote to you explains 
the evidence, the kind of evidence that the commission expects from you so I will 
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give you some time to put together that short synopsis and if you want to attach 
any relevant documents to it you are free to do so.  How much time do you think 
you need to compile that statement? 

MR HNANGULE:  Chairman, I have already initiated the process so hopefully 
towards the end of the week we are able to provide the secretariat the relevant 
documentation.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will issue some formal directions in that regard but is there 
anything else you want to say before I issue the formal directions? 

MR HNANGULE:  No, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You were mentioning a court case in your statement.  Will 10 
that court case have some impact or effect on your availability to give evidence 
before the commission?  Because the courts, they issue all kinds of orders 
nowadays. 

MR HNANGULE:  Exactly.  I cannot determine what the outcome of the court 
case would be but it is - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am more mindful of like some restraining orders that might 
have impact on your availability to give evidence and the kind of evidence you 
will give. 

MR HNANGULE:  Okay, currently, we have the OS(JR)277 which qualifies me 
to hold the position of chairman. 20 

[10.43 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  What proceeding is that, OS? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  OS(JR)277 of 208. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  OS(JR)277 of? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  2018. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  18. 
 30 
MR HNANGULE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the parties are? 
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MR HNANGULE:  The parties are me and the former acting chairman of 
Securities Commission, Mr Alex Tongaiyu. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Those proceedings are still going on nowadays? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  The proceedings are ongoing at the moment, several 
proceedings on the decision of- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a judicial review proceeding? 
 10 
MR HNANGULE:  Yes, it is a JR. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Judicial review proceedings should be completed within 12 
weeks according to the rules that I am aware of.  Why is it dragging on into years? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Yes, it has been going on for years and anyhow- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway although I am fascinated that the proceedings is still 
on there are time limits to be observed in getting judicial reviews done.  And 
usually they are done and over and done with within 12 weeks I would say or even 20 
six weeks but anyway so that is still continuing?   
 
MR HNANGULE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There are no orders in place that may pose like an impediment 
to your availability to give evidence, no? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No such orders in place? 30 
 
MR HNANGULE:  No such. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will issue the following formal directions:  
Number 1, the Commission confirms Mr Christopher Hnangule’s appearance 
today in response to the Commission’s letter of request issued on 17 September 
2020; number 2, Mr Christopher Hnangule is to provide to the Commission a 
summary of the evidence he proposes to give and a list and copies of relevant 
documents relating to the UBS loan; and number 3, the matter is adjourned to 
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Monday, 12 October 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions.  Okay, you may be 
excused. 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Thank you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, that brings us to the end of today’s list? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman, I do not have any other witnesses who 
are here to appear. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then you may adjourn the proceedings. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  All stand please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission is now adjourned. 
 
 
 
 
AT 10.47 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 20 
MONDAY, 12 OCTOBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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  [9.23 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have seven matters on the list today but one housekeeping 
matter first.  There are some 18 witnesses who have appeared before the 
Commission previously and their matters have been adjourned to today as a result 
of the pending applications before the National Court for admission of a number of 
overseas counsel and the solicitors, 
 

   The first five applications for admission were determined by the National Court 
last Friday and there is a further five applications pending before the court.  As a 
result of the pending five applications, which are yet to be determined, I issued a 
chamber direction on 9 October adjourning those 18 matters to Monday, 2 10 
November at 9.30 am.  Hopefully by then the remaining five applications would be 
determined and the Commission will be in a position to refer these 18 witnesses to 
the solicitors and counsel to prepare their evidence for the full hearing. 

 
So if there are any witnesses here that are scheduled to appear, there is about 18 of 
them, and that is the situation.  So this morning’s matters relate to some seven 
adjourned matters that are fresh appearance that have been adjourned from previous 
sittings so I will deal with those seven matters.  They are on today’s list.  That is 
that housekeeping announcement unless any witnesses whose cases were adjourned 
to today that are here who want to mention anything, otherwise I will move on to 20 
the seven fresh matters on the list this morning. 
 
With regard to today’s matters, there are about seven on the list.  Associate, you 
can follow the order as per the list and call those matters and we will deal with 
them.   
 
Mr Paul, thank you for attending today’s hearing.  This is a follow up on direction 
number 3 that was issued on 28 September with regard to your provision of 
electronic copies of PNG LNG project exports of LNG gas documents.  You have 
the electronic records you can hand them up. 30 
 
MR RAY PAUL:  Good morning, sir.  May I share with you that we are still on 
office lock out and I am not able to furnish with you.  I have got half of that and it 
is still on its way but we cannot access our full G Drive because our office has been 
locked for the last one week.  We are going into the second week of the lock out 
now so we are not working from our office but we are working virtually out of 
office so I am not able to present that to you today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Why has the office been locked out? 
 40 
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MR PAUL:  Due to no rental payments that has been outstanding.  We have paid 
half of that from last week, about three million, but the owners of the building 
cannot allow us to have access until we fully settle the full amount. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is the rent outstanding? 
 
MR PAUL:  The outstanding rental was about six million kina; we paid about three 
million.  The Treasury did assist us to pay three million.  We negotiated but they 
said they still want the full payment so for that reason I am not able to produce the 
required information. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR PAUL:  My apologies, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So the electronic records you were going to provide, 
essentially, a copy of the documents that you have already submitted? 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or are there any additional documents that are going to be 
provided under the electronic record? 
 
MR PAUL:  What we think we would provide to you is the Customs entry 
documents, and of each of those entries that were lodged because what you have 
received is a summary.   
 

    [9.33 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  It is the summary? 
 
MR PAUL:  It is a summary.  So, per your direction of last week, we have started 30 
some work, unfortunately, we were not able to complete them because of the 
situation on hand. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Obviously, the commission will require those records; 
those additional records. 
 
MR PAUL:  Sure.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  What is the prospect of the rent being paid and your 
office being opened? 40 
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MR PAUL:  Sir that is a very hard question.  I will try my best to work around that, 
and I have to conclude on that.  Until funds are available; but we have made that 
known to our minister responsible, that is, Minister for Treasury and the 
Department of Finance team as well and so we hope they can settle something for 
us this week.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any way this Commission could assist in getting that 
rent paid on time? 
 10 
MR PAUL:  I wish that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You see the commission obviously will not wait for the rent 
to be paid and your office to be opened.  That could take a considerable amount of 
time. 
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you, sir.  I think the best thing would be for you to help us with 
a letter to Minister Treasury and also to the owner of the building, and that we can 
have access to our office; and that is business for the whole team to come.  That is 
the request that I wish to make. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If this commission were to issue a letter, it would be addressed 
to who, the Secretary for Treasury, is it? 
 
MR PAUL:  To Minister Treasury. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Minister Treasury. 
 
MR PAUL:  That is our minister and also copying Minister Finance, and also the 
respective secretaries, that is one; and also, issue a letter to the owners of the 30 
building, Pacific Palm Properties. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Pacific? 
 
MR PAUL:  Palm Properties, they are the landlord. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the outstanding rent, again? 
 
MR PAUL:  I understand it is about K3 million that is outstanding to be paid.   
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is rent for which period? 
 
MR PAUL:  For the last two to three years.  That is, that includes the re-charge that 
they charge us on.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can ask Secretary for the commission, Mr Yuangu, you 
can take down those particulars and if you can write to the minister responsible? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, I have asked Mr Yuangu to write to the 
appropriate authorities. 
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of when you – to return back to the commission with 
the records, how soon do you want me to adjourn the matter? 
 
MR PAUL:  Just to be safe, may we say two weeks? 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In two weeks’ time? 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will adjourn these proceedings to Monday, 26 
November at 9.30 am.  The formal direction I issue is that Direction number 3 
issued on 28 September 2020, is extended to Monday, 26 November 2020, at 9.30 
am.  Thank you, you may be excused.   
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you, sir. 30 
 

         [9.38a.m.] THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the next matter.  Good morning, Ms Kokiva, this is a 
return of direction number 3 issued on 28 September 2020.  Could you report on 
your progress with compliance with that direction? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, thank you, I understand that.  I have all the copies of--- 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have all the documents there? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Documents here with an electronic copy as well. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You will just give me a short brief on what you have 
there? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  All right.  I had a letter that was submitted to you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Letter of 9th October. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  It just outlines everything that I have – what it covers that I have.  
Also, including with that letter, I have also three tables that I mentioned in my letter 
as well.  These three tables explain everything that I have in there and gives some 
further details on what kind of information is provided. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do I have the letter of 9th October, or you have it there? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  I have a copy here but we have sent the original to your office. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, do you have a copy of that letter? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I do have. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think I have it.  In those two boxes, you have the 30 
relevant company extracts and the annual returns of each of the companies that 
have been--- 
 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mentioned in my letter? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  That is correct, yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The only other company that there were some records 
missing was Pac LNG or which might stand for Pacific LNG.  Are you able to 
locate any extracts and annual returns of Pac LNG? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Thank you, yes, we have identified several companies with Pac 
LNG or Pacific LNG. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  And we have just got extracts and the annual returns. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Annual returns. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, between 2009 and 2017. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Between 2009 and 2020? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  2017. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2017. 20 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes, as per the instructions, so I have got all that in there.  I have 
got the explanatory notes there. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, and you have an explanatory note there? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 30 
MS KOKIVA:  I have three tables, one- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, if you can hand those explanatory notes and the tables. 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To me and let me just have a quick perusal of it? 
 
MS KOKIVA:  Okay. 
 40 
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   [9.43am] THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to foreign companies, ExxonMobil right?  
ExxonMobil PNG Limited that is listed on your summary there.  You have the 
company extract for ExxonMobil? 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes, I have.  Everything that I have said, I have all, I have all those 
in here and they are also in the electronic copy. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Can we just take out for a moment the company extract 
for ExxonMobil?  I am just trying to establish some connection between 
ExxonMobil and Pac LNG. 

MS KOKIVA:  Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you look at the company extract for ExxonMobil in terms 10 
of the shareholding, do you find any reference to Pac LNG or any of these 
companies that have Pac LNG name or part of the name?  You have five companies 
here that bear Pac LNG name.  Any shareholding- - -  

MS KOKIVA:  I have sent the – Pac Holdings, their shareholders are Oil Search.  
The Pac Holdings, all the extracts, they all relate to – their shareholders are the 
overseas company for Oil Search that is registered in another jurisdiction, not in 
Papua New Guinea. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Shareholding includes Oil Search? 

MS KOKIVA:   Yes, only one shareholding, that is Oil Search. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright. 20 

      [9.48am] But for Pac LNG – for ExxonMobil, there is no reference to Pac LNG? 

 MS KOKIVA:  Yes, according to our records. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no reference there? 

MS KOKIVA:  No reference. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.  You can put the documents back.  Just 
checking to make sure we have the complete records.  I will be going through the 
documents in more detail later. 

 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes, yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But I am just trying to get a snap shot of what those documents 
contain, particularly reference to some of the companies that may feature 
prominently in this Inquiry. 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those documents can be attached to those other attachments 
if you can- - - 

MS KOKIVA:  They all come together so I will just- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, it seems the documentation for the national 
and international companies that are registered with your institution are almost 
complete? 10 

MS KOKIVA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the commission will be examining those documents along 
with counsel and the solicitors who will be assigned and then if we have further 
queries, the counsel and commission will get back to you. 

MS KOKIVA:  It is okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In the meantime, you can just wait for the commencement of 
the Inquiry in terms of the actual public hearing phase in which you will be asked 
to come and give evidence to present these documents, alongside any evidence that 
you might give.  For now, I will let you go and then you will await the appointment 
of counsel and the solicitors.  Once they are on the ground, they will contact you 20 
and they will assist you prepare your evidence to give to the Inquiry.  There will be 
a public hearing phase that will be announced shortly and you will be informed of 
the date when you are required to come and give the actual evidence.   

MS KOKIVA:  All right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So I will issue some formal direction in that regard but is there 
anything else you want to say before I issue those formal directions? 

MS KOKIVA:  I do not have anything to say, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, then the formal directions are; number 1, the 
Commission confirms Ms Kokiva’s compliance with direction number 3 issued on 
28 September 2020; second direction, the matter is adjourned generally pending 30 
the availability of counsel and solicitors assisting the commission and the 
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announcement for a date for the public hearing phase of the Inquiry.  I issue those 
directions.  You may be excused. 

MS KOKIVA:  Thank you very much. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the next witness. 

 [9.53 am] Mr Yuangu, I understand that Mr David Manau complied with the directions? 
 

THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Mr Chairman, he did provide a box of 
documents which we received last Friday, delivered to the office with a cover letter 
which I have given you a copy of that letter.  He emailed me and advised that he is 
not able to attend today.  He has a death in the family which he is attending to at 10 
the moment. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has got a death in the family, is it? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But according to the letter that he has sent to the commission 
on 9 October, he said he will not be available because he is attending a scheduled 
– is it a court hearing? 
 20 
THE SECRETARY:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is somebody else? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That would be Chris Hnangule. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I must have got it wrong. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have received a box of documents? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have seen the documents.  What does the box contain?  
There is a covering letter. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Covering letter as per the list.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Which runs into a number of pages which explains the 
department’s function? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, that is correct and the various - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which he is involved in administering the Oil and Gas Act 
and then he has produced copies of licenses that have been issued? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct in the annexures there. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to which project, the Papua LNG project? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a number of licenses issued; Petroleum Retention 
Licence No.15 to a particular company and then there has been a number of 
transfers registered since the issue of that license; license issued in 2011 transferred 
to a number of companies.  One of the transferee is PAC PNG SS Limited. 
 20 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is another company here PAC LNG Holdings Limited.  
That is another one.  PAC PNG Investments Limited, PAC PNG Assets Limited, 
PAC PNG International Limited, there has been a number of transfers? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  A whole list of them there.  Then the table of documents, 20 
documents commencing with memorandum of approval of an instrument of 30 
transfer PRL 15, followed by application for approval of the transfer, instrument of 
transfer of license, memorandum of approval, et cetera.  The documentation thus 
seemed to be complete. 
  

  [9.58 am] All right, I issue some formal directions; number 1, the Commission confirms Mr 
David Manau’s compliance with the directions issued on 28 September 2020; and 
direction number 2, the matter is adjourned generally pending the availability of 
counsel and solicitors assisting the commission and the announcements of a date 
for the public hearing phase of the Inquiry.  All right, the next witness.  Associate?   

 40 
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Mr Yuangu, you received any communication from Mr Hoot as to today’s 
appearance? 

 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Hoot was served on 8 October but no 
formal response has been received from him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sorry, what happened on 8 October? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  He was served the direction. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The formal direction? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Formal directions, Chairman but I have not received any 
communication from him since then. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The only outstanding direction with him is number 3? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Number 3, that is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Issued on 5 October, which is Mr Hoot is to provide additional 20 
information on IPA certification of Total Exploration and Production Limited 
which the company has an interest in the Papua LNG project.  That information is 
to be provided on or before 12 October.  No appearance? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No appearance this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, he was here when that direction was issued. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will extend that particular direction to next 
Monday.  Can you follow up with Mr Hoot for his compliance with that direction? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I will do that, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the formal direction is that; direction number 3 
issued on 5 October 2020 is extended to Monday, 19 October at 9.30 am; and 
number 2, Mr Yuangu is to convey these directions to Mr Hoot forthwith.  Next 
witness on the list, Associate.  Mr Yuangu, what is the story with Mr Hnangule?  
Mr Yuangu? 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Mr Hnangule has advised me through email 
that he has a court matter to attend today and will not be able to attend today’s 
sitting. 

 
  [10.03 am] Apart from that yet, no compliance with the direction as to provide the synopsis of 

any kind to the office, not just yet. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have a copy of that e-mail with you?  If you have, can 
you hand it up?  So, Mr Hnangule communicated with you by telephone?  He 10 
conveyed the information to you by telephone? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  E-mail.  He sent me an e-mail. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no reference to his unavailability in the e-mail.  His 
e-mail does not say anything about- - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  His court appearance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  His unavailability this morning.  Is there another e-mail or is 20 
this the e-mail?  Associate, just return this, he will have a look at it. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  It may have been another one.  Mr Chairman, I think no, this 
is not the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the wrong e-mail? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is the wrong e-mail, yes.  There is a previous one, sorry, 
sir. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I copied it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So he has communicated by e-mail saying he will not be 
available today? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, and he- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because he has a court case? 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Court case which he is required to attend or appear in person, 
yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, but the direction was specific about him submitting the 
documents on or before 12 October, so he had plenty of time to put together the 
documents.   
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is right.   
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Given the technical nature of the evidence that he might be 
required to give, I will give him more time to prepare his synopsis and the 
documents attached to it.   
 
Then the formal direction is that; the Commission extends Direction number 3 
issued on 5 October 2020 to Monday 19 October 2020 at 9.30 am; and Mr Yuangu 
is to serve these directions on Mr Hnangule forthwith.   
 
Call the next witness. 
 20 

    [10.08am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Dr Clement Waine, this is a follow up on compliance 
with the Commission’s direction issued on 5 October. 

DR WAINE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Particularly direction number 2.  Are you able to report on 
your compliance with direction 2 and 3; particularly, number 2? 

DR WAINE:  Yes Chairman.  I have got my synopsis here and then all the other 
documents that I want to tender are in the electronic copy - USB.  And you also 
requested for direction to provide the contact details for the two sheiks in Abu 
Dhabi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 

DR WAINE:  And then Wasantha Kumarasiri.  The contact details are also in there, 
Twitter accounts, Facebook accounts and Instagram accounts as well are  there so 
they can be contacted, plus the websites for those companies they are associated 
with as well as the parliament of Abu Dhabi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Yuangu, can you hand up those documents?  So 
what is in the flash drive? 
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DR WAINE:  The flash drive, all the attachments that are referenced in the synopsis 
and then there are others that can be provided over time, made reference to in the 
synopsis.  And I have not had the time to collect those references but I am still 
looking for them I will be able to find them. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right.  At least the synopsis appears to be complete 
and the contact details for the two sheiks also appear to be complete so thank you 
for that information.  The Commission will now begin to track the two sheiks. 

DR WAINE:  Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, what is going to happen now is that you will await the 
appointment of the availability of the counsel and the solicitors who will assist the 10 
commission.  As soon as they are on the ground, they will contact you and they 
will assist with preparing your evidence which you will give at the public hearing 
phase as a witness.  

   [10.13am] DR WAINE:  Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The information that you supplied will be passed on to the 
counsel assisting the commission to examine and then to assist you in preparing 
your evidence.  So I will issue some formal directions in that regard to allow you 
to just wait while the commission is taking steps to secure the availability of 
counsel and solicitors.  So I am going to formalize some direction in that regard but 
is there anything else you want to say before I issue those formal directions? 20 

DR WAINE:  Not this time, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The formal directions are then; number 1, the Commission 
confirms Dr Clement Waine’s compliance with direction number 2 and 3 issued on 
5 October 2020; and the second direction is that the matter is adjourned generally 
pending the availability of overseas counsel and solicitors and the announcement 
of a public hearing phase of the Inquiry. 

Thank you, you may be excused. 

DR WAINE:  Thank you, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Call the last witness on the list.  Mr Yuangu, your report on 
your communication with David Lawrence who is in Sydney? 30 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, Mr Chairman.  Mr Lawrence has provided 
information on the two companies which we have required specific information on 
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whether they have been listed on the PNG Stock Exchange.  I have received an 
email which he explained that Oil Search (PNG) Limited is not listed in both the 
PNG and Australian Stock Exchange. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This Oil Search (PNG) Limited. 

THE SECRETARY:  PNG Limited, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is not listed in the PNG Stock Exchange and Australian Stock 
Exchange? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So which one is listed then? 

THE SECRETARY:  Oil Search Limited. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Oil Search Limited is listed? 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  I have printed those documents but I--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have a copy of the email? 

THE SECRETARY:  No, all those documents I printed, when I took off from the 
office, I left them--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You left them in your office? 

THE SECRETARY:  That is right, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where are you operating from?  Here or back at Muruk Haus? 

THE SECRETARY:  Operating from my – at Muruk Haus, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, you have to move here.  20 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if you do not bring those documents, we can have quick 
access to it.  Can you and your officers start moving down here? 

THE SECRETARY:  Yes, there is a bit of a problem. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This week. 

THE SECRETARY:  We will have to move down here. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Move all the records, move the key staff down.  You need to 
operate out of here. 
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THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, I had them on my table but when I rushed down 
here, I forgot to pick up--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have been operating out of here for the last month or two.   

THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  He did provide those documents, I was advised and also 
on the request for video conferencing, he said he is available to - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is available to give evidence by video link? 

THE SECRETARY:  Video conferencing, yes. 

[10.18 am] We still are not yet ready for that because we have not yet installed the system, 
video link here in APEC Haus. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Video link infrastructure in here? 10 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is right, yes.  So I told him to wait until we sort ourselves 
out. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I believe we have already purchased the video link - - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Equipment. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Equipment, right? 
 20 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we did but we just have to look at - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Needs to be installed? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  It is the Internet connection here so that - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you attend to that this week? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We will work on that, yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The next two weeks I would like that video link equipment to 
be installed and make it so it is operational so we can start communicating with 
witnesses who are in Australia by video link? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We will work on that this week, Mr Chairman. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have already paid for the control? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think we have paid for, what you call the monitors, 
the screens? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  The screens. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think we have paid for the screens? 10 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Not just yet, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have paid for the equipment? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then we also need to install these monitors in here? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If people want to display documents electronically on screen 
they can do so. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to get those installed quickly.  I spoke to the IT 
person some time ago.  I am still waiting to clear all those invoices or whatever to 
purchase those equipment. 
 30 
THE SECRETARY:  Three quotes, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to set this up quickly. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We will work on that this week, sir, it has taken a while so, 
yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But the bureaucracy is too slow, Mr Yuangu.  You need to 
move a lot faster than that.  All right, you can advise him that – I think the 
documentation from David Lawrence is complete. 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Complete, yes.  We have received - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can also inform him that video link facilities will be 
available in the next two weeks and that he will be able to give evidence by video 
link.  So how many more of these witnesses are in Australia who might be able to 
give evidence by video link? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We have Frank Kramer. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Frank Kramer. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  He is also overseas. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He wants to give evidence by video link.  He is based in 
Brisbane, is he? 
 
THE SECRTETARY:  Brisbane and one other one from previous witness list in 
Oxford. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Someone from UK? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  UK, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, I think in the next two weeks we really 
need to set up this video link and start testing it. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Chairman we will work on that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Make sure it is functional by the time we resume next that 30 
we have an operating video link facility in here.  All the other equipment and 
facilities are in place? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is increasingly becoming likely that many of these 
witnesses may be giving evidence by video link. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  By video link, yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the last witness? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then Associate, you may adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
 
AT 10.22 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 10 
MONDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM.  
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 [9.26 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are five witnesses on the list.  They involve return of 
the directions that I have previously issued.  Associate, call the first matter on the 
diary.  Yes? 
 
MR DANE MEL:  May it please this honourable Commission, counsel’s name is 
Mel, M-e-l initial D and I appear for Sir Moi Avei. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The return of directions issued on 28 September, yes. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes, on 28 September this commission had confirmed the appearance 10 
of Sir Moi and issued directions for a synopsis to be provided of Sir Moi’s evidence 
to assist the inquiry along with a list of attachments to be provided on or by today.  
The commission also adjourned the matter to today for further mention and 
directions hearing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes? 
 
MR MEL:  I am here to inform the commission that Sir Moi will require a further 
three weeks to finalise his statement.  The reason being that some of the 
attachments including board minutes and other papers relevant to discussions and 20 
decisions of the board in relation to the matters which Sir Moi will be giving 
evidence on those have taken some time to come from Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited to us; hence the request for more time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Need more time? 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And how much time is needed, three weeks, is it? 
 30 
MR MEL:  We would be asking for three weeks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Three weeks.  If I grant three weeks then that might be the 
first and the last extension I might grant. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are confident that the documents would be ready and filed 
by then? 
 40 
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MR MEL:  We are confident, that is not to say that some unforeseen events may 
delay compliance.  Perhaps if we can be given some more time, then we would be 
more comfortable with the final- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I may grant three weeks but then that may be the last 
extension I might grant because thereafter we will begin to proceed to the public 
hearing phase. 
 

[9.31am] MR MEL:  Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We may not have time to extend directions for witnesses to 
produce documents.   
 
MR MEL:  Yes.  I understand that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, now, three weeks from today takes us to – what is 
the date, a date in November, is it?  Could you give me the date?  
 
MR MEL:  9 November I believe. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  9 November? 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
MR CHAIRMAN:  The following direction I issue is that; direction number 2 
issued on 28 September 2020 is extended to Monday, 9 November 2020 at 9.30 am 
and the second direction, this is the last extension of the directions issued on 28 
September 2020.  If you have those directions then you may be excused. 
 
MR MEL:  Thank you.  Is there a return date for further mention? 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I just gave you the return date, 9 November. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The same direction issued on 28 September, direction number 
two, that direction is extended to 9 November. 
 
MR MEL:  Thank you. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the second matter.  Yes? 
 
MS SALLY TADABE:  Thank you Chairman, for the record, counsel’s name is 
Tadabe, S appearing for Mr Wato. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, this is a return of our previous directions issued as your 
client did not have enough time to compile the documents. 
 
MS TADABE:  Chairman, as initially indicated when this matter was first 
mentioned, I did ask for six weeks and we have not been able to finish the 10 
documentation to the extent we would have liked so I am simply here to ask for 
more time, an extension of time to comply with your directions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if I grant the extension that might be the last 
extension. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, that is understood.  I would be asking for six weeks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: You would be asking for another three weeks right, from now.  
You asked for six weeks last time and I granted three weeks. 20 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, this is the balance of the six weeks that you asked for last 
time.  So, I can grant the next extension by another three weeks but to go beyond 
that it might be difficult. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Six weeks should be sufficient. 30 
 
MS TADABE:  There is just some difficulty in the balance of the transactions, the 
documents that we are trying to obtain.  So, that requires communication between 
external lawyers who were all part of that transaction as well, the diversion of 
shares so I am just mindful of some complications that may arise and if we are 
given three weeks you may not be able to provide such documentation. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How far has your client gone in compiling documents, how 
far is he now? 
 40 
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MS TADABE:  We are three quarters of the work complete it is just the diversion 
of the shares component in which we are having a bit of issue obtaining the 
documentation.  But in essence, the statements are- - - 
  

[9.36 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  If I grant three weeks now, a further extension is unlikely.  But 
if it comes to that, then I suppose you can put in the request and the commission 
may consider that request for further extension.  I will grant another three weeks to 
make it the complete six weeks that you asked for last time. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And see how you go.  But as I have indicated in our – we want 
to get on to this public hearing phase as quickly as we can.  But it is also important 
that given the time that has lapsed since those transactions were concluded that the 
commission is sitting, you will obviously need or your client needs time to go 
through the records.  I understand that situation so I will grant you an extension by 
another three weeks from today. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman.  I also have a query.  In terms of meeting 
minutes, what is the view of the commission in terms of attaching extracts which 20 
capture the gist of what the Inquiry is looking into as opposed to the entire minutes? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that?  Extracts, is it? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, extracts. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Extract of what? 
 
MS TADABE:  Of relevant minutes of which discuss the issues. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, instead of the full minutes? 
 
MS TADABE:  Instead of the full minutes which cover issues that do not - are not 
part of the inquiry of this commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   
 
MS TADABE:  So far it is just- - -  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Sometimes the minutes, they cover a wide range of topics, 
right? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are more interested in the subject matter of the discussion. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If your client is able to provide extracts which is a 10 
reproduction word for word- - - 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The relevant parts of the minutes that relate to the subject 
matter of this inquiry, that might cut down on- - - 
 
MS TADABE:  So, extracts would be sufficient so far as they are attested to their 
correctness for the commission. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That might be sufficient.  The extracts might be sufficient 
provided the full text is reproduced in the extracts, right? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you have a minute – the extract of a minute that are just 
extracts the relevant parts of the minute that concerns the subject matter at hand. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, that is what I wanted clarity on. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then that becomes the minutes, yes. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If counsel and the commissioners were to ask for the full 
minutes during the hearing, then obviously that can be relayed to counsel and you 
can provide the full minutes, but the extracts should suffice. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Provided, as I said, it is a word-for-word extraction, the 
reproduction of what is in the minute without any alteration and without any 
editorial.  Is that my understanding of an extract? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  You just give me a few moments to draft the directions.  
The formal direction is that direction number 2 issued on 28 September 2020, is 
extended to Monday, 9 November 2020, at 9.30 a.m. 
 10 

[9.41 am] Anything else? 
 
MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Do we have another matter? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the next matter on the list? 
 20 
MS TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Is the matter of Mr Wapu Sonk.  You appear for the witness? 
 
MR TADABE:  Yes Chairman.  For the record, the Counsel’s name is Mr Tadabe 
initial S.  I appear for Wapu Sonk.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You seek the same directions? 
 
MR TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  For the same reasons? 
 
MR TADABE:  Yes Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, I will issue the same direction in respect of Mr 
Wapu Sonk.  I suggest when you are compiling the extracts of the minutes, you 
keep a collection of the minutes appropriately referenced so it will be easy for you 
to locate the minutes if the commission were to ask you for the full minutes. 
 40 
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MR TADABE:  Thank you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there anything else?   
 
MS TADABE:  No, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If not, then you may be excused. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you.    
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN.  All right then, you may be excused.  Associate, call the next 
matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, this witness is still in Brisbane? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  He is still overseas in Brisbane, yes Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, the Counsel is here. 20 
 
MR MEL:  Yes, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  
 
MR MEL:  Mel, initial D for the witness Mr Frank Kramer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   This is a return of direction number 3 issued on 5 October, 
Mr Mel? 
 30 
MR MEL:  I believe so.  Mr Chairman I was instructed on Thursday to appear in 
the matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR MEL:  So, I may not be well versed with the whole background of this matter 
returning before the Commission.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  For a start, if the Commission will provide you the 
copies of the directions that have been previously issued, that should shed some 40 
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light on where we are right now.  If you look at the directions issued on 5 October, 
direction number 3 says, “Mr Kramer is to provide to the commission a synopsis 
of the evidence he proposes to give and a list and copies of documents relating to 
the IPIC loan and UBS loan on or before Monday 19 October 2020.”  Have you 
received any instructions from Mr Kramer with regards to that particular direction? 
 
MR MEL:  The instructions I received is to ask for an extension of the time in 
which to file a statement, an extension of six weeks, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Six weeks is too long.  You may have heard me conversing 10 
with the other two counsel about an extension by that long.  I may grant three weeks 
extension. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes.  I understand Mr Chairman.  And perhaps within that time we will 
endeavor to compile- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you need more time, come three weeks, then you can request 
the Commission.   
 

  [9.46 am] It may be unlikely that I might grant the extension but if circumstances permit, then 20 
the Commission might further extend those directions but for now I think I will 
extend the directions by three weeks. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the direction I issue is that the commission 
extends direction number 3 issued on 5 October 2020 to Monday, 9 November 
2020 at 9.30 am.  Okay. 
 
MR MEL:  As the commission pleases. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, you may be excused. 
 
MR MEL:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the next matter.  Mr Hoot, thank you for attending this 
morning.  There is an outstanding direction with regard to whether one of the 
companies was not included in your earlier list.  That company is, which company 
was that?   
 40 
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MR CLARENCE HOOT:  Chairman, Total Exploration and Production Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Total Exploration and Production Limited and I believe 
you may have already submitted some documents to the Commission? 
 
MR HOOT:  That is correct, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Before today. 
 
MR HOOT:  I sent a letter dated 9 October. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Letter dated 9 October. 
 
MR HOOT:  In that letter I summarized the certification of the company, the date 
in which it was certified, 16 February 1999, incorporation sorry and certified on 24 
November 2014 on the certification number 100652 and the activities the company 
is certified for are ISIC7421 - petroleum and gas exploration, technical testing and 
analysis, geophysical, geological and seismic survey; ISIC110 - extraction of crude 
petroleum and natural gas.  The third activity ISIC4010 - production, collection and 
distribution of gaseous fuels and related products.  The other activity ISIC6030 - 20 
transport via pipelines,  ISIC4020 - manufacture of gas, distribution of gaseous 
fuels through mains; and the last activity ISIC5141 - wholesale of sold liquid and 
gaseous fuels and related productions.  Chairman, as well in that letter I attached 
copies of the foreign certification for the company from the records including some 
of the conditions for the company. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That information may suffice.  This company by the name 
Total E & P PNG Limited is also known as Total Exploration and Production PNG 
Limited according to some of the literature that I have read.  By literature I mean 
publications that were made by that company. 30 
 

 [9.51am] MR HOOT:  Yes, that is correct, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it the same company? 
 
MR HOOT:  Yes, it refers to the same company, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But you have no record of Total Exploration and Production 
Limited, whereas you have got records of Total E & P PNG Limited which you 
have provided? 40 
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MR HOOT:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, well, I hope the description of the name is consistent 
with records held by the Companies Office.  If the Commission were to be looking 
for the company’s extract and the annual returns, those would be provided by the 
Companies Office, right? 
 
MR HOOT:  By the Registrar of Companies, Mr Chairman. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By the Registrar of Companies, okay.  Mr Yuangu, the officer 
that provided the extracts for various companies, Ms Kokiva, did she provide the 
company extract and annual returns for Total E & P PNG Limited or full name 
Total Exploration and Production PNG Limited?  You have the documents, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I do not have it here with me but she did present those in the 
last sitting, last hearing and I will confirm that, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you check the records to establish if we have got the 
annual returns and the company extract for Total E & P PNG Limited or Total 20 
Exploration and Production Limited? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I will do that, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And if you can advise the Commission then the Commission 
might issue further directions for production of those records if they have not been 
provided by the Registrar of Companies. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I will do that, sir. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  But insofar as the directions issued by this commission 
is concerned with regard to yourself I think complies with those directions are, let 
us say, complete and what will happen now is for you to await the availability of 
counsel and solicitors who will be assisting the commission.  As soon as they are 
on the ground they will contact you, they will help you prepare the evidence that 
you will give to the commission, which means they will have studied the material 
that you have already provided and they will sit down with you and organize your 
evidence to be given to the commission at the public hearing which will take place 
hopefully soon.  But the date for the public hearing phase has not been fixed yet 
but once that is fixed you will be informed and counsel will get in touch with you, 40 
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organize your evidence and then organize a time for you to come and actually 
present the evidence.  Your evidence will consist of the documents that you have 
already provided plus any other information that the commission might be 
interested in which the counsel will assist you frame up some questions. 
 
So, the formal direction I will issue now is as follows; number one, the commission 
confirms the full compliance with directions issued so far by Mr Clarence Hoot and 
number two, Mr Hoot is to await the availability of counsel and solicitors assisting 
the commission and for advice on the fixture of a public hearing date for him to 
give evidence. 10 
   

[9.56 am] A formal direction in those terms will be issued and you will be given a copy.  All 
right then, you may be excused. 
 
MR HOOT:  Thank you, Chairman.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the last matter on the list.  Thank you, Mr Hnangule, for 
attending.  The commission wants to check on your compliance with direction 
number 2 dated 5 October 2020. 
 20 
MR HNANGULE:  Thank you, Chairman, Christopher Hnangule, appearing as 
Chairman of Securities Commission of Papua New Guinea.  I, in the last meeting, 
have attested or promised to deliver a synopsis of what I verbally provided to the 
Commission then. 
 
The written version of what I have committed to provide to the Commission is now 
under review with the people concerned to ensure that the facts are in order.  As 
soon as that has been returned to me, I shall submit to the secretariat.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you have the document in draft form? 30 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is being reviewed by? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  We have budgetary issues in my office at the moment so my 
staff are digging up to ensure that all facts are in order, especially with the Port 
Moresby or the PNG Stock Exchange. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So how much time do you need to finalise that document? 40 
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MR HNANGULE:  A week is adequate. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, if I can extend this particular direction to next Monday? 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.   Then the formal direction is that direction number 2 
issued on 5 October 2020 is extended to Monday, 26 October 2020 at 9.30 am.  If 
you deliver it earlier than that date, then you come on 26 October and we will go 10 
through that document and see if it meets the commission’s requirement. 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Thank you, Chair, a quick query for clarification.  If I have it 
ready, should I deliver it on this occasion or should I deliver it to the secretariat? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have it beforehand, you can give it to Mr Yuangu. 
 
MR HNANGULE:  Sure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you wish.  If not, you bring the document here on Monday 20 
26th; you will hand it up, and we will go through it.   
 
MR HNANGULE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I think that is the last matter on the list.  Associate, is 
that correct?  All right, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 9.58 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 30 
MONDAY, 26 OCTOBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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[9.37 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, we have two matters; call the first matter.  Mr 
Yuangu, is Mr Hnanguie in attendance? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, he is not present this morning.  He did 
confirm he would attend this morning.  He is not here yet.  If I could suggest that 
we move on to the next witness who is in attendance and see if he comes in.  He 
did confirm attendance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He did attend on the 19th? 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  He was here in person. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  19 October? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And in his presence the matter was adjourned to this 
morning? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Correct. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you received any communication from him as to 
whether he is going to appear a bit late? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, by email and by phone as well, he did confirm.  He 
instructed my office to hold the formal direction at the office for him to pick it up 
it, he did not pick it up.  But a copy was sent to him by email and by phone. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Have you received any communication from him that he 
might be late this morning or that he might not attend? 30 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No, he said he will attend.  Apparently, he is not here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How many times has he not appeared in the past? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  This would be the second time.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the second time? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes.  The first hearing he did not attend- - - 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  The first hearing he did not attend when he was scheduled 
to and he was given a further adjournment or deferred and he did attend the last 
two; on two occasions, sir.  On those both occasions he picked up his formal 
directions at the office, the COI office.  That was his instruction, he wanted to 
pick it up in person so he was not served at the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What do we do when a witness does not turn up when he is 
required to attend? 10 
 
THE SECRETARY:  For now, I would suggest that we move on with the next 
witness while we will look out for him to come up. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will look out for him?  What do you mean we look out 
for him? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  He is probably still on his way. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are we going just wait for him here? 20 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What can the commission do?  What powers do I have under 
the Commission of Inquiry Act to require someone to appear when he is required 
and he is not here?  It might be tantamount to committing contempt of the 
commission for someone not to appear on time as scheduled without any 
explanation.  So, what do you propose we do? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Issue him a summons.  That is what we compel him to 30 
appear; we can do that, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is not a question of issuing summons.  His appearance 
is a subject of direction, right. 
   
[9.42 am] If he is not following directions, that might be tantamount to 
contempt of the commission.   I understand you are not a lawyer or you are not a 
counsel.  You are standing in to assist the commission in the absence of counsel.  
But you would be familiar with the provisions of the Commission of Inquiry Act.  
So, what are we going to do, we are just going to wait for him?   40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, if we could adjourn the matter to another date 
to appear during the week?  We will make sure that he gets the direction in person. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I do adjourn, I will have to provide him the direction that 
if he does not appear on the next occasion, he will be dealt with for contempt of 
the commission.  
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission has powers under the Commission of 10 
Inquiry Act to deal with persons for contempt.  For someone not to appear without 
explanation after the matter has been adjourned in his presence, I think that might 
amount to contempt actually.  The commission has not exercised its contempt 
powers as yet, but the commission may be coming close to exercising its powers 
in this case.  You have to communicate this concern to him. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  I will do that, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The first direction is that the commission notes Mr 
Hnanguie’s failure to appear this morning as directed on 19 October 2020, that 20 
would be the correct date? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Number 2, the matter is adjourned to Friday 30 
October 2020 at 9.30 a.m.; number 3, the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Yuangu is 
to serve these directions personally on Mr Hnanguie forthwith; and number 4, if 
upon personal service of these directions on Mr Hnanguie he fails to appear on 
Friday 30 October 2020 at 9.30 a.m., the Commission will proceed to deal with 
him for contempt of the commission. 30 
 

 [9.47am] Call the next matter.  Good morning Mr Paul. 
 
MR RAY PAUL:  Good morning sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter that he requested last time I believe was issued by 
the Commission Secretary to the government, in particular the Minister for 
Finance or Treasury? 
 
MR PAUL:  Treasury. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Treasury.  So, I would assume that you had access to your 
office and you are able to present the evidence that the commission requested?  
Mr Paul? 
 
MR PAUL:  Good morning, sir.  The letters were issued directly to the ministers.  
They were able to do some payments towards the end of last week from 
information that I have gathered.  Unfortunately, we were not able to have access 
to the office to download.  We only have not full alternative information and that 
is what I wish to report to you today.  I came up with the electronic copies, not 10 
the full document, because we were not able to have full access.  We were trying 
our best to download over internet and the speed is slow so we cannot do that 
unless we are there so that it can easily come down.  That is our challenge and 
they have advised us that this week the office will be open in full and that we can 
be able to provide all those necessary information to the Inquiry, sir.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I know the documents are important documents and the 
commission obviously will require them and I will allow some more time.  
Perhaps I may allow two weeks for you to complete that process and then be able 
to provide the electronic copies,   20 
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you sir.  May I also share with you that I am now the former 
Chief Commission of Customs.  A new Chief Commissioner has been appointed 
last week and he may be coming in as part of this two weeks from now depending 
on the Inquiry and your wishes, but I will be available to assist as necessary on 
this one, sir.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the new commissioner insofar as the commission is 
concerned, might be able to assist in terms of producing the records that the 
commission is looking for and trying to obtain from you, and you would be the 30 
most appropriate witness to provide those documents even though you are no 
longer in office.  As experienced now, persons who have been occupants of office 
in the past are appearing before the commission to provide evidence and the 
commission would be very much interested in your evidence.  The new 
commissioner’s part in the Inquiry, I am not sure but perhaps as far as records are 
concerned, he might be able to assist.  But that is exactly the evidence that you 
will be able to provide and you should be given access to provide that evidence, 
even though you are no longer in office.  So, your duties to the commission will 
continue unimpeded by the change in the position. 
 40 
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MR PAUL:  Thank you, sir, I note that.  Thank you very much for that 
clarification. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you face some difficulty in gaining access because you are 
no longer occupying the office, then if you encounter that situation, you may 
perhaps come to the commission and the commission might issue a proper 
direction in that regard.  But as for now, I think the commission will leave it with 
you your understanding and the understanding of the new occupant of that office. 
 
MR PAUL:  Noted, sir, thank you. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that they allow you to give that evidence without any 
hindrance. 
  

[9.52 am] The direction that I issue is that the directions issued on 12 October 2020 are 
further extended to Monday 9 November 2020 at 9.30 a.m.  Is that the last matter, 
Mr Yuangu? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct Chairman. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we will adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, adjourn 
the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 9.53 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 28 OCTOBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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[9.47am] THE CHAIRMAN:  There are some 18 or so matters that were stood over from 
previous sittings that are for directions this morning.  There is a statement that I 
will make regarding the roadmap for the Inquiry but before that perhaps I should 
take appearances of witnesses who are attending this morning and then I will make 
the housekeeping, let me say announcement on the future ahead.   Can I have the 
appearances first please? 
 
SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Chairman, as you know I seek your leave to represent 
Grand Chief Sir Michael with Mr Kumura. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR GREG SHEPPARD:  Thank you Chairman, my name Sheppard, S-h-e-p-p-a-
r-d, I appear with Mr Tabuchi, T-a-b-u-c-h-i, initial P for Philip, for Mr O’Neill. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Next. 20 
 
MR ROBIN KAWAT:  Thank you Chairman, my name is Robin Kawat, I make 
appearance for the Clerk of Parliament Mr Kala Aufa. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Are there any other appearances?  Yes. 
 
MR LIM APO DUANE:  Good morning Chairman, my name is Duane Lim, Lim 
is spelt L-i-m. I appear for Mr Isikeli Taureka of Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  Yes, Mr Yuangu.  30 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have Ms Christine Lenturut from 
Government Printing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Christine Lenturut, Government Printer. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, she is also on the list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  The witnesses listed today are about 18 
of them out of a list of something like 53 plus potential witnesses who have been 40 
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identified and they have appeared before this commission at preliminary hearings 
conducted in which directions have been issued and in compliance with directions 
issued by various potential witnesses, documents have been supplied together with 
accompanying statements, which is really synopsis of the evidence they propose to 
give.  So, by this time we have a total of around 53 or 55 potential witnesses who 
have appeared before the commission and they have produced documents which 
the commission is starting to prepare for the actual public phase of the Inquiry. 
 
It was anticipated that the admission of overseas counsel and solicitors would be 
completed by the end of September, however, that did not eventuate as a result of 10 
delay in the hearing of the first five applications for admissions before the National 
Court.  The National Court heard the applications of five of 10 applicants and a 
decision was handed down on 9 October and in that decision the National Court 
refused the admission of the first five applicants.  
  

  [9.51 am] The applicants, as you would know, consist of experienced overseas counsel.  
There are three barristers and seven solicitors.  The barristers were appointed by 
Instrument by the appointing authority, that is, the Prime Minister and then the 
solicitors were also appointed by Instrument by the Prime Minister after a 
procurement process with the National Procurement Commission was complete.  20 
There was a period of something like six months which occurred which took that 
procurement process to complete and a contract was signed by the Head of State 
and the representative of the Australian firm of solicitors Minter Ellison Solicitors 
and following the signing of the contract in June then the application for admissions 
were made of the seven solicitors who have been engaged and three barristers. 
 
The first of the five applications, as I have said, was heard, I believe, in 
July/August.  The decision was deferred to September and then the decision was 
again deferred to October and on 9 October this decision came down that the 
applications were refused.  So, of the 10, five applications have been heard on the 30 
papers.  There was no oral hearing but on the papers a decision has been made and 
the other five applications are pending allocation of a hearing date before the 
National Court. 
 
Of course, the commission is not a party to those proceedings.  However, the 
commission is aware that the applicants are proposing to appeal that decision and 
seek interim relief and the applicants are at the fairly advanced stage of preparing 
the appeal documentation hopefully to be lodged this week.  The commission is 
informed that they might seek interim arrangements under a court of interim 
arrangements for them but that application is again pending. 40 
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So, as we sit today there is one last hurdle to overcome and the commission can 
say no more than to say that the applicants are preparing an appeal against that 
decision.  Now, I do not know how long that process will take.  The need for 
overseas counsel and barristers has been explained a number of times by this 
commission at preliminary hearings in the past and the commission maintains that 
their involvement or engagement in this Inquiry is very much needed.  
 
So, I will leave it there and perhaps for purpose of this morning I may adjourn the 
appearance of these 18 witnesses generally for another two weeks perhaps to allow 10 
that application for interim relief with the actual appeal to be finalised in that period 
and if the outcome does not favour the commission, then the commission will 
consider other alternatives to bring in counsel either from overseas or from within 
the jurisdiction. 
 
The commission has come a long way, the commission has been prepared to sit.  
The only hold up as we all can appreciate is the formal admission of barristers and 
solicitors and the subsequent certification by the law society which should follow.  
That is where things are right now, otherwise the commission has been conducting 
preliminary hearings and will continue to conduct preliminary hearings.  20 
 

 [9.56 am] There are another 20 or so witnesses that are yet to be requested to appear before 
the commission to produce documents.  That consists of company executives 
within their jurisdiction overseas and advisors such as law firms and accountants 
that were involved in assisting in the various transactions.  The commission has 
covered just about everybody else including heads of statutory authorities, State 
owned enterprises and so forth.  For the last batch of witnesses that are to be 
requested to appear voluntarily to provide documents for the commission to study 
consists of company executives, largely, and the consultancy firms that provided 
consultancy advice to both the IPIC loan and the UBS loan. 30 
 
The commission consisting of myself for the time being will continue to conduct 
those preliminary hearings to allow witnesses to go back, look at their records, pull 
out documents and provide statements in advance so that the commission can study 
those in advance and then provide those documents to counsel and the solicitors 
that will be appearing so we can fast track the public hearing phase of the Inquiry.    
So, when the public hearing phase commences the counsel and the solicitors will 
have already had access to the synopsis of the proposed evidence by each witness, 
and the documents have been provided and counsel will manage the discovery 
process of those documents to any other witnesses that might want to discover those 40 
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documents as well.  When the counsel and solicitors are on board they should be 
able to sit down with counsel representing different parties and manage the 
discovery process and the actual presentation of the evidence. 
 
The advantage of conducting this preliminary inquiry is to ensure that witnesses 
who proposed to give evidence will have provided a synopsis with summary of the 
proposed evidence and the documents they will be tendering, and the commission 
will have studied those and pass them on to the counsel and solicitors who will then 
prepare the evidence that counsel will present through those witnesses. 
 10 
So, further continuation in terms of the public hearing phase is yet to occur.  When 
the commission reaches the public hearing phase of the inquiry, hopefully there 
will be no more adjournments and no disruptions to the hearing schedule because 
by then the documents will have been provided and witness will have been prepared 
and we will proceed without any delay in the public hearing phase.  I do not know 
when that public hearing phase will occur.  The initial road map was that the public 
hearing phase would start in November and then the public hearing would be 
completed around January or February of next year. 
 
That is not going to happen but as to when we will reach that phase again, I mean, 20 
I am in doubt at the moment until the appeal is lodged and the applicants secure the 
benefit of an interim relief, then we might move into a public hearing phase sooner, 
perhaps in the later part of November or December.  If that does not eventuate, then 
I think you are more experienced in having fresh knowledge of the appeal period 
in the high courts, it takes a bit longer time, so it could take a couple of months or 
more even so we might have to wait but we will see what happens in about two 
weeks’ time.  That is the best I can do.  I think I have spoken at length so I will stop 
there and I will note your appearances and perhaps adjourn for another two weeks 
and then we can reconvene in those two weeks and then I can advise of what has 
happened in the Supreme Court and then I think we will take it from there. 30 
    

[10.01am] The commission does have other options like perhaps bringing in other overseas 
counsel who are already admitted in this jurisdiction with commercial experience; 
there are a number of overseas counsel that are already admitted and they are 
practicing in this jurisdiction.  That is an option.  We could bring in local counsel; 
that is an option or we could bring in a combination of overseas counsel and local 
counsel and then we should proceed with the public hearing phase quickly, given 
that most of the documentation and the summary of the evidence witnesses 
proposed to give have already been provided and they will be available for 
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preparation phase.  All right, I will stop there and if any representative or witness 
who want to say something, you will have the floor on that.  Sir Arnold, yes? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, Chairman I just wanted to make an observation, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I took the liberty this morning to ring the registrar, whom you and 
I know, to enquire about the second five’s applications for admission.  It might be 
worth the Secretary enquiring of him.  His advice to me was that the second batch 10 
were in fact rejected as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is news to me I have not been briefed. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, well it might be worth checking up. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But you have the firsthand information, thank you. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I am just mentioning it.  I enquired so if that is the case then, as 
you say, the effort to try and appeal, as we read the judgment of the first five from 20 
the deputy chief justice, any interim relief might be fairly insurmountable and 
depending on the appeal possibly.  So, as you and I know, the rules for admissions 
are fairly stringent so we might have to be exploring those alternatives as you 
mentioned, sir.  But I just mention that I have made the enquiries this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for that information.  The commission is not a party 
to those proceedings but the commission is aware- - - 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, I understand.   That is right. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That the applicants are exploring all the options that is on the 
table so that we get to expedite the public hearing phase sooner. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.  I think I should mention, sir, the alternate options of a senior 
counsel already been admitted to this jurisdiction from off-shore and of course there 
are relatively senior counsel in-country as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, those options are on the table. 
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SIR ARNOLD AMET: Yes.  When all the processes are exhausted then we can go 
down the path as you intimated. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we will just wait for the two weeks and then the 
Commission will take up decision. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard, you want to say something? 
 10 
MR SHEPPARD:  I have nothing to add, your Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Did your Honour set a date for the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I could set a date now.  Perhaps two weeks from now will take 
us to Monday, 16 November at 9.30 am? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I am wondering if it would be convenient for the following 20 
week, the 23rd on account of other commitments. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we can adjourn to the 23rd. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I am grateful, thank you. 
 
SIR ARNOLD AMET:  That is fine, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Okay well then counsel and witnesses, thank you 
for your attendance and patience.  We will adjourn all these matters to Monday, 23 30 
November at 9.30 am for mention and directions.  All right, if there is nothing else 
then Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 10.06 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TO MONDAY, 23 NOVEMBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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     [9.25am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have five witnesses on the list.  Associate, call the 
witnesses in the order they are listed.  Yes, Ms Tadabe? 

MS SALLY TADABE:  Morning Chair.  For the record, counsel’s name is 
Tadabe, initial S, I appear for Rogen Wato.  Chair, when this matter last 
returned, we were given an extension to the 9th, today to hand up Mr Wato’s 
statement.  I do have his statement which I seek leave to hand up to the 
commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 

MS TADABE:  We have also a soft copy in a flash drive and I want to hand 
that up to the Commission. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 

MS TADABE:  Chair, the flash is encrypted and I sent the password to your 
secretary. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have a soft copy here? 

MS TADABE:  Yes, there is a soft copy, a flash - inside the statement itself and 
that is encrypted. 

  [9.30 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will take some time to go through the statement 
later but I suppose the statement makes reference to the payment direction deed? 

 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 
 
MS TADABE:  It also affixes extracts of board minutes and also the power of 
attorney document.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if I can just advise the present situation with 
regard to availability of overseas counsel and solicitors.  The applications for 
admission were unfortunately refused by the National Court and there are some 
steps been taken to security of that decision and possibly secure some interim 30 
arrangements for overseas counsel and solicitors to come in so we can start the 
investigation phase and the public hearing phase as soon as we can perhaps 
before the year closes. 
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So, at this point in time there are no available overseas counsel and solicitors to 
confirm with your client and yourself to prepare the evidence and examine the 
documents that have been provided.  So, that review process and the interim 
arrangements, the steps that have been taken might take another two weeks and 
after two weeks we will know if there are some interim arrangements that can 
be put in place to secure the services of overseas barristers and solicitors.  So, 
what I suggest is perhaps we can adjourn these proceedings with regard to your 
client for another two weeks and then we can reconvene and the commission 
would then advise of its position. 
 10 
Obviously, the commission is considering other options as well including 
securing other overseas counsel that may already hold admissions in this 
jurisdiction.  But in two weeks the commission should be able to advise perhaps 
have a revised roadmap for the next phase of the Inquiry which really will 
involve some investigation phase by counsel and solicitors and then moving on 
to the public hearing phase.  So, if that is all right with your client, then I could 
stand this matter off for another two weeks for mention only. 
 
MS TADABE:  If that is fine, Chairman but for the purposes of compliance, we 
have filed our statement so that will take us to 23 November. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the formal directions I issue are; number 1, 
the Commission confirms Mr Rogen Wato’s compliance with previous 
directions with regard to filing a synopsis of the proposed evidence and list of 
witnesses and the list of documents and copies of those documents.  Number 2, 
the matter is adjourned to Monday, 23 November at 9.30 am for mention.  
Associate, call the next matter.  Yes, Ms Tadabe? 
 

      [9.35am] MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman.  Initial S, for Mr Sonk. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 

 MS TADABE:  When the matters last returned Chairman, we were directed to 
file a statement or synopsis filed before the 9th of November.  Chair, I am 
seeking the commission’s indulgence to grant another week for us to comply 
with your directions. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  That will take us to Monday- - - 

MS TADABE:  16th.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  16 November? 
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MS TADABE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the formal direction is that the previous 
directions are extended to Monday 16 November 2020 at 9.30 am; and number 
2, the matter is adjourned to that date and time. 

MS TADABE:  Thank you Chair. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you may be excused. 

MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Call the next matter.  Yes, Mr Mel? 

MR DANE MEL:  Yes, may it please this honourable Commission, counsel’s 
name is Mel, initial D for the record and I appear for Mr Kramer. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR DANE MEL:  Mr Chair, in compliance with the previous directions, Mr 
Kramer’s statement has been prepared, signed and I did submit electronic copies 
by email to the Secretary to the Commission as well as to the Chair’s associate 
on Thursday last week, 5 November. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not sighted the documents.  Associate, do you have 
that document, do you, or Mr Yuangu, you have the document?  Thank you.  I 
may issue the same directions that I have just issued for the same reasons but if 
there is anything else you would want to say you can say so and then I will issue 
the formal directions. 20 

MR MEL:  Nothing further just that Mr Kramer is currently in Australia and he 
would, of course, require ample notification if he were required by the 
commission to be present in the country.  That was the only issue I wish to raise 
before the commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The commission is in the process of setting up 
a video conferencing equipment.  As you can see some of these screens that are 
being put up.  So, if video conferencing are in place and your client has 
difficulty coming over we could arrange for his evidence to be given by video 
link.  The video conferencing equipment should be ready in another two or three 
weeks time. 30 
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Mr Yuangu, can you check on that?  Check with the IT officer to make sure the 
necessary linkages are there and then test run the equipment that has been set 
up. 

THE SECRETARY:  We will do that Chairman. 

MR MEL:  Video conferencing would be preferable for Mr Kramer. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right then, I will issue the formal directions as 
follow: number 1, the commission confirms Mr Francis Kramer’s compliance 
with previous directions with regard to filing a synopsis of the evidence that he 
proposes to give together with any documents that he might have in his 
possession.  Number 2, the matter is adjourned to Monday, 23 November 2020 10 
at 9.30 a.m. for mention. 

  [9.40 am] MR MEL:  Court pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Mel you have another matter as I understand? 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can call that matter, is it Sir Moi Avei?   
 
MR ASSOCIATE: Yes.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR MEL:  Mr Chairman, similar advice in relation to that one as well.  The 
statement signed by Sir Moi Avei was emailed to the Secretary and the 
Associate on 6th, last week Thursday, I believe in compliance with the previous 
directions of the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Yuangu, do you have that statement?  If you 
can just give me one or two moments to just go through that statement. 30 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the summary will suffice for now. 
 
MR MEL: Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I propose to issue the same directions that I have issued in 
relation to the other witnesses. 
 
MR MEL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the formal directions are; number 1, the 
Commission confirms Sir Moi Avei’s compliance with previous directions with 
regard to filing a synopsis from the evidence he proposes to give; number 2, the 
matter is adjourned to Monday, 23 November 2020 at 9.30 am for further 
mention.  All right, you may be excused. 10 
 
MR MEL:  Thank you, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the last matter on the list.  Good morning, Mr Paul.  
This is the follow up on compliance with the previous directions with regard to 
you filing a soft copy of, I think, the relevant documents. 
 
MR PAUL:  Good morning, sir.  Today I have with me here the electronic copy 
that I would like to present to you including the boxes at my back for the purpose 
of the Inquiry and should you have any other details in your investigation do let 20 
us know and we should be able to provide all of them as required so I am here 
to share that with you.  Thank you, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  You can just hand up the flash drive 
and although I would not be able to open it but I will just take custody of it.  I 
can look at it later and the documents at the back are the hard copies of the 
attachments? 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes, those are the Customs entry for the period. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Customs entries. 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes, both import and export declared to PNG Customs. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I may go through the documents later and if I do 
have some queries, then I might issue a direction for you to return so that we 
can have some more discussion around the documents that you have given. 
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     [9.45am] But for now I think that will suffice.  The only question I have is whether there 
will be any impediment to yourself giving evidence before the Inquiry given 
that you are no longer the incumbent chief Customs officer or commissioner.  
Do you anticipate any impediments there? 

 MR PAUL:  I do not see any unless there is and we will inform the - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I have already issued a direction that you are the most 
appropriate person who will give that evidence. 

 MR PAUL:  Yes, that should be all right. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Regardless of who else is in the top position. 

 MR PAUL:  Thank you. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will issue some formal directions now.  
Directions I have issued so far is to require counsel for these witnesses to return 
before the Commission on Monday the 23rd to establish their status – the 
availability of overseas counsel and commissioners but if you want to come 
back, I can issue a direction, a similar direction in respect of your case but it 
may not be necessary for you to come back.  Perhaps I might just issue a 
direction generally adjourning your appearance generally until overseas counsel 
and solicitors are available on the ground which you will be advised. 

 MR PAUL:  Thank you, sir.  We will wait for your direction at that time.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the formal directions are; number 1, the 20 
Commission confirms Mr Ray Paul’s full compliance with previous directions 
with regard to filing relevant documents in both soft copy and hard copy; 
number 2, the matter is adjourned generally pending the availability of overseas 
counsel and solicitors of which Mr Paul will be advised once they are available.  
Just a thought came to mind, I have not seen the attachments but I suppose there 
is an index that accompanies these bundle of documents it would be easy to 
refer to the documents by way of the index. 

 MR PAUL:  Yes.  They are in period and they are in order as well so you can 
easily go through, you can reconcile that with the soft copy from each time, yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And they cover the export of LNG product? 30 

MR PAUL:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And the import of materials for the LNG project? 

 MR PAUL:  Yes.  Yes, sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  For which period? 

 MR PAUL:  Each period from 2010 when it started until the more recently 
exports are also captured here as well. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Just give me an idea.  When did the exports start? 

 MR PAUL:  2014, that is what I can recall off my head.  2014-15. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  2013, 2014 thereabouts?  And then the latest exports, you 
have got documents for is since when? 

 [9.50 am] MR PAUL:  Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When is the latest for which you have documents? 
 
MR PAUL:  Sir, let me say that I did not go through the final dates but exports 
are done every period as and when it is required so it is captured on the details 
there.  Should you require further information we can always share it with you 
if it is not captured there. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  It is all right, I will get to have a look at them but I 
am just trying to get some firsthand feel of what you have there.  You have got 20 
the export documents and the export of LNG when it started. 
 
MR PAUL:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That would be around the end of 2013, early 2014, 
somewhere there? 
 
MR PAUL:  About 2014. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, 2014 and then the last export that you have covered 30 
in this document is about what time? 
 
MR PAUL:  Sir, I do not have it off my head and I cannot share with you at this 
time.  Yes, but from what I know the exports has been continuing as and when 
it is due to come in so, yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission would be pretty much interested in 
documents from the time of commencement of the exports and up to the end of 
December 2017.  Have you got the documents for that period? 
 
MR PAUL:  Sure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am saying 2017 because that is about the time I suppose 
the decision was made by the government to whether to sell the Oil Search 
shares, I think, about September/October of 2017 because I want to make sure 
that you have got the documents for exports of LNG in the relevant period.  All 10 
right, I will go through the documents.  If I have some questions then I may call 
you back so we can have some general discussion around the information that 
may not be available.  All right, thank you, you may be excused. 
 
MR PAUL:  Thank you, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, is there anything other matters for this 
morning apart from the ones that we have already mentioned? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, no.  No, Mr Chairman, we do not have any 20 
other witnesses we requested to be here and to appear today.  We completed the 
schedule for today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then that brings us to the close of the proceedings 
for this morning.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 9.54 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 16 NOVEMBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM.  30 
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 [9.32 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have only one matter this morning so Associate, you can 
call the matter.  Yes Ms Tadabe? 

 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chair.  Yes, Tadabe initial S, appearing for Mr Sonk.  
Chair, when the matter last returned on the 9th, we sought a one week extension to 
comply with Chairman’s directions and I do have a hard copy of Mr Sonk’s 
statement to hand up to the Commission today as well as a soft copy.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Now, you want to just hand up the hard copy? 
 10 
MS TADABE:  Yes, I seek leave to hand up the hard copy. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can. 
 
MS TADABE:  Also attached is the soft copy, there is a flash drive in there.  It is 
encrypted so I forwarded the password to your Associate and the Secretary. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, just give a few moments and I will just quickly 
peruse it.  All right, the statement on a quick perusal of it, it appears to cover your 
client’s position with NPC Kroton Pty Limited. 20 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And later with Kumul Petroleum Holding Ltd. 
 

     [9.37 am] MS TADABE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So on the face of it, it appears pretty much comprehensive so 
I will take some time to just go through later but for now I think the statements and 
documents that your client has submitted appears to have satisfied the 
commission’s requirement in terms of the directions that I have issued.  So I will 30 
issue some formal directions as to where we go from here.  At the moment you may 
be already aware that the application for admissions of overseas counsel and 
solicitors were knocked back by the National Court and an appeal has been lodged 
it has been prepared and the applicants might seek some interim arrangements from 
the court.  So while that is in progress the commission is unlikely to move into the 
next phase which is to actually get the solicitors and counsel to sit down with 
yourself and your client and sort of prepare the evidence that will actually be 
presented at the public hearing.   
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The public hearing phase also is being put on hold pending that application for 
interim relief that will go before the Supreme Court and depending on the outcome 
of that application, then the commission will begin to make adjustments as to the 
road map ahead.  So I have in other cases been adjourning the proceedings for about 
another two weeks from now to allow that appeal process to be completed and the 
interim phase to be completed hopefully in two weeks’ time and then we will 
reconvene and then see what the commission will do from thereon. 

So I am just suggesting that perhaps one option today is for your client’s matter to 
be adjourned generally pending suitable arrangements for counsel to step in or we 10 
adjourn to a fixed date for you to return and be advised of the outcome of the interim 
arrangements that are being sought.  If we have to adjourn, then we will most likely 
adjourn for another two weeks from now. 

MS TADABE:  Chair, I did appear for Mr Rogen Wato and we did have the same 
discussions along the similar lines and you adjourned his matter to next Monday. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MS TADABE:  So if I am to appear next week - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we can adjourn this matter to next Monday as well. 

MS TADABE:  Next Monday. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then next Monday we will see where things are at and 20 
then the commission might be able to make some suitable arrangements depending 
on whatever the outcome is.   

Okay, well then, the first formal direction is then; that the commission confirms Mr 
Sonk’s full compliance with the previous directions issued with regard to filing a 
synopsis of the proposed evidence that he would give before the Inquiry and to 
which he has attached the relevant documents.  Number 2, the matter is adjourned 
to next Monday- - -  

THE SECRETARY:  23rd. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Monday, 23 November 2020 at 9.30 am for further directions. 

All right, thank you and if there is nothing else then we will adjourn the 30 
proceedings. 
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MS TADABE:  Nothing else. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 9.41 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 23 NOVEMBER 2020 AT 9.30 AM. 
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     [9.29am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a number of matters returning this morning for 
mention.  I will take appearances first and then I will say something.  Sir Arnold? 

 SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Good morning sir, I appear, of course, for Sir Michael 
Somare.   

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Any other appearances? 

 MR KAWAT:  Good morning Chairman, counsel’s name is Kawat and I enter 
appearance for the Clerk of Parliament, Mr Kala Aufa. 

 MR LIM:  Good morning Chairman, my name is Lim, spelt L-i-m, I appear for Mr 
Isikel Taureka from Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you. 10 

 MS TADABE:  Thank you Chairman, Tadabe, initial S, appearing for Wapu Sonk 
and Rogen Wato of Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Yes? 

 MS PAINAP:  Good morning Chairman, Lora Painap, appearing for Peter O’Neill. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Yes? 

 MR MEL:  Good morning Chairman, Mel, initial D and I appear for Sir Moi Avei 
and Frank Kramer.    

[9.31 am] THE CHAIRMAN: Yes? 
 

MR LAKAKIT:  Good morning Chairman.  Counsel’s name is Lakakit initial B for 20 
Brian, I appear for two witnesses.  One is the official secretary to the Government 
House, Bill Toraso, and Sir Tipo Vuatha the former official secretary to the 
Government House, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Okay, thank you.  Just speaking on from 
where we left off last time, I did indicate that the future conduct of the Inquiry in 
terms of moving on to the public phase of the hearing will depend on, partly, some 
interim arrangement in place made possible by, I suppose, an order from the 
Supreme Court on appeal.  It might pave the way for us to begin to move into the 
public hearing phase under some interim arrangements, pending the determination 30 
of the substantive appeal that has been filed against the decision of the National 
Court refusing admission of overseas counsel and solicitors.  Unfortunately, that 
interim arrangement is not in place.  The orders that were intended to be sought 
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have not been sought actually so as of this morning I think the Commission can 
rule out any prospects of some interim arrangements being in place. 
 
That means the substantive appeal will take its normal course in the Supreme Court 
and there is uncertainty as to when those appeals will be heard and concluded.  
Given that uncertainty and given that the appeal was filed late last week, I have not 
had the time to confer with overseas commissioner and counsel and solicitors as to 
the way forward.   I hope to do that this week and settle on some tentative 
arrangements, including looking at the possibility of engaging overseas counsel 
that already hold admissions in this country and perhaps some lawyers from within 10 
the jurisdiction.  Those conferral between myself and the fellow commissioner, 
overseas counsel and solicitors will take place this week and hopefully by the end 
of the week, we should be able to settle on some arrangements as to the way 
forward. 
 
I am hoping that we will move into the next phase of the Inquiry before the year 
closes, which might be moving into a public hearing phase in relation to parts 1 and 
2 of the Inquiry.  Parts 1 and 2, according to the tentative roadmap that has been 
set and according to the witness list that was circulated, parts 1 and 2 will look into 
some of the historical aspects of conducting business in terms of the government’s 20 
role and responsibility in the private sector and perhaps the IPIC loan phase of the 
Inquiry.  We may not have obviously the time to move into the main phase which 
is the UBS loan. 
 
The first two phases are really introductory phase of what will be the main focus 
of the Inquiry which will be the UBS loan.  So that option is going to be considered 
and discussed and hopefully I should be able to settle something with the overseas 
team to perhaps move into phase 1 and 2 which will involve a public hearing phase 
in relation to the historical aspects of doing business in PNG and the IPIC loan 
phase. 30 
 

    [9.36am] So that is where we are now.  What we need to discuss now is if any of you want 
to say something as to whether we adjourn generally and allow for the commission 
to complete those discussions, conferrals with the overseas team and then put out 
the commission’s position via a public statement or through the website as to your 
next appearance or we adjourn to - once again adjourn to another specific date on 
which you will appear and then I will update you on the latest developments and 
the way forward in terms of moving onto the first and second parts of the Inquiry 
before the year closes. 
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 Any quick thoughts on that before we or before I issue some formal directions as 
to whether we adjourn to a specific date or adjourn your appearances generally? 

 SIR ARNOLD:  Mr Chairman, may I make a couple of observations perhaps as to 
timing? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 SIR ARNOLD:  As you suggested if given that the appeal and any interim 
arrangements are uncertain and your indication of your communication with your 
colleague commissioner and counsel, how long that might tale and your discussions 
as to the alternative arrangements of engaging certain counsel who are already 
admitted and perhaps some local lawyers as well to assist how long that discussion 10 
and if you arrived at that alternative, how long that might take in your moving into 
that alternative arrangement might be the suggestion for your timing as to when 
you would call us back.  If you confer with your colleague the commissioner and 
legal counsel and agreed to that alternative option and you pursue that with the 
State authorities as to how that may be arranged or you engage the team before you 
call us back to indicate that that is the option you will pursue and the timing in 
relation to that, rather than just calling us back to inform us again as we have done 
today.  I think that is the option that we alluded to a little time ago given the 
difficulties with the engagement of admission of certain lawyers who have not been 
admitted here before.  So those are just thoughts as to your timing into perhaps 20 
middle of December possibly when you are ready to inform us that that is the 
alternative that you have agreed to that you might pursue.  Thank you, sir. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have already had discussions with the overseas 
team, some members of the team for that discussion to take place as soon as we can 
and hopefully that should take place in the next coming day or so now that the 
appeal has been filed and that due process had been set in motion.  If we were to 
agree on an alternative fall back with engagement of alternative counsel, it might 
take one or two weeks to actually start the discussions with alternative counsel and 
if some agreement is struck, then getting the actual appointment done would not be 
a problem.  I think the executive Cabinet is still around to make those appointments.  30 
So that is my predicament right now. 

 SIR ARNOLD:  Chairman, perhaps a month - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps a month from now.  If we return in a month’s time, 
then I think that will give me enough time to complete those discussions and if I 
were to be able to arrive at an arrangement, then those arrangements will be in place 
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by the time we convene and then we can discuss as to when we can actually move 
into the public hearing phase. 

 SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, that sounds fine, Chairman.  

 [9.41 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, we cannot comment on what is happening in the 
jurisdiction in terms of the applications that have gone there and that is obviously 
of discussions so I think we will do the best to accommodate the situation. 

 
SIR ARNOLD:  Your Honour, I could guess but we would not- - -   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Now, is there anybody else who want to say something 10 
before we close.  I think I propose to adjourn these matters generally pending those 
discussions and appropriate actions being taken or some suitable alternative 
arrangement.  I think I could say now that I think almost all the witnesses from 
within the jurisdiction who are going to be called have actually appeared before the 
commission and a majority of them have tendered statements and documents so I 
can comfortably say that the commission would be ready to move into that part 1 
and 2 phase of the hearing.  
 
It is just the availability of counsel that the commission is dealing with right now.  
Well then if there is no other – if no one wants to say something then I will issue a 20 
formal direction that all these matters that have been listed today are adjourned 
generally pending advice from the commission as to the availability of alternate 
counsel to assist the Commission of Inquiry to move into the hearing phase.  I think 
that direction will do.  If you have access to the commission’s website, I think you 
can get some of the information, your advice can be posted there at least a month 
from now.   
 
All right, thank you then Associate you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 30 
 
AT 9.43 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
INDEFINITELY. 
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[9.58am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning to you all.  The Commission is pleased to 
commence the public hearing phase of the inquiry with the compliment of its full 
staff consisting of two commissioners, senior counsel assisted by two other counsel 
and technical officers.  Today’s session and that of tomorrow are dedicated to the 
opening speeches of the Commissioners and Counsel Assisting the Commission to 
be followed by evidence received from a number of witnesses on the introduction 
phase of the inquiry. 

For the information of the interested public and those in attendance this morning, the 
opening speeches are being televised live on the Facebook live stream address 
appearing on the screen and there will be a summary published of the speeches in 10 

the commission’s website.  The live stream address appearing on the screen is 
www.facebook.com/coiubsl and the Commission’s website address is 
www.coiubsl.com. 

I will allow a few seconds for those wishing to turn on the Facebook page to get 
access to it as I speak.  

[10.01am]I will commence with an introduction of the Commission of Inquiry team.  The team 
consists of personnel from Papua New Guinea and Australia.  I will introduce the 
PNG component of the team and Dr James Renwick, SC will introduce the 
Australian component of the team.  So I will first commence with introduction of 
the Papua New Guinea team of course starting with myself.  You all know me, I 20 
think, by now.  There are two other persons on that team.  The Commission’s 
Secretary Mr Mathew Yuangu assisted by his counsel or lawyer Mr Tyson Yapao.  
Dr Renwick, if you can introduce the Australian team. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly.  Well, I should note that following the untimely 
illness and death of the Honourable John Gilmour, QC the additional commissioner 
is now the Honourable Margaret White, AO.  Good morning, Commissioner. 
 
Appearing with me Dr Dominic Katter and Mr Levente Jurth.  I should say, 
Commissioner, each of us is admitted in the Independent State and each of us has a 30 
current practicing certificate.  Also appearing this morning as international lawyers 
and technical assistants for which we are particularly grateful are Minter Ellison 
Lawyers both in Brisbane and Perth.  We have Mr Michael Hales from Perth, Ms 
Kathryn Finlayson from Brisbane and Mr Nicholas Thomas.  There are some others 
but I think they are the only ones I can see on the screen at the minute.  
Commissioner, that is the Australian contingent team if I can put it that way. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you Dr Renwick.  The timely conduct of the 
inquiry has been adversely affected by many factors including those owing to the 
Commission’s efforts to comply with statutory requirements to engage overseas 
personnel as well as the disruptions to normal business caused by the Covid 19 
Pandemic.  By this time the Commission has conducted a good portion of the 
preliminary work that is required to be done to set the stage for the substantive 
hearing to proceed today.  For instance, of a total of 90 witnesses expected to be 
called to give evidence, 58 witnesses have appeared before the Commission and 43 
of those witnesses had delivered to the Commission a synopsis of their proposed 10 
evidence and relevant documents.  
 
Myself and former Commissioner Honourable John Gilmour, QC until his untimely 
death in February last month, conducted those preliminary hearings.  His Honour 
passed away after a short illness for which the Commission has expressed our 
condolences.  Once again on behalf of the Commission, I express the Commission’s 
gratitude for his valuable contribution.  And for those who may recall Honourable 
John Gilmour, QC made two trips to Papua New Guinea and sat with myself on each 
of those occasions.   
 20 
On behalf of the Commission, I welcome and thank our overseas personnel for their 
willingness to make themselves available to serve this Commission in their 
respective capacities.  They of course include fellow Commissioner Honourable 
Margaret White, AO, Senior Counsel Dr James Renwick, SC, Counsel Dr Dominic 
Katter, Counsel Mr Levente Jurth and the technical team from the firm of Minter 
Ellison Solicitors led by Kevin Stuart. 
 

[10.06am] With regard to the such matter of the Inquiry, the Gommission’s terms of reference 
will be read into the record by Dr James Renwick, SC.  He will also present an 
overview of the matters and questions to be investigated but for my part, I wish to 30 
speak very briefly on those matters.   
 
The terms of reference mainly relate to the government’s decision made in 2014 to 
obtain the UBS loan in the sum of AU$1.239 billion.  The terms of reference also 
include questions relating to a loan that was obtained much earlier by the government 
in 2009 from the International Petroleum Investment Company or IPIC for short, in 
the sum of AU$1.681 billion to fund its participation in the PNG LNG project 
through share placings in Oil Search (PNG) Limited or Oil Search, for short. 
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Both loans involve the government’s decision or decisions to make direct 
investments in a private company.  With regard to the IPIC loan, the government 
obtained the loan to purchase shares in the PNG LNG Project using the issuance of 
exchangeable bonds in respect of the State’s 196.6 million shares in Oil Search to 
secure the loan.  With regard to the UBS loan, the purpose of the loan was to 
purchase 149,390,244 shares or a 10.01 stake in Oil Search and to meet associated 
costs.   
 
A common theme that runs through this loan is the government’s involvement in 
private business ventures as an investor.  It is this common theme that prompts a 10 
commission to first understand the government’s policies and strategies to invest in 
private business enterprise or enterprises.  So there are three parts to the Inquiry.   
 
In Part 1, the Commission will consider the government’s policies and strategies on 
its involvement in private business enterprises since independence.  In this regard it 
will be necessary to trace the source of the government’s existing shares in Oil 
Search that were the subject of the exchangeable bonds used to secure the IPIC loan 
and also the source of the government’s share in Oil Search in 2014. 
 
From information that is available, it appears that the existing Oil Search shares 20 
came from the merger in 2002 of Oil Search and another company by the name of 
Orogen Minerals Limited which was a wholly State-owned company that was 
formed as a vehicle company to drive the government’s investment in the mineral 
and oil industry.  The Commission expects to receive information or evidence from 
some of the key players in government and some experts too, including some 
founding fathers who were involved in the formative years of Papua New Guinea’s 
political independence. 
 
Part 2 involves an examination of the IPIC loan.  Questions to be addressed include 
what, if any, went wrong with the IPIC loan?  Did the government incur a loss of its 30 
shares in Oil Search? 
 

[10.11am]Part 3 deals with the main subject matter of this Inquiry.  The questions are set out 
in the terms of reference and they are adequately set out in such a way that they 
cover an investigation into all aspects of the loan transaction and matters related to 
or incidental to those questions.  The transactions conducted within and outside 
Papua New Guinea are all covered.  Whether the government made a gain or loss 
from those transactions and whether remedial measures may be available to address 
any loss or damage arising from those losses are also matters that may fall within 
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the scope or ambit of those questions.  That much said of the substantive inquiry, let 
me conclude with a word on the roadmap of the inquiry from hereon.  

The Commission is mindful of its duty to commence and complete the inquiry within 
the parameters set by the government which include the inquiry’s duration, however, 
experiences of the past 18 months is a reminder that the orderly, timely and swift 
conduct of the inquiry cannot be guaranteed by the Commission.  

On that note, we thank the government for its patience and commitment to support 
the Commission’s work to see it through to its logical conclusion.  On the 
Commission’s part, the Commissioner assures the government and the public that 
investigations will be conducted and completed within reasonable time as permitted 10 

by the prevailing circumstances and the conditions of the time. 

With regard to the form of the public hearings, a good part of the hearings will be 
conducted remotely or virtually.  The Commission’s personnel will be based out of 
several locations including Port Moresby, Brisbane, Sydney and Perth.  In Papua 
New Guinea witnesses could be located in various parts of the country when they 
are giving their evidence. 

In order to adhere to the statutory requirement for public hearings, the Commission 
has in place video conference facilities in the main inquiry room in Port Moresby, 
which is this one and it is open to the public and the media.  Proceedings before the 
Commission in Port Moresby will be conducted by myself, assisted by Counsel Mr 20 

Levente Jurth, whose arrival in the country has been delayed by the latest setbacks 
caused by Covid 19 developments in Australia but he is expected to be in the country 
within the coming week or so.  

Now, speaking of Covid 19, the Commission Secretariat is ensuring that Covid 19 
protocols are observed throughout these proceedings.  Witnesses and their counsel 
who wish to participate virtually or by remote means may contact the Secretariat or 
counsel assisting the Commission and arrangements can be made for them to give 
evidence from selected locations in Australia and PNG by remote means.  I should 
say that the Commission has been able to set up hearing venues in Brisbane for 
Commissioner White to take proceedings or conduct proceedings in Brisbane and 30 

similar facilities will be made available in Sydney for those witnesses in Australia 
who wish to give their evidence from Australia.  Those witnesses could be 
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Australians or from other jurisdictions or even Papua New Guineans who are in 
Australia who are not available to give evidence in PNG because of the Covid 19 
restrictions. 

With those remarks, I now invite Honourable Margaret White, AO to give her 
opening statement and she will be followed by Dr James Renwick SC.   

Commissioner White. 

[10:16aam]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Good morning 
ladies and gentlemen, may I immediately say how honoured I am to have been 
appointed the Commissioner in this Inquiry and to acknowledge the leadership of  
the Chief Commissioner Sir Salamo Injia, GCL, former Chief Justice of Papua New 10 
Guinea in keeping the Commission going through many vicissitudes and which are 
ongoing and which are uncertain as to their future progress.   
 
While the ultimate objectives of the Commission of Inquiry are to establish whether 
there were breaches of Papua New Guinea Laws and Constitutional requirements in 
the process of the negotiation and approval of the Union Bank of Switzerland Loan 
in 2014, and the earlier loan in 2009 from a State-owned enterprise of the United 
Arab Emirates, and whether Papua New Guinea as a country suffered from those 
transactions.  If so, whether any person involved may be held responsible.  These 
loans were from foreign based entities.  The agreements which supported them were 20 
to be performed from outside Papua New Guinea and were governed by foreign law.  
Not only were many Papua New Guinea citizens or residents intimately involved in 
the transactions, many then and now are located beyond Papua New Guinea’s legal 
jurisdiction; some within Australia as the Chief Commissioner has just observed, 
others in the United Arab Emirates and others elsewhere.  
  
Discussions, meetings and negotiations leading to the concluded loan agreements 
and the funds which facilitated Papua New Guinea’s participation in the PNG LNG 
Gas Project with the 2009 Loan and the purchase of the company Oil Search in 2014 
all occurred outside PNG.  Accordingly, the investigation of the extra territorial 30 
element is essential if the Commission is to unravel just what occurred and why in 
respect of these very large loans and explains the presence of non Papua New Guinea 
people on the Commission sitting and dotted around Australia. Could I say that had 
things being normal, and we might all wonder what normal is nowadays, then I 
certainly would have travelled to Port Moresby to sit with Sir Salamo for this 
Commission of Inquiry and of course counsel who are now resident in Sydney and 
Brisbane would also be in there.   
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The Commission looks forward to receiving the utmost cooperation from all those 
who may have something to contribute wherever they may be so that the 
Commission can fully carry out its terms of reference and facilitate a timely delivery 
of its report and recommendations to the Commission and Government.  Thank you.  
 
Dr. Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we formally announce our 
appearances as the Counsel Assisting this important Inquiry and may I echo what 10 
Commissioner White has just said that each of us, myself, Dr Katter and Mr Jurth, 
do regard it as an honour to have been appointed by the Prime Minister to appear as 
counsel assisting.  May I try and sum up the role of the Commission in a sentence. 
 
The objective of this Inquiry is to establish whether there were breaches of laws and 
constitutional requirements in the process of negotiating and approving key Papua 
New Guinea Liquefied National Gas which are called PNG LNG transactions in 
2009, 2014, whether the Independent State suffered foreseeable losses as a result, 
including when Oil Search shares were sold in 2016, and if so, who can be held 
accountable and what reforms might be recommended. 20 
 
In this opening, we set out the terms of reference which I will come to, note the 
background to the Inquiry including the Ombudsman Commission Report, introduce 
the key participants and transactions and some documents.  
 

[10.21am]I formally open the evidence in this preliminary phase of the inquiry - at least in a 
documentary sense - although very recent Covid events make it difficult I think to 
hear any witnesses today or tomorrow; and foreshadow the future progress of the 
inquiry, including what we designate as substantive hearings concerning those key 
events in those three periods; 2009, 2014 and 2016. 30 

 
Let me then turn to the terms of reference which as with all Statutory Inquiries define 
and explain the task.  They are fundamental.  Let me set them out. 
 
Introduction.  The decision of the Government of Papua New Guinea in 2014 to 
obtain an offshore loan from the Union Bank of Switzerland or UBS has become 
controversial following the tabling of the Ombudsman Commission Investigation 
Report in Parliament in May 2019.  The Prime Minister upon assuming office 
undertook to convene a Commission of Inquiry to establish facts surrounding the 
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whole transaction including all persons and entities involved in the deal and whether 
or not the deal followed proper and legal process and procedures. 
 
In order to appreciate the public concerns on improprieties in regard to the whole 
deal it is necessary and important that the Commission of Inquiry commences 
inquiry with the cause which brought about the need for the government of the day 
to seek funding from an offshore loan facility.  This necessitates the Inquiry to 
commence its investigation with the State’s participation in the PNG LNG Project 
including the purchase of shares and the disposal of the same. 
 10 
Objective.  The objective of the Commission of Inquiry is to inquire into and 
establish facts surrounding;  (1), The decision by the government to obtain the loan 
funding of US$.1.3 billion dollars, about K4.6 billion kina, (2),The decision to seek 
an offshore loan and the decision to select the Union Bank of Switzerland as the 
preferred financier, (3), Individuals and entities who were instrumental in 
negotiation or the middlemen involved for and on behalf of the State, how they were 
engaged and how much they were paid as fees for their services as brokers and 
negotiators, (4), Whether breaches are mandatory constitutional requirements had 
occurred and whether there was negligence on the part of leaders and persons 
involved in the deal.   20 
 
The ultimate objective of the Commission of Inquiry is to establish whether there 
were breaches of PNG laws and constitutional requirements in the process of 
negotiation and approval of the UBS loan and also establish whether PNG as a 
country had suffered as a result of this offshore deal and whether the persons 
involved in the deal would be held accountable for their negligence. 
 
The terms of reference then set by Prime Minister Marape are these: (1), the 
Commission shall inquire into, make findings and report on the following matters.  
PNG LNG Project.  How the State financed its equity participation in the PNG LNG 30 
Project? Whether due and proper legal administrative processes were followed to 
obtain the loan to finance the State’s equity participation in 2009, including but not 
limited to; how was the process commenced? how was IPIC selected? what process 
was utilized? what were the terms of the loans from IPIC? what was the rationale for 
allowing payment to be made by an election of either cash or to mortgage Oil Search 
shares or a combination of both? what was the rationale for allowing to mortgage 
Oil Search shares to be used in payment of the loan? whether IPIC had the sole 
election as to method of payment in satisfaction of the State loan from IPIC, and if 
so, what was the rationale for giving IPIC the right of sole election to either accept 
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cash or mortgage Oil Search shares or a combination of both? when and what 
decision did IPIC make on the repayment of the loan? 
 
As to the UBS loan, why and when did the State commence the procedures to obtain 
a loan regarding the debt to IPIC and or purchase Oil Search shares?  
 

[10.26am]Whether legal and administrative processes were followed regarding the loan from 
UBS including but not limited to: how does the process commence? how was UBS 
selected? what process was utilized? what were the terms of the loan? and then, what 
processes have been utilized in the past to obtain the loans? 10 

 
The purchase of Oil Search Shares.  The rationale as to why the State determined to 
buy shares in Oil Search in 2014, when the decision was made to purchase the Oil 
Search shares,  the rationale as to why the State determined to utilize the UBS loan 
to purchase Oil Search shares; whether legal and administrative processes were 
followed by Oil Search shares in 2014. 
 
And as to the sale of Oil Search shares.  The rationale as to why the State sold the 
Oil Search shares in 2016; whether legal or administrative processes were followed 
in the sale of the Oil Search shares and those are the key terms of references.   20 
 
Those terms of references may be added to, varied and amended from time to time.  
The Commission shall use its best efforts to conclude its Inquiry within three months 
after it commences, and shall make a full and faithful report on and 
recommendations concerning the aforesaid matters and transmit the same to the 
Prime Minister after concluding its Inquiry.  I will say something about timing in a 
minute.   
 
The provisions of the Commissions of Inquiry Act should be applicable for the 
purposes of this Inquiry.  The Commission may hold public and private hearings in 30 
such manner in such locations as may be necessary and convenient.  All organs of 
State, institutions and stakeholders are required to cooperate fully with the 
Commission. 
 
And I further direct the Inquiry be held in the National Capital District or at such 
other places in Papua New Guinea or elsewhere as to you may appear necessary 
expedient.  I further direct the Inquiry shall be held in public but I approve that you 
may permit to be given in private any evidence that in the (INTERNET LAPSE 
10.28.27-10.29.32) for these transactions which include whether the decisions were 
financially sound, one measure of that being any financial losses; the ‘how’ the legal 40 
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and administrative processes followed, ‘its corollary’ was what happened compliant 
with the Constitutional laws of the Independent State, and if not, what should now 
happen to both to obtain redress and what reforms should be implemented to prevent 
repetition of errors and illegalities.? 
 
I am turning to the conduct in the Inquiry and the way forward.  I immediately 
acknowledge the effect of Covid19 on the work of the Commission as has already 
been mentioned, including before our appointment this year; the appointment of 
Minter Ellison last year and as the Chief Commissioner has already noted, a great 
deal of work has already taken place. 10 
 
We are now in a position today to begin the preliminary public hearings albeit that 
some of us must participate remotely.  As the Chief Commissioner, that however, I 
should say is now common place in hearings around the world and the terms of 
reference I have read out expressly permit it.   
 
Let me say something then about the time frame.  It is true the terms of reference 
state the Commission’s final report should be finalized within three months from the 
date of commencement of the hearing (INTERNET LAPSE 10.31.07-10.31.25) 
 20 

[10.31am]and the unexpected time taken in obtaining and identifying key documents in the 
midst of the pandemic makes it appropriate to count the commencement of the 
hearings from the next stage; that is the next time we sit; at which point we would 
submit all the oral evidence should  be received or the examination of (INTERNET 
LAPSE 10.31.43-10.33.01)   

We strongly encourage whistleblowers including officials or representatives directly 
involved in the events we are examining to come forward and offer evidence to the 
inquiry now, of course if you had not already done so.  And many have.  If you do 
so, providing your evidence is truthful and you can see now on the Power Point, 
there is the quote, you have the strong protection of section 13 of the Commissions 30 

of Inquiry Act which states: “A statement or disclosure made by a witness to a 
question put to him by a Commission or Commissioner is not (except in proceedings 
(INTERNET LAPSE 10.33.42-10.34.07)  

In the Independent State, we are not subject to compulsion by the inquiry so we 
choose not to participate or assist in any way.  Our answer to that is, even if those 
first two matters are correct, the Commission remains free to proceed in your 
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absence and it will do so and you may come to regret your lack of participation and 
assistance, if and when adverse findings are made, for example, any conclusion that 
relevant findings and material be provided to Australian or Swiss authorities.  So to 
those offshore we also say; now is the time to fully cooperate and provide 
information and we encourage you to do so. 

Contact details with the Secretariat are on the Commission’s website and they will 
put you in touch with us. 

For those who are potentially affected, we draw attention to the second Practice Note 
issued by the Commission on 22 March.  It follows on an approach now familiar in 
other jurisdictions of requiring those who assert an interest to appear to back that up 10 

by providing evidence, statements, and relevant documents.  Again, now is the time 
to do that.   

As I have already mentioned, as soon as practicable once the evidence is assembled, 
we can then have a single set of hearings for all oral evidence followed by written 
final submissions.  It is simply not possible to fix a date for that today but we will 
do this as soon as we reasonably can but we need everyone’s assistance. 

Now then turning to today’s preliminary hearing where we set out the historical 
background to the Independent State’s investment in commercial projects including 
what the constitutional framers had in mind. 

These preliminary hearings also set the stage for the main hearings where we 20 

consider those three key events: the 2009 IPIC loan, the 2014 the UBS dealings and 
the sale of the Oil Search shares in 2016.. 

[10.36am]Let me say something here about the Constitutional provisions.  The Independent 
State is rich in many natural resources, among them liquefied natural gas, LNG.  At 
the heart of this Inquiry is the so-called PNG LNG Project which has been described 
as by far the most significant natural resources project ever proposed or undertaken 
in Papua New Guinea.  For example, capital expenditure on it has exceeded US$19 
billion dollars, and it has employed large numbers of people both citizens and 
foreigners. 

 30 
Now the Constitution of the Independent State contains a number of key declarations 
and provisions.  Independence was intended to unify a richly diverse country and 
lead to peace and prosperity.  The Constitution has some provisions familiar from 
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other constitutions in Commonwealth countries which are now also independent 
members of the Commonwealth of Nations. 
 
So there is the familiar separation of government powers into three branches, 
Parliament making the laws, the Government also called the executive administering 
them and the Judiciary declaring their meaning and enforcing them.  Also the 
Parliament raises taxes and authorizes the government expenditure, that being a key 
issue arises in this Inquiry.  But there are also Constitutional provisions unique to 
the Independent State.  For example, the Ombudsman has constitutional status.  The 
Commission of the Ombudsman can investigate and report, and make 10 
recommendations on conduct by ministers and other public officials which are, or 
may be wrong.  That is a notion defined to include those actions contrary to law but 
also those unjust, oppressive or based wholly or partly on improper motives.  Its 
report, the Ombudsman Commission relating to 2014 PNG LNG transactions 
undoubtedly led to this Inquiry and I will mention it a little later. 
 
The principles underlying the Constitution and guiding its interpretation and 
functioning explicitly recognize the need to protect the natural resources for future 
generations. 
   20 
The PNG Constitutional Planning Committee Report in 1974, some of the authors 
of which are still alive, is a document vital for interpreting the constitution as a 
number of judicial decisions have observed, and it was critical in leading to the 
inclusion of the National Goals and Directive Principles in the Constitution’s 
Preamble.  Let me quote from a couple of leading judgments about the relevance of 
the Committee.  
 
It says, “During a prolonged process of community consultation the Constitutional 
Planning Committee endeavored to tap the will and spirit of the people.  It then set 
out detailed recommendations for constitutional drafting in its report. With the 30 
intention of giving effect to this will or spirit of the people, it recommended the 
inclusion of the National Goals and Directive Principles within the Constitution’s 
Preamble.  After much discussion in party briefing sessions and open debate in the 
constituent assembly, these provisions were finally put into the Constitution.” 
 
And again, it is being said, “When interpreting the details of a provision of in a 
constitutional law, it is an essential pre-requisite for the judicial mind to be 
enlightened by the spirit of the Constitution itself.”  And that is as much applicable 
to the Commission as to the Courts.  “This enlightenment comes from developing a 
thorough understanding of the the National Goals and Directive Principles, by taking 40 
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an overview which will place the particular provision in the context of the total 
legislative scheme of which it forms a part and by seeking to understand the intention 
of the founding fathers as they expressed it on behalf of the people, when enacting 
the Constitution and its subsequent amendments.”  So one can see the importance of 
the Constitutional Planning Committee report.   
 
We have set out a number of quotes.  Let me refer to some of them because they are 
highly relevant about natural resources and local equity in resource projects. 
 

[10.41am]So, it is said that by the Committee, “We believe that people of Papua New Guinea, 10 
both of today and tomorrow, should be continually aware that in striving to improve 
their human lot they should not make the mistake of blindly destroying their rich 
natural environment; land, river, seas, fish, animal and birds.  Use of these resources 
should be weighed carefully against the real cost to the country in terms of the 
damage which will be caused to the whole way of life of the people living in the 
vicinity of a particular project; the destruction of land and rivers and wildlife in the 
course of the operations of, for instance, a large mining or timber enterprise, the need 
for the integral development of man which also concerns spiritual, psychological, 
cultural and social development.”  

 20 
And then coming to the quote on Powerpoint now.  “We should develop a sense of 
respect for all our natural resources and the environment.  We should not be afraid 
to use those resources to contribute to our development but should be sure not to 
overuse them to the extent they are rapidly exhausted, especially at this stage of our 
history when it is foreign interests who gain by far the most benefit from the 
exploitation of our natural resources.  Our needs should be weighed against the needs 
of our children, their children and the generations which follow them.” 
 
Then to Papua New Guinea equity, “We recommend that the equity of the 
Government and of citizens should be maximized in the case of all large-scale 30 
enterprises for the exploitation of natural resources; that this equity should normally 
be as great as possible and should constitute at least a majority shareholding.” 
 
Commissioners, you have received three statements on these matters including 
recent statements from the late Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare.  And his statement 
of 23 February says this for example.  “Looking back, it may be possible to see that 
by not focusing greater efforts on the growth of the economy rather than 
redistribution of wealth, Papua New Guinea lost some potential towards the goal of 
building a ,more robust and dynamic economy.”  That is an important quote from a 
founding father. 40 
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He also wrote, “the essential role of government is to lay down and administer good 
laws that benefit a wide array of people in our society.  That includes creating a 
conducive climate for small and big businesses to operate, grow and prosper while 
the government focuses on provision of quality public services particularly for 
education, health and law order throughout the length and breadth of this nation.”   
 
Turning then to the key provisions in the Constitution.  We say in the preamble that 
it is recited that, “All persons in our country have the following basic obligations to 
themselves and their descendants, to each other and to the Nation, to respect and to 10 
act in the spirit of this Constitution; and (d) to protect Papua New Guinea and to 
safeguard the national wealth resources and environment in the interests not only of 
the present generation but also of future generations.”  And that will be an important 
theme, Commissioners, in the work of this inquiry. 
 
It additionally declares that “all citizens have an obligation to themselves and their 
descendants, to each other and to the nation to use profits from economic activities 
in the advancement of our country and our people, and that the law may impose a 
similar obligation on non-citizens carrying on economic activities in or from our 
country.” 20 
 
The third National Goal in the Constitution, there are a series of them, is “for Papua 
New Guinea to be politically and economically independent and our economy 
basically self-reliant.”  And so that you call for “strict control of foreign investment 
capital and wise assessment of foreign ideas and values so these will be subordinate 
to the goal of national sovereignty and self-reliance, and in particular for the entry 
of foreign capital to be geared to internal social and economic policies and to the 
integrity of the nation and the people; and the State to take effective measures to 
control and actively participate in the national economy, and in particular to control 
major enterprises engaged in the exploitation of natural resources.” 30 
 

[10.46am]Finally, the fourth National Goal is “for Papua New Guinea’s national resources and 
environment to be conserved, and used for the collective benefit of us all, and be 
replenished for the benefit of future generations.”  
 
We say, Commissioner, as it can be seen with the concepts and principles of 
ownership, protection, replenishment and moderating foreign investment in natural 
resources have deep constitutional roots, and those principles are of enduring 
relevance.   

 40 
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These notions also find expression in the Oil and Gas Act which states relevantly as 
follows, and you can see it there.  In section 165, the State has the right (but not the 
obligation) to acquire, directly or through a nominee, all or any part of a participating 
interest not exceeding 22.5 percent in each petroleum projects.  So then one turns to 
section 166 and 167, out of the equity entitlement referred to in Section 165 there is 
reserved an equity benefit to be dealt with in accordance with this section. That 
benefit is then referred to in subsection (3) and subsection (4) is to be shared between 
the project area, the landowners, and affected local level governments; and (5), that 
benefit is to be held on trust. 
 10 
Can I then turn to the PNG LNG project itself?  It is an integrated development that 
includes gas production and processing facilities in the Southern Highlands Hela and 
Western Provinces of Papua New Guinea, and you can see some pictures in this in 
the following slides.   
 
With the transmission pipeline through the Gulf Province to liquefaction and storage 
facilities near Port Moresby on the Gulf of Papua, there is a large capacity of nearly 
7 million tons a year, and there are 700 kilometres of pipelines connecting the 
facilities, and the vast projects evolved from the recognized potential of three large 
discoveries in the Southern and Western Highlands of the country. 20 
 
May I then turn to an overview which I will then unpack.  We might actually just go 
through some of these slides, so this slide here gives some idea of where the relevant 
– some of the facilities are located and then we will come to the government entities 
involved.  If I can start with a snapshot. 
 
In the last decade or so, the PNG LNG Project operated ultimately by ExxonMobil 
has been a highly significant development in and for the Independent State.  And 
one of the capital investors in the PNG LNG Project is and has been the Independent 
State.  There are a number of different corporate entities, and you can see three of 30 
these here including differences in names.  You have got the Independent Public 
Business Corporation, the IPBC, not to be confused with the Abu Dhabi IPIC.  You 
have got Kroton (No. 2) which has changed its name over the years, and you have 
got Petromin which has changed its name to Kumul.  The history with the investing, 
financial wisdom and legality of key financing decisions are at the centre of this 
Inquiry.   
 
What I now say is our present, necessarily tentative, understanding of what 
happened.  As more evidence emerges, that understanding may of course change, 
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and that is one of the reasons we want people to come forward and tell us why, what 
I am saying now is either right or wrong. 
 
In 2009 Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare the first Prime Minister was again the 
Prime Minister, and his government was seeking to finance the Independent State’s 
share of capital investments in the LNG project.  It pledged among other assets a 
14.7 per cent stake in Oil Search to raise a large sum of 1.7 billion dollars but the 
Oil Search shares were  not worth that much; and so they were pledged against their 
future projected value in a deal with the Abu Dhabi International Petroleum 
Investment Company or IPIC. 10 
 

[10.51am]Among other matters, it was initially proposed that IPIC agree that the Independence 
State would have the rights to buy back the shares in 2014, provided it had the 
money.  But the eventual agreement was more one-sided than that, with IPIC having 
the option to keep shares. And on the screen there, you can see in dichromatic form, 
some of the matters which I will come to.   

Four years later in 2013, the Honourable Peter O’Neil, was Prime Minister.  The 
government may not have been able to secure a loan to buy back the Oil Search 
shares and in any event IPIC wished to retain the shares, which it did.  The 
government it appears have decided that it should purchase a further stake in Oil 20 

Search.  It may also have been thought that any acquisition of Oil Search shares 
needed to be completed urgently, as it was expected that Oil Search would soon be 
announcing it would be acquiring an interest in the Elk/Antelope gas field and its 
share price would rise.  We will examine what happened next in great detail, 
including by calling people but in the result on 23 February 2014, Prime Minister 
O’Neill and Treasury Secretary, Mr Vele met with the then Oil Search Chief 
Executive, Peter Botten and its Chairman, Mr Aopi at a hotel in Port Moresby and 
they agreed that the Independent State should buy a portion of the new shares in Oil 
Search.  The government decided to do this by taking out a loan of worth about 
AU$1.239 billion from UBS Australia to finance the purchase.  30 

But that loan did not involve a public tender nor did it obtain endorsement from 
Parliament.  The legality of the 2014 loan endorsement by the National Executive 
Council is, therefore, necessarily in question and key issues for the Commission 
include whether the Constitution and various laws were broken.  
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 Important, even vital as those issues are, in the result, the Independent State’s Oil 
Search shares decreased in value and were eventually solved in 2016.  Now, how 
much of a loss was incurred is an issue; but media reports estimate that the 2014 deal 
cost the Independent State about AU$420 million worth about K1 billion while UBS 
is estimated to have made about AU$120 million dollars from fees and interest from 
the loan and other advisers received substantial remuneration.  

So let me spend a minute just unpacking those concepts of it all.  The Mineral 
Resources Development Company Limited or MRDC was created at independence 
to hold the Independent State’s equity interests in mineral resources projects.  It was 
partially privatized in 1996 through the creation of Orogen, O-r-o-g-e-n Minerals 10 

which is specifically mentioned in the Oil and Gas Act in which MRDC hold a 51 
per cent shareholding.   

In 2002, Orogen merged with Oil Search with MRDC retaining an 18.1 per cent 
stake.  Oil Search is a company where you will hear more about.   It has a long 
history in Papua New Guinea over 90 years.  It seems to be the Independent State’s 
largest company and it has been a very large investor.  It is listed on the PNG Stock 
Exchange from 19 December 2001 and it is also listed on the Australian Stock 
Exchange. 

In 2007, Petromin PNG Holdings Limited was created and that took over MRDC’s 
stake in Oil Search.  And then IPBC was established as a statutory corporation under 20 

an Act of the same name.  It was a trustee of the general business Trust in which the 
ownership of many of the Independent States mainly State-owned enterprises are 
vested.  The MRDC now manages the interests of provincial governments and 
project area landowners in oil and gas projects.   

Now, we expect you will hear that in 2007 discussions with Exxon Mobil were 
progressing.  We expect Mr Vele now Secretary of the Department of Treasury to 
say that there were three proposals being developed, each with different financial 
and legal advisers, for the Independent State to be involved in what was recognized 
as a large and vital project, the PNG LNG Project. 

[10:56am]He will say, “Given the significance of the LNG Project to the long term economic 30 
wellbeing of Papua New Guinea it is recognized that the successful implementation 
of the project and the subsequent management of cash flows in the project is the 
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highest priority to government as part of its economic development agenda.”  Mr 
Vele will say that he considers that Petromin and IPBC were waging a battle as to 
which of the two entities would become the State nominee and thus control the 
State’s participating interests in the project.  It seems that Petromin’s strategy was 
sponsored by Prime Minister Sir Michael Somare and it envisaged partial divestment 
of equity in the PNG LNG Project so as to secure funding for the balance of equity 
taken up. 
 
The IPBC strategy was sponsored by then Minister for Minerals the Honourable 
Arthur Somare and it sought to raise capital by leveraging or selling its 17.4 per cent 10 
of the issued capital, that is shares in Oil Search then worth of approximately 
US$600 million or AU$$900 million dollars. 
 
Remarkably, Treasury then retained its own financial and legal advisers from outside 
the public service.  So, a large question for the Commission is whether there was 
expensive then are unnecessary intra, that is, internal government competition as Mr 
Vele states and if so whether it could be justified and if not how such an approach 
could be avoided.   
 
On 22 May 2008, project venture participants and the Independent State formally 20 
signed the Gas Agreement.  The project began the front-end engineering and design 
phase at that point, and the integrated project as I have mentioned included 
production, processing and liquefaction facilities as well as offshore and onshore 
pipelines. 
 
An issue of course was which State entity would be the Independent State’s nominee 
to get the participating interest under section 165 of the Oil and Gas Act but 
sometimes called the “back-in rights” as well as some additional commercially 
agreed rights. 
 30 
In the result, the Liquified Natural Gas Project (State Participation) Act was enacted 
in 2008.  It authorized Kroton No.2 Limited Company, later the National Petroleum 
Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited on behalf of IPBC to be the State nominee.  On 
8 December 2009 the final investment decision or FID was made and between 2010 
and 2014 there was a construction and commission period which whereby the project 
sponsors spent in capital expenditure in excess of US$19 billion.   
 
In about April 2014, production LNG began and in May that year the first shipment 
was delivered to Japan.  Despite that considerable achievement, in terms of 
Independent State’s fiscal obligations, it seems that government revenue for 2014 40 
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was expected to be K12.7 billion.  Again a projection of K15 billion kina thereby 
leaving a budget deficit of about K2.3 billion.   
 
So the Independent State still needed money for participation under the Gas 
Agreement and it raised that by mortgaging the shares in Oil Search, IPIC, the Abu 
Dhabi Company.  There are some real intricacies in the loan agreement with IPIC 
and these slides we put are hint at that intricacy but we must not lose sight of at least 
one important question the Commission must answer which is: was this a very bad 
deal, financially for the Independent State?   
 10 
Coming forward to the present day on 12 February this year, the government 
announced it had approved the renewal of the retention lease over the Elk-Antelope 
gas fields that are part of the project.  
 

[11.01am]It seems the term of extension of Block PRL15 will start on 30 November this year 
during the five-year extension the joint venture partners, Total, ExxonMobil and Oil 
Search will conduct project financing activities.  It also seems that Oil Search was 
able to buy into that project with the AUD$900 million the Independent State paid 
for the allocation of new shares in Oil Search. 

 20 
A question for the Commission is whether the project agreements for oil and gas 
have been too advantageous to the commercial venturers, many offshore, to the 
detriment of the Independent State and its citizens, and contrary at least to the 
aspirations of the Constitution. 
 
There are some other specific questions and let me list a few.  What is the connection, 
if any, between the IPIC and the UBS loans? (2) what was the value of the 14.64 
percent of shares in Oil Search held by the State which IPIC chose to retain under 
the exchangeable bonds? what was the value of those shares in Oil Search when they 
were disposed of? (3) who had legal ownership and beneficial ownership of those 30 
shares when they were sold or transferred? (4) was a loss incurred as to the State’s 
14.6 percent of shares in Oil Search when IPIC exercised its option to retain the Oil 
Search shares under the exchangeable bonds,? (5) what was Oil Search’s use of the 
proceeds of the sale of shares; some AUD$900 million and was that sum used to 
purchase Pacific LNG’s shares in PNG LNG? (6), to whom did UBS’s dispose of 
the 149,390,244 odd million shares in Oil Search and at what price? (7) what were 
the Independent State’s loan repayments to UBS between 2014 and 2017, what was 
the source of the funds for example, did they include PNG LNG revenue? (8) was 
that revenue paid into a Singapore bank account by ExxonMobil? and (9) was there 
any interest direct or indirect held personally by any government officials involved 40 
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in the IPIC and UBS loans in IPBC, Oil Search or any associated companies 
including PacLNG? 
 
Again we say to those listening or who may read this outline which will be available 
on the Commission’s website, if you have information about this please give to us 
tomorrow. 
 
Let me just turn to a couple more topics.  The Ombudsman Commission in 2018 
issued its final report on the UBS/Oil Search and there is no doubt the Ombudsman 
Commission report led to this inquiry but it is also important to note we are not 10 
reviewing it, not least because the Constitution states that the proceedings of the 
Ombudsman Commission are not subject, to review in any way except by the courts 
on the grounds of excess to jurisdiction. 
 
There are provisions in section 218 of the Constitution which are set out there on the 
screen about the role of the Commission but a number of the roles including 
investigating complaints and administering the Leadership Code but they have a 
limitation.  They are limited essentially to official witnesses, the Ombudsman 
Commission whereas the Commission should be able with its powers to completely 
.explore these transactions. 20 
 
Having said that we greatly value the work of the Ombudsman Commission which 
will assist the Commission and its work. 
 
As a matter of history in March 2014 when the IPIC loan was made public the 
Ombudsman issued a direction to freeze all further payment on the loan and said it 
would investigate key public figures including the then Prime Minister Mr O’Neill 
and Mr Vele.  Each of them challenged the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction.  There was 
an initial challenge to the direction to freeze progress on the loan and that was stayed 
including on the basis that it would not stop the Commission investigating which it 30 
did.  It issued a provisional report in December 2014. 
  

[11.06am]In the event in 15 November 2017, the Supreme Court reviewed Mr O’Neill’s 
application as to whether the Ombudsman could investigate him and said that it 
could.  The Supreme Court dismissed his application and the Ombudsman was 
therefore able to issue the final report.   
 
The Commission’s final report has been public for some time.  It came to the 
conclusion that there has been a number of illegalities and widespread improper 
conduct which we now mention noting of course that the Commission may come to 40 
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a different view.  They included; by-passing parliamentary approval of borrowing, 
breaching the Constitution, particularly under sections 209, 211 and 212, exposing 
the Independent State to debt breaching the Papua New Guinea Fiscal Responsibility 
Act and the Loans Overseas Borrowing Act, engaging private law firms without the 
Attorney General’s statutory approval, engaging financial and legal consultants 
without public tendering breaching Public Finances (Management) Act, the fact the 
Governor General signed loan documents without the presence of other parties and 
apparently witnessed by a person who was not a registered lawyer or Commissioner 
of Oaths, whether there was improper engagements by Petromin Holdings and the 
National Petroleum Company that there was improper engagements with UBS as the 10 
sole financial advisor and lead arranger of the investment in of Oil Search, that the 
National Executive Council was misled when it approved the UBS loan, and 
meaningful consultation with relevant authorities and agencies on it had not 
occurred, contrary to section 255 of the Constitution, that improper directions and 
instructions were given to the IPBC chairman and its management and that the 
Central Supply and Tender Board issued what is called a Certificate of Inexpediency 
for the engagement of financial, legal and technical consultants without clearance 
from the State Solicitors and in breach of the Public Finances (Management) Act; 
and, the Finance Management Manual not least because that certificate was applied 
for and issued retrospectively.  20 
 
Moving then to the end in 2019, Prime Minister Marape moved that the Parliament 
take note of the Ombudsman’s Final Report.  He acknowledged the findings 
included those against him of wrong and improper conduct and reserved the right to 
seek recourse where his involvement was sanctioned by a legitimate Cabinet 
decision.  Nevertheless, he established this Commission of Inquiry to verify and 
validate that to be the case, the claims that were made by the Ombudsman, because 
unlike the Ombudsman, the Commission can extend its consideration to private 
persons and entities. 
 30 
Former Prime Minister O’Neill contended that the Inquiry must extend to the IPIC 
loan as well. And it does so. 
 
May it please the Commission, those are the opening remarks from us as counsel 
assisting. 
 
Chief Commissioner and Commissioner, because of the recent Covid issues 
including in Brisbane only today and yesterday the witnesses that we would hope 
would have been called today and tomorrow are simply unavailable. 
 40 
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May I finally mention before I conclude the opening that the Commission has and 
intends to retain a number of expert witnesses to assist it and one of those have been 
noted is Professor Sir Tim Besley, a distinguished Professor from the London School 
of Economics, who is an expert on the developing economies and how they get the 
best advice to make the best financial decision and Sir Tim has generously agreed to 
assist the Commission. 
 
Those are the remarks of counsel assisting and for our part, Commissioners, there is 
no further business at these preliminary hearings.  May it please the Commission. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your opening address.  That marks the 
conclusion of the opening speeches for this morning. 
 

[11.11am]We have a number of other matters listed for this morning.  We have listed about 
nine witnesses whom the Commission expects to call in relation to Part I of the 
Inquiry.  But seeing that some counsel here are seated at the bar table, we will take 
appearances for witnesses who are listed to appear this morning as well as the 
appearance of any other counsel and any other witnesses who are not listed for today, 
given that this is the first occasion that we are conducting this public hearing. 

So if you have access to today’s diary which has been posted on the website, you 20 

will see the list of nine witnesses.  If I can just quickly go through the names.  The 
first witness is; Sir Michael Somare - the late Michael Somare - second, Sir Julius 
Chan, third, Chief Dr John Momis, four, Sir John Kaputin, five Sir Rabbie Namaliu, 
six, Sir Charles Lepani, seven Dr Clement Waine; eight, Dr Lawrence Sausse; and 
finally Dr Solomon Awili. 

If I can allow counsel to make their appearances and then also any witnesses who 
might appear and then we will take it from there.  Yes? 

SIR ARNOLD:  Good morning, Sir, as your Honour knows, you granted me leave 
to represent the late Grand Chief, leading Mr Kumura of Counsel who appears with 
me this morning.  Mr Chairman, as you record the appearances of other counsel, if I 30 

may have a moment to make a few more remarks. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Appearances of counsel first and then if the counsel wish to 
make some remarks, we may allow a time for that. 

SIR AMET:  Yes, sir. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Yes? 

MR SHEPPARD:  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, my name is 
Sheppard, S-h-e-p-p-a-r-d and I appear for the Honourable Peter O’Neill.  I was 
granted leave to do so earlier and I appear this morning with Mr Tabuchi, T-a-b-u-
c-h-i.  And following on from Sir Arnold, I too have a very brief statement that I 
would like to make. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good, thank you.  Any other counsel? 

MR KAWAT:  Good morning, Chairman and Commissioner, my name is Robim 
Kawat and I make appearance for the Clerk of the National Parliament.  He is not 
listed on today’s list.  Thank you Chairman. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next counsel. 

MR LAKAKIT:  Chairman good morning.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning. 

MR LAKAKIT:  Counsel’s name is Lakakit, Brian.  I appear for the Government 
House, particularly the Official Secretary, Bill Toraso.  Thank you Chairman.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR LIM:  Good morning Commissioner.  My name is Lim, Lim is spelt L-i-m.  I 
appear for Mr Isikeli Taureka, in his capacity as the managing director for Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Are there any witnesses in attendance who do not 20 

have counsel but wish to announce your appearance?   

[11:16am]Commissioner White, I will invite, if you agree to allowing counsel to make their 
opening remarks, then I am happy to grant leave.  Commissioner White. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree.  Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. We grant leave then.  Sir Arnold Amet 
first. 
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SIR ARNOLD:  Thank you sir.  My apologies initially to not having acknowledged 
Commissioner White, Madam.  My name is Arnold Amet and lead counsel Dr 
Renwick, just three short observations Mr Chairman, Chief Commissioner.   
 
Firstly, as member of the legal profession Mr Chief Commissioner, in the 
acknowledgement of what you acknowledged of the deceased, late former Justice 
Gilmour, just adding to your observations  I am sure Mr Sheppard would shortly as 
well.  Some of us who knew him previously put on record our condolences of his 
untimely death.  And secondly joining you Chief Commissioner to acknowledge and 
welcome former Justice White, Madam Commissioner for joining you at our 10 
Commission of Inquiry, to be sitting here with your wealth of experience on the 
Queensland Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court.  So welcome Madam 
Commissioner and lead counsel Dr Renwick as well.    
 
Mr Chairman, as you acknowledged and perhaps you may wish to make the 
appropriate remarks shortly of the late Grand Chief now having left us physically, 
he being listed as the first witness of whom I obtained your leave to appear with Mr 
Kumura.  The formality of his statement which if you may wish to receive shortly 
as soon as I and Mr Sheppard may finish, we can speak to that shortly.  So those are 
the few remarks, Mr Chairman.  Thank you.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can respond with one or two words there.  Late Sir Michael 
Somare is listed as a witness purposely because over his – he has passed on he left 
two witness statements with us, with the Commission.  The first as you would recall 
was filed earlier in time and the latest was filed a few days to a week before he passed 
on. 
 
As I recall he specifically asked for the statement to be delivered to the Commission 
because he wanted to say something.  I think those statements will be tendered by 
the person who obtained those statements from him. 30 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, Mr Kumura.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura.  And as to the formalities that is a matter for the 
Commission to deliberate on when the documents are sought to be tendered by the 
appropriate witness.   
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, Mr Chairman.  Thank you.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Sheppard. 40 
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MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you Chairman, Commissioner White, I am grateful for this 
indulgence.  I would support and reiterate Sir Arnold’s comments in welcoming 
Commissioner White to the Commission.  The name White is a very well known 
name in this jurisdiction and I understand there is a very close connection with that 
and the commissioner and so I join very wholeheartedly Sir Arnold’s comments. 
 

[11.21am]On a more personal note, I would like to also thank him for his comments in relation 
to Mr Gilmour who I learnt this morning passed away.  I would just like to make 
these brief comments.  I knew John Gilmour very well from my time in Western 10 
Australia.  We were at law school together.  He was ahead of me of course and it 
was my privilege at the very first trial that I ever appeared in anywhere, my very first 
trial within a week or two after I was first admitted to the Supreme Court in Western 
Australia and featured John Gilmour as the plaintiff’s lawyer and myself as the 
defendant’s lawyer.  And so he remains very prominent in my memory because 
appearing with him did me of course the world of good in terms of the learning curve 
that I was embarking on at that particular point, and I have to say that he did an 
excellent job in teaching me.  I can just leave it at that. 
So I would just mention that on a personal note and express my sadness and shock 
and condolences to everybody associated with him and I hope he will be adequately 20 
remembered for his legal work as I am sure he will be in Western Australia, both as 
counsel and as a judge. 
 
I would also acknowledge on behalf of the profession, Dr Renwick.  Dr Renwick is 
also extremely well known in this jurisdiction and he appears regularly in some 
cases in the court here together with Dr Katter of course and also Mr Jurth who is 
also counsel assisting, he appears in these courts and is well known here as well.  So 
with those brief comments I would again thank the tribunal for that indulgence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  The Commission will relay the condolences 30 
offered by counsel to the relatives of the late John Gilmour, QC.  Is there any other 
counsel who might want to make an opening remark? 
 

[11.26am]The next step I understand is to receive the evidence of those witnesses who might 
be available to give evidence but those witnesses, I mean, those witnesses that have 
been listed in today’s diary.  We may allow some preparation time for that and that 
might mean that we may have to adjourn, as time, - looking at is going towards – 
there is another 30 to 35 minutes to go before lunch time.  But we may allow some 
preparation time for counsel in respect of those witnesses and perhaps allow some 
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time for the Commissioners and counsel assisting to confer as to the next phase of 
the hearing today. 
 
Commissioner White, if you are in agreement and of course Dr James Renwick, we 
could adjourn the proceedings to half past 1 today.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, I follow your lead on that, Chief 
Commissioner. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, certainly, I would simply ask perhaps there be an 10 
indication now from those at the bar table what they intend to do so that we can be 
prepared when we resume at 1.30. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that is a good suggestion.  Could I get an indication 
from counsel here whether you are in a position to offer evidence this afternoon?  Sir 
Arnold? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Chief Commissioner and Commissioners, just in relation to Grand 
Chief, sir. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Given the circumstances today and the fact that you have 
acknowledged that Grand Chief’s statement is available having been presented to 
the Commission and it is available now formally by affidavit from Mr Kumura to 
present to you sir, if we could do that because there is no discussion about physical 
giving of any evidence, you may then determine how that statement may be, and the 
others, may be received and dealt with progressively thereafter as well as lead 
Counsel Renwick.  That may put the formality of the late Grand Chief’s statement 
before you this morning before we might adjourn; so those are my suggestions. 30 
 
Mr Kumura is available.  He has deposed to the appropriate affidavit tendering the 
late Grand Chief’s statements.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those statements are ready to be tendered.  We have some time 
in the morning, but we would like to adjourn to give us a bit of preparation time.  
The Commission already has those statements.  They have been passed on to 
counsel.  As to the formalities of giving evidence, I am sure that counsel assisting 
will assist in that regard to examine the witness’s documents and allow those 
documents to be tendered and made available to the public or other counsel or parties 40 
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for that matter.  Are there any other counsel, I think the witnesses might be available 
to give evidence today, those that are listed? 
 

[11.30am]Mr Mathew Yuangu, have you been able to receive any feedback from any witnesses 
who might be able to give evidence today? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, okay.   
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  I have not received anything from the witnesses listed for 
today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We have tried to have communication with them and we have 
not yet confirmed their appearances today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, We can allow some time for you to just investigate that 
and then in the afternoon we could mention all the other witnesses and if directions 20 
need to be given to extend summonses that have been issued returnable today, those 
can be addressed in the afternoon.  But if we can wrap up the evidence of Sir Michael 
Somare in the day, I think that is a good start for us all.  I would not want to rush 
into getting that evidence in this morning, just allow us some time to prepare and 
confer and then we come in the afternoon at 1.30 pm and receive that piece of 
evidence. 
 
I would also suggest, Dr Renwick, if you could speak to counsel representing the 
Late Sir Michael Somare to organize the presentation of that evidence during the 
adjournment break.   30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we can put the counsel online. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, Chief Commissioner, if I could say, Sir Arnold, that 
the Commission staff in Port Moresby have my email which they can provide to you 
and perhaps you would be good enough just to send me an email and we can have a 
quick chat.  But for my part, Chief Commissioner, there is no issue about the 
authenticity of the three statements from Sir Michael.  For our part there is no 40 
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objection to them being received in evidence and made available.  I would not be 
asking to cross-examine on the authenticity the gentleman who has put on the 
statement about the fact he received these from Sir Michael.  There is no - he is a 
legal practitioner ...(inaudible)… that they are what they appear to be.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would assume that if we were to adjourn to 1.30 pm, we would 
all be available at 1.30 pm. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The other matter that I was going to raise is in relation 
to Dr Renwick’s presentation of his opening statement; there were parts that were 
interrupted as a result of, I suppose, internet reception.  Dr Renwick’s statement is 
available and will be available shortly on the Commission’s website, so you can 
access his full statement from the Commission’s website.  I assume that by now, 
everyone has the Commission’s website address.  Let me repeat that:  
www.coiubsl.com.  In fact, all the opening speeches delivered this morning will be 
posted on the website hopefully by today or tomorrow, the latest.   
 
Commissioner White, is there anything else before we adjourn the proceedings to 20 
1.30 pm? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not from me, Chief, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Not from me too.  Nothing from me, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then that brings us to the conclusion of this morning’s 
opening proceedings.  Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings. 30 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.43pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, we are ready to start with the first witness. 
 

DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly, Chief Commissioner.  May I inquire, is the counsel 
for the government still present? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN: There are some counsel present of course, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, acting for the PNG Government or Department of Treasury, 
is that gentleman still there? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  No Dr Renwick. 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I do not see any of them.. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Well, there is a couple of procedural matters I wish to 10 
raise but we can wait for those for a bit.  I have had a message passed to Sir Arnold 
and I agree, Commissioner, that the appropriate course is now to have the late Sir 
Michael Somare’s statements received into evidence and if appropriate read on to 
the record.  And I would ask that either Sir Arnold or his colleague to do that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Arnold has been informed as I understand. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Indeed, that is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So I think we will follow the procedure of formalities for 20 
introducing that piece of evidence.  We have a witness here who has sworn an 
affidavit to which I understand the statements of late Sir Michael Somare may be 
attached.  That witness will be called to give sworn evidence and after he reads his 
affidavit and introduces the two statements into evidence, then I suppose that at stage 
the statements may be read or will be read by Sir Arnold.  Sir Arnold as I understand 
has been chosen because of his good voice projection. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I understand. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And for no other reasons.  And it is for the benefit of the public 30 
who would want to hear of what Sir Michael Somare said in his two statements. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes well thank you, Chief.  In that case I ask that the gentleman 
who has sworn the affidavit move to the witness box. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes sir, that is Mr John Kumura of counsel assisting me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
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SIR ARNOLD:  He will move to the witness stand, sir.  And I understand Dr 
Renwick, you will lead him through his affidavit? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed if that is convenient Sir Arnold. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  That is fine.  And I can then read the statement. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, can the witness be sworn?  Mr Tyson Yapao, swear the 
witness. 
 
 
JOHN KUMURA, sworn: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, has the witness been sworn, chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Already. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry I could not hear that.  Now sir, could you please give 
the Commissioners your full name, your occupation and your business address? 
 

[1:48pm]  A My name is John Kumura. I am the Principal of Kumura Lawyers.  I have 30 
been acting for Sir Michael, late Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare for some 
time in the same inquiry and my Post Office Box is 56, Vision City, National 
Capital District.   

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  You have sworn an affidavit yourself I think.  
 
A: Yes I have.  
 
Q: And the date of that affidavit? 
 40 
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A: It is dated today, 30 March 2021. 
 
Q: Yes.  And Commissioner, I would ask that that be treated as read unless you 

wish to have that read out by witness. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think so, the witness can make his own affidavit.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Mr Kumura would you kindly read your affidavit please. 
 
A: Thank you.  On 30 March 2021, I John Kumura, a Lawyer of P O Box 56 10 

Vision City Waigani in the National Capital District hereby make an Oath and 
say as follows: 

 
  I am the lawyer acting for the late Right Honourable Grand Chief Sir Michael 

Thomas Somare who was a witness in this Commission of Inquiry.  2. Grand 
Chief Sir Michael Somare passed away on 26 February 2021. 3, Prior to his 
passing Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare prepared and signed off on his 
statement on the role of PNG Government and the economy which I delivered 
to the Secretary of the Commission staff, Mathew on 23 February 2021.  I 
have annexed the signed copies of the statement and the cover letter enclosing 20 
the statement.  4. I was involved in the drafting of the statement and confirm 
that the statement was prepared and signed by the late Grand Chief Sir 
Michael Somare.   

 
That is the end of the affidavit. 

 
Q: Thank you Chief, I have no further questions for this witness and unless 

anyone wishes to apply to cross-examine him, might he be excused and then 
I think Sir Arnold will read out the two statements.   

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask the witness the two statements, are they annexed to 
your affidavit? 
 
A:  No, Mr Chairman. I only got the most recent statement, that is the one. 
 
Q: You have the most recent statement? 
 
A:  Yes, the one delivered on 23 February. 
 
Q: And that is statement that you wish to tender at this stage. 40 
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A:  That is correct.  I would have also attached the other one but I did not get that 

from your Secretary, only the most recent statement that I have prepared.   
 
Q:  So that recent statement is relevant to Part 1, is it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the other statement which was given earlier on is in relation to the IPIC 

Loan is it, as I understand it?  And if it is in relation to the IPIC Loan and 10 
perhaps the UBS Loan, that can be tendered at a later stage when we deal with 
IPIC and UBS Loan issue. 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q:  But at this stage that statement you got, is the latest? 
 
A: It is the latest. 
 
Q: That is in relation to Part I which is the background? 20 
 
A:  That is correct. 
 
Q: All right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So I tender that Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Also that stage we might want to get Sir Arnold to read that 
statement for the record.  Do you want to give a copy of the statement to Sir Arnold 
so he can read? 30 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I have a copy. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have a copy.  Can you read that statement please? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Very well.  It is a statement dated 15 February prior to its production 
to the Commission as I recall.  Statement by Michael Thomas Somare to UBS 
Commission of Inquiry.  
 
“Role of PNG Government in the Economy  40 
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Introduction. Mr Chairman, this Commission of Inquiry has requested my views on 
the role of the PNG Government and the Economy.  I am unsure of the relevance 
this broad question as to this Inquiry as this is a topic that is better addressed by 
research scholars and academics.  
 

[1.53pm] Anyhow I will do my best to provide some views for your consideration.  The 
challenges that confronted me when PNG became independent in 1975 was quite 
different to the subsequent periods when I was Prime Minister.  I have won elections 
and became Prime Minister on four of the nine general elections that have been held 
since independence. 10 
 
After the 1997 General Election, I served until 1980 when a no confidence vote was 
passed by Parliament.  I was Prime Minister again after the 1982 general election.  
This second term was also cut short by a no confidence vote in 1985.  Other leaders 
were at the helm of government before I returned for my third and fourth term from 
2002 to 2007, and from 2007 to 2011, when your Honour will recall that the Supreme 
Court declared that I had been illegally removed from office. 
 
Mr Commissioner, although I was elected as Prime Minister on four separate 
occasions, I had the misfortune of being removed from office in mid-term on three 20 
occasions.  I mention this because it has a bearing on the role of government in a 
free-market economy, especially in terms of political and economic stability. 
 
When my political colleagues and I led this Nation to independence, this happened 
over a relatively short period of time in contrast to independence movements in many 
other countries. 
 
In the mid to late 1960s, many leaders in Australia, our former colonial rulers, were 
convinced Papua New Guinea was not ready for independence that it would take a 
generation or more before this could be contemplated.  However, when Honourable 30 
Gough Whitlam became Australia’s Labour Prime Minister in 1972, things 
happened rather quickly along with many sweeping policy changes implemented by 
Australia’s first Labour Government in 23 years.   
 
Almost overnight it seemed the carpet was laid for PNG’s Independence; I 
welcomed this development even though many Papua New Guinean leaders also 
believed our country was not ready.  For me it was never all right for us to remain 
second-class citizens in our own land, but in some circumstances from entering 
certain public establishments or from areas where our forefathers throughout since 
time immemorial. 40 
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Background.  In 1972 PNG attained self-government.  The following year, I had the 
honour and privilege to become Chief Minister.  Two years later after PNG gained 
Independence. I became PNG’s first Prime Minister. 
 
The first National Election for the government of Papua New Guinea occurred in 
June 1977.  It was a euphoric time; everybody celebrated.  It was a tough and difficult 
period in national and world affairs with a global recession taking place in 1975 after 
the first oil crisis.  PNG did reasonably well in those years despite challenges that 
were faced.  The PNG economy continued to grow in 1982 when a second global 10 
recession took place.  As they said and still say, we are a nation of a thousand tribes 
with what then would have been a thousand languages.  Today this has reduced to 
something like 820 languages. 
 
Our relatively small population of 10 million people is spread across some 700 
islands, many with active volcanoes located on the Pacific Rim of Fire.  PNG faces 
its share of natural disasters including earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis, 
not to mention periods of severe droughts.  Some experts say this part of the South 
Pacific is the most disaster-prone region in the world.  Needless to say, my PNG 
Government has to grapple with various priorities and difficulties often in 20 
challenging circumstances. 
 
After gaining independence, the seeds were quickly sown for a PNG-style political 
democracy.  Looking back, I must say in the thrust of everyday politics, I had not 
recognized how counter-productive our political culture was becoming. 
 
Demands of different political parties within the ruling coalitions made the task of 
governing fairly and equitably more challenging.  Coalitions that have traditionally 
been in office often pandered more to local and regional interests rather than the task 
of creating stable and ideal national policies for a steadily growing democracy. 30 
 
When I was ousted from office through a vote of no confidence midway through my 
first term, I gracefully gave way to the incoming coalition. Sir Julius Chan became 
PNG’s second Prime Minister. 
 

[1.58pm] The regularity of mid-term challenges is an unfortunate aspect of PNG’s political 
history.  It meant that until I regained that high office in 2007 no elected government 
had lasted a full five-year term, damaging aspects of political and socio-economic 
stability and policy making. 
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This is reflected in the volatility exhibited by our national economic performance 
since independence.  My final period in office, from 2002 to 2011, stands out as a 
beacon, as a period of genuine stability that resulted in the longest period of steady 
and consistent growth, despite the negative impacts of the Global Financial Crisis in 
2008-09.  PNG emerged relatively unscathed.  Its economy continued to grow 
significantly even though it was the first time the global economy suffered a global 
contraction in real terms. 

The early years.  Although ousted from office in 1980, I returned as Prime Minster 
after the political party I led, Pangu Pati, won the 1982 general election.  As 
mentioned before, I was unable to serve a full term having been toppled as Prime 10 

Minster in 1985. 

Among the reasons I lost office in 1980 was the proposed legislation that I sponsored 
that would have stopped Members of Parliament from maintaining outside business 
interests while serving as elected Members of Parliament.  Such a law has not been 
contemplated since then.  After this loss, I served as Opposition Leader from 1980 
to 1982. 

Bougainville mine closure.  Mr Commissioner, in 1974 as Chief Minister I 
renegotiated the Bougainville Copper Agreements to include a requirement that this 
company paid an additional profits tax whenever it made super profits.  The BCL 
agreement included a clause that a review is held every seven years.  The first such 20 

review was scheduled to be held in 1981, the year after I had been ousted from office 
by a no-confidence vote.  The government of the day refused to renegotiate, even 
though such talks were supported by BCL and the Bougainville Provincial 
Government.  The National Government was fearful it would need to make new 
concessions to the Provincial Government and the Bougainville people and 
landowners. 

I was not Prime Minister when the 1988 renegotiations were due.  Once again, the 
government of the day did not agree to such negotiations, on the eve of the 
Bougainville crisis.  The social and economic damage of this crisis set back the PNG 
economy by at least a decade and the nation continues to feel the pain of this 30 

unfortunate occurrence. 
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BCL prepared a proposed agenda for the meeting with the National Government.  
According to BCL’s 1988 report, from the time mining operations started in 1972 to 
1988, when operations were halted, only 1 percent of earnings form the mine had 
gone to landowners (including compensation payments), 5 percent to the Provincial 
Government and 58 percent to the National Government with 36 percent going to 
non-government shareholders. 

The lessons learned from Bougainville led the National Government to implement 
legislative changes that applied to Ok Tedi and every subsequent mining project 
where in contrast to Bougainville, all royalties flowed to landowners and local 
communities. 10 

My proudest achievement.  When this nation gained its independence, was the unity 
that was forged by most of the one thousand tribes, many of whom I had met in those 
early years when I grew up in Rabaul, studied in Sogeri and worked and travelled as 
a teacher and broadcaster.  I travelled the length and breadth of this nation in those 
early years to cement our nationhood.  Standing shoulder to shoulder with me was 
Dr John Momis, who is serving his final term as the President of the Autonomous 
Bougainville Government.  It is with sadness that I acknowledge the wishes of the 
Bougainville people who have recently voted overwhelmingly to become 
independent. 

[2.03pm] Looking back:  When I lost office in 1980 one of the institutions within the Prime 20 

Minister’s office that was dismantled was the Economic Development Office which 
aimed at creating an operating policy environment that encouraged grater private 
investment in support of the ‘eight point ‘Improvement Program’ that I promulgated 
in 1972.  The first of these was:  “A rapid increase in the proportion of the economy 
under the control PNG individuals and groups and in the proportion of personal and 
property income that goes to Papua New Guineans.” 

Looking back, it may be possible to see that by not focusing greater efforts on growth 
of the economy rather than redistribution of wealth, PNG lost some potential towards 
the goal of building a more robust and dynamic economy. 

These early policies led to the takeover of many foreign owned plantations which, 30 

over the years, have become failed enterprises that have detracted from the nation’s 
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economic and social goals.  The government today, I guess, calls a similar agenda 
called “Take Back PNG”. 

In the third consecutive national general election, Pangu Pati again won office and 
Sir Rabbie Namaliu took over as Prime Minister after he had taken over from me as 
party leader.  During this period, I served as PNG Foreign Minister from 1988 to 
1992. 

Mr Commissioner, it is my view that sometimes our failure lies in an inability to not 
repeat past failures.  This is possibly a reflection on the failed policies of the 1990s, 
the so-called ‘lost decade, and the repetition of similar policy failures from 2012 to 
2019, which have led others to look upon this latest period as a second lost decade.  10 

Common to both periods I believe were unjustifiable high levels of public sector 
borrowing. 

The essential role of government is to lay down, and administer, good laws that 
benefit a wide array of people in our society. This includes creating a conducive 
climate for small and big business to operate, grow and prosper, while the 
government focusses on provision of quality public services, particularly for 
education, health and law and order throughout the length and breadth of this nation. 

In terms of government policies towards the economic sector, I would suggest that 
because PNG’s political parties are not bound by distinct ideologies, as in most other 
countries, our policy platforms are generally pragmatic in nature, and driven by our 20 

Melanesian culture and by regional issues and aspirations. 

In recent times it has become commonplace to criticize past political leaders.  Even 
though things could have been better in the early years of nationhood, I feel we did 
rather well in trying times with global recessions occurring in 1973-74 and in 1982 
after two oil price shocks.  The big jump in oil prices in 1973 and 1979, caused by 
political events in the Middle East, presented major economic and fiscal challenges 
as PNG was totally dependent on imported petroleum prior to the discovery of 
Kutubu in the late 1980s. 

However, I believe many people still look at those years as some of the best in PNG.  
We had a good working road system in most parts of the country and the Highlands 30 

Highways was in excellent condition throughout the 1980s.  It seems the seeds of 
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the nation’s economic deterioration began in the early 1990s and contributed to what 
has been called the ‘lost decade’.  I will leave it to others to decide what went wrong 
in those years. 

One criticism these days is that PNG is dependent on laws written in the colonial 
era.  This denigrates the incredible work done by Dr John Momis and others in 
drawing up what I feel is a unique PNG constitution. 

While the Mining Act has its forebears in Australian and other Commonwealth 
legislation, there are unique features not found anywhere else in the world with 
royalties that flow to landowners, rather than the State.  The same can be said for the 
Oil and Gas Act 1998, which includes royalty payments to landholders and 10 

development levies that flow to provincial governments.  No other Commonwealth 
jurisdiction has these inclusions so some of the recent criticisms are plainly 
misguided. 

I would like to make special mention of the Late Anderson Agiru who made valuable 
contributions to the Oil and Gas legislative reforms that gave rise to the Oil and Gas 
Act of 1998.  This Act enabled the PNGLNG project to underpin the incredible 
increases in our annual revenue especially after its commissioning in 2014 and well 
prior to this during the construction phase of this mega project, importantly it 
enabled the PNG government to earmark huge long-term benefits to the people of 
both Southern Highlands and Hela.  The people of Western, Gulf and Central 20 

provinces will also derive long-term benefits because of this interventions. 

[2.08pm] It is fitting that I also acknowledge the great leadership of the late Anderson Agiru 
in enabling the formation of province of Hela who is the single largest beneficiary 
in the sub-national beneficiary grouping, a period from 2002 to 2011.  From a 
historical perspective, I feel that PNG can regard 2000 to 2002 as a period where the 
nation’s economic fortunes had reached its nadir, its lowest point.  The nation’s 
infrastructure deteriorated, government was dysfunctional and public debt levels 
were soaring to record heights.  It was why some academics and others were starting 
to question if PNG had become a failed State.  

It was at that time I became Prime Minister for the third time after the 2002 general 30 
election, taking office in August of that year.  With professional advice, the 
government was able to steer an economic recovery based initially on rejuvenation 
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of the troubled resources and forestry sectors.  Although 2002 had been destined to 
become the third successive year of recession, our policies did indeed turnaround 
the nation’s economy with GDP ending in positive territory in 2002.  The ensuing 
years have been the best on record. 
 
When I became Prime Minister in 2002, a difficult time in our history, the ensuing 
period to 2007 when my government became the first to complete a full five-year 
term in office, laid the foundations for solid and sustained economic growth. 
 
The country’s gross domestic product grew from US$3 billion to US$9.5 billion 10 
according to the World Bank (BPNG K7.7 billion to 12.2 billion (constant prices)). 
 
When I took office about 50 percent of the entire PNG population, according to the 
World Bank, was living in poverty.  By the time I was ousted in 2011 this figure had 
dropped below the historical average of 40 percent. 
 
The data clearly shows the period from 2002 to 2011 as the most productive period 
in this country’s history with growth that encompassed every sector of the economy, 
from agriculture and construction to resources.  The impacts were felt throughout 
the country, with employment rising throughout the nation, in all of the four regions 20 
at an unprecedented rate.  There is a graph of current US$ GDP PNG, National 
Alliance Lead Government Results which is readable. 
 
Undoubtedly there are lessons to be learned since it began with one of the darkest 
periods in our history.  When NA took office in August 2002, the country’s public 
debt stood at a stark 72 percent of GDP with one quarter of the government’s meagre 
revenues needed to service debt.  The Kina fell to its lowest point ever, equivalent 
to US19 cents and academics and commentators were calling PNG a failed state. 
 
The momentum created by the PNG LNG Project which my government approved 30 
in 2009 took the national economy and the employment indices to an all-time high 
in 2014, three years after I was illegally pushed out of office.  BPNG figures indicate 
PNG’s formal sector employment had risen by 75 percent between 2002 and 2014, 
while employment in the PNG resources sector had risen by 140 percent. 
 
Unfortunately, many of these indices have since been under negative pressure, with 
the disastrous K3billion UBS loan finalised in 2014 and no new private sector 
project was implemented in the ensuing period. 
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Your Honour, it is not my desire to dissect what has been happening in any great 
detail.  I believe there is adequate information to ascertain the broad trends that have 
taken place. 
 
In the resources sector we are possibly the only country in the Commonwealth that 
has decided by law and practice to allow royalties to flow to landowners and local 
communities.  Once due processes are followed, following endorsement by the 
National Executive Council and our National Parliament, the government is able to 
become a participant in private sector project and ventures.  However, it was my 
preference to create conditions for the private sector to thrive without undue 10 
government interference or involvement except through regulatory measures that 
ensured the public interest is well served. 
 

[2.13pm] Having said that as the basis of my general philosophy regarding government 
involvement/participation in the economy, I would like to suggest that most 
observers would recognize that in analyzing the government role in economic 
development PNG political parties as mentioned earlier are not driven by ideologies 
common in other societies.  While this could potentially support a platform for 
pragmatic policies, in the PNG context this has caused many people to have 
difficulty distinguishing between different political parties and their policies, as has 20 

been observed by the Office of the Integrity of Political Parties and Candidates. 

That, plus the multitude of parties that make up a coalition government, are the 
reason why government leaders get challenged, and often deposed, before they 
complete a full term in office.  Generally, even after such a change there are no major 
policy shifts, just a change in leadership positions. 

Development guideposts.  The only guideposts for medium for long-term 
development planning have come from policy documents such as Vision 2050, and 
various Medium-Term Development Plans and Strategies.   Vision 2050 was 
developed in my third term in office from 2002 to 2007, and remains the guiding 
development agenda for successive PNG Governments. 30 

Conservative and pro-active government:  My government genuinely tried to live 
within its means.  Contrary to strongly rising debt in the previous decade and in the 
ensuing years, public debt fell from K8.4 billion to K7.2 billion between 2002 and 
2011.  In spite of the backdrop of declining debt levels, government revenue in this 
period grew from K3.29 billion in 2002 to K5.4 billion in 2007 and to K9.3 billion 
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in 2011.  In these circumstances government revenue could be put to optimum use 
in the delivery of public services, rather than focusing on servicing of high levels of 
debt. 

Balanced or surplus national budget GDP grew steadily, buoyed partly by high 
commodity prices.  In 2007, the government enjoyed a surplus of K321 million 
which was used, along with domestic net borrowing of K34 million, to retire external 
debt totaling K355 million.  Some of the best performances, in terms of economic 
growth and increasing prosperity, were achieved in those years even though the 
government revenue remained modest.  Strong economic growth persisted till 2011 
by which time construction had begun on the US$19 billion PNG LNG Project. 10 

Strong investment interest:  Government policies focusing on stable policies and 
economic growth encouraged investment inflows from the foreign and private 
sectors.  Investment confidence was high prior to the start of the LNG Project and 
significant development occurred in all key cities and towns throughout the country 
especially from 2005 onwards.  We sailed through quite well even though like most 
countries, PNG was hit by the Global Financial Crisis in 2008 to 2009, when the 
global economy faced its first ever recession in real terms. 

These tasks were supported and driven by a number of capable cabinet ministers, 
along with dedicated and well qualified senior public servants who helped achieve 
positive development agendas across a range of portfolios.  There was wide ranging 20 

consultation in policy making through bodies as the Ministerial Economic 
Committee and the Ministerial Gas Committee (for LNG) with involvement of all 
key government departments, including the Office of the Attorney General. 

Among the achievements of this period, besides a significant increase in formal 
sector employment and rising per capita incomes, an additional one million students 
attended primary, secondary and vocational schools, matching the record achieved 
under the subsequent free education policy of the O’Neill Government without 
sacrificing the quality of education. 

Mr Commissioner I am sure you have not asked me have to provide a detailed 
account of what happened during my term in office.  I will now discuss some of the 30 

specific issues that the Commission has raised. 
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State Owned Enterprises:  One issue is government policy towards State Owned 
Enterprises.  When I took office 2002 all the SOEs were in terrible financial shape, 
with PNG Power declared by the World Bank to be insolvent. 

[2.18pm]  By the time I was deposed as Prime Minister, the SOEs were all in good financial 
strength as can be ascertained by past annual statements.   
 
In 2011, Air Niugini had grown into one of PNG’s largest and most successful 
enterprises with turnover of K1 billion while maintaining a positive cash balance 
within its accounts of around K450 million.  PNG Power declared a profit of K50 
million from a turnover that was close approaching K860 million whilst also 10 
maintaining a positive cash balance of K60 million and an overdraft of 70 or K50 
million.  It has been turned around completely and the record will show that 2011 
was one of the best years with less problems with power blackouts in Port Moresby 
than the situation that had prevailed in more recent years.  ICCC may be able to 
testify to this record.  
 
The situation with SOEs today lies in stark contrast to this period with the possible 
exception of PNG Ports. 
 
Having learnt from past mistakes, my government empowered State-owned 20 
enterprises, that is, through government businesses to take their destiny in their own 
hands and to commence a period of significant rehabilitation and reform.  
Management of government enterprises as well as investments in Oil Search, BSP 
and others came under the Independent Public Business Corporation, IPBC, which 
has since been renamed Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 
 
My government’s approach to the SOEs has been vastly different to what happened 
in previous years or what has happened since.  Under the purview of IPBC, a 
competent board and management appointments were made for each entity they 
were left to get on with the job without undue political interference. In addition the 30 
SOEs were encouraged to become viable commercial entities in their own rights and 
were given the ability to invest profits rather than seeing them gauged out for 
consolidated revenue.   
 
Using PNG Power as an example, I can state that previous governments had 
interfered greatly in its operations.  Furthermore, because of other economic 
problems, the utility was generally not allowed to change adequate electricity tariffs 
and was unable to meet operating costs from normal cash-flows, creating a vicious 
cycle that was largely the situation prior to 2002. 
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Since I left office in 2011, the national government subsequently has been more 
interested squeezing dividends/revenue from SOEs such as Air Niugini and PNG 
Power rather than ensuring safe and growing operations that maximized the public 
interest.   
 
Despite severe cash-flow constraints in my time, our tariff increases were allowed 
after scrutiny by the ICCC.  Furthermore, PNG Power was allowed to re-invest its 
profit and to build a more reliable power system and expand the network so that 
many more people could access reliable power.  Its balance sheet was strong enough 10 
by 2007 that PNG Power was able on its own merit to borrow over K300 million 
from BSP to refurbish the Rouna Hydro Power plant for the first time since the 
1960s.   
 
That in essence was the NA Government policy at that time.  Similarly, IPBC was 
also able to commence work on the port expansion at Lae in conjunction with the 
Asian Development Bank with a capital investment of K700 million enabled by an 
ADB debt facility.  This task was later handed over to PNG Ports.  Since my 
departure from office, the ADB is understood to have withdrawn from the Lae Port 
Project with subsequent costs overruns and technical problems occurring.   20 
 
Air Niugini was also a significant success story during my time in office.  Cash flows 
from these businesses were used to underpin reforms and growth in all State-owned 
enterprises which had been heavily under-capitalized for many years and today, are 
in perilous situations once again.  Since 2012 the government has been pushing 
SOEs to pay high dividends, even before their audited annual accounts were 
completed. 
 
The IPIC decision.  In 2009 the government’s Oil Search shares were sold to the 
International Petroleum Investment Corporation, a sovereign wealth fund in the 30 
United Arab Emirates through an exchangeable bond deal in order to pay for the 
government’s 19.4 percent entry into the US$19.6 billion PNG LNG Project.   
 

 [2.23 pm]The NEC decision for an outright sale of the government’s 196 million Oil Search 
shares was endorsed as a straightforward financial decision.  Even though the PNG 
Government held a 17.6 percent stake in Oil Search, dividend payments were 
minimal and the government had no say in the Oil Search corporate agenda. It had 
been refused a directorship on the Oil Search board. 
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In the ten years from 2005 to 2014 (inclusive) dividend’s earned form the Oil Search 
shares amounted to K346 million.  This contrasted to a return of K2,254 million in 
2015 alone from the government stake in the PNG LNG Project.  This is without 
doubt the best investment ever undertaken by any PNG Government. 

Resources Sector participation:  I was responsible during the period of self-
government for the decision to introduce the additional profits tax on the 
Bougainville Copper mine.  When I became Prime Minister in 2002 it was clear that 
this tax had acted as a deterrent to investment in the mining sector.  Exploration had 
literally fallen off a cliff in the late 1990s. 

It was forecast at this time that within a decade the resources sector would have 10 

virtually wound down.  The potentials were not good. 

I took a decision we had to turn the situation around and, in 2003 the government 
scrapped the APT for mining and oil projects.  This made sense because in its entire 
history BCL only paid the APT on two occasions with the potential losses 
outweighing the benefits.  Together with improved commodity prices this provided 
the dynamic for a vastly improved investment environment.  

Mineral exploration took off steadily to record highs.  During this period four new 
mines entered the production phase, Ramu Nickel, Hidden Valley, Simberi and 
Kainantu.  These are private sector driven projects.  They contributed to steady 
employment growth in regional environments; Madang, Morobe, New Ireland and 20 

Eastern Highlands where job opportunities are extremely limited. 

These mining projects provided part of the boost for PNG’s rapid economic growth 
in this period.  In 2009, the PNG LNG Project was approved, coming into full 
production in May 2014.  It is instructive that the nation’s GDP grew from K19.7 
billion in 2008 to K40.8 billion in 2014. 

Conclusion.  In conclusion I would like to highlight comments from my speeches to 
Parliament in August 2002, and again five years later.  They are relevant to the 
journey made by my government: 

2002.  “Mr Speaker, PNG is at the crossroads.  The Parliament, and in particular the 
current Coalition Government, will make or break this country.  Our hope is in the 30 

strength and resilience of all Papua New Guineans to work together to bring this 
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country forward to recovery and development.  Em nau, Taim bilong stretim Kantri.  
This will demand a stable and cohesive political leadership. 

The Coalition Government believes that a stable and progressive level of 
macroeconomic growth will be achieved through a market friendly approach. In this 
regard the new government will ensure that in areas where market mechanisms have 
failed or require the involvement of government, a reasonable and facilitative form 
of government intervention would be required through appropriate macroeconomic 
policy prescriptions.  An important feature of enhancing macroeconomic stability 
will be to continue the structural adjustment program on conditions acceptable to the 
needs and aspirations of Papua New Guineas and consistent with the overall strategy 10 

of an export driven recovery process.  In this way we will be able to achieve the 
following goals:  strengthening the balance of payments, strengthening the kina, 
create employment and reduce unemployment, attract direct foreign investment, 
reduce inflation to manageable levels, expand the domestic economy, reduce and 
prudently manage government debt, exercise greater fiscal discipline, facilitate a 
private sector driven economic recovery through appropriate fiscal and non-fiscal 
incentives.” 

2007  “We have been successful in rebuilding this great country. Five years ago, this 
country was in a real, deep financial and economic mess, capable of destroying this 
great nation. 20 

[2.28pm]  It can best be described like a fragile and wrecked ship sinking fast into the deep 
ocean. 

But with great perseverance and sacrifices, we have rescued it and have brought it 
to surface.  And more so we have rebuilt it.  This ship is much stronger, firmer than 
ever was and is ready to sail to its rightful destination.  We owe it to our people who 
have bestowed us this greatest privilege.  We should not forsake them.”  

In June 2011, I was removed from Parliament in a move that the Supreme Court 
declared was illegal. 

Summing up.  Economic Growth:  In the five years from 1997 to 2001 9incluisive 
PNG’s GDP contracted by an average 0.45 per cent annually. 30 
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The Somare Government recovery phase from 2002 to 2006 raised GDP growth to 
an average of 2.65 per cent annually and between 2007 to 2011 it rose further to 
average 7.58 percent annually. 

According to World Bank data, PNG’s GDP current prices has grown threefold from 
US$3 billion in 2002 to US$9.545 billion in 2007 and almost doubling again to 
US$17.985 billion in 2011.  In 2014 it reached US$23.211 billion compared with 
US$24.976 in 2019.  The LNG Project enabled GDP to rise by a further 23 per cent 
over three years to US$23 billion in 2014. 

After declining on 2015 and 2016, GDP rose to an estimated US$24.976 billion, just 
7 percent above the 2014 level.  The negative GDP growth in two successive years, 10 

2015 and 2016, when it fell to US$20.759 billion, were the first since the Somare 
Government took office in 2002. 

Signed by M.T Somare GCL GCRS  GCMG CH CG KStJ.” 

Thank you Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Sir Arnold.  Mr Kumura, can I just raise a few 
formal matters with that statement.  I see there is – the copy that I have which has 
been submitted earlier on to the Commission, there are some pages it seems that are 
missing.  I think I am missing page 12 and then I think I am missing the pages after 
page 13.  I suppose the statement has been read as the complete set of pages. 

A:  Yes. 20 

Q:  What is the total number of pages? 

A: 14 pages. 

Q: 14 pages, so I am missing page 12 and page 14 so obviously I will get access 
to it later. 

A:  Yes, I can - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just mention, Chief that I do have those pages.  
I have no pages missing in the copy of the statement which I have received so 
perhaps the copier - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will get a full copy from you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Did not do such a good job for you, mine comes from 
- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN: Obviously there are some errors there whoever was 
photocopying my set.  Now, the second question; the statement there what appears 
to be two signatures on each page. 

A:  Yes.  The other signature is mine. 

Q: The other signature is yours? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Can you just hold up the document and show which signature is yours and 10 

which one is Sir Michael Somare’s? 

A: The one on the bottom right is Sir Michael’s. 

Q:  Bottom right end corner is Sir Michael. 

A: And the one on the left bottom is mine. 

Q: And would I be correct in saying that the statements were taken by you? 

[2.33 pm] A: It was done by Sir Michael and his team but I was kept in the picture.  They 
were emailed to me.  Because of the Covid 19 protocols I was not able to 
actually go and sit with Sir Michael but the statements were emailed back and 
forth, we worked on it.  Eventually, it was finalized .and Sir Michael signed 
off and they sent it to me and I confirmed it then I signed off on it. 20 

 
Q: So you confirmed in person with Sir Michael that this is his statement? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:  And that is his signature? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you put your signature on every page? 30 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q:  Just a little bit more background to this statement.  You recall Sir Michael 

appeared in person before the Commission in about January of last year, once.  
Would I be correct? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The precise date I think was something like 27 January last year and since 

then obviously the times for him to give evidence was changed a number of 10 
times, there was bit of delay. 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then the Commission got information that he was having health issues? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That he may have difficulty appearing in person to give his evidence and then 

the Commission presided by myself suggested that you consider taking a 20 
statement from him.  You remember that time? 

 
A: Yes, I remember. 
 
Q: But that statement may be taken by you or Sir Arnold, two of you and then 

produced to the Commission if you were not able to give evidence. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Sir Arnold, I am speaking to the witness though. 30 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I am sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As a matter of procedural - I need to speak to the witness, thank 
you. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So this is the statement, right? 
 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is one of the statements? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The latest one? 
 
A: The latest. 
 10 
Q: And it was taken - I would have thought that you had taken some time to 

prepare and produce this statement. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It was not a statement that was written a week before he passed on. 
 
A: No, it took some time to put together the statement and the date there is 15 

February but the process was a bit longer than that, we had to look into what 
to put in the statement so it took some time.  20 

 
Q: So when did he put his signature to the statement and when did you put your 

signature to that statement?  Just give me the precise dates. 
 
A: I cannot recall the precise dates but we delivered the statement to the 

Commission on the 23rd so I took – few dates earlier if I can recall back. 
 
Q: The statement is dated 15 February? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Are you aware if he put his signature on 15 February? 
 
A: I will have to confirm with my records but the statement was delivered earlier. 
 
Q: A bit earlier? 
 
A: Yes and I signed off on it and we delivered on 23 February. 
 
Q: You countersigned on 23 February? 40 
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A: No, your Honour, a bit earlier than that. 
 
Q: A bit earlier than that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are you certain that this is the statement of the late Sir Michael Somare? 
 
A: Yes, I am certain.  I was into discussions when - and I was sent draft copies 10 

and so I am very much aware and I can confirm that this is his statement. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Commissioner Margaret White, you have any questions 

to ask of the witness? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I have no questions except perhaps if I may, I 
would just like to ask this one of Mr Kumura.  
 
You personally discussed either on the telephone or face to face with the late Sir 
Michael the contents of his statement, I take it it was not all done by electronic 20 
transmission. 
 

[2.38pm]    A No, but yes, we had discussions, discussions over the telephone when we were 
putting together the statement, yes. 

 
Q: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, do you have any questions before you formally 
seek to tender the document? 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  No, no questions and I ask that the statement of Mr Kumura and 
also of Sir Michael be marked as exhibits. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner Margaret White, if you have no issues there, I 
will on our behalf formally admit the affidavit of John Kumura to which is annexed 
the statement of Sir Michael Somare formally into evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No objection. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The affidavit of John Kumura dated- - - 40 
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MR KUMURA: 30th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dated 30 March 2021, to which is annexed the statement of the 
late Sir Michael Somare, dated 15 February 2021, be formally admitted into 
evidence and that affidavit together with the statement is marked Exhibit B, the letter 
B.   
 
The Exhibit letter A has been assigned already to the Final Report of the 
Ombudsman Commission which is in evidence already.  Mr Kumura, you can hand 10 
up that affidavit. 
 
EXHIBIT B - AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN KUMURA DATED 30 MARCH 2021 
TO WHICH IS ANNEXED THE STATEMENT OF SIR MICHAEL SOMARE 
DATED 15 FEBRUARY 2021 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr John Kumura, you may be excused now.  Thank you for 
your evidence. 
 
A: Thank you. 20 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, the evidence has been given.  The copies will be 
furnished to interested witnesses who might want to make submissions on it but that 
will take place at a later date.  For now that evidence is complete.   
 
Should I go through the list of other witnesses who were supposed to appear today?  30 
I believe the summonses that have been issued are returnable today and the 
Commisson’s Secretary assisted by Mr Tyson Yapao will advise on the progress of 
the status of those letters and summonses.  And then perhaps the Commission will 
issue some directions fixing fresh return dates.  Consideration will have to be given 
to allow enough time for the Commission’s secretariat to contact those witnesses 
and produce them before counsel and before the Commission.  I will just go through 
the remaining witnesses in the order they are listed in today’s diary. 
 
The next witness listed is Sir Julius Chan.  Mr Yuangu, what is the situation with Sir 
Julius Chan?  Can you speak up also, Mr Yuangu? 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we have managed to serve on Sir Julius Chan 
who is currently in his home province, electorate, and he has responded and 
requested we re-schedule him to another time and he also requested if he could 
communicate with the counsel to assist him before he appears.  We are now working 
on that at the moment. 
 

[2.43 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu, I think it is not your traditional role- - - 
 
THE SECRETARY: That is correct. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To do this kind of job.  It is counsel’s role but hopefully Mr 
Levente Jurth who is listening in from Brisbane will make his way up here in time 
to perform the very role that you are playing but for now, I think, your assistance is 
needed, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to Sir Julius Chan, he has communicated with you. 
 20 
THE SECRETARY: That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is available to give evidence. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And has he given any n you give an indication whether he 
would like to travel over here to Port Moresby to give his evidence or whether he 
wants to give his evidence by remote means?  
 30 
THE SECRETARY:  In the last communication I had with him, he proposed a time 
when there is Parliament sitting when he is in town, he could appear; that is one 
proposal.  He also indicated he could have the counsel travel across to meet him in 
his home electorate if it is earlier than that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN: So he can give his evidence by video link. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Video link, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN::  So he needs counsel to assist him. 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To give his evidence by video link if he is going to give his 
evidence by that means.  Alternatively, he wants to give his evidence in person? 
 
THE SECRETARY: That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When he travels over to Port Moresby for parliament sitting. 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  Parliament sitting, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When does parliament sit, do you know? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  There is a session in April, I think. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  On the 20th, sir. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  20th of? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  April. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  April.  What is your preference?  If we wait and perhaps adjourn 
his appearance to around 20th April, or should we obtain his evidence by video link 
before that? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  We could pursue both, by video link would be also – as with 
Sir Charles Lepani; both have - - - 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, if it is by video link, their evidence can be given in the 
next week or so. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we can try that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or, we could wait until April sittings of Parliament. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Sure, yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, what is your view?  Should we fix a date 
to coincide with the April sittings of Parliament for him to give his evidence, or 
should we give him the option of giving evidence by video link?  What is your view? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief Commissioner, I wonder whether we need to 
take a practical view about this and see whether he would be content to discuss his 
statement with counsel-assisting by a Zoom link between the two of them because I 
cannot see Mr Jurth getting to PNG in time for taking a statement from him in his 
own province, really in any reasonable timeframe at all would be satisfactory for us.  
So it may well be that he is quite happy to talk on the telephone or via a counsel-10 
assisting zoom meeting, and that could be set up at any time that is convenient for 
both of them if that process is completed, subject to Dr Renwick’s strategic 
overview, of course, of all these things.  Then there would be no reason why he could 
not give his evidence as soon as is convenient for everyone concerned, by Virtual 
means, if that comes first in time.  But if April the 20th comes up first, then of course 
it is always so much better if someone can give it in person so for what it is worth 
they are my views, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr Renwick? 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief, it is fine.  I am looking at the parliamentary sitting days 
in April.  I myself have a difficulty the week where the 20th falls but Parliament sits 
the following week as well and I will just see whether Dr Katter whether - is 29 April 
a possible date Dr Katter? 

 
[2.48 pm] DR KATTER:  It is. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. So that would be the date I would suggest so in my 
submission, Commissioners, we should make contact with Sir Julius before then, 
seek to take a statement from him over the telephone or by zoom but I endorse what 30 
Commissioner White said that it will be much better if he is there in person and so 
29 April is the date I would suggest that being a parliamentary sitting date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right then, I am in agreement with adjourning this matter to 
29 April at 9.30 am for Sir Julius to give his evidence.  Summons can be extended 
to that date. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, you agree?  Okay, we will issue 
those directions.  
 
So, the formal directions then should read  the matter of the appearance of Sir Julius 
Chan to give his evidence is adjourned to 29 April 2021 at 9.30 am and number 2, 
the summons for his appearance is extended to that date and time.  Should I move to 
the next witness? 
 
THE SECRETARY: Yes. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:   Yes, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, next witness is Chief Dr John Momis.  Mr Yuangu? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, we still have difficulty getting in contact with 
this witness.  We had actually gone through the National Coordination Office 
Bougainville Affairs initially on the 23rd and have not heard from either the agent 
or either Dr John Momis as yet.  We have also communicated a copy of that letter 
through the Minister for Communication and Information, Honourable Timothy 
Masiu on the 25th and I still have no feedback as yet. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then the situation is that the Secretariat is having 
difficulties contacting Dr John Momis, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter and I believe the summons has been sent to him. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Through an agent, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the agent is the Minister for? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Communication and Information. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Communication and information and his name is? 
 40 
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THE SECRETARY:  Honourable Timothy Masiu. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Honourable Timothy Masiu. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Member for North Bougainville. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you have not heard from either Minister Masiu or Dr 
Momis? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No, not as yet. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, I suggest we – yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, Commissioner, perhaps the new summons might be issued 
returnable on 29 April when we meet here anyway and further attempts to be made 
to serve it on Dr Momis. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are suggesting that we adjourn to the 29th? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, well I am wondering perhaps we need to issue a further 20 
summons.  It sounds like it has not been able to be served. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And may we double our efforts to try and serve him with the 
summons perhaps. 
 

[2.53pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, we can issue the same directions 
that were issued with respect to Sir Julius Chan? 

 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes of course, Chief Commissioner. Dr Momis is such 
a very well known figure.  Are there other avenues of a less formal kind that might 
reveal his whereabouts?. I assume that it is expected that he is somewhere in 
Bougainville.  It does seem a bit surprising to me that he has mysteriously dropped 
out of sight. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been seen in Port Moresby.  During the last – I think it 
was the State funeral of the late Sir Michael Somare, I was in attendance and I was 
hoping to have a word with him but then the rain tumbled down and I just could not 
get to speak to him.  But Minister Masiu, he says that Dr Momis is in south 40 
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Bougainville at Buin and I had a word with Minister Masiu and actually ensured that 
the letters were going to be delivered by him to Dr Momis.  So, I assume, I would 
think that the letters have been delivered by Minister Masiu.  Now, Minister Masiu 
has given our contact number and we were expecting some calls from Dr Momis or 
Minister Masiu but I do not think we have received any calls from them.  So, I think 
the Commission’s Secretariat is doing everything they can to establish contact. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Certainly, Chief, I agree that a fresh summons on the 
same terms as the ones with the changed timetable to Sir Julius Chan and would be 
appropriate in this case. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay all right then.  In those circumstances the Commission 
issues the same directions that have been issued in respect to Sir Julius Chan but 
appropriately worded in respect of Dr John Momis.  Next witness is Sir John 
Kaputin.  Mr Yuangu? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Sir, we have communicated the letter and the summons to Sir 
John Kaputin.  He is a resident in Brisbane at the moment and he has indicated he 
will want to appear by virtual means so we need to establish that with him.  He is 
yet to confirm a time for us to communicate with him. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are in contact with him; he is in Brisbane? 
 
THE SECRETARY: Through his agent, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Through his agent. 
 
THE SECRETARY: In fact he called me at one time to acknowledge that too by 
phone. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is available to give evidence by video link out of 
Brisbane? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes.  We will fix a time for him and we can 
communicate that to him to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How soon does he want a date to be fixed, a week? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  He is ready to proceed, yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He is ready.  Have you referred Sir John Kaputin to Mr Levente 
Jurth in Brisbane? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he has attempted to get in touch with him but - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth has been in contact with Sir - - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Sir John Kaputin and Sir Rabbie Namaliu, both. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will come to Rabbie Namaliu later but let us stick with Sir 10 
John Kaputin. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, he has done that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So he has contacted counsel, Mr Levente Jurth, in Brisbane? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt, Chief.  I do not think that is right.  I see Mr 
Jurth shaking his head - sorry, to interrupt. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  No. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am pleased that this gentleman is prepared to give evidence in 
Brisbane and what I would propose is that Mr Jurth and Dr Katter make contact with 
him in the next week or two and my suggestion is 30 April.  We have already got 
some PNG sittings on the 29th.  Why do we not set the 30th if that is convenient for 
Commissioner White and Dr Katter to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we bring the date ealier, forward a little? 
 

[2.58pm] DR RENWICK:  Well, all right.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Maybe, perhaps two weeks from now. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, what about the afternoon of Monday, 12th.  I think 
that suits Commissioner White, Dr Katter? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is fine for me, thank you. 
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DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth, is that possible for you?  Well, could we have it set down 
please for 2 pm on Monday, 12 April, assuming of course that suits the witness as 
well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I agree and I will formalize those directions.  First 
direction in the matter of appearance of Sir John Kaputin is adjourned to Monday, 
12 April 2021 at 2 pm for him to give his evidence and (2), a summons be issued for 
his appearance today is extended to that date and time.  All right, let us move on to 
the next witness Sir Rabbie Namaliu.  Mr Yuangu? 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  Sir Rabbie Namaliu has responded, he received the letter and 
the summons and he would also be communicating by video link.  He requested to 
use that mode for his appearance.  He is a residence in Brisbane as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is in Brisbane? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is available to give evidence by video link from 
Brisbane? 20 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So shall we list him immediately after the other witness on the 
afternoon, 12 April, Chief Commissioner? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have listed Sir John Kaputin for 12 April at 2 pm. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  At 2 pm. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We could list Sir Rabbie Namaliu for the morning of that date? 
 
DR RENWICK:  It is 11.30 am or 11 am? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  11 am.  Okay 11 am.  All right then, the formal directions: (1) 
in the matter of Sir Rabbie Namaliu is adjourned to Monday, 12 April 2021 at 11 am 
for him to give his evidence, (2) summons issued for his appearance is extended to 
that date and time.  All right next witness Sir Charles Lepani.  Mr Yuangu? 
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THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Sir Charles Lepani, the witness has been in 
constant communication with me and the Secretariat.  He is ready and he is based in 
Alotau and has suggested that we link up with video link to present any time when 
we are ready. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has asked for assistance to link him up by video link, is it? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes.  He is not able to travel into Port Moresby.  
We did pay for his airfares and that but he decided not to come. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understand there are reception problem - - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  In Alotau. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By video link out of Alotau, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel may have been having some difficulty speaking to him 
by zoom, right? 20 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct.  Counsel Jurth Levente has communicated with 
him as the reception is not good but I have asked to him if he could go through a 
hotel, somewhere where the reception is better. 
 

[3.03 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have read some communication between you and him. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  About the preferred mode of video link.  He is having problems 30 
with reception using zoom, right? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He suggested two other methods so your IT staff can explore 
those and - - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Assist him. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Hopefully choose the mode that is going to be giving a clear 
reception. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct, we can do that, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White and Dr Renwick, this witness 
is ready to go with his evidence and all he needs is some assistance in setting up 
video link.  Should we fix a date in the next week or so for him to give his evidence? 
 
DR RENWICK:  May I ask, Commissioner, whether Commissioner White and Dr 10 
Katter might be free on afternoon of 13 or 14 April? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am available up until about quarter to five on the 13th 
and I am available until about 3.30 on the 14th. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So Chief, what about 1 pm on the 13th? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am in agreement so I will issue some formal directions 
in that regard.  First direction; the matter of Sir Charles Lepani is adjourned to 13 
April. 20 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, indeed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2021 at 10’clock? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  One. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is a bit tricky.  Could we have it at 1 pm or? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right at 1.30 pm then. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  1.30 pm, yes thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay that is the first direction.  The second direction, the 
summons issued in respect of Sir Charles Lepani, upon his appearance today is 
extended to that date and time.  The next witness Dr Clement Waine.  Mr Yuangu, 
Dr Clement Waine is the current or former Secretary for the Department of Public 
Investment - - - 
 
THE SECRETARY: Public Investment. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Public Investment. 
 
SIR ARNOLD: State Enterprise. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  State Enterprise. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: State Enterprise. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Former, yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Former Secretary.  So what is the situation with Dr Clement 
Waine? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Chairman, we called him and he asked if we hold on to the 
letter and the summons to be picked up at the COI office but he has since not picked 
it up and then we cannot call him again.  I cannot get through to him but he did this 
previously as well.  He asked us to hold on to it.  He does not have a permanent 
office spare somewhere to be delivered.  He wanted to pick it up and he has not 
picked that up since last week, 25tth. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are having difficulty contacting him? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: He has provided some documents and synopsis of his evidence. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Synopsis, that is correct, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, Chief, may I submit that we should give a new summons 30 
returnable on 29 April when we will be here for Sir Julius but in the meantime we 
can look at the documents which have been produced so that Minters can resend 
those around to us.  That will be good and then your staff can perhaps see what they 
can do in contacting him. 
 

[3.08 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, I am in agreement for an adjournment to 29 April, 
Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief Commissioner. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the formal directions are that the matter of 
appearance with Dr Clement Waine is adjourned to Monday 29 April 2021, at 2 pm.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: 29 April? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Is that Thursday? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  I thought you said Monday, Chief, I am sorry.  
My hearing must be- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that Thursday? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thursday, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thursday, okay.  The second direction is that summons 
requiring his appearance today is extended to that date and time.  Next witness Dr 20 
Lawrence Sause. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, Dr Lawrence Sause is at the University of Papua 
New Guinea.  He is at the moment under isolation.  There is a Covid19 positive case 
in the campus that they are restricted from coming out.  He has received the letter 
and acknowledged that, but is not able to come out in those 14 days isolation.  He 
had a handwritten note on the proof-of-service.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Would he then be available on Tuesday the 13th?  His 
14 days would be thoroughly over by then. 
 
THE SECRETARY: Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is the same day as Sir Charles Lepani is giving 
his virtual evidence.  Would that be a possibility? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  It could, yes. 
  40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Dr Renwick, we will adjourn. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, is- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we will adjourn to the 13th? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can I just ask this?  I think Dr Awili and Dr Sause are both in the 
same situation, are they not, because they are both academics at the university? 
 
THE SECRETARY:   That is correct, yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  They both have the same difficulty.  What I was going to suggest, 
Chief, is that we might call them one after the other.  We could call them earlier in 
the day.  We might not be able to call them together, actually, on the 13th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At what time? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Sir Charles is coming at 1.30.  I think Commissioner White has to 20 
leave by 4.30 on that day, so we could have them I suppose either at 11.30 or perhaps 
11.30; two hours might be enough.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, fair enough.  If we are in agreement then I will 
issue formal directions that with respect to Dr Lawrence Sause and Dr Solomon 
Awili, the matter is adjourned to 13 April 2021, at 11.30 am, to give evidence; and 
secondly, a summons was issued requiring their appearance today are extended to a 
date and time 
 

[3.13 pm] I think that brings us to the end of the witnesses listed for today.  There may be one 30 

or two other Part I witnesses’ that may give relevant evidence but they have not been 
listed today which we can consider them later. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Chief, I have got two applications.  The Chairman of 
the Board of Kumul Consolidated Holdings, Professor David Kavanamur was asked 
to provide his consent to the Commission accessing the Norton Rose file; is that right 
Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes. 
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DR RENWICK:  And he has not provided that consent and he has not responded to 
a letter from the Commission dated 17 March.  In my submission, what we usually 
– can I just ask is Professor Kavanamur, I take it he is in PNG; he is in the 
Independent State? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu? 

MR YUANGU:  Yes.  Professor Kavanamur is in PNG. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So Commissioner I would ask you to issue a summons for 
him to attend at say 10.00 am on 12 of April and we will get the Secretariat to write 
to him saying that we want him to come along to explain why he has not given his 
consent.  If he gives his consent before the 12th we may not need to call on that 10 

summons but if he has not given his consent, I would like to ask him some questions 
about why not at 10.00 am on Monday, 12th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agreed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I agree as well so Dr Renwick, can you just suggest a formal 
wording of that. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Those two directions that the Secretariat write to Professor 
David Kavanamur, Chairman of the Board of Kumul Consolidated Holdings asking 
him to provide a response to the letter from the Commission dated 17 of March that 
is order 1.  And order 2 is that a summons be issued for him to appear in person at 20 

10.00 am on Monday 12 of April. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the Commission issues the directions in those terms. 

DR RENWICK:  Then finally, Chief Commissioners, there are some issues about 
the adequacy of production of documents from the Department of Treasury.  There 
has been some correspondence with Mr Vele, Dairi Vele, the Secretary that I would 
ask you also issue a summons for him to appear at 10.00 am on 12 of April.   

Again, if we get an adequate answer in the correspondence, we actually will not  
need to press that summons but I would ask that you order him to appear on that date 
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and we can start to make some progress about the adequacy of Treasury’s files with 
the previous loans. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White?  Margaret White; are you in agreement? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agreed, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then we issue a- - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Thank you Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue the same directions that have issued in respect to 
Professor Kavanamur but are properly worded to reflect Mr Vele.  Dr Renwick; 
anything else? 

DR RENWICK:  No, Commissioner unless there is anything further, there are no 10 

witnesses for tomorrow so the appropriate order in my submission perhaps, I should 
ask Dr Katter and Mr Jurth; are there any further matters you wish to raise? 

DR KATTER:  Nothing further, Dr Renwick. 

[3.18 pm] MR JURTH:  And nothing from me either. 
 

DR RENWICK:  Yes in that case, in my submission, Chief Commissioner, we 
should adjourn the proceedings until 10 am on 12 April. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn to that date and time. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  As it please the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the Inquiry now. 
 
 
 
AT 3.19 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 12 APRIL 2021 AT 9.30 AM.. 
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[10:04a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:    Good morning everyone.  This morning we have a 
number of witnesses listed for appearance.  There is another witness secured 
to appear in the afternoon.  But before we commence with the witnesses, I 
wanted to just mention a few housekeeping matters.   Since the public opening 
of the inquiry hearing on 30th  March, the Commission has issued a press 
statement setting out the road map for the inquiry.  A statement has been 
released and if you go to the Commission’s website, you will find a copy of 
the statement there.  It appears that the statement was released to the media 
but I am not sure if the statement was published by the printing media.   

[10.05am] So for the benefit of those who may not have access to the recent press 10 
statement, let me say that what it says in essence is that the Commission will 
conduct investigations and prepare witnesses and cover the first part of the 
inquiry between now and May.  In June, the Commission will enter into the 
public hearing phase of the inquiry in which witnesses based in Australia and 
some witnesses in Papua New Guinea will be covered.  Evidence will be 
received in Australia as well as in Papua New Guinea.  The final public 
hearing phase of all witnesses will be concluded by July.  After the public 
hearing phase is concluded in July time will be allowed for parties and 
witnesses to file their written submissions and hopefully the Commission will 
deliver a report within reasonable time after, let us say, July.  That was what 20 

was announced in the first statement that was issued I think on 6th April.  This 
morning senior counsel Dr James Renwick will offer some additional remarks 
in relation to the road map before the appearance of various witnesses are 
taken. 

 So with those opening remarks, could I ask Dr James Renwick to give a 
further statement in relation to the road map after which then we will take 
appearance of witnesses that are scheduled for appearance this morning.  Dr 
Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I again appear with Dr Katter 
and Mr Jurth.   I respectfully adopt what you have just said, Mr Chairman, 30 

about the necessity to conclude all hearings by the end of July.  It is now 
incumbent on all who have given evidence of relevance to the Commission to 
assist the Commission, of course, the terms of reference from Prime Minister 
Marape states that all organs of State institutions and stakeholders are required 
to cooperate fully with the Commission and the Commission is entitled to 
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expect that.  How might that be done?  For those who have already been given 
leave to appear, we draw attention to Practice Note 2, which requires them to 
produce signed statements of evidence, together with all relevant documents 
insofar as the statements and documents relate to the terms of reference.  
Everyone should be on notice from today that these must be received by the 
end of April and work on those should commence now. 

By the end of this week, we hope that those assisting will be able to write to 
all those who have been granted leave to add additional particular questions 
and that also will be the position of people who have already given statements 
where we think additional questions should be answered.  For those who are 10 
not legally represented, the Commission is available to provide some 
assistance in preparing a proof of evidence but again we strongly encourage 
those who have been given leave, to those who have been identified as 
witnesses or those who I refer to as whistleblowers and there is no magic in 
that term, it simply means in the normal way, a person with relevant 
information who has not yet been identified by the Commission as a witness 
but considers they may have evidence relevant to the terms of reference of the 
Commission which after all are to determine among other things where there 
has been a breach of law of the Independent State or its Constitution. 

So we encourage anyone who is unsure about any of those matters to be in 20 

touch with Minter Ellison who, as I mentioned on the last occasion, are the 
international lawyers assisting.  I hope it will not be necessary for the 
Commission to make orders for these things which should be done - to be 
done but to the extent necessary I will ask for those orders. 

[10.10 am] The other step which must be taken urgently is for all those who have been the 
subject of orders or directions to produce documents or any other material are 
to consider whether they may not have fully complied with the Commission’s 
directions.  Now is the time to recheck the extent of compliance and to provide 
those documents as soon as possible but in any event by the end of April and 
again they should be in touch directly with Minter Ellison. 30 

 
Looking ahead, commissioners, there have been questions about how the 
Commission will identify or counsel assisting will identify witness statements.  
The intention of counsel assisting is that when all documents and statements 
relevant to the hearings in June and July have been produced, the intention is to 
put those on the Commission’s website and there may perhaps be some 
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exceptions but generally that is what we intend to do and particularly those who 
have been given leave to appear will simply be able to go directly to the 
Commission’s website to access those documents. 
 
Today, there are I think, two matters to deal with.  Later on, I will deal with the 
evidence tomorrow and later in April.  So, it might be appropriate at that point, 
commissioners, to take appearance from anyone else who appears today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, counsel.  Could I ask Commissioner White, if 
you have any remarks to make before we call on the witnesses? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief, no nothing extra from me, 
thanks very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  If I can just add one additional point 
in relation to the roadmap.  We are hoping that the public hearing in July, I 
think, will be attended by the commissioners and counsel sitting in this room so 
preparations are being made for the final and the main public hearing phase in 
July to be physically attended by commissioner and counsel to conclude the 
hearings.  There are three witnesses listed this morning.  I will just quickly 20 
mention who those witnesses are and then I will allow senior counsel to take us 
through those witnesses.  The witnesses listed for this morning are; Professor 
David Kavanamur who is the Chairman of the Board of Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings.  The next witness is Mr Dairi Vele, the Secretary for the Treasury 
and then also at 11 o’clock, I believe, Sir Rabbie Namaliu has been listed to 
appear.  Okay, so counsel can I ask you to take charge from here and mention 
these matters. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly.  So, may I ask, is there an appearance on behalf 
of Dr Kavanamur? 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Kavanamur, is there an appearance?   
 
DR KAVANAMUR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, could you announce your appearance?  
 
MR SAWONG:   Court pleases, my name is Ranga Sawong.  I am appearing 
on behalf of Chairman of Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  I am the legal officer 
for Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:   All right, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, with your permission commissioners, can I ask Mr 
Sawong this.  Mr Sawong, as you know, Professor Kavanamur wrote at our 
request to the solicitors Norton Rose, requiring the production to the 
Commission urgently of all documents held by Norton Rose on behalf of the 
organization of which Professor Kavanamur is head.  Now, we know that letter 
has been sent, what update do you have for the commissioners this morning 
about where those documents are because we have not yet received them, can 10 
you advise us please? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you senior counsel.  My recollection of the status of 
this is that Norton Rose has responded through their lawyers, …….Mallesons 
advising for further correspondences for this to be directed to them. 
 

   [10.15 am] We have not received any information from Norton Rose of whether or not 
they have progressed this and whether or not they have prepared documentation 
to release to the Commission.   
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Sawong, I can tell you that despite our best efforts to 
communicate with Mallesons, who have indicated that they appear for Norton 
Rose; we have not yet received the documents.  It is critical that the Commission 
receives the documents.  Professor Kavanamur is a client.  He is the person 
entitled to give the direction that he has, and what I would ask you to do, sir, is 
to have Professor Kavanamur speak to Mallesons and Norton Rose today to 
actually speak to them to indicate that the Commission requires information 
tomorrow morning when we sit again as to when the documents will be 
received.  Minter Ellison have indicated how they can be provided 
electronically.  That can be done, no doubt, with the push of a button but it is - 30 
you can tell Mallesons and Norton Rose that this is now becoming a significant 
issue for the Commission.   
 
So Mr Sawong, unless there is anything further, Commissioners, in my 
respectful submission, we should excuse Mr Sawong; get him to pass that 
message back to Professor Kavanamur so that you can make those enquiries as 
a matter of urgency, sir, today and if convenient, could you come back at 10 
o’clock tomorrow morning if necessary with Professor Kavanamur to explain 
to the Commissioners when we will be getting the documents. 
 40 
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We understand that you are using your best efforts but now is the time to convert 
those into the production of the documents.  Unless, Mr Sawong has anything 
further to say – Mr Sawong, if you want to respond to that? 
 
MR SAWONG:  No, I believe the message is very clear.  I will just reach out 
to our chairman and, hopefully, bring him in tomorrow with something positive 
for the Commission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I would suggest, Mr Sawong, what we do, if I may say so, 
expect the professor to speak to Norton Rose and Mallesons today, not just send 10 
an e-mail and to have a concrete answer for us tomorrow as to when the 
documents will be produced.  It simply cannot be that difficult.  You understand 
I am not criticizing you or your clients, but it is if you can impress upon the 
Australian lawyers how critical it is that things happen quickly now.  And if 
there is nothing further, sir, in my submission, Commissioners, Mr Sawong 
could be excused until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If Commissioner White is agreeable, we will adjourn the 20 
appearance of Professor Kavanamur to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am in agreement, chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then, let us adjourn to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I believe there should be an appearance for 
Mr Dairi Vele, and we might get the appearances to that. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  If the Commission pleases, Twivey Nonggorr, 
initial T, appearing on behalf of the Secretary for Treasury Dairi Vele.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Right, thank you   
 
DR RENWICK:  If it pleases, is Mr Vele present in the hearing room, Mr 
Chairman? 40 
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MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Dr Renwick, Mr Vele is present in the hearing 
room.  There were directions that a summons be issued for him to appear.  We 
were never served with a summons, and we were not entirely sure about exactly 
what would be happening today.  But, nonetheless, Mr Vele is present at the 
Commission as he has always wanted to cooperate completely with the 
Commission and indeed I have tried to ascertain as to what was required today.  
I am in a bit of sad confusion in that that I have had some correspondence stating 
that if it was to check confusion on evidence and others that he is supposed to 
give a witness statement to that.  Whatever it is, we would like to cooperate 10 
fully. 
 

    [10:20 a.m] DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much. 

MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  I note that he was given a further two days by 
Minter Ellison to provide any further documents that needed to be provided.  
However, I mean my instructions are; “all documents in the possession of 
Treasury”, and Mr Vele have already been provided. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, that is noted.  I call Mr Vele to give evidence, 
please.  Could he be sworn?   20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, is he going to be sworn in? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, I would ask that he be – in the normal way – Mr Vele 
be sworn please, and I presume that would be by an official in Port Moresby? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Right, Mr Tyson , can you swear the witness? 

 

DAIRI VELE; Sworn: 

XN:  DR RENWICK 

 

Q:   Have you been sworn, Mr Vele? 

A: Yes, I have. 30 

Q:   Yes, could you give the Commission your full name, your business 
address and your occupation please? 
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A: Dairi Vele, currently the Secretary to the Department of Treasury for 
the Independent State of Papua New Guinea.  The Treasury building on 
Islander Drive, Waigani, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. 

Q: Thank you, sir.  And I think you have held your current position on a 
permanent basis since 2015; is that right? 

A: 2012, I think. 

Q: You were acting initially, I think, were you not and then --- 

A: 2013, sorry, correct.  2013, this is my eighth year. 

Q: Yes, and then before that, I think you were the director of the Gas 
Projects Coordination Program, is that right?   10 

A: Gas Projects Coordination office, that is correct. 

Q: Yes.  And is it fair to say that in that role, you were effectively the PNG 
LNG project manager for the Independent State? 

A: That is correct and I was also the lead person on commercial matters. 

Q: Yes.  And prior to that, sir, did you have any roles prior to 2011 which 
are relevant to the terms of reference in particular the 2009 transaction? 

A: I started my career with the Independent Public Business Corporation, 
which is an earlier iteration of what is now the Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings.  At that time we were not looking at resources, we were 
looking at infrastructure projects.  So that is relevant.  After I left, I then 20 

moved into the Gas Projects Coordination office role and hence my 
relevance to continue. 

Q: Yes.  Thank you very much.  If I can, and I hope this is being shown on 
the screen where you are, please let me know if it is not, Mr Vele.  I 
would just like to ask you some questions about the applications filed 
on your behalf, the leave to attend and appear.  That should be on the 
screen and if you can go to paragraph 7, it is there said on your behalf 
that; “the Department of Treasury claimed a bona fide interim in all 
terms of reference, given it is the Department of Government from 
which certain technical advice was provided to relevant decision makers 30 

in government at all relevant times.  Documents and materials 
pertaining to that advice are also retained by Treasury and the Secretary 
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of Treasury as the custodian.”   And that is the fact, is it not?  You are, 
in terms of the Archives legislation in the Independent State, you are the 
person who is ultimately responsible for the preservation and keeping of 
the documents and the materials by Treasury. 

   [10.25am] A: That is my understanding. 

Q: And you indeed had a similar role in terms of the Archives legislation in 
your preceding role in 2011 I think, is that not right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And so if we go then down to paragraph 9 of the application, the 
application refers to the documents that are held by the applicant and 10 
that I take it is you in your capacity as the Secretary of the Treasury? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Yes.  If I could just ask you to draw your attention to paragraph 9 (c) 
and (d), you will see at the start of paragraph 9 ©, there is a reference 
to; “certain witnesses and documents” and then in paragraph (d) down 
to (O), there is a reference to; “source witnesses”.  Is that of a 
distinction well, what did you mean by that?  Is there a difference 
between a source witnesses and a witness as far as you are concerned? 

A: No, I am not, maybe my counsel can explain in her drafting. 

Q: No, no, that is all right I am happy to proceed on the basis that there is 20 

no relevant distinction between the two.  And so just to be clear then 
you are I think in 2019 were granted leave and as part of that you 
provided two things, you provided a list of the witnesses who I alluded 
in paragraph 9, is that right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you also through your lawyers have provided the documents which 
answer the description in paragraph 9, is that correct? 

 

A: Yes. 

 30 
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Q: All right.  So may I ask, in summary, what steps did you take to ensure 
that all of the relevant documents were produced; that is to say the 
documents as described in your paragraph 9 (a) to (o) inclusive?  

A: Sure.  My understanding of the terms of reference is essentially they were 
all different parts to this; initially there is the actual PNG LNG Project 
transaction if you like, and then contemporaneously there was the 
financing through IPIC of Abu Dhabi, the Finance house, then there was 
the transaction which was necessarily brought on by the earlier two 
transactions which was the Oil Search shares purchased through the UBS 
Investment Bank and then of course at the end how those shares were 10 
ultimately disposed of in 2016 I understand.  In the first two transactions 
as I said I was the – as Commission knows, I was appointed through an 
administratively created office as is allowed under our legislation, the 
Gas Projects Coordination Office, I was the head of that office.  In a 
sense a project manager for the transaction and with my own educational 
and professional experience, I handled all the commercial matters.  That 
office has gone through certain alterations and so I was replaced 
subsequently and the office still exists today but it is a far different office 
to the couple of people and the fax machine that I was entrusted with 
back in 2007 and 2008.  All of the documentation that we had at that time 20 

was the legal side was managed by the State Solicitor and the 
Department of Petroleum and Energy.  So all of the information that was 
– we were supposed to provide for the PNG LNG transaction we 
provided we got from them.  There were various correspondence in 
between, there were various National Executive Council decisions, we 
reached out to the NEC and they provided us all the relevant information.  
I believe there are also the NEC submissions are also attached and then 
because of my exit from that particular office and onto doing other things 
all of the – after the transaction, we generally keep a transactions bible or 
precedence file.    30 

    [10.30 am] What I have  been able to pull out from those that were in my possession 
and those that were in other people’s possession that were working with 
me at the time, I have  been able to provide as well.  So, that is the PNG 
LNG transaction. 
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In relation to the IPIC transaction, I was a member of the Finance 
committee or for the project for all of the project partners and at that time 
the Department of Treasury and myself were part of the Finance committee 
so any information that we have we provided through what was in Treasury 
Department and also what I had sitting on the sidelines.  Now, the actual 
transaction was managed by a different team so we vicariously were 
involved and again what I am able to provide through more a summary and 
a statement rather than the actual documentation is my recollection of the 
time of conversations, discussions, meetings that I was a part of. 

 10 
In relation to the actual Oil Search share purchase with the UBS 
Investment Bank, I was then the Secretary of Treasury but having had a bit 
of history from the PNG LNG Project and again watching the IPIC 
transaction from the sideline but understanding that there was a eight days 
upon which a decision would have to be made on and in relation to IPIC 
and Oil Search searches, we provided all the information that were in 
Treasury.  Again, mind you Treasury has had a moved up; an office move 
from two floors in what was the old Department of Treasury since we can 
all remember to what is now a nice new building.  And so what we have 
in there is everything that we have found. 20 

 
I am aware that there are a handful of documents that I remember were 
part of the transaction but we were not able to locate in the Treasury 
archives.  Again those are knowing pieces and so we have reached out to 
the Office of the State Solicitor who should be keeping the correspondence 
as I know it.  They have not got back to us, again with the two days 
provided as I understand from my counsel, who will reach out to them 
again and I will give the State Solicitor a call and say; “can I please have 
those documents if you have got a record of them.” 

 30 
And then with the subsequent disposal of the Oil Search shares in 2016, 
Department of Treasury was not involved it that.  I will just say that prior 
to me becoming the Secretary for Treasury and my predecessor, the late 
Simon Tosali passed on last year and the three professionals that I know 
who were working in Treasury at that time of the relevant transactions have 
since moved on.  One, we know where he is and we have reached out to 
him for anything that we may have missed but the other two I do not know 
where they are. 
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Q: Well, just pausing there, thank you, Mr Vele, that is most helpful.  
Just to deal with the names of those people, so, you provided a list 
of witnesses for the PNG LNG Project and we will just put that up 
on the screen, perhaps, I can just ask you this because I got the 
documents.  Are the three professionals you were referring to; 
Simon Tosali, T-o-s-a-l-i? 

 
A: Yes, he was former secretary for Treasury. 
 
Q: Yes.  John, Tuain, I probably will miss pronounce this, T-u-a-i-n? 10 
 
A: Tuain, correct. 
 
Q: Tuain, thank you.  Igamu Momo? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Anthony, is it Yauieb, Y-a-u-i-e-b? 
 
A: Yauieb. 20 
 
Q: Yauieb.  So, those are actually four people but are those are the 

people you have reached out to, to see if there are more 
documents? 

 
A: Yes, Anthony Yauieb is a former deputy secretary to the 

department.  
 

[10.35 am] He is still on the department payroll.  So anything that he would 
have in Treasury’s possession, I believe, has been provided.  Igamu 30 
Momo, I am not sure where he is at but John Tuain, again, we know 
where he is.  But at the time he was an officer in the Department 
of Treasury so any relevant documentation that he will have 
against the Treasury, he would have already provided.   

 
Q:   I see, all right.  Thank you.  Then looking at, if we can pull up the 

master index which you provided when the documents were 
provided by Ms Twivey Nonggorr, so the first document to the 
index which in fact we are looking at, then I think there is a 
summary - there are two summary documents, one for the PNG 40 
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LNG Project and one for the UBS Loan.  Do I take it that the two 
summary documents are documents that you yourself produced? 

 
A: That would be correct. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  So we can take it that when the time comes in June and 

July, you give evidence, that you will adopt that statement in the 
summary as your own evidence? 

 
A: Yes, I would. 10 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  And then you set out a number of key documents.  Just 

so that I understand the position overall  and please let me know if I am 
oversimplifying this, do I understand it that given the central role of 
Treasury and the process you have just described, you are telling the 
Commission that all relevant documents within the possession of the 
instrumentalities of the Independent State are listed on this index and 
have been produced, or have I got that wrong? 

 
A: As far as I know, what we have provided is what we have been able to 20 

locate. 
 
Q: Yes, because you have taken steps and, of course, you have mentioned 

that the State Solicitor is going to get back to you.  But leaving aside that, 
you have taken steps, have you already, to track down all relevant 
documents within – all relevant official documents, if I can put it that 
way? 

 
A: Yes, Commissioner, this has been a continuing of processes so initially, 

that was an internal administrative analysis or post-mortem, if you like, 30 
and then there was a court case the Ombudsman Commission throughout 
time has also had a look.  So at every different stage, we have provided 
what we have and I think what we have is what we have provided to the 
Commission.  Currently, it is an culmination of all of those processes and 
all of the relevant documentation that we see since the transactions have 
been consummated. 

 
Q:  Sir, I think one thing you have mentioned that Treasury do not have 

access to is the 2016 sale of the shares.  I think you just said that, did you 
not, you do not have access to that? 40 
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A: Yes, we were not a part of that transaction after our role in the initial 

purchase of the shares.  Then there was an administrative handover to our 
national oil company, Kumul Petroleum, and they then managed the 
management of the shareholding administratively, and then ultimately, 
the decision was made to dispose of those shares, and again, Department 
of Treasury was not involved in that process.   

 
Q: So apart from Kumul Holdings, is there anyone else we should ask – the 

Commission should ask for documents really relevant to the Commission 10 
to the sale of shares in 2016? 

 
A: Commissioners, as I remember, Kumul Consolidated Holdings may have 

been involved, I understand that at some stage, the Bank of Papua New 
Guinea was also consulted, but beyond those two that you may already 
have, I cannot think of anyone at this stage.   

 
Q: I see, all right.  Looking then at the index, and I appreciate you may want 

to take some of these questions on notice, have you also produced – sorry, 
let me go back a step – let us take as an example to the USB Loan Oil 20 
Search shares. 

  
[10.40 am]   So I take it that the Treasury would have had a number of files? 
 

A: Yes. 

Q: Is that how you organize – yes, all right.  And so at that time you were 
secretary then, did you still – what was the mixture between a paper 
document and electronic document?  Was it entirely electronic except if 
you wanted to print something out or was it still a mixture of paper and 
electronic? 30 

A: It would have been a mixture of paper and electronic, Commissioner. 

Q: All right.  But did you actually – so take for example; you attended a 
number of key meetings?  

A: Correct. 

Q: I know that you took notes of what you considered to be relevant at those 
meetings? 
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A: No, I cannot say I did, Commissioner.  That is one of my downfalls, I am 
not the best at that, I admit.  So I would have taken mental notes of these 
conversations and then circulate the workings with the commercial 
advisors, the legal advisors and then, I guess, between them and myself, 
what ended up on paper would have been the outcome of my recollection 
of meetings that I attended. 

Q: Well, let me understand that a bit better Mr Vele.  But surely you do not 
mean that you never took notes at all in writing? 

A: No, Commissioner but they are not as organized as I would have liked 
them to be. 10 

Q: Note that perhaps; where are those notes? 

A: Commissioner, those I have not produced them.  Like I said; those I did 
not keep very well.  They would have been, not formal notes, they would 
have been on the writing pad that I would have kept at that time and those 
would have been – I cannot say where those are, Commissioner. 

Q: These were notes – just let us talk about meetings for a minute.  You 
agree you went to a number of important meetings? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You were there in an official capacity as Secretary for Treasury for some 
of those? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you had an important role including giving instructions to advisors 
to the Independent State lawyers and bankers and so on? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Are you really saying that there were no notes whether electronic or 
written of any of those meetings still in existence? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, he has answered the question already. 

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry? 

THE CHAIRMAN:   He has answered the question already. 
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DR RENWICK:  I see.  Well, can I ask how that squares – if we just have a look 
at the Archives Act for a minute? 

MS NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, if I may I object? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Twivey, you have an objection, is it?  Yes? 

MS NONGGORR:  Yes.  These questions would have been written and sent to 
myself to Tiffany Twivey Lawyers so that we could have at least put them 
properly to the witness.  It is my understanding where the Commission of 
Inquiry that counsel assisting is to in fact help collate evidence rather than cross-
examine someone in a witness box without notices to what exactly he is going 
to be asking and give a chance for that person to go away and look for any types 10 

of documents. 

Now, in the correspondence that was sent to us by Minter Ellison, it said that 
we had time to produce these and the first time they had ever mentioned what 
is that note or texts, etcetera.  And indeed, it seems to me to be a bit unfair that 
my client is being ambushed at this stage in the witness box without at least 
been given an opportunity to address the questions that counsel assisting has in 
an administrative way first off.  I would asked at this stage to counsel, if Minter 
Ellison or counsel assisting could provide a detailed list of the types of 
documents that that they require.  

[10.45a] The first I have ever seen Whatsup or a text was on a letter from Minter 20 

Ellison.  I attempted to communicate indeed with Dr Renwick by Zoom last 
week and sent an email to him to which he never responded because I did not 
know what was required of the witness today.  All I heard was that there was a 
confusion surrounding the evidence and had there been a conversation about 
these issues, we may very well have been able to address these issues and 
prepare Mr Vele with if there was any other meeting notes and or Whatsup 
message or so, text messages.  The fact of the matter is, is these transactions 
were wholly run by legal advisers and financial advisers, and there may very 
well be text messages et cetera.  Now, I understand there has been several 
changes in Treasury three times since the UBS transaction.  But I would ask in 30 

the interest of fairness here that this witness testimony be adjourned to either 
the next sitting tomorrow or the 29th and a proper list of questions can be 
given to Mr Vele so that we can attempt to satisfy those questions.   
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Mr Vele was the first person to apply to appear at this Commission and has 
cooperated and provided full statements, and indeed, we have been in constant 
contact with the Commission as to any further evidence to be required and 
indeed I was questioning and sending letters to the Secretary for the 
Commission, Dr Renwick and Ms Finlayson about what was needed and none 
of these line of questions came back.  The only issue that came back was that I 
had said there was seven thousand documents when I meant seven thousand 
pages.  And that was my fault not Mr Vele’s fault.  So I would ask the 
Commission that this is really not going to achieve anything beating up Mr 
Vele as to whether or not he took meeting notes at this stage.  I think it would 10 

be fair if there could be a list of issues that he can properly look at and then be 
able to assist the Commission in any way he possibly can so I would ask at 
this stage that his testimony be adjourned to 29th April which I believe is – or 
another sitting tomorrow may be too early to continue this so that he can 
properly assist the Commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are suggesting that counsel have some discussion 
around the evidence itself to be given today, that counsel have some 
discussions on it? 

MS NONGGORR:  Certainly I attempted to have discussions with Dr 
Renwick.  I sent an email to ask him if I can have a zoom call with him.  That 20 

was not responded to.  I sent letters to the Secretary of the Commission saying 
I am not certain what is going on because we had not – did not actually 
receive a summons we only had the directions and the summons was just for 
him to appear.  If it was not – it was not a summons, it was a direction for him 
to appear.  There was no summons to give evidence, and pursuant to 
Commission of Inquiry Act, there is a proper form for summons and it 
actually details whether he was going to give evidence or produce documents.  
That was not done.  Then I received a letter from Ms Finlayson which I have 
got copies of it here, which then stated that what needed to be to the confusion 
was over between there was seven thousand documents and where were they?   30 

I responded to that.  And then another letter came back and said maybe there 
could be a further statement about whether he has produced all the documents 
to the Commission.  I still – I have had two different answers: I had one 
answer that he was not required to give evidence today that we were to appear 
and ascertain what the confusion was and attempt to clear it up and then I had 
the letter from Ms Finlayson which said, maybe we should consider giving 
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another statement.  At this stage we have not given any statements, sworn 
statement.  There have been two summaries and even an attempt to assist the 
Commission to explain the documents that were provided rather than just 
provide them in a vacuum, they were lengthy statements prepared. 

So I would ask perhaps that there be given proper time now and proper – if Dr 
Renwick wants the level of documents to go down to checking if there is any 
scraps of paper around or whatever the situation is that we are able to have 
discussed.   

[10.50 am] Now, Chief Commissioner, I remember in the beginning of this Commission 
we were told that the counsel assisting and solicitors assisting would assist us 10 
in preparing, particularly the witnesses to put the evidence before the 
Commission.  And in that way I wanted to communicate that it has been my 
experience that this has become very adversarial and it has been very difficult 
to communicate with counsel assisting and indeed Dr Renwick, he did not even 
answer my email.  So, in the interest of fairness, I would ask that Mr Vele’s 
testimony be adjourned to either tomorrow, not necessarily tomorrow, I think 
tomorrow is too early and indeed he was given more time beyond today to 
produce more documents until the next sitting of 29 April.  I believe that is the 
next sitting, the daily schedule.  It seems to be a bit pointless at this stage to be 
cross examining him over whether he did meeting notes or not, and particularly 20 
that was the right thing to do except for when he has not even given actually a 
sworn statement yet.  So, I would ask in the interest of fairness and to assist this 
Commission not waste this Commission’s time that we be given an opportunity 
to go and look for any further if there are meetings notes or anything at all and 
chase up anybody. 

 
We have provided a list of witnesses because we understood from the terms of 
reference that and indeed to make an application that we should put forward the 
names of people that Mr Vele thought could give evidence or have relevant 
things to say rather than it being the responsibility of Mr Vele to go around and 30 
actually interview those witnesses at first instance.  And, I would have 
appreciated being able to discuss that with counsel assisting or the solicitors if 
indeed that was their responsibility that we were to go and speak to other 
witnesses that we thought that had a role in this.  Because it was my view or 
opinion that indeed that it was counsel assisting who would be leading the 
evidence and that we were to assist our client to provide as much material as 
possible.  So, I would ask in the interest of fairness and to assist this 
Commission properly that Mr Vele’s testimony on this be adjourned.  Indeed, I 
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could not even advise Mr Vele whether or not he was giving evidence this 
morning because it all was a summons to appear and it feels very much that it 
is a little bit trial by ambush in the fact that we would like to prepare and give 
every single assistance to this Commission possible.  So, I would ask that in the 
interest of fairness that- - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have heard that statement a number of times and 
you have said enough there. 
 
MS NONGGORR:  Thank you. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will ask Dr Renwick to respond but before he does, let 
me just say, my understanding of your client’s appearance this morning is to 
and establish with him in a general way the documents that may not have been 
provided or are missing from the bundle of documents that he has provided and 
establish with him the other witnesses that are available to give additional 
evidence.  So the questions, I believe, were to be framed around that general 
parameter so I will ask Dr Renwick to respond and then the commissioners will 
take up our position.   
 20 
MS NONGGORR:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Commissioners.  A couple of matters.  I regret to 
say that very little of what has been said is consistent with the correspondence 
as I will demonstrate.  I would also be grateful if Ms Twivey Nonggorr next 
time does not give evidence from the bar table, particularly when she has her 
client in the witness box.  Ms Twivey Nonggorr knows perfectly well what was 
relevant for today.  So, if you look at the screen which is a letter to her from last 30 
week from Minter Ellison, you can see there is that what we were concerned 
about was the statement she made in her correspondence that many documents 
were either misplaced or deliberately disposed of and as we point out the 
immediate issue was the extent to which there has been full compliance with 
the orders of the Inquiry.  And so, we indicated that Mr Vele should be in a 
position to give evidence today as to what steps were taken to ensure full 
compliance and to save his time we invited the provision of a signed statement 
from him before this morning as to what has been done; for reasons which are 
unclear, that has not been done but that is all right.   
 40 
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[10.55 am] Mr Vele is here, he knew he was giving evidence and what I am doing is exactly 
that.  And so we have a number of inconsistent statements between the witness 
and his lawyer.  The lawyer has said on many occasions including this morning, 
that everything has been produced but it is quite evident, not everything has 
been produced, and I am politely enquiring about what more there might be.  So 
Mr Vele has quite properly indicated that he has made enquiries at the State 
Solicitor.  It may well be that there are – there is materials to come from the 
State Solicitor and we look forward to his continued assistance in obtaining that.   
 
The solicitor for Mr Vele made a remarkable statement just a minute ago that 10 
the PNG LNG transactions were wholly run by legal and financial advisers.  
That would be remarkable if the case that is inconsistent, I think, with the 
summaries which have been provided by Mr Vele.  As I say, it is more 
assistance, I think, to get the evidence from the witness rather than from the bar 
table.  So I do have a few more questions to ask Mr Vele and then in my 
submission, Mr Vele can go and make further enquiries and then come back 
certainly tomorrow at some time to indicate what progress is being made 
because, Commissioners, you will appreciate that the imperative in the Terms 
of Reference is a swift hearing of these matters and an early report, we are 
entitled to rely on instruments of the State and, Treasury is obviously a key one, 20 
to respond completely and accurately.  I have not suggested that Mr Vele has 
done anything improper but what I am trying to find out is, has there been full 
compliance and an obvious question, with respect, it is:  “where are the notes of 
meetings?”  Another obvious question, with respect, is; “where are some of the 
minutes of the meetings?”  We have some, we appear not to have others.  These 
are fundamental to any Commission like this which is tasked with getting to the 
bottom first of what happened.   
 
So in my respectful submission, given the correspondence, I should be 
permitted to ask a few more questions.  Certainly then, Mr Vele should be 30 
excused for today to go and make more enquiries and should return tomorrow 
to give some further evidence about how those enquires are going and when the 
Commission can be satisfied as to full compliance.  Those are my submissions 
and I invite the Commissioners to permit me to ask a few more questions. 
 
It may be the Commission wants to adjourn to privately confer at this stage 
about what ruling, I am in the Commissioners’ hands as to which course you 
wish to take. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I am happy to give my ruling now but Ms Twivey 
Nonggorr, have you any response to make before we will make a ruling? 
 
MS NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, that was the second last 
correspondence and indeed, I sent another letter after that and highlighted that 
there was no summons issued; to be returnable on Monday, and indeed 
explained the words of the documents have been misplaced or deliberately 
disposed of and had asked what to do after that.  This is the second last piece of 
correspondence.  And indeed, I was trying to ascertain and have a proper 
discussion with counsel as to what exactly was needed and indeed I have not 10 
received a response.  That letter was sent on Friday afternoon and I responded 
late on Friday to it.  I have not received a response since that time.  And indeed 
when I say that the transaction was done by lawyers et cetera, I mean the 
documentation for all the transactions were done by lawyers rather than in-
house at Treasury or anywhere else. 
 
I still would ask that this be adjourned so that Mr Vele can make these other 
enquiries and if a correspondence to be sent to him, particularly as to, he has 
just been asked three or four of the witnesses and I think we have named about 
40 different witnesses referring to the statements. 20 
 

[11.00 am] And indeed if that is required of Mr Vele that he has to go to each of those 
witnesses and ask them, what documents they have with regards to any matters 
if that could be put to us rather than continue this.  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, I do not think we need to 
adjourn to confer.  We may have to give a short ruling.  Commissioner White, 
do you want to give your ruling first or I give my ruling first? 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am happy to go first, Chief, if that suits you? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you - - -  

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It would seems that – it seems to me that there has 30 

been a deal of misunderstanding, Chairman, it is perhaps most polite here, I 
think it will be of assistance to the Commission should there be some further 
questioning on Mr Vele so that he himself can hear it from the Commission and 
it would help to clarify the matters.  I am strongly of the view since Mr Vele 
has been involved in assisting the Commission for a very long time now and for 
these categories of documents not to have come to his mind may suggest that 
perhaps he did his best, that he has not …….. for what we are looking for.  So 
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I would be inclined to rule that the questioning can continue unless something 
changes.  Thank you, Chief. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I was going to rule in the same direction.  Mr 
Vele has provided – in fact, he was the first witness to provide vast volume of 
documents that he considered to be relevant and I believe by now the team of 
overseas counsels and solicitors would have studied those documents and been 
able to establish what documents, if any, are missing from those bundle of 
documents.  So the purpose of this morning’s hearing I think really is to 
establish with Mr Vele any documents/information that may be missing from 
what has already been provided.  So I would allow those questions to be asked 10 
this morning by counsel, provided the questions are in general terms and framed 
around any missing information or documents from what has already been 
provided.  That is our ruling and so we will allow Dr Renwick to continue with 
your questions with that ruling.  Dr Renwick? 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you so much Commissioner.  Mr Vele,  just to be 
clear then, if we can have up on the screen the National Library and Archives 
Act and if we can go to section 25 which provides that the administrative head 
of each government instrumentality, and Mr Vele you accept that you in relation 
to Treasury, do you not? 

 A: Yes, I do. 20 

Q: Yes.  Every five years prepare and submit to the Director General an 
inventory of all public records held by that government instrumentality 
and further inventories specifying any of these public records which the 
administrative head considers to be not worth retaining.  So, may I ask 
you firstly, whilst you have been secretary – permanent or acting, how 
many of those reports, those inventories have you provided to the 
Director General?  If you wish to take it on that; that is fine. 

A: Yes.  If it is all right, I will take it on. 

Q: Yes.  But do I take it that you would have produced the inventories as 
this Act requires? 30 

A: I will have to check. 

Q: All right.  If you have no difficulty in providing those inventories to the 
Commission? 
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A: I will have to check and provide to the Commission what I find out, what 
I have on hand. 

  [11.05am] Q: All right then.  So what I am trying to ascertain and as a result I say the 
correspondence may have confused matters is whether documents 
which should have been kept have been destroyed so one question I 
would like you to take on notice is the extent to which there are 
documents relevant to the Commission’s terms of reference which are 
in that category.  Is that clear of what we are after? 

A: It is clear, Commissioner. 

Q: And also you just heard your lawyer say a few things but one of them 10 

was that the documents were all drafted by legal and financial advisers 
but those are documents, of course, which would have been drafted on 
instructions and on some occasions those instructions would have come 
in from you no doubt.  You agree with that? 

A: Yes I do. 

Q: So one of the things, the point we reached I think a few minutes ago is 
that you indicated that you would have perhaps held some notes but it is 
right if you did have those notes they have not been produced, is that 
right? 

A: Yes.  The way that I would have handled that, a lot of this – to the 20 

extent they were leading towards a NEC submission, for example, the 
National Executive Council submission for example, I may be able to 
pull up a draft, I have not provided those or there may have been an 
exchange between – I have come to part of the stage where I am not 
drafting these submissions directly but where I asked legal adviser or 
commercial adviser to have input into an NEC submission which I then 
oversaw or provided comments on, we can search those, but it generally 
and considering the fact that the various teams whether I was at the Gas 
Office or Department of Treasury had not done transactions of this 
magnitude in-house previously or had a front row seat, a lot of paper 30 

work was generated and kept and stored by the legal and commercial 
advisers all the time.  Like I said to the extent they were relevant and to 
be kept going forward we got a transaction to my belief at the end of 
day which we sought of thought was as much as possible tried to 
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capture all of the relevant and pertinent documentation going forward.  I 
will just say for the Commission’s benefit that since there have been 
questions raised and analysis and investigations and post mortems done 
on the transactions over a long period of time, I would like to think that 
all of the documentation that is relevant since the initial PNG LNG 
transaction up until our exit upon the purchase of the shares have been 
kept, and everything that we have kept I think it may be a function of 
the Department of Treasury moving location, office space and of course 
I myself have moved houses three times since 2007, 2008 when all of 
these started.  So, to the extent of my knowledge but I believe I 10 

provided is what is relevant.  Whilst it is embarrassing as it is, all of the 
other pieces of – all of the other discussions that may have been had 
which may not have been in a formal setting which minutes were not 
taken, there was not a secretariat, it was not organized, they would have 
been relating to terms as I understand it and those terms ended up in the 
transaction documentation, and I guess just as well as I may have taken 
notes or had a recollection of a particular outcome the other people in 
the room usually do this.  There are lawyers and commercial advisers in 
the room, they keep notes as well but all of these things end up in the 
transactions documentation and I guess that is how we thought of, 20 

check that everyone in the room understands that the number was “x” 
and not “y”. 

Q: Just so that – just to understand that a little then, insofar as you gave 
instructions say, to lawyers or bankers to draft documents, what you are 
there saying is that they at least should have notes of the instructions 
you then gave.  Is that right? 

A: They may have some there, there may be some email correspondence, it 
may be sitting in a room and by word of mouth, saying would you mind 
drafting this so that we can all have a look at it so that would have been 
the way it was done.  30 

Q: So just following from that then do I take it that searches have been 
made of the Treasury departmental service of all relevant emails, has 
that search been undertaken? 

[11.11 am] A: We have changed service three times since then Commissioners so we 
have pulled up what we think are relevant.  I think between our evidence 
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also relates to certain external lawyers and certain banks and so we have 
also asked them to provide so what we have received is in there and what 
we found is in there. 

 
Q: Well, you can see I think, Mr Vele, how important it is that the 

Commission satisfies itself that it has all the relevant information.  So, 
what I would ask you to do, sir, is to prepare a statement and no doubt 
you will need to check the material on it as to precisely who has been 
asked for what so if there are advisors, when they were asked to provide 
their information, what has been provided or when there are service for 10 
example, what interrogation has been made of the service, if there are 
extra text or anything like that or other notes that you may have.  So, in 
my submission, and it may be the Commissioners themselves have some 
questions this morning about particular additional matters they would 
like to see, in my submission, I would ask for a direction that Mr Vele 
produce a statement to the Commission indicating with particularity the 
searches that have been made which led to the production of the seven 
folders.  I think it is now common ground that contrary to what we said 
to the Commission, it is neither 10,000 or seven thousand documents, it 
is rather about a 116 documents in seven folders but what steps were 20 
taken to produce those, what extent steps there are and, Sir, you have 
mentioned the State Solicitor and also an assurance that there are no other 
documents including notes electronic or written text, email and the like.  
So, we can come up with a form of wording so that is the gist of it.  You 
understand that query, Mr Vele? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: All right.  I just might - those are my questions at this stage.  I might just 

ask, commissioners, do either of you have any particular question while 30 
Mr Vele is here.  He will, of course, need to come back but are there any 
questions you wish to ask about things he should particularly search for 
or depose that he search for? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have one question, just one related to the 
National Archive, Mr Vele.  You have been involved in Treasury for a long 
time, can you recall now or would you be able to give an answer as to whether 
there has been any deposits of documents from Treasury and public record into 40 
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Archive in the period that you have been at the administrative head of Treasury.  
I am not suggesting of course totally irrelevant documents I am not really 
interested in those, those which pertain to the terms of reference more broadly 
because if that is the case, then of course, the Commission will need to seek 
those with the cooperation of the Director General of the State Archive. 
 
A: Commissioner, as far as I know, the answer is, no.  Like I said ever since 

the first transaction was done there been a lot of scrutiny on it and 
therefore we have always had to provide all the documentation that was 
irrelevant by some authority at some stage.  So, we would be very mindful 10 
about disposing or transferring those kinds of documents.  As to being in 
compliance with the legislation which is before me, I will have to check 
with my staff, they manage these types of things. 

 
Q:   Great, thank you. 
 
A:  You are welcome. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is the only question, thank you Chief. 
 20 

 [11.15 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have one question.  In my own notes, I have 
you listed as a witness in your capacity as the Secretary for Treasury firstly, but 
later on in my notes I had you also listed as a witness in your capacity as the 
director of Gas Projects Coordination Office? 

  
 A: Yes, Chief. 
  
 Q: Which I believe is established under the Oil & Gas Act?   
 

A: At that time, Chief, it was established under the Department of the Prime 30 
Minister. 

 
 Q: Okay.  And I had you listed also as  chairman of the IPIC Exchangeable  

Bonds Committee which was established under NEC decision.  Would I 
be correct in stating your capacity in those two positions? 

 
A: Chief, if I recall correctly, there were several of these government NEC 
approved working committees, taskforces, groups and at various stages, I was 
a chairman of one and then other people were chairing.  I was part of the 
committee it went through – these committees were established prior to me 40 
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becoming secretary for Treasury and then as I became secretary for Treasury, 
ex-officio I was the chair at one stage and then I think they wanted to review 
the previous committee’s work and so other people were on the chair and I was 
an ex-officio member of the committee, correct. 
 
Q: And would I be correct in assuming that the documents that you provided 

already cover your position as the director of Gas Projects Coordination 
Office and the chairman of the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds Committee? 

 
A: You would be correct. 10 
 
Q: All right, thank you for that.  Commissioner White and Counsel--- 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I want to follow up – Chief, I am sorry to 
interrupt you.  Could I have a follow up question?  As chairman of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Committee, Mr Vele, presumably minutes were kept there, 
were would they be located?  If you seem to be suggesting to Sir Salamo that 
those documents have already been disclosed so I am not sure that I have come 
across some of them.  I have looked at the documents, I wonder if you could 
just give a bit of pointers as to where they might be located?  The minutes of 20 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds Committee meetings? 
 
A: Commissioner, let me review what I have provided and maybe that will 
jog my memory.  These committees are ad hoc so they will not have a letterhead 
and they will not have a – for example, the process that the committee may have 
undertaken would be to confirm the roadmap of the – the administrative 
roadmap to get to a particular point and therefore that may end up in 
correspondence from myself as the secretary for Treasury just notifying 
everybody that this is the way it was going to be.  It may be a bit more formal 
such as an evaluation criteria process for a particular consultancy or advisory 30 
and in that particular case again that may end up in the National Executive 
Council submission by saying; “the committee comprises of these particular 
members have met and this is the outcome of their meeting”, rather than a 
particular document which says that, “unnoticeable documents” so let me 
review the documentation with my own counsel and try and pick up where those  
minutes or documentation that you are after may be hiding. 
 
Q: Thank you, I would be much obliged to, thank you Mr Vele. 
 
A: You are welcome. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Chief, just one follow up question from me with your 
permission.  Mr Vele, turning then to ministers for a minute, where do 
ministerial records end up.  So I am not talking about, for example, a 
departmental submission which a minister signs off on and then comes back to 
the department because no doubt the department has a copy.  But if ministers 
have their own personal files, what happens to them?  Do they come back to the 
department when they cease to be ministers or are they dealt with in some other 
way? 
 

[11.21am]   A: As far as I know, Commissioner, they are dealt with in some other way 10 

and I would not be able to vouch for how that is actually handled.  I 
have had several treasurers over the last – in the intervening years and I 
would imagine that each of them has handled things differently and as 
to there is a standard operating procedure as to how that is handled, I 
am not aware of it. 

Q: Well, Commissioners, at this point I would ask that Mr Vele’s 
examination be adjourned initially until tomorrow.  These are critical 
issues for the Commission in getting to the bottom of it, that is to say 
what more can be provided and if it cannot be provided by Mr Vele so 
documents are not in his possession, custody or control, who he 20 

recommends, we talk to, and also of course copies of the Archives Act 
inventories.  So in my submission we should adjourn the examination 
until say 10 o’clock tomorrow.  In the meantime, we will correspond 
with Mr Vele’s lawyer about particular matters we wish followed up but 
I think she has heard enough and Mr Vele has heard enough to indicate 
where they can start.  So that would be my submission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Examination of witness by the witness’s counsel, 
provision for that is made in the Practice Direction No. 2 of 21 paragraphs 25 
and 26, but of course it is subject to the leave of the Commission.  I am not 
sure if counsel Ms Twivey Nonggorrr has any questions to ask of your client 30 

of course.  And if you have some questions then you may have to seek leave 
first but I am just mentioning that the management of further counsel having 
witness to ask a witness is a matter for counsel assisting the Commission to 
manage.  So I am just pointing that out.  If you have any questions to ask of 
your own witness then you can give that indication and then with Dr 
Renwick’s consent, we may ask you to seek leave to ask questions that you 
can ask of your own client.  Ms Twivey? 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes and Chief, I would just add to that that of course I have 
not finished my questions of Mr Vele, I have asked that the cross-examination 
be adjourned until tomorrow examination but I am grateful for your indication 
and of course if Ms Twivey Nonggorr has particular questions she wishes me 
to ask of him, Chief has indicated to Minter Ellison and as I say we will be 
corresponding through Minter Ellison with her later in the day. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Twivey, we will defer your line of questions perhaps 
to tomorrow. 

MS NONGGORR:   Thank you Chairman. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Now, in terms of adjournment of 
Mr Vele’s appearance, Dr Renwick, you would want us to have the matter 
adjourned to tomorrow, is it? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, I think we were just turning to tomorrow, I would be 
grateful if we could adjourn Mr Vele’s appearance to tomorrow because his 
evidence is just so vital and these documents are so vital to the prompt 
dispatch of the Commission’s business.  We are hoping that we can also get 
evidence from Dr Sausse, Dr Katter will take his evidence tomorrow briefly 
and then Sir Charles Lupari - Lepane I beg your pardon, providing we can 
contact him.  We are hoping also to have some brief evidence from him to 20 

assist Mr Vele I would not imagine he will be held up for a long time 
tomorrow, I just wished him to give an update as to the Inquiry his 
undertaking and again I would encourage as we did last Friday his lawyer to 
prepare a detailed statement about the searches and provide that that will 
certainly lessen time he needs to spend in the witness box. 

[11.26 am] Then of course, Commissioner, we would propose after that the proceedings be 
adjourned until later in the month.  We will in the meantime as I foreshadowed 
earlier be writing to all those who have leave and to anyone else who we think 
has useful information to insist they provide detailed evidence by the end of the 
month so that we can keep going on the timetable the Commission has set out.  30 
May it please the Commission. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I was just mindful of the statement you made earlier on 
about Mr Vele providing a written statement.  Do you require the written 
statement for tomorrow’s appearance or that can be provided later? 
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DR RENWICK:  The answer, Commissioner, is that it would certainly quicken 
things if even an interim statement could be provided today.  I will need to spend 
less time in the witness box questioning Mr Vele but if he needs more time, he 
need more time.  But no doubt there are many enquiries which can be made 
today and marked which can be put down in writing today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps the commissioners may defer issuing directions 
for the preparation of that statement to be provided at a later date but tomorrow 
he can appear to continue the discussions that we have today.  Is that how you 10 
see it, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, very well, Commissioner.  Yes indeed, we are content 
with that, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  I think we have said enough to put Mr Vele on notice as 
to some of the more information that is required so we can continue the 
discussions tomorrow and then by tomorrow we should issue some formal 
directions with regard to filing a full written statement setting out the matters 
that Dr Renwick has indicated.  So, we can adjourn to tomorrow, Commissioner 20 
White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Vele, you would be available tomorrow, we 
would like adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow at 10 o’clock? 
 
MR VELE:  I would be available, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that matter in respect of your appearance is 30 
adjourned to tomorrow at 10 o’clock and you may be excused and thank you 
for evidence. 
 
MR VELE:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, you may be excused. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, the next witness? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, those are the witnesses for today because Sir Rabbie 
Namaliu is getting vaccinated today and therefore will be unavailable today and 
tomorrow but we trust he will be available on 29 April here in Brisbane and he 
was the only other witness that I think we were having today.  Sir John Kaputin 
is not available today and tomorrow.  We wish to obtain a formal statement 
from him and there has been some delays there but we are working on that so 
those are the remaining witnesses today and we will come back tomorrow 10 
hopefully for Dr Sausse and Sir Charles. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Rabbie Namaliu, counsel has been able to establish 
contact and speak to him? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we have made contact with him twice and a statement is 
being prepared from Sir Rabbie, it is just as I say, for medical reasons he is not 
available today and tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he will give evidence from Brisbane? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we expect he will give evidence, whether it is on oath or 
not remains to be seen but yes later in the month, the 29th, we trust. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, I was reading some email exchanges I think between 
commissioners and yourself as well about witnesses giving evidence from 
Australia.   
 

  [11.31 am] That if they are to give evidence under oath, then the Attorney General must 
give his consent.   I am not so sure if- - - 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner, so- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you are referring to the Attorney General of Australia or 
the Attorney General of Papua New Guinea- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Of Queensland. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Whose consent we need early. 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Queensland. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The Attorney General of Queensland and so what we propose 
is that firstly that consent is sought, and we are working on that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  But secondly, until that is obtained, witnesses can still 
voluntarily give information and evidence but not on oath and they could then 
adopt that either in the witness box later on or they could simply be provided 10 
with the transcript and file a sworn statement which can be filed.  So in our 
submission, that is a convenient way of dealing with that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think this is an important the piece of procedure that we 
need to get the approval of the Attorney General of Queensland earlier in time 
because we have a number of witnesses appearing from Brisbane to give 
evidence; so if Minter Ellison and counsel can work on it to obtain that consent. 
 
DR RENWICK: Certainly. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If some letter is required from this, then the Commission 
will issue that letter.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that means we will adjourn Sir Rabbie Namaliu’s 
appearance to 29th of April.  Is it a date? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we are back on the 20- - - 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We already have a few cases. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is the date.  Yes, that is the date when we hope to 
have – just let me check - at this stage we hope to have on the 29th, Sir Julius 
Chan appearing from Port Moresby, and also Sir Rabbie and also Dr Momis, I 
think – Grand Chief Dr Momis. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, 29th may be a bit full.  We could list him, Sir Rabbie 
Namaliu, listed for Friday 30th. 
 40 
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DR REWICK:  That is convenient to me.  I do not know about Commissioner 
White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That would be fine, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then that day is a matter of appearance of Sir Rabbie 
Namaliu is adjourned to Friday, 30 April 2021, at 10 o’clock.  The last witness 
is Sir John Kaputin but he is scheduled to give evidence at 2 o’clock today.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But, Dr Renwick, you are suggesting we bring it forward 
and have it adjourned as well because you will not be available at 2 o’clock 
today? 
 
DR REWICK:  Yes, indeed.  Could we adjourn it to the 30 April as well and 
we will make arrangements to speak to Sir John. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand that counsel have already contacted Sir John 
Kaputin and taken his statement, is it, or, what is the situation? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I do not quite know.  There was a preliminary discussion and 
there is now an opportunity, I think, to take a full statement before the 30th.  He 
is preparing a draft, I believe, and we will work with him to ensure there is a 
statement by the 30th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he indicated if he is going to give oral evidence as well 
or he will go by a written statement only? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think it is premature to say but certainly we would want him 30 
to have a written statement, but there may be the need to ask him a few questions 
orally, and of course, Commissioners, you may wish to ask him some questions 
as well.  I think for more abundant caution, if we adjourn his appearance until 
the 30th and if we do not need him to give evidence, that can be dealt with closer 
to the time.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then we will leave it at that, counsel, to organize 
that his appearance is now adjourned to Friday 30th April at 2 o’ clock. 
 

[11.36am] DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 40 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 

 DR RENWICK:  We will draft up a direction for the Commission. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Are there any other directions counsel seek? 

 DR RENWICK:  Not at this stage Commissioners, we may have some more 
for you tomorrow. 

 THE CHAIRMAN: If Commissioner White you are in agreement, we will 
adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow at 10 o’clock. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings till 10 o’clock 10 
tomorrow. 

 

 

 AT 11.37 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOUNRED 
UNTIL TUESDAY, 13 APRIL 2021 at 10 AM.  
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[9.59am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good morning. 

DR RENWICK:  Good morning Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This morning we have four witnesses listed.  Senior counsel Dr 
Renwick, I will let you lead us. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes of course.  So Commissioner, this morning there are four 
issues Mr Vele is returning but I can indicate I think we can be very quick  Mr Vele 
because we had a helpful response from Ms Twivey Nonggorr and I think we are of 
one mind about how to proceed.  We might first have Dr Kavanamur’s lawyer, is he 
there? 10 

MR SAWONG:  Yes.  Coming off the back of the request that was made by the 
Commission yesterday we have had instructed the KCH Chairman to reach out to 
King and Wood, there is a letter that we sent yesterday requesting for King and 
Wood Mallesons to release the information to be copied in the information  to the 
Secretary.  Chairman is here to address the Commission in relation to the phone calls 
that he has made following that letter that we sent to King and Wood and you will 
note from the letter that KCH Chairman is willing to comply with all the 
requirements to ensure that all information is passed to the Commission to assist the 
Commission. 
 20 

[10.01am]DR RENWICK:  Thank you so much.  Commissioners, as the professor is here it 
might be convenient for him to provide an update of when we can expect the 
documents. 
 
Professor, could you come forward to the bar table please.  I think you have a 
statement so please go ahead. 
 
PROF. KAVANAMUR:  Your Honour, thank you.  As per your directive we have 
written to Norton Rose and we have written to Patrick Towe and they responded 
yesterday that they are acting on behalf of their client and I subsequently wrote to 30 
them yesterday, followed up with a phone call about 2.42 pm and the PA responded 
that Mr Patrick will respond by yesterday.  We have not got a response and I 
followed up with a call this morning at nine which the call went into message and I 
texted a message to Mr Patrick to respond.  And I advised him to respond by COB 
today.  Thank you, sir. 
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DR RENWICK:  Thank you professor and thank you for your efforts and at least on 
behalf of counsel assisting, we request that you press Mallesons.  It is hard to see 
what the delay could possibly be at their end but we acknowledge your efforts and 
we would simply ask you to keep the Secretariat and also Minter Ellison updated 
because we need to see those documents as soon as possible.  Unless there is 
anything further, Commissioners, I, in my submission that professor may be 
excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest a return date for you to appear before the Commission 10 
to update the Commission as to the steps that have been taken.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we fix a return date? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, providing it could be electronically we could do it 
later this week, possibly Thursday, just briefly.  Would that be convenient, Mr 
Chairman? 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is up to Professor Kavanamur and counsel.  You just say how 
much time you need to follow up and obtain some tangible response which you can 
then report to the Commission when it meets next. 
 
MR SAWONG:   Chair, if I may or perhaps alternatively we can just reach out to 
the Secretariat and inform them of the steps that we have taken.  Ideally, you will 
note from the letter that we sent yesterday that we would like a response to the status 
of our request to respond to the Commission.  We will definitely push hard from our 
end.  Maybe we will set a – maybe say Thursday or Friday this week to give an 
update on what the status of matter is, just to inform the Commission of what we are 30 
doing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, we can adjourn to this Friday 10 o’clock for an 
update. 
 
PROF. KAVANAMUR:  Thank you your Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN :  Thank you, counsel. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Now, otherwise the professor should be excused in 
my submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Yes, and counsel may be excused now. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Now, Commissioners, we have Sir Charles Lepani on the zoom 
but I just have one or two questions for Mr Vele if he is there.  May I enquire whether 
Mr Vele is there? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Could I ask counsel, Ms Twivey? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Twivey-Nonggorr, T, appearing for Treasury and the 
Secretary of Treasury, Mr Vele.  Mr Vele is present here. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, if he could come forward please and just resume his place in 20 
the witness box.  I have two questions for him if that is convenient. 
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 

[10.06am] Q: Mr Vele, you have seen the letter which should be on the screen from Minter 
Ellison of yesterday, I believe? 30 

 
A: Yes, Commissioner. 
 
Q: And also your lawyer, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has responded and said “that is 

an appropriate amount of time to produce the documents and statements:  We 
will also provide Mr Vele’s sworn statement on that day” - which is 26 April 
and  Mr Vele, I take it that is convenient to you too? 

 
A: That is convenient, Commissioner.   
 40 
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Q: Yes.  Just while you are there, I propose to ask the Commissioners today to 
ask for any other statements from any person who wishes to put evidence 
before the Commission to be provided by the end of the month.   So, I would 
simply ask you to note, Mr Vele, if there are other statements from other 
people that you wish to put before the Commission, if we could have them by 
the end of April, that would be most helpful. 

 
A: Thank you, Commissioner, myself and counsel take note. 
 
Q: Other than that, I have no further questions for Mr Vele and, might he be 10 

excused unless the Commissioners have any questions or Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr?  

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask you, Dr Renwick, the statement that you are 
referring to now, is it the same statement that you wanted this witness to produce 
yesterday? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  What we have done, Commissioner, is in the letter of the 12th 
April we have asked Mr Vele to produce in effect the statement about the searches 
he has done and any additional documents  should also be produced.  That is indeed 20 
what we asked that we have given examples of  the categories and as you have just 
heard, Mr Chairman, Mr Vele is willing to comply with that; and we accept that that 
is what he will do.  Yes, that is the position.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understood what you were saying yesterday, you would 
like this witness to produce a written statement of the other witnesses that he has 
been in contact with. 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, I think that there are two things, Mr Chairman.  One is that the 
Commission needs to be satisfied that all documents in the possession, custody and 30 
control of Mr Vele in his various capacities have been produced and the letter sets 
out the examples where we thought there might have been documents produced but 
they have not yet been produced.  So that is one aspect of it. 
 
The other aspect which I have just mentioned and I will take the Commission as 
soon as Mr Vele is excused to the terms of the proposed direction is that in counsel-
assisting’s submission, now is the appropriate time to make directions that anyone 
who wishes to put forward statements or documents should do so by the end of the 
month so that the hearing in June and July can go ahead.  That is the context in which 
I just mentioned to Mr Vele that if there are further, if I can call them substantive 40 
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statements, rather than procedural ones about documents either from him or anyone 
else that the Department of Treasury or Mr Vele wishes to put forward as the 
evidence, that should be done by the end of the month.  That is both the substantive 
and the procedural; that is what I was referring to, Mr Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   
 
DR RENWICK:  But other than that, if Mr Vele could be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask Ms Twivey-Nonggorr as to the terms of the 10 
proposed directions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  At the outset, I 
would like to put on record what the misunderstanding of yesterday was about and 
indeed Commissioner White highlighted that there seemed to be a misunderstanding. 

 [10.11am] The directions of 16 December when we made leave for Mr Vele and Treasury to 
appear we set out in the application that there were certain source witnesses and 
certain documents that Treasury wished to put before the Commission and the order, 
the direction that was made was that Mr Vele had leave to appear for Treasury and 
himself and that we were to provide the names and the contact addresses of such 20 

witnesses and to produce the documents as set out in paragraph 9 of the application.  
And what we did by 28 February was indeed that, produced a list of witnesses I 
believe there is in excess of 30 witnesses that we believed would have information 
of interest to the inquiry plus their contact details.  And we produced the documents 
that we wanted to tender into evidence through Mr Vele and or Treasury through Mr 
Vele.  What seems to be the case is that it seems to have progressed on to that there 
might have been a misunderstanding that that order meant that there was an order 
akin to full discovery of documents. 

And that has now become clear that that is what counsel assisting would like; full 
discovery of documents that Treasury or Mr Vele has and indeed, we responded 30 

there was a first letter we have been trying this morning to say that that clearly was 
what has happened and the documents, full discovery will now be provided since 
that was the first time we really understood that.  And that was why when a statement 
was initially said as to whether there had been full compliance with the orders it was 
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a little confusing but Mr Vele, Treasury and myself remain committed to fully 
cooperating in any way and so Mr Vele has taken steps to already source documents. 

 With regard to the statements of the witnesses, I am of concerned that we are 
expected to contact all of those witnesses that we suggested might have evidence 
and get statements from them, they certainly might not be people who would provide 
voluntarily statements to us.  So I think the directions would be that, the form of 
directions should be that we contact those witnesses that we seek to produce or 
tender statements into evidence and produce statement by 26 April and indeed to 
produce the statement from Mr Vele as to his, indeed his evidence in the matter. 

The statements that was put forward with the documents that were annexed were to 10 

explain the documents and the use of the word “source witnesses” was my own 
because some of the documents that referred are in the statements would be in 
custody and control of other people, for example, the State Solicitor and he would 
be the best, it would be best evidence for him to put them in through a statement 
rather than Mr Vele.  So that was my use of the word source documents. 

So we would seek directions that statements, any statements or when any witness 
statements upon which Treasury seeks to put before the Commission be compiled 
and submitted by 26 April and that the sworn statement of the Secretary for Treasury 
be in that role and on his own behalf be submitted by 26 April and that would be the 
directions we would suggest. 20 

It would be- - - 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Chairman, could I - I am so sorry, I beg your pardon I did not 
realize you have not finished. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Sorry, Dr Renwick.  It would be of use if I could - 
there might be a direction that we could have a meeting with some of the solicitors 
assisting by zoom to talk about those witnesses that we had listed and to talk about 
whether or not Treasury and myself need to contact specific witnesses or whether or 
not the Commission already has contacted them and we are not needed to do that 
and so that we can sort of sort out the evidence.  That is what I understood at the 
beginning of the Commission of Inquiry was that, as Dr Renwick is calling all 30 
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witnesses that we should try and attempt to provide as much evidence or information 
as possible so if they could that we are able to necessarily Dr Renwick 

[10.16am] but maybe Ms Finlayson or another solicitor assisting, if we can have a zoom meeting 
and have an agreement as to what witnesses we are supposed to be contacting and 
what we do not need to because the Commission already has contacted those 
witnesses. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so Commissioner, could we just put up on the screen the 
directions that we are seeking and to be fair to Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, she has not 
seen this.  And I think we are largely in agreement, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr and myself 10 
so just to run through them.  These are general directions that they would equally 
apply to Mr Vele.  So, the first general order 1, it does not apply to Treasury because 
they already have leave.  If anyone who wants to seek leave to appear should apply 
by the end of the week and then order 2 that would be listed for hearing on 29 April. 
 
Now, I have no particular reason to believe anyone else will apply but just as a 
formality it seems to me that we should do that now.  Order 3 does apply to Mr Vele 
and Treasury and what it says, if anyone who has been granted leave to appear shall 
provide any signed statement.  So, that statement they choose to put before the 
hearing, that is not a direction which requires Mr Vele to go out and contact lots of 20 
other people but if he chooses to, for example, have another treasury officer current 
or former or even a consultant treasury, current or former if he wishes to put their 
evidence before the Commission; that direction would cover that and that would 
equally apply to document.   
 
Order 4 which is not addressed to Treasury but to indeed anyone else is that anyone 
else who wants to provide any document or information to the Commission should 
also do so by Friday 30 April; and order 5 is machinery copies of that material is to 
be, and that should read paragraph 2, 3 and 4 to be provided to the Commission’s 
Secretary and the technical assistant. 30 
 
The only additional matter Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has raised is a zoom meeting 
between both Minter Elllison and those assisting me and her, we have no objection 
to that and indeed we can do that later this week or next week.  There is no need for 
a direction to that effect but I can assure you commissioners that will occur and that 
is extremely sensible.  So, in my submission those are the directions which the 
Commission ought to make and unless Ms Twivey-Nonggorr or anyone else at the 
bar table has an objection to them, I ask that they be made. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The zoom meeting can go ahead.  Perhaps that does not require 
any specific directions from the Commission but with regard to- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  You have my assurance that will happen, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But with regard to direction number 3 and 4 and perhaps 5, Mrs 
Nonggorr, do those directions adequately meet or cover the matters you raised? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, chief commissioner, they are perfectly 10 
appropriate, well written, well drafted directions.  They are appropriate completely. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement 
with those directions then we can issue those directions now? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, with a slight amendment that Dr Renwick 
mentioned of including in paragraph 5, the material referred to in paragraph 2, 3 and 
4.  That is the only slight editorial amendment otherwise I am totally in agreement, 
thank you, chief. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then subject to those amendments being inserted we 
issue those directions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And if it is convenient, might Mr Vele be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Vele, you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief and commissioner, good day. 
 
 30 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 

[10.21am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, there are two more witnesses today.  There is Dr 
Awili who Dr Katter will take shortly but I believe we have on line Sir Charles 
Lepani.  Sir Charles, can you hear us?  If you can, could you unmute your 
microphone so that we can take some evidence from you, sir?  Just check he is still 
there; he was.  I did see him earlier.  We will just see if we can find him.   40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Yes, just one question, was transcripts.  Will 
transcripts of these sittings be available into the future? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will consider it. 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Thank you, I have nothing further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have we got Sir Charles Lepani on the screen, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I cannot see him.  He was there.  We are just getting him.  We are 
just ringing him now.  If it takes more than a few seconds, we might adjourn for a 
couple of minutes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  You know, he is the- - -  
 
DR RENWICK:  I am hoping he is able- - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is appearing from Alotau. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I apologise. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And I understand there had been some slight technical issues 
there but we will see if he comes on. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see, yes.  Let us just say I am hopeful he is about to come on 
again.  He was there a minute ago.  I understand there are a couple of technical issues.  
Would it be convenient, Commissioners, just to adjourn for a few minutes while we 
re-establish contact and I will let Mr Yuangu know the minute we are ready. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will adjourn briefly.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings briefly. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[10.31am] DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, we have Sir Charles Lepani appearing by video 10 

link. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, Sir Charles Lepani. 

 SIR CHARLES:  Good morning Chairman, I apologise for the Internet issues at the 
hotel, and also to Commissioner Margaret White, good morning. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good morning Sir Charles, we are lucky that we are 
able to be in contact. 

SIR CHARLES:  Eventually. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I would ask that Sir Charles be sworn to give 
evidence in the usual way. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Charles, we will have to swear you in remotely.  The 20 

Commissioner for Oaths administering the oath is in this room.  You are in Alotau 
but if you have a Bible with you, if you can hold the Bible on your right hand and 
the commissioner - - -  

[10.36 am] SIR CHARLES::  They do not have Bibles in the hotels, Chairman.   
 
DR RENWICK:  For our part we can proceed, Chief Commissioner, I think. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I think as long as the statement that Sir Charles 
gives in conformity with …(inaudible)…  I think that is sufficient for all purposes 
from my perspective. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the first time we are administering an oath to a witness 
remotely but I would like to establish the practice for that to take place so that- - - 
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SIR CHARLES:  Chairman, we might go to the reception and get the Bible. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I did put to the Secretary, to him that you require a Bible to be 
on your table. 
 
SIR CHARLES:  Okay, that has not been conveyed to me, Chairman, sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think this is going to be important to my mind.  I do not know 
what Commissioner White thinks but I think we need to get the formalities right, 10 
establish the practice. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, if there is a Bible, chief.  They had the Gideon, 
it might have been busy we should wait. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we should wait. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sure it will not take long, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Papua New Guinea is a Christian country, we need to have a 20 
Bible.  We cannot do without a Bible.  Could I - - - 
 
SIR CHARLES:  It is rare, Chairman, that for a hotel not to have a Bible.  This is 
one rare occasion.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which hotel are you in?  I remember there is a number of hotels 
that provide Bibles. 
 
SIR CHARLES:  At Alotau International, Chairman. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, this may be significant.  Should we defer his 
evidence until we get a Bible and then we deal with another matter that is on the list 
which is Dr Solomon Awili. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, if this is your requirement, Mr Chairman, we can certainly 
proceed. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  How long do they think, Chief, it will take to go to the 
reception and retrieve a Bible? 
 40 
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SIR CHARLES:  It should not be long. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sir Charles, are you able to- - - 
 
SIR CHARLES:  It should not be long, Commissioner, but I am not sure - - - 
 
MR YAPAO:  Chairman, could I make a suggestion, if he has a Bible on his phone? 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, sir, while we are waiting, chief commissioner, I will ask the 
following documents to be put up so we have them to hand.  There is a statement 10 
from Sir Charles of 15 April which should be put up on the screen. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which? 
 
DR RENWICK:  And I might just run through Sir Charles’ qualifications.  Normally, 
I would do this by way of questions but it is purely a formality so I just like the 
Commission to note that Sir Charles has now retired from the public service.  He 
studied industrial relations in Australia, also has a Bachelor of Arts, Economics 
Degree.  He is a former Fulbright scholar and he has had a number of most significant 
roles in the Independent State including being head of the PNG post-independent 20 
National Planning Office.  He was also the Independent State’s ambassador to a 
number of countries including the European Union. 
  

[10.41am] He then has been of particular relevance to this inquiry, head of the Independent 
State Mineral Resources Development Group of Companies, and also led the partial 
privatization of State’s mining and petroleum assets which led to the establishment 
of Orogen, that is, O-r-o-g-e-n Minerals.  He then negotiated the physical regime for 
the Kutubu Petroleum licence area and that was, if you like, the precursor regime to 
the PNG LNG Project.  He then was appointed as High Commissioner to Australia 
where he served for 12 years and then he received the honor of the Knighthood for 30 
Distinguished Public and Diplomatic Services in 2017. 

 
He has provided a number of important statements.  His statement on 15 April refers 
to a number of documents.  I do not need tender those documents now but I commend 
those to the Commission and his statement deals with a number of important topics.  
I propose to ask him at a convenient time some questions on page 5 of the statement 
under the heading, “Government Policy on Investments in Private Business” and in 
particular if we scroll down there, there is a reference to the Bougainville Copper 
Agreement and you will see there the government took out 20 per cent equity in BCL 
and later OK Tedi. 40 
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And the reasons behind the State acquiring equity in the project are there set out 
about the performance of the company, vetting transfer pricing, that is to say, the 
notion that there might be an instance of profits among the divisions of a company 
operating internationally so as to avoid tax and also future training. 
 
I expect his evidence will be that at that time the equity stake in BCL and Ok Tedi 
were paid for from consolidated revenue.  Then over the page there is two pages 
over under the heading, “The Government Policy on Obtaining Parliament 
Approval.”  There is a reference to the work he did as the CEO of MRDC and also 10 
Orogen and I am going to ask him some questions of that work. 
 
Then finally over the page under the heading, (7), “The Government use of Income 
from those Business Ventures.”  In the third paragraph, Sir Charles speaks of his 
concern about the idea of “carry” of State and landowner interest and he defines, 
“carry” to mean that no beneficial interest goes to the State and the traditional owners 
unless and until that is paid through a receipt from interest to the joint venture 
partners.  In other words until it turns a profit.  And indeed we have received a 
slightly more detailed definition of the “carry” which I will come to. 
 20 
And the gravamen of his evidence I think will be that there is a particular case of 
Bougainville and OK Tedi where the moneys were required to be paid from 
consolidated revenue by statue.  They are then with the exception of Orogen really 
until the transactions were concerned with used the “carry” or “carried interest” 
notion but then of course in this case there was the borrowing of very large sums of 
money from a private source in the sense that overseas source and that is 
fundamentally different and of course that is fundamental to the work the 
Commission needs to take, needs to consider. 
 

[10.46am] Sir Charles, have we had any luck with the Bible? 30 
 
SIR CHARLES:  Yes, it is here. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Chief Commissioner, if Sir Charles could be 
sworn please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Mr Tyson Yapao, you can swear the witness. 
 
 
SIR CHARLES LEPANI, sworn: 40 
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XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Sir Charles, I think you have before you your statement of 15 April? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: I think you have a couple of additions you want to make to that statement? 
 10 
A: Yes, I do.  Now, this is the clarifying notes sent to me by Professor Ross 

Garnaut who was an instrumental economist at independence and much of the 
macro-economic policies that have seen the test of times, stood the test of 
times until today, a lot of it were from the efforts that he put in himself.  So 
that is relevant. 
 
The other is a very detailed exposition of how the State acquired the 20 percent 
Bougainville Copper interest with the various dates and agreements that were 
relevant to Bougainville Copper’s operations and their coming into existence.  
This was provided by Dr Bruce Harris who is now the adviser to the Governor 20 
of New Ireland Province. 

 
Q: The three paged document from Dr Bruce Harris of 30 March 2021, do you 

wish that to form an attachment to your statement as something you would 
adopt? 

 
A: Yes, I would, thank you, because it clarifies the issue of how State acquired 

its interest in Bougainville Copper.   
 
Q: Then in relation to Professor Garnaut, perhaps I might just read out an extract 30 

from what he has written and ask you whether you agree with what he has 
said if that convenient. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: He says this, “In petroleum, the State had the right to a Carried Interest paid 

for out of dividends at costs plus a legislated interest rate, State had the right 
to buy earlier an end the carried interest at the legislated interest rate and had 
an interest to do so but borrowing was lower than the legislated rate and did 
so.”   40 
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Do I take it that that is a more fulsome definition of the notion as Carry 
provided by Professor Garnaut that you would like to adopt, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, I do, and it relates to how the State can fully acquire its interest in the 

petroleum project. 
 
Q: Yes. Sir Charles, with those additions and amendments you tell the 

Commission that your statement is true and complete and correct? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 10 
 
Q: Sir Charles, just a few questions if I may which I have alluded to earlier on.  

Am I right in summarizing it this way, in relation to Bougainville Copper and 
later Ok-Tedi, the State equity, the payment of money to those enterprises to 
take up equity was something paid from consolidated revenue, is that right? 

 
[10.51am] A: Yes, Chairman.  Yes, they were. 

 
Q: And then thereafter putting the Orogen situation to one side, the practice in 

the Independent State until the PNG LNG Project was to use the “carry” or 20 
“carried interest” technique, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And I will come back to the PNG LNG system in a minute.  Did you 

want to say anything further than is in your statement about what was done in 
relation to Orogen? 

 
A: Yes.  Orogen was set up to partially privatize the State’s interest, 51 per cent 

of the State’s interest holding, sorry, 49 per cent of the State’s interest and the 30 
State retains 31 per cent.  This was mainly to address the issue of the 
landowner and State’s interests, both at that time were managed by Mineral 
Resources Development Group of Companies. And once the Orogen Minerals 
Limited was floated as a company publicly listed, it started generating income 
by way of revenue from the State’s interest, partial interest and paying 
dividends and tax to the State.  An earlier flow of revenue to the State than 
had it been otherwise because it took some time for the State to buy or 
purchase its interest in these projects except of course for the tax.  The tax 
threshold was deferred due to the issue of a request by the Companies that 
they defer payment of tax until they have recouped their capital and cost. 40 
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Q: And for example and this is on the scene now, in the paragraph beginning to 

cut a long story short, you explained some of your concerns with the idea of 
carry of State and landowner interests and you there explained in the following 
paragraph, beginning, “I was particularly concerned as to why a change from 
that policy led to the approach in Orogen,” as you have just described. 

 
A: Yes, that is to try and bring on the spin off benefits from these projects to the 

landowners and the State earlier then had these projects and the State and 
landowners waited to pay off this carry. 10 

 
Q: Yes.  Now, moving forward then to the PNG LNG Project that involved State 

borrowing large sums of money to fund the purchase of its share in that 
project, did it not? 

 
A: Could I just paraphrase the remarks I will make.  I was already High 

Commissioner in Australia and had no involvement in the LNG Project.  As I 
said in my statement I was involved in coordinating the State’s position on the 
fiscal regime for its precursor, the pipeline project to Queensland from the 
Kutubu for the stranded gas.  It is a smaller project but the negotiations for the 20 
LNG Project and its aftermath and how it was financed I was not involved in 
that.  So I will leave that detailed comments to any other more competent 
witnesses but I can comment on the historical policy back. 

 
[10.56 am] Q: Yes.  So, Sir Charles, can you please assume that in the PNG LNG Project the 

Independent State borrowed a very large sum of money to purchase its share 
in the project and assuming that to be so, is that the first time to your 
knowledge that Independent State had borrowed funds from a financial 
institution to fund the purchase of its share in a mineral resource project? 

 30 
A: In a big way yes, that is as far as my understanding. I cannot vouch for its 

accuracy but that is how I understood it. 
 
Q: No. no, indeed that is why I asked you to make an assumption.  Assuming that 

was so, do you have any opinion about the alternative policies on the one hand 
the OK Tedi approach, Bougainville Copper on the other, the Carry approach, 
the Orogen approach and the PNG LNG approach, do you have any general 
remarks you would like to make about what is right for the Independent State? 
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A: Well, I think the policy shifts, it is critical here.  The historical arrangements 
where the State was able to afford the financing of its interest in Ok Tedi and 
Bougainville.  And when the more expensive projects came along, particularly 
with the capital costs, financing the capital cost and interest; the carry interest 
to the State in a kind of a holding position.  Orogen came along and did realize 
the State and those landowners who were able to give us their options; give 
Orogen its options they realized cash flow at an earlier stage but that thinking, 
I think was really configured to the bigger, more expensive projects like the 
LNG Project which eventually ended up in 19 billion capital project, and the 
State’s percentage interest that required funding to acquire that interest.  I 10 
think that more concern or more policy thinking should have gone into 
assessing the alternative uses of scarce funding that is available to the State. 

 
The State has guaranteed its borrowings before for other smaller projects and 
also purchase of its interest in some of the State’s enterprises et cetera, not 
purchase but saving up its State’s enterprises.  But I just see the urgency of 
buying huge amount of equity as a little questionable given the need and the 
demands of the State’s funding resources for alternative users such as 
education and health facilities that need to be built and also pay for the school 
supplies and health supplies.  So, these are considerations I do not think – 20 
maybe the policy makers at that time did not consider these things but the 
problem with major resource projects is that market vicissitudes and market 
fluctuations, you just do not know when prices will fall, and Bougainville’s 
case we set up the Mineral Resources Stabilization Fund, coming to the use 
of funds from these resources and that flows from the revenues from 
Bougainville, both the tax and the dividends from the equity; equity holding 
went into this mineral resources stabilization fund and its purpose is to 
stabilize the budget because it affected the budget so much.  

 
[11.01am] Major part of the revenue to the budget came from Bougainville Copper, so 30 

the stabilization fund was there to make sure in bad times, there is that reserve 
that will go into the budget to support the budget and maintain some 
consistency in the flows to the budget.   

 
But the LNG Project, my understanding originally was to set up the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund, and that sovereign wealth fund would constitute infrastructure 
fund and future generations fund.  Now, that was a very useful context, if you 
are going to spend that much money to own the equity.  And they sent many 
delegations throughout the world, to Norway, to Chile to other parts of the 
world, to study these Sovereign World Fund concept.  But I do not know what 40 
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had transpired afterwards in the mid 2010, 11, 12, 13 et cetera, as to why that 
concept that the fund, sovereign wealth fund was never taken up seriously.  In 
fact, the surrogate substitute, the Kumul Consolidated Fund that holds all the 
State’s interest in State enterprises and mining and petroleum interest was set 
up to substitute for that Sovereign Wealth Fund.  So I just do not know how 
that – you will hear from I gather other witnesses, competent witnesses, who 
actually run this company and other subsidiaries more details of what or how 
they managed revenues from these resources and what flows that there are 
that contributes to the State’s coffers; the consolidated revenue. 

 10 
Q: Thank you, Sir Charles.  Unless there is anything further, do you wish to say, 

Sir Charles, those are questions from counsel assisting and now, there is an 
opportunity for the Commissioners and, indeed, others at the bar table to ask 
questions if they wish.  You just stay there, please, for a minute.   

 
A: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you go first.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  Thank you very much, Sir Charles, 20 
for your contribution to the Commission’s work; it is vitally important that we have 
the opportunity to hear from those, particularly like yourself, who have been 
involved in these very important decisions in the history of the Independent State.   
 
Could I just ask you this?  When the State was contemplating setting up Origin 
privatizing part of those projects, where did it take its financial advice about the 
modeling?  Was it all in-house or did you seek advice from external experts about 
these matters? 
 
A: Yes, okay.  We have plenty of financial advisers and politically, there were 30 

very involved policy makers.  Sir Julius Chan at that time was the Prime 
Minister and Honourable Chris Haiveta was the Minister for Finance.  They 
were very involved in their discussions and there were very solid contributions 
to how they see this vehicle to be set up and what its role was to be. 

 
Q: Did you take advice from external consultants about these matters? 
 
A: Yes, we had financial advisers. There was an adviser that was ...(inaudible)... 

a man called Graham Tuckwell who is a very wealthy man …(inaudible)…  
He was working with – I think it was – I have just forgotten the investment 40 
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bank around that time.  There were other - once we got to the stage of moving 
you had the brokerage houses involved as well.  So it went through pretty well 
normal process of government involvement and policy backing to it as well 
as the expert opinions from outside. 

 
[11.06am] Q: Thank you, Sir Charles.  Chief, I have no further questions of Sir Charles.   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have one or two questions.  This question is in relation 
to Orogen Minerals Limited.  From the information I have, it seems you may have 
been a key player in the set up of Orogen Minerals and its subsequent management? 10 
 
A: Yes, I was appointed to run Orogen Mineral.  As I was running MRDC at that 

time, I moved to Orogen Minerals, yes.   
 
Q: Will I be correct in saying you were the first Managing Director of Orogen 

Minerals? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Could you just give us a bit of background in terms of why Orogen Minerals 20 

was set up by the government; the shareholding in Orogen Minerals and what 
happened to Orogen Minerals later? 

 
A: Yes.  As I said, State has 31 percent shareholding interest and 49 percent was 

floated publicly.  It was a very successfully float …(inaudible)… subscribed.  
Once it was set up, we had board of directors who were independent board of 
directors.  There was the State director, in fact, very minimal State’s 
involvement in management in the board of directors.  This was intentional, 
mainly because we want to run this without too much State interference.  

 30 
 One of the - as you can see in my evidence later, we had an occasion where 
we did raise …(inaudible)…  by a loan facility which was not guaranteed by 
the State because Orogen has its – its reputation is well enough to go without 
State backing and State guarantee.  We had K15 million facility as a standby 
security in case we had to cover for any contingencies or emergencies or cash 
flow issues.  At one stage the State wanted to take that over because they 
wanted it from us to support their budget and we did resist that and   
fortunately, the State held off.  That was the risk about having too much State 
involvement in these organizations that it set up to try and manage flows of 
revenue et cetera that belonged to the people of Papua New Guinea. 40 
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Q: What happened to Orogen Minerals? 
 
A: I left Orogen Minerals.   I retired in 2000,  2001 – I think it was 2000 and it 

continued for a year or so but there was pressure again for various reasons 
which I am not sure about, at least as I had left. 

  
[11.11am] But there was pressure on the State’s budget, so the State wanted to sell its 

interest and the options were to sell which at that time in the Morauta 
Government by then, was to consider selling their interest to, I think, it was 10 
(Stantox). It was bidding to take over the State’s interest and if I can remember 
correctly that was K2 a share.  It was considered by the government in the 
Cabinet in Lae that this was not enough and they went to sell the interest to 
Oil Search because Oil Search was regarded at that time and is still I think, 
the PNG …(inaudible)… company and most if not all its interests then were 
in Papua New Guinea.  So, I think they sold the interest partly cash and partly 
shares in Oil Search.  And that is the extent of my knowledge of what that 
institution involved in Cabinet in Lae. 

 
Q: All right, Okay, well those are my only questions.  Is there any counsel here 20 

who might want to ask questions, yes? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Mr Chairman, I am sorry I was not prepared but might there be Dr 
Renwick as well and commissioners another opportunity at a later time should there 
be any aspects of Sir Charles’ evidence that we and I refer to myself, sir as 
representing the late Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare’s interest as the Prime 
Minister at that time.  He was government in 2007, I was a member in the party and 
as commissioners and Dr Renwick know, the major project the PNG LNG was 
negotiated and finalised by the NA government of Sir Michael.  Sir Charles has made 
some reference to it.  I was not prepared not being aware of his statements.  Some 30 
aspects that may be possible to ask some questions in relation to not specific right 
now so I am just asking, sir and Dr Renwick whether at some later time it might be 
possible to ask a few questions of Sir Charles.  If not then this is the only occasion 
then not being prepared I will not pursue that, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My only question or reservation would be the capacity in which 
you appear. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I would have thought that with the passing on of late Sir 
Michael Somare your instructions would have ceased. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And I think your involvement at the last time was Mr Kumura 
giving evidence just simply to assist Mr Kumura. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, that is partly correct, sir. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you would like to give some evidence as a witness then 
obviously you may be eligible to give that kind of evidence given your experience. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN: But as a person representing the late Sir Michael Somare I think, 
I just have that inclination that your commission would have ended when Sir 
Michael Somare passed on? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Sir, that is correct.  Let us pursue that with the Commission just 20 
shortly hereafter as to my continuing role, sir.  Thank you, nothing further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  All right, thank you Sir Arnold.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  There is nothing.  Yes, I have no questions arising, Chief and that 
being so might Sir Charles be excused with us then. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you seek to tender his statement formally, Dr Renwick? 
 

[11.16am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, I do tender, yes indeed.  I do tender his statement of 15 April 30 
2020 and attached to it and adopted by him as his own is the three-page document 
from Dr Harris of 30 March 2021.  So I ask that they be received into and marked as 
exhibits.   
 

A:    And if that – Dr Ross Garnaut’s notes are just one-page notes, please. 

Q:   Yes, certainly and that too can be attached as an exhibit as well.  So we have 
those so that is the tender, Commissioners? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you have no questions, then I can 
formally admit the witness’ statements plus those two additional statements into 
evidence? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, no questions, Chief.  I am content to have it 
admitted as exhibits 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Those statements or the main statement and the two 
accompanying statements are formally admitted into evidence and they be marked 
as exhibit C.   Sir Charles Lepani, thank you for your evidence. 

EXHIBIT C –STATEMENT OF SIR CHARLES LEPANI DATED 15 APRIL 
2021 10 

A: Thank you Chief and Commissioner White, Commissioner lady.  Thank you 
for your patience because it has been a long time coming but we are here 
eventually.  Sorry about the internet.  Can I just ask to clarify one point, please 
from former Justice Amet, am I still required to answer some questions from 
him or not? 

Q:  No.   

A: Thank you.  Thank you, Chief. 

Q: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

 20 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Renwick, next witness. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner, Dr Katter will take the next witness and he 
will sit where I have been sitting.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, is Dr Solomon Awili present? 

MR YAPAO:  Yes, Dr Awili is present with us this morning.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, if he can take the witness stand.  Let me just ascertain 
from Dr Awili first.  Sorry, take a seat.  As I understand you had discussions with 
counsel assisting the Commission and you are now ready to give your evidence or 
you are not quite ready to give your evidence, then you do not need to be sworn in, 
and if you want to say something, the Commission can hear you. 

DR SOLOMON AWILI:  Thank you, Chair.  Yes, I am ready to tender my - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are ready to give evidence? 

DR AWILI:  Yes.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then you may be seated.  Mr Yapao, you can swear 
the witness. 10 

 

DR SOLOMON AWILI, sworn: 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 

XN:  DR KATTER 

Q: Dr Awili, please state your full name? 

A: Hello, sorry I cannot hear you. 

Q: Please, state your full name Dr Awili? 

A: Yes, Dr Solomon Awili is my full name.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just pause there.  I did not quite get your name and your 20 

position.  I thought Dr Renwick was going to examine the witness but can you give 
your name, your position and then - - - 

DR DOMINIC KATTER:  Dr Dominic Katter, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   You are counsel assisting senior counsel Renwick, is it?  

[11.21am] DR KATTER:  Yes.  Counsel assisting Dr Renwick. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That information is necessary for the audience who is here.  
You may go ahead. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter; you may go ahead. 

DR KATTER:  Dr Awili; your current employment? 

A: I am employed as a senior lecturer in Banking and Finance at the School of 
Business and Public Policy, University of Papua New Guinea. 

Q: And how long have you been in that role? 

A: I have been there for the last 15 years. 

Q: What was your doctoral dissertation on? 10 

A: My doctorate dissertation is in the area of applied finance.  It is a study 
looking into the crucial relationship between financial sector growth and 
economic development, a case for the Pacific Melanesian Countries. 

Q: And since completing your doctorate has that been a field of research for 
you? 

A: Yes sir. 

Q: On the screen Dr Awili you should see a copy of your statement for the 
reference it is WST.0047.001.009; is that a statement prepared by you? 

A: Yes sir. 

Q: And it is 11 pages in length; is it not? 20 

A: Correct. 

Q:  And has a 12 page which refers to references relied upon as to the statement; 
does it not? 

A: Yes, correct. 
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Q: And it is headed “An analysis of the IPIC/UBS Off-shore Loan by the PNG 
Government”; is it not? 

A: Yes, correct. 

Q: When you prepared this statement; had you read the terms of reference of this 
Commission of Inquiry which is dated 30 August 2019 as published in the 
gazette? 

A: Yes, I was forwarded a copy by the Secretary to the Commission and I read 
it. 

Q: Yes. Are there any corrections you wish to make to this statement document? 

A: No, I am happy with what I have come up with. 10 

Q: Commissioners; I would seek to formally tender the statement and have it 
marked please. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just ask one question to clarify the statement; does it 
have a date?  I do not seem to see the date, statement date. 

DR KATTER:  But first page Dr Awili; it mentions 20.07.17; is that the date of the 
statement? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: And what date was that? 

A: What is that? 

Q: Dr Awili; was it 17 July 2020? 20 

A: Yes.  That was the time I submitted this evidence. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where does that date appear on the document? 

DR KATTER:  On the top right, Chief, of the first page. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The dated is being obscured by some images here on the screen. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think Chief, it is under the stamp of the Commission 
and it makes it a bit difficult to see. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The original document - - - 

DR KATTER:  Sorry Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The original document I have got, which I believe is the same 
as the one appearing on the screen does not have a date.  Establish the date on which 
the statement was prepared; what date was it? 

[11.26am] A: Well, if the date was not included then the date that appears on the document 
that is the date on which I submitted the evidence. 

 Q: What date is it? 10 

 A: 20. 

 Q: 20? 

 A: 17 July 2020. 

 Q: All right. 

 A: Thank you sir. 

 DR KATTER:  Chief, I would ask that this statement be formally tendered. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you have no questions to ask then I 
will formally admit this statement into evidence. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, that is fine. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The statement of Dr Solomon Awili dated 17 July 20 

2020 is formally admitted into evidence.  That will be marked exhibit D, letter D. 

 EXHIBIT D – STATEMENT OF DR SOLOMON AWILI DATED 17 JULY 
2020 

 DR KATTER:  And Chief Commissioner I have some questions arising now from 
the statement, if it pleases.   
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 DR KATTER:  Dr Awili, your statement is divided into parts. It has an introduction, 
the nature of the IPIC UBS loan transaction, Policy Issues and Recommendations 
with a  Conclusion; does it not? 

 A: Yes sir. 

Q: Yes and as to the policy issues and recommendation you then identified three 
policy issues and you make some recommendations as to each; do you not? 

A: Yes, I agree. 

Q: On the first page, you state a conclusion of fact and these are your words, “The 
IPIC loan was secured to finance State’s 18.2 percent equity in the LNG 10 

Project but also the finance government’s Equity in the LNG Project.”  In 
making that statement; did you rely upon documents that are not publicly 
available? 

A: Well, the loan agreements are not publicly available but I relied on the sources 
that I have cited there including the Ombudsman Commission’s Report plus 
other sources like the Australian Financial Review and some other materials 
on the newspapers so yes, I did not cite any original agreements such as the 
LNG Project Agreements because I understand that they are not available 
publicly.  

Q: Had you read the Ombudsman Commission’s UBS Loan Report when you 20 

prepared this statement? 

A: Yes, the 323 pages report I read through it before I finalized my report. 

Q: You mentioned just before; Australian and you referred to it in your statement; 
Australian Financial Review Report, to use your word; are you referring to 
Australian Financial Review newspaper articles that you read on the internet? 

A: Correct. 

Q:  All right. 

A: Correct. 
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Q: The second paragraph on the first page of your statement, you mentioned that 
you critically analyzed the IPIC UBS Off-shore Loans; when you say that in 
that paragraph; are you referring to both the 2009 and 2014 loans there? 

A: There is not so much on the 2009 International Petroleum Corporation or the 
IPIC loan but both of them are connected because the UBS loan was secured 
to refinance the LNG loan and also to refinance the third phase of the Papua  
LNG  plus retire the IPIC loan so yes, these two loans are connected. 

Q: When you are referring to the nature of the IPIC UBS Loan transactions on 
page 2 of your statement and these are your words “The IPIC-UBS loan for 
the LNG Project financing borders on a complicated international capital 10 

market transaction”.  What did you mean by “borders on a complicated 
international market transaction?” 

[11.31am] A: Because as you can see a number of international players are involved 
financial advisors, bankers and then at the same time it involves sophisticated 
financial products like the IPIC exchangeable bond and the UBS collar loan, 
so these call option bonds are considered as a complex financial derivatives. 
and these are State financing is unprecedented because it happened for the 
first time in the history of Independence State of Papua New Guinea, and 
involved in the international financial markets so that is where I stated, 
borders on complicated international capital market transaction’ because in 20 

the Constitution, in the laws that mentions financial institutions, not so much 
on capital market transactions.  So this was an unprecedented case involving 
a complicated capital market transaction so that is why I said what I said there.  
Thank you. 

Q: You referred to in that same paragraph on page 2, a number of institutional 
players, IPIC of Abu Dhabi, UBS, ANZ Bank, financial advisors and legal 
advisors and the regulators; was there something unusual about the 
involvement of those institutional players and regulators in these loans? 

A: No, it is no unusual transaction it is a transaction that normally happens but in 
this case the unusual side is when the Independent State of Papua New Guinea 30 

is involved itself in a share market or listed securities market transaction.  That 
makes it a bit unusual otherwise these sort of transactions are normal but they 
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involved a lot complicated financial products and a number of institutional 
players so that is where the game becomes tricky and we have to know what 
we are doing before we enter into such financial market transactions. 

Q: You referred to the transaction as “An Unprecedented State Funding 
Fundraising Drive; was that something that distinguished this loan or these 
loans from any that had come before? 

A: Yes.  I said unprecedented because in the history of the Independent State of 
Papua New Guinea and going by section 209 of the Constitution that talks 
about the powers of borrowing, it does not mention the equity financing.  It 
only talks about debt financing, promisory notes, bonds, these all border on 10 

debt financing, not on equity financing. 

 We have gone into equity financing so this is why this is an unprecedented 
case and on the basis of this I have come up with a number of 
recommendations that I have put forward in this evidence.  

Q: You referred to the five – you described that as the five key international 
financial markets; credit share bond debt, foreign exchange and financial 
derivatives.  Was it unprecedented, which the word you used before, that these 
loans crossed all international finance markets, to use your phraseology? 

A: Yes, correct. 

Q: These transactions involved a number of financial markets that involved the 20 

commodities market and that is where the oil market comes in and it involved 
the share market because we also invested in the Oil Search as a listed 
company in Australia, then we also borrowed from the international bond 
market or debt market so it also bordered on a debt equity transaction or debt 
transaction and an equity transaction because shares were involved.   

So this is why a number of financial markets transactions took place so that is 
why I mentioned those were markets and clearly defined those markets there, 
and then the use of complex financial products like collar bond and 
exchangeable bond which is supposed to be used for financial risk 
management and that is why they were used there.  And as you can see later 30 

that the State fell venerable because there was no counter hedging financial 
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risk management strategy on our part and that is where we went wrong and I 
have clearly pointed that out as part to boost the local advisory capacity in our 
country. 

[11.36am]Q: In the second paragraph on page 2, you referred to the 2009 loan using an 
exchangeable bond by collateralizing the State’s 196.6 million shares in Oil 
Search and you state, you go onto to say that, that was both a bond and equity 
market transaction.  Can you elaborate upon what you mean there by both a 
bond and equity market transaction specifically? 

A: A bond is because we secured the loan from the International Petroleum 
Investment Corporation from the Abu Dhabi royal family.  That is a debt or 10 

loan transaction.  Equity or share transaction is because State’s 196.6 million 
were used but these shares are not listed shares, they are unlisted shares so it 
still borders on equity market transaction.  In the case of Oil Search, it is a 
listed company and these are listed securities which are affected by the 
collapsed …(inaudible)… of the share prices.  But State’s 196.6 million shares 
are unlisted shares and then of course there is that loan coming from IPIC so 
that is why both debt and equity transaction happened there.  That is why I 
mentioned that.  

Q: In the final paragraph of the third paragraph on page 2, you referred to the 
2014 loan as a debt market transaction.  Are you therefore differentiating the 20 

2009 and 2014 loan as being, and this is using your terminology again, from 
wholly different financial market? 

A: Yes.  It is clear there but 1.239 billion for UBS was a loan and is in the debt 
market and then the proceeds of that loan was to refinance the purchase of 
149,390,244 shares which equates to 10.01 stake in an Australian Stock 
Exchange listed company in Oil Search so that is an equity market transaction. 

Q: You are referring to 2014 loan and used the word ‘a complex financial 
derivative product called the collar loan; what do you mean by a collar loan 
as used at the bottom of page 2? 

A: Yes.  Collar loan, sort of a call option there so that means that hinges on the 30 

underlying price of financial security, in this case shares and that needs to be 
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exercised and exercising of a option means that you have that right or privilege 
to enter into the contract.  And that the holder has that privilege or right to 
exercise it.  In this case; the State did not come up with a counter risk 
management strategy.  On the part of the lender they had it in place there, that 
is why they gave the loan and that loan was a collar loan which means that 
they had the option to exercise it at any time in the event that the commodity 
price or collection it will affect the share price they had that option or right to 
exercise it.  The State fell venerable because we never had any counter risk 
management strategy so they had a call option; we should have gone for a put 
option to manage that and in this case there is clear evidence that there was 10 

no financial risk management strategy on the part of the State. 

Q: On page 3 at the top of the page and you just mentioned the put option but 
you used the specific phrase “out-of-the-money put option”; what do you 
mean by that phrase there? 

A: Well, this is an expression in the officer’s language.  It is a complicated area 
and is out-of-the-money or at the money or in the money.  Out-of-the-money; 
this case applies to the call option meaning that when the market price is below 
the strike price which is the set price agreed, agreed prior to signing the 
agreement, the holder of the call option will exercise the option.  

[11.41am]   That is why it is …(inaudible)… because market price was below the strike 20 

price which is the agreed price so when that happened there, the right for the 
privilege to exercise is to sell it. That is why in this case it was out-of-the-
money because the share price was lower than the market price.  That is what 
happened in this case so I put the word ‘out-of-the-money option. 

Q: Now, four lines down on at that page 3 of your statement you say that, “the 
ultimate goal of this position is that the underlying stock continues to rise until 
the written strike, agreed market value price of shares, is reached.”  Can you 
elaborate please upon what you are referring to there? 

A: What it means is that, there is no term such as derivative contracts, it means 
that a financial contract derives its value from an underlying financial asset.  30 

In this case, it depended on the share price.  The share price in this case an oil 
company depended on the price of oil so when the price of oil at that time was 
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falling, it affected profitability of Oil Search and shares were collapsing.  That 
is why they had the exercise the option to sell the shares and as a result the 
price was K5.20 mentioned there but we bought it at A$8.00 I think, A$8.50.  
So that difference resulted in the loss of A$420 million which is  equivalent 
to around K1 billion because the share price collapsed.  When the share price 
collapsed, they had to exercise their option.  Those are explained clearly there. 

Q: When you refer to the 2014 loan you described it as a ‘sophisticated financial 
derivative’; is this the type of loan that you know has been used previously by 
the State in Papua New Guinea to your knowledge? 

A: To my knowledge and understanding as I said earlier; yes, the unlisted shares 10 

like in the case of Orogen; they were used but we never – the State never 
resorted to equity financing listing listed securities or a listed company and in 
this case Oil Search shares were listed on the Australian Stock Exchange.  And 
for short-term financing Independent State of Papua New Guinea never 
resorted to short-term equity financing in the listed securities market so that 
is why it happened for the first time and I pointed those out clearly in the 
evidence. 

Q: Yes. When you referred to it as ‘sophisticated’; is that a reference to 
sophisticated in jurisdiction or in terms of cross-jurisdiction or international 
lending generally? 20 

A: Sorry, I did not hear you; can you come out clearly? 

Q: When you are referring to the 2014 loan as a ‘sophisticated financial 
derivative’; are you referring to the sophistication being a sophistication 
within Papua New Guinea or sophistication in terms of international cross-
jurisdictional lending generally? 

A: Both.  Both, even in the international capital markets these are considered as 
complicated financial transactions because of the use of sophisticated 
financial instruments such as put options and call options or exchangeable 
bond so in the context of PNG, yes; and even at the international capital 
market transactions these are also considered as complicated financial 30 

transactions. 
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Q: In your second substantive paragraph on page 3, you mentioned quite a 
number of figures, are those figures comes from the Ombudsman Commission 
report? 

A: Yes.  The information is collected from a number of sources I cited in my 
evidence but in those reports, the report was not put together by a specialist 
trained in the area of finance and banking like myself so I used the market 
capitalization formula there.   

[11.46am]  It is not mentioned in the Ombudsman Commission report and I have 
connected the dots there from information collected from those sources.  For 
example: 149,390,244 shares were bought, the share price at that time was 10 

AU$8.20.  To get the market capitalization you multiply number of shares by 
the initial purchase price, you will arrive at AU$1.225 billion and that 
AU$1.225 billion is not mentioned in those reports. However, the actual 
payment that was made was AU$1.239 billion so that gives a difference of 
around AU$14 million which is mentioned in the Ombudsman Commission 
report.  So the difference there may have come from somewhere to boost the 
figure to AU$1.239 billion.   

If you use the formula the amount should have been AU$1.225 billion, the 
price of AU$8.20 so when you liquidated the position because of the fall in 
share price at Oil Search, the liquid - the closing out price.  I used the formula 20 

to figure it out is AU$5.30 and that will give you back AU$1225 and the loss 
of AU$420 million which is equivalent to K1 billion so those are explained 
there.  So, yes, information came from those sources but as a trained person I 
used the formulas that they used to connect the dots and I really came up with 
something that is missing in those reports 

Q: When you refer to that figure of AU$14 million that would be what, 1 to 2 per 
cent of the total; would it? 

A: Correct.  If you put in million over 1.225 billion multiply by 100 per cent, yes, 
you could come up in terms of percentage around yes 1 to 2 per cent.  That 
was considered as fees for the consultancy payment. 30 
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Q: In the final paragraph or the third paragraph on page 3, you mentioned and 
these are your words “that the international capital markets are complex, 
highly liquid and deeply transactionally interconnected.”  When you refer to 
the 2014 loan as being sophisticated; put that sophistication in a context which 
is above below, equal to, what you describe as the complex highly liquid 
international capital market? 

A: Yes.  The financial markets are transnationally interconnected and they are 
complex so like I have just explained there, sudden occurrence of any event 
can instantaneously affect share prices of listed companies. It is explained 
there that in this case when the price of LNG and oil collapsed, Oil Search 10 

profits plunged.  And this bad news got transmitted into the financial markets 
because there are deeply transnationally connected and highly liquid, meaning 
that they were – highly liquid meaning you have to convert their financial 
assets into cash.  So that is why holders of - the shareholders of Oil Search 
saw that oil prices were collapsing which affected the share price of Oil Search 
that they started to sell their shares.   

And this resulted in the collapse of Oil Search share price and in this case 
from AU$8.20 to around AU$5.39 and the State came out when the price was 
around AU$5.39 leading to a loss of AU$420 million equivalent to K1 billion.  
That is why I said it is in a volatile share markets governments do not invest 20 

there and it was an unprecedented case. 

Q: You referred to the price; this is in the fourth line, second fourth line of the 
third paragraph on page 3.  You refer the price of LNG and oil collapsing and 
that Oil Search profits plunged; to use your words. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Does that mean that the commerciality or otherwise of the sophisticated 
transaction was susceptible to economic factors that were outside the control 
of the participants to the transaction? 

[11.51am] A: Corporations invest in the share market, the listed share market, not 
governments because they have the technology, the people to monitor their 30 
financial market and to re-adjust their portfolios and then manage their losses.  
In this case for the first time Independent State of Papua New Guinea got 
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involved itself into the listed volatile share market.  That is why when the 
share price collapsed the equity position of PNG Government collapsed.  That 
is explained there.  And if the share price went from $8.20 to $5.39, we 
liquidated but I have not sighted any counter-financial risk management 
strategy on the part of the State.  That is why I came up in my 
recommendations that we need to look into that.   

 
For example, a broker would have been told that if the share price decided to 
go down from $8.20 to $8, sell all my shares.  That was not indicated.  That 
was a free fall until we realized that things were getting worse so we got out 10 
at $5.39 and we made a capital loss of AU$420 million.   

 
Q: On page 5, you proposed a series of recommendations and you, including your 

recommendations for constitutional change as to section 209, do you not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Does that recommendation regarding section 209 flow from your earlier 

statement that the State should not be an investor, in your words, “in a highly 
volatile share market?” 20 

 
A: Yes, it was also in section 209, I presented the case before the Chair and he 

proposed to me that I need to include the entire section 209, which I did in 
this evidence; and there is no mention of equity financing.  Even in the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) Act 1973, there is no mention of that but then that 
equity financing is mentioned in the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act 1976 
while it is not mentioned in the Constitution.   

 
In the Constitution, it talks about debt financing from measuring those loans, 
there are all debt financing and no mention of equity financing which is a 30 
share financing.  All of a sudden in the Loan (Overseas Borrowing) Act 1976 
section 2 is mentioned there, the powers of borrowing; 2( c )it says equity 
financing in companies and that is not mentioned in the Constitution.  There 
is no statutory clarity; there is a contradiction there.  That is why I am 
proposing a number of recommendations there. 

 
Q: You specifically referred to United States of America as an example of a 

government that does not directly invest in the share market for short-term 
financing needs.  Are there other countries that you are aware of that have a 
similar non-involvement if I quote that in that regard? 40 
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A: Based on theory and policy, governments are not there to list public funds in 

volatile securities market.  I have pointed United States because United States 
is a big economy and they do not invest in short-term listed securities market.   
So that means that many governments around the world, they do not do that.  
That is why it was an unprecedented short-term equity financing, in our case.  
So, yes, I just only pointed out US there.   

 
Q: Are you aware as to whether the United States of America have changed their 

position over time in that regard or not? 10 
 
A: No, I do not think they will and as I said earlier, they are very volatile and 

share prices can go up and down any time.  That is why public funds have not 
been invested in those short-term volatile capital markets, and they will not 
change their position.  They just could not.  It is purely prudence and that is 
fiscal responsibility. 

 
Q: On page 7, you proposed a subsection (4) to section 209 of the Constitution 

which is a constitution, in your proposal, a constitutional ban on short-term 
finance via purchase and sale of publicly traded or listed financial securities 20 
such as common shares in domestic and international capital market.  What 
do you anticipate, in your definition on your proposal of that phrase “short 
term”? 

 
[11.56am] A: Yes, because as I said earlier in the Constitution there is no mention of equity 

financing, then in the (Overseas Borrowings) Act 1976, section 2(1)(c) talks 
about equity financing in companies.  That is why for statutory clarity and 
consistent with industry practiced on the part of governments, industry 
practice and government policy,  read the Constitution, used those words that 
are there to add statutory clarity and then that is why I said a fourth section 30 
should be incorporated.  And those are the words that come out clearly there 
that “Parliament shall not authorize any raising of short term financing via 
purchase and sale of publicly traded or listed financial securities,” it is not 
unlisted.  Unlisted, I think, the case of the PNG Government they have got 
shares with BSP here through Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited.  That 
is a listed company but it is for the long term.  In this case short term meaning 
could be one year or less, two years.  You cannot go quickly into the share 
market because that is where you end up losing funds because of the volatility 
of the share market so that is why those words are clearly there to add clarity 
in terms of State financing and I proposed that. 40 
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Q: You state that the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) No.2 Act contradicts, this is 

your statement, section 209 of the Constitution, is that because, in the Act 
there is no express equity finance articulation, I should say, is that because in 
the Constitutional provision there is no express equity finance articulation? 

 
A: Yes, it is clearly there is no mention of equity financing, the Constitution in 

section 209, State financing.  It only talks about debt financing, words like 
bonds, promissory notes, they are all to do with debt financing. 

 10 
Q: Are you aware of any similar constitutional provisions to the existing 209 or 

the proposed amended 209 that you proposed in other countries? 
 
A: Yes, as I said earlier, the US Constitution, yes, they have similar wordings 

there and in Australia too because they do not investment in listed securities 
market.  So as to my understanding Australia, US and other countries their 
Constitution is very clear that they should not be investing in listed securities 
market but long term investments as I said here is often that is available.  And 
in the case of PNG, yes, they do have investments.  I think BSP through 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited with shareholding in BSP as a listed 20 
company but that is for the long term, not for short term.  Even then our 
Constitution does not mention equity financing to start off with and you can 
see there there is a contradiction there and that is why I proposed these two 
amendments. 

 
Q: You then proposed in your statement amendments to sections 2 and 4 of Loans 

(Overseas Borrowings) No.2 Act, do you not? 
 
A: Yes, in fact this is to add clarity and ensure that there is consistency with the 

Constitution and the Acts of Parliament in the area of State financing. 30 
 
Q:  Sorry, with section 2, the proposed amended section 2, that would include a 

general borrowing power for the purchase of equity in non-publicly traded or 
unlisted company.  Is this the case that you would recommend this change to 
that Act only if the constitutional provision is also first amended? 

 
[12.01pm]  A: Yes, it is clear there, it proposed the new section, section 209 of State 

financing because it does not mention anything so I propose that and then with 
that proposed amendment  statutory clarity to an Act of Parliament 
which is the Overseas Borrowing Act and because it is mentioned there, 40 
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section 216, the purchase of equity and the word equity comes in I am 
proposing that equity is not clearly defined, whether it is a listed equity or 
unlisted equity; it is completely different.  Listed equity, highly volatile; 
unlisted equity like Orogen shares, unlisted, that is okay but listed equity, 
volatile.  Section 216 does not say that listed equity or unlisted equity so I am 
proposing a minor amendment there to add clarity to those words.  That is 
now consistent with the proposal I am making to amend section 209. 

 
Q: Do these two proposed statutory changes that you are referring to, you are 

recommending, do they follow then the articulation you made about United 10 
States of America and its position regarding not directly investing in the share 
market for a short-term financing need? 

 
A: Correct, that is not only United States as I said earlier, Australia, Britain and 

many other countries’ jurisdictions.  They are very clear and they should not 
be investing in listed securities market, volatile securities market. 

 
Q: In your – I am sorry, I- - - 
 
A: No worries, thank you go ahead. 20 
 
Q: In your conclusion, you referred to the building of advisory capacity 

particularly in or to the Treasury as the lead agency, do you not? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  Did you envisage by that articulation that the Treasury would have 

external advisers who are not employed full-time by the Treasury? 
 
A: We firstly have to strengthen our internal advisory capacity because when it 30 

comes to providing advice to the government and when it comes to involving 
sophisticated financial instruments like collar bond, exchangeable bonds or 
options of call options or put option as I have said earlier, people must be 
trained in those areas to understand the terms and implications in order to 
provide sound advice to the government. 

 
I do not think that many employees working for the Central Bank , Treasury 
Department and Finance have studied courses like financial derivatives which 
I have studied because if you do not know what you are talking, you will not 
understand the implications of it.  That is why there is clear evidence of lack 40 
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of counter-financial risk management strategy on the part of the State.  That 
shows that there is lack of evidence of – sorry, lack of sound financial advice 
to the State whether it be internally or externally, there is that that advice is 
missing.  There is no evidence of the State having in place a counter-financial 
risk management strategy.  That is why State felt vulnerable, so I said there is 
a need for the State to strengthen the advisory capacity.  Thank you. 

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions at this time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  I would just like to explore with 
you, Dr Awili, your background in international finance, your expertise and or 
experience there because your main research interest that is reflected in your PHD 
which is a very impressive document indeed, that is really about whether there are 
some measureable correlation between a local financial market being developed and 
economic growth in the Melanesian Spearhead Group countries.  
 

[12.06pm] That is a fairly long way from the ..(inaudible)… and the sort of things that we have 
been talking about with you today.  But I wonder if you could just walk us through 20 
some of your background qualification because I see that you did a Master of 
Finance at Curtin University and Bachelor of Economics at the University of Papua 
New Guinea.  So with components of those studies or other aspects of your research, 
did they look at the international money market? 
 
A: Yes, in terms of my qualifications, yes, I have a Bachelors in Economic from 

University of Papua New Guinea, Diploma in Accounting from University of 
Papua New Guinea.  I am one of the first Papua New Guineans to also have a 
Masters in Banking and Finance from the Curtin University of Technology 
and in that program, on my certificate, you will see I have studied financial 30 

derivatives which is a course that looks into these sorts of areas like 
complicated financial transactions.  And then I also worked with the 
government of South Australia, Department of Finance and Treasury into 
looking at debt financing, capital marketing transactions as an intern there 
when I was doing my doctoral studies and then I wrote widely and published 
in high ranking journals like the …(Inaudible)… University Press.  My article 
was published there two years ago, presented in the international conferences, 
forums and featured fairly around the securities capital market in Papua New 
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Guinea.  So, yes, I am fairly well versed with many issues like this at the 
international level and at the domestic level.  So I believe what I have given 
is going to help the Commission and its work to come up with some good 
recommendations like this to stop or if not improve the process of State 
financing in the future.   

Q: Thank you very much Dr Awili.  I have not got any further questions, Chief, 
thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have one or two questions.  First question is in 
relation to financial risk management position that the State did not put in place.  
You mentioned an example is, “sell stop order.”  As an example, could you elaborate 10 

on what that, “sell stop order” is and any other examples that you can offer on 
financial risk management strategies that might have been put in place? 

A: Thank you Chairman, a brilliant question.  Anything that you do in investment 
is to manage your risk and return.  So that is why when you look at the return, 
you must also look at how you hedge or manage a risk.  In this case, yes, 
definitely there is no evidence of State putting in place counter-financial risk 
management strategies to manage those risks.  That is clear.  That is why I 
said there was lack of sound financial advice.  If you for example invest in the 
share market, your brokers should come up with your understanding and 
agreement risk management strategy.  For example, if you invest in share 20 

market and if you say that if share market price from $5 dollars if it goes down 
to $4.50 dollars, you sell my shares and liquidate my position.  That is an 
example of limit order.  You limit the price and then the stockbroker as soon 
the price is at a specified price, they will sell your shares and you come out of 
the financial market.  If you leave it open, then it will keep coming down, 
coming down and that is how it is going to wipe out your equity position.  If 
you say; “market order”, then the market will determine.  If you say; “limit 
order”, you are limiting your position.  So that is when the broker will take 
action to sell your shares to avoid further loss.  That is why I said limit order, 
market order, there is no evidence of that.  When you take a call option, the 30 

other counter position is you take a put option.  In this case collar bond.  It 
was a call option but there is no put option on the part of the government to 
manage the depreciation in the price and went into liquidity. 
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[12.11pm] So this is the reason why I am saying that I have not sighted any counter 
financial risk management strategies to manage those risks involved in 
investment so I proposed that …(inaudible)… the State needs to be boosted 
because of that so yes, thank you, Chair.  That is basically what I meant to say 
there. 

Q: All right, thank you. My second question is in relation to your 
recommendation to amend section 209 of the Constitution to introduce 
paragraphs 4 (a) and (b), the recommendation set out on page 8 and 9 of your 
statement.  Is that amendment really necessary given that there are already 
laws in place that limits the government from doing anything that is not 10 
expressly allowed or provided for in the Constitution? 

 
We have a principle of constitution interpretation that says that the 
government of limited powers and it can only exercise the powers that is given 
expressly under the Constitution.  If you apply that principle, what is not 
expressly provided for, you would agree is not allowed and the 
recommendation for amendment may not be necessary?  I know you are not a 
lawyer but if you are able to answer that question I would appreciate it. 

 
A: Thank you, Chair.  Yes, the rule of law must prevail as we all know and that 20 

the Constitution is supreme.  Whatever the Constitution provides the 
government must follow unless they want to make some amendments because 
they have powers to do that but Constitution is supreme so in the Constitution 
you can read there, there is no mention of the word equity financing, short 
term or long term, both.  In this case most of all short term and in listed, 
unlisted.  And it is also mentioned in the Overseas Borrowing Act 2(1)(c), 
borrowing powers.  It says equity financing in companies.  Because that is 
mentioned and it is not mentioned in the Constitution I thought that it is 
important that that statutory clarity needs to be incorporated and that that 
contradiction is to be removed.  That is why it is important that I considered 30 
important that we need to incorporate that section that will add  statutory 
clarity regarding State financing.  If we do not do that then we will leave 
floodgates open for future governments to again even with the power that is 
enshrined in the Constitution go ahead to raise money and in listed .volatile 
markets like that and the State will end up losing money, like what we have 
done so that why I thought for statutory clarity purposes, yes, this sort of 
amendments need to be done because the Constitution does not provide for 
equity financing and they went for equity financing because the Overseas 
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Borrowings law mentioned that we need to go for equity financing whether 
listed or unlisted, it is not mentioned there.  The words matter in law, 
everything, words matter.  That is why I have come up with specific words to 
prevent the State in the future from end up losing people’s money.  That is my 
layman’s perspective and I thought that is how I can contribute to this. 

 
Q: I will just ask one more question.  That is in relation to risk management again.  

How important is financial risk management in a purely private economy 
enterprise, how important is it? 

 10 
A:    Financial risk management, Chair, is so significant.  I give you an example.  

In a corporate setting in algebraic terms, profit or loss equals total revenue 
minus total costs but risk is not captured in that formula.  You can manage 
total revenue by controlling price and quantity, you can manage total costs but 
if you do not manage financial risk both of them will be destroyed. 

 
[12.16 am]  For example, you give money to someone in return for some interest and the 

principal.  But if you do not manage the financial risk which is the 
counterparty risk, the risk that that person will not refund your money, you 
will end up losing your money.  You already calculated a profit you will make 20 
by giving K100 to someone and you want to get K100 back in two weeks time 
with an interest rate of 100%.  That is a profit, you manage the costs.  But if 
you do not manage the financial risk which is the counterparty credit risk, the 
risk that the person who borrowed your money will not repay your money, 
then you will make a loss.  This is why financial risk management is so 
significant.  So had we had a risk management strategy in place, we should 
have countered the losses.  Like, as I said, if the share prices started to collapse 
or down, sell at this price.  If that kind of limit orders were placed, our losses 
would be limited.  But we left it unexposed to the market forces, that is why 
when we sold it out we sold it at a very reduced price and made that loss. 30 
 
And your Honour, yes, financial risk management is so important at the 
corporate level as well as the State level; we need to manage risk and risk is 
so significant.    
 

Q: The importance of putting in place financial risk management, does that 
change if the investor or the person that is taking the loan is a public 
corporation or body- - - 

 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: that is using public funds rather than a private investor? 
 
A: Correct.  I see, Chair, where you are coming from.  The government, for 

example, in terms of risk, the government will not technically go bankrupt, so 
that sort of risks are there and the companies will or corporations will lend to 
the government because government they consider as not too risky, bit riskless 
but that is government financing.   

 
When it comes to corporate financing, it is a different ball game.  And here, 10 
the government has invested in the share market so that is why we end up 
losing money because it is so volatile in the financial market.  So government 
transactions are a bit different than the private transactions.  So you had 
government and private came together and government invested in a private 
company; it was listed, so we end up losing the money.  If it was government-
to-government transaction, it is a different thing but this was a government 
investing in a private company whose shares were listed.  It is an investment 
in a private company.  That is where the problem is.   
 

Q: Thank you, those are all the questions I have.  Dr Dominic Katter? 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would ask that Dr Awili be excused please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Awili, thank you for your evidence.  You may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Dr Awili. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, that concludes the witnesses for today.  The next 
scheduled hearing as you know is on 29 April.  The directions made today mean that 
the counsel assisting and solicitor-assisting team will be extremely busy in 
preparation for that.  So unless there are any further matters in my submission the 
proceedings can be adjourned now until the 29th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We have one more witness to call.  We might just call 
that witness and see if that witness is available and if he is not available, then perhaps 
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fix a new return date for him.  I think he is Dr Lawrence Sausse.  He is listed to 
appear at 11.30 am this morning. 
 
Mr Yapao, what is the situation with Dr Lawrence Sausse?  Do you have any 
information? 
 
MR YAPAO:  The last email correspondence from Dr Sausse, I think he has been in 
touch with the solicitors and the counsel and they are preparing his statement.  I think 
they indicated there that he would be available at a later date.  He has been assisted 
by - - - 10 
 

[12.21pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then can we fix a date for him to appear?  Have counsel 
settled on a date with him, Mr Yapao? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We have not settled a date with him but we will advise the 
Commission once we have a date organized. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So the appearance of Dr Lawrence Sausse can be 
stood over generally. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Can we stand that over?  I have just been reminded, 
Commissioners, that in fact we should adjourn to 10 o’clock on Friday so that 
Professor Kavanamur can give an update.  I am sorry that is my oversight. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  If there is no other matters before us the proceedings 
will stand adjourned to this week Friday at 10 o’clock.  Thank you everyone. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 30 
 
 
 
AT 12.22 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 16 APRIL 2021 AT 10 AM. 
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[10.07 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone. 
 

DR KATTER:  May it please the Commission, commissioners my name is 
Katter, initial D, counsel assisting commissioners.  There was a direction made 
on 13 April 2021, Tuesday this week required the return of Professor 
Kavanamur today as to the requests for the law firm file documents from Norton 
Rose Fullbright.  Commissioners, at this juncture could I ask whether there is 
an appearance in the hearing room by Professor Kavanamur or someone on his 
behalf? 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Kavanamur is in attendance without his lawyer 
counsel. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I can indicate that this morning counsel 
assisting have received correspondence from the counsel representing Professor 
Kavanamur, Mr Sawong, and it indicates that there will be no appearance today 
by Mr Sawong but attached is a copy of correspondence which has been 
received from King Wood and Mallesons which was addressed to Professor 
Kavanamur.   20 
  

  [10.12am] King Wood and Mallesons act on behalf of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia.  
That correspondence from King Wood and Mallesons is detailed, it is 3 pages 
in length, but relatively or relevantly I should say, in our submission, Mr 
Sawong has in his communication of this morning communicated that he will 
notify the Secretary of the Commission on the outcome of further 
communications that will be made with King Wood Mallesons  in this coming 
week, the week of the 19th to the 23 April and that there will be on behalf of 
counsel assisting, detailed consideration of that correspondence which has 
been copied from King Wood Mallesons and sent to Professor Kavanamur and 30 

communications will be made to Mr Sawong representing Professor 
Kavanamur in that regard as to that communication is coming from King 
Wood Mallesons in this coming week.  But our submission is that Professor 
Kavanamur’s return date in all of those circumstances be further adjourned to 
10 am on 29 April 2021, if it pleases. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Kavanamur is listening.  If he is agreeable with 
him to adjourn the matter to 29 April at 10 o’clock then we will do so.    

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Professor Kavanamur, if you can take the seat at the bar 
table. 

PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Your Honour, I consent to return on 29th, 
thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So if I can just get that a little clearer.  On the 29th, what 
will happen by the 29th?  

PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Your Honour, if I can just brief you on what 10 

has transpired up to this point.  Following my letter to King Wood and 
Mallesons on the 30th, they responded on 14 April placing two requests upon 
us.  One is for KCH to confirm that it is in fact IPBC, number 2, is to obtain 
the Minister for State Owned Enterprises, formerly Minister for IPBC to give - 
grant his consent as a joint party to a retainer document that Mallesons 
submitted.  What I have done is written back to King Wood and Mallesons 
confirming KCH, it is in fact IPBC, attaching the KCH’s Consolidation Act.   
Number 2 is I have prepared a draft letter for the minister to assess and grant 
his consent to him being the joint retainer to earlier documentations and also 
for him to release other relevant documents that relate to the terms of 20 

reference. 

So we will proceed with that and any further documentations from King Wood 
and Mallesons will be submitted forthwith on that particular date.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  No matters arising, our submission would be that Professor 
Kavanamur return on the 29th at 10 am, if it pleases? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  By which time he will have all the information that is 
needed passed on to yourself or the Commission? 

DR KATTER:  To the Commission, if it pleases the Commissioner.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then, Commissioner White?       

[10.17 am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Sir Chief, I agree with that direction.  There 
is still a lot of work to be done and it is quite correct of King and Wood 
Mallesons to insist on the identification of all the clients and it seems that 
everyone is working cooperatively to produce the documents in the end.   
 
I did note in their letter because the partner who was managing that retainer has 
left the firm, there is some difficulty for them in identifying which of the 
documents are relevant to the Terms of Reference.  And as I understood the 
letter, they will actually produce all the documents they have under the retainer 10 
and leave that to somebody else to identify those which are relevant.  Am I 
correct in that thinking, Professor Kavanamur? 
 
PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Because the partner, Latimer left the Fund and 
because of the fact that there has been a lot of time that has gone by and they 
have to be relocate the documents. 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  I think that the proposal for the 
29th, Sir, is sensible in the circumstances.  I agree, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My concern is that that process is taking a bit too long, 
Professor Kavanamur.  If we have to adjourn, then that may be the final 
adjournment for you to liaise with your lawyers and obtain the necessary 
documentation to place that before the Commission for the Commission to 
examine them.  If we have to adjourn that maybe the last of such adjournments.  
That is what I want to express because we are running against very short or 30 
limited timeframe and we have only April and May to get there.  This kind of 
investigation is done before we move into the public hearing phase involving 
the actual evidence in June and July; you appreciate that? 
 
PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Yes, thank you, your Honour, I fully 
appreciate that.  There is an attached retainer which I will submit to the 
secretariat.  We will do everything on our part to fast track and to obtain the 
Minister’s consent, but we cannot control King and Wood Mallesons’ timing in 
terms of their response.  But I fully appreciate your concern, sir. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  With that understanding, the matter of the 
appearance of Professor David Kavanamur is adjourned to 29 April 2021 at 10 
am.  Thank you, Professor Kavanamur. 
 
PROFESSOR KAVANAMUR:  Thank you, your Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Commissioners, there are no further matters at this time 10 
and if it pleases, the Commission could be adjourned to 29 April 2021 at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in respect of this particular witness but have we got 
any other witnesses lined up for appearance before that date? 
 
DR KATTER:  Not at this time, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could the Commissioner be updated on the arrangements 
being made for two other, apart – we have one witness to appear.  He is Sir 
Rabbie Namaliu- - - 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Sir – no, it is not Sir Rabbie Namaliu, I think it is 
Paias Wingti, is it?  Paias Wingti and the other witness Dr Sanida. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Director of the National Research Institute. 
 30 
DR KATTER:  And Sir John Kaputin and Dr Clement Wain, also witnesses 
who are potentially available to give evidence in this initial phase; primary 
phase.  I can indicate we will communicate as soon as possible as to the 
availability of particular witnesses in the period of 4th and 29th, Commissioner 
 

[10.22 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The other witness of course is Dr Lawrence Sausse.   Some 
of these witness I think we need to bring them on earlier than 29 April and we 
have the next two weeks to attend to them. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just going through that list right now.  Dr Sausse is 
one, Dr Sanida is the other one, Paias Wingti and is that it? 
 
DR KATTER:  Dr Clement Waine. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Clement Waine, that is right.   
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If those witnesses can be brought forward to next week or 10 
the next two weeks I think we can receive or deal with them when they come 
on. 
 
DR KATTER:  I will indicate we will communicate as soon as possible as to 
specific availability, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, with that then I think we can adjourn the 
proceedings? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings now. 
 
 
 
 
 
AT 10.23 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUITY WAS ADJOURNED 
INDEFINITELY. 

 30 
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 [9.34 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone.   
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good morning. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, yes, I am here in Brisbane. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we have a number of witnesses listed to appear 
this morning but I understand Dr John Momis is available immediately to give 
his evidence so I will let counsel take charge from hereon. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you Commissioners, I just have a couple of 
opening remarks and then I will invite the Grand Chief to give some evidence.  
We resume today Part 1 of the hearings although one of the witnesses giving 
evidence, namely Dr Waine, is most focused on Part 2.  I can assure anyone 
who may later successfully apply to cross examine that he can be made available 
for that purpose in Part 2.  I am sorry to advise that for reasons of ill-health, Sir 
Julius Chan cannot appear this week, we are told but we will pursue to taking 
of his signed statement as quickly as we can. 
 
Commissioners, may I foreshadow two matters of importance for tomorrow.  20 
Mr Vele, the Secretary to the Treasury has now filed an affidavit which I am 
afraid to say at this stage there are no surviving emails from him and his 
department relevant to the inquiry.  Rather due to what, if I can put it this way, 
IT succession issues are only matter data and only half matter data is available.  
I cast no aspersion from Vele.  That is obviously a matter of serious concern 
and it will be necessary to enquire further on that issue with him and others. 
 
The second matter, Commissioners in this, for some time the inquiry has been 
urgently seeking the legal files held by Norton Rose, Australian lawyers, in 
relation to the work that is done by them or IPBC now Kumul Consolidated 30 
Holdings.  Norton Rose have retained Mallesons, Australian lawyers to advise 
them and they have required, not only the permission of Professor Kavanamur, 
who of course, is the present chairman of Kumul Consolidated Holdings but 
also that of the Honourable William Duma, the Minister for State Enterprises in 
the Independent State.  Kumul Holdings has given its some unequivocal consent 
to the release of those parts of the file which belong to it as a client and these 
are obviously vital for the inquiry.  It is true that the inquiry’s terms of reference 
contain the command from the Prime Minister that all organs of State 
institutions and stakeholders are required to cooperate fully with the 
Commission, that might be thought to be full and sufficient consent for access 40 
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to such clients to their own material but be that as it may Minister Duma, we 
understand, is appearing tomorrow and I will then ask him to confirm both 
verbally and in writing his unconditional consent at which point we would 
expect immediate production from Mallesons to MinterElison and the 
Secretariat. 
 
That being so, Mr Chairman and Commissioner White, Professor Kavanamur 
might be released from giving evidence today but if he was available to appear 
tomorrow, we can ensure that between him and Minister Duma there are 
absolutely no issues with consent for the purposes Mallesons have required.     10 
 

   [9.39 am] So, I would ask firstly, that Professor Kavanamur, if he is present, might be 
released until tomorrow? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Is Professor David Kavanamur present, Mr 
Yapao? 
 
MR YAPAO:  Professor Kavanamur is not present, sir.  We advised him by 
email this morning that , even- - - 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, he has been informed by email? 
 
MR YAPAO:  He has been informed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  From the Commission that he is required tomorrow and 
not today? 
 
MR YAPAO:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, Chief Commissioner. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  His appearance is now adjourned to tomorrow then at 10 
o‘clock. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief.  Can I then turn to today’s evidence?  There 
are three witnesses.  I will take the first witness and my friend with Dr Katter 
will take evidence from Dr Waine and Dr Sanida.  We are greatly honoured to 
have as the first witness Grand Chief Dr John Momis, described, I think rightly, 
as one of the Fathers of the Constitution and we are most grateful for his 
assistance.  Dr Momis, are you able to hear me, Sir? 40 
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DR MOMIS: Yes, counsel, I can hear you.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  The practice of the Commission is to take 
evidence on oath.  Do you have a Bible with you? 
 
DR MOMIS:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner, might the Grand Chief be sworn? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Yapao, you can swear in the witness. 
 
DR RENWICK:  You are on mute; yes, we can hear you now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Momis, if you- - - 
 
DR MOMIS:  I think it is coming.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will get Mr Yapao to swear you in again.  Mr Yapao, can 
you speak aloud? 20 
 
 
DR JOHN MOMIS; sworn:   
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
 
Q: Dr Momis, just a few autobiographical matters.  Your name is Dr John 

Momis? 
 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You are presently retired living in Bougainville? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I think you have some evidence you wish to read on to the Transcript, but 

before I invite you to do that, I will ask you a few questions about your 
career.  I think in 1972, you were elected as the Member of North 
Solomons as Bougainville was known at that time, to the then colonial 40 
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Papua New Guinea First Representative Assembly, the House of 
Assembly of Papua and New Guinea; is that right? 

 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: And then you were the Deputy, I think, to Sir Michael Somare between 

1972 to 1975 of the Constitutional Planning Committee which wrote and 
drafted and conducted extensive consultations for that purpose for the 
Independent State’s National Constitution? 

 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It will be fair to describe you without mostly as it were as one of the co-

drafters of the Constitution? 
 
A: That will be correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  Then, I think, you were re-elected after Independence to the then 

National Parliament of the Independent State? 
 20 
A: That is correct, in 1977. 
 
Q: And then you held a number of positions in the Parliament until you were 

appointed as the Governor of Bougainville, a position in which you 
served from 1999 to 2005? 

 
   [9.44a.m] A: That is correct. 

Q: In 2006 you were a visiting fellow in Fiji at the University of the South 
Pacific? 

A: Correct. 30 

Q: And for three years after that you were the Independents State’s 
Ambassador to the People’s Republic of China? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And then finally you were elected as President of Bougainville in 2010 
for a five year term? 

A: Yes, correct. 
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Q: So Dr Momis, I think you have a statement you would like to read on to 
the record and I invite you to do that now. 

A: Thank you counsel.  The following notes have been prepared in order to 
brief legal counsel assisting the Commission of Inquiry on what I have 
being planning, brief them on, had we been able to meet in person, 
previously planned.  Terms of reference:  The Commission of Inquiry 
are focused on the loan provided to the national government by the 
Union Bank of Switzerland to purchase shares in Oil Search in 2014.  
They also raised questions about a loan from the International 10 

Petroleum Investment Company to purchase shares in the Papua New 
Guinea Liquefied Natural Gas project in 2009.  I am advised that the 
first loan has already been subject per reports about 300 pages in length 
prepared for the Ombudsman Commission in 2018.  It would have been 
accordingly appropriate impact necessary and only fair that I be 
provided with copies of the relevant agreements, statements of concern 
in the Ombudsman Commission’s report.  And in view of the length and 
complexity of these documents with carefully prepared briefs will help 
me prepare an appropriate submission.   

Invitation and issues and responses CPC chair and role.  With regard to 20 

the invitation to provide evidence as Chairman of the Constitutional 
Planning Committee, I feel bound to observe that I was formerly 
Deputy Chairman, not Chairman.  Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare was 
formally the chairman.  As Deputy Chairman, in practice, I chaired 
most CPC meetings, oversaw preparations and follow up and spoke on 
behalf of the CPC and our final report in the House of Assembly.  I 
spoke further when the actual text of the Constitution itself was being 
debated and finally agreed in the Constituent Assembly.  The CPC’s 
final report was a product of careful consideration of the responses 
which discussion groups around Papua New Guinea provided to 30 

questions, not options or recommendations regarding the Constitution 
on which we were tasked with deliberating.  We really wanted to know 
the public views on our system of government as an independent 
country.  The values, and aspirations we shared, institutions to be 
established and charged with securing Papua New Guinea’s shared 
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interest and their inter-relationships.  Our consultants provided advice; 
they did not make decisions.   

Following considerations of presentations and submissions received, the 
CPC itself discussed and worked to achieve agreement by all members 
on the recommendations we finally made.  It is accordingly not possible  

[9:49 a.m.] It is accordingly not possible described authorship of any provision to a 
particular person or  group, though it seems fair to say that the people 
whom we consulted and do express their views on the preferred way 
forward, tended to feel that the CPC’s final report and even the 
Constitution was a product of their deliberations and recommendations.  10 

This is exactly as CPC hoped so that the Constitution which resulted 
really belongs to our people.  When it comes to explaining what 
political representatives, government officials and the wider public 
thought at the time, it is important to note that neither the government 
nor the opposition and neither the pre-Independence House of 
Assembly nor the Constituent Assembly, which debated and adopted 
the Constitution, accepted all the CPC’s recommendations.  Incentive 
reports were also tabled and the amendments to the CPC’s 
recommendations or proposed end in some cases past.  Whilst the 
CPC’s final report is more readily assessable on line and in legal text 20 

books than other aid to interpretation, and it is frequently cited, the 
Constitution, Section 24 provides that the CPC’s report is only one of a 
number of aids; not the definitive kind, the interpretation of Papua New 
Guinea’s National Constitution. These other aids to interpretation 
include record of debates and votes on how the Assembly received and 
considered the CPC’s final report; the Constituent Assembly’s 
deliberations on the CPC’s report, as well as the incentive documents 
tabled on behalf of the government and the opposition. 

Insofar as the Constitution, Section 44 shows, it shows the way.  It is 
therefore unclear whether, and if so, how CPC members, including 30 

myself are the participants in the constitution making process can be 
called; “old ……” to provide advice on constitutional interpretation.   

These observations are not just technical points; they are clearly 
relevant to clarifying the basis on which I have been requested to 
provide advice, bearing in these points above in mind, I am 
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nevertheless, willing to share my experience both with the CPC and as a 
long-serving minister in a number of different portfolios; 
Decentralization, Public Service and Deputy Prime Minister, Provincial 
Affairs and Information and Communication, if it will help the 
Commission of Inquiry to understand issues relevant to its Terms of 
Reference.  

For the sake of clarity about what I am asked to provide to the 
Commission of Inquiry, it will be accordingly helpful if Counsel of the 
Commission of Inquiry can please advise whether, one, I am simply 
being invited to provide advice to the Commission of Inquiry, and/or; 10 
two, the Commission of Inquiry has the power to summon me to 
appear, and if it does, if it intends to do so – let us get serious - insofar 
as I can respond to issues raised in invitation from the Commission of 
Inquiry, the following points might be relevant and useful:  one, legally, 
Constitution Sections 209 and 210, make it clear that the government’s 
financial management, including the raising of loans, is subject to laws 
made by the National Parliament and loans can only be secured by the 
Head of State acting in accordance with the advice of the National 
Executive Council.    

[9.54 am] It is accordingly necessary to confirm whether these procedures were 20 
properly followed; and two, similar provisions apply to expenditure 
including investments of government funds, whether they be in State 
owned, private, business or joint venture enterprises. 

 
The questions in the invitation concerning government policy in relation 
to the matters just mentioned are framed in rather general term.  However, 
the reality is that government policies and actions in regard to these 
matters are subject to laws, which can of course, be made so as to 
facilitate or qualify implementation of government policy. 

 30 
As you will be aware the National Goals and Directive Principles are non-
justiciable.  It cannot be enforced by going to court.  They are nonetheless 
important guides to the purposes for which and the means by which 
government bodies are to act.  They state quite clearly that leaders and 
government bodies are to ensure that; (1) decisions are to be made in the 
National interest or citizens and governmental bodies to have control of 
the bulk of economic enterprise and production; and (5), strict control of 
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foreign investment capital and wise assessment of foreign aid, foreign 
ideas and values so that these will be subordinate with the goal of  
national sovereignty and self-reliance, and in particular, for the entry of 
foreign capital to be geared through internal social and economic policies 
and to the integrity of the nation and the people; and (6), the State to take 
effective measures, control and actively participate in the national 
economy and in particular control major enterprises engaged in the 
exploitation of natural resources; and (7), economic development to take 
place primarily by the use of skills and resources available in the country, 
either from citizens or the State and not independent on imported skills 10 
and resources; and (8), the constant recognition of our sovereignty which 
must not be undermined by dependence on foreign assistance of any sort 
and in particular for moral investment, military or foreign aid agreement 
or understanding to be an entered into that imperials our self-reliance and 
self-respect or our commitment to these National Goals and Directive 
Principles or that may lead to substantial dependence upon or influenced 
by any country, investor, lender or donor. 

 
Whether or not and to what degree the UBS loan and the purposes to 
which it is directed are consistent with National Goals and Directive 20 
Principles, are clearly matters for judgment.  It would be therefore seen 
important to seek briefs from government bodies with relevant 
responsibilities on issues at stake.  These include the departments of 
Finance, Treasury and National Planning; Mineral Policy and Geo-
Hazards Management, Petroleum and Energy and by extension the 
Investment Protection Authority and the Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade. 

 
As far as the CPC was concerned the final report makes it clear that the 
bulk of commercial enterprise and production should be controlled by 30 
citizens.  Foreign investment must be subject, national sovereignty and 
self-reliance.  The government should take strong and effective measures 
to control and proactively participate in the national economy and 
especially to control major resource projects and the economic 
development should conform to the skills and resources that citizens and 
government can provide.   
 

[9.59 am] In short, government acting on behalf of our people and where 
circumstances require, should play an active part in economic 
development including resource projects; thus, previous governments 40 
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negotiated with foreign investors including multi-national corporations 
for equity in national resource projects, including the Panguna Mine.   

 
The questions in the request I have received concerning Agreement 
Policy – concerning Government Policy, sorry – are therefore best 
addressed within the legal framework outlined above with government 
policy required to be consistent with the Constitution, including the 
National Goals and Directive Principles. 

 
It is accordingly clear that in order to assess whether and or how and how 10 
much a particular loan or investment is in the national interest, one needs 
to be certain that relevant legal procedures have been properly followed 
and if and how Papua New Guinea will benefit from the government 
actions taken in accordance with the above. 

 
You might therefore consider whether to: 

 
(1) Provide briefs on the costs and benefits of the USB Loan and 

supporting the Oil Search investment and in the event that you 
want me to appear before the Commission of Inquiry. 20 

 
(2) Whether the issues and questions I am to address should be limited 

to the constitutional framework, I have outlined and the process by 
which it was made following nationwide consultations with the 
people, the CPC Report, and the debates in the National Parliament 
and the Constituent Assembly.  Thank you. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you Dr Momis.  Just a few questions and if you wish to take 

any of these on notice and respond more formally, please feel free to say 
so.  Early in your statement, you referred to Sections 209 and 210 of the 30 
Constitution of the Independent State, and you say this; “Legally, the 
Constitution’s Sections 209 to 210 make clear that the government’s 
financial management, including the raising of loans, is subject to laws 
made by the National Parliament”, that is clear enough from 209(1) and 
then 210, “provides that loans can only be secured by the Head of State 
acting in accordance with the advice of the National Executive Council,” 
that is to say, effectively, the Cabinet.   

 
When you look at Section 209 and 210, the reference to the raising of 
loans, and I am asking you this in your capacity, as you have agreed, a 40 
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co-author of the Constitution, I take it, it was the intention when drafting 
the Constitution that the references to raising of loans and public monies 
and the like was intended to cover, not just the particular methods of 
raising money that then was involved in the 1970s but different forms of 
raising money and loans as they have developed in financial markets over 
ensuing decades.  In other words, the Constitution was a living, and is a 
living document, intended to adapt to those sorts of things, if you could 
just- - - 
 

A: Yes, the vision of the Constitutional Planning Committee was to ensure 10 
at all costs that national sovereignty and national self-reliance must be 
promoted and protected; it must be upheld.  And, therefore, the laws 
pertaining to security of loans and doing business with foreign companies 
must be subject to strict scrutiny by the government using the current or 
using the term, “bi-legal” national laws and policies of the government at 
that time.   

 
[10:04 a.m] But counsel if you like, I can give a written reply to this particular 

question later on. 

Q: Yes indeed.  But just for the time being, you talk about the government 20 

ensuring that these provisions in the Constitution are followed but of 
course you would agree would you not that the Parliament also needs to 
play its part in ensuring these provisions in the Constitution are 
followed? 

A: Yes. The CPC regarding this particular potential scenario arising 
recommended that Parliament must have a strong permanent 
parliamentary committees to ensure that the government of the day is 
required to adhere to the laws and policies passed of the government 
passed by parliament. 

Q: And in your time in the parliament of the Independent State, are you 30 

able to recall which committees undertook that broad role? 

A: I am afraid my memory fails me at the moment but I am sure that - - - 

Q: We take note of that. 

A: Yes, thank you. 
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Q: You would agree with me would you not that the Constitution regards 
the protection of the resources of the Independent State as a matter of 
significance? 

A: Please repeat counsel, repeat the question? 

Q: Yes of course.  Perhaps I can ask it this way.  We might just get – if you 
get my opening statement up on the screen and I appreciate Dr Momis 
you have only seen this very recently and again feel free to take 
questions on notice, if you go to page 11, you will see there, there is a 
reference to the report of which you were the Deputy Chair of the CPC 
in paragraph 92 there of the reference to; “the rich natural environment 10 

of the Independent State” and then at paragraph 95, you speak or the 
committee speaks about the need to develop a sense of respect for all 
our natural resources and the environment.  You see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Could you just explain please for the Commission, how would you 
describe the relationship between the citizens of PNG and the land and 
the resources in it?  Is it cultural, is it cultural and spiritual?  How 
would you describe it? 

A: Relationship number 1, the life in a Papua New Guinea village or Papua 
New Guinea society, it is holistic; not just physical, economic or 20 

intellectual.  It covers the whole gamut of different dimensions of life 
includes the spiritual, psychological, traditional, cultural, the religious, 
and of course you know, economic, political and all these things.  And 
it is very very important.    

[10:09a.m.] That is what the fifth goal of the Constitution, we talk about, “the PNG 
Ways”, and we take that very seriously.  In the Papua New Guinea 
situation, if we want development, if we want relevant education to 
promote legitimate interest, inequitable fashions throughout the country, 
you must take into account the basic tenants of our society and that is it 
is consulted in the consensual, its partnership, its dealing with the spirits 30 

in all of these things and of course we are also conscious of the new 
dimension of scientific and technological inputs that governments must 
take into serious account their planning and strategies of development. 
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Q: Thank you.  If you go down to the next paragraph 149, you will see 
there the CPC made a recommendation, equity of the government and 
of citizen should be maximized in the case of all large-scale enterprises, 
exportation of national resources, its equity should normally be as great 
as possible and should constitute at least a majority shareholding.  You 
would agree with me that that has not always – that desire stated in 
paragraph 149, that recommendation, has not always been 
implemented? 

A: It is correct.  We, in our zeal to develop and generate revenue for the 
government and the income for the people, of course, we are richly 10 
endowed with natural resources and people are tempted to jump at the 
conclusion of exploiting them to the maximum without giving enough 
thought to the need to preserve, the need for ecology balance to be 
maintained and that is a danger when we are dealing with people – big 
companies that come from other cultures that automatically come in to 
conflict situation with us because we do not deal as maximizing profit 
as a good thing.  Those of you maintaining good relationships, 
partnership, we must take into account the need to include others, 
consult them and by basically looking at all aspects of development, we 
of course naturally come to a consensus and it may take a long time.  20 

We might annoy a lot of people but that is what Papua New Guinea – 
and I think it is a desired aspect of development, we must consult, we 
must not just impose what the CPC call, “dominant development” , and 
that is a danger with foreign companies and although they have got the 
resources, the managerial skills, the context and ……….….. move of 
governments and resource owners, so which particularly is very 
necessary and important at leadership.  Third world nations must be 
imbued with this faith, with this commitment, with this basic and 
important principles; equity, human respect, dignity and so on and so 
forth to protect their environment and to maximize benefits to the 30 

people, and if protecting our resources means getting less revenue, so be 
it.   

I think as long as we move on all fronts, not neglecting the preservation 
aspect and just pushing the exploitations to generate revenue aspect, I 
think both sides we must adopt this holistic approach to ensure that our 
resources are not exploited to the detriment of the majority of our 
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people.  We must also have a very important and serious responsibility 
to do we have equitable distribution not only in services or delivery of 
services by participation.  People must participate in all these things 
together. 

[10.14 am]  Q: Thank you, Dr Momis.  Just picking up on what you said there a minute 
ago about the need for the Independent State and its government not to 
be outmaneuvered in negotiations about resource projects, you might 
want to take on notice whether there are any recommendations you would 
make with your long view going back to pre-independence about how to 
avoid that occurring because - it is an open question of course, but on one 10 
view, what has happened in this inquiry is that there has been financial 
arrangements entered into which in the result anyway have not been to 
the advantage of citizens of the Independent State, whether that could be 
described as a result of outmaneuvering.  As I say it is an open question 
but I think the commissioners would be interested in any considered 
views you had about whether there could be improvement to practices, to 
laws or indeed to training of officials and the like which might improve 
that course.  Is that something you would be prepared to consider and 
provide a further submission on? 

 20 
A: Yes counsel, I will take that on notice and I am happy to provide further 

submission or thoughts on that later on. 
 
Q: Thank you.  My last question to you then, Dr Momis, is if you look at the 

top of page 12 of my opening; just go to the next page, you can assume 
that the late Sir Michael Somare provided evidence to the Commission 
saying this, and I will just read it out.  “Looking back it may be possible 
to see that by not focusing greater efforts on growth of the economic 
rather than redistribution of wealth, PNG lost some potentials towards 
the goal of building a more robust and dynamic economy.”  Dr Momis, 30 
you also, as I just mentioned, have a very long view about these matters.  
Did you agree with Sir Michael’s statement there? 

 
A: Sir Michael was a leader of this country for a long time and a good leader.  

He of course wants to take necessary steps to enable our people to have 
a better life, education, health services, infrastructure and so on and so 
forth which need government revenue.  But I want to say that from my 
point of view our leaders should look at the first goal of our Constitution 
seriously; development is holistic to not only promote one aspect of 
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development.  For example, generating revenue quickly at the expense of 
destruction of our resources and at the expense of making Papua New 
Guinea a banana republic.  I do not mean that in the sense of the word but 
at the expense of making our people so dependent and thus vulnerable to 
manipulation and exploitation; we must maintain independence.  That is 
why national sovereignty and self-reliance is so important.  We must at 
all times keep those aspects of development in mind.  

 
Of course we have, as a government, the government has a serious 
responsibility to generate revenues so that we can promote good schools, 10 
infrastructure, developments so on and so forth.  I would like to say I 
think it is important to adopt the holistic, we must talk about integral 
human development; preserving, conserving our environment though and 
at the same time making use of our resources.  Making use of our 
resources does not mean a willy-nilly thing.  We must be selective in 
order to preserve something that Papua New Guinea has that other 
developed countries have lost in the past in their zeal to develop are now 
regretting and also it affects our climate change question today. 
 

[10:19 am]Q: Thank you Dr Momis.  If you just stay there for a minute, the 20 
commissioners may have some questions for you.  Commissioner White, 
did you have any questions? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Dr Renwick.  Chief, Dr Momis, thank 
you very much for sharing your reflections with the Commission.  It is 
enormously important I think that we be informed by those who were there at 
the beginning about what the ideals were of the economic development of the 
Independence State of Papua New Guinea and it will help us I think the better 
to evaluate the key questions in the Terms of Reference.  The questions that I 
wanted to ask you have already been posed by Counsel Dr Renwick and I think 30 
if I may, I will await your further reflections on those key questions about 
recommendations for how the Independence State might more completely find 
a balance which was aspired to in that original document of the country – the 
Constitution.  So I might await your return to the Commission before I pose 
some of those things further.  Thank you.  Thank you Chief. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, did you have any questions?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you ask me, I have a number of them. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just start with thanking Dr Momis for giving that 
evidence but in relation to your question of whether you are required to give 
evidence in an formal advice and whether you would be summonsed to appear 
in the future, I think the Commission’s position is clear that you are asked to 
give information or advice on background information on the political and the 
economic conditions and policies at the time of independence and later.  So 
there will be any need for a summons to be served on you.   
 10 
Let me start with my series of questions by just going back to the time of the 
Constitutional Planning Committee was considering a number of options in 
terms of system of government that it intended for Papua New Guinea, perhaps 
the committee would have been aware of the different systems of government 
that were on offer at that time.  If I could just articulate what that means.  You 
had the ……communist model, which had its own economist system, then you 
have the democratic model on the other hand that had its own capitalist 
economic system that goes with it and then what I call the middle level 
government, you might call that the socialist government which combines 
features of the communist model and the democratic model with its own 20 
economic system.   
 
Did the Constitutional Planning Committee give any consideration to any of the 
other two models of government with their own economic systems at that time 
or the committee went for the capitalist model with its own political system 
based on Westminster system of government?  Dr Momis? 
 

[10.24am]   A: Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The Constitutional Planning 
Committee planned about two years to draft a constitution by first 
carrying out what I consider to be the most intensive political 30 

engagement with the people of Papua New Guinea at the time.  We set 
up committees, we visited every district, sub-district in the country.  We 
set up committees in the midst of these places.  We had public hearings, 
we invited people to submit their views on the questions given to them 
and the government’s very effective – the local government’s very 
effective DIS, Department of Information and Standard Services. They 
gave us tremendous – made the job easier for us.  They were very very 
professional, very effective so it helped us a lot.  We were able to reach 
people in very remote areas.  And I remember in those days, things 
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were not as advanced as in terms of transportation, travel as we have 
today.  So we did our best to consult the people to get their views and 
we chat – we did not give them options.  We did not ask them whether 
you want a communist system or socialism system or a capitalist 
system.  We asked them questions.  We did not offer them any options.  
We just asked them questions.  And by listening to their answers, when 
we got their answers to these questions, we then discerned from the 
questions we got that the type of government we recommended at that 
time was the government that they dreamt off or what they wanted to 
have which would allow them to participate; which would allow them 10 

to be liberated and allow them to participate and be empowered.  Our 
first effective – what we had in mind was to empower Papua New 
Guineans because dependent people are vulnerable to manipulation and 
exploitation.   

That is why we moved away from a highly centralized and 
bureaucratized government of Konedobu.  We wanted our people to 
fully participate in decision making and that we also took a strong stand 
that we must have a Papua New Guinean government.  It must serve 
Papua New Guinean tenants, you know, Melanesian tenants, 
consultative, consensual partnership.  And of course, building 20 

relationships between the different people, you know, the different 
tribes of different people from different provinces.   

Chief Commissioner, we did not actually talk too much about 
communism or socialism.  We actually discerned what we thought the 
people wanted and came out with the type of government that would 
involve them to the bone, involve them to have checks and balances.  
That is why we recommended very strong parliamentary committees to 
make sure that non-ministerial members of parliament would also make 
a – keep a check on the government, make their contribution and at the 
same time you have got to allow the government, that is the National 30 

Executive Council to take initiatives, knowing that they are being 
watched and that they would not just do things without taking into 
account the importance of benefits to the nation. 

Q:   My next question is in relation to foreign investment in resource 
development.    
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[10:29 a.m.]  Just reading the Constitutional Planning Committee’s report, it seems 
that the Committee was in favour of foreign investment; that foreign 
investment for resource development was inevitable, given the large 
scale resource development operations that might be undertaken by the 
government, but the Committee qualified that to say that the resource 
development must take place in a way that maximum benefit is received 
by the people.  And in the course of that, the Committee recommended 
an investment code to be included or incorporated in the Constitution, 
which would regulate foreign investment and resource economic 
resource development and ensure that the people benefited or maximum 10 

benefit was received by the people.  That investment code is found in 
part two of the Constitutional Planning Committee.  But when the 
Constitution came out, that investment code did not find its way into the 
Constitution.  Could you just explain how the investment code got 
omitted from the Constitution I suppose by the action of the Constituent   
Assembly? 

A: Chief Commissioner, alright, your reading of the situation at that time is 
correct.  We were – I mentioned earlier that CPC recommended – made 
recommendations – the government, the then government and the 
opposition, more the Constituent Assembly, did not accept all our 20 

recommendations and leaving out the investment code was one of them; 
unfortunate outcome, and of course, the other one was the provincial 
government.  Our recommendation on the provincial government 
system drafted then was deleted by the Constituent Assembly which 
forced me to resign from the National Parliament.  A lot of people do 
not know this.  Because (….inaudible…) what is there for us, we are 
looking for empowerment now the government has deleted, the only 
provision in the Constitution which would give us some measure of 
autonomy to – part of the country so on and so forth.  So anyway, Chief 
Commissioner, you were right.  I do not know exactly what reasons the 30 

government gave, I guess, there was a lot of – Parliament at that time 
had many members of Parliament who were businessmen, many were 
expatriates, not condemning here, but I am saying they probably did not 
understand that for us, economic development or development in 
general must be alone Papua New Guinea values, such as cultural, 
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spiritual, you know, holistic.  So we were disappointed but this special 
recommendation to CPC was not accepted by the Constituent. 

 The other thing, you know Chief Commissioner, I have just mentioned 
that I had resigned from Parliament or maybe some of these things 
happened after my resignation from Parliament when the Constituent 
Assembly was actually meeting; hence the absence of the Member for 
North Solomons, Member for Bougainville in those days from the 
Independence ceremonies because I had by then resigned in protest to 
some of the important things being neglected by being erased from our 
recommendations. 10 

[10.34 am]Q: My last question is in relation to the government’s policy in terms of the 
State as an investor in business.  I am referring to State as an investor not 
within the government framework such as the State investing through 
statutory corporations or State owned enterprises, for example, but the 
State as an investor in what might seem to be a purely private business 
activity, that the State’s control in that business would perhaps come out 
of its equity or shareholding in that private company.  Did the 
Constitutional Planning Committee envisage that the State would be an 
active investor in what is purely a private business enterprises? 

 20 
A: Chief Commissioner, apart from recommending that the economy be 

controlled by nationals as quickly as practicable I am not too sure whether 
the - I think we left it to the – we wanted to promote co-operative type of 
development in business.  At that time there were new development 
corporation in Gazelle Peninsula, there was development in Milne Bay 
and there were others, Central Province and Bougainville but I guess 
there were too small for the State.  I really do not know exactly what we 
said but I personally do not think we actually excluded the State to be 
involved in big business such as Bougainville Copper because at that time 
our concentration was to get Papua New Guineans as much as and as 30 
soon as practical have the majority shareholding.  That includes the State 
and individual business from these joint ventures between nationals and 
foreigners. 

 
Q: I will ask one more question and that is going to be the final one.  If you 

look at the State and its role in the economy, you could say the State’s 
function maybe (1), as a regulator (2), as a facilitator of business and 
there could be other functions as well, but the State as an investor in 
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business activities, what is your general thinking of State as an investor 
in business?  

 
[10.39 am]A: Chief Commissioner, I think we were of the view, CPC, that the State 

should facilitate involvement of citizens in business, regulated through 
policies and laws.  State should not usurp the role of Papua New Guinea 
entrepreneurs.  We at the same time, I think we then recognized that the 
State may have to, under certain circumstances, help citizens to have a 
controlling interest in big corporations.  In general, they should not usurp 
the role of individual Papua New Guinean business.  Their role is to 10 
promote their participation and protect and, of course, regulate these 
activities.  I am not sure of that. 

 
Q: Okay, thank you.  Is there any questions arising out of that, 

Commissioner White or Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  There are no questions.  I think Dr Momis has just been kind 
enough to agree to put in a supplementary statement.  Dr Momis, I take it you 
would be prepared to come back when we got that statement and perhaps answer 
a few more questions.  Is that right, Sir? 20 
 
A: In the video? 
 
Q: Yes, exactly. 
 
A: Yes, you will have to agree on a time.  You will have to let us know when 

this- - - 
 
Q: Of course, of course.  So, Chief, in my submission, we should adjourn Dr 

Momis’s appearance now.  I know Ms Twivey Nonggorr has been 30 
corresponding, as we speak, with those instructing me saying she has 
some questions.  Under the Practice Note, Chief and Commissioner 
White, there is the need to make an application to the Commission 
identifying the topics, providing copies of any documents and so on and 
so given Dr Momis is coming back, if Ms Twivey Nonggorr has some 
particular questions she wants answered, perhaps in the first instance, she 
could pose them to those instructing me, we may be able, if appropriate, 
to pass them on to Dr Momis and she will have an opportunity to resume 
her application when Dr Momis comes back.   

 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  If there is nothing further, Chief, perhaps Dr Momis might be 
excused and Dr Katter will take the next witness, if that is convenient to the 
Commission.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr John Momis, thank you for your evidence 
this morning and you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner, I am sorry for taking the - addressing 10 

you as counsel. 
 
Q: A lot of people make that mistake.   
 
A: Chief Commissioner, thank you so much. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 20 
 
WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, my name is Katter, initial D, 
Counsel Assisting. 
 

  [10.44am] I would call Dr Osbourne Sanida. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mathew Yuangu, is Dr Osbourne Sanida in?  He is in 
attendance? 30 

 THE SECRETARY:  He is in attendance. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  He can take the witness stand.  Dr Katter, I 
understand Dr Sanida is going to give evidence this morning? 

 DR KATTER:   Yes, please, Chief. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In that case then Mr Yapao you can swear in the 
witness. 
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DR OSBOURNE SANIDA, sworn: 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Katter? 

 

XN: DR KATTER 

 

Q: Yes, thank you.  Dr Sanida, could you state your full name for the 
record please? 

A: My full name is Dr Osbourne Ovisa Sanida. 10 

Q: And your current employment? 

A: I am currently employed as the Acting Director of the PNG National 
Research Institute. 

Q; How long have you worked with the National Research Institute? 

A: I have been with the institute since 1996. 

Q: And have you been the director or acting director for that entire time? 

A: I have been the director since 2017 and then acting Director late last 
year. 

Q: Did the National Research Institute have a specific national government 
department to which it reports or communicate? 20 

A: The National Research Institute reports to the Department of Higher 
Education, Research, Science and Technology. 

Q: Has that departmental relationship, if I can call it that, to which the 
National Research Institute has with that department, has that changed 
over time since 1996 when you commenced with the NRI? 

A: When I started with NRI, the department that we reported to was the 
Department of National Planning and Monitoring. 
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Q: I am sorry, that just broke up a little there.  Could you just say that 
again? 

A: When I joined the NRI in 1996 the relevant department that NRI reports 
to was the Department of National Planning and Monitoring because 
the Department of Higher Education was only created in 2014. 

Q: Thank you.  You completed a Masters of Business Administration at 
Monash University in Melbourne Australia in or about 2002, did you 
not? 

A:  That is correct. 

Q: And then from 2008 to 2012 you completed your Doctorate in Applied 10 
Economics at the University of Queensland in Australia? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And what was your doctoral visitation on? 

A: My thesis was on looking at the role of exports in economic growth; 
what is commonly referred to in the literature as the export led growth 
hypothesis. 

Q: And that particular topic, the visitation, is that an area where you have 
completed much research since? 

A: Sorry, I did not quite get that. 

Q: Have you completed much research in that particular topic since 20 

completing your doctorate dissertation? 

   [10.49am]  A: Yes, in my current role, before I moved into management, I have done 
my main area of research in economic research, in particular, 
development economic and areas such as development, planning and 
the role of trade and investment in economic growth and development. 

Q: Dr Sanida, on the screen, if you can see that, there is a document, this is 
a statement by you is it not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And for the transcript, on the bottom left hand corner it has a reference 
ME_183247916_1, does it not? 30 
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A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: It is eight pages in length, is it not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: On the final page, you have signed the document, have you? 

A: I have, yes, counsel. 

Q: Yes.  I see that date 28 April 2021; is that the date you signed the 
document? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And it is headed, “Commission of Inquiry into Processes and 
Procedures” followed by “the Government of Papua New Guinea”, it 10 
goes on.  Are there any other corrections; there were three corrections 
which you have communicated and I will just articulate the three 
corrections you have communicated since signing the statement?  At 
paragraph 20, in the final line, “Agreements or transactions can be 
designed.”  The word “being” to be deleted? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Thank you.  In the next paragraph 21, in the first line, the word “on” is 
to be added, my view based on economics training.  Is that right? 

A: That is correct, counsel. 

Q: And in paragraph 30, in the third line, “By Parliament.” full stop, 20 

similarly comma in terms of obtaining loans. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: With the word (…audible…). 

A: That is correct, counsel. 

Q: Are there any other corrections you wish to make to that statement as at 
today? 

A: No further corrections, counsel. 

Q: And the matters in that statement are true and correct as at today? 

A: That is correct. 
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Q: Commissioners, I seek to formally tender that statement and have it 
marked please.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The document is admitted into evidence and be marked 
exhibit E. 

EXHIBIT E – DOCUMENT BY DR OSBOURNE SANIDA DATED 28 
APRIL 2021 

 

DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners.  I do have some further questions 
relating to that statement if it pleases.  Dr Sanida, you statement is divided into 
a number of parts: background and education, government involvement in 10 
commercial transactions and finance, supervision and control of public 
finances and the UBS transaction, approval of transaction the subject of the 
commission of inquiry.  Those are the parts of your statement, are they not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: In paragraph 17, you state that over the years you have sat on various 
government committees and before that you mentioned in paragraph 16 
that the roles that you have had did not have any direct involvement in 
advising the government in relation to the transaction, the subject of this 
Commission of Inquiry.   

[10.54 am] Did any of your governmental involvements in the boards or government 20 
committees over time has any type of involvement in national 
government financing or lending for commercial activities? 

 
A: None of the committees that I have been involved in had anything to do 

with national financing or loan, thank you. 
 
Q: At paragraph 20, you state that the National Research Institute and 

perhaps universities should be consulted more if there are plans in place 
for engaging an agreement between the government and other parties in 
order to provide research and input into how those transactions could be 30 
designed.  How do you envisage that that might occur in terms of 
consultation in a specific way? 

 
A: In my opinion, in light of what we have faced in this particular issue, 

going forward, I believe that there needs to be more consultation when 
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we are engaged in especially project agreements in large developments 
because it needs to be understood that these agreements, it is not just 
between the government per se and any developer.  The government is 
voted in by the people so they represent the citizens of the country.  
Therefore, any agreement must put the welfare of the people at the 
forefront.  So, in terms of any agreement, I understand that when you are 
involved in a commercial agreement, there are areas in the commercial 
business that do not have to be put out in public but I think in terms of 
the general areas that can be put in public, this should be subject to public 
scrutiny before the government actually goes ahead and signs agreements 10 
because I think this is an area over the years we have had issues with 
agreements we do not know.  Like at the NRI we do analysis on 
implications of different agreements on the economy but sometimes we 
do not have access to these agreements.  So this particular paragraph, it 
is my opinion on going forward; how can we contribute to ensuring that 
the agreements that the State enters into with business partners are done 
with wider consultation before they are actually signed.  Thank you 
counsel. 

 
Q: In paragraphs 21 and 22 of your statement, you are referring to Papua 20 

New Guinea as being at middle stream, not completely free market and 
not fully State controlled in terms of the economy.  Are you articulating 
or do you articulate the position that although Papua New Guinea is in 
the middle ground, the State’s involvement in economy is in that middle 
ground one way or ........INTERNET PROBLEM  

 
A: Counsel, sorry I think you got cut off in the last bit.  Can you complete 

the last part of your statement?  Thank you. 
 
Q: Yes.  In the middle ground, you have articulated that Papua New Guinea 30 

is at middle stream but within that middle ground is the involvement of 
the State in the economy one way or the other, even though it is in the 
middle ground in your articulation? 

 
A: Yes, so in terms of the involvement of the government in the economy, 

there are two extremes.  One extreme, this is the command economy 
where the government takes full control of the economy and we can see 
that best examples are the former Soviet Union and China before it 
opened up its economy and currently in North Korea and this is a good 
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example of extreme government involvement in both public affairs and 
business. 

 
[10.59 am] The other extreme is what is known as a laissez faire in economics where 

it is left to the market to determine through the process of supply and 
demand, but these two extremes do not – fully extreme of these two do 
not happen nowadays so most economies are mixed economies where 
there is involvement of the State but there are also statements to promote 
the role of the private sector, and this has been the case for Papua New 
Guinea over the years.  Different governments have made statements or 10 
put in policies to promote the role of the private sector as an engine of 
economic growth but on the other hand, government has also put in rules 
and regulations and also have been involved in business through the state-
owned enterprises.  So you can see that that is the middle ground.  You 
are promoting the role of the private sector but you are also been involved 
in business as well and most economies in the world, in my opinion, are 
mixed economies.  Thank you, counsel. 

 
Q: At paragraphs 28 and 29, you are referring to the process of government 

and you make reference to Section 209 of the Constitution, in terms of 20 
the way or the process or lending finance by the government.  At 29 you 
are referring to both the Executive and the Legislature.  Is it the case that 
you are articulating that the power of the Legislature should be involved 
in the processes of lending and finance at specific levels? 

 
A: Counsel, yes, in my view, as far as Section 29 of the Constitution is 

concerned, the provisions for lending and expenditure and income is 
provided for.  So in a way, the government has the right to engage in 
raising revenue or engaging in obtaining loans, but the same section also 
says that it is subject to approval by the Parliament.  So the process needs 30 
to be followed.  It is one thing to provide for that provision, so the 
government needs to follow the process through and the Parliament 
executive, they are separate arms of the government.  So in this particular 
transaction, I have not seen any evidence that the Parliament approved 
this transaction.  Thank you, counsel. 

 
Q: In paragraphs 37, 38, 39, you are referring to the – and these are my words 

– an increase in public debt over time, and not just in recent times, that 
there has been a deficit in terms of the budgetary position over time in 
the National Government.  Are you stating that the transactions that are 40 
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in question in this Commission of Inquiry that they should be viewed in 
that context as being similar or different in your view? 

 
A: In my view, as this particular transaction had also contributed to the debt 

burden of the country, we need to in terms of context, see how things 
have developed in terms of government revenue and expenditure.  So I 
have, I think in paragraph 39 there, the figure I have put there is taken 
from the Bank of Papua New Guinea’s statistics.  So in the 20 years from 
1990 to 2019, the outstanding of public debt increased from 1.4 billion in 
1990 to about 34 billion in 2019.  That is more than 2,300 percent 10 
increase.  

 

[11.04am] So within that context, there is an issue of increasing public debt burden 
so I think it is important to also see this particular issue at hand in this 
context.   

Q: At paragraph 41, you make this statement that, “there is no evidence of 
the loan transaction, the subject of the COI, being approved by 
parliament and that is one of the main issues.”  The loan transaction you 
are referring to there is 2014 UBS transaction, is it? 

A: Yes, that is in reference to that particular UBS loan transaction. 20 

Q: Can you elaborate then upon what you mean by; “that is one of the 
main issues”? 

A: It being an issue is in reference to section 209 in the sense that I think 
that the loans and the revenue – the executive government develops the 
budget plan and even the loans but according to – in my view, section 
209, all these are subject to approval by Parliament before they can be 
implemented.  So it is taken from that context. 

Q: At paragraph 43, you refer to another key issue and you use the word; 
“transparency”.  Are you referring there or are you including there the 
consultation with the National Research Institute and the University that 30 
you mentioned earlier at paragraph 20 or you are referring to some other 
type of consultation process or consultation with others? 

A: It is the way, the context I am using there is both.  In the first context I 
have already discussed how the agreements before they are signed 
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should be subject to more public scrutiny before they are actually 
signed.  The other context of transparency is the cooperation between 
three arms of government.  For example, in this particular transaction 
we are talking about the role of the executive government and the 
legislature, which I have stated that there is no evidence that the 
Parliament approved this particular – so you can say that in this instance 
there is no transparency between the executive government and 
Parliament.  I also state that I think the role of the judiciary is also 
important in this regard.  Just reading from public information, one of 
the important issues is the advice of the State Solicitor in transactions 10 

should be taken aboard whenever the government is involved so the 
key, I think, issues; how can the three arms of government, although the 
way we have adopted the Westminster system is that they need to be 
independent but at the same time how can the three arms of government 
work together so that the systems and processes are transparent such 
that I emphasize again the ultimate goal or objective of the three arms 
of government is how to work together to improve the welfare of the 
population. 

Q: You have just referred to the law and justice sector but in paragraph 46 
you mentioned it, were you referred to the  sector there you are referring 20 

to both the judiciary and the – that is the courts but also to the provision 
of legal advice in the commercial and public policy decision making, 
are you? 

[[11.09a.m] A: That is correct. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Dr Sanida. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 

COMMISSIONEER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions for Dr Sanida.  
Can I ask you this?  Concern the answer from your statement but let me put it 
anyway.  Is it necessary to maximize the benefits for the people of Papua New 
Guinea, particularly with respect to the exploitation of the natural resources 30 

for the State actually to be an investor business? 

A: Thank you Commissioner White.  That is an important question in the 
context of the welfare of the people.  Maybe let me answer this in the 
context of the resource development and the benefits that flow on.  So 
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that is a big question and it relates to the role of the government and the 
role of the private sector.  So there is a question as to whether the 
people are benefitting enough from the development of the resources in 
this country, and you know the private sector is involved in business 
and they are benefitting, the government is doing that supposedly on 
behalf of the people but are the people on the ground benefitting 
enough?  We need to compare development over time in each of the 
projects and whether the people are getting enough.  So I think that is 
one of the issues that is facing government is this question whether the 
private sector is contributing enough to the welfare of the people.  10 

Sometimes this is the reason that forces government to be involved in 
business so that to get more in order to channel down the benefits to the 
people.  So maximizing, in this sense, is improving the welfare of the 
people on the ground in terms of social and economic development.  
For example, I have been involved in the committees on land reform 
and how can the people benefit more from their land.  97 per cent of the 
land belongs to the people in Papua New Guinea.  The State only owns 
three percent.  So there is a question - we have another issue of the 
SABL, Special Agriculture Business Lease so there is a question of 
those that have got leases; are the people getting their return being 20 

involved in that? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry - - - (Internet Issues) 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I cannot hear you.   Commissioner 
White, can you hear me? 

[11.14 am]  Mathew, is Ben here?  All right, we will take a five minute adjournment then 
we will sort out the sound system.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings. 

 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 30 
 
 

   [11.26am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Sanida, if you can take the witness stand. 

 

DR OSBOURNE SANIDA, continuing: 
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[11:31a.m]THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I am sorry but that …………..issue arose – 
thank for directing that short recess and I hope that you can hear me now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  I have no further questions for Dr Sanida. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I asked Dr Sanida a question and he 
embarked on to answer it.  I think it might be fair for him and it certainly 
would help me if I ask the question from the beginning again rather than 
trying to revisit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So Dr Sanida, I am sorry to do this to you.  But I 20 
think probably, we might just start over.  So you might recall I asked you, is it 
necessary to maximize the benefits for the people of Papua New Guinea, 
particularly with respect to the exploitation of the country’s natural resources 
for the State to be actually an investor in business? 
 
A: (….inaudible ….)  and in the context of what I have discussed in terms 

of the role of the State and the role of the private sector and the 
implications on the welfare of the people, so by, I think, just putting it 
into context, in terms of looking at it from the people’s welfare, as I 
stated earlier, the three arms of government and including the private 30 
sector, whatever the role they play, they must have at the back of their 
mind the welfare of the people; how to improve the welfare of the 
people.  So that is I think in that context.  But I take the view and I think 
it is – what you have stated Commissioner, is part of the national goals 
and directive principles where in the process of economic growth and 
development, we must not lose sight of the environment.  So me saying, 
maximizing – as a qualified maximization, obviously we need to take 
account of the impact on economic activities on the environment.  In 
particular, in Papua New Guinea, we have experienced the issue with 
the Ok Tedi Mine.  The police went there and even the issue went to the 40 
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courts as well.  So I would say as a qualified maximization in the sense 
that in our endeavor for economic growth and development, we must 
not lose sight of environmental consideration because happiness does 
not depend on the amount of money we have; it also depends on other 
factors and a healthy environment, strong physical and spiritual 
development is also important and mental health is also important so I 
will address it that way. 

 
Q:   Thank you.  Could I ask you another question then?  Do you have a 

view, Dr Sanida, about what might be the best model for Papua New 10 
Guinea to utilize, to maximize the better for the country as a whole of 
all the things that could be used to improve the economic lives of the 
people? 

 
A: Commissioner White, my view on this is to increase the number of 

people that are involved in business.  So not letting the people sitting 
back and depending on the big private sector companies to do business 
and trying to – but how can – so the government has a small and 
medium, SME policy in place.  I think that is a strategy that can be used 
to engage most of our people in business because the big question is, 20 
how can you increase a revenue?  Not just for the government but in the 
people themselves. 

 
[11.36 am] And this is particularly challenging in the PNG context.  So, I mentioned 

earlier on the two extremes of command economy and free market 
economy but in Papua New Guinea there is what is called a dual economy 
where you have cash economy but you also have the traditional worth 
and this is very challenging in the PNG context.  We have strong 
traditions, more than 800 or so languages so you are talking about 800 or 
so cultures.  Each of them have their own ways so one of the things, how 30 
do you strike a balance between the cash economy and the traditional and 
then like the demands of traditional obligations, everybody are using cash 
to meet the traditional obligations but the sources of funding to do that 
are limited.  So, I think one way, as far as the economic development is 
concerned is, how do you empower the people to be involved in business?  
I think they will get more benefits from there than sitting back and 
waiting for the government and the big private sector to do that.  That is 
my response to that, Commissioner White, thank you. 
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Q: Thank you and my final question Dr  Sanida is a bit more nuts and bolts.  
You write and you spoke about the need for examination of the middle 
agreement, particularly with foreign investors in the country and also the 
need for transparency.  Quite often the explanation for not producing 
agreements for scrutiny is commercially confidence that is regularly 
articulated as to reason why there cannot be a wider examination of 
whether this is a good thing for the participants in the agreement.  I think 
all of those who have studied the old cases, you all know that just to get 
across in not revealing know how or trade secrets to your competitors and 
that is why you were allowed to keep some things back.  But in your 10 
view, is that a good reason, if it in fact is not going to be about trade 
secrets but rather does not reveal the scrutiny, who gets paid fees and 
what interests are being advanced and what particular conditions might 
be, is commercially confidence in your understanding any good reason 
not for embarking on an examination of these kinds of agreements? 

 
A: Thank you, Commissioner White.  In my view, I think as I stated earlier 

I do understand the role of these commercial trade secrets in stopping 
certain agreements being put through public scrutiny.  But there is also a 
question, especially if you talk about large projects and the resource, who 20 
owns the resource?  We say the government owns the resources but 
ultimately the governments are put there by the people so the people own 
the resource.  So there can be commercial trade secrets, but if that trade 
secret is going to lead to an agreement that is not going to benefit the 
people, there is a question, whether you should go ahead with that venture 
and that the companies will benefit at the loss of the people.  So, I do 
understand the commercial nature.  So I think my view in this context, 
there are certain of course commercial information that cannot be shared 
and of course that they have to be kept that way.  But certain areas, the 
general structure of the agreements should be made available for 30 
feedback of scrutiny because not everything is commercial in confidence.  
I am sure and especially from the context that, which you are talking 
about the government being involved, the government, in my view, is 
acting on behalf of the people.  The governments are put there by the 
people; the electorate.  So how do you address the views of the people?  
We do not have to wait until we sign an agreement and later on the people 
will suffer so that is the context that I am looking at from.  Thank you. 

 
 [11.41 am] Q:   Thank you, Dr Saniga, for those responses.  Thank you, Chief. 

 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have three questions.  Firstly, I am just 
curious about the different systems of government that support different 
economic systems and where you place Papua New Guinea’s government 
system with its economic system?  You were saying that on one extreme is, 
command economy, that is associated with communist model.  Then you have 
the laissez faire system which is associated with democratic systems of 
government.  Then you have a mix economy.  I am just wondering what kind 
of political or government system you associate the mixed economy?  I am just 
trying to think through.  Say, for the command economy, you could pick out 
countries like Russia, China, North Korea, possibly Cuba.  I am just calling 10 
these names aloud.  I am not a political economist but that my just thinking tells 
me that these countries maybe they have government systems; communist 
systems that support a command economy.  Then you have the laissez faire 
countries.  Again, thinking aloud, the US, they call it the leader of the free world, 
UK, Australia, New Zealand and a lot of these members of the Commonwealth 
of Nation countries, I think.   
 
So for mix economy, I have trouble defining which countries fall into the mix-
economy category.  Papua New Guinea, you say is a mix economy but its 
system of government is a democratic system that is adopted from the 20 
Westminster style parliamentary democracy with a constitution.  Would I be 
correct in saying that PNG’s economic system might quite not fit the 
government system the leaders adopted?  I am just asking the question. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief, that is an interesting question in the system of 

government and the system of the economy.  I think with the economic 
system as we have been talking about is a mix system.  For an economic 
system is relating to the questions about production of goods and services 
and how these goods and services can be distributed within the economy 
and the decisions, who makes the decisions?  So in a command, the State 30 
makes all those decisions.  On the other hand, the private sector makes 
those decisions in a very free economy but in a mix economy, both the 
private sector and the State are involved in these decisions.  Then in terms 
of the government system, as you have mentioned, we have a democratic 
system of government. 

 
 [11.46am] So I think the question to ask in this regard is; how does – you know, 

with more involvement of the State, they can provide directive and the 
people follow; they follow.  But with a very free government, the power 
more or less lies in the people.  So I think one of the context, challenge 40 
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that Papua New Guinea faces is that we have rules and regulations but 
there is a big challenge on how we implement these rules and 
regulations.  So in a very democratic system of government, I think we 
expect the goodwill of the people to follow the laws, whereas in a more 
sort of command economy or governments that are communist type 
government, they control.  So in my view is the question of, we can 
improve, I mean, the system of government to be – with the economy 
by strengthening the system, the rules and regulations.  We have the 
rules and regulations.  I think, in my view, this is a question of the 
implementation issue; how can we strengthen implementation.  And I 10 

mentioned about the large traditional and cultural aspect of Papua New 
Guinea.  Sometimes these cultures and what makes it hard or people use 
the excuse of culture not to follow the rules and regulations that are in 
place.   

But in terms of the system of government, yes – this is just my opinion - 
we could consider something, may be a democracy but a guided 
democracy I am just putting it out there.  I think like Singapore has 
done well both in terms of economy and governance.  And I think one 
of their strength is the rules and regulations that the citizens follow.  For 
example, the question of like if somebody is involved in drugs, the 20 

punishments are severe, death penalty.  So the people because of the 
punishment follow the laws.  We have our system here.  I am not 
advocating by the way for death penalty, I am just giving an example 
but I think my point is, what sort of system of government can help us 
so that it will strengthen the laws and systems; the adherence to the 
rules and regulations, not for the government in governance but also in 
the economy.  So maybe for PNG’s context, within the current context, 
my view is the question of how do we strengthen the implementation of 
the rules and regulations in the economy.  Thank you Chief. 

Q: Second question is really a legal question.  A lawyer could answer that 30 

question better but since you said something about section 209 of the 
Constitution, I am going to ask that question anyway.  

 Section 209 of the Constitution talks about the government obtaining 
loan to fund the general revenue.  The obtaining of loans is subject to 
express authorization by Parliament through statute or legislation.  I 
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suppose government authorization could come in different forms from 
Parliament.  Parliament could pass a resolution approving the loan or it 
could enact legislation to approve the loan.  Section 209 talks about 
express authorization by an Act of Parliament.     

[11:51 a.m] There could be two different scenarios here.  Government could enact a 
specific Statute authorizing a particular loan or government, this 
Parliament, could enact a general enabling Act to approve loans.  Under 
the first scenario, all loans that the government is proposing to obtain go 
through Parliament and Parliament enacts a statute for each loan, right?  
The other scenario is that there is an enabling statute that is already 10 
there that enables or authorizes.  Say the government to obtain loans, in 
which case, the government applies the enabling loan to obtain the loan, 
which means loans – individual loans need not go through Parliament 
for a specific Act to approve the loan.   You get what I mean?   

A: Yes. 

Q: There is a distinction there.  And both scenarios I suppose may come 
under section 209.  So when you say that Parliament did not approve 
the UBS loan, are you referring to both situations; both scenarios that a 
loan was never put through Parliament and Parliament did not enact a 
specific legislation authorizing the loan or the government did not apply 20 

an enabling legislation or Act that already existed through which the 
loan was authorised?  What do you mean in terms of that question? 

A: I think they have – this is my view on that particularly in reference to 
the government creating a new enabling Act for this particular loan and 
not the other scenario that you have mentioned.  I am aware that, I 
think, there is an Overseas Loans Act, I do not know whether that will 
apply in the other scenario for which, I mean, for the Commission, if it 
was the other scenario, that Overseas (Loans Borrowing) Act, maybe it 
needs to be looked at so that, to test whether the other scenario that you 
have mentioned will apply.  But in terms of the scenario that the loans 30 

should have gone through Parliament for a new enabling Act to enable 
it, in my view, I have not seen evidence to that effect.  But this 
Overseas (Loans Borrowing) Act – I mean the Commissioner can 
consider whether that loan applies in this context or not. 
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Q: Thank you.  My last question is in relation to the government obtaining 
loans to take up equity or shares in a private company that is involved 
in resource development in this country.  In your research, apart from 
UBS loan and perhaps the IPIC loan as well, are you aware of any other 
loans obtained by government to fund their equity participation in any 
foreign company that is operating in Papua New Guinea? 

[11.56 am]  A: I am not aware of any other venture where the government has taken loan 
to fund a participation.  

 
Q: So, these are the only two, is it? 10 
 
A: In my view, these are the only two.  I am not aware of any other 

involvement by government in terms of getting loans to purchase shares 
in a particular - of course the government has, by operation of the Oil and 
Gas Act, I think, the State has 22 point some per cent that the they can - 
have a stake in the shares but in terms of using loan as a mechanism to 
buy shares, I am not aware of other because the government has not been 
involved, except the two that has been stated.  Thank you. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Are there any questions arising from my set of 20 

questions?  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  No questions arising.  I would ask that Dr Sanida be excused 
but it is understood Commissioners that Ms Nonggorr is going to seek leave to 
ask some questions of Dr Sanida.  The submission of counsel assisting is that if 
there was by Ms Nonggorr now, an indication of the topic or issue or issues and 
the time in terms of the questions in accordance with paragraph 14 of Practice 
Direction No. 2, then counsel assisting in that particular circumstance would 
submit that the further examination of Dr Sanida be allowed. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the Commissioners need to be given notice of the 
areas that she wants to cross examine.  I think she should give us that notice and 
then Commissioners would decide and then if leave is granted, then the witness 
may be recalled back for her to ask those questions.  That is my position.  So 
she needs to liaise with yourself to give notice of the areas that she wants to 
cross examine and then put those to the two Commissioners and we will decide 
whether or not to give leave.  If we grant leave, obviously, the witness or any 
other witnesses for that matter may be recalled for those questions to be asked.  
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We need to have enough notice.  That is my position.  Commissioner White, 
what do you think? 
 
DR KATTER:  I would then ask for Dr Sanida to be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am happy to confer with your observations Chief 
Commissioner. 
 10 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Commissioner, if I may appear in this matter? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think that is the ruling.  That is the ruling. 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Nonggorr, initial T, I appear for the Department 
of Treasury. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Yes, we have made a ruling so witness you may be 
excused, thank you. 
 20 
A: Thank you. 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  I think the audio has gone down a bit.  It is 
actually another issue, Chief Commissioner.  With regards to what you have 
just ruled, there is a situation that it occurs that I have been seeking to obtain 
witness statements so that we would be able to be in a position to advise the 
Commission or the counsel assisting beforehand as to whether we seek to cross 30 
examine them or not.  At this stage the time that I got Dr Sanida’s statement, it 
was half way through his testimony, so it is on the ground sort of …............as 
well that if there may be some consideration given to supplying those parties 
that have had leave to appear in the matter - witness statements earlier so that 
we may provide questions to counsel assisting so that they may consider 
answering and if there is asking those rather and that there is not any need for 
cross examination at all and that would be efficient.  Understandably there will 
be people that are coming to give evidence that would be giving evidence on 
oath and I believe Sir Julius wants to do that but it certainly would be of 
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assistance if we could be provided with the statements, for the ones that the  
counsel assisting have before the witness gives evidence.  
 

[12.01 pm] This morning the counsel assisting was asking questions of a statement that he 
had already obtained and for his benefit and for the benefit of the Commission, 
I would submit that it would be more efficient if we are provided with those 
people that have sought leave to appear and indeed have been given leave to 
appear with the statements so that we may prepare beforehand. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  You may liaise with the counsel with regard to 10 
that and then counsel can approach the Commissioners.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  They have had the advantage to, of course, if this 
is arranged in advance, it means in many cases, it will be unnecessary to trouble 
the witness with re-appearing before the Commission and I think that is to be 
commended.  I would certainly be in favour of efficiency consistently with 
fairness to everybody who is involved. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Also, Commissioner, we are discussing the Practice 
Notes that is going to be supporting that kind of practice, so we need to also 20 
firm up and issue the Practice Note with regard to that that will govern this kind 
of arrangement.  We are in discussions right now, so hopefully, Practice Note 
should come out.   
 
MS TWIVEY NONNGGOR:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, yes just before – I am so sorry, Chief, I did not want to 
interrupt you.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is fine.  Next matter on the list, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, just before Dr Waine is called and as Ms Nonnggor is 
there, I am obliged as to ask, and I can do that fairly briefly, Mr Vele was asked 
in both his personal and official capacities to square what is in effect an affidavit 
at discovery in relation in particular to all categories in paragraph 9 by Ms 
Twivey.  An affidavit has been provided but there are some notable gaps in it 
and I invite her to provide us with a supplementary affidavit before tomorrow.   
 40 
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For example, in paragraph 15 of the affidavit, there is reference to searches 
about emails between 2013 and 2014, but there is no reference to emails about 
the events of 2009 and, of course, Mr Vele held a number of official positions 
at that time as he made clear on the last occasion; the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Committee, the Gas Coordination Project and, of course, he needs to produce 
those as well to the Tribunal, obviously enough.  He does not refer, as I say, to 
any 2009 documents.  Of course, in addition, as is clear from the Ombudsman 
Commission Report, he was in 2009 a Director and Shareholder of Pertusio 
Capital Partners Limited; and he held that position until at least 2012.  So those, 
also, need to be produced. 10 
 
The affidavit of all that he referred to makes the statement that there is simply 
no remaining emails and presumably he means held by Treasury or by him 
personally, that is a matter we are going to have to spend quite a lot of time on 
examining him but also of course IT people in the Department - current and 
former.  In addition, there is no reference in the affidavit to any notes Mr Vele 
might have taken and, if so, what has happened to them?  He said on the last 
occasion, he generally does not take notes, but that needs to be in an affidavit.  
He does not refer to any text or messages; maybe there is none.  That also needs 
to be made clear but there is a considerable volume of material which need to 20 
be covered by the affidavit. 
 

[12.06pm] And I invite Ms Twivey-Nonggorr to provide us with something today 
because it will mean that her client need not spend less time in the witness 
box.  There is a faint suggestion in Mr Vele’s affidavit that perhaps he was 
surprised he was asked questions on the last occasions, well we reject that.  
But let there be no doubt I intend to ask him questions along those lines 
tomorrow and I am sure Ms Twivey-Nonggorr will be grateful and be patient.  
Unless there is not anything further, I invite Dr Katter to call Dr Waine who 
will be the last witness for today. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  With regard to Dairi Vele, Dr Renwick, can I have your 
attention there.  With regard to Dairi Vele, his matter is returnable tomorrow 
so I do have my thinking cap on with regard to his matter, could you and 
counsel Tiffany Nonggorr hold those discussions and then mention those 
matters tomorrow?  His matter is returnable tomorrow at 10 o’clock. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes of course.  I just wanted to put her on notice – yes of 
course we will Chief; we will.  I invite her to contact us. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  We better stick to the schedule.  Okay, Dr 
Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, if it pleases, Katter initial D, counsel assisting.  I call Dr 
Clement Waine. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, Dr Clement Waine is scheduled to give 
evidence at 2 o’clock today.  Are we going to bring him forward?  Is he 
available this morning?  It is just past lunch now. 

DR KATTER:  Is Dr Waine present? 

MR YAPAO:  Chairman, Dr Waine is not present this morning. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I doubt if he is present in the room.  He is scheduled to 10 

give evidence at 2 o’clock today.  Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, if that pleases the Commissioner, that would be most 
appropriate, thank you.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 

DR KATTER:  If there are no other matters at this time, if we could return at 
that time? 

THE CHIARMAN:  There is one more matter we need to call, appearing in 
today’s diary, Sir Julius Chan.  What is the situation with Sir Julius Chan? 

DR RENWICK:  Chief, as I indicated a little earlier Sir Julius has said he is 
too unwell to appear today or tomorrow.  We are, without interfering with his 20 

medical treatment, we are continuing to seek to obtain a written statement 
from him and in those circumstances I think we are going to return certainly 
on the 12th of May so might Sir Julius’ summons be adjourned until 12 May 
and we will advise him of that and hopefully he will be better by then and can 
appear and we have a statement. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am sorry I am just mentioning that because his name 
appears on the diary and we need to mention; formally mention the matter. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, if it is agreeable to Commissioner White, we 
will have the appearance of Sir Julius Chan adjourned to 12 May 2021 at 10 30 

am to give his evidence.  Commissioner White, can I issue that direction? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  That completes the 
matters for this morning.  If there is no other matters then my associate will 
adjourn the proceedings.  

[11:12 a.m.] Associate? 

 

 LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 

 [2.04 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, Dr Katter. 
 10 

DR KATTER:  Yes, as it pleases I call Dr Clement Waine, Commissioner.   
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tyson, you can swear the witness. 
 
 
CLEMENT WAINE; sworn: 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Dr Waine, could you state your full name please? 
 20 
A: Dr Clement Waine. 
 
Q: And your current employment? 
 
A: Sorry, I did not quite get you. 
 
Q: What is your current employment? 
 
A: Current employment, I am self-employed. 
 30 
Q: And you previously worked with the Department of Public Enterprises? 
 
A: Yes, I was between the years 2013 and 2018. 
 
Q: Were you the secretary of the department? 
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A: Yes, I was the acting secretary. 
 
Q: For that entire period up until August 2018, is that right? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: When did you commence in that role? 
 
A: July 4, 2013. 
 10 
Q: So you were acting secretary from July 13 until August 18, is that right? 
 
A: Sorry, July 4, 2013 till August 24th 2018. 
 
Q: What was your employment prior to being the acting secretary of the 

department? 
 
A: Prior to that I was the adviser to the Minister in 2012.  The then Minister 

was Ben Micah at the time and prior to that I was working as a research 
manager with Dupont in USA for 11 years. 20 

 
Q: When did you complete your doctoral studies? 
 
A: I completed my doctoral studies in 1999 and I was awarded or conferred 

a degree in 2000 at the University of Queensland, St Lucia, Brisbane. 
 
Q: And what was your doctoral dissertation on? 
 
A: My doctoral dissertation was in structural biology, chemistry, bio 

chemistry and those sort of things. 30 
 
Q: Thank you.  Now, may I please show Dr Waine his statement? 
 
A: Shall I read my statement? 
 

  [2.09 pm] Q: Yes. 
 
A: Okay, yes. 
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Q: Can you see on the screen there a document - and for the transcript 
reference, the document is document number WIP.0039004001.  This is 
statement prepared by you Dr Waine? 

 
A: Yes, I believe that is the revised one that I sent to you on that date that is 

on that document.   
 
Q: Yes.  On the first page there, it has Monday, April 19, 2021.  You say it 

is revised? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that what you meant? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This version? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: You made some changes to it? 
 
A: It did not significantly change.  Those changes that I made are all 

underlined from the previous submissions that I made. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  It is eight-pages in length, is it not? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: Yes.  Going to the last page, the eighth page, that is your signature? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Just go on down a little, you have referred to attachments and said, “All 

attachments are included in the USB submitted to the Commission.”  
There were documents on that USB, were there not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: There were 14, I should say - I will withdraw that – 13 documents- - - 40 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: That were included in the USB? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: I will just bring them up one at a time.  The first was an NEC Decision 

and it is NEC decision described as 235 of 2013? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Forty pages in length.  It has a date on it 16 July 2013; is that right? 
 
A: I believe so.  That is the decision that actually re-established the 

department and appointed me as the Acting Secretary from the NEC. 
 
Q: All right.  Each of these documents are documents that are referred to or 

referenced in the statement that we were looking at before, are they not? 
 20 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next document, Principal of State Ownership and Participation in 

Commercial Activities, it is dated 6 June as in June of 2014, and it is 200 
pages in total, is it not? 

 30 
A: I believe so, and that is the policy document- - - 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: That was prepared by the department, probably the seminal policy 

document for state participation in commercial activities.  Up until, I 
think since Independence, there was no policy document that augers the 
state’s involvement in commercial activities and this is probably the first 
attempt to do that.   

 40 
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Q: Thank you.  The third document is an NEC Decision number 228 of 2018 
dated 2 August 2018, and two-pages in length that document; is that 
right? 

 
A: Correct, and I think that is the NEC Decision to abolish the department 

and decommission my appointment.   
 
Q: The next document number 4, or the fourth document, another NEC 

Decision 241 of 2013, dated 22 July 2013, and it is five-pages in length; 
is that right? 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The fifth document.  It is headed; “Exchangeable Bond Financing 

Consideration” and it is described as Citigroup Proposal.  It is dated 20 
September 2013 and has some 27 actual pages? 

 
A: Yes, that is the copy of the Refinancing Structure that was proposed by 

Citi, amongst the four or so that was received by the Committee for the 
refinancing of the IPIC bonds, exchangeable bonds. 20 

 
   [2:14 p.m.] Q: Thank you.  The sixth document is a letter to the governor of the Bank of 

Papua New Guinea to the Minister for Public Enterprises from State 
Investment regarding financing, proposals to the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond and it is dated 7 January 2014 and it has got nine pages in length 
that document.  Is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Seventh, the NEC Decision 479 of 2013, it is dated 19 December 2013 30 

and two pages in length.  Is that right? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: The eight letter from the governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea to 

UBS-AG, ascertaining the proposal by UBS to refinance the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  It is that heading on the letter dated 30 January 2014 
and it is one page.   

 
A: Yes, correct. 40 
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Q: Describe the letter of comfort – UBS-AG to the governor of the Bank of 

Papua New Guinea dated 31 January 2014 and it is two pages in length? 
 
A: I want to check my notes. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I do not think this is from me.   
 10 
Q: You do not think this comes from you? 
 
A: No, I do not think so.  There should be --- 
Q: Is that a copy of it in front of you now? 
 
A: There should be a copy of the mandatory exchange notice issued by IPIC 

to IPBC.  I do not think this is mine. 
 
Q: You do not think this was the document that was included? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: You have a copy of it in front of you? 
 
A: No, I did not bring my copy, I am just looking from my notes. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: The next should be the mandatory notice issued by the IPIC to IPBC. 
 30 
Q: All right exclude that particular document.  Moving to the next document.   
 
A: That is the one. 
 
Q: The IPIC mandatory exchange notice, that is 13 February 2014? 
 
A: Yes, that is the one.  That should be the next reference. 
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Q: The three further documents that were on the USB and NEC’s 
submissions on IPIC bond and transfer of Oil Search shares to IPIC on 
the maturity date, 4 March 2014? 

 
A: Yes, that is the IPIC - IPBC direction to settle. 
 
Q: Sorry, could you just say that again, Dr Waine? 
 
A: Yes, that is the NEC submission that was intended for IPBC to issue the 

notice or direction to settle. 10 
 
Q: Yes.  And the final two documents that are on the USB was Section 8 and 

19 of the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization Act 2015; is 
that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  We take you to your statement and the first page, the 

statement is dated 19 April, when did you prepare that document, 
though? 20 

A: I believe that is on the 19 April.  That is an amendment to the previous 
one that was submitted last year. 

       [2.19pm]Q:   Thank you.  Are there any corrections you wish to make to the 
statement as of today? 

A: No. 

Q: Are the matters in the statement true and correct as of today? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Commissioners, I seek to formally tender that statement with the 12 
attachments included and have the statement with the 12 attachments 
marked, if it pleases. 30 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are you excluding what appears in the index as 
the IPIC mandatory exchange notices, excluding 2014 or including those? 

DR KATTER:  Including number 11 in the index but not including number 9, 
Commissioner. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  I was not clear, I was not quite sure 
which one was going out there. 

DR KATTER:  Yes.  The number 9 is the letter of comfort so described, and 
Dr Waine - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not his document. 

DR KATTER:  Not his document. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Dr Katter. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we could formally admit the statement of Dr 
Clement Waine dated 19 April 2021 together with the 12 attachments marked 
as exhibit F, I think.  The last exhibit was mistakenly labeled exhibit D, that 10 

should be exhibit E, and this one will be exhibit F. 

 

EXHIBIT F – STATEMENT OF DR CLEMENT WAINE DATED 19 
APRIL 2021 WITH 12 ATTACHMENTS 

 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Dr Waine, your statement is 
divided into parts; your role, the proposal to refinance, the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond vs the State to purchase the Oil Search shares were private placement 
and policy recommendation for an independent based advisory authority. So 
there is a number of parts.  Are those the parts though, are they not? 20 

A: Yes, there are three parts to it.  Yes, you are right. 

Q: In your first paragraph on page 1, you have referred to some very 
specific details as to percentages and bond numbers as to the 2009 loan 
with the 2009 period.  At that time what was your role? 

A: At that time, I was in the States so I did not play a role in the transaction 
that is described in that first paragraph, but that is just background notes 
from my notes that I had taken during my time as the Secretary for the 
Department of Public Enterprises. 

Q: When you were the acting Secretary, did you have direct oversight in 
that role of the specifics of the documentary details of the matters that 30 

you are referring to on that first page in the first two paragraphs? 
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A: Yes, and in my capacity as the NEC sanctioned committee, the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Refinancing committee, which I referred to in my 
submission, I was – at the first committee, I was the deputy chair of that 
committee so we had access to the Cabinet and other details pertaining 
to that transaction. 

Q: In preparing your statement, did you have recourse to particular 
documents as to that detail we are looking at page 1, which document 
are not referred to in the statement or in the annexures?  Is that right? 

A: Yes. I have the benefit of the Ombudsman Commission’s report as well 
as the Citigroup’s refinancing proposal which I submitted as evidence.  10 

[2.24 pm] Q: At the bottom of the first page, second last line, you mentioned that the 
Department of Public Enterprises was first abolished in 2011.  When had 
it been set up originally? 

 
A: I do not know when it was set up but in 2011 when late Sir Mekere 

Morauta was the Minister, he abolished that department and Cabinet then 
reinstated it in 2013. 

 
Q: Did it change its name over time; the department? 
 20 
A: I believe not.  It was always called the Department of Public Enterprises 

and the ministry was called the Ministry of Public Enterprises and State 
Investments.  There was a slight difference to the name. 

 
Q: You mentioned there and you mentioned I think a little bit earlier that Sir 

Mekere Morauta was the Minister in 2011.  Who was the Minister then 
in 2009? 

 
A: I believe it was Arthur Somare but I could be wrong, I was not in the 

country; I was in the United States. 30 
 
Q: You mentioned that the department in that second last line was first 

abolished in 2011.  When was the department re-established further to 
that abolition? 
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A: On the last line if you look at it, it says on 4 July 2013 the NEC made that 
decision to re-establish the department and then by the same decision 
appointed me as the acting secretary. 

 
Q: So when you became the acting secretary in July ’13, did you have an 

immediate predecessor as acting secretary or secretary?  Was there 
anyone in the role before you commenced? 

 
A: No, the department was abolished but the personnel and I believe the 

secretary in 2011 was Mathias Lasia.  He was not decommissioned until 10 
may be a year later, I think, so he was technically on the payroll so to 
speak. 

 
Q: On the next page, top of page 2 in the first paragraph, you referred that 

policy document; “The Principle State Ownership and Participation in 
Commercial Activities.” Were you the sole signatory of that document? 

 
A: I believe the Minister also was.  I provided the …….. and the Minister as 

well. 
 20 
Q: Were you the primary drafter of that document? 
 
A: I was overseeing the principal consultant who was engaged to draft that 

policy and that consultant was Dr John Kwimb. 
 
Q: You then mentioned about policy document was the basis in a policy 

sense to the formation of Kumul Petroleum, Kumul Minerals and Kumul 
Consolidated.  Do you see that policy document as being consequential 
to the 2014 loan or as a precursor to it? 

 30 
A: Not really.  The policy document basically defines the State’s role and 

participation in those commercial activities.  It did not provide any legal 
or any policy documents for that particular transaction but the general 
policy outline of what the State should do and its responsibilities when it 
comes to commercial activities. 

 
Q: In the second paragraph there on page 2, you mentioned that the 

department was abolished on 24 August 2018, were you the acting 
secretary up until that point in time? 

 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: You stated that at the outset that is in the next paragraph, exchangeable 

bonds of transaction was prior to your appointment.  Are you meaning 
prior to your appointment as the acting secretary in July 2013? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You then go on to refer in that same paragraph 2, the Bonds Refinance 

Committee? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 

[2.29 pm]Q: It was part - throughout the bidding process to identify the financier, who 
else or who was on that committee? 

 
A: I believe it is - entirely it is in the submission or the reference that I 

provided that is the NEC Decision number 41 of 2013, the Treasury 
Secretary was the Chairman and I was the Deputy Chair.  Then there were 
members from IPBC, Attorney General and another member, I cannot 20 
remember now but there were five and they were listed there.   

 
Q: And you remember the names now in your direct memory of who they 

were? 
 
A: Yes, I remember them but I cannot remember exactly the fifth’s first 

name. 
 
Q: Yes, but was Mr Vele a member of that committee? 
 30 
A: Yes, he was the Secretary for Treasury and therefore the Chairman. 
 
Q: For the life of the committee or you were involved in that committee? 
 
A: For which committee? 
 
Q: Was he in the chair? 
 
A: The IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee?  Sir, I did not quite 

get you there. 40 
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Q: Yes.  Sorry, yes, you just broke up a little. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  How often did that committee meet? 
 
A: The committee did not meet because it was getting a bit towards, I think, 

September or August or thereabouts when the committee actually met.  
So, the committee process did not proceed as well as it should have.   10 

 
Q: It did not meet at all, did you say? 
 
A: It met only once, in my recollection, and then that was to discuss about 

the Terms of Reference and then how to proceed with providing the 
documentations for the bidding process. 

 
Q: Where was that committee meeting, do you recall? 
 
A: The first meeting that I recall was up at the board room in IPBC, which 20 

is the 11th floor of Pacific Place, which is now called the MRDC Haus 
when IPBC was domiciled there. 

 
Q: Were there committee meetings on the papers or by electronic or other 

communications? 
 
A: I think IPBC then, which is now Kumul Consolidated Holdings or KCH, 

provided the secretarial function at that time, so they probably have their 
records of that meeting. 

 30 
Q: Do you recall where the minutes were kept? 
 
A: Normally meeting minutes are supposed to be kept by the IPBC, so they 

should be on their records. 
 
Q: But do you have a recollection of someone taking minutes at that time? 
 
A: I cannot recall; I will only be speculating. 
 
Q: What proposals were put to the committee? 40 
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A: The committee at that time, I believe, received four proposals from 

Citigroup which is – anyway, it is right behind the second point there – 
Citigroup, UBS AG, Hermsley Barclays and Hermsley Capital; and those 
proposals were then compared against the Terms of Reference and the 
committee did not agree on which one of them because they were 
completely different in their proposals.  So, there was a process where 
the committee could not agree on their proposals and it was then referred 
back to Cabinet; Cabinet then appointed or disbanded that committee and 
appointed a second committee.  My role in that second committee was 10 
just a member of the committee and it was chaired by the then Chief 
Secretary Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc. 

 
Q: Do your recall the order that those four proposals came in to the 

committee?  Did they come in at a separate point in time? 
 
A: Yes, I believe they came in different times and through different efforts 

which was probably not consistent with the committee process and the 
committee then based upon the Terms of Reference that was provided by 
the NEC and I believe Citigroup’s initial proposal was based upon a 20 
bridging loan facility as well as a collar. 

 
[2.34 pm] And then UBS won as well as well as the ANZ/Barclays was, I think, a 

loan and Hermsley Capital was basically a simple loan.  That is far as I 
can remember. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so you recall them coming in at a different point in time.  
Do you recall the actual order in terms of, you have mentioned there, Citigroup, 
UBS-AG, ANZ/Barclays and Hermsley Capital; do you now recall the order in 
which they did come in? 30 
 
A: Yes.  When the committee process did not function as well as it should 

have, IPBC approached Hermsley Capital, and Hermsley Capital was the 
first one to propose a refinancing solution which was purely a loan - a 
scheme – and it was brought to the minister’s attention.  The reason why 
I particularly remember this one was that if the State chose Hermsley 
Capital, it would subject itself to a reputational risk because Hermsley 
Capital was a boutique operator and had no capacity to undertake a huge 
transaction to refinance this IPIC.  So I recommended to the minister that 
the process is not working and we are getting submissions that are coming 40 
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through, facilitated by IPBC then at that time, and we may be subjecting 
the State to reputational risk unnecessarily.  We then had to take the 
matter back to Cabinet to constitute a new company to undertake that 
process.  So that was the trigger point.   

 
Hermsley Capital I believe was based out of the docklands in Melbourne 
and was a boutique operator as I have said, and has got no balance sheet 
to underwrite such a huge transaction.  That was when the Cabinet 
decided that the former Chief Secretary, late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc, to 
take custody of the committee as the chair and provided the leadership 10 
for the bidding process to take place which resulted in Citigroup, UBS 
and ANZ/Barclays coming on board.   
 

Q: Do you recall the order in which Citigroup, UBS and ANZ Barclays then 
came to the committee? 

 
A: I believe Citigroup and UBS were provided around the same time, 

although the financing structure were slightly different for both of them 
but in the second committee, I think they both sort of adopted – well, 
UBS adopted Citigroup’s financing proposal with different turnovers; 20 
different interests and so on. 

 
Q: How were each of those proposals put to the committee?  In a practical 

sense, what was the communication process or articulation process? 
 
A: I think late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc called for a meeting and all of those 

proposals were brought and the financiers brought those submissions 
before the committee and we had a meeting at his office at Morauta Haus 
at that time. 

 30 
Q: And with the discussion led by Sir Manasupe? 
 
A: By late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc, the former Chief Secretary. 
 
Q: Were each of the proposals considered by the committee; all four? 
 
A: Yes, there was a, I think, 20 minutes or so sessions with each of the 

potential financiers. 
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Q: You mentioned before that there were particular details that distinguished 
those proposals.  One by one, can you articulate from recollection what 
were the distinguishing features; you mentioned Hermsley Capital 
before, but in terms of Citigroup, UBS-AG and ANZ/Barclays? 

 
[2:39 p.m]   A: I believe Citigroup’s proposal, which I submitted, because I had that 

document.  It was two parts or two components to the financing structure.  
One was a bridging loan facility, I think it was slightly above $300 
million dollars and the second component of that was a collar 
arrangement that was supposed to be dynamically managed on the floor 10 
of ASX, Australian Stock Exchange.  I think UBS had a similar 
arrangement but it was not – I cannot remember exactly now but I think 
it was eventually in the second committee process, it gravitated towards 
the Citi’s structure.  So we ultimately ended up with the same financing 
arrangement where there was a bridging loan component and a collar 
arrangement.  ANZ/Barclays was a small loan and then it was a small – 
it was almost a reserve of it where you had or we had the collar owner, 
$300 million dollars, US, I think, and then the loan component, which is 
the balance of it – $109 million dollars or something.  And as I said, 
Hermsley was basically a loan. 20 

 
Q: Do you recall who was --- 
 
A: Sorry, and I said Hermsley was basically a loan, a simple loan 

arrangement. 
 
Q: On that day where the late Sir Manasupe – the meeting was at the late 

Manasupe’s office, do you recall who was present physically that day? 
 
A: The Chief Secretary was there, the late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc as the 30 

chair and then Treasury rep was there, I was there. 
 
Q: And who was the Treasury rep? 
 
A: The Treasury rep at that time, Donald I think, Donald Hona.  I think he 

was the Treasury rep at that time.  And we had IPBC rep. 
 
Q: And who was that? 
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A: The IPBC rep, I cannot remember his name, he left his employment a few 
years ago. 

 
Q: Was Mr Vele there? 
 
A: I cannot remember. 
 
Q: At the bottom, the last sentence on this page, “and NEC directed the Bank 

of Papua New Guinea to evaluate the four proposals”, was it not the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bonds Refinance Committee – was it not within its remit 10 
to make the recommendation rather than BPNG or anyone else?  Why 
direct it on to BPNG? 

 
A: There were fierce discussions about this because of the different 

financing structures and trying to reconcile under the Terms of Reference 
and what would be feasible within the existing covenant to the IPIC.  So 
I think the Committee recommended I think that Citigroup, as it was, was 
supposed to have been chosen but I think when the Chief Secretary, the 
late Manasupe Zurenuoc brought the submission to Cabinet, the Cabinet 
then decided to ask the Bank of PNG to evaluate that proposal.   20 

 
Q: Was there some input that the BPNG could make that the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bonds Refinance Committee could not? 
 
A: I think looking at the various submissions that came through or the 

proposals, as I said, they were all quite different and the committee was 
basically – could not agree and that is why it was deferred back to Cabinet 
and Cabinet then deferred it to the Bank of PNG.  

 
     [2.44pm] Q: At that point in time who did the or who was it that the – all the finance 30 

 committee reported to? 

A: At that time, the - I cannot remember that NEC decision, but it is 
supposed to report to the Minister for Public Enterprises. 

Q: And who was that at that point in time? 

A: Ben Micah. 

Q: Was there a report in writing to Minister Micah then? 
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A: When the NEC made the decision to defer the matter to Bank of PNG, I 
think he was told - the Governor or the Bank of PNG was directed to 
work with the Minister for Public Enterprises. 

Q: So, what decisions were actually made by the committee then? 

A: The committee never made a decision; they only recommended to NEC 
but I think the committee was poles apart in terms of different proposals 
that came through. 

Q: Was there a specific recommendation or recommendations then made in 
writing to the NEC? 

A: Not that I know of.  When the Late Sir Manasupe was the chairman, I 10 
do not know whether there was any communication between him and 
the NEC. 

Q: You then go on in your statement to say that your role did not extend to 
the Oil Search share purchase through the UBS loan.  Why was there 
not any involvement on your part with that share purchase? 

A: The committee was set up to evaluate the different proposals, financing 
proposals to refinance IPIC.  It was never set up to review the financing 
proposals or any process for the acquisition of Oil Search shares 
through the private placement.  So the role of the- - - 

Q: On the third page of your - - - 20 

A: Sorry.  So the role of the committee basically ended when the IPIC 
decided to or issue the mandatory exchange notice and basically that is 
when the committee processes ended. 

Q: On the third page of your statement you mentioned that the NEC 
directed the Governor of Bank of PNG to provide final evaluation of the 
proposals by the Citigroup and UBS.  Do you recall any 
communications made to the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds Refinance 
Committee prior to that NEC decision - as to that NEC decision? 

A: No.  Not that I am aware of. 

Q: Do you recall any communications made to you as acting Secretary of 30 

the Department prior to that NEC decision as to that potential NEC 
decision? 
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A: No.  I remember we were – the decision came out, I think, just before 
Christmas. We were getting ready to go for Christmas and it was the 
last thing we did I think on the 24th or thereabouts of December and I 
went - - - 

Q: Which year was this? 

A: That is the NEC decision on the 19th, 2013.  I remember going to the 
Minister’s office and we had to write a letter to inform the – once we 
received the NEC decision to inform the Governor so there was no 
decision from the Committee to my department or from NEC to my 
department, except through the NEC decision itself. 10 

Q: Which minister; Minister Micah? 

A: Yes. 

Q: After the NEC decision was made, do you recall it being communicated 
back to the committee after 19th December 2013? 

A; No, I assumed the committee was basically – the function or the roles of 
the committee was ended there.  

   [2.49pm]  We never considered another meeting after that.  

Q: Was there any particularization or communication as to why it had been 
decided to use, why only Citigroup and UBS rather than ANZ/Bank and 
Hermsley Capital were …… (line dropped) 20 

A: No.  I think it was a bit – became quite obvious that Citigroup and UBS 
- to the committee at least at that time that they had the balance sheet to 
at least underpin such a large transaction. 

Q: You then refer in your statement to the Governor of BPNG writing to 
UBS; who was the governor of BPNG at that time? 

A: Mr Loi Bakani who is still the current governor now. 

Q: And you state that the decision to engage and these are your words; 
“without informing the Minister for Public Enterprises and State 
Investments for the NEC as required by the NEC decision”.  Is that 
right? 30 
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A: Correct.  The NEC decision specifically directed him to inform the 
minister and the NEC but he had proceeded to inform UBS that it was 
chosen to underwrite the IPIC exchangeable bond refinance. 

Q: Was there a communication made to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Refinance Committee, prior to that letter from the governor of the Bank 
of PNG in that specific regard? 

A: No. 

Q: Do you recall any communications made to you as acting Secretary, 
prior to that correspondence from the governor of Bank of PNG as to 
that correspondence before it was sent? 10 

A: No. 

Q: Was there a communication then after the correspondence was sent, 
both either to you or the committee after 30 January 2014? 

 

A: No, not that I can recall. 

Q; Did the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee take any action 
as to that correspondence, any practical steps or action? 

A: No. 

Q: What about in your role as acting Secretary, did you take any action as 
to that correspondence? 20 

A: No. 

Q: You state in the next paragraph of 13th February 2014 when IPIC issued 
the Mandatory Exchange Notice - these are your words; “the State 
option was to either comply and redeem the bond or seek an extension 
of the date to allow time for the State to finalize its refinancing 
solution.”  Did you know this at that time on 13th February 2014? 

A: At that time when the IPIC issued the Mandatory Exchange Notice, 
there were certain steps that needed to be taken in accordance with the 
covenant, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond covenant and State was in the 
process of refinancing that.  It could have on a State to State basis dealt 30 

with IPIC and through UAE to - that is United Arab Emirates - to 
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actually allow for sufficient time for State to finalise that financing 
arrangement with UBS and it could redeem or rather to redeem the 
bond or to - yes, to redeem the bond, sorry, or it could have just let it go 
so that was this State’s situation at that time. 

Q: How were you informed about that at that time; how did you know that? 

A: It was early in the morning I think that the fax was received by IPBC 
and then it was brought to the Minister’s office and a copy was 
provided to the minister’s office and to the department which I tendered 
as part of my evidence. 

Q: Was that fax sent to you or to the department; who were the recipients 10 

do you recall? 

A: IPIBC at the time.  It was a commercial arrangement. 

[2.54 pm]   Q: IPBC? 
 

A: IPBC.  Independent Public Business Corporation, thus predecessor to 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 

 
Q: Was it presented to the committee at that time? 
 
A: No, the committee I believe did not.  I mean for all practical reasons it 20 

did not exist when the NEC made the decision for Bank of PNG to take 
custody of the evaluation of the two bids from UBS and Citi.    

 
Q: In the next paragraph you then stated that the NEC decided to acquire 

10.01 per cent equity in Oil Search by acquiring 149,390,244 shares 
through private placement.  Did you know this at that time? 

 
A: No, not at that time.  This is – facts that came to us after the NEC made 

the decision. 
 30 
Q: And just to confirm this, did this go through the committee before it went 

to the NEC? 
 
A: No, it never went through the committee.  As I said earlier, the committee 

was set up specifically to evaluate the bids that came in for the 
refinancing of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  It was never set up to look 
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at the purchase of the Oil Search shares through private placement.  That 
was a completely different transaction.  I think the Commission should 
take note of that because I think that is a very fundamental distinction 
that needs to be made between the two transactions.  There are two 
separate distinct transactions between the refinancing of a IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond and the purchase of the Oil Search shares through 
private placement. 

 
Q: Did you have knowledge about which department or Minister proposed 

or moved or however so described the NEC proposal which became the 10 
NEC decision? 

 
A: I believe at the time when Don Polye was sacked from the NEC or the 

Cabinet or Ministry of Treasury or the Minister of Treasury, I believe the 
Prime Minister became the acting minister and that was when this 
transaction – I mean Peter O’Neill was the Prime Minister at the time - I 
believe that was when the transaction took place or I mean the NEC 
decision took place. 

 
Q: How do you know; were you at the NEC meeting? 20 
 
A: No, I was not there at the NEC meeting because that was decided or the 

submission was brought in by Treasury.  It was not anything to do with 
the Department of Public Enterprises or the IPBC. 

 
Q: Can I just return to something from a little bit earlier just for a moment, 

I am sorry to change the timing.  You were referring to the order in which 
the four proposals came in.  Which was the last proposal to come in? 

 
A: I believe it was ANZ/Barclays.  30 
 
Q: Was there any timing, extensions or delays in any of the proposals? 
 
A: There was a significant delay, yes, may be about a month. 
 
Q: And did that relate to multiples of proposals or one proposal or what was 

the circumstance there? 
 
A: I think that particular one, ANZ/Barclays.  
 40 
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Q: All right.  When you refer to IPIC using the Mandatory Exchange Notice 
and opting to keep the Oil Search shares in the General Business Trust, 
what was the General Business Trust? 

 
A: The General Business Trust, if you like, it is like a basket where all the 

SOE assets were vested inside and IPBC was just the management 
company that managed the trust, although there was no Trust Deed and 
other things but for practical business, IPBC was managing that General 
Business Trust where all the state-owned enterprises and investments 
were vested within it.  10 

 
   [2.59 pm] Q: You mentioned that the cash flow was collateralized during the tenure of 

the Exchangeable Bonds; what do you mean by that? 
 
A: I think the security that was offered or collateral that was offered for the 

– to underpin the IPIC finance for the State’s participation and the PNG 
LNG Project, the securities offered, I think, was their GBT; their balance 
sheet of the GBT and potential cash flow that was coming from the PNG 
LNG. 

 20 
Q: You stated that the General Business Trust worth almost K6 billion was 

free of any encumbrances.  Had there been encumbrances on that General 
Business Trust, to your knowledge, in the past? 

 
A: Not that I know of, except this IPIC transaction.  When IPIC transaction 

or the IPIC- - - 
 
Q: I have that general- - - 
 
A: Sorry. 30 
 
Q: Sorry. 
 
A: When IPIC Exchangeable Bond was in place, the GBT was pledged, so 

it was incumbent. 
 
Q: Why had that General Business Trust been set up to your knowledge? 
 
A: I do not know, that was done in 2001 by late Sir Mekere Morauta. 
 40 
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Q: Had the asset based in the General Business Trust changed overtime? 
 
A: I believe it has grown significantly over since 2001 until 2009 or 

thereabout and then the value, maybe up until 2009, 2011, I think, by 
memory.  It is in that policy document; the graph shows the net asset or 
value of the GBT actually grew since 2001 and then it started declining 
at 2011 at that point but it did grow over time. 

 
Q: In the second last sentence on that page, you make the following 

statement; “If only the State had taken its time to properly consider and 10 
assess its options and had undertaken proper diligence, it would have 
adopted a completely different financing structure, and not a highly risky 
and speculative derivative trading UBS-AG offered.”  Which financing 
structure should have been adopted, in your opinion, other than the UBS-
AG?   Are you referring to ANZ/Barclays, Citigroup or Hermsley Capital 
particularly? 

 
A: No, not necessarily.  I mean let me make that clear distinction that the 

IPIC Refinancing – the financing structure for that was a different 
consideration because you have an existing arrangement where the 20 
State’s assets were securitized to underpin that borrowing to finance the 
LNG Project.  So that is a completely different arrangement and to 
unwind that, you need to have a finance structure that takes into account 
the risks as well as your assets and the securities that will be offered as a 
result of those considerations. 

 
I think that is why I am – let me repeat myself because I think the 
Commission needs to take note that the IPIC Refinancing for the 
Exchangeable Bond was a completely different transaction and then the 
quantum, the security and the risks that presented were completely 30 
different.  You cannot take the same financing structure and adopt it for 
us, a simple share purchased through a private placement because the 
risks were different; the quantum was different; and the underlying 
security would be different.  So that is a  clear distinction and I think 
maybe the NEC was misled into it and I think what was the UBS structure 
that was agreed and accepted for IPIC Refinancing was then rolled over 
into the – purchased through that private placement arrangement with Oil 
Search. 
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[3.04pm] And that is why I said it is a very high risky and speculative derivative 
trading that was adopted by UBS for that purchase.  Now, you have got 
to understand that when IPIC issued the mandatory exchange, some of 
the securities were freed up.  They retained their Oil Search shares, but 
they freed up the GBT, the PNG LNG project was near completion and 
in 2015, it started or late 2014 it started exporting so revenue was 
coming in.  So you have a different situation and the financing 
arrangement could have been completely different.  But that process 
was never considered, was never put in place so what was considered 
during the IPIC refinancing deliberations by the committee or by the 10 

NEC was then adopted for a simple share purchase through the private 
placement which was – and the financing structure was a highly 
speculative, highly risky at that space of time.  

 

Q: Was it only in your view a timing issue; that is if the State had taken 
more time rather than the haste you refer to? 

A: There was no rush.  Why would the State rush; there was nothing.  We 
just lost our shares to the IPIC.  We could have taken our time; look at 
the cash flow coming in, look at the assets that were freed up that needs 
to be restructured, prepare a completely different process to acquire the 20 

shares, if there was a need, and there was a requirement that there was a 
decision from the Cabinet.  So those, I think, the haste in which; one, 
financing structure that was designed to refinance an existing 
arrangement was rolled over into a simple share purchase through a 
private placement arrangement made that particular transaction more 
risky. 

Q: What further proper due diligence was required that did not occur? 

A: You know, you could have calculated the return on investments.  You 
could have done all your evaluations, analysis, all those necessary 
investment decisions and the analysis that needs to go in to make a big 30 

investment like this, did not happen. 

Q: Was there a non-factual, factor or factors as to why to choose or why 
there was the choice of the UBS option out of all of those options; why 
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choose to use your word; “the highly risky and speculative derivative 
trading” option? 

A:  I do not know that NEC made the decision because that was probably 
what was brought to them, but if the matter was brought back to the 
department, and that is also a clear distinction because I think I covered 
in my second or in my third point, and that is the point about the role of 
Treasury and the role of the department then.  A distinction has to be 
made and I think the Commission needs to take note of it is that 
Treasury made a fiscal policy of the country, the Department of Public 
enterprise at that time managed the commercial policy of the country.  10 
But that distinction was never abundantly clear to the Cabinet when all 
of these transactions was undertaken.  If we had done what we were 
supposed to do as take custody of the commercial assets of the country, 
we would have done a different assessment and we would have arrived 
at a different financing structure, which should have undertaken - 
considered all the risk, all the securities that needs to be offered and a 
different arrangement, and we would have done a completely different 
due diligence, to advise the Cabinet properly on this investment.  But 
again this matter was taken out of IPBC hands, out of the Department of 
Public Enterprise, it was handled out of Treasury and that is where the 20 

big problem came in.  So my third recommendation was basically that 
there should be an investment or authority that oversees State’s 
investments.  Because it appears to me now and at that time that 
Treasury does not have the internal capacity to undertake all these 
analysis, all of those evaluations and make those sort of investment 
decisions or recommend those investment decisions to the State and we 
see a litany of those similar situations happening, and I list one of them 
which is this one project which was an initiative out of Treasury 
without any due diligence on the technical aspect of it; any due 
diligence on the return on investments on the net percent value or 30 

whatever the investment criteria that needs to be considered as an 
investor.  

  [3.09 pm] It should have been left up to the commercial entities to make those 
decisions and recommend to Cabinet but that is the situation that we had 
at that time and we are here in this Commission. 
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Q: In the first paragraph on the next page you described the transition from 
the refinancing of IPIC exchangeable bonds for the purchase of the Oil 
Search shares as, “blurred and confusing”.  What do you mean by that 
phrase there? 

 
A: Yes, I think that is what I mean.  There are two different transactions that 

were dealt with as if they were one and the same and it blurred the 
boundaries between those two transactions.  I think a lot of the nation, a 
lot of the country are still confused about this that are two different 
transactions and should have been done separately.  But the fact that you 10 
have a finance structure that was approved to refinance IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond adopted for just a simple share purchase through a 
private placement.  That created confusion and I think that confused the 
Cabinet and the Cabinet made those decisions.  

 
Q: In the next sentence you say that, the NEC could have requested a new 

vetting process to ensure it received a better financing option that 
properly considers the security and risks.” 

 
A: I already mentioned those things. 20 
 
Q: Who would the NEC request? 
 
A: What was that? 
 
Q: I am sorry.  Who would the NEC request that new vetting process by or 

from or to? 
 
A: NEC could have asked a separate committee or asked IPBC and IPBC 

would have been in a better position to provide the advice to Cabinet 30 
because IPBC was the- - -  

 
Q: Was that something that should have come back? 
 
A: I think it should come back, yes. 
 
Q: I am sorry. 
 
A: Yes, I think it should come back to the committee or to IPBC rather. 
 40 
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Q: Later in your submission you refer to Treasury engaging consultants on 
projects.  Was there any indication or was there any indication for you 
that Treasury engaged consultants as to the 2014 loan? 

 
A: Did I say this in my submission?  I do not think I said that but I believe 

Treasury engaged UBS as its financial adviser at the time. 
 
Q: Did you know who that was? 
 
A: I do not think I mentioned this in my submission but yes, I think UBS 10 

was appointed as adviser to Treasury. 
 
Q: You referred specifically, do you not, to the share price of Oil Search; is 

that share price not fluctuating on a daily basis during trading? 
 
A: I did not get your question there but the share prices are there.  The share 

………. graph is given up until that April of last year is given there.  One 
of the consideration if the NEC wanted a better advice would have set up 
a process where the share price could have been taken into account in 
terms of a weighted average over, I do not, may be a decade and then we 20 
would have known at least with some confidence what the fair value of 
the share would be.  Apparently the State bought into the highest price at 
that time which was unfair to the State. 

 
Q: Do you know whether there was modelling done by the Department of 

Treasury in this regard? 
 
A: I do not think so.  If you had just done a simple modelling over that last 

decade from the ground for a loan, it could be much less than $7 dollars 
and the State could have paid something less than $7 dollars instead of 30 
8.20; 8.20, we look at it as the highest price.  

 
[3.14 pm]   In 2014, it went right up but the price never exceeded 8.20.  But a simple 

moving average over a decade would give you a much lower price than 
that.  So it appears to me, just to answer your question directly, Treasury 
did not do a valuation or a proper assessment of the share price before it 
recommended for 8.20 to the NEC.   
 

Q: At the bottom of that page, you referred to the financing structure.  Are 
you saying that it was not appropriate given the collaterals offered to 40 
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secure the loan?  Is that what you are articulating or the question you are 
asking? 

 
A: That is my question and I think, as I said, the simple answer is, no, 

because almost $900 million of that financing arrangement was a collar 
and was subject to price fluctuations on the market and it was 
dynamically managed by UBS.  So there were upside gains as well as 
downside risks which the State was exposed to both ends and I do not 
think the State’s position was protected as it appears to be a hindsight.  I 
have no visibility on that arrangement or the agreement so I cannot 10 
comment any further than that but just from a distance.   

 
Q: On the top of the next page, you state that, “Oil Search”, and these are 

your words, “received the money risk free”.  When you are referring to 
Oil Search, are you referring to Oil Search Limited as the Corporation 
registered in Papua New Guinea trading commercially in the jurisdiction, 
what is your reference there? 

 
A: Oil Search whether it is Australian or Papua New Guinea, that whoever 

the entity that received that money from the State received it risk-free, 20 
basically.  It has a moral dilemma there because it received the money 
without any risk and all the risks was socialized was with the State and 
the people of Papua New Guinea and I think that is where Oil Search has 
a huge huge moral dilemma on that basis.  Whether it is the Papua New 
Guinea entity or the Australian entity, whichever that received the money 
from the sales of its shares to the State of Papua New Guinea has a huge 
moral dilemma there. 

 
Q: In the next paragraph,  ……………paragraph, you mention that, “the 

State has been involved”, and once again, these are our words, “in failed 30 
investment decisions.”  Are you thinking of specific investment decisions 
there? 

 
A: Yes, I mentioned one specifically, which is the Solwara 1 Project, which 

the State lost K375 million kina.  That project was highly risky, highly 
speculative and again going back to my earlier point, it was started out of 
Treasury without any due diligence on the nature of the project and we 
lost K375 million kina.  And that, I think, is a black dot if you like on the 
State’s ability to make good and sound investment decisions.  But again, 
it started off from Treasury and I think in order to prevent future 40 
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situations like this - and also the UBS loan to purchase the Oil Search 
shares also started out of Treasury.  That indicates to me that Treasury 
does not have the internal capacity to evaluate projects that are of 
technical in nature, and therefore, you need an independent oversight to 
vet all decisions to invest in projects like this going forward and I think 
that should be one of the recommendations that the Commission should 
take note off and maybe make that recommendation in its report. 

 
  [3.19 pm] I am not saying set up a separate, although, I said set up a separate 

independent State investment authority, it could work with Investment 10 
Corporation or it could work with some other authorities or existing 
bodies but at least there is an arms-length approach to vetting and over- 
sighting the decision by State to participate in such large investment 
decisions going forward. 

 
Q: When you referred to failed investment decisions by the State, though, is 

that indicating that the 2014 UBS Loan, in your statement, is indicative 
of consistent action or consistency of action rather than being an 
extraordinary circumstance out of the normal historical perimeter? 

 20 
A: We see several other projects that are also coming out of Treasury that 

also has these problems.  Another one is the Lae Tidal Basin on the west 
side.   That is also an initiative that came out of Treasury.  I think some 
$300 million was spent or will be spent on that project without any due 
recourse for the commercial viability of that project.  So, again it 
highlights that basic - my perception - that Treasury does not have the 
capacity to make those decisions. 

 
Now, those decisions are supposed to be done through an on-lending 
policy, on-lending arrangement but there is no proper on-lending policy, 30 
there is no proper on-lending legislations that govern this sort of 
financing arrangement where Treasury borrows and on-lends to the SOEs 
– State-Owned Enterprises.  So, those are the things that need to be clear 
before Treasury starts involving itself in making commercial decisions.  
I think it should confine its roles and responsibilities to the physical 
policy of the country and not in the commercial space because it does not 
have the capacity to do it, except to borrow and on-lends to the SOEs 
through a rigid on-lending policy which must be made abundantly clear 
and that must be the policy or the legislation that governs such similar 
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arrangements between State-Owned Enterprises and Treasury as State 
going forward.  

 
Q:  You mentioned before and it is in your second last paragraph or second 

final paragraph on that page, “an independent authority that vets the 
State’s investments.”  Are you referring to a circumstance where 
members of that authority, in your opinion or should be independent to 
State; not employees or officers of the State? 

 
A: I think an independent oversight committee should be ideal, I think.  10 
 
Q: In the next paragraph you referred to Kumul Petroleum, Kumul Minerals 

and you referred to the Auditor General Act, the Public Finances 
(Management) Act and the Leadership Code.  Are you referring not only 
to those but to these potential State Investment Authority as the different 
regulating body, is that how you envisage in the circumstance? 

 
A: Well, because those two companies are very unique in the sense that they 

are considered as non-State entities and they are unaccountable by our – 
the legislations there; the Auditor General Act and Public Finances 20 
(Management) Act and Leadership Code as well.  So they are exempted 
from all of those things.  So whatever they do, they are not held to account 
for these two to be responsible for their actions.  And I think that is why 
you need an independent oversight committee to come in to vet if the 
State has to put its mind to such high risk investments.  So, there is a gap 
there in terms of the legislative structures that we have within our 
commercial entities and our applicable laws that govern the use and 
expense of public funds.  

 
The Kumul companies are considered non-State entities, they act on their 30 
own and they can do whatever they need to do and they do not have to 
account to anybody in the country.  So, that is why I am saying that there 
should be an oversight committee; State Investment Authority or 
something that oversights and shows that it vets all those investment 
decision-making so that we can get the value for our money; at least the 
State gets its value for the money that it expands on those high risk 
investments. 
 

[3.24pm]Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Dr Waine. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Could I just 
ask you one or two questions?  It is a very comprehensive paper and thank you 
very much Dr Waine for the industry and putting it together and it was 
particularly helpful to be able to look through the exhibit, the annexure 
material as well, and particularly because I have not had an opportunity to 
examine some of them very carefully but I do have a couple of questions 
about some of them. 

So perhaps if I could just go back to your statement first.  You mention that it 
was surprising that there seemed to be such a risk involved in rushing to roll 10 

over the UBS arrangements which were clearly for the IPIC loan satisfaction 
into something completely, completely different.  Did you have any visibility 
of why it was seen to be so necessary to reach an agreement so quickly from 
that point? 

A: No, I was not part of that. 

Q: Then you have no sense of what might have dictated that urgency? 

A: No.  It was done out of Treasury and we were all caught off guard.  I 
have no visibility over that; no. 

Q: And as I think you have alluded to when you, and of course, you set up 
very starkly in the graph that you have put in your statement about the 20 

price of Oil Search shares are not actually using a waiting a 10-year 
average in order to establish a fair price for those shares, what was one 
of the risking fact that the State might have being buying shares at the 
top of the market - it is always a risk if you go down that path and 
would always be concerned that that price was not going to be 
maintained; was that one if the principal risks that was involved then? 

A: Sorry, I did not get your question. 

Q: Sorry.  You talk about the risks that were involved in buying the shares 
as it was not what turned out to be the top of the market, and the risk 
that the share price in fact could not be sustained at that level, you say 30 

there did not appear to be any analysis of how to approach the price of 
the shares.  Is that your view? 
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A: Correct, it does not appear to be.  If you just do an average over 10 
years over, over a decade, you realize that it is much much lower than 
maybe around - a little over $7 dollars.  The State bought at that high 
price.  Now, remember this is a collar arrangement so basically the 
State was extremely exposed to the upside swings and the downward 
swings of the price.  So, as the price – there was a – the collar works 
with - give a ceiling and a floor, okay.  So the price has to gyrate 
between these two points.  Now, if it exceeds the ceiling, somebody has 
to sell the shares to bring the price down.  So the question is, who 
benefits from the upside gains?  Now, when the price goes through the 10 

floor, somebody has to go to the market to buy more shares to bring up.  
So Oil Search, UBS was doing that.  But you are already at the peak, so 
it continues to go down and you have seen in the graph, as it continues 
to go down, it impose a lot of penalties on the State because the State 
has to hold this position within that financing arrangement.  So it has to 
send the UBS with money, go back in to the trading floor, buy more Oil 
Search shares to bump the price up.  As it was doing, it was causing the 
State so much money going down the road just to buy shares and hold it 
through a private placement arrangement and that was the high risk that 
I was just talking but I think that explanation may be a bit clearer now 20 

in order for the Commission to understand these were abandoned which 
Oil Search has to trade under the arrangement.  

[3.29 pm] And we were already at the peak.  So as the share prices goes through the 
floor, the State has to come in with money to buy it, and that was where 
the cost was and I think it became costly over time and maybe that is the 
reason why the State sold this entire possession out and exited.  So that 
could be one; I am just speculating now, but that could be one reason. 
 

Q:   And, presumably, the terms of the loan could have been restructured, had 
some better or had they been looking at something different than the IPIC 30 
redemption figures to be more favourable to the State and to guard against 
those great fluctuations.   Can I then go to the white pages described as – 
the document that was prepared; “The Principals of State Ownership and 
Participation in Commercial Activities”, you say that consultants were 
retained to assist in preparing that Paper but I understand that you 
yourself was quite involved in it? 

 
A: Sorry, what was that? 
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Q: You yourself, Dr Waine, were quite involved in the preparation of the 

White Paper on state-owned enterprises of June 2014? 
 
A: Yes, in the sense that I was the Secretary so when the consultants 

submitted the documents, I had to make sure that it was consistent with 
the minister’s thinking and the government’s thinking at that time.  So 
that was my role to manage this and make sure that it was commercially 
sound.    

 10 
I remember, if you look at the first four or five chapters of that document, 
I had a lot of moderation to do there; to tidy it up and make sure that it 
aligned with our expectations and our thinking at that time in terms of the 
Cabinet; in terms of the politics; in terms of what we were thinking of 
doing with the asset that was already liberated after the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond was expired and IPIC decided to retain the shares.  
Then the GBT was freed up so we were looking at how we would reform 
this going forward and that is the underlying document that gave us that 
impetus. 
 20 

Q: In your introduction to the Paper, Dr Waine, you say in your second 
column just below the photograph of a perhaps a more youthful you, if I 
could be so bold, you say, “We recommend that the State should become 
an active investor and should no longer be the owner-operator.”  I would 
find it helpful if you could just expand on that a little.  I know if I read 
the chapter thoroughly, I will probably get the answer but I would not 
mind hearing your modern take, that is, you will take today on that 
proposition.   

 
A: Yes, if you read that document, that policy document and my current 30 

position on the Paper there, I guess it is sort of an about-turn on my part 
and I sort of deviated from that initial position while I was still the 
Secretary.  But after looking at the litany of problems that we face with 
the State-owned enterprises, I think it is about time that the State should 
now move away from being an owner and going to becoming an active 
investor in the commercial space if it so desires.  But I think it has 
demonstrated over and over that the State is not a good businessman and 
cannot effectively run good businesses.   
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Most of the assets that are owned by the State are utility assets that are 
required for the ………. gain within the economy and by us not managing 
them properly, we have done a disservice to the economy at large.  I think 
the State now should make a fundamental shift in its thinking and start 
re-structuring its ownership and become an active investor and from an 
arms-length and allow those that really know how to run a business to 
come in and run businesses and it should get its dividends and that is what 
it wants to do with it.  That is just basically it, just the dividends only, 
rather than trying to run power companies that are vertically integrated; 
run mining companies that are now becoming almost vertically integrated 10 
and running oil hydrocarbon companies that are now vertically 
integrated. 

 
[3.34 pm] So you are subjecting State’s good money to high risks investments like 

exploration and so on.  It should not go there; it should just invest in 
mature projects, get its dividends, move on, build roads, build hospitals, 
build schools; those are the things that the State should do and that would 
be my – and you saw – I mean the policy directives has been pulled up 
there - those were some of the recommendations that came which was- - 
- 20 

 
Q:  So, what is the extent of- - - 
 
A: Sorry, let me just add.  Which was a balance between – as the title says 

there, it is a balance between the constitutional mandate for State’s 
participation in commercial activities and the current trends and the 
realities globally, thank you. 

 
Q: Thank you for the supplementary answer because that was the question I 

was going to follow up.  In fact it is really taking the Constitution and 30 
saying well, we have to take regard to modern realities of how business 
is conducted.  Can I ask you then, chapter 6 is headed, “The Way 
Forward”.  So, to what extent did you see the recommendations in chapter 
6 playing out or have you perhaps already answered that question? 

 
A: I do not remember that chapter 6.  Can I ask Chairman to put it up?  What 

is that chapter 6 specifically talking about? 
 
Q: Chapter 6 of the White Paper, which is entitled, “The Way Forward.” 
 40 
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A: Yes, can I, I mean I wrote this like, I do not know, six, seven years ago 
so my memory fades now.  Can I have that document pulled up so I can 
make a comment on it, please? 

 
Q: Yes.  I think we are getting there. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Nicholas Thomas, can we have that page? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is chapter 6, it is a long document, it is getting 

a while to get to it. 10 
 
A: What is chapter 6 about? 
 
Q: Chapter 6 is called, “The Way Forward.” 
 
A: Yes, but I do not remember exactly what, “The Way Forward”, it could 

be anything but I want to know, can it be pulled up and let us have a look 
at it? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I help you, I will get the page on first. 20 
 
A: Okay, get the page on and then we can- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can you get that page on?  Can you get Nicholas 
Thomas to get the page on? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, we are just trying to bring it up. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps if you go to 6.10 that is on page 83. 
 30 
A: So, that is the initial concept about the Kumul companies. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: And part of the reason why we needed to have that in – I remember this 

document came out in 2014, I think June of 2014.  And the reason we 
wanted to do was to, after the GBT was freed up, we wanted to 
restructure it, as always, but there was no rule book to follow so this 
document came out as a guide so that we restructure those things.  At 
that time most of the State assets, especially in minerals and 40 
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hydrocarbons and other investments were held in different places.  
Treasury held some of them, Petromin at the time held some of the assets 
so we wanted to consolidate them so that we have a consolidated balance 
sheet which is strategic in nature, we can go forward and underpin some 
of the investments and as well as some of the projects that the State 
desires.  So, that is the reason why we recommended for that to be set 
up; the Kumul companies to be set up. 

 
 Now, there were other recommendations there.  I think in this particular 

one, which we call it the …..….. managing system, which was a concept 10 
that was brought out by one of our consultants at the time which I 
thought was good, you know to set up this national ….. ...............and 
other functions of the country so that we could pull from those things 
when we require them and have that pool of resources available to us, 
but it had never happened.  So that sort of did not take off but those were 
supposed to be something similar to our ……….. of directors or 
something where you can pull those people up for board processes and 
so on when we need them.   So, they have a certain criteria to sort of fit 
with the government’s and the national agenda.  So, that was our initial 
thinking at that time anyway. 20 

 
Q: All right, thanks for that Dr Waine and thank you for your frankness in 

admitting it has not really worked out how you and your consultants had 
hoped at the time.   Chief Commissioner, those are the questions I wish 
to explore with Dr Waine and thank him for those fulsome answers.  

 
   [3.39 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you, I have one or two questions.  First one 

is in relation to the government’s decision to negotiate the refinancing of the 
IPIC Loan.  What were the circumstances or conditions which justified or called 
for a decision to renegotiate or negotiate the refinancing option? 30 
 
A: There was that - under the carpet there was one of the options available 

but the fundamental thinking at the time, if I could just give an analogy, 
is that you have a trade store which you used to build a supermarket, 
which is the PNG LNG; and now, you have an opportunity to go back 
and recover your ownership of that trade store which you can use it to 
build another supermarket.  So that was the thinking at the time and I 
think that analogy is just probably what led to refinancing the IPIC, 
because you can use that asset to collateralize for Papua LNG or Pyanga 
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LNG or whatever LNG you want to build.  You have at least an asset 
base to go back to, so that was the thinking at the time. 

 
Q: At that time the refinancing option was considered, but that time the IPIC 

Loan, had it matured or was it still current? 
 
A: It matured in I think March of 2014.  It was up to – we did not know what 

the Arabs would do.  IPIC would probably say, we will retain the shares, 
which they did, or they could say, listen, we want our money back.  In 
the event that they said, we want our money back, we had to have the 10 
finance available to give it to them when it matures, otherwise, we would 
be in breach of the covenant that will require certain penalty under the 
covenant.  So that was the reason why the IPIC Refinancing process was 
on foot at that time – I mean, it starting the progress.  But when they 
exercised the option, they wanted to retain the shares, that was when, I 
think, everything should have dropped there. 

 
Q: Okay.  So by the time the loan matured, the loan had nothing repaid, 

right? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was there any provision in the Loan Agreement for early repayment of 

the loan? 
 
A: They could have exercised it any time they wanted to under the covenant. 
 
Q: There was provision? 
 
A: There was a provision, yes, but they could have exercised it. 30 
 
Q: Did the State exercise that option to make some early repayments? 
 
A: We could have, yes, but we did not have the money at that time.  I mean, 

you mean the State? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: The State did not have the money at that time. 
 40 
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Q: But they did not pay anything, any payment, I mean? 
 
A: Not to refinancing but I think they were – to service the loan, yes. 
 
Q: No, I am talking about the early repayment of the loan? 
 
A: Yes.  They were servicing the loan, yes, in terms of fees and things like 

that.  There were some money, residual money, in my recollection, left 
for financing the loan. 

 10 
Q: Would you have some information about what was owing at that time 

when the loan matured?  You had the Principal Loan, then the interest 
would have accumulated and summary payments would have been made, 
if made, and so forth so at the time of the loan’s maturity, what was the 
total debt in terms of the Principal owed and any interest and fees, of 
course? 

 
A: I would not know. 
 
Q: You would not know, okay. 20 
 
A: I would not know.  IPBC would be or KCH now will be in a better 

position to help answer you, Commissioner.   
 
Q: All right.  This is a speculative question.  Assuming UBS was chosen to 

refinance the loan, right, if IPIC accepted refinance option, what would 
have been the outcome? 

 
[3:44p.m]A: IPIC, I believe, would have – would be willing to allow that to happen 

because I think IPIC was also interested in investing in PNG too from 30 
what we had heard at that time.  So it was dealing with a State entity and 
as a big operator or investment company, they would have considered 
refinancing. 

Q: So what would have been the refinancing arrangement then?  I am just 
trying to get some idea, I am not a finance manager I need to ask you 
this. 

A: Yes, I think I mean the UBS, the strike itself would have been you 
know useful at that time because you had an asset that was already tied 
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up and was there, and if you refinance it, you had probably more shares 
to deal with anyway. 

Q: What would the refinancing involve?  Can you just give us some more 
information?  Assuming UBS was chosen, what will happen and IPIC 
accepted? 

A: If IPIC accepted, you will get – well, the State would have redeemed 
the bonds and then that would free up the shares but under the 
arrangement there is no, been no – the shares will not be owned 
technically by the State; it will still be dealt with by UBS. 

Q: So UBS will take over, right, and IPIC would exit? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: It would get it – get paid out from their loan from UBS, is it? 

A: Yes. 

Q: That would be a completely different transaction. 

A: So they go, they get the money there, IPIC exits and then you have got 
UBS to deal with.  The shares are - - -  

Q: Just before we come to the UBS loan involving the other loan, I am just 
still on the IPIC loan refinancing. 

A: Yes, the IPIC could have taken the money and go but they decided to 
retain the shares so that was it, end of business; story is over.  We got 20 

LNG, we got our GBT freed up, we have no other liabilities to worry 
about and the State would have just washed its hands and walked off. 

Q: Assuming that happened, for perhaps argument purposes, this other loan 
involving UBS, would that have been a completely separate loan 
transaction, that has got no connection, whatsoever, with IPIC on the 
first loan? 

A: Definitely a different transaction; it is not the one and the same.  One is 
refinancing an existing arrangement; this one is a completely new one.  
The UBS loan is a completely new one.  We should not have rolled this 
over into this.  We should have put a China Wall between them and 30 

partitioned them out and deal with them separately.  And then we would 
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have a clear thinking on what to do with this and we will be not in any 
rush to buy Oil Search shares.  Oil Search was going to be here all the 
time.  It has been in this country for what, well over 90 years.  So its 
shares will always be trading and we can go and buy whenever we want 
and with the different financing arrangement.  But I think Cabinet was 
misled into thinking that we need to buy it at the time and for what 
reason; what was rush, what was the haste?  I think that is where I think 
Cabinet has to – I think that is where I think the problem lies. 

Q: So what might connect, if there is any connection, between the UBS 
loan and the IPIC loan, is a coincidence in timing, is it? 10 

A: There is no connection.  It is two different transactions as I have just 
said; it is two different transactions. 

Q: It happened just about the same time that is what I mean. 

A: Yes, they were just rolled over from one thing to another, that is where 
the lines were crossed and it became blurry and Cabinet probably did 
not understand what it was doing.  I mean I could only – I was not there 
in Cabinet but now in looking at this and if we had an opportunity as a 
department at the time, we would have said, let us apply the brakes, let 
us look at it differently but I did not have any visibility, our team was 
not involved so we only learnt about it when Cabinet made the decision. 20 

Q: Is there a connection in the sense that UBS was involved in the 
refinancing negotiations and then later became provider, finance for the 
other share purchase? 

 [3.49 pm]A: UBS was providing the financial advice to Treasury at the time so maybe 
there was a connection but I can only speculate; I have no visibility. 

 
Q: In terms of the loss, the State’s loss of shares in Oil Search, as a result of 

IPIC’s fore-closure or whatever you want to call it, of the shares, are you 
able to answer any question in relation to whether the State made a loss 
there or gained there or? 30 

 
A: We can only speculate on hindsight, but yes, the State lost its shares; the 

original shares that it held, 196 million shares.  That is a significant loss 
but I think on the balance of things, if you look at it, we gained significant 
value through the PNG LNG.  Oil Search was not a high paying dividend 
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shares.  We lost a significant portion of our investment in Oil Search but 
I think the revenue generated from PNG LNG more than compensated 
for it.  So, on the balance of it I think we gained. 

 
Q: So, the Oil Search shares were used to pay for the State’s equity in PNG 

LNG Project? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that a gain situation or a loss situation? 10 
 
A: Well, it depends on - you have to look at both the asset and the value.  

Yes, it was loss on asset, but if you look at the dividend, that you get from 
or the receipt that you get from PNG LNG and compare to what you were 
getting before or what the State was getting before from Oil Search 
dividends - I think Oil Search was a low paying dividend company, but 
somebody needs to do a proper evaluation of it - of course we lost money 
through the transaction cost and so on.  But on the balance of the two 
investments, I think the State gained a lot more on the PNG LNG.  That 
will be my opinion but we just need to do a proper financial assessment 20 
of these things and then we will be in a better position to comment. 

 
Q: This graph that you provided of the share price chart on the Australian 

Stock Exchange, what is the source of that graph? 
 
A: That is from the ASX, Australian Stock Exchange.  You go online and 

just type in OSH - that is the code for Oil Search - and then you get this 
graph coming up.   

 
Q: This is on the internet, is it? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What is the address I go to if I want to get the graph? 
 
A: I think it asx.com.au, I think and then slash and then you type in OSH 

that is the trading initial for Oil Search. 
 
Q: And this graph is publicly available?   
 40 
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A: Yes, it is public, anybody can get it. 
 
Q: I think just going by that graph, my immediate impression, would be that 

it became a matter of perhaps your coincidence I do not know that the 
shares were sold at the time when the share price reached its premium 
point? 

 
  [3.54 pm] A: Correct. 

 
Q: Coincidence, I suppose, or is there something we can read from there? 10 
 
A: Yes, it was bought at a premium.  As I said investment – smart investors 

will look at an average over 10 years or maybe more than that and then 
figure out what would be the average price over those years because 
markets are always fluctuating and because there are circumstances that 
investors or the State of PNG cannot control; the global events dictate 
stock prices.  This is the LNG company trading in LNG oil and gas 
business there are huge forces involved and we do not have control over 
them.  So with that the State could have or Treasure could have done a 
weighted average over a decade and then the price should have been 20 
much much lower.  Unfortunately, the State bought into the shares while 
it was very high.  As I said going forward, those collars, the strikes, the 
financing structure itself, the first component as I said is a bridging 
facility, a loan of 300 or so million, 300 million or something and the 
balance of $900 million was managing the stock price.  We bought it right 
at the roof of the building and we kept coming down the floors.  As we 
were coming down, the State has to come into the market to buy and give 
money to UBS to buy the shares and lift the price up, continuously lifting 
the price up.  So, it stays within that trading band that they agreed to in 
the agreement between UBS and the State.   30 

 
So that in itself put a lot of stress on the State’s ability to finance its 
position, and that is the problem that ultimately unwound this deal, and I 
think State walked away from it because it was going through the floor.  
Because as you said rightly, we bought it right at the peak and we should 
not have done that.   

 
Q: All right, thank you.   
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I just have one further question, if I might 
address Dr Waine. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And it is only one.  In your evidence to Dr Katter, 
you remarked that Treasury, you understood it had engaged UBS as is Financial 
Advisor over this second transaction.  In your experience, if you would like to 
say, it is that usual for the lender to be also the financial advisor? 
 10 
A: No, that is very unusual and that is in contravention of – there is a rule, I 

cannot, I could provide the rule later to the Commission – but there is a 
rule for those that are engaged in derivative trading not to be an advisor 
as well as a financier and I think UBS breached that rule.  That is also a 
key point that the Commission also needs to know about that.  Normally, 
it subjects the lender to a conflict of interest situation when it is advising 
the government at the same time, or it is the borrower whilst providing 
the finance. 

 
Q: Thank you.  That is my question, Chief. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That brings to the end of your evidence, but you 
may be under the same oath.  The Commission might excuse you but you may 
come back later because we may provide the evidence and if given to other 
potential witnesses who might want to ask you questions on the evidence that 
you have given.  So we may be providing a transcript of your evidence, together 
with the documentary evidence you have given to any interested witnesses who 
might have some questions to ask of you.   
 
A: All right. 30 
 
Q: That may be at a later stage but we may facilitate that process.  Like it 

says, you are bound by your oath, and I think it will be good if you do 
not discuss the evidence that you have given to the Commission until the 
Commission has exhausted your evidence. 

 
A: All right. 
 

    [3.59pm] Q: Thank you for your evidence and you may be excused now. 
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A: Thank you Chairman. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, that is the end of the oral evidence for today.  
Just an update on the witnesses we had hoped would be coming tomorrow.  So 
firstly, we certainly have Mr Vele coming and we have communicated with 
Ms Twivey-Nonggorr and she is aware of the matters of concern to us and we 
are available to speak to her later on if there is anything arising. 

We have Minister Gima has of course been summoned and we will see him 10 

tomorrow with Professor Kavanamur.  Dr Sausse will be here tomorrow as 
well to give evidence.  We have however during the course of the day 
received an email from Sir Rabbie Namaliu saying he is not well enough.  I do 
not want to go into too much detail but he is not well enough to appear 
tomorrow and he also has not had an opportunity to finalise his statement so in 
my submission the appropriate course would be to adjourn his evidence to 12th 
of May when we certainly going to be here again.  So I would ask 
Commissioners that Sir Rabbie Namaliu’s evidence be adjourned till 12 May. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we leave those to tomorrow?  We will issue formal 
directions tomorrow. 20 

DR RENWICK:  Yes of course, but I foreshadow that and equally Sir John 
Kaputin has not yet provided a statement and I am reluctant to call him until 
he has done so.  So my application tomorrow will be again to adjourn his 
summons to the 12th .  Unless there is anything further from anybody, in my 
submission, the proceedings could be adjourned till 10 o’clock tomorrow 
morning if that is convenient. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I understand we have a video session after we 
adjourn to discuss a few things so we will adjourn and then reconvene. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed, exactly Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will allow the members in the audience and everybody 30 

else to go and we will reconvene.  I will come back into the same room.  All 
right? 
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DR RENWICK:  Thank you Chief.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you all of you, Associate you can adjourn. 

 

 

 

AT 4.02 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL FRIDAY, 30 APRIL 2021 AT 10 AM. 

 
 
  10 
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[10.02am] DR RENWICK:  Good morning, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, everyone. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good morning Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Just when you were coming on Chief and Commissioner White, I 
was just talking to Grand Chief Dr Momis and I was indicating that he is not needed 
today and we will be in touch with him about when he is needed but it is not likely 
to be in the near future, so if that is helpful. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right.  Good. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Dr Momis.  Commissioners, today, can I commence 
with asking whether Professor Kavanamur is there? 10 

MR SAWONG:  Standing in for KCH Board Chairman Professor David Kavanamur 
and the Minister for State Enterprises. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  I see.  So Professor Kavanamur is not there in person? 

MR SAWONG:  No, counsel. 

DR RENWICK:  Okay.  Is that Mr Sawong; are you there sir? 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. Commissioners, perhaps I can indicate this for the record.  A 
letter has been received from King and Wood Mallesons in Australia and they have 
indicated that on their instructions Norton Rose Fulbright Australia is fully 20 

cooperating with all parties and that is a welcome assurance. 

I think Mr Sawong, you have provided to the Commission letters from Minister 
Duma and Professor Kavanamur and they have been provided, have they, to King 
and Wood Mallesons by you or by Kumul Holdings? 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct, in a letter dated 29th. 

DR RENWICK:   And are you able to - - - - 
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MR SAWONG:  Sorry. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, sorry, please go on. 

MR SAWONG:  KCH sent a letter to King and Wood yesterday, 29 April 2021, 
enclosing Minister Duma’s authority, authorizing letter in relation to the retainer 
agreement that was flagged by King and Wood and Norton Rose giving consent to 
Norton Rose to release any documentation relating to the terms of reference of this 
COI and that letter has been presented to Mr Yapao.  Also yes, sorry - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.  And so Mr Sawong, as far as you understand the 
position, King and Wood Mallesons have now received all the authorities to release 
that they require, is that correct? 10 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  And have you had an opportunity or someone else from Kumul 
Holdings to speak to Mallesons in Australia since you did provide that additional 
authority from Minister Duma? 

MR SAWONG:  No, not that I know of.  Myself, I resumed duties yesterday so no, 
I have not had a chance to reach out to King and Wood and have a chat with them. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, in my 
submission as Mr Sawong is presently available, we might stand down the 
appearance of Kumul Holdings.  Let him contact the lawyers from Mallesons in 
Australia and perhaps re-mention the matter.  When he has spoken to them and when 20 

we have a clear indication of when the documents will start to be provided by 
Mallesons.  That would be my submission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we fix a return date for mention of that matter to follow 
up on the progress? 

[10.07am] DR RENWICK:  Well, I am thinking perhaps even simpler than that, Chief, that we 
might ask Mr Sawong to pause at that point to go and ring King and Wood Mallesons 
right now and when we have finished with Mr Vele, Mr Sawong might be able to 
tell us what progress there is as of this morning.  That might be the quickest way to 
see how things are going. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Sawong. 

MR SAWONG:  Sorry, Chairman.  If I may add, I just – it slipped my mind.  I 
received a letter from King and Wood last night.  I have a copy here that I shall 
present to the Commission responding to our letter yesterday basically informing 
Kumul Holdings and perhaps the Commission as well that there are - documentation 
that they have for Norton Rose, it is going to take a while to present that information.  
I have this letter here.  I will give a copy to Mr Yapao for the Commission to have a 
view of.  What they have mentioned is, and you will note from the previous 
correspondences that have been provided by King and Wood with respect to Norton 
Rose’s - the lawyer in carriage of that matter has since left Norton Rose and they are 10 

still digging through their materials to find documents relevant to the terms of 
reference to provide to Kumul as well as the COI.  I am not sure if this is of any 
assistance to the Commission but I take it that I can and will reach out to King and 
Wood to find out when exactly or what the suitable time frame is when the 
documents will be provided to the Commission and Kumul Holdings. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, what do you think?  How long? 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just asking - - -  20 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, as I understand it, Mallesons has said there may 
be some difficulties in, they and Norton Rose understanding all questions relevant 
when they do their searches and in that regard, they should of course, contact 
MinterEllison, but on the other hand, as I understand the correspondence, Mallesons 
have identified a couple of (….inaudible…) - there are presumably files with a 
written paper or electronic, there can be - perhaps you could indicate this Mr Sawong 
in your conversation with Mallesons and then come back and speak to us further this 
morning so that from counsel assisting’s point of view, there is no reason why 
Malleons cannot start providing the documents they have.  That is to say the 
documents which belong to Kumul Holdings and Minister Duma, they cannot 30 

provide that immediately to the Commission copies to MinsterEllison, if there are 
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more searches to be undertaken, then they should be in touch with the Commission 
and we will provide them with every assistance but it would not be acceptable, in 
my submission, to say they would not produce anything until they could produce 
everything.  Those are my submissions Commissioners and I would ask that that 
message be passed on by Mr Sawong to Mallesons, if possible, while we are sitting 
this morning and then perhaps he can come back and state to your Commissioners 
what Mallesons’ position is. 

As I mentioned yesterday, this is a matter of really great importance to the inquiry 
and we really need to start receiving material right now. 

COMMISSONER WHITE:  Thank you, counsel.  Could I just observe that it has 10 

been some weeks since this matter was first raised with King and Wood Mallesons; 
first on the 13th and then on 16th and now the issue of full consent including from the 
minister still in abeyance.  Nonetheless, there was no reason why that some diligence 
of this search knowing how important it is to the work of the Commission could not 
have been ongoing. 

[10.12am] I would like to think that they have not put it to one side awaiting the final letter 
from the minister.  So Mr Sawong, I would have thought that you could express 
some little concern that they seem to be ambling to an outcome rather than trotting 
along recently. Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a question of how much time Mallesons need to conduct 20 

the search and get the documents together.  You might want to discuss that with 
Mallesons and then return to us this morning. 

MR SAWONG:  Sure, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In the meantime we will defer your matter. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner.  The next witness who is returning is Mr Dairi 
Vele and we thank his solicitor, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, for providing his third 
affidavit of 29 April.  I have some questions to put to Mr Vele and I would be grateful 
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if he could return to the witness box to be re-sworn.  I do not think I will take that 
long. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, if you can take the witness box or witness stand.  You 
are bound by your previous oath so we do not need to be re-administer the oath.  
Thank you. 

 

DAIRI VELE, recalled: 

XN: MR RENWICK 

 

Q: Good morning Mr Vele, do you have a copy of your affidavit of 29 April? 10 

A: Yes, I can see it; I can see it before me.  

Q: You got it in front of you, good.   All right, you say in paragraph - I should 
first say that I see in paragraph 2, you say; you believe the contents of the 
affidavit to be correct and true.  Just before I ask you to confirm the 
correctness, I will just read you this. On the last occasion on 12 April I did ask 
you this:  Question:  “Surely you do not mean that Mr Vele you never took 
notes at all in writing?” Answer: “No, Commissioner, but they are not as 
organized as I would have liked them to be.”  Question: “Note that perhaps, 
where are those notes?”  Answer by you, “Commissioner, those I have not 
produced them, like I said those I did not keep very well.” 20 

Now, that was the evidence you gave on the last occasion but am I to 
understand in view of paragraph 35 of your affidavit that you wish to alter that 
amendment to now say, not only do you confirm it is not your practice to take 
personal notes but having made searches, there are none? 

A: That is correct, Commissioner – counsel, sorry. 

Q: The next thing then is, Mr Vele, in paragraph 11 under the heading “2009 
Documents,” you refer to some material you have produced and then in 
paragraph 14 you say, “I have done those further searches of 2009 documents 
I certainly have no more in my possession.”  And Mr Vele when you say; “I 
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certainly have no more in my possession”, do I take it you mean there that 
having made searches, you personally and the Treasury department which you 
are in charge of, has no more in their possession? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Yes, and equally do I – and then you say in paragraph 17 you say; “I have 
done those further searches with regards to 2016 documents, I verily believe 
they would be with Kumul Petroleum as they were the end holder of Oil 
Search shares.” 

[10,17am]  And so again you are saying, are you, to the Commissioners that you having 
made searches, neither you nor Treasury have such documents in your 10 

possession? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: All right.  You have been good enough - if you turn to annexures DV1 - to 
produce some metadata concerning some of the email records.  If we can just 
have those on the screen if it can be rotated through 90 degrees.  If you could 
turn to your copy, so the front page is the annexure note and then over the 
page, there are hundreds of pages, are there not of metadata which has the date 
of an email, the subject, who it is from and so on and then that goes over the 
page.  There is a number of people mentioned in these emails and I take it Mr 
Vele that you would be happy to through your solicitor to provide some details 20 

about who all these people are and what their role was at that time? 

A: Sure, counsel. 

Q: Yes, all right.  I might just ask you to answer a couple of questions about some 
of the people involved.  There is a reference to an Anthony Latimer from 
Norton Rose Fulbright; am I right in thinking that he was the lead partner in 
Norton Rose who you dealt with in relation to these matters in 2014? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: All right.  And then if you go further down the page, there starts to be 
references to people from UBS.  There is a Craig Roberts, Justin Churchill, 
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over the page Paddy Jilek.  So I take it these were some of the people you 
were dealing with from UBS in Australia; were you? 

A: Yes.  Paddy Jilek was the lead banker of the UBS team and Craig Roberts was 
their numbers person, the other name you called may have been copied in on 
email but I cannot remember dealing directly with them. 

Q: Certainly.  Can you just remind me, what was the role of Issac Lupari, L-u-p-
a-r-i in 2014? 

A: I will have to check.  There was a period where he was Chief of Staff to the 
Prime Minister and then he was subsequently appointed as the Chief Secretary 
to the government. 10 

Q: I see.  All right.  I just got a couple of other questions on that but just before I 
do, you have been good enough to set out in your affidavit the people who 
you have asked to do further electronic searches and can I summarize it this 
way.  The searches you ordered to be undertaken of Treasury records are in 
relation to 2013 and 2014 reveal no more in relation to the email than you set 
out in the annexures.  In other words, all that is left of the emails is the 
metadata; the information we have just been discussing.  Is that right? 

A: Yes.  I was given a time parameter and some parties to seek and so for that, 
for the relevant searches as we know it and during that time period all we have 
been able to retrieve is the metadata.  I understand from my staff that three 20 

year term software retrievals were done but none of them bore any fruit, any 
more than we have provided, and also that we sought the assistance of an 
external service provider who is based in Australia and again they confirmed 
that all we could retrieve was the email metadata.  

Q: Yes.  And you have no difficulties I am sure in allowing the Commission to 
speak to those people in your department and your consultants so they can 
better understand the searches undertaken? 

A: No problem at all. 
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10.22 am]Q: And then you mentioned the parameters of the searches.  Would you be able 
also to do the same sorts of searches for 2009 and 2016, even if all its’ 
produced is the metadata; is that something you could do? 

A: During 2009 I was not the secretary for Treasury.  I have asked the officer I 
was after in 2009 and I think in my affidavit, in my statement we say that 
according to their search that they do not have any other material that would 
have been on my files nor do they have any emails from me at that time.   2016 
I am happy to do that. 

Q: All right.  Thank you for the 2016 and we will correspond with your solicitor 
about that but in relation to 2009, just to be clear, you are responding in both 10 

your capacity and your capacity as head of Treasury so I would ask you that 
Treasury to - appreciating you were not head of Treasury - if Treasury can do 
those searches for 2009 as well, you would be happy to do that, would you? 

A: Absolutely. 

Q: Yes.  And just to be clear about those two hats you are wearing, your personal 
hat and your hat as head of the Department of Treasury, I take it when you say 
that all documents have been produced, that you have also had an opportunity 
to check your personal emails at that time, I assume you had a personal email 
account as well as an official email account? 

A: Yes we have. 20 

Q: So the answer is yes, you did have a personal email account or accounts? 

A: Yes, I did have a personal email account. 

Q: And you have done those searches; have you? 

A: We have done the search. I think you will find in some of the material that we 
have provided there are couples of personal emails. 

Q: Oh yes.  Now, I do not want to reveal - is that still the email you use? 

A: I beg your pardon? 

Q: Is that personal email address still the email address you use? 
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A:  No, it is not.  I am sure it is alive and I have got a whole lot of advertisements 
going there no doubt but it is not one that I use for any real purpose. 

Q: Well, I was only asking that because I would have protected your privacy 
about the – if with your current personal email, but as it is not, can you tell us 
what your previous email address was?  So that is 2013, 2014, 2016 and 2009? 

A: Sure.  The earlier ones would have been d-a-i-v-e-l-e-1-0@gmail.com. 

Q: And that takes us from 2009 up to 2016 inclusive; does it? 

A: 2016, it would be my current private email address. 

Q: Well, in relation to that then, could I just ask you to write on a piece of paper 
and hand to the Secretary Mr Yuangu your current email and Commissioners, 10 

we will take steps to ensure that is confidential.  But if you would not mind 
writing that down and handing that to Mr Yuangu before you leave I would 
be grateful.   

Just one for more question then in relation to DV1.  I see on page two, that 
there is someone called John Beattie; do you see that about two-thirds of the 
page down? 

A: I know Mr Beattie.  At that time John Beattie was a lawyer with Pacific Legal 
Group who was the local counsel for Norton Rose Fulbright I understand. 

Q: I see.  Is he still in the Independent State or not; to your knowledge? 

A: I am not sure. 20 

Q: I see but that was his role.  And then below there is someone called Jimmy 
Maladina, who is that? 

A: I understood he was also working with through Pacific Legal Group at that 
time. 

Q: Yes.  Okay, I see.  And what was his role?  What were your official dealings 
with him then in 2014 in relation to the matters the Commission is inquiring 
into? 
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A: They were the local counsel, as I said, for Norton Rose Fulbright during that 
time.  I do not think Norton Rose Fulbright had an office here at that time and 
so our dealings with them were as both external counsel - foreign counsel and 
domestic counsel. 

[10.27am]Q: I see.  All right.  And so what dealings did – and so that was your dealings; 
did you have many dealings with him? 

 A:    Sorry, counsel; with who? 

 Q: With Jimmy Maladina; did you have many dealings with him? 

 A: He would have been part of the team so no doubt he would have been at 
several meetings that we had where all the legal people were in the room. 10 

Q: But did you recall having dealings with him? 

A: Yes, yes, again I - just more a community over here - so I know Mr Maladina 
and I know Mr Beattie and I had working a relationship with them as well 
previously, in a previous life when I was working at the Independent Public 
Business Corporation, which is now Kumul Consolidated Holdings, at various 
stages; Pacific Legal Group was also engaged with them. 

Q: And do I take it he is the Jimmy Mostata Maladina who came before the courts 
in the Independent State from 2005 to 2015 in relation to that entry? 

A: I am not aware of his middle name but that would look correct. 

Q:  I see.  And so if we just look at the remarks on sentence by Deputy Chief 20 

Justice Sir Gibbs Salika in 2015.  If we just go back to second page you will 
see the charges there.  The charges that he conspired to defraud certain people 
and then dishonestly applied those to his use.  Before I mention it just now, 
were you aware of the fact he was facing those charges and the fact he had 
come before the courts and been sentenced? 

A: Yes, I was aware that he was before the courts.   

Q: And so if we go to paragraph 40 – the top of - yes, paragraph 47, you will see 
there that there is a reference to the arrest and charges of Mr Maladina in 2003, 
paragraph 47, the committal process, and then the long delay matter coming 
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on and then you will see, if we go to the end, the last page - if we go to 
paragraph 69, reference to him being declared bankrupt… (inaudible)…  you 
find ……… was no longer to practice law ever again.  And in paragraph 70, 
the reference to the fact that he had received an eight year sentence and he 
received a good behavior bond.  Please understand Mr Vele I am not 
indicating or suggesting any impropriety in relation to you but do you think 
in retrospect, even you were aware he was before the courts, it was appropriate 
to have him as part of the legal team advising entities of the Independent State 
in 2014 in relation to these sensitive and important matters? 

A: Counsel, for myself I did not get to choose a specific legal team; they came as 10 

a part of the Norton Rose engagement with the Independent Public Business 
Corporation so I was working with who I was given to work with. 

Q: But just to be clear Mr Vele - - - 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  May it please the Commission, may I object at this 
point, there is - the counsel assisting has produced the decision and the decision is 
dated 2015 and when he led the question before, he said; were you aware earlier that 
he was before the court and had been sentenced. 

[10.32 am] Indeed at that stage it appears from this court decision that Mr Maladina had not 
been found guilty nor had he been sentenced at that stage. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  I accept that, Twivey-Nongggor.  What I was asking, perhaps I 
was not clear or I thought I was, was that in circumstances where he was aware that 
he was charged, and the benefit of hindsight - was it appropriate, for him to have 
been accepted as part of the legal team advising the Independent State and its 
entities? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, if we can just avoid getting into the details.  This 
is still a preliminary- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Preliminary inquiry of some sort, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:   Very well, Chief.  You might reflect on that, Mr Vele.  Just bear 
with me.  So, Mr Vele, what will happen now is that we will correspond with your 
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instructing solicitor; we will look forward to getting the, we hope, at least some 
metadata of 2009 and 2016.  We will be in touch with your department to inquire 
further about the searches.   
 
My final question is this just in relation to the Commission making sure that they 
have got all the relevant governments’ emails, apart from Treasury, you have said 
what you said in paragraph seven and we will make inquiries of …(inaudible)… 
searches that are entitled to IPIC - IPBC. 
 
Who else do you say we should be speaking to, to get relevant emails and documents 10 
in the PNG Public Service?  
 
A: I think the list may have- - - 
 
Q: Which government entities? 
 
A: I think, my counsel has provided the list that is part of the statement.  But the 

State Solicitor’s office, the National Executive Council who actually – and I 
think the other ones – those are the two teams really that we worked with.  
Everyone else was external financial and commercial advisors, legal advisors 20 
and the Independent Public Business Corporation I think you have already 
mentioned, Kumul which is now Kumul Consolidated Holdings; and 
potentially National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea which is now 
called Kumul Petroleum. 

 
Q: Thank you very much.  Those are my only questions.  I do not know if Ms 

Twivey-Nonnggor has – I am sorry Commissioners, of course, 
Commissioners, you might have some questions first? 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I have no questions for Mr Vele.   30 
 

DR RENWICK:  I would invite Ms Twivey Nonnggor if she has any re-examination 
questions? 
 
 
RXN: MS TWIVEY-NONNGGORR 

 
Q: Thank you, Dr Renwick, just one.  Mr Vele, in your affidavit, your large 

affidavit, affidavit number 1, the 92 paged affidavit, that one, filed or at least 
submitted to the Commission on 26 April; did you include in that a list of 40 
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approximately 50 witnesses and names of witnesses regarding both the PNG 
LNG transactions and the Oil Search share sale transaction and the UBS 
Loan? 

 
A: Yes, I believe I did. 
 
Q: No further questions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Might Mr Vele be excused, Commissioners? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I might just have one small question here.  This case that is 
being referred to, The State against Jimmy Mostata Maladina, it appears the trial 
took place in August of 2015 and a decision was made by the National Court. 
 

[10.37 am] Do you know if there was an appeal from that decision? 
 
A: No, I do not know.  I do not have the details of the proceedings, Chief. 
 
Q: Dr Renwick, you can perhaps check the court records to see if there was any 

appeal from that decision? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, that is my question.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly, Chief, that will be checked.  Very good, might Mr Vele 
be excused please? 
 
A: Thank you, Chief. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a minute.  Dr Renwick, can we fix a return date for him to 
return for anything else or we release him and then what happens next? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am content with him.  I mean, we will need Mr Vele back I am 
sure in June and I expect July, but Mr Vele is not going anywhere, he is a very senior 
official, I do not want to waste his time so I will not ask if his appearance be 
adjourned until the 12th of May. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  But I am sure he will make himself available as the Commission 
requires it.  That is so, is it not, Mr Vele? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, yes.  If Commissioner White is agreeable, we will 
stand his appearance over generally. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your further appearance is stood over generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am happy with that course, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner, commissioner and counsel.  Thank you. 
 
Q: You may be excused, yes. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  I do not know whether Mr Sawong has returned, Chief, I cannot 
see him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong is not available right now. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you mention the other matters; the other witnesses? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course.  Can I mention that Sir Rabbie Namaliu, as I 
indicated yesterday, is not available and today but might his appearance today be 
stood over until the 12th of May, please? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the appearance of Sir Rabbie Namaliu is 
adjourned to 12 May 2021at 10 o’clock.   Next? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Equally, Sir John – I am sorry, Sir John Kaputin has not done his 
statement yet but he is working on it and might he be stood over equally to the same 
date? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir John Kaputin is to appear at 2 o’clock today but we can 
mention that.  Is he in the country or is he still in Brisbane? 
 10 
DR RENWICK:   He is in Brisbane, Chief, and we are hoping to go and speak to 
him in person and assist in finalizing his statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  But we are conscious of his age and so on and we would like to 
minimize his time in the witness box. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 20 
DR RENWICK: So we will work on that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, we can adjourn Sir John 
Kaputin’s appearance adjourned generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think the 12th of May was suggested as an appropriate 
return date for his summons to appear, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we adjourn Sir John Kaputin’s appearance to 12 
May 2021 at 10.00 a.m.   30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Then finally, we were to hear from Dr Lawrence Sause this 
afternoon but he also did not complete his statement and he earlier mentioned that 
he was happy for the matter to go over and so I think that it is important we have a 
statement from him and so I would ask that he also be stood over till 12 May at 10 
a.m. 
 

   [10.42am] THE CHAIRMAN:  So Dr Sausse has given a statement but he is not available to 
appear this morning, is it? 
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DR RENWICK:  Excuse me Chief, I will check that.  I am instructed that he wants 
to add some other things to his draft statements. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay. 

DR RENWICK:  Once that is done so the Commission gets his final statement and 
also that we have an opportunity to speak to him before his evidence then take time 
in the witness box in that regard.  We have prepared a draft for him but he has asked 
- he wants to make some changes and so in my submission that is the most sufficient 
course. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The last I heard or the staff heard from him was that he was 
going to appear by video link because he was on lock down.  Is he going to give 10 

evidence by video link or is he going to appear personally at the hearing?  

DR RENWICK:  Chief, I am just going to ask Dr Katter to deal with this. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Katter. 

DR KATTER:  Chief, Katter initial D, counsel assisting.  There has been 
communications with Dr Sausse last evening and he remained of the view that he 
wanted to add to the draft statement and in that regard I suggested to him that it 
might be appropriate that his evidence go over to another day in circumstances where 
he was committed this morning, and the time available in terms of finalizing the 
draft statement and …(inaudible)…. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is fine, however, he has been listed to appear before the 20 

Commission a number of times and the date for his appearances keeps moving.  So 
if you can relay the concern from the Commission that if we grant the next 
adjournment it may be the final one. 

DR KATTER:  That will be done. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will 
adjourn the appearance of Dr Lawrence Sausse to 12 May 2021 at 10 o’clock. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief, we might be able to refine the times for the 
appearance of these witnesses when we get a bit closer to the date and we can see 
how much material needs to be covered.  Obviously, we do not want everyone here 
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at 10 o’clock so we will – perhaps, there can be some strategy about the timing of 
their appearance in due course if counsel and solicitors think that is appropriate. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, subject to that the matter stands adjourned to 12 May 
2021 at 10 o’clock.  Dr Katter, Mr Sawong is available now; he is seated at the bar 
table. 

DR RENWICK:  Excellent.  Perhaps we can hear from Mr Sawong. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong? 

MR SAWONG:  Chairman, counsel assisting, I am afraid I have not been able to 
reach the lawyers at King and Wood, however, I have made - I tried calling them 
here on my mobile phone as well as getting my office to call them and connect to 10 

me; those attempts have failed.  I have just sent an email to the lawyer in carriage of 
the matter informing him that I will continue to try and call him throughout the day 
and dilute what is captured in the email in a formal letter expressing what the 
counsels have indicated to me and highlighting that we need a specific time frame 
of when exactly these documents in the possession of Norton Rose can be provided 
to Kumul and then on-forwarded to the Commission or otherwise directly to the 
Commission to facilitate. 

  [10.47am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The Commission is operating against a fixed or limited time 
frame to complete this inquiry and we need to fix the time within the Commission’s  
time frame for those to be provided.  So how much time do you think they need? 20 

MR SAWONG:  Chairman, from my recollection of what has been captured in their 
correspondences, Norton Rose has documents on hand.  I believe they are trying to 
exhaust their searches.  There are document that there.  What I have captured in my 
email is highlighting to them to provide whatever documents they have already on 
hand to the Commission.  I would say perhaps by this afternoon they may provide 
whatever is on hand to us and the Commission.  Perhaps if I were to suggest a time 
frame by Monday next week to have whatever documents that has already been 
located by Norton Rose to provide to the Commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next Monday might be a bit short. 

MR SAWONG:  Okay. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can we give them two weeks?  Perhaps we can 
adjourn this matter to 12 May or you think that is a bit too long? 

DR RENWICK:  What date were you thinking of Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourn that up to the 12th of May.  Is that a bit too long? 

DR RENWICK:  I do think that is – I am sorry to interrupt you.  I do think that is 
too long.  In my respectful submission if we could re-mention the matter and Mr 
Sawong and Professor Kavanamur could come back, say next Tuesday, perhaps 10 
a.m - 10.30 a.m. and, but I think Mr Sawong has heard very clearly what you and 
Commissioner White might have said, and I just mention for the record that we 
communicated to Mallessons through the solicitors with Professor Kavanamur’s 10 

consent on 1 April, so presumably from that date Mallesons would have been busy 
getting together at least some documents awaiting the further consent and really here 
we are on the 29th .  These are simply critical documents for the Commission so if it 
is convenient to you and I think it is convenient to Commissioner White, we might 
bring it back, Mr Sawong and Professor Kavanamur on Tuesday morning at 10.30.  
And may I make this submission, if there are particular problems that Mallesons or 
Norton Rose are having identifying documents, first they should then contact with 
Minter Ellison who will help them and secondly, if there really are enormous 
problems perhaps the partner at Malleosns can appear by video link on Tuesday and 
explain precisely what those are; that is Mr Travis Toemoe, T-o-e-m-o-e I believe, 20 

we would be happy to see him. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, does that give you enough time? 

MR SAWONG:  That is fine, Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can have this matter adjourned to 
next Tuesday, that is the 4th of May? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  4th of May. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  At 9.30 a.m. for continuation. 

DR RENWICK:  Sorry, at what - sorry what time? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Tuesday 4th of May at 9.30 a.m. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Is that 9.30 chief?  Thank you. 

[10.52 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  It is adjourned to that date and time.   
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Counsel assisting have – I am sorry. 10 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONNGGOR:  I am sorry, Dr Renwick, if the Commission pleases, 
I would like to change the answer to the question that the Commissioner was asking 
which was, “was that matter appealed?”  The Jimmy Maladina matter, it indeed was 
and his conviction was quashed and an acquittal put it.  I will undertake to provide 
to counsel assisting a copy of that decision, if that is of assistance. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you I am grateful.  One other matter Ms Twivey-20 
Nonggorr raised was that, what were the questions about access to documents.  So 
the proposal of counsel assisting is this, and I think this is agreeable to the 
Commission, that transcript and evidence in public hearings, which will be live-
streamed, will be put up on the public website; material which has not yet been read. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are matters of procedure and practice that are subject to 
discussions - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ongoing discussions between counsel and Commissioners right 
now. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner, very good. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the outcome of that obviously will be - there will be a 
practice note coming out and those matters are supposed to be responded to in 
accordance with the practice note and the direction will be issued shortly. 
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DR RENWICK:  Very good. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But Mrs Nonggorr, your client is gone; he is not here.  I thought 
you left but you are still around. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  He may have gone.  I would believe he is gone. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We closed the discussions on your client’s matters when your 
client left the witness box.   
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONNGGOR:  He did.  I was attempting to but matters progressed 
very quickly so I was not able to.  I am terribly sorry that I am not available in the 
Commission at the moment and I am in quarantine at the moment.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just mentioning it. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I apologize, to raise that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I was surprised when you popped up there but anyway that is 
all right.  Is there anything else, Dr Katter, Dr Renwick? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have covered, come to the end of the list, I believe. 
 
DR RENWICK:  It is what?  Yes, that is the end of the list Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So then the hearing can be adjourned now. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Until Tuesday, yes.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
 
 
AT 10.55 A.M., THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 4 MAY 2021 AT 9.30 A.M. 
 40 
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   [9.33 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, everyone. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good morning. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Good morning, Chief.  I think the matter this morning is the 
continued issues concerning the Norton Rose file.  Since we last sat we have 
received several letters from King and Wood Mallesons and if I could just ask that 
we put the single paged letter of 29 April 2021 up on the screen? 
 
Commissioners, you will see that this is a letter to Professor Kavanamur.  The first 
thing I think to note is their acknowledgement of the consent from Minister Duma, 
and I think it follows from that then that all concerns about authority to release 
have been met.   Then in the second-last paragraph, there is an indication that there 
is only a very small number of documents and then the inability, perhaps a little 
surprising, given the references in earlier correspondence to the existence of a 
number of retainers, that they have been unable to locate any matter with any 
communications.   
 
Then finally, as Norton Rose is close to exhausting its searches and remains 
anxious to assist the Commission, we would be grateful for any information which 
may assist it to identify any retainer or file.  So the first thing Counsel Assisting 
submits is that we are pleased that Norton Rose Fullbright is anxious to assist the 
Commission and subject to anything in addition, Mr Sawong might want to tell us 
this morning, we are in a position to provide a number of, I think, meta number, 
references, emails and the like, not at least from the helpful affidavit from Mr 
Vele, the meta data attachment.  You recall, Commissioners referred to a number 
of communications with Norton Rose, some of those emails meta data apparently 
referred to a file number, so we will have MinterEllison provide that to Mr Sawong 
and Professor Kavanamur.  We will also suggest some other search terms and then 
in my submission, we might come back in a couple of days to see how Mr Sawong 
has gone. 
 
But with that prelude, I might ask Mr Sawong to indicate to you, Commissioners 
- I think I see him there – whether he has any further – has any further 
correspondence or communications.  You remember on the last occasion, he was 
attempting to ring the relevant Mallesons’ lawyers and on short notice was unable 
to. 
 

  [9.38 am] So Mr Sawong, over to you, sir. 
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MR SAWONG:  If it pleases the Commission, yes, I do have two letters if I may 
add; one dated 30 April from KCH’s chairman to King&Wood Mallesons and a 
responding letter from King&Wood Mallesons dated 3 May forwarded - I believe, 
the letter dated 30 April, the Commission was copied in on that letter basically 
responding to and capturing the spirit of the discussions I had last Thursday by the 
Commission on KCH fulfilling its obligations to satisfy Norton Rose Fullbright 
of the necessary concerns from KCH and the Minister, State Enterprises and 
advising Norton Rose through their lawyers King&Wood that KCH has fulfilled 
its obligations and requested that Norton Rose provide all and any necessary 
documentation found in their possession to the Commission.  That is basically the 
gist of the letter dated 30 April.  We received a responding letter yesterday from 
King&Wood.  I have provided a copy to Mr Yapao for the Commission’s benefit.  
It is basically a response from King&Wood advising that their client has not 
located any documents in relation to the retainer with IPBC and for Kumul to 
provide this to the COI.  I welcome any directions from the Commission on how 
to track forward from this. 
 
DR RENWICK:  This is through you, two things, may I tender the letter from 
King&Wood Mallesons to Professor Kavanamur, 29 April 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have a copy of that letter. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I tender that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not have a copy of the letter of 30 April and their respond 
letter of 3 May.  I have not sighted those. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Neither have I, Chief, but when they are provided to the 
Commission and I think Mr Sawong has done that just now, then once we have 
seen them, they would also to be included within that tender. 
 
MR SAWONG:  If I may? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Chairman, I have hard copies here which I would like to tender 
up for your benefit, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
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MR SAWONG:  I have sent electronic copies to Mr Yapao this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can tender those hard copies.  Dr Renwick, I have 
copies of those letters with me now and they can be copied to you later. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes but I would ask that the three letters, please be received into 
the Commission’s evidence and marked accordingly if that is convenient to the 
Commission? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner Margaret White, do you wish to comment 
before we formally admit those three letters into evidence? 
 

   [9.43 am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you, Chief, I am quite content.  You have 
read them and I have heard from Mr Sawong what the contents of the letters are, 
so I am content with them to be - I think Exhibit G; is that where we are up to?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, the last exhibit we allocated was Exhibit F, right? 
 
MR YAPAO:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And this will be Exhibit G, all right.  Then the three letters 
are admitted into evidence, and they will be marked Exhibit G1, that is the letter 
of 29 April 2021; and G2, the letter of 20 April; and G3 is the letter dated 3 May 
2021. 
 
 
EXHIBIT G1:  LETTER OF 29 APRIL 2021 
 
EXHIBIT G2:  LETTER OF 20 APRIL  
 
EXHIBIT G3:  LETTER DATED 3 MAY 2021   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission.  Then, Commissioners, in 
answer to Mr Sawong’s question about how his client can help further, I suppose 
there are two ways to take up Mallesons’ offer to provide further search terms and 
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reference indicators; one would be to do that entirely inviting and certainly 
MinterEllison will do that. 
 
Mr Sawong, in addition, I wonder whether you would be able to enquire of 
Mallesons just to move this matter along because they have had these requests 
now for five weeks, whether there could be a telephone conference or a zoom 
conference with you present with MinterEllison and Mallesons where there can 
be a discussion about search terms, and if necessary, someone from Norton Rose 
IT could be there.  If that could happen today or tomorrow, then in my submission, 
Commissioners, if Mr Sawong who has been very helpful could come back 
perhaps on Thursday morning to let us know what progress has been made.  Is that 
convenient to you, Mr Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thursday morning would be a little bit of conflict there, 
Commissioner. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  What about Thursday at 2.30? 
 
MR SAWONG:  That will be fine.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Is that convenient, Commissioners? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is convenient for me, Dr Renwick, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am available. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  In my submission, we should adjourn the mention of this 
matter.  We will today correspond with Mr Sawong and Professor Kavanamur.  
Mr Sawong, I might ask you to be in contact with MinterEllison perhaps by email 
and see if we can arrange a meeting with Mallesons and Norton Rose IT to move 
this along because I know you appreciate this, and I am pleased Mallesons have 
indicated that Norton Rose Fullbright Australia is anxious to assist the 
Commission, well this is how they can show it in a practical fashion.   
 
Subject to that, Commissioners, there are no other matters listed, I think, for this 
morning and unless if there is anything anyone else wishes to raise, in my 
submission, we could then adjourn until 2.30 this Thursday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, any comments or remarks? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not at all, thanks, Chief.  I think that is a very 
practical outcome.  It will be much better if the parties, rather than writing letters 
to each other, are actually able to have a conversation about what the barriers are 
to the provision of these vital files for our Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the matter stands adjourned to Thursday, 6 
May 2021 at 2.30 p.m., for continuation. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Nothing further from me, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then that is the only matter before us.  Associate, you can 
adjourn the proceedings to Thursday. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AT 9.48 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL THURSDAY, 6 MAY 
2021, AT 2.30 P.M. 
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   [2.27 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon, everyone.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Good afternoon, Commissioners.  We are here this afternoon 
to again deal with the issue of the Norton Rose files and Kumul Holdings, then 
can I immediately say how helpful Mr Sawong from Kumul Holdings will be.  
We have made some progress, Commissioners, but there are a couple of things 
I should just put on the record for taking things further.   
 
For some time we have been asking in substance to Norton Rose’s files in 
relation to the matters within the Commission’s Terms of Reference.  Mallesons 10 
have been retained in that regard.  I am concerned the following matters may 
have become obscured in the main issue of the correspondence, so let me make 
them clear beyond any doubt.  But first, Terms of Reference have always 
required very prompt reporting, and I made it clear in my substantive opening 
that the three-month reporting clock will start when we commence our 
substantive hearings next month, and Parts 2 and 3.  Plainly enough also, the 
delay is caused by the world-wide pandemic and not the fault of anyone in this 
Inquiry.  Let me also be clear, I am not imputing impropriety to Mallesons.  Of 
course, it is proper and necessary for client consents to be sought and obtained 
by them.  What the Commission is trying to do, and all it is trying to do in this 20 
regard, is to get key documents from their client Norton Rose which Norton 
Rose evidently have.   
 
In circumstances where all PNG officials and government entities are required 
by the letter’s patent creating the Commission to assist us and when asked, they 
have and I expect will continue swiftly to provide any necessary consents.  In 
other words, once we know who Norton Rose requires us to obtain consents 
from, we will swiftly obtain them.  We are not unsympathetic to the fact of the 
age of the matter, the fact that staff may have left Norton Rose, but we are 
confident that a world-known and respected international firm like Norton Rose 30 
will have excellent record keeping and capacity swiftly to search their records 
and provide them.  As we understand it, further consents are desired from Mr 
Vele, the Secretary to the Treasury, and the Gas Project Coordination Office.  
Now that we know that, we will certainly seek to obtain those permissions as 
soon as we possibly can and provide them to Mallesons.  We accept the 
statements from Mallesons that Norton Rose are anxious to assist the 
Commission, and I will simply note to those listing, we have recently provided 
some search terms, e-mail addresses and so on to shorten the task of Mallesons 
and Norton Rose once the extra consents are provided, which would be very 
soon.   40 
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Then, of course, I think with - I should note then, turning to Kumul Holdings -  
firstly, I should say on behalf of Counsel Assisting that we are very grateful for 
the assistance from Kumul Holdings and Mr Sawong’s professional support in 
that regard.  We have, I think recently – very recently – provided to Mr Sawong 
a draft summons which would seek all relevant e-mails which Kumul Holdings 
have essentially inherited from IPBC.  They are the successor entitled to IPBC 
and Commissioners will ask you to make that summons formal in due course 
but we have provided the terms of the draft summons to Mr Sawong in draft.  If 
he has any comments on the terms of it, perhaps he could indicate that now 10 
because, otherwise, I would simply ask that the Kumul Holdings return next 
Thursday.  Mr Sawong? 
 

    [3.42 pm] MR SAWONG:  If it pleases the Commission, I have received the draft 
summons, I take no issue with them.  I would, however, like to make a couple 
of comments in relation to KCH’s continued methods to support the 
Commission’s endeavors, and that is from the discussions that were held last 
Friday, I have received a letter from our chairman, from King & Wood 
Mallesons dated 5 May.  I think it was sent to Counsel assisting the 
Commission, Kathryn Finlayson.  As you know KCH has continued to 20 
provide assistance to the Commission that is beyond the parameters of the 
request of the Commission under its letter of request dated 17 March 2021.  
The Commission will note the provision of volumes of documents by KCH by 
our Managing Director sometime around this year - this time last year; that is 
Isikeli Taureka and my supervisor Erastus Kamburi.   

On the back of multiple correspondences, both to and from King & Wood, 
KCH and the Commission, particularly, noting the very recent letters dated 29 
April, 30 April and 3 May, KCH has, as you can see continues to and will help 
where it can with the Commission’s request.  However, in light of the current 
summons - draft summons that has been presented to me, I cannot make any 30 

commitments as to whether or not we will find email correspondences subject 
to the summons that has been raised.  Again, I welcome any directions from 
the Commission to assist in any way I can, but I would just like to note that I 
would like the Commission to note KCH has gone above and beyond 
providing assistance and there is only so much that we can do to provide that 
assistance.  Thank you. 
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 DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I certainly acknowledge the gray areas that 
sort of Kumul Holdings have already mentioned them, and I also acknowledge 
the great assistance by Mr Sawong personally.  So at this stage I would simply 
ask that Mr Sawong come back next Thursday or Friday if that is convenient 
and in the meantime he having indicated that the terms of the summons – the 
terms are not problematic but it may take them time to do a proper search.  We 
accept that and that we issue the summons - the Commissioners issue that in 
Chambers shortly and then Mr Sawong return next Thursday when we will be 
here anyway.   If that is convenient if Mr Sawong wants some marking at a 
time during the day, we could certainly say at 2 o’clock next Thursday if that 10 

is a convenient time for him.  Mr Sawong, is that a convenient time, 2 o’clock 
next Thursday? 

 MR SAWONG:  That is fine. 

 DR RENWICK:  So that is my application Commissioners that we adjourn the 
mention by Mr Sawong on behalf of KCH to next Thursday and the – I am 
sorry, we are actually returning on Wednesday, the 12th.  Would 2 o’clock on 
Wednesday be convenient Mr Sawong? 

 MR SAWONG:  Sure.  Yes, that is convenient. 

 DR RENWICK:  Could we adjourn this matter to 2 o’clock on 12 May and 
Counsel assisting will ask the Commissioners to issue the summons in private 20 

chambers and then we will email that to Mr Sawong and subject to that 
Commissioners, there are no other matters this afternoon. 

  [2.37 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask the return date for the summons? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, the date we would propose would be at two o’clock next 
Wednesday.  We understand Mr Sawong may seek an extension of time if he is 
not able to produce all the emails but of course he can produce perhaps some of 
them then but that is the requested date for the return of the summons.  The draft 
summons itself has been provided, Commissioners, to Mr Sawong.  I think Mr 
Yuangu should have a copy for you, Chief, and I think Commissioner White 30 
has been provided also with a draft summons.  So, if you wish to make those 
orders now, that can be - they can be signed off in chambers shortly, we are 
content with that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not sighted the summons but to whom is it directed 
at? 
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DR RENWICK:  This is to be addressed to Kumul Holdings as the successor 
entitled to IPBC seeking the emails they hold or may hold as the successor of 
IPBC of relevance to the Terms of Reference to the Commission so that is the 
concept.  You will recall Commissioners that Mr Vele’s affidavit of last week 
in annexure 1, the metadata refers to a number of emails to and from officers of 
IPBC and Mr Vele you will recall said that those should be with IPBC now 
rather than Treasury.  That is the purpose of the summons and there we are. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, it will be directed specifically at Professor David 10 
Kavanamur in his capacity as Chairman of Kumul Consolidated Holdings, is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is right, it is him in his capacity as the chairman; that 
is exactly right in all capacity. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, in relation to further consent that is outstanding, that 
consent will come from Mr Vele? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we understand it, Chief Commissioner, the two consents 
are by Mr Vele.  We have been in touch with Ms Twivey-Nonggorr who has 20 
been very helpful.  Mr Vele, I think, he is unavailable today but because he is 
not well but I think he is in the position to sign that as soon as he can.  I do not 
anticipate there will be any difficulty there.  The other person is the Gas Project 
Coordination Office.  I am not sure if Dr Katter is online.  Dr Katter, could you 
indicate who it is?  Would you know who it is from the Gas Project 
Coordination Office? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We had someone by the name of Peter Koim who appeared 
at the preliminary hearings.  We thought he was the Project Coordinator of that 
office but he said he was not.  And he was referring to another person who was 30 
the Project Coordinator of that office and there was some confusion as to who 
exactly that person was. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have we been able to establish who the coordinator is? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Let us ask Dr Katter, if he knows the answer to indicate that. 
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DR KATTER:  Chief, the indication is only Mr Koim at the present time, Mr 
Peter Koim.  So there is no indication beyond that at present.  I am noting what 
you have just indicated, Chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can recall correctly he was saying that the coordinator 
is the Secretary of the Department of Petroleum and Energy.   
 

    [2.42 pm] Then there was some confusion about Mr Vele’s involvement in that office, that 
he had at some point been the project coordinator of that office, so I think we 
need to ascertain who is the current project coordinator to whom, I think, any 10 
queries should be directed to. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, Chief, we will ascertain that and it may be that 
Mallesons have a particular person in line, and we will speak to them to check 
that as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, okay.  But certainly not Peter Koim. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see, very well.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Commissioner White, if we can have these 
proceedings adjourned to next Wednesday, 21 May 2021 at 2 p.m, and issue the 
summons to Professor David Kavanamur made returnable on the same date and 
time.  We will issue those directions then. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, I had the opportunity to have a look 
at that in draft and I am comfortable with it.  I think you might have meant to 
say Wednesday May 12th, not the 21st, if I might just mention that. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  12th, yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Otherwise, I am happy to make those orders. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we issue those directions.  Anything else? 40 
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DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are no other matters 
Counsel Assisting wish to bring before you.  The Commission, as we 
understand, will next sit next Wednesday at 10.00 a.m.  I think that is right, 
10.00 a.m., Dr Kattar, when a number of summonses are returnable? 
 
DR KATTER:  It is, 10.00 a.m. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so that would be my application to adjourn until 10 a.m 
next Wednesday, 12 May- - - 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, could I just ask because we have had 
a moveable feast of witnesses whose private statements have not been in a 
position to call them or who have suffered ill health.  Do we have a program 
that looks reasonably likely to come to fruition for next Wednesday? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We do.  You are right, Commissioner White, that it is a little 
still an moveable feast.  We have just received, for example, a signed statement 
from Sir Julius Chan.  I have not had an opportunity to read that yet; it has just 
come in.  There is Dr Momis who is certainly returning because, you will recall, 20 
Commissioners, he wished an opportunity to – we gave him a number of 
questions on notice, and so I am hoping he also can return next Wednesday but 
we need to confirm that.  There are also a number of summonses for documents 
returnable on that day.  But suffice to say, Commissioners, we will tell you, the 
Commissioners, very soon and we will put the list of people coming up on the 
- next Wednesday - on the website no later than 24 hours before and, of course, 
if we can do it earlier, we will. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks, Dr Renwick, I know that it is very 
difficult to corral these witnesses.  30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have a statement from Sir Kaputin that I will be 
passing on to Commissioner White shortly.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If there is nothing else, then the proceedings stand 
adjourned to next Wednesday 12 May at 10 o’clock. 
 
DR RENWICK: Thank you. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
AT 2.47 PM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 12 
MAY 2021, AT 10.00 A.M. 10 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
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[9.47am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, I again appear with Dr Katter 
and Mr Jurth. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I have some opening remarks but we are 
fortunate to have appearing this morning the Right Honourable Chief Sir 
Julius Chan.  And if it is convenient to you Chief and Commissioner White I 
would ask that we take his evidence first so that he can be excused when that 
is done. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, go ahead. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, might Sir Julius be sworn, please.  Sir Julius has a Bible 10 

with him.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Tyson, swear the witness. 

 

SIR JULIUS CHAN, sworn: 

XN: DR RENWICK 

 

Q:   Thank you Sir Julius.  Sir Julius, just some biographical matters.  You 
are Sir Julius Chan and you are currently Governor of New Ireland 
Province, I think? 

A: That is correct. 20 

Q: And you have held a number of high offices in the Independent State 
including being twice Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and also 
Minister of Finance at various times? 

A: That is correct. 

    [9.49 am]Q: And you have been honoured by the Queen by been sworn of the Privy 
Counsel and also knighted, I think? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you have prepared a statement of eight pages dated 5th May? 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: That is your statement; you do not wish to make any changes to it? 
 
A: No, I think we just got the clarification with the bank, the first loan, it is 

the Swiss Bank Incorporation. 10 
 
Q: Yes, I see.  So that changes it to paragraph 2? 
 
A: Yes, that is the only change. 
 
Q: Yes, I see, all right.  But other than that, you do not wish to make any 

changes to your statement? 
 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: I just have a few questions for you, if that is convenient, Sir?  So, I have 

already mentioned that you have held a number of high offices.  Of 
course, your experience goes back a very long time, and you were in 
public life at the time when Independence was being prepared and then 
when it happened; that is right, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: How would you describe your role in the drafting of the Constitution, if 

any? 30 
 
A: I would be more specialized in the financial sector within - the more 

specialized in establishing the financial institution and getting ourselves 
involved in international banking and other organizations.  I think 
generally speaking, we were all involved, but the Constitutional Planning 
Committee by itself took a more prominent part in visiting all parts of 
Papua New Guinea and they were supported by experts from almost, if 
you can say, all over the world.   
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Q: Yes.  Can I take you, please, to page 3?  There is a heading there, “The 
Role of Papua New Guinea Government in Business”, and you say in 
paragraph 25, “The Government should not take any risk whatsoever in 
business”.  In 26, you say, “The National Government ought to be 
involved with businesses is a good idea as long as the government 
mitigate risks”; and in paragraph 27, you say, “a positive example is that 
is in resource projects.”  Then you go on to say this in paragraph 28, “If 
an investor is prepared to provide an equity share to the government for 
free, and I often think they should because they are harvesting and 
benefiting from the resources belonging to the country, then the 10 
government receives that equity share, an investment without risk.  That 
is a tremendous benefit to the country.” 

 
If I can just ask you to concentrate on paragraph 28; do I take it that that 
is a situation you would like to see but can you point to any example 
where that has actually happened? 
 

A: Actually, this situation never really arose because Papua New Guinea 
was a very young country; very few investors know about us and in 
almost every game that we played with investing, they were almost 20 
dictating the terms of the conditions of the investment.  We have a choice 
to make whether we go ahead with it, with those investments or we cave 
in to the conditions almost dictated by the investor.  So, really - and I am 
not saying this with passing an aspersion on anyone - we really have very 
little choice.   

 
Q: I see.  All right.  Can I take you further then to paragraph 53 of your 

Statement on page 6?   
 
A: All right. 30 
 
Q: Where you say, “It is my view that with proper checks and balances, with 

proper oversight, with proper observance of legal requirements, the 
government has the duty to investigate any kind of proposal that is 
coming to it and do the best it possibly can for itself and the people it 
represents. 

 
 [9.54 am] You mentioned a minute ago that you were particularly involved in the 

coming of Independence and the immediate aftermath in financial 
matters.  Is there anything you want to point to about the safeguards and 40 
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legal requirements and the like in relation to raising equity in resource 
investments?  I hope that question is not too confusing. 

 
A: No.  It will require expert advice on many of these more experienced 

experts than those qualified on paper.  I think when you deal with all 
these big investors, especially in natural resources, you are dealing with 
people who have been in the game for a long time.  Whereas we, you can 
say, the first of such project was in Bougainville Copper and that was 
essentially handled by the Australian Government, that is, the 
Bougainville Copper Agreement.  Thereafter, we had to depend on 10 
whoever we can get from within which is scarce, and therefore, I 
continued to stress the need for experienced exposed negotiators that we 
need to get advice from to get the right kind of investment for Papua New 
Guinea. 

 
Q: I think that brings us neatly, Sir Julius, to page 7 of your statement under 

the heading, “The Role of External Advisers”, where you speak about the 
advices there in paragraphs 59, 60 and 61.  You say in paragraph 62 there 
was a need for external advisers during this time and I take it that is a 
reference back to paragraph 60, that is to say immediately after 20 
Independence.  Have I read that correctly?     

 
A: Yes, that would be correct. 
 
Q: So, comparing that time to the current situation, have things changed?  In 

other words, is there such a great need for external advisers now as there 
was then? 

 
A: I think more so than ever before because we were dealing in various small 

window of opportunity at that time.  As I said very few investors would 30 
go into that area of investment because they knew very little about Papua 
New Guinea and we have not established ourselves as an investor - we 
have not established investor confidence as yet.  Most of the investment 
at that time would be coming in sort of for the first time.  So, today I 
would even put more emphasis on securing external professional 
experienced in international negotiations than ever before because Papua 
New Guinea now has gone steps up more or less since Independence.  We 
are 46 years old now and I think we have established ourselves and 
naturally reached our destination and more investments would like to 
come into the country but I think we are limited still on the right kind of 40 
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advisers exposed to international type of negotiations and with the 
resource laws so I would put the same emphasis if not more than ever 
before. 

 
Q: Just to be clear, Sir Julius, when you talk about external advisers in this 

context, you are talking about external to government or are you talking 
about external to government and also people who are not citizens of the 
Independent State who are external geographically to the State? 

 
[9.59am]  A: Well, we always had and we continued to have very good advisers from 10 

the Australian Government if they can make themselves and without 
any interferences, we make that request, they would be available.  But 
of course, as an independent country we go out, we tap in the best 
possible international advisers who are impartial and will work for what 
we are prepared to offer them, to negotiate the best deals for the 
country. 

Q: Do you have any recommendations for the Commission to consider 
about how one could increase the pool of experienced advisers who are 
citizens of the Independent State? 

A: Yes, well we have much more qualified people now in country, mainly 20 

of academic qualification but insufficient exposure and insufficient 
experience and the kinds of investments spread in all areas of 
investment in the country, therefore, we have to focus on specialists 
advisers who are impartial, who will represent Papua New Guinea for 
whatever the condition that we engage them in and do the best they can 
for the country with international experience of the kind of investment 
laws applicable to particular type of investment, whether that be in 
resource investment or merchandise investment or whatever. 

Q: Thank you Sir Julius.  Could I ask you now to turn to my opening 
statement of the 30th of March at the top of page 12 and you will see 30 

there from the bottom, of page 11, there is a quote from a statement 
provided on behalf of the Late Sir Michael Somare and I will just read 
out this sentence and ask you whether you could comment on it.  His 
statement said, “ Looking back it may be possible to see that by not 
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focusing greater efforts on growth of the economy rather than 
redistribution of wealth, PNG lost some potential towards the goal of 
building a more robust and dynamic economy.”  Do you have any 
remarks about that statement made on behalf of – made by Sir Michael? 

A: I think it is a pretty straight forward statement and it is more or less a 
policy, political and also philosophical statement that every leader 
should aspire for.  I think he emphasized that the redistribution of 
wealth which I totally agree with and the emphasis is on PNG potential 
towards building a more robust and dynamic economy which no one 
should disagree with that.  I think the question is, where are you going 10 

to place the wealth of the country; in the hands of the government the 
State or in the hands of the people.  Now, I differ a little bit on that 
statement that I feel that the wealth of the nation should be in the hands 
of the people. 

Q: Yes.  Sir Julius, one last question from me before the Commissioners 
ask their questions.  I appreciate you were not involved in the 
transactions the subject of this inquiry but you will know I think that 
they involved very large sums of money borrowed by the Independent 
State.  Do you have any views or recommendations for the Commission 
about what Parliamentary scrutiny should be available for very large 20 

financial commitments?  So apart from approvals of annual budgets and 
the like, do you have any view about the role of parliamentary 
committees or otherwise what role Parliament can play in monitoring 
how the executive government of the day makes decision about entering 
into these very substantive financial transactions? 

A: Normally the Parliament have very little play in this.  It is the 
government of the day that has to determine that whether it has the 
capacity to do this deal.  I mean if you asked me for my personal 
opinion and it is a very big deal, this one, and it talks about billions. 

[10.04 am] I want to emphasize the fact that I have never talked about billions in my 30 
time.  So when you talk about billions, you are putting country to great 
exposure of possible repayment capacity, and therefore, a lot of thoughts, 
a lot of studies, and a lot of analysis must take place first.   
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I cannot speak for the government of the day.  It may be in a position to 
make that kind of judgment to enter into that kind of a loan, commercial 
loan, into that kind of participation.  But I would just simply say that I 
would hesitate a lot in exposing the government for the first time into 
billions as such as the one we have secured.   
 

Q: Sir Julius, those are my questions, Sir.  If you could just stay there, the 
Commissioners may have some questions for you. 

 10 
A: Thank you.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you want to go first? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  Sir Julius, you were speaking 
about the need for and a continuing need for external advisors.  I noticed in an 
article that was written back in 1975 by Sir Henry ToRobert who, I believe, was 
the first Chairman of the Bank of PNG, and I also believe was in fact the first 
university graduate of PNG who got his Bachelor Economics with the 
University of Sydney.   He proposed that there were a number of policies in the 20 
newly Independent Government should ensure occurred when it came to 
investment in the country.  And he said that there should be particular and 
specific plans for localizing and training staff provided by the investors.  That, 
of course, seems to me to meet some of your concerns for the need for a truly 
independent expertise within the country.  Did you see that occurring of your 
many years in public life that the investors were required – the external investors 
were required to undertake a suitable training for the staff, not just at the bottom 
level, but up into managerial positions? 
 
A: Sir Henry really was one of our first graduate in banking, and he grew up 30 

with the Reserve Bank of Australia.  He grew up at the time of - I think, 
the Chairman of the Reserve Bank in Australia was Sir Henry Knight or 
Sir Knight.  Anyway, yes, Sir Henry was appointed around 1 December 
1973, when I established the Central Bank of Papua New Guinea at that 
time and he was, you are quite right, he was the most qualified person 
and very well-tuned in because he was working very closely with the 
Reserve Bank of Australia.  So I think his comments would have been 
appropriate at that time, that we should engage in areas with the expertise 
that we require to go into (…inaudible…).  It just keep in mind that at 
that time, everything we did were quite new; quite new for a young 40 
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country of the country and we listen a lot to experts advising us on many, 
many fronts. 

 
The question of building up our own capacity, this sort of thing can be 
easily said, but it takes a lot of time, it takes a lot of experience, and it 
takes a lot of exposure and dealings, in particular, areas to build up their 
expertise in not only within the banking area but in other areas as well.   

 
  [10.09 am] Did I answer your question, Commissioner? 
 10 
 Q: May I just follow that up? 
 

A: I am not sure that I answered your question, Commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes, perhaps insistence in the contracts when negotiated with the foreign 

investors, in your earlier years, did it include as much as you can recall 
an obligation to train local PNG people in that particular industry; not 
particularly talking of course about mining, oil and gas?  

 
A: Not necessarily because we can wish but they were non-available at that 20 

time. 
 
Q: Right, thank you.  Thanks for your evidence, Sir Julius.  Chief, I have not 

at the moment got any further questions for Sir Julius. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  I have one or two questions.  The first question 
relates to your statement appearing on paragraphs 25 down to 29 or 30.  It is in 
relation to risks in an investment decision that is made to invest in private 
enterprise of business.  Sir Julius, I think you agree with the statement that to 
invest in a business enterprise involves a lot of risk and for the government to 30 
undertake an investment in a business enterprise, it is taking upon itself that 
risk.  Do you agree with that statement? 
 
A: Yes, Chief.  The government should, as I said in my statement, not enter 

into a risky business.  That is not its role and in some areas of opportunity 
of course we should try to maximize the income of the State and I just 
want to repeat, it is a matter of goodwill, you can translate this as a matter 
of goodwill so that if an investment comes, you provide the land and the 
resource, then and as a matter of goodwill they may be able to give free 
equity to the State.  But at that time we were still very young.  We were 40 
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still looking for investment and most investors will more or less be calling 
the tune.  So therefore we have a choice to, either try to get them involved 
in and extract some of our resources or they just move on.  So, it is the 
decision of the government of the day really to take account of the risk 
involved and especially such a huge investment. 

 
Q: All right, let me just identify one of the risks.  The first risk in any 

business would be that there is a risk that the investor may not get a return 
on its investment in terms of profit and the second risk is and associated 
with that is the risk that the investor may lose its principal investment if 10 
it comes to the worse.  You see these two risks as among the main risks 
in an investment decision? 

 
  [10.14am]   A:  That would be dictated by the type of conditions the investors play in 

those particular areas of investment, may it be in forest or fisheries and 
they know the game, and therefore, we should have a level playing field 
knowing their conditions of that kind of investment they may have 
entered into with other countries, and therefore, a lot of study and a lot 
of research should be taken into that particular type of investment that 
they may have made with other countries so that we are not asking too 20 

much, too greedy, and we do not fall short too low on investment.   I 
can generally say this that to enable us to get the level of investment 
condition with the type of incentive that they require, we should have a 
broad research study into that particular type of investment.  Let us use 
our natural resource, let us say, in mining.  There are lot of mining 
agreements all over the world, far more before Papua New Guinea ever 
gone into and therefore they should form the basis of our research and 
our negotiators should be able to pin the level of returns that are 
favourable to the investor and also to their country of investment like 
Papua New Guinea.  And you average it out and because we are new to 30 

the world on that kind of investment, we should pluck somewhere 
between the internal average rate of investment and we should pluck it 
somewhere attractive for them to come in to a new country like now.  
So I say if we do that, then a lot of terms and conditions imposed by the 
investor cannot really be argued because they have done this in Africa, 
in Norway or even Canada or in America and you can average them all 
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out and say, all right, in Papua New Guinea, we attract you to come into 
this country here, we will pluck it at a rate a little bit below those and 
that should be justifiable. 

Q: All right, the next logical question from that is the protection that is put 
in place to safeguard against such risks, I suppose the contracting 
parties would provide for such risks to be managed within the 
provisions of the contract but let us say, the investment decision 
involves investment of public funds and the government is involved, 
that protection that should be in place is something perhaps that the 
executive government could make provision for in the contract, for 10 

instance, the loan agreement.  But what about Parliamentary control in 
terms of putting in place protection, safeguards against those kind of 
risks?  Should Parliament assume that responsibility in some way? 

A: Oh yes. Well, not really in investment without borrowing, that should 
have been contained year by year by the government presenting its 
budget.  Those budgets approved by the parliament are laws so they do 
not - the government do not really have to come to – government to 
make that type of investment but when it involves borrowing such as is 
very clearly set out it will require, especially external borrowing. 

[10.19 am] It requires a proper resolution put forward and justified by the 20 
government to expose this country to foreign loans because there are a 
lot of factors involved; movement of the currencies and unpredictable 
breach of return and that type of thing.  I think the Constitution 
specifically specified that I think in those areas of risks, it requires that 
unanimous while at least the parliament to make that decision. 
 

Q:  Let us have a look at three types of business enterprises that the 
government could be involved in, in investing.  First, is government’s 
investment through a state-owned enterprise that is involved in a business 
enterprise?  Secondly, the government may decide to invest in a resource-30 
development project in which there is a foreign company involved; 
foreign investor involved.  The agreement to go into that business could 
be regulated or facilitated by an act of parliament.  The first one also is 
something that obviously a state-owned enterprise involving in business 
is regulated by an act of parliament. 
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Let us come to the third kind of business enterprise where the investment 
is in the purely private business enterprise that may or may not have a 
statutory or framework to support it.  Can you say something about the 
nature of the risk that is posed in the investment decision in respect of 
those three different types of business enterprise that the government is 
involved in? 

 
A: Chief, I would put the answers to your question in this way.  If it is a 

government incorporation established by law, then it comes under that 10 
whatever company’s laws that they will have to comply with, and the 
responsibility will rest entirely on the directors of those government 
incorporation.  The government through the minister and the cabinet 
should make the ultimate decision as recommended by the boards of 
those corporations to deal with it, but they come under a separate law.  
But when the government itself want to enter into business, then that is 
where it should really assess it fully the risks involved.  It involves so 
many factors and we see a loan servicing and our economy is in a state 
where it is stabilized, the currency movement will enable us to maintain 
our capacity to service those loans; all those, so really, the government 20 
should not enter into any, any risky business whatsoever, particularly on 
business that is exposed to other outside factors of the movement of the 
pricing and that type of thing.   
  

[10.24 am] So really, I would say that we should not really enter into any government 
– sorry, Chairman, I might not be answering to it.  Any business at all 
with risks, the corporation can divert factors and the management must 
take the responsibility and that is governed by the Companies Act but the 
ultimate decision will still have to come from the government because it 
is the sole owner of those corporation.  Again, it should not take risks but 30 
those decisions must be made by the government of the day.  

 
Q: Yes, all right.  Obviously, you have been involved in the government for 

a very long time since Independence and you would have a lot of 
experience in the government decisions that are made to invest in private 
businesses.  Now, let us take a few examples of the different kinds of 
business enterprise that I referred to earlier.  In relation to State owned 
enterprises, you would have some experience in relation to the setting up 
of PNGBC which eventually was sold among other State owned 
enterprises.  In relation to the second kind of business you would have 40 
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had some experience in the Bougainville Copper Mining Agreement that 
was later, I suppose, approved by Parliament through an Act of the 
Parliament statute.  The third situation is where government decided to 
invest in a private business that may not have had the legislative support 
for it.  Have you come across, in your experience, any government 
decision to invest in a private business that had no legislative support for 
it? 

 
A: Chief, in Bougainville we had very little to do with it.  That was done 

prior to Independence so we had very little to do with it.  All we did was 10 
to review the return on profits on Bougainville and the return on outlay 
was very good.  I think it may have exceeded 20 per cent per annum and 
my involvement together with the Grand Chief Somare at that time, 
through Sir Albert Maori Kiki, also a very good negotiator because he 
was involved in the Workers’ Union so we renegotiated the Bougainville 
Copper Agreement to give a better return to Papua New Guinea.  So I am 
giving you an example of an investment made prior to our Independence 
and those conditions favoured at that time.  And in retrospect we had 
given it a very favourable return on the investment and prerogatively 
recovered the total investment outlay for less than five years so the 20 
justification for us then was to renegotiate that agreement and we did.  
The rent of course caused a lot of anxiety by Rio Tinto at that time.  I 
think the Chairman was Sir …........ Duncan.  Shortly after that by the 
way he collapsed.  So that was one kind of investment created by people 
from outside like Australia.      

 
     [10.29am]   And Australia was doing the right thing because as I said earlier Papua 

New Guinea was a very new area of investment.  Nobody would come 
in unless they can make profitable shares then.  We just hit it too much 
and they failed.  So we renegotiated that.   30 

Now, the other investment you might say, using my position then at that 
time I was the Minister for Finance and I took over the Central Bank 
from the Reserve Bank of Australia but to do that I negotiated with the 
Chairman of the Reserve Bank of Australia to fund us to take over the 
Reserve Bank of Australia.  And earlier the question was put to me, was 
the first Governor of the Central Bank, Sir Henry ToRobert, and he was 
very closely involved with the Reserve Bank of Australia.  So I took 
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over in a way investing to secure the ownership of the Papua New 
Guinea Banking Corporation but only to funding from the Reserve 
Bank of Australia.  Another example on the government investment is 
that back in 1974, I also as Minister for Finance took over the 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia.  So you can say that is a government 
entering into big business.  But the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
was functioning very profitable at that time and with the support, agreed 
to between myself and the Treasurer of Australia at that time, we were 
able to secure funding for us to again take over as a profitable business 
of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia.  So I terminated their license 10 

at that time and established the Papua New Guinea Banking 
Corporation which is 100 per cent owned by the State.  

If I can divert a little bit Chief, to give you the reasons behind 
government involvement in business.  I thought the only way Papua 
New Guineans can move forward is not just to depend entirely on the 
Post and the papers, we have got to be able to have resource funding to 
enable our business to grow, and therefore, the Papua New Guinea 
Banking Corporation was an avenue for the government to own it and 
to help funding our people for a long term at a lower interest rates.  And 
of course that was a successful story but all these finally depend on the 20 

management of those corporations at that time.  It was functioning very 
well in my time, but there shortly thereafter, I think, it swayed away 
differently from the intention that I wanted to go into and probably at 
that time the return was not as favourable as we saw and I was trying to 
meet that particular need to have a finance to assist our people and to be 
able to somehow influence the other banks like the National Bank of 
Australia, Westpac, it was the Bank of New South Wales then.  And 
with the Papua New Guinea Banking Corporation, Commonwealth 
Bank already controlling about 50 per cent of the business in Papua 
New Guinea, I used that corporation, the PNGBC, to be able to 30 

structure the kind of policy on interest and on the banking interest rates.   
The margin between the lending and borrowing.   So, I was then able to 
achieve that but it meet the purpose that I entered into at that time.    
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[10.34 am]A: So those are the only areas I can – we did set up another organisation in 
the mineral sector to be able to take up shares in mineral investment 
without government’s direct involvement, but I think it was pretty short-
lived.  I think in – those are the examples that I can submit to you as 
Chief.   
 

Q: My last question is in relation to that …..….. type of business enterprise.  
Obviously, the first two business enterprises, the government’s 
involvement in those is facilitated by or regulated by legislation.  But in 
relation to the third one, would you recommend that any decision by the 10 
state investing in what is purely a business, private business enterprise, 
should or should not be facilitated by or regulated by parliament? 
 

A: Sorry, Chief, can you put that to me again? 
 
Q: In relation to the third type of business there, we are talking about the 

investment in a purely private business enterprise, would you recommend 
for or against parliamentary approval of such government decisions? 

 
A: Yes, I think of it as a purely an investment within a budget appropriation, 20 

which had already been approved in the aggregate of the budget which is 
the expenditure for the year.  But in the case of having to raise funds to 
enter into that kind of investment, then it will require, as required by law, 
a parliamentary approval for that particular lending and the government 
must justify it properly.  So, one, is that within the budget, if the 
government has already provided for in the expenditure budget, then that 
is the law that enables the government to spend and normally they will 
have explained that in the budget deliberation on the kind of investment 
they want to go in and one would imagine that they would not require a 
special type of borrowing.  But in the other areas of investment, it will be 30 
quite foreign is governed specifically by the law; you must get the bond-
free approval particularly in foreign law.  That is as far as I can remember.   
 

Q: Thank you, those are my questions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, unless there is anything arising or any 
application to cross-examine - I am not aware of any - I would ask that Sir Julius 
to be excused with our thanks. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Should his Statement be formally tendered into evidence 
and marked as an exhibit first? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed; I tender that statement, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The statement of Sir Julius Chan is admitted into evidence 
and it shall be marked Exhibit H; Exhibit H.  Exhibit H? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  H, yes. 
 10 
 
EXHBIT H:  STATEMENT OF SIR JULIUS CHAN 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If there are no other questions from Commissioner White, 
then Sir Julius, you may be excused.  Thank you for giving your evidence this 
morning and all the preparations that you did leading up to your appearance this 
morning.   
 

[10.39 am]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much, Sir Julius.  It was very 20 
interesting to listen to your evidence. 

 
A: Thank you Commissioner White and thank you Chief.   It has been very 

good, Mr, I do not know how to pronounce your name but thank you very 
much. 

 
 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 

A: Thank you. 
 30 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can we move on to the next matter? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.  Commissioners, we have some brief hearings 
this week and next which I will come to.  Yesterday, Commissioners, you 
signed a new Practice Note which is now on the website and it is now operative 
and I would urge all those with an interest in the Commission to study it 40 
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carefully.  Key features include the following, (1), the dates in June and July set 
out in that Practice Note are confirmed and all persons who will be giving 
evidence need to be available throughout that period, second, the Practice Note 
recognizes the continuing difficulties posed by the pandemic and particularly 
for those located outside Port Moresby, they can continue to appear as, and their 
legal representatives, by remote video.  Third, the Practice Note reaffirms how 
evidence will be taken, that is to say, there will be a signed statement or affidavit 
which will have been prepared usually by the witness.  The counsel assisting 
will then examine before the person’s own lawyer can ask some supplementary 
questions.  There is the possibility of other persons applying successfully to 10 
cross examine but that is only by leave and only where the cross examiner has 
a genuine interest and critically people should be in a position to cross examine 
immediately. 
 
Commissioners, what has happened is that MinterEllison are setting up a 
database where those who have been given leave to appear will be able to 
immediately access statements which have been prepared and those which have 
been tendered, subject of course to any contrary order the Commissioners might 
make, but people need to be able to cross examine immediately and that would 
become a pressing matter, particularly when we get into the final phase of 20 
hearing in July.  And any queries about the Practice Note, I emphasize they 
should be taken up with those assisting.  We have just heard from Sir Julius of 
course, next week Grand Chief- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just pause there. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just pause there I need to say something about 
the first part.  That is in relation to the new Practice Note that has been issued 30 
as of yesterday, that is, Practice Note No 3 of 2021.  In relation to the hearing 
dates that have been confirmed for June and July, I think it is all right I suppose 
for me to perhaps make a statement that the Inquiry hopefully will be completed 
by September of this year and a report will be provided to the government by 
or before 30 September 2021.  I think we can make that public statement now, 
Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Commissioner White? 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes certainly Chief, I support that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes I think we need to announce that because the public 
may be wanting to know when the Inquiry will be completed and when the 
report will be provided so the date there is 30 September but by that date the 
report should be in.  Dr Renwick, you can continue. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you Chief and just to follow on from that then, the 
evidence then will conclude no later than the end of July and immediately 10 
thereafter counsel assisting will provide such procedural fairness as maybe 
required to anyone who may be adversely affected and then of course the 
preparation of the report will be well advanced by then. 

 

[10.44am] Commissioners, with those imperatives in mind and particular by reporting by 
the end of September, there are some matters of concern which I must bring to 
your attention.  And although, can I say, we are most grateful to the Prime 
Minster and to the Honourable Arthur Somare whose lawyers have been in 
contact with us indicating that their statements are being prepared.  Most 
regrettably, although each has been advised of the Commission’s directions to 20 

provide statements about the evidence they wish to put forward, we have 
simply heard nothing from the Honorable Kerenga Kua, the current Minister, 
the Honourable Don Polye, former minister, former MP, the Honorable Ben 
Micah, the current Minister and the Honorable Peter O’Neill currently a 
member of Parliament and of course formerly a prime minister. 

 So we are most disappointed with respect that they have not even bothered to 
contact us when they have all been served.  So the commissioners, it is the 
application of counsel assisting that summonses be issued today requiring 
those four people in person or by their lawyers to attend and explain why they 
have not provided the material you ordered them to comply.  If they can be 30 

advised today, then our application is they be required to attend tomorrow 
morning and give an explanation.  As I say it is attending personally or by 
their lawyer.  If the commission felt that was not enough time, and in our 
submission, that is a matter best put by the lawyers or the witnesses 
themselves, then of course we will be back next week.   
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So that is our first application by counsel assisting that you issue summonses 
which we will serve electronically immediately once you indicate that those 
orders should be made.  And the other thing I would anticipate doing when 
they or their lawyers appear is actually allocating a hearing date.  So take Mr 
O’Neill for example who obviously enough having been prime minister at the 
time would be an important witness.  I would propose that we actually fix his 
initial evidence for a particular date in June, sometime in the first week.  So 
that is the first application.  We have circulated I think a draft minute of orders 
to you commissioners.  I do not know whether you want to reserve on that 
application or you wish to pronounce the orders which can then be sealed up 10 

and sent off. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just confirm those names again.  They are 
Honourable Kerenga Kua, - - - 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes, Kerenga Kua. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Honourable Don Polye- - - 

 DR RENWICK:  Don Polye. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Ben Micah. 

DR RENWICK:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And Honourable Peter O’Neill. 

DR RENWICK:  Exactly.  Those are the four, Dr Katter will correct me if 20 

there are any more but I think those are the four who have definitely not 
complied. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Let me just say something about their 
background.  They all appeared before me at the preliminary hearings and 
they expressed their willingness to give evidence and as I can recall 
Honourable Kerenga Kua, Mr Don Polye and Honourable Peter O’Neill said 
they would give evidence but they did not have any documents to tender.  So I 
inferred from that, that they wanted to give oral evidence.  But now according 
to the Practice Note that we have issued, all witnesses are required to provide 
written statements; is that correct? 30 
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DR RENWICK:  Exactly Chief. 

[10.49 am] THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, okay.  So that is the context that we have is this, if 
letters are being written and the summons that will be issued will be for that 
purpose.   
 
DR REWICK:  Exactly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we can issue those summonses.  Tomorrow might 
be a bit too early, but they could be made returnable next week.  Do we agree 
on a date next week? 10 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, I think we are certainly coming back on Thursday, the 
20th, and that would certainly give people enough time.  We would hope they 
could provide their statements by next Thursday, but that would be our 
application, I think, if that is a convenient time that the summonses be returnable 
to appear and explain by the 20th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The time is 10 o’clock? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner – yes, Chief. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then if Commissioner White is agreeable, then 
we can issue those summonses and the appropriate wording of those summons 
and the directions that are to be issued can be prepared by counsel and submitted 
to Commissioners for our endorsement.   
 
DR RENWICK:  That would be done.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Yes, I agree with that proposal, thank 
you, Chief and Dr Renwick. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you Commissioners that is the first matter.  The next 
matter is that Dr Sausse, we made it clear to him, he need to provide a signed 
statement.  He provided it a few minutes before he came on to the bench this 
morning, Chief.  He will be coming back tomorrow because we need to talk to 
him before he gives his evidence.  So if it is convenient, can we stand over Dr 
Sausse’s appearance to 10 am tomorrow and I expect Dr Katter will be taking 
his evidence? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can just confirm that Dr Sausse will give his evidence 
tomorrow morning, is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Tomorrow morning, if that is convenient, chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, we can adjourn that matter 
to tomorrow morning at 10 o’clock for Dr Sausse to give his evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter stands adjourned accordingly.  Next matter? 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter, Chief, is there was a summons to the Chief 
Ombudsman, and I think there should be someone appearing this morning in 
person or on line in that regard.  Is there someone there? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have someone in attendance, yes.  Could you announce 
your appearance, please? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you, Commission.  May it please the Commission, 20 
counsel’s name is Ms Pealiwan Koralyo; Koralyo spelt K-o-r-a-l-y-o.  I have 
been instructed to appear on behalf of the Chief Ombudsman.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Ms Koralyo.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Ms Koralyo, through the Commissioners, may I ask, what is 
the state of production in the response to the summons, please? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you.  The Chief Ombudsman has requested for more 
time and adjournment, preferably to 26 May.  We are, as per the summons that 30 
we were given, we have noted all the evidence that the Commission has 
requested and it will require time for us to have them all put together and 
provided in written form. 
 
DR RENWICK:  When will that be, please? 
 
MS KORALYO:  We have undertaken to have it done before 26 May.   
 
DR RENWICK:  May I ask, have you looked at some of the documents?  

 40 
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[10.54 am]Have you gone through them yourself? 
 

MS KORALYO: The documents as mentioned also in this summons are those 
pertaining to our report under the Organic Law on the Ombudsman 
Commission.  I have sighted some of the documents; not all.  There are large 
volumes of those documents because they are part of the investigations that 
were carried out.  The difficulty or challenges that we also face is that some of 
the documents are also part of pending investigations under the Ombudsman 
Commission’s jurisdiction in relation to the Organic Law on the Duties and 
Responsibilities of Leadership which we cannot assist the Commission with.  10 
That is the reason why we require this time to have it written down and properly 
put before the Commission to assist. 
 
DR RENWICK: May I ask though, so obviously we have read the 
Ombudsman report very carefully and it refers to the fact that there were five or 
six official witnesses and I include ministers in that who gave evidence whether 
by statement or otherwise.  Is there any difficulty providing those statements 
which are fundamental to the Commission’s work, that is to say, the statements 
by the officials, is there any difficulty in providing them immediately? 
 20 
MS KORALYO: My instructions are that the documents that were used to 
form the report are contained separately because there are two separate divisions 
and in order for us to retrieve this, we have to go through all the index or all the 
volumes to retrieve these documents.  We cannot immediately provide the 
statements as requested.  We will require some time. 
 
DR RENWICK: Well, Chief as a practical matter, my submission is that we 
stand over the summons until tomorrow and ask counsel for the Chief 
Ombudsman and we thank you madam for your assistance, whether she might 
speak in some detail to Mr Jurth, who of course, is now in the Independent State, 30 
speak to him by telephone.  What we are particularly after urgently are any 
statements, any transcripts of evidence by the official witnesses, the half dozen 
official witnesses; that is category 1, and counsel assisting consider, that is a 
relatively confined task to look at those.  Now, it maybe there are parts you wish 
to blackout because they relate to an Act, that is, because they relate to other 
matters but that is the most urgent matter.  The second thing is, if I can put this 
way, primary documents, emails, other key documents, so unless there is any 
objection to that from the Chief Ombudsman, Chief, I would ask that the 
summons be stood over till tomorrow morning with a direction that Mr Jurth 
and counsel for the Chief Ombudsman have a detailed discussion sometime 40 
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today so that counsel assisting can have a really good understanding of what the 
problem is and whether 26 May is reasonable or whether we should bring it 
back say, on 20 May.  I am not trying to be difficult but we do need, I am just 
very conscious of the announcement you just made that we have to report by 
the end of September, every day is precious now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Ms Koralyo, you have to speak to Mr Levente 
Jurth who is under quarantine right now.  I think he is staying at the Airways 
Hotel.  You may have to get his contact from the Secretary to the Commission 
or Mr Yapao.  Speak to him today and then you return tomorrow at 10 o’clock. 10 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you Chief, I think we can do that. 
 

[10.59am] THE CHAIRMAN:   Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will -- - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, could I just intervene for a moment.  I 
will just ask Ms Koralyo one question.  Can you tell us Ms Koralyo whether 
the material that the Ombudsman Commission holds with respect to this 
matter, is it in electronic form completely or is it some in hard paper copy and 
some held electronically? 

MS KORALYO:  Commissioner, most of those documents would be in hard 20 

copy; very few would be in electronic copy.  I have come and spoken with the 
technical team here as to how to have them all done electronically to assist the 
commission. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  That is the problem, is it not, if you have to 
scan all your hard copies so that you can give to this commission the copies of 
the documents that would be time consuming? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we can have the matter stand adjourned to 
10 o’clock tomorrow then. 

MS KORALYO:  If the commission pleases, if I may be also excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Ms Koralyo, you may be excused. 30 

MS KORALYO:  Thank you. 
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DR RENWICK:  So Chief, you will recall that Mr Sawong was not available 
this morning, he is coming back at 2 o’clock, but can I just indicate this, Mr 
Sawong we hope will have some documents to produce from his client or at 
least an indication as to when key emails can be obtained.  I can also indicate 
in relation to the Norton Rose file that two more consents seem to be required, 
we are trying to obtain one from Mr Vele but his lawyer I think is in transit 
and one other from the Department of Petroleum I think and we are attending 
to that as quickly as we can because we remain very concerned to obtain that 
as soon as we can.  So Chief, there is nothing more I think to do now until 2 
o’clock if that is convenient and if it is convenient we might bring, unless 10 

there are any other matters, the public hearing to a close and when the public 
have left we might discuss some other matters, unless there is anything either 
of the commissioners want to raise or any other person. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have two other witnesses listed in today’s diary 
whom we have not called; Sir Rabbie Namaliu and Sir John Kaputin.  Do we 
have any updates on their availability today? 

DR RENWICK:  With Sir Rabbie, I think the position is he remains unwell, 
he is in Brisbane.  We are - what we are doing is we are moving to finalise his 
signed statement so even if he is unwell we can at least tender that.  As for Sir 
John I am keen to speak to him before he comes and gives evidence.  We have 20 

received a statement from him as you know Chief but I am just keen to refine 
some of the topics in that statement so they assist you as much as possible.  
We can deal with that certainly, perhaps we might adjourn both of those until 
the 20th of May when we will have a further update.  But those of course are 
both in this regard historic, that is historic material from both of them. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, can we have those two witnesses’ 
matters adjourned to 20 May at 10 o’clock? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes indeed, 10 o’clock. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Those matters stand adjourned accordingly.  
All right then, we adjourn the proceedings then.   30 

[11.04 am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, if we can adjourn the proceedings for, say, 10 minutes 
and then when members of the public have left, we will continue; the Inquiry 
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team can then have a further discussion about matters, if that is convenient to 
you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am available.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings now. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 10 

[2.02 pm] DR RENWICK:  Good afternoon Commissioners.  The matter at two o’clock is 
the return of the summons to Professor Kavanamur and I believe Mr Sawong 
has an affidavit he wishes to hand up which has been circulated recently.    

 
   [2.03pm] MR SAWONG:   Thank you.  If it pleases the Commission, I have here an 

affidavit sworn by KCH Chairman dated 12 May 2021.  I submitted an 
electronic copy to Mr Thomas before heading over to the commission.  The 
contents of the affidavit basically set out the steps that KCH has taken to try 
and access the emails alluded to in the affidavit filed and sworn by the 
Secretary for Department of Treasury.  If the commission would like I will 20 

take you through the contents of the affidavit.  Paragraph number 4 basically 
setting out - - - 

 DR RENWICK:  Mr Sawong, I am sorry to interrupt.  Could I particularly ask 
you, I think the commission is familiar with what is in paragraph 4, could I 
ask you perhaps if you could come directly to paragraphs 5 and 6 and perhaps 
for you to indicate, now given you are aware of the time constraints we are 
under, how we can best progress your searches of the commission’s main aim 
referred to in paragraph 6.  Would you mind progressing the commissioners 
on that please? 

 MR SAWONG:   Sure.  Commissioners, you will note from the email 30 

correspondence with our internal IT team that because this server has been – 
was decommissioned in 2015, part of what has happened the domain name has 
also been decommissioned.  I have spoken to our IT personnel, they have 
advised me that powering up the server is not an issue, however, there are 
challenges that we will face.  One of them being continuous change of 
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personnel since 2015 and that also attract the change of user names, 
credentials the like to access the data that is captured in the server. Accessing 
the server you will find data that is there that requires an active domain name 
to be able to identify what exactly that data is.  Because at the moment and 
from what I have been told by our IT Team is that the data that is there, sitting 
on the server is encrypted for security purposes which will require passwords, 
user credentials and the like to access that.  What I have been advised is it can 
– we can access these data pools.  It is only a matter of time, something I 
know that the commission is very sensitive of.  From my conversations with 
our team, they have advised it would take at least a month or so to just create 10 

the electronic environment that is to bring back the server to life and then try 
to dissect what is captured in the data pools into emails, files, electronic files 
and the like, noting that the domain name again has been decommissioned.  In 
that sense what is before us is a very very challenging situation.   

So Commissioners, I cannot give a particular time frame as to when we can 
access emails alluded to as well as emails or relevant documentation within 
the period that the commission is investigating; it is 2013 to 2016.  

  [2.08 pm] DR RENWICK:  Can I ask you this, Mr Sawong, just so that I understand it, so 
one of the problems is change of personnel means that passwords needed to 
decrypt things are not at hand and a certain amount of time would be needed to 20 
track down the personnel and/or the passwords; that is one problem, is it? 
 
MR SAWONG:   That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:   Do I understand also just in relation to the domain name, is 
any of this material in the cloud or is it all in a physical server? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you.  All of these, I believe, is in a physical server that 
is stored within KCH’s premises.  We have pulled out the server.  What is 
captured in the e-mail correspondence from our IT team to myself is that 30 
powering up the server is not an issue, we can do that.  It is accessing the 
information that is captured in the server that we may face challenges in; one of 
them being with the lack of the correct credentials to access this information.   
 
DR RENWICK: You may need to take this question on notice, Mr Sawong, 
but is it possible, and if so, how difficult would it be for a compressed copy of 
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the relevant parts of the server to be downloaded onto a small hard drive which 
could be sent to those instructing me and they might be able to work with your 
IT people to see whether a swifter solution might be found.  But do you know 
whether the making of such a copy is particularly difficult? 
 
MR SAWONG: What I understand is that all the information from those 
servers is currently or may currently be held under one file.  We would have to 
get – we would have to decrypt that one file first before we can then be able to 
identify what files are basic everyday use files, what files are e-mail – related 
to e-mail correspondences or should I say, what files we can use to use under 10 
an application like Microsoft Outlook to be able to access those files and 
determine what the e-mails are.  So to the best of my knowledge, I am not – I 
cannot say it is simple because I do not have any expertise under that section.  
If it can be done, I am not sure how long it will take.  I can find out from our IT 
team if that suits the Commission and advise you accordingly.   

 
DR RENWICK: Could I ask you this, Mr Sawong, my Counsel Assisting 
fully accept that you have been extremely helpful as has your client and thank 
you.  Would you be content to have your IT people, and by all means yourself, 
speak to the MinterEllison IT people and just discuss whether what I mentioned 20 
a second ago, namely, the copying in a compressed fashion of the relevant data 
base and then transporting it to Australia could occur so that, if you like, two IT 
teams could work on it because, without criticizing your client, you will 
appreciate that a month delay is extremely problematic for us.  If it is 
impossible, it is impossible.  But would you be content to arrange such a 
meeting in a short space of time and then if necessary you could come back say 
on the 30th and update the Commissioners? 
 

[2.13 pm] Would that be acceptable to you, Mr Sawong? 
 30 

MR SAWONG:  That is fine.  As I have mentioned and you know KCH is doing 
everything it can to help facilitate the investigation so I have no problem with 
that. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Well, Commissioners, unless Commissioners wish to 
raise anything with Mr Sawong, my application is that the return of this 
summons of Mr Kavanamur be stood over until 20 May at 10 am on the basis 
that Mr Sawong did indicate it there will be this week a conference between 
MinterEllison IT and KCH IT by all means with Mr Sawong/MinterEllison 
Lawyers present with a view to seeing whether the one month estimate can be 40 
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speeded up so that the Commission knows whether this a viable route to obtain 
material.  In the meantime Professor Kavanamur not being here, I am content 
to have the affidavit of Professor Kavanamur marked for identification.  It can 
be tendered later on.  I do not say that to pass suspicion on Professor 
Kavanamur, far from it.  It is an extremely helpful affidavit but those are my 
applications, marked for identification, the affidavit and adjourn the summons 
to Thursday week on the basis I have indicated. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Sawong? 
 10 
MR SAWONG:  Sorry, Chairman, I just wanted to add that I have with me 
KCH’s Board Chairman, Professor Kavanamur.  He is just here just to tender 
the affidavit; just a correction there. 
 
DR RENWICK:  If Professor Kavanamur is there I am perfectly happy for him 
to briefly go into the witness box, adopt his affidavit and then have it marked as 
an exhibit on record.  I am grateful, Mr Sawong, I am very happy with that 
approach. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tyson Yapao, can you swear the witness. 20 
 
 
PROFESSOR DAVID KAVANAMUR; sworn: 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Has the witness been sworn, I am sorry I could not hear that? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been sworn already. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you Commissioner.  Sir, your name is Professor 
David Kavanamur? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you are the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Kumul, K-u-m-

u-l Consolidated Holdings? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
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Q: And you have sworn an affidavit today? 
 
A: Confirm. 
 
Q: You have that in front of you sir? 
 
A: Confirm. 
 
Q: You tell the Commission that it is true and correct? 
 10 
A: Sorry, come again, sir. 
 
Q: Yes, you tell the Commissioners do you not that your affidavit is true and 

correct? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  I tender that as an exhibit, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you state the date on which it was sworn? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Sworn today, I think, was it not Professor Kavanamur, 12 
May, I beg your pardon? 
 
A: This is today’s date, 12 May 2021? 
 
Q: Yes, I tender that as an exhibit. 
 

    [2.18pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you have no questions 
then - - - 30 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not at all Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the affidavit of Professor David 
Kavanamur sworn on 12 May 2021 is admitted into evidence and it will be 
marked exhibit I. 
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EXHIBIT I – AFFIDAVIT OF PROFESSOR DAVID KAVANAMUR 
DATED 12 MAT 2021  

 

DR RENWICK:  I have no question for the Professor. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions either.  Commissioner White, if you 
have any questions? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No.  I just thank Professor Kavanamur for his 
willingness to come yet again to the commission to see if he can assist us in 
resolving this very vexing question of sourcing documents. 

A: Thank you Madam. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Professor Kavanamur for your evidence and 
you may be excused. 

A: Thank you, Chairman. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR RENWICK:  That is the only matter before the commission this afternoon.  
Dr Sausse will be here tomorrow morning, Dr Katter will take that evidence.  
Unless there is anything further that concludes the proceedings this afternoon 
from counsel assisting’s point of view. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the matter is being adjourned to – is it being 
adjourned to 20 May? 

DR RENWICK:  No, adjourned until until 10 o’clock tomorrow if that is 
convenient Chief for Dr Sausse.  I think it is tomorrow, is it not, Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, 10 am tomorrow if it pleases. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the matter stands adjourned to tomorrow 13 
May 2021 at 10.00 a.m. in the morning. 
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DR RENWICK:  As Commission pleases. 

MR YAPAO:  Chairman, I think there is a confusion between Dr Sause and 
Professor Kavanamur’s matter. 

MR SAWONG:  Sorry Chair, if I may, just a little bit of confusion there.  Is 
Professor Kavanamur’s return date tomorrow at 10 o’clock or the 20th May? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understood it should be 20th. 

DR RENWICK:  That is right, yes indeed.  So tomorrow is just Dr Sause and 
the 20th, if Professor Kavanamur and Mr Sawong can come back and 
hopefully there will be a lot of progress by then. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well then the matter stands adjourned to 20 May at 10 
o’clock.   Thank you Mr Sawong. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, is there anything else? 

DR RENWICK:  No Commissioner; no, Chief, that is all for this afternoon, 
and yes at 10 a.m. tomorrow for Dr Sause.  Might the matter be adjourned 
until then, please? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 20 

AT 2.22 P.M THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL THURSDAY, 13 MAY 2021 AT 10 A.M. 
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PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM 

THE UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED 
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_________________________________________________________________________  
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HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON THURSDAY 13 
MAY 2021 AT 9.59 A.M. 
(Continued from Wednesday 12 May 2021) 
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[9:59a.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone.  Dr Renwick? 
 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, good morning, Commissioners.  The witness this 
morning is Dr Lawrence Sause and he will be taken through his evidence by my 
learned friend, Dr Katter.  Just before we commence, though, one housekeeping 
matter in relation to the hearing dates in June, we have already announced that 
we were not sitting on 15 May, but I have just realized, Commissioners, that 
almost everywhere in Australia on Monday 14, it is the Queen’s birthday 
holiday.  It is not in Queensland as it happens but in my submission, it might be 
wise to commence on Wednesday.  If we need to add days at the end of the June 10 
hearings, we might do that.  Anyway, I just wanted to make that observation 
and without more ado, I will get Dr Katter to take Dr Sause’s evidence.   
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Commissioners, my name is Katter, initial D and I call Dr 
Lawrence Sause and I seek that he be sworn. 
 
 
DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE, sworn:   
 
XN:  DR KATTER 20 
 
Q: Dr Sause, could you state your full name? 
 
A: My name is Dr Lawrence Langi Sause. 
 
Q: Could you just spell your middle name? 
 
A: L-a-n-g-i. 
 
Q: Thank you and you are the Deputy Executive Dean (Research and  30 

Planning) for the School of Business in Public Policy at the University of 
Papua New Guinea?  Is that right? 

 
A: Correct, I am. 
 
Q: And you held that position since January 2016? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You completed a Doctorate in Public Policy at the Victoria University in  40 
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 New Zealand, did you not? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: What was your doctorate dissertation on? 
 
A: My dissertation was looking at improving the quality of policy advice 

within central agencies of government in PNG, evaluating the provision 
and supply of policy advice by central agencies to the executive 
government. 10 

 
Q: And has that been a primary area of research in years since 2016? 
 

[10.02 am] A: Yes, it has been a primary interest of my research as well as on writing 
of government’s matters. 
 

Q:   On the screen, Dr Sause, can you see a copy of your statement? 
 
A: Yes, I can see that.   
 20 
Q: Yes.  For the transcript reference, it has a document number in the bottom 

left-hand corner on each page; it is ME_1829335_1.  Is that document 
three pages in length? 

 
A: Correct, it is three pages in length.   
 
Q: And it is headed, "Royal Commission of Inquiry Processes and 

Procedures Followed by the Government of Papua New Guinea in 
Obtaining the Off-Shore Loan from the Union Bank of Switzerland and 
Related Transactions, is it not? 30 

 
A: It is.  That is the title of the statement, yes.   
 
Q: You read the terms of reference of the Commission of Inquiry dated 20 

August 2019, as published in the Gazette when this statement was 
prepared? 

 
A: Yes, I did. 
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Q: On the final page, there is a date which is 12 May 2021.  Is that the date 
you signed this statement? 

 
A: Yes, that was the date I signed the statement. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to that statement as at today? 
 
A: I, out of curiosity yesterday, had a look just briefly.  I just had a fleeting 

look at the report of the Ombudsman Commission in regards to what we 
are dealing with now, which is the UBS Loan.  I did not look into the 10 
report entirely but just for interest. 

 
Q: Is that because at paragraph 5, you say, “you have not considered the 

Ombudsman Report”  
 
A: That is right, yes, but I have an interest in reading the entire report 

properly after this. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek to formally tender that Statement and have it 

marked, if it pleases. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you agree, then I will admit the 
statement into evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the statement of Dr Lawrence Sause dated 
12 May 2021, is admitted into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit J, I 
believe; J, yes. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, J, please.   
 
EXHIBIT J - STATEMENT OF DR LAWRENCE SAUSSE DATED 12 
MAY 2021 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners, I do have some questions, if it 
pleases.  Dr Sause, your statement is divided into parts, sub-headings; 
background in education, government involvement in commercial transactions 
and finance, supervision and control of public finances and the UBS transaction; 40 
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and the final one, weakness of Parliament.  Those are the parts of your 
statement, are they not? 
 
A: Correct, it was the parts of my statement, yes. 
 
Q: At paragraph 15, you state the following.  Paragraph 15:  “The 

government is not the best entity to own businesses or participate directly 
in commercial transactions but is well placed to get real value through 
indirect ownership.”  Are you referring there to government-owned 
corporations statutorily created having that ownership in the alternative?  10 

 
A: I refer to government corporations, it is my considered view to State-

owned enterprises, the government corporations, or any transactions that 
involve millions of Kina that the government wants to get direct 
involvement in. 

 
Q: In paragraph 16, you refer the government being – and this is 

paraphrasing your words; “rarely successful in business ownership 
because of the political management and the influence that it has on 
business regardless of political parties or individuals.  20 

 
[10.07 am] How does the political management, to use your phrase, “impact” or how 

has it impacted on government business ownership? 
 

A: There are a number of situations in relation to, if I may respond to your 
question; one pertains to the context of government being involved in 
business directly or 100 per cent ownership in this country and that 
experience and history has shown that where government is directly 
involved in either business enterprises or owning 100 per cent 
commercial ventures as in the case of State-owned enterprises, those 30 
State-owned enterprises have been marred with a range of problems 
involving management and operational problems.  To the best of my 
knowledge no State-owned enterprises, for example, in the last five years 
and these are enterprises that are owned by government, who has fully 
declared - it has offered for the people of this country by virtue of the fact 
that they are publicly owned. 

 
 The second matter is in the context of this country, there is often a 

difficulty to separate shareholding interest of the shareholders.  In this 
case, the people of PNG exercising through their government and the 40 
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management operational interest on the one side.   So you tend to find 
that the shareholding interest tend to sort of override the interest of 
management and operation.  So, the direct involvement of shareholders 
in this context, it would be the government.  You tend to see that 
replicated in the constant changing of the members of board of directors 
and instability in those companies that government directly owns.   So 
the phrase; “political management of business that government has some 
direct involvement in and it is often difficult to separate the political 
interest and the imperatives from normally running a successful business.  

 10 
Q: To pick up your phrase in paragraph 17, are there particular 

(…inaudible…) that distinguish the indirect ownership from the direct 
ownership by government and other than direct involvement of the 
executive branch of government in the decision making? 

 
A: I think you would look at that in the context of the shareholding interest 

and entity participation of government where the equity participation is 
less and therefore operation and management is controlled by other 
bodies other than the government itself.  So, in this case it would be 
private owners, you know, colluding with government.  You tend to see 20 
those kind of businesses being successful.  On the other hand you could 
see 100 per cent over by government ownership and therefore the 
independence of government (…inaudible) operate very properly. 

 
Q: Later in paragraph 17 and then in paragraph 18, you refer to two 

alternative models to government ownership.  The first being, create, own 
and manage model; and the second being create, own and transfer model 
and you describe the second alternative to create, own and transfer as 
being the preferable one.  Is that right? 

 30 
A: Correct.   
 
Q: Is the create, own and transfer model preferable because, and you refer 

to this in paragraph 18, do you not, “the management is not the executive 
arm of government board of directors operating separately”? 

 
A: That is correct and I think some of the classic cases that has happened in 

the ownership management, those several enterprises have been 
previously owned by the government but then transferred ownership.  A 
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classic example in the country would be the PNGBC which is now BSP 
Bank. 

 
[10.12am]   Q: In paragraph 19 you distinguish and to use your words, “the UBS 

transaction from other government investors in business.”  When you say 
that, is that what you are referring to in the second sentence in that 
paragraph where you state that; “the decision taken by the government to 
borrow money to finance an investment in a private company was an 
unprecedented transaction”?  

 10 
A: It is unprecedented in my humble opinion and this is just a personal 

view.  It has never happened before where government goes out of its 
way to acquire money purposely to invest into a private company that is 
purely privately owned and so in this context this is unprecedented.  
The UBS case perhaps is the first of its kind in the country where 
purposely an executive government goes out of its way to secure a 
refinancing loan.  And in my mind it was a huge loan that has placed a 
huge burden on the people of this country to purchase shares and 
acquired as a private enterprise.  It has never been done before and it is 
unprecedented in this context. 20 

Q: In paragraph 21 you refer to a key consideration of government decision 
making being the public good and public interest, and then in paragraph 
22 you refer to the non-prioritization of public good in terms of 
government investment decision.  What are you referring to there in 
terms of that, the prioritization? 

A: Government exists - to my mind - governments exists to show public 
interest and you take into account the prevailing context of the country, 
the economic situation and what is of public interest and that particular 
State when a decision is taken.  So when the decision was taken by the 
executive government to acquire the loan, it raises a lot of public 30 

interest questions at that particular time and I believe some of those 
questions still remain to this day.  What was the public interest 
inherently that the decision that has compelled government to go out 
and secure a massive loan that the country and the people of this 
country will have to pay in the long term, and how is public interest is 
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to be served if the loan is acquired and therefore at the end of the day 
when it is repaid, how the company would respond back to meeting the 
public interest?  And these are, if you like, questions that are yet to be 
answered.  So for me at that particular time when you look at the 
context of the country at that time, we were running into debt, we were 
experiencing I think three or four years in a row budget deficits and so 
our cash flow situation was not good for the country going forward.   So 
in terms of prioritization the question then is; should the government go 
out to acquire a loan in the context of a dire financial situation and a 
country that is experiencing a budget deficit and therefore by virtue of 10 

the fact that the loan is acquired, the government now takes the burden 
on the entire country and the people of this country in terms of the loan 
repayment with principal plus interest.  So it is really a question about 
what really is the public interest that compelled the government, and 
number 2, was the government working on a clear and transparent 
system of prioritization taking into account the unique and particular 
circumstance of the country at that particular time? 

Q: At paragraph 25, you refer to the Public Accounts Committee, is that 
Public Accounts Committee of the National Parliament? 

A: That is right, for the executive arm of the National Parliament. 20 

Q: And you refer to that; “the parliamentary review by the Public Accounts 
Committee has been limited.”  Has that committee to your knowledge 
reviewed or considered the transactions the subject of the commission 
of inquiry’s terms of reference? 

A: In my humble opinion, my own personal view that committee has not 
considered nor any other committee of the parliament that considered 
that particular transaction prior to transaction being fully committed and 
the money acquired from the UBS.  So the role of parliament was 
eliminated altogether.  

[10.17 am] Q:  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Dr Sause.  30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a few further questions for Dr Sause, Chief, 
if I may.  Dr Sause, you talk about the public good in paragraph 20 and Dr 
Katter was taking you through those paragraphs in your statement.  It is a 
difficult question, I know, but in your expertise and as a result of your research 
endeavors, how would a country like PNG go about evaluating the public good?  
For example, when contemplating involvement in a project like the PNG LNG 
Project, I am not asking you to talk about it very specifically, but I am trying to 
give some context to the question that I am asking you.  It is quite a broad 
concept that you introduced into your statement.   10 
 
A: Thank you, Commissioner White.  The concept of the public good is 

relative and depends on context.  In any democratic government, the 
consideration of a pubic good is considered through appropriate channels 
of decision making where decisions are vetted so as to refine the quality 
of the decision that is finally reached and hopefully when the decision is 
reached, that could in one way or another be the reflection of the common 
interest of the public good of the people that government instruments are 
supposed to be serve.  And so for a public good to arrive at a decision 
regarding that would require the decisions that have been taken to follow 20 
through a process where the decisions are properly vetted, they are taken 
into account and then finally reaching it. 
 

The question in regards to the UBS Loan that I have in my mind and 
many citizens have in their minds, perhaps, the Commission of Inquiry 
would have in its mind as well, would be whether the various decision-
making process has been complied with so as to sharpen the quality of 
the decision that has been arrived at, i.e. to acquire the loan, had they 
been satisfied.  So that at the end of the day, we are content that the 
decision that has come out as a consequence of the various vetting 30 
processes of decision that has been taken at the highest level have gone 
through the process and that the decision that has been taken is one of 
quality and represents the interest of the people of this country.  
 
So, I think to arrive at what would be a public good or a public interest 
in many countries, not only in PNG, but many democratic countries like 
PNG as well as, even Australia, we subject this into a proper process 
where different instruments, organs of government could have a say, 
would have a look at it and would sharpen the quality of advice that 
finally reached Cabinet.  So a critical question arises in these context.  40 
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Has the process of decision making been fully exhausted through the geo-
PNG system before the loan was taken?   
 

Q: Thank you very much for that considered answer, Dr Sause.  I am sorry, 
there seems to be a lot of feedback which is making the questions a bit 
garbled, so let me know if you cannot understand it properly.   

 
A: I can hear you quite well, Commissioner White. 
 
Q: Okay. 10 
 
A: I can hear you. 
 
Q: You suggested that the UBS Loan had a number of (…inaudible…) from 

the papers had a number of weaknesses in it. 
 

[10.22 am] Could I ask you to undertake a erratical explanation if you could, that if 
you were contemplating as a government entering into a loan of a not the 
similar kind to the loan that we are considering, what kind of safeguards 
might have been negotiated particularly to protect about the value fair 20 
share price affect any other safeguards that you ………. that a lawful 
government might have sought to introduce it (…inaudible…). 

 
A: Well, obviously the first safeguard would be compliance with processes 

of decision making.  The processes of decision making is coming from 
the bureaucracy which provide advice on complex matters of public 
administration and in this case complex matters of public finance.  I 
would start from there where agencies of government that have been 
vested with the responsibility to work and consider decisions of, in light 
of that matter would firstly consider that and then scale it up to relevant 30 
authorities about them.  In this case it would be the National Executive 
Council.  Nothing stops the National Executive Council to get other 
advice where it requires in a complex deal like this and especially when 
the consequences of getting such a loan would have long term 
ramifications for the country and its people.  And so complying with the 
proper process of decision making, I think it is critical in this regard.  And 
so here the role of parliament as an independent arbiter and independent 
accountant that holds the executive government into account I think it is 
critical.  And so the role that parliament plays in providing oversight to 
any decision that is taken by the executive government on matters such 40 
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as the UBS deal is critical.  And that is parliament can exercise that role 
independently and look at the actions of a decision of the executive 
government, I think all will go a long way in improving the entire 
processes and decision making in the country.  So, I think the process of 
decision making in the country has to be, if you like, complied with, has 
to be observed but again at the end of the day will arrive at an executive 
decision. 

 
 The other thing is looking at the context what was the prevailing 

economic and public finance context of the country and there is no one 10 
straight answer to it.  It is not, you know, there is a silver ballet and 
therefore we go after it but it is a matter of judgment.  So, you take into 
account the prevailing contexts, the economic and financial context of 
the country and then you make decisions in regards to what the prevailing 
context is.  So at that particular time the context to me was not right for 
government to venture out into taking such a massive loan in the sense 
that you know we were already facing financial and economic 
difficulties.  To get a loan - I would understand if we are getting loans for 
proper public infrastructures to build schools or education institutes, that 
would be fine but to get a loan to you know the portfolio of a company 20 
and therefore buy shares in a company.  I mean, to me I think the decision 
that was taken at that particular time, the prevailing context at that time 
did not justify the decision taken. 

  
Q: When you speak of the role of parliament, Dr Sause, would you see that 

as a role about the whole parliament sitting or a committee of the 
parliament to look at these sorts of proposed transactions? 

 
A: Both. 
 30 
Q: Both. 
 
A: In such transactions, first, being a Westminster system we will expect an 

appropriate committee of parliament looking at it.  In Australia you have 
the Estimates Committee, in PNG we have none but there are other 
committees that are responsible for that.  So, when you vet you are 
subjected to a committee, the committee would have technical expertise 
and time to look more in depth into the matter and then they just take it 
up to parliament.  So, parliament would be overall, if like, on what has 
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happened insofar as the community system is concerned, it is a fair 
decision and the way it looked into the matter. 

 
     [10.27am]    And so, yes at both levels.  The committee is there to serve the interest of 

parliament.  The effectiveness of the committee would also be the 
effectiveness of parliament.  That is why in a Westminster system we 
have parliamentary committees that are there to perform the role of 
parliament where the parliament cannot do in a substantive manner.  In 
the case of the UBS deal to my knowledge that was not taken into account 
at both levels.   I think, both have failed the people of this country. 10 

Q: Can I ask you then, perhaps the final question, you say in your statement, 
paragraphs 25, 26 and 27, the weakness is as it is in the jurisdiction of the 
public accounts committee of the parliament, would it be your 
recommendation that all State-owned enterprises should be subjected to 
that sort of transparency, that they should be subject to the Public 
Accounts Committee or an Auditor-General’s review? 

A: I would.  If you look at many countries’ perspective, say in any public 
entity whether they are public service entity or commercial entity, should 
be subject to accountability, public accountability, and therefore should 
be subject to the scrutiny of the legislative arm of government.  So in this 20 

context whether we have commercial enterprises that are operating in the 
country or out of the country, all should be subject to the scrutiny and 
purpose of parliament because they handle public moneys in commercial 
transactions for and on behalf of the people of this country.  So the 
principle of governance obligates such bodies to ultimately report their 
financial dealings to parliament.  Parliament is the expression of the will 
of the people of this country.  Money that is held by these companies is 
held on the trust for and on behalf of the people of this country.  It is the 
same principle that applies here, it is the same principle that applies to 
Australia, and it is the same principle that applies in (…inaudible…).  So 30 

any public company for that matter should be subject to public scrutiny 
to parliament. 
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Q: And Dr Sause, just a follow up question to that.  Would you see that as a 
failure to have that kind of widespread scrutiny of, should we say, the 
standing of public bodies, you say that is a weakness in the structure of 
the Constitution? 

A: I think the Constitution is sound.  I think the principles in the Constitution 
are sound, it is matter of us making it work and putting in the systems 
that will make the intention of the Constitution work. So it is not really 
the problem of the constitution but it is the problem of us complying with 
what the Constitution intends to create and putting those mechanisms to 
ensure that the public interest and the interest of the people of this country 10 

is that, whether it be at the level of parliament or level of executive arm 
or the other arm, which is the judiciary, I think for all arms of government 
there it is the responsibility to help to uphold the interest of the people of 
this country.  So for me and I think parliament requires a massive reform 
exercise in terms of strengthening its capacity to maintain its scrutiny role 
and legislative role over the management of the affairs of this country. 

May I also add that I think in the role of parliament a prospective 
evaluation is always the best; not an evaluation that or a committee 
evaluation, and not an evaluation that looks like or what has happened 
(…inaudible…).   In terms of the UBS loan I am not too sure and that is 20 

the thing that perhaps it would be in the interest to the inquiry whether 
the parliament has acted prospectively or retrospectively in the decision 
that it took on the UBS loan. 

[10.32 am] I have my own thoughts about it and so - I do not have evidence of it – 
but what I hear is that parliament exercised a retrospective role or 
retrospective scrutiny evaluation of the UBS Loan.  The question is that 
is that perspective, especially when you are getting a huge or a massive 
loan that would have far reaching consequences to the country and its 
people.  So when you have retrospective evaluation exercise, I mean after 
the fact, I mean it dampens and weakens the rule of parliament.  Even 30 
before that is executed, parliament must speak.  Parliament must give its 
authority and say over what needs to be done in compliance with section 
49 of the Constitution.  In my humble view, that was not the case.   
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Q: Thank you, very much, Dr Sause.  Chief, those are my questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  They are more political economy 
questions.  Firstly, Dr Sanida from the National Research Institute, he gave 
evidence about three different economic systems that are adopted throughout 
the world.  First is the command economy, then the second one is the mixed 
economy; and the third is the free market economy or laissez-faire, I think, that 
is the expression.   
 
Papua New Guinea’s economic system:  Are you able to identify what kind of 10 
economic system do we have in Papua New Guinea in terms of these three 
different economic systems?   
 
A: PNG has a market system but the issue of the market economy which 

PNG has like many other democratic countries it is the role of the 
government in terms of intervention, how fast should government 
intervene and whether that intervention should be direct or indirect.  I 
think these sort of critical questions are concerning that. 

 
One argument is that government should be at arm’s length and it should 20 
have an indirect sort of involvement in the market; allow the market 
forces to be at play and regulate itself.  So the government is responsible 
for playing the umpiring role by putting in place the appropriate 
frameworks in terms of policy and regulation and allow the market to 
play so that the government becomes an umpire, not to be – it is like a 
soccer game.  In the soccer game you have two distinct type of peoples 
in the soccer game or in a rugby match.  You have the players who are 
actually are playing the rugby game or playing the soccer game and you 
have the umpire that is controlling and umpiring and steering the game 
based on the rules of rugby league or of soccer.  So in a liberal democracy, 30 
one will expect in a way a market economy whereby the government 
plays the umpiring role, the government not being a player. 
 
In the case of the UBS Loan, the government was not the umpire but the 
government decided to actively play.  The law does not disallow the 
government to actively play but I think it is the nature and the 
consequences of playing that becomes the critical issue here.  So if the 
government wants to play in the game of buying shares, it should ask 
itself, what kind of game am I entering into in terms of direct involvement 
in this, and whose interest am I serving.   40 
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So coming back to your question, yes, the system we have in PNG, we 
have a market economy but with different strands of other – we can have 
of course the centralized economy or planning systems where we can 
(…inaudible…) and State-owned enterprises.  But largely, PNG has a 
market economy. 
 
So, the critical to your question in any other market economy is:  to what 
extent could the government intervene in the economy and what roles 
should the government play in the market economy.  That leads you back 10 
to some of the points I have raised in my statement.   
 

[10.37 am] So, one of the question is, is this government good in directly involving 
itself in business?  My humble response to that particular question is, it 
is not good.  Experience of PNG tells us that government is not good in 
directly getting itself in business.  All the government companies that I 
can think of sitting here, they have made losses.  They are not properly 
run.  So it begs the question, why should we continue to get involved in 
direct investments.  I hope I have answered your question, Chief 
Commissioner Injia. 20 

 
Q: Yes, you have answered my question.  My next question is, the different 

political systems that support those different economic systems.  I gather 
from the information that is available that there are three main political 
systems in the world.  You have the communist system.  There is one or 
two or a few countries that still remain communist countries, you might 
say.  Then the democratic system.  Then in between, I was looking for 
the right word for that kind of system and I use the word, socialist system 
that may combine the communist government system and the democratic 
system.  Sometimes the communist model is sometimes referred to as 30 
socialist system but just for a better choice of word I am just using the 
socialist model as the middle government system.  Papua New Guinea 
government system, which government system does PNG have? 

 
A: A straight forward answer to that is we have a liberal democratic system. 
 
Q: Democratic system that supports a free market economy? 
 
A: Correct. 
 40 
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Q: All right.  Now, my next round of questions relate to what you say in 
paragraphs 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 down to 22.  I gather from what you 
have said there, if I am correct and you can correct me on this, you said 
there are four different ways in which government may participate in 
business.  You have given your preference over each of these four 
different businesses.  The first in paragraph 17, I gather, is government’s 
direct ownership in business, and still in paragraph 17, in the middle 
there, middle sentence there, you refer to a business in which government 
creates, owns and manages; that is the second model.  And then down to 
paragraph 18, I gather that is the third model that is government creating, 10 
owning and transfer model.   

 
[10.42am]   Then the last model, what appears in paragraph 19 and 20 where the State 

is not involved in ownership of any business, these are purely private 
companies or private enterprises.  And as I gathered from your statement 
you have expressed your views on each of these types of businesses.  The 
first one, obviously, your recommendation is against government’s direct 
ownership of business.  The second one you say; it has been favored by 
most governments to date but that model has not worked. The third one 
is the one that you prefer and the last one, you recommend against.  The 20 

government should not be involved in any kind of business in which the 
government does not have ownership.  Would I be correct in identifying 
those four different models and your position on each one of them? 

A: Yes, you are correct.  I think I emphasized more on two types of models 
but if we are sitting in a class I would also prefer other types of models 
as well but mainly there are two where government owns, operates, 
manage model, there is one where (…inaudible…) as well.  These are the 
two main ones.  So in relation to your question I think response to that 
question is really contextual.  In many liberal democracies governments 
also own commercial enterprises but the ability to separate shareholding 30 

interest which is controlled and maintained by governments, and 
separating that from management operating interest is very clear.   

Q: All right. My last question relates to parliamentary oversight of decisions 
made by the executive to invest in business.  I suppose the first three 
models there, obviously the government would have, I mean the 
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parliament would have oversight over those three models, right, but the 
fourth one, you see parliament’s role in having oversight powers over the 
executive government’s involvement in what is purely a private business 
enterprise.   

 A: My opinion is that in a purely public business enterprise it is the 
responsibility of that business if it is running short of capital to go out 
and raise it, not for a government to go on behalf of the company and 
raise capital and then invest in that company.  That is to your response.  
Now, in any of the models where public finance and public interest is 
involved I think it should fall under the purview and legitimate oversight 10 

of parliament, whether it is under an own-manage-operate and control 
environment or whether it is in an own-build and transfer-operate and 
transfer environment or whether in an environment where in the case of 
UBS loan where the government is involved in purely a private sort of 
commercial enterprise that has no public ownership in it. 

[10.47 am] So where there are matters of public interest that entails public money 
that is to be spent, I think it should be subject to parliamentary scrutiny. 
 
So in each of the models, my response to you would be, it does not really  
matter on which model but so long as public finance is involved, so long 20 
as public resources are involved, that must be subject to the scrutiny and 
oversight of parliament.   
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, those are my questions.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if there are no requests for further cross or 
further examination for Dr Sause, I would ask that he be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, I appreciate that.  
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
A: Thank you Commissioner and thank you Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Dr Sause, for your very helpful 
evidence to the Commission today.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, thank you, Dr Sause, for your evidence.  You may be 
excused. 
 
A: Thank you.  I wish you well in your endeavors to complete the inquiry. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Dr Renwick has a matter. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioners, that is the only evidence for today.  As 
you know, the next hearing of the Commission is next Thursday, 20th May.  
There is, of course, a great deal of preparation going on in the background.  
Unless there are any other matters, I would ask that the proceedings be 
adjourned until next Thursday at 10 a.m. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I was asking for today’s diary and I was referred to a diary 
that had two other matters listed; two other witnesses listed for today:  Ms Grace 20 
So-on, Secretary for the National Executive Council.  I believe there was 
another matter, the Chief Ombudsman.  Is that returnable this morning?  We 
might have asked the Ombudsman Commission’s counsel to speak to Mr Jurth 
yesterday.  Is it returnable this morning? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I thought it had been – I stand to be corrected by Mr Jurth or 
Dr Katter but my recollection is - I see there is, I can see on the screen that 
counsel for the Chief Commissioner is here.  So if she has an update, we should 
certainly hear from her, Chief – the Chief Ombudsman’s counsel, I mean, is 
here. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Koralyo is here. 
 
MS KORALYO:  Good morning, Chief Commissioner, thank you.  May it 
please the Commission, Ms Koralyo.  From my recollection, the matter was 
stood down to today; the directions for counsel to speak with Jurth, Counsel 
Jurth is assisting, and give a status in relation to the summons that was served 
on the Chief Ombudsman relating to the evidence requested by this 
Commission.   
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have had discussions with Mr Jurth, is it? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Yes, we had discussions around lunch time yesterday; I spoke 
with him.  I am aware as to what is required by this Commission.  That has been 
communicated to the Chief Ombudsman.  The Chief Ombudsman is not feeling 
well this week.  He has instructed me to inform the Commission that he is keen 
to assist this Commission.  He also asked that part of the documents that the 
Commission has are mostly confidential documents.  What we have located, as 
requested per the summons, he wishes to impart – ask if it is possible to show 
this Commission in chambers. 10 
 

[10.52 am] He is willing to have the Commission inspect the provisional report as indicated 
in the OLOC report that was already given to the Commission.  As per my 
conversation with counsel Jurth, he indicated that the transcripts relating to the 
interviews we had with witnesses would also be required.  At this stage we were 
unable to locate any statements to assist the Commission, however, we did 
locate some transcripts which are all in hardcopy.  We will require time to have 
them made into electronic copy.  The Chief also wishes to inform you that some 
of the transcripts will not be available to assist the Commission.  As I said 
yesterday, these transcripts relate to matters that are pending investigations and 20 
although it was done separately under the Organic Law on the Ombudsman 
Commission, to reveal or use these documents might threaten the integrity of 
our process and as such Chief Ombudsman indicated that he is willing to only 
show the Commission, if required, in chambers, the report and those documents.  
However, the statements we will be filing an affidavit or statement of sort to 
have those available for the Commission. 

  
DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, I am very grateful for counsel’s assistance 
to the Commission.  In my submission, the way forward is to receive as soon as 
possible material which the Commission can use.  That is the urgent matter for 30 
the Commission that would be in my submission, which at this stage, will not 
to be asking to all the material which cannot be used but rather being which can 
be used.  And as I have mentioned yesterday our starting point is any material 
indicating what potential witnesses in this commission and probably 
Ombudsman Commission.  Of course if they relate to matters which are ongoing 
matters for the Chief Ombudsman, I will not be pressing for production of that 
material.  So, in my submission, the way forward is as soon as possible and it 
may be that, Chief, if possible for a member of the Commission staff to assist 
in copying of the documents, the real thing is to get that done and those 
documents scanned as soon as in need.  And so, in my submission, if counsel 40 
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could continue to liaise with Mr Jurth and Secretary Mr Yuangu today and 
otherwise we might stand it over this summons to next Thursday when we next 
sit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am not sure about the Practice Note that has been issued 
the other day.   But I suppose there is a practice that we may allow private 
interviews between witnesses, commissioners and counsel to go through 
whatever documents they have and then decide which ones should be produced 
to the Commission publicly and which ones should not be produced.  So, there 
is provision for a private - you might call it private interview but perhaps some 10 
private hearing between counsel and commissioners to reach that 
understanding.  Do you think that is a good idea?  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly Chief, that can be done so perhaps if evidence 
is to be taken confidentially perhaps I will not say anything more about it in this 
public session but again I might ask Counsel for the Chief Ombudsman to liaise 
with Mr Jurth and also perhaps Mr Yuangu and we will arrange a time for a 
confidential hearing for that purpose. 

 
[10.57am] And so the formal orders today then would be simply to stand over the summons 20 

until next Thursday and on the understanding that conversations and private 
hearings may take place in the meantime but that just needs to be noted. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes.  Perhaps I could suggest that the commission provide 
a list of all the documents and records that it has to counsel and then indicate 
which of those documents or records are privileged and which documents are 
publicly available.  Once that list is arrived at, I think we may conduct a private 
hearing to determine which documents should go in and which documents are 
privileged and should not be privileged.  I think that maybe a good start to it. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  I adopt that Chief.  I adopt that.  Ms Koralyo, when would you 
provide such a list confidentially to the Commission? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you Commission.  The- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest we adjourn generally and leave it to counsel to 
manage the next date. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  When you are ready then if it is necessary we can conduct 
that private hearing and then we take it from there. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We adjourn the matter generally then. 
 
MS KORALYO:  If I may, we have gone through the documents we can to give 
to the Commission and this is as per the summons indicated that on paragraph 
1.5 of our OLOC report there were certain eight witnesses that we had 10 
interviewed.  Of these, we have located four that the Commission has agreed to 
provide.  The others we are still assessing but I know that there are two that we 
will not be; they are classified in the category I mentioned earlier.  So we have 
done that and there are some documents we have collected.  I spoke with your 
technical staff the other day and they are willing to assist with the scanning and 
the logistics of it so we anticipate to have something for the Commission like 
filing or statement of that sort by next week.  It is only those matters that were 
confidential in nature that the Chief raised he could do that in chambers but we 
have identified as per the summons the documents requested.  And this also 
follows from my conversation with counsel assisting, Jurth, yesterday. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would prefer at least a comprehensive list of the 
documents or even physical things that the Commission might have touching 
the matter and then we can go through it.  You can assemble all the documents 
that you have got against that list and then you produce them to us and we go 
through it.  And as I said you could indicate the Commission’s position in 
relation to each item.  We need to know what you have and which documents 
are privileged and which are not that you are willing to provide.  At the moment 
I do not know what documents you have, apart from the report that has been 
produced into evidence.  So, we might just allow a bit of time for you two to sit 30 
down and come up with that list.  It is like the discovery process in civil 
litigation, I think, on notice of discovery and there is discovery given. 
 

  [11.02 am] The discovery, they list all the documents - evidence they have got in their 
possession and they indicate which one is privileged and which one is not; 
something very similar.  What we are asking is like just provide that list and we 
go through it.   

 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you, Chief, I will seek instructions on that with the 
Chief Ombudsman.  I believe- - - 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Liaise with Mr Jurth.   
 
MS KORALYO:  And Jurth as well to see a way forward on that.  Chief 
Ombudsman wanted the OLOC Report to be the document that he would come 
and give evidence on.  The summons indicated these statements and that is why 
we went through those.  The Chief Ombudsman’s stand was he would only 
provide the OLOC Report. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, you were suggesting a return date.  Were you 10 
suggesting a return date? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You fix a return date; allow enough time for you to – and 
I suggest to confer with the Commission’s counsel.  Were you suggesting a 
return date? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Next Thursday the 20th, if that is convenient, Chief, perhaps 
at 2 pm.  There is a lot happening at 10.00 a.m.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, we will adjourn the matter 
to next Thursday at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter stands adjourned.  You may be excused.   
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, the other person you raised was Ms So-on, the Secretary 
to the NEC.  I do not know if she is there.  I am not clear that the service of the 
letter on her has been acknowledged.  Is she in the hearing room at the minute 
or anyone on her behalf? 
  
MR YAPAO:  Yes, counsel, she is appearing in person.  She is here with us in 
the hearing room. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Perhaps, she can come forward. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on, if you can take a seat at the bar table.  Yes, Dr 
Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I understand now, maybe previously that  - Ms So-on is 
here and has a response to make to the summons issued by the Commission for 
various NEC documents and I have asked her to indicate what she is producing.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Before she does that, let me just give a bit of background.  
Ms So-on already appeared before the Commission on a number of occasions 
and that at one of the hearings, I think it was – I will just check the date, last 10 
May – 25th May, she produced all the relevant minutes of the NEC and the 
supporting NEC submissions, they call it policy submissions, between the 
relevant period.  That is from 2009 to 2016 or 17.  Those documents would be 
available to the Commission, I would think.  Ms So-on, is that correct? 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, Commissioners, yes, Sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have seen the summons.  It does not make any reference 
to your provision of those documents. 
 20 

[11.07 am] MS SO-ON:  That is correct, Sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There was slight hiccup with the issue of this letter, which 
I should say, I did not see until this morning.  So, there was a bit of a mix up 
between our technical officers and counsel and us in terms of drafting the 
content of the letter which obviously does not make any reference to the 
evidence that you have already provided.  The questions that appear in Schedule 
1 are more political economic questions that may not be relevant to you. 
 
MS SO-ON:  That is correct. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not know what we do here but, Dr Renwick, I think – 
I am just wondering whether counsel and solicitors have had a look at the 
documents that have been already provided. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, sorry, to talk over you.  I confess you have me at a 
disadvantage, Chief, because I was not aware that Ms So-on was appearing 
today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Exactly. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  And I have not had the opportunity of looking at things.  May 
I make this submission if Ms So-on would be so good as to talk to Mr Jurth, 
seeing Mr Jurth is in the jurisdiction, and we adjourn whatever is before the 
Commission this morning again until next Thursday.  If nothing further needs 
to be produced, then we can tell Ms So-on that and not trouble her again.  But 
if there are matters to be discussed, Mr Jurth is well placed to do that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on, I think Dr Renwick’s  suggestion falls in line 
with what I said last year that you await the appointment of overseas counsel 10 
and solicitors to sit down with you to prepare your evidence that you will 
actually give to the Commission.   
 
We have a counsel that has arrived from Australia.  His name is Levente Jurth; 
he is on the screen.  He is under quarantine now but he should come out shortly, 
and he will contact you or you contact him.  If you ask the Commission’s 
secretary, he should be able to give Mr Jurth’s number to you and then you two 
can confer as to the evidence you will actually give to the Commission in the 
public hearing.  My suggestion is to adjourn your appearance to next Thursday 
at 10 o’clock.  In the meantime, you speak with Mr Jurth. 20 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, Commissioners.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But our apologies to you for the summons that has gone 
out.  Obviously, there has been a bit of error there as we are all communicating 
remotely and different people are doing different things and these kinds of 
mistakes can occur.   
 
MS SO-ON:  Understood, Sir, thank you.   
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.  That is the last matter, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, in those circumstances, unless 
there is any other application, may we adjourn until next Thursday? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, then, thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings. 
 
 
 40 
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AT 11.12 A.M, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL THURSDAY, 20 
MAY 2021, AT 10.00 A.M. 
 
 
 
 
  10 
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  [9.57 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission I might begin.  I will just see 
if Commissioner White is there.  I cannot see her at the minute. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, yes, I am here. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much we just cannot see you.  
Commissioners, with the exception of Grand Chief Dr Momis who will give 
his foreshadowed supplementary testimony in a minute, if that is convenient, 
this morning is a directions hearing focused on the final hearings which, as 
was announced last time, due to commence on 16 June and continue on the 10 
dates advised in July.  Commissioners, we are very grateful for those who 
provided statements or have indicated they are working on statements. 
 
I have to say, however, some people and entities are not satisfactorily 
cooperating.  Where a witness who has personal recollection of events having 
been a central participant in them chooses not to provide an outline of the 
evidence they will give or otherwise properly cooperate with counsel and 
solicitors assisting, apart from impeding the work of the Commission, it 
simply means they will spend longer in witness box that of course is a 
statement of the obvious.  Can I say, however, a number of current and former 20 
ministers including the Prime Minister have with respect properly and 
helpfully indicated they are preparing their witness statements.  Counsel 
assisting intends to call key current and former ministers in the hearing in June 
to confirm their evidence in chief, to commence cross examination and then 
stand over their evidence until July.  
 
Commissioners, this Inquiry responds to matters in the public interest and 
controversy and we would simply say to anyone in public live, this is your 
opportunity to put your version of events.  I have no doubt that all public 
figures especially those in the Independent State would want to take that 30 
course.  May I give an encouraging example.  When the current Prime 
Minister established this Inquiry, there was debate in Parliament and 
statements were made by the Prime Minister at key events, this Inquiry is 
considering, namely the Honourable Peter O’Neill, MP.  Mr O’Neill said this 
in terms which encouraged me at least that he wishes to fully assist this 
Inquiry in every way he can.  And I am quoting from the Hansard of 26 June 
2019 here, Commissioners.  “Mr Acting Speaker” said Mr O’Neill, “I 
welcome the Commission of Inquiry that the Prime Minister is talking about.  
It must extend to the IPIC loan as well”, and I interpolate it does.  “Mr Acting 
Speaker”, Mr O’Neill continued, “that is where you find corruption, Mr 40 
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Speaker.  I am prepared to be the first one to stand up and come”, that is, to 
the Inquiry.  “I ask all the other ministers who were there who made those 
decisions to come and be accountable for it so that we will know where the 
truth is and where the facts are.  Mr Acting Speaker, I welcome the Prime 
Minister’s announcements that he will set up a public commission of inquiry, 
thank you Mr Speaker.”  And I accept that Mr O’Neill was sincere in making 
these remarks and we look forward to his full cooperation and we will come to 
him in a minute.      
 

  [10.02 am] We have a number of summonses which are returnable but, Commissioners, it 10 
may be convenient to take the supplementary evidence of the Grand Chief Dr 
Momis first.   
 
There will be a number of questions that Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has asked 
whether she could put on behalf of Mr Vele and for counsel assisting’s part, 
we have no objection to them.  So, if it is convenient to take Dr Momis’s 
evidence briefly first before proceeding with the directions list? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  As far as I am concerned, Chief, that would be a 
convenient course. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, we can proceed with Dr Momis’s evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly.  Dr Momis, have you got your Bible with you 
and if so, might Dr Momis be sworn, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose Dr Momis is bound by his previous oath. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And it is current so you can proceed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much, Chief.   
 
 
JOHN MOMIS, recalled: 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
 40 
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Q: Dr Momis, you have in answer to questions from me and questions 
from the Chief Commissioner, produced a document headed, “Notes for 
Presentation” which comprises your considered responses to those 
questions.  Is that right, Dr Momis?  Dr Momis, you are muted, I am 
afraid.  If you would not mind unmuting your microphone?  I am afraid 
you are still muted, Dr Momis; someone will help you, I am sure.   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Momis, can you hear us? 
 
DR RENWICK: I think he can hear us but he will just need to press that 10 

button.   
 
A: Okay.   
 
Q: We can hear you now. 
 
A: You can hear me now? 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.   
 20 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: Dr Momis, firstly, my question essentially was your considered answers 

to the question on notice from me and the Chief Commissioner are 
contained in a three-page document headed, “Notes for Presentation”; is 
that right? 

 
A: That is correct, counsel. 
 
Q: Yes.  Commissioners, I tender those notes.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have the notes on screen so we know what 
notes we have? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that should be on screen now, Chief; I can see them.  I 
hope you can too.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you run through those on the screen so people in the 
audience can also see it. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly.  And that of course, Chief, will be put on the 
COI’s website.  It is a public document and is available for those who are 
interested, but what the Grand Chief does is answer my questions and your 
questions, Chief.  Those are the three pages.  I tender those and if they could 
be provided with an exhibit number.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So the document on the screen is the supplementary 
statement, is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is exactly so, Chief.   10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the original statement was tendered in the last 
hearing? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I will just see whether someone can tell me what the 
exhibit number is because perhaps it should simply be added to it.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I do not think the first statement was formally 
tendered, and I do not think we allocated the exhibit letter to it, which we can 
do now and then, obviously, this one will also need to be formally tendered 20 
and admitted. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, if that can be done. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, can we admit this supplementary 
statement as part of Dr Momis’s evidence? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief, I think that is exhibit K, if 
I am correct at the back of my memory. 
 30 

   [10:07a.m]DR RENWICK:  That is right.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The original first statement of Dr Momis is 
admitted into evidence which we read last time and it will be marked Exhibit 
K.1 and the supplementary statement is now formally admitted into evidence 
and it is marked exhibit K.2.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 
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EXHIBIT K.1 – AFFIDAVIT OF CHIEF DR JOHN MOMIS DATED 29 
APRIL 2021 
 
EXHIBIT K.2 – SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT OF CHIEF DR 
JOHN MOMIS DATED 20 MAY 2021 
 
DR RENWICK:   I have no further questions unless the Commissioners wish 
to ask questions immediately, I would invite Ms Twivey-Nonggorr to ask her 
questions.  Is she on-line? 
 10 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Dr Renwick, I am on line.   

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioners, I have seen the questions proposed to 
be asked and Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, please ask your questions of Dr Momis. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has Ms Nonggorr sought and obtained leave? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, so – I am sorry, I short cut that a little.  So Mr Vele has 
leave and Ms Nonggorr appears for him.  For the purpose of these questions, 
she has provided in accordance with the Practice Note her questions.  Having 
read those questions in my submission she should be allowed to ask those 
questions if that is convenient Commissioners? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not read those questions, but could Mrs Nonggorr, 20 

could you give us a reason as to why you are seeking leave?  Essentially, 
demonstrating the relevance of this witness’s evidence to your own and 
client’s proposed evidence or evidence that he has already given. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Good morning Commissioners.  With regard to 
this witness’s evidence, Chief Dr John Momis obviously was the vice 
chairman or deputy chairman of the Constitutional Planning Committee and as 
such was part of the genesis of the idea of the importance of equity ownership 
for Papua New Guineans in the development of the natural resources.  With 
particular reference to National Goals and Directive Principles No 4, 
particularly resources and the environment, the Constitutional Planning 30 

Committee report was very strong on this.  And indeed, in order to participate 
in the development of resources, it would necessarily be that the government 
would have to participate in private enterprise because every enterprise that 
operates in mines and also oil and gas are all private enterprises, like Lihir 
Gold Limited.  What the decisions were of 2009 and 2014 for the borrowing 
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of the IPIC loan as well as the UBS loan were for the purposes of investment 
in these private companies which are responsible for the development of 
extractive industries. 

The purchase of oil search shares was not direct equity but it was indirect 
equity.  Oil Search owns a part of the PNG LNG project.  So questions to this 
witness are relevant to my client as the decisions and the processes that were 
taken are very much concerned with, for example, the reasons as to why the 
Oil Search shares were purchased and that fundamentally is because for the 
purpose of obtaining indirect equity in this extractive industries.   

So I have various questions; I have four questions altogether and they are 10 

directed about the extension of the interest of equity to indirect equity where 
the control of extractive industries in the country, is not just limited to actually 
participating hands-on but also having a greater scope with indirect equity.  
Also, his own view as deputy chairman of the constitutional planning 
committee and also former President of the Autonomous Bougainville 
government as to equity in the Bougainville Mine, what are his views as to 
that. 

[10.12 am] And we think that is relevant as to the decisions that were made and the 
processes that were done in 2014 as well as 2009.  So we would seek leave for 
that purpose.  Also we want to raise the issue of that it appears previous 20 
governments have preferred to take equity rather than taxation to make money 
to participate in developments rather than actually to make money through 
taxation so we want to ask some questions about that as well. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And those proposed questions you have are relevant to 
the evidence your client will give? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner, we have provided a 
statement already which relate to these issues. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, I am prepared to give 
leave having heard Mrs Nonggorr, what is your position? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I concur with your view, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mrs Nonggorr, you may proceed. 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Just one 
other point.  If it is felt that it would be better for Chief Dr John Momis 
actually to have these questions and answer them in writing, it is not our 
position that we want to necessarily put him on the spot.  Obviously, I prefer 
to ask these questions now but if that is what Dr Momis or the Chief 
Commissioner would prefer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can ask him the questions.  He is waiting for your 
questions.   
 10 
 
XXN: MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Thank you Chief Commissioner, I will proceed to ask these questions.  

Good morning, Chief Dr Momis. 
 
A: Good morning, Ms Nonggorr. 
 
Q: I have just a few questions for you.  So, with regard to the national 

goals and directive principles, particularly number 4 concerning the 20 
resources and the environment, as you were part of it, you recall that the 
constitutional planning report was very strong on equity ownership in 
extractive industries.  The first part of this question is: is this a 
necessary consequence of the deep attachment that indigenous people of 
Papua New Guinea have with land or is it to some extent the legacy of 
colonial disposition or a combination of both? 

 
A: Combination of both, Ms Nonggorr.  As you know Papua New 

Guineans are very closely related to natural resources, environment.  In 
fact their relationship has an eschatalogical dimension to it, in other 30 
words, both spiritually important and of course materially economically 
also important so it has a double base.  People of Papua New Guinea are 
very close to their resources.  So in fact even without - the fact that 
foreigners have taken over and exploited our resources to our detriment 
in the long run, only makes the people more angry and more determined 
to ensure that they take ownership or they play a very effective role in 
the ownership of resources and the control of the method of exploitation 
of the resource.  In other words, people do not want to be just mere 
sharers in the benefits, they also want to participate in the process of 
development, exploitation of resources and to ensure that their 40 
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resources are not detrimentally affected in the way that will be 
exhausted and in the final analysis be not in the best interest of the 
population.  So, yes we made a very strong recommendation that in 
order to generate revenue we must also be allowed to participate in the 
projects and not just be treated as mere beneficiaries. 

 
[10.17 am]Q: Thank you, Chief Dr Momis.  And when we speak of owning or at least 

participating in these industries; these are private industries such as 
Lihir Gold Limited, such as Ok Tedi Mining Limited, such as the 
Porgera Joint Venture and would you say that that desire for equity 10 
ownership would not just stop at owning a share of the particular mine.  
If indeed there was an opportunity to have more participation by 
ownership of another Papua New Guinean company that also owned 
part of the mine, would that be something that the CPC would think 
would be appropriate?  For example, if the government owned 25 per 
cent of Lihir and 75 per cent was owned by a private company, would it 
be in accordance with this theory and philosophy for the government to 
purchase extra equity by way of indirect equity by purchasing shares in 
the company that owned 75 per cent?  So, if there was an opportunity, 
sorry. 20 

 
A: Go ahead sorry. 
 
Q: So, if there was an opportunity, this is just an example to own part of 

that company that owned 75 per cent of Lihir, would that be considered 
also participation? 

 
A: Yes, I think so because the ultimate objective is to be an active player in 

the joint venture not just be peripherally involved.  So, yes that would 
be logical in our view that the government would also be forced in a 30 
way to take up extra equity in the parent company as it were. 

 
Q: Thank you, Chief Dr John Momis.  So, with regards to that it might be 

also of interest to the government to take up shares in companies that do 
participate generally in the mining and oil sector and even with 
exploration licenses to participate across the board, for example, not 
just merely as the owner of one particular mine but if it was a Papua 
New Guinean company that had shares in several different mines or 
exploration licenses that might also be seen as participation. 

 40 
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A: I do not know enough about the companies that are being now 
investigated so I really do not know but the basic principle is that PNG 
Constitution, our Constitution, our desire was to control our resources 
and we must take necessary steps to enable citizens and thus the 
government itself would be encouraged to, together with the citizens to 
take up more shares in these companies as much as possible and if 
practically feasible, then government and citizens should take up the 
controlling interest in these companies; mining companies included. 

 
Q: Thank you Chief Momis.  As the former President of Bougainville, do 10 

you agree that the PNG government and the Autonomous government 
of Bougainville should take up equity in the Bougainville mine? 

 
A: Yes, the AGB, government of Bougainville and the PNG government 

should join to take up greater – in fact, it should take up – hold shares in 
Bougainville Copper more than the foreign company if and when it is 
feasible. 

 
[10.22 am]   Q: If there was an opportunity to take up further equities such as indirect 

equity, that there was, for example, an opportunity to take up equity in 20 
the company that owned the majority share, the PNG company that 
owned the majority share in the Bougainville mine, would you be 
willing or wanting to take up indirect equity?   Now, this is, for 
example, how Peter O’Neill did for the Papua New Guinea LNG 
Project.  Oil Search owned parts of the PNG LNG Project, so indeed, 
Peter O’Neill’s government determined to buy shares in Oil Search, we 
are told, to take up indirect equity in the PNG LNG Project. 
 
So if there was a similar situation with the Bougainville mine that the 
Bougainville government had a certain amount of equity but had there 30 
was an opportunity to own 10 or 20v percent of the company- - - 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, could I just say something there?  You are 
referring to PNG government taking shares in Oil Search to participate in the 
PNG LNG Project.  I thought you were referring – are you referring to the 
PNG LNG Project or the Papua LNG Project? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am referring to the PNG LNG Project. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The information we have is that that was not quite the 
case for PNG LNG Project, is it? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Maybe that I am mistaken.  I thought that Oil 
Search actually did own shares in the Papua New Guinea LNG. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Your question relates to PNG government taking shares in 
Oil Search to participate in the PNG LNG Project indirectly in that way.  I 
thought it is the PNG, the Papua LNG Project and not the PNG LNG Project.- 
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Pardon me, 
Dr Momis, if I may go back to that question.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In respect of the--- 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Dr, Momis, if I may go back to that question. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The question is, really, if there was an 20 
opportunity – if Bougainville, the Autonomous Government of Bougainville 
had, for example, 30 percent equity in the Bougainville mine, would your 
government, if you were President, following the Constitution, also seek to 
take indirect equity in the mine to have a greater role and participation? 
 
A: Indirect equity, meaning buying shares in a company that owns BCL? 
 
Q: Yes, that is correct. 
 
A: Yes, we would. 30 
 
Q: Thank you so much, Chief Dr Momis.  The final question is with regard 

to the Constitution and the Constitutional Planning Committee.  It 
seems that the PNG government, after independence, has had a strong 
desire to own equity in these private enterprises that operate mines, and 
indeed, that desire to own equity trumped the desire to make as much 
money as possible.  Indeed in many mining projects, equity was taken 
over taxation.  For example, the Lihir Project, the government sought – 
and that project, I believe, was negotiated when you were in parliament, 
Chief Momis, and in that project, the government took 30 percent 40 
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equity but gave Lihir Gold a 10 year tax holiday.  Would you say that 
that deal demonstrates the want of the PNG government to participate 
even at the extent of reducing the financial gains? 

 
DR RENWICK:  I object to that.  I think it has the potential to mislead the 
witness.  Perhaps, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, you could just indicate.  So yes, 

[10.27am] when you talk about the PNG government, perhaps you could indicate, on the 
assumption you are talking about which PNG government, is it a hypothetical 
PNG government, the current PNG government, the PNG government in 2013 
and 14?  Would you make that clear please? 10 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Dr Renwick, I will make that clear.  
The PNG government at the time in 1995 with the Lihir Project and I believe 
Chief Dr Momis you were in government at that time, the government took 30 
per cent equity in that mine and indeed took loans to purchase that equity but 
at the same time gave a 10 year tax holiday to Lihir.  Would you say that deal 
demonstrates the desire of the PNG government at that time and also the 
Constitutional Planning Committee the desire to own equity that that is a 
participation, equity participation as primary goal of the government for its 
people? 

A: The Constitutional Planning Committee strongly recommended PNG 20 

government and citizens to increase their ownership, resources, 
ownership of shares in mining companies and other resource 
companies; that is true but I was not involved in – I was not in a 
position to know exactly whether that was based on other or considering 
other factors, buying shares at that time and foregoing tax holiday 
benefits was the right thing to do.  So I am not in a position to know 
exactly whether that was the right decision to make.  So I think I will 
take your question  on notice and give a written answer later on.  

Q: Thank you Father John Momis.  As part of that question it is really 
about the importance of equity and indeed participation as you have 30 

said before has been paramount with regards to resource development, 
has it not? 
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A: Participation and owning resources are the right of the citizens of Papua 
New Guinea and their government, to participate in equity ownership is 
very very important but as I was saying the other factors must take into 
consideration to know whether it was feasible and not detrimental to the 
interest of the citizens for the government to do that at the expense of 
other considerations which I am not in a position to know exactly what 
happened.  

Q: Certainly Chief Dr John Momis it was definitely the prime minister and 
cabinet that were involved.  Thank you Chief Commissioners, I have no 
further questions, thank you.  Chief Dr John Momis, thank you. 10 

A: Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  I have no questions arising from that Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you I just have a couple of questions 
thank you Chief Dr Momis and thank you for your further supplementary 
statement which is of interest and assistance to us.  The questioning from Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr was directed of course to participation by the State in 
companies; private companies I will call them even though they were listed on 
the stock exchange, private companies but which engaged in exploration and 
exploitation of the natural resources in Papua New Guinea.   There is some 20 

history though of the State exactly divesting itself of its interest in these 
projects into private enterprise and I am thinking of the Orogen shares that 
were transferred to Oil Search.  That does not fit the paradigm, does it that Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr is putting to you that there is this overarching desire for the 
State and its people to be participants in the private exploration and 
exploitation.  I am thinking here of the Orogen shares for example to be 
transferred to Oil Search. 

[10.33am]   A: Yes, the constitutional directive that the government and its citizens, 
and the natural citizens of the nation should participate in the 
exploitation and development of resources.  It is a goal and an important 30 

goal but it cannot – we must take into account whether other 
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circumstances make it feasible for the government to do that without 
getting into debts or into big trouble though it is an important principal 
statement but we must take into account whether resources or the 
government whether the deal is good or not and so on and so forth.  So 
it does not mean that just because we are called upon as nationals or as 
citizens who participate in increasing our – increasing the equity in 
mining companies - resource companies, it does not mean that we can 
do this, we can go ahead and acquire greater equity at the expense of, 
you know, the right of the people to benefit. 

Q: Thank you.  Could I then follow up and ask you this question.  What if 10 

the company in which the State of Papua New Guinea is investing by 
purchasing shares in that company, what if the company also is using or 
proposing to use its capital for investment in other countries for 
exploration for example in Africa in the resources of that continent or in 
North America for example, that would be rather outside the parameters 
of the people of Papua New Guinea being concerned to have a say in 
the exploitation of their own natural resources, would it not?   

A: Yes, it would be a risky venture and I think yes, it is way beyond what 
the Constitution requires the government and the citizens to ensure that 
they take control of resource development and exploitation and 20 

development of their resources within the country. 

Q: Thank you very much, Chief.  Those are my questions for Chief Dr 
Momis. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions.  Dr Momis, thank you for your 
evidence you may be excused. 

A: Thank you Chief Commissioner. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you Dr Momis.   30 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Renwick, yes. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners we now turn to the directions list for today 
and there is the series of summonses and correspondence and I would ask 
those instructing me to put up on the screen the relevant letter or summons 
with which we are concerned.  So the first one on my list is Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings letter and summons dated 6 May. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have a representation for Professor 
Kavanamur in the room, Mr Sawong. 

MR SAWONG:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, as I understand the position, Kumul 10 

Holdings has - Kumul Consolidated has been diligently searching for 
information on their archive service.  There is further work going on and we 
thank them for that and in my submission that there being a further meeting 
with them I think on the 24th, the summons should be stood over until 26th if 
that is convenient to Mr Sawong. 

MR SAWONG:  It is, Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong? 

MR SAWONG:  That is very convenient, thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  And Commissioners one other matter just if I may. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 20 

DR RENWICK:  We will shortly come to a summons addressed to Ashurst 
Lawyers in New Guinea in the Independent State. 

   [10.38 am] Mr Sawong, perhaps you could make for that – the short point is that Ashurst 
has indicated that at one point, they were acting for Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings – I am assuming, Mr Sawong, that in the same way that Professor 
Kavanamur as Chairman, was happy to consent for the Norton Rose material 
to be provided by the Commission.  I am assuming in principle, your client 
would be prepared also to give any necessary consents to Ashurst for their 
material to be provided to the Commission? 
 30 
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MR SAWONG:   Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:   Yes, thank you very much.  So, might we stand over the 
summons for Kumul Consolidated, Commissioners, until 10.00 a.m. on the 
26th? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we 
will extend the summons to 26 May at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, thank you, Chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the summons be extended to 26 May at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR SAWONG: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Sawong, you may be excused.   
 
MR SAWONG: Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next is Ms So-on, the Acting NEC Secretary.  I am not 20 
sure if she is able to be here.  Chief, is she present in court because I know 
there is a NEC meeting going on at the minute? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I understand Ms So-on has an engagement with the 
National Executive Council this morning and she is not able to be present.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that correct? 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  In those circumstances – I am sorry, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   I just want to ask Mr Yapao, if I am correct in that 
statement? 
 
MR YAPAO:  That is correct, Commissioners and counsel.  The secretary has 
informed me that Ms So-on did advise him this morning that she is presently 
engaged with the National Events Council meeting and in those 
circumstances, if the matter could be stood over to a later time.   
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we get a briefing from Mr Levente Jurth whom, I 
believe, is in contact with Ms Grace So-on.  r Levente Jurth, are you on 
screen? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am, Chief Commissioner.  Can you hear me? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I can hear you but I cannot see you; you go on.   
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I did- - - 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I can see you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I received an e-mail from Ms So-on that has been 
forwarded through confirming that she will seek to appear at 2 pm this 
afternoon to avoid her conflict this morning.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, in those circumstances, Commissioners, could we stand 
over the summons until 2.00 p.m? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand it down to be mentioned later, 20 
okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  As it pleases the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Next matter? 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter is the Chief Ombudsman.  Ms Koralyo, I 
think the Chief Ombudsman the latest information I have and I will get Mr 
Jurth perhaps to confirm that since the Chief Ombudsman is not well today 
and in those circumstances, we might stand over his summons until the 26th.  30 
Is that right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is my understanding, yes.   
 
DR RENWICK: Can I say, Commissioners, we are receiving useful 
information from the Chief Ombudsman as you would expect, and we will 
have Mr Jurth, when he is released from quarantine, going and inspecting 
some documents but formally today we might simply adjourn the summons to 
the 26th at 10.00 a.m. if that is convenient. 
 40 
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[10.43 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right there was some suggestion in some of the email 
exchanges between counsel and the Commission’s staff, there were some 
suggestion about a private or confidential hearing of some sort.  Is that going 
to take place?  If it does can that take place before 26 May? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes so there are some sensitivities as you appreciate Chief in 
relation to or it is important the Commission obviously respects the 
constitutional status of the Ombudsman Commission and as Ms Koralyo has 
already indicated, there are certain matters before the Leadership Tribunal.  
So, in those circumstances, the way to avoid that conflict, in our submission, 10 
would be for Mr Jurth perhaps to go and examine the documents on the 24th 
and then we can indicate to the Commissioners privately when a confidential 
hearing could take place.  If it can take place before the 26th so much the 
better but in my submission the course now is to stand it over until the 26th.  It 
can always be varied of course and Mr Jurth will go and examine some 
documents if that is convenient to the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If Commissioner White is agreeable we will extend the 
summons to 26 May at 10 o’clock. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Then the next matter is Sir Rabbie Namaliu.  It is more of 
the same, I am afraid, he continues to be unwell.  We have a statement 
prepared for Sir Rabbie and we will arrange to have it signed when he is well 
enough to do so but in those circumstances perhaps we should stand that over 
to say 1 June if that is convenient. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, are you agreeable we 
will adjourn this matter to 1 June at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I agree, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Next? 
 
DR RENWICK:  And that brings us, Commissioners, to the summons 
addressed to Ashurst Lawyers.  We might put that up.  There is also a letter 
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from Mr Flynn and I think there should be an appearance on behalf of Ashurst 
this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance for Mr Richard Flynn?  Yes? 
 
MR FLYNN:  Good morning, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I am so sorry. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you announce your appearance? 
 
MR FLYNN:  Yes, I am Richard Flynn. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you are appearing in person? 
 
MR FLYNN:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So, Commissioners, you will see that on the screen 
there is a letter to Mr Flynn, the managing partner of Ashurst of 12 May, 
together with a summons and perhaps we might put up on screen Mr Flynn’s 
helpful response of 19 May.  We might scroll down a little to paragraph 1.  So 
the first matter is Mr Flynn seeks leave to appear in response to the summons 
and in my submission leave should be granted limited at this stage to just 
appearing on the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will grant him that leave.  Commissioner 30 
White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief, grant leave. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So the next matter if we scroll down you can see that 
Ashurst has indicated that he is taking steps to identify the relevant material.    
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  [10.48am] And you will see there that there are two main categories of the IPBC, now 
Kumul Consolidated, and then UBS AG.  So may I through you 
Commissioners ask Mr Flynn whether there are any updates sir you can give 
us in relation to your searches and how they are progressing? 

MR FLYNN:  Yes, counsel.  In relation to KCH, I spoke yesterday with the 
senior counsel of KCH in relation to the materials that we hold and I am 
waiting for instructions back from him and we will be able to respond 
accordingly.  You will see I have indicated that generally we would need more 
time to respond but I would think that in relation to KCH, two weeks would be 
sufficient. 10 

DR RENWICK:  Well, as you know, Mr Flynn, we are under significant time 
pressure and in my submission the appropriate course is for you to produce 
things as you can rather than wait till the end and so all you would need I 
assume in relation to the KCH documents, if I can call them that, is a formal 
consent from them and I assume you were here a minute ago in the hearing 
where Mr Sawong on behalf of KCH indicated that consent would be 
forthcoming.  So assuming that is so, would you be in a position to start 
producing documents next week? 

MR FLYNN:  Yes I think so yes. 

DR RENWICK:  All right.  In addition to that for and this may just be of 20 

assistance I presume for material for where there is that consent, there be no 
difficulty in allowing Mr Jurth when he gets out of customs to come down and 
inspect it at your office in the first instance? 

MR FLYNN:  Yes, that would be fine. 

DR RENWICK:  All right.  One other matter then I wanted to ask is in 
relation to two other matters.  In relation to your retainer with UBS AG 
Australia Branch, are you in a position to provide your retainer letter just 
confirming the nature of the retainer?  At this stage I am not seeking details 
about departments, charger, rates or those sort of matters but just a letter 
indicating or correspondence indicating the terms of the retainer. 30 
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MR FLYNN:  Counsel, I am happy to check our files for the terms of the 
retainer.  It is not universal that there are lengthy retainer letters but 
presumably what you want in there is an outline of the terms of the retainer. 

DR RENWICK:  Precisely so and that leads me finally to the next sentence.  
You have indicated that you acted for various parties in transactions occurring 
after that including the disposal of the shares.  I should indicate and if there is 
a failure in the terms of the summons, the failure is mine that we are interested 
in that as well to the extent Ashurst acted.  Could I ask you this; could you 
also identify for those assisting the retainers involved so that to the extent 
consent is needed we can obtain that consent. 10 

MR FLYNN:  Counsel, so that the reason for checking in relation to this, that 
the disposal of the shares was that it is not mentioned in the summons so could 
you please provide some guidance?  Would you therefore propose to issue a 
further summons or--- 

DR RENWICK:  We can certainly do that but just for advance notice to you, 
you will appreciate that we are also – that the terms of reference the 
commission extend to the disposal of the shares, I imagine the reason we did 
not put it in the summons is we might not have been aware of Ashurt’s 
involvement in that regard.     

   [10.53am] But certainly sir, we are able to provide a further summons in that regard and 20 

can I just indicate we are grateful for your very prompt response and I would 
simply note that we are under significant time pressure and we would be 
grateful  for any assistance you can have in expediting matters. 

MR FLYNN:  Yes counsel, of course.  Can I just mention that that would 
obviously relate to a lot more material, and the UBS material is immensely a 
lot to look at; the disposal of the shares, you know ..(inaudible).. let us say 
substantially more but of course we will seek to provide those retainers to the 
commission as you requested and I assume you will consider the scope of the 
summons. 

DR RENWICK:  Exactly.  That is exactly what we had in mind and we do not 30 

we wish to put you through unnecessary work and if you can make it clear to 
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us the nature of the retainers, we can focus our requests.  So unless there is 
anything further Mr Flynn you wanted to mention, I was going to propose that 
this summons be stood over for mention on 1 June so that the Commission can 
know what progress is being made and as I say on the basis that as soon as any 
necessary consents are obtained, Mr Jurth will be able to come and start going 
through the documents in your premises. 

MR FLYNN:  Yes, thank you counsel. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, in those circumstances Commissioner I ask that this 
summons be stood over to 1 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White if you are agreeable, we will extend 10 

the summons to the 1st June at 10 o’clock.  

MR FLYNN:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The summons is extended, you may be 
excused. 

DR RENWICK:  The next is Mr Francis Kaupa, the former managing director 
of Orogen Minerals Limited, I am expecting him to appear today. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Francis Kaupa.  Yes he is appearing today. 

DR RENWICK:  Might he come forward. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kaupa, if you can come forward and take a seat at the 
bar table. 20 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Kaupa, you have received a summons and a letter of the 
12th May, have you? 

MR KAUPA:  Yes I have. 

DR RENWICK:  And do you have anything to produce in answer to that sir? 

MR KAUPA:  Yes.  I received the documents around midday yesterday and I 
have been able to prepare some form of a response without legal advice and 
all that, I did not know what to do so I just responded to the letter and the 
summons so my statement is in a form of a letter responding to that summons.   
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DR RENWICK:  So to be clear sir, you have a letter – so our letter asked for 
two things; we asked for an outline of the evidence you would give and do I 
understand Mr Kaupa that is in the form of the letter sent back to the 
commission, is that right, sir? 

MR KAUPA:  No, I have not yet sent it to the commission, I just brought it 
with me and I could table it now. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, would you hand that to Mr Yuangu please.  Mr Kaupa, 
additionally, as you know there was a request for summons to documents and 
we set out the terms of that, do you have any documents in your possession 
which you are producing under that summons? 10 

MR KAUPA:  I do not have any specific documents.  I am not sure which 
specific documents you are asking for but I have responded to the list of 
questions and the list on schedule 1 in my letter back to the Royal 
Commission of Inquiry. 

DR RENWICK:  So Mr Kaupa, I take it that you are resident in Moresby, are 
you? 

 [10.58 am] MR KAUPA:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes. So in those circumstances, Commissioners, obviously, 
we have not had a chance to see what Mr Kaupa has produced but we are 20 
grateful he has done so and in my submission, if it is convenient to Mr Kaupa, 
we will adjourn the summons to 1 June which would allow us to consider 
carefully what he has produced to speak to him if we need more material and 
then to bring him back on 1 June.  If we do not need anything further, we can 
always cancel that appearance.  Would that be a convenient time for you to 
come back, Mr Kaupa? 
 
MR KAUPA:  Yes, it would be convenient. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is my application, Commissioners.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we 
will adjourn this matter to 1 June at 10 o’clock. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the matter stands adjourned.  Mr Kaupa, 
thank you, and we will see you next on 1 June at 10 o’clock.   
 
MR KAUPA:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Madam Commissioner. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter is of a John Paul Taylor.  I have to advise 
that he has not been served and so I am assuming there is no appearance, 
therefore, on his behalf and that being so we will continue to try and serve him 10 
- might we stand that over to the 1st June? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we 
will stand that summons to the 1st June at 10 o’clock.   
 
DR RENWICK:  The next one, Commissioners, is to Mr Rogen Wato, 
Company Secretary of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and I am 
expecting an appearance on his behalf today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, there is.  Counsel, can we have your appearance? 20 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you, Chairman and Commissioner White, members of 
the Commission.  For the record, counsel’s name is Tadabe, initial S; I appear 
for Rogen Wato.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Ms Tadabe, James Renwick, counsel assisting here.  Could 
you indicate what has been done in response to the letter and summons to your 
client of 12 May? 
 
MS TADABE:  We did provide e-mail asking for further and better 30 
particulars.  That was sent to the Commission’s secretary, and that was 
forwarded to counsels assisting the Commission.  I am not sure if you have a 
copy of that e-mail that was sent. 
 
DR RENWICK:  You go ahead.  You have provided a statement, though, have 
you not? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, we did provide a statement on 9 November last year.  It 
is a comprehensive statement basically outlining Mr Wato’s role in the 
transaction. 40 
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DR RENWICK: Yes.  I think since then, we have written to you recently 
requesting a search for some documents.  Did you receive that e-mail? 
 
MS TADABE:  We did receive that e-mail yesterday afternoon, and I had a 
read of it this morning.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, and of course, there is no possible criticism of you, Ms 
Tadabe, in that regard, may I ask then whether your client is prepared to do 
those, to undertake those searches, and if he is, to stand the matter over until 10 
the 1st June, at which point you could advise the Commissioners and 
hopefully, produce any documents he has. 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, my client is prepared to undertake the searches.   
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, thank you.  Then, could we stand that one over until 1 
June as well, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will do that.  As I understand, Mr Wato 
provided a full statement and some accompanying documents. 20 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, he did.  That was handed up on 9 November last year. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those have been made available through the Commission 
and the Commission’s technical people, including solicitors.  So these 
searches that you are going to undertake are really in relation to additional 
information and documents, is it? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes, Mr Wato deposed to a statement pertaining to the facts 
he was aware of.  What I understand from the additional summons given by 30 
the Commission is that they are after documents which pertain to issues 
dealing with IPIC which, and other similar documents which Mr Wato may 
not be in carriage of but we are assisting the Commission as best we can. 
 

[11.03 am] They provided a list of questions in the summons and documents which they 
consider are relevant.  What we can assist the Commission with we will assist 
but we are unable to assist the Commission with and we will advise the 
Commission accordingly. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right I think we will allow those discussions and the 
searches to go on but you come back here on 1 June at 10 o’clock to report on 
the progress. 
 
MS TADABE:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will have that matter adjourned 
to 1 June at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed Chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter is Dr Katter will deal with the next matter 
which is Mr Asigau. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is an appearance.  Could you announce your 
appearance please? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Good morning.  Commissioners, counsel’s name is Iduhu initial 
K from Pacific Legal Group. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, it is Katter initial D, counsel assisting.  Could 
I ask Mr Asigau whether he has obtained any documentation relating to the 30 
summons which was returnable today? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Commissioners, I appear this morning on behalf of Mr Asigau 
and with respect to the question posed by Dr Katter, the summons was 
received on Friday late and we had only three days to mull over it but the - 
rather obstacle that this particular request for production might I envisage is 
that the firm Pacific Legal Group was acting as town agent of another law firm 
that was referred as Norton Rose Fullbright.  So any response would have to 
be subjected to the fundamental consent of that firm at this point.  So we will 
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be asking to have the summons stood over to a later date pending such an 
authority of consent. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would ask that there be communications by 
counsel assisting and Commission’s solicitors with Mr Asigau and his 
representative between now and the date to which this summons is then stood 
over until--- 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, I am assuming that we would like to 
have on the record that the Pacific Legal Group will do everything possible to 
get the consent of their principal Norton Rose Fullbright as soon as possible 
being aware of the time constraints under which this Commission is operating.  
Sso perhaps we could have that assurance. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, yes Commissioners, we will employ every endeavor to 
this.  We cannot promise, though, the prerogative will be the principals so we 
will employ every endeavour to seek that consent.  
 20 
DR KATTER:  With that indication the submission would be that this matter 
be stood over until the next date, perhaps 26 May, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu, I read from your email exchange that you 
required four weeks to- - - 
 
MR IDUHU:  We ask for four weeks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You ask for four week? 
 30 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will try and shorten that time down to perhaps a week 
from now. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Well, in contemplation of that consent being forthcoming, we 
might require more than – deferment to 26th and that is why we proposed four 
weeks in anticipation of consent being given. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we can adjourn to 26 May and you make an 
assessment and if you need more time perhaps you can advise us on 26 May. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well. 
 

   [11.08 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  On that basis then, Commissioner White, we will adjourn 
this matter to 26 May at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, Chief, but I would like to hear that 
some progress has been made.  Four weeks is a very alarming figure for 10 
something which one feels they should have been aware of for some time if 
they take an interest in these proceedings.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  With those comments, then the matter stands adjourned 
to 26 May. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 20 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter? 

 
DR RENWICK:  The next two matters:  Mr Nathan Chang and Mr Lars Rune 
Mortensen.  Both of those gentlemen have indicated they cannot be here today 
but they are producing statements and searching for documents and so on that 
basis, could we stand over each until 1t June?  So these are both the two from 
capital partners.   
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will 
adjourn those two matters to 1t June at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The next matter? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief – I am so sorry.  Chief, the remaining matters, I just 
should indicate they are all current or former ministers or MPs, with the 
exception of Mr Peter Graham.  Mr Peter Graham has not been served yet, and 40 
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so he has in fact moved from the Independent State to Townsville.  So if we 
might stand over Mr Graham’s – just the last matter on the list – to 1t June 
while we continue to attempt to serve him and then I will come back and say 
something about the current and former ministers.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will 
adjourn this matter to 1t June at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Next, we have a number of witnesses and we will deal with 
them in order.  But in my submission, I would like each of them to indicate 
when they are going to produce their statement or if they have done so, what 
documents they have.  Today, I would be asking the Commission – these are 
all people under summons, of course, to set down their evidence for hearing.  
As I have indicated earlier today, that will be commencing in mid-June and 
they will need to come back in July.  I can assure all those gentlemen that we 
have deliberately set hearing dates which do not conflict with parliamentary 
proceedings so they need not be concerned about that.  I would also indicate 
that we want all of these gentlemen to appear in person in APEC Haus in 20 
Moresby. 
 
So with that remark I think the first gentleman is the Honourable Ben Micah, 
who I think is appearing through Mr Jaminan; is that right? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jaminan, you appear for Mr Ben Micah? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Yes.  Formally, Christopher Jaminan of Jaminan and 
Partners Lawyers I am here for Mr Micah.   
 30 
Commissioners, my client has indeed received the summons.  He has given a 
preliminary statement and that was done last year by way of an affidavit.  
There has been a delay preparing the actual statement in affidavit form.  We 
have finalized that affidavit, Commissioners, and we are ready to have a copy 
handed up to the Commission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, will you hand that up, please, sir; hand that up to the 
Commissioner.  So, may I ask Mr Jaminan, whether that sets out 
comprehensively what Mr Micah wants to say or is there more to come? 
 40 
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MR JAMINAN:  Commissioner that is the comprehensive statement by Mr 
Micah.  It contains attachments of certain NEC decisions and explanations in 
respect of those NEC decisions and what his involvement was in respect of 
those NEC decisions.   
 

[11.13 am] DR RENWICK:  Thank you sir.  Are there any documents being produced in 
addition? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  At this point Commissioner, my instructions are that Mr 
Micah has no other documents to produce.  I should add with respect, and that 10 
slipped my mind, that Annexure 11 of the affidavit is in reference to a copy of 
the Ombudsman Commission’s final report that should be attached to the 
affidavit in order to allow for the full statement of the affidavit.  So that has to 
be attached and we intend to have the copy of the report submitted as a 
separate document. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which report is this? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes thank you, Mr- - - 
 20 
MR JAMINAN:  It is the report of the Ombudsman Commission, the final 
report. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To avoid cost, the report is already in evidence. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But it might suffice if your client to just mention the 
report and refer to that report which is already in evidence. 
 30 
MR JAMINAN:  And that has been done in the affidavit and with the 
Commission’s approval we will leave the affidavit as it is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Through you Commissioners, may I enquire of Mr Jaminan 
whether Mr Micah would be – would a convenient day for him to give 
evidence would be Monday, 21 June, would that suit him and you Mr 
Jaminan? 
 40 
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MR JAMINAN:  Yes, Commissioners, that would be fine. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, could we fix Monday, 21 June at 10.00 a.m. for Mr 
Micah to commence giving his evidence please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we bring the date forward to early June?  I think 
we should try and cover much of this evidence in June so that we do not leave 
it too late in June and then we get the hearings in July clogged up or congested 
so could we bring it forward a little? 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, well Commissioners, you will recall that the June 
sittings begin on 16 June; the week 4.  One of the reasons why we are not 
starting earlier is of course we really are still waiting for the Norton Rose 
documents and I am concerned and that we will not have an opportunity to 
receive them and analyze them if we were to sit earlier in June.  So, where I 
was coming to was my proposal was that I would open at a little length on 16 
June by taking the Commission and the public through the key transactional 
documents and key events. 
 
And then the first two witnesses would be former Prime Minister O’Neill and 20 
current Prime Minister Marape and they would be the gentlemen who would 
appear first on say 17th and the 18th.  They would just be giving evidence in 
chief with questions from me which we would adjourn and then they would 
come back in July.  And so my thinking was that we have those very 
important witnesses first and then the next week we would call Mr Micah, Mr 
Polye, Mr Kua and indeed a couple of other key people and including people 
like Mr Botten; we have got a mention in relation to Botten and Oil Search 
tomorrow.  The Commissioners that is the thinking behind those dates. 
 
I have little doubt that Mr Jaminan and his client I am hoping they would be 30 
happy to perhaps have a conference with counsel assisting and we are happy 
to proof Mr Micah in conference once we have had an opportunity to read his 
statement and that will shorten the time he needs to be in the witness box.  
That is to say first he has produced the statement and second I am hoping that 
Mr Jaminan and Mr Micah would have no objection in the normal way to 
conference with us counsel assisting and that will allow his evidence to be 
considerably shortened. 
  

[11.18am] Could I ask Mr Jaminan, is that convenient to you and your client in principle? 
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 MR JAMINAN:  Yes Commissioner. 

 DR RENWICK:  So that is really the reasons Commissioner why I proposed 
Monday the  21st of June. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date again; that is Monday? 

 DR RENWICK:  21st of June, if that is convenient at 10 am.   I think Mr 
Jaminan and Mr Micah have just indicated that is convenient to them. 

 MR JAMINAN:  Yes Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, it is convenient with Mr Jaminan.  
Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will fix this matter for Mr Ben 
Micah to give his evidence on Monday 21 June at 10 o’clock? 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter stands fixed for evidence on Monday 21st of 
June. 

MR JAMINAN:  Thank you Mr Chairman and the Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jaminan, your client is in attendance as I understand? 

MR JAMINAN:  Yes, Mr Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, he is there.  We acknowledge his presence, you 
may be excused. 

MR JAMINAN:  Thank you, sir. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Commissioners.  The next is a summons to the 20 

Honourable Don Polye who I think we are expecting to see in person, I think.  
Is he there? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance for Mr Don Polye?  No, there is 
no appearance. 

DR RENWICK:  We might just stand that in the list and I will get my 
solicitors perhaps to send an email to Mr Polye’s email address.  We were told 
yesterday that having spoken to Mr Polye’s assistant that Mr Polye would be 
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appearing personally so if we just stand that one on the list and move then to 
the Honourable Kerenga Kua who we believe will be appearing today. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kerenga Kua, there is an appearance for Mr Kua. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner.  If it may 
please the commission, my name is Palma initial J for James from the 
Department of Petroleum and Energy’s Legal section.  I seek the 
Commission’s leave to enter my appearance for and on behalf of the 
Honourable Minister for Petroleum.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client is in attendance? 

MR PALMA:  Yes for the Commission’s request, my client is in attendance. 10 

DR RENWICK:  Sorry, I did not catch your name, would you mind repeating 
it? 

MR PALMA:  My name is Palma, it is spelt P-a-l-m-a, initial J for James. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you Mr Palma.  Mr Palma, your client has received a 
letter and a summons, what do you have on his behalf to produce to the 
Commission please? 

MR PALMA:  Thank you counsel.  What we do have now is an affidavit by 
my client.  We do apologise for submitting that affidavit a little bit late 
because my client was infected with Covid and he was in self isolation.  So in 
response to the summons we have an affidavit sworn by my client and with 20 

the leave of the Commission we seek to hand it up. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, please hand it up. 

MR PALMA:  I have a couple of copies. 

DR RENWICK:  And Mr Palma, your client of course is still a minister, what 
documents is he able to produce? 

MR PALMA:  Insofar as my client’s involvement in the entire transaction is 
concerned, it is all contained in that affidavit as submitted and my client has 
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indicated his willingness to be cross-examined on that affidavit if it will be 
necessary. 

DR RENWICK:  So to be clear Mr Palma, he has in the attachments to his 
affidavit fully complied has he with the request contained in the letter and 
summons of 12 May? 

MR PALMA:  Yes, he has fully complied with the summons of 12th of May 
and there is no further documents to tender.  There is no documents to tender.    

 [11.23 am] DR RENWICK:  And just to be clear, Mr Palma and I am sure, forgive me for 
putting this, that is to say your client having caused proper searches to be 
made, is satisfied there is nothing else in his possession, custody or control to 10 
produce? 
 
MR PALMA:  My client has no documents or has no – yes, confirmed.  So no 
documents to submit - further documents to submit.   
 
DR RENWICK:  So the answer to my question is yes, is it? 
 
MR PALMA:  Yes, confirmed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That there is nothing further having made those searches? 20 
 
MR PALMA:  Yes, confirmed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Would it be convenient for him to give evidence 
on 22 June? 
 
MR PALMA:  He has confirmed that it is convenient for him, for my client to-
-- 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  If that is convenient, Commissioners, can we list him, 30 
the Honourable Kerenga Kua, for 10.00 a.m. on 22nd June? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can do that, but I have just had a quick perusal of the 
affidavit and just raising this question about any supporting documentation 
that your client has that your client might want to attach.  There is an 
attachment here, there is a couple of attachments and annexures that really are 
reproduction of the correspondence between the Commission and the witness 
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and then there is his CV.  Those appear to be the only annexures to the 
affidavit.  I am just wondering whether there are some other documents in 
relation to the subject matter of the Inquiry that you might want to produce. 
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That you might want to attach to this affidavit or perhaps 
produce them later. 
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  My client’s instruction has 10 
confirmed that there are no further affidavits or there are no documents for 
him to attach to what is basically before the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So the evidence is basically a statement, right, without 
any supporting annexures, relevant documents, is it? 
 
MR PALMA:  That is correct, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I just wanted to be clear about that.   
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, this needs to be cleared, though.  Your client is a 
serving Minister in PNG and the Independent State’s government, is he not? 
 
MR PALMA:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So he has the capacity to ask his department, which I take it 
you are an officer- - - 
 
MR PALMA:  That is correct. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  To make searches for, within government records and in 
particular the department’s records, for any relevant material of this sort of the 
type sought in the summons; do you agree with that? 
 
MR PALMA:  Insofar as my client’s involvement is concerned and the request 
that is made in the summons, my client has confirmed that he has to the best 
of his recollection, provided that statement and there is no further documents 
that he will provide. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes.  We may be across purposes, Mr Palma, but you also 
are confirming are you that there is nothing in the department’s records which 
meet the description of the documents in the summons? 
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you, counsel.  If there are any records in the department, 
I believe the Secretary for the Department of Petroleum and Energy is also a 
witness to the Commission and he will be able to produce such.  My 
instructions to that, the transactions that happened and the subject of this 
Inquiry is when my client was the Minister for Attorney General and not as 
the Minister for Petroleum.  So that is why he has no further documents to 10 
produce. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  If you look at the summons which is on the 
screen now, I hope summons 49.1, you can see addressed to your client, the 
Minister of Petroleum and Energy, and sorts of documents so now that I have 
made it clear that we are seeking documents in the possession, custody or 
control of the minister and that of course includes his department, is the 
minister content to have further searches made of the department’s records, 
the Department of Petroleum and Energy’s records? 
 20 

  [11.28 am] MR PALMA:  Thank you, counsel.  As I have indicated earlier, the Secretary 
for the Department of Petroleum and Energy is also a witness to the 
Commission and to this Inquiry, and if there is any information or documents 
that will be required by the Commission that can then be directed to the 
Secretary for the Department of Petroleum and Energy. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And from but to be clear then, your client being the 
responsible minister, he would support those searches by the secretary and the 
production by the secretary of anything relevant, would he not? 
 30 
MR PALMA:  That my client can assure that, Commissioner.   
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, very well.  Finally, I think you might have been 
here when I was talking to Mr Jaminan, do I take it at an appropriate time 
before 22 June, you as his lawyer and your client would be happy to have a 
conference, a pre-hearing conference with counsel assisting to shorten his 
evidence. Would you be happy with that? 
 
MR PALMA:  We will be happy to do that.  Thank you, counsel. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  All right, yes.  So in those circumstances, we might stand 
over the summons for appearance to 22 June noting that those assisting will be 
in touch with Mr Palma and his client to arrangement a conference.   
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you, counsel. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think your earlier suggestion was that we allocate a 
hearing date for the witness to give his evidence.   
 
DR RENWICK: That is right, the hearing date; yes, he would give evidence. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  He would give evidence, to be clear, I am sorry if I was not.  
He would be returning on 22 June in person to give that evidence.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Palma, your client is ready to give his evidence on 22 
June? 
 
MR PALMA:  Yes, he has confirmed that he is available on 22 June.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, 
we will fix 22 May- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
MR PALMA:  22nd June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sorry, 22 June at 10 o’clock for the Honourable Kerenga 
Kua to give his evidence. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, Commissioners, this now brings us finally 
then to the Honourable Peter O’Neill--- 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Who I think is represented today.   
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.  I appear for Mr O’Neill. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Mr Sheppard, I think you have received letters and 
summonses for Mr O’Neill? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  What is your client’s response, please? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  He has not responded at this point.  He is not available 
today.  He was detained in Mt Hagen and he is currently, as I understand, 
travelling to Port Moresby now.  The summons he has received is the one 10 
number 6.1 which is dated 12 May.  He will be back in Port Moresby from 
tomorrow to answer that summons, if that is convenient to the Commission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, is it your application, Mr Sheppard, that this stand over 
until tomorrow when your client can attend? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.   
 
MR RENWICK:  Yes.  In those circumstances, I do not intend to press you 
today about the response your client will make, but you have heard what I 20 
have said when I quoted what your client, if I may say so, quite rightly said in 
parliament about his wish to fully cooperate and we do regard your client is 
obviously as the prime minister of the day a critical witness to many events. 
 

 [11.33am] We understand and no doubt you wish to confirm this tomorrow that he has no 
documents in his possession,  custody or control, but no doubt he has a 
recollection of events not least because he was a witness before the 
Ombudsman Commission and we would urge him, through you sir, to provide 
a detailed statement as he can.  We of course would be happy to confer with 
him with you present to shorten his evidence but I would propose and again 30 

you might take this on notice that he would be the first witness on 17th of June 
which, as I have mentioned, is not a parliamentary sitting day and you might 
have some instructions Mr Sheppard by tomorrow about whether he is ready, 
willing and able to do that and when we might see his detailed statement. 

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you counsel, I will assure the Commission that I 
will seek those instructions. 
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DR RENWICK:  Thank you, in those circumstances commissioners, I do not 
think we need to ask Mr Sheppard anything else today but perhaps we can 
stand that over till tomorrow.  I think there is a mention at 10.00 a.m. 
involving Mr Botten and Oil Search, we can simply add this to the list 
tomorrow if that is convenient Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before we do that I will just raise something here.  
Mr Sheppard your client, is he going to give a written statement to guide in 
terms of what he is going to be saying or is he saying, I will not give a written 
statement I will come and give my evidence orally.  What is he saying, there is 
sighted some correspondence along that line? 10 

MR SHEPPARD:  I am not instructed on that at the moment.  I have just 
assured the Commission that I will endeavor to get those instructions by 
tomorrow and I will be able to advise the Commission about that, including as 
I understood the counsel assisting including the possibility of a pre-hearing 
conference with Mr O’Neill.  So I will be instructed on those things tomorrow 
provided Mr O’Neill arrives in Moresby later today which is planned.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you recall the new Practice Note that we have issued I 
think all the witnesses are required to produce a written statement setting out 
the nature of their evidence as applicable to all witnesses.  I suppose your 
client would be covered by that Practice Note so - - - 20 

MR SHEPPARD:  I will draw that to his attention ready for tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can seek instructions from your client on that line 
and at least produce something in writing to guide us in terms of the evidence 
he is going to give and then he can give his evidence orally and obviously he 
would not be limited to or restricted to his written statement.  He would be 
free to say whatever he wants to say. At least a written statement will guide 
the Commission in terms of the evidence that he is going to give orally.  You 
can have some discussion with your client and get back to us tomorrow. 

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable with those 30 

comments then we will have the matter adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I agree thank you Chief. 

DR RENWICK:  So Chief – I am so sorry. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard? 

MR SHEPPARD:  Might I just add I have not had an opportunity of 
communicating with Mr O’Neill this morning and I am going on the 
information that he gave me yesterday and I am presuming and that is a very 
ambitious presumption at times that his flight will be on time.  So if there is a 
problem with that I will certainly communicate with Mr Jurth and keep him 
abreast of any further developments. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can obtain your client’s instructions tomorrow you 10 

can convey instructions to the commission.  If it is not practicable for him to 
appear in person tomorrow you can make appearance on his behalf. 

MR SHEPPARD:  I see.  Thank you. 

 [11.38 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, all right, you may take your leave. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is, two things I suppose.  I am a little unclear what 20 
is happening with Mr Polye.  I will just ask my instructing solicitors.  Ms 
Finlayson? 
 
MS FINLAYSON:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Where are we with Mr Polye? 
 
MS FINLAYSON:  I understand that Mr Polye has been stood over to 2.00 
p.m.  I understand he made contact with the Commission yesterday afternoon 
and that was agreed by the Commission.  So if it is convenient, perhaps, and 30 
he was returning at 2.00 p.m. anyway, and so on, perhaps, we could give Mr 
Polye a time. 
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DR RENWICK:  If that is convenient, Commissioners, if we could stand 
down both Mr Polye and Ms So-on until 2 o’clock.  We will endeavour to be 
in contact with them before then.  Then looking ahead to tomorrow, there will 
be a mention involving Mr O’Neill and Mr Botten in Oil Search. 
 
The other thing we will do between now and 2 pm is we will try and contact 
the Prime Minister’s lawyers to indicate that counsel assisting wish him to 
give evidence on 17 or 18 June and hopefully, we will have an indication 
whether that fits in with his schedule.  If there is nothing further, 
Commissioners, perhaps we could adjourn until 2 o’clock.   10 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If the court pleases, if the Commission pleases, 
if I may seek leave to address the Chief Commissioner on a question that he 
asked from me earlier? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The witness is gone; he is not here.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  It was a question, Chief Commissioner that you 
asked me as to whether or not Oil Search had shares in PNG LNG or was it 
just the Papua LNG.  And as I had said, it was the PNG LNG and that was 20 
correct; Oil Search has 29 percent share in PNG LNG.  I went blank at that 
time when Chief Commissioner asked me that question and I just wanted to 
correct that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you are correct on that, but your question was State 
having shares in Oil Search in the PNG LNG Project.  State did not have any 
shares in Oil Search, right?  The State took up shares in Oil Search in relation 
to the Papua LNG Project. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  With respect, Commissioner, the State had 14 30 
percent of shares in Oil Search which at that time owned 29n peercent of the 
PNG LNG, the PNG LNG coming into being in 2009.  So at 2013 and 2014, 
the State had 19 percent of PNG LNG direct equity and it had the 14 percent 
Oil Search shares which were mortgaged to IPIC; and that was the indirect 
equity and then they lost the indirect equity when IPIC retained the shares and 
regained the 10 percent equity or at least the equity, the indirect equity in the 
PNG LNG when it repurchased 10% of the Oil Search shares.  Oil Search also 
has 22 percent of the Papua LNG. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We will leave those questions to when the actual 
evidence comes in. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, I just did not 
want to mislead the Commission.  I went blank when you asked me that 
question.  I am terribly sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.  Yes, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  If it is convenient, so we might stand Mr Polye and the 10 
Chief Commissioner’s summons down to 2 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  If Mr Polye is not available this afternoon and then at that 
point, I will ask for it to be stood over until tomorrow but, yes, there is nothing 
further counsel assisting have for you Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then the matter stands adjourned to 2 o’clock 
today. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  If it pleases the court.   
 

[11.43 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings. 
 

 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 

  [2.00pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please you Commissioners, I understand now that Mr 
Polye is going to be appearing tomorrow at 10 rather than today so I would 30 

ask that his summons be stood over to 10 o’clock tomorrow please. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes all right, that matter can be stood over to 10 o’clock 
tomorrow.   

DR RENWICK:  So there is two other matters.  There is the potential 
appearance of Ms So-on and the potential appearance on behalf of the Chief 
Ombudsman.  May I firstly ask whether Ms So-on is in attendance? 
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MR YAPAO:  Yes Ms So-on is in attendance this afternoon. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, could you come forward please.  Ms So-on, I have had 
the opportunity to read your email to Mr Jurth and I understand that you are 
continuing to assist the tribunal by conducting searches and the like.  May I 
just ask you this, Mr Jurth will be out of quarantine very soon, would it be 
acceptable to you and the NEC if Mr Jurth turns upon the NEC and together 
you conduct any necessary searches and advance the matter in that way? 

MS SO-ON:  Sorry, what was the question again? 

DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry Ms So-on.  So you are the secretary of the 
NEC? 10 

MS SO-ON:  Yes sir. 

DR RENWICK:  You wrote to Mr Jurth indicating some difficulties with 
locating key documents because of storage issues and the like, is that right? 

MS SO-ON:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  So what I am putting to you Ms So-on is that when Mr Jurth 
gets out of quarantine, which is imminent, are you content for him to come 
and see you at work and together discuss how best to access the documents the 
Commission is seeking and that would be from sometime next week. 

    [2.03 pm] Is that convenient to you Ms So-on? 
 20 
MS SO-ON:  That is fine. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Good.  In those circumstances, Commissioners, I would ask 
that the summons to Ms So-on be stood over until 1st June on the basis of the 
understanding just mentioned. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on has already provided relevant documents, 
which would be in MinterEllison’s custody now. 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  What are the documents that are being sought from Ms 
So-on? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, could you put, please, summons number 16 up on the 
screen?  And as Mr Jurth has been – sorry, it is Items 3, 5 and 6 of Schedule 1. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, they are more policy – government policy questions, 
yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is right.  Chief Commissioner, we will appreciate that 10 
this goes back many years and it would be labour-intensive to do a 
comprehensive search. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And it is for that reason that we propose that Mr Jurth go and 
actually look at the document-keeping systems and speak directly to Ms So-on 
on site and decide what is the most efficient way of getting a sufficient answer 
to those items. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, basically, looking for government policy documents 
in relation to the matters specified under those items.  Would Ms So-on be 
able to provide those documents? 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is the question; sorry, Ms So-on, I cut you off.  Go 
ahead, please. 
 
MS SO-ON:  What Mr Jurth explained was if there are any documents on file 
that NEC had made policy decisions on previously going back to 1975 in 
terms of participation in private business and any loans that the State has 30 
entered into; just to give a historical background on what was done before 
2009. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Before 2009? 
 
MS SO-ON: Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, you conduct the necessary search to establish if 
they are right, these policy documents in place.  You have provided 
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documents relating to the various NEC decisions that have been made, 
including policy submissions accompanying those NEC decisions. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, we have NEC decisions.  The 
difficulty that the counsel was referring to and which I stated in my e-mail was 
they were not electronically stored.  So we have NEC decisions electronically 
stored going back to 1999; 1998 going back, they are not electronically stored.   
 
In terms of NEC submissions, we have electronically stored submissions 
going back to 2016; 2015 and going back, they are not electronically stored.  10 
In terms of how we archive our documents, they are archived according to the 
NEC decisions.  So when we do search, we go by NEC decisions and when 
they are located, then we try to find the corresponding submissions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  You have already provided documents relating to 
the IPIC Loan and the UBS Loan, and these are documents in the form of 
NEC decisions. 
 

[2.08 pm] MS SO-ON:  And submissions. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the ministerial submissions, accompanying those 
documents. 
 
MS SO-ON:  That is correct, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just so that I am clear as to what other documents have 
been searched.  Essentially they are policy documents going back to 1999 or 
going back to 1975. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Going back to 1975. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  1975, all right.  See how you go and you keep in touch 
with Mr Jurth and see what you can find.  All right, Dr Renwick you are 
suggesting that we adjourn this matter to 1 June, is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes if that is convenient to Ms So-on. 
 
MS SO-ON:  That is fine, thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is convenient, all right.  Commissioner White, are 
you in agreement we will have this matter adjourned to 1 June at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I agree, thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, this matter stands so adjourned.  You may be 
excused Ms So-on. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  And then one other matter Commissioner is whether there is 
an appearance by Ms Koralyo for the Chief Ombudsman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any appearance of Ms Koralyo for the Chief 
Ombudsman? 
 
MR YAPAO:  Yes, she is in attendance this afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, she is here. 
 20 
MS KORALYO:  May it please the Commission, I appear on behalf of the 
Chief Ombudsman.  My apologies, I received the email notifying me to attend 
at 10.00 am kind of late.  I was under the impression I would come at 2 pm, as 
such I have come at 2 pm. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Ms Koralyo.  So, as I understand it you have 
been searching for evidence of witnesses referred to in the Ombudsman 
Commission’s final reports, transcripts of those witnesses and any other 30 
related records of documents.  Is there anything you are in a position to 
produce today? 
 
MS KORALYO:  I believe we already sent a letter, a copy of which was 
emailed to counsel assisting, Jurth.  In that letter we indicated a document 
index.  There are 30 documents listed there that we can provide to the 
Commission at present.  I have also already given copies of the hard copies to 
your technical staff so that it can be made available for you electronically.  
And these are the documents that we have already assessed and as per the 
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summons they include transcripts of interviews done with those persons and 
those that are not pending investigations have been provided. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Ms Koralyo. 
 
MS KORALYO:  And also as per our letter, Chief Ombudsman has asked for 
a date after 1 June so he can come and give his evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, this is the Chief Ombudsman I think he is unwell at 
present? 10 
 
MS KORALYO:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes so I think on the last occasion Ms Koralyo there were 
some discussion about whether that evidence should be heard in the first 
instance in confidence and is that still your application? 
 
MS KORALYO:  The documents that we have provided as per the list are 
documents that, should I say, are not privileged documents, we are happy for 
them to be considered at this hearing.  No confidential issues arising from 20 
those documents. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  So, Ms Koralyo just to be clear then you provided an 
index.  When are you in a position to provide the documents referred to in the 
index? 
 
MS KORALYO:  I have already provided that to your technical staff when I 
was in- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see. 30 
 
MS KORALYO:  So that it will be convenient for you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, when did you provide that to them? 
 
MS KORALYO:  At 2 pm today, 20th. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  All right, thank you that is very helpful.   
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    [2.13pm] All right, well in those circumstance then Commissioners, obviously enough 
those assisting need to carefully look at what has been produced and decide 
what is to be done with it and in those circumstances I ask that that summons 
be stood over till the 1st of June.  We will be in touch with you Ms Koralyo 
about whether we need to call the Chief Commissioner or not but the first 
thing is for counsel assisting to carefully go through that material. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is 1st of June convenient to yourself Ms Koralyo? 

MS KORALYO:  It is convenient thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then, if Commissioner White is agreeable we will 
have this matter adjourned to the 1st of June at 10 o’clock. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I agree with you Chief. 

DR RENWICK:  And so Commissioners, those are the only matters for today, 
tomorrow there are three matters and this may help.  I think the only person 
other than - anyway, for anyone who is listening just to be clear what is 
happening tomorrow, so firstly, there will be Peter O’Neill and Mr Sheppard 
and with a view to calling him, arranging to call him earlier on in the June 
sittings and also to get information as to when we can expect an affidavit from 
him.  We will this afternoon chase up Prime Minister Marape’s lawyers to 
confirm that he also is available to give evidence at that time and then finally 
there is Oil Search and Mr Botten and also our application will that Mr Botten 20 

give evidence in those June hearings.  No doubt others will give evidence as 
well but they are the absolutely essential witnesses and can I indicate for the 
benefit of Ms Nonggorr that I would expect that we would request Mr Vele to 
also come and give some preliminary evidence at a convenient date in June, 
towards the end of the sittings and then of course understandably Mr Vele 
would need to come back at a convenient time in July.  May I also add this 
and again particularly for Ms Nonggorr’s benefit, there had been teething 
problems with providing access to documents electronically or virtually for 
those people with leave to appear.  We are working on that and certainly the 
material which we will be relying on in the June hearings will be provided 30 

electronically once we are in a position to do so.  So we are alert to those 
teething problems.  
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That is all I have today unless there are any applications by anybody else in 
my submission we should adjourn the proceedings till 10 o’clock tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Koralyo, if you can take your leave. 

MS KORALYO:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you have anything to mention at 
this stage? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, no nothing from me, thank you.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we can adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow.  
Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 10 

 

 

AT 2.17 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL FRIDAY, 21 MAY 2021 AT 10.00 A.M. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM 

THE UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 
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 10 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON FRIDAY 21 MAY 
2021 AT 10.00 A.M. 
(Continued from Thursday 20 May 2021) 
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  [10.00am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone, we can commence now. 
 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I have some brief opening 
remarks before appearances are taken.  Yesterday Commissioners, indicated 
(…inaudible…) in the Commission with the listing of key witnesses in the June 
sittings which will run as previously announced from 16 to 25 June.  As 
submitted yesterday I will open at some length on 16 June and the order of 
witnesses thereafter I submit should be as follows.  The former Prime Minister 
O’Neill on 17 June, the current Prime Minister on 18 June, former Minister 
Micah on 21 June, Minister Kerenga Kua on 22nd and also Minister Don Polye 10 
on that day, Treasury Secretary Vele and former Minister Arthur Somare on 
23th and subject to what we may hear this morning, Mr Botten, then the CEO 
of Oil Search on 24 June. 
 
As I have mentioned on several occasions counsel assisting proposed that these 
witnesses then give their evidence in chief, and it is expected each of them will 
have provided no later than two weeks before their detailed statements.  Counsel 
assisting I reiterate is more than willing to have a conference with these 
important witnesses and of course any lawyers, they retain to ensure the 
evidence proceeds expeditiously, and it is then proposed that the cross 20 
examination be deferred until the July hearings when no doubt all documents 
would be available. 
 
Commissioners, may I just say something which I think will assist those acting 
for Oil Search and Mr Botten.  Let me explain briefly why it is that the evidence 
from Oil Search and Mr Botten is so significant.  There is no doubt Oil Search 
is a company of immense significance in the Independent State.  It is a 
permanent presence and quite properly it recognize that its legitimate interests 
might be affected by the work of the Commission.  It made an earlier application 
which was acceded to that it be given leave to appear.   30 
 
The Ombudsman Inquiry which in many ways led to this Commission had 
limited authority of course to question or require that documents be produced 
from persons who were not ministers or officials.  Immediately after the 
Ombudsman Report was delivered a significant press release, and we might just 
get that up on the screen now was issued by Oil Search on 29 May and you will 
see, I will just wait for that to go up on the screen, commissioners there, you 
will see that at that time Oil Search issued this it did not have the advantage of 
the tabling of the report.  
 40 
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  [10.03 am] It notes quite accurately, that they were not contacted nor given an opportunity 
to provide evidence or comment but for what it describes as the facts are vested 
out and, Commissioners, I draw your attention particularly to the second, third 
and fourth dot points, in particular, on the third – I am sorry, the fourth dot point 
that the PNG Government subsequently approached Oil Search and expressed 
interest in acquiring Oil Search shares via a share placement and a rationale is 
there stated.  So, you can see that is a matter of all those facts as Oil Search puts 
them are in its importance.   
 
Mr Botten, of course, then the CEO of Oil Search was involved it would appear 10 
in a number of key meetings.  So if we can have up, for example, page 36 of the 
Ombudsman Commission’s Report, you will see there, Commissioners, that in 
the third paragraph, there is a reference to the negotiations with what is 
described as, the Arab, that is to say, the financiers from the UAE, falling 
through and that in this statement’:  “This triggered Mr Botten to approach the 
Prime Minister and Mr Vele to negotiate for the Government of PNG to be a 
substantial shareholder in Oil Search that would prevent an imminent takeover 
by IPIC of Oil Search Limited.”  That would appear to be – there would appear 
to be some tension between the Ombudsman’s finding in that regard and the Oil 
Search statement.  Of course, counsel assisting express no opinion or 20 
submission at this stage on what the true position is, only that that is a significant 
matter.   
 
And then, for example, if we can just have up on the screen the statement by Mr 
Vele, now the Treasury Secretary, and this is at page 44 of 92.  For example, at 
paragraphs 293 and 294, one can see that there are key meetings attended by Mr 
Botten with Mr O’Neill and you see there what he said in paragraph 294; and 
that is the reason why it is both appropriate and fair that in that initial hearings 
in June, the recollections both of Mr O’Neill and Mr Vele but also Mr Botten, 
be received. 30 
 
Can I just then say something about the delay, which is largely Covid caused, 
between the leave to appear being granted to Oil Search to Mr Botten, and the 
current counsel and solicitors assisting writing on 14th April requesting certain 
information and it is true that the original granting of leave some years ago, 
Chief Commissioner, you did direct that counsel assisting when appointed 
would confer with those acting for Oil Search and Mr Botten.  We would say 
that that direction was superseded by reason of the issue of the further Practice 
Note and the letter.  But be that as it may, we did not receive a response for the 
letter of 14 April for two weeks.  The response simply was there were some 40 
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concerns about the wit of the requests and a meeting was requested.  The 
meeting took place; I will not discuss what was mentioned there because it was 
without prejudice meeting, but I can say it was a substantive meeting which 
went for some period of time.   
 
The next relevant event is the letter of 14 May, which we might have up on the 
screen, which sets out the material which counsel assisting now seek.  The 
reason I am taking you to this, Commissioners, is there has been a suggestion – 
I am sorry, the 12th May – there has been some suggestions that the categories 
sought somehow fall outside the terms of reference.  That suggestion having 10 
been made, let me spend a couple of minutes just explaining why counsel 
assisting submits that these matters are relevant and just to be clear where I am 
heading, I am heading to this.   
 

 [10.08am] I will be seeking direction today after what you have heard from those acting 
for Oil Search and Mr Botten, that Mr Botten’s evidence be listed to commence 
remotely by all means on the 23rd or 24th of June, that he provide his statement 
by 10 June and that oil Search provide the documents sought in this letter of 12 
May by 10 June en tranches, that is to say, as they come to hand.  If there are 
particular problems with particular categories, counsel assisting stand ready to 20 

discuss those at any time, and of course, there is liberty to apply so the orders 
can be varied.  But may I just spend a minute, it is a little tedious but I will take 
you to it about the relevance counsel assisting submits in each of these 
categories.  By way of a preliminary submission - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just interrupt you Mr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  We have no sense that there is any representative 
for Oil Search present in the hearing.  There may be some merit in seeking 
appearances before you embark upon this analysis. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly Commissioner.  Yes by all means, 30 

Commissioner and Chief Commissioner, might we take appearances at this 
stage? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance for Oil Search?  No, there is no 
appearance. 
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DR RENWICK:  Chief, I must say perhaps I am as usual technologically 
challenged but when I look at the listed people I have somewhat, I have a zoom 
appearance by Michael Kimmins who I know is the solicitor of course and 
indeed there is Mr Kimmins and I think Mr Webb, the Queens Counsel is also 
present, I can see him too. 

MR WEBB:  If it please the Commissioners, it is Mr Webb SC.  If I might 
announce my appearance and I appear for Oil Search and for Mr Peter Botten. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes thank you Commissioners I might just, if it is convenient, 
that being established, I will continue just go through the letter so Mr Webb 
understands the way counsel assisting put it.  Our preliminary submission is that 10 

on the evidence to hand and of course that may change, it seems clear that the 
Independent State thought it essential to hold a substantial shareholding in Oil 
Search.  The company was seen as important to the Independent State and the 
Commission needs to understand why that appears to be the case.  And that is 
one of the reasons why its role and some of its history in the Independent State 
is an important issue.   

Turning then to the categories, and you will see there, category A, the 
acquisition of Orogen Mineral Ltd by Oil Search, we, following on from what 
I have just said submit it is relevant to establish the historical relationship and 
background paragraphs 1(a) to 1(d) of the terms of reference of the commission 20 

concern the manner in which the State financed its equity participation in the 
PNG LNG Project in 2009 involving the State shares in Oil Search.  And as the 
letter there states how the State came to hold those shares which involve as we 
understand it Oil Search’s acquisition of Orogen is therefore relevant and of 
course there are statements in the affidavit of Mr Vele of 26 April 2021 which 
set out in some detail matters in that regard which Mr Botten and Oil Search 
will no doubt wish to but the Commission should require them to respond to.  
Then we have paragraph b) and without repeating what is there in the letter, we 
simply say it is vital to understand the shareholdings the State held in Oil Search 
and whether the IPIC transaction funded the State’s first investment in Oil 30 

Search or an additional investment, thereby, understanding the strategy 
underpinning the IPIC transaction.   
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[10.13 am] The third category we say is self-evident.  Can I just say generally, we do 
understand that some of these documents may be at some age we are 
sympathetic to an extent to Oil Search in that regard although we would say Oil 
Search has been on notice for a considerable period that they would need to give 
evidence in these proceedings and no doubt that is why they sought leave some 
time ago.  So, we say item (c) and (d) are important and self-evidently so.  Then 
we go to (e) and this is obviously a critical meeting and Mr Botten as we 
understand it travelled to Abu Dhabi and we need to know his version of events, 
what happened as well as the preparation for it. 

 10 
Equally in paragraph (f), this a meeting or meetings of central importance 
mentioned in the Ombudsman report.  Then equally in (g) some of the most 
important meetings took place in the Independent State on those dates and we 
do seek production of documents relevant to those, and no doubt Mr Botten has 
at least some recollection of those.  Item h), again we say that is of central 
relevance and of course the press release I have taken you to a minute ago, the 
statement by Mr Vele in paragraphs 293 and 294 is also relevant.  
 
We say items i) and j) are self-evidently important and then when it comes to 
item k), we do say that is clear as is its relevance but we say in addition, the 20 
issue really is the extent to which Oil Search needed and used the funds to 
acquire its stake in Elk-Antelope.  In item l), again we say that is perfectly clear.  
There is at least a suggestion in page 36 of the Ombudsman report to which I 
have just taken you to, there is at least a suggestion that the shareholding 
acquired in Oil Search was deliberately chosen to be sufficient to block a 
takeover.  IPIC may have been thought to be a threat once it had taken over 
PNG shareholding under the exchangeable bond and that is why that is of 
importance and of course that is touched on - can I just take you back 
Commissioners, we could have back up the press release.  You can see at item 
1, under inaccurate comment, that statement share placement to the PNG 30 
government was made to block any future takeover bids and Oil Search shares 
that is false and makes certain other statements.  So the relevance of it we say 
to the Commission is self-evident and no doubt Oil Search wish to say 
something about it.  Then we return to the items, item m) and n) are also clear. 
 
And finally there is the category movements in Oil Search’s share price.  We 
would not have thought that is controversial or difficult to ascertain.  We 
understand that the proposal is that Mr Botten, although no longer an officer of 
Oil Search, would be giving evidence about what he did on behalf of Oil Search 
at the relevant time but of course if Oil Search wishes to produce a current 40 
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officer and a number of directors and officers, for example, permanently 
residing in the Independent State, we are open to that suggestion.  And with all 
respect to, no personal criticism of course of our learned friends, but with all 
respect to Oil Search and Mr Botten, we say this would have been, if not entirely 
principally clear for some time, so in the result then, the directions we seek and 
of course you will hear from Mr Webb first that the directions we seek is that 
Mr Botten be listed to commence giving evidence on 23 or 24 June.    
 

  [10.18 am] We would need to have his statement by 10 June.  As I have said, we are open 
to have a conference with my learned friends and Mr Botten in preparation for 10 
that if they wish and that then there be directions that the items in a) to n), 
together with the documents headed; “Movement in Oil Search Share Price”, 
be the subject of a direction for Oil Search to produce them to the Commission. 
 
Can I finally say something about commercial in confidence issues?  Of course, 
if matters are genuinely commercial in confidence and you were satisfied, there 
is the capacity under the latest patent and also under the Commissions of Inquiry 
Act for material to be heard in private or for non-publication, orders to be made, 
that would be not an automatic order or hearing arrangement, of course, but all 
I wanted to anticipate is that we are open to being persuaded that particular 20 
matters are so commercially sensitive that they should be received in private. 
 
I have spoken at some length so that it is clear on the transcript and to our 
learned friends what it is that we seek and why.  Perhaps, I should through you, 
Commissioners can invite Mr Webb to respond.   
 
MR WEBB:  Thank you, Commissioners.  Can I just say these things shortly?  
My instructors wrote to MinterEllisons yesterday for the Commission and our 
position is as set out in that letter.  But if I could summarize it shortly as follows; 
dealing firstly with Oil Search as distinct from Mr Botten. 30 
 
Early last year, entirely appropriately, the Commission directed that there be 
discussions between counsel assisting and Oil Search to establish appropriate 
parameters in relation to the documents to be produced by Oil Search.  A month 
ago, my instructing solicitors, I should say, received a request for production of 
documents and they include but not limited to those requests which the 
Commission sees in the letter of 12 May ’21.  And as will appear from their 
face there they are extremely broad and general in their terms and the production 
of them would be onerous and could not occur within a sense of a timeframe, 
having regard to their nature.  They certainly could not be produced within the 40 
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time that our friend suggests even on the basis that tranches of deliveries started 
on 10 June. 
 
We have sought to have discussions of the type the Commission originally 
directed, and there was an exchange with counsel assisting and officers assisting 
him which ultimately culminated on the 12 May letter.  Surprisingly to us, the 
Commission’s counsel assisting required that that would be or without prejudice 
communication and for the moment, I simply say we do not agree with the 
proposition that would involve any substantive exchange about the range of 
documents which could appropriately be produced within a timeframe that met 10 
the needs of the Commission and involve no undue burden on Oil Search.  
 

[10.23am] So that is what I wanted to say in relation to the request of Oil Search and of 
course today we received very short notice of this directions hearing.  And 
secondly in relation to Mr Botten, I wanted to say this.  My instructing solicitors 
have not yet approached Mr Botten in relation to his evidence and that is for 
two reasons.  The first reason is that it is premature to speak to him until 
documents are available to be produced so that his statement of evidence can be 
prepared with him having the benefit of those documents.  If the request for 
production and the scope of his evidence was to be as contemplated in the letter 20 

of 12 May, then the evidence would concern matters variously 20 years ago, 10 
years and greater ago and seven years ago.   

And it is manifestly unreasonable and unfair to impose on Mr Botten a 
requirement that he produce a statement covering a vast period of time on a vast 
number of topics on the basis of his recollection of events that long ago.  So that 
is resistance; we resist the proposition that statement should be put on by him 
quickly on the basis of his recollection without the assistance of materials to 
assist him restore those things in his mind on the basis that he come back and 
be cross-examined on them sometime later.  The second reason we have not 
approached him since the request was received ion 14 April in relation to this 30 

vast range of material that he is required to address as it presently stands, is that 
the Commission is probably aware of this from material in the media in any 
event but Mr Botten’s present position, and this has been the position since mid-
April, is presently making great demands on his time and that is, and they are 
demands which require his first attention.  He remains desirous of assisting the 
Commission as it was when the application was first made, but he simply cannot 
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do it we anticipate within the time which is sought to be imposed on him by the 
directions that my friend has indicated.  The demands that are presently being 
made on his time involve matters of considerable urgency and there must be, 
we say, a recognition of that fact.  What we wish to do is to have the substantive 
discussions intended to assist the commission by the production from Oil Search 
and documents it truly ought to be interested in, appropriately identified to give 
us some prospect of producing them within a sensible time frame, both from the 
Commission’s point of view and Oil Search’s point of view.  The suggestion 
that we can commence some process and keep coming back to the Commission 
for extensions of time when we encounter difficulties in compliance is one that 10 

should not be accepted because that will simply cause delay, because there will 
in evidently be need for such applications and it will become a piecemeal task 
which will ultimately be unsatisfactory from everybody’s point of view. 

[10.27 am] What we need, we respectfully submit, both the Commission and my client 
having regard to the burden it is going to be imposed upon it, it is a clearly 
delineated set of requests for documents of particular types which we have some 
chance of getting out and providing expeditiously.  So, we are looking for that 
meaningful discussion with a view to helping the Commission.  If that 
discussion cannot occur over the next little while, then I will seek to persuade 
the Commission that the documents that are sought and the current requests are 20 
too wide and should not be pressed.  I cannot do that today given the short notice 
that we have been given of this.  We need the opportunity of assembling 
material and putting to the Commission the reasons why this material cannot be 
assembled and produced within a reasonable period of time and why it should 
not be required if we have to do it. 

 
So, I again propose today to respond to my learned friend’s general run through 
of these categories in the letter of 12 May but I do say I do require the 
opportunity of assembling and putting to the Commission factual material 
which establishes the onerous nature of the burden and to have the opportunity 30 
of making considered submission on the basis of that material as to why 
production in these terms will not be required. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioners, I might just briefly respond to that.  Just 
in terms of the very urgent hearing with little notice we advise our learned 
friends on Tuesday of this mention but let me run through it from the top.  We 
have already had a discussion; it has been mentioned.  This is the forum before 
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you Commissioners for these issues now to be agitated in and now is the time 
to have that as was clear from at least Tuesday.  With all respect to our learned 
friends, it is remarkable that since 14 April it would appear that Mr Botten has 
not even been approached.  We are told, in careful language by my learned 
friend that Mr Botten cannot do it, he anticipates.  Well, how could we know?  
We do not have an affidavit even from a solicitor saying Mr Botten is 
unavailable on the following dates, unavailable to prepare, and Commissioners, 
you just simply would not accept that without some basis.  So the first thing to 
do is, with respect, what should have been done on 15 April, Mr Botten should 
have been contacted to see when he was available to prepare for something 10 
which has been coming for a long time as he well knows and when I had opened 
the hearing as the newly appointed counsel assisting as far back in March.  So 
that is the answer to Mr Botten. 
 
The next point seems to be, although really, I did not make many additional 
points from the letter on 12 May, there seems no suggestion today that anything 
we seek is outside the terms of reference, that is the first point.  There seems to 
be a complaint that some material is authentically and there is something in that, 
and some material is some time ago; most of it though, and if I may say so 
evidently that the most important information relates to 2013 and 2014.   20 
 

 [10.33 am] The suggestion that nothing can occur within the timeframe I have identified to 
produce material would not be accepted in the absence of evidence, not a 
solicitor’s affidavit, evidence from someone within Oil Search who has made 
enquiries already about how documents are stored and the precise reasons why 
they cannot be produced en tranches over time.  Understanding, as our learned 
friends do, that the oral evidence in this Commission must finish as was 
anticipated in the letters patent but it must finish by the end of July.   
 
In our submission, plainly enough, the way to start – and this is alluded to in the 30 
letter – is for Mr Botten to begin with what happened in those vital meetings on 
2013 and 2014.  There are some of the most recent documents, he can be 
provided with documents to the extent he does not have his own records, and 
he can commence working on his statement and if there are particular problems, 
he can come back. 
 
So in our submission, that is the way forward. The first thing is there being no 
suggestion at present that he is not available, he should be listed for hearing on 
24 or 25 June.  If he wishes to put on an affidavit explaining that he cannot 
attend on that date or he had a medical certificate that can be dealt with at the 40 
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end.  In the meantime, work can commence by our learned friends, which with 
all respect, should have begun on 15 April this year, if not before, to identify 
the key documents.   
 
And so for those reasons, Commissioners, we press the order setting him down 
for his initial evidence on 25 June and, of course no doubt, enquiries can be 
made about his availability in July.  I must say I am not aware of the particular 
role he has in a way that makes it absolutely impossible for him to produce 
evidence and to appear and that that statement be provided by 10 June.  We are 
happy to have sensible discussions about what it might focus on in the first 10 
instance, but I am happy to say openly that it should focus in the first instance 
on 2013, 2014 the key meetings at which he was evidently present which are 
critical to the work of the Commission.  And thereafter, the production should 
commence and if there are particular problems with the older documents, our 
learned friends can seek to raise that with us and if we do not accept it, it can be 
raised before the Commission. 
 
As to the need to have more directions hearings, it is quite evident that is going 
to be needed but in view of the time limits and the constraints we have, it simply 
has to start now.  So for those reasons, I press that the three orders I set out at 20 
the beginning be made. 
 
MR WEBB:  Could I just say one, perhaps two things in response, 
Commissioners.  The first is there is an erroneous assumption in one of my 
friend’s submissions just now and it is that Oil Search has not done work on 
gathering documents. 
 
It has done work on gathering documents which it has understood to be relevant 
to the work of the Commission, having regard to the terms of reference, without 
the benefit of the discussions that the Commission directed to be heard with 30 
counsel assisting to refine the scope.  So it is not the case that Oil Search has 
sat on its hands and done nothing.   
 
As a consequence of the letter of 14 April, my instructing solicitors wrote to 
MinterEllison team and requested for discussions but have not occurred and that 
is what we insist should happen consistently with the approach that the 
Commission laid out at the outset. 
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  [10.38am] That is the first thing and the second thing is that if the difficulties in relation to 
these scope of documents and the task it raises is to be agitated, then what we 
do seek is a short period to put on material affidavit that demonstrates the 
impossibility of the task that sought to be imposed on us having regard to the 
breadth of the request and the time sought to be imposed.  That is precisely what 
we seek to do and it is not correct that we have known since Tuesday of these 
directions hearing had ample time to get our position together.  The 
communication of this listing was given to us by my instructing solicitors in the 
evening of Tuesday and we had two clear days to try and get instructions and 
have not had the opportunity to assemble and put on the factual material that we 10 

wish to put on.  And what we seek is a short period of time to do that.   

There is one related to that  - third thing I should say and that is that I regret that 
counsel assisting is unfamiliar with Mr Botten’s present circumstances having 
regard to what has been in the media about it but we want to put on evidence 
about that as well.  And that will be relevant to his ability to give evidence 
within a sensible period of time.  And finally, my friend should not take it that 
we do not object to some of the categories in particular the first four categories 
on the basis that they are outside the terms of reference and we do wish to make 
considered submissions about that and we will do so. 

DR RENWICK:  Just a couple of things and Commissioners, of course, you 20 

may wish to retire to consider your ruling on this but can I just say this.  I am 
delighted to hear from my learned friend that work has been done in gathering 
documents rather undermines my learned friend’s point that this is all terribly 
impossible to produce things.  Let us have what they have got already, let us 
have it next week, what on earth is the problem with that?  The second thing is 
the conversations have occurred, frankly, they have run their course.  The 
conversation has been had today.  If my learned friend of course wants to put 
on more evidence rather than producing the documents, he has already obtained, 
what the solicitors have obtained, certainly that can be done but it should not be 
– there should be direct evidence.  30 
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Mr Botten himself should be available to be cross-examined about his 
availability by me, not a solicitor’s affidavit.  That is the first thing.  The second 
thing is I have already made it clear that there should be in an affidavit, not a 
solicitor’s affidavit from an officer in Oil Search who is conducting these 
searches who can explain why it is impossible to produce anything.  You see 
the problem is my learned is treating this application as all or nothing.  As I 
have said on more than one occasion we are content for things to be produced 
en tranches and if particular road blocks occur, then they can be raised with us 
and if necessary and I hope it is not necessary raised with our learned friends. 

So we have mentioned or we have directions in this matter next Wednesday.  If 10 

our learned friends wish to put on the direct evidence of the sort I have 
mentioned because I will seeking to cross-examine any witnesses on this 
important application, that is fine.  Of course, the final thing is what my learned 
friend does not say is when he will ever be ready to provide this information.  It 
is not as if a statement is made that the 25th of June is a problem, that the 13 July 
is just fine to produce things.  And we simply cannot permit, in view of the 
imperatives to report the clock to continue to run in that regard. 

 [10.43 am] So in my submission, Commissioners, the orders I seek should be made today.  
But if my learned friend is successful in getting an adjournment, say until next 
Wednesday, he should not have any longer until that, then he needs to put on 20 
direct evidence which can be tested in this regard.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White? 
 
DR RENWICK:  As I say, Commissioners, whether you wish to do it this way 
or you wish to adjourn, whether you wish to ask questions of me or my learned 
friend, and I am entirely in the Commissioners’ hands in that regard. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you wish to say or make any 
comments before we rule on the application by Mr Renwick to fix a date for 30 
hearing? 
  
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just take up Dr Renwick’s comment to 
Mr Webb, that you do not offer us any schedule of the time and I think that in 
order to weigh the matters which you have given from the bar table, if I might 
suggest, for us in order to weigh this properly, we would need to have some 
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kind of program that you and your clients and solicitors have envisaged because 
I cannot suppose that it is your intention to convey that you will never be able 
to provide this Commission with a reasonable number of documents and that 
Mr Botten will never reasonably be able to provide a statement. 
 
MR WEBB:  I am sorry, Commissioner, we expect – can I say this first.  We 
certainly say that if the request remained as it was then it would be difficult for 
us to comply with the request for production within the time period that is 
bounded by the envelope for evidence, if I can put it that way.  Some of these 
are enormously broad categories and we would be in that position. 10 
 
In relation to what we regard as the core documents or the relevant documents 
of the sort that we have been working on, then we as I have said already, we 
have done some work collecting those; identifying those and they could be 
provided expeditiously over the coming period, but I cannot now say to Chief 
Commissioner that it would be done before the end of the month in June; I just 
cannot say that.  And largely, that is because we really need to have a sensible 
discussion with counsel assisting as to the types of documents it wants.  At the 
moment the request involves peripheral documents, if I can put it that way, of 
the sort that we would have to search for in great length and with a devotion of 20 
great resources.  This does not apply plainly enough to documents that recorded 
critical conversations that happened between the former prime minister and Mr 
Botten in two meetings or documents that were record of some discussion that 
occurred in Saudi Arabia.  But the other documents are, it is just extraordinarily 
broad and are difficult for us. 
 

[10.48 am] Insofar as and what I have said and I do reiterate, I mean because of the present 
scope of the request, we have to take the position that Mr Botten has to have the 
opportunity of providing his statement with such documents as are pertinent and 
available to him.  We do not accept that it is fair to him to produce some 30 
statement by 10 June if that is the date of his recollection whether that resort to 
material of age, his recollection.  It is unfair with respect that he be given a 
memory test with a prospect of him being then cross examined on that memory 
test at a later point in time once documents are available, self-evidently unfair 
procedurally, we say.   

 
I do not know if that assist the Commission but we do say that Oil Search apply 
for leave to participate.  It does have an interest and it does want to be heard 
and recognized that it has to assist the Commission by production of what it can 
as quickly as it can.  And what I respectfully would submit is that if there is in 40 
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any event a directions hearing for Wednesday then we can put on our material 
then to the extent we have to have a fight about it but that leaves an opportunity 
for a proper discussion between now and then which would hopefully clear 
away the obstacles. 
 
And we would take the initiative on that and write to our friends at the end of 
this morning’s directions hearing to try and get that conversation happening on 
a proper identification.  We do not want to be put in the position where we are 
criticized at a later point in time because we made some assessment about the 
relevant importance of particular documents within a broad request when 10 
somebody else takes a different view at a later point in time.  We are zealous of 
our reputation and we wish to protect it by properly understanding properly 
diligent requests and complying with it fully. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, thank you Mr Webb.  It is disappointing I 
think that Oil Search was so prompt to issue its statement on the release of the 
Ombudsman report and its desire to have its position clarified on the, what we 
should say, the robed stage if you like.  But to have been somewhat languid 
about its preparation for this rather delayed Commission, I think we all 
understand for various reasons, for that one might have expected that there 20 
would have been some energy expended in getting ready for what was 
inevitable.  I must say from my own part I would just as rather the legal 
representative’s energies were directed more to getting on with it rather than 
having dance movements about why he should not and why the categories are 
too wide.  We are all used to that sort of activity in large litigation. 
 
This is a commission of inquiry it is not that kind of thing.  I understand the 
interests that you are protecting but I would suggest that perhaps if you have the 
conversation with counsel assisting, you might like to ask for at least priority 
documents and start moving in that direction.  It just seems more sensible use 30 
of time Mr Webb than corralling extensive arguments about why the requests 
are too broad.  I understand that Oil Search is such an important player in Papua 
New Guinea.  It has been there since the 1930’s/ 

 

 [10.53am] It has huge archives I imagine of resources and no doubt that they can become 
available from other sources as opposed to just the records of Oil Search itself.   
But I would like to see thinking positively rather than thinking about all the 
difficulties and we have got a time frame, you are aware of it and no matter how 
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much elastic we try put into it there is an end point.  So we really hope that you 
will be able to be very creative about what can happen with your client.  So I 
have talked enough now and I must let the Chief Commissioner express his 
views. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions to ask of Mr Webb.  The witnesses 
in the spotlight are Peter Botten, who is the former managing director of Oil 
Search and the other witness is Oil Search Ltd.  I am wondering if the 
Commission could get some indication from you as to whether you have 
actually spoken to Peter Botten and the current managing director of Oil Search 
whom I believe is based in Papua New Guinea.  You have actually spoken to 10 

them directly? 

 MR WEBB:  Your Honour, firstly I have not spoken to them directly no. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I did not quite get that. 

MR WEBB:  I am sorry, commissioner, I personally, if this is your Honour’s 
question, I personally have not spoken directly to Mr Botten and I personally 
have not spoken directly to the current managing director of Oil Search. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  They are the witnesses in the spotlight and the Commission 
will expect evidence coming from them and counsel your role is to assist your 
client to put the evidence before the Commission.  So in terms of obtaining 
instructions and putting things through the Commission I would prefer that you 20 

speak to these witnesses and then communicate their thoughts to us.  They might 
take a different position.  I appreciate you doing your job but I think they were 
just making that point.  In my experience when I was sitting in court I had a lot 
of lawyers appearing before me and started to put their client’s case without 
having obtained specific instructions from their clients so that so that sort of 
rings to my mind and that is why I asked the question whether you had actually 
directly spoken to the two key witnesses in the spotlight. 

I suppose the availability of documents from Oil Search would depend on where 
those documents are located.  Can I ask you does Oil Search have an office in 
Papua New Guinea from which those documents could be accessed? 30 
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MR WEBB:  No, the answer is it depends on what documents we are speaking 
about.  Its principal office is not in Papua New Guinea from the point of view 
of record keeping and storage. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are talking about a time frame here and if there are 
issues with access to documents for which you need more time, we can consider 
that but if those documents are available, particularly if they are available within 
PNG, I suppose those documents could be accessed quickly and assembled.  
That is just one thought.  So essentially, you want to respond to that first? 

MR WEBB:  Well, your Honour, perhaps if I could respond by saying that I 
have listened carefully to the observation of Commissioner White and we, from 10 

Oil Search’s point of view, are seeking to have a discussion that is proactive, if 
you like. 

[10.58 am] Now, that is what I have been trying to get to and if we can get on with it, I do 
not anticipate that the physical location of any particular document is going to 
represent the matter about which there would be difficulty in terms of 
production and prompt production. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I appreciate the position you are in.  Last year I think when 
you appeared before me at the Commission’s hearing, I do confirm that the 
Commission issued directions with regard to counsel for Oil Search and counsel 20 
for the Commission having that conversation to discuss the matters that should 
be put before the Commission and it is some time now.  Since then we have had 
changes of overseas counsel so obviously they were not available but with the 
current team of counsel that have come on board only this year, it may seem 
that you may not have had enough time to have that conversation with counsel 
and today I am seeing you for the first time again with Commission’s counsel 
obviously present and hearing what you are saying.  
 
If you need more time to have that conversation perhaps the Commission could 
give you some more time to have that conversation and then perhaps return after 30 
that conversation to decide whether hearing dates should be fixed and also fix a 
timeline for the documents and affidavits to be filed.  You need some time for 
that or you had that conversation and that is enough? 
 
MR WEBB:  Chief Commissioner, we do want to have that discussion.  We say 
it has not occurred but it should occur and that is the way to make it happen.  
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And I think I understood from counsel assisting a little while ago that there is a 
listing which will bring the matter back before the Commissioners or bring 
something back before the Commissioners next Wednesday and I see no reason 
why we cannot have the discussions within that time frame and come back, 
hopefully with good news.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you were to be given that time frame perhaps a week 
from now might suffice and then the matter returns in a week’s time to hear 
from counsel and then to fix a hearing date and then timeline for filing affidavits 
and so forth. 10 
 
MR WEBB:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, does that sound- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes Commissioners, so certainly, I personally have a 
difficulty on the 28th.  I might just, through you, ask whether Mr Webb would 
be free on 31 May? 
 
MR WEBB:  Regretfully I am commencing a five-day hearing on 31 May in 20 
Sydney. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Very good. 
 
MR WEBB:  So the preceding Friday would be the most suitable from my point 
of view. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is difficult for me, that is all.  So- - - 
 
MR WEBB:  I am sorry, I did not--- 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, no (…inaudible…).   So, in my submission of course if 
the Commission wishes to have further discussions we will of course do so.  
And really Commissioners we would be grateful for an indication before that 
discussion about what documents in view of the searches can now be provided 
or shortly provided.  You have already indicated, Chief, that my learned friend 
should speak to Mr Botten and the current managing director and he needs time 
to do that no doubt and we are available.  Counsel assisting team to confer with 
our learned friends on Monday or Tuesday, if that is possible and my request is 
we come back on Wednesday to report our progress. 40 
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[11.03 am] If we are making good progress, the Commission can be advised.  If there is a 

problem and we need to have a substantive argument and of course we do not 
want to have that either, divert us from our task, then we can sit down on a time 
which suits my learned friend but if my learned friend is free for a mention 
really any time on the 26th next Wednesday and would be free to have a 
conference any time within reason on the 24th or the 25th, then in my submission 
that is the way to proceed. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The 26 May may be a little short.  I was saying one week 10 
from now which will take us to next Friday. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Commissioner, I am sorry if I could make it clear.  I will 
not be in Sydney on the 28th and nor on the 27th.  At this stage I could 
considerably do something on the morning of the 27th but the 28th is very 
difficult and my learned friend has just indicated that the following week is out 
for him.  So, I think if Mr Webb is available to have some discussions today, 
Monday or Tuesday and also our instructors, I do think Commissioners it would 
be beneficial to bring it back at least for mention on the 26th.  I am sure there 
will be some progress to report and if we need more time well, that time can be 20 
asked for.  So that is my application in view of what has fallen from you 
Commissioners is we adjourn this mention until the 26th at a time suitable for 
Mr Webb during the day but in principle 10 am on the assumption that 
discussions can take place probably on Monday or Tuesday when my learned 
friend has been able to get those further instructions, Chief, that you suggested 
at that time. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, what about if we – if you think about 2 
o’clock on Wednesday, I think we have quite a few things- - - 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Yes of course. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   26th and it does give the whole morning. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, if that suits Mr Webb, I am just conscious he has not 
indicated his availability.  If he could- - - 
 
MR WEBB:  I am content with 2 pm on Wednesday. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not sure how the Chief is about that Dr 
Renwick but if that is suitable for everyone, I think that gives you another half 
day. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly and we will make use of that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Wednesday, what time is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Wednesday at 2 pm. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2 pm. 
 
DR RENWICK: And on the basis as I say that there would be an opportunity 
for discussions on say Monday or Tuesday and I take it that Mr Webb is 
available at some time on Monday or Tuesday or his instructors. 
 
MR WEBB:  Yes, between us we can start and continue with discussions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly, Mr Webb. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  All right then I think we have reached an agreement here.  
So, the matter is adjourned to next Wednesday, 26 May at 2 pm for continuation 
and direction.  Thank you Mr Webb and you may take your leave.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly Commissioners, the next matter is, I think Mr 
Sheppard appearing on behalf of Mr O’Neill.  Is Mr Sheppard there? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you counsel, G Sheppard for Mr O’Neill. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  So, I think the application we have, Mr Sheppard, is that your 
client be listed to give evidence on 17 June and that there be a direction that he, 
provide his statement at least a week before that and of course there is the offer 
to have a conference with counsel assisting and yourself if that would suit.  Can 
I just ask first is 17 June, Mr Sheppard, is that a convenient date for you and Mr 
O’Neill? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I believe so.  Following yesterday’s appearance, I 
communicated with Mr O’Neill via messaging and sought the instructions in 
the terms that Dr Renwick has just expressed and since then I have not had a 40 
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response, except I do know that Mr O’Neill will be back in Port Moresby this 
afternoon. 
 

 [11.08am] May I propose and I have discussed this with Mr Jurth, may I propose that I 
communicate in writing with Mr Jurth.  When I receive those instructions and I 
can add that I am anticipating receiving such instructions. 

DR RENWICK:  So, you are not proposing Mr Sheppard that we stand this 
matter down till after lunch rather that the Commission make – is this right, the 
Commission make the directions but you indicated, there is any trouble with it 
or what is your application? 10 

MR SHEPPARD:  No, I am just not instructed to agree to that at this moment.  
What I can do though as soon as Mr O’Neill arrives and I am anticipating 
receiving positive instructions in regard to those three matters that you have 
mentioned.  I have sought his instructions about the statement and I have 
indicated that there is no objection so far as we are concerned to that course, 
particularly given I have had the benefit of hearing the counsel assisting’s 
statements with regard to Oil Search.  And in particular that if we need more 
documents, we can ask for and discuss and we can produce what we find in the 
meantime and so on and so forth.  So, I will not be – I am anticipating that the 
directions that you are proposing will be agreed to and I am happy to be able to 20 

do that this afternoon.  And I am simply proposing that I communicate those 
instructions to Mr Jurth as soon as I receive them today. 

The pre-hearing conference, again I have sought instructions and I do not 
anticipate that that will be a difficulty.  Mr Jurth also raised the possibility of 
seeking private documents from Mr O’Neill and I have not had an opportunity 
to discuss that with him yet but I can do that as soon he arrives this afternoon 
and communicate his response to Mr Jurth before close of business today I 
believe. 

DR RENWICK:   Yes.  Commissioners, in those circumstances perhaps we can 
proceed as follows.  You have noted my submission which is that Mr O’Neill 30 

be the first witness on the 17th June.  It sounds like we anticipate instructions 
that that is a convenient date and the other matters will follow.  Might we list 
the matter then for further directions when we are back here next on 26th but on 
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the basis that Mr Sheppard will let us know as soon as possible and if necessary, 
those orders will be made by you commissioners in Chambers. 

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you that is acceptable.  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  If that is convenient Commissioners, might that matter, that is 
to say, Mr O’Neill’s appearance be adjourned till next Wednesday at 10 
o’clock? 

THE CHAIRMAN:   All right.  I am just trying to ascertain what has been 
agreed to between counsel that the Commission fixes the 17th of June for Mr 
O’Neill to give evidence - -  

DR RENWICK:  We are not quite there yet I think Chief.  So Mr Sheppard 10 

anticipates those instructions; I have indicated that is my application, but in the 
circumstances, Mr Sheppard has just indicated if we could adjourn the mention 
of this matter till next Wednesday.  Mr Sheppard is going to indicate his 
instructions hopefully today and if necessary, orders can be made and posted on 
the website as to him giving evidence and him providing his statement and if 
there is a problem, Mr Sheppard, I am sure will let Mr Jurth know. 

MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I take it then Dr Renwick, should those 
instructions be forthcoming and communicated to the Commission this 
afternoon, then there will be no need for any appearances on Wednesday 26th. 20 

So that is an abundance of court. 

DR RENWICK:  That is exactly it, Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I think we are agreed now.  So the matter is 
adjourned to next Wednesday 26 May at 10 o’clock for further mention. 

DR RENWICK:  If necessary, that is right Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, stands so adjourned. 
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  [11.13 am] MR WEBB:  I am sorry, before Mr Renwick, mentions his next topic, could I 
just interject and seek to be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I did grant you leave- - - 
 
MR WEBB:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To take your leave but you are still sitting here but that is 
fine.  You can take your leave. 
 10 
MR WEBB:  Okay, I am preparing to, thank you, Commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good. 
 
DR RENWICK: The next matter, Commissioners, is Mr Polye. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Excuse me--- 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mr Sheppard, you may take your leave as well. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, Mr Sheppard should be excused. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I make the same application.  Can I make the same 
application as Mr Webb to be excused? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you may be excused. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sorry, I think we are having a bit of communication 30 
problem with operating remotely but you may take you leave now.  Thank you. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK: The next matter concerns the Honourable Don Polye.  Is he 
there? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Don Polye is in attendance, yes. 
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DR RENWICK:  Good morning, Mr Polye, I am counsel assisting.  I think you 
received a letter and a summons.  Could you stand up, if you would not mind 
and address the Commissioners?  So have you produced a statement for the 
Commission? 
 
MR POLYE:  Thank you, Commissioners and counsel.  I have material that I 
have compiled but I am yet to put them into a statement form.  I have put in 
those materials and they are with me, but I will require two weeks at least to a 
month to have the statement ready for the Commission.  If I may ask for an 
adjournment to at least a week. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, Mr Polye, firstly, are you free to give evidence on 22 June? 
 
MR POLYE:  Oh, yes, then that is a good time; good timing for me. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  So that is the first thing, Commissioners, I ask for 
a (…inaudible…) that Mr Polye appear to give evidence on 22 June? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we 
will fix 22 June at 10 o’clock for Mr Polye to give his evidence. 20 
 
MR POLYE:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Polye, the next matter is, do I understand correctly, that 
you have some documents, not all the documents that you would like, but some 
documents to produce to the Commission today? 
 
MR POLYE:  I have some documents but I did not put them in order as to how 
I would like to structure them.  So, I think it is prudent for me to put every 
document together and give them when I present on the 21st.  So, if I could- - - 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  If you have any documents responsive to the summons with 
you today, sir? 
 
MR POLYE:  Sorry, say that again. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Do you have any documents with you today, sir? 
 
MR POLYE:  Yes, I have some of those documents. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
MR POLYE:  But without my statement.   
 
DR RENWICK: Yes. 
 
MR POLYE:  I would like to present the documents but with my supporting 
affidavit to explain those documents because I was the Treasurer at that time in 
2014 when the loan took place; and therefore, I need to structure my 
presentation properly attaching all these documents at the back of my affidavit 10 
so that it follows through properly.  If I do give some of these materials now, it 
will be in bits and pieces and I might not present my structured argument 
properly to the Commission to assist you to draw a conclusion. 
 
DR RENWICK: Mr Polye, can I ask you, do you intend – do you have a lawyer 
acting for you in this Commission?  Do you intend to get one? 
 
MR POLYE:  Commissioners, I only did not contemplate on getting a counsel 
to assist me but if you think it is necessary, I can have one to represent me, 
Commissioners.   20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I was not suggesting that, sir.  I was simply enquiring what 
you wish to do.  In those circumstances, as your own represented, Counsel 
Assisting Mr Jurth, will be out of quarantine next week and would you be 
content to sit down with him and he can assist you in drafting your statement 
and identifying documents.  It is your statement, of course, sir.  You will only 
put in what you wish.  But would you be content to meet with Mr Jurth next 
week to progress that? 
 
MR POLYE:  I welcome the suggestion but alternatively, I can engage my own 30 
counsel to assist me to put further and better documents in a more legal format 
for the Commission. 
 

[11.18am] I do have lawyers there but it is just that I decided not to engage the lawyers to 
represent me today but I can put my evidence in a more appropriate format using 
my own lawyer. 

DR RENWICK:  I see.  That is what you wish to do.  Well, in those 
circumstances Mr Polye, we need to see your statement and the attached 
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documents in good time before the hearing so that you do not spend unnecessary 
time in the witness box apart from anything else.  So today is the 21st, the 
Commission has just ordered that you will be giving evidence on the 22nd of 
June, would you be able to provide your statement and attached documents 
within two weeks? 

MR POLYE:  Yes, I can. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Commissioners, would you make a direction 
please that Mr Polye provide to the Commission the statement and any 
supporting documents by Friday 4 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White if you are agreeable, we 10 

will issue that direction then. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, I am in agreement Chief. 

THE CHAIRAMN:  We issue those directions.  So Mr Polye, this means that--
- 

DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry.  Mr Polye, just to be clear though that if you 
change your mind and you would like the assistance of counsel assisting in 
putting your thoughts into the appropriate format, the offer is there if you prefer 
to do it that way.   I mean you are an important witness, sir, and we want it all 
set out clearly but unless you have any other questions, I have no other 
applications in relation to Mr Polye. 20 

MR POLYE:  Thank you very much I do accept that opportunity, that offer and 
I would make use of it, thank you very much. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, in that case, can I just ask you perhaps when if you can 
just hang around in the hearing room, and perhaps have a word to Mr Yuangu, 
he can provide you with the contact details to counsel assisting.  If you would 
not mind waiting for just for a few minutes. 

MR POLYE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just explain that to the witness.  What we are 
directing here is that you will give your statement on the 4th of June, when you 
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come here on the 4th of June you should have your statement signed and ready 
to deliver to the Commission.  In the meantime, you will have to speak to the 
Commission’s lawyer, the Commission’s counsel, his name is Mr Levente 
Jurth.  He is in Australian and is under quarantine now and he should come out 
over the coming weekend.  You need to sit down with him and talk about the 
statement that you are preparing and then finalise the statement with him and 
then produce it on 4 June.  Mr Jurth’s contact, I think the Commission secretary 
has his telephone contact and you should be able to speak to him.  Thank you 
for your appearance and you may be excused. 

MR POLYE:  Thank you. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  I am a little unclear as to whether Mr Arthur Somare is in 
attendance.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is an appearance here.  Yes? 

MR KUMURA:   Yes, my name is John Kumura, I am counsel for Mr Arthur 
Somare.  Yes, we are here in attendance. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you Mr Kumura, as you know I think you have written 
or your firm has written some letters to counsel assisting and solicitors 
indicating that your client is willing to put on a statement and attach any 
documents.  May I ask how that is progressing? 20 

MR KUMURA:  Yes.  Documents are, statement of evidence and attachments 
are almost ready.  In fact, they are ready but we are just putting, paging the 
documents and we should submit them this afternoon. 

DR RENWICK:  Splendid.  That is excellent sir.  If you could make those 
available to the Commission staff and then it is proposed at least by counsel 
assisting that your client would give commence evidence on the 23rd of June.     

 [11.23am] Is that a date convenient to you and your client? 

MR KUMURA:  Yes, we are fine with that date. 
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DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, noting that we are about to get a 
statement, could you list Mr Somare to commence giving evidence on 23rd 
June? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, is the 23 June convenient to you? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, in those circumstances then 23 June 2021 at 10 
am is fixed for Mr Arthur Somare to give his evidence. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you Chief I have no other issues with this gentleman. 

MR KUMURA:  Thank you may I be excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kumura, you may be excused. 10 

DR RENWICK:  I just want to raise the likely date for Mr Vele to give evidence 
but before I do that, and I see Ms Nonggorr is there, may I ask, is there anyone 
else present who has an application?  I think not.  So you may have heard this 
earlier Ms Nonggorr but the proposal is that Mr Vele give evidence on 23rd or 
24th of June, is that a convenient date for you and for him? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Counsel assisting, that is a convenient date 
indeed Mr Vele is available at the counsel’s convenience.   

DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  Just to be clear and this is perhaps a 
statement of general importance, it is counsel assisting’s intention for all those 
who have leave to appear such as your client Ms Nonggorr to have access to all 20 

the evidence we will adduce in June.  So you can properly prepare and the offer 
extends to you and your client as well if you would like a conference with 
counsel assisting, I will be in the Independent State early in July and subject to 
quarantine available to attend that conference.  If you could extend that 
invitation, please to your client if he wishes to do so. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you so much I will extend that invitation 
and I am sure he will take it up. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Then Commissioners, if you can set Mr Vele’s evidence 
down perhaps at 2 pm, to commence at 2 pm on 23 June; Mr Somare would be 
commencing in the morning. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, is that date and time acceptable to 
you? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is, thank you Chief. 

DR RENWICK:  I do not think there is an appearance today from Mr Nale of 
Jaminan Lawyers, he is acting for Prime Minister Marape, but Commissioners 
we will write to Prime Minister’s lawyers indicating our proposal that he give 
his evidence on 18th June, just to be sure that he is not out of the country or 10 

anything of that nature.  But we have been attempting to communicate with his 
lawyers but I would ask you make a direction to that effect before we have tried 
to communicate further with his lawyers.  So Commissioners, unless there is 
any other application, that is the totality of today, and there is much to be done 
before the 26th and we would anticipate providing details on the website when 
we can as to who is appearing on the 26th.  But just, Ms Nonggorr, if I can make 
it clear, I think you are the only other person present at the minute, apart from 
counsel and solicitors assisting, these are just directions hearings so what we 
are trying to do is just get documents, confirm appearances and the like, the next 
substantive hearing, if I can put it that way does not commence until 16th of 20 

June, it goes until the 25th and then there will be the dates in July noting that we 
really must finish by the end of July.  So those are the only other matters that 
counsel assisting wish to put before you.  So Commissioners, there is nothing 
further, would you please adjourn until next Wednesday the 26th at 10.00 a.m. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, is there anything else you want to 
say before we adjourn? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No thank you Chief.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Associate you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 30 
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AT 11.28 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 25 MAY 2021 AT 10.00 A.M. 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON WEDNESDAY, 26 MAY 
2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
(Continued from Friday 21 May 2021) 
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[10.00am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning.  Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we again appear as counsel 
assisting commissioners.  We have a number of matters to move through by way of 
Dr Katter will deal with the first witness but may I summarise it in this way, 
generally there is good progress.  We expect the June hearings to be very busy indeed 
and I think Dr Katter will deal with this shortly.  I have to say there are mixed results 
when it comes to production of documents from lawyers who are currently or did 
that for clients in the Independent State.  On the one hand for example Ashurt are 
responding with expedition and entirely appropriately and although it is not 
necessary to thank them by doing that, I do so.  Without singling out any others I do 10 

note that lawyers both in the Independent State and elsewhere have a higher duty 
than clients and the Commission is entitled to expect that they comply with that 
higher duty.  

The other matter is that there are number of summonses I am afraid which have not 
yet been served and there is no point mentioning them now Commissioners, we will 
simply invite you in Chambers to issue new summonses returnable very shortly.  
Without more ado I will hand over to Dr Katter. 

DR KATTER:    Commissioners, if it pleases my name is Katter initial D, counsel 
assisting.  The first summons returnable is for Professor Kavanamur and I 
understand Mr Sawong appears for Professor Kavanamur. 20 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct. 

DR KATTER:  Since 26th May when this summons was previously returnable there 
had been two separate meetings with the information technology persons at Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings and with Mr Sawong as to the, in our submission, diligent 
investigations that have been occurring as to the relevant email files on archived now 
unused servers.  And there is another meeting scheduled for Monday 31 May and it 
is submitted that it is appropriate to further adjourn this summons of Professor 
Kavanamur to 2 June 2021 to allow these further investigations to continue to occur 
and they are to seek to identify emails, relevant emails and documents on those 
archived servers.   30 
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There is a second matter though can I ask Mr Sawong whether consent has yet been 
provided by Professor Kavanamur to Ashurst Lawyers and whether any documents 
have been provided by Ashurst Lawyers to Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you Mr Katter.  Just to my recollection, from the last 
hearings Commissioner, on the 20th I had a conversation with Ashurt regarding any 
potential request for consents to be given by the Chairman and made it clear to them 
that if there was a need for any consent to be given by the Chairman that a request 
should be made to Kumul Consolidated for that consent to be provided.  You can 
recall, Commissioner, on 20 May I did make representation that KCH would comply 
and give consent if that was needed and requested by Ashurst.  10 

[10.04am]Todate KCH has not received any request from Ashurst so no consent has been 
given.  But I can reassure the commission that if a request is given by Ashurst that 
KCH and KCH Board Chairman will give the necessary consent required. 
 
DR KATTER:  Through you, commissioners, could I ask Mr Sawong, has Ashurst 
Lawyers provided any documents to KMHL? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Yes, Mr Katter.  Ashurst did provide a number of documents to 
Kumul Consolidated on Thursday the 21st.  I have gone through those documents.  
They are the same documents that have been tendered to the commission by the 20 
KCH managing director, Isikiel Taureka in his statement and list of documents that 
were submitted last year on 3 June 2020.   
 
DR KATTER:  Are you in a position to provide a copy of those documents to the 
commission’s staff today? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Not here right now, but sometime during the day I can make copies 
available to the commission at their request. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Mr Sawong.  With those matters unless there is anything 30 
further arising, I would ask that the summons of Professor Kavanamur be adjourned, 
commissioners, until 2 June 2021.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask what date in June? 
 
DR KATTER:  2 June, Chief Commissioner. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And the time would be the usual time; 10 o’clock? 
 
DR KATTER:  If it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions?  If not, then 
we can adjourn the matter to 2 June 2021.  Commissioner White, do you have any 
matters to raise with Mr Sawong? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just wanted to query whether – if the documents were 
produced last year to the commission, whether there is any benefit in producing them 10 
again, other copies, or is there something different about the tranche of documents, 
Mr Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, commissioner.  I do not see there being any difference 
to the documents that were provided to the Commissioner last year compared to what 
I will produce today.  They are the same documents I am merely making reference 
to documents that have been provided already to the commission that we are 
referring to in our searches and what I understand to be very detailed information 
that are of use to the commission.  There really is no difference in the documents 
that I have submitted today than there is to the ones that were submitted by the 20 
managing director last year. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, Dr Katter, is there any forensic reason why the 
commission needs to receive these documents the second time? 
 
DR KATTER:  No forensic reason other than just the process of ensuring that any 
documentation provided by Ashurst be forwarded through to their then client a copy 
of the same documentation.  But not of particular forensic reason, not in the  
submission that from Mr Sawong that the documents appear to be exactly the same. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  So that really all the commission needs to 
acknowledge is that the documents have been introduced from Ashurst as the source 
rather than from the chairman. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you, commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Chief, over to you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask Dr Katter, have you perused the documents 
submitted by the managing director of KCH, Mr Isikiel Taureka?  Those documents 
should be with MinterEllison. 
 

[10.09am] MR KATTER:  I have not personally considered them, Chief Commissioner.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Mr Isikiel Taureka submitted the whole bundle of 
documents and I suggest you peruse them.  But for now, I think Mr Sawong can 
reproduce the documents that you have received from Ashurst and the commission 
will do its own comparison of the documents that you have received from Ashurst 
as against the documents that have been supplied by Mr Isikiel Taureka just so that 10 

we can confirm that we are talking about the same documents. 

Okay, then with those provisions, then the matter stands adjourned to 2 June 2021 
at 10 o’clock.  Mr Sawong, you may be excused. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

MR KATTER:  Commissioners, I understand the next matter on the list is the 
summons to Mr Emmanuel Asigau of Pacific Legal Group and I call Mr Asigau if 
he is present.   

MR IDUHU:  Commissioner, Iduhu from Pacific Legal Group representing Mr 
Asigau.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 20 

DR KATTER:  Yes, I call Mr Asigau, if he is present. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He is appearing by his counsel, Mr Keith Iduhu.  You want me 
to ask him if his client is present? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, Mr Iduhu, is Mr Asigau present? 

MR IDUHU:  Yes, Mr Asigau is present. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Asigau is present, is he?  Where is he seated? 

MR IDUHU:  He is just behind me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he present or he is not present? 

MR IDUHU:  He is present. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Where is he? 30 
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MR IDUHU:  He is behind me. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Sorry, Mr Asigau, I could not see you sitting at the back.  All 
right Dr Katter, Mr Asigau is present. 

DR KATTER:  I would ask that Mr Asigau take the witness box and be sworn. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, you are going to be examining him in relation to 
what matters? 

DR KATTER:  Only as to a series of questions as to any searches that have been 
undertaken in terms of the documentation or electronical paper; nothing substantive, 
Commissioners, Chief Commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I am just asking the question so that he is aware of 10 

why he is being called to the witness box.  With that the witness can be sworn. Mr 
Yapao, can you swear the witness? 

 

EMMANUEL ASIGAU, sworn: 

 

XN:  DR KATTER 

 

Q: Mr Asigau, your full name? 

A: My full name is Emmanuel Asigau. 

Q: And your current employment? 20 

A: I am a partner with the Pacific Legal Group Lawyers. 

Q: When did you commence with working with the Pacific Legal Group? 

A: Around July 2010. 

Q: And when did you commence as a partner of the firm? 

A: In about February 2013. 

Q: Were you provided with a list of questions before today by Mr Iduhu? 

A: I was provided with a number of questions that were apparently given to Mr 
Iduhu by the commission or by counsel assisting. 
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Q: Thank you.  Have you conducted any searches of the firm files as to the UBS 
loan transaction? 

 
[10.14am] A: Yes, I have. 

 
Q: Are those files in paper form only or partly electronic and partly paper? 
 
A: Largely in paper form. 
 
Q: Are the paper files physically located at the firm’s current office? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are the electronic files physically now located at the firm’s current office? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And how is the electronic or the email files for the period 2013 to 2016 for 

the firm how are they currently stored? 
 20 
A: In paper form. 
 
Q: For what period of time was Mr Beattie a partner or employee of the firm? 
 
A: I cannot- - - 
 
Q: Sorry, I am not looking for precise dates, just in a broad sense. 
 
A: I cannot accurately say but it would be about- - - 
 30 
Q: To your knowledge, what period of time? 
 
A: Probably between 2000 or a little bit earlier than that; the year 2000. 
 
Q: I am sorry that just broke up a little.  Could you just repeat that? 
 
A: Probably around the year 2000; commencing the year 2000. 
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Q: Thank you.  And throughout that entire period from 2000 or thereabouts to 
the present? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And for that entire period to your knowledge was Mr Beattie 

always a partner or in some other capacity with the firm? 
 
A: Yes, he has been the managing partner. 
 10 
Q: For what period of time was Mr Maladina, in a broad sense once again not 

looking for specific dates, a partner or employee of the firm to your 
knowledge? 

 
A: To my knowledge he was not a partner nor an employee of the firm. 
 
Q: Not at any point in time a partner or employee of the firm, did I hear that 

correctly? 
 
A: Correct. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Beattie’s email files, are they held in the same place that you 

were referring to before, that is, at the firm physically in the same way? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are you in a position to provide then copies of relevant paper documents to 

the commission and if so when will you should be in a position to do so? 
 
A: I believe my counsel has indicated to the commission that there are a number 30 

of documents in our possession and as we acted as agents for Norton Rose 
Fulbright Australia, we had sought consent from Norton Rose Fulbright 
Australia to release documents to the commission.  Presently, we have 
compiled a number of documents and the discussions are that we would be 
providing a list of those documents to counsel for Norton Rose Fulbright who 
would then provide us with the directions as to whether or not we would be 
producing documents by consent. 

 
Q: Has Norton Rose Fulbright provided the consent you have just referred to? 
 40 
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A: Not as yet.  It is subject to us providing a list of documents to them which we 
are currently undertaking following the service of the summons on my office. 

 
Q: Is there a timeline for the provision of that list of documents that you can 

indicate? 
 
A: We anticipate completing compiling of the documents within the next week 

and just to ensure that all documents are accurate and are relevant to the 
inquiry so that we can provide that list of documents to the counsel for Norton 
Rose Fulbright who would then obtain instructions and then inform us of 10 
Norton Rose Fulbright’s position. 

 
[10.19 am    Q: Can I ask is that documentary list as to the paper documents and electronic or 

email-type documents, is it both or is it one or the other? 
 
A: It is both.  Both. 
 
Q: Thank you.  But you indicated that the current intention is to provide that list 

this week, did you say? 
 20 
A: Hopefully, this week. Hopefully, by the end of this week, we will be able to 

provide those documents.  As you can imagine, given that the transaction 
occurred over 7 years ago, we have had to obtain the documents out of storage 
and then compile them over last week and this week. 

 
Q: Is it the case that that list and those documents are the documents held by 

Pacific Legal Group relevant to these transactions or the matters the subject 
of the terms of reference and not just documents for you or Mr Beatie or 
anyone else there; they are the totality are they not of the Pacific Legal Group 
documentation.  Is that the situation? 30 

 
A: Yes, it is the file containing documents in the possession of the firm.   
 
Q: I have no further questions, Commissioners, to ask Mr Asigau. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can I just ask you about the period, the relevant 
period.  You were saying the period was between 2013 to 2016. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We may have information that shows that the relevant period 
might be up to October of 2017. 
 
DR KATTER:  I apologize, Chief Commissioner, just broke up a little bit there.  Up 
until October 2017, did you say? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the significance of that is that the shares in Oil Search may 
have been disposed of around October of 1017.  I am just explaining.  So, Mr Asigau, 
in the period that I have raised between 2013 and October 2017, we have documents 
going that far. 
 
A: Understood, Chief Commissioner. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you, Chief.   20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, might I ask that Mr Asigau be excused at this time 
but that the summons for Mr Asigau be adjourned or further adjourned until 2 June 
having regard to the matters that have been referred to at 10 am, if that pleases? 30 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, I will not be available on 2 June as I have a court matter 

which is contested with – I am appearing with Mr Iduhu in a contested matter 
before the National Court.  I would ask that either the summons will be 
returned after that. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you give us a date? 
 
A: Possibly on the 3rd. 
 40 
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Q: 3rd of June.   Is 3 June convenient to counsel and Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just query whether 2 o’clock in the afternoon 
on the 2nd would be satisfactory just to keep the things together.  I suppose if you are 
in a running list in the National Court, then you cannot say.  Is that a problem? 
 10 
MR IDUHU:  Not up to that date.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu? 
 
MR IDUHU:  That would be the 3rd.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, the 3rd June is fine. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I apologize but could I ask further two questions of 
Mr Asigau while he is still there? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have two more questions? 
 
DR KATTER:  Two other questions. 
 

[10.24am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, ask those questions. 
 

DR KATTER:  If that is acceptable. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes sure. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  The first is whether the list when it becomes available could be 
provided to the commission, that is the list of documents, emails that has been 
provided to Norton Rose Fulbright that Mr Asigau referred to before. 
 
A: As I indicated we will be providing the documents to Norton Rose Fulbright 

first and upon receiving consent from our instructing solicitors then we will 
be able to provide the list to the commission.  I should point out that we intend 
to fully cooperate with the commission except for the fact that we acted as 
agents for Norton Rose Fulbright and therefore to ensure that we obtain the 40 
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necessary consent we will refer to obtain their consent first before we provide 
the documents to the commission to avoid any issues after that. 

 
Q: And the second question which relates is if consent in any form is provided 

by Norton Rose Fulbright, would a copy of that consent be provided to the 
commission when it becomes available? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  I have nothing further commissioners. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we agreed that the matter be adjourned to 3 June at 10 
o’clock or is it the afternoon of 2 June? 
 
MR IDUHU:  We propose 10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, 3 June at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the date and time confirmed. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the summons is extended to 3 June at 10 o’clock.  You 
may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
 30 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth I think has some matters. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Jurth. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think the next matter in fact is Mr O’Neill represented by Mr 
Sheppard on my list.   
 40 
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DR KATTER:  I apologize, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Is Mr Sheppard there, please? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Sheppard, I think you have been able to get some helpful 
instructions? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I have.  I have come to an agreement with counsel assisting Mr 10 
Jurth and it is along these lines.  Mr O’Neill is agreeable to providing a written 
statement to the commission on or before 3 June 2021.  He is agreeable to a pre-
hearing conference with counsel assisting the commission prior to him giving 
evidence.  He is available to give evidence to the commission on 17 June 2021 and 
in the meantime and presumably before the conference with the commission, he has 
undertaken to conduct a search of his personal records for any documents which may 
be relevant to the commission’s inquiry.  We will advise the commission as soon as 
they come to hand but in any event, we will report on that matter no later than 3 June 
2021.   
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you so much, Mr Sheppard, that is most helpful.  So, in 
those circumstances, commissioners, I submit you make the following orders.  That 
you list the Honourable Peter O’Neill to commence giving evidence at 10 am on 17 
June and direct that he provide his written statement and any other documents no 
later than 3 June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard, you are happy with those directions? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Very happy, thank you; yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will issue those 
directions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue directions in those terms. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter will be dealt with by Mr Jurth. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard, you may be excused. 40 
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MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 

[10.29am] MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is Kamburi Erastus 
who appears by his counsel Mr Sawong but Mr Erastus is in attendance.  Can I 
indicate to the commission that I had the opportunity to speak with both gentlemen 
prior to the appearance this morning.  Mr Erastus was served with the summons to 
appear on 24 May and despite the short timeframe, he has indicated that he is able 
to produce a statement within two weeks as well as any additional documents that 
he might have that are not comprehended by the other officers of Kumul Holdings 
who have already produced documents.  There are some difficulties with appearing 10 

later in June due to board meetings but that is the totality of Mr Erastus’ position this 
morning. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you act for Mr Erastus Kamburi? 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct, Chief Commissioner.  And I concur with what Mr 
Levente has indicated to the commission.  We had a chat I believe we will be 
engaging again sometime later this week to have the commission bring the search 
parameters to a more definite range so that Mr Kamburi can – we can diligently go 
through our records and provide anything in addition to what has already been 
provided to the commission by Kumul Consolidated Holdings officers. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Jurth, are you seeking any directions in that regard? 20 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I would seek direction that the statement and 
any relevant documents to be provided by Mr Erastus be done so by 9 June which is 
two weeks from today. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the return date? 

MR JURTH:  I am in your hands but the first directions hearings after 9 June would 
be convenient. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you propose a date or Dr Renwick, can you propose a date 
as to when these matters can be adjourned to? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, might we have a mention on Friday 11 June if that is 
convenient? 30 

MR SAWONG:  That is fine. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Katter.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then Mr Sawong, we will issue those directions; 
firstly, that you provide your client’s written statement by 9 June and the matter 
stands adjourned to 11 June at 10 o’clock for continuation. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will issue those directions? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.  Those are directions I now issue. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

MR RENWICK:  Dr Katter, I think--- 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you may be excused. 10 

DR RENWICK:  So sorry. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you may be excused. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 

DR RENWICK:  I think the next matter is, Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next matter is the summons for Mr John Beattie 
of the Pacific Legal Group.  Mr Beattie is understood and we have just heard that he 
is a partner of Pacific Legal Group but it is also understood to be overseas and where 
the Pacific Legal Group documents are by reason of the summons returnable to Mr 
Asigau are being dealt with in terms of that summons, I would ask that this summons 
for Mr Beattie be also adjourned to 3 June 2021 at 10 am linking with that summons 20 

returnable adjournment of Mr Asigau’s summons. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, we will adjourn this summons 
to 3 June at 10 o’clock. 

[10.34 am]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I agree, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the next matter is Dr Benedict Yaru served on 
20 May this year.  I have been told that he is not here in the room yet today.  Perhaps 
that could be confirmed. 30 
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THECHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
MR JURTH:  Somebody is here now.  I apologies counsel appears on behalf of Dr 
Benedict Yaru perhaps appearance be taken. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, there is an appearance.  Yes, go on. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you Chairman and Commissioner White and members of the 
commission, for the record, counsel’s name is Tadabe initial S, appearing for Dr 
Yaru from Kumul Petroleum. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, if I could through you obtain an indication from 
counsel as to the timing that her client would be available to produce a written 
statement and provide documents in the first instance. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you counsel.  Chair, we are essentially seeking an extension 
of two weeks at best to comply with the terms of the summons and provide the 
documents sought. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, if that is the case then my directions in the same 
terms as were made in Kamburi Erastus’ case be made in respect of Dr Benedict 
Yaru, that is to say, statement and any documents to be provided by 9 June, which 
is two weeks from today and that the matter can be brought on for mention on 11 
June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Tadabe, you accept those directions? 
 
MS TADABE:  Yes. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, are you agreeable to those directions 
being issued? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly.  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions.  Thank you and Ms Tadabe 
you may be excused. 
 
MS TADABE:  Thank you. 40 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is Anthony Carl 
Yauieb.  He is making his way to the bar table. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can announce your appearance, Mr Anthony Yauieb, is it? 
 
MR YAUIEB:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, if I could commence by apologizing to Mr 
Yauieb for erroneously recording his name on the summons.  It was oversight only 10 
and we apologise.  Mr Yauieb has helpfully written to the commission early this 
morning indicating that he is able to provide a statement and asking for a time until 
early June.  That is correct? 
 
MR YAUIEB:  Yes correct. 
 
MR JURTH:  That being the case I would enquire, through you Chief Commissioner, 
whether one week is sufficient or whether Mr Yauieb would prefer two weeks. 
 
MR YAUIEB:  Chief Commissioner, one week is convenient for me. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  In which case I would ask that directions be made for Mr Yauieb to 
provide his statement and any documents that he has by 2 June and I wonder whether 
he could also return on that day because we have a directions hearing. 
 
MR YAUIEB:  I will be available Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Would that give you enough time to prepare and produce a 
written statement? 
 30 
MR YAUIEB:  Commissioners, I also seek leave to have the assistance of counsel 
assisting to prepare my statement as well. 
 

[10.39 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, counsel assisting Mr Jurth will be available you can 
confirm with him.  He will assist you to prepare your written statement.  
 
MR YAUIEB:  Thank you.  In terms of material, I do not have access to any official 
material with the Department of Treasury but I will examine my personal records to 
see what I have available. 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, that being the case, I would then ask that we be 
given some more time.  The statement can then be provided by 9 June and Mr Yauieb 
can attend to mention it on the 11th consistently with the previous directions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  9 June, you say? 
 
MR JURTH:  9 June, to provide the statement and 11 June to appear. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He wanted one week, is it; not two weeks? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  He wanted one week, Chief Commissioner, but he has also asked now 
for assistance and to give the team enough time to schedule him with the other people 
that require assistance.  I suppose it is my application for it to be extended by an 
extra week.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we will direct that Mr Yauieb provide a written 
statement to the commission by 9 June.  The matter stands adjourned to 11 June at 
10 o’clock for continuation.  Commissioner White, are you happy with those 
directions being issued? 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yauieb, you may be excused. 
 
MR YAUIEB:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Dr Katter has the next matter, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can we go on? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I actually think Chief, I think the next matter on my list is Angeline 
Sariman.  Dr Katter, is that a matter for you? 
 
DR KATTER:  It is.  Ms Sariman is also a member of the Pacific Legal Group firm 
and the submission is that that summons should be also returnable – adjourned and 
be returnable in the circumstances of what the commission has heard as to the 40 
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production of documents and electronic and paper by Mr Asigau on behalf of the 
firm and that that summons should also be returnable on 3rd – adjourned and be 
returnable on 3 June at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, we have an appearance for Ms Sariman.  Yes? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Chief Commissioner, I think this appearance – my appearance was 
noted for on behalf of John Beattie as well as Angeline Sariman.  With respect to 
Angeline, each of these summonses I caused a correspondence to the commission, 
particularly with Angeline Sariman and both John, is that the first point I would like 10 
to register for the commission is that the summonses have not been properly served 
on each of these persons.   
 
Secondly, with respect to Ms Sariman, she has no – she would not be any position 
to assist the commissioner not having had any participating active role in discharging 
instructions and so further Ms Sariman has been away in Australia since March of 
2020.  I pray for leave of the commission to have this summons excused or Ms 
Sariman excused from the summons for those grounds, reasons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 20 
 
DR KATTER:  The submission is that the summons should be adjourned.  It might 
be the case that Ms Sariman has direct knowledge of some of the matters.  In terms 
of the production of documents, that is a separate question but in terms of the ability 
of Ms Sariman to look at the details, and that might not – then those questions may 
only rise once the provision of the documents occurs by Pacific Legal Group; and in 
those circumstances, our submission is that this summons should be adjourned at 
this time for further consideration of the matters that Mr Iduhu has just referred to. 
 

[10.44am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu is raising two issues there.  First is that the summons 30 
has not been properly served; and secondly, Ms Sariman may not be in a position to 
provide the evidence that the commission is seeking and he is asking for the 
summons to be discharged.  Could you respond to those issues there, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  As I understand it, I do not have to hand the affidavit of service 
because I understand that the summons was served only upon Pacific Legal Group’s 
premises and it has not been served personally on Ms Sariman or on Ms Sariman’s 
permanent place of abode or place of abode presently.  So, in that sense, in terms of 
statutory provisions as to service, it is submitted that it has only been served on the 
Pacific Legal Group premises.  But in terms of the relevance of the information, 40 
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knowledge or documents that Ms Sariman may or may not have in her control 
leaving aside the question as to whether the summons could then be served 
personally or at the place of abode.  A consideration of whether that information 
might be provided by Ms Sariman in our submission can only occur once we see the 
documentation by Pacific Legal Group and I continue to move or submit that the 
summons should be adjourned to the 3rd in most circumstances, commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And is it anticipated, Dr Katter, that there will be an 
effort made to effect personal service on Ms Sariman in the meantime? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  I do not think we will endeavor Commissioner but I think the 
understanding has been that Ms Sariman is overseas as Mr Iduhu has indicated and 
personal service may not be possible in those circumstances. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And could I just ask a further question then?  If it is 
anticipated that the commission may wish to hear from her about certain aspects of 
certain transactions if under examination of the documents it is thought that she may 
have some assistance to offer the commission, has any thought been given to how 
that might progress? 
 20 
DR KATTER:  There has been and it would obviously be dependent on the current 
location of Ms Sariman at that time and what evidence might be able to be given and 
whether Ms Sariman wishes to provide that evidence in the circumstances where at 
that time she may not be located in jurisdiction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Perhaps I will just ask a further 
question.  You may not be able to answer it.  Is Ms Sariman still a member of Pacific 
Legal Group? 
 
DR KATTER:  That is our understanding. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, the first step I think is to get the summons served in 
accordance with the rules for service provided by the Act – the Commission of 
Inquiry Act which provides that documents may be served in person or copy be left 
at the usual place of residence of the witness.  But Mr Iduhu, the summons is with 
you now, right?  You have not passed the summons onto your client. 
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MR IDUHU:  The summons will have to be at the office of the Pacific Group both 
for John Beattie and Angeline Sariman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose without getting technical about it, if you provide a 
copy of the summons to your client, that will resolve the service issue, would it not? 
 

[10.49 am] MR IDUHU:  It may not be in compliance with the statutory requirements but 
constructively perhaps- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Statutory requirements aside, I mean, in terms of bringing in 10 
the summons to the attention of your client, somebody will have to do that and then 
the commission can do that.   
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, it is a very important inquiry, Chief and so hence the necessity 
for compliance- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then in that case- - - 
 
MR IDUHU:  But I make the point. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me ask.  Where is your client?  Is she here in PNG or 
overseas? 
 
MR IDUHU: No, both Mr Beattie and Ms Sariman are overseas.  Mr Beattie 
travelled on the 19th before these summonses were produced. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We were just addressing Ms Sariman. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, she is overseas in Australia and has been since March of 2020.   
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you provide the Commission her contact, her email contact, 
then the summons may be effected – service may be effected by email and the 
commission can issue a direction permitting service by email. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because physically, that is not possible, and the commission 
does not know her usual place of residence in PNG too. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well, Chief. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps service by email might be more appropriate. 
 
MR IDUHU:  As the commission pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have her email address with you? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, I do.  I can provide that to counsel assisting. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can direct that service of the 10 
summons on Ms Angeline Sariman be effected by email on the email address 
provided by her counsel to the commission.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  …(inaudible)… the recipient is not required to stand 
on the precise provisions so if Ms Sariman wishes to cooperate and has knowledge 
of it, then she can do so.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And thereafter, the commission can communicate with her by 
remote means as we are doing now after service is effected.   
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Return date for the summons we need to set a new return date 
for the summons; that being extended to 3 June, I understand. 
 
DR KATTER:  If it pleases, Commissioners, 10 am. 
 
MR IDUHU:  If it pleases the commission yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 o’clock. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue those directions and the Commission will draft 
appropriate directions and issue them. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  As to your other issue – the other issue that you raised, I think 
we need to address the service issue first and then when your client is available, you 
can obtain instructions and pursue the other issues if you want. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well, Chief.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu, you may be excused. 
 
DR KATTER:  The next matter is Alex Tongayu. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Hudson Ramatlap, is it, or Alex Tongayu? 
 
MR JURTH:  Alex Tongayu.  Mr Tongayu is in appearance personally and I have 
had an opportunity to speak with him of his appearance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tongayu, you appear in person? 
 
MR TONGAYU:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I am appearing in person. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. Mr Jurth? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  And Chief Commissioner, the upshot of my discussions with Mr 
Tongayu before the directions hearing this morning, he has requested me to assist 
him with his statement and in those circumstances, I would request that consistent 
directions be made adjourning his – I apologize – directing the statement to be 
produced by 9 June and for Mr Tongayu to return at the directions hearing on 11 
June. 
 

[10.54 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tongayu, you agree with those directions? 
 30 
 MR TONGAYU:  Yes, as per our discussion this morning prior to the hearing. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to those directions 
being issued then we will issue them. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue those directions. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tongayu, you may be excused. 
 
MR TONGAYU:   Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next witness? 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next witness is Mr Gerea Aopi.  I hope I have pronounced that 
correctly.  Is he present or someone on his behalf? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Gerea Aopi.  Which counsel is dealing with that witness, Mr 
Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Dr Renwick is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick. 
 
MR JURTH:  But the commission staff are all shaking heads and it seems to be 
indicated that Mr Gerea Aope is not here this morning. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, well in those circumstances I would ask that the return of the 
summons be adjourned to 2 June and we will make some enquiries about service and 
endeavor to get in touch with Mr Aopi. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have sighted an email exchange between Mr Aopi and 
the Commission’s Secretary, Mr Yuangu.  The documents were emailed to him 
yesterday and he has acknowledged receiving that email and the original documents 
were going to be given to him today so he has been served and I think he may be in 30 
a position to respond.  But I think the return date on the summons that has been 
issued is already past.  The return date I think was on 12 May. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At least the summons has been served so we need to extend the 
summons to a date that he will appear. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, might that date be 2 June at 10 am and we will advise him of 
that and then also communicate with him. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, in that case then we will adjourn 
his appearance to 2 June at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Now the next mater is Mr Ramatlap I think which Mr Jurth will 
deal with. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes thank you Chief Commissioner.  Mr Ramatlap is here in person 
and I had the opportunity to speak with him before this morning’s hearing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Hudson Ramatlap, you appear in person? 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  Yes Chief Commissioner and Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, Mr Ramatlap has also asked me to assist him 
with his statement.  In those circumstances I would ask for directions that his 
statement be produced by 9 June and he return for the directions on 11 June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 o’clock.  Mr Ramatlap, are you happy with those 
directions being issued? 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  That is okay.  Chief Commissioner, I wish to say something to 
put on record that I am no longer First Legislative Counsel, I am retired public 
servant; I have been since 2014.  I may not be able to assist the commission but I 30 
will put something in writing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission will note of that. 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission has already received appearance from your 
successor Mr Johnny Bogambari. 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  Bomgambari. 40 
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[10.59am]THE CHAIRMAN:  And he will be giving a statement but see what you can give.  

All right, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will issue those directions. 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chair.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then the commission issues directions in terms of the 
directions proposed by Mr Jurth.  Mr Ramatlap, you may be excused. 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  Thank you, Chairman and commissioners. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the next matter is Sir Puka Temu.  Sir Puka 
appears in person and I also had an opportunity to speak with him before his 
appearance this morning.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Sir Puka Temu, you appear in person? 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Not to sound like I am just repeating myself but Sir Puka has also 
asked me to assist him produce his statement, two weeks has been requested 
including identifying of documents he might have.  So, could similar directions be 
made requiring production of the documents and provision of the statement by 9 
June and returning again on 11 June at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Puka, you agree to those directions being issued? 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU:  It is just the date, Chief Commissioner.  I may have my 30 
Leadership Tribunal during the week but I have not yet been informed on the exact 
date but it is between 6 and 9 June.  So, I am awaiting my lawyer’s advice on the 
date.  I have not got it as of right now but 9 June should be okay, Chief 
Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us say we will fix those dates temporary – tentatively now.  
If you have some problems with those dates then you can communicate with Mr 
Jurth and we can change the dates. 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU:  Thank you, chairman. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to those directions 
being issued then we will issue them.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chair. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue directions in the terms proposed by Mr Jurth.  
Sir Puka, you may be excused. 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU:  Thank you. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is Richard Maru.  
He also appears in person.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Honourable Richard Maru.   
 
MR MARU:  Good morning Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for appearing.  Mr Jurth? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, as a result of my discussions with Mr Maru 
before his appearance, he has also requested my assistance to produce his statement, 
two weeks will be sufficient.  I therefore request directions similarly as we have been 
doing all morning for the written statement and any documents to be provided by 9 
June and for Mr Maru to return on 11 June for directions hearing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Maru, you are happy for those directions to be issued? 
 
MR MARU:  Yes, I am, Chief Commissioner. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to those directions, 
we will issue them now. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chair. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue directions in the terms proposed by Mr 
Jurth.  Mr Maru, you may be excused. 
 
MR MARU:  Thank you. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  The next witness is Charles Abel.  Mr Abel appears in person. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Charles Abel, you are appearing in person? 
 
MR ABEL:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you for appearing.  Mr Jurth? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Chief commissioner, I had an opportunity to have a brief chat with Mr 
Abel before his appearance.  May I clarify three issues, commissioner, whether the 
statement he referred to is one that he already has and is able to produce today; or if 
that statement is a draft statement that he requires assistance in completing it. 
 

[11.06pm]MR ABEL:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I only received the summons on 24 May and 
I did my very best to construct a statement last night but I respectfully request that I 
be given a little bit more time and assistance to finalise that statement. 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I am grateful for that.  In which case, I would 
request similar directions for Mr Abel together with my assistance provide the 20 

statement by 9 June and for Mr Abel to appear again at the directions hearing on the 
11th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Abel, are you happy with those directions being issued? 

MR ABEL:  That would be fine, Chief Commissioner, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are happy with those directions, 
we will issue them. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I do. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we issue a direction in terms proposed by Mr Jurth.  Mr 
Abel, you may be excused. 

MR ABEL:  Thank you, sir. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the next witness is Grand Chief Sir Leo Dion.  I 
am informed by the Commission staff that he is not in attendance this morning.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been served? 

MR JURTH:  I mean only he has been served by email and I am told that there has 
been no response to that email.  In those circumstances, might that summons be stood 
over until the second service to occur. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, in those circumstances, the 
matter is adjourned to 2 June at 10.00 a.m. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree Chief. 

DR RENWICK:   Commissioner, I think that is the end of this morning’s list.  We 
have got Mr Botten and Oil Search appearing by their counsel at 2 o’clock.  May I 
ask, through you Chief, if there is anyone else present today who is a recipient to the 10 
summons or who otherwise wishes to make an application, just in case we have not 
missed anybody? 

MR JURTH:  Dr Renwick, there are a lot of heads shaking; I think that is everybody. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Jurth. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think we have come to the end of the list.  Yes? 

DR RENWICK:  So, unless, especially other matters, might we adjourn the 
proceedings to 2 o’clock.  I anticipate that there will be agreement between counsel 
assisting and those acting for Mr Botten and Oil Search at 2 o’clock but the precise 
form of it, we are still discussing.  But I do not think this may assist Ms Nonggorr.  
I do not think we will be more than 5 minutes at 2 o’clock, I say optimistically.    20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings to 2 
o’clock today. 

 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 
 

[2.01pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, the next matter is the mention of 
the Oil Search and Mr Botten and I think we have another appearance. 

 
MR SCERRI:  Good afternoon, commissioners.  My name is Charles Scerri and I 30 
appear for Oil Search and Mr Botten. 
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DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, we are in this happy position, there is common 
ground between those who Mr Scerri acts for and counsel assisting about the issue 
of two summonses by the commissioners.  One is a summons to Mr Botten himself.  
Mr Scerri in practice have instructions to accept service of that when it is issued on 
behalf of Mr Botten and that would have Mr Botten giving evidence by video on 22 
June and producing his statement to those assisting by 14 June.  So, I would ask that 
that summons to Mr Botten be approved and when it is formally signed, a copy will 
be provided to those instructing Mr Scerri. 
 
MR SCERRI:  That is correct, Chief Commissioner. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can you give us those formal directions that we 
will issue? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so we will put on the screen please the two summonses I 
should say in addition to the summons while they are being put up on the screen, I 
should say in addition to the summons to Mr Botten, there is a summons issued to 
the managing director of Oil Search and that also I think is agreed.  So the first one 
there commssioners is a summons to Mr Botten.  Mr Scerri has a copy – he has been 
recently given a copy of that.  And I would invite you to direct that that summons be 20 
issued and that when that has formally been signed in chambers, we will provide a 
copy to Mr Scerri.  So that is the first one while on the screen now to Mr Botten.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that summons is returnable when? 
 
DR RENWICK:  On Tuesday, 22 June at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that is when he appears to give evidence? 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is exactly right, Chief Commissioner. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will 
issue that summons then. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly chief, I am in agreement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then that particular summons be so issued.  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  And the only other matter is the summons addressed to Oil Search 
through its Managing Director Mr Wulff and you can see that on the screen now and 40 
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that is returnable - that is the summons to produce documents - and that is returnable 
on 14 June.  I should indicate that there is an arrangement between counsel assisting 
and those instructing Mr Scerri to produce documents en tranches as they become 
available but no later than 14 June that will be produced.  And I believe there is no 
objection to the issue of that summons either.   
 
MR SCERRI:  That is also correct, commissioners, including in relation to 
production of documents. 
 

  [2.06 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief, I am in agreement with the issue of that 10 
direction and the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the summons shall be issued.  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, unless there is anything further from Mr Scerri might he be 
excused with our thanks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, counsel may be excused.   
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good. 
 
MR RENWICK:  There being no other matters unless Ms Nonggorr wishes to raise 
any matters that is the end of the mentions today.  I would ask that those who are not 
members of the commission team to log off and then there is some other matters to 
raise of a purely procedural nature. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, do you have anything to raise in relation to your 
client? 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think she has already left us, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  
 
DR RENWICK:  I think the only person remaining is Mr Kimmins.  Mr Kimmins 
might also have left us.  I will just get Ms Finlayson just to confirm that it is only 
the commission present and if any members of the public are in the hearing room 
might leave. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  If I can ask people in the audience to take your leave 
because we have an internal meeting after this. 
 
 
 
 
AT 2.06 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 2 JUNE 2021AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 10 
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[10.00am]DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, there are a number of matters 
in the list today and there will be further mentions this week namely tomorrow 
and Thursday.  We continue to be provided with significant information on 
evidence.  For example, we now have the statement of the Prime Minister and 
his confirmation that he will attend and give evidence on 18 June.   

Turning then to the published list the first is Sir Rabbie Namaliu.  The position 
there is that he is still unwell but we have a draft statement and when he is well 
enough to see us, we will go out have that signed.  So, in those circumstances 
might that stand over for further mention to 10 June at 10 am commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will stand 10 

that matter over to 10 June at 10 o’clock. 

COMMSSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, it is stood over.  Next. 

DR RENWICK:  The next matter will be dealt with by Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, the first 
matter for me to deal with is the summons addressed to Mr Richard Flynn of 
Ashurts Lawyers and Mr Brooks appears on behalf of Richard Flynn and 
Ashurts Lawyers. 

[10.02am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Books, you can announce your appearance? 
 20 
MR BROOKS:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, Jason Brooks of Ashurst Lawyers.  
Mr Commissioner, I appear on the return of summons 97 issued to Richard Flynn 
of Ashursts.  Mr Flynn is unwell and he asks myself to extend his apologies to 
the commission, and if required, I seek leave to appear on his behalf, chief 
commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  I thank Mr Brooks for coming in the circumstances.  Chief 
commissioner, the position is this.  Can I indicate with our thanks that Ashurst 30 
Lawyers in particular Mr Flynn and Mr Brooks have been very helpful to the 
commission in producing documents and assisting us with our enquiries which 
stands in contrast to some of the other summonses that we have issued to less 
cooperative lawyers. 
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Chief Commissioner, the documents that the current summons seeks are 
concerning Kumul Consolidated Holdings have been provided.  Documents in 
relation to UBS Bank do exist and instructions are being sought by Ashurst 
Lawyers as to their production.  We anticipate they will be forthcoming shortly. 
 
That then leaves two other matters which are not yet the subject of a summons 
but summonses will be issued.  Ashursts have helpfully confirmed to us that they 
acted on behalf of the BSP Financial Group.  And that will be the subject of a 
new summons and they also have confirmed that they acted for Morgan Stanley 
Australia and that will be the subject of a new summons. 10 
 
So, in those circumstances, chief commissioner, I would seek two directions only.  
The first that the summons issued on 12 May this year be stood over to 9 June 
’21 at 10 am.  That is the existing summons that comprehends the BSP – no, I 
apologise, the UBS documents.  And the second order be that summons be issued 
in respect of BSP and Morgan Stanley also with the return date of 9 June 2021 at 
10 am.   
 

[10.07 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to that direction 
been issued, then we will issue that direction. 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am agreeable, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the direction is issued in the terms proposed by Dr 
Katter.  Next. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Nathan Chang is the next witness.  Commissioners, Mr Chang 
has also had communications and a conferral with counsel assisting and solicitors.  
He is also preparing his statement referring to documents.  Mr Chang has been 
working towards concluding that statement in the coming week; next week.   30 
 
Our submissions are also that his summons be stood over and be returnable on 10 
June at 10 am, if that pleases.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we 
will issue that direction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then directions in the terms proposed by Dr Katter are 40 
issued.  Next. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next witness. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief commissioner, thank you, the next witness is John Paul 
Taylor.  Position with Mr Taylor is that he has not yet been served with the 
summons because we do not have his current contact details.  In those 
circumstances, we may need to issue a new summons and can we stand his matter 
over until 9 June 2021 at 10 am? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to the direction 10 
being issued, we will issue it. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The direction is issued.  Next. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  The witness is Mr Peter Graham.  
He is the former managing director of Exxon Mobil here in PNG.  Mr Graham 
has been in contact with us and he has also provided a statement late last night.   
 20 
As he is in New South Wales, we agreed to him not appearing today on the basis 
that his statement did arrive; we will review that.  Could I submit that a direction 
be made that his summons be stood over until 3 June later this week until 10 am 
for us to review that statement.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Graham is being asked to provide evidence in two 
capacities.  First, is as managing director of Exxon Mobil – former managing  
director; and secondly, as managing director of Gloco.  I think that is initial for a 
longer name, Global something, something – company something.  Make sure 
that his statement covers both companies. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  That is the intention, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Right, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to that 
direction been issued, then I will issue that direction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That direction is issued.  Next. 
 40 
MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner, the next witness is the Chief 
Ombudsman, Richard Pagen, represented I understand by Ms Koralyo. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance for Mr Richard Pagen?  Yes? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you chief commissioner.  May it please the commission, 
Ms Koralyo, I appear on behalf of Richard Pagen.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief commissioner, can I just indicate that since the Chief 
Ombudsman’s last appearance before you, some documents have been provided 
and we thank Mr Pagen and Ms Koralyo for those.  There are two questions that 10 
I would ask of Ms Koralyo through you chief commissioner.  The first is to 
confirm that we are able to use the document that have been provided so far 
without limitation; and second is to enquire whether there are any further 
documents to come from particular statements produced by witnesses to the 
ombudsman in 2017 and 2018. 
 
MS KORALYO:  If I may answer the first question.  The Chief Ombudsman has 
allowed the documents that have already been given to be used in whatever 
manner the commission chooses.  In relation to the second question, the 
instructions from the Chief Ombudsman is everything is in the OLOC Report that 20 
was tabled and already provided to the commission. 
 

[10.12am] We have gone through our documents and the enquiries in relation to statements, 
it is because they are not available. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask if the documents that have been provided which 
the commission can now use are set out in that list of documents that has been 
provided - I am reading from an email dated 3 May.  I think there is a list dated 3 
May 2021.  There are about 30 documents.  Are those the documents you are 
referring to? 30 
 
MS KORALYO:  The document index provided I believe was 20 May 2021, that 
is the 30 documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  20 May, yes. 
 
MS KORALYO:  And that is what can be used. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the number of documents I have got from that list is 
about 30 documents. 40 
 
MS KORALYO:  That is correct. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to refresh your memory there, the first document there 
is dated 26 March 2014, transcript of interview of witness Mr Daniel Rolpagarea 
and then the last document on that list is dated 8 December 2014, letter to Mr Carl 
Okuk, Consultant, Department of Treasury.  So, that would be list? 
 
MS KORALYO:  That is the list.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is being put on screen, okay.  I just got to confirm 
that we are referring to the same list. 
 10 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you chief commissioner.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the submission is that we should like to 
review the basis upon which the statements that we have requested are not being 
provided.  I can take that up privately with Ms Koralyo outside of the hearing.  
Could the summons then just be stood over until 9 June 2021 until 10 am for that 
discussion to occur. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Koralyo? 
 
MS KORALYO:  Chief Commissioner, I believe we responded to the summons.  
We have provided the transcripts that we can provide.  The counsel assisting 
advised me it is in relation to certain paragraph in our OLOC Report and that has 
all been provided.  The only documents we have not provided is because we 
cannot provide it or that we do not have it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think you have made your position clear but he is just 
asking for some time for him to go through the list and the documents and then 30 
you return on 9 June and that is basically his request. 
 
MS KORALYO:  Very well, I have no issues with that. 
 
MS JURTH:  I am grateful to my learned friend and to you chief commissioner, 
thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  All right, commissioner White, if you are agreeable 
then I will stand this matter over to 9 June at 10 o’clock for mention. 
 40 
MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Excuse me chief commissioner, Nonggorr here 
on behalf of Treasury.  I have an issue to raise with regards to the evidence given 
by the Ombudsman Commission.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And it maybe proper if we raise with counsel 
assisting afterwards but the Organic Law on the Ombudsman Commission very 
much places the evidence that has been given before the commission it cannot be 
adduced in any other inquiry except on a prosecution of perjury.  Now, that is 
according to section 18 of the Organic Law on the Ombudsman Commission.  
Now, I do not think that there will be any issue with the production but I believe 
it is appropriate to go through the proper process given this is a Commission of 10 
Inquiry into processes.  So, it maybe that we should have a discussion about that 
particularly pertaining to treasury matters. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am grateful to my learned friend Ms Tiffany Nonggorr and those 
matters can also be dealt with over the course of next week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I will read out the specific sections and 
extensively it is section 18(c). 
 

[10.17am]I believe that it says; “except on a trial of any person for perjury in respect of 
his sworn testimony, no statement made or answer given by that person or any 
other person in the course of any inquiry by or any proceedings before a 
commission, is admissible in evidence against any person in any court or at any 
inquiry or other proceedings and no evidence in respect of proceedings before 
the commission shall be given against any person.”  And it is clear therefore we 
submit that section 18 of the Organic Law on the Ombudsman Commission 30 

places a privilege on the material that is now being produced to the commission.  
I believe it would be necessary to go through the process about identifying those 
documents and who the privilege belongs to and then indeed identifying 
whether that privilege has been waived or not before they get actually produced. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And it might also be the case Mrs Nonggorr what 
is meant by, “against any person”.  In other words, it might depend on the 
purpose for which the documents are sought to be used as well. 
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MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct.  But certainly not the situation 
that the document is necessarily solely belong to the Ombudsman Commission 
and that they can produce them at will. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agreed that it certainly needs to be just considered 
I think and some time to do that. 

MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Far apart from Treasury we have 
no objection to that.  We have indeed being communicating with the 
Ombudsman Commission on more or less four occasions by writing requesting 
copies of documents that Treasury produced to them but at this stage they have 
not responded positively. But I believe that it is necessary to go through the 10 

process.  They are my submission. 

THE CHAIRMAAN:  All right, Mrs Nonggorr, you can raise those matters with 
Mr Jurth and Ms Koralyo in your discussions and then we can follow up on 9 
June. 

MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the matter so stands adjourned to 9 June at 10 o’clcok 
for further mention. 

MS KORALYO:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, may I be excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Koralyo, you may be excused. Next. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is the summons 20 

issued to the NEC who is represented by Ms Grace So-on.  I have been in 
contact with Ms So-on.  I have agreed to her not appearing today on the basis 
that I am still reviewing which further documents we might require from the 
NEC.  A lot of material has already been provided both by the NEC direct but 
also indirectly through a number of the other witnesses.  Now is the question of 
identifying there is any particular NEC document that needs to complete the 
evidentiary link.  Now on that basis may we stand her summons over until 10 
June 2021 at 10 am for that process to complete. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to assist in your search of NEC documents, apart from 
records pertaining to ministerial submission that goes before the NEC and the 30 

decision that is made by the NEC, what other documents will you be looking for 
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to originate from the NEC in relation to the items that have been listed on the 
summons? 

MR JURTH:  Those are the only two considered documents.  NEC decision 
papers and policy submissions. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents that was sought in the summons were more 
policy questions, to do with political, sort of political economy questions really.   

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what kind of documents would you be looking for from 
the NEC in relation to political economic policy questions apart from the NEC 
ministerial submission and the NEC decision document itself? 10 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, they would also be policy papers of 
historical relevance so that means further back down the time period that 
concerns the Terms of Reference and that would give the inquiry an 
understanding of how various policies have developed over time and fit into the 
period with which we are dealing with directly.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the period you are looking for I think it runs from 
1975, it goes back to 1975?      

[10.22am]MR JURTH:  Well, as far back as we can subject to the relevance of the topic. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a long time; that is a pretty big ask, I am just saying.  20 
You may find yourself narrowing down to more specific documents at specific 
times by specific governments maybe more focused that way then to try and 
search for everything in that period.  That is what 40 plus years. 

 
MR JURTH:  Of course. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, it is just my thoughts but anyway, so you want this 
matter to be adjourned to when? 
 
MR JURTH:  Adjourned until 10 June 2021 at 10 am. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will 
adjourn this matter to 10 June at 10 o’clock for further mention. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So adjourned.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the next matter is that of Rogen Wato.  He is 
represented by a Ms Tadabe of counsel.  Can I indicate that we have had 
correspondence with Ms Tadabe.  Mr Wato is suffering with pneumonia today, 
but despite that we have been able to agree to directions in these terms that Mr 
Wato provide a written statement by 8 June 2021; that he produce all documents 
he is able to by 8 June 2021; and that his summons be adjourned to 10 June 2021.  
And I would submit that those are the appropriate directions to make in the 
circumstances. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  10 June, you said? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, Mr Wato has already provided a great deal of 
documents and a very detailed statement.  I suppose, it is a matter of converting 
that into – that statement and the documents into some form of affidavit, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  The indication from Ms Tadabe - - - 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which should not take long. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, chief commissioner.  My apologies for speaking 
over you.  The indication from Ms Tadabe is that she is attempting to answer 
more directly the questions and the topics set out in the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to those three 
directions being issued then we will issue them. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief commissioner, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, we issue those three directions in the terms proposed 
by Mr Jurth.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  The final matter on today’s list is that of Francis Kaupa.  Chief 
Commissioner, my understanding is that whilst he has been served with the 
summons, we have had no further contact with him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Francis Kaupa, he appeared last time and produced an 40 
affidavit, I recall.  Mr Kaupa is here.    
 
MR JURTH:  I am very glad to hear from him. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And I am not sure, he handed up the affidavit and we have 
the affidavit, I believe. 
 
MR JURTH:  I am at a disadvantage as I have not seen it.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will ask him. 
 
MR JURTH:  I am happy to be corrected. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, Mr Kaupa.  You did appear last time and 
you had an affidavit with you, which you delivered to me, right? 
 
MR KAUPA:  That is correct, Mr Chairman and Madam Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  Mr Jurth, have you had access to that affidavit? 
 
MR JURTH:  I see from my instructions that we do have it.  I personally have not 
had an opportunity to review it.  I apologize for that.  Perhaps it is best if I have 
some discussions with Mr Kaupa as soon as we adjourn and identify what the 20 
next step is.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think his case may be right for a hearing date to be fixed 
so that he can actually give his evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Might I be given the opportunity to review what he 
has produced and have a conversation with him and stand his summons over to 
sometime later this week and we could set it down for hearing then everything is 
ready to go. 
 30 

  [10.27 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we can fix a return date now by which time we will 
fix a date for him to give his evidence.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Might I suggest then 3 June later this week? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Kaupa, can we adjourn this matter to 3 June? 
 
MR KAUPA:  That is fine, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then you speak with Mr Jurth to arrange for a 40 
time that you will give your evidence. 
 
MR KAUPA:  I am available at any time. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, if you agreeable, we will stand 
this matter over to 3 June at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I am in agreement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, that is stood over.  Thank you, Mr Kaupa, you may 
be excused.   
 
MR KAUPA:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Madam Commissioner.   
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that is the end of the directions list this 
morning.  Counsel Assisting, of course, are busily going through the documents 
which are produced and the statements which are produced and there will be more 
announcements on witnesses when we can.  But, unless there are any further 
matters anyone wishes to raise, in our submission, this proceeding should be 
adjourned until 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Anyone wish to raise any further matters?  If not, 20 
then my associate will adjourn the proceedings.  Mr Associate, can you adjourn 
the proceedings. 
 
 
 
 
AT 10.29 AM, THE INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL WEDNESDAY, 3 JUNE 
2021, AT 10 AM. 
 
 30 
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[10.00am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone. 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, there are four matters listed this 
morning.  Dr Katter will take us through. 

DR KATTER:  May it please the commissioners, this is the summons for Professor 
Kavanamur, the Chairman of Kumul Holdings which Mr Sawong appears. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you appear for Professor Kavanamur? 

MR SAWONG:  May it please the court, yes, I do. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there are four particular things to refer to since the 
previous return of summons.  Professor Kavanamur and Mr Sawong will take us 
through (…inaudible…) Kumul Consolidated Holdings have been diligently acting 
since the previous return of summons.  First, further consent has been provided by 
Professor Kavanamur as the Chairman to King & Wood Mallesons Solicitors 
(…inaudible…) Mr Sawong may be able to provide a copy of that consent 
document and communicate to the commission (…inaudible…), whether there has 
been any response or indulgence (…inaudible…). 

MR SAWONG:  Yes, Mr Katter, not to date, I have not received any 
correspondence from King and Wood in relation to providing that consent.  I would 
like to also indicate that King and Wood did send an additional letter requesting 
for the minister to give his consent as well, general consent.  We have yet to deliver 
that letter to the minister for that consent to be provided but I can assure the 
commission that we will get that consent from the minister and have that provided 
to King and Wood in good time. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just ask Mr Sawong this?  I had thought that 
the minister had provided consent.  Is this in relation to another entity Mr Sawong? 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you, no.  I believe what King and Wood is suggesting or 
saying is because there is insufficient detail on the matters that Norton Rose has, 
that a general consent be given.  The initial consents were given in relation to the 
three retainers that Norton Rose had pulled up but there are other files that are with 
Norton Rose which require general consent and that is what the minister will 
provide through King and Wood as KCH Board Chairman has done, letter dated 
31 May 2020. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Because it has nothing to do with it but it is an 
observation that there is certain - frantic it is almost about the approach to assisting 
commission here.  It is moving drib drab with requests for consent.  I find it very 
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disturbing knowing that we have such a tight timeframe.  It is just my considerable 
disquiet about the approach by King & Wood Mallesons on behalf of Norton Rose.  

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Sawong, I am not really expecting you to respond 
to that because there is nothing you can do about it. 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 

[10.05am]DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I make a short mention in regard to  
(…inaudible…).  It is a matter of concern (…inaudible...) by their solicitors have 
not yet produced any material (…inaudible…) and there needs to be some further 
requests (…inaudible….).  It is not a matter, of course, that relates to Mr Sawong 
(…inaudible...). 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, we are having audio problem on this end.  We 
cannot hear you. 

 DR KATTER:  I apologise, Chief commissioner, can you hear me now? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  If you speak to the microphone, I might be able to hear you. 

 DR KATTER:  Can you hear me now chief commissioner?  I apologise. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you go on. 

DR KATTER:  I will repeat the submission I just made before.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  We are still having a bit of reception problem there.  

DR KATTER:  I apologise. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I can hear you quite clearly Dr Katter. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think the problem is on this side I cannot hear Dr Katter 
completely. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are you able to hear me chief commissioner? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you are okay.  I think the problem is from my end. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have asked the IT officer to fix it. 

DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, if it pleases, can you hear me now? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you speak louder Dr Katter?  See if I hear you. 
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DR KATTER:  Moving on to the second point in terms of Professor Kavanamur’s 
summons, copies of the consents as provided by Kumul Consolidated to King & 
Wood Mallesons Solicitors and Norton Rose Fulbright have also been 
communicated to Pacific Legal Group by Mr Sawong.  And that has been by email 
communication copying those two consents.  There is the third consent which was 
the consent provided this week.  Mr Sawong, as I understand it from your earlier 
submission, that is yet to be provided to Pacific Legal Group but you are in a 
position to do so? 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you.  The third point commissioners is that the documents 
that Ashurst Lawyers provided to Kumul Consolidated Holdings have been 
provided and cross checked as to the documents which were provided directly by 
Ashurst Lawyers to the commission.  That was a matter referred to at the last return 
of this summons, and fourthly and finally, there have been ongoing 
communications with those in IT at Kumul Consolidated who had been going 
through the archives server boxes and who are seeking to identify and provide 
copies of relevant emails and documents from those servers that (…inaudible…)  
with the identification of a number of materials and relevant emails.  And as to this 
final point the submission, commissioners, is that the summons to allow this final 
process to occur be stood over until 9 June at 10 am to allow that process to finalise; 
if it pleases. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is this going to be the final adjournment?  Is this going to be 
the final adjournment for those files to be retrieved? 

DR KATTER:  Yes chief commissioner.  Mr Sawong? 

  [10.10 am] MR SAWONG:  I hope it will be, chief commissioner.  The searches that we 
conducted seem to paint a picture that it may be the final adjournment.  All that 
needs to be done is for KCH to extract the files that are on the – that have been 
identified and we will be able to extract them after the purchase of a software. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The general consent that is required from the minister, which 
minister is this? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Minister for State Enterprises. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is he? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Minister William Duma.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  He has provided the consent previously and I am 
sure he is available to give that consent quickly. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or immediately. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If he gives his consent which I assume he will, that will pave 
the way for all those documents to be collated and presented? 
 
MR SAWONG:  I believe the consent will be for King and Wood and Norton Rose 
to provide documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just trying to set the ground work for final adjournment 
of that by 9 June, you should have in your possession the documents collected from 
Mallesons.  I think that is all I want to say.  Commissioner White, you want to say 
anything else before we adjourn the matter to 9 June at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am in agreement with that adjournment, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Should we say that this is the final adjournment, 
Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It may not be the final adjournment, of course, about 
the Norton Rose documents.  We are just talking, Mr Sawong, about the Kumul 
Holdings documents at this stage.  Is that the case that have been reconstructed? 
 
MR SAWONG:  That is correct, Commissioner White. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Then in respect of Kumul Consolidated Holdings, this 
then be the final adjournment.  
 
MR SAWONG:  If it pleases the court.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then the appearance of Professor David Kavanamur 
is adjourned to 9 June at 10 o’clock for continuation and this be the final 
adjournment in respect of Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Thank you. 
 
MR SAWONG:  If it pleases the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you may be excused. 
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MR SAWONG:  Thank you.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, before we come to the next matter, I was going to say 
something about this at the end but I think it is appropriate to say it now.  The first 
thing is we respectfully adopt what Commissioner White has said about 
considerable disquiet. 
 
Tomorrow, we will be having appearances from Pacific Legal who of course were 
Norton Rose’s agents.  To anyone who may be listening, can I just foreshadow this 
because I intend to go through in some detail the most unsatisfactory lack of action 
by Norton Rose and Mallesons, so I intend to do it in some detail tomorrow.   
 
For those who may be listening from Australia, I simply note that MinterEllison 
tried to contact Mr Toemoe from Mallesons yesterday; he has not returned the call, 
I believe.  Today would be a good day to do this.  Today would be an excellent day 
also for Mallesons to indicate what are the possible consents they are seeking.  I 
will be going through this in some detail tomorrow but all I will say is it is a very 
sorry saga.   
 
The next matter on the list, commissioners, which Mr Jurth will deal with is Grand 
Chief Sir Leo Dion.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, I have finally 
made contact with Grand Chief Sir Leo Dion.  He is in Kokopo and not here today.  
However, he has promised to provide a statement to the commission by 9 June and 
on that basis, I seek the direction that his statement be provided by 9 June and his 
summons be adjourned to 10 am on 10 June 2021. 
 

[10:15 am]THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, we issue those directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes indeed, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, those two directions be issued in the terms proposed 
by Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  The next matter is that of Gerea 
Aopi.  I understand the position is that his original summons was not served before 
it expired.  We have been in correspondence with Corrs who represent him and 
there are ongoing discussions about the scope of the new summons to be issued to 
him.  On that basis may I submit that a direction adjourning his matter until 9 June 
2021 be made. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Is the issue in relation to the return date of the summons or 
the content of the summons itself? 
 
MR JURTH:  My understanding, chief commissioner is that a new summons is 
being proposed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which will reflect the different return date but the content will 
be the same, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  I think there are ongoing discussions even about the content but I 
understand a new summons will be issued whether it is today or tomorrow and 
returnable on the 9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I am asking this question because Mr Aopi was given a 
summons. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or served a summons let us put it that way by email and he 
acknowledged receipt of the summons.  He only had issues with the return date 
which had already expired. 
 
MR JURTH:  Expired, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no issue in relation to the content of the summons.  
Why do you have to issue a new summons?  All you seek is directions for his 
appearance to respond to that particular summons.  You see the point I am making? 
 
MR JURTH:  I do, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Otherwise, we are just going to drag things on and on. 
 
MR JURTH:  I am in your hands, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Time is running and I am concerned at the pace that which 
some of our witnesses are responding.  We should leave aside technical issues with 
service and things like that and get to a hearing quickly; that is my concern now.  I 
am going to start exerting the commission’s authority around that area to cut down 
on unnecessary delays arising out of technical difficulties and issues and so forth.  
That is all I want to say.  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But if it is a reissue of the summons and the same content 
except for the return date, that should be issued right away today or we address it 
through directions if he has no issue with the content of the summons.  We just fix 
a return date by way of directions and he appears next time on that date and in 
compliance with the directions and if we issue any directions for documents or 
statements to be provided by that date, we can issue those directions now.  Just 
some thought. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Respectfully the counsel assisting 
team adopt what you say in relation to technicalities, delays and the time 
constraints. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As I read the email exchanges with Mr Yuangu, he was going 
to appear before the commission anyway.  Is he here, you know? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am told he is not and I am asking - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What about his counsel?  Someone from Corrs Lawyers, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am instructed there is nobody from Corrs here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They should be appearing here.  If not, as a matter of courtesy, 
I think they have a duty to appear if they say they represent a witness that has been 
served a summons although the summons’ return date has lapsed but the witness 
has expressed his desire to appear here and there should be an appearance.  Could 
you convey those thoughts to Corrs Lawyers to get their act together; start 
appearing before the commission. 
 
MR JURTH:  Indeed, we will, chief commissioner, thank you.  May the summons 
be stood over until 9 June on that basis. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, just remind me of the directions you are seeking.  What 
directions were you seeking again? 
 
MR JURTH:  Only to stand the matter of Mr Aopi over until 9 June to enable the 
matters which you have raised to occur. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And for the new summons to be issued returnable on 10 June? 
 

 [10.21 am] MR JURTH:  No, on the 9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On 9 June. 
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MR JURTH:  On the 9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 o’clock.   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have anything to say before we 
issue those directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No Chief, except of course to agree wholeheartedly 
with your exasperation. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we issue those directions in terms proposed by Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, the final 
matter is that of Mr Daniel Rolpagarea.  He is the State Solicitor.  I can indicate 
that we have also finally made email contact with him.  I understand that he is 
preparing a statement.  I do not seek directions in relation to him today because I 
provide that information by way of update to the commission.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Daniel Rolpagarea’s name does not feature on the daily 
diary that has been published on the website.  Is that a mistake or it should not be 
listed in the diary? 
 
MR JURTH:  It should not be listed in the diary, in my submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It should not. 
 
MR JURTH:  Because he was not requested to appear today.  I provide that only 
by way of update to the commission.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I have received a briefing pack from MinterEllisons 
Solicitors which includes a walk down around Mr Rolpagarea’s appearance but he 
is not and should not be on today’s diary but you are just mentioning it, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then.  We do not need to issue any directions in 
respect of Mr Rolpagarea? 
 
MR JURTH:  Not today, chief, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.   
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DR RENWICK:  That brings the directions list of today to an end.  Just by way of 
general update for those who are listening in, the counsel and others assisting are 
now making decisions about which additional witnesses to call in the June 
hearings.  We intend to provide - tender bundle and copies of statements to those 
with leave to appear in good time before the hearings beginning on 16 June.  And 
otherwise, tomorrow as I have mentioned we will be having Pacific Legal who are 
agents for Norton Rose.   
 
Commissioners, we have indicated you may remember on the last occasion, Mr 
Asigau said he was providing a list of all the documents he had to Norton Rose and 
Mallesons.  We had indicated to Mr Asigau and Pacific Legal and we will 
emphasize this again today that there could be no privilege in that list and that list 
needs to be produced to us and the commission no later than when Mr Asigau 
returns tomorrow.  So that that is another way we intend to speed up the lack of 
progress in receiving the Norton Rose material, and of course for those who are 
listening, these are not North Rose’s personal documents; not at all.  These are 
documents which belong to PNG authorities and entities.  All we are talking about 
is Norton Rose providing to those clients and to the commission what belongs to 
them and not the solicitors.   
 
Subject to that and subject to any applications anyone might have, might we 
adjourn these proceedings until 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I just add to what you have just said. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That the Commission’s patience may be running out in respect 
of delays being encountered by a number of witnesses who are delaying and 
protracting compliance with directions that are being issued, particularly with 
regard to provision of files belonging to the State or agencies of the State. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  We respectfully adopt that and we would also note that 
from the top, mainly the Prime Minister himself, he has now provided a statement; 
he has provided documents, Mr O’Neill has said he will do the same and, with 
great respect, that is the proper approach. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The other thing I want to say is I have been doing a small 
audit of the listings that we have done for the various witnesses to appear to give 
evidence. 
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[10.25am]There may be some inconsistencies in the daily diary that is appearing on the 
website which we should bring some consistency.  For example, the daily dairy 
shows that on Monday 14 June there is a matter listed; a witness matter listed but 
14 June is a public holiday here to celebrate the Queen’s Birthday.  I think it is the 
same in Australia. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So we need to I think conduct an audit of the daily dairy which 
is published on website which everyone is using and that is exactly the same diary 
that the commission is using so there is consistency.  Some of the witnesses that 
may have been assigned hearing dates or may not have been assigned hearing dates 
but there has been some discussion around it may not be featuring in the website 
diary posted on the website which the public has access to.  That is for example, 
the listing of Honourable James Marape for Thursday 17 June to give evidence 
features in the dairy for that day. The Honourable Peter O’Neill I am not sure if we 
have assigned a hearing date already by way of directions, he may or may not 
feature in the daily dairy posted on the website.  Just as an example.  And the 
accuracy of the listings too in terms of what they are listed for we need to audit and 
make sure it is correct.  For example, if the witness is listed for mention or a fresh 
summons appearance, or to give evidence, we have got to be precise because I 
think the public is having access and that is the only access they are have in terms 
of following the course of the inquiry.  So I think we need to get the information 
on the website accurate to ensure that those are listening particularly the staff of 
the commission should pay a greater attention to the accuracy of the diary that is 
posted on the website which we all use. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just some little thoughts. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you chief, we will liaise with them.  Can I just make one 
point though I think you have previously directed that Mr O’Neill will be the first 
witness on Thursday 17th .  I think that is the subject of an existing direction and I 
think now that Prime Minister Marape has indicated that he is available on the 18th 
. I would ask that you list his evidence for hearing from 10 am on Friday 18 June.  

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Honourable Peter O’Neill will give evidence on 17th , 
Thursday--- 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And Honourable James Marape will give evidence on Friday 
the 18th? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So 15 June Tuesday and Wednesday 16 June are 
available.  Have we assigned any witnesses to those dates? 

DR RENWICK:  The position is this chief; I think I have previously announced 
that we will commence on the 16 June and we will open at length.  In other words, 
counsel assisting will explain our understanding of the key events by reference to 
the documents and to the statements.  And that is likely to take the whole of the 
16th but it is quite important in counsel assisting’s submission so that everyone 
understands how we are proceeding and then I will lay out in some detail what we 
understand the key events to be.  I will point to where there appear to be differences 
of recollection among the witnesses which is something I will explore with them 
when they are called and so on.  So, in my respectful submission that is the way to 
proceed.  We will have more to say tomorrow chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  And also, if you can check the listing of witnesses to 
give evidence on Monday, 21st. 

[10.30 am]DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Tuesday, 22nd and Wednesday, 23rd, we have, according to the 
notes I have, and which maybe reflected on the diary and posted on the website, 
Ben Micah is listed to give evidence on Monday, 21st, Tuesday, 22nd; Honourable 
Kerenga Kua and Honourable Don Polye are listed to give evidence.  Then 
Wednesday 23rd Mr Arthur Somare and Mr Daire Vele are listed to give evidence.  
Could you just go back, confirm with your notes and if there needs to be some 
changes made, we can make those changes tomorrow.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Particularly where witnesses are double listed for a day. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And maybe we allow today for counsel to contact those 
witnesses and come up with the new dates if possible. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Through you chief, I might ask Mrs Nonggorr, who I see is 
present whether Mr Vele would be available on 24 or 25 June.  Are those possible 
dates for Mr Vele? 
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MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If the commission pleases, Mr Vele will be 
available at the commission’s pleasure and the commission’s convenience so 24th 
or 25th would be acceptable. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am very grateful for that indication, thank you.  Chief, can I just 
– I am so sorry.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  You may be going to answer this question, but I also 
have a note that Mr Botten might be on the 22nd as well. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Exactly.  So, just to be clear and we will do some more work on 
this today.  Because the June hearings are very important not only because of the 
significance of the witnesses but also this is when counsel (…inaudible…) call the 
evidence in chief, the main evidence and the questions of counsel assisting done so 
that people can prepare for the July hearings to the extent we can.  
 
I will be proposing something of a running list.  Now, in other words, there maybe 
people and I am very grateful to Ms Nonggorr’s indication where we might say 
look, we are having a witness who is coming at 10 am but we would like Mr Vele, 
for example, to be available any time from midday.  We will give him sort of half 
an hour’s notice so that we have full hearing days. 
 
Now, people who are serving ministers might be in and we will do our very best to 
give them a firm fixture, for example, the Prime Minister but others may have to 
be available on short notice because I expect there will be 20 to 25 witnesses in the 
June hearings.  Some of them maybe quite brief; some may say well, in effect I 
was not consulted, and that evidence maybe indeed either very brief orally or 
indeed just involve counsel assisting tendering their statement. 
 
But Commissioner White, you are quite right, one of the things which happened 
since we had a mention with Mr Polye and Mr Kua is that Mr Botten will now 
prefer to give evidence on the 22nd.  Of course, though he is giving evidence from 
Perth so, it maybe that we can have the other gentleman earlier in the day and then 
put Mr Botten on mid-morning for example.  We will keep working on that but I 
think all those listings should proceed on the basis that we will be sitting normal 
court hours from 10 until 4.30 or so and that we will do our best to keep those times 
full of witness evidence.  Nothing further from me, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then with those remarks I think we can adjourn the 
proceedings.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
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AT 10.35 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 3 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM.    
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[9.57 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning everyone.  Yes. 
 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the commission we have a number of matters 
this morning, returns of summons. 
 
Chief Commissioner, yesterday you asked me for an update on the evidence to be 
given in June and we will provide more detail shortly but let me just put on the 
record what we intend.  So, as I mentioned yesterday at the opening of the stage of 
the hearings will be on 16 June and I expect that to go for the day.  Then Mr O’Neill 
the former Prime Minister is listed to give evidence from 10 am.   
 
Now, in order to ensure that the most productive use is made of time we will have 
if you like a running list as well of people who are located in the Independent State 
who can be swiftly summonsed or brought along to give their evidence.  So, we 
would propose that after Mr O’Neill if he does not take the whole day, Kerenga 
Kua, who is now put on the statement, the State Solicitor, Mr Rolpagarea, we 
would hope and then former Minister Polye.  It may be that we do not complete 
particularly with his evidence but that is all right it can be stood down. 
 
The next day 18 June, we propose to call the Prime Minister and again if he does 
not go for the whole day we can continue with any witnesses not completed on the 
17th and then Grand Chief Sir Leo Dion who was Mr O’Neill’s deputy would be 
called.    

   
[10.02 am] Then the following week on the Monday, we would propose as already advised to 

call Mr Micah, Minister Micah and then have in the running list Mr Arthur Somare 
and also we trust Governor Loi Bakani. 
 
Then on the 22nd, we would as you know, commissioners, Mr Botten is listed to 
give evidence and I think it is quite likely he will take the whole day but if he does 
not and if the other witnesses are not reached could be added in.  Mrs Nonggorr 
has very helpfully and properly indicated that Mr Vele is available effectively at 
all times and we will liaise with Mrs Nonggorr about when he might be needed.  
We are also finalizing the list of other witnesses so I would expect another ten or 
so potential witnesses to be called in June and there may be others who are formal. 
 
I have read that onto the transcript, commissioners; I will circulate that in writing 
but that commissioners is out present intention and as I said I would hope that the 
tender bundle for those who have leave to appear including the witness statement 
– I apologise for that, it is my – thanks for that.  So that is the position there. 
 
Can I, unless the commissioners have any questions about that matter at this 
minute, we have a number of summonses returnable today for Pacific Legal who 
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are acting as the agent for Norton Rose Fulbright but who as you will recall 
indicated through Mr Asigau in the last occasion that they have documents which 
fall within the scope over the summons issued to them and they have a list of 
documents which they were proposing to send to Norton Rose and their solicitors 
Mallesons Australia.  So, we will be dealing with that in a minute. 
 
But may I, commissioners, move from that to just put on the record as I 
foreshadowed yesterday the position in relation to the consents sought by King & 
Wood Mallesons on behalf of Norton Rose.  The first thing I should indicate is that 
I am perfectly happy to tender and therefore make available to the public a tender 
bundle of correspondence and consents we have previously provided a list of those 
and they will be put on the website but I am going to go through those now in a 
little detail. 
 
Commissioners, might the bundle with correspondence in relation to the Norton 
Rose file, and there is an index which I can provide, might that be received as a 
public exhibit please; I tender it.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are those correspondence in relation to the evidence Professor 
David Kavanamur will give? 
 
DR RENWICK:  What it is, Chief, is it was part of the running sheet provided and 
it is in relation to Norton Rose Fulbright.  So you are right, Chief, that includes the 
correspondence by and on behalf of Professor Kavanamur but it also includes the 
consents from Mr Vele and Mr Manau.  But might I just tender that bundle and 
commissioners if it is convenient then take you to the key documents.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is just that Professor David Kavanamur and Mr Vele do not 
feature on today’s diary and there may be no appearances by them or on their behalf 
and to tender those correspondence in their absence might deny them natural 
justice, I suppose.   
 
 

[10.07am] DR RENWICK:  Well, Chief, can I immediately make it clear?  There is not an 
ounce of criticism by counsel assisting on Mr Kavanamur, Mr Vele and Mr Manau 
or Mr Polye, not at all.   The reason I am taking you through this in a little detail, 
tedious as it is, is that it will be highly relevant to the applications we make about 
Norton Rose’s agents namely Pacific Legal which Dr Katter will come to in a 
minute.  So, commissioners if I may I tender that bundle of documents. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance by any interested witness who might 
want to be heard on that point before we consider accepting the tender of the bundle 
of those documents.  Mrs Nonggorr might be on screen, someone representing 
KCH might be available, I do not know and I am just thinking aloud in terms of 
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providing some opportunity for them to be heard before we decide on the 
acceptance of those bundle of documents. 

 DR RENWICK:  Certainly.  I cannot hear any objection but again I emphasise 
there is no criticism.  This is all about the production of client documents to the 
commission. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 DR RENWICK:  Of course, lawyers and clients have no legal interest in whether 
they are produced or not because they are the clients’ documents and as I make 
clear, chief, there is no criticism by me of any of the clients.  So I tender that bundle. 

 MRS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  If the commission pleases, Nonggorr, T. on behalf 
of the Department of Treasury and the Secretary for Treasury to say that my clients 
have no objection to the tender of this bundle.  It is from what I understand, I have 
not seen all the documents but what from I understand and I believe that to be true, 
it is the correspondence between indeed counsel assisting or solicitors assisting and 
King & Wood Mallesons with regards to the tender of documents, whether it 
regards to the production of documents and indeed Norton Rose believes that my 
clients have a role to play in the consents and we have provided the two consents 
that they have requested, so we have no objection to this bundle of correspondence 
being tendered to the commission. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you Mrs Nonggorr.  Is there anyone else in 
attendance who might want to say something?  Mr Sawong; is he in attendance?  I 
do not see him here.  All right, then that might be sufficient to address the question 
or query that I raised so Dr Renwick; you have that bundle of documents to tender? 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  You can tender it if that is okay with Commissioner White. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly.  Yes, Chief I have checked back, I 
think we are up to exhibit L.  Is that your understanding? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

 DR RENWICK SC:  So to be clear in the bundle I provided it is documents 1 to 30 
of the bundle and I will take you through it in a minute to which should be added 
a letter received from King & Wood Mallesons just before the hearing this morning 
of some 7 pages I think – 6 pages. 
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 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  You have that leave Dr Renwick. 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.   And one of the reasons I am going through this 
at some length is that the Malleson’s letter this morning does not only criticize me 
and my junior but also criticizes Commissioner White and rather extraordinarily 
and for that reason it is appropriate to go through the history of this in some detail.  
And to be very clear to repeat myself, this is all about the commission being 
provided with documents from the lawyers of PNG clients. 

[10.12am]There has never been a suggestion by Norton Rose or their lawyers Mallesons that 
we are dealing with documents in which lawyers might have privilege or might 
have ownership nor is there any suggestion at any stage that there is a lien for 
unpaid legal costs.  So I put that to one side. 
 
There is some hint in the correspondence that this is an akin area of the law, not at 
all.  The relevant provision is in the Legal Profession Uniform Law Australia 
Solicitor Conduct Rules.  In clause 14.1, it simply says this, “A solicitor with 
designated responsibility for a client’s matter, must ensure that upon a completion 
or termination of the law practice’s engagement: the client or former client; or 
another person authorized by the client or former client.”  And as you will see 
commissioners, all the former clients have given their consent that the commission 
has authorized, is given client documents or if they are electronic documents copies 
of those documents as soon as reasonably possible when requested to do so by the 
client unless there is an effective lien.  As I say no one has ever suggested there is 
lien so I put that to one side.  
 
So, all this is about is getting the PNG clients and three have been identified to 
provide consents for their own documents.  If we are not able to get them from 
Norton Rose through their lawyers Mallesons, well, the next step will either be 
(…inaudible…) the Independent State from Norton Rose’s agents or alternatively 
a request can be made by the Legal Services Commissioner in New South Wales 
by the PNG clients for the documents to be handed over.  So, that is the law it is 
extraordinarily simple and clear in this case. 
 
Let me then go to the key documents and they are these, and I will get the key 
documents to be put on the screen if I may.  Just bear with me for one minute, 
please.  So, as long ago as 15 March the Commission of Inquiry wrote to Norton 
Rose Fulbright who are the lawyers for any relevant PNG clients saying in effect; 
“We understand you were retained by certain PNG entities,” and they are all set 
out there, “we request you take steps immediately to identify and secure all 
documents and data within your possession, custody and control.”  And later on, 
there is reference to the solicitors assisting the commission writing to the current 
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Chairman of Kumul Holdings for example, and saying, we the Commission will 
request copies of your files.   
 
What then happened was that if we go forward to – so on 1 April, we, assisting, 
wrote to King & Wood Mallesons enclosing an authority to release the Norton 
Rose file.  I will just put that up.  We go down, just pausing there.  You may think 
this is trivial, commissioners, but I just notice that this is a letter from 
MinterEllison.  There is a letter on letterhead from Kumul Consolidated Office of 
the Chairman.  And if you just scroll the bottom of this letter it is signed by 
Professor Kavanamur.  Can I just note there that there has never been a query about 
whether Professor Kavanamur actually signed this letter or whether it is a genuine 
letter, and I know that is a remarkable thing to say but remarkably on another 
occasion there was such a query.  So, if you go back then you will see that there is 
an authority – I am just scrolling up slightly – you can see there is an authority; “I 
, 

[10:17am]Professor Kavanamur, in my capacity as Chairman, hereby request and authorize 
Norton Rose Fulbright, and any associated entities to discuss files with counsel and 
solicitors assisting.”  So in other words it is crystal clear that the client is getting 
permission to the lawyers; namely, Norton Rose and their lawyers, namely, 
Mallesons to discuss files held by Norton Rose relevant to the Terms of Reference 
with us and with the solicitors. 

And point 2, we scroll down, “to deliver copies relevant to the terms to the 
Commission of Inquiry.  So this is the client directing in accordance with the law 
of Australia that their documents be delivered to us and queries be able to be 
discussed with us.   

Then, if we press on, we get a letter on 14 April from King & Wood Mallesons and 
you will see there on page 1, you have requested and then down, it says, “NRFA”, 
so that is Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, “is in the process of identifying the 
documents or files requested but this is taking some time, particularly as the 
relevant partner,” we assume that is a reference to Mr Anthony Latimer, “who acted 
on the matter is no longer in NRFA.”  We do note that he was not the only lawyer 
working on it.  But they say, “NRFA is taking this matter seriously and its searches 
are being progressed as quickly as possible.”  So far, so good.  Perfectly orthodox 
and so on. 

And then there is a reference to Norton Rose’s investigations that there are a 
number of retainers at NRFA that may have some relevance to the Terms of 
Reference and they are set out.  And there were three references set out there.  The 
first retainer, the second retainer and the third retainer.  And that is significant 
because even as the letter this morning goes, as far as the letter of this morning 
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goes, we are still only talking about those three retainers; nothing has changed.  
And the short point is that IPBC which became Kumul Holdings had already given 
its consent and there is a reference to possibly the Minister for Public Enterprise.  
Mr Micah gave his authority and that was communicated on 29 April.  We will 
come to that in a minute.   

The Gas Projects Coordination Office gave its consent on 18 May and the State 
gave its consent through Mr Vele, the Secretary of the Treasury because the 
Treasury was the leading department in this case.  So counsel assisting says that it 
has been clear for a considerable period of time and I will come to the exact dates 
in a minute.  That all possible relevant consents had been given but we had made 
it very clear that if there were more consents required - genuinely required - we 
were to be advised and the consents would be obtained.  And commissioners, that 
would hardly be surprising because of the edict in the letter’s patent from the Prime 
Minister requiring all entities including this to cooperate fully with the 
Commission of Inquiry.  And can I say there has never been a hint from the State, 
from departments, from ministers or from PNG authorities that they would not act 
on their obligation in the Terms of Reference as you would expect quite properly.  
And that is what makes the fact that not only single under these retainers has yet 
been produced.  Bewildering and disappointing.  I put it no higher than that for the 
minute.   

Let me for completeness just go to the particular consents.  So on 29 April, and if  

[10.22 am] we can go to the authority’s release from the Honourable William Duma, and is 
addressed to the solicitor from Mallesons, we scroll down, “As the Minister 
responsible, I consent to release the relevant documentation from Norton Rose that 
may assist the work of the Commission of Inquiry into UBS.  A copy of my consent 
letter will be provided to the Inquiry.”  That is extraordinarily clear. 

 The next document is the authority to release of 13 of May from Mr Vele.  Again 
and just to pause, just to scroll up a little please and just to be clear, here is a letter 
on letterhead, Department of the Treasury, Office of the Secretary signed by the 
Secretary sent through and if you scroll down it says, there is a reference to the 
retainers and so on and then the sentence is accordingly by the Secretary on behalf 
of the Independent State request and authorize Norton Rose and any associated 
entities and that would of course include the Mallesons to discuss files held by 
Norton Rose Fulbright relevant to the Terms of Reference.  So extraordinarily clear 
and deliver copies to the Commission of Inquiry.  It could not be clearer. 

 And then finally we go to 18 May 2021 - sorry, 17 May I should say now, please 
note this again; is on letterhead, it has the crest of the Independent State, it is 
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addressed to the Royal Commission, you scroll down, so this is addressed to the 
Secretary of the Commission.  He apologies for delay due to ill-health.  He says, 
“Nevertheless, given the significance of the Inquiry, it is my utmost respect to the 
Commission and I will fully cooperate with your request by giving my consent.”  
In other words, this is the consent in authorizing the release of files held by Norton 
Rose Fulbright through the Gas Coordination Office to the Commission of Inquiry.  
Keep scrolling please. 

 Then you see, the signature of David Manau, secretary, we keep going. There is a 
letter of 7 May so this was an earlier letter from the COI to Mr Manau saying in 
effect, will you consent and you see there, this is another consent.  “We will fully 
support and assist the Commission in its inquiry.”  Signed and dated by him. That 
is a further consent.  It is nothing tricky about the law in this area.  It is meant to 
be straight forward and it is.  If it is your document as a client and you give your 
consent, the lawyers have to produce them.  We keep going down.  So here we 
have a letter of 17 May to the partner of King & Wood Mallesons and we do down.  
They understand you act for Norton Rose as you are aware the Commission of 
Inquiry has been established by the Government of Papua New Guinea. I am 
advised that.  I, David Manau hereby request and authorize,” so this is in the same 
terms and obviously what has happened here is that, he has signed the authority 
provided to him by the commission referred to in the previous letter.  And then if 
you continue to scroll down to the next letter.  Yes, we do not need that that is the 
medical certificate. 

 So that resulted in a remarkable response from Mallesons which I regret to say I 
have to take you to.  So if you look at the letter of 19 May and I emphasise all the 
correspondence has been tendered so the full picture is available.  

[10.27am]So this is the letter that Mr Manau sent by fax rather than email but there you are.  
We go down.  We refer to a letter received by KWM from the COI so that is from 
MinterEllison, apparently signed by you purporting to provide your authority.  It 
appears that your authority was signed and in that capacity you have some 
responsibility for GPCO.  Just on that question, we will just go on just a second.  
So, you will appreciate we need to be satisfied authority has been given, we do not 
wish to be difficult but before Norton Rose can release documents the following 
information is required.  Confirmation from you that you have signed the enclosed 
letter and its attachments.  Now, let us just pause to look at that remarkable 
sentence.  That is the first time a letter on letterhead from an authority in the 
Independent State has been the subject of a request by Mallesons to confirm that it 
is what it appears to be.  I do not want to speculate frankly as to what they might 
have been concerned about, but what on earth is that request about.  It was never 
the subject of a request in previous letters for Mr Vele, the minister or Professor 
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Kavanamur and yet it was in the same terms and on letterhead.   And then (b) an 
explanation for the basis on which you and in your capacity have responsibility for 
the GPCO together with supporting documents; thank you very much.  And 
whether GPCO has its own office holders, and if so, who they are.   

 
Just go back to the previous document if you would which is the consent from Mr 
Manau.  So, you can see there that Mr Manau explains in his signed consent that 
in his capacity as secretary of the department which has responsibility for the Gas 
Project Coordination Office.  There is nothing more any solicitor could ever 
reasonably require, that is, full complete as sufficient consent and yet as you will 
see not a single document has yet then been provided.  So, it was in that context 
that really in wilderment that we have tried to follow up with Mallesons saying we 
think you have got everything but please let us know if something more is required 
although in my respectful submission, commissioners, everything possible has 
been required. 
 
So, let us come finally to the letter sent just before we began this morning of 3 
June, just part of the tender bundle from Mr Toemoe.  And for the first thing to say 
about this is, it does contain some criticisms not just with me but also of one of the 
commissioners.  A letter of that sort could only have been written on expressed 
instructions of the client presumably Norton Rose and we are taking it as such.  So, 
this is Norton Rose as well as Mallesons speaking directly to the commission.  The 
first thing you will note is the first retainers, the three retainers identified of 
potential relevance are the same as identified nearly two months earlier so we know 
that and they know that.  And as I have demonstrated all those consents have been 
given in the clearest possible terms. 
 
Then over the page, there is reference with our attention drawn to various 
comments.  It is difficult to see how there could a proper basis to make them and 
they refer in particular but not with limitation to the following comments made not 
just by me and my junior and obviously I take responsibility for everything said on 
behalf of counsel assisting but extraordinarily there is direct criticism of 
Commissioner White.  It can only be we are the same.  The commissioner also do 
not have a proper basis for making that statement, and frankly there should be an 
apology to Commissioner White in that regard. 
 
The next thing is if one goes down to the next heading, COI has no authority to  

[10.32 am] compel. So, Mallesons inform us that we are not able to issue a summons.  We 
have had no compulsive force in Australia.  Despite that lack of compulsive 
authority, NRFA has provided information, well, not a lot, and has sought to assist 
the COI.  Well, the public should be the judge on how much assistance has been 
provided.  It is against this background the above comments were made and 
counsel assisting have now repeatedly and wrongly criticized the NRFA and now 
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this firm.  Neither NRFA nor this firm is under any obligation to assist or cooperate 
with the COI and any criticisms to that effect is unfounded. 
 
Next page.  The unjustified criticisms are just that unjustified in light of that.  
NRFA now proposes to no longer volunteer assistance in addition to making its 
obligation.  Well, pausing there, Mallesons are right, we have never issued a 
summons.  What has been happening, there has been correspondence by clients 
seeking the production of their information and I repeat, there has never been a 
suggestion that any of the documents are solicitors’ documents or there is a lien.  
So these are all PNG institutions and bodies and it is with all respect a strange 
criticism to make of us by large firms who work from time to time in PNG.   
 
But leave that to one side, we now have a statement that NRFA no longer proposes 
to volunteer assistance but it is not assistance to us in law.  It is requiring – it is 
complying with their obligations to their own clients.  We press on. 
 
The next page.  The first thing to say is we have only recently received this letter, 
and today is not the day to comprehensively respond except to say, we reject any 
criticism made against the counsel assisting or solicitors assisting team.  But there 
is one matter which needs a very direct rebuttal and that is under paragraph 5.  And 
so this is a reference to a solicitor, a senior solicitor from Mallesons and it is worth 
noting that she asked Mr Toemoe, the author of this letter, to breach NRFA client 
confidences by disclosing to her the contents of communications with NRFA’s 
clients regarding consents.  
 
When it was pointed out to Ms Rouyanian that it would be inappropriate to ask her 
to disclose communications with COI, she said she did not want to put Mr Toemoe 
on the spot except that such request was inappropriate, apologized and explained 
she had not wanted to create any difficulties.  That is rejected.  We do not accept 
that is what happened on the core, and I will now read out what happened on the 
core. 
 
I say very directly that if Mr Toemoe wishes the commission to accept what is there 
said and I think paragraph 5, he needs to put on an affidavit and he needs to submit 
to cross-examination before the commission.  If he has not done so, the commission 
will be entitled to find that the correct version of the conversation is as follows. 
 
This was a conversation which took place when Mr Toemoe rang at 5.09 pm and 
the MinterEllison solicitor said she enquired whether all necessary consents has 
been received and if there is anything further we can do to assist.  So, this is the 
plea we have been making as counsel assisting for some time.  If there is something 
more, you know the consents will be forthcoming; tell us what they are and we will 
get them. 
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Mr Toemoe indicated he considered the question put him in an ambiguous position 
as a practitioner.  He thought the question should be directed to the relevant clients 
and not to him or his client.  His position is that it would be inappropriate for him 
to divulge that information regarding his client or its client in turn.  He said we 
should be asking the clients about their consents, not him or his client and said 
solicitors assisting should be in a better position to have that information than he 
or his client.  The Minter solicitor said she was aware some consents had been 
given. 

[10.37 am] He said I should infer that from his answer.  He said he was not in a position to 
divulge whether further consents were required, he did not consider this a fair 
question and then he asked for any further request to be put in writing.  That is the 
version of events so I invite the commission to proceed on the basis that it is 
accurate.  So, and then just to clit this point before making some submissions about 
it, there are then in paragraph 6, Ms Rouyanian saying, most interest in knowing 
whether there were any outstanding client consents.  I suppose that is meant to be 
amusing but of course the commission has been very interested in knowing if there 
are any outstanding client consents so we can get on with the inquiry.  She revealed 
she was away and some consents have been provided, assumed others were 
outstanding. We can confirm her assumption is correct.  Next page. 

 As explained, clarification around consents ought to be directed toward NRFA’s 
clients, if they refuse to cooperate that is between them and the COI and not 
something for which Norton Rose or this firm can be blamed.  Well, with respect 
to Mallesons and Mr Toemoe who is writing on their behalf it is very hard for them 
to understand them. 

 This is all perfectly straightforward.  They had previously, that is Mallesons and 
Norton Rose have been perfectly happy to identify the relevant retainers and the 
relevant clients.  Indeed, they continue to do so on page of this letter today and yet 
here they are saying; we are not going to tell you if there is more consents.  You 
take it up with your clients.  You work it out.  That is a remarkable proposition and 
as I say apart from not accepting what is said there under heading 5 based on my 
instructions, we also do not accept it.  It is the mark of a client, that is to say Norton 
Rose, anxiously seeking to assist the commission which is something they have 
said on a number of occasions to respond in this way.  It is not a matter for the 
commission or PNG authorities to guess and hopefully come up somehow with the 
right answer as to who the other clients might be.   

And then if we go finally to – there is a reference to the status of request for 
authority, well, the clear position is what I have sent out but this document will be 
available to the public and the public can make its own mind up.  
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 If you scroll down on page 5, they say it is unclear in performance of which is any 
of the retainers the documents were created and whether the documents were 
NRFA under a single or multiple retainers or involving a retainer.  Accordingly, if 
NRFA were to provide the identified documents to any of the relevant clients, 
NRFA could inadvertently produce, provide documents to one client that relate  to 
a retainer with another thereby portentially breaching client confidence. 

Given this uncertainty at least in part caused by the executive arrangements in PNG 
and consequently ownership of the documents we consider the most efficient 
approach to deal with this is for NRFA to provide to the relevant clients all client 
documents it has located.  The first thing to say is, it has not produced a single 
document despite the retainers.   

The second thing to note is the retainers say in terms, it is firstly, consent is given 
in the broadest possible terms for the documents to be released to the commission.   
The commission will therefore know what all the information is.  In other words, 
the clients have obviously made it clear that they are not troubled about the 
commission saying, information from more than one client; that is to say more than 
one entity of the State, and of course that is entirely of appease with the Prime 
Minister’s directive that all authorities cooperate.  So what has happened here is 
that there have been clear request in accordance with the law of Australia which 
Norton Rose have chosen to interpret as requiring them to avoid this conflict when 
the terms of the consents indicate that is of no concern to them.   

Going over the page, again NRFA cannot provide documents without carefully 
ensuring its Australian professional obligations are met. 

[10:42am] As I have indicated the obligations are very simple and very clear.  They assert 
they have been taking proactive steps but prompt responses are not being received; 
we reject that and the tender bundle makes clear why we reject that.  And then there 
is a reference to Norton Rose being working to identifying reviewing all clients’ 
documents.  Now, there is another explanation as to why documents have been 
provided en tranches rather than all or nothing.  Indeed, the commission has been 
pleading through me for some time given the shortness of time to complete its work 
for the documents to be provided.  And so now, it seems because of the commission 
– the criticism by Commissioner White and counsel assisting at 2 June hearing, 
why that is of any relevance, I do not know, although it is entirely justified, and the 
failure of all relevant clients to provide the authorities, work has now stopped and 
will not restart.  But they will not tell us what the additional required authorities 
are.   
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So commissioners, I do apologise for taking the time to go through that but with 
great respect the position is clear.  The clients of Norton Rose, or who have been 
identified have given clear written consent which permits Mallesons, indeed 
requires them, Mallesons and Norton Rose to speak directly to those assisting the 
COI.  If they did so, this could be resolved in under a day.  I have no doubt about 
it.  In any other litigation it would have been resolved long ago and yet here we are 
nearly or more than two months on we have not a single document.   

So the purpose of me putting all that on the record is; firstly, because Mallesons 
have indicated that there has been selective reference to correspondence, well that 
criticism cannot be made any more because all the correspondence has been 
provided; secondly, we have explained how there is no possible justification for 
failure to hand over at least what has been identified thus far; and thirdly, all 
consents have been given.  But if there is another one, tell us because it will be 
provided but none has been suggested. 

So, in our submission, there are two things which could now occur.  One is to 
obtain the documents from Norton Rose’s, those are present in the Independent 
State as other documents and that is something that Dr Katter will come to in a 
minute.  The other is to indicate to those acting for the four people who have given 
consent; that is the State and the other two entities that the only other course we 
can identify, Mallesons have indicated they are under no compulsion to do what 
the commission has asked is for them to approach the Legal Services 
Commissioner in New South Wales who has statutory power to resolve these sorts 
of disputes.  I say that more in sorrow than in anger.  It is extremely disappointing 
indeed battling as to how we have come to this point and how apparently in part 
because of what was said by the commissioner and me yesterday, Norton Rose are 
now stopping work.   

I say nothing more about those matters then for the time being, there may be more 
to say later and commissioners, unless there is any observations the commissioners 
may wish to make, and of course you may, then we move to the subpoena list.  
Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what do you propose are the next steps? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, the next steps are this morning, commissioners, we wish to 
call on the subpoenas issued by the commission to documents within the 
Independent State and Dr Katter will come to that now.  And we say on the basis 
of the consents, there could be no possible claim of privilege mounted against the 
commission, but if there is, let someone come to the commission this morning, 
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explain it; explain who the client is on behalf of whom they are making the 
privilege claim and then commissioners you can rule on it.   

[10.47am]But the first thing is to get the documents.  The second and it can be no more than  

than an observation, it is a matter for the State and its authorities but we accept 
they have done everything we have asked them.  The only available recourse apart 
from commencing litigation in New South Wales, I suppose, would be that the 
cost-effective recourse would be, say, for Ms Nonggorr on behalf of the State and 
Mr Vele simply to ring the Legal Services Commissioner in New South Wales and 
say; we just do not understand what further consents are required can you help us.    
We suggest that Mr Manau and Professor Kavanamur and the minister to the extent 
his consent is necessary could do the same.  But that is just an observation.  What 
the commission can do is make orders and require production of documents within 
the Independent State and so that is why, commissioners, unless you wish to make 
any observations yourselves at this point, and you may, in my submission the next 
step is to go through the list because these issues will – I set that out to show there 
is consent.  That we are not getting anywhere in Australia and we now have to go 
through Pacific Legal.  At least that is something we can do today given the severe 
time pressures.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then commission can take note of your presentation 
and leave it to you to follow up with I suppose Mallesons and Norton Rose and 
report back. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, what we would say we have gone as far as we 
can.  It is now we would invite and indeed we will write I think to people formally 
but I see Mrs Nonggorr is here.  Ms Nonggorr has very properly indicated on behalf 
of Mr Vele and the State that there is consent given and it has been given some 
time ago to produce the documents to us and discuss it directly with us.  And in 
those circumstances, we simply say the Legal Services Commissioner in New 
Souths Wales would be an inexpensive way of progressing matters when we seem 
to have reached an impasse.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then you can discuss those options and then advise 
the commission later. 

DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, I am sure there is more to be said and 
to play out about this matter and I have nothing further to add to the observations 
of the chief commissioner, thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  Dr Katter will take the summons list this morning. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is the return of the summons to Mr 
Emmanuel Asigau a partner at the Pacific Legal Group.  I understand that Mr Iduhu 
appears for Mr Asigau. 

MR IDUHU:  Good morning commissioners.  Yes, Keith Iduhu from Pacific Legal 
Group, I am appearing on behalf of Mr Asigau E.T and Ms Sariman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I can indicate at the outset that on 2 June 2021 
yesterday, Mr Iduhu corresponded as to this return of the summons seeking that 
this summons be adjourned to 9 June 2021 and stating that Mr Asigau was unable 
to personally appear.  Since the previous return of this summons there has been no 
provision of any documents the subject of the summons, there has been no 
provision of any list of documents or the terms of any retainer between Pacific 
Legal Group and Norton Rose Fulbright as agent.   

The generation of a list of documents in the possession of Pacific Legal Group had 
been referred to by Mr Asigau on 26 May 2021, specifically in the hearing on that 
day.   

[10.52am]The provision to the commission of that list of documents and the terms of any 
retainer with Norton Rose Fulbright were referred to further in the written 
correspondence to Mr Iduhu that was sent on 1 June 2021.  There was then further 
correspondence yesterday, 2 June to Mr Iduhu requesting today a copy of any list 
of documents provided to King & Wood Mallesons as the solicitors for Norton 
Rose Fulbright seeking any consent to produce, and also a copy of any relevant 
retainer or retainers or the terms of the retainers between Pacific Legal Group and 
Norton Rose Fulbright. 
 
Also as referred to yesterday on 1 June and this was in the hearing as to return of 
the summons for Professor Kavanamur as Chair of Kumul Consolidated Holdings, 
copies of two written consents signed by the Chair of Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings and also the consent of the Minister for State Enterprises, the Honourable 
William Duma had been provided directly by the secretary and legal officer of 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings to Mr Iduhu, and a copy of that communication was 
provided to the Secretary of the Commission of Inquiry. 
 
These are copies of the written consents which had been communicated to King & 
Wood Mallesons as the solicitors for Norton Rose Fulbright.  And those consents 
which both State an authority to release relevant files held by Norton Rose 
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Fulbright to the commission no other reasonable excuse, to the use the phraseology, 
in the Commissions of Inquiry Act as to the non-production in accordance with the 
summons to Mr Asigau has been identified.  Mr Asigau on 26 May 2021 stated 
that there were documents in both paper form as well as being in electronic form 
held by Pacific Legal Group.  
 
It is submitted that there should be a direction that Mr Asigau produce any 
documents or writings in his custody or control forthwith today which is required 
by the commission’s summons of 12 May 2021 to produce and that the matter be 
stood down till later today and that Mr Iduhu will hand or Mr Asigau return to the 
commission with those documents.  A second direction is also sought that Mr 
Asigau provide a signed affidavit as to the matters in Schedule 1 to the summons 
of 12 May 2021 on or before 10 am on 9 June 2021 to the commission’s secretary.  
Those are the two directions sought if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Chief Commissioner, Mr Asigau as I said in my correspondence 
earlier is in attendance before the court this morning so we have sought the 
indulgence of the commission to have the summons returnable on 9 June.  We 
anticipate to provide that list to King Mallesons this afternoon and will employ 
every endeavour to see if they can provide that necessary consent for documents to 
be produced.  I take note of the exchange between certain parties as per Dr 
Renwick’s initial submissions but that we submit is a matter is reserved to one side 
between Norton Rose and those respective parties. 
 

[10.57am]For our purposes, my client’s purposes, the list of documents has been compiled 
and has been completed and we will provide to King and Wood Mallesons with the 
hope that that consent is forthcoming so that we can get to the next stage as quickly 
as possible. There is full cooperation from Mr Asigau.  And so with respect to the 
directions sought, I would propose that we limit to exactly an extension to 9 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose with regard to the second direction being sought, if 
we were to adjourn your client’s appearance to 9 June, then you will have adequate 
time to comply with that direction, that is the provision of the affidavit. 

MR IDUHU:  Correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But with regard to the first direction being sought in terms of 
the provision of the list of documents you said you are able to provide that list 
today. 

MR IDUHU:  List can be provided to King Wood Mallesons, yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR IDUHU:  And then they can get back to us with a consent following which 
will be provided to the inquiry, the commission.  And it is the documents on the 
list. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you have not received that consent from Mallesons yet? 

MR IDUHU:  No.  That list should be completed by today and we will send it to 
them this afternoon.  I can now say that- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What indication or assurance would you expect from 
Mallesons to give you that consent to provide the list to the commission? 

MR IDUHU:  Notwithstanding the exchange of the correspondence between 
counsel assisting and the inquiry and Norton Rose, that would be a separate matter 
as far as I am – and we are not privy to that until this morning so I am hopeful that 
commonsense can prevail that consent could be procured, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You would have had enough time by now to have obtained 
that consent from Mallesons to provide that list but you have not.  We are getting 
some information that Mallesons may not be cooperating or may not be interested 
in cooperating with the commission in terms of providing documents- - - 

MR IDUHU:  It might be - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So I am asking that question.  Yes. 

MR IDUHU:  Chief, whilst that may be the case, I would submit, it might be 
speculative at this juncture and perhaps if they were reluctant, then they could say 
that in exchange to myself to which we would be happy to provide that there is a 
reluctance and then the inquiry could make the necessary directions there.  At this 
point in time, we have not yet got any reluctance in respect of providing that 
consent.  In fact, we have been asked to provide the list so that they can respond.  
When they do, the inquiry will know certainly.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  That consent has been sought from Mallesons yet or not yet? 

MR IDUHU:  We have sought that.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  It has been sought? 

MR IDUHU:  It has been sought and we have been asked to- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And they have not responded yet? 
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MR IDUHU:  We have been asked to provide the list which we will do this 
afternoon to them to peruse and revert.  Yes, so there is a dialogue and exchange 
at this point in time with King & Wood Mallesons. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  How soon do we expect that list of documents to be provided 
if it is not by today, then maybe tomorrow? 

MR IDUHU:  Maybe tomorrow.  It will be provided- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Because 9 June is a long way away and also we are running 
short on time actually, we are moving towards evidentiary hearings in the middle 
of June and we do not have time to spend. 

MR IDUHU:  I will take note of that.  I am hopeful that the list will be dispatched 
to King & Wood Mallesons this afternoon.  We can follow up with that and see if 
they can come back to us and be in a position to inform the inquiry better.  At this 
time, this is as much as we can assist. 

 
[11.02am]THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr Katter, you want to follow up on the matters 

that I raised or if not we can ask Commissioner White to comment and then we 
take a position. 
 
DR KATTER:  I was going to submit Chief, if a further direction in addition to the 
two directions that I submitted should be made, a further direction that the list of 
documents and the terms of any retainer be provided to the commission.  And I 
note that the timing proposed are that they be provided by close of business 
tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that will be the first direction instead of - - - 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, and I continue to submit that there should be a direction that 
Mr Asigau produce any documents or writings in his custody or control today.  
There has been no articulation as to any reasonable excuse in my submission for 
that direction not to be made. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  And the third direction that Mr Asigau provide a signed affidavit 
as to the matters in Schedule 1 of the summons of 12 May on or before 10 am on 
9 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  I certainly understand that Mr 
Iduhu is doing his best to assist the commission and feels a little constrained as 
agent for an Australian based firm, nonetheless his firm is based in Papua New 
Guinea and is subject to the direction of the commission and I would think that the 
direction sought secondly by Dr Katter that the list of documents and any terms of 
retainers should in fact be produced to the commission; the list not the documents 
themselves.  That is very usual if there is to be any kind of privilege nonetheless 
the identification of the documents is important and that Mr Asigau could produce 
those documents which he already has and we will agree on the affidavit.  Thank 
you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So I suppose we can direct firstly that Pacific Legal Group, in 
particular Mr Asigau provide the list of documents provided to King & Wood 
Mallesons and a copy of the relevant retainer agreements to this commission by 
close of business tomorrow; and number two, that Mr Asigau provide to the 
commission an affidavit on or before 9 June 2021.  And the mater stands adjourned 
to 9 June 2021 at 10 o’clock.  Can we issue those directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Okay then we issue those directions, Mr Iduhu. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you kindly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you Chief. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, there are two more matters on the list.  The 
next is the summons returnable for John Beattie before Mr Iduhu departs; Mr John 
Beattie, partner of Pacific Legal Group.  The submission is that there be a direction 
that Mr Beattie provide a signed affidavit as to the matters in Schedule 1 to the 
summons issued to him on or before 10 am on 9 June 2021. 
 

[11:07am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, can we issue that direction? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.  I guess Mr Iduhu has not got any 
objection to that direction if he is representing Mr Beattie? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu? 

MR IDUHU:  None at this stage except that it should be known that Mr Beattie is 
in Australia so we will employ every endeavour, otherwise we will take note of the 
directions. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank Mr Iduhu. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, we will issue that direction.  Have we 
mentioned Angela Sariman, may be related to those two witnesses, Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, commissioner.  Not mentioned yet but that is the next 
summons returnable and it is submitted that there be also a direction to Ms Angela 
Sariman to provide a signed affidavit as to the matters in schedule 1 to be 
summonsed, served on her on or before 10 am on 9 June also. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Firstly, have we been able to serve the summons on Ms 
Angela Sariman by substituted service I suppose by email as directed last time? 

DR KATTER:  I do not think that has occurred, chief commissioner.  I understand 
that the summons was served physically on the firm, Pacific Legal Group only and 
it has not been otherwise served. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think there were some issue around that mode of service 
and that is why we directed service to be effected by this alternative mode and I 
suppose MinterEllison would have served the summons by email I suppose.  We 
need to establish that first before we issue the direction. 

DR KATTER:  Yes, I do not understand whether there has been any provision of 
an email address for Ms Sariman. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I ask whether Mr Iduhu has instructions to 
accept service on behalf of Ms Sariman, perhaps that would clarify? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He took issue with that last time remember, but we will ask 
him again. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu, you can- - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But things have moved on perhaps then, chief so I 
was just inquiring; whether things have changed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I did address the sort of technical aspect of that and he 
insisted last time that he wanted the summons be served personally on her by email 
and that is where we left off.  Mr Iduhu? 

MR IDUHU:  Yes, Chief and Commissioner White.  I believe the email address 
was provided but if not I can provide it again to the commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you provided the email address to who? 
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MR IDUHU:  I will check my email records to see – I did forward that email 
address to inquiry, if not, I can provide it again. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Ms Sariman’s email address was provided to commission 
staff, is it? 

MR IDUHU:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who in particular?  Mr Matthew Yuangu or? 

MR IDUHU:  My memory is a bit hazy at the moment in that respect but I do recall 
sending an email.  If not, then I can provide that again.  Be that as it may, the matter 
has been discussed and subject to that email – that service being effected, I do recall 
those directions were made.  May it be something for the records, Ms Sariman has 
no recollection or has not had any active involvement with this particular issue as 
to the file and that was provided in a letter that we asked that Ms Sariman be 
excused of that summons.  Because the best we might procure from an affidavit, if 
it were provided, might simply – single paragraph stating exactly what was 
provided in that letter initially.  That is what I submit in relation to that particular 
summons.   

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Iduhu, could I just ask you this?  Presumably Ms 
Sariman does not have access to any of the contemporaneous documents because 
sometimes, of course, if one is able to glance over documents then one’s memory 
sometimes is enhanced but I take it she does not.  Is that the case or?  Is she a 
continuing member of Pacific Legal Group? 
 

[11.02am]MR IDUHU:  Commissioner, she is a continuing member of the firm only she has 
had no involvement with respect to this particular file so that would not have any- 
- - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  At the time, is that the case? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
MR IDUHU:   As we would not be of any assistance to the inquiry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You would not know unless you have instructions from Ms 
Sariman, you do not act for her. 
 
MR IDUHU:  That is a conversation with Mr Asigau. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You cannot state a supposed instruction. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That she is not a relevant witness.  You need to obtain 
instructions from her to put that position to the commission. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes so- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Right now you have not got any instructions that is the 
impressing I was getting. 
 
MR IDUHU:  No, no that is not the impression.  Initially, the question was whether 
the documents were served in compliance with the Act. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR IDUHU:  That is as using Dr Renwick’s terms, that is to one part.  The other 
of course is with constructive knowledge because the documents have been served 
at our offices, I having the carriage discussed with Mr Asigau, sought instructions 
and as to who might have privity of the documents of those particular- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But the person in the spotlight is the witness not counsel. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are trying to track down the witness and the witness is the 
one whose is going to instruct you to appear on her behalf. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then you can make whatever ca se you want to make on 
her behalf. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think the first thing we are trying to do is to establish 
service of the summons on Ms Sariman and that is where you come in to assist 
provide her contact. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that is where we are at now. 
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MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Previously the summons was served on your firm. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But you took issue with that so that is fine.  Now, we are 
trying to establish contact with the witness. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is the witness who is in the spotlight not the counsel. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes correct.  And so in that regard then I would submit simply that 
service ought to be in compliance with the Act, email would not suffice. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The last time we directed that service be effected by email 
because service cannot be effected in accordance with the two prescribed mode of 
service prescribed by the Act which is personal service or by placing the document 
at the witnesses usual place of residence or abode. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Of abode. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes and we could not- - - 
 
MR IDUHU:  It does not provide for email. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But do we know where she lives?  Does she have a residence 
in Papua New Guinea or Port Moresby or wherever?  But at which place the 
summons could be left and that would be sufficient service I suppose but we did 
not have that information so I think it was you who suggested she can be contacted 
by email and that is why I issued that direction for substituted service by email on 
the email contact that you would provide and you said you provided the email 
contact. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, very well I will- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am trying to establish if the summons has been served that 
is where we are right now. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you so we will provide that email then if that is the case again. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Can we hear something from Mr Jurth.  Have you made any 
attempt or effort around serving the – I suppose the new summons, the new return 
date on Ms Sariman? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am not aware of any new summons being issued to Ms Sariman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the summons that we were talking about last time 
had already lapsed and the directions that there should be a new summons issued 
by email, returnable, I think today.  That is where we are now and we are trying to 
establish if that summons had been served on Ms Sariman by email, on the email 
contact provided by Mr Iduhu. 
 
MR JURTH:  I apologise, it is just effectively clear.  I thought you are inquiring 
by my personal knowledge.  Dr- - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No. 
 
MR JURTH:  Dr Katter is dealing with this witness.  Perhaps he is the one they can 
respond to in relation to what counsel assisting is aware of.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But you are here.  You are here in PNG and you have that 
advantage, you are sitting here you are listening to these directions, so we need to 
be a little proactive. 
      

[11.17 am] MR JURTH:  I appreciate that. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All okay, you have no knowledge.  How do we address this?  
I think we are going around in a circle trying to establish service of the summons, 
supposedly a new summons on Ms Sariman.  That is the first step I suppose and 
then once that is done, then we can issue directions thereafter.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioner, a direction, if it pleases, as to the provision of an 
email address and or a residential address in Papua New Guinea for Ms Sariman 
by Mr Iduhu on or before say tomorrow, if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That direction was issued with regard to the email address but 
we can add on in that direction the provision of Ms Sariman’s residential address 
in Papua New Guinea. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Be given by tomorrow, is it? 
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DR KATTER:  Yes, please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Be given by Mr Iduhu by close of business tomorrow. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you, Commissioner 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then a new summons we will issue with a new return 
date. 
 
DR KATTER:  A new summons would then issue.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the return date of that summons then? 
 
DR KATTER:  Subject to that residential address, it would be the 9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 am. 
 
DR KATTER:  10 am, commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  May I suggest chief, I accept those directions of 
course but because we seem to be re-visiting the issue of Ms Sariman at any time, 
not just that she cannot now recall as I understand Mr Iduhu’s submission, she has 
never worked on this retainer.  If that is the case, surely it would be sensible if she 
swore an affidavit to that effect so that we could cease pursuing her for information 
that she may be able to give to assist the commission.  That would then put at rest, 
would it not, this issue? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The problem with that direction is that Ms Sariman has not 
established contact with Mr Iduhu and Mr Iduhu does not have instructions from 
her to be able to produce- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I beg your pardon, I had thought that he said he had 
a telephone conversation with her but I might have misheard that.  Perhaps he could 
clarify.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then.  Can that be clarified?  Mr Iduhu, you had the 
telephone conversation with Ms Sariman, is it? 
 
MR IDUHU:  That is correct.  But, Chief, I think we will – we should defer to the 
Chief’s decision with respect to steps.  Can we organize if that summons is 
forthcoming and perhaps the best way would be for Ms Sariman to respond in the 
appropriate manner of an affidavit; and the commission can take up a position at 
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that point.  Commissioner, I suppose if that were, we respectfully submit that might 
resolve the issue. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Certainly, I am really just trying to – if there is to be 
no assistance that Ms Sariman can give to the commission, then let us stop 
troubling her. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  If we can.  So, yes indeed, the proper steps have to 
be taken but on the 9th, it may be sensible and efficient to produce an affidavit from 
her if those are her continuing instructions. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, at the sole discretion of the inquiry, of course, and that is a 
decision it can make whether to pursue with that summons or not.  Seeing that the 
last one has lapsed and these are matters that have come in exchange. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, so we can- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Certainly. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So we can issue a- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not saying that a new summons should be 
issued, Mr Iduhu; merely that once the summons has been received, Ms Sariman if 
that is her position could swear an affidavit. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you kindly. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Why do we not simplify the process, Mr Iduhu, by the 
commission issuing a summons made returnable on 9 June with a direction that Ms 
Sariman provide an affidavit. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On or before 9 June, and then for summons to be given to you 
to provide to Ms Sariman; make it easy.  Cut out all these technical issues about 
service and all that.  Just make it simple. 
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[11.22am]MR IDUHU:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I think we can simplify the directions 
in that way. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I agree completely, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then Dr Katter, we can issue directions in those terms 
appropriately worded. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners.  Those are the three summonses 
returnable. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, those are the only summonses I think for today.  
Just to foreshadow what is happening next week.  On 9 June, directions or return 
of summonses for Mr Flynn, Mr Taylor, Mr Pagen, Professor Kavanamur and Mr 
Aopi.  On 10 June, we have one or either of those to Sir Rabbie Namaliu, Mr Botten 
and Mr Chang, Ms So-on, Mr Wato and Grand Chief Sir Leo Dion.  And then on 
11 June, we have Richard  Maru, Sir Puka Temu, the Honourable Charles Abel, Dr 
Benedict Yaru, Hudson Ramatlap, Anthony Yauieb, Alex Tongayu and Kamburi 
Erastus.   
 
That is where it sits at the minute, commissioners. t may be there will be some 
variations to those and certainly before 24 hours, before 9 June, an updated list will 
be put on the website.  But unless there are any other applications or remarks, then 
in our submission we can now adjourn until 9 June at 10 am.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There are two other witnesses who were listed to appear today.  
Have we mentioned those; Peter Graham and Francis Kaupa? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, can I be the first.  Commissioners, in relation 
to Mr Graham, it was stood over from two days ago which was today for me to 
review the statement.  I have reviewed it and there has been ongoing 
communication between counsel assisting commission and Mr Graham.  It is all 
heading in the right direction.  I even received an email from him while I was sitting 
in the bar table this morning.  So I would only ask that a direction be made for any 
final statement to be provided by 9 June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Peter Graham has provided a statement. 
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MR JURTH:  He has provided a statement and he has also provided responses to 
questions that have been asked of him.  So it is in the process of simulating either 
his former statement and the responses onto one new statement, providing a 
supplementary statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have established that there is a need for a supplementary 
statement, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  He has provided further material, further information since his initial 
statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you say a little bit more about that supplementary 
statement?  What is it going to contain? 
 
MR JURTH:  It refers to his involvement in GLoCo and whether or not he was 
director of an entity, and whether his summons can be – whether the information 
that he has provided can more directly respond to in that capacity. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The statement that he has already provided only relates to his 
position as Managing Director of Exxon Mobil. 
 
MR JURTH:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But not GLoCo. 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so.  He also asked questions of him concerning the structure 
and the percentage of ownerships of the relevant stakeholders in the PNG LNG 
project. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What was the relationship between Exxon Mobil and GLoCo 
again? 
 

[11.27am]MR JURTH:  That is a very good question.  Mr Graham has not been entirely clear 
between those two.  One of his responses suggested that he is not aware whether 
or not he was even a Director of Gloco.  That is one of the things I need to explore 
with him when providing his supplementary statement. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, so you seek directions; what was his directions 
again? 

MR JURTH:  That any finalized statement by Mr Graham be provided on or before 
9 June. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And the matter stands adjourned to- - -  

MR JURTH:  The 10th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The 10th June at 10 am. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, can we issue those directions? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Certainly chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we issue those directions. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  The final matter is that of Mr Francis 
Kaupa.  Mr Kaupa appears in person today and I thank Mr Kaupa for his 
writtenstatement- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let Mr Kaupa take his seat at the bar table first.  Mr Kaupa is 
seated so you can make your statement Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  Mr Kaupa first appears person.  At the last occasion 
Mr Kaupa handed over his written and signed statement.  I have had the opportunity 
to review that.  We thank Mr Kaupa for his assistance and the only direction I 
would seek in relation to him is that his evidence be set down for hearing on 24 
June.  I have ascertained from Mr Kaupa prior to the hearing this morning that that 
is a date that is convenient to him.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is on 24 June at what time? 

MR JURTH:  I understand it is a running sheet on each day but 10 am. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  10 am.          

MR JURTH:  If it would be appropriate. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White we can fix Mr Kaupa’s 
appearance to give evidence on 24 June at 10 o’clock. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Yes, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we issue that direction. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kaupa, you prepare your evidence with Mr Jurth and you 
give your evidence on 24 June at 10 o’clock. 

MR KAUPA:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And you may be excused.   
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MR KAUPA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good. 

MR KAUPA:  Thank you chief commissioner and madam commissioner. 

DR RENWICK:  There are no other matters, I think, commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anything else Commissioner White or Mr Jurth, Dr Katter?  
If not, then my associate will adjourn the proceedings. 

DR KATTER:  Nothing, commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  We are adjourning to next - - - 

DR RENWICK:  9 June, commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, 9 June is our next appearance, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the proceedings stand adjourned.  Associate, you 
can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 11.30 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 9 JUNE 2021. 
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(Continued from 3 June 2021) 
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[9.56 am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission we continue to appear as 
counsel assisting.  There is a number of matters commissioners in the list.  I just 
cannot see Commissioner White.  Yes, I can now I apologise.   

 
Commissioners, I see Mr Scerri of Queens Counsel is here.  Might it be convenient 
to deal with the Aopi matter first in the list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you commissioners, I appear for Oil Search and Mr Aopi. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I can deal with this quickly and I think by consent 
this matter was mentioned last week to the extent Mr Aopi or his solicitors took 
anything, said on the last occasion as criticism of their not appearing.  Any such 
criticism was not intended.  The correct position is that the summons was served on 
Mr Aopi.  Corrs lawyers instructing Mr Scerri contacted Minters.  It was agreed there 
should be discussion about the summons and about dates for a statement from Mr 
Aopi and his appearance at the commission.  Discussions occurred, Corrs were told 
in the discussions confirmed by email that they or Mr Aopi need not appear on 2 
June and that the summons would be adjourned.  And so as I say there is no criticism 20 
by us in those circumstances. 
 
There is now agreement by Mr Aopi and those acting for him about the following: 
that there be a new summons to Mr Aopi to appear, I think, immediately following 
Mr Botten on 23 June and to produce documents in his possession, custody and 
control concerning these matters which are on the screen.  And I think Mr Scerri can 
confirm that those are the terms I have shared with him earlier and I think they are 
agreeable to him and his client. 
 
MR SCERRI:  I certainly do confirm that, commissioners.  Thank you, Dr Renwick. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then the other matter is Mr Scerri has advised me that Mr 
Aopi through Corrs will deliver a statement by Thursday, 17 June to MinterEllison 
covering the topic set out in the summons which is on the screen.  And if that is 
agreeable to Mr Scerri, counsel assisting request that the commissioners order that a 
summons be issued. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you commissioners, we certainly do agree with that and again 
thank you Dr Renwick. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Commissioner White, we can issue those 
directions to be appropriately worded. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief, I am in agreement with those directions for 
a fresh summons to be issued in the terms that have been agreed between Mr Scerri 
and Dr Renwick which we have seen on the screen. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we issue those directions.  Counsel will settle on 
the appropriate wording of those directions. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed.  May it please the commission, Dr Katter or Mr Jurth 
will deal with the next matter. 
 

[10.01 am] MR SCERRI:  Commissioner, may I be excused? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you may be excused.   
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you, sir. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  In returning to the top of the list, the first 20 
matter is that of Richard Flynn.  Mr Flynn appears at the bar table next to me, and 
he has come to update the commission as to his compliance with the summonses that 
have been issued to him.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR FLYNN:  Good morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning.   
 30 
MR FLYNN:  We were last before the commission on 1 June and at that time we 
were responding to the first part of summons 97.  In response to that summons, we 
have provided to counsel assisting approximately 420 documents responsive to those 
specific questions in that first summons.  That comprised the first traunch of 
documents that we had indicated we would be able to provide.  There is still a further 
traunch of documents that are being prepared to provide to counsel assisting in 
response to that summons.  We will need certain clearances in relation to that second 
tranche of documents.  The first clearance is in relation to UBS providing 
instructions as to whether or not they wish to maintain legal privilege in respect of 
any of the second tranche of documents. 40 
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Secondly, I have been asked to flag with the commission as more procedural matter 
in that those documents produced will contain certain employees’ specific personal 
information such as individual employee names or contact numbers and whether the 
commission to seek to formally table those documents before the commission to 
another witness, for example.  We would wish that kind of personal information to 
be treated sensitively, and I am sure we could agree some procedure for further 
reduction if that is necessary.  But that is the status of the first summons, in short; 
further documents to be provided where we had indicated that 18 June would be the 
due date for the second tranche; we will of course endeavour to provide it sooner if 10 
we are able to. 
 
If I can move on to add that we were given yesterday three further summons, and if 
I can break those down to their component parts.  I think I will call them parts 2, 3 
and 4.  The summons for part 2 was actually dated 1 June but was received in the 
bundle of summons that we received yesterday.  That part 2 relates to Ashurst’s 
engagement by Morgan Stanley which is an Australian Investment Bank.  I think 
there are approximately five questions in that summons, and we will now start the 
process of formally looking for documents and, of course, taking instructions in 
relation to legal privilege and in respect of those questions. 20 
 
Parts 3 and 4 of the summons relate to our engagement by UBS, but they relate to 
different aspects of the transaction compared to those that were dealt with in part 1 
of the summons. We will obviously go through the same process, so I will just need 
to flag that these are substantial and complicated transactions.  There are thousands 
of documents in the electronic record and just as we had initially indicated in relation 
to the first part of the summons the timeframe is of the order of some weeks to  

[10:06am]prepare a response, and we have dedicated significant resources to responding to this 
matter.  But we will have to deal with this in some form of sequence and so the 
difficulty that we face in relation to; in particular the third and fourth part of those 30 

summons is that each response may take the order of one, two or three weeks and 
when put in a sequence that means it may take up to six weeks to respond.  We would 
have of course responded progressively as we have done before.  So I cannot give 
you a specific time frame we will of course do our best but I felt I should flag to the 
commission that it will be some weeks to respond to these additional parts of the 
summons. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Dr Renwick. Mr Jurth, is it? 
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MR JURTH: Chief Commissioner, Mr Flynn is my witness today. Chief 
Commissioner I extend counsel assisting’s thanks to Mr Flynn and also his colleague 
Mr Brooks for their on-going assistance.  Mr Flynn has indicated that the summons 
97 can be complied with by 18 June.  I would request or submit that an order be 
made making that summons returnable on 19 June and if Mr Flynn - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is a Saturday, Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  I do apologise. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: I am sure you work very hard in Port Moresby but 
probably they do not really want an appearance on that day I would think. 

MR JURTH: Mr Flynn has confidently indicated that he is content with it to come 10 
back on Friday the 18th.  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes 

MR JURTH:  And perhaps the new summonses that was served on him yesterday 
could be mentioned on the same occasion.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, 18 June is available. Although we have penciled in 
someone to give evidence on that day but this is a mention or directional matter so 
it should not take long to deal with.  I am comfortable to adjourning the matter to 18 
June 2021 at 10 o’clock.  I think we can extend the summons to that day and then 
we will consider the other summons at that time.  Commissioner White, are you 
agreeable to the adjournment?  20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly Chief.  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The matter stands so adjourned.  Mr Flynn you may be excused. 
Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is John Paul Taylor. 
The position is Mr Taylor is that he has not yet been served with the summons 
addressed to him, in those circumstances I submit that a direction should be made 
extending the summons to 16 June. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Mr. Jurth, is there a particular difficulty with serving 
Mr Taylor? 

MR JURTH: The only difficulty is that we do not know where he is.  My instructions 30 

are attempts have been made to locate him and they have not proved fruitful. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE: Well, extending it may not be fruitful either.  Is there 
any leads or anyone that could assist? 

MR JURTH:  We will make every effort, Commissioner White. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: All right thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we know the whereabouts of this particular witness. Is he 
within the jurisdiction or outside the jurisdiction? 

MR JURTH: My present instructions are that he is within the jurisdiction but they 
do not know where he is. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Now, he is being summoned in what capacity again? As a 
company director, is it? 10 

[10.11am]MR JURTH:  I confess it slipped my mind for the moment, chief commissioner.  It 
is my--- 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  If you just have a look at the summons it should tell 
you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is the summons. 

MR JURTH:  Can we scan up on that, please? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have any information about his position in the company 
that is named there and relevance of his evidence?  His evidence is not going to be 
relevant to the matter on the inquiry and I suppose there is no need to keep chasing 
him up. 20 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner- - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is Pertusio. 

MR JURTH:  Pertusio Capital Partners are featured in the Ombudsman Commission 
Report. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

MR JURTH:  As a company that provided advice to either UBS or to the State.  
There is some passing connection to Mr Vele.  He refers to the company in one of 
his statements, he was director of it for a short time.  So that is the relevance of Mr 
Taylor to this inquiry but I take of course what you put to me in my submission we 
should give it one final attempt and if that is not fruitful then perhaps we - - - 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Sounds his evidence might be relevant of course.  But your 
officers, what attempts have they made to locate him physically?  What are the final 
steps have they taken? 

MR JURTH:  I understand some local addresses have been provided to the 
commission staff, those addresses have been- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Somebody needs to make physical attempt to locate him in his 
physical location, place of residence, place of business where he works, if he is 
within the jurisdiction.  It is not enough to just sit in the office and look for the email 
address and telephone numbers and that sort of thing.  Yes? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I do not want to put it too high but I am 10 

instructed that his residential address here in Port Moresby was attended on 
yesterday but he was either not there or left.  So we will continue those attempts. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just saying it, we need to perhaps keep up the pace in 
trying to locate him physically.  If he is in the country then he should be found.  But 
that is fine.  Commissioner White, we can extend the summons to June 16 I believe 
at 10 o’clock. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Yes, chief, certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, summons is so extended. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Chief, might I submit that it be extended to 2 pm that day 
given Dr Renwick opening will commence at 10 o’clock and we can deal with it first 20 

thing after lunch.  Would that be convenient? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am happy with that chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, then extended to 2 pm. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But the point I am making is – I am just trying to emphasise the 
point; we need to come out of our offices and track down these people physically 
they are within the country.  If it means flying your staff to wherever the location 
the witness might be situated, the commission can meet that cost. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, the next one? 30 
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MR JURTH:  The next witness is Richard Pagen. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The Chief Ombudsman.  Is there any appearance for - - - 

MR JURTH:  The Chief Ombudsman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MS KORALYO:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, Ms Koralyo, I appear on behalf 
of the Chief Ombudsman. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  May I just have a moment, please?  
Thank you chief commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, on the last occasion, Ms 
Koralyo was here after having provided documents from the Ombudsman 
Commission.  We presently do not seek any further documents from the 10 

Ombudsman Commission.  We thank the team and Ms Koralyo for their cooperation. 

[10.16am] In the circumstances, I submit a direction extending the summons to a date to be 
fixed would be appropriate so that Ms Koralyo does not have to keep coming back 
but if there is something specific that occurs to us down the track we are able to call 
on her. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that means fixing a date for Mr Pagen to give his evidence 
or for mention or status check or for- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, just a date to be fixed.  I am not certain that Mr Pagen is coming 20 
to give evidence personally.  It is just a question of what documents his office has 
provided.  For the moment we are content with what has been provided and as I said 
if something specifically occurs to us that we think Ms Koralyo can assist with we 
can raise with her in due course.  In those circumstances, I submit that adjourning 
the summons to a date to be fixed is not- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you need to be specific about that direction.  The 
direction can be issued fixing his appearance for the date and time for him to give 
his evidence, whether actually he appears physically to give his evidence or he has 
handed documents over to be extended by counsel that is another matter, he does not 30 
have to attend.  But I think we need to fix a date if necessary for him; lock him down 
for a date on which he will give his evidence.  He has already given evidence, well, 
a major part of his evidence has already come in.  We just need to complete his 
evidence. 
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DR RENWICK:  Chief, I am sorry to interrupt but might it be convenient to list him 
for mention at 10 am on 24 June and if Ms Koralyo does not need to attend, we will 
let her know.  I am sorry to interrupt, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Much appreciated Dr Renwick, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay, Commissioner White, we adjourn the summons 
to 24 June at 10 o’clock for mention? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly Chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Koralyo, you are excused. 
 
MS KORALYO:  Thank you Commissioner. 
 
MR JURTH:  Dr Katter will take the next witness, Chief. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, this is the summons for Professor Kavanamur the 
Chair of Kumul Consolidated Holdings for which Mr Sawong appears. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the commission. 
 30 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there are three particular points to refer to assist the 
previous return of the summons.  I can indicate that Professor Kavanamur and Mr 
Sawong as board secretary and legal officer for Kumul Consolidated Holdings for 
being industriously acting since the previous return of the summons.  First, a further 
consent has been provided by the Minister for State Enterprises the Honourable 
William Duma and is dated 4 June.  That consent has been communicated by Mr 
Sawong to King & Wood Mallesons as solicitors for Norton Rose Fulbright.  And 
Mr Sawong provided a copy of that further consent of the Minister to the 
Commission Secretary on 8 June.  And commissioners, Mr Sawong though may also 
be able to indicate for the record whether any further consent has been requested by 40 
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King & Wood Mallesons and whether any further consent is outstanding in 
circumstances where a second consent document, and this was mentioned at the last 
return of Professor Kavanamur was provided on 31 May, and the second consent of 
Minister Duma was provided as just mentioned on 4 June.  
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you Mr Katter.  Commission, in relation to any outstanding 
consents, KCH has through the Chairman submitted the second consent on 31 May 
and Minister Duma on 4 June.  We have received a letter from King & Wood 
Mallesons dated 8 June 2021 basically indicating that the second consent issued by 
Minister is unsatisfactory to their requirements.  If I may indulge the commission, 10 
the reasons for this letter is “unfortunately your authority only provides consent for 
NRFA to produce documents to the PNG Commission.    
 

[10.21 am] It does not provide consent for NRFA to release documents to the people and or 
entities,” identified in the bold underlined text above which is to each of Mr Vele, 
Mr Vele’s solicitors Kumul Consolidated Holdings, Mr Manau and Mr Duma.  Chief 
Commissioner and commissioners, the minister has provided two consent letters.  
Each of those letters have given authority.  Each of those letters have given specific 
consent. 
 20 
While I appreciate the position that King & Wood and Norton Rose explains in this 
letter, I am quite reserved at seeking an additional consent from the minister for the 
third time.  That is not to say that I will make an attempt; I will do so.   I am not sure 
how this will play out with the minister but I am open and willing to make an attempt 
for that third consent.  But I would like the commission to note that this is the third 
time I will be requesting a consent letter from the minister and, quite frankly, it is 
what I believe to be a joke from King & Wood Mallesons and Norton Rose Fulbright 
Australia.   
 
Nevertheless as I have mentioned earlier, I will make an attempt to seek the third 30 
consent specifically with the narration that has been provided in the letter dated 8 
June 2021 from King & Wood Mallesons and Norton Rose. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the point in the contention?  What are they saying that 
the consent required documents to be delivered to this commission and not the client, 
is it?  Is that the- - -  
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, I believe the contention is for the 
consent that the minister is to provide his consent to Norton Rose to provide 
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documents to the clients of Norton Rose which is of course Mr Vele or Mr Vele’s 
solicitors, Kumul Consolidated Holdings, or and Mr Manau. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is getting a little technical here but just find out what the issue 
is.  Is that a substantive issue or a technical issue?  If it is a technical issue, there 
would not be any problem in issuing the vast – vested vast consent from Minister 
Duma or anyone else for that matter. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Of course. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me see if Mallesons take issue with that again, that might 
be the last consent that might be given and we might close shop.  But I am flexible.  
I think the important thing is we need to get that file over.  If they want consent, just 
specifically state that the documents or the file held by them is to be given to their 
clients which is Secretary Vele or Chairman of KCH specifically; so be it.  And then 
your clients will provide that file to the commission.   
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I am agreeable to giving one more 20 
chance because it is important that we need to get this file into the country - I will 
put it that way – and be placed before the commission by counsel or by the particular 
client.  Commissioner White, are you agreeable to extending the summons? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, they are of course not 
within the jurisdiction and I think Mr Sawong has probably expressed in a fairly  

[10:26am]restrained way his frustration with dealing with these continuing requests in order 
to avoid producing the documents as it seems to those of us on the outside.  We can 
but hope that this is the last of the requests from Norton Rose instructing King & 
Wood Mallesons. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And what return date are we suggesting?  Mr Sawong, any 
particular return date for this summons? 

MR SAWONG: For the summons not necessarily, but for the request for the minister 
to provide a third and final consent perhaps I can get that consent letter from the 
minister by this Friday 11 June and have it submitted to King & Wood and a copy 
to the commission, if it pleases.  
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  You just keep counsel assisting and the commission in 
the loop as it were Mr Sawong.  Thank You. 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will extend the summons to next Monday or next 
Tuesday. I think counsel need to agree on a return date. 

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt Dr Katter but the hearings begin next week, 
sometime either Wednesday or Thursday afternoon which suits Mr Sawong. 

MR SAWONG: That is fine, chief commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps Wednesday at 2 o’clock if I could suggest 
because we have another summons returnable at that stage so that will be interrupting 10 

your opening Dr Renwick but in a sense that is after the lunch break so that should 
not be too disruptive, if we put them together.  Is that right Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am available throughout so whatever date is convenient 
to you, we will adjourn the date.  So that is next Wednesday, is it, what is the date, 
23rd is it? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So that could be 16 June at 2 o’clock  

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, 16 June. All right, the summons is extended to 16 June at 
10 o’clock. 

DR KATTER:  Just for completeness, commissioners and counsel, I do not want to 
interrupt Mr Katter I do not wish to inflame the situation but counsel assisting by 20 

consenting to that order are not to be taken to agreeing that this is a necessary further 
consent in other words, are agreeing with Mr Sawong but again I do not wish to say 
more about it now much more will be said later.  I a sorry to interrupt. 

MR SAWONG: Chief Commissioner if I may, if you can recall from the last hearing 
prior to directions being given this was supposed to be the last adjournment in the 
event that the board chairman would provide emails relating to the summons that 
had issued for him, summons number 90.1.  I have with me a letter signed by the 
chairman enclosing with it copies of emails that have been extracted from this 
process that KCH has undertaken to search the commissioned physical service to 
check whether or not KCH has existing email threads of emails that have been 30 

alluded to in Mr Vele’s affidavit filed on 30 April 2021.  I have made a copy of that 
letter available to the secretary of commission this morning. 
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[10.31am] I have with me a copy to be tendered to the commission basically, as I have 
mentioned detailing the process that KCH has undertaken to locate these 
emails.  With the assistance of MinterEllison who have provided a long list of 
search terms which have been exhausted and the results of those search terms 
are what is enclosed in this letter.  So, I seek leave of the commission to tender 
this letter as a response to the issuance of summons number 90.1 and in the 
hopeful request that it satisfies summons number 90.1. 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, it is submitted that that summons has been 
complied with in terms of the provision of the documentation. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the documents can be handed up, Mr Sawong? 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, one further point, sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the summons that is going to be issued will be a new 
summons appropriately worded to reflect the consent- - - 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes Commissioner. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Coming from the minister responsible so that the documents 
are delivered to the minister or the Chairman of KCH by Mallesons.  Is that how 
the new summons is going to be worded? 
 
MR SAWONG:  I believe- - - 
 
DR KATTER:  It will. 
 
THE CHIARMAN:  Yes I think we need to get this wording of the summons right 
to reflect and be consistent with what Mallesons are saying; just to cut down on 30 
any more, put it that way, excuses. 
 
MR SAWONG:  If I may Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Perhaps rather than issue another summons for that matter you 
can issue an alternate and a direction now for the summons so that I can attend 
to it as I have done in previous requests. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Rather than issuing a separate summons, if it pleases the 
commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose a direction would suffice; appropriately worded 
direction will suffice on.  The return date we have agreed is 16 June at 10 
o’clock? 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  PM. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is next Wednesday? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes Chief Commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  At 2 o’clock, I think we mentioned earlier. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 2 o’clock, yes, I got it here.    
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And the letter is to be tendered, Mr Sawong, now? 
 
MR SAWONG:  I believe the letter will be tendered to King & Wood and a copy 
to- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes you were going to.  I thought you were seeking to 
tender that letter now to the commission so that it would be in the commission 
files.  Is that not what you said? 
 
MR SAWONG:  I believe the letter I was referring to is the one that is on the 30 
screen and a consent letter will be the essence of what this direction is or the 
minister to provide an additional consent to King & Wood specific to their 
request in the recent letter dated 8 June 2021. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  And a copy of that letter be made to the commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Should the commission issue a direction directing the 
minister responsible Honourable William Duma to issue the third consent?    
 

[10.36 am] DR KATTER:  Yes, please, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we should issue that direction so he is complying with 
that direction rather than leaving it to the minister to manage that issue by word of 
mouth. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 10 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can we set a timeline by which the minister should give his 
consent? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Perhaps by or before the date of the return of the summons. 
 
DR KATTER:  On or before the 16th, chief commissioner.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That the minister give his further consent on or before 16 June 
2021.   
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  One further matter, chief commissioner.  Could Mr 
Sawong provide a copy of the consent of Minister Duma of 4 June 2021 as provided 
to King & Wood Mallesons to Mr Iduhu of Pacific Legal Group? 
 
MR SAWONG:  I can certainly do that Mr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Nothing further from me on Professor Kavanamur’s 30 
summons, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will issue a direction that is appropriately worded to it like 
those directions.  Mr Sawong, you may be excused.   
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the commission. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next matter is the return of the summons to Mr 
Emmanuel Asigau, the partner of Pacific Legal Group.  This was adjourned from 3 
June.  I understand Mr Iduhu appears for Mr Asigau. 40 
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MR IDUHU:  Good morning, Chief Commissioner and commissioners – madam.  I 
appear for Mr Asigau this morning.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, on 3 June, it was directed that by 5 pm on 4 June, 
the list of documents provided to King & Wood Mallesons and copies of the terms 
of any retainers relevant to the terms of reference be provided.  A list of documents 
has been provided but commissioners no copies of the terms of any retainers with 
Norton Rose Fulbright as agent or otherwise have been provided in accordance with 
that direction. 10 
 
The provision to the commission of the terms of any retainer were also referred to 
in further correspondence, written correspondence to Mr Iduhu on 8 June yesterday.  
Through you, commissioners, can I ask Mr Iduhu whether the list of documents has 
been provided to King & Wood Mallesons and whether Mr Iduhu can indicate a 
timeline as to the provision of Pacific Legal’s documents in accordance with the 
summons? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you, commissioner.  As per Dr Katter’s notes this morning, Mr 
Asigau has provided the list of documents to do with Mallesons and a copy of which 20 
was provided also to the inquiry.  This morning I also have with me the statement 
sworn by Mr Asigau.  I seek to tender into commission’s records fulfilment of the 
summons or at least preliminarily. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So you have a bundle - a list of documents and you also 
have an affidavit, is it, to tender? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct.  The list of documents has been provided.  The documents 
pertaining to that list we seek to provide to the inquiry by Friday COB, 11 June, only 
because on account of shortage of staffing.  Staff responsible to assisting us with 30 
these documents has not been at work well, so we will be employing every 
endeavour to provide those documents to the inquiry on Friday.   

 
[10.41am]We will also seek to continue just within the firm’s records of any documents that 

may be relevant to the Terms of Reference. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can hand up the list of documents and the affidavit. 
 
MR IDUHU:  I only provided the affidavit this morning.  I do not have the list with 
me physically but I can send it by email again but I am sure it has been- - - 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes the list has already been provided to Mr Yuangu then the 
commission can get a copy from him. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, it has been provided to Mr Yuangu and it will 
be formally tendered potentially on Friday, 11th then it will return. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, what directions are you seeking, those suggestion 
there of filing the documents? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  A direction that this summons be stood over then until 11 June at 10 
am for further mention. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And can I just ask you this?  Is it intended to mark the 
statement or affidavit of Mr Asigau as an exhibit in the proceedings? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose if that is agreeable to Mr Iduhu we can formally 
tender the affidavit as a piece of evidence into evidence.  If not we will leave it for 
the deponent to introduce it as part of his evidence if he does come to give oral 
evidence. 20 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, we can tender that today into the body of the evidence for the 
Inquiry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Am I right in thinking that is exhibit M, Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is correct.  That the affidavit of Emmanuel Asigau sworn 
on 9 June 2021 is admitted into evidence and it will be marked exhibit M. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  M. 
 
EXHIBIT M – AFFIDAVIT OF EMMANUEL ASIGAU SWORN ON 9 JUNE 
2021  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And with regard to the directions obviously the summons is 
being extended to 11 June at 10 o’clock this Friday but there was a need to issue a 
direction for the documents mentioned in the list of documents to be provided to the 
Commission’s secretary on or before 11 June. 40 
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MR IDUHU:  We are hopeful that should be by 11 June or before. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to formalize it we will issue that direction. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you.  With respect to the summons may I also just propose that 
Mr Asigau be allowed to be excused on that day as he will have a matter in court 
that morning; considering the matters that I anticipate being dealt with on that day 
would be the matter of formally tendering bundles of documents relative to the list. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, he has a commitment on 11 June? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But he need not attend if you are appearing on his behalf. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Correct.  He is here this morning but I am just making certain that the  
commission is aware. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or is 11 June inconvenient for yourself? 20 
 
MR IDUHU:  No, it should be all right for us. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But then you can appear on his behalf on Friday just so that the 
commission can confirm the origin of those documents. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes Chief. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, as a matter of fact - - -  
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will issue those directions and we 
will excuse Mr Keith Iduhu if he does not have any other matter before us. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you chief, I have no further matters if I may be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay you may be excused now.  Dr Katter. 
 

[10.46am]DR KATTER:  Jurth has the next witness, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Jurth? 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you; chief, on the list that is BSP Financial Group.  I understand 
that the bank’s secretary, Mary Johns is here in person. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, can you announce your appearance just for the record? 

MS MARY JOHNS:  May it please the commission, my name is Mary Johns, 
Company Secretary of BSP Financial Group Limited. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, may I set out the background.  BSP was served 
with a summons on 4 June.  Yesterday afternoon Ms Johns provided a covering letter 
and some documents in answer to that summons.  She observes in her letter that 
there are searches still to be completed of files and records and whilst she has made 10 
a start, she requires extra time and submits that an extension of time of 14 days is 
necessary in order to comply with the summons in full.  Counsel assisting has no 
difficulty with that submission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You say the summons is extended by 14 days? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, that would be- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the new return date? 

MR JURTH:  23 June, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Johns, if you have no objections to the direction being 
issued that the summons be extended to 23 June at 10 o’clock? 

MS JOHNS:  Very well, chief commissioner, no objections.  Thank you. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Commissioner White, we issue that 
direction? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes; yes chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the direction is issued.  Ms Johns, you may be 
excused. 

MS JOHNS:  Very well, thank you commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner, the next matter is that of Jimmy 
Maladina.  The position with Mr Maladina is that he has been served with a summons 
that had expired before he was served.  In my submission a direction should be made 30 
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for a new summons to be issued with a date returnable on 16 June at 2 pm and that 
be served without delay. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are seeking for a new direction to be issued that is 
returnable on? 

MR JURTH:  16 June 2021 at 2 pm. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 am.  2 pm? 

MR JURTH:  2 pm, yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  In the same terms as the previous summons I take, Mr 
Jurth? 

MR JURTH:  Precisely, Commissioner White. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  How was service being attempted to be effected? 

MR JURTH:  Personal service at a business address. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Personal service at the business address.  Let us look at the 
proof of service.  It is on screen.  The summons has been served on Lucy Tom, an 
agent of the witness.  Lucy Tom has confirmed that she had specific instructions 
from Jimmy Maladina to accept service of the above document on his behalf.  That 
is good as personal service; right? 

[10:51am]MR JURTH:  With respect to you, commissioner 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is slightly a new method of mode of service.  Is that 20 

acceptable mode of service under the Act? 

MR JURTH:  In my submission, the preferred course especially if Mr Maladina is 
in Port Moresby and we know where he is, would be to personally serve it on him 
that means directly to him and not through an agent.  That is my submission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the witness is in Port Moresby but he cannot be 
contacted.  You know that the person is in Port Moresby so the next best thing is to 
serve the document on his appointed agent.  The agent specifically says he or she 
has instructions from the witness.  That is good enough service, is it not? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner in my submission the Act provides for 2 modes 
of service, one is his personal service one is by leaving it at the last known residential 30 
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address. So, if we know that Mr Maladina is here but we are not able to serve him 
personally, then the next option is to ascertain what his last known residential 
address is. 

Now, Lucy Tom may confirm that she has specific instructions from him whether or 
not that constitutes personal service under the Act might be a debatable question.  
My submission is to avoid any argument, the preference would be to ascertain where 
Mr Maladina is and serve him in a conventional way directly personally.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The witness may take issue with this kind of service, that is 
service through an agent.  So maybe we follow the wording of the provision under 
the Act for service to be effected personally either that or by leaving a copy at that 10 

persons usual place of abode or residence.  

MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is this kind of service that looks remarkably like 
substituted service to me.  And it is true that the purpose of substituted service is it 
is drawn to the attention of the subject of the process and we do not even have any 
background about Lucy Tom told to know whether or not she is in fact the 
receptionist at the place where he works and therefore that used to be good enough 
for substituted service but I think a fresh summons probably resolves all of these 
problems if Mr Maladina can be served personally. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Maladinas’ usual place of abode is it, or what does the 20 

Act say? 

MR JURTH:  Last known residence from memory, chief commissioner.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just check the wording of the relevant provision.  Section 9, 
subsection (1) “Whether the summons is served personally or by being left at his 
usual place of abode” that is the phrase.  Has it been established if he has a residence 
in Port Moresby? 

MR JURTH:  I am instructed that has been ascertained yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, this summons was served at Mr Maladina’s office or at his 
usual place of abode in Port Moresby? 

[10.56 am] MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the proof of service only identifies the name of 30 
the trading entity. 
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DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt but we cannot hear you, chief and Mr Jurtrh.  
Is there some difficulty, is the mute button being pushed or it does not appear to have 
been.  That is better now, chief.  For some reason, the microphone was off a second 
ago. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So where does he usually live in Port Moresby?  Do we have 10 
that information? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am told that we have such information but I do not know what it is, 
personally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The minimum requirement is you get someone to attend and 
just leave the summons at his usual place of abode.  You can pin it on the front gate, 
or leave it on the entrance or wherever; and that is sufficient service.  You do not 
need to look for him.  And if he does not attend in answer to the summons that has 
been duly served, then obviously it will trigger other options under the Act. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yuangu is sitting at the back, can I ask him?  Mr Maladina 
is a figure in Papua New Guinea.   He is a leader and former Member of – not former 
member of parliament but I think he is a businessman.  He would not be difficult to 
find.  He would not be difficult to find where he resides in Port Moresby.  You go 
on to his place of residence or abode, you have done that, Mr Yuangu? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Mr Chairman, the service officers have actually gone to his 30 
residence.  He was asleep when they served and the person who received it is Lucy 
Tom.  He was asleep in the house at that time.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So the summons was served at his- - - 
 
THE SECRETARY:  At his residence.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The residence. 
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THE SECRETARY:  They actually put the business address in there, Mr Chairman, 
but that was his residence at East Boroko.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Where does he live? 
 
THE SECRETARY:  At East Boroko in Port Moresby. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have the description of the place, section and lot 
number, street, whatever? 
 10 
THE SECRETARY:  Yes, we have.  I think the person who received the summons 
at the residence put business address rather than the residential address on the proof 
of service. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This person put a business address, not the residential address. 
 
THE SECRETARY:  Not the residential address on the proof of service. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, let us get this right.  Next time you go and serve new 
summons, make sure you go to his place of residence; leave a copy with whoever is 20 
there, or just leave a copy.  If there is nobody there, just a copy there, pin it on the 
wall or whatever it is, and then you complete the proof of service to that effect and 
I think that will suffice.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Mr Jurth, what directions are you seeking this time that a 
fresh summons be issued? 
 
MR JURTH:  A fresh summons be issued returnable on 16 June 2021 at 2 pm. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will issue those 
directions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me say, Mr Jurth, you have got enough staff in the office.  
Your staff should move around.  If the witnesses are in Port Moresby or in Papua 
New Guinea, get them to move around to physically locate them and then give them 
their documents.  Whether they attend in response or not, that is another matter.   40 
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So that is as we are drawing in close to the substantive hearings, we do not want 
witnesses not to be appearing if they have not been served properly, or even if served, 
dealing is something of the issue with service.  But at least if it is not personal service 
make sure that somebody leaves a copy at the usual place, abode and that will be 
sufficient. 
 

[11.01am] MR JURTH:  Thank you chief, I am very grateful. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think those directions can be issued. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  There is one more witness. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter? 
 
MR JURTH: Yes that is one last witness, that is Carl Okuk and Mr Okuk appears in 
person today. 
 
MR OKUK:  Chair, Carl Okuk appearing as per the summons. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR OKUK:  The summons on your file. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I had the opportunity to have a brief word with Mr 
Okuk before his appearance this morning.  This is his first appearance in response 
to a summons that he picked up yesterday.  Mr Okuk’s relevance to the Inquiry is 
that he is a witness to a number of transactional documents.  Having spoken to Mr 
Okuk, it is my submission that a direction be made that he provide any documents 
that he has and any statement relevant to those documents by 16 June 2021.  He 30 
could then return at the first opportunity after that that it is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Return when? 
 
MR JURTH:  Perhaps on 18th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  18th.  All right so we can direct that Mr Carl Okuk provide any 
documents and a reduced statement by 16 June and the matter is adjourned to 18 
June at 10 o’clock for mention. 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can issue those directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes we can, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions.  Mr Okuk, you got those 
directions? 
 
MR OKUK:  Yes Chief Commissioner, thank you.  Chief Commissioner, if I may 10 
point to the cover letter of the summons.  It makes reference to me being called in 
capacity as a Member of Parliament and several ministerial portfolios which I did 
not. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are referring to the summons? 
 
MR OKUK:  Yes the cover letter of the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter or the cover letter? 
 20 
MR OKUK:  The cover letter referring to why I am being called as a witness. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think that is a mistake. 
 
MR OKUK:  Just wish to point out to the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Probably a matter that just adopted the precedent from some 
place. 
 
MR OKUK:  Yes. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we can ignore that portion of the letter.  Mr Okuk, 
you may be excused. 
 
MR OKUK:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, subject to anything else from either 
the other counsel assisting or the commissioners, I think that brings today’s hearing 
to a close.  May the proceedings then be adjourned until 10 am tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner and counsels, we can now adjourn these 
proceedings to tomorrow.  All right, if there is nothing else to mentioned then these 
proceedings stand adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow.  Associate, you can adjourn 
the proceedings. 
 
 10 
 
AT 11.05 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 10 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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[9:59am]DR RENWICK: May it please the commission, Dr Katter and Mr Jurth will do the 
list this morning. 

DR KATTER: Commissioners, I think there is the return of the summons for Mr 
Lars Mortensen which is the first matter on the list.  Mr Mortensen has provided a 
statement I submit that there be a direction that Mr Mortensen be listed for oral 
evidence at 10 am on 21 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Listed for giving evidence, is it? 

DR KATTER:  Yes please, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then I will issue the direction listing Mr Lars Mortensen to 
give evidence on 21 June 2021 at 10 o’clock.  Commissioner White? 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay,  Next. 

DR KATTER: Commissioners, the next summons returnable is for Mr Nathan 
Chang.  Mr Chang is finalizing his statement.  He has been communicating that 
regard and I submit that there be a direction that Mr Chang be listed for his oral 
evidence at 11 am on 21 June 2021. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agreed Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then the direction is issued. Next one. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next witness. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Good morning commissioners. The next matter is that of the NEC 
and Grace So-on. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on you can take a seat at the bar table.  Thank you. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  I can confirm and I thank Ms So-
on for the documents that we have received.  They are sufficient for present 
purposes.  There is a matter that I would ask Ms So-on to confirm and that is the 
use to which the commission can put those documents, particularly in the sense of 
tendering them for public consumption. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 

MS SO-ON:  Thank you Chief Commissioner and commissioners. I did have email 
exchange with Mr Jurth yesterday and I said that at this stage I am unable to give 
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a position on that.  I am aware that there were a couple of documents that we 
presented that are already in the public domain.  That is the ones that we submitted 
earlier to the Ombudsman Commission and they have used that in their report.  So 
that is already out there but due to the fact that we had an amendment to the PM 
and NEC Act last year, regarding handling and distribution of NEC decisions so I 
said that if I made be given time to get appropriate advice on that particular 
amendment before I make a position on this issue. Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.  Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH. I thank Ms So-on for that indication.  Of course, we understand her 
position however we are very concerned to understand and understand quickly 10 

which documents are the ones that she includes in that category that she still wishes 
to consider and seek advice about.  It is terribly urgent that we know given that the 
hearings are commencing proper in next week.  With that in mind I wonder whether 
I can request a direction that Ms So-on come back at 2 o’clock on the 16th with a 
schedule indicating which of the documents she produces are not subject to the  

10.04am] restrictions she has in mind and which documents are subject to restrictions, and 
when her final advice in view on the restrictions will be provided to the 
commission. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Grace So-on, you are comfortable with the direction that 20 
Mr Jurth is suggesting? 
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes, Chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will issue 
that direction in the terms proposed by Mr Jurth. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, yes, chief, I am in agreement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  30 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt Mr Jurth, but I wonder whether Ms So-on 
could do that at 10 am on the 16th rather than at 2 pm, because of course some of 
the documents I may wish to refer to in the opening. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Dr Renwick. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE: Presumably, chief, can I just interrupt you, if I may?  
Presumably, if Ms So-on is in a position to let the commission know earlier than 
that it would be much appreciated if she were able to do so.  I am certainly content 
with the direction but I am sure she will do her best understanding the need to have 
them for next week if possible.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, I have got one or two remarks to make.  Ms Grace 
So-on, the commission might be interested in obtaining the minutes of the National 
Executive Council meetings.  And I heard you earlier, I think last year, that the 
NEC does not keep minutes of its meetings,so you would not be able to provide 10 
that.  Is that still the same position? 
 
MS SO-ON:  That is correct, sir.  The NEC decisions are the reflection of the 
decisions reached in particular meetings. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Why does the NEC not keep minutes of its meetings when all 
other statutory bodies that conduct meetings keep the minutes, do you know? 
 
MS SO-ON:  I am aware that discussions of the council are confidential so we only 
take decisions arising from meetings, not detailed minutes of the discussions. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that means that all that the public get are copies of the NEC 
submissions from the appropriate minister and the- - - 
 
MS SO-ON:  The decisions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the decision itself. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Without the reasons? 
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Or without those discussions and so forth.   
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes, that is correct, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would wonder what other national executive authorities in 
other jurisdictions do in terms of giving minutes of meetings because minutes are 40 
important as to what is discussed.  You can perhaps give us some more reasons on 
that maybe when you appear next, so that the commission can make a finding on 
that aspect.   
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MS SO-ON:  Noted. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because it is a good administrative practice for all public 
bodies to keep records of their meetings, that is where I am coming from.   
 
MS SO-ON:  Noted. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The other point I want to raise with you is one of the key 
witness – I think he is a former Prime Minister, I think it was Sir Michael Somare.  10 
In his statement, said that there is the government’s thinking on a lot of the policy 
issues some of which this commission is considering, are to be found in the 
government’s strategic planning documents like The Vision 2050.  I suppose 
consideration of The Vision 2050 as with other strategic planning documents 
would reach the NEC either for its endorsement before it is issued, or for general 
information; and that might be a relevant document to include in the materials you 
provide.  I think that document might be relevant as with other relevant documents.  
So can you look at that as well? 
 
MS SO-ON:  I would sir. 20 
  

[10.09am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, apart from that I have no other matters to raise with Ms 
So-on so she can be excused.  Mr Jurth, she can be excused.  Ms So-on you may 
be excused. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thank you.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter. 
 
MR JURTH:  The next matter is that of Rogen Wato.  He appears by his lawyer 
Ms Sally Tadabe. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Tadabe is in attendance? 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry, Mr Mawa. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I have your appearance please, yes counsel? 
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MR MAWA:  Chairman, I seek leave to enter an appearance as counsel for Mr 
Wato, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your name? 
 
MR MAWA:  My name is Paul Mawa. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have got to get this on the record.  Of course I know some 
of you but we need to keep the records so I am asking.  Good thank you.  You 
appear with your client? 10 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes I appear with my client Mr Rogen Wato. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you may be seated.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you Chief Commissioner.  I confirm with thanks that a 
statement and documents have been provided by Mr Wato.  We seek no further 
orders in respect of Mr Wato only that it will be confirmed by his counsel that the 
statement can be tendered into evidence in due course without restriction. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what directions are you seeking then? 
 
MR JURTH:  No directions at all.  At present it is not anticipated that Mr Wato 
will be called to give oral evidence but we will seek in due course to tender his 
statement and we just seek indication that there is nothing in the documents that he 
has provided that has any restrictions on us doing so. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the only direction we can issue now is to adjourn his 
appearance generally? 
 30 
MR JURTH:  To a date to be fixed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, do you want to say anything before I grant you 
leave to leave? 
 
MR MAWA:  Your Honour, Mr Wato has two statements.  This is in addition to 40 
the first one he submitted so they can be tendered. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thank you.  All right, Mr Mawa and your client you may 
be excused. 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH: Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter on the list is Grand 
Chief Sir Leo Dion.  I can confirm that the grand chief has provided a draft 
statement.  That has been revised and it is awaiting his final approval and signature.  10 
Subject to that happening which we anticipate is shortly forthcoming we seek 
orders that the grand chief be placed into the running list of witnesses on the 23rd 
or 24 June to give his oral evidence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we list him to give evidence on what date? 
 
MR JURTH:  On the 23rd. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  23rd. 
 20 
MR JURTH:  In the running list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 
that direction? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, direction issued.  Just a little query here about the 
title.  You have got him down as Grand Chief Sir Leo Dion.  We have picked those 
letters there GCL, sometimes people get confused with a GCL.  GCL stands for 30 
Grand Chief, I am not quite sure of it.  That GCL carries the title of a chief it is not 
grand chief.  Can you check with Mr Leo Dion on that because I have got a GCL 
as well.  The title that goes with GCL is chief.  Grand chief I think there is about a  
few grand chiefs in the country. 
 

[10.14 am] I am not sure if he is a grand chief.  I have also noted in the past that you use the 
same title for Dr John Momis.  I think he holds a GCL which means that carries 
the title of a Chief as is mine.  I think I have been assigned Grand Chief in a number 
of those correspondences because I did not pick up until very recently.  My title is 
Chief.  It is not Grand Chief; Grand Chief is the highest and there are few people 40 
in that category like Sir Michael Somare and all Governor Generals are given that 
title.  So just a thing there for you to check and if the records can be changed in 
future correspondences to reflect the exact title that witness has. 
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MR JURTH:  Of course, that will be checked and corrected.  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, the final matter today is that Peter Graham has finalized the 
statement and signed it and we thank him for that.  Chief, you asked me on the last 
occasion to clarify both Mr Graham’s position within the company PNG LNG 
Global company also known as GLoCo, and you asked me what the relationship 
was between GLoCo and Exxon Mobil.  According to his statement, Mr Graham 10 
tells us that he was not ever a managing director of GLoCo. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He was not? 
 
MR JURTH:  He was not, but he tells us that GLoCo was a company established 
to receive the proceeds of sale of PNG LNG and would fit within Exxon Mobil 
Gas and Power Marketing Company.  So that appears to be the relationship 
between GLoCo and Exxon Mobil and Mr Graham’s statement does not illuminate 
it any further given that he is not the managing director of GLoCo.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So have you found out from him who was the managing 
director of GLoCo then? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is his name? 
 
MR JURTH:   Bear with me.  Just bear with me, I did read it in his statement.  The 
office that we asked Mr Peter Larden who is the current MD of ExxonMobil about 
that information and more specifically in relation to percentage stakes of the 30 
various stakeholders in PNG LNG. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you spoken to Peter Margen, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  Larden. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Larden? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, L-a-r-d-e-n.  No, not yet, chief, but we endeavour to.   
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If Mr Larden has the records to produce; by records, I mean 
copies of relevant documents including bank statements.  I think the bank statement 
perhaps will come out of the bank in Singapore to which the LNG revenue earnings 
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were posted or deposited.  You can enquire and perhaps if a summons needs to be 
issued to Mr Peter Larden, then that summons can be issued.   
 
MR JURTH:  We will make those enquiries, of course.  Chief, Peter Graham 
belongs in the same category as Mr Wato, that we will in due course seek to tender 
his statement but we do not propose to call him as a witness.  So his summons 
could also be adjourned to a date to be fixed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is adjourned generally?   
 10 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can adjourn Mr Peter Graham’s 
appearance at future sitting generally? 
 

[10.19am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Peter Graham is in Papua New Guinea or he is overseas? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  No, he is in Brisbane. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If a witness wants to ask him questions or examine him, would 
he make himself available is the question. I suppose the current arrangement is for 
documents that have been tendered from witnesses and these are being accessed to 
by potential witnesses to assist them prepare.  If any of these witnesses wanted to 
examine him would he be available for that?  He can appear by zoom to be 
examined. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  What I can indicate is that we found Peter Graham to being very 
helpful and responsive. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, his statements can be tendered through him remotely I 
suppose but he is making himself available to anyone who wants to ask him 
questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  Subject to leave to cross-examine being granted by the 
commissioners of course. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes.  Could you establish with him that he is available to be 
examined when his documents are being tendered? 
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MR JURTH:  Certainly chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, I am just thinking aloud here.  Have we got the witness 
who will provide evidence as to the PNG LNG earnings in the relevant period, say 
between 2014 and I think it is October 2017?  Have we got a witness that will 
provide that information?  I thought it was going to be Peter Graham but if he is 
not able to provide that obviously the bank account in Singapore may establish 
that? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, we might take that on notice and give you a response at 10 
the mention tomorrow if that is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Okay then we will mention it tomorrow then. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think that is the end of the list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Is there anything else Mr Jurth, no? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, not from me. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, anything else? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   I think that brings us to the end of this morning’s session so 
Associate you may adjourn the sittings. 
 
 
 
 30 
AT 10.22 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 11 JUNE 2021 AT 10 AM.  
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DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, there are a number of matters in the 
directions list this morning but a matter has come to our attention commissioners 
which is of real significance for the hearing next week and we therefore ask Ms So-
on to attend.  And may I inquire Chief whether she is present? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Grace So-on; yes she is present. 

DR RENWICK:  And may I immediately say we are deeply grateful to Ms So-on 
for bringing this issue to our attention.  So the issue is and we might have this up on 
the screen please.  Ms So-on has brought to our attention section 23A of the Prime 
Minister and National Executive Council Act enacted in 2020.  And the suggestion 
is it may preclude reference being made to NEC decisions or discussions and what I 10 

propose to do now for a minute or two commissioners is just to put forward counsel 
assisting’s preliminary view as to why that cannot be right.  Ms So-on will 
understand, of course, this is not being critical of her in any way and indeed why the 
Commission of Inquiry must have been intended to look at that very topic among 
others.  So this is a section introduced in 2020.  Can I immediately say the second 
reading speech cast no light at all on what the intention of this provision is.  
Subsection (3) provides a decision of the council, i.e Cabinet or the NEC is 
privileged and confidential and is non-justiciable.  We put in there, justiciability of 
course refers to activity of courts, that has nothing to say about the activities of this 
commission in our submission.  Subsection (4) speaks of what a court of competent 20 

jurisdiction can do and again we can put that to one side. 

Subsection (5) and (6) are the key traditions.  A person who is not listed on the 
distribution list in any way affected by council decision or critically an authorized 
person to receive, possess or deal with a council decision in any manner or form but 
has possession and deals with the council decision is liable to a serious disciplinary 
offence.  In subsection (6) it is provided, that an unauthorized disclosure use or 
distribution of the council decision is a serious disciplinary offence under the Public 
Service Management Act.   

The first observation we would make is that the sanction in subsection (5) is that 
viewing or possession in an authorized fashion is a serious disciplinary offence.  That 30 

draws attention to subsection (6) to the Public Service Management Act and the 
Public Service General Orders.  That Act, that is the Public Service Management 
Act is principally concerned with officers of the public service. Officers does not 
include a person renumerated by fees, allowance or commission only and as we read 
it nor does it include ministers, and in particular, it does not and cannot include you 
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commissioners or counsel assisting or those assisting us.  In other words, section 
23A (5) and (6) is not directed to the people who make up the commission or assist 
the commission and nor is it directed to the commission in anyway. 

[10.04am] So, that takes us back then to subsection (3), the impact of the words, “is privileged 
and confidential”.  So the first point we would make is that confidentiality is at the 
heart of privilege as well as the doctrine of common confidentiality and when it is 
gone, the quality of confidence is destroyed in accordance with the terms of the 
disclosure and equally privileged; equally is destroyed. 

 
And so, in this case of course or in this Inquiry, what has happened is that in 10 
accordance with directions made and orders made by the commission, particularly 
the Chief Commissioner, people who are former cabinet members, i.e members of 
the NEC or who are other officials, I have in mind here Mr Vele in particular, senior 
public servants, firstly they had and indeed the Ombudsman Commission, these two 
people who all lawfully had possession of the council decision in the first place.  
Such people with lawful possession have now, as required to in accordance with 
directions, that is to say by operation of the law as it were, have provided those to 
the commission and there is no difficulty and you will recall we have asked a number 
of people about this.  There is no difficulty as far as they are concerned with 
revealing the content of the NEC decisions, the documents before the NEC and 20 
indeed the discussions within the NEC. 
 
That is the reason why commissioners, we have sought these documents because the 
Terms of Reference require us to look at why decisions were made to enter into the 
various financial transactions, decisions by the NEC itself ultimately.  And so, it was 
always intended by the present Prime Minister that this inquiry would look at these 
very matters.  There is the prime ministerial command in the letters’ patent that 
everyone in authority having an official position in the Independent State it is to co-
operate; there we are.  Subsection (6) a requirement to co-operate and quite properly 
the officials, ministers, current and former have done just that so that what has 30 
happened to complete the submission, is that statements have been received from 
people present at the NEC as observers, such as Mr Vele or people who were 
members of the NEC, current and former ministers, about not just the processes but 
the content of discussions in the Cabinet meetings.  So, those have already been 
received lawfully as have the documents and the quality of confidence in that regard 
has already dissipated. 
 
The second matter is that on the basis of receipt of those matters and as advised some 
time ago, we have now provided copies of everything we intend to put forward in 
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the hearings on the share web, that is to say, those people who have leave to appear 
have been given the access already to NEC decisions and discussions about NEC 
deliberations as set out in individual statements by current and former ministers. 
 
So in our submission, to the extent subsection (3) was an impediment, it is no longer 
so because the quality of confidence is no longer there but perhaps more significantly 
we would say section 23A was never intended to apply to an inquiry such as this 
which necessarily will require consideration of what occurred in Cabinet and what 
Cabinet was told.  And in those circumstances unless there is a particular item in a 
Cabinet decision which is somehow in a different category, counsel assisting would 10 
submit that on Wednesday when counsel assisting do their opening address, we can 
make reference really, as we have already to the content of NEC decision and 
witnesses in the June hearings and thereafter can be cross-examined about what 
occurred.  
 

  [10.09 am] And so in those circumstances, commissioners, we do not pass Ms So-on for her 
considered view today, although we welcome any remarks she may have, based on 
what I have just said but it is essential that we are to meet our deadlines, that we 
have her considered views in the form of a submission and perhaps the submission 
will be that in the circumstances she does not wish to say anything about why the 20 
material I have mentioned cannot be tendered and discussed in public.  But if it is to 
the contrary of that, in my submission, there should be a direction that she provides 
on behalf of the NEC written submissions, say by lunch time on Monday, and that 
the matter return, that is if you return at 2 o’clock on Tuesday, so that, 
commissioners, I can ask you for a ruling to the extent one is needed, and I hope I 
will not be, before I commence the June sittings on Wednesday.  It will just not be 
possible to do justice to the June sittings if we are unable to discuss NEC documents 
and deliberations.  Those are the submissions of counsel assisting. 
 
Commissioners and I invite Ms So-on to indicate (a) whether she has any remarks 30 
in response and (b) whether she has any objection to the orders I had just proposed.  
May it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms So-on? 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you, chief commissioner; commissioners.  As I said we 
submitted the documents last year with the intention that they were going to be used 
by the inquiry.  I was asked to give a position on the use of those documents but 
because of the amendment, I asked for a deferral so I can come back with a proper 
response to the commission. 40 
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When you look at section 6 and 7, I am subject to the Public Service Act and the 
General Orders.  Those sections are silent on who authorizes the use of the 
documents, which is why asked that I seek further guidance and then I can give an 
accurate answer to the commission.  But I do not see any reason why the commission 
cannot use the documents that we submitted last year.  This amendment came into 
effect on 1 January this year.   
 
So it is more so on my side than with the commission because I am subject to the 
Public Service Act and the General Orders.  So that is why I requested that I be given 10 
time so that I come back within the confines of the law as it is currently. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  You want some more time to consider the issue and 
return? 
 
MS SO-ON:  That is right, commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  According to Dr Renwick, next Tuesday at 10 o’clock.  Would 
that give you enough time? 
 20 
MS SO-ON:  Because I have to consult another government office, it depends on 
when I get the response from the State Solicitor because that is the only office that 
gives – that can interpret the section for me. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I suggest 2 o’clock on Tuesday, chief?   
 
DR RENWICK:  Could I assist in this way Ms So-on’s situation and again I say we 
are deeply grateful for her assistance.  If it is the State Solicitor, we must give if you 
like, the internal guidance on this, Commissioners, I would submit that you direct 
that the State Solicitor appear in person at 2 o’clock on Tuesday so that he can in an 30 
authoritative way indicate what the position is.  It is not Ms So-on’s personal 
decision to make it would seem it is the State Solicitor who would provide guidance 
and if he could also be here at 2 o’clock, in my submission, we are likely to get a 
definitive position. 
 

[10:14am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we can adjourn to the date, but let me just raise a few 
points for you to consider Ms So-on.  Firstly, your immediate superior or authority 
is the Prime Minister, right; who is the Chairman of the National Executive Council? 

MS SO-ON: That is correct. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And he has already directed or authorized all organs of State to 
co-operate fully with the commission. 

MS SO-ON: That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So, it may not be necessary for you to seek the indulgence of 
the Department of Personal Management.  They only come in when there is a 
disciplinary charge laid and I do not think the Department of Personnel Management 
would just come in and charge someone.  I think the disciplinary process involves 
someone within the department or someone outside laying a complaint that gets dealt 
with.  And if your immediate superior, the Prime Minister who obviously is the 
highest office, the political office in this country has given the authorization, why 10 

would you be concerned?  That is the first thing.  The other thing is; do you know if 
this particular section has been used in previous Commissions of Inquiry or the issue 
of privilege of NEC documents has been raised in previous Commissions of Inquiry? 
Or this is the first time you think you are raising it? 

MS SO-ON: Section 23A is the new section, it is an additional section to the PM & 
NEC Act. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Probably not because it is a new act, is it? 

MS SO-ON:  Sorry? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Probably because this is a new Act?  It came into operation this 
year? 20 

MS SO-ON:  The amendment came into operation this year.  That is why I am asking 
that I be given time to check with the State Solicitor so I am certain on what I tell 
the commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you should go and see the Prime Minister on this.  Legal 
technicalities aside, the commission is investigating the NEC’s own decision right, 
and the Prime Minister is opening up offices and records of government for scrutiny. 
This inquiry will deal with a lot of issues arising from the processes and procedures 
that were applied by the NEC in dealing with this particular loan and the previous 
one as well.  So, just by preliminary review, I am looking at section 23A, I may agree 
with Dr Renwick’s suggestion that this Act is not intended to cover Commissions of 30 

Inquiry, particularly when the commission is investigating NECs’ own processes 
and decisions and the Prime Minister has given the authorization for all government 
institutions and authorities to cooperate with the commission.  Now if you are 
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concerned about your own position that you will want to stay clear or protect 
yourself against a disciplinary action, I suppose that depends on whether the Prime 
Minister and the Secretary of Prime Minister and NEC will want to lay a complaint 
against you for providing documents, the main key documents which are NEC 
submissions and the accompanying NEC decisions. That is the second point.  

The third point is, privilege might not attach to documents such as the NEC decision 
itself and the ministerial submission supporting it.  They will have to come out of 
the NEC box which is made accessible to other authorities to examine.  So there 
might not be any privilege attached to that.  But there might be privilege attached to 
the discussions that takes place within NEC.  There is a distinction there, right? 10 

MS SO-ON:  That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you think through and then you prepare your response to 
be communicated next Tuesday but on the face of it I can say without pre-
determining the issue what you are saying is obviously, you have got a point there 
but I do not think this particular section applies to Commissions of Inquiry when a 
commission of inquiry is investigating NEC’s own conduct; and this commission 
obviously is investigating the NEC’s decisions. 

  [10.19am] The Prime Minister is coming to give evidence, former prime ministers are coming 
to give evidence and they have not raised that issue.  They have not claimed 
privilege.  You are raising it, so we see how you go next Tuesday.  There might not 20 
be much in it but there you are.   
 
Commissioner White, you want to say something before we issue the formal 
directions?  I have given some thoughts to help her. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  There is nothing more to say here, chief, so I am happy 
to participate in making the direction sought by Dr Renwick. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the final point that slipped my mind is that I think the focus 
should be more substantive issue than in the little technical aspects here and there 30 
which if we spend so much time and drag on them, we might be running out of time 
and I think we may have to give way to the most substantive issues to be addressed 
than the commission wasting time looking at more trivial technical issues here and 
there, okay.  Then the matter stands adjourned to Tuesday 15 June. 
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DR RENWICK:  At 2 pm, if that is convenient to appear with the direction that Ms 
So-on put on any submission she wishes by lunch time on Monday, please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Lunch time Monday.  Monday is a public holiday. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I apologise then; 10 am Tuesday, if the submissions could be 
received at 10 am on Tuesday, chief, I would be grateful. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Ms So-on, if you do not have any objections to the directions 
being proposed, then we will issue those directions. 10 
 
MS SO-ON:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then we issue those directions.  Ms So-on, you may 
be excused. 
 
MS SO-ON:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, chief.  Dr Katter and Mr Jurth will deal with the 
directions list. 20 
 
TH CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, good morning, commissioners.  I have a list this morning 
which really breaks into three categories.   First category are those witnesses who 
have not yet complied with previous direction and in respect of those witnesses, I 
will be submitting that we stand their summonses over until later in June. 
 
The second category are those that have complied with previous directions and 
provided helpful statements and documents and then Dr Katter will deal with a third 30 
category of witnesses.   
 
The first witness on the list is the Honourable Richard Maru.  He belongs in the 
category of no-response/no-statement.  There was some initial email correspondence 
between him and me but I have not heard from him in a week or so.  He was a 
member of the NEC from 2012 to 2019 and we are keen to hear from him.  So may 
his summons be stood over until 10 am on 21 June? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What happens if by 21 June, Mr Maru has not responded and 
provided a statement.  What will happen then? 40 
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MR JURTH:  Chief, with respect, I do not wish to foreshadow- - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I think I can speculate.  I want to because the more time we 
delve into this, it is just going to drag; we do not have the luxury of time.  So what 
happens if he has not provided a statement?  When he appeared the last time, he was 
very interested in providing – in assisting the commission. 
 
MR JURTH:  And I was just going to make the submission that in every case that 
we have not had a response, I have also had no indication that they are deliberately 10 
not complying.  I do not wish to speculate why I have not heard from him.  I will 
continue to make efforts to make contact to obtain a statement. 
  

[10.24am]And with respect as you refer chief commissioner Mr Maru was indicating that he 
would be helpful and I expect that he continue.  In my submission, the appropriate 
order is extend the compliance with your summons (…inaudible…). 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If we reach a situation where this particular or any other witness 
that I are listed they have been asked to provide a statement have not provided a 
statement, in that case I suppose the ultimate position that you might consider taking 
is to obtain a date for them to give oral evidence or whatever.  You just call them, 20 
examine the witness in the witness box.  

MR JURTH:  That definitely is an option. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that should be the option.  We just list them to give 
evidence, summon them and they appear and they will give evidence.  The 
commissioners I think we are quite capable of handling oral evidence.  We do not 
have to wait for written submissions and the like.  You know what I mean?  So let 
us not waste time really.  You just call them we hear them and that is it.  That is my 
thought.   

Commissioner White, if you are agreeable then we will adjourn Honourable Richard 
Maru’s appearance to 21 June at 10 am. 30 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue that direction, thank you. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.  The next witness, Sir Puka Temu, is in the same 
position and I seek precisely the same direction. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Puka Temu appeared before the commission once or twice 
I believe.  So obviously he would be pretty much interested in giving evidence.  They 
may be having problem with reducing their statements to paper.  Because sometimes 
politicians spend little time writing up, they want to talk.  Well, if they want to talk, 
you just summons them, fix a date for them to give evidence and examine them and 
let us listen to them instead of prolonging their appearance.  This is a thought.  They 
will give evidence from the witness box.  Oral evidence, they like it so just a quick 
thought. 

All right then Commissioner White, we adjourn Sir Puka Temu’s appearance to 21 
June at 10 am. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, agreed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the next matter? 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.  The next matter is that of Charles Abel.  Mr Abel 
has provided a statement, a helpful statement and it is submitted that he be set down 
to give evidence on 16 July. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, is 16 July congested or we have got time to receive 
his evidence? 

DR RENWICK:  Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have not fixed witnesses to give evidences that far, is it? 

DR RENWICK:  No, that is true chief but the reason counsel assisting suggests 16 20 

July is that the nature of his evidence is rightly - fits nicely into the last category 
which is the question of reform.  We have time there as you have just observed 
because no one else has been fixed down at this stage, and in my submission, that is 
the appropriate time to start putting the reform witnesses down if I can call them 
that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then if Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, then we will 
fix 16 July 2021 at 10 o’clock for Honourable Charles Abel to give his evidence.   

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief, I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Right, we issue that direction.  The next matter? 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.  The next matter is that of Professor Yaru.  He is the 
Chairman of Kumul Petroleum.  He was formally represented by Ms Tadabe but 
today, I understand he appears by his counsel Mr Mawa. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 

MR MAWA:  Mr Chairman, Chief Sir Salamo and Commissioner White, I appear 
as counsel for Dr Benedict Thomas Yaru.   

[10.19am] Dr Yaru has pursuant to the directions issued to him, he has filed a formal – to him 
on 19 May has filed a formal statement and I think the statement is with the 
commission.  It is dated 9 June 2021 and we formally seek to tender that into the 
record, thank you. 10 

 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  The only thing that we seek from Mr Mawa is a 
confirmation that we can tender the statement without restriction.  I can indicate that 
it is currently not anticipated that Professor Yaru will be called to give oral evidence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Oral evidence when?   
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry, I mis-spoke.  It is not anticipated that Professor Yaru will be 
called to give oral evidence.  It is sufficient to rely on his statement. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On his statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  And we only seek an indication from his counsel Mr Mawa that we 
can tender his statement without restriction. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So then we adjourn his appearance generally, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As we did with other similar witnesses? 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Precisely, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we 
will adjourn his appearance generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, you can liaise with Mr Jurth to settle on a date for 
that statement to be tendered. 
 
MR MAWA:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thank you.  You may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry Chief, just before he is excused, could I have the confirmation 
from Mr Mawa that we can use his statement without restrictions; Professor Yaru’s 
statement without restrictions. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have  designed process by now for statements to be tendered 
without the witness coming to give evidence.  You are aware of that process that we 
have established that the witness will sign an endorsement, consent of witness 
endorsement on the document and that will suffice. 
 
MR JURTH:  I understand.  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have placed an order for that stamp so as soon as it comes 
up – that is the one that you – the stamp will be placed on the front page or the last 20 
page and the witness will sign it off consenting to the statement being tendered into 
evidence.  That might suffice. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, may it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay good.  All right, next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Next matter is that of Hudson Ramatlap.  He is a member of the First 
Legislative or former member of the First Legislative Council.  He is the First 
Legislative Council.  Again, he, similar to the first two witnesses this morning, 30 
indicated to me by email that he is preparing his own statement but I have not heard 
from him in a little while.  May I submit that on the same basis his summons be 
stood over until 21 June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will 
adjourn the appearance of this witness to 21 June. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 am.  Good, next? 40 
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MR JURTH:  The next matter is Anthony Yauieb.  He is the former Deputy Secretary 
for Policy at Department of Treasury and Chairman for the Treasury.  I can indicate 
that Mr Yauieb called me last night.  He told me that a draft statement was very 
nearly ready but he would like more time.  He agreed to provide his finalised 
statement by 17 June and to have his matter stood over until 21 June.  And I submit 
that those would be the appropriate directions in this matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, if are agreeable we will stand 
this matter over to 21 June at 10 am. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, and a direction please that he provide his statement by the 17th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right and that Mr Ramatlap provide his written statement to 
the commission by? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  17th. 
 
MR JURTH:  No, apologies, chief, Mr Yauieb. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yauieb? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What time, by? 
 
MR JURTH:  Any time on 17 June, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we issue that direction, yes. 
 30 
MR JURTH: Thank you, Chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  The next witness is Alex Tongayu who appears in person.  Mr 
Tongayu, I am grateful to say has provided a statement.  He again belongs in a 
category of witnesses where we will rely on his statement without calling him to 
give further oral evidence and we will stamp his statement as you have indicated. 
  

[10:34am] THE CHAIRMAN: So, then his appearance can be adjourned generally.  40 
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MR JURTH:  Adjourned generally. Thank you, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can adjourn Mr Tongayu’s 
appearance generally? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   All right, next one. 

MR JURTH: And the next matter is, Erastus Kamburi.  Mr Kamburi is represented 
of course by Mr Sawong.  The current direction is that the statement be provided 
today.  I can indicate that Mr Sawong helpfully called me this morning before the 
hearing to say that it would be received later today and on that basis could his matter 10 

as in Mr Kamburi’s matter be stood over until 21 June at 10 am for further mention.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will stand that 
matter over to 21 June at 10 am. 

COMMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 

MR JURTH: Thank you Commissioners, those are my matters.  Dr Katter has the 
next witness.  

DR KATTER: Commissioners, this is the return of the summons to Mr Emmanuel 
Asigau, the partner of Pacific Legal Group.  I understand that Mr Iduhu who appears 
for Mr Asigau. 20 

MR IDUHU:  Good morning Dr Katter, good morning chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR IDUHU:  Keith Iduhu, I am appearing for Mr Asigau on summons number 99. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, on 9 June, Mr Iduhu indicated to the commission 
that documents were to be provided today further to the provision of a list of 
documents to the commission on 7 June.  Commissioners, you can ask Mr Iduhu 
whether he has the documents and whether the documents include all the documents 
in the list of documents provided to the commission. 
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MR IDUHU:   Chief, I have with me the list that was made reference to in the 
statement that we tendered on the 9th, but we are still in the process of collating the 
bundle of documents in the order that is set out in the list and that we anticipate, if I 
may indulge, seek the indulgence of the inquiry, the commission to defer this or 
adjourn this process to Tuesday.  This morning we are still putting together the files. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is next Tuesday? 

MR IDUHU:  Next week Tuesday.  Preferably say around 3 pm or 2 pm.  I anticipate 
it to happen before that but so as to avoid this kind of an exchange at 10 am, I propose 
perhaps we can do that by, if 2 pm suffices, that would be perfect.  I also recall on 
the 9th there was an inquiry as to whether I had in our position the actual list.  For 10 

the record, I seek to have that tendered as well as an accompaniment of that Exhibit 
M of Mr Asigau’s statement. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right. 

MR IDUHU: For now? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you can hand it up; yes. There is a long list of documents 
here, obviously you need time to- - - 

MR IDUHU: Indeed, this is why - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Organize the documents against this list in the order they are 
stated. 

MR IDUHU:  Correct. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we 
can adjourn this matter to next Tuesday 15 June at 10 o’clock? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could we make that to 2 or 3 pm, chief? 

MR IDUHU: Thank you kindly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, at 2 o’clock. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there was also a direction on 3 June that there be a 
provision of the retainers, and that direction required the provision of the retainers 
or retainer - can that direction that was made on 3 June please be varied, as to time 
with the retainers to be provided also before 3 pm on Tuesday? 

  [10.39 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu? 30 
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MR IDUHU:  Commissioners, in that regard, my enquiries with Mr Asigau is that 
there is no such retainer per se as contemplated by the commission but there is an 
ongoing relationship with Norton Rose from which I understand this engagement 
might have ensued.  The statement of Mr Asigau deals with that in passing.  So if 
the commission will have a look at this statement, you will draw – you might come 
to the conclusion that there was an ongoing relationship with the firms.  So I cannot 
– with great caution without giving evidence over the – that is a matter for- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Iduhu, it is Commissioner White here. 10 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are you suggesting that at no time when Norton Rose 
Fulbright Australia approached your firm, was the relationship not ever reduced to 
writing?  Is that your understanding?  I certainly have read Mr Asigau’s statement 
and he is short on that kind of detail in the statement. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Perhaps, that will be a question better answered by Mr Asigau.   
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Or indeed, those who have been longer, Mr Beattie I 
think you refer to as the person who really initiated the relationship.  Am I right in 
recalling that? 
 
MR IDUHU:  That would be correct.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And Mr Beattie, would he be able to assist the 
commission? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Mr Beattie may be able to assist in that regard along with Mr Asigau, 30 
but I think as matters of evidence, perhaps better answered by each of these 
gentlemen.   I would, as we speak of Mr Beattie, may I enquire if Mr Beattie has 
been emailed or issued an email of the summons.   We have had these enquiries and 
I have asked our IT to confirm because he might - whether he has or has not and if 
he has, perhaps he has gone to another – has not received it.  So I do not see Mr 
Beattie’s initial summons returning this morning.  Once I, hopefully- - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What is the position with Mr Beattie, Mr Iduhu?  Is he 
in Port Moresby? 
 40 
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MR IDUHU:  No, Mr Beattie is in Brisbane. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And does he intend – I am sorry to cross-examine you 
like this but is it your understanding that he intends to stay in Brisbane? 
 
MR IDUHU:  That is correct.  So any assistance, if Mr Beattie might be required, it 
will be done by a statement following the summons being properly emailed and also 
he may be available through zoom at an appropriate time for discussion.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you, Mr Iduhu.  I am going to ask, if I may, 10 
one more question.  Have you been in communication with Mr Beattie about these 
matters? 
 
MR IDUHU:  I have. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I- - - 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, could I seek a direction that Mr Asigau provide an affidavit 
particularly as to this point of retainer or retainers by 3 pm on Tuesday? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask Dr Katter, what do we mean by a retainer 
agreement?  We are talking about a relationship between two law firms, a PNG law 
firm and an Australian law firm.  My initial kind of thinking is that a retainer 
agreement is one between a lawyer and a client.  I do not know if the engagement of 30 
another law firm by one firm is done through a retainer agreement, as such.  Do you 
know if there is a retainer agreement in existence that you are after? 
 
DR KATTER:  I apologize, chief, I did not hear that last sentence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you aware if there is actually a retainer agreement between 
Pacific Legal Group- - -  
 
DR KATTER:  There is no direct awareness as to whether there were any particular 
terms of any retainer between Norton Rose Fulbright Australia and Pacific Legal 40 
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Group.  There may not be one; hence, the request for an affidavit that articulates the 
known position of Mr Asigau in that regard. 
 

[10.44am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, all we are interested in is whether there was 
anything in the nature of the agreement between them to act as the agent, whatever 
name you give it. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It may not be a retainer agreement but some documents 10 
evidencing this arrangement between Pacific Legal Group and Norton Rose.  I think 
that is what the commission is looking for. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is all.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, we need to formulate that direction.  Dr Katter, 
do you want to just pronounce those directions again and then we can issue direction 
in both terms that you propose. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes that on or before 15 June at 3 pm, Mr Asigau provide an affidavit 20 
as to any terms of retainer or agreement between Pacific Legal Group and or Norton 
Rose Fulbright relevant to the Terms of Reference. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then we fix the matter for directions on the same date? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  15th. 
 
DR KATTER:  I would seek – apologies. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The same time. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Iduhu, are you agreeable to that direction being 
issued? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Very well, Chief. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you then we issue the directions in the terms 
proposed by Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, could I also mention the summons of Ms Angeline 
Sariman which was returnable today.  I understand Mr Iduhu may appear for Ms 
Sariman but I seek a direction that Ms Sariman provide an affidavit as to the matters 
referred to in that summons on or before 17 June to the Secretary to the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us just establish first if Mr Iduhu has instructions from Ms 
Angeline after the service of the summons, by email I think. 10 
 
MR IDUHU:  Thank you, Chief, I do have instructions on behalf of Ms Sariman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, okay good. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I would seek a direction that Ms Sariman 
provide an affidavit as to the matters referred to in the summons on or before 17 
June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will issue that 20 
direction? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then we issue that direction. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, subject to any other applications, I understand they 
are the matters on the list for today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that brings us to the end of today’s proceedings.  Mr 30 
Jurth, you have anything else? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then my associate will adjourn the proceedings.  
Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
AT 10.48 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 15 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 40 
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[2.58 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, there are two matters.  I am not sure who is present.  There is 
the NEC with Ms So-on, and then there is Mr Asigau.  May I enquire through you, 
chief, whether anyone is there? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Keith Iduhu representing Mr Asigau is present. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I will let Dr Katter deal with that matter, chief. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, this is a return of the summons for Mr 
Emmanuel Asigau, partner of Pacific Legal Group.  It was adjourned from 11 June 
2021 and I understand Mr Iduhu may appear for Mr Asigau. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, good afternoon, Chief Commissioner; Keith Iduhu for Mr Asigau 
in this matter.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, on 11 June, Mr Iduhu indicated the documents were 20 
to be provided today further to the provision of a list of documents to the commission 
on 7 June; and through you, commissioners, can I ask Mr Iduhu whether he has those 
documents and whether the documents include all the documents in the list of 
documents. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Chief, yes, I have with me a bundle of documents in four volumes.  I 
was just saying that I have with me a bundle of documents in four Arch-lever volumes 
and a box seated, placed just under the bar table.   
 
DR KATTER:  And, Mr Iduhu, are you able to confirm for the record that the 30 
documents that you are providing, the four Arch-lever folders that you have referred 
to, are all the documents in the possession and control of Pacific Legal Group being 
the documents further to the summons as the matters raised in Schedule 1 of the 
summons issued on 12 May 2021? 
 

[3.03 pm] MR IDUHU:  That is correct. 
 
DR KATTER:  Do ou seek to tender those documents? 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, I seek to tender those document formally to the body of the 40 
evidence for the inquiry.  I also if I may have with me a further statement by Mr 
Asigau pertaining to directions relating to the question of a retainer or not that gives 
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rise to the relation between Pacific Legal Group and Norton Rose Fulbright.  If I may 
also formally tender that statement into the body of the evidence. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Iduhu, could I ask whether that statement has been signed by Mr 
Asigau? 
 
MR IDUHU:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the date? 
 10 
MR IDUHU:  That is dated 15 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose these documents are being tendered as part of the 
evidence, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, please commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Commissioner White, we can formally admit those 
documents into evidence and they can be marked- - - 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, marked exhibit? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think we are up to N, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Exhibit N.1 to N.4 for the four volumes of documents.  Then 
Exhibit O for the list itself which we did not formally admit it last time. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So Exhibit O is the actual list. 
 
EXHBIT N.1 TO N.4 – FOUR (4) VOLUMES OF DOCUMENTS 
 
EXHIBIT O – LIST OF DOCUMENTS 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then exhibit P is the statement of Mr Emmanuel Asigau 
dated 15 June 2021. 
 40 
EXHIBIT P – STATEMENT OF EMMANUEL ASIGAU DATED 15 JUNE 
2021 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Asigau, if you can deliver those documents to Mr Jurth or 
Mr Yapao who is sitting at the bar table.  Dr Katter, any other questions or matters 
you want to raise? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief, whether Mr Asigau would be available to provide oral 
evidence as to his affidavit of 9 June this Friday at 2 pm by direction, 17 June? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Iduhu? 
 
MR IDUHU:  I can take note of that direction and inform Mr Asigau. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think he is seeking a direction that Mr Asigau be listed to give 
oral evidence on 17 June at 2 pm. 
 
MR IDUHU:  Yes, very well.  I do not have any instructions whether Mr Asigau will 
be required in court or not but we can take note of that direction. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, Mr Iduhu has not received any instructions from his 
client on that so perhaps we can tentatively fix that date subject of course to 
confirmation before then. 20 
 

[03:08 pm] DR KATTER: Yes.  If that is acceptable to the commission. I can indicate that the 
length of time for the evidence would not be a long period of time for oral evidence 
for Mr Asigau and if that is acceptable could that indication be made, that is the time 
of 2 pm on Friday the 17th.  18th I apologise it is Friday the 18th, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will tentatively list 
Mr Asigau to give oral evidence on 17 June at 2 pm.  That date and time of course 
subject to confirmation between counsel.  

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, chief I understand that it is actually the 18th of June, 
that was a slip. 30 

DR KATTER: I apologise chief commissioner that is the 18th, Friday the 18th . 

THE CHAIRMAN: 18th?  Yes, all right. 

DR KATTER: 18th please. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, that is the 18th and not 17th. 

DR KATTER: Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN: We got to watch the diary so that we do not congest the 17th, 
because we have a number of witnesses list for the 17th . 
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DR KATTER:  Thank you, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Take not of that tentative fixture. All right then, Mr Iduhu may 
be excused. 

DR KATTER: Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 

MR JURTH: Thank you, Commissioners. The next matter is that of Grace So-on and 
the NEC.  I have been checking since15 minutes before the hearing. Ms So-on is not 
here yet.  I have been in contact with her today in relation to her appearance this 
afternoon.  I must say Ms So-on has been very attentive to emails and very helpful so 
far, so I do not seek to press for anything other than her appearance today to be stood 10 
over until 2 pm tomorrow when there are another group of directions and I will 
endeavor to make contact with her and find out what is going on. 

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt chief, but the difficulty is that I am going to 
need to make reference to Cabinet documents before I commence the opening and so 
that being so I suggest we list Ms So-on at 10 am sharp tomorrow.  And I am sure Mr 
Jurth will impress upon her the need for some instructions.  If we have something in 
writing that is all right, but we just need an indication that there is no difficulty, I 
think.  Otherwise, it is going to create real problems. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Jurth, if we can have Ms Grace So-on’s appearance fixed to 
10 o’clock tomorrow instead of 2 o’clock. 20 

MR JURTH: And I will certainly make contact with her this afternoon. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, and we issue that direction that her appearance be fixed 
for 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.  Any other witnesses. 

MR JURTH: No Chief, those were the only two matters for mention for this 
afternoon. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right.  There are no other matters to raise, then we will have 
the proceedings adjourned till 10 o’clock tomorrow.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings.   

 

 30 

 

AT 3.12 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 16 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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[10.01am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, before we start with the opening I 
think there is an appearance by Ms So-on.  We should deal with that first. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Grace So-on’s appearance, I think.  Yes, Ms Grace So-on 
is in attendance. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, we have had the benefit of a letter from Ms So-on which 
attaches a letter from the State Solicitor.  I think we can indicate the view of counsel 
assisting as follows.  The first matter is everything we will be referring to particularly 
this week has been provided to the commission by persons in authority, for example, 10 
the Prime Minister; and we are confident that public reference to it can be made.  
Secondly, as I said last week it is clear from the letters patent that on this occasion 
and possibly uniquely Cabinet deliberations and documents are open for discussion 
and examination but lest there be any doubt about that we are confident that when 
the Prime Minister gives evidence on Monday he will confirm that is the position. 
 
That being so, commissioners, in our submission we can commence, we can refer to 
the documents which have been provided to us and the Prime Minister will make 
clear what we say is implicit in the Terms of Reference next Monday.  I do not know 
whether Ms So-on wishes to comment on that.  She does not need to but we are 20 
grateful for her work under tight deadline. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Grace So-on, you want to confirm that position? 
 
MS SO-ON:  Good morning, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner, yes I wish to 
confirm that. 
 

[10.03am] DR RENWICK: Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, we can excuse Ms So-on.  She can take her leave for now.  

DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 30 

MS SO-ON:  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK: Commissioners, with your permission I will now open the final 
stages of the Commission of Inquiry which as foreshadowed will be heard today and 
through to the end of next week as required.  There will then be a two-week break 
and we will then recommence on 12 July with the capacity to sit to the end of July.  
And so, as we start those final phases, may I just refer to some of the evidence we 
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expect to hear particularly in the next week or so to provide some details about the 
relevant transactions. 

This opening should be read with our earlier opening which is on the webpage and 
what by commissioners is not a case theory by counsel assisting rather it is an 
identification of key people, documents, issues and expected evidence.  Although I 
may sound like a broken record there is one matter I should deal with first before 
proceeding.   

Notable contrast to the assistance by, say Oil Search and Ashurst, there remain a 
number of key people who choose not to come forward and give evidence about their 
role in the evidence we are considering.  We have recently written to the former 10 

solicitors and the former advisors at UBS inviting them to give evidence and we still 
hope they will.  But that request now this morning also extends to Mr Carlo and Nico 
Civelli whose role I will mention in a minute.  But I regret to advise you, 
commissioners, that Norton Rose Fulbright Australia through its solicitors King & 
Wood Mallesons continue to defy the wishes of their client and frustrate the 
commission’s work. 

I have previously set out the very simple Australian laws on the topic.  The short 
point being that, if a client directs a solicitor to provide the client documents directly 
to a third party, he as a commission, the client and its agent such as his own solicitors, 
must do so without the demur or delay.  It is not for a solicitor in those positions to 20 

create its own pre-conditions to release when it is evident the client is not concerned 
about such matters.  It is clear that some of the clients, and here we are talking about 
the Independent State and its agencies, are simply bewildered as we are by being 
required to provide ever more consents, although the required intent of the client was 
clear long ago. 

Mr Sawong for example, and we continue to be grateful for his assistance.  He is the 
board secretary and legal officer of Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited, recently 
described in a Commission hearing the requirement for a third consent from a 
minister as a joke.  Of course, as we all know the work of the commission is vital 
and its time frame is now very short indeed.  So, we urge those with evidence and 30 

documents to come forward now to cooperate and to give evidence.  We say, “put 
yourself in the shoes of the people and institutions of the Independent State,” they 
see you as having been well rewarded financially for the work you did for the State 
and yet not willing to stand and be counted by giving evidence and documents to the 
commission.  The window in time for your cooperation is nearly closed so act now.  
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Of course, some may continue to defy the wishes of the people and institutions of 
the Independent State and no doubt, commissioners, you will come in time to 
consider what should be recommended in this regard, apart from regulatory referrals 
and the like.  One option may be to recommend that those who have chosen not to 
cooperate or who deliberately frustrate their client’s demands be barred for a period 
of time or even permanently from doing any remunerative work for the Independent 
State and its institutions, I hope I will not have to return to this topic. 

May I then turn please to the detail of this matter and we deal with it. 
 
There are five topics beginning with the transactions, so of course the next slide we 10 
have is the form of events, transactions if you like.  There is the IPIC bond of 2009 
and pausing there, commissioners, the first witness after this opening will be Mr 
Arthur Somare who has put on a detailed statement about those matters.  Then of   

[10.08 am] course we move to the two transactions of significance in 2014, the Bridge Loan 
Facility, the UBS Bridge Loan Facility and the UBS Equity Derivative Transaction.  
And then finally of course we move to the sale of the Oil Search shares.   

 
Let me begin then with the key personnel and I will give some examples as we go 
along, commissioners, of the evidence I expect these people, and they happen all to 
be gentlemen – all these gentlemen to give. 20 
 
The point I make is that every one of these people has provided a statement.  The 
statements have been shared.  Can I make it clear?  Counsel assisting will not 
necessarily seek to adduce every paragraph of those statements but they are there 
nevertheless; after the benefit for those who have leave to appear and there will be 
an opportunity for those with leave to appear to apply to cross-examine in the July 
hearings. 
 
The first three witnesses and perhaps I do not need to go to their statements but 
firstly, we have the Honourable Peter O’Neill who was Prime Minister for a 30 
significant period of time from 2011 to 2019 represented by Mr Sheppard.  And we 
are very grateful for his cooperation and he will be giving evidence from tomorrow.  
We have the Honourable James Marape, the current Prime Minister who was also 
Minister for Finance in the O’Neill Government in 2014 and in a slight change of 
program, the Prime Minister will be giving evidence on Monday next week rather 
than Friday this week. 
 
Mr Dairi Vele, as you can see there has held a number of significant posts over the 
years including Secretary and acting Secretary of the Department of Treasury but a 
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number of other key roles.  He has been along with his solicitor Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr of great assistance to the work of the commission and we thank them for 
that.  And he will be giving evidence I anticipate towards the end of next week.   
 
Over the page we have Mr Loi Bakani, the Governor of the Reserve Bank.  He gave 
quite extensive evidence to the Ombudsman and we anticipate he will be in a 
position to give similar evidence to the Inquiry.  He is a gentleman, can I say, we are 
keen to hear from and so, sir, if you are listening, please be in touch. 
 
Mr Gerea Aopi is the former General Manager of Oil Search.  He has provided, 10 
through his solicitors a detailed statement and we are grateful for that. 
 
That then brings me to the Honourable Kerenga Kua and merely by way of example, 
let me take you to some portions of his evidence.  So if we may have please, Mr 
Kua’s signed statement sworn before a Commissioner of Oaths of 18 May 2021.  
Can I make it clear and this may be particularly relevant to those acting for Mr 
O’Neill, that it is not the intention of counsel assisting to read and make public 
paragraph 39 of the statement but I wish to refer some other paragraphs now.   
 
If we start with paragraph 17, you can see there paragraph 17.  So, firstly Mr Kua 20 
sets out his understanding of the difference between the IPIC Bond in 2009 and the 
UBS Loan in 2014 and he says there is no connection between them.  
 

[10:13am]He says that the IPIC arrangement is distinguished by the fact that at that point the 
State owned 10 percent of the shares in Oil Search used as security for the IPIC 
bond; and secondly, for the UBS loan, the State had already lost its shares in Oil 
Search.  And that was designed to borrow money to buy back the loss of 10 percent 
equity. 

He says over the page, that is the main difference as he sees it.  He says also, “By 
the time the UBS transaction was contemplated, the IPIC loan had already been fully 30 

discharged and was non-existent.”  He says and Arthur Somare, I think, is to similar 
effect; “it would be a mistake to regard the two as overlapping or being related.”  
The only activity is that both arrangements involve the State’s ownership or intention 
to own 10 percent interest in Oil Search. 

Then can we go forward please to paragraph 30 of the statement.  He says here; “In 
about early 2013, rumours were circulating among the ministers that the Prime 
Minister’s proposed intention to borrow a large sum of money from UBS to purchase 
the 10 percent shareholding in Oil Search.” And over the page, he says that; “It is 
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his understanding that the reason was there was a strategic investment since we,” 
presumably a reference to the Independent State, “had lost a earlier 10 percent stake 
in Oil Search in the IPIC transaction.”  And he says; “That it was necessary that we 
replace it.”  He further said; “He would provide an entry into the Elk/Antelope Gas 
Project,” now known the Papua LNG Project.   Mr Kua says he was concerned but 
had no opportunity.   

Then in paragraph 31, he refers to a time when he was walking along the corridors 
of Parliament talking to the then Treasurer Mr Pruiatch, and he said he was going to 
the Prime Minister and asked Mr Kua to come along.  He then asked Mr O’Neill’s 
permission to say something and Mr O’Neill agreed to that.  He says; “So then I told 10 
him that” – Mr O’Neill – “I was concerned about the rumours I heard of the proposal 
to borrow some large sum of money to finance or buy back the 10 percent interest 
in Oil Search to maintain a strategic presence and as an indirect means of entry into 
the Elk/Antelope Gas Project.”   

And he had three complaints.  Paragraph 32, he said; “Firstly, I said, that would blow 
up our debt to GDP ratios; second, the best commercial approach was to exercise the 
statutory options which would be given to us at a later in time by the Elk/Antelope 
Project when the developers apply for a Petroleum Development Licence.  Direct 
purchases of direct shares in the Elk/Antelope Project itself would be far more 
profitable than buying it indirectly through Oil Search,” and “Thirdly,” and this of 20 

course is of significance, “if we had to proceed, we needed to get parliamentary 
approval under section 209.”   

Mr Kua then says at paragraph 33, “To all these three points, O’Neill brushed them 
aside, he said the debt GDP ratio will not be affected because the debt after it was 
borrowed would be transferred to a State-owned enterprise and kept away from the 
books of the Independent State and therefore outside of consideration for the purpose 
of calculation of GDP as against the debt.”   

And over in 34, he said; “I told the Prime Minister that such a pathway could still 
result in dilution of revenue coming back to Consolidated Revenue because it has to 
go through a third party and the third party would have to remove its operational 30 

costs plus any capital investments out of the same cashflow therefore it was not 
advisable.”  “He,” that is Mr O’Neill, “said it was all under control and brought our 
discussion to an end.”   

Finally, at paragraph 37, he says that, he needed to travel and to get instructions in a 
matter of involving litigation.  He went to Singapore, Mr O’Neill was there and 
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afterwards he said to Mr O’Neil that he heard the UBS loan transaction and that he 
Mr Kua continued to be concerned and he said, “I am sure this thing will go bad in 
the future so to protect himself.  I said he consider referring the matter to Parliament   

 [10.18am] pursuant to section 209.”  So that is some of the evidence I expect Mr Kua to give.  
I should also mention that he had previously been the Chairman I think of the Kroton 
Board. 

 Over the page.  This will take a little longer and I have questions to ask Mr Somare 
and we are grateful for Mr Somare’s very detailed affidavit and let me spend a 
minute, commissioners, taking view and both listening through it.  Might I say Mr 
Somare will be the first witness today.  On the first page you will see that he refers 10 

to his roles in the bottom of paragraph 2 as the Minister for State Enterprise in 2011, 
and of course when I referred to this as the Somare Government, that is a reference 
to Mr Arthur Somare’s late father the Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare. 

 Then in paragraph 4, he indicates Mr Arthur Somare, his continued association with 
the PNG LNG Project.  I can pass over some of the early background material to 
paragraph 27 where he refers to and there is some background given (…inaudible…) 
and the Independent State about some money being provided by the Australian 
EFIC, the Export Finance and Investment Commission.  And you will see in 
paragraph 27 he indicated advice to the Independent State’s Cabinet that the 
Australian body was lending AU$500 million dollars to the PNG LNG Project. 20 

 And it is important in paragraph 30 I think and I will be asking Mr Somare some 
questions about this to understand how the cash flow arrangements or the 
development were going to lead to payments into the PNG Sovereign Wealth Fund.  
And the point to note there commissioners, as you will appreciate is there is an 
Organic Law creating the Sovereign Wealth Fund which has been in force for some 
time but as we understand it, it has never really commenced operating.  But at the 
top of page 9, above paragraph 31, there is a diagram which I will get Mr Somare to 
speak to about how the cash flow for the PNG LNG Project would lead to payments 
being made to the Sovereign Wealth Fund and what might then happen with the 
money.  Because as you can see at paragraph 33, Mr Somare says the Sovereign 30 

Wealth Fund has never been operationalized todate and it is certainly true that 
although the Organic Law is still on the statute books and it requires an input there 
is I think none has yet been produced. 
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Then over the page Mr Somare talks about from paragraph 36 onwards the decision 
with the Australian support for the PNG LNG Project to get the project up and 
running.  And it is important to mention in paragraphs 37 and 38 and commissioners 

[10.23am] when I opened back in March I referred to the so-called “back-in rights” under the 
Oil and Gas Act in PNG which allows or gives the State the capacity for per value 
to buy up to a certain percentage of oil and gas companies new development rights. 

 
Mr Somare makes the important point that that is a use it or lose it right.  You can 
use it once and that is at the beginning when it is a Greenfield project.  If you choose 
not to exercise that right the right is lost and so that is no doubt what he is referring 10 
to when he speaks of the Greenfields licenses which formed part of the eight 
aggregated and unitized licenses which constituted about the 20 per cent 
participating interest in the PNG LNG Project.  And he makes the point in paragraph 
38 that the State’s maximum back-in rights in fact were not exercised. 
 
And if we go over to the next page there is firstly a detailed diagram which I will 
ask Mr Somare to take us through in some detail later today but if we go down a 
little you will see there is a depiction of the particular interests, but some of which 
are Greenfields projects are not and rather than trying to summarise that I will ask 
Mr Somare to take us through that in some detail because that is important.  Then 20 
we come down to paragraph 39 and Mr Somare then repeats the point that 48 licenses 
were Brownfields in the sense their previous inherent rights were either wholly 
exercised or lost and those were the decisions in the 1990s and they are outside the 
Terms of Reference. 
 
Then in paragraph 41 there is a reference to the final investment decision with the 
ExxonMobil led PNG LNG Project partners and there is a reference to what Mr 
Somare calls “the Stringent and Robust Analysis” and I will ask him some questions 
about that.  And in particular if we go over the page there are some detailed 
statements about the projected cashflows about equity and taxes and royalty for the 30 
State’s participants.  And that is an important matter for consideration because one 
matter for you, commissioners, is to consider what the Independent State and its 
entities may have lost by reason in particular financial and governmental decisions 
which have been made.  But there is a reference to the amount of the cash 
distributions and disbursements and the like.  And we will ask him questions about 
that later today and you may wish to ask your own questions too, Commissioners. 
 
Then if we go over the page under the heading; Resource: Financial and Economic 
Modelling.  The gravamen of this is that the time had been reached where if the gas 
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was not commercialized, see paragraph 46, from - and this was advice given at the 
time, then there was a risk it will remain locked in the field as reinjected gas with no 
certainty of future extraction and commercialization. 
 
And at paragraph 48 and 47, Mr Somare talks about historical high global LNG 
crisis, PNG being in the box seat with the new project and 48, the State’s dilemma 
was to use the gas at that time or lose the opportunity.  I will have some questions 
for him about that.  But over the page for example at paragraph 51 there is a reference 
to what Mr Somare describes as the significant projected cashflow and there are 
large amounts referred to there in the table which is at the top of page 16 and again 10 
we will ask him questions about that. 
 

[10:28 am] And immediately below it at paragraph 52, Mr Somare makes the point the contracts 
would enhance PNG’s bilateral relations with gas purchasing countries, enhance 
PNG’s reputations as a reliable supplier.  And he then said, it would also create an 
entirely new revenue stream for the country that would significantly bolster PNG’s 
revenue envelope over many decades.   

Part of Mr Somare’s evidence.  Then from paragraph 53 to 58 there is a reference to 
how the 2008 for the IPIC transaction which kind of falls in 2009 was analysed and 
he said, he makes the point that it was underpinned by certain statutes.  That is 20 

important at least for section 209 of the Constitution.  And then over the page, there 
is a detailed reference for example the chart at the bottom of page 17 referring to the 
different identity of agencies, departments and indeed the National Executive 
Council.  And there is a number of people who will give evidence about that but for 
example at this time Mr Dairi Vele was head of the Gas Project Coordination Office, 
of course later he became Secretary to the Treasury.  Then we turn over from 
paragraph 59 to PNG’s Gas Agreement.  Paragraph 61 there is a reference to the 
exercise of back-in rights under the Oil and Gas Act to certain licences.  They being 
Greenfield licenses where the back-in rights existed and he refers to those.  And then 
over the page and again, he will be here and he can speak to these, paragraph 66 30 
there is a reference to the proposal which the experts at the time that is Goldman 
Sachs Financial Markets Pty Ltd and Herbert Smith Freehills came up with.  And 
there is also in 67 an important reference I think to the need to comply with the Fiscal 
Responsibility Act and also Section 209 of the Constitution and he makes the point 
that authorization was given by the relevant Act referred to at the bottom of page 67, 
and the replication which is quoted from over the page at paragraph 68.  
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Paragraph 71 again refers to the essence of the petition.  In a minute, I will cover the 
detail of the transactions but suffice to say Mr Somare has set this out in some detail.  
And then in paragraph 76, if you would like to complete the process, he makes the 
point that he was proud to be informed that in May 2014 the first LNG export cargo 
was actually embarked and he understands that there have been more than 600 cargos 
which have taken place since then and indeed he provides the Bill of Lading for 
many of them. Then he speaks in the next few pages about the end of the IPIC 
transaction and he speaks about the purpose of the IPIC transaction and at paragraph 
85 and I will ask him some questions about that, at this point that is to say towards 
the end of the IPIC arrangement in 2014 there was no further obligation on behalf of 10 

the State to seek any further financing for this obligation in respect of IPIC financing, 
State equity financing or any other costs in respect of the PNG LNG Project. 

[10.33 am] And he speaks in paragraph 87 about when the IPIC announced that it would be 
keeping Oil Search shares in 2014.  That was the end of the transaction.  As he puts 
in paragraph 87, the exit of all the State interest from the Oil Search Share Register.   
 
Mr Somare then says he is concerned about what has been said that the UBS Loan 
was procured for the purpose of settling the IPIC transaction.  He disagrees with that.  
He says the IPIC and the UBS transactions are quite separate and that is something 
I will examine him about.   20 
 
In paragraph 89, he puts forward his argument that what would have happened where 
if the State had retained its Oil Search shares as opposed to trading up the same 
shares for an equity participating interest in the PNG LNG Project, he makes the 
point and this of course is something we will be examining that the Oil Search shares 
in 2002 to 2014 generated for the State an average of only K14 million a year in the 
form of dividend payments.  However, he said returns on the direct participating 
equity interest in PNG LNG generates on average about a thousand billion Kina 
annually after costs since the gas began to be extracted in 2014.  And that is why he 
concludes, one imagines, that in his opinion, there were compelling and clear 30 
commercial reasons to maintain the PNG LNG Project interest rather than any 
shareholding interest. 
 
Mr Somare remains a strong proponent of the IPIC transaction and at paragraph 92, 
he says it was not a bad deal he would have no hesitation in doing it again.  And then 
in following paragraphs, he refers to the UBS arrangement and I will ask him some 
questions about that.  And he concludes at paragraph 102 of his statement to say that 
nothing from the PNG LNG export cargo receipts has ever been deposited into the 
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Sovereign Wealth Fund or infrastructure funds or any other PNG Sovereign Wealth 
Fund account, and he expresses some strong views about that state of affairs.  So, 
commissioners, you can see we will have some interest and relevant evidence from 
Mr Somare later on today.   
 
Over the page, commissioners, we refer then to Chief Sir Leo Dion who was Mr 
O’Neill’s deputy.  Might I have his statement up.  Sir Leo is a former Deputy Police 
Commissioner.  He then went into politics and he became the Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister for Provincial Affairs in the O’Neill government.  He speaks about one 
of the key meetings that at 6 March 2014, when he was present with other ministers 10 
including the then Treasurer Mr Polye who at the time was his party leader.  And I 
will just go through these paragraphs.  He says when a book of files including the 
submission to the NEC was distributed to those at the meeting.  These were 
distributed by the Secretary to the Cabinet, Isaac Lupari, and he was Deputy Prime 
Minister, that is to say Sir Leo.  “As a result of these files, I there and then for the 
first time learnt about the UBS Loan and hoped that the submission concerning the 
UBS Loan was prepared outside.  The usual proceeding at NEC meetings was run 
by the Prime Minister as Chair of NEC.” 
 

[10.38am] And at paragraph 11, his comprehensive report which was then provided for the first 20 

time, it would take a long time to read through it and understand it, that he was not 
informed by anyone nor has he prior knowledge concerning it. 

“The Treasurer, Don Polye, started questioning the submission because fundamental 
issues had greater implications on the budget and future revenue raising in the 
country.  At that point I realized it was a sensitive issue and it became a heated 
debate.  I then knew I cannot support this submission and I did not agree with it.  The 
books were immediately taken back by Secretary Lupari and I kept nothing.  I cannot 
recall the submission was voted on during that time or if it was at a different NEC 
meeting.  Even if it was voted on at that time, I had no part in it.  As in response to 
submissions, a minister normally voted by voice only.  I do not recall voicing my 30 

support for the submission as I was silent, especially as the Treasurer had walked 
out of the NEC there and then.”  He said; “I learnt later that day that Treasurer Polye 
was sacked from Cabinet.”   So that is the evidence from Chief Sir Leo Dion which 
we expect to hear next week.   

Can I then turn to the statement of the Honourable William Duma.  You can see 
there, commissioners, that he was Minister for Petroleum in 2007 to 2012.  He gives 
evidence that he was again appointed as the Minister by Prime Minister O’Neill.  
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And so what happened is in November 2013, the National Budget for the following 
year was passed and he then joined the Prime Minister, that is Mr O’Neill, at the 
National Parliament, ordered steak for lunch.  While waiting to be served, Mr 
O’Neill explained to Mr Duma the need for the State to main a strategic holding in 
Oil Search because under the IPIC deal, the State’s shares in Oil Search had been 
mortgaged and it was highly likely we would lose our share in Oil Search if IPIC 
refused to hand back the State’s shares.  He explained further that Mr O’Neill need 
to borrow money to acquire shares in Oil Search so as to ensure the State maintains 
presence in the Share Register.  My immediate response was the State should not 
borrow to invest in a speculative industry such as the oil industry but try its best to 10 

retain its interest through its current shareholding in Oil Search.  But if he still 
wanted to pursue it, he should have insured this borrowing was included in the 2014 
budget papers.  I told him he should have discussed this with the Treasurer Mr Polye 
but Prime Minister O’Neill responded by saying he just wanted to hear my views 
and then the discussion then came to an end. 

Then commissioners, this is a matter of some significance.  As at December 2013, 
the Elk-Antelope Gas Field in the Gulf Province which was covered by Petroleum 
Retention Licence PRL 15, so that is a designation of some importance.  It was 
believed to contain in effect a large amount of gas.  PRL 15 was before the exercise 
of back-in rights by the State owned by InterOil of Canada, Pacific LNG Operations 20 

Ltd, and my reference to the Civellis is because in paragraph 8, there is a reference 
to Pacific LNG operations being founded and owned by Swiss businessmen, Carlo 
Civelli who is a resident of Singapore.  Mr Duma goes on.  “I cannot recall the 
precise percentage of ownership of PRL 15 but in December 2013, I believe InterOil 
owned nearly 77 percent while Papua LNG and another smaller shareholder owned 
the balance.  Then in 2014, he said Pac LNG increased its shareholding to 22 percent.  

On 6 December, InterOil through its subsidiary company SPI (208) Limited entered 
into agreement with a Netherlands company for Total to purchase a gross working 
interest of 61.3 percent in PRL for an amount of 613 million in a transaction 
completion which was expected in the first quarter of 2014.   30 

[10.43 am] So just to repeat that.  There is then a proposal by InterOil to purchase 61 per cent 
in PRL then the 613 million completion of which it took place in the first quarter, 
and then 112 million on a final investment decision for a new LNG plant, and 100 
million at the first LNG cargo.  In other words, says Mr Duma, the 61 per cent 
working interest by the InterOil subsidiary was valued at 613 million at December 
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and, presumably, that was the prediction through to about March because completion 
was to take place by then. 
 
So he was asked as minister to approve the sale under the Oil and Gas Act, received 
a letter from InterOil on 18 December, and he approved it.  Then three months later, 
he is in Brisbane on official duties and he receives information that he has been 
decommissioned or I guess, “sacked as Minister for Petroleum and Energy, Prime 
Minister O’Neill, did not inform me of the reasons and even now, to date, he has 
never told me why.”  Then he set out his view and of course Mr O’Neill will have 
an opportunity to respond to this tomorrow but he formed a view he had been 10 
decommissioned because he had indicated it was not a good idea to borrow large 
sums to buy shares of this sort.   
 
And then he said, “I heard” paragraph 15 “the State had entered into an arrangement 
to borrow about USD1.2 billion from UBS to buy 10 per cent stake in Oil Search.  I 
also learnt from the proceeds of the sale of the 10 per cent to the State for 1.2 billion.  
Oil Search purchased Pac LNG’s 22.8 per cent shareholding in PRL 15 for USD900 
million on or about 25 February 2014.  I thought this was odd,” he says with some 
understatement that, “it was only three months earlier in December 2013, I had 
approved the sale by SPI of 61.3 per cent in PRL 15 to Total for USD613 million.  20 
It did not make sense to me to hear that while at 61.3 per cent in PRL 15 was valued 
at 613 million, a much higher figure of US900 billion was paid for only 22 per cent 
in PRL 15 to Pacific LNG operations when it was a private-owned company.”  So 
that is an important matter of examination and no doubt the Oil Search witnesses 
will want to say something about what (…inaudible…). 
 
One other or two other people (…inaudible…) Mr Wapu Sonk, Managing Director 
of Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  He also will be coming to give evidence.   Mr Sonk 
in his statement, Mr Sonk is a qualified mining engineer.  He is the MD and 
Executive Director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings, and also also a director of NPC 30 
(Kroton) Pty Limited, NPCP Investments as well as a number of the latest entities. 
 
And so at paragraph 8, he said that in January 2013, he was the MD of PNG (Kroton) 
now Kumul Petroleum (Kroton) and he gives some evidence about that but he gives 
some important evidence along these lines.  Paragraph 18, he makes the point that 
the members of the Boards of NPCP (Kroton) and KPHL, then NPCP Holdings and 
commissioners, I will put up in a minute the diagram showing how the identity of 
these companies and their names have changed; but he says the members were the 
same but the companies were run as separate entities.   
 40 
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[10.48am] So he then speaks at paragraphs 21 to 26 about the role of NPCP Kroton in the IPIC 
loan.   And he says at paragraph 22 that it was his understanding that NPCP Kroton 
was required to contribute to the projected cash calls for the IPIC project portion to 
its shareholding.  And he says at paragraph 25 he was aware that dividends received 
by the State from the project were distributed to IPBC, that is the PNG entity and 
IPIC, the UAE entity and that the IPIC loan had a maturity date in 2014. 

 
Then he speaks about from paragraph 27 onwards the decision to refinance the IPIC 
loan.  And then at paragraph 28, he says he was aware about negotiations and that 
IPBC was at the stage to retain an interest in the PNG LNG Project and were looking 10 
to repay or refinance the loan.  And he talks about discussions of his understanding 
between the NEC and Mr Kumarasiri.  And he says in paragraph 29, he himself had 
discussions with the minister. 
 
And then in paragraph 30, he reveals that from the beginning of January 2014 at a 
board meeting he hears that the State was considering refinancing the IPIC loan 
keeping its current shareholding and buying a larger shareholding in the PNG LNG 
Project.  He annexes the relevant minutes at the time and we will go through those 
in some detail. 
 20 
From page 6 paragraph 40 there is a reference to a NPCP Kroton Board in 2014.   
And in paragraph 41 he says he does not have any independent recollection, he 
nevertheless annexes the relevant minutes which expressed the contemporaneous 
concern that the PNG LNG Project was not yet at commissioning phase, that is to 
say, in delivering phase that is, the Kroton Board were relatively inexperienced but 
were concerned it would be financially exposed.  It had not budgeted for this and 
importantly in paragraph (d) involving Kroton and transaction of this kind was 
contrary to the board’s goal to acquire and to consolidate all assets on behalf of the 
State rather than through shareholdings establishing more workable corporate 
structure and fully maximised the State’s involvement in oil and gas projects. 30 
 
And there is a reference to legal advice being obtained from Norton Rose and you 
can see why Commissioners, Norton Rose’s advice and documents are important 
because they did give some advice of evidence significance to further reference to 
that advice in paragraph 46.  Then there is a reference to what happened elsewhere 
in early 2014. 
 
And then over at paragraph 53, he says some timearound the beginning of 2014, “I 
became aware that a parallel transaction was being negotiated to replace the IPIC 
loan but I did not know the details.  I understood UBS was to fund the State making 40 
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a direct acquisition for shares in Oil Search rather than refinancing the loan.”  And 
he said that was run directly through Treasury but he became aware of certain assets. 
 
And he then speaks about in paragraph 15 where he receives without warning a 
package of documents following the NEC decision of 6 March enclosing that 
decision and required NPCP Kroton to implement the NEC decision. 
 

[10.53 am] And he says in paragraph 61 when he received those documents the day after the 
NEC decision on 7 March “I was completely taken by surprise.  I did not receive any 
warning from the Treasury, IPBC or any other stakeholder. The State had finalized 10 
its transaction to obtain the UBS Loan to purchase Oil Search shares directly rather 
than refinancing the IPIC loan.  Until March, I had no knowledge of or involvement 
in the decision by the State to purchase a 10.01 percent shareholding in Oil Search 
or the negotiations that took place.”  

 
And he refers in paragraph 63, to what the effect of the NEC decision was that 
Kroton needed to execute a Payment Direction Deed to divert the payments it was 
receiving than to say starting to receive from the project diverting it from the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund to UBS to repay the loan and guarantee repayments if 
Treasury was in default of its repayment obligations.  So this is another reference to 20 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And he says “I remember thinking at that time that 
while I did not want to put the company under such financial pressure, the company 
was in a financial position to provide this secondary support because of its strong 
balance sheet and cash flow.”  
 
And then he refers to a letter received from Patrick Lilek of UBS, a gentleman who 
we have asked to give evidence who forwarded a letter from the Office of the Prime 
Minister to IPBC. The letter was forwarded by Jimmy Maladina and signed by the 
Prime Minister’s Chief of Staff, Lupari I think, and directed IPBC to give effect to 
the transaction. In Paragraph 67 there is a reference to documents from Mr Vele.   30 
And then there is a very important meeting on 9 March which is referred to from 
paragraphs 70 onwards.  At paragraph 72 for example he says he recalls there were 
discussions relating to the transactions and that the UBS transaction was not the right 
option for the State.  “I recall there were comments made but do not recall by whom 
but it was unclear that proper economic analysis had been undertaken to determine 
whether the Treasury could meet its obligations under the term of the loan to UBS. 
I recall they were discussing the acquisitions of shares was not in the best interest of 
the company as our strategic plan was to acquire assets directly rather than passive 
shareholdings.” 
 40 
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And at paragraph 74, he says he recalls the general sentiment of the Board that they 
were frustrated by this parallel transaction, that is to say, the UBS transaction for 
several reasons; lack of knowledge or control over it, the fact that it was high risk, 
the fact that payments were to be diverted to pay the UBS loan which would drain 
Kroton finances, and indeed just as it was about to improve its financial position and 
invest in other oil and gas projects.  And 75, he said that Mr Kramer, the Chairman 
says the transaction was not in the best interest of PNG.   
 
Now, it may be noted that in paragraph 76, there is a reference to a draft resolution 
which had been provided by IPBC in advance which contained the following 10 
statement which however was removed, and a post statement in the minutes was that 
“Each director present confirmed that he was of the view that the transaction 
documents and the transaction contemplated by them are directed to the greatest 
advantage of the people of Papua New Guinea in accordance with Schedule 4 Part 2 
of the constitution of the company.”  And that was removed by the board it seems, 
unanimously.  
 
At paragraph 78, there is a reference to the concern to ensure that landowners whose 
land had been resumed for the construction of the project would still be paid and in 
paragraph 80 there is a reference to further advice.  20 
 
Then if I can move forward to paragraph 125 to the sale of the shares, that is the final 
piece of the puzzle as it were. 
 

[10.58 am] At paragraph 125, the shares were sold in September 2017 and he says that the 
reference I showed earlier on, to a novation of the arrangements to another 
Independent State company.  But the gist of it is that the sale; see 126, was thought 
to be part of the overall corporate strategy to acquire all the gas assets rather than 
acquire shareholdings.  There is a reference to that Board of Kumul Investments had 
previously tried to convert the shareholding into owning assets associated with the 30 
project by working with Woodside Petroleum to take over Oil Search to convert the 
shareholding into equity.  But that was not successful.  There is then a reference at 
para 130 to the share value price and, commissioners, you will note that the share 
value of Oil Search had diminished from what it stood at in 2014.   
 
And then there is a reference to other events.  Over the page at page 19 and at this 
stage, I simply refer to paragraphs 143 and 144 where there is a meeting to discuss 
the sale of Oil Search shares on 19 September 2017.  And you will see there that the 
Board in the minutes – so they are contemporaneous documents – note, it was not 
tenable to maintain the shareholding, and there are other discussions as well.  At 40 
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146(a) there is a unanimous resolution to have no further exposure to the Oil Search 
shares, and they were in fact sold.  See paragraph 150 at $6.70 a share. 
 
Then finally at paragraph 153, there is a reference to a request by Prime Minister 
O’Neill that the State be provided by the company with K100 million as a special 
dividend, and there was see 154, some concerns about the company had the financial 
capacity to make the payment but he took the view and they did and the payment 
was made.  See paragraph 159. 
 
Just two more statements I wish to take you through, if I may at this stage, 10 
commissioners, just to show the way forward.  Firstly, it is for Honourable Don 
Polye.  He has provided himself directly, although it is not signed, he has provided 
his statement and we understand that is indeed the evidence which he will be giving.  
So I just refer to a couple of things in passing in paragraph 1 refers to the fact that 
he was the Treasurer in the O’Neill/Dion Government in 2014.   
 
In paragraph 2, he refers to the NEC Cabinet Paper of 6 March.  He was the 
Treasurer.  And there is reference at paragraphs 4 to 6 of the contents of it and in 
paragraph 7, his realization that the application of LNG Equity cash flows to the 
repayment of the loan was not put as a recommendation in the submission and that 20 
caused him much concern.  He also considers and will give evidence in paragraph 8 
that the Cabinet paper did not annex due diligence reports so that it is to understand 
terms and conditions for this very large $239 million loan.   
 

[11.03am]He says in paragraph 9 and this is a matter of note that he as Treasurer had not been 
informed of the Cabinet Paper and he considers that other systems of government 
had been avoided and he makes some remarks there.  He sets out his opinion and 
this remains to be tested of course.  He considers the Paper was prepared by the 
Prime Minister and Acting Secretary Vele.  Mr Vele of course is giving evidence 
and he can give evidence about that matter.   30 

Then at paragraph 12, he said he made up his mind, the Prime Minister’s Cabinet 
paper had so much deficiencies and lacked fundamental due diligence documents. 
“I advised the Prime Minister and the NEC as Treasurer to address those issues 
before he could execute it,” and he attaches a letter which we will come to it.  He 
also highlighted in the discussions his view that the share – the UBS deal was a 
gamble in a speculative market.  He sets out his reasons there, the collar bond being 
securitized against the Oil Search shares; his concerns there, and we will examine 
those concerns.  But he said, secondly, the bridge collar loan, that is at 334 million 
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is a loan securitized against the NPCP LNG cashflow outside of the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund and parliamentary budget process.  And he sets out his concern that the 
national gross debt would go up and that that was a bad thing. 

Paragraph 15, he said he was pressured on the same day 26 March to sign the 
instruments.  His pleas were ignored he said by Mr O’Neill and we look forward to 
hearing what Mr O’Neill says about this tomorrow.  He says he was put under 
pressure to sign the documents, he says he would not sign it and the reasons he says 
included the following.  He considered that PNG debt to GDP needed to be at 
manageable and sustainable levels.  He considered it very significant that the 
parliament approved the loan yet as per earlier evidence by Mr Duma in that regard. 10 
Section 209 needed to be complied with.  He was concerned that the Fiscal 
Responsibility Act was not considered, the Loan and (Overseas Borrowing) Act and 
the Public Finances) Management Act and the Appropriation Act will all be 
breached and also the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And he was most concerned about 
that and he explains why that is so and he says, because of those reasons he was 
sacked as treasurer.  I believe that the UBS loan should have been avoided because 
it was in the best interest of PNG and her people to have it avoided and makes some 
other submissions as well in that regard. 

Finally then in terms of witnesses we have Ben Micah. He has given a signed 
statement and he will be coming to give evidence. 20 

Let me just highlight a few matters at paragraph 8.  He refers to his election into 
Parliament in 2012 and then his appointment by Mr O’Neil as Minister for State 
Enterprises.    

He refers at paragraphs 10 to 12 of the Inter-departmental IPIC Review Committee 
to explore options to resolve the IPIC loan issue.  Then he says at paragraph 18 and 
19 that “the IPIC loan issue had reached its conclusion,” this is to say in 2014, “with 
IPIC foreclosing on the IPIC loan and redeeming the 10 percent shares in Oil Search 
Limited and he says this is where things should have ended.  I believe that when 
IPIC foreclosed in January 2014, the State had by that time had 19.8 percent value 
at approximately K6 billion equity in the PNG LNG Project.  The GBT assets valued 30 

at K4 billion were now released from mortgage and unencumbered and the State 
investment in PNG LNG had increased the value of GBT from K4 billion to K10 
billion.  And the State should have stopped then and there and waited and used this 
increase in value of the GBT to acquire the 22 per cent back-in rights in the Papua 
LNG Project.  And the State should have stopped then and there and waited and used 
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this increase in value of the GBT to acquire the 22 per cent back-in rights in the 
Papua LNG Project.” 

[11.08am] Then in paragraph 22, he recalls what he calls fateful NEC meeting on 6 March and 
he says Mr Vele was present to give technical.  And he says there was a very heated 
argument between Mr Polye and the Prime Minister which almost came to physical 
exchanges between the two leaders.  Mr Polye opposed the proposal saying it was a 
speculative investment which could result in four to five billion kina loss.  “Prime 
Minister O’Neill was, I believe, able to convince the NEC members to agree to the 
proposal when he told the NEC that this transaction did not require the approval of 
Parliament as stated under section 209 of the Constitution.”   And there is a reference 10 
to a letter which Mr Polye wrote which will come through in his evidence. 
 
He says in paragraph 25 that he was taken off guard at 6 March meeting but 
nevertheless in paragraph 26 he considered the decision to be lawful and he 
considered he was duty bound to execute it.  And that also is the evidence from Mr 
Marape that he considered he was bound to execute the documents.  And he 
expresses a view that the PNG LNG Project being mortgaged to UBS to facilitate 
commercial interest to Oil Search in PNG LNG was not necessary and detrimental.  
So, that is if you like a glimpse of some of the evidence which I anticipate will be 
given over half a day.   20 
 
I can then move relatively quickly Commissioners through the remainder of the 
opening.  And I anticipate we will finish this by 12 o’clock and then we can 
commence with Mr Somare at 1 o’clock. 
 
If we go back to the opening, the power point at page 14.  Since you have seen this, 
it is opening but simply a remainder of the broader sense where some of 
(…inaudible…) are, next slide commissioners, is again just a remainder about the 
changes in name of some of the key corporate entities or generally wholly owned by 
the Independent State.  At various times there were contracts novated between one 30 
company and another and at various times there was a form of direction by the Prime 
Minister of the day over the activities of some of the companies. 
 
If we look at the next slide, again there is a reference and Mr Arthur Somare also 
refers to this but you will see there commissioners, the Elk Antelope PRL 15 clearly 
identified as are the other (…inaudible…). 
 
We will come now just in a little detail to the particular documents so just to remind 
you commissioners of some of the detail and there is no doubt that these transactions 
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are complex and there is some force when it comes to the UBS proposal of 6 March 
2014 in the complaint by some Cabinet members which I have just referred to that 
they simply did not have time to get across the detail and one can readily understand 
that the arrangements are complex.  
 

[11.13am] But you see here in summary fashion there is the IPBC that is to say the PNG entity 
seeks to invest in PNG.  In 2008 it did so by issuing exchangeable bonds of about 
1.68 billion, that should be, in Oil Search and they were to mature on 5 March.  So, 
IPIC, that is the UAE, Sovereign Wealth Fund or one of them had the legal capacity 
to exchange repayment of the loan for all of the PNG’s entities of Oil Search shares.  10 
And so it was always foreseeable the State would end up with no remaining shares 
in Oil Search.  And that is important when we come to consider asserted urgency of 
some of the activities in 2013 and 2014. 

 
And then again in summary, you will see in February 2014 Oil Search announced 
its permit to acquire shares in Pac LNG and you will recall the evidence I just alluded 
to about whether that was at an over value.  And also Oil Search’s agreement that 
the Independent State could subscribe to shares at $8.20.  There is some evidence 
which you will hear that the State considered that it was firm and appropriate to get 
a discount from the then value of the Oil Search shares of 8.50 down to 8.20 and that 20 
came to pass but of course in event by 2017, Oil Search shares had significantly 
reduced in value.  And there is two parts to the transactions in 2014.  There is the 
904 million dollar collar loan and the 330 million dollar bridge loan and there are 
two series of documents executed about the same time. 
 
And then we come over to a brief analysis of the documents and you can see what 
comes out in the statements and in the documents is there is a continuing tension and 
debate in the Independent State between whether one uses debt finance or equity 
finance.  And so over to the key documents you see these are the keys documents.  I 
do not need to take you, I think, to any of them but I would propose to tender them 30 
shortly.  They are not controversial and or confidential.   
 
And then if we can go over to the next document which refers to some of the key 
entities.  IPBC which is part of the PNG umbrella and the Arabian UAE entity. 
 
And so on the next page there is a reference to the exchangeable bond transactions.  
And as I have said there was at all times a contractual right to exchange repayment 
of the bond, i.e, the loan for the shares so there are other - just quickly pass over the 
following documents.  The next one refers to the IPIC exchangeable bond and there 
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are series of those.  You can see there each of them have a face value of half million 
dollars and you can see the interest rate. 
 
And then as far as what is to happen at maturity or early redemption the next slide 
refers to what could be done.  But as I say none of this was a surprise and there is a 
great deal of discussion by Mr Arthur Somare which you will need not consider now. 
 

[11:18 am]If we go over a few pages over to the next slide. So, it is quite a complex slide 
Commissioners but it is essentially a slightly updated slide from the earlier opening 
in March setting out the movement of funds, the key parties.  And you can see them 10 
all set out there. I should say commissioners the actual terms of the loan there is no 
doubt that this were the terms of the transactions, whether they are a good thing or a 
bad thing is another question of the terms of (…inaudible…)) not terribly 
controversial. And if we can go over to the slides. 

So were now moving on to the period in the year before the maturity of the IPIC 
arrangements and you will see, and we will come to these. There are a series of NEC 
decisions quoting various options about what is called retention of the Oil Search 
shares. So, at one stage, there was a desire to have the UAE company not exercise 
its rights of maturity.  There was a trip to Dubai I think and unfortunately, the 
relevant people to negotiate with were not there but we will have some questions 20 

about that trip and the purpose of it.  And then what happened was that the mandatory 
exchange notice was given by the UAE company and then there is a reference to the 
first time the state of new shares being sought from Oil Search. There is a question 
which we will endeavor to answer about where the idea came from to provide or to 
purchase the shares and provide the money in that way to Oil Search for the purpose 
of Oil Search obtaining a share in PRL 15, and I have already alluded to the fact 
there seem to be different versions of events about whose idea it was and that is 
something we will explore with the key witnesses. 

And then in particular over the page you can see there are some more key events 
there is the relevant notice on 13 February 2014.  The trip to Abu Dhabi which I 30 

mentioned returned and then various meetings between Treasury officials and Oil 
Search and then an important meeting in the Grand Papua Hotel between the Prime 
Minister Mr. O’Neill, Mr Vele, Mr Aopi and Mr.Botton and all of those gentlemen 
will be giving evidence and one of the reasons I have gone in some detail to the 
different views is this is an opportunity for example for Mr. O’Neill tomorrow to 
confront any alternative testimony and to give the evidence that he wishes to give. 
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On the next page, there is a reference to the critical 6 March 2014 special meeting at 
the NEC.  You have already heard reference to some of the evidence from Ministers 
who were present. Questions arise how urgent really, what is the decision? What 
was the adequacy of the process leading to the decision?  Could a different process 
have been used, to process but there are then of course questions about the wisdom 
of the decision in the first place and there are a variety of use. 

We then have a reference to the key documents and in due course tender those, but 
there are all listed there. The point to make here is that they are complex, they are 
lengthy, and you can see that, for example; the various emanations of UBS have 

[11.23 am] different roles and it is fair to say that the contract between the Independent State 10 
entities and UBS purport to negative any fiduciary arrangement behalf 
(…inaudible…) which might otherwise arise because it is notable that UBS 
(…inaudible…) if I can put it as literally I can. 
 
If we go over the page, there is a reference to the Bridge Loan Facility, 335 million, 
and over the page again, there is a reference to various consultants; and the next 
page, you can see that some people are providing some edge and some are not.  
Those in red, we still hope to hear from. 
 
Over the page then, there is a reference to the substance of the Bridge Loan Facility, 20 
and it is relatively complex.  There is a couple of matters to note; there is the 
substantial interest payments.  There is a very significant establishment fee of 2 per 
cent, that is to say, $6,700,000, and an unused commitment fee and the like.  So 
substantial sums of money, and we will have more to say about that in due course. 
 
The next page refers to an analysis of the transactions; the UBS Bridge Loan Facility 
and what was required and you have already heard the concern of a number of people 
including Mr Sonk about the impact of this transaction of the cash flow of some of 
the Independent State’s companies.  And there is the reference to the different hats 
that UBS wore and one unanswered question which we would like an answer to and 30 
one of the reasons we invite UBS to come along is it was the trading by UBS 
Company’s in Oil Search shares, the contract appears to have preserved that as a 
possibility.  But what happened and what was the consequence for any such trading 
in the Oil Search shares. 
 
There is a broader question about whether the terms and conditions were appropriate 
and fair; and whether the consideration by the O’Neill Government was apt to allow 
all consideration of these complex transactions.  I expect Mr Arthur Somare to say 
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that the 2008 and 9 consideration is of a gold standard in comparison to this.  But 
we will let him come to that. 
 
Again on the next page, there is the reference to the key document in the UBS Equity 
Derivative Transaction which are listed there and over the page, there is a reference 
to the essence of this transaction: so there are two parts to it.  There is the provision 
of a loan of about $900 million, that was not – yes.  And then there is a reference to 
a series of put and call options over shares in Oil Search and of course there are a 
number of fees as well.  There is more quandary over the next page about nature of 
the transaction and how calculations were made.  Over the next page, there are some 10 
references to our understanding of the options and the collars involved.   
 

[11.28am]There is some analysis in this page about a breakdown of the relevant transactions 
and how they are all assembled together.  And I should say that this power-point will 
be publicly available and no doubt people will wish to make submissions or 
otherwise about the correctness of them.  The counsel assisting are putting these 
slides out as our present understanding of the relevant transactions and how they 
work.  If we are wrong, please tell us.  This is your opportunity to do so. 

Over the next page there is the reference to options and collars the purpose of the 
various options and how recurrent was to take place and over the next page there is 20 

reference to the derivative transactions and this is the document I think slightly 
amended from the March hearing.  So, over the next page, when you analyse the 
transactions, you can see the number of shares subscribed to, the transactions entered 
into and the Oil Search shares provided as a result.  And over the page, there is a 
reference to the relevant letters confirming the terms of the relevant agreements and 
I have already mentioned, see the second dot point about the conflict of interest 
provisions but we simply make the observation that UBS did act as financial advisor 
and arranged (…inaudible…) in which it was or its subsidiaries were counterparties 
and it is open to the commission to determine whether UBS engaged in conflict of 
interest and contravened legislation or whether this was perfectly in order.  Whether 30 
it was or it was not remains to be seen.   

What does all this mean?  Part of it is, of course, after understanding the transactions, 
were there things which could reasonably have been understood by Cabinet 
members on notice, we say that is very unlikely.  But over the page, you will see 
there is a question here whether section 209 of the Constitution has been breached, 
whether the purpose of a novation which Mr Sonk talks about at the end of 2014 was 
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to cure the breaches or indeed to put another step between the breaches of the 
Constitution and the government of the day. 

 

There are some important questions about, were the Attorney General and the State 
Solicitor properly involved; and if not, why not?  That is a probity and precious point 
and then if you like there is a question about whether the UBS transaction was a 
good idea and if not and the impact it had on, for example, the State. 

The following few papers set out our understanding of the PRL 15 investments and 
they are there for the benefit of those who are interested in that.  And if we can pass 
through that we have some reference to what Mr Sonk has said but I am taking you 10 

to that.  There is then a reference to the statutory provisions which provide the back-
in rights in the Oil and Gas Act, section 165 and 167.   

And all of that, commissioners, and I hope I have not gone through that too fast 
brings us back, if you like, to the beginning which is the Terms of Reference and 
gets us well to remember what the commission was ultimately find.  

[11:33am] It is fair to say that there is evidence already to answer some of the Terms of 
Reference and not others.  So if we can have a look at the Terms of Reference – in 
relation to PNG LNG Project, there is the question of what happened.  Was due and 
proper legal administrative processes followed in 2009 or what were they, how was 
IPIC selected and what process was utilized?  So that is, if you like, the why and the 20 

how.   

Then over the page, the terms of the loan.  Well, we are in a position to answer that 
I think.  As I have demonstrated Mr Somare’s evidence will be important for 
considering the rationale for the agreement including of course the capacity for IPIC 
as occurred to take the shares rather than the cash.  That is something I will ask him 
when he gives evidence.   

The next issue is the decisions about the repayment of the loan, I think we already 
know those and then what happened after that in about 2013 through to 2014.  What 
happened; what were the various options considered; were legal and administrative 
processes followed.  So legal processes obviously include compliance with the 30 

Constitution statutes.  The administrative processes include the normal business of 
Cabinet government and whether those normal practices were put to one side and if 
so, why.   
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The selection of UBS and so on and then we come over the page to the terms of the 
loan.  I think it is clear enough, commissioners from the evidence we have heard in 
Part I of the inquiry that the PNG or the this large PNG LNG Project was something 
new in the light of the Independent State prior to 2008.  There does not appear to 
have been any incomparable arrangement, certainly nothing of the same financial 
value.  So in a sense these matters are self-contained.  Some witnesses say the IPIC 
and the UBS loans are connected, others say they are not. And that then brings us to 
what it was the State decided to buy the Oil Search shares and indeed their 
discussions with Oil Search and there will be some important evidence to be heard 
from witnesses about that.  Finally, we come to the question of why the State sold 10 

the Oil Search shares in 2016 and the process followed. 

If I can then go over to the slides to the witnesses.  So commissioners, the process 
from hereon is that I propose to tender the key financial transaction documents and 
I will do that before lunch.  The order of witnesses then, it is essentially a running 
list with a couple of special fixtures, if I can put it that way.  We are going to call Mr 
Arthur Somare immediately after lunch because I understand the Chief will take 
lunch at 12 and come back at 1 and Mr Somare should be ready to give evidence 
then.  We need to call his evidence at 2 I think because there are a number of matters 
for mention to do with chasing up documents and witnesses.  But I hope that will 
not interrupt matters too much. 20 

We then tomorrow will continue with Mr Somare but then immediately afterwards 
we will call the Honourable Peter O’Neill.  He will give evidence and then we will 
move steadily through the gentlemen who were in his Cabinet, Kerenga Kua, 
William Duma, Don Polye, Ben Micah, Sir Leo Dion. 

[11.38am] And that may continue through to next week.  We have Mr Botten giving evidence, 
we have Mr Aopi giving evidence and Mr Sonk and others.  And I think on Monday 
we have Mr Chang and Mr Mortensen.  They will be giving evidence from Brisbane.  
May I just note for the purposes of formalities that the Commission of Inquiry has 
been given authority by the Attorney General of Queensland to administer the oath 
up here in Brisbane so there is no difficulty about that.  We have similar authority if 30 
we needed to administer the oath in New South Wales.  And then we will continue 
on and I think we will have Mr Vele probably as the last witness next week because 
that then gives him the opportunity to have heard the evidence before. 
 
The final point is this that the purpose of these hearings particularly, because we still 
lack vital documents including from Norton Rose.  I will not be able to complete my 
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questions of these witnesses so now is not the time for people to cross-examine 
witnesses with the possible exception that if a person’s own lawyer wishes to ask 
them some brief clarifying questions when I finish my questions in the June hearings 
then counsel assisting would not object to that.  But then they would come back in 
July for the final questioning when we will hopefully have the benefit of further 
documents. 
 
The other matter, commissioners, I should mention is of course the commission will 
no doubt be making recommendations providing out its findings and we had a 
number of people give evidence already about the recommendation they would like 10 
to see for statutory, constitutional and other reform.  We invite any of the witnesses 
giving evidence in the hearings to set out in the witness box or perhaps in writing 
afterwards any recommendations they have got for improvement.  This is an 
important inquiry in the Independent State and this is the opportunity to say, perhaps 
things were not perfect and perhaps things can be improved next time and this is 
how we do it. 
 
So, commissioners I talk as usual a lot.  At this point then I propose to tender the 
relevant statements.  And what I will do is get Dr Katter to look at – just bear with 
me for one minute, Chief, if you would.  Commissioners, to save my voice and to 20 
assist me Dr Katter will ask for particular documents to be put up on the screen and 
will then ask that the documents be tendered and marked.  And as I say these are 
transactional documents which I do not expect to be controversial in anyway but 
there are no doubt people will say so.  I can ask Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the first document is the Bridge Facility Agreement.  
For the reference it is WRT.001/.0001.1095 which is now on screen.  The agreement 
is dated 12 March 2014.  And on page 1174 of that document or on the next page we 
identified the parties as the Independent State, UBS AG Australia Branch, UBS 
Australia Branch is lender, AG, UBS AG Australia Branch is facility agent and UBS 30 
Nominees Branch Limited is security trustee.  I ask that be taken in as an exhibit. 
     

[11:43 am] THE CHAIRMAN: Are you seeking to tender that document? 

DR KATTER: Yes please, Commissioner 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We can admit that document into evidence and it will be marked 
exhibit Q.  Commissioner White? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioner 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 

EXHIBIT Q - BRIDGE FACILITY AGREEMENT WRT.001/.0001.1095 
DATED 12 MARCH 2014 

DR KATTER:  The next document is The Security Trust Deed the reference is 
WIT.0015.0001.1178, the date of the document is 12 March 2014.  The parties are 
The Independent State and UBS Nominees Proprietary Limited as Security Trustee. 
Commissioners, I seek that document be tendered.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that document into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit R. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 10 

EXHIBIT R – SECURITY TRUST DEED WIT.0015.0001.1178 DATED 12 
MARCH 2014  

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 

DR KATTER: Commissioners, the third document is The Specific Security Deed, 
which is the reference WIT.0015.001.1213, the parties are the Independent State and 
UBS Nominees Propriety Limited as Security Trustee, the document is dated 12 
March 2014.  I seek that the document be tendered.   

THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
The Specific Security Deed document into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit 
S. 20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes Chief. 

EXHIBIT S – SPECIFIC SECURITY DEED WIT.0015.001.1213 DATED 12 
MARCH 2014 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next. 

DR KATTER:  The fourth document is The Participant Sponsorship Agreement the 
reference is WIT.0015.0001.1249. The parties are the Independent State and UBS 
Nominees Proprietary Limited and UBS Security Australia Limited as a controlling 
participant and the date of the document is 12 March 2014.  I seek that that document 
be marked as an exhibit. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
The Participant Sponsorship Agreement document into evidence and it will be 
marked Exhibit T. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 

EXHIBIT T – PARTICIPANT SPONSORSHIP AGREEMENT 
WIT.0015.0001.1249 DATED 12 MARCH 2014 

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 

DR KATTER: The next document is the Payment Direction Deed the reference is 
WIT.0015.0001.1267.  The parties are the Independent State, National Petroleum 
Company of Papua New Guinea, Kroton Limited, and UBS that is the facility agent, 10 
and the document is also dated 12 March 2014.  I seek that it be marked as an exhibit. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
The Payment Direction Deed document into evidence and it will be marked exhibit 
U. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes Chief. 

EXHIBIT U – PAYMENT DIRECTION DEED WIT.0015.0001.1267 DATED 
12 MARCH 2014 

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 

DR KATTER: 3 further documents, commissioners.  The next document is the 
Subscription Agreement the reference is WIT.0015.0001.1382. The parties are the 20 

Independent State and Oil Search Limited the date of the document is 10 March 
2014.  I seek that it be marked as an exhibit. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
admit The Subscription Agreement document into evidence and it will be marked 
Exhibit V. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes Chief. 

EXHIBIT V – SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT WIT.0015.0001.1382 DATED 
10 MARCH 2014 

THE CHAIRMAN: Next. 
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DR KATTER: The next is the 7th document is a Letter dated 6 March 2014, reference 
is WIT.0015.0001.1438 it is from UBS that is the Facility Agent for the Independent 
State with the subject line; “Project Kumul – Bridge Facility Agreement – Facility 
Agent, I seek that it be marked as an exhibit, commissioners.\ 

 
[11.48 am] THE CHAIRMAN:   Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 

that particular letter into evidence and it may be marked W. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 10 
EXHIBIT W – LETTER WIT.0015.0001.1438 DATED 6 MARCH 2014 
PROJECT KUMUL – BRIDGE FACILITY AGREEMENT – FACILITY 
AGENT 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, next. 
 
DR KATTER:  Filed document is a letter dated 6 March 2014; reference is 
WIT.0015.0001.1443 and the letter is from UBS as Security Trust Deed to the 
Independent State.  The subject line is Project Kumul - Bridge Facility Agreement - 
Security Trustee Deed.  I seek that it be marked, commissioners. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that particular letter into evidence to be marked Exhibit X. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
EXHIBIT X - LETTER WIT.0015.00001.1443 DATED 6 MARCH 2014 
PROJECT KUMUL – BRIDGE FACILITY AGREEMENT - SECURITY 
TRUST DEED 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next. 
 
DR KATTER:  Just a moment, commissioners.  The next document is described as 
a Loan Form Confirmation.  The reference is WIT.0014.0001.1559.  It is a letter 
from UBS to the Independent State.  It is dated 12 March 2014.  I seek that it be 
formally tendered and marked. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that particular letter into evidence to be marked Y. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks, chief. 
 
EXHIBIT Y – LETTER WIT.0014.00001.1559 DATED 12 MARCH 2014 
LOAN FORM CONFIRMATION 
 
DR KATTER:  The next document is described as a Confirmation Side Letter.  The 
reference is WIT.0014.0001.1582, the letter from UBS to the Independent State 
dated 12 March 2014.  I seek that it be formally tendered and marked, 
commissioners. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that particular letter into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit Z. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
EXHIBIT Z - CONFIRMATION SIDE LETTER WIT.0014.0001.1582 
DATED 12 MARCH 2014 
 
 20 
DR KATTER:  The final document is a Nominee Deed.  It is WIT.0014.0001.1592 
signed by the Independent State, UBS Nominee and UBS Securities, and the date of 
that deed is 12 March 2014. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit the 
Nomination Deed into evidence to be marked Exhibit AA. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
EXHIBIT AA - NOMINEE DEED WIT.0014.0001.1592 SIGNED BY THE 30 
INDEPENDENT STATE TO UBS NOMINEE AND UBS SECURITIES 
DATED 12 MARCH 2014 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, those are the formal documents and I am in 
your hands; it is five to 12.  Do you wish me to call Mr Somare now or at 1 o’clock? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In Papua New Guinea, we strictly observe lunch hour.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Very good, chief.  Then in case I will not call him now.  I will call 
him at 1 o’clock, if that is convenient? 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think so. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So unless there is anything further that is the opening at this stage 
and I also have Mr Arthur – I will just ask Mr Jurth to ensure that Mr Arthur Somare 
is present and ready to go at 1 o’clock.  We will have to interrupt him at 2 o’clock 
for a number of mentions and then we will continue on with him and I expect that to 
take the afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Dr Renwick and Dr Katter for the opening 10 
statements.  My associate will adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock today.  
Associate, you can adjourn. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.02 pm] DR RENWICK:  Yes, good afternoon, commissioners, we are ready to call our first 
witness.  I call Mr Arthur Somare. 

 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can the witness be sworn? 
 
 
ARTHUR SOMARE, sworn: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 

[13.07pm] Q: Mr Somare, it is James Renwick here are you able to hear me,sir? 

A: Absolutely sir. 30 

Q: Do you have with you your affidavit? 

A: I do, indeed. 

Q: This is the affidavit of 20 May of 29 pages, are there any changes you wish to 
make to the text of that affidavit? 

A: No, sir.  The affidavit is in its fullest form. 

Q: Yes.  And is it true and correct? 
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A: It is indeed sir. 

Q: I tendered that affidavit commissioner. I will tender the annexure separately, 
but I will tender the affidavit first if I may and we are up to exhibit AB.  Exhibit 
AB?  Is it Chief, I think? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Exhibit AB? 

DR RENWICK:  Exhibit AB, is it Chief, I think? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is exhibit BB. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Double B. 

DR RENWICK:  Double B, very good.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 10 

EXHIBIT BB – AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR SOMARE DATED 20 MAY 2021 

DR RENWICK:   I will come to the annexures in a minute if I may.  So just a few 
prolixity questions Mr Somare.  As you say in your affidavit, you are presently a 
resource consultant? 

A: Yes, Sir. 

Q: You were however at one time an elected member of Parliament. 

A: That is correct, between the years 1997 till 2012. 

Q:  And in particular you were Minister for State Enterprise between 2007 and 
2011? 

A: That is correct Sir. 20 

Q: And that was in the Cabinet of your late father the Grand Chief, is that right? 

A: That is correct.  Sir Michael was Prime Minister during that period. 

Q: Yes, indeed.  So, if I could take you to your affidavits, please.  If I can take 
you to paragraph 12, where you talk about the historical attempt to 
commercialize the natural gas project in 2005, what can you tell us about that 
project? And why it did not come to pass, in particular? 

A: The easy answer is the economics of the project did not stack up compared to 
the economics of the PNG LNG project at the time.  The PNG Queensland 
Gas Pipeline Project was a project that had I think over a thousand kilometers 
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of pipeline, more than a thousand kilometers of pipeline that connected PNG 
gas fields straight into northern Queensland.  I think it would have come out 
in Weipa then gone down to Gladstone and at the time, as I said the project 
economics would not have quite stacked up compared to an LNG project. 

Q: I think you say, at the end of your paragraph 13. That the government of the 
day, also did not want to confine the Independent State to a single market and 
a domestic gas price structure.  Could you just explain to the commissioners 
what you there mean by a Domestic Gas Price Structure as opposed to the 
globally competitive LNG market?  Can you just expand on that a little, 
please? 10 

[1.12 pm]  A: Of course.  With a pipeline that takes gas from Papua New Guinea to 
Australia, you are confined to Australian domestic gas prices, so Don gas in 
Australia would have dominated pricing whereas LNG Gas where it is shipped 
to markets in China, markets in Japan, markets in Taiwan would have been 
competitive gas prices that you would be looking at.  At that particular time 
around 2008, there were gas contracts that were opening up in China, in Japan 
itself that were traditional gas-using countries.  Papua New Guinea wanted to 
position itself into that space and as a consequence, so wanting to position 
itself in that space, Papua New Guinea also saw the logic and the rationale of 
shifting away from Australian regional gas prices to the globally competitive 20 
LNG markets that was a step up from – in my document, I say $2.68 per 
MMBTU which is a measure of gas British Thermal Units as when you are 
talking about Australian Don gas prices.   

 
As we went to LNG, we had a far superior price and that price was $8 
MMBTU or USD65 a barrel equivalent.  So the economics are going with a 
LNG Project, as opposed to a pure pipeline project.  It was obviously better 
and that was a sufficient and compelling reason for the PNG Government to 
focus and concentrate on LNG rather than just that domestic market price into 
Australia. 30 

 
Q: Yes.  Thank you.  Then I think at paragraph 15, you referred to the Grand 

Chief’s inaugural address where he says this, “The Government will facilitate 
the development of our gas resource with the PDL holders so 
commercialization is accomplished by the year 2011.”  And then you go on to 
speak in paragraphs 18 to 20 about the government decision to 
(…inaudible…).   
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I see there in paragraph 18 that you say that Mr Duma, the Minister for 
Petroleum and Energy – this is in paragraph 18 in the middle – had carriage 
and oversight of the Oil and Gas Act at the point of gas commercialization, 
you as the Minister for State Enterprise would have responsibility for the 
financing of the State’s commercial interest under the Gas Agreement. 

 
And so just to explain that a little further, I think understand your role.  How 
did that interact though with Mr Duma’s role?  What did the carriage and 
oversight of the Oil and Gas Act involve in this context? 
 10 

A:  Minister Duma being responsible in having carriage of the Oil and Gas Act 
was obviously responsible as a project from exploration to commercialization.  
There are specific term sheets that would be put forward to government.  
Obviously, you had the technical term sheet as the regulator, as the issue of 
the permit, Mr Duma had the role and function of being minister responsible 
for permitting and also being minister responsible for any regulations in the 
petroleum and gas phase.  However, the function of the Physical Term Sheet 
which is the Second Term Sheet falls with the minister responsible for 
Treasury or State Enterprise, in my case.   

 20 
Q: Yes, thank you.  At paragraph 20 then, you speak about the negotiations 

between the State and the ExxonMobil led consortium leading to the 
finalization and the execution of the PNG LNG Project Gas Agreement, and 
that you speak a little about the size of that project compared to anything else 
undertaken by the Independent State since independence. 

 
[13:17pm]A: The PNG LNG Project was undoubtedly PNG’s largest investment project 

in PNG ever to be undertaken todate.  Obviously, the cost of the project alone 
is US$19.4 billion.  The footprint that the PNG LNG Project covered was 
essentially over five different provinces; Western Province, Southern 30 

Highlands, the newly created Hela Province, Gulf Province and Central 
Province as well.  The project had 800 kilometres of pipeline, 400 kilometres 
of that was under-sea pipeline; 400 kilometres of that had to cross virgin 
rainforest from the hinterlands of the Highlands to the coastal provinces of 
Gulf and then at Omati, undersea at depths of about 100 metres, at the 
deepest depths, 400 kilometres then into Portion 152 in Port Moresby where 
a two-train LNG plants were to be located each with the capacity of 3.2 
million tonnes and storage facility of 165,000 cupid metres of gas each.  Each 
tank could possibly fit a 747 into it and a new wharf which is about 2 
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kilometres long that would accommodate LNG tankers that could carry 
cargos of about 150 cubic metres of gas to markets in China, Japan and 
Taiwan. 

Q: Thank you very much.  Now, inevitably there would have been some 
disruption to traditional landholdings when you are developing projects such 
as this.  Can you just summarise what arrangements there were for 
compensation the landholders who were affected by inevitably this sort of 
work? 

A: In the PNG Constitution, it is absolutely clear about the necessity for 
consultation, I think section 255 of the PNG Constitution is clear in that there 10 

has to be meaningful inter-exchange of views between obviously the 
government and the corporate.  As you embark on commercializing either 
gas resources or petroleum resources or mineral resources or any resource in 
Papua New Guinea, there is this process by which government need to be 
able to socialize the impacts and benefits of any project moving that project 
forward.  So from the perspective of the PNG LNG Project, there is a 
requirement of the Oil and Gas Act where development forums need to be 
called where you talk about the issue of both compensation and benefits that 
accrue from projects and it is in that license phase forum that both 
government and the corporate discuss those critical issues of compensation 20 

and benefit of the impact on the indigenous and tribal people’s lands.  That 
would come out as a consequence of having that project being developed 
there.  In the PNG LNG Project obviously there are nine licences and in each 
licence area the legislation necessitated that it be licence based so there was 
a development forum in PDL 1 and PDL 7 in PDLs 8, PDL 9, PDLS 2, 4, 5 
and 6.  

[1.22 pm] Every license area did have a development forum.  There was a commercially 
convenient umbrella benefit sharing forum that brought almost 2,500 
landowners into Kokopo.  Those numbers were then thinned quite 
considerably.  Obviously, you cannot negotiate 2,500.  Those numbers were 30 
thinned out quite considerably to spokespersons or landowner groups that 
could discuss the issue of what would be an aggregated 8 field project, 
aggregated and unitized 8 field project mainly because the project required 
the underpinnings of gas that was sufficient to economically justify that 
project going forward and the minimum that was required by the developer 
at that time was about 70 .. gas.  
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Q: Yes, thank you very much.  Moving on then from paragraph 23 to about 28 

you speak about the bilateral approach between the government of Australia 
and the Independent State and you speak about your role as minister in liaising 
with then Australian Federal Minister for Trade Mr Simon Crean and also the 
funding support provided through the Export Finance and Insurance 
Corporation of Australia or EFIC and the end result of that I take it as you 
explained in those paragraphs is first as you set out in paragraph 27 the loan 
of 500 million dollars, is that right, as one of the things? 

 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That was the result of the board and then I think also in paragraph 25 you 

speak there about training and development and targeted technical assistance 
provided by Australia to the Independent State? 

 
A: Absolutely correct.  Because this was one of Papua New Guinea’s most 

significant and I think still to this day, it is the most significant commercial 
undertaking taken by a consortia of private investors as well as having the 
Government of Papua New Guinea participate as a participant owner of the 20 
project itself.  Papua New Guinea was quick to realise that it could not do this 
on its own, it needed to leverage its relationship with the Australian 
Government.  

 
At that particular time I think everyone will recall there was the global 
financial crisis as well that had come around already.  There was an 
opportunity to engage with the Australian government as the Australian 
government was having the annual Australia-Papua New Guinea ministerial 
engagements; the bilateral talks between two countries.  That provided the 
perfect opportunity to engage with the Honourable Simon Crean then.  And 30 
to take the Honourable Simon Crean to the project impacted area to give him 
an understanding of what the project dynamics were like, how project build 
would happen and how that would impact on PNG. 
 
Obviously from advice from its financial advisers the PNG Government 
would be looking at a mix of financing from export credit agencies, 
Australia’s EFIC was in the mix and that fell under the oversight of obviously 
the Minister for Trade so it was a perfect opportunity to take a conversation 
forward as to how Papua New Guinea and Australia could continue to develop 
its bilateral relations. 40 
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[11:27pm] But how Australia could assist Papua New Guinea to develop this particular 
project from a perspective that this type of project would improve the 
economic performance of the country with Papua New Guinea, it was able 
to market its gas into the newly opening markets up in Asia and more 
particularly China and Taiwan.  

There were other benefits that we discussed as well, the employment 
opportunities from our five-year construction program and a 9.4 billion 
capital spend, how such a capital spend could have a fantastic impact.  Big 
spends small economy they are good dynamics there that would be beneficial 
to Papua New Guinea.  Obviously on the Australian side because of the size 10 
of the PNG economy and the lack of skills set in certain areas, Papua New 
Guinea could also leverage the abundance of skills set that we have in 
Australia to assist PNG in developing this project.  So, they were the bilateral 
conversations that happened that eventually led to obviously an 
understanding between the Australian government and the Papua New 
Guinea government where it was proposed that we would enter a joint 
understanding between Australia and Papua New Guinea incorporating on 
the PNG-LNG project.  I refer to it as the PNG-AUS-JU and in the PNG-
AUS-JU not only did we talk about the immediate benefits of the project, we 
also talked about the benefits that would accrue at the commissioning of the 20 

project that would take us into PNG expanding its revenue envelope but as 
we expanded its revenue envelope we would, we could possibly suffer from 
things like the Dutch disease.  So we asked the Australian government to 
assist and which they did through Deakin University by conducting studies 
and economic impact study and also on absorptive capacity constraints study 
looking at the risks associated with FOREX because you have got this 19 
billion US Dollar that is pursuing very few PNG kina, how would that create 
upward pressure on Kina and hurt other sectors in our economy, for example, 
agriculture.  How that push labor cost up.  So that sort of studies were 
important to us and it was important to engage with Australia to have 30 

Australia look at those.  

One of the other key benefits of entering into the Papua New Guinea 
Australia joint understanding on assistance on the PNG LNG project was a 
desire to have a robust revenue management system.  And because of 
Australia’s experience in setting up its own future funds, our preference was 
to have a conversation with obviously Simon Crean but then have a further 
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conversation with Australia’s Department of Finance the regulation who 
dealt with the future funds in Australia. And that is relative to PNG’s desire 
to establish its own Sovereign Wealth Fund to receive the revenues from the 
PNG LNG Project as we move the project through commissioning and 
eventually production with cash flows coming in from both equity, taxes, 
and royalty. 

[1.32 pm]  Q: Thank you.  Well, that brings me indeed to the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
concept and as you say in paragraph 31, it was developed and crystalized 
initially formed by Australia’s future fund.  In a minute I will just get you, if 
you would, to just explain that diagram about para 31.  But in the meantime, 10 
we will just put up on screen the Organic Law which is tab 25 of the bundle; 
that is there.  So, can I try and summarize it this way, Mr Somare. 

There is an Organic Law relating to the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  That is still 
the law in the Independent State but Sovereign Wealth Fund effectively has 
never operated.  Is that a fair summary? 

A: That is absolutely correct. 
 
Q: And so, that is perhaps for others to explain why that is so although if we can 

go right to the end of your statement just for a minute to the last page, 
paragraph 102.   You say there that nothing from the PNG LNG Export Cargo 20 
receipts has ever been deposited in the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And you 
also expressed the view that that may be a breach of at least the spirit of the 
agreement with Australia whereby you received a hundred million dollars.  
Is that the gravamen of what you are saying there? 

 
A: That is correct.  One of the understanding that we had with Simon Crean and 

the Australian government moving forward was that as the Australian 
government provided export credit financing to the PNG LNG Project, PNG 
LNG Project would look at a robust revenue management system by which 
it would manage the benefit flows from the project itself, be it royalty, be it 30 
taxes, or be it from the equity that PNG acquired by doing the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  So, for example, for the IPIC exchangeable bond, that 
19.4 per cent, there was an expectation between the Australian government 
and the PNG government that things like a dividend policy would be put into 
place.  A dividend policy would inform the government of Papua New 
Guinea, and more particularly the instrumentalities of State, those corporate 
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entities that were incorporated by the State how much dividend they would 
pay into SWF. 
 
So as you made reference to that diagram that I put up earlier- - - 
 

Q: Could we go back to that, Mr Somare, and if you could talk us through.  So, 
firstly, is that your diagram or is that from a government document at that 
time? 

 
A: That is my interpretation of what the work efforts are.  After all, sir, I am one 10 

of the key, if you like, architects of the PNG LNG Project and it was part of 
my ministerial function to design where the benefit flows of that accrued to 
the project would flow through.  So the government of Papua New Guinea 
and the government of Australia did agree to an SWF.  The initial concept 
was that equity that accrued from the project would be passed to an 
infrastructure fund, then we would also have a stabilization fund and a future 
fund that would look at benefits that came from taxes when taxes were due 
in the mid 2020s. 

 
[13:38am]Q: Just so I understand it correctly, you would start exporting – sorry, the money 20 

would start to flow of course, would it not, when you start to export the LNG? 

A: Absolutely, Dr Renwick quite simply because your first revenue would come 
essentially after first cargo is exported, quite simply because of the IPIC 
transaction.  IPIC paid for the equity component of the project there would 
be some benefit that came as a consequence of PNG having equity and that 
was the early revenue that came from the project itself.  It was not taxes.  It 
would be from royalty, it would be from equity but not taxes.  Taxes were 
not due until much later in the mid-2000s.   

Q: And the estimated time of the first export was about 2014 or thereabouts, 
was it, when you were back in 2008? 30 

A: We would always anticipated that it would be around 2015.  The project 
came in early; earlier than we had anticipated.  So in 2014 the project came 
in but it was always estimated that it would be end of 2014, beginning of 
2015 when we would get the first export but we were pleasantly surprised to 
have ExxonMobil as the project developer operator.  They brought in the 
project much much earlier than we anticipated.  So the first export left the 
country on 31 May 2014. 
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Q: 2014? 

A: 2014, that is correct. 

Q: Thank you.  If we can move on to the heading; “Government Corporate 
Economic and Commercial Partnership Agreements.”  You refer there in 
paragraph 37 for example to the legislated back-in rights and that is under 
the Oil and Gas Act, I take it? 

A: That is correct, section 165. 

Q: And that gives you does it not a one-off opportunity as the government to 
acquire up to about 20 percent or thereabouts at the point of commencement 
of the licence but not otherwise; is that right? 10 

A: That is correct. That particular point where the corporate wishes to 
commercialise that particular exploration licence and move it towards a 
development licence to develop the field itself, the State has a use-it or lose-
it requirement in legislation where the corporate needed to offer 22.5 percent; 
2 percent of which is landowner equity but the remainder of the 20.5 is equity 
that is offered to the rest of the people of Papua New Guinea so a total of 
22.5 back-in rights.  And those back-in rights are relative to the interest in 
the licence and the State would have to pay all historical or some cost relative 
to the licences; the exploration that is associated with that licence and the 
shoring up of that resource that sits below that licence. 20 

Q: Thank you.  If we can go over the page please, and there are two diagrams.  
Perhaps we might start with the bottom diagram first.  So the first thing to 
observe is that this diagram is speaking about the state of affairs in 2008 or 
thereabouts; is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And of course, at that time the Elk-Antelope Field are not being considered 
or not known about? 

A: No, sir, the PDL 1 is relative to the PNG LNG Project, that is Hides PDL 1 
– PDL7 is Hides, PDL 9 is Juha which sits in Western Province but it is an 
integral part of the PNG LNG Project. 30 

[1.43 pm] PDL 8 is Angore which just sits south west of Hides.  Obviously PDLs 2, 4, 
5 and 6 is the old Kutubu project.  So, if you look at the diagram in front of 
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you, the shades of blue with the resource under it, the resources of Juha, 
Hides, Angore, Hides PDL 1 and Hides PDL 7 that is in fact your 
Greenfields.  So, they are fields that have not been commercialized and if 
you look at the shades of yellow in the particular blocks that cover PDLs 2, 
4, 5 and 6 they are in fact your Brownfield projects. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  Could we just scroll up to the table you put together there. 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: I take it that that is the table you put together? 
 
A:  That is the table that was previously used in the development forum, the 

consultation process with landowners as well back in 2009.  This is the table 
that I have, merely borrowed from that period and inserted into my 
documentation so as the graph below.  That graph is lifted directly from the 
preliminary information memorandum 2009. 

 
Q: So, appreciating then that it is not your document for a minute- - - 
 20 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: I see at the bottom of the table there are three lines.  There is the reference to 

the 19 and a half odd per cent for the PNG State. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And I take it that is a reference to the back-in rights? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: In relation to them the Kroton and the IPBC interests, what are they reference 

to and did they ever come to pass? 
 
A: So when the State back then- - - 
 
Q:  You may not know of course. 
 
A: I am able to answer that, Dr Renwick. 
 40 
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Q: All right, please. 
 
A: So when the State backed into the PNG LNG Project as I mentioned there 

are four Greenfield projects and four Brownfield projects.  Those Brownfield 
projects their inherent rights to back-in have already been used or have been 
expired as a consequence of them being Brownfields.  But the Greenfield 
project were those projects where the State could back into.  So, if you look 
at the graph itself you can see in the area that is shaded yellow where the 
State backed in to the project to acquire that 20.5 per cent for the rest of the 
people of Papua New Guinea and the specific interest of landowners; 10 
indigenous and tribal people who own the land are below which the resource 
lies is that two per cent that sits below. 

 
So, the total in PDL 1 was a 22.5 per cent back-in, two per cent for 
landowners, 20.5 per cent for the rest of the people of Papua New Guinea.  
PDL 7, the same thing, two per cent for landowners, 20.5 to the rest of the 
people of Papua New Guinea.  PDLs 8, 9 exactly the same thing.  They are 
the Greenfields so that takes you to that particular number.  So, if you 
average all of that out and there is a formula that is applied and I cannot 
remember it off hand at the moment but you will end up with the 19.4 per 20 
cent because you will see that in PDL 2 they only ever in the 1990s exercised 
6.75 per cent.   In PDLs 4 they only ever exercised two per cent.  In PDLs 5 
they exercised the full 22.5 per cent and in PDL 8 only two per cent.  But as 
I said you if you did the Maths applying the formula you will end up at 19.4. 

 
[1:48pm] Now the 4.22 that you mentioned in the bar below that main table is relative 

to a negotiation process that took place in Kokopo in May 2009, and that is 
where the landowners from Hela and Southern Highlands, but particularly 
from Hela wanted to acquire a greater interest than the interest that State had 
acquired for them at 2 percent. So, they settled on increasing their overall 30 

interest to 4.22 percent and obviously residual that is left over after the 4.22 
percent plus that legislated 2 percent free carry and the 12.35 percemt will 
take you to that 19.35 number. 

Q: Thank you.  Then you refer in more detail to what then happened in 
paragraphs 39, 40, and 41 and you speak in paragraph 41 about an analysis 
of LNG project estimates. There are two tables over the page on page 13, so 
may I firstly ask, where are these tables from? 
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A: Below 43. Okay, it is in front of me now. This table is lifted from an IPBC 
policy paper but that is directly lifted as a summary of the SGS financial 
model from 2009 – sorry, the Open Book Economic model that was used by 
the project to assess the value or the return to the PNG government if it were 
to take an equity interest in the project as well as the return on, the overall 
project returns. So that is the first table. 

Q: And the second table? 

R: The second table is, directly handed to me from ExxonMobil. 

Q:  And that is you say the actual cash distributions and disbursements. 

A: Absolutely. And this table was used as part of the negotiations process for 10 
the P’gang Project with the government of Papua New Guinea. 

Q: Thank you. There in the next section of your statement, you speak about 
resource financial and economic modeling and as I understand what you 
were saying, is that there was a, as you put it in paragraph 48; a fast-closing 
gas sales window whereby if the Independent State was to act to 
commercialize the gas rather than have it remain locked in the field as 
reinjected gas and an uncertain future than it would move quickly. Have I 
understood that exactly?  

A: So, Dr Renwick we had a couple of major projects around the world at that 
time.  One of the biggest project was obviously Gorgen, then you have the 20 

Browers Project that was coming up, so you had on a northwest shelf you 
had a couple of major projects being undertaken by both Shell and 
ExxonMobil. Those projects competed for markets up north in China and 
Japan and Taiwan, just like the PNG LNG Project competed for those very 
same markets. Not only did they compete for those very same markets, but 
we competed for the same steel, we competed for the same skill set, and we 
competed for the same financing.  So, if PNG did not move quickly, we 
would lose one of those many areas whether it be the A Team that we would 
procure, or would we get a sub-optimal B Team to build the PNG LNG 
Project.  Obviously, the PNG LNG got the A Team, that is why we were one 30 

year in advance of project schedule. 

[1.53 pm]  Q: Yes, thank you.  And then over the page at paragraph 51, you speak about 
the projected cashflow, and there is a projected cashflow table below 
paragraph 51.  But, where is this table from, please? 
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A: This table is lifted directly from one of our financial documents; this is from 

the Financial Models and also the Open-Book Model.  So you will notice the 
blue bars represent the Open-Book Model and the Open-Book Model was 
dated 2009.  The adjusted Financial Models are subsequent to closing the four 
contracted sales; they are 20-year contracts to Tepco to, that is, Japanese via 
to Osaka Gas to Sinopec out of China and CPC and that table represents the 
year-upon-year value that you would get as a consequence of cargo sales to 
those four significant buyers. 

 10 
Q: Is that document an official PNG Government document or is it from 

somewhere else? 
 
A: You would consider it as part of documentation that the PNG Government 

would have scrutinized as part of its overall review of the marketing 
arrangements.  So these documents should be in the possession of Kumul 
Consolidated or IPBC because they are core documents that I have taken the 
majority of my information from. 

 
Q: Thank you very much.  And then from paragraph 53, you speak about the 20 

authorization documents for the commencement of the IPIC transaction.  So 
you refer then to the legislation in paragraph 54 and then in paragraphs 56 and 
57, the relevant processes; and there is a table at the bottom on page 17 of 
your statement.  Can you just, through the table and your role and perhaps 
other people of notable role at those various points, just so we understand how 
it worked. 

 
A: Thank you, Dr Renwick.  The State needed to put into place State coordination 

mechanism by which reporting would happen all the way up to the Cabinet, 
the Ministerial Economic Committee of which as Minister for State 30 
Enterprises, I was one of the key five committee members on – it is a 
subcommittee of the National Executive Council.  It is the function and the 
role of the Ministerial Economic Committee to look at projects like the PNG 
LNG Projects or any other significant economic undertaking that we would 
scrutinize in the first instance, so that we as a subcommittee of Cabinet, would 
then discuss with Cabinet itself.   

 
For the purposes of the PNG LNG Project, if you like, this is the State 
coordination mechanism and the interface that we needed to have with the 
corporate.  So if you look at the graph or you look at the diagram that you 40 
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have got in front of you, you will see the ExxonMobil logo on the PNG LNG 
Project.  There is an interface role where the gas project coordinating 
committee is in place, the person responsible for the gas coordination or at the 
time that was responsible for the gas coordination office was Mr Dairi Vele 
who is presently the Secretary for Treasury. 
 

[13:58pm]  He reported to obviously the ministerial gas committee.  The ministerial gas 
committee being chaired essentially by Minister Duma who is responsible for 
oversight over the Oil and Gas Act and obviously the technical term sheet that 
was put before the State, the Ministerial Economic Committee having 10 

oversight of both technical term sheet and more importantly the physical term 
sheet.  So that is the coordination mechanism there.  You will see right at the 
very bottom of that diagram that you have departmental heads.  Departmental 
heads were comprised of the Secretaries for Treasury, the Deputy Secretaries 
for Treasury, the Secretaries for State Enterprise, the Secretaries for Planning, 
so all your key government agencies including the Secretary for Environment, 
the Secretary for Labour because the project had so much dynamic in there, 
the committees had various secretaries that had oversight of certain issues as 
they corralled issues to bring the project forward.  The key secretaries that 
obviously participated in the Project Gas Coordination Committee and the 20 

Ministerial Economic Committee prior to any paper going to Cabinet were 
obviously the key secretaries of Treasury, Planning, Petroleum and Energy, 
Lands, Attorney General for the issue of compliance with legislation and 
obviously State Enterprise with regards to financing.   

Q: Thank you sir.  Commissioners, I see that it is 2 o’clock when I think we were 
to mention a number of matters.  Could I ask perhaps Mr Somare, we would 
just like to take a break for 10 minutes and we might just deal with the matters 
in the list and Dr Katter and Mr Jurth will deal with them. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 30 

 

MR JURTH:  The first matter on the list is in the matter of Jimmy Maladina.  I can 
inform the commissioners that we have made progress.  Mr Maladina has contacted 
the Commission’s Secretariat and I understand that he is coming in today to pick up 
his summons.  With that in mind, I wonder whether in the first place – sorry, I have 
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just double-checked to see whether or not he is here or is not.  If it is the case that he 
picks up his summons today, might I request a direction that he provide a statement 
concerning the matters requested in his summons by 23 June which is a week from 
today and that direction can be served on him together with the summons? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the return date? 

MR JURTH:  23 June.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will issue 
that direction. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That direction is issued. 10 

MR JURTH:  And also he produces a statement by that same date. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you commissioners.  The next matter is Dr Thomas 
Webster.  I am told he is here.  Dr Webster is making his way to the bar table.   

[2.03 pm] THE CHAIRMAN :  Dr Thomas Webster, you can take the seat.  Yes. 
 

MR JURTH: Thank you, Chief.  We are grateful for Dr Webster for attending today.  
He has been served with a summons.  Dr Webster of course is the former managing 
director or chairman of the IPBC and he is a member of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Committee.  We are very keen to hear from him.  Subject to any violent objection 20 
from Dr Webster, I would seek to that he produce a statement and any relevant 
documents that he has also within the same time frame, seven days being 23 June.  
He is nodding in agreement.  I have been corrected and I thank Dr Webster for that.  
He was the chairman of the IPBC but not the managing director. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Webster, Mr Jurth is seeking a direction that you produce a 
written statement to the commission by 23 June and that you appear before the 
commission on 23 June at say 10 o’clock for mention of the matter.  Dr Webster? 
 
DR WEBSTER:  Your Honour, I was the chairman at that time.  It is a pleasure to 30 
appear before the commission.  It was six years ago and I really do not have much 
of the documentation.  A lot of the documents were discussed at the board room and 
they were left with the IPBC and so I do not have any of those documents.  I will try 
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to recollect what had happened, transpired and to the best of my knowledge make a 
statement to the Commission of Inquiry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  See what you can do by 23 June and if you need more time then 
you can appear on 23 June and seek a further extension of the time. 
 
DR WEBSTER:  Thank you, your Honour, I will do that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will 
issue that direction as worded by Mr Jurth? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief that he should provide his statement by 23 
June, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, good.  All right, we issue that direction then. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners and thank you Dr Webster. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Webster, you may be excused. 
 20 
DR WEBSTER:  Thank you, your Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good, next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, the next matter is John Paul Taylor.  I am instructed that he has 
not yet been served with his summons and commission staff continue to seek out 
where that can occur.  I do not think I seek any orders in respect of Mr Taylor until 
he is served. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We do not issue any directions with regard to John Paul Taylor 30 
then. 
 
MR JURTH:  No, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay good.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Katter has the final matter on the directions list today. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there was a direction on 9 June that Professor 
Kavanamur as represented by Mr Sawong by 2 pm today request the provision of a 40 
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further consent to King&Wood Mallesons by Minister Duma.  This is as for the 
Norton Rose Fulbright Australia document.  Mr Sawong has provided a copy of that 
further consent document by the Minister for State Enterprises to the commission.  
Mr Sawong has indicated to the commission that that consent document has been 
communicated to King&Wood Mallesons and it is submitted that no further 
direction is required. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, do you seek any- - - 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, that is- - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, you are not seeking any directions? 
 
DR KATTER:  No directions in our submission is required, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No. 
 
DR KATTER:  And that those are the matters for mention at this time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That completes those matters so can we recall Mr Arthur 20 
Somare? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief.  Mr Yapao has just gone to get him.  Mr Somare has 
resumed his seat. 
 
 

[2.08pm] ARTHUR SOMARE, recalled: 

 30 

XN: DR RENWICK 

Q: Yes, Thank you. Mr Somare, you realize you are still on your former oath.  

A:  Yes. 

Q: Moving on from page 17, there is then a reference from paragraph 59 to the 
PNG LNG Agreement and you explain for example at paragraph 61, about 
the exercise of the back-in rights, and then in paragraph 62, you speak about 
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the advisory groups which were established.  And then over on page 66 and 
67, there is a reference to the agreement and the Exchangeable Bond Funding 
mechanism.  So, we are now talking are we not about the 2008/2009 IPIC 
arrangement? 

A:  Correct. 

Q: Now, I know you have set this out in your submission, or sorry your affidavit 
but just in an overall sense, what would you say the benefits of the IPIC 
agreement were to the Independent State and the people of PNG. 

A: The IPIC arrangement, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond obviously, it allowed 
the PNG government to participate in the PNG LNG Project which was its 10 

major function. It was not a major show, it was secondary to the conversion 
of the PNG LNG Project because there were multiple financing matters that 
was happening at the same time. The IPIC Exchangeable Bond dealt with the 
issue of equity and as a consequence of the Gas Agreement, that the State 
had entered into with the licensee the State needed to demonstrate or have 
demonstrated funds well in advance of projects sanctioned.  The IPIC 
arrangements enabled the State to actually back into the project and to take 
equity in Papua New Guinea’s most significant commercial undertaking at 
the time. The spin-offs of doing that transaction enabled ExxonMobil to 
conclude its project financing rounds. The commission would be aware that 20 

the project had a debt equity ratio of 70 percent debt 30 percent equity within 
the States - within the equity ratio,.  The State needed to raise its 30 percent 
of the 19.4 percent whereas the project financing team would have to raise 
that 70 per cent which constituted about USD60.4 billion in total. 

[2.13 pm] So it brought PNG, if you like, into the global stage where PNG could 
compete in securing financing at that particular level but also participate in 
a major resource project that had other benefits apart from just taking equity.  
For example, four new gas contracts; two gas contracts in Japan, one gas 
contract in China, a fourth gas contract in Taiwan extending Papua New 
Guinea’s relationship beyond just the commercial project to now a, if you 30 
like, a reliable supplier of energy and gas to the markets in China, Japan and 
Taiwan, as it enjoys that benefit again today. 

 
The IPIC Exchangeable Bond allowed, especially at the height of the DFC for 
more than 24,000 jobs to be created.  I think 8,000 jobs in total went to Papua 
New Guineans so that is direct household income that assisted Papua New 
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Guinean workers.  Obviously, the out-skilling of those workers were also 
critical, so many Papua New Guinean workers had training and continued 
training because the project struggled over almost a five-year construction 
period.  We had early works as well.  So there was a hive of economic 
opportunities and, I believe obviously stimulus in the PNG economy.  I think 
in one of ADB’s Reports, ADB described Papua New Guinea as the Pacific’s 
Economic Tiger at one time as a direct consequence of doing the IPIC 
financing to enable PNG to back-in to the PNG LNG Project that gave 
confidence to the other project participants, mainly ExxonMobil, Oil Search, 
Santos, Nippon Oil that Papua New Guinea had skin in the game and as it 10 
had skin in the game, we could confidently move this project from design to 
construction and then into production at a point in time. 

 
The IPIC financing enabled Papua New Guinea to enjoy fantastic growth.  
And as I described earlier, it allowed for a total construction cost of about 19 
billion; this is a big capital spend in a small economy as fantastic ripple 
effects right throughout the PNG economy, and the IPIC financing helped us 
to take us to that particular position.   

 
Q: Thank you.  So back in 2009 when the Exchangeable Bond was entered into, 20 

unless it was bought to an end earlier, it was due to expire in around 2014, 
right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You agree with that?  And under the terms of the bond, there were, as I say, 

unless bought to an end earlier, there were two options open.  One was that 
the Arabian finances as in fact happened, would choose to keep the shares 
and perhaps an additional amount of cash depending upon share fluctuations, 
and that is what happened, the alternative was they would not do that and 30 
PNG will keep the shares but will have to pay the loan out.  Those were the 
two possibilities in contemplation back in 2009, were they not? 

 
[2:18pm] A: That is correct. 

Q: So as a person essentially involved in planning of this, you I guess had 
planned for either eventuality, had you not? 

A: Absolutely but the preference was that at the end of the day the State should 
not have indirect equity, indirect participation in any project.  We preferred 
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direct equity participation in a particular project rather than just mere 
shareholding in a company. 

Q: I see all right.  So in fact, it follows does it not, and perhaps I can take you 
here to paragraph 85 of your statement?  In the paragraphs immediately 
before paragraph 85, you speak about the IPIC arrangement and how it came 
to end and then at paragraph 85, you say; “At this point, there was no further 
obligation on the part of the state to seek any further financing or debt 
obligation in respect to IPIC financing State equity financing or any other 
costs in respect to the PNG LNG Project.”  And that is a reference to what 
happened when IPIC chose to keep the shares plus a little bit of cash.  That 10 
is right, is it not? 

A: That is correct, Dr Renwick.  At the beginning of the transaction of IPIC, the 
Oil Search shares sat around $4 dollars, I think it was some $4.80.  By the 
time we had reached substantial completion on the project, the market in 
Australia had already built in the cost of a LNG Project.  The Oil Search 
price jumped up to I think a high of $8.90 and as a consequence of $8.90 – 
do not forget that the strike rate that we agreed upon at the beginning of the 
IPIC negotiations was $8.55.  So if you take $8.55, simply multiply that by 
196.6 million shares, that would take you to AU$1.681 billion because the 
Oil Search shares are traded on the Australian Stock Exchange and are 20 

denominated in Australian dollars.  But there needs to be a conversion from 
the Australian dollar to US dollar to meet the capital costs on the other side 
at the build side of the PNG LNG Project.  So at the point of maturity, the 
stock market, the Oil Search shares had actually proven that it could exceed 
$8.55.  In fact it went up to a high of $8.90 at the point of conversion.  The 
preference at the time when we contemplated this was then to release the Oil 
Search shares and then to have the mix of both share and the cash parcel as 
it is clearly outlined in the Bond Deed Poll the terms. 

Q: And had you still been in government at the time, I take it that it would have 
been your intention not to enter into the UBS transaction? 30 

A: It is hypothetical, but yes, if I was there at that time there would be no UBS 
transaction because there was no need for it.  Because the - - - 

Q: And just to follow it through on the hypothesis, what would have happened 
is that as you have already said, the exports started about a year earlier later 
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in 2014 and money from the exports would have gone into the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund? 

 
[2.23 pm]   A: That is correct, sir, the first revenue would have started to drop into the 

Sovereign Wealth Fund but the infrastructure fund in particular that would 
help if you like, the GBT, the General Business Trust that could help with 
the construction and the build of power projects, port projects, rail projects, 
whatever projects but there would have been sufficient revenue coming in to 
the SWF as a consequence of not taking out any further debt because there 
was no need to. 10 

 
Q: So, for a period of about five years then the Independent State held a 

significant parcel of Oil Search shares.  You have spoken about the benefit 
of the IPIC deal, apart from dividends what was the benefit of holding the 
Oil Search shares for those five years, was there any particular benefit? 

 
A:  For which five-year period, Dr Renwick? 
 
Q: So, perhaps I miss understood it but from 2008 to 2014. 
 20 
A: Right. 
 
Q: You have got the IPIC arrangement. 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: Where the State is a shareholder in Oil Search, that is right, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct.  We still received- - - 
 30 
Q: And so- - - 
 
A: Sorry, go ahead. 
 
Q: Sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: We still received the negotiated deal with the Emirates, was that we would 

still receive dividends from the Oil Search shares that was used as security.  
We still received dividends up until the point of exchange and- - - 

 40 
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Q: And so, sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: And because our interests were completely aligned at the time with obviously 

one of these stakeholders in the PNG LNG Project being Oil Search to 
convert the PNG LNG Project.  We continued to work in close collaboration 
with them as we did with Santos, as we did ExxonMobil and as we did with 
Nippon Oil as well to develop marketing financing so on and so forth. 

 
Q: So, as you would appreciate there are some witnesses in this inquiry -  

perhaps I will ask you this.  Please assume there are some witnesses in this 10 
inquiry who say that it was very important for the Independent State at all 
times to be a significant shareholder in Oil Search.  There is a number of 
witnesses who say that.  I take it that by 2014 that would not have been your 
view? 

 
A: That is correct.  I leveraged an asset which was 196.6 million shares that I 

once held in Oil Search, used that asset to trade up to taking a direct equity 
participating interest in the PNG LNG Project that gave me a significant 
stake in the LNG Project, the newest LNG Project in the world at the time 
that brought us into a club of 17 LNG exporters.  It gave us 20 per cent 20 
interest in there.  I would do that sort of transaction again because I could 
leverage a lower yielding asset to go to a higher return asset.  And that higher 
return asset being direct participation and direct equity participating interest 
in a project rather than just being a shareholder in a company. 

 
Q: Yes.  So, what I am trying to do is just unpick the perceived benefits of the 

Independent State having a significant shareholding in Oil Search.  You have 
explained how you leverage that but apart from dividends I am just trying 
work out what other benefits there might be, it is not as if for example; the 
shareholding, substantial shareholding brought with any government 30 
nominee directors, I take it. 

 
[2.28 pm]  A: We were not given any – at that time we were not given any board 

membership on Oil Search, even as a 17.6 per cent shareholder in Oil Search, 
IPBC was not given any directorship on Oil Search at that time.  The IPBC 
had no representation on the Oil Search board. 

Q: Thank you.  All right.  And then in your statement at paragraph 88, you make 
the point that you see two transactions, the IPIC transaction and the UBS 
transaction as being completely stand alone and different transactions and I 
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think I understand that point and then you have done some modelling at 
paragraph 89 and the table following where the State would retain its oil 
shares as opposed to trading up those shares for a new direct equity 
participating interest in the PNG LNG Project.   

  Questions (…inaudible…) that table and paragraph, so I take it Mr Somare, 
this is a table in fact you produced? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Can you please just explain to the commissioners the calculations there set 
out and your reasons please? 

A: We have had a look at the Oil Search dividends paid over time and as we had 10 
a look at the Oil Search dividends paid over time, we also then had a look at 
the PNG LNG revenues that came in to ExxonMobil which ExxonMobil has 
passed through to the State and did a comparison of the two.  If we were to 
hold Oil Search shares the nett type of benefit for us would be around 14 
million kina per annum as compared to having 19.4 per cent equity interest 
in the PNG LNG project would pay around K1.04 million so I think the 
reasoning is quite clear that there is a far superior benefit to hold direct equity 
interest in the LNG project rather than just shareholding in a company that 
has a lower dividend payout. 

Q: And I take it that one of the reasons why in paragraph 91 you say you simply 20 

cannot explain the purpose, the rationale purpose I take it of the UBS loan? 

A: That is correct.  I cannot, for the life of me, understand why someone would 
go down the path of acquiring an asset a second time after we have exited 
the Oil Search share register in 2014 already spent 1.2 billion and then today 
we have zero interest again on the Oil Search share register. Today we have 
zero. 

Q: Yes.  And you say at paragraph 93 that the substance of the UBS arrangement 
diverted all the State’s revenues even prior to the first LNG cargo to others 
and it did not have a rationale connection with the State’s interest in this 
project nor benefit to the people. 30 

A: Sorry, Dr Renwick; which paragraph are you referring to? 

Q: At paragraph 93; have I got that correct? 
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[2.33pm] A: Yes.  Because of the payment direction all cargoes were diverted to Singapore. 

Q: Going ahead in your statement, you speak in paragraph 95 of the approach by 
the Hela Province to exercise its option to acquire an equity interest of 4.22 
per cent; could you just explain a minute to the commission and perhaps 
leading through to paragraph 100 and the calculations you have done there? 

A: The Hela provincial government had an entitlement, commissioners, to 
acquire an interest of up to 7 per cent in the PNG LNG project as per the 
Umbrella Benefit Sharing Agreement signed between the State and the 
various project impacted landowners, provincial governments’ pipeline 
landowners and plant-site landowners and wellhead landowners.  They had 10 

negotiated an additional interest of 4.2 per cent above and beyond their paid 
interest because of the Brownfields and above and beyond their carried 
interest, free carried interest as a consequence of their back in rights, section 
167(1) of the Oil and Gas Act.  The landowners had a right to back in – the 
State had a right to back in on behalf of the landowners for that additional 2 
percent so if you aggregated the full value of those 2 percent which included 
the paid interest, that interest would have gone up to 2.67 I think.  So that 
plus the 4.22 takes you to that 7 per cent equity interest.  That 4.22 is an 
option or was an option that came directly – was borne directly out of the 
Umbrella Benefit Sharing Agreement under clause 6 of that Agreement.  And 20 

that option was available to those that were impacted at the sub-national level 
by the PNG LNG Projects or by provincial governments landowners from 
pipeline areas, landowners from plant-site and wellhead landowners could 
get together to acquire that 4.22 percent interest.  Now that 4.22 percent 
under the Umbrella Benefit Sharing Agreement would only be exercised in 
2016 and unfortunately at the prior of 2016, any benefit that would have gone 
to the 4.22 was already assigned under a Payment Direction to essentially a 
nominee of NPCP in favor of UBS.  So any benefit that would have accrued 
from the 4.22 was now pledged across as a consequence of the payment 
direction because of the UBS transaction to service any debt that UBS may 30 

have.  Does that make it clear for you Dr Renwick, commissioners? 

[2.38pm] And the reason why I had visibility of this is I was contracted by Governor 
Anderson Agiru who led the negotiations in Kokopo for and on behalf of 
both provincial governments and landowners to secure that 4.22 percent 
equity for those who were impacted by the project. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, do you have any more questions? 

MR JURTH:  Chief, there seems to be some problem.  Dr Renwick, can you hear us 
there because we cannot hear you for the moment.  Dr Renwick, if you can hear me, 
I am told that the problem is at the Brisbane end.  (…Technical Fault…). 

Chief, I wonder whether it would be convenient just to adjourn for five or 10 minutes 
to see if the problem can be solved and Mr Somare has asked for a glass of water in 
any event.  Perhaps a short comfort break whilst these are sorted.   

DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear me again now? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry, there was a temporary problem at our end.  I 10 

apologise and I apologise to Mr Somare.   

The question is: what is the current position with the indigenous and tribal 
landowners?  What revenue are they receiving out of PNG LNG Project generally? 

A: I can probably talk to the issues prior to 2020, 2019- - - 

Q: Okay, please do. 

A: Current date I cannot talk to.  Certainly by 2016, 2017, there was no revenue 
that went back to landowners there was no revenue that went back to 
provincial governments irrespective of the agreements that were reached 
between the PNG government and the landowners at that development forum 
in Kokopo, and irrespective of any agreement that was reached between the 20 
Government of Papua New Guinea and at the licence based forums in PDLs 
1, 7, 8 and 9 that flowed through from the equity portion of the PNG LNG 
Project.  I am not talking about any other benefits associated with any other 
negotiations that had happened relative to business development grant 
relative to infrastructure development grant, I am not talking about those I 
am talking about specifically the equity that came from the PNG LNG 
Project.  There has been zero benefit that had gone back to the landowners 
in 2016 as a direct consequence of the payment direction to it that allowed 
revenue from the PNG LNG Project to be put into a Singapore bank account. 

 30 
[2.43 pm]Q: Thank you.  In tab 101 of your statement you referred to the bills of lading 

and proformas and invoices and then at paragraph 102 you say to your 
knowledge in effect there has never been anything from those export cargo 
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receipts put into the SWF infrastructure fund or any other PNG Sovereign 
Wealth Fund, is that right? 

 
A: That is absolutely correct, Dr Renwick.  To the best of my knowledge I do 

not believe that any funds whatsoever that has come out from the PNG LNG 
Project has gone into the SWF account; the Sovereign Wealth Fund accounts 
at all up to this present day irrespective of over 600 shipments to date. 

 
Q: I see, all right.  The UBS shares as you would appreciate were or that the 

UBS deal in effect came to an end in 2017, did it not, when the Oil Search 10 
shares held by the Independent State was sold? 

 
A: That is correct.  That to the best- - - 
 
Q: So, can you – I am so sorry. 
 
A: Sorry. 
 
Q: Can you offer the commission any explanation as to what happened since 

that time and why no money has been put in from the export cargo receipt to 20 
any Sovereign Wealth Fund?  Is that just a mystery? 

 
A: I think the question is better reserved for the former Prime Minister and the 

current Prime Minister and also to Mr Wapu Sonk as the person who is the 
beneficiary of those revenues that come to them.  I do not make those 
decisions today, sadly.  It is a matter for them to answer. 

 
Q: Could I take it that as opposed to speculation you do not have any personal 

knowledge, that is what you are saying? 
 30 
A: Sorry, can you repeat that question again? I do not have any personal 

knowledge of what? 
 
Q: You do not have any personal knowledge as to why no money has been 

received from the export cargo receipts to the Sovereign Wealth Fund as 
opposed to speculation?  

 
A: Yes, I do not have any personal knowledge but I have got a lot of angst. 
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Q:  Commissioners at that point I would tender the annexures to Arthur 
Somare’s statement.  I should say though they look a bit more intimidating 
than perhaps they are because over half of them are in fact the bills of lading, 
proforma invoices and invoices.  So, unless there is any objection from 
anybody I tender those and they might be marked as an additional exhibit.  
So, that would be exhibit BC, would it? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  CC, marked- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  CC, exhibit CC, Commissioners. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those documents are included as annexures to the affidavit that 
has already been tendered or it is a separate document? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.  No, these are the annexures so I am content Chief to 
have them either as a separate exhibit or as part of exhibit BB. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If they are annexures to the affidavit they do not need to be 
separately tendered. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They have already been admitted as part of that affidavit 
evidence. 
 

[2:48 pm]  DR RENWICK:  Very good.  So I have one or two questions about the annexures. 
Can you go please to WIT.0027? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is annexure?  What is the annexure number?  What 
annexure is that? 

DR RENWICK:  I have got the – I am am not sure exactly. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Annexure letter? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am just trying to work out what annexure it is?  It is tab 52 
in my folder but I simply do not know what annexure it is. I will just check that. We 
can put it up on the screen, it may assist.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  We got to be sure first that those documents are part of the 
annexures. 
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DR RENWICK: Yes, indeed they are, chief. I am just checking the annexure 
number, I will have that for you in a minute but in the meantime, Mr Somare,  I take 
it you recognize this letter from Prime Minister Somare to a number of ministers 
including yourself.  I cannot see a date on it but I take it. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  25 September 2008. 

DR RENWICK:  I cannot see the date.  I just cannot see a date on it but I will just 
check.  I think it is an undated letter, but it must have been about 2008, Mr Somare 
something like that from the Prime Minister? 

A: If you scroll through, I probably can recollect.  Not the date but - - - 

Q: Yes, of course.  So, when you look at the last paragraph where Prime 10 
Minister Somare talks about what remains now is for all State-related entities 
to work together to finalize the goals and financing proposal, that suggest a 
letter in 2008, does it not? 

A: That will be correct yes. 

Q: And so I just wanted to draw your attention to what the Prime Minister said 
at the top of page 2.  You can just scroll up to the top of page 2.  Just read 
that to yourself and I will just ask you whether you have got any comments 
on what the prime minister says and whether you agreed with it.  That first 
paragraph on page 2. 

A: So, what precisely is the question again Sir? 20 

Q: I am inviting you to read to yourself the first paragraph at the top of page 2 
and ask you whether you agree with that or whether you have anything to 
add to that? 

A: I think I have expressed the view already that the particular interest of the 
State of the 19.4 percent interest in the PNG LNG project and that we would 
have leveraged the Oil Search shares at a point in time to service any 
outstanding debt or liability that we had in the process of acquiring that 
particular interest.  So I think it is consistent with everything that I have said 
already. 

[2.53pm]   Q: Thank you, Mr Somare.   Commissioners, those are the only questions I  30 
have at the minute.  I would ask that if possible Mr Somare come back in 
July for two purposes.  One, if anyone applies to cross-examine him and if 
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you accept that application and of course secondly, we hope to have some 
more documents then and there may be some additional matters I wish to put 
to Mr Somare.  But at this point, commissioners, if Mr Somare’s lawyer wish 
to ask a few brief questions, if any, of Mr Somare, counsel assisting would 
have no objection to that; I should not feel they have to.  Alternatively, we 
were just asking Mr Somare to return in the July hearings. 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  May we ask some questions if we want to? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Oh, yes, I am so sorry, I should have already said this but I do 10 
apologise.  I have forgotten the most important matter which is to say, of course, 
commissioners, you may choose to ask some questions now of course.  
Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Renwick.  I just have at this stage, Mr 
Somare, just a couple of questions. 
 
A: Yes, madam. 
 
Q: I think in reading the IPIC, that is the Exchangeable Bond document, there 20 

were other assets of the State mortgaged at the same time as the Oil Search 
shares were put up as security for the loan.  Am I correct in that 
understanding? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioner. 
 
Q: And can you identify what they were and what their fate was? 
 
A: Commissioner White, the other assets that were mortgaged were assets that 

came under the General Business Trust.  As you will recall at the beginning 30 
of transaction, I mentioned that the Oil Search shares had a value of $4.80.  
So if you just give the math on that $4.80- - - 

 
Q: Yes, exactly. 
 
A: Yes.  So no need to answer any further matters? 
 
Q: Yes, sir, it was not enough? 
 
A: I am sorry? 40 
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Q: I am sorry, it was not sufficient, of course, to meet the loan? 
 
A: Absolutely, but Commissioner White, as you would well appreciate, as the 

project had more nuts, more bolts, more pipeline that was put on board with 
25,000 people working on the project and the project became more and more 
dearest over time the Oil Search shares climbed from $4.80 to $4.90 that 
would have sufficiently released that mortgage that the GBT let. 

 
Q: So at the expiration then of the loan when the exchangeable bond was settled, 10 

those other assets were returned to the State, I take it, is that correct? 
 
A: That is absolutely correct.  That is absolutely correct, commissioner, but 

during the time when I was Minister as well, even with that mortgage on 
board, we were able to increase Air Niugini’s fleet from 11 to 31 aircraft.  
Air Niugini went from a company that was earning about 500 million to a 
billion company.  PNG Power at that time went from revenues from around 
400 million to K900 million that came in; they were still able to go and 
borrow from the banks in particular BSP.  None of the normal operations of 
any asset of the General Business Trust was affected at all. 20 

 
Q: Thank you.  Can I ask you this question then?  It is a very positive case for 

the equity participation of the State in the PNG LNG Oil and Gas Project that 
you lay out in your statement over the years, the planning and so on.  Was 
there any opposition voiced?  I do not mean opposition necessarily in 
Parliament, I just mean with a lower case.  Was there another voice which 
was to be heard saying this is not a good idea? 

 
[2:58pm]  A: Obviously, with such a significant undertaking, there would always be the 

dissenters and you had dissent voices from opposition as well but consistent 30 

with what we did with the indigenous and tribal people, especially with the 
matter of consultation relative to section 255 of the Constitution, we 
consulted both the opposition voice in parliament as well as those in 
government in government caucuses so that we could socialize the benefits 
and the risks associated with the project as well.  Yes, there were some 
dissenting voices and that is to be expected but obviously there were louder 
voices towards the end of the transaction because of other reasons not 
because of the credibility and the robust processes that we took to take the 
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project forward to final investment decision.  I think those dissenting voices 
came much later on. 

Q: Thank you.  And what about observations by institutions external to Papua 
New Guinea, organs like the Asian Development Bank for example and 
organs of that kind?  Any comment because this was a big step for a relatively 
new player in the international oil and gas market? 

A: As I mentioned earlier in one of the reports from the ADB, ADB described 
Papua New Guinea as an economic tiger and emerging economic tiger in the 
Asia Pacific region coming out and obviously that is very positive.   Australia 
continued to work very strongly with the PNG government in supporting 10 

studies like the absorptive capacity constraints study so we would better 
appreciate the impacts on Forex, on the capacity gaps that we had in-country; 
the impact of potentially a Dutch disease that would set in and they were 
very supportive.  Certainly our multi-lateral partners and our bi-lateral 
partners were very supportive with the project going forward but the clear 
endorsement came from ADB.  If you go to my document, my affidavit on 
page 3, I would refer you to the table – to the graph that is there.  The source 
of that graph is the World Bank which describes PNG’s growth, economic – 
its GDP growth from the 1960’s to the year 2019 but you can see the 
significant increase in GDP growth for PNG according to the World Bank.  20 

From the years 2007, 2008, 2009, quite a significant spike there up until the 
political coup of 2011. 

Q: That is certainly a very steep rise; very promising. 

A: Any economy, Commissioner White, would be like that. 

Q: Thank you Mr Somare.  I may have some more questions when you come 
back in July but they are just the ones that immediately struck me while you 
were giving your evidence so thank you very much. 

DR RENWICK:  Chief, I do not know if you have got any questions at this stage? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  No, not at this stage.  I would like to study his evidence and 
then reserve my questions to be asked in July. 30 

DR RENWICK:  Very good.   

[3.03 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Kumura. 
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MR KUMURA:  It is a bit late in the process but in fact I enter my appearance in 
this matter for Mr Somare.  Counsel is John Kumura and appearing with me is Sir 
Arnold Amet.  He is assisting me in this matter. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is he appearing as junior counsel or in what capacity? 
 
MR KUMURA:  As counsel assisting and we- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he obtained his practising certificate yet? 
 10 
MR KUMURA:  Yes, your Honour, I put an application out for  an RPC two weeks 
ago and it has been approved.  We just got a call from the Law Society that the 
certificate is waiting for us to collect. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can proceed with your junior counsel then. 
 
SIR ARNOLD AMET:  I beg pardon, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just saying he can proceed with his junior counsel which 
is yourself.  We will take it that his practising certificate has been granted. 20 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes. 
 
MR KUMURA:  Yes.  And Mr Chairman, we might have only question. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
XXN: SIR ARNOLD AMET 
 30 
Q: Yes sir, if I might.  As we understand when Mr Somare returns next time we 

may have some more questions should any parties give notice to cross 
examine him as well but just following from Commissioner White’s a couple 
of questions, Chief Commissioner.  But before that even the interest of the 
State Mr Somare that you have described as the nominee in holding the 
interest in the LNG Project, that was under the IPBC? 

 
A: It was under a special purpose vehicle created by IPBC of which IPBC was 

a 100 per cent shareholder. 
 40 
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Q: And that was then NPCP? 
 
A: That was Kroton No.2 as the special purpose vehicle, same company, 

different names. 
 
Q: Kroton No.2  Do you know that IPBC has subsequently been changed by 

legislation and that interest now lies with Kumul Petroleum? 
 
A: Absolutely, I do appreciate that there is now a complete separation between  

the two companies. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it Kumul Petroleum or Kumul Consolidated Holdings? 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, you have got Kumul Consolidated Holdings and then 

you have got Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  Kumul Petroleum Holdings holds 
the State’s interest in the PNG LNG Project.  It is the petroleum holdings 
company. 

 
SIR ARNOLD:  And in fact Mr Somare, Kumul Consolidated now has replaced 
IPBC? 20 
 
A: That is absolutely correct.  
 
Q: So, IPBC no longer exists in that term? 
 
A: That is absolutely correct. 
 
Q: And Commissioner White asked you Mr Somare about the mortgaging of the 

State-owned enterprises under the IPBC General Business Trust? 
 30 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: And is it the case as I recall reading that the State needed to seek the approval 

of, was it the World Bank or the IMF?  Can you clarify that because the 
State-owned enterprises under IPBC were also subject to some loan 
conditions from the – which was it, IMF or the World Bank? 

 
A: As both the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank were significantly 

Papua New Guinea’s biggest lenders, there were negative pledge provisions 
that were put into place with regards to those two multi-lateral partners that 40 
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we had and they would have some rights over the assets in the event that the 
loan arrangements or the borrowing arrangements failed. 

 
Q: So, they needed to give approval for the State to mortgage them additionally 

to the shares with IPBC? 
 
A: Thereabout yes. 
 

[3:08 pm]  Q: So, in order to do that they, they would have needed to understand the 
economics and the viability of the transaction in order to give the support for 10 

the mortgaging of the SOEs. 

A: And that was part of socializing.  The project documentation including the 
PIM, including the open book economic module, with the various 
stakeholders that we have including World Bank, IMF and Asian 
Development Bank. 

Q: Thank you Mr. Somare. Chief Commissioner, that is really all for the 
moment. There will be some other aspects in the earlier part of the evidence 
when Mr Somare should return to give additional evidence quite soon. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, thank you Sir Arnold. 

MR AMET: Thank you. 20 

THE CHAIRMAIN: Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWCK: Unless if there is anything arising, might Mr Somare be excused and 
could he return, as we will fix a date if that suits him. Mr Somare, do you have any 
particular preference the week of 12 July? What are your - is one day better than 
another for you? 

A: Dr Renwick, I will come back at your pleasure, I will move my programs 
around. 

Q: All right. Well perhaps we can have Mr Somare back on say Wednesday 14 
July at 10 am if that is convenient? 

A:  Yes, Sir. 30 

Q:  We are just losing some of the sounds there gentlemen, is that convenient 
Mr Somare? 
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A: That is convenient for me, Dr Renwick and Commissioners. 

Q:  That is all for me, Commissioners with Mr Somare. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will adjourn his appearance to 14 July at 10 am but Dr. 
Renwick have you established the annexure for the Bill of Ladings documents, the 
annexure to Mr Somare’s affidavit.  We just need to confirm that those documents 
are part of the annexure. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, as I understand, Mr Somare, the Bills of Lading, if we look 
at your affidavit for a moment, at paragraph 101. 

A: Yes.  Yes, sir. 

Q: That is the Bill of Ladings you are referring to, the annexure is marked AI,1, 10 

2, 3, 4 and 5 that is the position, is it not? 

A:  That is correct.  Marking particular years 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. 

Q:  Yes. So chief, as we understand, they are part of the tender and my only 
comment earlier is that they are quite voluminous but there they are. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think that is confirmed.  Mr Arthur Somare, thank you 
for your evidence for now, you may be excused. 

A:  Thank you Commissioner.  Thank you, Commissioner White. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Thank you Mr Somare. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 20 

 

DR RENWICK: Commissioners, we have been more efficient than I had hope for 
today.  Tomorrow we have the Honorouble Peter O’Neill first.  Then I think we will 
have Mr Wapu Sonk and then we are just trying to - there is a number of other people, 
we are just trying to make contact with them but certainly on Friday we are 
anticipating Mr Don Polye and Mr Asigau. 

[3.13 pm] We are trying to make contact with Mr Micah and Mr Kua.  So those are the people 
we are trying to contact to fit in tomorrow and Friday and there we are.  So our 
application is that unless there are any other matters, we adjourn until 10 am 
tomorrow for Mr O’Neill. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a little aspect of the procedure.  I suppose counsel are 
managing the part where other interested witnesses and their counsel might want to 
examine witnesses who are giving evidence, for instance, this afternoon’s evidence 
where there may be some other counsel who might be interested; I see Mrs Nonggorr 
there.  But I suppose you are managing that so that in the event that other interested 
witnesses and their counsel might want to ask questions, they are giving you early 
notice and that you will be managing that aspect of the evidence I would assume Dr 
Renwick? 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief.  The way we see the Practice Note working and in 
fairness to everyone, we have produced a lot of material in the last week and we 
would not expect people to be across that material immediately.  But in any event 
because of the delays in production which I mentioned at the beginning today, I am 
not in a position to complete my questions.  That is why people need to come back 
and with the exception of people’s own lawyer who might wish to ask the odd-
clarifying question, in my submission, the most effective way of doing it is to bring 
them back.  We will then have notice in accordance with the Practice Note before 
the hearings re-commence on 12 July.   
 20 
And of course the other thing we would emphasize, chief, is that no one has a right 
under the Practice Note at large to cross-examine.  They have got to show that their 
client has an interest and ideally they have got to show their client has got a different 
version of events but certainly the former.  So at the long-winded way, chief is 
saying, yes, counsel assisting are managing it.  I can say, for example, I see Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr there; we have been having some very helpful emails from her 
and we are doing our best to keep her up to date with what we are doing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just mentioning it that because I think I need to manage 
my side of the hearing, you know, I have got a lot on my hands in terms of trying to 30 
manage different things going on on-screen and out the off the screen while I am 
sitting here so if you can assist us in managing that aspect of the evidence you receive 
queries from lawyers who want to ask questions, then you can inform the 
commissioners in advance or maybe during the hearing so that we are aware so that 
we do not want to have a chaotic situation where counsel or witnesses are rushing to 
ask questions without commissioners knowing about.  Okay, that is basically it.  We 
are just about to adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow, I believe.  Sir Arnold, do you 
have anything to say? 
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SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, sir, with Dr Renwick.  Just one aspect of what you have just 
enquired of Dr Renwick, Chief Commissioner.  We did raise this with Dr Renwick 
last Thursday.  In the event of witnesses such as tomorrow and the next day who are 
giving evidence in short notice, with their statements only very recently being 
available to us to study the portals that were advised as only accessed in the last 
couple of days.  And so, sir, the very issue you raised about our readiness in perusing 
those statements in readiness to give notice of the areas we might like to examine 
on.  So tomorrow, for instances, sir, as the former Prime Minister Peter O’Neill 
comes to give evidence, I have not yet seen his statement.  I only have access to the 
portal as of yesterday and so there may be some aspect.  But I do appreciate Dr 10 
Renwick having advised you, sir, that Mr O’Neill and or Mr Marape may come back 
later in July, so we may some little more time.  So I am just flagging the very issue 
you raised that ability to give notice on areas that we may wish to cross-examine 
upon is limited by the access to the statements that have been made available. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr Renwick and counsel, you take note of that and 
then see to it that the statements are furnished in advance. 
 20 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course and yes indeed, chief.  That is why we say that 
people will have plenty of notice.  Everyone will be returning in July unless we 
advise otherwise so there will be ample notice.  Thank you Sir Arnold for his 
remarks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If there are no other matters to mention by any one of us, my 
associate will adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow at 10 o’clock.  Associate, you 
can adjourn the proceedings. 30 
 
 
 
AT 3.13 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 17 JUNE 2021 AT 10 AM. 
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[9.58 am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission, there is a couple of preliminary 

matters before I call the Honourable Peter O’Neill.  The first matter is this, 
commissioners, there was an issue yesterday in the opening and we will just put it 
up on screen about whether UBS has been provided with notice.  And I am pleased 
to say, we will just put it up on screen, that firstly UBS were written to on 19 May 
2021 invited to participate, provide document information and I am pleased to say 
that last night we received confirmation that they had indeed been received although 
I have no doubt it was also received on 19 May.  And I look forward to hearing from 
UBS to providing witnesses and documents.  We can take that down. 

 
Just before I call Mr O’Neill there is a couple of matters which I probably should in 
fairness to Mr O’Neill and others, just refer to if you like of an extension of the 
opening.  The first document, commissioners, we will put it up on screen, is the Oil 
Search share price because this will become of increasing relevance, I think.  And 
you see there on the left it is a little bit difficult to see.  Yes, you on the left XX that 
the lowest point I think it gets to, it is about $7.60 which is in December 2013 and 
the highest point is about 5 March 2014 where it gets, I think, to about $8.65.  The 
things to note I suppose are there is the first box which is a reference to August 2013 
where the first signs of new surrounding Elk Antelope were published.  
 

[10.03 am] Then we move right over to February 2014 and a number of things happened in 
quick succession.  First, on 25 February 2014 Oil Search caused a trading 
(…inaudible…) on the Australian Stock Exchange prior to the Elk-Antelope 
announcement, and at that point, the Oil Search price is about $8.38.  And at the 
same price, of course on the 27 February when there is an announcement to the ASX, 
Oil Search is to acquire interest in the Elk-Antelope PRL 15 and that simultaneously 
Oil Search and the PNG Government had reached an agreement on share placement.  
That is 27 February 2014, although, commissioners, you will recall that the vital 
National Executive Council or Cabinet meeting is not held until 6 March.   
 
By 5 or 6 March, the price is up to $8.65 or thereabouts.  Then you will see on 12 
March, the Share Placement to the PNG Government is completed on the 12th, 
following the NEC meeting on the 6th.  And then on 13 March, there is the 
completion of the acquisition by Oil Search of the Pac LNG interest in PRL 15 and 
then you will see that the Oil Search price comes down or to just above $8 at the end 
of March.  So those are matters of interest.  The two other matters, to be fair to Mr 
O’Neill which I – well, I have some questions about which I wish to put up on the 
screen. 
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So the first is the Budget Speech of the then Treasurer.  So on Tuesday 19 November, 
you can see at the Hansard of the Independent State of Parliament, if we go through 
to page 3, you will see that the Treasurer Polye is there making the Budget Speech.  
There are a couple of matters which might be mentioned.  On page 7 at about the 
middle of the page, you can see the statement by Mr Polye the Domestic Outlook  
for 2014 was exciting as the economy is anticipated to grow very strongly and at the 
same time, the much anticipated PNG LNG Project is expected to achieve the first 
gas to its overseas customers and pausing there, that indeed came to pass.  Then he 
goes on to say, “This is an important milestone.  The country’s economy is expected 
to grow at a strong rate at 6.2 per cent in 2014.  These are strong statistics we are 
projecting the confidence.  The growth is attributed to the anticipated rebound in 
growth in agriculture or forestry, fisheries and a very rapid increase in the Oil and 
Gas sector following the commencement of gas production in 2014. 
 
Then finally, for this document, can I just take you to page 13?  At the top of page 
13, you see the Treasurer saying, “Mr Speaker, the 2014 Budget is for the first time 
in the history of Papua New Guinea by the O’Neill/Dion Government is a very 
healthy budget,” and there is a reference to revenue basis and so on.  Then the 
Treasurer refers to seven priority areas.  If you see at point 5, one is the establishment 
of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and consolidation of mineral and petroleum assets.  
You will recall, commissioners, the evidence from Mr Arthur Somare yesterday to 
the effect that firstly, Australian Aid through a medium of the Export Finance & 
Insurance Corporation, EFIC, are in the sum of about $500 million was provided to 
the Independent State to set up a Sovereign Wealth Fund based on the Australian 
Future Fund.   
 

[10:18am] The law was indeed amended in 2014 it is still on the books, the Organic Law, but 
according to Mr Somare and indeed our researches, it has never really come into 
operation and you will recall, commissioners, Mr Somare’s evidence at paragraph 
102, we might just put that up as well, so this is Mr Arthur Somare’s evidence.  So 
briefly, you will in paragraph 101, Mr Somare tenders all bills of lading, proforma 
invoices and invoices for all PNG LNG outward bound export shipments from the 
time they began in May 2014 through to the end of December 2019.  And you will 
see in a minute that at paragraph 102, page 29 of Mr Arthur Somare’s statement, he 
said to his understanding none of the export cargo receipts has ever been deposited 
into the funds.  You see it there.  And he considered that was of concern given the 
Australian project financing through EFIC in 2009 and 2010 and he said that is 
despite the well-intentioned Organic Law on the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  So it is in 
that way that the questions for that Sovereign Wealth Fund are of relevance. 
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Finally, commissioners, I call Mr O’Neill.  Can we just put up on the screen some 
Hansard of 22 November 2013.  So you will recall, commissioners, the budget 
speech was two days earlier and I think of November and then if we just go down 
the page, you can see that there is a question from which Mr Wera Mori and he says 
this.  He says that, “We know that Papua New Guinea owns 19.5 percent of the LNG 
Project and we have purchased this percentage from a loan from Arab.” I see that 
special reference of course to the IPC loan.  “They have given us 5 to 6 years to 
repay this loan and redeem this percentage of the project as our own.  Every year our 
budget increases and I wonder whether we are planning for such circumstances.  The 
point is instead of buying back these percentages through the mortgages, the State-
owned enterprises set up another set of loans.”  Then over the page, “(1), can we 
refinance the current loan and increase the terms so we do not mortgage under 
enterprises. (2), If we were to go ahead and redeem it what the actual cost? (3), where 
would the funds come from?  Further borrowing is simply another debt and I want 
to know if it will appear on the State balance sheet and increase the current figure.” 
And one will well understand, if I may say so, why in the budget debates, such a 
question would be asked.   

 

So Mr O’Neill, who was then the Prime Minister says this that; “Mr Speaker, what 
happens when we got the loan,” that is the IPIC loan, “we mortgaged virtually 
everything and that included all the State-owned enterprises.  What we are trying to 
do is to get all the State-owned enterprises out of that mortgage so that we are not 
held to ransom.”  And there is probably the sentence. “This is a deal we have done 
but we are trying to correct it because we feel it is over mortgaged; the project is 
almost done and we are certain if we deliver on time and the first gas will be 
delivered to our customers in July each year.”  And Mr O’Neill was of course right 
about that, it was; in fact a little earlier.  And he said, “wwe have gone out to public 
tenders to invite financial institutions to bid to us to refinance this particular IPIC 
deal.”  This is 22 November 2013.  And then he said he would establish a committee 
of senior departmental heads including the chief secretary, secretary for treasury, 
managing director for IPBC and the State Solicitor to review it; to review the process 
has been completed.  “I am advised they are ready to take it to Cabinet.  When the 
Cabinet examines them, we will make a decision.  Our aim is very simple.  All the 
analysist tells us that the Oil Search with LNG production coming on line is a 
certainty.  The Oil Search shares is likely to increase by US$20 by 2020.”   
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[10:13am]  And then he asks a question as a government to make the decision to get rid of the 
Oil Search shares.  “I think this project will remain in this country for the next thirty 
30 years. It will be irresponsible for us to forego that kind of revenue and the 
opportunities that would come to the country. That is why it is important for us to 
secure these shares because we must remember, Oil Search is the second-biggest 
shareholder in the LNG Project where they own about 33% while we own 19.5%. 
So, owning shares gives the shareholder indirectly in the LNG Project therefore it is 
very important that we secure these shares.” From what we have gathered the Arabs, 
that is IPIC, are now going to the market trying to sell these shares in the open 
market. If we do not buy it back the people will buy those shares because there are 
people out there who are willing to purchase them.  We need to raise the money to 
buy them without mortgaging all our other assets.  The Oil Search shares are enough 
to guarantee the loans so we do not need to mortgage anything else.” 

And then on to the Fiscal Responsibility Act in the next paragraph, he says, “This 
burrowing (inaudible), it is off the balance sheet, it is not going to affect that 35% of 
the GDP limit that our country can borrow.  I can assure the honorable member this 
is off the balance sheet.  The IPBC and NCPC will take charge of this borrowing 
separate from the Treasury’s responsibility with managing debt levels. So, Mr 
Speaker, we are negotiating this deal at the moment, and I want to assure Parliament  
that when we finalize the details of the long term (inaudible) where interest rates we 
are going to pay, I will table that agreement in Parliament, so everyone will be aware 
of it.  There is not going to be any hidden deals, the public will be aware that the 
deals we did were on their behalf in the future.”   I thought in fairness to Mr O’Neill 
that concept which I will ask him some questions about.  

Unless there is any other matters I now call the Honourable Peter O'Neill. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Tyson Yapao, you can administer the oath. 

 

PETER O’NEILL, sworn: 

 

XN: DR RENWICK 

Q: Good morning Mr O’Neill. Can you hear me? 

A: Yes, Good morning. How are you? 
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Q: Thank you.  Mr O’Neill, do you have your Statutory Declaration of 3 June 
with you? 

A: Yes, I have got that.  Thank you very much. 

Q: Yes. A few formalities first.  Your name is Peter O'Neill and you are presently 
a Member of Parliament? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you have held a number of senior positions in the Independent State, you 
were for example the Prime Minister between 2011 and 2019? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: You were between 2007 and 2010 Minister of the Public Service in the Sir 
Michael Somare Cabinet, I think? 

A: Yes, among a few other ministries that I held, that is true. 

Q: Indeed, you were also Minister for Finance I think in 2010 and 2011? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And as you mentioned already you remain a member of parliament. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Now, you are aware that this Inquiry is looking at three broad things; the IPIC 
transaction in 2009, the UBS transactions in 2014, and the sale of the UBS 
shares in 2017, you are aware of that in broad terms? 

A: Yes, I am aware.  Thank you. 

Q: And for those last two transactions in 2014 and 2017, of course you were 
Prime Minister? 

A: That is correct. 

[10.18am]  Q: And for IPIC transaction of course you were a member of the Somare 
Government member of Cabinet? 

 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: Thank you.  I am going to invite you just to flash out the matters in your 
statutory declaration and I suppose before I tender the statutory declaration I 
should ask you whether you wish to make any changes or alterations to it? 

 
A: There are no changes except for a few grammatical errors but that is okay. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioners, I tender the statutory declaration by Mr O’Neill. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will admit the statutory declaration 
of the Honourable Peter O’Neill into evidence and it will be marked exhibit BB, a 
double B. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think we already have a double B.  I beg your pardon, 
Chief, yes I agree, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
EXHIBIT BB – STATUTORY DECLARATION OF HONOURABLE PETER 
O’NEILL 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, Mr O’Neill if you could turn to the last page of your statutory 
declaration and I appreciate you might have misunderstood what was being asked of 
you.   In question 30 to 33 inclusive you were asked about documents, meetings or 
discussions and I would like to give you the opportunity now, now that I am focusing 
on meetings and discussions, that each of those paragraphs if you have any present 
recollection of meetings and discussions perhaps you could set them out.  So could 
we start paragraph 30?  And just to explain to be fair to you there are people who 
have given evidence and you may well have read their statements.  I will directly put 
to you in a minute what they say so in fairness to you I wanted you to have an 
opportunity to say what you say happened in the meetings and discussions. 

 
So, if we could start with the Honourable Kerenga Kua when he was Attorney 
General in your government in relation to Oil Search Limited and IPIC and the UBS 
loans.  What is your best recollection on meetings and discussions you had with him 
about the UBS loans, Oil Search and IPIC? 
 
A: I have no specific recollection of a specific meeting with Kerengua Kua except 

it could have been briefings from our officials about the transaction.  That 
could have happened but I have no recollection of a specific meeting with 
Kerenga Kua. 
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Q: I see, all right.  Well, I will put some details to you in a minute and ask you to 

comment but thank you.  What about meetings and discussions between you 
and Mr Daire Vele who was the Acting Treasury Secretary at the time? 

 
A: Mr Daire Vele was Acting Secretary for Treasury and Treasury was taking 

lead in the discussions between the various financial institutions and of course 
Oil Search and IPIC and UBS so he would have briefed me from time to time 
but I do not have the relevant documents of a specific advice that he has given 
me which would be within the Department of Prime Minister and NEC.  Those 
would form parts of the documents that were tabled in NEC. 

 
Q: Certainly.  Well, we will come to those documents in a minute.  And just 

pausing there, Mr Vele was the Acting Treasury Secretary so, what extent was 
the treasurer at the time involved in the discussions about the UBS loans, IPIC 
and Oil Search? 

 
A: Acting Secretary is also responsible to the Minister so I would have assumed 

that he was taking similar advice from time to time.  I have no specific 
recollection of a specific meeting between them. 

 
Q: What about meetings and discussions between you and Mr Peter Botten?  You 

say there about meetings, you believe you had a meeting with the Treasury 
Secretary, the Chief Secretary; just pausing there, that is Mr Lupari at that 
time; is that right? 

 
[10.23 am] A: No, it was not Mr Lupari it was Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc. 

 
Q: I see, thank you.  And yourself at the Grand Papua Board room, was there 

anyone else present at that meeting to your recollection? 
 
A: I do not believe there was anyone else present at that meeting; I cannot recall, 

but certainly the four of us there met. 
 
Q: You would agree, would you not, that was quite a significant meeting? 
 
A: Sorry, I did not quite get that. 
 
Q: You would agree, would you not, that was quite a significant meeting? 
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A: I cannot hear well.  What was the question again, sorry? 
 
Q: Just hang on.  I will just put the microphone a bit closer; just hang on.  You 

would agree that was quite a significant meeting, would you not? 
 
A: Are you saying that, was it a significant meeting? 
 
Q: Yes, it was a significant meeting, was it not? 
 
A: It was the only time that I have met where Mr Botten informed us of the 

decision by IPIC to retain the Oil Search shares and not return them to the 
State. 

 
Q: Yes.  So pausing there, do you say – do I understand what you have said 

correctly that that was the first time you had heard that the IPIC was going to 
retain the Oil Search shares? 

 
A: I was told at that meeting that that was their decision, yes. 
 
Q: But had you never been told that before? 
 
A: I do not believe that I received any information in relation to the retention of 

the shares before that.   
 
Q: I see.  What else was said at that meeting? 
 
A: Well, all it was said was that the IPIC Board or IPIC has decided that they are 

not prepared to accept a payout of the loan that they have given to the State 
and they were to retain the shares and they were to become shareholders of 
Oil Search and that the State no longer held shares in Oil Search.   

 
Q: All right.  So that is what Mr Botten said to you? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What else was said? 
 
A: From my recollection, I informed Mr Botten that that was not the agreement 

that was done between Oil Search – between IPIC and the State.  Our 
assumption was that the shares were going to be returned on a certain date at 
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a certain price and that the State was to pay the loan off and the State was to 
retain the shares in Oil Search. 

 
Q: Yes, please go on.  What else was said? 
 
A: That is the recollection of the conversation and I just expressed my 

disappointment that IPIC was not holding up to their end of the agreement.   
 
Q: Was there any discussion at this meeting with Mr Botten and yourself about 

the Independent State’s desire to re-invest in Oil Search? 
 
A: There was no discussion around the State’s intention of buying more Oil 

Search shares at that time I believe, but my recollection is that we were 
disappointed and it has always been the State’s intention that the country 
should continue to hold some shares in Oil Search and all the other projects in 
developing natural resources in the country.   

 
Q: So if the question of the Independent State buying new shares in Oil Search 

was not discussed at that meeting, was there another meeting with Mr Botten 
where that was discussed between you and him? 

 
A: No, there was no other meeting with Mr Botten and myself.  I have no 

recollection of such meeting. 
 

[10:28am]Q:   All right, so there never was a meeting where you and Mr Botten discussed a 
proposal whereby the Independent State would buy 10 percent of Oil Search 
for about $8.20 a share? 

A:   There was no discussion in that aspect and those discussions came through 
our officials at a later stage and I was informed of it. 

Q:   I see.  Just to understand then who was involved in the UBS transaction, if I 
can call it that, just bear with me.  Obviously you had a vital role you were the 
Prime Minister you have talked about the role of Mr Vele, who were the other 
people who were advising the Independent State in 2014 about the UBS deal? 

A:   All our advice came from Treasury and our government officials but the 
Treasury as the lead department took charge of that we took it that all the other 
officials, senior officials were involved in those discussions. 
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Q:   And you have mentioned Mr Vele, Mr O’Neill, who were the other senior 
officials you have in mind? 

A:   The Chief Secretary at that time was Sir Manasupe and of course the 
Managing Director for IPBC I think at that time and the other officials would 
have included the lawyers and advisors that they have retained.   

Q:   And did you have any dealings with the lawyers and the bankers yourself? 

A:   No. 

Q:   What was the role of Mr Jimmy Maladina in this transaction, the UBS 
transaction? 

A:   Absolutely no idea. 

Q:   But you know who I am talking about.  He had a role did he not in your 
government at the time or is that not right? 

A:   That is not correct, he had no role in our government. 

Q:   I see, thank you.  What about Mr Anthony Latimer then of Norton Rose 
Fulbright?  Were you aware of him and his role? 

A:   He would have been advising some of our departments and of course our 
SOEs but not directly to government. 

Q:   And so he is not a person you have ever had dealings with? 

A:   Not in respect to UBS, no. 

Q:   I see.  And in relation to any other government business, have you had 
dealings with Mr Latimer. 

A:   I was aware that he was advising some of our departments but there was no 
specific reference or meeting in terms of those transactions with Mr Latimer.   

Q:   I see.  What about Mr Guy Fowler?  Did you have dealings with him? 

A:   I have no recollection of meeting this gentleman at all. 

Q:   All right.  There are press reports that there was the Elk/Antelope deal, 
involved two Swiss businessmen called Carlo and Nico Civelli; are they 
people you had dealings with? 

A:   I have got no dealings with those gentlemen. 
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Q:   All right, thank you.  Very well, thank you for clarifying that.  So by the time 
you became Prime Minister, of course, you were very experienced in the 
business of government having been an MP and a minister for a considerable 
period of time? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And so you were well familiar with the provisions of the Constitution, for 
example, section 209 relating to loans? 

A: Not specific sections but I am aware of the obligations that leaders and 
government officials have in respect of protecting the nation’s interest. 

Q: Yes, and in particular in relation to loans and the limits of government debt 
and so on, you were aware as Prime Minister of those limits and requirements, 
were you not? 

[10:33 am] A: Yes, I am awares. 

Q  Yes. And in that regard, does the Attorney General have a particular role in 
ensuring that the government of the day complies with those legal 
requirements? 

A: In most cases, it is the advice for government transactions comes from the 
State Solicitor and that advice is given as part of the submissions to the 
National Executive Council and we deliberate from there onwards.  I think the 
State Solicitor reports to the Attorney General. 

Q: But there is obviously, is it there, a capacity of the Attorney General to raise 
in a cabinet or otherwise directly with you any concerns they may have about 
the lawfulness of any government action?  

A: Yes.  The Attorney General is normally if you say a member of Parliament, 
he is usually a member of the Cabinet but if he is not he has got every right to 
express those views. 

Q: And if the Attorney General ever did that, express those views in the Cabinet 
or to you directly as Prime Minister, that would be something significant, 
would it not? 

A: Of course, we will all have to take his advice on board and address those 
concerns that he has. 
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Q: I see.  All right.  Thank you.  Just so that I understand this, does the Deputy 
Prime Minister have a particular role in the PNG system of government apart 
of course from running things when the Prime Minister is not available? 

A: Deputy Prime Minister has got a specific role on the ministry that he is 
responsible for and in absence of the Prime Minister, yes, he has a role. 

Q: So, my next question I think is that I want to ask you some questions about 
the IPIC decision in 2009 to raise 1.68 billion to finance the purchase of shares 
in the PNG LNG Project.  Now, I am right in thinking that you have no direct 
involvement in that other than as a member of the Cabinet, is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Do you have a view about whether that was a good deal or a bad deal, and if 
so, why? 

A: I have had a view that we needed to raise funds to secure our interest in the 
PNG LNG Project and to use the assets that we had on board like Oil Search 
shares to try and raise capital for our share of the investment.  So, I had no 
issues about the borrowings but whether IPIC was the right partner I had no 
say in those discussions except when it was brought to the Cabinet.  

Q: I see. So can the commission take it then that you do not want to express any 
criticism of the IPIC deal in the context of this Inquiry? 

A: The IPIC deal for me was that my understanding as a minister in that Cabinet 
was that. At second time, I think it was 5 years, I have to make reference to 
the agreement but I think it was 5 years that at a certain price, we were to buy 
back the Oil Search shares at $5.20, that was the agreed price after a certain 
period of time.  $5.50 sorry, the reference price is indicated in that agreement, 
and that it was the State’s responsibility to find the funding’s to repay IPIC. 

Q: We will come to what happened at maturity.  Just to be clear, for the benefit 
of the commission you see, one of the terms of reference is where the IPIC 
deal was a good thing or a bad thing.  Do I take it Mr O’Neill you do not want 
to suggest that the IPIC deal was a bad thing? 

[10.38am]  A: If I had been in charge of the transaction I would have sought pricing from 
many other financial institutions but to go to IPIC I understand is a Sovereign 
Wealth Fund of a UAE and to have a deal with just one particular institution 
is not necessarily a correct thing to do. 
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Q: I understand that, thank you but that is the extent of your criticism about the 

process and what occurred? 
 
A: I was not party to those discussions so I cannot express any further view on 

that. 
 
Q: Thank you that is very helpful.  So the next thing I suppose is that you said a 

minute ago what I asked you about your meeting with Mr Botten that the first 
time you were aware of the IPIC decision to retain the Oil Search shares was 
when he told you in your meeting at the Grand Papua in February 2014, you 
remember giving that evidence? 

 
A: Yes, I recall that meeting yes. 
 
Q: Yes and that is the evidence you gave a minute ago that that is the first time 

you were aware of that? 
 
A: I was not told that – I do not believe and my recollection is that I was not 

informed earlier by anyone that IPIC was going to retain the shares. 
 
Q: But is it not the case, Mr O’Neill, that you were told some time before that 

meeting indeed in 2013 that IPIC had the choice of retaining the Oil Search 
shares if it wanted to? 

 
A: That is an understanding that I took only when I heard about it, yes. 
 
Q: So, what I am trying to work out is or ascertain from you, Mr O’Neill, when 

did you first hear that IPIC had an entitlement, a legal entitlement, to keep the 
shares if it wanted to? 

 
A: I am aware of the agreement that they had an option to do that but it was 

always my understanding that the shares were to be returned to PNG to the 
State and the State had an obligation to pay a price for it. 

 
Q: So, it may be where a cross purposes here but is it the case then that you were 

always aware of IPIC’s option? 
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A: The IPIC option was there as I said in the agreement and that IPIC had a choice 
of saying to the State that, “please repay the loan” and we had an obligation 
to secure that funding. 

 
Q: But the option also said did it not that IPIC could choose to retain the shares 

instead of requiring the loan to be repaid?  That is when they are talking about 
the option, that is what we are talking about, is it not? 

 
A: I understand what you are saying except that IPIC had an option of saying to 

the State to repay the loan and if we did not have secured fund then we would 
be in default for the first time in our country. 

 
Q: I understand but is it not the case, Mr O’Neill, that you knew certainly 

throughout 2013 that there was a risk that IPIC would choose to keep the 
shares rather than require the Independent State to repay the loan? 

 
A: That is what is in the agreement. 
 
Q: You are agreeing with me that you knew that throughout 2013 at least? 
 
A: I was aware of it that is right, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  So, against that possibility, what steps did you take it, Prime Minister, 

to prepare PNG for that possibility? 
 
A: The possibility of them retaining the shares was never contemplated by the 

State.  It was always our understanding that IPIC transaction was to help us 
secure our investment in the PNG LNG Project and that it was IPIC’s intention 
that they will ask PNG to repay the loan because the price agreed to at $5.50, 
I believe, was a very, very lucrative deal for IPIC so I did not doubt - I did not 
believe that they will retain the shares. 

 
[10.43 am] Q: I see, all right.  So just to be clear and I am sorry that I have been unclear  

about this.  You always knew there was the possibility that IPIC could choose 
to take the shares but for reasons, finance reasons as you have just mentioned 
you thought that was unlikely.  Is that a fair statement? 
 

A: Not believe that they will retain the shares. I thought that – I always believed 
that they will ask PNG Government to repay the bond – the loan, and that they 
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will take advantage of the pricing which was very favourable to them at $5.50 
per share. 

 
Q: So if that was your understanding in 2013, what provision was made – we are 

just getting a bit of feedback there, chief.  I will just keep going.  If that was 
your expectation Mr O’Neill, what provision was made in the November 2013 
Budget to raise the money you would have needed to pay out the IPIC Loan? 

 
A: The Oil Search shares although it was indirect loan to the State and the 

country, it was always held by the SOEs, State-owned Enterprises I believe it 
was IPBC and Kroton at that particular time, and it was always my 
understanding that it was not to be a government borrowing, so there were no 
provisions made in the 2013 Budget submission for presentation.   

 
Q: At that time, that is to say in 2013 and early 2014, was it the case that you as 

the Prime Minister held in your official capacity a sort of golden share 
arrangement in those State-owned enterprises which allowed you to give 
directions? 

 
A: I was, when they set up, not only me but the prime minister before me and 

previous prime ministers, held shares in Trust in some of the SOEs on behalf 
of the government and the country; and I do not believe I had a golden share 
that would give me the power to intervene, but I had some shares in Trust for 
the country. 

 
Q: Well, if then those State-owned enterprises had to find the money to pay out 

the IPIC Loan, were you concerned about where they would get the money 
from?  Had you discussed that with them? 

 
A: We have tasked the Treasury officials and the State-owned entity that is 

responsible for some of those transactions and loans, to lead those discussions 
and advise Government and Cabinet appropriately. 

 
Q: Is this right that because whatever happened would be an off-balance sheet 

matter.  It was not something which needed to be dealt with in the Budget? 
 
A: It was certainly a State-owned entity transaction and the shares were held 

outside the Government’s balance sheet and, therefore, the transactions did 
not come through Budget. 
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Q: You took the view, did you, that the UBS deal in 2014 did not need 
parliamentary approval for that reason; is that right? 

 
A: I think I would need to be advised but there are appropriate provisions in the 

IPBC Act at that time which gave them the right to seek legal advice from 
other firms outside other than the State.   

 
[10.48am]   Q: But you took the view that when the UBS deal was made in the first few 

months of 2014, that you did not need to bring that deal to parliament to get it 
ratified or approved by parliament? 

A: Not necessarily ratified by parliament because it was to go through the State-
owned entity and the IPIC transaction was already - the shares and the 
exchangeable bonds were already through those agencies and it was to be 
handled by them. 

Q: I see, all right.  If I can take you to your answer number 17 in your stat. dec. 
and the question I put to you there was: why the State determined to buy the 
shares in Oil Search and you said; “It always wanted to participate in the 
development of natural resources.  Holding Oil Search shares was important.  
Statement investment in Oil Search was important because of its presence in 
our rural communities providing health and education services, employing 
large numbers of our citizens and consistently a large taxpayer in the country 
and the PNG focus listed company.”  So those were the reasons I take it that 
you as Prime Minister decided to go ahead with the UBS deal? 

A: The State has always held shares in Oil Search for a very very long time and 
our people and our country expected us to continue to hold shares in such 
resource development project companies.  It was important that the country 
held those shares because Oil Search controlled the only oil fields in the 
country and it was my understanding that the second biggest investor in the 
LNG Project – first LNG Project – and again, it supported government in 
providing health and education services in some of the most remotest parts of 
our country where those projects are based, and of course, employed a large 
amount of our citizens and also a very large taxpayer and a corporate citizen 
in PNG.  We have to also take note that Oil Search originated from disposal 
of our own State-owned company called Oregon Minerals many many years 
ago.  So I believe that not only our government but many governments in the 
past have always made a point of trying our very best to hold on to the shares 
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and of course continue to participate in the development of our natural 
resources in the country. 

Q: Sure.  So just to understand that a bit better, you there set out in answer 17 
reasons why Oil Search is an important company in PNG in terms of 
employment, education and so on, that is part of it, is it not? 

A: Yes, they do provide support to those services in provinces like the Southern 
Highlands Province, Hela and Gulf and other parts of the country. 

Q: And being a shareholder, I suppose one benefit is you get dividends from Oil 
Search? 

A: Yes, and that goes to the SOEs that hold the shares on behalf of the State. 

Q: Sure.  But apart from that there is no particular benefit in the State owning 
shares in Oil Search, is there? 

A: Sorry, I did not quite get that. 

Q: Apart from dividends and generally supporting Oil Search, there is no other 
benefit the State gets from owning shares in Oil Search, is there? 

A: As a PNG focused listed company, Oil Search did invest a lot in many other 
sectors in the country including supporting governments on tax credit projects 
which deliver the many social programs, including hospitals and churches and 
building roads and as a PNG-focused company, the Oil Search continued to 
invest in exploration and investment in the oil and gas sector in our country.  
So it is certainly a significant player in PNG.   

 
[10.53 am]  Q: Just to be clear, Mr O’Neill, I am not suggesting Oil Search is not an important 

company in PNG and that it does not produce important social benefits I am 
not suggesting that.  What I am focusing on is when you have a large amount 
of money to invest, why one chooses to put it in a shareholding rather than 
spending it in some other way and so in that context, you would agree with 
me would you not, that apart from dividends and generally supporting Oil 
Search, there is no other particular benefit you get as the State from investing 
in Oil Search by buying its shares.  And if you disagree, please, tell me why. 

 
A: Well, I disagree with that that Oil Search played a significant role in filling 

gaps where governments were not able to deliver services like health and 
education in very remote areas and providing tax credit projects which fills 
those gaps were very important to PNG.  And for a company that is listed in 
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Australia or elsewhere who were not focused in PNG would not participate in 
such activities.  So it was not only simply getting dividends out of Oil Search 
but getting this huge support around some of the programs that governments, 
not only our government but governments in the past embarked on.   

 
Q: When you were told in February 2014 about IPIC who were going to keep the 

Oil Search shares, can you just explain how the UBS deal then came to part?  
What happened, the UBS deal was approved by Cabinet on 6 March what did 
you do to make the Oil Search deal happen? 

 
A: The UBS deal did not eventuate right after before the discussions that Mr 

Botten and his team, I believe, advised myself and the acting Secretary and 
the Chief Secretary about IPIC’s decision to retain the shares.  Prior to that we 
had to secure funding and Treasury was tasked to get the government officials 
together and source those funds.  So I believe UBS was one of those financial 
institutions that discussions were held with to ensure that we had sufficient 
funds available should we were required to pay off the IPIC Loan. 

 
Q: Where did the figure of 10 per cent of Oil Search shares come from?  Was that 

- come from PNG or did it come from Oil Search? 
 
A: 10 per cent is a sort of total number of shares the government of Papua New 

Guinea has held for many, many years.  I think it started from my recollection 
as when we sold the Oregon Minerals, amount of shares were given; I do not 
know whether it was 10 per cent or more, but 10 per cent has always been the 
percentage of shares that were retained by State in Oil Search at any given 
time.  That is my understanding.   

 
Q: And so to go back to my question then.  In the discussions with Oil Search, 

was that PNG’s idea or was it Oil Search’s idea that 10 per cent would be the 
figure? 

 
A: I think PNG has always maintained and it was the State’s idea that we have to 

retain what we have always held before and I think 10 per cent was the 
percentage of shares that was held by State at any given time.  It could have 
been slightly more but I believe it was about 10 per cent.   

 
Q: I mean in fact it was more than that, was it not, at that time that the IPIC Loan 

and in fact as a reduction in shareholding by 2014, was it not? 
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[10.58am] A: I cannot give you the specific percentages but I would assume you are correct, 
yes. 

 
Q: All right.  Looking ahead then as you know the Oil Search shares were then 

eventually sold while you were Prime Minister in 2017.  Can you explain why 
that came to pass? 

 
A: Well, the loan agreement from my understanding was that the State was to try 

and not use its budget appropriations to repay the loan so as a result there were 
some flexibility given to the agreement to dispose shares of Oil Search when 
the prices were favourable so that we could repay the UBS loan.  That was 
managed by the company that was holding on to the shares so, that is, 
registered shareholders.  I believe it was Kumul Petroleum which has taken 
over formally Kroton’s responsibilities. 

 
Q: And were you happy about that sale of the Oil Search shares in 2017? 
 
A: No one is happy about selling shares that represent the peoples’ interest and 

represents a project that people hold dearly to the country and its interest so 
not necessarily but of course loans need to be paid and I understand the 
process. 

 
Q: And going back to your answer to question 17.  After the shares were sold in 

2017, you remained Prime Minister for another two years.  Is it not the case 
that Oil Search’s investment in PNG and in rural communities continued even 
though the State was no longer a major shareholder? 

 
A: Oil Search has got a huge interest not only in the oil fields but also in LNG 

and as a significant corporate citizen of our country and I have no doubts even 
into the future they will continue but if you look through carefully into their 
budget allocations for their investments in PNG over the last few years, has 
declined dramatically.  So, I hold the view that PNG’s shareholdings is a 
strategic shareholding in that company but that is history now, yes. 

 
Q: I am just trying to understand why you say it is a strategic shareholding 

because apart from your right to dividends and your right to vote at general 
meetings, it is not as if it gave you the entitlement as the government to 
appoint a director to the Oil Search board, did it? 
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A: It was for reasons of good governance and that the State did not directly 
appoint a director but it participated in the discussions leading to the 
appointment of the other directors including the Independent, I understand at 
the AGM which our State-owned entity officials attended.  That was my 
understanding. 

 
Q: I see.  Which AGM is that, Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: Oil Search AGM, I would believe where the directors are appointed. 
 
Q: Yes but for which year, Mr O’Neill, which year please? 
 
A: I am saying that that is the normal standard practice so the shareholders attend 

those meetings and I would expect those who are holding State shares on our 
behalf to attend those meetings as well.  So, every year as a publicly listed 
company Oil Search is required by Australian Stock Exchange rules to hold 
AGM and appoint directors when vacancy arises but PNG government has 
not nominated anyone for a director’s position during my time but it could 
have been different before. 

 
Q: Thank you.  So, Mr O’Neill, let me put to you the counterfactual what would 

have happened if the IPIC loan had come to an end with IPIC keeping the 
shares, PNG as it did paying out some cash and then not having the UBS deals.  
So I want to ask you some questions on the assumption the UBS deal did not 
go ahead; you understand that assumption? 

 
[11.03 am] A: Is the assumption that the loan repayment did not go ahead? 

 
Q: No. What I am going to put to you is what else, basically, PNG could have 

done with the money it would have had if it had not gone ahead with the UBS 
deal?  So please just assume for the purpose of these next few questions that 
what happened in 2014, instead of the UBS deal was no UBS deal; IPIC take 
the shares and one goes ahead; you understand that assumption, do you not? 

 
A: I understand that, yes. 
 
Q All right.  Let me just put something to you.  If we can have Arthur Somare’s 

statement at paragraph 89 up on the board.  Mr O’Neill, because you are 
coming back in July, if there are questions you want to take on notice, please 
say so.  You may want to go away and think about some of the evidence given 
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by other people so we will just put this up on screen.  And so you can assume 
what – sir, can I ask you, have you had an opportunity to read Mr Somare’s 
statement? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Okay, thank you.  So you may want to take this on notice.  But, take it from 

me that what Mr Somare is saying there is that if that the Oil Search dividend 
between 2002 and 2014 were about K14 million a year, whereas if money had 
been invested in the PNG LNG Project more directly, there would be a much 
bigger return.  And so that is part of Mr Arthur Somare’s contention that the 
Independent State would have been much better off directly investing in the 
PNG LNG Project rather than spending money on the UBS deal in Oil Search. 

 
So, do you want to say anything now about whether it would have been 
financially better for the Independent State to not go ahead with the UBS deal 
but rather start receiving the funds and so on from direct investment in the 
PNG LNG Project? 
 

A: Well, I take it that Mr Somare who was a Minister for Public Enterprises on 
that occasion, this is a model he has done and some assumptions that he has 
given. 

 
Q: That is right. 
 
A: I assume that the assumptions that he has made, if that was the scenario that 

he was contemplating, I ask the question: why did he sell the – took out the 
loan from IPIC?  He should have sold the shares in Oil Search in the Australian 
Stock Exchange and invested as such so we do not have any bonds or loans 
outstanding which we inherited.  So I think it is just quite misleading to 
assume that this is a straight-line answer to what is an assumption. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Can I ask you this question?  You were present in court 

this morning, were you, when I quoted from Mr Polye’s Budget Statement?  
Were you there then? 

 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: And you would have heard me mention what he said in his speech about the 

Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
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A: Yes, I am aware of – I read the section in which he made that reference. 
 
Q: Can you explain to the commission – this, of course, was when you were 

Prime Minister – what is the idea of who the sovereign wealth fund was? 
 

[11:08am] A: The Sovereign Wealth Fund as far as I understood was that if there were funds 
that were in excess of our obligations which includes repayment of loans, and 
it includes support to the budget, if there were excess funds that were to be 
deposited into the Sovereign Wealth Fund for future generation and that was 
the understanding.  But I know that that was to be managed by Treasury and 
of course Kumul Petroleum so I am sure if there was any excess funds, they 
would have made the right decisions. 

Q: If we just go to paragraph 102 for a minute – if we just go up to 101, you can 
assume and this can be made available to you Mr O’Neill that the commission 
has now received every single export shipment of LNG invoice and Mr 
Somare’s evidence is that nothing from those exports has ever been deposited 
into any Sovereign Wealth Fund.  Firstly, do you agree with that that nothing 
from the PNG LNG exports has ever been deposited into the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund? 

A: My understanding is that when I left office the Sovereign Wealth Fund was 
not operational and further that every export of gas, the total revenue that we 
get from each export does not come directly to the SOE that is holding our 
shares or to the State.  It goes to the project and the project has to repay from 
what I believe 70 percent of the financing was two loans so they had to repay 
the loans, pay for the expenses of operating the LNG project and then do the 
distributions to the shareholders or project partners after each shipment.  Our 
shares, I think, in accordance to the records that I am aware of is that we have 
19.7 percent or so.  So we are entitled to that portion and that goes to Kumul 
Petroleum and of course Kumul Petroleum has got its own obligations and 
after its obligations if there is enough funds to support the State, they pay 
Treasury.  So I am aware that there must not have been excess funds that were 
available for us to invest into Sovereign Wealth Fund but assuming that all 
these obligations like the loans for the project which is as I said 70 percent of 
the LNG Project was funded by many banks throughout the world.  And after 
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those obligations are fully paid, I know that there will be excess funds and that 
is when Sovereign Wealth Fund will become very liquid. 

Q: So are you then surprised that assuming Mr Somare is right and nothing from 
the PNG LNG export receipts was deposited while you were Prime Minister, 
does that come as a surprise to you or was that something you think – 
something you assume would happen? 

A:  Regrettably, Mr Somare’s view is a very simple one and that does not reflect 
reality.  There are costs associated for the project, for the loans and other 
expenses and also support to the State for State budget and State revenue.  I 
am sure that Kumul Petroleum will give you an account of every single toea, 
single dollar that they have received and expended.  So I do not agree with 
that view at all. 

Q: Just to go back to my question then, you are not surprised if it be the case, that  
nothing was deposited in the Sovereign Wealth Fund from PNG exports while 
you were Prime Minister? 

[11:13am]A: I am not surprised because I did not expect that there would be excess funds 
and as I said only after the project has repaid its obligation and when there are 
excess funds, the funds will start flowing into the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  So 
that is the reality.  I am sure that people who receive those funds and manage 
those funds will give you a proper account for it so I cannot comment on 
something that I am not aware of.   

Q: Do you have any view about when funds might start to make their way to the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund or you are not in a position to say? 

A: I am aware that there will be excess funds after the project finance has been 
fully repaid and that from my understanding was after 10 years of the project 
been in operation and once that is completed, there will be excess funds for 
the state to put in the Sovereign Wealth Fund then it is necessary to do so. 

Q: And so by that you mean what, from 2024 onwards or thereabouts? 

A: I cannot give you the precise time but my understanding was after 10 years of 
the project’s operations, that was my understanding. 

Q: And so if – and I am not trying to pick your head, Mr O’Neill, but if we assume 
that the exports began in May 2014, 10 years we are talking about dates from 
that time, is that what you are saying? 
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A: That is my understanding, yes. 

Q: Thank you very much.  I am just going to take you now to what some of the 
other witnesses have said and give you a fair opportunity to comment on their 
recollection.  So these are all people who will be coming to give evidence or 
in the case of Mr Somare already have.  So we might start with Mr Kerenga 
Kua who I think will be coming along tomorrow.  So Mr Kua was Minister 
for Justice and Attorney General at the time of the UBS transactions in 2014, 
was he not? 

A: I believe so, yes.   

Q: I would like to take you please to paragraph 30 and onwards.  And so I expect 
he will say that at the beginning of paragraph 30, the reference to 2013 is in 
fact a reference to 2014.  So please make that assumption.  And so he is saying 
there as I understand it, that he heard in early 2014 there was an intention to 
borrow a sum of money from UBS to purchase a 10 percent shareholding and 
then at paragraph 31, he says he was talking to Patrick Pruaitch the treasurer, 
just pausing there.  I take it that Mr Pruaitch took the place of Mr Polye as 
treasurer? 

A: I cannot recall the exact timing of those issues but Mr Pruaitch became 
treasurer after replacing Mr Don Polye, yes. 

Q: And so that perhaps makes it clear that we are talking about after Mr Polye 
had left and we know that is in about 9th or 10 March, I think.  And so he says 
in paragraph 31 that he and Mr Pruaitch then the treasurer came to meet you.  
So firstly, do you have any recollection now that I have brought it to your 
attention of this meeting which sounds like it was in parliament? 

[11.18am]   A: I cannot recall that meeting but it could have happened, yes. 
 

Q: And so what he says there, this is Mr Kua, that he said to you he was concerned 
about the rumours of what became the UBS deal and he put forward three 
reasons in paragraph 32; blowing up the debt to GDP ratios.  His view that the 
best commercial approach was to exercise the statutory options when Elk 
Antelope gets a PDL and that he said to you would be a more profitable 
arrangement and thirdly, parliamentary approval.  So, do you recall Mr Kua 
at that meeting or indeed at any other time expressing concerns of this type to 
you? 
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A: I cannot recall that specific meeting and that reference but I understand the 
concerns that he raised are genuine, yes. 

 
Q: So, at paragraph 33 Mr Kua’s recollection is you brushed them aside, he said, 

this is you said, the debt GDP ratio will not be affected because the debt after 
it was borrowed would be transferred to a State owned enterprise and kept 
away from the books of the Independent State and therefore outside of 
consideration for the purposes of GDP.  So, I take it you have no recollection 
of that particular statement or conversation either? 

 
A: I find that surprising because Mr Kerenga Kua before he certainly entered 

parliament was the chairman of a company called Kroton which was a State 
owned entity that held the shares in Oil Search to my recollection, and he was 
a party to the IPIC deal and IPIC loans that we just made reference to.  He is 
certainly aware.  Even when the IPIC funding was made by the State that did 
form part of the debt of the State and certainly did not affect the debt to GDP 
ratio.  So, it is quite surprising that he can come to that view after he was a 
party to those transactions.  So, I put it that that is his view but I have no 
recollection of that. 

 
Q: I see.  It is the case though, is it not, Mr O’Neill that parliamentary approval 

was obtained for the IPIC transaction? 
 
A: IPIC transactions and other transactions by the State either through SOEs or 

through government agencies normally pass through parliament even after the 
events have taken place doing a budget process.  So, I believe that was 
included in the budget process when it took place but I have no specific 
recollection but it was stated in the budget papers that the State through its 
SOEs took out these loans from IPIC.   

 
Q: Let me see if I can just refresh your memory.  If we go back to Mr Arthur 

Somare’s statement at page 19 paragraph 67.  You see there at the bottom of 
the page Mr Somare’s evidence was that both the Fiscal Responsibility Act 
and also section 209 of the Constitution requires finance raising to be subject 
to parliamentary authorization and that in this case the IPIC and IPBC loan 
was that parliamentary approval came in the PNG Liquified Natural Gas 
Participation Act, does that refresh your memory? 

 
[11.23am]A: I believe that was probably done as I said through the Budget process and if it 

was in December 2008, is certainly around November-December when our 
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budget process takes place in our country.  So it would mean that that is quite 
correct. 

 
Q: But the same process did not take place, did it, for UBS?  You never got 

parliamentary ratification of the UBS deal, did you? 
 
A: If you will see the Budget papers, I believe in 2014 Budget papers, that was 

around November or December; I cannot recall the specific date but I am 
certain that there was a reference to that particular transaction. 

 
Q: And you say do you that the reference in the budgetary papers in 2014 was 

sufficient compliance with the law and Constitution of the Independent State? 
 
A: Yes, I think in my view the Constitution provides for us to take these matters 

to parliament through that process.  It is not feasible to expect State to take 
every borrowing and every transaction to parliament for every specific 
borrowing.  Normally, it is combined and done at the end of each financial 
year and doing the budget process, so that is my understanding. 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, these were - the UBS Loan was a very, very substantial amount 

of money.   
 
A: Yes, that is true but it was like IPIC secured by a substantial shareholding 

value and it is in my view no different. 
 
Q: If we go back then in Mr Kua’s statement at paragraph 32, can I just direct 

you to – and I appreciate you have no particular recollection of this but what 
I want you to comment on is the argument which is in the second sentence.  In 
other words where Mr Kua said, “The best commercial approach was to 
exercise the statutory options which will be given to us at a later point in time 
by the Elk-Antelope Project when the developers were applying for a 
Petroleum Development License, I said direct purchases of direct shares in the 
Elk-Antelope Project itself would be far more profitable than buying it 
indirectly through Oil Search Limited.”  I know what you say in Answer 17 
about the strategic importance of the Oil Search investment; I understand that 
point, but do you agree with the proposition which Mr Kua has there in his 
statement that it would be far more profitable to buy direct shares in the Elk-
Antelope Project itself, say through the back-in rights, than the purchase of 
the Oil Search shares.   
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A: Firstly, let me say that some of the statements that you are referring to are 
from people who are on the opposite side of our political discussions here in 
PNG.  So I do not want to speculate on assumptions, and what may have 
happened and what could have happened.   

 
But I must say this.  That statement, particular statement, is misleading 
basically because at that particular time, Oil Search had no interest whatsoever 
in Elk-Antelope.  It was done by a company called Inter-Oil Project – Inter-
Oil – who subsequently sold out to Total and its partners what is now regarded 
as Papua LNG.  Even for that particular investment of purchase of direct 
shares in Elk-Antelope, the government or any government for that matter 
would still have to borrow funding to invest in that and then funding usually 
costs money and the costs of interest, and all the finance and costs that is 
necessary to pay for such an arrangement.  So I do not believe that view that 
it will be more profitable in the short term is a correct view.  Like any other 
investment that we make on borrowed funds, we have to pay the costs.   

 

[11:28am] Q: I see, all right.  Over the page then.  If I can take you to paragraph 37 and he 
refers then to a meeting in early 2014 in Singapore which involved a meeting 
between you and him at Raffles hotel.  Do you have a recollection of that 
meeting? 

A: I do not believe I recall that meeting and certainly when I do travel to 
Singapore, Raffles is not one of the hotels that I stay in. 

Q: I see, all right then.  So do I take it then you do not have any recollection of a 
discussion between you and Mr Kua where he express his concerns to you 
about the need to get parliamentary approval of the UBS loan? 

A: That is not quite correct; I do not recall that meeting and I cannot remember 
that reference. 

Q: I mean if the Attorney General, the first law officer had expressed that concern 
to you, I think you already agreed with me, it would have stuck in your mind 
in all likelihood? 

A: I also am advised by officials and I do not believe, I cannot recall that 
particular reference of the date he is referring to but I do not believe that even 
UBS loan transaction was been discussed by Cabinet and I do not believe that 
matter was out in public.  I believe the discussions, not only with UBS but all 
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the other financial institutions that were bidding for this particular financing 
proposition were still in discussions and I think his reference to UBS as a 
specific case in point in that discussion is I do not believe it is quite correct. 

Q: I see.  But to go back to my question, if your attorney general at the time had 
expressed a concern to you about the breach of the provision of the 
Constitution, would it not have stayed in your mind? 

A: I respect his views.  If that was the view that he has expressed to me, I will 
certainly seek further advice from our officials, basically because if the 
attorney general is a member of parliament and is a political figure, of course 
sometimes their views are clouded by political interest but the official give a  
certainly a view that for the State to maintain a strategic shareholding in Oil 

[11.33am] Search because under the IPIC deal the State shares had been mortgaged and 
it was highly likely we would our shareholding in Oil Search.  So just pausing 
there, does that refresh your recollection, do you recall any such discussion 
over lunch in Parliament at that time? 

 
A: I cannot recall that specific meeting, no. 
 
Q: I see.  And he goes on to say that you explained according to him the need to 

borrow money to acquire shares in Oil Search so as to ensure the State 
maintained their presence and Mr Duma said his response was the State should 
not borrow or invest in speculative industry but try its best to retainer interest 
through its current shareholding but if you still want to pursue it you should 
have ensured this borrow was included in the budget papers for approval in 
the budget which the Parliament had just approved hours ago.  And he said 
according to him that he told you, you should have discussed it with the 
treasurer and according to him you said in effect that you just wanted to hear 
his view.  Do you have any recollection about that all? 

 
A: Again the issue about IPIC retaining shares and our need to continue to hold 

the shares in Oil Search, those discussions were held after February 2014 so I 
have no specific recollection of this reference that the minister is saying.  But 
let me put it again to this commission that some of the views expressing by 
serving members of parliament and former ministers and so forth, have got 
views about politics which some of them are now sitting on the different side 
of the House.  So, I just want to just say to the commission that we have to 
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deal with facts that are in writing and facts that are proven so that we all get 
to the bottom of what is true and what is mere speculation. 

 
Q: Well, can I just remind you though of what you said two days later to 

parliament.  And I am not cross-examining you about what you said in 
parliament but I am just bringing to your attention what you did say.  We can 
just put this up.  So, as I read it on page 12 there is certainly discussion in 
public in p0arliament about the importance of securing the Oil Search shares 
and secondly, the fact that the way you had in contemplation would not affect 
the Fiscal Responsibility Act limits.  So, having just brought that to your 
attention it is quite possible, is it not, that you did discuss the issues that Mr 
Duma mentioned in paragraphs 4 and 5 of his statement on 19 November 
2013, is it not? 

 
A: Mr Duma and Mr Kerenga Kua were both parties to the IPIC deal prior to the 

UBS loan coming into effect.  Their views are understandable but they both 
know the fact is that the State needed to borrow to repay IPIC should they not 
wish to retain the shares.  And that was not possible under budget 
appropriations.  That is the reason why the State-owned entities used the 
mortgaging of Oil Search shares to secure funding through the SOEs.  I am 
sure when you talk to Treasury officials and our officials at the Bank of Papua 
New Guinea, those off balance that I can swear never included in the 
calculations of debt to GDP ratios by Treasury for many, many years.  I do 
not agree to some of the views that are being expressed by my colleagues. 

 
[11.38am]   Q: All right.  Well, let us press on.  Then in paragraph 7 of Mr Duma’s statement 

there is a reference to the Elk Antelope Gas Field and which was covered by 
Petroleum Retention License PRL 15 and obviously Mr O’Neill you are aware 
of the existence of the Elk Antelope Field and PRL 15, are you not? 

 
A: Yes, thank you. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  And so then there is the fact that and I think you yourself had 

mentioned Inter Oil.  Now, in paragraph 8 there is a reference to Pacific LNG 
Operations being founded and owned by Swiss businessman called Carlo 
Civelli.  I know you have earlier said you did not have any dealings with the 
Civellis but I presume you realise at this time who they were? 

 
A: I am aware of Inter Oil and they have executives who visited government from 

time to time, various ministers and various government officials to give the 
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progress on Elk Antelope Gas Field but I am not aware of the company Pacific 
LNG Operations Limited, no. 

 
Q: Or the Civellis? 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Or nor the Civellis, you were not aware of them in 2013? 
 
A: I had no direct governmental intervention with Carlo Civelli or whoever he is. 
 
Q: Pressing on then you can see that Mr Duma gives some evidence in paragraph 

10 about how InterOil agreed to purchase a 61 per cent interest in PRL 15 
which completion of that transaction was expected in the first quarter of 2014 
and in paragraph 11 there is a reference to the value of that interest being 613 
million, you see that? 

 
A: I am aware that I think around the same time when the Petroleum 

Development License was issued for PNG LNG.  This particular project Elk 
Antelope was also given the approval government to proceed.  I believe it was 
around the same time which was – I cannot remember whether it is 2009 or 
so but I am not aware of the details of the transaction that took place, that 
never came to Cabinet or to my notice. 

 
Q: I see, all right.  But I would like you just to assume for a minute that Mr Duma 

is correct when he says that approved the paragraph 12, the sale, under the Oil 
and Gas Act of a 61 per cent interest valued at 613 million so just make that 
assumption please.  And then with that assumption in mind, just assume that 
for the purposes of the question. 

 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: And then if you just bear with me when I take you to paragraph 16.  It is Mr 

Duma speaking and this is after he had ceased to be a minister in your Cabinet.  
He said that when he learnt about the proceeds of sale of 10 per cent shares to 
the State for 1.2 billion, Oil Search purchased 22 per cent shareholding in PRL 
15 for $900 million and he points to what he described as odd that only three 
months he had approved the sale of 61 per cent for 613 million.  And he said 
it did not make to me to hear that while a 61.3 per cent share in PRL 15 was 
613 million, a much higher figure of 900 million was paid for only 22.8  per 
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cent equity in PRL 15 to Pacific LNG Operations Limited.  Do you have any 
comment on that evidence Mr Duma will give? 

 
[11.43 am]  A: Mr Duma at that time was Minister responsible for Petroleum and Energy and 

the law allows him to approve such transactions and transfers of shares among 
entities, so I would assume that he is correct in what he says.  But I have no 
recollection of this transaction or details of this transaction because this matter 
did not require the Cabinet or NEC approval; it did not come to my attention, 
so I cannot comment on this.   

 
Q: Let me ask you this, Mr O’Neill.  When the State agreed to the purchase of 10 

per cent of Oil Search shares in 2014 in the UBS deal, what was your 
understanding about what Oil Search were going to use that injection of 
money through the purchase of shares for? 

 
A: I had no knowledge whatsoever.  And, as I said, the Minister of Petroleum and 

Energy, if he had some concerns, he would have used his powers to ask further 
questions and get more clarity; but I have no knowledge of the transaction 
between Oil Search and their investment in Elk-Antelope.   

 
Q: If we just go back for a minute and look at the Oil Search share price graph 

which I put up earlier, my first question for you, Mr O’Neill, is this.  Did you 
ever negotiate with Mr Botten about the share price to be paid for the Oil 
Search shares in the UBS deal? 

 
A: Those negotiations were made through out officials and led by Treasury, but 

it was brought to my attention that should the State require to retain 10 per 
cent of the shares in Oil Search, the that was quoted to the State, from my 
recollection was the same price that the State was to pay IPIC as per the 
Agreement between the State and IPIC in regards to the IPIC Loan.  And I 
believe that was around $5.50 per share, that is my recollection, and to which 
I told our officials that that was not acceptable.  There must be a discounting 
if the State was to participate, we did not agree to the price that oil Search 
offered to us. 

 
Q: Just to go back- - - 
 
A: In fact, I believe we bought it for- - - 
 
Q: Sorry, please go on.  Please go on. 
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A: Yes, in fact, I think we bought it for $5.20 per share instead of $5.50; that is 

my recollection. 
 
Q: Well, I will suggest to you that the figures are actually $8.20 and $8.50.  But 

just put that to aside for a minute, just to go back to my question:  Did you 
negotiate with Mr Botten the price of the Oil Search shares to be purchased 
under the UBS deal? 

 
A: Absolutely not, I had no negotiations with Mr Botten or anyone from Oil 

Search.  Those negotiations were carried out through our Treasury officials.  
And if you say that I cannot recall the exact price but if you say it is $8.50 and 
$8.20, all right, it must be.  But those pricings and those documents are well 
documented in the NEC submissions and the NEC approval, so I am sure they 
will make it available to you.   

 
Q: Yes, all right.  You see, if we look at this diagram, and I do not know how 

easy it is for you to read, perhaps we can blow it up a little.  And I would just 
like to draw your attention to the third box from the right.  So you can see that 
on 27th of 2014 and after lunch - Mr O’Neill, I will show you the Press Release 
from Oil Search that on 27 February 2014, there is a dual announcement that 
Oil Search is to acquire an interest in PRL 15.  And Oil Search in the PNG 
government has reached agreement on the share placement and I will come to 
the terms of that.  Just make the assumption for the minute that that is correct 
– you have given some evidence about your meeting with Mr Botten referred 
to at the Grand Papua referred to in answer 32, if you have a look at that, you 
recall I asked a few questions of you earlier about that meeting. 

 
[11:48am]A: Yes, I am aware of that meeting, yes. 

Q: Yes, indeed.  Do you recall been told by Mr Botten or anyone else in that 
meeting at the Grand Papua that if PNG invested in 10 percent of Oil Search 
shares, the money would then go into each purchase of an interest in PRL15, 
the Elk Antelope Project? 

A: There was no discussion by Oil Search or anybody about their potential 
investment in Elk Antelope in that meeting or subsequent meetings or 
correspondence.  I can state here clearly there was no agreement by PNG 
government on Oil Search investing in Elk Antelope.  There was no such 
agreement or approval. 
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Q: I see; all right.   

A: That is through NEC or Cabinet.  I cannot speak for the minister and the 
petroleum department but Minister Duma has already made his views known 
here. 

Q: Yes, I understand.  So just to finish off this line of questioning about Mr Duma 
before lunch, we go back to page 3.  So had you known that Oil Search were 
going to purchase an interest in PRL15 with the money provided by PNG in 
the UBS loan and that Oil Search were paying vastly more for its’ stake in Elk 
Antelope than had been paid only a few months before, would that have 
concerned you? 

A: I am certainly sure that it will be a different transaction and if I had knowledge 
of that particular discussions going between Oil Search and Elk Antelope 
partners, PNG government would have reviewed its position. 

Q: Thank you.  Can we have a look at the statement of Mr Polye.  So we 
understand, Mr O’Neill, this is the evidence that Mr Polye will give tomorrow 
and so the first thing to note is that he was the Treasurer in your government 
until about March 2014; I think that is right? 

A: That would be right. 

Q: And did you have until he was dismissed by you as Treasurer, was he not? 

A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: Until he was dismissed by you, did you generally have a good working 
relationship with him? 

[11.53am] A: Yes. 
 

Q: And was he someone to your observation who was hands-on in his 
understanding of what was going in the Department of the Treasury? 

 
A: I am not too sure about that but I am certain that the officials at Treasury and 

all the other senior officials of government would have worked closely with 
him. 

 
Q: He refers to a meeting on 6 March in paragraph 2, an NEC Cabinet paper and 

I will come to the Cabinet paper in a minute and I can assure you Mr O’Neill 
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that we have permission to refer to it.  But you recall there was an important 
NEC meeting about the UBS deal on 6 March 2014? 

 
A: That would be correct, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And according to paragraph 2 of Mr Polye’s statement you as Prime 

Minister were the sponsor of this Cabinet submission, it was your submission, 
is that right? 

 
A: That would be correct given that I am a trustee shareholder in the Oil Search 

shares in the SOEs holding those shares, yes. 
 
Q: You have been dealing, I think, as you have told us with Mr Daire Vele; he 

had been one of your advisers in relation to the UBS discussion? 
 
A: He has led the government officials and including the SOEs and their 

managing directors in this discussion, yes. 
 
Q: So, does it surprise you to read in paragraph 9 of Mr Polye’s statement where 

he says, I confirm during that meeting on 6 March that I as treasurer had not 
been informed of the Cabinet paper, is that kind of a surprise? 

 
A: I find that hard to believe but I am certain the Treasury officials have kept him 

briefed all on the discussions that they were having with the parties. 
 
Q: Well, you certainly agree that he should have been kept informed by his 

department? 
 
A: Absolutely, of course he is our treasurer. 
 
Q: He goes on to say, other systems of government have been avoided along with 

the National Executive Council’s own Ministerial Committee’s system, the 
Ministerial Economic Committee in particular charged with the responsibility 
of scrutinizing and vetting Cabinet process like this has been avoided.  What 
do you say to that? 

 
A: The Ministerial Economic Committee is not the only committee that 

scrutinizes papers but as treasurer he has got every right to be briefed on this 
major transaction. 
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Q: Was there another committee of the NEC which was charged a ministerial 
committee - which was charged with looking at this transaction prior to 6 
March 2014? 

 
A: All submissions to Cabinet are vetted by government officials and of course 

an oversight public service committee and then to ministerial committees if 
they are sectoral issues before it comes to Cabinet so that everyone’s views 
are taken account of.  But should there be urgency in some of the transactions, 
Cabinet papers are taken directly to Cabinet and people are allowed to express 
their views in Cabinet. 

 
Q: So, is that what happened in this case rather than it go to ministerial 

committees of the NEC the submission came straight to Cabinet? 
 
A: It could have been because I do not attend as chairman of NEC; those 

ministerial economic committees and of course with this transaction and 
particularly Oil Search being a publicly listed company and to avoid any 
conflicts of interest and share trading and an insider trading that could have 
been the case. 

 
Q: Did you regard this Cabinet submission as particularly urgent? 
 
T25 Molong 17/6/21 
 

[11.58am] A: Given that the reporting obligations from what I understood to the Australian 
Stock Exchange and others it was to be dealt with in a highest amount of 
confidentiality. 

 
Q: Yes and as far as urgency goes did you regard it as unusually urgent? 
 
A: If there were to be some announcements to the Stock Exchange otherwise 

there would be speculative transactions in Oil Search shares and as 
government is not a speculative investor in Oil Search we needed to protect 
that interest. 

 
Q: So, are you effectively agreeing with me that those matters are made this 

sooner urgent submission? 
 
A: Yes, sir. 
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Q: Commissioners, I see the time it is midday.  Is that a convenient time to pause 
Mr O’Neill’s evidence and to bring him back at one o’clock? 

 
A: That is acceptable to me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think we should take a break, resume at 1 o’clock. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings to one 
o’clock, Associate. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[12.57 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
 
 PETER O’NEILL, recalled: 
 
 
 XN: DR RENWICK (Continuation) 

 
Q: Commissioners, yes.  Thank you, chief.  This is a continuation of Mr O’Neill’s 

evidence.  Mr O’Neill is on his former oath.  Mr O’Neill, I was asking you 
some questions about Mr Polye’s statement and if I can just draw your attention 
to paragraph 10.  This is a reference to the paper which was the ministerial or 
the Cabinet paper.  He says the paper had been solely done by two individuals; 
the Prime Minister and the acting Secretary of the Treasury.  Is that right? 

 
[13:02pm]A: I not think that is correct because prime ministers do not write up Cabinet 

submissions.  It is work done by government officials and of course brought 
to the attention of ministers and prime minister who signs it and present it 
together with the officials in Cabinet.  So that is normal practice. 
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Q: But Mr O’Neill, you have already agreed with me that this was your Cabinet 
submission, surely you had considerable input into your submission? 

A: I have been thoroughly advised on the submission before I present it to 
Cabinet but actual preparations are not done by ministers or prime minister. 

Q: I see.  So had you spent to your recollection some time discussing the draft 
Cabinet submission or did you simply sign off on what Mr Vele had given 
you as a final document? 

A: I started off on advice of our officials knowing that they had many discussions 
prior to it coming to Cabinet. 

Q: I see, very good.  So you can see Mr Polye was concerned, see paragraph 11, 
about the State Solicitor’s advice and then refer to a letter – we might get up 
annexure C please – just take a second.  So, if we just scroll down a little bit.  
So this is the letter from the State Solicitor of 5 March to the Treasurer and to 
the acting Secretary of the Treasury, Mr Vele and if we just scroll down a 
little, there is a reference there to urgent consideration of the documents and 
issuance of legal clearance for the NEC’s consideration.  He refers to the 
document and if we keep scrolling down to the next page and the reference to 
– so he talks about going through the documents within the time permitted 
today and despite the fact of the lack of explanatory notes, I have formed the 
view that the terms of these agreements are a reflection of the State’s 
negotiated position and as such are acceptable to the State.  And then we go 
down a bit further, so he refers there to saying; “A major decision taken by 
the State and the NEC must approve it.”  And in the next paragraph, “Some 
or if not most of the recommendations to NEC for approval require approvals 
and authorisations and I therefore advise this be sought.” 

[1.07pm] Then he says in paragraph 3; “I must also advise that does section 209 of 
Constitution requires the Parliament’s approval be obtained for these Bridge 
and Collar Loans which total up to 1.225 billion.”  So Mr O’Neill do you 
recall seeing this letter to 6 March NEC meeting? 

A: I have no specific recollection but I am sure it was attached to the NEC 
submission. 

Q: But there never was was there an approval obtained from Parliament prior to 
the entering into these agreements in March 2014? 
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A: As I said that in 2014 I am certain that the Budget Papers for 2014 took into 
noting this transaction taking place. 

Q: But you agree with me; do you not that there was no parliamentary approval 
sought before this agreement was entered into with UBS? 

A: Parliament in my recollection has never set for every specific or parliament 
recall for every specific loan approval of transaction or unless parliament has 
sat through – sit at the required and agreed period of timing so the usual 
process is that it comes through the budgetary process and budgets are 
presented either through supplementary budget or through the normal budget 
presentation at the end of its year.  And that is done in November or – 
November- December session of parliament. 

Q: Well, let us just understand that the first thing is, you agree with me do you 
not that parliamentary approval was not sought before this agreement was 
entered into with the State in March 2014; you agree with that, do you not? 

A: I do not see any specific requirement for that and that has not been the practice 
in the past. 

Q: Yes, I understand you so that and we will come to that in a minute that you 
agree with me please let me know if you do not understand the question that 
parliamentary approval was not sought before the UBS agreement was entered 
into with the Independent State in March 2014? 

A:  Again I reiterate my point that this is not the issue here. The issue is that 
parliament takes note and it is precedent in the past when parliament meets 
and it does not require special sessions as and when transactions of 
government are being made. 

Q: Mr O’Neill with all respect to you, you understand my question; do you not? 

A: I understand your question entirely but I have exactly the same answer. 

Q: Could I trouble you to answer it please?  You agree with me; do you not that 
there was no prior parliamentary approval? 

A: I cannot agree with you because we followed process so you know that is a 
leading question.  It is not something that is of practice. 

Q: Commissioners; I would ask that you direct the witness to answer what is a 
very straight forward question to which I am sure he knows the answer? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He has been asked the question several times and he has 
answered the question several times. 

DR RENWICK:  Very good. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, Mr O’Neill, no doubt you will not be surprised if 
we draw a negative answer that is the parliamentary approval prior to entering into 
this agreement was not sought? 

A:   As I said; parliament approved it through the budget process as the usual 
practice. 

Q:   The word is “prior”. 

A:   Of course, it is obvious so, you know, you cannot say that we were required 
to get a prior approval.  There is no such provision. 

 

Q: But you know do you not Mr O’Neill that by the time of the budgetary process 
in November the contract had been passed over, the technical term is 
“novated” to one of the wholly owned statutory corporations and that is why 
it did not need to be in the Budget Papers in 2014; is that not right? 

[1.12pm]   A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: So, we can move on then to 6 March meeting.  It is fair to say is it not that 
your Treasurer at that time Mr Polye disagreed with entering into the UBS 
Loan? 

A: I am not at liberty to discuss the proceedings of NEC. I bound by certain 
obligations but I can assure you that every minister and treasurer including 
expressed their views in respect to this submission to Cabinet. 

Q: They express their views.  All right, let us press on, we will come back to the 
NEC.  As a result of the Cabinet decision, the treasurer was required to sign 
certain documents to execute the loan, was he not? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And he refused to do so, did he not? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And what happened then? 
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A: Well, it is important that Cabinet decisions are implemented whether one 
agrees or not including the prime minister or treasurer or any other minister 
and those Cabinet decisions must be respected at all times. 

Q: And then what happened? 

A: Of course, I spoke to him that he has to respect that decision and that we were 
time bound because of the announcements that were made – to be made to the 
Australian Stock Exchange.  He refused so I had to replace him. 

Q: So if we can have up annexure E.  So, this is a memo, it is annexure E, a copy 
of a letter.  So, this is the letter from Mr Vele to the Treasurer and we just 
scroll down so, there is then a reference is there not in this letter that after 
legal advice from external legal counsel under the agreed structure, the State 
would conduct the borrowing in the first instance and then transfer both the 
asset and the liability to Petromin no later than three months from the date of 
commencement. This will mean it is no longer on the State’s Balance Sheet 
and thereby cannot affect the State’s debt program for the year 2000, I 
presumably that is 2014.  So are you aware of the legal advice from external 
legal counsel to which Mr Vele’s letter refers? 

A: No. 

Q: Is it appropriate that in your opinion that legal advice about something is 
important as compliance with the Constitution should be received from 
external legal counsel rather than the Attorney General or the State Solicitor? 

A: I understood that the Treasury and other agencies of government including 
IPBC retained because of the workload, retained external lawyers to advise 
them so I am aware of those advices were given but there is this specific advice 
or work I am not aware. 

Q: Could you go back to my question Mr O’Neill; is it appropriate on such an 
important matter of compliance with the constitution that the treasury was 
taking advice it would seem from external legal counsel rather than the State 
Solicitor or the Attorney General? 

 

[1.17pm]    A: Normally, sometimes when government lacks the capacity and the experience 
the State Solicitor or the Attorney General approves external lawyers to give 
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advice so that is the normal practice so I am not aware of this specific 
reference. 

Q: Do you say that, that approval was given in this case by the Attorney General? 

A: I am not aware but I am certain that all engagements about outside advice 
including lawyers and accountants are all approved through government 
approval processes which are in case of legal advisors, legal counsel, normally 
the State Solicitor or the Attorney General does the approval. 

Q: And if that approval has not been given in this case that will be a matter of 
concerns for you? 

A: Of course. 

Q: Just have a look at – we go back to Mr Duma’s statement, Don Polye I beg 
your pardon, at paragraph 18.  If you could just be so good as to read to 
yourself paragraph 18 and then provide your response today to those concerns. 

A: I understand where Mr Polye is making these points at this juncture but I 
cannot recall those issues were specifically made reference to me but 
obviously these are issues that any government and any officials of 
governments would take into account. 

Q: So you in short, do not consider any of those criticisms to be valid; is that 
right? 

A: Not at this juncture but Cabinet was considered all these issues in its meeting 
and Cabinet’s decision and approval is final decision and I cannot question 
that and so is the treasurer, he cannot question that either. 

Q: So, Mr O’Neill you were the driving force behind all of these; were you not? 

A: No, I got appropriate advice and of course if IPIC loan was not there I would 
not be trying to protect my country’s interest and our people’s interest. 

Q: But Mr O’Neill, in the government as opposed to officials, you were the 
driving force behind the UBS loan; were you not? 

A: Absolutely not.  This is all of government position and Cabinet took the 
position and we are all responsible for the decisions that we make. 
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Q: But Mr O’Neill, assuming Mr Kua and Mr Polye’s recollection is correct; they 
were given no prior notice of this submission of yours before 6 March 
meeting? 

A: As I stated before the officials took charge of the negotiations, Cabinet 
considered those submissions on 6 March, the transaction was completed on 
12 March.  I certainly did not hear those concerns being raised by Mr Kua or 
anyone else and nothing was said before the transaction took place so we are 
now talking after the events have taken place. 

Q: Let us go to the statement of Mr Ben Micah, M-i-c-a-h.  Mr Micah was a 
member of your government as the minister for State-Owned Enterprises and 
State Investments at this time; was he not in 2014? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Yes? 

A: Yes, he was a minister then.  Yes. 

[13.22 pm] Q: If you look at paragraph 23 of his statement, there is a reference to vbery 
heated argument between Mr Polye, the Treasurer and yourself which almost 
came to physical exchanges between the two leaders.  I am not asking you 
about what was said but is that the case there was very heated argument? 

A: I can assure you now that I am not a violent person so that is certainly a 
surprise to me but of course views were exchanged and Cabinet has 
considered those views and approvals made. 

Q: I see.  You see at paragraph 25, Mr Micah also says; like most other members 
of Cabinet at that NEC meeting that is of 6 March, many of those including 
myself were caught off-guard with the proposal, that is your proposal and 
further to that at the commencement of the NEC meeting we were to the first 
time given huge bundles of documentation containing information supporting 
the proposal to purchase the Oil Search shares which most of us did not have 
the time at all to re-digest, undertake our own due inquiries and due diligence.  
In short, the NEC meeting was bulldozed through by Prime Minister O’Neill 
without any regard to due diligence. 

 Now, you agree do you not that there was a significant volume of materials 
produced to the NEC about the UBS proposal? 
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A: Firstly, let me say this to the commission that most the statements that you are 
referring are from persons who have political difference with me.  Most of 
have been at one stage or the other for political differences have been sacked 
as ministers of my government from time to time.  Their recollection is 
different from the majority of the members of the NEC and these are persons 
who have got prime ministerial ambitions and continue to do so.  So let me 
say that their views are completely different from my view and I can say that 
I have done what I have wanted to do is to protect the interest of the country 
and protect the shareholdings of the country and the participation of our 
people and our country in the development of the natural resources in our 
country. 

Q: Well, Mr O’Neill, you are referring then to the evidence of three members of 
your Cabinet, who were the other members of the Cabinet who you say will 
support your recollection who we should speak to you? 

A: We have got 32 ministers in Cabinet and you are basing your arguments and 
statements that are being presented here from three ministers who have been 
sacked so I mean I would – I cannot  tell you which person you should be 
enquiring with but there are 32 ministers at any given time in Cabinet so I am 
sure you will find that NEC decision is like a collective decision, whether as 
minister had said in paragraph 26 decisions are made rightly or wrongly, it is 
a decision, a lawful decision of NEC. 

Q: So there is about – there are a lot of people at this meeting then were there on 
6 March 2014? 

A: I am sure that the NEC records would indicate who was there but certainly it 
was not the three of us or the four of us only. 

Q: All right.  But I suppose just one final question about Mr Micah; is it good 
practice to provide a large amount of documentation on important question to 
cabinet ministers for the first time at a meeting where they are expected to 
make an urgent decision; is that good practice? 

A: Like every minister and prime minister the officials who work with them are 
supposed to give them regular briefings on confidential transactions like this 
at and they should be aware of that. What level of briefing he got from the 
State Enterprises that he was in-charge of, I am not privy to that but I can 
certainly tell you that IPBC and Kroton which were under his responsibility, 
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they were participants in the decisions that were held before the Cabinet’ 
submission was presented to Cabinet. 

[1.27 pm]    Q: So if those briefings by officials of ministers had not taken place on this 
occasion, you would agree with me that it is not good practice to give Cabinet 
ministers large quantities of documents for the first time at a Cabinet meeting 
and require them to make a decision on the spot.  You would agree with that, 
would you not? 

 
A: How that level of briefing each minister gets is from his officials, so it is a 

working relationship with them that I am not privy to.  But Cabinet documents 
are confidential documents and they are not allowed to leave the room of the 
Cabinet and should anyone have any issues, the officials are present during 
those meetings and they would have raised those concerns.  Cabinet would 
have been aware of those concerned and considered those views and made the 
appropriate decision.   

 
Q: Just to understand that last answer, Mr O’Neil, is it really the case that Cabinet 

submissions are only provided then to ministers for the first time in Cabinet 
meetings?  Was that the normal practice that you followed? 

 
A: To most ministers but those who have got relevant line responsibilities and 

ministerial responsibilities to those submissions are usually briefed by their 
officials.   

 
Q: So they will have seen the cabinet submission before the cabinet meeting in 

those cases, were they not? 
 
A: I would think so. 
 
Q: And so in this case, the Treasurer should certainly have seen the Cabinet 

submission before they meet. 
 
A: I would think so, even in the Draft format. 
 
Q: And the Attorney General likewise given the compliance with the law was a 

live issue? 
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A: Most of the officials, senior officials, who were involved in those discussions 
and advisory work are those advising on Treasury and legal issues, should be 
briefing their ministers.  I see no reason why that is not the case. 

 
Q: And so to go back to my question, you would agree it would have been a good 

idea if the Attorney General had been briefed with the Cabinet submission in 
advance on this occasion? 

 
A: The Attorney General is State Solicitor has expressed his view.  I am sure that 

he was privy to that advice and that brief from State Solicitor who was 
responsible to – who is answerable to the Attorney General.  So I see no reason 
why he should not have been briefed. 

 
Q: I see, all right.  Can we pass over then to the Statement of Mr Botten of 14 

June 2021.  Mr O’Neill, have you had a chance to glance at this? 
 
A: I have not had the opportunity to see that, no. 
 
Q: Okay.  Let me take you to some of the key things, so let me take you to 

paragraph 54 on page 5.  You will see at paragraph 51 – if we just go up to 50, 
it is a reference to a meeting on 21 February in Sydney.  Mr Botten says, as 
best he can recall it, “Mr Vele said IPIC was not willing to grant the State an 
extension of time to re-finance the Exchangeable Bonds.  It intended to 
acquire the Oil Search shares,” and he, Mr Vele, was aware of Oil Search’s 
interest in acquiring an interest in PRL 15 and indicating the State might be 
interested acquiring Oil Search shares as part of any capital raising Oil Search 
might undertake, and Mr Vele told Mr Botten that State expected to be able to 
obtain funding from UBS.  Then on 23 February, Mr Botten flew into Port 
Moresby and met with you at the Airways Hotel in Port Moresby.   

 
So to be clear, is this right?  There is an additional meeting from the Grand 
Papua meeting or is this the meeting between you and Mr Botten, 

 
[1.32 pm] A: I can only recall the meeting at the Grand Papua and I have no recollection of 

this meeting.  In Grand Papua I can certainly say that Mr Botten informed me 
of IPIC’s desire to keep the shares. 

 
Q: Well, let me just take you through what Mr Botten says in his signed statement 

and he is coming to give evidence on Tuesday.  He begins by saying to the 
best of his recollection Prime Minister told me the State was going to lose its 
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Oil Search shareholding because attempts to refinance the Exchangeable 
Bond issued by IPBC to IPIC had not been successful.  Now, pausing there, 
there had in February 2014 been a visit to Dubai by a number of officials 
including your Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Vele and Mr Bakani, the 
Governor of the Bank.  You recall there was that visit to Dubai, do you not in 
February 2014? 

 
A: Those were the times the officials were travelling to discuss the idea of buying 

the shares back from IPIC so I cannot have a specific recollection of the dates 
but I am certain there were some discussions going between our officials and 
IPIC and the parties. 

 
Q: Yes, I mean that would not have happened without your knowledge or 

permission surely? 
 
A: I do not give travel arrangements and permission to everybody travelling but 

I am aware that there were discussions going on and there was no reason for 
me to stop it or approve it. 

 
Q: But you understood they were going there to see if they could persuade IPIC 

not keep the shares, surely you were aware of that? 
 
A: The actual discussions that took place I am not aware but I am aware that our 

officials were firstly trying to raise money to pay for the shares and secondly 
trying to get IPIC to release the shares back to Papua New Guinea. 

 
Q:  Yes, exactly.  All right go back to paragraph 55, according to Mr Botten you 

told him that the State wish to retain at least a 10 per cent shareholding in Oil 
Search.  Do you remember saying that to him at any meeting? 

 
A: I have no recollection of that conversation but I am certain that raising this 

level of funding was difficult.  Our officials were talking to various financial 
institutions and discussions were not concluded at that time, I believe, when 
these discussions were taking place but I have no recollection on actually 
speaking to Mr Botten about this.  And if I have said earlier I did not speak to 
him about pricing.  I have made mention to Acting Secretary for Treasury 
when I was informed that Oil Search wanted $8.50.  I mentioned that there 
must be some discount because we have been inconvenienced enough with 
this transaction by both IPIC and other parties. 
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Q: All right.  So, you did not mention price to Mr Botten.  I mean Mr Botten just 
mistaken, is he, about this part of the conversation where he says to the best 
of my recollection I believe the Prime Minister mentioned a price of $8.20 
share, he is just wrong about that? 

 
A: Certainly wrong about that because price discussion was between myself and 

our officials. 
 
Q: Okay.  Bear with me, please. All right well, then can we have Mr Vele’s 

statement up please.  This is Mr Vele’s statement of 26 April.  So, we might 
go to paragraph 285. 

 
[1.37 pm]  So you see there that assume this is about mid-February 2014, Mr Vele says, 

“I called Mr O’Neill and asked whether the State would be interested in 
buying a Placement of Shares from Oil Search given that IPIC was to retain 
their shares.”  “He”, that is you said, “The State would be, as it was an NEC 
decision, to retain interest in Oil Search Limited and instructed Treasury to 
proceed with putting together essentially a draft deal to consider and then 
place before the NEC.”  So, do you recall that conversation? 
 

A: I cannot.  The conversation about buying Placement Shares is probably right 
but I cannot recall the date.  Which day are we talking about? 

 
Q: Would you mind just speaking into the microphone?  We are having a little 

difficulty here, Mr O’Neill, thank you. 
 
A: Yes.  As I was saying, the State being interested in buying Placement’s Shares 

from Oil Search is correct and that NEC should start putting the negotiations 
and drafting the deal together is correct, but I cannot remember the actual date 
in which this conversation took place. 

 
Q: Very good.  Then at paragraph 290, it stated that, “Treasury kept the former 

Prime Minister,” that is you, “updated with developments at that time, 
including multiple times on Friday 21 February.”  Do you recall being kept up 
to date by Treasury about negotiations in relation to Oil Search and UBS? 

 
A: Yes, that is true, I have been kept abreast by the Treasury officials but I did 

not negotiate directly with Gerea Aopi or Peter Botten.  
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Q: And then at paragraph 293, there is a reference to the meeting you had with 
Mr Aopi and Mr Botten and Mr Vele; and to be fair to you, Mr O’Neill, Mr 
Vele’s recollection is there was some discussion about the price of the shares 
that the former Prime Minister said words to the effect of, “talk to me about 
the price,” at that meeting while the State, through the Prime Minister, and 
myself expressed the State had an interest in buying Oil Search shares.  No 
agreement or commitment was made on behalf of the State; the share price 
was not settled on, and it was understood that negotiations would be ongoing 
before a submission will be put to NEC.  Do you agree with what Mr Vele 
says there at paragraph 293? 

 
A: Yes, that would be correct but as I said, I have no recollection of meetings 

with Gerea Aopi and Peter Botten.  One has to remember that Oil Search have 
got a big presence in PNG, so they would have been talking to everybody.  
But these negotiations about pricing, it was certainly a price to negotiation 
with our officials and the officials kept me abreast of what was going on.   

 
Q: Yes, just go to paragraph 295, please.  So, Mr Vele said this, “After I met with 

Mr Botten, I met with the former Prime Minister,” that is you, Mr O’Neill.  
He said words to the effect of, “The State should only pay $8.20 a share 
because that was the price Mr Botten had raised with him,” that is, with you, 
“at the meeting on Saturday.”  So that is not correct? 

 
A: That is not correct but I have insisted on Oil Search giving us a discount on 

the shares, and $8.20 was a price that I discussed with acting Secretary at that 
time. 

 
Q: But you did not discuss it with Mr Botten? 
 
A: I had no discussions with Mr Botten about pricing.  In fact when they insisted 

on $8.50, I think at one point I told the former Secretary to tell them to get 
lost. 

 
Q: All right.  So both Mr Botten and Mr Vele are mistaken when they say that 

you discussed share price at a meeting at which they were both present? 
 

[13:42pm A: He is saying that on paragraph 295, this is how I read it that he met with Mr 
Botten, he met with me on the same day but different time and I said to the 
effect that they should pay $8.20 but that was to Mr Vele and not to Mr Botten. 
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Q: Well, that is not the way I read it.  But we will hear from Mr Vele in due 
course.  And then if we go on to paragraph 297, you see there that during this 
time Mr Vele said he received a call from Paddy Jilek of UBS AG and he said 
words to the effect that $8.20 was an unrealistic price.  The State was unlikely 
to secure the shares for that price and the State would need to pay a $8.50 a 
Share.  Mr Vele says; “I had clear instructions from the former Prime Minister 
to push for $8.20”, and so continued to make it clear to Oil Search that this 
was the price the State wanted.  So you agree with that would you not that that 
was your instructions to Mr Vele to get it at $8.20? 

A: The discussions were going back and forth and Mr Vele continued to have the 
discussion with me about price and he in turn had discussions with the Oil 
Search officials and I have had no meetings with Mr Paddy Jilek so I cannot 
confirm that conversation.  But I made it very clear that the State had been 
inconvenient enough and there needed to be a discount on the pricing and a 
reasonable discount which would cover some of our costs. 

Q: And $8.20 was the price you mentioned to Mr Vele as the required price? 

A: As you can see Oil Search and their team were pushing for $8.50 because that 
is the reference price, the agreement between IPIC and the State in their 
agreement on the buy-back and I certainly thought that was unreasonable 
given that the State has been continuously deprived of its shares and cost to 
the State over time so I tried to push the price down so that we can recover 
some costs. 

Q: Para 320 please.  So here you will see Mr Vele say that four days after the 
meeting with Oil Search, the former Prime Minister, that is you, wrote to Mr 
Guy Fowler, the MD for UBS AG regarding UBS AG proposals to provide 
funding facilities to the State in connection with the subscription by the State 
for shares in Oil Search of $8.20 a share.  Do you remember writing that letter? 

A: That letter was prepared by our officials and I was asked to sign the letter to 
Mr Fowler as an official offer on behalf of the State but it was subject to, of 
course, approvals from NEC and other agencies of government as required by 
law. 

Q: Were you in discussions with Mr Fowler at this time? 

A: I have never spoken to Mr Fowler.       
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Q: 342 please.  On 5 March 2014, Mr Fowler requested the Prime Minister to 
intervening in resolving the IPIC Exchangeable Bond, PNG LNG direction to 
pay insolvent bond take-out of the bridge loan.  Do you recall that? 

A: I am certain that it was put in writing to our officials but as head of government 
it was addressed to me but I am sure my officials were – there were some 
exchange of letters between for this particular transaction, yes. 

[1.47 pm] Q: All right, can we now go finally to the statement of Mr Wapu Sonk.  Do you 
know Mr Sonk? 

 
A: Yes, I am aware of Mr Sonk, he is the managing director for Kumul Petroleum 

Holdings. 
 
Q: So, if we can go to paragraph 138.  So, now we are going forward in time Mr 

O’Neill to the sale of the shares in 2017.  And this is Mr Sonk’s statement.  
He is coming on Monday and he says there, “I recommended to the board that 
Sir Moi Avei, KCHL then chairman and I should discuss the maturing of the 
collar loan with the Prime Minister, in particular the risk and strategy.  I recall 
after this meeting Sir Moi and I had a meeting with the Prime Minister and 
then we each had separate discussions with the Prime Minister to discuss the 
maturing of the Collar Loan.  I do not recall the dates of this meetings but they 
were regularly conducted to ensure the Prime Minister as trustee was fully 
appraised of developments in relation to the maturation of the loan.” 
So, firstly do you agree that in 2017 you had regular meetings with either Mr 
Sonk or Sir Moi Avei about the possible sale of the Oil Search shares? 

 
A: As trustee of course they gave me briefings on the issues relating to Kumul 

Petroleum so I am sure that those meetings eventuated as far as I can recall. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  And then he says this at paragraph 140, in order to sell the 

shares held by Kumul Investments, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited had 
to obtain the approval of the Prime Minister now the sole shareholder and 
trustee of the company under the new corporate structure.  Now, that is right, 
is it not that at that time in your official capacity, not personally, you were the 
sole shareholder and trustee of the company? 

 
A: Trustee on behalf of the State, yes. 
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Q: Yes, indeed.  And then if we go to 141 where he says, “When the global oil 
price came down to below $30 a barrel in July 2017, I contacted the Prime 
Minister to organize a meeting to discuss the sale of the shares.  I decided this 
was a good time to sell the shares because the low oil price would minimize 
the loss that KCHL corporate group would suffer under the terms of the Collar 
Loan Agreement.”  And then he says at 1.42, “I do not recall but prior to 19 
September 2017 I had a meeting with the Prime Minister to discuss the 
possible sale of the Oil Search shares.”  Do you recall that meeting or 
meetings? 

 
A: I am of course sure that those meetings when briefings took place; as you can 

see the board made that decision to dispose the shares.  No one predicted that 
the oil prices will collapse down to less than US$30 and I understand from the 
briefings that in order for us to participate in any distribution of excess from 
LNG Project, pricing would have been above US$35 on oil prices to continue 
to hold the shares.  So, when they briefed me and it is the board’s decision to 
dispose them, they are the owners of the – yes I am the trustee of the holding 
company so I did get some of those briefings. 

 
[1.52 pm]  Q: All right, so you agreed with their decision to sell the shares? 

 
A: Pardon? 
 
Q: You agreed with their decision to sell the shares? 
 
A: This is a decision for the board it has nothing to do with me and the board 

advised me that that is the right course of action to take in order to protect 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 

 
Q: All right, just scroll up a bit.  When you say had nothing to do with you, you 

have already agreed with me that paragraph 140 is correct that they had to 
obtain your approval in your trustee capacity so to that extent it has nothing 
to do with you, is it not? 

 
A: Approval in the sense that they were going to meet and make that decision.  I 

had no issues with that. 
 
Q: Are you concerned in some way to agree with my question that you 

consented?  You did consent, did you not, there is no secret about that. 
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A: I did not consent.  I had no right to approve the sale it is the decision of the 
board.  They just organized the meeting to advise me that they were making 
the sale. 

 
Q: I see, all right. 
 
A: As they are required to brief me as a trustee. 
 
Q: Now, Mr O’Neill you said a few times that you cannot discuss what happened 

in Cabinet? 
 
A: That is true I can only get the Cabinet’s decisions that are being distributed 

but I cannot make reference to any specific discussions but individual person’s 
conversation in Cabinet that is something that is ethically right. 

 
Q: But the decisions themselves they can be released, can they not, with the 

permission of the government? 
 
A: They are distributed to every minister and every government agency to 

implement those. 
 
Q: But the government of the day can choose make the NEC documents public, 

can it not? 
 
A: I am certain you are very well aware of other Commonwealth practices of the 

Westminster system of government.  In Australia I believe they are released 
after 20 or 30 years; I understand the NEC decisions and discussions.  I am 
sure you would understand our position in this matter.  

 
Q: I will just take you to some documents which have been produced by the 

current Prime Minister and just ask you to firstly identify your signature on 
them.  So, if we can come to decision 117 of 2013, you can take it from me 
these are all produced by the current Prime Minister or the first two are 
anyway.  We will just go to page 2.  That is your signature, I take it? 

 
A: That is my signature and obviously a true reflection of the decisions of that 

meeting of NEC. 
 
Q: Okay.  So, this is something as I say you should just assume has been produced 

by the current Prime Minister in full knowledge that it become public.  So, if 
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we go back to page 1 you will see this is a decision of your government on 5 
April 2013.  And so as far back 2013 your government was considering what 
would happen if you did not retain the shares in the IPIC deal, is that not right? 

 
A: The agreement clearly specifies that the Oil Search shares can be bought back 

by PNG Government and of course it needed to be financed so every minister 
who served under the previous government was aware of it and we were all 
aware of it.  And NEC decisions are public, publicly so I have no issue with 
the current Prime Minister distributing this.   

 
[1.57 pm]    Q: Okay.  So we will go to the next decision which is Decision 241 of 2013.  This 

is an NEC Decision also signed by you of 9 July 2013, and this is the decision 
by the NEC to appoint members of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 
Committee.  Do you recall your Government making that decision? 

 
A: Well, in view of us having an option that IPIC will return the shares to us, we 

needed to be prepared so that would be correct, yes 
 
Q: You will see there at page 7 that the NEC directs the Minister for Public 

Enterprise and State Investments to have carriage of all matters pertaining to 
the retention of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee? 

 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: You see that, paragraph 7, page 2? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: And that was Mr Micah, was it not? 
 
A:  That is right and subsequently, as you can see, there would be other NEC 

decisions there would have also ask the acting Secretary and Treasury to take 
lead in these discussions because of the exposure of the State and State’s 
interest. 

 
Q: And attachment 1 is the terms of reference for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 

Committee? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And he talks about proposals for example 4.1, having to meet the requirement 
that the amount raised be about 1.681 billion dollars together with interest of 
$84 million dollars. 

 
A: That is to guide our discussions with our officials and the parties, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The next document is Decision 479 of 2013, also signed by you, 

and so by this stage, you had received, you, the Cabitnet had received 
submissions from Citi UBS, ANZ/Barclays and Hermsley – Hermsley, I think 
it is; and then you approved that the Bank of PNG provide final evaluations 
from the Citi and UBS AG Proposals.  And that was particularly the Governor 
Mr Bakani, was it not? 

 
A: I wanted – I am sure the State I cannot have the specific submissions to make 

reference to but the decision was to ensure that all agencies of government, 
especially institutions that relate to Treasury and Finance to be involved in 
investments, to have been involved in the processing of this particular 
transaction.  So that is why these recommendations were approved. 

 
Q: Yes.  Can we just go back, just a couple of things – no, it is all right.  Then 

finally, we go on to Decision 79 of 2014 which is the important Decision of 6 
March 2014 and that also has your signature? 

 
[2:02pm] A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: And various transaction documents attached and that is the NEC decision by 
which the UBS arrangement was approved by the government; by your 
government that that decision is on 6 March. 

A: Yes, that was approved as I said earlier after assessing various bids that were 
made to government by various financial institutions that were named earlier 
in the early NEC decision and our recommendations were from our officials 
and advisors to Cabinet, that is the decision that was made to make that 
decision. 

Q: And that was the first time, I think, that there was a decision made to acquire 
149 million new shares in Oil Search? 

A: That is correct, yes. 
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Q: I think that is all the questions I have got for you today, sir and subject to any 
questions by the commissioners or any questions by Mr Sheppard in a minute 
I will ask for directions for a date where you can come back in July.  But I 
will just see whether the commissioners or Mr Sheppard wish to ask any 
questions first. 

A: Before we do that, I just want to revisit one of the earlier issues that you 
brought up, if you do not mind. 

Q: Please go ahead. 

A:  That was the issue about EFIC financing for the initial PNG LNG Project 
which- - - 

Q: Could you just speak into the microphone, Mr O’Neill, we are having some 
difficulty in hearing you here.  Please go ahead. 

A: Yes, I am just talking about the EFIC financing from Export Finance Australia 
where Australian government assisted. 

Q: Yes. 

A: I just want to make a correction that it is my understanding that it was not for 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund establishment or for the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
but it was part of the financing agreements for the consortium of banks and 
financiers who helped fund the PNG LNG Project as part of the 70 percent of 
the loan.  So I understand that this EFIC financing is a loan that needs to be 
repaid through the project as well so it is not a – my understanding it is not 
part of the Sovereign Wealth Fund.   

Q: Thank you that is an important clarification, thank you Mr O’Neil.  If there is 
nothing from any of the commissioners or from Mr Sheppard, Mr O’Neill, 
would it be convenient for you to come back, and I can assure you Parliament 
is not sitting on these days, on Monday 19 July, would that be a convenient 
day for you? 

A: I will make myself available on that day, that is fine, yes, thank you. 

Q: Thank you, sir.  Unless there are any applications or questions, 
commissioners, I would ask that Mr O’Neill’s examination be adjourned to 
10 am on 19 July and he be excused. 

[2.07 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard? 
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MR TABUCHI:  Mr Tabuchi, initial P, I am appearing on behalf of Mr Sheppard 
who is currently tied up in court but 19 July is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have any follow up questions to ask? 
 
MR TABUCHI:  No questions at this stage. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you have any questions to ask at this 
stage? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have some questions but not now.  I might want to study 
the evidence you give and ask my questions later when you appear next but this is 
one area that I want you to think about which I want to raise with you now.  It is in 
relation to section 209 of the Constitution.  Could we have section 209 of the 
Constitution on screen please. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we will put that up, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And I am sure that as a legislator you are aware of the existence 
of this particular section there, section 209 and in particular subsection (1), Mr 
O’Neill? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: What is your understanding of section 209(1) in terms of government’s 

decision to raise revenue through a loan finance? 
 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  My understanding of this particular 

subsection of section 209, it reflects on the government’s annual budget that 
government puts to Parliament about the raising of capital, raising of loan and 
raising of of course revenue and expenditure of the national government and 
this includes raising of loans; loans in respect to funding the budget.  In this 
instance, my view is that it was raised to make an investment it was not to 
fund the budget.  And as such it has normally taken up by governments in the 
past and even during my government and even this government that any 
investments that government make through its SOEs are normally captured 
during an annual budget presentation and presented to Parliament for its 
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ratification.  This is normally done even after the events have taken place.  So, 
that is my understanding of subsection (1) of 209. 

 
Q: So, if the government were considering raising a loan not for the purpose of 

raising finances for the national budget but for some other purposes such as 
to finance its equity in a public corporation, this section would not be the right 
section? 

 
A: In my view, if this was for investment this section is not the right section.  I 

give you an example.  If a State entity like Air Niugini wants to buy a new 
plane which is worth hundreds of millions of kina, its board and its approval 
process takes place, all the necessary clearance takes place, comes to NEC as 
a final representative of the State on behalf of the shareholder and which is 
KCH at the moment.  These are not passed through Parliament but these are 
substantial transactions but they are captured at the end of year when the  

[2.12 pm] annual budget for following year was presented and it is normally done in 
November and December of each budgetary cycle. 

 
Q: All right.  So, if the government were considering taking up a loan from an 

overseas financial institution to fund its equity in a resource project, which 
provision of the Constitution or any other law would the government resort to 
to facilitate that kind of loan? 

 
A: I understand that the IPBC Act and the KCH Act provide for that.  I cannot 

refer to a specific section but I understand that is the case. 
 
Q: Maybe during the break you want to just look at the legislative provisions that 

would allow for that kind of loan so when you appear next you are going to 
give us some light on those enabling provisions. 

 
A: I will certainly make get that advice and make it available in July 19. 
 
Q: Just one or two other questions for you.  Perhaps not immediately to answer 

now but maybe when you return you are going to answer those questions.  
This is in relation to the 22.5 per cent State’s back-in right under the Oil and 
Gas Act in section 165 and 166.  At the time your government decided to take 
up the loan from UBS and having had the experience with the IPIC loan, did 
your government have any plans to take up the 22.5 per cent back-in option 
and if so, where would the funds for that equity participation come from? 
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A: Chief Commissioner, I do not know which project we are referring to but if it 
was for the PNG LNG Project that particular funding was done through the 
previous government which secured our interest.  It was supposed to be 22.5 
from my understanding but because of the consolidation by various parties the 
equity reduced down to, I think, 19.7 per cent.  And it was at that time that Oil 
Search shares were mortgaged to IPIC in order to fund the purchase of our 
shares in the PNG LNG.  All the UBS loan was to try and secure that Oil 
Search shares back to us.  I have stated in my statement that when the State 
mortgaged its shares to IPIC it also mortgaged every other State-owned entity 
including Air Niugini, PNG Power, PNG Water, Telikom PNG.  So, our entire 
country was mortgaged – our investments were mortgaged to IPIC.  That was 
the fact as part of that agreement so it has been our government’s desire to try 
and get that back and that is what led through this particular loan arrangements 
that we are discussing today.  

 
Q: My question is in relation to the Papua LNG Project. 
 
A: Papua LNG Project for the development license was issued by the Somare 

government as well to InterOil but InterOil did not as my understanding is 
concerned InterOil did not have the funding to develop that and that is why it 
looked for partners including Total.  PNG still need to raise that money of the 
purchase of the back-in rights of 22.5 per cent.  And again we cannot fund it 
out of our budget we do not have sufficient revenue to fund it we will need to 
go out to the financial institutions to try and help us pay for that.  So, this is 
the situation that we are in so we are yet to exercise that right because the 
project is now on hold. 

 
[2.17 pm]   Q: My next question is in relation to the revenue from the PNG LNG Project.  Do 

you have any information about how much revenue, that is the State’s share 
of the revenue from the LNG Project, reached the Papua New Guinea 
Government through Kumul Petroleum Holdings for the period between the 
time the first LNG shipment was made in about 21 May 2014 to October 17? 

 
A: I am not privy to details of the payments that the Government received from 

the whole exports but my understanding is that after the project which is 
managed by ExxonMobil after paying of costs, including finance and costs of 
the 70 per cent loan that financed the project, plus operational costs, it 
distributes what is left to all the stakeholders.  That includes ExxonMobil, Oil 
Search and PNG Government and various other landowner groups depending 
on the percentages of shareholding that they have in the project.  For the 
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State’s take, it goes to Kumul Petroleum and then from time to time, Kumul 
Petroleum then pays the State through Treasury what it is due to the State.  So 
those officials are able to provide you the details of actual payments, but it is 
quite substantial; but that goes to supporting the Budget and making sure that 
many of our government programs are continued to run as a result of that 
revenue.   
 

Q: In the same period, would you have any information about how much was 
paid to UBS under the Payment Direction Deed before the shares were sold? 

 
A: Again, that was managed by Kumul Petroleum and Treasury.  They would 

have the right figures, and they will be able to provide you with the actual 
details of that transaction.  But, of course, it was a loan that needed to be repaid 
and there were payments made as a result. 

 
Q: Perhaps, I will ask my last question.  I will have some more questions later 

but I think these are some questions I have in mind right now.  Papua New 
Guinea had come out of the IPIC Loan when the State, let us say use of a word 
its lost shares in Oil Search, IPIC having chosen to exercise its option.  I 
cannot help myself thinking that that was a loss to the PNG Government and 
the people of Papua New Guinea, although the State by then had obtained the 
equity in the Papua PNG LNG Project.  But I just cannot help feeling that that 
was a loss and not a gain.  Is that how you look at it or was that a successful 
deal? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, in my view, the loss started when we sold Origen 

Minerals to Oil Search and their parties where we had a company that had 
huge investments protecting our country’s interest was disposed of to Oil 
Search and in exchange of the shares in Oil Search.  I was not a party to that 
transaction it was before I even got elected to Parliament.  Then came about 
the transaction to fund the PNG LNG Project.  Government had no money the 
previous government decided that they will mortgage this through IPIC which 
is understandable.  But I would have preferred it to be a competitive bidding 
process where other financial institutions are allowed to compete and price 
their financing arrangements but that I believe did not eventuate.  But how we 
have come about to UBS loan was to try and regain our shares in Oil Search 
and our interest in all the other projects in the country.  Firstly, because our 
Constitution and our goals and directives is very clear that our people must 
participate meaningfully in the development of its natural resources as any 
government since independence has been trying to protect that.  The problem 
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has always been about funding and that is why we are forced to go out and 
source funding internationally because these are substantial amount of 
financing and our local banks are not capable of handling such a transaction.  
So we are caught in the situation where Oil Search had a significant 
shareholding in PNG LNG so still retaining our 10 percent would have been 
that we are the indirect shareholding as well, apart from the 19.7 and we have 
lost 3 percent already.  Apart from the 19.7, we had in indirect shares through 
the 10 percent we held in Oil Search.  So this is where the thinking about 
protecting our people’s interest came from.  So unfortunately we are here 
when oil prices collapsed and the challenges came about with it. 

 

[14:22pm]Q:   All right, I certainly will have some more questions later but that will do for 
now.  Anybody who want to ask any questions, if not, we will give the 
Honourable Member his leave from the witness box.  Mr Sheppard? 

MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you Mr Commissioner.  I wanted to point out if I may 
to assist the commissioners in connection with the question your Honour asked about 
the jurisdiction for the State to borrow overseas and I am sorry I was not here earlier, 
it may have been already covered but I apologise in advance if I make that mistake.  
I just wondered if Mr O’Neil, the witness knows about the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) Act No 2 of 1976, which gives the State an expressed jurisdiction? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to ask him that question? 

MR SHEPPARD:  I do. 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 

XXN: MR SHEPPARD 

A: Thank you Mr Sheppard.  Yes, I am familiar with that provision in the law. 

Q: Yes, thank you, that was all. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  All right then, thank you Honourable Member for 
your evidence.  You are still bound by your oaths so when you appear next, then you 
will have to take another oath but you may be excused for now.  Thank you. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you commissioners.  We were hoping that Mr Sonk will 
give evidence today but unfortunately he is travelling so that is the evidence for 
today.  Mr Jurth I think has been liaising with local witnesses and I just might ask 
him to confirm who is coming tomorrow. 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the current schedule for tomorrow is this.  The 
Honourable Kerenga Kua will commence proceedings at 10 o’clock.  The 
Honourable Mr Polye will follow Mr Kua and I believe in the afternoon, Mr Duma 
is available. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the line up for tomorrow, is it not? 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  And I think Mr Asigau is also coming in at 2 o’clock I think that 
is my recollection. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, I am looking at the daily diary. There is also a number of 
directions in addition to substantive witnesses, there is return of other witnesses and 
the list records Mr Flynn from Ashurts, of course, Mr Carl Okuk and as Dr Renwick 
rightly points out Mr Asigau is coming at 2 pm in the afternoon as well. 

[2:27pm] DR RENWICK:  We have a full program, chief, for tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that brings us to the close of today’s proceedings so 
my associate will adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 2.28 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 18 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM 

THE UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 10 

  

  

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 
 

 

 

 

  20 

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  

 

 

 

 

AT ABAC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON FRIDAY 18 JUNE 
2021 AT 9.58 AM. 
 

(Continued from 17 June 2021) 
  30 
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  [9.58 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I trust you can hear me.  Are 
you able to hear me, Chief?  Can anyone – Mr Jurth, can you hear me? 

 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I can hardly hear you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  And Brisbane, can you hear us?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can you hear us? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I am instructed that they are just reconnecting the audio in 
Brisbane.  Just take a moment. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear us now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, now we can.  Can you hear us? 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  I do apologise, Chief, that was just a technical glitch here.  
Commissioners, in a minute I will call Mr Kua.  I will just ask through you Chief, 
Mr Jurth, is Mr Kua present? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, he is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  If he can just have a seat.  Commissioners, some 
documents have come through overnight which are of some significance and I 30 
will take you to those and there are also documents about which I will ask Mr 
Kua some questions.  If we can first have up on the screen please the Act Mr 
Sheppard and Mr O’Neill mentioned at the end of the Mr O’Neill’s evidence 
yesterday namely the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2) of 1976.   
 

  [10.03 am] You can see that Act was in 2013 and 2014, and it has a number of relevant 
provisions in section 2.  2(1) provides that, “The Head of State” - we will just 
come down to that – provides that, “The Head of State may borrow from or 
through overseas financial institutions, in such manner and on such terms and 
conditions as are agreed on by the Head of state, acting on the advice, and the 40 
institutions, such sums as specified in subsection (3)”, and they could meet the 
expenses of borrowing and the purchase of equity in companies. 
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And then subsection (2) provides, “The Minister may, on behalf of the State, 
borrow from or through overseas financial institutions”, some sort of purposes of 
subsection (b), “bridge financing, provided such borrowing shall not remain 
outstanding for more than six months.” 
 
Then in subsection (3), there is a limitation on what can be done under subsection 
(1) and that provides a limit that the amount that can be borrowed. 
 
Subsection (5) is that, “Any sum borrowed under subsection (1) shall be applied 
only in accordance with the loan agreement”, and it is a similar provision for 10 
ministerial agreements under subsection (6) and notably in subsection (8), “As 
soon as practicable after the execution of a loan agreement, the minister shall 
cause a copy of the agreement to be laid before the Parliament for its 
information.”  
 
You will recall, commissioners, that yesterday, I referred to the statement on 22 
November 2013 by then Prime Minister O’Neill that he would do just that.  But 
for our part, we have not found a reference in the Hansard in 2014 of the laying 
of the UBS Agreement before the Parliament. 
 20 
However, subsection (9), or be that as it may, subsection (9) is important because 
it purports to provide, and I use that language because there must be a question 
about how this lines up with section 209 of the Constitution, but nothing in this 
section or a loan agreement constitutes an appropriation of the loan.  So that is 
the provision that Mr O’Neill and Mr Sheppard were speaking of yesterday. 
 
The next matter is that the documents which have come in overnight are 
documents provided by Mr Asigau from Pacific Legal in response to a summons 
addressed to that firm and in this way, for the first time, many important 
documents from Norton Rose have been provided to the Commission in 30 
accordance with the directions of the Commission but also the wishes, of course, 
of the relevant clients of Norton Rose and Pacific Legal. 
 
So if I may begin, and this will take, I think, about half an hour, commissioners, 
but I think it will be instructive.  So, the sentence begins, if you like, in document 
WIT009900070421.  This is an email chain, and we might just start over the page 
where you can see an email from David Freckar of Ashurst to a number of other 
persons, who I shall mention shortly, which refers to some advice being given in 
what is called Project Kumul, advice on the legal structure.   
 40 

[10.08am] You see under the heading background there is a reference to the fact that the 
overall purpose of the transaction is for UBS to give financial assistance to the 
Independent State or possibly to a public authority of the State to enable it to 
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acquire shares in Oil Search.  And there is a reference as to how that might be 
done and to the percentage, could be 5 per cent, could be 10 per cent.  And there 
is a reference at the bottom of the page to the ownership by the Independent 
Public Business Corporation which may soon be coming to an end and indeed 
certainly understood by that time.  And one of the relevant points about that 
though is that if the State already through IPBC 15 per cent, an acquisition of 10 
per cent would push it over the takeover threshold in the PNG takeover’s code 
but Esso would have required a form of takeover application which is not what I 
want to do.  And there is an explanation in the next page.  The transaction as we 
understand it from the briefing will comprise two principal components 10 
interconnected put in call options in respect of OSL providing a collar, the 
monetized derivative value of which will be about $700 million, the bridging loan 
from UBS to the State of about 300 million and the proceeds of 1 and 2 will be 
advanced by UBS to the State and used by the State or possibly a public authority 
to subscribe for or purchase OSL shares. 
 
And there is then a reference to the need to consider and advise on statutory basis 
for the State to enter into the transaction as a call.  And at the bottom of the page 
there is a reference to the (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2) which I have referred 
to.  You can see there, there is a reference to the provision which I took you to 20 
earlier which is section 2(2)(b) which provides that if one is seeking bridge 
financing there are limitations compared to the overall borrowing from overseas 
sources but also a six-month limitation and there are specified purposes. 
 
Over the page the statement is, “our problem” as to say the Ashurst Lawyers’ 
problem or conundrum is with the ISTA component of the transaction, it does not 
immediately appear to be a borrowing.  If it is a borrowing in substance and it can 
be portrait as such, then it can be based on the borrowing power under the Act. 
 
Then under the page there is a reference to the authorizations required and then 30 
if it turned out to be the case, the transaction proceeds under the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) (No.2) Act there needs to be a decision by the Cabinet, but formal 
determination by the Governor General, documents and the like.  And there is 
also a reference to the execution of the documents. 
 
If you go back to the beginning of this document you will see that it is an email, 
an internal, Norton Rose and Pacific Legal email and he sets out the key lawyers 
working on these matters for Norton Rose.  Stephen Moe, Anthony Latimer, Ian 
Locklyn, Vittorio Casamento and Tessa Hoser.  And then people from Pacific 
Legal, namely; Emmanuel Asigau and John Beattie. 40 
 
If I could then take you to the next document which is WIT009900070427 and 
you will see here, this is an email 009900070037. 
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[10.18am] If we go to page 2 please, you see this is an email from Mitch, although in case 
from his personal email.  He says, “attached is a page I want to send to Derrick 
tomorrow morning to run through with the PM tomorrow to get him across what 
needs to be done over the next week assuming we need to complete on Friday.” 
and there are some questions posed.  

 
And then if we go up there is then an email from Steve Smith to Mitchel Turner 
attaching drafts of documents including draft IPBC directors’ resolutions and 10 
draft NPCP resolutions.  And he says it is important the documents are not 
forwarded to the PM until Tim has an opportunity to review.  That is a reference 
to Tim Glen at Ashurst as we read it.  And then you see further up the page there 
is a request from Mitchel Turner that, “please hold file until PNG counsel 
comment on it.” 
 
Over the page there is then at 009900070040 an email from Mr Moe at Norton 
Rose to Mr Beattie and to others, saying; “hi, John we will be sending you 
documents for the transaction when we receive them so you could provide a PNG 
law point of view.” 20 
 
And then there is a reference to steps to completion document and I shall come 
to that in a minute.  If we go to, in fact we come to it now, 009900070047.  This 
is a document produced by Moe and it speaks of the steps which have to take 
place.  There is a reference on 1 March 2014 to NPCP IPBC being breached.  
“The draft Cabinet submission to be sent to PNG for review”, and you will see 
that that is drafted by UBS, their responsibility.  “The State Solicitor is to be 
briefed on 1 March but you will see him back in fact perhaps a little later.  Ashurst 
to drafting the transaction documents”, and then on 1 March, “the transaction 
documents agreed (PM).” It is unclear, perhaps the afternoon for a reference to 30 
Mr Prime Minister O’Neill. 
 
And then on 4 March, “documentation to be provided to the State Solicitor, 5 
March Cabinet submission finalized, Cabinet meeting and approval.”  Well, in 
fact that was on 6 March.  And then on 6 March documentation provided to the 
Governor General for approval, that is under section 21 of the 1976 Act.  And the 
execution of documents by the Treasurer, that is under section 2. 
 
And again Commissioners, counsel assisting note that the people missing notably 
from that list are the Treasurer, the Attorney General and other key Ministers 40 
other than the Prime Minister.  There is then a series of emails which I will tender 
in due course, they are backed up to and fro about what is to be done.  And if we 
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can press forward to 3 March, tab 27, 009900070335 and you can see there this 
is an email from Mr Moe to Mr Asigau.  
  

[10:23am]  A copy to the Norton Rose team and Mr Beattie and there is a question about 
how we, that is to say, Norton Rose actually deliver documents to the State 
Solicitor and if that is something you would be able to assist with. And then 
over at 30; 009900070378, you can see there in the middle of the page, 
009900070378.  

So, the bottom of the page you can see there is a question to Mr Asigau about, 
sorry as I may have missed this, but just so it is clear, “who are you speaking 10 

with on the practical side of things in PNG”, and the answer seems to be, “in the 
email above.  “Clive Steven , I was informed by Jimmy”, I infer that to Mr 
Maladina”, but we will, of course, hear from him, “and Secretary Vele, during 
the brief meeting with them yesterday.” Then if we go to Tab 3409900070404, 
see this is an email from, if you go down the page, from Wendy, who is from 
Mr Vele’s office and she is asking about the status of Petromin, IPBC and 
NPCP and Commissioners it seems that from the correspondence that at one 
stage Petromin was to be included in the arrangements but that did not come to 
pass and there is a reference to requirement, sorry a reference to the Governor 
General’s availability having been ascertained mainly, he is in town.  Then if 20 
we go over to tab 36 0099.0007.0764 there is an email from Mr Moe to Mr 
Asigau, 4 March at 12 noon 0099.0007.0754, there we are.  And if we come 
down a little, there is a reference to, “As discussed, attached is a revised draft 
letter from PLG, Pacific Legal Group to the state solicitor to provide some 
guidance to him about what he is receiving.”  There is then, “the documents he 
is receiving were substantial in number”.  And then we go over to 
0099.0007.0928, it is the sign off letter from Norton Rose being discussed and 
you will see the email from Mr Beattie to Ms Hoser on 4 March at 8:26 am, he 
says, “the only qualification which may be worthwhile considering is that we 
are entitled to rely on instructions provided by the Department of Treasury as 30 
correctly representing the directives of NEC and the state.” A good question I 
might have thought to which the answer from Mr Latimer is to Mr Beattie is; 
“John, is that a question, if so, we are stuck with the fact that the only people 
instructing us are Dairi”, presumably Vele, “and Lars”, presumably Mortensen.  
“Query, is there another way to look at this or do we seek confirmation from 
someone else. 

   [10:28am] So that, you will appreciate, commissioners, that next week we have both Mr 
Vele and Mr Mortensen and they will have an opportunity to answer some 
questions about those matters.  Just a couple of other matters, this is volume 2, 
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tab 68:  009900070511.  This is what happened in these two emails that there is 
increasing concern about getting information to Mr Rolpagarea, the State 
Solicitor, who you might think commissioners was put in a very difficult 
position having to advice on this transaction on very short notice indeed.  So 
here, for example we have an email, the 5th of March - 332, the Cabinet meeting 
according to the next day at 10.00 am, it says – I am sorry, Mr Moe says to Mr 
Asigau; “I tried calling but did not reach you, any update on status from your 
side.  Discussed this before and I am sure just to note the documents sent so far 
have gone to the State Solicitor with the drafts.  Can I ask you on the process 
have been finalized?” 10 

Next document at tab 73 is 009900070986.  At the bottom of the page, you will 
see an email from Mr Asigau to Mr Moe, saying; “I just been informed the State 
Solicitor is reviewing the documents and liaising with Treasury.  It appears the 
NEC will meet and deliberate on the documents tomorrow.  “He” – presumably 
State Solicitor – “has been advised of this.  As long as the State Solicitor has 
draft documents, he will be able to form a view as to whether to give clearance 
unless he has any major concerns.” 

And if you go up to emails from Mr Beattie and Mr Latimer at 6.09 pm on 5 
March, this is the eve of the NEC decision; “Anthony, this has been problematic 
with both Jimmy”- presumably Maladina – “and the State Solicitor been 20 

unavailable for most of the day.  I apologise but there has been little we could 
do.  As for the documents to be submitted, we are of the opinion a full set 
should be furnished by” – this is Mr Beattie – “will be in touch with the PM in 
the morning before NEC and will let you know a little more on the timing and 
delivering issues. 

Over the page, tab 74, 009900070993.  You can see in the email from Mr Moe 
to Mr Beattie that in summary he says; “we are still finalizing many of the 
documents.”  Later that night, this was a busy night for all concerned, this is at 
tab 77009900071138.  This is from Mr Flynn of Ashurst to Mr Casamento in 
the interest of time, he says; “I am responding on Tim’s behalf”, and he 30 
highlights and changes, he suggests, including a document headed; “A draft 
document being the document to go to the Governor General.”   

And then at tab 83, 0099 – I am nearly finished, chief - 0009900071100, you 
can see there in the middle of the page, sorry at the bottom of the page that Mr 
Maladina – sorry, we should go over to the bottom of the email. 

 [10.33 am] So the first thing is a letter from the office of the Secretary of Treasury, Mr 
Maladina, saying, “Here is the scanned letter”.  We do not have the attachment 
of the scanned letter.   
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Over the page, at the bottom of page 1 that is, there is an email then from Mr 
Maladina to Mr Rolpagarea.  It is the instruction letter from the Treasury 
Secretary, financial accommodation for the State.  And then Mr Rolpagarea who 
has, obviously, had a very busy evening the night before said, “Thanks, I have 
got the letter,” and prepared clearance overnight.  “We will just tidy it and deliver 
to Treasury.”  And at 8.42 am, so a little more than hour before the NEC meeting, 
Mr Latimer; “Thanks Mr Maladina for that advice.”   
 
And then finally, next document 84, 009900071102.  This is an interesting 10 
document.  This is an email from Norton Rose to UBS and others which contains 
a further revised draft of the NEC submission.  It seems like the Cabinet 
submission which had been drafted by UBS and the lawyers was still undergoing 
amendment when the Cabinet meeting had either commenced or was about to 
commence.  That is an email at 10.43 am on 6 March. 
 
So, commissioners, those are the documents I just wanted to bring to attention 
because they have only just been received but they are, nevertheless, important.  
I think there is now, before I call Mr Kua, as I am mistaken, I think Ashurst are 
responding to a summons.  So, I will let Mr Jurth deal with that and hand you to 20 
Mr Kua. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Renwick.  Indeed, Mr Richard Flynn from Ashurst 
has been sitting at the bar table next to me and appears today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR FLYNN:  Good morning, commissioners.  So, for Ashurst, this is just an 
update as to the timing for response to the various parts of the summons addressed 
to Ashurst as foreshadowed when I last appeared.  We have a second and I expect 30 
a final tranche of documents that responds to the first part of the summons to 
Ashurst which will be sent to the relevant five channel later today. 
 
For the commission’s further explanation, the second tranche of documents will 
contain documents identified as being subject to legal privilege which will either 
be retracted or excluded in accordance with the commission’s protocols.  
 
There are still three further parts to the summons to Ashurst which we will 
continue to work on expeditiously as possible and brief discussion with counsel 
assisting, we are more than happy to have the summons stood over for a further 40 
week so I can provide you with a further update at that time. 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you commissioners, counsel assisting, of course, are 
very grateful to Mr Flynn for giving us that update and I would submit that the 
summonses be further stood over until 10.00 am on Friday 25 June, being a week 
from today.   
 

  [10.38 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
extend the summons to 25 June 2021, at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The directions is issued, thank you.  Mr Flynn, you may be 
excused.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I call Kerenga Kua, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kerenga Kua, if you can hold the Bible on your right 
hand, the person who has been administering oath is not here, so I will administer 
the oath. 20 
 
MR KUA:  Thank you, chief. 
 
 
KERENGA KUA, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Kua, are you able to hear me?  Mr Kua, it is counsel assisting 
here. 
 
A: I can hear you. 
 
Q: Are you able to hear me, please? 
 
A: I can hear you and good morning, commissioners. 40 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  Mr Kua, I take it you have in front of you, your affidavit 

of 18 May 2021? 
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A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Are there any changes you wish to make to that affidavit? 
 
A: Yes, there are some typos and if I can do that in the first instance, please? 
 
Q: Yes, go ahead. 
 
A: I take you firstly to paragraph 14, line five, the reference to the year 2014 10 

should actually be 2013. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Again, down to paragraph 21, first sentence, my reference to the solicitor 

general should actually be state solicitor and not the solicitor general. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: And the final one is at paragraph 30, line two, reference to 2013 should 20 

again be 2014. 
 
Q: Thank you.  But subject to that, your affidavit is true and correct? 
 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So, commissioners, I tender that affidavit, say for paragraph 

39.  The reason I do not tender paragraph 39 is that it is not relevant to the 
matters before you, commissioners.  It is no relevant under the Terms of 
Reference.  So subject to that, I tender the affidavit. 30 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you go to paragraph 39 first, we have it on screen? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, the reason I do not - it is also, if it could not be 
– I mean in my respectful submission, if it not be put on the screen because - I am 
happy, of course, for the commissioners to see it, but it is irrelevant and it is likely 
to lead to unnecessary cross-examination and investigation. 
 

  [10.43 am] It relates to why Mr Kua ceased to be Attorney General in 2014 and the one thing 
I will read from that paragraph is, that is, it was unrelated to the IPIC-UBS or Oil 40 
Search transactions.  That being so, it is not relevant but, commissioners, if I can 
invite you privately to read paragraph 39 and you can see that it is just likely to 
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lead to a wastage of time, frankly, on matters which are not relevant.  I am in your 
hands, commissioners.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I will take your word on that.  Commissioner 
White, if you are in agreement, we will admit this affidavit into evidence by this 
paragraph 39, and it will be marked Exhibit DD, I suppose.  Would that be correct 
in that? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I am in agreement. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then, that affidavit is admitted into evidence and it 
will be marked Exhibit DD.   
 
 
EXHIBIT DD:  AFFIDAVIT OF MR KERENGA KUA  
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  So, Mr Kua, starting at the beginning then, and some 
of the things you have done, you, as you say in paragraph 1, you are a very 
experienced lawyer, about 10 years.   
 20 
A: Well, I have practiced for 25 years. 
 
Q: Did you teach as well? 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Did you teach at the university?  Did you teach law as well? 
 
A: No, I did not but I did do occasional lecturing as a one-off thing in the year 

or something, two or three, that is all. 30 
 
Q: Yes.  And then you were elected to the parliament in 2012 at which point 

shortly afterwards, you were made the Minister for Justice and Attorney 
General until June 2014? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: To understand then the role of the Attorney General under the PNG or the 

Independent State’s Constitution, so under section 156 of the Constitution 
it provides: “The Principal Legal Advisor to the National Executive, shall 40 
be the Attorney General.”  You are familiar with that provision, of course? 

 
A: Yes, sir. 
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Q: And then the Attorney General Act section 8(1) provides that: “The 

Attorney General as the Principal Legal Advisor shall tender legal advice 
and opinion to the National Executive following a request to do so and 
shall, of his own initiative, give such advice where it appears to him 
necessary or appropriate for legal advice to be given on a matter.”  You are 
familiar with that provision? 

 
A: Yes, sir. 
 10 
Q: And under subsection (8) (ii) of the Attorney General’s Act, you may, as 

Attorney, tender or offer legal advice or opinion to the NEC on a matter 
coming before it.  You are familiar with that? 

 
A: Yes.  Yes, sir. 
 
Q: When you were Attorney General, did you take the position that the 

provisions I had just mentioned in the Act and the Constitution, gave you 
not only the right but the duty to give legal advice to the Cabinet about the 
lawfulness of matters coming before it? 20 

 
A: Yes.  Yes, sir. 
 
Q: And I take it that was what you always tried to do as Attorney General? 
 
A: Absolutely, sir. 
 
Q: And so, another provision you would be well familiar with is section 209(1) 

of the Constitution which we might just, if it is easier, is if we could put 
that up on the screen, I appreciate you are well familiar with it, sir.   30 

 

[10:48am] But to recall, it provides that, notwithstanding anything in this 
Constitution, the raising and expenditure of finance by the National 
Government including the imposition of taxation and the raising of loans 
is subject to authorization and controlled by the parliament and shall be 
regulated by an Act of the parliament.  And you are obviously well 
familiar with that provision. 

A: Yes, sir.  

Q: I think you were in the hearing room this morning when I took you to the 
provisions of the 1976 statute.  Were you there then I think, were you 40 
not? 
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A: Yes, I was here but I was not paying all the attention necessary but go 
ahead. 

Q: Do you have a view on how section 209 of the Constitution and the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) (No.2) Act of 1976 fit together?  Have they 
worked together? 

A: The Constitution begins with the word, “notwithstanding anything else in 
the Constitution or elsewhere”, so whatever this Act says, the 
Constitution overrides and prevails. 

Q: Going back then to your affidavit, in paragraph 3, you note that you were 
re-elected to the Parliament in 2017 and you are now a Cabinet member, 10 

namely Minister for Petroleum. 

A: Yes sir. 

Q: Then in paragraphs 5 to 8, you refer to the fact that you were appointed 
by the late Grand Chief, Sir Michael Somare to be a member of the 
Petromin Holdings Limited in 2007 and 2008.  Then in paragraph 6 you 
say; “When the PNG LNG Project came around”, as you say; “the 
government appointed you to the board of Kroton No. 2 Limited as the 
state nominee.”  Over in paragraph 9, you refer to the fact in 2010 you 
began to chair the Kroton board and then you turned to the particular 
questions which were asked of you, and so if we go to paragraph 14, you 20 

say, you referred to the UBS loan and you say this; “I was never 
consulted or involved in my capacity as the Attorney General in any of 
the matters concerning this particular loan and especially in relation to 
any or legal issues that may have risen out of it.  It is my belief that the 
state solicitor who was also an independent legal advisor, if the state 
under the Attorney General Act was involved as and when required, but 
he never reported to me.”  Now pausing there, would you have expected 
the State Solicitor to report to you on matters such as this? 

A: That was always the question.  When I was there at the Attorney General, 
does he report to me or he does not.  We have the Secretary there as well 30 
so this is not brought clear under the Act.  I think I was the one who took 
the amendment into parliament to give him that independence because 
when the Attorney General alone was the conduit to channel all legal 
advice to the NEC and the line government agencies, there used to be a 
very big bottleneck. 

  [10.53 am]  We had to undo that one and streamline advice going out from the  
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department to everybody, all the stakeholders.  So, I took the amendment 
in to give him independence.  He was given that independence by an 
amendment to the Attorney General’s Act so he can advise directly without 
coming through me or even reporting to me.  That was a way to reduce the 
bottleneck, the congestion of traffic at the attorney general’s desk.   
 
So, no, I do not think he was necessarily required to report to me.  He was 
given all the powers but not the duty to report to me.  I think he reported 
mostly to the secretary.  And in this particular case- - - 
 10 

Q: Did you – when you were – yes? 
 
A: Yes, in this particular case- - - 
 
Q: Go ahead, please. 
 
A: Yes.  In this particular instance, I do not recall being briefed by him at any 

stage, at any stage, from beginning to the end about this matter. 
 
Q: Looking back, should you have been? 20 
 
A: I should have been because the Constitution gives me that duty as Principal 

Legal Advisor to the NEC and everything comes to the NEC.  So even if 
statutes did not create that obligation on the part of the state solicitor, I 
should have been kept informed and perhaps in that briefing I would have 
said things and done things maybe differently.  

 
Q: We will just get to hand and put up on the screen the advice by Mr 

Rolpagarea which was an annexure to the NEC documents on 6 March.  
You may take a minute to find them, but I can keep pressing on.  But you 30 
were aware, are you not, that there was a letter of advice from the state 
solicitor which was provided to the NEC on 6 March 2014 on the UBS 
Loan? 

 
A: Well, legally speaking, if an advice to the NEC was required, he should 

have channeled it through me, constitutional speaking, because I am the 
PLO to the NEC.  So, there you are, that is bypassing me yet again. 

 
Q: So, can you remember whether you were at 6 March 2014 meeting which 

discussed and approved the UBS arrangement? 40 
 
A: I do not recall been there.  I do not think I was there.  The attendance record 

should show but if I was there, of course, I would remember it clearly and 
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I do not recall, so I do not think I was there.  I would have been attending 
to other businesses either in Port Moresby or out of Port Moresby. 

 
Q: Can I take it that you simply had no prior notice before the meeting of 6 

March which approved the UBS arrangements, but that was a matter which 
was coming to Cabinet for approval? 

 
A: There is never any system of prior notification of Cabinet meetings and the 

agendas involved.  Our present system is that you are told of the date and 
time and venue of the meeting.  You come in and there is a whole stack of 10 
documents there that you will have to familiarize yourself in, you know, 
before the Cabinet meeting starts in 15-20 minutes time.  That is the first 
time you become aware of – so in actual fact, there is no system.  There is 
no system of prior notification of agendas, or being made available copies 
of the actual subject matters.  You normally see it for the first time when 
you turn up in Cabinet and there it is on your desk.   

 
Q: Mr Kua, is that the practice which operated under Prime Minister O’Neill? 
 
A: Yes, same thing. 20 
 
Q: And it is the same practice now, broadly speaking? 
 
A: Correct, correct, yes. 
 
Q: Be that as it may, if there is an important decision you made where issues 

arise, would you, nevertheless expect to receive the prior notification that 
such a matter was coming before Cabinet? 

 
[10.58am]A: Yes, the necessary ministers and if it is a matter driven from the prime 30 

ministerial level, then, you know, they needed to have kept me informed 
well in advance even before it comes into Cabinet so that we evaluate the 
staff and material, and work out what we are going to say, or positions we 
are going to take before we come into Cabinet meetings and significant 
matter like this one, even more so; matter like the UBS Loan and the 
purchase of the- - - 

 
Q: For a matter like - yes, go ahead, please. 
 
A: And the purchase of the Oil Search shares as an investment. 40 
 
Q: You know now at any rate that this involved a very large sum of money? 
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A: Yes, I do.   
 
Q: And to the Treasurer had had prior notice of this proposal prior to 6 March 

meeting? 
 
A: Actually, it should have been driven by him.  The prime minister, any 

prime minister, by appointing ministers, are delegating their functions in 
that capacity to the minister.  So, so long as there is a minister in that 
portfolio, that should be his primary responsibility; and the prime minister 
is only relevant for purposes of reporting back. 10 

 
Q: Yes.  If we just look there, I put on the screen the letter of advice to the 

acting secretary from the state solicitor.  If we just scroll up a little, you 
will see that it seems to have been received on 6 March at 10.00 am.  And 
then if we scroll down a little, so there is a reference to the fact that, “The 
documents were delivered to my office this morning.”  And the next note, 
that, “Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal Group are the State’s 
lawyers engaged and instructed through your office in relation to the 
above subject.”  So, one of the powers the Attorney General has, as I 
understand it, is to permit in the Attorney General’s discretion the 20 
engagement of a lawyer for the state, is that right? 

 
A: Correct, that is part of the Attorney General’s statutory function, yes, 

specifically. 
 
Q: Is that something that Attorney General in 2014 was required to 

personally approve or not approve? 
 
A: Absolutely. 
 30 
Q: And, did you approve the retention of Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific 

Legal Group lawyers for this transaction? 
 
A: I was never brought into the picture, sir, throughout the entire episode, 

and I did not know which law firms were acting for which party; under 
what terms of reference et cetera; I never knew, both international lawyers 
and domestic lawyers, I never knew.  And- - - 

 
Q: And so, as you – go ahead. 
 40 
A: And I never, never recall issuing a letter of instruction in respect of the 

UBS Loan saga to any lawyer, law firm or barrister of whatsoever nature, 
never. 
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Q: If I can direct to your section – sorry, paragraph 23 of your affidavit. 
 
A: Yes. 

 

[11:03am] Q: So, you then say; “The engagement of those external lawyers had not 
complied with the provisions of the Attorney General Act.”  And you say; 
“it has been a practice of the former prime minister to engage his own 
lawyers directly and for the Department of Treasury to do the same in 
respect of many matters they were responsible for.”  And you say; “That 10 
was a serious ongoing matter.” 

A: Yes. 

Q:  I suppose that is particularly relevant if we can look for a minute at the 
Attorney General Act, section 8 subsection (4), you see there Mr Kua, “It 
provides and that is affecting the business of the state where legal issues 
arise or might arise, legal advice shall be provided by the Attorney 
General either in his capacity as principle legal advisor to the National 
Executive” or under subsections (2) and (3), “to the exclusion of all other 
lawyers unless the Attorney General in his absolute discretion authorizes 
the giving of legal advice by any other person.”  That is pretty clear, is it 20 
not? 

A: Very very clear and never complied with.    

Q: Then in paragraph 24, you say that; “The Department of Justice and the 
Attorney General not involved in the facilitation of brief out and public 
tender of legal services and in relation to the UBS matter.”  And then you 
say in paragraph 26; “The department in your time as minister did not 
formally raise any objections because the doors were deliberately locked 
in our faces as I will explain below.  We did not feel welcome to interfere 
or intervene and to provide unsolicited legal advice.”  And I take it you 
regard that as unsatisfactory? 30 

A: I am sorry? 

Q: I take it you regard it as unsatisfactory that the doors were deliberately 
locked in your faces? 

A: I should add to that.  That did not mean I did not try.  I did try to 
intervene on my own initiate on a couple of occasions when I could and it 
is not easy to get access to any prime minister of the day, even if you are 
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a minister.  So, when I had opportunities with the prime minister, I did 
take advantage of it and spoke my mind. 

Q: Yes, we will come to one of them in a minute.  Can we look at paragraph 
28, please? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So, you there spell out your opinion that the selection of UBS’s calendar 
was never put through on an open and transparent bidding process.  A 
provision to section 209 of the Constitution is getting parliamentary 
approval of the raising of loans was never complied with.  Proper process 
like the involvement of the Minister of Justice and the Attorney General 10 

who is by virtue of the Constitution the only legal advisor among other 
things.”  So, you have I take it a firm view that section 209 of the 
Constitution was breached? 

A: Yes. 

Q: I take it that means that if the government was going to go ahead with the 
UBS loan transaction, it should have brought a bill urgently before the 
parliament and sought parliamentary approval? 

A: Correct.  By way of as a supplementary bill or appropriation bill.  Once 
they firm out these loans - parliament is meeting every three months and 
there is no question about urgency.  It is just a mundane state business 20 

matter and you can afford to wait three months and get that parliamentary 
approval.  So, if there is any suggestion that it was an urgent matter 
therefore bypassing all the constitutional and statutory procedures, I do 
not buy into that.  I do not agree at all.   

[11.08 am]  Such as the selection of the lender for the purposes of revenue raising, you 
know, as the Constitution says.  Constitution talks about both revenue 
raising and the expenditure is under the authorization and control of the 
parliament, but it does not just – parliament does not just approve the 
raising such as being involved in the selection of UBS and all its terms and 
conditions of lending, but the parliament must also have a say as to where 30 
the proceeds of that loan are going to be expended, pursuant to its - you 
know, two sides of the coin.  The other side of the coin is parliament must 
control and approve the expenditure.  So, if it is going to be invested into 
Oil Search shares, then the parliament has constitutional right to know.  
And so here, neither were complied with in respect of the raising and on 
the other side, the expenditure of the funds into what kind of business, et 
cetera, et cetera; it has to be approved by parliament.   
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Q: So, Mr Kua, take a hypothetical case where a prime minister thinks that 

209 approval needs to be received very urgently and parliament is not then 
sitting, what can a prime minister do to have parliament recalled urgently? 

 
A: There are means and ways of recalling parliament, and he can have 

recourse to those procedures, such as in emergencies- - - 
 
Q: So, in short- - - 
 10 
A: Yes? 
 
Q: Yes.  So, in short, if the prime minister of the day had wanted to recall 

parliament urgently, there were ways to do that? 
 
A: There were, sorry, last part? 
 
Q: If – I know you say this was not urgent, but if the prime minister took the 

view it was urgent, there were means open to him to have parliament 
recalled urgently? 20 

 
A: Yes, yes, yes, he can if he feels that that is urgent, well, he has got to justify 

it and bring it to parliament, such as, for example, if deferral of the 
drawdown of the loan is going to lead to penalties and all those sorts of 
things or unavailability of allocated funds for the lending purposes et cetera 
and he has grounds for leading up to an urgent situation, then he can use 
those grounds to recall parliament.  But he must have grounds. 

 
Q: Yes, yes, I understand.  I understand.  So, the next matter is at paragraphs 

30 to 33 and 34.  This refers to a meeting you had with Prime Minister 30 
O’Neill at parliament house in early 2014? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you set all that out and so this was an opportunity you had to talk to 

him about your concerns about this rumour you had heard about large or 
borrowing of a large sum of money as an indirect means of entry into the 
Elk-Antelope Gas Project.  And you set out three objections, and I take it, 
these are set out in paragraph 32? 

 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And then you say in paragraph 33 that “Prime Minister O’Neill’s brushed 
them aside and he said the debt GDP ratio will not be affected because the 
debt after it has been borrowed would be transferred to a State-owned 
enterprise and kept away from the books of the Independent State and, 
therefore, out of consideration for the purposes of a calculation of the GDP 
against the debt.”  What is your view about – so, I have a couple of 
questions for you here.   

 
 [11.13 am]  So, Mr O’Neill, you can assume, gave some evidence yesterday.  The other 

things he said was that section 209 was not an issue because before the next 10 
Budget, there would be a transfer of the debt from the State to a state-owned 
enterprise.  So, my first question for you, Mr Kua, is, do you agree with the 
idea that section 209 can be not complied with at the time of a loan because 
before the next Budget, there is going to be a transfer of the loan off the 
books to a state-owned enterprise? 

 
A: No, I do not agree, sir.  Even if the loan is going to be momentarily in the 

hands of the state, you still have to comply with section 209, getting 
parliamentary approval. 

 20 
Q: All right.  In paragraph 33- - - 
 
A: And if you are going to- - - 
 
Q: Mr O’Neill’s remarks- - - 
 
A: Sorry, sir. 
 
Q: Please, go ahead, Mr Kua. 
 30 
A: Sorry. 
 
Q: Please, go ahead; you have more to say? 
 
A: Including parliamentary approval for the cross-transfer from the State per 

se to a related entity, that has got to be approved by parliament.  So that is 
the second point to your previous question. 

 
Q: Thank you.  I take it – well, if you look at your recollection of what Mr 

O’Neill said about the calculation of GDP as against the debt, what do you 40 
say about that? 
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A: My response to him is captured in paragraph 34 of my affidavit.  So, he 
said it will be out of the state books, therefore, there will not be a problem.   
It is only going to be a momentary problem, that is what he said, in effect.  
And I said that that is fine.  But then it leads to another problem in that if 
you transfer it into the hands of a third party, a state-owned company, it 
could also impact upon the revenue stream coming back into the hands of 
the state, the state consolidated revenue fund and diminishing available 
funds for our budgetary purposes.  So, I said - that is also a relevant 
consideration that must be considered.  In trying to solve one problem, he 
could be creating another problem, namely, denying the State of the full 10 
100 per cent of the revenues because the third party will have to cover its 
operational costs and they might keep some back for re-investment into 
new businesses et cetera.  So, by involving a third party, we get, you know, 
some amounts below the actual 100 per cent coming in as benefits from 
any projects.  So, either way, there was going to be an issue. 

 
Q: Yes.  But I take it with what you say there in paragraph 34, he did not 

accept any of your concerns and brought the discussion to an end. 
 
A: Yes, he said everything was going to be okay.  Everything was taken care 20 

of, no problem, no problem.   
 
Q: Yes.  So, the final matter you referred to in your affidavit is the fact that in 

2014, you- - - 
 
A: Can I mention one thing before you come to that? 
 
Q: Yes, please, go ahead. 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Yes, please, go ahead. 
 
A: The other point that I did mention in that first meeting referred to in 

paragraph 33- - - 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Or, maybe I did – and also needs re-emphasis is this.  If the state is going 

to go into business, then we have got to think like business men.  Buying 40 
shares in Oil Search is not a public utility project for social welfare 
programs; no, it is not.  It is purely a business enterprise, a venture that we 
are trying to go into with this particular loan.   
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   [11.18 am] So you have got to do a cost benefit analysis.  You look at all the pathways 
that are open to you and as an investor you try to take the cheapest pathway 
in investment but for the maximum benefits in return, coming back your 
way.  

 So here, the States position as an investor is unique because by law, by law 
the State has backing rights to mineral and oil and gas projects.  We have 
got a backing right by statute which says that – which gives the State a right 
to take up an option in any mining or petroleum projects around the time 
of the grant of the development license.    10 

And the price you pay as the State is based on historical costs, costs that 
the developer, the licensee has actually incurred.  So, if they spent a K100 
and in the case of oil and gas, the State has a statutory right of 22.5 per 
cent, then the State will only pay K22.50 for each share only because that 
is what the law says, sunk cost, reimbursement basis, the details are usually 
set out in the development agreements. But in principle it works on a 
reimbursement basis and that provides the State as an investor the cheapest 
pathway into entering into a project like this as an investment partner. 

That pathway was still available to us.  We had not arrived at a point where 
they should be giving us that option to exercise so it was ill-futuristic by 20 

that time, that time of the discussion it was still in the future but we were 
going to come to it.  So, we could have picked up 22.5 per cent equity by 
reimbursing just the cost only without any profit margin added, without 
any profit margin. That is the big point here, without any markup so you 
just reimburse the developer their actual expenditures up to 22.5 per cent 
if it is oil and gas project.   

And that option was still in front of us and here you are, you have the State 
trying to come indirectly through an expensive loan arrangement, so I said 
that is not the most efficient way of investing State funds. We should wait. 
We should not go into this Oil Search business; we should not go into the 30 
UBS business. We wait until the moment comes for us to exercise our 
statutory rights and then we will go in really cheap just by exercising our 
statutory rights because the developer will give us an invitation at that point 
in time. 

And because indirect investment through Oil Search was going to have the 
same effect, I explained a moment ago.  You know it is third party 
involvement, their costs, when the dividend comes down into Oil Search 
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hands minus their operating cost, minus their investment costs 
requirements and then whatever residue is left is split amongst the 
shareholders of Oil Search.   

So, we are going to get far less whereas if we were direct equity 
participants, if K100 leaves the hands of the project, we get K100 at the 
other hand.  If K100 goes through Oil Search, we might get K30.   

That was the logic, and again, nobody wanted to take a businesslike 
approach and I think that in addition to legal duties and responsibilities, if 
we are going into business, any prime minister of the day has an obligation 
to take a businesslike approach.  And he did not here. 10 

Q: Mr Kua, had that occurred, that is to say the approach you have just been 
mentioning, can I take it at least some of the revenues to the government 
would have gone into the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 

A: Yes, that was the intention.  I have not brought myself up to speed with the 
Organic Law on Sovereign Wealth Fund so I will not be very useful right 
now. 

[11:23am] My license had expired and I never renewed it so I am working on that. 

Q: Then in paragraph 37 and 38 you referred to a meeting which took place 
between you and Prime Minister O’Neill at Raffles Hotel in Singapore and 
so you were there I think to because there was an International Arbitration 20 

involving the Independent State going on in Singapore at that time? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Is that right? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And so, you there say in paragraph 37 that Mr O’Neill arrived a few days 
later, there was a briefing and when everyone else has left, you have a one-
on-one meeting with Mr O’Neill; is that right? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And can you just tell the commission what happened then; what was said 
and what was done? 30 

A: Yes.  So, it was just the two of us in the room after all the Singapore lawyers 
left.  And I said, you know - and this a second instance where I took my 
own initiative, I took my opportunities when they presented themselves 
and I felt that I had to put myself on record having raised my concerns 
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because I feared that an inquiry like this might one day happen, might one 
day happen so I told the prime minister that I understood that - Prime 
Minister O’Neill that is - I said I understood that the UBS loan and Oil 
Search Shares purchase arrangements were at a very advantaged stage and 
I said, I still had problems with it and prime minister if you insist that 
maybe one final advise I will give in discharging my duty as the PLO is 
that you bring it to parliament.  We have the numbers and we will support 
you on the floor and that will protect you from any personal accusations 
down the track if somebody did a stock take on this particular loan.  So, 
bring it to parliament and let parliament approve it and take the 10 

responsibility for it. 

And he stood up abruptly and headed for the door and on the way in 
between these two meters or three meters to the door he said “everything 
is under control”.  He opened the door by himself and normally we open 
the door for him but this time he opened the door, slammed it on me and 
took off and I am in there by myself.  So, I regard his behaviour as very 
rude, it is nothing personal to me, nothing personal to him.  We are dealing 
– he has appointed me as his Attorney General to advise him and I have 
been candid about it and he reacted emotionally to it.  And this inquiry 
today is no surprise to me.  It was coming by a long shot. 20 

Q: And Mr Kua, when was this meeting roughly at Raffles Hotel in 
Singapore? 

A: Before my sacking in June 2014 and I was - - - 

Q: Yes. I understand that but it was after the NEC decision on 6 March 2014; 
I take it? 

A: Well, those people who were with him in Singapore said he was heading 
off to Hongkong to sign final documents after that meeting with us so I do 
not have my passports with me, old and new to see the dates of my travel 
into Singapore, but yes, if prime minister – former Prime Minister O’Neill 
comes here, you can ask him; where he went after his meeting with me in 30 
Singapore.  Because that is the last opportunity I had before 
announcements were made – announcements were made that this thing was 
proceeding. 

Q: Mr O’Neill – Mr Kua, I beg your pardon, could I ask you to do this, would 
you be able to check your passports and your diaries and advise Mr Jurth 
soon about when you think this meeting was in 2004; would you mind 
doing that? 
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A: Yes, sure I can. 

[11.28 am] Q: Unless there is anything else you wish to add to your evidence Mr Kua, the 
commissioners have an opportunity now to ask any questions they may 
have. 

A: Not at this stage. I will take any further questions from the commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions to ask; Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you this Mr Kua.  It is really a 
matter of reform for process.  You said the general practice was that there were 
no agendas given out to ministers who would be entitled to attend the National 
Executive Council Meeting but in practice if a minister was to be involved in 10 
matters under discussion, that minister would almost certainly have had a prior 
briefing.  That is a matter of practice rather than happening as of course.  Would 
it be your view that there could be some reforms here? 

A: Yes.  I reckon the reason why, Commissioner, they do not give us prior 
notice, I think the principal reason could be about it is confidentiality that 
if they circulated notice of attendance and things like that it might leak out 
and attract all manner of attention, unnecessary attention.  So, the practice 
remains that we just get to see the agenda when we arrive and the 
documents thereon when we arrive for the meeting. 

 So yes, there should be some reform, there should be some reform at least 20 

perhaps in the minimum, a paper relevant to a particular minister should be 
notified so that he can choose to attend or not to attend so ahead, ahead of 
the date of meeting that this – you know that this particular agenda is 
coming up, it will affect your ministry; do you wish to come in to say 
something or something like that.  Yes, there is room for reform. 

Q: Thank you.  And I think you said that as a matter practice also it was quite 
regularly the case that the fiat of the authorization of the Attorney General 
to see that external legal advice is not observed; is that still a practice? 

A: Could you please repeat that again Commissioner? 

Q: Yes.  When Dr Renwick was asking you some questions about whether 30 
you gave your approval for the retention of external lawyers to give advice 
to the government; you said that your permission had not been sought and 
then went on to add that; “it seems to be a more general practice and not 
just this UBS loan matter but more generally.”  Am I right in hearing you 
say that? 
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A: I was – yes, in my experience I was referring in particular to the 
Department of Treasury and the Prime Minister’s Department and 
O’Neill’s term for that kind of practice where they bypass the office of the 
Attorney General and engage their external lawyers directly and then get 
paid there through those – through the Treasury – Department of Treasury 
or the Department of Prime Minister. 

 And that usually leads to excessive legal costs, excessive in the millions 
because there is no lawyer in treasury or well, experienced lawyers if any 
nor at the Prime Minister’s Department to understand how to weigh the 
cost in their hands, whether it is sensible, reasonable, reflect the work done 10 
or whether it is bedded.  They have no experience to make their judgements 
so the State losses money. 

Q: Can I follow that up a little bit, would it be the practice if the Attorney 
General gave permission to engage external lawyers as consultants to the 
government for the Attorney General’s office to keep an eye on the retainer 
itself? 

A: It is a routine matter.  It is always done. 

[11:33am] We used to do it routinely and they still do it now.  There is a system, 
there is a procedure there to monitor costs. It gets the work done and- - - 

Q:   Thank you. 20 

A: Yes, against the work done and also against the budget that has been 
allocated for that particular job. 

Q: Thank you, all right good.  Dr Renwick might want to ask you any further 
questions arising out of those answers that you gave but thank you very 
much. 

A: Thank you Commissioner White. 

DR RENWICK: Yes, my only question arising is this, that if the concern is 
confidentiality, presumably the documents could be available in the Cabinet 
office for ministers to come and read in the days leading up to the meeting, 
could they not? 30 

A: Good point; good point.  That could be done, yes. 

Q: Unless there is anything further, commissioners, I would ask that Mr Kua 
be excused and return – Mr Kua, would Wednesday 14 July be 
convenient for you to come back for any follow up questions or any 
applications to examine you by other people? 
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A: Yes, sir. 

Q: Is that convenient, commissioner? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question arising out of those series of questions.  
Does the NEC keep minutes of its meetings? 

A: It does and it is usually signed off by the Prime Minister as chairman 
within a matter of days; three days, about three days, it is usually ready 
and PM signs it off. 

Q: I am asking you about minutes of the meeting, may be referring to the 
decision of the NEC. 

A: I see, okay. 10 

Q: Particularly their agenda item, but in terms of conducting meetings, you 
have got to have records of meetings and the minutes obviously are an 
important part of the records of any government body.  I heard from the 
Secretary for NEC that the NEC does not keep minutes of its meetings.  
Would that be a correct statement? 

A: I have never seen minutes so - - - 

Q: NEC does not keep minutes? 

A: I suppose they do not, yes.  If that is what they are saying, that is 
probably the fact.  I have never seen it myself.  All I see is decisions. 

Q: What would be the rationale for the NEC not keeping minutes of its 20 

meetings?  Any thought? 

A: Yes, maybe because all the details are there in the submission document 
that we are all copied.  So, if you want details, you come into whatever 
but the individual comments by members of the Cabinet sitting around 
the table, there is no system of recording what he says, she says, chairman 
says all these things, I do not think there is a system of recording all of 
that.  No transcription services. 

Q: So, let us say the NEC is comprised of how many members; 20- - - 

A: 33. 

Q: Thirty-three and there is an agenda item that is discussed that attracts 30 
some controversy or debate between the members and the decision has to 
be made, and if a decision is made, how the decision is made becomes 
relevant?  Was it a majority decision or was it a one-man decision or 
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whether one member had the veto or whatever it is, how that decision is 
reached on a controversial subject?  Because there are no minutes, no one 
would know what transpired, right? 

A: There is no prescribed procedure on how NEC meetings should be 
conducted.  Generally, Cabinet tries to arrive at decisions by consensus, 
but the system does have its weaknesses because there are no prescribed 
set procedures so sometimes you can have let us say, out of the 33, 20 or 
25 might say no to a proposal or submission, but if the chairman, the 
prime minister is as chairman feels that it should go forward, he can 
override the 25. 10 

 [11.38 am] He can override and say; yes, I hear all of you but we are going to give this 
one a go.  If it does not work out we will come back and change things the 
other way around so - - -  

Q:   But no one outside would know because there is no record of the meeting. 

A: No record and no voting system. We do not – we never vote.  We just agree.  
Agree or keep our disagreements quiet. 

Q: I am not sure if that is a good practice because - - - 

A: No, it is not. 

Q: Like in the judiciary, you know, we judges meet regularly.  This is 
in my time and I am sure under previous Chief Justices as well and 20 

we keep minutes of our meetings.  There is an agenda and the 
minutes are kept of everything that is said in there.  And the judiciary 
as you know is fairly independent, it is the constitutional protection 
of its independence but we feel it is a good administrative practice 
to keep minutes of important meetings but anyway I have heard you 
so we will leave it there then. 

A: And that is probably one of the areas that some reform is required as 
referred to by Commissioner White previously. 

Q: All right.  Then could I ask counsel if you have received any notice 
of any other interested counsel representing some interested 30 
witnesses who might want to ask questions or what is the situation?  
Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Chief, not as yet but I anticipate there maybe such 
applications and in my submission we should therefore adjourn Mr Kua to 14 
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July to return to give evidence and be available for any questioning and he has 
indicated I think a second ago that is a convenient date. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Before I come to that; could I ask Mr Jurth who is on the 
ground here; have you received any request from any interested witnesses to 
examine Mr Kua? 

MR JURTH:  No, chief.  I have not. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I would assume that Mr Kua’s affidavit would have been 
made available to whoever wanted to – read it before it was introduced because 
they need to read it to decide whether or not they are going to ask questions. 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  As I understand the way we are moving forward Chief. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I just want to make sure that that process is there. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that if anyone wants to ask any questions then you get 
early notice then you bring it to the attention of the commissioner and we will 
make the decision here. 

MR JURTH:  Quite, sir. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You just try and get that practice firmly established. 

MR JURTH:  Yes. Thank you, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  All right, then Mr Kua’s appearance is now adjourned 
to 19 July 2014 at 10.00 am and Mr Kua, you may be excused.  20 

THE WITNESS:  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  Would 14th July be convenient? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it 14th or 19th? 

DR RENWICK:  14th July, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, 14th July at 10.00 am. 

DR RENWICK:  14th if that is convenient. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

A:   Can I be excused? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you may be excused. 

A:   Thank you.  30 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief, Dr Katter will take the next witness. 

DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, if the Honourable Don Polye I am going to 
please call him now or I am conscious of the time.  It might take longer than the 
period. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, is Mr Polye available? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, he is.  Yes, he is in the room, Chief. The question is whether 10 
Chief you would like to get started now and then and then rise for lunch at the 
usual time or whether you would like to adjourn now, perhaps we could come 
back 15 minutes earlier. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we should adjourn now and then start fresh at 1 
o’clock today.  It is going up to lunch time anyway. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think then we will adjourn to 1 o’clock today. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 20 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 

[1:01pm]DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Honourable Don Polye. 

  

DON POLYE, sworn: 

 XN:  DR KATTER 

 

Q: Yes, Mr Polye, could you state your full name for the record? 

A: My full name, counsel, commissioners, my full name is Don Pomb Polye. 
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Q: You were first elected to the National Parliament in 2002, is that right? 

A: Correct, 2003, yes; the first time I was elected. 

Q: 2006 to 2009, you were the Minister for Transport and Civil Aviation? 

A: Yes, I was.    

[1.03 pm]  Q: You were twice the deputy prime minister, first in 2006 and then secondly 
2006 until 2007 and then secondly 2010. 

A: Yes, that is true. In the National Alliance Somare Coalition Government, 
yes, I was. 

Q: Then you served as foreign minister from 2010 to 2011? 

A: That is correct Dr. 10 

Q: Then you were minister for finance until February 2012? 

A: I was minister for finance and the treasury to that time, yes.  And then later 
treasury was taken out from me, yes.   

Q: You were the treasurer then from - - -  

A: Yes. 

Q: Until 10 March 2014; is that right; you were the treasurer? 

A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: Mr Polye, from the screen you will see your statement. 

A: Yes. 

Q: For the reference it is WI0051.0008.0001 five pages in length; is that not? 20 

A: Yes, I can notice that. 

Q: Yes and it has 25 paragraphs? 

A: I think so.  Yes, 25. 

Q: On that first page you will see that the date there 1 June 2021; is that the 
date you prepared the document? 

A: Yes, that is the date I did prepare it. 

Q: And then throughout the document you referred to annexures A to F but 
annexure F includes the appendix which are roman numbering I to VIII; is 
that right? 
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A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: And you described those roman numbered documents as appendix to 
annexure F? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You wish to make any corrections to the statement as at today? 

A: No. I have no corrections; it is all correct. 

Q: Commissioners I seek to tender that statement and have it marked as an 
exhibit? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date of the statement? 

A: 1 June 2021. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White; if you are agreeable, we will admit 
this statement of Honourable Don Polye dated 1 June 2021 into evidence to be 
marked exhibit double EE. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 

EXHIBIT EE – STATEMENT OF HONOURABLE DON POLYE DATED 
1 JUNE 2021  

DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners.  Mr Polye, at paragraph 2 you 
referred to a Cabinet Paper AS you described it been sponsored and presented to 
the National Executive Council on 6 March 2014 by the then prime minister.  
Have you seen that proposal or any part of it before attending that meeting on 6 20 

March 2014? 

A: Definitely, no.  The only time I saw the Cabinet Paper was on 6 March 
2014 for about 30, 40 minutes. 

Q: Before that day, 6 March, did you have any prior indication of the detail or 
the information that was contained in that Cabinet Paper on 6 March? 

A: Before that there was no detailed information but generally I had some 
general idea about the shares in Oil Search discussed in a meeting in 
Sydney in the presentation by Oil Search, through Peter Botten. 

[1:08pm] A meeting that had been organized by the then Prime Minister, Peter 
O’Neill with some other ministers very briefly but not in detail presented 30 
in the Cabinet paper on 6 March 2014. 
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Q: Do you recall the specific date or dates of that meeting in Sydney which 
you have just referred to? 

A: I cannot recollect exactly the date but it was towards the end of 2013, 
beginning of 2014 thereabouts and I will search through my documents to 
present the exact date at a later presentation. 

Q: At that meeting, was there a – you refer to it as a presentation, is that 
right? 

A: Yes, there was a power-point presentation on Elk/Antelope and Oil 
Search. 

Q: Do you have a copy of that power-point? 10 

A: No, it was a power-point presented by Peter Botten of Oil Search 
business and profile and it is interesting the Elk/Antelope business but did 
not make available a copy of the power-point presentation to me or 
anyone else because a meeting was arranged to just go in, have a look at 
the presentation, hear it out. 

Q: Was the then Prime Minister present at that meeting in Sydney that you 
just referred to? 

A: Prime Minister Peter O’Neill was there.  He in fact made prior - arranged 
with Oil Search with Peter Botten to have key Cabinet ministers who 
were also leaders of Coalition Party in his government to be present in 20 

that presentation.   

Q: Were there any other documents provided to you before, during or after 
that meeting in Sydney that you have just referred to? 

A: No, there was no documents in black and white, only the presentation in 
that meeting. 

Q: Do you recall who else was present at that meeting in Sydney? 

A: Like I said there were ministers and leaders of the Coalition Party present 
but at that stage I have not talked to them and I would prefer not to 
mention their names for respect but in the second time I come after I have 
consulted them to mention the names of those ministers present. 30 

Q: Do you have diary notes or notes that you took that might allow you to 
recollect more detail about that meeting that you might have somewhere? 

A: Yes, I have a habit of taking notes on papers or on notepads of matters 
usually discussed; that is a usual habit of mine.  I am sure I would have 
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made any records of what transpired in that meeting and I did speak to the 
counsel assisting here in Port Moresby, Jurth, that I will make those black 
and white any notes I that I might have taken available to the commission 
in my next round of evidence. 

Q: And might those documents or that note that you have taken include who 
may have or may have not been present and details of what might or 
might not have been said? 

[1.13 pm]A: I am not sure if I recorded those who – the composition of the meeting but 
I will have recorded what was said and the date and things like that. 

Q: Now returning to your paragraph 2 in your statement, was this a normal 10 

scheduled meeting of the National Executive Council or was it some type 
of special meeting?  

A: That NEC meeting of 6 March 2014 was not a – I do not think it was a 
normal or ordinary meeting.  It was a special meeting of extraordinary type; 
it was a one-off type of meeting; a type of paper and the contents shown in 
the meeting that I had not experienced in other meetings in the past. 

Q: Do you recall whether an agenda was circulated prior to the meeting? 

A: No, the agenda had not been circulated to any ministers.  I as the Treasurer 
then had been very unaware of the Cabinet paper.  It was only presented 
on that day and the discussion did not take long.  It was much less than 1 20 

hour.  Not many ministers spoke, probably because they had not been given 
access to understanding the substance of the paper so it was a very quick, 
highly expressed meeting that was brought to the Cabinet just for a few 30-
40 minutes I would say; for a decision to be arrived at. 

Q: Where was the meeting physically occurring on this day? 

A: The Cabinet meeting usually takes place in the Morauta building at 
Waigani and there is this Cabinet meeting place, I think on the fourth or 
third floor and the Cabinet room is there and that is where the Cabinet 
meetings are called.  And sometimes called in the Parliament, but at that 
time it was in the Morauta building room. 30 

Q: Were all the ministers physically present at the meeting or was some 
members of the NEC calling in for example? 

A: I cannot recall all the individual ministers there, but I can recall ministers 
who spoke in support of some of the points that the Prime Minister are now 
raising.  Everybody else was silent.  But there were some ministers like 
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Francis Awesa, William Duma and a few others, I cannot recall if I 
recognize them in that meeting.  Kerenga Kua, I do not know if he was in 
that meeting, I am not really sure.  But those others that I saw, I can – did 
they speak or whether I can recall them.  Some of them or most of them. 

Q: The reverse: you recall specific ministers who were not present? 

A: Francis Awesa is one of them and I think William Duma.  I do not recall 
seeing them in the meeting.  I do not know very well about Kerenga was 
there or not; I cannot recall very well.  The other ministers they were there, 
Minister Charles Abel, National Planning minister, the finance minister 
then, now current Prime Minister, the Honourable James Marape, Sir Puka 10 

Temu, Ano Pala, Deputy Prime Minister Leo Dion and Ben Micah, the 
Minister for IPBC, the State-owned Enterprises then and then Richard 
Maru and so the majority of the Cabinet ministers I think were there. 

Q: At paragraph 3, you mention that the brief was to direct a loan from 
UBSAG.  Was there an alternative course proposed at this meeting by you 
or anyone else other than this particular brief? 

[1.18 pm]A: Yes, Dr Dominic, I really strongly oppose this approach taken by the Prime 
Minister.  I did not believe that was a right approach for various reasons, 
and I have proposed to him that we could do it properly through the 
traditional department, the process that has always been doing loans like 20 
these in PNG through the rule of law, and that was Treasury.  And I strongly 
emphasize this point that the paper was not in order.  There were a lot of 
discrepancies.  There were so many things wrong in there and, therefore, I 
asked and even pleaded with the Prime Minister in front of the other 
ministers that he should kindly allow the Department of Treasury to 
process the paper, so that in that way, the State through Treasury takes 
charge of state papers like this rather than having it given to outside 
investors like UBS having done their paper and bringing it into the Cabinet.   

 
So, there was an alternative presented very clearly to the Cabinet, to the 30 
Prime Minister, but the Prime Minister was the Prime Minister in authority, 
chose not to go by this alternative that we presented.  Because, see, Dr 
Dominic, we just do not do things on an adhoc basis here.   
 

Q: That is fine. 
 
A: We have our Vision 2050 that guides us to make decisions like this.  We 

have the Medium-Term Development Strategy, we have the Fiscal 
Management Strategy, we have the Debt Management Strategy; these are 
policies and here, we are talking about an LNG Project here.  Now, that 40 
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lies under the ambit of the Petroleum and Gas Act.  It comes under the 
Liquefied Natural Gas Project (State Participation) Act 2008.  So, these are 
the regulations through which or the policies through which such loans 
must be processed.  So, I presented very strongly again and again to the 
Cabinet and kindly asked the Prime Minister that we should not overlook 
this very important policies of governance but guide the government to do 
things in a more civilized, control and well managed in a prudent way, so 
should refer it back to the Treasury. 

 
There is one more important point that I raised, Dr Dominic.  We had just 10 
passed the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  Sovereign Wealth Fund is a very 
important facility that we had created to manage cashflow; proceeds of the 
PNG LNG.  So, once you have that money coming in, the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund is already established to manage and support the Budget so 
that you have the macro-economic stability in Papua New Guinea and the 
economy is safe. 
 
So, I said we cannot go the way suggested here by UBS because I had read 
through very quickly, I glanced through it and I found it was not done by 
Treasury; definitely not.  I was not involved nor any other members of 20 
Treasury were involved, not even National Planning, nor state entities and 
state personalities were involved in this.  It was done purely by UBS and a 
few people and, therefore, I strongly opposed and I presented that 
alternative, but unfortunately, it was not adhered to or not listened to. 
 

Q: Mr Polye, was there a specific reason given for the precise timing of this 
Special Meeting of the NEC on this day? 

 
A: That was very questionable to me because never had we sat in Cabinet to 

discuss and Cabinet rushed, and pressed and imposed upon to make a 30 
decision because of some urgency.  To be honest, I did not see any urgency 
there but what we were told in the Cabinet meeting was that there was an 
agreement made between Oil Search and Pacific LNG so that Oil Search 
would buy off Pacific LNG in the Elk-Antelope so that that 22. some per 
cent would be purchased for Oil Search and Oil Search had made it 
unconditional that if the State wanted to buy in to buy shares through Oil 
Search, they had to buy this certain time, by 6 or by 5 o’clock on 6 March 
so that the process could be completed within that given timeframe 
unconditional. 

 40 
[1.23 pm]   So we were, it was like a gun held to the head of the Cabinet.  And to me 

it was not fair; it was not right.  It is not appropriate because the country of 
PNG cannot be imposed upon by an interest of business that I believe in 
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my view would not serve the people of this country.  But this rush came in 
not for national interest.  It was because Oil Search was going to buy off 
the 22 percent in the Elk/Antelope project so the State was pressed to give 
them that loan money, K3 billion or the AS$1.283 billion dollars so that it 
eases them but we only buy 10.01 percent, making it the life of Oil Search 
easier while Papua New Guinea suffers.  To me, that did not work out in 
the interest of this country.  So, when I saw the Prime Minister saying, 
“look, we better do it quickly, quickly”, I said, “No.”  It is not justified.  
We cannot do it.  I continued to oppose it. 

Q: At that time on that day, as it is clear to you who had specifically generated 10 
the detail of the Cabinet paper?  Who had drafted it or prepared it in a 
physical sense?  

A: This Cabinet paper was not drafted by Treasury or not by any state entity 
for this matter.  I do not think it was even prepared by Ben Micah who was 
the Minister responsible for state-owned enterprises.  I do not think it was 
even prepared by the Secretary for Treasury, who was acting then, Diary 
Vele.  It had been done by UBS and pushed down the throat of Papua New 
Guineans to the Papua New Guinea Cabinet to drive their business agenda 
that never served our interest.  So, it was not a state paper because the only 
person who would be responsible for a state paper like this is the Treasurer 20 

and the Department of Treasury.  And I can tell you, Dr Dominic, that no 
Treasury officers were involved in it; none.  I protested it and that is not 
civilized.  We are better than that. 

Q: At paragraph 7, you state that you realise that the application of LNG equity 
cashflows to reclaim the loan was not put as the recommendation in the 
Cabinet paper.      Was that something in your reading of the documents as 
provided at that NEC meeting or was it something that was said? 

A: What paragraph do you say you are looking at? 

Q: Paragraph 7.  

A: 7.  I realise the application of LNG equity cashflows to the repayment of 30 
the loan was not put in the recommendation in the submission which raised 
much concern to me; yes.  You look at it, I want the commission to look at 
the Cabinet paper posted there, you will not see that recommendation there.  
And yet the bridging loan of AS$335 million was a bridge loan, where the 
process of the LNG project comes into NPCP, the National Petroleum 
company through a trust deed, they would then pass the money straight to 
an extra in Singapore for repayment of this bridging loan.  The collar loan 
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was taken off by the 10.1 percent that PNG acquired through Oil Search.  
So, you look at it.  The people are not benefiting.  It does not serve our 
interest.  The money is going to serve the interest of UBS and Oil Search 
and you look at this Cabinet paper, look through it properly.  The 
commission must look through it, everybody should look, it is a public 
document.  Why can you not put a very significant, the most important 
thing that you have to tell the people who hold the money – the people of 
this country, the 10 million people, tell them, your money from the LNG 
proceeds, here we have now bridge loan to pay a UBS loan and put the 
money into an extra account.  That must be said here.  We must be honest 10 

enough to tell the truth.  But that you do not find in this Cabinet paper that 
is before the commission.  So, what I am saying is exactly what it is. 

Q: Was there any indication as to how the loan was to be repaid at all in the 
documentation? 

  [1:28pm]  A: There was no agreement, there was no document, there was no due 
diligence.  See, Dr Dominic, what happened is this.  This country is a 
civilized country.  Do not think we are living in the bush.  We are a 
civilized country.  What happened is this.  When you want to get a loan 
like this, it must start at the bottom level.  For example, if it is going to be 
IPBC, it is the IPBC board that makes the decision.  Now, IPBC has other 20 

subsidiary companies as well like the NCP, that is a gas company.  Now 
if or Kroton.  If IPBC wishes to do make a decision, the IPBC Act 
stipulates that those subsidiary companies, the boards, they have to 
mandate to make a decision; make recommendation to IPBC, IPBC then 
recommends to the minister responsible who takes it to the Cabinet.  That 
is the way it is.  Politicians cannot come in and put it on those entities.  
They are created and exist by law.  And in this particular case here, it 
never happened that way.  It came from nowhere and bang in the Cabinet.  
You have to make your decision within a short time period.  And the 
Cabinet itself, not even a minister spoke because the discussion is very 30 
hot.  Like you see I am speaking, I am still very upset with this.  This is a 
concern because this loan has destroyed Papua New Guinea’s livelihood.   
It was not necessary; it was not a need.  We need not take that loan.  It 
has destroyed this country’s economy.   

Q: At paragraph 8, Mr Polye, you refer to the Cabinet paper not having any 
board decisions, state-owned enterprises included.  Which particular 
state-owned enterprise or enterprises are you referring to there? 
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A: I am referring to, Dr, IPBC board as a board there and I am referring to 
NPCP, that entity that had been recommended to take carriage of the trust 
deed for that extra account monies to bridge some monies from this 
bridge loan.  These are the ones I am referring to.  So, what you find here 
is that these entities were not consulted, they were not told.  They were 
never involved in this.  They were never part of that.  They should be 
involved and they should be taking charge of this.  And Treasury too.  
Treasury provides the fiscal framework.  It does not matter whether it is a 
SOE or whether it is a direct public money coming fresh into the 
parliament for sanctity, the Fiscal Responsibility Act stipulates that we 10 

must maintain a certain level of that.  So, we have to look at it 
wholistically and these entities were not even consulted.  They did not 
take carriage of this.  You will find in some of these documents that I 
attach to as appendix that those boards like in the IPBC or NPCP they 
were forced to do a, imposed upon to administer this loan against their 
will, against their intention.  That is clear. 

Q: Was there any other indication as to the position of the state-owned 
enterprises orally or otherwise at that particular NEC meeting? 

A: At that meeting there was no IPBC, no state enterprise people in that 
meeting, in the Cabinet meeting.  The only one was the minister 20 

responsible, Ben Micah.  Ben Micah, I think, went in only and so far as 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond was concerned.  He was put in charge in 
earlier NEC decisions to redeem the Exchangeable Bond so that we buy 
back our 10 percent that we had now mortgaged to draw down the loan 
for the PNG LNG and that is where he had been involved.  But in this 
particular meeting on 6 March no officer - from IPBC I recall they were 
there and none of them spoke.  The only person that, I think, supported 
and say one or two things was the Acting Secretary for Treasury then, 
Dairi Vele.  No other technical staff officer from any SOE was there and 
neither from Treasury Department or any other government or state 30 
entities as far as I can recall.   

Q: Is that unusual at the NEC level in this particular NEC period to have or 
to not have copies of state-owned enterprises board resolutions presented 
as part of NEC proposals? 

 [1.33 pm] A: That is very, very unusual.  That was the only time I saw - - -  

Q: Please go on, sorry?  
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A: I said it is very unusual.  Normally when you have a state-owned enterprise 
bringing forth a Cabinet Paper or any other department does that- - - 

Q: I apologize for interrupting you.  Just having trouble picking up some of 
the audio.  If you could just slow down, just a little.  Thank you. 

A: Right.  Can I speak? 

Q: Thank you.  I will just ask that question again.  Was it unusual or usual at 
the NEC level to have or not have copies of those state-owned enterprise 
board resolutions presented as part of NEC proposal? 

A: It was not usual.  It was very unusual.  Normally you would always see due 
diligence done.  They would give in their resolutions and present the report 10 
or the presentation by the entity concerned and in this particular case, there 
was none. 

Q: At paragraph 9, you referred to “as been treasurer not being informed of 
the Cabinet Paper but also your department not being informed”, you 
mentioned before that Mr Vele attended this NEC meeting; is that right? 

A: Mr Vele and I did not talk about this paper before the NEC meeting, no.  
Mr Vele and me, we had not discussed anything on this Cabinet Paper. The 
first time I learnt of the Cabinet Paper was in Cabinet.  As soon as I came 
and sat on my table for this meeting, I saw this paper, I just scanned through 
very quickly and I found, like I said those areas that I was not going to 20 

support.  And I then picked the Cabinet Paper, went out of the Cabinet 
meeting room and went to the other next door conference room and I tried 
to solicit and support from ministers like Ben Micah.  I asked him if he 
could support me to stop this; block this.  He told me; “mate, we have 
already gone past that, if you do, you will be sacked”.  And I said “It is not 
about me being sacked, it is about the paper, the substance of the paper”.  I 
also did talk to the current prime minster, minister of Finance.   I did talk 
to Richard Maru, because I know them so I talked to them and I talked to 
National Planning Minister Charles Abel.  And Charles Abel kind of 
supported me in the beginning part of the discussion but then when the 30 
controversy between me or the contention between me and the Prime 
Minister became a very strong issue and we were pressing some strong 
sentiments on this Cabinet Paper, people did not want to – they cannot – 
they did not want to come in to discuss.  Everybody kind of did not talk so 
I tried to solicit support to block it but I could not. 

Because in this country I always think that the prime minister has a lot of 
power.  He can run this country without ministers.  I think the power is not 
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shared enough by ministers.  Ministers they are rubber stamps; they are 
used as window curtains and the prime minister can have his way.  So, I 
saw the ministers, they also knew that and they did not want to join in this 
to support me.   

So, if I had known prior to this meeting with Dairi Vele then I would have 
addressed it quite differently.  I would have a time to lobby and to bring 
some affluence to the ministers and other members of the Cabinet but I did 
not have the time to lobby support to stop this paper. 

Q: Did Mr Vele as your Secretary attend the entire meeting in the Cabinet 
meeting room? 10 

A: Yes. He was the acting Secretary then and he was in the Cabinet meeting, 
yes. 

[1.38 pm]   Q: Did he sit at the table or did he sit behind you; where was he physically 
located? 

 
A: Normally, what happens is in the Cabinet, you have a Cabinet room in a U 

shape.  You sit around in the long Cabinet table and your ministers, they – 
at the back of the ministers’ seat, there are secretaries to advise them that 
if there is a paper that you need to present, the ministers would be assisted 
by the secretaries and even other technical team with the secretary like the 20 
assistants or those people who are experts in that particular field.  I would 
have had a similar kind of support in this particular submission if I had any 
knowledge about it but that did not happen.   
 
I think the acting secretary was directed, I think, as a civil servant by the 
chairman of the NEC to speak on it because I was not privy to these papers.  
He never sat where he would normally sit at the back of me.  He stood away 
from me. 
 

Q: Your chief of staff attended that Cabinet meeting also? 30 
 
A: The chief of staff, yes.  My chief of staff or you mean the chief of staff of 

the government? 
 
Q: Your chief of staff as Treasurer.  Your chief of staff as Treasurer. 
 
A: Well, my First Secretary – yes, when you are a minister, you have your first 

secretary and the department headed the minister’s policy of government.  
What I as a minister do is I have laws and policies that we make as a 
government and through the minister responsible, we administer through 40 
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our department heads.  And then they trickle down to the bottom level and 
so forth.   

 
The first secretary is somebody that assists a minister but normally would 
not be allowed to come into the Cabinet because he is of a lower rank.  He 
is more a political staff more than a technocrat in the level of the public 
service.  So, he was not there with me.   
 

Q: In paragraph 9 also, you refer to no other ministerial committees being 
used.  Was there an active NEC ministerial finance committee or a financial 10 
committee that met at that time while you were Treasurer? 

 
A: Yes, there are – several various meetings of committees, one is the 

Ministerial Committee which the Treasurer chairs; the Social Committee 
that is chaired by the Public Service Minister, the Law and Order or Justice 
Sector Committee which is chaired by the Attorney General and so forth. 

 
What happens in a process like this in the Cabinet, and I have served the 
former Prime Minister, the late Grand Chief Sir Michael Thomas Somare, 
for nine years as minister and before that, I also learned of the other great 20 
Leader in this country who has also passed on, Sir Mekere Morauta, who 
had done some very strong financial reforms to this country.  Through 
serving those very reputable Leaders like this and also within the context 
of the laws and the policies that we make, you would not just bring the 
Cabinet – the paper in like this from a political or ministerial level.  It has 
to go through the system.  The system is the departments.  If I have a policy 
as a Treasurer and I would like to have that policy implemented or done 
and then later convince the government and that becomes a government 
policy, then my department, I have to sell that and market it within my 
department because my department is responsible for implementing other 30 
policies there, like I was alluding to earlier, like the Vision 2050, like the 
Medium-Term Development Strategy and most importantly, debt strategy, 
the Fiscal Management Strategy and all those.   
 
So, if you come through there, then there is another team, the technical 
team, in my experience called the CACC, Central Agencies Coordination 
Committee.  See, the politicians are not well versed with all these technical 
issues.  You talk about globalization, you talk about ……class, you talk 
about the economic things like the fiscal clear.  The politicians should not 
go in there.  They are not savvey with these things.  Somebody has to 40 
articulate it to them to understand what it means before they make a 
decision that affects the country.  So, you have the Central Agency 
Coordinating Committee like the CACC that looks at it, address the 
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technical issues; make it easy for the minister to understand, then make 
recommendations. 
 

[1.43 pm]  Then it comes to the responsible political committee in the Cabinet.  Like, 
in my case, I was the Chairman of the Ministerial Economic Committee.  
So, what I would do is, upon getting that recommendation from the CACC 
which is a public service technical team, I would then get other ministers 
of economic status like the Forestry, Fisheries, IPBC and all these others, 
like National Planning, they would be in that committee meeting.  Then we 
would see that and make our recommendation whether different or whether 10 
it is in consistent to the CACC recommendations to the Cabinet and I would 
advise the Prime Minister that is how it is.  So, for nine years, that is how 
I had been operating and in my view- - - 
 

Q: Sorry, to interrupt, Mr Polye. 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Sorry, to interrupt, just in terms of the transcript, just to take your time.  

Thank you. 20 
 
A: Okay.   
 
Q: The thing about the ministerial committee, though, I did not want to cut off 

your answer.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Had this proposal gone through that finance committee? 
 30 
A: No.   
 
Q: Those that were told? 
 
A: No, it had never gone through that.  I am going to explain here the culture 

of work that we have established in this country.  People, they think that 
you can do anything in this country.  No, we are a civilized country.  We 
have got laws, we have got processes, we believe in our institutions and 
our government systems that seems to protect Papua New Guinea; and that 
is what I am trying to say here.  It never went through that process.  It is so 40 
profound, a decision, of getting a K3 billion loan to buy some shares in a 
speculative market and yet, did not go through this process.  Is that fair?  
Definitely, not.   
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Q: Your paragraph 10 there, I think you might be able to see it on the screen, 

Mr Polye. 
 
A: Yes, I can see. 
 
Q: You refer to the Prime Minister and the acting Treasury Secretary, so that 

is Mr Vele, is it? 
 
A: Yes, I refer to Secretary Dairi Vele, yes. 10 
 
Q: Is it that your acting Treasury secretary works with the Prime Minister on 

the paper personally?  How did you know this? 
 
A: Because two things:  One, he had not been working with me on this paper 

and secondly, when they came to present – when the Prime Minister was 
presenting the paper, he spoke in support to the Prime Minister.  So, from 
this, I know that he had been working with the Prime Minister.  There is a 
third reason I forgot is that any other members or the people – the public 
service in the Treasury, they had not been involved; the deputy secretaries, 20 
they are not aware of this; the FAS, they do not know about this.  We got 
a finance section, the economic section, they are not privy to this.   
 

Q: Was there an indication specifically of the involvement of anyone else in 
terms of this paper other than the Prime Minister and the acting Secretary 
Treasury? 

 
A: Yes, definitely.  I think there were some other – remember, in the Cabinet 

paper itself, I think it is said clearly that UBS – I, in fact, have a very strong 
– it also indicated UBS did this paper.  And so, they convinced the acting 30 
secretary Treasury, and convinced the Prime Minister that that was the right 
paper but if you look at it, it is not.  Had the State done it, they would have 
done it in the interest of the State.  But, you see, the State, no.   

 
For instance, we are spending K3 billion, AUD2.8 billion to buy a 10 per 
cent; 10.01 per cent shares in Oil Search.  Now, listen to this, Oil Search is 
spending $900 million to buy 22 per cent from PAC LNG and the State is 
paying K335 million extra.  The K900 million that they are spending to 
buy the PAC LNG oil, it is a collateral loan that we had just gotten from 
UBS.  The other three, the balance - the bridging loan just goes to Oil 40 
Search for free; and we, what are we getting:  10.1 per cent at 3 billion or 
at AS$1.2 billion when they are buying even as much less than what we 
had paid for. 
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 [1:48pm]   They are getting more shares, pay less money.  The state has made to pay 
more for crap.  Dr Dominic, think about this.  You will be angry if that 
was your private money, I am telling you.  You would not even venture 
down that road.  It is ridiculous; crazy.  Those who connive and those 
who device this strategy, they are enemies of Papua New Guinea.  UBS 
loan should be responsible.  The corporate government systems there, 
they should be responsible; the law is involved in this; financial advisers.    
And UBS is not just a money provider, it is playing three roles at the 
same time here, simultaneously.  They are providing the money; they are 10 
implementing the money and they are advising the government at the 
same time.  Goodness’s sake, that is conflict of interest.  The world 
should not allow businesses like this to go free.  Preying on a poor 
country like Papua New Guinea and making the people suffer because 
they can manipulate one or two people at the top level.  That is unfair. 

Q: In terms of your secretary of your department working with the Prime 
Minister and the Prime Minister’s staff potentially in a proposal that is to 
go to the NEC, is that circumstance where your secretary in any of your 
previous ministries having an involvement with another minister in terms 
of the preparation or proposal for the NEC, that is something that has 20 

occurred at a broad level before? 

A: I have never experienced.  I have always seen disrespect.  The working 
relationship between the policy maker, the legislator and the implementer 
which is the Public Service, I have seen there is …………. Working 
partnership between these people and Papua New Guinea all the time.  
There are occasions when if there is an urgent matter, then the Prime 
Minister should call both the minister and the secretary into the office and 
talk to them and say; I think it is a matter of urgency, can you guys work 
and get his paper done for me as a matter of urgency.  And there are 
usually reasons provided.  For instance, in this particular paper, you will 30 
find that the loan was acquired through a Certificate of Inexpediency.  
Certificate of Inexpediency – you look at the law.  Certificate of 
Inexpediency only applied under very suspicious circumstances.  In this 
particular case here, the COI was used to do that.  And then you find the 
secretary is not working with the minister responsible side by side so 
really it is a concern.  This is the first time we have seen things like these.  
Sometimes you will find ministers and secretaries are called by the Prime 
Minister but not it is not unusual that it happens all the time. 
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Q: In the reverse that you see a scenario where a secretary of another 
department or multiple departments had communicated with you as the 
minister of another department? 

A: Of course, in the working relationship, the networking is there.  You see 
one particular department cannot just do everything on its own.  Like in 
my case as Treasurer, I have to work with the National Planning because 
we implement certain policies together like I was talking about the Vision 
2050 and all these other strategies.  It is a policy we all cooperate to 
implement together, the …………. Real development.  If Finance, you 
see Finance just cannot go ahead and raise cheques, it has got to get a 10 
warrant from Treasury.  So that inter-working relationship among 
ministers and secretaries is always there.  That is the normal thing; that is 
normal thing.  But if we have things of this magnitude, that normal thing 
should always be reflected in the papers like this so that everybody 
should be working together to get it right.  But in this case, it never 
happened that way. 

Q: Did you consider this to the time to be a different circumstance because 
you could see that the whole government type circumstance in terms of 
NEC? 

A: Dr Dominic, I would kindly ask you to repeat that question in other way 20 

so that I can understand it.  My mind was on the other question and I 
came late to understand the second question, please. 

Q: Of course. 

A: Can you repeat it again, please, thank you. 

Q: Yes, did you see it as a different circumstance because this was a whole 
of government type proposal? 

[1.53 pm]   A: Yes, this is completely different.  I could call it a one-off thing.  It has never 
been like this.   It is a one-off thing.  I left the O’Neill government then 
because of policy differences I left and I do not know what happened to 
other papers but as far as ………. Concerned, that was the only one-off 30 
thing I had experience in the last 10-11 years that I had been minister in 
various governments; two governments in fact. 

Q: Looking at your paragraph 12, to where you are referring to your 
communications to the Prime Minister and the NEC at that NEC meeting, 
did you propose to the NEC that there be a deferral of the consideration or 
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was it just in your alternative or additionally that you did not want to agree 
to the proposal. 

A: Both.  I did not agree with the proposal because of reasons that I will have 
given in my affidavit and therefore I had to take responsibility because I 
am the Treasurer.  I cannot just oppose it and leave it there.  I also did see 
what the Prime Minister was trying to do but nowhere does it say it a need, 
it was not justified and a viable thing to do or not.  It was my duty as 
Treasurer to, on behalf of Papua New Guinea, our people here, that I go 
through the process and we verify and we check.  We test if this is a good 
proposal.  So, I said, “Please, Prime Minister, can you allow me.  In fact, 10 
we are sitting next to each other and I am asking in front of the other 
Cabinets; “Prime Minister, Peter O’Neill, with due respect to you, can you 
give me this paper and I will process for you and the government to make 
sure that it is good, it is a benefit to our people”, and it never happened that 
way.  So that is what I am saying here.  You see, sir, I cannot- - -  

 
Q: Was there a process – sorry. 
 
A: Sorry about the interjections.  I was just trying to add that I cannot just 

block it and just sit there, do nothing.  I cannot just protest and then sit there 20 
do nothing.  I have to offer alternatives.  I have to guide the Prime Minister.  
That is my duty as Treasurer.  That is why I was made Treasurer.  I cannot 
fail my people; I cannot fail the Prime Minister either.  I cannot fail the 
Cabinet so I did my job.  I told them; can you give me the chance to look 
at it.  I have not seen this paper.  I think there are so many things wrong 
here, let us get it to the process.  Now, give us some time.  But that was not 
heeded; that was not listened to.  That advice was, in the Prime Minister’s  
opinion, it was not a good advice.  Because that is job as Treasurer. 
 

Q: Was there process of ministers actually initialing or signing proposals or 30 
NEC decisions as a matter of process at that time? 

 
A: Yes, if I understand it correctly, the Cabinet papers when brought to the 

Cabinet, a minister who was taking carriage of the paper is the signatory to 
the document.  In this particular – sometimes the Prime Minister has the 
ultimate authority and he can override a minister and do the paper himself 
like in this particular case he did. Other times you will find the Prime 
Minister and the Minister they co-sign to show that they both have 
discussed and agreed with it.  But other times you will find only the 
minister signs and brings it before the Prime Minister because the Prime 40 
Minister ………. Can explain the paper too in Cabinet.  So that is how we 
always do things in Cabinet.  So, minister responsible to sign those papers, 
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but not to overlook the fact that the Prime Minister has the overriding 
power to sign papers anytime he wants or she wants if it is a woman. 

 
Q: Looking down the page of your paragraph 15, and you state; “The 

acquisition of 10.01 percent in Oil Search shares at 1.239 billion was a 
gamble in a speculative market; hence it was not prudent and then you state 
two reasons. 

 
    [1.58 pm]  Were there any other reasons beyond those two that you referred to there  

in paragraph 13? 10 
 

A: Well, yes, several other reasons too.  The reasons are I did not see it as a 
commercial and viable proposition.  I did not see any return on it because 
like I say there that it was a speculative market that all prices can fluctuate 
up and down at any time even to buy 149 million shares at $8.20 offered – 
so called offered or offered by the Oil Search to the country.  That is very 
speculated.  You look at the market, it all fluctuates every second, and the 
country’s money is not for that kind of gamble in gambling business.  If 
you are a gambler, go out and play that but just count the money that is 
there, it should be spent on highly impacting projects to earn a return as an 20 
economic investment.  I would be happy if we had to spend this money on 
a huge agriculture project in the country so that in 10 to 20 years’ time, we 
get a return on it.   
 
I would be happy if we open the road to – if you open this country with a 
big road to open all the corridors of this country to grow the economy and 
to facilitate people to do business, that would have been a good proposal 
because it goes to empower the people to grow the economy that will help 
them in the end.  It supports women and children.  It supports babies, it 
alleviates poverty to spend money on things like these.  But if you buy 30 
10.01 per cent in this kind of market, I think it is not a wise decision to 
make. 
 
And also, I say this because it had to be – spending money like this must 
be spent within the context of government policy.  Sorry, I am saying that 
again but let me emphasize again here.  The government had policies.  The 
Sovereign Wealth Fund was there for monies to go in to serve the purpose 
of borrowing.  The government had the, like I said, the Medium-Term 
Strategy that is there.  It helps you and guides you where to spend the 
money; the impact areas.   40 
 
The Vision 2050 it sets you a focus.  So, if you spend money through the 
strategies like this, that is where you are going to arrive at in the 2050.  It 
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is all properly articulated, and it tells you, you have got a Medium-Term 
Fiscal Strategy that guides any government to spend monies like this so 
that you do not hit the ceiling of your debt levels.  We have the laws that 
are there too. 
 
So, when I saw this loan going completely opposite to the intention of this 
governance policies that are in place, I knew that it would not harness a 
return and, I think, time has proven that while the IPIC Loan from the 
Exchangeable Bond has at least brought about a project, the PNG LNG 
Project and in 30 years’ time, we will be earning 30 billion or plus US 10 
dollars.  This one has earned us nothing.  The shares at $8.20 have 
plummeted, and we have lost, and it has gone into thin air and there is 
nothing.  So, there is no business; there was never a business viability and 
as time has proven, that is correct. 
 
The laws have been breached.  Because the laws guide the governments to 
make business to invest properly like, for instance, in this particular case 
here, you have got the Liquefied Natural Gas; the Liquefied Natural Gas 
Act that guides you to spend money.  The Gas - the Petroleum Act guides 
you to buy shares in the gas field.  There are laws there.  We are a civilized 20 
country.  All we need to do is just follow and go by the civilized process. 
Why should we do shortcuts and do things devoid of common sense.   
 

Q: Just looking at your paragraph 14 and also at paragraph 18, you articulate 
additional reasons there and to use your word in paragraph 18 “that kept 
you from signing off on the loan”; would you include those therefore as 
part of your articulation in paragraph 13 as one and the same? 

 
A: Yes, yes, I agree.  Yes.  Definitely yes.  I just kind of summarized it in 

those words there. 30 
 

 [2.03 pm]   Q: I am looking at paragraph 15.  You refer to you were pressed; these are 
your words to sign the instrument to execute the loan.  Was this after the 
NEC meeting on the same day? 

A: Sir, you looking at paragraph 16?  Yes.  Yes, that is after the Cabinet 
meeting on the 6th, yes.  

Q: Paragraph 15? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Yes, paragraph 15? 
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A: 15.  Yes, I was present on the same day the Cabinet Paper was presented 
to sign the instrument to execute the loan, yes. I was present, yes.  The 
prime minister himself called me.  He called me - - - 

Q: Who communicated to - - - 

A: Yes, Dr Dominic? 

Q: Sorry, who communicated this to you; did you mention the prime minister? 

A: Yes.  I was saying that I was pressed and the Prime Minister Peter O’Neill 
called me and said: “Please, can you sign those instruments”, because you 
look at the Overseas Loans Act he said and some other Acts administered 
by the Treasurer, the Treasurer was signing the instruments to effect the 10 
loan by law and he wanted me to sign those but definitely and certainly I 
would not sign.  I definitely could not sign because it was not in order 
according to my observations so I did not want to sign that where he called 
me again.  But if he called me again, he had sent the Secretary for Treasury 
– the acting Secretary for Treasury Dairi Vele across to me with the 
instruments, instruments under the Overseas (Loans Borrowing) Act and 
the other instruments they needed to, the treasurer normally would sign on 
such a transaction, they brought to me to sign and he even – I got a memo 
I think from the acting Secretary.  I replied that in return a few days I think.  
It was sent there, I cannot recall, it is in my affidavits there but I would not 20 

sign.  I was under a lot pressure and then I called again by prime minister, 
if I had signed it and I said; “No, prime minister I told you in Cabinet, I 
said it, I cannot sign.  This loan is not good for Papua New Guinea.  It does 
not serve this country.  I explained to him all these other reasons that I 
articulated” and he said; “Well Don, sorry, brother you are 
decommissioned”.  I said: “Well, I was going to resign anyway because we 
– and I told him these; I said:  “Brother, you will see that this loan one day 
will haunt us and you will find peoples’ blood in our hands because you 
are now taking away the development budget of Papua New Guinea.” 

Dr Dominic, I would like you to understand PNG’s budget.  PNG’s 30 
Development Budget that does capital works in this country is 4 billion at 
that time.  And the recurrent expenditure is 6 billion so we are a K 10 billion  
budget with a bit of debts that we add on, probably we might go up to 12 
billion, 2 billion additional within the framework of the Fiscal 
Responsibilities Act.   

So, when I saw this K3 billion loan; man, you have taken the whole 
development budget away.  What are you going to use to develop your 
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roads and look after these development proposals in Papua New Guinea?  
So, I told him; “prime minister, whether you decommission me or not is 
not the issue; you will find that there will be repercussions, you will find 
blood on our hands, when you find women and girls dying in hospitals 
delivery or other sickness, when you find the young men dying because 
there is no cashflow.   

When you find it, you have dug a big hole in Papua New Guinea’s budget, 
it definitely is going to affect the country.  We have a very fragile and small 
economy.  Do not act like you are big.  You will find that people will suffer 
and anyone – you will – nobody will – our people are very decent but when 10 
somebody dies, you will find that he is dying because you have taken a 
chunk of the development budget away.  And I do not want my hand to 
have this blood on me and even if you did not decommission me, I would 
have resigned anyway brother.”   I allowed him and said; “become the 
treasurer yourself and do it my friend; you do it.”  So that is how I kind of 
brought myself away from this arrangement. 

[2.08pm] That I thought would really be detrimental to the country’s economy and 
I am glad I did that because Dr Dominic I am seeing the effects of this 
and the next time I come here I will tell you and justify it to you how this 
loan has devasted Papua New Guinea’s economy and we are blaming 20 

Covid-19, we are blaming this and that.  But no, when you have the habit 
of doing the wrong thing at one stage and you allow it to perpetuate the 
second and third and fourth time, you will find it rising, gripping and that 
is exactly what is happening here in this country. 

Q: Look in your paragraph 16 there, Mr Poyle, that first line; “The Prime 
Minister flew on the Falcon Jet to Singapore via Brisbane on 7 March.”  
Did you have a direct knowledge about the purpose of the Prime 
Minister’s visit to Singapore on that day? 

A: Secretary Dairi Vele told me.  I did not see him go into a plane and take 
off but Secretary Dairi Vele told me that Prime Minister and then 30 
Secretary Dairi is a kind person.  Even though I have been 
decommissioned, he wanted me to reconcile and he said; “Can you please 
do an instrument and I will tell the Prime Minister on the plane to 
Singapore and he will know when he lands there, I will tell him that Don 
signed.”  And I told him, “No, Secretary.”  And I was a bit upset with the 
Secretary.  I said; “You are a learned person; you probably see it a 
different way you look at things; you and me will never work.”  So, I did 
not see him personally taking off in that Falcon Jet but the Secretary told 
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me.  And I know that is true because I did get a call from Singapore that 
evening.  It was on a Friday I think, if I recall.  “Don, have you done the 
papers again?”  I said, “No, I have not done, I have been decommissioned 
and I will never do it.” 

Q: Did the Secretary articulate why the Prime Minister had travelled to 
Singapore? 

A: No, he did not tell me why he travelled.  And I was not even asking those 
questions too because I was on the slash. 

Q: Is it possible there was a further communication to you on 10 March 2014 
by Mr Vele as to the signing of documents? 10 

A: That is paragraph- - - 

Q: It is mentioned in paragraph- - - 

A: 16? Is it paragraph 16, Dr? 

Q: Yes, that you mentioned in paragraph 16, the 7th  of March and then in 
paragraph 17, 9th of March, is it possible there was going to be a further 
communication?  Do you recall on 10 March by Mr Vele? 

A: Yes, that is the one I talked about when he was trying to make me 
reconcile to sign the documents but I did not want to sign. 

Q: You mentioned earlier that the Prime Minister called you himself again 
the second time, was that on 10 March? 20 

A: 10 March, 9 March, yes, somewhere around, I think it is around that time 
when he was in Singapore, he called me, yes.  Because I did not know 
personally that he had gone to Singapore.  I did not know when he arrived 
there but he called me around that time after Dairi Vele spoke to me that 
if I could sign his documents and I said I would not.  And that could be 9, 
10, yes, around that thereabout. 

Q: At this time how did you see the IPIC loan and the UBS loan; how did 
you see them as relating or not relating? 

A: There is this impression created to make the UBS loan just like the IPIC 
loan.  Or they are trying to justify the UBS loan because there was 30 
something wrong with the IPIC loan and they were trying to correct it or 
whatever it may be the reason, I see there is an impression or perception 
given by our people that IPIC loan is similar to the UBS loan and 
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therefore that is right that we did take the UBS loan to correct the IPIC 
deal. 

[2.13 pm]    I will have to say it here that that is a very wrong understanding based on 
nothing.  There is no justification to saying that the UBS loan is similar to 
the IPIC loan.  The IPIC loan went through every process.  The Liquefied 
Natural Gas Project, it brings the state to participate.  An Act was passed 
in 2008.  The IPIC loan went through that Act and the IPIC loan also 
satisfied the Petroleum and Gas Act where a state exercises its rights to buy 
22.5 percent in a petroleum project like in this case here.  Section 209 of 
the Constitution – also I am not a lawyer, but as Treasurer it is very 10 
important for me to realizing as to how Section 209 can be implemented 
by way of parliament passing a budget that includes such a huge loan.   

In the IPIC loan, US$1.6 million was brought to Cabinet and then on to the 
parliament in 2008, 2009 thereabouts, the parliament passed the budget 
with the IPIC money reflected in the budget in 2008.  So, the transaction 
took place in the year after.  So, it went through a legal process.  All the 
laws were satisfied and the other difference here is that the IPIC had a very 
specific and objective purpose.  We had to buy our 22 percent or 19 percent, 
whatever we bought by Sovereign Wealth Fund money that we borrow to 
start a PNG LNG Project.  So, the IPIC loan had a specific purpose for 20 

which the loan was taken.   

But look at the UBS loan?  It did not go through those laws; the process we 
went through.  Never passed by the Parliament and a loan just taken to buy 
some 10.1 percent share in a speculative market.   

The other point that needs to be made known to the Commission of Inquiry 
is that the IPIC loan had expired on the 5th or so on that time of 2014 of 
March.  5th of March I think it expired then.  The IPIC loan after four years 
or fives years it expired around March, 5 March 2014.  So, the deal was 
closed.  Some monies paid to the IPIC loan, the Arabs and they got the 10 
percent because the State could not buy back to redeem itself so it is gone.  30 
So, this transaction of UBS loan is absolutely different thing.  

The government had to wait; a completely different situation; completely 
new proposition.  It is a completely new thing.  It has got no relationship 
whatsoever with the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  So, this misperception 
needs to be corrected that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond came to an expiry 
I think around 5 March 2014.   And here is decision made on the 6th to 
acquire 149 million shares from Oil Shares.  They are completely different 
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thing; they are not related.  So that is why I like to emphasize here that the 
IPIC loan did not go through the process for the sanction of parliament like 
section 209 of the Constitution says through the Liquefy Natural Gas Act.  
…….. section 209 and did go through the Petroleum and Gas Act.  So, we 
complied every process.  I was one of those in Cabinet with Somare when 
we did that.  But the UBS loan did not even pass any one of these tests; 
never did; carelessness. 

Q: Paragraphs 21 and 22, it is on the next page, you refer to the potential 
alternative course if the UBS loan had not occurred.  Had you as Treasurer 
or had your department gone through a process considering or planning 10 
another course in your alternative before the March NEC meeting? 

[2.18 pm] A:   Like I said, this particular paper had not been brought to the attention of 
my department or me.  It was done, I think, drastically, done completely 
isolated from the involvement of Treasury.  So, I would not have said 
something or done something before the 6th when the paper was brought to 
us.  But the only thing I would do not having known this paper coming to 
Cabinet or was to propose an alternative the way I did, suggested that we 
should take the Cabinet paper back to the Treasury and let us process it 
properly. 
 20 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Polye. 
 
A: Thank you very much, Dr Dominic Katter.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one or two questions, start of Annexure E of your 
affidavit. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is missing.  You would be providing that annexure later. 30 
 
A: That letter? 
 
Q: Yes.   
 
A: Yes, I will provide that.  Chief commissioner, I did communicate with the 

lawyer assisting the commission in Port Moresby that I will provide this, 
plus other information in my second round of evidence I will be presenting 
to this commission through the counsel assisting the commission.   

 40 
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Q: Could you just give me the exact timing and the date of your de-
commissioning as a Treasurer? 

 
A: I will have to consult my timing but I think it was - on the 6th was the 

decision, we had a little bit of – and then on the 7th, I was, just still the 
Treasurer.  I think on 8 or 9, I think I – they talked to, I think, the secretary 
comes to me and talks to me.  I think I would have been de-commissioned 
on 9, 10, around that time, I think.  Then I went on one of those days.  It 
was not a letter to the commission, it was a text message he sent – Prime 
Minister sent – by saying that, “Don, you are de-commissioned.”  So that 10 
is what happened. 

 
Q: Okay.  On 6 March, you were still the Treasurer? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: And, ordinarily, any NEC submission, this loan would have come under 

your hand, right? 
 
A: Correct.  Correct, chief, yes. 20 
 
Q: Did you sign the NEC submission that went before Cabinet on 6 March? 
 
A: Definitely not.  Chief commissioner, you look at the Cabinet papers, you 

will find I did not sign the documents, but you will see that these notes that 
I made at the paragraphs and all that, those notes were mine. 

 
Q: Okay.  So, who signed the NEC submission then? 
 
A: I think Prime Minister did, Peter O’Neill. 30 
 
Q: In your opinion, in what capacity did he sign the NEC submission, as 

Treasurer, or as Prime Minister or what? 
 
A: Like I alluded to earlier on, the prime minister has all the powers.  The 

prime minister has the power to override a cabinet minister; he can make 
Cabinet papers in; not a problem.  The prime minister can make a paper, 
bring it in without the consent of the minister and Cabinet approves it, that 
is it.  The prime minister has a lot of power.  That is why I always – you 
know, we should share powers in this country rather than vesting all the 40 
powers on one person. 
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[2:23pm] Q: We talked about a specific statutory power that is under the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act, where the minister responsible had that power, 
right? 

 A: Yes. 

Q: So how do you explain the Prime Minister stepped in to sign, ordinarily 
your submission? 

A: That is a very good question you ask.  Because he signed the paper and he 
getting me to sign the instrument- - -  

Q: Which you refused? 

A: I refused to sign.  You look at the Cabinet paper.  Cabinet paper does not 10 

direct the Prime Minister to sign, although he signed the Cabinet paper.  
The Cabinet paper directs the Treasurer to sign those instruments.  You 
look at the Cabinet paper, it says; “Director, Treasurer to sign this; 
Director, Finance Minister sign that”, under the provisions of the law.  I 
was the Treasurer then. 

Q: My last question.  The evidence that you gave today and the affidavit that 
you prepared, is that evidence coloured in any way by any fall out that 
you may have had before the 6th or after the 6th of March, fall out with 
any member of the NEC? 

A: It is a good question you ask.  I will just give you a bit of background to, 20 

political background to this. 

Q: Just say yes or no.  That will do. 

A: Okay.  Chief, I did not have any fall out with any member of the Cabinet.  
The only reason why I argued so strongly in Cabinet on the 6th was 
because of this particular Cabinet paper that in my view, the paper was 
not a good paper benefitting for our people here.  So, I did not have any 
fall out with anybody.  I had a very good working with the Prime 
Minister.  His party was the biggest; mine was the second largest.  The 
member of my party, the Honourable Leo Dion then was the Deputy 
Prime Minister and we had a good working close relationship; very good 30 
one. 

 The only deferring of our positions came when we were deferring 
positions on this policy of UBS loan.  And even after that, you finally 
say; “He is subject to my refusing to sign the instruments or to support 
the Prime Minister in doing what he did.  So afterwards, I had to move to 
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the opposition because I cannot work with a government that – we have 
policy differences.  So chief, there is an issue that people paint saying that 
because of political back up is absolutely false because you look at your 
documents that I presented, they support the position that I have.  The 
position that the laws were not followed; Section 209 was not complied 
with, the IPBC Act was not complied with, you will find also my position 
was supported by the State Solicitor.  State Solicitor wrote a very strong 
letter in a similar manner to the position I had taken.  You will also 
realise that the NPCP chairman with the papers you will find, they too 
were questioning this loan.   10 

 So, what I did, you will find documents presented before this 
Commission, they are kind of very very consistent.  A very good 
relationship to have with PNG Party leader, the Prime Minister at that 
time and I was THE Party leader.  We worked very very well.  When we 
only came to this particular issue on the UBS loan, I disagreed. 

 And I have experience of the IPIC loan.  I have had other experience of 
the National Provident Fund (NPF).  See, chief, when you look at papers 
here and the chairman of CSTB at that time was somebody who had also 
been implicated in NPC.  And I see some of the lawyers involved in this, 
they are also have been implicated in the National Provident Fund of 20 

Papua New Guinea.  And I find another prime minister here who also was 
somebody implicated and you find all these three people implicated in the 
end at the National Provident Fund of Papua New Guinea in what they 
did and they had gone through the court process and they involve in this 
one, I - - - 

Q: I think you are venturing into something new that I did not ask of. 

[2.28pm] So if you can just pause there and if you want to give evidence of that sort 
then you will be returning later so you think about what other evidence 
you might want to give.  But I think you have answered my question so 
we leave it there. 30 

A: Yes, we will.  I am just saying it because like the laws, documents they 
present they are very consistent.  What actually transpired, very 
consistent with my position too.  It was nothing to do with somebody 
standing – stand-off with somebody else, no.  That would be a very 
wrong perception.  Thank you, sir. 

Q: All right, I may have some questions later when you appear next, I might 
have some questions but I think for now, that will do.   
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A: Yes. 

Q:  Commissioner White, have you any questions to ask of the Honourable 
Member? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I do, yes.  I will not wait until Mr Poyle come 
back in July.  Can I just ask you this question? 

A: Yes. 

Q: With the knowledge that there was the Elk-Antelope field looking very 
promising, was there any early planning to buy in to development as you 
had with the PNG LNG Project at about the time when the IPIC loan was 
coming to an end? 10 

A: Commissioner White, no.  There were no deliberations in Cabinet 
through the established process of the state as to buying into the 
Elk/Antelope by the state.  There was none.  The only decision that was 
made was through the Minister for State Enterprises to redeem the 10 
percent mortgage for the PNG LNG Project.  So, there was no decision 
made to acquire any person from Oil Search, there is none.  It was 
abruptly put upon the Cabinet that day only. 

Q: About how long was the estimate before the Elk/Antelope Field would 
actually come to a stage of development where you would have to make 
an option under the Oil and Gas Act?  How many years away was that did 20 

you think? 

A: I cannot tell exactly how many years away we had at that time but we did 
have ample time.  The state did have much ample time to exercise its 
option.  We did not need to rush, there was no need for it. 

Q: And would that have been the Minister for State Enterprises and his 
officials who would actually start thinking about that for the planning 
stage rather than Treasury? 

A: The Minister of State Enterprises, sees what happens is a that a minister 
would be given responsibility by the Prime Minister or through the 
Cabinet or by the Prime Minister personally to carry the function.  But as 30 
far as my – the information before me at that time and my knowledge – to 
the best of my understanding, the Minister for State Enterprises, he was 
more focused on redeeming the 10 percent mortgage in the IPIC loan.  He 
was, I think, he was more focused in that area.  I do not think he was 
given the task to acquire into the Elk/Antelope.  I do not think that he was 
given that responsibility at that time. 
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Q: Thanks, Mr Polye. 

DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, one further question arising, if it pleases.  
Mr Polye, after you were de-commissioned as Treasurer, who became the 
Treasurer and when did that occur to your knowledge? 

A: When who became Prime Minister?  The Treasurer? 

Q: Who became the Treasurer after you were de-commissioned? 

A: After I was de-commissioned, I think for signing on the instruments could 
have been done by the Prime Minister himself.  Later or the Treasurer 
was, I think, Patrick Pruaitch.   

[2:33pm] He was the Treasurer that came into office after that.  But I do not know 10 

whether Patrick Pruaitch signed the instrument or Peter O’Neill, I cannot 
tell it because I do not have the instrument with me.  I do not know; I do 
not have access to the instrument. 

Q: With leave, I ask another question.  Is there then a knowledge on your 
part as to when a commissioning occurred as to a new Treasurer? 

A: It probably could have been – you see, I cannot really tell you a specific 
date but could have been 10-11, after 10th or on the 10th.  You see that I 
did not really keep details of that or it was really out of my touch.  I did 
not stay around to see who was minister but I saw through the Media that 
Pruaitch was appointed Treasurer.  When he was appointed, I am not 20 

privy to.  The instruments are in the Government House or somewhere 
would show that.  The signing of the loan itself would have been done by 
prime minister at that time as a treasurer himself or could have been done 
by Pruaitch.  That too I cannot give you information.  But I can recollect 
that instrument are signed by the law. 

Q: Commissioners, I am not aware of any indication anyone else wishes to 
ask Mr Poyle any question at this point in time.  Subject to that, could Mr 
Poyle please be stood over or adjourned until 14 July at 10.00 a.m.? 

A: Can I just say something?  Dr Dominic? 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, go ahead. 30 

A: Chief, there is a point that I would like to make, I think, it was raised 
earlier on and I was there in previous sittings, chief, and that was, why 
cannot keep minutes?  I would like to advice that it is a universal practice; 
not just in PNG, everywhere.  The Cabinets do not get minutes – they do 
not keep them.  The Cabinet papers are brought in and a decision is made.  
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So, it is not like other people making – these elected leaders who come in 
and when they make a decision, decision is what is said.  It is quite 
universal.  It is not what a minister of Cabinet would have said and that 
can then be brought out to the public and sometimes would have lot of 
reasons, national reasons so it is quite universal that Cabinet papers, 
decisions are not recorded.  The minutes are not kept but the decisions are 
kept and they are attached to the Cabinet paper to show.  Thanks.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr, can we run that affidavit to the last page of the body of 
that affidavit that is on the screen?  I think there is a page missing.  Because the 
copy I had also had a page missing so I wanted to confirm.  It is the signature 10 
page.  I think it is the most important of the pages.  You follow me? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, we do not have - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No signature page. 

MR JURTH:  I am looking at the final page of the documents that I have is page 
5 which is the page on screen, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, where do we find the signature page of that 
affidavit? 

MR JURTH:  As I understand it, chief commissioner, Mr Poyle has not signed 
this document. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that is precisely what I am getting at.  Could you 20 

have him get that page signed and counter-signed by a Commissioner for Oaths 
just to complete the formalities of that affidavit when we meet next. 

MR JURTH:  It will be done, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

 [2.38 pm] MR JURTH:  I would ask that Mr Polye be adjourned to 14 July at 10 am. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will 
have his appearance further adjourned to 14 July at 10 am. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Accept. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then your appearance stands adjourned to that date and 
time then.  You may be excused, thank you for your evidence. 
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A: Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter or Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, yes, I call Mr Emmanuel Asigau. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, I think he was sworn before so he is bound by his 
previous oath.   
 
MR JURTH:  Very well, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I did remind him of that last time he appeared so just 
continue with his evidence.  Is that correct, Mr Asigau? 
 
MR ASIGAU:  That is correct, Chief Commissioner. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Yes, go on.  I think we have an appearance for Mr 
Asigau?  All right, thank you.  Yes? 
 
 
EMMANUEL ASIGAU, recalled: 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Mr Asigau, could state your name for 

the record? 30 
 
A: My name is Emmanuel Asigau. 
 
Q: And you continue today as a partner of the Pacific Legal Group? 
 
A: I am sorry could you repeat that. 
 
Q: Yes.  You continue today as a partner of Pacific Legal Group? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 40 
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Q: Thank you.  Could you please be shown on screen your affidavit 9 June, 
which, I understand, is exhibit M.  This is your 6-page affidavit.  The 6-
pages includes the cover page, does it not, Mr Asigau? 

 
A: I believe it is 5 pages. 
 
Q: Are there any other corrections you wish to make to that affidavit? 
 
A: Not at this time. 
 10 
Q: So, it is true and correct that affidavit, is it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can you also please be shown your affidavit of 15 June which 

I understand is exhibit C.  For the reference this is WIT.0099.0007.0001.  
Just scrolling down, second page.  Are there any corrections you wish to 
make to this affidavit as at today? 

 
A: No, not at this point. 20 
 
Q: It is true and correct as at today? 
 
A: Yes, to the best of my knowledge. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Returning to exhibit M which is your first affidavit and to 

paragraph 8 please.  Then you will see in paragraph 8 a reference there to 
the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act.  Then looking at the next 
page, 9 to 13 that is it.  Now, you are referring there in paragraph 9 to the 
1976 Act, do you not? 30 

 
[2.43 pm]   A: I believe so. 

 
Q: Then I will take you to a document WYT.0099.0007.0427.  This should 

pop up on the screen in a moment.  This is an email from Mr Beattie on 27 
February 2014; just turning to the top for a second, 11.26 am, to Mr Steven 
Moe.  Steve has been noted as one of the CP recipients, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And just scrolling down to the text of the email.  Now, this is one of the 

documents that was provided by you further to the summons, is that right? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: There is a reference there to the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act.  

So, that 1976 Act has been referred to there as well, is it? 
 
A: I believe so. 10 
 
Q: In your paragraphs 8 to 13, we were looking at before in exhibit M, you 

referred to this consideration of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  
You do not mention at all any constitutional provision and you do not 
mention the 1973 Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  Did you consider 
those, that is, the Constitution and the 1976 Act? 

 
A: Sorry, you could repeat your question I could not hear that. 
 
Q: In paragraphs 8 to 13 you referred to the consideration of the 1976 Act.  20 

Was there by you a consideration of the 1973 Act and or the Constitution 
or provisions as well as the consideration of the 1976 Act? 

 
A: Could you clarify which 1973 Act you are referring to? 
 
Q: Yes, we will bring it up on the screen.  The Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 

Act 1973, scrolling down.  That Act was in force in 2014, was it not, Mr 
Asigau? 

 
A: I cannot say for certain I am just being shown the piece of legislation so I 30 

would assume so. 
 
Q: We will just look at the 1976 Act then.  Just scrolling down the 1976 Act 

to the (No.2) Act you are referring to in your paragraph and which is 
referred to in that email.  Scroll down here just pausing there, just up a little 
bit.  Up a little bit further, stopping there.  So, this is the 1976 Act of what 
you will see there, do you not, is a reference to the 1973 Act within section 
3 of the 1976 Act, you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 40 
 

[2.48 pm]   Q: Do I take it then that this email from Mr Beattie; is this the email that is the 
subject of the discussions that you referred to in your affidavit between 
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yourself and Mr Beattie where the two of you are considering the 
communications that have come in from Norton Rose Fulbright? Just to 
take you back to that WYT.0099 document, so this is it, the email.  Looking 
in your paragraph 11 in your affidavit which is exhibit M, you referred to 
a particular discussion, reviewing the advice from Ashurt against the 
relevant legislation; “John Beattie and I reviewed the advice.”  Is that the 
email that follows that discussion that you are referring to there? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: The email only refers to the 1976 Act.  Was there a discussion as to the 

1973 Act and or the Constitutional provisional provisions at all even 
though it was not referred to in that email? 

 
A: I do not recall any discussions as to the 1973 legislation.  I believe we had 

some discussions about constitutional provisions, particularly section 209 
but I do not recall specifically those discussions given the amount of time 
that has lapsed. 

 
Q: Do you recall whether there was anything that was particularly 20 

questionable or something in issue that you discussed with Mr Beattie at 
that time in that discussion? 

 
A: Not to my recollection, no. 
 
Q: All right.  I will take you to another email.  It is 3 March 2014 it is document 

0099.0007.003.  It is an email from you.  Just scrolling down, just there.  
That is, it.  This is an email from you, is it, to Steven Moe of Norton Rose 
Fulbright and you are referring particularly to clause 1.0 and 12.1 (a)? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The clauses you are referring to there is A from the draft document Facility 

Agreement, so described? 
 
A: I cannot tell from the email. 
 
Q: I can take you to another document (…inaudible…). Yes, 

WIT.0099.0007.0285.  Just scrolling down.  Sorry, I apologise, just 
pausing there.  3 March 2014, 2.40 pm from Steven Moe, Norton Rose 40 
Fulbright to you and others as cc.  Just scrolling down then.  Just stopping 
there, sorry.   
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 [2.53 pm] Please look at clauses 12.1(b), (l) (o) 13.1(d) and (e).  Just scrolling down 
in these emails and I think there is a reference to Facility Agreement.  Is 
that another copy of the same email, is it?  There is a reference there.  You 
see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Mr Asigau? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: Therefore, that these are references to clauses or draft clauses of the 

Facility Agreement document, is that right? 
 
A: That is what is said in the email, yes. 
 
Q: And there is this reference to clause; and you will see a number of clauses 

are being mentioned because clause 12A and 12.1(a) are mentioned there.  
Just scrolling up, pausing there.  There is also a reference to 12.1(b), (l) ,(o) 
and 13.1 (d) and (e).  So, there is quite a few clauses that are mentioned.  20 
Just returning to your email which is 00 – We are looking at another copy 
of this clause which is down below.  That is your email at 2.45.  You only 
mentioned two very specific clauses in your email.  All of the other clauses 
that are mentioned in that email from Mr Moe.  It does not seem to be a 
response from you as to those other clauses that was requested.  Is there an 
email communication missing in these chains of email? 

 
A: I believe there was a response, however, I have not been able to find that 

particular email response.  What we have produced to the Commission is 
other documents that we have been able to locate within the limited time 30 
that we have been afforded so there could have been a response to those 
other clauses that were mentioned in Mr Moe’s email to me.  However, at 
this point in time we have not located the email.  However, I should point 
out that I did indicate to the Commission that we are continuing searches 
of our files and if we locate any further documents, then we would provide 
those documents to the Commission.  I do believe that I responded to you. 

 
Q: So, in terms of potential in identifying those additional emails, is that 

something you are looking on the archives service, what process is 
occurring in there? 40 

 
A: Physical documents. 
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Q: I apologize, in paper document? 
 
A: Yes, paper documents. 
 
Q: All right and are they in archives somewhere or they have been otherwise 

located? 
 
A: They are in storage and we have had to retrieve all these documents.  As 

you can appreciate it has been seven years since the transaction and most 
of these documents were kept and usually after six years we would destroy 10 
any of the documents kept in our possession.  So, fortunately we have 
managed to keep the majority of the documents relating to the transaction 
but as I indicated we are still continuing our searches and if we find any 
further documents relating to the transaction, we will be providing those to 
the Commission including any missing documents that are referred to in 
emails that you may find exchange between Norton Rose and ourselves. 

 
Q: Just returning then to paragraph 16 in your affidavit which is exhibit M.  

Get that up on the screen.    
 20 

 [2.58 pm] You referred to Pacific Legal Group having, and these are your words, and 
association with Mr Maladina.  He would from time to time act as a 
consultant for the transaction in which the firm was involved.  Was the 
consultancy which you are referring to there with the firm or with some 
other person or body? 

 
A: With the firm. 
 
Q: Now, on the screen we will bring up a document WIT.0099.0007.0034.  

This is another document that was provided by you in the bundle of 30 
documents.  Just scrolling down.  I am just looking at the date and the times 
on that.  That is the original message.  You see that Mr Asigau? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Just scrolling down, read that email, attaching two documents 

and then scrolling up.  Mr Maladina then has forwarded these documents 
onto Mr Beattie.  In your paragraph 16, and this is in your affidavit, you 
also mentioned that Mr Maladina was a client of Pacific Legal Group.  Was 
Mr Maladina at this particular time Saturday, 1 March 2014 either or both 40 
the client and the consultancy of the firm as to the UBS transaction that 
you are referring to in paragraph 9? 
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A: Can you just repeat?  Are you saying was he a client as well as a consultant, 
is that the question? 

 
Q: That is right, yes.  Was he either or both a client and a consultant at the 

same time? 
 
A: From the top of my head right now I cannot say for certain whether - he 

was both but at different point in time, yes.  He was a client of the firm and 
acted as a consultant at various stages whilst I was at the firm.  But in 
relation in particular to that time period, 1 March, I cannot say for certain. 10 

 
Q: Looking in your paragraph 16 which is on the screen, where you referred 

to the firm being involved in the transaction?  Those are your words.  That 
one Mr Maladina was communicating in his email directly and only to Mr 
Beattie; the emails from UBS and others? 

 
A: Yes, the email is to Mr Beattie from Mr Maladina. 
 
Q: Was that the firm though acting as the agent for Norton Rose Fulbright on 

the contemplated transaction rather than having a separate retainer or a 20 
separate instruction? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, he was only acting as the agent or yes, he had a separation instruction? 
 
A: Yes, they were acting as the agents for Norton Rose as I indicate in the 

paragraphs before this paragraph. 
 
Q: Looking in another document then 0099.0007.0444.  This is an email from 30 

you to Mr Moe.  Just pausing there just to look at the time; who you are 
sending it to.    Just scrolling down.  Just further, that is your email or what 
it is in your email, 4 March 6.30 pm to Mr Moe.    

  
[3.03 pm]  That second sentence is that a reference to Mr Maladina? 
 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you are saying that Mr Maladina was going to meet with the State 

Solicitor that evening of 4 March and this is a 6.30 pm email.  Why was 40 
Mr Maladina going to meet with the State Solicitor that evening? 

 
A: To give him the documents. 
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Q: Which documents were those? 
 
A: The documents which I again delivered to the State Solicitor’s office the 

day after.  I believe that is what I was referring to. 
 
Q: That is only a delivery meeting or was there a substantive discussion to 

your knowledge going to occur? 
 
A: Whilst you can appreciate and I indicated this in my affidavit, there was a 10 

short window of time to finalise all the transaction documents and have 
them reviewed by the State Solicitor for him to give clearance before the 
documents went before the National Executive Council.  The time that was 
required to get to NEC was 6 March and we were working to ensure that 
the State Solicitor received the documents as early as possible so he could 
review the documents.  So, I believe that during the day on 4 March we 
were unable to reached the State Solicitor personally to deliver the 
documents to him.  And I believe that arrangements were made for Mr 
Maladina to deliver those documents to the State Solicitor for him to 
review in advance.  Again, we went and delivered the documents again to 20 
the State Solicitor’s office formally the next day in order to ensure that his 
officers and himself were appraised of all the documents before any 
clearance letter was done by his office to the National Executive Council.  
So that is essentially what happened. 

 
Q: In your paragraph 19 in your affidavit M, you state you believe that Pacific 

Legal Group’s engagement was communicated to other parties including 
the Secretary of the Treasury and other persons who have been separately 
engaged.  What gives you that belief? 

 30 
A: Because we had not discussed directly with Secretary Vele our 

engagement.  As I indicated in the preceding paragraphs of my affidavit, I 
indicate that discussions were held between ourselves and Norton Rose and 
that the work as it were was introduced to us by Mr Latimer and Mr 
Maladina so we did not have any sort of specific discussions directly with 
Treasury and Secretary Vele as to our engagement.  So, the understanding 
was that we were assisting Norton Rose in Treasury and so there was no 
real discussion as it were between ourselves and Treasury to say that they 
understood that we were acting on behalf of Norton Rose.  So, just to 
clarify that position.  There was no sort of formal discussions between 40 
ourselves and anyone from Treasury about our engagement by Norton 
Rose nor was there any objection raised by Treasury that we were acting 
on behalf of Norton Rose as agent in the transaction. 
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Q: In paragraph 20 which is on the screen you state that it was your 

understanding that there had been earlier discussion.  How did you have 
that understanding? 

 
A: Based on the discussions that we had and based on the email from Steven 

Moe and our discussions with Norton Rose, it was clear that really 
discussions had been had between the parties and we were engaged at a 
later stage in the transaction to finalise documentation.  You will note from 
the emails from Ashurst that were sent that those discussions were ongoing 10 
and had been had previously. 

 
Q: Paragraph 21 in that first line you referred to the transaction being time 

sensitive, your understanding.  Why was it time sensitive? 
 
A: I believe because of the maturity of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  
 

 [3.08 pm] The maturity date was 6 March if I remember correctly.  And I believe for 
that reason that the State was looking at securing the loan from UBS by or 
before that date in order to ensure that either they would be able to 20 
refinance the IPIC loan or take up new shares in Oil Search.  That is my 
understanding of it.  But obviously I cannot say any more than that but that 
seems to be understanding of the transaction as it were. 

 
Q: You go on, but can I take you to - you go on into paragraph 22 and you 

referred to the general period of time, 1 March to 6 March.  I will just take 
you to a document WIT.0099.0007.0378.  Just scrolling down, we are just 
pausing there so you can look at the time and date 3 March.  And further 
down the page pausing there.  3 March 7.01 pm.  So, it is referring to a 
meeting.  Is that meeting between Mr Maladina, the Treasury Secretary and 30 
you? 

 
A: Yes, the email refers to a meeting but I do not believe the meeting was just 

by myself, Mr Maladina and Secretary Vele.  It would have been at our 
office and it would have been attended by other persons as well. 

 
Q: Others specifically also was present other than the three of you? 
 
A: Yes.  I do not recall having a meeting with just Mr Maladina and Mr Vele 

so my recollections of meetings that were held and they were held in our 40 
office and I highlight that in the subsequent paragraph of my affidavit is 
that Mr Mortensen, Mr Chang and Mr Maladina as well as Secretary Vele 
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would have been in attendance so it would not have been just the three of 
us, plus Mr Beattie as well would have been present. 

 
Q: Use your phraseology in your paragraph 22 then, what was your 

commentary and advice (…inaudible…) during that particular meeting? 
 
A: I am sorry, could you repeat that I could not hear that clearly. 
 
Q: All right.  Picking up your paragraph 22 wording.  You referred to 

providing commentary and advice from a Papua New Guinea law 10 
perspective on the transaction documents.  In that meeting what was the 
commentary and advice that you provided? 

 
A: I do not recall. 
 
Q: What was the purpose of that meeting then? 
 
A: I do not recall the specifics of the meeting or the purpose of the meeting.  I 

would assume that we were discussing the transaction otherwise we would 
not have had a meeting at that time.  But as to the specifics of the 20 
discussions had at the meetings I cannot say for certain because I simply 
do not recall.  All I recall is that there were meetings held at our office in 
our board room with various parties being present.  I do not recall the exact 
dates and times of all those meetings.  I emphasized that in my affidavit 
but most of those minutes were to discuss steps needed to be taken, steps 
already taken and those sorts of things in order to ensure that the 
documentation for the transaction was finalized and presented to the 
various people for approval. 

 
[3.13 pm]  Q: I will take you then to WIT.0099.0007.0535.  This is an email - looking at 30 

the first email? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Scrolling down, pausing there.  Going up at 3.12 pm – apologise, 12 

midday on 5 March.  How did you know whether or not the NEC would 
meet to deliberate on the matter and approve the documents on that day? 

 
A: I do not recall.  I would have been advised by someone either from the 

State Solicitor’s office on our present state.  The NEC would not have met 40 
unless the State Solicitor’s clearance was given. 
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Q: It does not appear to be any email communications in that regard.  Might 
someone have called you? 

 
A: Possibly, or I would have called someone from the State Solicitor’s Office 

to confirm if the State Solicitor had issued this letter of clearance.  I do not 
recall any formal email communication. 

 
Q: The next document is WIT.0099.0007.0577.  Scrolling down, your email I 

am focusing on here.  You say there you are seeking further clarification 
on this, that last sentence of this email, 5 March 3.12 pm.  Mr Asigau, who 10 
are you seeking the clarification from? 

 
A: I need to see the context in which I was responding to. 
 
Q: Just show you - sorry, I do not want to interrupt you.  I will just show you 

another document to see whether it is relevant.  It is WIT.0099.0007.0986.  
Just at the bottom of this page.  If you are seeking clarification in that other 
email, is that what you are referring to, this email? 

 
A: I cannot say for certain.  I have to look at the documents in order to answer 20 

your question properly otherwise I would be misleading the Commission.  
But from what is in front of me I cannot say for certain. 

 
Q: All right, you can take that on as a matter on notice in terms of that 

particular email where you are talking about seeking clarification and who 
you might - whether that is something you are referring to other email. 

 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Asigau. 30 
 

[3.18 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a question for you Mr Asigau, if I may.  You 
are aware that it is the Attorney General of Papua New Guinea who provides 
advice to the State on matters of constitutional significance, I take it? 
 
A: Yes, I believe so. 
 
Q: And if any expert, might be a lawyer or accountant or economist or 

anything else really is to provide legal evidence to the State it needs the 
Attorney General to give permission, is that correct? 40 

 
A: I am sorry, Commissioner, could you just- - - 
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Q: Is that your understanding? 
 
A: Could you just repeat that I did not quite hear your question. 
 
Q: Yes certainly.  It is so difficult, is it not, to communicate in this way clearly.  

Did your firm have permission from the Attorney General who acts for the 
State in this transaction? 

 
A: No, we did not have Attorney General approval to act in this matter but as 

I indicated in my affidavit material we were not acting for the State, we 10 
were acting as agents for Norton Rose throughout the transaction. 

 
Q: For whom was Norton Rose acting; and for whom were Norton Rose 

acting? 
 
Q: I believe Norton Rose had initially - were engaged by the IPBC on the 

transaction as it occurred previously and then in 2013 onwards.  That was 
my understanding of the situation and I understood that Norton Rose’s 
engagement was to be formalized under the NEC submission that went 
before the National Executive Council of which the Attorney General is a 20 
member. 

 
Q: That was some time after the retainer had commenced though, was it not? 
 
A: Is that in relation to us or in relation to Norton Rose? 
 
Q: To Norton Rose.  In fact, I should ask you this foundational question first.  

When did Pacific Legal Group become involved in these matters?  When 
were you asked by Norton Rose to give advice or to act in anyway? 

 30 
A: On 26 February 2014 was when we were approached by Norton Rose. 
 
Q: Had you acted in other matters pertaining to either SOEs or to the State as 

agents for Norton Rose previously? 
 
A: There was another matter that we were acting on it at the same.  I do not 

know I cannot recall if we were acting together or not.  But yes, I believe 
that there may have been times when we have acted before and after this 
particular transaction. 

 40 
Q: All right.  Could I ask you this then, how is the fee structure worked out 

between Norton Rose, Pacific Legal Group and the client, be it the State or 
a State-owned enterprise like IPBC; how did you structure your 
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renumeration because we know from the Ombudsman Commission Report 
that Pacific Legal Group was paid? 

 
A: Yes.  So, the structure of payments would be that we would be paid 

separately from the invoices or fee notes rendered by Norton Rose.  
Usually, ours would go with theirs if they were the lead lawyers on record. 

 
[3.23 pm]Q: So, you would render invoices to the State or to State-owned enterprises, 

is that correct? 
 10 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: Directly? 
 
A: Directly, I think, at sometimes, yes, directly. 
 
Q: I thought you said just a while ago that you did not see yourself as having 

the State or the SOEs as your clients but you were merely the agent for 
Norton Rose Fulbright Australia? 

 20 
A: Yes.  Just to add on that Madam Commissioner.  It would be a little bit 

impractical for the client to pay our fees to Norton Rose in Australia and 
then for Norton Rose Australia to then send the money back to us.  It would 
not make much sense to do that based on the effect issues that we would 
have. 

 
Q: I can well understand that.  I am not contesting that it is not more practical.  

It just seems that there was a little bit of distance being put between in your 
answers between yourself and the State rather than aligning yourself with 
Norton Rose Fulbright.  All right, thank you, they are my questions for the 30 
time being. 

 
A: Thank you, Madam Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have one or two questions in relation to Jimmy 
Maladina.  Mr Maladina was engaged by your firm as a consultant apart from 
being a client, is that right? 
 
A: I make mention in my affidavit that over a period of time he was both at 

times a client and a consultant. 40 
 
Q: So, as a consultant in what capacity was he engaged; as a freelance 

consultant on financial matters or as a legal consultant as a lawyer? 
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A: I would say a bit of both. 
 
Q: A bit of both? 
 
A: Yes.  I believe Mr Maladina had a practicing certificate at the time. 
 
Q: Was he the holder of a current practicing certificate when he was engaged 

as a legal consultant at the time? 
 10 
A: I believe he did have a practicing certificate. 
 
Q: He did? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in relation to the UBS transaction, are you able to disclose what fees 

were paid to him for his consultancy services in relation to the UBS 
transaction or is that confidential or privileged? 

 20 
A: I can check. 
 
Q: Can you check and just give us some information on what was paid to him. 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: Yes, those are my questions.  If there are no other questions then we can 

grant Mr Asigau leave to take his leave.  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would ask for Mr Asigau be stood over, 30 
adjourned until either 15 or 16 July? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Asigau, is 15 or 16 July convenient to you? 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, could I just consult my calendar? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: The 15th should be fine. 
 40 
Q: All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will adjourn his 

appearance to 15 July at 10 o’clock. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right so adjourned.  You may take your leave Mr Asigau. 
 
A: Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, before I mention the Monday list just one 
matter arising out of Dr Katter’s question. 10 
 

 [3.28 pm] You can put up on the screen 0099.0007.1536.  This is the execution for the 
Bridge Facilty Agreement of 12 March 2014, 0099.0007.1536.  First page of the 
document is 0099.0007.1455.  So, this is just to complete that ………..question 
that Dr Katter asked.  This is the Bridge Facilty Agreement of 12 March 2014 and 
one goes to the final page of the document – sorry, I should say page 
75………..78, that is it.  You will see that is executed by Peter O’Neill, Prime 
Minister and Minister for Treasury.  And Commissioners, we would invite you 
to infer that that he therefore at the time the Treasurer for a period of time anyway 
after Mr Polye was sacked.  That brings the efforts for today to an end. 20 

 
Looking ahead to next week we have a busy day on Monday.  There is a number 
of matters for directions and then we are expecting a slightly updated statement 
from the Prime Minister and that is why he is now one o’clock rather than 10 am.  
We will distribute that dated statement when we receive it.  And we then expect 
substantively in the morning the Honourable Ben Micah.  That is the first witness. 
 
We will then commence with Mr Sonk and they will evidence in Moresby and 
then here in Brisbane we will have Mr Mortensen at 2.30 and Mr Chang at 3.  I 
confirm that Commissioner White has received the relevant permission from the 30 
Attorney General of Queensland to minister oath here in Brisbane and we will 
display that permission on Monday.  But those are, unless there are any other 
matters, Commissioners, that brings this week’s evidence to an end and we would 
ask that you adjourn until 10 o’clock on Monday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, have we missed anybody? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, there is just one final administrative matter 
to deal with.  The list for today records Mr Carl Okuk as appearing for directions 
at 2 o’clock.  We have been keeping an eye on the hearing room.  Mr Okuk has 40 
not appeared this afternoon.  The position with him is that he was to provide a 
statement today.  There was no time limit for that statement so he is still within 
time.  On that basis may I seek a direction adjourning his matter also to the list of 
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other directions at 10 o’clock on Monday, 21 June and I will see if I can make 
contact with him this afternoon once his statement is received. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance of Mr Carl Okuk?  No appearance, 
all right.  Commissioner White, you agreeable we will stand over his matter to 
Monday, 21 July at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, so adjourned.  All right, I think that brings us to 10 
the end of today’s proceedings so my Associate will adjourn the proceedings if 
there are no other matters to mention.  All right, associate you can adjourn. 
 
 
 
 
AT 3.33 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 21 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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(Continued from 18 June 2021) 
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[9.59 am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission, today Commissioners, we will 
have evidence in this order I think from Mr Wapu Sonk, this morning, Prime 
Minister Marape I think at 1.30 and after that Mr Chang and Mr Mortensen.  And Dr 
Katter will be with those witnesses except for the Prime Minister who I will ask 
questions of.  There are I think a number of appearances Mr Jurth will know who is 
in the hearing room.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Of the people listed for directions this morning, Sir Puka Temu appears 
in person and I have also had the opportunity to speak to Mr Sawong who is Mr 
Kamburi’s lawyer.  Presently there is appearance for the Honourable Richard Maru, 10 
Carl Okuk or Hudson Ramatlap.  That is all. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, it has been clear that there is no appearance for 
Mr Maru, Mr Okuk and Mr Ramatlap.  We make the following submissions.  Each 
of these gentlemen have previously appeared so there is no issue about their 
awareness of these proceedings or the fact they are under summons.  And they have 
now failed to appear on several occasions.  They were each adjourned to appear for 
26 May for Ramatlap and Mr Maru, on 9 June, Mr Okuk.  The first two were 
adjourned to 11 June, Mr Okuk to the 18th and none have since appeared. 
 20 

[10.04am] So commissioners, those are serious failures to comply with directions from the 
Commissioner of Inquiry to appear and to provide statements as directed.  
Commissioners, apart from being discourteous to you both and significantly 
hindering your work, it is potentially a crime in each case and of course it could 
amount to contempt, it could amount to failure to comply with a direction to appear.  
And in each case if prosecuted and if found guilty, the maximum penalty is 2 years 
imprisonment in jail. 
 
So in our submission, commissioners, noting the seriousness of non-compliance, we 
say their appearance should be stood over for a short period to allow these 30 
recalcitrant witnesses one final opportunity to appear and put on a statement.  But 
equally if it is clear they will not do that, the counsel assisting can then make contact 
to the Public Prosecutor or the Police to discuss potential criminal proceedings in 
court. 
 
On that basis, commissioners, we request that you stand over the appearances of Mr 
Maru, Mr Okuk and Mr Ramatlap to Thursday, 8 July which is shortly before the 
July hearings begin; Thursday 8 July at 10 am please for Mr Maru, Mr Okuk and Mr 
Ramatlap. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will stand 
over those witnesses’ appearance to 8 July at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue those directions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners.  And now I will hand over to Mr Jurth 
for those people who are appearing in person this morning for directions.   
 10 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Dr Renwick.  Commissioners, the next on the list is Sir 
Puka Temu who appears in person this morning.  Commissioners, I can inform you 
that we received an email from Sir Puka before the hearing.  His position is that he 
has sought a number of documents from Treasury.  Those documents are not yet 
with him but are in the process of making their way to him.  He seeks a two-week 
extension to provide his statement that would include those documents.  Counsel 
assisting do not object to that course and in my submission, two directions are 
therefore sought.  The first is that his statement be provided by 2 July and the second 
is that his appearance be stood over to 8 July for further directions. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Puka Temu, thank you for attending this morning.  You 
understand the two directions that are being sought by counsel? 
 
SIR PUKA:  Thank you.  Yes, I do, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then if you are in agreement, we will issue those directions, 
Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am in agreement, chief.   
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then, we issue those directions.  Sir Puka, you may 
be excused.  You can liaise with Mr Jurth to prepare your statement.   
 
SIR PUKA:  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 40 
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MR JURTH:  The next on the list is Anthony Yauieb.  The position with Mr Yauieb, 
I am pleased to say is a happy one.  We have been provided with a detailed draft 
statement but it is not yet 100 per cent finalized.  Importantly, there are documents 
in his case also that he has requested from various sources that have not yet been 
provided to him.  Those documents counsel assisting submit are necessary to make 
full sense of his statement.  We do anticipate receiving those things shortly and so 
advance the things with him that I would request a direction that he be set down for 
hearing on 13 July at 10 am. 
 10 

[10.09 am] THE CHAIRMAN: Is Mr Yauieb agreeable to him giving evidence on 13 July? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you chief.  Apologies, I should have said that I had the 
opportunity to speak with Mr Yauieb about this course of action and he agrees to 
that direction.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Commissioner white, if you are in agreement, we will 
fix his appearance for 13 July at 10 am to give his evidence. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, the direction is issued.  Next. 

MR JURTH: Thank you commissioners, and then the final direction this morning is 
in relation to Erastus Kamburi.  The position with him is the best of all we have been 20 

provided with a finalized statement including a comprehensive list of documents.  
On that basis I seek a direction that Mr Kamburi be set down for hearing also on 13 
July and I can indicate that I had the opportunity to speak with Mr Sawong who 
represents Mr Kamburi in these proceedings and both Mr Sawong and Mr Kamburi 
are available of 13 July for him to give his evidence. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you specify a time? 

MR JURTH:  Chief, the time should simply be 10 am.  I imagine it would be a 
running list of the same kind that we are utilizing in this tranche of hearings.  So that 
would mean we will commence with either Mr Yauieb or with Mr Kamburi and then 
one will follow the other. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White if you are in agreement then we will fix 
13 July at 10 am for Mr Kamburi to give his evidence. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: The direction is issued. Next. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief, I think those are all the directions. Perhaps the only 
other thing to mention is that Ben Micah appears on today's list he will be giving his 
evidence tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Tomorrow? 

MR JURTH: He will be hiving his evidence tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What time tomorrow? 

MR JURTH: I am not 100 percent sure. I wonder whether - - - 

DR RENWICK: If I may assist commissioners, you will recall that Mr Botten is 
giving evidence by special arrangements at 10 o’clock and perhaps we might mark 10 

Mr Micah, not before 11:30. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has Mr Micah spoken to you about his preference to give 
evidence tomorrow?  

MR JURTH: Yes, this arises out of communications from him and the Commission 
legal team. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Communications in what form? 

MR JURTH: Sorry I missed that, Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN: What form of communication? 

MR JURTH: Email. Email. I saw an email, Yes Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White if you are in agreement, we will fix the 20 

11:30 tomorrow for Mr Ben Micah to give his evidence. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right then. The direction is issued.  

MR JURTH: Thank you Chief, and just by way of courtesy I also had 
communications from Prime Minister Marape’s lawyer this morning and they 
request a start time for this afternoon of 1:30 pm instead of 1 pm for the prime 
minister. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will simply take note of it. 

MR JURTH: Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Yes 

MR JURTH:  It is offered really by way of courtesy to the commission. Thank you, 
commissioners those are I think all the directions and administrative matters that we 
needed to deal with this morning.  

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, Thank You. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Dr Katter will take Mr Sonks' evidence. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Wapu Sonk. 

MR JURTH:  Dr Katter, we are just going outside to see if he is here.  He is not 
presently inside the hearing room but he may well be outside. 

[10.14am] MR MAWA:  Sorry, my name is Paul Mawa, I appear as counsel for the Kumul 10 
Petroleum and for Mr Sonk.  He should be here but I think there might be some slight 
delay but he is aware he was going to come down so maybe the next 10 minutes he 
will be here.  He just up the road, thank you. 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioner, could we take a short recess pending the arrival of 
Mr Sonk? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we will stand down the matter briefly until Mr 
Sonk arrives. 
 20 
DR KATTER:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[10.28 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Chief commissioner, I call Mr Wapu Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tyson Yapao, can you swear the witness? 
 
 
WAPU SONK, sworn: 
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XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Sonk, could you state your full name for the record? 
 
A: Wapu Rodney Sonk. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You are the Managing Director and Executive Director of Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings Limited? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you have held that same role now continuously since October 2015, is 

that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You have a Bachelor of Mining Engineering from the University of 

Technology Lae, graduating in 1996? 20 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you have a Diploma of Business Management from The Melbourne 

Business School, Mt Eliza Center, also? 
 
A: That is correct.   
 
Q: Before you became the Managing Director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings, you 

were a director of IPBC in 2012, is that right? 30 
 
A: Yes, director, not as a Board Director but as a position which was to look after 

PNG LNG Project under IPBC or inside IPBC. 
 
Q: Working within IPBC at that time, were you? 
 
A: Correct. 
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Q: In 2013 you were the Managing Director of the National Petroleum Company 
of Papua New Guinea (Kroton) which is now Kumul Petroleum Kroton, is 
that right? 

 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 

[10.33am]   Q: And you also became a director of the National Petroleum Company 
Investments in October 2014? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Could Mr Sonk please be shown his statement?  It is for the reference 10 
WIT.0036.0001.0011.  Mr Sonk on the screen you should see your statement, 
it is 22 pages in length, is it? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: It has 159 paragraphs.  Is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And on the final page, is that your signature?  

A: Yes, that is my signature yes. 

Q: There is a date on the final page, 13 November 2020, is that the date you 
signed the document? 

A: That is correct. 20 

Q: Is that right Mr Sonk, I could not hear you then, sorry? 

A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: Do you wish to make any corrections to this statement as at today? 

A: No. 

Q: Is the statement true and correct as at today? 

A: True and correct. 

Q: Is that right?  Yes. 

A: Yes. 
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Q: Commissioners I seek to tender that statement as an exhibit and have it marked 
please. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just take the witness through the various annexures 
to that affidavit.  The moment we looking at the body of the affidavit but KI 
understand there is a substantial number of documents annexed to that affidavit. 
Could you just run through those annexures please for the benefit of those listening 
to the evidence? 

DR KATTER:  Yes commissioners.  So attached to your statement are annexures 
which are marked WRS and they go from WRS, Mr Sonk, number 1 to WRS number 
37, is that right? 10 

THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Katter, can we just run through that affidavit paragraph by 
paragraph where the annexures are mentioned. 

DR KATTER:  Yes, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just take the witness - - - 

DR KATTER:  Is that all right with you Mr Sonk? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just go back to the start of the statement, Dr Katter. 

DR KATTER:  Yes, but the first annexure is at paragraph 11 Mr Sonk, is that right, 
WRS number 1? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And, it is a copy of your curriculum vitae.  20 

A: That is right. 

Q: And then at paragraph 20, sub-paragraph A, marked WRS 2A. The company 
extracts for NPCP Kroton?  And just while you are there, you are using at 
paragraph 8, when you use the phrase or the wording NPCP Kroton you are 
referring to the National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea Kroton 
Limited, is that right? 

A: That is correct. It has changed names. 

Q: The next extract is at 20 paragraph B, WRS 2B, the script that you provide is 
a company extract for KPHL is the lettering you have used there. And in 
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paragraph 9 you refer to KPHL as the definition for Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited, is that right? 

A: Correct. 

[10.38am] Q: And then returning to sub-paragraph 20C, WRS 2C, a company extract of 
NPCP Investments and at paragraph 10 at other places you used the 
description for NPCP Investments and at the end of that paragraph you 
referred to it as Kumul Investments, is that right? 

A: Kumul Petroleum Investments. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then turning to page 5 paragraph 33(a), WRS3 is a certified 10 

extract as you described it as the minutes of the board meeting held on 31 
January 2014.  That is the board meeting which you referred to at paragraph 
30 in the first line, the board meeting NPCP Kroton, is that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then at 33(b) WRS is a copy of the presentation made by Mr McDougall 

at the meeting.  This is a copy, is it, of the presentation made by Mr McDougall 
at the board meeting on NPCP Kroton on 31 January 2014, is that right? 

 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: At paragraph 36 you described it as WRS5 is a copy of an email from Mr 

McDougall dated 31 January 2014 to you and other members of KPHL 
management regarding the IPIC financing, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then at the top of page 6 paragraph 39 you described WRS6 

is a copy of that email and letter.  And just returning to paragraph 38 on the 30 
page before, this is the letter sent by Minister Micah that you are referring to 
in that paragraph, is it? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then at paragraph 45 you referred to WRS7 a certified extract 

of the minute from that meeting.  If you look at paragraph 40 there is a 
reference there in the first line to a special board meeting of NPCP Kroton 
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board on 7 February 2014.  Is WRS7 then a certified extract of the minutes of 
that meeting that you referred to at paragraph 40? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 52 you described it as WRS8 a copy of that email and 

the attached mandatory exchange notice.  And returning to paragraph 51 you 
referred to an email.  In that email I stated that the consequences of the 
mandatory exchange notice and looking at paragraph 50 you referred to 
informing Mr Kramer.  Is that the email that you are referring to is that the 10 
correspondence that is referred to in paragraphs 50 and 51 at WRS8? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 

[10. 43am] Q: And then at paragraph 56 you described it as a copy of this email chain.  At 
paragraph 55, you refer to emails from Dr Yaru and Mr Temu on 3 March 
2014.  WRS9 is that a reference to the emails which you are referring to in 
paragraph 55 of 3 March 2014. 

  
A: That is correct 20 
 
Q: Yes. Paragraph 58 WRS10 refers to an email and its attachments. At 

paragraph 57 you refer to an email from Brenton Key and you describe him 
as a partner of Ashurst and the email being on 3 March 2014. And the 
attachments are they the attachments you are referring to in paragraph 57 sub 
paragraph a, b and c? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then in paragraph 68, you describe it as WRS13 a copy of this email and 30 

attachments. At paragraph 67 there is a date mention there 8 March 2014 and 
you say “I received an email form the Managing Director of IPBC attaching 
copies of the following documents” the email which you are describing in 
WRS13 and the attachments are that is the email in paragraph 67 and the 
attachments being sub-paragraph a,b,c,d,e and f, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 79 WRS14 a copy of the executed power of attorney. 

The power of attorney which you are referring to is it the same power of 40 
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attorney which was referred to at 67 sub paragraph f in draft form which you 
are then referring to as being signed? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you. And then 79, sub paragraph b WRS15 is a certified extract of the 

minutes from that meeting. The meeting is the meeting is it that you are 
referring to at paragraph 70?  “On 9 March 2014 I attended a special meeting 
of the NPCP Kroton board.” 

 10 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 82, the reference is WRS16 as you describe it a copy 

of a letter at paragraph 81 you refer to a letter that you sent to the Managing 
Director of IPBC referring the resolutions passed, that is the letter you are 
referring to at paragraph 82, is it? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And the resolutions that were passed that is a reference to the resolutions from 20 

the board meeting, the special meeting as you describe it at paragraph 79 on 
9 March 2014? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q:  At paragraph 88 you refer to WRS17 a copy of the Payment Direction Deed 

executed by NPCP Kroton. That is the part that you referred to in paragraph 
87?  

 
[10:48 am] A: Yes, correct. 30 

Q: And then returning to paragraph 67, subparagraph (b), there is a reference 
there to a Draft Payment Direction Deed. Is that the same document in the 
draft there in paragraph 67(b) which is later signed at paragraph 88? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Yes. Thank you.  And then in paragraph 95, you refer to it as WRS19, you are 
referring to emails and a direction.  Now, when you use the word direction in 
there is that the direction deed you are referring to or the payment direction at 
paragraph 91? 
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A: Correct. 

Q: So, the payment direction and then the emails that you are referring to there 
are at paragraph 94 you refer to an email sending the direction to Mr 
McDougall. Is that right? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Yes, paragraph 98, WRS20 it is an NEC decision as you described it number 
85 of 2013, at paragraph 96 you refer to the NEC deciding on 14 March 2013, 
that is the NEC decision which you are referring to at paragraph 96, is it? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Paragraph 101 you then refer to NEC decision number 186 of 2014, is that the 10 

NEC decision that you are referring to in paragraph 100 dated 12 June 2014? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And then at paragraph 103, sub-paragraph (a) WRS22 a certified extract of 
the minutes from a meeting held on 16 May 2014.  This is a meeting of the 
board, NPCP Kroton Board, is it not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And then WRS23 a certified extract of the minutes from the meeting held on 
28 July 2014. So, this is another meeting of the same board the NPCP Kroton 
board on that day.  And then paragraph 105, you described it as a WRS24 
copy of the NEC decision number 264 of 2014.  In paragraph 104 you are 20 
referring to an NEC decision of 2 September 2014, is that the paragraph 105 
is a reference to the paragraph 104 decision, is it not? 

 
[10.53am] A: That is correct. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Paragraph 110 you referred to WRS25 a certified extract of the 

minutes from that meeting.  At paragraph 108 there is a reference to a date 29 
September 2014, the board of KCHL resolved to the minutes at WRS25 are 
the minutes as to the meeting on 29 September 2014, are they not? 

 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And in paragraph 118 WRS26 certified extract of minutes from a meeting.  

Returning to paragraph 117 you referred to a meeting of the board of Kumul 
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Investments on 27 November 2014 resolving to execute the novation and 
Collar Loan documentation.  The minutes you are referring to as WS26 are 
the minutes from that meeting of 27 November 2014, are they not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Paragraph 120 WSR27 a copy of the NEC decision 407 of 2014.  This is the 

NEC decision of 11 December 2014 that you are referring to at paragraph 119, 
is it not? 

 10 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Paragraph 124(a),WSR28 a copy of the IPBC circular resolution 26 of 2014 

implementing NEC decision 264 of 2014 dated 12 December 2014.  The 
reference to NEC decision 264 of 2014 there, is that intended to be, is there a 
further NEC decision after the NEC decision that you referred to at paragraphs 
119 and 120, the next day? 

 
A: Sorry, repeat the question again. 
 20 
Q: Sorry, Mr Sonk, could you just repeat that? 
 
A: Sir, repeat the question in relation to this again. 
 
Q: You would like me to ask the question again? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are you referring to a later NEC decision on 12 December 2014 or is that date 

referring to the IPBC circular resolution 26 of 2014 on that date? 30 
 
A: NEC decision is different, it was 264. 
 
Q: If you can return to paragraph 105.  You see there you refer to NEDC decision 

264 of 2014 there? 
 

[10.58 am] A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is the same number.  The reference to 12 December in paragraph 124(a), 

is that a reference to the IPBC Circular Resolution date? 40 
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A: Yes, so making the decision, NEC Decision 264 follow through decisions by 

IPBC and us.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can we hear that? 
 
DR KATTER:  You are just breaking, Mr Sonk.  Can you just say that again, I am 
sorry? 
 
A: I am just saying the IPBC decisions and NPCP Kroton decisions are all in 10 

relation to NEC Decision 264 making that work.   
 
Q: Yes.  Thank you.  124 (b), you describe it as WRS29, copy of the Verification 

Certificate executed by Mr Kramer as Director and Chairman of KPHL in 
December 2014, is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then sub-paragraph 124(c) WRS30, copy of the NPCP 

Reconstruction Agreement dated 11 March – I apologize, 11 December 2014.  20 
Is that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: That is right, Mr Sonk? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then paragraph 131 marked WRS31, certified extract of the 

minutes from that meeting.  The meeting you are referring to, is that the 30 
meeting at paragraph 129, 26 January 2017, “I recall that I attended a Board 
Meeting of KPHL where the Oil Search shares were discussed.” 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Paragraph 139 – I apologize, 135, marked WRS32, a certified extract of the 

minutes from a meeting.  Returning to paragraph 132 is at the meeting of 25 
May 2017, a Board Meeting of KPHL? 

 
A: That is correct. 40 
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Q: Paragraph 139, you describe it as WRS33, certified extract of minutes from 

the meeting is your description.  The meeting you are referring to is the 
meeting which you mentioned at paragraph 136, 11 August 2017; a Board of 
KPHL, is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Turning paragraph 147, attached and marked WRS34, as you describe it is a 

certified extract of the minutes from a meeting.  At paragraph 143, you 10 
describe a Special Board Meeting of KPHL of 19 September 2017.  Is that the 
meeting you are referring to – the minutes I should say of the meeting you are 
referring to at paragraph 147? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In paragraph 151, you describe it as WRS35, a bundle of notices of cessation 

of Kumul Investment shareholding in Oil Search dated 28 September 2017  
[11:03 am] that was sent by Dentons Lawyers to the ASX, Oil Search, the Port Moresby 

stock exchange and the Securities Commission of Papua New Guinea. Is that 20 
right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then paragraph 156 you describe it at WRS36 certified extract from the 

minutes of that meeting. Is that the meeting at paragraph 152 of 29 September 
2017, a board meeting with KPHL? 

 
A:  29 September. 
 30 
Q:  29 September, is that right? 
 
A:  Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you, and then paragraph 158 is a copy of an NEC decision 29 of 2017. 

And you are referring to that decision aren’t you at paragraph 157. 
 
A:  Correct. 
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Q: Commissioners, I understand that Ms Nonggor wishes to be heard as to Mr 
Sonk before I seek to tender Mr Sonk's statement. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: If the Commission pleases, I have some objections 
with regards to some paragraphs of Mr Sonk’s affidavit.  And if I may make those 
objections now it is only three paragraphs, if I may have leave to make those 
objections now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Go ahead. 
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: I would like to object to paragraph 102 of Mr Sonks' 
affidavit. This paragraph contains his say, he quotes a source but indeed it is a 
general source and mere gossip.  He states that he was aware that the Department of 
Treasury was struggling with repayment obligations and it was in default with 
principal and interest and he was aware of this through my informal discussions with 
government contacts.  Commissioners we object to this on the basis of hearsay, that 
the source is unreliable completely.  
 
The second objection is paragraph 113, again this story is to Mr Sonks’s accusation 
that Treasury was unable to meet its obligations and it seems to be based on nothing 20 
more than the hearsay in paragraph 102 as he does not give any other source.  
Likewise, paragraph 114, Mr Sonk says even at the third line, given the State's 
inability to meet its obligation.  Again, there is no other source for his supposed 
knowledge other than informal conversations or gossip, one assumes.  We object to 
these paragraphs. 
 
DR KATTER: Commissioners, my submission is that those paragraphs could be 
struck through or not read or not included in the tender but Mr Sonk may be able to 
lead, may be able to lead direct evidentiary matters orally that relate to those matters 
if he has a direct recollection about specific things that he was told or which he 30 
received communication at that particular point in time relating to those matters the 
subject of those paragraphs. 

 
[11.08am] THE CHAIRMAN:  So Dr Katter, you agree that there is no evidentiary basis to 

support the statements made in those paragraphs? 
 
DR KATTER:  Not in other documentation presented before the commission.  There 
is nothing to provide the detail that is referred to about today and I am looking at 
paragraph 102, Chief Commissioner, where it says, through my informal discussion 
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there is no direct information presently before the Commission about the informal 
discussions that Mr Sonk (Internet breakdown) orally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So then on that basis you concede to those paragraphs being 
struck out? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, in which case then Commissioner White, if you 
are agreeable there is no contest there we can strike those paragraphs off the record. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, could I just observe this though?  The sentiment 
that is expressed in those paragraphs seems to me on the reading of the affidavit, 
raise on there all that happened which is described in the consolidation of the assets 
into KCHL, there had to be some reasons for doing it.  And in the absence of those 
paragraphs it is a little difficult to understand what happened.  So, if those paragraphs 
are to be struck from the statement, I would like to hear from Mr Sonk about why 
these things occurred.  Without that it is a mystery to me.  And in the end of course 
to my mind it is more a question of why as 102 stands it is a tissue paper Chief and 
nothing much more but nonetheless I would not like just to be out of the evidence 20 
altogether, chief, I would like at least some attempts orally to work on the content of 
those paragraphs. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose he may be asked to give that evidence orally but on 
the face of what is provided in those paragraphs I do not think there is any 
evidentiary basis there to support those conclusions.  But I think we are in general 
agreement that they ought to be struck out but obviously Mr Sonk might have the 
liberty to give evidence in respect of those conclusions later if he wants to. 
 
For the record, those paragraphs are struck out from that statement. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  I would seek that the statement including its - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is paragraph 102 - - - 
 
DR KATTER:  Attachments be tendered with those paragraphs struck out. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That paragraph 102 has not attachment there.  Paragraph 113, 
let us go to 113. 
 40 
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DR KATTER:  113 has no - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No attachments. 
 
DR KATTER:  No attachment. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then 114, nothing.  Just the statement.  Dr Katter, you 
continue with your examination I think we have come to the end of the annexures. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  And that the statement be tendered with the exception 10 
of those three paragraphs which have been noted but also with its annexures and 
marked as an exhibit please, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commssioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit the 
statement of Mr Wapu Sonk dated 13 November 2020 inclusive of the annexures 
and the statement will be marked exhibit double F, FF.  
 

[11.13 am] DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.   
 
EXHIBIT FF – STATEMENT OF WAPU SONK DATED 13 NOVEMBER 20 
2020 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Sonk, could you please look at paragraph 27; it should be on the 
screen.  Just a moment.  You are referring to, you say, that Kumul Petroleum and the 
National Petroleum Company (Kroton) did not have a role in the discussions and 
negotiations to re-finance the IPIC Loan.  Were you involved in discussions as the 
IPIC loan refinance and negotiations in any other capacity beyond any involvement 
you had with those two entities? 30 
 
A: The IPIC Loan was organized before I joined Kroton so I was not  

involved. 
 
Q: All right.  Then at paragraph 28, you stated you were aware that these 

negotiations had been taking place as to the re-finance of the IPIC Loan and 
you mentioned Mr Kumarasiri specifically has been involved in these 
discussions, is that right? 
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A: The IPIC Loan was done with IPBC; he was the managing director at that time 
and he took control of the re-negotiations at that time. 

 
Q: Had you heard about these negotiations from the minister directly, which is 

what you refer to at paragraph 29? 
 
A: We operated together in the same office so it was just coffee talk and that sort 

of discussion between the offices trhere. 
 
Q: Who was the minister at that time? 10 
 
A: Ben Micah. 
 
Q: Were you then involved directly in any of those discussions or negotiations 

with Mr Kumarasiri? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: At paragraph 31, you refer to a presentation given to the Kroton Board 2014 

by the chief financial officer.  Was that Mr Bruce McDougall? 20 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then at sub-paragraph (b), you mention proposals received by UBS and 

Citi.  Do you recall whether there was a difference or a similarity between 
those two proposals? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was the preference expressed at that time by the chief financial officer as to 30 

those two proposals? 
 
A: We were only advised that there was a shortlist of UBS and Citi out of many 

that put in the bid. 
 
Q: Do you recall any identification of any differences articulated by the chief 

financial officer at that time? 
 
A: Not at that meeting. 
 40 
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Q: Did the proposals appear to be in, at least at that time to you, of similar length 
or similar scope? 

 
A: Similar scope but, yes, nothing specific. 
 
Q: Do you recall the order that they were presented in?  Was it UBS first and Citi 

second or have you only used that order in your statement in sub-paragraph 
31 (b)? 

 
A: UBS and Citi were the shortlist that the Government had come up with.  We 10 

had no involvement in how the bids went through and how the shortlist came 
out or arrived at.   

  
[11:18 am]  Q: Looking at your paragraph 34 you say ‘I recall thinking that the best thing to 

do was to extend the maturity date of the IPIC Loan, repay the loan in May 
when the State will receive revenue from the PNG LNG project and have 
NPCP Kroton and acquire the Oil Search shares once the loan was repaid.” 
Did you express that view at that meeting and this is the meeting you are 
referring to on 31 January 2014? 

 20 
A: Yes.  Only from the point of view of the first LNG revenue we would receive 

in May of that year. 
 
Q: You did express that at that meeting? 
 
A:  Yes, it was part of the general discussion. 
 
Q:  Yes. In Paragraph 38, you state that you did not have any direct dealings with 

Mr Bakani or the Bank of Papua New Guinea. Did you have any 
communication to or from Mr Bakani through others during that period? 30 

 
A: No. I only heard that the NEC had appointed the Central Bank to shortlist the 

different bids that came to the government. 
 
Q:  Did you have communication with anyone else at the Bank of Papua New 

Guinea other than Mr Bakani? 
 
A: No. 
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Q:  At paragraph 40 referring to a special meeting with the Kroton board on 7 
February 2014.  Did you call that meeting? 

 
A: Myself and the board secretary, yes.  
 
Q:  Did you have a notice from someone else as to why the meeting was required 

and what it was to be about? 
 
A: It was about the re-financing of the IPIC Loan. 
 10 
Q:  What caused you to have that meeting at that particular point in time? 
 
A: It was the NEC decision that appointed NPCP to take lead in renegotiating the 

IPIC loan. 
 
Q:   And is that the NEC decision of December 2013 that you are referring to 

there? 
 
A: ` Correct. 
 20 
Q:  The matters you raise at paragraph 41, acquired details and in the minute, they 

are attributed to you, do you recall where all this information came from prior 
to this meeting to you? 

 
A: Sorry, restate the question again? 
 
Q: Could you say that again Mr Sonks, I am sorry, you just broke up. 
 
A:  I missed your question. 
 30 
Q: Mr Sonk, all of that detail is referred to in paragraph 41 which is attributed to 

you and the board minute. Where did that detail come from before the 
meeting? 

 
A: From NECs appointment - the NEC decision. 
 
Q:  Only from the NEC decision? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: Did you have a copy of the full NEC proposal that led to that NEC decision? 
 
A:  No. 
 
Q:  The only decision itself of the NEC. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:   And this is the December 2013 NEC decision that you are referring to, is that 

right? 10 
 

[11.23am] A: That is right, yes. 
 
Q: Paragraph 43 you state that the Treasury will reimburse the cost of the 

refinance transaction.  When you are referring to the cost, are you referring to 
legal fees for legal advice or were there other cost of the transaction at that 
time? 

 
A: Legal and other transaction cost that we would incur; that we would build in 

as dividend to the State. 20 
 
Q: And what were the other costs beyond legal advice? 
 
A: The financing advisory type advice from doing this sort of deals.  Financial 

and- - - 
 
Q: Can you say that last sentence again? 
 
A: Financial advice mostly and legal. 
 30 
Q: Financial advice? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So financial advice and legal advice, were there other costs envisaged by the 

board at that time, beyond those two? 
 
A: Not really. 
 
Q: At paragraph 46 you referred to- - - 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can you just go back to paragraph 42 to see if you 
have any questions in relation to paragraph 42. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think you missed that. 
 
DR KATTER:  Paragraph 42.  Mr Sonk, these are the board minutes of the special 
board meeting on 7 February 2014, is that right? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you referred to and you used the word “concern” in the second line and 

the first line, a concern amongst the board about the impact of the transaction 
on NPCP Kroton.  Those transaction you are referring to? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: What transaction are you referring to there? 20 
 
A: That is the refinancing of the IPIC loan. 
 
Q: And then you particularized at sub-paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d).  Are you 

summarizing the concerns of the board as a whole there? 
 
A: That is correct that the company was few months away from receiving its first 

revenue and yet we are trying to get into another transaction to lock up those 
revenues, a general concern. 

 30 
Q: As you read those four concerns as you described them in sub paragraphs (a), 

(b), (c) and (d) now.  Are there other concerns that you have not listed there 
that were relevant to the board at that point in time? 

 
A: Not really.  I think this is four bullet points captures the concern. 
 
Q: That those four things or the four sub paragraphs were the concern in summary 

as you recall them? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
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Q: Moving to your paragraph 48 please.  This is under the heading “Revised 

Transaction to Acquire Oil Search Shares”.  You referred to getting legal 
advices to extending the maturity date in this paragraph. Who were you 
getting that legal advice from, you recall specifically? 

 
[11.28 am] A: Internal advice and I think we used Gadens.   

 
Q: And Gadens? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall who you were dealing with specifically at Gadens? 
 
A: Different names came in between for different things so not really specific but 

just the firm. 
 
Q: You mentioned internal legal advice.  Was there a number of legal officers or 

officers holding legal positions within the entity at that time? 
 20 
A: Yes, our company secretary was the legal counsel. 
 
Q: Who was that? 
 
A: Rogen Wato, he still is today. 
 
Q: I am sorry, Mr Sonk, you just broke up.  Could you say that name again? 
 
A: Rogen Wato, he is the legal counsel. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Chief Commissioner, I am sorry to interrupt.  Is it possible for the 
witness’s microphone to be moved closer to him because some of us are having 
difficulty hearing him.  Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Could you say that name again, Mr Sonk? 
 
A: Rogen Wato is our legal counsel. 
 
Q: Rogen Wato, thank you.  That is much better thank you in terms of the volume.  

Then at paragraphs 53 and 54, you mention that from around the beginning of 40 
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March 2014, you became aware the replacement for the IPIC Loan was being 
negotiated.  How did you specifically find this out at this point in time?  Who 
told you this? 

 
A: Again, just generally in the government circles.  I think PNG is a small place 

so you can find out what is going on; easy.   
 
Q: But do you recall a specific communication from someone where you thought, 

gee, this is interesting information or an interesting change in position? 
 10 
A: Not really but NEC decision started to come out and from then on, we realized 

there was a parallel transaction. 
 
Q: What you are referring to in paragraph 54 is this, before 6 March 2014? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: At paragraph 59(b), you refer to a memorandum from the Office of the State 

Solicitor providing legal approval of the transaction.  Do you recall whether 
that memorandum was then provided by you or anyone on behalf of the Board 20 
to external lawyers Ashurst, Norton Rose Fulbright or anyone else that you 
have mentioned earlier in your statement? 

 
A: We received a package which also included the NEC decision. 
 
Q: Did you receive the package? 
 
A: Which also included the State Solicitor’s clearance of the NEC decision, not 

of the transaction.   
 30 
Q: But you did not then personally or you were not aware as to whether anyone 

in the Board took that inbound communication and re-communicated it to any 
other external legal advisors? 

 
A: Yes, we used our own legal team which was the Gadens Lawyers.  So we 

would get these documents and use it. 
 
Q: You passed it on to Gadens? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: And do you recall there being a communication back from Gadens in that 

regard substantively or procedurally just acknowledging receipt or anything 
like that? 

 
[11.33 am] A: No. Nothing on record. There was communication. 
 
 Q:  You do not recall any advice? 
  
 A: Not that I can recall or have on record. 10 
 

Q:  At paragraph 61, this is your first line, “When I received these documents on 
7 March 2014, I was completely taken by surprise,” but you had earlier said 
in paragraph 54 that you knew about this change in course before 6 March, 
did you not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct but surprised that documents had already been crystalized 

decisions and sent to us. 
 
Q: Now, looking at paragraph 65 in your statement. You mentioned that Mr 20 

Patrick Gelak of UBS sent you an email on 7 March 2014, is that right? 
 
A:  Correct. 
 
Q: Why did you get a communication directly from Mr Gelak, why not a 

communication from IPBC or the minister or someone else? 
 
A:  I do not know but we had worked with UBS leading up to this because we 

were appointed to lead in the renegotiations of the IPIC deal. But this came 
from the outside from a different parallel transaction.  30 

 
Q: This seems unusual though, does it not, for a third party to be communicating 

directly to you? 
 
A:  Correct. 
 
Q: At paragraph 70, on the next page you refer to another special meeting and 

this is now two days later on 9 March 2014.  In subparagraph (b), you 
mentioned that Ashurst drafted the Kroton board resolution. Where you 
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mentioned the draft resolutions back in subparagraph 67(e) were they the draft 
resolution which you then referring to as being signed at paragraph 70(b)? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Have they changed? Before they were signed? Were they changed at all, Mr 

Sonk?  
 
A:  Sorry? 
 10 
Q:  Where the resolution that was signed were they changed from their draft form 

as provided before signing? 
 
A: Not really. 
 
Q: When you say not really? 
 
A: Well, nothing changed, it was complete documents, delivered to us to have a 

special board meeting and just approve them as they came in. 
 20 
Q: All right. So, they were signed in their form as provided.  Paragraph 74(b), 

your first line “The transaction was high risk for NPCP Kroton and the State. 
Their analysis suggested and then you go on.  You refer to the projected 
revenue as being a best-case scenario in that paragraph, were there other 
reasons why it was high risk beyond this one particular point about the 
analysis being the best case scenario in terms of the modelling?  

 
[11.38am] A: Yes we say high risk because we are going from – we are trying to purchase 

shares that are trading on the stock market which no one has control over so 
from that perspective it was high risk.  30 

 
Q: Why then after expressing concern to use the word you used, on the part of 

the board, and seeking further legal advice, did the board resolve in any event 
to execute the Payment Direction Deed and issue a direction to the operator? 

 
A: Yes, we only dealt with the Payment Direction Deed. 
 
Q: But why do that where there is this level of concern raised by the board and 

in the circumstances you have referred to in terms of obtaining further legal 
advice? 40 
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A: At this point in time it is Treasury doing the deal, we were only provided the 

payment direction as a guarantor in the event that there was a default to 
payments and we would be called. 

 
Q: Well, looking at your paragraph 83 you referred to your further involvement 

negotiation as to the payment direction there.  So, this is not the Payment 
Direction Deed, this is the actual payment direction, if I call it that, which you 
referred to further down the page, is it? 

 10 
A: The Payment Direction Deed negotiating with ExxonMobil who is the 

operator of GloCo to make sure that the landowners’ interests is captured in 
this payment direction because the landowners had a call on 25.75 of Kroton 
as an option. 

 
Q: So, who are you particularly having those negotiations with? 
 
A: The UBS lawyers Ashurts to get the language right. 
 
Q: Ashurts? 20 
 
A: Yes.  Before giving it to ExxonMobil or GloCo. 
 
Q: You recall who specifically you were communicating with? 
 
A: I think Tim Glenn or someone from Ashurts was involved. 
 
Q: At paragraph 86 you referred of being notified by the IPBC then that Minister 

for Finance, then Minister James Marape authorized Kroton to execute the 
payment direction deed and any other transaction documents required to 30 
complete the UBS transaction.  Who particularly at the IPBC communicated 
this to you? 

 
A: It would have been Wasantha but I do not have records to confirm but it was 

him communicating back saying, all the processes have been followed, that is 
all it was. 

 
Q: What was your assessment of that communication at that time in the 

circumstances you have described really from paragraph 59 right through to 
85 as to the NEC decision in the communications following, did you see this 40 
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as hard about process or something separate from and extraordinary to the 
process. 

 
A: Extraordinary because of the speed at which it was all happening and we could 

not get proper legal advice and this is to make decisions.  This was happening 
very fast. 

 
Q: Now, you have got a new heading there, execution of UBS loan 

documentation and then in paragraph 87 you referred to execution of the 
payment direction deed.  How do you receive the legal advice that you were 10 
referring to in 80 when you signed or when the payment direction deed was 
executed? 

 
[11.43 pm] A: Yes. 

 
Q: And who was that advised from? 
 
A: From our own lawyers; I think it was PKA that assisted us in interpreting the 

UBS Agreement.  
 20 
Q: By PKA, you mean Posman Kua? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Do you still have a copy of that advice? 
 
A: It will be on the records somewhere. 
 
Q: All right.  And just pausing there for a moment in terms of what you have been 

referring to, from paragraph 59 onwards, you have referred to quite a 30 
significant number of documents and processes, legal advice.  With all of 
those things appear remarkably expedited why was there this extraordinary 
haste?   

 
A: I think in the scheme of things, Kroton or us, we were at the bottom of that 

decision making.  So it was really to do with the pressure that came from our 
shareholders and everybody else that we would report to making all the 
decisions so this is to allow the transaction to happen. 
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Q: Turning to paragraph 96.  You refer to consolidation of assets into Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited in that paragraph.  Were reasons given to you as 
to why this was occurring at this particular time and why it was occurring with 
such efficiency? 

 
A: Consolidation of the petroleum assets was a policy that we were driving as 

well so we were happy with the consolidation but as to the speed and other 
objectives, we were not aware. 

 
Q: The UBS transaction – this is 14 March; the NEC decision was 6 March.  The 10 

timing – there is a very close proximity in timing at this point in time.  Why 
was that - 15th, I apologize – is it? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could we just have that clarified? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, because 96, I am aware that on 14 March 
2015.  So not in close proximity to anything at the moment.  Perhaps you could 
establish whether that is being the correct date. 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes.  Mr Sonk, could you just have a look at that please, paragraph 
96.  Are you referring to 2013 there or 2014 in that particular paragraph?  I note in 
paragraph 98, you are referring to an NEC decision but in 96, is that a reference to 
2013 or 2014? 
 
A: That is 14 March 2013, so it is correct. 
 
Q: So that is actually- - - 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What should it be? 
 
DR KATTER:  Is it 14 March 2013, that you are saying that is correct? 
 
A: Yes, it is the NEC Decision 85/2013 which is attached as WRS19 – sorry, 

20. 
 

[11:48 am]Q: 2013 decision to consolidate the asset but the assets are not consolidated until 
2014 is that right? 

 40 
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 A:  Correct.  It was taking time to execute. 
 

Q:  Why does the consolidation occur at the time when it does occur in 2014, why 
does it not occur earlier?  Why does it not occur post the UBS transaction? 
 

A:  I think it is to do with assets held by a company called Petromin at that time, 
and assets in Treasury and different places so it is difficult to consolidate 
assets when you have companies operating already and holding on to assets 
so it took time. 

 10 
Q: After 6 March, NEC decision as to the UBS Loan, do you receive from anyone 

a direct communication as to whether or not payments are being made as to 
the loan after that date? 

 
A: Sorry, what sort of payments? 
 
Q: The payment obligations under the UBS Loan. Do you receive 

communication to you whether as part of the board or otherwise from 
someone who articulates to you the payment obligations are not being met 
under the UBS Loan after 6 March 2014? 20 

 
A: No. As I have stated in my statement that we struck out, I do not have any 

written or evidence to show but it was hearsay and I knew that Treasury would 
be struggling to pay principal and interest.  

 
Q:  Looking at your paragraph 111, which is on page 16, you mentioned you were 

part of the negotiations team for the UBS Bridge Facility with Mr Kramer. Is 
that Mr. Frank Kramer? 

 
A:  That is correct. 30 
 
Q:  Who else was involved in this negotiation team that you have described from 

your recollection?  
 
A:  Just the chairman and me and the legal team and whoever else within the 

company to assist.  
 

Q:  So, when you are describing the chairman there. That is Mr Kramer? 
 
A:  That is correct. 40 
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Q:  Yes, you said yourself, and did you say the legal team? Is that the internal 

legal persons or external? As in law firm? People from the law firm or law 
firms or only the internal legal? 

 
A: I think the process was that we would form our opinion internally but we 

would seek external advice and confirmation every time. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes.  10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Given the minutes of that meeting, I see that Mr Rob 
Kelly and two other named persons who are from Gadens I would surmise and as 
Mr Kelly certainly was the senior partner of Gadens at that time made a presentation 
to the meeting?  Did that happen from time to time in your recollection? 
 
A: Yes.  Rob Kelly was not working for Gadens. He had already left Gadens at 

that time but he was working as an advisor to us, legal advisor to us. 
 
Q: So he was acting independently, was he, separately from Gadens? 20 
 
A: He was acting independently but he was our contact to Gadens. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 

[11.53am] DR KATTER:  I will just show you the document WIP.0036.0001.0321 Mr Sonk. 
So this is an NEC decision 264 of 2014 you have mentioned it a number of times, 
for example, you mentioned at paragraph 124(a) but you also mentioned it at 105.  
This is a decision you are referring to there and we will just scroll down.  It is 2 
December 2014, is it not?  Just scrolling down a little bit further.  The question I 30 
have is whether your negotiations that you were referring to in paragraph 111, were 
those negotiations occurring before or after this NEC decision or both as in before 
and after? 

 
A: Repeat the question again, sorry. 
 
Q: Yes.  This NEC decision, just scrolling up, the date of this decision is 2 

September 2014.  The negotiations which you were referring to in paragraph 
111 of your statement.  If Mr Kramer, KPHL being represented by Gadens 
Lawyers on the negotiation of the novation documentation, Ashurts 40 
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representing UBS again.  Were those negotiations occurring only before and 
after this NEC decision? 

 
A: Yes before and after leading up to and as a consequence of these decisions as 

well. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 117 you referred to the meeting of the board; we will 

just bring up those board minutes.  They are WIT.0036.0001.0336.  You see 
there, second line after the heading 27 November 2014 and just scrolling down 
to page 2, a little bit further.  Now, you see there the board unanimously 10 
resolved.  And then a bit further down there is a reference there in sub 
paragraph (d)(i), a confirmation side letter, Nominee Deed of Pacific Security 
Deed in connection with the collar confirmation referred to in item 5 of the 
schedule.  I will just show you another document before I ask you some 
questions.  And this is a statement of Erastus Kamburi paragraph 47 in that 
statement.  Just take some time to read please, Mr Sonk, paragraph 47.  You 
will see though it refers to 24 November 2014 board meeting.  There is a 
reference to that same day.  

 
[11.58 am] Q: Mr Sonk, does that accord with what you understood to be the position? 20 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So there was a Bridge Facility that – apology, the Bridge Facility was replaced 

with the Collar Facility, is that right? 
 
A: There were two facilities:  A Collar Facility and a Bridge Loan.  So as part of 

the consolidation- - - 
 
Q: Sorry, yes, I- - - 30 
 
A: And an ovation to Kumul Petroleum, we would take the Bridge out, the Bridge 

Facility at a sum of $235 million was paid out and we re-wrapped the Collar.  
It is a new Collar.   

 
Q: Why the change? 
 
A: Because the Bridge Facility was a short-term loan to be paid out but was never 

paid out. 
 40 
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Q: Now, looking at WIT.0036.0001.0341, this is another NEC Decision 407 of 
2014.  You will see the date there 11 December 2014.  Is this the consequential 
decision of the Board, the decision that we were earlier referring to of 27 
November?  Just scroll down so you can see it.  Mr Sonk, does this decision 
follow that Board decision of November? 

 
A: Yes, we are now going through a process of consolidation now, say Kumul or 

Kroton taking over the State’s transaction through the novation.  So these 
decisions were leading up to making that happen. 

 10 
Q: Commissioners, I note the time.  Is that an appropriate time to a luncheon 

adjournment? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  How much longer do you think you will be with Mr 
Sonk, Dr Katter I note that we have a witness scheduled for 1.30. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, I would think 15 minutes, commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, if you are going to take 15 minutes, you might as 
well sacrifice the next 15 minutes for lunch time and you complete your 
examination. 
 

[12:03 pm]DR KATTER:  Mr Sonk at paragraph 125, then you are referring and this is under 
the heading Sale of Shares and you refer to the sale of the shares, that is the Oil 
Search shares held by KPH.  That is what you are referring to is it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 30 
Q: At paragraph 126, you use this word, you use the word “keen” in the second 

line.  You refer to a keenness on the part of the Board to sell these shares and 
you give a reason for that.  You refer to acquiring physical assets rather than 
shareholding, was that the only reason why there was this keenness as you 
describe it? 

 
A:  The board was keen to sell these shares because it had become untenable, the 

share prices have come down, Oil and Gas prices have come down as well and 
it was not the right time to hold on to shares and we were keen to sell it off. 

 40 
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Q:  Paragraph 127, you are referring to the Collar Loan arrangement in 2017    
having been replaced and now there were two collar loans with UBS and JP 
Morgan respectively.  Were you involved in the process of the changing the 
two loans between 2014 and 2017? 

 
A:  Yes. 
 
Q:  Do you recall when that specifically occurred? 
 
A: It was in March or thereabouts of 2016 but we asked that we have another 10 

party in the collar arrangement so we invited JP Morgan. 
 
Q: And you mention another party but what were the reasons for requiring two 

parties rather than one? 
 
A: For competition and to get competitive rates.  It was for the two banks to 

compete with each other. 
 
Q: What was the structure then of the two respective loans; one with UBS and 

one with JP Morgan by 2017? 20 
 
A:  Equal shares, 50-50.  The collar would be split into two. 
 
Q: At paragraph 140, you refer to a communication to the prime minister.  

 Was that Prime Minister O’Neill at that time? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And this is as to the sale of the shares and you state and this is your wording 

“That this was a good time to sell the shares.”  Was this something that had 30 
been raised at Board level before this discussion? 

 
A: As part of the Board’s management of the sales we had been looking out for 

the right time. The right time to sell was when the share prices were low, 
which is when we - when the Put is below the set price.  At that time, we 
would get our pre-paid interest back. That is why we thought that was the right 
time to sell so we picked that time on advice. 
 

Q:  Was this the subject of external financial advice also? 
 40 
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A: Yes. 
 

Q: You recall who gave that advice? 
 

A: Tony Kelly was our internal financial advisor who had many, many years of 
experience in this particular type of transaction. 
 

[12.08pm] Q: All those are the subject of legal advice to the board? 
 

A: Yes both legal and financial advice to the board, yes. 10 
 
Q: Who gave the legal advice? 
 
A: Our standing law office was Gadens. 
 
Q: At paragraph 142, this is on the next page you referred to another meeting 

with the Prime Minister on 19 September 2017.  Do you recall that meeting 
specifically? 

 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Did you present anything in writing to the Prime Minister at that time? 
 
A: Nothing in the form of a brief but just slides and something to demonstrate 

that it was the right time to sell and as to why so it was just illustrative 
document. 

 
Q: When you say slide; power point slide, electronic slide is that what you are 

referring to? 
 30 
A: It would have been power point slides, yes.  I could not find the copy on hand. 
 
Q: You have looked for those? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: Was there any document like in a summary of the discussions of the meeting 

that was produced subsequent to the meeting? 
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A: It was really about the prices, why it was the right time to explain where the 
sales prices where and what it meant in terms of getting our interest back. 

 
Q: And then at paragraph 148, just on the next page, you refer to a further meeting 

with the Prime Minister and this is regarding a decision as you say “to 
terminate the collar loan and sell the Oil Search shares,” is your wording.  Do 
you recall that specific meeting? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Did you present anything during that meeting to the Prime Minister? 
 
A: It was all verbal. 
 
Q: There was no power point slides at this meeting? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was something generated after the meeting as to what was said or discussed 

or communicated? 20 
 
A: Maybe in the NEC submission but not directly to him. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 149 you say, “In consultation with the Prime Minister 

KPHL announced its decision to sell the Oil Search shares.”  How did that 
consultation as you describe it occur? 

 
A: That is those meetings that I am talking about leading up to- - - 
 
Q: Only those meetings that you referred to in paragraph 142 and 148? 30 
 
A: Yes, that is just verbal but the approval itself is through NEC. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions at this time for Mr Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I do have one or two questions, chief.  Is it convenient 
to ask from now or should I reserve?  You wish to adjourn now? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We might have to adjourn because I may have a couple of 
questions myself.  So, if the Prime Minister’s evidence can be deferred by another 
30 minutes so he gives his evidence around 2 o’clock which is the original time fixed 
then we can continue with examination of this witness at 1 o’clock and be finished 
by two.  So, we might have to adjourn, we need to get our lunch, we need to get 
some energy going.  So my Associate will adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock but 
Mr Sonk if you can return at 1 o’clock and we will continue with the evidence. 
 
Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings until 1 o’clock. 
 10 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.05 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 20 
WAPU SONK, recalled: 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Sonk at this time.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you were going to ask some questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief, yes, I will do that.  Mr Sonk, in 
paragraph 76 of your statement you say that the Board unanimously agreed that the 
resolution that was in the pack of papers that was sent to the company for execution, 
one of the resolutions was changed to remove the statement which is set out there in 30 
Italics in paragraph 76.  Just excuse me for a minute, quite a bit of impediment.  
Could you just walk us through the circumstances which led to that, what I might 
suggest, to the statement of independence by the board?  And Mr Sonk, could I ask 
you to put your microphone in front of you so that we can hear what you are saying 
is – it is just one of those microphones where you always need to have it up close to 
your mouth before we get any sound at this end. 
 
A: Okay, so, yes.  I missed your question. 
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Q: The question is, in the context of the board virtually, as I understand it, not 
having a lot of options about choosing to sign or not sign the documents which 
were presented to the board, it seems that this resolution was too much for the 
board.  I wonder if you could just expand a little on the views of the board and 
the discussions which led you as a board to strike out or remove that resolution 
which was proposed for your endorsement.  Why was it that the board could 
not say that this was to the greatest advantage of the people of Papua New 
Guinea? 

 
A: Because of the view that they formed that the buying of shares that was traded 10 

on the Stock Exchange was not necessarily a good decision although they 
were willing to support the transaction compared to a direct interest holding 
or equity in a project. 

 
Q: At any stage, was there any communication with the executive council, the 

Cabinet, that that really was the view of the board that it was to the greater 
advantage of the people of Papua New Guinea to have a direct investment in 
the future project the Elk-Antelope LNG Project, rather than in this risky 
venture of purchasing shares in a company? 

 20 
A: Unfortunately, this was just expressed in the Board meeting.  Whilst 

discussing the transaction, there was no opportunity to pursue this view back 
up through the decision-making channel to NEC. 

 
Q: Thank you.  What was it that the decisions had all been taken out of your 

hands there was really no further role for your board to play except to agree? 
 
A: That would be correct, pretty much. 
 

[1:10 pm]    Q: Yes.  All right.  Now you have got in your statements for which I thank you.  30 
You go through it a number of periods and the reconstruction period when 
once the assets were consolidated in the middle phase, these sorts of things 
come at a cost, firstly there is a reference to external legal advice and I think 
I might have even thought that there was from time to time some external 
financial advice, apart from anything else, the cost associated with 
consolidating the assets must have been reasonably considerable?  Is there 
anyone keeping the account as to how much it was costing to do things this 
way? 
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A:  Well, we did report our plans and the cost in the annual operating plan that we 
submit every year which NEC approves but in the context of everything, the 
consolidation agenda was driven partly or mostly from internal lawyers and 
ourselves so it was not costing a great deal. Really. Putting together NEC 
decisions. 

 
Q:  Yes, thank you.  When it came to the sale of the shares, was there a next 

position worked out, which there would be savings to the State or whether it 
would come at a cost to sell off the shares in the way in which it occurred? 

 10 
A: The whole transaction cost us, something like 432 million dollars, at the point 

in time that we wanted to sell these shares, we knew we would get some 
money back which was our prepaid interest and some intrinsic value that we 
gained, so we got back 35 million dollars at the end of the transaction. 

 
Q: And when you say it cost $400 and something million dollars is that taking 

into account what you have received back from your pre-paid interest and 
those other sums too added. 

 
A: Correct. From start to finish. 20 
 
Q: Yes, Thank you. So, the bottom line was not very favorable at all? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Thank you Mr Sonk.  Chief, at this stage those are my questions for Mr Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a number of questions.  First, in relation to what he says 
in paragraph 61 of your statement.  We can turn to paragraph 61 where you make 
mention of the UBS Loan to purchase shares in Oil Search and the refinancing option 30 
in relation to the IPIC Loan.  Were you familiar with the terms of the IPIC Loan? 
 
A: We were studying the IPIC Loan because we were appointed by NEC to re-

negotiate the IPIC Loan. 
 
Q: From the information you had in relation to the IPIC Loan was there any 

provision for repayment of the loan in the currency of the loan? 
 
A: Yes, there were two options; one was that we would pay them cash and we 

could keep the shares back or they would decide otherwise. 40 
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Q: I am talking about repayment during the term of the loan, the currency of the 

loan was there any provision for payments in that period? 
 
A: Yes, I think there was a 10-day window that we would make that call before 

5 March. 
  
Q: So before the loan matured in 2014, do you know if any payments had been 

made by the State or IPBC to repay the loan?? 
 10 

[1.15 pm]  A: Not leading up to the maturity of the IPIC loan.  I understood that the IPIC 
loan had already prepaid interest and all wrapped in and prepaid already. 

 
Q: Now, the IPIC loan was secured through a mortgage of the State’s Oil Search 

shares.  Was there any other form of security provided for the loan? 
 
A: I am not familiar with the transaction itself.  I joined Kroton prior to all these 

transactions but the only security was the parcel of shares. 
 
Q: There is some information that the State’s interest in the State-owned 20 

Enterprises were also mortgaged? 
 
A: Sorry, I do not have the documents to confirm but yes that is correct as well 

the SOE assets.  That is what I understood as well. 
 
Q: Okay so if by maturity date, let us deal with the IPIC loan, the State let us say 

had not made any repayments and then the State was considering this 
refinancing option with IPIC, what prospects did the State offer to IPIC of the 
payments that were going to be made for the refinancing option? 

 30 
A: Sorry, it did not get to that point.  We were only appointed but we did not start 

the negotiations with IPIC and they wrote back saying we are keeping the 
shares. 

 
Q: Now, I am going to go to the Payment Direction Deed that you signed with 

Mr Wato.  That Payment Direction Deed was directed to be signed or 
approved by your board and to be signed by you and Mr Wato or you thought 
you had some discretion to decide whether or not to sign off on that Payment 
Direction Deed? 

 40 
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A: Mr Wato and myself were just executing the board’s decision.  The board had 
already decided to provide the payment direction. 

 
Q: Well, let us stay with the board now.  In terms of the board’s position as 

against the stakeholders’ position, let say the State’s interest held by the Prime 
Minister as the sole trustee of the shares or something, apart from that did you 
see any measure of independence that the board had to decide whether or not 
to approve the Payment Direction Deed? 

 
A: The board was directed by its shareholder at that time, IPBC in the documents 10 

presented here and in my statement you will see that we were presented with 
prepared documents for the board to deliberate on and approve and pass it 
back up. 

 
Q: So, notwithstanding the concerns raised by the board and board members 

about this particular transaction, the board and yourself felt directed by the 
shareholder to approve and sign off on the Payment Direction Deed, is it? 

 
A: If you go back to the documents I have presented.  The 13 or 14 March 2013 

there was a standing government policy on consolidation of assets and the 20 
board saw this as a start of the consolidation including Kumul Petroleum as 
the national oil company so partly we were happy with the decision but the 
speed and the manner in which it was approached we were not happy, so the 
board expressed some reservations but nevertheless followed the instructions 
from the shareholder. 

 
[1.20pm]   Q: In terms of revenue from the PNG LNG project that was subject of that 

Payment Direction Deed, do you have any information as to what was the 
revenue?  Let us say the total revenue from the sale of gas from PNG LNG 
Project in the relevant period, that is from May 2014 to September 2017 and 30 

then if so, how much was the State’s portion of that revenue? 

 A: I do not have the exact numbers in revenues in 2014 at that time because we 
were building up the revenue, it built up and it was distributed so it was the 
start of the export.  It is not a good time to use as a reference but 2015 onwards 
state share depending where oil prices would average between 250 to 300 
million dollars. 
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 Q: Per? 

 A: Per Year through Kumul Petroleum. 

 Q: And that is a revenue going to the State? 

 A:  Through Kumul Petroleum only.  

 Q: Through Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 

A: State also gets its royalties as royalty, dividend levy in different forms. For 
Kumul anything from 200 to 350  

Q: So just by a way of estimate, what is your estimate of the total projected 
revenue that was received in that period. 

A: In 2014 may be about 450 million dollars, thereabout. 10 

Q:  So in 2014 there was 400 to 450, Kina or Australian dollars? 

A: US dollars. 

Q: What about 2015? 

A: 2015 dropped back down to 200 – 300 million dollars on average. Depends 
on the oil price and the LNG price. 

Q: Okay.  What about 2016? 

A: Again it depends but it ranges from 200-300 million dollars. 

Q:  And 2017? 

A: Same.   

Q: Okay, so that is roughly about 450, just over a billion US? 20 

A:  Yes, over 5 years or 6 years possibly. 

Q: I suppose under the Payment Direction Deed, all of that money went to UBS 
to repay the loan. 

A: No sir, Payment Direction is just a set of instruction sitting there in case the 
interest or principal payment are not kept up with.  So, the payment direction 
is sitting there as an instruction to take out money and pay it to UBS if the 
State was not paying up or Kumul or Kroton at that time. So it is a set of 
instructions just like us providing guarantee. 
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Q: Okay, that is fine. All, right. So how much was paid out of the State’s revenue 
from the PNG LNG Project to repay the UBS Loan? 

A: That is the 432 million dollars that I have spoken about.  All up, start to finish. 
That includes fees, interest, the bridge load payout all that put together. And 
we did get some interest back so net loss in the whole transaction is about that 
much. 

[1:25pm]     Q: Well then that 432 million is a long way off from the loan that UBS provided.  
How did UBS recoup the balance of its loan plus interest and so forth? 

 
A:  UBS only provided 235 million or so, as the bridge loan facility that is the 10 

only cash component, the rest of it was in a form of collar. 
 
Q: The collar was a loan too, is it? 
 
A: The Collar was a loan and we only paid interest. 
 
Q: I am trying to establish how much was UBS paid in that period? 
 
A: On average loans about - interest is about 30 million per year, roughly. 
 20 
Q: Was UBS paid any money from the proceeds of the sale of Oil Search shares 

to repay its loan? 
 
A: No, they sell the shares. They kept the shares.  The Collar is kept by UBS and 

we have a set price of calls and puts.  So, basically what had happened was 
the collar, the parcel of shares were never held by us, it was never owned by 
us.  It was just a promise that we would pay at the right time but UBS kept it 
and we only paid the interest and we renew it every 6 months, every year until 
such time the price came down and we decided to sell.  So, we never actually 
owned the shares. I think people need to understand that the Collar, the shares 30 
were never owned by us it was always with UBS.  So, they were trading in the 
market to keep the share price in the window that we agreed to with the call 
and the put. 

 
Q: So, as we speak what happened to the UBS shares - the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: When we told them that we want to unwind this, they sold it in the stock 

market and got their money back. 
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Q: How much did they get from selling? 
 
A: I have no visibility about that. 
 
Q: In relation to the funds that were managed by GloCo in this account in 

Singapore, that is where the revenue from the PNG LNG was paid into.  Were 
you provided any statement of accounts from that financial institution or bank 
in Singapore? 

 10 
A: GloCo is a company owned by all the joint venture partners in the PNG LNG 

Project.  They sell the LNG and the crude and they have received revenue into 
GloCo and we pay the loan, the project Loan, we have appointed, all the joint 
venture partners have appointed Exxon as the manager of the GloCo company. 
So, they on our behalf manage it and manage the loan, manage the OPEX and 
CAPEX of the project, and distributed the joint venture partners as well after 
meeting those requirements to keep the project going.  So GloCo is an 
ExxonMobil-run entity but owned by all the joint venture partners. It has its 
account and operates like a company and GloCo reports to all the joint venture 
partners the activities of GloCo. 20 

 
Q: Did Kumul Petroleum Holdings or its successor company receive any 

financial statements from GloCo as to how the State’s portion of that revenue 
was being managed?  

 
[1.30 pm]  A: We can be given those documents if we ask because it is our company and 

they manage it for us. 
 
Q: The Commission will ask for it, would you be able to obtain those financial 

statements from that Singapore bank? 30 
 
A: We can. 
 
Q: Now, in relation to the interest of landowners or resource owners, you were 

saying something about a 25 per cent interest that is catered for by GloCo or 
that coming out of the State’s share of the PNG LNG Project? 

 
A: The reference to the Kroton option is an UBSA Agreement signed in Kokopo 

where the State promised to give 25.75 per cent shares of Kroton being the 
entity that is the nominee for PNG LNG Project for a commercial value of one 40 
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point something billion dollars and that option would mature in June 2015.  
The assumption at that time was that the landowners will have received 
development levy royalties and some of the benefits and they would have the 
money to pay the State in exchange for those parcel of shares.  Now, when 
this Payment Direction was given we had to be cognizant of the fact that the 
landowners would exercise their option in 2015 June, 31 June.  And when 
they found out that we had Payment Direction sitting against the revenue for 
the 25 per cent if assuming they exercised their option then it would not look 
good that is why we had to carve it out and preserve that.  In case in June 2015 
they exercised their option which they did not but we took the step to protect 10 
their interest anyway.  But it was always a commercial option available to the 
beneficiaries, the landowners and the provincial government.  It was not a gift 
or it was not free, it was a commercial option. 

 
Q: I think that is all the questions I have.  I may have some questions when you 

reappear next time. 
 
 
RXN: DR KATTER 
 20 
Q: Chief Commissioner, I just have two questions arising from those questions if 

acceptable.  Mr Sonk, you mentioned 432 million paid to UBS, is that right? 
 
A: I do not think it is UBS only it is the entire transaction cost so it is UBS 

lawyers, everybody else, put together. 
 
Q: Was that US dollars or Australian dollars to your knowledge? 
 
A: US dollars. 
 30 
Q: All right.  And then did I write it down correctly did you say that, your words, 

UBS were trading in the market to keep the share between the option prices? 
 
A: Between the calls and the puts; call price and the put price. 
 
Q: How did you know this? 
 
A: They would tell us and that is the whole purpose of doing the call and the put 

and we also had small packages; small calls and puts so it is designed for them 
to do it that way.  That is derivative transaction that we entered into. 40 
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Q: When you say they were communicated to you, were there a number of 

communications over a period of time? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Do you recall what period of time specifically those communications were 

made? 
 

[1.35 pm]  A: From the time we got novation September- 2014 onwards, we have got bit 10 
more details around what the transaction looked like, leading up to the 
novation. 
 

Q: What did the inbound – I am sorry - what did the inbound communication – 
what form did that take? 

 
A: Emails, telephone calls, meetings. 
 
Q: Do you have copies of documentation in that regard? 
 20 
A: Yes, not that I recall but I can find some; it should be available depending on 

what it is. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Sonk at this time.  There 

is no indication that anyone else is seeking to examine.  Mr Sonk has at least 
communicated to me.  I would ask that Mr Sonk his evidence be adjourned to 
Tuesday 20 July at 10 am. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Say that again, Tuesday? 
 30 
DR KATTER:  20 July at 10 am, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, do you have any questions?  Are you there? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  
I am sorry, chief commissioner, I have my microphone on mute.  I do have questions 
but it was my understanding that following this amount of evidence, then we are to 
give questions in writing to the counsel assisting and then they will determine 
whether they should be asked and then at the next sittings in July, that was when we 
would be asking questions. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Rather than asking them now.  So I guess I do but 
that I thought you were asking them in July. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then we will leave it at that.  But, Mr Sonk if you can 
make an effort to retrieve those financial statements from this bank in Singapore and 
be able to provide it at the next time you appear.  I think that would be appreciate it.  
But for now, you may be excused.  Thank you for your evidence.  You return on 20 10 
July at 10 am to complete your evidence. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Commissioners. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I call the Prime Minister.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have an appearance.  Yes? 
 
MR NALE:  Good afternoon, Chief Commissioner; Commissioner White, I am 
making appearance for the Prime Minister, Honourable James Marape.  Our client 
has advised the commission to do a supplementary affidavit.  We will do that in a 
week or so, if the commission could give us time.  Our client has already filed his 
affidavit which was sworn and subsequently filed on 31 May, which he will rely on.  
With that we have three volumes of books that we did supply to the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So are you seeking an adjournment of his appearance today to 30 
a week from now, is it? 
 
MR NALE:  No, chief commissioner, we will proceed on.  We will do a 
supplementary later and he will proceed with his affidavits already filed today. 
 

[1:40 pm]     THE CHAIRMAN: We will deal his supplementary affidavit later after he is finished 
with his evidence now, thank you.  

 
MR NALE:  Thank You. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Tyson Yapao can you please swear the witness.  
  
 
JAMES MARAPE, sworn: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Sir, could you be so kind as to put the microphone directly in front of you, we 

have just had a bit of difficulty hearing this morning.  10 
 
A: All right, is this better? 
  
Q: Yes, thank you. So, your name is James Marape, have I pronounced that 

correctly? 
 
A: It is correct, Marape. Pe, for papa. 
 
Q: You are the Prime Minister of the Independent State? 
 20 
A: Yes, I am. 
 
Q: You have signed the affidavit of 10 pages on 31 May 2021? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: I understand you wish to do a supplementary affidavit but for the purposes of 

today, do you wish to amend anything or change anything in this affidavit? 
 
A: Commissioner not at this stage; I am satisfied with the affidavit as submitted 30 

and I will respond to the best of my knowledge to support my affidavit but I 
do reserve my rights for additional information to the Inquiry to assist the 
Inquiry by way of supplementary affidavit later on. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you Sir. Now, you have a copy of that affidavit in front of you? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: I just want to check the annexures, there is an annexure marked A which is a 

copy of NEC decision 223 of 2008? 40 
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A: Yes, it is attached to my affidavit here. 
 
Q: Yes, there is an annexure marked B, which is a copy of NEC decision 479 of 

2013?  Is that right? 
 
A: Sorry, I beg your pardon. 
 
Q: There is an annexure marked B which is a copy of NEC decision 479 of 2013?  

Is that right? 10 
 
A: Is it 479 or 179 of 2013? Oh, 479 of 2013, that is absolutely correct. Yes, I 

have that. 
 
Q: Yes, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: There is an annexure marked C which is a copy of the NEC decision 79 of 

2014? 20 
 
A: Yes, 79 of 2014 Annexure C. 
 
Q: Now, there is an annexure marked D, if you could look at that but in fact that 

is just another copy is it not?  Of what is page 3 of NEC decision 79 of 2014.  
Have I got that right? 

A: Yes, you are correct. 
 
Q: There is an annexure marked E which is a memorandum of approval by you 

as Minister for Finance of 11 March 2014. 30 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: There is an annexure marked F which is a copy of the letter of the State 

Solicitor to the Acting Secretary, Department of Treasury of 5 March 2014, 3 
pages? 

 
[1.45 pm]   A: Yes, that is correct. 
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Q: There is an annexure marked G which is a copy of a letter from State Solicitor 
to the Acting Secretary, Department of Treasury of 9 March 2014? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: There is an annexure marked H which is an extract of the company extract of 

Kumul Petroleum Kroton Limited which sets out name, among other things, 
on the first page sets out the different names of Kumul Petroleum previously 
National Petroleum Company previously Kroton (No.2) and that is 3 pages as 
well, is that right? 10 

 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: Four pages, I am sorry.  There is an annexure marked I which is a copy of the 

National Gazette signed by the Acting Governor General, 29 September 2015 
setting out the date of commencement of the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited Authorisation Act 2015? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 20 
Q: There is an annexure marked J which is an extract of minutes of the special 

board meeting 3 of 2014, the Independent Public Business Corporation of 
Papua New Guinea, 3 pages signed by Dr Thomas Webster, Chairman on 10 
March 2014? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And finally sir, there is an annexure marked K which is firstly a memorandum 

of recommendation by Dr Kumarasiri, the Managing Director of IPBC and 
there is also a memorandum of approval by you as Minister of Finance of 11 30 
March 2014, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And so you say it is your affidavit is true and correct? 
 
A: Yes, my affidavit is true and correct and was signed by myself. 
 
Q: And one final matter sir, in your current role as Prime Minister, you are the 

chairman of the NEC? 40 
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A: Yes, Prime Minister’s chair of NEC in the absence- - - 
 
Q: And you also signed the letter’s patent establishing this Commission of 

Inquiry, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: And sir do I take it that in your capacity as Prime Minister and Chairman of 

the NEC, you have no difficulty indeed you give permission in this Inquiry 10 
for consideration of the NEC decisions and discussions in the NEC and 
documents relative to the work of this Inquiry, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, I have no difficulty in assisting the Inquiry.  The Inquiry in my view is 

of national interest and it transcends financial interest and something that must 
be done and any documents in possession of Cabinet or any documents in 
possession of any instrumentalities of government to assist the Inquiry must 
be supplied to the Inquiry and it is in that spirit that my documents are 
attached, supporting attachments to my affidavit. 

 20 
Q: And just to be completely clear you have no difficulty with the commission 

discussing in open session as now what happened in those NEC meetings, 
what was discussed and the documents before the NEC? 

 
A: Absolutely no difficulties as I said.  This is a matter of national interest, the 

people of Papua New Guinea parted ways with billion or billions of kina as a 
result of this NEC decision they have every entitlement to understand what 
did transpired or took place. 

 
Q: Thank you sir.  I tender the affidavit and the annexures. 30 
 

[1.50 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just go through a number of annexures just to make 
sure the annexures are complete.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Do you mean on the screen, chief?  I have just taken him through 
it, of course, orally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am going to go through a number of annexures before 
we admit that affidavit.  The first one is Annexure E. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  No, the first one is annexure – chief, I apologize for interrupting 
you.  There are annexures A to K inclusive.  With respect, I have had the Prime 
Minister identify each one and identify the length of each one and perhaps, chief, we 
might just scroll down through each annexure now.  And so can we please scroll first 
to annexure A. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I have no issue with- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will just get those – yes, sorry, chief, I seek- - - 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no issues with those- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  What were you saying? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  With those annexures except the ones that I am going to 
mention now.  There are only three of them I am going to mention.  The first 
annexure is annexure E.  You can get annexure E on the screen.   
 
DR RENWICK:  We will just get that now, sir.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that last line there.  It makes reference to a schedule.  The 
documents referred to in the schedule to this document.  I think we are missing the 
schedule. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Oh, yes.  We do not have the schedule but, chief, I will make 
arrangements to have that tracked down and separately tendered.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Or, it could be added to the tender list. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The next one is annexure K.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is also a reference to a schedule that contains a number 
of documents. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, and I see that there is a reference to the schedule in the 
memorandum which is also part of K. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, we will obtain those and they will also be tendered. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the last document is that there is the page after that 
document.  It is part of annexure K but is the second page there.  It also makes 
reference to some documents contained in the schedule that we are missing. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that will be obtained, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: So apart from those, Commissioner White, you have no 
objection to the admission of the affidavit of the Honourable James Marape into 
evidence? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No objection, at all. 
 

[1:55 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Then that affidavit is admitted into evidence and it will be 
marked exhibit GG. 

 20 
EXHIBIT GG – AFFIDAVIT OF PRIME MINISTER JAMES MARAPE 
 
DR RENWICK: May it please the commission.  Can I just have the first page of the 
statement up on the screen? Sir, just a few matters about the position about the 
positions you have held. You were first elected into parliament in 2007? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: And you have been Minister for Education 2008 -2011? 
 30 
A: Yes, counsel.   
  
Q: Minister for Finance 20012-2019? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: And Prime Minister since May 2019. 
 
A: Correct. 
  40 
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Q: So, in paragraph 3, you refer to the IPIC arrangement 2009 at a time you were 
minister for education. And if we can put up on the screen annexure A.  So 
that is Decision 223 of 2008 and on the first page there is a reference to a 
transaction in paragraph 2, relating to the exchangeable bond option financing 
the State’s equity in the PNG LNG project, in paragraph 4 it is - sorry 
paragraph 3 it notes the collaboration between IPBC, a number of departments 
and key economic ministers in pursuing the transaction to finality.   Now sir, 
I appreciate that it did not include you as minister for education but do I take 
it that reflects the normal and desirable process in the Independent State about 
Cabinet processes and government processes namely that all relevant 10 
departments and agencies and ministers are involved in considering important 
transactions to be entered into before they come to Cabinet? 

 
A: Counsel, that is absolutely correct and especially with matters pertaining to 

that has a significance or any financial implication for that matter there is a 
due process and the process originating submission is usually funneled 
through Treasury for their views on financial implications, usually copied to 
Justice and Attorney General Department for their assessment and in as far as 
legal implications are concerned.  There is a sub-committee of Cabinet called 
the Ministerial) Economic Committee which in a sense constitutes most if not 20 
all the departments that is mentioned in paragraph 3 of the Decision 223 of 
2008. And so, the Ministerial Economic Committee then deliberates over the 
submission and then once it is vetted it is then sent to Public Service body 
called the Central Agencies Coordinating Committee that gives the clearance 
before the matter is progressed to Cabinet proper.  And so succintly, paragraph 
3 indicates the composition of a body of ministers and their responsible 
partners that work with them in assessing, vetting and funneling important 
submissions that come through for Cabinet’s consideration. 

 
[2.00 pm]  Q: Thank you.  If we can go to the next page.  So, you see there sir that paragraph 30 

8 contains an approval that the Independent State acquired and preserved its 
full 19.4 per cent equity in the PNG LNG Project which includes the proceeds 
pursuant to PNG LNG Project Gas Agreement.  You then at the NEC, I beg 
your pardon, approved the negotiated terms of the exchangeable bond to 
finance the State’s equity in the project.  Paragraph 10 noted critical risks and 
in paragraph 11 determined that the State shareholding in Oil Search Limited 
will continue to be vested with IPBC pursuant to the Independent Public 
Business Corporation Act.  So, is it a correct reading of that that the NEC 
decision did not require the State’s shareholding in Oil Search Limited to be 
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preserved because if that had been so by paragraph 8 it would not use the 
words, preserve or something similar? 
 

A: Counsel assisting the commission, in as far as my reading verbatim to this 
paragraph it sort of – as an indication that the State will continue to hold 
interest in Oil Search Limited’s share but if I step out of verbatim assessment 
and make an inference to what the gist of decision 223 was all about at that 
time we were trying raise revenue to buy direct participation in PNG LNG 
and in that pursuit we were mobilizing State’s assets as possible collaterals to 
be used to raise capital for our direct participation in PNG LNG.  And that 10 
also involves the shares we hold in Oil Search and so Oil Search shares as 
well as every other State assets at the time were mobilized for our pursuit of 
raising capitals to buy 19.4 per cent equity in PNG LNG. 
 

Q: Good thank you.  Going back to your affidavit, you note in paragraph 5, your 
understanding that under the terms of the agreement at the date of maturity of 
the loan IPIC would elect to take as repayment of the loan shares only, cash 
only or both.  IPIC had to make an irratical election.  So, do I understand it 
correctly that you knew that at all times IPIC had the option to keep the Oil 
Search shares? 20 

 
A: Yes, IPIC in all times since the 2008 decision, all instrumentalities of 

government including Treasury, including Justice Department, including 
IPBC, what was IPBC then, the forerunner to today’s Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited at all material times knew that IPIC had options to keep or 
for State to redeem if they do not want to keep and they will discharge Oil 
Search shares that were in their possession. 

 
Q: Going forward then to 2013 and 14, you note in paragraph 8 that during the 

negotiating leading up to the acquisition of the UBS loan you were serving as 30 
Minister for Finance and in paragraph 9 you set out your responsibilities.  May 
I just ask when you were Minister for Finance in O’Neill/Dion Government, 
is it your responsibility as the minister fundamentally say the same over time? 

 
[2.05 pm] A: Yes, my functions as Minister for Finance remained the same right through  

the length of my tenureship in that portfolio. 
 

Q: Can we next go to annexure B?  So this is the record of NEC Decision 479 of 
2013 and there in paragraph three, little five there is a recommendation 
approved, that the Bank of Papua New Guinea provided evaluations on some 40 
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proposals, including UBS to re-finance the IPIC Exchangeable Bond and three 
little ten approved the Minister for Public Enterprises and State Investments 
to convey to the Government of United Emirates, and the Emirates of Abu 
Dhabi, the State’s decision to redeem the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds.  What 
involvement did you have in the lead up to that NEC Decision, if any? 

 
A: Minimal, if not, nil, in as far as the re-financing of IPIC Exchangeable Bond 

was concerned.  This matter is usually a Treasury function.  Treasury has 
custody of the Overseas Loans Borrowing Act.  It falls within the portfolio of 
Treasury department.  If we followed proper decorum, it would really have 10 
been Treasury who would be the one charged with ensuring that the 
recommendation three would really be Treasury who would handle all these 
matters.  But at that point in time, Cabinet for reasons only known to the Chair 
of Cabinet at that time, that Bank of Papua New Guinea who was to be the 
institution that will evaluate all the proposals coming from the financiers. 
 

Q: By the time that this NEC Decision on 19 December 2014, the 2014 Budget 
had already been handed down that happened about November of 2013, did it 
not? 

 20 
A: That is correct, we are doing this post 20 - the handing down of the 2014 

Budget that took place sometimes on November 2013. 
 
Q: I will just show you something which is an extract from Hansard on 22 

November, and you will see there that there is a question put by Mr Mori in 
fact put to the Minister for State Enterprises but answered by Prime Minister 
O’Neill and he says this, bottom of the first page.  “Mr Speaker, we know that 
Papua New Guinea owns 19½ per cent of the LNG Project, and we have 
purchased this percentage from a loan from Arabia,” what does that means.  
“They have given us five to six years to repay the loan and redeem this 30 
percentage to the project as our own.  Every year our budget increases and I 
wonder whether we are planning for such circumstances.”  “The point is 
instead of buying back these percentages through the mortgage of State-
owned enterprises and set up another loan,” and then he asks three questions, 
“Can we re-finance the current loan.  What is the total cost and where will the 
funds come from.”  And so there is an answer given by Mr O’Neill and he 
says that – he refers back to the IPIC deal. 

 
He says at the bottom of the page, he has established a committee of senior 
departmental heads headed by the Chief Secretary for the Treasury; the 40 
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Managing Director for IPBC and the State Solicitor to review bids that are 
coming in.   

 
[2:10 pm]     The review process has been completed and I advise they are ready to take it 

to the Cabinet.  So, do you recall the Prime Minister making this statement in 
the Parliament? 

  
A: Certainly, I do.  He was on his feet responding to a question put to him by a 

member of parliament.  At all times and respectfully this is 2013 November 
we are facing March or thereabouts of 2014.  All instrumentalities of 10 
government know that come March 2014 we must redeem our shares, we have 
the Oil Search shares that the IPIC has held against us as collateral for them 
lending us the money if they chose to let go of the share parcel.  

 
  Prime Minister knew for well that that mature date is coming up, all Cabinet 

ministers were aware of this, were also aware that the critical date in March 
2014 was approaching and so this time he made reference to that, response to 
that question was pointing towards what was the correct thing we would have 
done in March 2014 if IPIC decided to let go of the oil Search share we would 
be raising capitals to redeem.  On the face value it seems very appropriate, 20 
very correct that that is the sort of focus we were focusing on. Hence his 
response to that question. 

 
Q: If we can go to the next page, he asked the question and then answers it.  He 

asked the question ‘As a government do we make a decision to get rid of the 
Oil Search and not worry about the gains that we will get in the future?’ and 
then he says, “It will be irresponsible for us to forgo that kind of revenues and 
opportunity that will come to the country,” and he refers to why he says it is 
very important we secure the shares.  And then he goes on to answer the 
question posed to him about whether the borrowing to refinance the shares 30 
will affect the government’s limits borrowing from what is set by the Fiscal 
Responsibility Act and so firstly he says this particular borrowing is outside 
the government borrowing and off the balance sheet, that is why it is not going 
to affect that 35 per cent GDP limit that our country can borrow.  And he says 
the IPBC and NCPC will take charge of this borrowing separate from the 
treasury’s responsibility of managing debt levels.  So pausing there sir, I 
suppose you would have known from that time as minister for finance that 
you might have a role in implementing an NEC decision if it involves the 
IPBC or NCPC as indeed came to pass, is that right? 

 40 
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A: The finance minister seats at the back end of the chain of process so if the 
process would have moved then IPBC and NCPC procures an expenditure 
than it comes at the back end to the finance minister, yes. 

 
Q:  So, you are agreeing with me that this at least gave you some indication that 

you might have a role to play in formalizing any Cabinet decision, which 
affected the IPBC and the NCPC.  Do you agree with me on that? 

 
A: If the Cabinet had set, but remember as we speak at that point in time there 

was no Cabinet decision on this matter as yet. This was prime minister 10 
standing on his feet. There was no concrete evidence of government policy 
that was focusing in that direction, this was just the prime minister on his feet, 
then prime minister on his feet responding to a question, in absolute policy 
vacuum, in absolute policy vacuum and so if the process has started by a 
consequent, I would be part of the - I am not the corse, c-o-r-s-e I would be 
part of the cause c-a-u-s-e of a consequence of a decision that has reached. 
But at that point in time in my clearest view there was absolutely a policy 
vacuum. 

 
[2.15pm] There was no decision reached by the whole of government yet that this is the 20 

path we will be moving towards in as far as Oil Search was concerned.  This 
has emerged in the mind of the then prime minister.  On record there was no 
evidence, there was no whole of government engendered policy that process 
this line of thinking and for me to be prepared as finance minister to embrace 
what will be the result of a process that is now coming to me to sign off as I 
normally do on all instruments that is presented before me when due process 
has been complied. 

 
Q: Just finally before I leave Hansard extract the Prime Minister said, Mr 

Speaker, so I presume it means “we are negotiating this deal at the moment 30 
and I want to ensure that Parliament that once we finalized the details of the 
loan terms; how many years and what interest rates we are going to pay then 
I will table that agreement in Parliament so everyone will be aware of it.  There 
is not going to be any hidden deal the public will be aware of the deals we do 
on their behalf into the future.”  So, just looking at that statement and bearing 
in mind that the NEC decision 479 of 2013 which I took you to was actually 
a month later on 19 December 2013.  Was Prime Minister O’Neill correct to 
say that the State was negotiating the deal as at 22 November 2013? 
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A: Counsel assisting the commission, I would be of no help to the commission 
because I had absolutely no knowledge of whether it was Finance Department 
or Treasury Department being mobilized and a team assembled.  And so Mr 
O’Neill would be in a better place to assist the commission with evidence as 
to which State instrumentalities or which State team were put together to have 
a conversation on buying into Oil Search shares by State.  As I said earlier in 
my statement there was absolute policy vacuum when he went on feet in 
Parliament at that time to speak on this matter.  So, I guess as Prime Minister 
he maybe had the privilege to make a call on the run.  He made a call on the 
run. 10 

 
Q: Thank you.  Finally, you see there that Mr O’Neill says, “when we finalized 

the details I will table that agreement in Parliament so everyone will be aware 
of it.”  Is that what happened with the UBS Loan Agreement, was it tabled in 
Parliament so everyone was aware of it? 

 
A: Usually by decorum in my view, possibly by law substantial things like this 

if not all transactions that has a financial implication to the State is normally 
addressed in the budget.  And knowing that in the 2014 financial year or fiscal 
year, the State would have to raise a substantial capital to redeem the Oil 20 
Search shares and redeem all the other assets that were mortgaged to IPIC 
transaction.  A responsible thing in the hindsight looking back we could have 
had a provision for that in the 2014 money plan that was handed down in 
November 2013.  But we did not this is what it is and he said he will make 
Parliament aware of the transaction that he is handling, whatever transaction 
it is I guess we never knew at that point in time but as we look back there are 
a couple of decisions that is, posed that statement and there is a couple of NEC 
decisions is the reason why we are in this conversation, in this Inquiry. 

 
Q: So, in any event there is the NEC decision in December 2013 that is about 30 

refinancing the bond, in other words, continuing the IPIC deal whereby the 
State keeps the shares it had.  So, that is what has been discussed in December 
but if we go then to annexure C which is Decision 79 of 2014, we will just put 
that up on the screen, so this is something different is it not from what was 
being discussed in December 2013?  This is not the refinancing of the IPIC 
deals. 

[2.20pm] A: Absolutely by miles, by many many miles or kilometers. 
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Q: So you say in your statement and we do not go back to it at the minute but you 
only became aware of this on 6 March when Mr O’Neill introduced this 
submission and so just to be clear then you as the finance minister had no 
notice of 6 March item of business which led to this NEC decision on that 
date? 

A: If I could – if I am not wrong I think it was a special Cabinet called, in that 
special Cabinet we were all presented the agendas and this was one of the 
agendas on paper and we were asked to support. 

Q: I am happy it is not a memory you said so if you go back to page 4 of your 
affidavit, sir the affidavit page 4.  So you see there, if we just scroll down a 10 

little to paragraph 14 to 17, you say you only became aware of this deal on 6 
March? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Now, which ministers in your view should have been consulted prior to this 
Cabinet submission coming before the NEC? 

A: First and foremost the Treasurer should be the principal minister who would 
be informed, if not been associated with this submission right from the start 
because Treasury and Treasurer is the department and minister for huge 
financial transactions like this.  And of course once in a while you have prime 
minister who uses his discretion and oversteps into domains of portfolio 20 

ministers.  So Treasurer would have been the first minister in total awareness 
of this paper.  Minister of Finance in respect to the process that would have 
eventually ended up in minister of finance signing up would be informed.  
Usually when papers like this come around, before papers are brought to 
Cabinet the draft is circulated through ministries, departments who will be 
affected and again as I said earlier the Ministerial Economic Committee which 
Treasurer chairs would then sit on this submission, deliberate away and it will 
go through Central agencies coordinating committee for approval before it 
comes straight to Cabinet.  Now, in this instance it was a special Cabinet call 
and there was an impressed sense of urgency on this matter that this needs to 30 

be approved.  In hindsight when I look back an agency would have – if the 
IPIC guys want to dispose of the shares in Oil Search that would have been 
urgent on our part.  In this instance at all material time there was no indication 
from IPIC that they would be wanting us to dispose – they would dispose of 
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the shares and they are wanting us to purchase or redeem the shares we have 
in Oil Search. 

[2.25pm] Q: There you say in paragraph 15 that we i.e. Cabinet was misled. 

A: Absolutely.  We were given the impression that it was urgent but the IPIC 
guys, there was a silence there was no indication from the PIC guys that they 
need the Oil Search shares to be repurchased from the mortgage held against 
it. 

Q: So do you recall the size of this submission and its attachments?  Was it quite 
a bulky Cabinet submission on this item? 

A: Counsel assisting, you have to accept my apologies, my memory is failing me 10 
now but it was a submission that was rushed too, in fact the size of it et cetera 
I cannot assist the commission. 

Q: But you say in paragraph 16, it involved a web of intricate financial 
transactions which myself and my other colleague ministers had no time to 
peruse and take a position.  So certainly there is some complexity to it on any 
view. 

A: It may not be really in the literal size of the document but the conversation on 
the table was – had a lot of details attached to it and the then Prime Minister 
was sensing it out as if it was very important, mentioned Oil Search, 
mentioned UBS, mentioned IPIC; for what it was worth the conversation was 20 

definitely quite complicated. 

Q: I see.  Sow when you say the prime minister bulldozed the submissions did 
any one try and speak against the adoption of the Prime Minister’s proposal 
to your recollection? 

A: The then Treasurer the Honourable Don Polye stood in the way of this 
submission being bulldozed through,  Usually in Cabinet decorum when the 
prime minister has a submission presented in most instances everyone sort of 
submits to the submission.  He uses his power, you know we are ministers by 
delegation from his authority but then treasurer the Honourale Don Polye was 
the one who opposed this submission.  From what in the hindsight as I look 30 

back for reasons that was correct. 

Q: Speaking about Mr Polye, when he gave evidence last week he said at some 
stage in late 2013 or early 2014 there was a meeting in Sydney where Oil 
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Search Mr Botten from Oil Search gave a presentation to several ministers 
including prime minister O’Neill, Do you recall such a meeting?  Were you at 
it in Sydney? 

A: I was not in that meeting counsel. 

Q: Thank you.  Now paragraph 19, you say that the National Parliament was not 
aware of the transaction and perhaps to be clear, if we go to annexure D, I 
refer to the transaction documents or the transactions do you in paragraph 8(a) 
to (c), is that what you are referring to in paragraph 19 of your affidavit?  I am 
sorry A(c) you refer to I beg your pardon. 

A: I was referring to the transaction, the UBS transaction.  Parliament was not 10 

aware of this and if there were any element of conversation in regards to UBS 
then Mr O’Neill had a sniff of it, have a knowledge of it I see in the evidence 
adduced so far in the Parliament transcript        

[2.30 pm]     Now, it seems obvious he was aware in November and responding to this 
question that there is something coming in as far as Oil Search shares purchase 
was concerned.  And many of us were not aware that we will shift in that 
direction in buying Oil Search shares if the IPIC guys decide to hold back the 
shares of Oil Search.  There was no government policy or contemplation by 
all instrumentalities of government that we will be compelled to buy shares in 
Oil Search at that point in time in November, but we were aware that in March 20 
of 2014 if the IPIC guys were wanting to give back the shares to us then we 
will be raising capitals for that.  That sense of awareness was there.  Well, I 
guess it was not mentioned in 2014 on either redemption of the Oil Search 
shares and all the assets that was mortgaged against it or going down the new 
part of the acquisition of shares in Oil Search in itself. 

 
Q: We might just go to the preceding annexure because annexure D of an extract 

from NEC decision 79 of 2014.  I think I should just take you through that 
decision.  So, the first matter in paragraph 2 of annexure C, NEC decision 79 
of 2014 is to note the transaction documents for the State to acquire 149 30 
million odd shares in Oil Search to borrow 1.239 billion Australian from UBS 
AG comprising of a Bridge Loan Facility and a Collar Loan Facility and for 
the State to engage UBS’ advisers on the financing and acquisition of Oil 
Search shares including the UBS implemented (…inaudible…) bond issue to 
replace the bridge loan.  Now, the first thing is you would agree with me, 
would you, this is something quite different from what was discussed in 
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Cabinet back in December the preceding year.  You were talking about 
refinancing the IPIC loan.  This is different from that, is it not? 

 
A: As black is to white these are totally different; one is black one is white.   
 
Q: Thank you.  
 
A: The 2013 paper was simply – if IPIC were to ask us to buy back our shares 

then we were engaging either UBS or the Barclay or the other banks, a couple 
of banks that were short listed.  They were in the process of being engaged to 10 
help raise finance for the redemption of Oil Search shares.  And so, these are 
two completely different papers.  In 2013 December or 2013 November none 
of us knew about the possibility of us buying shares in the Oil Search, it is 
absolutely vacuum and way for us. 

 
Q: I am sorry to ask you to do this but if you would not mind just moving the 

microphone a little closer.  We are not getting every word I am afraid. 
 
A: All right, is this okay now? 
 20 
Q: Yes, thank you sir.  If we go over the page- - - 
 
A: Which page that are you on? 
 
Q: There is a decision by the NEC to approve the borrowing in (6)(a) and then 

for the Governor General as Head of State to execute the documents.  In 
paragraph 7 there is an approval to advise the Minister for the Treasury to 
issue a direction and to execute some documents.  And then in paragraph 8 
including paragraph 8(c) there is another direction to approve matters.  And 
its paragraph 8(c) I think which led to you making, signing the memorandum 30 
of approval which is annexure E, is that right?  If we can just show annexure 
E. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, this is the document you signed? 
 

[2.35 pm] A: Yes. 
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Q: And I understand your evidence, sir, you say that the NEC decision which we 
have just been looking at gave you no choice but to sign this document, that 
is why you did.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct.  As I said, I sit at the end of the chain of process and that NEC 

decision engendered my participation in the entire transaction. 
 
Q: Yes.  I see there in annexure E you say that permission or approval is subject 

to the legal advice of the State Solicitor dated 5 and 9 March and that is 
annexures F and G.  Let us just look at the advice of the State Solicitor.  This 10 
is at page 2 of the letter from the State Solicitor of 5 March.  He says he has 
gone through the above documents within the permitted time today and has 
formed a view the terms of these agreements are reflection of the State’s 
negotiated decision based on your instructions, taking into account State’s 
intentions and as such, are acceptable to the State.  But of course you would 
agree that in fact the NEC had not approved anything at that point; this is the 
day before the meeting.   

 
A: Yes, absolutely correct.  On record it seems that is correct. 
 20 
Q: And then over on page 3, you see there at paragraph one at top of page 3, “The 

recommendations should include clearly the fact that the State and NPCP will 
direct all PNG LNG equity cashflows to be paid to UBS.  I am aware the 
Organic Law on the Sovereign Wealth Fund provides that all revenues will 
flow to the Sovereign Wealth Fund.” This is not included in the 
recommendations.  So it is your understanding, is it sir, that the effect of the 
NEC decision we are discussing was the money went on the UBS deal rather 
than the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
 

A: Absolutely correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: And then in paragraph three, the State Solicitor advises that, “Section 209 of 

the PNG Constitution requires that Parliament’s approval be obtained for 
these Bridge and Collar Loans.  I am sure you are aware of these constitutional 
requirements, and I advise you take appropriate steps to facilitate this 
process.”  Then if we look then at the next document which is annexure G 
which is the letter that the State Solicitor on 9 March.  On paragraph five, Mr 
Rolpagarea again says, “I make particular mention again if the requirements 
are complied with section 209 of the PNG Constitution.”  So there are two 
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references to section 209.  They are incorporated, if you like, in your approval 
because you have referred to the legal advice of the 5th and the 9th. 
 
So, sir, what is your understanding of what section 209 of the Constitution 
required in 2014 in relation to the UBS transactions? 
 

A: Financial transactions that involves State revenue or State – basically, the 
country’s money must involve parliament and the budget process must be at 
parliament and the budget process is a transparent way of putting out the 
money plan for the oncoming year and everyone has a handle on it through 10 
the elected members of parliament and the government will represent the 
country and the people. 

[14:40 pm] And so section 209 basically requires the Parliament to have a scrutiny of all 
transactions.  In this instance you could see possibly a pattern emerging, the 
State Solicitor says or is impressed to give a clearance on the submission.  He 
is trying to find his way around the section 209 provision.  There is a 
substantial transaction being requested by the executive government led by 
the prime minister then, and so, he is doing his absolute best before Cabinet 
sits on 6 March 2014, he was short advised a day prior, he is now putting a 
caveat in his response saying that section 209 needs to be complied upon and 20 
that advise has come through.  Cabinet or the sponsor of that submission takes 
possibly note of this advice but goes ahead with the submission on 6 March, 
and now 6 March Cabinet decision has now pushed the chain of events to 
ensuring that all other responsible offices are moving this submission along 
and then his advice is sought again on the 9th if I am not wrong as you said 
and is now restating what is an obvious statement of law and a requirement; a 
compulsory requirement of law that any transactions must seek Parliament 
approval. 

 
Q: And did Prime Minister O’Neill seek parliamentary approval for the UBS 30 

Loan? 
 
A: Well, obviously, this is now taking place in March 2014, the next time in 

which a budget discussion would take place would be November 2014 but he 
has forewarned parliament by himself in November 2013 that if any 
transaction did take place, then he will bring it to parliament later on.  He set 
himself up very well to ensure that parliament is informed and parliament later 
will be informed of this, but the proper thing that he would have done in 2013 
if he had a policy view on the State, and being head of government, he has 
those discretions to make certain policy interventions.  The proper thing he 40 
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would have done in 2013 November was to indicate to parliament that this 
transaction will come out.  We need to have a provision for that in our budget 
and when it does take place then the budget has embraced this decision already 
and it is provided for as far the budget provisions are concerned and we would 
have walked through, so that would have been the proper pathway for that 
policy to have been embraced. 

 
  Now, the reason why I am supporting this Inquiry I feel totally cheated, totally 

robbed.  We were all forced into thinking that was something. In fact, the 
December 2013 paper was all about redeeming the Oil Search share it was a 10 
proper thing to do, but suddenly another paper bypasses the entire system of 
government that comes in through another pathway, straight into Cabinet, and 
for us to have this approved for us to buy Oil Search share. The then Treasury 
Minister did make mention in Cabinet, government is not in speculative 
industry, there is no government policy that compels us to buy shares, that is 
not our business to buy indirect shares in Oil Search.  The then Treasurer Don 
Polye put it quite clearly at that time, he was maybe the only educated guy out 
of us in 2014, he saw it, and some of us did not see it or some of us were naïve, 
scared that we might lose our portfolio. 

 20 
Q: So, just to understand that a little bit better sir, are you saying that if section 

209 is to be complied with, that can only be done in the annual Budget is that 
right or was there in the alternative the possibility of re-calling parliament and 
having the UBS arrangement urgently approved? 

 
A:  If there are exceptional, urgent circumstances parliament can be recalled but 

this sort of situation is not urgent for parliament to be recalled.  I may be wrong 
but maybe there are other provisions 

[2.45 pm]   All that we could do, retrospective decisions but it rarely happens but 
responsible governments, responsible prime ministers especially when it 30 
involves substantial fund of billion dollars that belong to the people of Papua 
New Guinea.   And 2014 was an important year, our first sales transaction for 
PNG LNG was arriving in early 2014.  Those in the industry, those who know 
what is happening in as far as PNG economy is concerned know very well the 
company NPCP as it was called then or Kumul Petroleum the successor of 
NPCP would stand to be a substantial beneficiary to revenues from the PNG 
LNG.  And so yes, in the hindsight section 209 could have been deployed for 
the transaction in both IPIC transaction or the UBS transaction which the 
government chose not to go down this path in November of 2013 and when 
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we look back in March of 2014 the State Solicitor, the chief legal adviser to 
the government thus advised us on the need to deploy section 209. 

 
Q: And just to confirm then, your view was and is I it take that section 209 was 

not complied with in relation to the UBS transaction, is that right? 
 
A: I stand to be corrected but from a layman’s perspective I know that we have 

not complied to section 209 and the State legal adviser is view is attached as 
part of our submissions. 

 10 
Q: Just one other topic sir, if you would go to the last paragraph of your affidavit.  

You say, the money we borrowed from UBS AG could have been our equity 
in Papua New Guinea LNG instead of taking the expense of an indirect path 
by investing in Oil Search which holds a minority stake in the Papua LNG 
Project.  Papua LNG is going ahead through a different structure since we did 
not have the cash upfront to pay for our equity.  So, just pausing there, what 
is the alternative that you say should have been adopted rather than the UBS 
loan? 

 
A: I beg your pardon, can you re-paraphrase your question?  What is the 20 

alternative to what? 
 
Q: Yes.  So, as you know the UBS loan went ahead in 2014.  What should have 

happened instead, do you say should have happened? 
 
A: Well, firstly when it came to March 5 or March 5, 2014 thereabouts when the 

redemption of the Oil Search shares from IPIC would have taken place.  
Thankfully for us at that the time the Arabs decided to retain the shares in Oil 
Search so there was no compulsion on our part, there was no urgency on our 
part to buy shares in Oil Search.  It was absolutely not necessary but 30 
government and as I did mention earlier on there was no policy instruments at 
that time that point to us investing in Oil Search except what was offered by 
then Prime Minister in Parliament in November 2013.  So, it was absolutely 
not necessary for us to go down this path.  If I was Prime Minister back then 
PNG Government would have saved money from PNG LNG coming into 
Kumul Petroleum now as we call it but National Petroleum Company back 
then.  So we would save money, the cash we need to finance our budget and 
at the time that money would have been put to good use by supporting our 
budget.  In fact that money was forecasted for use in our 2014 money plan.  
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Our 2014 money plan passed by then Treasurer Don Polye embraced the 
revenue from PNG LNG Project.  That was a clearest indication in 2013. 

 
[2.50 pm]  We embraced the PNG LNG revenue coming in 2014 to be used to support  

our Budget.  We did not embrace it to finance Oil Search share.  So that- - - 
 

Q: So apart from – sorry, I beg your pardon, please go on, sir. 
 
A: So, counsel, there was absolutely no need to buy Oil Search share.  There 

was a need to redeem Oil Search share from IPIC if they wanted to dispose 10 
of the Oil Search share they had back then.  At that time when they said no, 
we will keep Oil Search share, PNG Government was in a junction and they 
would have said, we will part with Oil Search share, that is it, and we go free 
and all our assets would have come back to us and we go free; we were not 
burdened by any form whatsoever to buy into Oil Search share.  But we made 
a conscious choice then to part way with over a billion dollars of revenue 
that was meant to support our 2014 Budget, 2015 Budget, 2016 Budget going 
forward by making this investment choice in Oil Search share.   

 
And, yes, as I said in paragraph 43 of my affidavit, the better choice at that 20 
time.  We knew Papua LNG was coming.  We would have told UBS, you 
have raised this funding for us; can you keep it in your bank.  When the time 
comes for us to acquire shares in the Papua LNG, then we will access this 
fund; keep the facility open for us.  That could have been the conversation 
with UBS.  And of all people, UBS could have known better also and done 
its due diligences whether all requirements of law were complied with or not.   
 
If you look at this transaction, the lightning speed in which this transaction 
took place is quite amazing and in the memory of me having served in 
government, public service and in politics for the last 20 years of my life – 30 
15 years as a politician – this submission is the fastest that has moved through 
the government system.  Most submissions take up to a month to move in 
and out.  Due diligences are rendered to ensure the submissions in as far as 
financial implication and financial implication and legal implications are 
properly vetted; but this one, all moved through it so fast.   
 
My lawyer passed to me a notice put on Oil Search website on 27 February 
in 2014, that is the date prior to Cabinet taking that decision in 6 March 2014.  
Really, it talks about all these- - - 
 40 
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Q: Sorry, what just happened?  Sorry, your lawyer passed you a note.  Would 
you mind just reading it out? 

 
A: I will attach this in my supplementary affidavit later on.  It is an evidence 

that came to me by way of a further research into what took place and- - - 
 
Q: Go ahead please. 
 
A: I will give a pointer to this notice by Oil Search on 27 February 2014.  It 

talks about Oil Search trying to acquire 22 per cent stake in PRL 15.  It talks 10 
about a possibility of PNG Government buying 149.39 million purchase of 
ordinary shares.  It talks about share price at $8.20.  Counsel assisting and 
commissioners, I would point the Inquiry to ask Oil Search for their role in 
assisting Government of PNG with this submission.  There is evidence 
pointing to Oil Search knowing about these submissions before even Cabinet 
even had a discussion on these submissions. 

 
I am not Oil Search and I was not Prime Minister then who sponsored this 
submission to understand the background to why these conversations took 
place before even Cabinet had a handle on this submission. 20 
 
And so going back to my paragraph 43 of my affidavit, in the hindsight, PNG 
would be far wiser, better off if we had told UBS, you have raised money for 
us; we thought we would be redeeming shares from IPIC.  It does not seem 
so; the Arabs want to keep their share in Oil Search you can keep that money 
for us and when the option arrives when we will be exercising our options to 
acquire equity in Papua LNG, arrange it and we would buy from it or better 

[2:55 pm]  still if the government had a sniff on Pac LNG who stood beneficiary of 800 
or 900 million dollars of that transaction. If there was selling of the shares 
in Elk Antelope Project-PRL 15 at that time instead of buying shares in Oil 30 
Search, government through its National  Petroleum Company or back then 
could have used that money to buy direct shares also in the Elk Antelope 
Project -PRL 15.  But at the time we did not choose so, it was more appealing 
for then Prime Minister to assist Oil Search in keeping government present 
in their share registry the 10.01 percent share, that apparently really set over 
1.2 or so billion dollar that we paid for. 

 
Q:  Thank you, just one final matter there. There was some evidence received, I 

do not know if you were present when it was given, just after lunch today by 
Mr Wapu Sonk and he said that the total cost of the UBS loan and fees and 40 
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alike was US432 million dollars, so you have that amount lost if you like and 
then you have the amount you did not get from the revenue streams you were 
expecting and I take it that I assume you say that money could have been 
used to better effect by the Independent State.  

 
A:  Counsel assisting if you go back to my statement made earlier, a little while 

ago I did mention our 2014 budget that was handed down by then treasurer 
in November of 2013, forecasted on revenue from PNG LNG in 2014. 
Unfortunately, this decision that took place in March of 2014 syphoned of 
the revenue stream to finance the UBS transaction. 10 

 
Q: Thank you very much Prime Minister. I am sorry I did not mean to cut you 

off there. 
 
 A:  And also, in fact it was not only for 2014 but it had a rolling effect into 

subsequent budgets 2014, 2015, 2016, even up till today we have mounted 
up a volume of debt in our government books, that journey could be much, 
much better off if in 2014 we were wiser. 

 
Q: I have no further questions at this stage, commissioners. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Since the Prime Minister is going to prepare a 
supplementary statement for our consideration, I think I will reserve any questions 
until I have had the opportunity to read his supplementary statement so at this stage, 
I will just thank Prime Minister for his courtesy in attending at the Commission of 
Inquiry so thank you Prime Minister. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I may have one or two questions. Firstly, the Terms 30 
of Reference that you set for this Commission of Inquiry, my understanding is that 
the primary focus of the Terms and Reference is in relation to the UBS Loan at I 
suppose as prompted by the Ombudsman Commissions report which was tabled in 
parliament.  Could you explain the reason or the rationale for including the IPIC 
Loan in the terms of reference? 
 

[3.00 pm] A: Chief, let me acknowledge this question.  The IPIC loan for the public there 
might be convolution of the two transactions and we want a clear distinction:  
what is and what was the IPIC transaction and what was and what is the UBS 
transaction?  Whilst the chain of events have a back to back sort of rationale 40 
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but I want the Inquiry to really assess if there are distinctions between the two 
transactions.  Because for the uninformed mind it may seem as if there is a 
relevance for UBS transaction because of IPIC.  And so we need to put the 
difference between what was the IPIC transaction and what is the UBS 
transaction and was there a relevance for us to move beyond the IPIC era into 
a UBS era.  That distinction needs to be made and in this instance there was a 
need for us to ascertain facts surrounding the IPIC transaction and ascertain 
facts surrounding the UBS transaction.  There needs to be a clear demarcation.   

 I speak in my submission that the IPIC transaction was relevant, important, 
necessary. 10 

 
At the time in 2008 we did not have direct funds to participate in PNG LNG 
Project.  There was a need for us to raise funds and a smarter better option 
was used for us to borrow money and to invest in the PNG LNG Project 
directly not an indirect participation in LNG Project through owning shares in 
the company. 
 
Whilst having said this let me also be fair on Oil Search.  Oil Search is a big 
employer, has a strong presence in effect PNG originated company, blueshift 
company that is trading at the Australian Stock Exchange and we appreciate 20 
Oil Search for what it is worth to our country, b0ut there is a clear distinction 
between IPIC transaction and the UBS transaction. 

 
 This Inquiry can assist our country understanding really better what happened.  

Was there a need for us to move into the UBS transaction hence as chair of 
Cabinet, I decided to ensure that the Terms of Reference did include 
assessment on IPIC, understanding its full scope and also trying to assess the 
UBS to understand its full scope and whether they were linked or they were 
not linked.  My view as I speak today they are sort of linked but there was no 
need for us to enter into the UBS transaction when the IPIC guys decided to 30 
retain the shares in Oil Search.  So, Chairman, to come back to you just for 
the Inquiry to be clear in the minds of Papua New Guineas, what was IPIC 
and what was UBS.  Papua New Guinean people lost revenue as a result of 
the UBS and they have to fully to understand the circumstances behind both 
of these transactions. 

 
Q: Okay, now in relation to the IPIC loan, come maturity date to any ordinary 

Papua New Guinea looking at that transaction including myself of course, the 
State lost its shares in Oil Search when IPIC foreclosed on both shares, public 
might be thinking that we made a loss there.  What is your impression whether 40 
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the IPIC loan was a success story or it was not.  I am going to be asking the 
same question of the minister who was responsible at that time Mr Ben Micah 
when he appears here but I would like to ask the question- - - 

 
[3.05 pm] A: The IPIC, in my view, was a success story.  In 2008 there was a global  

financial crisis.  There were not too many financial institutions out there 
willing to lend to BBB or C credit-rating nations, and so State had to do what 
it had to do at that time to mobilize its assets to raise the capital it needs to 
participate directly in PNG LNG Project.   

 10 
On record Papua New Guinea LNG Project is a single biggest investment 

ever we have done.  If we had not engaged or entered into the UBS transaction, 
that project would have returned to us over - and speaking on estimation and 
rounding off possibly of K3 billion to K4 billion thus far.  There was no need 
for us to enter into Oil Search – purchase of Oil Search share in 2014.  There 
was no government policy that pushed us to engage into speculative industry, 
especially share trading, but arguments put forward in a complicated 
arrangement was that it is a biggest employer we need to keep out presence in 
Oil Search.  And so at that time by that Cabinet paper from the then prime 
minister, we decided to buy an indirect equity into Papua LNG to owning 20 
shares in Oil Search. 

 
The smarter way would have been reserving that money to buy direct equity 
into Oil Search.  Today as we speak, Kumul or Treasury could be asked to 
look for over 20.5 per cent, 20 per cent was a capital to participate in PNG 
LNG when the exercise option is being called upon.  In fact, thankfully, the 
project will raise financing and we will pay for it.  But we would have already 
wasted finance anyway if that deal was preserved or the deal with UBS was 
preserved; but we opted for indirect sale in Oil Search.  And that was the call 
of the government of the day at that point in time. 30 

 
The loss of revenue for us was substantial against what we would have gained 
in owning shares in Oil Search.  And speaking six or seven years on, you will 
have to look back and we have lost money and lost time as a result of that 
transaction.   

 
Q: One more question in relation to the IPIC Loan.  Would there have been a 

better option that would have cost the State less in terms of costs and so forth 
to have taken up the State’s equity in the Papua - PNG LNG Project by ways 
other than the IPIC Loan deal?  Would there have been some other better 40 
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options that would have cost Papua New Guinea Government less in terms of 
costs and interest payments, and so forth? 

 
A: The only option, the conventional option, chairman, with respect would be 

going to a bank like UBS, going to a bank, like Credit Suisse, all the 
established bankers globally; ask them for money and at the rate of what is 
PNG Government’s bond value on the market, possibly today at today’s rate 
7.5 per cent interest to be charged to us.  So the other side will be going to 
the normal bankers for lending just like UBS financing or indirect 
participation in the Oil Search share purchase.  But I give it to the then 10 
government who were smarter mobilizing our assets available with us, 
knowing that PNG LNG Project is a certainty in as far as on return on 
investment is concerned by 2014, the project will start to produce. And so 
the call in 2008 when we look back in the hindsight, it was correct. 
 

[3:10 pm] We spent no money with no interest also in mobilizing our collaterals 
including Oil Search Share parking them with IPIC and said ou will exercise 
your option whether you retain the share options you have in Oil Search in 
2014 or we buy it back from you including redemption of all our assets. 
Thankfully government and people of Papua New Guinea were able to 20 
mobilize including my own landowners from the project areas up there in 
Central and Gulf and Hela Province and Southern Highlands and Western 
Province supporting the project to progress all the way through for first gas in 
March 2014 or thereabouts.  When the people were waiting for the revenue 
from the PNG LNG project another craftier scheme came in for us to then part 
way with revenue and to buy an indirect share in Oil Search.  And so to answer 
your question Mr Commissioner if I was prime minister in 2008, that option 
for IPIC would be the better option I would have deployed instead of going to 
a bank, borrowing money against a 8 to 9 percent, 10 percent interest, I could 
have mortgaged our assets, taken the money invest directly in PNG LNG and 30 
come 2014 if I was prime minister in 2014 I would not have entered into a 
UBS transaction, easy money from PNG LNG revenue is coming in, PNG will 
wait to exercise its option for Papua LNG and there was absolutely no need 
for us to buy shares in Oil Search in 2014.  We were just sinking money into 
a sink hole if I can put it this way. 

 
Q: How was IPIC chosen to provide a loan? 
 
A: Mr Commissioner, I would be of no assistance to the commission at this time. 
 40 
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Q: I will ask the relevant minister this question and plus some other options, 
better options that might have come up.  

 
A: Then minister Arthur Somare would be the better person to assist the 

commission with this line of questions. 
 
Q: Yes, he is going to be reappearing next time, so I might ask him that question. 

All right then, those are my questions for now but I may have some other 
questions but when you file your supplementary affidavit and come next then 
I might be few more questions to ask. All right, Dr Renwick. 10 

 
DR RENWICK: Yes, Commissioner if it is convenient to the prime minister, could 
we adjourn his appearance to Friday 23 July, is that a convenient date for you, 
parliament is not sitting I can assure you. 
 
A: You have done your research so I am okay for that time slot.  Well, if I could 

assist the commission at this point in time on certain information, especially 
to pointing to few key persons who could assist this Inquiry in more details in 
specific areas of inquiry.  Firstly, in as far as IPIC transaction is concerned the 
affidavit of then Prime Minister Late Grand Chief Sir Michael Thomas 20 
Somare is very important.  He will be speaking from the grave so to speak on 
this matter, then Minister Arthur Somare would be a very important person to 
know the rationale behind IPIC transaction, then Minister for Petroleum at the 
time, today one of my ministers, Minister William Duma would be also from 
sketchy information he would know back then to assist on the rationale of 
IPIC transaction. 

 
 And for the UBS transactions Mr O’Neill is the key person, he would assist 

the Commission of Inquiry to give further details.  I note from newspaper 
reports he was saying that the whole of government was engaged and also 30 
took from my advice from my lawyer that present Treasury secretary did 
indicate that he was under instruction, he needs to inform this Inquiry who 
was instructing him. This commission also need to ask his then former 
minister whether minister, then minister Polye was instructing him.  It would 
be obvious it was not Minister Polye who was advising him or directing him 
so Secretary for Treasury Dairi Vele is a key person in this discussions, Mr 
O’Neill is a key person in this discussions, Mr Ben Micah is a key person in 
this discussions.  
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[3.15 pm] Mr Loi Bakani, Governor of Central Bank is a key person in this discussions 
and Mr Peter Botten of Oil Search is a key person in these discussions.  We 
engage in this Inquiry not as a head hunting mission this Inquiry is very 
important for today’s generation of leaders and all instrumentalities of 
government to ensure when it comes to dealing with money matters for our 
country then it is handled with the greatest of all care.  So, those person of 
interest will assist the Inquiry further with any additional information that you 
may want to seek in as far as stitching together information on what was IPIC 
and what is UBS to ensure we progress this Inquiry to the conclusion that it 
deserves.  And I reserve my right to submit further affidavit respectfully to 10 
this Inquiry and I look forward to coming back on the date reserved for me. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, your counsel can liaise with Mr Jurth who is sitting 
at the bar table to get your supplementary affidavit filed before you come for your 
evidence.  So, as for now we will have your further appearance adjourned to 23 July 
2021.  Thank you for your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you very much. 
 
 20 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will take the remaining witnesses for today. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Nathan Chang who is joining by video.  
Mr Chang, as I understand it commissioners who is joining by video from Brisbane. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, your next witness is? 
 30 
DR KATTER:  Nathan Chang, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Nathan Chang.  Nathan Chang is appearing by zoom, is it? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner.  He is now on the screen I can see him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he is appearing from which location? 
 
DR KATTER:  Brisbane.  Hello, Mr Chang, can you hear us. 
 40 
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MR CHANG: Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, could I ask you where is the location from where he 
is appearing by zoom? 
 
DR KATTER:  He is in Brisbane and he is at MinterEllison offices as I understand 
it in Brisbane. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay good. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Not in the same room that we are in. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS FINLAYSON:  Dr Katter, it is Kathryn Finlayson, can you hear me? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
MS FINLAYSON:  Okay, I have Mr Chang here with me. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And Chief if you are agreeable consistently with the 
authorization that I have from the Queensland Attorney General to do so, I will 
administer the oath to Mr Chang if he is to take an oath.  And just on the screen there 
is authority granted to this Commission to administer oaths within the jurisdiction 
of Queensland.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, Mr Chang I believe you have a Holy Bible nearby? 
 
MR CHANG:  I do, I have one right next to me. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, I will administer the oath then if you are 
ready. 
 
 
NATHAN CHANG, sworn: 
 40 
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XN: DR KATTER 
 
Q: Commissioners, could Mr Chang please be shown his statement, 21 June 

2021?  Mr Chang, can you see on the screen now a copy of your statement? 

[3.20 pm] A: I can. 

 Q: This is 6 pages in length; is it not? 

 A: That is correct. 

Q: At first page you will see a reference to 21 June 2021, is that the date you 
signed the statement?  Is that your signature there on the first page? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to that document or the statement? 

A: No.  

Q: It is true and correct? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender that statement and have it marked as 
an exhibit? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you run through the full content of that statement which 
I have not seen before so I get a feel of it before you seek to admit the document. 

DR KATTER:  Well, Chief Commissioner. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You start from there - - - - 

DR KATTER:  That I can indicate there are no annexures or exhibits or attachments 
however so described it is the statement proper.  I think the conclusion of the 
document, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you do not have any 
objections so we can admit the statement of Nathan Chang into evidence and need 
to be marked exhibit HH.  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief.  

EXHIBIT HH – STATEMENT OF NATHAN CHANG DATED 21 JUNE 2021 
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 DR KATTER:  Mr Chang at paragraph 3 you mentioned there that you were part of 
a team and that is the word you used in 2010 and 2011 in providing assistance to the 
State as an advisor in relation to the establishment of Kroton (No.2); who specifically 
were the members of that team as you described it at that time? 

 A: Lars Mortenson and Dairi Vele. 

Q: And they the only other members in addition to yourself? 

A: Yes. 

Q: At paragraph 7 you referred to Mr Mortenson there and this is assisting with 
you in 2013 the Department of the Treasury; who were the person at the 
treasury that you were dealing with in 2013? 10 

A: 2013 would have been the acting Secretary at that time. 

Q: And who was that at that time? 

A: Dairi Vele. 

Q: Then at paragraph 9 you state that in February 2014 you were informed by Mr 
Mortenson that the State was exploring the possibility of acquiring shares in 
Oil Search as part of a private placement; do you recall the precise date in 
February 2014 when Mr Mortenson communicated this to you? 

A: No, I cannot.  I was probably still outside of the country. 

Q: Sorry, you go on. 

A: No, no.  I was saying I was probably still outside of the country, outside of 20 

Papua New Guinea at that point in time.  It would have just come up as part 
of our general conversation I would have thought, as when we were discussing 
general matters on other work. 

Q: Prior to this particular period in February 2014; have there been previous 
communications to you or from you and as to the State exploring the 
possibility of acquiring shares in Oil Search as part of the shares in Oil Search 
as part of a private placement? 

[3.25 pm] A: No. 
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Q: At paragraph 10 you refer to the period in late February and then early March 
2014 at that point in time; were you in Port Moresby or you somewhere else, 
overseas? 

A: No.  I was back in Port Moresby I think it was late February or beginning of 
March I think it was late February. 

Q: And you referred to and these are your words; “Transaction management in 
support of the treasury and other instructions from the secretary for the 
treasury Dairi Vele”; were you working at that time and so this is late 
February, early March 2014.  Were you working at that time personally or as 
part of Pertusio Capital Partners Limited? 10 

A: As part of the Pertusio Capital Partners. 

Q: Were you being remunerated personally or was the entity for Pertusio Capital 
Partners Limited being remunerated? 

A: The entity. 

Q: You mentioned the Pertusio Capital Partners in paragraph 2; was Mr Vele in 
2014 a director of that entity? 

A: I believe so. 

Q: Is it right that Mr Vele had previously in 2011 and 2012 being a director of 
the Pertusio Capital Partners; has he? 

A: That is correct. Yes. 20 

Q: And in 2014 Mr Vele was not a shareholder of the Pertusio Capital Partners; 
is that right? 

A: Right, correct. 

Q: But he had been a previously a shareholder in 2011 and 2012? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, can I show you please a Investment Promotion Authority search for 
another entity PCP Foods? 

A: Yes. 

Q: It should come up on the screen, just a moment.  Can you see now PCP Foods 
Limited? 30 
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A: Yes. 

Q: Now looking at the shareholding in this entity, it refers in the shareholders 
too, only one shareholder of the Pertusio Capital Partners; is that right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then returning to the first page, the entity was incorporated on 19 July 
2011, does that sound correct? 

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: And then looking at the directors of that entity, scrolling down, it appears to 
identify three directors, yourself, Mr Mortensen and Mr Vele: is that entity 
appears to still be registered and incorporated and you think it is still registered 10 

today? 

A: I will have to go and check.  I thought that it had been deregistered by our 
accountant so I will have to go back and check. 

Q: Was it that this was the entity that was being remunerated in February and 
March 2014 rather than the Pertusio Capital Partners Limited? 

A: No. 

Q: Were you dealing with anyone else in the period February and March 2014 
other then Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen specifically? 

A: In terms of from where, sorry? 

Q: This UBS transaction? 20 

A: No, acting under instructions and the acting secretary at that time. I know we 
would have had dealing with the transaction lawyers and managing the 
completion check list I guess. 

[3.30 pm]  Q: Were there others were working with you and Mr Mortensen for Pertusio 
Capital Partners Limited? 

A: No. 

Q: Were there other persons at the treasury other then Mr Vele that you were 
communicating with? 

A: It might been communications I think it is his secretary, but it would have 
been mainly instructions through the Acting Secretary. 30 
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Q: Did you have direct communications or conversations or meetings with Mr 
Polye, the treasurer? 

A: No. 

Q: What about with the prime minister or the prime minister’s staff in late 
February or early March 2014? 

A: No. 

Q: Turning to your page 4, the bullet point about halfway down the page. 

A: Ye. 

Q: You see it there now, I hope, even the transaction was an on market private 
placement, the transaction timeline has specific steps to be met; how would 10 

you describe or can you elaborate please on what you would describe as the 
specific steps that had to be met at that time? 

A: The lawyers acting for the parties issued the completion checklist that we had 
to obviously ensure that everything had been done right so the actual 
transaction could be completed.  Obviously, they had timelines attached in the 
sense that there was specific steps that they needed to be done. 

Q: In the next bullet point; just take some time and read that.  Now your referred 
to Mr Latimer, Mr Casamento, Mr Ramsay, Mr Jilek, Mr Turner, Mr Roberts, 
Mr Flynn; was these discussions only about the matter that you referred to in 
the previous bullet point, the transaction timeline and the specific steps to be 20 

met? 

A: Correct. 

Q: What documents do you now have as to any communications you made in this 
period including emails and attachments to email? 

A: I do not have any sorry. 

Q: Do your have any other documents in paper form? 

A: Not on me.  No, I do not believe so. 

Q: Do you have them in some other location, Port Moresby? 

A: I do not know; I will have to check. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Chang at this time. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have no questions for Mr Chang unless of course but 
I noted that he has hesitated we thought that he would – I got the impression that he 
might have some paper copy documents but he was unsure about that and wherever 
they are located; is that the case Mr Chang? 

A: I actually do not actually have, it is 8 years ago so I am not sure what I have 
in storage, I do not have anything.  

Q: All right and if you had anything; where would that storage be?  Would it be 
here in Brisbane or in Port Moresby or somewhere else? 

A: It might be back in Port Moresby. 10 

Q: Is there anyone there who could assist you in identifying whether you do have 
any relevant papers relating to these terms of reference? 

A: No, I am sorry. 

Q: No one in Pertusio holding it there? 

A: No. 

Q: Thank you.  Anything arising out of that, Mr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Nothing arising Commissioners. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Probably one or two questions.  Have you given information 
on your qualifications and experience in the area of financial or loan transactions? 20 

[3.35 pm] A: Sorry, Chief Justice; I could not hear that. 

Q: Have you given any information about your qualification and experience in 
the area of finance and loan transactions? 

 A: No. 

Q: Do you hold any special experience in that area? 

A: I was at 10 years with Deloitte prior to as well as two years in ANZ bank in 
their commercial. 

Q: Now, the nature of the assistance you are providing was it consulting services 
or what was the nature of this service you offered? 
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A: Consultancy services. 

Q: And did you say something about your remuneration that came out of this 
work that you did? 

A: No.  Sorry? 

Q: Did you disclose the remuneration you got for the assistance that you offered? 

A: That I also have to go back and check of that one. 

Q: This is a straight forward question; were you paid for your services; that is 
basically why I am asking? 

A: Yes.  Just a couple of bucks. 

Q: What were you paid? 10 

A: I think it is in the vicinity about K1 million. 

Q: In the vicinity of K1 million; is it?  And that payment came from the Treasury 
Department? 

A: No. 

Q: And from who? 

A: I would rather have to go and check. 

Q: All right if you can check and provide that information to Mr Jurth. 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right. Thank you, I do not have any other questions. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioner; could Mr Chang please be stood over to 20 July 2021 20 

at 10 am please. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What date is it; 20th, is it?  20th of July? 

DR KATTER:  20th of July, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Chang; is that date convenient to you? 

A: Yes, that should be fine. 
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Q: All right, then Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will stand 
over Mr Chang’s appearance to 20 July 2021.  Thank you Mr Chang for your 
evidence and you may be excused. 

A: Thank you for your time. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Katter0 

DR KATTER:  I call Mr Lars Mortensen.  Mr Mortensen is also joining by video 
from Brisbane. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Lars Mortensen, he is not the screen yet. 

DR KATTER:  Not on the screen. I think that Mr Mortensen has been taken to the 
room where Mr Chang was, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 

DR KATTER:  And now that Mr Chang is departing that room. Sorry for the delay. 

[3.40 pm] Sorry to keep you waiting Commissioners.  Chief Commissioner, I can now see Mr 
Mortensen on the screen. I just hope he can hear us. 

 MR MORTENSEN:  Yes, I can. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Mortensen, Commissioner White here and 
pursuant to an authority granted to me by the Attorney General of Queensland, I am 20 

going to administer the oath or the affirmation and you are on oath for an affirmation. 

 MR MORTENSEN:  Okay, thank you. 

  

 LARS MORTENSEN, sworn: 

 

 XN:  DR KATTER 
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Q: Could Mr Mortensen please be shown his statement of 21 June 2021; see that 
date on the first page.  Mr Mortensen, we will just scroll it but this document 
is 15 pages in length; is it not? 

 A: It is.  My statement is 15 pages. 

 Q: Yes.  Now, there are additional pages you described about? 

 A: Which additional pages are you referring to? 

 Q: Here to the end. 

 A: Yes.  No, there are no additional pages. 

 Q: It is just extra pages that have been scanned in blank; is that right? 

 A: Yes.   10 

 Q: Like that. 

A: Yes.  That is not on the copy that I hold in front of me which is my own signed 
copy. 

Q: But the actual pages that are texted are all of them are 15 pages; is that right? 

A: That will be correct, yes. 

Q: Yes, on the front page where there was a reference to 21 June; is that the date 
that you signed the document? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Are any corrections you wish to make now to this document? 

A: No, thank you. 20 

Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender the document and have it marked as 
an exhibit.  I can indicate there are no attachments, exhibits, annexures 
however so described. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
the statement into evidence  to be marked exhibit double II. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

EXHIBIT II – STATEMENT OF LARS MORTENSEN DATED 21 JUNE 2021 
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DR KATTER:  Mr Mortensen; on the second page at paragraph 4 you referred to 
being the chief executive officer of Pacific Capital Limited and you described it as 
a merchant bank licensed by the Bank of Papua New Guinea a known bank or 
financial institution.  That license that was held in 2007 was that license held later 
in time 2014 for example? 

A: In 2014, the license from Pacific Capital had been relinquished so it was no 
longer in place.  

Q: Yes.  How long had that Pacific Capital Limited license then been held for? 

[3.45 pm]  A: It obviously pre-dates any of my involvement with Pacific Capital but I 
believe that Pacific Capital received its original license back in the 1990s. 10 

Q: What about after 2007? 

A: Pardon. 

Q: After 2007? 

A: I believe the license was finally surrendered in or around 2011 but I cannot be 
entirely sure. 

Q: Was the license then held by any other entity the same license that Pacific 
Capital had held up until or after that period of 2007? 

A: No.  It is important I guess to note that the license that we are talking about 
was a license to take deposits from the public and Pacific Capital had in fact 
at no point taken deposits from the public and therefore it was always certainly 20 

when I – business some period afterward it was always a discussion I am sure 
about how to start financing business but it never eventuated and eventually 
the license was relinquished. 

Q:  At paragraphs 5 and 6, I am looking at the second line in particularly 
paragraph 5, you refer to providing commercial and financial advice and 
assistance to the State.  You mean that you provided that advice personally or 
as chief executive officer of Pacific Capital Limited? 

A: Yes, as the chief executive officer of Pacific Capital Limited. 

Q: Who was engaging you at that point in time; so you are referring there to late 
2007 engaged in Pacific Capital Limited I suppose? 30 
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A: I guess it is important to note that the process whereby Pacific Capital became 
involved in the discussions around the Gas Agreement following the Gas 
Agreement, the work done during the front-end engineering and design based 
on the PNG LNG project was one where I was asked originally by certain or 
some ministers who were involved for some advice in relation to specific 
matters and I guess you could say that role gradually over the course of late 
2007 during the course of 2008 and into 2009 it grew into a more full time 
period of assistance. 

 In terms of the process whereby Pacific Capital was ultimately engaged it 
became I guess you could a problematic issue in that it took a very long time 10 
for any contract to be put in place and it was really only towards in 2009 after 
some – after basically myself starting to withhold assistance in pursuit of the 
agreement, that an agreement was put in place and effectively the work 
became renumerated.  The work itself was done I guess, you could say 
primarily directly towards what that time was called the Ministerial Gas 
Committee which had carriage of the negotiations of the Gas Agreement and 
the delivery of the project. 

Q: Who was the payer to Pacific Capital Limited through that period? 

A: At that time it would have been the Department of Treasury, I am pretty sure 
as part of the work and the resourcing of Ministerial Gas Committee.  It is a 20 

long time ago so I have re-visit my recollections but I would say alternatively 
I believe the treasury department had administrative carriage of the logistical 
support, for want of a better word for the negotiations of the gas agreement 
and the work that was required leading into negotiations with landowners et 
cetera. 

[3.50 pm]   Q: I will take you to a document WIP.0007.0004.0113. Just scroll down.  This 
appears to relate to the appointment of a financial advisor for the State in 
relation to the PNG LNG Project.  Is that right? 

A: It appears to do so, yes. 
 30 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Just scrolling down, just stopping there.  It refers to you as being – there in 
paragraph 10 – as a Member of the Evaluation Team and there is a further 
reference, I think which describes you as an independent observer – sorry, 
there it is there, after Pacific Capital.  Can you please elaborate on what your 
role was by reason of this business paper so described? 

 
A: Yes.  At some point the during the course of the evaluation of various 

financing options for the State’s equity participation in the PNG LNG Project, 
there was a decision made and I believe the decision was by the Department 
of Treasury but I cannot quite recall – but there was a decision made to engage 10 
a financial advisor specifically dealing with as I recall the financing of the 
transaction itself of the State’s participation.  At that time, there were multiple 
work streams that were being undertaken.  IPBC on the one hand, I seem to 
recall at the same time as this document, were working on the possibility of 
leveraging equity in Oil Search towards paying for the equity participation in 
the project.  I believe Petromin and other State entities at that time had its own 
work stream related to how they would seek to finance the State’s 
participation.  Ultimately, I do not recall the precise reasons for it but at some 
point it was decided that the Treasury or the National Government as opposed 
to IPBC and Petromin should do its own evaluation on its own work.   20 
 
As part of that process, I seem to recall the number of potential financial 
advisors were interviewed.  I was a participant in the interview panel.  I believe 
the reference to independent observer was because I recall that whereas my 
views were sought when it came to making a recommendation, none of my, 
in a sense - I was not in the sense a voting participant in terms of 
recommending or otherwise a particular feed.  Larsard I think would be – was 
one of the parties that was invited.  There were others.   
 

Q: That name Larsard Pre is mentioned earlier in this document.  Did that entity 30 
end up arranging or facilitating or working on the IPIC loan?  What happened 
then? 

 
A: My recollection and we are going back a fair while, my recollection is that 

they may have ultimately done some work on evaluating or commenting on 
the IPIC transaction but I really had no – I have no strong recollection as to 
whether or not the purpose for appointing Larsard was, in part, to evaluate all 
options as opposed to necessarily just the IPIC option.  But again, I cannot 
quite be certain. 

 40 
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Q: Returning to your statement at paragraph seven, you refer to the period 2010 
and 2011, and you say you provided some commercial and financial advice to 
the State as part of the early establishment of Kroton (No. 2).  Were you 
providing advice at that particular point in time in 2010 and 2011 personally 
or through Pacific Capital or some other entity? 

 
[3.55 pm]  A: At that time, I believe the advice was provided as part of Pertusio Capital and 

so involved effectively forming part of the team that started to take the 
arrangements that flowed from PNG LNG Project towards the building of a 
national work. 10 

 
Q: Who was engaged in the entity at that time?  You mentioned the State or was 

it some component of State departments and entity? 
 
A: My recollection there would be that it would have been either Kroton (No.2), 

the SPD or the holding company the State had owned the equity which in turn 
was funded by the IPBC or was directive with IPBC.  I will have to revisit my 
records to see if I can ascertain exactly which way it is.  Ultimately Kroton 
(No.2) did not yet have income so it was dependent on the IPBC for its 
funding, all of its activities at that time.  20 

 
Q: Then looking at paragraph 8 further for the period 2013 and early 2014, at that 

time you referred to the Department of Treasury.  Who was providing the 
advice at that time on behalf of- - - 

 
A: At that time it was Pacific Capital Limited which was providing the advice.  

However, at that point Pertusio Capital Partners was effectively providing the 
resourcing for that work to be undertaken. 

 
Q: Who was the payer, was it the Department of Treasury? 30 
 
A: Ultimately, the work that was performed during that period was paid by the 

Department of Treasury, that is correct. 
 
Q: Were payments coming to Pacific Capital then or Pertusio Capital Partners or 

some other entity or you personally? 
 
A: Payment were made to Pacific Capital. 
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Q: At paragraph 9 you referred to the forming of Pertusio Capital Partners Ltd, 
is it not, but you always were the CEO of that entity? 

 
A: That would be correct, yes. 
 
Q: But then at paragraph 10 you referred to something you were just referring to 

the board that Pertusio was a sub-contractor to Pacific Capital.  Why form 
Pertusio Capital Partners Limited as a separate entity at that time in 2009? 

 
A: At the end of 2009 the intervening two years of my time have spent largely 10 

working with the State on the PNG LNG Project.  As I said before assisting 
with the negotiations of Gas Agreement, assisting with the negotiations and 
all the activities that took place jointly.  As part of that process I felt that I had 
built Pacific Capital into – a modest brand name in the area of oil and gas and 
major projects and the navigation of, I guess, the processes whereby major 
projects such as PNG LNG Project could be brought to fruition in Papua New 
Guinea.  I was identified by I guess you could say people within government 
with Pacific Capital.  However, I then effectively have put to the Pacific 
Capital shareholders that I sought a change in direction that I wanted to pursue 
the activities that I had been pursuing over the last two years which were 20 
fundamentally not the finance or a merchant banking type operational, finance 
company operation, it was effectively consulting work; financial strategic 
commercial consulting work which predominantly depended on my personal 
performance of the activities.  It was my, I guess you could say, skills and 
knowledge that was being brought to the work rather than say the balance 
sheet of Pacific Capital. 
 
I then suggested through the shareholders that I would acquire Pacific Capital 
and continue to build that business for a number of reasons ultimately – to 
initially the offer from myself to acquire Pacific Capital was not welcomed  30 
 

[4.00 pm] and I guess you could say Petrusio Capital from the start to grow out of that 
process.  There was then a subsequent change in the shareholding of Pacific 
Capital which resulted in a willingness to or a desire from me to effectively 
continue to build that brand and develop that business.  But at the time 
Petrusio Capital Partners grew out of the fact that the work that Pacific Capital 
had been doing was not dependent on the balance sheet of Pacific Capital so 
much as my endeavours, skills, my knowledge and experience.  And I guess I 
wanted therefore to take that business in a direction which at the time was 
different to what the shareholders wanted.  40 
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Q: Prior to 2009, what was your experience then in these types of matters; 

financial and investment advisory type matters? 
 
A: I had spent the period from 2004 to 2007 as a director in the corporate finance 

area of Deloitte and Touche in Sydney where particular focus, I guess, was on 
financial modelling and quantitative analysis but also with significant 
involvement in major transaction during that period.  It was from that role that 
I joined Pacific Capital. 

 10 
Q: Who were the shareholders of Petrusio Capital Partners Limited after it was 

branded in 2009? 
 
A: Myself and Mr Nathan Chang. 
 
Q: And what about the directors of that entity in 2009? 
 
A: 2009, I believe the directors would have been myself and Mr Nathan Chang 

as well. 
 20 
Q: Looking at your paragraph 11, you say that Petrusio today functions as an 

investment holdings company, with operating subsidiaries active as one or 
two licensed participating organizations on the PNGX as well as financial 
management and investment advisory business. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, when you mentioned licensed participating organization with operating 

subsidiary active, is it not, an entity called PCP Foods Limited.  You know 
this entity? 30 

 
A: I know that entity, yes. 
 
Q: A search of that entity indicates that it was from 2011 … Incorporated and 

that the directors were Mr Vele, yourself and Mr Chang, does that sound 
correct? 

 
A: That sounds correct that the initial incorporation, correct. 
 
Q: And is the entity still incorporated today? 40 
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A: My understanding is that it has been deregistered for a number of years and it 

no longer exists.  There was no trading within that company and as I said it 
has been deregistered. 

 
Q: Just looking at your screen, can you see the view Local Company PP Foods 

page of the directors there? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 10 
Q: Just returning to the general details page. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can you see effective date 15 September? 
 
A: Yes and Companies, it is removed. 
 
Q: Now, looking at your – yes? 
 20 
A: Can I clarify though in terms of what I referred to in my paragraph 11 just for 

the record I guess? 
 
Q: Yes, just before you do, can I just ask you why was this entity created, this 

PCP Foods entity created? 
 
A: It was created with a view to looking at opportunities in the food service 

industry within PNG looking for – at that time there was an activity across a 
number of industries and this was one of the areas where we looked at some 
commercial opportunities, who knows, successful commercial opportunities 30 
identified and effectively the company fell into dormancy and ultimately was 
deregistered. 

 
[4.05 pm]  Q: Now, you were going to say something about paragraph 11, what you were 

saying there? 
 
A: Well, I just wanted to clarify when I talk about licensed participation 

organisations, I am referring to a subsidiary of Pertusio Capital Partners or 
JMP Securities which license is from the Securities Commission in Papua 
New Guinea and is a participating organization, one of two on the PNGX 40 
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Stock Exchange.  So, we account for close to or if not more than 50 per cent 
of all the trading volume on the PNG Stock Exchange as brokers.  So, that is 
what I referred to in there. 

 
Q: You just look at the next page and at paragraph 13.  You refer there to the 

structure and bonds of the IPIC convertible bond.  Can you spent a just 
moment referring to your understanding then about the structure of the IPIC 
convertible bond and that you are referring to in that paragraph? 

 
A: So, if I am correct in understanding your question, you want me to talk about 10 

the actual structure or how I came to be familiar with? 
 
Q: The actual structure. 
 
A: My recollection and again we are going back more than 10 or 12 years but my 

recollection is that the PNG government’s participation in the PNG LNG 
Project was funded partly obviously through the project financing facilities 
that were put in place by the project but the equity participation of the State 
was funded by effectively issuing exchangeable bonds where the 
exchangeable property were 196 million shares in Oil Search Limited that 20 
were at that time held by the IPBC.  The reference price was at 8.55 which 
resulted in sufficient capital being raised to meet, certainly the bulk, if not all 
of the equity cash calls plus it was self-funding in the sense it put aside funding 
to pay the coupon for the tender of the bond.  The bond from my recollection 
matured in 2014 which would have meant five-year tenure.  And they had a 5 
per cent coupon from memory. 

 
Q: Looking at your paragraph 14 you say, “in addition I was familiar with and 

known to a number of senior officials and members of the political leadership 
that time.”  The time you are referring to, is that the period 2007 to 2011 you 30 
referred to in paragraph 12? 

 
A: I guess you could say that, that is correct.  The nature of the work I was 

fortunate to assist with in 2007 to 2009 was such as to include a fair degree of 
contact, discussion, commentary with senior leadership within the PNG 
government, both at the political and the bureautic end.  So, I guess what I 
was sticking to highlight is that I felt and I still feel that a number of those 
individuals putting up my professional credentials, the quality of my work in 
high regard. 

 40 
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Q: Who were you specifically referring to when you mentioned senior officials 
and members of the political leadership, each of individual? 

 
A: I am confident that – well, at the time Honourable Arthur Somare who would 

agree that I carried myself competently, I am sure former Prime O’Neill who 
was a minister at that time would say the same.  In terms of officials I am sure  
I had a good working relationship with the then Secretary to the Department 
of Treasury, Simon Tosali.  But it really was a period of deep engagement and 
so therefore I met and worked with a number of people within the government. 

 10 
Q: At paragraph 15 you referred to providing commercial and financial advice 

and assistance and you will refer in the first fight mid-2013.  And this, as you 
describe it aspiration to refinance to redeem the convertible bonds?  How will 
you retain or how will the entity retain to undertake that advice? 

 
[4.10 pm]   From recollection and this is uncommon in Papua New Guinea, I know it is 

less common I am sure in Australia but I guess you could say the work on 
some of these types of assignments grow out of discussions being involved in 
meetings and ultimately you find yourself working practically speaking full 
time on an assignment where the precise contractual arrangements have not 20 
yet been completed.  So, I guess in that sense throughout that period there 
were discussions, they were ongoing conversations about the precise terms of 
engagement but it took a while to get it finalized.  In terms of who I was 
working with, certainly from the period around – well, certainly at that time 
my initial work was with what is now Secretary Vele and obviously the work 
after he became acting secretary the work focused on treasury. 

 
Q: Do you recall the details of the terms of any retainer or agreement to work and 

provide this advice between Pertusio Capital Partners Limited and Treasury? 
 30 
A: Work was being undertaken by Pacific Capital and that is part again of shift 

that I spoke about earlier and in relation to - that is a brand that the State was 
familiar with.  There was discussions about the terms of the engagement.  
There were some communications around it but it really was only towards the 
tail end of the transaction that ultimately happened that the terms were 
finalized.  So, you could say I did not have an engagement for the work done 
during the course of 2013; engagement letters, executed letters. 

 
Q: Do you recall the details how much Pacific Capital actually was paid in the 

end for work through this period from 2013 to 2014? 40 
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A: Yes, I believe it was around K1.2 million. 
 
Q: At paragraph 18 you refer to the period August 2013 and accompanying Mr 

Vele to meetings in Sydney with several international investment banks to 
discuss proposal. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: What was your role in those August 2013 conversations with the Sydney 10 

banks? 
 
A: Well, to set the scene to start but I think it is important to note that as is clear 

from the rest of my evidence that Secretary Vele and I have established a good 
working relationship, a level of trust and a level of understanding in terms of 
how we both evaluate and communicate financial questions and issues.  So, I 
guess you could say, involvement grew out of the acting secretary’s – 
probably considering me to offer good advice and being a trusted adviser of 
his.  In terms of my role I guess you could say that I spent a fair bit of time 
discussing with the representatives of the banks.  The issues the State was 20 
placed with in terms of both his own aspirations, the shareholder in Oil Search 
but equally importantly the question around the risks associated with the 
maturity of the IPIC loan.  So, to my role I guess you could say was as an 
active participant in the what was at that point open and a consultative 
discussions. 

 
Q: Pacific Capital Limited was the only entity involved at this time or was 

Pertusio Capital Partners Limited also involved? 
 
A: Well, Pertusio Capital Partners provided effectively mine and subsequent to 30 

this Mr Nathan Chang’s work resources to Pacific Capital’s engagement.  And 
that was as I said before Pacific Capital in my view and I believe it correctly 
had established a certain brand name, a certain awareness within government 
and we continue to build on but he resourcing was myself and Mr Nathan 
Chang. 

 
[4.15 pm]   Q: As to Pertusio Capital Partners and Mr Vele himself had been a director of 

that entity in 2011 and 2012, is that right? 
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A: That is correct.  There was a period where Mr Vele – as you can see from my 
evidence Mr Vele and myself and Mr Chang, we had all worked quite closely 
on a number of aspects PNG LNG Project.  There was a period following our 
work at Kroton (No.2) where we wanting to formal alliance work towards 
building - we thought it could be a strong investment advisory business.  There 
were changes to Mr Vele’s outlook and he then moved on. 

 
Q:  And Mr Vele had also been a shareholder of that entity in 2011 and 2012, does 

he not? 
 10 
A: That is correct, that was the nature of joint endeavour at that time. 
 
Q: Why did that directorship and or shareholding conclude when it did in 2012? 
 
A: Mr Vele was changing his focus again and probably looking more at retaining 

to working directly within the government.  He was in discussions on a 
number of possibilities and roles in that space and he in a sense drifted in that 
directional path. 

 
Q: Looking at your paragraph 28, you are referring to following the meetings 20 

with the various banks.  That is the bank meetings that you were referring in 
paragraph 18, is it? 

 
A: That would be correct, yes.  Let me just – yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then you say at paragraph at 28, that you agreed with the Acting 

Secretary’s observations that UBS AG had displayed the most detailed 
understanding of the issues as well as the clearest articulation of a possible 
plan which achieved the State’s directives.  Was there a particular criteria or 
an assessment process that you were using in making that observation or an 30 
agreement with that observation? 

 
A: I would not go so far as to say that there was particular or enumerated criteria.  

That would be going too far.  It was much more a sense that to get at the end 
of meetings with several banks as to which entity has a grasp of the issues, 
has thought about it, has started to develop a plan in the lead up to your 
meeting as supposed to other banks who gave you more generic or general 
role considered answers or consideration.  So, it was not a list of criteria.  I do 
not recall that at that point in time this was a formal assessment process.  It 
was more a process of starting to understand who is out there and what are the 40 
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options and who do you think has got the understanding of the issues and 
would likely be a valuable banking partner.  So, long way of saying, I do not 
think there were formal criteria it was more a sense of how the meetings had 
gone. 

 
Q: At paragraph 33 you refer to matters pertaining to the upcoming maturity of 

the exchangeable bond and the provision of ad hoc advice by you and 
comment of the acting secretary.  Can you elaborate upon the detail of what 
you were articulating at that point in time? 

 10 
A: As I recall there were a number of issues that were occupying the minds of the 

government officials at the time.  On the one hand there were one of the risks 
associated with the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds was the possibility that IPIC 
not to take the shares in exchange for the bulk of the loan.  This had the 
potential to create the need for the State to liquidate its Oil Search position 
rapidly in order to raise the funds.  The IPIC bond was structured with a single 
maturity date for all of the bonds rather than multiple - so that you could, for 
example, if the State had to liquidate its position, it could liquidate it 
gradually.   

    20 
[4.21 pm] That was certainly an area that we spent a lot of time thinking about and the 

way that will flow through was potentially through, we call the Volume 
Weighted Average Price at which the bonds actually matured.  At the same 
time, there was emerging - and I know from discussion with the acting 
Secretary – there was emerging a desire on the part of the government to 
actually retain the Oil Search shareholding and there was increasingly 
discussions around how that could be financed. 

 
I would have provided - during that period of time, I would have provided 
commentary advice, observations, maybe some data points relating to how 30 
that may be achieved and the issues around it. 

 
Q: At paragraphs 41 and 42 on the next page, particularly at 42, you state the 

several further developments as to the possible acquisition by the State of 
shares in Oil Search to a private placement?  Were there particular meeting or 
meetings? 

 
A: Yes, if you could indulge me, to just read the preceding paragraph to make 

sure that I have got the contents right.  I think there – in terms of what I am 
referring to there is that during the course of the dates, 22 to 24 February and 40 
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possibly proceeding and just after it, I guess you can say that the momentum 
around what became the decision on the part of the State to acquire the Oil 
Search shares, the momentum really started to move at that point.  There were 
increasingly discussions around how it could be financed.  There was 
increasing information coming through that this was being considered 
seriously on the part of the government in Port Moresby.  That is the source 
of things I am talking about.  There were also more meetings with the UBS 
and with Oil Search in terms of you know discussions around structures.  But 
I seem to recall and I stand to be corrected but I seem to recall that there were 
a lot of points and information, points of movement towards a possible 10 
transaction that fell into place during those dates. 

 
Q: Did you provide in this particular period to February 2014 onwards, a 

particular formal arrangement, formal advice in relation to the pricing of the 
Oil Search shares? 

 
A: No.  No, I did not provide formal advice.  What was discussed was certainly, 

there were some discussions around what the views of analysts were at that 
time.  The time period was quite compressed, so to do a full evaluation, that 
certainly was not something that I was asked to do, but I recall having 20 
discussions with the secretary about where stock market analysts stood on the 
stock.  I remember spending a time discussing with the secretary the 
information value that closed from the realization that IPIC at that time had 
elected to acquire or exchange the bonds and, therefore, to acquire shares.  So 
there were discussions of that nature rather than formal advice as to what I 
thought the value of an Oil Search share was.   

 
Q: Was it clear to you who was providing, if anyone, detailed advice about things 

like the interest rates, the option prices, or respective amounts, of the Bridge 
and Collar Loan? 30 

 
A: Most of the points around that came from UBS, however, I recall discussions 

around it but it was not as simple as UBS saying what they ought to be.  There 
were conversations about the variables, I guess, that flow into the calculation 
of – or the calculations around a Collar Loan being - interest rate being the 
Put Option Strike Price, the Call Option Strike Price and the length of the 
tender and so forth. 

 
[16:25 pm] So there were discussions around these things, I recall in particular there being 

quite a lot of discussion about fixing one of the variables at an interest rate 40 
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below 5 percent, it was value attached to ensuring that the headline interest 
rate was below 5 percent but as you are already aware in a Collar Facility you 
are essentially dealing with a multi-variable differential equation where as you 
fix one variable you have to move one or more of the remaining variables.  So, 
there was the dynamic conversation around that but it is fair to say that it was 
UBS that gathered the architecture structure around. 

 
Q: I will just take you to a document Mr Mortensen. It is ASH.002.002.4271. It 

is an email, you should have received, email from Mr Stephen Moi of Norton 
Rose Fulbright to Craig Roberts of UBS and you are cc’d into this email and 10 
it is 6 March 2014.  You see there now 2:23 is the time +11GMT.  

 
  What role did you or anyone at Pertusio Capital Partners or Pacific Capital 

any of those entities have in the preparation of the actual NEC policy 
submission document which is an attachment to that email? 

 
A: None at all. I am not surprised that I am copied in on this email. My 

expectation is that I will have read that policy submission, a draft policy 
submission but I have no recollection of having any input beyond reading it. 
Certainly we were not part of drafting the submission at all. 20 

 
Q: All right. So, the next document ASH.002.003.7510. This is from Mr 

Casamento over at Norton Rose Fulbright and it is to Mr Key of Ashurst, you 
will see in the cc that your email appears to be mentioned there, is that right? 

 
A: That will be correct, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, so just scrolling down, a bit further, another further one. Keep going. 

There it is there, just scrolling up just a little to see the heading, to another 
further one, keep going, there it is there, just scrolling up just a little to see the 30 
heading. In the email there Mr Mitchell Turner I should say to Mr Casamento 
and you are cc’d, this is 27 February 2014 it seems, 1:30 pm and in the third 
paragraph; ‘I know this is the point Lars is making, just read that paragraph 
please.’ 

 
A: As an example, because I know this is the point that Lars is making a reversed 

inquiry by PNG super funds where there would be typically be a minimal fee 
paid if any to advise it and UBS Loan will only expect a minimal fee but this 
would clearly need to be agreed with PNG. 

 40 
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Q: What is being referred to there? 
 
A: I do not know.  Obviously, I am not - so, I do not know I am just trying to read 

the paragraphs around it to see if I can make sense of it. So, I think if I can, 
and it is a little bit of speculation but at the time of the negotiations of the 
Bridge Loan there was a lot of insistence on the part of UBS who - to have 
themselves pre-committed to a role on a sovereign bond as the mechanism for 
taking out the bridge, as you know the Bridge Loan was a short term  

[4.30 pm] essentially unsecured financing to provide in essence the equity component 
for the leveraged purchase of the shares.  UBS were pushing, I know, very 10 
hard to create a clear path to how the bridge was to be taken up.  And one of 
the ways that they pushed very hard early in those discussions was that they 
wanted the State to appoint them to look into a sovereign bond as a means to 
take up the bridge.  And there was a lot of push back around that and this was 
unacceptable to the Treasury.  I do not know if that is what this is referring 
but it is possible that it is referring to fees around or conversations around fees 
for a take up and I only have that from the reading the preceding paragraph 
which talks about refinancing of the bridge but I honestly could not be sure 
what this precise email refers to. 

 20 
Q: I will just show you another document which is on the same day that might 

change your understanding about that one, ASH.002.001.7931.  Just scrolling 
from here down you will see it starts with series of emails but unfortunately it 
is on the fifth page.  There is quite a few emails.  The specific email on the 
fifth page from Mr Casamento who writes to Mr Key, this is 6 March.  I will 
just and bring this up, 6 March at 12.58 am.  What I can tell you is, he referred 
to, he says for requesting an urgent call to whoever at the State made this 
change urgently.  And Mr Casamento states, I was there, he received 
instructions from Mr Vele and yourself Mr Mortensen.  This is 6 March, 12.58 
am.  Did you recommend changes in terms of urgent changes in terms of the 30 
Bridge Facility? 

 
 A: As you will be aware during the course of a negotiation of documentation for 

a financing structure of this size there is ongoing discussions between the 
parties, there would be changes throughout the process.  I have no specific 
recollection of the change that we are referring to.  I am not surprised the 
possibility that there would have been changes proposed and that Mr Vele at 
the time would have made, you know, on a conference call with myself 
participating, would have made those clear and that I could have echoed the 
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sentiments.  But I do not recall any specific instance and I do not know what 
this is specifically referring. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can you show the documents again so that Mr 
Mortensen can actually see what it is you are putting to him.  I think it is too small 
for anyone to read. 
 
DR KATTER:  ASH.002.002.5911.  An email from Casamento to Mr Key, that is 
12.58 on 6 March 2014. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It was just on the screen a moment ago so it is just that 
it was not large enough to read. 
 
DR KATTER:  That is the one there, just scrolling down a little bit.  Thank you. 
 

[4.35 pm]    A: So from what I can see we seem to be talking about the initial (…inaudible…) 
I  mean, again, I can speculate that there were also discussions at the time 
about the State incurring other indebtedness whilst the Bridge Loan remained 
unpaid, or in existence or taken out through some other financing structure.  I 
seem to recall that there were discussions about the amount of additional 20 
borrowing that UBS thought it was sound for the State to engage in whilst the 
bridge loan remained un-refinanced.  But I am not as hundred percent sure this 
is what it relates to but it is just a quick read of the types of changes that we 
are talking about.   
 
But, again, I would also say that these types of changes and discussions 
throughout the negotiations of a document like the bridge loan would not be - 
and the fact that all parties may not agree to them as they were being proposed, 
may not be - that would not be unusual.  Again, I would with the benefit of 
some more time, I am sure I can look through and recall what this specifically 30 
relates to.   
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you this question, Mr Mortensen, 
while we are looking at this document?  This seems to suggest that you were quite 
closely involved in the drafting of the document.  There is certainly reference to your 
input from time to time in the email chain, that chain? 
 
A: I would agree that I was actively involved in the discussions and the 

negotiations around the documentation of – and to a certain extent the 
commercial terms.  I do not deny that that I was definitely part of the team, I 40 
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and Secretary Vele who worked on how to bring the transaction to essentially 
the document at stake and that included the conversations about a whole range 
of commercial questions.   

 
Now, the fact the fact that the emails referred to me, I think is partly because 
I had the benefit and I guess of being in Sydney at the time and therefore a lot 
of the informal discussions may have been had with myself since I was present 
in Sydney.  But ultimately clearance or approval would have always needed 
to come from Secretary Vele and others within the PNG Government.  But I 
do not - there is no doubt that I was actively involved in the conversations 10 
around the documents. 
 

Q: See it again on the screen.  “His instructions came from Dairi and Lars 
following feedback from the Prime Minster.”  Did you have direct instructions 
from the Prime Minister? 

 
A: No, none at all.  This would be referring to this, I suspect, without looking at 

the full context, this will be referring to myself and Secretary Vele on a phone 
call with somebody where it is conveyed from Secretary Vele what the 
decision or an instruction is and the writer of the email seeing as I was party 20 
to the call, would be saying it came from Dairi and Lars.  As I said I was 
actively involved in Sydney at that time and it would not be strange for me to 
have been on a call where Dairi Vele gave certain points or conveyed 
instructions from Port Moresby.  So I would not take that - I had no discussions 
directly with the Prime Minister on any aspect of this transaction. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Mortensen.  Yes, Dr Katter, sorry to take over. 
 
DR KATTER:  Did you have communications directly with the Treasurer through 
this period 2013 into March, between January and March 20? 30 
 
A: No, I do not recall speaking to the Minister for Treasury on any of these 

matters personally. 
 
Q: Did you have any communications with the prime minister’s staff, if not, with 

the Prime Minister? 
 
A: No, not with the Prime Minister. 
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Q: Do you have copies of documents as to these – or I should say any 
communications whether in documentary form or emails as to this period the 
second half of 2013 January through to March? 

 
A: Very limited.  You will note there were a number of points on that.  I am 

currently away from Papua New Guinea, Covid is keeping me out of PNG so 
I do not have access to any of my archived documentation. 

 
[16:40 pm] Secondly, I should make the point that you see my email address there 

pertusio.capital.com.pg because of difficulties operating that account, we have 10 
swapped sometime I think around 2015 to an internationally hosted domain 
and therefore we no longer operate that email account. So, I do not have 
documents, I have some limited copy of transaction documents but that is 
about the extent. 

 
Q: Now are they paper documents that you have here with you in Australia. 
 
A:  No there would be paper documents that I effectively, could be in my office 

in PNG, but again they would just be the copies of final executed documents 
if anything. In my statement I said on page 1 that I have deliberately not 20 
included those documents on the assumption that because we are talking about 
the final transaction documents that they are in the Commission’s hand that I, 
if you desire, I can see if I can come across them in my office in Port Moresby. 

 
Q: Did you have an involvement in the second half of 2014 with the changes then 

that occurred later in the year financially regarding the UBS transaction? 
 
A: No. I do not try to recall what those changes could be I had some limited 

involvement, some involvement in some work that was being done in the 
second half of 2014 looking at the State’s holdings of its interest in the 30 
petroleum sector more generally but I do not specifically recall being involved 
in anything that resulted in changes to the UBS facility. 

 
Q: Commissioners I have no further questions for Mr Mortensen at this time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: I have got a couple of questions Mr Mortensen. If I 
could just go through those with you.  When Mr Vele was a shareholder and director 
of Pertusio, was he then a public official? 40 
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A: No.  It was in late 2011 and early 2012 and specifically came in the period 

following the work that we had done in Kroton (No. 2) so he was effectively 
out as I recall at that time a private citizen. 

  
Q: So, he was no longer working in the government, the employment of the 

government. 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: Is that what he told you? 
 
A: Yes. 
  
Q: That is all right, thank you.  When you met with the various bankers as you 

refer to in paragraph 28 of your statement in Sydney with Acting Secretary 
Vele, had you set it out in advance of the meeting something like a request of 
an expression of interest or something of that kind?  Have you set the agenda 
for the conversations with the bankers how did they know what it was that 
PNG wanted? 20 

 
A: From my recollection, pardon me there was a discussion paper of sorts, 

circulated which gave a summary of the State’s participation in PNG LNG,  I 
believe a brief summary of the IPIC transaction it might have provided some 
information in relation to current thinking within government around either 
the risks around the maturity of the bonds as well as possibly the desire to 
remain a shareholder in Oil Search. So, I recall there was a discussion paper 
which acted as an invitation I think for the banks. An invitation and  
background note for the banks. 

 30 
Q: Thank you.   Since you have not included that in your statement I take it you 

would no longer have a copy of that copy. 
 
A: I do not have a copy of that document. 
 
 

[4.45 pm]  Q: All right. So, in paragraph 42 you are talking about the period 22 to 24 
February 2014 and the way things were unfolding; talking about private 
placement of Oil Search holding shares.  And you talk about including the 
initiation of discussions between the State, UBS and Oil Search and so on.  40 
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You have spoken of Mr Vele, who else constituted the State in this discussion, 
or was Mr Vele the personification of the State? 

 
A: I think from my recollection most of my discussions involved Mr Vele.  There 

may well have been other members of his team on conference calls as part of 
that process but I also understand that Mr Vele was then also having 
discussions with, I guess you could say, the balance of the State team but Mr 
Vele from memory and we are jumping a bit in time, from memory around 
that time Mr Vele had just arrived back from a visit to the Middle East I think 
or he certainly was in Sydney and that is why, I guess you could say, he is the 10 
one that I spent the most time with on these things. 

 
Q: So, it would be true to say then that Mr Vele is the public official who 

constituted the Independent State of Papua New Guinea so far as you were 
concerned? 

 
A: Yes, that would be correct. 
 
Q: And you do not now have any recollection of any other senior officials who 

may well have had people who worked for him but you have got no 20 
recollection of any other senior officials being involved? 

 
A: Not during those meetings in February 2014, that is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you, all right.  So, again paragraph 47 you talked about the week of 24 

February to 2 March 2014.  Now, there was a very busy week? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Because it is getting close to the time of, I might say, D Day as it was created.  30 

And you talked about meetings between Union Bank of Switzerland and 
Norton Rose Fulbright.  What was your contribution to those discussions? 

 
A: Let me say that throughout that week I guess you say, I was actively involved 

in discussions around issues that related into the transaction so specifically 
conversations may have been had about the variables that feed into the Collar 
Loan, put option strike prices I would have participated in those discussions 
for the period of time when Mr Vele was only available by telephone I would 
have no doubt continued conversations after meetings on those observations 
with him on the phone.  Afterwards he may from time to time have given me 40 
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his view and at some points he might have even given me, I guess instructions 
or decisions in terms of how he wanted individual points dealt with or settled.  
So, it is fair to say I was an active participant in the discussions around how 
to take the commercial straw man as it were into an executable transaction. 

 
Q: So, Norton Rose Fulbright of course were the solicitors for the Independent 

State on this transaction? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: That is correct.  So, were you providing the kind of advice because that was 

not within their expertise to provide? 
 
A: Well, I guess that is no doubt partly correct.  Let us say around the financial 

calculations or the financial modelling and so forth.  I may well have added 
value to those conversations but I also think it is fair to say that I had an open 
conversation with the acting secretary which meant that he was from time to 
time easy for me to convene meetings and make sure the acting secretary 
participated in discussions where Norton Rose were involved.  So, on the one 
hand yes, I would have provided hopefully some input that was technically 20 
valuable and at the same time I guess you could say I was a valuable resource 
for the acting secretary. 

 
[4.50 pm]  Being in Sydney, able to run between the parties, and have conversations  

and make sure that he was either – his views were being heard in those 
discussions or that he could be actively participating by way of telephone. 
 

Q: All right.  And just as a final question then.  Ashurst were the solicitors for 
UBS, as I understand it, were they present at these meetings? 

 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Well, you do not mention them in your paragraph 47. 
 
A: No, they would have been present in some meetings.  I think there is another 

paragraph somewhere in my document where I referred to meetings with 
Ashurst.  If I have not, then that is an omission on my part.  There were 
discussions – sorry, I am scanning my documents as I talk to you – but there 
were discussions that included Ashurst as well, not all- - - 

 40 
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Q: You did say that in paragraph 50, if I can assist you because- - - 
 
A: Yes, okay. 
 
Q: Paragraph 50. 
 
A: Yes, yes, so there were meetings which Ashurst were in attendance.  Exactly 

which ones I- - - 
 
Q: But does it – yes, sorry, Mr Mortensen, I am speaking over you.  But does 10 

that suggest then that there were meetings in which the representatives of 
UBS were there without their solicitors when they were negotiating terms 
with Norton Rose on behalf of the State. 

 
A: That is, I think that is possible but I recall most of the – and most of the parts 

of their discussions, and certainly I had participated in, were more, shall we 
say, commercial than drafting, agreement drafting questions.  So I could not 
tell you whether or not from the point of view of legal drafting of various 
individual clauses, whether or not UBS acted without Ashurst in the room; 
that, I could not tell you. 20 

 
Q: Thank you, they are my questions, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I might have one question.  Can you go back to paragraph 42?   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, these are discussions around the share placement with Oil Search that 

involved the State, UBS AG and Oil Search.  Were you aware of any 
involvement of Pac LNG in those discussions? 30 

 
A: No, not at all.  None at all, no.  My understanding of the transaction was that 

Pac LNG was and I stand to be corrected but they were the vendor of their 
some or all of their equity in the Elk-Antelope field to Oil Search, and that it 
was to fund that acquisition that Oil Search was originally looking to do a 
rights issue to its shareholders but it became the private placement to the 
PNG Government.  So I had not meetings or discussions with or any 
knowledge that they were involved in any such discussions on the part of Pac 
LNG. 

 40 
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Q: I suppose you would say the same in respect of a director of Pac LNG, Mr 
Carlo Civelli; you might have heard of that name? 

 
A: I have heard of the name of Carlo Civelli but not in the context of the 

transaction we are talking about here; not in any – I have heard of him in the 
context of his I believe his participation in Pac LNG and I believe also, 
potentially, as a shareholder at that time or prior to this in InterOil.    But I 
had - there was no involvement or discussion of his name during the part of 
this transaction.   

 10 
Q: All right.  Thank you for those answers.  Is there anything else, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Nothing rising, commissioner.  I am not aware of any indication or 
any request to otherwise examine Mr Mortensen.  I would ask that Mr Mortensen 
please be stood over to if it pleases 20 July at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mortensen, will you be available on 20 July at 10 am for 
some further questions? 
 
A: Yes, I will. 20 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will adjourn this 

further appearance to 20 July at 10 o’clock.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr Mortensen, you may be excused. 
 

[4.55 pm] A: Thank you,  
 30 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR REBWICK:  Commissioners, I think that brings us to the end of evidence for 
today.  Tomorrow, I think we have a return of summons for Digicel, first up.  We 
then have Mr Botten thereafter.  We have Minister Micah, or Minister Micah, not 
before 11.30, and then we have Mr Beattie in the afternoon. 
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So if that is convenient, might we adjourn the proceedings until tomorrow morning 
at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right. Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings to 
tomorrow. 
 
 
 
AT 4.56 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 22 JUNE 2021, AT 10 AM. 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[10.04am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are three witnesses for 
today.  First, there is Mr Botten, then there is Mr Micah and then we hope there 
is Mr Beattie.  I have had an opportunity to talk to Mr Botten’s counsel and I 
think matters will proceed smoothly today so we might first, Chief, take 
appearance for Mr Botten. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Commissioners, my name is Charles Scerri, I am appearing for Mr 10 
Botten and for Oil Search. 
 
DR RENWICK: Mr Botten, you are in Perth I believe, sir? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Good morning Dr Renwick yes, I am in Perth. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, if you just be so kind as to wait there for a minute.  We will 
deal with some procedural matters.  Commissioners, there is one small procedural 
matter I should bring to attention and this is not Mr Botten’s fault of course, and 
that is that, although Commissioner White has permission from the Queensland 20 
authorities to administer oaths in Queensland, we do not yet have permission to 
administer oath in Perth.  And so, counsel assisting propose we proceed in this 
way that Mr Botten is not sworn today.  I ask him questions and then when he 
returns we hope in July he can be asked to adopt his evidence.  He is still of course 
a witness before the tribunal or the Commission, he still gets the protections under 
the Commissions of Inquiry Act, but Commissioners, Commissioner White is just 
not in a position to administer an oath today without that consent from Western 
Australia. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White if you are agreeable we will 30 
proceed with Mr Botten’s evidence on that basis. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes certainly, I am in agreement, Chief.  Perhaps 
we should just enquire whether Mr Scerri has any submissions that he wishes to 
make on this matter. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you, Commissioners, no we think that is a very sensible 
way to approach it. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Scerri. 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Botten, do you have a copy of your statement with you? 
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MR BOTTEN:  I do, yes Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK: Thank you very much.  And Mr Botten, you referred to a 
number of documents in your statement. 
 

[10.09am] Do you have copies with you of those documents? 
 
 MR BOTTEN:  I believe so, Dr Renwick, yes. 
 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  So, commissioners, with your 10 
permission what I propose to do is to open, that is to say, to refer to some of the 
documents that Mr Botten annexes to refer to some other documents that Oil 
Search has produced and that will give Mr Botten some background as to the 
questions and then I will proceed to ask Mr Botten some questions.  So, 
commissioners, you can see there is a statement there, from Mr Botten and we 
are able to put on screen the index of the documents referred to.  So, this is a list 
of the documents referred to in Mr Botten’s statement and in due course I will 
tender that together with Mr Botten’s statement.  Commissioners, if convenient, 
in my submission to refer to some of the documents which Oil Search have 
produced.  Just to be clear commissioners there have been some claims for 20 
privilege or confidentiality by those acting for Oil Search, none of those claims 
are in dispute today.  
 
There is a couple of matters we still wish to discuss with our learned friends but 
nothing I will refer to today as I understand it is confidential.  Commissioners, 
we might commence then with the urgency to complete the transactions by 13 
March deadline so although Mr Aopi who is another Oil Search officer is giving 
evidence tomorrow about what happened in 2008 and ‘9 and Mr Botten mentions 
that in passing the main focus today is on the UBS transaction in 2014 and the 
related question about the Oil Search issue of shares to the Independent State and 30 
of course Oil Search’s own simultaneous transaction to purchase interests in the 
Elk/Antelope field known as PRL15. 
 
So, commissioners you will recall there was some pressure to once a trading halt 
had been called by Oil Search in February for the transactions to be completed 
and I will come to that in a minute.  But there is some history about all of these.  
So, perhaps I might commence with para 12.  So, if we can commence with the 
interactions between Oil Search, Mr Vele and Mr O’Neill.  So, if we begin with 
para 12, the document.  
 40 
So, this takes us back to 4 July 2013.  What this is, commissioners, is an email 
from Mr Botten who is here today and Mr Aopi who is going to be here tomorrow 
and this is a draft email later sent from Oil Search to Wasantha sometimes that 
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name is contracted in the emails to Wasantha Kumarasiri.  And the draft email, 
commissioners, you can see discusses the financing for IPBC NPC for either the 
State to potentially buy-back some or all of the Oil Search shares or other 
financing for those entities.  And the draft email notes that Mr O’Neill who was 
then Prime Minister asked Oil Search for help with reviewing options for such 
financing and “(…inaudible…)” that is to say Oil Search have matured a number 
of very credible parties that may be willing to provide financing to any possible 
share buy-back and future financing requirements for participation in the PNG 
LNG expansion through trains 3 and 4.   
 10 

[10.14am] So, this indicates it would seem that as early as July 2013 there was a discussion 
between Oil Search and Prime Minister O’Neill about the possibility of the 
financing of a buy back of the IPIC shares or a future financing or participation 
in PNG LNG. 

 
Then if we come to the next document.  You can see there and perhaps we will 
start from the top.  This is Mr Aopi who was and indeed he is an Oil Search 
executive director and this is from Mr Aopi to Mr Lupari.  Ambassador Lupari 
then I think the Prime Minister’s chief of staff; “Bro, see chain of emails.  Peter 
was forwarding this to you” - that would appear to be Mr O’Neill – “and we 20 
would have” – I am sorry that is Mr Botten I think – “and we would appreciate 
your passing this to the PM.  Wasantha” - that is a reference to Mr Kumarasiri – 
“we would have thought he is very frustrated with why IPBC and NPCP are 
managing this.”  And there is a reference to meeting people including Dairi 
presumably Vele and Lars presumably Mortensen. 
 
And below that you can see an earlier email where Mr Botten passes on to email 
for your information which attaches an email from Mr Webster to Mr Kumarasiri 
which is copied in to Mr Botten.  So, if we can just go to the bottom of the link 
of this chain of emails.  So, this is the draft email which was the last document I 30 
showed turned into an email from Mr Botten to Mr Kumarasiri. 
 
And then if we go up the page you will see that next Mr Kumarasiri responds to 
Mr Webster the chairman copying in Mr Botten and also the deputy chairman Mr 
Aopi and saying; “The MD Oil Search” - that is of course Mr Botten at the time 
– “has come back to Pom after the field trip.  I held today a discussion with Mr 
Botten and Mr Aopi and requested contact information to facilitate the letters for 
the chairman’s signature.  They are more than willing to assist.  Oil Search is 
willing to meet and discuss.  Please see the email below.  Please let me know to 
co-ordinate a meeting with Oil Search.” 40 
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And then we go up and there is then an email from Mr Webster to Mr Kumarasiri 
and you can see there that he indicates that he thanks him for it.  He appreciates 
and welcomes their input; “But I am also conscious” - he said that – “we can be 
accused of influence by an interested party.  The NEC has directed us to manage 
a process but I think that on our part we do that without Oil Search at this stage.  
Oil Search can talk to the PM and the Minister but at our level let us proceed to 
work in an independent matter as agents of the State.  At this stage we do not 
have a directive from NEC to involve Oil Search in the process.” 
 
And if you drop down a paragraph.  “I would also advise” - presumably  - “advise 10 
in our communications and dealings with Oil Search, we keep this distance.”  
Having said that he says; “I would welcome an opportunity for a meeting with 
Mr Botten and the Oil Search team.” 
 
And so, then if we can go down to 15.  So, there is an email to Mr Vele first.   
 

[10.19am] So, you see there is an email from Mr Botten to Mr Vele copied to Mr Aopi.  And 
then if we could display the attachment please.  So, this is a letter from the 
managing director of IPBC to Mr Botten, 17 July.  I take this opportunity  to thank 
you for your support in the past to IPBC and there is a reference there to resulting 20 
the IPIC refinancing.  And it says there; “NEC has appointed a review team to 
evaluate all IPIC refinancing proposals and make recommendations through the 
Minister for Public Enterprises and State Investment. That is Mr Micah, he is 
come along today.”  And it says; “IPBC is communicating with all willing 
participants to forward their proposals in writing and there has been a request to 
arrange the proposals to meet the following conditions.”  And they are then set 
out. 

 
And if we can go down to the end of the letter.  And there is a reference to request 
to confirm receipt of the invitation.  So, that is from the managing director for 30 
IPBC Mr Kumarasiri, copied in to Mr Webster, the chairman.  So, the significance 
of those emails is that there was a discussion in terms of the chronology, there 
were discussions about the financing of the IPIC transaction, certainly in July of 
2013. 
 
And then if we can go to 16.  So, you can see here this is an email from Ms 
Danielson to Mr Botten.  You can see there and although it said; “contains 
confidential information”, I can assure Mr Scerri that we have projected out 
anything which is confidential.  Let me read out some of the things which are not.  
“I held a number of meetings last week with PNG Treasury and the Prime 40 
Minister regarding the status of their efforts to buy back the stake.  So, that is the 
stake of Oil Search held by IPIC.  “They have not yet formally appointed UBS to 
act as their adviser but they are still doing the preparation work. 
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“The core structure of the buy-back will use the value of the OSH shares.”  That 
is Oil Search shares – “to underwrite a short-term loan provided by UBS with 
security of the balance of the loan funds covered by security on cash deposits in 
the PNG government system.  This could be one reason why the PM is pushing 
to control of the US$1.4 billion held in the sustainable development trust.  They 
do not presently plan to hedge or forward sell and of the parcel.  We are planning 
to meet IPIC next week along with our senior Abu Dhabi connections to update 
them on the status of government deliberations.  We may have the Secretary of 
Treasury and UBS with us at the IPIC meeting subject to the UBS appointment 10 
being ratified by Cabinet this week.” 
 
And here is the next thing; “A shift in thinking is potentially taking place in the 
State as the share price” - that is Oil Search – “goes above 8.55.  “Secretary of 
Treasury has openly canvassed the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil 
Search of interest in Elk/Antelope for the issuance of shares to the State.  This 
would be preferable to the State rather than necessarily dealing with IPIC.”  Then 
the next document. 
 

 [10.24am] This is an email from Mr Botten to the directors of Oil Search about the Prime 20 
Minister’s letter to in fact the head of IPIC, and if we can just scroll a little.  You 
will see there, it states that a meeting scheduled with Mr O’Neill and there should 
be a paragraph in there which says, yes, here we are; “The Prime Minister has 
expressed the strong interest in remaining a shareholder in Oil Search.  He is 
keenly interested in potentially receiving shares in any potential capital raising 
carried out as part of an Elk/Antelope transaction.  This is especially relevant if 
he is unable to buy-back the shares from IPIC.  He has the financing to do this 
from UBS.  He has been informed that the very low probability of PNG being 
successful in any buy-back from IPIC.” 

 30 
Then there are some meetings which take place between Oil Search and 
government ministers.  So, if we go to 21 for example, we see here that there is 
an internal email from Oil Search where Mr Aopi says; “PB” - presumably Mr 
Botten  - “I met PM yesterday and he mentioned Duma,” -  that is Minister Duma 
– “was on his way out.  He did not say who the new Minister was.  Can we get 
some background on the new Minister?” 
 
And then if we go to the next document at 22.  So, this one of the documents I 
think that Mr Botten refers to in his statement and this is a copy of minutes of an 
Oil Search meeting of 24 February.  And you will see there Mr Botten is the 40 
managing director and Mr Aopi is the executive director.  And there is, if we can 
scroll down, there is a paragraph which says; “Yes, the MD advised Herin  
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acquisition deals, terms have been initialed by the company and a reference to 
PAC LNG.”  Now, I will ask Mr Botten about that. 
 
And then it says ; “The MD also reported the PNG Prime Minister had contacted 
him on the previous day to advise that the State wish to acquire all the shares in 
any capital raising undertaken by the company to fund Herin.”   
 
Then if we go to the next document.  So, here again we have an email from Mr 
Botten to his board and so there is a reference to; “Civelli - that is one of either 
father or son Civelli  - “and other PAC LNG owners signed the SPAs overnight 10 
and we are placed in the company in a trading halt.  We will be contacting the 
Prime Minister this morning to go through the timetable and requirements 
supporting financing of this transaction.  He has until close of business tomorrow 
to respond.  We must make the decision to do a capital raising or not by close of 
business.”  So, that is 25 February at 9.51 and you can see there is a flurry of 
activity over these incoming days.   
 
We have the next document up.  So, you can see here, we have an email from Mr 
Botten to others in Oil Search and this is also if we can scroll down, there is a 
reference to a draft, PNG Press Release.  You will see there is an email from 20 
Mitchel Turner to Dairi Vele copied into Lars Mortensen and Latimer and Paddy 
Jilek. 
  

 [10.29am]  Mr Mitchel and Mr Jilek of course are from UBS.  “Please find attached a draft 
PNG government press release.  Please pass through any comments.  It is our 
view this release best come from you Dairi and be released by Oil Search onto 
the ASX simultaneously along the Oil Search announcement.  Perhaps the PM 
could pass this to Botten at his meeting to rely and releases.” 

 
Then if we go to the next document; some of the email.  So, this is an email of 26 30 
February.  And if we scroll down a little.  So, it is called PM letter and you could 
see the times and then if we go to the attachment.  This is a draft letter which in 
fact was sent.  Apparently prepared, I think, by UBS and Oil Search for the Prime 
Minister to send to Mr Botten.  And so, what it is the letter indicating that there 
have been discussions in Port Moresby some three days before on 23 February 
regarding a share placement by Oil Search. 
 
And if we can scroll down.  This letter is intended to convey the State’s 
willingness to participate in the placement.  The State offers to invest an amount 
of AUD$1.225 billion at the subscription price of $8.20 share on the basis this 40 
occurs before 10 March and given the significance of the transaction, the State 
wants to ensure the financing and hedging arrangements that are put in place 
minimize the cost to the State and also find an orderly solution in the market for 
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the company.  Accordingly, the State request the assistance of Oil Search to help 
maximize the price achieved by hedging arrangements. 
 
And then there is a reference to the State’s commitment being subject to the 
following which include receiving formal approval which Mr O’Neill is drafted 
as having said; “I intend to secure on or before 6 March”, and Oil Search entering 
into contingent placement with UBS as the State’s strategic adviser under which 
Oil Search were going to benefit of hedging arrangements that UBS will have 
undertaken on its behalf and there is a draft announcement to the market and the 
statement; “Please liaise with Mr Vele.”  So, that is the document as I say which 10 
seems to have been drafted by UBS and Oil Search, being sent to Mr Vele, the 
signature by the Prime Minister.  And then that indeed seems to be what had 
happened. 
 
So, if we come to the next document.  There it is there is the letter now on the 
Prime Minister’s letterhead to Mr Botten.  And if we scroll down that I think it is 
in all relevant respect same as the draft provided by Oil Search and UBS.  And 
we go down to the bottom and we can see that Mr O’Neill signs that and again 
Mr Vele is the point of contact.  So, at that point shortly after that there is the 
trading halt and the simultaneous announcements for the ASX by the State and 20 
also by Oil Search. 
 
And then we go to 27.  So, this is something I want to ask Mr Botten about in a 
minute but it is an email from Mr Botten to Mr Gardiner saying; “Sorry to disturb 
you but I had a call from Dairi and also from Paddy to say that Jacob W” - I think, 
that is Mr Jacob White or Wright but I will ask Mr Botten about that”,  “had 
become involved in the financing and was pushing to substitute the UBS structure 
buying funds from Central Bank. 
 
 30 

[10.34am] “There is no way this could be concluded before we need the money.  UBS are 
meeting the PM this afternoon and I thought I would give you a heads-up what 
date do we pay to you tomorrow.” 

 
And then at 28, so, what commissioners had happened by 3 March is that IPIC 
had certainly made it clear that it was not going to return the shares to PNG.  
There had been a notice issued by IPBC about the amount of money which had 
to be paid in addition to the return of the shares to IPIC.  And that is the context 
of this.  So, we will just scroll down to the bottom.  What happened is, just come 
up a little, you can see there is an email from a Mr Grant Campbell, manager, 40 
Portfolio Management Division at IPIC in the Emirates having had a discussion 
with Mohamed and saying; “We do not consider this notice to be valid.  Have 
asked IPBC to revoke it.  They were also informed IPBC at the alternative 
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valuation notices this is contrary to the positive dialogue we had with the PNG 
delegates last week where they assured us of a smooth exchange process.  And 
we will come back to that and there I the statement; “We” - that is to say – “IPIC 
would be grateful if you would discuss this matter with the Prime Minister and 
with a view to have him a notice urgently revoked.”  
 
If we can scroll up.  Mr Botten then says; “Thank you, I will do what I can to 
close down this process as soon as possible.  I will let you know how I go.”  Then 
we go up.  So, this is what then happens is there is a follow up email which seems 
to be after the notice was given to the market about the proposed UBS and 10 
Elk/Antelope transactions.  And then we go up and keep going.  And then it is 
still concern by Mr Campbell from IPIC and he says; “IPBC have not revoked 
the letter.”  And then there is a reference to Wasantha presumably Kumarasiri 
informed that he is meeting the PM’s chief of staff. 
 
And then if we go up.  You can see Mr Botten is then trying to contact Mr Vele 
with a view to stopping the process and if we go up.  And then Mr Aopi says that 
he has recommended to Loi, presumably Mr Bakani, the Central Bank governor 
and Dairi, presumably Vele that this should be pulled.  And there is a reference 
to the positive discussion they, that is, Mr Bakani and Mr Vele had with IPIC.  20 
And there is a reference to being stirred up by Jacob and we will come back to 
that.  And there is a reference to impress on both that government does not have 
much time.  I note this has taken a bit of time, Commissioners, but I think it is 
important. 
 
Then if we can go down to 31.  So, this is Mr Aopi writing to others.  So, if we 
just go down a little, a bit more.  So, this is a reference.  So, this 7 March after the 
NEC decision.  And if we go up you will see there is a reference to Jimmy 
Maladina and Nathan Chang are arranging things.  And if we go up reference to 
the signing will not proceed, not likely this evening, he State Solicitor is away, 30 
back from the morning.  And then if we keep going up, keep going 
 

[10.39am] And then there is a reference to the inability to obtain IPBC NPCP board 
approval.  “But they most likely be tomorrow.  I informed him I will drop his 
tomorrow and they must have this approval ASAP.” 

 
And then if we go to document 32(b).  So, if we go down a little.  This is UBS.  
So, UBS are wearing a number of hats at this point, apart from arranging funds 
for the State, they are also the underwriters for some purposes for Oil Search as 
well and they are getting very concerned presumably particularly in their role as 40 
underwriters that the final steps based on the NEC approval of 6 March has not 
occurred.  And there is a reference by Mr Turner of UBS.  That last sentence; “Its 
unfortunately it got to the point there is little more that Paddy and I can do to 
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influence the outcome.  Appreciate anything that Oil Search team can do to shift 
this along.” 
 
And then if we go up and there is Mr Gardiner from Oil Search, he emails Mr 
Botten and Mr Aopi and Mr Turner.  He said; “Sounded desperate and 
exasperated, UBS needs the document signed tonight, otherwise they run out of 
time to fund tomorrow.  Are you able to provide?  I am encouraged to IPBC and 
NPCP to get their acts together.  We have a day up our sleeves but I did not let 
on to UBS.  I would be messy to roll our efforts foreword so the strong preference 
is to complete tomorrow.” 10 
 
And then if we go down to 33(a).  So, you will see that Mr Aopi says that; “Wapu” 
- that is presumably Mr Sonk – “is rounding up the NPCP board.  Hopefully they 
meet this afternoon and Wasantha wants NPCP to pass the resolution for IPBC.  
He is playing games.  Dairi is talking to Wasantha to see if they could proceed.  I 
will call Dairi after he meets with the treasurer in an hour. 
 
And then 36.  And then there is a reference to, “There is one minor CP” - 
presumably condition president  - “controlled by Dairi that needs to be closed.  
UBS are getting very nervous.  Appreciate any insight.  UBS guys are being given 20 
a reason to pull the financing.  But then the transaction is in fact completed.” 
 
Can we then press forward?  I am sorry that took a little time.  It is just a couple 
of other documents I would like to refer to.  If we can go forward then to – the 
board papers I can put to Mr Botten.  If we just go to item 7 please.  So, if we can 
just scroll down.  This is the last document I want to go to.  So, you can see; we 
just scroll up a tiny bit.  This is, just a little more so we can see, from Mr Gardiner 
to Mr Aopi and Mr Botten. 
 

 [10.44am]And this about corresponding with the UBS team; “Very nervous, the final 30 
approvals will not come through today, forcing Oil Search to issue to UBS under 
the fallback agreement and hoping this would likely result in generating a 
negative share price exposing UBS and Oil Search.” 

 
And then if we just go up a little.  Then finally there is a reference, there is an 
email from Mr Aopi to Mr Gardiner and Botten saying; “Just spoke to the 
Secretary for Cabinet to advise the GG” - Governor General – “sign off on the 
documents.  IPBC just passed their resolutions.  The only outstanding matter is 
the Treasurer to sign off.  I am trying to talk to PM’s Chief of Staff and will advise 
Peter if he needs to text PM or not.”  40 
 
Commissioners, you recall from other evidence what happened if the Treasurer 
refused to sign, he was, in the language of Mr O’Neill, “decommissioned”, and 
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Mr O’Neill then signed as Prime Minister - as Treasurer.  Sorry, that has taken a 
while commissioners, but I think it is useful context to my questions to Mr Botten.  
So, Mr Botten, thank you for sitting through that.  May I then turn back to your 
statement, sir of 9 pages.  Are there any changes or additions you wish to make 
to it? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  No, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  You tell the Commission, do you not 
that is true and correct, your statement? 10 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  If you can take it from me that the documents set out in the 
index to the brief which I will just put up on the screen, they are all the documents 
which you referred to in your statement.  Commissioners, I tender therefore the 
statement of Peter Robert Botten on 14 June 2021 together with what is contained 
in that index. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is the statement signed by the witness? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is the statement signed by the witness? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed on the 9th page.  We will just put that up.  That is 
your signature Mr Botten? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, it is indeed. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioners that is his, that is to tender. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The email treads that you ran through, are they part 
of the annexures to this statement? 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, all I am tendering is the documents which 
are listed in the index.  Other documents which were part of the opening I will 
get together in a list and tender in due course. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am asking for the email threads that you took us 40 
through.  Are those part of the annexures to this statement? 
 
DR RENWICK:  They are not, Chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  They are not and the source of those emails, you will address 
that later? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  I am sorry, chief.  All the documents I took you through 
have been provided by Oil Search through their lawyers. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right and they will be tendered later as part of the 
evidence? 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then on that basis Commissioner White if you are 
agreeable we will admit this statement into evidence and it will be marked exhibit 
JJ. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think we might be at JJ, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, JJ double J. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
EXHIBIT JJ – STATEMENT OF PETER ROBERT BOTTEN DATED 14 
JUNE 2021 (WITH WHAT IS CONTAINED IN THE INDEX)  
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Commissioners.  So, Mr Botten just a couple of 
biographical matters.  You were the managing director of Oil Search for I think 
some 26 years from 1994 to February 2020? 30 
 

[10.49 am]MR BOTTEN:   Yes, that it is correct. 
 

DR RENWICK:   You have, you set out there in paragraph 3, your current 
position? 
 
MR BOTTEN:    Yes, indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  You have received a number of high honors from the 
Independent State and the Commonwealth of Australia and you set them out in 40 
paragraph 4? 
 
MR BOTTEN:   Yes. 
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DR RENWICK: And then in paragraph 9 to 14, you speak about Oil Search 
and its interest in PNG.  You then expand upon then in paragraphs 15 to 20 and 
then there is a reference to the Independent State shareholding in 21 to 23.  Can I 
direct your attention to paragraph 23, where you make reference to the fact that 
in 2009 the State wish to raise money to fund its equity share of PNG LNG Project 
development costs and this is the IPIC transaction? I just have a question for you 
about the role of Mr Aopi. Now, in 2008 and 2009 Mr Gerea Aopi was an 
Executive Director of Oil Search was he not? 
 10 
MR BOTTEN: Yes, he was. 
 
DR RENWICK: And he was also chairman of IPBC itself in that period, was 
he not? 
 
MR BOTTEN:   I believe that is to be the case, yes.  
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, can I just put up on the screen paragraph 8 of Mr Aopi’s 
statement, so if you just would not mind just reading to yourself paragraph 8 of 
Mr Aopi’s statement. 20 
 
MR BOTTEN:   Apologies, but the text is partly covered by - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I hope you can read it now. 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Now, I can, thank you. I have read that paragraph Dr Renwick.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you Mr Botten. So, presumably, Mr Aopi took on 
both of his roles; namely as Executive Director of Oil Search and simultaneously 
Chairman of IPBC with the approval of Oil Search? 30 
 
MR BOTTEN:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And appreciating what Mr Aopi says at paragraph 8 about his 
attempts to avoid any perceived conflicts of interest, do you nevertheless consider 
that he may have been wearing too many hats at that time, in other words there 
was a potential for a perception of a conflict of interest even if it did not become 
an actual one? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  My experience with Gerea during this time is that he managed 40 
and declared his any potential conflicts openly and directly with certainly with 
Oil Search board and management.  I do believe that, that was well managed but 
I can also see there is the potential to see a conflict. 
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DR RENWICK: All right. Now, then in paragraph 24 and onwards, in your 
statement, we are coming back to your statement now you refer to the 
Elk/Antelope gas fields and you there describe do you not that Oil Search 
regarded that as something desirable to invest in? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And obviously, one of the things Oil Search would have been 
considering at that time was how much to pay for any interest in the Elk/Antelope 10 
fields, obviously enough? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes. 
 

[10.54 am] DR RENWICK:  Can I just show you some evidence that former minister Duma 
has given in his statement.   We might just have that up on the screen please. If 
you can go to, I will take you through it, and this of course is his evidence and 
you may not agree with it. So, if we start at page 2 of Mr Dumas’ statement, there 
is a reference in paragraph 7 to the Elk/Antelope gas field and the fact that the 
rights in the PRL, this is paragraph 7 were owned by Interoil Corporation of 20 
Canada and Pacific LNG Operation Limited or PACLNG, both foreign 
companies. Now, were they companies you were familiar with before, in your 
capacity as MD of Oil Search, again to consider the Elk/Antelope acquisition of 
an interest? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, I knew those companies and spoke to those companies. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And just briefly, what can you tell the commission about those 
companies, are they companies which are involved in the exploration and 
extraction of Petroleum and LNG or are they more financiers?  30 
 
MR BOTTEN:  At the time of or in December 2013, a number of transactions 
were afoot, including Total’s purchase of a share in Elk/Antelope and ourselves 
potentially buying a share of Pacific LNG Operations. Elk/Antelope was 
discovered by the drilling activities of InterOil and Pacific LNG was represented 
by a series of smaller shareholders that were entrepreneurial in their backing and 
were funding drilling activities to find a significant, hopefully a significant gas 
field. So, they were more entrepreneurial single shareholders, in my knowledge, 
high network individuals who are partly funding InterOil’s drilling activities in 
PRL 15.  40 
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DR RENWICK:   Thank you. So, that brings us I think onto paragraph 8.  So, 
PACLNG - so, was Carlo Civelli from PACLNG someone you dealt with in 
relation to the Elk/Antelope negotiations? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Carlo Civelli was one of a number of shareholders in PACLNG.  
Carlo Civelli was one of the people and negotiators that were sitting with to 
acquire the PRL 15 interest of PACLNG. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, and so, and when you say, “are negotiators”, I take it, that 
is people other than yourself? 10 
 
MR BOTTEN:  I played a role in some of the negotiations, Dr Renwick, but 
equally our Gas Manager, a gentleman called Ian Munro was leading the 
negotiations on behalf of Oil Search. 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, and just broadly speaking, where those negotiations were 
they taking place, for example, in Singapore or somewhere else?  
 
MR BOTTEN:  I believe they were taking place, most of the time in Singapore. 
That is Civelli is based somewhere in Europe; he has got those shareholders based 20 
in the US.  Civelli or PACLNG’s primary LNG office was based in Singapore. 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, all right. So, if we then go down to paragraph 9 and I am 
sorry this will just take a minute to walk you through, Mr Duma’s evidence. But 
you first see his assertion that he believed, this is in para 9, InterOil owned nearly 
77% of PRL 15 while PACLNG and another unknown smaller shareholder owned 
the balance, but the shareholding of PACLNG I believe increased to 22.83 per 
cent in 2014. 
 

[10.59am] Do you know anything about those figures? 30 
 

MR BOTTEN:  I believe those figures to be broadly accurate.  I do not recall the 
exact number down to decimal points but I do believe that it is 22.83 per cent is 
an accurate statement on behalf of PNG PAC LNG. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Then if you see there at paragraph 10, a statement 
by Mr Duma, “The InterOil, through its subsidiary company SPI 208 entered into 
an agreement with another company called Total to purchase the gross working 
interest and if we go to the next page, at 61.3 per cent and so on.  Then at 
paragraph 11, Mr Duma’s understanding is that the 61.3 per cent working interest 40 
was valued at 613 million dollars.  Are you able to comment on the accuracy of 
those statements? 
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MR BOTTEN:  I do not believe that those numbers are accurate.  I believe that 
there are three transactions that have taken place on interest in PRL15.  There was 
the transaction that we were involved in through PAC LNG.  The transaction that 
Total was involved in with InterOil and subsequent to that a takeover of InterOil 
by ExxonMobil. 
 
The terms of those transactions are public documents and can be appropriately 
reviewed.  That the numbers that represent here in terms of actual figures paid for 
the interest do not necessarily reflect in Minister Duma’s statement; do not 
necessarily reflect the actual numbers that were paid because of the nature of the 10 
transaction agreed between Total and InterOil.  If I go to a number of cash paid 
up front, that number from Total would be in the order 400 million.  There was 
also a carry figure for drilling at around 60 million.  There was subsequently a 
resource payment of something over 500 million and if and when the project gets 
to FID, another payment of something over 500 million and another payment at 
first LNG cargo for something like 65 million.  I do not believe the statement as 
enunciated in the statement by Minister Duma properly reflects the actual nature 
of that transaction and the stage payments that it has or potentially will take place 
when this project moves into production. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Were the figures you have just mentioned the 
subject of public announcement back in late 2013? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  The structure and the transaction was announced back in 2013 
and can be verified accordingly.  Subsequent to that transaction, further payments 
by Total have been made following the resource certification which resulted in 
some 500 million dollars being passed to InterOil now subsequently owned by 
ExxonMobil who bought out InterOil, I believe in 2016. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Just for the benefit of a layman like myself, Mr Botten, when 30 
you talk about a resource certification, what do you mean by that? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  As part of the Total/InterOil payments, there was an agreement 
that following a dream campaign that an independent certifier would come in 
and review the amount of resource identified within the field following that 
campaign.   
 

  [11.04 am] With that in mind the deal between Total and InterOil as required, so a payment 
on a molecule of gas up to the level certified by the certifier.  I understand that 
the certification came to just under 70’s net, and that resulted in a further payment 40 
by Total to Inter Oil of the substantial number of which and, from memory, it is 
around the $500 million dollar mark. 
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DR RENWICK:  All right.  Thank you, Mr Botten.  Could I just trouble you 
please just to read to yourself paragraph 16 of Mr Duma’s statement and then 
comment on what Mr Duma there says? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  As I explained earlier, I do not believe that the numbers 
represented in paragraph 16 are necessarily accurately reflect the transaction that 
was carried out between Total and Inter Oil and does not cater for or include 
payments to come from resource payments, FID payments, and future LNG 
cargoes which were part of the Total transaction.  When you consider those 
numbers, this is what Oil Search paid upfront and we had to pay upfront on the 10 
basis that the shareholders, PAC LNG, were not long-term holders of PRL15.  
We had to pay approximately the same amount as Total and in fact the 
shareholders of PAC LNG used the Total transaction as a benchmark to base our 
number which we paid upfront in cash. 

 
So, on a percentage point basis, Oil Search and Total, with Total paying later on 
resource and FID and other payments, paid approximately the same on a 
percentage point basis around 39 million of the percentage points.  And just for 
noting and, again, the deals are open and public knowledge, that the takeover of 
Inter Oil by ExxonMobil at a percentage point acquisition price around $50 20 
million at percentage point.  And again, this is – all of these is public; the structure 
between Oil Search is still with PAC LNG was an upfront payment, Total and 
Exxon’s are more complicated and payments are made at various times in project 
maturity.   

 
DR RENWICK: Thank you.  So, if I could try and summarize it this way; there 
is nothing in paragraphs seven to – well, the paragraphs I have just taken you to 
from Mr Duma’s statement, which gives you reason to think that Oil Search paid 
significantly over the odds through its shares in PRL 15. 
 30 
MR BOTTEN: Absolutely not.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  If I can then take you back to your statement then, 
you refer from paragraphs 27 to 39 about the Oil Search plan to acquire an interest 
in PRL 15 and that culminated, did it not, at – I am sorry.  At paragraph 38, you 
referred to the dual announcement of 27 February 2014, and in paragraph 39, you 
refer to the requirement that Oil Search had to pay US$900 million by, at the 
latest, 13 March 2014.  In other words, 13 March was a very important date for 
you to meet all the conditions precedent to the deal? 
 40 
MR BOTTEN:  That is correct. 
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DR RENWICK: All right.  But before that, of course, you then refer in 
paragraphs 40 to 48 of a trip to Abu Dhabi. 
 

[11.09 am] I would be grateful; I know you have set it out in your statement but I just would  
be grateful if you could explain briefly to the commissioners the purpose of that 
trip and how it related to the desire by IPBC and the Independent State of PNG 
to retain their Oil Search shares? 

 
MR BOTTEN:   There were two.  The primary focus of the trip was we were 
asked to introduce a number of IPBC and state members to key members of IPIC, 10 
and we solicitated meetings or a meeting between the delegation from the State 
with IPIC.  We did not attend that meeting.  We just facilitated a dialogue and a 
meeting between IPIC and the state representatives.   
 
We also had a second element to this in the fact that IPIC had on 13 March issued 
a recall notice or a notice to say that they were going to pick up the Oil Search 
shares, and I met with one of the IPIC representatives to discuss this and asked 
him what they believe the process of transfer might be.   

 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Well, can I then take us to the meeting with the 20 
Department of Treasury.  At that time, your main dealings with the Independent 
State, I take it in relation to this transaction – the $900 million transaction – were 
with the Prime Minister Peter O’Neill and the acting Treasury Secretary Mr Dairi 
Vele? 
 
MR BOTTEN: Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK: You did not have any dealings with the Treasurer at that time? 
 
MR BOTTEN: I do not recall having a discussion with the Treasurer at that 30 
time. 
 
DR RENWICK: And, no doubt, it is a matter for the PNG Government to 
organize itself as it wishes but did it strike you as odd that you were not having 
meetings with the Treasurer, as well as the Treasury secretary? 
 
MR BOTTEN: I suppose, no, it did not strike me as odd; but I would go back 
to say that I believe that the NEC instructed the State to agree that the State should 
endeavour to buy back shares in July 2013 and that there being considerable 
ongoing discussions between the State and Oil Search regarding that and more as 40 
it leads the State and IPIC regarding the transfer.  Our focus was very strongly to 
understand where the shares might end up, and more recently then, we also went 
into obviously a purchase process with PAC LNG.   
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DR RENWICK: Yes, I understand.  You refer in your statement from 
paragraph 50 to 60 to a number of meetings.  So, one of the important meetings, 
Mr Botten, you set out at paragraphs 54 to 55 and in paragraph 55, you there set 
out that the Prime Minister told you that the State was going to lose its Oil Search 
shareholding, that it wished to retain at least a 10 per cent shareholding in Oil 
Search and asked if Oil Search would issue shares to the State in a placement.  I 
am just reading from your statement there.  And if you drop down a few lines, 
you say, “To the best of my recollection, the Prime Minister mentioned the price 
$8.20 per share.”  Now, I will just put to you, was Mr Vele at that meeting to the 10 
best of your recollection? 
 

[11:14am] MR BOTTEN:   To the best of my recollection, Mr Vele and Mr Aopi were at 
that meeting. 

DR RENWICK: All right.  Can I show you what Mr Vele said at paragraph 
295 of his statement, please?  Again, we will just try and make it legible for 
you.  Just have a read at paragraph 295, if you would and 296 perhaps as well. 

MR BOTTEN:  I have read those paragraphs, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: All right.  So, what Mr Vele appears to be saying, and he has 
not given evidence yet to be fair to him, he said that it was you who raised 20 
$8.20 as a possible share price.  What is your response to that, if that is indeed 
what he means? 

MR BOTTEN:  That is not my recollection.  I have no intention to raise a price 
of that number and I do not recollect equally having any meeting on Saturday as 
referred to in those paragraphs.  So, that is not my recollection, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: All right, thank you.   Then if we go down to – I should ask 
you this question.  There has been some evidence the commission has received 
that there was a presentation to some ministers, including possibly Prime 
Minister O’Neil at Oil Search’s premises in Sydney in either late 2013 or early 
2014 at which you may have been involved in making some of the presentation.  30 

Now,  do you recall such a presentation by you to PNG ministers at Oil Search 
offices in Sydney? 

MR BOTTEN:  No, I do not recall that presentation, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: I see.  And just to be clear, that means, does it that you are 
fairly sure, that was there not such a presentation or you simply have no 
recollection it been some time ago? 
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MR BOTTEN:  I have no recollection, Dr Renwick, whether that meeting took 
place or not; I do not have a recollection. 

DR RENWICK: Right.  Commissioners, I have asked through the solicitors 
whether searches could be made of Oil Search’s records to see whether there is 
a power-point which might assist us one way or the other on that.  But we have 
Mr Botten’s answer on that.  Then at paragraph 62 and following, there is the 
reference to UBS proposal, can you from 62 onwards, and you refer in 
paragraph 63 to what that proposal was in summary.  Mr Botten, did UBS come 
to you? 

MR BOTTEN: A number of discussions were held between UBS and our 10 

chief financial officer and a formal proposal was put to Oil Search in one by the 
letter from the Prime Minister, which Oil Search had no input  into.  Also, I 
understand there were ongoing discussions between UBS, our finance people 
and respected lawyers about a subscription agreement that could be put in place 
in the event that approvals on NEC were received.   

DR RENWICK: I see.  Well, just a couple of things.  Could you just go back 
to paragraph 28, it maybe I put that question badly?  I need to draw attention to 
– it is the same paragraph 28 that the same Goldman Sachs as your financial 
advisers, that is right, is it? 

[11:19am] MR BOTTEN:  Yes, Goldman Sachs were our financial advisers and were 20 

willing to underwrite the placement of shares or any capital raising that we 
believed appropriate. 

DR RENWICK: What I was driving at and perhaps I was not clear enough is 
that, what were the circumstances in which the UBS proposal came to be made?  
Was that something that UBS approached Oil Search officers and made the 
proposal or did it come from PNG? 

MR BOTTEN: First off, the desire to buy or at least participate in the 
placement of shares came from comments made by the Prime Minister and 
Dairi Vele and their appointment of UBS as a financial adviser to the State, 
therefore made it important that UBS approached us with what we had to 30 
believe was a creditable financing arrangement and that was pivotal in our 
discussions as to whether to go forward with Goldman Sachs or go forward with 
a financing underwritten by UBS.   As part of that UBS agreement, there was 
also a standby or fallback situation put in place by UBS and that would mean 
that Oil Search could guarantee that it would receive money through UBS 
underwriting to pay Elk LNG on the required date should the approval 
processed by the State not be forthcoming. 
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DR RENWICK: And you summarized that proposal in paragraph 63(b) of 
your statement I take it? 

MR BOTTEN:   That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:   And if that had come to pass, that is to say, you had to 
implement, if the NEC approval had not been granted in time and the alternative 
placement had gone ahead and it was not fully subscribed, I take it that as the 
underwriters UBS would bear any risk or loss associated with them under 
subscription.  Is that right? 

MR BOTTEN:  That is correct so I would say in my opinion the chance that it 
be undersubscribed was extremely low. 10 

DR RENWICK:  Right, thank you.  And just again, you were content with the 
fact that UBS were both advising PNG and some of its entities and 
simultaneously making this arrangement with you?  You were content with 
them wearing those two hats, I take it? 

MR BOTTEN:  Content might a word I may not use but it was a reality that if 
there was a desire by the State to pick up shares through placement, UBS was 
their chosen adviser to carry out that but as a prerequisite to have UBS fund the 
State or that placement, UBS also required us to enter into a subscription 
agreement for the backup plan.  That was a reality of the day, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: Thank you.  If we can just go back to item 25.  I think a 20 

minute ago you mentioned a letter from the Prime Minister which UBS did not 
have any input into.  I think you gave that evidence a minute ago. 

MR BOTTEN:  No, Oil Search did not have any input into. 

DR RENWICK:  Oil Search did.  So, I just want to make sure we are talking 
about the same letter.  So, this is the PM’s letter to Botten. …………  There 
seems to be a number of people in the email trail.  Just to be clear.  Mr Turner 
and Mr Jilek are UBS officers I think. 

[11.24am]MR BOTTEN:  Yes, I believe seeing that. 

DR RENWICK: Yes indeed.  And then if we go to the document – this is the 
draft letter to be sent from the Prime Minister to you and in fact the letter in 30 
these terms or substantially in these terms was sent shortly thereafter.  So, if we 
just go back to the email, the previous document.  This is the letter you were 
referring to Mr Botten?  Is it? 

MR BOTTEN: Yes, it is, yes. 
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DR RENWICK: And your point, is it that Oil Search had no part in the 
drafting of the letter? 

MR BOTTEN:  We were sent a copy of the letter prior to – because it was part 
of a release that we were making the following day.  But we had no input into 
the actual text of the letter.  We were sent those drafts because it would form 
part of what we would say the next day in our release. 

DR RENWICK: Yes, I see, all right thank you.  So, as you say that letter was 
received and then if we can go down to 28 please.  Just get the document up on 
the screen for you, Mr Botten.  So Mr Botten, in that email on the screen which 
is an email from Mr Aopi to you at 3 March 2014 at 11.44, it is a reference to a 10 

Jacob.  Is that Mr Jacob Weiss or Veiss. 

MR BOTTEN: I would assume that to be the case, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: And who is that gentleman and what was his role at the 
time? 

MR BOTTEN: My understanding, I do not exactly know what it was at the 
time, but he  certainly was an advisor to the Central Bank for a number of years. 

DR RENWICK: I see an advisor to Governor Bakani at the PNG Central 
Bank? 

MR BOTTEN:  That would be my understanding of his role generally, but I do 
not recall exactly what he was doing at the time. 20 

DR RENWICK:   There is a reference to a meeting this morning, that is to say 
on 3 March.  I take it that was a meeting that Mr Aopi may have attended but 
not a meeting that you attended; is that right? 

MR BOTTEN:  I do not recall attending a meeting; I do not recall where I was 
actually on 3 March actually, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK: Yes.  And just to be clear and you will recall, Mr Botten, that 
I did go through this chain a little earlier on.  If we can just go down a little and 
just go down a little further.  Go down to the bottom I think.  The context of this 
is that on the eve of your share trade halt announcement, there is this going on 
between IPBC and IPIC and that was a matter of concern with the UBS 30 
arrangements.  Is that the context of this? 

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, Dr Renwick, I think this relates to a dispute on the 
evaluation process that IPIC was using with respect to the convention of the 
bond to shares. 
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[11.29am]MR BOTTEN:  I do not recall the exact details of that.  I have not researched 
that through  my data, but I understand there was a dispute and it was actually 
an ongoing dispute about the final terms of the conversion and how the 
conversion was to take place.  Whether that would complicate UBS financing, 
government approvals, it is unclear to me. 

DR RENWICK:  To be fair to you, Mr Botten, I think you are absolutely right 
about what the dispute was about.  It is really only that you seem to have been 
drawn in to this dispute in the sense that someone from IPIC is emailing you 
and saying; “We would be grateful if you could discuss with the Prime Minister 
with the view of having the notice urgently revoked.”  And then if we go up, 10 
then you say, “I will do what I can to close this process as soon as possible.”  
So, assuming you are right, because I think you are about what this dispute was 
about, you nevertheless seem to have been drawn into it. 

MR BOTTEN:  The unfortunate thing in certain circumstances, Dr Renwick, is 
that we seem to be the correspondent vehicle between the State and IPIC for 
certain issues, whether it be for contact or making, trying to arrange meetings 
and certainly we appear to be drawn into this one.  But I do not recall the full 
details.  My apologies. 

DR RENWICK:  Just while we are at it, we might just have a look at Mr Aopi’s 
notes which is on page 39 of Mr Aopi’s – I will just show you a document in a 20 

minute, Mr Botten.  So, if we just go down a little – 23, yes.  So here we are.  
So, I will enlarge it to trying to just make it fully legible.  I would just like you 
to assume for a minute, Mr Botten, that this is Mr Aopi’s contemporaneous 
notes about the meeting on 23 February and the PM refers to Mr O’Neill and 
the PB refers to you.  And my transcription of it is, project Herin, wanted at 
least 10 percent to replace IPBC Holding which will transfer – IPIC, face saving 
exercise with the State’s inability to repurchase the IPIC ….. shares transfer 
March 16.  Do you recall any reference to – at the meeting that is – this has 
been a face-saving exercise? 

MR BOTTEN:  I do not recall that being in my mind or out of my thinking on 30 
this, Dr Renwick.   

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  I am just going to take you to some of the board 
minutes, which you provided.  If we can go to 24 February 2014 meeting 
minutes which is OSL000300010138.  So, these are some minutes of a meeting 
which you attended in your capacity of Managing Director of Oil Search on 24 
February.  That is right, is it not? 

MR BOTTEN:  Yes, that is right. 
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[11.34am] DR RENWICK:  And in your statement at paragraph 58 ad 59 comments on what 
occurred at that meeting? 

 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, that is correct, scroll up. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes of course we can scroll up or scroll down, I think, you 
mean? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Sorry, scroll down, many apologies.  Put it in context.  Okay, 
thank you. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, you say, paragraph 59 of your statement that the board 
considers a relative merit of the placement to the State, compared to a widely 
distributed placement to institutional investors supported by golden cheques.  The 
board was advised by management that after receipt of the State’s formal proposal 
additional analysis of the State’s share placement proposal would be required 
before any management recommendation on the preferred capital raising 
approach could be finalized. 
 
So, just to speak then about the merits of $8.50 vs $8.20.  And perhaps in fairness 20 
to you, we should go to the next meeting of 26 February which you discussed in 
your statement at paragraph 62 to 70 and that is OSL000300010140.  If we can 
just go to the top.  This is a meeting of 26 February again at which you were 
present as was Mr Aopi and there is then a reference to capital raising and so on.  
I just like to take you through this just for a minute if you would.  At paragraph 3 
you refer, you are the managing director, advise; “A letter has been received by 
the Prime Minister of Papua New Guinea expressing the State’s willingness to 
participate in the shares placement by the company and issue price of $8.20 a 
share”,  and that is the letter we put up on the screen a few minutes I take it. 
 30 
MR BOTTEN:  I believe so. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, all right.  Then you refer in the next paragraph to some 
financing hedge arrangements and then in the next paragraph you note it is part 
of the State’s financing agreements.  There is a fallback subscription agreement 
with UBS and that is a reference to the alternative set out in summary in paragraph 
63(b) of your statement, I take it?    
 
MR BOTTEN:  Correct. 
 40 
DR RENWICK:  Then I will be grateful with your help in the next page just to 
understand better some of the issues so we will just look at page 2 and if we scroll 
down a little and a little more so we can see the four dots points.  Forgive me, Mr 
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Botten, I am only a layman but – so what is happening here is that there is an 
issue of an additional 10 per cent of the issued capital of Oil Search to the 
Independent State of PNG or its nominee.  That is one thing which is happening, 
is it not? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And so fervently that involves a dilution of shareholding of 
others, just in a mathematical sense? 
 10 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes, indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, in that context then, could you just expand upon the second 
dot point on the screen so the fact that the UBS hedge would permit constitutional 
shareholders to avoid any dilution that would otherwise result from the State’s 
placement the vast majority of retail shareholders could avoid dilution by 
participation in the share purchase plan to be offered in conjunction. 
 

[11.39am] Could you just expand on that please? 
 20 

MR BOTTEN:  Just under the complex hedge arrangements that UBS would 
enter into so borrowing would take place and some of our shareholders were or 
as main shareholders would have access to hold shares as part of the security 
arrangements with UBS.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Again, this may be a very naive question but if one was simply 
to issue a further 10 per cent of the issued capital in a public listed company all 
other things being equal that would reduce the share price, would it not? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Not necessarily, no.  That you would dilute the shares but you 30 
also acquire an asset against those – this is an acquisition and the dilution process 
for each of our shareholders would depend on whether they were and picked up 
their proportionate amount of shares through the placement, so although there 
would be a dilution as you point out on a mathematical stand point, if all our 
shareholders got a share and then dilution would be minimized.  By the way the 
acquisition is endeavoring to add value and underwrite a significant acquisition 
for the company which would also add value to the company indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, in that way then Mr Botten the acquisition of the interest in 
PRL15 and the issue of the shares are closely related? 40 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Absolutely.  We would not have carried out a placement of shares 
if we have not had an acquisition to back it up. 
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DR RENWICK:  Then I think going back to the board minutes, there is a 
reference to what is, “The board’s result it would be in the best interests of the 
company and all existing shareholders to proceed with the matters” - there set 
out.  Can I just ask you about paragraph numbered 1 there?  A placement to the 
Government of Papua New Guinea or a wholly unknown entity, PNG 
Government subject to the approval of a PNG National Executive Council.  To 
your recollection, did it matter whether it was the Independent State or IPBC or 
one of the other State entities which took the shares? 
 10 
MR BOTTEN:  It was not relevant to Oil Search who in the State stable took the 
shares.  The important part was that we needed absolute certain fees to be able to 
pay money. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.   So, there is the trading halt on about 26 or 27 
February and there is then the NEC decision on 6 March and is it fair to say there 
is then a period of nervousness by Oil Search and UBS and others about whether 
all the conditions precedent to it would be met by your deadline, is that fair? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  I think that is very fair, Dr Renwick. 20 
 

[1:44am]  DR RENWICK: Then in the event all the conditions precedent were met and 
if we go to 64, Prime Minister O’Neil, I think, issued a press release on 14 
March.  Do you recall seeing this press release at the time from Mr O’Neil? 

MR BOTTEN:  I am sure I saw it at the time, that is the first time I have seen it 
after 7 years, 8 years as I recollect it, too closely, but I am sure I saw it. 

DR RENWICK:  Indeed.  We can take that down.  Can I just take you back – I 
just got a couple more questions, Mr Botten.  If I can take you back to 
paragraph 68, and in particular, if you could just read for to yourself paragraph 
68(d).   30 

MR BOTTEN:  Yes, I have read it, thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  So that refers to, in effect the importance from Oil Search’s 
point of view about the State maintaining a meaningful presence on the Oil 
Search register.  As it happened, only a few years later, I think in 2016 or 2017, 
the State or its entities had to sell those Oil Search shares.  That of course was 
not known to you back in 2014.  What was the impact, if anything, in relation to 
the – sorry, I will start that question again.  You referred in paragraph 68(d) to 
the importance of the State having some meaningful presence on the Oil Search 
register.  That meaningful presence ceases a couple of years after, these 
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transactions in 2014 and that is the state of affairs, that is to say the absence of 
the State being on the Oil Search register continued by then.  And then I think 
for the remainder of your time as the managing director of Oil Search.  What 
was the consequence, if anything, of the State no longer having a …….. 
presence on the Oil Search register? 

MR BOTTEN:  There is, in my opinion, a substantial number of large Oil 
Search shareholders that took comfort that our financial,, our interest and 
interest in developing PNG resources was in line with the State having them on 
the share register.  And certainly, it was seen originally as a mitigant against 
what certain people would classify as PNG risk.  The departure of the State 10 
share in whatever it was to 17 to 18, I do not exactly remember the date, did not 
– has not had a particular impact on the sentiment toward Oil Search or the 
sentiment towards Papua New Guinea as an investment destination. 

DR RENWICK:  Just one final question then at this stage, Mr Botten.  And just 
in fairness to you, can we just go over to the last full page, page 8 of your 
statement.  This is the reference to the media release issued by Oil Search when 
you were still managing director, following the release of the Ombudsman 
Report in PNG and I think there are a number of matters you set out in 
paragraph 75 which correct what you say were misunderstandings or mis-
statements about the Ombudsman Report and speculation about the 20 

Ombudsman Report.  Is that right? 

[11.49am]MR BOTTEN:  Yes, that is correct. 

 DR RENWICK: Just bear with me, commissioners.  So, commissioners, 
noting that we hope Mr Botten will come back in July when we perhaps have 
some more documents, I do not mean that from Oil Search, those are the 
questions I have for Mr Botten at that stage.  Commissioners, did you have     
any questions for Mr Botten at this stage before Mr Scerri has an opportunity, if 
he wishes; he does not have to ask some questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a couple of fairly general questions, Mr 
Botten at this stage and I do not want to detain you too long because you have 30 
given your evidence for a couple of hours now.  But you talk about the comfort 
that major shareholders might have gained from having the State on the share 
register of Oil Search Holdings.  I take it that that was sort of a fairly 
generalized sentiment rather than anything in particular because it was not a 
comfort that the other major oil and gas ethics; explorers and exploiters had in 
PNG; is that the case?  In other words, the State did not actually hold shares in 
Total or ExxonMobil, as far as you know? 
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MR BOTTEN:  No, no indeed, Commissioner White.  I would suggest that as 
Oil Search is a PNG company and has built itself as a PNG company from very 
small beginnings to – and shared that wealth along the road with other 
shareholders including the State, more specifically between obviously 2002 and 
2014.  Our alignment and our ability to work together in developing the 
resources was I think a very powerful tool in the development things like PNG 
LNG.  That is how ExxonMobil had many opportunities to invest around the 
world, Oil Search which its future was albeit somewhat different now was very 
much tied up with what happened in Papua New Guinea and that alignment was 
very important at various times in the development of the company and in fact 10 

the resources sector in Papua New Guinea.  Things have changed since 2016, 
the development of Kumul Oil as the national company and national resources 
company and a much greater level of process is in now place for Papua New 
Guinea to appropriately develop its resources.  But that was not the case back in 
the early 2000’s and certainly that was not the case until PNG LNG when it 
came into fruition in 2014. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And that is when the money started to flow but 
that of course allowed the State to participate in the project in a meaningful way 
as well of course, really in the shares and in Oil Search and one of the 
companies involved in order to have that high level of investment in the project, 20 

did it? 

MR BOTTEN:  One of the challenges, Commissioner White, was clearly that 
with so many other potential projects coming, whether I agree with that or not, 
is completely irrelevant but the State in 2009 mortgaged the Oil Search shares 
so that it could fully participate in a direct interest in PNG LNG today.  The 
challenge into the future is how the State and landowners fund their shares for 
future developments including Papua LNG, including Menanda oil and others.  
And that remains a continuing challenge with the State owning a significant 
share in PNG LNG.   …….… that challenges being a first ..……. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:   And I think you have probably answered this but 30 
I am not sure that it was quite the answer that I was thinking about when Dr 
Renwick asked you about the impact on Oil Search Holdings of the State no 
longer having the shareholding in that company but the relationship with the 
State which goes back of course to 2009, a very long time.   
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[11.54am]  Have you thought of or perceived that the relationship between Oil Search 
Holdings and the State deteriorated as a consequence of State not holding 
shares? 

MR BOTTEN:  No, I do not see that as a deterioration.  I see that relationship is 
much more mature nowadays and I quite naturally see that the emergence of 
Kumul Petroleum or Minerals and other entities of Papua New Guinea 
institutions is an appropriate evolution of the relationship.  I would not say it is 
stronger or weaker.  I just think it is different. 

COMMISIONER WHITE:  Could I just then perhaps be more particular in the 
questions.  Because UBS seem to be wearing several hats for the State and at 10 

least one for Oil Search, how were the fees?  How was the fees structure 
organized there?  It does seem to be quite difficult to know who would be 
paying for what because a lot of people have copied into the emails on most part 
of the record, if I can use that expression? 

MR BOTTEN:  Yes, I think that is an appropriate question, Commissioner 
White.  The fees, I actually do not know what the fees were and did not have 
visibility of the fees on behalf – that UBS were charging on behalf of the State.  
I did know what the fees we were been potentially charged should we have gone 
ahead with the standby facility and that with that because of the timeframe, a 
small bridging loan that would allow us – enable us to fund the acquisition.  I 20 

am aware of those, unfortunately investment banks’ starting times are 
particularly greedy and unfortunately in this case I think that might be an 
appropriate characterization. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Botten and if we wanted to break 
down the fees, in order really to see – it is part of our Terms of Reference - 
whether the State was appropriately charged for the advices that it got, would 
we be able to do that?  From Oil Search’s payment perspective? 

MR BOTTEN:  I am through now.  From an Oil Search’s perspective, I am sure 
that we would have no problems in providing you with the timesheets or the 
agreements if you have not got it already; the structures that would be 30 
applicable to Oil Search.   

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks, Mr Botten.  I might save some any other 
questions until we hear the balance of your evidence in July but thank you very 
much for making yourself available voluntarily to the commission because of 
Oil Search is such an important part of this inquiry. 

MR BOTTEN:  Thank you Commissioner White and thank you for the 
opportunity to present evidence. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have one or two questions to ask now, but I will 
reserve my full questions to be asked later.  You were saying that the share 
placement arrangement for the State to hold a stake in Oil Search, the main 
purpose behind that was to ensure that the State had we call; “continuing 
presence” in Oil Search.  I suppose by that you mean that by the time the share 
placement was arrived at, the State had lost its existing shares in Oil Search due 
to IPIC exercising its rights under the Exchangeable Bond arrangement? 

[11:59am]Was this feeling of the State having a continuous interest in Oil Search, was 
that a mutual feeling or view that Oil Search and the State shared?  That the 
State should continue to have a continuing interest in Oil Search? 10 

MR BOTTEN:  Thank you Chief Commissioner for your question.  I probably 
would recharacterize this a little bit.  The primary reason to a placement was to 
fund the acquisition of an interest in PRL15.  The State made it very clear from 
July 2013 that it wished to reacquire the shares in Oil Search.  And there was 
substantive activities from July 2013 to the culmination of activities in February 
2014, around the potential acquisition of shares by the State.  It was a strong 
desire, we believed at the time that the State wanted to replace the IPIC shares 
with other Oil Search shares.  And our board considered very carefully the 
merits of continuing ownership by the PNG State in Oil Search and believed at 
the time that there was an appropriate or positive impact on the company’s 20 

future by having the State remain as a major shareholder. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  During the time that IPIC loan was current,  did the State 
hold any controlling interest in Oil Search in terms of the membership of the 
board of directors? 

MR BOTTEN:  No, it did not, chief commissioner.  I do believe there were 
some rights around dividends but I do not recall the detail of that during the 
period when the shares were affected upon with IPIC.  But no, they did not have 
representation on our board from 2002 onwards. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Given that the State held substantial number of shares in 
Oil Search, why was the State not offered a membership on the board of 30 
directors?  Is there any explanation for that? 

MR BOTTEN:  I believe the discussions were very much focused on having 
appropriate Papua New Guinea representation on the Oil Search board.  And 
although there was no formal representation, members of the Oil Search board 
who were Papua New Guinea residents were inherently supported by the 
government at the time. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  My next question is in relation to the share pricing.  The 
State paid around AUD$900 million for the share placings.  Would I be correct 
in saying that Oil Search paid a similar figure to PAC LNG to purchase its’ 
shares in the PRL15 or Elk/Antelope business? 

MR BOTTEN:   That is correct, chief commissioner.  The amount raised was 
used from the acquisition. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you explain how whether that is a matter of pure 
coincidence or how was the State paid around 900 million and then Oil Search 
paid a similar amount to PAC LNG to buy off PAC LNG? 

[12.04pm]How do you explain that? 10 

MR BOTTEN:  Chief Commissioner, it was not – it is not a coincidence.  The 
company only wanted to raise enough money to be able to support the 
acquisition so the acquisition price and the raising price were intrinsically 
linked. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  After the State sold its shares in Oil Search in about 
October – September or October 2017, does the State hold any other interest in 
Oil Search now or immediately after the sale? 

MR BOTTEN:  I believe not, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  My last question.  Just go back to Oil Search shares that 
the State held when the IPIC loan was in existence.  Could you give some 20 

explanation how the State acquired the Oil Search shares that it had? 

MR BOTTEN:   The State acquired the Oil Search shares through the merger of 
Origen Minerals and Oil Search back in 2002 and that gave rise to a 
shareholding in Oil Search, which at that time in 2002 was worth around $240 
million dollars and in 2014, that share package was worth about $1.68 – 69 
billion dollars.  But the original shareholding came from the merger of Origen 
Minerals with Oil Search. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I thank you.  I will stop there but I certainly will 
have some more questions to ask later after having studied the evidence you 
gave this morning. 30 

MR BOTTEN:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I do not know if Mr Scerri has any questions 
or not. 
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MR SCERRI:  I would like to defer that but I will just ask one question as a 
matter of clarification, if that is okay, chief? 

And Mr Botten, you were asked by the chief commissioner whether it was a 
coincidence that the State paid AUD$900 million Australian dollars and that 
was similar to the amount that Oil Search paid for the interest; is it correct that it 
was Australian dollars? 

MR BOTTEN:  The acquisition price was in US dollars, which was why the 
raising was actually a little bit more than that.  It was something over AUD$1.2 
billion Australian dollars. 

MR SCERRI:  Thank you, Mr Botten; thank you commissioners. 10 

DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, might we adjourn Mr Botten’s evidence 
until 22 July with liberty to apply in case that date becomes difficult for any 
reason.  And just to be clear, there is no difficulty with Mr Botten or any other 
witness, I have now concluded by questions for the time-being so Mr Scerri is 
of course at liberty to conference his witness but I will have some more 
questions which we will start again as it were on the 22nd.  So could we adjourn 
into the 22nd, please. 

MR SCERRI:  Thank you, Dr Renwick. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that date convenient to Mr Botten? 

MR SCERRI:  We need to look at it more closely later because of matters I 20 

cannot disclose at the moment, commissioners.  I am sorry, I am vague about 
that but we will certainly take instructions and we will certainly communicate 
with our friends if there is a problem with that, James. 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Scerri, it could be adjourned to 22 July with liberty to 
apply, is that convenient? 

MR SCERRI:  It certainly is, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I was asking Mr Botten if that date is convenient? 

[12:09pm]MR BOTTEN:  I only learnt about that date this morning, chief commissioner, 
and I will do whatever I can to make that date work. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:   All right then in those circumstances, Commissioner 
White, we will adjourn Mr Botten’s appearance to – next appearance to 22 July? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, agreed, chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  Thank you Mr Botten for 
your evidence, you may be excused.   

MR BOTTEN:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, thank you Commissioner 
White and thank you Dr Renwick. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  Chief, I see the time.  The next witness is Mr Micah.  Could 
that be 10 past 1?  Would that be convenient; in an hour’s time? 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, all right, we will reconvene at 10 past 1 to get his 
evidence.   Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings? 

 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 

MR BEN MICAH, sworn: 

XN:  DR RENWICK 

 

(NO AUDIO) 

 20 

[1:41 pm] A: I had no direct dealings with them. 
 

Q: Was it your understanding that the auditor general was able to audit their 
accounts each year? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:  And did the auditor general do that? 
 
A:  For the duration of my term as a minister, I do not believe that I presented 30 

to parliament any auditor general’s report that was required of me by the 
Auditor General’s Act. 
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Q: Yes, all right. Well, can I put it in another way, Mr Micah; some of these 
companies had control and responsibility over quite large sums of public 
money, did they not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: How did you as minister know they were spending that money lawfully 

and appropriately? 
 
A: During my term the companies operated quite well and reported as required 10 

by the Companies Act to the board and to IPBC. For IPBC and Kumul 
Petroleum I did report to Cabinet as required by the Act, I think 2014 and 
2015 reports of those two companies.  But every activity of the board and 
the management was scrutinized by IPBC as a requirement of the 
Companies Act.  And as you know the Companies Act is very stringent on 
the behaviors of board members as well as management of big companies 
or small companies. 

 
Q: When you were minister in 2013 and 2014, did anything come to your 

attention which gave you reason to think that any of these companies up 20 
on the screen were behaving unlawfully or inappropriately? 

 
A:  Not that I can recall. 
 
Q: And is that the same through to January 2016 when you ceased to hold that 

ministerial portfolio? 
 
Q: Sorry can you repeat that question again? 
 
Q: Yes, I asked you questions about whether you had any concerns about 30 

illegality or impropriety of the companies on the screen in 2013 and 2014, 
and you said you did not.  And then I take it, or can you confirm that your 
answer is the same until you ceased to hold that ministerial portfolio in 
January 2016 in relation to these companies? 

 
A:  Yes, that would be correct. 
 
Q: Okay, thank you.  All right, so, if we go to paragraph 10 of your affidavit 

of 20 May, and we might look at statutory business paper 179 of 2013 
please?  So, this is a statutory business paper 179 of 2013 dated 25 40 
November.  If we just scroll down to the end of it, you can see there, sir 
that you signed it; that is your signature I take it? 
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A:  I cannot see. 
 

   [1.46 pm] Q:   Is that up on the screen at the minute?  Sir, can you see that? 
 
A: Just the top part of the submission.  I cannot see the recommendations 

where I would have signed.  I cannot see my signature.   
 
Q: Yes.  Are you looking at your signature at the minute?  Is that your 

signature you can see on the screen? 
 10 
A: I cannot see my signature on the screen.   
 
Q: Good.  We will just go up a bit and we will have a look at the 

recommendations.  So, if we have a look at those.  You see there that there 
is a series of recommendations and I would like to direct your attention to 
paragraph 44 little 5.  Yes, could you just slightly decrease the size of the 
text so we can see the whole thing on the screen.  So just read paragraph 
44-5 to yourself if you would.  Are you able to hear us, Mr Micah? 

 
A: I cannot hear you, commissioner.  Hello? 20 
 
Q: Hello, can you hear us, Mr Micah? 
 
A: I can hear you now. 
 
Q: Commissioner, are you able to hear us here in Brisbane? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I can hear you.  Can you hear me? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we can hear you.  I can hear Mr Micah.  I am concerned 30 
he cannot hear me. 
 
A: No, no, I can hear you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He can hear you.  If you hear us, then that is fine.  Okay. 
 
Q:   So, Mr Micah, are you able to read what is on the screen there?  Are you 

able to read that or is the print too small? 
 
A:  Yes, I can. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is paragraph 44.   
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DR RENWICK:  44 little 5- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  6 and 7. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Ben Micah, have you got paragraph 44 there? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, he has got it. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Just read that out to yourself, Mr Micah, if you would not mind? 
 
A: “Approve for Bank of Papua New Guinea to provide final evaluation on 

the”- - - 
 
Q: No, you do not need to read it out, Mr Micah. 
 
A: Okay. 20 
 
Q: Just read it to yourself. 
 
A: All right. 
 
Q: Just read 44-5 to yourself and I will ask you a couple of questions. 
 
A: I have read it, commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes.  Thank you.  Do you know why it was that UBS was chosen over Citi 30 

in the end? 
 
A: Cabinet never deliberated on the recommendations from the Bank of Papua 

New Guinea.  When the Cabinet made that decision to refer another round 
of evaluation to the Bank of Papua New Guinea, the Bank of Papua New 
Guinea did not report back to me on time so that we could meet the deadline 
that was looming as per the IPIC Exchangeable Bond terms and because 
they did not do that, I did not report back to Cabinet to approve such a 
financing.  And not long after that in 2014 – February, I think – IPIC pulled 
the plug on the Oil Search shares. 40 

 
Q: All right.  If we just go down- - - 
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A: But it is important for the commission to note- - - 
 
Q: Yes, go ahead. 
 
A: Hello?  It is important for the commission to know that the Bank of Papua 

New Guinea never reported back to Cabinet or the NEC for a decision to 
be made to appoint UBS.  UBS was never appointed to finance the IPIC 
loan; neither was Citi; there was no decision. 

 
[13:51 am]Q:  Can we just scroll down a bit please. Can you just go up a tiny bit?  So, you 10 

see there in paragraph 10 that the NEC approves for the Minister of Public 
Enterprise and State Investments i.e., you, to convey to the government of 
the UAE and of Abu Dhabi the State’s decision to redeem the IPIC 
exchangeable bonds.  So, did you do that? 

 
A: Yes, I did that, but I will need to provide the evidence. 
 
Q:  Well, you are there now Mr Micah, what can you tell us about what 

happened? 
 20 
A: There was no response from Sheikh Mansour who was the chairman of 

IPIC and the deputy prime minister of UAE, Abu Dhabi and we just 
received information through the delegation that was sent to Abu Dhabi 
that IPIC was going to call on the bond. 

 
Q: I see. Can I refer you to, can we just go down a little further to the next 

page? You see in 13 the NEC approved to the finalization to be tendered 
to the NEC before the 31st of January 2014; did that happen? 

 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Right. We can take that down.  If we can go back to your affidavit. In 

paragraph 10 you refer to the IPIC review committee? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you say, in paragraph 12 that its primary purpose was to finance the 

retirement of the IPIC loan in redemption and it reported to you?  So, what 
happened?  What did the IPIC review committee do or not do?  

 40 
A: Well, firstly, the chairman Mr Dairi Vele never took control or ownership 

of this exercise therefore for quite a while nothing happened and then I 
decided to instruct the deputy chairman Dr Clement Waine who was the 
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secretary of the department of public enterprise and state owned 
investments to take charge of the committee together with the managing 
director of IPBS Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri  and to proceed to evaluate, ask 
banks and financial institutions to submit expressions of interest to finance 
the IPIC loan and to review and evaluate and analyse the expressions of 
interest and recommend to me upon which I would recommend to Cabinet 
which organization qualified to finance the retirement of the IPIC loan.  
But the Chairman never attended those meetings. 

 
Q: An what happened to the committee? 10 
 
A: Well, the committee did their work and were able - - - 
 
Q: Hello? 
 
A:  Yes. Commissioner can you hear me? Hello?  
 

  [1.56 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  ………comes on sometimes. 
 
Q: Yes, if you could speak directly into the microphone, that would be 20 

splendid.  Yes, we can now see you.  Thank you, sir.  So, what happened 
to the IPIC Review Committee?  Yes, the committee, what happened to it? 

 
A: The Committee proceeded to do their work and were able to secure the 

interest of four banks and financial institutions which were UBS, Citi Bank, 
Barclays and Hermsley Capital; and those four organizations were 
submitted to Cabinet for their consideration after which the Cabinet 
referred to the Central Bank. 

 
Q: So, in summary, what happened is that the work of the IPIC Review 30 

Committee fed into the NEC decision which we had up on the screen a 
minute ago.  Is that right? 

 
A: Sorry, can you repeat that again, please?  
 
Q: Just put what we had up on the screen a minute ago – back up please.  So, 

this decision, when you see in little 14, approved the dissolving of the 
IPIC Review Committee.  So, the end result of the work of the committee 
was to feed in to the NEC the decision which co-opted the Central Bank 
to provide advice about the preferred bank; is that right? 40 

 
A: Out of the four banks, the committee advised me and then my submission 

was based on recommending Citi and UBS to the Cabinet.  Cabinet 
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discussed the paper and then a decision was made by the chairman of 
cabinet to refer the two banks that were shortlisted to the Bank of Papua 
New Guinea for another round of review. 

 
Q: When did you become aware that IPIC were going to keep the Oil Search 

shares? 
 
A: I was advised by Dr Waine and Mr Kumarasiri who were in Abu Dhabi 

at that time talking, you know, opting to talk to IPIC about the loan; that 
was when I found out.  They called me from ……….. 10 

 
Q: In February 2014? 
 
A: February 2014, yes.  There was a delegation that we sent to talk to IPIC. 
 
Q: Okay.  Go to paragraph 21.  You talk about the NEC or the Special NEC 

meeting which led to the UBS Loan of 1.239 billion and you say that was 
a surprise to you that Prime Minister was proposing that loan.  Is that 
right? 

 20 
A: Yes.  As you can see my in earlier statements, when IPIC decided to call 

on the Oil Search shares and we failed to recover them, any arrangements 
that we were making to get loans or arrange financing became 
unnecessary.  So as far as I was concerned, that was the end of loans, that 
was the end of any discussions to acquire anything to do with Oil Search. 

 
As the minister responsible for State investments, it would have been my 
responsibility to bring to Cabinet the submission because like I said, the 
ministerial determination gave me the full and total responsibility over 
state investments and state-owned enterprises.   30 

 
     [14:01 pm] I was surprised when the prime minister brought this submission into 

cabinet. I was never involved in it. 
 

Q: You were not previously consulted? 
 
A:  No, and also there was no decision to acquire shares in Oil Search. There 

was no due diligence done by my ministry that was responsible for state 
investments to conduct a proper due diligence on the performance of Oil 
Search and the valuation of the shares of Oil Search. That would have been 40 
my responsibility; that would have been my duty under the ministerial 
determination and how it ended up in Cabinet completely bypassed 
process, completely undermined my ministry and the organisations that 
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would have been authorized to deal with such a matter and also such a very 
big loan. 

 
Q: In paragraph 23 of your affidavit Mr Micah, you speak about a very heated 

argument between treasurer Polye and Prime Minister O’Neill which 
almost came to physical exchanges.  What was the - can you expand on 
that? 

 
A: Mr Polye was very firmly and strongly opposed to committing 1.2 billion 

of state funds to acquire shares that he considered and he stated very 10 
strongly speculative and, in the end, what he said proved to be true.  He 
said we are putting people’s money that is coming from revenue from a 
non-renewable resource into an uncertain investment that could improve 
as prime minister you were saying the shares could go up to $11 dollars or 
they could go down to $6 dollars exactly that is what he said and we sold 
when the shares went the below $7 dollars.  

 
So, that was his main argument, Mr Polye, was that as treasurer he was 
against putting such a large amount of money of state funds into a 
speculative investment and it would rather be proper for such funds to be 20 
put into roads, education, health and things like that and he argued very 
strongly but the prime minister was quite determined. All other ministers 
did not say much, only somebody I believe could have been Puka Temu 
who asked if there was a requirement for parliament to give approval to the 
NEC decision to get the loan but other than that none of us said much and 
the meeting finished abruptly and I believe, like I myself walked away very 
confused about how such a decision could have been made which we were 
put on the spot. Very thick documents were just given to us at the meeting, 
normally we are given ample time to study the submissions but these ones 
just came in and we hardly had any time to study the documents and it is 30 
rather unfortunate that on hindsight we could have done better. 

 
Q: And Mr Micah, did anyone answer Sir Puka Temu’s question about the 

need for parliamentary approval of the loan? 
 
A:  Prime Minister said that it was not necessary. He said that it was not 

necessary and Mr Dairi Vele supported his comment and there was no 
further discussion on that. 

 
Q: And on the 6th of March, at the start of the meeting, where you aware of an 40 

announcement to the Australian Stock Exchange on the 27th February by 
Oil Search announcing that if it was going to invest in Elk-Antelope and 
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similar announcements of the State was going to take some more shares in 
Oil Search, were you aware of that by 6 March? 

 
     [2.06 pm]A: I was aware.   

 
Q: So, did you make enquiries before 6 March when you heard that 

announcement? 
 
A: I had, you know, been having some idea whilst we were conducting the 

evaluation of the banks. 10 
 
Q: Sorry, I cannot hear you, Mr Micah, I am terribly sorry.  Can you talk 

straight into the microphone please? 
 
A: Yes.  I already had some idea about the Oil Search’s interest in Elk-

Antelope during the process of conducting the evaluations on the banks and 
financial institutions that bided to finance the retirement of the IPIC and 
so, I was no surprised when the announcement came up. 

 
Q: Well, that is the announcement but did you make any enquiries after the 20 

announcement to the Australian Stock Exchange about what the State was 
proposing before the Cabinet meeting of 6 March? 

 
A: I did not make any enquiry because at the Cabinet meeting, Prime Minister 

O’Neill told us that the reason why we needed to acquire 10 per cent from 
Oil Search now that we have lost the 14.7 per cent is because we needed to 
expand our interests in the increasing oil and gas business in the country. 
And so, when it was announced, I just took it that it was part of, you know 
the arrangements that the Prime Minister could have made with Oil Search  
or with ExxonMobil or Inter Oil or all these companies in the oil and gas 30 
sector to increase the State interest in that sector.  So, I did not really do 
much investigation as to, you know, how these things were happening or 
why these things were happening. 

 
Q: So, if we come then to paragraphs 26 and 27 where you say that because 

you considered the NEC decision of 6 March lawful, you were bound to 
execute it, that was why you instructed the IPBC and NPCP boards to meet 
and facilitate full compliance with the decision; sign the Payment Direction 
Deed and before you gave those directions, you were aware that the state 
solicitor had given conditional approval.  So, do you recall seeing the state 40 
solicitor’s advice before you gave your directions? 
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A: Yes, I was aware of the state solicitor’s advice but perhaps I may not have 
taken seriously the requirement of section 209 of the Constitution like other 
ministers.  And because at the end of the advice, he said very clearly that 
there was a requirement for the loan to go before parliament and for 
parliament to give final approval before we proceed.  That was what the 
advice said.   

 
Q: And that did not happen, did it? 
 
A: But like I said, the NEC has got statutory powers granted to it by the - or 10 

guided under the Constitution and also like parliament and all other 
government agencies to carry out whatever they are authorized to do.   

 
[14:11 pm] And so I considered that decision, rightly or wrongly to been an executive 

decision of NEC and so I carried out what I was required as the minister to 
do and that was to give instruction to Kumul Petroleum and Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings to facilitate the decision of NEC. 

 
Q: Yes, if you look at your last sentence in paragraph 27 you say;  “It now 

seems to me there were prior and ongoing negotiations by Prime Minister 20 
O’Neill and Dairi Vele which had been ongoing directly with certain 
members of the IPBC and NPCP boards to facilitate the approval as soon 
as the NEC decision came out.”  Now, those prior and ongoing negotiations 
I take it had cut you out; you were not involved? 

 
A:  Well, it seems that there was a parallel situation. One where Cabinet 

authorized me to carry out and that was to organize the financing of the 
retirement of the IPIC loan and this other agenda to acquire shares in Oil 
Search and it seemed like the Prime Minister O’Neill and Secretary Vele 
were more interested in that agenda and as is common now in the 30 
government system they were dealing with people inside IPBC  and Kumul 
Petroleum who were involved in exchanging documentation, information 
and advice with regards to their agenda to acquire shares in Oil Search now 
that we had failed to redeem our 14.7% equity from the Arabs. 

 
Q: Can I take you to your second affidavit of the 22nd June, Exhibit “KK”. 

Paragraph 13 of it, you say; “Had Citi Bank been appointed financier of 
the IPIC Loan, then we would have redeemed our 16.7% equity in Oil 
Search and release the mortgage over to the GBT assets.” Why do you say 
that? 40 

 
A: Sorry Commissioner, let me correct that 16.7% to 14.7%. 
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Q: All right. With that change then, why do you say what you say in the first 
sentence of paragraph 13? 

 
A: The first proposals that came in through the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 

Committee had initial UBS proposal, proposing to securitise the TBT 
again, like what they did under the original IPIC loan and more seriously 
was to securitise the 19.7% shares in PNG LNG.  And Citi Bank in their 
earlier proposal, proposed for a Collar and the Collar Loan that would take 
about 900 million of the 1.2 billion and a Bridge that would cover the 
period before all the final documentation of the loan were done.  Citi had 10 
the money, and Citi would have effected the acquisition of the IPIC of our 
shares in Oil Search without any hassles and in a shorter time. 

 
[2.16.pm] Whereas, in the end, when proposals were resubmitted to the committee 

when they changed Mr Vele and – we changed Mr Vele and appointed late 
Sir Manasupe as the Chairperson, they resubmitted their proposals and the 
Citi proposal and the UBS proposal looked like they were duplicated or 
something.  They came up with the same proposals which resulted in what 
happened in the final financing arrangement.  But from how I viewed the 
two proposals before they went to Cabinet in the first place, Citi’s proposal 20 
was far superior in terms of the numbers and in terms of the timing and the 
ability to finance before the deadline – our loan to IPIC.   

  
Q:   If you just go to paragraph 17, why do you say the UBS loan was 

fraudulent? 
 
A: Well, one of the things that was identified by the Ombudsman Commission 

and which is true is the signing of a decision by the head of State with 
treasury people; that actually did not happen.  The head of State signs on 
advice from the National Executive Council.  There was no NEC decision 30 
on the documents that Treasury brought to Governor General’s office.  
That is one of the main actions of government officials which I considered 
to be fraudulent.  I mean, that is a lie and that is a mistake which, you know, 
has got so many implications because it drag the office of Her Majesty into 
this illegal and fraudulent activity.  There are other very serious matters 
also which if I am called again I will tender before the commission. 

 
Q: Well, let us have a look at the NEC decision of 6 March 2014, if we can 

please.  If we just go down to the second page.  So why is not the approval 
in paragraph 6 – and we will just scroll down so you can see all of 40 
paragraph 6.  Why is that not sufficient approval for the Governor General 
who is the head of State to execute the relevant documents? 
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A: What I was referring to earlier is a situation that happened before this 
meeting with regards to the appointment of advisors to UBS.  This decision 
is for the loan but earlier on, a so-called decision was taken down to 
Government House which you cannot find any NEC decision on.  

 
Q: This happened earlier on.  And this was what, the decision to appoint UBS, 

was it?   
 
A: Sorry, Chairman and Commissioners, it is in the Ombudsman report and I 

have not been able to include it in my presentation but that is the 10 
fraudulent matter that I am referring to here.   

 
[2.21pm]Q: I see. 
 

A: This decision was properly executed by the head of State and the NEC; 
signed the meeting.  The earlier one, there was no discussion and there was 
no decision, however, Secretary Vele and his lawyer Carl Okuk took the 
documents down and the Governor General signed it.  It is a fraudulent 
document. 

 20 
Q: Thank you, no further questions, commissioners? 
 
A: Sorry, Commissioner? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Micah, it is Commissioner White here, can you 
hear my question? 
 
A: Yes, I can hear you, commissioner. 
 
Q: You can hear me clearly?  Thank you.  Can you remember now, because 30 

the 6 March 2014 National Executive Council Meeting was a special 
meeting, it was not one of the regular meetings.  So, would it be the case 
that not all members of NEC were present for that meeting? 

 
A: There are 33 members of Cabinet including the Prime Minister; I believe 

it could have been 18 or 15 members were there. 
 
Q: And how many would you usually expect to be at an NEC meeting? 
 
A: 20 – between 20 to 30.  We mostly attended Cabinet meetings during that 40 

time but in this meeting I can recall about 15 or 18 members.  It was an 
extraordinary meeting that was called purely for this matter.  Because I 
believe they were trying to meet some deadline in Australia stock market 
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or something regarding the shares of Oil Search or something.  They were 
going to give notice to the Sydney Stock Exchange of this transaction or 
something and time was running against everyone so the extraordinary 
meeting was called and not very many members attended. 

 
Q: And Mr Micah, can you remember now how long that special National 

Executive Council meeting lasted? 
 
A: 40 – 45 minutes.  Only ex-Treasurer Poyle and the Prime Minister and 

Dairi Vele were speaking so it took them about that time. 10 
 
Q: And who took the members of NEC through the document pack that you 

were provided with in the Cabinet room? 
 
A: Sorry Commissioner, can you repeat yourself again please? 
 
Q: Did – yes, yes, of course.  Who took the council members – the Ministers 

through the document pack of materials about this loan that you were 
presented with when you came into the Cabinet room?  Did somebody go 
through them with the Ministers? 20 

 
A: As I said earlier, anything to do with State own enterprises or State 

investments was my responsibility.  I should have been the one taking 
Cabinet through the papers.  But in this case, the Prime Minister himself 
took the submission through and I was not very happy. 

 
Q: Thanks, Mr Micah. 
 
A: I would also like to add here, if you do not have any further questions is 

that this decision to acquire shares in Oil Search should have been cleared 30 
by Cabinet first and foremost and Cabinet should have instructed by 
ministry to conduct due diligence on the performance of Oil Search, the 
shares of Oil Search, etcetera, etcetera before it was brought back to 
Cabinet for a decision to be made. 

 
[2.26pm] After a decision is made, then the financing of that equity had to be done.  

So, there was no such decision by Cabinet to authorize the State to acquire 
that 10 percent in Oil Search.   
 
Secondly, when the Arabs decided to take back the 14.7 percent shares in 40 
Oil Search, the exercise that we had undergone to select UBS to be the 
financier came to an end.  A new process that should have gone through 
tender, should have taken place so that Oil Search, UBS or Citi or Hermsley 
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Capital or Barclays BNB Pariba or whoever could have then stepped in to 
finance the new acquisition because it is justified and that this new scrutiny 
of the finances would have been done.  There was no such process like that 
and the process just stopped and then lo and behold, we were all caught by 
surprise when a submission came in by the Prime Minister to acquire 10 
percent shares in Oil Search and to use UBS to finance that acquisition. 
 

Q: I have not got any further questions at this stage.  Thank you, Chief 
Commissioner. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do have some questions.  In your opinion, what if any – 
was there any connection between IPIC loan and the UBS loan? 
 
A: There was no connection, Chairman.  The loan to retire the exchangeable 

bond that we owe to IPIC was completely and totally different.  The loan 
to acquire 10 percent in Oil Search was completely and totally a new thing, 
which, like I said earlier, caught many of us Ministers by surprise because 
it was never properly thought through, proper due diligence should have 
been done on why we should acquire the 10 percent in Oil Search and it 
was our fault, Chairman.  It was our mistake, Chairman, that we lost the 20 
14.7 percent because of the delays of this dilly-dally and pussyfooting back 
and forth on making decision on who to finance this deal.  Like I said, we 
should have appointed either UBS or Citi around September 2013.  We 
were within time to acquire the 14.7 percent.  And when we failed to 
acquire that, that was the end of the story.  We should have closed the book 
on IPIC; we should have closed the book on Oil Search, and we should 
have waited for Papua LNG to kick in and for us to acquire our backing 
rights of 22.7 percent in the Papua LNG project.  In the end we have lost 
everything.  We lost our Oil Search; we lost our 14.7 percent, we spent 1.2 
billion to acquire 10 percent, which we lost and lost at a loss of $500 30 
million and we are standing here holding nothing in our hands.  This 
decision was a big flop and a big failure and a big cost to future generations 
of this country. 

  
 [2.31pm]Q: All right, let us stay with the IPIC loan for a moment.  The management of 

the IPIC loan by IPBC came under your ministerial responsibility, is that 
right? 

 
A: Yes, Chairman. 
 40 
Q: Okay.  And I suppose it came under your responsibility for some time? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: How long; 2 years? 
 
A: From 2012 when I was commissioned as Minister to when we lost it, 2013. 
 
Q: 2013 or 2014, is it? 
 
A: Sorry, 2014. 
 
Q: ’14, okay.  Now when before IPIC issued the mandatory notice to exercise 10 

its option under the exchangeable bond arrangement, just before that, what 
if any, payments have been made to IPIC in repayment of the loan?  You  
understand the loan arrangement that had a clause that had allowed for 
payments during the currency of the loan? 

 
A: Yes, there was a payment that was made sometimes in 2013 to IPIC less 

than $100 million dollars. 
 
Q: What for? 
 20 
A: It was for some penalty or something that we did not meet or some penalty.   
 
Q: Now, in terms of the- - - 
 
A: It was unrelated, Chairman, to the loan. 
 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: It was a penalty payment of some matter. 
 30 
Q: Okay.  Now, I was just trying to see the value of the 14.7 percent shares 

equity that came down to about 196.6 million shares.  The value at that 
time when the loan was obtained was 1.681 billion.  Come 2014, what was 
the value of those shares? 

 
A: It would have been around 1.6 billion. 
 
Q: That is almost 5 years after, I am sure the value would not remain the same.   
 
A: No, 5 years later the shares of Oil Search fell from $8.20 which was our 40 

entry price, it came down – I think we sold at AUD$6.20.  And so, the 
value were greatly diminished.  
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Q: Okay.  Before IPIC issued its mandatory notice, I understand from some 
evidence that has come before the commission, I think that IPBC issued a 
settlement proposal which would have facilitated the way for the 
refinancing of the IPIC loan.  Did you have access to that or are you aware 
of the settlement proposal issued by IPBC? 

 
A: Yes, that settlement proposal was based on the financing options that were 

put to us by the banks and financial institutions that I have mentioned 
earlier.  And based on that I sent Dr Clement Waine, Secretary of the 
Department and Wasantha Kumarasiri, the managing director of IPBC to 10 
Abu Dhabi to see if they can put that proposal to IPIC.  Unfortunately, they 
were not given the opportunity to present it because before they had 
opportunity for a meeting, IPIC gave no support pulling the plug. 

 
[2.36pm]Q: Okay, do you have that settlement proposal in your affidavit? 

 
A: I do not have it but I can produce it. 
 
Q: You can obtain it and produce it? 
 20 
A: I can obtain and produce if I am called again. 
 
Q: Yes.  I would want to know the items listed on the settlement proposal in 

terms of the principal loan added to which the interest component plus any 
other cost, charges, fees, whatever, including that 100 million that you 
referred to or payments made during the occurrence of the loan and all the 
financial figures that goes into that settlement proposal is what I am 
interested in. 

 
A: I can provide all that detail for you, Chairman. 30 
 
Q: Now, in terms of that IPIC loan, what is your impression; was that a good 

deal for Papua New Guinea or was not such a good deal? 
 
A: Well, I believe the same kind of attitude of not properly evaluating the 

reasons why we go into these financial transactions.  We are a government, 
we are not a business, you see.  So, for us to take up that huge chunk of 
shares in LNG project which we contributed to the financing of that project 
- I was out of government at that time but just looking at the loan and the 
manner in which it was taken, I must say that I do not think proper analysis 40 
and evaluation was given into this loan.  The magnitude of which 
significantly affected our revenue in the LNG project because had they not 
taken the 14.7 percent shares, the revenue for that would have come out 
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from the PNGLNG project and anyway, eventually, the revenue of 2014, 
’15, ’16 and ’17 in the LNG State revenues went out to repay the other 
loan.  But I do not believe that – unless I am proven wrong by those people 
in government that time that proper evaluation and analysis was given as 
to why we should take up 19 percent in the LNG project and why we should 
finance it at a rate that the IPIC gave to us. 

 
Q: If you were the minister for State Enterprises in 2009 when the IPIC loan 

was arranged, what if any better options would you have or more prudent 
options would you have undertaken to finance the State’s equity in the 10 
PNG LNG project apart from this mortgaging of our assets through – to 
IPIC? 

 
A: I would have talked to three or four banks and got the best deal from them.  

You know, when you talk to one person you cannot get the best deal from 
one person.  I believe that had we given the opportunity for several banks, 
several financiers to consider the financing, I am sure we would have got 
a much, much better deal; low interest, longer term repayments and in 
government I believe that is the best option to do things. 

 20 
Q: What about the option that the State would sell its Oil Search shares and 

then use the proceeds to pay for its equity in the PNGLNG project instead 
of going through this loan arrangement where you subject the government 
to fees, cost, interest and so forth? 

 
[2.41pm]  A: I would have securitized the 14.7 percent shares in Oil Search and 

negotiated a hedge for the PNGLNG shares for let us say, 10 years, after 
production and negotiated for a much longer-term repayment – sorry, 
longer term repayment with low interest.  I am sure – when I became 
minister, I found out that there are available finances from reputable banks 30 
and even countries; Korea Exim Bank, China Exim Bank, European Union 
have got funds there that can be lent out on much longer terms, 30 years, 
even 50 years with 2 percent, 3 percent interest which are much better than 
what we got stuck in, in this IPIC loan.  So, I would not have sold Oil 
Search shares, I would have securitized it and I would have hedged our 19 
percent in PNGLNG to get a much better deal for a longer-term repayment. 

 
Q: Speaking as a layman, in the end would you agree that it seems that under 

the IPIC loan arrangement, the IPIC loan arrangement resulted in a 
situation where the State converted or exchanged its Oil Search shares for 40 
its equity in the PNGLNG project.  Is that how in the end it worked out, 
the simple case of Oil Search shares being converted into PNGLNG shares 
or equity for that matter? 
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A; Chairman, the arrangement was great, the arrangement was good.  They 

gave us the loan and they pinned this exchangeable bond into it, in the 
event that we are unable to pay, they get the 14.7 percent.  Like I was saying 
in my earlier statements, we had all the opportunity in 2013 to repay them 
for the loan and had we repaid them for the loan, we would have added 
14.7 percent in Oil Search who is the second biggest shareholder of the 
PNGLNG project, we would have had 19.7 percent shares in PNGLNG 
project and we would have had 22 percent in the Papua LNG project.  We 
would become a very major stakeholder in the oil and gas business in our 10 
country.  We missed our opportunity just by bungling in sheer stupidity, 
Chairman, I am sorry to say. 

  
 We had the bundle in our hands and we dropped it.  So, the bond was not 

a problem.  We missed the opportunity to repay the bond so that we could 
keep ourself 14.7 percent, we now have 19.7 percent in PNGLNG and we 
will have 22 percent in Papua LNG.  How great would that have been?  
There was no need for us to go through this exercise that eventually we lost 
big time.  We lost our shares in Oil Search, we lost to the Arabs and we 
lost all the revenue since 2014 to 2017 in the LNG sales. 20 

 
Q: Do you have any information as to what IPIC did with the shares that it got 

from Oil Search? 
 
A: Well, IPIC is now a big player in the oil and gas industry in Papua New 

Guinea through its shareholding in Oil Search. 
 
Q: So IPIC still holds those shares in Oil Search? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 

 As we speak? 
 
A: As we speak.  I do not know, I mean, they could have sold it but I still 

believe that IPIC has got long term interest to increase their portfolio in 
this part of the world. 

 
[2.46pm] Q: In your view, IPIC is a creditable financial institution to do business with 

and invest directly or indirectly in this country? 
 40 
A: I mean money is everywhere in the world, Chairman.  We need to know 

how to deal with the Arabs, like we need to know how to deal with the 
Chinese.  I do not believe that we have sufficient knowledge on how to 
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deal with the Arabs who are very experienced in the oil and gas business.  
You know, they have secured more out of the oil and gas industry from the 
Europeans and the Americans than us.  So, they are very advanced in the 
way they deal with foreigners, the way they deal in the oil and gas business 
and I must say that we still have to learn a lot, you know.  We must first of 
all learn from dealing with the Australians and the Chinese and Malaysians 
and Indonesians, Chairman, and then we deal with the Arabs.  But it is a 
credible organization, it is the Sovereign Wealth Fund of Abu Dhabi and it 
is one of the biggest funds in the world. 

 10 
Q: Do you have any information or did you obtain any information as to how 

IPIC was chosen as the financier for the LNG project? 
 
A: I believe there have been some dealings between Oil Search and IPIC or 

ExxonMobil or ……...  They are bankers or financiers or whatever but I 
have no real evidence about what happened but I believe IPIC has a 
relationship with Oil Search or had a relationship with Oil Search and 
something like that. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  I may have some questions, but when you return next, 20 

I might have a few more questions.  Okay- - -  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I might, if I may just ask one or two 
questions, Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask one or two more questions, please?  
Thank you.  What gave you the confidence, Mr Micah, to think that had 
negotiations started earlier with IPIC that the shares would have been redeemed 30 
because of course IPIC have held those shares until the present day which is a 
very long time.  It shows that they are very interested in having and holding those 
shares.  You gave evidence in response to the Chief Commissioner’s questions 
that you thought you would have been able to get it back in 2013 had you been 
able to produce the funds to pay out the loan.  I am just interested in what gave 
you the confidence that you would have got the shares back. 
 
A: Because I know that both UBS and Citi Bank were capable of financing it. 

It was our bungling and how mishandling of the process of selecting the 
financier that resulted in us running out of time.  Both the proposals of Citi 40 
and UBS  was good to go that is why I recommended both of them to 
Cabinet so that one of them could be considered to acquire the shares.  It 
was based on that confidence that I sent Dr Waine and Wasantha to Abu 
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Dhabi to talk to IPIC on a retirement proposal on the loan awaiting the 
decision by NEC to appoint one of these two financiers.  But NEC sent 
these proposals to Late Manasupe Committee, then they sent it to Central 
Bank and it stayed around at Central Bank until December when the 
Governor of the bank, without writing to me so that I could take the 
proposal to Cabinet, went ahead and advised UBS that they were selected 
but we had run out of time. 

 
 [2.51pm] Just one further question.  You suggested back in 2008 in response to some 

questions from the Chief Commissioner that you would not necessarily, if 10 
you had been in charge, do  you think, have  selected IPIC for the loan that 
there were many other banks that were available and you listed some of 
them.  Am I right in thinking that then we were going through what is 
known as the global financial crisis, would  that not have made funding a 
good loan rather more difficult at that bank? 

 
A: You would be interested to know that I was the person who set up IPBC.  

I was executive chairman of the privatisation commission who ran late Sir 
Mekere Morauta’s privatisation program. And at that time, I was already 
dealing with banks. 20 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I was already dealing with large financial institutions or World Bank, the 

IMF.  I travelled around the world and talked to many people who assisted 
us during those difficult times to help finance the country out of problems 
and help us to set up the corporatisation and privatisation program of the 
government that resulted in the merger of BSP, the merger of Oregon and 
Oil Search, and the corporatisation and privatisation of many of the State 
own entities, I set those things up.   Had I being Minister in 2009, we would 30 
not have this problem today and we would not be having this hearing today.  
That I can assure you. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Micah.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Perhaps Mr Micah can be adjourned to come back and give 
evidence on 15 July.  Is that convenient to you, Mr Micah? 
 
A: That is convenient for me, Chairman and Commissioners. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can adjourn his next appearance to 15 July 2021 at 10 
o’clock.  Mr Ben Micah, thank you for your evidence and you may be excused.   
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
DR RENWICK: Although we hoped to have Mr Beattie here today, we have not 
been able to get him here today.  So, the remaining matter, I think on today’s list 
is the return of summons to Digicel, is that right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH: Yes, Dr Renwick.  Thank you.  Chief Commissioner, if I could 
enquire through you whether there is an appearance by Mr Michael Henao who 
is the head of the legal and regulatory for Digicel Limited. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Mr Michael Henao available?  He is coming.  Mr Jurth, 
his name is spelt Michael Henao, not Enau.  That is H-e-n-a-o.  Just saw, it is a 
spelling mistake.  Yes, Mr Henao, if you can just come forward to take your seat 
at the bar table.  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  Mr Henao answers a summons and a letter of 
request both dated 17 June 2021.  Digicel of course is an internet service provider 
and Chief, you will recall the difficulties that we have gone to in obtaining emails 
from the various witnesses and so this is another way to obtain the email traffic 
evidence and for that reason, Digicel has been requested to produce documents.   20 
 
Now, whilst the definition of documents and the summons is very broad, 
extending to books and maps and graphs, etcetera, it really is the email traffic that 
we are interested in, whether that is metadata, digital records of the emails 
themselves or hard copy even if they have them.   

 
[2.56pm] That is the essence of this summons addressed to Digicel and if I take 

Commissioners to schedule 1 of that summons.  There is a list of 29 entities that 
gives Digicel an idea of the entities that they were interested in but of course the 
summons is not limited to only these people but this is a start.  Now, I understand 30 
Digicel’s position to be that they need more time to provide answers to this 
summons, but in the first place, I would ask Mr Henao, of course, after 
announcing an appearance to indicate what progress in the few days that he has 
had has been made and in particular in relation to the schedule 1 entities, whether 
any of those entities have a reason in his searches.   

 
 THE CHAIRMAN: Before Mr Henao speaks, Jurth, does the summons specify 

the relevant period during which those email exchanges and the records were 
made or is it general? 

 40 
MR JURTH: It is not - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is made? 
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MR JURTH: It is in between the two.  If you see the terms of the summons, chief, 
it refers to the times and transactions referred to in the Commission of Inquiry’s 
Terms of Reference.  So, whilst the specific dates or range of dates is not 
specified, the intention is that the Terms of Reference set out a period from 2008 
to about 2016 and that is the period that we are interested in.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is 2008 to 2000 and? 
 
MR JURTH:  ’16. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  ’16 or ’17? 
 
MR JURTH: I understand the distinction, the terms of reference specified 2016, 
but- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But the Oil Search shares were sold around September of 
2017, right? 
 
MR JURTH: Of course.  20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It will have to be 2008 to October of 2017? 
 
MR JURTH: That is right, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.   
 
MR JURTH: Thank you, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Henao? 30 
 
MR HENAO:  May it please the Commission, my name is Henao, initials L.G.R 
and I answer to the summons number 123.  Chief, today I have been asked to 
attend on the part of or summonsed rather to attend on behalf of Digicel to 
produce documents ranging from emails to SMS transcripts and call logs.  
 
From the outset, I respectfully say that one of the difficulties in answering the 
summons has been the lack of particularity with respect to, for instance, the SMS 
transcripts or the telephone numbers that are required to be searched and also 
email addresses that are required to be searched. 40 
 
We are – I will be or I intend to perhaps submit, if it is convenient to the 
commission, an affidavit or a statutory declaration to outline the Digicel’s 
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answers to each of the eight points that are identified in the summons for Digicel 
to answer.  But at the outset perhaps we may exclude item or in item 2 of the 
summons the request for Digicel to produce documents arising out of 
communications on WhatsApp or Facebook messenger.  WhatsApp and 
Facebook messenger are over the top service providers, Chief Commissioner.  
They are not part of the Digicel Group and Digicel does not have access to 
WhatsApp and Facebook communications. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 
 10 
MR HENAO:  As for any text messages and call logs, as I mentioned, we would 
require specific telephone numbers in order then to search, and the same would 
apply for emails exchange.  As to emails, my instructions are that the protocol 
that Digicel uses to provide that service to customers, speaking generally first,  
and then I will speak particularly to the customers that we do provide email 
support to.   
 

  [3.01pm] But as to the email protocol that Digicel does use, it is limited to 250 mega bite 
storage only, such that when emails are downloaded by the customers, those 
emails are deleted from Digicel service and so Digicel would not have access to 20 
those emails.  Once they are then downloaded off our server onto the servers of 
the receiving party. 
 
My instructions are that we do not keep or store customer emails for commercial 
reasons and also for security reasons and therefore we do not or would not have 
access to that information.  I say that, Commissioner, however once I have had 
more time to consider this summons and to delve into it deeper, then if there are 
any emails that fall within the ambit of this summons, then of course, we will 
produce.   As to the emails or rather I refer to schedule 1 where there are a number 
of entities that this summons requests us to respond to, as to those entities in 30 
schedule 1 we have provided email services to the Central Supply and Tenders 
Board between 2014 and 2016 and to the Internal Revenue Commission between 
2009 to now, to Kumul Petroleum Holding Limited between 2009 to the present 
day, and to Pacific Legal Group, between 2014 to 2017. 
 
We do provide other services to some of the other entities that are identified in 
schedule 1 but perhaps given what Mr Jurth has just alluded to for today’s 
purposes, those are the email support services that we provide to those entities 
only.   
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We may allow some time for you to study the summons and 
perhaps hold some discussions with Mr Jurth and then Mr Henao might consider 
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filing a statutory declaration or an affidavit.  We will give you some time and 
then we will take it from there. 
 
MR HENAO:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, Chief, and can I say I am very, very grateful for 
Mr Henao both for coming and also for that very very helpful update  consistently 
with a number of other people who received summonses, counsel assisting are 10 
very open to discussing the terms and refining it to make it as easy as possible, 
particularly, for people in the  space that Digicel occupies to most easily and 
expeditiously comply with the summons.  Chief, you mentioned an affidavit or 
statement, I think, so did Mr Henao that an affidavit is in the process of being 
prepared.  We would be delighted to receive that.  Of course, if he is not able to 
comply with the summons to the extent that he has mentioned, for example, in 
relation to WhatsApp or Facebook messenger, those matters can be included in 
the affidavit and will be of course then an answer to the summons. 
 
Subject to what Mr Henao might say about it, may I submit that that affidavit and 20 
any documents that he is able to produce be provided by 2 July which is Friday 
week and perhaps this summon could then be further adjourned until 12 July 2021 
which is the first day back of our July hearing and that would give us sufficient 
time to have communications in the meantime. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Henao? 

 
MR HENAO:  Chief Commissioner, those dates are convenient for me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Right then Commissioner White, we will issue those 30 
directions in the terms proposed by Mr Jurth.  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, those I think are all the matters 
on today’s list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, I think we have come to the end of the list. 
 

[3.06pm] DR RENWICK:  Yes, so just, for tomorrow, there are some directions and return 
of summonses and then the evidence will be Mr Aopi, Chief Leo Dion by video 
link, Mr Rolpagarea, the State Solicitor.  We hope Mr William Duma and then if 40 
this assists Ms Twivey-Nonggor, if Mr Vele is available say from 3 o’clock we 
will certainly try and start Mr Vele’s evidence tomorrow afternoon with a view 
to finishing at no later than lunch time on Thursday.  And then that would just 
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leave at this stage Mr Kaupa and Mr Pagen and one more directions matter on 
Thursday and then no business at this stage on Friday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you for that information.  If there is nothing 
else to mention then my associate will adjourn the proceedings now.  Associate? 
 
 
 
 
AT 3.08 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED UNTIL 10 
FRIDAY 25 JUNE 2021. 
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(Continued from 22 June 2021) 
 30 
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[10.02am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there is a witness namely Mr Aopi 
who will be the first witness this morning but Commissioner I think Mr Jurth may 
have a number of matters for mention in the directions list.  Is that right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Quite so, Dr Renwick, thank you.  Chief commissioner, 
Commissioner White I think there are three or four matters to quickly mention.  
Commissioners, would you please take first Mary Ellen Johns who is the Secretary 
for BSP Bank.  She appears in person this morning at the bar table.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is Mary Ellen Johns, is it? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
MS JOHNS:  Yes.  Good morning, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Morning. 
 
MR JURTH:  In further answer to the summons addressed to BSP, Ms Johns has 
given me some further documents for which we are very thankful.  It is anticipated 
that that will be a complete answer to the summons addressed to the bank but I say 20 
that the caveat that they are yet to be reviewed by counsel assisting.  So, may we 
stand over the summons until 10 am on Monday 12 July for further mention? 
 

[10.03 am] And if it transpires that we have everything that we need I will certainly advise Ms 
Johns that her appearance then is not required but if something does arise, then it 
is an opportunity for the commission to further mention this matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Johns, is 12 July at 10 o’clock convenient to you? 
 
MS JOHNS:  That will be convenient, chief commissioner. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over her appearance to 12 July at 10 o’clock. 
 
MS JOHNS:  No further matters, chief commissioner, if I may be excused? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you may be excused.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next is the matter of Jimmy 
Maladina.  Mr Maladina appears in person today.   40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
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MR MALADINA:  I appear in person.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I am pleased to say that Mr Maladina has provided 
to me an affidavit this morning sworn 22 June.  I have had the opportunity to 
quickly peruse it.  I thank Mr Maladina for his effort in providing this.  The only 
thing that occurs to me is that Mr Maladina says that he has no documents that are 
available and as, commissioners, you know we seek Mr Maladina’s assistance in 
respect of a number of documents. 10 
 
I would ask that a direction be made that Mr Maladina provide any documents that 
he may have and I will speak to him about the types of documents that we are 
looking for but that he provides that by 2 July and stand over his matter until 10 
am on Monday 12 July for further directions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Maladina, a direction in those terms proposed by Mr Jurth 
are acceptable to you? 
 
MR MALADINA:  Yes, I will be guided by him, chief commissioner. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will issue 
those two directions in the terms proposed by Mr Jurth. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we issue those directions.  That stands adjourned to 12 
July at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR MALADINA:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Maladina, you may be excused.   
 
MR MALADINA:  Thank you very much. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is Dr Thomas Webster.  
Dr Webster also appears in person and he is just making his way to the bar table.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, Dr Thomas Webster. 
 40 
DR WEBSTER:  Good morning, chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
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MR JURTH:  I am also pleased to inform you, commissioners, that Dr Webster has 
provided to me a statement this morning signed and dated 23 June.  The only 
direction I would seek in respect of Dr Webster is that his matter be stood over also 
until 10 am Monday 12 July for further directions.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Webster, is 12 July at 10 o’clock convenient to you? 
 
DR WEBSTER:  That is fine with me.   
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will issue that direction that the 
matter stands adjourned to 12 July at 10 am. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
DR WEBSTER:  Thank you, chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Webster, you may be excused, good.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  The final matter for directions this morning, commissioners, is that 20 
of the Governor of the Reserve Bank, Loi Bakani.  Mr Bakani is represented by his 
lawyer Mr Posman and I would ask Mr Posman to enter an appearance. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you.  If the commission pleases, Posman, initial C, 
appearing for Mr Loi Bakani, Governor of Bank of Papua New Guinea. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be seated.  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  I am very grateful for Mr Bakani, both 
to appear in person and also to whom he has instructed Mr Posman.  I have had 30 
fruitful email correspondence with Mr Posman, and can I inform you that the three 
directions that have been agreed, they are that Mr Bakani provide his written 
statement to the Inquiry on or before 30 June 2021; secondly, that any documents 
in the possession or control of Mr Bakani relevant to the Inquiry’s Term of 
Reference be produced by Mr Bakani on or before 30 June 2021 and finally, that 
Mr Bakani be stood over for further directions until 10am on 12 July 2021. 
 

[10.08am] THE CHAIRMAN:  You agreeing to those directions? 
 
 MR POSMAN:  Yes, chief commissioner. 40 
 

THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White if you are agreeable we will issue those 
three directions in the terms proposed by Mr Jurth. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, agreed chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right we issue those directions. Mr Bakani and counsel 
you may be excused. 
 
MR POSMAN: Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next. 
 10 
MR JURTH: Thank you commissioners, those are all of the directions on today’s 
list.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, the first witness this morning is - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  No, no no. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Aopi and - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry Dr Renwick. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry, I beg your pardon. 
 
THE CHAIRAMN:  There is one more matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  I apologise.  I overlooked one final one, Ambassador Isaac Lupari is 
also on today’s list and he is represented by Kevin Caleb Nicholas Tame Lawyers, 
Mr Kil is at the bar table and I ask that he enter an appearance. 
 
MR KIL:  May it please the commission. counsel’s name is Kil K from Nicholas 30 
Tame Lawyers appearing on behalf of Isaac Lupari as the former Chief Secretary 
to the Government of Papua New Guinea and Chief of Staff, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH: Commissioners, I am pleased to say the Mr Lupari has provided an 
affidavit in three bundles of material that were filed with the Commission 
secretariat yesterday.  Whilst we review those the only order that I would seek is 
that Mr Lupari’s summons be stood over until 10 am on Monday 12 July for further 
direction. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 40 
 
MR KIL: Just a clarity.  As per the directions given by the commission, by request 
letter of 28 May 2021, Mr Lupari has produced a number of documents in three 
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volumes and basically, he swore in his affidavit saying that at the materialtime in 
2014 he was the Chief of Staff to the Office of the Prime Minister and he did not 
play an important role in the procedures and processes involved leading to the 
eventual acquisition of the UBS Loan.  Insofar as he became chief secretary to the 
government of Papua New Guinea after the death of the then Chief Secretary the 
late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc, those documents he produced before this commission 
pertain to his possession after he took the office of chief secretary after he the death 
of the then Chief Secretary, the late Manasupe Zurenoc.  So we ask the commission 
can go through the contents of the affidavits and the annexures produced by my 
client and should the commission require my client to provide or give oral evidence 10 
then the commission can fix a time for my client to appear and give oral evidence 
but otherwise those are the documents that Isaac Lupari could provide as per the 
request by the commission, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you chief commissioner. We are very grateful for that 
indication from Mr Kil of course if upon review of the affidavit and the three 
volumes of material that were filed yesterday, it appears that if we require anything 
further we will of course be in contact with Mr Kil and we thank him for his 20 
indication or cooperation and as for setting Ambassador Lupari down for hearing, 
that is the purpose of the directions hearing on Monday 12 July at 10 am for that 
to occur.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Then the commission adjourns Ambassador Isaac Lupari’s 
next appearance to 12 July at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR KIL: Thank you.  Just a clarity.  The Commissions requires the Ambassador 
to be in person or counsel can represent? 
 30 

[10.13am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We will take your appearance on 12 July for directions. 
 
MR KIL:  Thank you very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But if the commission fix a date for him to give evidence he 
will have to be here in person.  All right, thank you you may be excused. 
 
MR KIL:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good, next? 40 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner and apologies Dr Renwick.  With 
that that really is the end of the directions list. 
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DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, there is an appearance I think for the first witness 
Mr Gerea Aopi. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Commissioners, Charles Scerri appearing for Mr Aopi and for Oil 
Search Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I just see that we have Chief Sir Leo Dion also on the screen.  Sir 10 
Leo, are you content to wait until Mr Aopi has given his evidence, sir?  Would that 
be convenient or do you need to be heading away? 
 
SIR LEO DION:  I actually just want to get it away. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  Chief, in those circumstances I am sorry to inconvenience 
Mr Scerri and Mr Aopi but Mr Jurth perhaps we could take Chief Sir Leo Dion’s 
evidence first if that is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  In which case I formally call Sir Leo Joseph Dion and he appears by 
video link from Kokopo.  Sir Leo, can you hear us? 
 
SIR LEO:  Yes, I can hear you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Sir Leo, my name is Levente.  We have spoken a number 
of times on the phone.  I am one of the counsel assisting.  I am currently in Port 
Moresby.  These proceedings is presided over by the Chief Commissioner.  You 
can probably see him on the screen with Commissioner White who is in Brisbane 30 
and the other counsel assisting team who are also in Brisbane. 
 
SIR LEO:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  If there is any difficulty in hearing me and if there is any other 
technical problems please let us know as best you can. 
 
SIR LEO:  I do not think som it is okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Do you have a Bible handy Sir Leo? 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, just pause there.  So you are calling Sir Leo Dion 
now, right? 
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MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, if Mr Gerea Aopi who is in the witness box can- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Can retire. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can retreat and perhaps just wait, thank you.  Go on, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Sir Leo, do you have a Bible 10 
handy? 
 
SIR LEO:  Yes, I have a Bible here. 
 
MR JURTH:  And would please take it in your right hand. 
 
SIR LEO:  Okay, just a minute please. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you and Mr Yapao will administer the oath. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, can you administer the oath. 
 
 
SIR LEO JOSEPH DION, sworn: 
 
 
XN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Now, Sir Leo, you have provided a signed statement to the Commission of 

Inquiry, have you not? 30 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Do you have a copy of that statement in front of you, sir? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Is that statement dated 10 June 2021? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 40 
 

[10.18am]  Q: And does it comprise 16 paragraphs on two pages? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: The signature at the end is yours? 
 
A: Yes, it is mine. 
 
Q: And it contains no annexures or exhibits or the like? 
 
A: Nothing. 
 10 
Q: I understand that there is a change that you would like to make to paragraph 

5, is that so? 
 
A: Yes, just misinterpretation of my initials that is local level government 

instead of a local land group. 
 
Q: Thank you, Sir Leo.  So, with the change from local land group to the local 

level government, is the statement otherwise true and correct in all respect? 
 
A: That is right. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I tender the statement of Leo Joseph Dion dated 

10 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Subject to that amendment to paragraph 5, Commissioner 
White, if you are in agreement we can admit this statement into evidence to be 
marked MM. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 30 
EXHIBIT MM – STATEMENT OF LEO JOSEPH DION DATED 10 JUNE 
2021 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Sir Leo, if I could take you to the period 
commencing after the National General Elections in 2012.  You say in paragraph 
6 that having won the seat of East New Britain Province, you were appointed by 
the O’Neill/Polye Government as Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Inter-
Government Relationship and Provincial Affairs, you see that? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
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Q: Can I firstly ask you about the role of the Deputy Prime Minister.  You are 
aware, are you not, that the Deputy Prime Minister is not a position 
specifically mentioned in the Constitution? 

 
A: I was not aware previously but now I know I am now aware because I believe 

that since independence every positions of Deputy Prime Minister had 
functions to do, that is, functions or responsibility is to actually deputized 
for the Prime Minister whenever there is an absence in the office.  Also that 
my prime responsibility was actually as the Minister responsible for Inter-
Government Relations as well as Provincial Affairs.  I was more or less in 10 
full time attending to that responsibility when I was the Deputy Prime 
Minister only on occasions that the Prime Minister was going out of the 
country then I was actually acting Prime Minister from my office, at 
Pineapple Building, Waigani. 

 
Q: Thank you.  As you say whilst you were deputizing for the Prime Minister 

that position is the Acting Prime Minister which is referred to in the 
Constitution, that is right, is it not? 

 
A: I am not too sure about it, chief. 20 
 
Q: But it is your understanding that in situations where the Prime Minister is 

either overseas or incapacitated for any reason it is the Deputy Prime 
Minister who steps into the role of Acting Prime Minister? 

 
A: Definitely, every Deputy Prime Minister since Independence. 
 
Q: And to your mind therefore it is important and was during your tenure in that 

position that the Deputy Prime Minister is kept fully appraised of all matters 
at the top of the executive government? 30 

 
A: I believe so because that is one thing that I personally thought about when I 

was the deputy prime minister as to why this is a big vacuum in between that 
you are not involved with any – dispute the fact that there are advisers for 
prime minister, deputy prime minister and ministers.  There was obviously 
it was something that was missing because a deputy prime minister should 
have been also in parallel with the prime minister; kept informed of what is 
really happening in terms of the running of the government.  That is my own 
personal view and opinion. 

 40 
[10.23am] Q:   Thank you.  And despite that you describe the role of deputy prime minister 

as a role of protocol and you say that you were kept in the dark and not privy 
to anything. 
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A:  Definitely, definitely correct. Nowm it was a protocol position I believe 

because when very VIP, very important people from overseas comes in as 
prime minister and others on State visit, I normally meet them as one of the 
basic responsibilities. 

 
Q:  Thank you sir, and can I ask was that your experience in relation between 

2012 and 2017 or was it specifically only in relation to the UBS loan in 2014 
or thereabouts. 

 10 
A:  Correct. I was the Governor, previously and in fact I was a full time Deputy 

Prime Minister for the five years that I was Deputy Prime Minister. Because 
history tells me that every Deputy Prime Minister actually did not last long 
because positions but because I was in for five years and couple of the things 
I have talked about is what you have said. 

 
Q:  You say you were kept in the dark regarding the UBS Loan. Were you also 

kept in the dark about other business of the executive government? 
 

A:  The executive government they are the business of the executive 20 
government that is probably where NEC is and that is the problem where all 
ministers are kind of seen and look at the policies that have been provided 
by all ministers and anything that comes through the NEC, could have 
passed through the process of government institutions, and for a loan like 
that I think I should have gone through, I believe personally the administerial 
economic committees. 

 
Q:  Thank you, I understand that.  Now, did the other business of the executive 

government during that period pass through the proper process as you 
describe it? 30 

 
A:  Exactly.  I should have been part of the process, meaning the administerial 

committees should have been screening that before it comes in through 
finally to the NEC. That is my view and opinion. 

 
 Q:  Just to be clear, you are addressing the UBS transaction in 2014, is that right? 
 
 A: Yes. 
 

Q: Now, can I take you then to paragraph 8 of your statement, you refer there 40 
to the NEC meeting which occurred on 6 March 2014.  How did you receive 
notice of the meeting? 
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A: Normally, it is passed on officially through the secretary of NEC and there 
is a set schedule program for that.  But in some instances where there are 
specials meetings then we just go by the secretary of NEC to have a meeting 
but normally it is scheduled meeting. 

 
Q:  Do you have a specific recollection of how this particular meeting on 6 

March 2014 was called or not? 
 
A:  According to the statements or the advice that were given to me I cannot 

recall I cannot actually recall every – as I have said I do not all record all 10 
NEC meetings personally but in a particular occasion, there was an NEC 
meeting I believe on the 06th that we were all present, or most of us were 
present and I sat at the head of the table with my party leader who was Don 
Polye then, THE Party and he was the Treasurer.  As what I said in the paper 
that the book was distributed to ministers and that was the first time I actually 
thought about I think – I believe as I can recall it was a large file in the book 
that it would take, obviously, for the ministers to read for a long time because 
it was full of details and figures and so forth. 

 
[10.28am    So that was my first time that I knew when the prime minister introduced 20 

that.  And during that occasion as well, I knew that when the ministers were, 
you know, from the body language that they were having because I know for 
a fact that there are processes to be followed then and the ministers who were 
supposed to be responsible for it were more or less also surprised.  That is 
confirmed by the fact that my leader, Treasurer, had some debate, very 
strong debates when the prime minister introduced this particular UBS 
papers on the floor of the NEC.  So that was when I knew that having to be 
in government for some time running the government in East New Britain, I 
realized that I have got a committee here as the Governor as well that should 
go through the vetting process, proper mode of advice from preparatory 30 
divisions in the government.  As soon as I sensed that I knew there was 
something – some situation there. 
 

Q: You say that in paragraph 13 that you do not recall voicing support for the 
submission.  By that, do you mean that you did not agree with the submission 
and therefore did not voice support for it or you cannot remember? 

 
A: I cannot remember but I whole heartedly, I would not agree to it, no.  No 

because of the fact that my leader who was the Treasury then having some 
experience within the provincial government system, I knew straight away 40 
that this thing did not go through the process, I mean the submission.  So 
that is my instinct whole heartedly, yes. 
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Q: And you agreed with the views of Mr Polye? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can I take you back to paragraph eight.  Do you see there you 

referred to a big book of files being distributed by Secretary Isaac Lupari? 
 
A: I could have been mistaken there, your Honour, they could have been 

distributed by Lupari.  Normally, at the sitting of every NEC, the Secretary 
for NEC, I cannot remember his name now.  At that time, the chief secretary 10 
normally is present in the NEC meetings. 

 
Q: So it could have been distributed by the secretary of the NEC? 
 
A: In there but it would have been the other secretary for the NEC; one of them.  

I cannot remember who actually did. 
 
Q: Throughout your statement, you refer variously to files and submissions.  

Are those all the documents that were contained in this big book of files that 
were handed out at the meeting? 20 

 
A: Yes, your Honour. 
 
Q: Then, can I take you to paragraph nine?  You say that as a result of the files 

that were handed out, you there learnt for the first time about the UBS Loan 
and then you note that the submissions concerning the UBS Loan was 
prepared outside.  Can I ask you to expand on what you mean by the 
submission concerning the UBS being prepared outside? 

 
A: I believe so because at that time when, as I have said, that I can see the body 30 

language of other ministers who were supposed to know the actual 
preparations in support of it.  I presumed and assumed that this submission 
was actually prepared from outside, maybe outside of the system.  Sorry, 
your Honour, that is my honest view.   

 
Q: That is okay.  Did you ever come to learn who prepared the submission? 
 
A: No, maybe, I cannot remember but I know that I – as soon as my Treasurer 

or the Treasurer and my party leader stormed out, I have very little sort of 
concern and interest. 40 

 
[10.33 am] Q: You say at paragraph 10 that, “The usual proceedings at NEC meetings  
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was run by the Prime Minister as chair of the NEC.”  Was this particular 
meeting on 6 March 2014 also run by the prime minister? 
 

A: Definitely, your Honour. 
 
Q: Whose spoke in favour of the submission? 
 
A: I do not think - there were some certain debates in the – Chief Commissioner, 

I cannot really say now, maybe I cannot remember but ministers actually 
spoke on it otherwise I will be misleading the commission. 10 

 
Q: Because you go on to say that you cannot remember whether the prime 

minister or the Treasurer Mr Polye was the sponsor of the submission. 
 
A: Yes, yes, definitely.  I at that time - I cannot remember, I think it was the 

prime minister that introduced – it must not be probably not Don Polye.  I 
cannot remember, really. 

 
Q: Now, you have already given evidence today that Don Polye spoke against 

the submission, is that right? 20 
 
A: That is right, yes, definitely. 
 
Q: In opposing the submission, can I suggest to you that it is unlikely that he 

was the sponsor of the submission, do you agree? 
 
A: Definitely, I do not think so.  I do not think that he would be as Treasurer be 

the sponsor of the paper. 
 
Q: And if we exclude Don Polye as one person who was the sponsor of the 30 

submission, do you have recollection then of who else who may have spoken 
in favour of submission? 

 
A: There were a number of ministers there.  I spoke no words your Honour, I 

sat quietly because I was a bit demoralized politically, because my leader 
has left and he was against that submission.   

 
Q: Thank you, sir.  Now, in paragraph- - - 
 
A: And I cannot remember the other ministers who spoke against it, sorry. 40 
 
Q: You then say in paragraph 11 that despite of it being a comprehensive report 

containing many figures and details, you were not informed by anyone who 
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had any prior knowledge of or discussion concerning the submission.  Do 
you see that? 

 
A: Affirmative, correct. 
 
Q: Is a submission of this nature the type of thing that ordinarily you would 

have received a prior briefing about prior to it being brought to NEC? 
 
A: Definitely, definitely, there should have been a prior briefing to every 

minister because of the nature of the contents of that particular submission.  10 
It was very comprehensive and full of figures.  And sometimes, for some us 
who do not know about accounting it will be very confusing.   

 
Q: And typically, who would have provided with that briefing prior to an NEC 

meeting? 
 
A: Well, normally, there is no such regular things as briefings but the system of 

government allows for that, that relevant ministers must always be present 
during those briefings.  And if it comes to the Ministerial Economic 
Committee, they should have all been briefed then before it comes to the 20 
NEC.  But in my view, looking at it from as I have said earlier on, looking 
at the body language of the ministers responsible – I mean, members of the 
Ministerial Economic Committee it was not being done that way.   

 
Q: Thank you, Sir Leo.  Now, in the next paragraph, paragraph 12, you refer to 

a heated debate.  Do you see that? 
 
A: That is paragraph 12? 
 
Q: Twelve, yes. 30 
 
A: Yes, I can see that.   
 
Q: And can you just explain on that a little for the commissioners and explain 

what happened, and what you mean by a heated debate? 
 
A: Oh, yes, Don was talking as the Treasurer.  He was talking about budgeting 

and the future revenue raising, as I have said in my statement of the country.  
He was more or less concerned about the budget and as the Treasurer as he 
knows of the implications, the revenue that comes into the country as per the 40 
loan, that was requested or was applying for. 
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[10.38] I cannot remember the actual words he said.  He just simply said that he 
should have been consulted so that he can give his best advice and all that.  
Those are some of the things that I can recall him saying, but I cannot 
actually remember the exact words that he was talking about; but it was 
something to do with the budgeting and the revenue of this country and the 
implications of the budget for the future. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Do you have a recollection of who principally was involved in 
the heated debate? 

 10 
A: That was Don Polye.  Don Polye was the actual person and one or two other 

economic ministers that I cannot remember who were talking against it.  As 
far as I am concerned, no one was talking for it as far as I can remember.   

 
Q: Just so that I understand, the heated debate was between Mr Polye on one 

hand.  Who was he addressing his arguments to? 
 
A: To the chairman. 
 
Q: The prime minister? 20 
 
A: To the prime minister and to the NEC generally. 
 
Q: How did the prime minister react? 
 
A: He had his own way of saying, defending and justifying what he was 

standing for, for this submission. 
 
Q: So the debate made no difference at all? 
 30 
A: I would assume.  I would presume that any debate at the time would not 

make any difference. 
 
Q: And indeed, that is why at the end of paragraph 13, you say, “The PM is the 

one that makes up his mind and the NEC was a rubberstamp? 
 
A: I would say yes, but practically, I mean as – maybe the lowest term I used 

but as the chairman of the NEC, he accepts all responsibilities. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Just taking you back to the meeting, you say at the end of 40 

paragraph 12 that the books were immediately taken back by Secretary 
Lupari and you kept nothing.  Was that taken by Secretary Lupari or could 
it have been the secretary for the NEC? 
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A: It could be the – they are normally present; Lupari is always present in every 

NEC meeting as the Secretary of the NEC. So obviously, they would 
practically collect all the books. 

 
Q: Is that a usual procedure for submissions brought to the NEC to be taken 

back and not left with the members of the NEC to consider after the meeting? 
 
A: Normally, there is a process and essentially the issues that is taken away.  

And if concerning, for example, if anything to do with my department, then 10 
I can take back a copy of the submission to my department.   

 
Q: Do you have any recollection whether on this occasion you would have liked 

to have kept these files for further consideration? 
 
A: I do not have.  In fact the file was – I think so as Deputy Prime Minister I 

think we should have all read it thoroughly. 
 
Q: Thank you, Sir Leo.  And then in paragr15, you say that you did not have 

any part in discussions leading to the major submission or project such as 20 
the UBS Loan. By that, do we take it that other than your participation in 
this 6 March 2014 NEC Meeting, that was the extent of your involvement in 
the UBS Loan? 

 
A: I think so, at least. 
 

[10.43am] Q: Thank you. 
 

A:   Sorry, say again? I cannot… 
 30 

Q:  Sir Leo, can you hear me? 
 
A:  Yes, I can hear you, just say again please. 
 
Q:  The last question was, in paragraph 15 you say that you did not have any 

part in discussions leading to the major submissions or projects such as the 
UBS Loan, by that do we take it that other than your participation in the 
NEC meeting that we have been discussing, you had no role or information 
about the UBS Loan before or afterwards? 

 40 
A: No idea, your Honour. 
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Q:  Did you make any attempts to find out any information after the NEC 
meeting? 

 
A: I was so tied up with my responsibility as the Provincial Affairs Minister in 

the government coalition. 
 
Q: Thank You.  I have no further questions for Sir Leo. 

 
A: Thank you, most welcome. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN: Commissioner White do you have any questions? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No thank you chief commissioner, save only to thank 
Sir Leo Dion for giving us his time and telling us what he can recall about that 
particular meeting I have no other questions, thank you. 

 
SIR LEO:  Chief Commissioner, thank you. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I may have one or two questions. My first question 
is in relation to the practice and procedure of the NEC meetings.  Was there in 20 
existence an official book or materials setting out the practice and procedures of 
the National Executive Council? 
  
A: Your Honor, I cannot remember seeing any such actions or advise on paper 

apart from just a normal NECs go in, and the prime minister comes in and 
the process or proceedings continues. 

 
Q: On 6 March as you said there was a debate between the Treasurer Mr Don 

Polye and the Prime Minister, after their debate, how was the decision 
reached by the NEC at the end of discussions?  Was there a call or was there 30 
a decision made on the voices or there was a call for a vote to be taken to 
reach a decision?  How was the decision made? 

 
A: The decision obviously was made after the voice of the members were 

raised.  The process is that there is no voting process, there is just by the 
voices of the members of the National Executive Council. 

 
Q: At that time on 6 March 2014, who was the Secretary of the National 

Executive Council? 
 40 
A: Your Honour as I have said, normally with the NEC the Chief Secretary will 

always be sitting with their Secretary of Planning Seat, and who is it I cannot 
really remember now.  I know the person but - - - 
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Q: So, there was an incumbent secretary for the NEC who attended the meeting 

on 6 March?  I am not talking about the Chief Secretary I am talking about 
the Secretary of the NEC 

 
[10.48am]  A:   Sorry, I was disturbed by a call.  Okay. 

 
Q: Do you recall if the Secretary for the NEC was in attendance? 
 
A: I recall the secretary of the NEC at that time, I know the person but I cannot 10 

recall his name, sorry. 
 
Q: So there was the secretary for the NEC who was present in the meeting, is 

that right? 
 
A: Yes. That is correct. The secretary for the NEC plus the chief secretary. They 

normally sit together in every NEC meeting, and the chief secretary at that 
time was Lupari. 

 
Q: So, the secretary of the NEC had played no part in the distribution of the 20 

material and the submission for the UBS transaction, am I right? 
 
A: Your Honor, when I am talking about the distribution is when the books are 

given out by these people, by these officers of NEC. 
 
Q: In paragraph 8 you say the books were distributed by Mr Isaac Lupari.  
 
A: I may make amendments there, really I could not figure out whether it was 

Lupari or the other NEC secretary.  It is either one of them. 
 30 
Q: Could we have paragraph 8 on the screen please?  Paragraph 8 is the second 

last line there it says the files were distributed by Secretary Isaac Lupari. 
Isaac Lupari was the secretary for the NEC or was he Secretary for the 
Department of the Prime Minister and NEC? 

 
A: Sorry your Honor, The NEC secretary- my memory is failing me a little bit 

but the NEC secretary has always been the NEC secretary separately who 
prepares the files and all that and distribute them and get them back and keep 
the confidential matters and the chief secretary at that time was actually 
always there at the table with him as chief secretary and as I have said your 40 
Honor that I do not, there is no process or procedure or standing orders for 
the NEC except that these two gentlemen are always present and also 
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distribute the NEC submissions before the proceedings commence at the 
NEC room. 

 
Q: Those are my questions; I may ask have some questions to ask of you later 

when you appear next but those are questions from me now.  Those will do. 
Mr Jurth. 
 

MR JURTH:  No questions arise out of that.  The only thing left to do is to fix a 
date for Sir Leo to attend in the July hearings. 

 10 
DR RENWICK: Would Friday 16 July suit Sir Leo?  Sir Leo, James Renwick here, 
are you available by video link on Friday 16 July, sir? 

 
A: Yes, definitely.  
 
Q: If that is convenient commissioner, that is the date we seek. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, well, Commissioner White if you are in agreement we 
will adjourn his next appearance to 15 July at 10 o’clock. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, Sir Leo Dion, Thank you for your evidence and you 
may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you chief commissioner, thank you very much indeed. 
 
 

[10.53am] THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner, Dr Renwick has the next witness. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, if Mr Aopi would be so kind as to return to the witness box 
and if he could be sworn, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could the witness be sworn. 
 
 40 
GEREA AOPI, sworn: 
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XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Aopi, you have in front of you your statement of 16 June? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Mr Aopi, I am sorry, would you mind just moving the microphone a little 

closer to you please?  And sir, I think you have a couple of changes you wish 
to make to this, what are they please? 

 10 
A: Thank you.  The first change I would like to make is on paragraph 10, the 

second line.  That should be in A dollars not US dollar. 
 
Q: Australian dollars, yes thank you. 
 
A: And on paragraph 31, delete and Minister Arthur Somare during this time.  

Mr Somare at that time was not a minister. He had lost his seat in the 2012 
election. 

 
Q: So we delete the words, “and Minister Arthur Somare.”  Is that right? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And subject to that do you say that your statement is true and correct? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And I think you have also a curriculum vitae? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: And you have also provided photocopies of four handwritten pages of 

notes? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q:  And those are the annexures to your statement sir? 
 
A: I tender those commissioners. 
 40 
THE CHAIMRAN:  Dr Renwick, can you just take us through those annexures 
please? 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, there is a three page curriculum vitae from Mr Aopi. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that curriculum vitae is annexed to the statement? 
 
DR RENWICK:  It is not actually referred to – I am sorry, it is not formally 
annexed you are right chief.  But I will seek to add them to the tender.  So what I 
seek to tender then is the statement, perhaps we might tender first. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the four handwritten notes.  Are they referred to in 
the statement as annexures? 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  They are not annexures either but they are referred to. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So for now we will admit the statement of Gerea Aopi dated 
16 June 2021 into evidence and it will be marked exhibit NN I believe.  

[10.58am] Commissioner White, are you in agreement? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 
 
EXHIBIT NN – STATEMENT OF GEREA AOPI DATED 16 JUNE 2021 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then I tender together Mr Aopi’s CV and the four hand 
written pages of notes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Mr Gerea Aopi’s CV is admiteed into evidence 
and it will be marked exhibit N.1.  Next. 
 
EXHIBIT NN.1 – CURRICULUM VITAE OF GEREA AOPI 
 
DR RENWICK:  The four handwritten notes. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the date on the handwritten notes, are they separate or 
they are dated the same? 
 
DR RENWICK:  They are not dated the same, chief the first one is 18 February 
2014. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next one? 
 
DR RENWICK:  The second which is I think two pages covers – I think it is easier 40 
to tender them altogether chief.  They are part of the one diary I think so I will 
tender them altogether. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I am just trying to get the dates.  The first date is 18 
February? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, that is on the first page,.  On the second page is the dates of 
21 and 23 February 2014.  On the third page 26 February and on the fourth page, 
it is 26 February.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We admit the four handwritten notes into evidence 
and they will be marked exhibit NN.2.  Commissioner White, are you agreeable 10 
there? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 
 
EXHIBIT NN.2 – FOUR HANDWRITTEN NOTES OF GEREA AOPI 
 
DR RENWICK:  So Mr Aopi, looking at your CV, you are currently self-employed 
but you were previously a long time employee and indeed director of Oil Search 
Limited?  Is that right? 
 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Prior to that you worked for a long period a deputy secretary with various 

roles in the Department of Finance? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if we turn then to your statement sir you observed that you were in 

paragraph 2 an executive director of Oil Search from May 2006 to March 
2018 and within that period, see paragraph 3, you were Chairman o the 30 
Independent Public Business Corporation between 2008 and 2011? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And in that period between 2008 and 2011 what the commission refers to as 

the IPIC transaction took place.  You know what I am talking about there?  
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: While you were chairman of IPBC was there a managing director at all 40 

times? 
 
A; Yes there was. 
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Q: And who was that sir? 
 
A: Glen Blake. 
 

[11.03am]  Q: Thank you.  We might just have a look at the IPIBC Act.  And I appreciate 
you are not a lawyer Mr Aopi but I just want to ask you some questions about 
the practices of the IPBC.  So, the first thing is, we can look at section 7, it 
says there “the Corporation is to act as a trustee of the trust,” now that is the 
reference is it not, to the General Business Trust? 10 

A:   I believe so. 
 
Q: Yes. And in section 8 you see that, one of the functions of the corporation is 

to administer the trust and monitor the performance of the assets of the trust, 
and I take it as chairman that is one of the things you were principally 
responsible for carrying out, ensuring the functions of the corporation were 
properly carried out. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 20 
Q: Can we turn over to section 11 and perhaps we will start with section 12 and 

we see there that the directors shall elect one of their number as chairman, 
and is that what occurred sir, you were elected as chairman or were you 
appointed as chairman.  I think at one stage it was appointed by the NEC.  
Do you recall? 

 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: You do not recall? 
 30 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Thank you.  We go back to section 11, subsection (4).  We are looking at 

section 11 that sets out the qualifications for directors and just excuse me, I 
am just checking here, we are just checking that this is the right version of 
the Act. But sir if you look at section 11, which category of person did you 
fall within in section 11?  As I say, I think this is actually the wrong version. 
I think.  Were you appointed by the Minister, sir? 

 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: I think we are looking at the wrong version, unfortunately. Not to worry. 
Now if we look at section 18, we will just look at section 18.  That provides 

[11.08 am]    the director who is directly or indirectly materially interested in a matter, 
shall as soon as possible, disclose the nature of his interest in sufficient detail 
and so on.  But I take it as chairman you were concerned to ensure that 
directors including yourself complied with section 18?  

 
To be fair with you, Mr Aopi, can I just ask this?  Where directors declare 
that they had a material interest and therefore were not going to take part in 
board deliberations, was that something, during your time as chairman which 10 
was recorded in the minutes of the IPBC? 
 

A: I had made that statement when there were conflicts arising; I made that 
whether it is in Oil Search or in IPBC. 

 
Q: So to turn then, sir, to your statement between paragraphs six and nine, you 

speak about the nomination of IPBC as state nominees to the PNG LNG 
Project.  And you say in paragraph eight that, “As I was a director of Oil 
Search at this time, I abstained from attending any IPBC Board meetings, or 
having any involvement in any IPBC Board discussions or decisions relating 20 
to funding options that involved the use of IPBC shares in Oil Search.”  Now, 
just there, sir, do I take it that the minutes of IPBC at the time would have 
recorded that disclosure of yours? 

 
A: That would be my understanding. 
 
Q: Yes, I see.  You go on to say you may have informally discussed this with 

IPBC directors from time to time.  But can I just bring you down to paragraph 
11, please, where you speak of a meeting.  So, do I understand this correctly 
that you travelled to Dubai with Mr Botten, then the Oil Search Managing 30 
Director, with the IPBC Managing Director Mr Glen Blake; Minister Somare 
in early 2008 to meeting with representatives from IPIC – I am sorry, that is 
Abu Dhabi, not Dubai.  Is that right? 

 
A: In IPIC in Abu Dhabi but Oil Search had an office in Dubai. 
 
Q: Yes.  But did you travel there, sir, with the people I have just mentioned in 

early 2008? 
 
A: That is correct. 40 
 
Q: In what capacity did you go those meetings in early 2008? 
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A: In early 2008, I was not on the Board of IPBC. 
 
Q: I see.  So this is before August 2008 when you became chairman? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Two other matters on the IPBC Act.  There is a requirement that 

the corporation keeps proper accounts which can be audited, see section 44; 
and I take it sir that something you ensured happened while you were 
chairman? 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then, finally, if we can have a look at section 59 of the IPBC Act, which 

I think is in the same form and has been in the same form throughout – 
perhaps it has not been.  I will come back to that.  Let us go back to your 
statement, Mr Aopi.  So if we then go forward please to the trip to Abu Dhabi 
in 2014. 

 
[11.13am] Can I first ask you about this.  There has been some evidence to give this 20 

Inquiry that there was a presentation in Sydney in December 2013 or early 
in 2014 at Oil Search’s office in Sydney, the representatives of the PNG 
Government.  Do you recall such a meeting? 

 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Can we go then to the meetings you are referring to from paragraphs 19 to 

28 and by all means refer to your handwritten notes which are exhibit NN.2.  
Firstly, your handwritten notes referred to a meeting on 18 February.  I take 
those are notes relating to what you set out in paragraph 16 of your 30 
statement? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: When you note there in your notes on the fourth dot point, “PNG 

Government’s Intention – Buy Back,” is that something to your recollection 
that you or Mr Botten mentioned to Mr Khalifa Abdulla Al Romaithi at the 
meeting in paragraph 16 of your statement? 

 
A: That is correct. 40 
 
Q: So, that was what you or Mr Botten indicating that was the PNG 

Government’s intention as you understood it? 
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A: Yes, I understand it Mr Botten who made that statement. 
 
Q: Just before 19 February there is, if you go up two lines, there is a reference 

to rollover, can you explain what that was a reference to, to the best of your 
recollection? 

 
A: Sorry, which? 
 
Q: If you look at the first page, middle of the page above the date 19 February, 10 

you go up two lines, you see the word “rollover, you see that there? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What is that a reference to to your recollection? 
 
A: I cannot recall what that reference is to. 
 
Q: Then if we go over the page there is a reference to a meeting on 21 February 

and in your handwritten notes you referred to Gov BPNG, that is, Mr Bakani, 20 
I take it? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And DV is Dairi Vele? 
 
A: Dairi Vele. 
 
Q: And the statement to the notes say, Updates Re meetings in AD, that is, Abu 

Dhabi, I take it? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: To what is the words, Foreign Affairs and Eco Dev refer in your handwritten 

notes? 
 
A: I cannot recall but I think there was a reference in relation to doing a 

government to government discussions. 
 
Q: All right.  In your statement then you say on 23 February you flew with Mr 40 

Botten from Brisbane to Port Moresby and had a short meeting with Prime 
Minister O’Neill.  Was anyone else present apart from the three of you, that 
is to say Mr Botten, yourself and Mr O’Neill at that meeting? 
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[11.18am]  A: From my recollection it was only the three of us. 

 
Q: I see.  And then you say in your statement that the Prime Minister said he 

want the State to acquire at least 10 per cent of the issued shares in Oil 
Search.  Was there any explanation by Prime Minister O’Neill as to why he 
wanted 10 per cent as opposed to any other percentage? 

 
A: I cannot recall but he just mentioned about 10 per cent and the $8.20. 
 10 
Q: You next say you think the Prime Minister may have referred to an issue 

price for shares of $8.20 and I take it your best recollection is that it was the 
Prime Minister who mentioned that figure rather than you or Mr Botten, is 
that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: I see.  Do you recall Mr Botten saying anything in response to the mention 

of the figure $8.20? 
 20 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Over the page in your handwritten notes sir, am I right in thinking that this 

is the next page in your handwritten notes and the first three lines referred 
to that meeting on 23 February? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So, there you see the words, “who hold shares and three questions marks 

???”.  To what does that refer?  That is the third line of the third handwritten 30 
page. 

 
A: That is in relation to Government who holds shares. 
 
Q: Yes, but is that as best you can recall it a reflection of what was said in the 

meeting or is it a note to yourself, for example? 
 
A: It is just a note to myself. 
 
Q: I see.  And do you have any recollection about being told on that day or the 40 

next couple of days who would hold the shares if the 10 per cent acquisition 
discussed went ahead? 
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A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  Then on 25 February there is then a meeting at the Grand 

Papua Hotel with Mr Botten and Mr Vele but the prime minister is not 
present at that meeting, is that right? 

 
A: That is in the evening of the 25th the PM was not present. 
 
Q: Then in your handwritten notes two lines down under the date 25/2 the 

reference to “PM” is not a reference to the PM being present but is it a 10 
reference to PM wanting 10 percent at a price of $8.20 to the best of your 
recollection.  

 
[11.23 am] A: That is correct I cannot recall whether the PM was also present at that 

morning meeting of the 25th, but you know to the best recollection was that 
0Dairi informed us that the PM wanted the State to take 10 percent and also 
pay $8.20 per share. 

 
Q: And so, there is then another meeting at 6:30 and you refer to that in your 

handwritten notes by GP-6:30 evening. 20 
 
A: Yes, Grand Papua 6.30 evening. 
 
Q: You theere say that you discussed the PM’s position and implications for 

other shareholders. 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then there is the words 10 pm, can you just read the words below that? 

What is the first word below 10 pm, please? 30 
 
A: Discussion Teleconference, DV Dairi, and maintaining position. 
 
Q: Thank you. And then finally, in your handwritten notes, there is 26 

February, so can you just take us through the remainder of the page and 
what the notes say and what they refer to please? 

 
A: On the first Dairi V I cannot recall in terms of what the discussions were 

around, Rendle Rimua is the Secretary for Petroleum at that time and we 
were discussing other exploration licenses, nothing to do with the shares, 40 
and below I have got M Hession and Peter Botten and that refers to 
paragraph 27.  
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Q: Looking at paragraph 27 of your statement.  This the case, you are having 
a meeting, you and Mr Botten and Mr Hession of InterOil, what in a public 
area of the Airways Hotel, is it? 

 
A: No, it was in a private area. 
 
Q:  I see.  And when you say you encountered Prime Minister O’Neill during 

that meeting, can you explain what you meant by that? 
 
A: As we finished the meeting, we were walking out we ran into Prime 10 

Minister O'Neill. 
 
Q: I see.  And then moving down to paragraph 31 for a minute.  You say you 

recall having casual discussions about this, that is to say, the State being a 
significant shareholder in Oil Ssearch with Minister Ben Micah.  Where 
were those casual discussions and what was the substance of the 
discussions, please to the best of your recollection? 

 
A: From my recollection, the ministers spend a lot of time up at Grand Papua 

and that is where I ran into him on occasions and informally or casually 20 
dispersed the alignment between Oil Search and the State and its interest in 
developing the Oil and Gas business. 

 
[11.28am] Q:   I appreciate this is years ago but can you recall whether these discussions 

took place before the NEC meeting of 6 March 2014 which approved the 
UBS deal? 

 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Can I ask you about the possible role played by others in the acquisition by 30 

the State at 10 percent in the UBS transaction, to your knowledge what role 
if any did Mr Jimmy Maladina play in the transaction? 

 
A: I am not aware of Jimmy’s involvement. 
 
Q: To your knowledge did the Civellis, do you know I mean by the Civellis? 
 
A: Mr Vele? 
 
Q: The Civelli. C-i-v-e-l-l-i  40 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: To your knowledge, were they involved in discussions with you in this 
transaction? 

 
A: Not to the best of my knowledge, no. 
 
Q: I see.  I am just going to show you a document.  This is OSL.007.001.0525. 

Can I ask you whether you know a gentleman called Jacob White?  
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: And what was his role in early 2014 please? 
 
A:  He was an advisor to the Central Bank and to Mr Bakani. 
 
Q: And when you say an advisor, was he a contracted advisor or was he a public 

servant? 
 
A: I think he was a public servant. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  We will just scroll down.  There is a reference here, and we 20 

will just make that a little smaller so that you can see this. There is a 
reference to, if you scroll down a little, you can see there is an email from 
Mr Botten to Mr Anthony Miller and there is a reference there that PM had 
been influenced by Jacob White and was expressing concern about how he 
perceived being treated by IPIC.  Can I just asked you this, did you have any 
discussions with Mr White in relation to the UBS transaction? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Just one final topic from me at this stage Mr Aopi.  Could you, I trouble you 30 

to go back to paragraph 6 please. You can see there, that it is your 
recollection that there was debate in the government of PNG in 2008 about 
whether IPBC or Petromin would become the Independent State’s nominee 
to hold an interest in the project.  From your point of you and I appreciate 
this is now quite a long time ago, what would had been the differences in 
approach do you think if Petromin had ended up being the State nominee 
rather than IPBC?  Are you able to comment on that? 

 
A: No. 
 40 

[11.33 am]  Q: I see.  Just to understand IPBC with a wholly owned State-owned enterprise.  
What was the status of Petromin Holdings PNG Limited to your knowledge 
at that time, was it also a wholly-owned State operated enterprise? 
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A: From my recollection, I think Petromin was established under an Act of 

Parliament.   
 
Q: I see.  Just excuse me, Mr Aopi.  Mr Aopi, thank you very much.  We would 

like to have you back in July and I take it you will be available in the 
Independent State in the second half of July for the commission if required? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, those are my questions at this stage.  

Commissioners, I do not know if you have any questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: I have a couple questions for Mr Aopi.  It is 
Commissioner White here, Mr Aopi.  I am a sitting in Brisbane.  When you were 
Chair of IPBC between August 2008 and August 2011, were the accounts of IPBC 
audited on annual basis? 
 
A: I cannot recall whether it was done on an annual basis but that would be - 

good governance would be done on an annual basis. 20 
 
Q: Can you actually remember presenting or having the audited accounts 

presented at the annual board meeting of IPBC? 
 
A: There were accounts you know presented but I cannot recall if those were 

the annual accounts. 
 
Q: In the legislation that Dr Renwick had on the screen, there was at one stage 

at least a director appointed by Transparency International to the Board of 
IPBC.  During your time as Chairman, was that position filled? 30 

 
A: Sorry, if you can repeat your question again. 
 
Q: Yes.  I saw from the IPBC Act that at least at some point, there was a 

provision in legislation for one of the directors of IPBC to be appointed by 
Transparency International the PNG branch.  During your time as Chair, 
was that position filled? 

 
A: I cannot recall. 
 40 
Q: Not at all? 
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A: Maybe if I see the names of those who were present, then I can link them 
to the - - - 

 
Q: Can you recall – yes, sorry, Mr Aopi. 
 
A: No, no, go ahead. 
 
Q: Can you recall when Oil Search started seriously thinking about acquiring 

an interest in the Elk-Antelope Project? 
 10 
A: From my recollection, that would have been during 2007, 2008. 
 
Q: All right.  And as time passed, when was the discussion becoming serious 

– if I could use that expression – about how this was going to be funded? 
 

[11.38am]  A: That would be in late 2007, 2008 because these discussions when you look 
at opportunity will go on for several months. 

 
Q: It was quite some time then before the purchase actually occurred, so it was 

just something that was on the agenda of Oil Search’s board considerations 20 
during the time leading up to 2014 while you were a director? 

 
A: That is correct.  Sorry, I misunderstood your earlier question.  With reference 

to looking at opportunities Oil Search would have considered this as part of 
their strategy in 2013, 2014 not 2007 or 2008 I made reference to, my 
apologies. 

 
Q: Yes, I thought it would seem a long time ago.  Then what were the sort of 

options for financing the acquisition of an opportunity in that project? 
 30 
A: I am trying to recall the intent of the actual details of the options. 
 
Q: Would you be able perhaps to give us some general recollections?  This is 

probably quite an important topic for discussion. 
 
A: I cannot recall, sorry. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Aopi.  Could you turn to paragraph 29 of your statement?  

There you are talking about why Oil Search thought it was desirable to have 
the State as a significant shareholder in Oil Search.  I notice that those four 40 
reasons that you give are identical to the reasons which were given by Mr 
Peter Botten and perhaps that is not surprising because no doubt the board 
discussed these topics and the directors would all line up as to the 
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desirability.  So, I am interested in reason number (d) with the letter (d).  “It 
may have motivated the State to continue to contribute to Oil Search’s future 
success.”  Could you explain what you as a director understood by that or 
what you understood when you put that in your statement? 

 
A: With Oil Search’s producing assets all in PNG at that time any investment 

or development of oil and gas in PNG would not only be in the interest of 
Oil Search and its future but also economic development for PNG. 

 
Q: Now, since 2017 the State has not held any shares at all in Oil Search, its 10 

shares sold.  Did you see any difference in the relationship between the State 
and Oil Search which as you would be well aware of course has been there 
for a very long time? 

 
A: From my recollection I did not see any difference in terms of the relationship 

between Oil Search and PNG.  Oil Search has undertaken a lot of activities 
in sustainability projects in our operating areas; in assure the Oil Search 
Foundation so we still had that relationship in terms of education, health and 
gender-based violence. 

 20 
[11.43 am] Q: Thank you Mr Aopi. Chief Commissioner, those are the questions at this 

stage that I would like to ask Mr Aopi. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN: I may have one or two questions to ask at this stage.  If you 
turn to paragraph 22, 23, 24 and 25  I get the impression that it is the prime minister 
who is proposing to Oil Search that the State acquire 10 percent of shares in Oil 
Search that he fixed the share price at $8.20 and consequently the number of shares 
that would be represented by that 10 percent at that price. And Oil Search was 
simply accepting the prime minister’s position.  

 30 
Is that sort of an accurate assessment of the import of those paragraphs in terms of 
the percentage shares that the State is going to take up in Oil Search, the number 
of shares and the value of which of those shares?  Those matters were not coming 
from Oil Search for a start but it is coming from the prime minister. 
 
A: From the discussions and my recollections, chief commissioner, this were 

put forward to us by the prime minister this 10 percent and the $8.20 per 
share. 

 
Q:  That would mean that Oil Search had no independent assessment and 40 

position taken in respect of all those three matters; just simply going along 
with what the prime minister is suggesting or demanding because in the end, 
that is how it ended up. 
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A: That is correct.  There were some issues which Mr Botten also as part of my 

statement wanted to raise with the Prime Minister in relation to the share 
price and the impact that it may have on other shareholders. 

 
Q:  My next question is in relation to the shareholding in Oil Search.  At that 

time in 2009 and perhaps 2014, who were the major shareholders in Oil 
shares? 

 
A: Apart from IPBC who had a 14 percent interest in Oil Search there were 10 

institutional investors from all around the world. 
 
Q: A company called Pac LNG.  Did they have any shares in Oil Search and if 

so, by how much? 
 
A: I am not sure in terms of Pac LNG but Pac LNG had an interest in PRL 15, 

I think they had around about 22.8 percent interest in PRL 15 which is Elk-
Antelope Project. 

 
Q:  To your knowledge, did Pac LNG have an input in fixing the share price at 20 

$8.20 and the number of shares that Oil Search would assign to the State 
under the placement? 

 
[11.48am]  A:   I have no knowledge of that. 

 
Q:  A gentleman by the name of Carlos Civelli, does that person’s name sound 

a bell? 
 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: He was a director or perhaps a major shareholder in Pac LNG? 
 
A: To the best of my knowledge, yes. 
 
Q: Did he make a contribution in terms of fixing the share price for the 

placement shares in Oil Search? 
 
A:  I do not believe so. 
 
Q: IPIC.  Do you have any information about the major shareholding in IPIC, 40 

as to who the major shareholders are? 
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A: After 2014 IPIC would have been the major shareholder in Oil Search 
following the exchangeable bond. 

 
Q: I think that I understand. I am asking about IPIC itself.  Who are the major 

shareholders in IPIC, any information on that? 
 
A: My understanding is it is owned by the Abu Dhabi government. 
 
Q:  Do you have any information on whether Pac LNG had any shareholding in 

IPIC? 10 
 
A: I do not believe so. 
 
Q: You were. - you held a number of key positions in the government before 

you moved over to Oil Search. 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Including the Secretary for Finance position. 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you are aware of Orogen Minerals being merged with Oil Search going 

back to the year 2002 or something. 
 
A: 2002.  Yes, I am aware of the merger that happened in 2002 between Orogen 

Minerals Limited and Oil Search. 
 
Q: We have a situation here where the State has acquired substantial shares in 

Oil Search.  Firstly, when Orogen Minerals merged with Oil Search, and 30 
then in 2014, we have the State taking up shares in Oil Shares, substantial 
number of shares.  As a former public servant particularly being involved in 
finance matters and so forth.  What is your thinking as to whether the State’s 
involvement in the private company, Oil Search is a good investment 
decision on behalf of the government which represents the people of Papua 
New Guinea? 

 
A: With the 2002 merger between Orogen Minerals and Oil Search, Orogen at 

that time when it was listed on the stock exchange 51 perent was owned by 
the Independent State of PNG and 49 percent was private investors right 40 
throughout the world.  But it was more a passive investor than an active 
investor    Because it was just holding the interest but not actually involved 
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in the production or in the operational aspects of the gas, the oil and 
petroleum and also the mining industry. 

 
[11.53 am]    It depends in terms of how you look at investment and what opportunities 

you are going to get, and I think we are seeing some of the benefits where 
the State has purchased back into the PNG LNG Project and the benefits that 
accrue to PNG is quite substantial.  As to whether the State directly 
participates or indirectly participates, I will be giving my own view here but 
you know, best probably I will not comment. 
 10 

Q: I will have some other questions asked when you appear next but thank you 
for those answers. 

 
A: Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I am conscious that Mr Scerri is present and he 
may have some questions. 
 
MR SCERRI:  No, I do not, thank you, commissioners. 
 20 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, could Mr Aopi then be adjourned to 15 July 2021, 
if that date is suitable to Mr Aopi at 2 pm. 
 
A: 15 July? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is 15 July, is it. 
 
DR KATTER:  It is, chief commissioner, 15 July at 2 pm. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes.  Mr Aopi, is that date and time convenient to you? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Then, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 

adjourn his next appearance to 15 July at 2 pm. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Aopi, thank you for evidence you may be excused. 
 40 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
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DR KATTER:  Commissioners – sorry, chief commissioner, I am conscious of the 
time.  The next witness is Mr Rolpagarea but perhaps after the luncheon recess. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So we adjourn for lunch, you are suggesting? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes please, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock 
today. 10 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.02 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners.  I call Daniel Rolpagarea. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Swear the witness. 20 
 
 
DANIEL ROLPAGAREA, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Your full name is Daniel Rolpagarea? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: And your current position is State Solicitor? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You have held this position for a number of years? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Since when? 40 
 
A: Since 2014. 
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Q: Which month of 2014? 
 
A: I cannot recall exactly because I prior to my appointment was acting and 

then it was confirmed 2014. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Rolpagarea, let us deal with some practical matters first so 

that the audio works.  I need you, sir, please to speak clearly and slowly into 
the microphone.  This is so that Commissioner White and those listening in 
Brisbane can hear you.  Secondly, you have prepared two statements which 
you have provided to the Inquiry, is that correct? 10 

   
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: Can we please look at each of those in turn?  Do you have copies of them in 

front of you? 
 
A: I have. 
 
Q: Could we go to your first statement which is headed, Statement of Mr Daniel 

Rolpagarea State Solicitor, in response to certain paragraphs of the affidavit 20 
of Dairi Vele, Secretary of the Department of Treasury filed on 27 April 
2014.  Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This statement is on the third page of the statement.  It is signed by you, is it 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: But it is not dated.  There is a stamp on the front page, on my copy at least 

which is the Commission of Inquiry’s own stamp and it records that it was 
received on 21 June this year.  Is that the date that you signed it or did you 
sign it prior to that? 

 
A: That is the date I signed it. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So, that is the date that you signed it and that is the day that you 

provided it to the Commission of Inquiry and it is the date that it was 
stamped as received here, correct? 40 

 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: Leaving aside the cover page your statement comprises three pages, is that 
right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 

[1.07pm]   Q: There is a number of annexures and could we please just go through them.  
The first annexure marked A is a letter dated 4 March 2014 from Pacific 
Legal Group? 

 
A: That is right. 10 
 
Q: This letter is two pages long; do you see that? 
 
A:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And attached to that letter, there appears to be a schedule headed Schedule 

1 documents.  It is dated 4 March 2014; do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: And this schedule appears as though it is page 3 of something; do you see 

that down the bottom of the page? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: Is this the only page that was attached to the 4 March letter of Pacific Legal 

Group or are there additional pages that are missing? 
 
A: This is the only attachment to the letter of 4 March. 
 30 
Q: Thank you.  If we can go to the next page in the exhibit there, do you see 

that there is a page 2 again, which appears to be the same page 2 that we 
just passed that has just been included in error? 

 
A: Sorry, which? 
 
Q: Yes, in the version.  Perhaps you can look at the screen, Mr Rolpagarea. 
 
A: Where?  Sorry, yes, I can see now.  Yes. 
 40 
Q: Oh, you can see.  So that addition, that that second version of page 2 was 

just included as an oversight? 
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A: That is right, that is the same there. 
 
Q: The same, yes, okay.  Thank you.  Can we then go to exhibit B please and 

this is a letter dated 5 March 2014 from the Department of Treasury? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And it comprises two pages? 
 
A: That is right. 10 
 
Q: Thank you.  And exhibit C following is a letter you wrote headed Office of 

State Solicitor and dated 5 March 2014, and it is three pages long? 
 
A: That is the letter dated 5 March 2014. 
 
Q: Exactly, yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: And three pages long? 
 
A: I think the second page of the letter may be an oversight or it was not 

attached to my copy. 
 
Q: All right, but sorry, let us just start again.  Are you looking at exhibit C? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  And that is your letter? 30 
 
A: That is my letter 
 
Q: Yes, and this letter is three pages long? 
 
A: It is three pages but I have missed the second page in my copy, but it is 

three pages, yes. 
 
Q: All right.  You have missed it in your copy? 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: The copy that has been filed with the commission does contain three pages.  
And could I ask for the second page just to be brought up on the screen; it 
will be one page back?  No, missing here too.  Well, that is interesting.  All 
right.  Then, Mr Rolpagarea, will you be able to provide the full copy of 
that letter though, I think it also appears in your other affidavit but there is 
no difficulty in providing the full version of that letter, is there? 

 
A: No difficulty. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can we then go to the last exhibit of this affidavit, that is 10 

marked D or annexure D; and that is your letter dated 20 March 2014? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And that is four pages long? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Now, can I take you back to the body of your affidavit?  Are there any 

changes or corrections that you wish to make to that statement? 20 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was it in all respects true and correct when you signed it, and does that 

remain the case today? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I tender that, commissioners. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you just take me to annexure D? 
 

[1.12pm]   MR JURTH:  Chief, annexure D is a letter dated 20 March 2014, that is signed by 
the witness in his capacity as State Solicitor and is addressed to the Acting Board 
Secretary of the Central Supply and Tenders Board. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My annexure D is a – the copy that I have is a letter from Dairi 
Vele to Mr Daniel Rolpagarea dated 7 March 2014, and annexure E is that letter 
you are referring to.  
 40 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I think the explanation for that is that you are looking at the 
later statement which we will come to.  You are looking at a statement dated 22 
June 2001? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, and which one are you referring to? 
 
MR JURTH:  And we are looking at an earlier one that is dated – well, it is undated 
but it was provided to the commission on 21 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Oh, okay.  I have got that. 
 
MR JURTH:  And so in that statement if I take you to exhibit D, you will see that 
that is the letter dated 20 March 2014, that the witness has identified. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And annexure E? 
 
MR JURTH:  This affidavit only has four annexures to exhibit D or annexure D. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This affidavit or statement has more than four annexures. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, perhaps it is entirely my fault.  There are two statements, two 
separate statements, from this witness. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am looking at the statement here, the undated one. 
 
MR JURTH:  All right, and does that have reference in the header page to the 
affidavit of Dairi Vele, it says it is a response just certain paragraphs of the affidavit 
of Dairi Vele. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  And that statement is altogether only 16 pages long including that 
header page and its final annexure is marked D. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right well, I will just put aside the copy that I have got so 
that copy on the screen is the correct one, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, and that is the one that the witness has identified, has confirmed 
as being true and correct and I tender that statement.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that statement is dated? 
 
MR JURTH:  It is undated but it is identified as having been received by the 40 
Commission of Inquiry on 21 June 2021. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, assuming that that statement is complete. Commissioner 
White, we will admit this statement into evidence and it will be marked exhibit 
OO. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think, we have that with Mr Apoi’s statement Chief, 
we might be up to P now or was that the N? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have got Gerea Aopis statement as marked exhibit NN 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, and what about the hand written note, Chief, 10 
was that NN.2.  I am all right now.  Thank you I am sorry to troubled you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, those were marked NN.1, 2 down to 3 so they were part 
of NN. 
 

[1.17 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, my error.  My apologies. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So this one will be marked Exhibit OO. 
 
EXHIBIT OO – UNDATED STATEMENT OF DANIEL ROLPAGAREA 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  Mr Rolpagarea, could I ask you to put that 
statement to one side, and could I ask you to take your second statement?  Do you 
have that? 
 
A: Yes.   
 
Q: And this one is dated 22 June 2021? 
 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: The body of the statement contains 26 paragraphs and are signed on the last 

page by you, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: This also has a number of exhibits some of which we have seen but for 

completeness, let us go through them –  annexures, I should say.  Annexure 
A is Pacific Legal Group letter dated 4 March 2014 addressed to you? 

 40 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: It is the same two pages and we see again the Schedule 1 documents, and 
that is the only page that was attached to that letter? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: The next page over contains the same photocopying error, the page 2, from 

the Pacific Legal Group letter is reproduced the second time, is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: The next exhibit or annexure is annexure B and this is from the Department 

of Treasury, a letter dated 5 March 2014? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Comprising two pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Annexure C is your letter dated 5 March 2014, addressed to the acting 20 

secretary, Department of Treasury? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it is three pages long? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And in this version, does your copy contain the second page? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So this is the complete letter that in the previous affidavit was identified as 

exhibit C? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next annexure is marked D, and this is a letter from the Department of 

Treasury to you dated 7 March 2014? 
 40 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Single page? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the next annexure is marked E. It is a letter from you dated 9 March 

2014 to the Department of Treasury? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: It is two pages long? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next annexure is marked F and it is a letter dated 10 March 2014 from 

the Department of Treasury? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: But this letter does not seem to be complete.  Am I right in thinking that? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Do you have the full letter, the complete letter? 
 
A: Sorry, let me have a – it is already there. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: That should be there. 
 
Q: So exhibit F in the version that you provided contains only the first page and 30 

it seems as though there is more to it. 
 
A: There is a second page to it, signed off by acting secretary. 
 
Q: And I see that you have that in front of you.  Does that mean that there is no 

difficulty in providing to the commission that second page to complete 
annexure F? 

 
A: No, not at all. 
 40 
Q: Thank you, moving on.  The next annexure is marked G.  This is a letter 

from you dated 10 March 2014 to His Excellency the Governor of Papua 
New Guinea? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Comprising two pages. 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The next annexure is marked H; it is dated 26 March 2014 and 

addressed to you. 
 10 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: A single page? 
 
A: Yes. 
 

[1.22 pm]  Q: Is marked I and is a letter from you to the acting secretary of the Department 
of Treasury dated 27 March 2014? 

 
A: Correct. 20 
 
Q: And it contains four pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next annexure is marked J and it is a letter from you to the Chief Legal 

Officer of the Independent Public Business Corporation dated 13 November 
2014? 

 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: This comprises four pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The next annexure is marked K and it is a letter from you again 

addressed to the Chief Legal Officer of the Independent Public Business 
Corporation dated 18 November 2014? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 40 
 
Q: Comprising of two pages? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The next annexure is marked K.1 and this is a letter from you 

to the Secretary, Department of Treasury dated 11 December 2014? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Comprising four pages? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: The next annexure is marked L and it is a letter from the Department of 

Treasury to the Chairman of Central Supply and Tenders Board dated 6 
March 2014? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The next annexure is marked M and it is a letter from the Central Supply 

and Tenders Board to Dairi Vele, the Acting Secretary, Department of 
Treasury dated 10 March 2014? 20 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Comprising two pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next letter is annexure N, a letter from the Central Supply and Tenders 

Board addressed to you dated 12 March 2014? 
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Comprising two pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The final annexure is marked O and this is another copy of your letter dated 

20 March 2014 addressed to the Acting Board Secretary, Central Supply 
and Tenders Board? 

 40 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And it comprises four pages? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  May I take you back to the body of this statement.  Are there 

any changes or corrections you wish to make to the 26 paragraphs which 
appear there? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was the statement true and correct at the time that you signed it? 10 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Does that remain the case today? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I tender that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date of that statement? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  22 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have got two bundle of documents here.  I do not know 
which is which in terms of date.  I will just give these two documents and you tell 
me which one is going to be exhibit 00 and then the next one.  Associate, just give 
him this.  You work out exhibit zero zero or OO and mark the other one exhibit 
00.1.  All right, can you hand the documents back? 
 

[1.27pm]   MR JURTH:  Chief, can I assist you in this way?  I have marked as you have asked.  30 
It seems to me that the error is that there are a number of other documents that are 
attached to the back of what is now exhibit OO which do not form part of that 
statement but you have the statement there, it seems as those extra things have been 
added to it so we will just have to correct your version of that statement. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  These documents are for my own purposes. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But the official documents will be the ones on the screen and 
be marked appropriately so the new statement then is to be marked exhibit zero 
zero or double O.1.  Yes, go ahead. 
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EXHIBIT OO.1 – STATEMENT OF DANIEL ROLPAGAREA DATED 22 
JUNE 2021 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  Now, Mr Rolpagarea; can I ask you to take up 
that second statement of yours, the more recent one dated 22 June 2021. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you read – could you go by reference to the exhibit? 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Exhibit 00.1.  Now, I take you to the beginning of that statement 
please, Mr Rolpagarea and do you see paragraph 2, you referred to 5 March 2014, 
“Pacific Legal Group Lawyers together with Carl Okuk delivered to me personally 
the document relating to the UBS loan transaction to be entered into by the State 
and which required State Solicitor’s legal clearance before the documents were 10 

presented to NEC for approval the next day.”  You see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: What time on 5 March 2014 did this personal delivery of documents to you 
occur? 

A: I cannot recall the exact time but it was in the morning, before lunch so it 
was between say 8 o’clock and 12 pm. 

Q: Thank you.  The documents referred to are annexure A and could we go to 
that which commences at page 6 of the PDF. 

A: Sorry, come again? 

Q: Annexure A, could I ask you to go to annexure A. 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: And so this is the cover letter that you received and although it is dated 4 
March 2014, you received this during the morning hours on 5 March 2014; 
is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And indeed the stamp at the top of that records have been received by the 
Office of the State Solicitor on 5 March? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And this covering letter advises you as you see at the beginning that Pacific 
Legal Group have acted as the Department of Treasury’s external legal 30 
advisors to Papua New Guinea? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And Norton Rose Fulbright are acting as the State’s legal advisors in New 
South Wales and the Commonwealth of Australia? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And the next paragraph informs you that these documents are being provided 
to you for your review and sign off? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you are being instructed that these documents will go before the 
National Executive Council for consideration the next day, 6 March, I 
imagine 2014. 

A: That is correct. 10 

Q: Thank you.  Now, there is then an overview of the transaction brief as it is 
and it then sets out for you what the result of the transaction is anticipated at 
least by Pacific Legal Group; correct? 

[13.32 pm] A: Correct. 

Q: And then this letter was signed by Emmanuel Asigau who you know to be 
the partner of Pacific Legal Group? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then; can we go to the next page of that exhibit and that is the Schedule 
1 that came with this letter; correct? 

A: Correct. 20 

Q: And there are 17 numbered documents in that schedule; were they the 
documents comprised in the bundle of documents that were delivered to you 
on the 5th? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And just in a physical sense; can you indicate how large these 17 documents 
were; was in one archive folder, two? 

A: It is more than one. 

Q: More than one, all right. 

A: Yes, correct. 
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Q: All right.  Now, can we then return to your statement.  Paragraph 5 you say 
that upon delivery of the documents, PGL lawyers and Carl Okuk who from 
PGL lawyers attended on you to deliver the documents? 

A: Sorry, can you ask. 

Q: Yes.  You see in paragraph 5, you referred to PGL lawyers and Carl Okuk 
informing you of certain things. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Who was there from PGL lawyers? 

A: There was Carl Okuk and there was a lawyer which I – there was someone 
from PLG but I do not know that person. 10 

Q: Thank you.  In any event, they informed you, you say in paragraph 5 that 
they were instructed by the acting treasurer for secretary Mr Dairi Vele to 
deliver these documents to you for your urgent legal clearance as the 
National Executive Council will meet tomorrow on 6 March 2014 to approve 
the documents? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Now, your response to that, you set out in the next paragraph. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you advised them that you will attend to the request to issue any legal 
clearance until you receive instructions and writing from the acting secretary 20 

and then I take it as a reference of the acting secretary for treasurer. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And then in the next paragraph, paragraph 7, you refer to having received on 
the same day on 5 March a letter from the acting secretary; yes? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And that is marked B and that is page 10 of the PDF and can we go to that.  
Do you have annexure B? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And this is the letter from the Department of Treasury signed by Secretary 
Dairi Vele? 30 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And you see in the first paragraph, he refers to the above subject matter and 
he understands that you have been provided with various documents for 
State for your consideration and sign off before they go to the National 
Executive Council for consideration on 6 March? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And the next two paragraphs are in similar terms to the earlier letter you 
received that day from Pacific Legal Group? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then the final full paragraph is an expression of appreciation for you to 
review the documents at the earliest and provide clearance to ensure 10 
settlement at the transaction; you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, your response to these two letters is in turn a letter dated 5 March 2014 
this is annexure C. 

[1.37pm] A: Yes. 

Q: And we will go through this carefully. This is addressed to the acting 
secretary, Department of Treasury; do you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And refers to his letter dated 5 March 2014? 

A: That is right. 20 

Q: And then the next paragraph it confirms that documents were delivered to 
your office this morning by way of personal service by Pacific Legal Group 
Lawyers upon your instructions? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Your letter referred to above and delivered later during the day “request my 
urgent consideration of these documents”; you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And issuance of legal clearance for the National Executive Council’s 
consideration? 

A: Yes. 30 
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Q: Now you go on to note that the documents that Norton Rose Fulbright and 
Pacific Legal Group Lawyers are the State’s lawyers engaged and instructed 
through your office so this is the Department of Treasury’s office? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you also go on to note that the following transaction documents listed 
below are negotiated and finalized between the State’s Lawyers so that is 
Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal Group Lawyers; correct? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the respective parties? 

A: That is correct. 10 

Q: And you there set out the documents that you have considered. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, we can come back through this but the bottom of that page, this is page 
13 of the PDH you make some comments and then on the final page, there 
set out in four numbered paragraphs is effectively the substance of your 
advice. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the next paragraph after the numbered paragraphs, it says “you may 
proceed to NEC with the documents to be considered, taking into account 
my foregoing advice,” you see that? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, I just like to pause there to make sense of what is it that you are being 
asked to do and the powers under which that is to occur and can I ask please 
for the Attorney General Amendment Act (2013) to be brought up on the 
screen.  Now, Mr Rolpagarea, you are aware of this Amendment Act; are 
you not? 

A: Yes, I am aware. 

Q: And these amendments constituted amendments to the Attorney General 
Act? 

A: That is correct. 30 

Q: Now, we have not been able to find a consolidated version of the Attorney 
General Act that includes these amendments but it is the case and it is also 
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your understanding is it not that these provisions have come into force and 
are now part of the Attorney General Act? 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right.  Now, importantly; can we please go to page 2 of that Amendment 
Act to section 6 and Mr Rolpagarea; is the cases if not that prior to these 
amendments to the Attorney General Act, your office the Office of State 
Solicitor was provided for in the Public Services (Management) Act? 

A: That is right. 

Q: All right but in any event, these amendments came into effect in late 2014 
and the timing under discussion here is March 2014 so this was the in-force 10 
enactment so far as concerns your office? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And you see there, section 6 of the Amendment Act contains amendments 
to the Attorney General Act as a new section 13(A), Establishment of the 
Office of State Solicitor? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And importantly the next section is a new section 13(B) Functions of the 
State Solicitor. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you see, there set out the primary functions of the State Solicitor to 20 

provide legal advice and opinion to the State, its agencies and its 
instrumentalities. 

[1.42pm]   A: Yes. 

Q: And to provide legal clearance on all matters in which the State is a party? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So far as it relates to seven items but including commercial agreements, 
including memorandums of agreement? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And your primary function to provide such advice is to do so and this appears 
at the wording below, sub-paragraph (d) before submission to the NEC 30 
Counsel for its approval? 

A: That is right.  Yes. 
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Q: So presumably that was the necessity for the Department of Treasury to put 
these documents before you to seek your clearance before going to NEC the 
following day? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, just to complete our review of this Amendment Act, sub-section (2) 
goes on to say that “In the exercise of his functions, the State Solicitor may 
only accept instructions from the State, its agency and its instrumentalities.  
The Attorney General and such other entities may be prescribed a 
regulation”, and you accept that the Department of Treasury is capable 
within those terms to give you instructions? 10 

A: Yes.  

Q: And then finally and perhaps most importantly; can we go to sub-section (4) 
of that Amendment Act.  Sorry, I am being confusing, it is the next page 
over in that PDF, it is sub-section (4) of the new 13(B).   There we go and 
Mr Rolpagarea, you see there that this sub-section provides that “All officers 
and employees of the State, its agencies or instrumentalities must (a) co-
operate with; and (b), comply with any instructions issued by the State 
Solicitor when the State Solicitor is performing the functions or exercising 
the powers of his or her office under this Act, or any other Act.”  You see 
that? 20 

A: Yes, I can see. 

Q: And what to your mind does it mean for the State, its agencies or 
instrumentalities to comply with any instructions issued by you in 
performance of your functions? 

A: They have to comply with the instructions or any documents that I require 
in order to or perform their task. 

Q: And does that include advice that you provide? 

A: The reading of the paragraph appears to me, yes. 

Q: And the support for such a construction would appear from the next sub-
section which provides that “A person who fails or refuses to comply with 30 
sub-section (4) commits a disciplinary offence and must be dealt with in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of his employment.” 

A: That is correct. 
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Q: So then, let us leave that Amendment Act and go back to annexure C, having 
requested in various terms sign off legal clearance, clearance, it is clear in 
your mind, is it not, that the Department of Treasury was asking for you to 
give your advice in relation to the documents provided to you prior to this 
NEC Meeting the following day? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And what do you say about the timing that was available to you to undertake 
that task? 

A: Let me say this that you would appreciate that this is a commercial 
transaction documents and they are technical in nature and given the volume 10 

of documentation.  The timing given for me to consider in order to get to 
Cabinet at that next morning is not sufficient for me to fully appreciate and 
especially when I am not aware of the background to the transaction so 
timing would not be sufficient for me. 

[1.47 pm]  Q: Thank you.  And can I than take you to page 2 of this letter, the 5 March 
2014 letter which is page 13 of the PDF and under numbered paragraph 8, 
you there expressed in cautious terms that you have gone through “the above 
list of documents within the permitted time today and despite the lack of 
explanatory notes, I have formed the view that the terms of these agreements 
are a reflection of the State’s negotiated position based on your,” and this is 20 

Department of Treasury’s instructions, “taking into account State’s 
intentions and the such are acceptable to the State.”  

Can I just ask you clarify that.  Were you confirming there that the State’s 
negotiated position is in fact acceptable to the State or is it acceptable to 
you? 

A: Acceptable to the State. 

Q: So I accept that it is somewhat circular but all you are really saying is; even 
if you have been instructed that this is what the State wants to do you 
understand that this is what the State wants to do? 

A: Yes. 30 

Q: Yes.  Now, you then list a number of other documents which form part of 
the transaction documents.  You then observed that those second category 
of documents are not yet signed and or approved by their respective 
individuals or company boards and you request facilitation for such 
signatures or board meetings to occur.  
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A: Yes. 

Q: You note that you have read the NEC decision and which NEC decision was 
that?  Sorry, sounds like a three question, let us see if it appears in there. 

A: That is – sorry? 

Q: Can I take you back page 8 of the PDF and you see document number 16 
there, is a NEC submission; do you recall what NEC submission that was? 

A: I think to my knowledge that time that was the NEC submission for Cabinet 
to approve the acquisition of Oil Search shares. 

Q: So this is a draft NEC submission that was then taken to NEC and you are 
aware that ultimately got approved by NEC? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: Which is known as 6 March NEC decision? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And – sorry, when in your letter you refer on page 13 of the PDF, second 
page of annexure C to having read the NEC decision; do you mean; you have 
read the NEC draft submission? 

A: That is correct, the NEC draft submission. 

Q: And having done all of that you note the recommendations and that must 
mean the recommendations in the NEC submission? 

A: Correct. 20 

Q: And now you make the following comments and they appear over the page.  
Now, the first of those refers to the Organic Law on the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you have some advice there about which agencies should take the lead 
in dealing with that aspect of the transaction; correct? 

A: Treasury department. 

Q: Yes.  And in paragraph 2, you have observed that some if not, most of the 
recommendations to NEC for approvals require approvals authorizations 
specifically from State’s relevant agencies acting independent pursuant to 30 
their respective laws and therefore you advise that the relevant approvals to 
be sought? 
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[1.52pm]   A: Yes. 

Q: Now, the third paragraph that is most importantly that advices if I can say in 
strict terms, “I must also advise that section 209 of the PNG Constitution 
also requires the Parliament’s approval be obtained for this Bridge and 
Collar Loans which totals up to Australian dollars 1.225 billion through the 
budgetary process.  I am sure you are aware of these constitutional 
requirements and further advise that you take appropriate steps to facilitate 
this process.”  Now, can we just stop there; why were advising in such strong 
terms that section 209 of the Constitution be complied with? 

A: Firstly, it is a constitutional requirement in my view that any revenue 10 

collection, any loans by the State must get the approval and authorization of 
Parliament and as I have said it is a constitutional requirement and my view 
you cannot avoid that provision. 

Q: And so you formed a view I gather that the Bridge and Collar Loans which 
you referred to constituted a raising of loans within the meaning of section 
209(1) and that therefore the authorization and control of the Parliament was 
required as well as regulation by an Act of Parliament? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, finally, your advice is that you make no comments in relation to the 
amounts or percentage of fees, now, what type of fees are you referring to 20 

there? 

A: I believe the fees and the amounts are agreed to by the State during the 
negotiations of the documents but this would be the bank on UBS fees and 
basically the fees that covered under the transactions. 

Q: Transaction fees? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Only transaction fees or would it or would it – could you also been to the 
lawyers and other types of external consultants? 

A: Well, related fees, related fees to the transaction. 

Q: I understand and then you conclude that portion by saying; “you may 30 
proceed to NEC with the documents to be considered, taking into account 
my foregoing advice;” do you see that? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And of course, your foregoing advice importantly includes section 209 
authorization. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Now, I take you back then to your statement, page 2 of the PDF and at 
paragraph 9 you say; this was my first time, and are still talking about 5 
March, “This was my first time to know about the UBS Loan transaction 
when the documents were delivered to me by PGL Lawyers and Carl Okuk” 

A: Correct. 

Q: And over the page, paragraph 10 you say “I was not involved in the 
negotiations of the UBS loan or drafting of the documents?” 10 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And indeed you go on to say that “You were not even aware of the 
engagement of Norton Rose Fulbright or PGL to act for the State in the UBS 
transaction until that time?”. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Ordinarily; would you have expected as the State Solicitor to be involved in 
those negotiations and drafting of these types of transactions/documents for 
these types of transactions? 

A: Ordinarily I would be involved in the transaction, yes. 

Q: Involved in the transaction to be extended providing advice or would you as 20 

State Solicitor also have contributed to the documents or drawn the 
documents? 

[1.57pm]  A: Ordinarily I would be involved and contributing but I appreciate the State’s  
- or try to engage the external lawyers but  would be involved, I would be 
involved in the transaction. 

Q: Now, the next thing that happens of course is on 6 March 2014 the NEC 
Meeting occurred; were you present at that meeting? 

A: No. 

Q: Were you invited to the meeting? 

A: No. 30 

Q: And as State Solicitor; would you ordinarily be invited to NEC Meetings or 
that typically happened without you, without your office? 
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A: Cabinet meetings happen within the confinement of that room, the cabinet 
ministers. 

Q: Thank you.  And then on 7 March, the day after you received the letter from 
the Department of Treasury which is annexure D and page 15 of the PDF 
and it informs you that at the meeting, the submission was approved and they 
provide you with a copy of what is now known as NEC Decision 79/2014 
for your urgent legal opinion.  

 It says “As a matter of importance and urgency it is imperative there for that 
you consider the matter and provide your legal clearance.  Now, what did 
you understand that to be requesting you to do? 10 

A: Requesting me to write to the Head of State to execute the documents as 
approved and endorsed by Cabinet. 

Q: In order words, to do what is necessary from your office with respective to 
implement the NEC Decision. 

A: That is correct.  Yes. 

Q: And at this point, you have an opportunity to second guess or disagree with 
the NEC Decision; do you have any power to undo this decision or comment 
on it in any substantive way? 

A: The documents were already approved by Cabinet and as I have said in my 
earlier – in one of my statements that these were negotiated by the lawyers 20 

for the State which is Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal Group and I 
was especially taking documents through the process. 

Q: Thank you.  And then your response to this request is the next annexure E, 
page 16 of the PDH, that your letter dated 9 March 2014; is that correct? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you there referred to NEC Decision number 79/2014? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You referred to the transaction documents? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And can I draw your attention to paragraph 5 of this letter where you again 30 
in clear terms refer to the serious consideration which must be given to your 
letter dated 5 March 2014? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And you affirmed the comments made in that letter? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you go on to say; I make particular mention again of the requirement to 
comply with section 209 of the PNG Constitution? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And why did you feel that important enough to mention this point again after 
the NEC Decision had already been made? 

A: As I have said, it is my view that this is a constitutional requirement and as 
we know non-compliance with constitutional provisions have major 
implications and avoiding it may render the whole transaction 10 

unconstitutional.  

Q: And then in your second numbered paragraph 5, you again mentioned that 
the transaction documents were prepared, negotiated and confirmed by 
external lawyer instructed through the Department of Treasury. 

A: Yes. 

[2.02 pm]  Q: Now, on 10 March which is annexure F, the Department of Treasury wrote 
to you confirming documents to be signed by the Head of State and those 
that needed to signed by the Minister for Treasury and we can move on from 
that because we do not have the whole copy of the letter but we might ask 
you some questions about that when you return next time.  20 

A: Thank you. 

Q: Paragraph or annexure G, is your letter addressed to His Excellency the 
Governor General or the Governor of Papua New Guinea, I apologize.  Then 
in response to – sorry, I take that back.   

 On 26 March you received or annexure H from the Department of Treasury; 
did you not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And it does not refer to any particular previous correspondence but you 
understood this is referring back to your earlier letters of 5 and 9 March; is 
that so? 30 

A: Yes. 

Q: And it is addressed to you and the subject heading of this letter “Section 209 
Constitution of Independence State the NEC decision 79/2014” is referred 
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to and the State’s acquisition of shareholding in Oil Search Limited and 
consequential borrowing? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the main body of the letter refers to the NEC decision and says, 
“Pursuant to that decision by which approval for the acquisition of 10.1 per 
cent of issued shares in Oil Search Limited and approval to enter into a loan 
to the State in the amount of Australian dollars 1.225 billion was granted.  
Importantly subject to compliance with all laws appliable to the transaction 
and on the premise that a Certificate of Corrections has been issued by your 
office; would you please confirm in writing the advice is given and the steps 10 

being taken by your office to obtain the necessary authorization of the 
National Parliament pursuant to section 209(1) of the Constitution.” 

Now, is it the function of the State Solicitor to obtain section 209 
authorization of the Parliament? 

A: Obviously, no.  It is not my function or the Office of the State Solicitor’s 
function. 

Q: Even if you wanted to; could you go to parliament and obtain the necessary 
authorization pursuant to section 209 of the Constitution? 

A: No. 

Q: And what did you make of this letter in March 2014 when you received it? 20 

A: Well, from the letter I – because I mentioned the requirement of section 209 
so this is coming back to me but I think in essence for purposes of 
compliance. 

Q: Your written response is the next annexure, annexure I dated the next day 
27 March 2014. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, the subject matter of the letter is the same of the previous letter to 
which this response and you say in paragraph 1, that you referred to the 
acting secretary’s letter dated 22 March 2014. 

A: Yes. 30 

[2.07 pm] Q: Now, you again referred to under the heading “Background.  In my letter 
dated 5 March 2014, I pointed out the need to comply section 209 of PNG 
Constitution,” and you observed by the date of this letter, there was still no 
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section 209 authorization by Parliament.  Can we just pause there; are you 
aware of section 209 authorization ever having been obtained? 

A: No. 

Q: And then in a question-and-answer style, you pose the question; whether 
Parliament can still authorize the loan from UBS and you answered that in 
the affirmative; you say, yes and you state there your reasons,  “Having 
noted your instructions and reasons for the manner in which the transaction 
relating to the purchase of Oil Search Shares by the State took place, 
particularly the commercial considerations including the timing in which the 
transaction must take place and the share prices and importantly, the need to 10 

comply with Constitution.  I offer the following advice which is not to avoid 
but adhere to the Constitution,”  You see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then you set out your advice concerning section 209. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And your advice is that there is nothing restricting Parliament from obtaining 
retrospective approval pursuant to section 209. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you come to that conclusion citing the Constitutional Planning 
Committee Report. 20 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And to your mind, it was important to give this advice because on 27 March 
2014 the decision to enter into these loans at least from the NEC stand point 
had already been made. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: You then go on in the heading under “Executive Initiative”, to refer to 
section 210 of the Constitution and you say that, “That section gives NEC 
the power to exercise executive initiative to raise and expend funds to meet 
financial needs of the government and the country whoever exercises this 
power is kept in check by a Parliament,” meaning that approval must be 30 
obtained through the parliamentary process.  And so your advice there is 
that; despite the terms of section 210 of the Constitution, that does not allow 
the NEC to skip over section 209; is that the effect of it? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: All right.  You then again address the question of retrospective effect of a 
parliamentary decision. 

A: Yes. 

Q: You cite a case law from the Supreme Court of Papua New Guinea and then 
in 11, you conclude that, “In the present circumstance, my instructions are 
that the decision by NEC to approve the UBS Loan had arisen out of 
commercial necessity and urgency.  As mentioned earlier, timing and market 
factors are determining factors in light of these considerations. Parliament 
by using its unlimited power to legislate and approve expenditure may 
invoke this power through a parliamentary majority to give effect to the NEC 10 

Decision and approve the loan and related transactions and to give it  
retrospective effect to the date of the decision.”   

Endorsement of this decision will need to made through parliament and 
approval for authorization must be over majority.  Would you have been any 
clearer? 

A: No, I think that is – yes. 

Q: Clear enough? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, you then go onto consider section 212 of the Constitution.  And you 
set out the entire provision and on the bottom of the page, you see the words 20 

“may without authorization other than this section but in accordance with an 
Act of Parliament, expend amounts appropriated out of consolidated 
revenue.”  And you then pick up the CPC report and refer to an unforeseen 
emergency in paragraph 15.  You see that? 

[2.12pm] A: Yes. 

Q: But importantly what you state is that “In case of an unforeseen emergency 
and if it is practically impractical to recall Parliament executive may approve 
for expenditure not exceeding one third, and that is your underlying, “of a 
budget of the immediately preceding year.” 

A: Yes. 30 

Q:  In paragraph 16, you observed that it appears that it was impracticable for 
the NEC to recall parliament and then you conclude by saying that, “Despite 
all of that parliament may revoke its power under section 212 of the 
Constitution to facilitate the transaction but nevertheless it is important that 
approval by a Parliament must expressly state that the approval authorization 
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is to have retrospective effect.” And so do I take it that whether it is section 
210 that is under consideration or 212 of the Constitution, your advice was 
and remains that parliamentary approval for raising of a loan under 219 was 
necessary albeit your view was that retrospective effect could be given to 
such an authorization. 

A: That was my advice. 

Q: Thank you for that.  Now, can we then go to annexure L which appears at 
page 36 of the PDF.  And this is another chain of correspondence that was 
happening at the same time; was it not because you will see that it is dated 6 
March 2014? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the topic under discussion here is “The Request of Certificate of  
Expediency”; is that right? 

A: Certificate of Inexpediency. 

Q: Inexpediency; sorry.  And this is a letter written by Department of Treasury 
to the Chairman of the Central Supply and Tenders Board, and advices the 
chairman of the UBS transaction and over the page, see that the acting 
secretary states that, “it is imperative that State be provided with urgent 
relevant and necessary financial legal and technical advisory services in 
connection with that purchase and related financing of purchase by the State 20 

of the shares in Oil Search Limited.  The conpletion is to be 12 March 2014 
at 9 am.  NEC has approved the appointments of the following firms on the 
recommendation of Department of Treasury, Pacific Legal Group Lawyers 
and Pacific Capital Limited Financial and Technical advisors to the State in 
the matter.  It would be appreciated if you can consider and approve the 
request of the Certificate of Inexpediency at the earliest to cover the advisory 
fees up to a limit of K9 million.”  And then overseas contractors are there 
referred and a quantum for that application in Australian dollars 14.55 
million dollars; you see that? 

A: Yes. 30 

Q: And what then occurred was, as we see in annexure M, the essential Supply 
and Tenders Board responded to Secretary Vele by – in effect, second page, 
giving approved but importantly stating that the board’s approval is subject 
to the State Solicitor’s clearance so at this point the request for the Certificate 
of Inexpediency was made subject to your clearance.  Is that right? 

[2.17 pm] A: That is right. 
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Q: The next annexure N, there he makes that crystal clear you received a letter 

from the CSTB but at the outset contains as its subject “The Request for 
Issue of Legal Clearance” and in the first paragraph it attaches documents 
and states that “it requires your legal clearance prior to execution of the 
contract.”  And these are the contracts for the entities listed below, you will 
see the heading PNG Consultants including Pacific Legal Group Lawyers 
and Pacific Capital Limited and International Consultants UBS, Australian 
Bank, Ashurst Lawyers, Norton Rose Fulbright of Australia, KPMG.  You 
see that? 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It signs off by saying, “by requesting for your necessary advice please.”  And 

your response is the last annexure dated 20 March 2014. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You referred to their letter and enclosures of 12 March, you referred to the 

NEC decision 79 of 2014.  You note the consultants and their respective 20 
amounts which is sought in relation to the Certificate of Inexpediency? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you note the request that came to you and you now provide your advice 

on the following issues and you do so in a question answer format and the 
question you pose is whether a Certificate of Inexpediency can be issued for 
the engagement of the consultants and you answer, no.  And whether the 
Central Supply and Tenders Board has the power to approve retrospectively 
the payment of services or service for the engagement of the consultants and 30 
again you answer, no.  And you give reasons for that outcome. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: They appear under the heading, reasons, right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you observed that pursuant to the – now, I just need to pick this up.  

What is the PFMA? 40 
 
A: That is Public Finances (Management) Act. 
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Q: Public Finances (Management) Act.  Section 40(3) empowers the CSTB to 
certify that inviting of tenders is impractical or inexpedient and it can do so 
in following declared situations and you list them there including natural 
disaster to civil unrest.  You concluded that none of those exceptions applied 
and you see there in the second paragraph of paragraph 11, in light of the 
above the circumstances of this case do not warrant the issuance of a 
Certificate of Inexpediency. 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 10 
Q: But you go on helpfully to advise that in the bottom of paragraph 13 that that 

does not exclude payment on a quantum meruit basis and that in the washout, 
this means that the consultants will not be paid as per the initial amounts 
agreed to but for work done taking into account the nature of the transaction. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is the reasoning you give, is it not, to the short answers, no and no in 

relation to the questions you pose at paragraph 7? 
 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, you go on to provide some advice in relation to the Attorney General 

Act and paragraph 16 at the bottom of that page you say, I suggest that prior 
to payment for legal services Treasury should seek an audience with the 
Attorney General as the person authorized by law to brief out to private law 
firms for the provision of legal services of the State.  Why did you provide 
that advice? 

 
[2.22pm]  A: As you noted from my statement that I do not know or I did not know the 30 

engagement of the law firms, and so why I provided advice was because the 
Attorney General is the only person authorized to engage lawyers to act for 
and on behalf of the State. 

 
Q: And to your knowledge was Attorney General authorization ever sought or 

given? 
 
A: Not to my knowledge. 
 
Q: Thank you. And just to complete that letter, the last page, paragraph 17. 40 

“Provided that the certificate of expediency is not justified in these 
circumstances, Treasury and the Central Bank may consider paying for the 
services rendered by the consultants on a quantum quantum meruit basis as 
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discussed above in addition to payment for legal services should be done in 
consultation with the Attorney General.” So, Mr Rolpagarea can we leave 
that statement and now move to your earlier statement which is exhibit OO. 

 
 Now, this separate statement deals with a specific issue does it not? It 

responds to certain paragraphs of the affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn on 26 
April 2021 and filed with the commission on 27 April 2021.  And I apologies 
I do not have an exhibit number for this affidavit, if it is being tendered, it 
may not have been. 

 10 
 But in any event, you set out the paragraphs of Mr Dairi Vele’s affidavit in 

bold, do you see that and then you provide a response. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And is that all you wish to say in relation to this affidavit?  Is that all you 

wish to say in relation to Dairi Vele’s affidavit of 26 or 27 April? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: I ask you to look at on the second page of that statement you refer to 

paragraph 346 of the affidavit of the acting secretary. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:  And at paragraph 346 of that affidavit states, “At no stage on 5 or 6 March 

2014 did the State Solicitor say to me that he needed more time to consider 
the documents and that his advice was not complete.”  Well in the first case, 
was your advice complete? 

 30 
A: For which advice, this advice? 
 
Q: No, your advice on 5 or 6 March, was your advice complete or was it 

incomplete? 
 
A: It is complete. 
 
Q: And what do you say to the proposition that on 5 or 6 March between the 

time when the bundle of documents were delivered to you and the NEC 
meeting commenced, what do you say to the proposition that you could have 40 
asked for more time? 
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A: Well, at that time Cabinet meeting on the 6th was fixed and I was required to 
clear the documents and as a – because of the commercial urgency of the 
matter, Cabinet timing is fixed and definitely at the time I could not ask for 
extension. 

 
Q: A deadline was set? 
 
A: A deadline was set. 
 
Q: Now you then go on to refer to paragraph 438 of Mr Vele’s affidavit. Now 10 

can I read out the short paragraph 437 that goes just before that in paragraph 
437 reads, “On 26th March 2014, Mr Rolpagarea stated that he was not given 
enough time to thoroughly go though the documents and that he was not 
present at the CSTB meeting that approved the issuance of the certificate of 
expediency.”   Now in the first place, did you on 26 March 2014 state to Mr 
Vele that you were not given enough time to thoroughly go through the 
documents? 

 
[2.27 pm] A: I cannot recall. 

 20 
Q: You cannot recall saying that? 
 
A: I cannot recall saying that to acting secretary, then. 
 
Q: Was there a CSTB meeting on or about 26 March 2014? 
 
A: I think there was a CSTB meeting to consider the COI for the consultants. 
 
Q: At least according this paragraph, the CSTB at that meeting approved the 

issuance of a Certificate of Inexpediency? 30 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: So you are aware that that occurred? 
 
A: I was. 
 
Q: All right.  And that occurred despite your advice on 20 March 2014, which 

is annexure O to Exhibit 00.1 that a Certificate of Inexpediency cannot be 
issued in those circumstances.  Is that correct? 40 

 
A: Correct. 
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Q: So that then brings into focus paragraph 438 of acting Secretary Vele’s 
affidavit, then acting Secretary Vele, and you set it out in these terms, “for 
the State Solicitor to give out legal advice and then claim two weeks later 
that he had not had enough time, and there was an issue with the advice is 
negligent on his part.  It is proper and reasonable for all persons who relied 
upon Mr Rolpagarea’s advice to have relied upon his advice given.” I 
presume.  “It is professional negligence for a senior lawyer to advise clients 
and then claim his advice was faulty as he did not have enough time after his 
clients had relied upon his advice.”   

 10 
Do you take issue with that and perhaps that is not surprising, but did you 
claim that your advice was faulty? 
 

A: No. 
 
Q: Did you claim that you did not have enough time? 
 
A: I cannot recall the legal advice referred to by acting secretary that I gave 

earlier on that I – and then to say that I did not have enough time.  I cannot 
recall giving that advice to secretary. 20 

 
Q: But it is the fact that there was a very limited time. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Between when you received the bundle of documents on the morning of the 

5th and instructed that there was a deadline. 
 
A: That is right. 
 30 
Q: Within 24 hours? 
 
A: Yes.  Yes, I have said that Cabinet timing was fixed. 
 
Q: And I take it you disagree that you committed any negligence or professional 

negligence? 
 
A: No, I do not think so.  
 
Q: In any event, it is the case and not that you in clear terms advised that section 40 

209 of the Constitution, authorization must be sought.  Is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And you did not have a waiver on that advice? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: You also advised that issuing of a certificate of inexpediency was not 

appropriate in the circumstances? 
 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: You never withdrew that advice? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Despite those matters no section 209 approval was ever sought, is that right? 
 
A: I am not aware. 
 
Q: The certificate of inexpediency was issued contrary to your advice? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you, I have no further questions.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief.  Could I just go to that statement 
that Mr Jurth has just been going through with you, and the first paragraph from 
Mr Vele’s affidavit or statement is considered there is paragraph 303 where he says 
that Treasury was not receiving advice from you, “as I was always informed he 30 
was busy, and that a transaction of this part was complicated, and that was 
something that he did not have any experience or expertise in it.  And, therefore, 
we determined that we needed to get a specialist advice.”   
 
Is it the case that from time to time Treasury would seek the State Solicitor’s advice 
about matters? 
 

[2.32pm]   A: Yes, as I have mentioned earlier Treasury is an agency of the State and they 
will come to State Solicitor for advice. 

 40 
Q: So, there was fairly regular conduit, if I could use that expression, for the 

purposes of giving advice to Treasury by your office? 
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A: Sorry, Commissioner, could you repeat your question? 
 
Q: Yes, certainly.  It was then a fairly regular occurrence that the Department 

of Treasury would seek from time to time advice from your office? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have a large establishment in your office involved in giving advice? 
 
A: I have yes, lawyers in the office working under me. 10 
 
Q: How many do you have?  I am sorry I did not catch the number. 
 
A: I cannot give the exact number but it is between 35 and 40. 
 
Q: What is the protocol then for seeking advice from your office with respect 

to Treasury?  If the acting secretary wanted some advice and this is a very 
important transaction, will he come to you direct or might just go through 
someone else in your office? 

 20 
A: It will come to me directly from the secretary or the acting secretary of a 

State agency it would come to me directly. 
 
Q: Then there seems to be a suggestion that someone from your office was 

informing the acting secretary that you were too busy to attend to this issue.  
Is anyone in your office saying to you that they were protecting you from 
being troubled by this request from the acting secretary? 

 
A: Not to my knowledge. 
 30 
Q: Did anyone else in your office know about it? 
 
A: Only two persons in my office I called up when the transaction documents 

were brought up to me. 
 
Q: As far as you know was there anyone else in your office who knew about 

these transactions? 
 
A: As far as I know, no. 
 40 
Q: Are you able to give any explanation then to why Mr Vele would make that 

statement that he has in paragraph 303 of his statement? 
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A: No, I cannot give any explanation. 
 
Q: Have you ever discussed this matter with him informally? 
 
A:  No. 
 
Q: You ever discussed with him formally outside the perimeters of the 

correspondence that were being taken to you today? 
 
A: To my knowledge, no. 10 
 
Q: Can you indicate whether it is usual to have outside advice about the effect 

of the laws of the State?  And here I am talking about retaining Pacific Legal 
Group, local solicitors rather than to - I am putting to one side that you might 
in fact think on a difficult complex commercial transaction that you might 
like to have some expert commercial lawyers look at it but in terms of the 
meaning and effect of the laws of the State, would it be usual to retain a local 
law firm to assist the State in this case Treasury and NEC to understand what 
the laws meant? 

 20 
[2.37 pm]  A: As I have said earlier on, in normal circumstances I am involved in the work 

of any State agencies and so when working together with those agencies 
when we establish that there is a need for external lawyers to be engaged and 
we work together on that one but from my experience they would also come 
through the State Solicitor or the Attorney General for that matter. 

 
Q: Can you perhaps tell us about any large commercial type projects that the 

State has been involved in, in your time where your office was able to 
provide the advice, any further projects? 

 30 
A: Well, generally most of the – the major commercial projects are the 

extractive industry projects PNG LNG, we are involved but I also or the 
State through my office we engage external lawyers to help us and they work 
together with me. 

 
Q: That is the usual course if you feel that you need to have further expertise 

that your office does not have, they work with your office? 
 
A: That is correct and I do not deny the fact that these big projects need external 

experience but we work together.  The process comes through us and 40 
Attorney General and we work together or they work with us. 
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Q: That is on the commercial side of course but in terms of what laws of the 
State governed the transactions, would you say that that is clearly a matter 
for the State Solicitor to give advice about? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you, Chief.  Those are the questions for the time being that I would 

like to ask the State Solicitor. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  Just go back to section 209 of the 10 
Constitution.  In terms of the purpose of section 209 contrasted with provisions of 
the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2), Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 
(No.2) Act, are you familiar with the provisions of that Act? 
 
A: Yes, overseas loans. 
 
Q: Loans (Overseas Borrowing) (No.2) Act? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Could we have that section 2 of that Act on the screen please.  All right, you 

got section 2 there.  You look at section 2(1)(c).  This provision authorizes 
the Head of State acting on advice of the National Executive Council to 
borrow money from overseas financial institutions for purposes of 
purchasing equity in companies.  You see that section 2(1)(c)? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then you go down to the same section, subsection (2) which empowers the 

Minister on behalf of the State borrow money from overseas financial 30 
institutions for the purposes stipulated there under that (a) and (b).  How do 
you interpret the provisions of that Act as against section 209?  Because 
there may be some interpretations of section 209 that might suggest that 
section 209(1) in relation to raising of loans is only applicable to raising 
revenue for the State to fund the National Budget, as opposed to raising 
money through loans for purposes of purchasing equity in companies. 

 
[14.42pm] A: I think section 209 of the Constitution is the provision or the requirement 

that parliament must authorize that loan or the amount and that must be 
stated in the – well, it normally goes through the Budget books but that has 40 
to be approved and authorized by the parliament.  And so after that is done 
this is then processed through the various legislation including Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act, Public Finance (Management) Act and maybe 
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other relevant legislation but that is my view of the section 209 of the 
Constitution.  That borrowing or the expenditure by the State must first be 
approved and authorized by parliament and then it can be processed through 
the legislation. 

 
Q: So, are you saying that section 209 in relation to loans applies to any loan 

that the government, government including State entities, agencies of the 
State, State-owned enterprises and so forth? 

 
A: I would say - well, putting aside the State-owned enterprises because they 10 

are governed by their - and some of them make their own moneys, but the 
expenditure coming out of the consolidated revenue which benefits, say the 
departments and State will repay that, must come through the budgetary 
process and must be approved by parliament and authorized by parliament. 
So, 209 if I can recall talks about expenditure or raising of revenue and 
includes taxes imposition as well, must be approved and authorized by 
parliament. 

 
Q: Is there any provision in the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act that suggest 

that all loans obtained under that Statute features in the consolidated revenue 20 
of the State? 

 
A: Yes, I think. 
 
Q:  Or that it is completely outside the consolidated revenue? 
 
A: It must be featured in the consolidated revenue because the repayments, if I 

can recall, the provision under that same legislation, these repayments and 
expenditure must be borne out of the consolidated revenue. 

 30 
Q: Is there is a provision in that Aat? 
 
A: Yes, if I can recall it, yes. 
 
Q: Could we have that section again, just go through it and see if, just point to 

me if there is any provision there that suggests loans raised under this tatute 
is part of the consolidated revenue or the general revenue of the State? 

  
Just go through, subsection (1), subsection (2), subsection (3).  Just stop at 
subsection (3), just stop at subsection (3) there is a suggestion of sub(3).  The 40 
borrowings shall not exceed 125 percent of the estimated internal revenue 
for the year.  Some suggestion there. 
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A: Yes. 
 

[2.47 pm]   Q: Sub (4), talks about ordinary revenue. Sub (5), sub (6), subsection (7), (8), 
(9), (10); I thought I read there is some provision in there that said that, 
repayment of the loans raised under this Act shall be made out of the 
consolidated revenue.” 

 
A: Yes, that is what I was- - - 
 
Q: Just keep scrolling down and that just comes to that section; I read 10 

somewhere – there you are, “All payments and interest and other charges 
payable under the Loan Agreement shall be made out of the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund.” 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: There is the connection there. 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: So that means that if a loan is raised under that Act, it still has to be effected 

in the general revenue of the State, consolidated revenue in the Budget 
process and so forth? 

 
A: That is my view or position, yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  Go to your letter of 5 March 2014, annexure C to your affidavit or 

statement exhibit 00.1; exhibit C page 3; the second-last paragraph on page 
3.  You have given a number of recommendations set out at the top of page 
3, one of which is this important recommendation which appears in 30 
paragraph 3 that, “There is a need to obtain parliamentary approval under 
section 209 of the Constitution.”  That sentence there just below paragraph 
4, “You may proceed to NEC with the documents to be considered taking 
into account my foregoing advice.”  What do you mean by that sentence?  
Are you in effect giving the necessary statutory clearance for the submission 
to be put to NEC or, what are you saying there? 

 
A: As I have mentioned earlier on, Cabinet time was fixed and documents 

brought to me were ready, taking into account commercial urgency, that it 
must be approved this time on 6th, which is 6th; and there is no doubt that it 40 
was going to go to Cabinet.  So I have pointed out my advice there and 
because it has to go to Cabinet, I said that, you can go to Cabinet because it 
is – well, I did not say it, but that was my intention – that you can take it to 
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Cabinet but you must take into account my advice or the points that I have 
made.   
 

Q: Well, obviously, there was no section 209 approval in place at the time you 
gave this advice, right? 

 
A: There is no 209. 
 
Q: And there is no way NEC would have obtained parliamentary approval in 

the next 24 hours? 10 
 
A: There is no way. 
 

[2.52 pm]  Q So why are you giving clearance for the submissions to be put to NEC?  You 
can proceed with the documents, proceed to the NEC with the documents. 

 
A: Yes.  And as I have said Cabinet was going to consider it anyway.  Timing 

was fixed, there was commercial urgency I was told and it needs to go to 
Cabinet.  If I had to hold back then I would be not – as long as I point out 
that these are the legal process that you need to take. 20 

 
Q: At that time or just before that time you wrote that letter, were you under 

any pressure from anyone to respond in this manner or you put that position 
in your own considered opinion? 

 
A: Well, when the documents were brought to me it was impressed upon me 

that Cabinet needs to approve the documents.  Yes, so these points were from 
me taking into account the timing and the urgency and so I had to point out 
this. 

 30 
Q: Did any minister of the State speak to you and put you under pressure? 
 
A: No, I did not get any communication from the ministers but from the persons 

who brought the documents, yes, that is the only communication that I had 
with them.  Chief Commissioner, you would note that I told them that 
although I have received the documents from you, I will not act on your 
instructions until I get a letter of instructions from the secretary for Treasury. 

 
Q: As you sitting here on reflection, what do you think could have been better 

if you just said no, I am not going to give my clearance until I see 40 
parliamentary approval in black and white?  That would have been a better 
option. 
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A: Yes, I would have refused the clearance but I did not take that option because 
as I have said previously for the reasons that I have- - - 

 
Q: You were given little time and you put on pressure by those who delivered 

the documents? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Those are my questions, I think Mr Jurth he is coming back later to be 

examined further, is it? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  He is chief, the proposed date and time is 15 July 2021 at 2 pm.  Is 
that convenient to you Mr Rolpagarea, 15 July? 
 
A: That is okay. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you can return on that date for some more questions.  
I have some more questions later. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Chief, do I have your leave to ask two questions in 
response to your questions? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
RXN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Rolpagarea, Chief Commissioner was asking you about your ability to 30 

withhold consent.  What you seem to have done is provide a conditional 
consent.  So, you have given your consent for the documents to go to NEC 
but with conditions namely that these are the things that NEC has to take 
into account, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Have your in other situations provided conditional advice of that nature? 
 
A: Yes, I have and again it is my duty to do it.  I have pointed out in other 40 

situations that you can do this but this is the requirement you need to take or 
it is best to take this to obtain this requirement before you proceed. 
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Q: In other words you sometimes adopt the position that in between unqualified 
and absolute approval and complete rejection there is a middle ground which 
is giving certain approval or certain clearance subject to important matters 
that you leave open for issues that need to be dealt with? 

 
[2.57 pm] A: Yes. 

 
Q: All right.  Finally, are you able to say in your view when section 209 

approval needs to be sought? 
 10 
A: When I was pressed – not pressed but when I was given the timing to deliver 

the advice that is one of the words I was looking for in the Constitution, 209 
provision.  One of the words that I want to find there is the word, “prior 
parliamentary approval” and I understand it is somewhere, I did not find that 
word. 

 
Q: Because you were taken to your letter or I took you to your letter 27 March 

where you gave some commentary in relation to section 209, in particular 
having considered the expressed wording, you considered the Constitutional 
Planning Committee’s Report and you conclude that retrospective approval 20 
is possible, is that right? 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: So, in that sense from your point of view approval could of course have been 

sought prospectively but you found that retrospective approval could also 
give effect? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 30 
Q: All right, thank you.  Commissioners, those are my questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  If the witness then could be formally directed to appear again on 15 
July at 2 pm and could his summons and evidence be stood over until that time? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we are in agreement to extend the summons to that 
date and he has agreed as well.  Mr Rolpagarea, thank you for your evidence and 
you may be excused for now. 40 
 
A: Thank you. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, that is the end of today’s evidence.  Mr Dairi Vele 
was listed to commence giving his evidence this afternoon.  For reasons beyond 
our control that will now commence tomorrow morning at 10 am.  I can inform 
you Commissioners that Mr Vele’s lawyer, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has been made 
aware of the situation and consents to that course.  So, with your agreement I seek 
that the evidence of Mr Vele be stood over until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning and 10 
that also brings a close to today’s proceedings, may it please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we are in agreement for Mr Vele’s 
appearance to be adjourned to tomorrow at 10 o’clock.  So, we will adjourn the 
proceedings for now.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 3.01 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 24 JUNE AT 10 AM. 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[09.59am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are three witnesses today.  
We will begin with Mr Vele then if we may we would like to impose Beattie and 
also take the evidence of Mr Kaupa.  Mr Vele, as you will see Commissioners 
has very helpfully provided very detailed information and documents and counsel 
assisting propose that he give evidence this morning.  Mr Beattie and Mr Kaupa 
will give evidence; separate evidence this afternoon and Mr Vele’s evidence to 
be completed tomorrow.  I think there is an appearance for Mr Vele today. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Nonggorr initial T on behalf of the Secretary for 
Treasury and Treasury.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, unless there are any applications, I call Mr Dairi Vele. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The witness has been sworn in previously so he is bound by 20 
his previous oath so you may be seated. 
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Vele, are you able to hear me, sir? 
 
A: Yes, I am. 30 
 
Q: Thank you.  I think you have sworn two affidavits in these proceedings or 

in this Commission, have you not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Can I take you first to your most recent affidavit of 22 June 2021.  That is 

an affidavit of three pages and seven annexures.  Do you wish to make any 
changes to that? 

 40 
A: No. 
 
Q: That is true and correct, is it, sir? 
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A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Yes, I tender that affidavit, Commissioners. 
  

[10.04 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
the affidavit of Mr Dairi Vele sworn on 22 June 2021, and it will be marked 
Exhibit PP. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
EXHIBIT PP - AFFIDAVIT OF MR DAIRI VELE SWORN ON 22 JUNE 
2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Vele, you had earlier sworn an affidavit on 26 April 2021.  
This is an affidavit – much longer affidavit, I think, of 92 pages, and with a 
considerable number of annexures.  Can I just draw your attention to one 
paragraph, 158 please, on page 24.  The copy I have got, Mr Vele, does not have 20 
a couple of figures there in paragraph 158.  Is that something you would be able 
to provide tomorrow, perhaps, or some other time? 
 
A: Yes, I will attempt to, counsel. 
 
Q: Yes.  So subject to that matter, sir, is that affidavit true and correct? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Thank you, I tender that.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that particular affidavit into evidence to be marked Exhibit QQ. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  
 40 
EXHIBIT QQ - AFFIDAVIT OF MR DAIRI VELE SWORN ON 26 APRIL 
2021 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If the commission pleases- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am so sorry, commissioner. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  There is a further affidavit that will be delivered 
to the Commission today. There were certain documents that as a result of the 
state solicitor’s material that was received by us the day before and yesterday.  It 
refreshed the memory of my client and he was able to locate, through NEC, 
further documents.  Those documents were provided to the solicitors assisting 
last night late and today, shortly, another affidavit is coming in with those 10 
documents. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, through you may I enquire with Ms Twivey-Nonggorr 
whether the purpose of the affidavit is merely to annex the documents or does it 
go on and say things as well? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commission, the purpose of the affidavit is to 
explain the circumstances of the documents as to the letters that were exchanged 
between Mr Vele and the state solicitor the ensuing - and the events that led to 
the ensuing NEC submission and then the NEC decision so that the statement and 20 
loan documents could before parliament.   
 
There is also some email bundle concerning payments of advices which has some 
advice from the state solicitor in it as well.  So, it is a short affidavit of two pages 
just to explain really and annex those documents. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am grateful for that indication; we look forward to receiving 
it, and that can be tendered when Mr Dairi Vele returns tomorrow, if that is 
convenient, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr. 
 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Commission, if it is appropriate, I will 
deliver a hard copy here but also email a copy as soon as it is scanned in this 
morning to the solicitors assisting. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 40 
DR RENWICK:   Mr Vele, first, can I just start off.  Your current position is as 
the Secretary of the Department of Treasury? 
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A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: And you held that position for some years? 
 
A: For eight years this August. 
 
Q: And I think in August 2013, you became the acting secretary and shortly 

afterwards the permanent Secretary of Treasury? 
 
A: Correct. 10 
 
Q: Before that, I think you had been the director of the PNG Gas Office, is 

that right? 
 
A: Yes, on two separate occasions. 
 
Q: Do you have the dates to hand roughly of when you held those offices? 
 

[10.09am]A: Not specific dates of the appointments but the first time was in 2007 I 
believe and that went to the completion of the negotiations around the PNG 20 
LNG Project maybe 2010, 2011 and then again just before I became 
secretary, I think I was recalled early 2012.  

 
Q: Thank you. Between the date when you finished as director for PNG Gas 

Office and the date when you returned to public service, I think you were 
in private enterprise doing others things, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, but I was also immediately after the conclusion of the negotiations 

around the PNG LNG Project appointed as the inaugural CEO of what is 
now Kumul Petroleum. That is why I held that position for 12 months 30 
almost and then it was after that when I left that role that I was in private 
enterprise. 

 
Q: Thank you.  On private enterprise, is that a reference to the role you held 

in Pertusio Capital Partners Ltd? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q:  Could you explain to the commissioners approximately the dates and 

roughly what your role was in that regard? 40 
 
A:  With the dates, it escapes me right now, but I am sure I will be able to get 

that before the end of the day.  But immediately after 12 months, Counsel, 
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I need some time to get the actual dates, the role was just, again I was 
unemployed and I struck up a relationship with the Principals of Pertusio 
Capital Limited so again a bunch of guys trying to start a consulting firm 
of some kind and each brought our own work and tried to help each other 
in different work that was going on.  

 
Q: Were those people Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Thank you.  Just coming back then to your present role as secretary.  I think 

in 2013 and 2014 ex-officio you were also a director of IPBC were you? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: And from time to time, you have headed up various committees and sub-

committees as directed and we can come to those. 
 
A: In relation to this particular inquiry, yes. 
 20 
Q: Yes, indeed.  All right, thank you very much. So, it is fair to say that you 

have a very extensive understanding and knowledge of the PNG LNG 
Project itself? 

 
A: Yes, I was involved in large parts of it.  
 
Q:  Of the IPIC transaction and the UBS transactions? 
 
A:  The IPIC transaction not so much, that was handled by another team, even 

though the minister, it was my direct report and so whilst I was specifically 30 
involved in the PNG LNG project side, the financing was done by the 
minister and a separate team. But we bumped into those teams on a daily 
basis, we were co-located at one stage as well, so we understood that there 
was a financing program going on but I was not directly involved in that. 

 
Q: But it is fair to say, is it not, that you were very closely involved in the UBS 

transaction in 2013 and 2014? 
 
A: But yes, as it relates to the UBS transaction I was very much involved. 
 40 
Q: Yes indeed. All right.  Could I trouble you to turn to your affidavit of April 

2021 to pages 6 and 7, and you there set out the main persons negotiating 
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the PNG LNG Project and it speaks for itself but I see your name there 
appears as the Director of the PNG Gas Office on page 7? 

 
A: Yes 
 
Q:  And then over the page, you give some evidence about the new and existing 

PDLs at paragraphs 33 to 35 and at paragraph 35 you say; “It should be 
noted as part of the processes back-in or acquiring a participating interest 
in several of the PDLs by the State, pursuant to section 165 of the Oil & 
Gas Act.  The State nominee will also become a party for the various PDL 10 
Joint Venture Agreements as well as the CDOA.” 

 
[10.14am] I just want to ask you a couple of questions about that. So, the back-in 

rights is a reference to section 165 of the OGA which I think you set out in 
paragraph 14 of your affidavit.  Can I trouble you just to look at paragraph 
14? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is what is commonly referred to as the back-in rights? 20 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q:  And that gives the State a one-off opportunity as to use it or lose it, right, 

to acquire up to 22 and a half percent in each petroleum project? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: If we come then back to paragraph 35, and what you say there, could I ask 

whether that also, that statement there applied to the Elk/Antelope Field?  30 
In other words, do you recall that the Elk/Antelope field in 2013 and 2014 
was the subject of PRL-15 it had not yet become a development license, 
that is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, correct.  
 
Q: And so, is what you say in paragraph 35, and I appreciate it is talking about 

the PNG LNG Project at an earlier stage but is that still the case that when 
PRL 15 becomes PDL 15, if the State chose to acquire a back-in right, it 
would also become a party to those other contractual agreements? 40 

 
A:  Depending on how the Papua LNG Project or the project associated with 

the relevant PDL PRL 15, yes. 
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Q: Yes, I see. And am I right in thinking that, is this right that PRL 15 has not 

yet become PDL 15 or has it? 
 
A: I believe so counsel.  The negotiations for the Papua LNG Project which is 

the project associated with PRL 15 becoming eventual PDL, those 
negotiations were completed in the last government and when this 
government came in they sought to review the outcomes of the negotiations 
and I think it is only very recently 12 to 18 months later that they have 
decided to go ahead and they are finishing up the administrative process to 10 
progress the project from negotiations to the award of the PDL and 
subsequently hopefully on towards construction and the like. 

 
Q:  And I do not want to touch on anything which may be currently 

commercially in confidence but at least in theory, at that point when it 
becomes the PDL 15, assuming that happens, will the State have a back-in 
entitlement if it chooses to exercise it? 

 
A: Yes, and I think the State has already indicated to the project that they will 

be exercising that right and that the nominee will be Kumul Petroleum. 20 
 
Q: Thank you, very much.  Then if I could take you back to your affidavit on 

page 10, where you talk about the history of the Oil Search shares and you 
say in paragraph 42 that Orogen Minerals Limited was originally the 
vehicle used to hold its interest in mining and petroleum, and then you 
explain what happened in relation to the sale of or the takeover of Orogen 
and then in paragraph 50 you explain the State became an indirect equity 
holder through its 14 percent shareholding in Oil Search Limited.  And that 
brings us up to about what period of time, is that approximately the 
shareholding the State held in 2008? 30 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, if I passed over particular paragraphs, I do not want you to think the 

commission does not regard them as important but there is plenty to get 
through so if we go over to paragraph 68 on page 12, you there state that 
there was a policy paper approving the State’s coordination structure that 
the PNG LNG Project stages as followings. 

 
[10.19am] And you set out the various stages and that includes in paragraph 68(g) the 40 

approval of you as the project director? 
 

A: Yes. 
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Q: There has been some evidence given and you may have read about this in 

the press that there was a more extensive and careful bureaucratic and 
ministerial process involved in the IPIC transaction compared to the UBS 
transaction.  We will come to the detail and we have your affidavit but 
looked at as a big picture, do you agree with that characterization? 

 
A: I have not seen the details of the structure that was used for the IPIC 

transaction so I cannot comment there.  But in relation to my own evidence,  
it was – in my recollection, it is the first time that they brought someone 10 
from the outside like myself to be a part of the State team and therefore 
they needed to qualify exactly how a project director in a gas office would 
relate to the Departments of Treasury, State Solicitor’s Office and the 
Department of Petroleum and Energy which would traditionally handle this 
in house. 

 
Q: Thank you.  If we go over to page 14 of your affidavit of April this year, 

under the heading, “IPBC and Petromin”, you give some evidence about 
the – if I can put it this way, well, as you put it in fact in paragraph 79, “The 
competing claims to the role of State nominee,”  and you there say that, 20 
“there was effectively a contest of debate as to whether IPBC or Petromin 
was going to be the State nominee.”  Could you just expand on that a little 
as to what the debate was and what the result was of that debate to your 
knowledge? 

 
A: Sure counsel.  Essentially, as you saw under the legislation, it says the State 

can nominate and since Orogen and until we have had Kumul Petroleum 
and Kumul Mineral separately, where in legislation it says that they will 
give a sole nominee for the purposes of mining projects and petroleum 
projects, the issue of where the shares or where the shareholding will be 30 
housed has always been a contentious issue. 

 
The discussion - I call it competition - there were competing claims, there 
was Petromin was the first attempt to the State to put in place a structure 
or an office to house; both petroleum and mineral assets; hence the name 
Petromin, whereas with IPBC they had the shares in Oil Search.  Petromin 
was also just starting out and without an asset base or positive cashflows 
at that stage, the structure that they were proposing by which they would 
finance their participation in the project was through selling a piece of the 
State’s equity. 40 
 
Again, for IPBC because they had the Oil Search shares there was an 
opportunity to structure a financing package around those shares which 
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would mean that our shares or our claim in the PNG LNG Project would 
be kept whole and essentially that was the competing claims and at the end 
of the day I think the government saw fit to have the IPBC team and the 
Oil Search shares as the financing commodity to be used as the State 
nominee and to finance the participation with PNG LNG Project.  
 

Q: Yes.  At paragraph 96, you there say that; “It is perhaps a measure of some 
of the dysfunction at the State level, the three separate arms namely IPBC, 
Petromin and Department of Treasury each engaged in financing efforts 
and seemingly were in competition.”  How did that situation in broad terms 10 
compare with what happened in 2013 and 2014 in relation to UBS? 

 
[10.24am]A: First of all, commissioners, I regret the tone and the use of the word, 

‘dysfunction’.  If I could re-characterize it now, I would say that it is a 
feature of a large bureaucracy.  But, yes, essentially had it been a more 
coordinated approach, we would have preferred the opportunity to say that 
this is the vehicle that is going to be used so that all the resources were 
spent focusing the efforts on that particular vehicle.  We had several 
different teams running around town sometimes accessing or trying to seek 
financing from the same capital markets and that always sends confusing 20 
signals. 
 
The Department of Treasury is the traditional financier of the State, and so 
they run around and do what they normally do and, of course as I explained 
earlier that IPBC and Petromin were approaching financing for 
participation in different angles, so there was – and again, the aim is always 
to try and get a coordinated approach and at that stage, it was not a 
coordinated one. 
 

Q: And, I suppose, the other part of the question was, how did that contrast 30 
with what happened in 2013 to 2014? 

 
A: I think a lot of questions were answered by then, I mean, in terms of the 

participation in the project, it was IPBC.  IPBC had a subsidiary; it was 
Kroton (No. 2) at that stage.  I was the CEO, the current Minister for 
Petroleum was the Chair and it went on from Kroton (No. 2), a shelf 
company for the purposes of participating at final investment decision in 
2010 to being the National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea 
(NPCP) and subsequently onto its current carnation as the Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings of which Mr Wapu Sonk is the CEO.  Nowadays when 40 
it comes to petroleum interests, we are all clear as to Kumul Petroleum 
being the State nominee and, of course, the Mineral Resources 
Development Corporation of Papua New Guinea (MRDC) manages the 
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landowner shareholdings in these petroleum projects.  So, again, it is quite 
clear now as to how a coordinated approach that we would have preferred 
in 2008 is now very evident in 2013 and going forward.   

 
Q: Yes.  I am glad you raised the question of landholder interest.  Could you 

just explain briefly to the commission how those interests are protected and 
how funds flow back to the traditional landholders or when a PDL come in 
and PRL come in line? 

 
A: Sure.  Commissioner, you will notice as in relation to our earlier discussion 10 

around section 165 where it talks about the State being able to back-in up 
to 22.5 per cent, the 2 per cent of that 22.5 percent is the State carrying that 
free and passing it on to the landowners under MRDC, you have Mineral 
Resources Development Corporation legislation, that 2 per cent is then 
managed by MRDC. 

 
And so, in petroleum projects, there are three statutory benefit flows that 
come from the Oil & Gas Act, that is your equity, of course, your 
development levy and a royalty stream.  There are three stakeholders which 
share those three streams are the State through the National Government, 20 
the Provincial Government and Local Level Government as you can see 
them as one body and, of course, the landowners.  So, if memory serves me 
correctly in relation to equity, that goes to landowners and to the State.  In 
relation to royalty, that goes to landowners and the Local Level 
Government and in relation to the development levy, that goes to the 
Provincial Government and the Local Level Government.   
 
How those streams were then managed in MRDC, again is subject to 
MRDC legislation and I can also declare that as the Secretary for Treasury, 
I am an ex-officio director of MRDC. 30 
 

Q: Yes, all right, thank you.  Then if we go over to page 17 of your affidavit 
at paragraph 98, you say that; “Eight months before the PNG LNG Project 
was sanctioned, the IPBC was successful in its pursuit of the position as 
State nominee in that it received NEC endorsement for the issuance of 
exchangeable bonds to IPIC.”  So, did you have any role at all in dealing 
with IPIC in 2008 and 2009? 

 
A: No. 
 40 

[10.29am]  Q: Thank you.  Over the page in page 18, there are references to Kroton (No.2) 
and you point out that the name of Kroton went through a series of changes 
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but at all relevant times that is to say between 2009 say and 2016 it existed 
as an entity, did it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: If I can then put on paragraph 136 on page 21, you refer to the IPBC’s key 

principles.  During the course of the negotiations the IPIC exchangeable 
bonds and you set that out in some detail over pages 21 to 23. Could we 
bring up please, the diagram at paragraph 155?  

 10 
 Commissioners I have just screened that specifically for your attention Mr 

Vele’s statement at para 155.  It says that - summarizes the key aspects of 
the IPIC arrangements.  Suffice to say, Mr Vele, at present it was quite 
clear was it not who were involved as far as you were concerned in the 
independent State that IPIC had the option if it chose to retain the shares 
when bonds matured in 2014? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:  That was not going to be a surprise to people that, that possibility could 20 

occur? 
 
A: Yes, well not to me anyway. 
 
Q:  Right, no.  The pages 26 and 27, you give some evidence about the 

limitations and restrictions placed on the government with the terms of the 
exchangeable bonds and you set out in paragraph 178 there was an 
expansive negative pledge which you set out in paragraph 178 you make 
the point that the assets of the General Business Trust, includes the shares 
in Air Niugini. So just to unpick that for a minute, IPBC is a statutory 30 
corporation wholly owned by the independent State? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: IPBC is the trustee of something called a General Business Trust among 

other things? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you point out the time you were speaking of here, the assets of the 40 

trust included shares in those corporations and a range of other State 
entities? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then in paragraph 180, you say that the negative pledge in paragraph 

178 placed very considerable limitations on the ability of State-owned 
entities to borrow funds or secure parent company guarantees without IPIC 
bondholder sanction.  So, are you able to give an example before the expiry 
of the IPIC bonds in March 2014 of where that created a practical or real 
problem?  In other words, sanction from IPIC was required but that there 
was either a delay in giving it or it was refused? 

 10 
A: The limitation, counsel, would have been that successive governments 

have tried to extract greater efficiencies from State-owned enterprises and 
we are a small country with vast developing needs and these State-owned 
enterprises are the most tangible way that we can provide services to the 
bulk of our population in the rural areas. 

 
[10.34am] Overtime, there have been programs to corporatize government 

departments, these were all previously government departments that then 
got corporatized under a previous government.  Some of them went 
through a privatization program.  One of them of course is our Bank of 20 
South Pacific which is the flagship of our programming in that particular 
regard but they are undercapitalized so the limitation of course would be 
that we would not be able to seek financing, seek infrastructure packages 
to be able to invest greater into the State-owned enterprises so that we can 
expand their services.  I am not aware of any attempt by the IPBC in those 
years to try and either privatize one of the State-owned enterprises or to re-
capitalize so that they could expand their services for which they would 
have had to seek IPIC consent. I was not part of IPBC at that stage. 

 
Q: But the period between when you became acting secretary on 6 August 30 

2013 and when the IPIC bonds matured in March 2014, did you in that 
period form a view that this negative pledge was a significant problem or 
potentially a significant problem for future development? 

 
A: I think just as a matter of risk management, if you are doing a transaction 

in a particular industry, that the liabilities or the recourse to whatever 
financial undertaking you are making, you should try to limit it to that 
particular area.  When you start to in sense cross-subsidize your liabilities, 
important assets such as your national airline, your national 
telecommunications company, your national port, you use utilities which 40 
are monopolies.  When you put their, I guess, wellbeing or their security at 
risk, there is always a worry that the people you are trying to serve through 
these services may miss out. 
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Q: All right. Well, perhaps I should be more precise. If you have a look at 

paragraph 184 on page 28, you say that the upshot of the above restrictions 
and there set out as events with report in paragraph 183 and the negative 
pledge and that is the one at paragraph 178 is that, “Arguably”,  you say; 
“all of the assets of the GBT was substantially locked down as security 
during the tenor of the IPIC exchangeable bonds.”  I guess what I am trying 
to ascertain, Mr Vele, is whether that concern at the time when you were 
the secretary of the treasury before the bonds expired, was a more 
theoretical than practical concern? 10 

 
A: Yes, I started my career in the IPBC trying to do these corporatization and 

privatization programs, as the secretary for treasury again in search or 
trying to expand these services to the rest of Papua New Guinea, I do 
believe that external resourcing, technology, expertise is required to do that 
or a level of competition and we would not have been able to push any of 
those programs while the general business trust was used as security for 
the IPIC transaction. 

 
Q: All right, so that gets us to the point does it not at say paragraph 187 of 20 

your affidavit where you speak about the maturity of the bond being 5 
March 2014, and as we have agreed, it was well understood that IPIC had 
the choice of taking the shares.  So therefore, on 5 March 2014, if as 
occurred IPIC had taken the shares and there was then I think some 
adjustment which actually occurred where they also received cash 
payment, that is right is it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And at one stage just for completeness, there was the PNG entity triggered 30 

an arbitration about the quantum of the cash payment but in the end that 
was amicably resolved? 

 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Had the UBS transaction not gone ahead, what would have happened is 

that the State and its entities would on 6 March not owned any shares in 
Oil Search? 

 
[10.39am] A: Correct. 40 
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Q: But on the other hand, they would have started to receive payments once 
the PNG LNG Project came on stream and export started to be made and 
that in fact occurred later in 2014? 

 
A: Yes, the first gas. 
 
Q: So, there was a choice to made by the government of the day about what 

to do in those circumstances, whether to try and retain a similar quantity of 
shares or take another course? 

 10 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: What you essentially say in your affidavit is quite earlier on or certainly by 

the middle of 2013, there was a firm decision by the O’Neill/Dion 
Government that either by retaining the shares they had by arrangement 
with IPIC or by getting new shares, they wanted nevertheless to retain a 
substantial Oil Search wholly? 

 
A: Counsel, it was more the case that they had decided that they wanted to – 

you are right they had to ask the question as to whether they were going 20 
forward, continue to own a piece of Oil Search, the decision it seemed to 
me had been made that they were going to do that.  However, the focus 
was on receiving the shares back from IPIC.  There was not so much a 
discussion on what to do with - IPIC decided to retain those shares.  The 
State’s effort it seemed to me was focused on how or what would happen 
if IPIC were to give the shares back to the State, which would obviously 
mean that we would need to pay them the money that they had in effect 
loaned us over the relevant period.  So, I think they were looking at 
financial teams to try to raise the money that you needed to pay back IPIC 
because it was the view then that IPIC were going to give the shares back 30 
to the State.  As you quite rightly also said that the election of whether the 
IPIC were to revert the shares to the State or to retain them was one of their 
own and we just did not know what was going to happen until 5 March 
2014. 

 
Q: Just picking up then on what you just said that,  is this right that there was 

a view at least by some in the government that IPIC might choose to not 
take the shares.  Is that what you meant? 

 
A: That was my own view and again I was sitting on the outside at this 40 

particular stage, counsel, just from a risk management perspective just 
thinking, yes, what if IPIC does not retain the shares.  Then what does the 
State do?  First of all is that by trying to raise money to repay IPIC, it 
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seemed to me that the State was wanting to retain an ownership in Oil 
Search.  If that is the case, then what are the options available to the State?  
If the State did not want to retain shares in Oil Search, then again that 
question would have been moved. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Let us come to the legal advisers retained by IPBC.  

You say at paragraph 189 that IPBC retained Norton Rose Fulbright to 
provide legal advice on 5 December 2012.  That is just the only way out, 
is it not, from the maturity of the bond on 5 March 2014? 

 10 
A: Yes, Counsel, again Oil Search being a large and present entity both in the 

Australian stock market and also in Papua New Guinea, the noise around 
what was going to happen to the Oil Search shares was quite considerable.  
Being a listed stockholder, of course, there is also a lot of market 
speculations so it should not surprise anyone that that far out people started 
thinking about what to do and I myself having been through the process of 
the PNG LNG Project and understanding what was going to happen around 
25 March 2014.  

 
[10.44am] Also, I started to have some discussions and write down some thoughts as 20 

to how things may progress forward. 
 

Q: Thank you.  So, that I understand it, did you automatically become an IPBC 
board member when you became the acting Treasury Secretary with 
Pertusio hand in hand in that way? 

 
A: Yes, it as an ex officio role. 
 
Q: So, it follows then that because you took over that role in August 2013 you 

were not party to the decision by IPBC to retain Norton Rose Fulbright?  30 
 
A: No, that is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Then in paragraph 192, there is a reference to the NEC decision 

20 of 2013.  We might have that up on the screen if we could?  I appreciate 
this is before you became the acting secretary and then the secretary. 

 
A: Sorry, Chairman,  I must have missed the question. 
 
Q: I am so sorry what I am doing is I am referring to NEC decision 20 of 2013 40 

and I am just going to get it put up on the screen and I just made the 
observation that you were not the acting secretary at that point.  We will 
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just wait for that to get put up.  At this point on 30 January 2013, were you 
again the director of the PNG Gas Office? 

 
A: I am not sure I may have been. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  In any event we there see in paragraph 2 as you set out in 

your affidavit that the NEC directed a number of ministers and the attorney 
general and IPIC to restructure; what you say; “To restructure the IPBC 
and SOE and State investments.”  Then there is rescinding the previous 
appointment of Mr Thomas Abe, and we scroll down please, and 10 
appointing Mr Kumarasiri as the acting managing director.  And so, if we 
go back to your affidavit on paragraph 195 and 194, there is a reference to 
what was to happen under that NEC decision, and then in July 2013 and 
this is paragraph 196, if we could have NEC decision 241 of 2013 up on 
the screen please?  Just while we waiting for that, Mr Vele, at paragraph 
197 you note – here we are.  So, NEC noted the refinancing options to 
redeem the IPIC bonds.  If we scroll down, so, this is the establishment of 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee and this is 9 July 2013, 
the Director – Gas Project Co-ordination Office by then was in fact you, 
was it not? 20 

 
A: Yes, I was. 
 

[10.49 am]Q: Certainly by 9 July you were involved in the consideration of what was to 
happen with the IPIC bonds and you change hats about a month later when 
you become the Treasury secretary.  That is right, is it not? 
 

A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  If we just look at the Terms of Reference.  I am not sure we have 30 

the Terms of Reference and I might, commissioners, through you ask Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr just to see whether they can be obtained but – here we 
are; I take it back, here we are.  So that sets out what the committee is 
required to do.  We will just scroll down a little.  You see there in paragraph 
4, that is the Terms of Reference for your committee at the time, I take it? 

 
A: Yes.   
 
Q: We just scroll up to the top of the document again.  So, is it fair to say that 

the committee was reporting in an intermediate sense, ultimately to the 40 
NEC, of course, but intermediately to Mr Micah and Dr Webster? 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Did you as chairman regularly keep them up to date? 
 
A: I would have thought so. 
 
Q: Yes.  Mr Vele, the commissioners have heard evidence that in March 2014, 

the UBS resolution at the NEC of 6 March took some ministers by surprise; 
and please understand I am not criticizing you because you are a public 
servant and it is a matter of the ministers.  But is it fair to say that the closer 
one came to the NEC decision of 6 March, it was very much you reporting 10 
to and working with the prime minister on the UBS deal rather than with a 
broader group of ministers? 

 
A: That is fair to say, commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes.  And, again, just to be fair to you, that may have created some practical 

problems because your own minister, the treasurer was not always taken 
into the prime minister’s confidence? 

 
A: Yes, that is an issue for the prime minister and the treasurer. 20 
 
Q: Yes, but all I am suggesting, Mr Vele, is that that creates – that is not your 

problem as it is the prime minister’s decision but, no doubt, that creates 
practical problems in dealing with your own minister? 

 
A: Yes, it did.  And, commissioner, for context, that is not uncommon.  We 

have done several transactions and we have just completed the re-opening 
of the Porgera mine on 9 April.  Again, where you have a, you know, the 
prime minister was very much the captain of the team and I in my role as 
Secretary for Treasury and again part of the leadership team of - the 30 
leadership of the State-negotiating team, we do communicate with them or 
I did communicate with the prime minister on a daily basis.  Different 
ministers and different prime ministers have different styles.  Some 
ministers – in the PNG LNG, for example, my minister had us doing 
weekly rolling presentations as and when things occurred in the PNG LNG 
Project establishment.  Other people’s style is to deal directly with them 
and then they take it upon themselves to manage the communications with 
the rest of the Cabinet ministers and also party leaders, as it work, because 
these are generally large coalition governments.  But in this particular 
instance, I dealt directly with the prime minister and there was an 40 
understanding that he would deal with everybody. 
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Yes, I have a very good relationship with the then treasury.  It was my first 
post at this level in government in a senior leadership role as a public 
servant and the treasurer at that time Don Polye would have had to agree 
to my appointment. 
 

    [10.54am] That was my first opportunity and I have always been grateful to him.  At 
the same he was not an economist; he was an engineer by background and 
so we formed a close relationship as we tried to navigate through running 
the economy of the country.  So, at different times I would have had verbal 
discussions with him.  He is a very personable and approachable, a very 10 
loud man and so I was briefing him colloquially.  But with this particular 
transaction things were changing on a weekly, sometimes daily and 
sometimes hourly basis.  Again, my style is to take to my Minister a 
completed package rather than things that are moving so dynamically. 

 
So, in hindsight, I probably could have briefed the then Treasurer much 
more closely.  But again, in my defence, I think is fair that the Prime 
Minister was managing the communication with his ministers.  As well we 
went to Cabinet several times leading up to the ultimate transaction, so I 
would have expected that those meetings as well that he got an 20 
understanding of what was happening.  
 

Q: All right.  So, your role as Chairman of the IPIC Bond Review Committee, 
concerned of course the question of retention or getting back Oil Search 
shares, presumably you were having dealings as well with Oil Search at 
this time? 

 
A: Not at that stage.  In the issue that I noticed when I was introduced into the 

team, there was a fixation with raising money to pay IPIC back because 
they were going to return the shares to the State.  So, that seemed in the 30 
State thinking that that was a foregone conclusion and that is why the 
efforts were on finding a financier as opposed to the strategic commercial 
adviser who could, again, contextualize what would happen if the shares 
were going to be retained by IPIC.  So, when I came in I said, well, we 
need to prepare for the case that IPIC decide to retain those shares.   That 
it seemed to me that the work on finding a financier to repay IPIC was quite 
advanced and there was a lot of resources and energy put into that so I just 
raise the issue of what happens if they retain the shares and can we have a 
think about what options are available to us in that particular scenario. 

 40 
Q: But that relates to who the financier was going to be and perhaps who the 

adviser was going to be, but perhaps if I can rephrase my question.  What 
dealings were you having with Oil Search in July of 2013?   
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A: None at this stage. 
 
Q: Well, if I can just put up on the screen OSL000500010462.  The chain 

starts with Mr Webster writing to Mr Kumarasiri.  Now, on 5 July you were 
not yet IPBC ex officio director.  There is an email there of 4 July from Mr 
Botten, the CEO of Oil Search to Mr Kumarasiri who is the IPBC CEO, at 
that point, was he not? 

 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: And Mr Webster was the Chairman of IPBC at that time? 
 
A: Correct.   
 
Q: You can see there, this is a reference to a meeting between Mr Botten and 

Mr Gerea who presumably is Mr Aopi.   
 

[10.59am] There is an offer there from Mr Botten that; “We, i.e, Oil Search are very 
willing to facilitate any discussions between the State and relevant third 20 
parties, regarding financing for IPBC/NPCP for either the State to 
potentially to buy back some of the Oil Search shares, or any other 
financing,” and making the point this is all a total discretion of the State.  
Then if we go up a little.  Then there is an email in response to Kumarasiri 
advising the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of IPBC, that is he had a 
discussion.  Then we keep going up.  There is then the Chairman, refers to 
confirmation of discussions.  He says in the first line; “I appreciate and 
welcome their input,” that is to say Mr Botten and Mr Aopi, “but I am also 
conscious that we can be accused of undue influence by an interested party.  
The NEC has directed us to manage a process so I think that on our part, 30 
we do that without Oil Search input at this stage.  Oil Search can talk to the 
PM and the Minister.  At this stage we do not have a directive from NEC 
to involve Oil Search.”  Then if we keep going up.  There Mr Aopi is 
sending an email to Mr Lupari.  Mr Lupari’s role at that stage was what? 
 

A: He may have been the Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  So, he says; “See chain of emails, Peter.”, presumably Botten 

was forwarding this to you, “We appreciate your passing this to the PM.  
Wasantha  is very frustrated at the way IPBC and NPCP have been 40 
managing this.  We met with Wasantha and Dairi last week and will catch 
up with Dairi and Lars later this week.  Can you cast any light?”  Does that 
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refresh your memory about having any meetings with Oil Search at about 
that time? 

 
A: As far as I can recall generally when these big transactions are done - and 

there is very few people in the country with my experience – and so, 
whenever there is a large transaction on, wherever I am, the discussion is 
always, should we get someone like Dairi who has completed PNG LNG 
for example to be a part of the team.  At that stage I did not have the 
authority to discuss anything with Oil Search.  I know Gerea very well.  He 
is a family friend.  He was one time Secretary for Treasury and a very good 10 
friend of my father.  My father was a two-time Secretary for Treasury.  So, 
in his role as Oil Search and also just as a member of the community I can 
imagine that he reached out to myself to say; what is happening, are you 
going to be a part of this going forward or not?  At that stage, I did not 
know whether I was going to be a part of this or not. 

 
Q: I see.  Mr Kumarasiri had been appointed as the MD just a few days before 

on 5 July.  There is a reference to Lars and one assumes, that is Mr 
Mortensen? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Does that ring any bells as to what the discussions might have been or not? 
 
A: Young people who would have been in and around the PNG LNG Project 

would know that Ian Lars was a part of the State team as well assisting with 
project management and commercial interpretation.  And that at my role at 
the gas office again they were looking at other petroleum projects, Lars 
would have been part of the team and so it would not be very uncommon 
for Gerea Aopi to have a coffee with Lars and myself at the same time to 30 
discuss whether we had been tapped on the shoulder to be a part of the IPIC 
situation going forward. 

 
Q: Thank you very much.  We can take that down and go back to the affidavit.  

At paragraph 199 on page 34 you say that part of the role of the committee 
was to review and evaluate the process in Oil Search and you refer to a 
discussion paper. 

 
[11.04 am]  Then in paragraph 200, you say there; “The committee had already 

solicited some offers from some various banks and treasury raised concerns 40 
that the work that had been done up to that time was quite limited.”  Are 
you able to expand on that a little as to which banks and what work? 
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A: The banks escape me, hopefully, in my - there is an attachment to my 
statement, there may be some reference to who they spoke to.  But I, again, 
I reference my earlier comment about there was a worry that all efforts 
were focused on IPIC retaining the shares; and that is what I meant by, it 
was quite limited.  I wanted someone to explain to everybody in the team 
what will happen if IPIC were to elect to retain the shares and if the State 
still wanted to own some shares in Oil Search, what were the options 
available to us.  And that is what the 199 is in reference to and as is 200. 

 
Q: Thank you.  And then at 203, you note that you were appointed by the NEC 10 

as the acting secretary and in due course, that became your permanent 
appointment.  Is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then at that point then, you ceased to be the chairman of the 

Exchangeable Bond Review Committee but you remained on as an ex-
officio member.  Is that right? 

 
A: Yes, the secretary for treasury was already a – or his nominee was already 20 

a member of the committee.  Having me in the room as another secretary 
for treasury, again, I have always wondered what the role or the gravitas 
that the Gas office has always had.  So, it was with embarrassment that I 
was the chair.  Now as the acting secretary, I could bring, I guess, the 
authority of the Department of Treasury into the discussions as well. 

 
Q: At pages 35 and 36, you give evidence about – to the meetings you had 

very soon after you became the treasury secretary with bankers in Australia 
and you mention Morgan Stanley, and you mention UBS and you mention 
Credit Suisse.  Over the page at 216, you say, “Other members at the IPIC 30 
committee were requested to attend those meetings but none of the 
members were available to attend with me.”  That is a reference back, I 
take it, to those meetings on the preceding page? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And so, I take it, therefore, you were the only representative from Papua 

New Guinea at those meetings? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: Yes.  Then 217, you speak about the view you formed at those meetings 
that UBS AG was the most appropriate bank to provide advice in part 
because they had considered in most detailed all the other options.   

 
Can I ask you about paragraph 218?  “All of the prospective banks were 
advised and the banks were advised there was to be no local subcontractors 
or intermediaries involved in any arrangement that the State might enter 
into - it was made clear that any proposal to use local subcontractor would 
not be acceptable to the State.”   Could you just explain why that is so? 
 10 

A: I will just generally - I think, we just thought that we were going to - if we 
wanted to be working with UBS, with Credit Suisse, or with Morgan 
Stanley and so on, that we would be getting the best of them rather than 
being baited and switched whereby they would turn up to do the big 
presentation and then we would find ourselves working with one person 
from the bank and the local team which may not have had the requisite 
knowledge skills and experience to execute such a large and important 
transaction.  So, we made it quite clear that again, if we were to engage the 
bank, then we were going to be working with the bank. 

 20 
Q: Yes, I see.  So, going back to paragraph 217, were the presentations written 

as well as verbal, to your recollection? 
 

  [11.09 am] A: Yes, some of them were.  Again, they brought something.  Sometimes you  
turn up to these meetings, which is the first time, face to face and it can be 
on very short notice, and it can be taken as meet and greet.  And so, you 
get the standard teaser package which is one page of vague ideas about how 
you can progress, and then 20 pages of the experience of the banks.  Some 
of them had some detailed thinking of which I thought UBS put the most 
effort into preparing for our meetings on such short notice.  In other cases, 30 
they were not presentations; it was just a verbal discussion.   
 

Q: Yes.  Say with the UBS transaction, do you or treasury still have copies of 
that presentation? 

 
A: No, I do not.  Again, generally when you – I will try and access what may 

have been the presentation at that time, I will try to access, but I do not 
have it on me. 

 
Q: All right.  Well, I might, through you commissioners, ask Ms Twivey-40 

Nonggorr just to see what can be found in that regard.  And then at 
paragraph 220, you reported it back to the committee with your view that 
UBS had the best understanding and you then explain in 221 and 222 what 
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the Collar and Bridge Loan structure involve.  Can you just try and explain 
the deal or could you kindly explain to the commissioners the concept 
involved?  I mean on the one hand, you wanted or that the government 
wanted to either retain or re-purchase Oil Search shares - quite a significant 
portion.  What was involved, in lay terms, in the Collar and Bridge Loan 
structures?  What was trying to be achieved by those structures? 
 

A: Sure, and again, I am not an expert in derivatives trading and so here is my 
take on, on what it is.  And again, if the commission so pleases, we can 
give a formal paper outlining how that would work.  But for the purposes 10 
of your question, commissioner, essentially, because we are dealing in 
shares, the idea is to try and limit the recourse or the liability in the risk of 
the financing back to just those shares.  Those shares are the value and 
therefore if we are in effect mortgaging those shares and if there is an issue 
with repayment, then we can use the value of those shares, those shares 
themselves, to repay and therefore, Treasury or State does not need to dip 
into its funds for which it should be building roads and bridges and 
hospitals. 

 
So essentially, there is a purchase price, a strike price and then you get to 20 
put a, what they call a collar around it, and the collar is essentially a band 
with an upper limit and a lower limit; and I might just start doodling on my 
page so I can see it as I talk about it. 
 
The idea of the upper limit of your collar is your up size.  So should the 
shares move up in between the purchase price and the upper limit, you in 
effect make a gain, on the value of the shares you own.  If the shares should 
come down - and there is a lower limit – so should the share price come 
down in between your purchase price and the lower limit, obviously, you 
are losing value.   30 
 
Now, for the purposes, I guess if we know the numbers of the ultimate 
transaction that is the subject of the Inquiry, there was a $900 million loan 
which was specifically relating to the collar, to that particular collar.  As 
commissioners will know when you come into these types of financing, 
you are generally and depending on your financial way with all and your 
credit rating required to put down some type of equity:  10 per cent, 20 per 
cent, 30 per cent and then the financier or the lender will lend you the 
balance whether it be 90, 80 or 70 per cent.   
 40 
So, when you have money to put down as equity from your own pocket, 
you can do that, otherwise, there is also a structure where you can lower 
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them and this is what we have been referring to as the Bridging Loan.  In 
the case of this particular transaction is about $330 million.   

 
  [11.14am] And if we just park interest aside for the moment, so the idea of the collar 

is at there is a purchase price, you get to choose the upper limit and you get 
to choose a lower limit and as long as at the time of maturity when you 
have to repay as long as the price is within there - as I said, if the price goes 
from the purchase price up to the upper limit, then you gain something, if 
it goes beyond the upper limit then you do not get that, in effect the lender 
gets that or the market gets that. If it goes below the lower limit, that is bad 10 
news for everybody and but at all times, for example, this 900 million 
which is the subject of the loan, at all times the product is designed so that 
that 900 million always gets to go back to the lender.  So that is the idea of 
the collar, that is the romance of the collar. When it starts to dip below your 
purchase price, to make up that 900 million, you start to lose your equity 
which is the 330 million to make up that 900 million.  And that is why I 
guess there is negotiations between yourself and the lender as to see exactly 
where that collar should be put.  Should it be more on the downside; should 
it be more on the high side? Understanding that there is a give and take 
here that you will be eligible to some upside but you will also have to give 20 
up some downside.  And so that is the product that they use and as I said, 
the romance about it is the fact the shares are used here so at no stage was 
it envisaged the State to tip in more than the 330 million, you will just end 
up losing the shares. 

 
Q: Thank you.  That of course was what you have just described in substance 

was what was eventually approved by the NEC and is known as the UBS 
transaction, the collar loan and the bridging loan.  And so, if we look at 
paragraph 222 of your affidavit for a minute, you say in the second 
sentence that the collar loan involved the bank making an upfront payment 30 
with the remainder of the shares being transferred to the bank, to that bank, 
entitling the bank to use those shares as part of the hedging activity.  Now, 
the UBS loan, and I mean of course both aspects of it, did involve that as 
well did it not, what you have described there in the second sentence? 

 
A: All collar loans is a part of a structure, commissioner. 
 
Q: So, what that means is the UBS who obtained the loan for you, then are 

given at least a security, the shares, which they are able to trade with; yes? 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And when you speak about the hedging activities, that is the attempts by 
the lender is it, who ensure that the collar is not exceeded in the market? 

 
A: Correct.  They use the trading activities or the hedging activities to 

maintain the collar. 
 
Q: And do they, sorry, I should go from the theoretical to the particular.  In 

this particular case with the UBS loan, did UBS report back to the 
Independent State and its entities about how it traded with those shares? 

 10 
A: Not to the Department of Treasury, commissioners will recall that very 

soon after the transaction was executed, we did hold on to it for too long.  
At maturity it would have been to the Kumul Petroleum so that may be a 
better question for Kumul Petroleum. 

 
Q: All right.  This is now going to your second affidavit but you refer to the 

fact that although the Independent State originally entered into the 
contracts then it was novated by, as you say Kumul Petroleum, later on in 
2014.  Yes, is that right? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay, and apart from there being a new party, was the fact that Kumul 

Petroleum were the new party instead of the State and because they did not 
have – well, they are not in a financially significant position as the State, 
did that result in a change to the collar or other substantive parts of the UBS 
loan, if you see what I mean? 

 
[11.19am]A: To the best of my knowledge Commissioner, there was a refinancing at 

some stage.  Again, the Department of Treasury nor I were not involved in 30 
that particular refinancing.  I do know however that UBS and at this stage 
JP Morgan we used.  I am aware of that because the JP Morgan team leader 
initially came to Port Moresby to advise the Department of Treasury and 
the Bank of Papua New Guinea on a sovereign bond we were trying to do.  
I found out later on that they were also involved in the refinancing of that.  
I am not sure whether the collar was reset and what financial arrangements 
were there.   

 
Over the last couple of days, I have read in the newspaper that the losses 
in relation to this transaction were around $450 million or so.  Again, under 40 
the collar that is the subject of this particular Inquiry, I do not understand 
how that could be so I would be interested to understand the constituent 
parts of that because I have tried to explain the idea is that the $900 million 
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in the collar is always protected and we can always repay that.  If it dips 
below a certain price, then you start to use your $330 million cushion or 
the bridge loan to step into the gap and if it goes anywhere beyond that.  
So, to the maximum, that you should be able to lose – now remember there 
was 137, I think, million shares that were used as a subject of the collar 
loan for this transaction.   We had a residual 11 and a half to 12 million 
shares that were unencumbered.  Oil Search shares did not go to zero so 
around the numbers that I have seen at the time of maturity or when they 
chose to exit this particular structure or the structure that I am aware of and 
I was a part of, there would have been another $100 million in value that 10 
the State had to utilize as well.  So, if you have $330 million deal to be 
used up, you have another 100 million so you are out of pocket, $230 
million.  You add interest and again interest depending on how you account 
for it.  So, the maximum loss as I understand it under this particular 
structure should be between $230 to $270 million.  So, I would be 
interested to understand how we get the $450 million that I have read about 
it in the newspapers. 

 
Q: Again, just jumping ahead slightly to the novation to Kumul, it was and is 

a wholly owned subsidiary of IPBC, is it not? 20 
 
A: Commissioner, you raised a good point.  At some stage Kumul Petroleum 

and Kumul Mining had legislation which set them aside as separate 
entities.  I am just not sure at which point in time that was in relation to the 
chronology of this transaction. 

 
Q: I can ask you this question then.  You as Treasury Secretary have always 

been on the board of IPBC ex officio? 
 
A: Again, Commissioner, at some point in the life of this transaction as IPBC 30 

was going through certain stages and again I could stand to be corrected 
but part of the appointment of Mr Kumarasiri which you alluded to earlier 
on in that NEC decision was to restructure IPBC.  I think it was around that 
time that it was decided that public servants should not be on the board and 
therefore I lost my ex officio role in IPBC. 

 
Q: That is why, I take it, you say, you did not have any role in the novation of 

the UBS loan to Kumul? 
 
A: The Treasury Department would not have had a role in the novation except 40 

to sign the relevant documents across and whether they were novation 
deeds or anything like that, and IPBC, we had no more feasibility because 
I was no longer on the board. 
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 [11.24am] Q: Then moving on to your affidavit in paragraph 37, you say in paragraph 

224 that the IPIC Bond Committee recommended to IPBC that UBS was 
the appropriate institution to be the advisor.  So, at that stage, Mr Vele, the 
Bond Committee was looking for an advisor rather than a lender; is that 
right? 
 

A: That was my very strong opinion, commissioner, and when I say 
recommend to IPBC, that may be a reference to Minister Micah as the 
Minister for IPBC and the Chair, Thomas Webster, he was the Chairman 10 
of IPBC.  But, yes, I was of the view that we should look at a financial 
advisory role first which should give us the optionality around the eventual 
outcomes, as opposed to a straight forward financier at that stage because 
we did not know what was going to happen.   

 
Q: In the event UBS wore both hats, did they not? 
 
A: Ultimately, ultimately; correct. 
 
Q: But you make the point, to be fair to you, Mr Vele, at 228, of your affidavit, 20 

that there were two separate pathways; one being the selection of an 
advisor, and the other being the selection of the financier.  And so, you then 
refer to the to-ing and fro-ing there.  Over at 236, you refer to a trip which 
was planned by the Minister for Public Enterprises going to Abu Dhabi.  I 
see there, you advise the minister, and that is Minister Micah at that time, 
I take it? 
 

A: Yes, it was.   
 
Q: You advised him that treasury would not attend but representatives of the 30 

State did go.  Is that Minister Micah and his team? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And so, are you able to add to the last sentence at 236 about what Mr Micah 

or Minister Micah told you upon his return about what was said in relation 
to IPIC? 

 
A: As I understand it, they did not get an answer as to whether the IPIC were 

going to return the shares or retain the shares. 40 
 
Q: All right.  So, 238, you say that treasury did not have pre-existing relations 

with UBS AG Australia prior to discussions about the purchase of the Oil 
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Search shares but rather was introduced to Paddy Jilek by Minister Micah 
and also some other UBS officials by staff at Norton Rose Fulbright.  Can 
you just expand on this, please, who in treasury?  Are you talking about 
yourself or some - - - 

 
A: I am talking about myself, commissioner, and again introduce may be too 

strong a word.  A direct introduction may be too strong a word but in the 
previous work that the IPBC had done and to the extent that they had 
spoken to UBS, there was a gentleman by the name of Paddy Jilek and who 
ultimately became - eventually became the manager on the UBS side for 10 
this transaction.   

 
Minister Micah had said; “We have spoken to Paddy Jilek; he is the person 
that you may be meeting with in Australia.”  That is in reference to the 
earlier series of meeting that I had that we talked about, commissioner.   
 
In trying to put these together, again, we had Norton Rose Fulbright who 
are in the space and had done transactions like this before so we asked them 
to provide a list of principals that each of the banks said we should be 
speaking to.  And, of course, in relation to ANZ, we asked the local office 20 
here as to who was the best people to meet and have a discussion with. 

 
  [11.29 am]  It turned out that the people at UBS that Norton Rose had provided the 

names that they had provided were different to Mr Jilek, but Mr Jilek turned 
up to the meetings.  So, I said at the meeting, I recall quite clearly, “Oh, I 
thought we are meeting with this particular person,” and they said, “yes”; 
and when it comes to these types of transactions and all that, UBS had 
appointed Paddy Jilek to be the liaison person directly with us. 

 
Q: All right.  So just to unpack 238 and also 239 of your affidavit a little 30 

more, so you come to treasury on 6 August; you go to Sydney the next 
week to meet with bankers, including UBS, and that is the meeting you 
have just talked about with UBS, I take it, in August? 

 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Yes.  Do we understand correctly that before you become treasury 

secretary or acting secretary - treasury, you had a pre-existing link with 
UBS and various offices and that is the position? 

 40 
A: No, commissioner, I was referring to our earlier discussion on the 

appointment of Norton Rose in December 2012, I think, and that was 
when IPBC and I think at that stage, they started to have discussions 
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around with certain banks and financial houses on this particular program.  
So, I meant that was not left to - the process by the State or by IPBC at 
least had commenced prior to my tenure as the secretary for treasury; that 
was what I was referring to. 

 
Q: Norton Rose Fulbright - who were you mainly dealing with at Norton 

Rose Fulbright? 
 
A: Anthony Latimer.  A gentleman by the name of Anthony Latimer. 
 10 
Q: Yes.  And so, in a formal sense, Norton Rose Fulbright were retained by 

IPBC? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Norton Rose retained Pacific Legal to assist them on the ground in Papua 

New Guinea? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: I think you say in your affidavit that treasury never retained – treasury 

and the Independent State never retained Norton Rose Fulbright in 
relation to the UBS deal?  

 
A: Well, I think it came down towards the back end when the transaction 

changed from IPBC to being a State borrowing which happened in a 
matter of a fortnight, I think, and as part of that package, that was when 
the State engaged the advisory teams and that was a part of the NEC 
decision leading to NEC approving their engagement; both lawyers and 
UBS and financial advisors and then we sought to pay them through the 30 
NEC decision and administrative process.   

 
Q: I see.  So, would that mean, and I appreciate you are not a lawyer, but did 

you regard Norton Rose as your lawyer for the NEC decision on 6 March 
when I take your word  virtually in the State’s lawyer? 

 
A: The State’s lawyer, yes. 
 
Q: Before 6 March? 
 40 
A: Yes.  I think everyone was on notice that we were all structuring 

something that could unwind itself in the sense that at all times, Cabinet 
would have the ultimate ability and authority to refuse all of these, in 
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which case, we would have to work out whether they could be paid or not.  
But up until NEC approved this transaction, everyone was in a sense 
working on spec but it made sense that Norton Rose and UBS were going 
through a process down and UBS who was looking for finance, the 
transaction were with the teams we were working with. 

 
Q: At page 39 and also at the top of page 40, you set out the evaluation 

conducted by the Bank of PNG about who should be the financiers and at 
the end of the day, I think you say at 246; “Minister Micah wrote to the 
Governor Bakani requesting the bank to provide its final recommendation 10 
on UBS and Citi Bank.”  And then at 255, Mr Bakani recommended UBS 
AG be the refinancier or refinancier to Mr Minister Micah.   

 
[11.34 am] Were you involved in the work done by the Bank of Papua New Guinea in 

that choice about who was to be the financier? 
 
A: Commissioner, if I could just take one step back before I answer your 

question again and this goes to sometimes the uncoordinated nature of 
attempts by the State.  But whilst there was an IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Review Committee, which I was at one time the chair of and then I became 20 
the secretary of treasury of, we were looking at a financial advisor who 
could give us optionality around an outcome of the election of IPIC.  At 
some stage throughout the process, Minister Micah, then Minister Micah 
decided to run a separate little process and through his process, Citi Bank 
and UBS were the ones that he chose or his committee led by his secretary 
at the time, Dr Clement Waine, chose and if my recollection is accurate, 
both Citi and UBS had  - I was not part of that process but both Citi and 
UBS had proposed collar loans. So, the idea, I think because of that 
particular confusion, government then said; “Well, why don’t we get the 
Bank of Papua New Guinea involved and see either review what has been 30 
done or have fresh discussions with the banks to see”, and I think that is 
why in my particular statement, whilst Minister Micah may have said to 
Governor of the Bank at the time, who is still the Governor of the Bank, 
this is the outcome of our process and this is who we think we should 
choose, bearing in mind in and around this time I have also said it seemed 
to me that from a financial advisory perspective, UBS seemed the most 
appropriate and the Governor of the Bank then said; “okay, let us just 
review where things are and we may have a fresh evaluation process or a 
beauty pageant as is colloquially called. 

 40 
 I was a part of the discussions that the Bank of PNG had and I understood 

the thinking, but again it is a while ago, but the actual interviews or the 
evaluations and the pitches that were done, I believe they were done in 
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Singapore.  The Bank of PNG invited BNP Paribas which was not a part 
of the process under anyone’s whether it be the initial IPIC exchangeable 
bond or the subsequent Minister Micah and his teams' process, so that is 
one that came from the outside. And there was another firm Hermsley 
Capital that was a part of Minister Micah’s process, that was not part of the 
banks and I saw they were a small unknown entity at that particular stage.  
So, the bank did a separate independent process and they also came up with 
the fact that UBS was the appropriate team to participate in the transaction 
going forward. Again, at that stage I personally am still wondering what 
we are going to do if IPIC says that they are going to retain the shares, so 10 
I am still focused on optionality and advice as opposed to a borrowing 
program.  I understand that the collar, there is a certain romance about the 
collar because it is dealing with and recourse through the shares alone and 
so that seems to be the most appropriate but unless you know what you are 
borrowing for, I would imagine it is difficult to have a final decision on the 
loan product that you actually seeking to undertake. 

 
Q: All right, thank you. And you say in paragraph 257; “The Bank of PNG 

did not engage UBS AG, but effectively told them it would be their 
proposal which would be put to the NEC”, and you make the point at 258 20 
that; “neither you nor treasury actually engaged UBS AG as financial 
advisors.  They are engaged by the State after 6th March.”  So, noting that, 
it is still true to say that is it not that after the Bank of Papua New Guinea 
came into the understanding set out in 257 that you then became involved 
in intensive discussions with UBS and others about the form of the UBS 
proposal to be put before the NEC on 6 March. 

 
  [11.39 am]A: I think at the time that they were, at the time that we had still - after the 

Bank of Papua New Guinea process in which they recommended to the 
NEC that UBS be the team that we work with, we started working with 30 
them still without having an understanding as to what IPIC were going to 
do, this is in January and the exchange date is still in March. 

 
Q: Yes, so, I appreciate a lot happened in the 6 weeks between the end of or 5 

weeks between the end of January and 5 March.  So, then perhaps we can 
come to that IPIC decision.   So, you speak about that in paragraphs 272 
and over the page. So just to understand that a little better, you say in 
paragraph 272 that a team was preparing on 13 March to go to Abu Dhabi 
with Mr Botten and Mr Latimer and you say on paragraph 273 that in effect 
the final determination by IPIC, the Mandatory Exchange Notice is dated 40 
the 13th February and then over the page at 276 you speak about the actual 
trip to Abu Dhabi. I have some questions about that.  
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 Firstly at 277, you say; “Just before the delegation returns to PNG, they 
were advised that IPBC had been served with a notice of exchange on 
Friday 13 February just before they left for Abu Dhabi.”  Just so I 
understand it, you traveled to Abu Dhabi with others and we will come to 
the others in a minute, on 16 February and returned on 20 February, that is 
what you are indicating in paragraph 276, is that right? Just tell me the 
dates are correct at the minute?  

 
A: Sure, sure. 
 10 
Q: I am drawing your attention to the first line of your paragraph 276. 
 
A: Sorry about that. Yes, it would seem so. 
 
Q: So, just to understand what you mean in paragraph 277, the notice in effect 

that IPIC was going to keep the shares was dated the Friday before you 
went, are you saying you did not find out about that until you returned? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: But do you not say in paragraph 276 that you did meet at least with 

someone from IPIC, surely, they would have brought to your attention at 
the meeting that a notice had been issued? 

 
A: We met Sheik Mansour who we had hoped to see.  I think I wrote in that 

he had just acquired Manchester City and we were told very politely that 
he was away watching a football game in the UK. We met with one of his 
cousins, another Sheik, who I understand may have been the official 
responsible for Justice.  It was a very cordial meeting; it was not very long.  
We explained to them what it is we were seeking to ask, he said he would 30 
take that on notice and relay it to the Sheik when he could but there was 
nothing that he could speak on at that particular time.  

 
[11.44 am] It was only until we returned that we realized that notice had been given 

that they were going to hold on to the shares. This is very similar to the 
previous trip by Minister Micah and his team, again in which, I am not sure 
whether they met the highest authority of IPIC, but then again, they 
returned empty handed as did we. 

 
Q: All right. Just concentrating on this question about when notice was 40 

received from IPIC, can I just have brought up please paragraph 41 of Mr 
Botten’s statement?  So, Mr Botten - that is his statement; “Yes, by early 
February, it becomes clear that IPIC intended to acquire the Oil Search 
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shares. This is to confirm the email I received on 13 February 2014”.  And 
then if you go down to paragraph 48, there is a reference to Mr Botten 
emailing Mr Al Romaithi from IPIC to ask him whether he be prepared to 
meet the State delegation, he agreed; “neither Mr Aopi nor Mr Botten 
attended the meeting.”  And so, that the reference there to you.  So, firstly, 
is Mr Botten correct that the delegation which met with the IPIC official 
included the people mentioned there in the last sentence of paragraph 48? 

 
A: Yes, that is the delegation. 
 10 
Q: And does it accord with your recollection that Mr Botten had had a role in 

arranging the meeting? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But he did not attend it nor did Mr Aopi? 
 
A: Yes, I believe we met them there. We met Oil Search there, they had 

arranged the meetings but they did not attend the meetings. 
 20 
Q: Just for completeness, I take it you have no recollection of Mr Botten 

telling you when you were there in Abu Dhabi; “Oh by the way, we 
understand Oil Search had decided” - I am sorry - “IPIC had decided to 
retain the shares”? 

 
A: Yes.  No, he did not explain.  
 
Q: Yes, thank you very much. So, if we go back to your affidavit at paragraph 

276 and 277, so we reached the point in the chronology where you get back 
to or you leave Abu Dhabi and you find out shortly after your return that 30 
IPIC are definitely holding on to the shares and you and the Independent 
State are under time pressure to do something before the IPIC Bonds 
mature on 5 March; you have got a couple of weeks at most; is that right? 

 
A: Yes.  And again, in relation to the first trip by Mr Micah and his team, part 

of the reason why treasury did not attend was I was concerned that they did 
not have an option.  So, they were going to go and essentially be at the 
mercy of IPIC.  I would have much preferred that we had some options and 
therefore whichever way the discussions went at least we could start to 
report back to Cabinet or the prime minister and the leadership team back 40 
in government that this is where things look like they are headed and the 
prior work that we have done prepares us to look at this particular set of 
options. 
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. 
[11.49am] Prior to us going out with the UBS and the Foreign Minister at that time 

Honourable Rimbink Pato and the Governor of the Bank was because we 
had had some discussions and some thoughts around you know wall 
gaming whether the IPIC management were going to retain or return the 
shares to us.  Once it was clear by formal notification that through Deutsche 
Bank that they were not going to be returning the shares, then obviously, it 
brought some of those other options that we had discussed with UBS as to 
whether the State wants to retain ownership in Oil Search. 

Q: And that brings us to the next part of your affidavit headed 10 
“Commencement of Negotiations Proposals by Oil Search Shares.”  So you 
speak in paragraphs 279 and 280 about rumours of Oil Search are going to 
purchase an asset and the consequence that we have to Oil Search share 
prices and the difficulties that would ensue for purchasing shares and so – 
but then is this right, you say UBS advised Treasury and that includes you 
– you are not referring to someone else in treasury you are referring to 
yourself there, are you not? 

A: No, no.  That is myself as Treasury.  Sorry I was reading. 

Q: That is all right.  Based on market rumours, they considered there be a 
placement of shares by Oil Search and they had a discussion about the share 20 
price and you say at that time the State was notionally after 15 percent.  So 
was it Prime Minister O’Neill who indicated that his preference would be 
to get 15 percent, but would take less or is it someone else who indicated 
that? 

A: I think it was the State collectively again the different teams I had been 
looking at and then maybe that I was referencing the idea that we had a 14 
percent stake in Oil Search that was now with IPIC and we were looking 
to have those shares returned to us so notionally 14, 15 percent was where 
we were already prepared to look at a transaction which had us owning 14 
percent, 15 percent of Oil Search again. 30 

Q: So if we go over to the next page at 284, “On return from Abu Dhabi 
Treasury representations” - I take it that means you? 

A: Yes. 

Q: “met with Mr Turner and Mr Jilek of UBS to discuss what became the UBS 
deal.”   Is that right? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And so it is at this point is it where you start to have frequent discussions 
with former Prime Minister O’Neill about what the State would be 
prepared to do? 

A: We start seeking the Prime Minister’s view on which particular option 
would be appropriate if the State was still minded to own a shareholding in 
Oil Search.  

Q: And so there is a series of important meetings and we just go through them.  
So the first is; “On 21 February Treasury representatives met Peter Botten 
in Sydney.”  So I take it again that that is you? 

A:  That is me. 10 

Q: We will just look at – just it may help your memory - if we look at Mr 
Aopi’s notes on OSL.0017.0001.0039.   

[11.54am]   Here we are.  If you can make that a little bigger please and just scroll 
down.  You can assume these are notes from Mr Aopi and one says that; 
“On 21 February the government of PNG and DV”, so do I take it therefore 
that there was a meeting attended by you, Governor Bakani, Mr Botten and 
Mr Aopi on 21 February in Sydney? 

 A: Yes, that is on our way back from Abu Dhabi. 

Q: And so are you able - I appreciate this is now many years ago, but are you 
able to assist the commission with what was said there, the substance of 20 

what was said? 

A: I think the general discussion around what were the options that Oil Search 
saw if the State were continuing to want to own a shareholding in Oil 
Search, how they saw things, what were their relationship and others 
confirm that they are with IPIC, again a general discussion around what 
having IPIC as now a 14.6 percent shareholder of Oil Search meant for the 
company and whether they saw that as being different.  The Oil Search 
story has always been Oil Search is PNG and PNG is Oil Search.  Now that 
Papua New Guinea is not a part of the share register, what does that mean 
for Papua New Guinea.  Again I remember clearly that we were still 30 
dancing around this issue of how we progressed ultimately there.  They are 
listed so in all of their discussion with me, both Peter Botten and Gerea 
Aopi have been very careful to manage their disclosure activities and their 
conduct. 

Q: Sure, I understand.  And then we will come back to your affidavit in more 
detail but while we are on this document, we will just go down to next item 
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on Mr Aopi’s notes.  So this is 23 February.  So by then I think you were 
back in Port Moresby were you not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And so a meeting – at least one meeting was held with you, Mr Aopi, Prime 
Minister O’Neill and Mr Botten, was it not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And again just have a read to yourself of what there is said.  So you can 
assume project Heron is the project name used by Oil Search in relation to 
the Elk/Antelope deal and so by this stage, was there a discussion between 
Oil Search and you and the Prime Minister on the other hand about the 10 
potential purchase of shares which Oil Search could then use to finance its 
Elk/Antelope acquisition? 

A: I think there may have been an intervening meeting I remember because 
my recollection was that there was discussion between – there was the 
Airways meeting, yes, so let me unpack that for you, commissioner.  Again 
there were two particular issues.  The issue around the Elk/Antelope project 
if you like. 

[11.59am]   For us, for our discussions with UBS, what that did was it provided us an 
opportunity to participate in Oil Search’s greater fund raising.  It would 
have looked awkward if we were coming in later in the piece and 20 

demanding a piece of, you know, a private placement with Oil Search 
outside of the general fund raising.  That would have issues for, I guess for 
us as a State in terms, you know, it could be construed as trying to 
nationalize a piece of Oil Search.  Again in terms of Oil Search’s 
shareholding and the value that would accrue to the other shareholders, you 
know what would be the effect of Papua New Guinea now demanding a 
piece of Oil Search.  The rumours around Oil Search looking to participate 
in Elk/Antelope and that there would be a general fundraising, that 
provided us the opportunity, the segway, to say, if you are going out to fund 
that particular transaction for yourselves, it seemed to make sense that that 30 
would be our can opener to re-enter as the shareholder of Oil Search.  So 
those were the – that is the, I guess to me, that is the nexus of Elk/Antelope 
with this particular transaction.  We were not looking to specifically fund 
Oil Search into a transaction but to the extent that they were going to be 
raising shares on the market, that seemed like a natural time for us to 
participate.  So the question then becomes how do we participate: do we 
do that through a direct placement in which we thought that we could try 
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and manage the price or do we do an on market purchase of packets of 
share which were traded in, I guess, bite size amounts over a period of time.  
Now, if I can take you back to my first discussion with the banks, the paper 
that I put together to try and discuss with the banks was in terms of 
optionality, and again mind you, I am not at that stage and even now I am 
not a trading or a sharebroker or stockbroker but the idea that if we were to 
pursue buying shares separately, that we would be bidding the price up.  I 
mean 15 percent shareholding is a significant shareholding and if the 
market starts to see that there is someone that is buying, you know, has the 
appetite to buy 15 percent worth of shares then obviously the value of the 10 

shares go up and at some stage the shares become too expensive for us to 
retain.  So we thought trying to get a private placement leveraging of the 
fact that let us say, 99 percent of Oil Search activities at that time were in 
Papua New Guinea, we have been an intrinsic part of the share price of 
over 25 years or so it just seemed to me that that was the right place for us 
to say, if you are going to the market to look for funds for your activities 
and this is the natural place for us to participate.  Again, is that a transaction 
that we would encourage?  Absolutely.  When we owned Oil Search, Oil 
Search trying to buy into Elk/Antelope would be a part of our ownership 
anyway, that is the question that we as and to the extent that we had a 20 

director on board, they would be a part of that decision and as government 
we would encourage that decision. Now, that we are not a shareholder of 
Oil Search and we have to critically look at Oil Search’s activities, we 
cannot take them for granted anymore.  Are there certain advantages for 
the State of Papua New Guinea to have someone like Oil Search buy into 
that field?  Again, that at its very simplest, we own indirect shares.  But 
certainly from a coal face perspective, as I said 99 percent of Oil Search’s 
activities are here.  And whilst large multi-national, super major oil 
companies can have projects and sit on the investment, you know, it is in 
Oil Search’s interest to constantly push the development agenda.  And so 30 
between large multi-national companies that have their own development 
timeline which may be a little bit further than our own and Oil Search we 
want to do everything yesterday, we find the right balance in terms of a 
development timeline.  So just in relation to that particular meeting and 
again it is interesting that he has written it down as wanting 10 percent 
under project Heron, what was it, I can imagine under Project Heron that 
that is specifically in reference to that fact that gives us an opportunity to 
participate in an Oil Search fund raising and retain a shareholding in Oil 
Search. 
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Q: Thank you very much Mr Vele.  I see the time commissioners.  I also see 
that Ms Nonggorr has been through Mr Vele’s next affidavit.   

[12.04pm]  I am in your hands Mr Vele.  We have got another witness at 1 o’clock.  I 
do not want to muck you about.  We will probably be ready to have you 
back from 2.30 today and that will shorten your time tomorrow.  Is that 
convenient for you to come back at 2.30? 

 A: As the commission pleases. 

Q: Yes, so that is my application, if we can adjourn Mr Vele to give his 
evidence till not before 2.30 and when we come back from lunch we will 
have Mr Beattie and then Mr Kaupa. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we adjourn to 2.30 pm today for you to 
continue your evidence. 

 A: Thank you commissioner. 

 

 THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 20 

[1.09 pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Dr Katter will take the next witness. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr John Beattie.  Commissioners, I can 
see Mr Beattie is joining by video there on the screen and he is joining from the 
State of Queensland. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Beattie, it is Commissioner White speaking.  
Under the authority conferred upon me by the Attorney General of Queensland, 
I will administer the Oath to you in this matter.  Before taking the Oath, do you 
have a bible to hand? 

MR BEATTIE:  Yes, I do Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, if you just take it and then this is the 30 
Oath. 
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MR JOHN BEATTIE, sworn: 

 

XN: DR KATTER 

Q: Yes, so Mr Beattie, could you state your full name for the record please? 

A: John Donald Beattie. 

Q: And you are presently a partner of Pacific Legal Group? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: When did you commence as a partner of Pacific Legal Group? 

A: I was thinking about that today.  I think, probably about 15 years ago but I 10 

will have to check my records because I do not exactly recall.  

Q: Have you been a partner continuously since that time? 

A: Yes, I have. 

Q: And were you employed by the firm Pacific Legal Group before becoming 
a partner? 

A: No, I was not. In fact, I basically commenced the firm by myself in 
conjunction with other partners. 

Q: There on the screen, we will bring up a copy of your affidavit.  Just go to 
the first page, just scrolling down. The affidavit is six pages in length, is 
it? 20 

A: That is correct. 

Q: That includes the cover page, the six pages? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And it is 32 – yes, it has 32 paragraphs? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And you signed the original; this is a scanned copy but the original was 
signed on each and every page by you, was it? 

A: Yes, it was. 

Q: And on the front page, the cover page but also on the first page under the 
heading, “Affidavit in response to summons”, the substantive pages, I 30 
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should say, there is a reference to the date of 15 June 2021; is that the date 
you signed each and every page? 

A: That is the date. 

Q: And there are no exhibits or annexures however so to describe for this 
affidavit; is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Yes, and are there any corrections you wish to make as at today to the 
document? 

A: No, thank you. 

Q: And it is true and correct as at today? 10 

A: Yes, it is. 

Q: Thank you, Commissioners, I seek to tender the document and have it 
marked please? 

[1.14 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
the affidavit into evidence to be marked exhibit RR, double RR. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

EXHIBIT RR – AFFIDAVIT OF MR JOHN DOMINIC BEATTIE DATED 
13 JUNE 2021 

MR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners.  Looking there at paragraph 7 at the 
bottom of this page, Mr Beattie and then just scrolling through to the next page, 20 

paragraph 7 to 13.  You see there at the top, the end of the last line of paragraph 
7, you make reference to Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act; are you 
referring there to the 1976 Act? 

A: Yes, I am.  Not the 1973 Act. 

Q: All right, can I take you then to a document WIT.0099.0007.0427, it will 
come up on the screen.  Now, this is an email it seems from you to Mr 
Steven Moe and it is 27 February 2014.  Just scrolling down, keep going, 
there is it.  Just take some time to read that email Mr Beattie.  Thank you. 

 Now, in this email, in the second and third line of paragraph 1, you also 
mentioned the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act; you are referring 30 
there to the 1976 Act again; are you? 

A: Yes, I am; it is obviously a typographical error there. 
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Q: Now, looking at this email, there is no reference in this email to any 
Constitutional provision or provisions at all; is there? 

A: No, there is not. 

Q: And you do not mention the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (1973)? 

A: No. 

Q: Is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And you do not mention the Public Finances (Management) Act? 

A: I do in paragraph 2. 

Q: I should say, you do not mention any specific provisions? 10 

A: No, I do not. 

Q: All right.  Now, returning to your statement, I should say your affidavit, I 
am sorry, at paragraph 10.   

A: Yes. 

Q: There you say; “Upon receiving email from Steven Moe, Mr Emmanuel 
Asigau and I reviewed and discussed the advice from Ashurst.”  And then 
at paragraph 11; “We concluded that the advice was in order.” The email 
that we have just looked at of 27 February 2014, is that what you are 
referring to in paragraphs 7 to 11? 

A: Yes, it is.  By my recollection that would be correct. 20 

Q: Was there anyone else involved in this review and discussion other than 
Mr Asigau? 

A: Not that I can recall. 

Q: And was there something which was particularly questionable in the 
discussion that you were having with Mr Asigau that you - then you refer 
to in paragraph 10, that is not mentioned in the email of 27 February 2014? 

A: No, I do not believe so. 

Q: Looking back on that discussion that you are referring to in paragraph 10, 
do you now think that there is something that you should have considered 
further or that should have been identified and referred to in the email of 30 
27 of February? 
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A: In hindsight perhaps the reference to the Constitutional provisions which 
would have applied in this particular transaction, yes. 

[1.19 pm]Q: Were those Constitutional provisions the subject of discussion in anyway 
shape or form with Mr Asigau to your recollection? 

A: But I do not recall, however, I do believe that we would have discussed the 
thing and touched on the subject.  That said, the email from Mr Moe was 
basically to see whether or not the transaction could be performed as it was 
indicated in Ashurst’s earlier advice.  On that basis, we did not feel 
necessary to restate a lot of that information which was included in that 
initial advice. 10 

Q: Looking back now, did your view change in the day or days that followed 
after you sent that email of 27 February 2014 as to the sub-issue or any 
particular points that you referred to there? 

A: Not necessarily.  It may have crossed my mind but I do not quite recall. 

Q: Then looking at paragraph 13.  You are referring here to discussions with 
Mr Latimer, Mr Maladina and yourself regarding ‘the nature of the 
transaction.’  That is the description you used in the third line.  What do 
you mean there by ‘the nature of the transaction’?  Is that a reference to the 
legal issue or aspects of the transaction? 

A: It would have been every thing concerning the transaction; the legal, the 20 

practical, the – certainly not their financial efficacy of the matter but 
certainly those matters which could have involved us and whether or not 
we were able to perform as we were going as we were about to be 
instructed.  

Q: You are referring to this discussion in paragraph 13; did you prepare a diary 
note or diary notes or an internal memorandum or some type of record as 
to those discussions that you are referring to in that paragraph? 

A: I cannot say that I did.  If is not included in the documents which we 
provided in the list of documents and that would probably be the case but 
there was no note made. 30 

Q: And what did you consider at that time, that is at the time of this paragraph 
13 discussions that you are referring to as been the relevant questions 
regarding and it is your articulation, “Papua New Guinea Law as the nature 
of the transaction”? 
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A: Whether or not the transaction could proceed under the Legislation that 
was before us. 

Q: But was it only the 1976 Act which was considered at that time to be the 
Legislation which was but to use your wording, “before” you? 

A: No, not necessarily, not that I can completely recall but there would have 
been some discussion concerning section 209 of the Constitution and 
perhaps 210 for that matter. 

Q: Jumping forward in your affidavit and then picking up on something you 
just referred to before at paragraph 22.  I think, this is where you referred 
to the production of documents containing email exchanges and relevant 10 

documents by Pacific Legal Group.  It does not appear in those documents 
to be any memorandum or memorandums or diary notes or research notes 
as to any consideration of Papua New Guinea Law as to the nature of the 
transaction.  Was there to your direct recollection a particular internal 
memorandum or a research note by you or someone with you in this regard 
at the firm? 

A: I do not recall but I would be surprised if something was not prepared.  
Obviously, I do not have those documents before me and I can certainly 
make inquiries concerning any other additional notes or memoranda that 
may be in existence. 20 

 [1.24 pm] Q: Yes.  You recall at that point in time how things were been generated within 
the firm; was it, were things been generated in an electronic sense but 
printed and then filed onto paper files?  In this particular point 2014 
February/March; how was things occurring at a practical level? 

A: That would be ordinarily the way that matters would proceed.  I very often 
would do, conduct research etcetera, make notes for myself and then 
perhaps put them into a more formal sense, but I do not recall that in this 
instance and I will have to check, that is of course the urgency of the matter 
may have dictated otherwise. 

Q: Just scrolling back to paragraph 15, your paragraph 15 in the affidavit.  30 
Here you referred to Pacific Legal Group having and to use your word; 
“and association with Mr Maladina who would from time-to-time act as a 
consultant on transactions in which the firm was involved.”  Was the 
consultancy which you referred to there with the firm or with – and or with 
some other entity or person or body; who was the consultancy with? 
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A: As far as I can recall it may have been with Mr Maladina directly or one of 
his associated companies.  I cannot confirm that from here but I can 
certainly make further enquiries. 

Q: On the screen we will bring up a document.  It is WIT.0099.0007.0034 a 
copy of an email.  The email is 1 March 2014.  This appears to be an email 
from Mr Maladina to you, Mr Beattie, of 1 March 10.21 am.  Just scrolling 
down, pausing there.  That appears to be an email exchange which you are 
not included in.  Just continue to scroll down just to see what the contains 
of this is.  Keep going down, another email, might be the end of the text.  
Was Mr Maladaina at the time when this email was sent, 1 March 2014, 10 
acquired of Pacific Legal Group which is what you referred to in paragraph 
15? 

A: Specifically on that date, I would have to confirm by reference to our 
computer system so I cannot say yes or no at this point in time. 

Q: So, it was possible that Mr Maladina at this time in late February and then 
into early March was both a client and the consultant of the firm as to the 
UBS transaction; is that right? 

A: Yes, that could be correct. 

Q: And just returning to your paragraph 15 please, you referred to the firm 
been involved in the transaction, that is your wording, is that why Mr 20 

Maladina is communicating directly and only to you in this email of 1 
March and forwarding onto you emails from UBS and others which are 
contained below? 

A: Quite possibly because I was the then point of contact for the transaction 
in its submission stages. 

Q: But was not the firm Pacific Legal Group only the agent for Norton Rose 
Fulbright Australia on the contemplated UBS transaction at that time rather 
then been retained separately? 

A: That is correct.   That is said, it may well be that there were discussions 
held as I believe that would have been between Mr Maladina, perhaps 30 
Norton Rose Fulbright and others, including UBS but I do not know 
because we were not involved. 

[1.29 pm]Q: Looking at your paragraph 16, here you referred the involvement of Mr 
Latimer and Mr Maladina as the transaction prior to Pacific Legal Group’s 
engagement.  Do you recall when, with any precision, Pacific Legal Group, 
commenced its engagement as to this transaction, Mr Beattie? 
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A: No, I cannot.  The original or the initial email from Mr Moe certainly was 
not instructions of the nature that would engage us as town agents but it 
may well be that there were subsequent discussions, if not emails, which 
formalized that arrangement.  That said, I know in my affidavit, I go on to 
say that there was no formal retainer executed which under the 
circumstances may have been advisable, given the time constraints, 
probably did not occur for that very reason. 

Q: What then was to be the renumeration into the firm for this engagement? 

A: We were not advised at that point in time of what renumeration would be. 

Q: Is there any indication as to who was to get – who specifically was to do 10 

the renumeration to the firm? 

A: We understood that it may well have been through the Department of 
Treasury for and on behalf of the State. 

Q: And do you recall a specific payment or payments coming in for this 
engagement particularly to the firm? 

A: There was, from my recollection, but I will have to confirm this with Mr 
Asigau and the documents that we hold.  There was a payment which was 
made upon completion of the transaction through the Department of 
Treasury. 

Q: Do you recall, at a broad level, what that amount was or the - - - 20 

A: I have not checked but I have in the back of my mind that it was K1.2 
million. 

Q: And at that time that you referring to there in paragraph 16; so, this is the 
time of when Pacific Legal Group began its engagement, Mr Latimer was 
at that point in time, to your understanding, was he a partner with Norton 
Rose Fulbright Australia? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And at that point in time, was Mr Maladina acquired of Norton Rose 
Fulbright Australia to your understanding? 

A: No, I cannot answer that question.  I have no knowledge of that. 30 

Q: Was Mr Maladina - this is at the time of the engagement of Pacific Legal 
Group acquired of Pacific Legal Group at that particular time? 

A: Again, I will have to check our records for that answer. 
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Q: On the screen we will bring up another document. Now, 
WIT.0099.007.0444, this is another email.  You appeared to be cc’d into 
this email, you will see 4 March 2014. It is the top email but then just 
scrolling down.  This email from Mr Asigau particularly and your cc it 
seems, Mr Beattie into this email, 4 March 2014, 6.30 pm and just reading 
the three lines there please. 

A: Yes. 

Q: So the email on that second line refers to Mr Maladina going to meet with 
the State Solicitor in the evening of 4 March 2014.  Did you also meet with 
the State Solicitor on that evening; do you recall? 10 

A: No, I did not meet with him.  I think on or about that date, if not slightly 
before, I was actually out of Papua New Guinea, I was here in Queensland.  
So during that period and at the time that these documents were delivered 
to the State Solicitor, I was not in Papua New Guinea. 

Q: And why would Mr Maladina - you have knowledge as to why he was 
going to meet with the State Solicitor that evening? 

[1.34 pm]   A: No, I do not. But it may well it been that he was engaged himself in a 
manner which would make him a liaison between, say Norton Rose 
Fulbright, Pacific Legal Group and the various State departments, that 
would be the only reason I could think of. 20 

Q: Now, returning to your affidavit, paragraph 18; here you state that; “You 
believe Pacific Legal Group’s engagement was communicated to other 
parties including the secretary for treasury and other persons who had been 
separately engaged to provide advice and technical assistance.  What gives 
you that understanding now? 

A: Because of the connection between Norton Rose Fulbright and the 
Secretary for Treasury Mr Vele, it would have been most likely indicated 
to the State, through the secretary that Pacific Legal Group had been 
engaged as town agents for and on behalf of Norton Rose. 

Q: At paragraph 20 and just scrolling down a little, you stated, it was your 30 
understanding that there have been some earlier discussions. Were you 
present for some of these earlier discussions that you referred to? 

A: As I indicated in my affidavit, the vast majority of the matters raised in 
Schedule 1 to the summons indicate that no, we were not, myself and 
certainly the firm was not involved in any of those earlier discussions and 
negotiations concerning the transaction. 
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Q: And in that first line of paragraph 20, you use the phrase, “the transaction 
was time sensitive”.  Why at that point in time, why was it apparent to you 
that the transaction was time sensitive? 

A: Because we were placed under an enormous pressure to have – to vet the 
documents which appear in paragraph 21 and also to ensure that all 
necessary departments, etcetera were advised of what was required and we 
had in hand the necessary processes and procedures which had to be 
undertaken. 

Q: But why was there this enormous pressure; why was there this enormous, 
to use your words, “time sensitivity”? 10 

A: Because the State was anxious to prepare all the transaction and have it 
finalized as quickly as possible. 

Q: Had it been articulated to you as to why the State was seeking to finalize 
the transaction as quickly as possible substantively? 

A: No, not at all. 

Q: Paragraph 23 to 25, you refer to meetings occurring in the board room at 
Pacific Legal Group.  You touched upon this a little bit before but you 
recall particularly focusing upon the meetings that you referring to in 
paragraphs  23, 24 and 25; do you think you were in Port Moresby or any 
part of the period 1 to 6 March 2014? 20 

A: No, I do not believe I was but I would have to check. 

Q: Then looking at paragraph 23 and you state here you were not present at 
all of these meetings; does that mean that you may have been present for 
some of them or one or some of them? 

A: I can only recall the one meeting to which I referred to in paragraph 25 of 
the affidavit which from memory and I may not be entirely correct, that 
meeting was with Secretary Vele, Mr Mortensen, Mr Chang but I am not 
sure whether Mr Maladina was there.  I would have to check that but we 
may not even have records of who attended that meeting.  

[1.39 pm]Q: Is it possible that you phoned into that meeting rather than attending 30 
personally; do you recall that? 

A: No, I do not believe I would done that. 

Q: Most likely that that was the meeting you attended personally in the board 
room at Pacific Legal Group? 
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A: Yes, but the date or the timing of that is not certain to me and I cannot tell 
you what date it was but if it was anywhere in that early period of March, 
yes, probably for the first week or there thereabout of March, I believe I 
would have been here in Australia. 

Q: Well, then focusing on that meeting that you are referring to at paragraph 
25, what commentary and advice from a Papua New Guinea Law 
perspective were you given during that meeting or during that particular 
period of time? 

A: I do not recall but it would have been just simply a meeting to either to 
decide on what processes needed to be followed, what needed to be 10 

completed and who was assigned those various tasks. 

Q: Moving to paragraph 27, just down the page a little.  Here, you referred to 
and it is your wording; “Following clearance from the State Solicitor.” 
When you are using the word, “clearance” in that particular paragraph, are 
you referring to the State Solicitor checking the legal process from a Papua 
New Guinea legal point of view?  Is that what you mean or are you 
referring to a particular requirement in an Act or Regulation for example? 

A: I am referring to it in a general sense.  So, it would have been a vetting of 
the documents and the proposed transaction and then if formal clearance 
or approval for the transaction to proceed as provided by the State Solicitor, 20 

that would be the nature of that paragraph. 

Q: You recall seeing particularly any documentation in that regard from the 
State Solicitor after it was provided as you referred to? 

A: No, I do not. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Beattie. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Beattie, I have just one or two questions for you. 
You refer in your affidavit, through the Ashurt’s advice and in response to some 
of Dr Katter’s questions suggested that you were not traversing again the legal 
advice that was received from Ashurst about the transaction.  Did the Ashurst’s 
advice, to best of your recollection, actually canvass the Constitutional provisions 30 
and the provisions of other laws, such as the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act 
(No.1) and (No.2), that as I understood it, your firm was specifically asked to 
advise on? 

A: Commissioner White, from my recollection of what Mr Frecker’s email 
advice to his then client was but they did touch on the PNG Constitution in 
relation to the raising of loans and making the formation of contracts and 
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the like.  And also dealt with each of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 
(No.2) 1976, together with certain nuances concerning the Public Finances 
(Management) Act. 

Q: And were you provided with copy of that advice I and take it from the way 
you expressed your affidavit that you were? 

A: Yes, we were.  That advice was provided to us in the initial instructions 
from Mr Moe. 

Q: Was it usual for your firm to do work on a major reference as this one 
clearly was without any form of expectation of renumeration actually 
talked about? 10 

[1.44 pm]A: Given the circumstance in Papua New Guinea in relation to work, it was 
unusual, however, it was not – it was certainly something which was not 
dismissed in the sense that we were not concerned about it.  That said 
because of the urgency and because of the size of the transaction, we were 
comfortable with what we were being instructed to undertake. 

Q: Could I ask you to elaborate for a relative outside of Mr Beattie, what do 
you mean when you talk about the circumstances in Papua New Guinea as 
of ‘pressures’ to answering the question? 

A: Certainly.  Very often you are instructed to do things without any formal 
indication of how you would be paid, who will be paying here and you 20 

would undertake those instructions, complete the work as best as you could 
and at the end of the day you would hopefully be paid.  That is said, in 
relation to a lot of matters which are undertaken for and on behalf of the 
State by both lawyers and others, payment is very often either delayed or 
not made at all. 

Q: Is this not regulated in any way by the Law Society about the requirement 
to have retainer documents in writing? 

A: There are certain requirements but they are not very often implemented, if 
you like. 

Q: When you – as I take it you would so, when did your account to the State 30 
and I think you said in your evidence that Treasury paid; did you render an 
itemized bill? 

A: No, I do not believe we did but I will have to check that because I have not 
looked at that for some certain years of course. 
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Q: Yes, except this would not have been a usual piece of work because I think, 
you said pretty regularly these particular circumstances and that it was 
urgent and so on which - and it involved a lot of different parties of some 
considerable gravities; would you not recall the kind of bill that you 
rendered?  Was it a lump sum bill? 

A: It would have been a lump sum bill.  I do doubt that we would have 
itemized and particularized each charges; each item of work performed and 
the charges applied there, so it would not have been a final one of bill 
which, as I said, I would need to check because I do not really recall. 

Q: And how would you arrive at the fee when you do it in that way? 10 

A: By my recollection, it was indicated to us what the fee would be.  In other 
words, there were funds which were appropriated for payment of various 
consultants, including lawyers and in essence I think that we determined - 
we were advised that the fees that was to be paid was a sum certain and 
that was what was charged. 

Q: Was that treasury that told you that? 

A: I do not recall but I believe that may will be case as treasury was 
responsible for the payment and acquittal of the finance being appropriate. 

Q: And when you talk about treasury; I take it you mean the Treasury 
Secretary, Mr Vele? 20 

A: Well, not personally but certainly his department. 

Q: Who else in his department then can you recall dealing with over this 
transaction? 

A: I do not recall dealing with anybody. 

Q: Thank you, Mr Beattie.   

A: Thank you. 

Q: Chief Commissioner, those are my questions for Mr Beattie. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I have a few questions.  The email thread 
exchanges between Ashurst and Pacific Legal Group that you referred to in 
paragraph 7 through to paragraph 12, including Ashurst’s advice and your advice 30 
that Ashurst’s advice was in order. 
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[1.49 pm] The email threads or any other form of correspondence between Pacific Legal 
Group and Ashurst, are you able to provide copies of those documents or are they 
privileged documents? 

A: Chief Commissioner, there was no direct correspondence between Pacific 
Legal Group and Ashurst.  The only direct correspondence was between 
Pacific Legal Group and Norton Rose Fulbright. The Ashurst 
correspondence was simply copied to us in order for us to be assisted with 
the advice agreement to give Norton Rose. 

Q: And documents containing those advice; can they be made available to this 
Commission or are they privileged? 10 

A: No, I believe that the documents that we have on file have been provided 
but I would have to check with Mr Asigau.  I do know that there was a list 
of documents provided. 

Q: All right.  Going to paragraph 27, the clearance, I suppose that means legal 
clearance provided by the State Solicitor; was that clearance in writing? 

A: That would be correct.  I may have been remiss in my wording and the 
wording used in my affidavit but it would have been or I should perhaps 
have said “legal clearance”, which we understood had been provided but 
as I indicated earlier, I do not recall seeing a copy of it.  But in the reason 
that we believe that it had already been provided was because it had been 20 

then submitted; submitted I believe to NEC for approval. 

Q: Now, which provision or which law required you to obtain legal clearance 
from the State Solicitor?  Your client obtained legal clearance from the 
State Solicitor? 

A: The legal clearance to which we would refer is the approval for the State 
entering into the various transaction documents. 

Q: Were you aware of which provision and which statute required your client 
to obtain that legal clearance? 

A: The provisions under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2) and it 
would appear that the State Solicitor addressed both that clearance the 30 
provisions of section 209 of the Constitution and also again touched on 
provisions of the Public Finances (Management) Act. 

Q: I am aware of an amendment to the Attorney Generals’ Act that gave the 
State Solicitor the function or responsible to give legal clearance to 
commercial agreements but I was looking for a provision that impose a 
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duty on an agency or department or an authority of the State to seek that 
legal clearance first.  And I was wondering, given that you were providing 
advice, legal advice, whether you were aware of any provision either in the 
Attorney General’s Act or any other law that what the particular agency to 
seek the legal clearance from the State Solicitor? 

[1.54 pm]A: I cannot say of the top of my head but I could certainly check.  The general 
wording in the legislation is that; “The Head of State acting on advice”, 
that advice would ordinarily be that of the State Solicitor. 

Q: Should I ask you took into that question and perhaps when you appear next 
provide some answer to it? 10 

A: Certainly. 

Q: All right, those are my questions. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is no indication of any other persons 
seeking to question Mr Beattie, I would ask that Mr Beattie be adjourned to 20 
July 2021 at 1 o’clock if that date is potentially suitable rather than being 
excused? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Beattie, is that date and time convenient to you? 

A: That is convenient.   Thank you. 

Q: Okay. Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will adjourn his 
appearance to 20 July 2021 at 1 o’clock. 20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, that is great. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Beattie for your evidence.  You may be 
excused. 

A: Thank you. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth takes the next witness. 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, Commissioners, I call Francis Kaupa. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Swear the witness. 30 
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MR FRANCIS KAUPA, sworn: 

 

XN: MR JURTH 

Q: Mr Kaupa, just for the record, would you please state your full name? 

A: My full name is John Francis Kaupa. 

Q: And you are the principal currently of Francis Kaupa and Associates 
Limited? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And that is a firm of consulting engineers and project managers? 

A: That is correct. 10 

Q: And you have provided a written statement to this inquiry dated 19 May 
2021; is that right? 

A: That is correct, in a form of a letter on my company’s letterhead. 

Q: Yes.  And you have a copy of that letter in front of you? 

A: I do. 

Q: And as you say; your company’s letterhead appears on the first page, the 
letter in total comprises of four pages; is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And the last paragraph is numbered 32? 

A: Yes. 20 

Q: And that is your signature at the foot of that page above your name? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, are the matters that you stated in this letter true and correct? 

A: To the best of my knowledge, yes. 

Q: Thank you.  And are there any changes or corrections that you wish to 
make today? 

A: At this point, no. 

Q: Thank you. I tender that Commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that particular document into evidence to be marked exhibit SS.  Okay. 

EXHIBIT SS – STATEMENT OF FRANCIS KAUPA DATED 19 MAY 
2021 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  Now, Mr Kaupa, let us take first your roles with 
the Mineral Resource Developments Company.  You were its independent 
director from 1992 to 1996; is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And then from October 2002 to April 2007, you were its managing director 
and chief executive officer?  10 

[1.59 pm]  A: That is correct. 

Q: All right.  Now, do you see paragraph 7 of your statement, you identify in 
bullet points there the members of the MRDC group? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And these members of the group, these are ultimately what became some 
of the PNG LNG participants through MRDC; is that correct? 

A: That is correct.  It is will be the Kutubu landowners on bullet point number 
2, Gobe landowners in bullet point number 3, Moro landowners on bullet 
point number 4. 

Q: Thank you, for that.  And since 2007 you had no dealings with MRDC; is 20 

that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Now, let us then take up Orogen Minerals Limited; you were its 
Independent Director between 1996 and 2000? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And then you became its managing director and chief executive officer, the 
position you held between February 2000 and April 2002? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And it was at the end of that period that Orogen was acquired by Oil 
Search? 30 

A: That is correct. 
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Q: All right.  Now, can I take you to paragraph 11 of this letter on page 2? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you say that the acquisition of Orogen by Oil Search in late 2001 and 
early 2002 which is the last period of your association with Orogen was in 
your humble opinion a very unfortunate and sad day for Papua New 
Guinea.  Can you just expand on that and explain to the Commissioners 
what you mean by “being an unfortunate and sad day”? 

A: Orogen Minerals Limited was formed when Sir Julius Chan was Prime 
Minister and he wanted the State and the people of Papua New Guinea to 
participate in a very meaningful way in the mining resources and the hydro 10 

carbon resources of Papua New Guinea and that was why he wanted to 
form a State company with the State having majority 51 per cent 
shareholding in the company and the remaining 49 per cent floated through 
various parties that may be interested in participating in the mining 
industry and the petroleum industry of Papua New Guinea.   

 And so, the company was launched and formed to do that.  And with the – 
when I was director of Orogen Minerals and then later on CEO, I could see 
that the company was placed in a very good position to participate 
meaningfully and fully in the mining and hydro carbon assets/resources of 
Papua New Guinea.  So, when the company was acquired by Oil Search, it 20 

really made me very sad and I was quite concerned about the events leading 
up to that as I stated in my statement. 

Q: And you just said that, at that time, Orogen was in a very good position and 
in more detail, you set that out in paragraph 2; do you not?  You referred 
to the State’s 51 majority shareholding in the company, it was performing 
well, it had no debts, it had upwards of US$100 million dollars in cash, a 
healthy balance sheet, it was paying dividends to shareholders performing 
well on the international stock markets. 

A: Yes, and that is why I was quite saddened that this event took place, I mean 
the acquisition of Oregon by Oil Search. 30 

Q: Which stock market was Orogen listed on? 

A: Orogen was listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange and also under the New 
York Stock Exchange. 

Q: Then you go on to say in paragraph 13 that, part of your role in protecting 
all of your shareholders, you sought an audience with the then late Prime 
Minister Sir Mekere Morauta? 
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[2.04 pm] A: That is correct. 

Q: But that came to nothing? 

A: Unfortunately, it came to nothing. 

Q: And were you ever given an explanation by anybody as to why such an 
audience was not granted to you? 

A: No. 

Q: In paragraph 16, you refer to Orogen’s then chairman; who was that? 

A: Then chairman was Mr Lindsay McAlister, the founding chairman of 
Orogen Minerals was Mr David Beattie. 

Q: And then you refer to the only conversations that you were able to have 10 
with State representatives on this topic, that is the topic of the sale of 
Orogen to Oil Search and you refer to them in paragraph 18; do you not? 

A: That is correct. I was only able to speak with the Chief Secretary at that 
time, Mr Robert Igara, who was also the State’s nominee on the Orogen 
board and Treasury Secretary, Secretary at that time, the late Mr Koiari 
Tarata. 

Q: And Mr Igara and Mr Tarata, they told you as you refer to in paragraph 19 
and you say that; “It was a blunt message and you just need to do your job 
and facilitate the acquisition and not ask questions.”? 

A: Yes. 20 

Q: Did you have any options to ask any questions? Did you have any 
opportunity to ask? 

A; No, none. 

Q: And that is because as you say in paragraph 20; “It was obvious that the 
decision had been made and it was going to occur one way or the other.”? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: In paragraph 21, you refer to an Option Agreement at the end of that 
paragraph; do you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the last bullet point in the next paragraph 22 refers to an Exercise 30 
Option Agreement for 25 per cent interest in the Ramu Nickel Project.  Is 
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that the Option Agreement you are referring to in 21 or a different Option 
Agreement?  

A: The Option Agreement that I referred to in paragraph 21, I provided 
Orogen with exposure to any new project coming up in Papua New Guinea 
in the Mining and Petroleum sector and the first project that came up, 
Orogen was able to exercise the State’s – also to use this Option Agreement 
was the Ramu Nickel Project of which Orogen took up 25 per cent and did 
not take up the other 5 per cent because the other 5 per cent was reserved 
for landowners.  And MRDC at that time elected not to exercise their 
Options so Orogen exercised the Option just to take up 25 per cent which 10 
was the State’s equity at that time in Ramu Nickel. 

Q: And so, this is the State’s Option under the Mining Act; I take it? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Yes.  Can I take you down to paragraph 25, you say that whilst one Option 
was the option which ultimately came to bear, namely Oil Search bought 
out Orogen, you say in paragraph 25 that; “The other counter proposal was 
for Orogen to assist funding Oil Search in return for equity in Oil Search.”  
How advance was that proposal or was that just a low-level thinking at the 
Orogen board level? 

A: It was quite an advanced option we looked at and that is why I wanted to 20 

see the prime minister at that time and discuss that option with him because 
it was common knowledge in the industry then that Oil Search had debts 
that they were struggling to service.  So, we seriously looked at the option 
of organizing – I mean Orogen Minerals board looked seriously at the 
option of negotiating with Oil Search, get the State involved with it as well, 
get their support so that Orogen Minerals with its cash could assist, fund 
Oil Search’s exploration costs in return for equity in Oil Search. 

Q: And you never had the opportunity? 

A; Never had the opportunity to present that to the prime minister then. 

Q: Thank you, Mr Kaupa.  Commissioners, I have no further questions. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

  [2.09 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, Mr Jurth, have you concluded your questions 
of the witness? 

 MR JURTH:   Yes, I have, Commissioner White. 
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 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps I could just ask one or two questions of you 
Mr Kaupa and thank you for giving your evidence to the Commission.  You speak 
of your obligation to all the shareholders of Orogen in your statement.  Can you 
now recall who perhaps the other major shareholders were? 

A: I will try, it is long time ago.  AMP was a big shareholder in Orogen, 
Fidelity Funds based in Boston, there was another fund based in Dublin 
that had quite a few shares in the company.  There were some PNG 
Superfunds that had shares in the company and that was within that 49 per 
cent non-State shareholding.  I think Nasfund was one of them, at that time 
was National Provident Fund.  NRMA was quite a large shareholder in 10 
MRDC. 

Q: So these are quite - - -  

A: I am struggling. 

Q: Large institutional shareholders then? 

A: Yes, correct. 

Q: At the time when you were given notice that Orogen was to be sold to Oil 
Search or the State’s interest in Orogen, were you able to be in touch with 
the other shareholders? 

A: Yes.  I did a round with my Chief Financial Officer Mr Jeff Quartermaine, 
we went around the world to wherever our main shareholders were and we 20 

spoke to as many as possible of the 49 per cent. 

Q: And are you able to tell the Commission what the reaction from those 
shareholders was at the prospect of having Oil Search rather than the State 
as the majority shareholder? 

A: They were upset about it.  They preferred that State did not get Oil Search 
to acquire Orogen Minerals.  They preferred it to have direct participation 
in PNG’s mining and hydrocarbon resources through Orogen Minerals and 
not through Oil Search.   

They knew that the mining assets of Orogen Minerals were not going to be 
managed by Oil Search in the long term.  They knew that somewhere along 30 
the line or as soon as possible after the acquisition of Orogen Minerals by 
Oil Search, that Oil Search would endeavour to sell off those money assets, 
mineral assets and they were quite concerned about it and I do not have the 
records to show but I think some of them refused to be part of the 
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acquisition process and sold out their shares before the acquisition was 
completed. 

Q: Presumably, as you are suggesting, they could not see any expertise in Oil 
Search with respect to minerals? 

A: I cannot comment on that Commissioner. 

Q: All right.  Now, you also say in paragraph 12 that Orogen was doing very 
well, you had no debts and had cash holdings of US$100 million.  Were 
any of its cashflows flowing directly to the State? Was there any 
arrangement that the State could have access to that US$100 million? 

A: Only by way of declared dividends by the Board of Directors. 10 

Q: And were you paying good dividends? 

A: Yes. 

Q: It is a very long time ago and it is probably too much to expect that you 
can give some bold cut figures as to what sort of dividends? 

A: I cannot remember the exact amounts but obviously whenever dividends 
were declared by the Board, 51 per cent of it went to the State.   

  [2.14 pm] We paid company tax because we did not have any debts on the balance 
sheet so we paid company tax, the full amount, there was nothing to hide.  
If we made US$100 million profit then what was required by law as 
corporate tax was paid to the State. 20 

Q: In your time in the two years when you were the managing director there, 
did you meet with the minister who was responsible for Mining; State 
Enterprises from time to time or perhaps even the prime minister to discuss 
the profitability of your company? 

A: Regular meetings were held with Finance and Treasury Minister at that 
time was Honourable Chris Haiveta.  He was very interested in what was 
happening in Orogen so I had a lot of dialogue with him and keep him up 
to speed with how the company was performing and I would conclude that 
he reported back to the prime minister.  I did not have direct access to the 
prime minister at that time, Sir Julius Chan, but I had access to the deputy 30 
prime minister. 

Q: And would it be true to say that this was one of the most successful 
companies in the country in which the State had a majority ownership? 

A: Yes, Commissioner White, by a long shot. 
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Q: All right, thank you.  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, I have got no further 
questions for the witness. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a couple of questions from me.  In relation to paragraph 
12, take you to paragraph 12, could you give an estimate of the monetary value 
of that 51 per cent majority shareholding that the State had in Orogen? 

A: I apologize, Chief Commissioner; it is a long time ago I cannot remember 
those numbers.  I can do some research and present something. 

Q: Okay.  When that 51 per cent shareholding was transferred or taken over 
by Oil Search, what kind of stake in Oil Search did the State take up in Oil 
Search in terms of shareholding? 10 

A: At the completion of the acquisition, the Orogen Minerals shareholders’ 
share in Oil Search was about 34 per cent and the State’s interest was 
diluted down to about – I think, it was about 18 per cent in Oil Search. 

Q: 15 per cent? 

A: 18 per cent. 

Q: 18.  In terms of the number of shares in Oil Search, the 18 per cent 
transferred into say; how many shares? 

A: I cannot say at the top of my mind but it would have been 18 per cent of 
the issued shares of Oil Search at that time which was about April 2002. 

Q: Are you aware if the State negotiated for and obtained some form of control 20 

in Oil Search for that amount of stake or equity in Oil Search such as a 
position on the Board of Directors? 

A: I believe three of the Directors for Orogen Minerals moved across to Oil 
Search Board at that time.  I think they were the State representative at that 
time and Mr Clive Hildebrand and a Mr Martin Kriewaldt. 

Q: So, they were appointed Directors of Oil Search? 

A: That was part of the agreement for that transaction, yes, the three directors. 

[2.19 pm]  Q: Okay.  Now, in terms of business risk or investment risk, was the risk that 
the State faced with Orogen Minerals greater or less than the risk that the 
State faced in the investment risk in Oil Search? 30 

A: I would say, the risk the State faced with Oil Search would be higher than 
with Orogen Minerals because with Orogen Minerals, the State had 51 per 
cent controlling interest so the State would have a big say in whatever 
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business or commercial transaction or decision that Orogen Minerals board 
takes.  So, in my opinion, a lower stake; a lower risk with Orogen Minerals 
than with Oil Search. 

Q: Okay.  Now, the State had majority shareholding in Orogen? 

A: Yes. 

Q: In Oil Search it had around 18 per cent.  In terms of government decision 
to invest in what appeared to be a purely private company in the form of 
Oil Search, was that a good decision on the part of the government or not 
so good decision? 

A: I questioned it at that time but you know, I did not have the opportunity to 10 
discuss my concerns with the prime minister at that time and as I said in 
my statement, I was basically told to just let it go, sell the company and 
move on.  Sorry, let Oil Search acquire the company and you move on.  
That was the blunt message to me. 

Q: And the prime minister at that time; who was he? 

A: Sir Mekere Morauta. 

Q: Were you aware of any government policy at that time that required or 
required the State to diverse itself of investments, its investments in State-
owned enterprises and shift those investments to purely private company? 

A: I was – in the case of Orogen Minerals, I was not aware of anything, any 20 

business affecting mining and hydrocarbon sector. I was not aware of any 
public policy at that time on privatization.  

Q: I recalled there was this Government Privatization Policy that was being 
promoted at that time by Sir Mekere Morauta was the Prime Minister.  
Could this decision have been made pursuant to that – the privatization 
drive that Sir Mekere’s government was advocating and pushing for? 

A: If it was, then it was never discussed with the Orogen Board or myself as 
CEO. 

Q: All right.  If I have some more questions, perhaps, I will ask later when you 
appear next but I think those questions will do for me for now.   30 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  I have no questions arising out of your or 
Commissioner White’s questions.  May the witness be excused and I would seek 
a direction adjourning his appearance on the directions list on 12 June. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  12th of? 
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MR JURTH:  Apologies, 12 July 2021 at 10.00 am. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is the 12th of July convenient to you, Mr Kaupa? 

A: 12th of July? 

Q: 12th of July. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Okay.  Then Commissioner White if you are in agreement, then we will 
adjourn his next appearance to 12 July at 10.00 am? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Thank you for your evidence and you may be excused 
for now. 10 

A: Thank you Chief Commissioner, madam Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Kaupa. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, next? 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, we have Mr Vele back at 2.30 pm; is he back 
in the hearing room?  If he is, we might have him back in the witness box please. 

[2.24 pm]` THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, he is present. 

 20 

 DAIRI VELE, recalled:    

 

XN: DR RENWICK 

Q: Mr Vele; I am so sorry Chief.  Mr Vele, since you were last here this 
morning, I think you produced a further affidavit; that is today? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Of five pages and some annexures, and that is true and correct; is it? 

A: Yes, it is. 

Q: I tender that Commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that affidavit into evidence to be marked double TT. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

EXHIBIT TT – FURTHER AFFIDAVIT OF MR DAIRI VELE DATED 24 
JUNE 2021 WITH ANNEXURES 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  If we can have Mr Vele’s April 2021 affidavit back up on the 
screen at page 43.  You remember before lunchbreak, Mr Vele, we were 
discussing the flurry of meetings between the time of the NEC meeting and the 
notification by IPIC that it was going to retain the shares.  If I can take you over 10 
to page 44.  

A: Commissioner, sorry just very quickly, just over lunch, chief, as I was 
reflecting on some of our discussions from the morning, could I just make 
some very quick comments just so that you and I are clear on our 
discussions going forward.  Sometimes, I take the long way to say what it 
is I am trying to say.  So just three quick points and then we can revert to 
the questions around the flurry of meetings just after returning from Abu 
Dhabi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Please go on. 

A: Chief Commissioner, the first one in relation to discussion from page 6 of 20 

my statement regarding the governing structures of both – both the 
governing structure that I have on the page there.  I think, your question as 
to the completeness of one governing structure around the IPIC transaction 
and then in comparison to what was the governing structure of the UBS 
transaction. 

 Just to clarify that on page 6, that all of those people there and all of the 
government departments involved and again apologies to some of the 
names that I have missed out, their contribution is very important at that 
time but that is the governing structure for the PNG LNG Project.  So all 
of those different departments were involved in establishing the PNG LNG 30 
Project.  

 There was a Gas Projects Coordination Committee established of all 
departmental heads for the State agencies which would have been involved 
in the PNG LNG Project and that was chaired by Secretary for Treasury, 
Simon Tosali but it had I think up to 12 different departmental heads or 
agencies.  Petroleum would have been there, the Environment would have 
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been there, Lands would have been there and so on.  And that is not the – 
just to be clear that I was not attesting to the governing structure around 
the IPIC transaction.  The IPIC transaction was held outside of the 
government process as I understand it and that is to say function of IPBC 
not being a government department and having a different reporting 
structure so that was the first clarification, commissioner. 

The second comment that I would like to make is our discussion from page 
35 onwards in relation to my meetings with the banks and finance houses 
about optionalities falling out from the election of IPIC whether to retain 
or return the shares to the State, whether the Oil Search Shares to the State.  10 
Again, I just want to clarify that, you know, all the structures that were 
proposed because it was a monetized Collar Loan, a monetized collar 
product which was proposed by everyone or variations to it.  And simply 
because it is a loan which is based around shares and in my very simple 
mind, I think, if you want to take a car loan; you go to the bank and ask for 
what car loan products they have, if you want to buy a house; you go and 
look at house loan products, home loan products.  For this one, it was 
Shares.  

[2.29 pm]   So whether the State was looking at IPIC retaining the shares and therefore 
we would need to purchase our way into Oil Search if that was the aim of 20 
the government then it was this monetized collar product which the finance 
houses were proposing.   If the IPIC were to get – borrow some money to 
repay IPIC because IPIC were willing to return the shares to the State, then 
because we are again talking about shares, it was this monetized collar 
product which was being offered. 

 
Again, upon reflection and certainly in the media I offer testimony to the 
fact that if IPIC had chosen to take one particular course of action, then we 
would have been looking at one product and if we were looking at IPIC 
taking an alternative course of action, that we were looking at a separate 30 
product, I just want to clarify that we were looking at the same product.  
They had to do with shares, it was just a matter of whether we were buying 
shares from IPIC or whether we were buying shares from Oil Search 
directly. 

 
 Chief Commissioner, just the last comment I would like to make.  When I 

mentioned that I was at one time the inaugural CEO of what is called now 
Petroleum Company and my chairman is the current Minister for 
Petroleum.  Just to clarify that at that time I was the CEO, he was the 
Chairman.  He then subsequently became a politician.  He became the 40 
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Member for Sinasina-Yonggamugl, Honourable Kerenga Kua, who was 
then the Attorney General at the time of the UBS transaction so I have had 
a long association with Honourable Kerenga Kua, both as Attorney 
General during the relevant time of the transaction and I was the Minister 
for Petroleum. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  Could I take you to paragraphs 295 and 
296?  If you would not mind reading 295 and 296 to yourself, please? 10 
 
A: Yes, Commissioner. 
 
Q: Do I understand you to be saying that Mr Botten volunteered the price of 

$8.20 or was that something proposed by Prime Minister O’Neill? 
 
A: I had direct discussion with Prime Minister O’Neill and Prime Minister 

O’Neill said at an earlier discussion that share price of $8.20 had been 
proposed.  At this stage the share price of Oil Search was starting to creep 
up and it was in the 8.30s, high 30s, early 40s and as the noise around Oil 20 
Search and some of the actions that they were going to take, particularly in 
relation to the acquisition of PRL15, Elk/Antelope, the share price started 
to creep up.  So, I think in that particular discussion Oil Search were 
looking at a price closer to its current price which was, as I said, high 8.30s, 
low 8.40s whereas Prime Minister had referenced an earlier discussion in 
which the price of 8.20 had been mentioned and that was the price that we 
were looking at. 

 
Q: Just to be clear - 100 per cent clear, that is the price Prime Minister 

proposed or mentioned to Mr Botten and not the other way around? 30 
 
A: It was the price that he mentioned to me and that was the price that I 

mentioned to Peter Botten. 
 
Q: Thank you very much.    So, if I can summarise it this way, there was some 

to and fro over the following days but in the event, Mr Botten, on behalf of 
Oil Search indicated that it could be acceptable for Oil Search to issue 10 
per cent of its shares to the Independent State at a price of $8.20? 

 
A: No, he kicked and screamed a little bit and said; “Dairi you can see the 40 

price is going to 8.50 and you are asking for 8.20.”   
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[2:34 pm] And so again, I thought it was a very gutsy move by our Prime Minister to 
try and secure a discount to where the market was.  Oil Search, obviously 
had the choice of refusing our private placement and just going to the 
market in which they would have secured 8.50.  I think subsequently, they 
went to the market and secured a portion for that price. 

 
Q: Perhaps I put it badly, in the end result though, there was an arrangement 

whereby the State bought 8.20 rather than 8.55? 
 
A: Correct, that was the negotiated outcome. 10 
 
Q: Indeed.  So, I see there at paragraph 299, at about 27 February, UBS and 

Oil Search entered into a separate underwriting agreement.  So that if the 
Independent State did not enter into the transaction, then UBS would 
underwrite a rating of shares otherwise from the Independent State? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And then you say there at paragraph 300; “Throughout these 

discussions with UBS and representatives of Oil Search, at no time did  20 
Treasury understand that anyone believed an agreement had been entered 
into.  Rather they were still on foot, all parties there to reach an agreement 
and the State would not commit to any purchase of placement in Oil Search 
until after the NEC approval.”  So on or about 27 February, there were two 
announcement to the Australian Stock Exchange, were they not?  There 
was an announcement by Oil Search that they were going to both invest in 
PRL15 and that they had received a – well, entered some type of 
arrangement that had been entered into with the Independent State to issue 
10 per cent of shares to them?  You recall that announcement? 

 30 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: And was there also simultaneous public announcement by you in fact on 

behalf of the Independent State? 
 
A: Commissioner, if we could just take one step back so that I get the sequence 

right in my own head. 
 
Q: Sure. 
 40 
A: The relevance of 298 and 299 is essentially for the purposes of an 

announcement on the  Australian Stock Exchange, we had a chicken and 
egg situation.  Oil Search were careful about announcing a transaction with 
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the State when the State had not – in effect NEC had not approved the 
transaction.  So how does Oil Search go ahead with its financing 
arrangements to purchase a stake in Elk/Antelope if there is not a 
transaction just yet.  So, separately UBS and Oil Search entered into 
transaction to say, well, UBS, you know these are my words, not UBS’s 
and I guess in effect thinking about what the discussion would be like.  It 
would be UBS saying, regardless of the State’s approval or not, we, UBS 
will enter into an arrangement with you where we will pick up these shares 
and then we will, in effect, be the owner of a package of shares from Oil 
Search and we would trade them as we see fit because the State had not 10 
approved and if the State – NEC was to not approve at all.  So again, we 
underlined that a portion of my statement, it says that the State could have 
then still – NEC could still then rejected the transaction and gone forward; 
understanding that Oil Search had this backstop arrangement if the State 
was not going to go through with this project or the purchase of the shares, 
I think they then made the announcement of 27 February.  We still had to 
wait until we had NEC approval before we make our own announcements 
and approvals. 

 
Q: All right, could I just put up this document please; WIT.0015.0001.2287.   20 

[2.39 pm] So, this is a copy of the press release and if we scroll down – do you agree 
with that - this has been provided to us but if you scroll down a little down 
so we can see all of the text.  So firstly, this if we just go to the end, yes, 
that is that.  And so just to be clear - I will come back to this document in 
one minute – it is an attachment, I think, from an email by Mr Turner of 
UBS so, if we can have a look at OSL,0002,0007,3359.   
 
So, you will see there, there is a draft government press release drafted by 
Mr Turner and sent to you and the statement is from UBS that it; “in their 
view this would best come from you and be released by Oil Search on to 30 
the ASX.”  But then Mr Jilek passes it on to Mr Botten and then Mr Botten 
passes it on to other people in Oil Search.  Now, if we go back to the 
preceding document, is that a document which you are familiar with? 
 

A: Yes, I am. 
 
Q: Yes.  And so that was the press release you approved for simultaneous 

release on to the Australian Stock Exchange, I take it? 
 
A: Yes.   40 
 
Q: If you look at the first paragraph, it says, “We have today reached 

agreement,” but the next sentence says, “this is subject to the execution of 
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final financing documents - documentation and the receipt of final State 
approvals which are expected to be received.”  And so that is, if you like, 
it is entirely conditional upon the NEC approval which in fact then 
occurred? 

 
A: Yes.  I think the operative sense for the State is that it is still the subject to 

the receipt of final set of approvals.   
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  And so can we then go forward to paragraph 323.  So, at the 

top of this is which is page 47 of your affidavit, there is the heading, 10 
‘Negotiations Continue on the Proposal for the Loan and Purchase.’  Then 
there is at the bottom of the page above 323 reference to a commitment 
letter.  Then over the page at 325, there is a reference to consultation by 
you with Mr Bakani, Dr Jacob Weiss and Mr Jilek; and you went through 
the structure of the proposal.  Then you referred to some discussions with 
them.  So, you say there that Dr Weiss – and he worked for the Bank of 
PNG, I take it? 
 

A: Yes, he did, the late Dr Weiss. 
 20 
Q: I see.  So, he said he wanted a higher interest rate but a better upside and 

to be able to roll the collar loan after six months.  But Mr Jilek did not 
accept that and proposed an alternative and you indicated the high interest 
rate would not be attractive to the NEC and the end result of that is in 
effect the Bank of PNG had been consulted on the proposed arrangement? 

 
A: Yes, commissioner. 
 

[2.49 pm]  Q: Leaving aside what you say for a minute in paragraph 351.  Do you recall 
any ministers coming to you between 27 February and the NEC meetings 30 
saying; what is all this about? 

 
A: No, which again surprise me.  As I said I had known Honourable Kerenga 

Kua, Attorney General.  In relation to my own Treasurer, as I have said 
previously I briefed him at different times throughout.  I was aware that he 
also asked the Governor of the Bank of PNG in relation to the evaluations 
that were being undertaken so he was aware of all of this.  But I think just 
like the preceding witnesses was speaking about my daily and hourly 
interactions with the Prime Minister and I was under the impression that 
he was speaking through his senior ministers and to his party coalition 40 
members at all times. 
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Q:  Let us then talk about the Cabinet submission on 6 March in relation to 
the UBS transaction.  I take it you had a significant role in preparing that? 

 
A: I have to sign off on it. 
 
Q: Yes.  So, is it fair to say that this was unusual; first, because drafts of it had 

actually been prepared by people outside government namely UBS, Norton 
Rose, Pacific Legal Group and so on.  That is right, is it not, they had some 
part in drafting the Cabinet submissions and attachments? 

 10 
A: Yes and I have understood different people said that it is unusual.  It is not 

unusual.  When you are dealing in particular transactions where there are 
external advisers, particularly in legal elements, again, it is not uncommon 
that the legal advisers would make sure that the drafting of the approvals 
of the substance of the submission is technically and legally compliant with 
the laws in whichever jurisdiction is being dealt with.  I would imagine at 
this stage that Norton Rose Fulbright, Ashurst who were representing UBS, 
our own Pacific Legal Group and I was under the impression the State 
Solicitor as well were at all times making sure that we were complying 
with the Australian Stock Exchange Rules.  We have the Australian law 20 
and also with Papua New Guinean law.  That is not unusual at all.   
 
In relation to the elements of the collar that needed to be inserted into the 
NEC submission, I have said several times already that I am not a stock 
broker and therefore it would be UBS who would have drafted certain 
elements.  My team and I would have made sure that what was being 
proposed was reflective of the discussions that were had and reflective of 
the negotiated outcomes that had been achieved.  That stage we also had 
KPNG which I proposed to provide third party verification not only of the 
mathematical model, financial model that was provided so that the logic of 30 
the Math was reflective of our discussions.  And also that what we were 
negotiating was how these things were done.  I also got them to comment 
on the fees that were ultimately charged by UBS. 

 
 All of those types of elements again because we do not have expertise on 

we get external people.  I have just completed the Porgera Gold Mine 
project over the last couple of weeks and again in there we had lawyers and 
engineers and financial people to assist draft different elements of the NEC 
submissions.  So,  I know I am not the only one that has external people 
draft elements or bits of parts or portions or contribute to NEC submissions 40 
over the course of certainly my tenure at Treasury anyway.  
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Q: And if you look at 354 you say this was a lengthy NEC submission.  It was 
also quite a complex and sophisticated transaction, was it not? 

 
A: Yes.  Commissioner, I guess part of the reason why sometimes people like 

myself are asked to present or to be a part of these types of teams I did 
PNG LNG I was a part of the UBS transaction.  After that I did Papua LNG.  
I am currently doing the Pasca Offshore LNG Project. 

  
 [2.54 pm] I am the Cabinet appointed chair of the P’nyang LNG Project with 

ExxonMobil.  I guess part of the things that I pride myself on is being able 10 
to take on some of these complex issues and to be able to explain to them 
in a manner in which Cabinet can make an informed decision.  So, and yes, 
these are big things and no doubt that is why we have Commissions of 
Inquiry and we welcome the opportunity to explain ourselves but at the 
same time they are big and complex things and I would have had to walk 
them through; walk Cabinet through what all of these meant and the 
advantages and the costs as it were of taking a particular course of action.  
And then as is practice we get to leave the room so that the ministers in 
Cabinet can have a fair and frank discussions amongst themselves. 

 20 
Q: So, just to be clear this is a submission which you signed, I guess the Prime 

Minister’s submission. He is the sponsor of this submission in this 
particular case. 

 
A: Yes, it is a submission that I prepared.  The sponsoring minister and at this 

particular stage was the Prime Minister; correct, commissioner. 
 
Q: So, is it the case that to your knowledge this was not shown – sorry, do you 

know if the Prime Minister’s submission had been shown to any other 
ministers before the commencement of 6 March 2014 NEC meeting? 30 

 
A: Again, I am assuming that the issue around the loan was being discussed 

in various different forums and therefore they would have understood 
certain elements of the transaction; the idea that there is a history behind 
IPIC.  Now, they have got the shares, what do we do if they decide to take 
it, a course of action with those shares; if we want to continue to own a 
shareholding in Oil Search, then these are the options that are available to 
us and this is the transaction that we are currently looking at.  But as to 
whether the NEC’s submission itself would have been spread around 
beforehand I am not sure I cannot say.  Even my understanding was that 40 
the direct team members which is myself, the State Solicitor, again through 
Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal Group, my expectation was that 
they were in contact with the State Solicitor.  I expected that he would have 
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seen certain elements to this and also I think the other reason why it was 
not widely circulated because it is market sensitive information.  That if 
the market understands that the State wants to be involved but to the extent 
that there were transaction documents which may have had some pricing 
of the shares and of the stocks, again, we had to be careful that that did not 
get out to the market. 

 
Q: Although in this particular case quite a lot of the fee, financial matters had 

been disclosed in those two Press Releases on 27 February, had they not? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, just to finish off on paragraph 351, if I understand your evidence 

correctly, you are not there saying that Mr Polye had previously seen a 
copy of the Cabinet submission on 5 March, this was rather a general 
discussion you had with him? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, there is the NEC meeting, there is a decision, you have a copy of the 20 

decision and it is in your task to ensure that it is implemented and to the 
extent it is up to you that it is signed off and that is what you proceeded to 
do? 

 
A: Commissioners, it is my responsibility to do my bit in the program or it is 

my responsibility to implement the decision that is relevant to Treasury.  
There would have been other decisions which were relevant to other State 
agencies and there is a distribution list; everyone gets a distribution and to 
the extent that your minister is in Cabinet or not in Cabinet, agencies are 
generally informed of what is expected of them.  And considering this was 30 
a high pressured situation and such a, I guess, murky transaction at the time 
that is my expectation that everyone knew what they needed to know. 

 
Q: And one of your tasks was to get the Treasurer to sign the documents he 

needed to sign? 
 

   [2.59 pm] A: Yes, we have taken some legal advice as to who was to execute the  
documents, the relevant documents, and the State Solicitor provided us the 
advice to say that there were certain documents that were to be signed by 
myself and there were certain documents that were to be signed by the 40 
Treasurer.  
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Q: And then paragraph at 404 on page 58, so in summary, what happened is 
that you tried on a number of occasions to get the Treasurer to sign the 
documents to implement the NEC decision but he refused to do so? 

 
A: Yes, commissioner, this is all in the period of one afternoon.  We were co-

located, different sides of the same floor, the fourth floor of Vulupindi Haus 
in Waigani here in Port Moresby.  At that time it was clear that the 
Treasurer was to sign, so I explained to then Treasurer Polye, that it was 
expected that he would sign following the approval by Cabinet and that 
was when he told me, as he had told me previously, that he was not going 10 
to sign; that he had had a discussion in Cabinet and he had made his views 
known in Cabinet.  Those views being that he did not want the State to 
carry the loan on its balance sheet and that a State-owned enterprise such 
as NPCP National Petroleum Company and what is now called Petroleum 
should carry the loan on their books and therefore not affecting our debt to 
GDP ratio which is part of our economic management reference points.   

 
At that time, I rang the prime minister back and said, prime minister, the 
treasurer has told me that he is not going to execute the documents.  The 
Prime Minister Peter O’Neil again said, “Please go back in there and 20 
explain to him that it is the expectation of Cabinet that he will.”  So, I went 
back in there the second time and - again, I said I have a lot of affection for 
Treasurer Polye; he was my first Minister in my current role and I said, 
“Treasurer, it is quite clear to me that the chairman of Cabinet is expecting 
you to sign this so I just need to let you know that I think the expectation 
is that that you will sign this.”   
 
Again, the Treasurer informed me that he was not minded to execute the 
documents so I went back to my side of the office and I explained to the 
prime minister that he was still not minded to.  The prime minister asked 30 
me again the third time and said, “Please, can you go back in there and let 
the Treasurer know that it is my expectation and now my direction that he 
execute the document as chairman of Cabinet following a Cabinet 
approval.”  I went back in there and I explained to Treasurer Polye, 
“Treasurer, as your friend now, I think that this is one that you should 
consider quite carefully.  You will be asked to draw a line in the sand 
several times in your career as the Treasurer and I am just letting you know 
that this one is a serious one.  So just as a friend, I would ask you to consider 
carefully before you revert to me.”  He thought about it for a little bit and 
said to me the last time, he said, “I appreciate your candor but I am still not 40 
minded to sign.”  I went back to my office and called the prime minister 
and said, prime minister, for the third, I think you need to have a talk to 
him.  You have asked him three times and he is still not minded to sign; I 
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think this has elevated to a captain’s decision or captain’s discussion, and 
therefore, he then rang the treasurer and had a conversation with him.  I 
later learnt that that conversation ended in prime minister decommissioning 
the Treasurer.  I did not know that at that time.  I went back into the 
treasurer’s office and said, “Treasurer, what is the plan now?”  and he said, 
“You will hear later on this afternoon that I have been decommissioned.”  
So, it was an emotional time for him and some tears were shed with him 
and his team. 
 

Q: I understand.  Paragraph 404, “The prime minister told me words to the 10 
effect of the State should try and get out of the transaction.”  Did you take 
that as a serious remark or just an expression of frustration that the treasurer 
would not sign? 

 
A: Commissioner, it was a phone call things are better done face-to-face where 

you can make those kinds of calls but that was it, his first -  I thought it was 
a little bit of frustration. Whether he was going to sit to extinguish the 
transaction without executing it and going forward or whether he was going 
to decommission the treasurer and go forward.  I think I remember saying   

  [3.04 pm] that; “in whatever it is you are going to do, just take a beat; let us draw 20 
some breath and then we can revisit this whole situation.”  So that is the 
context of 405.  
 

Q: Thank you.  What I want to come to next is the legal arguments which were  
put up at various times about section 209 of the Constitution and other 
impediments.  So, can I first go to the document WIT.0027.0001.0745? 

 
A: Sorry, could I have my bottle of water which was – sorry, Chief 

Commissioner.  Thank you, counsel.   
 30 
Q: WIT.00 – here we are, yes.  So Mr Vele, this is a letter from Mr Polye on 

9 March and we will just scroll down a bit.  We will just go to the end first 
just up a little.  I just want to see if the signature will appear; there we are.  
So, this is a letter by Minister Polye that you copied to the prime minister 
and all Cabinet ministers, an important letter.  But we will start at one.  I 
daresay you remember this letter? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Yes.  So, we will just put section 209 to one side for a minute.  Just quickly 40 

scroll down and he says he is unable to sign because he says I will be 
committing the State a total of K6 billion approximately in debt this fiscal 
year.  And so he asserts there in the next paragraph that the government 
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will be in breach of the Fiscal Responsibility Act.  What was your position 
on that? 

 
A: Commissioner, I remember explaining at that time that the debt-to-GDP 

ratio or the measurement of the debt-to-GDP ratio is an exposed measure.  
So you will not know if you are in breach until you look back after the 
relevant fiscal year that you are looking at.  Since the idea for the State, the 
strategy was always that the State would use its financial were withhold to 
borrow and access the financing and to purchase the shares but then we 
would then assign across the loan and the shareholding to one of our State-10 
owned enterprises that when we did the calculation and we looked at if 
there was a breach or a projected breach at that particular stage, it would 
have been in a sense in a fiscal year, a flash transfer where there would 
have been a large loan going into the bank into the State accounts.  But then 
that same amount would be exited from the State accounts and therefore it 
would have a net nil effect.  That was on the basis of the accounting 
principles that were utilized for national accounts back at that period of 
time.   

 
Q: Now, then we come to section 209 of the Constitution and you have set out 20 

if we go to page 83 and following through to 87, you set out really a detailed 
submission as to why you say there was no contravention of section 209; 
and we had the benefit of that, and the commissioners can consider it but 
your additional point apart from those arguments, as I take it, is that you 
took advice from lawyers.  Indeed at 573 on page 85, you say, “I say that 
is the proper thing to do to take advice from lawyers and did accordingly.  
I did not make this decision by myself.  I sought and received legal advice 

  [3.09 pm] for each step.”  So, in terms of the legal advice then that there might be 
potentially a problem, if we might first look at the State Solicitor’s letter 
of 5 March 2014.   30 

 
A: Sorry, Commissioner, I just lost my place.  Can we just confirm which page 

we are on in relation to my own statement, 85? 
 
Q: I was referring a second ago to paragraph 572, page 85 of your affidavit, 

572 and 573. 
 
A: I am there now, thank you, commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  But I also want to take you back to the letter of – we can 40 

have the letter of the State Solicitor of 5 March which you comment on in 
your April affidavit.  I will just come to that in a second.  At page 50 and 
51 paragraph 344.  So, I suppose the first thing to say is that the State 
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Solicitor received relatively or he did receive not very much notice of the 
documentation which he was required to sign off on.  I mean in an ideal 
world he should have received more time, should he not? 

 
A: Commissioner, again the State Solicitor of the country I am the Secretary 

to the Treasury, at this level, long hours, no sleep.  There have been 
instances where we have to prepare submissions.  My own budget for 
example working against the deadline. If you are at any stage 
uncomfortable or you are not ready to proceed, then you must tell people 
that you are not ready to proceed.  I do not think that is appropriate that 10 
you sign something and then say later on - again, he does not say - I am 
making direct reference to a statement I understood you made to the 
Ombudsman Commission in which he said; I did not have enough time. 

 
I can reference the Porgera transaction which we completed on April 9, this 
year, where I gave him the final draft for him to provide legal clearance on 
two hours before we were supposed to execute at Government House.  You 
are however right that it is expected that he is brought along the journey 
and at all times I expected that Norton Rose and Pacific Legal Group were 
in communication with him and they were running all of the documents 20 
and those areas particularly where it pertains to being complying with 
domestic law through the State Solicitor.  I do not know how many 
transactions Norton Rose had done at the time but certainly Anthony 
Latimer had been with Corrs Chambers Westgarth that I was aware that he 
had done transactions in the country before.  They have a close working 
relationship with Pacific Legal Group and they had done transactions 
before.  They both understand that bringing the State Solicitor along in 
relation to getting his approvals all along the way is just how you do things.  
So, yes, ideally we all have time but at this level sometimes you do not get 
so much time. 30 

 
Q: So, do I take it from that you would have expected Norton Rose and Pacific 

Legal Group to bring the State Solicitor, allow him to read into the 
documents at the earliest possible stage? 

 
A: Well, the final versions of the documents are always a culmination of 

several months or several weeks’ work.  Commissioner, I would imagine 
lawyers in the room and there is several of you here understand this that 
you start off with a template of an appropriate transaction and you build up 
as you go further circumstances that are being conducted.  I would have 40 
expected that Norton Rose and Pacific Legal Group and the State Solicitor 
for that matter would have been working, you know, lock step until we got 
to the final stage.  I think certainly in Porgera the way that transaction was 
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done here was therefore for the journey and therefore when we were given 
two hours to go over the documents he had seen iterations of the different 
clauses in the final agreement along the course of the journey. 

 
[15.14 pm] I think the other thing I am saying as well, commissioner, is that had he not 

felt comfortable as I have in my role as Secretary for Treasury sometimes, 
you just say, no, I am not ready and I am not comfortable and that is when 
you bring attention to the fact that you need more time. 

 
Q: What if it turns out on the evidence before the commission that they were 10 

not in lockstep, that would be a matter of some concern to you?’ 
 
A: That would be a matter of some concern to me, correct. 
 
Q: Can we then go to the letter from the State Solicitor of 5 March and if we 

go to the last page on paragraph 3, there is a reference to Parliament’s 
approval needed to be obtained because of section 209.  I am sure you are 
aware of these constitutional requirements and further advice you take 
appropriate steps to facilitate this process.  And so, as I understand it, if I 
can take you then to your second affidavit of 22 June, you there set out the 20 
steps taken to ensure that there was compliance with section 209 and I 
might just take you through them now.  So, as I understand it, and if you 
look at your affidavit, firstly, there is a reference in paragraph 3 of your 
affidavit of 22 June to a ministerial statement by the then Treasurer, the 
Honorable Patrick Pruaitch, advising parliament about the UBS 
transaction.  And we go to the page - suffice to say, that it sets out in some 
detail the statement which is at the first annexure the particulars of the 
transaction and at page 10 of the first annexure the debate was adjourned. 
And then if we go to the next annexure - - - 

 30 
A: Commissioner sorry, could I just grab my own copy, the screen, I am 

wearing contacts today - sorry. 
 
Q: Yes, of course.  I am terribly sorry.  If you do have that with the annexures 

that will be helpful. 
 
A: Thank you.  Now I am with you. 
 
Q: All right.  So, I am just taking the commissioners to the first annexure 

which is the ministerial statements about the UBS transaction, and then if 40 
we go to the second annexure, that is the Treasurer’s Budget speech on 18 
November and if we could go to page 4 of that annexure, 4 of 34, there is 
a reference on the last paragraph that; “Earlier in the year the opportunity 
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to purchase Oil Search shares were raised in the O’Neill-Dion government, 
made the decision to purchase the 10.1 percent stake in Oil Search as part 
of the 2014 Supplementary Budget and in accordance with section 209 of 
the Constitution, we had appropriated the interest payments and then it was 
anticipated in the next month.  The National Petroleum Company of PNG 
will refinance this transaction and take ownership of the shares.”  And then 
going back to your affidavit the - paragraph 5 - the supplementary budget 
is then proposed and passed, and then in paragraph 6 of your affidavit there 
is the resumption of the debate on the acquisition of the shares in Oil Search 
and then paragraph 7, you note that motion was voted and agreed to. 10 

 

[3.19pm]  So, if I can just concentrate for a minute on annexure 2 page 4 and 5 which 
are numbered in the bottom right 53 and 54.  Just so I understand the 
position and as you understood the requirements of section 209 and other 
relevant legal requirements the UBS transaction could be entered into but 
at some point certainly ideally before the next budget, it should be included 
in that budget or otherwise approved by the parliament.  In summary, is 
that your understanding of what was required? 

A: Yes.  Just in relation to your last statement, if you recall the letter from the 
State Solicitor to me, it said that you will deal with this as part of the 20 
budgetary process and so dealing with it through the parliamentary process 
is a part of the or is the section 209 approval being sought.  Again, I do not 
know if we have included it in the latest affidavit that was provided to you 
earlier on today but a reconciliation of all the loans that we have done are 
on our books of the 288 external loans that the State has undertaken we 
cannot find one in which a loan terms and conditions were approved prior 
to its execution.  What we do have is 288 loans in varying forms where the 
loan or the undertaking is entered into and then is reflected in the budget 
books for that year generally in a supplementary year.  And that is just 
because obviously parliament has its own timing and sometimes it is 30 
impractical to have parliament prior to a loan being done.  Sometimes loans 
are just not matured enough or at a stage where we can say with certainty 
this is what the loan is going to look like, this is the amount, these are the 
terms and conditions that are attached with it and therefore as I understand 
it the process in Treasury since before my time is to undergo this particular 
process.  I also think, again, as part of the affidavit from earlier on today 
that there was so much noise around section 209 and certainly when the 
Treasurer, the then former Treasurer Polye raised this issue of non-
compliance of section 209, it forced all of us to have a closer look.  Being 
in Treasury and understanding that this is the way that the loans are done, 40 
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it was something, it was a process that we had taken for granted but it was 
quite clear that the I guess the media, the social media, certain sections of 
parliament may question that had we been in compliance.  So, I sought 
formal clarification and advice from the State Solicitor to say, in your view 
how should this work?  He provided advice to say that this is the way we 
do it and therefore we are after the fact mentioned it on the floor and I think 
as part of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act it also involves a 
tabling of the documents to parliament as a part of in what I would say is 
section 209 approval.  And on 18 November 2014, as it were, as a part of 
that budget process in approving the supplementary budget, subsequently 10 

approving the National Budget, the Treasurer did walk across and laid the 
transaction documents on the desk of the Clerk of Parliament. 

Q: Just to unpick some of that, so the budget each year is usually in 
November? 

A: Yes.  We have a January to December fiscal year. 

Q: Preceding November, the government’s stated intention was to not have 
IPIC retain the shares and therefore there was not a UBS transaction which 
could be put to parliament in November 2013 because that was not in 
contemplation? 

[3.54pm]   A:  Yes, again, we will confirm this but as a part of the budget books, there 20 

may have been a vague reference to the fact that the State shareholding in 
Oil Search were mortgaged to IPIC and watch this space as to what was 
going to happen. 

Q: Then you explain, ascertain in your second affidavit why that was picked 
up and dealt with in the 2014 budget.  Can I just ask you this?  The original 
loan was with the Independent State whereas the passage I took you to a 
second ago is that that the contract in effect was going to be taken over or 
novated by another company.  Now, if and you have explained in your 
affidavit why it was that the UBS transaction was originally with the 
Independent State.  I understand that.  At the original transaction being with 30 
a wholly owned State operating enterprise which I take it is what National 
Petroleum Company of PNG was, would 209 then had been completely 
irrelevant in your mind?  You see what I am getting at? 

A: Yes I do.  At the accounting of the time, yes, the State-owned enterprise 
we were not accounting for State-owned enterprises as a part of the national 
government there.  We regarded them as a contingent liability for which 
we had to provide for but it was not something that we accepted as our own 
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liability.  Subsequent to that I think over the last several years, we had 
changed that particular practice, so yes, commissioner, at that time under 
our accounting practices, which had been the case since Independence, a 
financial undertaking by a State-owned enterprise, even though it is 100 
percent owned by the State and for all intents and purposes controlled by 
the State they had corporate veils which allowed them to be off balance 
sheet.  Now, under this particular practices it would have been, regardless 
of it being under State-owned enterprise; subject to of course of their own 
legislation.  And I say that because Kumul Petroleum legislation and 
Kumul Mining legislation does retain that corporate veils for their 10 

accounting purposes, section 209 would not apply. 

Q: Just two final things then.  Firstly, if you would not mind taking on notice 
to advise the commission of the new practice you just spoke of, that new 
accounting practice?  You can provide details of that, thank you.  And 
secondly, does it follow from that that if it had been the case in 2014 that 
before the budget in November, the UBS contract had been novated to the 
National Petroleum Company, it would not have been necessary to, well at 
that time, people would not have considered it necessary to comply with 
section 209 of the Constitution and do things which is set out in your 
second affidavit. 20 

A: And again commissioner, I will just confirm that NPCP had its own 
legislation at the time, I have not taken the time to go through it before this 
morning so no doubt counsel assisting so we will prepare for that as well. 

Q: Sure.  But just as a matter of principle, subject to any particular legislation 
applying to the NPCP, if by the time of the next budget, it is no longer a 
government debt? 

A: Yes, yes and we will just check when - I guess the issue is when the tipping 
point is.  At the point of measurement again we have to be careful of the 
tipping point is on 31 December, you are in one particular position and on 
the 1st of January without doing anything, you are in breach of the previous 30 
preceding year.  So generally, you are given a period of time I remember it 
to be 12 months.       

    [3.29 pm]  So as long as within a 12 month period in the succeeding fiscal year, that  
that is off your books, then it is considered a State-owned enterprise debt, 
not a national government debt. 

 
Q: Yes.  Now, of course, and this is my final question, there may be 

circumstances where a government, a particular government chooses to go 
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to the parliament for its own reasons even though legally and 
constitutionally, it does not have to? 

 
A: Absolutely, absolutely.  And I think, commissioner, after the noise and I 

guess some of the misconceptions around how 209 has been handled in the 
transactions that we have done then, we have taken great steps to make sure 
that we are seen to be complying with 209 rather than just taking it for 
granted that we are complying with section 209.  Sometimes that requires 
us to go above and beyond what our read of the legislation is but again, the 
noise is just not worth it.   10 

 
Q Thank you, that has been much conference for today, commissioners, those 

are my questions for today. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, are you going to continue further 
questioning of Mr Vele tomorrow?  It was scheduled, I think. 
 
DR RENWICK:  It was but in fact, we have made better progress than I 
anticipated.  I will of course need to get Mr Vele back in July but we have been 
provided with an affidavit.  A couple of days ago, we had been provided with 20 
another affidavit today and I am not in a better position to ask questions about 
today’s affidavit by tomorrow.  So, to answer your question, Commissioner 
White, I have no further questions in June sittings but I have questions for Mr 
Vele in July. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a couple because I certainly would like 
to have a look at the totality of the evidence and there are a lot of very recent 
material, Mr Vele, so I do not want to be asking questions unnecessarily but one 
thing that struck me.  Generally, in your answers today, you mention your 
expectation that the prime minister would keep his ministers fully informed of 30 
what was going on with respect to the IPIC Loan because I think we have covered 
that pretty completely.  And you also similarly said you expected the solicitors 
Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal to be keeping the State Solicitor 
informed because they are experienced solicitors in the country and they know 
the role of the State Solicitor. 
 
Can you explain then why we have not come across any copying in of any of the 
many emails to anybody who is in the State Solicitor’s office or any other 
ministers or their staff? 
 40 
A: Commissioner, I cannot answer that.  I have not seen the emails to which 

you are referring but on the whole I do accept the fact that- - - 
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Q: You have already - sorry to interrupt.  Mr Vele, sorry to interrupt you.  I 
am just talking about those to which you have been taken today; these are 
key emails talking about the matters that concern us mostly.  It just struck 
me as something of a disconnect between your expectations and what the 
reality actually was.  And there are numbers that you were the addressee 
that were quite important. 

 
A: Yes, but they were not emails from me, commissioner.  So, like you, I am 

surprised that those who were writing those emails did not copy the State 
Solicitor in.  They took the time to – I saw, if I recall, some of those emails 10 
they took the time to copy in Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific Legal 
Group, why they then did not include the name of the State Solicitor or 
his staff in is a matter for them.  But all on the whole, I am disappointed 
that the State Solicitor feels that he was not a part of this transaction and 
yes, it is disappointing. 

 
Q: When you say that the State Solicitor feels that he was not, but he was not 

in fact, was he? 
 

   [3.34 pm] A: That is what he said, I understand, commissioner. 20 
 
Q: (…inaudible…) and certainly it does not seem to include any reference to 

the State Solicitor’s office in any of them.  At no point, did you not raise 
with Norton Rose Fulbright at the time you were in discussion regularly 
or with Pacific Legal Group; you are talking to the State Solicitor about 
this? 

 
A: Yes, I was talking to the Norton Rose Fulbright.  Again, commissioner, 

remember here, my current role and as it was at that time is still the 
Secretary for Treasury.  So, I still have a day job which requires me to make 30 
sure that Fiscal Policy as required under the Budget is still running and, 
therefore, I am doing all of that whilst I am also trying to head up the 
commercial negotiations for this particular transaction.  The only way that 
we can do all of that is to delegate to experienced people who have done 
these types of transactions to do their bit.   

 
The main part of my interactions with Norton Rose and Pacific Legal Group was 

around the legals of the commercial elements of the transaction.  There is 
a whole bunch of other elements, legal, that need to be discussed and I at 
all times thought that and expected that Norton Rose Fulbright and Pacific 40 
Legal Group were communicating with the State Solicitor.  As I said this 
was not the principal of Norton Rose Fulbright’s first transaction in the 
country.  It was not the first transaction for the Pacific Legal Group team 
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and therefore they all understand that all of these is for naught if the State 
Solicitor does not sign off at the end of the day.  So I was busy doing what 
my responsibility was and I think that there is a reasonable expectation that 
the legal people were doing what they were supposed to be doing.   

 
Q: Mr Beattie gave some evidence today.  Were you waiting in the hearing 

room while he was giving his evidence, Mr Vele? 
 
A: No, I was not, commissioner. 
 10 
Q: So, you are not aware of the evidence that he gave? 
 
A: No, I am not, commissioner. 
 
Q: Well then, he explained to the commission that there was no retainer at all 

in operation until after the NEC submission was signed off; that they did 
the work in the expectation that they might be paid.  Is that your 
understanding of the way the State does its business with outside 
consultant? 

 20 
A: Again, different states, different state teams manage different teams 

differently.  At this particular instance when I was brought into the team, it 
had changed from an IPBC transaction who had originally engaged Norton 
Rose Fulbright in December of 2012, I think, Commissioner, Renwick 
showed us earlier on this morning, when it transferred to the State taking 
over the transaction to in effect borrow some money from a finance house 
to purchase shares from Oil Search directly, then at that time understanding 
that the State could reject all of these, yes, everyone was working on the 
understanding that if NEC rejected any of this, then we would all discuss, 
you know, quantum meruit break fees and the like – sorry, break fees only 30 
applicable if you have got an arrangement in place – that we would 
recognize the fact that some work had been done.  But, ultimately, that 
there was no transaction and I think in this particular space when you are 
looking at a financing transaction, legal firms and financing houses may 
take a small retainer in exchange for a success fee of some kind.  So, I think 
everyone understood that if there was no transaction, then there would be 
no success fee.  So, everyone was in a sense working towards trying to get 
an NEC approval and if that was not approved, then they would not be paid 
certainly under the expectations that they may have had.   

 40 
Q: Is that your speculation Mr Vele or did you have conversations along those 

lines with those who were working, doing a fair amount of work, one might 
suppose in a short timeframe.  Was that clearly the expectation? 
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A: That was and we had made it clear- - - 
 
Q: I raise these because the fees that were paid are part of our Terms of 

Reference, that we need to explore these a little bit.  And I understand from 
[15.39 pm] Mr Beattie that in fact treasury paid his firm and well his evidence was 

something, to this effect that; we were told that the fee was K1.5 million. 
 
A: That sounds correct. 
 10 
Q: A single-line memorandum of fees? 
 
A: Again, I do not have the actual documentation around their engagement or 

the memorandum of fees, commissioner, but I will check our payment 
records and see what was provided. 

 
Q:  Thank you, perhaps you could ask somebody in your office just to have a 

look if you still have the archive of those documents, I do not think that the 
commission have them already.  

 20 
A: I will do that, commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes, thanks, Mr Vele. 
  
A: You are very welcome.  
 
Q: Thank you. Thank you, Chief. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN: You have given quite an extensive evidence today and I 
would like to take time to go through the evidence you have given and I will ask 30 
some questions when you appear next. 

 
A:  Sure, Chief Commissioner. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Would 22 July be convenient to you, Mr Vele, to return?  

 
A:  I will make myself available commissioner.  If I cannot for whatever 

reason, I will let you know. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, we will adjourn his next appearance to 22 40 
July at 10 o’clock.  Thank you for your evidence and you may be excused. 

 
A:  Thank you very much, chief commissioner; thank you, commissioners. 
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DR RENWICK: And through you commissioners, I know Ms Twivey Nonggorr 
will work on getting that additional material to us. Commissioners, if there is no 
other applications - I am sorry, there might be. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN: Mrs Nonggorr, do you want to say something? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Chief Commissioner. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 10 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: It has been the practice up to today that the lawyer 
of the person giving evidence has been allowed to ask some questions to clarify 
the evidence given today.  I have prepared quite a substantive list of questions, 
some of which is not relevant to what was brought today.  Is it that the situation 
where am I able to ask some clarification questions today or should I leave that 
until he returns in July?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, my apologies for not asking you if you had any 
questions to ask but you are quite entitled to ask any questions of your witness. 20 
You will ask those questions now, yes. 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Thank you, Chief commissioner. I just have a few questions. With regards 

to also the State Solicitor’s knowledge of the situation, the State Solicitor 
was State Solicitor before you became Secretary for Treasury, is that 
correct? 
 30 

A:  Yes, but he was a prominent member of the State Solicitor’s team when we 
were working on the PNG LNG Project, so I would like to think that I knew 
him quite well. 

 
Q: And with regards to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee that was 

appointed by Cabinet in July 2013, was he a member? 
 
A: I believe so.  I think that it is said that he was appointed or his nominee. 
 
Q: And in your affidavit, you set out as Dr Renwick had put together, that 40 

there were extensive terms of reference for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
review team, which set in place the types of things that the team was to 
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consider including the refinancing of the loan as well as options around the 
shares, is that not correct? 

 
A: Yes 
 
Q: And indeed, the discussion paper that was given to the banks that is 

annexed to your affidavit, he would have seen that as part of the team? 
 
A: Yes, he would have. 
 10 
Q: And with regards to all of the NEC decisions appointing the IPIC 

exchangeable bond review team and then the subsequent decisions about 
Bank of Papua New Guinea reviewing financiers et cetera, would he have 
received any notifications of those? 

 
A: I would have expected him to. 
 
Q: So would it have been a surprise to him that there would have been a 

transaction going ahead with UBS? 
 20 

[3.44 pm] A: Not at all. 
 
Q: Mr Vele, do you know what EFIC is? 
 
A: EFIC is the Export Finance and Insurance Corporation of Australia.  It is 

now called Export Finance Australia.  It is Australia’s Export Credit 
agency so they invest or they lend and loan into situations, projects for 
example like the PNG LNG Project where it is strategic or it is an 
Australian goods and services and advices or companies will be used and 
therefore they lent some money into the PNG LNG Project for that. 30 

 
Q: How much did they lend to the project? 
 
A: There was a joint understanding because obviously Papua New Guinea and 

Australia have a very long and robust relationship so was a part of the EFIC 
arrangements there was a joint understanding.  In effect codifying our 
relationship as it related to this particular loan and therefore in those 
documents a number of 500 million was written down.  I think 100 million 
was coming from EFIC directly and $400 million was to come from the 
Australian National Interest Account.  I say this and I remember this 40 
because most recently as a part of the Papua New Guinea’s Covid 
Response, the Australian Government through Export Finance Australia 
lent us another $500 million to assist with our Covid 19 Response and that 
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was again $500 million, $100 million coming from EFA themselves 
directly and another $400 million coming from the Australia National 
Account. 

 
Q: So, the EFIC loan was to the project company to assist in the financing of 

70 per cent of the project? 
 
A: It was part of the financing for the PNG LNG Project.  It then transpired 

that the debt-to-equity required for the project was 70-30 basis so every 
project partner including Papua New Guinea, the Government of Papua 10 
New Guinea had to stamp up with their 30 per cent up front.  This led to us 
obviously entering into the IPIC transaction so that we could fund our way 
into the project.  Correct, part of the EFIC money then would have gone 
into the 70 per cent that was required.  Although, I said the joint 
understanding between Papua New Guinea and the Government of 
Australia was for 500 million, I subsequently had a number of 350 million 
actually being utilized. 

 
Q: Did the EFIC loan have anything to do with the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
 20 
A: I think like in most cases when there is a political angle to a relationship, 

no doubt the language of the joint understanding would be that we are being 
a good neighbour and we are supporting your petroleum industry and the 
development of your country by lending you $500 million.  As a part of 
our relationship, we would like to help you develop institutions and 
structures whereby you are able to manage these types of flows.  It is a 
longstanding relationship and over the years there have been different types 
of understandings and I guess the relationship is manifested in different 
ways and one of them is a very strong relationship with my own Treasury 
Department and the Treasury in Canberra about building institutions as 30 
well. 

 
Q: So, was any of the money that was loaned to the project to be used to set 

up a Sovereign World Fund? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: What is the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
 
A: The Sovereign Wealth Fund, I guess the danger - Chief Commissioner, 40 

sorry, I will turn now to my own counsel.  Chief Commissioner and 
Commissioners, it is a danger when you have large projects such as PNG 
LNG Project in small countries like this, you see you can have a large 
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amount of economic activity in a small country which in a sense overheats 
the economy your currency is valued based on the demand for it.  If 
ExxonMobil and Oil Search and Santos and JX Nippon from Japan, all of 
these companies are going to drop $14 billion in a small country like this, 
there is always the worry that the currency appreciates so we become a 
very expensive country to invest.  And apart from the oil and gas sector all 
of the other industries in the country can be hurt badly.  It is usually those 
that can afford to be hurt at least are the ones that I am talking about, the 
rural areas; your agriculture, your tourism, all these types of softer sectors, 
I like to call it.  So the idea is always there that you have a fund or you have 10 

      [3.49 pm]  positive way you can save some of that money and bleed it into the country 
in a manner which does not adversely impact your economy and that is the 
idea of a Sovereign Wealth Fund. 

 
There is all different types of funds.  Australia has a fund, the Future Fund.  
They started putting money away to deal with an unfunded superannuation 
liability.  I guess the fear is that, just like we have in Papua New Guinea 
right now that at some stage all of these public servants including myself 
will have to retire and the government will have to pay us out.  So, that can 
be sometimes a large number so the Australian Future Fund for example is 20 
their fund which goes towards saving that money for a rainy day; rainy day 
being when these public servants retire. 
 
Our fund is the Resources Fund and probably the best known fund is the 
Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund but just across the way, Timor Leste 
have a Resources Fund and of course IPIC.  IPIC is an arm of the structure 
of the Abu Dhabi Government’s Sovereign Wealth Fund, again another 
large fund. 
 
When we were building funds we have to be careful about the objective of 30 
the fund so our main objective was to have a rainy day fund like the Timor 
Leste and the Norwegians but also have a built Papua New Guinea fund so 
that we can invest in the human capital today. 
 
The issue that we have always thought with – so let us take Norway for 
example which is the gold standard of Sovereign Wealth Funds which are 
rich in oil and gas.  They have all of their money, they by law are not 
allowed to spend any of their money onshore.  What they do is they spend 
their money in investments offshore and I think there is a number like five 
per cent.  There is only five per cent that they can use to build their roads, 40 
schools, bridges and hospitals and to invest in their agenda, invest in their 
next generation.  The worry with that of course is that we have some needs  
now.  The criticism again about the Timor Leste fund is that they have got 
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some real human capital and development aspirational needs.  And they 
have got $6 billion offshore but they cannot access it.  
 
So, Papua New Guinea  and in our own we were reacting through the idea 
of the PNG Sustainable Development, for example, where you have got $2 
billion worth of funds offshore and yet Ok Tedi in the Western Province 
where Ok Tedi is, of course is one of the highest transmission rates of TB 
in the world.  So, if we are just focusing on having a rainy day fund for the 
future, who is to say that the Papua New Guinean in the future will make 
better decisions than they will now.  So, we have to strike the right balance 10 
between investing of human capital and some infrastructure so that we have 
a healthy class of Papua New Guinean, a more educated class of Papua 
New Guinean that is exposed to the infrastructure and the rest of the world.  
And so that when they do get to access their savings fund in the future that 
they can make better choices than they otherwise would have made now. 
 
So, our mechanism is to have two funds or two accounts in the fund.  One 
is an operational fund which allows us to invest in the roads, schools, 
bridges and hospitals for today and under certain circumstances under a 
threshold, it tips over into a savings fund and that is the money for the 20 
future. 
 

Q: At the moment is the Sovereign Wealth Fund operational? 
 
A: Yes and no.  Sovereign Wealth Funds are big mucky investment houses.  I 

guess they hold these large pools of funds and then you get big investment 
managers, Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Black Rock, all of these 
large blue chip investment managers to come in and invest your funds.  
Where the oil price and the gold price has been over the last couple of 
years, there has not been enough money to be put into the savings fund and 30 
that is why it is not.  When we put out the establishment of the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund is under the Department of Treasury so that is why I know a 
little bit about it.  The Sovereign Wealth Fund that we had, we tried to go 
out and try and get aboard.  We had imminent persons in Australia such as 
former Treasurer Peter Castello, applied to be a part of the setup, David 
Murray who of course is an imminent financial person in Australia.  He 
was the chair of the International Forum Sovereign Wealth Funds.  They 
all wanted to be a part of the setup.  Under the legislation the chairman 
must be a Papua New Guinean and we have former Prime Ministers of 
Papua New Guinea applying to be the chair of the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  40 
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 I guess the argument has been, if we had such an imminent board and if 
we have such a big white elephant and there is no money in there, our 
resources and our energies is best spent doing other things.         

 
   [15.54 pm] So, we have got to a half way hub where we are looking at a secretariat 

which can go ahead and establish the operating procedures for a fund, build 
an organization and depending on where the oil price and the petroleum 
prices and where the gold and other mineral prices go, at some stage there 
will be more money going into the fund.  Is it used now?  Yes, the accounts 
are operational.  So, as I was saying in terms of trying to put too much 10 
money into a small economy at one time, the economy has a natural rate of 
growth.  As long as the funds that are coming from your minerals and 
petroleum taxes, your minerals and petroleum dividends are within that 
natural – we call it the growth rate and we try to average that over a 5-year 
period, as long as you are within that rate, in effect that money can be 
accessed to build your roads, schools, bridges and hospitals.  So, this is the 
investment in the current human capital.  We would like to think that at 
some stage funding will build up and you will exceed the natural growth 
rate in which case that incremental amount above the natural growth rate 
will spill into the savings fund.  So, all of the funds that we have had in 20 
terms of dividends and taxes we put into the what we call the stabilization 
fund but think of it as an operational fund, we put it in there, but because it 
does not meet the threshold to tip over into the savings fund, it comes back 
out and I use it in our budget to build our roads, schools, bridges and 
hospitals. 

 
Q: And what money goes into this stabilization fund or the sovereign wealth 

fund? 
 
A: As I said earlier on our sovereign wealth fund is a resources fund.  So, it is 30 

mining and petroleum taxes and mining and petroleum dividends. In the 
mining space we have not owned equity for a very long time.  As a part of 
the Orogen transaction which the preceding witness was talking about by  
Mr Kaupa, we have not had equity and mining but in petroleum we have 
Kumul Petroleum and they have provided us dividends, obviously on an 
increasing scale as the project gets better and as the oil price gets better, 
we expect more.  I can recall from the top of my head that the first couple 
of years there would have been double digits, tens of millions so between 
K50 million to K90 million and over the last couple of years that has 
increased between K300 million to K500 million a year.  Is that all the 40 
money that goes, that is available, I am not sure.  As I said earlier on the 
Kumul Minerals and Kumul Petroleum have their corporate veil and 
therefore they receive dividend flows from the – let us say Kumul 
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Petroleum for example, they receive dividend flows from PNG LNG, they 
then declare a dividend to the State.  I do not have access to their accounts 
so that is not accessible to me.  I think the parliamentary public accounts 
committee over the last 12 months or 18 months tried to have a look at their 
accounts but that went through as a subject of a court action and the court 
held there that they are not part of the public reporting structure.  

 
Q: So, essentially what goes into the sovereign wealth fund, is it not the direct 

dividends from the PNG LNG that goes to Kumul?  What money is 
available to go into the sovereign wealth fund being the stabilization 10 
account at the moment is some of the dividends which come from Kumul? 

 
A: Some of the dividends that come from Kumul but also minerals and 

petroleum taxes.  So, all of the taxes that we get from our resources sector, 
again when you check the budget books you will see an entry for the 
sovereign wealth fund but it is really a flash entry in the sense that it goes 
into that particular book entry but it does not make the threshold to tip over 
into the savings fund and therefore it is made available back into the 
national budget for our development aspirations. 

 20 
Q: Is the PNG LNG Project paying tax at the moment? 
 
A:  Not corporate tax.  They do pay a level of, again I think it seems to be a 

feature of the mining that they take Salaries and Wages taxes as a 
contribution from the company.  We have always held that that is not, that 
is a contribution by employees.  Like all big projects there is an investment 
period and to the extent that there are some borrowings that go with it then 
you expect it to pay those borrowings back before you become cash flow 
positive and that is when taxes are available.  At the time of establishing 
PNG LNG project, I think the math is something like at $65 dollars a barrel 30 
if you are to process 10.5 trillion cubic feet of gas as is stipulated under the 
Fiscal Stability Act and they were doing it at a configuration of 6 or 
processing 6.3 million tonnes per annum of natural gas into liquefied 
natural gas, it would take 9 to 10 years. 

 
   [359 pm]   Obviously, the price has not been $65 dollars for a long time, it has just 

recently gone there and I think hopefully it goes a little further for a longer 
period of time.  And of course the PNG LNG Project processing facility 
down here was supposed to be 6.3 million tonnes per annum, they are now 
closer to 8.3 million tonnes per annum.  So, on the one hand we would like 40 
to think that prices – sorry the processing has been faster not because prices 
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have been a little down, that 9 years or 10 years has moved out to closer to 
13 to 15 years. 

Q: So, the taxes have not been paid because the banks that claims the 70 
percent of the project fund at financing need to be paid back first. 

A: Well, tax is payable when you have profits and because they are in a 
position where they are still in that repayment period, there have not been 
the profits to which we apply the tax.  We should just point out that PNG 
LNG is the first resource project, do not have a tax holiday.  All of the other 
ones did so  in the other projects even when they do become tax flow  
positive or cash flow positive, profit positive they should be paying tax.  10 

We have given them an extra five to 10 years to, to not pay tax as an 
incentive to come and invest in our country or other countries.  PNG LNG 
is the first project where there is not a tax holiday upfront.  So hopefully 
when they do pay their loans and they become tax flow – tax positive, then 
they will be paying some taxes to the State. 

Q: And at that stage I hope that is in 2026 you would think that there would 
be more money coming in from the PNG LNG project and other places to 
perhaps spill over into the savings fund of the sovereign wealth fund.  Can 
I tie you down to that? 

A: We certainly hope so, we certainly hope so. 20 

Q: With regards to the engagement of lawyers, in paragraph 303, you have 
said that State gets lawyers, external lawyers from time to time for 
expertise or resourcing, so what are the ways that in your experience the 
State engages lawyers? 

A: Are we talking about the mechanics of lawyers or the fact that we get 
external lawyers? 

Q: The mechanics.  Is it the case that in the past, it is either through the 
Attorney General for a brief out or it has been through Cabinet with Cabinet 
decisions or both? 

A: Both.  I think Cabinet approves a transaction, Cabinet may sometimes 30 
approve the teams that are engaged and then there is administration to be 
done subsequent to that approval, again to the extent that they are external 
firms, they need brief outs, they need to be admitted to the bar – sorry, 
admitted to practice here in the country, all of those types of things again 
we just assume and reasonably I would say that the State Solicitor manages 
all of those type of things. 
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Q: After the appointment by Cabinet on 6 March of Norton Rose Fulbright, 
did you receive any communication from the Attorney General concerning 
that engagement? 

A: No, I did not. 

Q: Would he have known of that engagement?  Would he have known of the 
NEC decision? 

A: He is a member of Cabinet; he is one of the most senior members of 
Cabinet, there is a distribution list in Cabinet.  His State Solicitor wjo 
directly reports to him.  He was a part of the Cabinet process so I would 
expect that he had access to or received communication from Cabinet on 10 

the outcomes of Cabinet. 

Q: Can you think about other examples where Cabinet has appointed lawyers 
that Treasury has had to fund that to your knowledge has not had a brief 
from the Attorney General? 

A: In relation to Treasury funding, Treasury funds everything to the extent that 
the State is involved and I am the poor bugger that has to sign the cheque 
at some stage with Cabinet, Treasurer and Finance’s approval of course; 
no. 

Q: Paragraph 72 of your affidavit, the National Executive Council approved 
the engagement of legal counsel then? 20 

  [4.06pm]  A: Yes.  As I said earlier on that is not unusual.  In Porgera, for example, that 
I keep referencing Porgera because it is very fresh.  It was a two and a half 
months transaction we started in February and ended in April and all of the 
same government departments were, you know, State Solicitor was 
involved, I was involved.  Cabinet approved for the engagement of external 
lawyers and the local law firm was used as opposed to someone 
international, Posman Kua Aisi Lawyers, and Cabinet is aware of their -  
approved their engagement and I received an invoice for their services from 
the State Solicitor and I put it through the payment process as I do with all 
other payments the State has to make. 30 

Q: And what about other invoices - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Whether you can hear me at the minute.  Are you able to hear 
me? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
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DR RENWICK:  I had an objection about five minutes ago to Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr’s questions.  And the objection is this: these are purely speculative 
matters by Mr Vele.  Mr Kua will be back, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, can ask him 
then what he knew and did.  This is not assisting you commissioners. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The fact of the matter is that Mr Kua complained 
that the Department of Treasury indeed paid these lawyers or engaged these 
lawyers and he did not give a brief out.  Earlier on we have been - counsel 
assisting has been questioning about the engagement to the lawyers et cetera so 
this goes to whether or not the engagement of lawyers as questioned by counsel 
assisting is something normal that Cabinet does or was a one-off unusual event 10 
for indeed the UBS transactions. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, it precedes some answers to that but really the appropriate 
evidence is to be obtained from cross-examining Mr Kua from my submission. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  My other point on that is that Mr Kua stated that 
at no stage did Mr Vele approach him about the lawyers for indeed the UBS 
transaction but indeed there is a Cabinet decision of which the Attorney General 
is listed at the bottom of the decision as on the distribution list.  And it is fair to 
ask Mr Vele questions as to whether or not after the Attorney General read the 
Cabinet decision, which one would assume he did, did he contact Mr Vele and 
say, excuse me, you need a brief out.  And secondly, the questions were towards: 20 

has this happened before that indeed Cabinet has appointed lawyers and the 
Attorney General has not then chased it up and said, well, no we need a brief out.  
This is clearly because Cabinet is made up of people including the Attorney 
General.  So, this is the point.  The question was put to Mr Kua, did  Dairi Vele 
come to you and ask for a brief out?  So, the question I am putting to my client is 
did Kerenga Kua, the then Attorney General when he saw the NEC decision, did 
he approach Mr Vele and say, well, you know, any engagement needs a brief out.  
And in fact, the answer was no.  And I was leading evidence as to whether this 
has happened on other occasions or whether this is one off unusual situation so 
with respect - - - 30 

DR RENWICK:  You have received that evidence so in my submission we should 
move on to another topic or leave it until July when you can Mr Kua these 
questions. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I will move on to another  topic and that topic is: 
was there interest paid on the IPIC loan? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, do you want a ruling on that objection 
or you are dropping – you are not pursuing those line of questions and getting on 
to another topic? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, I had actually finished those 
line of question so I am moving on to another topic. Thank you, chief 
commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Mr Vele, was there interest paid on the IPIC loan? 

A: 5 per cent interest. 

Q: And 5 percent interest to your knowledge was how much?  And how was 10 

it factored in? 

A: They borrowed for it.  They borrowed for it. 

Q: And how did that factor in?  What do you mean they borrowed for it? 

A: Well, you know that you are going to borrow the principle amount which 
is going to add 5 percent, it is going to lead to this particular outcome in 
interest and therefore you also borrow that interest so that you do not have 
to run around looking for interest payments as and when they become due. 

[4.09pm]  Q: How much interest - can you recall how much interest? 

 A: It is in here somewhere I will - - - 

Q: I put it to you that - - -  20 

A: 84, 93, I do not want to give you - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  US, I think I read it somewhere. 

A: That sounds right, chief commissioner.  That would be - - - 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Can I put it to you that it is actually US$392 
million United States dollars? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the figure? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  US$392 United States dollars. 

A: Yes, I am careful about giving you numbers after all the different 
transactions I still have got the Porgera numbers in my head chief so. 

Q: If I could take you Mr Vele to paragraph 146 of your first affidavit.  Does 30 
that refresh your memory? 
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A: $390 million dollars. 

Q: And how was that paid and funded? 

A: That was as a part of the loan proceeds and that was taken and escrowed to 
be drawn down as and when the interest payments were due. 

Q: And was there any interest on the UBS loan? 

A: Yes, 4.95 percent interest.  Again, as I was explaining because you can 
choose interest rate as one of the levers that you can choose – it was 4.95 
percent which was under the 5 percent for the IPIC transaction. 

Q: Did the State have to pay any interest or any capital back on the loan before 
the loan was novated to Kumul Petroleum? 10 

A: Yes, for the duration of our ownership of the loan I guess.  I think the initial 
payment was $2 and a half million dollars and that was the subject of much 
noise as I have been calling it this afternoon whereby immediately after the 
execution of the transaction, the Ombudsman Commission directed me not 
to deal in the transaction in any way including not pay interest.  So I think 
there was a series of exchange between ourselves which ended up in court 
but again my fiduciary duty obliged me to make that payment, so we made 
that payment. 

Q: So, was the State ever in default of the UBS loan or did the State have any 
difficulty paying it? 20 

A: No.  Our debt servicing is the first call for our budgets so we make sure 
that our debts are paid, we have never defaulted or quite - - - 

Q: Has Papua New Guinea ever defaulted on a loan? 

A: No. 

Q: And what would  have happened if you had obeyed the Ombudsman 
Commission directive not to pay interest on the loan? 

A: Under the transaction covenants there would have some penalties, no 
doubt.  It could have led to events of termination almost and the penalties 
that come with, as I understood it, including the loss of the shares in their 
entirety.  As a country of course there are always cross defaults, particularly 30 
with multi-lateral lenders, the World Bank, ED, IMF and our own bilateral 
partners, Australia being one of them; Japanese Government, Chinese 
Government.  When you default in one particular transaction, it creates 
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defaults in the others and you get nasty letters telling you to pay up 
immediately. 

Q: What happened to the Ombudsman Commission direction? 

A: I believe it became an issue that Cabinet took up and I believe myself as 
directly involved, lawyers for the prime minister and our own – my own 
lawyers took that to court. 

Q: And was the direction held unconstitutional? 

A: I believe it was. 

Q: Thank you, that is all the questions I have for today. 

DR RENWICK:  I see the time and ask how much longer Ms Twivey-Nonggorr 10 

is going to be? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  They are all the questions I have for today, 
commissioners. 

 

RXN: DR RENWICK 

Q: Thank you.  Just one question arising Mr Vele.  You may feel where the 
commission has been trying to get documents from  Norton rose Fulbright, 
perhaps I might ask Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, have you had any success in 
getting documents from Norton Rose? 

   [4.14pm] MS TWIVEY-NOGGORR:  Dr Renwick, I have had absolutely no success.  I 20 

have seen communications; that is letters that I have been copied into, recent 
letters as recently as the day before yesterday complaining that Mr Manau from 
the Department of Petroleum has not given a further consent.  They have not 
indeed requested any further consents from my client.  I have had no luck in 
gaining any documents from Norton Rose and that has been the case though since 
I was representing Mr Vele with the Ombudsman Commission four years ago.   

 Indeed, Pacific Legal Group have been helpful, they have provided us with a list 
of documents and we are obtaining all the documents from them so that Mr Vele 
can have a look at some of the documents that indeed he was part of.   But no 
luck whatsoever with Norton. 30 

DR RENWICK:  Perhaps I might ask you, Mr Vele, in light of that is that a 
satisfactory behavior by Norton Rose in the way it is treating this commission? 
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A: No commissioner, we would expect that everyone is here to assist the 
commission.  This is a public undertaking using public funds, public 
resources and everyone should be available to shed light on their actions 
and the actions of the transaction. 

Q: Thank you very much Mr Vele.  If Mr Vele’s examination can be adjourned 
to till 22 July commissioners, if that is convenient. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That has been done already. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 10 

DR RENWICK:  Very good.  In that case, commissioners, that brings the June 
sittings to a conclusion.  There are some directions hearings which will be on the 
website but the next hearing of evidence and the final hearing of evidence is after 
three weeks commences on Monday 12 July and we request that you adjourn the 
proceedings until that date. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 4.16 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 12 JULY 2021.  20 
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[10.05am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I am not sure the volume is 
working.  Are you able to hear me, Chief? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I can hear you clearly, Dr Renwick. 
 

[10.05 am] DR RENWICK:  I cannot hear you, chief.  Can you hear me? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: I can hear you.  Can you? 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry, there seems to be a problem.  Mr Jurth, are you able 
to hear us?  No.  The microphones in Port Moresby have been switched to mute 
somehow; we cannot hear any of you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Just bear with us.   
 
DR RENWICK:  No, we still cannot. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you hear me now? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief.  Thank you so much.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there is a number of matters to deal 
with before Mr Jurth deals with the directions list.  An interested person will have 
observed from the Commission’s website, there are variety of reasons, principally 
they are not entirely Covid related.  It has been necessary to move the hearings back 
by two weeks so they will now commence on 26 July. 30 
 
The proposal and I will just ask that the draft witness list to be put up on the screen.  
Counsel assisting propose that the following witness’ list be fixed provisionally and 
if we just scroll through, you will see, commissioners, there is a range of names.  
Some – just pausing there – some, we had not seen before as witnesses substantively 
such as Governor Bakani and that of Isaac Lupari; but the concept is for witnesses 
who will not take up a great deal of time as we anticipated, they will be put on early.  
For witnesses who have not given evidence before they will be put on early, so there 
is the opportunity to recall them.  It is with some exceptions a rolling list; we can 
just keep scrolling through. 40 
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You can see there on 29 July, commissioners, if we just go back to that, that there is 
a series of important witnesses in relation to Kumul Holdings.  Then on 30 July, we 
will recall a number of important witnesses and have some new witnesses.  Some of 
the witnesses I should say commissioners, are rightly to be formal witnesses; they 
are to permit the tendering of formal documents and it may be they do not take up 
much time at all.  And then when we come through to the second week of the final 
hearings, commissioners, you will see that we can set aside significant time for the 
key witnesses to be called. 
 10 
So, commissioners, the submission from counsel assisting is that you provisionally 
fix those witnesses for those dates, but of course that is a list which is packable or 
pending for anyone who has a significant problem with the provisionally fixed dates.  
We will also ask that you direct that they make application at the next directions 
hearing on Monday 12 as to why the date should be changed and they should 
previously notify counsel.  So, commissioners, we ask you to direct therefore that 
that list of witnesses on the screen be fixed with provisional witness list and that 
those who wish to apply to vary the provisional witness list make application on 
Monday morning.  We ask those directions be made, commissioners. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable to this tentative 
listing, we can approve of it now. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners, and may I say we will be providing 
this list directly as well for all those whose contact details we have.  The next matter, 
commissioners- - - 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You just pause there. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Is that in order to ensure that the – I am sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, just pause there.  Just put the witness list again on 
the screen. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  From this list of witnesses, I do not seem to see any reference 
to any witness coming from Norton Rose Fulbright and UBS Australia.  You will 
be giving an explanation later? 

[10:10am]DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You will be giving an explanation as to why the representatives 
from those firms will not be able to give evidence? 

DR RENWICK:  Perhaps what I should have said, chief, is that there are a number 
of people who we are in discussion with as to whether they will attend and give 
evidence.  For example, I am reasonably confident that a representative of KPMG 
Australia who gave urgent advice to the Treasury as to the appropriateness of the 10 

UBS transaction would be made available and that they will be put into the list at an 
appropriate space.  We are still hopeful, commissioners, that we will hear from 
representatives of Norton Rose Fulbright, whether or not they still work at that firm 
and equally we had some hope that we will hear from people from UBS.  But 
commissioners, I will have more to say about that on Monday but those listening 
will be aware of the submissions I have previously foreshadowed about people who 
choose not to participate in these hearings and what recommendations you could 
make. 

The other person who is not on the list but we anticipate will be giving evidence is 
counsel and solicitors assisting have retained an expert firm of financial and market 20 

analyst, namely Brattle Australia and we anticipate, commissioners, that they will 
be giving at least the first part of their evidence next Thursday and we will provide 
as soon as we can but probably not till just before Thursday their proposed or their 
report.   

Can I say something then about cross-examination of witnesses.  Chief I have more 
to say about Norton Rose and UBS on Monday in short.   

Commissioners, in relation to cross-examination, there is a Practice Note which we 
anticipate will be issued today the effect of which will be that for those who have 
leave to appear or otherwise have a sufficient interest, if they wish questions to be 
put to witnesses on the witness list, they first need to advise counsel assisting of their 30 

interest; the … evidence their client has given or would give, and the questions they 
wish to be put.  Counsel assisting will then consider and determine whether in our 
opinion they have a sufficient interest to ask those questions.  It may be, 
commissioners, that we will ask those questions, but this is essential for an orderly 
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running of the hearing and we anticipate the practice direction will state that people 
should give an indication by next Friday, as best they can, on what they know now 
of those questions, and in compliance with that direction will be essential for the 
smooth running of the hearing. 

There will of course be a capacity for people who are dissatisfied about counsel 
assisting’s view (..inaudible…) commissioners but they will have to (…inaudible…)  
first and that will we hope make matters more efficient.   

So, with those matters in mind, that there are just a few small changes to be made to 
the Practice Note but I anticipate that being made and promulgated and put on the 
website today. 10 

So, Commissioners, unless you have any questions of me, I will hand over to Mr 
Jurth who has the running list this morning. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  Turning then to today’s daily diary, the 
first matter on the list is Hudson Ramatlap.  Mr Ramatlap is here in person and he is 
presently seated at the bar table.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Hudson Ramatlap?  

MR RAMATLAP:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for attending; good. 

MR JURTH:  I am pleased to inform you commissioners that Mr Ramatlap has 20 

provided a statement.  It is proposed to adjourn his summons to a date to be fixed. 
His statement will be tendered in due course and the present intention of counsel 
assisting is not for call him to give oral evidence in the next sitting period.  So the 
only direction I seek with respect to Mr Ramatlap or that I submit as appropriate is 
that his summons be adjourned to a date to be fixed. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you suggest a date? 
 
MR JURTH:  Just a date to be fixed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  A date to be fixed? 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But Commissioner White if we are agreeable, we will adjourn 
Mr Ramatlap’s appearance to a date yet to be fixed.  
 
COMMSSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agreed chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Ramatiap for appearing today. We will fix a 10 
date for your next appearance.  Mr Jurth will communicate with you. 
 
MR RAMATLAP:  Thank you chief and counsel. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, thank you. You may be excused.  
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is that of Carl Okuk.  The direction I 
seek in respect of Mr Okuk is that his summons be stood over until Monday 12 July.  
This would be a final adjournment of his summons.  The chronology is that he made 
some contact with the commission, contacted me by text message provided – well, 20 
a promise of a statement that has not been received.  I have texted him again this 
morning but not received a response to that so - he tells us a statement is coming, we 
take him at his word and, on that basis, I seek a final direction that his summons be 
stood over until Monday 12 July when there are other directions before you in any 
event. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What happens if you do not receive the statement before 12 
July? 
 
MR JURTH:  I do not have a submission to make about that today chief.  We will 30 
make submissions to you on 12, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The witnesses are not cooperating and providing statements, I 
suggest that you issue – re-issue a summons for them to be called and we will 
examine them in the witness box.  The provision of a written statement is not a 
prerequisite for their appearance to give oral evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Of course.  I take the force of what you put to me, chief.  I do not yet 
make a submission along those grounds only because he has promised to provide a 
statement and I would like to give him every opportunity. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we are receiving promises, commitments, agreements and 
all that from different witnesses and they are not delivering on their commitments 
so I am making that statement.  In the event that any of these witnesses who said 
they would give statements do not actually give statements by the time the matter 
returns, I think we should consider calling them to give oral evidence and we will 
examine the witness. 
 
MR JURTH: Thank you, chief.  Well, these witnesses are now on notice in those 
terms, may I seek a direction that Mr Okuk’s summons be stood over until 12 July 10 
at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, commissioner whilst we are in an agreement we will 
adjourn Mr Okuk’s matter to 12 July at 10 am. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Okay, direction is issued.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief. The next matter is the Honorable Sir Puka Temu.  20 
Mr Puka appears in person.  He is just making his way to the bar table.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Sir Puka Temu for appearing.  You may be seated.  
Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I am pleased to advise you that we have received a draft 
statement from Sir Puka for which we thank him.  The questions asked of Sir Puka 
as well as the answers he has provided in draft refer to a number of documents.  He 
did not have those documents before providing his draft.     
   30 
Those documents have now been provided to him by email this morning and Mr 
Puka is going to revise his draft statement to take into account the documents that 
he now has.  I have suggested to Sir Puka and he has agreed that he can do that by 
the 15 July so the only direction I seek in respect of Mr Puka is that hi finalized 
statement be provided by 15 July.  

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And is that the same time he will appear next? 
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MR JURTH:  No.  My understanding is that there will be another direction hearing 
of sorts on 27 July so could Sir Puka’s summons be further stood over until 27 July.  

[10.20am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 
those two directions. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief, I am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those two directions in the terms proposed 
by Mr Jurth.  Sir Puka Temu, thank your for appearance and you may be excused.  
You can liaise with Mr Jurth to prepare and deliver your statement and that will be 10 
by 12 July and then you appear next on the 27th.  All right, thank you.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is the Honourable 
Richard Maru.  I received a telephone call from Mr Maru before the hearing this 
morning.  He informed me that he is seeing his lawyer to finalise his statement this 
afternoon and that his statement will be filed tomorrow.  On that basis I seek a 
direction that he file his finalized statement on 9 July and could Mr Maru’s summons 
also be extended to 27 July for further mentioned. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 20 
those two directions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  The next matter is Richard Flynn of Ashurst.  By 
agreement Mr Flynn will not appear.  He has provided us an update by email for 
which we thank him.  The upshot is of the four parts to the summons issued to 
Ashusrt, parts 1 and 2 have already been produced, part 4 will be provided later 30 
today, it is anticipated part 3 is the one that substantially remains outstanding.  We 
have been informed by Mr Flynn that he expects to be able to provide the part 3 
documents by 21 July but given that we are not sitting then may his summons be 
extended until 27 July. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will extend his summons to 27 July? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  27 July, Mr Jurth, was that? 
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MR JURTH:  Yes Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes thank you.  Yes, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief.  The next matter is that of Wapu Sonk.  Relatively 
for today’s purpose Mr Sonk’s lawyer was sent correspondence last night, 7 July 
from the solicitors assisting.  It requested certain information from Mr Sonk and 
foreshadowing that a direction would be sought this morning requiring Mr Sonk to 10 
return for oral evidence at 10 am on Monday, the 12th..  Can I outline to you 
commissioners what that evidence relates to?  You will recall that when Mr Sonk 
appeared to give evidence before you, he stated that the total amount paid by the 
State in respect to the UBS transaction was US$432 million dollars. 
 
The further evidence that we seek him to give on the 12th is to explain how that 
amount is calculated and to provide any documents related to it.  It is a vital topic 
that relates to the issue of loss potentially suffered by the State in the transaction.  
Now, I attempted to call his lawyer Ms Tadabe yesterday afternoon and also this 
morning.  I have not been able to get through to her but I seek this direction in any 20 
event given the urgency of this evidence and the importance to the finalization of the 
Inquiry and I will make every attempt to bring this to Ms Tadabe’s attention and Mr 
Sonk’s attention. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what direction are you seeking? 
 
MR JURTH:  A direction that Mr Sonk return for oral evidence before the 
Commission at 10 am on Monday, 12 July 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  12 July? 30 
 
MR JURTH:  12 July, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This oral evidence is a continuation of the evidence he gave last 
time, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  It is. 
 

[10.25 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  It does not relate to the summons, the new summons that has 
been issued. 40 
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MR JURTH:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a different. 
 
MR JURTH:  It is not altogether unrelated.  It is not altogether unrelated but in 
relation to the summons, there has been some correspondence between Ms Tadabe 
and myself.  I understand that she requires until 15 July to answer that summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  So that is one thing but in addition to that and before that, we seek a 
direction that Mr Sonk return for oral evidence on the 12th, to give evidence about 
how he calculates the sum of 432 million that he gave evidence about on the previous 
occasion.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I understand that but I just want to be clear that the matters 
covered in the summons that has been issued, the recent one, also relate to the 
financial records held by Kumul Petroleum Holdings.   
 20 
MR JURTH:  They do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They are in more detail than the evidence he will give on the 
12th or 15th; you need to maintain that distinction. 
 
MR JURTH:  I think that is right, it will be certainly as a broader scope. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Of material, that is for sure, but we are certainly hoping that on 30 
Monday, he will provide detailed evidence about how he calculates that figure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Okay.  Then the directions you seek is for Mr Sonk’s appearance 
be adjourned to 12 July at 10 o’clock for him to continue his oral evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the second direction is for his summons to be extended to 
15 July at 10 o’clock. 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 
those two directions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue those directions.  Next. 
 
MR JURTH:  The final matter is Stephen Massa of Dentons and I understand that 10 
there is an appearance on behalf of Dentons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, could we have your appearance, please? 
 
MR GARO:  My name is Guguna Garo.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR GARO:  I am a partner in Dentons. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioner.  The position as I understand it is that a 
summons dated 30 June 2021 was served by email on Dentons on 1 July 2021, the 
following day.  We have been advised by Dentons that they require some time to 
comply with that summons and perhaps Mr Garo can inform us how long Dentons 
requires to comply. 
 
MR GARO:  Yes, commissioner, our situation is that the files that are relevant for 
this purpose is – the files that will be relevant in this matter will be are from 2014, 30 
and we need to locate them and collate them before providing them and we are going 
to cooperate.  So we would like at least two weeks time to attend to that.  Basically, 
that is our position.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief, we are very grateful for the indications that Dentons 
wish to cooperate.  Two weeks by my calculation is the 22nd, but a direction there 
will be made extending the summons to the 22nd, and could a further direction be 
made returning Dentons for further directions on 27 July at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  27? 40 
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MR JURTH:  27. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  July.  What was the first direction, again? 
 
MR JURTH:  That the documents requested in the summons be provided by 22 July 
which is two weeks from today. 
 

[10.30am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Garo, your position on those two directions? 
 10 

MR GARO:  Sir, I said I required at least two weeks so I think the 21st will be 
rushing it a little bit.  We can them both adjourned to the same date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Two weeks from now.  What is the date, two weeks from now, 
22 July, is that two weeks from now? 
 
MR GARO:  Yes, we will see how we go, your Honour but we are really interested- 
- - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You asked for two weeks so we are giving you two weeks. 20 
 
MR GARO:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is from now until 22 July then that is two weeks. 
 
MR GARO:  I am saying just to make sure that we move ahead rather than defer or 
we adjourn them both to the same date.  Our calling here and also the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourn to 27 July? 
 30 
MR GARO:  Exactly, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, in principal there is no difficulty with that.  The practical reason 
for asking that the documents be provided sooner is that they can be considered by 
counsel assisting before the return date.  Now, as with all of the other witnesses if 
there is any difficulty or if there is any particular document that is causing problems, 
I would invite Mr Garo to come and contact me and we can make arrangements but 
in my submission to produce the bulk of the documents by the 22nd leaving aside any 
complicated issues or other difficulties, is a convenient way to proceed and then we 
can mention this matter again on the 27th . 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Garo, we will leave the directions as they are.  If you have 
some difficulty with complying with the first direction then you can advise, inform 
us on 22 July. 
 
MR GARO:  Thank you, that would be convenient.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement 
we will issue those two directions. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, those directions are issued. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief, those are all the directions on today’s daily diary. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings. 
 
 20 
 
AT 10.33 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 12 JULY 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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[9.59 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, Mr Jurth has this morning’s 
directions list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  It is good to take the matter of Wapu Sonk first.  The background to  
Mr Sonk appearing on today’s list is this.  You will recall that on the previous 
occasion on 8 July, directions were made that Mr Sonk appear in person to give oral 
evidence this morning.  That was to answer questions in relation to a letter that was 
dated 7 July 2021 and sent to Mr Sonk.  
 
I have been in contact with Mr Sonk’s legal representatives and the position is this.  
The request indeed was in two parts; one for the oral evidence but secondly and 
perhaps more importantly for the provision of documents.  Mr Sonk’s legal 
representatives have been working whole weekend to produce those documents and 
we are informed that the documents will be provided to the commission this 
afternoon.  
 
Further, Mr Sonk is not in Port Moresby today and is unable to appear this morning 
but he will be in Port Moresby tomorrow.  So given that the documents will be 
produced this afternoon and Mr Sonk is available to be examined in relation to them 
tomorrow, the only direction I seek is that Mr Sonk’s appearance after this morning 
be adjourned until 2 pm tomorrow 13 July 2021.  And before your Honours make 
any directions I notice that Mr Mawa represents Mr Sonk this morning and appears 
at the bar table. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you, Chairman Chief Sir Salamo Injia, Commissioner Margaret 
White, my name is Paul Mawa, I appear as counsel for Mr Wapu Sonk. 
  

[10.04 am] We will provide a written response close of business this afternoon.  Mr Sonk will 
provide a written response by close of business this afternoon in relation to the 
questions raised for him to answer.  Depending on the response he provides and the 
need for him to give oral evidence he can be available tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you agree to his appearance being adjourned to tomorrow at 
2 pm. 
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MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Commissioner White, if you are in 
agreement we will adjourn his appearance to 2 o’clock tomorrow.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then, that direction is issued.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Mawa, you may be excused. 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  In relation to the remaining four matters 
on the list, that is: Sam Koim; the Honourable Bryan Kramer, Minister for Justice; 
Dr Eric Kwa, Attorney General; and Carl Okuk.  The position is that save for an 
email this morning from Sam Koim informing me that he is not in Port Moresby this 
morning as he is returning from Hagen, there has been no response from any of the 
other gentlemen.  In those circumstances, I seek a direction that the four of them be 
adjourned until Monday 19 July at 10 am.  Of course, in the meantime, every effort 
will be made to contact them until a list of responses to the letters that they have 
received. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What kind of evidence Honourable Bryan Kramer is expected 
to give? 
 
MR JURTH:  The Minister for Justice has been served a letter of request.  I think it 
is for the production of documents.  The documents relate to evidence that was 
before you commissioners, relating to certain investigations that the Ministry of 
Justice had commissioned.  The precise subject matter escapes me for the moment, 
but the ministry for justice- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It commissioned an investigation into the UBS Loan, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  No. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, have a look at the letter of request from Mr Jurth 
which is on our screen now.  It describes what documents the commission was 
seeking from him. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, commissioner.  Yes, chief commissioner, you will 
see there on the bottom paragraph that that joint investigation was commissioned by 
the Minister for Public Enterprises and the Attorney General, Minister for Justice, in 
October 2011.  So that is the documents that we are seeking from the Minister for 
Justice and we have not had a response.  And we will continue our endeavours in 
that regard.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, 
we will adjourn all those four matters to Monday 19 July at 10 am. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.  Could I just raise, though, this has been 
going on enough for some little time.  Do we have any suggestion, Mr Jurth, that 
there is likely to be any greater response by the 19th and hitherto? 
 
MR JURTH:  I cannot answer that directly, Commissioner White.  We have had 
some responses; they are not satisfactory responses from Sam Koim and Carl Okuk.  
There has been on my instructions no response from the Minister for Justice or the 
Attorney General.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that question is particularly relevant to Mr Carl Okuk. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has failed to appear on a number of occasions. 
 
MR JURTH:  He has. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The other witnesses I think they are appearing for the first time.  
 
MR JURTH:  They are. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On return of the summonses but Carl Okuk has not been 
attending previous sittings. 
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MR JURTH:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what is the situation with Carl Okuk? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, you indicated on the previous occasion that Carl 
Okuk was in the list, that people like him will simply be set down to give their 
evidence on a certain date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Now, that course can still occur but given that there is going to be a 
directions hearing next Monday, in my submission there is no reason why we would 
not adjourn him for that date and deal with all setting down matters in one block. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has Mr Carl Okuk made any effort to your knowledge about 
approaching your office? 
 
MR JURTH:  He has. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has? 
 
MR JURTH:   He has. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Since we spoke to him - since his matter was mentioned last 
time? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, since then I have had no contact with him.  I sent him a further 
message, I did not receive a response. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Commissioner White, we can have those matters 
adjourned to 19 July at 10 o’clock? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Yes, certainly chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, they are adjourned to next Monday.  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners. Those are all the matters in today’s list.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Whilst counsel are there, could we just have a run down on the 
next round of appearances for the week?   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are we convening for the balance of this week? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioner, I am happy to inform you of that so apart from 
Mr Okuk who as you have directed commence tomorrow, we have the witnesses 
from Brattle, who are the experts who have been retained.  They have not yet finished 
their expert report.  They will be coming along with their first set of evidence.  Their 
evidence in chief, if you like, on Thursday morning at 10 o’clock.  And I expect that 
to take two or three hours.  Some of them are giving evidence from the East Coast 
of America so I think two or three hours would probably do it.  We are still waiting 
for some more information for them to do part 2 of their report which is the losses 
incurred and we are waiting for more or in fact some more information to be received 
in that regard.  That is the evidence for this week 
 
Then next week there is a directions hearing and then of course we start the final 
hearings the following Monday, the 26th.  We have issued, as you know, the draft 
provisional witness list.  I will say a bit more about that on Thursday because people 
have only been notified on Thursday or Friday about that, at least for the minute 
everyone has asked that their dates for giving evidence changed if no parliamentary 
sittings between the 26th and 6 August so that should not be an issue. But really, 
commissioners, we are just getting on with the intensive task of preparing for the 
final hearings at this stage and also hearing from Brattle on Thursday. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you, Dr Renwick, I just have a note in 
my diary that there was a hearing on Wednesday this week, the 14th, is that one of 
those precautionary entries or there is nothing on that day? 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Thank you for confirming that so 
tomorrow at 2 o’clock, Mr Sonk? 
 
DR RENWICK:  And of course Brattle.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  On Thursday Brattle at 10 o’clock.  Thanks very much. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  As I understand, all the other witnesses matters listed for this 
week have all been deferred to dates from 23 July, is that right? 
 

[10.14am] DR RENWICK:  Thank you, chief.  You will recall that you provisionally fixed it is 
a running list so apparently and from the 26th for two weeks.  And then the proposal 
is for final oral submissions by me and the team to take place in the following week.  
And then of course for people to respond in writing within two weeks after that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  In relation to the financial expert, Brattles is 
it, Brattles? 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is right, the firm of Brattle, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The expert’s evidence on Thursday will be sort of 
examination in chief based on whatever information is available to him at this stage.  
And then he will be recalled later for a full examination, is that the understanding? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so the position is that we expect to get by close of business 
Wednesday the principal report from Brattle.  It will not however be able to quantify 
the exact amount of money lost on the UBS deal because we are still waiting for 
some primary material, not least from (…inaudible…) there are four principal 
authors of the Brattle Report.  They are all available on Thursday and they will give 
evidence in a group by video on Thursday.  I will take them through their report and 
they will effectively present it to us and then we will adjourn it.  And then we will 
bring them back at a later date towards the end of the hearing, their report. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  I think that will suffice for now.  We will 
adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings to two o’clock 
tomorrow. 
 
 
 
AT 10.16 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 13 JULY 2021 AT 2.00 PM. 
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[2.20 pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, Dr Katter will take the next witness. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, I call Mr Wapu Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sonk, you are bound by your previous oath so you will 
continue with your evidence.  Thank you. 
 
 
MR WAPU SONK, recalled: 
 10 
 
XN: DR KATTER 
 
Q: Yes, Mr Sonk, you can hear me? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You might just move that microphone, thank you.  Can you just state your full 

name please? 
 20 
A: Wapu Rodney Sonk. 
 
Q: As at today you are continuing as the managing director and executive director 

of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, on 7 July correspondence was forwarded to you and it sought details as 

a specific figure you had referred to in your examination on 21 June.  This 
was a figure of 432 million dollars and this was in answer to a question about 30 
how much was paid out of the State’s revenue from PNG LNG Project to 
repay the UBS loan.  You have provided today and I might bring it up on the 
screen a letter, 13 July 2021 and there was an earlier version of this letter.  
This letter is 3 pages in length, is it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You have signed it on the last page? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: Now, you had made a change to this letter but are there any other changes you 

wish to make to this letter at this time? 
 
A: No changes to this letter. 
 

[2.22pm] Q: There were no documents enclosed, or annexed or provided with this  
letter; is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 10 
 
Q: Are there any documents you wish to provide to the commission at this time 

relating to this correspondence? 
 
A: Not at the moment but I wish to- - - 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek – I am sorry? 
 
A: Not at the moment. 
 20 
Q: Yes, Mr Sonk? 
 
A: Not at the moment.   
 
Q: No documents at present, all right.  Thank you.  Commissioners, I seek to 

tender that letter please and have it marked as an exhibit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I lost track of the last exhibit.  Can you 
assist here? 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I should be doing better than this.  I am just about to 
have a look in my book, if you will just bear with me.  It may be Exhibit UU.  The 
last one was TT but I just need to check this further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, my associate confirms that it is going to be UU. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That document is marked exhibit UU. 
 40 
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EXIBIT UU -  LETTER OF CREDIT  
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  We might just have brought up on the screen then your transcripts 
of, or the transcripts, of the hearing on 21 June, page 1617, please.  Can you see that, 
Mr Sonk? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  What you will see there about line 11, there is a reference to $432 

million.  If we turn to page – we return to this page.  But just briefly, if we just 
turn to page 1623 in the transcript, just looking there, you will see there at line 
22, there is that figure of 432 million.  And then at about line 27, was that US 
dollars or Australian dollars, to your knowledge; and you have referred to US 
dollars there?  You can see that, Mr Sonk? 

 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Yes.  Just returning to 1617, when you are mentioning the figure of 432 

million, that is an all-up figure, is it, start to finish including fees, interest, 
bridge loan payout, all of the things from start to finish, put together as a total 
figure; is that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  At that time when you referred to the figure of 432 million on 21 

June, you were referring to US dollars at that time, is that right? 30 
 
A: Yes, I thought it was US dollars but I am here to then present this letter.  That 

explains that it should have been Australian dollars. 
 
Q: Yes.  That is a very specific figure, 432 million dollars.  Where did that figure 

come from?  Had you identified that in a document or documents? 
 
A: Yes, we have an internal calculation that we did. 
 
Q: And when was that done? 40 
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A: Post transaction 2018. 
 
Q: Yes.  And had you been involved in the calculation directly as one of the 

members calculating it, or as the calculator or how did it occur precisely? 
 
A: Our finance people calculated and sent it to me and, usually, we deal with US 

dollars so I assumed it was US dollars that was why I mentioned US dollars.  
Cross checking it, it should have been - - -   

 10 
[2:27pm] Q: Yes, and was it sent to you – I am sorry? 

A: It was sent to me, done by finance department in their organization and sent 
to me. 

Q: And do you recall who specifically communicated it to you?  Was there a 
specific sender? 

A: Yes, our CFO. 

Q: And who was that at that time? 

A: I think at that time would have been Robert Arceskvi.  He has left the company 
now. 

Q: Yes, could you just spell that for us please? 20 

A: Robert A-R-C-E-S-K-V-I. 

Q: And how was it communicated to you; electronically or in paper form? 

A: Electronically to provide briefs for incoming government and those sort of 
things, to do the analysis of - - - 

Q: And was that – and you think that was in 2018? 

A: I think it was around, yes ’18 or ’19; somewhere there.  I cannot provide- - - 

Q: You have a copy of that communication? 

A: I have not been able to find it but I was able to find the spreadsheet copy 
separately. 

Q: And so, did the email attach its spreadsheet that had the detailed breakdown 30 
of figures, did it? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: All right, and now you have that spreadsheet which you understand to be the 
spreadsheet that was attached to the email? 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right.  And you are able to provide that to us, to the commission? 

A: Certainly. 

Q: All right.  Now, the matters that are in your letter, do they relate to the matters 
that are in that spreadsheet then? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And are there any significant differences that we will be able to see in terms 10 
of the spreadsheet and what is in your letter; things are radically different or 
do they replicate one another? 

A: They represent one another.  I just misrepresented the numbers from Aussie 
dollar to US dollar and there is one more omission that I should have included 
when calculating the loss, a gain of 9.41 million dollars - Aussie. 

Q: And just to be precise in terms of the – you are, when you are referring to 
these figures, both in these correspondence, but when you refer to that figure 
of 432 million, you were referring to the financial floats to and from the State 
associated with the UBS transaction between the time of the purchase of the 
interest in Oil Search, the 10.01 percent interest and the time of when there 20 

was the cessation of the ownership of the Oil Search shares; is that right? 

A: No, the numbers that I have quoted are from the novation of that transaction 
done by State to us, to the point that we exited the collar. 

Q: Right, so you are only going from the novation to the exit of the collar.  Does 
that include the sale of the shares? 

A: Yes, sir.  I took it that the State did not spend any money.  We paid basically 
everything.  All the State did was wrap the collar and the bridge loan into the 
whole transaction.  So, the real money was spent when it was novated to us 
onwards. 
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[2.32pm]  Q: All right.  Now, if I could just bring up the transcript from 24 June 2021. Now, 
this was Mr Dairi Vele giving evidence to the commission.  And at page 1857, 
just there, that is correct?  Can you see that now, Mr Sonk, on the screen? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So this is Mr Dairi Vele – this was the transcript that was provided with that 

letter to you on 7 July with a reference to this particular page.  Can you just 
take a moment just read from the word in the fourth line, ‘remember.’ Do you 
see it near the end of the line, ‘remember,’ down to bottom of that paragraph 10 
please.  Have you read that now, Mr Sonk? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Do you have an explanation then for – there is a significance 

difference is there not between the articulation at least that you are making on 
21 June and this articulation is more than a hundred million in difference 
between the figure then and the figure that has been identified or at least a 
broad range of figures that are identified there by Mr Vele, it is 230 to 270 
million.  Can you explain the difference? 20 

 
A: Yes, I think we are talking two different numbers.  He seems to be talking US 

dollar and I am talking Aussie dollar - sorry, I was talking US dollar at that 
time and he is talking Aussie dollar.  So I think if you read through my letter, 
the numbers are just about there.  Yes, give or take. I do not think we are 
talking too  - - - 

 
Q: Do you mean the reverse, Mr Vele - sorry, my apologize, Mr Sonk.  That is 

that you were referring to Australian dollars and Mr Vele is referring to US 
dollars? 30 

 
A: No,  Mr Vele seems to be talking about US dollar.  At that time, I quoted the 

432 million dollar number as a US dollar which was a mistake that I am here 
to correct. 

 
Q: All right.  Okay, then looking at your letter of today 13 July.  Can we just get 

it up on the screen and just strolling down.  You begin by making that 
distinction in number 1 there.  That is right, is it not, that you are saying that 
the reference to US 432 million was to have been a reference to Australian 
dollars, is that right? 40 
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A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: All right. And then you referred to again or you described it as stacker 

Australian, that is Australian 9.94 million, is it? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  49. 
 
A: 9.49 million. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  49, yes.  And just turning on the third page of your letter briefly, in 
the third Roman point, that same figure is referred to there, that is right?    
 

[2.37 pm] A: Correct. 
 
Q: Returning to the first page.  When was this gain, residual gain realized in a 

time senses? 
 
A: In the September transaction when we exited the collar. 
 20 
Q: September of which year? 
 
A: 2017. 
 
Q: 2017.  What document or documents will articulate that gain in a documentary 

sense, are they share sale documents? 
 
A: UBS would be able to actually articulate some of those.  We called it as 

intrinsic value but we sort of gained because we were exiting at that time when 
the share prices were below the Put in the Collar. 30 

 
Q: Do you have or do you now have access to any documents that relate to this 

9.49 million? 
 
A: No, because UBS would not give us the details on how they calculated the 

intrinsic value but they did retain 25 million dollars of the prepaid interest and 
they put the 9.49 million as intrinsic value in the shares when we exited.  So, 
the total payout to us was 35 million that I have quoted in previous 
submission. 

 40 
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Q: Now, when you refer to the collar loan and I am looking for example at the 
top of page 2 and you refer to the collar loan here.  This is the collar loan that 
partly replaced the bridge loan, is it? 

 
A: There is two parts to it.  The collar loan is different, the bridge loan is a 

different loan.  So, the collar plus bridge made up the total transaction value.  
So, the bridge is a cash component that was topped up to the value of the share 
bundle. 

 
Q: This was the collar loan that was later split and J P Morgan took half the collar 10 

loan in that split, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, when we combined then it was single, yes, so they took half the collar. 
 
Q: When you say combined, is that the roll-over? 
 
A: That is the roll-over in December of 2014. 
 
Q: What was the reference price that is the equivalent of 8.20 in the first collar 

as to this loan? 20 
 
A: Say that again? 
 
Q: What was the reference price, the equivalent of the 8.20 in the first collar? 
 
A: So, when we transferred, I think reference price was – I may be talking 

something else here but it seems like it was 7.8 dollars. 
 
Q: 7.8? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you know the strike prices of the puts and calls in the collar? 
 
A: Again, I do not want to come here and correct myself again.  I got information- 

- - 
 
Q: Is that something though that there might be a document or documents that 

might identify the strike prices of the puts and calls in the collar? 
 40 
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[2.42 pm] A: Yes. 
 

Q: Do you have a direct knowledge about whether there is a document or 
documents in that regard at KMHL? 

 
A: I do not have knowledge of exactly where it is but we can look for it. 
 
Q: You could have a look, yes, thank you.  Do you know the date of the 

transaction, the specific date? 
 10 
A: Which? 
 
Q: Of the collar? 
 
A: So, if you look at the letter that I have submitted today, it gives you the month.  

Specific date is not there but transaction one in March 2014 which was the 
Sovereign State deal and then novation to us in December 2014.  We rolled 
over the collar in February 2016 and that is when JP Morgan joined.  
September 2017 we exited the collar. 

 20 
Q: Yes, but in terms of those months that you have identified, do you know the 

precise dates?  Is there a documentary articulation of when the actual 
transactions occurred? 

 
A: I can find them. 
 
Q: What about the detail of - and this is if any, fees that were charged by UBS? 
 
A: The Sovereign deal, I have no idea about how the fees were structured but if 

you look at my letter we are saying- - - 30 
 
Q: What about the transactions, sorry, transactions 2, 3 and 4. 
 
A: There was an advisory fee in the State deal of 13.48 million dollars. 
 
Q: Would their fees if any – could you just say that again, sorry? 
 
A: In the State deal there was an advisory of 13.48 million dollars which got 

carried into the novation agreement and we paid as part of the transaction.  So, 
we paid one of the payments was for those fees. 40 
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Q: Where do we see that?  Do you we see that in your letter here? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Where is that? 
 
A: Sorry, it is not, I thought we had. 
 
Q: But that figure you mentioned was 13.48, was it? 10 
 
A: Yes, 13.48. 
 
Q: Million? 
 
A: Million dollars, yes. 
 
Q: Australian dollars? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Do you know when that amount was paid and how it was paid? 
 
A: The payment was done during the novation in December. 
 

[2.47 pm] Q: December of 2014; so this is your point 2? 
 
A: Yes.  So that will be- - - 
 
Q: What type of transaction?  Can you describe it? 30 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Yes, your transaction 2 on the second page? 
 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: Just looking at that then for a second, if you look in transaction 2, you identify, 

do you not, that the fees and interest that the first figure is in A, 270.99 million 
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plus 86 million which is in subparagraph (b).  Is it then minus 335 million?  Is 
that right? 

 
A: What we are saying is the 270 plus the 86 million put together was the funds 

raised; that adds up to the 335 collar amount. 
 
Q: Is that your articulation, Mr Sonk, yes, 270.99? 
 
A: That adds up to the 335 collar amount – in bridge loan, sorry. 
 10 
Q: Is that calculation correct; it is 270.99 plus 86 minus 335, which is, what, 

21.99?  Is that the difference? 
 
A: No, no, 270 million; 270.99 plus 86, should give you the 335. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  What was the interest rate or how much was the dollar amount 

of the pre-paid interest? 
 
A: I think the State deal had 4.95 per cent interest rate and pre-paid interest 

wrapped into the transaction was 106 million dollars according to the numbers 20 
I had, yes. 

 
Q: Mr Sonk, I am just having trouble hearing you.  Can you just make sure, 

please, that that microphone is directly in front of you?  Thank you. 
 
A: The original deal- - - 
 
Q: Can you just say that again? 
 
A: The original State deal had 4.95 per cent interest rate. 30 
 
Q: Yes.   
 
A: And the pre-paid interest for the collar was 106 million dollars. 
 
Q: In transaction 2, you describe it as the bridge loan.  I noticed that in your 

articulation on 21 June, you described it as the bridge facility.  Is there any 
difference between those two phrases? 

 
A: It is the same; loan or the facility, it is the same thing. 40 
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Q: Same thing, all right. 
 
A: The bridge, yes. 
 
Q: In terms of the bridge loan, if we just go to page 1610 of the transcript which 

is 21 June – 1610, scrolling down, you will see reference there “The bridge 
facility”.  And then at line 32, 33, “At a sum of, we would take the bridge out, 
the bridge facility, at a sum of 235 million was paid out.”  So you have 
mentioned there a figure of 235 million and you have mentioned it in the 10 
context, am I right, Mr Sonk, of the bridge facility? 

 
[2:52pm] A: Yes. 

Q: Yes? 

A: Yes.  The Bridge loan.  That- - - 

Q: Just returning to this letter of today, 13 July, now, here you mention, is it  

AU$335 million Australian dollars for the bridge loan pay out? 

A: Yes, that is the correct number. 

Q: So that previous number, why the difference? 

A: I must have put the 2 for the 3 or something but that is the correct number, 20 
which is the 335, is the Bridge loan facility pay out number. 

Q: Looking at your – just scrolling down the page, just a little, the transaction 3, 
a rollover of the Collar loan 

[Internet Issues] 

MR JURTH:  Dr Katter, we cannot hear you.  Dr Katter, can you hear me?   

DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, can you hear me; I am sorry. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, we can, Dr Katter.  You have been silent for about 2 or 3 minutes 
so go back to the last time that you heard Mr Sonk speaking and start from there, I 
would suggest. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Mr Sonk, this letter of credit – and you describe it as a 30 

letter of credit facility.  You mention there a loss of 270.99 million; is that right? 
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A: Correct.  We raised that money to a letter of credit. 

Q: Yes, but what was the basis for that particular sum; 270.99 in the sense that 
the sum was being used to repay a liability that was not incurred by KPHL but 
by the State; is that right?   

A: Correct. 

Q: [Internet Issues] Chief Commissioner? 

MR JURTH:  Dr Katter, can you hear me? 

[2:57pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can you hear us? 

MR JURTH:  Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Jurth? 10 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Okay, I think we are back again. 

DR KATTER:  We are back on.  We are getting on, there is the notification coming 
through it has broken up.  Mr Sonk, did the collar loan create a particular exposure 
in terms of credit risk for UBS, which is what you are referring to in transaction 2?  
Was there a particular point at which UBS would have an exposure to any of these 
figures or any of the losses that you are describing there? 

A: We are calling it losses now at the end of the transaction.  But at that time, the 
risk in the value fluctuations because of the shares movements is captured 
within the calls and the puts of the collar.  So, it looks after itself, if you like. 

Q: So, was the collar loan – could the collar loan then be described as a new 20 

premium collar loan to UBS? 

A: No, this is a novation only of the same collar loan. 

Q: Is there any cost – is there any cost to UBS in providing the hedging in the 
collar to the State or to KMHL? 

A: I understood the hedging comes from the calls and the puts and they 
themselves are managing the parcel of shares so they are trading in the stock 
market to mitigate that risk. 

Q: Was there an awareness on your part as to whether UBS had purchased similar 
hedging or from other market participants? 

A: No, to the board, myself, this was the first of its kind; the deal. 30 
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Q: Now, looking at the letter of credit facility, what fees were charged for the 
letter of credit facility mentioned in point 2A? 

A: Yes, we did not capture those numbers here but I thought it was a little bit, 
sort of in the context of scheme of these numbers, it was not worth getting 
small amounts I think.  I did not disclose that here. 

Q: Do you know the figure? 

A: No. 

Q: Do you know which bank provided or banks provided that letter of credit 
facility that you refer to? 

A: In my letter mention a commercial bank, I am not sure whether I should 10 

disclose the bank at this point. 

Q: But you recall it was a bank and you recall who it was? 

A: Yes, I know which bank. 

Q: All right, and you have documentation in that regard? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then you mention at transaction 3, the rollover of the collar loan in 
February 2016.  I asked you this before a little bit earlier, but you do not recall 
the specific date of the transaction at this point in time for this rollover, do 
you? 

A: No. 20 

Q: And what was the reference price of this new collar, if I describe it as that, of 
the rollover collar? 

[3.02 pm] A: $7.38. 
 

Q: Do you have a document that reminds you of that figure or do you recall that 
figure from recollection? 

 
A: I am just going from the spreadsheet that we put together. 
 
Q: And you have a copy of that spreadsheet there, do you? 30 
 
A: There is a hard copy, yes. 
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Q: What was the total principal amount of the roll-over of the collar loan? 
 
A: The principal stayed the same, we were just rolling over the same. 
 
Q: What was that amount? 
 
A: It is this price at 149.   We are trying to maintain the 149 million shares.  

Maybe I am not understanding your question properly. 
 10 
Q: Well, what was the value of the 149 million shares then at that point in time? 
 
A: 1.102157 million dollars, billion.  Sorry, million. 
 
Q: Million dollars? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that US dollars or Australian dollars? 
 20 
A: Australian dollars, 1.102. 
 
Q: At that point in time what was to be the expiry of the that roll-over of the 

collar loan? 
 
A: Say that again? 
 
Q: Yes.  At that point in time in February 2016 when the roll-over occurred, what 

was to be the expiry of the new collar of the roll-over of the collar? 
 30 
A: I do not recall, I would be guessing. 
 
Q: Once again that might be something that you might be able to identify in a 

particular document? 
 
A: Whether it was one year or two years; it would have been two years guessing 

by doing a roll-over in 2016 and closing out on ’17 so there was still time so 
it would have been two years because we got some prepaid interest back.  So, 
’16 to ’18 was the roll-over it seems and then we got out in ’17 of September 
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earlier than the expiry and price was right so we realized some collar unwind 
value which was at 9.49 million dollars. 

 
Q: What were the strike prices of the puts and calls at that time? 
 
A: I do not have it here. 
 
Q: Do you recall what they were? 
 
A: No. 10 
 
Q: The 97.35 million that is mentioned in the fourth line under transaction 3, how 

much of that amount was for fees? 
 
A: Nothing for fees in this. 
 
Q: In that amount? 
 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: What about for prepaid interest? 
 
A:  Prepaid interest was 89 million dollars. 
 
Q: 89 million.  And for the collar premium? 
 
A: 132.4 million dollars. 
 
Q: Now, are all these figures coming from that Excel spreadsheet, you have it in 

front of you there, do you? 30 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: How large is the spreadsheet, A4 size, A3? 
 
A: Just one page. 
 

[3.07 pm]    Q: One page.  Can we get a copy of that spreadsheet at the conclusion of this 
hearing, Mr Sonk?  Is the 97.35 million a new cost of the transaction or does 
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it replace costs that would otherwise have arisen had the collar loan not been 
rolled over? 

 
A: Sir, the $97 million is prepaid interest, collar premium and then we also gained 

at that time.  There is a collar difference of 4.45 million and then a less of 
unwinding value of the old collar which was $120 million dollars or net cash 
out of KPHL during that rollover was $97.35 million dollars.  So most of it is 
the prepaid interest, basically. 

 
Q: Now, looking at transaction 4, do you recall the specific date in September 10 

2017? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was this a negotiated process in terms of the unwind and discharge of the 

collar as you describe it, or was it something which was an entitlement by 
reason of the documentation? 

 
A: It is an entitlement in the agreement that if we wanted to exit, we would give 

I think some minimum number of notice to UBS and we would exit. 20 
 
Q: In point 3, you refer to costs to KPHL for various professional advisors, and 

you mention a figure of 1 million.  Do you recall who those advisors were? 
 
A: Yes, law firms, Deloitte, those individuals like Tony that I have mentioned 

before, is an experienced expert in derivative financing which this collar is 
described as. 

 
Q: I am just pausing there; so you mentioned law firms.  Do you recall what law 

firms? 30 
 
A: We have been using Gadens. 
 
Q: Yes; anyone else? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And then you mention the gentleman Tony; what is his surname? 
 
A: Tony Kelly. 40 
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Q: Kelly? 
 
A: Yes, K-e-l-l-y. 
 
Q: And what was his role at that time? 
 
A: He was a private ex-banker that we found would be relevant and had the 

relevant experience to advise the board and myself through these transactions.  
He did not work for a company or bank. 10 

 
Q: That he was retained, was he, by KPHL at that time? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Any other professional advisors as you describe there in point 3? 
 
A: No, that is just to cover the lawyers and finance people. 
 
Q: And would you then have the breakdown of the invoices in terms of the 20 

individual professional advisors? 
 
A: Yes, these are just the estimates but, yes. 
 
Q: In looking at your figures with the exception of the final page, page 3, where 

you give this, you say in the second-last paragraph on page 3.  There you say 
this represents a total of 362.85 million which translates into US291 million 
in losses to KPHL.  Now, when you with exception to that reference to US 
dollars there, otherwise you have used Australian dollars throughout this letter 
and the three pages of this letter, is that right? 30 

 
[3.12pm] A: Correct. 

 
Q: And where you have used Australian dollars, have you recalculated any of 

these figures from another currency at a particular point to put them all in 
Australian dollars? 

 
A: No. 
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Q: And do you know if any of these figures were generated originally in a 
currency other than Australian dollars and have been recalculated at some 
point in time in the past? 

 
A: We do most of our accounting work in US dollar. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: So that is why I sort of made a mistake of calling the Aussie dollar US dollar 

number, but in this case all the transactions were all Australian dollar 10 
transaction. 

 
Q: Is there someone else - you have mentioned the previous Chief Financial 

Officer for KMHL but is there someone else who would have a level of detail 
as to these figures and this part of assessment of the figures that you have? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Other than the Chief Financial Officer?  
 20 
A: You are correct.  Who is long gone, yes. 
 
Q: And in terms of documents, you have mentioned the Excel spreadsheet that 

you have and other than that Excel spreadsheet, what other particular 
documentation comes to mind that you are aware of that would provide detail 
as to the matters you referred in this correspondence? 

 
A: Maybe our annual reports or audited financials but to confirm these numbers. 
 
Q: All the detail here would be – much of it would be included in the annual 30 

reports, would it? 
 
A: Auditors would have gone through them. 
 
Q: And who are the auditors at that time, when I say that time, from 2014 through 

to 2018? 
 
A: I think we started with Deloittes and to Ernest and Young and we now have 

PWC. 
 40 
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Q: When did the changeover occur to involve Ernest and Young? 
 
A: They are all contracted by the Auditor General’s Office.  They are contracted 

to audit Kumul Petroleum. 
 
Q: Do you have a direct recollection of which year relates to which accounting 

firm? 
 
A: No.  I cannot tell you when they switched exactly. 
 10 
Q: You recall when PricewaterhouseCoopers began doing it, you mentioned they 

were the third of the last of the three? 
 
A: Deloittes started it and EY took over and then now is PWC. 
 

[3:17pm] Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Sonk at this time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you chief.  I just have one question for Mr Sonk 
and Mr Sonk, thank you for your assistance to the commission in providing this 
material.  You said at the beginning of your evidence that UBS would not give 20 

Kumul any details of how they calculated the amounts in question.  Did that surprise 
you?   

A: Yes, but again, like I said this sort of transaction involving collars and puts 
and derivative values was a brand new thing to us and I am sure to the country. 

Q: Thank you.  Very complex, but did you have – was the lawyers advising you 
at that stage when you were taking over these transactions? 

A: No.  Most of these firms also were new to derivative especially. 

Q: Of course, yes.  Did UBS give you any reason why they would not provide 
the methodology for the calculation? 

A: I do not recall any reason.  Maybe propriety or I do not know what it was but- 30 

- - 

Q: Were you personally involved in those discussions with UBS? 

A: Sorry? 
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Q: Were you yourself involved in these discussions with UBS? 

A: We would ask them to do the numbers as to what the values would be if you 
wanted to exit at different prices. 

Q: And you were the person who had those conversations with UBS? 

A: Yes, I would talk to them or we would use Tony the expert that was advising 
us to get those numbers.   

Q: So Mr Kelly was the go-between, was he, between Kumul and UBS on this 
matter? 

A: He would do most of the advising, yes, to give comfort. 

Q: All right.  And does Mr Kelly still working in Port Moresby? 10 

A: No, he is based out of Sydney. 

Q: I see, he was never in Port Moresby? 

A: Yes, he would come in for board meetings or whatever, but never based out 
of Port Moresby. 

Q: So, he just came in when he was needed and then left again, is that the 
arrangement? 

A: Correct. 

Q: So far as you know, is he still in business in Sydney? 

A: I have lost contact with him. 

Q: All right then, thank you.  I have not got any further questions, thank you 20 

Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  I will just confine my questions to 
figures stated in your letter.  I understand you are appearing on a separate summons 
to produce financial records so you give that evidence later so I will reserve my 
questions there.  But for now, I am just trying to make a sense of what UBS made 
out of this transaction?  Leaving aside the bridge loan, let us stay with the collar, go 
to transaction 1, the number of shares involved, there is 137 million and the loan is 
AU$1011.5 Australian, that is million dollars.  
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[3.22pm] Go to transaction 4, the next page.  At the time the collar loan was discharged you 
are referring to disposal of 147 million Oil Search shares?  Are those shares for the 
collar loan?  If so, there is a difference in the number of shares there. 
 
A: Yes, I corrected this and the people did not correct this, it is 149 million shares. 
 
Q: You have 137 million shares on transaction 1.  By the time the collar loan was 

disposed of, you got a different figure there 147 million shares. 
 
A: This is a typo. 10 
 
Q: Sorry? 
 
A: This is a typo. 
 
Q: Typo? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, the correct figure then should be? 20 
 
A: It is still 149 million shares. 
 
Q: Now, at the time the collar was sold and the collar was discharged and the 

collar shares were sold, proceeds of that sale came to A$1137.66 million, right 
and if you subtract the price and the total amount of 137 million Oil Search 
shares in transaction 1, the figure there 1011.5, you will come up with a 
difference of around 126 million?  That kind of different there, you agree?  I 
have taken out 1011.5 from 1137.66 which was the sale price in 2017 and I 
have come up with around 126 million.  Would I be correct or?  30 

 
A: I am not following.   
 
Q: You follow me here?  Just stay with the collar.  Those 137 million shares were 

purchased for around 1011.5 in March 2014.  They were sold for 1137.66 
million in September of 2017, you will come up with a difference of around 
126 million, would that be correct?  Anyway, there is a figure, just think about 
it. 

 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: Okay and then the next question is; under transaction  4 item number 1, UBS 

was paid 1102.57 million for the single collar loan out of the proceeds, right?  
Is that what you are saying, item 1 there? 

 
A: Yes, so 1.102.57 million dollars. 
 

[3.27 pm] Q: Was paid to UBS? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: That was used to pay out an unwind the single collar loan meaning UBS was 

paid, right? 
 
A: Yes, this is not a cash outlay but- - - 
 
Q: I am just – just stay with the figures. 
 
A: Yes, they got themselves paid by selling the shares that they were keeping,yes. 
 20 
Q: Whatever it is. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: We are just playing – just focus on the figures. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  Then if you take that amount against the loan that it gave in 2014 which 

is 1011.5 for the collar, UBS is receiving an extra 9 million dollars by way of 30 
interest for the loan? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: This is a layman’s translation about these figures.  That is what it comes to in 

my mind. 
 
A: What we started- - - 
 
Q: Yes? 40 
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A: What we started with in 2014 is changing as the negotiations happened 

because the shares are moving up and down, so we are adjusting on the calls 
and the puts so there is loss and gains along the way. 

 
Q: Yes, yes. 
 
A: So the numbers we start with is different to the end. 
 
Q: Yes, I mean figures, you know. 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Figures matter; amount of money matters despite whatever the movements 

might be.  But anyway, I do not want to argue with you.  But you see, there is 
really a difference of 9 million which UBS is making out, that whole collar 
transaction in the three year plus that it had lent this money it is making 9 
million.  Am I right there? 

 
A: No. 20 
 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: They are making what they got in the prepaid interest from us.   
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Which is in the first transaction is 106 million dollars and we paid another 89 

million dollars in the rollover case; those are the numbers. 
 30 
Q: Okay.  All right, we will go through those figures.  So out of 26 million that I 

referred to earlier, UBS is receiving 9 million whereas we look at items 2 and 
3, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited is receiving 26 million. 

 
A: 35.  35 is the total number- - - 
 
Q: About 36 million? 
 
A: Yes, 35. 
 40 
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Q: You put 2 and 3 together- - - 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You are getting 36 million, whereas UBS is taking 9 million only? 
 
A: No, in 2016 when we rolled over, we paid 89.7 million dollars as prepaid 

interest for the two years. 
 
Q: Okay. 10 
 
A: Because we are coming out of this arrangement in the middle in 2017, they 

are paying us back 25.6 million dollars back of the prepaid interest so we are 
paying interest upfront.  So we got our money back which was the interest.  
So that is the 25.6 million dollars.  And then because we are selling at the price 
where the price is or the share price is trading below the put, we realize the 
value of 9.49 million dollars so that is why 35 million dollars was paid to us. 

 
[3.32 pm]   Q:  You see what I am driving at?  I want to know exactly what UBS made out 

of this transaction.  It is not coming out clear and I am seeing these figures.  20 
So if you go away and set out exactly what it gained out of that process in 
terms of fees, interests, whatever, whatever, consultancy fees or whatever it 
is, I want to know what UBS gained out of this because it certainly could not 
have run off with this 9 million for a 1.1 something billion, one of 11 billion 
for the collar investment for just a little over three years.  Can you maybe 
when you appear next, can you just give us a rundown clearly what UBS 
gained out of this transaction? 

 
A: It is very difficult for me to understand what UBS made.  I can only give you 

what came out of Kumul and we paid interest in the transactions that we were 30 
involved in and that is the numbers that I am saying which is the prepaid 
interest that we paid. 

 
Q: So who will give us that evidence then?  Is it the Treasury secretary? 
 
A: I am not- - - 
 
Q: What UBS made out of? 
 
A: I am not sure. 40 
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Q: So far UBS has not provided any evidence to this Inquiry despite our request.  

So somebody will have to give us that evidence.  And if it is not Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings of which you are in charge, then it has to be the Secretary 
for Treasury; one of you two will have to provide that evidence. 

 
A: Chair, I think there is- - - 
 
Q: Because on the face of what I am reading here, some of these figures do not 

make sense in terms of what UBS got out of that transaction.  It is just my 10 
preliminary thinking.  So could you just do some more work around that and 
perhaps you hold that discussion with Treasury secretary or someone who has 
got inside knowledge of what UBS made out of this whole thing including the 
fees or whatever.  If it is not the Treasury, perhaps the lawyers who were 
involved might have that information. 

 
My next question is: that the bank that you in transaction 2, the commercial 
bank that issued the letter of credit.  Did you say which bank it was? 
 

A: I can advise later in case they want to discuss- - - 20 
 
Q: I want to know now, which bank was it?  That should not be a secret.  Which 

bank was it, one of the commercial banks in PNG or Australia?  Can you find 
out if you do not know? 

 
A: I can advise the commission. 
 
Q: Can you find out which bank it is?  And then if you have the financial 

statement or records, you can produce those when you appear next.  I think 
they are covered in the other summons so I am just sounding out that that I 30 
think the bank that is involved should provide those documents and that 
evidence, perhaps.  It is a large sum of money there for which it issued that 
letter of credit.  I will stop there but I will ask more questions when you come 
to answer the next summons. 

 
 Dr Katter, do you have any questions arising from those questions there? 
 
 
RXN:  DR KATTER  
 40 
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DR KATTER:  Just to ask whether Mr Sonk can hand up the Excel spreadsheet that 
he has been referring to and could it please be marked as an exhibit, commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to have a look at it first?  You have not had a look at 
it. 
 
DR KATTER:  I have not had a look at it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then, you study it first and then you decide whether you 
are going to - and you get his consent to tender that document. 10 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He might be using it for his own purposes and you might want 
to - - - 
 
A: Yes, I have got notes on the side. 
 
Q: Yes, yes. 
 20 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You have some discussion with Dr Katter around it and decide 
whether you want to tender it. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  And relating to that and it was 
something that Mr Sonk was asked about whether there were emails. My note was 
that he referred to email communications as to an indication from UBS as to whether 
or not they would provide details or particulars.  So Mr Sonk, were you referring to 
emails? 30 
 

[3:37pm]   A: I was saying that we would email them to say if we were to exit tomorrow 
what would be the value now at the current share price to give us an idea as 
to where we were at.  So every now and then to advise the board that - to keep 
them informed. 

Q: Yes, and were there emails in response that you recall? 

A: Yes, there was correspondence. 

Q: Are you in a position to provide that correspondence when you next return? 
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A: Yes, I will check, yes. 

Q: Thank you.   Commissioners, nothing further arising, if it pleases,.  Could Mr 
Sonk’s oral evidence please be stood over to 2 pm on 28 July by direction? 

DR RENWICK:  Well, Commissioners, if I may, I think that the Kumul Petroleum 
Holding Limited summons is returnable this Thursday, and that being so it might be 
convenient, commissioners, it is a matter for you to it might be convenient to have 
Mr Sonk back to answer the remaining question that Dr Katter just put to him 
together with the production of the documents then.  I am in the commission’s hands. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So that summons is returnable this Thursday, is it? 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth can provide the details I think. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, it is, 10 o’clock. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  10 o’clock.  All right then we will adjourn your next appearance 
to this Thursday at 10 o’clock. 

A: Mr Chairman, I have got a new date of 29th. 

Q: Yes, that was suggested but the summons is returnable on Thursday. 

A: Okay. 

Q: This Thursday at 10 o’clock. 

A: Okay. 

DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, I am sorry to keep interrupting, we have got 20 

the evidence from Brattle at 10 o’clock and one of the reasons we got them started 
then is some of the witnesses are giving evidence from the east coast of America.  If 
it is convenient to Mr Sonk, could we have him back, that we change the date for the 
return of the summons, the time to 1 o’clock on Thursday and if Mr Sonk could be 
so good as to return at 1 o’clock on Thursday with the documents? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We will adjourn your appearance to 1 o’clock on 
Thursday. 

A: Okay. 

Q: All right, then you may be excused. 
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A: Thank you. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, the financial experts. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the name of the witness from Brattles?  I did not quite 
get the name. 

DR RENWICK:  Three witnesses who will be appearing on Wednesday.  There is 
Dr Toby Brown, B-R-O-W-N, Dr Rand, R-A-N-D Ghayad G-H-A-Y-A-D, and Dr 10 
George Oldfield, O-L-D-F-I-E-L-D.  The last two gentlemen are giving evidence 
from the east coast of America.  Dr Brown is giving evidence from Sydney and it is 
going to be getting quite late by the time we finish and so if it is convenient, we 
might even start at 9.30, chief.  Would that be possible? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we can start at 9.30.  So Dr Brown is - - - 

DR RENWICK:  We start at 9.30 and go through to the normal lunch hour, I think 
two and a half hours would be sufficient to get us through these first lot of evidence 
on them and their report is still being prepared but it will be made available to you, 
commissioners and to those who have leave to appear some time tomorrow.  I am 
reluctant to put a time on it, but no party will be inconvenienced because they will 20 
be returning later. 

 
[3.42 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  So the last witnesses are going to be giving evidence from 

where from?  From which location? 
 
DR RENWICK:  All three witnesses in my submission should be called 
simultaneously, if that is convenient, because it is a joint report and no doubt some 
will wish to add to what others have said.  And so I would propose to call three of 
them at 9.30 on Thursday, if that is convenient. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  My question was that the last two witnesses, where are 
they going to give their evidence from, which location?    
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DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So Dr Ghayad and Dr Oldfield are both in the vicinity in 
Washington DC.  I cannot remember precisely which suburb or what they will be 
giving their evidence from. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In Australia, is it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  It is from the east coast of America. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  East coast.  East coast of? 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  America.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which particular location? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Washington DC. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Washington DC? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of time difference, will there be any time difference or 
we should be- - -  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They should be able to give evidence together. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Really, the reason for my request that we start half an hour earlier 
is it is going to be getting quite late by 12 o’clock. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, then.  Anything else before we adjourn then, 
Commissioner White?  No? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not from me.  Thank you, chief, no.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
AT 3.44 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 15 JULY 2021 AT 9.30 AM. 40 
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2021 AT 9.37 PM. 
 

(Continued from 13 July 2021) 
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[9.37 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, today is an important day in the 

work of the Commission.  This morning we have a presentation which I will come 
to in just a minute on the eminent experts from the Brattle Group.  They will give 
evidence on a number of topics including the government’s stated objectives on the 
IPIC and UBS transactions respectively, assessing whether the Independent State 
could have issued sovereign debts in 2009 or 2014 and if not, other possible 
alternative sources of financing.   Then the critical questions of the key 
characteristics of the IPIC and UBS transactions respectively and the risks and 
rewards of those transactions and any unusual aspects of either of them.  And then 10 
questions as to hedging trading in Oil Search shares and the PRL 15 transaction 
itself.  This is necessarily only Part 1 of the Brattle Report because they presently 
lack as the commission does all the information necessary to assess the overall 
financial cost to the Independent State of the UBS transaction. 

 
We say two things now.  Firstly, it will be clear by the end of Brattle’s evidence this 
morning why those at UBS must come and give evidence and explain what they did 
and why but secondly, and more immediately commissioners, Mr Wapu Sonk is 
returning today in accordance with your orders at 1 o’clock to give evidence.  He 
needs to come and provide further information as the commission has directed.  20 
 
So, without more ado commissioners, may I then turn to the four eminent gentlemen 
who are on the screen; namely, Dr Toby Brown, Dr George Oldfield, Dr Rand 
Ghayad and Dr Alberto Vargas. 
 
Gentlemen, if I could ask you to unmute your microphones and just indicate each of 
you that you are able to hear me. 
 
DR BROWN:  I can hear you. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Dr Oldfield, you can hear us? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  I can hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, sir.  Dr Vargas? 
 
DR VARGAS:  I can hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And Dr Rand? 
 40 
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MR GHAYAD:  Yes, I can hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, gentlemen.  Can we please put up on the screen the 
front page of the Brattle Report.  Commissioners, in a minute I will tender this 
extensive report which has been provided by the Brattle Group and you will see, if 
you scroll down, the names of the four gentlemen who are here to give evidence.  If 
we go over to the next page you will see that there is the introduction, and then if we 
move down to the objectives, as we understand it Dr Brown will take the lead in 
answering the matters set out in Part 3.  In Part 4 on alternative financing options, 
that is both Dr Ghayad and Dr Brown.  Then when we turn to the IPIC and over the 10 
page the UBS transactions, Dr Oldfield will take the lead there assisted by Dr Vargas 
and they also will continue in relation to item 7, the risks and rewards and 8, the 
hedging.   
 

[9.42 am] Dr Brown will then lead on the final three topics noting that topic 10; the State’s 
losses from the UBS transaction as I have just mentioned is a matter they are unable 
to deal with.  So the first thing is to identify the authors and their expertise and their 
CVs are attached.  
 
Commissioners, it may be just as convenient to go to numbered page 1 of the Report 20 
and go through the expertise of witnesses.   
 
Firstly, if we scroll down to paragraph 4, we have Dr George Oldfield giving 
evidence from the United States and you can see there is very significant expertise.  
The fact he has previously given expert testimony, previously he served an important 
role at the US Securities and Exchange Commission.  Further on, you can see that 
he has extensive academic experience in both research and teaching and high 
qualifications.  And over the page, you will see that he is principally responsible for 
Brattle’s analysis of the nature and pricing of the IPIC and UBS transactions. 
 30 
Moving on to Dr Rand Ghayad, you can see there his expertise particularly in 
advising governments and other sovereign entities on financial and economic 
matters, and you can see there some of the experience he has.  He has, towards the 
end of the paragraph, you can see previously he worked at - living in Brookings 
Institution and a number of other places and you can see there his extensive academic 
qualifications.  He will look particularly at the sovereign debt as a possible 
alternative source of funding.   
 
Then we have Dr Alberto Vargas.  You can see there his particular areas of expertise 
and analysing matters in complex financial litigation and regulatory investigations 40 
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including in Australia and his particular expertise.  And you will see at the end of 
that paragraph, he has worked with Dr Oldfield to build evaluation models to which 
we will come of these two transactions. 
 
Finally, over the page, Dr Toby Brown who heads Brattle’s Sydney offices.  His 
qualifications include a Doctorate in Chemistry from Oxford University.  You see 
there is very extensive experience in energy markets and infrastructure regulation 
including oil and gas, and you can see that he has done the principal analysis of the 
government’s stated objectives for the PNG LNG investment for purchase of the Oil 
Search shares and the Oil Search PRL 15 transactions. 10 
 
And just finally by way of background.  You can see this is the self-contained report.  
commissioners, it sets out entirely the factual assumptions the documents referred to 
and the opinions and reasons for them.  You can see there, commissioners, the 
questions which had been asked, had been asked to expound on.   
 
May I take you then finally, commissioners, before moving to the authors, to the 
final page of the report which contains the declaration.  You can see there, 
commissioners, the declaration in the familiar form that these four gentlemen accept 
their duties to assist the commission; they have provided impartial opinions based 20 
on their expertise and experience and the purpose imparted me taking you to their 
CVs was to establish those matters.  You can see there they have set out all of their 
assumptions used in their report and they refer to all of the documentation.  They 
have made all the enquiries relevant from the material they have reviewed and have 
not omitted any matters of significance that are relevant to the issues they have been 
asked to address.  And Dr Brown then signs on behalf of the Brattle Group. 
 

[9:47am] So Dr Brown, that is your signature I take it? 

DR BROWN:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, and if I can just ask the other gentlemen perhaps one at a time 30 

that you also join in making that declaration Dr Brown has made, I take it?  Dr 
Oldfield? 

DR OLDFIELD:  Yes, I do. 

DR RENWICK:  Dr Gayad? 

DR GAYAD:  Yes, I do. 

DR RENWICK:  And Dr Vargas? 
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DR VARGAS:  Yes, I do. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I tender that report which it attaches, which 
includes within the tender the resumes of the authors.  It is exhibit VV, is it not? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I assume that the report is being tendered on behalf of the 
authors? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am tendering that, commissioners, and it is exhibit and I 
suggest that it should be marked as exhibit VV. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Procedurally, should the authors be sworn to give evidence? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, the difficulty, commissioners, is that Dr Brown is in Sydney 
and the other gentlemen are in the United States and we only have authority to swear 10 

people at present in Queensland and the Independent State.  So I have asked each of 
those gentlemen to agree as they have with the declaration and under that of course 
it is their report they adopt it.  So on that basis, I would ask you to receive it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Since Toby Brown is the signatory to the report, perhaps he 
may be sworn in and then the other three can- - - 

DR RENWICK:  The difficulty, Chief I am sorry to interrupt is that Dr Brown is in 
Sydney, not Brisbane and we do not have authority to swear him in there I regret. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am sorry to interrupt you Dr Renwick, I actually do 
have authority from the Chief Justice of New South Wales to administer oaths and 
declarations in New South Wales. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have his authority. 

DR RENWICK:  I apologise Commissioner White.  Yes, you are quite right and I 
am content commissioners, on that basis I call Dr Brown to be sworn in on that basis.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you can administer the oath. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Certainly Chief.  Dr Brown, do you wish to take an 
oath or to be affirmed?  If you wish to take an oath, do you have a Bible handy? 

DR BROWN:  I will affirm. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

 

DR TOBY BROWN, affirmed: 30 
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DR RENWICK:  So, on that basis, I then tender the Brattle Report including the 
annexures. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can admit this Report into evidence 
and to be marked exhibit VV I suppose. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I think it is, yes Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT VV – THE BRATTLE GROUP REPORT TO THE COMMISSION 
OF INQUIRY INTO THE UBS LOAN – THE IPIC AND UBS 
TRANSACTION 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes. 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 

DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, we have the report which we will go through.  
I should say that Brattle had produced a number of Power-points and gentlemen if 
at any point you think it would be useful to have a Power-point displayed, please 
indicate that and that will be done.  And equally I may suggest that a particular 
Power-point be put up.   

Dr Brown, if I can take you first to – so rather than concentrate on the summary 
which we might come back to at the end, can I take you first to the objectives of the 20 

financing transactions which begins at page 14 and paragraph 42. 

[9.52am] So the first thing I should ask you is that as you said in paragraph 44, you have 
identified the government’s stated of objectives by reviewing NEC Policy Papers 
and related documents and then I take it based on that you have analyzed and project 
your opinion about whether those objectives are sound? 
 
MR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct.  The starting point for our work was to 
understand what the government’s objectives were for the two transactions at issue.  
 
DR RENWICK:  So perhaps turning over the page to the State’s investments in the 30 
PNG LNG Project.  Now, some of this territory is well familiar to the commission 
but it is important context to your report, you there set it out at paragraphs 45 to 51 
the basis of the State’s investments in the PNG LNG Project; what they obtained and 
the choices they needed to make about investments.  Would you please take us up 
through Part 3A your report? 
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DR BROWN:  Yes.  The starting point as we understand it of the IPIC transaction is 
the PNG LNG Gas Agreements between the State and various commercial entities 
in that LNG project in mid 2008.  As a result of that agreement, the State had a right 
to back-in to the project, that is, to acquire an equity ownership in the project for the 
payments of an amount of money which corresponds it to a share of the costs or 
certain costs that the commercial participants in the project had incurred up to that 
date.  And therefore, by paying this sum which was approximately US300 million 
dollars, the State was able to obtain approximately a 19 percent equity interest in the 
project in late 2008.  And from that point forward, the State was a commercial 10 
participant in that project in a similar way to the other commercial entities involved 
albeit each of them with their own different percentage equity participation. 
 
Having bought in that way, the State was then responsible for its proportionate share 
of the construction costs of the project. The project was expected to be under 
construction from sometime in 2009 through 2014, and then after that time, the 
project would be operational and would producing LNG Liquified Natural Gas and 
would be obtaining revenues and profits therefrom.  But over the periods 2009 to 
2014, the project would be under construction and that was a very significant project 
and a very significant amount of money that would be invested.  And the State’s 19 20 
percent share of those construction costs after taking into account the debts of the 
project entity itself was able to raise the State’s equity contribution was expected to 
be approximately USS1000 million dollars.  So in late 2008 or early 2009, the State 
was facing its obligation of investing around a thousand million US dollars to 
support the construction of the project in the future from 2015 onwards to share in 
the project’s revenues and profits. 
 

[9.57am] And it was the need to finance that investment of a thousand million US dollars 
which ultimately drove the government to enter into the IPIC transaction.  That 
transaction provided the funds which the government constantly used to meet its 30 
commitments to the project and enabled the government to obtain its share of the 
profits from 2015 onwards. 
 
We make the points in paragraph 49 of the report that the State’s equity interest in 
the project was extremely valuable.  We are able to estimate the value of the State’s 
interest because another commercial participant in the project sold its interest in 
October 2008.  On the basis of the public information about that transaction we are 
able to estimate that the State’s equity stake was worth in the range US$3,000 to 
US$5,000 million dollars in late 2008.  So, that demonstrates that the back-in rights 
that the State obtained under the Gas Agreement were extremely valuable.  Those 40 
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rights were worth about US$3,000 to US$5,000 million dollars but the State only 
had to pay US$300 million dollars to exercise that right.  So, the State had this very 
valuable asset but it needed to finance investment in that asset in order to realize 
profits later. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Okay thank you.  So just to unpick that a little looking at paragraph 
49.  Proposition 1, as you have explained is that the State had a very valuable right 
because the cost of exercising or realizing those rights was more relatively expected 
profits.  That is proposition 1? 
 10 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, the State had a decision to make at least in theory to choose 
not to realize the value of the buy-in rights and not sell them but that would make no 
sense at all because they would be giving up a very valuable right, you agree with 
that? 
 
DR BROWN:  Certainly, I would agree that exercising the buy-in rights by paying 
the US300 million dollars that was not a difficult decision because having - the value 
of exercising the right was much greater than the US300 million dollars that the State 20 
had to pay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And it was a time critical decision in the sense they had to make 
their mind as to what they were going to do because of the progress being made in 
the PNG LNG Project? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  So, we know the course they actually took but there were 
other courses at least in theory open to them if we leave aside the wholly theoretical 30 
idea of doing nothing and losing a valuable right for a minute, the other logical 
possibility I suppose was to sell some or all of those rights? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is a possibility that we have considered and that possibility 
is legitly suggested by that same transaction involving AGL that I already 
mentioned.  It seems at least feasible that the State might have been able to sell some 
at least of its equity interest in a commercial transaction and realize value in that 
way. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, all right.  And in paragraph 461 just to complete this part, you 
have set out there the types of payments that had to be made, the purpose of those 
payments that had to be made at that time and the amount in question is the amount 
set out in paragraph 47, is that correct? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 

[10.02 am] DR RENWICK:  So that gets us to the point you have summarized in paragraph 51 
that the government’s objective in investing in PNG LNG was primarily to realize 
the significant value of the buy-in rights and you note there that it is referred to that 10 
that proposition is explained in a number of documents including the NEC policy 
submission that they were referred to in paragraph 51? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So they needed to raise a certain amount of money and as we know, 
well, why did they did that was the IPIC transaction.  So that brings us on to Item 
IIIB, the State’s investment in Oil Search shares, and then what was done with those 
Oil Search shares.  Can you walk us through this section of your report, please? 
 20 
DR BROWN:  Yes.  So this section of the report starts off covering a little bit of 
history simply to explain that before or the events that we are currently talking about; 
the State had held shares in Oil Search starting from 2002 and that it had originally 
obtained those shares when Oil Search merged with another company Origen 
Minerals and in turn, that previously had originally been an entity that the State held 
directly or the assets which had been partly privatized in 1996. 
 
So the State’s interest in Oil Search was long standing.  However, as we will cover 
in more detail later on I am sure.  As a result of the IPIC transaction, the IPBC issued 
bonds to IPIC in 2009 and those bonds could be exchanged for the State, the entirety 30 
of the State’s holding of Oil Search shares.  That exchange ultimately took place in 
the early 2014.  And so by the beginning of 2014, the government would have been 
aware that the shareholding – the State’s shares in Oil Search were to be transferred 
to IPIC and the State would no longer have any shareholding in Oil Search.  So at 
this time, the government was deliberating what to do about this and it seems from 
our review of the NEC papers, that the government was keen to retain a significant 
shareholding in Oil Search.  The government had explored the possibility of perhaps 
buying back the IPIC bonds and retaining the shares that way or perhaps in some 
other way negotiating with IPIC to - so that the State could retain it shares.  That 
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ultimately did not happen and instead the government determines to repurchase or 
buy new shares once its original shareholding had transferred. 
 
We have looked through the NEC papers to try to understand as well as we can what 
the government’s reasoning was or what its logic was for wishing to continue as a 
significant shareholder in Oil Search, and we- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  May I just pause you there, Dr Brown.  Just before we go on, just 
to recap the position.  For a long period of time, the Independent State either directly 
or through wholly owned entities own a large number of Oil Search shares? 10 

[10.07am] DR BROWN:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  Proposition 2, and that at various times from as you said in 
paragraph 55, they got up to about 17 and a half per cent of Oil Search’s issued 
capital? 

DR BROWN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  And then what happened is that in 2014 when the IPIC transaction 
came to an end, the point was about to be reached where IPIC were to going to retain 
the shares and for the first time the Independent State would not own any Oil Search 
shares; is that right? 

DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct.  20 

DR RENWICK:  And the decision is made and we will come to the reasons for this 
in a minute.  So, you buy what amounted to slightly less than 10 per cent of the 
issued capital of Oil Search shares? 

DR BROWN:  I think that the original amount was very slightly more than 10 
percent, 10.01 per cent I think and those shares were new shares that Oil Search was 
going to issue to the government as distinct from existing shares which could have 
been purchased on the market.   

DR RENWICK:  But in the result I think not least because of the issue of more 
shares, quite quickly the Independent State’s interest dropped slightly below 10 per 
cent, is that right? 30 

DR BROWN:  Yes, so far as we were able to document this when – at a point in 
time when the shares were issued to the State the number of shares issued 
represented 10.01 per cent of the total number of shares outstanding.  Within about 
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a month a small number of new shares were issued by Oil Search such that the State 
holding almost no longer 10.01 per cent, I think it was 9.98 per cent. 

DR RENWICK:  And the reasons which I will now come to, about three years later, 
in fact the Oil Search shares were sold by that holding entity? 

DR BROWN:  That is our understanding, yes, although we do not have any details 
about exactly how that came to pass. 

DR RENWICK:  No, indeed.  And just then to or throughout that period, that is to 
say the IPIC and the UBS periods if I can put it that way, when the Independent State 
and its entities owned Oil Search shares, I would just like to understand what rights 
were conferred on the Independent State or its entities by virtue of that share 10 

ownership? So firstly, they had a right to dividends like other Oil Search 
shareholders? 

DR BROWN:  That would be true before 2009; absolutely.  After 2009, the State’s 
– the rights to the dividends is a little bit complicated and our understanding is that 
the dividends were in a sense split between the State and firstly IPIC through 2014 
and secondly UBS from 2014 onwards.  And the details are complicated but in 
essence the State had the ordinary dividend but the State would not have any right 
to extraordinary dividends.  This is the simplest way to characterize it. 

DR RENWICK:  Indeed.  But just pausing there, the rights to the dividends whether 
they chose to give them away to IPIC or UBS were nevertheless the same as other 20 

rights held by other Oil Search shareholders.  They were not special shares in that 
sense. 

DR BROWN:  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  All right.  And the next proposition is that the ownership of the 
shares gave voting rights like any other shareholders, is that right? 

 
[10.12am] MR BROWN:  Yes, that is my understanding. 

 
DR RENWICK:  And in particular it is your understanding that even though quite a 
large amount of shares, proportions of Oil Search’s shares were held at various times 30 
that did not give additional rights, for example, to nominate a director to the Oil 
Search Board? 
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DR BROWN:  I have not seen any suggestion that there were such additional rights, 
no. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And the final proposition is that you are working on the 
assumption, are you not, that ownership of 10 percent plus one as it were, would 
give the capacity to block a hostile takeover because if is someone else, another 
entity owned 90 percent they could then possibly acquire 90 percent plus one, they 
could possibly acquire the final 10 percent? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes. That is our understanding at the relevant times. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  The reason I have gone through that, Dr Brown, is that in subject 
to that last point about the advantage of owning more than 10 percent at any time, 
the shares owned by the Independent State and its entity were shares just like shares 
held by other Oil Search Holders? 
 
DR BROWN:  Exactly right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So having interrupted you again, I think we were getting into the 
important point that what Brattle has done is examine a series of government 20 
documents to understand the reason why the government might wish to retain a 
significant portion of shares either by persuading IPIC to hand back the shares which 
had been provided to them as security in the IPIC transaction or alternatively to have 
issued to them or I suppose to purchase roughly equivalent amount of shares.  Is that 
right? 
 
DR BROWN:  That is correct, yes. 
 
DR REBWICK:  All right.  So having said the same then, can you take it up please 
at 2013 through to 2014, and your understanding of the reason why the Independent 30 
State or its entities wished to continue only a large quantity of Oil Search Shares and 
your analysis and opinion as to whether those reasons stand up (..inaudible..) 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, I am happy to do that.  As I have mentioned, we reviewed the 
NEC papers and other government documents that were provided to us and we have 
extracted from those papers what was said about the objectives for purchasing Oil 
Search shares in early 2014.  Hence, we have set out some quotes from those 
documents in the reports but to summarize, I think there are three related objectives. 
The first one is that the government documents highlight what you could perhaps 
call the attractiveness of the investments; meaning that in the view of these papers 40 
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that Oil Search shares would be in investments, in other words growing value over 
time and so there is an attractive investment from that perspective. 
 
The second objective that the government had is that it thought that there would be 
a strategic benefit of various claims to the State from owning Oil Search shares.  And 
the papers describe that strategic benefit in terms of the importance of Oil Search’s  
activities in Papua New Guinea in an economic sense, hence the benefits to Papua 
New Guinea with having those activities continue.    
 

[10.17am]   And so the government seems to have had a clear view that Oil Search was important 10 
to the State and that therefore there was a strategic benefit to the State in being an 
investor in Oil Search.  We have tried to understand what the government’s logic 
might have been in a little more detail.  We did not find a lot of help on that in the 
documents themselves.  Perhaps it might be helpful to explain what is strategic 
interest or strategic benefits.  What we understand from that term or what we would 
ordinarily understand and that would be the benefits that is obtained which is 
different to or additional to the benefits that any other investor would have obtain so 
any- - - 

 
DR RENWICK:  We will just pause there.  Dr Brown, up to words, what everyone 20 
else gets is your item 1, the attractiveness of the investment (..inaudible..) and that 
principally means dividend. 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, dividends and the prospect of the price of the shares might rise 
over time and that the value of the asset would grow.  So, the advantages that might 
accrue to the State over and above the dividends or the appreciation of the shares 
could be the contribution of Oil Search to the local economy in various ways, for 
example, employment and or contribution to infrastructure, the payment of taxes and 
so on.  But importantly for that really to count as a strategic benefit from the 
government’s investment in Oil Search shares then there has to be a connection 30 
between those economic benefits and the investment.  Or in other words, if the 
government thought that Oil Search would undertake less economic activity in 
Papua New Guinea if the government was not a shareholder then the strategic 
interest in being a shareholder is revealed or alternatively if the government 
anticipated that it would have influence over Oil Search’s decision making and the 
planning of its operations and so on through having the shareholding would again 
constitute the strategic interest, because it will be something that the government 
obtained through having shareholding that it would not obtain if it was not a 
shareholder. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  But your point is I think that just by being a shareholder it does not 
guarantee that Oil Search will continue to contribute to the local economy or develop 
its assets in the Independent State in a particular way? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes and you touched on a mechanism that one might think of but it 
is incorporated here that there does not seem to have been a formal mechanism such 
as through the appointment of a director that would allow the State to influence Oil 
Search.  And I suppose more broadly we understand from the government papers 
that the State and the governments are important stakeholders so to speak for Oil 
Search and necessarily there needs to be – there were many aspects, important 10 
expects important aspects to the relationship between the government the States and 
Oil Search because it has operations in the State.  And so that is clear.  It is not clear 
what extra influence the State would have through being a shareholder.   
 

[10.22 am] DR RENWICK:  And so in paragraph 60, for example, you refer to the statement in 
a November OEC Paper where it states that, “The Oil Search shares are a strategic 
holding based on the underpinning asset value that is held in the underlying equity 
holding, plus future earning opportunity,” all right, I understand that, “along with a 
dynamic management of Oil Search holding for the first time in the portfolio.”  That 
last statement I think you found rather opaque, did you not? 20 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, I think that is fair. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  And then over the page at paragraph 61, you refer to the 
same paper which refers to why buy back the Oil Search shares.  So the first 
proposition there you note is a quote from the NEC Paper is to release the General 
Business Trust assets, you point out that was going to happen anyway since the IPIC 
bond was maturing? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then you have referred to already, I think, to on Item B, the 
hope or expectation in Oil Search share price was to go up over time in the event 
that assumption was misplaced at least in the short term? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Then the Paper looked backwards and noted that the Oil Search 
price had gone up in the previous five years but I suppose, except in so far as that 
might have been relevant to point 2, that is really not relevant to this at all? 40 
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DR BROWN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then perhaps if I could concentrate on what they describe as 
the Strategic Asset Value which it is set out there in 61e.  Is there anything you wish 
to add to what you have already shared in relation to that point? 
 
DR BROWN:  No, I do not think so. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, thank you.  You then to your conclusions in the following 10 
page,  I think we do not need to go over the IPIC transaction, we have dealt with 
that.  In there you set out your conclusions and if I can go perhaps directly to 
paragraph 70 where you say, this is a significant objective was to benefit from 
dividends or rising Oil Search share price but you really say that the documents do 
not explain why it was a strategic investment objective and in any event, you note 
that if the objective was to hold more than 10 per cent shares, it failed to maintain 
that wholly after about a month, to which I would add, and after three years, it failed 
to maintain in bulk? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Let me just ask you a couple of questions about the 
possibility of take over which you refer to in paragraph 69.  So the point there is that 
I think you note that if the point was to keep in its name or the name of its wholly 
owned entity sufficient shares 10.01 per cent – I think it was 10 per cent plus 1 share 
if you like, so as to be able to block a complete take over, in fact their paying or the 
capacity to do so fell away very quickly? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is our understanding. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  So then if I can move briskly along to Item IV.A which is 
Alternative Financing in 2009 and, I think Dr Ghayad is also going to say something 
on this topic.  I think Dr Brown perhaps if I can just ask you to say something about 
paragraph 72 to 76 about the sale or is it a fact about theoretical possibility of course.  
It does not seem to have been considered in 2009 but it is a logical matter to consider 
with the possibility of selling all or part of the State’s interest in the project in 2009? 
 

[10.27am] DR BROWN:  Yes, so I have already mentioned that there was a transaction in 2008 
among the original commercial participants in the project which allows us to – gives 
us the market basis on which the value equity interest in the PNG LNG Project.  So, 40 
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I would say that the concept that the State could have sold all of its - approximately 
19 percent interest is a theoretical one because we do not have any similar 
transactions that took place and that would allow us to assert that that would have 
been feasible.  The State for AGL sold was 3.6 percent of the equity.   

However, the idea that perhaps the State may have sold part of its interest and used 
the proceeds to fund its investments and the remainder as interest, I think that that is 
perhaps more than a theoretical possibility because it is similar to the transaction that 
AGL in fact entered into.  And also, since there have been something that was being 
discussed in the government at the time, we have in paragraph 76 of the report, a 
quotation from an NEC paper which suggests that that was at least under 10 
consideration but it was rejected. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  If I can turn then to the topic from paragraphs 78 
onwards of issuing sovereign debt, and I think Dr Ghayad is going to take the lead 
on this.  Is that right Dr Ghayad? 

DR GHAYAD:  Yes, thank you Dr Renwick.  I think it may be useful to actually put 
up the Power-point slides at this point. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course, please go ahead. 

DR GHAYAD:  That would be helpful.  Good morning Chief, good morning 
Commissioner White.  So, let me just reiterate.  We have been asked here to assess 
whether there were any alternative financing options that were available to the State 20 

at the time of the IPIC transaction in 2009 and the UBS loan in 2014.  So, in 
particular we actually look at whether the government was in a position to issue 
sovereign bonds as an alternative to either or both of these transactions.  So, let me 
say that in conducting this particular analysis, we have mainly relied on reports that 
were published by the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and also Credit 
Rating Agencies.   

If you would allow me, Dr Renwick, I am going to start with just very broad 
conclusions that we came to and then we can talk about the basis for which these 
conclusions were made to comment. 

DR RENWICK:  Please go ahead. 30 

DR GHAYAD:  Actually, if we can go to the first slide.  So the first conclusion is 
that we think that it would not have been possible for the State of Papua New Guinea 
to issue sovereign bonds in 2009.  There is a list of factors on this slide but it is, 
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broadly speaking, it is due to a combination of both unfavourable global and 
domestic conditions.   

Now, the second point is in contrast actually to what happened in 2009 we believed 
that the State was in a very strong position to issue sovereign bonds in 2014.  Now, 
this is due primarily to more favourable global conditions at that time but also to a 
stronger macro-economic fundamentals in PNG’s economy in 2014.  Now, with the 
caveat that had they announced that the intended use of the proceeds were to be used 
buy shares then the prospects of basically raising funds from sovereign bonds would 
have been undermined.   

I will elaborate more on this but let me say one more thing about alternative 10 

financing options and that has to do another type of funding that is usually available 
to low income countries, low to middle income countries similar to PNG and that is 
concessional loans, basically very low interest loans from international institutions 
like the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. 

[10.32am] And we have reviewed a number of reports and we have concluded that PNG’s 
access to these low interest loans while in theory it was an option, it would not have 
been sufficient actually to fund the State’s investment in the PNG LNG Project in 
2009 nor adequate to the investment of the scale of the 2014 transaction.  So really 
the concessional loan option was not an option on the table in both years.   

So, before I actually move and talk more about how we reached these conclusions, 20 

let me elaborate on two things.  The first is sovereign bonds.  These are basically 
Debt Instruments and they offer borrowers an alternative financing options to private 
loans.  The big difference between sovereign bonds and the government bonds – 
government debt is that a sovereign bond is usually issued in foreign currency while 
government debt is issued in the domestic currency.   

 The second point that I will stress and that is basically the key point is that usually 
the success of raising funds via sovereign, via sovereign bond issuances depends 
really on two key things: external conditions which mainly include as we see on this 
slide a list of things like favourable global market conditions like very low volatility 
and the liquidity and of course a very strong appetite by investors to take on the risks.  30 

But also it depends on some domestic factors that are specific to the country that 
wishes to tap into international bond markets.  And these macro conditions or 
domestic conditions are mainly focused on debt and fiscal sustainability. 
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So, these factors are really the reason behind why it will have been extremely 
difficult for PNG to tap into the international global markets.  It did not really have 
the pre-conditions in 2009.  It was not a favourable global conditions at the time.  
Domestically they were actually still feeling the impact of the global financial crisis, 
there were plenty of reports by the IMF talking about the impact of the GFC and the 
prices on both in Papua New Guinea in 2009 in particular and of course these crisis 
had put significant pressure on their debt ratios.  So, from the perspective of an 
investor it would have been very difficult to attract institutional investors to buy 
PNG bonds in 2009.   

There is also one important point in 2009 and also in 2014 but specifically in 2009, 10 
PNG would have been a first time issuer.  So, they had no experience at all issuing 
sovereign bonds.  It would have been the first debut sovereign bond issuance and I 
mean if we look at what was the situation of a piece of sovereign bond issuance at 
the time, I am going to please ask you Dr Renwick to actually go to the next slide 
just to illustrate this point. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, please go ahead. 

DR GHAYAD:  So, the next slide shows basically that in 2008 and 2009, right 
around the global financial crises, sovereign bond issuances for countries similar to 
PNG was virtually absent.  I mean it was impossible for countries to issue.  There 
was one scenario, one situation in 2009 where Senegal was able to actually tap into 20 

international bonds and raise funds but they got this at a significant premium.  So, 
they ended up paying much more than what they would normally pay if things were 
more favourable.  So, the bottom line here is 2009 had been extremely difficult.  The 
option of issuing bonds was not possible, going to the international multi-lateral 
agencies would have been also impossible at that time. 

Now, I am going to ask you to please go back to the previous slides so that we can 
look briefly at 2014.  Again, 2014 shows a completely different situation, global 
conditions in the market were much more favourable than in 2009 - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Pausing there, Dr Dhayad (…inaudible…) for example the GFC 
was rolled over? 30 
 

[10.37am] DR GHAYAD:  Exactly, so the GFC was rolled over, interest rates were lower and 
stable.  Investors were looking for opportunities to make more money and higher 
yields.  So, there were a lot of appetite for actual bonds, especially bonds from low 
income countries and general global market conditions were very favourable.   
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PNG in 2014 was actually doing very well compared to the previous years.  If we 
look at some of the surveillance activity that IMF does, so the International Monetary 
Fund, usually they prepare periodic visits and consultations with the authorities in 
the country.  It is very well documented that in the years leading up to the 2014 there 
was a lot of progress on a lot of different things in the country; structural reforms, 
fiscal measures, financial reforms so there was this positive signal to the 
international community that the State was doing well and acting on a lot of the 
technical advice that they were getting from institutions like the IMF and the World 
Bank. 10 
 
Of course this was very welcomed by the institutions.  Moody is one of the key credit 
rating agencies.  In fact it is documented in the reports that Moody’s issued on PNG 
in 2014 that the fiscal situation was very strong and the political situation which is 
another factor that investors care about was pretty favourable compared to previous 
times.  That really imposes a significant threat on the country’s year term growth 
outlook so political situation was fine, fiscal, that situation was fine.   Going back 
to what other countries were doing at that time actually there were a lot of successful 
stories for countries similar to PNG. 
 20 
The next slide.  Actually, if we skip over the chart, Dr Renwick, and go to the table.  
Yes, here we talk about two other low-income countries.  They are resource-rich, 
very similar to PNG and they have the same credit rating.  They had the same credit 
rating as in 2014. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next - and that was B1, is that right? 
 
DR GHAYAD:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Okay thank you. 30 
 
DR GHAYAD:  Yes, so here the slide is showing is that other countries similar to 
PNG were able to access international world markets successfully at the time PNG 
decided to take on the UBS loan.  Kenya was able to raise up to $2 million, Ethiopia 
with the same credit worthiness rating was able to raise $1 billion dollar and they 
are first time issuance.  So, both countries were actually issuing bonds for the first 
time ever in 2014.  So, with all these; the bottom line here 2014 would have been a 
very – the time to tap into international world markets. 
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With caveat as I said when I started talking about my high level conclusions that had 
they announced their intended use of bond proceeds which is a very important thing 
in the process of issuing bonds, usually the sovereigns would have to go through 
roadshows, they would have to pre-announce what they intend to use the money for.  
Had they announced that they wanted to use the money to buy shares they would 
have not been able to attract investors’ attention or demand.  It would have been 
unprecedented in fact for a country to issue and raise money from sovereign bonds 
and use that money to buy shares. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And just pausing there then.  Can we just put up paragraphs 95 and 10 
96 of your report where I think you deal with this very point.  So, 96 Unorthodox 
bond not uncommon can result in higher cost of borrowing or lack of investor 
demand and if we go over the page to 97.  So, that if you like, is that all the other 
factors in 2014 were better than 2009 with this caveat? 
 

[10.42 am] DR GHAYAD:  Exactly.  So they were in a position to attract attention but with the 
caveat as mentioned, Dr Renwick, that the intended use of per se made it again a 
failed transaction.  With that, I mean the bottom line here is, like I said, they were 
strongly positioned they had all the pre-conditions into international bond markets. 
Let me say one more thing and I will stop there.  Going back to the point on 20 
concessional financing.  As I mentioned when I started and looked into whether PNG 
could have relied on concessional loans, and these are very low interest-rate loans; 
it goes to zero interest-rate loans and they come usually from multilateral 
organisations like the World Bank Group, the Asian Development Bank.  Usually, 
similar countries- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Sorry, I will just pause there, Dr Ghayad.  Chief, are you able to 
hear us?  Occasionally, we have problems, Dr Ghayad.  We will just wait and see.  I 
think there might be a problem in PNG, it seems have gone off the air for a minute. 
 30 
DR GHAYAD:  That is not a problem. 
 
DR RENWICK:   We will just wait, I think, until, if you do not mind, until they have 
told us they are back on the air. 
 
DR GHAYAD:  Did we just lose this? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear us now? 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth, can you hear us? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, we can hear you, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We cannot hear you, Mr Jurth; microphone is off. 
 
MR JURTH:  I am told to just wait. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Do you hear us now, chief? 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much.  So, chief, we have just got, I think, to 
the end of this stage is the evidence.  Dr Ghayad, can you just finish what you were 
saying there? 
 
DR GHAYAD:  Absolutely.  So we were just including the situation in 2014 
basically saying that they were in a very strong position to tap into international bond 
markets with the caveat that the intended use of bond proceeds would have 20 
undermind their prospects of successfully raising funds. 
 
The last point I wanted to bring up is the fact that as a lower-income country, the 
State is also eligible for other sources of financing in specifically concessional loans 
from multilateral organisations like the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank.   
 
Where our review of the World Bank Reports, I was just speaking through that in 
theory, this option was available in both 2009 and 2014.  However, the amount of 
funds that would have been available from the two arms of the World Bank: the 
International Development Association and the International Bank for 30 
Reconstruction and Development would have not been sufficient to either fund the 
PNG LNG transaction or to either fund the transaction of the scale of the UBS Loan. 
 
Additionally - and this is my last point here – additionally in 2014, had they 
approached the World Bank Group for a concessional loan, the World Bank Group 
would have not dispersed any funds if the intended use again of this money were to 
buy shares.  It would have been in conflict with the mandate of the World Bank 
which mainly conditions their use of fund on development projects and industries 
like agriculture or transportation.   
 40 
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[10.47am] DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  And the situation with sovereign bond 
issuance, if we can go back to the slides and go back up, go back up two slides, those 
I assume were also, and this might be a good segway to the IPIC and UBS 
transactions which Dr Oldfield and Dr Vargas will deal with but in broad terms, I 
assume that the matters there set out on this slide are relevant in a broad sense to the 
deals which the Independent State would be able to obtain on the market in those 
respective years.  In a broad sense, Dr Oldfield, you would agree with me on that, 
would you?  I am not sure if Dr Oldfield can hear us.  Dr Oldfield, are you with us? 

DR OLDFIELD:  Can you hear me now? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, sir, we can hear you.  So, my question was not one at the very 10 

early one I am afraid.  If you look on the screen that Dr Ghayad has set out some 
factors there and of course that is in the context of sovereign debt.  But my question 
was a high level one.  I take it that those factors are broadly relevant and significant 
about the sort of financial terms that would have been available on the market in 
2009 and 2014 for the IPIC and UBS transactions? 

Have we lost you Dr Oldfield?  This screen appears to have frozen there.  Just while 
we are waiting for Dr Oldfield to come on, could we have the slide headed, ‘IPIC 
Transaction’ put up please? 

DR OLDFIELD:  Hello, can you hear me now?  

DR RENWICK:  Dr Oldfield, do we have you back? 20 

DR OLDFIELD:  I believe so, I am having trouble with my zoom in action, I am 
afraid. 

DR RENWICK:  All right.  Well, we will press on.  So, Dr Oldfield, now I would 
like you and Dr Vargas to speak to the IPIC and UBS transactions.  I have put up on 
the screen a slide in relation to the IPIC transaction.  Could I ask you gentlemen to 
speak to this part of your Report about the nature of the IPIC transaction and the 
pricing of it and so on.  Over to you. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Yes.  But first I would like to say in answer to your previous 
question, I believe the economic conditions previously outlined important to 
consider for these transactions.  30 

In the spring of 2009, of the Independent State Government initiated a transaction 
called the IPIC transaction where the issuer was the Independent Public Business 
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Corporation and the lender was the International Petroleum Investment Company, 
which is the Middle-Eastern Investment Fund.  

So the funds raised by IPBC was Australian dollars $1,681 million.  The bonds had 
a five year term and a paid coupon annually at a rate of 5 percent. 

 
[10.52am] That means after six months are paid half the coupon and after a year paid another 

half of coupon, and that went on every year for five years.  Importantly, the bonds 
was collaterised by a 197 million Oil Search shares.  So those shares were posted 
and be captured in default by the lender, (…inaudible…) collateral. 
 10 
In addition, the lender - well, here first the borrower had the right to redeem the 
bonds early if the share of Oil Search exceeded AU$8.12 cents. But as we will see 
that is not very a important condition.  On the other side on the transaction, the lender 
had the right to exchange the bonds early up to ten days before the maturity date.  So 
what that meant was the lender, if the shares are very valuable, instead of letting the 
bonds go to maturity at five years, at any time basically during the five years term 
of bonds, the lender could redeem the bonds and capture the shares that were posted 
as collateral.  And that was an important condition for the lender because that meant 
that in the case of Oil Search shares appreciated substantially, the lender then take 
an equity interest in the appreciated value of the shares and not apply the loan 20 
because they could capture the shares as collateral.  If the price of Oil Search shares 
remained below AU$8.55 cents, then at maturity of the bonds, the lender absolutely 
had to convert the bonds in the Oil Search shares, but if the price was below AU$8.55 
cents, then the borrower had to top up the loan’s principal value either with shares 
or cash.  So the lender was guaranteed to get either shares or the principal value in 
shares in cash one or the other a term.  
 
Now, these are interesting bonds, these are called mandatory exchangeable bonds. 
In all that that are commonly issued but it did allow the government entity IPBC to 
take a long term interest in Oil Search and fund Oil Search to the extent that it needed 30 
money to invest in the liquified natural gas project. But it meant that the interest on 
Oil Shares would definitely be ceded to the lender after five years, one way or the 
other.  
 
So, what this means is that the bonds’ value was strongly influenced by the value of 
the Oil Search shares.  Because the more valuable the shares became, the more likely 
it would be that the lender would redeem or would convert the bonds early into the 
shares and certainly at the end of the term of the loan.  It would take the shares that 
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could be quite valuable.  On the other hand, if the government was unable to pay off 
the value of the shares, if they were below AU$8.55 cents, it would mean that the 
lender would be subject to taking the shares that entered alone at less than AU$8.55 
cents, and if the government could not pay, that would be a default by the 
government, and that would mean that all of the bonds will be as valuables.  So the 
on one hand, if the lender hopes that the government would certainly be able to pay 
the top up value of the bonds at term, the bonds would be risk free and potentially 
exchangeable with a value of the shares.  On the other hand, if the lender felt that 
there was a significant possibility that the government would not be able to top up 
the bonds value at term, if the shares were below AU$8.55 cents, then the lender 10 
would be subject to credit risk and it is invested because there was a possibility to 
default at the end. 
 

[10.57am]  So, to value these bonds and get some handle on whether it was a fairly priced deal 
we constructed a model that took into account the possibility of the shares 
appreciating or depreciating over five years.  You get to handle on what was the 
most ostensible and logical thing for the lender to do at each time period leading up 
to five years.  And we found in the risk free case, the case in which the lender felt 
that the bonds would certainly be paid off.  The value of bonds would be $119 and 
some change per $100 face value of the bond.  And in the case where the lender felt 20 
it was absolutely certain that the government would default at the end and not pay 
the top up value in case the balance of the shares were at $8.55.  The value of the 
bonds was, I believe- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Dr Vargas- - - 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Almost $69. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 30 
DR OLDFIELD:  About $69.  So, we had a range of possible values for the bonds 
at issue between $119 and $68.  The question is then, were the bonds properly priced 
at the outset when they were taken down.  We concluded that a price of $100 which 
is roughly midpoint between the risk free value and the fully risk loaded value it was 
a sensible price to pay and at 5 per cent coupon of - a little higher at the time was 
not unreasonable. 
 
So, we concluded that the IPIC transaction seemed to be a reasonable way for the 
government to make an initial investment in the shares of Oil Search to enable Oil 
Search to further its investment in the liquid natural gas project.  So, that is the first 40 
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transaction that we looked at and that was a five-year transaction.  At end of that 
transaction it was notified that the lender was actually taking control of the final 
shares and that the government would have no further interest in Oil Search.  And 
this was in the early spring of 2014.  That brings us to the second transaction which 
is- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can we have the next slide up, I think. 
 
DR OLFIELD:  Firstly, are there any questions about the first transaction that I might 
answer? 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think at this stage, in view of the time and the facts you have set 
out in detail in your report, the IPIC, your reasoning.  I think I might defer any 
detailed questions on IPIC at this stage and we should press on with the UBS 
transaction first. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Okay.  So, the UBS transaction which was in the early spring of 
2014 occurred when it became clear that the government will have no further equity 
interest in Oil Search because the lender under IPIC, IPIC itself would be taking the 
shares at the end of the IPIC loan transaction.  So, for reasons that Toby Brown was 20 
talking about, the issuer, the Sovereign State of Papua New Guinea entered into a 
transaction with their national bank named UBS which used to be Union Bank of 
Switzerland. 
 
This was a two-year transaction.  We call it the collar loan and the collar loan was a 
pretty complicated instrument.  A collar is a transaction in which there are both call 
options and put options involved.  Call options give the owner of the right but not 
the obligation to exercise a contract and buy shares at a predetermined fixed price.  

 
[11.02 am] A put option gives its owner the right but not the obligation to sell shares at a fixed 30 

price.  In this transaction the lender, UBS, had a large number of call actions at 
various prices at the end of two years and the call options could be exercised against 
Oil Search shares.  Similarly, the borrower, the Sovereign State of Papua New 
Guinea had put options in which it could definitely sell the shares at fixed prices at 
the end of two years. 

 
When I say it was complicated I will get into the complications but basically it 
involved tens of millions of options which means that it was extremely complicated.  
So, simply the collar loan if we just think about it as a loan, the lender UBS lent the 
State a billion 11 million which was due after two years.  That enabled the State to 40 
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buy 137 million Oil Search shares and those shares collateralized the loan.  The loan 
was advertised as having a 4.95 per cent rate of interest payable over two years.  
 
However, the terms of the collar loans said that all of the interest due under the loan 
would be paid up front.  So, that meant that the State did not get up front a billion 11 
million, the State got up front a billion 11 million plus all the interest that would 
have been due over a $100 million dollars five per cent for two years and that was 
paid up front so the State got a little over 900 million to begin with. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Just pausing there.  That meant the affected interest rate was in fact 10 
a little higher than 4.95 and such per cent, was it not? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes.  When we computed the equivalent bond interest we found 
that the actual interest rate calculated as a normal bond would have been 5.34 per 
cent. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  So, although the interest was advertisement as 4.95 per cent on a 
common ordinarily understood basis, it was actually 5.34 per cent. 20 
 
DR RENWIC:  Please go on. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:   You are welcome.  So, at the same time another loan was extended 
by UBS to this day and this was a six-month loan called a bridge loan which was 
extendable every six month to be a one year loan. 
 
Now, the State used this to buy more shares in Oil Search.   A majority of those 
shares were posted as collateral for the collar loan and some shares were posted as 
collateral for the bridge loan.  What that meant was the collar loan was a 100 per 30 
cent collateralized by shares obtained under the collar loan and the bridge loan.  The 
bridge loan itself was under collateralized it was only collateralized one third by the 
shares pledged to it.  However, to complicate- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Please go ahead. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  To complicate matters further the two loans were crossed to fall 
connected to a default on one loan would be in a default on the other.  So, that meant 
the two loans were intimately linked to one another.  That significantly complicated 
matters.  So, I want to emphasize that this package of collar loan for two years, 40 
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bridge loan for six months extendable to one year with the collar loan having 
millions of options attached to it both put and call makes this package a mess which 
is a technical term of investment banking that I am aware of. 

 

[11.07 am]  DR RENWICK:  And just pausing there, Dr Oldfield, to state the obvious; this means 
that for a lay persons such as a government minister, he does not have the doctorate 
such as you do it would take some time to fully understand the details of this loan. 

DR OLDFIELD:  I would say that, it would be extremely difficult unless my 
colleague Alberto Vargas was around day by day to explain it in detail as he did to 
me. 10 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  All right, please go on. 

DR OLDFIELD:  So, it turns out that the collar if we can potentially - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Go to the next slide. 

DR OLDFIELD: Turn to the next slide.  This is a diagram of the collar loan and 
you will see that it has lots of boxes and circles but we can start at the left and we 
find on the left the ‘borrower’, the Independent State of Papua New Guinea.  And it 
is getting cash to buy Oil Search shares.  As I have said, it did not get the fully 
apparent value of the loan, the apparent value of the loan less the pre-paid interest 
so up at the top, the collar loan, the proceeds to the State was AU$ 905 million under 
the collar loan. 20 

And under the bridge loan, it received 320 million dollars.  So as part of the collar 
loan, PNG purchased puts from UBS as straight prices from 80 to 100 per cent of 
the notional value of shares which was $8.20 so what that meant was, the State at 
the end of the loan, at the end of the collar loan, at the end of two years potentially 
could sell shares to the lender UBS at prices ranging from 180 per cent of $8.20 and 
a 100 per cent of $8.20.  So, what that meant; as it protected the State from a steep 
decline in the stock value.  If the stock value went way down , it would still sell 
shares to pay off its loan to UBS at fixed prices. 

At the same time, the State sold call options to UBS at strike prices ranging from 90 
to 140 per cent of $8.20.  And what that meant was; if the shares did well then UBS 30 

could buy those shares out of the collateral at a premium and in that manner not only 
get the loan paid off but recognize a profit on the loan.  So on the one hand UBS put 
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profit from the loan from the shares back in the loan and on the other hand the 
borrower the State was protected from a steep decline in the share price. 

Now, that is fairly complicated.  That is called a collar because it puts a ring around 
what can happen at the end of the loan so it is like this tie on my neck, through my 
collar which is strangling me at present but does surely keep my head on my 
shoulders.  We have here a collar around the terminal value of the loan so that the 
upside goes to the lender and the downside protects the borrower.  That is the 
purpose of the collar. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 

DR OLDFIELD:  That was the collar.  Now, I will get into the terms of the options 10 

shortly.  Under the collar PNG once again had the right to ordinary dividends 
whereas extra ordinary dividends if any were paid would go to the UBS at its 
discretion.   So, in effect UBS – I mean, I am sorry; PNG retained the right to the 
dividends on the shares ordinarily.  

Now, we can talk about the bridge loan.  I do not think I have a slide on bridge loan. 

[11.12am] So the bridge loan partnered with the collar loan enabled the UBS to buy more shares 
– enabled PNG to buy more share and post its collateral.  And the purpose of the 
bridge loan apparently was just bridge between the need for PNG to obtain cash and 
the need for UBS to have more collateral back in the loan because it did not appear 
that State would have any recognized or paid out profits from its liquid natural gas 20 

and that is when through Oil Search until 2015 which raises a question of why the 
terms in these loans were set as they were, because it looks like they were potentially 
shorter than it was necessary but anyway - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Just pausing there, Dr Oldfield; the terms of the collar loan and the 
bridge loan to complicate things even further were actually different, the length of 
them was different. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Yes.  Because the collar loan was a two-year loan and the bridge 
loan at most was a one-year loan although it was set initially at six months, it would 
have been extendable at the option of the State for another six months.  However, 
the interest rate on this bridge loan was quite high apparently because of it was only 30 

partially collateralized.  It is not clear why it was so high otherwise. 

DR RENWICK:  But on the right it actually went up progressively; did it not? 
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DR OLDFIELD:  It stepped up through.  So if we look at the next slide iIt shows the 
collar pay out structure and we see down at the bottom on the left.  Well, first, let us 
look at the axis on this graph.  Professors love graphs so I am burdening you with 
this graph.  The share price at maturity is along the horizontal axis and that ranges 
from $6 up to a higher value.  And the vertical axis measures the value to the State 
at each one of the share prices. 

Now, the structure of the put options that the State owned was such if the share price 
went as low as $6.56 given each put options it would be able to pay off total value 
of the loan.  As a share price in Oil Search increased, if the value its holdings and 
each put options would increase into a maximum value of $10 a share – above $10 10 
dollar a share, given the call options that UBS retained when it purchase - the State 
would have no further profits from the shares so it was protected as long as – it was 
protected all the way from – below $6.56 all the way up to $10 dollars a share.  

So, this is because it had the put options so it could in effect put shares at a fixed 
price to the lender and the value of those puts that put price would pay off the 
principal value of the loan. 

DR RENWICK:  So, Dr Oldfield; I am sorry, I did not mean to interrupt you.   

DR OLDFIELD:  That is all right. 

DR RENWICK:  So, we have now gone through the terms of two as you say complex 
loans.  Ppausing there, the amount of money that was the extendable fee for UBS 20 

was $13 million dollars for this transaction and I think your conclusion is that is not 
an unreasonable amount? 

DR OLDFIELD:  It is not an unreasonable amount to establish to complicated 
transaction over a billion dollars.  That is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  I suppose in that conclusion about not reasonable; it begs the 
question about whether it was necessary to have such a complicated arrangement but 
that is another question. 

DR OLDFIELD:  And I agree that is a separate question but a very good question. 

DR RENWICK:  Okay.  Can I then take you to what you described in your report as 
the “unusual features of the transaction” and if we could go to the report at paragraph 30 

21, and could I just ask you to step through what you identified there at paragraph 
21 of the report on page 8, that is the unusual features. 
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DR OLDFIELD:  I believe I will have a slide on this. 

DR RENWICK:  Certainly sir, let us have the slide instead by all means.   

DR OLDFIELD:  I believe it is the last slide. 

DR RENWICK:  So, please go through the unusual features if you could. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Okay.  So the collar loan structure to the lender UBS was not 
exposed to the State’s credit risk.  Since it had all these shares, it was holding other 
shares as collateral and with puts and calls, it was certainly going to get its principal 
value repaid.  So there was no doubt that the principal value would be paid at the 
end and that made it different from the UBS transaction if you recall.   In the UBS 
transaction there were some risks that the State would not be able to top up the loan 10 
at the end. 

[11.19am]DR RENWICK:  I am sorry to interrupt, I think you did say the IPIC transaction. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Yes, I am sorry.  In the first transaction, the IPIC transaction.  
There was some risk that the State would not be able to pay at the end.  It is the top 
up the value if the share price is too low.  Whereas here, UBS had enough collateral 
and options so that there was no credit risk the State being unable to pay at the end.  
However, UBS was exposed to market risk.  That is if the share price went too low, 
it would be accepting under the put options shares that were worth much less than 
$6.56 if the share price went that low.  And so, in effect, it was trading, getting rid 
of credit risk and taking on market risk.  Now, UBS stated that the collar, that is each 20 

purchase of the calls in its sell or puts exactly balanced it. 

[11.22 pm] So they put value on the call value resulted in there being no net value to the options 
to either party.  That is what it is meant by nil premium. 
 
DR RENWICK:    Okay.   
 
DR OLDFIELD:  We are not sure that that was true.  But if there was nil premium, 
what that meant was – let me go back for a moment and explain two terms of … 
finance.  If you were long in finance, it means you owned something.  And if you 
were short in finance, it means you owe someone else something.  And so you can 30 
think of being long having an asset and being short having a liability. 
 
Since UBS had bought call options, it was long call options that owned a valuable 
assets to these call options.  At the same time, it had sold put options, so it was short 
puts.  What that meant was if it wanted to hedge itself, it would buy put options and 
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sold call options to some third party and third parties would naturally be other 
international highly rated banks who make markets derivatives.  
 
So if the options are really nil premium, it would imply that UBS for no net money 
could turn around and do the same transactions or the reverse transactions, I should 
say, with other counter parties, that is, it could hedge itself by being long and short 
call options and long and short put options at the same strike prices.  And so no 
matter which way the stock markets the value of Oil Search shares went, it would 
behold.  That is what a nil premium would imply.  That would mean that the loan 
was a risk free except for the counter-party risk of the options that UBS would have 10 
to take on to net itself out of the transaction.  If the loan was risk-free, the 5 per cent 
coupon, well, 5.34 per cent coupon was very high.   
 
There is another little item that we did or found so we used the standard technique 
to price the options that were publicized in part with this transaction.  And we found 
that actually the calls that UBS had were more valuable than the puts that they sold.  
And so it was not a nil premium, the option position, but it appears to us based upon 
standard bottling techniques that the net value was AU$25 million to UBS.  So while 
it was advertised as being a nil premium option transaction, we found that it was 
actually worth $25 million to UBS. 20 
 
So we find that the excess interest that was being paid by the State above and beyond 
what would be a two-year risk free rate was AU$56 million.  And the model value 
of the options cost the State another AU$25 million.  So the total take on this, it 
appears from the documents that we have and the models that we built that there was 
a little over AU$80 million Australia surrendered by the State in this transaction. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And just to be clear as a simple way, what that means is that is an 
additional AU$81 million of actual potential profit to UBS? 
 30 
DR OLDFIELD:  Oh, yes, and it is not potential profit it appears that it was upfront. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So that is AU$81 million dollars in addition to the $13 million is 
pure profit, if I can put it that way to UBS? 

 
[11.27am]DR OLDFIELD:  That is how it appears based upon the calculations that we have 

done, yes. 
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DR RENWICK:  And on those calculations and on the document you have seen, you 
have not seen any indication that UBS disclosed that additional $81 million dollars 
in profit as profit to PNG, have you? 

DR OLDFIELD:  I have not seen any documents to state that, no. 

DR RENWICK:  And as a matter of banking practice and based on your experience, 
would you have expected to see that disclosed as profit if that were the case? 

DR OLDFIELD:  I think partially that depends upon the structure, the agreement 
between - the investment banking agreement between UBS and the State and partly 
it depends upon how forthright UBS would be in disclosing such things, the normal 
business practice.  Generally, banks do not like to disclose how much money they 10 

are making on transactions. 

DR RENWICK:  But when you use the words ‘unusual features’, I can take it that 
you are not stating this is commendable or appropriate behaviour? 

DR OLDFIELD:  I am not saying that that is commendable or appropriate, no, I am 
not saying that. 

DR RENWICK:  All right.  Very helpful Dr Oldfield.  I think that brings us to the 
end of the UBS and the IPIC transactions.  Do you say anything about the risk 
towards? 

DR VARGAS:  Dr Renwick and Dr Oldfield, we skipped the last two points on ‘the 
unusual features. 20 

DR RENWICK:  Yes,  please go ahead. 

DR VARGAS:  George, would you like to talk about the last two points? 

DR RENWICK:  So, this is - - - 

DR OLDFIELD:  You mean this business of rolling over the bridge loan? 

DR VARGAS:  How the terms set UBS in a very strong bargaining position once 
the first year was over for the bridge loan. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Right.  As we discussed earlier, the bridge loan was only a six 
month loan extendable to one year whereas the collar loan was a two year loan.  So, 
if UBS - I mean if the State had to renew the bridge loan at the end of one year 
because it was unable to repay the principal, it suggests that the bank UBS would be 30 

in a very strong position to sort of jam a get loan onto the State because otherwise if 
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the State defaulted it would give up all its collateral to the lender.  Because the 
default on the bridge would also entail a default on the collar and the collar is where 
other collaterals are located basically.   

Secondly, well, I think I stated that the upside down that the State gives to a collar 
was more valuable than downside protection.  And the interest rate on the bridge 
loan – yes, the interest rate on the bridge loan was extremely high.  I think it could 
have varied between 8 and a half so per cent to – was it eleven and some per cent? 

DR RENWICK:  Over 12 per cent. 

DR OLDFIELD:  Over 12 per cent.  Which was a very high rate for a State to be 
paying, especially when compared to what the State would be paying on a sovereign 10 

debt issued at that time which I think Rand talked about was a favourable time for 
issuing sovereign debt.  But the State will have very little say over it because it would 
be forced by the cross default provision on the two loans to basically to do as it was 
told by the lender.   

[11.32 am] DR RENWICK:  Just look at that last point if we can go back to your report at 
paragraph 21(f) on page 10.  There we are, 21(e), I am so sorry.  That is what you 
are referring to there, that last sentence in (e) that Kenya and Ethiopia issued 
unsecured sovereign debt with the interest rates at 7 and 8 per cent and that makes 
the Bridge Loan; is this right, that makes the Bridge Loan interest rates even at the 
beginning let alone the end as they moved up significantly excessive. 20 

DR OLDFIELD:  That is how it appears especially since that the debt issued by 
Ethiopia was previously 10 years in term and normally short-term debt has a lower 
interest rate than the long-term debt and secondly Ethiopia’s debt was wholly 
unsecured whereas the Bridge Loan was partially secured. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  All right; is there anything you want to add to your analysis 
of the IPIC and UBS transactions? 

DR OLDFIELD:  Only that the IPIC transaction looks fairly transparent and was 
fulfilled the purpose that the State apparently had whereas the UBS transaction is 
very difficult (…inaudible…) it is a very complicated transaction and it looks like it 
had very substantial profits to the one which I do not think the State may have been 30 

aware of. 

DR RENWICK:  Indeed.  And finally I am not sure whether this is you or Dr Brown; 
if we can go to page 61 of your report which is the Risk and Rewards of the 
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Transactions, particularly the UBS transaction.  I might just ask you Dr Oldfield or 
Dr Brown, just briefly to speak to this to the extent you have already. 

DR OLDFIELD:  I think Dr Brown; were you going to talk about this? 

DR BROWN:  I am happy to do that and so, please so, feel free to add anything that 
you might George. 

DR RENWICK:  Please go ahead  Dr Brown.  what would you like to say about the 
risks and rewards for the UBS, perhaps for IPIC first and then for the UBS 
transaction? 

DR BROWN:  I think the main observation I have about the risks to which the State 
was exposed is that really throughout the period document that we are talking about 10 
the State was exposed to the risk inherent in the Oil Search share price, in the sense 
that the State’s ultimate financial position in the future would be better if the Oil 
Search share price was an increase over time and conversely will be worst if the Oil 
Search share price was a decrease overtime.  And if fact as I said earlier, that had 
been the case since 2002 at the very least when the State’s ownership of Oil Search 
shares first arose.  The IPIC transaction itself did not really change that position very 
much because the State as I just said, was already exposed to the Oil Search share 
price by virtue of its investment in the shares.   

In a way, as Dr Oldfield has described the IPIC transaction, by that transaction, the 
State gave up some of the potential upside in that transaction on its investment in the 20 

shares but it remains fully exposed to any (...inaudible…) into the share price.  At 
the end of the IPIC transaction, the State had no shares anymore and therefore 
potentially at least was no longer exposed to the rest of the Oil Search share price.    

[11.37am]  UBS transaction, the loan and the purchase of the shares re-exposed the State to the 
Oil Search share price obvious in a modified format as Dr Oldfield explained through 
the operation of the collar components of the UBS transaction.  But broadly speaking 
throughout this period, the State was exposed to this risk. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Just noting the time and I think we might press on and 
just very briefly and Dr Brown, you are also dealing with the question of trading in 
Oil Search shares at page 65 of the report, you set out based on publicly available 30 

material I think, page 65, the timeline of the UBS shareholdings and how those have 
changed at various times and of course, this report is public and will be available for 
people to analyse.  But I think, am I right; you go to paragraph 192; is this the case 
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based on the perhaps the incomplete information you have, there is nothing 
particularly unusual in the hedging that you have seen. 

DR BROWN:  Yes, broadly that is correct.   The disclosures that you mention which 
we tabulated in the timeline chart indicates that in or about the same time as Oil 
Search issued shares to the State, that UBS borrowed a large number of Oil Search 
shares from counter parties in the market hence sold almost all of those – sold a large 
of quantity of shares hence that is behavior that one might expect its hedging 
behavior because it had - UBS not from that would have ended up being long Oil 
Search shares. 

The only unusual feature that we noticed in the disclosure is that the quantities sold 10 

in some sense does not really seem to add up.  The disclosure notices are forms 
which several appendices were attached and those appendices list individual 
transactions so for some of them we were able to add up transactions and we attained 
a much large figures for the quantity of shares sold that had otherwise been reported.  
That is the only unusual feature we noticed that may simply reflect either some 
things incomplete in the transaction so some – perhaps, some double counting 
somewhere we do not know, but that is the only unusual feature we saw. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  I will come back topic 10:  The State Losses and then 
move on to the PRL 15 transaction.  And just in short form, I think if we go to 
paragraphs 209 and 210; could you just summarize  your conclusion under this 20 

heading please? 

DR BROWN:  Yes.  So this topic concerns an Oil field or a licensed to an Oil and 
Gas Field that is known as PRL 15.   Oil Search bought an interest in this license at 
approximately the same time that Oil Search bought its interest and another company 
Total also bought an interest in the same license at about the same time and there 
has been some discussion I understand as to whether these two transactions were in 
the similar price or whether the purchase by Oil Search was at a higher price than 
the price Total paid. 

[11.42 am]And there are some differences in how the two transactions were structured but once 
one takes into account those differences, the two prices seem similar and that would 30 

be our conclusion.  

DR RENWICK:  Can I conclude then by taking you back to Part 10 the State’s losses 
from the UBS transaction.  And you firstly make the point, I think in paragraph 195 
about the analysis you made in the previous sections of the report about the 
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transactions and whether they are fair, fairly priced and so on.  Then down from the 
perspective at the point in time, the relevant positions were taken because hindsight 
and information is not relevant to that question.  That is what you say there in 
paragraph 1954, I think. 

DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, 196 to 200, you deal with the different question which you 
have been specifically asked which is an instrument of the magnitude of losses the 
State incurred with the benefit on one side and you point out, that is a different 
question.  So, for the benefit of the commissioners please; can you point out what 
more information you need to know to calculate those losses? 10 

DR BROWN:   Yes.  When we in answering this question about the losses that the 
State incurred looking backwards, we are in essence comparing what actually 
happens with a different situation, a hypothetical situation where the State had not 
entered into any kind of transaction with UBS or anything similar to that transaction 
and the State also did not purchase any Oil Search shares.  So that is the comparison 
that we are making. 

And in order to add up the losses, what we would need to know is in detail what 
happened so how were the – how did the UBS transactions play out?  We understand 
from the documents that we have seen that the bridge loan was repaid and replaced 
with a different loan.  And that before the collar loan reached maturity it also was 20 

replaced with a different loan and then that replacement loan itself was unwound 
before it matured but we do not know any more details than that and we do not know 
exactly when these transactions took place.  So we would need to know the details 
almost, if you like, a sort of a statement of account as to what happened and what 
the cash flows were between the State and the its lenders and if shares were sold, 
what date and so on. 

DR RENWICK:  I want to ask, just my final question to you and Dr Oldfield is this: 
can you think of any reason why UBS would not provide that information that you 
need to produce your report to the PNG State being the client?  Can you think of any 
legitimate reason why that information you need to finish your report could not be 30 

provided? 

DR BROWN:  I am not aware of it.   

DR RENWICK:  Dr Oldfield? 
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DR OLDFIELD:  Only that it might extremely expensive to reconstruct all the 
documents from years ago but I do not think that there would a significant expense 
relative to the importance of the questions raised here. 

DR RENWICK:  But  to put it in another way based on your experience, it is 
surprising that UBS have not been prepared to provide that information so far; can 
you comment on that or not?  

DR OLDFIELD:  I do not think I am prepared to comment on that. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, gentlemen; thank you very much I will stop my questioning 
at that point and I am pretty sure you will do our best to get the additional information 
but there is now an opportunity before lunch - - for commissioners, if you have any 10 

questions, I appreciate of course you only saw this report just recently indeed, 
commissioners. 

[11.47am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 

 DR RENWICK:  Commissioner White’s screen seems to be programmed at the 
minute.  Yes, Commissioner White and her microphones seems to be off.  Dr Katter, 
is your microphone on? 

 DR KATTER:  My microphone is on.  

 DR RENWICK:  Yes, we can hear you Dr Katter but for some reasons that we cannot 
hear Commissioner White.  We will just see how we go. Well, Chief, while we fix 
that up I know I hear what the problem is. 20 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, while we are waiting, can I ask this one question? 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Dr Brown perhaps might want to answer this one.  Going 
to page 25 of the report, it talks about alternative financing for the investment in the 
PNG LNG Project in 2009.  The reference there in that option of the State’s interest 
in the PNG LNG Project; could you articulate what interest we are talking about 
there?  What was the interest in 2009? 

 DR BROWN:  Yes, I can.  It talks about the – I believe in May of 2008 the PNG 
LNG Gas Agreements gave the State the rights to back-in to the projects and the 
State exercised that right I believe sometime in 2008 and from that point forward my 30 

understanding is that the State in addition to other rights it had to collect taxes and 
royalties and so on, and in addition to its sovereign interest as it were.  It also obtains 
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a commercial interest in the PNG LNG Project so that it in effect was equivalent to 
the other commercial participants in that project.  The State had a 19 per cent share 
and the other – with the balance being spilt among the other commercial participants.  
And it is that commercial share in the project that we are talking about and which 
we suggest that a part of that share could perhaps have been sold in order to fund - 
funds the investment required for the balance of the share.  And in the report, we 
quantify, we made some calculations to show that if the State had sold about a fifth 
of its share which should be an amount similar to what AGL had sold earlier.  
(…inaudible…) enough money to then support the investment that was required in 
the balance of the projects.  Does that answer your question? 10 

[11.52 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think in a way, yes.  You are referring to two types of 
interest there.  First one is the State’s back-in right? 

DR BROWN:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which is provided for by Statute at 22.5 per cent I believe and 
the other one you are referring to is the State’s 19 per cent share in the PNG LNG 
Project; are they put over the same thing there or they are quite distinct? 

DR BROWN:  My understanding is that, having exercised the back-in rights which 
I believe as you have mentioned are provided under Statute and are limited to or they 
can be up to 22.5 per cent.  The nature of the PNG LNG Projects in my understand 
is that it involved a number of different gas fields and that for historical reasons that 20 

I do not know in detail the State have the right to back-in to some of them but not 
others.  And so that while it had the rights to 22.5 per cent of several of the fields, it 
did not have that same rights to all of them and that therefore after exercising that 
right under the other agreements that made up the PNG LNG Project, ultimately the 
State ended with around 19 per cent rather than the 22.5 that it would have had had 
it been able to back-in fully to all of the fields. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I may be wrong but I was under the impression that the IPIC 
loan was secured to pay for the State’s equity in the PNG LNG Project which came 
out of that back-in right 22.5 per cent; I could be wrong? 

DR BROWN:  Yes.  So the State in my understanding,the State exercised its rights 30 

and paid approximately 300 million US dollars to obtaining the 19 per cent share.  
That happened before the IPIC transaction took place but having backed-in and then 
having the 19 per cent equity share, once the project construction began, the State 
was then responsible for, if you like, injecting equity into the projects as money was 
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spent on construction, that is, it starts injection of financing which created the need 
for the IPIC transaction. 

DR RENWICK:  Chief, I think Commissioner White is back on, I think her 
microphone is now working; is that right, Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have – can you hear me? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can you? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  We can. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one more question but Commissioner White, if you want 
to ask any questions you can ask now and then I will pick up later. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  My questions are pretty high-level 
questions and it is probably I am not favoring you Dr Brown but I think it is probably 
directed more to you because you did the risk analysis and looked at the objectives 
of the State in purchasing the shares.  Is it a factor that they were – the high risk 
profile in the petroleum industry; one thinks that, for example; 2008 where the price 
of oil went from 147 US dollars a barrel at the beginning of the year down to 
something like 30 to 32 dollars a barrel towards the end of that very turbulent year. 

There were also a lot of political factors involved in usually in a lot of countries 20 
where oil is sourced and of course another factor is where all corporations, you can 
dilute the value by the issuing of more shares.  So these are all factors that ought to 
have been taken into account? 
 

[11.57am] DR BROWN:  I would say that the factors that you mentioned would be of relevance 
to anybody considering investments in shares of Oil Search and similar factors if 
considering an investment in shares of a different oil or gas producing company.  So, 
in that sense those are relevant factors that one might have expected the State to have 
considered. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  When you are speaking of security issues, would it 
also be a matter of interest that in 2003 Oil Search had acquired licences outside 
PNG because it began its life really in 1929 in the mandate of the Territory of New 
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Guinea and in the Trust Territory of Papua or became the Trust Territory of Papua 
but in 2003 it acquired licences in Egypt and Yemen?  And then at about the time 
when it entered into the transaction to buy PAC LNG it also diversified into Alaska, 
are these other considerations that would be of interest when you looking at security? 
 
DR BROWN:  Sorry Commissioner White, could you explain on what you mean by 
security? 
 
COMMSISIONER WHITE:  You identified as one of the objects of the State in 
wanting to purchase the shares and the NEC document articulated security for the 10 
State, something that was not particularly well explained in the document but one 
might think as you elaborated is that it is related to investment in PNG in other things 
like infrastructure, health, schools which indeed Oil Search has done over many 
decades in that country but for the first time in 2003, I think, we are seeing them 
look outside PNG, would that be a factor that would perhaps cause some concern 
that their interest in the country was perhaps waning a little? 
 
DR BROWN:  I see, thank you for clarifying.  It seemed from the documents that 
the government was concerned or had identified the interest that Papua New Guinea 
had, the State had in Oil Search continuing its operations in the country.  As you 20 
mentioned at the time Oil Search had or was developing interests outside the country 
but I am not sure how that is connected with the State’s decision to invest in shares 
of Oil Search because I do not believe we have identified the mechanism for that 
investment to influence Oil Search’s decisions or how Oil Search manages its 
operations. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  All right, thank you.  I will save the rest of my 
questions I think until I have an opportunity to look at the report more carefully when 
you come back next time, thank you.  Thank you gentlemen. 
 30 
DR BROWN:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will just go back to my next question.  I was just 
going to ask one but I think I have one more question here.  You turn to page 58 
paragraph 170 relating to fees charged for the UBS transaction.  

 

[12.02pm] That reference to fess at approximately AU$13 million dollars for the collar and the 
bridge loan. And then I understood from your statements on page 8 to 9 where you 
give a figure of AU$56 million dollars and another 25 million Australian dollars 
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which adds up to something like 80 million Australian which I thought you said were 
in addition to the 13 million dollars. So my question is when you use the word fees 
in paragraph 170, you mean to say the fees would include interest paid on the loan 
or is fees something else?  To my understanding fees means – yes, means fees. 
 
DR BROWN:   Chief, I was just going to ask if you would not mind repeating that 
question because I think I missed two words in the middle. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay. When you say fees, fees include interest on the loan or 
fees as we understand fees charged for facilitating or processing the loan? 10 
 
DR BROWN:  That is correct. In my understanding, the fees are different from and 
additional to the interest charged. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. So the figure you gave in paragraph 9 – page 9, additional 
56 million and 25 million, they are not fees, are they not, they are interest, is it? 
 
DR BROWN:  George, can I pass that one to you? 
 
DR VARGAS:  George is not available and I am happy to answer that one. The 56 20 
million dollar portion is what we would consider excessive interest paid for the collar 
alone and the 25 million dollars would be in essense that a fee that was not stated 
explicitly.  And the way to understand this is UBS were represented that the value 
of the shares that was buying from the State and the value of the shares that it was 
selling to the State were equal, when in fact the ones that they were buying were 
more valuable than the ones they were selling. So implicitly they were not paid just 
25 million dollars Australian for what they were receiving.  Go ahead George. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes. So I think there is a difference between what was disclosed 
as fees in the transaction documents that we could calculate and what was 30 
undisclosed but actually charged to the State by UBS, according to our calculation. 
The two are quite different.  So one was disclosed and freely paid.  The other was 
undisclosed and I am not sure recognized by the borrower at all.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Thank you for those answers.  I need to think about those 
answers and then perhaps reflect on them when you appear next with perhaps some 
more questions. 
 
DR REDWICK:   Chief, if that is the question from you and Commissioner White, 
I am afraid I have not discussed with the Brattle gentlemen when they might come 40 
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back.  Might we just at notionally adjourn their evidence to Monday 9 August but 
we will be in touch with Brattle to see what the convenient time is for them.  
 

[12.07pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, you in agreement we will 
adjourn their appearance to 9 August at the same time, 9 o’clock. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly chief. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you chief.  If the Brattle witnesses might be excused with 
our thanks and if we can return in an hour for Mr Sonk please. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESSE(S) WITHDREW 
 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do we know what that lots of audio was about? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, can you hear us chief? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes so I propose that the proceedings be adjourned for now when 
we will hear from Mr Sonk and the Brattle witnesses are excused with our thanks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, my Associate will adjourn the proceedings to 1 
o’clock, Associate. 
 
 30 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.10 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 

DR RENWICK:  May please the Commission, can you hear us? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, just before the next witness is called commissioner, I just 
want to make this brief submission really directed to UBS who I imagine are 
listening.  Commissioners, we have just heard some of the most important evidence 
that we have in this Commission of Inquiry and in particular you heard three things 
to great significance. 
 
The first is we have an unnecessarily complex UBS series of loans which did not 
need to be that complex and it follows therefore the very substantial $13 million fee 
was also unnecessary to that extent, at least the full amount of it.  The second matter 
is that the clear evidence from the Brattle experts is the nil premium statement about 10 
the entering the collar loan, that is to say, a nil premium meaning that or an interim 
collar with zero to both UBS and the State was incorrect and to be more direct it was 
false and it was also misleading. 
 
The difference in relation to the interest rate charged and the risk free rate was worth 
56 million.  That is undisclosed profit to UBS and the other difference in relation to 
the nil premium is an extra $25 million dollars which should have been paid or 
credited to the State whereas instead the UBS got the benefit of that.  So, those are 
very serious matters. 
 20 
The position, commissioners is for a long time we have been trying to get UBS to 
engage with the commission and indeed with their former customers, the 
Independent State and various emanations of the State.  You have heard Mr Sonk 
give evidence and he will back here I trust in a minute saying that he was unable to 
get explanations from UBS as to how certain things were costed.  
 
You have heard the Brattle witnesses say there was no good reason they could think 
of for not handing over the additional information about the terms of the collar loans 
and the bridge loan which they need to finalize their report and quantify the loss.  In 
those circumstances UBS should clearly be on notice, in our submission, that if they 30 
will not cooperate by both the provision of material, although that is the most urgent 
form of cooperation and also providing witnesses who still work for UBS.  We 
understand Mitchel Turner and Paddy Jilek still work for UBS.  They also should 
present themselves for cross-examination and explanation because if UBS have an 
explanation for what Brattle have determined, now is the time for them to provide it 
and evidently if they do not choose to cooperate they must run the risk, in our 
submission, of the possibility at least of significantly adverse findings.  That is what 
I wanted to say about UBS that they should be in no doubt at all about their position. 
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In relation to the information which Brattle need to complete their report about the 
loss suffered by the Independent State from the UBS transaction, insofar as that 
information may be on the files or computer services or servers rather of government 
departments or enterprises in the Independent State, the duty of all officers of those 
agencies is clear to assist the commission to the utmost of their ability and on urgent 
basis given our well known time strictures to provide material. 
 

[1.15 pm] In our submission, commissioners, it must be a matter of the highest priority to give 
the commission their assistance it has requested.  And so Mr Sonk, for example, but 
equally Mr Vele who I should immediately say has been very helpful.  I am sure if 10 
Mr Sonk and Mr Vele work together, all of the information which Brattle are talking 
about insofar as the Independent State and its entities have it, can be provided very 
swiftly in a matter of days.  So that is the position we put forward, commissioners, 
and now I hand over to Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Wapu Sonk.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance for Mr Sonk, yes. 
 
MR MAWA:  Chief Sir Salamo Injia, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner 20 
White, Mr Sonk is not able to be present this afternoon.  Mr Sonk’s understanding 
and our understanding was that the information that was requested and after the 
summons of 2 July 2021 and the letter requesting information – the letter of 14 July 
- we are not able to provide that immediately because of the fact that certain 
information is kept within relevant departments within the Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and that they would be coordinated 
with the departments to provide that information.   
 
Our understanding was that once all that information is provided, both pursuant to 
the summons and to the letter of 14 July, then Mr Sonk would appear on this week 30 
Thursday or on 29 July which is the date tentatively set for him to come and give 
evidence.  Given the time that the information was requested, we were not able to 
provide that information that is requested by the commission.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, can I make a submission please in that regard?  First, 
that the adjournment or any question as to the submissions of 2 July 2021 which was 
returnable today, that is the question as to documents or the provision of documents 
by Mr Sonk is separate from the direction made on 13 July, two days ago, in Mr 
Sonk’s presence that he return for further oral evidence today. 
 40 
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There was separately from that and additionally, there was a communication 
yesterday confirming, that is, confirming and Mr Mawa was a recipient of that 
communication confirming the requirement for Mr Sonk to personally appear today 
to provide further oral evidence in accordance with the direction made on 13 July.  
And there is still no articulation from Mr Mawa or by Mr Sonk in any written form 
or orally as just occurred, as to why Mr Sonk is not appearing today in accordance 
with the direction made on 13 July. 
 
And I would ask that the matter be potentially stood down for some minutes pending 
the personal attendance of Mr Sonk to provide the oral evidence; and I would submit 10 
that that is a separate question from the documentary question of the provision of 
documents or the return of the summons and the documents required in accordance 
with that summons which those matters can be in our submission dealt with 
separately from the return or personal provision of oral evidence by Mr Sonk today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I ask which matters are to be addressed in the oral 
evidence today? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, to return to the oral evidence given by Mr 
Sonk on the 13th, pick up some of the things there but also Mr Sonk provided 20 
yesterday under covering letters signed by him the Excel spreadsheet as he referred 
to it on the 13th which was in front of him when he provided the evidence two days 
ago. 
 

[1.25pm]  He has provided that and to ask him questions about that and how that relates to the 
evidence that he provided on the 13th and to work through the detail there and to 
identify the questions and further questions arising from the information that he did 
provide on the 13th in both written form and subsequently in oral form. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Mawa, if the commission were to direct that Mr 
Sonk appear this afternoon, would your client be available? 30 

MR MAWA:  Chairman, he is in another meeting to do with some matters 
concerning the State but your Honour the point is that these transactions took place 
some time way back and Mr Sonk can only be useful to the commission if he can be 
read some of these documents that the Kumul Petroleum is putting together so that 
he can be able to answer some of the questions put to him because his recollection - 
and his memory collection cannot go as far as memorizing some of those transactions 
in terms of documents.  So, that is why we say that if Mr Sonk is going to be any 
utility or benefit to the commission, he needs to have those information with him 
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and the commission can also have them so that he can be able to provide those 
answers that the commission is seeking. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, I think the provision of documents is a key question, 
right that also arises his evidence given on the 13th so I think we should just perhaps 
address his unavailability for now and Mr Mawa is seeking an extension of time 
perhaps you might want to find out if he is seeking an extension of the directions to 
put those documents together and then Mr Sonk appears next for an examination of 
– well, continuation of examination on the 13th and for the provision of documents 
as a whole. 

DR KATTER:  Mr Sonk will currently return as Mr Mawa indicated, Chief 10 

Commissioner, on 28 July but our submission is that there is an important step on 
the influence of that process in the identification of further points and the 
identification of the documents, not taking Mr Sonk through the documents now but 
otherwise just taking him, pointing him and asking him about the direction in terms 
of those documents at this time before 28th, that is the submission. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay. Mr Mawa, I think further examination might be necessary 
to at least identify the documents that the commission is after.  We have yet to come 
up with a I suppose a comprehensive list of what documents we are looking for in 
terms of the financial cost of the transaction to the State.  So, if your client were to 
appear today or perhaps whenever it is convenient, perhaps tomorrow morning we 20 

might adjourn for that purpose.  Mr Mawa? 

MR MAWA:  Your Honour, my instruction was that he was going to appear on 
Monday 19th. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He will be available on the 19th, is it? 

MR MAWA:  That is correct.  That is on Monday I think. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So between now and Monday will be difficult for him to appear; 
he is not available is he? 

MR MAWA:  Yes, I think he has directed those – tasked his officers to put all these 
information together, he wants to go through it and he wants to come and answer the 
questions on Monday. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But perhaps it might be useful for your client to appear so the 
actual documents that he should be looking for are actually identified early and that 
is the purpose why I think Dr Katter is seeking his appearance earlier just basically 
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to identify what is the documents that he should be searching for and putting 
together.   

[1.25p.m Because he does not know what precisely those documents the commission is going 
to look, then it might not assist for him to be looking for document which might be 
irrelevant. 

MR MAWA:  I need to seek instructions but perhaps if we can have this matter stood 
down to let us say 3 o’clock this afternoon? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we can stand it down by another 20 minutes or so.   I think 
the commission might require his brief appearance perhaps to be examined on the 
kind of documents that the commission is after.   10 

MR MAWA:  Thank you.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter and Commissioner White, if we stand this matter 
down by another 20 minutes for Mr Mawa to consult with his client.  Would that 
adjournment be convenient to us all? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we will adjourn for another 20 minutes.  
Associate? 

 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 

 20 
[1.52 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Mawa. 

 
MR MAWA:  Chairman Sir Salamo, Chief Commissioner, and Commissioner 
White, I tried my very best to contact Mr Sonk.  I was not able to get him on his 
phone his phone is off.  I also called Ms Sally Tadabe, the senior counsel of Kumul 
Petroleum.  She tried to contact him but his phone is of.   But according to Ms Sally 
Tadabe, Mr Sonk will be available on Monday, 19 July. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would seek a direction that Mr Sonk return for 
oral evidence on Monday the 19th at 10 am. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, you appear in this matter?  Are you appearing in this 
matter? 
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MR JURTH:  You mean specifically in relation to Mr Sonk? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Sonk is Dr Katter’s witness.  Mr Sonk is Dr Katter’s witness. 
 
DR KATTER:  Sorry, chief, can you hear me? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, yes, yes, right. 10 
 
DR KATTER:  I apologise.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I just saw some correspondence exchanged between Mr Jurth 
and- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Oh, sorry, chief, yes, in that sense- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it Wapu Sonk or something, yes? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  With Ms Tadabe. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  The inhouse lawyer for Mr Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, okay.  All right.  
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  I was just assisting with some of the administrative duties.  The 
witness formally is Dr Katter’s witness. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, okay.  All right, thank you.  Yes, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, can I just put into the record that Mr Sonk 
provided a covering letter of 14 July yesterday.  He had included two attachments; 
attachments identified by him as 1 and 2.  Attachment 1 appears to be, although it is 
not stated, the document which Mr Sonk was referring to in his oral evidence on 13 
July as the Excel spreadsheet, as he described it there.  It was a document which he 
had in front of him and he referred to it at various times throughout his evidence on 
the 13th.  That is the first document attached to his correspondence of yesterday. 40 
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The second document appears to be an amended or a new version of Exhibit UU, as 
I understand it, which was his previous letter of 13 July which was tendered during 
his evidence on 13 July and it is different from – it is amended from the previous 
document that he provided with summary.  It is on the screen now. 
 
These are the primary matters that Mr Sonk is to be asked about when he returns.   
 

[1.57 am] The details, the differences, the articulation that he has made and picking up on 
things that he articulated on the 13th and earlier in his earlier evidence on 21 June 10 
when he previously provided evidence picking up on matters relating to this 
correspondence.  I would seek a direction that he returns for that oral evidence, 
particularly on these points on Monday at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  With regard – we were talking about documents, so let us stay 
with documents.   With regard to the adjournment to the 19th, that is in relation to 
the documents sought in the summons, right? 
 
DR KATTER:  I would also seek a direction that the summons dated 2 July be also 
adjourned to that time and made returnable at that time as well.  I note Mr Mawa’s 20 
submission about the requirement for more time but it would be submitted that if 
any documents can be provided at that time and if further searches need to be 
undertaken, then those submissions could be made at that time by Mr Mawa or as 
required. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, is that agreeable, that second direction that return of 
the summons be adjourned to the 19th as well? 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes, that is agreeable.  Thank you. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us go to that summons.  There are some particular 
documents that are – and,particularly, I myself am particularly interested in.  So the 
time that is there, Mr Sonk can prepare himself to produce those documents.   
 
The letter and the summonses are worded similarly, in relation to the documents that 
are being sought but go to the last, the schedule 1; yes, schedule 1. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, if you can take particular note of the documents 
sought under schedule 1.  I am more particularly interested in going to the documents 
sought in paragraph 2(c), 2(d), 2(e), 2(f), 2(g), 2(h), and then down to (i) as well and 
then, yes.  What I would want is not the statements from Mr Sonk about those 
payments, receipts, whatever, but the actual documents that support those statements 
like bank account statements, financial statements and so forth.  This might mean 
that your client may have to get exchange of any correspondence involving financial 
records from GloCo.  Last time Mr Sonk provided it appeared to be a statement 
without supporting documentation.   
 10 

[2.02 pm] So I am more interested in those extra supporting documentation that support 
whatever statement your client is going to be making. 

 
MR MAWA:  Very well, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Dr Katter, you are seeking two directions or just one 
direction that Mr Sonk’s appearance be adjourned to 19 July at 10 o’clock? 
 
DR KATTER:  Two directions chief, one as to the return for oral evidence on 19th 
of Mr Sonk and two, the return of the summons dated 2 July which is on the screen,  20 
schedule is on screen are also returnable at the same time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 
those two directions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, could I just say chief that there may be someone 
like the Chief Financial Officer, for example, at Kumul who could come with Mr 
Sonk to lend him support as he is not the originator of the Excel spreadsheet about 
which he gave evidence earlier and one had the impression that he was relying on 
some of his officers to produce that document.  It may go more smoothly if there is 30 
someone in that capacity. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, do you have an information on the identity of the 
financial or chief financial officer of Kumul Petroleum Holdings that we might direct 
that he appear with Mr Sonk on Monday? 
 
MR MAWA:  I am not able to assist.  I do not know the person who is the financial- 
- - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  When Mr Sonk was giving his evidence he was referring to a 
spreadsheet which we think he suggested was prepared by his financial officer. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes Chairman there are financial officers in Kumul Petroleum.  I am 
not able to give you the identity of the person.  Whatever general direction could be 
made for the chief financial officer.  Whoever that may be then they can come with 
Mr Sonk on Monday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right Dr Katter, we can amend the directions to read 
that Mr Sonk appear with the chief financial officer of Kumul Petroleum Holdings 10 
Limited on19th. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will directions in those terms. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners, nothing further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Associate, we adjourn the proceedings. 
 20 
 
 
AT 2.05 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 19 JULY 2021 AT 9.30 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[1.32 pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, Dr Katter has the next witness.  

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the summons of 2 July 2021 to Wapu Sonk is 
returnable.  I understand that Mr Mawa appears for Mr Sonk as to the summons 
and whether he can indicate, Mr Mawa can indicate whether there are any 
documents to be provided to the commission as to the summons at this time? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Can you hear me, Chief Commissioner? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can hear you.  What did you say again? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, is Mr Mawa able to indicate as to the summons returnable 
today whether there are documents to be provided at this time? 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa? 

MR MAWA:  Thank you Chairman, Chief Sir Salamo and Commissioner Margaret 
White, we seek to formally tender these documents that – and I have the copies of 
the documents that were prepared by Mr Sonk in answer to the questions being 
asked and Mr Sonk should be here shortly.  He is on his way.   

DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, can Mr Mawa indicate whether those 
documents are documents as to the summons returnable or as to the letter of 14 
July sent to Mr Sonk and whether they address both the summons or the letter or- 
- - 

MR MAWA:  Just a response in relation to the schedule attached to the summons 20 

issued which is returnable on 13 July. 

DR KATTER:  And through you, commissioners, can I ask whether it is submitted 
by Mawa that those documents address the summons entirely or whether they are 
documents outstanding in Mr Mawa’s submission as to the summons? 

MR MAWA:  It addresses all the questions asked in the summons of these 
documents entirely so there are no further documents insofar as my client is 
concerned these are all the documents that they put together. 

[1.35 pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would ask that the summons be adjourned by 
direction to 28 July for further return to allow those documents to be considered 
and it might be then that the summons can be subject of no further direction, that 30 
is that all the documents have been provided but that specifically as to the summons 
that there be a direction that it be adjourned to 28 July at 2 pm. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Wapu Sonk has to answer the summons, he is not here yet.  
I would prefer that the documents that Mr Mawa is seeking to tender be tendered 
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through the witness and then the witness will take us through those documents and 
then we will establish that those are all the documents that were sought in the 
summons. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, chief commissioner, I was going to - that will be done. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Mr Mawa, your client, is he on the way or is he here or?  
This is not good enough, counsel. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We had to defer from this morning to make it convenient for 
your client to be in attendance this afternoon and he is still not here.  He sought an 
adjournment last week to today which we granted.  Your client was not here either.  
What is happening? 
 
MR MAWA:  Very well Chairman, I am instructed that he is on his way from the 
office down here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what do we do, we wait for him or what do we do? 20 
 
MR MAWA:  If we can reconvene maybe at 2 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We wait for him like this; we sit here and wait for him or what 
do we do? 
 
MR MAWA:  No, chairman if we could adjourn to 2 o’clock by then he should be 
here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has to get his priorities right, counsel.  What other business 30 
is he involved in that is so pressing that he is skipping these proceedings? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chairman, I am not- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are not in a position to answer? 
 
MR MAWA:  I am not in a position to answer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I was in court then I would be sitting in the court and waiting 
for him until he arrives but I am mindful I am not sitting alone here.  It is a 40 
Commission of Inquiry so I might allow a bit of flexibility and perhaps that other 
counsel and there is another commissioner that I have to be assisted by so I will get 
their views as to whether we wait for him here until he turns up or we retire and 
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wait for him in our chambers.  Commissioner White, what do you think, we should 
wait for him here or should we take a short adjournment? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, chief, I am as dismayed as you are at this rather 
cavalier approach to our commission by Mr Sonk.  And like you if I were in court 
I would probably be much crisper than we are being at the moment.  We have all 
got things to do.  I do not mind whether I stay on the line or not I can do some 
reading relating to the commission while I am here.  It is really what is convenient 
for you.  I am sure it is same for counsel as well or they can stay logged on and do 
some paper work or log off.  In your hands, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We cannot obviously adjourn because I need this witness to 
come and sit in the witness box and give us the documents.  We may have a few 
questions to establish those documents are adequate instead of we adjourning and 
then we find later that the documents are not complete in terms of the documents 
required by the summons.  We can go through the documents, receive the 
documents then we may perhaps allow some time for counsel to digest and prepare 
for further examination.  So perhaps for I suppose the sake of counsel hje is not up 
here on time and he did turn up last time as well so perhaps for the sake of counsel 
we will give him a little bit more time.  We can just stand this matter down 20 
indefinitely and we wait until Mr Sonk arrive. 
 

[1.40pm] So I am going to ask my associate to adjourn the proceedings; stand down generally 
until Mr Sonk arrives.  When he arrives, then we will reconvene. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right.  Associate, adjourn the matter generally. 
 
 30 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.57pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I  call Mr Wapu Sonk. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
WAPU SONK, recalled: 
 
 40 
XN: DR KATTER 
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Q: Mr Sonk, could please state your full name? 
 
A: Wapu Rodney Sonk. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Sonk, when you appeared before the commission on 13 July 

2021 you had a document with you which you described as an Excel 
spreadsheet, did you? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: On the screen you will see written correspondence received from you dated 

14 July 2021.  Second page of that correspondence there is a document, it is 
a multi-coloured document attached.  Scroll down, just turning the 
document.  Looking at that document on the screen, one page document, Mr 
Sonk.  Is this a copy of the document that you referred to during your 
evidence on 13 July? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You indicated during that evidence on 13 July that the document that you 20 

had in front of you had handwritten notes on it.  With the exception of the 
handwritten notes, has this document been changed otherwise as to any 
figures or texts? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Is this the document that you referred on 13 July as being originally prepared 

by the then chief financial officer and being provided to you? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: When did you first then see this document, can you articulate that? 
 
A: Sometime in 2018. 
 
Q: And on 13 July you indicated that this document was attached to an email.  

Are you going to provide that email and any documents you also attached to 
the commission? 

 
A: Yes, I could not find that email; the inquiry has said that. 40 
 
Q: Since you gave oral evidence, you have looked for that document, have you, 

that email? 
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A: Yes, I cannot find it.  I could only find the spreadsheet. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, just returning to the first page of this document on the 

screen.  This is a letter of 14 July, scrolling up, bottom of the page.  Is that 
your signature? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, scrolling up a little bit.  You referred to your evidence on 13 July and 10 

then in the third substantive paragraph there you indicate that you made a 
correction on 13 July as to the number of shares and you state the correct 
number being 149 million shares, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct.  I also verbally corrected it but we just wanted to put it on 

record that is why I am correcting it through this letter. 
 
Q: Yes but this is your letter though no one else has written this for you? 
 
A: This is my letter, yes. 20 
 
Q: All right.  In the fourth paragraph you referred to your correspondence of 13 

July.  Now, that is a reference to exhibit UU, that is, the letter you wrote on 
13 July which was then tendered and became an exhibit? 

 
A: Say that again? 
 

[2.07 pm]     Q: In that fourth paragraph, you refer to your correspondence of 13 July.  Can 
you see that there? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that the document that was tendered during your oral evidence on the 13th 

and it became exhibit UU? 
 
A: No, it was a submission done earlier which added to 149 million.  Oral 

submission was on the – when I appeared here, on the 13th, I think.   
 
Q: You are referring to just your oral evidence, are you? 
 40 
A: Yes, yes, which was really correcting 149 -147 million to 149 million shares. 
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Q: In that fourth paragraph where it mentions Attachment 1 and Attachment 2, 
can you see there that it mentions correspondence of 13 July? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  Is that the correspondence that became an exhibit during your oral 

evidence?  Mr Sonk, is it the same you are referring to? 
 
A: Yes, yes, yes, sorry. 
 10 
Q: Thank you, all right.  You mention Attachment 1 and Attachment 2 in that 

paragraph; we will come to those in a moment.  But this letter and the 
attachments is four pages in length in total, is it not? 

 
A: Say that again. 
 
Q: This letter with the two attachments four pages in length, is it not? 
 
A: Including the letter is four pages, yes. 
 20 
Q: That is right.  Attachment 1 is one page and Attachment 2 is two pages.  That 

is right, is it not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender this correspondence of 14 July 

including the attachments and have it marked as an exhibit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So the letter has two attachments, is it? 
 30 
DR KATTER:  It does, Chief Commissioner, two attachments. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Attachment 1 is the letter of 13 July which has already been 
admitted and is exhibit UU. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Attachment 2 is that spreadsheet, is it? 
 
DR KATTER:  That is correct.   40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is totalled four. 
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DR KATTER:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we mark this particular attachment as exhibit UU.1 or 
should we allocate a separate letter for this attachment – for this letter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, my submission is that it should be received as a 
letter because it is different from not just a copy of the previous one but it is quite 
separate. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then Mr Sonk’s letter of 14 July with the two attachments are 10 
admitted into evidence and it will be marked exhibit WW. 
 
EXHIBIT WW – LETTER BY MR WAPU SONK DATED 14 JULY WITH 
TWO ATTACHMENTS 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Sonk, looking then again, please, at the table which is the multi-
coloured table on the second page, please; and might it be brought up on the screen?  
You can see that on trhe screen now, Mr Sonk. 
 

[2.12p.m] A:   Yes. 20 

Q:   So, the four boxes on this table, it has four boxes just scrolling down, are these 
the four transactions that you referred to in your correspondence of 13 July? 
One, as you describe them there the Sovereign State Deal; two, the novation 
of the loans to KPHL; three, the rollover of the collar loan; and four, the 
disposal of the shares and the discharge of the collar loan?  Is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Are the figures in this table in US dollars or Australian dollars? 

A: Australian dollars. 

Q: All the figures are in Australian dollars? 

A: All of these are in Australian dollars. 30 

Q: Thank you.  Now, in the top box on this page, just focusing on this top box in 
the right column, there are two positive figures and four negative figures and 
the total of zero.  You can see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: When you add the two positives, so 1011.15 and 335 and then minus 1123.5, 
101.58, 106.69 and 13.48, does that leave an amount of 900,000 dollars 
missing from this particular box or this part of the table? 
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A: Not really. 

Q: What do you mean not really, Mr Sonk?  Does not the addition of those – 
when I say the addition, the addition of the first two figures and the addition 
of the next four leave a difference of 900,000 dollars? 

A: Yes, sorry.  I did not add the small digits at the back but, yes, roughly yes, it 
looks like it, yes. 

Q: Well, not roughly.  Those figures all look to be quite specific.  They have 
decimal amounts; the addition of the first two and the subtraction of the next 
four leaves a difference of 900,000, does it not?  Is that right, Mr Sonk? 

A: I am still doing the maths myself. 10 

Q: Right, but you are not saying that there is not an amount missing, it is just that 
you are doing the maths yourself based upon those figures? 

A: Yes, there is 900,000 that  has not been accounted for, correct, yes. 

Q: Thank you.  That is not a figure, that 900,000 is not the figure that you 
mentioned in your correspondence of 13 July which is Exhibit UU? 

A: Sorry? 

Q: You did not mention this 900,000 dollar figure or this difference in your 
previous correspondence. 

[2.17 pm]  A: No.  Look, I think my view was that these are numbers that are lost in the 
transaction, it is not - I did not do the - really try to make it accurate but 20 
ballpark numbers.  It sort of fits into the transaction so I did not quite think 
that this sort of numbers would be important in the big scheme of things that 
we are looking at, the numbers. 

 
Q: Just looking at the last line item in that first box.  It is advisory fees, is it not? 
 
A: Advisory fees, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then the cost of the advisory fees is identified as AU$13.48 

million, is that right? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Were the proceeds from the bridge loans not used to pay a total of 14.6 

million in fees and expenses and to purchase 39.1 Oil Search shares, is that 
right? 
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A: I did not quite get that. 
 
Q: Yes, I will repeat it.  Were the proceeds from the bridge loan not used to pay 

a total of AU$14.6 million in fees and expenses and to purchase 39.1 million 
Oil Search shares? 

 
A: I do not know where the 14 million fees came from. 
 
Q: Well, the fee amount is identified by the drawndown documents or the 10 

drawndown notice, is it not?  Mr Sonk, it is possible, is it not, that the total 
fees were 14.6 million? 

 
A: Is it in my statement? 
 
Q: That is a reference to 14.6 million? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that the difference then of the 900,000 in this table? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, could I just ask you, how arrived at that 900,000? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, chief commissioner.  The addition in the first table, right hand 
side of the table there are six figures, addition of the first two figures and then the 
subtraction of the next four creates the difference of 900,000 and Mr Sonk- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you sure about that figure? 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief commissioner, am I sure about the addition or the subtraction 30 
of those figures leaving a difference of 900,000? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I got another figure.  It is short by around 3 million.  
That is my figure but you are coming up with a big figure that is why I am asking. 
 

[2.22 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, I have to say, chief, I get 900,000 when I do 
the maths without a computer.  I mean I am just doing it manually and I get 
900,000, as the negative 900,000.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If you add all those figures in red print, get the total 40 
and then subtract that from the total of the top two, then if we can do our own 
maths.  Yes, go on. 
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DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But, Mr Sonk, I rather thought that in order to deal 
with your explanation on the previous occasion that you were here where you said 
you were assisted, then that is not surprising in compiling these figures by the chief 
financial officer.  That the Commission asked that he should come with you today 
and we probably would be able to explain the figures more immediately than you.  
So, is the chief financial officer here in the commission hearing room? 
 
A: No, we do not have a chief financial officer in the company at the moment 10 

because of Covid. 
 
Q: Who does that work then? 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Who does that work, the work that the chief financial officer would do? 
 
A: We are finance people.  But what I am trying to say is the person that 

basically dealt with this has left the company a long time ago.  So other 20 
people that are now working for the company, this is such a complex 
transaction they would pierce it together in the short time that you required 
this information that is coming to the Inquiry; so it may be difficult.   

 
Q: I see.   
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Sonk, relating to what you were just asked by the 
commissioners, the figures in this box at the top right, when you are dealing with 
these figures, how do you deal with them?  That is, do you add 1011 with 15 and 
335 and then minus 1123.5101.58106.69 and 13.48? 30 
 
A: Yes, you have just done the right thing, I think, looking at it.  It is just that 

this transaction – this particular transaction that we are looking at was done 
by Treasury.  We had no visibility of this transaction.  So when you ask me 
about the 900,000 or some of these details, I am not in a position to give you 
details; but these are numbers that we got from some of the documents that 
we were able to find.  The first transaction is done by the State. 

 
Q: Do you recall what specific document articulated the detail then in this table, 

the first part- - - 40 
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A: Just the headline numbers; CFO put this together and sent it to me.  But this 
is all I could piece together to explain, best explain the different transactions 
and the numbers. 

 
Q: You have just mentioned that Treasury provided the detail- - - 
 
A: Treasury never provided anything. 
 
Q: Do you recall a particular document or documents that came across from 

Treasury that had this level of detail in it? 10 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Which was then basis for the preparation of this table? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Or the first part of this table? 
 
A: It is very simple for us, I guess UBS basically threw in the novation.  They 20 

are saying, okay, here is the collar; here is the cash amount that we paid, and 
that is it.  So it has been novated to us.  So there is no – really, everything is 
all wrapped into the loan so the State actually never paid anything from 
Treasury.  They put their fees, everything all wrapped into the same collar 
and the bridge loan.  So from the novation in December 2014 onwards is real 
money spent by Kumul Petroleum paying fees and interest. 

 
 [2.27pm]  Q: Looking at the second box in this table and the last notation line there, can 

you see that, Mr Sonk? Balancing payment to UBS from SS PNG Deal, (Fees 
and Interest), is that right?  Have I read that correctly, Mr Sonk? 30 

 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Have I read that correctly, balancing payments to UBS from SS PNG Deal 

(Fees and Interest)? 
 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: And it has a figure of 13.95 million as the expense item, does it not? 
 40 
A: Correct. 
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Q: What does it mean by balancing payment when it says balancing payment at 
the start of the notation.  What does that mean?  

 
A: It would have meant that some of the fees in the transaction where you have 

13.4 million was not fully paid, because it has got CPs to certain transaction 
or certain things happening so I think we novating it early before some of 
those CP’s were realized, so basically we are wrapping it into this transfer 
and paying it. So that is probably why but yes.  It is not - - - 

 
Q: Your previous letter 13 July did not mention anything about a balancing 10 

payment, did it? 
 
A: We just call it fees. 
 
Q: Just turning over to the other attachment to this letter.  So further on, on the 

second page, just strolling down and onto the next page, there is a reference 
here to that same figure, the 13.95 million. You refer to the same amount 
and you say, it was used to settle outstanding State and UBS fees and costs, 
leaving a cash balance of 257.04 million? 

 20 
A: That is basically what I am saying, is that some of the interest and the fees 

that were agreed to in the State’s deal, we picked up and concluded in this 
novation.  

 
Q: When you say there, UBS fees and costs and the settling of outstanding 

State’s costs, do you know the break up between those two items? 
 
A: Not really, yes. I cannot give it to you at the moment. 
 
Q: Where would that be?  Where would be the identification about the breakup 30 

of the fees be? 
 
A: Treasury would be the one to provide those.  It was their deal.  So, if you go 

back to the table, you will see, it is really the same amount out, 335 million. 
So that includes fees and interest and what have you rolled into the 
transaction. 

 
[2:32pm]   Q: What were the State’s fees that were outstanding and therefore novated 

across? 

A: UBS fees, all those advisory fees that is in the first table. 40 

Q: So, when you say the word, “to settle outstanding State and UBS fees”, are 
you only talking about UBS fees there and not fees somehow to the State? 
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A: I cannot remember exactly what they were. 

Q: What document or documents would identify this break up and what the fees 
were and the costs? 

A: I was not in these transactions so Treasury would be the one to answer for 
what fees and those were. 

Q: But the start of that paragraph, Mr Sonk, says; “KPHL and NPCP raised an 
additional 270.99 million by way of a letter of credit and from this sum – 
this is the second sentence, 13.95 million was used to settle outstanding State 
and UBS fees and costs.  So this is a payment, is it not, that you are saying 
it was made by KPHL? 10 

A: Yes, but I am saying I do not know the break up. 

Q: But was the payment actually made? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So what document or documents would identify the precise amount that was 
to be paid and then was the payment actually made or payments? 

A: I do not know.  I cannot recall what sort of break ups there were that added 
up to the 13.95 million dollars fees.   

Q: All right, but there are documents in the possession of KPHL that would 
identify the actual payments that were made, is that right? 

A: I do not know. 20 

Q: You do not know whether there are documents or you do not know whether 
the payments were made? 

A: Yes.  All I am saying is I do not know whether this is payment to UBS, to 
lawyers, financial advisors; is it an accumulated number and in what 
amounts were paid to who, yes, I cannot recall the breakup but on our 
records, those were the fees paid. 

Q: Just returning to the table and the final box in the table, please; to the 
previous attachment.  This box is headed, “When closed in September 
2017”.  And you mentioned earlier this was both the unwind of the collar 
and the selling of the shares, is it not? 30 

A: In September 2017, yes. 
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Q: Thank you.  The Government, that is the percentage stake in Oil Search 
shares that was sold at that time, do you know what percentage of Oil Search 
there was in the stake at the time of the sale in September 2017? 

A: We started off with 10.1 per cent shareholding but I do not know where we 
ended up at this point but we did maintain the same amount of shares but 
because of price fluctuations, I do not know where we were placed, whether 
it was just below 10 or above 10, I am not sure. 

Q: Do you know the precise number of shares then?  When it refers to the selling 
of the shares, do you know the precise number of shares,even if the 
percentage stake had changed? 10 

[2.37 pm]   A: Yes, it varies I think between - because of the share prices but we did 
maintain the same number of shares. 

Q: That is the number of shares – I am sorry I was not trying to speak across 
you.  Can you just say again? 

 
A: We maintained the same number of shares in 149 million shares from 2014 

all the way through to 2017 September but in that period in 2014 we started 
off with a 10.1 per cent shareholding in the company but it could have 
changed at the time of selling out because the price was low at that time.  So, 
maybe we were placed, I do not know, 9 point something or something, I do 20 
not know but all I can say is it would have varied. 

 
Q: The shares were not all sold on the same day they were, that is right, is it 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: There was a period of a number of months when shares were gradually sold 

onto the market, that is right, is it not? 
 30 
A: I do not know, I do not think so.  I think there is some notice period in the 

agreement that I am not sure about, 10 or seven days.  Within that period 
they would but not in months. 

 
Q: The selling onto the market was being done by whom? 
 
A: UBS itself. 
 
Q: Was JP Morgan also involved? 
 40 
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A: They would have been talking behind the scenes, I am not sure. 
 
Q: Anyone else to your knowledge was involved, UBS and JP Morgan and 

anyone else? 
 
A: No one else to my knowledge. 
 
Q: There are then difference, are there not, between this Excel spreadsheet 

though described or this table and what was included in your 13 July 
correspondence, are there? 10 

 
A: I do not think so apart from the US dollar to Australian dollar correction that 

I made. 
 
Q: Just turning to the other attachment because it replicates with your 

correction, the 13 July correspondence or the 13 July letter which became 
an exhibit so this is the other attachment to this.  And just focusing there on 
transaction 1 which is on the screen now, in the third paragraph there, you 
referred to buying 12.4 million shares in that second line of that paragraph, 
can you see that there? 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was the figure for shares 12.38 million shares precisely or 12.4 as a sort of 

a rounded up figure? 
 
A: It is all rounded up but as to why we wanted 10.1 per cent shareholding and 

exactly 149 million shares, all those decisions were never made by me. 
 
Q: Well, as to transaction 1, you have mentioned that some of these figures 30 

came across from Treasury, that as I understand what you were saying before 
but as to transactions 2, 3 and 4, all the figures could be precise figures, could 
they not, for what actually happened? 

 
A: Yes.  For transactions 2 to 4 can be precise, yes. 
 

[2.42 pm]     Q: Yes.  But in transactions 2 to 4, just scrolling down in this document, there 
is a reference to ‘circa’, that is you are referring to summarized figures or 
rounded out figures, are you not? 

 40 
A: Yes, especially for fees for Kumul for just advice and consultancy fees we 

just paid, just normal rates for these sorts of transactions.  So we did not 
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think it was, again, into big scheme of things we did not think that these 
numbers were material so we estimated them; round them up. 

 
Q: All right.  But this document now could be redone as to the transactions 2, 

3, and 4 where the actual precise figures could be used rather than the 
summary.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: I cannot guarantee that because it has been a long time and some of the 

documents or emails would have been lost.  I cannot necessarily say it can 
be precisely presented.   10 

 
Q: Looking at your – so this is now turning to the transcript of your evidence 

on 13 July at page 1,960, and just pausing there, do you know the precise 
date now in December 2014 as to the novation you described as to 
Transaction 2? 

 
A: Those are in the questions that I was asked in 14 July hearing here, so those 

information and exact dates are coming. 
 
Q: They are coming, are they? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When will you be in a position to provide those? 
 
A: Next couple of days, maybe Thursday. 
 
Q: And that is all of the details that – and we will just bring it up on the screen 

- so have you been able to identify any of the answers, if I call them that at 
this point in time or it is still a working progress? 30 

 
A: Still a working progress and we will provide those questions that came up in 

the last hearing. 
 
Q: All right.  We will just bring up that letter of 14 July and just look at the 

questions that are referred to there.  Some of them are questions and some 
of them are requests for documents.  Have you been able to undertake 
searches for documents relating to the matters in this correspondence to this 
point in time? 

 40 
A: I have not been briefed on this particular questions and request for 

documents on where they are at. 
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Q: Have you tasked someone or a number of people to look at this issue, have 
you? 

 
A: Yes, counsel here Sally is coordinating that, so we will work on providing 

answers. 
 
Q: Have any documents or answers been identified and briefed to you to date 

relating to the matters which are in numbers 1 - and just scrolling down – 1 
to 10? 

 10 
 [2.47pm]     In his correspondence, 11 is the attachment which you have provided and 

which you have been referring to? 
 
A: Not yet. 
 
Q: But you have indicated that in a matter of days, you would intend to respond 

to these questions and these are all things arising from your transcript, that 
is the evidence you had on 13 July? 

 
A: Correct.  Some of them have been already answered or provided. Like the 20 

number 11 there on the letter. 
 
Q: Yes.  Number 11 has been provided but 1 to 10, there is no provision of any 

anything as to those yet, that is right, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. Just focusing on number 7, the reference in the transcript is 1977 

of 13 July, and you refer to a financial institution that issued a letter of credit. 
Was there only a single letter of credit? 30 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Which financial institution was it that provided that letter of credit? 
 
A: Again, I am not at liberty to disclose. I need to go back and check with the 

bank. 
 
Q: But do you know the name of the institution in your mind at this time? 
 40 
A: Yes.  
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Q: Why do you not write it down on a piece of paper and provide it to the Chief 
Commissioner? 

 
A: I need to check with the bank. 
 
Q: Why, Mr Sonk?  Why not provide the name of the financial institution? 
 
A: All I am saying is whether in the agreement, whether I could disclose it in 

such a Commission of Inquiry or not, I am not sure I need to check. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  If I may say so. This is a fairly extraordinary 
situation, is it not, Mr Sonk?  Whatever reason might there be not to identify the 
financial institution that issued the letter of credit. 
 
A: It is a very simple sort of transaction.  It is not a big deal in getting a letter 

of credit.  It was against our revenue accumulating in GloCo so it was just a 
letter of credit. But I am just saying, I have not had a time to go back to the 
bank to just cross check whether they would have issues in me disclosing 
the institution, the bank. So if I can be given time I will need to cross check 
first. 20 

 
DR KATTER:  Well, I ask that you write it down on a piece of paper and provide 
it to the Chief Commissioner, which will then go to the commissioner. 
 
A: I do not know.  I need to talk to my counsel or something. 
 
Q: Well, I would ask the commissoners to rule on that question.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am interested to know the legal basis upon which 
you would decline to provide the Commission with an answer to that question, Mr 30 
Sonk, and if you need to confer with Mr Mawa, perhaps he can take up the basis 
upon which you are declining to answer the question.  Are you able to assist, Mr 
Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes, Commissioner, I think what Mr Sonk is saying is that despite 
– I think he does not want to disclose, I think he wants to ascertain as to what might 
be legal implication by looking at any disclosure agreement that they might have 
and that whether they got that kind of disclosure to the Commission of Inquiry so 
unless – by the time we clear that, he should be able to provide the answer.   I do 
not think he is - - - 40 
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  [2.52pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What is the legal basis that – sorry, Mr Mawa, but 
what is the legal basis for this position?  Are you able to assist us? 

MR MAWA:   No, your Honour.  I am sorry, your Commissioner, I need to sit 
down with Mr Sonk on this particular issue.  We need to discuss that and look at 
the legal implications and perhaps come back and he can answer the commission. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, with your leave, could I just ask some questions 
relating to whether Mr Sonk has a direct recollection about some document or 
documents that purport to provide some legal basis that he has actually got a direct 
knowledge about some document in this regard.  With your leave, I seek to ask a 
question or questions relating to that? 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  As far as I am concerned, you can ask those 
questions, Dr Katter. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Sonk, do you have a recollection 
about a specific document that states something about disclosing the name or the 
entity that provided this letter of credit? 

A: No.  I am just saying it has been such a long time, I just have to go back and 
just make sure that there is nothing of that sort.  I am just being cautious 
here, that is all. 

Q: I once again press that Mr Sonk provide the name of the financial institution 
that provided the letter of credit by writing on a piece of paper and providing 20 

it to the Commission.  But I am not asking for the announcement of the name 
at this time but that the name of the institution be written on a piece of paper 
and provided at this time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, that is just one document.  There are a whole lot of 
documents that you are referring there, particular documents that go with the 
spreadsheet.  There are a whole lot of documents there that needs to be provided 
and there is a whole lot of particular documents that support these statements of 
the different items that are on the screen.  So, it is not just one document so just 
leave aside the document in relation to the letter of credit for a while and let us just 
go through the list of all the documents that were requested, not only in this letter 30 
that you are referring to there but also I asked, through your counsel, Mr Sonk, 
when he appeared last time, for you to go through the documents that are listed in 
schedule 1 of the summons.  I do not know if Mr Mawa, your counsel, alerted you 
to the documents that I was interested in.  But if you go to schedule 1, I would think 
that you will have those documents ready.  I was referring him to schedule 1, 
paragraph 2, subparagraphs c, (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), number 3, number 4, number 
5, number 6, number 7, number 8, are really financial statements so forth. 
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Do you have the documents with you now? 

[2.57 pm] A: We have just submitted answers to these questions. 

Q: You have answers.  I understand Mr Mawa is trying to produce a set of 
documents.  Would those documents contain those particular documents that 
we are after, Mr Mawa? 

MR MAWA:  Chief, I tried to tender them this morning but chairman, you wanted 
it to be tendered through the witness there by Mr Levente. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Perhaps, if you have that bundle of documents you could 
just place there in front of him.  I would like him to take me through that list and 
tell me if he has got those documents.  So, perhaps we can start with the documents 10 
he has got there, we can go through that now.  I have not seen those documents so 
I need to know. 

MR MAWA:  Chairman, I was trying to hand up through but chairman, you wanted 
the documents to be tendered through the witness so Mr Levente has got it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, give it to the witness.  That is his document so give it to 
the witness,  You lead the witness to explain what documents they are and then 
later you can tender it through him.  Mr Mawa, if you can assist us here in just 
taking him through the documents that he has so I can listen to it and check my list 
as per the schedule to the summons.  You have an extra copy there? 

MR MAWA:  Yes, your Honour. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to hand that up?  I can also- - - 

MR MAWA:  Your Honour, I have only- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You have only your copy? 

MR MAWA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you have a spare copy, you might want to give it to me 
and then I can be assisted. 

MR MAWA:  Chairman, I do not have a spare copy. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your senior Ms Tadabe might have her copy?  She is bringing 
something there.  As long as we have got the same bundle of documents there is 
no difference.  Mr Sonk, you have seen this bundle of documents before you came? 30 

A: Yes. 

Q: It would have been prepared under your oversight? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: There is a response to your question, there is a  summary on the left and then 
the supporting documents should appear under Tab 1?  Let us take the first 
example.  Kumul Petroleum Limited’s Corporate Strategy and Vision  for 
the period, explanation there.  And then under Tab 1; is it arranged in that 
way?  Tab 1 corresponds to Item 1?  They are arranged differently? 

A: Some are just answers. On the left hand side we have broken up the letter 
and put that into this table here, answering the different questions. 

Q: Because under Tab 1, I am seeing a different document. 

A: Tab 1, you will find the financial statement. 10 

Q: Financial statement relates to which question? 

A: It relates to- - - 

Q: Or to which item; paragraph or item 2? 

A: Question 8. 

Q: Item 8? 

A: Item 8. 

Q: I think it is useful to just go through the attachment so just leaving aside the 
statements. 

[3.02 pm] Tab 1 is the financial statements that relates to item 8.  Item 8 is records of 
all annual accounts and notes to the accounts of Kumul Investments from 20 

2012 to date.  We have got financial statements for the period ending 31 
December 2014, that is Tab 1? 

A: Just basically, 2014, 2015 and 2016 and 2017 which is the transaction period 
that we have provided the financial statements for. 

Q: Under tab 1? 

A: Tab 1 to 4. 

Q: 1 to 4, okay.  So, tab 1 is for the period ended 31 December 2014, tab 2 is 
for 2015; 3, 16 and 4, 17.  What is it, these are audited account, is it? 

A: Correct. 

Q: That would cater for documents under item 8? 30 

A: Yes. 
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Q: Just go back to item 2.  Let us take item 2(d), revenue received from the 
PNG LNG Project.  Have we got the financial statements from the 
appropriate body Kumul Petroleum Holdings or from GloCo or the banker 
to provide the documents in relation to the revenue received from the PNG 
LNG Project? 

A: So, our response to that is on the left. 

Q: On the left? 

A: Explaining that Kumul Investments is not a participant of the PNG LNG 
Project so as an entity it has no entitlement to any of those documents. 

Q: Kumul Investments? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: Is that different from Kumul Petroleum? 

A: That is what we are explaining in your question 1. 

Q: Kumul Investments is probably, is generically to include Kumul businesses 
and I think the focus is on Kumul Petroleum now? 

A: Kumul Investments is a special purpose vehicle purposely created just to 
hold the shares.  Its business was just to hold the shares. 

Q: Well, I am more interested in Kumul Petroleum.  Does Kumul Petroleum 
hold any financial statements or records of the revenue from PNG LNG 
Project in the relevant period because is I think the purpose of that question.  20 

Kumul Investment, that is a broader name.  How many Kumul companies 
are in that Kumul Investment, just so many Kumul companies.  Let us just 
stay with the Kumul Petroleum would have information, right?  You do not 
have it here?  What about (f)?  Take (f) as an example, (e) and (f), the State 
share of revenue received from the PNG LNG Project which was managed 
by Papua New Guinean Liquified Natural Gas Global Company or GloCo 
including revenues received between 21 May 2014 to 31 December 2017.  
Would Kumul Petroleum Holdings have those financial records? 

[3.07 pm]    A: Chairman; the letter that was asked was specific to Kumul Investment which 
is a 100 per cent wholly owned company by Kumul Petroleum basically to 30 
hold the shares.  That is why Kumul Investments is relevant to that -  
questions were direct to the – specific questions that were asked. 
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Q: Okay.  What about (e), 2 (e); who would have that information?  Financial 
statements or some financial records that shows that the State’s revenue, 
State’s share of the revenue from the PNG LNG Project? 

A:   The accurate numbers are held by ExxonMobil who is the operator of the 
project and also on behalf of the joint venture partners run GloCo. 

Q: That is Kumul Petroleum Holdings which was a nominee and the one that 
issued the Payment Direction Deed for revenue flowing from the PNG LNG 
Project be paid to UBS, Kumul Petroleum would have some access to some 
of these records? 

A: Chairman; GloCo – Kumul Petroleum received revenue for the participating 10 

interest it has but that is after ExxonMobil has paid the debt, paid for OPEX 
and CAPEX; we do not have those numbers.  All we have is the distribution 
after all that so- - - 

Q: So whatever they give you, just accept? 

A: Whatever they give us, we take that as our dividend from the project. 

Q: How would you know if they are giving you the exact amount that is a - - -  

A: There is technical committees and different committees; the project is not a 
company.  The project is actually unincorporated entity so it is been run by 
committees so there are different committees, finance committee, technical 
committee, different committees that approve for projects and budgets; those 20 

sorts of things so the project operator uses that to run the project on behalf 
of the joint venture partners. 

Q: So, in order to access that kind of information who would provide that 
information? 

A: All those information is with ExxonMobil as the operator of the project. 

Q: The Payment Direction was executed with GLoCo and Kumul Petroleum, 
was it not? 

A: That is an insurance cover we put.  It was not actual payment as we explained 
in this answer as well but that was for payment to UBS, in case the State 
failed to keep up with the paying the interest and interest payments.  And 30 
that is against what actually comes out at the end.  You know, there is a order 
for loan payments, OPEX and CAPEX, everything and then what falls up, 
the operator splits up to all the joint venture partners depending on their 
shareholding in the project.  So it is against that which is a nett number if 
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you like, from the project.  So, we would not have the details of what 
happens before the nett is produced. 

Q: Okay, go down to 2(g), any other payments, fees or charges made to UBS to 
maintain or repay the loan; the documents you will provide under those are 
the spreadsheet figures? 

[3.12 pm] A: Yes.  We just restated that in the - - - 

 Q: If you attached that, these documents, it will be covered there?  

 A: (g) is restating what is in the spreadsheet that I just provided. 

Q: It is one thing for you to make a statement for what happened, that statement 
has to be backed up by the actual evidence; the particular documents are the 10 

ones we have to have, financial records, receipts, invoices, whatever you 
want to call them.  It is one thing for you to explain away but we want to 
draw our own calculations and make our own findings, not simply accept 
whatever statements you are putting to us. That is why Dr Katter and myself, 
I think, we are asking for the actual documents, whoever has got them. 
GloCo is owned by ExxonMobil; is it not? 

A: It is owned by all the joint venture partners. 

Q: Okay.  I believe we are calling someone from GloCo to give evidence, Peter 
Graham or someone, he might have those documents but you get the idea? 

A: I understand. 20 

Q: We got your statement here you have responded, that is fine. 

A: It is a misunderstanding, Chairman. 

Q: But the documents are the ones that – it is the evidence that you need to put 
before us.  We are not quite there yet in terms of actually getting the actual 
documents in but your explanation, I appreciate it but we want to see the 
documents ourselves so I suggest you go through that list now that I think 
we have clarified what it is that we after, the commission is after.  It is the 
actual documents, the key documents, key transactional documents that 
support the figures and the activities that are set out in the spreadsheet and 
also the summons. 30 

My forecast is really on the documents that are enumerated in Schedule 1.  
You can maintain the statements that you have made here in this document 
here but you can provide the actual supporting documents which you have. 
If those documents are not available to Kumul Petroleum then indicate 
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which company or which player has those documents that we can go after.  
The same thing goes for the name of the commercial bank, that should be a 
matter of public knowledge, was it not?  We are dealing with public funds; 
we would like to know what the investor and commercial bank is – its name 
so what is so confidential about that?  And if you want some more time to 
consult with the bank, that is fine but at the end of the day, that name of that 
bank will have to come out so that we all know which bank it was that 
provided the credit facility.  It will come up anyway at some point it will 
come up.  I do not know as far as I can see, I am yet to know of any banking 
regulations that protect the privilege or confidentiality of that kind of bank, 10 

commercial banking document. 

 I can understand if you are trying to – seeking to obtain confidential 
information like the bank’s statement of a particular – another person or 
body, the bank might claim or that is privileged information only the client 
can access that kind of information but this kind of document like credit 
facility document that should be available and it should be available first and 
foremost to the client and I am sure Kumul Petroleum would be a client in 
that sense.  And there should not be any privileged, confidentiality attached 
to it.  It is just my view, my preliminary view.  

[3.17 pm] You take your time to go through that list of of transactions that are set out 20 

on the spreadsheet and the schedule which you have done some work around 
it but if you can give us a complete set of documents, that will be appreciated.   
And if those documents are not at your disposal then you indicate where the 
commission can obtain or from whom the commission can obtain those 
documents. 

Dr Katter; does that assist you in terms of following up with Mr Wapu Sonk 
after we adjourn?  And Mr Mawa is also listening so you work on finding 
the documents that explain away the statements that is made in this bundle 
of documents here as well as the figures that are provided on the spreadsheet. 

 I think Mr Mawa understands - it is one thing for a client to make a statement 30 
but the commission is interested in the actual documents so that it can draw 
its own inference and make its own findings and conclusions, and not just 
accept or reject statements unsupported by documents themselves. 

MR MAWA:  Yes, your Honour – Chairman.  Those documents that are currently 
in the possession or custody of the Kumul Petroleum; we will be able to list them 
down and those that are not in the possession or custody at the moment, we will 
identify which entity has those documents.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you.  Could I tender that document on the screen with 
the four documents attached please? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, it is this document that is on the screen plus which other 
documents? 

DR KATTER:  The four documents mentioned in Item 8 in the Table or Schedule 
on the screen, the financial statements which were referred to; financial statements 
for years 2014, 15, 16 and 17, please as one tender? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White; we will admit Mr Sonk’s statement 
together with the four attachments into evidence to be marked exhibit YY, I think, 10 
double YY.  Is it double yy or double xx? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it might be xx. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Double X, yes.  I lost track there, okay.  Double X. 

EXHIBIT XX – STATEMENT OF MR WAPU SONK DATED 14 JULY 2021 
WITH ATTACHMENTS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR YEARS 
2014, 2015, 2016 AND 2017 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I just have a few further question unrelated to 
those specific topics for Mr Sonk if it pleases. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, just before you ask that question; is there another 
document you want to tender? The spreadsheet, is it- - - 20 

DR KATTER:  Not this time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Has the spreadsheet been tendered into evidence yet? 

DR KATTER:  It has.  It has, Chief Commissioner, the previous document. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes, all right. 

DR KATTER:  The previous document. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, making sure only.  Yes, go on? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Mr Sonk, are there going to be other relevant 
documents held by Kumul Consolidated Holdings as to the matters referred to in 
the letter of 14 July to you? 

A: This letter here? 30 
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Q: Yes. Would Kumul Consolidated Holdings have documents relevant to any 
of these matters? 

A: Kumul Petroleum Holdings or Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings is the former IPBC. 

Q: Yes.  Kumul Consolidated Holdings, will it have any documents, not Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Kumul Consolidated Holdings; that is a different entity, that 
is the holding company; is it, for all the other companies, Kumul businesses?  That 
is different. 

[3.22 pm]   A: At this time we were also under Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Before the 10 
Kumul Petroleum Act came into force in 2015 so Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings should have documents in the State, Sovereign State - - - 

DR KATTER:  Was there a price list by which there was - - - - 

A: What I am calling as Sovereign State Transaction, that part yes but not - - - 

Q: Not the later transaction? 

A: Not the later transactions. 

Q: They were only for the first of the four transactions as you described with 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings, that document. 

A: Correct. 

Q: Thank you.  Now, I briefly take you to your transcript of 21 June at page 20 

1621.  Bring it up on the screen.  It is lines 31 and 33, just the particular 
statement you make there.  Just read the statement up and it will be brought 
up on the screen.  You stated and these are your words “UBS were trading 
in the market to keep the share price in the window that we had agreed to 
with the call.” It is just down a little line 31 to 33.  That paragraph there, the 
last three lines in that paragraph, Mr Sonk.  When was that agreement made? 

A: The State’s transaction basically is the collar document.  The whole collar 
transaction is designed for that.  That was my understanding. 

Q: Were you specifically involved in the communications leading into that 
agreement then? 30 

A: No.  I was never part of the State’s transaction. 
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Q: If the agreement – if the documentation said that how did you actually know 
that UBS was trading in the market to keep the share price in the window in 
accordance with that note? 

A: Yes.  We were sort of educated, you know because we were wondering why, 
what does this collar and the calls and puts and you know; how do they make 
their money; you know, all these sorts of things so we were interested to 
know so they would verbally educate us that this is why are maintaining the 
share price so it stays within the call and the put. 

Q: Who was communicating this to you? 

A: Paddy Jilek was the main one that was talking to us. 10 

Q: You recall anybody else being involved specifically? 

A: I know Mitchel Turner and Paddy Jilek.  Those two were the main ones. 

Q: Yes but you recall others being involved and you cannot recall their names 
or you just do not recall others being involved? 

A; Yes, I cannot recall others being involved but those two were sort of the 
main ones. 

Q: And how were they communicating this to you; phone, email, face to face 
meetings; what was the mode of communication or communications? 

A; Just meetings in their offices and they would basically educate us in Sydney 
Office. 20 

Q; Only in the Sydney office? 

A: Sorry? 

Q: Only in the Sydney office were those meetings? 

A: Yes, mostly.  We would take advantages of in a conference or something 
and catch up and just talk about all these things just verbally.  It was not 
really sort of any formal setting of some sort. 

3.27 pm] Q: For what period of time did this occur? 

 A: After we took over, say 2015 onwards. 

 Q: When did it conclude? 

 A: Sorry? 30 

 Q: When did the period of time conclude in terms of these communications? 
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 A: After the novation. 

 Q: So there was no further meetings after the novation? 

 A; Sorry? 

 Q: There were no further meetings in Sydney after the notation? 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Novation. 

A: No, after the novation, we caught up and discussed some of these things on 
informal settings. 

Q: Mr Sonk, could you indicate about how many times, I take it, you and your 
colleagues from Kumul flew down to Sydney and have the meetings down 
there, is that what you are telling the commission? 10 

A: No.  It is just me attending conference and I would catch up with them. 

Q: So, you by yourself?  Would you do - - - 

A: I am just making general statement there was no specific time or date that I 
can recall. 

Q: Was it the case then that if you happened to be in Sydney, you would call 
and see these gentlemen at their offices at UBS? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And could you give me some idea - - - 

A: And just asking, you know; how does this work because it was completely 
new to me so - - - 20 

Q: Yes, it is very complex I am not suggesting it is not.  But about how many 
times would you have gone to their offices for these sorts of meetings about 
how it was working? 

A: Maybe every December when the conferences, PNG Mining and conference 
happened or something, some event like that so it is not every now and then. 

Q: I am not asking if it was such but we are just interested to know whether it 
was once or twice or more often than that? 

A: Maybe twice or something I cannot recall. 

Q: And were they helpful enough answering the questions that you put to them 
about how this collar loan was working? 30 

A: Well enough for me to understand the theory behind it. 
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Q: Thank you. 

DR KATTER:  Were any documents provided to you during those meetings, Mr 
Sonk? 

A: No. 

Q: Were there minutes taken or any type of reporting made in a written sense 
of the meetings? 

A: Nothing.  It is very difficult.  It is not – no.  All they are saying is that it has 
got different parcels of shares, it has got different maturities and different 
call and puts strikes so they are basically using it to maintain the shares to 
trade within the call and the put.  That is all they are saying. 10 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Sonk at this time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, have you any questions? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have this question from the transcript which is 
up on the screen.  It said; we never actually owned the shares.  Could you just 
explain that a little more, perhaps for my purposes Mr Sonk?  By way, I take it, 
you mean Kumul Investments? 

A: Yes.  So basically - - - 

Q: Okay.  Would you mind just explaining? 

[3.32pm]  A: Basically, what I am saying is that the whole transaction, the collar 
transaction was – I do not know how to describe it - it is like you know the 20 
parcel of shares - - -  

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A:  We do not actually own it but we are asking UBS to keep it and we are 

basically saying, when you pay the bridge out so that the collar, we will pay 
out when we have money.  In the meantime, we will roll it over every year 
or every two years so we pay you this interest.  And because of oil price and 
it can be conditions not being right we never had the money.  We could not 
produce the money to actually pay the entire shares out and we would 30 
physically own the shares.  It was kept by them on the promise that we will 
pay you.  

 
Q: Yes, I understand now, thank you.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Sovereign Wealth Fund, was any money paid by Kumul 
Petroleum or Kumul Investments or whatever from the proceeds of the PNG LNG 
Gas sales?  To your knowledge, was there any money paid into the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund at all? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Why was that, you know? 
 
A: I do not know.  We are a company.  We pay dividend to the State and they 10 

decide what to do with it. 
 
Q: I have got the amendments to the Constitution and it is in the Sovereign 

Wealth Fund and the establishment of the fund and some other provisions, I 
must have read somewhere which required all State-owned enterprise 
including Kumul Petroleum to paying surplus or excesses or whatever it was 
into the Sovereign Wealth Fund, but no idea? 

 
A: I have no idea. 
 20 
Q: Do you know if that fund exists at all? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: I will probably ask the right people when they come to hear evidence.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So if I am correct in just trying to understand what you are saying.  That is 

Kumul Petroleum which you are in charge of had no idea whatsoever about 30 
the revenue flow from the PNG LNG Gas, the State’s share of the revenue 
flow and how much of that went to pay off the bridge loan, that is what you 
said, Kumul Petroleum would have no idea? 

 
A: Chairman, I know how much we get and the bridge loan was paid out by us 

and the numbers I have disclosed is what we have paid out. 
 
Q: And those funds that you have paid out, would that be coming from the 

revenue flow from the PNG LNG Gas? 
 40 
A: That is correct.  But it is the nett that comes into Kumul Petroleum using that 

we make sure the operation is going and we are reinvesting and we allow 
ExonMobil to the committees, we approve the budgets so that they can run 
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the project.  So they take funds out from GloCo to pay for that and the first 
payment that comes off from GloCo is repaying the loan. 70 percent of the 
project was funded through loans, that is why the loan repayment stopped in 
2006 thereabouts.     

 
[3.37 pm]   Q: It seems the commission will allow you a bit of time just to go through your 

record to locate the key financial documents between your office and let us 
say GLoCo because we are trying to track down the funds coming from the 
PNG LNG Gas that was used to pay off the loan.  That is what we are trying 
to establish and at the moment we do not have those documents as yet.  You 10 
have given us two statement so far, this statement in the inquiry and then the 
figures in the spreadsheet and the other letter of 13 July but I think the 
commission will be better assisted by having before it the actual documents 
that support those transactions taking place and the revenue coming in.  I 
think we are running short on the time that is available. 

 
A: Sorry, as I have stated 335 million was the amount, that is, the bridge loan.  

That is the actual money paid.  The rest of it was in shares bundled within 
the collar. 

 20 
Q: All right, you can give us the financial documents for the 300 plus million.  

We will draw our own conclusion.  So, how much time do you need?  I think 
we are going to give you the last opportunity because we are running short 
on time because the commission has to begin to wind down its public 
hearings to be able to have enough time to prepare report and so forth.  So, 
time is obviously of premium to us.   

 
How much time do you need to put all these documents together and then 
perhaps you appear for the last time and then be examined by us and perhaps 
some other counsel who might have some interest? 30 

 
DR KATTER:  Chief commissioner, I am sorry to interrupt.  Could I make 
submission about the course of action that Mr Sonk’s oral evidence or examination 
be stood over to 3 August at 10 am?  I am conscious that that is the date that Mr 
Sonk may or may not be available on but if that suits Mr Sonk, could that day be 
the day that he provide further oral examination but that the summons and that is 
the provision of the documentation be returnable next week perhaps, you know, 
we are conscious Mr Sonk is responding to your question about how long he will 
need for the provision of documentation. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we should work towards a single return date and not 
spread it out as you suggest. 
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DR KATTER:  Yes, I would submit in that regard 3 August at 10 am if that pleases, 
conscious that may or may not be suitable for Mr Sonk. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, I am sorry to interrupt. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I support what Dr Katter said about having the documents before 
we ask Mr Sonk questions.  It will save the commission time and it will save Mr 
Sonk time if I may suggest.  So, if Mr Sonk is able to returnable to get absolutely 10 
everything else that we are seeking say by early next week and then he could come 
back the following week then we will able to be much quicker in the witness box.  
He only perhaps needs to come back once.  I am sorry to interrupt I just want to 
add that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you are proposing that we adjourn for further oral 
examination on 3 August, is it, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes please. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then return of the summons for the documents a week later? 
 

[3.42 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  A week earlier? 
 

DR RENWICK:  A week earlier. 
 
DR KATTER:  The 27th for the return of the summons, documentation the 27th at 
10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay and for further oral examination on the 3rd? 30 
 
DR KATTER:  On 3 August at 10 am, thank you commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sonk, are those dates convenient to you and does that give 
you enough time, particularly in relation to the documents? 
 
A: Well, if we have difficulty we will work with counsel assisting the 

commission and communicate back but for now yes, we will work with the 
timing. 

 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we will issue a formal direction in those terms, right? 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, that is 3 August and the 27th of? 
 
DR KATTER:  July. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  July yes, not August, July.   
 
DR KATTER:  Nothing further, I would ask Mr Sonk to be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you Mr Sonk, you may be excused. 10 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
MR MAWA:  Chairman, sorry for purposes- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Mawa, yes? 
 
MR MAWA:  For purposes of clarity and to avoid any doubt all the documents that 
Mr Sonk is supposed to provide should be provided by 27 July 2021.  As Mr Sonk 
said if he has some difficulty we will communicate with Mr Levente but for 20 
purposes of Mr Sonk presenting himself for oral examination that will be on 3 
August, 10 o’clock in the morning, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, thank you Mr Sonk, you may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, our submission it should be adjourned to the 30 
commencement of the final set of hearings which will commence next Monday at 
10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then Associate, adjourn the proceedings to next 
Monday at 10 am. 
 
 
 
AT 3.46 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 26 JULY 2021 AT 10 AM. 40 
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[10.02am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Before we begin let me announce the physical presence and 
attendance of Commissioner Margaret White who flew in last Friday to be with us, 
her physical presence to our proceedings.  The next three weeks of course will be 
intensive as we hope to cover all the witnesses that are required to be in attendance 
to give oral and documentary evidence.  So, the Commission would like to express 
its appreciation for Commissioner Margaret White for having made herself available 
to be physically present in Papua New Guinea to continue and complete the last 
phase of the public hearing exercise.  Thank you. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much chief and could I say how 10 
delighted I am to be here in reality.  It has been a long time coming and looking 
forward to being with you in person.  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   We commence today’s proceedings, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed.  May it please the commissioners, are you able to hear 
me, commissioners? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes good, thank you.  Commissioners, I have an opening of about 
10 minutes then first witness is Mr Graham who I might say is on line and then we 
will have Mr Pruaitch, Mr Kamburi.  Mr Yauieb has not yet signed his statement so 
he will not be coming today and then brief appearances by Mr Manau and Mr Towe. 
 
Commissioners, we now commence the final stage of the public hearings.  The list 
of witnesses has been posted on the Commission’s web page for some time.  In 
essence, we had a two-week running list with set dates for key witnesses such as 30 
Prime Minister Marape and former Prime Minister O’Neill.  
 

[10.04am] Final experts from the Brattle Group will then return to complete their evidence on 
9 August.  

 
We are fortunate to have as our final witness on 10 August starting on and upgraded 
at 4 pm because of the time in London, Professor Sir Tim Beasley of the London 
School of Economics and All Souls College, Oxford ;and a recognized expert in 
development economics, public economics and political economy who we expect 
will have some useful recommendations or reform for your consideration. 40 
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Counsel assisting will then make final oral submissions no later than 13 August, 
leaving those who wish to respond in writing two weeks to do so.  And chief as you 
have acknowledged it is essential these timeframes are adhered to to ensure that the 
report can be delivered by 30 September. 
 
May I just say something brief about the evidence so far.  Of course, commissioners, 
there is more evidence to come and submissions to be made but subject to those 
matters, we submit that the evidence and submissions received so far provide 
material which should allow most of the terms of evidence to be entered with the 10 
notable exception of critical information concerning the sale of the Oil Search shares 
and the losses which ensued. 
 
The report of the Brattle Group tendered last week and on the commission’s website 
contains valuable summaries of primary material such as NEC decisions and clear 
analysis of financial material.  With the extra material sought especially from Mr 
Wapu Sonk and Kumul Petroleum, Brattle can complete their task and we 
understand that that final material from them will be provided no later than 
tomorrow, 27 July. 
 20 
Commissioners, while there are of course differences in the evidence received so far 
there is now a basis to find subject of course to what we may hear in the next fortnight 
as follows.  First, planning for and consideration of the IPIC transaction involved in 
an orderly and orthodox process of decision making by the NEC, that is, Cabinet and 
its subcommittees, whereas in contrast; second, the UBS transaction was driven by 
Prime Minister O’Neill who directed that it be executed by Treasury Secretary Vele 
to the exclusion of all other ministers including the Treasurer. 
 
A highly complex transaction was presented by Mr O’Neill to the NEC in March 
2014 it seems without notice to any other minister and as a fait accompli, meaning 30 
there could be no orderly NEC consideration of that complex  deal.  When the then 
Treasurer expressed significant doubts in the meeting and refused to give effect to 
the decision after the meeting, he was dismissed.  When the Attorney General 
expressed concern outside of the NEC, his concerns were brushed aside.  Third, the 
IPIC transaction was logical, financially beneficial in the terms, relatively straight 
forward in nature, fairly priced, the State and its terms were otherwise appropriate, 
it seems, given the financial and economic climate at the time. 
 
In contrast, fourth and finally, the UBS transaction achieved no strategic or other 
advantage beyond the State again becoming a substantial shareholder in Oil Search 40 
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but benefiting only by obtaining share dividends.  And even that benefit was lost 
when the shares were sold in circumstances which are still unclear a few years later, 
had a very large loss.  The UBS transaction appears to have been unnecessary and 
counter-productive compared to the use to which the amount borrowed could have 
been put.  It was highly complex indeed unnecessary so bearing in mind its ostensible 
purpose it was not fairly priced, it seems.   
 

[10.09am] Brattle’s evidence is that UBS obtained an undisclosed and unjustified profit of 
AU$81 million over a declared fee for AU$13 million.  Arguably, UBS was wearing 
too many hats, if I can use that expression, as advisor on the loan, arranger of the 10 
loan and trader in Oil Search shares.  The transaction may have involved a breach of 
section 209 of the Constitution and it certainly involved private firms of lawyers 
who seemed to have supplanted the role of the State Solicitor.  There remain, 
commissioners, significant questions concerning section 209 of the Constitution.  
Certainly, though there are a number of witnesses who will say the UBS transaction 
was in breach of that provision and we have invited the current and former Attorney 
General to provide evidence on that point.   

 
May I finally say something about the legal and moral imperatives for cooperation. 
When we first opened the Inquiry on 30 March we said this: “Meeting the 20 
Commission’s deadlines requires full cooperation from those who state their interest 
including reputation interest are potentially affected.  The Terms of Reference 
contain the requirement as clearly stated by the Prime Minister that all organs of 
State institutions including shareholders are required to cooperate fully with the 
commission.  That, of course, means timely as well as complete cooperation.  For 
those located in the Independent State, the Inquiry has the full range of legal 
compulsions and protections including criminal offences for failure to comply with 
summonses to appear or give evidence.  Some listening to this may be thinking along 
these lines, we are not located physically in this country, we are not subjected to 
compulsion by this Inquiry so we choose not to participate or assist in any way.   30 
 
Our answer is though that even if the first two matters are correct, the commission 
remains free to proceed in your absence and you may come to regret your lack of 
participation and assistance even when adverse findings are made.  For example, any 
conclusion that relevant findings or material be provided to the Australian or Swiss 
authorities.   
 
For those offshore, we also say - and this of course he is speaking four months ago 
end of March - now is the time to fully cooperate and provide information and we 
encourage you to do so.” 40 
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For those within the Independent State, we have received invaluable assistance.  That 
was not only a legal obligation but the right and honorable thing to do.  We urge a 
final concerted effort from all to produce what has been asked for bearing in mind 
our fixed deadlines which we must meet.  We especially need information about the 
sale of the Oil Search shares from Mr Wapu Sonk and Kumul Petroleum.   
 
Commissioners, we have received undisputed cooperation from the founding fathers 
and senior living statesmen of the Independent State during Phase 1 of the 
commission.  And the commission is entitled to expect no less from those who now 10 
hold high elected or official positions.  For those outside the country, the level of 
cooperation has been mixed.  For those who have cooperated, we certainly say thank 
you. 
 
In contrast, two entities require mention; namely, UBS who financed the deal of the 
same name and advised the State and its entities; and Norton Rose Fulbright 
Australia, who along with their local agents provided legal advice.  Those assisting 
you have tried unsuccessfully for many months to obtain documents and key 
witnesses and we have received nothing at all from Norton Rose.  What I said months 
ago holds true.   20 
 
In circumstances where there is a legal duty on all entities of the State to cooperate 
fully with this commission, and where all entities and persons who retained Norton 
Rose have clearly directed the return and release of their files for the use of the 
commission, it is quite shocking that not a single document has been produced.  
Although those assisting had persisted in seeking to obtain yet more consents to 
disclose at the request of Norton Rose and their representatives Mallesons, the 
commission is left with the entirely unsatisfactory situation left to nothing.  Not even 
the retainers themselves have been produced.  Any experienced lawyer will 
understand that this is an issue which could have been solved very promptly and 30 
with effort and goodwill, it would have been solved here in this commission long 
ago.   
 

[10.14am] Commissioners, while you cannot compel Norton Rose or Mallesons to appear and 
give evidence, you can nevertheless recommend that those who fail to carry out their 
client’s lawful and entirely reasonable directions to cooperate with this commission, 
and that of course is the issue, they should be referred for disciplinary investigation 
by the Legal Services Commissioner in New South Wales who has full power to seal 
material in a way you do not. 
 40 
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As far as the commission’s findings goes, it must be impugned however that nothing 
Norton Rose or Mallesons could have produced or stated would have helped them.   
 

 In relation to UBS, the obligation to assist is not just one of honour and decency but 
a grave reputational risk to them given the inevitable question: what are UBS hiding 
from their former clients?  To be fair, there is a small update after a very long delay, 
just last weekend, we received some documents from UBS.  We urge them now to 
produce the documents that remain outstanding in answer to requests.   

Commissioners, in conclusion, may I note the Terms of Reference state this; “The 
ultimate objective of the Commission of Inquiry is to establish whether Papua New 10 

Guinea as a country suffered as a result of the offshore deal.  Whether the persons 
involved in the deal can be held accountable for their negligence.”  We will have 
more to say about this later in these sittings. 

May it please the Commission, that is the opening statement from counsel assisting 
that will be posted, I imagine, shortly on the website for the benefit of those who 
may be watching and for those in the hearing room.   

Commissioners, unless there are any matters I need to deal with as far as you are 
concerned, I would ask Mr Jurth to take Mr Graham through his evidence. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will proceed with the witness. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  I call Peter Graham.  Mr Graham appears 20 

remotely from Brisbane.  Mr Graham, can you hear me?    

MR GRAHAM:  I can hear you. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Mr Graham.  Mr Graham, you are in Brisbane, are you 
not? 

MR GRAHAM:  I am on the Sunshine Coast, yes. 

MR JURTH:  Within Queensland.  Thank you. 

MR GRAHAM:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  In which case I will ask Commissioner White to administer the Oath. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Jurth.  Could I ask you Mr Graham, do 
you prefer to affirm or to swear? 30 

MR GRAHAM:  Either way. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do you have a Bible with you, if you are going to 
swear? 

MR GRAHAM:  I do not. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, then I will administer the affirmation then if you 
are comfortable with that.  

MR GRAHAM:  Thank you. 

 

PETER MAXWELL GRAHAM, affirmed: 

 

XN:  MR JURTH 10 

Q: Thank you, Commissioner White.  Mr Graham, is your full name Peter 
Graham? 

A:  Peter Maxwell Graham 

Q: Peter Maxwell Graham.  And you were up until January 2015 the Lead 
Country Manager/Managing Director of ExxonMobil PNG Limited; is that 
so? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And you have provided to the commission a statement dated 9 June 2021, is 
that right? 

A: Correct; that is correct. 20 

Q: And do you have a copy of that statement in front of you? 

A: I do. 

Q: And the statement comprises two pages and 13 numbered paragraphs? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And the signature at the foot of that is yours? 

A: It is. 

Q: Thank you.  Now, within your statement you refer to a paper which you attach; 
a paper by Steven Kane entitled; “PNG LNG: Aa World Class Financing 
Venture.”  You intend that to form a part of your statement, do you not? 

 30 
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[10:19am]A: Yes. 

Q: All right.  Just for the record, as it appears on the screen, that is the article or 
the paper that Mr Graham’s statement refers to and it comprises in total seven 
numbered pages.  That is so Mr Graham, is it not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Commissioners, I tender as a single tender the statement of Peter Graham and 
the annexure to it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the statement is admitted into evidence and it will be 
marked exhibit XX. 

EXHIBIT XX – STATEMENT OF PETER GRAHAM DATED 9 JUNE 2021  10 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Mr Graham, may I start by thanking 
you for your cooperation and for producing this statement given that you have retired 
from your role at Exxon.  There are three topics that I should like to cover with you.  
I do not think it will take very long.  The first topic is the significance or your 
understanding of the significance of the PNG LNG Project to PNG and the second 
topic is the structure of the project itself and indeed the article that you provided 
raises some information about that.  The final topic is really the flow of funds to the 
extent that you understand it.  I understand that you have no financial documents 
with you.  And it is also not intended as a memory test but rather it will assist us in 
making sure that our conception of it is one that accords with yours.  Do you 20 

understand? 

A: I do. 

Q: Can I ask you then please to take up the statement of Steven Kane.  Now, we 
see from the paper itself that Steven Kane at the time was the PNG LNG 
finance manager.  Is that so? 

A: Correct.  That is correct. 

Q: And did he report to you? 

A: Yes and no.  ExxonMobil is organized on functional lines.  So 
administratively as far as the project was concerned, he reported to me as 
managing director.  But he also had a functional link back to ExxonMobil 30 

Corporation, from a purely functional prospective; the technical details of 
financing. 
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Q: Thank you, Mr Graham.  Now, just the date of this paper, it seems undated 
but in the second full paragraph it speaks of the LNG Project coming on 
stream in 2014 in the future tense sense.  So, do we take it that this paper was 
written some time before - - - 

A: I do not specifically know the date of the paper but I think it was – there were 
a number of presentations that were made towards the end of the project really 
celebrating the success of the project, particularly the project financing. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I offer a suggestion, Mr Jurth?  I was interested 
in the date as well, and while I think there are a couple of presentations, this one I 
thought and perhaps Mr Graham you can correct me if my researches are not right, 10 

it seemed to be a presentation to the International Conference and Exhibition on 
Liquefied Natural Gas that was held at Houston in Texas between 16 and 19 April 
2013? 

A: I cannot recall specifically but that sounds right. 

Q: Yes. 

A: Houston was his home base and the home base for ExxonMobil Development 
Company.  So Mr Kane would have been in Houston then and certainly 
ExxonMobil made major presentations at that conference. 

Q: Yes, I did note that there were several others that came from your company.  
If that assists, that probably gives it some kind of perspective..  Thank you. 20 

A: Thank you. 

[10.24am] MR JURTH:  It does.  Thank you, Commissioner White.  Mr Graham, whilst you 
say in your statement that this paper is available on line as indeed it is and that is 
where you accessed it from, can I ask, did you have any input into it or knowledge 
of it before it was presented at the conference? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: All right.  So whilst the author of this document is Stephen Kane, of course, 

you commend its contents to the commission as being an accurate 30 
representation of ExxonMobil’s position at the time? 

 
A: That is correct, it is an accurate representation. 
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Q: And in a formal sense, you have read this paper carefully and on that basis 
you have adopted its contents as part of your statement? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Turning then to the first topic, Mr Graham, the significance of the 

PNG LNG Project to PNG.  You will see in the heading under introduction at 
the third line, “PNG LNG Project underpins the future economic and social 
aspirations of the people in PNG once it comes on stream in 2014.”  Now, that 
was Exxon’s understanding from the very beginning? 10 

 
A: It was, but in the very early stages of the project, Independent Economic 

Modelist from the University of Queensland did a study, I believe it was Hazel 
Tasman, did a study on the Economic Impacts of the PNG LNG Project on 
Papua New Guinea’s economy and forecast - I cannot remember the precise 
number but a very significant positive impact on the size of PNG’s economy.   

 
Q: And Exxon approached it on that basis? 
 
A: We did, yes. 20 
 
Q: Despite it being so important to PNG, the next paragraph goes on to state that 

implementation at that time and, I gather, it is the 2008-2009 period, occurred 
during one of the most difficult financial market periods in recent decades? 

 
A: That is correct.  There was a financial crisis at that time internationally. 
 
Q: Can you just expand on that a little bit from Exxon’s perspective, from a 

management perspective and from an implementation of the project 
perspective, what impact did the Global Financial Crisis have on those 30 
matters? 

 
A: Well, the expectation was that raising US$14 billion in project financing, debt 

financing, would have been quite difficult.  But I think with Exxon’s AAA 
rating from the rating agencies, it was felt that financing this project was 
doable.  The market existed for the LNG at that point in time and ExxonMobil 
in making such investments does not just look at very near term, this is a 40-
year project.  So it looked at the longer term and determined that this was an 
appropriate time to proceed with the project notwithstanding the then 
prevailing difficulties in the finance market. 40 
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Q: So, in effect, the overwhelming importance of the project to PNG necessitated 

it to move forward despite the financial difficulties at the time? 
 
A: That is correct but I think it is also would seem that the project was 

economically attractive to the developers as well.  So it was a mutual benefit 
both to the key developers and to the Independent State of Papua New Guinea. 

 
Q: Can I take you to the next page of this paper, about the middle of the page?  

You will see the full paragraph beginning with the words Work on the 10 
Financing? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can I take you to the last two sentences of that paragraph at the time and, 

again, that is a reference to about June 2008, the financial crisis hit resulting 
in a substantial decrease in lending capacity and interest in long-term lending 
from the commercial bank market, the financial crisis was leading to a 
complete closure of the project bond market? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: For those of us that are less financially literate, what was the solution in 

layman’s terms to that situation? 
 
A: To reach out to the export credit agencies and you will see later in the project 

that that is how the project financing was arranged through agencies and 
several commercial banks plus ExxonMobil through lending to the projects 
(…inaudible…) 

 30 
[10.29am]Q: And I suppose - - - 

 
A: We are simply saying that commercially the availability of funds from the 

commercial banks and from project bonds is very limited so we looked 
elsewhere and the natural place to look elsewhere for a project of this 
magnitude in developing countries and export credit agencies and that is 
where the majority of the funds came. 

 
Q: And so would you put it so highest to say that it was really the only viable 

solution? 40 
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A: The mix of sources of funds that the project ultimately came up with, I think 

was the only viable solution. 
 
Q: Now, can I take you to the next paragraph?  I would just like to ask you what 

is meant by this if you know.  You will see the first sentence there, “The 
financial crisis together with the unincorporated joint venture project structure 
complexity of the integrated development,” and this is the important part, “and 
location in the country all but unknown to most of the lenders.” 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, how did that play out?  How did that come to pass? 
 
A: Well, I think you will find elsewhere in the paper that one of the early 

strategies to address that particular issue about how little was known about the 
country of Papua New Guinea was to invite a large number of commercial 
banks and ECAs to in fact come to Papua New Guinea and we then sponsored 
them around to visit across the project footprint so that they could get a good 
understanding of the physical and social environment role and we arranged 20 
for a large number of government ministers to do presentations as well to 
reinforce the message that this was a naturally significant project and everyone 
in Papua New Guinea was far into it. 

 
Q: I suppose then that the relative lack of information about PNG to do projects 

like this and it was also something that contributed to the financing difficulties 
together with the GFC. 

 
A: That is correct.  Although ExxonMobil has a very very positive record of 

delivering projects of this magnitude in developing countries so that in 30 
addition helped. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  Can I then take you to this topic finally to page 4 and the first 

line is really the heading?  This is the heading, ‘Financial Market Environment 
and Tight Schedule’ and then the introductory sentence reads, “In recognition 
of the poor financial market environment at the time of financing 
implementation, sponsors took several steps to assist in meeting the required 
timetable for project sanction loans signing” and then there is five bullet points 
there.  I do not want to ask you any questions about it other than you have read 
those five points and you agree that those were the steps taken? 40 
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A: Yes, I agree with that. 
 
Q: All right.  Mr Graham, I would like to now take you to something that you 

probably have not seen but it is well known to the commission.  Could I please 
ask that the Brattle Report be brought up on the screen?  Just to put you in 
context, Mr Graham, this is a financial expert report that was prepared by the 
Brattle Group that deals with financial loss and other questions I am not going 
to ask you about but consistently with the topic that we have just been 
discussing, it has some statements in here and I think you are the man to ask 10 
to confirm whether from your experience these matters are in fact true.  Can I 
please go to paragraph 11 on page 4?  Now, Mr Graham, you are aware of the 
IPIC transaction because you refer to it - - - 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And the portion of this I would like you to comment on is the second 

sentence commencing with the words, “We estimate that the value of the State 
share.”  Can you read that sentence and the next one to yourself please. 

 20 
[10.34am]   A: Okay. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Now, if you do not know the answers to any of these please feel 

free to say so.  The first question is the experts Brattle estimate that the value 
of the State share of the project is about US$3 billion to 5 billion at the time 
of the IPIC transaction? 

 
A: I presume when they are saying that the value of the State share, this is their 

proportion of their borrowing because the value of the State shares is the 
economic value of the project once complete or is it the proportion of the loan? 30 

 
Q: I read this as the proportion of the State’s equity share in the project at the 

time of the IPIC transaction not when the project is finished.   
 
A: Well, if it is referring to the State share of the borrowing.  If they were 

borrowing, their borrowings were 14 billion in project debt plus the equity for 
financing and the State share is 20 per cent roughly of that.  So, if you assume 
it is 15 odd billion then 3 billion is about right. 
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Q: About right, and I think you are quite right Mr Graham.  You will see first 
sentence leading into that refers to the transaction to fund the State’s 
contribution. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  Now, the next heading you will see discusses an alternative financing 

option and could I ask you to read paragraph 12 to yourself. 
 
A: I agree with that comment.  I think it was always an option for the State to 10 

invest some equity but I am confident the State’s view of the project was that 
it was an outstanding project and the State had no interest in selling down a 
part of its equity in the project. 

 
Q: Quite so.  Can I take you to the final sentence of paragraph 12 and are you 

able to assist us; you will see the experts there say, “we are not aware of any 
similar transactions having taken place at the time so we have no information 
on whether this would have been feasible.”  Are you aware of any similar type 
transactions? 

 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: No.  Is that fair to say then that it did not occur? 
 
A: Just scroll back up a little so that I can see the sentences, please. 
 
Q: Yes.  In other words you just mentioned the possibility the State divesting 

itself of its interest or some of its interest to fund itself and did any of the 
project participants divest themselves of an interest to fund? 

 30 
A: Well, not that I can recall. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: And there were not people who are interested in acquiring the equity.  They 

would have Korean LNG purchasers who were very anxious to acquire equity 
in the project. 

 
Q: Now, could I take you to page 15 and paragraph 45.  Mr Graham, these figures 

with respect do correspond with those in paragraph 5 of your statement.  The 40 
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real point I wanted to make was, you will see that Brattle calculate the State’s 
ownership or equity interest at 19.4 per cent and when I calculated your two 
figures, there was about point 2 per cent difference in it but you agree that we 
are talking about the same thing? 

[10:39am]A: Yes. 

Q: All right.  And finally, can we go over the page to page 16, and to paragraph 
48, and the Kane Paper – the Steven Kane Paper talks about the 70 per cent, 
30 per cent structure as I think does your statement and you see that appears 
in paragraph 48 and you will agree with that, do you not? 

A: I do, yes. 10 

Q: Moving then to the next paragraph, you see the sentence beginning, the last 
sentence beginning on that page in October 2008; “AGL sold a 3.6 interest in 
the project to Nippon Oil for US$800 million.”  And then you see the analysis 
there; “This price corresponds to a value for the project as a whole of about 
15 to 25 billion.”  Do you have anything to say about those figures?  Does that 
sound familiar or - - - 

A: It sounds familiar.  I would have said at the time that AGL got a very good 
deal.  I mean Nippon was very keen to get the rate for the - up to around 5 per 
cent. 

Q: And then extrapolated from that, you will see the next sentence over the page 20 

on page 17 a calculation of the State’s equity stake was worth US$3 to 5 
billion, and you agree with that too, do you not? 

A: Yes.  This is a very good project; a very good project. 

Q: Thank you, Mr Graham.  Mr Graham, can I then move to the second topic 
which is the structure of the project and can I take you to paragraphs 3 and 5 
of your statement?  Really, it is the reference to GloCo and how that company 
intersects with the management structure.  You will also see, Mr Graham that 
GloCo is set out and its role as set out from the bottom of page 4 and over the 
page to page 5 of the Kane Paper under the heading; “State of PNG’s Negative 
Pldge”. 30 

A: That is correct, yes. 

Q: And I expect that what you have put in your statement has really come from 
the matters stated in the Kane Papers, is that right? 
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A: It is consistent with, yes. 

Q: Consistent with that, quite so.  Now, GloCo was a company incorporated in 
the Commonwealth of the Bahamas, is that right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you say in your statement that so far as you know, you were never a 
director of it.  If I told you that it appears from other documents that you were 
erroneously appointed a director and then were removed, does that ring a bell 
or not? 

A: I must say I have no recollection of ever being appointed to GloCo. 

Q: All right.  But in any event, what was the name of the company that was the 10 

manager of GloCo? 

A: I think it was ExxonMobil Gas and Power Marketing Company. 

Q: Quite.  And there were in fact no other directors, it was conducted by a 
management, as you say, through Esso Highlands?  Actually, you did not say 
Esso Highlands.  Does that sound accurate to you, there was indeed Esso 
Highlands? 

A: Esso Highlands was the name of the ExxonMobil Petroleum in PNG 
Highlands, it has been changed to ExxonMobil (PNG) Limited. 

Q: Very well.  But in any event, there was no board of directors of GloCo, it was 
run through a management structure, is that right? 20 

A: That is correct, as far as I am aware, yes. 

[10.44am]Q: Then turning to page 5 of the Kane Paper.  Can I then move to the third topic 
and attempt to string together what is there and help us out, Mr Graham, if I 
have got it wrong?  Is the summary of what appears at the top of page 5 of the 
paper in effect is that the first step is that the LNG, the product itself, is sold 
to GloCo? 
 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: How does that sale happen? 30 
 
A: It then sells - - - 
 
Q: Sorry? 
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A: And it is then on sold to the customers.  GloCo was if you like the selling 

agent for the product.   
 
Q: Yes.   
 
A: And the ExxonMobil marketed the gas on behalf of the participants.  It was 

not equity marketing. 
 
Q: No.  It is described as a sale.  Is that accurately a sale or was it in effect an 10 

assignment to do something else?  I am really asking about what documents 
we should be looking for to make good that first step. 

 
A: I am sorry, I do not know the answer to that question. 
 
Q: All right, very well.  Then the second step, as you have just mentioned, is that 

GloCo then sells the LNG it owns to the ultimate customer? 
 
A: Correct. 
 20 
Q: And then the third step is in exchange, GloCo receives the income from the 

customer for the LNG it has just sold? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Does that mean the GloCo issued the sales invoices to the ultimate customer? 
 
A: I believe so, yes. 
 
Q: Documents held by GloCo of that type, for example, are in the possession and 30 

custody of whom to your knowledge? 
 
A: I would think it is ExxonMobil Gas and Power Marketing. 
 
Q: Very well.  The fourth step then is that GloCo then distributes that LNG 

income in accordance with the interests of the respective joint venture 
participants, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct.  It is like a cash waterfall the shippers are paid the loans are 

repaid and then whatever else flows down to be distributed to the participants. 40 
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Q: And calculation of this distribution was performed by Exxon, in effect, as 

through one of its entities as the managing agent for GloCo? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And again documents that would contain the calculations of these 

distributions at each point in time, are they also with ExxonMobil? 
 
A: Honestly, I do not know they would be with ExxonMobil Gas and Power 10 

Marketing but perhaps also with ExxonMobil PNG Limited in Port Moresby. 
 
Q: During your time as managing director of ExxonMobil PNG, did you see these 

types of documents? 
 
A: I was aware of the gas sales agreements.  I do not have specific recollections 

of the distributions to the shareholders. 
 
Q: No, I understand, Mr Graham; I am just really getting at if you wanted at that 

time to get your hands on those distributions, it would have been within your 20 
power to find those documents? 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And that is why you expect that they remain with ExxonMobil PNG? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  The State’s interest, PNG State’s interest, was payable to a company 

called NPCP? 30 
 
A: That is right, National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea. 
 
Q: Yes, I think the full name of NPCP is National Petroleum Company of PNG 

(Kroton) Limited; is that right? 
 
A: Correct. 
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Q: Yes.  You are aware, are you not, that in accordance with the payment 
direction that was provided in April 2014, NPCP directed GloCo to pay its 
distributions to a UBS account in Singapore? 

 
A: I do not recall that. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I please have the payment direction dated 11 April 2014 put up 

on the screen?  There you go, Mr Graham.  To be perfectly fair to you, there 
is a letter from NPCP dated 11 April 2014 addressed to GloCo attentioned you 
in your capacity as managing director of Esso Highlands? 10 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Which probably also resolves the question of who was the managing company 

for GloCo, does it not? 
 

[10.49am] A: Esso Highlands. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 20 
A: And Esso Highlands was the predecessor of ExxonMobil PNG Limited. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And then you will see that what follows as a payment direction 

where NPCP directs that ExxonMobil – that GloCo rather pay its distributions 
to a bank account and  there are some details there as well? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Just roll down to that, yes. Now, I am not suggesting, Mr Graham, that you 

have any particular memory of this one piece of correspondence but none of 30 
these surprises you and you accept this happened? 

 
A: If I can have a recollection of this document, I will refer to one document in 

many, but it does not surprise that the whole direction from the shareholder to 
pay into a particular account and unless there were some reason to question 
that that is what would have happened. 

 
Q: Yes. Now, I have a question for you about the method of accounting to NPCP 

and its successor.  If the commission wants to know how much was received 
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on behalf of the State from GloCo, what is the name of the document that I 
am looking for? 

 
A: I am sorry I do not know the answer for that question.  I think if you went 

PNG – sorry, if you went to ExxonMobil PNG Limited today, to my successor 
– (,,inaudible…) 

 
Q: But is it your understanding that paperwork was prepared, setting out to the 

last cent the dividends payable to each of the project participants including 
the State and those documents must exist somewhere? 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Graham. Now, finally, can I take you to your statement in 

paragraph 6 of it.  You will see that you are there referring to the Kane Paper, 
and the second sentence states that paper further provides the rationale behind 
the proceeds of the sale of LNG being held by PNG GloCo in Singapore? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Now, I have been through the paper and there is no reference there anywhere 

to Singapore.  So my question is; I presume you are talking about that 
paragraph at the top of page 5 of the paper that we were looking at previously 
where in there are we to insert the word Singapore? 

 
A: I am not sure, you should but I think the reference to Singapore is various  

Exxon Gas and Power Marketing Company, representatives for the PNG LNG 
Gas sales are located which was not the case probably at the time that Steven 
Kane produced this paper.  Gas and Power Marketing people were previously 
located in Melbourne. 30 

 
Q: All right.  Let us see if I can clarify my point.  Paragraph 6 of your statement 

refers to the proceeds of sale of LNG. I imagine that is money that you are 
referring to? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you say that that money held by GloCo in Singapore? 
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A: I think, again as far as I can recall, GloCo has managed - or sales are managed 
by ExxonMobil Gas and Power Marketing Company, who are located in 
Singapore.  So the fu8mds would pass through Singapore on their wat for 
distribution to the shareholders. 

 
Q: So to the best of your understanding, there is a GloCo account in Singapore 

and the payment direction that we were just looking at would then likely be a 
Singapore to Singapore transaction?  That is your understanding?    

 
[10.54am] A: I am sorry, you are breaking up. 10 
 

Q: Yes, Mr Graham, can you hear me? 
 
A: Go ahead. 
 
Q: Yes.  I will repeat that.  The proceeds held by GloCo, if your expectation is 

that they are in Singapore, is your understanding that it had a bank account in 
Singapore, GloCo had- Mr Graham, can you hear me? 

 
A: I cannot hear you at all. 20 
 
Q: Mr Graham, can you hear me now? 
 
A: I can. 
 
Q: All right.  Sorry sir, I will ask this last question and let you go as soon as 

possible.  Your expectation is that Gloco had an account in Singapore because 
it was being managed from Singapore? 

 
A: That is my recollection but to be honest I cannot recall at this point in time.  30 

You know the actual flow through accounts and where the accounts were. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Graham.  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr 

Graham. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have got a couple of questions for Mr Graham.  Mr 
Graham, are you able to hear me? 
 
A: I can hear you commissioner. 
 40 
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Q: Thank you.  And can I thank you very much for your assistance to the 
commission too.  It is much appreciated.  The observation made by Mr Kane 
was that a major concern was that the State’s problem with providing its 
equity share but that IPIC saved the day.  That is fairly colourful language but 
your recollection, looking back now is that was a real problem the State being 
able to fund its share? 

 
A: From ExxonMobil’s perspective we thought it would be a significant 

challenge for the State to raise its equity share given the shareholding of round 
about 20 per cent. 10 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Just as the earlier presentation referred to we thought the State may have had 

to sell down its interest. 
 
Q: And so to use the expression IPIC saved the day, it is really a fairly heartfelt 

expression than I imagine? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: I am just trying to understand the establishment of Global Company, GLoCo.  

Was I right in discerning that this was a way in a sense, and I am not using 
this in a pejorative way, it was a way of sort of bearing the State borrowing so 
that GLoCo was the borrower for all of the interests, is that correct? 

 
A: I think GLoCo was a way of addressing the particular problem of negative 

pledge stated - - - 
 
Q: Thanks, yes that is what I thought.  The other issue that I would like to raise- 30 

- - 
 
A: It was a way of providing necessary security for the lendors and given the 

negative pledge that the State had had. 
 
Q: Yes, I understand that.  Thanks, Mr Graham.  Can you still hear me? 
 
A: I can, yes. 
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Q: Thank you.  Can you recall a report by an Australian think chat group called 
the Jubilee Australian Research Centre, it had a look at the value of the PNG 
LNG Project for the people of Papua New Guinea? 

 
A: I have got vague recollections.  I think they at the time were mounting some 

challenges against Oil Search, I think. 
 
Q: Yes, of course I had the benefit of looking recently at that report. They call 

their paper “Pipe Dreams, the PNG LNG Project and the future hopes of a 
nation.”   10 

 
[10.59am] One of the challenges that the authors of that report suggested were 

institutional challenges that institutions through which the different PNG 
LNG revenues streams would be collected and managed and spent would be 
crucial for the success of the project for the people of Papua New Guinea.  
Now, I know that ExxonMobil spent quite a lot of money and effort on the 
social side of the project.  Are you able to make any comment then about the 
Jubilee Report observation that the institutional challenges would really be the 
ones that would decide whether or not this project was good for the country? 

 20 
A: I am not sure how to answer that question, commissioner.  The institutional 

challenges, Papua New Guinea certainly had, absolutely the institutions 
lacking integrity I can say that in my entire time on the PNG LNG Project, no 
government institution at any point in time came to me with a compromising 
proposal, not once.  And ExxonMobil was at great pains in ensuring that our 
reputation for integrity was maintained dis-scrupulous and I think it paid off.  
As I say, they were never brought once a challenge from a Papua New 
Guinean institution concerning the flow of moneys from the project with the 
individuals. 

 30 
Q: Thanks Mr Graham for that response then.  I do not think I have got any further 

questions, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have several questions.  Firstly, in the period between March 
2014 and 30 September 2017, what was your position in ExxonMobil? 
 
A: I was managing director until the end of January 2015 at which time I retired. 
 
Q: So, you retired, when? 
 40 
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A: January 2015. 
 
Q: If I were to ask you to provide some estimate just from the top of your head, 

the revenue that was received from the sale of PNG LNG in that period that I 
have just mentioned, you would not be in a position to give that kind of 
information? 

 
A: It would not be very helpful, I do not think, chief commissioner.  At the time 

before I left the with oil prices around the $90 to $100 a barrel, each shipment 
of LNG was worth an estimate of about $50 millions.  But since that point in 10 
time oil prices have halved. 

 
Q: So, if this commission were to establish the revenue in that period, where or 

from whom would it seek that information? 
 
A: I would suggest the starting point would be from the current managing director 

of ExxonMobil PNG Limited. 
 
Q: My next lot of questions really go to the figures in terms of the revenue and 

how the State share of the revenue from the PNG LNG Project was used so 20 
you would not be in a position to give any information so I think I will stop 
there. 

 
A: Thank you. 
 

[11.04 am] MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner, I have a follow-up question arising 
from that with your leave.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 30 
 
RXN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Graham, Chief Commissioner was just asking you about the 

identity of the current managing director of ExxonMobil Limited and 
paragraph seven of your statement nominates Mr Peter Larden.  Is he still in 
that position? 

 
A: He has just recently been appointed as managing director. 
 40 
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Q: Very well, thank you.  Commissioners, I have no further questions.  Moving 
forward with Mr Graham, the position is this.  Mr Graham’s final statement - 
it was an earlier one that was put up on the share website but the most recent 
one I am told was only put up this morning.  That means that there are at least 
two witnesses who have indicated to me that they would like to seek leave to 
examine Mr Graham briefly.   
 
I have not yet received the nature of the topics to be covered and I cannot 
indicate whether or not the commission would be minded to grant leave to Mr 
Graham to be examined any further.  But to be fair, everybody should be given 10 
the opportunity to read and consider the current statement as it has been 
tendered this morning together with the article.  And so in my submission the 
fairest thing to do is to adjourn Mr Graham’s hearing to a date to be fixed to 
allow that process to complete and for the applications for cross-examination 
to be received and determined.  If it is determined that some further questions 
will be permitted then we will find an appropriate time within the next two 
weeks to slot Mr Graham in again.  I apologise to him in advance for 
inconveniencing him a second time. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   Which counsel representing which witnesses have 20 
given notice of their intention to examine or cross-examine Mr Graham? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, definitely my learned friend Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr who sits at the bar table this morning.   She represents Secretary Dairi 
Vele.  I take that back.  There is only one indication I have received and that is from 
Ms Twivey-Nonggorr. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  If you can confer with Mrs Nonggorr as to a suitable 
date that is convenient to her and, as well as we will check with Mr Graham. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we could adjourn to that date.  Any particular date that 
you are seeking the adjournment? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I am not only because given that the statement has only gone 
to the website this morning, there may be other people that I am not aware of at the 
moment who may seek leave to cross-examine Mr Graham. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 40 
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MR JURTH:  So in my submission, the fairest thing to do to everybody is for his 
evidence to be adjourned to a date to be fixed and as soon as that process resolves I 
will make it my business to do that quickly.  I will communicate both with Mr 
Graham and also with the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you suggest a date and we will adjourn his appearance to 
that date bearing in mind we have only three weeks to complete evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Exactly.  Mr Graham, would Thursday or Friday this week be 10 
convenient for you to come back for a short period of time? 
 
A: Friday morning. 
 
Q: Friday morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is this week Friday? 
 
MR JURTH:  This week Friday. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn his next appearance to this Friday at 
10 o’clock. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do you have the date, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  I do; it is 30 July, Commissioner White.  And then may Mr Graham 
be excused. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you Mr Peter Graham for your evidence.  You 
may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Levente, that exhibit letter that we are assigned - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Double X. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Double X, it should be double Y. 
 
SOMMISSIONER WHITE:  My apologies. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We just had a review of the exhibits letters that we have 
assigned. 
 

[11.09am] MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioners. 
 10 

EXHIBIT YY – STATEMENT OF PETER GRAHAM 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Now, I am in my learned friend’s hands.  I cannot remember who is 
going next.  Is it Dr Katter with Mr Kamburi or is it Dr Renwick with Mr Pruaitch? 
 
DR RENWICK:  If Mr Pruaitch is there, Mr Jurth, perhaps – is he there? 
 
MR JURTH:  He is, as is his counsel, that may be convenient. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Can I just say just at this end, we are having some difficulty.  
Sometimes we lose part of a questions but could I just ask those in charge of the 
technology if they could keep an eye on that.  So, commissioners, we call the 
Honourable Patrick Pruaitch. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we take the appearance of counsel for this witness first?  
Yes? 
 
MR KUMERANG:  Commissioners, counsel’s name is Gamut Kumerang and I 30 
appear for Mr Pruaitch. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mr Yapao, you can administer the oath. 
 
 
PATRICK PRUAITCH, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 40 
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Q: Mr Pruaitch, could you make sure that microphone is directly in front of you 
so we can hear you, sir? 

 
A: Can you hear me? 
 
Q: I can hear you now, sir.  Thank you very much.  We seem to have lost the 

picture of you but I will press on nonetheless.  Sir, do you have in front of you 
your affidavit of 28 June 2021? 

 
A: Yes, I do, counsel. 10 
 
Q: Are there any changes you wish to make to that? 
 
A: No, I do not. 
 
Q: And, commissioners, I tender that affidavit together with the annexures. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The affidavit of Honourable Patrick Pruaitch is admitted into 
evidence and it will be marked exhibit Z, I think. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Is it YY, commissioners? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  ZZ, Dr Renwick, I made a mistake earlier.   
 
DR RENWICK:  I apologize. 
 
EXHIBIT ZZ – AFFIDAVIT OF HONOURABLE PATRICK PRUAITCH 
DATED 28 JUNE 2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Pruatich, can I just start with some biographical details.  I think 30 
you have been in Parliament since 2002, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You have held a number of ministerial offices.  I think you have been Minister 

of the Treasury twice? 
 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: Once under Late Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare.  What were the dates in 
that case? 

 
A: Sorry, say again? 
 
Q: When were you first Minister for Treasury? 
 
A: From 2007 to 2009. 
 
Q: And then I think under the Ministry of Prime Minister O’Neill, you were 10 

Forestry Minister initially at that time? 
 
A: That is correct.  I was Forestry Minister from 2012 to first quarter of 2014 and 

then I was made treasurer after that. 
 

[11.14am] Q: That was after Treasurer Polye left his role? 
 

A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And now I think most recently you have been Minister for Foreign Affairs? 20 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you remain a Member of Parliament, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, thank you very much for your detailed affidavit.  If you look at the first 

page at paragraphs 7 to 10, it clearly says that you and Mr Arthur Somare have 
worked together to produce detailed evidence about the IPIC transaction, is 30 
that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And in particular you say at paragraph 10 that having read Mr Somare’s 

affidavit you entirely agree with the truth of the contents of that statement or 
affidavit? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
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Q: All right.  So, if we can deal first with the IPIC transaction at paragraph 13.  
As you say there, you were the Treasurer and Chairman of the Ministerial 
Economic Committee in the period when you had oversight of the IPIC 
transaction for 2008 – 2009 period.  How would you divide - what were the 
comparative responsibilities in relation to the IPIC transaction of you and Mr 
Arthur Somare at that time? 

 
A: I guess in – for transparency purposes, the Minister and Economic Committee 

was a sub-committee of National Executive Council and if there are 
contentious issues including the funding aspect where the State at that time 10 
decided to enter into an arrangement – well, IPIC, we dealt with that issue in 
terms of aligning the processes of government consistent with the law to 
achieve the required financing for the State to participate in the LNG Project 
as a project proponent. 

 
Q: And so you set out there in paragraph 13 some of the particular roles you had.  

And then I think that in the following pages you set out the detailed process 
that was followed in deciding to enter into the IPIC transaction. 

 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: Is it fair to say it was the biggest transaction of its kind the Independent State 

had then entered into? 
 
A: Can you repeat that again? 
 
Q: Yes.  At that time in 2008, 2009, was the IPIC transaction the biggest 

transaction of its kind that the Independent State entered into? 
 
A: I believe so; I believe so.  And it is in fact the biggest commercial transaction 30 

that was undertaken by any government of Papua New Guinea since we 
gained Independence in 1975. 

 
Q: Yes, all right.  And so if I can then go to paragraph 20, you refer then to the 

role of Mr Arthur Somare as the Minister responsible for the IPBC and you 
say that the Board of IPBC and its management were given the task of 
overseeing State’s participation of PNG LNG Project in consultation with the 
Department of Treasury and yourself as treasurer and in that regard, the 
Department of Treasury was reporting to you as Treasurer? 

 40 
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[11.19 am] A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Who was the secretary of the department in 2008 to 2009? 
 
A: The secretary at that time was late Mr Simon Tosali. 
 
Q: Yes.  Did Mr Yauieb have any role at that time? 
 
A: Who was that, again? 
 10 
Q: Mr Yauieb? 
 
A: He was one of the senior officials of Treasury. 
 
Q: Then you refer to the changed role of the Ministerial Gas Committee in 

paragraph 21 and then in paragraph 22, you give evidence about your role as 
Chairman in Ministerial Economic Committee.  You give more detailed 
information about that on the following page.  Is it fair to say that in relation 
to the IPIC transaction, there were many many meetings of the Ministerial 
Economic Committee considering the proposed IPIC transaction? 20 

 
A: That is correct, there were numerous meetings concerning IPIC transaction. 
 
Q: And over on page 4 of your affidavit, you give evidence about the process 

followed to get to the NEC and the reference to the Green Paper and the Blue 
Paper and so on.  Can you just explain to the commissioners what is involved 
in the Green Paper and the Blue Paper at that time? 

 
A: Well, I guess it is the differentiation between what committees sat on that 

particular matter, it is in fact it involves the decision of various committees.  30 
The Blue Paper is for the decisions or recommendations from the CACC and 
the Green Paper covers the recommendation from the Ministerial Economic 
Committee. 

 
Q: Do you say in paragraph 30 that a submission that does not have both the Blue 

Paper and Green Paper that as endorsement as a general rule would not be 
considered by the NEC.  You see that in your last sentence at paragraph 30? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
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Q: The agenda of the NEC, that is a matter though which is in the hands of the 
prime minister of the day, is it not? 

 
A: Being the chairman he determines the agenda of NEC. 
 
Q: Yes, very good.  At page 5, you attach a chart which is in Mr Arthur Somare’s 

statement.  Looking at that chart, sir, that is up there on the screen now, can 
you please just identify where - I think you are represented at a number of 
places in that chart.  So you are a member of the NEC itself of course by virtue 
of being the treasurer.  That is right, is it not? 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When we come down one level, you are the Chair of the Ministerial Economic 

Committee itself? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Then is this right you were also the Chair of the Gas Project Coordination 

Committee? 20 
 
A: I am not part of the Gas Coordination Committee. 
 
Q: I see.  So, what are we to make of that reference to on the right-hand side next 

to GPCC of Treasury Chair Planning?  Is that a reference to the secretary, is 
it, rather than the treasurer.   

 
A: Gas Coordination Committee reports to the Secretary of the Treasury.  So it 

would be that-  - - 
 30 
Q: And then – sorry, please go on. 
  

[11.24am] A: It would be that the Gas Coordination Committee coordinates with the 
Secretariat of the Ministerial Economic Committee which is the Treasury 
Department who is the Secretariat of the Ministerial Economic Committee. 

 
Q: And then over on the bottom right is the Gas Project Coordination Office and 

at paragraph 34, you refer to the role at that time of Mr Dairi Vele, the current 
Secretary of the Department of Treasury and your evidence is that his role at 
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that time in relation to IPIC was confined to technical and related matters and 
had no role in respect to financing? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So what you prescribed then in those pages about IPIC is a careful process of 

bureaucratic and ministerial consideration of not just the PNG LNG Project 
but the IPIC transaction as a way of financing the State’s interest in it, is it 
not? 

 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, we go further down to the next heading in your statement which is 

whether the Gas Agreement disproportionately disadvantaged the State of 
PNG and you referred to at paragraph 37 a graph on the World Bank at that 
time.  And so do you want to speak to that graph, is there anything you want 
to say about it, the graph up on the screen? 

 
A: Yes, in the graph as you can see it increased exponentially because the capital 

invested in the country in terms of the early works for the LNG Project has 20 
impacted on the growth of our economy and that is illustrated by the Word 
Bank Report as I have presented in my affidavit.  So it is an advantage to 
Papua New Guinea insofar as the LNG Project is concerned. 

 
Q: So you make the point at paragraph 38 that this economic growth, that is as I 

take it in the chart above, can be attributed to the large capital spent on the 
PNG LNG Project, the impact of which significantly stimulated and 
accelerated growth in almost every sector.  That is what you are saying in 
paragraph 38.  So I take it that it was never considered that the Independent 
State would sell its interests in the PNG LNG Project as opposed to investing 30 
it? 

 
A: Your final remark I have not captured that.  Can you please that again? 
 
Q: I am sorry, I simply quoted from paragraph 38.  My question is this; was it 

ever contemplated or agreed with treasurer in the Late Grand Chief Sir 
Michael Somare’s Government that the Independent State would sell a whole 
or part of its interest in the PNG LNG Project rather than going ahead and 
investing in it or the IPIC Transaction has in fact occurred? 

 40 
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A: The State in itself saw the value proportion in terms of the LNG Project and 
we elected to participate in the project and that is why we have come up with 
the financing arrangement with IPIC.  We saw immense benefit in terms of 
our participation in the LNG Project. 

[11:29am]Q: And you speak about that in paragraph 39 for example, the statement in the 
third sentence; “We always intended to leverage our natural endowments, 
especially natural gas to grow our economy exponentially and increase the 
size of our revenue envelop.”  But you then go on to say; “Regrettably, the 
UBS loan transaction has created a cash-trap over anticipated revenue flows 
from the PNG LNG Project.”  And I take it from that Mr Pruaitch that you do 10 
not think that the UBS transaction was a good idea? 

A: No, it is not a good idea.   

Q: If we go over the page, you make the point that Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited, the State’s nominee would be in a better position I take it that you to 
inform the Commission of the total receipts from the LNG Project.  But you 
then say this; “The continued lack of disclosure by KPHL is a matter of 
concern as it appears now to be a new but unwarranted cash-trap that 
apparently deprives the PNG people of much needed PNG revenue flowing 
into the consolidated revenue fund to fund and support the National Budget.”  
What do you mean in that sentence by KPHL being a new but unwarranted 20 

cash-trap? 

A: Well, KPHL is a company nominated by the Independent State of Papua New 
Guinea to be the warehousing facility to warehouse the proceeds on behalf of 
the State and then they then distribute it to a number of stakeholders including 
the provincial government, the landowners, and of course the Independent 
State of Papua New Guinea.  Since May 2014, we received revenues from the 
LNG Project and in my time as Treasurer under Peter O’Neill’s Government, 
the State has not benefited much in terms of the proceeds coming from LNG 
and that is why I said, KPHL is not responsible in the distribution of the 
proceeds from the sale of gas.   30 

Q: Do you think that KPHL is sufficiently accountable to the ministry and 
Parliament of the day? 

A: It is accountable and it is responsible to the people of Papua New Guinea 
through the elected leaders in Parliament, that is correct. 
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Q: But in practice - I understand the principle, sir, but in practice, is KPHL 
accountable from day to day to ministers and to Parliament? 

A: In terms of reporting, yes, they are responsible to their minister and the 
minister is responsible to Cabinet and to Parliament in terms of their reporting. 

Q: And were you satisfied with the sufficiency of the way they were accountable, 
how they conducted themselves? 

A: In practice at this moment, during my time as Treasurer I do not think they 
have actually demonstrated that. 

Q: What do you say to the commissioners about how their accountability to 
ministers and Parliament could be improved? 10 

A: Well, firstly, they need to publicize their annual reports because that is where 
public can scrutinize their dealings in terms of how they spend this money.  
This money is not a private money, it is money owned by Papua New 
Guineans and if they publish their annual reports then the people of the 
country would be able to see how they are spending the money.  Of course, 
that report will then be provided to the minister who will then present it to 
parliament for members to review and comment and in fact debate should 
have taken if the report presented annually each year to parliament. 

[11:34am]Q: And has it published reports recently to your knowledge? 

A: I am not aware of but I can remember they put up a report and they took it 20 

down from the website the next day so I am not aware of whether they are 
currently producing annual reports. 

Q: And in your capacity as a member of Parliament as opposed to a minister, in 
what ways can Parliament scrutinize what KPHL is doing? 

A: In Parliament we have a Public Accounts Committee that can review the 
activities and expenditure of government institutions including KPHL but I 
think recently they have passed an Act of Parliament to prevent Public 
Accounts from having access to the information. 

Q: And do you agree with that? 

A: I do not agree with that. 30 
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Q: What possible reason could there be that Kumul Petroleum not being 
accountable to the Public Accounts Committee? 

A: I do not have an answer to that but I believe it is to protect the spending of 
KPHL, the funding that they have on behalf of the people of this country. 

Q: I am not quite sure I understand that.  Is that because there are commercial 
sensitivities about their investment positions and that sort of thing you are 
talking about? 

A: That could be one of the reasons. 

Q: All right, well then pressing on with how the State financed its equity 
participation.  In paragraph 44, do you take the view firstly that the PNG LNG 10 
Gas Agreement itself was on terms favourable to the Independent State?  Is 
that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And at paragraph 46, it generally speaks about the IPIC transaction and you   
there note that in 2014, the shares passed to IPIC and IPBC divided the 74 
million dollars and at that point, the IPIC transaction was concluded.  Is that 
right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: All right.  So, in the next session of your statement, you speak about the legal 
administrative processes utilized in 2008 and 2009.  So, you take the view, do 20 

you, at paragraph 50 that there was full compliance with the statutes and 
constitutional provisions set out there in the case of the IPIC loan? 

A: That is correct, yes, as you can see you have outlined in compliance with the 
Oil and Gas Act of 1998, the Independent Public Business Corporation of 
PNG Act 2002, the PNG Constitution, section 209 and the Liquefied Natural 
Gas Project State Participation Act 2008.  Those are the legislative 
requirements that are complied with in accordance to those laws. 

[11:39am]Q: And it remains your view that, does it not, that in contrast the UBS transaction 
did not comply with section 209 of the Constitution? 

A: No, it does not. 30 
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Q: All right, we will come to that in a second.  If we can look at paragraph 53, 
the justification for the IPIC transaction and can I summarise it in this way?  
The Oil Search shares and about K14 million but by directly participating in 
the equity of the PNG LNG Project, the projected benefit once exports 
commenced would be over a thousand million kina annually.  Is that what you 
are saying in paragraph 53? 

A: That is correct, that is what I am saying. 

Q: And that is based is it on the calculations in the affidavit of Mr Arthur Somare? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: All right.  And was there any other way that the State could have raised the 10 
money necessary to have equity participation in the PNG LNG Project other 
than the IPIC transaction? 

A: There may be other ways but the State opted for IPIC proposal because it can 
be done with our existing asset that we can leverage to have a higher value in 
the LNG Project.  So, that is why we opted for the IPIC transaction. 

Q: Do you say that your opinion the IPIC transaction was the best option on 
offer? 

A: Yes, at that time IPIC transaction was the viable and the best on offer. 

Q: Then we come to the question in paragraph 54 of the mortgaging the Oil 
Search shares to be used in payment of the loan.  So, the first point here I think 20 

you are saying is that it was always the preference of the government as you 
understood it when you entered into the IPIC transaction that you would not 
get the shares back at the end? 

A: Yes, that is correct because the shares were giving us 14 million and if we are 
able to use that with the IPIC transactions, we will come up with a higher 
value proposition in the LNG Project which we now have.  So, that was the 
basis of us using Oil Search shares to undertake the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
transaction. 

Q: And you go on to say in paragraph 54 that it was necessary that the cash you 
had in consolidated revenue go towards other national important investments 30 

rather than reacquiring the shares? 
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A: That is correct.  If you look at our budget at that time our budget was around 
K9 billion and if you spend this kind of money on buying direct equity in the 
LNG Project, we would not have enough to undertake other government 
responsibilities like servicing our health requirements, our education 
requirements and infrastructure requirements.  So, we opted to undertake a 
commercial transaction by entering into this IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Transaction so we can be able to participate in the LNG Project. 

[11.44am]  Q: If you go over the page, Mr Pruaitch, to paragraph 57.  If I can take you 
forward to 2013.  The first point is by then Peter O’Neill was Prime Minister 
and you were Minister for Forest, that is right, is it not? 10 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  And then you say in paragraph 57 that Prime Minister, Mr O’Neill 

asked you to assemble a team that led the IPIC EB transaction in the PNG 
LNG Project and he asked to be briefed on the details of the financing.  So, 
can you explain in a little more detail to the commission to your understanding 
why that Mr O’Neill want to know about the details IPIC financing?   

 
A: You have to ask that question to Mr O’Neill but my understanding is that he 20 

perhaps want to refresh his memory on how the IPIC transaction was taking 
place and that is why he requested for a meeting in Sydney with me and Arthur 
Somare.  He did receive the briefing.  After that he made his own decision and 
did not even take out the discussions that we had in Sydney. 

 
Q: All right.  So at some point in 2013, Mr Somare, the government at which you 

were a part started to consider how it could retain the shares from the IPIC 
transaction, that is right, is it not? 

 
A: That will be right, yes. 30 
 
Q: What was your role in relation to that issue as Minister for Forest, if any? 
 
A: As far as I am aware the only time I was involved is to provide a briefing with 

the team we had in the IPIC transaction in Sydney.  Straight after that I had 
no involvement because when the NEC meeting was called I was not present 
in those meetings.  
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Q: I will come to that in just a minute.  So, in paragraph 58 to 63 you set out the 
decision IPIC made to keep the shares and you quote from the NPCP Board 
notes at paragraph 61, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the Quarantine Account you referred to in paragraph 62, that was an 

account which the entity which is now Kumul Petroleum had where the money 
had been set aside for this purpose, that is, to pay out any moneys under the 
IPIC transaction? 10 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, let us come to the government’s decision in March 2014 to enter into 

the UBS transaction.  You say there at paragraph 64 you were out of Port 
Moresby in your electorate when the decision was made to obtain the UBS 
loan.  Do you know how long you were out of Port Moresby for, did that 
include February as well as March or you cannot recall? 

 
A: Can you ask me that question again please? 20 
 
Q: You say in paragraph 64 you were in your electorate in the West Sepik 

Province at the time the NEC made the decision to enter into the UBS 
transaction, that is right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Please assume that was 6 March 2014.  Can you now recall how long you 

have been up in West Sepik Province for before that meeting? 
 30 
A: Normally I spend about a week in my electorate because I had to back to 

Moresby for ministerial responsibilities and all that but normally it takes up 
to a week. 

 
[11.49am]   Q: All right.  I would like you to assume there were some public statements made 

about the end of February, about 26 or 27 February about the UBS transaction.  
Were you aware of those statements about the intention of Mr O’Neill to get 
the Independent State to enter into the UBS transaction? 

 
A: Sorry, statement made by who? 40 
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Q: By Mr O’Neill about 26 or 27 February 2014.  Do you recall anything of that 

sort? 
 
A: No, I do not recall seeing or hearing any statement from the then Prime 

Minister. 
 
Q: So, in paragraph 85 you say you returned to Port Moresby and heard there was 

an urgent NEC submission that Mr Polye had refused to sign and he had been 
sacked.  You see that? 10 

 
A: Which paragraph again? 
 
Q: Paragraph 65. 
 
A: 65.   
 
Q: You just read the first sentence to yourself. 
 
A: Is it paragraph 55? 20 
 
Q: 65 page 11.  Paragraph 65, we will just read it out to you.  “Upon my return 

to Port Moresby, I heard there was an urgent NEC submission that was made 
by internal consultants with Treasurer Honourable Don Polye refused to sign 
on which he was sacked and the Prime Minister O’Neill assumed the role of 
Treasurer.”  Can you see that at paragraph 65 page 11 of your statement, about 
half way down the page? 

 
A: 65? 
 30 
Q: Yes, I am sorry. 
 
A: Okay.  Yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: Is that the first you had heard of the UBS transaction? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, shortly after in paragraph 66 you were appointed the treasurer, that is 

right? 40 
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A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And you say this in your statement.  “Prime Minister O’Neill made it plainly 

clear to me that Mr Dairi Vele, Secretary for Department of Treasury and 
himself would be handling all matters relating to the UBS loan transaction.  In 
effect I had no role in the handling of the UBS loan.”  Can you recall what he 
said, Mr O’Neill and when he said it? 

 
A: It was in one of the discussions I had with him and he said because most of 10 

the decisions regarding UBS have already been taken so he preferred that he 
deals directly with the department in this particular matter. 

 
Q: Did you understand that when he said he would deal with the department 

himself, was he cutting you out of any information, were you copied in?  How 
did it work? 

 
A: Well, as a minister I believe that if you are the treasurer, your role comes in 

when you make those decisions and after that it is administrative matter for 
the Secretary for Treasury to deal with it.  And when Prime Minister indicated 20 
that he would like the department to deal directly with him I concurred with 
that because in the first place I have no role insofar as the UBS transaction is 
concerned. 

 
Q: Normally Mr Pruaitch, the Secretary of the Department of Treasury who 

would work directly with the Treasurer, would they not? 
 

[11.59am]A:  That is correct.  I had the opportunity to decide what is happening.  In this 
case, I had minimal input as treasurer in the running of the department and 
that is demonstrated by what I said on point 76. 30 

 
Q: So to that extent, Mr Pruaitch, Mr O’Neill was his own treasurer in a way? 
 
A: I suppose you can say that. 
 
Q: Yes.  Commissioners, I see the time.  Is that a convenient time to break for 

lunch for now? 
 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER:  We will adjourn for lunch and we will resume at 1 
o’clock.  Associate, adjourn. 40 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.04pm] DR RENWICK:  I cannot see whether Mr Pruaitch is back in the witness box but if 
he is not he should be there.  Yes, I see you now Mr Pruaitch. 10 

 
 

PATRICK PRUAITCH, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK (Continued) 
 
Q: Now, I was on paragraph 76 of your statement at page 13 before lunch.  Now, 

you refer to delivering a statement in Parliament in support of the UBS loan 
by Prime Minister O’Neill prepared by Mr Vele and “For the record, I did not 20 
necessarily agree with the proposition.”  I will just show you a document.  If 
we could just put up on the screen the parliamentary statement.  So, Mr 
Pruaitch, is that the document you are referring to in paragraph 76 of your 
affidavit? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And so this I take it then was prepared by Mr Vele? 
 
A: Yes, it was prepared by the department and I was asked to deliver the 30 

statement on the floor of parliament. 
 
Q: Have you had an opportunity to read this document recently? 
 
A: No, unfortunately not. 
 
Q: Well, if you go back to paragraph 76 of your affidavit, what is the proposition 

if you did not necessarily agree with – I can hear some feedback there.  Are 
you able to hear me, Mr Pruaitch? 

 40 
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A: Yes.  On paragraph 76 it confirms that the statement was prepared and I was 
asked to deliver. 

 
Q: So in your last sentence you state, “For the record I did not necessarily agree 

with the proposition.”  What is the proposition you did not necessarily agree 
with? 

 
A: It was the proposition of the UBS loan itself. 
 
Q: Whether it was a good idea? 10 
 
A: The idea of obtaining that loan to buy off Oil Search shares; that is the 

proposition and I thought it in my view it is not a good idea. 
 
Q: I see.  And did you express that view at the time to Prime Minister O’Neill? 
 
A: All the discussions I had with him on UBS, he has known my views that I am 

not in support of this particular deal. 
 
Q: I see.  All right.  In paragraph 77, you speak about your view that parliament 20 

never approved the UBS loan transaction and that is as I understand it, because 
there was never a law which specifically approved it.  Is that right? 

 
A: Yes, Parliament never approved this particular transaction and my view is that 

if a transaction is to be carried out outside of the budgetary process then it has 
to go to parliament for section 209 to be invoked. 

 
Q: And when you say go to parliament, if you look at your last sentence, it is 

more than just making a reference to the agreement in a speech.  There has 
got to be a law in your view to comply with section 209, is that right? 30 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So then in paragraphs 78 to 80, you speak about the legal and administrative 

process.  You first say in paragraph 78 that in your opinion there was no need 
to buy the Oil Search shares, there was no obligation to do so.  And you say 
at the end of paragraph 79 you wish to or the country wish to optimize value 
in the new LNG Project as a direct equity participating in the project.  So, 
what was the consequence then of the UBS deal in your view?  What did it do 
for the country; good or bad? 40 
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A: It has a severe negative impact on the country in that we lost the shares of Oil 

Search shares, not only that but US$900 million was also lost in that 
transaction.  So we ended up with nothing as a country under the UBS loan. 

 
[1.10pm] Q: Paragraphs 81 and 82, do you understand why the shares were sold in 2017, 

the Oil Search shares? 
 

A: As I understand, the Oil Search shares were losing value in the stock exchange 
so they had to get rid of it. 10 

 
Q: Well, you say something a bit different, do you not, in paragraph 81, Mr 

Pruaitch?  You say “the Oil Search shares I believe was forfeited and sold 
back into the market by UBS Sydney office after the government reneged on 
the loan repayments.”  Now, firstly, what do you mean by that in paragraph 
81? 

 
A: When I said government reneged on loan repayments is that there were 

questions now being asked in terms of how the transaction took place and all 
that – the UBS transaction. 20 

 
Q: I am just trying to find out what you meant by the words “government reneged 

on the loan repayments.”  Do you mean they failed to make a payment they 
were required to make? 

 
A: I think the then government had difficulty in repaying this loan. 
 
Q: So, were you still a minister when the decision was made to sell? 
 
A: No, I was not a minister. 30 
 
Q: I see.  So, you do not have any direct knowledge about why government sold? 
 
A: No, I do not have any direct knowledge, no. 
 
Q: I see.  At paragraphs 84 to 90, you express some opinions about the roles of 

UBS and Norton Rose.  In paragraph 86, you say the engagement of UBS as 
financial advisors as highly improper.  Do you mean there was highly 
improper?  You see the first line of paragraph 86? 

 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: You say you consider the engagement of UBS as financial advisers as highly 

improper and wrong as there was an obvious conflict of interest when the 
financial advisor and the lender are one and the same, that constitutes 
unconscionable behaviour by the UBS Bank.  Did you express that view to 
ministers and to the Prime Minister when you were treasurer in the O’Neill 
Government? 

 
A: In the informal discussions, yes, I did express this view in that you cannot 10 

have an advisor who is also a banker.  It creates a direct conflict of interest. 
 
Q: Now, of course, you became treasure in the O’Neill Government after the 

UBS transaction had been signed.  So, was there anything you could then do 
about the fact UBS had been retained? 

 
A: I cannot individually do anything because you will be seen to be going against 

the Prime Minister.   
 
Q: But even if you - - -  20 
 
A: The - - - 
 
Q: Sorry, go ahead, please. 
 
A: No, the then Prime Minister. 
 
Q: But even if you wanted to do something, was there anything you could do 

given the UBS transaction had in fact been approved by the time you were 
treasurer? 30 

 
A: I do not think much you can do as an individual minister because as you can 

see from evidence presented, this particular transaction is in fact a rush 
through by the then prime minister. 

 
Q: And then you give some evidence about your opinion of Norton Rose and 

their approval and you say in paragraph 90 that Norton Rose and Pacific Legal 
usurped the roles and functions of the State Solicitor and that is because, in 
your view, they were giving opinions about whether section 209 had been 
complied with.  Is that the position? 40 
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[1.15pm] A: That is correct.  Normally, the State Solicitor provides that advice to NEC or 

individual ministers.  And for a transaction like this - - - 
 

Q: How do you – sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: For a transaction like this the State Solicitor is the final legal advisor to the 

government. 
 
Q: How do you stop that happening again? 10 
 
A: Sorry, can you repeat that question? 
 
Q: So, you say in paragraph 90 that Norton Rose and Pacific Legal usurped the 

roles and functions of the State Solicitor what safeguards can you put in place 
so that that does not happen another time? 

 
A: I can say the responsibility should rest with ministers of government and the 

prime minister in this instance to ensure that the legal advice are sought from 
appropriate authorities to enable this sort of transaction to take place. 20 

 
Q: Now, in paragraphs 91 to 95, you give evidence about the process that was 

followed and you say in paragraph 94, “the proper process would have been 
for the submission to be initiated by the Treasurer and Department of 
Treasury, and screened and vetted by the Ministerial Economic Committee 
prior to the matter being considered and approved by the NEC” and that to 
your understanding is not what happened here in the case of the UBS 
transaction? 

 
A: I do not think that process was – this process was followed.  Normally on 30 

fiscal matters and on loans and borrowings, the treasurer is the minister 
responsible and any proposal to borrow must be initiated by the Department 
of Treasury and, of course, the leadership provided by the treasurer to go to 
Cabinet for a decision to be taken to undertake any borrowing.  In the UBS 
case, in my view it did not happen. 

 
Q: So, finally, in paragraph 97, you say “Unlike the IPIC transaction, it appears 

for the UBS loan transaction there was a systematic failure in the government 
decision making and compliance processes where under normal circumstance 
such would have been adhered to.”  So, assuming that is so, again, how do 40 
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you stop that happening again; that systematic failure in government decision 
making? 

 
A: I believe people who make decision on behalf of the State should be 

responsible and people who took decisions at Cabinet level are ministers of 
State, and bureaucracy at the secretarial level are people who are appointed 
on merits and with integrity.  Any decision taken by the State by the leaders 
must have responsibility over those decisions so it is incumbent on leadership 
to ensure that proper processes and proper legal requirements are followed to 
undertake this transaction in future. 10 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Pruaitch.  If you could just stay there; those are my questions 

for the time being.  Commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will go first.  Just going back to the start when IPIC was 
proposed to provide the loan, what was the process applied to select IPIC compared 
to other potential lenders?  Was the bidding process applied or IPIC was handpicked 
by the government? 
 

[1.20pm] A: At that time when IPIC proposals was made by IPBC to Cabinet, I believe that 20 
 they were selected after due diligence was made and Cabinet then took on to 
invoke processes of selecting IPIC and at that time we felt that IPIC was the 
best deal available for us to process then. 

 
Q: Did IPIC in – not IPIC, IPBC in its submission recommend the number of 

potential financiers or it just recommended IPIC for reasons given? 
 
A: From my recollection, IPIC was the only proposal put to the government then.  

I believe IPIC was selected after severe consultation and based on advice, 
legal advice and commercial advice they were selected.  30 

 
Q: All right.  In terms of the government’s decision to go for the IPIC loan, did 

the government consider other possible alternatives for financing 
government’s equity in the PNG LNG project? 

 
A: The other option that was discussed from memory is the selling down or 

partial sale of the equity in the LNG project itself for us to raise the money so 
that the Independent State of Papua New Guinea can participate in.  However, 
after viewing the economic model provided by the project proponent 
ExxonMobil, the government felt that by selling down some shares from the 40 
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State’s interest will in fact dilute the State’s interest in the project itself.  And 
we elected to raise the funds to get the State to fully participate in this project 
because the benefits are quite good for the State. 

 
Q: Would you know what the value – the monetary value of the State’s equity in 

the PNG LNG Project at that time? 
 
A: Chair, I cannot recollect that but I can have that checked out. 
 
Q: A financial expert who has given evidence already has put that price tag at 10 

around K5 billion or thereabouts.  Would that be a realistic assessment of the 
value of the State’s equity at that time? 

 
A: I would think so, chair. 
 
Q: So, just taking that possibility, the State were to sell a partial or portion or 

even the whole of its equity then to take out further equity would have come 
at no cost in terms of loan financing, would I be correct in that? 

 
A: Sorry, Mr Chairman, can you repeat what you just said? 20 
 
Q: So, if the State sold a portion or the whole of its equity – existing equity then 

there would be no need for a loan, right? 
 

[1:25p.m]  A: Well, obviously, if you sell down with a view of raising the necessary capital 
to participate in the project, you would be looking at the value – if you sell 
down at the value that will enable PNG Government to participate in the 
project, then therefore there may not be a need for entering into a loan 
arrangement.  However, as I have stated earlier, in the view of the government 
then by selling down will actually diminish or reduce the value of what we 30 
will get out of our participation if we have the full 19.4 per cent. 

Q: What about the other option of the State selling its Oil Search shares and using 
the proceeds of the sale to finance its equity in the PNG LNG Project, given 
that the number of shares and the value of those shares were about the same, 
give and take a few, straight out sale, take the money and reimburse in PNG 
LNG without having to expose the State through all the other expenses in 
terms of fees, loan interest, administrative costs and all those costs associated 
with it.  Would that have been a viable option? 
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A: Mr Chairman, I am not sure whether at that time if the government 
contemplated on selling its interest in Oil Search to finance, I am not sure 
whether we will be able to fetch that kind of money that we did by entering 
into the Exchangeable Bond Transaction with IPIC.  We may not raise the 
required amount to - - - 

Q: You would have depended on the price of shares at that time at the market? 

A: Correct. 

Q: On reflection, just considering the IPIC loan and the purpose for which the 
IPIC loan was obtained which facilitated the purchase of the State in the PNG 
LNG Project, just on reflection, is this the case of the government converting 10 

its Oil Search shares which the government might have considered to be a 
non-profitable investment into a more profitable investment with the PNG 
LNG Project or what kind of a deal was that? 

A: Mr Chairman, if you look at - - -  

Q: Just sitting back and looking at it. 

A: If you look at the dividends that we were earning prior to us using the shares 
for the Exchangeable Bond Transaction, we were earning around K14 million 
annually from our interest in Oil Search.  Now, the rationale of us exchanging 
the Oil Search shares with funding from IPIC is that we will gain a better value 
proposition in our participation in the LNG Project.  So instead of you getting 20 

– instead of Papua New Guinea getting K14 million from Oil Search shares 
every year, we will be receiving around K1.2 billion around there to K2 billion 
kina every year on our participation in the LNG Project and that was the 
rationale that we used in the Exchangeable Bond with Oil Search shares.  In 
other words, PNG stands to benefit more by having an equity in LNG Project 
than having an interest in Oil Search. 

[1.30 pm]  Q: What was the financial cost at the end of the day to the government and the 
people of Papua New Guinea in facilitating that IPIC loan transaction in terms 
of loan interest, fees and all the other costs associated with it?  The 
commission would want to see some figures by noting the notice issued by 30 
IPIC that the final figure quoted there that it had to be paid out is around 70 to 
80 million, that is in costs there.  What about payments made during the 
currency of the loan which was around five years?  The commission would 
want to know how much was paid for different items including bank interest 
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in that five-year period in order to assess the financial cost of that transaction 
to the State. 

 
Now, someone will have to give that evidence but I thought the settlement 
proposal that was put by IPBC to IPIC in the hope that IPIC would refinance, 
the loan should show those figures and I am trying to put my hands on that 
document that I have not got yet.  But we need to know the financial cost of 
that transaction and someone will have to provide what actually cost the State.  
And you would not be in a position to give those figures and if you know of 
someone you can provide those figures then you can say so. 10 

 
A: Mr Chairman, the current government agency that would provide those 

figures will be Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited because they took over 
from IPBC so they would have the records of the total expenditure involved 
in the IPIC transaction. 

 
Q: Okay.  When IPIC foreclosed on the shares or concluded the deal, did they 

give a settlement figure, do you know, apart from the AUD$80 million that 
was mentioned in the notice?  Did they render any other statements or 
payment of any other amounts? 20 

 
A: I cannot provide that you Mr Chair.  I understand that the administrative 

matters of this nature are done by IPIC and the current Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings who is the replacement of IPBC should be able to provide that 
information. 

 
Q: Okay.  All right, some questions, just isolated questions but according to the 

payment direction, if you have that information you can give it but I will just 
ask that question.  According to the payment direction deed that was executed 
between the successor company Kumul Petroleum Holdings, I think 30 
previously was National Petroleum Company (Kroton) Limited. 

  
[1.35 pm] The payment direction deed that was executed provided for a bank account to 

be opened by National Petroleum Company in Singapore for the State share 
of the revenue to be paid into that account.  And then there was a direction 
issued to that bank to pay those funds directly to UBS.  Do you know if 
National Petroleum Company opened that bank account in Singapore? 
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A: Mr Chairman, the payment direction was issued well after; I was never a 
treasurer then.  It was issued after my tenure as treasurer so I will not be privy 
to information in relation to that question. 

 
Q: In terms of the revenue flow from the PNG LNG Project the State share of the 

revenue would flow to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Would you know if Kumul Petroleum Holdings made any payments to the 10 

State in terms of share dividends? 
 
A: I can only recollect one occasion, Mr Chairman.  There was a K400 million 

paid when I was the treasurer, I think, in 2015.  I have no knowledge of 
whether they have been paying dividends to the State since then. 

 
Q: The sole trustee I believe of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited is the Prime 

Minister of the day, would I be correct in that? 
 
A: That is correct, chair. 20 
 
Q: But the Prime Minister would obviously represent the National Executive 

Council?  Are you aware of any payment calls being made by the National 
Executive Council collectively or by the Prime Minister on Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings to turn over money for government’s use for different purposes? 

 
A: I am not aware of a direction of that sort, Mr Chair. 
 
Q: I am asking this question because at the end of the day the government was 

not able to repay the UBS loan that resulted in the shares being sold to repay 30 
the loan.  So it seems that the government was banking its hopes high on the 
revenue flow from the PNG LNG Project to repay this loan so that is why I 
am asking these questions.  Would you know how much the total revenue flow 
coming to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited in the period between 2014 
and 2017? 

 
A: I cannot give you the exact figure but I would say between the range of K4 to 

K5 billion. 
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Q: K4 to 5 billion, okay.  And would you have some information about how much 
of the funds from the revenue flow from the PNG LNG Project was paid into 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund?  

 
[1.40 pm]    A: Mr Chair, at this stage, there is no money paid into Sovereign Wealth Fund, 

and Sovereign Wealth Fund is not an active institution as such until we have 
funding going through.  At this stage, there is no funding going to the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund. 

 
Q: Is there an account called Sovereign Wealth Fund or there is not one? 10 
 
A: I am not sure on whether Sovereign Wealth Fund has an account. 
 
Q: It is a statutory mandated fund, right?  Either the government creates its own 

funding arrangement under its own physical arrangements or it operates an 
account with a commercial bank called the Sovereign Wealth Fund to which 
the money will be paid into.  You do not have any information as to whether 
that account exists or not? 

 
A: No, I do not. 20 
 
Q: And whether any moneys have been paid into that account or not? 
 
A: From my recollection, there was never any money paid into the Sovereign 

Wealth Fund however in this term of parliament I am not in a position to 
confirm whether there is an account or whether there is money paid into the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund. 

 
Q: There is a constitutional amendment in the news around 2015 or 2016 which 

established the Sovereign Wealth Fund of which you would have participated 30 
as a member of parliament and also a member of the National Executive 
Council.  If you do not have that information, who else would have that 
information about whether such a fund actually exist and what is its balance 
sheet?  Who else would provide that kind of information, Treasury, the 
treasurer, the Treasury’s secretary, the Governor of the Central Bank?  Are 
you able to give us some lead and we may have to follow up with those 
people? 

 
A: Mr Chair, the people you mentioned are the relevant people who can provide 

the answers to your question including Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 40 
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Q: The purpose of this type of question is that the more funds that get soaked up 

or used from the revenue flow coming from the LNG Project into Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings is less money to pay off the loan, right?  I am trying to 
establish what happened to the money flowing in from the PNG LNG Project, 
and one of those designated places or institutions will be the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund.   

 
This is an Act that you referred to that was enacted to cater for the loan – the 
IPIC loan in 2009:  The Liquefied Natural Gas Project (State Participation) 10 
Act 2008, I have not read the Act but I understand what the purpose was.  But 
does that Act specifically authorize the IPIC loan, or is it just a general Act 
that facilitated this particular loan? 
 

A: Sir, it is the State Participation Act that Parliament enacted for us to purposely 
– Participation Act in terms of State entering into the LNG Project, and that 
was the basis for us to go out and borrow money outside of the normal budget 
process; and that is where IPIC transaction option, we have been involved in 
the IPIC transaction option or IPIC Exchangeable Bond Transaction option. 

 20 
[1:45pm]  Q: Does not specifically mention the IPIC loan and the Exchangeable Bond that 

came with it or is this a general facilitative legislation that covers loans 
obtained generally?   

A: Mr Chair, I need to look at the legislation itself to be able to answer that 
question to you.   

Q: My last question, I think it goes back to what I asked earlier.  We have a former 
departmental head who has come to give evidence.  His name is Dr Clement 
Waine who has given evidence that the State had sufficient funds from what 
it called its General Business Trust Funds that is liquid capital as well as assets 
worth around the K6 billion in 2014 to pay off UBS which the State did not 30 

exhaust, instead the State went ahead and sold its shares in Oil Search.  Is he 
correct on that statement? 

A: Mr Chairman, my understanding is that the Oil Search shares is part of the 
General Business Trust that IPBC was in charge.  We elected to use only the 
Oil Search shares to invoke this transaction. 

Q: I will stop there and I will ask Commissioner White to ask you questions. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  In your statement, Mr Pruaitch, in 
paragraph 54 – I will just give you a chance to look that up.  In that paragraph, Mr 
Pruaitch, you say; “It was always the intention to swap the Oil Search shares in 
settlement of the Exchangeable Bond.”  And that has been the tenor of your evidence 
and that of Mr Arthur Somare that it was a good deal that it was an effective way of 
funding participation in the PNG LNG Project.  This is my question.  How were you 
confident that when the maturity date came that the IPIC, the lender, the IPIC 
Corporation would have opted to hold the shares? 

A: We took those decisions based on the advice – legal and commercial advice 
provided by the people that we had engaged to advise the State on whether 10 
this proposition will be advantages for the country.  We elected to use the Oil 
Search shares to swap based on advice. 

 
[1.50pm] Q: Yes, I understand that, Mr Pruaitch but you seemed to have been very 

confident that on the maturity date that IPIC would elect to keep the shares.  I 
suppose the answer would be; well, if you did not come up with any money 
to redeem them, they would be compelled to keep the shares. 

 
A: Yes, I think based along with the advice, based on the negotiation with IPIC 

team themselves, we arrived at that understanding. 20 
 
Q: Right.  So, it really was understood between both sides to the agreement, is 

that your recollection now? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Can you recall now who introduced the State to IPIC?  I have read in material 

that I cannot quite put my finger on now that Mr Peter Botten of Oil Search 
introduced you, would that be a correct recollection? 

 30 
A: My recollection as the Treasurer and the Chairman of the Ministerial 

Committee was the IPBC introduced IPIC option to the government. 
 
Q: All right.  So, you cannot say who introduced IPBC to IPIC then.  It could 

have been Mr Botten, you just do not know? 
 
A: I do not. 
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Q: Mr O’Neill in his statement has said that it was essential in the national interest 
that the State should continue to have shares in Oil Search.  That was one of 
the justifications that he put forward for being so anxious to acquire those 
shares after they had been forfeited under the IPIC transaction.  You have been 
in government a very long time and you no doubt know a great deal about Oil 
Search and its long relationship with this country.  What can you say about 
that as a considered reason for expending money to buy Oil Search shares? 

 
A: My view is, madam commissioner, my view is that if a transaction benefits 

the country then it is in the national interest.  If it does not then it is not in the 10 
national interest.  So, in the - - - 

 
Q: I take it from – yes, continue 
 
A: So, in the UBS transaction where the State is required to borrow money to 

fund or to buy back Oil Search shares for me it is not in the national interest 
because we do not have those shares any more.  We lost money in that 
transaction.  So I do not understand why Mr O’Neill said that it is in national 
interest for us to have an interest in Oil Search. 

 20 
Q: From your long experience, would you think it likely that Oil Search would 

be less interested in investing in this country if the State did not hold shares? 
 
A: Let us face it.  I think they have more than five petroleum exploration licenses 

in the country.  They have a huge setup in this country and it is – I do not think 
they will walk away from Papua New Guinea if we do not have an interest in 
them. 

 
Q: I just want to ask you and I would be quite probably surprised if you have got 

your finger on these questions because it is just a little bit stepping away from 30 
what we have been talking about.  But presumably for the joint venturers who 
were involved in the PNG LNG Project, there were a number of concessions 
that the State gave them in terms of tax holidays and things of that kind.  Were 
you involved in any of those negotiations about what benefits would accrue 
to the developers/producers of that kind? 

 
A: So, you are referring to Oil Search or? 
 
Q: Royalties and tax on income earned, things of that kind.  Can you recall what 

they were? 40 
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[1.55pm] A: Can you repeat your question again, please? 
 

Q: Yes.  I am just wondering at the time when the project agreement was being 
put together in 2008, can you recall what concessions were offered to the 
developers in terms of the string of royalties and “tax breaks” to use the 
vernacular. 

 
A: In the gas agreement in terms of royalties and taxes – corporate tax and all 

that, the starting point for the State is what is allowable in law.  For example, 10 
ExxonMobil came to the Ministerial Economic Committee and wanted the 
corporate tax to be dropped from 30 per cent to 25 per cent and we told – I in 
fact told ExxonMobil that my starting point is what is allowable in law.  And 
we kept the corporate tax at 30 per cent.  I do not believe – I think there were 
goods and services tax that were exempted in the construction phase, the 
conditions of concession they were given.  I cannot recollect them from the 
top of my mind right now but there is a list that concession that the government 
provides to particularly ExxonMobil in terms of the initial feed and 
construction stage. 

 20 
Q: And would those concessions actually be in the agreement?  Would they have 

been exported into the agreement as terms or would they be in some side 
agreement? 

 
A: Obviously, if those concessions were there they will be captured in the 

agreement. 
 
Q: All right, we can look there then and see what they are.  I think that is all the 

questions I have got.  Thank you very much for coming to assist us. 
 30 
A: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just follow up on an earlier question I asked about this 
Liquefied Natural Gas State Participation Act of 2008?  I am not quite sure if that 
meets the requirement of section 209(1).  I have just had a quick perusal of this Act 
and it is not – it appears that Act is the general application in terms of providing for 
the State to issue bonds to secure loans.  But I am looking for an authorization by an 
Act of Parliament of this particular loan, the IPIC loan, or any other particular loan.  
If you look at the wording of section 209(1), I know you are not a lawyer but as a 
legislator you would have some idea about section 209.  If you look at the wording, 40 
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it is a bit vague as to whether the authorization by an Act of Parliament is required 
for a specific loan or every specific loan or a general statute that authorizes such a 
loan is what it is talking about.  The problem we have here is – yes? 
 
MR NINAI:  I understand where – I am not sure whether the witness can answer the 
question, Mr Pruaitch can answer this.  Perhaps we could just leave this for 
submissions? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I will put it to him.  He is a legislator; he should know the 
law.  The language of the law is simple enough for him to understand.  It is the law 10 
he made.  I will try to be as general as I can without getting technical as we lawyers 
do.  So the issue that we are faced here is the question of whether Parliament 
approval is required by an Act of Parliament for every specific loan that is obtained 
or that a general authorization by an Act of Parliament for that type of loan is what 
section 209(1) is talking about. 
 

[2.00pm] If you look at this legislation, it fits into the latter.  But I would be pretty much 
interested in learning from former attorney generals and senior members of 
Parliament about section 209 (1) as to what its intention, is it, talking about 
authorization of every major loan specifically by Parliament or a general 20 
authorization by an Act of Parliament is sufficient for that purpose.  You go and have 
a look at that section and discuss with your lawyers and then look at the legislation 
and perhaps provide your view about what that subsection means and how it is to be 
complied there perhaps when you return next for some more questions. 
 
A: Yes. Thank you, Chair. I will definitely get my lawyers to advise me on that, 

but there is a legislator the entry into or - in order for the State to borrow 
money, you either use Loans and Borrowing Acts to assist you and that means 
that every budget cycle you capture your expenditure.  In those expenditure, 
you are able to itemize your debt component meaning that you put money so 30 
you can repay your loan.  That is captured in the budget cycle. In the case of 
State going out to borrow, and in this case substantially and for us to invest in 
a commercial venture, we are not in a budget cycle it cannot be included in 
the budget because we are in the middle of the year.  And my understanding, 
the route to take is through section 209.  Unless there is another section, Mr 
Chair that enables the State to go out and borrow in my view, the Parliament 
took the necessary steps to enact its participation in the LNG Project in order 
for us to participate we need to pay for our participation and therefore the need 
to borrow.  And that is the basis for us to get that Act in Parliament and enables 
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the State to then go out and borrow outside of the budget cycle.  And that is 
how we entered into the IPIC transaction. 

 
Q: So, if you apply that reasoning then the government would not have to go to 

Parliament to get an approval by an Act of Parliament for a specific loan, 
right?  Because the enabling legislation like this legislation is already there 
and so is the Overseas Borrowings Act is a general legislation that facilitates 
- allows the government to go out and borrow.  We are talking about a specific 
issue.  Is the government required to obtain specific approval over specific 
loan of such magnitude or it rides by this general enabling legislation and 10 
conduct these transactions away from parliament?  Parliament is only given 
the copy of the loan transaction and that is it, Parliament never gets to know 
what the precise loan was about and what its terms and conditions are?  That 
is the problem we have here.  Anyway, this is just a statement I am not asking 
you a question but you think through. If there is a problem with this law, then 
we need to fix it.  We get in section 209 (1), we need to fix it.  So that perhaps 
government seeks Parliament’s approval for – not for every loan but loan of 
such magnitude and the figure in terms of the amount of loan for which 
government should obtain specific approval, again by an Act of Parliament 
for that particular loan so that is really the issue right now. 20 

 
[2.05 pm] So, think through and check section 209(1), check this legislation and perhaps 

your lawyers make some submission on this point.  The commission will be 
asking former attorney generals and current attorney general to give us their 
interpretation of section 209(1).  That might resolve all the issues that we are 
facing today, the government obtaining specific loans which appear not to 
have been authorized by Parliament, by an Act of Parliament, not just ordinary 
resolution but by an Act of Parliament which is about interpretation that we 
need to consider.  But is there anything else Dr Renwick?  Any other questions 
before we excuse Honourable Patrick Pruaitch and perhaps fix a date for him 30 
to return? 

 
DR RENWICK: Yes, commissioners so Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has sent us 
something recently setting out possible questions for cross-examination but as Mr 
Pruaitch is coming back, in my submission the way forward is to find out perhaps 
from Mr Pruaitch and his lawyer Mr Minai when they can provide that additional 
evidence that he could say about section 209 and the question you have just asked.  
And then to get him back for any further questions and that will allow me to have a 
talk with Ms Twivey-Nonggorr and just ascertain the nature of the questions under 
the Practice Note. So, can I ask Mr Minai, Mr Pruaitch, when do you think given the 40 
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time frame we have got you could provide a short supplementary statement 
answering the commissioner’s outstanding question particularly on section 209? 
 
MR NINAI:  Thank you Dr Renwick, Chair, Commissioner White.  We could be 
able to do that by Friday. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  So, if that is so commissioners, Mr Pruaitch, would it be 
convenient for you to come back next week say on Tuesday?  Would it be convenient 
for you to come back on 3 August? 
 10 
MR NINAI: Chair, I just want to seek clarification.  Do you just want the 
clarification or our version of section 209 and the State’s participation in?  Is that 
the only question you want? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have said what I wanted to say.  You should discern 
what I am after.  The practice that we have established is for witnesses giving 
evidence for the first time to return so it gives us time to study the evidence they 
have given and we can ask some questions if we want to.  So, that is really the 
purpose and so the issues that we raise here if he wants to address them when he 
returns is a matter for him. 20 
 
MR NINAI:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But it is just a general normal practice is for witnesses giving 
evidence for the first time to go away, give us time to consider the evidence and also  
give opportunity to other counsel who might want to ask questions for the witnesses 
return so that is exactly what we will do now.   
 
MR NINAI:  That is right. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And I suppose there is no other counsel wanting to ask any 
questions.  Ms Nonggorr, what do you - trying to stand up? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:   Yes, I do wish to ask questions.  As my learned friend 
Dr Renwick said, I had submitted some topics and questions to him and there will 
also be questions arising from the examination today.  So I have sought leave I 
believe within the terms of the Practice Direction and I understand that questions 
now would be asked now when he returns.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Just to clarify the Practice Note that has been issued.  We 
have authorized counsel assisting the commission to make decisions on your request 
or any counsel’s request to ask questions and we will just go by counsel’s decision 
but if there are any issues arising out of that then counsel would be free to raise those 
matters before us and we can make a decision on it but otherwise we have authorized 
to counsel to take full charge of that and hopefully it will resolve all those issues and 
we will take it from there. 

 
[2.10 pm] MS TWIVEY-NONGGOR:  Thank you chief commissioner. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So Mr Pruaitch would next Tuesday, 3 August be convenient to 
you and Mr Minai? 
 
MR NINAI:  Yes Dr Renwick, that would be convenient for myself and Mr Pruaitch. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you and we will adjourn this Honourable 20 
Patrick Pruaitch’s appearance to next Tuesday, 3 August at 10 am for continuation 
of his evidence.  You may be excused Honourable member. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Dr Katter will take the next witness. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Erastus Kamburi. 
 
MR LEVENTE:  Chief Commissioner, may I request you to swear in this witness 
because Mr Yapao has left to personally serve a summons for us. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Kamburi, thank you for attending this afternoon to 
give evidence.  Can you hold the Bible in your right hand and stand up?   
 
 40 
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ERASTUS KAMBURI, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER: 
 
Q: Mr Kamburi, could you state your full name? 
 
A: Erastus Brian Kamburi. 
 
Q: You are the general counsel of Kumul Consolidated Holdings to date? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You have been in that role since August 2017? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You were the chief legal officer of the Independent Public Business 

Corporation from 2012 until 2017, is that right? 
 20 
A: That is correct.  
 
Q: As chief legal officer at IPBC you were also the company secretary, were you? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Prior to being at the IPBC in 2012 had you previously been employed? 
 
A: Yes, prior to joining IPBC I was employed as the chief legal officer and 

company secretary for Nasfund for a number of years.  Before that corporate 30 
lawyer of Harbours Board which is now PNG Ports. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Now, if we can have on the screen please the statement of Mr 

Kamburi.  Mr Kamburi, can you see on the screen there, it should be a copy of 
your statement and this document is 16 pages in length, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: On the final page there is a reference to 18 June 2021.  Is that the date you 

signed the statement? 40 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to this document as at today? 
 
A: Not at this stage. 
 
Q: With your statement and you mentioned them each, you will see there at 

paragraph 54 as an example, there are annexures A to Z and some of those 
annexures have sub letters, do they not, for example, at paragraph 10, D1, D6, 10 
that right? 

 
[2.15 pm] A: That is correct. 

 
Q: On the screen we might have, and I think we may be able to hand up an index 

that identifies those annexures that you have referred to within the statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Dr Katter, I will hand those up, Mr Associate.  There is no trouble.  
There are three copies, Mr Associate:  one for the witness and one for each of the 
commissioners.  We will give the witness one and then one each to the 20 
commissioners.  Dr Katter, I think everybody has the right copy now. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Mr Kamburi, on the screen, you will see a document.  
You have seen this before the hearing today, this document, have you not?  It is an 
index of the documents identified in your statement; is that right? 
 
A: That is correct, I have seen that. 
 
Q: And you have had a chance to read through this document?  Did you have any 

corrections to the identification of the documents which are the annexures to 30 
your statement? 

 
A: I am sorry I did not quite get you. 
 
Q: Yes.  Did you have any corrections or were there any errors you identified in 

this index document which identifies the documents that you referred to in 
your statement? 

 
A: No, no corrections at this stage. 
 40 
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Q: Thank you.  At paragraph 5 in your statement, you refer to the statement of 
Mr Isikeli Taureka dated 3 June, and you say, is this right?  All of the 
documents which are annexed to your statement had been attached to that 
statement of Mr Taureka.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  Commissioners, I seek please to tender this statement with annexures 

and have it marked as an exhibit. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not have that statement in front of me; the physical copy 
of it.  I only have the index that has been handed up.   
 
DR KATTER:  I apologise, commissioners.  A copy is on the screen.  It is 16 pages.  
It is dated on the final page and signed 18 June 2021.  If it pleases, you just scroll 
through the pages on the screen. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That is the statement signed on 18 June. 
 
DR KATTER:  That is it, chief commissioner. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Statement or affidavit? 
 
DR KATTER:  It is a statement.  It is described as a statement but it is sworn on the 
final page. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What about the annexures to the affidavit? 
 
DR KATTER:  All the annexures are individually identified in the document and 
then that index which has been handed up identifies then not only by the same 30 
description, but by the Doc ID number as additionally, if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because if you are going to admit that affidavit together with 
the annexures, you need to put all those annexures on the screen, so it forms part of 
the document.  I would not want to admit a document that I have not seen.  The 
annexures form part of the affidavit, right?  Do you follow? 
 
DR KATTER:  I do, they do. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So you need to run us through the annexures so we know what 
they are; display them one after the other.  They may be voluminous but so be it.  
The commissioners need to physically see a document before we admit it.  That is 
the point. 

[2:20pm] DR KATTER:  It will be done. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you in a position to do that now or if not, you need time to 
prepare, then we can perhaps adjourn his appearance to tomorrow, give you time to 
organize the annexures to put them before us?  Are you able to do that now then we 
can proceed? 

DR KATTER:  If it pleases, we can go through each individual document, bring it 10 

up on the screen, identify the document, commissioners, in the presence of Mr 
Kamburi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Are you able to do that now? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, subject to -  - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is quite a heavy list there.  Okay.  All right then we go through 
it then.   

DR KATTER:  Yes, it is annexure A, Doc ID, WIT.0056.0002.0018, if that can be 
brought up on the screen, please?  Commissioners, I am sorry for the delays.  Is it 
possible to bring that document up on the screen?  Thank you and just scrolling 
through the document, Mr Kamburi, can you see that on the screen? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: This is a letter dated 7 March, is this your annexure as you describe it, 
Annexure A? 

A: That is correct.   

Q: Is this the document you describe as Annexure A? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Thank you.  Just scrolling to the end of the document, two pages.  Next 
document. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just pause there.  Does that statement have an annexure stamp 
- completed annexure stamp?  All affidavits that contain annexures have to be 30 
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appropriately marked as annexures.  I think lawyers they use a standard stamp which 
is signed by the deponent and the Commissioner for Oaths.  I am not trying to get 
technical but these are the procedures that we follow if we are going to admit an 
affidavit. 

DR KATTER:  I do not think this is an affidavit, commissioner, in my admission.  
This is a statement. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it a statement?  Let us go back and see. 

DR KATTER:  Yes, only a statement not an affidavit. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I thought I saw the statement being sworn or something and if 
it is sworn, then it is an affidavit. 10 

DR KATTER:  Not sworn, but it is not a – just scroll.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Go to the signature page. 

DR KATTER:  I apologise commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If it is an affidavit, it is a particular form.  What does it say?  
Yes, it says; “Oath”.  On 18 June, statement made on Oath, yes.  If it is made on 
Oath, then each document should be identified and appropriately marked as exhibit, 
signed off by the deponent and the Commissioner of Oaths.  You see that? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think we need to sort that out first.  What I suggest is I 
think that each annexures should be appropriately endorsed first and annexures 20 
countersigned by the deponent and the Commissioner for Oaths as they have done 
on the signature page and I suggest copies be distributed to commissioners 
beforehand so that we are aware of the document and then you can simply refer to 
them and then seek to admit the affidavit together with the annexure instead of 
running through everything. 

 
[2.25pm] DR KATTER:  It will be done.  If I could ask that Mr Kamburi be stood over to 

tomorrow if that pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Will Mr Kamburi be available tomorrow morning? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Just a technical thing that we need to fix.  It is an affidavit.  It does not say it 
is an affidavit but it is sworn so annexures have to be appropriately marked. 

 
A: I appreciate it. 
 
Q: All right, and we adjourn Mr Kamburi’s appearance till tomorrow at 10 

o’clock.  Mr Kamburi, you may be excused now. 
 
A: Thank you, chief. 
 10 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Jurth has the next witness. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners, I can move very quickly through the last two 
matters.  They concern three witnesses.  The first is David Manau, the now Secretary 20 
for the Department of Petroleum and Energy.  He has provided quite a lot of material 
already as well as a letter that contains a schedule.  He delivered earlier today a 
further affidavit that also clarifies some of his earlier material in particular there is 
one thing that we have noticed or rather one issue.  Some of the documents listed in 
his schedule is missing.  We do not think it was provided.  I am sure that is an 
oversight.  So, the position with Mr Manau is that we are going to see if we can fix 
these things up overnight and he is going to come back tomorrow morning.  And my 
understanding is that he has already been removed from today’s diary and put onto 
tomorrow’s diary.  So that deals with Mr Manau. 
 30 
Mr Ray Paul and Mr David Towe are two people that they serve one function.  Mr 
Ray Paul is the former Chief of Customs, the Commissioner for Customs and Mr 
David Towe is the current Commissioner for Customs and in fact Mr Paul’s 
successor.  I have had communication from Mr Towe that the draft statement that 
we have sent him will be finalized today and sent to us and he is coming on 
Wednesday morning for that to be tendered.  Now, commissioners, you will recall 
that his statement is going to be a summary of the huge amount of material that his 
predecessor provided to you.  So, it is going to be a more convenient way to absorb 
that evidence by seeing it in a table form with some schedules rather than having to 
go through boxes and boxes of materials.  So Towe’s evidence is important and it is 40 
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desirable that it be put into a conveniently consumable form and so that is going to 
happen on Wednesday morning.   
 
Mr Paul, I do not want to mis-speak.  I have not had any contact with him and I am 
not aware that he is - - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If Mr Towe is going to provide the same evidence that Ray Paul 
is going to provide then there is no need to call Ray Paul.   
 
MR JURTH:  Very well.  We still may have one or two questions from Ray Paul to 10 
explain evidence produced by other witnesses relevant to his material – to identify 
it, I should say. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  In any event, the short position with each of these three gentlemen is 
that they have moved off today’s list to another day but they will certainly be coming 
back.  And I think those are all the matters on today’s list. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is correct, commissioners.  We have shortened the day a little 20 
in view of those changes in particular with Mr Yauieb and Mr Kamburi.   
 

[2.30pm] We will just run through who we have got coming tomorrow just to ensure it is 
correct.  So we first have some directions tomorrow, we have Honorable Bryan 
Kramer, Mr Flynn from Athurst, Dentons and Mr Garry Juffa and then we expect to 
see the Honorable Kerenga Kua who I will question.  The Honorable William Duma 
– now, just in relation to Mr Duma, we understand he is aware that tomorrow, 
nobody has confirmed his attendance if he is listening.  We expect to see him 
tomorrow.  That is the same position with Dr Ken Ngangan who Dr Katter will take.  
He has not confirmed his attendance but we expect to see him.  Dr Eric Kwa has 30 
confirmed his attendance Mr Jurth will deal with him and also Mr Manau  as you 
have heard, and then Mr Ano Pala, again is not confirmed his attendance but he will 
be here tomorrow.  So that is the list for tomorrow business. And unless there is any 
applications or questions, we can adjourn till 9.30 am tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   What did we say in relation to Anthony Yauieb, what directions 
did we issue? 
 
DR REDWICK:  The direction we have received there, commissioners, is that he be 
stood over to give evidence on Thursday 29 July at 10 am. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We issue the direction.  So that completes all the 
witnesses listed for today so unless there is anything else, then I will ask my 
Associate to adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings.  
 
 
 
AT 2.32 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 27 JULY 2021 AT 9.30 AM. 
 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[10.00am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick. 
 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Mr Jurth has the directions list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Renwick, thank you Commissioners.  The first on my 
list is a summons that was issued to Dentons and Mr Garo appears at the bar table 
on behalf of Dentons. 
 10 
MR GARO:  Yes your Honour, Garo Guguna from Dentons. 
 
MR JURTH:  The position is a happy one.  Dentons were the lawyers for Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings.  They were issued with a summons to produce documents.  I 
am happy to report there are 17 documents in answer to that summons have already 
been provided under cover of letter dated 22 July this year.  Mr Garo tells me that 
there are some further documents that would answer the summons vested in the 
process of being locate, collated, et cetera.  So, that process will continue but we are 
very grateful that he has not waited for everything to be available but has moved 
quickly to provide us with the documents that he already has.  I suppose the 20 
summons should be stood over for a period of time.  
 
Now, Mr Garo in his correspondence suggests that he requires further two weeks.  I 
have explained to him that is probably too long for us.  My respectful submission is 
that he be given until say Tuesday next week and then I can update the commission 
as to where he is at. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date next Tuesday? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, it is a very good question, bear with me.  It is 30 
going to be 3 August. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 o’clock? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the matter is adjourned to next Tuesday, 3 August 
at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR GARO:  Thank you, your Honour. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Garo you may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter is that of Ashurt 
and Mr Flynn appears. 
 
MR FLYNN:  Good morning Commissioners, Richard Flynn, Ashurst PNG. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 10 
MR FLYNN:  Commissioners, Ashurt has responded to all four parts of the 
summons 97 that was addressed to myself.  The final charge which I think was the 
fifth charge was produced on 23 July which we believe responds to all of the 
questions originally 14 in all four summons for Ashurst.   
   

[10.05am] A number of the documents are subject to claim for legal professional privilege 
which at this stage we are instructed to maintain by the relevant clients. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And are there any issues with those claims Mr Jurth? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Apologies, your Honour, I was not listening because I was looking at 
my text message to do with other things which are commission related so I cannot 
answer your questions because I do not know what it is.  Not so far as I am aware 
we have taken at face value and in good faith so far what has been put to us so I do 
not anticipate there being an issue arising from that. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Good thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  So, what directions are you seeking counsel? 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Well, that is the end of it.  I request that the summons of Mr Flynn and 
his client be formally discharged. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Does he have to return at a later date to give the actual 
evidence? 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, my understanding is that the current summons is one for 
production of documents only so there is no summons requiring Mr Flynn to give 
evidence personally but he has just indicated at the bar table that where such a 
summons to be issued he would respond to it favourably. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to issue directions for the documents that have been 
produced to be produced in evidence by summons.  I think we need to fix a return 
date for Mr Flynn to actually formally present those documents into evidence.  
 
MR JURTH:  To formally tender them.  Very well Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Unless the documents are tendered by consent then we have a 
format for that whereby each document is signed off by the witness as he is 
consenting to the documents being tendered by consent without having the witness 10 
attend. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Jurth, you have not had an opportunity to look at 
these documents yet so it may well be that they are not all required for the purposes 
of the commission so we certainly would not want to clutter up the record with more 
than we need.  So, we probably need an opportunity to ask for counsel to have a look 
at them before we go down the next step of seeing whether we need Mr Flynn back. 
 
MR JURTH:  Very well.   Might I then submit that we stand this matter also over to 
3 August for that process to occur.  And if we do not need Mr Flynn back because 20 
we come to some arrangement then I can advise Mr Flynn and if he does need to 
come back then we would be grateful if he did. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Flynn, is 3 August convenient to you? 
 
MR FLYNN:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the matter is adjourned to 3 August at 10 o’clock 
for continuation. 
 30 
MR FLYNN:  As the Commission pleases, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  The next matter is Minister Brian Kramer.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kramer, thank you for attending this morning. 
 
MR KRAMER:  Thank you, your Honour. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes indeed we are grateful.  The purpose of Minister Kramer coming 
today is in answer to a letter of request in relation to the 2011 investigations.  This 
matter has been mentioned before.  His department is one of the two that were 
identified as having potentially documents relating to that investigation and I invited 
Minster Kramer to come today to provide an update to the commission as to what 
his department has discovered so far. 
 
MR KRAMER:  Yes, thank you.  Actually after receiving a letter, raised the request 10 
with members of the DJAG, namely the Secretary, Attorney General as well as 
senior management if they were aware of any actual investigations conducted by the 
department into the UBS.  And the response was that no, they were not aware of any 
investigations.  I understand most of them took up office after the transaction 
concerning UBS. 
 
MR JURTH:  Look, in response to that, all I would ask through you commissioners 
is from Mr Kramer to articulate whether he expects there to be anything forthcoming 
or is that really the end of the request just one way or the other.  That in my 
submission should be made clear. 20 
 
MR KRAMER:  I am happy to actually make further enquiries.  This was just the 
response they provided to me, I mean also to advise the commission this issue 
concerning UBS was something prior to becoming a Member of Parliament and 
Minister to actually look into myself in tracking Inter Oil’s establishment 
transactions, PAC LNG and download its significant amount of information over the 
net concerning parties concerned. 
 

[10.10 am] I am happy to provide a statement from my own sort of enquiries, not in any physical 
capacity as a minister but as well as to make further enquiries into DJAG.  I think 30 
the specific officer that would have been involved concerning the UBS there would 
have been the State Solicitor in signing off in terms of the current management; they 
are not aware but I mean, he would also I understand he has been called to this 
Inquiry and he would be privy to whether was and actually inquire into – or joint 
investigation and he will be best placed to provide that information.   
 
MR JURTH:  Well, of course, we welcome any assistance from anybody and we are 
very grateful for Minister Kramer for that indication. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask the minister, and thank you for coming  
I know that you have a very busy schedule, so we are really grateful. 
 
Would you know who at that time was – could you ask amongst your senior officials 
within the department who would be the most likely person who would know the 
answer to the question of whether there was an investigation apart from the State 
Solicitor?  I know there is a big turnover of personnel, of course. 
 
MR KRAMER:  To my knowledge the minister at that time was actually Kerenga 
Kua.  I understand he is also named as a person giving evidence.  So he was actually, 10 
I understand to be the Attorney General and the Minister for Justice at that time.  So 
I understand he is going to appear before this Inquiry, and he will be the best person 
to confirm those names and I am happy once he is able to do that, then I can assist 
by actually conducting – tracking them down and confirming if there was any joint 
investigation, and if they have any documentation or anything to their knowledge 
concerning the transaction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, minister, very much.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners, I do not think, subject to what my leader thinks 
I do not think we require a direction requiring Minister Kramer to come back.  He 
has indicated he will provide some documents on a voluntary basis we will receive 
that in due course.  The next step will really flow from that.  I would excuse him in 
my submission with our thanks today and we can correspond with his office in the 
way that we have up until today.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I would agree with that, commissioners. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then we can adjourn his appearance generally. 
 
MR JURTH:  Generally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will just leave it at that.  Okay. 
 
MR KRAMER:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  You may be excused, Mr Kramer.  Next? 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  The next matter is Garry Juffa but I am not sure that there is an 
appearance by him or for him.  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What kind of evidence was he asked to give? 
 
MR JURTH:  It was a summons to produce documents only.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What kind of document? 
 
MR JURTH:  He was the commissioner – was it Commissioner for Customs? 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Customs Commissioner. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Customs Commissioner.  So it is David Manau, David Towe- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Same kind of evidence Ray Paul and David Towe are going to 
give? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I thought he was being called to produce evidence of the Public 
Accounts Committee hearing into Kumul Petroleum Holdings and a whole lot of 
other Kumul businesses.  Is that the kind of information that was sought from him?  
Not really? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief commissioner, you may be right.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You want to reproduce the summons or the letter that was sent 
out and we will see what information was sought?  We will probably adjourn the 
matter generally and you follow up on that. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  We will indeed.  If it could be also adjourned to the same list on 3 
August. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourn to? 
 
MR JURTH:  3 August. 
 

[10.15am] THE CHAIRMAN:  That matter is adjourned to 3 August at 10 o’clock. Next? 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes. Can I pick up two other people from body of the list who I see 
are in the room. Can we first please call on the Attorney General, Dr Eric Kwa?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Eric Kwa, thank you for attending at the request of the 
commission. Thank you, yes. 
 
MR JURTH: Yes. Commissioners, again very grateful for the Attorney General to 
enter our request and to appear in person.  The request addressed to him concerned 
Section 209 of the Constitution.  The letter of request that went out to him in that 
capacity, as well as all former attorney generals. I understand from the Attorney 10 
General that he is very happy to answer our request.  He is seeking advice from the 
Solicitor General and the State Solicitor and when that advice is provided, he will 
forward it to us. So in that sense I understand his appearance to be a formal one only 
today to provide an update to the commission in relation to that process.  
 
MR KWA: Thank you, Commissioners.  Two letters were sent to me and I just want 
to respond to the first one that was also answered by Minister Kramer.  I was asked 
to provide some details on the joint investigation by the department.  I confirm that 
we did check our records and we cannot locate any documents relating to that 
investigation.  I did seek advice from the State Solicitor and he advises me that at 20 
that time, the particular month in question, that was when there was a crisis where 
we had two governments and so we really cannot pick up where those 
correspondences are.  At that time, as you will recall, Chief Commissioner, there 
were two governments.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2011 and 2012? 
 
DR KWA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  30 
 
DR KWA:  So that is why we cannot locate the documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR KWA:  That is in relation to the first letter that was sent to me.  In relation to the 
second letter in relation to Section 209, I have again instructed the State Solicitor to 
come forward and provide the advice to the commission because he was there at that 
time.  He was the State Solicitor there and so he has the relevant information he is 
aware of what happened and so I told him that if he could come and make a 40 
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presentation before you because I would have no knowledge of what happened at 
that time.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   He has already given that evidence. 
 
DR KWA: All right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think what is being sought from you is your construction or 
your interpretation of what is section 209(1) means. 
 10 
DR KWA:  All right, sure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And as Attorney General, I think you can give your views to 
assist the commission to arrive at a non-judicial determination of what Section 209 
(1) means which the Commission is entitled to do.  Your views will obviously be 
taken into account.  
 
DR KWA:  Thank you, Sir.  Yes, I am able to do that. Chief Commissioner, my view 
is that Section 209 provides the basic framework for all public expenditure. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not have to give it now.  I think you may be want to go 
into the witness box and give that evidence. 
 
DR KWA:  All right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could be expert evidence or whatever you want to call it but - 
- -  
 
DR KWA:  So do you want me to present it in writing? 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suggest you write up something, it is an important issue and 
come and present that as your view.  Yes, the Commission is always seeking the 
views of other former attorney generals on what Section 209(1) means. If there has 
been a judicial construction of that provision then the commission would also want 
to know what that judicial construction is, if there is a case on point.  
 
DR KWA:  Sure, Sir.  I am able to do that.  If I can be given a bit more time then I 
will come and present a written submission before you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 40 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the Attorney General has indicated the Tuesday next 
week would be convenient for him to come back to give that evidence.  If that is 
convenient to the commission then I would submit that he be added to the list on 
Tuesday, 3 August. 
 

[10.20am] THE CHAIRMAN:  You agree with that? 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we fix the next Tuesday, the 3rd, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  3rd, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  3 August at 10 o’clock for the attorney general to give his 
evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just mention Attorney and again thanks from 
me for coming.  If you are going to do a note in writing it would assist me if I just 
had an advance copy it does not need to more than just the evening before if you 20 
could possibly do that just so that I will be able to understand more completely the 
evidence that you give. 
 
DR KWA:  Thank you Commissioner.  We have the email address for Mr Levente 
so we can email it to him. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Excellent, thank you. 
 
THE  CHAIRMAN:  Should I just add you may also want to confer with Mr Jurth 
for information on a number of related legislation that have been mentioned by 30 
witnesses in this Inquiry including the Overseas Loan Borrowings Act or something, 
related legislation.  There was another legislation mentioned by Honourable Patrick 
Pruaitch yesterday that might be relevant.  I do not have the name of that particular 
legislation but there were some issues around that as well. 
 
DR KWA:  Would that be the Public Finances (Management) Act or? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  Mr Jurth, you were having a look at that legislation, what 
was the name of that legislation, from yesterday?  Something to do with the oil and 
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gas, some new piece of legislation.  You can obtain the name of that legislation from 
Mr Jurth. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, did you mean the Liquefied Natural Gas State 
Participation? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is the one. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes so the Liquefied Natural Gas State Participation 
Act of 2008. 10 
 
DR KWA:  Yes, I have got it here, sir. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
DR KWA:  We will do that then. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  All right, Attorney General you may be 
excused. 
 20 
DR KWA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, could I just return briefly to the matter of Garry 
Juffa?  I did not mean to mislead you.  I had a recollection that he was involved with 
Customs in the past and I thought that is what his summons must relate to but it does 
not and you were quite right.  It relates to his capacity as a member of the Public 
Accounts Committee, in particular that his role as chair of the Public Sector Reform 
and Service Delivery Committee.  So, we have written to him in that capacity to 30 
request documents.  So far as I know we have not received a response and he is not 
here today but directions have already been made adjourning his summons to 3 
August and I will make sure we will make contact with him and update the 
commission accordingly.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Could I then call on Ano Pala?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 40 
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MR JURTH:  Who I see is here.  Mr Pala appears in person, we thank him for 
appearing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Ano Pala, thank you for appearing this morning, good. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, it is topical that Mr Pala appear after the 
Attorney General because of course the subject matter or his appearance here today 
is exactly the same to the extent that he was also sent in his capacity as a former 
Attorney General, the same letter concerning section 209. 10 
 
Now, as I understand it Mr Pala’s response is an understandable one.  He says that 
he no longer has the resources of the current Attorney General to have that research 
undertaken and that in his former role he would have responded in the same way that 
the current Attorney just did.  In the circumstances he requested whether we require 
him to go and seek independent legal advice in order to help him answer the 
question. 
 
In my submission that would not be of assistance because we are not interested in 
what a third party lawyer has to say about the topic but rather what he thought of it 20 
at the time when he was Attorney General.  So, I am in your hands, commissioners, 
as to how you wish to proceed with Mr Pala but I take the force of what he says.  
From my own part, I would not submit that he is required to do anything further. 
 

[10.25 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can recall correctly, Mr Pala appeared during the 
preliminary hearings last year.  We had an exchange about the kind of evidence that 
the commission was seeking from you, and you did indicate that you may be able to 
assist the commission in terms of your role as Attorney General at some point in 
time when the UBS Loan or the IPIC Loan were obtained.  I could not just put my 
fingers on exactly what type of evidence you were going to give but you did indicate 30 
that you might be able to assist with some evidence.  Have you given some thought 
to some assistance you might try in terms of how those loans were handled by the 
executive government at that time? 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, Chairman and the Commissioner, I appeared the last time and I 
informed the commission that I was the Transport Minister at all relevant times.  I 
think with regard to the IPIC Loan I was not a minister.  So, Mr Chairman, my 
recollection is from the perspective of the Minister for Transport at that time, and I 
was not involved in considering the legal issues that have now been raised with me, 
so I had not taken a position at that time.  And now that I have been asked to take a 40 
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position on the issues that were before the commission at that time, I really needed 
to get assistance to express an opinion. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On section 209(1). 
 
MR PALA:  On section 209(1). 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think as a former Attorney General, the commission 
might be interested in getting your views in relation to that provision. 
 10 
MR PALA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you feel that this is being adequately addressed by other 
witnesses then I suppose we can excuse you. 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, I am not aware of how far the issues were or the issue was 
addressed but I had not been involved in any of those discussions.  This is an 
important issue and my only information, knowledge relating to this matter would 
have been in my capacity as the Clerk of Parliament because in that position, I think 
the understanding was that 209 referred to the raising of even K1.  Even the raising 20 
of K1, we have held a view that even the raising of that K1 needed to be approved 
by Parliament. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  K1 for- - - 
 
MR PALA:  Any amount. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In loans. 
 
MR PALA:  Any amount, yes, in the form of a loan.  Under that provision, it needed 30 
to be endorsed but- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: And that was your view when you were the Clerk of Parliament? 
 
MR PALA:  Clerk of Parliament, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How long were you Clerk of Parliament? 
 
MR PALA:  I was the Clerk for 12 years and as a procedure and as- - - 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And you were the Clerk around 2009 when the IPIC Loan was 
obtained. 
 
MR PALA:  Mr Chairman, I was the Clerk until 2006. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, Okay. 
 
MR PALA:  Yes.  So that is the only relevant experience I had on the – my 
interpretation of that provision. 
 10 

[10.30 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  That issue come up in any of the parliament’s sittings when you 
were the clerk as to the practical application of that section; do you recall or not? 
 
MR PALA:  Mr Chairman, in relation to any raising of funds, that provision we 
understood it to be any- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that was your understanding but your evidence will come 
more relevant if you had the occasion to consider its application in relation to any 
business of parliament at that time; your evidence will become more relevant there 
but I do not know. 20 
 
MR PALA:  Sorry, I am not getting you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your evidence would become relevant if parliament had the 
occasion to consider that subject when you were the Clerk of Parliament.   
 
MR PALA:  Yes, if it was raised then. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So I am asking; was it raised at some point? 
 30 
MR PALA:  No.  Well, it was always an issue at every – on every occasion a 
legislation was introduced and one of the clearances that had to be given was whether 
it amounted to raising of funds or raising of loans and that would- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR PALA:  That was the only – in every legislation, we had to give the clearance 
as to whether it was required under section 209 to comply with the procedural 
requirements one of which was that we needed to get the message from the Governor 
General. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So you will be giving evidence on an established practice within 
parliament. 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, that is- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To clear all loans proposed to be obtained by the government.  
That might be relevant. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it would, chief.  I must say I find that very 10 
interesting the practice is as important in many ways as the interpretation of section 
209 because it helps to inform the interpretation if one looks at practice.  If your 
recollection is still reasonably good and it seems to be, I would find it very helpful 
if you could just make some – record some recollections about the practice while 
you were the clerk during those 12 years, with respect to the raising of loans outside 
the budgetary process. 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, chairman and commissioner, it was well established practice.  The 
understanding or the procedure was basically parliamentary procedures to comply 
with the constitutional requirements. 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Was that in the Parliamentary Handbook that you 
needed to do that? 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, it will be in the Standing Orders and the current Clerk of 
Parliament perhaps would be a more direct person to give you all that information. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is true but of course- - - 
 
MR PALA:  It is. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Your recollection goes back a long way as to an 
established practice over many years.  And if you could make a statement to that 
effect that would be of considerable assistance to the commission. 
 
MR PALA:  Yes, yes, that is very well, commissioner and chairman, very well 
stablished practice. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We will allow some time for you to sit down with 
Mr jurth and reduce your statement into writing and then we will fix a date for you 40 
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to come and present that document and be examined on it.  So could we suggest a 
date for you to return, hopefully, by that time that statement would have been 
produced and for you to give evidence on a date that we can fix now if that is 
possible, Mr Jurth.   
 

[10.35am]DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, if I may.  Firstly, I entirely adopt what you said 
commissioners, that Ano Pala’s evidence will be very important it seems to me about 
parliamentary practice.  So, Mr Pala, would it be convenient to come back next 
Monday? 
 10 
MR PALA:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, all right.  Well, if you could liaise with Mr Jurth please.  
Commissioners, that is my application that Sir Ano Pala return next Monday at 10 
am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we adjourn your appearance to next Monday at 
10 o’clock.  In the meantime, you sit down with Mr Jurth and produce that statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioners.  The next matter would you please 20 
take Dr Ken Ngangan.  Now, he is the Secretary for Finance.  He has sent an email 
this morning to the commission’s secretary which has been forwarded to me at the 
bar table - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before we move on to him, just in relation to the subject of 
former, current Attorney Generals giving evidence.  Have we made any progress 
with contacting, I think, Dr Allan Marat who did appear at the preliminary hearings.  
He expressed his willingness to come and give evidence with - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  My understanding is - - - 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you make any contact with Dr Allan Marat? 
 
MR JURTH:  My understanding is that we have sent out the letters to everybody but 
there has been no response from Dr Marat yet. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to track him down because when he appeared before 
me last time, he was very keen to actually give evidence then.  And I am sure that 
he will be willing to give that evidence.  We need to track him down. 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, I will do that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, the other potential witness on that point would be – I am 
just trying to put my thinking cap on – who the four Attorney Generals are.  Sir 
Arnold Amet, yes – Sir Arnold Amet was at some point the Attorney General.   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, so he also got the letter.  He has responded on behalf of Mr 
Somare in relation to unrelated matters but we have not had a response from him in 
relation to that matter.  But he has been - - - 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can check with him.   
 
MR JURTH:  And then, I suppose, finally it is Mr Kua who is scheduled to give 
evidence.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Can we just move on?  Who was the other 
witness you mentioned?   
 
MR JURTH:  If I can take the matter of Dr Ken Ngangan. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Ken Ngangan, yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  So, he is the Secretary for Finance and he has written an email to the 
secretary this morning which has been forwarded to me.  The upshot is that he is 
unwell this morning with a sore throat.  He said he cannot talk; he is resting at home 
with medication and could we defer his appearance to later this week or next week 
Tuesday when he says he has budget meetings later this week except Tuesdays.  So 
I am in your hands, commissioners, as to when we would like to Dr Ngangan to but 
it seems like any day later this week or next week that is not a Tuesday is convenient 
to him. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you suggest a date that is convenient to counsel and 
perhaps him? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps a day that is not congested with other 
witnesses. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, although that can be misleading too.  I would submit that we 
should have him sooner rather than later.  Would Friday the 30th be convenient? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  At 10 o’clock? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you also explore the possibility of him giving evidence 
by zoom? 
 
MR JURTH:  We can.  I mean, he says in his email that he is having difficulty 
speaking so it is probably not convenient for today but that is one possibility; yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, his appearance is adjourned to Friday, 30 July at 10 
o’clock.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 

[10.40am] MR JURTH:  Then commissioners, would you take the matter of David Manau?  He 
has sent me an email earlier this morning through his lawyer, Mr Palma and he says 
that the Secretary for Department of Petroleum and Energy is fully committed from 20 
tomorrow until Thursday.  And the State’s negotiations team meeting to finalize the 
Pasca A Gas Agreement, please note that he as secretary of the department 
responsible for oil and gas matters as the Chairman of the SMT, he has therefore 
asked if he can be rescheduled to attend on Friday morning at the usual time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which Friday, this Friday or? 
 
MR JURTH:  I think that is this Friday, also the 30. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At? 30 
 
MR JURTH:  10 o’clock.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we issue the direction and adjourning his appearance to 
30 July at 10 o’clock to give his evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  And then finally, can I mention the matter of William 
Duma.  Now, the Commission Legal Officer, Mr Yapao has received a text message 
and please do not ask me to explain how this text message got to him but the upshot 
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is that some contact has been made with Mr Duma.  The message is that he is unwell 
today but he is available to appear on Thursday.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This week Thursday? 
 
MR JURTH:  This Thursday.  So in those circumstances, if that is accepted then a 
direction that Mr Duma’s evidence be adjourned until Thursday 29 July. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we issue the direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. I think those are all of my witnesses and that leaves Dr 
Renwick to mention Kerenga Kua.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can you hear me now, Commission? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So the position is that we have made contact with Mr Kua.  He has 
indicated that he is available to give evidence by telephone and so while we set that 
up, unless there is any other witnesses, we might just adjourn for say 15 minutes to 
allow that to occur.  And we had a bit of difficulty sometimes hearing what is 
happening in the court room today.  Can I just ask what happened to Dr Katter’s 
witness who I think is Mr Kamburi? 
 30 
DR KATTER:  Mr Kamburi will be available at 1 o’clock, if it pleases the 
Commission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  If that is the case, thank you.  So Commissioners, perhaps it is 
quarter to 11, might we adjourn to not before 11 and we will endeavor to contact Mr 
Kua and ensure he appears at least by telephone.  But hopefully if he has got a 
telephone he can appear via zoom.  That is my application that we adjourn for 15 
minutes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If he gives evidence by telephone, how are we going to 
communicate with him?  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am hoping that he will do it by zoom, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think if he appears by zoom, yes but by telephone I doubt it 
we will be able to communicate with him effectively.  If someone who has a 
telephone will listen to him but not me, if I do not have – if he does not ring me.  So 
put it to him, I think evidence by zoom might be preferable and if the phone that he 
has has got zoom features there, I think that might assist. 10 
 
DR REDWICK:  I entirely agree with you, Chief. So I will put that to him and I hope 
we will have him on zoom in about 15 minutes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So we just adjourn briefly for 15 minutes. Associate, adjourn 
please. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 20 
 

[10.40am] MR JURTH:  Through his lawyer, Mr Palmer. And he says that the Secretary for 
Department of Petroleum and Energy is fully committed from tomorrow until 
Thursday. And the State’s negotiations team meeting to finalize or pass a Gas 
Agreement, please note that he as secretary of the department responsible for oil and 
gas matters, he is the chairman of the SMT, he has therefore asked if he can be 
rescheduled to attend on Friday morning at the usual time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which Friday, this Friday or? 
 30 
MR JURTH:  I think that is this Friday, also the 30. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At? 
 
MR JURTH:  10 o’clock.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we issue the direction and adjourning his appearance to 
30 July at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR JURTH: Thank you. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  To give his evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  And then finally, can I mention the matter of William Duma. Now, 
the Commission Legal Officer, Mr Yapao has received a text message. And please 
do not ask me to explain how this text message got to him. But the upshot is that 10 
some contact has been made with Duma. The message is that he is unwell today but 
he is available to appear on Thursday.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This week Thursday? 
 
MR JURTH:  This Thursday. So in those circumstances, if that is accepted then a 
direction that Mr Duma’s evidence be adjourned until Thursday 29 July. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  At? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we issue the direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. I think those are all of my witnesses and that leaves Doctor 
Redwick to mention Kerenga Kua.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Redwick? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chairman, you need Doctor Redwick? 30 
 
DR REDWICK:  Can you hear me now, Commission? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR REDWICK:  So the position is that we have made contact with Mr Kua. He has 
indicated that he is available to give evidence by telephone and so while we set that 
up, unless there is any other witnesses, we might just adjourn for say 15 minutes to 40 
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allow that to occur. And we had a bit of difficulty sometimes hearing what is 
happening in the court room today. Can I just ask what happened to Doctor Katter’s 
witness, so I think Mr Kamburi? 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Kamburi will be available at 1 o’clock, if it pleases the 
Commission. 
 
DR REDWICK:  If that is the case, thank you. So Commissioners, perhaps it is 
quarter to eleven, might we adjourn to - not before 11 and we will endeavor to 
contact Mr Kua and ensure he appears at least by telephone. But hopefully if he has 10 
got a telephone, he can appear here soon. That is my application that we adjourn for 
15 minutes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If it is evidence by telephone, how are we going to communicate 
with him?  
 
DR REDWICK:  Yes, I hoping that he will do it by zoom, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think if he appears by zoom, yes. But by telephone, I doubt it, 
we will be able to communicate with him effectively. If someone who has a 20 
telephone, we will listen to him but not me, if I do not have – he does not ring me. 
 
DR REDWICK:  Well –  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So put it to him, I think evidence by zoom might be preferable 
and if the phone that he has has got zoom features there, I think that might assist. 
 
DR REDWICK:  I entirely agree with you, Chief. So I will put that to him and I hope 
we will have him on zoom in about 15 minutes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Alright, so we just adjourn briefly for 15 minutes. Associate, 
adjourn please. 
 
DR REDWICK:  Thank you. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 

 
[11.03am] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has an update for us. 40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners.  The position with Mr Kua is as follows.  He is 
in his electorate whilst he has offered that he is available by telephone that is neither 
convenient for what we would wish to do with him nor is the technology available 
for that to occur.  So, Mr Kua will not give evidence today and in my submission his 
matter should be adjourned for hearing on Monday the 2nd at 10 o’clock to follow 
Mr Pala. 
 
DR RENWICK: And Mr Jurth he has indicated he will be available in Monday, has 
he not, in person? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, he has indicated that he will be away until the end of this week.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has he indicated if he is going to be available on Monday? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, in terms he did not say that he will be available on Monday.  
He said that he is unavailable until the end of this week.  So I have in my submission 
requested that he be scheduled to the first available opportunity after that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are suggesting 10 o’clock on Monday? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  10 o’clock on Monday the 2nd, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Could we issue a formal direction in that regard?   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then make sure the direction is served on him. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I will attend to that. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So he will know that he is required to appear on Monday at 10 
o’clock to complete his evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, that will happen. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And we issue that direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  I think those are all of the matters for this morning’s 
list.  There is another matter of Erastus Kamburi at 1 o’clock this afternoon.  So 40 
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unless there is anything further, in my submission the hearing can be adjourned until 
1 o’clock this afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just suggest when you are liaising with Mr Kamburi, 
make sure the bundle of documents that he has annexed to his affidavit has the two 
documents that I am particularly interested in.  One is the payment direction deed, a 
signed copy because the one I have read from his affidavit is a draft one, it is 
unsigned; and secondly, a settlement - copy of settlement proposal from IPBC to 
IPIC setting out the figures – the settlement figures which I understand IPIC rejected 
and then it issued the mandatory notice.  I am particularly looking here for those two 10 
documents.  If he has not included them in the documents then if you can convey it 
to him this morning. 
 
MR JURTH:  I will make contact with - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  See if he can locate those two documents and insert them in the 
affidavit. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  I will make contact with Mr Sawong his lawyer and convey those 
directions; yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then if there is nothing else then we will have the 
proceedings adjourned to 1 o’clock today.  Associate. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.05p.m]MR JURTH:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I call Mr Erastus Kamburi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  He was sworn yesterday, was he not?  He is bound by his 30 

previous oath. 

 

ERASTUS KAMBURI, recalled: 

 

XN:  DR KATTER 
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Q: Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Kamburi, can you state your full name? 

A: Erastus Brian Kamburi. 

Q: And do you have with you an affidavit document that you prepared? 

A: Yes, I have. 

Q: Have copies been added that document be handed up to the commissioners? 

MR SAWONG:  May it please the Commissioner, yes there are two copies here for 
the affidavit sworn by Mr Kamburi dated 27 July 2021.  I have two copies here for 
the benefit of the commission.  If it please the Commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, if you can hand those up.  I have a copy up here.   If you 
can hand up one for Commissioner White. 10 

MR SAWONG:  Yes, I have two here, Chief Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Sawong, I am much obliged to you. 

MR SAWONG:  May it please the Commission. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Mr Sawong.  Mr Kamburi, have you got the original of 
the affidavit in front of you? 

A: Yes, I have. 

Q: And  on the screen, we might have it brought up; a copy might be brought up 
on the screen.  Now, Mr Kamburi, the affidavit proper has 54 paragraphs, is 
that right? 

A: That is correct. 20 

Q: And 17 pages including the cover page in the affidavit proper? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And on page 17, is that your signature there? 

A: That is my signature. 

Q: Yes, above the deponent where it says; deponent.  And did you sign the 
document on 27 July 2021 being the date that is stated there? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And then on the previous pages, pages 2 to 16 of the affidavit proper, is that 
your signature on each of those pages as well? 

A: Yes, that is my signature on all of the papers. 

Q: There are then annexures and you identified them – I will just run through the 
identification.  A to D, D1 to D6, E1 and E2, F, G, H1 to H3, I to M, N1 and 
2, O to W, X1 to X4, Y1 to Y4 and Z.  Is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And so, in the affidavit proper, from paragraphs 8 onwards you have described 
each annexure both by a letter and a description, have you not? 

A: Yes, I have. 10 

Q: And for some of those annexures, which you describe, you have included the 
date additionally, have you not? 

A: Yes. 

[1.10 pm] Q: For each of the annexures, have you signed an annexure page? 
 
A: I am sorry I did not quite get that. 
 
Q: For each of the annexures, have you signed an annexure page? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 20 
 
Q: The total document, that is, the affidavit proper with all annexures, is 364 

pages, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to the affidavit or the annexures 

at this time? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Commissioners, Mr Kamburi can individually identify each of the annexures 

one by one and describe each, if it pleases, now. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Given the volume of documents that are annexed to the 
affidavit, it may not be necessary for him to go through all of it.  But if there are 
some documents that the commissioners are particularly interested, we will raise 
them with the witness to explain. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  I would seek please to tender the 
affidavit with annexures please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We admit the affidavit of Mr Erastus Kamburi sworn on 27 
July 2021 into evidence and it will be marked exhibit AAA, I believe; AAA. 10 
 
EXHIBIT AAA – AFFIDAVIT OF ERASTUS KAMBURI WITH 
ANNEXURES 
 
DR KATTER:  AAA.  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Kamburi, at paragraph 10 of 
the affidavit, you refer to Annexure D2 and then in the PDf on the screen, Annexure 
D2 is H38.  Then you describe it in the affidavit as a Draft Payment Direct Deed, 
but it appears to be a copy of what is described as a Payment Direct Deed; is that 
right? 
 20 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Yes.  Then on the final few pages, it is page 50 on the screen and just 

scrolling up, these appear to be, do they not, Mr Kamburi, signature pages or 
execution blocks however so described for this Payment Direction Deed so 
described?  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Looking at the next page, it does appear to have two signatures there, or, a 30 

signature which is witness; is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then on to the next page, there does not appear to be a signature there? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Returning to your affidavit proper on page 17 at paragraph 54, please. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, I just missed that, the document with the signatures 
on.   
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are just referring to the document that does not have 
signatures and it has signatures.  Which one is that? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, we will just- - - 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just go back to that document. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief commissioner, yes, we will; page 50. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Page 50. 
 
DR KATTER:  50, that is it.  So, Mr Kamburi, this document or these pages- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is that document?  Could I ask what is that document? 
 20 
A: It is a Draft Payment Direction Deed. 
 
Q: Payment Direction Deed has got a signature there, is it?  Okay, I follow, just 

move down.  Just scroll down, keep going.  That is blank. Np signature there. 
And then there is a signature there.  

 
[1.15pm] DR KATTER:  And just onto the next page - - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that signature relates to the payment direction deed? 
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The first part there is no signature but that is covered for by these two 

signatures. 
 
A: The copy I had on the file did not have the signed version.  That is what – the 

draft that I have had. 
 
Q: So, this signature from Wapu Sonk and yourself, does that relate to the 

document the payment direction deed or? 40 
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A: Yes, those were signed by NPCP and sent to IPBC. 
 
Q: And it relates to the payment direction deed? 
 
A: It relates to the payment direction deed. 
 
Q: And that is your signature there? 
 
A: That is not my signature.  That is the company - - - 10 
 
Q: Rogen Wato. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  Rogen Wato is the secretary. 
 
A: As I understand, the legal officer and the secretary of - - - 
 
Q: National Petroleum Company. 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What date was that signed? 
 
A: I do not appear to have a date on this document that I have annexed. 
 
Q: Okay.  As long as we know these signatures relate to the payment direction 

deed. 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you confirm that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay; yes? 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Mr Kamburi, did you see Mr Sonk 
sign this document? 40 
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A: No. 
 
Q: Now, when you first saw this document, it was in this state; do you recall that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And did it include the signature of, what appears to say, Mr Wato? 
 
A: Rogen Wato, yes. 10 
 
Q: And onto the next page.  That page, you have not seen this document in any 

other form where signatures were added or included other than the signature 
on the previous page? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Returning to page 17 of the affidavit proper, paragraph 54, please.  

Here you refer to annexure Z and you are referring, are you not, to documents 
you sent to Mr John Beattie under a covering letter, is that right? 20 

 
A: That is right.  
 
Q: And if we go to the very last page, page 364, and just scrolling down – sorry, 

just up a little bit, keep going up, it might be the second last page, I am sorry.  
There it is; yes, thank you.  Just scrolling up just so that Mr Kamburi can see 
this.  Is this the letter you sent to Mr Beattie in November 2015? 

 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: You will see there at paragraph 1B, you refer to a – this is your description – 

Draft Payment Direction Deed, Annexure A2.   
 

[1.20pm] A: Yes. 
 
Q:  Now, you have not included in your affidavit here in Annexure A (2), to this 

letter which describe as a Draft Payment Direction Deed but is the document 
you are referring there, the same document that we looked at just before this 
direction deed so described? 

 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And do you know whether it is exactly the same copy or it was exactly the 

same copy as we looked that in annexure D2 to this affidavit? 
 
A: I am unable to say if it is the exact copy of what we are looking at and I would 

assume it would be there. There is no reason why it should not be but I cannot 
confirm that. 

 
Q: Yes.  Do you have a copy of the correspondence as went out to Mr Beattie as 10 

you are referring to here including annexure A2? 
 
A: Unfortunately, I do not. I was unable to locate my copy of this letter that 

actually had the annexures attached to it. 
 
Q: Have you been able to identify – have you been able to search for this morning 

a copy of the signed payment or a more executed or different version of the 
Payment Direction Deed, so described? 

 
A: Yes. I did attempt this morning to search the files that I have to be able to 20 

locate a full executed copy of the Payment Directions Deed but with the 
limited time I had, I was not able to locate the copy. I am not sure whether I 
will be able to locate a copy. 

 
Q: Yes. But there are other further searches you could do to potentially find a 

copy? 
 
A: I can do that, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Now, returning to your affidavit please, the affidavit proper at 30 

paragraph 4.  Now, just referring to your annexures generally, it does not 
appear to be an annexure that describes a settlement proposal or a document 
as to a settlement proposal from IPBC to IPIC, with or without settlement 
figures, is that right, Mr Kamburi? 

 
A: I have not been to locate a document that would look like a settlement 

proposal. 
 
Q: Yes. Have you had the opportunity to search in that regard? 
 40 
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A; I have but I am not satisfied with the time I have put in schedule. I probably 
would require – I am to be able to satisfy myself with the service. 

 
Q: Alright. Now, at paragraph 4, you refer to having personal knowledge about 

the facts relating to the processes and procedures followed by the IPBC – by 
the Board of IPBC in granting an approval for its related entities to facilitate 
the UBS Loan. Is all that personal knowledge that you are referring to from 
your time as the Chief Legal Officer of IPBC from 2012 to 2017? 

 
A: That is correct. 10 
 
Q: Were you the company secretary, as well as being Chief Legal Officer for that 

entire time at IPBC from 2012 to 2017? 
 
A: Yes, not titled company’s secretary but corporate secretary referred to as 

corporate secretary.  
 
Q: Corporate Secretary? 
 
A: IPBC was never a company.    20 
 

[1.25 pm]  Q: Thank you. At paragraph 6 (c), just down that –just a little.  I should say over 
the next page.  Yes, thank you.  You refer to the IPBC Board not having 
sufficient time and information to understand the risks of the Exchangeable 
Bond Transfer.  With the IPIC loan then concluded before your time at IPBC, 
what particular document or documents led you to this conclusion specifically 
or this articulation? 

 
A: From records that were available to me and in particular in this case I read the 

report produced by PWC. 30 
 
Q: Now, what is that time?  Can you spell that name out? 
 
A: PWC. 
 
Q: PWC, I am sorry, Price Waterhouse Coopers. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And is that report included as an annexure to your affidavit? 40 
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A: No, it is not. 
 
Q: Do you recall the date of that report or? 
 
A: No, I am sorry I cannot recall the date of that report but it would be at the early 

stages when those transactions was being negotiated. 
 
Q: Who was that report to? 
 10 
A: I recollect that report having been addressed to the State Solicitor.  I am not 

sure how IPBC came into possession of that document but I had the benefit of 
reading it. 

 
Q: Do you recall who the State Solicitor was or which State Solicitor it was that 

was the recipient of that? 
 
A: I cannot confirm whether it is Mr Rolpagarea or a different person that was 

occupying that position at that time. 
 20 
Q: But it was that report particularly that led you to this articulation, was it, that 

you are referring in sub paragraph 6(c) that the IPBC Board did not have 
sufficient time and information to understand the risks of an Exchange Bond 
Transfer, is that right? 

 
A: That report was, as far as I was concerned, a very good report that at that early 

stage when facts were fresh that we were able to draw various conclusions 
which I drew from. 

 
Q: Yes.  I am sorry.  Do you have a copy of that report available to you?  I am 30 

not talking about at this precise moment but generally have you got a copy of 
it? 

 
A: I would have, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  At paragraph 9, just scrolling down, you refer to the directive that 

the IPBC Board and management urgently take all actions necessary to 
approve the payment direction in any documents necessary to give effect.  
Why was that to your knowledge at that time the urgency that you are referring 
to in that paragraph?  40 
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A: The email that I referred to in annexure D came on a Saturday, the letter from 

the Minister which is A, letter from the Chief of Staff which is annexure B, a 
day before that on a Friday, I was copied in on that email that was referred to 
as annexure D.  And on top of that the advice from the managing director at 
that time to me to ensure that I expedited the process of obtaining the 
necessary approval. 

[1:30pm] Q: Who was the managing director at that particular point in time? 

A: Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri. 

Q: And were things said to you verbally at that time or around that time as to 10 

urgency by anyone else beyond those articulations you have just referred to? 

A: At that relevant time at the time that I put together the circular resolution, it 
was just those issues and letters that were before me. 

Q: Just scrolling down a little at paragraph 10, you referred to an email from the 
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr Vele, on Saturday 8 March 2014.  You 
mentioned an email or a communication on Saturday just before, is that the 
communication you are referring to? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Had you received any emails on a Saturday in 2012, 2013 or 2014 as legal 
counsel before this communication on a Saturday? 20 

A: Not that I can recall. 

Q: At paragraph 15, you refer to the memo as you described it from the Acting 
Secretary, is that a reference to the memorandum at subparagraph 10(a) above 
from Mr Vele? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: So, just scrolling up to 10(a) - yes, is that the same one dated 5 March 2014? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Annexure D1?  Thank you.  And then at paragraph 16.3(a), you state that the 
IPBC board was required by the NEC decision to take the following actions.  
Is the NEC decision that you are referring to there, the NEC decision 79 of 30 
2014 which you mention in paragraph 16.2 above? 
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A: That is correct. 

Q: Thank you.  The paragraph then states that; “As a Trustee of the GBT (to 
which NPCP is a part of) to consider a request from the NPCP board, for 
section 46B approval in relation to the transaction.”  So, is it that IPBC is the 
trustee, what then are you referring to when you refer to GBT and the NPCP? 

A: GBT – I am sorry, it is a reference to General Business Trust. 

Q: General Business Trust, yes. 

A: NPCP is a reference to National Petroleum Company. 

Q: So, the board was required to use your phraseology to do these things and they 
were legal things, did you seek advice from anyone else on these at this 10 

particular time? 

A: At this particular time no, but I did subsequently. 

Q: Were there separate communications to you at that time as to what was going 
on from any other lawyers or from anyone else either in your role as the 
secretary or as the legal officer? 

A: There was communication between myself and the secretary for NPCP and 
Mr Wapu Sonk. 

Q: Who was the Secretary for NPCP at that time? 

A: Mr Rogen Wato. 

[1.35 pm]   Q: Thank you.  Are those communications which you have just referred to, are 20 
they matters that are included in your affidavit here, or in the annexures or are 
they separate? 

 
A: Those telephone conversations - - - 
 
Q: Separate conversations? 
 
A: Telephone conversations relating to the documents that had been forwarded 

IPBC and to myself. 
 30 
Q: At paragraph 17 just a little bit down on page 6, there is a resolution that is 

referred to there.  Was that resolution drafted by you or provided to you as 
secretary? 
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A: Those resolutions were sent in a draft form in a pack of documents that were 

sent to IPBC.  Most of that is enclosed – attached to the memo from the 
acting Secretary Dairi Vele. 

 
Q: Were there modifications made in terms of the draft resolution or was the 

resolution passed as provided in draft? 
 
A: Modifications were made to suit circumstances as it arose. 
 10 
Q: Yes.  So is this the documents you were referring to before at paragraph 10 

provided by the acting secretary for the Treasury on Saturday, 8 March; is 
that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: At paragraph 19 - it is down on the next page – you refer to the IPBC 

receiving on 17 March 2014, a direction from the Ombudsman Commission, 
and these are your words, “to stop all transactions relating to the UBS Loan 
transaction”.  And just looking there at paragraph 21, you refer to IPBC 20 
receiving a letter from Mr Wapu Sonk enclosing an NEC Decision No. 264 
of 2014, in seeking IPBC Board approval.   

 
Did you consider at that time when you received the communication from 
Mr Sonk whether the Ombudsman direction referred to in paragraph 19 was 
relevant or not to this communication that had come in from Mr Sonk as to 
the NEC direction? 
 

A: I thought it was very relevant. 
 30 

Q: What action did you take in that regard, if any? 
 

A: I advised the board of the implications of an existing direction from the 
Ombudsman Commission earlier in the year in March 2014 and subsequently 
in October, receiving a letter and a an NEC decision that appeared to me to 
be inconsistent with the contrary to the direction given by the Ombudsman 
Commission earlier in the year; and I brought that to the attention of the 
board. 
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Q: That is what you are referring to at paragraph 22 about the urgent board 
meeting, is it? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then at paragraph 23, you refer to writing to the State Solicitor.  The date 

there is 2 October.  Is it the case that you wrote to the State Solicitor on this 
point on the same day that the communication came in - just returning to 
paragraph 21 – from Mr Sonk.  Is that right? 

 10 
A: That is correct, I was quite apprehensive and I took the action to immediately 

seek advice from the State Solicitor before the Board meeting.. 
 

[1.40pm] Q: In that communication to the State Solicitor which is - just scrolling down, 
which is annexure K that you identified, you mentioned at sub-paragraph (c), 
do you not, the Ombudsman Commission.  Is that a reference to this direction 
as you described it a little bit earlier from the Ombudsman Commission?  Is 
that what you are referring to there?  

 
A: I am sorry, paragraph (c) of which document? 20 
 
Q: Yes, see in your affidavit and it is paragraph 23(c). 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You see those words; that transaction is now the subject of investigation by 

the Ombudsman Commission but there was, as you had described it, a 
direction from the Ombudsman Commission, was there not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 30 
 
Q: At paragraph 26, it is a little bit further down, you refer to a board resolution 

and then at paragraph 27, you refer to a second letter to the State Solicitor 
dated 6 October 2014.  Did the Board instruct you to communicate in this 
regard by resolution or discussion to the State Solicitor again? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in this correspondence, you are again referring to the direction by the 

Ombudsman Commission, are you not? 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 31, you refer to the Board discarding a number of things 

and you have set them out.  Were these resolutions drafted by you too or were 
they provided by someone else to you before this meeting? 

 
A: This was provided by NPCP. 
 
Q: And who had communicated then to you from NPCP? 10 
 
A: Mr Wapu Sonk. 
 
Q: Was there a change made in the detail and the resolutions as you described 

them in paragraph 31 from those as provided by Mr Sonk? 
 
A: Possibly minor changes just to suit the IPBC.  But in the main adopted as it 

was sent. 
 
Q: Just scrolling down a little, paragraph 34.  Here you refer to legal advice from 20 

the State Solicitor dated 10 October 2014.  When that legal advice came in to 
you, what did you do with the legal advice? 

 
A: I immediately forwarded that to the Board. 
 
Q: To all the members of the Board? 
 
A: Yes, to consider that advice.  Because that advice actually referred to the 

initial – my initial request for advice to the State Solicitor which addressed 
those issues and in particular the issue of NEC decision as well as the directive 30 
from the Ombudsman Commission.  And that was an important information 
that I was waiting on and when it did arrive, I ensured that I had the Board 
informed of that particular decision.  

 
[1.45pm]   Q: And the next paragraph is 29 October, what occurred between – I am just 

looking at that in terms of the dates, so in paragraph 34, the date there is 10 
October 2014.  What occurred between 10 October 2014 in regard to this 
advice that you then received and communicated to the board?   
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A: I have taken a position and advised the board that it would be improper for the 
board to actually proceed to consider and deliberate on those issues. And there 
was generally a pause between 10 October.  Nothing happened within that 
period until we received the letter from the minister on 29 October.  

 
Q: So you referred to the Minister for State Enterprises, who was the minister 

who had sent that letter on 29 October 2014? 
 
A: That was Honorable Ben Micah. 
 10 
Q: And at paragraph 36, you refer to the managing director seeking advice from 

you, so is this advice further to the correspondence from the minister? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And who was the managing director at that particular point in time? 
 
A: Wasantha Kumarasiri.  
 
Q: I am sorry, Mr Kamburi, that just broke up. Would you just say again into the 20 

micro phone? 
 
A: Wasantha Kumarasiri. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And is this not the advice that is being sought from you, is this 

the advice that you referred to at paragraph 38 as being provided by you?  
 
A: Yes, both 37 and 38. 
 
Q: 37 and 38.  And then in paragraph 39, you are referring to the State Solicitor 30 

advising that the State Solicitor has had the benefit of receiving additional 
information.  Now, that is your wording and the State Solicitor providing an 
advice.  So this was a second advice from the Solicitor, was it? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Was it the same State Solicitor providing the advice in the first communication 

and second communication? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: And who was that? 
 
A: Daniel Rolpagerea. 
 
Q: This appears to be a complete change of position by the State Solicitor in the 

way you articulated in paragraph 39, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: Is that what you have considered it to be at that time? 
 
A: Sorry, could you repeat that for me? 
 
Q: Yes. At that point in time, 13 November 2014, did you consider this second 

communication and advice from the State Solicitor to be a complete change 
of position by the State Solicitor? 

 
A: Complete turnaround in my view. I was quite surprised with it.   
 20 

[1.50 pm  ]Q: Just looking there at the next paragraph just for a moment.  You mentioned 
there orders made by the National Court of Justice in a proceeding.  Did you 
consider those orders to be the basis for this change in articulation by the State 
Solicitor that you are referring to in paragraph 39? 

 
A: That is what I assumed. 
 
Q: Had you considered that proceeding in the National Court and the orders 

arising in detail at that time? 
 30 
A: Unfortunately I did not.  I just took the advice as it was provided to me by the 

State Solicitor.  I did not take the liberty to actually look or obtain a copy of 
that decision and to read it for myself. 

 
Q: At paragraph 45 and these are your words.  You referred to the advice from 

the State Solicitor referred to above.  So, you are referring to that second 
advice that we were just talking about, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: The usual words you described that advice as being very clear.  The circular 
that you are referring to in the next paragraph, was that circular drafted by 
you? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But it relates to the State Solicitor’s second advice, does it? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: The resolutions of the board referred to at paragraph 47, so this is 27 

November 2014.  Were they drafted by you or were they provided to you 
before the meeting? 

 
A: Part of it was drafted by me, most of it is taken from the draft provided by 

NPCP. 
 
Q: Those particular resolutions, who had provided those to you from NPCP? 
 
A: Mr Wapu Sonk.  Whilst Wapu Sonk sent the documents, the correspondence 20 

between myself with NPCP was with the secretary to be able to clarify each 
of those resolutions then. 

 
Q: At paragraph 52 of the next page.  I should say two pages over.  You referred 

to IPBC taking the following actions in terms of implementing the resolution.  
The resolution that you are referring to there, is that the resolution 26 that you 
referred to in paragraph 51?  Scrolling up. 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 30 
Q: Thank you.  At the top of the next page, you state that IPBC obtained a 

syndicated bank letter of credit facility to ensure the release of US$294 million 
of NPCO Kroton PNG LNG Project revenues prior to project completion.   
Which syndicated bank are you referring to there, bank or banks? 

 
A: That was a syndicate of BSP, Westpac, ANZ. 
 
Q: BSP, Westpac and ANZ, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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[1:55pm] Q:  And the second bullet point at the top of page 17, you are referring to the same 

– when you refer to the raising of funding of PGK equivalent US$191 million 
term loan, is that the same - it is a different amount from the US dollars 
referred to in the first point but is it the same bank with a credit facility? 

A: Related to that, yes. 

Q: Was there a different – you mentioned BSP, Wespac and ANZ, was there a 
different financier involved with the funding of the PGK equivalent of 
US$191 million? 

A: I am not certain about that I will have to check my notes to confirm that. 10 

Q: Yes, but that is something that you might have a document on or a - - - 

A: Yes.  Yes, definitely, there will be documentation on it. 

Q: Thank you.  And just scrolling down to paragraphs 53 and 54.  We touched 
upon these at the commencement of your examination this afternoon.  But you 
are referring to communication of documents - so this is November 2015 to 
Mr John Beattie of Pacific Legal Group.  You appear to have set these 
documents with much detail under covering correspondence and you did so 
quite urgently on the same day that you were asked to do so by the then 
managing director, is that right? 

A: That is correct. 20 

Q: Why was there this urgency? 

A: I was told that I should have that file transferred or delivered to John Beattie 
on the same day. 

Q: And why so much detail in your covering correspondence to Mr Beattie? 

A: I could easily have just put those documents in an envelop and had it delivered 
but I thought it necessary that I should explain what those documents were 
and what IPBC had done relating to those documents and relating to the 
transaction in question.  And so, I took the liberty to set it up – set out the 
actions that were taken, although it was not requested for. 

Q: In the last sentence in paragraph 53, you state that you were not told the 30 

reasons for such a direction, that is the provision of the documentation to Mr 
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Beattie.  But was anything else raised with you again by the managing director 
in this regard? 

A: Not that I can recall other than just to confirm whether it has been sent. 

Q: Were there any other further communications to you by anyone else as to why 
these documents were being sent to Pacific Legal Group? 

A: No, not that I recall. 

Q: Did you report back to the managing director that you had sent the documents 
as requested or required to do so? 

A: Yes, I did when he asked for it. 

Q: Did you provide a copy of the correspondence as you had sent to Mr Beattie 10 

to the managing director? 

A: No, I did not. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions at this time for Mr Kamburi. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a couple of questions.   Your story as set out in the 
affidavit stops as of 6 November 20215.  Are you able to tell the story after that date 
and up to the end of September 2017. 

[2.00 pm]  A: What I could recall and state was up to that period.  Beyond that would be 
difficult for me to be able to recall what happened after that.  I have had the 
benefit of looking at the documents that have helped me to be able to refresh 
my memory in relation to the events that had happened up to November in 20 
2015; yes, 2015. 

 
Q: All right. 
 
A: But if my memory is refreshed in relation to certain events, it could help; I 

may be able to recall events that may have happened which I am not able to 
recall now. 

 
Q: And you would have been the corporate counsel and secretary of previously 

IPBC and later called Kumul Consolidated Holdings? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Up to September of 2017? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: I am more interested in any documents and information that may have been 

supplied on request by IPBC or Kumul Consolidated Limited by Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited insofar as the management of the UBS Loan is 
concerned and the process that ensued later in terms of selling the Oil Search 
shares; and also report on any financial statements concerning the flow of 
revenue from the LNG Project as may have been reported to Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings or IPBC in terms of how the revenue from PNG LNG 10 
Project was being managed by Kumul Petroleum Holdings to pay the loan and 
settle the loan at the end eventually when the Oil Search shares were sold.   

 
A: Yes, yes.  I recall at that time that all the necessary documents were actually 

executed and sent that IPBC more or less was just left high and dry.  We did 
not have anything to do with what was happening out there.  When the shares 
were actually transferred from the GBT Account to Kumul Petroleum, we had 
no visibility over what was happening.  I have been able to try looking through 
records that we have and, in fact, I enquired with our chief financial officer if 
there were any transactions relating in that regard, and I was informed by chief 20 
financial officer that there were no transactions on the record of monies 
actually coming in to IPBC and into the General Business Trust as a result of 
that transaction. 
 

Q: I think it will be important for the commission to have access to that 
information. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And commission may allow you some time because it is important for the 30 

commission to know exactly those matters. 
 
A: Certainly. 
 
Q: So insofar as the evidence that you have given so far, I think that is enough 

for my purposes.  I will stop there and then await your further evidence on 
what transpired up to this date and up to the end of September when the Oil 
Search shares were sold.  Thank you. 
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[2.05pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am just going to adjust my mask a little so you can  -
I hope you can hear me better.  It is just too difficult to speak through – the chief 
commissioner is very clever at it.  There are just a couple of questions I would like 
to ask you from your affidavit if I might.  Paragraph 23, if we could go to that, and 
that is the NEC Decision 264 of 2014.  I wonder if you could just give a bit of a 
further explanation, if you can, as to what as far as you could ascertain what was the 
purpose of doing this?  I know what it was saying it was doing to consolidate all the 
assets but these things always come at a cost; fees and so on and preparing 
documentation.  And I am a little puzzled to understand the justification for doing it.  
I could not really find it in the decision and the explanation seemed to be facile. 10 

 
A: Yes.  Commissioner, this is one of those decisions which usually would – 

paper submissions would be drafted outside of IPBC and so we would not be 
privy to that kind of information.  We can only draw assumptions. 

 
Q: Yes.  Obviously, you and your colleagues would have had a conversation 

about this.  It is a matter of some concern as no doubt the Board wanting 
further information and reassurances was not comfortable with what was 
happening and that there is consensus set up.  Did you get any better visibility 
on why this was happening? 20 

 
A: We can only assume that – you see, commissioners, section 46(b) was kind of 

a – it was a procurement process that provided that necessary checks and 
balance as far as we were concerned.  And that section allowed for all State-
owned Enterprises including NPCP at that time that will not enter into any 
transaction that exceeded a specific limit.  That power to determine that rested 
with IPBC and approval would be given on recommendation to the Minister 
for Finance.  Here was a decision that was removing that check and balance 
within IPBC and placing it into an entity that actually whatever conflict of 
interest if it were to decide for itself approved to enter into that transaction.  30 
That was my concern particularly to me and I expressed that to members of 
the Board. 

 
Q: And I take it that they shared your views given the correspondence that went 

back? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Perhaps allied to that question, if you could turn to your paragraph 

40.  There is a statement there from the State Solicitor that the refinancing was 40 
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necessary to repay the bridge facility and it was in the State’s best interests to 
proceed to avoid additional higher charges.  Did you understand what that 
meant?  Why was it more beneficial for the State to novate and to restructure 
than it was to remain with what it had entered into not that long earlier but a 
year earlier? 

 
[2.10pm]   A: Yes.  At the time that I received the particular advice and did not take the 

liberty to actually look into and question and satisfy myself as to why those 
things were happening. 

 10 
Q: And paragraph 31 if you would.  I wonder if you could just explain (C)(ii)(A) 

and (B) just a little more for my benefit.  Others may immediately understand 
it but I wonder if you could just explain a little more the establishment of 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  Was that yet to occur? 

 
A: That was at that time it had to occur.  There was a general government’s 

Kumul Consolidation agenda that was at play at that time where government 
was intending to separate three sets of Kumul companies, one that would be 
responsible for petroleum assets.  The other one, Kumul Minerals would take 
care of the minerals and rest of the other assets that was not either petroleum 20 
or minerals would remain with Kumul Consolidated.  That agenda was at play 
at that time and there are legislations that were in Parliament to have that 
enacted and were working on that. 

 
Q: Thank you. And what about the longside (B), these concerns raised by the 

Department of Treasury.  I wonder if you could explain those concerns a little 
more fully.   

 
A: Commissioner, I unfortunately am not able to advance that as beyond what is 

stated there.  30 
 
Q: Thank you. Thank you, Mr Namburi, just for the moment, I have got no further 

questions. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: Like the Chief Commissioner, I will probably wait to assess some more 

figures. 
 
A: Thank you. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  May I just raise one other matter that I did not mention.  I was  
wondering if there is any provision in the enabling legislation that set up Kumul 
Mineral Holdings Limited to provide the annual reports to either IPBC or  
KCH, or to the government or to Parliament.  If there was a requirement you might 
have here, that annual returns were filed for the period between 2014 to 2017? 
 
A: If I could also cover that when I check - - –  
 
Q: You will check? 10 
 
A: Yes. Check that and but it would be highly unusual to 

have an attitude like that, not producing or any specific provision in the 
legislation requiring that kind of annual returns. 

 
Q: Could you also check if either IPBC or KCH are required by the legislation to 

file such annual reports; that would include financial statements from KCH 
and its subsidiaries like Kumul? 

 
A: Yes, there is provision. 20 
 
Q: Kumul Holdings? 
 
A: Yes, there is provision in the legislation which requires IPBC 

and current KCH to file; actually not file documents but submit financial 
reports. 

 
Q: Yes, I would be more interested in the financial reports that were submitted 

by Kumul Holdings and the information that was provided to KCH on those 
financial matters.   If you can just go through your records and see if you can 30 
locate some documents and produce them when you appear next. 

 
[2.15 pm]  A: Yes indeed.  Chair, could you just give me direction of the period you are 

looking at so we could- - - 
 
Q: How much do you think you would need to put the documents together?  Mr 

Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the Commission I believe in order to establish that 
would perhaps – I am saying taking what Mr Kamburi is saying, have the 40 
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commission provide a specific period of what you want Mr Kamburi to provide to 
the commission for us to then be able to identify how long we can have to- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have not got much time. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Of course. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have only three weeks to complete the final phase of the 
hearing.  If we allow some time it would probably be no more than a week. 
 10 
MR SAWONG:  That is perfect Chief Commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And you just want the limited period from 2014 to? 
 
MR SAWONG:  17. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2017. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  17 or 18. 
 20 
MR SAWONG:  Okay, that is fine.  Perhaps next week Monday? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay Dr Katter, if we can adjourn his next appearance to next 
Monday at 10 o’clock so it will give him time to produce a further affidavit attaching 
the relevant documents.  Is Monday next week or next Tuesday, how is the diary ,is 
it getting congested? 
 
DR KATTER:  Monday the 2nd if it pleases the Commissioners at 10 am. 
 
A: Chair, Monday the 2nd would not be convenient for me, I have a matter in 30 

court on that date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, Tuesday? 
 
A: Possibly the 3rd would be – yes? 
 
Q: Tuesday? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: He is suggesting Tuesday. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Tuesday 3 August at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we will adjourn his appearance to Tuesday, 3 
August at 10 o’clock. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think that is the remaining witnesses for today.  
May I just then run through tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just pause there.  Mr Kamburi, I think that is the end of your 
evidence. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: And you may be excused for now. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry. 
 
A: Thank you Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Kamburi. 
 
 30 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I apologize Commissioners.  So, tomorrow we expect Mr Aopi 
formerly of Oil Search.  I will take his evidence.  Mr Jurth will deal with Mr 
Rolpagarea and Mr Maladina and Mr Kaupa.  Yes, that is all.  Then Dr Katter will 
deal with Mr Asigau.  So, there are two question marks, one is Ambassador Lupari 
who we expect to see tomorrow but we have not had that confirmed.  We will try 40 
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and follow that up.  Then Governor Bakani.  Mr Jurth will deal with this.  He has 
requested an adjournment until Friday, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, that is so for two reasons.  The first is that Mr Bakani 
is not in Port Moresby until Friday but more importantly I have been advised by his 
legal representatives that Mr Bakani seeks to put on a further statement.  In my 
submission the matters that are foreshadowed are important in particular the 
statements requested of Mr Bakani on one reading limit, his answers to the IPIC 
transaction only.  The further material would comprehend the UBS transaction as 
well.  So, on that basis subject to your direction, I agreed with Mr Bakani’s or 10 
Governor Bakani’s lawyers to provide that further material to me by the end of this 
week and for Mr Bakani to adjourn his hearing from tomorrow to Monday, 2nd. 
 

[2:20p.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue those directions and if you can file 
formal directions in that regard, we will issue them. 

MR JURTH:  May it please the Commission. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, one other matter, Mr Micah through his lawyers 
has advised that one of his close relatives has died and he is in his home province 
for a funeral.   We have asked that his lawyer come along tomorrow and indicate 
when he might next be able to give evidence and we have not heard back. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Who is this; which witness? 

DR RENWICK:  This is the Honourable Ben Micah, M-I-C-A-H - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes. 

DR RENWICK:  He tells us one of his relative has died.  But there is certainly plenty 
of other matters on tomorrow, I think it is a fairly fruitful day of evidence tomorrow, 
commissioners.  Unless there is anything further, we might then adjourn to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 

 30 

 

AT 2.21 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 28 JULY 2021 AT 10 AM. 
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[10.01am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we have a fairly busy list of 
witnesses today.  I think the first witness, in a minute, will be Mr Rolpagarea the 
State Solicitor and then I think later on Mr Asigau.  Mr Aopi is not before 1 pm 
but I think I might pass to Mr Jurth at this point- - - 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Excuse me Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think – I am so sorry, your Honour. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Your voice is very faint here.  I wonder if your 
sound is just loud as it could be. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Is that better, Commissioner? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, it is. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am not sure what the problem is.  Is that better? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Commissioners, this morning the first witness in a 
minute will be Mr Rolpagarea, followed by Mr Asigau.  Mr Aopi is not before 1 
pm.  I think there is an application on behalf of Mr Micah and I think also perhaps 
Mr Lupari and I might pass that over to Mr Jurth at this point. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  There is an appearance on behalf of 
Mr Micah and I ask that an appearance be announced. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Good morning Chairman, Commissioners.  Counsel’s name is 
Jaminan initial C for Christopher, I appear for Mr Micah. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you and I understand your application is for an adjournment 
of Mr Micah’s evidence today? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  That is correct, Chairman.  Unfortunately, Mr Micah’s elder 
brother passed away early last week.  He is presently in his village in New Ireland.  
He is not able to attend the hearing this morning.  Subject to when the 
Commission considers it appropriate, a tentative date, Mr Micah would be able 
to make himself available. 
 
MR JURTH:  And I apologise I should have checked this before.  Dr Renwick, it 
is proposed that Mr Micah come back on Monday, 2nd? 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, if he is free early next week that would be most convenient. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  I would think a little bit later during the week, next week, would 
be appropriate.  It may be too early for- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can you nominate a date sir? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  No, no. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Propose a date? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  No.  I would suggest a date that is Wednesday next week. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Wednesday.  That is convenient Commissioners? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is 4 August, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn his appearance to 4 August at 10 
o’clock. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you Chairman, thank you Commissioners, that will be 
appropriate. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  The next application is on behalf of 
Jimmy Maladina and his lawyer Mr Muga also appearances on his behalf again.  
The application is to adjourn the hearing of his evidence today. 
 
MR MUGA:  Yes, thank you Chairman, Commissioners.  For the record Meli 
Muga is my name and I appear for Mr Maladina.  As of yesterday, Mr Maladina 
had confirmed his attendance this morning until early hours of this morning there 
were email exchanges between Mr Maladina, Mr Jurth and I.  He is not well and 
he has had to attend to his doctors just to confirm that there is no seriousness to 
his medical condition.  He has suggested that he is able to attend on Monday, 2 
August. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the application is not opposed and Monday, 2 
August if it is convenient to counsel assisting? 
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[10.06am]THE CHAIRMAN:  A time? 

 
MR JURTH:  10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have a written statement filed by Mr Maladina 
already? 
 
MR JURTH:  We do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Already? 
 
MR JURTH:  We do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then Mr Jimmy Maladina’s appearance is 
adjourned to Monday, 2 August at 10 o’clock. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Muga, you may be excused. 
 
MR MUGA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, reference has already been made to Mr Lupari.  
There was an email received – just let me find it – apologies.  It arrived this 
morning just as I was coming – yes.   The email is from Mr Tame, his lawyer, 
and it reads that; “Mr Lupari will be attending this morning at 10 am.  He has 
prior scheduled commitments from 1 pm onwards.”  So, is Mr Tame here?   Is 
Mr Lupari here?  No.  Your Honours, I will leave that for now, we will see what 
happens later in the day as the evidence progresses.  But that is just an update for 
what the position is with Mr Lupari.  On one hand there is an indication that he 
will be here and not available from 1 pm onwards; on the other hand, he is not 
here.  We will deal with that in due course.  Dr Renwick, is that all the formalities? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I believe so.  If Mr Rolpagarea is there, he can be called. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  I call Daniel Rolpagarea. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning, Mr Rolpagarea.   
 
MR ROLPAGAREA:  Good morning, chairman. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for attending this morning.  You are bound by 
your previous oath so you can continue. 
 
 
DANIEL ROLPAGAREA, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Just for the record, may I please have your full name? 
 
A: Daniel Rolpagarea. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Could I ask you to speak directly into the microphone?  Thank 

you, Mr Rolpagarea.  And you are the State Solicitor? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioners, you will recall that there has been mention made 

of the requests concerning the interpretation of section 209 of the 
Constitution.  Now, those requests went to the current and all former 
Attorneys General that we could find.  We also took the liberty of inviting 
Mr Rolpagarea in his capacity as the State Solicitor to provide a response.  
Now, in one sense we already know what his views are because he has 
given evidence about that both in his statement and in his oral evidence in 
his last appearance.  But notwithstanding we are very grateful for him for 
the trouble he has taken of responding to the questions and the convenience 
of this is that when you read all the various requests together, you will see 
that there is the same question and then you compare the answers and, in 
my submission, that could be of assistance to the Commission.  So , may I 
please hand up a copy each for you Commissioners of Mr Rolpagarea’s 
statement or letter rather bearing today’s date.  It was prepared earlier this 
morning and it was handed to me just before the hearing so I have not had 
the chance to read it and it is not up on the website, but the intention is to 
take Mr Rolpagarea through it now and then to tender the statement and I 
would submit that the tender be accepted on that basis and then in due 
course it will be put up on the website.  It is not the type of evidence that 
is going to conflict with anybody else’s evidence.  It is limited to the 
question concerning 209 of the Constitution. 
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[10.11am] Mr Rolpagarea, do you have a copy of your letter dated 28 July 2021 there 
in front of you? 

 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: This is the letter that you have prepared in response to a letter from the 

Commission dated 20 July 2021 concerning section 209 of the 
Constitution.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The questions that you there set out, are they the ones that were contained 

in the letter to which this responds? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And this letter comprises 21 numbered paragraphs, does it 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Over the page, that is your signature, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Are the views expressed in this letter views genuinely held by you? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Mr Rolpagarea, in a nutshell, are you able to summarise – I do 

not ask you to read through this letter, we can do that ourselves – but the 
crux of the question 1 refers to the nature of the authorization or control 
of parliament for the purposes of section 209.  Are you able to summarise 
your views in this letter to that question? 

 
A: Yes, my view on that question in regards to authorization accorded by 

parliament is that parliament must approve revenues, expenditure or taxes 
that is to be imposed or to be incurred by the State through the 
parliamentary process and the budgetary process. 

 
Q: All right.  One thing that is of course of extreme relevance to this case is 

the question of prospective or retrospective authorization.  Do I take it 
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that your view expressed in this paper is consistent with your previous 
evidence that retrospective approval is permissible? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  In a nutshell again, do you take a positive or a negative view 

of how section 209 of the Constitution was dealt with concerning the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction in 2009? 

 
A: Can you- - - 
 
Q: Yes, if I can take you to question 5 which appears just below paragraph 

14. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You see, the question is; “Do you agree with how section 209 of the 

Constitution was dealt with in relation to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
transaction in or about 2009?  If so, please state your reasons for your 
agreement, and if not, also state reasons for your disagreement?”  So, what 
is your conclusion in relation to that question? 

 
A: I take a positive view of that.  I am of the view that the passing of the 

LNG Act was sufficient approval of the IPIC arrangement by Parliament 
as required by section 209 of the Constitution.  However, as stated above 
in my above answers, it may also be vital to ascertain if Parliament was 
sufficient opportunity to later holistically consider the IPIC arrangement 
in light of 2009 Budget and the budgets for the succeeding years as part 
of continuous financial supervision and control. 

 
So, basically, I have a positive view that it was done through an Act of 
Parliament, approved, authorized but I also have a view that it should have 
been tabled in the succeeding budgetary process for purposes of financial 
supervision and control by parliament.  For example, you have the interest 
of preparing that loan and that is good in my view, come back to 
Parliament in the succeeding year. 

 
[10:16a.m] Q:   Thank you. Now, section 7 asks in fact the same question but concerning 

the UBS transaction in 2014 and you taking negative view of that, do you 
not, because your view is that the requirement of section 209 of the 
Constitution was not complied with in obtaining the UBS Loan, is that 
right? 
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A: Sorry, if I can have a minute to - - - 
 
Q: Yes. Just over the page, paragraph 19. 
 
A: Yes. I do not agree that the requirements under section 209 of the 

Constitution were complied with in obtaining the UBS Loan. My views on 
this question are solely vested on my, as I have answered, that it should 
have gone through Parliament for parliamentary authorization and 
approval. 

 
Q: And the detail of that, you refer back to the answers to questions 1 and 6? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: In question 6, if I could take you there finally, you refer to the Loan’s Act. 

Now, is that short hand for the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act No. 2? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioners, I tender that. And may I suggest that I think the 

logic concerning Mr Rolpagarea’s previously tendered material was, his 
first statement was given Exhibit OO and then the next one was given 
OO.1, it may therefore be convenient to mark this as OO.2? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I agree. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Alright. Mr Rolpagarea’s statement dated 28 July 2021, is 
admitted into evidence and be marked Exhibit OO.2. 
 
EXHIBIT OO.2 - MR DANIEL ROLPAGAREA’S STATEMENT DATED 
28 JULY 2021 AS TENDERED  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners. Now, Mr Rolpagarea, if I could just 
ask you put that to one side because I would like to move to entirely different 
topics. And forgive me for seeming to be jumping around somewhat.  I have got 
a few questions that arise out of issues that have come up in our minds since your 
last appearance and then I would like to take you to some correspondence from 
October 2014 in relation to the refinancing or the restructuring of the Oil Search 
shares within the State’s various instrumentalities.  But before we get there, can 
I ask you about the nature of the legal clearance that you were asked to provide.  
Now, that is not limited to this case but just in general terms when legal clearance 
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is sought from the State’s Solicitor, is it a full-scale review of the terms of a 
particular agreement, are you asked to comment on the wording and the terms of 
agreements and to amend them if you feel that they require amendment or is your 
job to ensure, in a way to check, that the terms contained within those documents 
are the ones that have been negotiated and agreed to at least on the State’s side? 
 
A: Yes.  My job is to check in the interest of State that the terms are legally in 

order and that includes also checking the process. 
 
Q: Checking the process? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  But it does not involve redrafting clauses? 
 
A: There may be instances where I see the need to redraft the clauses. 
 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: And I either point out in my letter that you need to correct this or I can even 

ask for an electronic copy so I can be able to make those appropriate 
changes.  

 
[10:21a.m] Q: Thank you.  But this is an oversight role or are you involved in negotiating 

the terms? 

A: Is it a general question or? 

Q: A general question.  When providing legal clearance in respect of 
something that is brought to you, at that point, is it an oversight role where 
you undertake the checking process, subject to the minor redrafting that 
you just mentioned or are you involved at the coal phases as it were when 
negotiating the terms on behalf of the State? 

A: When a matter is referred to me by or when I receive instructions from 
client departments.  It depends on whether it is negotiation to be taken up 
or just correcting the papers to send them to the departments but otherwise 
when the instructions are sent to me, I would take over and deal with the 
lawyers on the other side on behalf of the State. 

Q: You mentioned that your role is to review what is brought to you to ensure 
that it complies or is in accordance with the negotiated outcome for the 
State.  Are you also asked in that role, in that function to review the State’s 
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exposure and ascertain legal risks or again is it just limited to ensuring that 
what the State has agreed to is what is contained in the documents? 

A: This is in relation to the UBS? 

Q: Anything, and your general functions really. 

A: Sorry, can you repeat? 

Q: Yes.  In your role as – in this oversight role that we are discussing, in 
reviewing these documents to ensure that they are the negotiated position 
of the State, do you go beyond that to actually review and form an opinion 
in relation to the State’s exposure or the risk to the State or is that for 
somebody else to consider and your job is limited only to ensuring that the 
documents comply with the State’s negotiated position? 

A: I would also look at the terms drafted or negotiated such that the interest 
of the State is protected.  But where there is a lawyer acting for the State, 
for example, engaged by the Attorney General to act for the State in that 
matter, I guess my role would be limited because the lawyers are ………  

Q: Right.  So, the question of whether or not the State is independently 
represented by lawyers is important because it affects the nature of your 
role in the transaction? 

A: That is right. 

Q: All right.  If I could just ask you about your office, I understand from your 
previous evidence that you have a staff of about 40 lawyers; 35 to 40 
lawyers, is that right? 

A: Yes, correct. 

Q: And did you have that same number of staff in 2014 in relation to the UBS 
loan transaction? 

A: I do not think so. 

Q: No? 

A: No. 

Q: So, how many lawyers were in your office then? 

A: We try to recruit every year to fill up the positions and also to beef up the 
resources  in our office.  So, in 2014, I do not think we have the – and we 
did not have the exact number of lawyers as today. 
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Q: All right.  But from – it is not the precise number I am after, roughly how 
many did you have; is it five or was it 10 or was it 20 in comparison to the 
office today? 

A: I would say between 20 and 30. 

Q: 20 and 30, and now you have about 35 to 40? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Right.  Were any of your staff, back in 2014, involved in providing the 
legal clearance for the UBS transaction or did you do that alone? 

A: I did that alone. 

Q: And did you do it alone because it was given to you so late at night? 

A: Yes, it was given to me at that time and also the instruction was it is very 
urgent. 

Q: Right.  Speaking of that urgency, on the evening of 5 March, and just to 
put you in mind the NEC meeting which approved it occurred in the 
morning of 6 March. 

 [10.26am] My understanding of the evidence is that in the evening of 5 March the 
documents for your clearance were physically delivered to you? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Who delivered it to you? 
 
A: As I have pointed out in my affidavit it was Carl Okuk and someone from 

Pacific Legal Group. 
 
Q: All right.  And was the person from Pacific Legal Group, Jimmy Maladina? 
 
A: No, not Jimmy but I cannot put name to that face; definitely not Jimmy. 
 
Q: Definitely not Jimmy, all right.  Mr Asigau perhaps? 
 
A: As I have said I cannot put name to the face. 
 
Q: All right.  You have a recollection that it was someone from Pacific Legal 

Group? 
 
A: PLG, yes. 
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Q: But it was not Mr Maladina you are certain of that? 
 
A: Not Jimmy Maladina. 
 
Q: And the other person you can identify as Carl Okuk? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, those are all the questions of that nature that I had for you.  

I foreshadowed that I was going to ask you some questions about some 
October 2014 transactions.  Now, Mr Rolpagarea, I am going to give you 
some copies of documents and I understand you have had no notice of – 
sorry, you have had no notice of this which is why I am giving you the 
copy.  But for those in Brisbane in charge of the PDFs, could I please ask 
for document WIT.0026.001.1964?  And Mr Rolpagarea, you will see that 
this is a letter dated 2 October 2014 from the IPBC, addressed to you, is 
that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This letter requests certain advice from you in relation to the proposed 

restructuring of the UBS bridge and collar loans and consolidating of Oil 
Search shares under NPCP.  You see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then you will see on the first page there it refers to the NEC decision 264 

of 2014? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It sets out the details of the NEC decision and a submission to the NPCP 

Board.  Now, I take you to another letter by way of background again 
which is the second document that you have there and for the screen it is 
document WIT.0026.0001.1007 and Mr Rolpagarea, you see that this is a 
further letter from the IPBC to you dated 6 October 2014, you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is on the same subject and it refers back to the letter dated 2 October 

2014 that we were just looking at? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Importantly in the third paragraph there you see the specific issues which 

IPBC Board would like advice on are as follows and then there are five 
numbered paragraphs there containing questions.  You see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right now I will stop there.  Do you have a recollection of this trail of 

correspondence or has this left your mind but we are reading it together? 
 
A: I can see that is a letter to me but I cannot really- - - 
 

[10:31a.m]Q: All right.  No, no, that is perfectly fair.  So, then I will take you to, Mr 
Rolpagarea, your responses to that.   

 
And look, I should like to be very fair to you, if any of these takes you by 
surprise and you would like to take it on notice and provide your response 
in a considered way later, preferably in writing, you can, but I would ask 
you to try hard now to assist us so at least we are able to continue our work. 

 
A:   Yes. 
 
Q: The next letter for the screen pleases, document WIT.0026.0001.1103, and 

Mr Rolpagarea, I have given you a copy of this too.  This is your response 
dated 10 October 2014, do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it is addressed to the Chief Legal Officer of the IPBC? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you will see in paragraph 1 there, you refer to the letters dated 2 

October and 6 October that we were just looking at? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you state some background matters, which we can skip over and then 

we get to page 3, and you there set out the questions that were contained in 
6 October letter and your answers to them? 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And you see the first question, which you quote from the IPBC’s letter is; 

“Does the National Executive Council have the power to direct IPBC to 
delegate its functions, duties, powers and authorities under section 26B(2) 
of the IPBC Act to approve contracts not exceeding K10 million to the 
board of NPCP (Kroton) or NPCP Holdings.”  You see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And your answer is no? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then we can skip over the next question.  Question 3 asks; “If the 

answer to question 1 above is in the negative”, which it was, “What is the 
legally proper approach that the IPBC board should take to negate the NEC 
directives?”.  Your response to that is; “Brief NEC through an information 
paper on the legal implication and to obtain further directives on the 
matter.”  But the real point I wish to make about that is that you see there 
that in answer to the question, your answer was on its face an unqualified 
no.  You see that? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Now, again do you have a recollection of this letter or are we reading it 

together? 
 
A: We are reading it. 
 
Q: We are reading it together, all right.  Can I then take you to the final 

document, I wish to show you and on the screen, pleases, it is a document 
WIT.0019.0002.0479, and I have given you a copy of this too, Mr 
Rolpagarea.  You will see that it is a letter dated 13 November 2014? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Addressed again to the Chief Legal Officer of the IPBC.  It is the same 

subject matter and you commenced by referring back to your own letter 
dated 10 October, which is the one we were just looking at; “Responding 
to questions raised by you in relation to the above matter and discussions 
we have been having recently on the UBS loan.”  So, it appears that you 
had some discussions with Mr Kamburi between 10 October and 13 
November, is that right? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Or it appears that way.  I am not suggesting you have a recollection but that 

is how I understand it, is that right? 
 
A: It appears, yes. 
 
Q: And then you go on to say; “I have now had the benefit of receiving 

additional information, both in respect of the proposed financing 
arrangements as well as the progress in implementing NEC Decision No 
264 of ‘14, and with the benefit of this information, I am writing to set out 
my final views on the matters raised by you in your letter referred to above 
as follows.” And the matters raised by you in your letter, that must be the 
questions set out in 6 October letter, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, the first question I have is, you state there that you received 

additional information.   
 

[10.36a.m] Am I right to think that there is going to be some commentary information 
- someone has given you a piece of paper with something on it, that is the 
kind of information you are referring to there or are you still talking about 
discussions you had with people?  Or you do not know? 

 
A: It could be some information on papers. 
 
Q: All right.  Because you now rely on this information and the benefit of it,  

you set out again in the same format the questions and answers.  You will 
see that the question again is; “Does the NEC have power to direct IPBC 
to delegate its functions, duties and authorities under section 46B(2) of the 
IPBC Act to approve contracts not exceeding K10 million to the boards of 
NPCP (Kroton) and NPCP Holdings?”  Whereas your previous answer 
appeared to be an unqualified no, it is now a qualified yes.  Do you see 
that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And so, your answer now is; “yes, provided the direction is issued in 

compliance with sections 6, sub 6 and 6 sub 7 of the IPBC Act. 
     
A: Yes. 
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Q: And you give reasons for that.  You do not have a direct recollection of this 

chain of correspondence, I accept that.  Are you able to offer any 
explanation now to the Commissioners with this apparent inconsistency 
before I ask you to take this on oath and provide us with a considered 
response? 

 
A: Sir, can you - - - 
 
Q: Yes, are you able to say anything now to the Commissioners about the 

change in your advice from an unqualified no to a qualified yes to the same 
question? 

 
A: Yes.  The only thing I have to say is that the chance of my response from 

no to yes is, and as I pointed out, is because of further additional 
information been provided to me.  So, my answer has changed no to yes 
with the qualifications. 

 
Q: All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, we would be assisted if you were able to give 
us some indication of what the further information was.  Was it just being directed 
to those provisions in the IPBC Act or was it something further?  It would be 
surprising if you overlooked those provisions of course and then the major piece 
of legislation.  So, I just wonder what the information was and why you did not 
set it out in your letter to the legal officer? 
 
A: If I may I can be able to later on to go through my files again and - - - 
 
Q:   Have a look into it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:   Yes, thank you, I realise of course you have had no notice of this and it is 

a very long time ago and you give a lot of advices.  But it could be helpful 
to know. 

 
A: Yes, I will. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
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MR JURTH:   Mr Rolpagerea, can I just ask you to turn over the page on that 
letter and you see there is the heading; “Reasons”, and then you provide your 
reasons for the answer above it, do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And Commissioner White’s point is that within those reasons, on its face, 

all it refers are various sections of the Act. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It does not set out in terms the further information that you seem to be 

relying on.  So, you understand the question from Commissioner White, 
yes? 

 
A: Yes. 
  
Q: All right.  So, what I will do is I will ask you to keep the correspondence 

that I have given you and then if you could please provide me with a 
response.  But what we are really interested in is not further legal advice 
but it is a turning up within your records the additional information referred 
to in the front page of that 13 November 2014 letter, all right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you very much.  Commissioners, I have no further questions of Mr  
 Rolpagarea.  In the usual way, of course, if you Commissioners have 

questions, of course, he is available for that purpose.  Can I foreshadow 
that we have received one application for leave to cross-examine Mr 
Rolpagarea, that is on behalf of our Secretary Vele, who is represented by 
Ms Nonggorr, who sits at the bar table.  

    
  [10.41 am]  That application has been considered by counsel in accordance with the 

Practice Note and it has been a subject to one question approved and so Ms 
Nonggorr is prepared and ready to ask those questions in accordance with 
the practice direction at your Honours’ direction. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think I will save my questions after Ms Nonggorr 
asks hers. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  I may just ask one question and then Mrs 
Nonggorr can ask her questions.  My question relates to section 209(1) of the 
Constitution.  Could we have section 209(1) on the screen, please? 
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Mr Rolpagarea, can you just have a look at section 209(1)? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Particularly the words; “subject to authorization and control by the 

Parliament be regulated by an Act of the Parliament.”  That authorisation 
could come, I suppose, in two forms.  One, is general authorization, that is, 
legislation that provides a general framework for any overseas loans; that 
is one form.  The other form is a specific authorization, an Act of 
Parliament that gives specific authorization to a specific loan.  Both types 
of authorizations are provided for in subsection (1), do you think? 

 
A: Chairman, if I can get you correctly, one form is by a specific legislation 

and the other one would be- - - 
 
Q: General authorization. 
 
A: General authorization.   
 
Q: Or it could relate to a specific authorization of a specific loan. 
 
A: Specific, if I can – yes, specific by an Act of Parliament. 
 
Q: Okay, let me give an example.  A general authorization would be like the 

Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  It does not mention a particular loan in 
that Act, right?   

 
A: No, that is- - - 
 
Q: And then the other situation is an Act of Parliament would make specific 

mention, for example, of the UBS Loan or the IPIC Loan.  That parliament 
authorized by an Act of Parliament that particular loan.  You see the 
distinction? 

 
A: Yes.  As I have alluded to in my previous verbal statement, the Loans 

(Overseas Borrowings) Act and Public Finances (Management) Act, these 
are Acts that regulate the processing which you process the- - - 

 
Q: The Overseas Loan? 
 
A: Overseas Loan. 
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Q: Yes. 
 
A: Approved by parliament. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 

[10.46am]A: And those approvals come by way of approvals by Parliament for the loans 
to come by way of - in the form of Appropriation Acts – budgetary process.  
So, for example – again, just an example - the UBS loan, 3 billion, would 
be approved by Parliament in the appropriation legislations.  And the 
processing of it, for example, in the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, you 
have the Treasurer signing or the Governor General signing the loan 
agreement.  After it is approved by Parliament, you then go to negotiate 
because the details are done by executive, so long as it is within the 
approval limit by Parliament.  So, you cannot just go and sign a loan 
agreement without that amount being authorized and approved by 
Parliament. 

 
Q:   Exactly.  So, if it is - - - 
 
A: You do that in accordance with the Loans Overseas Act. 
 
Q: So, if it is an authorization by Parliament in the budget, the particulars of 

that particular loan would have to be spelled out in the budget document, 
right, in order for Parliament to approve that specific loan under the general  
of authorization provided by the Overseas Loans Borrowings Act.  
Parliament will have to have specific details of a particular loan before it 
can approve, right? 

 
A: Yes, that is specific – of that amount or the loan, it comes together in the 

budget documents and those budget documents would contain – not 
necessarily every detail because, for example, the rates of repayment and 
all these are left to - - - 

 
Q: Well, the essential elements of a loan. 
 
A: Yes, are left to the executive to deal with that, in my view.  But the amount 

itself, the extent of borrowing must be authorized and approved by 
Parliament. 

 
Q: What is approved by Parliament; the amount but not the specific details, is 

it?  Like interest, the period of the loan, the amount of interest and all that, 
that is a matter for the executive? 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: Not for Parliament. 
 
A: These are amounts, after the approval by Parliament of the amount, these 

are the details - - - 
 
Q: Just the amount. 
 
A: Yes.  These are the details that are negotiated. 
 
Q: But how would Parliament approve the amount only without knowing the 

particulars of that loan?  You have to approve the basic essential elements 
of the loan, would it not – it will have to know those before it approves the 
amount? 

 
A: We may have to go into the budgetary books to check that. 
 
Q: Okay, I am not trying to argue but you see the point I am making.  There 

could be two types of Acts authorizing a loan.  One is a general 
authorization that provides the framework for that particular loan the other 
form is a specific act authorizing a specific loan with the essential elements.  
I will just maintain the distinction for now.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay, let us go to the IPIC loan.  The IPIC loan according to your 

conclusion is that it was authorized by this legislation that was introduced 
in 2008 before the IPIC loan was actually obtained.  This is the Liquefied 
Natural Gas State Participation Act 2008 and according to your conclusion, 
that Act provided the authorization for the State to obtain the IPIC loan in 
accordance with section 209(1) of the Constitution.  That is your 
conclusion? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But I have read the Act, it is in front of me.  It appears to be a general 

authorization for the State to obtain overseas loan supported by the issue 
of bonds.  It does not mention the PNG LNG Project.  But that Act does 
not mention the IPIC loan specifically. 
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[10.51am] So, how do you explain your opinion that this Act authorized the specific 
loan; the IPIC loan? 

 
A: Chairman, my view, it is my view, is that and again general view is that 

Parliament at times can approve the limit but then within that limit you can 
get specific loans. 

 
Q: The amount? 
 
A: The amount.  So long as it does not go beyond what Parliament has 

approved.  So, for example, in the budget you would have the authorization 
from Parliament that for this fiscal year the government can borrow say 
100 million.  So, within that specific - it is not like to any particular projects 
or whatever that will go to it but it is a limit that Parliament has set so the 
government can within that year borrow such amount, as a borrow, for 
financing whatever the government decides but so long as it is within the 
ceiling that the Parliament has approved. 

 
Q: So, you are saying Parliament need not know the details of this particular 

loan, that is a matter for the executive? 
 
A: As I have said in the budget book there may be some information for 

Parliament in the budget books.  And I am also saying that some of these 
details are left for negotiations between the financing entities and the State. 

 
Q: Okay.  Why would Parliament not know about the particulars of the loan 

before it gives the authorization? Is it the information commercially 
sensitive or confidential only for the executive or what would be the 
rationale for Parliament not being informed of the precise nature and 
character, the essential elements of the loan before it gives its 
authorisation?  I am just trying to understand.  We are not members of 
Parliament so we cannot think for them but as a matter of law in terms of 
understanding and arriving at the interpretation of this particular section 
here and also some of this legislation, it seems the Parliament is giving an 
authorization under this kind of legislation without specifying the loan 
itself.  Do you agree?  If I was a member of Parliament, I would ask for 
those figures.  What is the loan we are talking about here?  What are we 
borrowing?  For what purpose are we borrowing?  What is the period of 
the loan?  What is the interest rate?  How much is it going to cost the State 
and the people?  This information Parliament needs to have before it gives 
an authorization in the form of budget approval.  Well, in this case we are 
talking about legislation, an Act of Parliament, it could be the National 
Budget Appropriation legislation or any other but that is my initial 
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thinking.  You agree with that kind of thinking?  It makes sense, does it 
not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: For some reason it seems the matters of particularity of the loan is kept 

away from Parliament and just giving some form of general authorization 
without knowing what the loan is all about, and then giving the executive 
complete control of the loan that it has transacted.  Anyway, that is just 
some quick thought.  So, with that kind of thinking you still maintain your 
conclusion or opinion that you expressed in this paper that this particular 
Act was sufficient authorization for the IPIC loan or you would change 
your view? 

 
A: Chairman, for now I maintain what I have got. 
 
Q: Now, you maintain your opinion.  Have another think about it. 
 
A: Yes. 
 

[10:56a.m]Q:  Perhaps when you come back you can tell us if you have changed your view. 

A: I will never change my view. 

Q:   Because I may be raising this with you for the first time? 

A: I will have a think of it but for now I will maintain what I have but I will 
never change my view. 

Q:   Okay, fair enough.   

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask a question to follow up since we 
are on section 209.  Could you turn up your paragraph 14 from your letter of 
advice, Exhibit OO.2.   You do add something of a caveat and you suggest that 
Parliament should have had an opportunity to fully scrutinize the loan in the 
Appropriations Bills for 2009, that is after the loan had actually been – the 
agreement for the loan had been entered into.  Have you had an opportunity to 
have a look at the Appropriations Bills for that year to see whether that was 
included? 

A: No, I did not. 

Q:   Because that would be easily available to the Commission though; 
presumably, we can just look at Hansard for that time.  That is where we 
would find them? 
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A: It should be in the Hansards of Parliament, yes. 

Q:   Yes, all right, perhaps we could follow it up and see the extent to which 
the detail of the amounts of the loan were included, if they were in the 
Appropriations Bills.  Perhaps could I just ask you one further question of 
course.  A great deal of this dialogue between yourself and the Chief 
Commissioner relates really to parliamentary practice and procedure I 
think and we have heard that the previous Clerk of the Parliament will give 
us a paper on the way in which - from his perspective as the Clerk of 
Parliament - these loans were managed in the parliamentary business 
papers.  Do you have regard to those sorts of things as well when you are 
giving your advice? 

A: To the parliamentary proceedings? 

Q:   Yes, and I have the impression that that was also within your thinking when 
you gave this advice to the Commission about section 209, the way 
Parliament conducts its business? 

A: From time to time, I request for information from Parliament, but not in 
this. 

Q:   Not here, all right, thank you. 

MR JURTH:   Commissioners, with your leave, I have one question that really is 
a follow on from what the Chief was asking.  May I? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Mr Rolpagerea, Chief is really asking you about this, well, the 
logical next step is the concept of retrospective approval, which is your view, of 
the proper - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I did not ask about retrospective approval. 

MR JURTH:  No, no. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a new question that you are asking. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, it is the next question. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You only ask the question arising out of what I asked. 

MR JURTH:  Very well then. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

MR JURTH:  If leave is not granted to ask that question - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not grant leave, sorry.  I did not ask about retrospective 
approval.  You still want to ask the question? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, I do, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a new question? 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can ask a new question but it does not arise out 
what I asked. 

MR JURTH:  If the Commission pleases, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 

MR JURTH:  Then Mr Rolpagarea, let me start again.  This concept of 
retrospective approval, what would happen if the Cabinet approves the loan and 
then retrospective approval later is sought by Parliament, but that is refused? 

A: What if Cabinet approves a loan? 

Q: Yes. 

A: And then the approval from Parliament thereafter is refused? 

Q: Yes.  Whereas the answer is in practice, that just would never happen 
because the - - - 

A: It may happen and I do not go to Parliament sorry, but it may happen.  I do 
not know what happens if Parliament does not approve it.  Well, then if 
Parliament does not approve it, practicality it would be that when Cabinet 
approves, the process begins. 

Q: Yes. 

A: Yes.  If the Act of Parliament not approving it, it is unconstitutional.  So, I 
do not know what the - - - 

[11.01am]Q: Because as you say Cabinet approval means or NEC approval means that 
the process begins, that means entering into legal relations, that means 
signing documents that have legal consequences - - - 

 
A: Sorry, yes and this is on the retrospective issue? 
 
Q: Yes. 
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A: Yes, and I think I have provided my advice on that issue.  So, that approval 
by executive before going to Parliament after, according to my view and 
my advice is it happens on special circumstances.  I do not know why 
Parliament practically cannot be recalled but when that happens, at the first 
opportunity to get Parliament approval, that must be done. 

 
Q: Right, but that does not really answer the question of what happens if 

Parliament in its wisdom at that point refuses to grant the authorization 
required? 

 
A: Well, I guess if the negotiations or the processes commence after Cabinet 

approval and thereafter Parliament disapproves, then it can be 
communicated quickly that we are not progressing further. 

 
Q: I suppose one commercial solution might be to make any documents 

entered into subject to parliamentary approval so that everybody 
understands that whilst Cabinet approval has been granted, parliamentary 
approval is both necessary but not yet? 

 
A: Yes, by contract we put that effectivity of the process or the loan is 

dependent on parliamentary approval. 
 
Q: But to your knowledge that has never happened? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: No, all right.  Commissioners, I have no further questions.  If nothing arises 

out of that- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I just ask one more question?  To your knowledge, have 
you come across the situation where Parliament gave approval by an Act of 
Parliament of a specific loan, overseas loan? 
 
A: By an Act of Parliament other than the Appropriation Bills? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Is it not the case with IPIC; IPIC loan? 
 
Q: I said that Act that we just saw is of general application it does not mention 

the IPIC loan.  I am talking about- - -  
 
A: I cannot recall. 
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Q: A specific legislation that approved the IPIC loan that is not mentioned in 

this Act. 
 
A: Chairman, I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Did not happen, is it? 
 
A: It may have but during my time I cannot recall, it may have not happened. 
 
Q: Perhaps we will ask the Clerk of Parliament.  He might be aware of some 

enactments that approve specific loans. 
 
A: Clerk of Parliament and may be Treasury Department. 
 
Q: May be the Treasury. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  All right, that is all the questions we have from this end but Mrs 

Nonggorr, you were going to ask some questions so you can ask those 
questions now. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, thank you. 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Good morning State Solicitor.  Thank you for coming State Solicitor.  You 

are a very busy man, are you not?  You have your day job as State Solicitor 
but you are also in the middle of negotiating a lot more projects at the 
moment, are you not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, at the moment your State Solicitor work is advice work plus your 

negotiating the Pasca Off-shore Petroleum deal and you are negotiating the 
P’yang deal and the Porgera contracts, are you not, at the moment? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: With that you are working with the Secretary for Treasury in all of those 

projects, are you not? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: You and the secretary work on many matters together, do you not? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I object and I thought I would take the first 
opportunity to object so that a ruling can be taken earlier on.  I have questions 
from Ms Nonggorr which have been approved.  Those are the questions she has 
been given to ask and I request that she stick to those questions, otherwise it is 
going to be a very long day. 
 

 [11.06am]So, from today the State Solicitor is working on a particular deal is not one of 
those questions.    
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose you can ask the questions related to those 
questions.  She goes completely off the mark and introduce a new question, a new 
subject, I think you can raise objection but the question is related to, incidental to 
or whatever to the questions she has put to you, I think she can ask those 
questions.  Commissioner White, you agree? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It seems to be a long journey to getting to her – I 
believe I see Ms Twivey-Nonggorr is going, and perhaps you could go more 
directly to that questioning. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  In fact, the question that I had written on my paper 
was; what does the State Solicitor’s workload cover, normal workload, opinion 
work, 35 lawyers to manage, plus projects, plus boards, plus committees.  So, I 
was merely - - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  The question is broad, now I think you can ask those 
question but be more direct; specific. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  Thank you.  So, would you agree that you 
have a heavy workload? 

A: I have work every day. 

Q: By every day, you mean seven days a week? 

A: Well, in the office, five days a week, yes. 

Q: And you would agree that the Secretary for Treasury’s workload is great 
as well? 

A: I would think so. 
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Q: Mr Rolpagerea, are you aware of how many overseas loans there have been 
since Independence? 

A: No.  I cannot give you the exact - - -  

Q: If I put it to you that there have been 288 overseas loans, would that 
surprise you? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  This is since Independence? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  Yes, Chief Commissioner.  That is 
approximately five loans a year.   

And does that surprise you; that was my question? 

A: Not really. 

Q: And all these loans – I am going to put to you that there are three separate 
categories that happen that your office has to deal with.  Firstly, there are 
the loans where the government has a crystal ball and says; “next year, we 
are going to get in this much revenue we think and we are going to spend 
this much we think.”  And so, in the actual budget, they are able to list their 
financing requirements, their lending requirements for the next year.  So, 
that is where loans are put in a budget that are yet to be entered into in the 
following year.  So that is one category, would you agree? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And then there are other categories of loans where the government enters 
into a loan - - - 

A: Sorry, can you repeat your first, the previous question? 

Q: No, I am going through the three different types of loans that the 
government – let us say three different categories of the loans at different 
times that the government enters into them.  So, firstly, we have loans that 
the government would be able to predict say if it wanted a budgetary 
support loan, say in 2020, it thought in 2021, we are going to need 
budgetary support, the Taiwanese, for example, are contacted, they say; 
“yes, we will give you budgetary support for 2021”, and that goes into the 
budget documents at the end of 2020 for 2021.  But a loan has not been 
actually drawn up or agreed to or anything.  It is just in the budget. 

A: That could be the normal way the government does business.  Approving 
a budget for next year in the fiscal year ’20 – I mean November. 
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Q: Yes.  That, though, I am going to take you through some evidence is not 
actually the case that that is not the normal case, but we will go through 
that evidence.  

 The second type of loan is where the government has negotiations with a 
lender, could be a multi-lateral lender like ADB or Australian Aid. 

[11.11 am]  And a loan agreement is drawn up first and then it is included in the budget 
and drawn up and executed; and then it is included in the budget in the year 
that it is actually drawn down in.   

 
And the third type of loan – think about if you want to take that or if you 
want to think about that other one, I will give you some examples.  And 
the third type of loan is when often if the government decides; “Oh, we do 
not think we are not going to have enough money this year, we need to 
source some funding for budgetary support, or for Covid or for something 
else”, and the loan agreement is entered into and the money drawn down, 
and then it is included in the supplementary budget for that year.  Would 
you agree that that happens? 

 
A: Supplementary budgets, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And that can happen indeed after the loan is drawn down and 

executed? 
 
A: What do you mean loan drawn down and executed, or executed first and 

drawn down later? 
 
Q: I am sorry, yes, executed and then drawn down and then it appears in the 

supplementary budget? 
 
A: Can I say something on that? 
 
Q: Yes.  I have some other letters, for example, that I said to counsel this 

morning, and one is to do with the Credit Suisse Loan in 2016.  I have a 
copy here for you and for the Commission, I did send it this morning to 
counsel assisting.  Yes, that is the letter.  Can you see that letter? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If I could take you to the end of that letter, would you like a hard copy, Mr 

Rolpagarea, rather? 
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A: No, I can see from here. 
 
Q: If I could take you to the end of that letter; is that your signature? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: In this loan, the State borrowed US$280 million from Credit Suisse.  In this 

letter, you set out the regulatory requirements of section 209 of the 
Constitution and you say that the enabling Act is the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) Act, but you do not mention anything about indeed the loan 
going before Parliament for approval.  You actually, at the end of the letter, 
give clearance to the Treasurer, the then Treasurer Patrick Pruaitch, to go 
to NEC.  You do mention in the letter at numerical paragraph 8 that; “As 
soon as practicable after the execution of the Loan Agreement, Treasury 
shall cause a copy to be laid before parliament.”  Do you remember this 
loan? 

 
A: Yes, yes, I remember. 
 
Q: Why did you not advise in this loan that the loan details had to go before 

parliament before the loan was executed? 
 
A: Can I have a hard copy? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, did I hear you say you had 
some extra copies? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:   Yes, yes.   
 
 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It would be really helpful to be able to have a look 
at the whole document, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nonggorr, you have up to lunch hour to complete your 
examination because we may have some witnesses in the afternoon but go on.  
 

[11:16 a.m]MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Thank you. So essentially, I am putting it to you 
that that loan that indeed - that loan not only was executed before it went for 
Parliament but also did not appear in the budget beforehand? 
 
A: Well, maybe I have to check the other documents from Treasury because 

from time to time, when Treasury ask me or instructs me to advise on a 
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loan document, they would have also indicated that it is featured in the 
budget documents. 

 
Q: Yes. If I may also now refer you to another letter, which is a letter from 

you, dated 8 March 2016, to the Ersete Group Bank and it is about 
construction of a hospital in the Eastern Highlands? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I have copies of this letter that I seek to hand.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Associate, can you help pass those documents. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  For both Commissioners, if they want a copy. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have copies? 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  This is the last one I am handing up, 
Commissioners.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:   In this document, again this is a letter which 
purports to be from the State Solicitor, could you just acknowledge whether your 
signature is on the bottom of it? 
 
A:  Yes. 
 
Q: And indeed, through this document, it is concerning an executed loan 

document and it sets out at paragraph J the requirements of section 209 of 
the Constitution.  And because of this loan, it is an international agency 
that is lending, it is not the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act, but it is the 
enabling Act but it is the Loan Assistance International Agency’s Act and 
it sets out the process.  And you advise the lending agency in numerical 
paragraph 4, that that Act is the Regulating Act under section 209? 

 
A: Sorry, which paragraph? 
 
Q: Numerical paragraph 4. 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: But nowhere do you mention that there is Parliamentary approval required? 
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A: As I have said - - - 
 
Q: In the budget? 
 
A: I have to look at all the documents in totality and especially the instructing 

documents from Treasury because at times, they would tell me that the loan 
has been featured in the budget.  

 
Q: I put it to you that this loan was approved and executed in 2016, but not 

put in any budget papers until 2017 because it was not drawn down to 
2017? 

 
A: I cannot confirm. 
 
Q: I put it to you that that is the normal process. The normal process is that 

loans are executed by the State, either with the budget in contemplation of 
them, but more likely than not, they are then listed afterwards in a budget 
as to the financing requirements for the following year. Because often, the 
government does not know whether it can secure funds from a lending 
agency, so was able to put in the budget that they are able to raise those 
funds? 

 
A: As far as I know and I can recall all the loans documents that is coming 

before me, I make sure that it is in the budget.  And if not, I will advise 
them that this method is in the budget.  

 
Q: I put it to you that indeed most loans that you have advised on have not 

been in the budgetary process and you have advised that they need to be in 
the budgetary process once they are drawn down? 

 
A: I cannot agree. 
 
Q: Of the 288 loans since Independence, how many have their own specific 

enabling Act?  
 
A: I cannot answer that. 
 
Q: I put it to you that there is none? 
 

[11.21am] A: I cannot agree, no ………… 
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Q: Now, just going to now your advice on section 209 of the Constitution that 
you gave to the UBS loan, the first letter of advice was 5 March and that is 
in your affidavit.  The letter of 5 March 2014, and you essentially said that 
parliamentary approval was to be obtained with the budgetary process. 

 
A: Sorry, what paragraph or sentence? 
 
Q: It is your affidavit dated – well, let me take you to another one.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you describe the document, the technical people might get 
it on the screen for you. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  The document is on the screen.  It is the letter 
from the State Solicitor to the acting Secretary Vele dated 5 March 2014 and this 
is the letter that you give approval for Secretary Vele to take the proposal to NEC. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in such letter you state that approval for the loan should be through 

the budgetary process?  I seemed to have misplaced my copy of his- - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The letter is on the screen. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The letter is on the screen.  If you could scroll 
down the letter.  It says further down and that is at paragraph 3 of the page on the 
screen.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Were you aware at that time when the loan was going to be executed and 

drawn down? 
 
A: At that point in time? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: It was not drawn down yet. 
 
Q: No, were you aware when the loan was going to be executed though?  Were 

you aware that the loan was to be executed not long after the NEC 
decision? 

 
A: Well, I was told that Cabinet is sitting 10 o’clock in the morning. 
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Q: And Cabinet was to consider the loan? 
 
A: To consider the loan document. 
 
Q: And when did you – at that time when did you understand the loan was 

going to be executed? 
 
A: I did not know at that time because Cabinet was yet to approve it at 10 

o’clock. 
 
Q: Okay.  But you say through the budgetary process? 
 
A: No, I pointed out the requirement of 209.   
 
Q: And it says through the budgetary process in that paragraph 3? 
 
A: Yes, that is right, yes. 
 
Q: If we move then along, the next piece of advice that you gave on that was 

the letter of 9 March to Secretary Vele.  Now, the letter of 9 March tells 
you to go ahead and get various approvals.  Now, this is following the 
receipt of a letter from Mr Vele giving you the NEC decision and in this 
document you again highlight in this letter for section 209 approval.  You 
make particular mention of the requirement to comply with section 209 of 
the Constitution.  Is that correct, paragraph 5? 

 
A: Yes, I was affirming the comments of my fifth letter one of which was the 

209 requirement.  
 

[11:26a.m]Q:    And at that stage, on 9 March, you understood that the loan was to be 
executed shortly, that was after the NEC decision? 

 
A: Yes, after the NEC approval. 
 
Q: And the loan was to be executed in a few days, was it not? 
 
A: I do not know if it is few days or if it is immediately after that, I do not 

know. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Did you know whether the Parliament was going to sit between 

this letter and the signing of the document? 
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A: No. 
 
Q: I then take you to the letter of 10 March, your letter to the Head of State on 

10 March, and in that document, you advised the Head of State to sign the 
loan documents. Why did you advise him to sign the loan documents, if 
you knew it had not gone through Parliament? 

 
A: Cabinet has approved it, the next thing after Cabinet approval is Head of 

State. 
 
Q: To execute the loan documents? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But you were aware the loan had not gone before Parliament? 
 
A: I was aware, yes. 
 
Q: Were you aware whether or not it was in the budget for 2014? 
 
A: Well, obviously my answer says that – my letter says that you need to go 

to Parliament because loan was not approved. 
 
Q: So, you knew the loan was not in the budget either. But you did not think 

to say to the Head of State; “stop, do not sign the documents, it has not 
gone through Parliament?” 

 
A: Cabinet has also advised the Head of State to execute it. 
 
Q: And it is your duty to implement Cabinet decisions, is it not? 
 
A: Well, I advised the Head of State to sign. 
 
Q: It did not appear that you were worried about the situation, though from 

these letters that you were worried that parliamentary approval had not 
been given? 

 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: It did not appear from these letters that you were worried that the loan was 

not in the budget and the loan had not gone through Parliament? 
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A: I pointed out the requirement. Government set their agenda to get their loan 
approval, everything was done, I have advised that you need to comply 
with the 209. 

 
Q: Yes.  And on 10 March, you advised the Head of State to execute those 

documents? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: In between 6 March and 12 March, where were you? 
 
A: 5th and 6th? 
 
Q: 6th and 12th March, do you recall? 
 
A: I cannot recall but I would be – on 5th, I was in the office; 6th, I would be 

in the office. 
 
Q: I put it to you that you flew to Singapore in that period? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Let us go and see.  I will put it to you that in fact section 209 was – that 

section 209 of the Constitution was complied with.  Now, I want to take 
you through the documents, as to why I say it is.  Firstly, I have gone 
through your documents, which also point out that it needs to go through 
the budgetary process. But you were aware that the loan was going to be 
executed and drawn down beforehand.  I then take you to your letter dated 
27 March to Dairi Vele.  And in that letter, you say that retrospective 
approval of loans is possible by Parliament. Do you recall that letter? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And in what circumstances do you say that retrospective approval could be 

given? 
 

[11.31 am] A: Well, I alluded to earlier on that there can be retrospective approval by 
parliament but or executive can go ahead but only on special 
circumstances. 
 

Q: And you, in ………..that paragraph 6, you talk about the CPC Report; the 
CPC Report was such that it did not - the process of government was such 
that it could not recall parliament every time it wanted to take a particular 
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decision and there might be circumstances where loans had to be made and 
indeed could retrospectively approved? 

 
A: In this particular case, I was told, and it is on record that it is commercially 

urgent and at that time I can recall that parliament cannot be recalled on the 
6th or 5th and so hence my advice.   

 
Q: So, I put it to you that that was the government then did.  So, I would like 

to take you to- - - 
 
A: I do not know if they had gone back to parliament. 
 
Q: I would like to take you through that evidence now.  And indeed, if I could 

take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn on 24 June, and it is Annexure- 
- - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Exhibit? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Sorry, I do not know what exhibit it is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Call the – describe the document, give the exhibit number, 
then they should be able to put it on screen for you.  Which affidavit are you 
referring to? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn on 24 June 2021.  
I have hard copies that I would like to give the witness because it would be – I 
think it might be easier for him to see them. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And quicker for him to see them.  It says it is 
WIT.0014.0013.0001.  If I could take you to Annexure DV4, and I have tabbed 
that at that pink Tab number 1 for you.  That is an NEC submission which is 
giving a ministerial statement to parliament.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Annexure, is it, Annexure D4? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, chief commissioner, so it is Annexure D4. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  This is an NEC submission concerning a 
ministerial statement to parliament concerning the Oil Search share purchase and 
the loan and within that, the state solicitor – it records your advice that; “it is 
necessary, pursuant to the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act to take the loan to 
parliament and to table it before parliament.”  There is a parliamentary statement 
that is attached to that submission, and this submission is for the purpose of 
putting this statement and putting the Loan documents before parliament in 
accordance with the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act. 
 
A: So, this is a statement by the minister. 
 
Q: By the minister, the then minister Patrick Pruaitch.  The ministerial 

statement - - - 

A: I do not know and I cannot really – if a statement to parliament would 
constitute the required document that parliament would approve for the 
loan. 

Q: But you do not know about this; this statement and this submission?  

A: I am just seeing it.  

Q: If I could take you then to DV3, that is Annexure DV3. 

[11.36 am]  I put a pink tab too on it for you, but it is same affidavit DV3. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just take us through that ministerial statement 
because I am interested in what the details of the loan and it was disclosed in this 
statement? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just run it down and see the description of the 
loan that was being proposed to purchase those shares, the amount of loan, the 
interest rate and all that sort of thing? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Sorry.  Two things happened with this, Chief 
Commissioner, is that this was a statement to explain to the parliament the 
purpose behind the buying of Oil Search shares, the financing requirements and 
to table the documents before parliament and that it goes through the collar and 
bridge, the loan facilities; it goes through the details of the loan completely.  And 
then later, I- - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just run through that statement; just keep going 
until you come to the end, we just have a quick look at what is in there. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, when this statement goes to 
parliament, it is recorded in the parliamentary hansard that the loan documents 
are tabled.  So, in addition to this statement, what went before parliament, and 
that is what I want to adduce now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Was also the precise loan document.  Here, we go 
through the Speaker’s statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you keep going down; I am reading it. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, we have – first, we have the acquisition of 
shares in Oil Search and it talks about those.  Then it talks about that it was to 
fund Oil Search’s purchase in Elk-Antelope, and that was not true.  It was 
concerning the existing assets like the PNG LNG.  It talks about the reasons why 
it is in the national interest to invest in Oil Search, it talks about the price per 
share that is on the market. 
 
THECHAIRMAN:  It appears the details are there. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, it- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The essential particulars of the loan have been spelt out to 
parliament in that statement.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, and thank you, Chief Commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  DV3 is actually the NEC decision which notes the 
policy submission and approves for the then treasurer, Patrick Pruaitch, to put it 
before parliament.  Can you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If I may take you to the other affidavit, the thick affidavit of Dairi Vele, 

and that is the affidavit Dairi Vele sworn on 22 June. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The next affidavit? 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, the next affidavit is another affidavit of Dairi 
Vele sworn on 22 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN?  It is on screen now.  Yes? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And it is on screen as WIT.001400012.0011.  If I 
may take you to the first Annexure DV1, that is a copy of Hansard for 5 
September 2014.  At page 2 of that Hansard, it lists that Minister Pruaitch gives 
his statement on the acquisition of the Oil Search shares by the State and the 
financial arrangements and he delivers that speech that was before NEC.   
 
And further on page 7 of Hansard – I take you to page 7 of Hansard.  Down the 
bottom which I have unfortunately marked, it sets out that indeed the minister 
tabled the transaction documents during that speech. 
 

[11:41a.m] And that complies therefore with section 28 of Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act, 
which is;  “ when the transaction documents shall be laid before Parliament as 
soon as practicable after they have been executed.” 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And was that the earliest time at which Parliament 
was called together to enable this to occur, that is the documents were signed in 
March and now in September, did Parliament not come together in that long 
period? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioner, if I could make a submission on 
that.  Indeed, Parliament did sit, however, in the intervening period, as we heard 
yesterday, there were directions by the Ombudsman Commission that everything 
had to freeze.  And it was not until late June that Secretary Vele was able to obtain 
an injunction staying those directions so the State was able to pay interest but 
then they could proceed with the process of approval of the loan through 
Parliament. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If I can then take you through Annexure DV2,  
Annexure DV2 of the same affidavit?  And that is the 2015 budget speech by the 
then Treasurer, Patrick Pruaitch.  Can you see that?  And if you go to page 4 of 
that budget speech, the bottom paragraph of page 4 sets out that; “there is a 
supplementary budget”, and in accordance which section 209 of the Constitution, 
in that supplementary budget, they are appropriating for interest payments.  If I 
could now take you through – so that is the budget speech and that budget speech 
was delivered on 18 November 2014.   
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If I could take you to DV3, the annexure at DV3 is a copy of the supplementary 
budget.  In that supplementary budget, there is a figure for appropriation of 
interest which is of the UBS loan and I put it to you other loans, and that, as you 
know, are set out in the budget books; the details or the breakdown.  Can you see 
that? 

A: Yes.   

Q: So, page 2 of that supplementary budget at D(vi), there is an amount for 
additional interest costs. 

A: Sorry, which one is that? 

Q: Page 2 of the supplementary budget, paragraph 4D(vi).  And it says; 
“additional interest costs.”  Now, that is not the interest only - - - 

A: So, that is for the interest? 

Q: Yes, that is for the interest.   

A: And not the – sorry, I am confused so – in this speech, he is asking the 
Parliament to or he is putting before the Parliament the approval for 
interest? 

Q: That is correct.  It is a supplementary budget for the appropriation of the 
interest on the loan.  Because at the end of the day, by the 30th - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which item is that? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry, it is – in that supplementary budget, 
paragraph 4D(vi).  And that interest amount is not just the UBS loan, the UBS 
loan interest amounts were approximately 20 million for that year but that is all, 
a lot of other interests on lots of other loans, indeed, and by 31 December, of 
course, the loan and the shares had been novated to NPCP. 

[11.46am] The only thing that - - - 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  But this item does not say that amount of interest is for the 
UBS loan. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: That is for interest costs.  So that is additional 
interest costs that were above and beyond those appropriated in the budget.  So, 
the breakdown of those are in the budget books that would have accompanied it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  But paragraph 6 does not say this interest is for the 
UBS loan. 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, it does not, no.  But the budget speech refers 
to the supplementary budget containing interest for the budget. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right, now I understand, yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, then we go to indeed the 25th – sorry, we go to 
annexure DV4, which is the Hansard of 25 November 2014 which is the day the 
budget was then debated.  So, on 18 November, the supplementary budget was 
introduced as well as the substantive budget for the following year and on the 25th 
both of those were debated.  And if I take you to page 39 of that Hansard the title, 
‘Supplementary Appropriation Bill’ is there.   And during that Hansard there is 
substantial debate on the UBS loan by Mr Namah and others.  And if I take you 
to page 142 of the same Hansard, that is where the supplementary - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we run that Hansard?  It starts at page 39 and just 
scroll down.  Just have a look at what was debated or said.  Keep scrolling down.  
You are saying there was a full debate on the loan.  Mrs Nonggorr, you need to 
help us track down the relevant part where the - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is back a little bit further.   If we could perhaps 
go a little slower.  You will see there. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry, I was taking you to the bit where the 
supplementary budget was but indeed there are - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There it is. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  There are debates about it.  There is mentions and 
debates throughout. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can see that. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  With regards to when the minister gave his 
statement on - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You are going to page 39, was it? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Page 39 was where the supplementary budget is, 
the second reading, and then at page 142, that supplementary budget is passed – 
142, 143. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Now, following that we go to DV5.  And in DV5 
is the Parliamentary Notice Paper.  And on the notice paper at page 786 at item 
163 so if we could scroll down to say the fourth page of that notice paper please 
and we are looking for item 163. 
 

[11.51am] This is the notice paper for November and you will see that at 163 so, I have put 
that at tab 6 for you State Solicitor.  You can see that that ministerial statement 
had been adjourned for debate on it.  When it was delivered by Minister Pruaitch 
on 5 September, it was then adjourned by the then leader of government business 
now Prime Minister Mr Marape for debate on it.  Indeed, if I take you to DV6 
that is the draft Hansard for 26 November.  If I take you to page 49 of that Hansard 
- I am sorry there is a lot of - within these documents, but we thought it was better 
to put the entire Hansard rather than just the papers.  So, in page 49 of that 
document it said that Parliament agreed to that ministerial statement. 

 
The debate resumed from 5 September and the motion was put.  So, indeed the 
day before which was the passing of the supplementary budget, there was a lot of 
debate, you can see throughout that budgetary session about this particular loan 
and purchase.  And the next day when the debate was called the question was put 
and Parliament agreed to that.  So, State Solicitor, the point of all of that is to 
demonstrate to you that section 209 was followed, approval was granted in 
accordance with your advice that it could be retrospectively granted.  So, I put it 
to you that section 209 was complied with. 

 
A: It says that Parliament agreed.  As I have said I have advised on the 209 

and retrospectively so whatever takes place in Parliament in what form I 
have no say in that. 

 
Q: Yes.  It was just your evidence earlier that you believed that section 209 

had not been complied with with regards to the UBS loan, but indeed, I put 
it to you, through those documents, that I have taken you to that in fact it 
was.  And indeed, State Solicitor, you are not to know every page of every 
Hansard in Parliament but it may be that you may indeed agree now you 
have seen the documents that in fact section-  - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be putting a question on a legal point to this 
witness.  That could be covered in the submission as to whether this constitutes 
sufficient compliance of section 209(1).  So, as it is you probably not press on, 
you would not get anything out of him, leave it to be addressed in your 
submissions on the legal points. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  You follow me?  There may be some debate around it and 
section 209(1) talks about an Act of Parliament and this is a resolution and there 
may be some argument around it but leave it to the submissions on a legal point. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any other questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am just checking the questions because I covered 
some of them in here.  The certificate of inexpediency.  With regards to the 
certificate of inexpediency, do you remember within the documents that you were 
shown by Pacific Legal Group that you were asked for clearance upon and that is 
in your affidavit your statement that you have annexed that matter.  If we need to 
refresh your memory if we could have the affidavit or statement of Mr Rolpagera? 
 

[11.56a.m]That the NEC submission was shown to you, as part of those documents and it is 
annexure A to your affidavit.  And in annexure A is the letter from Pacific Legal 
Group and annexes the documents and at document 16, the NEC submission is 
there - and you will see NEC submission. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, what is the question you are asking? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: I just wanted him to read that. Sorry, did you see 
the NEC submission? 
 
A: The NEC submission – sorry - - -  
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: That came together with the documents on the 5th? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: And in your letter dated 5 March that were previously to Secretary Vele, 

you cleared that NEC submission to go to NEC? 
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A: Yes, that is for the loan document. 
 
Q: That is correct. If I may refer to the affidavit of Dairi Vele, his substantive 

affidavit dated 16 April. Whilst we are getting into that, 16 April and 26 
April, and we need annexure DV 29. In that submission that is going to be 
brought up, it actually specifically refers to that; “a Certificate of 
Inexpediency will be applied for matters concerning the loan and advices.” 

 
A: When I did the letter of 5th , it was more specifically for the loan document. 
 
Q: In the NEC submission, it sets out all of the advices – see at paragraph 5 

there, it says that; “an issue a Certificate of Inexpediency for the 
engagement of UBS.” And indeed, in your letter dated 5 March, you 
specifically tell Mr Vele to take that submission to NEC. But you did not 
point out at that stage that you could not have a Certificate of Inexpediency 
retrospective of that, did you? 

 
A: I did not but if you see my letter, it was more so the points I have raised is 

in relation to the loan. And as I have said, at that point in time that my 
clearance was more on the loan than Certificate of Inexpediency, although 
it is in the submission made. 

 
Q: And after the NEC Decision, you then sent a letter to – after receiving NEC 

Decision, you then sent a letter to Mr Vele on the 9th , setting out that he 
should proceed to get the approvals et cetera that were listed in the 
submission and the NEC Decision? 

 
A: That is after the NEC Decision? 
 
Q: That is correct. 
 
A: Sorry, just to recollect, my letter was to Mr Vele to obtain approval? 
 
Q: Yes, that is correct. That is the letter I am referring to you. Your letter to 

him dated 9 March. 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And so Mr Vele, I put it to you, did apply to the CSTB for a Certificate of 

Inexpediency and the committee met but you did not attend that meeting, 
pursuant to section 39 (3) D of the vend.   
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[12.01pm] Public Finances (Management) Act, the State Solicitor or his nominee is a 
member of the CSTB? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But you did not go to that meeting to consider the certificate of 

inexpediency? 
 
A: I did not attend. 
 
Q: No.  Did anybody attend on your behalf, do you have a recollection?  
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: I put it to you that nobody did attend on your behalf and that is why the 

CSTB had to write to you and issue the certificate on the condition of 
approval of the State Solicitor? 

 
A: Yes, I did receive that letter. 
 
Q: Following that when you advised that the certificate of inexpediency could 

not be applied for retrospectively, is that correct? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And indeed, in the affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn 24 June which is, you have 

in front of you at annexure DV5.  So, that is the smaller of the affidavits, 
annexure DV5.  It is the last affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn 24 June, it is the 
last annexure on that affidavit sworn 24 June.  I think that is the big 
affidavit, State Solicitor, it is the other affidavit. 

 
A: 24th.  Sorry, which page, the last page? 
 
Q: The last page. 
 
A: Yes.   
 
Q: Do you recall that you advised therefore Central Supply and Tenders Board 

that you could not approve the certificate but that the advisers could be paid 
on a quantum meruit basis? 
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A: I think I advised that I cannot give clearance, not approve the certificate 
because the certificate is issued by CSTB but I think I advised that I cannot 
give clearance.   

 
Q: Do you recall advising that the advisers could be paid on a quantum meruit 

basis? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall advising that indeed that the Secretary for Treasury would 

have the best idea of what they should be paid and that he may liaise with 
the Attorney General in that regard? 

 
A: Well, I mentioned Attorney General because of the legal requirement for 

Attorney General to approve engagement of lawyers so I think that is why 
I mentioned Attorney General. 

 
Q: If I take you to the email on the screen.  After that you were approached by 

the advisers to ask whether or not they could be paid and you sent this email 
to Jimmy Maladina.  Is this email true that when you said the secretary may 
liaise with the Attorney General but that it was not necessary or mandatory 
and they could be paid on a quantum meruit basis from Treasury Secretary 
Vele? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nonggorr, we have a tradition of adjourning exactly at 
12 o’clock for lunch.  How long are you going to be with your questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I have two more questions which are really quite 
small. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, if you make it in the next two minutes or three minutes 
and we will adjourn for lunch. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, with respect this witness will likely come 
back next Monday.  From counsel assisting’s point Ms Nonggorr is entitled to 
ask the questions properly all of them without being hurried.  Of course, I am in 
your hands but if it is just as convenient to her to ask these questions on Monday 
when we expect this witness back. 
 

[12.06pm]That might be a more convenient way to - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we will just sacrifice the next 2 minutes to ask your 
questions and then we will adjourn. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  State Solicitor, do you use external lawyers for 
large complex transactions generally? 
 
A: From time to time, yes. 
 
Q: Like, for example, the Porgera transaction? 
 
A: Porgera transaction, yes PNG, not overseas. 
 
Q: Yes, right.  For example, you have used Dentons before? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Possman Kua Aisi? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Ashurst? 
 
A: We use the law firms in town, yes. 
 
Q: It is not an unusual thing with large commercial matters to use external 

lawyers particularly to do the complex documentation, is it? 
 
A: As I have said, we use law firms to help us, yes. 
 
Q: But you do not tend to use them for multi-lateral loans like with the World 

Bank or ADB because the State Solicitor’s office is very experienced in 
that? 

 
A: Yes, we do that ourselves, yes. 
 
Q: When you were given these documents for the UBS loan at the last minute, 

did you express to anybody that you did not have enough time? 
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A: I did not.  I think I made a point last time that I did not because I was told 
in no uncertain terms that Cabinet is meeting 10 o’clock and you need to 
clear the documents. 

 
Q: Does this happen often to you in many different – not just with that but, for 

example, - - - 
 
A: It happens when there is opportunity, I ask for extension but not in this 

case. 
 
Q: But I guess I was meaning to say does it happen often that you are put 

under pressure and not given a great deal of time to look at the documents? 
 
A: It happens but as I have said I would ask for some time. 
 
Q: I put it to you that there is numerous documents with your letter with letters 

that you have written including some of the ones that I have just given you 
earlier today which say that due to the urgency of the matter, I will give 
my clearance or I will give the clearance? 

 
A: Well, put it this way.  When I receive the documents with the letter, it was 

on record that there were external lawyers acting for the State in this matter.  
So, they would have negotiated, documents were there for me so because 
of timing and I was told that Cabinet is meeting at 10 o’clock the next 
morning, I pointed out the process. 

 
Q: And you have had experience with both Norton Rose and Pacific Legal 

Group with regards to commercial advice before, have you not? 
 
A: I cannot really recall the transaction that I have face to face or discussions 

with the firms. 
 
Q: They are all the questions that I have.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, before you sit down, there are two additional 
documents that you referred to in your examination which may have to be 
tendered into evidence formally.  Could we do that or - - - 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner.  If I could then refer to 
the letter from the State Solicitor to the then Treasurer Honorable Patrick Pruaitch 
dated 28 June 2016.  If I could formally tender that into evidence. You will note 
that the State Solicitor identified that as his signature. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White and I have already conferred that we 
will admit that document into evidence and it be marked exhibit 00.3. 
 
EXHIBIT 00.3 – LETTER FROM STATE SOLICITOR TO TREASURER 
HONORABLE PATRICK PRUAITCH DATED 28 JUNE 2016 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Next one? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The next document is the document dated 8 March 
2016, a letter from the State Solicitor to the Ersete Group Bank.  I cannot 
pronounce all the other words on it.  That is from the State Solicitor’s office and 
the State Solicitor identified that document as his signature. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That document is also admitted into evidence and it is 
marked exhibit 00.4. 
 
EXHIBIT 00.4 – LETTER FROM STATE SOLICITOR TO THE ERSETE 
GROUP BANK 
 

[12.11pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you. 
 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Levente, do you have any questions to ask of this witness 
or just follow up questions; no? 
 
MR JURTH:  I do not for now, chief commissioner.  May his evidence be stood 
over until Monday, 2 August.  I say that tentatively because it is a running list 
and I will also make contact with Mr Rolpagarea to make sure that that is 
convenient to him and the rest of us.  But for now, could we just please set him 
down tentatively for 10 am on Monday, 2 August. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Rolpagarea, is that date and time convenient to you? 
 
A: Yes, commissioner. 
 
Q: Okay, then we adjourn his next appearance to Monday, 2 August at 10 am. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  And commissioners, if it is convenient in an hour’s time, we 
would be next calling Mr Aopi at 1.15. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, perhaps my associate an adjourn the 
proceedings to 1.15 pm. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

  [1.17 pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has one short mention. 
 

MR JURTH:  Yes Commissioner, I call David Towe. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Swear the witness. 
 
 
DAVID TOWE, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Towe, just for the record could I please have your full name?  
 
 
A: My full name is David Towe. 
 
Q: Thank you and you are the Chief Commissioner of Customs? 
 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: Thank you.  In response to our request, you have provided a statement to 

the Commission? 
 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: And your statement is dated 27 July 2021? 
 
A: Correct. 
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Q: Leaving aside the cover page which is shown on the screen the body of the 
statement is two pages long?  

 
[1.22 pm] A: Correct. 
 

Q: That is your signature and stamp of your office on the second page? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You describe in your statement an annexure marked DTI1 but these 

documents are not marked DTI1 but these are the schedules that you 
intended to mark is DTI1 to your statement? 

 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: All right and I have counted them and there is 13 pages, does that accord 

with your document? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Mr Towe, I have three short questions to ask you.  Do you see 

on paragraph 5 of your statement, you see that? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: That is where you set out the details of the Commission’s request of you, 

do you not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And importantly in the next paragraphs you confirmed that the Papua New 

Guinea Customs service has a computer system and the computer system 
is capable of generating records containing the information requested by 
the Commission? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Over the page you set out in a table the summary of the schedules that are 

DTI1 to your statement, is that correct? 
 
A: Correct. 
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Q: Just one final question.  Do you see in the middle column you referred to 
the acronym TNE, do you see that? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Are you referring to a metric tonne which is 1,000 kilos? 
 
A: I think I have- - - 
 
Q: Yes.  Well, is that your understanding of how these schedules measure 

volume of LNG? 
 
A: Correct, that would be the volume. 
 
Q: All right and so that is the volume of LNG measured in metric tonnes which 

equals a 1,000 kilograms? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Finally, Mr Towe, are the contents of your statement true and 

correct to the best of your knowledge, information and belief? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  I have no further questions of Mr Towe.  I tender his statement, 

Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have a statement?  Do I have a copy of the statement?  
Could you ask him the copies of the actual export documents? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have those documents for each shipment of gas? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, we do.  In this sense you will recall that Mr Towe’s 
predecessor Mr Ray Paul produced a vast number of documents to the 
Commission.  They comprise I think about a dozen or 14 lever arch boxes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Those documents are comprehensive in the sense that they are 
voluminous but they are not indexed in anyway.  They seem to be wrapped in 
string according to year but it is not a convenient way with respect for the 
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Commission to consider it because we are not in a position to interrogate and read 
18 boxes or 16 boxes or however many of the source documents.  Now, what Mr 
Towe has done he has gone to, as he says in his statement, the computer system 
of Customs and has generated summaries which- - - 
  

[1.27pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the summaries and the figures here will have to be 
supported by the actual export documents which the Commission needs to have. 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, if you would like that tendered, we would tender that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I would like them to be tendered so that the figures, the 
statistical information provided in this document is supported by the actual 
evidence.  I think you may want to sit down with Mr Towe and go through those 
documents however voluminous they may be and then seek to tender those to 
support the statement.  I think Mr Ray Paul did a good job with producing copies 
of those export documents.   
 
MR JURTH:  I think I understand what you are asking of me, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is quite clear.   
 
MR JURTH:  All right, well - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I mean, that is my view  I think the commission needs to 
have the actual LNG export documents to support the statistical information 
provided in this statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, of course that can be done.  My submission not to take away 
from my agreement and what you direct will be done but my submission is that 
the evidence before you in this statement is in effect business records of Customs.  
They are tendered before you on oath as a summary - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would rather have the whole set of documents tendered at 
once. 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to get everything at once. 
 
MR JURTH:  All right. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Do not have thick documents in a piece meal fashion I do 
not think.  That is the purpose why I was insisting on Mr Ray Paul being called 
last time remember.  Because he is the one who produced those documents - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  I understand. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Export documents, and he also I think provided a statistical 
analysis similar to what Mr Towe has provided.  At least Mr Towe has come in 
and he also needs to go through the actual export documents and tender them 
together with his statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we get the complete set of documents before us. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I take the force of what you put to me, that will be done and 
I do not wish to give evidence from the bar table.  Mr Ray Paul has informed me 
that not being any longer in that position, he does not have access to the computer 
records and the task - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, then call Ray Paul. 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry, that is what I meant.  That Ray Paul has informed me that 
he has no longer access to the computer records and that the task that we have 
asked Mr Towe to do which is before you now can only be done by Mr Towe.  
This cannot be done by Mr Paul. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, that is fine.  You need to sit down with Mr Towe and 
get him to go through all the export documents that you have got – that has been 
submitted by Mr Ray Paul and confirm them and produce them and seek to tender 
those together with the statement and the evidence will be then complete. 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, that will be a statement of Mr Ray Paul perhaps. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we could have his evidence adjourned to tomorrow 
to allow that the witness to go through the actual export documents. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, we can certainly adjourn Mr Towe’s evidence but I did 
tender this – is the tender of this exhibit accepted with respect. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would rather have them together – tendered together.   
 
MR JURTH:  I am in your hands. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that is my position. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  Very well, in which case might Mr Towe be 
stood down until tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Tomorrow morning at 10 o’clock.  Mr Towe, you understand 
what I am saying?  We have got the actual export documents here with us.  They 
were submitted by Mr Ray Paul.  I suggest that between now and tomorrow 
morning, you go through the documents that we have and then when this 
document is tendered and also the export documents for the individual shipment 
of LNG Gas will have to accompany this statement. 
 
A: Chairman, I believe in Ray Paul’s submission, he had submitted all of the 

documents and this gives the summary of all the export documents that we 
have already submitted. 

 
Q: All right, you need to go through what Mr Ray Paul has submitted when 

he was in office.  Just have a physical check of what is there and then 
produce them together with your statement tomorrow. 

 
[1.32pm] A: Chairman, it can be done. 
 

Q: Okay.  So, I think your evidence will be adjourned till tomorrow so you 
can take your leave.  Thank you for appearing this afternoon. 

 
A: Thank you, chairman. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Commissioners, would you 
quickly please take the matter of Mr Lupari.  His lawyer Mr Tame is here and has 
an application for an adjournment of his evidence.  
 
MR TAME:  Good afternoon commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, good afternoon, Mr Tame. 
 
MR TAME:  It is Tame initial N, I appear for witness Isaac Lupari. 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Now, commissioners, I have had the opportunity to 
speak with Mr Tame.  The submission is that we support the application for an 
adjournment until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.  But I put this onto the record, 
Mr Tame and his client have been repeatedly contacted by the commission 
throughout July, at least four emails, none of which have had a response and we 
do expect correspondence on the commission to be responded to and we certainly 
expect Mr Lupari to appear tomorrow morning at 10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tame? 
 
MR TAME:  Thank you, commissioners.  We have actually complied with all the 
directions of the Commission of Inquiry.  We have filed the relevant affidavits 
and all the documents were tendered already.  There is an affidavit that was filed 
by Mr Lupari sworn on 2 June 2021 that encloses all the documents.  Mr Lupari 
was in fact in the hearing this morning from 10 o’clock to 12 o’clock.  He has a 
commitment – there is a Board meeting for the PNG Air Shareholders Meeting 
so he is attending to that meeting currently and he has asked for his evidence to 
be adjourned to tomorrow morning at 10 o’clock.  That is basically the application 
that we have. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand over Mr Lupari’s appearance to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 
 
MR TAME:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  There was to be – as it has gone 1.30 
– there was to be an appearance by Mr Mawa on behalf of Mr Sonk that relates 
to production of documents but Mr Mawa is not here so I will mention his matter 
when he turns up.  Dr Renwick, those are my matters. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, commissioners.  I recall Mr Gerea Aopi and I 
see Mr Scerri, his counsel is here. 
 
MR SCERRI:  I am sorry, commissioners, my name is Charles Scerri.  I appear 
for Oil Search Limited and Mr Botten. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
 
GEREA AOPI, recalled: 
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XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Aopi, do you have your statement in front of you?  If you could just put 

the microphone a little bit closer to you, Mr Aopi, so we can hear you.  I 
see you have your statement there and we might have it up on the screen, 
please - statement of Mr Aopi of 16 June 2021.  If we could just go to 
paragraph 3.  Mr Aopi, how was it that you came to be appointed to chair 
the Independent Public Business Corporation, the IPBC? 

 
A: I was appointed by the minister - - - 
 
Q: I am so sorry, Mr Aopi, I cannot hear a word.  Could you put that 

microphone a little bit closer, please? 
 
A: I think it is probably off.   
 
Q: Thank you, sir.  How was it that you came to be appointed to that position? 
 
A: I was appointed by the Minister for Public Enterprise at that time, Mr 

Arthur Somare. 
 

[1.37p.m] Q:   And what was the process in you being appointed or did he approach you 
or someone from his department? 

 
A: He approached me. 
 
Q: So, you were appointed and how long was your term there, was it a big 

span? 
 
A: No, three. 
 
Q: So, it was a fixed term of three years, so it naturally came to an end in 

August 2011? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So, is this correct, during that time, you held the role as set out in paragraph 

2 (a) of your statement? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you. Mr Aopi, while you held the position of Chairman of the IPBC, 

towards the end of your time perhaps, were you aware that the State 
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Solicitor was going to ask Price Water House Coopers to review the project 
Kumul transaction? 

 
A: I was not aware but I had left IPBC as chair and I was aware after that that 

IPBC were going to undertake an investigation of a review. 
 
Q: I see.  But you subsequently became aware not least because you assisted 

them with their enquiries, did you not? 
 
A: That is correct, I was aware and when I was interviewed towards the end 

2011.  
 
Q: All right.  And just to be clear on what we are talking about, can we put the 

PWC Report up on the screen, please?  When this you first see this report, 
Mr Aopi? 

 
A: I saw it for the first time this afternoon. 
 
Q: I see, thank you.  Commissioners, just for your information, you will recall 

this was the report referred to in Mr Kamburi’s evidence. We only just 
received it and we made it available to Mr Aopi and his solicitors today.  If 
we can go through the PWC Report, if we can just start with the summary 
of findings.  But perhaps, Commissioners, if we start in the executive 
summary on page 1, the heading, “…………..summary.” And 
Commissioners, for your information, you can see there the scope of the 
review. This was referred to the state solicitor. And you can see there that 
the review looks at the government’s and procurement of the IPIC 
transaction.  And you can see there that the questions are set out. The key 
questions in 1.2 and the key findings in 1.3.  So, I am going to ask you 
some questions about the findings.  So, if you look at finding 1, you can 
see that IPIC were identified and introduced to IPBC by Oil Search.  Now, 
just taking that finding for a minute and if you can go back and search your 
statement at paragraph 11 on page 2.  So, your evidence is that IPBC was 
introduced to IPIC by Mr King of Goldman Sachs.  If you are right if that 
is how the introduction occurred, why to your knowledge, should Oil 
Search need to be involved at all in the dealings with IPBC in relation to 
the IPIC transaction? 

 
  [1.42 pm]  A: The formal introductions were done by Ross King of Goldman Sachs 

because we - Oil Search had an office in Dubai - we were asked by the 
government if we could organize a meeting for the Minister and Glen Blake 
to meet IPIC officials in Abu Dhabi. 
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Q: Just go ahead to paragraph 16 please.  So, you there give evidence about a 
meeting you attended with Mr Al Romalthi and Mr Botten to discuss 
IPIC’s intention with the IPBC’s shares in February 2014.  How would you 
describe Oil Search’s relationship with IPIC in the years 2009 to 2014, was 
it a close relationship? 

 
A: Well, as a potential major shareholder we had to also keep them informed 

in terms of the activities of Oil Search so yes, it was a good relationship. 
 
Q: Who was your principal point of contact at IPIC? 
 
A: At that time because we had an office in Abu Dhabi our rep in there was 

the main contact and also Mr Botten. 
 
Q: So, but on the other side of the ledger, was Mr Al Romaithi, the main 

person Oil Search dealt with? 
 
A: He was one of those officials in IPIC that our office had contacted. 
 
Q: Who else were the main people your office had contact with in IPIC please 

at that time? 
 
A: I cannot recall the name but it was a Mohammad who was the head of IPIC. 
 
Q: I see.  So, you say there in paragraph 16 that you attended the meeting to 

discuss IPIC’s intention in relation to the IPBC shares.  What did Oil 
Search, in your view, what were they likely to gain by assisting IPIC to 
fund IPBC whether from IPIC or in some other way? 

 
A: Well, in the initial EB was for them to take up their equity in the PNG LNG 

Project. 
 
Q: Did the IPBC consider sources of funding beyond IPIC? 
 
A: I am pretty sure that they would have looked at some of the options but 

during that time there was the global financial crisis and so they would 
have taken into consideration those aspects.  The other was to whether to 
just outright sell some of the equity either in the project or in Oil Search 
shares.  That could have also been considered. 

 
Q: When you say it would sell, I am talking about the time when you were the 

chairman of IPBC, do you have an actual recollection of whether other 
source of the funding beyond IPIC were considered or not? 
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A: No.  Because I excused myself if there were any discussions in relation to 

this. 
 
Q: Well, let us come to that then in paragraph 8.  I understand your evidence 

there in paragraph 8 about the distinction, but as chairman, even the size of 
the IPIC transaction for IPBC surely you would have been told of the main 
sources has been considered, would you not? 

 
[1.47 pm]  A: No, I informed the management not to be involved in any of these matters. 

 
Q: Well, you do say in paragraph 8 that you had informal discussions in the 

last sentence, do you not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Well, I suggest that you were least situationally aware of whether it was 

going to be IPIC or someone else to raise the funds surely? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  I am just going back to the PWC report in a minute and I will 

just complete going through your statement if that is all right.  So, can I 
bring you forward to 2013 and 2014 about project Herin.  Can you just 
remind the Commission what project Herin was? 

 
A: Yes, it is the purchase of interest in the Elk-Antelope project. 
 
Q: All right.  Is this right that Oil Search was approached by one of the Civellis 

from Pacific LNG to acquire a significant proportion of PRL15 in February 
2014, is that right? 

 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: Well, when you say you believe so do you know who at Oil Search the 

Civellis approached? 
 
A: Well, there may have been discussions with our senior executives. 
 
Q: Do I take it from that response Mr Aopi that the discussions between the 

Civellis and Oil Search did not involve you? 
 
A: I was not involved in any of the negotiations with Civelli. 
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Q: When you say Civelli, are you referring to the father or the son? 
 
A: I cannot recall but it is the old man, sorry father. 
 
Q: I see.  So, you cannot provide any further information about that? 
 
A: No. 
   
Q: All right.  If we go to paragraph 27 of your statement please.  There you 

say that Mr Vele contacted you.  What was your relationship at that time 
with Mr O’Neill and Mr Vele, in other words, how did you know them and 
how often did you deal with them? 

 
A: Well, with Mr Vele we go back a long way.  I knew his father when he was 

Secretary for Finance and I was his father’s deputy and a young Dairi 
coming up through the public service, that is where I knew him so from a 
very early age so we built that relationship.  With Mr O’Neill he previously 
was the minister so in my contacts with government I would have come 
across and met Mr O’Neill together with other ministers of Cabinet. 

 
Q: I see.  In paragraph 27 you speak about a meeting with Mr Hessim of 

InterOil and Mr Botten.  What was the purpose of that meeting? 
 
A: It was basically to discuss the PRL5 acquisition. 
 
Q: Do you recall the substance of what was discussed? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: You cannot, I see.  In paragraph 31 you refer to discussions with Minister 

Micah and Minister Somare, did they express any view about the 
Independent State continuing as a significant shareholder in Oil Search in 
2014?   

 
 [1.52 pm]A: In relation to my statement in 31, I think I made a correction in terms of 

deleting Mr Arthur Somare, as he was no longer a minister at that time.  
 
Q: You are quite right, thank you. 
 
A: And you know, had casual conversations when I ran into Mr Micah and he 

gave support in terms of the state’s involvement.  
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Q: He indictated he was in favour of the state’s continued shareholding in Oil 
Search to the end in 2014? 

 
A: He did not quite put it in that way, but you know from the discussions, he 

knew that he was in support. 
 
Q: I see.  What about your dealings with Mr Isaac Lupari in 2014, did you 

have any dealings with him in the first three months of 2014? 
 
A: I do not recall any direct discussions with Mr Lupari, but I have known Mr 

Lupari for a long time when he joined the Public Service. 
 
Q: But you do not recall discussions with him about this particular transaction 

involving the state and PRL15 and Oil Search, is that what you are saying? 
 
A: Yes, I cannot recall any direct discussions on this matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right. 
 
Q: Can we go then back to the PWC Report? Can we go please to page 10 to 

paragraph 4.6.1, just have a read of paragraph 4.6.1 and paragraph 
numbered 1 under it.  Have you read that, Sir? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q:  Do you recall PWC asking you questions about that? 
 
A: I cannot recall whether there was a direct question in relation to this. 
 
Q: I see.  And what if your answer to the proportion in paragraph 1, did you 

consider that your appointment as chair was in contravention of the Act 
there referred to or not? 

 
A: Reading this statement, probably would have. 
 
Q: Were you aware though that at the time when you were appointed to the 

IPBC and while you were chairman for 3 years, that there could be a 
problem about the lawfulness of your appointment? 

 
A: No, no one raised this matter with me. 
 
Q: Just bear with me for a second please, Mr Aopi. Yes, just one final matter, 

Mr Aopi.  In 2014, did anyone in a senior position in government or official 
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then in PNG explain to you why it was thought to be strategic for the 
Independent State or one of its wholly owned entities to have a large 
shareholding in Oil Search? 

 
 [1.57pm]A: In general discussions, you know, they were raised in relation to continuing 

their shareholding in Oil Search.  This was discussed with some of the 
ministers and also Mr Vele as well.  And a lot of this were in casual 
conversations, not in formal meetings. 

 
Q: I understand the point about continuity that you have just made.  But did 

anyone from the PNG officials or government side explain to you why they 
might have thought that holding, continuing to hold the shareholding or 
getting a new shareholding in Oil Search was strategic?  Do you recall any 
discussions along those lines? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, while you are there, Mr Aopi, certain documents have been 

– we can take down the PWC document – some documents have been 
produced from Corrs in response to a letter from MinterEllison.  We might 
just have the covering letter put up on the screen.  That is the email and if 
we could have the letter, please.  If you scroll down a little.  So, 
commissioners, this letter attaches a number of documents and through Mr 
Scerri, I would ask whether there is any objection by Oil Search to the 
tender of this letter from Corrs to MinterEllison and the attachment.  You 
are on mute, Mr Scerri. 

 
MR SCERRI:  Apologies, commissioners.  No, there is no objection to the 
tendering of the Corrs letter. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And the attachments, Mr Scerri? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Nor to the attachments, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  And Mr Scerri, I think there is – you wish to 
make one change to the transcript of Mr Aopi’s previous evidence, I think? 
 
MR SCERRI: Yes, commissioners.  Can we have on the screen page 1178 of the 
transcript, please?  Commissioners, perhaps we could save time.  Could I just ask 
Mr Aopi?  Mr Aopi, I understand that on page 1178 of the transcript, there is a 
reference to a Jacob White and that is a mis-typing of what you think your 
evidence was.  Did you mean to refer to Jacob White or some other person? 
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A: It is Jacob Weiss who was an advisor to the Bank of PNG.   
 
Q: And is that spelt W-e-i-s-s? 
 
A: W-e-i-s-s. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  You see the reference there.  I think if you could just 

scroll down to about line 25 or so.  The line starts:  “Being influenced by 
Jacob White.”  That should be a reference to Mr Weiss, is that correct, Mr 
Aopi? 

 
[2.04pm] A: Yes. 
 

Q: Thank you, commissioners.  Commissioners, there is another matter, you 
may or may not recall that when Mr Aopi was called to give evidence, he 
was taken to some diary entries that are exhibits to his witness statement 
and he was asked whether – and a couple of pages were consecutive and 
his evidence was they were.  I will ask Mr Aopi about this but could we – 
I thought Dr Renwick was going to raise this.  There has been 
correspondence about it.  But if we could go please to an attachment to Mr 
Aopi’s witness statement and it is exhibit 4 and the ID number is 
OSL001700010039.  Thank you.  Could we just scroll down to the bottom 
of that page?  And the next exhibit, exhibit 5 is a document that ends in 
0043.  And you will see Mr Aopi that the first document ends in 39 – 0039 
and the second document ends in 0043.  Have you compared those pages 
with your diary? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And is page 0043 a page that follows 0039 or are there some pages in 

between? 
 
A: There were some pages in between. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Aopi.  We have no further questions, commissioners. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Those also are my questions, commissioners and there is no 
application to cross-examine Mr Aopi by anyone.  So, over to you commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  21/2 and 23/2 and then the next document that we 
have exhibited to your affidavit the document ending 43, it has 25/2.  So, I take 
it they are both of the same year and there is just one day missing of 24 February 
between them? 
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A: The same year, yes. 
 
Q: In the same year? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  I do have a question to ask more generally.  You were 

asked whether the State had expressed any reason in any conversations in 
which you were a member of the conversation group about why the State 
would want to hold Oil Search shares.  What about the converse of that?  
As a director of Oil Search, was there any discussion that you either were 
or a part of or heard as to whether Oil Search regarded it as a strategic 
matter for the State to continue to be a significant shareholder in Oil 
Search? 

 
A: Oil Search considered the government as a strategic partner in the Oil and 

Gas business whether it is in exploration or in development. 
 
Q: That is a very general answer and I suppose my question was a fairly 

general one but could you put some more specificity into it? 
 
A: I think our interest were aligned in terms of developing the Oil and Gas in 

country.   
 

[2.09 pm] Oil Search has been in PNG for such a long time and so that by developing 
the oil and gas assets, it is either through exploration or through you know 
development would develop the PNG economy. And you know most of 
developments are taking in very remote locations. 

 
Q:   That would be true also for the other major developers of course like Total 

and ExxonMobil, but the state did not take up shares in those corporations. 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: They did not seem to see it as strategic I take it? 
 
A: You know both Total and ExxonMobil have projects all over the world and 

this is just one of the projects that PNG LNG or you know Papua LNG, 
just one of those projects.  Our interest in Oil Search was to develop those 
assets in PNG because it will then benefit not only our shareholders but 
also the PNG economy.  
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Q: All right.  Could I then just ask you something about the conflict of interest 
which prevailed when you were the chair of IPBC, and also a director 
involved with Oil Search closely in various capacities, did you ever read 
the IPBC Act and note that you are in an awkward position? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Not as chair, you never read the Act that governed the body that you were 

the chairman of?  
 
A: I had a look at the Act as well but not in detail. 
 
Q: And for how many years were you the chair? 
 
A: Three years. 
 
Q: All right, thank you. And did you regard leaving the room, as it were, a 

sufficient resolution of the conflict that I gather that you perceived to exist? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  Can I ask you whether you were involved in any way with 

the merger of Orogen with Oil Search 2002? 
 
A: I was. 
 
Q: Could you explain what role you played there? 
 
A: You know as a senior manager in Oil Search, we were able – together with 

Mr Botten, were involved in the merger proposition with the Orogen 
Minerals. 

 
Q: Was it Oil Search’s initiative to commence that process? 
 
A: Well, Oil Search had always been looking for opportunities and you know 

with Orogen Minerals was more a perceive investor; not an active. So, we 
saw an opportunity whether we could bring more value, not only to the Oil 
Search shareholders but also to the PNG Government. 

 
Q: It was a very profitable company Orogen, at that time of the merger, was it 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: It had lots of assets and it also had a lot of investors, a lot of shareholders 

that sometimes described as the mum’s and dad’s shareholders.  A lot of 
people of Papua New Guinea had invested in that company? 

 
A: Yes, there were a lot of – it was also listed on the stock exchange so people 

had the opportunity to invest. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: With the state holding 51 per cent and 49 per cent by private investors. So, 

we had Papua New Guinean mums and dads, who also bought shares in the 
company. 

 
Q: And did you think that it was a good deal for those shareholders? 
 
A: From my perspective, yes. 
 
Q: Can you elaborate if you can recall now, I realize it is a long time ago? 
 

[2.14 pm]  A: Yes, and if you look at the share and the acquisition, I do not have any 
figures at the moment but the gains that the shareholders had, had increased 
quite substantially over the years since the acquisition. 
 

Q:   All right.  I will not ask you some figures because I think that will be a bit 
unfair at this distance in time. 

 
A: I am struggling. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Aopi. 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just trying to think about the interests at stake when the 
shares were sold to the state.  You were saying one of the interests, insofar as Oil 
Search is concerned, was to allow the state to take a significant shareholding in 
Oil Search after the state had lost its existing shares as a result of the IPIC 
transaction.  You agree that Oil Search was interested in ensuring that the state 
continued to maintain a significant interest in Oil Search? 
 
A: For Oil Search, we were neutral whether the state picked up the equity or 

we go out to our investors to raise their funds. 
 
Q: Would I be correct in saying Oil Search’s other interests was to put in 

place an arrangement by which Oil Search would take up substantial 
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interest in the PRL15 Antelope Project?  Is that another interest for Oil 
Search? 

 
A: We always look for opportunities and we saw the investment in Elk-

Antelope or PRL15 as referred to as an opportunity.  We also were 
looking for other opportunities in exploration licenses in both Gulf and 
also the North-West Highlands.   

 
Q: Another interest for Oil Search might have been to come up with a scheme 

whereby Oil Search would purchase PAC LNG’s shares in the Elk-
Antelope; in other words, to enable PAC LNG to dispose of its shares; 
sell those shares, add a price favourable to Pacific LNG.  Would that have 
been another interest for Oil Search to see PAC LNG dispose of its shares 
in the Elk-Antelope at a particular price favourable to PAC LNG? 

 
A: The price that we looked at would be competitive and comparable to 

other, take for instance, Total who also bought into the project and so the 
value and the price that which Oil Search bought those interests were 
comparable to Total and Exxon paid a little bit more than what Total and 
Oil Search paid for those assets. 

 
Q: In terms of that third interest, how do you explain the fact that the price 

at which PAC LNG sold its shares to Oil Search is about the same as the 
price that Oil Search charged the State for selling these shares to the State? 

 
A: Sorry, if you – the second part of the question? 
 

[2.19 pm]  Q: How do you explain the fact that PAC LNG sold its shares to Oil Search 
for about the same price as the price at Oil Search, charged the State for the 
State’s shares that it sold to the State, in terms of that last interest; the third 
interest? 

 
A: Yes.  The share price which Oil Search had offered was initially 858.55 but 

government’s intention was to buy it at 8.20; that is separate.  But if you 
look at the project, it is buying equity in the actual project itself and what I 
mentioned was that is comparable to what Total paid for its interest.  But 
Total’s, the way it paid for its interest was structure differently to what Oil 
Search’s structure was. 

 
Q: Okay.  In terms of the three interests that I mentioned, how would you 

prioritise them or rank them which would be number 1, number 2 and 
number 3, insofar as Oil Search is concerned? 
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A: In terms of the? 
 
Q: The three interests that I have mentioned.  How do you rank them in terms 

of preference; the main one, the next one and the next one? 
 
A: Sorry, I am trying to, in terms of the priority one is which? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Which one? 
 
Q: Which will be the main interest that Oil Search was looking at, and then 

the next one, and then the next one; there are three there.   
 
A: The Oil Search interest was really to acquire an interest in PRL 15, and so 

the opportunity came up was to buy the PAC LNG interest.  We also looked 
at the opportunity which Inter Oil was offering but they had already made 
that to ExxonMobil. 

 
Q: Okay, all right. 
 
A: But just looking at the reserves and all that, we believe that Oil Search 

believed that it was a good investment in developing the assets in the Gulf 
Province. 

 
Q: Okay.  In terms of the State interest and Oil Search’s interest in allowing 

the State to continue to have a significant interest in Oil Search, this 
arrangement that was devised was to, by way of new share placing, right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In your view, was that the best option for the State or could the State have 

done better by Oil Search transferring or re-assigning any of its existing 
shares to the State instead of creating a new share regime to put to the State? 

 
A: That will be an option if shareholders are interested whether they buy into 

on a daily basis; they can buy on the market.  On the stock market, they can 
buy shares or when there is a placement that is put, you can also take that 
opportunity.  So, Oil Search was looking at the option of share placement 
which investors could take up shares.  But there is also the option of buying 
shares from the stock exchange. 
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Q: I will just ask a very broad question but the answer, you can answer.  It is 
in relation to PAC LNG.  PAC LNG is a family company, is it, or what 
kind of company is it? 

 
     [2.24 pm]  To your knowledge, what was the kind of investment portfolio of PAC  

LNG in the oil and gas industry? 
 

A: Outside of PNG, I am not aware; but in PNG, there is the – I believe that 
was the only investment they had. 

 
Q: Would you know how much of the money from the sale of PAC LNG got 

went to individual directors, individual shareholders of PAC LNG? 
 
A: Unfortunately, I am not able to- - - 
 
Q: You would not know? 
 
A: No, I would not know. 
 
Q: It is hard because you are dealing with a company.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Thank you for those answers. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I do not know if Mr Scerri has anything arising from those 
questions. 
 
MR SCERRI:  No, I do not.  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That being so, commissioners, and there being no applications 
to cross-examine, Mr Aopi should be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Aopi for your evidence and you may be 
excused. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR SCERRI:  May I be excused also, please, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you may be excused as well. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Scerri. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you, sir. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think Dr Katter has the next witness, commissioners. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I recall Mr Emmanuel Asigau, please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Asigau, you are sworn by your – you are under your 
previous oath. 
 
MR ASIGAU:  Yes, I am, commissioner. 
 
 
EMMANUEL ASIGAU, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Asigau, could you state your full name, please, for the record? 
 
A: Full name is Emmanuel Asigau. 
 
Q: And you continue as a Partner of Pacific Legal Group as at today? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: The Transcript Reference is 1363.  The documents that you previously 

provided to the Commission which are Exhibits N1 to N4 and there is an 
exhibit list, or a list of those documents at Exhibit O; have you identified 
any documents other than those documents relevant to the Terms of 
Reference since 15 June 2021? 

 
A: No. 
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Q: Turning to your affidavit which is Exhibit M, this was sworn 9 June 2021, 

and just going to paragraphs eight to 13 and then to the next page.  You 
will see in paragraph nine, a reference to the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 
(No. 2) Act, and that is a reference to the 1976 Act? 

 
A: I believe so, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  At paragraph 11, you are referring to a particular discussion that you 

had with Mr John Beattie as to the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act and 
the contemplated UBS transaction; is that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: When you previously gave evidence to the Commission on 18 June – and 

the Transcript Reference for this is 1562 – you did not refer at all to the 
Public Finances (Management) Act.  Was that particular Act the subject of 
this discussion that you are referring to at paragraph 11? 

 
A: It was to a lesser extent.  The reason for it was the discussions between 

myself and Mr Beattie revolved around the advice given by Ashurst in an 
email by Mr Frecker.   

 
[2.29 pm]   The email from Mr Frecker proposed that the transaction be contemplated 

under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  The reason for this was in 
relation to the acquisition of the shares in Oil Search, and the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act provided for such to happen.  The reason why 
the Public Finances (Management) Act was not considered primarily was 
in relation to the time sensitivity of the transaction and also because if the 
procedure under the Public Finances (Management) Act would have been 
undertaken, there were other requirements that would have pushed out the 
approval process for it and the contemplated transaction would not have 
occurred in a timely fashion. 
 

Q: Were you referring to a specific - in the discussion, were you referring to a 
specific provision or provisions in that Public Finances (Management) 
Act? 

 
A: Generally, in relation to the State’s power to borrow under the Public 

Finances (Management) Act, as opposed to the State’s power to borrow 
under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  Our concession would have 
revolved around, particularly, those provisions of the Public Finances 
(Management) Act. 
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Q: Turning then to – and the Transcript Reference is 1563 in the transcript, 

and this is the transcript of 18 June 2021 and it is line 29, so just scrolling 
down a little and just pausing there, you will see from the question and 
answer, there is a reference to a particular email which was not included in 
Exhibits N1 to N4.  And you mention there that there was a particular email 
but you had not been able to find it.  Have you looked for that email since 
giving your evidence on 18 June 2021? 

 
A: Yes, I have and, unfortunately, I have not been able to locate the email.  

That would be true for other email exchanges between myself and members 
of the Norton Rose team.  So, not all the documents that were in email form 
have been located by us, unfortunately.  But given the time period that has 
passed since, it may be that some of those emails were contained in a 
separate file which was misplaced or destroyed during that period because 
the firm only holds files for a period of six years.  The reason we kept the 
UBS files was because of the nature of the transaction and the controversy 
that surrounded it, and so we kept – tried to keep as much of the files as we 
could.   

 
Q: At page 1565 in the Transcript, and this is the transcript of 18 June 2021; 

just there, just up a little, thank you.  You were referring to Mr Jimmy 
Maladina and the question there was whether Mr Maladina was both a 
client and a consultant of Pacific Legal Group at a particular point in time 
and the date was 1 March 2014.  This is just up a little at line eight. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Or down a little, I should say.  Have you been able to identify by search 

whether Mr Maladina was both a client and a consultant at that point in 
time? 

 
A: From my searches, the indication is that Mr Maladina was not a client.  

However, as I indicated earlier on, there are a number of documents or a 
number of files that we would have closed since 2021; and so, I cannot say 
for certain that Mr Maladina was not a client.  But according to my searches 
and from the available documents that we have, at that point in time, I did 
not believe that he was a client of the firm. 

 
[2.34 pm]  Q:   The next reference page 1568 in the transcript, just down a little, that is it 

there.  You see at line 15 and onwards, this is a reference to the specific 
meeting that occurred and the individuals you previously identified, Mr 
Vele, Mr Maladina, Mr Mortensen, Mr Chang, and it is a meeting that you 
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previously described as occurring on 3 March 2014, at the Pacific Legal 
Board room. Have you seen any documents or as your recollection of the 
discussions particularly at that meeting, have your recollection been 
enlivened since your evidence on 18 June? 

 
A:   I know I do not have any further recollection of the meeting and what was 

discussed. Generally speaking, I would expect that we were discussing the 
transaction, discussing what documents were needed to be finalized with 
approvals from the State were required and prior to the execution of the 
loan agreements and subsequent to that, so I would expect that those would 
be the discussions that we would have had.  But the specifics of the 
meeting, I do not have any recollection of the meeting themselves and I do 
not have any written record of the meeting. 

 
Q: Then page 1569 of transcript, just there, there is a reference to a document 

WIT.0099.0007.0577, it is an email of 5 March 2014, 3.12 pm, and you 
will see it is referred to there. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But you were seeking clarification in that email and there were a range of 

emails and you can see further reference on this page of transcript too, there 
were other emails surrounding those.  Have you had an opportunity to 
consider those emails since you gave evidence on 18 June? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And have you been able to identify who particularly you were seeking the 

clarification from on 5 March at 3.12, that you are referring to in that email, 
which is at line 5 there? 

 
A: I do not specifically remember who I was seeking clarification from but I 

do believe that I would have been asking for clarification from either Mr 
Vele or someone from his office or from Mr Maladina. 

 
Q: And if you are seeking clarification, not from Mr Vele but from someone 

at his office, who would that have been in that point in time? 
 
A: I believe it was someone by the name of Wendy. I believe there is some 

email exchanges between myself and her. I believe she was his personal 
assistant or someone that was working within his office at that particular 
time. So, if I was not able to reach him directly, that would have been the 
person that I would have been speaking to.  But I cannot say for certain as 
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I mention but that would be in a form of communication that would have 
been taken.  

 
Q: But you have not been able to confirm by any other email or 

communication, who this particular person was at that point in time? 
 
A: No, I have not but I am fairly confident that it was either Mr Vele or 

someone from Mr Vele’s office or Mr Maladina. 
 
Q: The next transcript reference 1572, two more pages forward please, 1572.  
 
A: That is, it. 
 
Q: Thank you. Just scrolling up further on this page, please. Thank you. So, 

there is a reference there, you will see outline 14, you were going to check 
on as to the UBS transaction the fees, if any, paid to Mr Maladina for his 
consultancy services in relation to the transaction.  Have you been able to 
identify what fees were or not paid to Mr Maladina for the UBS 
transaction? 

 
[2.39pm] A: I have checked and I believe the amount is K1 million. 

 
Q: Was that the total amount paid? 
 
A: To Mr Maladina? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes, I believe so. 
 
Q: And who paid that amount to Mr Maladina? 
 
A: That was paid from Pacific Legal Group. 
 
Q: But do you know in a broad sense, I am not asking for a particular day, but 

in a month or in terms of a timeline when that amount was paid?  
 
A: Probably have been paid around April or May 2014. 
 
Q: Do you know how that figure was set or determined at that time as the total 

amount? 
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A: That was not something within my knowledge.  I believe that there was an 
existing arrangement between the firm and Mr Maladina where Mr 
Maladina would introduce a matter and client to the firm and that was the 
arrangement between Mr Maladina and the firm prior to my arrival at the 
firm.  And so, arriving at the figure that was paid, I cannot say how the 
figure was arrived at. 

 
Q: Do you know whether there was an invoice or invoices from Mr Maladina 

to the firm? 
 
A: I believe there was an invoice of payments, yes. 
 
Q: Have you sighted that invoice and do you have a copy of it? 
 
A: I have sighted an invoice.  I do not have the copy with me at the moment 

but I can try and get it. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Was the payment a single payment or multiple payments?  I 

take it from what you said before that it sounded – you think it was a single 
payment? 

 
A: I believe it was a single payment. 
 
Q: Do you recall how much was paid to Pacific Legal Group for this – and I 

am going to describe it generally is this UBS file work? 
 
A: About 1.6 million. 
 
Q: Kina? 
 
A: Yes, Kina. 
 
Q: And do you recall whether that payment was received by Pacific Legal 

Group in a single payment or multiple payments or how that occurred? 
 
A: It was received in a single payment. 
 
Q: And who made that payment; do you know? 
 
A: Department of Treasury. 
 
Q: And you recall in a timeline sense when that payment was made? 
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A: It would have been around April – yes, it would have been around April 
because following the loan and the executional loan documents, there was 
some controversy around that and the Ombudsman Commission had gotten 
involved.  And so, I believe that was the reason why payments in relation 
to the transaction were received very much later. 

 
Q: That is April 2014? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And do you recall or have you seen an invoice or invoices that went from 

Pacific Legal Group to the Department of Treasury in that regard? 
 
A: I do not have a copy of the invoice that was sent.  I believe that an invoice 

was sent to the Department of Treasury for that payment but I do not have 
a copy of it. 

 
Q: Do you mean you do not have a copy of it now?  Is it something you could 

undertake to search for and identify? 
 
A: I have searched for the invoice but I have not found it. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Asigau. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a couple of questions.  When you say the firm closed 
the file, what does closing of the file involve? 
 

[2.44pm]A: Basically, when work is done, invoice is rendered to the client.  If the client 
pays the invoice, then the matter is complete for us and we have internal 
paperwork that we sign off on.  So, the responsible partner will sign off on 
the file as being completed requiring no further work and that the file 
should be put in storage in the archives. 

 
Q: So, the file is closed, it is kept in the archives for up to six years? 
 
A: Yes, chairman. 
 
Q: And then what happens after six years? 
 
A: The file is then destroyed. 
 
Q: How is it destroyed? 
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A: I think they burn it. 
 
Q: Burn it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: A file is sensitive.  I mean, six years is not too long a time.  Why would 

you destroy a file only after six years? 
 
A: That is the firm’s practice.  I believe most of the other - - - 
 
Q: They do the same?  Because me I would keep the file probably for another 

12 years before I destroy it.  But anyway, that is your firm’s practice. 
 
A: I think for our purposes we are logistically keeping the file because this is 

a physical file and we do not keep it on site in the office.  It will just take 
up too much space so we keep it in storage.  We pay for the storage so that 
it will be as it is logistical purposes and for avoiding costs as a result of 
storing that file over a longer period more than six years. 

 
Q: Probably the statutory limitation period for bringing an action in - - - 
 
A: That is possible - - - 
 
Q: It has a bearing on how long you keep a file? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  The K1 million that was paid to Mr Maladina, did that come out 

of the K1.6 million of Pacific Legal Group’s fees? 
 
A: Yes, it did. 
 
Q: What was Mr Maladina paid for? 
 
A: Mr Maladina was paid in relation to – he was involved in the transaction 

and because he introduced the matter to the firm and the arrangement that 
the firm had had with Mr Maladina in relation to introducing clients to the 
firm. 

 
Q: How much of a time did that take do you think? 
 
A: I am sorry? 
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Q: How much of a time would that take to introduce a client or how much 

work would it take to introduce a client in this case? 
 
A: Well, it was his client and he was the – the matter was introduced to the 

firm by him.  We would not have otherwise acted on the matter if not for 
the introduction made. 

 
Q: So, who was the client that Mr Maladina introduced to your firm? 
 
A: Well, in this instance, Norton Rose Fulbright. 
 
Q: So, he introduced Norton Rose Fulbright. 
 
A: Well, there was an existing relationship with Norton Rose Fulbright but in 

relation to this matter, this matter was brought to our attention by Mr 
Maladina and by Mr - - - 

 
Q: So, the matter was brought to your attention by Mr Maladina not Norton 

Rose, is it? 
 
A: Well, together.  Mr Latimer and Mr Maladina together had, from my 

understanding, conversations with Mr Beattie advising him that there was 
a potential transaction which could involve our firm.  So that is my 
understanding that is how the arrangement came about.  But I was not part 
of the discussions leading up to our engagement.  I only became involved 
in the transaction once the firm had been asked to do something about it. 

 
Q: Okay.  Was Mr Maladina paid for introducing the State or the government 

to your firm in any way like the National Executive Council or the State 
Solicitor or someone in the government apart from Treasury? 

 
A: I do not understand, chief commissioner.  What was the question? 
 
Q: Did he introduce anyone from the government like the Treasury 

Department or the National Executive Council or the State Solicitors 
someone from the government for which he was paid? 

 
[2.49pm] A: Not to my knowledge. 
 

Q: All right, that is all the questions I have.  Thank you. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a few, thank you.  It is a bit puzzling, I 
think, for an outsider to understand the arrangement with Mr Maladina because 
you say in your supplementary statement and also in your principal statement that 
in fact your firm regularly acted as the agent for Norton Rose Fulbright. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, you had an existing relationship.  So why did you need, as it were, an 

introduction into this piece of business?  You say in paragraph 17 that you 
understand that your firm was engaged by Norton Rose on the 
recommendation of Mr Latimer and Mr Maladina.  Well, Mr Latimer was 
a member of Norton Rose Fulbright? 

 
A: Yes, at the time. 
 
Q: Why does Mr Maladina need to come into the transaction at all? 
 
A: I cannot speak of that but as the events transpired that is how it happened. 
 
Q: Mr Beattie seems to have been the principal point of contact with your firm, 

is that correct? 
 
A: Yes.  At the start of the engagement of the firm, yes. 
 
Q: And certainly, documents we heard from the State Solicitor were required 

to be returned to Mr Beattie, I think – to Mr Asigau, sorry, I got the wrong 
person.  But in any event Mr Beattie was a fairly key person here.  Does he 
reside in Port Moresby? 

 
A: He does, yes.  He is a resident in Port Moresby. 
 
Q: So, is he here presently? 
 
A: No, he is not in the country at the moment.  He left just before my first 

appearance in May. 
 
Q: And has not returned since? 
 
A: No, he has not returned but he has appeared before the commission via 

video link. 
 
Q: Yes, he did.  I was enquiring as to whether he would come - - - 
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A: No, he has not returned as yet.   
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: I believe because of the continuing Covid restrictions that has delayed his 

return to the country. 
 
Q: Was it you who delivered the documents on 4 March to the State Solicitor? 
 
A: I believe so.  I did deliver documents to the State Solicitor’s office 

personally either on 4 or 5 March. 
 
Q: Yes, right.  He could not recall this morning who it was from your firm that 

had delivered the documents so it was you who did it. 
 
A: Well, I delivered the documents but I did not speak to him when I delivered 

the documents. 
 
Q: I see.  Well, perhaps it was somebody else then.  I am just a bit curious to 

know just what Pacific Legal Group was asked to do by Norton Rose?  I 
ask you that because in paragraph 8 of your affidavit you say that Mr Moe 
of Norton Rose sent an email to Mr Beattie requesting Mr Beattie’s view 
from a PNG Law point of view on a proposed transaction contemplated 
under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  And then in paragraph 10, 
you say essentially, your firm was requested to review the advice from 
Ashurst and advise Norton Rose if the advice was in order and then in 
paragraph 22, you seem to be taking on a slightly larger role and say that 
you were tasked by Norton Rose to review and provide commentary and 
advice from a PNG Law perspective on a number of the transaction 
documents.  And perhaps one of the other problems is that we have not – 
this does not seem to have been a very orderly transaction from a law firm’s 
point of view.  We really have very little in the way of documentation about 
retainers and so on and minutes of meetings, file notes and finally of course 
formal advices so can you perhaps assist a bit more just about what you 
were asked to do and what you actually did? 

  [2.54 pm]A: Sure.  So, essentially, what happened at the beginning was we were asked 
to review the advice from Ashurt that I believe Ashurt had provided to the 
UBS about the way, legally, the transaction would proceed. 

 
Q: So Ashurt’s advice to UBS was provided to Norton Rose and Norton Rose 

provided to you, is that correct? 
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A: Yes.  Obviously because Norton Rose is an international firm and at that 
period of time they did not have an office here in PNG.  So, to provide the 
advice as far as the PNG Law was concerned they requested us to provide 
that advice as to whether or not the advice given by Ashurt was in order 
and which would allow the transaction to proceed under the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) Act.  We reviewed the advice by Ashurt and 
responded that the transaction could proceed on the basis of the advice by 
Ashurt.  Subsequent to that, the transaction documents they were put 
together.  We were then requested by Norton Rose Fulbright to then 
provide commentary on those transaction documents and other approvals 
that were required under existing legislation including the Public Finances 
(Management) Act in relation to the signing of the loan documents.  So, 
that essentially was the period between 1 March and 6 March 2014.  As 
you can imagine the transaction was time sensitive as I indicated 
previously so we were under immense pressure to review all those 
documents that were provided to us and respond to questions that were 
posed by Norton Rose Fulbright and Treasury as to the transaction from 
the PNG Law point of view.  So, that is essentially what we were tasked to 
do. 

 
Q: And about how long was the advice, can you recall now that you gave? 
 
A: The written advice? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: In terms of a formal written advice most of the communication occurred 

by email so there was not really any formal communication.  We would 
basically look at document and say whether or not we had any specific 
matters that required attention and whether there were any amendments 
required for particular clauses in the agreements that were given to us and 
that was how the transaction proceeded. 

 
Q: So as far as you are concerned all of the relevant advice emails have been 

given to the Commission, apart from those that you say you can no longer 
find? 

 
A: Yes, apart from those that have not been provided.  We have endeavored 

to provide everything that we have got concerning the transaction.  As I 
indicated because of the amount of time that has passed since the 
transaction it may be that some of those documents were mixed up with 
other existing files and thus destroyed. 
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Q: Very soon after these activities occurred in your firm of course the 
Ombudsman Commission became interested in the transaction. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it was a continuing matter for public discussion in PNG, was it not? 
 
A: Yes it was. 
 
Q: And then I think it is in 2019 the present Prime Minister certainly was 

agitating about an inquiry relating to this transaction.  Was there any 
discussion in your firm given that from 2014, that is, within weeks really 
of the documents being approved by your firm, that a decision was made 
that the files ought to be kept intact because this was clearly going to be a 
matter of some public interest? 

 
A: Yes, that is why we still have the majority of the files that we provided to 

the Commission.  I believe that the majority of the documents that we had 
were the ones that were provided and there may have been bits and pieces 
of documents that were not but as far as I am aware and can recall the 
majority of the documents was kept otherwise, we would not have provided 
any documents at all to the Commission because we would have destroyed 
the documents by the time the six-year period was reached. 

 
Q: Yes, of course I understand that difficulty but certainly one would have 

thought that you would isolate them from any carelessness because it is 
clearly an important topic? 

   
  [2.59 pm]A: Yes, the documents were kept in a separate box but as I said it may be that 

some of the documents were lost during the period between 2014 and when 
the documents were put in storage. 

 
Q: The advice that you were asked to give and you list all the documents in 

paragraph 22, the specific agreements and transactions and so on, I take it 
you were not really asked to give advice about the Bridge Facility 
Agreement as such because I take it that these would be far too complex 
and that really was something that was left to Norton Rose to do with 
respect to their client? 

 
A: Yes.  We were asked to sort of give an overview of the documents just to 

see whether or not there was anything in the documents or anything in the 
agreement that stood out that would be in any way affected by PNG Law, 
well, its enforceability would be affected by the PNG Law. 
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Q: All right.  Because of course as you may have heard if you continue to take 

an interest in this inquiry those transaction documents described by people 
who have enormous experience in them as extraordinarily complex and 
required a great deal of skill to unravel them. 

 
A: As I believe that the documents that were put together by Norton Rose, 

they had some experts in the field when the advice was given in drafting 
the documents themselves. 

 
Q: Who did your group see as its client in this matter? 
 
A: From a practical point of view, we were giving advice to Treasury through 

Norton Rose so, you could see to a certain extent that we saw Treasury to 
be the person to whom we were giving advice but from a strictly legal sense 
we were providing our feedback not to Treasury but to Norton Rose who 
would then escalate that to Treasury. 

 
Q: So, when you sent your bill, how was it then composed, was it directed to 

Norton Rose or was it directed to Treasury? 
 
A: I believe it was sent directly to Treasury. 
 
Q: So, in that sense then you would say that Treasury was your client? 
 
A: In that sense, yes. 
 
Q: Did you have any sense that any other organs of the State were your client? 
 
A: Not in that sense.  We were receiving instructions from Norton Rose 

through Treasury and no one else so I did not see anyone else to be the 
client apart from the instructing persons within Treasury. 

 
Q: Do you recall of having a conversation with Norton Rose about who the 

client was? 
 
A: Not specifically, no but it was understood that Treasury – there was not 

any discussion about who the client was.  There was not any doubt about 
who the client was.  We were acting for Treasury so there was not any real 
discussion about who we were thinking.  There was not any confusion 
between ourselves about who we were receiving instructions from. 

 
Q: And presumably you were paid through the Treasury account? 
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A: I believe so but that would be something for the Treasury to confirm. 
 
Q: Were you aware of what the relationship between Mr Maladina and Mr 

Latimer and Norton Rose Fulbright is?  You have mentioned it in your 
affidavit. 

 
A: I am aware that they have known each other for quite some time but I 

cannot speak of the relationship.  You have to ask them. 
 
Q: Well, that is true it does read a little unusually though. 
 

[3.04 pm] In paragraph 17.  Did you think that the fee that you received which was, 
as we understand it from you now, K600,000 was a reasonable fee because 
K1 million of it was earmarked for Mr Maladina, was a reasonable fee for 
the work that you did for Treasury? 

 
A: No, the fees were determined by Treasury so I cannot – I believe they were. 
 
Q: You believe that that was a reasonable fee for that work? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: How did it come about that Treasury set the fee?  I know it is pretty usual 

for the State to set a fee on brief for outside work but how did that come 
about, can you elaborate a bit more? 

 
A: No, I cannot because I was not privy to any of those discussions regarding 

the settlement. 
   
Q: Mr Beattie, I presume would know that, would he? 
 
A: Possibly. 
 
Q: All right thank you very much for answering so many questions. 
   
A: Not a problem, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question that slipped my mind.  The six-year period 
that you refer to, closing a file, would have commenced about the time you 
completed your work on the UBS transaction, that would be around March of 
2014? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And six years from March 2014 would take us to March of 2020? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: 20 and this Commission was established in August or September of 2019. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, when the inquiry was established that would put you on the notice that 

the Commission of Inquiry might come for documents from Pacific Legal 
Group? 

 
A: Yes, we were aware. 
 
Q: So, you would have been on guard and you have kept those files intact and 

not destroyed because the six-year was still current by the time the 
Commission of Inquiry came on board? 

 
A: Yes and we did keep the documents.  Like I said we were aware that there 

was some controversy in relation to the UBS loan.  The files for that were 
kept in a box and those files are the ones that we provided to the 
Commission.  If there are any missing files it may be that those files were 
misplaced earlier on or we just did not …..the emails and save them in 
hardcopy. 

 
Q: Like the documents, the fee notes for example.  That would be available at 

your disposal?  Fee notes that Mr Maladina submitted or the fee note that 
you submitted to the Treasury, those would be available to you that you 
can provide to the Commission. 

 
A: Well, at the time Chief Commissioner with respect, they did not fall within 

the scope of the summons to us. 
 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: And it was only at the request of the Commission that we undertook 

searches for those documents and it was not part of the summons that was 
provided to us and I did not believe that it was part of the Terms of 
Reference of the Inquiry so we did not endeavour to provide those 
documents at the outset but I can endeavour to provide those.  But as far as 
I am aware those are the accuracy of the statements that I have made are 
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true as to the payments that were made and payments received by us and 
payments made to Mr Maladina. 

 
Q: All right well, thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, with your leave I would seek to ask just a few 
more questions of Mr Asigau, particularly as to the point as to the attendance with 
the State Solicitor on 4 March 2014, confine to that point only if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you seeking leave? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes please. 
  

   [3.09pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  What was the question that you were going to ask? 

DR KATTER:  I am just going to ask some questions of Mr Asigau as to the 
attendance with the State Solicitor on 4 March 2014. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go ahead. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Could the document just be brought up please.  It is 
00099.0007.0444.  This is an email of 4 March from you Mr Asigau which says 
it was 6.06 p.m., I am just scrolling down – it is this one here 6.30 pm on 4 March.  
Does that date, time, stamp look correct to you Mr Asigau? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So, what you see there in the second line, so he in the second line, “so he 
is organizing to have a meet with him tonight.”  And the first line refers, 
“Jimmy had organized to meet with the State Solicitor at 3 pm but all 
documents had not come through.”  At this particular point in time, so the 
4 March 6.30 pm, did you know a Mr Carl Okuk? 

A: I know of Mr Okuk. 

Q: What role did Mr Okuk have at that point in time in 2014 to your 
knowledge? 

A: I do not know what role he played I certainly did not have any interaction 
with Mr Okuk. 

Q: Had you met him in business contexts? 

A: Yes. 

Q:  At that time? 
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A: At that point in time, yes, I knew who he was yes. 

Q: Did you know where he was working? 

A: No. 

Q: Now, just to be certain.  Did you go to meet with the State Solicitor that 
evening? 

A: No. 

Q; And do you know whether Mr Maladina went to meet with the State 
Solicitor that evening? 

A: I would have been told the next day if he had met with him but I cannot 
recall if – I was specifically advised where and when he met with him. 

Q: Do you know whether Mr Okuk went to meet with the State Solicitor that 
evening with Mr Maladina? 

A: No.  I do not know.  

Q: Nothing further, commissioners.  I understand that there is no - - - 

A: I should - - - 

Q: link spot to cross-examine Mr Asigau but - - -  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Asigau – sorry Dr Katter, Mr Asigau I think 
wants to add something. 

A: I was - - - 

DR KATTER:  Sorry. 

A: Sorry Dr Katter, I was just trying to say that from – what transpired was 
that there were draft documents that were sent to me on 4 March to provide 
to the State Solicitor to have a look at before finalized version of the 
documents were delivered to him by me on 5 March.  When I am talking 
about the documents that were to be printed those were draft documents I 
then delivered to his office on 5 March, other bundles of documents, I did 
not meet with the State Solicitor when I went to his office on 5 March.  I 
did wait around to talk to him but I was not able to meet with him and then 
I left.  So, I had no interaction with the State Solicitor on those documents 
that I have delivered to him on the 5th .  So, I did not meet with him on 4th, 
I delivered the documents to him on the 5th but I did not meet with him. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Could I just try and clarify something in case we 
are at odds here.  Is it the case that the State Solicitor was briefed with a set of 
draft documents the night before you dropped off the bundle of documents at his 
office on the 5th? 

A: It is possible but I cannot confirm whether or not he received the draft 
documents on that day on the 4th of March.  But the documents that I 
delivered are in my letter dated 5 March which was provided to the 
commission highlights the documents that we delivered to the State 
Solicitor’s office.     

[3.14pm]  Q: And they were not drafts.  What do you think this email which is up on the 
screen is referring to then? 

A: Well, what would have happened was that we wanted to get the documents 
to the State Solicitor to review well in advance to give him enough time to 
come to an opinion about what sort of clearance that he would give and 
what sort of opinion he would give to the National Executive Council so 
we wanted to provide him with the documents well in advance, so we were 
trying to give him the draft documents and then later on give him the 
finalised version of the documents so that he would not be surprised by the 
documents being overloaded with documents having not had any view of 
the documents prior to the finalized version of documents.  That was the 
thinking I believe. 

Q: It might be a little expensive to say well in advance since the NEC Meeting 
was on just a day or so later. 

A: Yes.  But I believe the State Solicitor has a lot of experience in dealing with 
these sorts of transactions so we believed that providing him with the 
documents in advance he would be able to give to the many lawyers that 
are working with him in his department to have a look at and form an 
opinion about it and advise him as to what sort of approvals were required 
of him and what sort of advice should have been given. 

 

Q: Sorry to interrupt you, so then it is likely that the State Solicitor received 
two sets of documents; one in draft form and one in the bundle that you 
delivered? 

A: It is possible.  But you would have to ask the State Solicitor whether or not 
that meeting took place or not I cannot confirm because I was not there. 

Q: Yes, thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Asigau, thank you for your evidence and I think 
that concludes your evidence and you may be excused. 

A: Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth has the next witness. 

MR JURTH:   Commissioners, would you take a matter that is not on today’s list, 
it is the matter of Wapu Sonk.  There is an application to extend time for 
compliance with your previous orders for documents to be provided by 27 July 
which is yesterday and Mr Mawa continues to appear on behalf of Mr Sonk. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Mawa. 

MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner Sir Salamo and Commissioner White, 
according to the last time when Mr Sonk appeared before the Inquiry two 
directions were given one was the summons issued on 2 July and the other one 
was the letter of 14 July. He was to produce certain documents and answers to 
those requests that is the summons of 2 July and the letter of 14 July by yesterday 
on or before yesterday 27th.  Commissioners we have a statement here from Mr 
Sonk which I seek to hand up which basically explains the steps taken after the 
summons was issued and directions in the letter.  And basically in a nutshell what 
Mr Sonk says is that by this week Friday 30th we should be able to provide all the 
answers and the documents because we have taken steps within the company, the 
different departments of the company to put all the documentation together and 
for them to – in-house counsel to verify the answers given to the specific 
questions in the documents and to see the authenticity and veracity of those 
documents so that we can – by the time they are able to provide all this and we 
are satisfied with what we are providing to the commission. 

So, our application this afternoon basically is that the summons and the letters, 
the directions be extended to Friday this week, 30th we would provide all of that. 

[3.19pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Friday this week at what time? 
  
 MR MAWA:  Friday 30th after lunch. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  2 pm? 
 
MR MAWA:  2 pm. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do you – we have a copy of Mr Sonk’s statement 
in which I know that you are reading from it now, which he has signed.  You can 
see that, chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will grant the adjournment.  Hopefully, that may be the 
last adjournment so if you can impress on your client to get the documents ready 
and if they are ready before Friday then furnish copies to counsel and we will 
read them in advance before we come in on Friday.  But if you have then ready 
on Friday then you can deliver them on Friday. 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, before Mr Mawa goes, I was wondering whether 
I could enquire through you commissioners in relation to name or names that 
might be relevant to paragraph 12 of this statement.  Commissioners, you will see 
there that reference is made to the relevant Finance and Legal Division and I 
wonder whether Mr Mawa can assist us by identifying who the head or the leader 
of the Finance Division is within KPHL. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have had some appearances from Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings, the Legal Section.  
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioners, the way I read that is the preceding sentence 
speaks of the operations of KPHL and then paragraph 12 commences the 
extraction of data requires coordination between our, which must mean KPHL’s 
relevant Finance and Legal Division.  And then it goes on to explain things related 
to the data.  I just wonder whether Mr Mawa happens to know the name of the 
relevant head or leader or elder of the Finance Division of KPHL. 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Commissioners, I can recall having a meeting with the officers 
from the Finance Division.  The one who is now in the position is in an acting 
capacity.  I really do not know his name but he is a national and we were really 
meeting together including myself.  And the legal division is Ms Tadabe and Mr 
Wato.  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  I then call Francis Kaupa. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, you may be excused. 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, next.  Mr Kaupa, thank you for attending this afternoon.  
You are bound by your previous oath.   
 
 
FRANCIS KAUPA, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Kaupa, just for the record, would you please state your full name? 
 
A: My full name is John Francis Kaupa. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So may I commence by thanking you not just for your 

attendance today but I see that you have been patiently sitting in the back 
of the hearing since I think 10 or 11 o’clock this morning.  The contribution 
of your time is much appreciated by the commission and I thank you most 
sincerely.  Now, Mr Kaupa, you have returned again today because you 
have produced and provided to the commission a further statement. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And that statement is dated 22 July 2021? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it is in the same form as your previous statement that appears on the 

letterhead of your company Francis Kaupa and Associates Limited; that is 
correct? 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And it is addressed to the commission itself.  Mr Kaupa, it is 5 pages long. 
 

  [3.24pm]  And that is your signature on the final page?  Is that so? 

A: That is correct.   
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Q: All right.  Mr Kaupa, what you have endeavoured to do in this what you 
call a supplementary note, is to clarify certain paragraphs of your previous 
statement, is that so? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And indeed, you have also reviewed the transcript of your evidence and 
you make some corrections to that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you have also reviewed the transcript and answered more fully 
questions asked of you by both counsel assisting and also the 
commissioners? 

A: Yes. 

Q: I do not intend to take you through those corrections because they speak 
for themselves, is there anything else you wish to change in this statement 
today? 

A: I do not think so. 

Q: Fair enough.  And are the contents of the supplementary note true and 
correct to the best of your information, knowledge and belief? 

A: To the best of my knowledge and research that I have done recently yes. 

Q: Thank you Mr Kaupa.  I tender the statement commissioners.  I am sorry I 
cannot assist you with the exhibit numbering for the previous one. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Associate, do you have the exhibit list there?  
Mr Associate, what is the exhibit number we are up to? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not read the supplementary notes, can we just run it 
through before we decide on admitting the document? 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Chief commissioner, you will see reference is made to in the 
first paragraph to Mr Kaupa’s attendance on the last occasion and he also refers 
to his previous statement dated 19 May 2021 which statement has been received 
into evidence and marked with an exhibit.  He clarifies certain paragraphs which 
he identifies involve for example you can see there paragraph 12 and 22.  Over 
the page.  He in paragraph 7 corrects a typographical error and then he deals in 
the next two paragraphs with corrections to questions from counsel assisting and 
then gives further evidence in response to questions from Commissioner White. 
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He then does go on to give some additional information which I will ask him 
about and then you can see his signature on the final page in the same form as his 
previous statement.  And I also note that he has initialed each page as well. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  His previous statement is marked exhibit marked double SS 
- - -  

A: That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And this document will be admitted and marked exhibit 
SS.1. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.  Now, Mr Kaupa, you have got a copy of your 
statement there? 

A: I have. 

Q: And I have two questions for you.  Can I take you to paragraph 17 and you 
say in paragraph 17, Oil Search valued Orogen shares at a dollar 97 per 
share at the time of acquisition being a total value US$328 million?  Now, 
I understand from your previous evidence that you are critical of the 
ultimate take over but my question is; is it your understanding one way or 
other whether the dollar 97 per share was the market value of the Orogen 
shares at the time or was it higher or was it lower? 

[3.29pm]A: The Orogen shares at the time I recall was floating around between 1.90 to 
2.10 in that range in Australian Dollars. 

 
Q: Thank you.  And finally, if I can take you to the end of your statement and 

let us pick it out, for example, at paragraph 22 almost through to the bottom 
of the page.   You see the repeated references to the Prime Minister.  Is the 
Prime Minister that you are referring to there at the time Bill Skate or 
someone else? 

 
A: No, the Prime Minister that was involved in the merger of Orogen and Oil 

Search that was Late Sir Mekere Morauta. 
 
A: I see.  Thank you I now recall you saying that on the previous occasion.  

Those are my only questions for Mr Kaupa, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you just a couple more questions? 
 
A: Sure. 
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Q: You must think that I am always interrogating you, Mr Kaupa. 
 
A: No, that is fine, go ahead. 
 
Q: And thank you for answering all my questions from the previous occasion. 
 
A: It is my pleasure. 
 
Q: You say in paragraph 19 of your supplementary statement that the 

Orogen’s net assets at year-end 2001 was US$450 million, I am just saying 
those in round figures.  And it also – did that include the cash that it was 
holding or the resources as well? 

 
A: Yes, including the cash, yes. 
 
Q: What made up the other assets then? 
 
A: It is all those assets that I have listed in paragraph 5. 
 
Q: That was the assets held in those various oil licenses and development 

licenses? 
 
A: That is correct, yes, including the PNG LNG Project – PNG Pipeline 

Project which eventually ended up in PNG LNG Project. 
 
Q: That was the pipeline to bring gas to take it down to Australia that did not 

go ahead. 
 
A: To Queensland, yes. 
 
Q: This morning Mr Aopi – perhaps I should ask you first.  Are you acquainted 

with Mr Aopi? 
 
A: Yes, I know him well. 
 
Q: He, when I asked him, did he think that it was a good deal for the 

shareholders to merge with Oil Search, the shareholders of Orogen, he said 
it was a good deal for the 49 per cent.  You take a different view? 

 
A: Obviously, Mr Aopi would say that it was a good deal - - -   
 
Q: He would, would he not? 
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A: For the country because he was working for Oil Search at that time.  So, 

anything to improve value within Oil Search itself to him would be a good 
deal for shareholders in PNG.  But in my view, as I stated previously, 
owning 51 per cent of your company is better than owning 18 per cent of 
another company that is controlled by other entities especially 
shareholders.  When you have 51 per cent shareholding, you control that 
company. 

 
Q: Indeed, yes.  Well, I think this is a very comprehensive statement so I do 

not have any more questions and again, thank you very much, Mr Kaupa. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, there is a single application to examine on behalf 
of Ms Nonggorr.  She has favored us with two questions and identified the 
relevance of those questions to Mr Vele’s evidence within the meaning of practice 
note 4 and I have no objection to those two questions being asked. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Thank you, commissioners and counsel.  Good afternoon, Mr Kaupa. 
 
A: Good afternoon. 
 
Q: So, Orogen, it was trading on the share market, was it not, on the open share 

market? 
 

[3.34p.m]A: That is correct.  It was trading on the Stock Exchange and the New York 
Exchange.  

 
Q:   And then you said the PNG Government had 51 percent of shares. And 

with the idea that they would be selling them often or was it a long term 
you know, before the merger with Oil Search, was the idea that it was a 
long term holding of shares of the 51 percent or was it thinking to sell 
parcels of it? 

 
A: Orogen was floated when Sir Julius Chan was Prime Minister. And his 

vision was that the people would participate in the Oil and Gas business 
and in the Mining Industry in Papua New Guinea through that company. 
That is why the company was floated and the state held onto 51 percent of 
the company. And so, the Board of Orogen and myself, at that time, I was 
a board member, until I became a CEO in 2000, we all thought that Orogen 
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was there for the long haul not just for a short term. The cost of the things 
that were happening, developments taking place and exploration, 
development of mines, the potential for PNG LNG Project and at that time 
was PNG Gas Pipeline Project to Queensland, all those projects were in 
the pipeline. And through Orogen’s participation in those projects, we were 
all paying our own share of costs. So, in fact, we had – what did I say in 
my statement.  Let us take the LNG Project for example. We have 13.07 
percent of the project already. So, if Orogen had exercised their option 
agreement, which we would have done, because we were preparing to do 
that and that is why we had cash in the bank. We would easily have 
financed our interest in the PNG LNG Project for PNG. So how it came 
about for the company to be floated was just bewildering. I mean to be 
merged with Oil Search was bewildering. 

 
Q: And with regards to the state - - - 
 
A: Sorry, sorry, if I can just add. There was never at any time state discussing 

with us sharing of parcels of their 51 per cent interest, never. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Kaupa. And with regards to the state’s interest, so the 

state’s interest was if you like, indirect equity in these projects because 
Orogen had a direct – Orogen own shares in these projects and the state-
owned shares in Orogen, so it was not direct that the state had a direct 
equity but for example, if the state participating on its own, it had indirect 
equity and it shared that with the other 49 percent of the shareholders, did 
it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes. So indeed, if the projects made money, the dividends would come to 

Oregon and then Oregon would pay dividends to its shareholders? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: What is the benefit do you think of holding indirect equity like that rather 

than the state participating directly, like the Independent State owning a 
percentage of Porgera? 

 
A: Your question is what is the benefit of that? 
 
Q: What is the benefit. What is the benefit of – instead of for example - - -  
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A: I guess we have direct control when you have a direct interest in it. You 
have direct control in your participating interest, whereas when you have 
51 per cent interest through another company, you do not have direct 
control over that company. It is a public company anyway, so it operates 
by its own sets of rules. 

 
Q: Yes. And indeed, the way that that company operated also allowed for 

investment in those projects, did it not, by other shareholders, not just the 
state? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And so, what would you say that the benefits strategically of having this 

indirect equity in the projects; one company having this indirect equity, the 
state owning that, what are the strategic benefits of the state having indirect 
equity in this project and then having a say in other projects that Orogen 
owned? 

 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I do not object to the question but perhaps my 
learned friend could just identify.  Is it to the benefit to the shareholder she is 
speaking of – the benefit to the state she is speaking of or it is the benefit of the 
company itself that she seems to be, whatever answer comes, it is going to be 
confused.  
 

   [3.39pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps you might clarify that. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, I am interested in the benefit to the 
State because there has been - - -  

A: Depends on the leadership at that time. 

Q: Yes.  The benefit to the State the strategic benefit to the State of having 
indirect equity in these projects.  Why would the State want to have indirect 
equity or interest in these projects? 

A: They already had an indirect interest through Orogen so- - - 

Q: Yes, why is that of strategic benefit to Papua New Guinea to have interest 
in this project through indirect equity?  For example, would it be to have a 
say in the development of Papua New Guinea? 

A: Yes, it would.  Through the majority shareholding in the Orogen, the State 
would dictate terms to the joint venture partners through Orogen. 
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Q: Just one further question.  The model that has happened you have seen 
Orogen and the State divested itself and Orogen owned the shares in the 
projects and then that changed and then now we see the birth Kumul 
Petroleum and the Kumul Minerals.  And again, we now have a completely 
separate entity to the State owning - - - 

A: Difference being that the entities are wholly now 100 owned percent by the 
State. 

Q: So, it has come full circle almost.  Thank you Mr Kaupa. 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I only have one question in re-examination as it 
were. 

 

RXN:  MR JURTH  

Q: Mr Kaupa, you were just asked what the benefit is to the State in a situation 
where the State owns a 51 percent majority shareholding.  Does your 
answer change if the State only owns a 10 percent minority holding? 

A: Obviously. 

Q: And how would the benefit to the State change if it only owns a 10 percent 
minority holding? 

A: Much less dividend flow to the State. 

Q: And how much control would the State have in a 10 percent minority 
holding? 

A: Not much. 

Q: Not much.  Thank you commissioners. May Mr Kaupa be excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Mr Kaupa for your evidence.  That concludes 
your evidence so you may be excused. 

A: Thank you chief commissioner, madam commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Kaupa. 

 

THE WITNESS WITDHREW 
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DR RENWICK:  Mr Kaupa, subject to anything Mr Jurth has to say I think is the 
final witness today, is that right Mr Jurth? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, that is so. 

DR RENWICK:  So tomorrow we have a busy day commissioners, I will just run 
through who is coming.  We have Mr Nathan Chang and Mr Lars Mortesen. Dr 
Katter is dealing with.  We hope Mr Lupari and Mr Yauieb who I am taking. Mr 
Able Mr Jurth is taking.  The Honourable William Duma, Dr Katter is taking him 
and then Mr Jurth is dealing with Mr Towe, Mr Kramer and Sir Moi Avei.  So, it 
is a busy day tomorrow.  Might we ask that you adjourn until 10 o’clock 
tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Associate adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow. 

 

 

AT 3.43 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 29 JULY 2021 AT 10 AM.      
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[10.02am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I had indicated the witnesses 
yesterday, the proposed order, commissioners, is that we will begin with Mr 
Anthony Yauieb.  He has provided a very detailed and I submit helpful affidavit 
but it has only been provided quite recently so I will commence with him today but 
he will certainly need to come back and although Mrs Nonggorr has helpfully 
provided some questions, we can all reflect over the weekend about those 
questions.  In fact, he will be followed by Mr Duma who is on his way and to the 
benefit then of Ambassador Lupari, I would suggest he is not before 1 o’clock.  So 
subject to any applications and remarks, I call Mr Yauieb. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao can administer the oath. 
 
 
ANTHONY KARL YAUIEB, sworn: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Yauieb, can you provide to the commission your full name and your 

business address, please? 20 
 
A: My full name is Anthony Karl Yauieb. 
 
Q: And your business address, sir? 
 
A: I do not have a business address. 
 
Q: Okay.  You have provided a detail statement dated 26 July 2021, have you? 
 
A: 28 July. 30 
 
Q: I apologize.  And if we can have up on the screen there is a list of annexures 

or exhibits in your statement.  They number some 35 exhibits, do they not? 
 
A: I think there is 36.  Sorry, the screen does not show my table of exhibits. 
 
Q: Sir, do you have your exhibits with you? 
 
A: I do not now. 
 40 
Q: Do you have them in the hearing room? 
 
A: No, I do not.   
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Q: All right, thank you.  That just helps me when I am putting questions to you.  

And do you wish to make any changes to the signed statement? 
 
A: No, I do not. 
 
Q: And you tell the commissioners it is true and correct? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 

[10.06am] Q: Commissioners, I tender that statement together with the exhibits. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The annexures are not attached to the statement so the 
statement as it is, it is incomplete, is it? 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, I have submitted the attachments by email. 
 
Q: All right, if we are going to admit the statement together with the exhibits, 

the exhibits will have to be produced before the commission now. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Very good, chief.  Well, I think the answer is, we do not 
have them except electronically – I am sorry about that.  What I will do at this stage 
then is I will defer the tender of the exhibits.  I will proceed with asking questions 
to Mr Yauieb and when he returns next week, we can deal with the formal tender. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Excuse me, Dr Renwick.  Mr Jurth, you just handled 
a bundle to Mr Yauieb.  Was that a bundle of printed exhibits?   
 
MR JURTH:  It is.  I have just given the witness my copy of his own statement and 
the exhibits that were printed out by the secretariat this morning.  I have not had 30 
the chance to review it but I believe - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The annexures, you mean? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, the annexures as well, yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just raise that because Dr Renwick it means that Mr 
Yauieb does have a copy of the annexures with him so he would be able to go to 
them if you had questions relating to them if you had questions relating to them 
even though they have not been tendered yet. 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, very good.  So thank you, Mr Yauieb.  As I say, 
commissioners, I will just defer the tender of the statement and the annexure until 
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we tidy up those housekeeping matters and that should not prevent me asking 
questions this morning.  Can we first have up Mr Yauieb’s CV, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, you are seeking to tender the statement together 
with the exhibits? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, I do, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I have a physical copy of the statement and the 
exhibits?  I will peruse them first before we upload them. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not seen them. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Could the court staff please provide you with the folder that Mr 
Jurth had?  I invite you to inspect the documents. 
 
THE CHARIMAN:  Because I need to see what I am admitting. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Of course.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The index to the annexures that is on screen, is it included in 
the statement? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, if I can assist, it is the first two pages right after the signature 
page in that bundle. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  I did see that.  As I said, I have not had the opportunity to check all 
of the exhibits but the index is there. 
 

[10.11am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Are the exhibits marked – or the annexures marked? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think they are tabbed, are they Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, not in that version they are not. They were just printed off the 
share web. 
 40 
DR RENWICK: But I checked my own notice proposal, I am sorry about that, as I 
say they have all been very recently produced.  I am content to tender the statement, 
if you are prepared to receive it. I will ask Mr Yauieb questions about the annexures 
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which can be put up on the screen and we can then have him back next week and 
we can attend the formalities of tendering the annexures, then if that is the 
convenient cause. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will 
admit the document in its present form? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we admit the statement of Anthony Yauieb, together 10 
with the annexures into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit BBB, I suppose. 
 
EXHIBIT BBB – STATEMENT OF ANTHONY YAUIEB DATED 26 JULY 
2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners.  Might the hard copy documents be 
returned to Mr Yauieb in case he would be referred to the annexure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
DR RENWICK: Mr Yauieb,, may I ask you just to give us a thumb nail sketch of 
your CV please? 
 
A: Yes. Certainly, I was a career public servant and attached to the Department 

of Treasury.  I initially commenced with the Department of Finance and 
Planning with the Office of the International Development Assistance and 
then subsequently moved across to work with Structural Adjustment 
Program Implementation Secretariat headed by Late Mr Morea Vele, before 
subsequently moving into the Department of Treasury.  I was attached to the 
Economic Policy Unit as then known and then work my way up to Deputy 30 
Secretary responsible for Economic and Financial Policy.  During my tenure 
with the Department of Treasury, I had the opportunity to pursue a Masters 
in Economic for Development at Cambridge College, Oxford, and I also 
pursued a doctorate which I did not complete at the Australian National 
University.  I departed from my role as deputy secretary in February 2015, 
through a process that did not conform to statutory process and since then, I 
have been awaiting clarification on my status and involvement in the public 
service. 

 
Q: In 2008 and 2009, what was your position then at the Treasury? 40 
 
A: Just trying to pull up my CV. 
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Q: Yes, certainly. 
 

[10.16 am] A: It does not seem to be in the pack. 
 
Q: That is all right.  But in 2008 and 2009, you were a senior official in Treasury 

and amongst other things, you were an alternate Director on the Papua New 
Guinea Independent Public Business Corporation or IPBC.  That is right, is 
it not? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 10 
 
Q: Okay.  As you know, the commission is looking at two distinct transactions 

here, if you like, the IPIC Transaction and the UBS Transaction; and you 
know what I mean when we talk about those two transactions? 

 
A: Say again, it was not clear.  Can I just ask you to repeat the last part? 
 
Q: Sure, I am so sorry I will speak up.  You know what I mean when I am 

talking about the IPIC and the UBS transactions, do you not? 
 20 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Good, all right.  Can we start then with paragraph 12 of your statement where 

you give evidence about how, to what extent, the State took up its entitlement 
of 22½ per cent under the Oil and Gas Act?  Are you able to tell the 
commission what the historical reason for 22½ per cent is for appearing in 
the Oil and Gas Act? 

 
A: Yes, I see all the rationale for the quantum, the quarter.  No, I do not know  

how these particular levels were determined. 30 
 
Q: All right.  In paragraph 12, you explain the amount of the project interests 

and the reasons why it is not a uniform 22½ per cent across all participating 
licenses.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Then you go into more detail about the relative contributions of 

gas from each license relating to the gas fields in paragraph 13? 
 40 
A: Correct. 
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Q Then can I take you please to the Equity Financing Requirements for PNG 
LNG which are in paragraph 18.  Can we have Exhibit 3 on the screen 
please?  So then if we scroll down to the bottom, who is Mr Jayaraj, the 
Chief Financial Officer of, or who was he? 

 
A: Of IPBC, Independent Public Business Corporation. 
 
Q: This is a document prepared, is it, for the purposes of IPBC? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 10 
 
Q: It is a document you would have access to at that time as an alternative 

director of IPBC? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: How long were you an alternate director of IPBC Board, please? 
 
A: From 2008 up until 2015.  February 2015. 
 20 
Q: All right then.  So that, anyway, sets out the financial model as at September 

2010, and it sets out in the left-hand column the relevant sponsors and their 
project interests in their share of base equity, does it not? 

 
A: Yes, it does. 
 
Q: Then if we go back to paragraph 19 of your statement, you speak then about 

a subsequent cost blowout for PNG arising from Foreign Exchange impacts, 
land access delays, extraordinary logistics and whether challenges.  And you 
speak about the combined impact that the project cost of US$3.3 billion.  So 30 
just to understand that.  How does that project cost – is that project cost 
additional project costs of 3.3 billion referred to in paragraph 19.  Was that 
amount factored in on the table in exhibit 3 referred to in paragraph 18? 

 
[10.21am]A: Yes, that is the extra cost. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  And so you refer then in the middle of paragraph 19 to the 

Independent State providing its additional equity through the 2013 National 
Budget and there being an appropriation for that? 

 40 
A: Yes, correct. 
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Q: May I just ask you, what was your role in say 2008 and 2009 and then 2013 
and 2014 in the preparation of annual National Budgets? 

 
A: The Department of Treasury is responsible for putting together the fiscal 

framework.  So those are the broad parameters of the budget concerning the 
total level of revenue and grants and the total level of expenditure as well as 
the major components of each determining the financing requirements as 
well.  Then the department is then involved in liaising with different agencies 
in relation to the submissions as to how much appropriation or authorization 
they should receive for expenditure.  My role in the Department of Treasury 10 
was primarily focused in relation to the broad macro and fiscal framework. 

 
Q: Rather than the annual parliamentary appropriations in the National Budget, 

is that right? 
 
A: No. So, the appropriations provide supply for the key expenditure 

proponents and that is set out in the appropriation bill and then that is 
supported by the detailed budget papers. 

 
Q: Yes.  We will come to – I know you have got developed views about what 20 

section 209 of the Constitution requires and we will come to them in a 
minute.  Could I ask you then, if we turn then to the next topic in paragraphs 
20 and following about whether proper legal and administrative processes 
were followed to obtain the loan to finance the State’s equity participation 
in 2009.  Now, the first matter is that you say in paragraph 21 that the IPBC 
Board of Directors of which you were an alternate member did not always 
receive complete documentation despite on repeated requests.  And you 
elaborate on that in paragraphs 22 to 24.  So can I take you to some of those 
documents, please.  If we go to exhibit 4, this is a series of emails between 
you and Mr Glen Blake.  Now, Mr Blake at that time was officer or director 30 
of IPBC, was he? 

 
A: The Managing Director, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And so these emails are your communications to him in your capacity 

as alternate director? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: And we will have an opportunity I think next week to go through these in 40 

more detail but this is an example of the set of emails where you are 
complaining about the lack of the information that you have been provided 
with, is that right? 
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[10.26am]A: Yes.  That is just only as I have said, I do not have access to my Treasury 

email account and so I am unable to give full disclosure. 
 
Q: And your proposition here is that although you were an ultimate director, 

you were not always provided with the documents to which you were 
entitled as such? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Now, the IPIC exchangeable bond was the subject of a forensic examination 

as explained in your paragraphs 24 and 25, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And if we go to tab 12 for a minute, you describe this as a draft letter from 

Mr Simon Tosali.  I take it he was then the Secretary of Treasury? 
 
A: Yes, he was. 
 20 
Q: And I take it he is no longer still alive? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You describe this as a draft letter.  Do you know whether a letter in 

substantially in these terms was actually penned by Mr Tosali? 
 
A: I believe so, yes. 
 
Q: Now, if we can look at a couple of extracts, page 2 of annexure 12.  This is 30 

a reference to the IPIC – the UBS transaction and Mr Tosali says this:  “It is 
the Treasury view that the bond transaction was illegal and raising a finance 
and expenditure by the State must first be approved and appropriated by 
Parliament in the National Budget as required under section 209 of the 
Constitution.  Given the sensitive nature of the matter, we have not sought 
legal advice but we freely offered advice to ministers.”  And you say – that 
is expressed by Mr Tosali to be the Treasury view, was that also your view? 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: And perhaps it would succumb to your understanding of section 209 

although of course it is also relevant to the UBS transaction.  So can we jump 
forward please to paragraph 54 of your affidavit?  And am I right that you 
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here stating out your understanding of how the provisions must work in the 
Constitution? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  So in paragraph 54, you refer to section 209 as it applied to the 

National Government and you point out the National Government includes 
the National Executive and that include the NEC and the Head of State.  That 
is proposition 1, is it not? 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next matter you point out in paragraph 55, proposition 2 is that section 

209 has a provision stating, “Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution.  
And then proposition 3 is that in paragraph 59 is that the Constitution is the 
supreme law and that statutes cannot override it.  That is the third part of the 
argument, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 

[10.31am]Q: Can we have section 212 up on the screen?  Can we have section 212 of the 
Constitution, please?  I am going to ask you just to speak to your paragraph 
53 of your statement, please while we get paragraph 212 up.  So if we go 
back to section 209 for a minute, so the first point is as you have pointed out 
that this is a specially entrenched and supreme provision because it begins 
with the words; “Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution providing an 
expenditure of finance including the institution of taxation and raising of 
loans is subject to authorization and control by the Parliament and shall be 
regulated by an Act of the Parliament.”  And I take it your view, Mr Yauieb, 
is that the words of 209(1) in that context preclude retrospective approval.  30 
Is that fair?  I just cannot hear you.  I am sorry, there seems to be some 
problem - -  

 
A: Yes, I am just gathering my thoughts. 
 
Q: I am so sorry, I apologize.  Please take your time. 
 
A: I note that I believe it is section 100 of the Constitution allows for acts that 

can have retrospective application. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yauieb, you are not a lawyer by training or profession? 
 
A: No, I am not, chief commissioner. 
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Q: But are you able to give your interpretation? 
 
A: I can attempt.  It would be my view that prior authorization is required by 

Parliament for the expenditure of public monies.   
 
DR RENWICK:  If you go to section 212 of the Constitution, please and if you can 
just have at hand your paragraph 53.  So 212 provides that if at the beginning of 
the fiscal year, the Parliament has to make provision for public expenditure without 
authorization other than that section but in accordance with an Act of Parliament 10 
expend amounts as appropriated out of the consolidated revenue fund for the 
purpose, not exceeding in total one third of its respective budget expenditure during 
the immediate – the preceding fiscal year.  And you expressed the opinion, do you 
not, in paragraph 53 that section 212 supports the notion of prior authorization 
except in the circumstances set out in section 212.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I am just trying to understand the argument and no doubt the practice you 

followed based on your understanding of these provisions.  So then if we go 20 
back to Mr Tosali’s submission that the bond transaction was illegal, you 
have already indicated that was your view as well but no doubt you shared 
Mr Tosali’s view that that was a highly sensitive matter? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did you understand that there was an Act subsequently passed which 

purported to give Parliamentary approval to the IPIC transaction? 
 
A: I am not aware of such an Act. 30 

 
[11.36am]    Q: All right, thank you.  While we are on this document - - - 
 

A:  Can I please clarify that? 
 
Q: Please go ahead. 
 
A: I am not aware of an Appropriation Act that legitimized the IPIC transaction. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And just while we are on the document we are looking at on the 40 

screen if we can just go down a little.  There is the statement that Treasury 
contends that the Board in place up until the end of 2008 was constituted 
unlawfully because the chairman Mr Aopi was an employee of Oil Search 
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and Mr Baliki was in employment of the Bank of South Pacific and that was 
contrary to then provisions of IPBC Act.  That also was also your view, was 
it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you expressed that view as well did you not from time to time? 
 
A: Yes, it is an email that is an exhibit for example. 
 10 
Q: Yes indeed, Now, can I turn then to the next topic which begins at paragraph 

28 which was the rationale for allowing payment.  This is in the IPIC 
transaction to be made either by cash or to mortgage Oil Search shares or a 
combination of both.  And this bring us to the merits of the IPIC transaction 
and the involvement of Treasury in the details of that transaction.  So at 
paragraph 30, you state Treasury did recognize there were merits of the 
proposed transaction but was concerned there were robust competitive 
process to secure a higher price have not been undertaken.  Now, just talking 
for a minute, asking for a minute about your personal knowledge, of course 
you were on the IPNC Board at the time that the IPIC transaction was entered 20 
into, were you not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And what was the extent of the IPBC’s Board discussion about whether the 

IPIC transaction was appropriate or not in summary? 
 
A: I believe the collective view of the Board was to support the IPIC transaction 

but within amongst the board directors myself for example and there were 
questions asked to whether better pricing could have been obtained. 30 

 
Q: One of the difficulties probably and pausing there then, I will go on.  One of 

the factors was set out in paragraph 34 namely that the haste of the NEC in 
making a decision in October 2008 when finance was not required until a 
year later limited the opportunity to pursue a competitive and flexible 
process.  That is what you are saying there, is it not? 

 
A: Yes.  That was the argument put forward by the team that pursued the IPIC 

loan. 
 40 
Q: And that is your view too, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Can I take you Tab 9 please.  This is described in the index as the PNG LNG 

Feed Committee Brief.  Cam you just explain to the commissioners what 
that is and who drafted it?  

 
[10.41am]  A: That was a bureaucratic committee that was established to facilitate the PNG 

LNG during the development phase.  It was chaired by the Secretary for 
Treasury.  Its membership included the secretaries for the central agencies, 
the Internal Revenue Commission, PNG Customs, all relevant stakeholder 
departments and government bodies. 10 

 
Q: And I think if we go over to page 4, that list, you as the author in your 

capacity as Acting Secretary of Treasury, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if we go back to the second page, in there sets out in summary terms 

the Treasury’s concerns there are set out and we will not go in detail to those 
today because you are coming back but, suffice to say, those were the 
concerns you expressed.  My only question today is this, if you go to page 20 
1, is it correct do you think that the date of the minute was 29 January 2008, 
that is to say, that month and year or was it more likely to be a little later? 

 
A: Yes, I am not sure about whether the date is correct. 
 
Q: We can come back to that.  And then if we can go to tab 11.  So according 

to – it does not appear to be dated but according to the index this is dated 25 
January 2013 and this also is signed by you and in your capacity as the acting 
secretary? 

 30 
A: I believe I do not have a signed copy but yes I believe I probably signed off 

on that, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  And again we will come back to this in more detail next week but this 

was an important document sent by you in early 2013 to the Treasury Mr 
Polye setting what was likely to happen or what could happen when the IPIC 
bonds matured in 2014. 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: Just positioning yourself then in 2013, you knew that the bonds were 

maturing in March 2014 and that IPIC had the option of retaining the Oil 
Search shares which were security.  That is the case, is it not? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: At this stage it was the O’Neill government in power, was it not, beginning 

of 2013? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The view that had been expressed, had it not, by the O’Neill government that 

they wish to retain ownership in the Oil Search shares if they could? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 

[10.46am]  Q: And one of the purposes of government in 2013 was to see whether that was 
possible. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you say for example in paragraph 43 that, “the IPBC Board of Directors 

were well aware in advance of the mandatory exchange being triggered there 20 
would be a need to refinance the IPIC debt if there was a desire to keep the 
Oil Search shares.  For example, the Bboard in August 2013 accepted the 
government’s directive in principle to retain the Oil Search shares and 
approve that IPBC manage the IPIC Exchangeable Bond at minimal cost.”  
Now, just focusing on that of 7 August 2013, I think about that time Mr Vele 
was appointed to be the Treasury Secretary, was he not? 

 
A: I cannot exactly recall. 
 
Q: So, is this right you were the acting Treasury Secretary until Mr Vele was 30 

appointed as Treasury Secretary? 
 
A: No, that is not correct.  So, these documents where I signed off as acting 

secretary was when Mr Tosali was on leave. 
 
Q: I see. 
 
A: Presumably recreational leave and I think the term acting secretary is 

incorrect it should have been officer in charge. Only Cabinet has the 
authority to appoint acting secretaries. 40 
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Q: I see, thank you for that correction.  So, if we look then at tab 17, it is an 
email from you to Mr Kumarasiri.  So, he is the managing director of IPBC 
at the time? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you are writing to him asking for hard copies of the report on options 

and recommendations? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: And in the document with you there request, the next tab - I do not think that 

can be so, we will just go to the next tab, the IPIC Bond Maturity Briefing 
document of 21 February 2014.  Again, we will need to examine this 
carefully but if we go to paragraph – this is a document drafted or signed by 
Mr Kumarasiri on the final page and a document which you would have had 
access to in your capacity at least as an alternate director of IPBC? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 20 
Q: And if we look at paragraph 16, there is a reference to the managing director, 

that is, Mr Kumarasiri having met with IPIC twice in March and October 
2013 to agree with IPIC regarding this buy back, IPIC have indicated they 
were open to all options, and strongly emphasized pricing as a key 
consideration, IPBC indicated the State’s offer is 8.55 per share and nothing 
more than that agreed price.  Now, focusing on that, did you understand Mr 
Kumarasiri had travelled, had he, to the Middle East to meet with IPIC on 
those dates in March and October? 

 
A: I believe he did, yes. 30 
 
Q: Did you have any involvement in that trip? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Is this the position that even in March 2013 IPBC were seeking to find a way 

to retain the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: Yes, in accordance with government directive. 
 40 
Q: But at that stage, the only offer the Independent State was prepared to make 

was the offer of $8.55 per share and nothing more than that agreed price? 
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A: Yes, that seems to be the case. 
 

[10.51am]  Q: Go back to your statement and page 12 of your statement about legal and 
administrative processes being followed regarding the loan from UBS.  So 
firstly, you define the relevant transactions in paragraph 46 is the purchase 
of the shares in Oil Search of the National Government and the related 
financing of the cost.  You say you were not involved in the process of both 
transactions? 

 
A: That is correct. 10 
 
Q: So just to understand this, in 2013, both as an official of Treasury and a 

Director of IPBC, you were aware of the government’s indicated desire to 
maintain the ownership of Oil Search shares which has been put up as 
security for the IPIC Board, that is proposition 1, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When did it become clear to your recollection that IPIC were not interested 

in allowing the national government to retain their ownership of the shares? 20 
 
A: We had formed the view quite early on before the transaction was executed 

that this was not a deed instrument and it was essentially itself an asset.  
 
Q: Yes. But nevertheless the government’s intent was to retain ownership of the 

shares, that was clearly government’s intent in 2013, was it not? 
 
A:  Yes, the government in place, yes.  
 
Q: So not withstanding your last answer, when did it become clear to you that 30 

IPIC were not prepared or definitely not prepared to allow the State to get 
the Oil Search shares back? 

 
A: I would put it that when it issued the formal mandatory notice. 
 
Q: So that is early 2014? 
 
A: I cannot recall the year but thereabouts, yes. 
 
Q: But you are aware that at some stage, are you not, the government looking 40 

at how to retain ownership of the shares which were subject of the IPIC 
transaction and then started considering how it could raise money to retain 
the shares via a new issue from Oil Search directly? 
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A: Yes.  
 
Q: And that is of course what eventually happened via the UBS Transaction? 
 
A: Yes.  Sorry, can I just correct my earlier answer? 
 
Q: Yes, please. 
 
A: I was aware that they were contemplating options to retain the shares in Oil 10 

Search but the acquisition in terms of new share issuance that was not 
something I fully understood. 

 
Q: So when did you become aware of what became known as the UBS 

transaction? 
 
A: I would say probably quite late in the process. 
 
Q: Well, if you assume that the relevant NEC Meeting which approved the UBS 

Transaction was 6 March 2014, would you have known before or after that 20 
meeting? 

 
A: I would say after, I was not involved in that process. 
 
Q: And when you say, you were not involved, that wearing both of your hats, 

that is to say an alternate director of IPBC and as a senior official of 
Treasury? 

 
A: I believe so, yes. 
 30 
Q: So you expressed the opinion in paragraph 47 that neither the purchase of 

the Oil shares nor the UBS Loans were approved as required by section 209 
of the Constitution?        

 
[10.56am] A: Yes. 
 

Q: If we go to Tab 19, so this is an email chain.  We might start at the top of the 
first page.  This is an email from you to a Mr John Uware saying what is all 
this about.  That is May 21 2014, who is John Uware? 

 40 
A: At that time he would have been the First Assistant Manager of Financial 

Management Division of the Department of Treasury.  That is the division 
that handles government debt. 
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Q: And Wendy Isu, who is she? 
 
A: At that time, Wendy Isu was the executive officer of the Secretary of the 

Department of Treasury. 
 
Q: If we look – just drop down two emails we will come back to the middle one 

in a minute.  You see there is an email from Wendy Isu to various people 
including Mr Uware saying, “Please note, I have been following with the 
PM’s Office since Monday morning with the letter instructing Treasury and 10 
BPNG on the transaction.  But the latest I heard from the Chief of Staff that 
the PM will not sign the letter, I was only provided a draft.”  She also said, 
the Chief of Staff will call both the Governor and acting Secretary Vele 
personally and explain to them.  What letter was that to your understanding?  

 
A: Again, I can only speak to what is in the email and that seems to be a letter 

of instruction. 
 
Q: But if we then look up at the middle email which is Mr Uware writing to Mr 

Hamou, so who is Mr Hamou H-a-m-o-u? 20 
 
A: Aloysius Hamou.  He at that time was the other deputy secretary for the 

Deaprytment of Treasury. 
 
Q: So what Mr Uware writes to Mr Hamou is “You were not included on this 

important email from Wendy which is of great concern.  We all signed the 
debt service papers on the basis that clearance will be forthcoming from OC 
and PM.  Maybe we were naïve to think that all would be well.  If this matter 
is not appropriately resolved, we FMD will be reluctant to sign any future 
debt service payments relating to the UBS Loan.  We would rather be sacked 30 
than be forced to sign any papers that might incriminate us.  Moreover, there 
is not Budgetary Appropriation in 2014 for any repayments to UBS.”  So I 
understand from the statement there is no budgetary appropriation for 
payments of UBS – let us just put that to the one side.  What did you 
understand the rest of that email was saying?   

 
A: I think the first point is my response to John Uware was I was not involved 

and I was not aware of what was going on.  What I understood from the 
email chain was this was in relation to the debt service payments and because 
there was no Appropriation and possibly I cannot recall if there was a 40 
direction from the Ombudsman Commission not to make any payments.  
And so the department officers were reluctant to arrange for the interest 
payments I think particularly without Budget Appropriation for it. 
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Q: Can I ask you this; what happened after you sent the email which is at the 

top of the page to Mr Uware on 21 May? 
 
A: I cannot recall.  Can you be more specific in terms of what you are seeking? 
 
Q: Yes.  So, for example, did Mr Uware contact you and answer your question 

what is all this about?   
 

[11.01am]A: We may have had a conversation I cannot recall. 10 
 
Q: Do you recall taking any action as a result of these emails? 
 
A: I did have a conversation with the then First Assistant Secretary for Budgets 

division, I Enoch.  I do - again my recollection is not clear.   I cannot recall 
if this was specifically in relation to this or subsequently after the 
Ombudsman Commission directive.  There was discussion around how this 
could be resolved. 

 
Q: Yes.  So there were a number of concerns, were there not, I mean one was 20 

the directive from the Ombudsman Commission not to pay.  Another was a 
concern about defaulting on the UBS Loan and the impact on the credit 
worthiness of the Independent State.  Those were at least two of the factors, 
were they not? 

 
A: At least two, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  Can I take you back then to paragraph 51 of your statement?  

So you say sometime in about August 2014, you had a discussion with the 
chief secretary at his office on the illegality of the UBS Oil Search 30 
transactions and how to rectify it.  Who then was the chief secretary? 

 
A: Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc, late. 
 
Q: Yes, the late, indeed.  You say there that he gave you a copy of a draft 

legislation he was working on to correct the constitutional breach and you 
were asked to provide comments on it; we will come to those in a minute 
and you shared that document in an email.  So perhaps we might come to – 
the first document – it is probably just easier if you go to Tab 21.  So this is 
you writing to then Treasury Polye, is that right, when you look at the 40 
addressees? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
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Q: And you say, “Dear colleagues, I attach a Draft Bill then worked on by the 

PM’s department to correct some of the constitutional breaches with respect 
to the UBS Loan.”  So I take it from that in your conversation with the chief 
secretary in the PM’s department that the view you had and the view the 
chief secretary of the PM’s department had was that there had been 
constitutional breaches, namely, a breach of section 209? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 10 
Q: And you then returning to the email indicate you would like comments on 

the desirability of working on a Supplementary Budget that addresses the 
UBS Loan whether the piecemeal approach and comments on the attached 
bill, and so you say you scribbled some comments though incomplete and 
you would finalise a note with Dairi, that is the then acting or permanent 
secretary of Treasury?  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: We go to the preceding annexure which is Tab 20.  Commissioners, we will 20 

get a better copy.  If we just scroll down a little, this is a draft of the Bill this 
is the document provided to you by the head of the Prime Minister’s 
department? 

 
A: Yes, the then chief secretary to government. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  And so we see there the long title for the Bill is to provide for 

the government to borrow a certain amount of money for the purposes of 
buying Oil Search Limited shares; and there is at least in the heading there, 
an attempt at retrospective operation by virtue of the deeming provision, that 30 
is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What are your comments to the side there? 
 

[11.06am]   A: Essentially, it was to recognize that there were two sides to the coin if you 
like.  You cannot just borrow you also need to address the proceeds of the 
loan as well so both the loan itself as well as the spending of the money that 
resulted from the loan. 40 

 
Q: What do your words actually say, the handwritten words bit? Did the 

Speaker certifies, is that right or? 
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A: Yes that is correct.  I was just noting what was stated in the Constitution so 

I think that is s190 possibly - sorry it is not clear- - - 
 
Q: Could be section 110, the one you referred to earlier? 
 
A: It could be 110 yes.  Sorry, did you want me to go through all my comments? 
 
Q: Yes please. 
 10 
A: In relation to section 1 of the Bill that is just to comment that that notes that 

you need to recognize that any charge against consolidated revenue needs to 
be authorized.  You can borrow but the money cannot go out unless 
Parliament has approved.  What needs to be considered is firstly the actual 
purchase of the Oil Search equity interest and then consideration of approval 
as well by Parliament for the debt servicing which relates to interest 
payments as well repayment of the loan principal. 

 
Q: Yes.  Now, you say in paragraph 51 of your affidavit that the plan to present 

this bill not implemented, I am not aware of the reason for this.  I understand 20 
that but in your email which is at tab 21, you will recall you asked your 
colleagues to comment and you say, once I receive your feed back I will 
finalise a note to Dairi to the PM’s department.  Did you end up doing a 
note? 

 
A: I do not believe so. 
 
Q: Why is that sir? 
 
A: I am quite sure I cannot recall. 30 
 
Q: Well, can I ask you did not do a note.  Did you have a discussion with Mr 

Vele about this issue of your view of the breach of the Constitution? 
 
A: I do not believe so. 
 
Q: Well, can I ask you this?  You and the addressees on this email were most 

of the senior officers of Treasury apart from Mr Vele himself, is that not 
right? 

 40 
A: That is correct, yes. 
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Q: You have expressed a view about an extremely serious matter namely your 
view that there had been constitutional breaches? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is a little surprising that you did not take it up with Mr Vele, is it not? 
 
A: During that time, I was playing an increasingly marginal role within the 

Department of Treasury hence for example the previous email where I asked 
Mr John Uware what is this all about.  I was not particularly involved in a 10 
lot of the substantive matters within Department of Treasury. 

 
Q: I see, all right.  We have heard quite a lot of evidence, you can assume Mr 

Yauieb, that Mr Vele work directly to the Prime Minister in relation to the 
UBS transaction.  Were you aware of that at the time in 2014? 

 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: All right.  Was that a very unusual arrangement in that insofar as the 

treasurer himself at the time in early 2014 was to cut out of those 20 
communications between Mr Vele and the Prime Minister about the UBS 
transaction? 

 
[11.11am] A: Yes, it was because the PM’s ministerial determination assigns responsible 

- responsibility for various borrowing legislations to the Minister for 
Treasury and expenditure.  

 
Q: Yes – I am sorry.  Please go on. 
 
A: And as well as for expenditure. 30 
 
Q: Have you ever seen any comparable approach by either Mr O’Neill or a 

previous prime minister? 
 
A: I would say not to that extent, no. 
 
Q: All right.  You set out in paragraph 52 an extract from a prime ministerial 

letter to Student Representative Councils of two universities in the 
Independent State.  And you quote Mr O’Neill’s statement the suggestion 
the loan was secured, the UBS loan outside of due process is entirely false 40 
for due process that is required our laws were fully complied with including 
the subsequent approval of the loans by National Parliament.  I take it you 
entirely disagree with that? 
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A: I do, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Paragraph 60 of your statement you say you are unaware if the 

National Government’s procurement processes were complied with in 
relation to the engagement of lawyers and financial advisers but those 
processes were well understood by bureaucrats and members of the NEC 
and you refer to a letter from Prime Minister O’Neill at exhibit 23.  We see 
there that there is a letter from Prime Minister O’Neill to the Attorney 
General referring to legal firms instructed to appear for the State and where 10 
payments were subsequently authorized contrary to statute and the Prime 
Minister attest to do otherwise, that is to say, otherwise in accordance with 
the Act is a breach of the Act and is punishable under section 102.  And then 
one sees that the Prime Minister states in the second last paragraph.  “My 
interest in the matter relates to the future brief out of legal matters.  The 
current situation is not acceptable with massive bills arriving ad hoc for 
payment.  Many of these bills are untaxed and appears excessive in terms of 
rates charged, hours claimed and task performed.  There is no tax exercised 
as to the whether the State is obtaining value for money or not.  The State 
has become a milking cow and that cannot continue.”  Then the Prime 20 
Minster refers to the requirements of the Public Finances Act.  Then on the 
second page you can see the requirement that there be a brief out of legal 
services under a panel for tenders.  Do you happen to know whether that 
happened? 

 
A: I do not believe so, no. 
 
Q: Can I take you back then to your statement at paragraph 61 and 62.  You 

answered the under heading, what processes have been adopted, utilized in 
the past to obtain loans. 30 

 
[11.16am]  A: Sorry, can I just - if I can make a further comment on the procurement 

process. 
 

Q: Please do so; please do. 
 
A: Just in relation to certificate of inexpediencies under Part 13 of the Financial 

Instructions which are regulations issued under the Public Finances 
(Management) Act.  It sets out the circumstances under which a certificate 
of inexpediency can be issued.  And there are only four circumstances that 40 
can meet this.  The first is for a health emergency; the second is a natural 
disaster; third is defence emergency; and the fourth is in a situation of civil 
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unrest.  These are the only four circumstances where a certificate of 
inexpediency is permitted. 

 
Q: Please go on. 
 
A: And in relation to the use of quantum meruit, this has often been advocated 

as a remedy but this is something that really should go before the courts and 
to determine what an adequate level of compensation that is due to the parties 
that have provided services.  And then once this claim is established then it 
should be paid.  And this of course is the problems with the Solicitor General 10 
rather than the State Solicitor. 

 
Q: And the Attorney General as well. 
 
A: And absolutely the Attorney General, yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Could I then press on to paragraphs 61 and following.  You 

make the point that in answering what processes have been utilized in the 
past to obtain loans which you say the Department of Treasury is the place 
to answer this question.  But you make the point that there are different 20 
processes to different categories of loan. The main forms for government 
budgetary purposes being sovereign bonds, domestic fixed income 
securities, commercial loans, concessional loans and blended loans.  I 
appreciate the qualification you put in paragraph 61, Mr Yauieb, but are you 
suggesting that there are different constitutional and legal requirements 
depending on the different categories set out in section 62? 

 
A: No to the extent this was just in relation to processes under different laws 

and not in relation to the constitutional requirements but there are different 
legislation in there that set out the processes for the different forms of 30 
borrowing. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  So over the page in your statement under the heading; 

‘The rationale as to why the State determined to buy shares in Oil Search.’   
You say in paragraph 63 you are unclear of the specific reasons but you do 
at paragraph 66 quote from the draft NEC submission which is annexure 13 
– please indicate if you want me to take you to that.  But you quote on it and 
you refer the quote as in bold that one of the reasons for the retention of the 
shares is to protect against an imminent take over of the company, that is Oil 
Search, by oil and gas majors.  Is that to your recollection and this refers 40 
back to a 2008 letter in paragraph 65, was that a reference to a take over by 
IPIC or some other oil and gas major?  Who did you understand that was 
referring to in 2008? 
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A: I think it was a general statement. 
 

[11.21am]Q: I see, all right.  You refer, if we can go to tab 16, you refer to the letter of 4 
February 2014.  And that is a letter from the then Prime Minister O’Neill.  
We should have it up on the screen in a second.  So this is the letter from 
Prime Minister O’Neill to the Minister the Presidential Affairs to the UAE 
and Chairman of IPIC.  Did you in either Treasury or IPBC capacities see 
this letter about the time it was sent? 

 10 
A: It was in a IPBC alternate director capacity.  As to timing when I saw it, I 

cannot recall. 
 
Q: If we go back to your statement please.  At paragraph 72, we have the 

heading: The Rationale as to why the State determined to utilize the UBS 
loan to purchase Oil Search Shares.  You say you were not involved with the 
process and you are unclear as to specific reasons why UBS was selected as 
financier.  You do refer to a letter of 17 January from Minister Micah, I think, 
to Governor Bakani setting out the particular matters which were of 
importance to the State.  So when I look at the first page of that letter at tab 20 
26, were you – when it say at the top “Dep Sec ENFP”, was that your position 
at that time? 

 
A: Yes, it was. 
 
Q: Thank you.  We will come back to that.  If we go back to the statement then 

you again say in paragraphs 74 through to 77 your view that there was never 
approval by the National Parliament in accordance with the Constitution of 
the UBS transaction.  And then if we go to the rationale as to why the State 
sold the Oil Search shares, you make the point in paragraph 78 that you left 30 
your position in February 2015 so you are not sure but you say in the months 
prior to your exit – this is paragraph 79 – you had some involvement with 
the discussions relating to the novation of assets and liabilities connected 
with the Oil Search equity purchase.  That this was worked on principally by 
a team assembled and instructed by secretary for Department of Treasury.   

 
[11.26am]   And you say you did engage intermittently with them and you refer to 

exhibits 28 and 29, so we just go to those.  So at Tab 28, there are plenty of 
emails, if we look down at the documents sent October 21 2014.  There you 
are so can you go up a little, so we see just who was it addressed to. So we 40 
see obviously that there is someone from Norton Rose Fulbright writing to 
Mr Chang.  So what is your understanding on Mr Chang’s role to be?  
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A: I understood that he was part of the team put together to handle the 
transaction; the novation. 

 
Q: Yes.  But of course, he is not a public official at that time, is he? 
 
A: He is not a public servant, no.  He was not and he is not. 
 
Q: And what did you understand Pertusio Capital was? 
 
A: A financial advisory firm. 10 
 
Q: I see, all right. And then we see there that it is copied in Mr Vele, Mr 

Mortensen also from Pertusio Capital.  Do we know who 
Johnb@png.com.pg is? 

 
A: No.  I did not engage with any other individuals listed there apart from 

Nathan Chang. 
 
Q: Yes.  But my question was; do you happen to know who Johnb@plg.com.pg, 

one you referred to? 20 
 
A: No, I have no idea. 
 
Q: And so this is the document then setting out the proposed novation and your 

question understandably is; who is providing instructions on the State, on 
behalf of the State and you are told that it is Mr Vele.  And then what is – 
did you understand him to mean, this is Mr Chang, when he writes to you at 
the top of the page on the sub note, when did you have time to catch up so 
we can formulate our side to go to State Solicitor. What is that reference to 
be? 30 

 
A: I believe that is in order to secure Certificate of Clearance. 
 
Q: What sort of Certificate of Clearance, sorry, can you spell that out? 
 
A: The State Solicitor there is, commissioners and chief probably aware is the 

gate keeper under the Attorney General’s Act and all contracts require legal 
clearance from the State Solicitors so to the best of my recollection, I think 
this relates to that. 

 40 
Q: But perhaps I am misreading it Mr Yauieb but one way of reading it is that 

you are assisting Mr Chang or at least thought you were in formulating ‘our 
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side to go to State Solicitor’. But I understood you did not much role in 
relation to the novation? 

 
A: That is correct, yes.  The email, I think just seeking and set up meetings and 

I do not recall us actually meeting. 
 

[11.31 am] Q:  I see.  If we go to the next email, which is tab 29.  So the substantive email 
is from Mr Chang to you although it appears that the email was blocked for 
some reason but also copied to Mr Vele and the Executive Officer Ms Isu so 
this is now 21 November 2014.  The previous email was October 22.  He 10 
says, “As you would have noted from the email traffic over the last couple 
of days to refinance novation to NPCP of State’s interest in OSH at moving 
forward in conclusion as part of this, Norton Rose had drafted a Draft NEC 
submission which I have attached for your team to review.  NPC people have 
some matters to be included in that submission that will go to the NEC.  I 
believe Rose is taking the revised legal documents.  They can then be sent 
to you for your review. 
 
Mr Chang seemed to think, did he not, based on this email that it was a team 
of which presumably you were heading reviewing the novation 20 
arrangements.  Is that a fair reading of that email? 
 

A: Yes, I think he is referring to the treasury team, yes. 
 
Q: But the point is he regards you, does he not, based on this email as the head 

of the relevant treasury novations, is he? 
 
A: Yes, presumably, based upon instructions from Mr Vele. 
 
Q: But do I – I am sorry if I misunderstood this – but, were you the head of the 30 

novation thing? 
 
A: Yes, I think you could say that in my role as deputy secretary.   
 
Q: If we go back to Tab 27 which, according to paragraph 81 of your statement, 

it was an early draft sent to you although you were not involved in the 
subsequent drafting.  So what was your role in relation to this version which, 
according to the heading on the top-right, is a draft dated 20 November 2014.  
Can you recall? 

 40 
A: Yes, it was sent to me.  In relation to review and comments on it, I cannot 

recall if I provided comments or not. 
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Q: I see.  Was it your understanding that all the novation arrangements were 
doing was literally picking the existing arrangements that it would be based 
on the contract between the Independent State and UBS and transferring 
them to NPCP?  Is that the essence of it? 

 
A: Yes, correct, both the assets and the liabilities, yes. 
 
Q: So, for example, you did not understand there was any change to the collar 

on the collar loan, or the interest rates or anything of that nature? 
 10 
A: I was not involved in those details so I do not know. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  Moving on then, you say at paragraph 83, you cannot 

comment on whether legal and administrative processes were followed in 
the sale of the Oil Search shares.  Then regarding your involvement on 
discussions between the Prime Minister, the NEC and the Treasury regarding 
the PNG LNG Project and the UBS Loan, you give us some evidence there.  
So you make a point in paragraph 87 that the UBS Loan was unconnected to 
the PNG LNG Project.  It was not required to support the State’s equity 
participation in it.   20 

 
[11.36am] The equity participation had already been fully financed with the sale of Oil 

Search shares to IPIC and with supplementary budget funding.  And then 
you make some remarks in paragraph 88.  Could you expand on those a little 
bit please for the commission? 

 
A: Paragraph 88 or both 87 - - - 
 
Q: Paragraph 88 of your affidavit, please. 
 30 
A: Yes.  So the government wanted exposure to resource projects in Papua New 

Guinea for new projects.  It has an entitlement so I am just referring to 
petroleum projects.  It has State entitlement under the Oil and Gas Act and 
it is able to participate at that time the project development license is issued 
for these resource projects and it is able to acquire equity in the license that 
at cost and not on a commercial basis.  And so this gives the government 
direct exposure.  It is able to receive from these projects direct and undiluted 
distributions from the profits of these projects as opposed to an arrangement 
where, for example, through Oil Search it would be subject to the company’s 
dividend policy. 40 

 
Q: You say at the bottom in your last sentence at 88, given the country’s poor 

social and economic indicators, the opportunity cost to the State engaging in 
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unnecessary commercial activity is to significantly large.  Do I take it that 
you regard the UBS transaction as unnecessary commercial activity? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: What about the IPIC transaction? 
 
A: There was a significant difference between the two.  The IPIC arrangement 

allowed the government to secure a direct interest in PNG LNG.  It involved 
essentially the swap of an asset and if priced correctly would have a net 10 
benefit impact on the National Government’s balance sheet.   

 
Q; Pressing on because, commissioners, I am going to propose that we adjourn 

Mr Yauieb’s evidence at lunch and bring him back next week but I want to 
just complete the initial run through of the evidence.  So in paragraphs 102 
to 105 – so 102 you say you were not involved in the NEC policy submission 
for the UBS loan.  It is in evidence at paragraphs 103 to 105 that your 
attendance at various Board meetings at the IPBC and if I can just take you 
to paragraph 104, exhibit 32, if you go to that email, and this is an email 
from you to a Moses Koiri – I have got that right – what was his role at that 20 
time? 

 
A: I believe he was the Chief Operating Officer. 
 
Q: So the view you expressed in this email in November 2008 is two members 

of the IPBC Board of which you were an alternate member were disqualified 
on being by law from being directors and therefore there were only three 
Board members able to vote.  So therefore there was not a quorum, you then 
asked Mr Koiri to please review the Act and indicate whether the Board 
resolutions are invalid.  What was the result of that email? 30 

 
[11.41am]A: I did not get a reply. 
 

Q: Did you raise those concerns at the next IPBC Board meeting? 
 
A: I believe I did, I cannot recall. 
 
Q: To what effect? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 40 
 
Q: Well, was the result, the amendment of the IPBC Act to repeal the section 

which had formed the basis of your objection? 
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A: If that did happen, I do not know if it was on the basis of my - - - 
 
Q: The final question then to the question relates to the Sovereign Wealth Fund 

and what was involved there.  That starts at the bottom of page 25 of your 
affidavit.  So, as I understand it, you were closely involved – see paragraph 
107 – with a joint working group on that topic, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 10 
Q: And then you explain in this last section of your affidavit the original design 

elements of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and how it was set up.  But at 
paragraph 114, you indicate that the Organic Law on the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund has yet to commence. 

 
A: Yes, I believe so. 
 
Q: Do you know why that is? 
 
A: I believe there are a number of things before it can – need to be undertaken 20 

before it can commence.  There are a number of consequential amendments 
that need to be made and under the Organic Law itself there was some 
requirements for some new laws and regulations as well.  One of the – and 
that is just in terms of the legal requirements.  I believe one of the difficulties 
with operationalizing the Sovereign Wealth Fund is that all mineral and 
petroleum resource flows will be placed within the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
in the first instance and I think that has hindered sort of its progress. 

 
Q: And why would that be? 
 30 
A: Because that would stymie the flow of resources to the government. 
 
Q: Well, at the minute many of those flows go to Kumul Petroleum, do they 

not? 
 
A: Correct.  In relation to petroleum - - - 
 
Q: What is the – I am sorry, please go ahead. 
 
A: Just in relation to petroleum projects, yes. 40 
 
Q: Yes, I understand, that is what we are talking about.  So, conceptually, what 

is the difference in the government having access to funds for proper 
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purposes depending on whether it is the Sovereign Wealth Fund or Kumul 
Petroleum? 

 
A: The governance arrangements are quite difference.  In Kumul Petroleum 

Holdings, the trustee is the prime minister.  The establishing legislation 
states that it is not part of the State and so there are I believe some 
governance issues that made the Sovereign Wealth Fund more desirable in 
terms of managing State resource flows. 

 
Q: Does that include – well, do you have a view about whether the current 10 

arrangements with Kumul Petroleum and its finances are too opaque? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And although as you have just mentioned, there is a legislative statement 

that Kumul Petroleum is not the State, the fact that the prime minister of the 
day is a trustee and presumably has considerable influence suggests that is a 
just a legal fiction rather than the reality, does it not? 

 
[11.46 am] A: Yes, I would contend that is an illusion.  The primary reason for setting up 20 

that particular structure was to get around so that the negative pledge 
provisions that the State has in relation to its borrowing from multilaterals, 
multilateral banks. 
 

Q: Would Sovereign Wealth Fund have the same issues as Kumul Petroleum in 
that regard? 

 
A: I do not believe so. 
 
Q: I see. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, I would be interested in Mr Yauieb 
developing that a little further for my information how that all worked, the negative 
pledge and the borrowings.  Would you be in a position to ask him to do that? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course.  Mr Yauieb, given, I am afraid you will be coming 
back next week, would you prefer to take that on notice or would you like to start 
now? 
 
A: I would like to take that on notice, thank you. 40 
 
Q: Yes, I am not suggesting that is an easy point.  Well, perhaps, I will just 

finish off then just for lunch before we adjourn your evidence.  So if we go 
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to the last page, you say in paragraph 115 that the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
design has changed.  There are now only two funds the Stabilisation Fund 
and the Savings Fund whereas if we go back to paragraph 109, the proposal 
was there would be a Stabilisation Fund and a Future Savings Fund and an 
Infrastructure Fund.  Do you understand the reason why there is no longer 
to be an Infrastructure Fund in the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 

 
A: Yes, the Department of Treasury’s view is that there should be a single fund 

and this fund should provide resources to the budget through an agreed 
formula or mechanism; and it is the prerogative of the national government 10 
or rather, the Parliament to approve how public funds should be used.  And 
so the Sovereign Wealth Fund, the sole purpose really should just be to 
invest and make a real return and to return that surplus to the government for 
the use of the people of Papua New Guinea. 

 
Q: But the view, and I appreciate it is not your view that you just mentioned, 

that is inconsistent, is it not, with the current setup with Kumul Petroleum? 
 
A: Kumul Petroleum is not the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  It is essentially a 

petroleum company or a company to manage the State’s petroleum interest.   20 
 
Q: Including the revenues? 
 
A: Yes, including any revenues distributions, dividends from projects. 
 
Q: Yes.  And another consequence, you would agree with the declaration that 

Kumul Petroleum is not the State is that the normal transparency and 
accounted with the arrangements of a State entity including the role of the 
Auditor General published accounts, appearances before the Public 
Accounts Committee are inapplicable with Kumul Petroleum? 30 

 
A: Those requirements would be inapplicable to an entity that is not part of the 

State.  The question as to whether Kumul Petroleum is part of the State is 
something that I think needs to be examined. 

 
Q: So I take it from your personal point of view as a policy matter, Kumul 

Petroleum should be the subject of a proper accountability arrangements as 
if it were out of the State? 

 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: I know you are coming back but if there are any other when you are 

formulating your answer to Commissioner White’s view, if you have any 
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other recommendations for reform given your distinguished and extensive 
CV, we would be grateful to receive it, Mr Yauieb. 

 
[11.51am] Commissioners I see it is nearly lunch time.  Mr Yauieb has provided and 

thank you for this Mr Yauieb an extremely detailed and thought provoking 
statement with a lot of documents.  And it is not your fault they have only 
been provided recently.  In my submission commissioners, we should have 
Mr Yauieb back toward the end of next when we will have an opportunity 
to go through.  I can certainly also talk to Ms Nonggorr or anyone else who 
wishes to cross-examine to see whether there are particular matters which 10 
need to be taken into account.  Do you have any particular commitments 
next week which will prevent you coming back say on Wednesday or 
Thursday, Mr Yauieb? 

 
A: I will be available on both days. 
 
Q: Well, Commissioners, can we adjourn Mr Yauieb’s evidence please to – let 

me see - I will just have a look at the witness list.  If you could come back 
please, in my submission, on Thursday, 5 August we would be grateful.  Is 
that convenient Commissioners? 20 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Can I just ask one question before we adjourn.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes of course. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yauieb, you were referring to your CV.  Is your CV 
included in your statement? 
 
A: Yes, it is.  Sorry, it is not in pack but it should be attached and marked A11. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  We will find that for you Chief.  So, if Mr Yauieb could be 
excused please to next Thursday.  And then I might just in the next couple of 
minutes ask Mr Jurth just to update us the witness list for today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will just ask one question and that will be it.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously you are not a lawyer. 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: But you had experience in interpretation statutory provisions like statutes, 
Constitution and so forth? 

 
A: Can I just ask some clarification when you say I have experience in 

interpreting, do you mean in terms of – can I just ask for clarification on 
that?  I do look at the Constitution yes and legislation- - - 

 
Q: Say section 209(1), you gave an interpretation of section 209(1) to say that 

that provision does not allow – that provides for prior authorization or 
approval and not subsequent so that is an interpretation you gave to section 10 
209(1). 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I am just asking you whether you have got enough experience around 

interpreting the meaning of statutory provisions like the Constitution? 
 
A: No, I am not a lawyer, no and I do not have any legal training, no. 
 
Q: Yes, but you have no problem with interpreting a clear provision of the 20 

Constitution?  You do not have to be a lawyer to give an interpretation if the 
meaning is clear. 

 
A:  I like to read the Constitution, I like to read the PNG Constitutional Planning 

Committee Report, I like to read case studies, yes but that is the extent of- - 
- 

 
Q: Section 209(1), is it in a language that is simple, that is, the meaning can be 

easily ascertained.  You would not have any problem with giving a meaning 
to that provision? 30 

 
A: I think the Constitution is written very well.  It is very simple and well, I 

believe a layman can understand it easily. 
 
Q: You agree that the Constitution is drafted in such a way that it is simple 

enough for anyone in Papua New Guinea with reasonable level of education 
to read and understand? 

 
A: I believe so. 
 40 
Q: I think so too.  Okay thank you for that answer.  Can we adjourn his next 

appearance to Thursday, 5 August at 10 o’clock? 
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[11.56am] DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Okay Mr Yauieb, thank you for your attendance 
this morning and your evidence.  We will see you next Thursday at 10 o’clock. 
 
A: Thank you Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
 10 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes and Commissioners, can I indicate that the first witness after 
lunch will be Frank Kramer.  He is coming in by zoom from Brisbane and we have 
given him that time so with your leave we should like to start with him first.  And 
then it might be most convenient to follow with Sir Moi Avei for two reasons; one 
both gentlemen were chairman of KPHL and so the subject matter of their evidence 20 
will overlap.  It is a convenient way to deal with one subject matter and of a lesser 
significance they are represented by the same legal practitioner and it might be also 
convenient to have them in and out in one go.  My understanding is that that would 
then be followed by Mr Duma.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we can then now adjourn their proceedings to 1 o’clock? 
 
MR JURTH:  Pleases the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 30 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.02pm] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission, Mr Jurth will be taking the 
next witness. Mr Duma was unable to attend to remain for this afternoon and 
Commissioners, we ask that his attendance be adjourned till 10 o’clock, next 
Tuesday, if that is convenient.  
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will grant that adjournment. 
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DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief and Commissioner White, we will just make 
this point to people generally, it is just critical that people keep in touch with Mr 
Jurth in particular about their availability so we can run manage to running list. 
With that in mind, I pass over to Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Dr Renwick. Commissioners, before I call Frank Kramer, 
can I just check that he is actually on line.  Mr Kramer, can you hear me? 
 
MR KRAMER: Yes, I can hear you clearly, thank you. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Very well.  Commissioners, the next witness as foreshadowed will 
be Frank Kramer. He is represented by Dane Mel of Mel & Henry Lawyers,who 
appears at the bar table. 
 
MR MEL:  May it please this Commission, for the record counsel’s name is Mel, 
M-e-l, initial D and I appear as counsel for Mr Frank Kramer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. I call Francis Michael Kramer. Commissioner White, Mr 20 
Kramer is in Brisbane and he will take an oath and he has a Bible available, so I 
am informed.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Thank you.  Is that the case, Mr Kramer, you have a 
Bible with you? 
 
MR KRAMER:  Yes, that is the case, Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. Just for your information, I should inform 
you that I have been authorized by the Attorney General of Queensland to 30 
administer oaths in this Commission of Inquiry within Queensland, so that the 
authority is in writing and I think it is already on the website if you need to assure 
yourself about that.   
 
 
FRANCIS MICHEAL KRAMER, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 40 
Q: For the record, would please state your full name? 
 
A: My full name is Francis Michael Kramer. 
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Q: And I see from paragraph 1 of your statement that you are also commonly 

known as Frank? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Now, for the purposes of this Commission, you have provided a written 

statement dated 5 November 2020, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 10 
 
Q: And it comprises 49 numbered paragraphs of 6 pages? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And on that final page the signature there is yours? 
 
A: Yes, that is my signature. 
 
Q: And sorry, I should check.  Do you have a copy of your statement there with 20 

you? 
 
A: I do, yes. 
 
Q: And are the contents of that statement true and correct to the best of your 

information, knowledge and belief? 
 
A: Yes, they are. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that statement. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The statement of Francis Michael Kramer dated 5 November 
2020, is admitted into evidence and it will be marked exhibit CCC. 
 
EXHIBIT CCC – STATEMENT BY FRANK KRAMER DATED 5 
NOVEMBER 2020 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Kramer, let us start with some of the background details that are 
relevant to this commission.  Do you see there in paragraph 19, you were the 
chairperson of the National Petroleum Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited 40 
between January 2013 and the end of March 2017, that is correct? 
 

[1.07pm] A: Yes, that is correct. 
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Q: And throughout this statement you refer to that entity as NPCP Kroton? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then in the next paragraph you tell us that you were the chairman of 

Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited between the beginning of March 2014 
and the end of March 2017? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 10 
 
Q: And you refer to that entity as KPHL? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And I suppose in a related sense NPCP Investments Limited which is now 

known as Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited, you were the chairperson 
of that between the middle of December 2014 and the end of March 2017? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 20 
 
Q: Now, do you see in paragraph 11, it says that there is a copy of your CV 

attached to the statement.  Now, I am afraid I have never seen that CV.  Is 
there anything in that CV that is important and does not already appear on 
this first page of your statement? 

 
A: I do not believe there is.  It is a CV that is predominantly – it makes reference 

to my engineering services business background and a couple of years prior 
to me commencing my own consulting business in 1978. And it also just lists 
the companies that I had been a director of or companies that I participated 30 
in one way or another on their respective Boards. 

 
Q: Thank you.  But anything that is relevant to the Terms of Reference to which 

you have directed this statement is also out there on the first page? 
 
A: To the best of my knowledge, yes.  I am not all that familiar with the Terms 

of Reference you are referring to but I generally I understand the 
Commission of Inquiry and what it is endeavoring to do. 

 
Q: Your Honours, just for the record, I do not press the tender of FMK1.  Now, 40 

Mr Kramer, if I could ask you to turn the page and there you refer to the 
company Pacific Capital Limited, do you see that? 
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A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Now, I would like to just get a better understanding of this entity and you 

have provided, have you not, a statutory declaration which if it could to be 
put up on the screen is a statutory declaration of Bipin Agarwai.  You 
provided that document, did you not? 

 
A: Yes, I did.  At the time, the Ombudsman’s Report was in a draft form, all 

persons – as I understood it, all persons who were named in that draft report 
were invited to review it and comment on it.  I had some concerns about the 10 
references made to me in respect of Pacific Capital and endeavored to get 
that cleared up with the Ombudsman Commission prior to the finalization of 
their report.  That was the reason why the statutory declaration was 
submitted. 

 
Q: I see.  Now, I am not going to ask you to confirm the authenticity or anything 

like that of this statement.  It is not your statutory declaration but there are 
some facts in here that you probably can confirm.  You see there on 
paragraph 2, it says that Pacific Capital Limited was a licensed Papua New 
Guinea based merchant bank which commenced operations in early 1996. 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is the case? 
 
A: Yes, to the best of my recollection that is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And it goes on to say the majority of its shares were held by an assembly of 

PNG’s major pension and superannuation funds and a number of private 
companies. 30 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And that is your understanding? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, one of those private companies was – was that a company related to 

you or did you own shares in this company in your own right? 
 40 
A: Which company are you referring to that you are asking me if that company 

is related to me? 
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Q: Well, you tell us in paragraph 13 that you sold a shareholding in Capital 
Pacific.  Did you hold that in your personal name or through some corporate 
incarnation? 

 
A: No, it was held in the company, that was Kramer Consultants.  It was 

certainly held in a company not in my personal name, no. 
 
Q: Understood.  Now, if we could go back to the statutory declaration and turn 

over the page to paragraph 7.  There is a table there of the shareholding that 
I gather was the case just before you sold your share, is that right? 10 

 
[1.12pm] A: That is correct, yes. 

 
Q: And was the IPBC an 8.8 per cent shareholder on the basis of what we just 

read that it was assembly of this major pension funds or superannuation 
funds and that was the government’s interest in this company. 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And IPBC, of course, is the Independent Public Business Corporation.  Now, 20 

the reference there to your name that is the Kramer Consulting or the Kramer 
Incorporated if I could call it that. 

 
A: Yes, it is a company limited by – I believe it was Kramer Consultants 

Limited. 
 
Q: And that is the shareholding of 3.86 per cent that you sold to Geefin Limited 

in January 2012? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: And are you able to tell us who NCHL is there – the majority shareholder of 

53.61 per cent? 
 
A: Off the cuff, I cannot remember but NCHL, it may have – I would have to 

confirm that without doubt if I was given the opportunity to refer to my 
background in my file. 

 
Q: No, that is okay.  Commissioners, I tender that statement on two bases.  One 

the witness has given evidence in relation to it and then you will see also in 40 
paragraph 17, he attaches as FMK2.  Again, the annexure did not make it 
through as a formal annexure to this statement but we have it here and it can 
be tendered.  In my submission it could be marked CCC.1.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Which - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  The one we are looking at on the screen, chief.  The statutory 
declaration of Bipin Agarwai.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is exhibit BBB.1, is it? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  CCC. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  CCC. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  CCC.1. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we admit that statutory declaration, yes. 
 
EXHIBIT CCC.1 – STATUTORY DECLARATION OF BIPIN AGARWAI 
 20 
A: Chief Commissioner, can I make a comment, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
A: That statutory declaration – in fact there were two statutory declarations that 

I submitted at the time to the Ombudsman Commission.  One was my own 
and I am surprised it is not with you because it is supposed to be attached 
together with the covering letter that I submitted back when the draft 
Ombudsman Commission Report was published. 

 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  We have that actually, Mr Kramer.  Mr Jurth, I 
certainly downloaded all the attachments to the statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, commissioner and Mr Mel has helpfully just passed 
me a copy of Mr Kramer’s statutory declaration.  In fairness, it should probably 
complete the record and that should be marked exhibit CCC.2 in my submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In the copy of the statement that I have, it is annexed as FMK 
2. 
 40 
MR JURTH:  Well, then commissioners, you are ahead of me and - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, can we have it on the screen, please FMK 2.  That is Mr 
Kramer’s statutory declaration just to make sure it is in the system. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: As I might say is Bipin Agarwai’s. 
 
MR JURTH:  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you move back to see if Mr Kramer’s statutory 
declaration is there?  Yes, I think you can see it.  Keep going down.   
 10 
MR JURTH:  And is CV in there too. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the FMK 1; that is it. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, then I must - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kramer, is that your letter to the Ombudsman Commission 
and the statutory declaration you are referring to? 
 

[1.17 pm]  A: Chief Commissioner, that is correct.  And if I am allowed to make a point? 20 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: The Ombudsman Commission Report alleged that I had a conflict of interest 

that was connected to the company Pacific Capital Limited.  The focus of 
why I submitted that letter and the statutory declaration was to clear my 
name as was in jeoparded by the Ombudsman Commission Report but 
despite my submission at the time when the draft report was published, the 
Ombudsman Commission’s Report still did not change the comments that it 
made in a derogatory manner towards me.  To this date I have endeavoured 30 
to clear my name with the Ombudsman Commission without success. 

 
 The important point in my drawing the attention to this matter is Pacific 

Capital received a fee of some 1.5 million kina during the transaction to do 
with the UBS government negotiation.  This payment to Pacific Capital, I 
had absolutely no knowledge of it at the time it was made.  I wanted to clear 
my name because I had nothing to do with the payment of that fee to Pacific 
Capital.  Clearly it went to the owners of the company after it was divested 
from my interest and all the other parties’ interest that are listed as 
shareholders at that time.  That is the relevant point for the commission to 40 
consider. 
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Q: Mr Kramer, that is really the point you are making in paragraph 16 of your 
statement, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Now, Mr Kramer, Pacific Capital Limited as an investment bank, did it ever 

really take off? 
 
A: No, it never really.  There is probably a term merchant bank or whatever 

references were made.  It attempted to become a merchant bank but it was 10 
not successful and therefore the shareholders at that time including myself, 
and in my capacity as chairman I recommended that we divested of the 
interest there. 

 
Q: Now, we have heard of another entity in these proceedings with the name 

Capital Pacific and that Pacific Legal Group, that is just a coincidence, is it 
not?  There is no connection between Pacific Capital Legal and Pacific Legal 
Group to your knowledge?    

 
A: To my knowledge there is no connection.  I understand Pacific Legal Group 20 

is a legal firm.  I do not know if Capital Pacific are kegal, never heard of that 
name before but I am almost 100 per cent certain unless you have mentioned 
the connection to Pacific Legal Group, I cannot sir. 

 
Q: Thank you for that.  Very well, Mr Kramer, can we then move on to your 

next heading the involvement in the PNG LNG Project and the 
Exchangeable Bond.  Of course, you are talking there about the IPIC 
transaction, are you not? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: You start by saying that when I joined NPCP Kroton and that is January 

2013, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: You say you were aware that it was a party to the PNG LNG Gas Agreement.  

What is the nature of that awareness, is that things that- - - 
 
A: What are you referring to as, was a party to the PNG LNG Project? 40 
 
Q: I am just reading your first sentence.  Mr Kramer, do you see there? 
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A: That NPCP Kroton was a party to the PNG LNG Gas agreement? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And my question is how did you become aware of that? 
 
A: Well, the whole concept of the National Petroleum Company in the variety 

of names of the holding entity or ultimate holding entity and or some of its 10 
subsidiaries the concept of the National Petroleum Company which was 
conceived within the Kumul structures of companies was the underlying fact 
that all government’s shareholding in hydrocarbon assets would be held by 
Kumul Petroleum eventually in its ultimate form but it initially was 
conceived as National Petroleum Company PNG Kroton and a variety of 
names.   

 
[1.22 pm] But ultimately all Hydrocarbon assets that were held by the State were 

supposed to be vested in Kumul Petroleum and all mineral assets were 
supposed to have become vested in Kumul Minerals Holding.  So, when I 20 
was asked to become the chairman of NPCP Kroton as it was known at time 
ultimately became Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, it was clearly 
recognized that that entity would hold the State’s interest in the largest ever 
resource development project in PNG namely the PNG LNG Project. 

 
Q: Indeed. 
 
A: And that represented 17 per cent of the PNG LNG Project which was a 

substantial State held equity in the resources business. 
 30 
Q: Indeed, and was your awareness that it was a party to the PNG LNG Gas 

Agreement a matter of general knowledge that you acquired along the way 
or did you receive a formal briefing as the new chair? 

 
A: I did not receive a formal briefing per se but I certainly inquired as to what 

this entity was that I was asked to chair.  When I realized it would ultimately 
hold all the State’s interest in the Hydrocarbon sector and it would begin 
with the 17 per cent that the State was entitled to hold in PNG LNG Project, 
it became very very clear to me very quickly that the role of chairperson for 
such an entity was a significant role.  And so I took it very seriously, I spent 40 
endless hours of my time to understand what I was asked to do and to the 
best of my knowledge used my best endeavours as a professional engineer 
to build this fledgling business at the board level. 
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Q: Was it in the course of that process that you came to know that there were 

large and complex financing structures in place for that project? 
 
A: Well, initially I was aware that the IPIC exchangeable note transaction 

between the then IPBC and IPIC, a Middle Eastern Sovereign Fund was 
sought or investment fund was sought I realized that some US$1.5 or 1.6 
billion was raised so that it could fund the PNG’s entry into the PNG LNG 
Project.  So, that was how the PNG authorities raised the finance for the 
State’s participation in the PNG LNG Project. 10 

 
Q: So, when you described that as a large and complex financing structure, are 

you only referring to the large amount or are you also talking about the 
complexity of the financing structure? 

 
A: Well, I did not know a great deal about the details but I understood it to be 

a complex arrangement and it certainly raised a large amount of money, yes. 
 
Q: Very well.  Can I then take you to the next heading, Refinancing the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond.  You say there in paragraph 20 that you were not aware 20 
of the terms of the Exchangeable Bond until NPCP Kroton was directed by 
the NEC and the IPBC to negotiate with IPIC to refinance it.  Can I ask you 
this?  When you say you were not aware of the terms, do you mean you were 
not aware of the precise terms or you were not aware of any terms? 

 
A: I was not aware of any terms but equally importantly I did not think that the 

event would come where the State would need to look at financing 
arrangements because it was almost public knowledge.  Certainly, it was 
known in the industry and I had become part of the industry at that time.  
Then IPIC had preferred to hang on to the bonds and not exchange it which 30 
would at their discretion. 

 
Q: Do you mean that when you became the chair in January 13, you were not 

aware of the terms of the Exchangeable Bond? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: But over time you came to learn about its terms, did you not? 
 
A: Not in detail.  It became more obvious to me when there was a suggestion 40 

that we may need to prepare to raise some funding for the Exchangeable 
Bonds in the event the Middle East organization IPIC chose to return the 
bonds back to PNG. 
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[1.27 pm]     Q: In 2013, what was your understanding of what the Exchangeable Bond was? 

 
A: My understanding was that we had some shares in Oil Search with the 

Independent State of Papua New Guinea.  When the State acquired those 
shares I was not aware of but we had some shares.  I understood those shares 
were completely paid for, unencumbered, owned by the State and the State 
entered into this Exchangeable Bond arrangement which generated this 1.5, 
US$1.6 billion for the State which allowed the State to participate in the 
PNG LNG Project. 10 

 
Q: All right.  I would like to show you an email, Mr Kramer.  Could I please 

ask for document WIT.0090.0008.0024 to be brought up? Now, Mr Kramer, 
can I just ask you to look at the screen, please?  Could you go to the second 
page of that document and a little bit further up so that Latimer can be the 
first line?  There we go.  Mr Kramer, this is an email as you will see that was 
sent by Anthony Latimer.  You know who that is, do you not? 

 
A: Yes, I do.  Yes. 
 20 
Q: You will see that it was sent on 23 May 2013; do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So this is four or five months into your chairmanship of NPCP (Kroton), is 

it not? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: You will see that it was sent to a number of you but it was sent to you as a 30 

first-line recipient, if I can put it that way; it was not a cc to you. This is an 
email addressed to you amongst others.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: It certainly looks that way, yes. 
 
Q: And the subject is, is IPIC-OSH, and you understand that to be the handle 

for Oil Search Limited, do you not? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 40 
Q: Mr Latimer addresses you as Gents, and says, “I note the Oil Search Limited 

share price hit $8.21 today.  Suddenly, $8.55 is within 5 per cent, and I 
understand the market is still strengthening into the northern summer.  In 
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two weeks, it might be in the money.”  For example, did the figure of $8.55 
mean anything to you in May 2013? 

 
A: It did not, I do not recall it meaning anything to me then but it does look like 

at first the share price only states it, that share price of Oil Search. 
 
Q: Very well.  And then Mr Latimer goes on and says, “We should talk” – so, 

we, presumably, including you as well - “We should talk to the State locking 
in the price if it goes above.”  What did that mean to you? 

 10 
A: I do not know now.  I do certainly not recall what that means.   
 
Q: All right, all right.   
 
A: Read the balance of that email and it might make some sense. 
 
Q: Does that really mean you have no idea what this email was about? 
 
A: Yes, in isolation,  I have no idea what it was about, other than he is talking 

about Oil Search shares; and he is talking about it, its share value taking a 20 
significant increase. 

 
Q: And why is that important? 
 
A: As I said, in isolation, I cannot recall what significance that has. 
 
Q: In May 2013, why would you have received an email from Anthony Latimer 

discussing Oil Search shares? 
 
A: I cannot recall.  It could have been to do with the prospects of what the – 30 

well, that could have – I cannot recall when the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds 
had a drop-dead date for the IPIC people to decide whether they would 
exchange it or not, but that could be a context for why it is important. 

 
Q: All right.  For example, on that topic, were you accustomed to receiving 

emails from Mr Latimer? 
 
A: Not in this context, no.  In fact, not in any context that I can recall.  He was 

not a legal service provider that my company used and trying to seek whether 
he provided some legal services to KPHL.  So I do not recall, no. 40 

 
[1.22 pm]  Q: You see there in the next sentence Mr Latimer says, once its goes above 

$8.90 the State should put options to ensure that they are at least partly 
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covered to make the whole payment.  What did options mean to you in the 
context of Oil Search shares? 

 
A: I do not recall. 
 
Q: Do I take it therefore that the last sentence is also meaningless to you when 

Latimer invites you to have advisers in place to implement a strategy? 
 
A: Yes, I do not recall the - - - 
 10 
Q: Sorry, I should be fair.  He is not inviting you to have advisers but that he is 

suggesting the State needs to have its advisers in place to implement such a 
strategy that did not mean anything to you? 

 
A: No, it does not, no. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can we just scroll up to the next email which is at the bottom 

of page 1 of that document.  Stop, yes.  You will see that this is a response 
to that email.  This is sent by Clement Waine, do you see that? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is sent on 28 May a few days later, 2013.  It includes the same people 

including you.  The subject matter is the same IPIC-OSH and he responds, 
certainly.  So, Mr Waine knew what was going on.  Did he talk to you about 
this email? 

 
A: I do not recall him talking to me about this email.  He was the Secretary of 

the Department of Public Enterprises and State Investment so I do not recall 
the context of the exchange of emails in that regard. 30 

 
Q: I understand that.  Was it your practice to seek out information and assistance 

if you received correspondence that you did not understand? 
 
A: If it was directed to me specifically, no, I would seek to get some 

clarification or advice on aspects that I did not understand but I am not 
saying I did not understand this at that time.  I just do not recall the context. 

 
Q: You do not recall, all right. 
 40 
A: So, giving me one line, two lines snapshots of an email that I do not recall 

the context surrounding those emails.   
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Q: All right thank you very much.  Can we move on in your statement, 
paragraph 23? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You refer there for the first time I think to a UBS in the second line, do you 

see that? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 10 
Q: You say that you received a letter in February 2014 from Minister Ben 

Micah who was the then Minister for State Enterprises and State 
Development and that letter stated that UBS had been appointed as financial 
adviser, underwriter and arranger of the financing package.  Did NPCP 
Kroton have any role in selecting UBS? 

 
A: No, it did not. 
 
Q: What other information did you receive from Minister Micah concerning 

that appointment of UBS? 20 
 
A: My recollection was, it had to do with getting prepared in the event IPIC 

chose to retain the Exchangeable Bonds then the State would need to look 
for some funding to pay for those Exchangeable Bonds. 

 
Q: I suppose I am asking a slightly different question, Mr Kramer, it is entirely 

my fault.  Did you just receive the information of UBS’s appointment or did 
you receive any information that went along with that to help you understand 
why UBS had been so appointed? 

 30 
A: There may have been some verbal references with the prospects of UBS 

being appointed for that assignment but I do not recall specifically the 
sequence of events but the minister is on record as emailing me or sending 
me that letter, yes. 

 
Q: Okay thank you.  Just for clarification, in the last of that sentence, that should 

read NPCP Kroton, should it not, given that that is how you define that. 
 
A: It could well be correct, sir, but as I said there is a number of Kumul 

Petroleum entities and then the names were interchangeable.  Their functions 40 
change until Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited became the predominant 
operating entity as far as the State assets and Abu Dhabu. 
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[1.37 pm]  Q: No, no, Mr Kramer, I understand I am not at all being critical.  My point is 
that you have defined the National Petroleum Company of PNG Kroton 
Limited in your statement as NPCP Kroton and that is the entity that you 
intend to refer there.  You are not referring to one of the other entities, are 
you? 

 
A: To the best of my knowledge that is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  For example you will see just a little bit higher in paragraph 21 the 

reference there to NPCP Kroton. 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, you are talking about the same entity, are you not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  In the next paragraph 24, you refer to a letter that you sent to Mr 

Wapu Sonk.  What was Mr Sonk’s involvement in the UBS refinancing 
proposal? 20 

 
A: Mr Sonk was the managing director and still he is the managing director of 

the Kumul Holdings Group of Companies.  So, if I received an instruction 
from the minister to prepare for something the natural thing to do was to 
forward the instruction to managing director who would intervene. 

 
Q: Does that mean that as the managing director he was really the driver of that 

transaction? 
 
A: No, I would not say he initiated or drove it.  We were instructed by the 30 

minister to do certain things and to deliver on implementing instruction from 
the minister I obviously have to involve the managing director. 

 
Q: In paragraph 26 you refer to the special board meeting on 7 February and 

you refer to the implications contained in Minister Micah’s correspondence.  
Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes, this is paragraph 26? 
 
Q: Yes 26. 40 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Then you go on to say, I was not too concerned about the risk of NPCP 
Kroton having to go to the market to source the funds required should IPIC 
decide to dispose of the Oil Search Limited shares under the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond arrangement.  The reason for that is in the next page.  
Because by this stage my understanding was that IPIC’s preference was not 
to divest the Oil Search shares.  Where did you derive that understanding 
from? 

 
A: There was quite a bit of speculation in the industry as to whether IPIC would 

or would not retain the Exchangeable Bonds and the industry gossip or 10 
commentary was that at that point in time or around that time prior to the 
formal decision that they conveyed to the Independent State of PNG the 
comments in the industry was that they were not likely. 

 
Q: So, in other words by 7 February you knew or at least was satisfied enough 

in your mind that IPIC was going to keep the shares, is that right? 
 
A: I did not know.  The industry gossip indicated that there as a high probability 

that that was the position they would ultimately take and that was ultimately 
confirmed some weeks or sometime later. 20 

 
Q: Yes.  On the basis of that industry gossip or chatter that is why you were not 

too concerned about the risk of having to go to market? 
 
A: Yes, predominantly it had to do with raising a significant amount of money, 

US$1.5 billion or not raise that level of funding.  There was relatively 
modest amount of cost that the PNG government would be exposed with if 
the IPIC people chose not to exchange the bonds.  So, in relative terms, yes 
I was not too concerned given the implications of financing the 
consequences of the IPIC decision. 30 

 
Q: Sorry, Mr Kramer, is it not the opposite the logical conclusion that there 

might have been gossip but because you had to raise a significant amount of 
funds, you would be concerned until you know certainly that it is not going 
to be needed? 

 
A: Well, that is theoretically correct, yes.  But, as I said, the industry was 

indicating that the IPIC people were very unlikely want to dispose of the Oil 
Search shares at the time.  So, for whatever reason they chose to or drop 
hints that they were going to do that.  That was certainly the chatter in the 40 
industry so, not having to raise US$1.5 billion in the market at the 
(…inaudible..) to the detriment took out shares in the National Oil Company.  
I was relatively relaxed about- - - 
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[1.42 pm]  Q: And you agree that ordinarily having to raise 1.5 billion would be a matter 

that would be of concern? 
 
A: Yes, and I expressed that in other aspects of the board records. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I ask you in the next paragraph, paragraph 27?  You refer to 

an email from Wapu Sonk and it seems that it was on 14 February that you 
were informed by Mr Sonk a week later.  So, the previous date that we were 
discussing was the board meeting on the 7th and is it at that point you say 10 
you knew by industry gossip but certainly by 14 February you received an 
email from Wapu Sonk which told you that IPBC had received the 
mandatory exchange notice, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Then you say Mr Sonk sent you a further email requesting that you keep the 

mandatory exchange notice confidential.  Who did he ask you to keep it 
confidential from? 

 20 
A: I do not recall and I cannot understand the logic behind that but I certainly 

do not recall.  He was not specific about who we had to keep it confidential 
from.  I assumed it was just a standard practice, confidential matter.  It may 
have impacts to do with the share value of the Oil Search shares, I do not 
know I cannot recall. 

 
Q: Do you recall whether your impression at the time was that it was an external 

confidentiality, that is, everybody outside NPCP Kroton or whether it was 
confidential within NPCP Kroton and members of your board? 

 30 
A: No, I do not recall but if I was to guess, it would be just general external 

confidentiality. 
 
Q: All right.  The next paragraph you offer some commentary and you say that 

you recall that when you received the news, and that is the news from Mr 
Sonk, that the mandatory exchange notice had been received, you were 
initially surprised by that notice, do you see that? 

 
A: That is right, I see that in paragraph 28. 
 40 
Q: Yes exactly.  Now, just help me understand this.  Why were you initially 

surprised by that news when you say that a week earlier you were not too 
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concerned about it because industry gossip had already informed you that 
that was the likely outcome? 

 
 
A: Well, I cannot recall specifically but it could well be to do with the fact we 

may not have expected it to be confirmed so soon although I do understand 
there was a deadline for IPIC to exercise that entitlement but maybe because 
it came out so simply so soon.  I do not recall. 

 
Q: No, no I wish to be fair to you.  Do you mean therefore that you were not 10 

surprise at the news itself but you were surprised at the timing of the news, 
is that how we read that sentence? 

 
A: It could possibly, yes. 
 
Q: Well, Mr Kramer, it is your statement and in the present tense, at the time 

you wrote this statement, you are telling us that you recall that when you 
received the news you were surprised.  I am asking you what were you 
surprised about? 

 20 
A: I do not recall.  I do not know where this question is going to.  I said I was 

surprised, yes, I was surprised. 
 
Q: Mr Kramer, it does not matter.  I am just trying to understand this sentence 

which you wrote not so long ago and you tell the commissioners that you 
recall which is a recollection you have now that when you received the news 
that IPIC was going to keep the mandatory exchange notice you were 
surprised. 

 
[1.47 pm]  A:  Yes.  I think perhaps I am just reading the rest of the statement in that 30 

paragraph.  
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I think I was pleasantly surprised because we did not have to concern 

ourselves raising the amount of money. 
 
Q: I see.  So, pleasantly surprised in the sense that you go on to say that it was 

a welcome news to the company because you did not have to engage in the 
refinancing negotiations, is that how we read that sentence? 40 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: In the body of that paragraph, do you see commencing with the words, “I 
knew that financially NPCP Kroton could assist the State in dealing with any 
financial consequences from the decision.”  Now, that is the decision that 
IPIC had made, correct? 

 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: What consequences are you referring to there?  What would have been the 

consequences of IPIC choosing to retain the shares as it were? 
 10 
A: My recollection were and it is stated in the next paragraph that there were 

some costs but they were modest compared to cost of refinancing or raising 
US$1.5 billion so we were trying to understand the tail end of the 
transactions and what it meant to the National Oil Company and the 
government.  And so I was referring to the relatively modest costs associated 
with wrapping up the transaction on the basis of the IPIC decision. 

 
Q: And those are the figures in the next paragraph, the AUD$50 to 100 million, 

is that right? 
 20 
A: That is correct, yes. My board would have been briefed on the consequences 

of – the management and the board members would have been briefed on 
consequences and so I believe that was the reference, yes. 

 
Q: How could NPCP Kroton have assisted the State in dealing with that AU$50 

to 100 million problem? 
 
A: Well, if we were directed to help the State or to wrap up the transaction, 

Kumul Petroleum or NPCP Kroton as it was known at the time had the 
financial resources to be able to do that.  But I do not understand your 30 
question other than along those lines, sir. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think Mr Kramer is simply talking about what was 
a bit left over after the value of the shares had been calculated.  And I think we are 
quite familiar with that provision in the agreement, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes thank you Commissioner, I will move on. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think the figure that we have accepted as being 74 
million which was the top up figure. 40 
 
MR JURTH:  It is the top up figure.  Was the expectation, Mr Kramer, the NPCP 
would pay that? 
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A: Well, we were directed to participate and assist the government in resolving 

this matter.  My recollection at the time was IPBC was a shareholder and the 
Kumul structuring of its three Kumul companies had not yet been concluded 
so to some extent we were significantly subserved into IPBC’s direction and 
of course the minister’s direction. 

 
Q: Thank you Mr Kramer.  You then say in paragraph 13 that once that 

transaction had ended you thought that that was also the end of NPCP 
Kroton’s involvement with UBS? 10 

 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: Then on 3 March you were part of an email chain concerning IPIC’s decision 

not to sell back the Oil Search shares and further that the State of PNG had 
decided to buy a lower quantity of Oil Search shares? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
  
Q: Then the next paragraph you say that you were very surprised about and you 20 

did not support it.  Could I ask you to explain on that a little bit? 
 
A: Well, I could not understand why the State would want to enter into multi 

billion or a billion dollar plus transaction just when we got rid of the potential 
difficulty of having to raise in excess of a billion US dollars.  At the time  
my primary concern was to actually build a brand new National Oil 
Company, the National Oil Company at the best stage of its development for 
it to be forced to go out and raise a billion dollars that was a serious concern 
that I had as chairman of the company. 

 30 
[1.52 pm]   Q: Were you aware of any government policy at the time that required that 

further purchase of Oil Search shares to proceed? 
 
A: No, because to the best of my knowledge I did not believe that the 

government was obligated in anyway shape or form to go out and buy a 
million plus dollars worth of shares in Oil Search, no. 

 
Q: Yes.  Do you have a recollection at the time who did you understand to be 

the driver of that transaction? 
 40 
A: To be honest I do not know but there were lots of gossip around that who 

was driving it I am sure commission that - heard some of what speculation 
that was going at the time. 
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Q: Now, I understand I do not want you to speculate on things that you do not 

know about.  Mr Kramer, then if I could ask you to turn over to the next 
heading, the revised transaction to acquire Oil Search shares.  And this is the 
period after 6 March 2014 National Executive Council decision.  Can I ask 
you first in paragraph 36 you refer to Mr Vele, I think, for the first time, 
what interactions did you have with Mr Vele in the lead up to that NEC 
meeting or after it in relation to the Oil Search shares purchase? 

 
A: I had very very little to do with Mr Vele on any aspects to do with interaction 10 

between Treasury and Kumul Petroleum or the group of companies that 
became Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited so I do not recall having any 
discussions or communications other than being third party references, 
communications like this one. 

 
Q: All right.  That email that you refer to there, you go on to say that it attached 

an information pack.  Do you recall what the contents of that information 
pack was? 

 
A: I do not recall it now but I am sure the cover to cover details of that 20 

information pack is available in Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 
 
Q: All right.  Do you recall the purpose of the information pack, what was it 

seeking to achieve or what was it specifically seeking to inform you about? 
 
A: I do not recall because my own personal files associated with these sort of 

documents are domiciled in my Port Moresby office and I have not been able 
to access the archives because of the Covid lockdown so I do not recall the 
information pack then.  In the context of my involvement with the 
Commission of Inquiry and this matter I did not think it was important 30 
because I was aware that it will be available for Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited’s records. 

 
Q: In the last sentence of paragraph 36 you say that Mr Kumarasiri requested 

that you review the documents and arrange NPCP board approval.  Is that 
the extent of your recollection that you were asked to review them but you 
do not now recall what the documents were following your review? 

 
A: Correct.  We were not asked we were directed to attend to the matter.  There 

was this information pack.  I am sure the board and management would have 40 
appraised themselves in detail about the matter at the time including myself 
but I do not recall that the details of the matter today.  If I was in my Port 
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Moresby office I would be more than happy to spend some time and then 
come back to you all. 

 
Q: I take it from your general criticism of the deal that after the review of the 

documents it did not impress you any further, you remained critical of the 
deal? 

 
A: Yes, I am extremely critical of the deal from the beginning to even close to 

my departure from KPHL for the reasons I have already stated for the 
company having a secured 17 per cent equity in a 20 billion US dollar 10 
project.  It made no sense at all for the company to underwrite fundraising 
of sum AU$1.3 billion or otherwise. 

 
Q: Do you recall now whether that information pack or the documents that you 

review had included the payment direction deed? 
 

[1.57pm] A: Do I recall - do not understand it rather you call the details? 
 
Q: No, no, no sorry.  Do you see in paragraph 36 we have just been discussing 

the information pack. 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And we have been discussing your review of those documents. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: My question is, do you recall a payment direction deed being- - - 
 
A: Yes, I recall that reference to the payment direction payment - let me see 30 

what was the reference, payment direction deed. 
 
Q: It is not in the- - - 
 
A: Yes, I recall specifically there was a payment direction deed, yes and I do 

not recall the details.  But yes I recall the payment direction deed sure. 
 
Q: Did you or did NPCP Kroton seek any advice in relation to the payment 

direction deed? 
 40 
A: I cannot specifically recall but if we did or not I am sure we would have 

sought professional advice from some of the specialist people that I brought 
on as advisers to the board during my tenure as chairman. 
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Q: Do you recall the name of a specialist person that you brought on to the board 

to assist you? 
 
A: Yes but the person I would recall but it is a gentleman called Robert Kelly.  

He is a lawyer.  He parted from the laws some 15 years ago but I knew him 
personally from a long time ago. 

 
Q: So, did you say Robert Kelly? 
 10 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Is Robert Kelly an Australian? 
 
A: Yes, he is former founding managing partner of Gadens in PNG. 
 
Q: All right.  And in what capacity did you engage Robert Kelly, as a member 

of Gadens or a sole practitioner or a general legal adviser? 
 
A: No, he had left the legal practice.  He was not a practising lawyer at the time 20 

he got involved in other things such as technology, other services et cetera 
no, I invited him on board as a consultant to the board for general advice on 
the fringes of legal matters regarding in-house general legal counsel and 
other related matters. 

 
Q: Do you recall the names of any other of those consultants that you engaged? 
 
A: There was another gentleman whose name I cannot recall but I did not invite 

him as an adviser to the board but he acted as a consultant to - was a very 
constructive person providing advice on.  I cannot recall his name but he is 30 
another expatriate though.  The only other external advisers are type of 
people that were specialists, two of them Robert Kelly and this other 
gentleman. 

 
Q: Mr Kramer, in paragraph 37 you say that by executing the payment direction 

deed NPCP Kroton was being directed to deal with the consequences of the 
State’s decision to purchase the Oil Search shares.  What do you mean by 
consequences, what were the consequences you were concerned about? 

 
A: My initial concern was to do with the bridge facility, the bridging finance 40 

facility that was put in place at the time and it became an urgent issue.  I 
think I made reference to it in other parts of my statement where the interest 
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rates became punitive and the State clearly was not able to service the 
bridging loan so we had to deal with that as a matter of urgency. 

 
Q: How did you know that the State could not meet its obligations under that 

facility? 
 
A: Well, other than anecdotal comments I do not have any detail inside 

Treasury and the State’s capability so otherwise it was common knowledge 
that the State was having difficulties servicing the bridging facility. 

 10 
Q: Okay I take you to paragraph 42 of your statement.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You say there in the middle, “I recall that the State could not keep up making 

its repayment under the bridge facility agreement which is because it had 
punitive interest rates.”  I think that is the passage that you were just referring 
to. 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 20 
 
Q: Is your knowledge of those matters both the State’s inability to keep up with 

payments and your view about punitive interest rates, is that again just 
general gossip and community chat? 

 
[2.02 pm]  A: I think it went beyond that I made some enquiries with KPHL management 

to understand why we had to deal with the bridge facility and the briefing 
details that came back to the board was that the bridge facility was designed 
to provide a strong incentive for the borrower to meet the deadlines of the 
repayment programs with the bridge facility.  And clearly the punitive 30 
interest rates increased as the bridge facility got closer and closer to the end 
of that tenure …. 

 
Q: Who did you understand that advice to be coming back down from? 
 
A: Between the management of Kumul Petroleum and National Oil Company 

and the advisers we had on the board and the interaction between our 
management as I understand and the Treasury but to be honest I do not have 
detailed references that I can produce for you to establish that fully. 

 40 
Q: I understand.   
 
A: I would not think that that would be denied by members of KPHL. 
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Q: I understand but I am just wanting to clarify your evidence in relation to 

paragraph 42 is that it goes beyond gossip as you have put it.  Your evidence 
is that information came down from KPHL management and from Treasury, 
did you say that that was the situation? 

 
A: As a rule that I encouraged the board not have direct interaction with the 

Treasury and other government departments other than the hierarchy that we 
reported through the Kumul Holdings Limited orc structure.  So typically to 
have to interact with Treasury I would ask management to make contact with 10 
Treasury and engage the board about what the situation was so the feedback 
would have come through that sort of process. 

 
Q: Mr Kramer, in paragraphs 39 and 40 of your statement, you are again critical 

of the transaction and you go so far as to say that it was not in the national 
interest at the foot of paragraph 39, do you see that? 

 
A: Yes, I see that. 
 
Q: At the end of paragraph 14 you say it was not in the best interest of PNG, do 20 

you see that? 
 
A: That is paragraph where, 14? 
 
Q: 40, 4-0. 
 
A: Yes, yes I see. 
 
Q: It was not in the best interest of PNG, you really making the same point? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Why were the draft resolutions then approved? 
 
A: We had to deal with the problem that we were directed to deal with.  I wanted 

to emphasis this point because I personally did not believe the transaction 
was in Papua New Guinea’s interest and more importantly I got a distinct 
impression from the draft wording that was presented to us that were ever 
requested to be called as the former board resolution.  I clearly remembered 
this aspect and it was inconsistent with the board’s position so I wanted to 40 
emphasis that. 
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Q: I understand.  You mentioned that that is what you were directed to do.  Who 
directed the board to approve? 

 
A: Our major shareholder at the time was IPBC (…inaudible…). 
 
Q: IPBC? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: How would a direction from IPBC find its way to your board? 10 
 
A: The communication between the then managing director Mr Wasantha, is it 

not, Kumarasiri.  There was form of communication between IPBC and 
ourselves, Kumul Petroleum Group of Companies. 

 
Q: I must ask you quite directly.  Do you have a recollection that at that time 9 

March 2014 you received a direction from Wasantha Kumarasiri to approve 
that draft resolution, is that your evidence? 

 
A: Yes, I believe that is my evidence, yes. 20 
 
Q: In paragraph 41 you say that you recall telling Minister Micah about your 

concern.  Did you receive a response from Mr Micah? 
 

[2.07 pm]   A: I do not recall what his response was but I had a very good rapport with Mr 
Micah and I am sure he would have acknowledged if not respect my views 
on this matter. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Can I take you then to paragraph 43, again, just to correct what 

I think is a typographical error.  You refer there in the first sentence to KPHL 30 
and I take it the word Kroton there is just a typo? 

 
A: Yes, that looks correct, yes. 
 
Q: In paragraph 44 you refer to KPHL now assuming the State’s obligations 

under the collar arrangements in or around December 2014.  That is the 
novation, is it not? 

 
A: Sorry, what are you referring to as that is the novation? 
 40 
Q: Well, the obligations that you are referring to in paragraph 42 that KPHL 

assumed.  How did KPHL come to assume those obligations? 
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A: I think that is to do with moving the actual liability or the holding entity.  
Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited had a number of subsidiaries and may 
have been to do with a rationalization or tiding up of which vehicle should 
hold what asset and what type of asset and that that may be just a 
rationalization.  In essence, the collar loan was held by the National Oil 
Company in one of its subsidiaries.  I cannot recall where exactly, which 
point it entered in and which point it finished up at. When the dust settled, 
we had to manage this collar loan going on until I was removed from the 
Board.  

 10 
Q: And it is that exposure to the collar loan and also the bridge loan that you 

refer to in paragraph 43? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That you also say that KPHL did not want to get involved in but you knew 

you had to assist the State? 
 
A: Yes.  As I said, we were directed to participate and deal with the financial 

support of dealing with the arrangements that the State got itself into. 20 
 
Q: Is this the same type of direction that we were discussing before? 
 
A: Yes.  You mean, is it the instruction from our major shareholder IPBC? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I guess that was the legal process by which the transaction was transferred 

from the State to the Kumul Petroleum Group of Companies. 
 30 
Q: In paragraph 45, you refer to KPHL spending a lot of money obtaining 

professional support.  Are those the same or different people to the ones that 
we were discussing before namely Robert Kelly and the other consultant 
whose name you cannot remember? 

 
A: I recall a variety of professional service that were required during an 

extended period of time from 2014 to 2017 to actually manage; consider 
options for when we could exit, when was the best time to exit to not expose 
the company into greater costs so there was a multiplicity of professional 
services, legal and otherwise that we needed to procure to ensure that we 40 
were managing this process to the best of our ability. 
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Q: Mr Kramer, the way I read your paragraphs 45 and 46, it seems as though 
from the moment that KPHL obtained the obligation, are you already 
looking for ways to exit the arrangement, is that a fair characterization? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: So, the management that you are talking about is not management to keep 

the shares, you were just looking for the first available opportunity to exit 
the arrangement? 

 10 
A: By and large that is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Can I ask you about the financial record keeping of KPHL?  What can you 

say to the Commissioners about the extent, the detail and the accuracy of the 
financial records of KPHL? 

 
[2.12 pm]  A: You mean in general? 

 
Q: In general, yes.  
 20 
A: KPHL’s financial records today since its inception or? 
 
Q: During your time as chair? 
 
A: I think for a fledgling National Oil Company the financial records of the 

group of companies that appears today known as Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited and all its subsidiaries, in my opinion I thought the financial records 
were reasonable if not good. 

 
Q: Were they easily accessible to those within the organization that needed to 30 

have access to them? 
 
A: For those who were entitled to have access to it, yes. 
 
Q: So if a request were made of the managing director to produce financial 

records, is that something that could be easily done? 
 
A: Well, depending on the nature of the request but we would certainly, the 

managing director should be able to access any or all aspects of the financial 
records if it were available to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, yes.  The 40 
extent of how difficult or how easy it might be depends on the nature of the 
request. 
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Q: What were the factors that were under consideration during this period of 
managing the obligations as you put it with a view to existing?  What were 
the things that you were keeping an eye on in order to decide when the 
arrangement could be exited? 

 
A: Well, first the collar loan structure was a complex but at all times while I 

was chairman of the board our focus was to ensure the best time we could 
exit the transaction at the minimum cost to the company.  That was a 
function of how the shares were being traded with the nature of the collar 
structured as quite complex.  Shares that were the subject of the transaction 10 
were constantly being bought and sold so it was a extremely complex 
structure.  We were trying to understand with professional assistance as to 
how best we could exit that transaction and minimize our exposure. 

 
Q: So, the only reason that the shares were not sold whilst you were still the 

chairman is because you felt it was not the right time yet to do that? 
 
A: No, it was fundamentally driven by professional advice as to whether it was 

a good time to dispose of or exit the transaction or otherwise.  We were 
constantly relying on professional advice as to how best to exit without 20 
increasing the exposure that we were already exposed. 

 
Q: Whilst you were the chair up until March 2017, you did not receive 

professional advice that now was the right to sell, is that how I understand 
it? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Finally or there is two things I would like to take you to Mr 

Kramer.  I would like to take you to a document that you will not have seen.  30 
It is document dated 13 July 2021 that has been produced to the commission 
by the current managing director of KPHL.  Can I ask that to be brought on 
the screen? 

 
A: Can I clarify something before I look at the document? 
 
Q: Yes, certainly, certainly. 
 
A: When you say current managing director of KPHL, are you suggesting that 

current managing director is different to the managing director that I 40 
understand to be- - - 
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Q: No, I understand your point.  Yes, thank you.  I should just be more direct, 
from Mr Sonk. 

 
A: Okay good. 
 
Q: As I said you would not have seen this document because it is quite recent.  

I only want to ask you one question about it.  What this letter does is it sets 
out in four stages Mr Sonk’s understanding of Oil Search – rather the 
transactions that we have been discussing how in transaction one the Oil 
Search shares were pledged in the first place for the IPIC transaction, and 10 
then in transaction two, he refers to the time period of December 14 and that 
is also the period that we just stopped discussion in paragraph 44 of your 
statement, do you see that?  

 
[2.17pm] A: Yes. 

 
Q: And Mr Sonk says there that in December 2014 the State motivated the 

Collar Loan and the Bridge Loan and you refer to both those transactions in 
your statement, have you not? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the State novated those loans to KPHL together with all the rights to 

underlying Oil Search shares and that is what we have been discussing, it is 
not? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And Mr Sonk there then sets out his understanding of what occurred in that 

novation and I am not going to ask you to comment on the figures but do 30 
you see under sub paragraph with a little letter a, it refers letter of credit from 
the commercial bank which enabled KPHL to access 270 million dollars? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are you able to assist us with the identity of the commercial bank? 
 
A: I am sure I can but not with the information that is with me at this stage but 

I recall the transaction clearly, yes. 
 40 
Q: Do you recall the letter of credit being discussed in or about December 2014? 
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A: I recall discussing facilities to actually raise that order of magnitude of funds 
to deal with the issue but I do not recall specifically documents of the credit 
detailed documents. 

 
Q; All right. And of the commercial banks that KPHL would have dealt with in 

December 2014, do you have any recollection of who that could be? 
 
A: Now, at the top of my head no.  If I had more time to actually go back to my 

file but maybe be able to – I have got parts of my files in electronic forms in 
my note book here but the bulk of my files that is in my Board papers I have 10 
archived in Port Moresby so I cannot be certain that I can get you the answer 
to that.  If I can over the next week, I would be happy to forward it to you. 

 
Q: Yes, I would be grateful for that.  Can I ask you about the files that you do 

have, what type of material is still contained in files that you hold? 
 
A: Well, the files that I hold is in essence are duplicated by – identical to the 

original board files that are sitting in the KPHL board records which are 
obviously at Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Office.  But other than my 
own handwritten notes and comments around certain aspects of the board 20 
papers which may or may not be relevant for the Commission of Inquiry. It 
is really the reference that I can make from my records. 

 
Q: And are these files electronic files or paper files or both? 
 
A: Board files are typically copy files. 
 
Q: And in terms of volume, how much is there, is it, one lever arch folder, two 

lever arch folders? 
 30 
A: Maybe half a dozen arch folders. 
 
Q: Half a dozen arch lever folders.  All right. 
 
A: These are my personal files that I maintain as chairman of the Board, yes. 
 
Q: I understand.  And if the Commission sought access to those half a dozen 

lever arch files, would you have any objection to providing them? 
 
A: No, not at all. 40 
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Q: All right.  And I expect that we can taken this up with your lawyer Mr Mel 
and come with some arrangement with him as to how we get our hands on 
these documents, if we like them, is that so? 

 
A: Yes.  In principle, not an issue at all in practical terms, it may be because 

they are achieved in my Kramer Central office in Port Moresby. And such 
an organization such as that we do not have the most elaborate system and 
it really would require me to assess physically, personally assess to 
retrieving those files.   

 10 
[2.22pm]   Q: I see.  Sorry, just so that I am clear, are the 12 archive folders located in Port 

Moresby in your consulting business here? 
 
A: Yes, but they are not exactly 12- - - 
 
Q: Thereabouts, yes. 
 
A: They are of the order of magnitude, they are of that order of magnitude in 

terms of volume.  There may be 18 or X number of board papers per board 
meeting, or X number of board papers per board meeting but collectively, 20 
they would be of six or eight legal files.  But they are not going to be that 
easy to have a third party pull them out of Port Moresby office. 

 
Q: I understand, all right.  Thank you, Mr Kramer.  Commissioners, I have no 

further questions for Mr Kramer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I have one or two questions.  Refer to paragraph 10 of 
your statement where you mentioned Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and 
Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited, these are two different entities or are they 
the same entity? 30 
 
A: Chairman, chief commissioner, my recollection is that there is one Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings Limited and all other Kumul Holdings or Petroleum 
companies sitting inside Kumul Holdings Petroleum Limited are 
subsidiaries of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.  But I would suggest 
that KPHL’s management be requested to provide the full structure of 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited structure and have that clarified, that 
matter, with all due respect. 

 
Q: So Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited, that is a different company from 40 

Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, is it? 
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A: Yes, that is correct, chief chairman.  I believe that Kumul Petroleum 
Investment Limited would be a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited.   

 
Q: A subsidiary? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The legislation or the statute that authorizes the establishment of Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings Limited, was there a statute that authorized its 10 
establishment? 

 
A: Are you referring to the Authorization Act?  There is an Act of Parliament, 

as I recall, that established the three Kumul entities:  Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited, Kumul Minerals Holdings Limited and Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings Limited.  So the Act that Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited operates under, as I recall, is Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Authorization Act. 

 
Q: Act of 2015? 20 
 
A: That sounds correct, yes 
 
Q: What about Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited?  Is there a statute that 

authorized its establishment? 
 
A: I believe that all of the other Kumul Petroleum or related entities in the 

hydrocarbons entity were subsidiaries of the Holding entity; Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited.   

 30 
Q: There is no statute that established its existence? 
 
A: As to my knowledge, that is correct, chief chairman. 
 
Q: What was the relationship between Kumul Petroleum Holdings and Kumul 

Petroleum Investments Limited?  What is the relationship between them? 
 
A: I cannot recall accurately, chief chairman but my understanding is that 

depending on the nature of the hydro carbons assets such as shares, for 
example; shares in another company that had no operational requirements 40 
and they would be held in the vehicle that is referred to as Kumul Petroleum 
Investments Limited whereas the primary business, primary income earning 
– sorry. 
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[2.27 pm]   Q:  Yes, go on? 

A: The primary - - - -  

Q: There is some sound in the background but you go on. 

A: Chief Chairman, the primary income earning entity that is Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited is the entity that holds the 17 per cent shares in PNG LNG 
Project.  All other Hydrocarbon assets that may or may not be made became 
accessible by Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited may be held in subsidiary 
as is that a more suitable for those types of hydrocarbon assets.  So as I said, 
I am sure that management and the current board of Kumul Petroleum would 10 
be able to provide a structural hierarchy of the whole of Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited and explain the functions of the various subsidiaries and 
why they were set up that.  I had a little bit – I had a bit to do with it, with 
the setting up of the structures up to 2017 but since that time, I am sure as to 
what has happened to the structure. 

Q: In your time as Chairman of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Board, did 
the Board approve the establishment of Kumul Petroleum Investments 
Limited? 

A: I recalled that, yes.  I recalled such an entity was considered and may have 
been actually implemented as a wholly owned subsidiary of Kumul 20 
Petroleum Holdings.  Yes, Chief Chairman. 

Q: Now, the novation arrangement that occurred around December of 2014 in 
respect of the Bridge Loan.  That was an arrangement between Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited and Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited; 
was it, to transfer responsibility over the Bridge Loan by Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings to Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited; would I be correct in 
that? 

A: Chief Chairman; are you referring to a particular paragraph in my statement? 

Q: No, no.  You might have mentioned something about novation; did you? 

A: Yes, I do recall moving assets around from one entity within Kumul 30 

Petroleum Holdings to another, that would have been done based on the 
nature of the asset, hydrocarbons asset and issues such as liabilities 
associated with that asset and the impact of such liabilities and asset on 
primary holding entity which held the shares in PNG LNG Project.  Does 
that make sense to you, Chief Chairman? 
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Q: Okay, I will leave it at that.  How many Kumul subsidiaries were created in 
your time as chairman apart from Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited? 

A: I clearly recall a subsidiary that had to do with the academy that Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings established and some of the earlier companies that were, 
the acronym NPCP or NPCP Kroton that they were forerunners to Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited when the Holding entity was established under 
the Authorization Act then there was a rationalization of the structure and 
over time to reflect the functions that were expected of those subsidiaries 
and their performance.   

So, obviously, something like the academy which was a training facility that 10 

we established out at Konedobu, I recall setting that up while I was the 
chairperson and I do recall Kumul Petroleum Investments and I believe from 
recollection, that was intended to hold hydrocarbon assets that were held by 
the State. 

[2.32 pm] The Kroton reference also from my recollection had to do with the 
Landowner interest which was again in my recollection was valued at about 
a billion US dollars.  That is the shareholding that ultimately was intended 
to become shareholding held by landowners that were in the affected areas 
from the site where the natural gas came from to the sites that had 
infrastructures such as the pipelines corridor and the sites where the  20 

liquefaction plant down at Portion 152 was located.  So as time went on the 
structure became more and more complex based on the nature of the assets 
that were held by Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited. 

Q: Now, in relation to NPCP (Kroton) Board’s approval of the Payment 
Direction Deed; you say the direction came from IPBC to approve the 
Payment Direction Deed and even though the Board members expressed 
reservation about that the Board proceeded to approve it.  Did the Board or 
members of the Board feel/felt pressured by IPBC to approve the Payment 
Direction Deed? 

A: Not, Chief Chairman; I do not believe the board felt directly pressured by 30 
IPBC but the board in a considered manner realized that the shareholder, 100 
percent shareholder at that time prior to the Authorization Act of Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited being an Act that we were directed by the 
shareholder and technically we were obliged to accommodate the 
shareholders’ request in consideration of the State’s position; how the State 
got itself into this mess in the first place and what was ultimately the 
responsible thing to do. 
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Q: In the discussions leading up to the decision of the Board, did any member 
of the Board mention any political pressure brought to bear on the members 
of the Board to approve the Payment Direction Deed? 

A: Chief Chairman, no.  I do not recall any Board members reflecting on a 
position that you have just described.  In fact, I was very mindful of ensuring 
that we had a 100 per cent consensus at the Board level to go forward with 
implicating this very very important decision.  Important in a sense that if 
Kumul Petroleum did not provide support to the State, that the State would 
fundamentality default on the transaction which potentially would have cost 
Papua New Guinea large amount of money.  Ultimately it did cost us 10 
whatever that might be so it was a considered position on the Board’s part.  
To the rest of my knowledge, I do not believe any Board members were 
intimidated in any way directly by political – from the political arena.   

Q: All right, in the period between 2014 – March 2014 and 2017, I think it is 
March 2017; are you aware of any payments made to UBS under the 
Payment Direction Deed? 

A: Chief Chairman, I cannot recall directly.  The Payment Direction Deed, 
payments were definitely made to the best of my recollection but that would 
have made in accordance with the provisions of the Collar Agreement or the 
Bridge Facility Agreement so I cannot recall directly were the payments 20 

were made to UBS per se, other than the fees that they may have been 
entitled to. 

[2.37 pm]   Q: Did your Board receive any financial reports of any payments made, that is, 
I am talking about the Board of – the Board of the two companies that you 
were a chair of? 

A: What was your question again, Chief Commissioner? 

Q: The two Boards; you were a chairman of the two Boards; right? 

A: That is correct.  Yes.  In fact, I was Chairman of the Board, the main Board 
and its subsidiaries, yes. 

Q: Was your Board made aware of or informed about payments made to UBS 30 
under the Payment Direction Deed? 

A: I do not recall payments directly to UBS under Payment Direction Deed.  I 
would have to go back through my records, to have a look at it. 

Q: My understanding, this is a layman’s understanding of the Payment 
Direction Deed was that, it directed the State’s share of the revenue from the 
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PNG LNG Project that was due to the State through Kumul Mineral 
Holdings Limited or this Kumul Petroleum Investments Limited to be paid 
directly to UBS, to pay for the Collar Loan or the Bridge Loan.  And I am 
interested in what payment if any were made under the Payment Direction 
Deed but you do not have the figures or the amounts. 

A: I do not but I am sure Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited records would 
have that. 

Q: They should have the records.  All right, thank you.  Those are all my 
questions for now.  Yes, Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, if there are no further questions from you 10 

commissioners then there has been an application to examine Mr Kramer by my 
friend Ms Nonggorr on behalf of Dairi Vele.  It was provided late in the sense that 
I have just reviewed it on the bar table now.  I have approved Ms Nonggorr to ask 
some questions, some not but also on the basis that she gives just it as brief as 
possible. So, there is no difficulty from our side if we can proceed on that basis. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, before Ms Nonggorr ask those questions; Mr Mel, 
do you have any questions arising from your client’s evidence and the questions 
that I had asked? 

MR MEL:  Nothing, Mr Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mrs Nonggorr? 20 

 

XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 

Q: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Good afternoon, Mr Kramer. 

A: Good afternoon. 

Q: I would like to take you through your affidavit, just a couple of paragraphs.  
If I could take you to paragraph 22.  We could scroll down to paragraph 22.  
And Mr Jurth took you through that and it says that; in that paragraph it says 
essentially that, you recognized that it was IPIC’s discretion to return the 
shares or to seek a cash or seek cash, or return shares or retain the shares; is 
that correct? 30 

A: Yes.  The discretion was to, not return the shares or return them for cash. 

Q: And scrolling down to paragraph 28, you say that indeed or say at 26 to 28, 
it was your understanding that IPIC wish to retain the shares and that was 
before the Mandatory Exchange Notice and you said that, it was through 
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chatter in the industry; did chatter in the industry also inform you as to why 
they may want to keep it, why IPIC would want to keep the shares instead 
of insisting on being paid 1.6 billion? 

[2.42 pm]  A: No, I do not recall the reasons for why the chatter suggested that they may 
not want to return shares or the bonds. 

Q: I put it to you because they were valuable, because they were a valuable 
asset? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not sure how he can answer that.  He has not 
given any evidence that he was in the confidence of the Board of IPIC.  It is hard 
to answer then, is it not?. 10 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, commissioner.  It is just that I was relying upon 
maybe his recollection of chatter more than anything and - but I will move on.  
NPCP was actually the State, was it not?  It was 100 per cent owned by IPBC so it 
was 100 per cent State-owned enterprises; is that correct? 

A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: What was its role?  What did you see the role of NPCP? 

A: Fundamentally, the concept of the Kumul Companies came from . Minister 
Micah did some - was passionate about the success of the …. Company 
Modules and tried to replicate that by way of creating the three Kumul 
Companies.  The concept for Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and 20 

Kumul Minerals Holdings Limited was to hold the State’s interest in the 
resource projects in those respective sectors, mining and petroleum. 

Q: And what was the purpose of – that is the Kumul Projects but NPCP was the 
State and I put it to you that the purpose was to hold and manage the assets 
of the State in petroleum projects; would that have been NPCP’s role? 

A: Yes, that would have been part of NPCP’s role or what ultimately became 
the Kumul Petroleum Holdings entity. 

Q: And Kumul Petroleum is a little different, is it not, because its enabling 
legislation says it is not the State  but it is actually a commercial enterprise? 

A: That is where the Temasek Model – that is where Kumul Modules came 30 
from.  From the Temasek Model so that there are some semblances of Private 
Sector Management, it is the best talent in the country to manage State-
owned entities through its resources. 

Q: Thank you.  
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A: So, Kumul Petroleum Holdings and the Act that went with it, fundamentally 
was to supersede the NPCP instruction. 

Q: And if I could take you to paragraph 32. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, how are these questions relevant to your 
client?  We need some focus here. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.    

THE CHAIRMAN:  The evidence that your client is going to give and issues 
arising from his evidence; I think you are entitled to ask questions but you cannot 
be on a fishing expedition or anything that this commission is capable of doing 
itself. 10 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, Chief Commissioner, I apologize - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You know what I mean? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner.  I am trying to - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Your questions are a bit - so you focus on evidence that your 
client will give or issues that your client will take.  The commission is capable of 
exploring the other areas of the evidence that are relevant so - I know you are trying 
to assist the commission but we will ask for that assistance if we need it.  Just go 
on, I am just trying to bring some more focus than - not trying to stop you or 
anything.  Yes? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Paragraph 32, you call the fledgling 20 

National Oil Company, you called the fledgling National Oil Company and you 
said that; you wanted to build a National Oil Company.  Now, indeed by that stage 
NPCP already held the State’s assets in PNG LNG which were worth 
approximately 3 to 5 billion US dollars at that stage, is that correct? 

A: When I became the Chairman of the company, there were some question 
mark when we actually held that interest and so but it was certainly the 
intended Kumul Petroleum Holdings would ultimately hold the interest of 
the State in PNG LNG Project.  Yes. 

Q: And then if the government wanted to purchase shares; was it not the role of 
NPCP to hold and manage those shares? 30 

[2.47 pm]  A: The intent was that all hydrocarbon assets would be held by the hydrocarbon 
Holding entity namely Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited or corresponding 
entities equivalent holding entity in the mineral interest would hold State’s 
interest in mineral assets., yes. 
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Q: In paragraph 34, you state that you did not know that the transaction 
happened until it was concluded and then you were asked to implement it.  
That is not quite true; is it?  You found out about the transaction on 6 March 
and all that had happened at that stage was that NEC had made the decision 
to go ahead with the transaction but the transaction was not concluded until 
12 March.  Is that not correct? 

A: Let me read paragraph 34; is that one you are referring to? 

Q: Yes. 

A: Well, it is factually correct that the Kumul Petroleum Boards or NCPC 
Board members were not aware of the transaction that was done by 10 

Government to do with the acquisition of additional shares of Oil Search 
Limited until it was fairly complete. 

Q: And that is the situation, is it not, essentially with NPCP’s role is to actually 
manage the State’s assets once the State has purchased them? 

A: I do not necessarily agree with that, no.  The Kumul Holdings – Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization Act is very clear on KPHL’s 
role. 

Q: At this stage that we are referring to it was not Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited it was NPCP, a 100 per cent owned by the State and I put it to you 
that NPCP‘s job was to manage the State’s interest, but was not to actually 20 

be making the decisions and whether or not the State would purchase shares 
or not? 

A: I do not necessarily agree with your version of what KPHL’s role was 
supposed to be. 

Q: I would like to take you to paragraph 42.  And this paragraph deals with you 
stating that KPHL was asked to assume the State’s obligations under the 
borrowing arrangement because the State, you recall the State could not keep 
up with making repayments under the Bridge Facility Agreement.  And we 
heard that you said that was again because you had heard through gossip or 
chatter that the State could not make payments. 30 

 I put it to you that there was difficulty with the State making payments of 
interest but that that had nothing to do with its financial ability and 
everything to do with the fact the Ombudsman Commission had issued 
directions that everything to do with the Oil Search Loan was to be frozen.  
Might that be what you are referring to? 
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A: I have no comments about your assessment or the basis for what the 
government did and did not do at that time. 

Q: Well, I put it to you that there was an Ombudsman Commission direction 
that the government then took to court and had indeed restrained and 
eventually had declared unconstitutional and invalid abinitio which then 
allowed the State to do what it did, always intended on doing which was to 
then novate to NPCP the shares and also the loan, the UBS Loan to NPCP 
and that it had nothing to do with any financial ability of the State or 
Treasury to pay the loan.  That is the correct situation; is it not? 

A: You have more intellect knowledge about what Treasury does or did not do 10 

it at time I have no comment about that. 

Q: If I can take you please Mr Kramer; to the NEC Decision of 6 March 2014. 
Now, this is the date that the transaction was actually approved by the 
National Executive Council and it should be on the screen in front of you; 
can you see that now?  Now, have you seen that document before? 

A: Yes, I have seen that document before. 

[2.52 pm]  Q: And if you could scroll down to one of the other decisions, keep scrolling 
down.  Now, if we could stop here.  At paragraph 3, it approved to appoint 
Petromin Limited as the State’s eventual subscriber and nominee for the 
transaction.  Do you know why Petromin did not take on eventually the UBS 20 

Loan and the Oil Search shares? 

A: I do not recall why Petromin did not do that. In fact, I was not - I am not 
even sure that they were approached that time came. 

Q: That is correct. 

A: It must be that the assets from the State’s Holding to another entity. 

Q: Yes, I put it to you that Petromin Limited in fact became Kumul Minerals 
Holdings Limited so it became the entity which held the State’s – withholds 
the State’s minerals shares in their mineral’s product project – mining 
projects whereas as you said NPCP became the Kumul Petroleum or at least 
Kumul Petroleum was established and took over NPCP; that is the case, is it 30 
not? 

A: I am not familiar with why the Petromin was not approached. 

Q: But you can see from this decision that it was always the case that the State 
was going to pass the ownership of the shares and the loan over to one of 
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these companies to manage it and take it off the State books; you agree with 
that? 

A: No, I do not. 

Q: Mr Kramer, paragraph 3 says the NEC approved to appoint Petromin 
Limited as the State’s eventual subscriber and nominees for this transaction; 
is that what it said? 

A: If I can read that.  I am reading that exactly the way you are reading it but I 
do not know why Petromin were not ultimately the party that became the 
holders of - hence of the transaction. 

Q: And my question is- - - 10 

A: It is to do with them ultimately becoming Kumul Minerals Holdings that 
may or may not be the case I do not know. 

Q: My question to you is that; from the plain words of this decision, is that the 
State was never going to be the eventual holder of the shares and indeed 
party to the loan? 

A: Okay.  If that is your conclusion of how events unfolded then I do not have 
a comment or add to it.  The concept of the Kumul companies was to ensure 
that a private sector dimension became imbued in these companies so that 
they would operate like the TEMASEK entities in Singapore and if that was 
the intent and I would have thought the … model would have involved the 20 

hydrocarbon company and or the minerals company right from the get go 
before any billion dollar decisions were already made and this entity we just 
left to actually receive its assets irrespective of the quality of the transaction. 

Q: Paragraph 46 and 47, you state that; the Board’s focus from the get-go of 
your affidavit was to sell the shares and exit the written Collar Arrangement.  
Was that implementing the NEC decisions? 

A: What NEC decisions are you referring to? 

Q: The NEC decision to actually buy the shares and enter into the loan. 

A: A decision, NEC decision was implemented, if there was such a NEC 
decision.  We got involved well after the NEC decision was made and we 30 
were involved because the State had a problem with meeting its obligation 
under the transaction. 

Q: And where is your evidence?  You have not put in any evidence other than 
the chatter as to the State has not kept up with its - was not able to keep up 
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its obligations under the loan; do you have any direct evidence of that?  Do 
you even know what the interest was payable on the loans each month? 

A: I was very familiar with the transaction at the time I was chairman but I do 
not have the details with me now, no. 

[2.57 pm]   Q: And with regards to the Bridge Facility Arrangement; you state that in 
paragraph 42 that the Bridge Facility Arrangement they could not keep up 
or at least the State could not keep up with payments because there were 
punitive interest rates.  I put it to you that there were not punitive interest 
rates but they were interest rates that ratcheted up over time that the longer 
the loan was in fact out there or at least taken, then the interest rates should 10 

go up.   

It was nothing to do with payment of interest on a default basis.  Obviously, 
there would have been default provisions in the loan but this bridging loan 
was always meant to be a temporary loan and so these interest rates would 
go up overtime.  The longer the loan was out, the longer the higher the rates 
would be and the purpose of that I put to you was because – it was these 
loans were always to be novated to NPCP or Petromin and refinance the 
bridging loan. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Ms Nonggorr; can I just interrupt you?  

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a loaded question, Mrs Nonggorr. 20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think that you are giving evidence from the bar table 
now. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is also a loaded question and I have trouble following 
that questions so just shorten it a bit. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Be more focussed.  Ask the question again, rephrase it and let 
us hear it. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  With regards to that question; with the Bridging 
Loan Facility, Mr Kramer, that was a facility I put it to you that was a facility for 
a shorter period of time than the Collar Loan; were you aware of that? 30 

A: Mrs Nonggorr, I do not have any comments about your views about how the 
facility is about. 

Q: I put it to you that the Bridging Facility was a facility that the longer the loan 
was taken out - - - - 
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MR MEL:  Objection, Commissioners.  Mr Kramer has already answered that 
question. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, he has already said, he had - he once knew 
about these things but really he is unable to help the commission very much now 
because he does not have access to his records and it is a long time ago to ask him 
about interest rates and so on.  I think he has answered that.  It is not a very fruitful 
source of questioning. 

MR MEL:  Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I realize that you want to put what Mr Vele will tell 
the commission but this is not litigation and you are not going to be cut out by what 10 

we call the rule in Brown and Dunn so I do not think it is going very far, if I might 
do so I would suggest. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Commissioner.  And that is exactly 
what I was doing with the rule in Brown and Dunn, putting the evidence of Mr 
Vele to Mr Kramer. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I really do not think you could be able to do that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You could be more precise with your questions in relation to 
paragraph 42 about these punitive interest rates or what information did he have to 
show that the interest rates were punitive and if you have a case that the interest 
rates were not punitive, you put the figures, just talk figures and facts.  At the 20 

moment we are still circulating around without any facts and figures so if you got 
some figures like you want to ask about specific figures; why is that you say the 
interest rate was punitive or let us put it to him and see what he can say.  If he does 
not have it; he does not have it so you cannot take it any further. Yes, go on?  Just 
rephrase your question, get some more specific answers out of or why did you say 
the interest rates were punitive?  Give us some facts, give us the interest rates. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, Mr Kramer, why do you say the interest rates 
were punitive? 

A: Because Bridge Facilities are designed exactly as they are labelled and they 
are intended to be just a Bridge and they are intended to be short term 30 
facilities and the interest rates are designed deliberately to escalate, as you 
get closer and closer to the end of the term of the Bridge itself.  You do not 
want to use the word punitive that is your prerogative.  I used the term 
punitive because business, I consider those sorts of loans those interest rates 
as they are punitive, they are designed to be a serious encouragement to 
ensure that the borrower repays it on time. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  But Mr Kramer; what is the interest rate you are talking about 
here? What was the interest rate? 

A: Chief Chairman, I do not recall the quantum of the interest rates but I 
actually recall the interest - - - 

Q: If you do not have the interest rate then why talk about interest rate and worst 
still to talk about punitive interest rates. 

A: Is that a question for me; Chief Chairman? 

Q: You know what the interest rate was?  Give use the interest rate and let us 
talk facts and let us talk figures. 

A: I do not recall quantum of these rates but I recall they did increase over 10 

capacity of time. 

[3.02 pm]  Q: What was the rate?  Sorry, I am putting it more bluntly but you know what I 
am getting at, let us – this is money, we are talking money so let us talk about 
some facts and figures.  Put it up on the screen, let us talk, let us talk figures 
and you will understand it better but anybody could make sweeping 
statements like this.  Mrs Nonggorr; do you have any facts and figures to put 
it to him that this was the interest rate.  This is a commercial rate, there is 
nothing punitive about it; you put it to him what the interest rate that your 
client is referring to that is acceptable, it is reasonably, normal commercial 
interest rate and so forth.  If you are not going to put any specific figures to 20 
him and there is no use in pursing that ine of question either. 

 
MS TWUVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  I put it to you 
that the Collar Loan interest rate was 4.95 per cent. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is better. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And I put it to you, do you recall that Mr Kramer? 
 
A:  What was the interest rate towards the end of the term, Ms Nonggorr? 30 
 
Q: That was the rate of the UBS Collar Loan that was taken by the State was 

always 4.95 per cent? 
 
A: No, we are talking about the Bridging Facility Loan. 
 
Q: My question was actually started with the Collar Loan just then. 
 
A: I was very clear, you referred to the Bridge Loan. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  He is talking about the Bridge Loan he is not talking about 
the Collar; you see that paragraph there. 
 
MSTWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And with the Bridge Facility; the rates were between 
8 per cent and then if by term, they would be 12 per cent, do you recall that? 
 
A: I do not recall the specific numbers but I clearly recall that they increased 

significantly at the capacity of time.  They were deliberately designed that 
way to be punitive, to ensure that the borrower repaid it within those time 10 
limits. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr; he does not have the figures so let us not waste 
time.  Yes, go on? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I will not.  I do not have any further questions.  
Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 20 
 
RXN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Thank you, Commissioners.  I have one question.  Mr Kramer, we were 

talking about the consultants that you used an you gave use the name of a 
Robert Kelly; do you recall that? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Now, you mentioned another gentleman whose name you could not 30 

remember; could that have been Greg Heaney, the financial advisor? 
 
A: No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You ask questions arising out of her questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think she asked any question about Mr Kelly; did she? 
 40 
MR JURTH:  No, sorry Chief.  Perhaps, I should have put it this way.  I seek leave 
to ask an extra question. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Otherwise we are going to be here until midnight tonight 
if we just keep going like that but you are seeking leave to ask a question that you 
forgot to ask. 
 
MR JURTH:  I just wanted to put this one name.  I have come across something 
else and it might help the witness because he said he - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then, you seek leave here; all right. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  His evidence was there was one other person whose name he 10 
could not remember.  I found the name I just want to put the name to you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Mr Kramer; is the other consultant you had in mind, Grey 
Heaney, a financial advisor? 
 
A: No sir.  I am aware of his involvements towards the tail end of my tenure as 

chairman but he was not the gentleman I was referring to. 
 20 
Q: All right thank you.  Commissioners, that is the end of his evidence.  Now, 

having made a meal of the original tender, the position I think finally is this.  
Exhibit CCC is Mr Kramer’s 6-page signed statement.  It includes annexure 
FMK1 which is his CV and it includes annexure FMK2 which is two 
statutory declarations one of them is his, one of them is not and the 
annexures comprise of 16 pages. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then I think we separately admitted Mr Argway or Arnold 
or something like that, his Stat. Dec separately. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that was CCC.1? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes and in my submission if we withdraw that tender then the whole 
document will make more sense as being a single exhibit CCC and that comprises 
the statement and the annexures and that is what I should have done. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we leave it as an additional exhibit CC.1 just to signify 
it is a statutory declaration from a different person, just to signify the point. 40 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the Commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Then we leave as it is. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the Commission.  May Mr Kramer be excused with 
our thanks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is the first Mr Kramer has given evidence, are you 
seeking a return date for any questions that might arise later or this is the end of his 
evidence? 
 

[3.07 pm] MR JURTH:  This is the end of his evidence.  The only application to examine him 10 
it was not counsel assisting.  It came from my learned friend and that is being done 
so I think he can be excused, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In that case, thank you, Mr Kramer, for your evidence.  That 
concludes your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Kramer. 
 
A: Thank you very much, chief chairman; and thank you very much 

Commissioner White. 20 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just put on notice that one of the member of the bench 
might have some business to attend to at a quarter to 4, so we may adjourn a little 
early; let us see.  We still have some time before a quarter to 4.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So we will see how we will be doing. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, chief.  If Sir Moi Avei is still there, might he be 
called, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, Dr Renwick, I call Sir Moi Avei. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, when the clock strikes a quarter to 4, you let us 
know so we can adjourn.   40 
 
MR JURTH:  I will keep that in mind, chief, thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, you will swear the witness.  But, did we have him 
sworn previously? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, this is Sir Moi’s first appearance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The first time, okay.  Mr Yapao, you can administer the oath. 
 
 
SIR MOI AVEI, sworn: 
 10 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Good afternoon, Sir Moi.  Just for the record, could I ask you please to state 

your full name? 
 
A: Moi Avei. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Sir Moi, could I ask you please to talk directly into the 

microphone for two purposes: it is being recorded but there are also people 20 
in Australia and other places watching it online.  You have provided a 
witness statement to this Commission dated 5 November 2020, have you 
not? 
 

A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It comprises 33 numbered paragraphs on four pages? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 30 
Q: On the last page if you go to there, that is your signature, is it? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: There are no annexures or exhibits to this statement?  That is right? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Yes.  Are the contents of your statement true and correct to the best of your 

information, and knowledge and belief? 40 
 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: Are there any changes that you need to make to your statement at this stage? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: No.  Commissioners, I tender that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The statement of Sir Moi Avei is admitted into 
evidence and it is marked Exhibit DDD. 
 
EXHIBIT DDD - STATEMENT OF SIR MOI AVEI DATED 5 NOVEMBER 10 
2020  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Sir Moi, relevantly for present purposes, you were the 
successor to the chairmanship of Kumul Petroleum Holdings from Mr Kramer, 
who we just heard from, is that so? 
 
A: Correct. 
 20 
Q: All right.  You held that position from 26 June, is that right, 2017 until the 

end of 2018 or late in 2018; is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right, very well.  When you assumed your directorship and chairmanship 

of KPHL – and let us go directly to the point – in relation to the Oil Search 
shares.  Was it also your understanding that your function in relation to that 
was to exit that transaction at the first available opportunity? 

 30 
[3.12 pm] A: I was not exactly aware of that but during my term, the MD explained to 

me some of the issues that I had to deal with.   
 

Q: And the MD is Wapu Sonk? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  You refer to him in paragraph 20 of your statement, do you not? 
 
A: That is correct. 40 
 
Q: Is that the advice that you are referring to that he explained to you in or about 

August 2017, I think, that the loans would be maturing in early 2018? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: From your understanding, was it his idea to sell the shares? 
 
A: It depended entirely on professional advice. 
 
Q: But he was supportive of the idea of selling the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: That was the recommendation from the manager, yes. 10 
 
Q: And he recommended to you that the shares be sold? 
 
A: Yes, that is on the Board papers.  Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  In paragraph 20, you refer to another recommendation.  You refer to a 

recommendation that you go and speak together with him to the then Prime 
Minister Peter O’Neill.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: Did you go and meet, the three of you - did the three of you have a meeting? 
 
A: I do not recall; I do not know. 
 
Q: You do not recall? 
 
A: I do not recall that meeting. 
 
Q: Did you ever meet with Prime Minister O’Neill? 30 
 
A: I met Prime Minister O’Neill on a number of occasions. 
 
Q: In an official capacity, I mean, as Chairman of KPHL rather than for some 

other purpose? 
 
A: Yes, to deal with other issues. 
 
Q: But not about selling Oil Search shares? 
 40 
A: No. 
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Q: In paragraph 21, you refer to your requests that management provide you 
and the Board with facts analysis and information relating to the Oil Search 
shares.  What type of facts and analysis and information where you are 
seeking? 

 
A: I am a complete game on these issues so I depended entirely on professional 

advice. 
 
Q: What was the content of information were they?  Were they reports that you 

were requesting, or primary documents? 10 
 
A: I think you will find most of that information in the Board papers. 
 
Q: All right.  But what is your recollection of it, if any? 
 
A: It is a long time ago so I really cannot help you. 
 
Q: All right.  On 19 September, you refer to one special meeting – and could I 

ask for that to be brought up – it is document WIT.0036.0001.0387.  You 
see there, Sir Moi, this is an extract of the meeting minutes and it is dated 19 20 
September 2017.  That is the meeting you are referring to in paragraph 22? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  Can I draw your attention to – in paragraph 4 on the second page, there 

is a number of bullet points, and I think it is the third one.  You see there, it 
states, “In the current investment climate with declining oil gas prices 
diminishing returns on investment and better competitive investment options 
in new project coming on stream in the next few years, it is no longer tenable 
to maintain a shareholding position in Oil Search Limited as well as collar 30 
facilities denominating those shares.”  Was this the first formal resolution 
deciding to sell the shares? 

 
A: I think so. 
 
Q: But you had understood from your appointment that there was an appetite to 

sell the shares? 
 

[3.17 pm] A: I did not know that. 
 40 
Q: You did not know that.  All right.  What information did the Board receive 

that supported that bullet point in the minute meetings, do you recall? 
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A: I never recalled but everything is in the board papers. 
 
Q: All right.  Just to be clear, do you hold any papers yourself?  Have you kept 

any records? 
 
A: I think I have a number of board papers, yes.   
 
Q: All right.  Where are these board papers? 
 
A: They are with me. 10 
 
Q: In Port Moresby? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  If the Commission sought your assistance in getting access to 

those board papers, would that be something you would be able to easily 
provide to us? 

 
A: More than willing. 20 
 
Q: All right.  Because the recommendation ultimately to sell the shares was 

made on the basis, I gather, of the information received it is summarized on 
the bullet point. 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  But you no longer recall what that was? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: No.  Do you recall what the alternative investment options under discussion 

were? 
 
A: Yes, there were a lot of discussions about Papua LNG coming on-stream and 

development opinion and commercialization of Stranded gas. 
 
Q: The Papua LNG Project has come up in the Inquiry before.  What was your 

understanding of that potential investment and how was KPHL to participate 
in it? 40 
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A: The facts were not obvious to us then what the investment potential for KPH 
to go into that investment but it was in the horizon that we need to look at 
that. 

 
Q: All right.  So is it fair to say that the alternative investment opportunities or 

options were – I will ask the question – were they specific ones or were they 
general? 

 
A: General, general. 
 10 
Q: General.  You refer in paragraph 24 to a declining oil and gas price.  Do you 

recall who provided that analysis? 
 
A: I do not recall that.  I have to go back to the board papers. 
 
Q: All right.  Similarly - and I am sorry to keep testing your memory like this - 

in paragraph 27, you refer to expert advice provided by KPHL management 
in relation to the decision to sell.  KPHL management is Mr Sonk and his 
team.  Do you recall the advice given? 

 20 
A: No, I cannot recall the advice given. 
 
Q: All right.  In paragraph 25 of your statement, you refer to being advised by 

management that any decision - and I gather that is the decision to sell the 
shares - would have to go before NEC for approval because there was a limit 
on what the Board could approve.  Is it the case that that limit arises from 
the Act that governs KPHL, namely the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited 
Authorization Act? 

 
A: Yes, that is to deal with the revision of the operation plan, annual operating 30 

plan. 
 
Q: All right.  This Act that I just mentioned that Kumul Petroleum Holdings 

Limited Authorization Act; are you familiar with that Act or not? 
 
A: It is some time ago so I do not very much recall all of it. 
 
Q: All right.  Then I will not ask you questions about that.  You might have 

heard mention made of the gentleman Robert Kelly.  Is he familiar to you? 
 40 

[3.22pm]  A: I heard his name in Ok Tedi.  He was supposed to come and join Ok Tedi 
but he disappeared. 
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Q: Did he have any role in relation to KPHL while you were as chairman? 
 
A: No, no, he was gone before then. 
 
Q: Now, in paragraph 13, Sir Moi, you refer to two banks.  You refer to UBS 

and JP Morgan.  Are you aware of any other banks that KPHL did business 
with at that time? 

 
A: Those were the only two companies brought to the Board’s notice. 
 10 
Q: Could I ask for the Wapu Sonk letter again to be brought up on the screen?  

Now, you might recall this document because you were in the hearing room 
when it last appeared.  This is a recent document from Mr Sonk and I will 
take you as I did Mr Kramer to transaction number 2 on the second page.  
Now, you became – in this chronology – you became the chair in June 2017, 
is that right? 

 
A: Sometime around there, yes. 
 
Q: So transaction number 3 is the new collar loans.  Were you involved or is 20 

that the understanding that you had when you came on that there were two 
collar loans? 

 
A: There were two collar, we were told there collar loan. 
 
Q: I understand.  And did you know that a previous bridge loan had been paid 

out? 
 
A: I have not got a clue. 
 30 
Q: And do you have any memory of reference to a letter of credit before your 

time? 
 
A: All these is beyond me so I do not know. 
 
Q: All right.  But so far as you are aware, UBS and JP Morgan were the only 

two banks that KPHL did business with during your time? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
Q: Sir Moi, the request for you to be provided with information from Mr Sonk, 

was that an easy thing to achieve where requests by you are promptly and 
fully dealt with? 
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A: I put it to you this is an appointment that I resisted for a long long time.  All 

these is beyond me but I accepted in the end.  I accepted chairmanship in the 
end so I thought I might add value in promoting National Oil Company. 

 
Q: Was your impression of the records in particular the financial records of 

Kumul Petroleum at that time one that was an ordered set of records? 
 
A: Yes, public information, you should be able to get that. 
 10 
Q: All right, I understand.  I have no further questions of Sir Moi, 

commissioners. 
 

[3.27pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I was going to ask you about the decision of the Board to sell 
the Oil Search shares being subject to approval by the National Executive Council? 
 
A: My understanding that once the issue – the thing was mandated to KPHL it 

was the Board’s responsibility to exercise the decision to sell. 
 
Q: So, it would – the Board’s decision is not subject to a further approval by the 20 

National Executive Council? 
 
A: We were told that it was – it had to go up to NEC particularly the revision to 

the Annual Operating Plan. 
 
Q: Did the National Executive Council approve or endorse the Board’s 

decision? 
 
A: Your Honour, I really cannot recall. 
 30 
Q: So it was the Board that made the decision and that was the final decision to 

sell? 
 
A: I made that forthright decision when I first appeared here, yes. 
 
Q: Apart from the decision to sell which I assume was a commercial decision 

made by the Board - - - 
 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
Q: - - -  did the Board consider any other possibilities or options to raise money 

to pay off UBS and retain the shares in Oil Search? 
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A: I am not aware of anything else. 
 
Q: The Board did not consider any other alternative but to sell the shares for 

commercial reasons? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Mr Mel, do you have any questions to ask of your 

client? 
 10 
MR MEL:  Chairman, I have no questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners,  
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Did you receive any notice or request from Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
MR JURTH:  We have and a single question will be asked with your leave. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Good afternoon, Sir Moi.  You have said that you relied upon – the Board 

relied upon the advice of the Kumul Petroleum Management to sell the 
shares? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And you were told that it should be a commercial decision that the returns 30 

were diminishing and the share price was going down? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: If I could show you a table of Oil Search share prices.  Now, the advice was 

that the Oil Search share prices were going down but would it surprise you 
to be told now that in fact they were going up at that time? 

 
A: News to me. 
 40 
Q: And that indeed if the Kumul Management had advised you to wait four 

months instead of getting 6.90, they would have received 7.87 a share? 
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A: I depend entirely on expert advice. 
 
Q: And duly so.  And indeed I put it to you that if they had waited a further 

seven months they would have received 9.27 per share and made a profit. 
 
MR JURTH:  I object to the question.  It is just evidence from the bar table now. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, I think it is only at that time the question is 
relevant, is it not?  We have got the answer relied on management skill. 
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Sir Moi. 
 

[3.32pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Is that in evidence as far as you know or is it going 
to be put before the commission at some stage? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, commissioner, there has been a number of 
questions come to us with regards to collection of documents and I have put them 
to Treasury and received a very large amount of documents.  The night before last 
I had intended to put this table in in a statement this week but I will be attending to 
that this weekend.  There is a number of documents including the payment details, 20 
the invoices to the advices. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mrs Nonggorr. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Actually, I had one or two questions that just popped up in 
my mind.  I will ask Sir Moi the last one or two.  Are you aware duringi your term 
as chairman, aware of any payments made to UBS by Kumul Petroleum Holding 
during the currency of the loan? 
 
A: I do not know.  I do not recall anything. 30 
 
Q: I understand from your evidence that when the shares were sold, the Board 

authorized K100 million to be paid to the National Government on the 
request of the trustee? 

 
A: Yes, we had to have another meeting and declare a special dividend.  But 

before you do declare dividend, the company must be solvent.  So, we had 
to demand that the solvency test be applied to KPHL before we could pay 
the dividend and that was done. 

 40 
Q: Are you aware of any other payments made by Kumul Petroleum Holdings 

to the State or National Executive Council or government generally? 
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A: No, only the dividend of 100 million. 
 
Q: Only that 100 million. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  That is it. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  There has been no other applications to 
examine Sir Moi, that is the end of his evidence and he can be excused with our 10 
thanks in my submission. 
 
THE COMMISSIONER:  All right, thank you Sir Moi for your evidence and you 
may be excused. 
 
COMMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Sir Moi. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 20 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, that is the end of today’s evidence as I understand 
it.  Can I provide an update on some of the other witnesses?  Given that it is a 
running list, I am in your hands commissioners as how you wish to proceed.  Either 
we can regroup in the morning and make calls and work out who is available when.  
That is my fear in asking for directions because I do not know when people that 
were on today’s list that did not get heard when they will be available again.  But 
I can - - - 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Perhaps I can assist here, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I have had an update.  So, commissioners, at this stage we have 
tomorrow Mr Arthur Somare, Mr Peter Graham, Dr Ken Ngangan, David Manau 
and John Beattie at 2 o’clock.  We have the Honorable Don Polye not confirmed 
in a sense he has not confirmed with us but he is certainly meant to be there.  And 
we will as Mr Jurth suggests regroup about the other witnesses today who have 40 
already indicated when Mr Duma is coming back and Mr Chang and Mr Mortensen 
I do not think are available tomorrow.  I will just get Dr Katter to check that.  I 
think Mr Mortensen is not available for next week but is Mr Chang coming up? 
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DR KATTER:  Not a confirmation of that as yet. 
 
DR RENWICK:  No.  Anyway that is a fairly busy timetable for tomorrow, 
commissioners and commissioners we are grateful for your indication about the 
Brown and Dunn principle and we no doubt that will be taken into account.  And 
tomorrow for various reasons might we commence at 10.15 rather than 10.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think we have agreed to that. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to the other witnesses who are listed for today, Mr 
Jurth, are you aware if any of these witnesses are present in this room or in the 
precincts around? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, to the extent that I have been able to - - -  
 

[3.67pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  If  some of them are here then we might give priority to them 
to give evidence starting tomorrow. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  About an hour ago, I asked in relation Mr Lupari.  I was 
informed that he had not been in the room whole day but I am happy to be corrected 
if you have observed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  His counsel is here.  Yes. 
 
MR TAME:  Good afternoon, Tame, N, appearing for Mr Lupari.  As the 
commissioners would be aware, we made an appearance yesterday.  Mr Lupari was 
in the hearing room in the morning yesterday from 10 o’clock to 12 o’clock and he 30 
had to be excused for a commitment that he had.  He was in the hearing this 
morning as well and given the situation – the way the evidence was given in the 
morning by the other witness, he could not give his evidence so had a commitment 
this afternoon again. He requested that his matter be stood over to Monday next 
week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday next week? 
 
MR MEL:  Either Monday or Tuesday at 10 o’clock. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Monday is convenient, thank you.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Monday next week? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We should give him a priority. We start with him on Monday.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will have his appearance adjourned to Monday, 10 
the first to give evidence on Monday at 10 o’clock.  
 
MR TAME:  Thank you, commissioners.  That is Mr Lupari.  In relation to the 
Minister William Duma, he was in the hearing this morning.  He left at 12 o’clock 
when we broke up for lunch.  He mentioned that when he is given a fixed time, he 
would like to come and give that evidence that he is supposed to give.  He does not 
want to come in and wait. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  All right. 
 20 
MR TAME:  Those are his special request. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When is he available?  If he comes in tomorrow, we will give 
him priority, first witness tomorrow. 
 
MR TAME:  10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, we are starting later tomorrow, Chief. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  10.15. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, whatever time we start tomorrow, but he will be the first 
witness. 
 
MR TAME:  I would not know about his schedule for tomorrow. Can I 
communicate with the counsel assisting the COI and confirm a date for the 
minister? 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We leave it to counsel to sort that out then.  
 
MR TAME:  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  And Chief, as a final matter, I did receive communications from 
Charles Abel.  The only reason he was not here was that his flight from yesterday 
was cancelled, then he flew into Port Moresby today.  So I let him know that there 
is no time for him today anyway and tentatively he is coming tomorrow.  But as I 
have said, we will regroup and see. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It seems to me that for those witnesses who really 
have – it is a running list we understand that but they do not entirely end their lives.   
We got other things in them than sitting around and waiting.  If I may suggest, it 
would be more respectful if we really allowed the people who are especially 
coming from distances to give their evidence as soon as possible.  We really do not 
want to inconvenience them anymore. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Quite so, commissioners, and with that I am at the time. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. I am sure you will arrange it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. That brings us to the end of the list and I think we 
can adjourn unless there is something else that anyone want to raise now. Not then 
Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow. 
 
 
 30 
AT 3.41 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 30 JULY 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM THE 

UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS 
____________________________________________________________________________  

 10 

  

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 

 

 

 

  

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  20 

 

 

 

 

AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON FRIDAY, 30 JULY 
2021 AT 10.17 AM. 
 

(Continued from 29 July 2021) 
 
 30 
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[10.17am]DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I will just ask Mr Jurth to go 

through the list of witnesses today and the approximate time markings for them.  
You have those at hand, Mr Jurth? 

 
MR JURTH:  I do Dr Renwick, thank you very much.  Commissioners, there will 
be two short directions to deal with concerning Dr Ken Ngangan and David Manau 
that will not take long.  Then the first witness will be Arthur Somare and we thank 
him for making himself available on the time change.  We expect that that will go 
through until about lunch time.  After lunch Mr Peter Graham is returning on zoom.  10 
There has been no applications to cross-examine him.  There is no further questions 
from counsel assisting.  If there are also no further questions from you 
commissioners then the purpose of his appearance will just to be excused with our 
thanks.  At roughly 2 o’clock, Mr John Beattie is also appearing by zoom and we 
hope to finish the day with Charles Abel who has arrived in Port Moresby from 
Alotau.  So it is a busy day but that is the plan.   
 
Dr Renwick, is there anything else I have overlooked? 
 
DR RENWICK: I do not believe so.  So is Mr Somare there, please? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  He is. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So he might return to the witness box please. 
 
DR KATTER:  Just before, could I mention the matter of Dr Ngangan, Secretary 
for Finance? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 30 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, Dr Ngangan is finalizing a detailed 
affidavit annexing numerous documents.  He was listed for oral evidence today but 
it is submitted that there be a direction that Dr Ngangan’s appearance be adjourned 
and that he be listed for oral evidence at 2 pm on Wednesday, 4 July if that pleases. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  August? 
 
DR KATTER:  August, I apologize. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Time is moving faster than you realize, Dr Katter. 40 
 
DR KATTER:  I apologize, commissioners, August – 4 August. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue that direction? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.   
 

[10.22am]DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 

MR JURTH:  And, commissioners, while we are in that frame of mind, may I seek 
on the basis the same order in respect of David Manau. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue the same direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we have Mr Somare back for questions.  I have just a couple 
of topics before commissioners you have questions and I think Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr has some questions as well.   
 
 20 
ARTHUR SOMARE, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: So, Mr Somare, you are on your former oath.  You understand that, sir. 
 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: Do you have a copy of your statement with you? 30 
 
A: I do indeed. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you very much.  There are two documents I would like to ask you 

some questions about.  If we can have the first one up on the screen which 
is the letter from – sorry, let me go back a step.  After the IPIC transaction 
was entered into, there were a number of reports commissioned by people in 
organizations about the IPIC transaction.  I would just like to ask you some 
questions about those.  The first is contained in the letter - Mr Yauieb gave 
some evidence about this yesterday – of 24 November 2011 from then 40 
Treasury Secretary Simon Tosali to the Managing Director of the 
Independent Public Business Corporation.  Now, I think, I hope Mr Somare 
you were provided with a copy of this yesterday evening? 
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A: Yes, Dr Renwick, I was given it – it was provided relatively late yesterday. 
 
Q: You are quite right; I have not seen it before yesterday myself but – and if 

you need to take things on notice, please do so.  Can we just go to page 2, 
please?  I just want to give you an opportunity to comment on some of the 
points made in this letter. 

 
A: Certainly. 
 10 
Q: So, you will see there under the heading, ‘Illegality of the Exchangeable 

Bond issued by IPIC’.  Mr Tosali and also Mr Yauieb had the view that the 
bond transaction was illegal because in their view such loans could only be 
lawfully done if they were previously approved by the parliament.  So, the 
first question from me to you is; was that view expressed to you before by 
anyone in authority including Mr Tosali prior to the entry into the IPIC 
transaction? 

 
A: From the outset, I noted the letter that was sent to me as not having a 

letterhead, no signature attached to that particular letter.  That letter has not 20 
come from Simon Tosali directly and as to your direct question; no, no one 
had advised me of that.  I rely on the State Solicitor’s advice in terms of legal 
clearance as the transaction goes through. 

 
Q: And I think I understand your position in relation to the IPIC transaction was 

that it was - full and sufficient compliance with section 209 that an Act of 
the Parliament was subsequently passed endorsing the IPIC transaction.  
Have I got that right? 

 
A: That is absolutely correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: And you have identified that in your statement? 
 
A: Yes, sir, I have. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The next question is the IPBC Board governance and if we could 

just scroll down a little and the question of the lawfulness of the appointment 
of Mr Aopi, an employee of Oil Search and Mr Baliki, an employee of Bank 
of South Pacific.  

 40 
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[10.27am] Now, I suppose my first question is did you have any role in the appointment 
of either of those gentlemen to the Board of the IPBC? 

 
A: Normally, the recommendation would be given to myself or to Cabinet 

through either the Prime Minister, other ministers as to who would be an 
appropriate person to sit on the Board of IPBC and as a consequence, the 
Cabinet would take the decision to appoint those persons.  It is not an 
individual appointment by any individual. 

 
Q: Casting your mind back to the time – so firstly, were you a minister at the 10 

time when Mr Aopi and Mr Baliki were appointed to the IPBC to your 
recollection? 

 
A: I think I was, yes. 
 
Q: Were you advised at any stage prior to their appointment that their 

appointment might be invalid for the reasons set out in the document on the 
screen? 

 
A: No, sir, I was not. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  If we can go then to the next page and if I can ask you this 

general question.  Was consideration given to alternative means of financing 
in comparison to the IPIC transaction at the time by you? 

 
A: By myself I act on advice from IPBC who receive advice from special 

advisory that is engaged to deal with the financing of the PNG LNG Project 
especially the equity financing and the financing of some costs relative to 
the back-in rights associated with the project and as a consequence the 
advice coming from IPBC I would take on board. 30 

 
Q: If we can have that document down, please and if we could have the PWC 

Report put up on the screen.  So, again, Mr Somare, I think you were late 
yesterday provided with a copy of this repot? 

 
A: Yes, sir and it is quite voluminous as well. 
 
Q: I appreciate that and please if there is anything you wish to take on notice 

you have only to ask.  Had you seen this report before it was provided to you 
yesterday? 40 

 
A: No, sir, I had not but I note the significance of the date of the report itself.  

The significance of the date is December of 2011.  That was several months 
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after the political impasse of 2011 so I understand the circumstances around 
that. 

 
Q: And I do not think that you were asked to give any evidence or information 

to this Inquiry, if I can call it that by PWC. 
 
A: I would have been available to assist in any report relative to clearing any 

issues related to IPBC as I am available for the pleasure of the commission 
to provide information as necessary. 

 10 
Q: My point, Mr Somare, is I do not think you were even asked, were you? 
 
A: I was never asked. 
 
Q: No, thank you.  We will just go down to the executive summary briefly.  

Scroll down a little – if you could just scroll down a little more.  So, we will 
just scroll up a little and to point 3 

 
[10.32 am]    And you may wish to take this on notice appreciating that you have only 

seen this in the last 12 hours or so, but did you have any response today to 20 
Item 3? 

 
A: I do, in a very general sense.  This whole process is triggered by the Gas 

Agreement.  Part (C) of the Gas Agreement gives the time-bound nature of 
the terms by which the State would participate by the owners of the project 
license associated with the PNG LNG Project, and it is very much time-
bound and time driven. 

 
Q: Yes.  Thank you.  Could we just scroll down to the next page, please?  I think 

I will leave it.  I think I will leave it there, Mr Somare.  But can I just give 30 
you this invitation?  If there was anything you wish to put in additional 
submissions, perhaps rather than evidence responding to either of these 
documents I have shown you, bearing in mind to be fair to you you have 
only had a very short time to consider them.  We would be grateful to receive 
them but we have to receive them soon.  So please take that as an open 
invitation. 

 
Commissioners, those are my only additional questions.  I presume, 
commissioners, you wish to go next.  I think there is an application to cross-
examine by Ms Twivey-Nonggorr and if fact there is and I think Sir Arnold, 40 
did you also apply to us some questions? 
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SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, Dr Renwick, commissioners, after your examinations, if 
there be any matters arising in re-examination; Dr Renwick, commissioners. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, I understand.  Commissioners, I am in your hands 
as to whether you wish to go first or not. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I probably have one or two questions.  The Transaction 
Review Project Kumul Report, has that been tendered, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Sorry, which document? 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Transaction Review Project Kumul document, the one that is 
on the screen. 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, because we are waiting for Mr Rolpagarea to return because 
he is the recipient of it and it will be tendered through him, sir.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is the only reason it has not been tendered yet.  The first 20 
document was tendered as an attachment to Mr Yauieb’s statement yesterday.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Somare, I am going to take a question straight out of the 
Terms of Reference number 1, paragraph D 1, 2 and 3, just to get your quick 
response in case we might miss some of these questions.   
 
First question there, how was the process to select IPIC commenced?  Number 2, 
how was IPIC selected; and 3, what process was utilized?  Just repeating those 
questions just to make sure that we get a complete answer from you in relation to 
the Terms of Reference. 30 
 

[10.37am]  A: Yes, sir.  Sorry, sir, could you repeat those questions again?  The first one if 
I forget to along the way please me out.  The process commenced as a 
consequence of the PNG LNG Project Agreement dated 22 May 2008, under 
the PNG LNG Project Agreement there is the section (c) in that project 
agreement that talks to the terms by which the Independent State of Papua 
New Guinea would participate in the PNG LNG Project.  It also states the 
terms by which the State had to demonstrate very clearly that it had funds 
and that was time bound in nature.  I think it is specifically page 44 of the 
Gas Agreement. 40 

 
 So that started the process and that process was obviously sanctioned by an 

NEC decision taken at the time.  NEC approved it, Mr William Duma signed 
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off as the minister responsible for the Gas Agreement.  As the minister 
responsible for the Oil and Gas Act, the proponent of any submission with 
regards to the Gas Agreement going forward.  So, process was triggered by 
the Gas Agreement itself.  The second question sir. 

 
Q: How was IPIC selected? 
 
A: Thank you.  IPIC was selected as a consequence of, I think, the process that 

would have been undertaken by IPBC, the IPBC Act is quite clear that I 
cannot interfere in their process.  They identified IPIC and they 10 
recommended to Cabinet through me as the minister responsible for the 
Independent Public Business Corporation to take a proposition forward.  If 
you notice NEC decision 223 of 2008, NEC decision 223 had basically three 
sponsors.  Those sponsors were the Minister for Treasury – sorry, NEC 
decision to do three is generated from NEC policy paper number 167 of 
2008.  NEC paper 167 of 2008 has three specific sponsors.  Those sponsors 
are the Ministers for Treasury, the Ministers for Planning and the Ministers 
for State Enterprise.  We sponsored that paper to go forward that identified 
the strategic advisory and also the terms of financing. 

 20 
Q: The next question.  What process was utilized?  I suppose you have answered 

that question.  The process was commenced by IPBC? 
 
A: That is correct sir. 
 
Q: They recommended IPIC to the NEC? 
 
A: That is correct sir. 
 
Q: In the recommendation of IPBC did they put forward a number of possible 30 

financiers aside from IPIC or they just put forward just IPIC? 
 
A: As I understood it the advisory that was engaged put forward a proposition 

financing.  IPIC would select that as a consequence of the terms that were 
provided. 

 
Q: So, the IPBC board did not put forward a number of options for the NEC to 

choose among a number of financiers? 
 
A: A recommendation would have come forward from the management of 40 

IPBC for me to look at and as minister responsible for State Enterprise at the 
time.  I think there was only one. 
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[10.42am] Q: There was only one and that was IPIC? 
 
A: That is in relation to the IPBC process.  I am aware that the Treasury through 

Lazard had other alternatives as well at the time so they were eventually 
when Cabinet considered, it considered both propositions but in terms of the 
IPIC process, IPIC, I think was the only one, yes. 

 
Q: In the report that IPIC presented to the NEC, did it set out the process that it 

had applied to select IPIC for recommendation to the NEC? 
 10 
A: Not that I can recall, no. 
 
Q: So, in your position as the minister, do you have any information as to how 

IPBC handpicked IPIC?  What kind of relationship IPBC or anyone within 
IPBC had with IPIC or a stakeholder of IPIC?  This is the kind of information 
I am looking for to establish how IPIC was picked out and recommended to 
the NEC. 

 
A: As far as I am aware of the process the IPBC had engaged financial advisory 

and I think that is very clearly laid out in my evidence; the financial, 20 
technical, commercial advisory were essentially JWV, Goldman and Sachs 
together with the property counsel Herbert Smith Freehills.  They were the 
advisory that gave their recommendations to the IPBC Board.  The IPBC 
Board then further recommended to me.  

 
Q: In terms of consideration of IPBC Board’s recommendation or IPIC by the 

NEC, did the NEC have enough information about IPIC’s credit ratings in 
the financial market either within the Abu Dhabi or maybe globally or within 
the Middle East or South East Asia? 

 30 
A: As with any significant transaction commissioner, you would have a due 

diligence process that would be conducted by the expert advisory to 
ascertain their capacity to be able to do such a transaction.  I gather that 
would have been the function of Goldman Sachs, JWV together with Herbert 
Smith Freehills to ascertain their capacity.  Let me also add that the Gas 
Agreement again is very specific in terms of the PNG Project partners stating 
and again I think, this is on page 44 that the State or the State’s assignee 
needed to demonstrate both its financial and technical capability to approach 
and finance the PNG LNG Project at the interest of 19.4 per cent aggregated 
to participate in the project but not only to finance the sunk cost and the 40 
capital cost today but to also finance all costs well into the future. 
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[10.47am]  Q: I will move on from that question.  My next question is in relation to financial 
expert evidence that is come in that suggests that the State already had 
sufficient assets in the PNG LNG Project for the State to consider selling the 
whole or part of the existing assets to finance its equity, the new equity in 
the PNG LNG Project instead of obtaining a loan.  And the value to those 
assets has been put at around 5 billion by these financial experts.  I suppose 
that is attached to an existing 19 percent equity or something like within the 
PNG LNG Project.  You want come and comment on that piece of evidence? 

 
A: I assume, Commissioner, you are referring to the General Business Trust and 10 

the value of general business trust.  Within the value of the general business, 
you have the Oil Search asset.  The Oil Search assert is 196.6 million shares 
and I think around that time, the Oil Search shares were hovering I think 
around 480, if you were to do just a straight-out calculation of 480 multiplied 
by 196 million, you will fall short of the required 1 billion that was required 
for the PNG LNG Project.  The other assets are obviously assets such as 
PNG Power, Air Niugini, Eda Ranu, so on and so forth that sit between the 
general business trust.  And they at a point in time were used as guarantee to 
support the transaction going forward.  But as to your question; was there a 
sufficient assets to support the transaction going forward, no there was no 20 
liquid cash assets that could do such a transaction except for the Oil Search 
asset.  

 
Q: My next question is a general one, just on reflection.  Now, when you look 

at the State’s shares in Oil Search - when you look at the equity that was 
purchased in the PNG LNG Project from the loan, at the end of that I get the 
impression that we have a situation here where one non profitable 
investment in the Oil Search was sort of converted to a more profitable 
investment in the PNG LNG Project, granted that the number of shares 
involved and the value of those shares are pretty much close.  Would that be 30 
a reasonable or fair assessment for my part, you want to comment on that?  

 
A: Commissioner, the State at that time considered it prudent that we trade up 

an existing asset that merely returned a dividend and a dividend that average 
around K14 million per year.  By trading up that asset we were able to 
leverage that particular asset and through the IPIC transaction raise sufficient 
funding to buy a bigger asset.  And that bigger asset is the PNG LNG Project.  
My evidence to date states very clearly that the PNG LNG Project from 2019 
– sorry, from 2014 to 2019, had returns or cash flow going back to the State 
to the tune of around K6 billion to to date. So there is substantial value.  And 40 
as Dr Renwick has stated previously, the aims of financing are IPIC - the 
aims of the IPIC financing was very clear and that was to buy an interest, a 
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direct participating interest in the PNG LNG Project that had significantly 
more and greater returns than just a mere passive shareholding in Oil Search. 

 
[10.52am]  Q: That brings me to my next question.  Granted that the position that I have 

just given the cost of the transaction to the State and the people of Papua 
New Guinea, what was the cost in terms of the interest payments, the 
consultancy fees and so forth.  I note from the evidence that there was a sum 
of around AUS80 million that was paid when IPIC seized the bonds. That is 
one item of cost.  Were there any other item of cost that you are aware of 
that costed the government? 10 

 
A: My evidence states very clearly that yes, there was an initial transaction costs 

to do the transaction.  That cost is in the vicinity of K 22 million – sorry, 
AU$22 million because the shares are denominated in Australian dollars and 
the cost of money to IPIC the coupon rate at 5 percent over 5 years to borrow 
AU$1.681 billion did attract an interest cost and that interest cost has 
projected IPBC and fed to Cabinet - informed to Cabinet at that time would 
be around 84 million per annum paid in arrears in contrast to UBS.  All of 
that was paid upfront.  

 20 
Q: That leads to another question that I have.  At the time the loan matured IPIC 

would have submitted its mandatory notice that set out that figure about 80 
million but I understand IPBC earlier on had submitted a figure of a cost 
involved as at the settlement if IPIC chose to go for settlement, and they 
submitted a settlement statement to IPIC.  Would I be correct in that that 
settlement statement would have set out the figures? 

 
A: Chairman, please would you repeat the question so I can – I can understand 

what you - - - 
 30 
Q: Again, I am not putting it clearly. I think IPBC was prepared to go for a 

settlement on the assumption that IPIC would agree to the refinancing and 
there was a settlement proposal prepared by IPBC that was put to IPIC for 
its consideration? 

 
A: Chairman, I can only speak to the transaction that I am familiar with.  I am 

familiar with the IPIC transaction in 2008, 2009, by 2011 as you know, 
Chairman, I was no longer a minister in a cabinet and by 2012, I was exited 
from Parliament, and as a consequent played no further role.  But as to the 
agreement that the State reached with IPIC, very clearly the desire and 40 
aspiration of the State was to own a direct participating interest in the PNG 
LNG Project and as a consequence, at the maturity date, the State subject to 
IPIC electing to take the bond - - had either the choice of paying by cash or 
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IPIC could call on the bonds itself and redeem the value of the bonds by 
taking the shares several weeks prior to the maturity date the Oil Search 
shares actually reached $8.90.  And as a consequence of reaching $8.90 it 
would have broken the strike rate mark at $8.55 and as a consequence the 
redeeming of the bonds by taking the shares would settle the debt to IPIC in 
its entirety had either the choice of paying by cash or IPIC could call on the 
bonds itself and redeem the value of the bonds by taking the shares several 
weeks prior to the maturity date, the Oil Search shares actually reached 
$8.90.  And as a consequence of reaching $8.90 it would have broken the 
strike rate mark at $8.55 and as a consequence the redeeming of the bonds 10 
by taking the shares would have settled the debt to IPIC in its entirety. 

 
[10.57am] However, on the transaction date the share at that point was slightly lower 

than $8.55 and as a consequence an additional AU$74 million needed to be 
paid on top of that.  So the entire 1.681 billion was settled in two parcels.  
One of the redemption of the bonds by taking 196.6 million shares in Oil 
Search value just below $8.55 plus a cash parcel of AU$74 million and that 
settled the 1.681 billion that the State had borrowed from IPIC to finance its 
entry into the PNG LNG Project. 

 20 
Q: My last round of questions is in relation to the PNG LNG gas exports.  On 

the last page of your affidavit you attached copies of the bill of ladings 
accompanied by invoices for exports in the period between 31 May 2014 
and 18 September 2018. 

 
A: Yes sir. 
 
Q: Copies of those bill of ladings and invoices would have come from what 

source or which source?  They are coming from Customs Services or? 
 30 
A:  Before any export goes out it comes from Customs Services. 
 
Q: Okay.  We will do some mathematics around the value of each shipment that 

is represented in those documents particularly the export document.  There 
is a value in Australian or American dollars? 

 
A: It is US dollars. 
 
Q: Of each shipment of gas? 
 40 
A: Chairman, each cargo is - a cargo sold almost every three days and it is sold 

in US dollars.  And the State owns almost 20 per cent of that. 
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Q: You have extracted from the value of each shipment stated in the export 
document and you provided a summary of the exports in that period and the 
total amount? 

 
A: Yes sir. 
 
Q: Of value of those exports.  I suppose the spreadsheet that you have attached 

or annexed to your affidavit is your own work, I believe? 
 
A: That is my own calculation sir.  As you know I advise on the resource phase 10 

so it is my own calculations but the- - - 
 
Q: But they are coming out of the details from the export documents that you 

have annexed? 
 
A: Absolutely.  Yes. 
 

[11.02am]  Q: So, let us talk about the total value of exports in the relevant period that is 
31 May 2014 or is it 31st or 21 May 2014 when the first shipment of LNG 
Gas left PNG? 20 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q: I believe the 30 September, that is, the end of September of 2017 when the 

Oil Search shares were sold. 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: That is the period that I am interested in.  I want to establish the revenue that 

was expected to be received or was received by or the shipment of LNG gas 30 
in that period.  The calculations that you provided I think goes to the end of 
September ’18 but I am more interested in this particular period, 21 May 
2014 to 30 September 2017.  Are you able to give us just a quick rough 
estimate of the total revenue received in that period?  The next thing we will 
do is we will try to estimate the State share of that revenue later but just for 
a start what would be the kind of total revenue from the export of LNG gas 
in that period? 

 
A: Chairman, I could not give you a precise figure on that but my affidavit does 

specifically states on paragraph 44 what the State revenue would be in terms 40 
of what came in, in 2014, 15, 16 and 17.  It is under the caption PNG LNG 
State take. 
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Q: What paragraph is that? 
 
A: That is page 13 of 29, paragraph 44. 
 
COMMISSIONEER WHITE:  What currency are they in Mr Somare, you do not 
mind me asking? 
 
 
A: Madam Commissioner, they are both in PNG kina and the US dollar.  The 

US dollar value is obviously the first column.  So, if you go 2014- - - 10 
 
Q: It is a bit small for my eyes that is the problem. 
 
A: My eyes are also sensitive Madam but- - - 
 
Q: All right thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay yes, you got the figures there.  Now, the State share of 
the revenue would be fixed at or equivalent to 19 point something per cent, the 
State’s equity in the PNG LNG Project, right? 20 
 
A: Revenue in terms of equity sir. 
 
Q: Revenue in terms of? 
 
A: Equity.  Royalty has a different value. 
 
Q: No, what I mean is from this export, the total export, the value of the total 

exports the State would take money in terms – that represents around 19 
point something per cent of its shares in the PNG LNG Project, right? 30 

 
A: Yes, after cost. 
 
Q: After cost. 
 
A: So, in the graph that I have just referred you to, on the table the distributions 

to Kumul and the distributions to MRDC.  If you aggregate those two 
numbers together that will take you to 19.4 per cent and that is the State’s 
portion.   

 40 
[11.07 am] So, for example if you go to 2015 the first value that came in 2015 was to 

Kumul, US$663 million or K2.254 billion in 2015, 97 million which is K330 
million in 2017, US$224 million or K766 million, and all of that went into 
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Kumul Petroleum Holdings; and MRDC the value is represented on the 
graph below on the line below.   
 
So in terms of the total revenue that went to the State if you were to include 
Royalty, Development Levy, LNG Income Taxes - they are various taxes 
not the corporate tax, including equity.  The total at 31 December 2019 was 
K8.6 billion that came from the PNG LNG Project. 
 

Q: For that period? 
 10 
A: For the period 30 May 2014 to 30 December 2019. 
 
Q: Let us stay with the distribution to Kumul.  What was the total amount that 

Kumul would have received between 2014 and 2017?  Can you just give me 
the figure? 

 
A: Yes, sir, you can see that on – it is about in the Table, it is 1, 2, 3, 4 down:  

distributions to Kumul.  Kumul would have received US$1.5 billion or K5.3 
billion until December 1, 2019. 

 20 
Q: What was that last figure, again? 
 
A: K5.345 billion. 
 
Q: Million? 
 
A: Billion, sir. 
 
Q: Billion? 
 30 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: 5.4? 
 
A: 5.345. 
 
Q: 345 billion in the period within 2014 to 2017, am I right? 
 
A: No, sir.  No, sir, 2014 until December 31, 2019, so between that period. 
 40 
Q: Can you just give me some quick math calculation?  I am interested in this 

period. 
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A: Oh, okay. 
 
Q: At the time when the loan was obtained and then the loan was repaid at the 

end of September 2017.  I am trying to just trace what happened to the money 
that Kumul Petroleum Holdings received in that period. 

 
A: According to my figures, chairman, it is 3.3 billion, but my calculation 

would not be as efficient as that of Kumul Petroleum’s financial poerson 
himself. 

 10 
Q: At least we have some figures.  We have not received any figures at all from 

Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, but at least that is information to start 
with. 

 
A: Yes, sir, I am just suggesting that these are my figures; his figures would be 

more reliable if he was as open as we are.  Then we could probably get to 
the truth a little bit quicker. 

 
[11.12 am]   Q: But you are offering a figure that is a good starting point, and that is, say that 

again.  I just need to get that down, 3.? 20 
 
A: 3.3 - I will do the calculation again, sir. 
 
Q: Around 3.3 billion, let us say, roughly. 

 
A: Yes, 3.3. 

 
Q: So to borrow a loan for the collar component of the loan, the payout figure 

was 1 point something billion to UBS, at 3.3 billion, there should be enough 
money to pay off the loan come 2017, that is, 3.3.  UBS was paid around 1.1 30 
billion something. 
 

A: Sir, I am not familiar with that transaction. 
 

Q: Anyway, I will put that to Mr Sonk when he comes to give evidence. 
 
A: That would be a great idea.  Thank you, sir. 
 
Q: Depends on what happened to the 3.3 million in that period. 
 40 
A: Yes, sir. 

 
Q: Those are my questions.  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
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A: Thank you, chairman. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I do have a few questions, Mr Somare. 
 
A: That is fine.   
 
Q: You mentioned towards your affidavit your disappointment about the 

Sovereign Wealth Fund. 
 10 
A: Absolutely. 
 
Q: I would be interested just to hear what the ambitions were for the Sovereign 

Wealth Fund when you contemplated entering the PNG LN Project as an 
equity participant? 

 
A: Yes, the aspirations was to have Papua New Guinea modernized and be an 

efficient economy to work in to build economic infrastructure in the country 
for the benefit of all Papua New Guineans, not just a minority. 
 20 
The aspirations were to educate more Papua New Guineans to give better 
health services and the SWF could have gone a long way, as you can see, 
commissioner, by the numbers.  The numbers are not insignificant, they are 
significant.  The biggest issue for the country at the moment is the revenue 
management system that we have from Kumul Petroleum Holding and, for 
that matter, all other resource projects.  If we were to manage it well, Papua 
New Guinea could be a relatively prosperous nation for all peoples of Papua 
New Guinea to enjoy the benefits of the endowments that we have with 
regards to the natural resources.  

 30 
Q: Thank you and, of course, those are objects with which no one could quarrel.  

How did you contemplate when you and your fellow ministers were 
contemplating this future for the wealth of the country, that the governance 
of the Sovereign Wealth Fund might be constructed to avoid it falling into a 
black hole, as it were?  Did you have some ideas about how you would prove 
it against depredations of those who wanted to use the money for purposes 
inconsistent with those goals that you have outlined? 

 
A: We contemplated; Madam Commissioner, we contemplated and we 

considered that Papua New Guinea had some capacity issues in the country.  40 
So it was absolutely critical that we engaged with partner governments 
around the world and the furore of Sovereign Wealth Fund.  We consulted 
with Mr Murray from the Australian Funds.  He consulted with Lindsay 
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Turner, Martin Fergusson and Simon Crean to assist us to get to a position 
where we could build the SWF for the country.  We engaged with Deakin 
University to conduct an absorbative capacity constraints study to look at 
PNG’s internal human capacity infrastructure and to look at the issues of 
Forex risks around the development of the project itself as we move towards 
the Fund acknowledging that in many other resource rich countries.  They 
almost inevitably PNG has had its boom and bust and cycles with minerals 
in the past.  Acknowledging that we potentially could end up in the same 
spot again after the completion of the project.  So we did consult widely with 
numerous players that had built enduring funds similar to what PNG’s 10 
aspiration was on an SWF – to build an SWF Fund.  So we talked about 
getting independent directors, independent management, putting a very 
robust governance structure around that so it would not be raided by today’s 
generation and it would be enduring to assist tomorrow’s future generations 
of Papua New Guineans as well.  So, there is a lot of body of work around 
that regrettably that was not pursued beyond 2012. 

 
[11.17am]Q: Thank you for that fulsome answer.  Could I step back a bit in time to 2002?  

Were you a part of the government in 2002 when Orogen merged with Oil 
Search? 20 

 
A: I was provincial governor at the time so most of my time was spent in the 

East Sepik Province, a beautiful part of the country. 
 
Q: Do you have any view then about the value to the state of that merger 

because as we have heard from other witnesses to the commission, it was 
travelling very well with 49 per cent of the shareholding distributed pretty 
very widely around the world and held quite a few assets.  Did you then or 
do you now have any view about the value to the country in that merger? 

 30 
A: For the Orogen merger? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Madam Commissioner, I am only familiar from the time that I have stepped 

up to the national level and I am only familiar with the value that the Oil 
Search shares in its placing into the General Business Trust what value was 
placed on that.  There was significant value there. 

 
Q: Thank you.  I will not pursue that any further then.  Could I ask you this?  40 

There seems to me to be an expectation from those who set up the funding 
for the PNG LNG Project on the part of the State that you were not expecting 
the shares to be returned.  There is a sense that that was the trading of the 
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asset and you were trading out and you did not really expect to really have 
to find the money at the maturity date.  Is that correct? 

 
A: That is absolutely correct.  If I had to find the money, I would have to go to 

the consolidated revenue fund, madam commissioner, and I would deprive 
the children of Papua New Guinea education and health services.  And that 
was not something that the government wished to do at that time.  To trade 
the shares was the better option because we did not need to go in and take 
cash out to fund or re-fund the UBS loan from the consolidated revenue fund.   
And the IPIC transaction did not during my time hold at all from the 10 
consolidated revenue fund or from the budge process. 

 
[11.22am]Q: The interest payments were done outside that process? 

 
A: The interest payments came as a consequence of the IPIC transaction itself.  

We used IPIC’s - - - 
 
Q: You used the funds. 
 
A: Own moneys to pay the interest payments.  It was never paid for by the 20 

consolidated revenue fund. 
 
Q: So, I think, as you have reflected in your affidavit in your earlier evidence, 

it was inconsistent with the plan which you and those in your government 
had supported it in 2008 and 2009 when in 2013-2014 you could see the 
agitation to get the shares back. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When if you can and I am sure I can find this out if I actually read the Gas 30 

Project Agreement but at what stage did the State have to come up with the 
money for the sunk and project costs when it took up its entitlement under 
the Oil and Gas Act.  Can you recall that? 

 
A: Yes, I can.  It had to be one year in advance.  It had to be one year in advance 

and it is clearly articulated in clause 10.2 of the Project Agreement. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Those are my questions.  Thank you very much Mr Somare and 

can I also thank those who obviously assisted in putting together your 
affidavit and all the annexures.  It has been very helpful indeed. 40 

 
A: Thank you. 
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DR RENWICK:  Chief, I think there is a recent application by Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr which we are content with.  May I through you commissioners invite Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr to see if she can complete her questions by lunch if that is 
possible. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 10 
Q: Thank you, commissioners.  Good morning Mr Somare.  The first thing I 

would like to ask a question about is the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  Would it 
surprise you to know that the two accounts the Stabilization Fund and the 
Savings Account are in fact in place? 

 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: And indeed that there is not any funds in the Savings Fund because the 

threshold of the money into the Stabilization Fund has not spilled over into 
the Savings Fund yet. 20 

 
A: Okay, that is your design, yes. 
 
Q: The Organic Law on the Sovereign Wealth Fund which was amended as you 

are aware in 2015 provided for two funds; the Stabilization Fund and the 
Savings Fund and there was the calculation as to the growth over five years 
as if there were any excess funds they would then waterfall into the savings 
fund.  Are you aware of that? 

 
A: Mrs Nonggorr, you are talking about a fund that others have designed.  I 30 

merely talk about the fund that we aspired to.  So please - - - 
 
Q: Yes, I am referring to the Organic Law how it appears in the Organic Law. 
 
A: Absolutely please. 
 
Q: And you are aware of the types of funds that are to go into the Sovereign 

Wealth Fund.  Do you agree it is the tax from mineral and petroleum 
revenues and also dividends from the oil and mineral projects that we are 
involved in? 40 

 
A: Mrs Nonggorr, I will only talk to you about the fund that we designed.  And 

the fund that we designed anticipated that there would be a dividend policy 
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put into place by Kumul.  And as a consequence of that dividend policy, 
there would be a spill-over into the Sovereign Wealth Fund or infrastructure.  
So you can ask me the question about the fund that someone else designed I 
will merely answer on the questions related to the funds that the SWF that I 
had contemplated. 

 
[11.27am]   Q: Mr Somare, your last appearance it seems that you were suggesting that there 

was something wrong with the fact that there was no money in the Savings 
Fund - that the money had disappeared, am I in correct in that? 

 10 
A: My concern is that there is significant funds that is coming to the State at 

this stage and those significant funds are not appropriately accounted for. 
That they have not fallen into those designed SWF funds that we had 
anticipated back in 2008 when we entered into the agreements with the 
Australian Governments and US Government and other governments with 
regards to financing of the project. 

 
Q; When you were designing the fund or at least preparing for the Organic Law, 

were you of the view that the tax from these Oil and Gas Projects and 
Mineral Projects would go into that fund? 20 

 
A: Our design anticipated three funds. Specifically, the Infrastructure Fund 

would have catered for the equity component and I am talking component 
and the values that are attributable to the equity of 19.4 percent. Those values 
- the numbers I have made is absolutely clear about 5.3 billion has come to 
date and none of them has landed into either consolidated revenue - there is 
no dividend policy to the State that would receive these monies back into 
consolidated revenue or any of the funds that you talk about. 

 
Q: I put it to you that some of the funds have ended up in consolidated revenue 30 

that Kumul has actually paid some dividends to the government? 
 
A: Thank you. I acknowledge that that is proportional. A very small proportion 

of 5.3 billion. 
 
Q: Mr Somare, I think we all agree definitely on that. 
 
A: Yes, absolutely.  
 
Q: That is absolutely, yes.  That is absolutely correct that there is an issue with 40 

the financial accountability there. 
 
A: Thank you. 
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Q: With regards to the taxes by the current Organic Law says that all the tax of 

revenue from mineral projects goes into and oil and gas goes into the 
Stabilization Fund. Are you aware that PNG LNG Project has not paid any 
tax at all yet? 

 
A: I am aware that tax will come in a couple of years time. 
 
Q: And are you aware that if it is 30 percent and it should be paid when the 

project becomes tax positive? 10 
 
A: I am aware that it will come. 
 
Q: And other mineral and oil and gas projects, are you aware of their position 

as to tax for example the Ramu Nickel Project, it has a  10 year tax holiday.  
Was that negotiated during your time in government, the Ramu Nickel 
Project? 

 
A: Mrs Nonggorr, I am minister responsible for State enterprise at that time, I 

never directly dealt with the Ramu Nickel Project. 20 
 
Q: All right. The contract or the agreement would have gone before Cabinet, 

would it not? 
 
A: I was a very busy person at that time, bringing all financiers, working 

markets and yes, I was absent from the country for a long time working those 
issues. 

 
Q: Going back to the time that you were Minister for Public Enterprises, you 

were the lead or lead project head for the PNG LNG for the Government of 30 
Papua New Guinea, were you not? 

 
A: I was one of many in the committee. There was a ministerial economical 

committee and the carriage of the financing for the project because the state 
wanted to utilize the Oil Search that came under – that those shares came 
under general business trust and as a consequence of that, yes, I did play a 
role. 

 
Q: I am sorry, I might have confused you. I meant for negotiating the Gas 

Agreement for PNG LNG Project.  40 
 
A: No. That is the carriage of the Minister for Petroleum.  The legislation is 

very clear on that. 
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[11.32am] Q: So your participation in the PNG LNG was limited to the equity financing? 

 
A: To the fiscal terms, part of the fiscal terms, that is correct. 
 
Q: That part of the fiscal terms or all of the fiscal terms? 
 
A: That part of the fiscal terms.  Obviously the Minister for Treasury takes 

carriage of economic and fiscal matters entirely in terms of financing of the 
project.  Yes, that was part of my responsibility.  10 

 
Q: When the PNG LNG Project was negotiated, would you agree with me that 

there was essentially four stages?  There was the negotiation for the gas 
agreement? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then the feed stage occurred? 
 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: Then virtually simultaneously the financing of equity occurred? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Or at least trying to find equity financing occurred? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: That was about August 2008?  The Gas Agreement was signed on 22 May 30 

2008 and the Feed, final engineering stage was started around August? 
 
A: The Front end engineering? 
 
Q: That is it.  Thank you.  Would you agree that indeed that the financing of the 

equity was also started or at least assert to the equity financing was August 
2008? 

 
A: That is a direct consequence of the Gas Agreement that was signed on 22 

May and as I mentioned to the Commissioners that it is time bound.  If you 40 
had taken the opportunity to look at clause 10.2, Mrs Nonggorr, you would 
be absolutely clear as to the time bound nature of what needed to happen 
first, second and third. 
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Q: Yes and indeed the final investment decision was the fourth stage which was 

December 2009, was that correct? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In your affidavit with regards to the IPIC loan you have referred to NEC 

decision, annexure Q.  This is exhibit BB, the affidavit of Arthur Somare 
annexure Q.  You have referred also today as well to the NEC decision, it is 
189 of 2008 so it is annexure Q. 10 

 
DR RENWICK:  You might get it on the screen, Mrs Nonggorr. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If the witness - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  There it is, yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  It is on the screen, thank you, Dr Renwick.  And 
that was a decision, was it not, taken on 29 August 2008, do you recall that 
decision, Mr Somare? 20 
 
A: I am familiar with that decision, yes. 
 
Q: That was the decision, was it not, that appointed Goldman Sachs and 

Freehills as advisers on the funding of the State’s equity share and debt 
component? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Then the annexure I would like to take you to in your same affidavit is 30 

annexure T.  That is the NEC submission 167 of 2008 that you referred to 
this morning, the submission to NEC concerning the IPIC loan. 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q: Are you familiar with that submission? 
 
A: I am, I am one of the signatories. 
 
Q: Yes.  That was on 20 October 2008, that submission was drafted, is that 40 

correct? 
 
A: It appears to be so, yes. 
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Q: So, at some six weeks after the financial advisers were appointed that a final 

decision had been made or had been made to use the IPIC Exchange Bond 
transaction? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The next annexure is annexure U which is the decision as you referred to 

earlier 223 of 2008 which actually was the NEC decision to adopt IPIC as 
the equity financing, is that correct? 10 

 
[11.37am]A: Yes. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Now, you were saying earlier that there is no – you were not 

aware of any other options in that six-week period that IPBC had been 
advised of by Goldman Sachs? 

 
A: There were other options that came in from Treasury which government – 

and that is a matter for the former Treasurer to deal with.  My focus is 
obviously as the proponent of that NEC submission, I supported that 20 
submission, yes as I signed off on it.  But there were other contemplations 
by Treasury. 

 
Q: By Treasury but not – IPBC did not put any to you? 
 
A: Treasury is an integral part of the State. 
 
Q: Okay.  If I could deal with that then what Treasury thought about that.  If I 

could go to the affidavit of Dairi Vele.  It is exhibit QQ and if I could go to 
annexure DV7 if that could be brought up on the screen, please.  This is an 30 
NEC Decision Number 162 of 2008 and it is based on Statutory Paper 74 of 
2008 that is also included in this.  What I would like to take you to is that 
are you familiar with this decision? 

 
A: Can I go through and have a look at the entire decision, please? 
 
Q: Certainly. 
 
A: I am familiar with Lazard playing a role with regards to Treasury. 
 40 
Q: So, in that decision, it records on 7 August that Lazard Freres were actually 

appointed as financial advisors to the State with regards to the PNG LNG 
Project and in particular the equity financing. 
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A: And your question is? 
 
Q: Is that the case? 
 
A: Well, it appears so. 
 
Q: If we could scroll down a little bit further, please.  The statutory paper is 

attached to that decision.  If we could scroll down a bit further.  There was a 
lot of process that led to the selection of Lazard Freres as the financial 10 
adviser to Treasury.  We can continue to scroll down there - the annexures 
to that.  And they say that the annexures to that went through the tender 
evaluation of Lazard Freres except – do you remember that?  That the State 
– what is on the screen now is the proposal by the Treasury that sent out to 
various financial advisors seeking expressions of interest and received 
numerous responses and at the end of the day, Treasury selected indeed 
Lazard Freres.  It was an evaluation criteria scoring sheet and this is for the 
advisers; not for the actual financiers, this was just for the advisers.  Then 
you can see there was a scoring sheet and eventually Lazard Freres was 
selected as you said you remember that. 20 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am just wondering what the question is. You are 
asking Mr Somare about it he agrees that these were the processes. 
 
A: I am waiting in anticipation. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Mr Somare.  Did you find it unusual 
that there was another financial adviser appointed to the State some three weeks 
later to look at exactly the same thing? 
 30 
A: Cabinet is quite free to look at options.  And as a member of Cabinet, if 

Cabinet desired to look at an option Lazard, it will look at that option.  And 
if it decided that it wanted to look at the IPBC option, it would look at the 
IPBC option.  At the end of the day Cabinet ultimately takes a collective 
decision.  It is not unilateral. 

 
[11.42am]Q: Thank you.  And if I could take you to the next exhibit or the next annexure 

DV - - - 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, your client was not the acting Secretary for 40 
Treasury in 2008, was he? 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, he was not.  But he made the point earlier and 
in previous that the Minister for Treasury sponsored the submission for the indeed 
appointment of Goldman Sachs and also the decision with IPIC.  But the 
Department of Treasury took a completely different view and I am going to take 
him to the affidavit of Anthony Yauieb later. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just trying to establish the relevance of the question to 
your client.  He was not the Secretary at that time as a matter of record and the 
record is there but you go on.   
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And indeed the annexure DV - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And bearing in mind we have very little time, I suppose not 
much time to complete this Inquiry and we need to be focused and maybe short 
with our questions so that we do not soak up other witnesses’ time.  I understand 
there are witnesses waiting in the queue to give their evidence.  But you go on. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  With regards to 
that so were you aware that there was a Cabinet decision that agreed on the fee for 
Lazard Freres as $7 million? 20 
 
A: I was aware, yes. 
 
Q: And were you aware that at the Ministerial Economic Committee meeting 

on 10 October 2008 that Treasury put forward a paper on the advice of 
Lazard Freres that in fact financing or equity finance was not in fact due till 
September 2009 and that indeed there were numerous other financing 
options available that had not been tested? 

 
A: I am aware what is in the Gas Agreement because the Gas Agreement 30 

governs the nature of the transaction.  Lazard may have its opinions; it is a 
matter to question them.  I have strictly applied myself with regards to what 
the Gas Agreement states very clearly again, page 44, clause 10.2. 

 
Q: Were you aware that Treasury advised not to go with the IPIC transaction 

that they indeed wanted to explore many other different options 
 
A: Treasury also contemplated that the sell down of equity which was not the 

political imperative of the financier at that time.  No sell down - - - 
 40 
Q: The sell down at that time - - - 
 
A: Let me finish. 
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Q: Sorry, I did not realize; I thought you had finished. 
 
A: The sell down – there was no sell down of the equity.  There was to be no 

pledging of the revenue to any other parties.  There would be nothing that 
would erode the value proposition on the equity piece or the PNG LNG 
Project.   

 
Q: It was Petromin’s view, was it not, that there should be an equity sell down 

rather than Treasury’s.  Petromin also had engaged Mallesons, had they not?  10 
Are you aware at that time? 

 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I am just going to object there.  As you have 
observed, chief, Mr Vele was not the Treasury head then.  The relevance of this is 
pretty marginal.  I would simply ask you to indicate commissioners that Mrs 
Nonggorr has 15 minutes to conclude her questions so that we can proceed with 
other witnesses. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there does seem to be some relevance in Mrs 
Nonggorr’s questions.  She is exploring other financing options, is that correct? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That arise from what I asked him earlier and - - - 
 
COMMISSONER WHITE:  What is the link to your client?  I am just perhaps a 
little bit puzzled as to for whom you appear because Mr Vele’s affidavit suggests 
that it is the department’s official position and he is its mouthpiece.  Is Mr Vele 30 
your client or is the State, the Treasury your client?   

 

[11.47am]  A: The Secretary for Treasury is the client because the Department of Treasury 
does not have actually a legal entity but it is the Secretary for Treasury who 
has custodian over all of this but I must point out that the nexus Dr Renwick 
has a couple of times said that IPIC was the gold standard whereas the UBS 
Loan had  systematic failures within government.  And it is only fair that if 
one is holding up the UBS Loan and in comparing it to the IPIC Loan as Dr 
Renwick has that we have a real look at it rather than just - - - 

Q: I accept that, I accept that. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Go on.  Just articulate what these other options are and direct 
him to questions instead of going around in a circle;.  You got the evidence you 
put the option to him, this is the better option, here it is and here is the evidence to 
support it and then you ask your question. 

MS TWIVEY- NONGGORR:  The point is that at this stage, the Treasury in its 
paper to the – and I will draw you to that now.  I did not want to waste that time 
but Anthony Yauieb’s affidavit, he has an annexure 10 and indeed that is on the 
screen before you now.  If we go through to the part where is says: “The State’s 
entitlement”, it is about – unfortunately the pages are not numbered.  That is about 
6 pages into that document.  If we would scroll down to that and we have raised 10 
this with you before that, it was Treasury’s view that the State entitlement is 
conditional on having financing in place by the financial closure and not before but 
you say, that is incorrect? 

A: Well, I refer you back to the Project Agreement, Ms Nonggorr; please read 
that. 

Q: If I could - I have read it, that is annexure A. 

A: Very good. 

Q: And I am not going to – I do not what to put you to a legal discussion about 
the interpretation of clause 10. 

A: I am not a lawyer so please read it. 20 

Q: Yes.  That is right.  If I would scroll down a bit further and there is a topic 
called “Alternative Sale Sources”.  Could you scroll down probably another 
8 pages of that document.  Keep scrolling it, that is time in the mornings, 
there is a called “Alternative Sources of Finances” please.   

A: And these are internal treasury notes at the bureaucratic level; are they or 
were shared at Ministerial Economic Committee; how did Mr Yauieb 
communicate this? 

Q: That is correct.  Mr Yauieb gave evidence and it is in his affidavit.  He has 
given evidence already that this was a power point presentation he made to 
the Ministerial Economic Committee on 10 October 2008.  So you were in 30 
attendance at that meeting; were you not? 

A: Did he or I cannot recall.  Did he produce an attendance list for me at that 
particular meeting? 

Q: I could take you to the NEC submission where you had sponsored that 
submission where it says that:  “The ministers were present at that meeting”, 
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because also the IPIC clause so, I put it to you, you were present at the 
meeting? 

A: I cannot recall. 

Q: And the Alternative Sources of Finance, if we go over the page, it says that:  
“The State unless out of being approached by numerous parties interested in 
assisting the State to finance its equity, multilateral lenders, bilateral lenders, 
International Oil and Gas companies et cetera” and they had commenced 
proposal – commenced approaches to various companies, if we scroll down 
a further two pages, there was a ADEB, ADB Korean Bank and that goes on 
further and further, many different alternatives that they were looking at, an 10 

asset monetization, alternative structures, JBIC proposal, do you recall any 
of that?  

[11,52am] A: I recall engaging with the Asian Development Bank but quite clearly, the 
Asian Development Bank’s environmental policies would have precluded 
the PNG Government building 400 kilometers through virgin forest.  So that 
financing would have been off the table.  A similar issue would have applied 
to the World Bank with their environmental policies would have also 
precluded the PNG LNG Project or the project to pursue a continued 
negotiations with them because of the issues surrounding the environment. 
Yes, I do recall some of those.  20 

 
Q: Did you explore these other options? 

 
A: We did.  There was conversation with the Asian Development Bank 

and their environmental policies were restrictive to building 800 kilometers 
of pipeline to take Stranded gas from the Highlands of Papua New Guinea 
to portion 152. 

 
Q: And that is just one of the many options that are in this document, that was 

it but nonetheless you took the advice of IPBC and went with IPIC on advice 30 
of Goldman Sachs. 

 
A: IPBC, I am the minister responsible for the Independent Public Business 

Corporation and obviously, I work in close corroboration with the Managing 
Director of the Independent Business Corporation and the Chairman of the 
Board. 

 
Q: And earlier today and the question I was going to ask was: if the sahres were 

always going to be sold why did you not just sell the shares and you have 
responded this morning, because there was not going to be enough money? 40 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: But indeed, it would have been enough money, would it not, if there  

had been say a limited other raising through domestic debt securities like 
T-Bills? 

 
A: I am not going to go into that particular argument the option given to us by 

the by financial advisory was to utilize a bond and upon advice that was what 
we pursued.  10 

 
Q: Yes. So, you have said that the shares would not raise enough and 

interestingly there was a short fall, was it not there, a couple of years later 
after the IPIC Bond of approximately 300 million or K 900 million? 

 
A: That was always anticipated, Ms Twivey. 
 
Q: So in fact, the government then in 2011 borrowed through a domestic debt 

security T-Bills the sum of 300 million? 
 20 
A; And I would ask that you do not confuse the IPIC transaction with the 

project’s capital costs on the project itself.  That was part of the project’s 
capital cost going forward.  That was anticipated way back in 2009 and as 
you put every bolt every nut further kilometer of pipelining s you build the 
project, you effectively … project that allows you to go back and refinance. 

 
Q: It was actually due to exchange rate conversion that money was lost, when 

Goldman Sachs advised to transfer all the money that you have held, that 
was the capital costs of 1.6 billion plus indeed the interest of 390 million 
from Australian dollars into US dollars, is that not, correct? 30 

 
A: No.  The proceeds from IPIC had two components.  One component was an 

Australian Dollar Account, the design of that quarantine account was to 
service the coupon rate of 5 percent.  The Chair had asked the question, 
where would be 84 million be serviced from.  That is done from the coupon 
rate held in Australian dollars.  What you are talking about is the capital 
account for the project’s construction.  So the capital account for the project 
construction was - once the conversion had happened and if you go back and 
you see the records of where Forex was tracking, we kept our eye on how 
the Australian dollar was dropping and the floor was at .65 as it hit .65, we 40 
would convert.   And we did indeed convert and as we converted that 1.2 
that was remaining in Australian dollars, US$820 million. 
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[11.57 am]   Q: And indeed that – I put it to you that that conversion at that point of time of 
the entire amount that was not needed to be  cash call but until periods 
between 2010 and 2014 resulted in a shortfall? 

 
A: There was an anticipated shortfall from the project at all times, but what was 

anticipated that there were sufficient funds to construct the project that at a 
point in time, if I was still in government and there was no political coup, I 
would have financed that. 

 
Q: And indeed, when that shortfall happened, you were not in government? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So I put it to you that if the shares had been sold and you had regained that 

money and had done a $300 million domestic-debt raising, that that would 
have funded the equity participation and you would not have paid $390 
million in interest? 

 
A: Sorry, I do not get your question, ask it again. 
 20 
Q: I put it to you that if you instead of taking a loan out on the shares, you would 

sell the shares plus the debt raising that you ended up that the government, 
not you, the government ended up doing at the end of 2011 of $300 million, 
those two amounts combined would have paid for the equity financing and 
there would have been no need to make a loan and, indeed, the State would 
not have had to have spent $390 million in interest. 

 
A: I am a little bit distracted because your client happened to be my advisor at 

that time as well; he should have advised me then. 
 30 
Q: The fact of the matter is that you were advised by IPBC these decisions were 

not actually taken for you the management of IPBC only put as you have 
said, the one option to you which was the IPIC Loan.  Please do not think 
that I am criticizing you.  You relied upon perfectly proper advice from 
IPBC, I put to you and that was based on advice from Freehills and Goldman 
Sachs that the best option was the IPIC option.  Is that the case? 

 
A: In my view, the IPIC option was the best option. 
 
Q: And my client at that time was not advising you financially, he was the 40 

director of the gas office. 
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A: He was the gas project office and he worked in close collaboration with me, 
very close. 

 
Q: What do you say is the cost of that loan to Papua New Guinea now, the cost 

of that participation, is it the shares that were worth about a billion, plus 392 
million interest, plus 300 million with the shortfall, plus the 74 million at the 
end shortfall; would that be the correct amount? 

 
A: I look at both cost and benefit and the benefit outweighs the cost because of 

the return on equity at the moment at the receipts that have come in today, I 10 
had good fortune of having dinner with ExxonMobil yesterday they say 
amounts in the value of 11 billion.  

 
Q: I put it to you that nbobody here in fact disputes that the investment was not 

brilliant investment - - - 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: It was clearly the best investment that PNG has ever made, 
 20 
A: Absolutely. 
 

[12.02 pm] Q: The point is also that 2 billion just to trade up for the whole equity share in 
the PNG LNG, was it, it was a trade up for 30 per cent.  The rest of Papua 
New Guinea’s equity share is being paid for out of project financing of 70 
per cent, is it not? 
 

A: Yes, and a simple person as I am, when you go to buy a house, you have 
your debt-to-equity ratio; you have to have your deposit.  We paid the 
deposit which is the 30 per cent and the project debt is 70 per cent of the 30 
total.  That is correct. 

 
Q: Yes.  I am pointing out that the revenue is not just from the equity that we 

put in.  It is actually for the whole 100 per cent, is it not?  When you are 
talking about the revenue that the PNG LNG has bought into Papua New 
Guinea, albeit to Kumul, it is as a result of the whole 100 per cent ownership 
of this19 point, not just the trading up of the Oil Search shares, therefore, we 
get all of these dividends? 

 
A: Yes, Ms Twivey, you must not confuse yourself.  The 5.3 billion that is in 40 

my affidavit went to Kumul. 
 
Q: Oh, I am sorry, I agree with you completely. 
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A: Okay. 
 
Q: Everybody agrees that Kumul has received all the distributions for- - - 
 
A: That is correct, Kumul and MRDC. 
 
Q: Yes, well, the State’s contributions.   
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, how long are you going to be with your 
questions?  It is lunch time now. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am just checking if these have been covered. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have several questions, we will allow you, but if you 
are going to be a little bit- - - 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  There is just two more questions, that is all. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Participating in oil and gas projects, the mineral 
projects, whatever they are is risky, is it not? 
 
A: The exploration bit, absolutely.  But as Brattle has said very clearly that there 

is an outside in the back-in rights itself.  When we paid 300 million, we 
realized a value of 3 to US$5000 million for exclusively that 19.4 per cent.  
Yes, there is a risk but there is also a reward on the outside. 30 

 
Q: Papua New Guinea has had some hits and misses with investments, have 

they not, with the new oil and gas phase and then the minerals’ phase? 
 
A: You will have to ask other ministers because I think my – the only project 

that I have worked on is the PNG LNG Project site; I think that went on 
pretty well.   

 
Q: Brilliant. 
 40 
A: Thank you. 
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Q: But there are other projects such as Solwara and other projects that have not 
done so well, but that is the nature of the Papua New Guinea Constitution 
and indeed- - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a statement or a question? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am asking.  I am just saying this is the nature of 
the participation idea. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 10 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The owning equity is that there are upsides and there 
are sometimes downsides; is that not correct? 
 
A: And these are risks that you assess as government and based on advice, 

confident, economic, engineering, financial; you then take a call whether you 
develop that resource or not.  It is a matter for the government to decide 
whether they go with the project or not.  So we use certain tools, open-book 
economic model; one, we may use an economic impact study to determine 
press go or no go. 20 

 
Q: One last question.  It is about Goldman Sachs.  Did anybody consider or did 

you consider that they did not advise another option such as selling their 
shares or any other option because they were indeed going to be the holder 
of the Escrow account for the 390 million interest that was drawn down at 
beginning; and they were also the holder of the account of the 1.2 billion that 
was the cash-call, as you were saying capital account that was being called 
on between 2010 and 2014.  Do you think that them making a benefit out of 
this loan transaction, meaning not just the advice on the transaction, but the 
actual managing of the money between 2009 and 2014?  Do you think that 30 
that might have influenced the advice given to IPBC? 

 
[12.07pm]  Goldman Sachs had a script to finance the PNG LNG Project.  They stuck 

to their script.  Obviously, I am happy with the outcome that we refinanced 
the PNG LNG Project’s 19.4 per cent purchase agreement in PNG LNG 
Project. 

 
Q: Does Papua New Guinea know how much Goldman Sachs charged or made 

over that period from these nearly holding 1.6 billion? 
 40 
A: I have been very transparent and absolutely cooperative with the commission 

with the figures that I have given.  There was a commission and that 
commission was AU$22 million and that is in my affidavit. 
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Q: That is for the transaction? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But not for the ongoing management of the funds, but you may not know 

this.  This is a matter for IPBC. 
 
A: That is a question that you an ask IPBC when they are here before you.   
 10 
Q: Thank you.  That is all the questions I have. 
 
A: Very good; thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Arnold, you are going to ask some questions? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, I do.  Sir, it might be 10 to 15 minutes so we are in your 
hands. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will allow the next 15 minutes. 20 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, thank you.  I will try to be as expeditious as we can.  Firstly, 
commissioners and Dr Renwick, this morning we provided Mr Jurth with an 
affidavit belatedly simply annexing a copy of the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited Authorization Act of 2015 that we would like to be received into evidence 
establishing the basis for some relevant questions of witnesses. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, Sir Arnold, I have not seen that but on the basis of what 
you said, I have no difficulty having that put into evidence.  I would just like to see 
it first but I cannot object to you asking your questions now. 30 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Much of the questions in relation to it will be as we have made 
the application to ask Mr O’Neill, Mr Sonk and perhaps Mr Marape in relation to 
the Kumul Petroleum Trust.  This is what this Act establishes, commissioners.  But 
for Mr Somare’s purposes, it is just to identify it and to refer to some pertinent 
provisions being the basis for asking the relevant questions of the former Prime 
Ministers and Mr Sonk in particular the Kumul Petroleum Trust as established by 
this Authorization Act. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, it is an Act of the State of Papua New Guinea 40 
so it is not usual to have to prove that or an Act of the Parliament through a witness 
unless there is something extraordinarily controversial about its provenance so I do 
not see any difficulty. 
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SIR ARNOLD:  No, I was just at abundance of caution in the event that it was not 
previously tendered before the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, it does not need to be tendered into evidence.  It is a legal 
document that can be used without having it tendered. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Very well, sir. 
 
 10 
XXN:  SIR ARNOLD 
 
Q: Mr Somare, I just want to take you to this Act and I appreciate, Dr Renwick, 

that you have not had a moment to see it at all. Commissioners, just 
establishing some pertinent provisions contained herein that will be relevant 
to asking the questions of Mr Sonk in particular and the trustees as you know. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Mr Somare does make a mention of this particular 
legislation, right, in his affidavit? 
 20 
SIR ARNOLD:  Perhaps not this.  It might be the Participation Act, chief 
commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This a new Act, is it? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, it is the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization 
Act of 2015 establishing the Kumul structures? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, do you have spare copies for us? 
 30 
SIR ARNOLD:  Just one to Mr Jurth to hand that up, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Give one to Mr Somare and give one to us. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Sorry, very short notice and only two copies and - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  I have had a busy night as well.  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am happy to read it on the screen, Sir Arnold. 
 40 
SIR ARNOLD:  It is on the screen already as well; yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is on the screen already so - - - 
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 [12.12pm]SIR ARNOLD:  It might well have been tendered previously. 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think you can find it quite quickly. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes.  So, sir and madam, if I could just take Mr Somare to some 
relevant provisions very quickly and then put that aside and I want to explore a 
couple of other areas.  It is relevant to some of the questions that chief 
commissioner you might have been asking previously about accountability.   
 10 
So, Mr Somare, if we put it on the screen there, just scroll through to section 4 on 
page 6 at Part 2, the establishment of the Kumul Petroleum Shared Trust and in 
subsection (2), we read the Office of the Trustee was intended to be the holder of 
the Office of the Prime Minister from time to time.  So, as we have been hearing 
from Mr Sonk that the incumbent current Prime Minister at that time is the sole 
trustee of the Kumul Petroleum Trust and if I might ask that the Act be scrolled 
through to section 13.  The requirement for the approval of annual plans and 
dividend distributions by Kumul Petroleum.  Those are the prescriptions in section 
13.   
 20 
Over onto subsection (7) in particular, if we could scroll there, which requires a 
dividend to be paid directly into the Sovereign Wealth Fund in accordance with the 
Organic Law on Sovereign Wealth Fund in respect of its accounting period equal 
to amount of available reserves of Kumul Petroleum Holdings being the 
accumulated realized earnings from prior periods and the profits earned in the 
current year determined on a consolidated or group basis at the end of that 
accounting period less any amount required to be held by Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings and its subsidiaries to meet the requirements of the approved annual plan.  
So that is once again simply a statutory imperative upon Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings.   30 
 
And then we – that is the provisions for the annual financial plan, I am trying to 
find at the moment.  But the other aspect, Mr Somare, and for the commission’s 
benefit is the fact that this legislation in Part 8, sir, if you could scroll to section 19.  
And this is a debate that went on in Parliament before the Public Accounts 
Committee as to the accountability of the Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  This 
legislation removes Kumul Petroleum company from Parliamentary and State 
scrutiny.  Is that right section 19 supposed to be read?  And putting this to the Prime 
Ministers and Mr Sonk.  Kumul Petroleum company is not an office subject to the 
Leadership Code and is in fact this old Act establishes this company as a private 40 
company not subject to public State accountability.  Is that your understanding of 
this legislation, sir? 
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[12.17pm] A: Yes sir. 
 
Q: Then of course I think the Act speaks of the revenue proceeds however 

calculated at the end of all of the different costs to invest; dividends into the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund that we have been talking about.  Can I just leave 
that there sir now and move to just a few clarification.  I want to just very 
quickly, can you explain from your affidavit, sir, on page 1 paragraph 4, your 
other role post parliamentary responsibilities in paragraph 4 you refer to your 
engagement as a consultant to the Hela Provincial Government and the 
landowners.  And of there acquisition of 4.22 per cent additional equity 10 
interest from the State called - referred to as a Kroton option, would that Mr 
Sonk speak of Kumul Petroleum trying to protect that in the period the 
revenue was quarantined or mortgaged as a result of the payment direction 
deed.  Just very quickly, sir, we talked about this, can you explain the 
consequence of the payment direction deed upon this, our landowners’ 
equity, that was to have been exercised by 30 June 2016 but as a result of 
the payment direction quarantining the proceeds of the sales until 2017.  
How that was affected just very quickly because I intend to put the questions 
to Mr Sonk. 

 20 
A: Sir Arnold and Commissioners, the 4.22 is a right to the landowners; is a 

right to an option that the landowners would acquire an additional 4.22 per 
cent.  But because of the nature of financing to the PNG LNG Project and 
IPIC’s desire to keep all the equity, the language in the transactional 
documents state that it is to be a 25.75 per cent equity option that the 
landowners would be entitled to.  But that 25.75 per cent equates to a 4.22 
per cent direct equity interest negotiated under the Benefit Sharing 
Agreement in Kokopo and negotiated under every license, PDLs 1, 7, 8, 9, 
2, 4, 5 and 6 which is a requirement of law that it had to be a development 
forum need to take place and the 4.22 per cent option was available for the 30 
landowners.  Regrettably with a transaction like the UBS loan, the UBS loan 
potentially impacted that right which is an option for the landowners to 
acquire and would have eroded the cashflow value attributable to that 4.22.  
Is that clear? 

 
Q: Yes, that is fine but it was affected as a result of the ability to exercise that 

right option under the original arrangements, was affected, was it, by the 
payment direction deed? 

 
A: It was affected by the payment direction deed and as to the cash call that 40 

would have necessarily been attributable to the 4.22 percent that was all 
bundled together under the payment direction and sent over to Singapore or 
wherever it went.  
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[2.22pm]   Q: Thank you. Where is the exercising of this rights statues some 13 years on 

at this point in time? 
 
A: I am not precisely certain as to whether the intent of government and 

landowners in 2008 has been fully permitted to by government and what the 
status is with regards to 4.22 at this time.  I understand that there was a whole 
raft of proportion including tender financing and other issues related with 
that.  But I cannot believe it has been fully exercised. 

 10 
Q: Okay, thank you. Just very quickly now. So Mrs Nonggorr referred you to 

the two of a number of important NEC Decisions, the policy submission 167 
of 2008 and consequential NEC Decision therefrom number 223 of 2008, 
are both in October, the policy submission on 20 October, can you confirm 
the dates and decisions taken from 23 October 2008. I only want you to just 
confirm the following these two submissions and the decision in terms of 
the relevant dates, if the LNG Projects State Participation Act could be 
accessed of 2008, simply to confirm the date of the enactment, in terms of 
the sequence of the decision making.  

 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Which Act was that Sir Arnold, do you want to put 
up? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, the LNG Projects State Participation Act. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  There it is up there.  It is there now. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  It is up now.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 30 
 
SIR AMET:  That is right there on  the cover sheet.  Simply the affirmation of the 
date of certification.  At the end, I note without a needing to go there. Yes, in the 
Act, it was in fact enacted by Parliament on 25 November 2008, and certified on 
22 December.  Mr Somare, as you will see and simply to draw the nexus between 
those policy submissions and NEC Decisions in October and to be followed by the 
legislation authorizing the participation.  Commissioners, I think that is all I have.  
Just to clarify those matters, thank you. 
 
MR RENWICK:  Commissioners, in that respect, anything arising, might Mr 40 
Somare be excused. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose that concludes Mr Somare’s evidence, so you will 
be excused.  
 
A: Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
Q: Thank you for your evidence, Mr Somare. I think that completes your 

evidence so you may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 10 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Sir Arnold, before he takes his leave, the affidavit – there is 
an affidavit that has been handed up that annexes the copy of the Kumul Holdings 
Limited Authorization Act. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:   Yes, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That affidavit has not been tendered into evidence as yet. 
 20 
SIR ARNOLD:  As you said, the Acts are probably already in evidence and – - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps preferable for you to seek to tender this separately. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, we could do that, for completeness sake.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, we will admit that affidavit and annexing a copy of Act 
into evidence and it will be marked exhibit BB.1. 
 
EXHIBIT BB.1 – AFFIDAVIT ATTACHED WITH KUMUL HOLDINGS 30 
AUTHORISATTOION ACT  
 
SR ARNOLD:  Thank you, Chief. 
 

[12.27pm] DR RENWICK:  1.30 Commissioners? 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have a quick rundown on who is on the line up this 
afternoon before we adjourn? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes of course.  Mr Jurth? 40 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I anticipate that Mr Peter Graham will start - 
we will push him back to 1.30 with your leave.  I forgot to mention earlier that 
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Nathan Chang will also give evidence by zoom, following Mr Chang and then we 
have Mr Beattie at 2 o’clock and Nr Abel in person as the last witness this 
afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What was the situation with witness David Towe? 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Towe you will recall we directed to produce the exhibits in 
accordance with Chief Commissioner’s direction we are still in the process of 
doing that. You will see that I have been here every day so the time to undertake 
that task is going slightly but we will get there. 10 
 
THE ACHAIRMAN:  When is he likely to give his evidence, on Monday or today? 
 
MR JURTH:  He is not coming today.  As soon as the task is done we will bring 
him back.  It also occurred to me from what you have said today to Mr Somare that 
perhaps Mr Towe should also be asked to address the date period that you 
mentioned. 
 
THE CHAIMRAN:  And present some calculations o the value of ex[port in the 
relevant period. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  The same way that Mr Somare’s evidence was focused on annual 
figures, that is exactly what Mr Towe has done. But to answer your question, you 
would like the line drawn at 30 September 2017 so I was planning on asking him 
to address that issue specifically. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And also if you can get him to give his calculations on the 
percentage, the shareholding state in LNG Project and how that translated in terms 
of the actual amount. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I can certainly ask him if he has any personal 
knowledge of those matters. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  For the relevant period yes.  Get some more precise figures 
from him. 
 
MR JURTH:  I can ask him if he has any personal knowledge of these matters. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think with those remarks we can adjourn the 
proceedings to 1.30 pm. 40 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT          
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[1.37pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, wouldl you please take the matter of Peter Graham 
who appears by zoom from Queensland again.  Mr Graham, can you hear me?  But 
we cannot hear him. 
 
MR GRAHAM:  Can you hear me? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  But it is very faint, Mr Graham.  Could I just ask you to say 
something again so we can - - - 
 
MR GRAHAM:  Test, test, test. 
 
MR JURTH:  Okay, thank you.  It is a little bit better.  If I could ask you just to 
keep your voice up.  This will not take long.   
 
 
PETER GRAHAM, recalled: 20 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Graham, you remain bound by your previous oath for formalities 
sake but for what I am about to say is probably not going to matter.  
Commissioners, we received no applications to examine Mr Graham on behalf of 
any other witness granted leave to appear before the commission.  The upshot of 
that is that unless either of you commissioners have questions for Mr Graham then 
that is the end of his evidence and he can be excused.  Commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I have no questions either, Mr Jurth.  Just to 
thank Mr Graham for assisting our Commission of Inquiry.  We are most grateful.   
 
A: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Thank you, Mr Graham.  Could Mr 
Graham then formally be excused? 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused, Mr Graham.  Thank you. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  And commissioners, Dr Katter has the next witness.   
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I recall Mr Nathan Chang who is on 
zoom.  I understand Mr Chang is in the State of Queensland. 
 
MR CHANG:  Good afternoon. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is Mr Chang. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon, yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Chang has been sworn.   
 
 
NATHAN CHANG, recalled: 
 20 
 
XN: DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Chang, just state your full name, please.   
 
A: Nathan Joshua T. Chang. 
 
Q: Exhibit HH is your statement which was tendered on 21 June 2021.  Have 

you had a chance to read and consider that statement again?  Are there any 
corrections or additions to make to that statement as at today? 30 

 
A: No, additions or corrections. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Have you identified any documents relevant to the Terms of 

Reference of this Inquiry since you gave your evidence on 21 June? 
 
A: No, I have not. 
 
Q: And then if we can go to the transcript, please, page 1656.  I will just have 

that brought up on the screen.  In transcript when it is brought up but I will 40 
just ask you the question.  You identified that in February 2014, Mr 
Mortensen had communicated to you that the State was exploring the 
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possibility of acquiring shares in Oil Search as part of a private placement; 
you will see that now on the screen.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Have you been able to identify since you gave evidence on 21 June, the 

precise date of that communication to you from Mr Mortensen? 
 
A: No, I have not.  It probably would have been – my recollection could be 

towards back then of February, I would have thought even though I was out 10 
of the country prior to that. 

 
Q: Thank you.  The next reference is page 1659, it is line 15.  This is a reference 

that you made to communications – you will see it there now towards the 
bottom of the screen. 

 
A: Yes. 
 

[1.42pm]  Q:  Communications that you had with Mr Latimer, Mr Casamento, Mr Ramsay, 
Mr Jilek, Mr Turner, Mr Robertson and Mr Flynn, and you indicate there 20 
that you do not have any documents including emails or attachments to 
emails from that period as to those communications.  Have you been able to 
identify any emails or documents in that regard? 

 
A: No, I have not sorry. 
 
Q: You referred to documents being in storage in Port Moresby or archived.  

Have you been able to access by someone else or access any of those archive 
documents in Port Moresby? 

 30 
A: No. 
 
Q: Page 1661 in transcript, please.  You will see it on the screen there.  You 

were asked about the remuneration for the UBS transaction and you 
identified a figure of about K1 million.  Have you been able to check the 
total sum that was paid or transmitted to Pertusio for the UBS transaction 
work? 

 
A: Yes.  It was 1.25 million. 
 40 
Q: Kina? 
 
A: Kina. 
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Q: Do you know where that payment came from? 
 
A: Pacific Capital as part of our sub-contract arrangements. 
 
Q: Do you know who paid Pacific Capital that sum? 
 
A: No, I do not. 
 
Q: Do you know whether the amount – I am sorry, I was not trying to cut you 10 

off. 
 
A: No, that is fine. 
 
Q: Was the amount paid to Pacific Capital an amount that you knew about; what 

that amount was? 
 
A: No, we agreed to invoice them as part of our sub-contract.  I do not know 

what they would have invoiced.  So, I am assuming it is just the same. 
 20 
Q: Was there one invoice – you just mentioned an invoice.  Was there one 

invoice from Pertusio to Pacific Capital or multiple invoices? 
 
A: No, we would have issued one invoice, I believe. 
 
Q: And do you have a copy of that invoice? 
 
A: I do not sorry. 
 
Q: Are you able to search for that invoice? 30 
 
A: I do not have access to any of the documentation in Port Moresby.  All I can 

think of being in one of the containers back there to be honest – third party 
from that period. 

 
Q: We will go to transcript, please 1674.  Just scrolling down a little bit more.  

You will see there a reference – you are referring to – there is an answer as 
to whether there were meetings with banks and this is earlier than 2014.  Did 
you have an involvement particularly in or about August 2013 with 
consideration at that time as to refinancing the IPIC transaction with then 40 
acting Secretary Vele? 

 
A: No, I did not. 
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Q: Did you prepare at that point in time any notes or papers that went to 

Treasury or any government bodies as to this refinancing in the IPIC 
transaction? 

 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: Was there a particular period or point in time before 2014 when to your 

knowledge PRL 15 was considered to be relevant to any Oil Search 
transaction that was to occur? 10 

 
A: Not to my knowledge. 
 

[1.47pm]   Q: You referred before to Pacific Capital and Pertusio Capital, was all the work 
done re UBS if I call it that in 2014, was all of that work done in the same 
procedural way, that is a payment was made to Pacific Capital and a 
subsequent payment was made to Pertusio Capital? 

 
A: Yes.  Only just in terms of the work we conducted within through our 

subcontract with PCL. 20 
 
Q: You have mentioned that payment of `K 1.25 million before.  Was that the 

total payment received by Pertusio for anything related to UBS, was that the 
sole payment? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, how had that amount being identified? 
 
A: Yes. In terms of the basis for the fees that, that was from the ongoing 30 

working in 2013, which you probably have to discuss with my colleague.  
By that time thar had already been agreed to. 

 
Q: When you say your colleague, who are you referring to? 
 
A: Yes sorry that is terms of – I am referring to Lars. 
 
Q: Yes, Mr Mortensen? 
 
A: As I was overseas when the work had all started. 40 
 
Q: Do you know whether there was a negotiation as to that particular amount? 
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A: I assume that would have been. He will have a better understanding of where 
it came from. 

 
Q:  Were you involved in that negotiation? 
 
A: No, I was not at that time. 
 
Q: Do you know whether there was a written agreement or retainer or some 

type of document as to the amount of the payment that was to be made? 
 10 
A: I am assuming there would have been a – some formal engagement letter, 

yes. I do not think there would have been a retainer. It would have been some 
form of engagement I imagine.   

 
Q: Why not work directly between - if it is Treasury, why not have the work 

Treasury to Pertusio Capital, why involve Pacific Capital? 
 
A: I think there had already been an ongoing – I guess Pacific Capital was 

financially in the past have done work with when Lars had been there 
historically because he had a good relationship through Pacific Capital for 20 
the work he had done previously. So there is a bit of continuation and then 
for this particular engagement and Pertusio was subcontracted to help out.  

 
Q: In 2014 communications to and from UBS, there appears to be yourself, Mr 

Mortensen and Mr Vele, if I say it on one side and then those assisting and 
those at UBS on the other side in the communication, does that sound an 
appropriate description? 

 
A: I am sure there was another party involved also. There was communication, 

I think, as I mentioned previously, during the back end of the transaction 30 
when I was involved in the transaction, at least on the management side of 
it.  There was obviously a lot of backwards and forwards, the lawyers 
themselves, UBS and myself. I think from memory, they were just asking to 
follow up documentation and making sure their completion check list were 
done.  

 
Q: And you were physically in Port Moresby through this period in February 

and March 2014, were you not? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 40 
 
Q: Was there financial modeling occurring on your part as to the potential 

consequences and outcomes that might result from this transaction? 
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A: No, I did not have any involvement at that time. 
 
Q: Is it your understanding that if there was a modelling being done, who would 

do it? 
 
A: I am not sure. I cannot answer I cannot recollect. 
 

[1.52pm]   Q: Are you aware of any modelling being done on the part of the Independent 
State or the Treasury? 10 

 
A: I guess, my involvement was the back end, I think, when all that had already 

been, in a sense, finished.  So it was purely just the completion of the 
transaction at that stage when I came in. 

 
Q: In this period - - - 
 
A: I do not have any knowledge of what happened in terms of the modelling 

earlier. 
 20 
Q: I am sorry, I did not want to cut you off.  In this period in February and 

March 2014, did you consider that there was any potential conflict between 
UBS having a role as an advisor to the State and the role as a lender? 

 
A: No, I did not at that time that I can recollect. 
 
Q: Did anyone raise with you this double role, if I could describe it as that, the 

role of UBS as both an advisor and a lender in that period of time; February 
and March 2014? 

 30 
A: I do not recollect anybody raising that as an issue to me, no. 
 
Q: Do you recall the particular individuals – and I am focussing on this period 

again February and March 2014 - who were involved on the UBS transaction 
at UBS? 

 
A: Paddy Jilek – it would have been Paddy Jilek, Mitchell Turner and Craig, I 

think were the main – I guess I put down in my statement were the main 
three that I had communications with back then. 

 40 
Q: If I use the phrase “deal originator” at UBS.  Would you describe someone 

as a deal originator? 
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A: I do not know who the deal originator were but I know the point would have 
been Paddy, Paddy Jilek as he seemed to lead the UBS team or he led the – 
he was seen to be leading the UBS team. 

 
Q: Was there somebody who had a particular involvement, if at all, with the 

bridge loan? 
 
A: Well, again, main contact was still those three that I remember. 
 
Q: Was there someone who had a particular involvement amongst those three 10 

or others as to the derivative side? 
 
A: No.  Again, as I said, I cannot remember.  I know between Mitchell and 

Craig, one of them had a bit more expertise on the derivative side but I 
cannot remember which one it was, sorry. 

 
Q: You have mentioned the three individuals at UBS.  Was there any divide 

between those individuals or anyone else at UBS in terms of who was 
dealing with the advice to the State and those dealing with the lending in the 
way that communications were occurring with you? 20 

 
A: Not that I can recall; no. 
 
Q: Was there any circumstance in your communications with those UBS 

personnel - and you have mentioned the three of them particularly - that 
somebody at UBS or multiple persons contradicted something that someone 
else at UBS was saying or disagreed with something they were articulating? 

 
A: Not that I can recollect. 
 30 
Q: As to the bridge loan, did you in your mind have a figure as to the value of 

what the bridge loan would be in 2014? 
 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: Do you know the figure now for the bridge loan? 
 
A: I could not give you the exact amount of this.  Even I have heard numbers 

referred to around the 300 million mark but I could not tell you the exact 
figure. 40 
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[1.57pm]Q: As to the UBS transaction, did you have in your mind before the transaction 
occurred a particular figure or even a broad figure as to what UBS was going 
to make in dollars or kina out of the deal? 

 
A: I did not. 
 
Q: Had there been any communications by anybody at UBS or anyone on behalf 

of UBS as to a sovereign bond so described in 2014? 
 
A: I think I can recollect Paddy might have mentioned one but I do not know 10 

where it went from there. 
 
Q: Did you know what happened to that mention of the sovereign bond after 

that? 
 
A: No, I do not; no sorry. 
 
Q: Were there any communications to you about trading in the share market as 

to Oil Search shares to keep the share price above a certain level in 2014? 
 20 
A: No, there was none. 
 
Q: Before the UBS transaction occurred, did you consider that there was a risk 

of dilution of the Oil Search shareholding that was going to be purchased by 
the State? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: I take you to a document for the reference, we will have it brought up on the 

screen, it is WIT.0099.0007.1454.  For the record, this is from exhibit N of 30 
the commission.  You will see at the top, Emmanuel Asigau and just 
scrolling down, it is an email 22 August 2014 and so I am just returning to 
the top again.  Just focusing on that date and looking at the cc, can you see 
there you are included as a – appear to be included as a recipient of the email. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you will see Mr Mortensen also or at least his email address appears to 

be included. 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Just take your time – can we just scroll down a little and just take your time 
to read this email.  I am just scrolling down to the footer just to see who it is 
from.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So this is later in 2014 but it is involving the UBS transaction or further to 

the UBS transaction, what was the role that Pertusio that you and Mr 
Mortensen had at that time later in 2014? 

 10 
A: From memory, it had more to do with institutional knowledge, if you like, 

from the original transaction.  We knew all the parties and we had been kept 
in, from memory - when they had things they wanted followed up, I know 
that we had been included in from memory in obviously some emails but I 
cannot even remember that email to be honest, that email is about. 

 
Q: I will take you to another document.  It is WIT.0104.0002.0161.  Just 

scrolling to the bottom of the page, please. 
 

[2.02pm] A: Yes. 20 
 

Q: You have three emails on this page here it seems.  The first email is dated 
21 October 2014.  You appear at least to be a recipient in that email? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I am just conscious that you have not seen this before.  Just scrolling onto 

the next page.  Do you recall this email. 
 
A: I do not recall the email but all I can say from that period, I know – quite 30 

knowingly after the completion of the first transaction, if you like, I know 
there, like I said, all the parties that we had dealt with still wanted a 
coordination point.  I know we were kept in the loop or asked to help out as 
and when there was some coordination required to making sure all the parties 
were – like I said, the documentation needs to be passed around and who 
were the parties to make sure everyone is getting it. 

 
Q: And just scrolling back up, please to the second email, they are in reverse 

chronological order, stopping there.   
 40 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So this appears to be, does it, an email from Mr Yauieb, Mr Anthony Yauieb.   
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Who was Mr Yauieb at that time to your understanding so 22 October 2014? 
 
A: Deputy Secretary Treasury.  I could not tell you what division but I know he 

was Dep Sec.   
 
Q: There is no indication in this particular email that anyone else was cc’d into 

this email.  Do you have any recollection of whether anyone else was 10 
involved in this particular email – 6.49 pm? 

 
A: No, I do not, sorry. 
 
Q: And then just scrolling up, just read that, please.  This appears to be a third 

email.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall this specific email of 8.33 pm? 20 
 
A: No, I do not of that specific email. 
 
Q: And just looking at the second sentence; the second substandard paragraph 

in the email.  Are you referring to the State Solicitor in that second 
substandard sentence? 

 
A: I would have to assume I am, State Sol. 
 
Q: What did you mean by formulate our side or what do you mean by 30 

formulating our side to go to the State Solicitor? 
 
A: I am assuming that point it was again providing all the – keeping - making 

sure the documentation was provided to Anthony at that point in time and 
understanding whether those – what documents they wanted to finalize and 
what they were taking up.  I do not recall exactly but that is all I can imagine 
was trying to arrange a meeting so they can all sit down and go through with, 
wrap it all. 

 
Q: Who was in your side as you are describing it there? 40 
 
A: I am assuming the State’s side. 
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Q: Do you recall what you meant then? 
 
A: I do not remember who – I was assuming it was requested as the State team 

if you want.  It could have been obviously the Treasury team.  That is all I 
can think of. 

 
Q: Was this seeking to get a particular process outcome in terms of the State 

Solicitor as to the matters referred to in the email from Mr Ramsay which 
was the first email below? 

   10 
[2.07pm]A: Firstly, I cannot recall.  It might have been more to do with just briefing and 

making sure the team is briefed on where it is at, I would imagine.  But I 
cannot specifically recollect it. 

 
Q: Why the direct communication to Mr Yauieb at this time as you described 

him as Deputy Secretary? 
 
A: Yes, I think he was the Deputy Secretary at that point in time. 
 
Q: Why not include others in that communication? 20 
 
A: I believe that I think it might have been that Anthony was – I think he might 

have been the State lead or the Treasury lead at least that I can remember 
who they wanted everything to go through at that point in time as the first 
central point. 

 
Q: Next document is WIT.0104.0002.0164, please.  If that could be brought up 

on the screen.  So, looking at the top it is headed or appears to be headed, 
‘Draft Submission on Ovation of OSH’ and the date appears to be dated 21 
November 2014.  Does that look right? 30 

 
A: Yes, I guess. 
 
Q: Have you seen this email since that time? 
 
A: No, I have not – sorry, I did see it obviously just now. 
 
Q: Do you recall this email? 
 
A: No, I do not. 40 
 
Q: Just scrolling down; just pausing there.  Just take your time to read that.   
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: In the third paragraph, there is a reference to Ross.  Is the Ross that you are 

referring to there Mr Ross Ramsay from Norton Rose Fulbright who had 
previously sent that email we were looking at just before 22 October 2014? 

 
A: I believe so.  If I was referring to a Ross then, it would have been Ross 

Ramsay. 
 
Q: Reading that email now, it appears from this email that there were a series 10 

of emails or communications leading into this email in the days prior to 
which you had been involved.  Does that so and correct? 

 
A: Yes.  In any case, I would have been as the coordination point making sure 

all the documentation – like I said, all the parties previously knew who I was 
so a lot of the documentations were sent through and asked to be provided 
to the relevant parties to make sure they were receiving them. 

 
Q: So this is now a month later in a broad sense from those previous emails.  

Why is Mr Yauieb particularly being sent this email on 22 November 2014?  20 
21 November, I apologize. 

 
A: I cannot specifically recollect but I assume that he must have been the 

appointed treasury contact person to manage it. 
 
Q: It appears to cc Mr Vele but then also Wendy Isu.  Do you have a recollection 

of who Wendy Isu was at that time in a treasury role? 
 
A: She would have been the executive officer or the secretary, I think, at that 

point in time. 30 
 
Q: Reading that email, it appears to indicate that your communication is like 

the intermediary between Norton Rose Fulbright and the Treasury, is that a 
fair articulation? 

 
[2.12pm] A: All I can say, I think, I know from those teams they found it easier.  They 

knew if at least they sent an email and it was coming through to me as well 
then essentially, I would pick it up and provide it to where it needs to go to 
make sure it was delivered, in a sense, chase people up from the coordination 
role that I did from the previous – from the original transaction.  That is I 40 
guess from my project management point of view. 

 
Q: Who were you or who was Pertusio acting for at that time? 
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A: I guess ours is, I would have thought from the instructions from Secretary 

Vele at that point in time and it would have been again as a coordination 
role. 

 
Q: Was there a separate further payment or payments to Pertusio for this role or 

these roles that were occurring after that payment you had referred to earlier 
of K1.25 million? 

 
A: No, there was not. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, what was that answer, Mr Chang? 
 
A: No, sorry. 
 
DR KATTER:  I will just bring up on the screen another document, please.  It is 
WIT.0025.0001.0180.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, could you repeat that number, please? 
 20 
DR KATTER:  WIT.0025.0001.0180.  Thank you.  Can you see that on the screen, 
Mr Chang? 
 
A: I can. 
 
Q: You will see it is headed, ‘Central Supply and Tenders Board’ and you can 

see the date there, 10 March 2014.  You will see it is to Mr Vele or it states 
to Mr Vele.  Just scroll to the end of the document and we will return to this 
fist page.  It is signed by or appears to be signed by the chair.  If you can just 
return to the first page and just pausing there.  If you can just read, while I 30 
scroll down just a little, and just read that, please. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Have you seen this document before? 
 
A: I have not. 
 
Q: You can see there though it says – it has a heading, ‘PNG Law Firms:  No. 

1 Pacific Legal Group Lawyers; and then No. 2 Pacific Capital Limited.’ 40 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And it says the fees to cover the costs is PGK 9 million, only. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I will just take you to a transcript reference and then we will return to this.  

But the transcript reference is 1877 and I can indicate this is Mr Beattie from 
Pacific Legal Group and refers to a specific figure as the payment or refers 
to a figure as to the payment to Pacific Legal Group, now go down the 
screen, K1.2 million is identified in the transcript as to the payment to Pacific 
Legal Group.   10 

 
[2.17 pm]     A: Okay. 

Q: I will just ask you.  Looking at that Central Supply and Tender Board 
document, there appears to be a large difference between that figure of K9 
million referred to there and the amounts that have been identified as to 
Pacific Capital and Pacific Legal Group; do you have an explanation for 
what appears to be a difference of – what appears to be difference of more 
than K6 million? 

A: I do not.  I do not know why they would have asked for so much in that sense 
as the CSTB so I know what was actually, well what we invoiced. 20 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Chang. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just got a couple of questions Mr Chang.  Could 
you just tell the commission what Pertusio did for its fee? 

A: Well, I think there was the ongoing work that I know last have been involved 
into 2013 whenever that started from my understanding and then up until 
when the … transaction concluded, came to that.  From my point of view, 
more around the project management so after the completion and then I 
know after the fact where there had been a couple thing as you pointed out, 
there was some ongoing work that we were still involved in to a sense where, 30 
still I would become a contact point where the both teams keep, as you 
pointed out.  Obviously, Norton Rose were still needing someone to contact 
so there is an ongoing contact, well, I guess is the best way to put it, when it 
is required so that was more, that was just helping out after that point in time. 

Q: Well, you were not building a building, for example; I mean, you were not 
coordinating a lot of trades or there was just Norton Rose and the State; why 
could they have not been in touch with each other?  Why did you need you, 
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not you but what you and Pertusio, why did you need to be involved?  What 
did your value add to what was happening? 

A: Well, like I said; when I know in my involvement came in, it was at the back 
end of that and we needed to do just more around the coordination office, 
sometimes it can be just on the ground coordination because we can make 
sure all other things are been done or parties, we will need to make sure all 
parties were across everything or provided everything needs to be done, 
these are at times quite hard to coordinate on the ground and they are not 
there. 

Q: Well, I know that you say you have been away and you came in it at the back 10 

end but in order to familiarize yourself with the job that you had to do, you 
probably need to become familiar with what had been going on before you 
joined in this work so I just do not have a sufficient visibility about what it 
was that Pertusio was doing for Treasury?  And I am just hoping that you 
might be able to say something more than just coordinating documents. 

A: My colleague Lars might have to expand on it.  Thank you.  I think you are 
going to be taking to him next week as to the – I guess that the most 
substantive role he might have played in terms of the – with Treasury prior 
to my arrival back in the country. 

Q: So, you really cannot tell us that apart from whatever is entailed in the – 20 

being a conduit for emails and documents that Pertusio did anything; is that 
your evidence? 

[2.22 pm]  A: I guess the same with my role at that point in time was myself helping 
coordinate it. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  All right.   Whatever it was because we are still not 
managing to grasp that.  Do you know when the fee was paid to Pertusio; you got 
any idea whether when it was, the front end o f the year in March were there was 
a lot of activity or was it later towards the end because these emails are still dated 
October, November 2014? 

A: In recollection I think they paid him a couple of payments.  I do not think it 30 
was all paid in one payment from memory. 

Q: So it might have been staggered through the year of 2014? 

A: I believe, I believe so. 

Q: All right, then.  Thank you, Mr Chang. 

A: Thank you. 
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DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I understand there is no requests for leave sought 
to cross-examine Mr Chang and I would ask that he be excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Chang for your evidence and you may be 
excused. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Chang. 

A: Thank you. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next witness. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth would have the next witness if Dr Katter 
would not have been so efficient.  The next witness that will physically come is Mr 
Abel.  He has been given I note before time or about 3 o’clock.  He has messaged 
me to say that he is on his way but he is not here yet so the first opportunity or the 
first possibility rather is to see if Mr Beattie is available and I have emailed 
instruction solicitors to see if he can be brought on but if not then we might need 
to take a short recess until Mr Abel gets here as I say, I am told he is on his way. 
Dr Katter; do you know if Mr Beattie is available? 

MR BEATTIE:  I am not aware as to whether he is available now but I am sure 20 

that Commission solicitors are communicating with him.  He had indicated that he 
will be available this afternoon and on call so but at this particular point in time 
and perhaps - - - 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, in those circumstances, perhaps we could take a 
short adjournment of say 15 minutes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Associate; adjourn the proceedings for briefly. 

 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 

 

[2.27 pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I apologize for taking that short adjournment, if it 30 
pleases, I recall Mr John Beattie.  He is on zoom from State of Queensland. 
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JOHN BEATTIE, recalled: 

 

XN:  DR KATTER 

Q: Mr Beattie; can you state your full name please? 

A: John Donald Beattie. 

Q: Thank you.  You continue as a partner of Pacific Legal Group today? 

A: Yes, I do. 

Q: The Pacific Legal Group documents that were provided to the Commission 
which were exhibits N1 to N4 and the list of exhibits O; have you identified 
any documents or emails other than those documents relevant to the terms 10 
of reference since 24 June when you last gave evidence? 

A: No, I have not. 

Q: And at page and we might bring up your transcript or the transcript I should 
say page 1875 line 30, this is a reference to – get it on the screen but it is a 
reference to 1 March 2014 and this was from your evidence on 24 June and 
you state there that you would check as to whether Mr Maladina was a client 
of Pacific Legal Group on that date, at that time as well as being a consultant 
of the firm.  Have you had the opportunity to check computer system as you 
described it there? 

A: Yes, I have Dr Katter and I can confirm that Mr Maladina personally was 20 

not a client of the firm at that time, and whether he was a consultant or not 
is unsure as he may have been referral work on other matters but certainly 
there is nothing which appears on our records which indicate that he was a 
client of the firm at that time. 

Q: And then on the next page 1876, line 19. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And have you been able to determine when precisely in a time sense the firm 
was engaged or retained or instructed as to the UBS Loan for the first time? 

A: No, I cannot Dr Katter.  I think it would have been very late February in that 
year when we first received the email from Steven Moe from Norton Rose 30 
Fulbright and we would have taken that as the commencement of the work 
that we were going to be given at some point down the track. 
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Q: Just at the bottom of that page, the foot of that page, scrolling down and onto 
the next page. 

A: Is there reference? 

Q: Might be a bit down to further down; sorry, but there you make a reference 
to K1.2 million as the amount that was paid, there it is there I am sorry, line 
22 on that page. 

A: That is correct but that reference to that figure is incorrect.  Now, I have in 
since determined that the amount that was actually paid to Pacific Legal 
Group was K1.6 million. 

Q: And have you identified the amount that was paid if any by Pacific Legal 10 
Group to Mr Maladina? 

A: Yes, I have.  The amount that was paid to Mr Maladina was K1 million. 

Q: And do you know; was that amount paid to Mr Maladina personally or to an 
entity or entities?   

[2.32 pm]  A: I do not think it would have been paid to him personally but it may have 
been paid to one of his associate companies or a company owned by him. 

Q: Did the K1 million come out of or was it separate from the K1.6 million you 
have just referred to? 

A: It came from the 1.6 million received by Pacific Legal Group. 

Q: Was the 1.6 million, a single payment or multiply payments? 20 

A: It was a single payment received from the Department of Treasury. 

Q: Have you been able to identify; was there an invoice or invoices issued by 
Pacific Legal Group to the Department of Treasury? 

A: We have not been able to locate the invoice but I suspect that it would have 
been – there would have been an invoice raised otherwise, Treasury would 
not have made that payment. 

Q: And who issued the invoice? 

A: Pacific Legal Group. 

Q: Yes.  How did you know what amount to invoice? 

A: We did not know what amount to invoice, I think, attached on this in my 30 
prior evidence and that was because we were informed by, I believe the 
Department of Treasury that the fee that was to be paid was 1.6 million. 
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Q: Do you have a copy of that invoice? 

A: No, we do not have a copy of that invoice. 

Q: Any other documentation as to that ? 

A: Not that I can locate, Dr Katter. 

Q: Do you recall in a timeline sense when that amount was paid or was it paid 
over time? 

A: It was paid in one amount and would have been paid in early April 2014 but 
I do not recall the exact date. 

Q: The firm members were included in communications later in 2014.  Now, as 
August, September, November 2014 as to UBS and UBS Loan related 10 

matters; does that sound right? 

A: I do not recall specifically but there was – there may be some 
correspondence which we were copied in as matter of courtesy more than 
anything else and I think it may have had something to do with, I think in 
novation but I cannot recall. 

Q: Was there a separate payment or further payments to Pacific Legal Group or 
later involvement after that April 2014? 

A: On this transaction, no; not that I am aware of. 

Q: Now, bring up on the screen a document please, WIT.0025.0001.0180.  The 
second page, just scrolling down for a moment.  Then at 1. it refers to Pacific 20 

Legal Group Lawyers and 2. Pacific Capital Limited - - -  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do you have a question, Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes, I am sorry.  The amount paid to Pacific Capital, the transcript 
identifies and there has been a number of identifications an amount of K1.2 million 
was the previous reference, I can indicate a figure of 1.25 has been referred to today 
by Members of Pertusio as to and there was a specific reference at page 1672 that 
Pacific Capital being paid K1.2 million, Mr Mortensen – between the amount of K 
9 million referred to there and the amount that is paid that you have referred to as 
Pacific Legal Groups payment and Pacific Capital Limited, total payment. 

[2.37 pm]  COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter; can he not hear me?  We have lost him. 30 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Dr Katter; can you hear us? 

DR KATTER:  Yes. 
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MR JURTH:  Sorry. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  You dropped out quite a lot in that last question for 
Mr Beattie.  He might have been able to hear you but I could not hear you well. 

DR KATTER:  I am sorry, Commissioners. I will just repeat that.   

A: Commissioners, I could hear Dr Katter. 

Q: I will just repeat the question.  There appears to be a very significant 
difference between the total amount that is referred to on this document and 
the total amounts which are now in evidence in terms of Pacific Legal 
Group’s payment and Pacific Capital Limited’s payment.  Do you have any 
explanation for what appears to be this difference of more than K6 million; 10 
Mr Beattie? 

A: I have no explanation whatsoever, the difference of 6.2 million or 
thereabouts would cannot be accounted for but I can certainly assure you 
under oath that the fee that was received by Pacific Legal Group Lawyers 
was 1.6 million. 

Q: Returning then to the transcript of your last appearance on 24 June, page 
1879, line 5.  You indicated that you were going to check as to whether you 
were in Port Moresby in the period 1 to 6 March 2014; have you been to 
check that? 

A: Yes, I have  Dr Katter, I can confirm that I departed Port Moresby on the 20 

morning of 2 March returned at some point, probably the second week of 
March or the third week of March. 

Q: I will just take you to another document WIT.0099.0007.0444.  This is an 
email of – down the page.   This was an email, just stopping there, just up a 
little.  I see, it is from Mr Asigau.  It says that you were a cc to the email? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Tuesday, it appears to being sent, 4 March 2014, 6.30 pm; I am just reading 
those lines? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So, in the first line, refers to Jimmy; is that appear to be Mr Maladina? 30 

A: I would assume so yes. 

Q: And you will see that refers to a potential meeting later that evening, 6.30 
pm; meet with him tonight, in the second line? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: Mr Maladina attended the State Solicitor on the evening of 4 March 2014? 

A: No, I am not able to determine that and as I was out of the country, I have 
no knowledge of the meeting other than having seeing the email. 

Q: You know of anyone else attended the firm that evening – attended the State 
Solicitor, I apologize? 

A: Not that I am aware of. 

Q: Page 1799, lines 1 to 10.  I can indicate that this will be, this is the transcript 
of the State Solicitor Mr Rolpagarea.  Mr Rolpagara is referred – just lines 
1 to10. 10 

[2.42 pm] A: Yes. 

Q: The reference there is PGL, but you will see it at line 10 had been changes 
to PLG, does appear to be a reference to Pacific Legal Group.  And just 
returning to - relate to the same - returning to page 1797, two pages earlier, 
just going up to line 5.  Just pausing there. So, Mr Rolpagarea is referring to 
5 March, you will see there. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Pacific Legal Group Lawyers together with Carl Okuk; do you know – did 
you know on 4 and 5 March 2014 and Mr Carl Okuk? 

A: I do know Mr Carl Okuk but I did not know that he was involved on these 20 

dates, the last that I spoke to Mr Okuk would have been in 2000 so some 20 
odd years ago. 

Q: Did you have any knowledge about what role Mr Okuk had at that time in 
March 2014? 

A: No, I do not but I can certainly say that he was not a member of and he is 
not a – he is now not a member of Pacific Legal; that is for sure. 

Q: Did you know whether Mr Okuk knew Mr Maladina at that time? 

A: I do not know. 

Q: And just to certain, you do not know whether Mr Okuk attended with the 
State Solicitor either on the evening of 4 March 2014 or 5 March 2014? 30 

A: No, Dr Katter; because I was not in the country. 
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Q: Commissioner, I have no further questions for Mr Beattie. I understand there 
is no request to be cross-examine. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a question.  To your knowledge; what kind of work did 
Mr Maladina do to earn that fee? 

A: I understand Mr Maladina had previously worked on the transaction prior to 
us becoming engaged and may have done considerable work for Norton 
Rose or other consultants to the transaction.  And then when the work was 
referred to us, he certainly did some work past that point and then he at the 
conclusion of the transaction and payment of the invoice he rendered an 
invoice for his fees and that was duly paid. 10 

Q: Yes.  I am asking; what is the nature of the work he actually did to earn that 
money? 

A: Sorry, Chief Commissioner; the nature of the work that he did was he 
obviously acted as a liaison between the various State agencies and the 
lawyers that were acting for and on behalf of the State and I assume UBS. 

Q: Sorry, I did not quite get that bit; can you repeat that? 

A: He worked as a consultant in a liaison type arrangement between the State 
agencies, UBS team, lawyers involved and other parties. 

Q: What does liaison work involve?  What did it involve? 

A: Well, I said; he managed the movement of documents and one of them may 20 

have been arranging meetings, topic and negotiate the arrangements that 
were put in place with the UBS apart from that, I cannot say. 

Q: All right, Mr Maladina to your knowledge was engaged by Pacific Legal 
Group in what exact capacity? 

A: He did not necessarily – he was not necessarily engaged by Pacific Legal 
Group.  He brought the work to Pacific Legal Group. 

Q: But you said; he was not a client of Pacific Legal Group; right? 

A: No, he was not a client of Pacific Legal Group at that time. 

Q: Okay.  So what was he?  I mean; was he a consultant or was he a lawyer or 
what? 30 

A: Well, the lines between being a consultant and somebody who refers work 
to an office such as a legal practice is somehow blurred but yes that would 
be what he was, a consultant. 
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Q: It was Mr Asigau’s evidence that Mr Maladina was the holder of a current 
practicing certificate under the Lawyers Act and that he may have been 
involved as a lawyer with the firm; is that accurate? 

[2.47 pm]  A: No, I do not believe so Chief Commissioner; I would have checked to see 
that he had a current practicing certificate and I do believe that that was the 
case at that time but he was not engaged at a lawyer for Pacific Legal Group 
in any sense. 

Q: So, a million kina went to him for liaison work, that is essentially what it 
was? 

A: Well, correct and even if the fees - depending on your opinion whether the 10 

fee was excessive or otherwise, that was the invoice that was rendered and 
duly paid. 

Q: All right, well, thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I suggest that Mr Chang from Pertusio who 
has just given evidence told us when pressed about what contribution his group 
made to these transactions said that they were coordinators between the various 
parties and managed the documents, he was unable to describe any further work 
although he came into it a bit later on than, I think, he said in 2014, early 2014 
March about that time when your firm came in.  Was Mr Maladina doing the same 
thing?  There seems to be a lot of people to carry documents and to - - - 20 

A:  Yes, Commissioner White, I believe that that is what he would have done.  
I mean, as I said the lines are somewhat blurred but he would have been 
involved with all parties concerned in the transaction.  That said, that is more 
a matter to be asked of him rather than myself. 

Q: I am sure we will ask him when he comes but was the invoice that he 
rendered, was it to your firm?  Was it to you or was it to Treasury or was it 
to somebody else? 

A: I cannot recall the invoice but it would have been rendered to Pacific Legal 
Group. 

Q: And would you deal with that in your books as an external cost to the firm? 30 

A: Yes, we would.  Essentially as a disbursement.  

Q: Yes.  Perhaps bit of a sarcastic comment to say it is probably better to be a 
consultant like that than to be actually doing the legal work surely.  He got 
the lion share of the fee. 
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A: He had been involved in the transaction prior to us though. 

Q: Doing much the same sort of work that he did when he was with you, do you 
think? 

A: I assume so. 

Q: All right, thanks Mr Beattie. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right; I think those are all our questions from the bench.  
Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners, I will ask that Mr Beattie then be 
excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Thank you, Mr Beattie for your evidence. That 10 

concludes your evidence so you may be excused. 

A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Beattie. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, Dr Katter, Commissioners, I call Charles Abel, the 
Honourable Charles Abel. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, you can swear the witness. 20 

 

CHARLES ABEL, sworn: 

 

XN:  MR JURTH 

Q: Thank you.  Mr Abel; just for the record; could I please have your full name? 

A: My name is Charles Abel. 

Q: Thank you and could I just ask you to speak to him directly into the 
microphone for the transcript purposes but also for those listening on line. 
Thank you.  Now, Mr Able, you have provided a written summary of your 
evidence dated 9 June 2021? 30 
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[2.52 pm] A: That is correct. 

Q: And you have a copy of that in front of you? 

A: I do. 

Q: And it is 3 pages long? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And your signature appears on the final page; is that so? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Commissioners, I tender that? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that is going to be admitted into evidence and it will 
be marked exhibit EEE. 10 

EXHIBIT EEE – STATEMENT OF CHARLES ABEL DATED 9 JUNE 2021 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Now, Mr Abel; if I could just get 
you to put that to one side because should you like, if you do not mind to start on 
a positive topic.  It has been well reported that you have recently in your capacity 
as Chairman of the Special Parliamentary Committee on Gender Based Violence.  
You have been running hearings and undertaking that task and I would like to ask 
you to give us your insights from that experience.  And so I would like to begin 
there. 

Now, this Special Parliamentary Committee was established; what was it – 12 
November 2020. 20 

A: I cannot recall exactly when obviously we were appointed by Parliament but 
I cannot recall exactly the dates but obviously appointed by Parliament 
which is conduced the initial inquiry.  Yes. 

Q: And I am right; am I not that you are the chairman of that committee? 

A: Yes, I am. 

Q: And are all the other members of the committee also members of 
Parliament? 

A: Yes, they are. 

Q: Now, just so that we get an overview in relation to the process from being 
appointed to reporting where are you currently at? 30 
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A: We are currently, following the inquiry which was although being quite 
compressed into two days, was quite comprehensive and we are in the 
process of finalizing the draft report which will then be endorsed by the 
committee and it is my hope that we will be able present it together with its 
recommendations in Parliament.  And it is also my hope that within the 
reminder of the current term will be able to get a few of the recommendations 
done or achieved and that is part of how we have structured the 
recommendations or the intended recommendations, short term and the 
longer-term approach so that is where we are, the finalizing the report to be 
tabled in Parliament. 10 

Q: Since quite advanced.  So, can I take you just back to the beginning.  How 
was it established and I suppose that is two questions, the first is in a 
technical sense; how was it established but also what was the motivation and 
the driving for it to be established? 

A: The course really has been championed by the Members of the Parliament 
probably the primary one being Honourable Powes Parkop but – so 
separately two that but related has been the efforts by previous governments 
separately to begin to empower women, more particular woman’s role in 
Parliament and there were attempts on the previous two governments to 
address the issue on women’s representation on the floor of Parliament 20 

which fell through, unfortunately, did not quite get the required support on 
the floor of Parliament but subsequent to that and some how separately but 
relatedly there was a Gender Violence Summit championed by Governor 
Parkop which led to the formation of a collation of parliamentarians on 
Gender Based Violence. 

 And one of the recommendations that they – I attended and spoke at that 
summit and one of the recommendations was the formation of a permanent 
of a special parliamentary committee on Gender Based Violence. That was 
taken to the Prime Minster and it led presumably to the leader of 
Government Business appointing the committee.  And yes, I was somehow 30 
surprised to be named the chairperson but that was a responsibility that I 
accepted and we then planned on conducting the necessary inquiry that we 
– so that is where we are now. 

[2.57 pm]  Q: Very well.  You almost then but you never mention a word ‘permanent’; is 
this a permanent committee or will it be disbanded upon reporting? 

A: Yes, I know.  That is right.  It is a slip of the tongue. It is probably a desire 
but it is not factual, it is a Special Parliamentary Committee that will expire 
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on the term of this parliament but one of the recommendations if I can 
preempt it in the report is that the committee be made permanent so the work, 
and the momentum can continue so it is a desire and attention under the 
inquiry and of the committee to have it translate into a permanent 
parliamentary committee. 

Q: And no doubt, you will make that recommendation because you feel the 
process has been a successful one. 

A: Absolutely, absolutely.  It is part of the recommendations I am supporting to 
further and ensure that there are successful outcomes from this inquiry and 
it does not store. 10 

Q: Very well; how, have there been other special parliamentary committees 
inquiring into other topics or is this is a unique or first creature as it were. 

A: It is the first one in terms of this particular issue, the Gender Based Violence 
Issue but certainly I do not believe it is the first time such a Parliamentary 
Committee has been established.  Your have well published ones in 
particular the Parliamentary, the Public Accounts Committee which is a 
permanent owned Committee and they have been conducting inquiries into 
different aspects. Parliamentary Accounts system and the government 
system.   

 I am not familiar with the activities of other Parliamentary Committees so 20 

far as to say in my experience in Parliament, one of the issues has been the 
relative inactively of these Parliamentary Committees and perhaps not 
providing or performing the role, important role that they were intended to 
provide. So as Chairman of this particular Committee I was going to be 
demented to change that and try and get a few things done so I am not 
familiar with other such Parliamentary inquires apart from the Public 
Accounts Committee. 

Q: I understand.  Do you know why other Parliamentary Committees are 
dormient?   Is it a question of work, nobody wants to do the work or is it the 
funding issue or what is your understanding is the cause of their inefficiency 30 
or ineffectiveness? 

A: I do not really know. It is a combination thing obviously probably lack of 
will, people forecasted on all sorts of other things but I do not really see the 
reason why those Parliamentary Committees should not be, a bit more active 
in performing better. 
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Q: How did the terms of reference for your Special Parliamentary Committee 
come about? 

A: Parliament in establishing the Committee pronounced some terms, the terms 
of reference.  We subsequently sat and we refined those terms of preference 
to what we believe were more relevant I suppose, to improve the terms of 
reference so we find them, had those endorsed by the Clerk of Parliament 
and we proceeded on that basis so when the Committee was established, the 
terms of reference were pronounced in Parliament. 

Q: Question of Independence; what can you tell the Commissioners about the 
Independence or otherwise that your committee enjoys from the business of 10 

Parliament generally? 

A: We are parliamentarians after all; however, we obviously do our best 
exercise at Independence but there is always sensitivity to the Executive 
Government of the day and there has to be some sort of coordination if 
transactions are necessary in parliament to progress the work of the 
committee perhaps, if that is required to that extent so but otherwise I think 
having a number of governors on the committee and having members of the 
opposition as well as members of the government.  I feel sufficient, the 
sufficient sense of independence in a committee. 

[3.02 pm]   Q: If you do not want to answer, do not but is a lack of independence perhaps 20 

one of the reasons why the other permanent committees are not working as 
hard as they could because there is that desire not to interfere with the 
executive process? 

A: I would not – I do not know if I could necessary say that.  I would say it is 
more a lack of forecast, lack of understanding of their role and yes, and more 
like a motivation interest I suppose that is everyone is preoccupied.  All the 
other business of Parliament and the Executive Government and the 
ministers and somehow more, I do not – once an issue, perhaps, it would be 
there, I would not point it out as a – I would not highlight it necessarily as 
an issue. 30 

Q: What powers does your committee have?  Do you have the powers to compel 
people to appear before you, compel the production of documents? 

A: Yes, we do.  My understanding is that the Parliamentary committee does 
have those powers to summons people to appear and to also require certain 
documents to be presented. 
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Q: And has your committee enjoyed success in having compliance with 
requests of that nature? 

A: Yes. I must say that I have been pleased with the response from particularly 
ministers and public service, senior public servants in the inquiry they were 
forthcoming.  We get several ministers including the Treasurer, himself and 
the police minister, the CIS minister, Community Development minister so 
I cannot complain about the reaction to the Special Parliamentary 
Committee. 

Q: Thank you.  How were you funded; so is it, as you say, an addition to the 
workload you have already or is there a separate allocation of funds for it 10 

that comes from somewhere? 

A: Yes.  It is intended to be captured in the operational budget of Parliament as 
such, there is a – the Parliamentary Budget turns to be a little opaque, single 
line item but the work of the parliamentary committees and the funding of 
them particularly the Permanent Parliamentary Committees are intended to 
be captured in that funding so they are primarily funded by Parliament. We 
had some assistance of course from the United Nations through the UNDP, 
they helped us to provide some of the support to the secretariat otherwise 
primarily from the Parliament and with some assistance from the UNDP. 
And also by the way, also the NCDC. 20 

Q: Now, I will take you to your statement Mr Able and ask you a few questions 
about that but just as a segue way; you are of course quite critical in your 
statement of the UBS transaction.  Given your experience with the Gender 
Based Violence, a special Parliamentary Committee; would there be a 
function for a permanent Parliamentary Committee of some sort that could 
inquiry into those types of issues concerning the UBS deal that you are 
critical of? 

A: That could be an option.  I do not know about a permanent Parliamentary 
Committee. It certainly a possible option on a way forward to add further 
valued going forward perhaps a Parliamentary committee would be one of 30 
those options on how to address some of the issues that are risen or are 
arising out of this COI. 

Q: And I would ask you to formulate it in any precise sense but is that a 
recommendation that you would make to the commission to investigate that 
as an option? 

A: It would depend on the outcomes of the COI.  It would depend on how 
detailed and comprehensive they are that would then guide any further 
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requirements or in terms of those sorts of recommendations.  Until one 
understands the outcomes of this inquiry I would be reluctant to make such 
suggestions, depends what – how robust the recommendations and so on that 
come out from this particular inquiry. 

[3.07pm]    Q: All right.  Can I then ask you to take up your statement.  Tell us in the 
beginning that you have been a member of the parliament, since the 2007 
elections and in that period, under the Somare led government, you were the 
Tourism Minister, that is so, is it not? 

A: That is correct, yes. 
 10 
Q: And the IPIC transaction in 2009, in relation to which you say that it is your 

understanding that necessary due processes and legalities had been followed. 
I get the impression that your only knowledge of that transaction is what you 
received in Cabinet briefings? 

 
A: That is correct.  Naturally, I was new to Cabinet.  A lot of this transaction 

had already been processed and I was still getting to know the due processes 
and procedures of Cabinet.  We could only rely on what was explained to us 
at that time and as I have said, out of that, my understanding was that the 
necessary processes had been followed so we relied obviously on the advice 20 
from Cabinet and the Cabinet secretary and supporting paper work that came 
with those submissions. 

 
Q: Now, you were returned in the 2012 election? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you became the National Planning Minister in O’Neil Government? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Is that the Cabinet position you held up until 2017? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And I will just take you to the last – well, two full paragraphs without the 

parenthesis parenthesis on that second page.  “I had at all times maintained 
the position against the transaction.” And here you are talking about the UBS 
Loan to purchase Oil Search shares, are you not? 

 40 
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A: I was not against the UBS Loan as such.  As you will know, the UBS Loan 
was prepared in anticipation of retiring the IPIC Loan.  I was just against in 
principle the subsequent utilization of the loan to purchase shares in the stock 
market in principle. That was my stand. I did not make judgments 
necessarily based on Oil Search or any particular specifics.  It was that in 
principle I was against establishing a precedent where public finds, 
borrowed public funds are used in such risky transactions.  I did not think it 
was appropriate and I voiced those concerns. However, you know as is 
process, the Cabinet after those discussion endorsed the decisions and we 
went forward. Certainly I took some – went to some lengths to explain 10 
because it is not just – as I said previously, it is not just a one soft position I 
have held.  I have the position about quite some time about equity and my 
views on equity.  And we can talk about that but it must be emphasized again 
that in my experience in several governments – participating in several 
governments, there has always been a very strong view that governments 
must have direct equity in resource projects.  It has been argued at length in 
Cabinet in various Cabinet committee meetings, very strong view that Papua 
New Guinea through the government should have shares in the resources 
projects.  I have taken the view that there are much better ways for the State 
to derive its benefits from resource projects.  Less risky, less costly et cetera 20 
et cetera.  So within that context, I again said, I would prefer that we allow 
the Oil Search shares to be taken and we directly participate in the PNG LNG 
Project and not use the loans subsequently to the initial intention to purchase 
shares in Oil Search not withstanding the argument that the idea was to retain 
the status quo in a sense that we just keep our shares in Oil Search, which 
were being lost to IPIC. 

 
Q: How in your view then does the State best exploit its resource assets, if it is 

not an equity take or equity participation? 
 30 

[3.12 pm] A: As a State, we have certain rights that accrue to us that place us in a superior  
position to the private sector.  We do not have to take on the same risk profile 
that the private sector does.  We legislate or in negotiations if we do not have 
the legislation and take positions based on a lesser but free or carry the equity 
and take more of our take from royalties.  It does not require a capital, you 
see.  It does not require loans.  It is less risky.  Allow the investor to take on 
those risks of exploration of the funding risks we take our position as 
government because we have the ability to do so, we do not have to assume 
the same level of risk as private investors. 
 40 

Q: Do you have an explanation for where this desire to hold equity at all costs 
comes from? 
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A: I think it is somewhat misguided.  You could argue I suppose, but I think it 
is the patriotic sort of emotional kind of approach.  We must have ownership 
but I have argued it is all about the benefit.  It is not necessarily just about 
ownership.  At the end of the day, it is about the benefit and how the State 
can maximize the benefit from the take from these projects.   

 
I again, I have argued continually that the equity position is overrated in my 
view.   It is more I think an emotional rather than a logical-based argument.  
And so using international experience, using historical experience, I have 
tried to base my position on those views.  But I know there are arguments 10 
with the equity side of it and I understand those.  I am just stating my 
particular position. 
 

Q: Mr Abel, one of the things you do not tell us in your statement is what your 
profession is before or outside of parliament. 

 
A: I am an Economist.  I got a Degree in Economics from the University of 

Queensland and I am also a Certified Practicing Accountant having sat the 
seven CPA Exams; and I worked as a financial controller for quite some time 
with the landowner companies.  I was also a Tax Accountant, and I have 20 
here my small business before coming into parliament. 

 
Q: And I take it your views are based with or are expressed with the benefit of 

that background? 
 
A: Yes, I would say so.  It helps to have a background in economics and 

accounting. 
 
Q: You mentioned that this is not a recent view of yours and that this is a 

commonly stated position of you but it is not just inside parliament.  You are 30 
quite prolific in the public;s view as well.  I think you sent me an article, did 
you not, that was an article dated 21 October 2020, relatively recent.  It was 
published in the Post Courier.   

 
The subject matter of this article is the retirement of Peter Graham who is 
known to the commission and has given his evidence.   I do not want to 
tender this; I will just read a quote that is attributed to you, “PNG should 
allow the private sector to assume the exploration, operation and investment 
risks and take its share from taxes and royalties under a simple regime that 
gives an adequate return to investors and it is transparent and easy to monitor 40 
for the State.  He,” namely you, said, “equity in such projects is overrated.”  
Would you like to elaborate on that? 
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A: Yes.  At different stages, I was also the acting Minister for State Enterprises 
for some time and I at that stage issued a press statement expanding on those 
views including my belief that the less government is involved in running 
companies the better.  State should be a passive participant when it is 
actually necessary to do so, or State should participate in the private sector 
when it is perhaps uncommercial to provide vital public services and the 
private sector is unable to derive in the economic returns to provide those 
services, 

 
[3,17pm]     I do not think it is the role on the State to get involved heavily into the private 10 

sector.  And that is one aspect of it.  But an element that you allude to again, 
which I felt very strongly and I have already stated that position that the State 
can derive its benefits from these resource projects in a much simpler, more 
transparent, less costly, less risky way.  It is not necessary to go to raise to 
capital and invest into these projects, in order to derive our benefits.  We can 
do it much more simply. The other thing I have held is, you know, there is 
no need to establish large intermediary holding companies for this purpose.  
They just act as sinks, they just act as you know they just dilute State 
revenue. 

 20 
Q: Are you referring to Kumul Petroleum? 
 
A: I am referring to Kumul Petroleum as an example of that.  I as treasurer, I 

said that the Treasury should receive – Treasury should directly hold these 
investments and the process that has been undertaken over the years through 
statutory corporations and such, was greatly diluted the budgetary and 
Parliamentary authority over the budget and indeed the size of the budget.  
It has been diluted through these intermediaries as I call them.  And so it is 
part and parcel of this issue, I think.  That is the State undertaking methods 
which are not the most efficient and it leads to unnecessary loss of public 30 
funds through an additional layers of costs or unnecessary borrowings, and 
when there are much simpler ways and more effective ways for government 
to carry out its duty.  And its duty is not to run investment companies and 
undertake the role of the private sector in analyzing economic projects and 
such like.  Its role is to build the basic empowerment factors in an economy, 
infrastructure, education and health.  That is where its focus should be, not 
distracted in trying to carry on like a fully pledged participant in a private 
sector.  And again, just coming back to the position that I have tried to argue 
through these various transactions.  But ultimately, we are run by Cabinet, 
we are run by a Parliament, our views are not necessarily views of 40 
government as such.  And so it is a collective decision and we have to 
participate in that collective process.  But I state these things simply because 
it is an opportunity for me to repeat my position in this.  But at the end of 
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the day, the bottom line was there is an executive process.  That executive 
process we subscribe to.  Once Cabinet made the resolution based on the 
advice provided, that was the position of the government. And so having 
expressed my personal position the outcome was; there was a resolution of 
Cabinet driven by this desire to maintain equity in projects.  And that was 
the majority decision that carried the day.  

 
Q: The advantages as to the State over the private sector that you have 

mentioned, is that the back-in rights ability? 
 10 
A: We own the resources already.  We construct the laws that provide the 

physical framework around how these projects are developed.  So that is 
naturally advantageous  position. We do not have to behave like an outside 
private investor.  We can take royalties, we can establish positions like free 
equity as long as it is within a – it allows investor to still make an adequate 
return.  So the government is in a position to much better construct its 
participation in these projects because we are the sovereign government of 
the country.    

 
[3.22pm]     And one of the points that is made and I think often overlooked, we already 20 

own those resources. They are not resources suspended in some vacuum. 
They already belong to the people and the Government of Papua New 
Guinea.  That is an advantageous position at the outset.  We are not 
approaching it as a private investor where the other investors examining a 
asset that is in a vacuum.  It is already owned by us and we create the fiscal 
frame work for the exploitation of those.  And we do it obviously in a way 
that maximizes the benefit to the State, minimizes risk.  That is the one of 
the reasons why the current legislation gives us as you say those back-in 
rights after the exploration risks and so on have already been undertaken.  
An ordinary investor would have participate in those exploration cost in 30 
order to earn his – to accrue his rights the back in.  We have them at law. 
That is an example.  Having said that, in law, we still have to contribute to 
pay our share of sunk cost.  So there is a sort of a contradiction there in a 
sense but the gist is we are not in a same position as an ordinary private 
investor.  We are the State.  

 
Q: And in your view, I am just trying to tease out whether the payment of the 

sunk costs to exercise the back-in right, whether that is something that you 
would encourage or whether despite that ability, your preference would still 
be to regulate the royalty stream and the taxation stream? 40 

 
A: I would say yes. I would encourage some equity. That equity should be free 

to enable visibility into the relevant corporate structure. In other words, 
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through a seat on a board and other access but otherwise the primary benefit 
should come from a simple fiscal structure based on income tax and 
primarily though on royalties.  These royalties are so visible because you 
have got a physical product that is exiting in the country.  It is very easy to 
monitor the scale, the quantity of that product and compare it to an 
international price.  These are very transparent and obvious aspects and then 
can lead to a simple calculation of a royalty.  Whereas income tax and profit, 
those concepts are very very arbitrary, very complicated, subject to all sorts 
of manipulation.  Profit then leads into dividends.  So you are constructing 
an income stream which requires capital to get in the first place and then to 10 
derive the necessary dividends and so on is reliant on this concept called 
profit.  As a tax accountant and people profit, as I said, it is very arbitrary. 
So we should be progressing towards and that is where I tried in the Papua 
LNG Project to begin that process to graduate towards the more royalties, 
less equity.  

 
Q: Were you successful? 
 
A: We have got an increase in the royalties and I got carried financing for the 

first time on the equity.  In other words, they were going to funds it for us 20 
and we were then going be paid off from the income instream.  We did not 
have find the capital upfront.  So I call that a progression.  It would require 
a further legislative changes and so on to go to the position that I am 
explaining and a lot more political will.  

 
Q: Mr Abel, what documents would you be able to give us that would set out 

the structure of the Papua LNG as you have just described?   
 
A: You just would have to look at the project agreement that we signed. 
 30 
Q: All right. And would be complete - - 
 
A: And compare it to the – 
 
Q: To the Gas Agreement? 
 
A: PNG LNG, you will see those changes.  It is quite a range of changes.  The 

requirement for local content, the third-party access to the pipeline, the free 
carry equity, the additional royalty, it all – you will see that progression from 
the PNG LNG to Papua LNG.  And our take has increased from around 43 40 
percent to 51 percent in that process. 

 
Q: Sorry, who would I ask to get a copy of that agreement? 
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A: That agreement will be with Treasury. 
 
Q: Treasury or the - - 
 
A: The State Solicitor will have a copy of it.  
 

[3.27pm] Q: And who is the relevant minister, is it Minister for? 
 

A: Minister for Treasury which is Ian Stucky. 10 
 
Q: Now, you said that, that is a good progression but I take it that your utopia 

would be percentage of free equity and an increase in royalty.  Have you 
given any thought to or are you aware of what the learning in this area is for 
what percentage of free equity is archivable?  

 
A: I come back to the overarching point.  It comes down to the economics of a 

particular project.  Not every project is the same.  Given the economics and 
you take independent international expert advice on this; what is the 
maximum given the risk parameters and peculiarity of a particular project?  20 
What is the maximum take the State can take?  Within that take, you then 
construct a way you take it.  If it is 51 per cent; how do you take that 51 per 
cent and then you balance up those different aspects of the take.  There 
should be some variation in the methods, you know, to balance out but as I 
said, I would favor the royalty with an element of free equity. 

 
What those levels are and, of course, the income tax and the indirect benefits 
from a project?  What those actual levels are depends on the particular 
project and the risk profile.  Porgera is an example, although it is a mature 
project, we negotiated and got 15 per cent additional free equity on top of 30 
the existing 5 per cent, additional 15 per cent and then we were talking about 
a royalty to take up the rest of the State’s take which was in the order of 57 
per cent is what we negotiated on Porgera, 57 per cent.  And it was going to 
comprise of 15 per cent for equity and the rest to be taken up in the form of 
a decided royalty.  That was what we had negotiated before the government 
changed.   
 
So that is an example of, again, that progression through project reviews or 
new projects towards the position that means it is not necessary for the State 
to be conducting international searches for debt and borrowings and so on.  40 
It is not necessary to - it is not necessary to go through all that to get the 
State’s benefits out of these resource projects. 
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Q: Now, you described the intermediary companies and Kumul Petroleum you 
said was an example.   Do you have an understanding of how Kumul 
Petroleum operates and I am interested in both the control situation and the 
management sense but also from a flow of income and outflow and do you 
have? 

 
A: Kumul structure is designed to hold the State’s rights, back-in rights into 

these projects so that the associated dividends stream accrues to the Kumul 
structure.  They then decide what to do with that money, whether to reinvest 
it, whether to pay dividend to the State and so forth. 10 

 
 And, you know, one can argue that State wants to build up an investment 

company and so on and so forth, the expertise and what not but – and that 
was the position the government took but that is again government position.  
My personal position and view is that it is not - those invariably lead to 
excess and waste of public funds in my view.  My view is that the Treasury 
should hold the equity directly in these companies, the resource companies, 
obtain its dividends and invest those dividends into the budget of the day 
which is determined by Parliament.  That should be the primary investment 
mechanism of the State. 20 

 
 The budget process and Parliament and the primary investment objectives 

are in the fundamental empowerment vehicles of the country and the 
economy starting with health and education infrastructure.  That is the role 
of - and treading the enabling environment for the private sector - that is the 
role of government not to create large intermediaries with trying to carry on 
like investment companies.  I do not think that is the role of government, it 
is a distraction, it is a waste of funds and I think that is being demonstrated 
time and again and that is a position that I have argued and continue to argue 
because I have seen the witling down of the budget process and the budget 30 
itself as revenue. 

 
[3.32pm] That is why we introduced the Public Money Management Regularization 

Act to try and compel the statutory authorities to remit money back to 
Treasury, maintain the robustness of the budget process and parliamentary 
oversight of that process, not trading invisible structures where large revenue 
streams of government are accruing to private companies and so on.  I 
disagree with that approach and I always have.  And I tried very hard to 
protect, in my short time as treasurer, the robustness and integrity of the 
budget process including these huge revenue streams that go into 40 
intermediary companies that I was against. 
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Q: I have noticed recently in the press here in Port Moresby that Kumul 
Petroleum was reported as donating in effect huge sums of money for health 
projects and the like.  So you are critical of that because in your view, that is 
public funds and in fact, it ought to be coming through the relevant minister 
for health and funding infrastructure from government directly and it should 
not be the decision of a private company as it were or a private board of a 
company to make that decision. 

 
A: Precisely. 
 10 
Q: Do you know how much the Kumul structures, the ones we are talking about 

cost the State in indirect expenses? 
 
A: I am, you know, I am not going comment on that. I have already stated my 

position and my view as to what I see is unnecessary, unjustified expenses 
that happen and drain on State revenue but, as to exactly particulars about, I 
am not at liberty to make that submission. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Abel, I understand.  Now, I understand that the Kumul 

Petroleum Holding Company is subject to the Kumul Trustee and the trustee 20 
of that is the Prime Minister; is that so? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Are you able to assist us; how does the Board of the company and the control 

that they have interface with the control of the trustee in relation to 
management decisions? 

 
A: My understanding is that the trustee essentially appoints the Board and the 

Board obviously is responsible for the appointment of the management.  So 30 
it does place a lot of power in the hands of the Prime Minister and, of course, 
the Board.   So, again, I do not think it is an appropriate mechanism for the 
management of these large revenue streams that accrue to the government 
and the people of Papua New Guinea.  I think the budget process and 
Treasury is the correct and more appropriate. 

 
 If you are to have a holding company, it should be just that.  It should be just 

that.  It should be a very simple holding structure that the revenue simply 
passes through.  There should be minimal hurdles to it that, you know, 
provides this expensive filter and makes investment decisions by a Board, 40 
outside the budget process.  I think I have pretty already emphasized that 
point. 
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Q: You have. Thank you, very much. I have no further questions, 
commissioners. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Abel for coming to assist us in the 
commission and it is interesting to hear your views about these matters.  Would a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund satisfy – these are last comments that you were making - 
if there must be an intermediary to hold the stream coming from the resources 
bodies; would that do it? 
 
A: Yes.  When there are funds in excess of what we are able to spend 10 

responsibly in the current budget term, you then require a mechanism and 
the correct mechanism is an appropriately established Sovereign Wealth 
Fund with very clear guidelines as to investments and how those investments 
are able to be - the proceeds from those investments or indeed the capital 
itself is allowed to be consumed and strict provisions around how the Boards 
are to be appointed so that it is more of a robust mechanism. 

 
[3.37pm] But, yes, I would say and again that is being an aspect of what we have been 

trying very hard to establish a proper Sovereign Wealth Fund that serves the 
intention of a Sovereign Wealth Fund more appropriately, not a quasi 20 
Sovereign Wealth Fund that does not have the same principles, the Santiago 
principles of a Sovereign Wealth Fund governing its conduct. 

 
Q: The governance, of course, of such a body is of vital importance, is it not, if 

it is to really do what the founders usually want it to be to strike a balance 
between independence and oversight. 

 
A: Absolutely, and there are  plenty examples of Sovereign Wealth Funds 

around the world that are very successful because they adhered to those 
simple principles, you know, governance and transparency.  We do not have 30 
the reinvent a wheel, it has been done for us.  So part of our - - -  

 
Q: Would you like to nominate perhaps a model but there are some countries, 

of course, where the complexity of their economic base would suggest it 
would not be suitable here.  But there might be some that could be more 
suitable for a country like Papua New Guinea rich in resources but perhaps 
not a lot else.  Is there a model that you would find attractive? 

 
A: Well, you have the Norwegian model; you have got the Timor-Leste there. 
 40 
Q: Yes, we all kind of like that.  East Timo, they got one as well?  
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A: Yes, based on their oil reserves and they have had a few issues but I think 
all in all, they have been quite successful.   

 
Q: And you mentioned the Santiago principles; was that a convention? 
 
A: There was a convention, yes, back in the day in Santiago, Chile where they 

came up with a set of guidelines around what they thought were appropriate 
for a properly run Sovereign Wealth Fund and that tends to be the reference 
point in terms of those principles of Santiago not because - I do not think 
because Chile is not a Sovereign Wealth Fund but because that is where the 10 
meeting was held. 

 
Q: No, that is where the convention was held, you say, tentatively named after 

the place of the convention that they had those things.  
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Would it be true to suggest that the ideal that you have been discussing that 

you have a rich royalty stream, I think, you would have to say sensible and 
fair taxation and perhaps some free equity, you would have to model it 20 
against just to be practical; would you not, model it against the outcomes of 
the kind of system that you have in the PNG LNG where you take  up to 22 
per cent equity in the project if you are to be an advocate for change.  In 
other words, you have got to do better or well on your model than the existing 
model. 

 
A: Yes.  Naturally, you would compare, you know, historically how current 

fiscal regime has worked and I am not saying that - and I have alluded to this 
- there has been massive revenue flows from the PNG LNG Project despite 
the negativity, there has literally been billions of kina flowing from that 30 
project.  So, you know, the bigger elephant in the room is the utilization of 
those massive resources.  How have they been utilized? Where have they 
gone?  That is a very important question.  But the point is, we could earn 
even more from these projects from the primary fiscal regime and from the 
subsequent mechanism is where we filter these revenues through.  If they 
can be - that can be improved so that, as I said, it does not go via this process 
before it actually gets into the budget.   

 
So, there is different aspects to it.  But I would suggest from that comparison, 
you will find, we will have much more consistent and transparent and easily 40 
monitored revenue from a system based on a royalty than a system based on 
accountant’s profit figures and accelerated appreciation and all kinds of 
things that they make it so complicated.  It is not necessary to have it that 
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complicated because as I said, you just get the ore or the tons of gold across 
the port, a particular market price times your royalty is so much more 
transparent and visible and harder to manipulate.   

 
[3.42pm]  But, yes, to your point, you can compare the regimes and my argument is 

that we can have a much simpler, more visible and we can get our revenue 
much earlier, you see.  A lot of the profit is obviously determined after 
recovering all your sunk costs; it can take years and years before we can get 
into revenue streams as well, so timing of the revenue streams is also an 
aspect.  But it is my view, you would have to undergo detailed analysis but 10 
some of that has been done actually by Treasury.   

 
Q: Now, that is from the State’s perspective, of course.  What about from those 

who are going to invest in the – will stick with what we are doing, that is, 
the oil and gas.  So for companies like Total or ExxonMobil, it has also got 
to be appointed which is not worth investing the billions that they have to 
before they get to a revenue stream; and they have got to recoup all their 
back costs.  So, from articles that I have read, it suggests that it is quite a 
narrow piece of ground in which it is worth their while to come in and 
expend if it is going to be a fairly high royalty and high taxation.  So, how 20 
do we balance that? 

 
A: Yes, I have alluded to that.  It is, you know, an economic process.  What the 

investor wants is that they just want certainty.  They want the government of 
the day to state what are the rules, and they want us to stick to it.  Then they 
bring in the political climate, they bring in their geography, they bring in the 
other law and order situation and all these, and they themselves have a risk 
profile and they have an investment hurdle, so we understand that.   

 
In the Papua LNG process, we brought in two independent experts and they 30 
crunch all these together and they advise the government.  They say, 
internationally, we understand this is the investment hurdle; therefore, this 
is the kind of position the State can negotiate given our existing laws and 
subsequently negotiations.  So, it is part of a negotiation.  You have got to 
be cognizant that the investor needs to make a return, and they just want 
certainty, yes; tell us what you want, government, and stick to it and then let 
us negotiate around that.   

 
So, we determine as State, we determine a take, which in this case was 51 
per cent.  They accepted that and it then became a question of how do we 40 
take that?  What is the best way to take that?  And that is where the 
combination of equity, royalties comes into it.  Yes, obviously, they have to 
make a certain return, and that is all part and parcel of the negotiations. 
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Q: Do you think that with the Papua LNG Gas Agreement, it was about as good 

as it can get from the perspective that you operate from? 
 
A: My view when I went into it as any treasurer or any negotiator should have, 

was to maximize the return to the State given the current circumstances.  I 
wanted to negotiate for 60 per cent.  But when the preliminary discussions 
were presented to Cabinet, Cabinet directed me to negotiate 51 per cent, and 
that is the position I achieved at the end of the day.  But I asked Cabinet to 
let me go for 60 per cent of the take. 10 

 
So the State’s position should always be maximizing return to the State 
understanding that this is an international investment climate, and Papua 
New Guinea, if you ask for too much, investment capital will not come here.  
You know, those are the broad and obvious parameters in the negotiations 
and they were happy at the end.  We were able to conclude the negotiations 
quite quickly; have a project agreement signed and that as the new 
government came in an reviewed all that and fine.  But that was the approach 
that - we have got development needs as well - so I was understanding that 
we have got to expedite because Papua New Guinea had not delivered a large 20 
resource project in 10 years since the PNG LNG Project.  I was also of the 
view that we need to get some economic stimulus going, you see.  And that 
was why I asked the Prime Minister to let me take on the negotiations and 
try and - because they have been dragging on for years and so on.  There was 
an opportunity so those were the circumstances and that is the approach that 
I took with the team, the State Negotiating Team. 

 
[3.47pm]Q: Yes, thank you.  Now, quite often, usually not on the State side but on the 

developer’s side, they write articles about successful outcomes of projects.  
Do you know of anything that has been written about the Papua LNG Project 30 
evaluating in negotiations and so on? 

 
A: Actually, I am not aware of what happened.  I think that perhaps the 

perception was the process was not, with the incoming government and what 
happened, maybe the process was not concluded.  But the incoming 
government undertook that process, just thinking back, they undertook to 
review whether it was a good negotiation or not.  And my understanding was 
that the conclusion, basically, was a good project.  They tried to come in 
with other conditions on the developer and they have subsequently done 
things like change legislation, remove the access to international arbitration 40 
and so on and so forth.  But I have not seen any commentary that says that it 
was not a good project which was the accusation at that time was that it was 
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not negotiated well; but I think the subsequent review has demonstrated that 
in fact it is a very good project. 

 
You cannot achieve everything obviously; it is a graduation.  It is an 
improvement on the PNG LNG and the next one should be even better.  That 
is how we should go. 

 
Q: Thank you, very much indeed for your assistance, Mr Abel.  That is very 

helpful. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one or two questions, but let me first thank you for 
bringing a good insight into some of the fundamental questions that this 
Commission has been addressing in Part 1 of its Inquiry dealing with political 
economic questions and issues like the proper role of government in a capitalist 
economic such as PNG’s economic system and the political system to venture into 
participation in business in the private enterprise. 
 
Now, I am going to be bringing to your attention some recent legislation that has 
been enacted by Parliament that may have strengthened the State’s position to enter 
into private business enterprise.  And as a result of those new pieces of legislation, 20 
the government has introduced a whole series of legislations that have allowed the 
government to set up State-Owned Enterprises like Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 
 
The series of Kumul legislations – there are a number of them – have actually come 
out of this piece of legislation which is a constitutional amendment introduced in 
2016 to section 212 of the Constitution, and I have got the amendment here with 
me.  The name of that amendment is Papua New Guinea Ownership of 
Hydrocarbons and Minerals and the Consolidation and Commercialization of 
Papua New Guinea’s Business.  That particular section 2(1)(c), the heading is:  
‘The Consolidation and Commercialization of Papua New Guinea’s Business’  and 30 
subsection (1) says, “Papua New Guinea may undertake business activities”, and 
then subsection (2) says, “An Organic Law may make further provision in respect 
of Papua New Guinea’s business activities and interests and may provide for the 
disposal of; dealing with; and the consolidation and commercialization of those 
activities and interests.”  I believe this constitutional amendment and the Organic 
Law that was enacted shortly after has been interpreted by the government to allow 
it to enter into private business and as a result, the Kumul legislation has come in.   
 
I wonder if you are aware of this legislation.  It was enacted in Parliament in 2016 
and what your position was then. 40 
 

[3.52pm]A: I have commented on my views about the Kumul structure and my views on 
the matter in principle as the government participation in the private sector.  
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When, I believe the Attorney General at that time, which I think was 
Honorable Kerenga Kua brought in the Kumul structure and the associated 
constitutional amendments, I maintained my position in Cabinet that, as I 
said, these were the resolutions of Cabinet and we went through with it.  So, 
I maintained my position all the way through.  I can remember sitting in the 
lead up Cabinet meetings and expressing in response to the Attorney 
General’s position that I remember saying, “With all the good intentions, 
history demonstrates that with the political economy as you say and the 
interference and so on invariably these institutions become cash traps.”  I 
remember making those very comments.  Unless you want to establish a 10 
proper Sovereign Wealth Fund with the right guidelines that is the way it 
tends to go.  There is the natural temptation for political interference.  There 
is a pot of honey sitting there and it just unfortunately leads to these excesses 
that we talk about.   

 
So, in principle, there is nothing wrong in principle with government 
participating in business.  It seems like a good idea.  But with all the 
circumstances, it is a less efficient way for government just to achieve its 
ultimate objectives.  If you want to go into investment space because you 
have got an excess of wealth, and this is what happened in the boom back in 20 
hay days – there was a boom because there was a commodity price boom 
and we ended up having about 8 billion in surplus revenue and we could not 
spend it all in one budget cycle.  That is when you need a Sovereign Wealth 
Fund to pour that excess in there to protect it for the new future budgets.  
Rather they created trust funds or trust accounts and they rolled that money 
over and one of the issues that I am sure you are well aware of, 
commissioners, is that what happened to those surplus funds in the end.  You 
had all the controversy over different - the NADP agriculture and RESI 
funds and so on.  So, you know, there is ways and means and there is nothing 
wrong with government participating in the private space but I would say 30 
the government has got enough on its hands.  There are more appropriate 
ways for the government to conduct itself and if it is to invest, there is an 
international best practice which is the appropriate Sovereign Wealth Fund.   

 
And as I have said today, this would be my consistent position.  At the same 
time, I am a participant in a process and I am part of a government.  And 
once that government is firm about a decision and a process, we proceed 
with that.  But there are consequences to these actions.  There are 
consequences to taking decisions that an aware investor would not take such 
– would not make such decisions because they are too risky.  They lead to 40 
risk outcomes, that is one of the subjects of the Inquiry today. 
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So, government has to be guided by some higher level principles that protect 
public funds from particular governments of the day and those will continue 
to be my views. 

 
Q: Do you recall what was the purpose of this particular amendment? 
 
A: I think, as you alluded to chairman, it was to – it was part of the process to 

facilitate the establishment of the Kumul structure.  I may be wrong but that 
is my understanding.  Perhaps it was part of the series of amendments to 
activate and enable the subsequent Organic Laws and so on to activate the 10 
Kumul structure.  I just - - - 

 
Q: Could you have a look at it?  I am sure you will be returning later for some 

more questions and perhaps we may have a more detailed discussion around 
this topic.  But if you can take time to perhaps look at the particular 
constitutional amendment that I am referring to.  It is amendment to section 
212 - - - 

 
A: Okay. 
 20 
Q: And then there is an Organic Law that was also enacted about 2015, 2012, 

‘13, ‘14, ‘15 and ‘16 somewhere there and then with discussion around 
whether the State’s position has changed to a point where it is open for the 
State to engage in any form of business to achieve this thing, enter into 
directly or indirectly through its State owned entities, or whether there is 
room for us to talk and perhaps look at other options that we can recommend 
to the government. 

 
[3.57pm] A: Yes, chairman, the  State has been participating in business for many many 

years even before such amendments through the IPBC, for example, and 30 
subsequently State owned enterprises.  Nothing seems to have prevented the 
State from actively taking shareholding positions in the New Britain Palm 
Oil or participating in airlines or anything else.  There must have been some 
requirement that the Attorney General and Cabinet at that time saw in order 
to facilitate this particular business intervention.  But certainly there was 
nothing that would seem to have, you know, hampered government from 
participating in business before because it had been actively doing so for 
many years; whether it is Telikom or not.  So, I can only – I will have a look 
at it as you have suggested respectfully and I will - - - 

 40 
Q There was also an amendment to the IPBC Act that introduced – the 

legislation that they introduced, I think, which allowed for the Kumul 
businesses to come in under the control of Kumul Consolidated Holdings – 
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yes, Kumul Consolidated Holdings Amendment Act of 2015 which replaced 
IPBC with Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  It is all part of these series of 
Kumul legislations that followed closely the constitutional amendment.  If 
you can have a look at it as well. 

 
A: Yes.  There is valid arguments for government into business but as I say, my 

views differ slightly but that was the position the government took and, you 
know, we proceeded with.  But my position was I argued otherwise. 

 
Q: So, if this law is correct – well, it is a constitutional amendment that is in 10 

force so presumably it is correct.  The only solution to accommodate the kind 
of situation that you are advocating or this commission might be advocating 
is maybe a political solution to address the constitutional amendment which 
might prove to be an obstacle. 

 
A: That would be one approach. 
 
Q: But if you can have a look at the constitutional amendment and also the series 

of Kumul legislations that have been enacted and perhaps we can have some 
more discussions around it on your return. 20 

 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  There has been no application on behalf 
of any witness to examine Mr Abel so that brings his evidence today to a close.  Mr 
Abel, would 3 o’clock on Monday, 9 August so that is Monday week, are you in 
Port Moresby and could you come back then for the purpose of continuing our 
discussion as the chief has requested. 
 
A: It is should be okay.  Parliament is - - - 30 
 
Q: I can tell you Parliament is not sitting on that day, I mean. 
 
A: No, no, it is not that day.  Parliament is on the 12th I believe which is - - -  
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: So that is the Monday before the sitting, is that right? 
 
Q: Yes, this is Monday the 9th.   40 
 
A: The 9th; my dates are a bit mixed up. 
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Q: That would be 10 days or thereabouts.   
 
A: It should be okay. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And if you need any assistance then I am here to assist.  

Commissioners, that is the end of the evidence for today.  May Mr Abel be 
excused with our thanks until 3 pm on Monday, 9 August and otherwise, we 
will adjourn until tomorrow, if nothing else arises. 

 
[4.02pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Not tomorrow, I hope, Mr Jurth. 10 

 
MR JURTH:  Sorry, Monday, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Abel, thank you for your evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Once Mr – yes, sorry, I will let Mr Abel be excused before saying 
that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Abel, thank you for your evidence and you may 
be excused.  We will see you next on 9 August at 3 pm. 20 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners.  Let me say something about 
Monday.  I admire Mr Jurth’s work ethic but Monday, I think, will be soon enough. 
 30 
So, as you have indicated, commissioners, Ambassador Lupari will be given a firm 
indication that he is the first witness on Monday.  And then the witnesses thereafter, 
and we will contact them and suggest markings, the Honourable Kerenga Kua.  So, 
I will deal with Mr Lupari and Mr Kua and then the other three witnesses will be 
Governor Bakani, Mr Rolpagarea and, we hope, Mr Maladina.  There will be a 
return of summons for Mr Pomaleu.  It may assist those at the bar table if I just run 
through what is happening to the rest of the week because it is still a little dynamic, 
the list.   
 
On Tuesday, the order will be Mr Duma, Dr Kwa, Mr Pruaitch, Mr Kamburi.  On 40 
Wednesday, that will be the Prime Minister first, and then Mr Micah and then after 
that, Dr Ngangan, Mr Manau, Sir Puka Temu and Mr Okuk.  On Thursday, we will 
have former Prime Minister O’Neill, Mr Yauieb will return and then we will have 
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Mr Vele and Mr Sonk.  And the reason for that, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, is that we 
just will not be ready for Mr Vele earlier in the week and we do not want to have 
him back. 
 
I should indicate that I think that it is very likely that Mr Vele’s evidence will 
continue through until Friday morning, but I think that is almost inevitable.  Then 
the final evidence will be the gentleman with Brattle on 9 August and the 
gentleman who has just given evidence will return and then we anticipate Sir Tim 
Beasley on the Tuesday.  So that is the current plan but everyone can work on the 
basis that that is the definite plan for Monday; and if there are any other matters, 10 
we will be in touch.   
 
So unless there are any other matters, commissioners, we are in a position now to 
adjourn until Monday at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings to 
Monday. 
 
 
AT 4.05 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 20 
MONDAY, 2 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 30 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM THE 

UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS 
____________________________________________________________________________  

 10 

  

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON MONDAY, 2 AUGUST 
2021 AT 10.03 AM. 
 

(Continued from 30 July 2021) 
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[10.03am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission before I call Ambassador Lupari, I 
think Mr Jurth has a mention. 

 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, very briefly it is the return of summons for Secretary 
Ivan Pomaleu.  May we stand that over to Friday, 6 August at 10 am.  Secretary has 
complied with the summons and given us the document that we wanted.  This is the 
final consent we hope requested by King&Wood Mallesons on behalf of Norton 
Rose pending a response from Mallesons.  We think it is prudent to stand it over.  
We have informed Secretary Pomaleu that we do not require his appearance today 
and thank him for the consent provided. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand that matter over to 6 August at 10 am. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, that is the only matter to be 
mentioned. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I call Ambassador Isaac Lupari. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, swear the witness. 
 20 
 
ISAAC LUPARI, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, you missed one line there.  You missed one line.  
When you ask, if you do then you must say yes, I do and then so help me God.  That 
has to be completed like that.  He has to say, yes I do, so help me God.  Yes go on. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Ambassador, do you have a copy of your affidavit in front of you? 
 
A: Yes, I have got. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So, could you tell the commission your full name and your present 

position? 
 
A: My name is Isaac Lupari.  Currently I am self-employed, formerly Chief 

Secretary to Government. 
 40 
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Q: You have prepared an affidavit dated 22 June 2021? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Last year when you were still Chief Secretary to Government you produced a 

considerable number of documents from official custody, did you not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Those documents are listed in paragraph 7 of your affidavit, are they not? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that affidavit together with the annexures. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That statement together with the annexures or attachments are 
admitted into evidence and marked they will be marked FFF. 
 
EXHIBIT FFF – AFFIDAVIT OF ISAAC LUPARI DATED 22 JUNE 2021 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission.  Ambassador, if I could just start 
with some biographical matters. Could you give the commission a summary of your 
qualifications and of your official position held with the Independent State please?   
 

[10.07am] A: I was the chief of staff to the prime minister, Peter O’Neill from 2012 until 
2016 February, March somewhere around and I was appointed the chief 
secretary to government and I held that position until end of last year, 
December.  I vacated the office when it was abolished by the current 
government.   

Q: And Ambassador, in 2008 and 2008, did you hold any official position? 30 

A: 2008 and 2009? 

Q: Yes. 

A: No, I was not holding any official position in the public service based on my 
recollection. 
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Q: Thank you.  So, in your role as chief of staff to the prime minister, you say in 
paragraph 4 of your affidavit that the role is to manage the prime minister’s 
office and it is a political office.  What do you mean by; it is a political office? 

A: The chief of staff is appointed by the prime minister.  It is a political office.  
My understanding of the role is to manage the office and manage the 
ministerial staff that are appointed by respective ministers and also ensure the 
smooth running of the office of the prime minister.  And basically become a 
liaising officer for the prime minister in communication with ministers. 

Q: Did you have any particular role as chief of staff in NEC meetings? 

A: No.  I think that is the role of the chief secretary to government. 10 

Q: Well, that is a convenient segue way into the other role you held, sir.  Can you 
just explain what your role was as chief secretary? 

A: Chief secretary’s role was the principal advisor to government.  But through 
the office of the Prime Minister and he was also responsible for coordination 
of policy development and also implementation of government policies, 
basically coordination between government agencies ensuring those policies 
are being implemented.  Yes, that principally is the role of the position of the 
chief secretary. 

Q:  Can I take you back then to 2013 and 2014 in relation to the UBS loan.  Now, 
in paragraph 5 of your statement or affidavit, you say you did not play any 20 

role in relation to the acquisition of the UBS loan except to convey the first 
NEC decision to acquire it to Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  Is that right? 

A: That is right.  From time to time ministries and ministers would be requesting 
for copies of documentations and I would in my capacity as chief of staff send 
those documents that are in possession of the office of the prime minister upon 
request. 

Q: Yes, so we had a look at your letter to Mr Kumarasiri at IPBC on 7 March 
2013. 

A: I do not have it in my records so would you have a copy - - - 

Q: We will put it up on the screen. 30 

A: Yes. 
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Q: So, if we just scroll down to the second page, that is your signature I take it? 

A: Yes, that is my signature.. 

[10.12 am]   Q: Yes.  If we go back then to the first page, your letter advises about the NEC 
Decision of 6 March.  Were you present in the NEC on 6 March when the 
UBS Loan was approved? 

 
A: I was not.  The chief of staff does not sit in the NEC meetings.  But this was 

given on the basis of a copy of this NEC decision that was officially sent to 
the Office of the Prime Minister. 

 10 
Q: Were you aware, prior to 6 March 2013, about what became of the UBS 

transaction? 
 
A: When the copy of the NEC decision was received, yes. 
 
Q: And prior to that, were you aware of it? 
 
A: I was aware.  I was aware that there were discussions taking place, but I was 

not directly involved in any of the discussions that were undertaken by the 
appropriate government agencies.  As I have said, that is not my role.  My role 20 
was purely a political office. 

 
Q: I see.  Could we have a look then at - going back the year before, to an email 

from Mr Aopi to you of 8 July 2013.  We will just put that up on the screen.  
Were you familiar with this chain of email, Mr Ambassador? 

 
A: No, I cannot recall it.  I do not have that in my file. 
 
Q: I see.  We will just scroll down.  If we just scroll down a little to the next email 

of Mr Webster and Mr Kumarasiri, what I would like to do is just if I could 30 
tell  you just to read that email of 5 July 2013 at 8.48 am.  Just let me know 
when you have read that. 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And if we scroll up to the top of the page, you can see that that is an email 

from Mr Aopi to you. 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: “Bro, see chain of emails,” - Peter was forwarding this to you, and I would 

like you to assume that is Peter Botten, “and we would appreciate your passing 
this to the PM.  Wasantha is very frustrated in the way IPBC and NPCP are 
managing this.”  Do you recall now that you had an opportunity to read that 
email from Mr Webster to Mr Kumarasiri receiving that email from Mr Aopi? 

 
A: I cannot recall, I mean.  There were many emails coming to my office and 

through that address.  This is way back 2013. 
 10 
Q: Can I ask you this, were you broadly aware that Prime Minister O’Neill 

expressed the desire in 2013 to retain ownership of the Oil Search shares in 
IPBC?   

 
A: Yes, I was made aware of discussions between the government and Oil Search 

but not to the extent where I would have intimate knowledge and information 
on the discussions that were taken between the parties. 

 
[10.17am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  You did seem to according to the email though to be 

fairly closely involved because people are certainly – Mr Aopi is confident that you 20 
are a person that needs to know the difficulties involved in having a private 
corporation involved so closely in government business.  That is the case, is it not? 
I mean, that is what we read from the email, yes. 
 
A: Well, anything that comes into the Office of the Prime Minister, I would put 

it on the table of the Prime Minister and I would act upon his instructions but 
as I have said I do not have recollection of this email. 

 
Q:  But do you have any recollection – I am sorry to interrupt you.  
 30 
A: Even if I have – 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And I am sorry, Dr Redwick. Just to clarify this. But have you got some 

recollection of the issues that were behind these emails? 
 
A: Like I said, there were discussions.  There were discussions, I was made aware 

of the discussions between the parties as to the IPIC Loan and the need for 
refinancing. 40 
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Q: But the involvement of Oil Search? 
 
A: I was also informed. I am aware of Oil Search being involved in the 

discussions as between parties. 
 
Q: Thank you. Sorry, Dr Redwick. 
 
A: But I was directly involved in discussions that were taking place between the 

parties. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Well, let me bring you forward then to 2014 and we look 
at some other emails. So if you may have look at the email chain of March 2014, 
please.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question here.  Dr Renwick, just one question from 
me. Are you going to be asking him about the email of 8 July as to whether 
Ambassador Lupari passed on this email to the Prime Minister?  That is what the 
email is asking for.  
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you,  Chief. While we have got that on the screen, if 
we can go back to the previous email.  While we have got that on the screen, I thought 
you have said you would have asked passed this on but do you have an actual 
recollection of passing on these emails to Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: Yes. Like I said, when the documents are sent to me for the attention of the 

Prime Minister, I would naturally refer them to his office.  
 
Q: So Ambassador, that you are speaking about your usual practice. Perhaps, I 

should be more precise.  Do you have a particular recollection of placing these 30 
emails on Mr O’Neil’s desk or sending them on to him? 

 
A: If I had seen and I would have. If I had seen, I would have.  
 
Q: So I take it from that that you do not have a particular recollection of it but 

your usual practice is you would have passed it on? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Yes, all right. If we can then go to the March 2014 emails.  We started down 
the bottom of the page. Now, just to set the time line here for you, 
Ambassador, I have earlier showed you your letter to IPBC whereby the Prime 
Minister requests the Board Management of IPBC to urgently do certain 
things, you recall that? That was the letter I have showed you earlier, yes? So 
that is 7 March and here we are on 10 March, so 7 March was a Friday, this is 
the following Monday and you can see there that there is an email from Mr 
Gardner. Do you know Mr Gardner? 

 
A: Mr Gardner, Mr Gardner - - 10 
 
Q: The CFO for Oil Search? 
 
A: I have never met him.  I have never met him personally. I have never met him. 

Not that I know.  
 

[10.22am]  Q: So that you can see that this is an email to Mr Botten, copy to Mr Aopi.  It is 
an internal email but if we keep going up and there is a response there on 10 
March where Mr Gardner says he has spoken to the Secretary for Cabinet.  
Now, the Secretary for Cabinet that time was who? 20 

 
A: Cabinet secretary at that time, I cannot remember his name.  It just slipped my 

mind. 
 
Q: So, just go back to the email you can see there Mr Aopi is saying to Mr 

Gardner or Mr Botten, the only outstanding matter is for the Treasurer to sign 
off.  I am trying to talk to PM’s Chief of Staff and will advise Peter if needs 
to text PM or not.  So, if we just then scroll up a bit further.  You can see there 
there is an email from Mr Gardner back, saying thanks for the encouraging 
news.  You can see Mr Gardner says, I have received a new series bridge 30 
proposal from UBS, they effectively want us to pay for their stock borrow cost 
as well as the money we borrow.  And then working up, Mr Aopi then says, 
Peter, I have just received a text from Loi, and let us assume that Mr Bakani, 
he had spoken to the minister but has not actioned and he then briefed the PM.  
He did not say what PM’s reaction was.  Then the next one is Mr Aopi saying 
that PM indicated to the Governor he was not happy with the Treasurer, Loi 
he is now meeting the Treasurer.  He will call me today, Dairi, it is assumed 
that Mr Vele is on his way. 
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Then finally we come to the email which Mr Gardner saying PM’s Chief of 
Staff Lupari called and advised that PM is aware of the issues and the 
deadline.  He assured me this is being addressed and will be done before 8 
pm.  He will call me when the Treasurer has executed.  Now that I have shown 
you that do you have any recollection of you calling Mr Aopi on Monday, 10 
March 2014? 
 

A: I may have.  If it was what the Prime Minister wants me to do then I would 
have conveyed that message to him but this is 2014 so I am just trying to think 
whether I did- - - 10 

 
Q: Well – sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: Whether I did speak to Mr Aopi. 
 
Q: Well, you recalled this, do you not, that there was considerable time pressure 

to have Mr Duma the then Treasurer to sign off on the UBS documents, you 
remember that do you not? 

 
A: Well, I was aware of the urgency of the matter and also the discussions that 20 

were taking place. 
 
Q: Just to go back to my question, you remember if not least because there was 

considerable time pressure on Mr Duma to sign off on the documents, do you 
not? 

 
A: Yes, there would be pressure on lots of people; government agencies, yes. 
 
Q: But Ambassador, just to focus on my question, you would particularly recall, 

would you not that Mr Duma refused to sign the documents? 30 
 

[10.27a.m] A: Not that I know.   

Q: You recall Mr Duma was sacked by Mr O’Neill, do you not? 

A: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, I am just a bit confused here.  I thought 
it was Polye who was the Treasurer. 
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DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, you are quite right; I apologise.  I will take that back.  
So, in relation to Mr Polye, you recall that he was the Treasurer and he was refusing 
to sign and that he was sacked by Mr O’Neill as a result.  You recall that, do you 
not? 

A: Yes, I was made aware with the discussions that were taking place, the 
Treasurer then was not keen to sign the documents, yes. 

Q: What happened then? 

A: Well the prime minister - - - 

Q: He was decommissioned, was he not? 

A: Yes, the prime minister decommissioned him, yes. 10 

Q: And in the case of Mr Duma and I am sorry I did confuse Mr Duma and Mr 
Polye for a minute, in fact he been decommissioned a month before in 
February, had he not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: By Mr O’Neill? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Do you recall that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Because you rang him and told him that he was being decommissioned, did 
you not? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: And did he give any reasons as to why he was being decommissioned as 
minister for Petroleum and Energy? 

A: I only conveyed the message that he was decommissioned. 

Q: Nothing else? 

A: Nothing else. 

Q: What was the role in the UBS transaction with Jimmy Maladina? 
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A: There are a number of lawyers and that is what I understand, a group of 
lawyers and law firms, they would have been engaged and so he could be one 
of them. 

Q: Well, you do know who Mr Maladina is, do you not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Did you have dealings with Mr Maladina in 2014 in connection with the UBS 
transaction? 

A: Yes, I would have met him several times, yes. 

Q: Yes, that is what you would have done but do you have a recollection with 
him, discussing things with him in relation to the UBS transaction? 10 

A: I cannot recall whether discussing any substantive but I do recall meeting with 
him during that time, yes. 

Q: Let me show you another document which is a letter to Mr Rolpagarea to Mr 
Vele of 11 December 2014.  You just scroll down to the first paragraph.  You 
see there is a reference to a meeting between Mr Vele, that is yourself referred 
to, the chief of staff to the prime minister, that is you Ambassador, myself that 
is Mr Rolpagarea and the managing director of NPCP and his team on 10 
March in the NPCP board room.  You recall that meeting? 

A: When was this? 

Q: Yes, on 10 March 2014. 20 

A: I may have; I may have.  I cannot recall.  I may have sat in the meeting, yes.  
I cannot recall. 

Q: I mean this is an extremely important issue, was it not, at the time the UBS 
transaction and the novation of the loan? 

[10.32 am] A: Yes, from time to time, the prime minister would ask me to attend meetings  
on his behalf, this could be one of that. 
 

Q: But you have no recollection of the meeting or it had not happened? 
 
A: That is on 10 September 2014.  Like I said I would have been involved in a 30 

number of meetings or upon the instructions from the prime minister. 
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Q: Let me take you forward then to – just remind you when you speak to become 
the chief of staff to the prime minister, did you then immediately become the 
chief secretary or acting chief secretary? 

 
A: No, I immediately became - I applied for the post when it was vacant and I 

was appointed, yes.  But also prior to that, I was the chief secretary to the 
Somare Government. 

 
Q: Yes, understood. 
 10 
A: So 32 years of my service in public service. 
 
Q: Indeed.  Let me take you forward.  You will recall then that the Oil Search 

shares which were purchased under the UBS transaction were later sold; you 
remember that, do you not? 

 
A: Later sold to? 
 
Q: They were later sold.  There were not any held by the Independent State or 

any of its bodies; do you remember that?  Yes? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I mean that was – but the fact of the sale was a matter of real importance, was 

it not, because there was a sale of the shares at a considerable loss? 
 
A: That is what I was led to – I was reading the newspaper and a few other 

documents and that was what was made out, that there was a loss as a result 
of that sale. 

 30 
Q: Let me ask you this question; you are aware, are you not, that the prime 

minister of the day has a role as a Trustee over Kumul Petroleum?  You know 
that, do you not? 

 
A: Yes.  Yes, he is the Trustee under the Kumul Holdings Act. 
 
Q: Whether you were chief of staff or whether you were the chief secretary of the 

Prime Minister’s department, you would have been aware because of the 
prime minister’s role in relation to Kumul Petroleum of the significance of the 
sale of the shares, would you not? 40 
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A: Or if it does come across my office I would, or unless I was being asked to 

participate in the meeting, yes, I would have become aware of those 
discussions and transactions. 

 
Q: These were matters of great public controversy and great importance for the 

Independent State, were they not, the UBS transaction, purchase of the shares 
and then later sale of the shares.  Do you agree with me? 

 
A: What do you mean by controversy?  Was there a controversy at that time? 10 
 
Q: You will recall, firstly, that it was a very significant transaction, the UBS 

transaction.  You agree with that, do you not? 
 
A: Government borrows from commercial banks and so those are also serious 

matters of the State, so be the UBS. 
 
Q: You do not seem to have a very recollection of what happened in relation to 

the UBS transaction, if I may say so, Ambassador? 
 20 

A: Like I was saying, I was purely playing the role of the chief of staff, not 
directly involved in the details of all the discussions; and sometimes I would 
be asked to sit in a meeting, just an observer, representing the prime minister 
and report back to him.  But beside that it is the government agencies who are 
directly relevant government agencies who are directly involved, were 
participating in all the discussions and all the transactions that took place. 

 
[10.37am]  Q: So, when we come forward to the sale of the shares, you were by then the 

Chief Secretary. 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have agreed that the Prime Minister had a role as trustee in relation to 

Kumul Petroleum.  But, as I understand your evidence, you had no 
recollection of discussions about the sale of those shares, is that right? 

 
A: Well, those were commercial – I think it is the trustee versus the Kumul 

Petroleum people.  So, unless there is a policy matter then I would come to 
know about it.  But normally the practice has been that the trustee and the 
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management company – the management of the Kumul Petroleum will be 
directly at their level unless I am asked to be involved. 

 
Q: Can I understand this, ambassador?  Are you saying that when the Prime 

Minister in his capacity as trustee has to take action in relation to Kumul 
Petroleum, that that is something that he deals directly with Kumul Petroleum 
about and does not involve the chief secretary of the day, is that really what 
you are saying? 

 
A: He would be unless there is a policy implication or budgetary implication then 10 

the chief secretary’s office would be involved or the CECC which I chair 
which is the principal policy advisor to Cabinet would be involved.  But this 
one, I would understand that it is between the Board and the Management and 
the trustee.  Well, that has been my experience. 

 
Q: And you have no particular recollection about any of these transactions? 
 
A: Well, it will come to Cabinet, if that comes to Cabinet, yes, I would know 

when it goes to Cabinet and decisions are made. 
 20 
Q: Well, forgive me for saying so, ambassador, but you really do not seem to 

have any particular recollections about any of the key UBS events? 
 
A: That is going back to 2013 ‘ 14 so that is why I was not able to have many of 

the documents that you have with you with me.  What I have was through the 
Office of the Chief Secretary.  Those were the documents that were presented 
to the commission when I was asked to do so. 

 
Q: All right, let me change the subject - - - 

 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, just before you do that, Dr Renwick, could I ask 
you then, Mr Lupari, was the Prime Minister during your time exercising his role as 
trustee of the assets of the State held by Kumul Petroleum not accountable to Cabinet 
or the Parliament to the way in which he exercised his power as a trustee? 
 
A: Commissioner, can you ask that question again? 
 
Q: Yes.  Was the Prime Minister of the day during your time as Chief Secretary 

or Chief of Staff as the trustee appointed under the legislation for Kumul 
Petroleum which held the assets of Papua New Guinea of the State.  Was he 40 
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not accountable to Cabinet or to the Parliament for the way in which he 
exercised his power as trustee? 

 
A: My understanding is the trustee will be acting upon advice.  In this case, 

naturally will be the Board because the Board will be representing the interest 
of the State hence the trust. 

 
Q: That does not really answer my question though.  I am asking about because, 

of course, a Chief Secretary plays a pivotal role why as you cannot assist the 
commission more than you seem  be able to but the question is, was the Prime 10 
Minister accountable?  Do not worry about advice he gets from the board of 
Kumul but was he accountable beyond accountability to the board, if you like?  
Did it come before Cabinet, did it come before the Parliamen how he exercised 
his discretionary power? 

 
[10.42am]    A: You mean the borrowing itself or the- - - 

 
Q: What he decided to do?  What he decided to direct Kumul to do? 
 
A: After the borrowing? 20 
 
Q: On anything. 
 
A: There would be communication between the board and the management and 

the trustee.  Yes, based on the advice from the board the trustee would be able 
to take certain actions within his jurisdiction.  Naturally such transaction will 
come to Cabinet and the Cabinet- - - 

 
Q: It would come to Cabinet?  That decision would come to Cabinet? 
 30 
A: Decision for borrowing or anything else? 
 
Q: For whatever that the trustee decided. 
 
A: It will go to Cabinet, yes.  It will go to Cabinet as well and normally the annual 

plan of – all the annual operating plan would reflect the investments and 
projects and other things will not naturally come to Cabinet.  They will be 
sponsored by the minister responsible. 

 
Q: All right. 40 
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A: Not necessarily the trustee, the minister responsible for that particular entity 

would be the sponsoring minister. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Yes, Dr Renwick I interrupted your examination. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Not at all.  Well, then what about the accountability of Kumul 
Petroleum, what are the accountability mechanisms to Parliament and Cabinet for 
Kumul Petroleum? 
 10 
A: The portfolio minister would obviously report to Cabinet and Cabinet in its 

wisdom would decide whether to table reports but as a public entity, a State 
owned, I would naturally think that they would be obligated to produce the 
annual reports to Parliament through the minister or the Cabinet. 

 
Q: While you were chief secretary, Ambassador, there was a change to the law 

which declared that Kumul Petroleum were not an entity of the State which 
has the effect that they are not accountable to Parliament.  You remember that 
change? 

 20 
A: I think this is in relation to public accounts committee, was it? 
 
Q: Yes, among other things. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You remember that change? 
 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: What was the reason for that change? 
 
A: Was there a change to the amendment, is that what you are saying? 
 
Q: Why would there be a provision which would mean that Kumul Petroleum 

were not accountable to the Parliament like any other government owned 
enterprises? 

 
A: Well, I formed the view that they would be accountable to Parliament because 

as an asset belongs to the State and the State has an obligation to report to 40 
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Parliament.  That was my view but there was a debate between whether Kumul 
Petroleum has a legal obligation to report to Parliament or not.  I understand 
they went to the National Court, I think, tried to seek that clarification. 

 
Q: I see.  What about section 209 of the Constitution, what is your understanding 

about how that works? 
 
A: This is the approval? 
 
Q: Yes exactly.  We can put 209 up on the screen.  Can we do that?  Well, let me 10 

ask you this question whilst that is being done. If you can - here we go, while 
you will have it up in a second. Yes, there it is. What is your view about 
section 209 of the Constitution was complied with in relation to the UBS Loan 
in 2014? 

 
[10.47am] THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it is subsection 1 only. 209, subsection 1? 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, you are quite right, Chief. What is your view, ambassador, as 
to whether this was complied with in relation to the UBS Transaction in 2014? 
 20 
A: What I can say is; as a practitioner, all loans has to be approved by Parliament 

on the basis of an Appropriation Act which is really the budget.  So budget 
will outline its financing of the expenditure side of the budget.  So it is either 
through tax revenue or through borrowing.  The borrowing can be 
concessional loans, commercial loans and government often utilizes the T-
Bills to finance these shortfalls on a weekly basis. So any borrowings would 
have to be approved through the – on the basis of the Appropriation Act.  But 
I do also recall that during the course of year, there could be special 
circumstances situations which would warrant government to borrow.  Maybe 
there is a natural disaster, there must be investments there they need to do or 30 
there is a shortfall in the revenue collection.  Because of those circumstances, 
government would go out and borrow.  And what normally happens is through 
a supplementary budget or the next year’s money bill, they would be able to 
account that in those documentations, but hence Parliamentary approval is 
obtained. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Sorry, Mr Lupari. All right, thank you. Dr Renwick, 
perhaps you could stroll down to 210. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly.  Does that assist you, 210? 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Section 210 (3), is that the basis upon 
which your most recent answer was based, Mr Lupari? 
 
A: It could be but my basing on the experience that what really happens in a 

normal life situation. I have highlighted that there a number of special 
circumstances that the government can go and borrow outside of what has 
been stated in the Appropriation Act through the budget. 

 
Q: But it still must be governed by law of course? 10 
 
A: Still have to be governed by law.  This is why I said, there are mechanisms 

like supplementary budget or normally if there is supplementary budget then 
they would account for that in the following fiscal year when the money bills 
have been introduced in Parliament.  So you can say retrospective approval.   

 
[10.52 am]   Q: Would 210(3) give the authority for doing things of that kind, does it not, but 

it sets a limit on it? 
 
A: That is true. 20 
 
Q: You cannot just borrow an enormous amount of money without authority.  

This provision tells you that it cannot exceed a certain percentage of the 
previous fiscal year’s budget? 

 
A: That is true. 
 
Q: You are familiar with that provision, of course, as chief secretary? 
 
A: Yes.  But when there is a lot of circumstances like disaster, money has got to 30 

be borrowed from different sources like ADB, World Bank, or commercials 
banks or when there is a shortfall in the budget tax revenue.  The normal way 
is to borrow but address it through the Supplementary Budget. 

 
Q: But, of course, the UBS Loan was not a disaster; there was not an earthquake 

or a volcanic eruption? 
 
A: Special circumstances, I would say. 
 
Q: What do you say was special about those circumstances? 40 
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A: My understanding was UBS Loan was to secure the Oil Search shares. 
 
Q: It is hardly the same as a national disaster, is it, having to get money to buy 

Oil Search shares? 
 
A: Oil Search is an important asset of the country, it contributes significantly to 

the economies or, I would gather that the way the government was viewing 
was that it was important that they secure Oil Search and does not necessarily 
fall into the hand of a foreign entity.  10 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just interrupt there.  I think it is the section 212 that we 
are referring to.  We have got 210 on the screen. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Look, I am sorry, chief.  Yes, 212. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just scroll down and get 212, that is it.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am sorry, I am familiar with it but I could not 
read it properly.  Thank you. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay.  Yes, go on. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, back to you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly.  So what we get from that, Ambassador, I suggest 
is that you are very familiar with the needs to comply with section 209.  Is that clear? 
 
A: Yes, like I said, 209 is basically from my understanding from my non-legal 

person is to finance a budget.  Then any borrowing has to be reflected through 30 
the budget so that is where the shares go up and that is my thinking.   

 
Q: But your understanding is that that can be done retrospectively at least in some 

circumstances? 
 
A: Yes, yes, and it has been done like that based on my observation over 32 years, 

yes. 
 
Q: When it is done in that way, is it done by an Act of Parliament? 
 40 
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A: I think Supply Bills and Appropriation Bills are Acts of Parliament, is it not? 
 
Q: Yes.  So that is what you are talking about? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You are not talking about just mentioning it in parliament or a motion of 

something like that; it has got to be an Act of Parliament enacted, signed by 
the Head of State and so on.  

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is what you are talking about, is it not? 
 
A: Yes, yes.  The treasurer would be responsible for that.  He brings the 

submission in highlighting the terms and conditions of the loan; and 
obviously, the office of the Solicitor General will be given the legal opinion.  
Until the legal opinion is obtained, it goes to Cabinet and of course Cabinet 
makes a decision and if it approves it, it goes to, I guess, the governor general 
to sign off.  And then when parliament sits it through – if it is outside of the 20 
budget, the budget then obviously supplementary budget would be introduced 
to accommodate that. 

 
[10.57am]Q But when you were chief secretary you would have had an overall 

responsibility for keeping an eye on that, would you not? 
 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that is what you did, in fact? 
 30 
A: On which one; UBS?  
 
Q: When you were the Chief Secretary – I am just talking about the principle for 

the minute. 
 
A: Well, the Chief Secretary works through the Office of the Central Agencies 

Committee.  We would obviously assess the Cabinet submission and then we 
will put our comments and the comments goes to Cabinet through the Prime 
Minister.  So it is in the wisdom of Cabinet to make their own decisions 
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whether consistent with our advice, our recommendation so Cabinet is a 
collective body that makes its own decisions. 

 
Q: But the Chief Secretary is the principal advisor to the Prime Minister and to 

Cabinet, is he not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Just one other topic then, you mentioned your 32 years of government service 

a minute ago. 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have seen a lot of practice in Parliamentary and Cabinet practice at the 

highest level, is that not right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I would like you to assume that the evidence we have heard so far is that the 

UBS deal was largely driven by Prime Minister O’Neill who instructed 20 
Secretary Vele to carry out government instructions but to the exclusion of the 
Treasurer of the day.  Please assume that is the evidence.  If that is so, would 
that be very unusual in your 32 years of experience for the Prime Minister to 
deal directly with a departmental head to the exclusion of the departmental 
head’s boss? 

 
A: I have been departmental head in five departments so I would get calls from 

the prime minister or the deputy prime minister, any minister in relation to a 
matter that the department is handling and we will respond.  And I would 
gather that the appropriate secretary would be informing the minister and 30 
sometimes the Prime Minister will directly talk to the minister because at the 
end of the day he is the minister and the department will be taking carriage of 
matter within the ambit of their responsibilities. 

 
Q: We may be at cross purposes here, ambassador, but what I am suggesting to 

you is in this case the prime minister cut out the treasurer from the information 
that his own departmental head, the treasury secretary was aware of.  Is that 
something you have ever seen before or since? 
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A: Are you saying that on the UBS it was the – the minister was not taking 
carriage of the proposal on the table including- - - 

 
Q: That is right.  It was the Prime Minister directing Mr Vele to the exclusion of 

the Treasurer; that is what the evidence seems to be.  Firstly, were you aware 
that was so? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, I have an objection.  Indeed Dr 
Renwick is putting to the witness that the evidence is that Minister Polye was 
excluded.  That is what Minister Polye said but in fact the evidence of Dairi Vele 10 
was that he indeed did brief Minister Polye.  So, whilst it is certainly appropriate to 
put some evidence but to put the question as the evidence; the total evidence is that 
is misleading. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, I am happy to – I withdraw it.  If it pleases, there is at 
least some evidence that the prime minister cut out his own treasurer from what the 
treasury secretary was doing.  Firstly, were you aware of anything like that in relation 
to the UBS transaction as the chief of staff? 
 

[11.02am] A: Like I said, in my previous capacity as departmental head, the prime minister 20 
or deputy prime minister would be speaking to each one of us directly.  But 
normally, the departmental head would be obligated to inform the minister 
accordingly if the prime minister or the different minister has not informed 
the portfolio minister.  Because portfolio minister is the man in charge of that 
ministry.  So, I mean, this is based on my experience. 

 
Q: So, if the evidence was, as I have suggested, you would never have seen that 

happen before or since, is that right, the minister being cut out in that way? 
 
A: Yes, I would not know.  I would not know whether that transpired in this case 30 

so it is something that you would have to ask Mr Dairi Vele. 
 
Q: But if it happened, you have never seen anything like that before or since, 

have you? 
 
A: Yes, based on my experience, yes. 
 
Q: There is nothing further at this stage, commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a number of questions.  First, I am going to be asking 
about the retainer of Norton Rose of Australia.  If you go to the annexures to the 
affidavit, Part C, it contains volume 2, the first item there.  Could we have that letter 
on screen?  That is the retainer letter by law firm Norton Rose of Australia of 5 
December 2015.  Could we have that on the screen, please?  That is volume 2, tab 
1.   
 
MS FINLAYSON:  Chief, it is Kathryn Finlayson in Brisbane.  Is there a document 
ID in the top righthand corner that would assist us to find it? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I will then just ask the question.  Ambassador Lupari, 
the letter from Norton Rose that you referred to, was the actual retainer agreement 
provided to the NEC or the Prime Minister or your office? 
 
A: This was the document that was in the department.  So, what I was asked to 

produce all the – any documents relating to UBS - - - 
 
Q: So, here you are attaching or annexing a copy of the retainer letter by the law 

firm Norton Rose.  I am looking for the copy of the actual retainer agreement 
between Norton Rose and the government. 20 

 
A: This is what we had on our file.   
 
Q: It is just a letter, is it; not a retainer agreement itself? 
 
A: Yes.  If there is an agreement then obviously with the other departments; State 

Solicitor or Treasury or whoever is paying the law firm would have that if 
there is an agreement in place. 

 
Q: All right.  My next series of questions relates to the Prime Minister’s role as 30 

the trustee of Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  Under the relevant legislation, was 
he the only trustee or there were some other trustees as well? 

 
A: What I know is that he would be the only trustee. 
 
Q: He would be the only trustee. 
 
A: But then he has a minister responsible that he will be delegating the 

responsibilities by way of a ministerial determination. 
 40 
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[11.07am] Q: So in your understanding, what were the roles, responsibilities and functions 
of the sole trustee, say for instance in this case in relation to Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings? 

 
A: He would be consulted on any investments. 
 
Q: Consulting on investments? 
 
A: Investments, projects, financing and basically the whole operation of the 

Kumul Holdings and maybe he is required to also seek the approval.  He 10 
would have some certain authorities, yes but normally upon recommendation 
from the board he would not be exercising those solely on arbitrary manner.  
That is just my observation. 

 
Q: You recall if the relevant legislation whatever it was that placed him in that 

position defined his precise roles, responsibilities and functions and so forth? 
 
A: It would be in the respective Act, is it not, Kumul Holdings Act? 
 
Q: Let us say the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Act. 20 
 
A: Petroleum Holdings, yes. 
 
Q: All right I have got the legislation here.  Are you familiar with that legislation? 
 
A: Just a little bit but when matters like that come up, would obviously seek 

advice from the Attorney General and the State Solicitor. 
 
Q: I have read that particular legislation and I think there is another, that is, 

Kumul legislation that actually provides for the appointment of the Prime 30 
Minister as a trustee.  There is a general provision that says the Prime Minister 
of the day is the trustee.  Those legislations do not define the precise the roles 
and responsibilities of the trustee, would I be correct in that? 

 
A: Would the respective legislation should be defining the role of the- - - 
 
Q: Perhaps you want to have a look at those legislations and when you come back 

we will have some more discussions around it. 
 
A: Yes, why not. 40 
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Q: But that aside in your experience, do you recall if the Prime Minister asked or 

instructed Kumul Petroleum Holdings to provide financial report for the year 
or any part of the year to him as the trustee? 

 
A: He would but also the Act would require that they do provide their financial 

reports. 
 
Q: And if he did, you recall the Prime Minister receiving any financial reports 

from Kumul Petroleum Holdings, any one time? 10 
 
A: Not that I am aware but they will be required by the law to produce financial 

reports on annual basis through the office of the Prime Minister as a trustee. 
 
Q: Okay.  Let us say in relation to dividend payment by Co Petroleum Holdings 

to the Government.  Would the Prime Minister has any responsibility over Co 
Petroleum Holdings to provide or call for the dividend payments for the year 
and if so you recall the Prime Minister’s office or the NEC receiving some 
junks of money from Kumul Petroleum Holdings in dividend payments?  

 20 
A: My recollection is that the Kumul Petroleum Holdings would have an annual 

plan that clearly spells out what their revenue, what their expenditure would 
be and expenditure will account for investments and then project whether 
there is going to be profit and hence dividends will be paid so that alone report 
is then presented to Cabinet by the portfolio minister.Once it is approved- - -   

 
[11.12am]  Q: No, I am more concerned about the trustee.  Did the trustee ask for dividend 

payments from Kumul Petroleum Holdings? 
 
A: It will be based on the annual plan that it has been approved by Cabinet. 30 
 
Q: No, no let us stay with the year May 2014 to the end of September 2017.  That 

is when the UBS loan was management; first obtained and then disposed of 
by sale later.  In that period you recall the Prime Minister having called for 
dividend payments from Kumul Petroleum Holdings in any one of those 
years? 

 
A: The government expect dividends tu be paid by Oil Search- - - 
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Q: I am not talking about the government I am talking about the prime minister.  
He is a sole trustee of Kumul Petroleum Holdings so just stay with the prime 
minister.  You recall the prime minister asking or instructing Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings to provide the dividend payments in that period? 

 
A: It could be on the basis of the annual report. 
 
Q: You have told me that, I know that but this is in an event I am asking you to 

recollect.  If you do not recollect I mean it is the minister’s instruction then 
say so and the matter will rest there. 10 

 
A: He would have but normally like I said the Prime Minister would be calling 

all the SOEs when there is a shortfall in the- - - 
 
Q: No, I am not worried about all the other SOEs, I am talking about Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings. 
 
A: Kumul. 
 
Q: All right let us put it another way.  Did Kumul Petroleum Holdings provide 20 

any dividend payments to the government through the Prime Minister as a 
sole trustee? 

 
A: They would be paying to the Treasury, public accounts, not to the Prime 

Minister. 
 
Q: So the Prime Minister would not be aware if any dividend payments have been 

made? 
 
A: The Prime Minister would be made aware if the dividends have been paid 30 

through Treasury of course or through the board chairman. 
 
Q: Okay but you would not know? 
 
A: But there are a number of dividends being paid by Kumul Petroleum. 
 
Q: There are a number being paid? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: In that period? 
 
A: Over the period that is what I am saying. 
 
Q: May 2014 to the end of September 2017 that is the period that I am concerned. 
 
A: It would have been paid.  As I said it is based on the annual report that is 

approved by the Cabinet. 
 
Q: Was any paid, to your knowledge?  Let us not assume. 10 
 
A: I will check it out. 
 
Q: Can you check? 
 
A: I will check it out, yes.  That is for 2015? 
 
Q: May of 2014 to the end of September 2017.  And if you can also search for 

any financial reporting or reports apart from the annual return.  I am more 
interested in the financial report that came out of Kumul Petroleum Holdings 20 
in that period that would set out the revenue.  Among other things the revenue 
received from the State’s investment in the PNG LNG Project and how that 
money was spent or disbursed.  Can you also check from other relevant 
legislation as to the precise functions and responsibilities of the Prime 
Minister as a sole trustee. 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I am a private citizen now so I would not have any 

authority trying to get all those important documents but I will try my best to 
ask. 

 30 
Q: If you cannot have access to the actual documents, if you can just reflect on 

any information that you had access to then which you can recollect but 
obviously the prime minister will be asked the same questions that I am 
asking.  Dr Renwick, those documents that were shown to Ambassador 
Lupari, are they already in evidence? 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I believe so I will just have that checked but- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If they are in evidence then- - - 
 40 
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[11:17am] DR RENWICK:  I will just check chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  And if they have not been, I will tender them but they have been 
identified by the Ambassador so there should not be any difficulty tendering them 
later.  But I will just double check.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, those are my questions.  Yes, go on. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The chief is still interested in having the Norton Rose 
retainer referred to – which you referred to in volume 2 identified in the annexures 
as number 1.  I do have the document number if that would be of assistance to those 
managing it.  It is 0015.0001.0691.  That is it. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  (…inaudible…faulty line)  Yes?  Slow down there, 
I need to read those figures there; the cost 4.1, whether they are hourly rates.  It is a 
pretty long extensive retainer agreement there.  I think I have got an idea.  I think 
there is no other questions from the bench. 

DR RENWICK:  So, are there any applications for questions; no?  Then that is it 
though i is likely that you will be able to answer any of those questions about 
transactions, which the Chief has put to you so how long would it take you to make 
those enquiries?  

A: Sorry, I was not with you so can you - - - 
 20 
Q: I am so sorry. You recall a minute ago the Chief was asking you to make some 

enquiries and you said you will do your best appreciating that you are no 
longer in government, how long will it take you to make such enquiries as you 
have? 

 
A: This week, I will try and make enquiries with the appropriate agencies, yes, 

this week. 
 
Q: Yes. Would you be able to come back on Friday morning? 
 30 
A: Next week would be an appropriate time, yes. Give me time to - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next week Monday? 
 
A:  Yes. 
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DR RENWICK:  We should come back next Monday? 
 
A: Monday. 
 
Q: On that basis, Commissioners, could the ambassador’s evidence be adjourned 

until next Monday at 10 am. And ambassador, if you do get information in a 
meantime, you could pass it on through Mr Jurth, if possible. That will be very 
convenient. and that would mean, you spend less time in the witness box, I 
expect. 10 

 
MR LUPARI:  I will try my best. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Now, thank you, Mr Lupari for your evidence.  You 
may be excused for now. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth,, is Mr Kua there? 
 
MR JURTH:  He is not here, Dr Renwick.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I recall the Honourable Kerenga Kua. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kerenga Kua, you are bound by your previous oath but 
thank you for attending this morning. 
 
 30 
KERENGA LUA, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Kua. Have you had – I think you have received a letter from 

the Commission of Inquiry, concerning how section 209 of the Constitution 
is meant to work? 

 
A: I have counsel. 40 
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Q: Yes. Perhaps, if we could get that up on the screen if possible. While that is 

being done, sir, perhaps you could give us your views in summary? 
 
A: I have not been practicing law in 10 years so I do not propose to give a very 

detailed and an accurate answer but I will just give you what I think in a 
general sense, if that is all right. 

 
Q: Well, I will just point you there, minister. I mean you have been Attorney 

General, you have been a legal academic, you have been a practicing lawyer 10 
for a long time, you have the benefit of both academic understanding of 
section 209, and you have seen a corporating practice. So it is on that basis 
that we are asking you for your views about how you see section 209 working, 
and then we can turn to what happened in relation UBS Loan and why you 
say 209 was not being complied with. So perhaps we could start with your 
understanding of how it should work? 

 
[11:27am] A: Yes. I think the way I understand it is that you need to look at the actual 

wordings of the section there 209 itself, and it uses the word authorization and 
control by Parliament.  For me, what that means is that the ultimate control 20 
including the power to vet, approve or disapprove that particular loan lies and 
remains with parliament and that power can never be fully delegated or 
contracted outwards.  Then I am cognizant of the words which follow in 
section 209(1) which says,“ ... shall be regulated by an Act of Parliament.”  
What that means to me is that that relates to the procedural matters.  
Procedures and criterias which you use to make a decision or that would help 
the parliament make a decision whether to veto that particular loan 
requirement.  So regulated has to mean something less than authorization and 
control; it has to.  If section 209 is to mean anything at all.   Because if you 
were to say that regulated is the equivalent of a permanent delegation of the 30 
power – the vetoing power or the power to approve outwards to the executive 
arm of government then the words authorization and control by parliament 
will mean nothing.  And we also know that elsewhere in the Constitution it 
says that: Schedule 1.4 of the Constitution, it says that; “a constitutional law 
speaks from time to time” which means that constitutional powers vested in 
certain constitutional authorities can be exercised from time to time, monthly 
or annually as the need arises.  So, it does not matter whether that will lead to 
delay in some situations.  It is there.  It is a constitutional decree.  So, when 
the occasion for the use of a constitutional power arises, you would need to 
bring it to parliament for the parliament to exercise that power of 40 
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authorization; the power of control, the power of command.  That remains 
permanently with the parliament.  So, regulation must be never be interpreted 
to mean that it has the equivalent status of the power to approve and the power 
to veto it, refuse it, regret it, it can never be interpreted at an equivalent level.  
That is the way I see it.  So, regulated as of necessity must be constitutional 
interpretational necessity must be given a lower status. 

   
And then you look the rules of interpretation in the Constitution Schedule 1.5 
that talks about; “a fair and liberal interpretation.”  In other words, every 
constitutional provisions must be pre-interpreted but must never defeat, must 10 
never defeat the utility of any particular provision.  So, you can feel free to 
interpret it as freely as you want to but you must never take away the utility 
of a particular provision.  So, that brings me back to the original point that I 
was making which is that, yes, you may have the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act saying that the Governor General or the Head of State may 
approve acting on advice which is from the National Executive Council, 
except for about – you have to construe that to mean that the powers to process 
a loan against certain criteria that are regulatory in nature, such as for example 
including the power to vet, approve or disapprove that particular loan lies and 
remains with parliament and that power can never be fully delegated or 20 

contracted outwards. 

[11:27a.m]   Then I am cognizant of the words which follow in section 209(1) which says;  
“….shall be regulated by an Act of Parliament.”  What that means to me is 
that that relates to the procedural matters.  Procedures and criterias which you 
use to make a decision or that would help the parliament make a decision 
whether to veto that particular loan requirement.  So regulated has to mean 
something less than authorization and control; it has to.  If section 209 has to 
mean anything at all.   Because  if you were to say that regulated is the 
equivalent of a permanent delegation of the power – the vetoing power or the 
power to approve outwards to the executive arm of government then the words 30 

authorization and control by parliament will mean nothing.  And we also know 
that elsewhere in the Constitution says that, schedule 1.4 of the Constitution 
it says that; “a constitutional law speaks from time to time.”  Which means 
that constitutional powers vested in certain constitutional authorities can be 
exercised from time to time, monthly or annually as the need arises.  So, it 
does not matter whether that will lead to delay in some situations.  It is there.  
It is a constitutional decree.  So, when the occasion for the use of a 
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constitutional power arises, you need to bring it to parliament for the 
parliament to exercise that power of authorization; the power of control; the 
power of command.  That remains permanently with the parliament.  So, 
regulation must be never be interpreted to mean that it has the equivalent status 
of the power to approve and the power to veto it, refuse it, regret it, it can 
never be interpreted at an equivalent level.  That is the way I see it.  So, 
regulated as of necessity must be constitutional interpretational necessity must 
be given a lower status.   

And then you look the rules of interpretation in the Constitution, schedule 1.5 
that talks about; “a fair and liberal interpretation.”  In other words, every 10 
constitutional provisions must be pre-interpreted but must never defeat; must 
never defeat the utility of any particular provision.  So, you can feel free to 
interpret it as freely as you want to but you must never take away the utility 
of a particular provision.  So, that brings me back to the original point that I 
was making which is that, yes, you may have the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act saying that the Governor General or the Head of State may 
approve acting on advise which is from the National Executive Council, et 
cetera but counsel, you have to construe that to mean that the powers to 
process a loan against certain criteria that are regulatory in nature, such as for 
example  the purpose of the loan, the amounts that are needed, the 20 
serviceability of the loan whether the State can afford to service an additional 
loan on top of all the historical debt stockpile it carries; the interest rates, the 
appointment of the lender, the agents who are involved in organizing such a 
loan transaction.  Whether such a new loan, what will be the impact of such a 
new loan on the provisions of the Fiscal Responsibility Act which prescribes 
the State’s debt limits.  Those are matters of procedure, matters of regulation, 
matters of criteria that is authorized to be regulated by an Act of Parliament. 

 
[11.32 am] Q: All right. 

 30 
A: So that is my- - - 
 
Q: Thank you, minister.  I put up on the screen some subsects of the question, if 

you like, and I just might go through those; you may not have a view on all of 
them.  In question 1, so when we talk about the authorization that is referred 
to in section 209 - and I have got this on the screen - I take it from what you 
have just said, that the authorization must be by law, that is, a law enacted 
rather than delegated legislation or a parliamentary vote, for example, by a 
motion.  Have I got that correct? 
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A: Sorry, which question are you referring to on this? 

 
Q: If you look at the question 1 on the screen- - - 

 
A: One, okay. 

 
Q: I will just get you to read that to yourself.   

 
A: The minimum requirement of section 209, in my view, is the retention of the 10 

power to approve or reject that particular loan. 
 
Q: Yes.  So let us talk about approving it.  Then, is that to be done only by a law 

or could it be done by a delegated legislation or even a motion in the 
parliament? 

 
A: It has to be done by a law made by parliament once all the preparatory work 

is done and brought to the parliament for approval. 
 
Q: All right.  What about question 2?  What about the possibility of 20 

retrospectivity? 
 
A: I have never agreed with any financial stuff of a commercial nature, 

commercial, that is, that is matters other than financial authorizations relating 
to parliamentary service, judiciary services and general public services being 
capable of being approved retrospectively.  Let me clarify that answer. 

 
There is some provision in the constitution which says that some revenue and 
expenditure can be approved retrospectively.  I think section 201 specifically 
provides for that.  To see the scope of that particular empowerment, you need 30 
to look at the actual wording of that section.  It talks about money that is – two 
points that I want to raise about that particular empowerment is that firstly- - 
- 
 

Q: We will put the section up on the screen.  Are you referring to section 201, are 
you? 

 
A: Yes.   
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Q: All right, we will just get that up on the screen.  201, please.  I do not think it 
is 201, do you mean 212? 

 
[11.37am]  A: 212 that is what I said, 212. 
 

Q: I am so sorry. 
 
A: 212. 
 
Q: Yes indeed we will get that up.  You would agree that is a very particular rules 10 

about expenditure without prior approval? 
 
A: Yes so what I was saying was that power to approve revenues and expenditure 

retrospectively has limited application only to words there; they used in 
subsection (1) are their respective services and it refers to the parliamentary 
services, general public services and the judiciary services.  It is only for those 
purposes and it does not authorize any, for instance, revenue raising for 
commercial investment purposes.  That is not part of the authorization here.  
It is limited to those three areas so it would be stretching the wording of 
services to include borrowings or revenue raising for the purposes of 20 
commercial investment purposes which is not a prescribed purpose for 
retrospective authorization.  

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Second point I wanted to make is also in subsection (1).  Even if you wanted 

to seek retrospective approval, that approval has to be out of funds in the 
consolidated revenue fund.  You can spend money out of consolidated 
revenue fund without prior approval from the consolidated revenue fund but 
not from loan sourced from a third party.  A loan is not a consolidated revenue 30 
fund.  If you actually track that pathway of how that loan was procured and 
drawn down you will see that that fund never entered the consolidated revenue 
fund.  So, a consolidated revenue fund is another fund and so- - - 

 
Q: Certainly. 
 
A: Yes so if you want to- - - 
 
Q: Sorry, go ahead.  I think I understand the point. 
 40 
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A: Yes so that is the point the authorization only relates to revenues going into 
or coming out of consolidated revenue fund.  It does not apply to loans sourced 
from external sources outside of consolidated revenue.  So, outside of section 
212 there is no power. 

 
Q: And to be clear it remains your view that the UBS transaction was in breach 

of section 209? 
 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: All right.  Just as a matter of ministerial responsibility.  I appreciate the 

Attorney General as the first law officer but whose ministerial responsibility 
is it to ensure that section 209 is complied with, is it the Treasurer given it 
relates to finances of the attorney, is the Prime Minister?  Whose 
responsibility then in your view? 

 
A: All of us.  It is the law.  If there is a speed sign on the road does not apply to 

one kind of person it applies to everybody on the road.  So, likewise section 
209 is the responsibility of all of us. 

 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Especially the Parliament? 
 
A: Yes.  Parliament and the prime minister and the ministers. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can I then ask you some questions about the approval of the fees 
paid to lawyers and financial consultants in relation to the UBS loans?  I would like 
to assume – sorry, you are aware that Norton Rose Fulbright Australia and Pacific 
Legal were retained as legal advisors in relation to UBS Loan? 
 

[11.42pm] A: Through this inquiry, yes. 30 
 
Q: So you were not aware at that time? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right. So I would like you to make this assumption that the appointment 

of Norton Rose and Pacific Legal was not approved by the Attorney General?  
 
A: No. 
 40 
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Q: But an advice given that those lawyers could be paid on a quantum meruit 
basis? 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q: That is the idea that there be a reasonable sum of money be paid for services 

rendered or work done, even though the contracts not legally enforceable, you 
are familiar with the role of concept that quantum merit have taken? 

 
A: Well, yes, they have to reconcile, if they have got to claim quantum merit, 10 

they have reconcile it with the principles of illegal and unjust enrichment. 
 
Q: So I would like you to assume that Pacific Legal were paid the sum of K 1.6 

million for their work on this UBS Transaction. Do you have any view about 
whether that would have been justifiable on quantum merit principles, based 
on what you know? 

 
A: Well, firstly, we need to understand what quantum merit really means because 

lawyers in this jurisdiction operate on an hourly charger rate and on a time 
recorded basis. If that is what quantum merit means, then yes. They would 20 
have to demonstrate that they have clocked 1 point whatever 6 million kinas 
and hours worth of work. And in my experience, that got to be a very very 
long drawn up matter. Very very long and you got to have an extremely high 
charger of rate that goes beyond maybe K 2 to 3 thousand an hour, because 
that is quite a lot of money.  

 
Q: Thank you. Seemingly now, you do not have any documents which show that 

this pay to the lawyers or financial consultancy in relation to UBS, do you? 
 
A If it came through the Department of Justice, the Attorney General’s 30 

Department, would be aware of it. And that usually happens if we in the 
department who were involved in the appointment process, as required by the 
Attorney General’s Act. And so if we are not then the lawyers and Treasury – 
and the lawyers, I must say knowingly that the proper legal processes by going 
straight to Treasury. Because the client, which is the state, on legal issues 
represented by the Attorney General have the power to fix it. Cross check it 
and if necessary, tax it. All those processes are evaded when they go straight 
to Treasury. Which happens quite often in my time. 
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Q: Well, can I show you a letter from Prime Minister O’Neil, on 25 June 2013? 
Put that up on the screen.  

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Doctor Renwick, do you have a document ID on the 
document you are looking at? 
 
DR RENWICK:  WIT O1O4OOO2O146. I am sorry, I should have given that. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 10 

[11.47am]  Q:  So this is the letter to you which appears to being received by you about 
briefing out of legal matters. Just give a quick stroll down a little.  Sir, do you 
remember this letter? 

 
A: It has got my hand writing there, hand written note there on the side. 
 
Q: And I take it that that is your comment, very true, next to the paragraph about 

future brief out of legal matters? 
 
A: Correct, yes.  Where is that letter from? 20 
 
Q:  So if we stroll down, this is from Prime Minister O’Neil?  And you see, this 

is June 2013, he says he wants the matter of legal fees resolved without delay. 
We just stroll down again and you say, he wishes you to invite tenders for the 
provision of legal services.  Well, firstly, do you recall that occurring? 

 
A: I have forgotten the letter but obviously it has got my hand writing there so 

yes, I must have seen it at that time. 
 
Q: But you have no recollection about whether you did invite tenders for the 30 

provision of legal services? 
 
A: Yes. And I did discuss that with the Secretary for Justice, the Late Lawrence 

Kalinoe about tendering for legal services and all that as a result of the Prime 
Minister Peter O’Neil’s concern about lawyers bills.  But this was not related 
to this particular issue you are concerned with.  This is in relation to 
everything.  All types of matters that the State Solicitor and Solicitor General 
handle.  And from my recollection that exercise did lead to creating a short 
list of law firms that were considered suitable for brief outs, yes. 

 40 
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Q: Let me show you another document, WIT.0019.0002.0506. This is a brief 
apparently sent to you in your capacity as Attorney General in May 2014.  Just 
stroll down a little.  So if we just scroll up a little.  I will just let you read it 
but I suppose my first question is; do you recall getting this and my other 
question is; what action did you take in consequence? 

 
A: Can I ask what the date of that letter is, that memo 5th May.  Yes, I was sacked 

around that time.  I was dismissed as Attorney General around that time so I 
need to know exactly when I got – I cannot remember exactly what date I was 
removed from office but it was around that time.  It was after April that is 10 
what I remember clearly but whether it was in May or June- - - 

 
[11.52am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  In your affidavit Mr Kua, you say 17 June 2014. 

 
A: Okay, all right. 
 
Q: Paragraph 39. 
 
A: All right okay.  So, can I read that? 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes of course please go ahead.  Just let us know when you want to 
scroll down. 
 
A: Yes okay, thank you hold it there.  Yes keep going. 
 
Q: Well, we are about to break for lunch Minister so we might let you consider 

that over the lunch break.  The other matter to consider over the lunch break 
is can you put up WIT.0019.0002.0476.  So, this is a letter apparently sent by 
you on 13 May 2014 we can scroll down on it but perhaps the best thing to do 
is invite you to consider it over the luncheon break and then come back to it 30 
but for the time being we will just scroll down.  Just let the operator know 
when you want to scroll down please. 

 
A: Yes, scroll down I will read over lunch so let me see my signature.  Yes, keep 

going.  Keep going to the signature, right okay.  All right that is my signature.  
So, I can read this and the other document over lunch. 

 
Q: Yes certainly if you could consider and the question is you recall those at the 

time, what happened, what responses did you get and so on.  Commissioners 
and Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, just to let you know that is just about the end of 40 
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my question of the minister.  So, if it is convenient commissioners, can we 
break now till 1 o’clock. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just mention one or two pieces of legislation that I did 
not mention last time which the witness can have a look at during the lunch hour.   
 

[11.57am] It is the amendment to section 212 of the Constitution which introduced the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  It was an Amendment No. 34 of 2012 or something and 
then the other is amendment to section 212B, Papua New Guinea Ownership of 
Hydrocarbons and Minerals.  Sub (1) says, hydrocarbons and minerals in their 10 
natural state are and always have been the property of Papua New Guinea.  And then 
on to 212C which talks about the consolidation and commercialization of Papua New 
Guinea Businesses and sub(1) says, Papua New Guinea may undertake business 
activities.  I think there was an amendment to the Constitution around 2016.  If you 
can give us some insight into these amendments particularly the purpose of this 
amendment and whether you had any involvement in preparing the constitutional 
amendments which eventually Parliament enacted. 

 
A: Yes, thank you.  And if I may ask, chairman, that the Constitution I have here 

is an old one so it does not have the amendments inserted.  So, could 20 
somebody help me give me a hard copy plus those two other documents. 

 
DR RENWICK:  I think Mr Jurth should be able to assist or someone else in the 
hearing room. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, if you have copies, you can pass them on to - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I will find them and make them available.  Thank you, chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If not see me and I will give a copy of my – my copy. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then with those I think we can adjourn for lunch and 
we will resume at 1 o’clock.  Associate, you adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 40 
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LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.01pm] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission, Mr Kua, you are still there.   
 
 

KERENGA KUA, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK (Continued) 10 
 
Q: Firstly, sir, have you had an opportunity over the luncheon adjournment to 

consider the documents I drew your attention to? 
 
A: Yes, sir. 
 
Q: Please go ahead with your response. 
 
A: I became – and let me thank Ms Twivey for giving me a copy of the State 

Solicitor’s legal advice, legal opinion to the acting Secretary, Department of 20 
Treasury dated 27 March 2014.  I did see a copy of that after the letter was 
released and I remember being very upset about it because for me it was a 
total misinterpretation of section 209 and section 212.  And the thing about it 
was if you look at the Attorney General’s Act, the State Solicitor operates 
independently of the Attorney General.  So the Attorney General cannot 
interfere with the opinions and advices that the State Solicitor gives to 
government agencies.  He is independent.  And I think I was the Attorney 
General that brought that amendment into Parliament because when the 
Attorney General had the overside of the State Solicitors, there was very very 
serious backlog because nothing went out without the Attorney General’s 30 
signature.  And I thought the proper remedy for that was to give him 
independence so he signs off, takes responsibility for his advice and signs off 
and sends them out without the Attorney General having to because the 
Attorney General is also a politician and political timetables always takes him 
outside of the office and the backlog builds up.  So I took an amendment into 
Parliament that gave him that independence.  So he formed that opinion 
independently of me and had it signed and sent out.  But later when I saw it, I 
was very unhappy.  And we had a serious discussion in the office about how 
we could rectify that opinion because I said it was wrong, in my opinion, at 
least as the then Attorney General.  And the Secretary for Justice at that time, 40 
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the Late Dr Kalinoe, I said why do you not give me an independent opinion – 
your opinion about how you read those constitutional provisions and that 
resulted in this memo back to me dated 5 May 2014 in which he agreed with 
State Solicitor on the State Solicitor’s interpretation.  And since that day I 
have maintained my position that I disagreed with the both of them.  That I 
thought they had got it seriously wrong that led to some loans that the State 
could ill-afford and that was a very serious matter. They should have slowed 
down and considered the matter more properly, et cetera.  And maybe I did 
ask some legal advice to be obtained from some external lawyers about all of 
that too but there was a letter I saw from Ian Molloy or an instruction out to 10 
Ian Molloy, I do not know whether that is about this issue. 

 
[106pm]  But I was never satisfied with that legal opinion from the State Solicitor and 

Secretary for Justice and it still remains my view to this day.  I even told the 
Prime Minister about what I thought subsequent to these advices going out 
what I thought about 209.  I said it still needed to be applied and you would 
have got that on record in my previous evidence to then Prime Minister 
O’Neill.  So, if you look at the State Solicitor’s legal opinion on the fourth 
page, paragraph 15, he takes the view that section 212 in his conclusion he felt 
that section 212 authorized retrospective approvals and therefore there was no 20 
need for parliamentary approval.  He did not even cover the point about the 
fact that that section 212 applied only to services; not to commercial purpose 
loans and point 2, drawn from consolidated revenue, not from third party 
external sources of money.  So he did not cover those two points.  He just 
assumed that a commercial purpose loan – investment loan falls into that 
category, one of those three categories.  And he did not even address that thing 
about the source being from consolidated revenue.  So, it is wrong.  That 
opinion still remains wrong today. 

 
 Then at paragraph 16, he talks about the urgency of the matter.  There was 30 

never any urgency at all.  This was not a public placement.  It was not a public 
listing.  It was a private placement between Oil Search and the State.  So, there 
was no – where is the time pressure coming from?  If it is a private agreement 
between the State and Oil Search, they can always reschedule it.  And both 
sides had an obligation to make sure that constitutional requirements were 
met.  But they swept all the constitutional requirements under the carpet for 
the purposes of achieving commercial expediencies particularly for Oil 
Search.  They, without that acquisition, they were in a very threatening 
position of some take-over of some sort from somebody else.  So, they made 
sure that everything worked and government requirement procedures which 40 
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could be tick to a tick, those which could not be ticked were pushed under the 
carpet and the march continued to its completion.  And Oil Search achieved 
what it wanted but the State – the State acting for the people, the people are 
the biggest losers in this entire transaction. 

 
Chairman, K3.2 billion is a lot of money.  I am fighting for K1 million.  I am 
fighting for K400,000, K200,000 for my district.  It is serious.  So, if we had 
K3.2 billion in our hands we could do a lot in this country.  But the people of 
this country were the biggest losers in this scandal, in this scandal. 
 10 
Then I see - - - 
 

Q: Could I just pause there, Mr Kua?  Do you recall ever getting an advice from 
Ian Molloy while you were still Attorney General? 

 
A: Yes.  Can we see that letter - - - 
 

[1.11pm]  Q: Yes certainly.  I think it is 11 May and appreciating that you were out of office 
about a month later or maybe it did not come in in time.  I am just asking if 
you recall. 20 

 
A: Yes. The question was serious enough for me to also – because our 

disagreement continued – keep scrolling up; keep going, yes, that is my letter 
to Ian Molloy.  Because when our disagreement continued internally, we said 
we need to have an opinion from an external source because I disagreed with 
the State Solicitor, I disagreed with the Secretary for Justice and because the 
issue was so important, we still need to put ourselves on record for having 
gone to a third party and independent source of advice.  If they could put the 
matter to bed decisively and that is my letter there to Ian Molloy, overseas 
counsel – Brisbane based counsel for advice on the question.  And I cannot 30 
recall his reply back to me but I am on record there as having asked for that 
advice. 

 
Q: Can we just scroll up on the letter a little, please?  A little more, next page, 

keep going, yes.  So, just there, in paragraph 4, you refer in 4(a) to a global 
sum of K9 million.  The evidence I think we have received so far suggests the 
amount paid to Pacific Legal was K1.6 million.  Pacific Capital although as 
you understand it are lawyers, are they? 

 
A: Yes, well, Pacific Capital – cannot remember who they are now. 40 
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Q: I see.  All right, just one more question, if I may.  There has been some 

questions asked about the extent to which Kumul Petroleum should be beyond 
any capacity of the Public Accounts Committee, for example, to question.  
And I think you had something to do, did you not, with the amendments which 
gave it a measure of independence. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have any recollection about that and the reasons for it? 10 
 
A: Can I make one comment about the previous question before we come to this 

out of that letter? 
 
Q: Yes, of course.  Please go ahead. 
 
A: I see paragraph 4(b) talks about internal consultant fees to the value of 

AU$14.5 million.  And one of them is Arshurst, the other one is – insofar as 
lawyers are concerned and perhaps even KPMG as an accounting firm is 
concerned, I believe that the system of charging both in Australia and in Papua 20 
New Guinea is based on a time recorded basis.  So, we do not have the break-
up of that AU$14 million but in order to – those law firms would have to 
demonstrate that they did clock up time multiplied their charge abroad rates 
of the individual lawyers to reach the millions.  Because as a lawyer 
previously practicing in the private sector rarely do we bill in the millions.  I 
do not recall; hardly do you bill in the millions.  It is just normal mundane 
business matters you deal with and if you charge strictly by time against your 
charge out rate, you cannot reach many millions.   

 
[1.16pm      I do not know whether – and it continues to be a practice of charging 30 

percentages and quantum meruit whatever that means et cetera, that takes it 
outside the normal charging system for lawyers and I question that because 
ultimately, our lawyers must be capable of taxation.  That is what the Papua 
New Guinea Lawyers Act says. “An aggrieved client has the right either 
prospectively or retrospectively after paying to take a particular bill to 
taxation.” And the way the taxation, Registrar of the National Court as the 
taxation agent, taxes it is by looking at the hours clocked against the charge 
out rates.  So how could you clock up millions.  That is a reference point so I 
thought I should make that point.  

 40 
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Q: Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you this question about the fees.  
Could it be the case that if for example the Department of Treasury was directly 
retaining these lawyers, that the department would nominate the fee for the work 
without requiring any invoices apart from a global invoice to support the payment? 
In your time as the Attorney General, were there ever any one-line fees? 
 
A: No. I always thought that that is may be so for any kind of professions and 

trades and callings but not for lawyers.  Lawyers strictly go by time recorded 10 
against charge out rates. Not even a percentage of whatever, you know any 
other formular.  The only justifiable and agreeable method of charging a 
lawyer’s fees is through time spent and the seniority of the lawyer which 
determines the charge out rate. Because as I have said, all the bills must be 
capable of being taxed.  That is the bottom line. 

 
Q: Indeed. 
 
A: Any other system will not be understood by the Registrar, as the Taxing 

Officer and will be incapable of taxation.  20 
 
Q: The Commission has heard evidence from Mr John Beattie, the principal of 

Pacific Legal that in fact that was the fee - 1.6 million was the fee that was 
nominated to his firm by the Department of Treasury, as I recall his advice. 
So that will be something else either in your experience as an Attorney 
General? 

 
A: Outside my experience and a collusion to defraud State of public funds. 

defraud the people of their money. 
 30 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Objection. Commissioners, there is no evidence to 
support the collusion and fraud. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That was an opinion, I think Mrs Twivey Nonggorr 
rather than anything else it is just an opinion. 
 
A: It is more than that, Commissioner.  You have got the evidence of the fee there 

which you put across to me so I am saying that based on that it must be capable 
of taxation. 

 40 
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Q: Yes, I understand your evidence, thank you.  Dr Renwick?  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, and thank you,  Sir. So, my final question then related to 
Kumul Petroleum, do recall that? 
 
A: Yes, I do, counsel. 
 
Q: So what then is the reason, firstly, I think you had something to do with Kumul 

Petroleum then taken out of the purview of the Public Accounts Committee 
and being deemed not to be emanation of the state, is that right? 10 

 
A: I did have a lot to do with all of that, sir. And prior to becoming a politician, 

I was a lawyer and chairman of another company called Petromin Holdings 
and then later chairman of Koton which then became National Petroleum 
Company and has now become Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.  From 
there, I saw some problems with the way the State’s equity in petroleum 
projects were being held by different entities which led to conflict and lack of 
feasibility – a straight line feasibility by foreign investors. They never knew 
who to go to because they are various State’s agents that were holding State 
interest.    20 

 
[1.21 pm] So we needed to rationalize and create one operating vehicle only so the need 

for Kumul Petroleum came up and the need for Kumul Mining also came up 
for the same reasons.  And so I took up the issue when I became Attorney 
General and sat down with people and experts and we designed this thing.  
The first thing we took care of was the question of the State’s ownership of 
hydrocarbons of mineral and petroleum in Papua New Guinea.  Very serious 
lawyers kept on challenging the State’s rights.  They said nothing in the 
Constitution gave any rights to the State to own those things.  
 30 
I think at around the time I became Attorney General I think the late Peter 
Donigi a very senior and an excellent lawyer always took the view that the Oil 
and Gas Act and the Mining Act, both of which vested ownership of those 
resource in the State were unconstitutional but he filed a couple of 
constitutional references but never got to argue the substance of his claims 
because those references were struck out on matters of procedure.  The 
question remain, is the State’s claim of ownership constitutional? 
 
At about the time I became Attorney General, an Australian lawyer, I forgot 
his name, wrote a very, very well researched article in some publications 40 
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somewhere claiming that taking up the same position that State in Papua New 
Guinea never owned the mineral and petroleum resource in Papua New 
Guinea because it was all unconstitutional and the State could not claim 
ownership.  That created a lot of uncertainty in the industry; mining and 
petroleum. 
 
The developers were never certain; well, felt threatened.  They felt that if the 
matter went to the Supreme Court and got challenged et cetera and they lost 
they would lose all their licenses because it was granted by someone who did 
not own it.  So, it became necessary and we thought the solution was to 10 
constitutionalize State’s ownership of those resources and then make 
provision for it to be commercialized.  So, that is what the thinking that led to 
this constitutional amendment number 44, Papua New Guinea’s ownership of 
hydrocarbons and minerals and consolidation and commercialization of Papua 
New Guinea’s business.  
 
That is the constitutional amendment that was approved by Parliament to 
constitutionally reinforce the State’s claim of ownership.  I am happy to say 
that since that amendment went through all details about the eligibility of the 
State’s claim of ownership have faded away.  So, now the industry is on a 20 
firmer more certain foundation than before. 
 
Then we had to develop an Organic Law that enables the State to 
commercialize its interests.  So, I was involved in the drafting of the Organic 
Law that provided for Kumul Mining and Kumul Petroleum to be the 
operating vehicles.  I do not seem to have been given a copy of that Organic 
Law but it is there.  I remember that that Organic Law I took it into Cabinet, 
it was approved by Cabinet that would amongst other things enable the 
creation of Kumul Mining Holdings Limited and Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited. 30 
 

[1.26 pm] Soon after Cabinet approved my draft I was dismissed as a minister.  So, that 
draft was redone again by somebody else.  Some of the pertinent provisions 
that would ensure its success were removed.  As a result we have Kumul 
Mining and Kumul Petroleum in the shade they are in today because the final 
draft was brought into Parliament while I was in Opposition.  It was a watered 
down version and the provisions that were designed to give it effectiveness 
and success were removed such as for example.  One of the big problems we 
have with all State owned enterprises is that ministers are responsible for these 
companies.  You have this never-ending political interferences in every 40 
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aspect.   Most of us ministers with respect to my colleagues, we do not have 
business experience but when you become minister, you are required to 
oversee something that you are not trained for nor have an experience.  We 
are always wondering why State-owned enterprises are under performing.  
Well, simply because the politicians are involved at the top head. 

 
 So the draft bill that I prepared provided for the removal of accountability to 

politicians that we should be careful in the way we set out the legislation so 
that these people the operators of the commercial vehicles that we create must 
be selected through independent process, external process outside of politics 10 
and politicians.  So, that was the underlying reason why that; one of the key 
underlying reasons why we created the two Kumul companies.  But as I said 
they agreed with the creation but they removed the provisions that would 
make them independent.  

 
So, now you have politicians sitting on top and these are new companies but 
they are designed for failure.  They will fail like all other older SOEs which 
have been therefore generations unless we reform.  Chairman, I got a draft 
Organic Law sitting in Parliament as we speak to fix all of that but we will 
move it at the right time but the draft bill is already there in Parliament. 20 

 
Q: So, Mr Kua, just one – I am sorry go ahead. 
 
A: That is the first reason why there has been some attempt that creating 

independence for Kumul in a way that it does not report to politicians, 
routinely.  There are limited circumstances in which it should report et cetera 
but it is so delicate, you have to write it properly and we did but when it was 
taken out they did not reconcile it with the other provisions so it is like cut and 
paste thing that has been brought into law.  It is there.  That is the provision 
under which we are operating.  Can I move to the second reason why we 30 
design it the way we did? 

 
Q: Yes of course. 
 
A: Okay there was mention about the Kumul companies not being the State.  

With the previous loans that the State has taken from the World Bank and IMF 
and all of these, ADB etcetera, there is a standard condition in there which 
effectively is described as the negative pledge clause which in effect says that 
the State can never give a mortgage or security over any borrowings from any 
third parties other than themselves.  And if it is to do so then it must give them 40 
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the first right of refusal which means that you cannot do business as you do in 
the normal world.  Your ability to go out into the wider market is constricted 
by the fact that you can only go back to the World Bank, IMF or the ADB, 
Asian Development Bank.  You can only go to them because they are the only 
people who agree to give you money without security being signed in their 
favour.  But what if they disagree, they do not want to give you a particular 
loan?  Then you are stuck because everywhere else you go they will require 
collateral.  They will.  

 
[1.31 pm] So you are stuck.  You want to create a commercial vehicle that becomes a 10 

normal commercial vehicle that can go anywhere and borrow and give a 
mortgage and all that, but if it is seen as part of the State, it is bound by those 
provisions in the existing loan agreements so it cannot give securities, it 
cannot give mortgages. 

 
  So to overcome that I asked the prime minister for permission to go to the 

World Bank and discuss that, this impediment.  And Prime Minister gave us 
the authorization and I led a delegation to the World Bank in Washington and 
we said we want to create a new company called Kumul Mining and Kumul 
Petroleum but these things are a constraint to their future ability to do 20 
business.  We want them to be treated like normal companies that can go 
anywhere and borrow money to fund their commercial enterprises.  We had a 
discussion and they said, if I remember correctly, the World Bank people said 
on that day.  They said that clause only applied to State 100 per cent; 100 per 
cent State control entities.  The funny thing about it is this.  Right at that 
moment my colleague to my right fell into a deep sleep and was snoring so it 
surprised everybody.  I remember that quite distinctly and we had to wake him 
up but at the moment that point came up, he was snoring. 

 
 But upshot of all of this was I said, so what if a company is less than 100 per 30 

cent owned by the State?  What if?  And will this provision still apply, the 
negative pledge clause and they said, only if that minority shareholder is 
independent.  So, I said well, what if we give it to the churches in Papua New 
Guinea.  The churches, they are very independent.  What if we give one per 
cent to them and the State only owns 99 per cent?  They looked at each other 
and they said, we will adjourn the meeting to the next day.  We will consider 
the question because it has never been asked before.  So, we adjourned the 
meeting.  We came back 10 o’clock the next morning and they said the clause 
only applies to companies own 100 per cent by the State.  So I said, well, does 
that mean it does not apply to a company that is less than 100 per cent?  And 40 
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the answer was, it only applies to companies that are 100 per cent.  In other 
words, they did not want to agree to the answer that I was seeking.  They just 
kept saying that it only applies to 100 per cent State owned companies. 

 
 So, I said, all right I will ask the prime minister.  We will give one per cent of 

Kumul Mining, one per cent of Mining Petroleum to the churches in Papua 
New Guinea, they are independent so the State will only have 99 per cent.  
They only smiled and they did not say no.  So, that was our answer.  We came 
back and I gave a briefing to Peter O’Neill in his office.  He was very happy.  
He was so excited, he said give them two per cent.  Give them two per cent 10 
instead of one.  So, we wrote it into the bill, was approved by Cabinet and 
then when I was rid of that part was taken out.  So, all those heavenly blessings 
that we have expected is now gone.  Yes, so that was the thinking, the two 
thinking behind trying to separate this company from the State. 

 
 Now, let me say this final point.  Can company succeed in this country if you 

took out political interference and created the wall of independence, can it?  
You only need to look at the superannuation industry in this country.  They 
suffered the same problems before but in the year 2000 the late Sir Mekere 
Morauta as Prime Minister brought in legislative reform and removed all 20 
political involvement and politicians involvement in the management of the 
superannuation industry, and their balance sheet has grown 2-300 times since 
2000, I recall.   

 
[1.36 pm] In 2002 Nambawan Super, for instance, the balance sheet was K600 million.  

Now, it is K8.1 billion and it all grows because political interference is 
legislatively taken out.  So you have got your example there staring in our face 
or extraordinary success if you make Kumul Mining and Kumul Petroleum 
sufficiently independent, than politically independent, then they can produce 
outcomes like that.  So that is the thinking behind the way that Organic Law 30 
was written to give the Kumul Mining and Kumul Petroleum independence. 
 

Q: Thank you, Mr Kua.  Those are my questions, commissioners. 
 
A: Can I make one final comment? 
 
Q: I apologize, I did not make that known. 
 
A: Yes, about that arrangement is that a lot of people seem to think that by doing 

that, you are taking away accountability of the Kumul Companies; you are 40 
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not.  Because by making them a normal company, you are subjecting them to 
the provisions of the Companies Act, Companies Act 1998 to which all 
companies in this country are held accountable.   

 
There are minimum requirements to report back to the shareholder; what sort 
of investment decision levels that should go back to the shareholder.  These 
protections are all there in the Companies Act.  So it is not as if by deciding 
Kumul in that way and removing the involvement of politicians that you are 
going to deny accountability.  Those mechanisms are already in place in the 
Companies Act. 10 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I ask you this?  And who did you envisage 
would be the shareholders? 
 
A: Somebody has to be.  Some natural person has to be a shareholder because the 

State is an artificial entity and so you have got to pick the best person 
available; the highest ranking individual.  It could not be the governor general, 
so it has to be the prime minister.   

 
Q: How does that give rid of, if I might ask, political interference then? 20 
 
A: You will not get the full picture because the relevant parts which are supposed 

to control that have been removed from the current Organic Law.  The trust 
arrangements were connected to the substantive provisions of the Organic 
Law as it was drafted then.  When they removed those provisions, it impacted 
on the trust arrangements.  Actually, the trust, as I said I was not involved in 
the actual trust because I was involved in the Organic Law itself.  I was not 
involved in the drafting and passage of he Act, Kumul Petroleum Act, maybe 
a Kumul Mining Act or something like; I was not involved in that.  It came 
after the Organic Law was passed and also the Trust Deeds.  It came after the 30 
Organic Law.  I do not know what sort of protective mechanisms they have 
built into; you have got to look at Trust Deed and the Act. 

 
Q: Because that is essential, is it not, if you have removed it from scrutiny, apart 

from the Corporations Act and you do not have a body of shareholders that 
might seek to keep it accountable, it does seem to be problematic. 

 
A: The directors are there.  The directors are there and that is where the problem 

is, Commissioner.  The appointment of directors to any entity in Papua New 
Guinea is so political, so political that you do not appoint qualified people.  40 
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The Organic Law was written to be very prescriptive about the required 
qualifications to be a director; number 1.  Number 2, the appointment process 
was taken out of the government circles and made independent.  An 
independent body of professionals from professional organizations, including 
the Bank of Papua New Guinea et cetera, would be involved in the 
appointment; and those parts were taken out.  If you prudently appointed your 
board of directors, they should be in complete control of the company and its 
operation and protect the company from external interferences. 

 

[1.41p.m]    Q: Could I just ask you another question tangently associated with that.  Were 10 
you at all involved in the drafting of legislation for the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund?   

A: That came before my time as a politician. 

Q: That was in sort 2011, ’12 and then substantially redone in 2015 as I recall? 

A: October 2014, I remember I was out of business. 

Q: You were out by then?  

A: Yes, by then.  Came later. 

Q: Yes, thank you.  I have no further questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one question but I will ask after Mrs Nonggorr you have 
had your cross-examination. 20 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGOR:  Thank you chief. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, commissioners, I have indicated one topic which I do not 
approve of.  In others I am happy for Mrs Nonggorr to ask her questions but just to 
keep in mind that many of the questions that she has got have now been asked and 
answered but subject to that over to you Mrs Nonggorr. 

 

XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 

 Q: Thank you so much Dr Renwick.  Good afternoon Minister Kua. 

A: Good afternoon. 

Q: I just want to talk a little bit about equity and the importance of equity 30 
referring you to the National Goals and Directive Principles numbers 3 and 4.  
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Firstly, it is the National Sovereignty and Self Reliance.  That is goal number 
3 and goal number 4 is about the natural resources and environment.   

 Goal number 3 speaks of you will be familiar with it.  But about citizen and 
governmental bodies that have control of the bulk of economic enterprise and 
production that the State should actively participate in the national economy 
and in particular control major enterprises involved in the exploitation of 
natural resources and also national goal and direction principle number 4 
speaks of the natural resources that are to be used for the collective benefit of 
all. 

 Now, you are the Minister for Petroleum and you have been part of various 10 

governments, why do you think successive governments in PNG desire equity 
in these projects rather than relying upon taxation and regulation? 

A: In petroleum? 

Q: In any of the resource projects in mining and petroleum.  Why do you think 
that there has been this desire to have equity and control over these projects 
or at least say in them?  Is it to do with the relationship indigenous Papua New 
Guineans have to do with land or is it part of the colonial legacy of 
disenfranchisement or disposition? 

A: Yes, perhaps for two reasons.  Number one is about the need to be seen to be 
involved; to participate.  That is the first reason.  And the second is of the need 20 

to enter into commercial activities and make money.  Government is always 
short of money.  So, if there is an opportunity to make some extra money by 
being in business, the government would be happy to look at it.  So, by and 
large for that I would not make a big song and dance about culture having to 
do with anything with our desire to have equity.  Our desire to have equity is 
I think a question of feeling of being involved.  I think it is a modern feeling 
rather than an ancient feeling. 

Q: It sees that some of the projects in the past have concentrated on having equity 
above other forms of revenue like tax, for example Lihir had a 10 year tax 
holiday, and Ramu Nickle a 10 year tax holiday and the Papua New Guinea 30 

LNG Project is non tax until it is tax positive in 2026 approximately. 

 Nowadays, moving on, is that where you see Papua New Guinea should be 
headed or as Minister for Petroleum or is that going to be changed or in your 
opinion should it change? 
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[1:46p.m]  A: Firstly, there is a  lot of variables between projects.  So, a set of criteria used 
by the State to make a decision in one project do not necessarily mean it uses 
the same criteria in the next project and also between mining or petroleum 
separately.  So, each project is considered in its own set of circumstances.  
That is number one.  Number two, is that – what was the second part of your 
question again? 

Q: Moving forward, what do you think as Minister for Petroleum but also in your 
opinion whether Papua New Guinea is going to continue with equity or a 
mixture of both? 

A: I get it.  That is the part, very important.  I feel that it is important the State 10 

continue to remain an equity participant in projects.  But it is the cost that is 
always an issue.  The cost of entry is always an issue for the State.  So that is 
the area where we need to focus on.  The area we need to focus on and see 
how we can take cost burden off the State.  If I may explain that a bit further, 
commissioners, chairman, is that presently, and if I am not going ahead of 
your questions, that is okay? 

Q: Yes, please. 

A: So, presently has what is called back-in rights in both mining and petroleum.  
So, where there is a petroleum discovery and licence is given and some 
development agreement is signed with the operator, they can then offer in the 20 

case of minerals 30 per cent back to the State.  Now, that is not free, you have 
got to pay for it.  In the case of petroleum, they offer up to a maximum of 22.5 
per cent.  Again, you have to find the money to pay for that.  That is the 
problem.  That is where the problem is.  And that is the area that needs serious 
reform because the cost of entry punishes the State and ultimately the people 
of this country the debt burden and the serviceability of it usually takes the 
project almost to the end of its lifespan.  So, there is not a significant period 
of time when the people will enjoy the full fruits of their resource free of the 
debt service burden.  So most of the life of the project you are paying the loans 
when the State goes to borrow to pay its backing rights.  So, if for example, 30 

the redeveloper – somewhere towards the end of the life of the project, it goes 
back into refinancing one more time and that is it, you have lost it.  The people 
will never get the benefit of their resource because it is finance once, it is 
refinance twice, perhaps three times, so we are paying to the end of the life of 
the project so we can never have a moment of free time when the cashflow 
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comes straight into consolidated revenue.  So that is an area that really needs 
to be looked at and reformed. 

Q: Going to your affidavit, just referring to it generally, you stated that you were 
a director of Petromin in fact during the material time March 2007 to 
December 2008.  Do you recall that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And at that time during 2008, there was equity financing was sought to be 
obtained for the State and indeed it was IPBC that proposed the IPIC solution 
but do you remember what Petromin had proposed as the solution; the Newco 
concept? 10 

A: My recollection is that Petromin’s intended and proposed involvement came 
to a dead end because when it came to the nomination, nomination of Petromin 
as the State nominee for these transactions, the nomination went to Kroton.   
Petromin Holdings was left out in the cold and I disputed that because the 
legislations says that; the Petromin Holdings Authorization Act says that the 
nomination should be Petromin Holdings.  We entered into a big dispute about 
that and I resigned there because of this very point,  I resigned from the Board. 

1.51 pm]    Q: Yes. 

A: Because without that nomination, Petromin had lost its primary mandate and 
without any other project being in the horizon where Petromin can be 20 

nominated as it is intended to be by law, there was no role for us so no 
continued utility, in continuing on the Board so I resigned there from that 
Board. 

Q: Do you remember just to see if I can rephrase your memory; do you remember 
if the proposal that was being put together by Joshua Kalinoe who was the 
MD, managing director at that time was being in fact of the 19.4 per cent 
equity that a little bit of the equity should be sold to then exercise the back-in 
rights so to fund the 30 per cent equity.  Some of the shares would be sold to 
then fund the remaining percentage so of 19.4 per cent, say 6 per cent would 
be sold and the State would be left with 13 per cent but that it would not cost 30 

the State anything to participate.  Do you remember that? 
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A: No.  He would have done that at the administrative level, maybe wishing to 
cover pathway before he brought it to the board so, there was no visibility of 
that at the Board level. 

Q: And Minister; what is your relationship like with the Secretary Vele? 

A: Very good. 

Q: Is it a long term one? 

A: Yes.  He is a great professional. 

Q: He was chief executive - - -  

A: I think one of the smartest Papua New Guineans that I have met, yes, Mr Vele. 

Q: And are you working together with him on some projects at the moment or 10 
potential projects? 

A: Yes.  Yes, he is our principal advisor to couple of – several projects here. 

Q: And a couple of the Oil and Gas Projects and when you as Minister for 
Petroleum; do you deal directly with him or do you deal with the Minister for 
Treasury first and then him or do you ring him directly? 

A: It depends on the subject matter I have in my hand, for meetings and things 
like that, to secure his attendance I would ask him to come direct but not the 
subject matter.  Yes, so, I am easy to talk to either one of them depending on 
what is to be discussed. 

Q: Are you aware that he had this and has a similar relationship in a similar 20 

situation with regards to the Porgera Development with the Prime Minister? 

A: Similar? 

Q: Similar relationship with regards to the Porgera Development meaning that he 
is taking a lead role in the Porgera matters and dealing with the Prime Minister 
directly? 

A: Yes, by virtue of his job as Secretary of Treasury, he is the principal advisor 
on fiscal economic matters so he will be taking a lead role on those subject 
matters, of course. 

Q: Thank you.  With regards to NEC decisions in the past; are you aware that 
there has been other NEC decisions that have appointed lawyers to matters 30 
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rather then a brief coming initially from the Attorney General and I make 
some examples.  For example, the financing of equity for IPBC, the NEC 
appointed Freehlls and for Treasury they appointed Lazard Freres and Porgera  
I believe in this current government, they appointed Posman Kua Aisi;  I put 
it to you that that is sometimes help initially law firms who are engaged? 

A: Let me make it clear that my name is that last firm you mentioned but I am no 
longer a shareholder or got any ongoing interest in that law firm, I just, that I 
was a part of it before.   

Q: It is not for 10 years at least. 

A: Not for 10 years or maybe 12 years.  Yes, so, it does happen, yes, I have seen 10 

it happen but it should not happen. 

[1.56pm]    Q: If that does happen, would you say that it would be appropriate for Attorney 
General then to issue a brief retrospectively after the NEC decision? 

 
A: They should.   They should.  I mean absolutely necessary to tick their boxes 

on legal requirements but before the job is completed.  
 
Q: You have been a minister several times, are you aware of how loans are 

usually dealt with by parliament, overseas loans? We have talked about the 
UBS but are you aware about other loans? 20 

 
A: Yes.  It is always in - I think mostly it says at deficit financing of the budget, 

so that deficit component has to be financed from somewhere and usually 
through borrowings.  So they do approve a deficit budget and so you have got 
to go out and find the money and borrow it, yes. 

 
Q: And other times the deficit is not established until mid-year of the budget year 

and then a supplementary budget is given, is that not the case? 
 
A: Yes, in theory, yes.  And I have also taken this issue up with the government 30 

at various times that parliamentary approval means approval in real time and 
prospectively into the future; ot retrospectively backwards because that leaves 
the element – takes the element of authorization and control out of the 
government.  So if you are going to run a deficit, you have got to have that 
deficit approved by parliament before you actually go down there pathway 
and borrow and spend and all that.  So always prospectively.  
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Q: Are you aware what happened with the recent Covid loans, as to whether they 
were executed and drawn down before their recognition in any budgetary 
process? 

 
A: I do not recall. There was a Covid Act but whether that included the budgetary 

component, I do not know.  I doubt it if it did but again that is one of those 
things.  It is an ongoing practice of not coming to parliament on borrowings. 
You just have to be prepared in advance and this is where bureaucracy and 
everybody else let us down because they do not try to visualize their annual 
work plan ahead of time and bring it into parliament for approval during the 10 
budget sitting, so it is part of the approved budget plans.  So they come and 
just get the budget the approved but they do not get the loans specifics 
approved.  And they think that the approval of the deficit financing is all the 
authorization they need, but the constitution talks about loans and borrowings 
and all that stuff.  So, it is particular about the words it uses and it should come 
to parliament.  This current practice we have got going has got to stop because 
you can see, I have been dealing with this issue for several years now. It 
started back in when I was the Attorney General in 2013, 2014, I is all 
documented here. That issue is always being on my radar and people agree 
but nobody takes the necessary hard steps to make sure we follow the rules. 20 

 
Q: These other categories of loans that are project loans and occasionally or in 

fact a lot of the time, this projects loans negotiated with multilaterals and 
indeed are executed before they are actually seen in the budget process and 
that is because they are not utilized or drawn down for a couple of years.  For 
example, Papua New Guinea has to do some counterpart funding and 
developmental priorities might not be there for the next year.  So it has been 
the practice that – particularly with project loans that NEC approval is gained 
then the loans are executed and they are included in the budget papers until 
after the event or indeed until the loan is drawn down which may be two or 30 
three years hence.  What do you say about that practice? 

 
[2.01pm] A: I would say you can sign a loan agreement at any point in time but the bottom 

line should be that the parliament must approve it just before the draw down 
even if it is one second, that approval must be obtained.  So the approval must 
be secured before the drawdown. 

 
Q: Thank you, Minister Kua.  That is all I have. 
 
A: Thank you. 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I wonder if I could follow up with just one question 
from Ms Twivey-Nonggorr when she was referring to paragraph 6 of your affidavit, 
Minister, where you spoke about your resignation when Petromin was not the 
nominee instead it was Kroton No. 2.   Did you ever find out why that occurred? 
 
A: We were aware of the fact that there were some differences between our CEO, 

Managing Director, Mr Kalinoe and the Late Prime Minister Sir Michael 
Somare.   We were aware that they were not really seeing eye to eye on various 
issues, whatever those were, we did not know but there were some issues.  10 
And then the moment came for the nomination, the State to nominate Petromin 
which the law said should be the vehicle that the State used and the nomination 
went elsewhere to Kroton which was a shelved company.  So, at my behest, 
the Board resolved to take the matter to court; we did.   

 
Q: Yes, I see that.  So, you think it was personality driven, minister? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you. 20 
 
A: We took it to court and then again the matter was withdrawn with the Board’s 

approval.  So that made everything futile so that is the moment I resigned. 
 
Q: All right, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I was going to ask about section 209(1) again.  I understand 
your construction of that provision and I heard you say that under that provision 
Parliament retain the authority to approve or reject a particular loan.  Perhaps, the 
provision is currently worded it leaves open for two different types of authorization 30 
or approval to be given by parliament.  One is a general authorization by a statute 
that authorizes loans generally; and then the other type is a particular authorization 
that authorizes a specific loan.  Now, if you just apply that to the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act that provides for the National Executive Council, the minister and 
the Head of State to negotiate and conclude loans from domestic or international 
financial institutions and there is a provision there for parliament only to be informed 
of the loan after it has been done by placing a copy of the loan agreement before 
Parliament.  So, my question to you is whether the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 
Act fits into that category of general authorization by government to obtain a loan 
or not? 40 
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[2.06pm] A: Thank you, chairman.  The starting point should always be the Constitution in 

my respectful view, the starting point should always be section 209.  And 209 
does not differentiate between one category of loan and another type of loan.  
There is no distinction at all.  If that was the intention, the draftsmen would 
have put that down saying that for these kind of loans, Parliamentary approval 
is required.  For the other types of loans, these other types of loans so 
prescribed, it will be a matter for regulation by an Act of Parliament.  But as 
hard it may seem, that distinction is not made.  So the Constitution applies to 
all forms of loans.  So, we cannot have some people say that the Loans 10 
Overseas Borrowings Act says that some loans can be borrowed without 
Parliamentary approval and retrospectively approved. There is no 
discrimination; it is all and every type of loan.  If the intention was otherwise 
it would have said so. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: So, whatever provision that leads to a conflict in the Loans (Overseas 

Borrowings) Act and the Constitution, the Constitution, of course, has to 
prevail over those parts of the Act. 20 

 
Q: No, my question really is when you talk about a loan, a loan can be a loan 

generally and the statute might authorize a loan to be obtained and set the 
framework and the procedures for it generally.  And then there is that other 
type of loan that is more specific to a loan, for example, the UBS loan.  UBS 
loan is, I suppose, more a specific loan, the authorization for which may not 
lie in the Loans Overseas Borrowings Act.  You see that distinction? 

 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: There may have to be a special statute that authorize that specific loan which 

you say should set out the terms of the loan and mention this particular loan.  
Is that how you are reading it? 

 
A: Well, to answer that question, we have to look at section 209 and 212 together.  

And 212 goes into the purposes of the loan.  So that is the – as far as the 
Constitution goes to prescribing for the purposes of the loan, 212.  And it says 
that you can only borrow to finance - - - 
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Q: No, that is just introducing another subject.  I think let us just stay with the 
question that I am asking. 

 
A: If I can complete it.  There is no inclusion of that procedure applying to 

commercial loans; that is what I was trying to say. 
 
Q: Yes.  Well, that is introducing slightly another subject.  But just staying with 

the reasoning around section 209(1), if you go to the first type of authorizing 
statute that I referred to, the Loans Overseas Borrowings Act might fit into 
that category because it provides a general framework for any loan from any 10 
financial institution that sets out the process.  Obtaining that loan; it is not 
geared to authorize a particular loan with all the details.  So, in order for the 
UBS loan, for example, to come within the authorization under section 209(1) 

 
[2.11 pm]      I suppose we need legislation that will specifically authorize this particular 

loan with all the essentials of the particular loan.  Is that a way of looking at 
it? 

 
A: Yes, I mean that has been the way some people interpret it.  That in itself has 

been the source of tagging between those of us who hold a different view to 20 
it.  One might want to interpret it that way and so I am looking at this Loan 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act here.  It does not say it is made pursuant to section 
209 of the Act, but you can assume that it is made for that sort of purpose.  
The boundaries within which this Act is framed should follow the approvals 
given by the Constitution itself.  In section 2(1)(c), it prescribes for the kind 
of borrowing for purchase of equity in companies.  That is not a purpose 
authorized by the Constitution so it seems to be an access in there.  It might 
come out of some other parts of the Constitution, I do not know.  But if one 
says that this Act is made pursuant to section 209 of the Constitution, then (b) 
is okay, section 2(1)(b) is okay because it talks about services of the State.  30 
But then (c) is not there in the Constitution itself, and I cannot understand why 
they have got D(i) up to (vi).  It is the way the legislation is drafted, so we 
cannot understand how it fits into the constitutional framework. 
 

Q: That is the other point about the purpose of section 209 and, in particular, 
section 209(1), the purpose for which the revenue may be raised and expended 
is in relation to the National Budget; that is raising of revenue and expenditure 
revenue associated with the National Budget. 

 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: Any raising revenue through commercial loans or for that purpose would not 

quite fit into section 209(1), that is what you said.   
 
A: No, I was saying that in respect of 212. 
 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: 212 only.  209 applies to all forms of loans whether it is to fund deficit for 

finance services of government’s commercial borrowings et cetera, loan is a 10 
loan so it is captured under 209. 

 
Q: Okay, it is broadly worded. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If parliament were to approve a loan under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 

Act assuming if parliament’s approval was required, then all the essential 
particulars of that loan will have to be placed before parliament for parliament 
to give the authorization for that particular and specific loan, would it not? 20 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And that would come under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Although that Act does not require such prior approval to be given? 

 
[2.16p.m]  A: No, it does not  I am going back to the Constitution; we should follow the 30 

Constitution. 
 

Q:  So, if you were to apply Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, you have a 
situation where the executive has negotiated and completed a loan of which 
parliament is not aware of and what happens is parliament just receives a copy 
of the loan agreement and that is it.  There is no provision for prior approval 
under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act. 

A: That seems to be the case, yes. 
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Q: Is there a inconsistency there between the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 
and section 209(1) of the Constitution? 

A: There is yes; clear cut, yes. 

Q: Because under section 209(1), you would not only have the approval of the 
general framework for the loan but also the particulars of the loan being put 
to parliament and approved, right, under section 209(1)? 

A: Yes.  It sounds burdensome but it can be done because the law says so.  They 
have to develop their system to achieve this kind of – otherwise, they have to 
change the constitution in order to make it easier so that things like Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) can have a proper feet. 10 

Q: Section 209(1) as it is currently worded leaves it open to all kinds of 
interpretation, does it not, that that provision to be used by the government or 
by a politician to use – just get a general authorization act and go away and 
negotiate, conclude loan transaction without informing parliament of its 
essentials.  It leaves it open does it not? 

A: No, it does not.   With due respect, no it does not.  Parliament meets every 
three months.  You have got regular opportunity to bring your preparations 
into parliament for approval.  So, they have to do that; get the preparation 
done in advance; get all those details pinned down and then bring it in for 
approval.  When National Executive Council acts or even when the Governor 20 

General acts, they all have to act on sound advice so that – sound professional 
and legal advice.   If there are requirements there - - - 

Q: Has that happened in the past?  We had a situation where any loan or major 
loan from an overseas financial institution has been put to parliament to 
approve before the loan is actually completed or obtained, have you come 
across in your experience any situation where that has happened? 

A: Well, like the Covid loan that Ms Twivey has mentioned many times any loan 
agreements executed and drawn down without parliamentary approval. 

Q: So, you can now recall a single instance where parliamentary approval was 
obtained for a particular or specific loan, particularly a major loan? 30 

A: With approval? 

Q: Yes. 
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A: That is not to say that the argument is not made.   Argument is made but just 
the parliamentary side and the executive side of government just continuously 
choose to ignore the law so this is the first time that this kind of - - - 

Q: Issue has been raised? 

A: Issue has been raised for proper determination.  It should be referred to the 
Supreme Court actually but it is here. 

Q: We can give our own non-judicial interpretation, that is the purpose of this 
exercise. 

A: That is correct and we should do that.  This will be the first time that this 
section is brought under scrutiny and also reconcile with the Loans (Overseas 10 
and Borrowings) Act. 

[2:21p.m]   Q: Yes, this recent amendment to the Constitution, section 212 ( c)(1) which says; “Papua 
New Guinea may undertake business activities.”  What was the purpose of this 
amendment?  Was it intended to be restricted to businesses associated with 
hydrocarbon and mineral extraction? 

 

A: Yes. 

Q: Or was this provision applied generally to government- - - 

A: No, no. 

Q: Yes? 20 

A: No, chairman, it was intended to apply only to hydrocarbon projects. 

Q: But the wording does not reflect that; it is very general.  We get the impression 
that it applies to any business activity that the government may undertake.  
The exact word being is; “Papua New Guinea may undertake business 
activities.”  How would we ascertain the real meaning of that subsection?  
Would we have to go to the parliamentary Hansards for the debates? 

A: Yes, you can plus whatever effect that subtitle to those two paragraphs have, 
it is headed; “Papua New Guinea’s ownership of hydrocarbons and minerals 
and the consolidation and commercialization of Papua New Guinea’s 
business.”  So, if you were to give it a contextual interpretation, then it is 30 

linked to the commercialization of petroleum and mineral resources. 
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Q: It would be good if these provisions applied to government participation in 
business generally; every other business activity that government is 
contemplating undertaking.  It would be good for the government to have a 
free hand to invest in any type of business under that provision and not 
necessarily restrict the government to loans associated with hydrocarbon and 
mineral extraction. 

A: Right. 

Q: But obviously others perhaps including myself I do not know, would have a 
more restrictive approach to government participation in business generally. 

A: Correct. 10 

Q: Again, it seems like another open ended that the Constitution amendment that 
probably was rushed but anyway that is just a quick thought but if you want 
to comment that statement, that is fine. 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right, I think I have come to the end of my questions so I think that is the 
end of your evidence unless you want to say something else, then otherwise 
that brings to the end of your evidence.  We can thank you and then - - -  

A: Last comment I should make is the lack of this proper scrutiny et cetera that 
led to for example, for a short while, when that loan was drawn down, we 
were in breach of the Fiscal Responsibility Act ceilings.  If we went through 20 

proper scrutiny and people had the opportunity and debate these matters, then 
of course those things – somebody would have raised the point about 
exceeding the limits placed by the Fiscal Responsibility Act.  So all these 
irresponsibility approaches led to us for a while following the drawdown of 
that loan being in breach until the loan was transferred out of the books of the 
State and then passed on to Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  But for quite a while 
there, a year or so, we remained in breach of the provisions of the Fiscal 
Responsibility Act which says that the debt to GDP ratio should be I think 35 
per cent at that time.  So, we were already in excess of it up to 42 per cent.  So 
we were over the prescribed limit by 7 per cent . for many months and then 30 

only because of the insistence of the Australian Government because that was 
linked some additional short term financing from EFIC that was required and 
the Australian Government said, you are already in breach of your Act we 
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cannot aid and abet into already preexisting illegal situation which then forced 
us to amend it and leave the ceiling from 35 per cent to 45 per cent.     

[2.26 pm] So, I think, Chairman that these sort of procedures and counter balances are 
there for a reason so that we as a State do not act in ways that discredit the 
credibility of the State. 

 
Q: All right, thank you for your evidence, you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Minister. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, before we move to the next matter, we have 
received some correspondence from Corrs Solicitors which I should say something 20 
about now.  This will take five minutes or so.  It relates to alleged unfairness to the 
questions I put to him last week.  So, it comes about in this way.  You will recall that 
Mr Aopi’s evidence was that when he was appointed to the chair of the IPBC board 
he abstained from attending board meetings or having involvement in board 
discussions although he may have informally discussed this with IPBC directors 
from time to time.  You also recall that Mr Tosali the then Treasury Secretary was 
concerned that Mr Aopi and another person had been invalidly appointed and that 
PWC picked up on that in their report.  And I asked some questions about it to the 
gist of well, if PWC is right, did you consider your appointment as chair was in 
contravention of the Act.  And then I said where you aware at the time when you 30 
were appointed and while you were chairman for three years that there could be a 
problem about the lawfulness of the appointment.  No one raised this matter with me 
and Commissioner White no doubt based on my questions again asked Mr Aopi 
some questions about whether he read the IPBC Act.  He noted he was in an awkward 
position. 
 
Now, if we can have up on the screen the IPBC Act consolidated version which is 
what I had based my questions on.  If you go down you will see, this is from the 
consolidated part of PacLII, if you down 11(4)(B)(6).  You can see there is the 
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provision which was recited in the PWC report and recited by Mr Tosali and which 
applied at the time when Mr Aopi was appointed on 7 August.  If you can then put 
up on the screen an amendment just so that there is no reference; if you scroll to the 
end here of this consolidated version.  Right at the end.  Keep going, all right.  
Anyway, there is no reference to an amendment for that provision but if you go to 
the next tab.  The helpfully titled Liquefied Natural Gas Act.  If you scroll down, get 
a little bit further, just go up a bit.  Up a bit, there we are.  You can see that in respect 
of section 12 there is a deeming provision.  So, the Constitution says that there can 
be deeming provisions or retrospective provisions.  This is the deeming provision, it 
is deemed to have come into operation on 6 August 2008.  You then go down to 10 
section 12 you can see that there is a repeal of 11(4)(B)(6) deemed to have operated 
from 6 or 7 August which was the date before Mr Aopi was appointed. 
 

[2.31 pm] So, I accept I am grateful that it was pointed out to me by Corrs.  I was not aware of 
that amendment and I am happy to concede that from the time of the amendment, 
the appointment which must have been invalid at the time it was made was deemed 
to have been valid, I suppose, at the time it was made.  It is not clear the decisions 
made between 7 August and the time this Act came into force in November validated 
but be that as it may, I accept the point that looked at now is to be treated as at all 
times having been validly appointment as was the other gentleman and I am glad 20 
that has been brought to attention. 

 
 So that is all I would say about that.  I am glad Corrs brought that to our attention.  I 

hope that clears the matters up.  I just note that there is a couple of requests for 
information outstanding for about 10 days from Corrs and they need to be attended 
to urgently and we would be grateful for that.  I pass over to Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  I call Governor Loi Bakani. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes all right, swear the witness. 30 
 
 
LOI BAKANI, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Governor, if I could just ask you for the records please sir to state your full 

name? 
 40 
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A: My name is Loi Martin Bakani. 
 
Q: Mr Bakani, if I could just ask you to pull that microphone a bit closer to you.  

I know it is a bit awkward but if you could do your best to speak direct into it 
for the transcript purposes and for those listening outside of PNG.  Now, Mr 
Bakani, you have sworn or prepared I should say, two statements that you 
have provided to the Commission, that is right? 

 
A: Yes, I did. 
 10 
Q: You do have a copy of each of them there with you? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I ask you please to take up the earlier one dated 30 June 2021.  

Do you have that? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: The body of the statement comprises 12 numbered paragraphs on four pages, 20 

is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: On the fourth page, that is our signature? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The statement marks and attaches a number of annexures and they are 

annexures LMB1 through to LMB22, is that so? 30 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You will see LMB1 is referred to in paragraph 2 and that is a copy of your 

CV? 
 
A: That is right. 
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Q: LMB2 is referred to in paragraph 10 and just so we can make sense of how 
you have prepared your statement, can we go to LMB2 please.  LMB2 is your 
response to the questions asked of you in a table form, is it not? 

 
[2.36pm] A: That is right. 

 
Q: So, we are to read these answers as the body of your response to those 

questions and then you have in effect supplemented that table with the 
annexures that follow, is that right? 

 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Very well.  And then at the bottom of – just wait for that to scroll through – 

and for the record LMB2 itself comprises 12 pages and 32 lines in the table, 
does it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is true. 
 
Q: And are the contents of your statement proper and the answers provided in 

LMB 2 true and correct to the best of your information, knowledge and belief? 20 
 
A: Yes, I do believe that they were in response to the questions asked but my 

response or my involvement was more on the earlier loan which relates to the 
refinancing of the IPIC loan. 

 
Q: Yes, all right.  But the question I asked of you is whether the responses you 

have provided are true and correct to the best of your information, knowledge 
and belief? 

 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Yes, they are.  All right, and are there any changes that you need to make to 

either the body of your statement or the LMB 2.   
 
A: Not at this stage. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Now, can I take you to the table inside your statement 

commencing at the bottom of page 2, table number 1 as you described it.  And 
over the page we see set out LMB 3 all the way to LMB 22, is that right? 

 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that statement together with its annexures marked 

LMB 1 to LMB 22. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the statement dated - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  30 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just scroll to the front of the first page.  All right, Mr Loi 10 
Bakani’s statement dated 30 June 2021 is admitted into evidence and it be marked 
exhibit GGG.1. 
 
EXHIBIT GGG.1 – STATEMENT OF LOI M. BAKANI DATED 22 JUNE 
2021 WITH ANNEXURES MARKED LMB 1 TO LMB 22  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Mr Bakani, can I ask you again to 
take up your second statement and you described this as the supplementary witness 
statement and it is dated exactly a month later, 30 July 2021.  Is that right? 
 20 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And it comprises 10 numbered paragraphs on two pages? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And that is your signature on the bottom of page 2? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 30 
Q: And this statement attaches annexure LMB 23 referred to in paragraph 8, do 

you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then you were asked further questions and in the same form as with 

exhibit GGG.1, you have attached a table which is marked LMB24.   
 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
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Q: And if we go to LMB 24 and this is a table comprising 32 lines again and you 
have set out the question and your response to that question. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And again, we are to read the body of your supplementary witness statement 

together with LMB 24 as comprising your evidence, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: And are the contents of that statement and LMB 24 true and correct to the best 

of your information, knowledge and belief? 
 
A: Yes, I do believe so. 
 

[2.41pm] Q: Commissioners, I tender that supplementary witness statement of Loi Martin 
Bakani dated 30 July 2021 containing or attaching attachments LMB 23 and 
24. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The supplementary statement of Mr Loi Bakani dated 30 July 20 
2021 is admitted into evidence and is marked GGG.2. 
 
EXHIBIT GGG.2 – SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF LOI M. BAKANI 
DATED 30 JULY 2021 CONTAINING ATTACHMENTS LMB 23 AND 24 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Just to complete the housekeeping matters, Mr Associate, 
could I please ask you to give one each of these to the commissioners, please?  And 
Mr Bakani, do you have before you three bundles of A4 documents and the first one 
is marked on the top right-hand corner LMB 8, do you see that? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the second bundle is marked LMB 17, do you see that?   
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: And the third one is marked LMB 23.   
 
A: Yes, I do, I have it. 
 40 
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Q: Now, these are larger copies of those annexures contained within your 
statement, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, they are. 
 
Q: Because you have transferred small A4 sized tables that were difficult to read 

into legible A3 size tables. 
 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: And otherwise, they are exactly the same documents – their contents are the 

same as appear within the annexures in your statement, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Commissioners, it probably would be convenient to give these three larger 

documents their own exhibit number and I tender those on that basis. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How many did you say; two or three? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  There are three, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Three. 
 
MR JURTH:  LMB 8, LMB 17 and LMB 23.  And so what you have before you are 
larger versions of those annexures contained within the statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those three documents are admitted into evidence and they will 
be marked exhibit GGG.3, GGG.4 and GGG.5 respectively. 
 30 
EXHIBIT GGG.3 – DOCUMENTS LMB 8  
EXHIBIT GGG.4 – DOCUMENTS LMB 17 
EXHIBIT GGG.5 – DOCUMENTS LMB 23 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, I overlooked 
something very important and that is that Mr Bakani is represented today by Mr 
Posman and I would invite him to announce an appearance for the record. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 40 
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MR POSMAN:  Thank you, commissioners.  Kisakiu Posman appearing for Loi 
Bakani. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Now, Mr Bakani, your role is now as it 
has been since 2009 the Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And your role in the matters that are relevant to this commission, you say in 

paragraph 4 of your first statement dated 30 June 2021, exhibit GGG.1 is the 10 
period from about 20 December 2013 to around 7 February 2014, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you describe that as the relevant period, that is your definition. 
 

[2.46 pm]     A: That is correct. 
 
Q: What caused you to be – let us be clear when I talk about you – of course, 

we are talking about the Bank and the other way around and that is, in fact, 20 
you use those terms interchangeably in your own statement, do you not? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And in the correspondence that we will come to? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  The cause or the reason for you being involved during that relevant 

period is the NEC Decision No. 479 2013, and which was made on 19 30 
December 2013.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And you set out the relevant portion of that NEC Decision in paragraph five 

of your statement? 
 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: Then on paragraph six, you tell us that you were involved in the re-financing 
of the IPIC Loan but you had no involvement or knowledge of the earlier 
equity financing arrangements, so that is the 2009 IPIC Loan.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you also say you had no knowledge of or involvement in the subsequent 

borrowing from UBS to finance the purchase of Oil Search shares? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 10 
 
Q: All right.  In a nutshell your task as requested by the NEC pursuant to its 

decision was to independently evaluate the various funding proposals from 
a number of different banking houses and, as we will come to, you ultimately 
advised the NEC to accept UBS as the funder for the IPIC Refinancing? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I ask you then to go to LMB 2?  I would like to ask you about 

the form of some of your responses so that we understand what you intended 20 
to convey.  Can I take you to page 9 of LMB 2 and you will see there on that 
page, we have lines 24, 25 and 26 of that Table, you will see that the 
questions that relate to those lines are you in effect to state discussions, 
attendances and meetings that you had with various people.  Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes, I see. 
 
Q: Just as an example on that page, the first one asks for your evidence 

concerning the then Prime Minister Peter O’Neill.  The next one asks you in 
relation to the Honourable Don Polye, and 26 refers to Wasantha Kumarasiri.  30 
Is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Your form of response in relation to each of those gentlemen is:  is this term 

of phrase, “Although I have no independent recollection of any discussions 
or meetings,” and you repeat that term of phrase in relation to each of those 
gentlemen and then over the page, in relation to everybody else.”  What do 
you mean by not having an independent recollection? 

 40 
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A: What I mean basically is that during those times, my involvement was to 
mainly – our correspondence was mainly through letters and not in person-
to-person meetings, and that is my response was referring to any particular 
meetings that I had with any of those individuals.   

 
Q: All right.  Did you have person-to-person meetings with these people or any 

of the others where your response is that you have no independent 
recollection of any discussions or meetings. 

 
[2.51 pm]  A: Where I stated we had meetings like, for example, Dr Clement Waine on 10 

Item 30, those were in relation to the arrangement for our interviews in 
Singapore together to assess those banks.  it is more to do with the logistic 
and some other discussions but not particularly on those – any of those 
because that was left to us as per NEC decision. 

 
Q: All right.  Well, can I ask you about Dr Clement Waine then in paragraph 30 

because you used the same turn of praise there too.  You say you are aware of 
a letter dated 16 January 2014 and then you go on to say, “Although, I do not 
have an independent recollection, that I had a telephone conversation with Dr 
Waine”.   20 

A: Yes. 

Q: So, is your evidence in relation to Dr Waine that the only evidence you are 
able to give this Commission is the matter stated in that letter? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And otherwise you have no recollection of actually having had a telephone 
call with Dr Waine? 

A: No.  Telephone calls were mainly to  - just to arrange for meetings where we 
can meet, either at my office – at the bank’s office or their office in town. 

Q: I certainly understand that but there is a difference between giving us evidence 
that you had a telephone call that was short or was only administrative in 30 

nature or saying that you have no independent recollection of any kind of 
telephone call; do you understand the distinction? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: And so again, in relation to the physical meetings and discussions with any of 
these people or telephone calls; do you have an independent recollection of 
them that you can assist us with or is your evidence that you have no memory 
at all of any meetings with Mr O’Neill or Mr Poyle or Dr Waine for that 
matter; do you understand what I am asking? 

A: Yes.  No, I have no recollection of any particular meetings or face to face 
meetings as I responded to accordingly in my response. 

Q: And so your mind is completely blank in relation to any of these dealings with 
any of these gentlemen and your entire recollection recites – sorry, your 
evidence given to the Commission comes only from the letters and other 10 

documents that you attach to your statement? 

A: Exactly. 

Q: All right.  These proposed refinancing now although it did not go ahead, the 
figure involved was something like AU$1.6 billion; was it not? 

A: 1.6 but including the other costs then it goes up to AU$1.8 billion. 

Q: AU$1.8 billion.  And at that time that was the biggest ever refinancing 
transaction that you or the Central Bank had ever been involved in, is that 
right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And your evidence is that despite that being the biggest financial transaction 20 

you or the Central Bank had ever been involved with at that time, you have 
no recollection of meetings or telephone calls with any of these other 
gentlemen involved in the same transaction? 

A: As I stated, not to my knowledge of any particular meetings but those are 
through letters mainly correspondence. 

Q:  All right.  Is it your practice to take notes of meetings or telephone calls? 

A: We do as a practice also like I have my staff around me so they take notes on 
the proceedings of some important matters that we discuss. 

Q: Yes.  And are those notes still available in the bank’s records? 

A: For this particular part of it, most of the information we derive are from those 30 

minutes that were – not minutes but in the form of notes taken by one of my 
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staff, which is the assistant governor now, so we were able to pull out most of 
this information.  Some of those worksheets and all that relating to our 
assessment or evaluation of those banks, they were out from those minutes 
that were kept by my staff. 

Q: I see.  And putting aside for a moment the minutes that relate to things that 
ultimately became separate schedules and tables that you have given to us in 
final form; do those meetings – do those notes also contain notes of meetings 
that you had either within the bank with your staff or externally to the bank 
with people like Mr O’Neill or Mr Poyle or Dr Waine? 

A: No.  Those were only minutes or records of our meetings with those 10 

commercial institutions. 

Q: So then how were you able to tell me that your telephone call with Dr Waine 
was only a short one and only dealt with arranging a meeting; is that a 
particular recollection you have of that telephone call? 

[2.56pm]  A: That is as I said, that was more on a recollection of my memory on the 
administrative or logistic part of our travel to do the assessment in Singapore. 

Q: So then if we have a look at paragraph 30 again, you full evidence in answer 
to that question would be that you do have an independent recollection of the 
telephone call but it was a short one and had only dealt with the administrative 
matters of organizing a meeting; is that a good summary? 20 

A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: All right.  And are there any other examples where you do have an 
independent recollection, whether or not there is a note of it that you could 
assist us with? 

A: I think that is the only one where we – I cannot also with Mr Igamu Momo 
who was mentioned here but this time it was with – he was with the 
Department of Treasury. 

Q: Yes, sorry. 

A: He was also present during that time at one of those meetings we had with Dr 
Clement Waine. 30 

Q: All right.  And do you have an independent recollection of your meeting with 
Mr Momo? 
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A: Not on an individual basis but together as a group with Dr Waine. 

Q: But you have a recollection of having a meeting with Dr Waine and Mr 
Momo? 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right. 

A: Recollection of the meeting. 

Q: Right underneath, Dr Momo referred to in paragraph 27, do you see in 
paragraph 28, he referred to Mr Dairi Vele.  Do you have any memory of 
meetings or discussions with Mr Vele? 

A: No, I do not. 10 

Q: And the notes that you referred to, would they contained any details of any 
meetings or discussions with Mr Vele? 

A: As I said, I do not have any recollection of any meetings with Mr Vele. 

Q: But you  have reviewed the notes that you referred to and there is no reference 
in there to Mr Vele, is that what you are telling us? 

A: That is right. 

Q: All right.  Are we able to get a copy of those notes that you have referred to; 
would that be okay?  Can you supply these to the Commission? 

A: In relation to the meeting with Dr Waine and - - - 

Q: In relation to your meetings with everybody relevant to the terms of reference. 20 

A: We will try to look for those notes if we are able to if you allow us time, 
please. 

Q: All right.  No, that is okay.  We can give you time but you know where those 
notes are because I imagine you consulted them to produce your statement 
dated 30 June and also 30 July so that is quite recently you had them in your 
hands, is that right? 

A: As I said, I cannot remember – recall now but we will look for those notes. 

Q: All right, but you told me that you reviewed those notes in order to answer 
some of the questions in this table; that is right? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: And you would have reviewed those notes shortly before preparing your 
statement; that is right? 

A: Yes.  It was together with my staff so probably same notes, yes. 

Q: Of course, I accept that.  And given that your first statement is dated 30 June, 
I put it to you that it was not long before 30 June that you were consulting 
those notes with your staff that must follow? 

A: Yes. 

Q: All right, and so you will do your best, I take it to find those notes which ought 
to be somewhere close to you, is that right? 10 

A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: All right. 

A: Thank you. 

Q: Now, let us go through these exhibits, Mr Bakanai, and can I say you have 
very helpfully put together all the relevant documents in chronological order 
and labelled them properly and perhaps it is Mr Posman that deserves my 
thanks but in any event, it is a convenient way to see in one place everything 
that you wish to put before the Commission.  Can I take you then to LMB 3 
and LMB 3 is the NEC Decision that we have already referred to, this is the 
19 December 23, NEC Decision and if we see there in paragraph Arabic 20 

number 3, little (v) which is the first paragraph, there is the recommendation 
approving the Bank of Papua New Guinea to provide the final elevation  on 
the proposals from Citi and UBS; do you see that? 

A: Yes, I see. 

Q: Now, throughout the correspondence there is reference to the proposals from 
Citi and UBS as well as a number of other banking houses.  I take it those 
proposals are actually physical proposals that were given to you by Citi and 
UBS? 

 
[3.01 pm] A: They would have been submissions by each of them upon our request. 30 
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Q: Yes.  Whilst there is a reference in this material to those proposals, the actual 
proposals themselves are not included.  Are you able to provide us with the 
written proposals from Citi and UBS? 

 
A: We will look into it then. 
 
Q: You will have a look? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: All right.  Thank you very much.  Please understand, I know that this 

transaction did not proceed; I understand that.  But to complete your evidence, 
it would assist us to see the actual terms and contents of the proposals from 
Citi, UBS and anybody else that gave you one for the purposes of the task that 
you were asked to do, do you understand? 

 
A: Yes, all right.   
 
Q: Okay.  Thank you. 
 20 
A: Just a clarification. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Sir, there is UBS and Citi, they went through different stages, three stages.  

The final one being only two of them where we then recommended UBS to 
the government based on all the financials in them meeting the terms of 
reference as set by the government.  Which one do we provide? 

 
Q: All of them, please. 30 
 
A: Okay, all right. 
 
Q: Yes.  You referred to the terms of reference and those terms of reference you 

are referring to are in LMB 4, are they not? 
 
A: Exactly.  That is right. 
 
Q: And it is marked Annexure A, and this is indeed an annexure to the NEC 

Decision 479 of 2013 that we were just looking at? 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: These are the Terms of Reference that told you the task for you to undertake?  

This is what you followed? 
 
A: Yes, that is the Terms of Reference for the Refinancing. 
 
Q: Yes.  When in your evidence or in correspondence you refer to the TOR?  This 

is the document that you are referring to, is it not? 10 
 
A: Exactly. 
 
Q: All right.  If we then go to LMB 5, this appears to be the first correspondence 

that you wrote, and it is dated 20 December 2013; and no doubt, that is why 
you nominate that date as the commencement of the relevant period in your 
statement.  Is that right? 

 
A: Exactly. 
 20 
Q: You refer there to – in the second paragraph, you refer to the NEC’ Decision 

made in its last meeting of 19 December 2013, and to the Terms of Reference.  
Do you see? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 

[3.06pm] Q: And your period of work started with being informed of those documents? 
 
A: That is right. 
 30 
Q: All right. Now, if we go over to LMB 6, please. And I will not confuse you 

this time. This is really a letter from you to Minister Micah dated 22 December 
2013 and you will see that you confirm in the first sentence, receipt of the 
letter dated 20 December 2013, which we were just discussing and you 
acknowledge in terms of the decision by the NEC of PNG Bank to provide an 
independent assessment on the refinancing of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  
And so again it is likely that by the time you were writing this letter, you have 
received and were aware of the contents of the NEC Decision on the terms of 
reference.  

 40 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, your big point in this letter is that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 

refinancing needed to be dealt with as its own transaction separate from any 
other deals including an additional 5.2 percent purchase of Oil Search shares, 
is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And how did the issue of an additional purchase of 5.2 percent of Oil Search 10 

shares arise? 
 
A: That was at that time two things running concurrently and there were – it was 

being talked about and that is why I stated very clearly that if any other 
financial deals would be done separately and not together with the refinancing 
of the exchangeable bond with IPIC .  At that point in time, we said that that 
in itself a big transaction and it should be dealt separately from any equity 
financing.  

 
Q: The terms of reference to the extent that they refer to Oil Search shares refer 20 

only to in terms of security or the question of dividends, that is right, is it not? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: There was no proposal in the terms of reference to purchase any additional 

portion of shares? 
 
A: No, there is nothing in the terms of reference of the NEC Decision. 
 
Q: All right.  So then for first time on 22 December, you raised the issue of an 30 

additional purchase of 2.5 percent of Oil Search shares and my question is; 
who raised it with you or that is something that you ought to include in this 
letter? 

 
A: This was raised outside of this whole thing and I think probably from 

recollection was based on what was you know being talked about within the 
circles in Papua New Guinea that the government would take up the entry  
through the equity financing participation in Oil Search. 
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Q: All right.  And do you have a recollection of who specifically raised this with 
you? 

 
A:  I do not have a recollection of who I – it was being discussed around so I 

thought I will make mention of it.  So it is clearly from our point of view that 
to exclude it from what we were mandated to do under the NEC Decision of 
2013.  

 
Q: But what you were mandated to do never included this issue? 
 10 
A: I thought it was just a side – you know to make it clear, it is not included.  It 

is not anticipated to be our role in this process of evaluating the banks. 
 
Q: I accept that you included it for the sake of clarity but my question is; who 

mentioned this issue to you so that you knew that you had to clarify that it was 
not included in the task that you are undertaking.  Did you have discussions 
with the Prime Minister about this issue, for example? 

 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: What about Mr Vele? 
 
A: Not Mr Vele or I cannot recall anyone of them. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, do you recall having a discussion about it even if you cannot 

recall who you had this discussion with? 
 
A: If I can look up my – if I can find any information that might have available 

on this particular one, if there is anything on record. 
 30 
Q: All right.   
 

[3.11 pm]  A: The other one that is my adviser, the late adviser who was involved in some 
of these so he could have been the one I had discussion to add this one for 
purpose of clarity. 

 
Q: All right thank you very much.  Can I ask you then to go to LMB8.  Now, this 

a letter dated 7 January 2014 that you wrote to Minister Micah, that is right, 
is it not? 

 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: You referred to a preliminary assessment having been conducted by the bank 

in relation to the terms of reference.  You referred to having received four 
financing proposals as so here are the banking houses that you were 
considering, ANZ Barclays, City Bank, UBS and Hemsley.  Again, are you 
able to have a look at your records please and see if you can provide to us the 
financing proposals submitted to the bank or perhaps it was the NEC but in 
any event you had them from each of those banking houses.  Can you do that? 

 10 
A: Yes, I will provide; see if I have them. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You set out in the table on page 2 your analysis of the proposed 

funding target and the first line of that table refers to Oil Search proceeds and 
you have a calculation there of the total funding needed if you assume a 
market rate of $8.16 per share, is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: It was later pointed out to you, was it not, that your calculation is wrong there 20 

because the amount of 1.68 et cetera billion is only accurate if you assume a 
market rate of 8.55? 

 
A: Yes, that is where they, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  No, no, Mr Bakani I am not being critical but I just want to understand.  

The amount that you have there in the top, so do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: That is the sum of 8.55 shares if you have 196,604,177 shares and that was 

pointed out to you in a letter from the IPBC? 
 
A: IPBC, yes. 
 
Q: A little bit later and you accept that error, do you not? 
 
A: That is right. 
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Q: I am not being critical.  Do you have a recollection of having corrected that 
error in writing because it is not in this statement? 

 
A: We got the correct calculation and that is the basis of 1.8 that we were working 

on for financing by these banks so I do not think I have a recollection of 
responding back to the MD for IPBC on the correction. 

 
Q: Yes.  But you tell us that at some point you did correct it? 
 
A: That is right. 10 
 
Q: All right. 
 
A: And the subsequent negotiations with the banks that is the figure that we used. 
 
Q: I understand, all right.  The IPBC’s letter that we were just referring to, that is 

LMB11, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct, yes from the managing director. 
 20 

Q: Yes.  If that can be brought up on the screen.  Relevantly on the front page 
there on the first page there is the heading, Principal Amount and we see there 
the calculation of the managing director of the IPBC who was Wasantha 
Kumarasiri that the principal amount of the exchangeable bonds is the 1.681 
billion  and he there sets the total amount of shares 196,601,4177 shares at an 
exchange price of AU$8.55.  He says the BPNG analysis of Oil Search 
proceed of the same figure but at 8.16 market is therefore incorrect because if 
you do the Maths it ought to be 8.55, yes? 

 
[3.16 pm]   A: 8.55, yes. 30 

 
Q: Yes and you took into account and you corrected that later with your 

negotiations with the banks? 
 
A: With the banks, that is correct. 
 
Q: All right thank you.  Now, turning back then to LMB8.  On the last page there, 

page 5 after evaluating the various proposals you say on the third last 
paragraph under the heading, summary, from the banks’ evaluation of the 
proposals ANZ Barclays and the City offered the State the most practical 40 
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refinancing options and you recommended negotiations should continue with 
those two banking houses, correct? 

 
A: That paragraph from the bottom? 
 
Q: Yes, the third paragraph up, from the banks’ evaluation of the proposals ANZ 

Barclays and City offered the State the most practical refinancing options? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 10 
Q: Yes.  In effect you recommended negotiating with those two banking houses 

moving forward? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That was the position as at 7 January 2013? 
 
A: That is right.  They were based on the first, like I said, preliminary assessment. 
 
Q: Yes.  The details of your assessment are set out then in the table which follows 20 

your letter and we have the A3 version of that and that is Exhibit GGG3?  Do 
you see that LMB8? 

 
A:  LMB8, yes, yes have no number. 
 
Q: Yes, so you are looking at the big version of LMB8? 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: Here we see set out the four banking houses and your analysis of their 30 

proposals? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Very well. 
 
A: If I may- - - 
 
Q: Certainly. 
 40 
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A: With your permission just to clarify that why we got the other banks in.  I 
think that is very important to have it clarified.  Although the NEC decision 
asked for two banks, Citi and UBS to look at, we wanted to have a good feel 
of what market is potentially at and to give us the best rate that can benefit the 
government so we added ANZ Barclays on and Hemsley was always there.  
Yes, those two other banks.  Finally, they fell out during the process which I 
believe we will be coming to that so we finally ended up dropping those two 
because they did not meet some of the requirements of the terms of reference 
and the requirement that the government had set. 

 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And I also note Governor Bakani that in the course of 
your advice to the government you said and if the negotiations do not prove 
satisfactory the bank was prepared to go out and consider other financiers as well.  
You had some others up your sleeve if the NEC or Minister Micah thought that 
things were not going as well as they would wish with these two, is that the position? 
 
A: It was during that time when we were also asking for extension of time to give 

us more time to negotiate a better deal for government but given that the 
decision by the lenders were immediate so that is where we stopped. 

 20 
Q: Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Now, governor if I could ask you to take up LMB9 and this really 
follows on from what you were just saying this now your letter dated 9 January to 
Minister Micah and this is where you pay special attention to the NEC decision and 
you point out that you were requested to provide a final evaluation of the proposals 
from Citi and UBS. 
 

[3.21pm] A: That is right in the recommendations. 
 30 
Q: Now, can I ask you to clarify this.  In that first paragraph on the second 

sentence, you say prior to receiving this decision and that is the NEC decision, 
the bank submitted its evaluation of all proposed financiers.  Now, help me to 
understand that.  Of course, we were just looking at your evaluation of the 
four proposed financiers but you received the NEC decision on or about 20 
December. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So, does that mean that you were evaluating proposals before that date? 40 
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A: No, it was still after NEC but as I explained a while ago, we added ANZ 

Barclays and Hemsley to have a full – you know, to have another perspective 
or how the market, what is available out in the market in terms of having a 
good deal for the government.   

 
Q: In effect, it allowed you, can I suggest, to properly evaluate the Citi and UBS 

proposals by having the benefit of the ANZ Barclays an Hemsley proposals 
as well? 

 10 
A: Exactly. 
 
Q: All right.  And so what you are doing in this letter is now confirming that you 

are now restricting yourself to the terms of the NEC decision and the terms of 
reference and focusing on the two banks that you had been directed to provide, 
as it were, final evaluations on, is  - - - 

 
A: That is exactly correct. 
 
Q: That is how to read this matter.   20 
 
A: And I outlined some of the pros and cons of those two where they did not meet 

the requirements of ANZ Barclays and Hemsley although they passed the 
operating terms of the terms but I think in terms of meeting the requirement 
of government – the timing issue comes into play here so they did not meet 
that.  Hemsley in fact asked for, you know, it will be able to meet the financing 
two months later which does not meet the government’s requirements. 

 
Q: So, of the four banks, you originally thought that ANZ Barclays and Citi were 

the two best proposals, did you not? 30 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And then once you take into account the NEC directive and you are only to 

consider Citi and UBS, that I suppose leave Citi as the natural winner? 
 
A: After – yes, after the first assessment. 
 
Q: But you do not reach a final assessment in this 9 January letter, do you?  You 

really recommend further negotiations with both Citi and UBS. 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: But am I right in thinking that at this stage on 9 January having confined 

yourself to the two that you were directed to provide final evaluations on, your 
favorite of UBS and Citi was still Citi. 

 
A: As per my recommendation to continue negotiations with those two to meet 

the full requirement of the financing and get a better cost of borrowing for 
government. 10 

 
Q: Yes.  Because you were confining yourself to the two banks nominated by the 

NEC decision. 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Now, can I take you then to LMB 17.  Now LMB 17 is your letter dated 23 

January to Minister Micah.  We will just wait for that to be brought up.  And 
the effect of this letter really is to make some recommendations about BNP 
Paribas, is that right? 20 

 
A: That is right. 
 

[3.26pm]   Q: Now, having confined yourself to the two banks referred to in the NEC 
decision, how did BNP Paribas come into the picture given that they were not 
even one of the four original banking houses that you provided a preliminary 
assessment of? 

 
A: As I said, in my letter that we just passed was to continue negotiations with 

Citi and UBS and in the process we said – we thought to include another 30 
proposal, a bank that can, you know, to see whether they can give a far more 
better terms for the government.  So that is why we picked up BNP Paribas.  
At the same time, the BNP Paribas were in contact with us expressing interest.  
So that is where we thought we will add in another comparable bank to see 
whether – and in the letter here of 23 January basically states that their terms 
are far superior in our ranking on the fourth paragraph. 

 
Q: Certainly.  But they must have been in contact with you after 7 January when 

you delivered the initial assessment which is now called GGG.3, right, the 
LMB 8. 40 
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A: LMB 8, yes that is correct. 
 
Q: So, after 7 January, BNP Paribas contacted you or did you seek them out? 
 
A: If there was a submission by them, we will be able to supply that but otherwise 

if it is by email, it will be very difficult for me to access that now. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Well, I was coming to that question.  It seems in the 23 January 

letter so that is LMB 17 that we were at, that there is a proposal put forward 10 
by BNP Paribas and can you also please check records in the last paragraph.  
You refer to the superior proposal of BNP Paribas so we can we also please 
have whether it is written or electronic the proposal from that fifth banking 
house now. 

 
A: Yes, we will look at that. 
 
Q: Did you meet with anybody representing BNP Paribas? 
 
A: We might have done that in Singapore between 20 and 21 when we had our 20 

interviews in Singapore. 
 
Q: All right.  And who did you interview in Singapore on 20 and 21 January? 
 
A: I am not sure whether – I cannot recall whether BNP Paribas but I think we 

did meet with them there together with ANZ Barclays, Citi and UBS. 
 
Q: And will you have dairy records of everybody that you met with representing 

each of those banking houses? 
 30 
A: I will check my officer who was with me and he will keep all notes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So, when you are reviewing your notes, we are also interested in 

understanding the timing and the contents of meetings that you had in 
Singapore on 20 and 21 January 2014 with the representatives of BNP and 
Barclays and Citi and UBS. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And who travelled with you to Singapore? 40 
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A: My deputy governor currently who was at the time as assistant governor and 

manager for financial markets, Mr Simon Gaius.  Those are the only three 
together with our late advisor Dr Jacob Weiss. 

 
Q: Now, given that you had confined yourself to the two options nominated by 

the NEC namely UBS and Citi, am I to understand that you were not happy 
with either of those and that is why you went to seek BNP Paribas as yet 
another option to compare the Citi and UBS proposals. 

 10 
A: Yes, I think commissioner was alluding to that; we were thinking about BNP 

Paribas.  The idea was to pressure those two banks Citi and UBS to give far 
more superior terms so that is where we brought BNP in into the picture and 
they were requesting their terms which we interviewed together with the other 
three in Singapore. 

 
[3.31pm] Q: It was to used them as leverage in effect. 

 
A: Exactly. 
 20 
Q: As to improve your bargaining position with UBS and Citi? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And so do I understand that at all times, you intended to choose between UBS 

and City but were using these other banking houses, information and 
bargaining position? 

 
A: That is correct.  But still stay within the requirements or confinement of what 

was required by NEC. 30 
 
Q: Yes. And now LMB 17 is also one of a 3 size - - 
 
A: LMB 17? 
 
Q: Yes, LMB 17 is now marked GGG.4.  And can I ask you to take that up and 

just focusing on the first two banks there, UBS and City being the relevant 
banks. Do you see the interest rates referred to there as the costs of the 
components, were these already revised figures from the initial proposal or 
were these the initial proposal that you have put into this table? 40 
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A: This is the revised one after the – which was used in Singapore.  Few changes 

that we required all of them to – or terms that we required them to change 
which one of them is the term, and the term was we were looking at seven 
years. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: The amount is all the same.  I think the other difference were matters and not 

to the benefit of the State was dividends.  If you see Citi and ANZ- sorry, Citi 10 
and BNP require Oil Search to be transferred to them and they will pick up 
dividends, whereas UBS and ANZ have proposals for State to retain the shares 
and they do not get any collection of the dividends. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: So another Citi start to 5.7 so that was why we bargained with them to get up 

to 7 years.  Now, one of the most important element of 7 years is that it is 
linked because we were using the cash flow or what it is now Kumul Mineral 
out from the PNG LNG.  So the longer the term of the loan, the more it gives 20 
the positive cash flow for Kumul Petroleum because that was one of the terms 
the loan was initially used against Kumul Petroleum shares in PNG LNG as a 
security.  

 
Q: Very well. Now, this document you prepared on or about 23 January 2014, 

did you not? 
 
A: 23rd , yes. 
 
Q: 2014, yes. And this is what we could call the Singapore outcome, so this is 30 

the table that you prepared after your meetings in Singapore with the four 
banks? 

 
A: The four banks, yes. 
 
Q: With the four banks.  And these are only banks that you met in Singapore? 
 
A: Exactly. 
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Q: All right. Can I ask you to go over the page and again, focus only on the UBS 
table which is the third one down? Do we take it that the total interest cost 
there you see in 72 odd million dollars and then total cost of the financing in 
the amount of 509 odd million.  That is your calculation of the total cost of 
the UBS offer at that time to refinance the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  Is that 
how we read those total figures? 

 
A: That is right. 
 

[3.36p.m] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Did that include fees as well because I noticed on the 10 

earlier schedules, only one I think had actually suggested fees of that component.  
So did this figure include fees or is it - - - 

A: Yes, the all-in cost included the fees.  I think the main one that has a very clear 
in terms of fess if Citi, hey had it separated and the other costs like travels and 
all those are not included.  So that is additional on top of these   costs. 

MR JURTH:  Now, Mr Bakani, if we can then in effect get to the end.  You then 
reach a decision, do you not, in LMB18 on 27 January and this is your formal 
recommendation that UBS be given the mandate to fund the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Refinancing? 

A: That is right. 20 

Q: And this decision was based on the table contained within your second 
statement but which we also have in A3 version and that is LMB 23 which is 
marked as GGG.5. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Is that right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: So LMB23 is dated in effect 27 January 2014 as well? 

A: That is right, that is correct. 

Q: Have you got LMB 23 in front of you? 

A: Yes, I do. 30 

Q: And this is now your final analysis of the final proposals from UBS and 
Citibank in relation to the IPIC refinancing, is that so? 
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A: That is correct. 

Q: On the top we have UBS and on the bottom we have Citi Bank.  And can you 
identify for us which of these various pros and cons as you put them were the 
key factors that led you to ultimately recommending UBS over Citibank? 

A: Thank you.  As you can see one point is that Citibank finally, in the final 
analysis came up with a tenure of 7 seven years the same as UBS so earlier on 
they had a 5 to 7 years for the loan but they settled on 7 so that became 
comparable.  Now, in terms of the first one is the all-in cost of 4.29 per cent 
for UBS compared to 4.63 per cent.  So, you can see there they are quite close 
but there are some differences there which is not favourable to State and that 10 

is in relation to the Oil Search shares being held and dividends arising out of 
the Oil Search shares so as the UBS had that being held by the State so that 
the State can receive dividends.  The other is the interest rate on the loans 
facility with the Citi 6.5 per cent for 5 year whereas UBS was 4.5 per cent and 
the payment of interests – I cannot recall why the – I think the Citi one was 
probably at a time where it has to be redeemed in full whereas the UBS, if you 
can see the interest and loan payments are over the life of the loan.  So that is 
another reason where if you have the NPCP cashflow against them, Citibank 
would be disadvantaged to the State where the cashflow of NPCP would be 
used up on the 7th year to repay the loan.  Whereas the UBS one provides a 20 

positive cashflow for NPCP over the 7 years of the loan because the 
repayments has taken out over the course of 7 years.  

[3.41pm] Q: Can I ask you just to expand on that a little bit?  What does NPCP cashflow 
in the sense of a security, what does that mean? 

A: The NPCP which is the former now it is I think it is called Kumul Petroleum 
- - - 

Q: Yes. 

A: That is the initial company that held the shares of government in PNG LNG.   

Q: Yes. 

A: So, the income that it would be receiving from its participation or equity in 30 

the PNG LNG were marked or used as security for the IPIC loan. 

Q: So, it is just the security from the PNG LNG that was used as security? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: And that can be contrasted with the Citibank offer which required all the Oil 
Search shares to be put up as security. 

A: Security also, yes. 

Q: Security also or just that? 

A: As security and also the cashflow of NPCP. 

Q: So, this bottom table where it says; Oil Search shares, we should read that as 
Oil Search shares and NPCP cashflow?  Is that right? 

A: Both of them were using NPCP so that is why it is not made mention of them 
- UBS also was using NPCP cashflow. 10 

Q: Down there at the Citibank bottom line where we were just looking at Oil 
Search shares as a form of security, you see your comments in the cons 
column;  Waterfall Structure for Loan Facility in the form of Block Account.  
The block account would be in the name of NPCP and held as Citi.  Citi has 
given authority to deduct from NPCP revenues deposited in the account.” 

A: What is owed to them. 

Q: Do you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: There is no similar comment up in relation to the UBS proposal, is that right? 

A: That is correct. 20 

Q: So, do we understand then that UBS did not require a block account to be 
opened or for any authority to deduct directly from NPCP cashflow? 

A: No, not the UBS one.  UBS would be coming out from a normal repayment 
structure to which we will either come through the Bank of Papua New Guinea 
and be paid UBS but whereas the Citi one requires all the proceeds to be put 
in this block account wherein they will deduct what is owing to them on an 
ongoing basis. 

Q: And there was no other form of payment direction deed or the like and the 
UBS proposal? 

A: Not in this final analysis that we used to evaluate the two of them. 30 
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Q: And you mentioned that the other differentiating or important factors for the 
bank was in one part the slightly cheaper all-in costs and secondly, it was 
important that the dividend from Oil Search shares were received by the State 
under the UBS proposals whereas there was no dividend received under the 
Citibank.  Am I reading that correctly? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Was there any security over the dividends received by the State for Oil Search 
shares?  Is that part of what goes to NPCP? 

A: That is not part of it.  It is only the equity already – State equity in the PNG 
LNG Project that is being used as security. 10 

Q: Yes, well I understand.  So NPCP cashflow is limited to PNG LNG income 
and the Oil Search shares dividend would have returned to the State? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And remind me who at that time held the Oil Search shares on behalf of the 
State or who would have held had you redeemed them? 

A: The Oil Search shares were already in the hands of IPIC. 
Q: IPIC? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Right.  And both of these proposals involve collar loan, do they not? 

A: That is right. 20 

Q: And both of them involve a loan facility of additional 500 million? 

A: 500 million, yes. 

Q: So, there is no difference between the two there; they are both  - the proposal 
involved those two types of financial products? 

[3.46 pm] A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was it explained to you or, do you know why a collar and an additional loan 

facility was proposed as the most effective way of refinancing this 
transaction? 

 30 
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A: During the interview that time and in the process, that was, I think, the idea 
was to protect both the lender and the borrower, which is State, from any 
movement in your own prices, so that is why the collar comes in.  In the case 
where it goes beyond certain price, then one pays the other and vice versa 
whereas the Loan Facility was just a straight out; that is for number 1. Number 
2 is the fact that there was a need to get refinancing done quickly.  If they go 
out looking for a syndicate to provide only a loan facility, it would require a 
bit more time so that is why they had to split the facility or the amount into 
two different products; one is a collar and the balance will be in a loan facility.   
 10 

Q: I understand, thank you.  Can I ask you then to go to the last of your exhibits 
in that statement – last of the annexures, I should say, LMB 22?  Do I have 
this right?  Is LMB 22 in effect two letters?  The first one is your letter dated 
7 February and the second document is a letter from the Prime Minister dated 
4 February 2014.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Can you take up the 4 February 2014 letter which is page 2 and 3 

of that annexure and can you go to the last paragraph of that letter?  This is 20 
the Prime Minister Peter O’Neill writing to the Minister of Presidential Affairs 
of the United Arab Emirates; I take it that is the representative of IPIC?  Is 
that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You see there in the final paragraph that the Prime Minister says he has 

instructed a Ministerial Delegation led by his Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
accompanied by you and the head of our Treasury department to travel to Abu 
Dhabi.  Do you see that? 30 

 
A: Yes, on the last page.  Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, it is on the last page. 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: You know who the Minister for Foreign Affairs at that time, Rimbink Pato is, 

do you not? 
 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: Who was the head of the Treasury department? 
 
A: Dairi Vele was the secretary. 
 
Q: Dairi Vele travelled with you to Abu Dhabi, did he not? 
 
A: That is right.   
 10 
Q: That trip was, was it from 16 to 20 February 2014? 
 
A: I cannot recall the date now. 
 
Q: That sounds about right? 
 
A: That should be, yes. 
 
Q: And the period sounds about right too, is it not; it took about four days? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that right? 
 
A: Sorry, what is your- - - 
 
Q: Your trip to Abu Dhabi, let us just put that down for a moment. 
 
A: Right. 
 30 
Q: You went to Abu Dhabi in late February 2014, did you not? 
 
A: I really cannot recall, that is why I did not include anything on this trip. 
 
Q: You can see the instruction there referred to by the Prime Minister, can you 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And he has instructed the Minister for Foreign Affairs to go, you see that? 40 
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A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: And he has instructed that you are to accompany the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Because you are the Governor of our Central Bank, yes?  He has also 

instructed the head of our Treasury department to travel to Abu Dhabi to meet 10 
with you? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  You went on this trip, did you not? 
 
A: Yes, I went. 
 
Q: Yes.  On this trip, you accompanied Rimbink Pato and Dairi Vele, did you 

not? 20 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: All right.  I ask you to confirm that the trip took about four days; that is your 

memory? 
[3.56pm] A: That should work out, yes. 

 
Q: And on this trip, you had meetings and discussions with Dairi Vele, did you 

not? 
 30 
A: Yes, on the way or in Abu Dhabi, yes. 
 
Q: All right. You spent four days discussing the IPIC refinancing with Dairi Vele 

among others? 
 
A: And merely to do with the person to see there because we went there and there 

was no one. 
 
Q: I understand that.  But you have spent a lot time in aeroplanes and airports and 

hotels and travelling for meetings et cetera? 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you discussed the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinance with Dairi Vele 

during all of that down time, if I can call it at that? 
 
A: Yes. In relation to the proposal by UBS, yes. 
 
Q: And the two of you prepared together to have meetings which in the end did 

not proceed with the representatives of IPIC, that is true? 10 
 
A: That is true.  
 
Q: And in those preparations for meetings, you again discussed what was about 

or what you hoped would transpire in those meetings with Diari Vele? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right. And do you have any recollection of those meetings and discussions 

with Dairi Vele either in Abu Dabi or on the way to Abu Dhabi? 20 
 
A: In Abu Dhabi, during our stay there at the hotel. 
 
Q: And you had meetings and discussions there with - - - 
 
A: Yes informal, nothing formal, just chatting and – 
 
Q: That is okay, all right.  And can I ask you to – not now, I am going to ask you 

to come back but can you turn your mind please to that period of time and 
prepare a statement for us that sets out your recollection of your informal 30 
meetings with Dairi Vele during that trip.  Can you do that? 

 
A: Yes, sure. I will try my best. 
 
Q: Yes. Because I imagine in your - Sorry, Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Regarding what? 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Regarding what issue? 
 
MR JURTH: Regarding anything to do with the refinancing of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond because that was the purpose of your trip, was it not? 
 
A: Based on this letter, it is the last attempt to convince the Sheik to give us more 

time, number 1, number 2, is to do the refinancing through the UBS facility. 
 
Q: Yes.  And who was going to lead the discussions on behalf of the State, was 

it you or was it – 10 
 
A: Dairi would be the one. Minister was there too, just the formality as a Head 

of State representative. 
 
Q: Did Dairi Vele have a dry run with you to explain how he was going to pitch 

the proposal to the IPIC representatives? 
 
A: I cannot recall now but I think the basis was more based on these agreed terms 

that was provided by UBS.  That is what I can recall that we were discussing 
that it will be through this facility to explain to the Sheik and the team over in 20 
Abu Dabi. 

 
Q: All right. 
 
A: But nothing more than that, I think. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We know the meeting never took place, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  The meeting never took place. 
 30 
MR BAKANI:  Never took place. 
 
MR JURTH:  But Chief –  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you are asking him to disclose informal discussions about 
something that did not eventuate, what is the purpose of asking for a note of his other 
discussions? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. The purposes, chief, with respect is that in his answer to the 
question informed in effect the Commission of his discussions, attendances at 40 
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meetings, correspondence and involvement with Dairi Vele in relation to the 
refinancing structure for the State to redeem the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds.  His  
response in LMB 2 is; I have no independent recollection of my discussions or 
meetings with Mr Vele.  And he has just given evidence - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So just ask him to explain the utility or purpose of the – asking 
him to disclose that kind of information if that information is going to be of no use 
when the meeting never took place.  As it turned out IPIC turned down the request 
from the Prime Minister. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Well, with respect, the witness can say this.  The way I currently read 
is – 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Just trying to see the relevance of what you are asking for, 
otherwise we might be wasting time but - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - if you are trying to begin on asking questions about the 
discussions about what other options would be considered in the event that the 20 
refinancing came on board or did not come on board and as to how the financiers 
had been shortlisted and discussed their service could be utilized at some point in 
the future, I think those kinds of discussion might be relevant. 

 

[3.56pm] MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Particularly as it turned one of the key contenders for the 
refinancing happen to be financier for the next loan, that kind of information you are 
looking for? 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.  And indeed, I was coming to that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have to have some focus on the question that you are asking 30 

so he can provide some useful notes that this commission can utilize to draw its own 
conclusions and findings – yes, go on I am just thinking aloud here but you go on. 

MR JURTH:  I take the force of what you put to me chief.  I also note the time.  I 
am in your hands commissioners as to how you would like to proceed.  I probably 
have about another 15 minutes to go with Mr Bakani.  There is no application to 
cross-examine. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have him come tomorrow?  I need to go through the 
evidence that he has already given.  I may pose one or few questions that might ask 
him to look at some other evidence which he might have as the chief government 
banker. And I need to think through those matters such as any information about 
some commercial banks or the commercial banks operating in Papua New Guinea 
who might have had provided the credit facility for the bridge loan.  So I need to 
think through how I am going to phrase the questions to give to him tomorrow so 
that he can go back and see if he has got records he can produce given that some of 
the key witnesses have not cooperated in providing information about commercial 
banks, provided that credit facilities.  I need to think about what is given here and 10 

then some of the other issues that I might put to him so that he can go back and look 
for more information. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.    I can indicate that - - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  We might adjourn but if you want to be for the next 15 minutes, 
we might just continue and finish your examination and then I can perhaps just give 
some general questions for him. 

MR JURTH:  Chief, I am entirely in your hands.  As I say I have 15 to 20 minutes 
to go.  It would be convenient for Mr Bakani at least from our perspective to come 
back after lunch at 1 pm and we can wrap him up then. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Maybe I can perhaps just formulate one or two of those 20 

questions now and you can look at it.  Governor Bakani, we have a situation where 
a key witness has – what can I say – has not provided at this stage the name of a 
commercial bank that provided credit facility for part of the UBS loan that is the 
bridge loan.  Kumul Petroleums might have operated a bank account in Singapore 
under the terms of the payment direction deed whereby the State share of the revenue 
coming from the PNG LNG Project was paid into a Singapore account operated by 
ExxonMobil in Singapore through their subsidiary company called GloCo, short for 
Global something.  And from that account, the State share of the revenue would have 
been paid into this account that was operated by either Kumul Petroleum or NPCP. 

A: Yes, NPCP. 30 

[4.01 pm]  Q: Some which then the money was directed to be paid to UBS.  And then it 
appears part of the proceeds would have gone to pay for the bridge loan; that 
was managed by a commercial bank through a credit facility.  We do not know 
the name of the commercial bank, whether that commercial bank was situated 
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in Singapore or in PNG and if it was in PNG, then that would – does the 
Central Bank have any supervisory responsibility over commercial banks 
operating in PNG?  We would like to know which commercial bank it was 
that provided that credit facility.  That is the kind of information - I am trying 
to articulate the issue here but do you know what I am getting at? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: We would like some information from your bank if your bank is able to 

provide some of that information. 10 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, if it is a commercial bank in Papua New Guinea, it 

would be obviously under our jurisdiction in terms of knowing what their 
transactions are through their foreign currency accounts or their offshore 
accounts overseas.  In this case, I do not have any information relating to any 
domestic banks that are involved in this.  The document that states out this 
process would have been in the Gas Agreement where it says - the financial 
aspects of the transaction. 

 
I recall GloCo is the company that is set up for all the shareholders of PNG 20 
LNG and then it was the one that originally took out loans for the financing 
of the construction of the PNG LNG Project.  And then when the proceeds of 
the sales come through, then it goes through GloCo like you rightly explained, 
Chief Commissioner, that the procedure then comes out of GloCo to each of 
the individual shareholder’s accounts.  It is all done overseas and in this 
respect, through NPCP’s account in Singapore.  And then from there, then it 
goes off for repayment of their loan liabilities under the loan repayment, and 
also other imports or if they have any other commitments also, yes.  But if it 
is, I have some evidence or somewhat about local banks here being involved 
then it will be good to reconfirm that. 30 

 
Q: Can you check your records if any of this sort of information whereby a local 

bank would have been involved in some way with the international financial 
transactions involved in the UBS Loan in the period between May 2014 and 
up to 30 September 2017? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I will see if I can get anything or find any information 

from my files in the bank. 
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Q: Yes. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Chief Commissioner, may I just say that in relation to the request 
that you have made, I should also mention that the Governor is bound by the Secrecy 
and Confidentiality Provisions of the Central Banking Act 2000, specifically 
sections 83 and 84.  So all I am saying, Chief Commissioner, is that perhaps your 
request would be conveyed to the Governor in a more formal manner. 
 
Mr Jurth indicated earlier today that we can expect a summons setting the request 
that you have just made to the Governor. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we need to formalize that request and we can do but I think 
it is better stated informally as it is now. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Yes, certainly, certainly, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So we get a quick response instead of taking time to draft a 
formal request and then the formalities take time.  But I think the Governor you are 
familiar with or aware of what information I am seeking and I think that will do it.  
If you feel there is some confidentiality around the information that you have been 20 

asked to provide, then you can claim privilege tomorrow when you come.  There is 
no need for a formal letter, I think we will proceed that way. 

[4.06p.m] DR RENWICK:  Chief Commissioner, can I just add for the benefit of counsel for 
the Governor that section 83 of the Central Banking Act creates an exception to the 
secrecy provision under compulsion or obligation of law, and it relates to this stage 
in my submission it would be that the Commission of Inquiry Act is such compulsion 
or obligation of law.  We do not need to deal with it today but I put the Governor on 
notice about that.  In other words, there should be no difficulty providing the 
information.  Thank you chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have put the request and I think that is sufficient. 30 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed. 

MR POSMAN:  For purposes of record, it is on record.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, thank you.  May Mr Bakani be stood over then 
until 1 pm tomorrow 3 August? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  His appearance is adjourned to 3 pm tomorrow. 

MR JURTH:  1 pm. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  1 pm.  

MR JURTH:  1 pm. on 3 August, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Governor Bakani for the evidence so far and we will 
see you back tomorrow. 

MR BAKANI:  Thank you so much Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 10 

 

MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you. And Chief, firstly - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Posman, you may be excused too. 

MR POSMAN:  Thank you Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Apologies chief.  And finally chief, I have two apologies.  Most 
sincerely we apologise to the State Solicitor Daniel Rolpagarea who has been sitting 
here at the back of the courtroom and also, to Mr Maladina and his lawyer who have 
been patiently waiting all afternoon.  We had hoped to get them on today but things 
took longer than we anticipated and I seek directions that each of them  be stood 20 

over until 1 pm tomorrow so that the order would be we will finishing Governor 
Bakani’s evidence and then the State Solicitor, Mr Rolpagarea and then Jimmy 
Maladina. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand over those two other appearances to 
tomorrow as well. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioner.  There is nothing further from me.  Dr 
Renwick is there anything further from you? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Just to confirm that that in the morning tomorrow 
commissioners, the order is as follows.  We can assure Minister Duma that if he is 
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here at 10 o’clock, Dr Katter will take him at 10 o’clock.  That is right is it not Dr 
Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  Then there is a couple of directions but that will be after Mr Duma, 
then Mr Jurth will deal with Dr Kwa, I will deal with the Honourable Patrick Pruiatch 
and then Dr Katter will deal with Erastus Kamburi.  That is quite a few witnesses 
but most of them I think all of them are coming back in the morning.  They have 
already been before and so it will be questions from you commissioners or limited 
questions from cross-examiners in general.  So, we are confident, we are optimistic 
that we will be able to meet that somehow. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then I think with those remarks, if there is nothing else 
then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings. 

 

AT 4.10 P.M. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY 3 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 A.M. 

 

 

 

 

 20 
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[9.58am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, Mr Jurth has the first witness – I 
am sorry, Dr Katter has the first witness, I believe. 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call the Honorable William Duma. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, and Dr Katter, Mr Duma is not here yet so can I please just deal 
with the directions while we wait for Mr Duma to come.  Commissioners, I 
understand that Mr Duma is already on his way.  Indeed, he has walked in.  Dr 
Katter, over to you. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, swear in the witness. 
 
 
WILLIAM DUMA, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Duma, could you state your full name, please? 
 20 
A: My full name is William Mara Duma. 
 
Q: And you have a Masters Degree in Law from the University of Sydney 

further to your Bachelor of Laws Degree? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And before entering Parliament, you practiced as a barrister and solicitor in 

the National and Supreme Courts of Justice? 
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You were first elected to Parliament in 2002, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you were the Minister for Environment and Conservation from August 

2003 onwards. 
 
A: Yes, I was. 40 
 
Q: And in 2006, you became the Minister for Petroleum and Energy? 
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A: Yes, in addition to being the Minister for Environment and Conservation. 
 
Q: And in August 2011, you were again appointed as Minister for Petroleum 

and Energy? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: How long then were you the Minister for Petroleum and Energy after August 

2011? 
 10 
A: Until February 2014. 
 
Q: Was it on or about 25 February 2014 when you concluded as Minister for 

Petroleum and Energy? 
 
A: 24 February. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You were then later the Minister for Public Enterprises and State 

Investments from August 2017? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you are now the Minister for State Enterprises? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: But in 2019 and 2020, you were the Minister for Commerce and Industry? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 30 
Q: From 2007 to 2012, you were also the Chair of the Ministerial Gas 

Committee, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, from 2007 until I was decommissioned on 25 February 2014. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can Mr Duma please be shown his statement?  For the reference, 

the document is WIT.0030.0001.0032.  Minister, can you see the statement 
on the screen? 

 
[10.03am] A: Yes. 40 
 

Q: I think a paper copy might be available.  Do you have one before you? 
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A: I have one.  I have taken one with me to the Inquiry, yes.  I have one with 
me. 

 
Q: Thank you.  The statement is four pages in length, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it has 16 paragraphs which are numbered? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 10 
 
Q: Just attached to it though are 11 pages and we might just scroll through those 

on the screen. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: These pages are not numbered, are they? 
 
A: No, they are not they are just taken from online articles. 
 20 
Q: Yes so the first one if I describe as that, it is two pages, is it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Just returning to the first page of the annexure after we go through. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes so this one is headed, just scrolling up a little, and it is Streetwise 

Reports, is it? 30 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: It is two pages in length? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The second page just has a heading, Streetwise Reports, on the second page? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: Where did this document come from?  
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A: I googled the name Carlo Civelli and I printed those out from Google. 
 
Q: The next document after this document is nine pages, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then the first page refers to a name Clarion Finance. 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 10 
Q: It appears on the third page onwards to refer to a company Clarion Finance 

Pte Ltd? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Where did this document come from? 
 
A: Again I looked up Google and connected to the article about Carlo Civelli 

was this article about Clarion Finance so I also printed those out. 
 20 
Q: Returning to the statement.  You have initialled the first three pages, have 

you? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have signed the last page? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The date on the last page is a date mentioned there 17 July 2020.  Is that the 30 

date you signed the statement? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have not signed any of these annexure pages, though? 
 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: Do you wish to make any corrections to your statement as at today? 
 40 
A: No. 
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Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender the statement with those annexure 
pages and have it marked as an exhibit please? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then the statement of Honourable William Duma 
dated 17 July 2020 is admitted into evidence and is marked exhibit HHH. 
 
EXHIBIT HHH – STATEMENT OF HONOURABLE WILLIAM DUMA 
DATED 17 JULY 2020 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Duma, at paragraph 2 in your 10 
statement you referred to a division of responsibility between the Ministry of 
Petroleum and the Ministry of Public Enterprises in a particular period 2007 to 
2012.  Was the division of responsibility between those ministries the same as you 
describe it there throughout that entire period from 2007 to 2012? 
 
A: I need to make one correction and that is that the minister at that time Arthur 

Somare would not have been Minister for Public Enterprises by 2011 when 
there was change of government so I need to make that correction.  It would 
have been from 2007 to 2011 until Peter O’Neill was elected the new prime 
minister.. 20 

 
[10.08 am]  Q: In that period 2007 to 2011 then, did the relationship or the inter-relationship 

between the two ministries Petroleum and Energy and Public Enterprises 
change or was it as you describe it there? 

 
A: It was a good working relationship between myself and the Minister at that 

time, Arthur Somare. 
 
Q: What about after 2011?  Did the division of responsibility particularly 

between those two ministries change up until 2014? 30 
 
A: It may have been, I am not really sure.  Apart from myself, there would have 

been another minister for Public Enterprises, yes. 
 
Q: Who was that? 
 
A: When Peter O’Neill became Prime Minister, Sir Mekere Morauta was 

appointed Minister for Public Enterprises; the late Sir Mekere Morauta, 
sorry. 

 40 
Q: Yes.  Looking at your paragraphs 4 and 5 and 6, you refer to a lunch in 

November 2013.  Was this in the Member’s Dining Room at the National 
Parliament with the then Prime Minister?  Is that right? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That was Prime Minister O’Neill? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: At paragraph six, you mention that later in the lunch, you were joined by 

Governor Ipatas and Minister Awasa.  Had anyone dined with you and the 
Prime Minister before Governor Ipatas and Minister Awasa joined the two 10 
of you? 

 
A: No, I was actually surprised when Prime Minister asked me to accompany 

him to the restaurant soon after we had passed the national budget – couple 
of hours after we had passed the national budget so I accompanied him to 
the parliament dining room; there were no others.  He just wanted to speak 
to me. 

 
Q: In paragraphs 4 and 5 particularly, you state notice that the prime minister 

articulated to you during the lunch at the national parliament.  Had you had 20 
any indication from the prime minister before that day or before that lunch, 
as to the matters that were then mentioned to you by the prime minister? 

 
A: No, the first time I had heard about the proposed or what was going to happen 

was when he mentioned this to me during lunch.  I had no inkling of what 
he was going to tell me.  I just assumed that he wanted to discuss matters of 
government, daily politics; the usual stuff that politicians discuss. 

 
Q: Just looking at the top of your second page of the statement, the sentence 

where you state, “My immediate response was that State should not borrow 30 
to invest in speculative industries such as the oil industry,” and it goes on.  
Did the prime minister reply to your articulations you refer to there? 

 
A: No, he listened to what I had to say and, I also did say, and I did not put this 

in my statement but I remember I did say that we were better off borrowing 
to invest in infrastructures such as health, education, law and order and the 
usual infrastructures that the government borrows, but not to invest in what 
I termed as speculative industry. 

 
The prime minister listened; he did not interrupt.  He just listened and all he 40 
said was, look, I wanted to hear your views and then we were immediately 
joined by the other two gentlemen.  So he did not say anything much after 
that. 
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Q: What roles did Governor Ipatas and Minister Awasa hold at that particular 

time, on that particular day? 
 

[10.13am] A: Sir Peter Ipatas was the governor and I just cannot remember what portfolio 
minister Awasa was holding at that time.  

 
Q: Did the discussion once they arrived at the table continue in terms of the 

detail that you are referring to in paragraphs 4 and 5? 
 10 
A: No. As soon as the Prime Minister heard from me, all he said was look, I 

wanted to hear your views and that was it. We did not discuss anything 
further about this transaction. 

 
Q: A few lines down in paragraph 5, is this right that the 2014 budget had 

occurred earlier on same dates this lunch, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And you state there that you told or you articulated to the prime minister that 20 

the prime minister should have discussed what he had said to you with the 
treasurer before the budget which had occurred that morning? 

 
A: Yes. That is what I told him. 
 
Q: Did you consider that what the prime minister had said to you at lunch was 

a matter that – at that point in time, did you take the view and did you 
articulate that that should have been the subject of some communication in 
the budget speech? 

 30 
A: I did not have time to actually think about those.  He was the prime minister 

who just made a suggestion and I had given my response and of course, that 
would have been the usually process you know, doing a cost benefit analysis 
of such an investment. Going through the normal government process, 
having it gone through Cabinet and subsequently to parliament so the usual 
process was there, so I merely assumed that he was the prime minister, who 
wanted to have my views so that was it. 

 
Q: Did you have any – I mentioned the budget speech but did you have any 

view about whether it should have been in the budget papers tabled, 40 
obviously described in the parliament by the treasurer that morning? 
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A: Well, it would have been included only in the budget speech, had it being 
approved by cabinet earlier on and had it gone through the normal verting 
process, cost benefit analysis, we have the National Economic and Physical 
Commission, who should have been asked to look at the figures. So that 
process would have been usually a lengthy one.  

 
Q: Did you consider at that time that what the Prime Minister had said to you 

at lunch was something that should have been the subject of some 
Parliamentary Committee Process? 

 10 
A: Not necessarily a parliamentary committee process but the usual government 

process where you have the relevant ministers, the relevant ministerial 
committees, such as the Ministerial Economic Committee, the Ministerial 
Gas Committee, the National Economic and Fiscal Commission doing a 
report, a cost benefit analysis, the entire government – the usual government 
process of vetting a transaction like that. 

 
Q: Did you consider at that point in time on this day that there would be the 

need, if what the prime minister was articulating was to happen to have some 
further parliamentary process later on? 20 

 
A: At that time, I had only assumed that the prime minister was looking at that 

possibility so I only reminded him that he should have consulted the 
treasurer at that time.  I did not know what the prime minister was thinking 
at that time, especially in relation to the need to go through the usual process. 

 
Q: You have been in the NEC when the IPIC transaction had occurred, had you 

not? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Did you in your mind at that time or in any articulation to the prime minister 

on that day compare or contrast or think about the IPIC Transaction? 
 

[10.18am] A: At that time, no. 
 
Q: In paragraphs 7 to 12 of the statement, Mr Duma, you refer to matters that 

you were involved with as Minister for Petroleum and Energy. Are these the 
licensing and regulatory and landowner issues that you refer to in paragraph 
2, when you use that phraseology? 40 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Now, you mentioned at paragraph 9 – 7, I should say and 9, PRL 15, so are 
you referring to the Elk/Antelope Gas Field, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, you mentioned that you concluded your commission as Minister for 

Petroleum and Energy in February 2014, in the periods after and you 
mention 24 February 2014. For the record, were you then in those months – 
the last days of February and then March and April 2014, a minister in any 
other portfolio? 10 

 
A: No, I was not a minister. But I did read with interest when it was announced 

by Peter Botten, on or about 27 February, that the state was going to enter 
into an arrangement where ultimately PacLNG’s interest would be then 
purchased by Oil Search. 

 
Q: Who was commissioned – appointed as the Minister for Petroleum and 

Energy, immediately after you concluded on as minister in that portfolio on 
24 February 2014? 

 20 
A: I cannot remember who was but I did hear about 3 or 4 weeks later that 

Nixon Duban had been appointed Petroleum Minister. As to whether he had 
been appointed immediately upon my or at the same time as my 
decommissioning or not, I cannot tell.  It may have been the prime minister 
himself, who was the Minister for Petroleum for a couple of weeks or Duban 
may have been but those should be in the government records. 

 
Q: At paragraph 15 and I am paraphrasing your words; that the State had 

entered into an arrangement to borrow from UBS to buy a stake in Oil 
Search, between the meeting with the prime minister, that you have referred 30 
to in paragraph 4 and 5, in November 2013, and the time of your conclusion 
as Minister for Petroleum and Energy in February 2014, are you saying that 
you had not at all heard about a UBS Loan to buy a stake in Oil Search to 
use your phraseology? 

 
A: I had heard about Oil Search’s intention to purchase stake and PacLNG, 

when Peter Botten announced in the media about 3 or 4 days after my 
decommissioning. I also heard that the State had then entered this 
arrangement with UBS to purchase a significant shareholding in Oil Search. 
You see, Dr Katter, when I was decommissioned I was in Sydney.  I was in 40 
Australia when I was decommissioned.  The prime minister did not have an 
audience with me and to tell me why he had decommissioned me.  So I was 
still trying to work out why.  It was not until I read in the articles that Oil 
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Search was going to purchase an interest PacLNG or purchase PacLNG and 
that the State would be borrowing to acquire an interest in Oil Search, then 
I realized that I had been decommissioned because of my views. The views 
that I had expressed to Peter O’Neil some time ago back in Parliament.  
Because under the Oil and Gas Act, sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas 
Act, the Minister for Petroleum and Energy authorizes transfers or dealings 
or interests in oil industry.  So, I had expressed my views earlier on to the 
prime minister.  So, I then realized that I had been decommissioned because 
of my views. 

 10 
[10.23am] Q: Mr Duma, you mentioned being in Sydney.  In that period in Sydney or any 

other visits to Sydney, did you have any meetings with persons from Oil 
Search when visiting Sydney in the period late 2013, early 2014? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Were there Cabinet meetings between the day of the lunch in November 

2013 through to 24 February 2014? 
 
A: There were a number of meetings but no meetings in relation to this 20 

transaction. 
 
Q: You mean the UBS loan or the potential for a UBS loan or a purchasing of 

the stake in Oil Search? 
 
A: No.  I would have known because I was the minister at that time. 
 
Q: At paragraph 16 in your statement you referred to then shareholding in PRL 

15, is that right? 
 30 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Looking back at paragraphs 7 to 11 you are referring to decisions you made 

regarding PRL 15, is that what you are referring to in paragraphs 7 to 11? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In this second sentence in paragraph 16 you state this.  “I thought this was 

odd as only three earlier in December 2013 I had approved the sale.”  Can 
you elaborate why you thought it was odd that there had been this change? 40 

 
A: Yes.  When Total entered into this agreement with the company which held 

Inter Oil’s interests in PRL 15 for a gross working interest of 61.3 per cent 
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for an amount of US$613 million which I had actually approved with the 
final investment decision to be made later on.  When I compared the 
purchase price for a lesser percentage by Oil Search for PacLNG for 900 
million, there was this big gap US$613 million and US$900 million so it 
was rather odd. 

 
Q: I think what you are just referring to there on page 4, this sentence, it did not 

make sense to me to hear that whilst 61.3 per cent in PRL 15 was valued at 
US$613 million, a much higher figure of US$900 million was paid for only 
22.8 per cent equity in PRL 15 to Pacific LNG Operations Limited, a 10 
privately owned company.  That entity that you mentioned there Pacific 
LNG Operations Limited, you do not mention that entity anywhere else in 
your statement, do you? 

 
A: I do in 16. 
 
Q: In 16? 
 
A: I have referred it as PacLNG.  That is the same entity I am referring to at 

paragraph 16, second line.  It says Pac LNG is 22.8 per cent.  Pac LNG is 20 
the same as Pacific LNG Operations. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Why then did it not make sense to you to use your words? 
 

[10.28 am] A: The purchase price, $900 million for 20.8 or 20.5 per cent, whatever it was,  
and 613 million for a higher percentage. 
 

Q: The date that you mention there in paragraph 16 in the third line 25 February 
2014, that is the date, you understand, that the purchase of the shareholding 
occurred, is it? 30 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: So that is one day after you concluded as Minister for Petroleum and Energy, 

is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct, and two days before Peter Botten made that 

announcement that Oil Search was going to purchase Pac LNG’s interests. 
 
Q: As Minister before that day, that is 25 February, did you know that this 40 

transaction was going to occur on that day before that day? 
 
A: No. 
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Q: How then on that day did you know that the transaction actually occurred? 
 
A: I think it was announced in the media and I later found out.  I just cannot 

remember exactly the sources. 
 
Q: In your first attachment to this statement in the third-last line of the first 

substantive paragraph; we just scroll down, just there.  I think it is on the 
screen now, Minister.  You see the date February 25, 2014 is mentioned 
there?   10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that the basis of where this date comes from in your paragraph 16? 
 
A: I cannot remember but it would have been.  But there were lots of 

information floating around so I must have picked it up somewhere. 
 
Q: Did you see this the decommissioning, as you describe it, as Minister for 

Petroleum and Energy on 24 and the purchase of the shareholding on 25 20 
February as being coincidental? 

 
A: Not at all.  I was decommissioned because of the views I had expressed to 

the prime minister in parliament. 
 
Q: At the lunch? 
 
A: Yes.  The prime minister would have known that I would have refused to 

approve this transaction under sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas Act. 
 30 
Q: Looking at the figures that you mention at paragraph 16, were those US 

dollar figures come from this first page of your annexure to your statement, 
particularly the first paragraph? 

 
A: Not really, there were a lot of other materials.  Some of the figures that I 

have quoted may have varied slightly.  They could have then agreed to make 
State’s payments or reduction orc contingencies but those are the general 
figures that I was looking at.  In those transactions they are usual.  The parties 
would sign an agreement and lodge it in the Registry at the Department of 
Petroleum and Energy and then amend the figures later on, subject to 40 
commercial discussions. 
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 Q: You did not know, though, the figures at the actual time of any transaction, 
these were figures you identified later, is that right? 

 
A: There are two transactions:  the first one related to the sell-down by Inter-

Oil to Total which I said I had approved in December 2013; and the second 
transaction involving the State acquiring an interest in Oil Search and then 
Oil Search then acquiring Pac LNG’s interest. 

   
[10.33am]   Q: Can I please take you to the transcript and this is at page 1704 of transcript 

and it is the appearance of Mr Botten, and line 36 onwards? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if you could just read that please, Mr Duma? You will see there is a 

reference to your paragraph 10 in your statement. Then focusing please on 
the 3rd and second last line, where it refers to 61.3 percent working interest 
being valued at 313 million dollars. That is US dollars, is it not, Mr Duma?  

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Yes.  And then looking at the next page 1705?  You will see at the top of the 

page, Mr Botten’s response. You have seen this transcript before today, have 
you not? 

 
A: I have just seen it now, yes. 
 
Q: Yes. Mr Botten says there that the amount of 630 million dollars – he uses 

the word – effectively they are not accurate and then looking at line 11 on 
that page, you will see – and if you could just read that? 

 30 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Adding those figures up - those figures that Mr Botten is referring to there, 

they appear to add up to 1.065 billion, 1065 million US dollars, the addition 
of those figures from line 11 and onwards, does that look correct to you? 

 
A: In the Oil Industry from my experience as minister, parties would normally 

agree on a ball park figure and you are dealing with uncertain, something 
that is below the surface so there can be changes but not so significant 
changes in terms of the entire consideration of purchase prices and one who 40 
purchases for an interest. The working interest in an oil field but there would 
not be real significant differences.  
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Q: Do you have any reason to doubt the figures that are articulated there in a 
documentary sense though? 

 
A: I would go by what I know and my starting point would be the agreement 

that I had approved between Total and Inter Oil. That was the bench mark. 
 
Q: And then looking at page 1706, which is the next page in transcript, lines 13 

and 14, you will see it says – or Mr Botten says; that the Oil Search had to 
pay approximately the same amount as Total.  Do you see that there? 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have any documentary reason to doubt that articulation or those 

articulations by Mr Botten, on what you know about the transaction? 
 
A: I will disagree with some of the things that Mr Botten has said.  But both of 

us tend to be corrected by documents that were lodged in the Department of 
Petroleum and Energy. 

 
Q: What particular do you disagree with? 20 
 
A: The figures that I have quoted and the figures that he has put forward.  They 

will all be confirmed by a number of or many or even if there was one single 
agreement the parties may have entered into the figures in those documents 
should confirm what Mr Botten is saying.  

 
Q: Did you have any direct involvement in the sale of Oil Search shares or the 

collar loan or novation that occurred subsequently later in 2014 in the two 
years that followed? 

[10:38 am] A: No.   30 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Duma.  I can indicate 
that Ms Nonggorr has indicated some specific cross-examination of Mr 
Duma and it is submitted that cross-examination should be permitted. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 

 

XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 

Q: Thank you Dr Katter, thank you Chief Commissioner.  Good morning Mr 
Duma. 
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A: Morning. 

Q: In your affidavit at paragraphs 4 and 5 you detail discussing the purchase of 
the Oil Search shares with the former prime minister in November 2013.  At 
that time were you a leader of a political party? 

A: Yes.  I was the leader of the United Resources Party. 

Q: And as Minister for Petroleum, did you understand what was going to 
happen at the date of maturity of the loan on 5 March 2014, the IPIC loan? 

A: I do not think I remember the precise day or the expiry or the maturity of 
that loan but I knew that at point in time, yes, the loan would mature. 

Q: And did you understand that when the loan matured, IPIC would have a 10 

choice as to whether to keep the shares; to hand the shares back and to seek 
a refinancing in cash or a combination of both?  Did you understand that? 

A: Yes, I understood those, yes. 

Q: So, did you understand that at November 2013 no one knew what they were 
going to decide? 

A: I was not the minister responsible for the shareholdings or I was not the 
prime minister so personally I was not aware of what was going to happen. 

Q: If I could show you a document, Minister Duma, and it is a document which 
is a paper, a page taken from the 2014 National Budget Paper.  I do have 
other copies if the commissioners would like to see those, what is on them.  20 

You say in evidence that you had asked – said to the former prime minister 
that indeed if there was a purchase to be made, it should have been set out 
somewhere in the national budget.  Is that what you said this morning? 

A: Yes, like I said only after the normal process of having it approved by the 
relevant ministry committees, the Cabinet, there is a process.  Parliamentary 
approval is the final one. 

Q: And you just said you accepted that indeed at that stage, the government did 
not know whether or not what choice IPIC would state.  So, I am putting it 
to you – I put it to you that this is the cover page of volume 1 of the 2014 
National Budget.  And if I could take you to the next page and the second 30 
sentence up above – if you could read that to yourself, please? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So, I put it to you at that stage, the only thing that could be included in the 
National Budget was if you like, a crystal ball analysis that IPIC may choose 
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to regain their shares and indeed IPBC would make up the difference if there 
was a shortfall.   But at that stage that was the only thing that could be put 
in the budget and it was indeed put in the budget.  Is that correct? 

[10.43am]   A: Yes, and I cannot comment but this is from the budget; this is a paper that 
you have given me.  I cannot say it but what I can say is that this.  The prime 
minister at that time and the minister responsible for the IPIC bond at that 
time had a duty to inform all of us of the importance of the maturity of this 
loan.  And if I can remember correctly it was never emphasized to all of us 
including myself, not even the members of the ministerial economic 
committee or the ministerial gas committee, this was never emphasized; the 10 
importance, the critical timing of it, absolutely nothing.  This may have 
slipped through or may have not been but I can tell you that the importance 
of the maturity and the need to establish the State’s position as to whether 
they should continue to become shareholder or a investor was never 
emphasized to all of us at that time. 

Q: I put it to you that on 15 February 2014, that very question was asked in 
parliament and the former prime minister addressed it but you have no 
recollection of that? 

A: I have no recollection on that. 

Q: With regards to the decommissioning of the minister and you say today you 20 

thought it was because you objected to the purchase of Oil Search shares and 
that apparently you were required to give an approval under section 99 and 
section 100 of the Oil and Gas Act.  Could you explain what section 99 and 
section 100 of the Oil and Gas Act have to do with the purchase of shares in 
a private company? 

A: Any – you could acquire an interest in an oil field either by purchasing the 
licence itself or purchasing the company which owns the licence.  If I can 
remember correctly sections 99 and 100 of the Act deals with disposal of an 
interest in an oil field.  So arguably one could say that when a person 
acquires a company which holds an interest in a gas field, you do not need 30 
approval under sections 99 and 100.  But in a significant transaction like this 
I could say that the Minister for Petroleum and Energy would have been 
required to give his consideration or his views.  In the case of – I say it 
because in the case of the purchase by Total of InterOil’s direct interests, it 
came before the minister for approval at that time and I approved the 
agreement. 

Q:  Section 100 is to deal with approvals by ministers - - - 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Excuse me, Ms Nonggorr, maybe it would be helpful 
for the minister if this was up on the screen so he could be having a look at the 
provision.  I wonder if that could be done.  That is sections 99 and 100 of the Oil 
and Gas Act. 

A: Yes, thank you. 

Q: Would you find that helpful? 

A: Yes. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Commissioner White.  They have 
helpfully put it up on the screen now.  The screen’s role is amazing I must say, 
commissioners. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is very helpful, is it not? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:   Very honourable.  This section 99 and 100 deal 
with; “Interest not to be created except by instrument,” and 100 deals with where 
under instrument whereby; “legal or equitable interest in, or affecting, an existing 
or future licence is or may be created, assigned, affected or dealt with.”  And 
indeed, it is clear why the Total purchase from InterOil of a percentage in PRL 15 
as indeed that was a change in the interest – a legal interest in the licence.  But I 
put it to you this does not cover any interest or purchasing shares in a company, 
particularly when it is a share of 10 per cent? 

A: Yes, you have to understand the context in which the matter was put to me 20 

by the prime minister.  The prime minister raises issues in general terms.  He 
said he was looking at a transaction.  He did not tell me whether someone 
was going to purchase, I did not know who but whoever it was going to 
purchase a company which had an interest in an oil field or the licence itself.   
So there two different things.   And at that time the prime minister was not 
specific.   He did not tell me that the government was going to borrow to 
then acquire an interest in Oil Search or that Oil Search would then after 
having received the proceeds from the UBS financing loan then purchase 
Pac LNG’s interest but I told him my views.  My views was as a government 
we should not become an investor.   30 

[10.48am] Q: And this conversation that you are speaking of in paragraph you say of your 
affidavit, you say that the discussion covered the State borrowing money to 
purchase shares in Oil Search.  That was full three months before any 
decision could be made.  Is that not consulting? 

A: Can I ask you which full three months you are referring to? 
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Q: The three months between November the day that you refer to, in or around 
November 2013 and the maturity of the IPIC loan on 5 March 2000.  That is 
three months before the maturity of the loan.  It seems opinions of ministers 
were being sought. 

A: Yes, if you could put it that way, yes.  The prime minister in his own way 
thought he was consulting me and I gave him my views but you still have to 
go through the formal process. 

Q: Thank you Minister Duma.  No further questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner, have you got any question? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not quite sure about the completeness of the 10 
answers about sections 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas Act, Minister, but you did 
say in your evidence that you had only recently approved a transaction of a similar 
kind and you would not have given your approval to this one.  I would not mind if 
you could just expand a bit more on why you would not have given your approval? 

A: Yes.  Section 100 is more specific.   

Q: Yes. 

A: That has always been the practice.  I was minister for more than seven years.  
Any transfer of interests, any dealings would have to come through the 
minister under section 100.   And the agreement between Total and InterOil 
was one which I approved and a copy should be in the archives.  I also have 20 

a copy which I can tender to this Inquiry if required which I had approved.  
So, when the prime minister asked for my opinion, I gave him that and I still 
felt that these kinds of transaction because of the amount involved and the 
transfer of interest in a significant oil field like PRL 15, it could have to be 
processed through the normal process under the Oil and Gas Act. 

Q: Yes, I thought I read that.  Just let me see if I mis-record what you said.  I 
did think you said that you – if it had come to you, you probably not 
approved it.  Am I correct in recalling that? 

A: Commissioner, yes thank you.  If it had come to my office for approval, I do 
not think I would have given that approval. 30 

Q: That is paragraph 16 of your statement.  Can you elaborate why you might 
not have given your approval? 

A: Because of the amount of money involved, I would have asked questions. 

Q: Too much? 
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A: Too much.  Particularly when I had earlier on approved to sell down. 

Q: I understand that.  So, why would that be a concern for you Minister? 

A: My concern would have been to go back to the start itself how – because of 
the views I had expressed earlier on to the prime minister that the 
government is not in the business of borrowing to invest and these sorts of 
things, I had approved a transaction between two private companies; Total 
and Inter Oil.   

[10.53am] But not being the government borrowing again after we had gone through 
the IPIC transaction and investing again in the speculative industry when the 
cost benefit and others of our early investment had not yet been properly 10 
done.  And as minister, I was still not sure about what the country had 
obtained or received by entering into the first transaction. 

 
Q: That is the IPIC transaction? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Which, as we have heard from evidence particularly from Mr Arthur 

Somare, was to allow the State to purchase its equity share in the PNG LNG 
Gas Project.  Did you still have doubts about whether that was a good thing 20 
for the State to take up that interest? 

 
A: My personal views have always been that a government should stay out of 

becoming a shareholder in oil industry especially and be rather a tax 
collector – impose a tax regime and collect taxes instead of being a co-
investor and then being compromised in its role to its department as a 
regulator.  By virtue of the government being a shareholder, you would 
inevitably be compromised when it came down to enforcing the rules and 
laws surrounding investments, tax matters and so forth.  So, as a country, my 
view has always been that we should not be an investor as a government as 30 
well.  So, in my view, this was a mistake.  The government should never 
have invested or borrowed significant amounts of money to acquire 10 per 
cent.  We are a government not a private investor.  I would rather the 
government borrowed from our own usual multilateral friends like the banks, 
borrow to invest in agriculture or education and health and infrastructure; 
not to invest in the oil industry. 

 
Q: But would you think that a prudent government contemplating investing 

would do as you have mentioned several times in your evidence, do a cost 
benefit analysis, whether the returns to government from one way are 40 
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collecting revenue compared to another, how they are stacked up against 
each other?  Is that what you would expect to happen? 

 
A: Yes.  After having received the benefit of analysis being done by the 

National Economic and Fiscal Commission; yes, but at the end of the day, it 
is the principle.  I have always personally believed that as a government – 
government should stay out – stay away from investing directly. 

 
Q: Thank you very much, Mr Duma. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just going to ask one or two questions to clarify.  Your 
minister’s power under section 99 and 100 of the Oil and Gas Act, as minister, 
obviously you had the power to approve the sale of something like 61.3 per cent 
PRL 15 to Total and you have a copy of the instrument which you said you will 
make available to the commission? 
 
A: Yes Chairman. 
 
Q: Now, what about the other transactions?  PAC – Oil Search’s purchase of 

Pac LNG interest in the PRL 15 of 22.8 per cent equity.  Would the minister 20 
have approved that one under this provision? 

 
A: I do not know.  I do not know what happened because after that time I was 

no longer a minister. 
 
Q: But the minister would have the power to approve that transfer or sale under 

section 99 and 100? 
 
A: I am sure the department would have brought that matter to the minister’s 

attention. 30 
 
Q: Do you agree that the minister would have the power under this provision to 

approve that transfer? 
 

[10.58am] A: Going by the early transaction I would assume that the bureaucrats normally 
follow usual operating procedures and they would have brought it to the 
attention of the Minister at that time. 

 
Q: My question is in relation to section 99, 100. 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Would you have the same authority as you did approve the transfer to Total, 
the same authority to approve Pac LNG’s sale of 22.8 per cent to Oil Search? 

 
A: There is a slight difference in that in the case of Total and Inter Oil, Total 

was purchasing from Inter Oil a certain percentage of its interests whereas 
in the case of Pac LNG, Oil Search was acquiring the company Pac LNG 
together with that percentage. 

 
Q: All right.  So, the Minister would have no authority or power under these 

provisions to approve that sale or transfer, I think? 10 
 
A: That would be the subject of interpretation either way or another but because 

of the amounts of money involved and the significant shareholding being 
transferred one would think that you will need ministerial approval. 

 
Q: You need ministerial approval? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  What about the sale of Oil Search shares to the State, that transaction, 20 

would that have been approved under the same provision by the Minister? 
 
A: If you go by interpretation of section 99, yes. 
 
Q: Although the State did not purchase any interest in the PRL15, indirectly it 

was riding on Oil Search’s investment in PRL15, would that not be the case? 
 
A: Yes, very good question.  Again, you are dealing with Oil Search as a 

company itself.  Oil Search has other interest in other oil fields as well so I 
am not sure whether it would be at stage before an approval acquiring certain 30 
per cent of the entire shareholding in a public listed company, a company 
which owns other assets apart from that asset in PRL15. 

 
Q: But you are clear that the minister would have authority or power to approve 

that sale of shares between Oil Search and the State? 
 
A: That would be my understanding and my view. 
 
Q: So when you spoke to the Prime Minister and formed a view that you would 

not approve any such transaction, you are referring to those two sale or 40 
transfer of shares transaction that he would not approve any of those 
transfers? 
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A: That is correct.  The prime minister was general he was not specific but he 
did say he was looking at doing a similar kind of a deal with IPIC, purchase 
of interest in Oil Search which I made my views known clearly to him that 
I would not be supportive. 

 
Q: All right.  You may be coming back for some more questions when you 

return, I think, if you can produce a copy of the instrument that you issued 
in respect of the sale of shares to Total by Inter Oil.  Those are my questions.  
Dr Katter? 

 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, could Mr Duma please be stood over to 1 pm on 
Friday, 6 August if that pleases? 
 

[11.03 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, before we do that Mrs Nonggorr, the document that 
you showed to the witness, are you going to seek to tender that? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, I have still witnesses to 
formally identify it.  It is a document which is annexed to the new affidavit of 
Secretary Vele so it will be in evidence in that. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then we will leave it at that. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That statement to be filed tomorrow.  Thank you, 
chief. 
 
A: Can I just say something, Chairman? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
A: I will do my best to - I remember putting aside the document, the agreement, 30 

so I will produce it when I next appear.  But if you were to ask me for my 
opinion about this entire transaction, I think it was one of the worst 
transaction we have ever done as a country; no Cost-Benefit Analysis, No 
need to invest in a speculative industry, no visibility and some of us were 
decommissioned because of our stand on that.  It has to be one of the worst 
ever done in the history of this country.  I am able to say that because of my 
experience as a long-serving Member of Parliament and having been 
Minister for Petroleum for more than seven years. 

 
Q: Thank you. 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner, I am sorry to interrupt.  If the only reason that the 
minister is coming back, it is to produce a document and I understand that is the 
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position, it might be more convenient to the minister if he simply provides that to 
the commission through his lawyers unless that he is to be asked any other 
questions.  I am just conscious that unavoidably we have mucked Minister Duma 
around once I do not want to do so again. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that is a good suggestion.  If you can deliver a copy of 
the instrument to Mr Jurth who is sitting here at the table there.  That would suffice; 
you do not need to come back. 
 
A: Thank you. 10 
 
Q: But, thank you for your evidence to day.  You may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Minister. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, Mr Jurth has the directions. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  I am very content to deal with directions.  On the other hand, Mr 
Pruaitch and his lawyer are both in the room and I wonder whether we could just 
press on with him. 
 
DR RENWICK: Yes, I am content with that, so back to your views, commissioners.  
I recall Minister Pruaitch. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Pruaitch, thank you for attending this morning.  You are 
bound by your previous oath. 30 
 
 
PATRICK PRUAITCH, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q:  Thank you, Mr Pruaitch.  Could we have up on the screen, please transcripts 

page 2131 which was the last couple of questions you were asked by the 
chief commissioner on the last occasion.  So if we can just go up a little.   40 

 
You can see there that the real question, the chief asked you to consider on 
notice is whether it is necessary to seek parliament’s approval for a loan of 
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such magnitude by a particular Act of Parliament; if we just go up a little 
further than that page.  Yes, you see there the chief’s question.  You see line 
2,4, 6; is the Government required to obtain specific approval over specific 
loans of such magnitude or can it be by a general enabling legislation to 
conduct these transaction away from parliament? Have you had an 
opportunity for a few days to think about that, Mr Pruaitch, do you have a 
view? 
 

[11.08am] A: I think the loan of that magnitude needs Parliament’s approval. 
 10 
Q: And is that because of its size or is it for some legal reason or what is your 

reasoning, sir? 
 
A: Because it is a huge sum of money we are talking about here and it is done 

outside of the normal budgetary process, Parliament needs to give its 
approval using section 209 before that transaction actually happens. 

 
Q: And – sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: And in fact it should follow IPIC transaction approval process from 20 

government. 
 
Q: Yes, I see. Thank you, sir. Those are my only additional questions, Mr 

Pruaitch.  Before asking whether anyone else has questions, were there any 
additional matters you wish to raise before Mrs Nonggorr or the 
commissioners ask you questions? 

 
A: Yes, I would like to make some amendments to the supplementary affidavit 

that I have submitted.  
 30 
Q: Yes.  Please take us through those.  Which paragraphs, sir? 
 
A: In paragraph 10 – 
 
Q: Well, just get that up on the screen, if you just can wait for one minute, 

please. This is your affidavit of 28 June 2021, paragraph 10, there it is. 
 
A: And that is instead of – the date should have been 25 of November 2008.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are we on the same affidavit, Dr Renwick, because 40 
– are you speaking to your supplementary affidavit paragraph 10, which begins on 
or about 20 December 2008? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, if we can – I am so sorry, commissioners, my error. Can we 
have the correct affidavit put up on the screen, please? My apology. 
 
A: And the date should have been 25 November 2008, and I as Treasurer 

presented the bill, instead of Arthur Somare, it is myself presenting the bill. 
 
Q: Thank you. Any other changes? 
 10 
A: Yes.  Only additional affidavit to the supplementary in the budget speech 

that I delivered on page 57, the third paragraph, if you come from the bottom 
page, in the third sentence, it says week. The word is not week, it should be 
which. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  How many lines up from the bottom is there, could 
you just - - 
 
A: 8. 
 20 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: There are eight. Towards the end of the –  
 
Q: Yes, thank you. So that should be? 
 

[11.13am] A: Which, instead of week it should be Which.   

Q: Is that the totality of the changes, sir? 

A: That is all the changes that I wanted the commission to take note of. 

Q: Thank you Mr Pruaitch.  As I said Commissioners, Mrs Nonggorr has a 30 
number of questions and commissioners you may as well. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Ninai? 

MR NINAI:  I wish to tender those supplementary affidavits and the further 
affidavit as evidence to the commission? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am content to tender those, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the supplementary affidavit and - - - 

MR NINAI:  And the further affidavit. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Of 2 August? 
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MR NINAI:  That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And which is your other affidavit? 

MR NINAI:  That is the supplementary affidavit which is dated 30 July and the 
further affidavit is dated 2 August. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The supplementary one comes first in time does it 
not? 

MR NINAI:  That is correct. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, he is reading so – yes, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have two affidavits here; one is supplementary affidavit of 
2 August and then there is the further affidavit of 2 August as well. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think July have been crossed out on the cover sheet. 

MR NINAI:  That is correct, sorry.  Yes, Commissioner, you are right it was filed 
on 2 August, yes that is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Trying to locate your client’s affidavit and the exhibit – that 
letter we assigned.  The affidavit of the Honourable Patrick Pruaitch dated 30 July 
2021 is admitted into evidence, it will be marked ZZ.1.  He has also admitted into 
evidence Exhibit ZZ.2. 

EXHIBIT ZZ.1 – AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK PRUAITCH DATED 30 JULY 
2021 

EXHIBIT ZZ.2 – FURTHER AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICK PRUAITCH 20 

DATED 2 AUGUST 2021 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Pruaitch, I was asking you about an Act of Parliament that 
specifically approved the IPIC loan transaction and I must have said that the 
Liquefied Natural Gas State Participation Act 2008 does not specifically approve 
this particular loan.   

[11.18am] And I must have said this particular Act is an Act that makes general provision for 
transactions of the nature of the IPIC loan to be obtained and does not specifically 
approve that particular loan.  Would you want to respond to that statement? 

 
A: Thank you, chief commissioner.  As far as I am aware, parliament provides 30 

the approval on the framework or basic legislations that will trigger - 
parliament’s role is to pass an enabling Act.  As you are fully aware, their 
role of borrowing rests with the government of the day.  The government of 
the day decides its policy including getting into debt to finance whatever it 
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intends to.  So, my view is that the State Participation Act is sufficient for 
the executive government to invoke the processes of government to obtain 
the loan because this is done outside of the budgetary process.  So, I think, 
the State Participation Act is sufficient to enable the executive government 
to enter into negotiation in order to obtain the loan through IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction. 

 
Q: All right.  But this Act does not mention IPIC or the IPIC loan.  There is no 

mention on it in this Act, would you agree? 
 10 
A: I will have to get a lawyer to go through the - - - 
 
Q: I was looking for the word IPIC, that is, the International Petroleum – what 

is it, the full name – no mention of it in the Act. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Would you like the Act to be on the screen so you 
could have a look at it?  It is the liquified – there it is up now. 
 
A: Whether it is there or not but I think the intention is sufficient for the 

executive government to pursue the transaction. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are talking about section 209(1) approval, parliament 
needs to have the details of a particular loan before it approves it by an Act of 
Parliament.  Do you agree to that?  Like who is the international financier; the 
finance company is providing the loan, the term of the loan, the amount of the loan, 
the purpose of the loan, the interest component to it; all those essential ingredients 
or elements or whatever you want to call it that goes into that kind of a loan.  This 
information parliament should have before it approves? 
 
A: Yes, Parliament would have that in the explanatory notes provided. 30 
 
Q: In the Act? 
 
A: It is not necessary for all the details to be captured but I believe that the State 

Participating Act is sufficient for the executive government to enter into that 
transaction.  But all the interest costs, all the details of the loan is captured 
in the explanatory notes.  That will be available - - - 

 
Q: Explanatory notes; where does it feature, in the debates on in the Act itself? 
 40 
A: It is available to members of parliament for them to peruse during the 

presentation of that. 
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Q: So, it is an explanatory note? 
 
A: Correct.  And I think - - - 
 
Q: These kinds of things cannot go in the Act itself? 
 
A: The main features will be captured in the Act.  And I think - - - 
 
Q: Well, that is what I am looking for. 
 10 
A: I think that the State Participation Act is sufficient to enable the executive 

government to do its job by entering into the loan negotiation with IPIC. 
 

[11.23am]  Q: That does not really answer my question, does it?  I am asking if this 
particular Act provided those details in the provisions themselves so that 
parliament is able to approve a particular loan as per the terms spelled out in 
the Act by enacting the Act.  There is a difference that and this Act which is 
of a general faciliatory nature.  You see the difference? 

 
A: I still maintain Chief Commissioner that the State Participation Act is 20 

sufficient to enable the executive government to enter into this transaction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I wonder if we could scroll down to the interpretation 
section and look at the LNG Project borrowing proposal.  Thank you.  Sorry, Chief, 
because that might- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes okay. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That might focus the witness there. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So my next question.  If this sort of information is not 
contained in the approving Act itself why is it that this sort of information is 
withheld by the executive who is sponsoring this legislation from the parliament?  
Is it because of the commercial sensitivity of this information or what is the reason? 
 
A: I think the commercial sensitivity is one but I think that a parliament 

authorizes the government to enter into any transactions.  I think the 
executive government has that role to undertake after parliament gives its 
approval. 

 40 
Q: I do not think this kind of information is commercially sensitive.  I am not 

trying to predetermine the issue here but those are public information; the 
amount of the loan, the term of the loan, the interest component of the loan, 
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who is providing the loan, the financier, the name of the financier.  How 
commercially sensitive are those information but anyway that is my 
statement but your position I understand that but just a quick reaction to that.  
I think that is all the questions I have.  Commissioner White does not have 
questions so- - - 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not sure that it would be seemly for the Chief 
Commissioner and I to have a difference of opinion up here about the sufficiency 
of that Act.  I take a slightly different view. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is fine. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mrs Nonggor has some questions commissioners, I believe. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nonggorr. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Good morning 
Mr Pruaitch. 
 
 20 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: I have not seen particularly your two next materials till this minute when I 

had a brief look through them so forgive me if I am asking you questions 
that might be dealt with in these affidavits.  With regards to your first 
affidavit though in the paragraphs that you deal with the process between 
say paragraphs 14 and 45.  The processes that you are dealing there with are 
the processes that how the PNG LNG Gas Agreement came to be and then 
the Feed stage, would that be correct? 

 30 
A: Can you state that again please? 
 

[11.28 am] Q: In your affidavit between paragraphs 14 and essentially 45, the processes 
that you are dealing with there are the processes that led to the signing of the 
Gas Agreement and the Implementation of the Committee at the Feed stage? 

 
A: For the IPIC transaction, yes. 
 
Q: Not for the IPIC transaction but for the PNG LNG Project that these 

processes deal with circumstances surrounding the formation of the PNG 40 
LNG Gas Agreement and the role of the ministerial committee regarding the 
Gas Agreement et cetera? 
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A: Sure. 
 
Q: Then paragraph 45 to paragraph 48 deal with how the IPIC transaction came 

to pass? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Indeed the IPIC transaction was thought up and approved within six weeks, 

is that not the case? 
 10 
A: That is correct but it took us six months to talk about this particular item. 
 
Q: If I can take you to the affidavit of Arthur Somare.  It is Annexure Q, if that 

could be brought up on the screen, please?  In Annexure Q, if you could be 
scrolled down a couple of paragraphs.  Mr Pruaitch, if you could look at that.  
It says, “NEC appointed Goldman Sachs as the IPBC advisors on the equity 
share.”  It is up on the screen that the NEC Decision 189 of 2008 confirms 
the appointment of Goldman Sachs on 29 August 2008 as the advisors to 
IPBC? 

 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: If I can then take you to the annexure, Arthur Somare’s affidavit, Annexure 

T.  This is a submission on 20 October six weeks later, and that is a joint 
submission by you and the Minister for Public Enterprises to the National 
Executive Council; and that is NEC Policy Submission 167 of 2008.  Do you 
remember that submission? 

 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: And that submission recommends to the NEC to accept the IPIC transaction; 

do you remember that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If we could go to the next annexure, annexure U of Arthur Somare’s affidavit 

please.  This is a decision by the National Executive Council three days later, 
number 223 of 2008 on the 23rd and approving the Exchangeable Bond and 
the IPIC Transaction.  Is that correct? 

 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: From those documents it appears that Goldman Sachs were appointed as 
advisers and by six weeks after that, the IPIC transaction was approved by 
the NEC.  That is correct, is it not? 

 
A: If this is the correct NEC Decision, then that will be it and, do not forget, 

that we have a window of the opportunity to raise this particular financing 
and timing of essence.  I think that the government in its wisdom decided to 
move quickly on this particular decisions because it then gives confidence 
to project proponents and of course the bankers to come on board and 
participate in this particular project. 10 

 
[11.33am] Q: So this was in 23 October 2008, when was the financial decision – when did 

that decision have to be made? 
 
A: You are asking about the decision on  - - 
 
Q: When did the government’s financing of equity decision have to be made. 

Did they have to be made in 2008 or did it have to be made just prior to the 
final investment decision in December 2009? 

 20 
A: We were given a 60 day period to decide whether the State has the ability to 

participate in this project.  So you would appreciate that within 60 days, the 
State needs to prove to the lenders and of course the project partners in that 
it has the necessary ability, particularly on the financing part to participate 
in this project.  And that has given the NEC the timing, when it comes to the 
decision making, we need to speed up the decision making. So it allows the 
State to take necessary steps and processes to be able to prove that we can 
participate in this particular project. 

 
Q: And Mr Pruiatch, what did Lizard Freres advise you with regards to the 30 

equity financing? 
 
A: I cannot remember the advice but I vividly recall that they wanted the State 

to sell down or some sort to be able to raise necessary capital but again in 
the view of the government then, we thought that given the benefits through 
the open book model, the State will dilute its benefits so we opted not to sell. 

 
Q: Treasury appointed or asked NEC to appoint Lazard Freres at a sum of 7 

million US dollars to be their advisors on or about the same time as Goldman 
Sachs were also appointed, is that correct? 40 

 
A: Yes, I understand that but the Treasury’s engagement with Lazard is to 

provide an oversight to the State, as far as I can recall.  It is not to provide 
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options for the State but to advise the State in that what IPBC was pursuing 
was consistent. 

 
Q: If I could take you to the NEC Decision that appointed Lazard Freres. That 

is the affidavit of Diari Vele – sorry, annexure DV 7, and that is up on the 
screen at the moment. And that is Decision No. 162 of 2008, which is on 7 
August 2008. And it can be seen at paragraph 2 of that NEC decision, that 
the NEC approved the engagement of Lazard Freres as the financial advisor 
for the State.  Is that correct? 

 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And if I could take you to the affidavit of Anthony Yauieb he was the deputy 

secretary at that time.  If I could take you to annexure 10 of his affidavit? 
 
A: That is not true.  He was not the deputy secretary. 
 
Q: I am sorry. 
 
A: My advisor then was Simon Tosali who was the secretary. 20 
 
Q: That is correct, Simon Tosali was the secretary and Anthony Yauyeb was 

deputy secretary.  But if I could take you to the affidavit of Anthony Yauieb, 
his annexure 10 as he refers to it.  

 
[11.38am] I am taking you to an exhibit that Mr Yauieb says that Mr Tosali put before 

the Ministerial Economic Committee on 10 October and you were the chair 
of that committee, is that correct? 

 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: So, this is the presentation that was put before the Ministerial Economic 

Committee and it was containing financing of the State’s entitlement in the 
PNG LNG Project and that was from the Department of Treasury.  And if I 
could take you to this page 6, unfortunately these pages are not numbered on 
the annexure but if you could scroll to page 6, and indeed Treasury sets out 
at paragraph 4 that the State’s entitlement was conditional on it having 
financing in place by (…inaudible…) December 2009 and not before.  It was 
your view that that was not correct, that it was 60 days of signing? 

 40 
A: Again, chair, I did not deal with Anthony Yauieb at that time so I think his 

affidavit is irrelevant as far as I am concerned because my chief advisor then 
was Simon Tosali. 
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Q: I put it to you, Mr Pruaitch, that it was Simon Tosali that put this before the 

Ministerial Economic Committee.  Would that be correct? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: If we could scroll through another say 10 pages, there is details of – there is 

a heading page called, Alternative Sources of Finance.  And on the first page 
after that it says that the State has appointed Lazard in 2008 to advise in 
relation to the finance of the State’s equity.  And the State and Lazard had 10 
been approached by numerous parties interested in assisting the State and he 
lists those sorts of partners.  And then the rest of the proposal lists the types 
of approaches that had been made and from the bilaterals, from the domestic 
capital markets, et cetera international capital markets including as you said 
the asset monetization which is the selling down of some of the percentages.  
Do you recall that being put before the Ministerial Economic Committee? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Would it have been the case that you might have made the decision to not 20 

go with Lazard Freres and go with the IPIC submission because it was 
difficult at the time of the financial crisis to actually have a guaranteed 
position whereas you had, if you like, one in the hand was better than two in 
the bush in effect that you had IPIC had committed whereas all these other 
sources were still potential? 

 
A: Again, like I indicated earlier and you rightly pointed out that in that period 

there was this global financial crisis.  And for us to go out to the market to 
undertake this kind of negotiation is quite difficult and given the window 
that we were provided under 60 days, the State opted to pursue the option 30 
presented by IPBC. 

 
Q: Did Papua New Guinea have a great credit rating at that time such that it was 

easy to obtain finance like, for example, Australia’s credit rating? 
 
A: We had a good credit rating in 2008 except that the global financial crisis 

presented an environment where it will be difficult for a country like ours 
to go to the market to borrow a substantial amount of money. 

[11.43am]Q: I put it to you that the credit rating of Papua New Guinea at that time was 
approximately BB minus, whereas a country like Australia has a triple AAA 40 
credit rating.  Would that have been correct? 
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A: You cannot compare Papua New Guinea with Australia.   

Q: That is correct. 

A: You mean the economy?   

Q: And that is the point is it not to be considered when we consider about 
financing for Papua New Guinea.  It has to be considered in the matrix of 
Papua New Guinea rather than comparing it against if we say First World 
countries and their durability to borrow funds? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, that is a fairly general question.   You want to 
go straight to Lazard’s recommendation of a comparable financier for the loan.  By 
comparable I mean comparable to what IPIC proposed.  Go straight to the 10 
recommendation as to which of these financiers that he considered offered a 
comparable package; put it to him. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, the fact of the matter is that 
at that time Lazard Freres had not put together a specific package and that is what 
this annexure says.  So, they had put in general plans and general people that they 
had been approached by. 

THE CHAIRMAN:   Well, let us get to whatever report that provided that 
contained that recommendation as to the alternative financiers and which one we 
will see offered a package which was comparable to IPIC, even size of the loan 
and so forth.  Let us save time instead of going around in circles.  20 

DR RENWICK:  And Commissioners, may I state this is sufficient.  This is a little 
outside of the questions I was given notice of and if I may respectfully submit, 
many of these matters could be the subject of submissions on the basis of the 
historical documents.  And I am a little concerned about the time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Precisely, I am just trying to save some time here.  Yes, let us 
get more focused in the questions and go straight to the specific questions.  We do 
not have the luxury of time we have got only this week and next week to complete 
the public hearing phase.  Yes, go on, Ms Nonggorr. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  The point of many of our questions was 
that indeed IPIC loan was expensive and Peter Botten said that the UBS loan was 30 
expensive.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  That is fine, what options did the financial advisors provide 
to the government is what I am interested in; the package that was comparable to 
what IPIC was offering.  If the financial advisors were discussing some small 
financiers who offered little packages here and there, that would not stand against 
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what IPIC would propose.  And you want to put your client’s position to him so 
we can see where they erred or went wrong.  I think last time you pointed out a 
number of financiers who offered packages.  Can we go to that page? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner.  If that is - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  One of them was offering a 100 million US, another one was 
offering two hundred, three hundred; that is little bits and pieces here and there.   

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The first alternative source was the multilateral and 
that treasury had just commenced discussion with several financiers and indeed 
those lists there, different amounts of moneys which would have made up the type 
of package.  Why was that discounted? 10 

A: Your question, why was? 

Q: Why was that discounted by the Ministerial Economic Committee at that 
time? 

A: My own experience as treasurer is that if you enter into small loans here and 
there, you would not be able to make the commercial deadline so we took a 
commercial decision to opt for IPIC. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  IPIC offered 1. something billion, right? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: This one has small packages here and there. 

 20 
[11.48am] MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  IPIC’s loan was at five per cent but this multi natural 

financing as it says on the piece of paper, all financing would have had 
concessional interest rates? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The amounts are small are they not?  You spread it too much 
with small financiers spread all over the place it is going to be unmanageable, 
would it not?  Let us get - - . 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Indeed. 
 30 
A: Chief Commissioner, that is okay if you are talking about small projects; bad 

projects here and there.  This is the first time Papua New Guinea borrowed 
commercially to finance a mega investment. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Large amount of money. 
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A: And therefore the proposal put by Lazard is considered but we opted not to 
go down that path because it will not assist the State in coming with the kind 
of money to participate in the project.  Do not forget we were given a 
window of opportunity and we need to demonstrate that we are capable of 
participating in this project and that is why we went for the IPIC option as 
proposed by IPBC. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If I could take you to- - - 
 
DR RENWICK: (…inaudible…) I think Ms Nonggorr needs to move on to the 10 
next topic. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nonggorr, unless you are going to put forward an option 
that was proposed by any of these financiers that the financial experts were 
proposing, I do not see the value of this line of questioning.  You might be wasting 
your time really. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Indeed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you able to put something more comparable or credible. 20 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  It is a little bit confusion. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Compared with IPIC is the issue we are not going on another 
fishing expedition,  Cut down on unnecessary waste of time. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Indeed Chief Commissioner, I did not want to put 
any more questions to him.  I felt that Mr Pruaitch had answered the question.  I 
am saying he had essentially wanted to a hand or two in the books.  That was the 
end of my question and indeed Chief Commissioner you asked me to put more 30 
questions to him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I was content. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ask him, be more precise now.  Let us get the question out of 
here. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I would like to move on to the issue of section 209. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes I think we move to that section now. 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If I could put it to you that indeed section 209 was 
complied with.  If I may take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I take it that you are referring to the UBS loan rather 
than the IPIC loan. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, thank you, Commissioner White.  With regards 
to the UBS loan completely change that.  I put it to you that section 209was  
complied with.  If I could take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele dated 24 June and 
this is going to be part of the question, Mr Pruaitch, that I put it to you that there 10 
were two parts of complying with the legislation with regards to the loans.  One is 
compliance with section 209 and one is compliance with the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) Act (No.2).  I am going to put some questions to you with reference to 
some documents about that.  So, the first is the affidavit of Dairi Vele and annexure 
DV3.  Mr Pruaitch, this is a policy submission dated in August and this a policy 
submission.  It is numbered 245 of 2014 and it concerns a ministerial statement to 
Parliament and on the acquisition of the shares and the loans.  Indeed this 
submission it appears was sponsored by yourself, is that correct? 
 

[11.53am]A: Yes, prepared by the department. 20 
 

Q: And if I could take you to DV4 where the decision is, the NEC decision, and 
this is the NEC decision entered 5 September approving – sorry, number 268 
of 2014 approving your ministerial statement to Parliament, you remember 
that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if I could take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele on 22 June 2021.  The 

affidavit of Dairi Vele dated the 22nd – just waiting for that to come up and 30 
we are going to go to annexure DV2.  That is the Hansard of 5 September 
and you will see on the subject listing it has that the acquisition of shares the 
ministerial statement was going to be given.  And if we could go to indeed 
page 2 of the Hansard, you will see – does that mean that you then 
commenced giving that statement with your name there with the Oil Search 
on the acquisition of shares? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And if we could go to page 7 of that Hansard, and the underlined section, it 40 

states; “Mr Speaker, this brings me to the core question of the specific 
elements of financing the transaction which I tabled today.”  Can you see 
that at the Hansard? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Does that confirm that you tabled the documents that you confirm that that 

in fact happened? 
 
A: It is not a document; it is a ministerial statement. 
 
Q: Yes.  What you said there if you could read that it says; “The elements of the 

financing of the transaction which have been tabled today.” 10 
 
A: I do not recollect tabling any documents relating to UBS on the floor of 

Parliament.  I remember giving a ministerial statement 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You gave a full statement about that loan and described all 
the elements. 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, a statement is a ministerial statement.  Ministerial 

statements are always noted by Parliament. 
 20 
Q: No, I am talking about the content.  I think she is trying to get to the content.  

You gave a full – in this statement you gave a full explanation about this 
loan and the - - - 

 
A: Well, I had to do that explanation - - - 
 
Q: - - - necessary elements of the loan. 
 
A: Sorry, sir. 
 30 
Q: Yes, go on. 
 
A: I had to do that explanation because this event happened earlier.  But I do 

not recollect tabling any documentation pertaining to UBS transaction. 
 
Q: That is accepted.  We are just trying to see the element – what you told 

Parliament here is looks like you gave a full explanation on the loan 
including the package itself, and specific elements and so forth.  That was 
full explanation was given. 

 40 
A: That does not equate to approval of Parliament for the State to enter into a 

loan negotiation.  Ministerial statement does not equate to that.  It does not 
give us – ministerial statement does not.  It is the budget bills that forms the 
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Appropriation Act that has allowed the State to enter into any borrowings.  
There has to be a law and that law is on normal budgetary cycle, it is the 
Appropriation Act. 

 
Q: Ms Nonggorr, can you just run through his presentation just so that we are 

clear about what he told parliament.  You have got the Hansard there.  
 

[11.58am]A: A ministerial statement is a ministerial statement. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Mr Pruaitch, indeed.  With regards to this statement, 10 
the point we are raising is that there were two things that needed to be satisfied 
with the law.  One is the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act No. 2, which requires a 
certain process with loans of overseas borrowing and one of which is to table the 
documents and explain the loan to Parliament as soon as practicable after the loan 
documents have executed.  And I put it to you that you in fact did that in compliance 
with the law; that particular law.  I am not talking the Constitution, I am speaking 
of that particular piece of legislation. 
 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: If I could take you through your statement.  We could go through the 

statement from the beginning and indeed you give the background of - - -  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Have you got a copy for Mr Pruaitch? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, I do.  From the tab marked 1 - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it was produced by Mr Duma and was attached 
to an earlier statement of his.  I have got a witness – I have a document number for 
it if that would help.  If you would like it on the screen, Ms Nonggorr? 30 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The statement is on the screen at the moment.  
Thank you.  So, going through that statement, I put a yellow tab where it says 1 
and going through that statement, the first couple of pages you give the background 
to the situation with the redeemable IPIC loan and you say at the end of page 3, it 
was always a risk that IPIC would elect to and indeed retain the shares.  Page 4, 
you give more explanation and then at page 5, you explain that there was an 
opportunity because Oil Search was doing a placement of shares to seek to raise 
money so that they could participate in PRL15.  You talk about when the – on page 
5 when the approvals had to be made, the circumstances to purchase it,  Mr Polye 40 
interjects and then page 6 at the bottom, you talk about the price of the shares that 
were bought by $8.20.  Then you go as the current price was actually 8.90 and it is 
a discount.  Then page 7, you go on to the specific methods of the financing which 
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is when the element that you had tabled the documents and where you said you 
tabled the documents.  And then particularly you go on and to page 8, you go 
through the bridge and collar loan with the specific amounts at the bottom.  You 
go through the interest rate at the top of page 9 of 4.95 per cent per annum and you 
talk more about how the bridge and collar loan work on page 9.  You then set out 
that this time you did not have to – Papua New Guinea did not have to mortgage 
the State-owned assets and indeed the last page you talk about the collar and the 
upside and the downside. 
 
So, in that statement you put, I put it to you, the circumstances and the details of 10 
the loan before parliament? 
 
A: I will say again that a ministerial statement remains a ministerial statement.  

Unless you have instruments or Bills put and get voted on the floor of 
parliament it becomes an Act of Parliament.  Ministerial statement is merely 
a ministerial statement describing what has taken place.  And I remember 
clearly and the Prime Minister has requested me to make this statement – the 
then Prime Minister, Peter O’Neill. 

 
Q: Mr Pruaitch, you were the one who brought the statement to NEC, you 20 

sponsored the submission and then you delivered the statement to parliament 
in accordance with the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, and you set up 
before parliament all the financial matters.  You say this was incorrect to do.  
Did you intend to mislead parliament through the statement? 

 
[12.03 pm] A: I am required to do that because my boss asked me to do it.   

 
Q: Not because you thought it was correct under law? 
 
A: No, I have a vivid – I have in my mind there was a direct contrast between 30 

the UBS and IPIC transaction and I was involved as Treasurer then and the 
UBS was a contrast in terms of the processes that were followed.  So in my 
mind I did not think that UBS was the right thing to do. 

 
Q: Moving on to the next part, the section 209 approval indeed as you are aware 

from the first decision of the NEC on 6 March of which you were a part of, 
indeed the loan and the shares were always to be novated to Petromin.  That 
was the idea, was it not?  After the State had purchased them, they were to 
be novated to Petromin.  It turned out being NPCP but that it would be off 
the government’s books before the end of the year?   40 

 
A: Sorry, you were talking about NPCP and Petromin? 
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Q: Yes. 
 
A: What was to do with them? 
 
Q: The initial loan and the purchase of shares was done by the State but it was 

always the intention from the first NEC Decision that before the end of the 
year, the loan and the shares would be transferred to a State entity; in that 
NEC Decision was Petromin but then in fact it was transferred to NPCP 
which was the next iteration of Kroton.  Do you recall that? 

 10 
A: No, I do not recall.  There was none before my time as Treasurer.   
 
Q: I put it to you that the novation was done before the end of the year during 

your time as Treasurer? 
 
A: In what year was that? 
 
Q: 2014. 
 
A: The first NEC Decision, I was not the Treasurer.  In fact, the decision to 20 

enter into UBS was done without my involvement until the then Treasurer 
got sacked and I got appointed in his place.   

 
Q: If I could take you to Annexure DV2 of that affidavit of Dairi Vele that is in 

front of you- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I see the time.  I do not know how much longer 
Mrs Nonggorr has got. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  It is just this question, chief commissioner, and one 30 
other question that I need to ask.  There are a few more but I can make them by 
submission but that is just one other question. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How many questions have you got left there? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I just want to go through the section 209 questions, 
going through the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can come back after lunch at 1 o’clock.   
 40 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct.  Thank you so much.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Jurth, we need to run down this afternoon’s list before we 
adjourn or?. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the list is as follows.  We will therefore have 
a short period of time to complete Mr Pruaitch’s evidence followed by Governor 
Loi Bakani from yesterday and the State Solicitor Mr Rolpagarea and, finally, Mr 
Maladina.  I have been informed by Dr Kwa that he is not available today and is 
travelling to Kokopo until the rest of the week, so we will adjourn him.  I will deal 
with all the directions when there is a convenient time.  So that is the list for the 
rest of today. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then.  Mr Pruaitch, you need to come back at 1 
o’clock to continue your evidence.  Thank you.  Associate, you will adjourn the 
proceedings. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 20 
 
 

[12.58pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Ms Nonggorr has a few more questions, I think. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
PATRICK PRUAITCH, recalled: 
 
 30 
XXN: MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Good afternoon Mr Pruaitch, just a couple more.  When we finished I was 

raising issues about did you recall the transfer of the UBS loan in 2014 and 
the Oil Search shares to NPCP.  The idea from the beginning was that indeed 
they would be transferred to Petromin, do you recall them being transferred 
from the State over to NPCP? 

 
A: As I indicated I was not present when the decision was made and 

furthermore I was not appointed.  I was not the Treasurer then. 40 
 
Q: If I could please take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele, 22 June.  Hopefully 

that would come up on to the screen.  Yes, that is coming up.  I put it to you 
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that indeed the Oil Search shares and the loan were transferred to NPCP and 
therefore were off the State’s books so the only expenditure that the State 
had to account for in the budgetary process was the interest that the State 
had paid during 2014.  Would that be correct? 

 
[1.03 pm]   A: Again, I was not in that decision making and I was not appointed as treasurer 

yet. 
 
Q: If I could take you to the annexure DV2.  Now that is the large thick affidavit 

in front of you that you have got there.  That is the affidavit of Dairi Vele 10 
and there is an orange tab which says 2.  If that could be also scrolled down 
to.  That annexure if you can see on the screen, at the front of that annexure, 
it is the 2015 budget speech by yourself.  You just go back a couple of pages.  
No, no, sorry, forward a couple of pages, the other way.  You will see that 
the start of that annexure is indeed the budget speech? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I am sorry, Mr Pruaitch, if you could go a few more pages you will get t the 

front of the annexure.  Keep going, yes, that way not that way, sorry.  Get to 20 
the front of that annexure.  If you could look at the screen in front of you.  
There is a 2015 budget speech and that was delivered on 18 November.  In 
that budget speech at page 4, you recall this budget speech, Mr Pruaitch? 

 
A: If it was done in 2015 then obviously I am the Treasurer and I would have 

that delivered that speech. 
 
Q: I am sorry the front of it records Mr Pruaitch, that this was a 2015 budget 

speech of course that was done on a Tuesday, 18 November 2014 as that was 
when the budget has to be passed the year before.  That is used.  Sorry, if 30 
you could just go back to the front cover that.  I am sorry with the people 
that are scrolling, just to make clear of that on the screen.  Now, if you see 
Mr Pruaitch on the screen is the front cover of his budget speech and it is 
called, Building our Nation and Providing Opportunities for Our People and 
it said to be delivered by you.  Further down it is Tuesday, 18 November.  
We scroll down to page 4 you will see that you introduced a supplementary 
budget.  Scroll down to page 4, the bottom of page 4.  You keep going down 
to the bottom of page 4.  That is it.  

 
At the bottom of page 4 there is a paragraph which says that; “Mr Speaker, 40 
you will recall earlier in the year the opportunity to purchase Oil Search 
shares arose and the O’Neill/Dion Government made a decision to purchase 
the 10.1 per cent stake as part of the 2014 supplementary budget and in 
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accordance with section 209 of the Constitution, we have appropriated for 
interest payments.”  Do you recall that? 

 
A: That will be part of the budget speech, yes. 
 
Q: Then going on he then says, just scroll it up a bit, and “it is anticipated that 

in the next month National Petroleum Company or Papua New Guinea will 
refinance this transaction and take ownership of the shares.”  You recall that? 

 
A: Yes, it would have reflected on the earlier decision and as I indicated that I 10 

was not a part of.  
 

[1.08pm]  Q: Thank you.  And if I could take you now to DV3 – the annexure DV3.  The 
next annexure which is annexed to the affidavit of Dairi Vele dated the 22nd 
is the next annexure.  DV3 should read, A Supplementary Budget.  Now, on 
page 2 of that supplementary budget, can you see the supplementary budget?  
That is DV3.  I think we have gone down on the scrolling to the Hansard, 
DV4.  If we could go to the next orange tab on your copy there.  On screen 
now is the supplementary budget of 2014.  Do you recall that supplementary 
budget? 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in that supplementary budget on page 2, paragraph 4D(vi), interest is 

appropriated, a bundle of interest? 
 
A: Which paragraph is that? 
 
Q: 4D(vi), it is on the screen – bundle of additional interest, you see that? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, if I could take you to the annexure DV4 which is in fact the Hansard 

for Tuesday, 25 November. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if I could take you to page 39 of that Hansard.  This is the day that the 

debate was called for the general budget for 2015 but also for the 
supplementary appropriation bill.  You will see that on page 39 of that 40 
Hansard, it is up on the screen. 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And do you agree that a debate then would have ensued, do you recall? 
 
A: I do not think there is a debate on the supplementary budget because the 

actual debate took – was done on the 2015 budget because both the 
supplementary and the main 2015 budget were done on the same day. 

 
Q: And that was that.  If I could take you to page 142 of the same Hansard.   
 
A: 100 and? 10 
 
Q: 142.   
 

[1.13pm] A: Yes. 
 

Q: And that is 142.  If you can see that this is where you proposed that the 
Supplementary Appropriation Bill is read a second time.  Most of the 
questions put, Bill was read and over the page at 143, you proposed that the 
Bill will be read a third time, is that correct? 

 20 
A: Is this a statement or a Bill? 
 
Q: That is the Bill; that is the Supplementary Appropriation Bill 2014 that I 

have just read to you. 
 
A: I do not recollect doing a Bill for UBS loan. 
 
Q: This is the Supplementary Appropriation Bill to appropriate the interest that 

you spoke about in your statement. 
 30 
A: Interest on UBS loan or interests in general? 
 
Q: Yes.  Interest on the UBS loan as part of - - - 
 
A: Where did it say in the statement about UBS loan? 
 
Q: I take you back to your budget speech; annexure DV2, page 4 of your budget 

speech.  It should be budget speech, there is an annexure on there and it is 
up on the screen. 

 40 
A: Yes, go on, I got that. 
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Q: And the budget speech at page 4, you specifically say that in the 
supplementary budget as part of that we have appropriated the interest 
payment. 

 
A: Okay, go on. 
 
Q: So, if I now take you to DV5 which is the next annexure which is a Notice 

Paper of the National Parliament for November.  Keep going through your 
annexures, there is another tab, another orange tab and it is on the screen.  It 
is a Notice Paper for Wednesday, 26 November.  And on page 786 of this 10 
Notice Paper, if we could scroll down to that which is five pages down and 
towards the bottom at item 163 of this Notice Paper – 163, just a little bit 
further down, it says that this ministerial statement, the resumption of debate 
is still on the notice paper.  You say that. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall that? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: And if we could go to the next annexure which is DV6 which is the draft 

Hansard for 26 November.  It will be the last orange tab that is on the 
affidavit before you.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If we go into the draft Hansard, that is, the 26th, it is also up on the screen.  

And if we could go all the way to page 49.  Mr Pruaitch, it will be the last 
orange tab in that thick affidavit that you have got which will show you this 30 
page. 

 
[1.18 pm]  A: 45, what page, 49? 

 
Q: Page 49. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is up on the screen and that is that ministerial statement he has brought 

back and this debate is resumed.  It says on the face of it, do you see, from 40 
15 September and then Leader of Government Business Mr James Marape 
had raised the question be put, and do you see that the Parliament agreed? 
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A: Yes, I can see that.   
 
Q: The point of that Mr Pruaitch, it was to demonstrate that firstly the details of 

the loan were placed before Parliament on 5 September and tabled pursuant 
to the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) (No.2) Act and that was your compliance 
with that Act, you agree? 

 
A: I do not believe so, because compared to the IPIC transaction the approval 

process was done earlier than the actual transaction. 
 10 
Q: Going on the interest for the UBS loan was appropriated pursuant to the 

supplementary budget and through the budgetary process as required by 
section 209, is that correct? 

 
A: Again, my own experience is that a ministerial statement is a ministerial 

statement.  If the specific item is captured in the Bill then it becomes a law 
meaning that Parliament has given approval for that Bill to become an 
Appropriation Act. 

 
Q: You have been Treasurer a couple of times.  How have loans been dealt with 20 

in the past? 
 
A: The loans that I am used to are mainly concessional.  We deal with 

development partners, multilateral partners like ADB, World Bank and 
repayment terms are quite favourable to our country and it is financed 
normally through consolidated revenue.  The loans of the likes of IPIC 
transaction that we entered into to assist the State in acquiring a stake in the 
PNG LNG Project and the UBS loan itself are quite substantial because the 
repayment terms are based on commercial terms and thereby unable to be 
funded by consolidated revenue.  So, the State or executive government in 30 
its wisdom decide to operate outside or go outside of the normal budgetary 
cycles, process and therefore we need to go to parliament to invoke section 
209 of the Constitution.  But before that happens we need an enabling Act 
to enable the State to participate in that particular transaction. 

 
For example, in IPIC we have the State Participating Act and therefore we 
have the Gas Agreement for the details to be captured and that as in fact 
passed by parliament.  That is not so in the UBS loan.  UBS loan although I 
see the budgetary speech and the additional interest but this is a massive loan 
that is obtained and one would have thought that this should be treated 40 
outside the normal budget process.  That is why I still maintain that 
parliament has not given specific approval for UBS loan to be obtained.  
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[1.23 pm]  Q: Do you know how many foreign loans have been taken by Papua New 
Guinea since independence? 

 
A: I cannot but the records can be obtained from Treasury.  
 
Q: If I put it to you that there were 288, by the year would that seem 

appropriate? 
 
A: I cannot confirm that. 
 10 
Q: With those loans would it surprise you particularly for the concessional 

project loans that you have referred to, that by and large those loans are 
executed before they are put through the budget process; that the process is 
that Treasury makes a submission to NEC, NEC authorizes the negotiations, 
Treasury negotiates the loans, execute the loans in accordance with the 
Loans International Assistance Act and then when that loan is to be drawn 
down, that loan is then captured in the budget papers and that can be up to 
three years.  Is that the process that you are familiar with? 

 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: How many of those loans do you think have had a specific Act detailing their 

specific terms, an Act of Parliament of the 288? 
 
A: The concessional loans are covered by the (Overseas Borrowing) Act.  In 

my view UBS is not a concessional loan it is in fact a commercial loan and 
it has to be treated differently than our normal concessional borrowings. 

 
Q: The concessional borrowings are dealt with or at least multilateral under the 

Loans International Assistance Act, are they not?  It is only commercial or 30 
private sector loans that are dealt with under the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) (No.2) Act.  Is that the case? 

 
A: As far as I am aware, again, I am repeating myself, concessional terms apply 

to the loans that we always entered into on an annually basis with our 
multilateral partners.  This particular one is a special case and I think that 
UBS is the second case, IPIC is the first case the State has entered into 
because of the repayment terms.  The interest rates are quite high that 
consolidated revenue cannot afford the interest.  That is why it is treated 
differently. 40 

 
Q: What happened then with the Credit Swiss loan in 2016 when you were 

Treasurer, you remember? 
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A: Is that part of the Inquiry? 
 
Q: We are trying to establish, I think, as to what has been the process of dealing 

with loans into the past and into the future, whether or not the process that 
was utilized was constitutional or not so that is basis behind that question 
but if you cannot recall, you cannot recall. 

 
A: No. 
 10 
Q: Do you recall what has happened with the recent loan last year for K1 billion 

loan for the Covid loan, how that was- - - 
 
A: Say again? 
 
Q: The K1 billion Covid loan last year, do you recall how that was dealt with 

and authorized? 
 
A: Which loan was that, from where, from who? 
 20 
Q: The Covid loan from the Asian Development Bank.  You do not recall, do 

not know. 
 
A: I do not recall K1 billion loan for Covid. 
 
Q: Mr Pruaitch, just the last paragraph of your first affidavit is my last question.  

You stated that the Oil Search shares have now gone and that Papua New 
Guinea was left with a $1.2 billion debt and that was reported as a $3 billion 
debt after the Oil Search shares were sold.  That is not true, is it? 

 30 
[1.28pm] A: Well, what do we have now after the UBS transaction - - 

 
Q: Well, I put it to you that when the Oil Search shares were sold, that the debt 

were paid off in full in 2017? 
 
A: I still maintain the State misses out on the UBS transaction. 
 
Q: The question is; did you know or do you realize that indeed when the Oil 

Search shares were sold, the proceeds of the sale were applied to the debt 
and there was no debt remaining after that? 40 
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A:  Well, obviously when you enter into the loans, there must be benefit 
somewhere.  As far as I am aware, there is no benefit to the Independent 
State of Papua New Guinea.  

 
Q: I put it to you that there is no debt remaining from the UBS loan? 
 
A: I think the country stands - is not benefiting from that transaction. 
 
Q: Thank you, I have no further question. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have some point of clarification. If I might Mr 
Pruaitch.  Quite early in your cross-examination, you said that the State was given 
– this is in relation to the IPIC loan and the funding.  It was given a sixty day period 
to take up the 19.4 percent equity in PNG LNG.  Was that in fact a sixty day 
window in which IPBC had the opportunity to take up the IPIC loan because Ms 
Nonggorr to you to material to suggest that it was not until December 2009 that the 
funds had to be paid over for the PNG LNG project.  So was that sixty day period 
to actually – that that was the period for which the IPIC loan was open? 
   
A: Yes, Madam Commissioner. Sixty day window as by the Gas Agreement, 20 

the project proponents have given the State a two months period to prove 
that we have the ability to participate in this project financially. And 
therefore, IPBC provided this option for us to enter into and we opted to go 
down the path of undertaking the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Transaction.  

 
Q: I understand.  Now, thank you.  Thank you for clarifying that for me. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: That is the only question I have that arises out of Ms Nonggorr’s cross-30 

examination, Chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, thank you. I have no questions. Mr Pruaitch, thank 
you for your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, sir.  I just want to say this.  Firstly, I want to thank the Prime 

Minister for setting up the Inquiry and of course the Commissioners for 
leading us with the Commission of Inquiry.  I also thank the counsel assisting 
the Commission both in country and overseas.  And leaders of this country, 
I think it is – we have a moral duty and ethical duty to protect the interest of 40 
our country and wherever possible, we need to pursue what was lost to the 
State and to ensure the people of this country benefit from what we lost in 
the UBS transaction.  Thank you, Sir, thank you, Madam. 
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Q: All right, thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth has the next witness, I think. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Commissioners, as soon as the witness box is vacated, I recall 10 
Governor Bakani.   
 
 

[1.33 pm] LOI BAKANI, recalled: 
 
 

XN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Governor Bakani, you remain on yesterday’s oath, you understand that? 
 20 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Governor Bakani, we got as far as LMB 22 yesterday.  Could I ask you to 

take that up, that is, the last annexure to your first statement dated 30 June 
2021 which has been marked Exhibit GGG.1.  You will see that that exhibit 
comprises, firstly, your letter to Minister Micah dated 7 February 2014.  Do 
you see that? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 30 
Q: Is it the date of this correspondence that results in you defining the relevant 

period as ending on 7 February 2014? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Right.  Just to be clear if you go back to paragraph four of your statement, 

you will see – and we looked at this yesterday – you will see that the relevant 
period, as you define that, ends on 7 February.  In your mind, is this the final 
step that was taken in relation to the IPIC refinancing transaction? 

 40 
A: Yes, I do. 
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Q: We go to the next letter which forms part of that annexure.  That is the letter 
from the Prime Minister dated 4 February 2014, and you will see at the end 
there the reference to your trip to Abu Dhabi and you will recall that we were 
discussing that yesterday afternoon? 

 
A: Yes that is right.  
 
Q: All right.  Had the proposal that you went to convey to IPIC in Abu Dhabi 

not proceeded, did you have an alternative option? 
 10 
A: There was no meeting, number 1.  Number 2 is that we were not able to meet 

anyone there because no one was available to meet relating to the loan and 
our proposal that was put forward or where we were asked by government 
to go and pursue with the IPIC.  So we just had informal meetings around 
the hotel and returned three days later. 

 
Q: When did it become apparent to you that IPIC was not going to agree to the 

redemption of the shares by the State? 
 
A: For us it was clear during that day, were those days when we were there 20 

when we could not find relevant people to talk to, and we had a very clear 
impression that IPIC although not formal but we had the impression that 
IPIC probably already made up its mind to keep the shares. 

 
Q: And you are aware that sometime later, your informal impression was indeed 

formally confirmed? 
 
A: Yes, later on. 
 
Q: Yes.  And so my question is: did you, that is, did the Bank have an alternative 30 

proposal what to do in the event that the IPIC transaction was not going to 
resolve in the way that you had hoped? 

 
[1.38pm]  A: We did not.  In fact, we went by the agreement of that IPIC loan there is no 

other – I mean, they made a choice to retain the shares and that was it.  So, 
could not – we did not have the mandate to look for any other – ask for or 
come up with any other alternatives.   

 
Q: And do I take it therefore that to your mind that was the end of the deal? 
 40 
A: For me that was the end of it and that was the end of my involvement. 
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Q: Now, can I ask you to take up your second statement dated 30 July 2021, 
which is being asked exhibit GGG.2?  Now, the real effect of this statement 
is that it includes responses in relation to the UBS loan rather than or as 
distinct from the IPIC transaction which is the focus of your first statement, 
correct? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: But you tell us in paragraph 6 of your first statement that you had no 

knowledge or involvement in the UBS loan? 10 
 
A: That is correct, I had no knowledge of it but I was asked to respond to the 

same questions as per my – relating the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing 
to the UBS and I maintained the same position that I had no knowledge of 
it. 

 
Q: All right, thank you for clarifying that.  Now, you became aware of course 

in due course that there was a National Executive Council meeting on 6 
March when the UBS loan was approved.  I am not suggesting you had 
anything to do with that meeting but you became aware that on 6 March 20 
2014, an NEC decision approved the UBS loan. 

 
A: From recollection I would have known but I do not have any – I did not see 

the actual NEC decision at this stage. 
 
Q: I understand - no, no, no, I understand that.  On or about 1 March, were you 

in Sydney? 
 
A: I cannot recall or knowledge of that time in Sydney. 
 30 
Q: But in early or in that first few months of 2014, do you recall being in Sydney 

and meeting with representatives of Oil Search? 
 
A: I cannot recall.  I have no notes relating to that meeting whatsoever. 
 
Q: Could I please have document OSL.0005.0001.0728 to be brought up on the 

screen?  Now, Mr Bakani, this is not an email that you have seen.  It was not 
sent to you but it is as you will see an email from Gerea Aopi who you 
understand is an Oil Search director.  You know who Gerea Aopi is? 

 40 
A: Yes, I know Gerea. 
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Q: And you will see that he is sending an email to Peter Botten.  And you know 
that Peter Botten was the Managing Director of Oil Search. 

 
A: Oil Search at that time; yes. 
 
Q: And you will there that Mr Aopi is writing to Mr Botten and he says, “Have 

recommended to both Loi” and I take it that is a reference to you? 
 
A: Yes, that is the conversation, yes. 
 10 
Q: So, when he refers to Loi there that is a reference to you, is it not, Mr Bakani? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And  Dairi  and that is a reference to Mr Vele? 
 
A: Dairi Vele, yes. 
 
Q: “That this should be pulled – I mentioned to both that IPIC have informed 

IPBC that the notice is invalid.  I reminded them of their positive discussions 20 
they had with IPIC and this dialogue will continue on repurchasing some of 
the shares future date.  They have not received response to PM’s letter and 
this was stirred up by Jacob on Saturday.  And the next sentence is, “Loi and 
Dairi mentioned the issues raised on Saturday have been resolved.”  So that 
we understand, were these conversations, conversations you had on the 
telephone or in person? 

 
[1.43pm] A: If they were in writing, I would have some correspondence in file or relating 

to those discussions but I hardly remember any of those discussions; maybe 
just by talking. 30 

 
Q: No, that is okay.  And is this something that you could also consider when 

you are reviewing your notes to see if you have any notes or discussions.  
And you will see the reference to Saturday there and just working back from 
the date of this email being Monday, 3 March, that must mean that Saturday, 
if it is the previous Saturday was 1 March or if it was the Saturday before 
then it is the end of February.  But is that something you could review for us 
in your notes to see if you could shed some light on these conversations? 

 
A: I will try but it is on a Saturday so I do not think I have any diaries on those 40 

kinds of things.  But as I said I cannot recall having those conversations with 
– and with the involvement of my advisor – late advisor Jacob Weiss, also 
being mentioned in there to. 
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Q: But as we are reading this email this seems still to be the IPIC refinance.  Is 

that how you read it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then can I please ask another email to be brought up, 

WIT.0099.0007.0985?  Now, this Governor is an email that you will see.  
You will see it there on the line original message, you will see it is an email 
from Dairi Vele and it was sent to you on 5 March 2014 at 5.38 pm, do you 10 
see that? 

 
A: From Diari and there is – not only me but there is a lot of other guys there. 
 
Q: Yes, we will come to that but you see this is an email from Dairi Vele sent 

on 5 March 2014 at that time, do you see? 
 
A; Yes. 
 
Q: And the people that he sent it to is Anthony Latimer; and do you know who 20 

Anthony Latimer is? 
 
A: At that time I met him but I cannot recall his identity now. 
 
Q: He is a member of the firm Norton Rose in Sydney.  Does that help with 

your recollection? 
 
A: Yes, a little bit.   
 
Q: And then the next person is Jimmy Maladina and you know who Jimmy 30 

Maladina is? 
 
A: Yes, I know Jimmy. 
 
Q: And the next name is Paddy Jilek and do you know who Paddy Jilek is? 
 
A: I cannot recall him now. 
 
Q: You will see from his email address there that he is an officer of the UBS 

Bank? 40 
 
A: Yes, yes, I can see. 
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Q: Did you ever meet Paddy Jilek? 
 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: And did you have any conversations with Paddy Jilek? 
 
A: No, not at all. 
 
Q: And then the last person on that line is your own name and email address, is 

it not? 10 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And that is your work email address? 
 
A: Work, yes. 
 
Q: And Dairi Vele addresses each of you as “team” do you see that?  So, at least 

in Dairi Vele’s mind, you form part of a team, do you see that? 
 20 
A:    Yes, yes, he calls us that. 
 
Q: And do you know why Dairi Vele would be including you in a team together 

with Anthony Latimer, Jimmy Maladina and Paddy Jilek? 
 
A: I have no recollection why I am included in this one. 
 
Q: Did you receive any other emails from Dairi Vele at this time on 5 March? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 30 
 
Q: Is that something that you could go back and check? 
 
A: I will check. 
 
Q: And then if we get to - - - 
 
A: Sorry, counsel, just the other thing is that my emails, if I can get our IT to – 

because I have changed computer and office also so my emails starts from 
2016 to now.  2015 backwards would have been all deleted. 40 

 
[1.48pm] Q: All right, do your best please to confirm one way or the other that these 

emails exist? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then can I ask you to comment on the body of the email.  So Dairi Vele 

asks the team which includes you, are we okay for NEC at 10 am tomorrow 
morning?  And so tomorrow morning must be a reference to 6 March, do 
you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: And 6 March is, of course, the NEC meeting where the UBS loan was 

ultimately approved. 
 
A: 6 March? 
 
Q: Yes, 6 March.  So, my question, sir, is do you have an explanation for why 

at 20 to 6 or so in the evening on the evening before the NEC meeting, Dairi 
Vele wrote this email asking you as part of a team as to why – enquiring as 
to whether everything is okay for the NEC meeting? 

 20 
A: Normally, in this kind of diary, I would include only for information 

purposes but not particularly involved in any agreements or drafting of 
anything at all. 

 
Q: I understand. 
 
A: Because in all those agreements there is a clause or particular clause that 

relates to the financing so this is where the Bank of Papua New Guinea is 
involved in.  But in most cases, I do not get or we do not get involved.  More 
so we just make comments on a particular section relating to financing and 30 
where it relates to the laws that we govern so that it is appropriately put down 
in the loan agreements.  But to know the full context of the loans and all that 
it is not, we are not at liberty to have the full agreement. 

 
Q: I accept all of that.  And do I take it that Mr Vele therefore was seeking some 

sort of comfort from you in relation to the UBS loan that was going before 
the NEC meeting the following day? 

 
A: I was just copied as I said but I did not recollect anything, my response or 

anything. 40 
 
Q: And you were not surprised to receive this email at that time asking you 

whether everything is okay for the NEC meeting the next day? 
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A: Yes, as I said, it is for my information only. 
 
Q: And what he is informing you about is the UBS loan that was to go before 

the NEC meeting the following day, is that right? 
 
A: It does not state here anything about the UBS but just NEC meeting. 
 
Q: Yes, the NEC meeting on 6 March 2014? 
 10 
A: 6 March, yes. 
 
Q: And you know that on 6 March it was the UBS loan that was the main order 

of business. 
 
A: Yes.  I did not know until after the NEC decision was made – NEC meeting, 

sorry. 
 
Q: So, were you surprised then to receive this email from Dairi Vele in the 

evening? 20 
 
A: Well, at that time, maybe on 5 March, I was not able to access it because I 

would have already been home and I do not access my bank emails from 
home.  I use my own g-mail.  So that is why I do not have a recollection of 
responding or seeing this email late on 5 March. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Do you have a recollection of receiving any other emails from 

anybody else concerning the UBS transaction? 
 
A: No, I do not.  At this stage, I cannot recall receiving any other emails. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What about the next morning when you got to your 
office, governor?  Would you then have read this email? 
 
A: I would have read it but it did not – I cannot recall making any comments or 

commenting on it because I was not, as I said, if we were to make the 
comment on the loan agreement, we would have done that already.  So, it 
was not for me to take it – you know, going to NEC is not my job. 

 
Q: I must say it seems to me to be a remarkably casual way to include the 40 

Governor of the Central Bank for information only to take you on to a list of 
the people who were actually involved in the negotiation.  Would you not 
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have expected a more formal way of being informed if indeed that is all it is 
for? 

 
A: I agree with that, commissioner.  It would have been more formal if they had 

written to us formally to either make a comment on this particular transaction   
but we did not and it is only through this emails just for my information just 
to keep us informed of the progress where it is, and I made sure because of 
my lack of involvement did not comment or make any substantive response 
to any of those like this one here. 

 10 
[1.53 pm] MR JURTH:  Leaving aside the UBS deals, just generally speaking, do you 

habitually get copied into emails for your information only? 
 
A: Yes, if in an email like this where it is a couple of us, a couple of people 

being copied or sent an email, then I would respond if I am particularly 
involved in it.  If I am not then I do not have to respond. 

 
Q: No, but that was not my question. 
 
A: I do not even make a comment.   20 
 
Q: No, that was not my question, sir.  My question was: do you regularly receive 

emails that are not addressed to you just for your information only?  Is that 
something that commonly happens in your business? 

 
A: Not common. 
 
Q: No, because people would only email the Governor of the Reserve Bank if 

there was some purpose for doing so? 
 30 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: So there must have been some purpose for Mr Vele to include you in this 

email? 
 
A: I do not know.  As I said- - - 
 
Q: And you do not recall asking him about it?   
 
A: As I said, mine is for information only to know where the progress of this 40 

thing is but no involvement in the actual submission to NEC or the 
agreements, or negotiations, nothing at all. 
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Q: Commissioners, I do not think I will take that any further.  I have no further 
questions for Governor Bakani. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Does anyone wish to – have we got any notice? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, there have been no applications for examination of Mr Bakani. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the Commission. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do you have any questions, chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we will ask questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I want to move right away from the UBS Loan, 
Governor.  I will just ask you a bit about the Sovereign Wealth Fund Organic Law.  
I know that you are very involved in the international committees of organizations 
like the IMF and so on but this is a matter that could be of great interest to you.  
But I have not really been able to find in my own researches just where it is at at 20 
the moment.  Have you established a board? 
 
A: After the Organic Law was passed, the Treasury Department set up a team 

to commence implementation of the Sovereign Wealth Fund or the 
establishment and that they had a split in their roles.  The setting up of the 
board would be treasury’s role and the policy aspects of the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund; whereas we would be – the Bank of Papua New Guinea would 
be involved in the areas of investments, setting up an investment committee 
to look at different investment options and all that. 

 30 
Q: So, how to establish the mandate? 
 
A: That is right.  
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: That is right, the mandate, whether we manage it in-house using our 

resources or we outsource it to external banks or investments banks.  So 
those are the two splits in the roles.  Treasury has gone out and advertised 
publicly their boards but if it has been withheld and they have not set up the 40 
board, to answer you, commissioner. 
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Q: Well, that was some five years ago when Treasury put out public statements 
that they were going to do this and they were going on a sort of roadshow 
around the country to explain the Sovereign Wealth Fund and the benefits it 
would bring to the people of New Guinea; I read that in a public document.  
You know, it was written simply so people could understand it.  What is the 
stumbling block?  Five years is a long time to try and set up a board. 
 

[1.58 pm]  A: Yes.  I am not privy to whatever decision that was made at the department 
relating to withholding that appointment process.  I think my view was that 
because they were not ready in terms of the – if they have a board in place 10 
how would they be paid because under the law it says that they have to be 
paid by the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And the setting up of the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund has not taken place so the board would be unpaid after being 
appointed so that is my view on that.  The other point is that given the 
situation we were in at that time in terms of the budget and that requires all 
the necessary revenue, there was not an urgency to set it up because the law 
says it would come from surplus revenue or where the revenue from the 
projects would go into it and also from asset sales.  And then would come 
out again to the budget so imagine if everything goes in there into the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund they would have all come out again to fund the 20 
budget.  Unless there is some - and I recall there are some formula in the 
calculation of the budget to be retained in the Sovereign Wealth Fund so the 
growth of the Sovereign Wealth Fund in terms of the funds would be much 
lower.  So, those are my two views on why it was slowed and that the 
appointment of the directors had not taken place. 

 
Q: The Stabilization Fund was to help balance the budget of course, was it, and 

then the other one was the Savings Fund, the two funds, that is not unusual.  
The surplus was to come from the projects, that is from Kumul Petroleum 
and Kumul Minerals. 30 

 
A:  Kumul Minerals, yes. 
 
Q: Do you have any visibility on why there is nothing coming from those 

sources? 
 
A: They are governed by their own governing structure so I would not know 

why their funds are not being visible.  Again, if they were to be directed, 
their funds to be or the revenue that is going to them to be directed to the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund that would be in place first before the funds would 40 
be going to their – and then coming out to fund the budget and the other one 
for the future generation. 
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Q: As I understand it the Timor-Leste Sovereign Wealth Fund was a model that 
was looked at when you were establishing this as a structure, that is a very 
small and poor country.  They have had theirs going for some little while. 

 
A: Yes, they got theirs and I think the last few years only they started to draw 

down on it and I know the governor of the bank there very well.  They have 
been utilizing it more frequently now given a lot of disasters and the 
requirement in the budget to fund them.  Yes, that was the reason they started 
drawing it down but it grew quite up for a while accumulating a lot of funds 
for a small country like them. 10 

 
Q: It is generally accepted, would you agree that really you need strong political 

leadership in order to make a Sovereign Wealth Fund work for the people? 
 
A: I agree but if the governance structure is such as it is kept outside of the 

political arena then in anywhere else the success of the one in Singapore and 
this one in Timor-Leste, it would work very well because the board would 
be the ones looking after the governance; in charge of the fund and not 
subject to political influence. 

 20 
Q: I think perhaps by that statement the author was suggesting that unless a 

government wishes to establish a working Sovereign Wealth Fund it really 
will not happen.  It needs that driver before it can happen.  So, is there any 
champion for a Sovereign Wealth Fund that actually is more than just on 
statute books in Papua New Guinea?  Is there anyone here trying to bring it 
about? 

 
[2.03p.m]  A: Well, over the last few years I think it is just dried up in terms of the interest 

in it.  So we have a proposed from the bank’s side, that we could start small 
by having a – because we are involved already in reserve management; 30 
reserve in foreign exchanges, we could set up something small using the – 
but have Trust, trustee over it and they would be the ones governing it.  Not 
the full board having a full board like in a Sovereign Fund to look after it up 
to a point where it is mature enough, then if there is political will to start a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund, then the funds are transferred over and or it remains 
with us because we still look after it within the separation of those roles and 
we could turn it into the fund of the Sovereign Wealth Fund. 

 
Q: I do not want you to drift too far away from our Terms of Reference, 

Governor, but it would surely ease the foreign exchange problems if you had 40 
an overseas investing fund. 

A: Definitely. 
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Q: All right, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Governor, I did pose a question yesterday and I am assuming 
that you are investigating the question which might provide some assistance here 
but I am going to be asking one or two more questions to add on to what I asked 
yesterday.  I was just going through the Central Banking Act and there are a number 
of provisions that confer or describe the functions of the Central Bank that might 
be relevant to this Inquiry.  And I am looking at section 54, that says; “The Central 
Bank as the depository and fiscal agency for international financial institutions 
through which financial dealings may be conducted with international financial 
institutions.”  And there is section 71 of the Act which says; “The Central Bank 10 
acts as a banker for other banks and financial institutions.”  And there is section 79 
that says; “The Central Bank is responsible for managing balances in foreign 
currencies.”  The Commission is in a situation where financial records of 
transactions conducted between PNG clients and the banks in Singapore that 
managed the revenue from the PNG LNG Project, the financial records are not 
being put before this Commission to understand and appreciate the revenue flow 
from the PNG LNG Project that is flowing into Kumul Petroleum Holdings and 
how those funds were managed in terms of repaying the UBS loan, either the bridge 
loan or the collar loan or both.   

So, in terms of your bank’s function in managing some of these aspects of banking, 20 

not only to investigate but also transactions involving overseas financial 
institutions whether your bank might have some records going back to the period 
between 21 May 2014 and 30 September 2017.  That might shed some light on the 
financial transactions that are taking place.  For example, foreign exchange, 
clearances for substantial payments being made from PNG sources to overseas 
clients, customers, companies that relates to the UBS loan transaction. 

I am just thinking aloud here so you just might want to have a look at your records 
to see if the bank performed any of these kinds functions associated with the UBS 
Loan transaction in that period.  When you come next, you can provide that 
information. 30 

[2.08 pm]    A: Thank you, chief commissioner.  Just to clarify some of the – in a normal 
process in a normal part of our exchange control regulation, we approve 
foreign currency accounts called Foreign currency accounts that are held 
either here with the commercial banks here or with the commercial banks 
overseas.  This is particularly for PNG companies wanting to have those 
accounts to conduct their foreign currency transactions and, of course, in 
exchange for Kina or vice versa.   
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In the case of the PNG LNG, the Agreement says that all the shareholders, 
all the proponents of the project are exempted.  There is a blanket exemption 
given to all of them whereby our Exchange Control Act does not come into 
play.  We will not be approving any of those foreign currency accounts 
offshore, and we will not be able to – they are not required to report to us 
anything other than their export proceeds.  So you see, export proceeds 
comprise of how much volume you sent out and the price.  For purposes of 
what you call the balance of payments, we only receive Monthly Export 
Statistics after we had been requesting for it.  But the Agreement in its 
totality gives a blanket approval to all the proponents of the Gas Project 10 
whereby any transactions they do through those foreign currency accounts, 
we will not be able to monitor them or we will not have an oversight over 
them. 
 
In a normal situation if we do have – if they come to us and get approval 
because then they are required to report every month on all the transactions 
in and out of that particular account.  So that is the difference.  This is the 
first time that we got total exemption – I mean, the company has got total 
exemption on the project whereby our Exchange Control Regulation does 
not come into play or they are not required to get approval from us. 20 
 
There is a difference now with the current projects where they all got – we 
have to provide them Exchange Control Approvals for them to hold foreign 
currency accounts.  So this is the exception I want to make to clarify this.  
But if there is any way of how we can – even for that matter also, the PNG-
owned Kumul Petroleum, they are not obliged to report to us because they 
are covered by this exemption.  They report to us only the export proceeds. 

 
Q: If you can just explain a bit further.  If you can check for any records of 

payments made by the government through the Department of Finance in 30 
terms of interest, loan interest on the UBS Loan payments that your Bank 
might have processed.  We have information that there was a Supplementary 
Budget passed in 2014 that provided for payment of around 200 or is it 400, 
I did not quite get the figure, but million for interest payments.  There could 
be some other payments from consolidated revenue to various clients such 
as the UBS, these kinds of payments.  But if you can check and also provide 
information in those areas. 

 
A: Yes, chief commissioner, we definitely have those because all the 

government payments abroad mainly for debt service, that includes principal 40 
interest, fee charges or whatever.  They are on instructions from Department 
of Finance and Treasury to us and we bill it through the Waigani public 
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account and we provide foreign currency accounts to those beneficiary 
overseas and I will compile that for you, Chief Commissioner. 

 
[2.13 pm]  Q: Okay.  I think those are my questions.  Mr Jurth. 

 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Just one little more question if I might.  So, that 
blanket exemption from the fiscal laws of PNG only applies to those in the PNG 
LNG Project so Kumul Minerals will not come within that, it is just Kumul 10 
Petroleum? 
 
A: Kumul Petroleum. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Thanks, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Chief Commissioner, in order for 
Mr Bakani to undertake the tasks that we have set him it is proposed that he come 
back on Monday, 9 August.  I have conferred in the meantime with his lawyer Mr 
Posman and that is a convenient time I understand with both Mr Posman and 20 
Governor Bakani. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Governor Bakani, is Monday 9 August at 10 o’clock 
convenient to you? 
 
A: That should be okay Chief Commissioner. 
 
Q: All right then his appearance is adjourned to 9 August at 10 o’clock.  Thank 

you for your evidence now and you may be excused. 
 30 
A: Thank you so much Commissioners. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I now call Daniel Rolpagarea.  Whilst Mr 
Rolpagarea makes his way, can I foreshadow the two documents that we need on 40 
the screen.  It is WIT.0026.0001.0013 and secondly WIT.0019.0002.0479. 
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DANIEL ROLPAGAREA, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Rolpagarea, your full name is Daniel Rolpagarea? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You remain the State Solicitor today? 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You understand that you are bound by your previous oath? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  The reason Mr Rolpagarea that you have come back is because 

you were asked to respond to some issues that arose in the course of your 
previous evidence? 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is right, all right.  Firstly then could I please ask for those two 

documents to be put up on the screen if they are ready and perhaps we could 
start with the one earlier in time, the 10 October 2014 letter.  You recall that 
these were the two letters where your advice went from an unconditional no 
to a conditional yes because in terms the letter says that you received further 
information, you recall that Mr Rolpagarea? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You thought that there might be some explanation amongst your files as to 

what that further material was.  Have you been able to identify the material 
that you received for that change of advice? 

 
A: No, I was not able to find any documents.  I did undertake a search but I was 

not able to find any documents. 
 
Q: All right.  Since giving evidence have you had any opportunity to reflect on 40 

that to see if you can recall what might have prompted that change? 
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A: Yes, I thought of it.  We may have had discussions and I may have been 
given some notes during discussions that is why I would not change my 
position from a previous letter to another position in another letter unless I 
have some information that warrants that change. 

 
[2.18 pm]  Q: I understand.  All right. Now, my understanding is the transcript for your 

previous day is not yet available but I have a note here of two questions that 
were asked by the Chief Commissioner and two or three asked by 
Commissioner White so I will put this to you and we would be glad of your 
response.  The first question from the Chief Commissioner was he requested 10 
you to have a think about your view on whether the LNG State Participation 
Act 2008 was sufficient approval for the IPIC loan particularly with regard 
to the lack of specific information considered by the Act regarding the loan? 

 
A: Sorry, the question is the LNG Participation Act? 
 
Q: Yes, whether that was sufficient approval for the IPIC loan? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: That is so having regard to the lack of specific information in that Act 

concerning the terms and details of the loan? 
 
A: As I mentioned in my last appearance my position and advice was that the 

Parliament would approve generally and then the details of which are 
undertaken by the executive so for the purposes of that legislation approval 
by Parliament, yes, my view is that it is sufficient. 

 
Q: Commissioners, with your leave I will just go through these questions or 

would you prefer to deal with them one at a time? 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You go ahead. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  The next question that we have a note of Mr 
Rolpagarea was whether you recall in your time as State Solicitor, a specific piece 
of legislation which approved a specific loan? 
 
A: I cannot recall a specific piece of legislation approving a loan other than the 

Appropriation piece.  
 40 
Q: Very well.  I will then move to Commissioner White’s questions.  The first 

one concern the one that I have just asked you about the information that 
you were provided in order to change your advice.  You have already 
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answered that question.  Second question was a request for you to follow up 
and see to the extent to which the details of the loan were included in the 
Budget Appropriation Bills in 2009 and that must be a reference to the IPIC 
Loan? 

 
A: Let me put it this way.  I was not able to get a copy of the budget book to 

check if it is in the budget book.  Although I made a call to parliament and 
had some general discussions with the clerk, he was going to come back to 
me but he did not but I was calling just generally amongst other things to 
find out about the books from the parliament. 10 

 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, those are the notes that counsel assisting have 

of the queries put to Mr Rolpagarea.  There has been no application on behalf 
of any other witness to examine him so that can leave it to you, 
Commissioners. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not have any other questions but Mr Rolpagarea thank 
you for your evidence this afternoon and your continuous attendance here.  That I 
think completes your evidence so you may be excused now. 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I do apologize.  I withdraw what I just said 
about nobody seeking leave.  Indeed our friend Ms Nonggorr has written down a 
question and she asked me to put it to the witness because she is not available this 
afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, she has to be here to ask the question herself. 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, with respect she does not.  Practice Note 4 contemplates 
counsel assisting posing the question and so with- - - 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You would not ask on her behalf? 
 
MR JURTH:  And I will put this question to the witness. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On her behalf. 
 
MR JURTH:  On her behalf that precisely what- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, she has to be here to ask the question herself. 
 40 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, you could actually adopt the question if you 
wish to do so. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If it is going to be your question we will allow it but not if it 
is her question. 
 
MR JURTH:  I understand the distinction. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You see the distinction? 
 
MR JURTH:  I do and I seek leave to put one final question to the State Solicitor. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You adopt that question as yours and you want to ask it, do 10 
you? 
 
MR JURTH:  I will adopt this question as mine and I will ask it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay then I will allow it but that is the point there, coming 
through back door but that is all right, you go ahead and ask.. 
 

[2.23p.m]  MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  Mr Rolpagarea, this is the question.  With regards 
to compliance with section 209 of the Constitution after seeing the material; (a) 
concerning the loan documents being tabled in Parliament by the Treasurer in 20 
accordance with section 2.8 of the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) (No.2) Act and 
concerning the Supplementary Budget 2014 and the appropriation of interest paid 
by the State and concerning the novation of the loan and transfer of the shares to 
NPCP now Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited that were put forward by Mr Vele.  
Would you say that Mr Vele followed your legal advice? 

 
A: Thank you.  I think I have said much on 209.  Yes, I was shown the 

evidences, well last week through the affidavit of Secretary for Treasury, 
Dairi Vele and he produces pages or certain parts of documents but all I can 
say is that it is on record, I have advised that they should go back to 30 
parliament but whatever the documents, because it a statement by the 
minister, so I think my view is that I will leave it to the lawyers to make 
submissions to this commission on the issue of whether that is the 
appropriate document.  So, basically I will leave it to lawyers to make that 
submission.   

Q: Very well.  Thank you, Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you understand the question?  It was a pretty loaded 
question.   

A: The part that I understood was, did I take the statement in parliament to be 
in compliance with 209.  And I am saying that I will leave – I have advised 40 
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that you go to parliament, in terms of the documentation I will leave it to the 
lawyers to make them. 

Q: All right, good thank you.  You may be excused. 

A: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you State Solicitor. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think that is the end of the witnesses today, is 10 

it not Mr Jurth because Mr Maladina needs to be put over tomorrow, is that right? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, Dr Renwick, Commissioners, may I please provide an update 
in relation to a number of witnesses.  Most importantly, the Prime Minister is no 
longer available tomorrow and I seek a direction that he be put over until 10 o’clock 
on Monday 9 August? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is going to be a crowded hour, Mr Jurth. 

MR JURTH:  Yes.  I appreciate that a lot of witnesses have been set down to 10 
o’clock.  Can I indicate that it will be the Prime Minister that will start at 10 o’clock 
and then we will work out the times for the other witnesses on the running list. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right we can adjourn his appearance to 9 August, yes. 20 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The consequences of that of course 
is that tomorrow then opens up a lot of time and for that reason Mr Maladina has 
been asked to come tomorrow for two purposes; one, he was one of those that 
waited whole day yesterday to get on and did not and I was concerned to make sure 
that that does not happen to him today.  But also there are some further documents 
that I need to review before examining him.  So could I seek a direction for Mr 
Maladina to be set down to give his evidence at 1 o’clock tomorrow afternoon? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we issue that direction. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you very much.  That is for the record that is 4 August at 1 
pm on 4 August.  May I then deal with the Attorney General, Dr Eric Kwa.  He 30 
was also set down to give evidence today.  He contacted me to say that he was 
chairing a meeting and was then on his way to Kokopo and he will also not be 
available until early next week.  On the same basis, could I also please seek a 
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direction adjourning his evidence to 10 am on Monday.  Of course, it would not be 
at that time but we will work it out and it may be that we agree to slotting him 
down the list to even to Tuesday.   But for present purposes, I seek a direction that 
Dr Kwa be adjourned until 10 am on Monday. 
 

[2.28pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  We issue the direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  The 9th, yes. Thank you. Then can I take what I think remain of the 
formal directions for today.  May I first deal with Erastus Kamburi.  He has sought 
an adjournment to provide a final affidavit together with supplementary documents 10 
and that occur by 4 o’clock on Wednesday 4 August with a view to him being 
recalled on Thursday 5 August to give his oral evidence.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will issue that direction, yes. 
 
MR JURTH:   Thank you, Chief. Can we then take the matter of Garry Juffa.  Now, 
Garry Juffa was served with a letter of request dated 21 July 2021 concerning his 
role as the Chair of the Public Sector Reform and Service Delivery Committee. 
Now, my understanding is that Mr Juffa contacted the Commission’s Secretary last 
week and indicated that he has no documents and he is not the Chairman of that 20 
ministerial committee on Public Reform and Service Delivery Committee. I would 
like to make further contact with Mr Juffa to confirm two matters.  Principally, he 
says that he is no longer the chairman but still may have relevant documents or is 
the position that he never was the chairman and never had any documents.  So I 
seek that he also be stood over until later in the week for the purposes of allowing 
me time to clarify these matters and see what Mr Juffa can assist the commission 
with.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  May we adjourn his matter until 10 am on Friday this week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  The 6th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue the direction.  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you. And then can I mention two matters together. They are 
the subpoena or summons issued to Dentons and Ashurst.  In both cases, we have 40 
been provided with documents. We are in the process of reviewing those 
documents and could each of these summonse be stood over until Monday 9 
August for that process to occur? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue the direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  And I think that takes me to the lists of the directions and everything 
on my list.  Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. So if I can just deal with tomorrow then,  Commissioners. 
Sorry, the first matter I should just mention is for reasons which are understandably 
private and confidential. All I can say is due to a medical procedure. We are 
instructed that Mr Botten is not able to give evidence this week or next week. So I 10 
simply mention that at this point. He was not the subject of an adjournment to a 
particular date and I suppose if there is an application by anyone or questions to be 
put to him, we will deal with that if and when it occurs. 
 
If I can then deal with tomorrow’s list. We are going to have Mr Micah at 10 
tomorrow, now that the Prime Minister cannot be there. Mr Mortensen, Mr Manau, 
Sir Puka Temu, we have already listed Mr Maladina at 1 o’clock and Dr Ngangan 
at 2.   And so that is the position there.  And then we have as you know a busy day 
on Thursday and Friday. 
 20 

[2.33 pm] I am just reading a message which has just come in.  Mr Vele says he will now 
prefer to give evidence on Tuesday due to urgent work in the meantime, and it suits 
counsel assisting to set him down on Tuesday morning.  He would be, I think, the 
last substantive witness apart from Sir Tim Beasley.  So could we adjourn Mr 
Vele’s evidence to next Tuesday at 10 am please? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  10 August, is it, Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.  Then on Thursday- - - 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue that direction in respect of Mr Dairi 
Vele. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Then on Thursday, just to confirm, we have got 
the Honourable Peter O’Neill returning, as is Mr Yauieb and Mr Sonk.  Then on 
Friday, we have Mr Mortensen and Mr Pomaleu but we will just see whether we 
can get – so Mr Mortensen, I am sorry is now coming tomorrow.  Anyway, that is 
where we stand.  We finished a little earlier than we expected today.  But I am 
pleased to indicate, commissioners, that finally some material has come in from 
Norton Rose and we need to look at what that is and see what use can be made of 40 
it at this very very late stage in the Inquiry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just going back to today’s diary. 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no notes beside Ano Pala.  I think he is Sir Ano Pala.  
What did we say about Sir Ano Pala? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I can provide you with an update.  Sir Ano came to the hearing 
room today.  I spoke to him to him in the morning.  He has provided a further email 
that answers some of the issues that were raised with him in particular concerning 
the practices of the parliament from his experience as a clerk.   10 
 
He raised a further development on what he had already sent me and said he will 
provide a further email.  I see on my emails that he has sent through something but 
I have not had the opportunity to review it.  So I would like to have an opportunity 
to review that; make sure it is of assistance to us and then we will bring Sir Ano in 
as soon as we have that ready. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And so, what do we do, we adjourn his appearance generally 
or to fix a date and time? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  I think it might be convenient- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Generally, do you not think, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Sorry, I missed that, Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Generally, do you not think, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Certainly. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.   We will adjourn his appearance generally. Just 
going back to some of the witnesses that are part-heard, David Towe, yes.  What 
is the situation with David Towe? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, there has been no progress with him save to this extent.  I have 
emailed him to ask him to complete the calculations so that has gone out.  I have 
not had a response yet.  As soon as there is a response, I have also asked – I will 
then of course review that response.  I have also asked him when he is available 
later this week or early next week to attend in my office and undertake the tendering 
exercise that you set for us. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Okay.  Then with those mentions, we can adjourn the 
proceedings to tomorrow unless there is something else that anyone else want to 
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raise.  No?  If not, then my associate will adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, 
adjourn the proceedings.   
 
 
 
AT 2.38 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 4 AUGUST 2021 AT 10 AM. 
 
 
 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[10.01am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I think we are just waiting on the 
arrival of Mr Micah.  Is that right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so, Dr Renwick. I have not seen him yet this morning. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Could you just remind us, Mr Jurth, of the running list today and 
timings, please? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, certainly.  Commissioners, Ben Micah is first as soon as he 
arrives. The next fixed time is 1 pm for Jimmy Maladina.  We have offered him that 10 
time because he has been moved over three days in a row.  There are two other 
matters to mention. David Manau is on today’s list.  Mr Manau’s lawyers are still 
putting his statement and annexures in a form that is acceptable to the commission. 
And in relation to Sir Puka Temu, who is also on today’s list, Sir Puka has provided 
a statement, even a signed statement but then emailed me last night to attempt to 
send me a further statement but nothing was attached.  So I do not know whether he 
was attempting to send me the same statement again or whether he is sending me a 
different statement. I have emailed him to request clarification.  As soon as I 
understand what his position is, we will either attempt to bring him in today or at the 
first available opportunity.  Finally, we are hoping to get Dr Ken Ngangan on today. 20 
I understand that 2 pm has been proposed but if we can do so earlier we will.  And 
so those are everybody on today’s list.  Mr Micah’s lawyer has just appeared at the 
bar table and he has an update for the commission in relation to Mr Micah’s 
whereabouts. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Good morning, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Morning.  30 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Yes, Commissioners, I appear for Mr Micah. Since our last 
appearance on 28 June, I have communicated with Mr Micah that his matter was 
returnable, that is was required to appear before the commission today at 10 o’clock. 
I have sent that communication by Whatsup as well as by email. He has not 
responded as of last week.  So I am not in a position to assist the commission at this 
point, as to the availability of Mr Micah. 
 
Having said that, I believe he is still in New Ireland in respect of his elder brother’s 
death and for that reason I believe he is not available today.  At this point, that is 40 
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only reason I can be able to put to the commission in respect of Mr Micah’s 
appearance.  Thank you, Commissioners.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, may I let Dr Renwick respond because Mr 
Micah is one of his witnesses.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. I wonder whether, sir, if you would be kind enough to – while 
we get on with other witnesses to attempt to communicate with Mr Micah again and 10 
perhaps you might indicate in your Whatsup email messages that the commission is 
able to receive his evidence by zoom, a video link.  And if he is well able to do that 
and we are flexible today as to when that might be.  We have a number of important 
questions for Mr Micah and it is necessary that he appears. So sir, could I ask you 
perhaps to communicate that and come back when you are done so.  Feel free, if I 
may say so, something for commission’s directions to re-mention the matter when 
you have done that and perhaps when you have got communication but it is really is 
very important that Mr Micah attends. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, unless any of the other counsel assisting team have 20 
got a better idea, my submission is the hearing should be stood down until 1 pm. 
 

[10.06am]DR RENWICK:  We are at liberty to apply - so in other words if we have anything 
more to advise we will, commissioners but I think Mr Jurth is right.  Unfortunately, 
it is most unfortunate but there we are. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, are you suggesting we adjourn to 1 o’clock today to 
give Mr Micah’s lawyer time to contact his client and then advise? 
 
MR JURTH:  We can certainly do that, chief, and I imagine that he will be in contact 30 
with me if he has an update before 1 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  All right, then we will adjourn Mr Ben Micah’s appearance to 
1 o’clock then. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, then we will adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock today? 
 
MR JURTH:  1 o’clock today. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.02pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I believe Mr Jaminan has an update for us.  Mr 
Jaminan? 

 10 
MR JAMINAN:  Yes, I have been in touch with Mr Micah.  He has firstly returned 
from his village and is now located at Malangan House Resort.  He says that his 
evidence may be communicated to be via zoom, and he says that ultimately via 
Whatsup. (…inaudible…)  I am not too sure how that will work.  That is my position. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have some technical officers on board that could assist and 
if they need to be dispersed to the location to assist him, that can be done. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Very well.  He is actually located at Malangan Guest House.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can also have discussions with Mr Jurth and Mr Yapao 
sitting there as well so see if you can arrange for him to give his evidence by zoom.  
It is just that if you need some technical assistance we may be able to provide that..   
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, if it is convenient, may I inquire through Mr 
Jurth, is Mr Maladina there? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, he is. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, in my submission, commissioners, we might start taking the 
evidence from Mr Maladina and in the meantime, if there is someone who can – 
once he is sworn in who can assist Mr Jaminan and Mr Micah, we can perhaps pencil 
in Mr Micah for 3.30 or commissioners I am in your hands.  Perhaps that is too 
optimistic.  Perhaps he should return for tomorrow.  One way or the other, at least 
Mr Micah has been in touch and we need to have his evidence heard. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Tomorrow or Friday then? 
 40 
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MR JAMINAN:  Mr Chairman, I think to be on the safe side, we can have him 
scheduled to a time tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Tomorrow? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Yes.  That will give me time to liaise with him. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And Mr Jaminan, if you can just let Mr Micah know, I will be 
showing him some documents which will appear on the screen so he will need a 
decent size computer screen to look at.  If he is doing it on his mobile phone, it is 10 
going to be difficult.  If it is possible for him to sit in front of a computer screen, I 
do not know if he has that would be very desirable. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you, counsel, I will put it to him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is why I was suggesting that if you need some technical 
assistance, we may be able to provide it and if you need more time for that, you can 
advise Mr Jurth and we will organize another time for your client.   
 
MR JAMINAN:  Thank you, chairman. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But for now, I think, tentatively we can list his appearance at 
10 o’clock tomorrow.  And I understand Mr Jaminan you also have an affidavit to 
tender, is it? 
 

[1.07 pm] MR JAMINAN:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You do not have? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Not at this point. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JAMINAN:  Mr Micah (…inaudible…) 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Will you be giving evidence? 
 
MR JAMINAN:  At this point, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, okay.  All right then, you may be excused. 40 
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MR JAMINAN:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners, I call Jimmy Maladina. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, swear the witness. 
 
 10 
JIMMY MALADINA, sworn: 
 
 
XN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Maladina, just for the record would you please state your full name? 
 
A: Jimmy Maladina. 
 
Q: Mr Maladina, I have seen a reference to what I think is your name in various 20 

court proceedings and there is a middle name stated there Mostata.  Is that 
your name or is that a mistake? 

 
A: That is correct, that is also my middle name. 
 
Q: All right and that is spelt M-o-s-t-a-t-a? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Mr Maladina, why not we do with the question that everybody wants 30 

answered.  Did you receive a payment of a K1 million from Pacific Legal 
Group in or about April 2014 whether that was to you personally or to a 
company associated with you for work that you did for Pacific Legal Group? 

 
A: Usually it is paid into one of my companies. 
 
Q: All right, so the answer to the question, yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: All right.  What is the name of the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, I think we will start his evidence in the usual manner 
which is to lead him to give his statement.  Have that tendered and then take him 
through his affidavit and then you can ask questions.  
 
MR JURTH:  If it pleases, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that is the sort of standard practice that we have adopted 
with other witnesses so we will follow that.  Yes? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission.  Mr Maldina, do you have a copy of 
your statement before you? 
 
A: I do. 
 
Q: It is described as an affidavit, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 20 
Q: Sworn on 22 June 2021? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Comprises four pages altogether, does it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And 18 numbered paragraphs? 
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And the signature on the last page is yours? 
 
A: That is correct I do not have a copy of it but I believe I signed it. 
 
Q: Sorry? 
 
A: I do not have a copy of the signed affidavit, my affidavit but I believe I did 

sign this statement. 40 
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Q: All right can I ask you to look at the screen.  Is that a signed copy of your 

affidavit? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Are the contents of this affidavit true and correct to the best of your 

information, knowledge and belief? 
 
A: To the best of my knowledge, it is correct. 10 
 
Q: All right thank you, I tender that, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before we do that, we have an appearance for Mr Maladina? 
 
MR JURTH:  We do, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can we take that appearance first? 
 
MR MUGA:  Thank you Chairman.  For the records, Meli Muga is my name and I 20 
am appearing as counsel for Mr Maladina. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth, you are seeking to tender Mr Maladina’s 
affidavit? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Admit? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The affidavit of Jimmy Maladina sworn on 22 June 
2021 is admitted into evidence and is marked exhibit III. 
 
EXHIBIT III – AFFIDVIT OF JIMMY MALADINA SWORN ON 22 JUNE 
2021 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
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MR JURTH:  All right.  Mr Maladina, what is the name of the company to which 
the K1 million was paid on your behalf? 
 
A: It is usually to my private company known – either two; one is called Flavalea 

Limited or - - - 
 
[1.12 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you just pause there?  Just take him through that affidavit 

first. Leave aside this K1 million. Just take him through his affidavit; let us 
understand his evidence and then you can ask those series of questions, Mr Jurth?  
Let us just hone in on that K1 million, let him give his evidence, his statement there.  10 
Just run that through with him and then you can ask questions arising out of what he 
has said in that statement or anything that he has not mentioned in that affidavit; you 
can ask those questions but just take him through that affidavit.  I think that is 
standard practice, is it not?  Just leave aside that series of questions about the K1 
million.  Can you run him through? 
 
MR JURTH:  In paragraph 1 of your affidavit, Mr Maladina, that you were admitted 
to practice as a Lawyer in Papua New Guinea in 1989.  In 1993 you were admitted 
to practice as a Barrister in New South Wales.  You currently hold a Practising 
Certificate in light of Papua New Guinea and New South Wales? 20 
 
A: In Papua New Guinea, I think my Practising Certificate since I ran for the 

elections in 2017, it lapsed and I have not renewed it. 
 
Q: All right.  And then in 2014, did you hold a practising certificate? 
 
A: I cannot recall but most probably. 
 
Q: All right.  Was there any period in between 1989 and 2017 that you did not 

hold a practising certificate in Papua New Guinea? 30 
 
A: Sorry, come again? 
 
Q: Was there any period between 1989 when you were admitted and 2017 when 

you ran for elections, when you did not hold a practising certificate? 
 
A: Yes, there was a period but I cannot recall particularly - but, yes, when I was 

going through my criminal matter in the National and Supreme Court, I 
applied for a certificate but it was considered by the Law Society and we were 
having arguments to and fro until there was a case in the Board of the PNG 40 
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Law Society and then I had a fairer hearing and I did get my certificate of 
practice. 

 
Q: All right.  Roughly, what years or year was that? 
 
A: Between, I believe, 2011 onwards, I had a fairer hearing with the PNG Law 

Society, practicing certificate and I was granted one. 
 
Q: All right.  Sorry, sir, the court case was about 2011; is that what you said? 
 10 
A: I think the court case ran for about 15 years.  So part of it, I think the last five 

years during the court case I did get my practicing certificate.  But in the 10 
years before that I had issues with it with the PNG Law Society. 

 
Q: Just assist us with years; what was the 10 year period during which you 

probably did not have a practicing certificate? 
 
A: I cannot recall off the cuff but I could give that to you subsequently, not at the 

moment. 
 20 
Q: Was it right at the beginning of your start of practice in 1989 or a little bit 

afterwards? 
 
A: Long - I think I practiced for about- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, how is that relevant to the evidence  
 
A: 10 to 15 years is right, sir. 
 
Q: I think if you can just, hone in on either year 2000, and just ask him; did he 30 

have a practicing certificate or not.  I think that is what we are interested in. 
 
MR JURTH:  And that is precisely what I am attempting to ascertain. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  1989 just goes back a long time and we are not interested in the 
year of the practicing certificate then or not.   
 
MR JURTH:  No, but he is not able to remember whether in the relevant year in 
2014, he had one or not.  I am exploring with the witness whether some of these 
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biographical details in his life helps him prompt his memory as to what the true 
position was in 2014, with respect. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then go on, okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  So Mr Maladina, you practiced for a long time after 
admission? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: All right.  So does that mean that you had a practicing certificate all through 

the ‘90s? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  What about the 2000s, turn of the century? 
 
A: Probably in between five to 10 years, I did not have a practicing certificate. 
 
Q: Does that mean that that five to 10 year period can include 2014 and you are 20 

not sure? 
 
A: I am not sure. 
 

Q: You are not sure? 
 
A: I am not sure. 
 
Q: So it is possible that in 2014, you did not have a practicing certificate? 
 30 
A: That is a possibility. 
 
Q: And I suppose we could ask Mr Meli with the Law Society about that? 
 
A: That is correct.   
 
Q: Paragraph 2 of your statement refers to your private practice before your 

involvement with Pacific Legal group, where did you work? 
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[1.17pm]    A: I worked with a firm called Gadens, then I worked for another firm called 
Philips Fox and after that subsequently I worked for a firm called Carter 
Newell and then after that, a long period time and then I subsequently 
consulted with Pacific Legal Group which is very late in my career.  

 
Q: And just in a general sense, how would you describe the areas in which you 

practiced in specialist expertise that you say you held? 
 
A: Mainly in commercial. 
 10 
Q: Mainly in commercial? 
 
A: Mainly in commercial. 
 
Q: And within commercial, did you involve yourself with the banking and 
 financial matters? 
 
A: Initially, in my earlier practice I did a lot of work for the banks in PNG but 

subsequently later, mainly did investments - commercial investments of 
foreign investments in Papua New Guinea, yes. 20 

 
Q: All right. And do you understand the ownership structure of Pacific Legal 

Group?  Is that through partnership in a traditional sense or it is a corporate 
entity? 

 
A: I cannot comment.  The only thing I remember is that they do bill me office 

space there and I do pay for my overheads when I was practicing there and I 
did have staff but I paid my own staffs there in Pacific Legal Group office 
premises, yes.  But as to how they do drawings as to the partnership, I have 
no idea. 30 

 
Q: So you were not involved in the set up of Pacific Legal Group? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right. And this relationship that you describe with Pacific Legal Group, 

they themselves describe it as a consultancy, is that how you would describe 
it? 

 
A: Correct. 40 
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Q: All right.  And were you a sole practitioner consultant renting office space in 

their premises? 
 
A: I was a private consultant so I was – initially the practice was that I was given 

an office space there by another law firm, who was acting for me. But 
subsequently, when that law firm left that particular office space, they started 
billing me directly, Pacific Legal Group and I started paying the overheads 
and my staff privately, yes, direct. 

 10 
Q: But when you say you were a consultant, were you a legal consultant? 
 
A: You could say that I was a legal consultant, I did most of the work. I did some 

work when I brought documents - clients to the firm,  I do assist Pacific Legal 
Group in some advice they required.  Clarity and all that, I do ask me for it 
and I do explain because of my seniority in the practice there. 

 
Q: I understand.  But I imagine that your hesitation in describing yourself fully 

as a lawyer is because you did not have a practicing certificate for a lot of that 
time? 20 

 
A: Some of the time when I – that I cannot answer at the moment because – how 

can I put - because I do not go out meeting a lot of clients and I do not sign 
letters from the practice and because I do not want to put myself as a 
representative of Pacific Legal Group. 

 
Q: Now, I understand.  I am just trying to ascertain the legal relationship between 

you and Pacific Legal Group.  You were an independent consultant? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: Associated with the firm? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. How were you paid for work that you did for them? 
 
A: On time spent as a consultant. 
 
Q: And you had a separate fee arrangement with Pacific Legal Group? 40 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you rendered bills in your own name? 
 
A: Under my company name to Pacific Legal Group. 
 
Q: And are incorporated companies allowed to practice law in Papua New 

Guinea? 
 10 
A: Not that I know of. I cannot answer that. 
 
Q: All right. So then in a formal sense, it was not a legal work that you were 

doing, it was other general consultancy work that you used your experience 
in law and business? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right. And In paragraph 2 of your statement, you refer to director of your 

family company.  Is that the company that you referred to in an answer to my 20 
first question this afternoon? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: What is the name of that company? 
 
A: It is either Flavalea Limited or Property and Investment Consultant Limited. 
 
Q: All right. Can you help me spell the first of those? 
 30 
A: F-l-a-v-a-l-e-a Limited.  
 
Q: Flavalea? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And Flavalea Limited? 
 
A: Limited, yes. 
 40 
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Q: All right. And you are the sole director of this company? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you are the sole shareholder of this company? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And as the trustee of any entity or does it operate in its own right?  
 10 

[10.16a.m]A: Operate on its own right. 

Q: All right.  And what is the name of the second company? 

A: Property and Investment Consultant Limited. 

Q: And similarly, are you the director and the shareholder of that company? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And that company also operates in its own name, not as a trustee for an entity? 

A: That is correct.  Who does Flavalea bank with? 

Q: Bank of South Pacific. 

A: And has it had an account with Bank of South Pacific throughout its 
existence? 20 

Q: Yes, for about – in the last 30 years. 

A: And continues to have an account there? 

Q: Most certainly, yes. 

A: And Property and Investment Consultants Limited, who does that bank with? 

Q: Bank of South Pacific. 

A: And similarly, continues to hold - - -  

Q: For the last 30 years, yes. 

A: Last 30 years.  So, you would issue fee notes to Pacific Legal Group from one 
or other? 

Q: That is correct. 30 
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A: And in your mind what is the purpose of the separation between the two? 

Q: Because I tried to keep my consultancy matters to Flavalea more than Property 
and Investment.  Property and Investment is a property company of mine that 
does constructions and building and I try to keep it separately but sometimes 
there could be an overlap and some of my invoice can come from Property 
Investment Consultant or Flavalea Limited. 

A: In paragraph 3 you refer to what we have just been talking about, when from 
your memory did the relationship with PLG start? 

Q: Could be around 2014; could be five years or six years before 2014. 

A: And would it make sense that the reason that you set up this relationship with 10 
PLG in this way is because it provided a way around the loss of your 
practicising certificate and to be employed as a lawyer elsewhere? 

A: Not correct. 

Q: No. 

A: Because I have known the partners of Pacific Legal Group who originally 
came from Carter Newell Lawyers so we had that relationship then.  It is not 
definitely not to go around the issue of my practicising certificate, let alone 
standing relationship; professional relationship. 

Q: And then you left as a consultant in 2016 you tell us in paragraph 4 and was 
that simply just vacating the office space and no longer issuing any invoices 20 

to them for work?  Is that - - - 

A: That is correct.  I contemplated running for 2017 in the national elections and 
I was preparing for that so I left the practice.  I left the consultancy with Pacific 
Legal Group. 

Q: And who were the names of the people in Pacific Legal Group that you 
worked on in relation to the UBS deal? 

A: It would be John Beattie and Emmanuel Asigau. 

Q: And only those two? 

A: Those two were the principal contact I had. 

Q: Any contact with Angeline Sariman? 30 
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A: No. 

Q: No.  Now, paragraph 8, you refer to Anthony Latimer of Norton Ros.  When 
you say that you had known him for 10 years, do you mean 10 years from 
today as in - - - 

A: I think 10 years from 2014.  Probably I had known him a little bit longer than 
that. 

Q: So, about 2004 something like that? 

A: Yes.  The family, we have known him for a longer period of time because his 
parents used to run a plantation up in Goroka, Eastern Highlands Province 
early in the ‘50s and the ‘60s.  And my dad used to operate in Goroka and I 10 
was born in Goroka so that family connections were there.  They used to run 
a Latimer Plantation in the Bena Bena region of Goroka, Eastern Highlands.  
So, that connection – I do know the family longer than that but professionally 
about 10 years from 2014. 

Q: All right, I understand that.  Do you know when Mr Latimer became a member 
of Norton Rose Lawyers? 

A: No. 

Q: Is your or was your professional relationship with Mr Latimer one that 
involved Norton Rose Lawyers at all times? 

A: Prior to that another firm but I cannot recall the name of the firm and when he 20 

joined Norton Rose, yes, my association continued with him to Norton Rose. 

Q: What you tell us in paragraph 9 is that the approach in relation to the UBS 
deal occurred in late 2013 from mr Latimer.  How did that approach come 
about? 

[1.27pm]  A: Well, Mr Latimer did a lot of work for IPBC at that time.  And we talked about 
those transactions and the engagements he had in PNG to which – like IPBC.  
But around September of 2013, if I can recollect correctly, he approached me 
and asked me to help him – assist him in some of the work that IPBC gave 
him in relation to the IPIC Board and other matters like the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund and the legislations around those entities.  So, it was about September 30 
13 that I started talking to him and going down to Sydney to meet with him 
and discuss matters and assist him and advice. 
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Q: Now, was Mr Latimer ever admitted in Papua New Guinea?  
 
A: I do not know. 
 
Q: But he did a lot of work here, did he not? 
 
A: He did a lot of work in PNG through his Norton Rose office in Sydney. 
 
Q: Did Norton Rose ever have an office in Port Moresby? 
 10 
A: At that time, no.   
 
Q: What about later? 
 
A: Probably later they did open an office, yes. 
 
Q: And Mr Latimer used to travel to Port Moresby quite often, did he not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 20 
Q: And it was for the purpose of doing work? 
 
A: I cannot comment on that.  You have to ask him that.  But I met him in relation 

to transactions we were discussing, I do work with him but I do not go and 
meet clients with him unless I am invited with him to go and see IPBC and 
other relevant clients, I go with him.  But doing legal work directly, I thought 
that he did not do any work in PNG but he took most of the work down to 
Sydney and advice there and when he requires lawyers, legislations PNG 
legislations to be interpreted, he usually gets either Pacific Legal Group or 
other law firms in Port Moresby. 30 

 
Q: I understand.  And why would he come to see you if you did not have a 

practicing certificate in 2013 to do legal work. 
 
A: I was his point man.  I was his contact in Port Moresby because I know him 

and we do have a relationship whether personal or professional, he does come 
and see me about things. 

 
Q: And on this occasion, you referred him as his point man to PGL. 
 40 
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A: To PGL, yes. 
 
Q: Now, what did he tell you in late 2013 about this work that was to come? 
 
A: Well, we did review it, he asked us for some advice around the law in PNG 

but the issue was that we were all waiting for the IPIC Bond or the Arabs to 
make a decision as to whether they were going to keep the Oil Search shares 
or exchange it with the government.  And it was on that basis that we were all 
waiting and contemplating a decision of the IPIC Bond holders.  And 
basically, we were discussing in relation to that, yes. 10 

 
Q: Was Norton Rose and PGL going to be involved in the refinancing of the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond? 
 
A: If the decision was made and if Norton Rose was still engaged on the matter, 

obviously believing that we will - PLG will be given that work.  So we were 
also working towards that idea. 

 
Q: To your knowledge when was Norton Rose formally engaged by the State? 
 20 
A: I believe they were – early 2013 or it could be earlier than that they were 

engaged by the State. 
 
Q: 2013? 
 
A: Yes.  Whether the State meaning it could be a subsidiary of the State or entity 

of the State or the State itself, I am not too sure. 
 
Q: I understand.  But so are you before – so Mr Latimer told you in late 2013 that 

he had been retained throughout 13 in effect. 30 
 
A:   That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And his retainer as you understood it was to advise the State in relation to the 

IPIC Exchangeable Bond? 
 
A: That is correct and other matters. 
 
Q: And other matters.  But certainly concerning the IPIC Exchangeable Bond? 
 40 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And why, given your relationship with Mr Latimer, did he not use your 

services directly?  What was the need for Pacific Legal Group? 
   

[1.32 pm]  A: I do not know.  We were working on a lot of transactions, other matters too 
on this matter.  In relation to the IPIC bond? 

 
Q: Yes, in relation to the IPIC bond when Mr Latimer came to see you, why did 

you not become Norton Rose’s consultant? 10 
 
A: We have always worked in that particular settings like that that if any work he 

was going to brief any PNG counsel, it was going to be Pacific Legal Group. 
 
Q: So, does that mean that Mr Latimer had an independent relationship with Mr 

Asigau and Mr Beattie at Pacific Legal Group when he could have just gone 
to them directly? 

 
A: He could have.  I mean they - Asigau and John Beattie were lawyers and he 

is a lawyer so he can talk to them obviously. 20 
 
Q: Well, that would have saved the State a million kina? 
 
A: Not necessarily. 
 
Q: Why? 
 
A: Because at that time when IPIC bond – sorry I have done a lot of work already 

with Norton Rose so my fees, I was always discussing with Anthony Latimer 
during the year 2013 how I was going to get paid whether I bill through 30 
Sydney and I get paid when they rendered the invoices in PNG and Latimer 
always procrastinating on that, delayed me on that subject. 

 
Q: But that is not what paragraph 9 says, is it? 
 
A: Which paragraph? 
 
Q: Paragraph 9 says that it was in late 2013 that Mr Latimer approached you.  So, 

you were not working for Mr Latimer throughout 2013? 
 40 
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A: I was later in the year September 2013.  That is when we were going to be 
formally engaged. 

 
Q: So, are we to read late 2013 as from September 2013? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Again my question: why could Mr Latimer not just retain either you 

on your own or PLG on their own? 
 10 
A: I really cannot answer, what was going through Latimer’s mind at the time. 
 
Q: You cannot think of any utility for both of you to have participated in the 

transaction? 
 
A: You have to ask Latimer. 
 
Q: I understand but I am asking you, you cannot think of any? 
 
A: Well, as a consultant I need to earn fees so I would be protective of the jobs I 20 

was going to get. 
 
Q: All right.  So, the reason for engaging you is because you needed fees? 
 
A: And doing the work. 
 
Q: All right.  In paragraph 12 you referred to meetings and documents.  Who did 

you meet? 
 
A: Paragraph 12.  In PNG we met most of the departments when Antony is up 30 

here in Port Moresby and he wanted to meet particular departments, we will 
go together and meet them. 

 
Q: I will come back to that question, Mr Maladina, put it to you a little bit more 

fairly.  Mr Asigau said to us that the arrangement that you had with PLG was 
that you took them work and you got the big cut of the fee.  Is that how you 
would describe it? 

 
A: No, totally disagree with that. 
 40 
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Q: How did you bill PLG for the work that you did take them? 
 
A: Well, I will discuss with Anthony and – in relation to this matter, the UBS 

transaction? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Well, in relation to the UBS transaction, my fees were outstanding since 

September 2013 and I told Norton Rose that I have to capture my fee when 
we completed the transaction in PNG so I think around March it was signed.  10 
After discussing with Anthony Latimer I said I am going to render my fees all 
up since acting for them September 2013 onwards and that is why I rendered 
my invoice to Pacific Legal Group and that is what he recommended that I do. 

 
Q: Did you render a fee note to Pacific Legal or did you render it directly to 

Treasury? 
 
A: Definitely through Pacific Legal Group. 
 
Q: All right.  Is the million kina a nice round million? 20 
 
A: You have to check the records for that.  I am not too sure but it is a million 

kina, from what I am seeing in the newspapers and all that, million kina. 
 
Q: But that is your recollection too, is it not? 
 
A: That is my recollection. 
 

[1.37pm]  Q: You do not agree with Mr Asigau and Mr Beattie who told us that it was a 
million kina. 30 

 
A: I would agree with them.  They have the records. 
 
Q: And so how did you come to calculate the million kina? 
 
A: Well, I discussed with Anthony Latimer and Norton Rose, their accounts there 

I do not know who; I cannot recall who.  When I suggested it is around 1.2 to 
about 900,000, we agreed on a fixed figure, a ball park figure of a million kina 
and that is why I rendered that fee to Pacific Legal Group.  I have no problems 
I believe I earned that money. 40 
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Q: No, I am not criticizing you, I am just trying to understand how it came to be.  

And that is a figure that you agreed with Mr Latimer? 
 
A: Most certainly, yes. 
 
Q: And it is on that basis that the State paid it ultimately. 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 10 
Q: And you know that it is the State that ultimately paid it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, you are also aware that Pacific Legal’s fee for the work was altogether 

K1.6 million? 
 
A: That is what I have heard through the papers, yes. 
 
Q: But you had no independent knowledge of that? 20 
 
A: I cannot recollect because as I said, it was 6 to 7 years ago. 
 
Q: Did you discuss with Mr Latimer what fee should be provided for Pacific 

Legal Group? 
 
A: A ball park figure but then I had to talk to the partners.  Mr Beattie mainly and 

I said, you know, finding out how much time they spent on it and I asked them, 
what is your fee you would put in together – final bill that we will render to 
the State.  So, it is all those settings that we agreed on a fee of about 1.6, I 30 
believe. 

 
Q: So, you agreed the figure of 1.6 million together with Mr Beattie and Mr 

Asigau - - -  
 
A: Not Asigau.   
 
Q: Not Asigau. 
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A: Coming to these matters I only deal with Beattie who is the managing partner 
and we discussed with Latimer and then I went back to – I think they all sat 
down and by telephone conversation, we all agreed and with the approval of 
Norton Rose to put their fee there. 

 
Q: Did Mr Latimer tell you how much Norton Rose was going to be paid? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Do you know how much Norton Rose got paid? 10 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  The K1 million, you say it was time costed.  How did you calculate 

the time and at what rate did you bill for it to equal K1 million? 
 
A: We kept records but I do not have the records with me at the moment and I do 

not think they – since I have let the Pacific Legal Group and my association 
with Norton Rose, I do not have those documents with me. 

 20 
Q: So, you kept physical timesheets of your engagement in this matter? 
 
A: Not always, but I do estimations sometimes and I put it on a weekly basis into 

the records, yes. 
 
Q: And you multiplied the number of weeks by a certain amount and that is how 

you get to K1 million? 
 
A: Most probably, but - - - 
 30 
Q: And what is the weekly amount? 
 
A: I do not know.  At this stage, I cannot recall. 
 
Q: And roughly how many weeks were you engaged? 
 
A: I do not know, probably from September 2013 to – we were paid, I think, 

around when the transaction completed which was around March 2014.  So 
we were paid, I think, a month later or two months later after that; I cannot 
recall. 40 
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Q: I understand.  But you would not describe your bill as one that is capable of 

taxation in any - - - 
 
A: I mean, if the client wants to tax it obviously the client can request for a 

taxation. 
 
Q: But the bill as issued is not an itemized bill it is a one line bill, is it not? 
 
A: Well, I cannot comment on that. 10 
 
Q: Why? 
 
A: It is a matter for the client, I believe. 
 
Q: That is not the question I am asking you.  The bill that you issued and you 

have got a picture in your mind of the bill, do you not? 
 
A: I have a copy here. 
 20 
Q: Very well.  Can I please see that? 
 
A: I think it was passed onto - - - 
 
Q: Can I see that?  What you have got there is the bill from Pacific Legal, is it 

not? 
 
A: I do not think it came.  I think I requested because I was not attending the 

Inquiry but I asked – I think I asked Tiffany to provide a copy to me yesterday 
when I was here. 30 

 
[1.42pm] Q: This is the bill from Pacific Legal Group, is it not, dated 20 March 2014? 

 
A: Looks to be, yes. 
 
Q: In the amount of K 1.6 million? 
 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: This is not your bill in the sum of 1 million that you issued to Pacific Legal 
Group? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  I am asking you about your bill, you have a recollection of that bill? 
 
A: Not at this stage, no. 
 
Q: But is it likely that your bill was in very much the same form as the one from 10 

Pacific Legal Group? 
 
A: Could be. 
 
Q: And you see that this one from Pacific Legal Group is also not time costed? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And neither was yours? 
 20 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, you said you do not know which of the two companies this bill was 

issued by.  Are you able to get us a copy of your invoice? 
 
A: I would not, no.  After all this period of time, I do not think I will have a copy 

of it. 
 
Q: Well, how many years is 2014 to 2021? 
 30 
A: How many years? 
 
Q: About seven? 
 
A: Seven years, yes. 
 
Q: Yes. I imagine that both of your companies comply with their tax obligations? 
 
A: Certainly. 
 40 
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Q: And are you not required in Papua New Guinea to hang on to financial records 
for seven years? 

 
A: Both companies pay their taxes every year and I am up to date with my tax 

and I have a tax clearance on both companies. 
 
Q: I understand that but my question concerned retention of financial records 

pursuant to - - - 
 
A: I do not think we are entitled to retain tax matters and tax files after seven 10 

years in PNG. 
 
Q: How long do you retain them for? 
 
A: I retain them for about two to three years for my tax purposes. And once 

everything is compiled with the tax office and they give me Certificate of 
Clearance every year, we basically move on because the tax filing in PNG is 
pretty is daunty.  There is a lot of documents to keep in a company. 

 
Q: And have you made an effort to see or actually check whether or not you have 20 

invoice or do you just presume that you do not have? 
 
A: I presume I do not because it is not in my present office at the moment where 

I am located and I have got staff and I have asked them but we do not keep 
tax matters and copies of invoice that far back. 

 
Q: Now, when you were discussing this matter with Mr :Latimer and maybe Mr 

Beatie, who was your client? 
 
A: Norton Rose. 30 
 
Q: And does that mean you serve the best interest of Norton Rose? 
 
A: Best interest or I try to serve them as best as I can, protecting their interests. 

They are professionals and I think I served their own interest quite well in 
that. 

 
Q: And they were serving their interest and you were serving their interests too? 
 
A: Well, if you can say that, I mean you are putting words to me but if you – 40 
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Q: No, no. 
 
A: If you think that is the case then that must be the case. 
 
Q: I just want to understand who you were acting on behalf of. 
 
A: Norton Rose, who gave - instructing lawyers. 
 
Q: And you did as Norton Rose told you? 10 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right. And do you know – I withdraw that.  Now, going back to your 

statement, once work on this started together with PLG, so I understand your 
evidence that there was a period of work for Mr Latimer. Did that involve 
letters and emails between you and Mr Latimer before Pacific Legal Group 
got involved? 

 
A: I believe so. 20 
 
Q: And do you have any of those emails or letters? 
 
A: Not at this stage. 
 
Q: No. And then once Pacific Legal Group got involved, did your work loan 

increase, decrease or stay about the same? 
 
A; Stayed about the same. I was I think copied on most communication with the 

Pacific Legal Group and most of the thing that either John or Emmanuel 30 
advised or went out, we do have regular consultation on the transaction. 

 
[1.47p.m]   Q: I have seen the emails from Pacific Legal Group I have the impression that 

they were the ones writing all the emails and giving all the advice and you 
were being copied into them; is that accurate? 

 
A: Anything that leaves as a legal opinion or for that matter other practical issues 

that come as to matters on UBS transaction either John or Emmanuel always 
consults me before they move things or release them from the office, yes. 
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Q: But there is no email from you to them containing comments or drafts or the 
like.  Is that right? 

A: There would be but I have made comments on documentations, I make 
comments on the advice they want to set out, I do make comments and we do 
consult and I provide my opinion and then because they are lawyers on record 
as local lawyers they send the matter up under their names. 

Q: I understand but if you sent an email containing comments on a draft and they 
would have a copy of that email, would they not? 

A: Most certainly. 

Q: So, if they have not been able to provide any emails of that nature to us I 10 
suggest that those emails do not exist? 

A: No, you have to ask them.  They should exist.  What matters that they have 
raised with me – mind you we are in the same office space physically so they 
just walk around to see me.  I give my comments and my advice to them and 
I note them down and pass it back to them. 

Q: So, were you having daily meetings with Mr Beattie and Mr Asigau about all 
of these? 

A: We were in the same office so we do have daily meetings and bumping into 
each other everyday. 

Q: I must say I had the impression because you are copied into every single email 20 

that you were not physically present and that is why they were informing you 
by way of  ccing you into emails? 

A: No, I was physically present in the office. 

Q: Physically there? 

A: I have an office within the office of PLG.  Not during the UBS transaction it 
was much more earlier than that, 7 years before before I think I operated from 
that office. 

Q: Now, let us go back to paragraph 12.  So, I will take you to some of these 
emails.  When you say; attended meetings and reviewed documents on the 
UBS transaction, who were you meeting with?  Give me the top five people 30 

that you met with in relation to this transaction? 
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A: Could be Anthony Latimer - - - 

Q: He was in Sydney was he not? 

A: He comes up regularly as you mentioned. 

Q:  And during this period, he came up? 

A: I am not too sure, I cannot recall but if he is not here, one of his staff would 
have been here in Moresby; one of his lawyers from Sydney would have been 
up here. 

Q: Do you recall the name? 

A: No, I cannot. 

Q: So, Mr Latimer is one person or his team you met with them.  But it is more 10 
likely is it not that you conducted correspondence of Mr Latimer by email or 
telephone because he was in Sydney? 

A: Telephone or email, yes.  And Latimer and John Beattie - - - 

Q: Met with Mr Beattie, yes. 

A: And Emmanuel Asigau. 

Q: And Asigau, yes.   

A: Those were the principal people for this UBS transaction. 

Q: What about people representing the State or? 

A: Would be Mr Dairi Vele, we would in contact with him. 

Q: Yes. 20 

A: Or if he does call me. 

Q: Anyone else? 

A: That is just about what I can recollect. 

Q: And of the documents that you reviewed for the UBS transaction, what is your 
recollection of the principal documents that you reviewed? 

A: I think a whole host of documents but there is a lot of documents, I cannot 
recollect at this stage; it has been a while now.  I have not looked at the 
evidence too and I have not looked at the documents. 
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Q: No, I understand that.  But it is fair to say that the vast majority of the legal 
documents were prepared by Norton Rose in Sydney? 

A: I believe it came through Norton Rose.  I think it came through the lawyers 
for UBS; bulk of the documents were prepared by the lender. 

Q: And that was Ashurt? 

A: Correct. 

Q: So, Ashurt and Norton Rose did the bulk of the drafting, correct? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And you did not do any of that? 

A: Pacific Legal Group or myself? 10 

Q: No, you. 

A: Yes, myself I did not do it but I reviewed them, yes. 

Q: You reviewed them.  And how would that happen; who would send you a 
document to review? 

A: We were all copied; all the relevant people in Port Moresby we were copied 
those documents, yes. 

Q: So, for example the bridge facility agreement, were you sent a draft of the 
bridge facility agreement? 

A: I would think so, yes. 

Q: Or do you have a recollection of having been sent it? 20 

A: If it is an important document, I would have got it. 

Q: All right. 

A: I would have, and cc’d on it and copied it. 
 

[1.52 pm]  Q: I understand.  And then take us through how you would have reviewed it, it 
would have been by email or a physical copy? 

 
A: We would have printed in the office, Pacific Legal and the copies of the 

agreement would be distributed and we would have been looking at it there.  
Physically on our desk, yes. 30 
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Q: So you would have physically looked at the document at your desk and 

marked it with a pen? 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: Then how do you get your comments back to either Ashurst or Norton Rose? 
 
A: Well, I got it through or make comments or we have meetings within PLG 

and then either John or Emmanuel would respond accordingly after we have 10 
the meeting and we contribute our opinions. 

 
Q: Then it is a collective opinion that went out under the name or email address 

of Mr Beattie or Mr Asigau? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That is why there are no emails from you of that nature? 
 
A: That could be the case. 20 
 
Q: Well, it is the case, is it not? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Is it the same with for example the payment direction deed, did you review 

that? 
 
A: Payment direction deed, I have seen that document.  I did have a copy of it at 

that time, yes. 30 
 
Q: What is your recollection, what was that document effecting? 
 
A: Payment direction from I think, Kumul Petroleum – if there is a shortfall or if 

UBS wanted to direct the payments to repay the loan they can direct Kumul 
Petroleum account in Singapore somewhere. 

 
Q: What about the NEC submission, was that provided to you? 
 
A: I think I did see the NEC submission, yes. 40 
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Q: You know the one I am talking about? 
 
A: Is the UBS one? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: At that time I did see a copy of it, yes. 
 
Q: And you know that that is the one that ultimately got approved by the decision 10 

on 6 March? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Did you have any input into that document? 
 
A: Well, I did make some comments on it.  I cannot recall at this stage but I did 

have some comments on it and I suggested to our meetings.  If I can recollect 
correctly, I think it would have come out or comments or amendments to it 
would have gone through either John or Emmanuel to respond to them, 20 
respond to Norton Rose or to Ashurst or the parties concerned. 

 
Q: From your understanding who is the principal author of that document? 
 
A: I cannot recall who was the principal author of that. 
 
Q: But it came to you through Norton Rose? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 30 
Q: And is your recollection that you and Mr Beattie made minor changes, 

extensive changes or no changes at all? 
 
A: I cannot recall at this stage of what happened.  There were some changes made 

I believe to comply with the PNG law before it went to Cabinet. 
 
Q: Is reviewing NEC submissions the type of work that you had done in the past 

or have done since? 
 
A: I did in the past, yes. 40 
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Q: In what circumstances would you as a consultant to Pacific Legal Group be 

invited to review and comment upon a National Executive Council 
submission? 

 
A: I do not think in our own practice previously when I – Carter Newell days and 

during the 25 years of my practice I had many occasions I did comment on 
NEC submission for clients or for other departments before they go to 
Cabinet. 

 10 
Q: So, when you act for a client or a department who has a relevant interest then 

it is common for you to from time to time I should say you commented on 
NEC submissions? 

 
A: From time to time. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Maladina, was that before they were submitted to 
Cabinet or afterwards as a consequence of what they contained was of interest to 
your clients? 
 20 
A: In my experience usually it is the Cabinet’s submissions we have to comment 

or make them before they go to Cabinet.  Once the decisions are made the 
only thing you can do either rectified or corrected, that is about what you can 
do.  So, usually you do it prior to the Cabinet’s submission going to Cabinet. 

 
Q: I am most struggling with the concept of Cabinet confidentiality here.  Can 

you assist me? 
 
A: Well, in my experience as a lawyer in PNG is that you have clients who are 

departments and sometimes you act for minister concerned or the department 30 
secretary and when they put submissions or they want to do a policy 
submission or do a paper to Cabinet, they get the department to do the 
submission but they ask you to make comments on it whether it is in 
accordance with the law or not.  That is where I do in the past to make 
comments or recommend changes before it goes to Cabinet. 

 
Q: Thank you. 
  

[1.57 pm] MR JURTH:  If you were not acting as a lawyer in the relevant sense, what was your 
contribution to these documents that were helpful to either PGL or Norton Rose? 40 
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A: Well, I believe they needed my experience in the past and my experience to 

that particular time that in basic - they needed my advice on matters and I 
contributed towards that.  That is all I can say about it because if they did not 
want to consult me, they would not have brought matters to discuss with me 
or asked for my opinions before releasing documents and advise out from the 
office. 

 
Q: You see, my note is that Mr Beattie told us that you were not engaged as a 

lawyer in any sense.  Do you agree with that comment or not? 10 
 
A: I would not comment on Beattie because I do not know whether he said it or 

not. 
 
Q: Well, if I – I want you to accept for the moment that this is what he said, that 

you were not engaged as a lawyer in any sense?  Assume that he said that and 
what is your response to that? 

 
A: That is for him to comment.  I cannot comment on that. 
 20 
Q: No, no, I am asking you to comment on that? 
 
A: No, no, no comment.  I will not go into a slinging match with John Beattie. 
 
Q: And if I ask you directly whether or not you were engaged as a lawyer in any 

sense? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You ought to call up the transcript and- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, as best as I know, it is not available yet. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  I did look for it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  But it is there. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is my recollection of Mr Beattie’s evidence. 40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I would suggest that it is a reasonably accurate 
recollection. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioner White.  So, again, assuming that you were 
not acting as a lawyer what other value did you bring to either PGL or Norton Rose 
in this transaction? 
 10 
A: I think my experience and my opinion. 
 
Q: In what? 
 
A: In either law or for that matter, in law because that is the only experience I 

have. 
 
Q: That is right. 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: You are not a banker, are you? 
 
A: Definitely not. 
 
Q: You are not an economist? 
 
A: Definitely not. 
 
Q: And you do not have experience with complicated financial- - - 30 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Products and facilities? 
 
A: No, we left most of that with UBS technical side. 
 
Q: Yes.  Would it surprise you having seen those documents that experts before 

this commission have described them as very very complex? 
 40 
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A: I would agree with them. 
 
Q: Yes, and you thought they were complex at that time? 
 
A: Definitely. 
 
Q: So the level of your contribution to it was relative to your understanding of 

those very complex documents. 
 
A: Correct. 10 
 
Q: And that was not a very large understanding, was it? 
 
A: I think nobody in PNG understood them, not only me. 
 
Q: So then how were you assisting PLG or Norton Rose in your comments in 

relation to documents you did not understand? 
 
A: Well, they have always asked for my comments in relation to PNG law and I 

have always granted them and gave them and did give them that advice.  I 20 
mean if they did not they would not have come and asked me. 

 
Q: Now, calm down, Mr Maladina.  Surely as a consultant, you must understand 

the document first before you are able to meaningfully comment on it.  You 
would agree with that? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Did you introduce anybody else to this transaction or just PLG? 
 30 
A: Just PLG. 
 
Q: Do you have any relationship with UBS independently? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: I will stop there.  Mr Maladina, I foreshadowed that I would like to show you 

some emails.  As a first example, could we please – let us work backwards.  
Can I please have WIT.0014.013.0049?  This is an email from you to Wendy 
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Isu who from her email address I gather is a person within Treasury, is that 
right? 

 
[2.02pm] A: That is correct. 

 
Q: And it also appears to be an email sent to Mr Vele’s private email address? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You recognize that email address, do you not? 10 
 
A I do not recognize it but if it is Dairi’s email, it must be Dairi’s email, yes. 
 
Q: So you are writing I imagine to him: “Bro, this is what State Solicitor just 

advised”, is that right? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Do you recall sending this email? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: 1 April 2014, do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you see that that is in response to an email from Daniel Rolpagarea who 

is the State Solicitor?  Do you see that there below? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: And Mr Rolpagarea’s advice is that you are to be paid on a quantum meruit 

basis? 
 
A: I see that, yes. 
 
Q: And as a lawyer you understand what a quantum meruit means? 
 
A: I have a fair idea, yes. 
 40 
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Q: Well, what does it mean? 
 
A: You get paid on how much time or work you spent on the matter and what the 

client believes it is meritorious or not – you are entitled to that payment or not.  
That is what quantum meruit means. 

 
Q: And is it your understanding that the way in which you decided with Mr 

Beattie and Mr Latimer how you were to be paid.  Was that a quantum meruit 
basis? 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Why? 
 
A: Well, the time and the urgency of the matter it took a lot of time for us to – 

and the brief period from instructions to the completion of the deal only took 
about a couple of weeks or three weeks or so or a month – less than a month, 
I believe.  And also my time earlier on that I spent with Norton Rose, I believe 
that we were paid accordingly within quantum meruit basis. 

 20 
Q: Mr Maladina, from what I have seen, this is the only email that you have sent, 

is that right or is that wrong? 
 
A: I cannot agree with you on that. 
 
Q: You sent other emails? 
 
A: Definitely. 
 
Q: But you no longer have them? 30 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Your email address is a yahoo address, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: And that is an overseas server, is it not? 
 
A: I am not mindful – that is one of my email address. 40 
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Q: But yahoo is not a local PNG company, is it? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And is that account still active?  Do you still use that email address? 
 
A: I do sometimes, yes. 
 
Q: I think I emailed you on this address, did I not? 10 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And so in that inbox, have you checked to see whether emails from 2013 and 

2014 are still there? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Could you please do that? 
 20 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: And can you please bring us printed copies of any emails that relate to the 

Terms of Reference from 2013 or 2014.   
 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can we then please bring up the email chain commencing at 

WIT.0019.0002.0452 and can we please scroll down to the third page of that?  
And there is an email sent from David Frecker at Ashurst - a little bit lower 30 
down, there we go - and it is recorded as sent on 25 February 2014.  Do you 
see that? 

 
A: 25 February, yes. 
 
Q: Now, you see who it has been sent to.  It does not seem to record you, is that 

right? 
 
A: I cannot see my name on it, yes. 
 40 
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Q: No.  And Ashurst were the lawyers acting for UBS, were they not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you see there the first person identified is Mitchell Turner. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And who was Mitchell Turner working for? 
 10 
A: Mitchell Turner works for UBS. 
 
Q: And you see that this is therefore an email from UBS’ lawyers to UBS itself, 

is that right? 
   

[2.07pm] A: Correct, from the lawyers to the client. 
 

Q: From the lawyers to the client, correct.  And indeed, you see the salutation 
begins; UBS Transaction Team so that probably makes sense? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And can we just scroll through this slowly but you see that this is a loan 

advice?  Have you seen this before? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Sorry? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 30 
 
Q: You cannot recall.  And you also have no recollection of having been involved 

in this advice? 
 
A: It could have come across my table. 
 
Q: Why would an advice from Ashurst to UBS have come across your table? 
 
A; I cannot comment here at this stage but it could have come across my table, 

this advice.   40 
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Q: But that would be unlikely, would it not?  You were acting for Norton Rose; 

you are in effect the other side of the transaction? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So, it is unlikely that this came to - - - 
 
A: Because I saw references to Loans and Overseas Borrowing and the issue of 

that became an heated argument in the office.  I remember that – which law 10 
to comply with. 

 
Q: But this 25 February 2014 advice from Ashurst, it is unlikely, is it not that - - 

- 
 
A: Correct, yes.  I stand to be corrected, you could be right, yes. 
 
Q: And then what we see further up on page 2 and that is page ending in 0453 

and if we could just scroll down, please and there we have it.  We now see 
Moe Stevens or Steven Moe – which way is it, sorry?  Is it Steven Moe? 20 

 
A: Steven Moe, yes. 
 
Q: And he is at Norton Rose, is he not?  You can see that from his email. 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So, this is now who you say is your client and he is writing to John Beattie at 

PGL, right? 
 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And this email: “Hi John” refers to the execution of the documents and he 

appears to forward the email that we were just looking at below from UBS, 
do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in the last line of his emails, we look forward to your views on the 

analysis from Ashurst below.  Do you see that? 40 
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A: Yes, I can see.  
 
Q: Now, you were not copied into this email either.  Can we just go back to the 

head of that email?  So Steven Moe has sent this only to the PGL team but he 
does not seem to have sent it to you.  Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you do not have a recollection of receiving this email either? 10 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And then if we go back one email and if we get to 27 February – if you go 

down to the 27 February email there from John Beattie and this is now the 
response. 

 
A: You can see that this particular email came across my desk because of the 

amendment.  There is some handwritten notes on it.  That is my handwriting. 
 20 
Q: We will come to that.  That is exactly what I was going to ask you.  Thank 

you.  So let us have a look at this email.  Scroll down to “Dear Steven”.  And 
so this is now an email from John Beattie going to Steven Moe and Latimer 
and the same people that were involved in the previous email.  And it 
commences; “Dear Steven, given time constraints our comments are 
obviously limited and then in relation to your queries, we advise as follows” 
and then he has some advice there.  And the advice concerns the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) Act No. 2 and says please let us know if we can be of 
any further assistance.  Now, did you just say before that that crossing out of 
the word in handwriting Treasury – can you just scroll down to the top of the 30 
next page – is that your handwriting? 

 
A: That is my handwriting.  That is why I said this email must have come across 

my desk. 
 

[2.12 pm] Q: It is likely that this came across your desk much later? 
 

A: I cannot recall. 
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Q: Well, let us go right to the top of this email.  Do you see the date there 24 
March? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Mr Beattie sent his email on 27 February 2014 and so a month later on 24 

March, Mr Latimer now provides this chain to you, does he not, and only you 
and says, Jimmy note the advice of Ashurst in particular? 

 
A: Yes, I read that, yes. 10 
 
Q: So, it is possible, is it not, that you received on 24 March, printed it out and 

made the correction then? 
 
A: No, it would not be possible because – I do not think so, I cannot recall.  If I 

answer you yes or no it would be not correct. 
 
Q: I understand but the email on 27 February from John Beattie went out without 

your amendment, did it not? 
 20 
A: You are speculating it, I do not know. 
 
Q: All right.  Can we then go to WIT.0099.0007.1100 and can we go to the 

second page of that on page 1101.  Mr Maladina, I first want you to observe 
the date.  It is 5 March at 6.33 pm and that is the evening before the NEC 
meeting on 6 March, is it not? 

 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: This is an email from Lisa Kanaba from Treasury to you and only you? 30 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: She addresses you as, Mr Maladina attached the scanned letter, original letter 

will be shortly dropped off at your office by our driver Andrew.  Do you recall 
what letter was being dropped off to you by Treasury on the evening of 5 
March? 

 
A:  I cannot recall. 
 40 
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Q: If we then go to the immediately preceding email.  Scan up to the bottom of 
page 1 please.  Here we go; stop thank you.  This on the same day on the 5th,  
you see that?  It is on the 5th.  The time stamped there was recorded as am but 
it seems to me, Mr Maladina, and you very well could disagree that this is you 
sending a copy of the letter to Daniel Rolpagarea, do you see that? 

 
A: Yes, I see that. 
 
Q: The signed letter of instruction that you refer to is likely to be the one that was 

dropped off at your office by the driver sometime after 6.30? 10 
 
A: I cannot recall.  
 
Q: All right.  In any event you know that on the evening of the 5th the State 

Solicitor was asked to provide legal clearance in relation to a number of 
documents? 

 
A: I believe so.  On recollection it could have happened. 
 
Q: You have no recollection of that? 20 
 
A: I cannot comment for certain. 
 
Q: Do you have a recollection of either delivering or arranging documents to be 

delivered personally to the State Solicitor after hours? 
 
A: No, I cannot remember. 
 
Q: We just scroll up to the next email.  On 6 March now at 7.57am Daniel 

Rolpagarea writes to you and says “Thanks, I have got the letter and prepared 30 
clearance overnight, we will just tidy it up and deliver to Treasury,” and he is 
advising you of that and only you.  You see that? 

 
A: I see that, yes. 
 

[2.17pm     Q: Is your recollection that you were the point man so far as the State Solicitor 
was concerned? 

 
A: No, that is not correct. 
 40 
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Q: Why is he only writing to you then? 
 
A: You have to ask him that. but I can see that he wrote to me. 
 
Q:  And then if we up another email, it seems as though 90 minutes or so later, 

you FYI so you forward that, do you not, to Diari Vele and Latama and Mr 
Asigau? 

 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: And then if we go up to the last email, it appears that Mr Latemar is ecstatic 

because in capitals, “Thanks Jimmy”? 
 
A: I would not know how felt that time. 
 
Q: And so you have no recollection of him in effect congratulating you for 

obtaining you for obtaining the State Solicitor’s clearance? 
 
A: I mean you bring the emails before but I cannot remember at that time back. 
 20 
Q: Do you have no recollection of any of these? 
 
A: No. I mean generally I know that we were pushing to get the clearance because 

I think there was an NEC Decision – NEC meeting on the 6th.  And our client 
Norton Rose and together with the Treasury were really trying to get the 
clearance so that NEC paper can go to Cabinet. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Because if the clearance does not happen, then NEC will not deal with the 30 

matter. 
 
Q: And you were involved in that process? 
 
A: You can see that some documents were dropped off with the State Solicitor 

for clearance and clearance was given, so that is extent I have been involved 
in. 

 
Q: So the extent that you were involved in was forwarding documents to the State 

Solicitor? 40 
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A: I do not forward. I can arrange for the driver to drop them off or drop it off 

with Treasury but I do not personally take documents around. 
 
Q: No, all right. Can I please have WIT.0099.0007.0444 brought up? In the 

middle of that page, I just want you to clarify something, Mr Maladina. This 
is an email from Emmanuel Asigau to Mr Moe, Mr Beattie and Mr Latimer, 
you see that? 

 
A: I see that. 10 
 
Q: And Mr Moe says; “the documents have been printed, Jimmy had organized 

to meet with the State Solicitor at 3 pm, but all documents had not come 
through so he is organizing to meet with him tonight.” Do you have a 
recollection of whether or not you met with the State Solicitor on the evening 
of 4 March? 

 
A: No, no recollection. 
 
Q: Do you recall any meetings that you had with the State Solicitor in or about 20 

March 2014 concerning this transaction? 
 
A: Not that I can recall but probably via telephone calls, we would have discussed 

this matter but I did not meet with him at his office on the UBS transaction. 
 
Q: Now, what involvement did you have with the prime minister directly in 

relation to this deal? 
 
A: Not much.  But when we do socially meet or we meet, we do discuss how 

things are going. That is about it. 30 
 
Q: And did he know what your role in this transaction was? 
 
A: I do not think so. 
 
Q: So on what basis would you be meeting with him in relation to this 

transaction? 
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A: Well, he does come around to Pacific Legal Group Office because I think he 
is a client to the firm.  So we do discuss generally on the subject matter but 
nothing in particular, yes. 

 
Q: So Mr O’Neill was a client of Pacific Legal Group in 2014? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: What kind of work was Pacific Legal Group doing for Mr O’Neill in 2014? 
 10 
A: You have to ask John Beattie that. 
 
Q: You were not involved in consultancy concerning Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: No, I do not act for Mr O’Neill. 
 
Q: I understand.  And you did not assist PLG in doing Mr O’Neill’s legal work? 
 
A: Definitely not. 
 20 
Q: And how often would Mr O’Neill come around to the offices of PLG, when 

you were there? 
 
A: From recollection, once a week. 
 
Q: Once a week? 
 
A: Around that.  Very rarely comes but he does come to consult the partners of 

the firm. 
 30 
Q: All right.  And did that continue throughout 2013? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: And earlier? 
 
A: Could be. 
 
Q: And what about afterwards in 2015? 
 40 
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A: Could be, I cannot comment on that because I do not act for him so I do not 
know. 

 
[2.22pm]Q: I understand, I am asking your recollection and do I take it that perhaps not 

every week, but generally you are saying that only a weekly basis Mr O’Neill 
will visit the offices of PGL from 2013 to 2015? 

A: That is my recollection, yes. 

Q: Thank you.  Can we go to WIT.0099.0007.0037.  In the middle of that page 
there is an email from Paddy Jilek to you and Mr Vele principally.  Do you 
see that? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, Paddy Jilek is an officer at UBS, is he not? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And so UBS wrote to you in these terms; “Jimmy” – he addresses you directly 
- , “draft resolutions for the board of NPCP and IPBC attached as you 
requested.”  What can you tell us about that? 

A: I cannot recall what those documents are about. 

Q: And then Mr Jilek goes on to say; “Also, we will send through a step by step 
timeline of what needs to happen this week so you and Dairi can brief the 
PM.” 20 

A: I see that, yes. 

Q: And you did, did you not, brief together with Mr Vele the prime minister on 
this transaction? 

A: I cannot recall. 

Q: You have no recollection of briefing the prime minister together with Mr 
Vele? 

A: I have no recollection. 

Q: What about briefing him alone? 

A: No recollection. 

Q: Briefing him with anyone else? 30 
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A: No. 

Q: You have no idea? 

A: No. 

Q: Did you practice to keep notes? 

A: Yes, but after seven years I think misplaced all of them or got lost.  I think 
most of my notes were left in Pacific Legal Group office of mine but when I 
got back from election I could not retrieve, the files were not there; they 
moved it else. 

Q: I think your statement says that you – I will ask you directly.  When did you 
stop work on the UBS deal in 2014? 10 

A: I think after the transaction was completed and signed off and I -  - - 

Q: Which was in about March was it not? 

A: Yes.  And then I think the idea was to transfer the loan to Kumul Petroleum.  
I had only one meeting with members of Kumul Petroleum lawyers I believe 
at that time.  I only remember a person by the name of Rob Kelly because he 
was a partner of Gadens before so I met him for the first meeting we had, I 
think up in Port Moresby somewhere; I think at that office.  But the meeting 
did not get off that well and after that particular meeting I decided not to deal 
with the matter anymore.  So, I basically told Pacific Legal Group, the partners 
of the firm, I said you can deal with Kumul Petroleum from then on; I would 20 

not be a party to that transaction anymore.  That I can specifically recall 
because I did not get along with the members or the legal advisors of Kumul 
Petroleum. 

Q: Was that a disagreement over fees? 

A: I think it is all about attitudes.  I personally did not like the tone of what was 
coming across from Rob Kelly so I did not want to participate in it. 

Q: And therefore do I take it that you had no role in the novation to Kumul 
Petroleum? 

A: Very very little.  I was copied in.  Probably you will see I was copied in most 
of stuff I did not go out to meet anybody for meetings and all that.  When my 30 

advice was required by either John or Emmanuel, they consulted me, and I 
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only gave them advice but I did not go and meet members of Kumul 
Petroleum. 

Q: And did you render a fee for that work? 

A: I do not think so. 

[2.27 pm]   Q: Now, I am just about done, Mr Maladina, of the million kina that you received.  
Did you pay out any of that million kina to anybody involved in this 
transaction? 

A: Never. 
 
Q: So what happened – sorry, I withdraw that.  Did any of it go to, for example, 10 

Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: No, never. 
 
Q: Mr Vele? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Anybody else? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: You kept all of it? 
 
A: I kept all of it. 
 
Q: I have no further questions, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a few questions from me.  Your practicing certificate for 
the year 2014 do you recall applying for and receiving a Lawyer’s Practicing 30 
Certificate for the year 2014? 
 
A: I cannot recall at the moment but when I - I think early 2000, I had an issue 

with the Law Society; I did apply and they were arguing that because of my 
status on my matter in the Criminal Court, they did not want to give me one.  
And I was arguing that I am presumed innocent until guilty and they should 
not pre-judge me in not giving me a practicing certificate because there were 
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other members of the legal fraternity who also were charged and going 
through the legal process in the courts where they were still holding practicing 
certificate. 

 
But I believe that we had Kerenga Kua who was the, I think, president at that 
time, had a very adamant view against me getting a practicing certificate.  But 
as soon as he left for politics and left that office of the President of the Law 
Society, then the new president gave me a fair hearing and did give me a 
practicing certificate but I cannot recall exactly when.  So I could find out and 
let Mr Levente know. 10 
 

Q: Yes.  If you can perhaps check your records.  If not, check with the Papua 
New Guinea Law Society. 

 
A: Sure, I will do that. 
 
Q: And if you can get the copy across, that might assist.  The NEC submission? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: You said you perused the NEC policy submission or submission business 

paper that was- - - 
 
A: It would have definitely come across my table and I would have reviewed it, 

yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  When you received it, do you recall the name of the minister who was 

put down in the submission as the sponsor of the submission? 
 
A: I cannot recall but in my experience, it would be the Treasurer of the – 30 

Minister for Treasury, Minister or the Treasurer; or the Minister for Public 
Enterprise or the Prime Minister in these circumstances.  Either three of the 
would have been signatories to the paper, but I cannot recall who was the 
signatory of that sponsoring minister at least at the moment, yes.  If I was 
given a copy of the NEC submission, I can tell you whether that was the one 
I saw or not.   

 
Q: All right.  Under the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act (No. 2), it is the 

designated minister who should subscribe to that kind of submission or 
actually authored kind of submission it will be the Treasurer, right? 40 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: How would the Prime Minister come into sign off on a submission if the 

treasurer was around to sign it off? 
 
A: That is a good question.  My comment is that I feel that under our Constitution, 

the prime minister is the originating of all powers and all ministry powers.  So 
even if he delegates that through an instrument of appointment as a minister, 
at any time, he can recall that power and implement and sign on behalf of that 10 
minister if that minister does not want to perform that role of signing a cabinet 
submission, or if the minister is outside of the country and not perform that 
role I think the Prime Minister can always recall the power that he has 
delegated and sign the particular NEC submission. 

 
[2.32 pm]   Q: All right so in this case the submission that you had a look at, you cannot tell 

from that whose name appeared as the minister responsible? 
 
A: I do not have any collection but if a copy of that submission is shown to me I 

would probably know who signed it. 20 
 
Q: Okay.  Perhaps between now and the next time you appear, you want to have 

a look at that submission and identify who the author of that submission was, 
the proposed author? 

 
A: Levente, you have a copy of that NEC submission? 
 
MR JURTH:  This is the one leading up to the 6 March meeting? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Brisbane, is there a possibility to bring up that NEC submission?  I do 
not have a reference for it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, can I have it on screen?  Let us see. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It might take a little while, sir, to find it. 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Thomas has surprised us on more than occasion. 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  He is pretty good, is he not? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  While they are looking for that document I will just ask him 
another question there.  So that submission was prepared by UBS, right? 
 
A: It definitely did not originate from PLG office.  I believe it was prepared in 

Sydney and sent up here. 
 
Q: By UBS or? 
 10 
A: I think we received our doc. the NEC submission from Norton Rose. 
 
Q: Norton Rose? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, Norton Rose would have prepared that submission or UBS, you think? 
 
A: Either one of them could have prepared it. 
 20 
Q: Either one of them, okay.  All right, while they are looking for that document 

let me just ask another question.  The bill or the invoice that was rendered by 
Pacific Legal Group and by yourself as well, this bill that you had a copy that 
a bill issued by Pacific Legal Group to the Treasury, is it? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You want to tender that bill for the commission to see if it can become part of 

the evidence? 
 30 
A: I think it is already in evidence. 
 
Q: Is it? 
 
A: I got a copy from Tiffany. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, perhaps I can assist.  It is not yet in evidence it 
has likewise been provided to me by Ms Nonggorr and my understanding is that this 
document and a lot of others are forming part of a further affidavit that will be 
tendered on Mr Vele’s behalf when he comes back. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Then they are not in evidence as yet. 
 
A: All right okay I can tender it. 
 
Q: And we have not received this bill from Emmanuel Asigau, I believe. 
 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: And John Beattie as well. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  In my submission, it is probably quite appropriate to tender it as a 
document that was referred to in the evidence of this witness because you cannot 
prove this document but it was referred to in his evidence and he has commented on 
it and I have asked him questions about it and it can be tendered on that basis. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, you can hand up that bill and that will be marked 
exhibit III.1 
 
EXHIBIT III.1 – BILL/INVOICE ISSUED BY PACIFIC LEGAL GROUP 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  There is the NEC statement on the screen. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right I will come to that bill later but let us just go to that 
draft NEC policy submission.  Go to the signature page.  Just scroll down to the 
signature page, the last page.  So, that is the signatory there and the signature.  
Perhaps I should ask.  The policy submission that you perused was already pre-
signed? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Already had a signature on it? 
 
A: It was not signed. 
 
Q: What about the name of the person - - - 
 

[2.37pm]  A: Now I - I think Prime Minister O’Neill did sponsor the submission to Cabinet 
from what I have seen here. 

 40 
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Q: So, his name was on that policy submission that you perused? 
 
A: That is correct.  That could be the one, yes.  Prime Minister O’Neill did 

sponsor that Cabinet submission that day. 
 
Q: All right, okay.  Just going back to memorandum of fees issued by Pacific 

Legal Group.  I understood you to be saying that the bill that you or the invoice 
that you provided to Pacific Legal Group was worded similarly as this one? 

 
A: Yes.  After the fees probably were paid then I rendered an invoice to Pacific 10 

Legal Group for my fees and it would have been in the same line or 
thereabouts. 

 
Q: One more question about bills.  Did you render an invoice to Norton Rose 

Fulbright? 
 
A: Probably to the end of 2013 when I was discussing with Anthony Latimer 

about my outstanding fees, I must have sent some documents to him for the 
payment on those – for my time dealing with his firm in Port Moresby and in 
Sydney.  But I cannot recall how much – what sort of invoice I rendered to 20 
him or not. 

 
Q: And you said you were not able to locate - - - 
 
A: I am not able to locate my files. 
 
Q: My last question.  Can you describe the kind of special effort that you put in 

given the urgency of the UBS transaction that was going to go before the NEC 
for approval in terms of your role? 

 30 
A: We all spent a lot of – within that two to three weeks, we spent a lot of time 

in the office to make sure that Norton Rose was getting its feedback and to 
ensure that the advice was on time even though we realized that the time was 
very short and we had to get a lot of documents out quickly to clear for the 
government to approve.  We had some disagreements of law, I remember that, 
we did argue over it but once it was cleared by State Solicitor, we felt that the 
transaction can go ahead.  So, it was time constraints and all that.  We spent a 
lot of time reviewing documents and all that.  My special – if you are asking 
for what was my special nature in making sure it happened – I cannot 
comment, I think as far as the comments and see how I helped them, assisted 40 
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in my professional advice and how I carried my overviews and my comments.  
That I can comment.  But for me to try to objectively look to myself, I cannot 
comment here. 

 
Q: I will ask a final question.  Could you explain how you got more than 50 per 

cent of the fees charged by Pacific Legal Group on this matter? 
 
A: Well, Pacific Legal Group only spent about three weeks on this matter from 

date of instructions to the completion and signing by the Governor General.  
My role I started since 2013 putting the – doing work on this matter through 10 
IPIC and also looking at documents for Norton Rose and advising and having 
meetings in Sydney for a couple of occasions.  So I believe I spent more time 
than Pacific Legal and when the documentations and everything was put in 
within the firm – when it came into the firm – I was there to be consulted with 
and I had my opinion every time they have asked me and so I spent time in 
the last three weeks  before the matter went into Cabinet and got approved and 
signed by the Governor General.  I had my timing in there.  So that is why I 
think my bills were more than Pacific Legal Group and they accepted it.  
Nobody complained about it.  They knew that I spent a lot of time and effort 
on the file prior to the transaction and after the transaction. 20 

 
[2.42pm] Q: All right, thank you. Those are my questions. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Mine does relate a little bit to your fees, 
Mr Maladina, you will not surprised about that I am sure.  I understood from your 
answer to the Chief Commissioner just then and to earlier answers that you gave to 
Mr Jurth is that when you were getting a bit restless about not having been paid 
because you had started work with Norton Rose Fulbright on this and we will come 
to what this means in a moment.  Mr Latimer said, well, you should sort of do a ball 
park figure and work it out and you discuss with him what was, I think – I do think 30 
these are your words but what was a fair thing for all the work that you had done.  
So, was it a composite fee note that you gave for the work relating to the IPIC 
transaction which of course never eventuated. 
 
A: That did not eventuate. 
 
Q: It did not go anywhere, and then this new retainer to advice on the purchase 

of borrowing money to buy Oil Search shares. 
 
A: Sorry, come again?  Composite - - - 40 
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Q: It was a composite bill for both pieces of work? 
 
A: No.  I just rendered one bill. 
 
Q: That is what I think a composite bill means? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: So you did not differentiate between the work you did in relation to financing 10 

redeeming the bonds to get the Oil Search shares back from IPIC and the new 
work that was related to getting a loan to buy a new placement of shares in 
Oil Search? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioner, yes.  I did not differentiate. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Any questions arising from that? 
 
 
FRXN: MR JURTH 20 
 
Q: Yes, two questions if it pleases.  Mr Maladina, you referred in answer to Chief 

Commissioner’s questions a disagreement of law with the members of PGL, 
do you recall that? 

 
A: That is correct, yes.  Not with PGL but with the transaction team. 
 
Q: The transaction team; very well.  And do you recall the area of law or legal 

issue that concerned this disagreement that you recall? 
 30 
A: It is in relation to whether Parliament should approve this loan first or not and 

it came down to section 209.  And when section 209 when we focused on it, I 
believe that matter was dead in water – the whole transaction was dead in the 
water.  Then I think through UBS and the Sydney group transaction team, I 
do not know who, whether it is Norton Rose or Ashurst, they brought in this 
Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act and when that opinion was dropped in Port 
Moresby in PLG, we discussed that.  The only opinion I had was; that is an 
out way, we can use that.  But we have to give it to these government lawyers 
to vet it and if they approve we can go down that track then we can go down 
that track.  But I said section 9 looks too powerful and it prevents this sort of 40 
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transaction.  So, I thought the matter would have been dead in track when we 
were considering section 209.  But when we left the matter, we decided to 
leave it with the government lawyers to give us an opinion on it whether we 
can go with it.  And they came back and said, yes, we can.  We will give the 
clearance and let this through because we can use the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) Act as the medium and as the vehicle to legitimate this 
transaction.  So I was outnumbered and obviously the matter did proceed 
accordingly. 

 
Q: Mr Maladina, who were the government lawyers? 10 
 
A: It would be the Attorney General – the State Solicitor.  I should have said State 

Solicitor; Office of the State Solicitor. 
 
Q: And did you express your reservations in relation to section 209 in writing to 

anybody? 
 
A: No, it was a discussion in the office that I can remember it faintly that that 

issue was a very very strong point.  And I said we let it go through and let the 
State Solicitor comment on it and if he allows it through then – but if he comes 20 
back and says section 209 is a mandatory requirement I told the team, I think 
this transaction is dead in the water. 

 
[2.47 pm] Q: Do you recall what the State Solicitor’s advice was? 

 
A: Well, he did clear it so I thought that he must have agreed with the point of 

view that Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act can be utilized and subsequently 
you can probably rectify in parliament.  So, this whole transaction could be 
put in parliament. 

 30 
Q: Did you read his letter of clearance at the time? 
 
A: I could have, I would have, I cannot recall the letter itself now but I would 

have read his letter, yes or advice. 
Q: Just to be clear, your view then was that section 209 of the Constitution is a 

prohibition on this deal proceeding in this way? 
 
A: I believe so but once it was cleared by State Solicitor, he is the government 

lawyer and he is the pinnacle government lawyer and his office is independent 
and nobody can influence his office even the Attorney General cannot 40 
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influence his office.  So, when he gave this advice I thought well, that clears 
the way for the transaction to proceed.  I was concerned about section 209 but 
as soon as the clearance came from the independent office of the State 
Solicitor, that is a very powerful clearance so I said well, it looks like he has 
agreed with that and that this transaction can proceed.  On hindsight let me 
comment, section 209 prevents this sort of transaction from happening. 

 
There is other loans that the government takes and this is my opinion now, 
does not hold a lot of water but I have done a lot of other loan document; 
advice for my clients leading up to getting approval from NEC but these are 10 
infrastructure like ADB, Exin Bank, loans.  These loan documents you 
approve the transaction.  They have a repayment period starting five years 
down the road so the government does not fork out any money.  These are 
concessional loans I am talking about so you can approve it, they can be tabled 
in parliament and recorded but the government does not have to allocate any 
finance to that.  The repayment starts three to five years down the road.  So, 
those I think they are covered under the Overseas Borrowings Act. 
 
Some of the loans they have what they call trade loans or the government has 
cough up 10 or 30 per cent of the borrowing equity and the rest is the ADBs 20 
or the Exin Bank or the World Bank.  Those little loans are also covered in 
there because government does not commit those finances, like on the second 
day or the third day of when the loan is signed, it is usually done two to three 
years behind, later, subsequent.  So, that is where Overseas Borrowings Act 
is covered but I was a little bit sceptical when we were doing this loan 
transaction because I thought section 209 prevents those sort of transactions 
from happening.  But when the State Solicitor gave his clearance, I said well, 
I must be wrong. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am a bit interested since Pacific Legal Group 30 
were expressly retained to advise on PNG Law but this great idea of the 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act came out of Norton Rose and or Ashurt. 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And saved the day, presumably? 
 
A: Correct. 
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MR JURTH:  And neither Ashurst nor Norton Rose were admitted lawyers in Papua 
New Guinea, correct? 
 
A: I think David Frecker who was a former State Solicitor in Papua New Guinea, 

he had a lot of sway, I also look upon him as a senior legal person in Papua 
New Guinea.  David Frecker was advising UBS so his opinion also carries a 
lot of weight.  So, I think he was instrumental with Norton forming these 
views so I mean we went with it. 

 
Q: Mr Maladina, finally from me at least, what was your charge out rate in 2013, 10 

2014? 
 
A: I would be guessing if I mention a figure. 
 
Q: All right. 
 
A: It would be between K1,000 to K1,500 per hour. 
 
Q: It was on that basis that you had consultancy with- - - 
 20 
A: Not necessarily on that basis.  As I said I would not have kept time records on 

a daily basis but considering that I would have formed a view after discussion 
with Norton Rose to come up with a figure for that amount, yes. 

 
Q: No, I am not asking you now about your time sheets but I am asking about 

what your charge out rate was in 2013, 2014 and is the correct answer 
something in the range of K1,000 to K1,500 per hour? 

 
A: Correct. 
 30 

[2.52p.m] THE CHAIRMAN:  I will ask one more question.  This clearance by the State 
Solicitor.  What was he giving clearance to?  Was he giving clearance for the 
submission, that package the NEC submission with all the supporting documentation 
to go before Cabinet or was he giving clearance for the submission to go before 
Cabinet and Cabinet to make a final decision?  What was he giving clearance to? 

A: I have not seen his - sorry, chairperson. 

Q: Yes. 
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A: I have not seen his advice at the moment.  I have seen it in the past but it does 
not print on my mind at the moment.  But in my past experience no loan 
documents, no transactional - project agreement will ever go before Cabinet 
unless the State Solicitor’s clearance is on it.  And the clearance basically says 
that it is order for you to approve and to execute these agreements – not to 
execute, approve to consider and approve it in Cabinet.  Once it is done, I 
believe he gives another clearance for the governor general to sign the 
documents.  And he basically I think refers to his earlier advice to Cabinet and 
all the documents are in order and he also advises the governor general to sign 
those documents. 10 

Q: So, the ball is rolling in the NEC’s court as to what decision it makes, whether 
it makes a final decision approving the loans, subject of course to the 
endorsement or approved by the Head of State or to place that decision before 
the parliament for parliament to give its approval.  It is really for the NEC, is 
it not?  Is it or? 

A: This is also my opinion.   

Q: Yes, we are talking. 

A: Chairperson, I was on the transaction team because I am only guided by what 
to get the job done.  Probably politicians will have their own opinion about 
how things are done so I cannot comment on that.  My task at that time was 20 

just to make sure once we got the approval from the State Solicitor, we make 
sure that the transaction happens.  And we were guided that all legal aspects 
of the transaction, all local laws have been complied with and we are above 
board, nothing illegal has been done. 

Q: All right, we will stop there.  But Mr Maladina is coming back Mr Jurth?  Is 
he coming back? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, we would request that Mr Maladina look for the 
material that he has indicated he will and come back on Friday morning 6 August at 
10 am.  Is that convenient, Mr Maladina, this Friday? 

A: I will do my best if not, if I can require additional time Monday next week 30 

will do. 
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Q:   Monday is very busy we would really appreciate if you could make time this 
week.  This is really the end of the hearings, Mr Maladina.  Can you make 
time on Friday? 

A:   Okay, I will do my best, okay. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps Friday afternoon, Mr Jurth might suit better. 

A:   Friday afternoon. 

MR JURTH:  Is that better for you, Sir? 

A:   Okay. 

Q:   All right, 1 o’clock then Chief Commissioner if it pleases. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn his next appearance to Friday 6 10 
August at 1 pm.  Mr Maladina, thank you for your evidence and you may be excused. 

A: Thank you commissioners. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Maladina. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, unless there is anything further from you or from any 
of the other counsel assisting, I think those are all of today’s matters. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can you give us - - - 

DR KATTER:  I am sorry.  Commissioners, if it pleases, I will call Dr Ken Ngangan. 20 

MR JURTH:  Apologies Dr Katter, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, you are calling which witness? 

DR KATTER:  Dr Ken Ngangan, the Secretary for Finance. 

[2.57pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Good afternoon, Dr Ken Ngangan, thank you for appearing this 
afternoon to give your evidence.  You will be sworn in by Mr Jason Yapao. 
 
 
KEN NGANGAN, sworn: 
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XN, MR KATTER 
 
Q: Dr Ngangan, could you state your full name please? 
 
A: Dr Ken Ngangan. 
 
Q: Thank you. And you are the Secretary for Finance? 
 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes. And you have been the Secretary for Finance since September 2013, 

initially being appointed as the Acting Secretary, is that right? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: And you have served continuously as secretary since 2013 to present? 
 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: Before becoming Secretary for Finance, you were the Associate Professor of 

Accounting at the University of Papua New Guinea, were you not? 
 
A:  That is correct. 
 
Q: And you have been the National President for Papua New Guinea from 2009 

onwards of the Certified Practicing Accountants? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: In 2012 and 2013, you were a Post-Doctorate Fellow at the University of … 

in accountancy? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you had completed your Doctorate in Accounting and Finance at the 

University of Newcastle, Australia, from 1992 to 1996, is that right? 
 
A: That is right. 40 
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Q: Commissioners, I think there is a copy of the affidavit of Dr Ngangan, to be 

handed up to each of you. It pleases, may Dr Ngangan’s affidavit be shown 
on the screen, a copy of it I should say.  Dr Ngangan, have you got a copy in 
front of you – your affidavit? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you, Dr Katter, does that largely 
follow Dr Ngangan’s statement that we have received a little while ago? 
 
DR KATTER:  It does, Commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  That the previous correspondence is picked up by that affidavit at it 
were the documents previously provided. They have been just consolidated in my 
submissions to an affidavit form. Dr Ngangan, the affidavit copy has five pages in 20 
length, including cover page, is that right? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: From the front page is the reference to 30 July 2021, is that the date that you 

have signed the pages 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the affidavit? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  And the affidavit has 27 paragraphs, has it? 30 
 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: And it has annexures which you identify in the affidavit as A, B1 to B6 - I 

should say B1 to B6 and C1 to C5? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And each of those annexures has an annexure page and you have signed each 

of those annexure pages, have you? 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: And in the affidavit proper, you describe each of the annexures, both by a 

letter but also by description? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Yes. Are there any corrections you wish to make to the affidavit now? 
 10 
A: Yes, there was one correction, number 5. 
 
Q: Paragraph 5? 
  
A; Paragraph 5. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: That I was appointed the Chairman of the PNG National Road by board this 

role in April, not 2019, but 2021.-      20 
 
[3.02 pm] Q: Thank you.  So paragraph five should refer to April 2021, should it? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Any other changes? 
 
A: That is all I can see. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I seek please to tender that affidavit and have it 30 

marked as an exhibit? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The affidavit of Dr Ken Ngangan is admitted into 
evidence.  It is marked Exhibit JJJ. 
 
EXHIBIT JJJ - AFFIDAVIT OF DR KEN NGANGAN DATED 30 JULY 2021 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Dr Ngangan, at paragraph 19 of your 
affidavit, if you could just turn to that, please.  You state that you have not been able 
to identify any documentation there relating to the 2009 loan from IPIC.  Since 30 40 
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July when you said you signed this affidavit, have you been able to identify any 
documentation as to the IPIC Loan? 
 
A: That is correct, I have not been able to locate any. 
 
Q: Thank you.  If we turn, please, to your Annexure A – and this is referred to in 

paragraph 17, but actually going to the annexure, and the document for the 
reference is WIT.0025.0001.0026.  In the fourth substantive paragraph on this 
first page, just scrolling down, please.  This is a letter by you, is it, Secretary?  
Have you seen this letter before?  This is a letter that you sent to the 10 
commission, Dr Ngangan? 

 
A: That is correct, 
 
Q: Yes.  And in the fourth paragraph there, you refer to, “My department has 

reviewed its records, the documentation related to the State Loan from UBS 
and an initial process commenced in 2014, but not progressed.”  What do you 
mean by that statement “an initial process commenced but not progressed”? 

 
A: According to the records that we gathered for purposes of this to support the 20 

Inquiry, I think there were both KCH and the Department of Treasury 
commenced the process of obtaining the loan in 2014 but not progressed until 
2016 when Department of Finance was involved in the procurement of the 
Credit Suisse as the arranger or the broker for the loan.  That is what I would 
have meant there. 

 
Q: Yes.  Was there a process with UBS that was separate from the process which 

resulted in the UBS Loan that did occur in 2014? 
 
A: Those matters, Treasury would be aware of those matters.  I would come in 30 

where expenditures are involved. 
 
Q: You do not have any documentation that identifies a separate process in that 

regard though? 
 
A: No, not that I- - - 
 
Q: All right.  Returning to your paragraphs 20 to 27 in your affidavit, in the 

affidavit proper, could we bring those up on the screen?  But you refer in these 
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paragraphs to, am I right, processes regarding the 2014 UBS Loan and then 
processes regarding a later 2016 Credit Suisse Loan; is that right? 

 

[3.07p.m]   A: Let me make a correction here.  The procurement process is only for 
expenditures.  Loans are not procured but are negotiated so I think there is a 
bit of misunderstanding if we look at strictly the application of the 
procurement process, it relates to expenditure.  But loans or borrowings are 
negotiated. 

Q: But you are referring, are your not, in paragraphs 22 onwards to processes that 
you were involved with as secretary at that time? 10 

A: Correct, and I make reference to the NEC decision in appendix C1.   

Q: Yes.  But when you refer at paragraph 27 to a 2016 Credit Swiss loan, are you 
referring to that loan because the processes that you were involved with are 
processes that were applicable not just in 2016 but in 2014? 

A: That is correct.   

Q: Now, as acting secretary or Secretary for Finance in 2014, what role then did 
you have in that capacity as to the UBS loan transaction? 

A: Not at all. 

Q: Who was the Minister for Finance at that time? 

A: Honourable James Marape who is now the Prime Minister. 20 

Q: And throughout the whole of 2014, was the Prime Minister the Minister for 
Finance? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: At paragraph 23 of your affidavit, you refer to a request from the Secretary of 
the Treasury or the Department of the Treasury to the CTSB.  What is the 
CTSB? 

A: Sorry, correction there.  It should be CSTB. 

Q: CSTB.  And what is that? 

A: Central Supply and Tenders Board. 
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Q: Now in paragraph 17 you mention the Central Supply and Tenders Board, that 
is what you are referring to when you mention CTSB in paragraph 23, is it? 

A: Correct, it should be CSTB. 

Q: Thank you.  Now, what role did the Central Supply and Tenders Board have 
in 2014?  Dr Ngangan, what role did the board have at that time? 

A: I could speak from my involvement from 2016. 

Q: Yes, what was your involvement in 2016? 

A: My involvement in 2016 was when the Secretary for Treasury wrote to me 
requesting an APC on the engagement of Credit Swiss as an arranger of the 
syndicate loan. 10 

[3.12pm] Q: Were you at some time a chair of the Central Supply and Tenders Board? 
 
A: Yes, later in 2016. 
 
Q: In 2016. What about in 2014, were you a member of the Board then? 
 
A: I was a member of the Board but alternate deputy secretary for operations sits 

on the Board of CSTB. 
 
Q: Yes. And so what role did the board play in 2014? What was its function or 20 

role at that time? 
 
A: It would deliberate on the request from the Secretary for Treasury was COI. 
 
Q: Is it a body through which expenditure or potential expenditure goes to and 

that body considers the potential expenditure requests, if I call it as that? 
 
A: The APC – the Authority to Pre-commit Committee that is within finance. 
 
Q: But that body does not sign an authority to pre commit funds, it just considers 30 

the requests for fundings howsoever to be made, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct.  As soon as funds are confirmed in the budget, then the 

Secretary for Finance signs or confirm it that there is funds available to start 
procurement process. 
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Q: And that process was in place 2014, which you have just described? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes. Now, looking at your annexure B2, so this referred to in paragraph 26, 

sub paragraph B of your affidavit and B2 is WIT.0025.0001.0180, might we 
just have that brought up, please? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we go to B1 first? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  B1, there is a letter from the Secretary for Treasury to the 
Chairman of the Central Supple and Tenders Board, dated 6 March 2014, that sets 
out the request for the Certificate of Inexpediency with respect to some consultancy 
fees; not approval for the loan itself but the consultancy services.  
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that is really what we are talking about. Is that the loan? 20 
The board would not approve – the approval would not be sought the loan itself but 
the consultancy services associated with the loan, right? 
 
DR NGANGAN:  That is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. So you have this letter from the Secretary for Treasury 
seeking COI to engage Pacific Legal Group Lawyers and Pacific Capital Limited, as 
financial and technical advisors for a fee of 9 million. And that is the request that 
you say it was granted but then subsequently it was retracked, based on the advice 
by the State Solicitor?  30 
 
DR NGANGAN:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am just trying to clarify what we are talking about here but 
you go on, Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. This document, can you see on the 
screen now, Dr Ngangan? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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[3.17 pm] MR JURTH:  So this is B1 to your affidavit.  Do you receive a copy of this 

document?  It is not addressed to you.  Do you receive a copy as secretary, or does 
your department receive a copy, or is it only provided to the members of the board?  
What is the process that occurs there? 
 
A: I did not receive a copy of that letter.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If I can just add a few more of those consultants or sales 
providers there; the second part, I missed this.  There is a sum of AU$14,555,000 10 
plus dollars for fees to UBS AG Australia branch, Ashurst Lawyers, Norton Rose 
Fulbright and KPMG.  So that completes that list of service providers.  Yes, go on. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief.  Just moving on to the next page in this annexure 
and just pausing there, those signatures are not your signatures, are they, Dr 
Ngangan, just going forward? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: No.  And just scrolling down and just looking at this document, it is headed, 20 

“Request for Certificate of Inexpediency to be completed by the agency”.  Is 
this a request to the Department of Finance to you as Secretary? 

 
A: No, this is a request to- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This is a request to the Board. 
 
A: To the Board of the CSTB. 
 
Q: CSTB Board.  Sorry, I am answering the question for you.  Just to speed up 30 

things.  
 
A: Thank you, that is it. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  You make a very good witness, chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, yes, I am familiar with the processes that is why I am 
saying it.  Yes, go on. 
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DR KATTER:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Did you see these documents at 
that time on or after 6 March 2014, Dr Ngangan? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Looking then, please, at Annexure B2- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Ngangan, you would be familiar with this kind of 
correspondence through your membership or your alternate membership of the 
board, right, not in your capacity as secretary of finance? 10 
 
A: But as member of the- - - 
 
Q: As a member of the board? 
 
A: CSTB, yes, my alternate would be aware of this. 
 
Q: Okay, yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  At that time, did your alternate member provide to you a copy of this 20 
correspondence? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Looking then please at B2, Annexure B2, I think it is on the screen there.  So 

this appears to be a confirmation from the chair of the Supply and Tenders 
Board to the acting Secretary of the Department of Treasury.  Is that right? 

 
A: Yes, from the chair then, yes. 
 30 
Q: As to this correspondence, do you as secretary, or does your department 

receive a copy of this correspondence, this particular letter of 10 March 2014? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: What about - did your representative on the Central Supply and Tenders Board 

provide you with a copy of this correspondence at that time or thereafter? 
 
A: No. 
 40 
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[3.22 pm]   Q: Turning then please to Annexure B3.  This appears to be a communication 
from the State Solicitor that a certificate of inexpediency cannot be issued for 
the engagement of consultants as to the UBSA loan.  I am just scrolling down 
to look at it.  Is that right Dr Ngagan? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before you go there Dr Katter, just go back to B2, the 
critical line or sentence in that letter is the second paragraph which says, the board 
at its meeting held on Friday, 7 March carefully considered your submission and 
resolved to approve the issuance of certificate of inexpediency for contracts and then 
he lists the particulars down there.  I am just pointing that out that this is approval 10 
letter.   We go to the next one now.  The next correspondence and then there is 
actually a certificate of inexpediency attached to that letter. 
 
DR KATTER:  This third document or B3, Dr Ngangan it appears to be a 
communication from the State Solicitor that a certificate of inexpediency cannot be 
issued, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was this correspondence provided to you on or after the date that is on it? 20 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: These documents B1, B2, B3, were they on the department file because the 

representative on the Central Supply and Tenders Board had a copy? 
 
A: Not that I was aware myself. 
 
Q: But by reason of the search conducted and the request made by the 

commission, the documents have been identified as being held by the 30 
department? 

 
A: No, my team had to search the CSTB, the department and all other possible 

places where we can get this information together so that we put together for 
purposes of assisting the Inquiry.  That is what we basically then put them in 
a chronological order so that it makes a bit of sense. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Looking at the last part of this correspondence B3, had the 

contents of this correspondence been communicated to you at the relevant 
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time by the Secretary for Treasury or anyone else even if the document had 
been communicated? 

 
A: Not that I am aware of. 
 
Q: All right.  Then the next document B4 please.  It says it is dated 10 April 2014 

and just scrolling down a little, just pausing there.  That second last paragraph, 
the rescinding of the board’s decision effectively nullifies the issuance of the 
certificate of inexpediencies for these engagements.  So, this appears to be the 
Supply and Tenders Board nullifying to use the word the issue of the 10 
certificate of inexpediency that we looked at previously.  Is that what this 
correspondence is, Dr Ngangan? 

  
[3.27pm]  A: That is what it looks like, yes. 

 
Q: But once again, did you have a copy of this correspondence provided to you 

at that time or thereafter 10 March 2014, was a copy provided to you? 
 
A: No, not that I am aware of. 
 20 
Q: And was it communicated to you at least verbally or in some other form or 

even if a copy of this actual correspondence was not provided? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can I please take you then to annexure C2 to your affidavit?  So this is a 

document that you refer to as to the Credit Swiss 2016 Loan.  Could we just 
have a look at it because it may have some relevance to the UBS transaction 
in a moment?  C2, it is WIT.0025.0001.0042.  Just scrolling up.  So, what Dr 
Ngangan on the screen there can you see at the top it is cut off a little bit but 30 
it has at least the starting words which appear to be “Authority to pre-commit 
APC.”  Can you see that? 

 
A: Yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: So, what is an APC authority to pre-commit? 
 
A: APC is a process that takes place before procurement.  Confirmation that – 

confirming that funds are actually available in the budget to commence a 
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procurement process.  Once a contract is awarded then there will be funds 
available to pay for the contract. 

 
Q: And this document, it refers to specific funds appropriation - there is the word 

appropriation there and it identifies a specific amount in kina, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then is that your signature that we can see on the right side or is it on the 

left?  Secretary for Finance is mentioned there. 10 
 
A: It is on the left, yes. 
 
Q: And so is this a process under a particular piece of legislation? 
 
A: That is correct, under section 47B of the Public Finances Management Act. 
 
Q: Now, in terms of the process, do you communicate either that you are going 

to sign or that you have signed a copy of the IPIC to the Minister before you 
sign it or after you sign it? 20 

 
A: No, that is a process that or the Secretary of the Department will sign.  So the 

secretary signs. 
 
Q: And just to be precise on this particular APC, did you communicate that you 

were going to sign or that you did sign this APC to the then minister – the 
APC that is on the screen now? 

 
A: I performed that as part of the process having signed the APC, sent it back to 

the Department of Treasury. 30 
 
Q: Thank you.  Now, you do not appear to include an APC or any APCs as to the 

UBS loan as to any financial, legal or technical advisor payment or payments 
in your affidavit, is that right? 

 
A: Except for the Credit Suisse engagement. 
 
Q: Yes, but not as to the UBS loan, is that right? 
 

[3.32pm] A: You are right. 40 
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Q: Can I just take you to an affidavit of Mr Vele, the then acting Secretary of 

Treasury now Secretary of Treasury, it is WIT.0014.007.0012 and it is 
paragraph 417 on page 60.  Could we just have that brought up?  But the – 
yes, can you see that now on the screen, Dr Ngangan? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is paragraph 417.  So, this is an affidavit of Mr Vele.  It was sworn 26 

April 2021.  But you will see there that Mr Vele says that you and he signed 10 
an approved APC form to release AU$14,555,759 million to be paid to the 
consultants relating to the purchase of the Oil Search shares.  Can I ask this 
that it does not appear to be a signed APC or APCs, not a signed APC in this 
regard included in your affidavit as to the UBS financial, legal or technical 
advisors, is that right? 

 
A: That may be so.  I am not sure whether you could be referring to the same 

APC that was – that we talked about earlier or you could ask Secretary Vele 
on that. 

 20 
Q: Do you have a specific recollection of signing an APC or APCs as to the UBS 

transaction? 
 
A: Not according to my knowledge. 
 
Q: Do you recall any communications verbally with the then acting Secretary for 

the Department of Treasury Mr Vele in March or April 2014 as to the UBS 
loan as to any payments to financial, legal or technical advisors? 

 
A: I cannot recall any. 30 
 
Q: Do you recall checking or considering any invoices or retainers as to specific 

amounts or retention of any financial, legal or technical advisers as to the UBS 
transaction in that period? 

 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Just scrolling down the affidavit of Mr Vele just down to paragraph 420, 

please.  Could you just read that paragraph please, Dr Ngangan? 
 40 
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A: Paragraph 420? 
 
Q: 420, yes please. 
 
A: “Dr Ngangan approved the application for the department to complete and 

issue the APC for the above procurement in accordance with the provision by 
CSTB of the COI and in accordance with Mr Rolpagarea’s advice on 5 March 
2014.” 

 
Q: Thank you, Doctor.  Do you – what do you say about that?  Is this a process 10 

that is being referred to before the issuance of the APC an earlier process and 
not the APC itself? 

 
A: I am not aware of that. 
 
Q: You are not aware of a process before the APC or you are not aware of any 

involvement that you might have hade in this regard in the process for the 
APC.  

 
[3.37p.m] A: I am not aware of any involvement that I may have had in this regard. 20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, would it be of assistance if we could have a 
look at DV50 and DV51, or you probably intended to go there anyway? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you very much Commissioner, yes please, if we could turn to 
those.  We will just have DV50 brought up Dr Ngangan. 

A: Yes. 

DR KATTER:  While that is occurring, I might just ask you something which relates 
to this before we look at those documents.  At paragraph 26(e) in your affidavit – we 
do not need to look at it but just it is something you are referring to there.  What was 
the interface between the Department of Finance and you as secretary and the 
Department of Treasury and the Secretary to the Treasury or the acting Secretary to 30 

the Treasury, at that time; what was the role that the two played?  How would you 
describe that interface that has been referred to in this paragraph about an APC or 
the process leading into an APC? 

A: Treasury making a request to finance for an APC, finance checking the funds 
available and giving an approval and then returning that to treasury. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And treasury, I take it from that it was a matter of 
Finance exclusively to give the approval to pre-commit?  It was not something that 
the legislation enabled the treasury to do, is that right? 

A: APCs are issued by the Department of Finance. 

Q:   By Finance, yes.  Treasury do not have any part to do so.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be a committee, sub-committee or APC committee? 

A: Yes.  Authority to pre-commit committee. 

Q: In which the Secretary for Treasury might be the chairman.  I might have come 
across some correspondence somewhere that suggested that.  So, the Secretary 
for Treasury in his capacity as APC committee issues that APC? 10 

A: APC. 

Q: APC.  Would I be correct? 

A: Under the new Procurement Act, yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But not then in 2014? 

A: Not then in 2014. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right.  Could we have a look at DV51? 

DR KATTER:   Mr Ngangan, is this - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Put it on the screen. 

DR KATTER:  Yes, is that on the screen now DV51 and just scrolling, can you see 
that now Dr Ngangan? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: And just looking at that date, and just scrolling down and just pausing.  Dr 
Ngangan, do you recall this correspondence? 

A: Can we move this to the top of the letter? 

Q: Yes.  Do you recall this correspondence? 

A: I can see that the correspondence was duly received by the Department of 
Finance.   

[3.42pm]    Q: We might look at the next document, DV 52? 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So here the Secretary for Treasury is asking for your approval, 
right, to issue the APC? 
 
A: APC. 
 
Q: Okay.  Yes, go on. 
 
DR KATTER:  At DV 52, if we could have that brought up, please.  And just 
scrolling down first and then return to the top.  Dr Ngangan, that looks like your 10 
signature? 
 
A: It looks my signature. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall signing this document? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The figure that is referred to there, that figure looks to be slightly different 

from but similar to figures that we have seen previously but it is a different 
amount, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Do you recall how that figure was identified at your end or how that figure 

came about; the figure that has actually been used here? 30 
 
A: Not that I would comment on that. 
 
Q: The processes that are referred to that we have been looking, this APC 

process, authority to pre commit, if there was expenditure to be made by a 
department or by the government, however so described, was there always to 
be an APC in that regard? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
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Q: And did the Department of Finance ever self-generate APCs or were they 
always generated in another department and then communicated to finance? 

 
A: Requested by the other department and communicated to finance and finance 

approves. 
 
Q: It is an approval of the expenditure effectively, is that right? 
 
A: No, it is an approval for a procurement to take place. 
 10 
Q: Yes. If the processes required this type of approval, was there an approval 

required to purchase shares in Oil Search and therefore an APC was required? 
 
A: Yes.  By Treasury making that request should have an approval in place for 

this APC request. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Dr Ngangan.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This APC that is on the screen was issued under which 
provision of law that is Part 7 of Public Finances (Management) Act 1995, okay.  20 
And that was based on the advice by the State Solicitor that the consultants would 
be paid on a quantum meruit basis.  Is that my understanding? 
 
A: I think so.   
 

[3.47pm] Q: Because a COI was refused back? 
 
 A: Yes. 
 

Q: So, I would assume that the Board of CSTB would have played a role in 30 
approving the amounts allocated to various consultants and relying entirely 
on the State Solicitor’s advice that these people be paid on a quantum meruit 
basis? 

 
A: Quantum meruit, but we would later. 
 
Q: So, this is the only APC that you issued in respect of the UBS loan? 
 
A: Yes. Sorry, there is another for the Credit Suisse in 2016 which we saw earlier. 
 40 
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Q: Did that have anything to do with the UBS loan?  I am trying to see the 
connection there.  Did the 2016 Credit Suisse loan have any connection with 
the UBS loan?  That is 2016.  I am just trying to establish whether that loan 
had anything to do with the UBS loan.  That is a different loan? 

 
A: That is different, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, that is a different loan but just coming back to this one here, this authority 

to pre-commit there for AUD$10 million.  The advice that the State Solicitor 
gave I think which the Secretary for Treasury pursued was about AUD$14 10 
million for UBS and there is a couple of them there.  And then K9 million for 
two other consultants there.  I am just trying to establish which consultant this 
AUD$10 million relate to.  You cannot tell?   

 
A:  Sorry. 
 
Q: Pacific Legal Group Lawyers and Pacific Capital Limited were to be paid 

PGK9 million and then AUD$14.5 million to be paid to UBSAG, Australia, 
Ashurst, Norton Rose Fulbright and KPMG.  So, this AUD$10 million I think 
would probably relate to those international consultants? 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: There is UBS Australia, Ashurst, Norton Rose Fulbright and KPMG, they all 

come under international consultants.  That is still AU$4 million short of 
which no APC was issued by you and then the K9 million to Pacific Legal 
Group and Pacific Capital Limited also there was no APC issued by you as 
well.  Would I be correct in those statements there? 

 
[2.52pm] A: That would be correct. 30 

 
Q: I think those are my questions.  Commissioner White, do you have questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, that is last one in the course of the evidence.  
Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would ask that Dr Ngangan be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We would require him back here or I think we are done with 
his evidence; Dr Katter? 40 
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DR KATTER:  I would ask that he be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr Ken Ngangan, thank you for appearing this 
afternoon to give your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And thank you to your staff for putting together all 
those documents.  I am sure it took a lot time out of what you would prefer them to 
be doing. 
 10 
DR NGANGAN:  Thank you Chairman and Commissioners, thank you very much. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, those are the matters as I understand it for today. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Dr Katter.  There is a couple of matters.  I think Mr 
Sheppard has an application.  Mr Sheppard, do you have an application, sir? 20 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard, yes? 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Chief Commissioner and members, my application is that the 
evidence of Mr O’Neill which is scheduled or fixed for tomorrow be rescheduled for 
Monday; he is not well.  He is under the care at the moment of Dr Sios, who I am 
advised has provided some medical certificate.  However, I do not have a copy of 
that.  I can undertake to file it in due course probably by tomorrow.  So, I have been 30 
given to understand that if I am able to assure the Commission that O’Neill will 
definitely turn up on Monday, which I can, the application would not be opposed 
and that his fixture would take place after the Prime Minister’s adjournment, I seek 
now were to be granted. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Presuming of course that he has recovered his health 
sufficiently, Mr Sheppard. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Well, yes.  I have got no reason to doubt that he will.  That is 
what I am instructed but that is a legal matter of course and not a medical matter.  40 
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But I am sure that he will be recovered sufficiently and he will attend on the Monday 
in the fixture I have mentioned provided this adjournment is granted. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Mr Sheppard is correct in indicating counsel 
assisting’s submission to you on the basis of that assurance and prediction, we are 
content for his evidence to be resumed on Monday.  I will have some questions, no 
doubt you will Commissioners and then I think Sir Arnold Amet and Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr have some questions.  So Mr Sheppard if that assists, it would not be a 
five minutes evidence, there will be some cross-examination issued by those acting 
for those parties. 10 
 

[3.57pm] MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, I am grateful to counsel assisting. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, what time are we looking at on Monday.  We may 
have a heavy list on Monday? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, while we are dealing with those, the minute we have the 
Prime Minister first and we have understandably resume at 10 am.  And then 
Ambassador Lupari is coming back, I do not have any further questions for him.  
And then we have Governor Bakani and Dr Kwa, Mr Abel and Mr Koim, what we 20 
will try and do – you see we have got on Tuesday; we are in pretty good shape, we 
have got Mr Vele, Mr Yauieb, and that is the other matter as indicated that he needs 
a little more time to complete his supplementary affidavit.  But on Tuesday, we only 
have got Mr Vele, he will not take a all day and Mr Yauieb and we have now Mr 
Kim Beazley at 4 o’clock.  So, I am as comfortable as I can be that although we may 
have to push Mr Abel and Mr Koim over presumably in Tuesday, we will still finish 
the evidence on Tuesday and that is the hard deadline I am working towards, 
Commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, what about a fixed time of 1 o’clock for 30 
Mr O’Neil and that would then allow the other witnesses that you have mentioned 
who we expect not to be too lengthy to follow the Prime Minister up until lunch 
time.  Does that sound like a workable ideal? 
 
DR RENWICK:  If that suits Mr Sheppard and Mr O’Neill, I am content, 
Commissioners. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, do you think that would work? 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I agree.  All right, then Monday 9 August at 1 pm is fixed 
for Mr Peter O’Neill to give his evidence. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, I am grateful to the tribunal for this indulgence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  And of course to counsel assisting. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you are welcome, thank you, and you may be excused. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that means – I am so sorry, chief, that means 
tomorrow, commissioners, subject to any problems with zoom, we have Mr Micah 
first, we have Mr Kamburi next and then we have Mr Wapu Sonk in the afternoon. 
On Friday, we have some direction matters and then after that we have Mr Mortensen 20 
and we hope Dr Waine, and immediately in the afternoon only Mr Maladina just to 
return with some documents.  I have asked Mr Jurth to see whether Mr Maladina can 
be able to produce the documents in the morning, but if not, he will be here in the 
afternoon. So that is the timetable for the rest of the week at this stage, 
commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we have come to the end of today’s hearing so 
my associate adjourn the proceedings then. 
 
 30 
 
AT 4.00 PM, THE COMMISSIONER OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 5 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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AUGUST 2021 AT 1.03 PM. 
 

(Continued from 4 August 2021) 
 
 

 30 
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[1.03pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are two witnesses this 
afternoon.  The first is Mr Micah and the second is Mr Sonk.  I think – is Mr Micah 
there?  I recall Mr Micah. 

 
 
BEN MICAH, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 10 
Q: Mr Micah, you remain on your former oath.  Do you have a copy of your 

previous statement with you, sir? 
 
A: Yes, I have it here with me. 
 
Q: Good, thank you very much.  Mr Micah, I just would like to take you back 

to 2012.  Could you just remind the commission what ministerial role you 
held in 2012? 

 
A: I was Minister for State Owned Enterprises and Public Investments. 20 
 
Q: And how long did you remain in that position for, could you just remind the 

commission, please? 
 
A: Up until January 2016 when I was moved over the Ministry of Petroleum 

and Energy. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  Now, if we can have the first document up on the screen, please 

which is the NEC Decision 63 of 2012.  So, this is an NEC record of decision 
in March 2012 and if we scroll down, you can see there in paragraph 3 that 30 
there was a decision that you as Minister for Public Enterprises were to 
initiate discussion with IPIC on possible refinancing of the Exchangeable 
Bond and report back to the NEC.  And so what did you do as a result of 
item 3 of the NEC record there? 

 
[1.05 pm]  A: Actually there was no direct communication between my ministry and the 

IPIC on such a matter because the IPIC committee was set up to handle the 
matter.  Therefore, I kind of relied more on the advice of that committee 
before we could proceed into firstly, identifying possible financiers of the 
loan and also engaging with IPIC. 40 

 
Q: I see.  Just again who chaired that committee? 
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A: Mr Dairi Vele who was at that time Director of the Gas office. 
 
Q: Thank you.  If we can have the next document, please.  This is a document 

from April 2013.  So, here we have an NEC decision.  You see there in item 
3; “Approved the Minister for Public Enterprises and State Investments,” 
that is you, “to direct the board and management of IPBC and its successive 
organizations, 1, to raise funds in the capital market to repurchase Oil Search 
shares through the redemption of IPIC bonds and negotiate the best interest 
rate not to exceed 10 years but preferably at seven years.”  Now, in relation 
to that when did it come to your attention that IPIC had been negotiating to 10 
sell the bonds?  Sorry, I will go back instead.  Did it come to your attention 
that IPIC had been negotiating to sell the bonds? 

 
A: In 2012.  As a result of that decision that we just referred to earlier. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  Let us go forward then to the next document of 9 July 2013.  

So, this you noted some refinancing options presented to redeem the IPIC 
bonds, noted the nominees proposed in recommendation 2 of the submission 
but approved to appoint the following as members of the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Review Committee.  I think you had recommended the chair to be Mr 20 
Webster, had you not?  Do you recall that or not? 

 
A: Not that I can recall of. 
 
Q: Okay then all right.  Let us go to the next document on 23 September 2013.  

Well, this is an email from Mr Botten of Oil Search and you can see there.  
So, the date of that is 23 September 2013 and you will see in about the third 
line it says that “Mr Botten held a meeting last week with PNG Treasury and 
the Prime Minister regarding the status of their efforts to buy back the stake” 
and that is under the heading, IPIC shareholding, “but have not yet formally 30 
appointed UBS as their adviser but are still doing the preparation work.”  
And it explains then the proposed buy back structure.  It notes there has to 
be a meeting with IPIC the following week in Abu Dhabi.  Then it is this 
sentence or paragraph.  “The shift in thinking is potentially taking place in 
the State as the share prices go above $8.55”, that is the Oil Search share 
price. 

 
[1.10 pm]  “The secretary for treasury has opened the canvas to use his money, with 

supported acquisition by Oil Search of interest in Elk-Antelope for the 
issuance of shares to the State.  This would be preferrable to the state rather 40 
than necessarily dealing with IPIC.” 
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So can I ask you to cast your mind back to September 2013.  When did you 
become aware first of the shift in thinking referred to in the last paragraph 
on the screen? 

 
A: I was not aware of any such rethinking because I was fully committed to the 

task that was given to me to coordinate the refinancing of the IPIC loan.  
 
Q: I see, as opposed to.  So, when then did you become aware of the idea said 

to have been canvased openly by Mr Vele back in September 2013 of 
acquiring- - - 10 

 
A: I was aware during a meeting at the Oil Search office in Sydney where the 

Prime Minister then Peter O’Neill was present with Peter Botten and several 
of us ministers, I can recall, then Treasurer Minister Don Polye; Mnister for 
Mining Byron Chan; and maybe several others and myself where both the 
Prime Minister and Mr Botten dropped the idea to us that there could be a 
possibility of acquiring more shares in Oil Search because of the Elk-
Antelope development and the possibility that the price of Oil Search shares 
could go up to $9 or even up to $11 by the time the gas started moving.   

 20 
Q: And so that was the first time that you became aware of that? 
 
A: That was the first time that I became aware that there were such discussions 

going on. 
 
Q: And the approximate date of that meeting? 
 
A: The same time as the Mining and Petroleum Conference so it would have 

been around November. 
 30 
Q: 2013? 
 
A: 2013. 
 
Q: All right.  I will just show you this next document but I think I know what 

you will say about it.  So, this is an email – the next document from Paddy 
Jilek to Iguan Momo from IPBC.  You just go down the – there is a reference 
here to the sentence, “We cannot highlight strongly enough,” if we can go 
down to that sentence, please.  Here we are, yes.  So, this is Mr Jilek of UBS 
saying, “We cannot highlight strongly enough that the market is not sitting 40 
still.  You need to move quickly to get in front of the Oil Search stock uplift 
and to ensure the IPIC Bond is not traded away.  IPIC are adamant that they 
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will trade the bond soon and will not wait for a credible take-up proposition 
from the PNG Government for much longer.” 

 
I take it then it is the date of this email is 16 October 2013.  I take it you were 
not aware of what is referred to in those underlined sentences in October 
2013? 
 

A: I was totally and completely in the dark with regards to such conversation. 
 

[1.15pm]    Q: Can we go then to a letter from Governor Bakani to you of 22 December 10 
2013.  This one is a letter to you as you can see, it is from the Governor. And 
he refers first in the first sentence to acknowledging the NEC Decision for 
the bank to provide an independent statement on the financing of the IPIC 
Bonds. And you can see there the conclusion of the bank in the next 
sentence; having revealed the information that the refinancing should be 
dealt with on its own as a separate transaction.  And the governor then says; 
it is a mistake to combine it with other financial deals re purchase additional 
5.2 percent of Oil Search shares. And it appears from that reference by the 
governor that at least someone was considering in government purchasing 
an additional 5.2 percent of Oil Search shares. Can you clarify what is being 20 
referred to there, do you see that? 

 
A: Definitely, additional acquisition of shares in Oil Search.  
 
Q: Yes. So, you recall – 
 
A: I recall the meeting in Sydney in November. 
 
Q: I understand.  But do you recall receiving this letter from the Governor? 
 30 
A: Yes, I recall receiving that letter.  It was part of the correspondence that was 

going on between him and I as per the NEC Decision for the Bank of Papua 
New Guinea to review the proposals that were submitted by the banks to the 
State through the IPIC Bond Committee to finance the IPIC loan.  It was 
sent to the bank. 

 
Q: What the Governor is seems to be speaking about here is not just refinancing 

the IPIC Bonds but also purchasing an additional 5.2 percent of Oil Search 
shares.  Do you recall that being discussed? 

 40 
A: I do not recall discussing this matter with the Prime Minister or with anyone 

but I was already aware by then that IPIC was going to pull the plug on the 
bond, and therefore serious thoughts to acquire additional shares in Oil 
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Search was being contemplated seriously.  But there was no discussion 
between myself as the minister responsible with the prime minister or 
anyone else for that matter, except that I received this letter. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask this question?  You may be going to 
Dr Renwick, and I should sit quietly but there you are.  There seems to be Governor 
Bakani’s response to a letter from you and the tone of it suggests that it is you that 
added some other matters for consideration, including purchasing additional 5.2 
percent in Oil Search. That is the only reasonable way to read this response, is it 
not? 10 
 
A: Well, then you should refer to my letter.  You should refer to my letter, if 

there is – my letter was only referring the NEC Decision to send the 
proposals to him but if there is such a letter - - - 

 
DR RENWICK:  We will get that letter and put that up. 
 
MR MICAH:  But there is such a letter then the letter will testify what I wrote. 
 
DR RENWICK:  When that letter is ready, we will put that up on the screen and I 20 
will ask you about it, Mr Micah.  
 
A: Do you have reference to such a letter, sorry? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will get that letter and refer you to it, if we can. Can I ask you 
so – can I bring you forward then to the date of the special NEC Meeting on 6 
March when the UBS Deal by approved by cabinet, you remember that? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 30 
Q: Okay, can I take you to the next step. Can I take you to document prepared 

by Mr Vele, in August 2013 described as background notes?  And you will 
see here if you scroll down.    

 
[1.20pm]     So, this was a document put together by Mr Vele just before he became 

acting Secretary of Treasury and you can see there that one of the matters 
that he was canvassing with the banks was the acquisition of shares in Oil 
Search.  So, I just wanted to ask you; did you ever see this document before 
March 2014?  Just go back up to the start, please and the title page.  Does 
that ring a bell, Mr Micah?  Do you recall seeing that document either in 40 
final or draft form? 

 
A: Not at all. 
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Q: You recall last time you gave evidence you said you were not consulted by 

Prime Minister O’Neill on the UBS transaction before it was brought to NEC 
on 6 March.  You recall giving that evidence, do you not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can I just take you to the NEC submission itself of 6 March 2014, point D, 

page 8.  And the point of this document is this is the policy submission for 6 
March NEC meeting and it states: “This policy submission is also endorsed 10 
by the Minister for Treasury and Minister for Finance and the Minister for 
Public Enterprises.”  As far as you are concerned, that would not have been 
the correct statement, is that right? 

 
A: That is not the correct statement because the process of preparing that 

submission was not correct either.  The process of appointing a financier of 
the IPIC loan was not even properly concluded basically because if you can 
follow the presentation in my statement and perhaps others as well, you will 
realize that when Cabinet deliberated on my submission that recommended 
Citi and UBS as final bidders for the financing, that decision was not 20 
concluded by NEC.  We should have appointed one of the two banks to 
finance the IPIC loan.  However, the chairman at that time, Prime Minister 
O’Neill made a recommendation that we should refer the two banks to 
Treasury for further evaluation and analysis of the bids.  So, the proposals 
were sent to the Bank of Papua New Guinea and as you can see the process 
was not also concluded because the Governor of the Bank ended up writing 
to UBS advising them that they had been selected when the bank had no 
authority to appoint either of the two banks.  He should have written back to 
me, I should then have prepared a submission recommending whichever one 
of the two banks that the Bank of Papua New Guinea finally recommended 30 
to be the financier.  Instead he wrote straight to UBS.  The Governor of the 
Bank nor the Bank of Papua New Guinea had any authority to appoint UBS 
or Citi Bank to finance a loan of such a magnitude.  It was only Cabinet 
which has the authority to approve and that process was not properly 
concluded.  Therefore, the submission that came in to approve the purported 
approval of the loan through that submission is not known by myself.  I do 
not know where it was prepared and I deny that I was even consulted on the 
contents of the submission. 

 
[1.25 pm]  Q: All right.  Can I then take you to what Mr Polye said at page 1539 of the 40 

transcript when he gave evidence.  So, this is what happened according to 
Mr Polye immediately after the Cabinet on 6 March.  We will just put it up 
on screen.  So, you will see there it said, and I then picked the Cabinet paper, 
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1539.  Just go down a few pages please.  There we are.  So, if you have a 
look there that this is Mr Polye’s evidence to the commission and says at 
line 21, I then picked, presumably picked up the Cabinet paper, went out of 
the Cabinet meeting and went to the next door conference room and I tried 
to solicit and support from ministers like Ben Micah.  I asked him if he could 
support me to stop this or block this.  He told me, mate we have already gone 
past that, if you do you will be sacked.  And I said, it is not about me being 
sacked it is about the paper the substance of the paper.  Do you recall that 
discussion and what was said? 

 10 
A: Yes, I recall that discussion and that is what I told him because I could see 

that the prime minister, the Chairman of NEC was totally adamant to get this 
submission through and there was point every single Cabinet member would 
have been slaughtered including Don and myself so that is what I said to 
him. 

 
Q: Sure.  I just have a couple of questions arising out of what you said on your 

evidence.  If we go to page 1732 of the transcript and if I ask you at the top 
of the page, why do you say the UBS loan was fraudulent and then if you go 
down the page and you talk about the Head of State advising on advice from 20 
the NEC, there was no NEC decision.  And that is one of the main actions 
which you considered fraudulent and I understand what you say there.  I do 
not have any other questions for you about that but then at the end of that 
paragraph you say, there are other very serious matters also which if I am 
called again, I will tender before the commission.  Well, this is your 
opportunity Mr Micah, I mean if they are relevant to the Terms of Reference 
of the commission, do you have any other very serious matters to bring to 
our attention? 

 
A: Not at this stage. 30 
 
Q: All right.  Page 1737 please.  There is a reference to a settlement proposal 

issued by IPBC to IPIC.  You see here at the top of the page there is a 
reference to the mandatory notice.  And then you say “the settlement 
proposal was based on financing options that were put.”  And I asked you a 
question, “do you have that settlement proposal in your affidavit, I do not 
but I can produce.”  You can obtain it and produce.  Do you have it? 

 
[1.30 pm]   A: I requested both Dr Clement Waine the former Secretary of the Department 

of State Owned Enterprises and Public Investments and the former 40 
Managing Director, Mr Wasantha Kumurasiri, who is currently in Sri Lanka 
to see if they can produce those documents to me but unfortunately last three 
weeks I have been away on compassionate leave, not only in Kavieng but 
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out on the islands and I have been out of communication with these two 
gentlemen and I have not been able to have access to the documentation.  
But I will continue to try to see if I can secure the proposal and if you are 
able to give me another benefit, I can produce that to the commission. 
 

Q: Yes.  If you can have that next week, if you can do it that will be good, Mr 
Micah because we are running out of time.  I just have one other thing to put 
to you.  I want to just put to you what Mr Polye said at page 1536 of the 
transcript.  You will see there and I will just read it out to you.  This is a 
reference to the detailed – the Cabinet paper or the NEC paper of 6 March, 10 
and Mr Polye says, “This Cabinet paper was not drafted by Treasury or not 
by any State entity for this matter.  I do not think it was even prepared by 
Ben Micah who was the Minister responsible for State Owned Enterprises.”  
That is correct, is it not?  You had no part in drafting the Cabinet submission 
on 6 March, indeed you did not even see it until you went into the Cabinet 
room.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: The process completing the bidding to finance the IPIC Loan was not 

completed yet.  Had it been completed then I would have been the minister 
responsible for preparing the submission to appoint either Citi Bank or UBS 20 
to be the financier of the IPIC Loan.  This submission refers to the financing 
of 10 per cent additional shares in Oil Search.  It has nothing to do with IPIC 
because IPIC had already claimed the shares in Oil Search that the bond was 
taken out against.  So there was no way that I could be party to this 
submission, right? 

 
Q: You are agreeing with me you had nothing with this. 
 
A: I had absolutely nothing to do with the submission.  I never saw one word of 

that submission, neither did I sign it. 30 
 
Q: You see, Mr Polye goes on to say, “If,” that is the Cabinet submission, “had 

been done by UBS and pushed down the throat of Papua New Guineans 
through the Papua New Guinea Cabinet to drive their business agenda that 
never served our interest.”  What do you say about that? 

 
A: Well, this Cabinet – remember, when he got me out to discuss whether I 

could support him to block the submission, I told him that this thing is being 
pushed by UBS and Oil Search, and whoever else because there was pressure 
from the Sydney Stock Exchange on the shares of Oil Search that had 40 
something to do with the decision by the PNG Government to acquire shares.  
So this submission and the subsequent NEC Decision was a pre-emptive 
strike by whoever was behind this whole deal to – for use of a better word – 
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ambush the PNG people and PNG Government through the Cabinet to give 
the okay to this deal through this cabinet submission and through this cabinet 
decision.  That is how I see it.   

 
Q: Did you have any involvement at all in the ultimate decision to sell the Oil 

Search shares by Kumul Petroleum? 
 
A: I was already in the Opposition, I believe, when they did that. 
 
Q: Indeed.  So you had no part in playing that? 10 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Micah, those are my questions but the commissioners and I 

think others might have some questions for you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, do you have questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, chief commissioner. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
XXN: MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: Good afternoon again, Mr Micah. 
 
A: Good afternoon, Mrs Nonggorr. 
 

[1.35 pm]    Q: With regards to – we have heard you refer to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 30 
Committee and you said that their job was to find advisors, in your affidavit 
you set that out but in fact the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee, their 
job was to – indeed, their job was to find advisors rather than the actual 
financiers - I think I stated that incorrectly.  In your affidavit you state that 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee was to find financers but 
in fact I put it to you that their job was to find financial advisors.  Is that not 
correct? 

 
A: Financiers.  We were looking for somebody to finance the loan. 
 40 
Q: But the initial position, was it not, was that you were looking for people for 

financial advice and then on that financial advice, you would be able to select 
financiers to finance the loan to buy back the Oil Search shares from IPIC? 
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A: No, we were looking for financiers. 
 
Q: In paragraph 21 of your affidavit, you said you were surprised by the 

proposal in Cabinet to buy the 10 per cent of Oil Search shares; paragraph 
21, and that is on the screen.  You were much to the surprise and you – and 
that intimates that that was the first time you had heard of it?  Is that correct? 

 
A: That was the first time I knew of it in submission form.  But as I stated I 

heard of it in November 2013 in Sydney.  I was surprised to see it in 10 
submission form that it was indeed happening otherwise prime minister- - - 

 
Q: And indeed the question that- - - 
 
A: Sorry. 
 
Q: I am sorry. 
 
A: Sorry, otherwise prime minister would have discussed with me as the 

minister responsible.  I was the minister responsible for the shares in Oil 20 
Search and PNG LNG. 

 
Q: With regards to the document that Dr Renwick showed you, those 

background notes, that is the affidavit of Dairi Vele, Annexure 21 DV21, 
you said to Dr Renwick that he you had not seen them before? 

 
A: Yes, I had not seen them before. 
 
Q: Then I put it to you that in fact Dairi Vele as Chairman of the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond Committee did brief you on those background notes.  30 
You may want to have another look at them.  Here they are.  You see, Mr 
Micah, it says, “Appointment of Financial Advisors to the State.” 

 
A: Dairi Vele, as I stated in my statements, never chaired any of the committee 

meetings and Dairi Vele as chairman never briefed me neither advised me, 
neither showed me these documents, none at all; not that I can recall. 

 
Q: Well, I put it to you that indeed he did chair these meetings, and he did 

produce this document and he did brief you before he went to Sydney to 
interview various financiers.  Is that not the case? 40 

 
A: No, he only went to Sydney one or two days after he was appointed acting 

Secretary of Treasury.  He did not go to Sydney as chairman of the 
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committee, neither did he go to Sydney at my consent or approval.  I do not 
know why he went to Sydney.   

 
Q: Are you aware that the secretary for treasury pursuant to the NEC Decision 

in July 2013 is a member of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee, or was 
a member of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee, whoever filled that 
role; were you aware? 

 
A: He was not chairman then, so he was not authorized to go to Sydney.  He 

was no longer chairman, neither was he authorized by me or the Cabinet to 10 
go to Sydney. 

 
Q: I put it to you Mr Micah that that is not correct.  That indeed you authorized 

Dairi Vele to go to Sydney because the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee 
was IPBC committee and specifically to interview financial advisors on 
these background notes? 

 
[1.40pm]  A: Show me the letter of authorization which is normally the case in the Public 

Service.  When a departmental head is travelling, the minister will have to 
approve the travel.  Show me the letter of approval.  I never approved such 20 
a trip. 

 
Q: With regard to you stating that with the meeting, the NEC meeting of 6 

March 2014, that that was the first time that you had ever heard of the Oil 
Search share purchase by the State - - - 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I do not think that was – with respect, I do not think 
that was Mr Micah’s evidence at all.  He said it was the first time he had seen it as 
a submission because he knew about the talk in Sydney earlier. 
 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  So, did you know about the proposal 
to drawdown a UBS loan to buy 10.1 per cent of the shares in Oil Search before 6 
March? 
 
A: No, I was not aware.  As the minister responsible, I was not aware. 
 
Q: Did you know of the purchase of the 10.1 per cent of shares as opposed to 

the loan before 6 March? 
 
A: I knew about it in Sydney in November. 40 
 
Q: Was that the 10.1 percent or generally? 
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A: Generally. 
 
Q: Okay.  If I could show Mr Micah the newspaper article of 3 March 2014, 

please.  This newspaper article appeared in The National newspaper on 3 
March 2014 and it speaks of the purchase of the government of 10.1 per cent 
shares on the basis of a UBS loan.  This is three days before the decision.  I 
will point out that it does also say subject to government approvals later in 
the week.  You did not see this or were aware of any press statement by the 
former prime minister which led to this article in the newspaper? 

 10 
A: It is government protocol that such an announcement would only come after 

NEC makes the decision.  So, if I was privy to such information then it would 
have been a fanatical exposure because government had not made a decision 
to buy into Oil Search and the announcement just came out early. 

 
Q: So, you say despite this press statement that was in an article in the 

newspaper published three days before the NEC meeting, you had no idea 
of the UBS loan and the purchase of 10.1 per cent shares? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Might you have to enquire first whether Mr Micah 20 
recall seeing this newspaper? 
 
A: I probably would have seen this newspaper but like I said, the source of the 

information would be unethical because there was no such government 
decision to buy shares in Oil Search. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I put it to you that you were aware of the UBS loan 
and the prospective share purchase and that the idea that you were not is more of a 
recent invention. 
 30 
A: I was aware of the UBS loan to buy back our shares from the Arabs, from 

IPIC.  I was not aware that there was such a loan to acquire 10 per cent of 
Oil Search. 

 
Q: What was your relationship like with the former prime minister at that time? 
 
A: Exceptionally good and very close. 
 
Q: Yes, because you had been his previous Chief of Staff before you were re-

elected to parliament. 40 
 
A: I was his previous chief of staff and a very personal friend. 
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Q: We have heard evidence before the Inquiry that he has discussed this 
potential purchase and indeed loan with Minister Duma as way back as 
November 2013.  Are you saying to the Inquiry that the former prime 
minister never discussed it with you? 

 
[1.45pm]    A: No.  I only heard it from him and Peter Botten at the Sydney meeting in 

November 2013.  After that I never had anything and everything that he 
required me to do as minister responsible, I carried out to the letter of the 
work.  Had he wanted me to do this thing, I would have known the inside 
outside, the top to the bottom, left right centre of this transaction.  Had he 10 
asked me to do it, he would have confided in me and I would not lie to this 
Commission of Inquiry, I would tell you everything about it. 

 
Q: My question was not that he asked you to do it.  My question was that you 

telling this Inquiry that he did not discuss this particular purchase and loan 
with you? 

 
A: I am telling the Inquiry that as the minister responsible had he told me, he 

would have instructed me to become responsible for the implementation of 
his direction and his decision.  This is not a story telling thing. 20 

 
Q: When did you go into Opposition, Mr Micah, after 6 March 2014? 
 
A: July 2016. 
 
Q: I put it to you that up until that date, you did not have any issues with the 

UBS loan or the Oil Search share purchase? 
 
A: I had issues with the UBS loan and the Oil Search purchase and I have 

maintained as I have maintained in my statement that there is a lot of 30 
procedural mistakes, a lot of irregularities, unethical dealings, illegal 
dealings in this whole transaction.  Many of these information I found out 
much later after further research and more inquiry into how the transaction 
took place.  But up to that time, I say that I was not aware of many of the 
details of this transaction; only that we were told in Sydney in November 
2013 that we might have to buy additional shares in Oil Search. 

 
Q: So, Mr Micah, where is this other research on all these unethical matters that 

you refer to that Dr Renwick asked you to produce?  You do not have any, 
do you? 40 

 
A: Not at this stage. 
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Q: Thank you.  I have no further questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have just got a couple of questions for you, Mr 
Micah.  In paragraph 18 of your statement, you say that in your view the IPIC loan 
have reached its conclusion without foreclosing and taking the shares and that is 
where things should have ended.  That was the plan for that loan and it had come 
to pass. 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 10 
Q: Now, apart from Mr Polye, was that view, do you think, shared by other 

members of the NEC at that time? 
 
A: I have not spoken with other members of the NEC at that time.  But I think 

it was a well-known fact that when IPIC decided to call on the shares, that 
was the end of the loan.  We had lost the shares to the Arabs.  And there was 
no more need for us to continue any discussions on refinancing our interest 
in Oil Search. 

 
Q: As we have heard from Mr Authur Somare, that was the plan; that this was 20 

the way the State financing its share in the PNG LNG Project so there was 
no expectation that the Oil Search shares would be redeemed.  The money 
was used for a purpose which brought a better return to the State.  That was 
Mr Somare’s evidence and supported, one assumes from his material, by the 
other members of his government at that time in 2009.  So, was that a view 
that was widely shared or understood? 

 
[1.50p.m]  A: No.  The decision of the O’Neill Government was to refinance the loan and 

retrieve our shares in Oil Search so that we will have two bites of the cherry.  
We will have 19 or 18 per cent in PNG LNG and then continue to hold those 30 
16 or whatever per cent- - - 

 

Q: For which you had to pay of course. 

A: Yes.  In Oil Search which was the second largest shareholder in PNG LNG 
so that was the decision of the O’Neill Government and that is why I was 
requested as minister and Cabinet appointed the Oil Search Refinancing 
Bond Committee to look at possibilities of financing the loan and 
maintaining our shares in Oil Search. 

Q: The commission has seen a letter which then Prime Minister O’Neill wrote 
to the Ruler of Abu Dhabi as one might say almost as a last ditch attempt to 40 

redeem the shares in which he said that holding shares in Oil Search was 
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very important to Papua New Guinea, indeed he wrote and I do not have the 
letter in front of me but words to this effect that PNG regarded Oil Search 
as the holder of the State’s assets.  Was that gilding the lily or was that how 
it was understood? 

A: I think that could have been his personal opinion as a leverage in his 
discussions with Sheik Mansour who was the chairman of IPIC. 

Q: You would not see it in that light, would you? 

A: No, because I did not really regard Oil Search as such. 

Q: It was a commercial company. 

A: Yes.   Unlike IPIC which was owned by the State of Abu Dhabi. 10 

Q: All right, thanks Mr Micah. 

A: It is a different animal to IPIC. 

Q: Yes, indeed.  Thanks Chief.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question.  Do you know if the State maintains some 
interest in Oil Search to this day in terms of shareholding?   

A: t I believe we sold all our shares in 2017 when the price came down.  To the 
best of my knowledge, I do not believe we hold any more interest in Oil 
Search which is a pity, Chairman. 

Q: Mr Micah, thank you for appearing this afternoon and giving evidence.  We 
understand you had some hard time in the recent days but thank you for 20 

making yourself available to give this evidence. 

A: Thank you. 

Q: That brings to an end I suppose for now your evidence unless you are able 
to find some documents later that you might be able to produce but as it is 
now, this may be the end of your evidence so you may be excused. 

A: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Micah. 

A: Thank you very much. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 30 
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DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I now recall Mr Wapu Sonk.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Mawa? , He is makig his 

MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner, Commissioner White, Mr Sonk is – we were 
together in his office he is on his way down. 

[1.55pm] DR RENWICK:  To be fair, Mr Sonk was 2 o’clock and it is five to 2.  Perhaps we 
could adjourn for a few minutes until Mr Sonk arrives, commissioners? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we take a short adjourn he arrives.  Associate 
adjourn the sittings. 

 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 10 

 
 

[2.04 pm] DR RENWICK:  Yes, may it please the Commission we recall Mr Sonk. 
 
 

WAPU SONK, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 20 
Q: Mr Sonk, you understand you remain on your previous oaths, sir? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you very much.  Mr Sonk, one of the Terms of Reference for this 

Commission is why the Oil Search shares were sold and what processes were 
followed and so my questions are particularly going to that.  So, you have 
been the CEO of Kumul Petroleum really since its inception, have you not? 

 
A: That is right. 30 
 
Q: Just so we understand the nature of Kumul Petroleum, can we just have the 

Kumul Petroleum Act up on the screen.  I just have a couple of questions for 
you about the scope and functions of Kumul.  So, that is the Act which 
establishes Kumul Petroleum Holdings and I just have some questions for 
you.  If you come down to the long title we can see there in long title A that 
what this Act does is to recognize the establishment of Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited as a commercial enterprise that principally participates in 
the conduct of oil and gas exploration, development, production, processing 
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and marketing including all related Upstream, Midstream and Downstream 
activities.  If we go down a bit further to section 4, one of the things this Act 
does, does it not, is to set up the Kumul Petroleum Trust, you agree with me 
Mr Sonk? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: The Prime Minister from time to time is the sole trustee of the Trust? 
 
A: The Prime Minister is the Trustee every time. 10 
 
Q: Yes, the only Trustee? 
 
A: Yes, whoever holds that position. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I first ask you this.  As CEO of Kumul Petroleum, had the 

prime ministers in your time taken an activity as trustee in the activities of 
the Kumul Petroleum share trust and Kumul Petroleum generally? 

 
A: Yes, from time to time they have to be interested in what Kumul is doing. 20 
 

[2.09 pm]  Q: How does Kumul Petroleum keep the prime minister of the day informed 
about what Kumul Petroleum is doing? 

 
A: The formal process is by way of doing our annual operating plans and we 

work through - if there is no trustee delegate usually because the prime 
minister is busy, there is a provision in the Act also for a trustee delegate 
which will be any minister of his Cabinet.  So, we would work through on a 
daily basis through the trustee delegate to access the prime minister. 

 30 
Q: And for example, do the Kumul Petroleum annual reports routinely go to the 

prime minister of the day? 
 
A: Yes and we do hold- - - 
 
Q: Sorry, go back. 
 
A: Convene AGM to present the financials to the trustee. 
 
Q: Thank you.  If we go down to section 6.  So, one of the things which 40 

happened of course is when this Act came into force NPCP became Kumul 
Petroleum and then if we go down to section 7(2)(a), it provides that Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings is established and incorporated under the Companies 
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Act.  And the Constitution of Kumul Petroleum Holdings must contain 
provisions that require it to operate as a commercial enterprise as efficiently 
as comparable business in Papua New Guinea and to maximize the value of 
shareholder investment in Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  So, that is an 
important aim of Kumul Petroleum Holdings, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: When it refers there to the value of shareholder investment in Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings, is that in truth a reference to the role of the prime 10 
minister as trustee or is it a reference to something else?  How do you read 
it? 

 
A: Sorry, I lost the context in which you- - - 
 
Q: I am sorry Mr Sonk.  So, all I am asking you is, we see there in section 

7(2)(a) one of the constitutional provisions of Kumul Petroleum is that it 
must maximize the value of shareholder investment in Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings.  How did you understand that requirement was to work, the 
maximizing of the value of shareholder investment? 20 

 
A: Is to basically return dividends to the shareholder from the business 

investments of the company as best as we could. 
 
Q: The shareholder is the State? 
 
A: Yes, shareholder is the State. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  So, can we put up on screen, there is a table based on 

information provided by Ms Twivey-Nonggorr about the dividends 30 
provided.  I will just put them up on the screen.  You can assume Mr Sonk 
that this is going in in a new affidavit from Mr Vele but I will put it up on 
the screen for you.  So, there we have and this is put together by Vele, I 
understand, a list of the dividends in Kina paid to the State in those years.  
Does that look about right to you?  I am not going to hold you to the last 
kina but does that look approximately correct? 

 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  I then want to show you what Mr Kramer said in his 40 

affidavit of 5 November 2020 at paragraph 42 and then ask you some 
questions about it.  So, Mr Kramer was the chairman of the Kumul Board 
for a period of time, was he not? 
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A: He was. 
 
Q: And obviously as CEO you would have worked closely with him? 
 
A: Correct. 
 

[2.14pm     Q: So what I want to ask you is whether you agree with what he there says in 
some of these paragraphs. So in paragraph 44, he says that; “I recall that 
KPHL through its subsidiary Kumul Investments, that being the State’s 10 
obligations under the Collar Arrangement,” that is the UBS Collar 
Arrangement “in or around December 2014.” You would agree with that, 
would you not? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Okay. And then you say in paragraph 45, “I recall that after this was 

completed, the KPHL Board spent a lot of time managing the Collar Loan 
arrangement. The company spent a lot of money obtaining professional 
support to assist the Board on how to manage its obligations and to explore 20 
ways in which it could exit the arrangement altogether.”  Do you agree with 
that, Sir? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: All right. And then in paragraph 46, you can see Mr Kramer says; “Bteween 

2014 and 2017, it was a standing agenda item for the Board to discuss the 
amount owing under the Collar Loan arrangement, the exposure under the 
arrangement and potential exit strategies from the arrangement, having 
regard to the OSL,” that is the Oil Search Limited share price at that time, “I 30 
recall about all its focus was is to ensure that KPHL was in the best position 
to exit the Collar Loan arrangement and divest itself of the OSL Shares.”  So 
do you agree with what Mr Kramer there says in paragraphs 46 and 47? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: All right. So then if I can focus on what you said in paragraph 45 about 

spending a lot of money obtaining professional support on how to manage 
its obligation under the Collar Loan arrangement and explore ways in which 
it could exit the arrangement altogether.  So can I ask you in broad terms, 40 
who were the people providing you and Kumul Petroleum with professional 
support as referred to in paragraph 45? 
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A: I think most of these he is referring to is consistent with what I have said but 
he is really talking about Tony Kelly who was the expert that we would use 
on a long-term basis to come in and out of the board meetings to assist us in 
establishing when would be the right time to exit, if we were to. 

 
Q: Mr Kelly was from Gardens, is that right? 
 
A: He was a private professional and had the most experience that we could 

find in a deliberative Collar arrangement like this. 
 10 
Q: So, you will be quite right. You also had an advice though from Gardens, 

did you not, from time to time about this? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did you also get advice from BSP Capital? 
 
A: We never dealt with BSP Capital on this. 
 
Q: So what was your approach then the CEO in relation to the Oil Search 20 

shares? What I mean by this; proportion ways that Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings have a large portion of Oil Search shares. Obviously, you have the 
shares and you have obligations to repay loans under the Collar Loan 
arrangement. That is the first point, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct. We did not pay for the collar so we had rights to it but the 

shares were not with so - because we had not paid for it ye, so we were 
rolling the collar from year to year and paying interest which became painful 
because the oil prices will be going up and down, changes and we also had 
pressure from Papua LNG coming up in the near future, so we had those 30 
competing commercials positions to take into consideration whilst holding 
onto this parcel of shares or obligation to take those shares. 

 
[2.19pm] Q: So, you were trying to work out then, are you, whether it is a good idea to 

keep the shares or dispose of them; that is one of the decisions you had to 
make? 

 
A: Yes.  And the key criteria is really the oil price and the share price.  So the 

share price is the key trigger point. 
 40 
Q: Well, let us go back to what you said when you gave evidence last time.  If 

we can look at page 1611 of your evidence of 21 June.  So, you say there in 
answer to questions by my learned friend Dr Katter, you say: “The Board 
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was keen to sell these shares because it had become untenable, the share 
prices had come down, Oil and Gas prices have come down as well and it 
was not the right time to hold onto shares and we were keen to sell it off.”  
And then if we can go a little lower to page 1612:  “The right time to sell 
was when the share prices were low” – there we are.  So that is at about line 
33.  “As part of the Board’s management of the sales, we had been looking 
out for the right time.  The right time to sell was when the share prices were 
low which is when the Put is below the set price.  At that time, we would get 
our pre-paid interest back.  That is why we thought that was the right time 
to sell so we picked that time on advice.”   10 

 
“Q:  Was this the subject of external financial advice also?”  And if you go 
down to the next page – just down to the next page if possible and there is a 
reference to Tony Kelly, there is a reference to legal and financial advice and 
there is a reference in this page at 1613 to it was really about the prices why 
it was the right time to explain where the sale prices were, what it means in 
terms of getting our interest back.  Can we just find that reference? 

 
 Well, while we are waiting for that, Mr Sonk, so as I understand the passages 

that I have just taken you to, one of the factors was the amount of money 20 
that you had to pay by way of interest to UBS.  That was one factor in the 
decision to sell, was it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Another factor was that if you sold the shares, you would get some of the 

pre-paid interest back; that was a factor? 
 
A: Yes, we would get it back, yes. 
 30 
Q: Now, what about the relevance of the share price itself?  How did you assert 

that factor; the share price, whether it was moving up or down and so on? 
 
A: Yes.  So, the calls and the puts, we had the risk on the put.  So it is better to 

sell when the prices are low, below the put which is what the financier would 
say, you are in the money now.  So we were in the money basically because 
it was trading below the said price of one of the collars on the put side.  That 
is why we got 9 point something million back as intrinsic value as well as 
some of the pre-paid interest back as a consequence of that as well as timing. 

 40 
[2.24pm]  Q: Now, I know this is with the benefit of hindsight but in fact the Oil Search 

price went up quite a lot, did it not, it by September 2018, for example, a 
year later, it was $9.19.  Even in January 2018, it was $7.87.  So, had you 
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hung onto the Oil Search shares for longer, there would not have been the 
same loss, would there? 

 
A: It would have been more losses.  It works the opposite.  If it went up then 

we would have paid more.  Let us say if we wanted to buy the shares, we 
would have paid more.  That is why the shares were sold when the share 
prices were lower. 

 
Q: So, just to be clear then so that I understand it, the assumption you made was 

on advice from Mr Kelly and others was that the Oil Search price going up 10 
would create a greater loss for Kumul Petroleum.  Do I understand that 
correctly? 

 
A: Correct.  If we decided to acquire the shares by paying UBS the full lot when 

the shares were up then we would pay extra even.  So we would have made 
a bigger loss.   

 
Q: Well, can I just put this to you?  If we can put up on the screen the Brattle 

Report at paragraph 20.  So, I imagine you are aware, Mr Sonk, that the 
commission retained Brattle.  Now, I would just like to read this to you.  20 
“The nature of the transaction was that the State borrowed money from UBS 
to buy shares in Oil Search, and entered into options over most of those 
shares.  The State paid $8.20 per share in return for the shares that the effect 
of the options was the State’s exposure to the share price was limited for the 
shares covered by the options.  Up to the expiry of the options (two years)” 
– just go down to the next page – “if the share price fell significantly, the 
State’s maximum exposure was 82 cents a share and the State’s maximum 
upside if the share price rose significantly was $1.80 a share.  About 92 per 
cent of the State’s Oil Search shares were hedged in this way, while the State 
was fully exposed to share price movements on the remaining 8 per cent.  30 
The State pledged all of its Oil Search shares as security as a result of 
hedging in the collar, UBS had reduced exposure to PNG credit risk: even if 
the Oil Search share price fell, the put component of the collar would allow 
most of the total principal outstanding to be repaid.”   

 
 So, what I want to suggest to you is this, Mr Sonk, that it is the complete 

opposite to your understanding.  Firstly, that although they are provided as 
security, you already owned the Oil Search shares.  It was not a matter of 
you buying more shares at all but merely paying interest on the loan secured 
by the pledges over the shares.  You agree with that, do you not? 40 

 
A: Yes.  We had the shares wrapped in the collar, we did not pay the collar out.   
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Q: Anyway, so that is point 1.  Point 2 is if Brattle are right in what they are 
saying and no one has suggested yet that they are not right, then in fact you 
were protected from the market movements. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: In other words, there was no imperative to sell at all. 
 

[2.29 pm]  A:  With the calls and the puts there is that production mechanism there, yes but 
the State is protected on the put side so when we sold when the prices were 10 
lower than the put that is when we fully protected it paid for itself.  That is 
the reason for exiting so this is consistent with what I just explained. 

 
Q: So, you do not accept that the reasons set out in paragraph 20 of the Brattle 

Report that in fact Kumul Petroleum made a very bad decision in selling the 
Oil Search shares when they did for the price, you do not accept that I take 
it? 

 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: I know you have given some evidence about this before but what was the 

extent of the loss on the deal if you look at the UBS transaction as a whole? 
 
A: I think all up I did say it was AU$362 million. 
 
Q: All right.  So, it was hardly a good deal then, was it? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Deal at this time? 30 
 
A: Yes and this would have continued if we did not pick the right moment to 

sell and get out. 
 
Q: And you say you did?  You say you pick the right moment? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Even with the benefit of hindsight you say you picked the right moment? 
 40 
A: Even better because you look at today’s price it would have been very 

different. 
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Q: But suffice to say that was the financial advice you say you we were 
receiving, Kumul Petroleum was receiving from Mr Kelly, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That was the advice then you were giving to the board as the CEO? 
 
A: Not necessarily me because he would come into the board.  We invited him 

to the board to talk to all of us. 
 10 
Q: Do I take it though that you as the CEO supported the decision to sell at the 

time and at the price as occurred? 
 
A: I facilitated the advice and the advice was given to the board and the board 

made the decision to sell. 
 
Q: You were a board member and you were the CEO, you supported the 

decision, did you? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 20 
 
Q: Would it be fair to say you drove the decision? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Did anyone among the board drive the decision? 
 
A: If you look at Frank Kramer and all the statements we have put forward, it 

was a collective view of that we were exploring ways to get out at the right 
time and price. 30 

 
Q: Very well.  So, money then came back to Kumul from J P Morgan and UBS 

as a result of the sale of shares, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, prepaid interest plus some of the intrinsic value we realized. 
 
Q: Then those amounts then went into KPHL’s office and some of those would 

have been paid out as dividends over time? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
 
Q: I will just put one more paragraph of Brattle to you.  If we can have 

paragraph 55 of Brattle.  I am sorry paragraph 155 page 55, I apologize. 
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[2.34 pm] If you can just read that to yourself and indicate to the commission whether 
you agree or disagree with that and if you disagree why? 

 
 A: Yes, I agree with that because the put- - - 
 
Q: Go ahead please. 
 
A: I think the put was set at $6.70 so they would not cross each other or 

something to that effect, that is why.  It is a protection mechanism. 
 10 
Q: I think you gave some evidence last time Mr Sonk that UBS to your 

understanding would trade in Oil Search shares so that the price remain 
within the call, was that your understanding? 

 
A: Yes, that is my understanding. 
 
Q: Do you understand that UBS did that and did they do it successfully? 
 
A: I have no insight into whether it was successfully done or not or how much 

money they made.  All I knew was that it was designed to just keep the shares 20 
trading within the call and the put. 

 
Q: Did you understand that to be what a contractual obligation that UBS had to 

do that?  An obligation towards the State and Kumul in other words rather 
than just something they were doing themselves if indeed they did. 

 
A: Yes, not really sure about that. 
 
Q: All right.  I just want to ask you some more general questions about Kumul 

Petroleum.  So, Kumul is expressly by the statute which I took you earlier, 30 
is expressly not the State, that is right, is it not? 

 
A: Correct or instrument of the State. 
 
Q: Not an instrument of the State.  You do not therefore need to provide reports 

to the Auditor General for example? 
 
A: That is incorrect we do provide our audited financials to the Auditor General.  

In fact they are the auditors but they contract that auditing function to PWC 
and others on contract. 40 

 
Q: Yes. Those annual reports and I appreciate some of them had been provided 

to the commission but are they made public, your annual reports? 
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A: When it goes to the Auditor General’s office it becomes a public document. 
 
Q: So, anyone who is looking for these could find them through the Auditor 

General, could they?  
 
A: That is correct and from time to time when we have the AGM we supply the 

annual reports at the public functions that we have. 
 
Q: I see.  Looking back on the UBS transaction which I appreciate it Kumul 10 

inherited, did not enter into initially.  Did you say that Kumul Petroleum did 
actually meet its constitutional aims to operate as a commercial enterprise 
and to maximize the value of shareholder investments? 

 
A: In the first decision to enter into the buying of the shares, it was not our 

decision. 
 
Q: Indeed. 
 
A: As to accepting the novation that was a decision that was also done by NEC 20 

and through our shareholder, at that time IPBC and we were directed so we 
kept it but we also understood our mandate hence in the right time to exit. 

 
[2.39pm]     Q: And so, is the answer to my question that you considered that what you did 

have control over which was the decision when to sell was something which 
did fit in with your constitutional duties to operate as a commercial 
enterprise as sufficiently as possible and maximize the value of shareholder 
investment in the company? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: That is your view? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Just bear with me for a second, Mr Sonk. Just for completeness, I just want 

to show you the two documents which are the emails from JP Morgan and 
UBS about the sale of the shares.  If we can have the first one. They are both 
21 September 2017.  We have the first one out which is from Sullivan at JP 
Morgan.  These are my final questions, Mr Sonk.  This is an email recently 40 
received from JP Morgan to you and you will see there that it says; Wapu, 
following receipt of the back Collar the option of early termination notice, 
we are pleased to confirm.  We conducted a variable price (…inaudible…) 
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31 million Oil Search shares.  The price of a share it was $6.70 and then they 
confirm that the amount payable for optional early termination is 17 million 
dollars Australian.  If you just go down a little, you will see it there, it sets it 
out.  You recall getting that information, did you, from JP Morgan? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And there is a second document also of that date.  Final figures 1862 I think.  

This is the second email which sets out the other parallel transaction and so 
the two figures received then were 17 and a half million plus 17 and a half 10 
billion approximately.  Those were the two amounts received from the sale 
of the shares and the return of the prepaid interest and the like.  That is 
roughly correct, is it not? 

 
A: Yes.  We have stated 35 million dollars, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you. Thank you, Mr Sonk. Those are my questions, 

commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel – Sir Arnold, you want to go first? 20 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  Yes, Chief Commissioner I only have a few questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
XXN: SIR ARNOLD AMET 
 
Q: In fact, there are a number of questions, Dr Renwick has asked already.  I 

am only going to confine questions, Mr Sonk, to the KPHL Authorization 30 
Act, which was shown you in questions by Mr Renwick.  So if I could have 
that put up again, please.  As it is being put up, Mr Sonk, I represent Mr 
Arthur Somare in the evidence on the LNG Project and the IPIC transaction, 
so it is going to be in relation to those, as well as the Kroton option which I 
will come to.  But firstly, you referred to the annual plan in a question by Dr 
Renwick, in your interaction with the prime ministers - incumbent prime 
ministers. If you turn to section 13, you presented annual plan annually, do 
you, sir, to the trustee? 

 
A: Correct. And we can change it if circumstances change within that year. 40 
 
Q: For the trustee’s presentation to NEC for its approval of the annual plan as 

required by the Act as we read, is that right? 
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A: Yes. 
 

[2.44p.m]  Q: Does Kumul Petroleum have a dividend plan as such? 

A: Yes, through again NEC we are given a guide to work with on what 
percentage of the revenue should go as dividend and social services or social 
obligation and re-investment. 

Q: Turning to the dividend page that was shown you that was given by Treasury 
that KPH paid, I have done a quick calculation of the total, comes out to 
2.367.7 billion.  As a matter of interest I might well have missed it in your 10 

evidence previously.  In those years from 2014 to 2020 and the projection to 
2021, have you provided the total revenue received from the sale of gas after 
cost, et cetera from GloCo? 

A: Yes. 

 Q: And how much was that? 

A: Providing it to the Commission of Inquiry? 

Q: To the commission, yes.   

A: Yes, I have. 

Q: From 2014 to 2020. 

A: And how much was that? 20 

Q: 2014 to 2017 the relevant years, it is about $971,373,000. 

A: Can you repeat that for me, sir?  97- - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are these in dollars or kina? 

A: It is in dollars. 

SIR ARNOLD:  US dollars? 

A: Correct. 

Q: 970? 

A: 1. 

Q: And how is it converted into kina? 

A: That is a difficult one because different years have different - - - 30 

Q: Yes.   
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A: Conversion rates. 

Q: Just a ballpark figure in those as I recall you gave some estimates from the 
year from 2014 and 2017 when the Chief Commissioner asked you 
previously but as I say a ballpark figure of conversion of this into kina for 
our consumption. 

A: It is a – I do not know.   

Q: It will have to be per year depending on the conversion rate at the time? 

A: It is different, yes. 

Q: All right.  The interest I have is those figures per year from 2014 to the 
projection for 2021.  How were these dividends calculated?  By a formulae 10 

prescribed in the Act or by policy? 

A: It is really by policy on the dividend side but most of it is really to – because 
the Act, if you look at the Act, it also provides for five year look ahead 
investment plans for the company so we can reserve some capital.  So it is 
depending on the work programs that are developed by ourselves and also 
work programs developed by our joint venture partners in different licenses 
that we are participant so, that is all explained in the annual plans that we 
submit. 

Q: You see the interest I guess the people of Papua New Guinea have is the 
original design of this project’s revenue to flow into the Sovereign Wealth 20 
Fund and how much is supposed to go in as dividends as prescribed by the 
Act and the Sovereign Wealth Fund at Organic law and as you know and it 
has been told the Commission to date there has been no such Sovereign 
Wealth Fund and no proceeds going into it.  And so the question from this 
dividend is, the reason I asked you how much altogether, the country has 
received it, none of which has gone into a Sovereign Wealth Fund and how 
is such a quantity or value of dividends calculated to the benefit of the State? 

 
[2.49 pm]     A: If I can explain a little bit.  There is various streams of revenue to the State 

for a project like PNG LNG Project.  There is tax payable to State which 30 
goes directly to IRC, the different joint-venture partners in the project have 
their own tax assessment, so they pay tax depending on the tax exposure or 
liabilities.  That is one source of revenue. 

 
Royalties, dividend levies paid through the government, equity revenue 
which Kumul Petroleum is managing is just one part of that revenue stream 
that goes to the State.  So let us be cautious that what we are talking about is 
just from the 16.57 per cent interest that the country holds through Kroton 
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in the project but there are other revenue streams - we cannot project these 
numbers as if it is the revenue from the project.  There are other sources that 
goes to Treasury, IRC and other places, MRDC. 
 

Q: In the Act, Dr Renwick referred you to the establishment of the company a 
requirement for a constitution.  Is there such a constitution? 

 
A: Yes, for Kumul Petroleum itself. 
 
Q: Yes, a search in IPA did not disclose one so I asked you the question.  But 10 

that is in existence, is it?  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, I 
think that is all the questions I have.  Thank you.  Thank you, Mr Sonk. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I am sorry, chief commissioner.  I am sorry, it completely slipped 
my mind. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 20 
SIR ARNOLD:  I did refer to the Kroton option, Mr Sonk.  I think in your previous 
evidence, you described how that because the revenue was quarantined or 
mortgaged by the Payment Direction that you endeavoured to safeguard the interest 
of the project area landowners.  Mr Somare who represented the Southern 
Highlands Provincial Government and the landowners for a period of time after he 
left politics gave evidence that that option was affected by the Payment Direction 
and hitherto for that is up to now, has been no progress in the exercise of the right 
over our people.   
 
So firstly, just how did you say Kumul Petroleum protect the 4.22 per cent equity 30 
interest of the landowners given the Payment Direction that mortgaged all the 
revenue? 
 
A: Sir, the Payment Direction documents will show that we carved out the 25.75 

per cent which equates to 4.22 or .27 out of the Payment Direction 
documents that we prepared.  If the payment direction actually did happen 
then it was going to be protected.  So that is how we sort of protected the 
Kroton option.  Although at that time they had not exercised the option, 
which was a commercial option and it was due 30 June 2015, but we foresaw 
the risk so we negotiated with our lawyers to carve that out to make sure that 40 
that was protected. 
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[2.54pm]  Q: And what had happed to it?  Did the landowners have the ability to exercise 
that right? 

 
A: Well, the people that negotiated in Kokopo had big ideas.  You know, they 

thought there will be a lot of revenue coming in and landowners will get a 
lot of money on day one of the project starting up so the call option for that 
option was put at 30 June 2015.  When the time came around there was no 
revenue going to anybody and the option was expiring.  So, we basically 
said, okay, we will do a vendor finance and we offered them vendor finance 
in 2016.  All the participants accepted the vendor finance that we offered so 10 
that is how it has been protected.   

 
Q: And what has happened to that financing arrangement? 
 
A: It still exists. 
 
Q: Our people have not been able to afford it or negotiate it? 
 
A: At this point, there is no – no benefit has flown to the beneficiaries.  Apart 

from royalties and development levies, it is still in Central Bank and MRDC 20 
hopefully.  So, they have not got it because there is no clan identification 
process that has been completed. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 30 
Q: Thank you, chief commissioner.  Good afternoon, Mr Sonk.  Mr Sonk, in 

your affidavit, you said that you were surprised when the Oil Search shares 
and loan was to be novated to NPCP or Kumul Petroleum Holdings but it 
was then NPCP.  Why were you surprised? 

 
A: Because Treasury did the deal and we thought it was going to be kept in 

Treasury but they wanted to novate it to us. 
 
Q: You have not ever seen the Decision of 6 March; the NEC Decision of 6 

March 2014, which actually said from the beginning it was going to be 40 
novated to Petromin.  You had not ever seen that before you were told, is 
that what you are saying? 
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A: Yes.  It was going to Petromin, it was going to stay at Treasury, you know, 
different ideas were floated around at that time. 

 
Q: But, Mr Sonk, is that not the mandate of Kumul Petroleum that it is – or at 

least NPCP and now Kumul Petroleum not just to purchase or participate in 
licenses but it is to participate fully.  Indeed, the Kumul Petroleum Act itself 
says the function of Kumul Petroleum is not just to maximize the value of 
the shareholder but also it is to participate either alone or in conjunction with 
others in the exploration for, and development, production, processing, 
transportation, marketing activities included all related upstream, midstream 10 
and downstream activities of and in respect of hydrocarbons in both liquid 
and gaseous forms in Papua New Guinea.  So, would you not say that Kumul 
Petroleum was the natural home of Oil Search shares? 

 
A: Petromin also had that same sort of mandate so, you know, you would not 

say Kumul Petroleum was the only one that had that mandate. 
 
Q: And at the time, you would have been aware though that Petromin was 

turning into Kumul Minerals and that happened at the same time with NPCP 
turning into Kumul Petroleum? 20 

 
[2.59pm] A: In 2014, no.  In 2015 when the Act was going through, yes. 

 
Q: But Petromin did not hold much as way of shares in the Oil and Gas industry 

at that time because NPCP was holding the shares in the PNG LNG Project, 
was that not right? 

 
A: Incorrect. 
 
Q: Okay. 30 
 
A: NPCP only had the PNG LNG Project interest but Petromin had various 

licenses and interest.   
 
Q: The main holding entity was NPCP, it had the majority? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: PNG LNG, the majority by way of value. 
 40 
A: Only PNG LNG Project. 
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Q: With regards to the Oil Search shares when you receive them or at least 
Kumul Petroleum received them, Mr Kramer has said in his affidavit that 
you were referred to before at paragraphs 44 to 47 that from the time Kumul 
Petroleum received these shares, the Board – and Kumul Petroleum tried to 
get rid of them or at least tried to exit from the loan and sell the shares.  Did 
you see that as the role of Kumul Petroleum or rather should it have been to 
participate to hold the shares and participate in the development of the Oil 
and Gas industry. 

 
A: Our view was we preferred to be in equity participation rather than holding 10 

onto shares that was exposed to external forces that we had no control over. 
 
Q: And that preference would have been contrary to the NEC position since 

they just bought the shares? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So, the NEC Decision was to participate further with indirect equity but 

downstream processing but Kumul Petroleum then decided as a policy it 
should not do that. 20 

 
A: Having shares is not downstream processing. 
 
Q: It is participating in it. 
 
A: It is still not. 
 
Q: With regards to the sale of the Oil Search shares, Dr Renwick referred you 

to the Brattle Group at page 179 and that the Brattle Group said, if the shares 
– because of the collar, the share price might go up and down but then the 30 
State would get the benefit of up to $1.80 if the share price went up, and 0.82 
cents protection the maximum exposure of 82 per cent since protection if the 
share price went down.  Now, I put it to you that that means that if the share 
price was 9.19 in September 2008, that would mean that the State would 
have got 9.19 for each share that it sold in 2018. 

 
A: We did not own the shares.  If we owned it and paid for it, yes, you are right.  

But the protection – the risk on the upside was with UBS so we would have 
paid more to get out or even pay for those shares, crystallize it at that time. 

 40 
Q: I put it to you that the loss that was occasioned was not because of anything 

inherent in the UBS loan or indeed the purchase but the time of selling these 
shares; that is what occasioned the loss. 
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A: Incorrect.  Because the loss we are talking about is in pre-paid interest and 

paying out the collar which came from the initial transaction.   
 
Q: The initial transaction was to purchase Oil Search shares at $8.20.  If those 

shares were sold at 9.19, clearly there would have been a profit per share of 
149 million shares, there would have been a profit. 

 
A: I have to repeat myself, if we paid for that – in the initial transaction we paid 

for it and the shares rose up to 9.19, yes, that statement would be correct. 10 
 
Q: Did you think there was anything wrong with using UBS as a financier? 
 
A: That was not my decision. 
 

[3.04pm]    Q: When you refinanced the shares, did you refinance them with UBS? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So that was your decision, was it not? 20 
 
A: Yes.  But we negotiated to bring the interest rate down to 3 percent so when 

we roll it over, we negotiated and we split the shares to bring competition. 
That is why JPM entered into this, JP Morgan.  Hence, we renegotiated the 
interest rate down from 4.95 percent down 3 percent.  

 
Q: But you did not see anything inherently wrong with their behavior at that 

time? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Thank you, Commissioners, that is all I have.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, if I may.  I have got a couple of questions which 
arise from there before you question, if I may. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
RXN: DR RENWICK 40 
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Q: Is it, Mr Sonk, your understanding that UBS would trade within the Collar, 
which you have given some evidence about.  Where did that understanding 
come from? Did someone from UBS tell you that? 

 
A: Paddy Jilek who was the main person in contact who would say it verbally, 

there is no written sort of advise.  
 
Q: All thank you. And just one thing I may have misled you in my questions. 

The interest was not paid during the collar loan, was it, it had already been 
paid.  What you were talking about was getting some prepaid back, a portion 10 
of it. That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Correct. Sir, we rolled over in 2016, we paid for interest to go through to 

2018, and we decided to get out of the collar agreement in 2017, sir. We got 
back what was the balance left. 

  
Q: Thank you, very much.  Yes, those are the only matters, commissioners, at 

this stage for me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right.  I will go first.  I have a series of questions that 20 
probably not going to follow some inquiry anyway but fairly isolated questions 
touching a number of aspects. 
 
First of all, you were referring to annual plans required to be submitted to the 
trustee under section 13 of the Act.  Is that the same thing as an annual report or an 
annual report is different from an annual plan? 
 
A: Yes. The annual report is a financial document which is different.  It has an 

audited financials in it but this annual plan is just our work program and it 
has assumptions on different projects we want to do and different revenue, 30 
assuming there is different oil price, different LNG price, it is just a work 
program plan. 

 
Q: Okay.  I am more interested in the annual report. And from what you have 

said, the annual reports for the period that I am interested in, 2014 to 2017, 
have been provided to the commission already? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: I must say I have not read those reports so I think there is a whole series of 40 

questions that I want to ask about financial matters and maybe I can withhold 
those questions until I have read the reports.  Hopefully, you will come back 
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next time for those series of questions but there are some other more general 
questions that I want to ask. 

 
There is some information that the PNG LNG revenue for that period that I 
have mentioned amounted to around – well over K3 billion which was paid 
or presumably paid to the State representing 19 point something percent 
equity in the PNG LNG Project, would that be a reasistic figure around 3 
billion plus, maybe 3.5?   

 
[3.09p.m] A: Yes, in kina terms yes and roughly probably around there. 10 

Q: Roughly around there. 

A: But we do not have 19.4 per cent.  Kumul Petroleum only has 16.57 per cent 
in the project. 

Q: Okay. 

A: The other interest is held by MRDC and others. 

Q: That is still substantial. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Percentage is there.  So it is the revenue flow to the State would be roughly 
around 3 billion in that period.  From the 3 billion, did I hear you saying that 
out of that money, you would have to cater for tax, levies, royalty payments 20 
and then finally the equity payment to Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  That 3 
point something billion will have to provide for those things.   

A: I am not sure where the 3 billion number is from but if it is from ExxonMobil 
or the EITI Report or some source and if that number is the gross number 
sounds like because the equity interest, the country altogether has is 19.4 so 
what you are saying could be true if that number is what came to the country 
in different forms including Kumul’s revenue. 

Q: That 3 point something billion came out of the value of export of LNG Gas 
documents that the commission has received for the period – in that relevant 
period.  That is how I was able to extract that figure.  One witness came here 30 

I think it is Mr Arthur Somare who also said it would be around 3 point 
omething billion roughly. 

A: I cannot.  I can only help you with Kumul’s numbers but I am only guessing. 

Q: So just talking loudly here or thinking aloud, if Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
received 3 billion plus from the revenue from the LNG project in that period 
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and after allowing for operational costs, whatever, Kumul Petroleum would 
still have enough money to pay off the collar component of the UBS loan 
come 2017, would it not?  UBS was paid a billion so come September 2017, 
Kumul Petroleum would have enough money to pay off that loan or that 
component of the loan.  Would I be correct in that?  This 3 point plus billion 
is a lot of money there.  The UBS loan collar component was about a billion, 
the bridge loan component having been paid off already using that credit 
facility that you mentioned.  So the question I would have in mind is what 
happened to or how was the 3 billion used?  I suppose the annual reports will 
explain that or? 10 

A: We only earned 971 million dollars from 2014 to ’17.  I am not sure where 
the 3 billion is from.  Is that a kina number or US$ dollar number, I do not 
know. 

[3.14 pm]   Q: Perhaps I suggest you read of Mr Arthur Somare’s documents that he has 
provided.  Mr David Towe the Chief Commissioner of Customs is also going 
to provide similar documents but we already have Arthur Somare’s 
documents.  And these figures are extracted from the export of LNG in that 
period and the value of each shipment of gas is stated and that is where all 
these figures are coming from.  You might want to have a look at- - - 

A: I do not know where the source documents are for other numbers and- - - 20 
 
Q: It is coming from the export documents there.  The physical documents have 

been provided by former Customs Chief Ray Paul.  Now, he has been 
replaced by David Towe but the actual exports documents per shipment of 
gas is the value stated there and that is why these figures are showing. 

 
A: It sounds like gas numbers to me. 
 
Q: Yes, yes.  Well, you have a look at it, I am just trying to figure out what was 

the revenue from the PNG LNG Project that went to the State and how it 30 
was used in that period such that Kumul Petroleum was not able to repay the 
loan or the revenue it had received from the LNG Project and ended up 
selling the shares.  That is the relevance of this kind of I suppose- - - 

 
A: The best way if I can help is - the best way to look at this is to look at if 

ExxonMobil has supplied any documents on the distribution.  Compare that 
with what we are saying as we have received, those would be the correct 
numbers.  Other sources I am not really sure. 
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Q: All right, the Commission is seeking those documents from ExxonMobil and 
when they are available I think they may be provided to you also to comment 
but for now as it is now there is not a lot of great deal of cooperation going 
on by some of these companies out there.  So, I am sitting here trying to 
figure out and guess-fire, the Papua New Guinean word for trying to figure 
out, what was the revenue and where it went to and how it was used and how 
come the shares were sold and there was enough money.  That kind of loud 
thinking going on and also I am coming from that angle.  If I had the specific 
information; hard facts and figures with me I would put it to you and you 
would have a look at it too but I am doing the best I can. 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  The dividend payments that was paid in the period between 2014 

and 16 as shown on the screen as a table that was going to be produced by 
Mr Dairi Vele shows that the dividend payment to the government for the 
period 2014, 15, 16 and 17 would come to around 1.36 billion.  Where would 
this money be paid to, to the Treasury or to the Finance Department? 

 
A: It goes to the Waigani Public Accounts which is Treasury. 20 
 
Q: There is evidence from one, I suppose one minister who was - could have 

been Mr Patrick Pruaitch who was asked to recall if there was any money 
received from Kumul Petroleum in that period by way of dividend payments 
or other forms of payment that was paid on call by the NEC or the trustee.  
And the figure that was given was around 400 million, just one off payment.  
Would that 400 million be included in this dividend payment or would that 
be another extra or additional payment on call, assuming that the money was 
paid? 

 30 
A: He must be recalling one of this 400 million in the table here.  We have paid 

all these moneys and it looks about right. 
 

[3.19 pm]  Q: Would there be a situation where the trustee or the National Executive 
Council, any of the members of the National Executive Council or the 
National Executive Council collectively calling for money from Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings and specifically money coming out of the PNG LNG 
Gas? 

 
A: No. 40 
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Q: In your evidence you are referring to dividend payments calculated and paid 
after payments for things like social services.  Did I hear you correctly there, 
the social services thing? 

 
A: Social obligation projects. 
 
Q: Social obligation? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Can you amplify what that means and how that social obligation fits in with 

the functions of Kumul Petroleum Holdings as per the Kumul Minerals 
Holdings Limited Authorization Act? 

 
A: That is where it is outside of our mandate to investment in oil and gas.  We 

are only performing a community service with some of the money that we 
receive so we can work with the hospital in Port Moresby and all that.  For 
example, cardiac facility, cancer, rural electrification projects, buy some 
ambulance to places in remote part of Papua New Guinea or something.  It 
just depends on what request. 20 

 
Q: For example, I think there was a recent publication about a K10 million 

being given by Kumul Petroleum Holdings to some community group for 
some community project, is that an example? 

 
A: Example, yes, one of them is for the cancer facility in the Port Moresby 

General Hospital. 
 
Q: How does this kind of payment feature or come under the provisions of the 

Act? 30 
 
A: It is a policy sort of direction from NEC.  When they approve our annual 

plan they would say we want 10 per cent of your revenue to go into social 
obligation project fund to community service projects and then dividend we 
expect this amount and rest you can reinvest in oil and gas project, those sort 
of things so, we get the guide from the NEC. 

 
Q: Okay so it is a NEC policy direction? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
 
Q: That you receive? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: Does the NEC policy direction mention anything about Kumul Petroleum 

Holdings’ functions to provide seasons for social or community projects or 
they just say this is a political directive? 

 
A: I think every corporate that operates in the country has some social or 

community obligation fund put aside to work with the community that we 
operate in so it is a like a social license fund if you like. 

 10 
Q: I am asking these questions because the more you spend in terms of 

operating costs or payments like this unless money that is available to pay 
out in terms of dividends and so forth and of course less money available to 
pay out loans.  That is the reason why I am asking these questions and given 
the fact that the shares at the end of the day were sold in the process.  You 
get evidence of the bridge loan having been paid off before the novation 
right, or was it after the novation?  

 
A: During.  Part of the novation transaction was to pay the bridge. 
 20 
Q: The bridge loan was paid off? 
 
A: Correct. 
 

[3.24pm]   Q: And the number of shares assigned to the Bridge Loan was around 12 point 
something million shares, right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So if the Bridge Loan was paid off then the shares would be safe, right? 30 

There would be assigned to Kumul Petroleum Holdings and it would have 
been still there with the Oil Search, would it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Are they there now? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: What happened to it? 40 
 
A: When we did roll over in 2016, we rewrapped it.  We sold it back to UBS to 

wrap it back into the collar. 
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Q: Okay. It was rolled back again after it was paid it was rolled back. 
 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: And that is K300 million worth of shares? That is complicated.  I think I 

cannot take it any further. 
 
A: Yes, it is – 
 10 
Q: I would have thought that Oil Search would have transferred responsibility 

for those shares to either IPBC or Kumul Consolidated Holdings or Kumul 
Petroleum, instead of trying to roll it back. Well, I have a few other questions 
but I think I will wait to read the annual reports.  But if I can just qualify the 
annual report. The annual report is not required by the Act, right, only the 
annual plan is required by the Act? 

 
A: Yes. But we are also a company under the Companies Act so we function as 

a company and one of them is to – we audit it and provide audited financials 
at the AGM.  Convene AGM and present it to the shareholder. 20 

 
Q: So Kumul Petroleum had a legal obligation to provide that financial report? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Which has been submitted so I will go through the report and then I will let 

you know if I have some more questions later. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions for Mr Sonk before his 
counsel might wish to ask anything to tidy it up. Mr Sonk, what is the largest 30 
revenue stream that Kumul Petroleum receives? 
 
A: The PNG LNG Project is our largest revenue source. 
 
Q: By a factor of – can you just sort of say roughly, is it, 70 percent or 80 or 

higher? 
 
A: Probably 95, 95 percent or something. 
 
Q: What makes up the other tiny piece? 40 
 
A: The tiny piece comes from a gas supplied project that we have in Hides 

which is to supply gas or power to support Porgera Gold Mine. 
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Q: Yes.  
 
A: And little bit of other revenue comes from oil asset in Moran that we have 

interest in.  And what else – - -  
 
Q: That is probably enough for my purposes anyway because obviously –  
 
A: Yes. We also have a power project here that we supplying power into the 

city, so there is some revenue from that as well. 10 
 
Q: All right. You are aware of course of the Organic Law to establish a 

Sovereign Wealth Fund and its purpose from its beginning in 2010, when it 
was the subject of an NEC decision to establish such a fund was that in 
principally would be receiving the revenue stream from the PNG LNG 
Project. 

 
 Now, I have heard Governor Bakani, who said it is stalled. I think that is the 
only word one could use but by 2016, no one seems to be particularly driving 
the establishment of a board and carrying our all the preliminary matters that 20 
are necessary to set it out.  If it were to be set up, Kumul would be in 
competition with such a fund if it were only to receive the taxes and the 
royalties from the PNG LNG Project.  In other words, if it were to get what 
the original idea was, the revenue stream generally.  How would that play 
out?     

 
[3.29pm]  A: Kumul Petroleum exist through the Oil and Gas – it has the mandate, it has 

its own legislation but really the mandate to participate in a project is through 
the Oil and Gas Act.  So the Sovereign Wealth Fund I am not really sure 
what the basis was but it seems to originate from the so called Dutch Disease 30 
that was discussed at that time when the project was to be constructed and 
entered into development, and there was different assumptions of how much 
the revenue would be but time shave changed and those assumptions have 
changed, revenues in billions that we were supposed to get has not really 
been those numbers so yes, I am not in a position to actually comment on 
why it is not functioning but it just looks to me like – it was premised on 
some assumptions that never existed. 

 
Q: Well, of course the idea was that it would because natural resources as you 

if you have not noticed is an exhaustible resource it was to provide a fund 40 
for future generations of Papua New Guinea.  That was one of the fund and 
of course to assist the budget and things of that kind so there does not seem 
to have been the kind of benefits that were envisaged for the country, would 
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you agree when this project was first floated and participation was entered 
into? 

 
A: I think Sovereign Wealth Fund to my understanding was created for mining, 

petroleum, different projects put together, not necessarily PNG LNG Project 
but it was to basically sweep some of the yonder high price periods – to 
sweep some of that additional revenue to put for future. 

      
Q: That was part of the idea but in fact in 2010 it was specifically established 

under a joint understanding with the Australian Government that was giving 10 
its expertise and quite a bit of money to investigate it specifically for the 
future projections as you have mentioned it for the LNG Project – what I 
think we have probably exhausted that topic but can I ask you this Mr Sonk. 
Because from the beginning when the debt was novated to Kumul, is it your 
impression that it was not a very good deal for the State or for the Kumul?  
What was got out of it, what was the benefit? 

 
A: As stated by my former chairmen and myself it was – we did not think it was 

a good deal hence we are exploring options to exit.  A mandatory point of 
view of investing in shares that were trading influenced by oil price and LNG 20 
price and other factors. 

 
Q: And interest caught outside the country as well. 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  Is it your view that it is not the function of the State to engage in that 

kind of risky business? 
 
A: If I was in a position to make the decision I would not have made the decision 30 

to invest in such an investment, 
 
Q: Thank you.  Thanks Mr Sonk.  I think they are all my questions now, thank 

you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, you want to - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 40 
 

[3.34pm] DR RENWICK:  Chief and Commissioner White, can I just ask one question on 
notice if I may.  Mr Sonk, I know yo have been very patient with this but you have 
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referred to the advise from mr Kelly and I think Mr Kramer also referred to it but 
we have not yet had the benefit of seeing the Kelly advice nor the Oil Search – 
sorry, nor the Board papers and submissions on the sale of the Oil Search shares.  
So, given, as the chief has indicated, we would like you to come back just one more 
time.  Would it be possible for you to provide before then to the commission the 
Kelly advice, if I could call it that, maybe more than one advice and the Board 
papers and submissions on the sale of the Oil Search shares? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Thank you.  I am sorry, I interrupted your counsel. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, you were going to ask some questions? 
 
 
XXN:  MR MAWA 
 
Q: Yes, chief commissioner.  I have about two questions that might shed some 

light, questions that were asked by the commissioners and my two learned 
friends in cross-examination.  Firstly, Mr Sonk, on the legal and financial 20 
advice from Mr Tony Kelly on the sale of the shares in Oil Search at the 
time, was the decision of the Board entirely influenced by the advice 
provided by Mr Tony Kelly or was the Board at that time at its disposal 
available other independent advice from with the company as part of your 
due diligence and as part of your decision-making process? 

 
A: It was a combination of both.  We established within ourselves as well as the 

advice from Kelly that we wanted to exit if the price of the shares were below 
the put. 

 30 
Q: So, it is your evidence that the decision of the Board was not entirely or fully 

influenced by the advice of Tony Kelly. 
 
A: Yes, by that time we learnt enough in collar and derivative transactions so, 

we did start to form that view as well. 
 
Q: Thank you.  There was a question earlier during the – I think it is the first 

time you came to give evidence by the chief commissioner, Sir Salamo about 
the issue of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and now series of questions asked 
on the same subject matter.  Is it the responsibility of Kumul Petroleum to 40 
set up the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 

 
A: No, it is the State’s program. 
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Q: Thank you.  You gave evidence earlier that under the novation transaction 

when Kumul Petroleum took over the bridge loan and the bridge loan 
liabilities were extinguished at that time but you rewrapped into the collar 
loan.  What was the commercial basis for that? 

 
A: I have to look at the advice we sought but I think the price was high at that 

time and when we decided to roll over like I was making reference to – when 
the prices are higher than the call, you have to pay.  So that is why we 
rewrapped it because the State wanted 149 million shares and 10.1 per cent 10 
shareholding.  So to make up for that we had to do that to maintain the 
percentage shares and the 10.1 percentage shareholding in Oil Search. 

 
Q: Thank you.  At the time when the novation transaction was done through the 

Novation Agreement that the State, if you like, offloaded the financial 
responsibility to Kumul Petroleum, was the Department of Treasury in a 
position to pay the loan, the interest loan obligations either through issuance 
of government bond or some other revenue? 

 
[3.39p.m]  A: I am not sure but there was talk of government raising bonds post the UBS 20 

loan to pay for the collar and the bridge but I am not really sure about what 
happened to that. 

Q: Thank you.  You gave evidence that there are a number of revenue streams 
to the State from the LNG Project, that is one was to taxes and the one is 
royalties, a number of them.  But the dividends, the dividend payments or 
the revenues that come into Kumul Petroleum, you say there is one part of 
it, is that correct? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And the dividends that you have to paid to the State from 2014 to 2017 is 
AU$971 million? 30 

A: That is not correct. 

Q: Sorry, that is a dividend that you have received from the LNG Project? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And of that money you pay dividend to the State? 

A: Correct. 
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Q: Would you agree that the K3 billion that is being raised might be from the 
total revenue that comes into the country from the exports from the LNG 
Project? 

A: I do not know where the number is coming from. 

Q: Thank you. My last question. The CSR, the Corporate Source of 
Responsibility or the philanthropic activities of Kumul Petroleum, that is 
part of the corporate source of responsibility of Kumul Petroleum Limited 
as a company incorporated under the Companies; is that correct? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And in your money – the revenue that comes to Kumul Petroleum, part of 10 
the money is set aside for that purpose; budgeted? 

A: It becomes part of the plan that we submit to NEC and NEC approves those 
allocations.  And if you look at the Act, the board only has powers to make 
decisions up to K10 million.  So, that is the limit that is set through the Act. 

Q: That is the financial delegation of the board? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Anything beyond that goes to NEC? 

A: Every time, any transaction. 

Q: Thank you commissioners, I have no further question. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will just ask one more or perhaps make a statement.  When 20 

you are preparing your response, when you appear next, you might want to go 
through the affidavit of Mr Arthur Somare who has provided a table and copies of 
all the export – LNG export receipts I think issued by Customs Service that sets 
out all the exports of LNG in the period May 2014 to I think to 18 September 2018 
and you will find that the total value of export as per the value of each export stated 
in the export document comes to around 11 billion  Australian or American dollars, 
I am not sure that translate to about PGK23 billion and then is apportioned the PNG 
share of the project at 19.58 per cent equity in the PNG LNG project which comes 
to around PGK6,375,413,121.55; that is roughly around 6.3 billion. 

[3.44p.m] I have done my calculations to reduce that to the period that we are concerned May 30 
2014 to September 2014 when the Oil Search shares were sold and that is how I 
came up with the 3 billion.  So, that is the figure I am referring to right now. 

I suggest you have a look at Arthur Somare’s affidavit and the figures that he has 
provided.  Mr David Towe is going to bring in I suppose the same bundle of 
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documents but we are trying to establish exactly what revenue came from the PNG 
LNG Project in the relevant period; how much of that flowed to the State to pay 
for its 19 point whatever or 16 per cent you say share in the PNG LNG Project and 
how those moneys are accounted for in terms of its expenditure.  If a portion of 
that money was not used to pay for the loan, then what happened to it?  That is the 
angle, direction or background that I am coming from. 

A: I understand. 

Q: This is the best I have got at the moment, I do not have any other information. 

A: Yes, again what sounds to me like is a very simplistic way of looking at 
things which Arthur would have done but I think the right place to get this 10 

information is from ExxonMobil because every shipment is - depends on the 
shipment, there is long time contracts, there is spot market sales, there is 
different prices for different things, it is not a simple application of a certain 
price for a number of cargoes.  So it does not work like that.  It is a very 
complicated commercial process that goes through cargo by cargo so it 
sounds like we need help from ExxonMobil to cross-check what have 
disclosed. 

Q: Yes, they will be coming. 

A: That is the only- - - 

Q: Yes, with the documents hopefully. 20 

DR RENWICK:  Mr Sonk, would 2 o’clock next Tuesday be convenient to you? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Thank you for your patience, Mr Sonk, we just have to answer these Terms 
of Reference and I can assure you as best I can that would be your last 
appearance.  So, if that is convenient, commissioners, 2 o’clock next 
Tuesday for Mr Sonk? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn to that date but for now thank you 
Mr Sonk for your evidence.  You may be excused. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Sonk. 

 30 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
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DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, that is the evidence for today.  Tomorrow we 
have the substantive witnesses Dr Clement Waine and Mr Lars Mortensen.  We 
have some mentions but they will not take long.  And with your permission, I know 
we have put down Mr Maladina to come back at 1 o’clock but would it be 
convenient to get him back because he is just producing some further documents 
as I understand it.  Can we indicate to Mr Maladina he should come back at 11.30?  
Is that convenient because the other two witness I do not think will take long? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  11.30 tomorrow? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, would that be convenient if we can let Mr Maladina know 
that? 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is convenient. 

DR RENWICK:  And that is it for today commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that brings us to the end of today’s proceedings.  
Associate, you can adjourn the sitting. 

 

 

AT 3.49 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 6 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
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(Continued from 5 August 2021) 
 
 
 30 
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[10.06am] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases I call Dr Clement Waine. 
 
 THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Dr Waine.  You are bound by your previous 

oath. 
 

DR WAINE:  Good morning Chairman, thank you. 
 
 
CLEMENT WAINE, recalled: 
 10 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Dr Waine, please state your full name. 
 
A: Dr Clement Waine. 
 
Q:  Thank you.  Your statement with attachments is exhibit F and it was tendered 

on 29 April 2021.  Are there any particular corrections or additions you wish 
to make to that statement as at today? 20 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Have you been able to identify any further documents relevant to the terms 

of reference since 29 April 2021? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: When you were appointed the deputy chair of the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds 

Refinance Committee, at that time what did you understand to be the 30 
predominant task of the committee? 

 
A: The committee was appointed by the National Executive Council in its 

decision number, I think, let me just check, 241 of 2013.  And in that NEC 
decision I was the deputy chair or the Secretary for the Department of Public 
Enterprise was appointed as the deputy chair and by virtue of my being the 
secretary I was the deputy chair.  The chairman was the Director for Gas Co-
ordination Office.  Annexed or attached to that NEC decision was the terms 
of reference that was to govern the activities or the business of the 
committee.  The committee process was supposed to call for tenders, receive 40 
those tenders and then process them and make this recommendation by 31 
August 2013, I think, to the NEC. 
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 The process was not specifically explained in that terms of reference because 
I think the Cabinet may have felt that it was up to the committee to actually 
put in place those processes so the Cabinet then go to detail in terms of 
prescribing what the process supposed to be so. 

 
[10.11 am]  The committee was supposed to put in place a process, call for the bids to  

come in and then process those bids and make its recommendation to the 
Cabinet by 31 August 2013 but the committee failed to meet and there was 
no report on that date. 
 10 

Q: So that NEC decision in July 2013.  Can I take you to an earlier document, 
NRF – we will have it brought up on the screen – NRF.1001.001.0295.  This 
is an email from 15 December 2012.  It is there on top of the page.  You will 
see that appears to be your name and the date 17 December 2012 there.  You 
can see that now? 

 
A: Yes.  Just to put that into perspective.  At that time in December 24, I was 

the adviser to the minister I was not the secretary then.  Just so that my role 
in that email at least is clarified. 

 20 
Q: Yes.  Can you see in the cc a name of Rex Paki? 
 
A: Paki, yes. 
 
Q: Did I pronounce it correctly? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  Who was that gentleman at that time? 
 30 
A: Rex Paki used to come around to my office.  I think he wanted to be the 

adviser to the minister, but I do not think he had any formal engagement with 
either the minister or IPBC to operate as an adviser to the minister.  But, 
nonetheless, he was involved in discussions which one of them, you have 
just shown regarding the IPIC refinancing and other issues of SOE. 

 
Q: So not involved formally and informally as an adviser but acting as an 

adviser? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
 
Q: Renumerated, do you know? 
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A: I do not know about that at that time as I said I was adviser but he was 
operating with full minister’s knowledge.  The minister then at that time was 
Ben Micah. 

 
Q: All right.  Just scrolling down on this page further to the bottom of the page, 

just pausing, sorry.  This appears to be the email from Mr Latimer to you 
Saturday 15 December 2012; the date looks to be the reverse date 
identification.  I am just reading the last two lines of that email.  There is a 
mention of a David Murray there.  Do you know who that is? 

 10 
A: David Murray, I believe was the former CEO of Commonwealth Bank of 

Australia, and he was the president, I believe at that time of the Santiago 
Club which is basically the Santiago principals; the club of the Sovereign 
Wealth Funds around the world.  I think he was the president at that time. 

 
Q: There is a reference to a meeting or a discussion however so described in 

that second-last line, do you recall whether that meeting occurred? 
 
A: I cannot recall at the time, I mean my memory is a bit foggy.  This is like 

nine or eight years ago.   20 
 
Q: And then looking at the next paragraph why Arthur Somare/Glen Blake 

should be at the meeting? 
 
A: I do not know but it could be because I think the sensitivity around the fact 

that Arthur and Glen Blake at the time – Glen Blake, I believe was the former 
MD of IPBC then and they were responsible in 2009 in structuring the IPIC 
facility.  So there was a little bit of sensitivity around that when we were 
working towards unwinding that facility. 

 30 
Q: Then another email NRL.001.001.0301.  We will have this brought up on 

the screen. 
 

[10.16am]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  While that is happening, could I ask you, Dr Waine, 
what role was Mr Murray playing in this?  Why was he brought into it? 

 
A: Mr Murray was supposed to be brought in as part of his – to help us to 

provide the financing arrangement and access to the financiers. 
 
Q: Had your department had anything to do with him earlier? 40 
 
A: No.  At that time, if you see the email exchanges, it was in 2012 and at that 

time I was the adviser to the minister.  And so I was part of the ministry staff 
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and I was appointed and the department was created in July 2013.  So he had 
nothing to do with us in the department. 

 
Q: He was introduced by Mr Latimer; is that how it came about, do you think?  

I mean, if you do not know - - - 
 
A: I really do not know.  They all showed up and we worked together. 
 
Q: Okay. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Doctor, this email appears to be dated 18 December 2012, can you 
see that on the screen? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it appears to be to you.  Just read the paragraph there in the email, 

please. 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Do you recall the background or the context of this correspondence? 
 
A: Yes.  I think when the government came in 2004, the new government, Peter 

O’Neill came in, I think the Cabinet wanted the minister to change the Board 
members and the chairmen of all the SOE Boards.  And there was a massive 
exercise to find the list of candidates that would replace the existing Boards 
across the SOE and also to negotiate with politics to make sure those are all 
aligned.  So, yes, I think it was along those exercises that we were carrying 
out at that time in the ministry that there were discussions about removing 
the chairman and the MD.  The MD at the time of Glen Blake and Chairman 30 
at that time was Dr Thomas Webster.   

 
Q: And did that occur? 
 
A: Eventually, they did. 
 
Q: The next email, it will be 20 December 2012, NRF.001.001.0457, please.  

Just scrolling down on this page stopping there, thank you.  Now, you do not 
appear to be a recipient of this email.  Doctor, do you recall seeing this email 
at the time?  40 

 
A: No, this is the first time I am seeing the email and I am not cc’d in this or 

included in that chain of email. 
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Q: Now, the sender appears to be a Robert Peak and the reference there is to the 

Cragus Group.  Who is Robert Peak?  Did you know who that was at that 
time? 

 
A: No, and not even now, I do not know who Robert Peak is. 
 
Q: What about the Cragus Group? 
 
A: Cragus Group, I believe, was the group that was supposed to be engaged and 10 

David Murray whom we discussed earlier on was supposed to be engaged 
through the Cragus Group as far as I can recall. 

 
Q: Engaged by whom? 
 
A: By the minister to assist with the refinancing of IPIC and access to the 

negotiations with the banks or the financial institutions. 
 
Q: By Minister Micah? 
 20 
A: By Minister Micah.  That NEC decision that established the department 

actually directed Minister Micah to engage a stable of consultants and 
advisors. 

 
Q: Now, just reading the second paragraph there or the substantive paragraph 

in this email. 
 
A: Which one; the red one or the maroon one? 
 
Q: The one which starts, “The IPIC website”. 30 
 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: Can you see that on the screen? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Were you ever shown this email; do you recall it? 
 
A: No. 40 
 

[10.21am]  Q:  Then was this view or this articulation expressed to the first or second, asyou 
described them as IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committees? 
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A: No. The committee and NEC were always looking at refinancing the 

exchangeable bond to free its shares in Oil Search that were quarantined at 
that time. 

 
Q: All right.  The next one NRF please, .001.001.0642, this would be an email, 

10 January 2013.  And you will see this document or email appears to be 
also from the same Robert Peak, you appear to be a recipient and it says it is 
dated 10 January 2013.  Do you recall this email? 

 10 
A: Not really, but yes. I am one of the recipient but I cannot remember now. 
 
Q: Just strolling down, there is a particular paragraph - it might appear on the 

next page, I am sorry.  Stop a bit further, just there. And just check in the top 
of this email. You have not seen this - you do not recall these emails? 

 
A: I was the recipient of that email but I do not think I can recall now. 
 
Q: But you will see the heading, it is referring to a ministerial visit to Abu 

Dhabi, which appears to be occurring later in January 2013.  Now, was there 20 
a trip to Abu Dhabi in January 2013 to your knowledge? 

 
A: I cannot remember which government ministers went.  I heard there were 

some trips but I was on a trip, I cannot remember the exact date.  I was on 
two trips to Abu Dhabi and met with IPIC as the advisor to the minister.  Just 
observed the conversations and proceedings of the meetings and to report 
back to the minister but I am not too sure whether this particular email is 
referring to that meeting.  But I was aware that there were several trips by 
different ministers. The Foreign Minister at that time, Rinbink Pato, was I 
heard attended one of the meetings or travelled there.  30 

 
Q: That you travelled once to Abu Dhabi from your recollection? 
 
A: Twice. 
 
Q: Twice? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But you do not recall the specific month or months when those trips 40 

occurred? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
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Q: Yes. Was the Minister Micah on both of the trips that you went on? 
 
A: No. It was arranged by IPBC for the meeting and Minister Micah could not 

travel because it is a minister going over to discuss with an investment whom 
he was oversighting so as the minister responsible for that.   And he though 
it would be proper if there was a minister to minister meeting, discussing 
this and then leave the technocrats to discuss on the technicalities of that 
refinancing.  So, he was not there so because there was no invitation and he 
was trying to get a meeting with the minister but he was not accorded the 10 
privilege so I had to go on his behalf or at least just to observe what was 
happening and to report back to him.  Not just on his behalf but just to go 
and observe and report back to him, for that purpose.  

 
[10.26a.m] Q: Was the then prime minister involved in either the planning or travelling to 

Abu Dhabi for the two trips that you were on? 

A: No, I do not think so.  He may have been involved in the previous meeting 
trips by the other ministers but not on these two trips.  Those trips were 
facilitated by Oil Search because we did not have any contacts on the ground 
so they were facilitated by Oil Search. 20 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And were there many Oil Search people in the 
delegation those that you were part of? 

A: They were in the meeting; two of them, Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi but 
just observing the discussions. 

DR KATTER:  Do you recall the planning for the trip or trips that you went on in 
terms of the purpose or the agenda? 

A: The first meeting the agenda was to discuss the IPIC refinancing and to 
discuss with IPIC, the management of IPIC to find a mutually amicable 
solution given the dilemma the State was in terms of refinancing that IPIC 
facility.  And at the time State did not have the money to refinance and so 30 
the discussion was to see if IPIC could be amenable to extend the tenure of 
that facility for another five years and allow time for the PNG LNG Gas 
Project to be completed and the cashflow to come and then use that to 
refinance the IPIC exchangeable bond.  And that meeting went really well 
in my opinion as I observed.  IPIC was amenable to extending the tenure of 
the term of the loan or the facility for another I think 5 years but they wanted 
something else in return.  And the discussion was that they could participate 
in the next coming gas projects and the second one was that the interest rate 
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could be raised from 5 per cent to 7 per cent which I think they agreed to 
that and the meeting ended there and we were supposed to come back - they 
told us to go back in two weeks time to get their term sheets.  And when we 
went to get the term sheet, they abruptly they said they wanted their money 
and they wanted the transaction to be completed within two weeks.  They 
were rather brute, tall and abrupt in the second meeting.  The meeting ended 
up abruptly so we had to fly back.  Something happened during the first 
meeting and the second meeting.  But the Arabs or the IPIC, the management 
was receptive to the idea of being flexible in terms of extending the time and 
then making sure that the LNG was completed and the cashflow started 10 
coming in and the government could use that to refinance the existing 
arrangement. 

Q: Later in January there is a number of - - - 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just ask a question - sorry, Dr Katter.  

DR KATTER:  I apologise Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  While we are on this topic.  So, it was your 
understanding that earlier period in 2013 that they wanted to be paid out rather than 
keep the Oil Search shares.  That was the tenure of the second meeting when they 
were so abrupt and - - - 

A: Correct, yes. 20 

Q: So, you left with the understanding that you could redeem the shares? 

A: Correct.  I mean at that time they were flexible in the two meetings.  They 
wanted to extend it for five years and 7 per cent interest and they were 
flexible to allow us to have the cashflow coming from the LNG and they 
would refinance.  That was the first meeting and I communicated that to the 
minister.  And in the second meeting when they were so abrupt, turn in the 
position.  They just abruptly said they wanted the money in two weeks time 
and we were like where can we get the money. 

Q: That was a bit soon in terms of the agreement though, was it not? 

A: Yes, before the covenant.  Because they got cold they are under the covenant.  30 
They had the options to – they can exercise the option anytime even before 
maturity.  As long as – they had all the cards so they could exercise that 
option but they did not follow up with that threat and they waited till the 
actual date to exercise – under the agreement to exercise the option. 
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[10.31am] Q: So, can you suggest about the time of the year when they were saying they 
wanted the money, would that be about the middle of year, 2013 or? 

 
A: No, that would be early 2013, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, so thank you very much perhaps. 
 
A: Somewhere around there because I was still the adviser, yes.  I could go back 

and check my records on this.  If I could really pull out the records in terms 
of timelines and my trips there. 10 

 
Q: Or I think February, March is good enough for me, yes. 
 
A: Somewhere around there, yes. 
 
Q: All right, thanks Mr Waine.  Thank you Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioner.  Then it might relate that line of question 
doctor.  NRF.001.001.0903.  And just scrolling down to, a bit further and just there.  
I am sorry just to look at the heading to this email again.  So, there is an email 22 20 
January 2013 to you but it is this email below of 20 January which does not appear 
to include you as a recipient.  And just looking at the email of 20 January and there 
is a particular paragraph there headed, number 2 the second objective.  If you can 
just read that email please; that paragraph I should say, Dr Waine.  On 20 January 
2013 and it relates to some of the questions that the commissioner was just asking, 
was there any understanding particularly at this point in time on your part that the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bonds were not redeemable? 
 
A: No.  The committee process, my understanding, as the secretary then or the 

adviser as well was that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond was always 30 
redeemable unless somebody can put that in the covenant where it says it is 
not redeemable.  That is why I said when our first discussion IPIC all along 
was, with our first meeting that I observed in Abu Dhabi, that IPIC was 
receptive to the idea of it of working with the State extending the term limit 
for five years and as I said the interest rate was 7 per cent. 
 
In the second meeting they wanted the money back in exchange for the 
shares within two weeks so those discussions were communicated to the 
minister.  The impression I had from IPIC was that they were always 
receptive to the idea of State redeeming its shares.  At no time they acted as 40 
if they own the shares although they may have stated that in the website and 
so but they never at least portrayed that position to us in our discussions, the 
discussion that I observed rather.  The State was working on the basis of 
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redeeming the Oil Search shares under the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
arrangement.  I do not think – my understanding or the committee’s 
understanding or even the minister’s advice that we provided to him was that 
IPIC could keep the shares if they want to; which they did.  They could 
exercise it after the maturity but all along we were working towards 
refinancing and recovering those shares. 
  

Q: That is to Minister Micah? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 

[10.36am]  Q: What about to either the first or the second IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Committee members, was there a communication about whether or not the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bonds were or were not redeemable? 

 
A: No, we were working on the basis that it was redeemable. 
 
Q: You recall a communication specifically to the then prime minister or the 

NEC in that regard? 
 20 
A: All the recommendations that went from the committee in the form of NEC 

submission that the minister took out to NEC was to redeem the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond, to redeem the shares under that facility.  There is no 
standing NEC decision as far as I can recall that actually brought the idea 
that it was not redeemable. 

 
Q: About a month or so later there is another email, NRF.001.001.2124 please.  

This seems to be dated 11 March 2013, you are a recipient of the email it 
seems.  Just looking at the second paragraph, the sentence that reads, it was 
a good briefing by Freehills yesterday and coming out of it, I believe the key 30 
points are.  Do you recall attending a briefing by Freehills? 

 
A: Yes, I think it happened really early in my appointment so I believe he is 

referring to this meeting.  Prior to my appointment as the adviser to the 
minister and we met in Sofitel, if that is the meeting that he is referring to.  
It was Sofitel, Brisbane and the presentation was done by Freehills at that 
time.  It was a power point presentation. 

 
Q: Yes.  Do you recall who attended from Port Moresby, from Papua New 

Guinea? 40 
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A: Freehills was there, from Port Moresby, Minister Micah was there.  I think 
the chairman of IPBC was there I believe but I am not so certain about it but 
I believe he was there. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Was that Dr Webster then? 
 
DR KATTER:  Who – I am sorry. 
 
A: Yes, I think so and then Wapu Sonk at that time was the MD for NPCP, he 

was there; who is now the present MD for Kumul Petroleum was there.  Then 10 
Arthur Somare and Mathias Lasia, the Former Secretary for the Department 
of Public Enterprises were there and part of the Freehills team that did the 
presentations to the State team and also Norton Rose; Anthony Latimer was 
there. 

 
Q: Now, just looking at the bullet point or a dash I should say, it starts with The 

MD.  You can see that there? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Just read that paragraph please. 
 
A: The MD made it clear – do I have to read it aloud? 
 
Q: To yourself, sorry.  
 
A: All right. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 30 
A: Thank you.  Yes? 
 
Q: Did you have any knowledge about whether Oil Search persons were in 

communication or persons on behalf of Oil Search were in communication 
with IPIC about the State shareholding in Oil Search? 

 
A: Yes.  As I said earlier the two meetings that I attended at Abu Dhabi it was 

facilitated by Oil Search so there appears to be some contacts and 
understanding between Oil Search and IPIC. 

 40 
Q: Was there a representative or representatives of Oil Search at the meeting 

briefing so described with Freehills that is referred to in this email? 
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A: I do not think so. 
 

[10.41am]Q: Was the then prime minister at that briefing by Freehills?   
 

A: No. 
 
Q: Was Minister Micah there did you mention? 
 
A: Yes, he was there. 
 10 
Q: The next one, please is NRF.001 – this is four days later - .001.001.2153.  

And then this does indicate it seems that you had travelled to Abu Dhabi and 
that Mr Botten was also present to discuss IPIC. 

 
A: I cannot see where it says I travelled to Abu Dhabi in that email. 
 
Q: Just there in this email, I should say, 15 March, 1.21 pm from Mr Paki at 

point 4? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct on point number 4.  Yes, Wasantha and I travelled to Abu 20 

Dhabi and, as I said earlier, Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi from Oil Search 
were also present in the meeting which at that time I found it rather peculiar 
because you have a buyer and a seller, if you like it, of the shares of Oil 
Search being discussed in the presence of the owner of the shares or the 
issuer of the shares. 

 
Q: What was the particular role of Mr Botten on this trip? 
 
A: I do not know.  He was there probably to observe the discussions I think.  

Bu, as I said I found it peculiar because it would amount to insider trading if 30 
it was a transaction over shares issued by the company and the MD was 
observing that discussion. 

 
Q: Who do you recall meeting with on this particular trip that is being referred 

to here, if at all? 
 
A: We met with the – at that meeting was with the IPIC, I think the Vice 

President for International Finance or something of that company. 
 
Q: Was there a communication on your part or on the part of those travelling 40 

from Papua New Guinea to the IPIC representatives of the desire to redeem 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond? 
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A: As far as I can recall, the discussions between – as I said earlier on, I was the 
advisor and I had no legal mandate to discuss or to negotiate anything with 
IPIC except that the owner of the shares was IPBC and in the discussion was 
represented by the MD of IPBC who has the legal mandate to discuss any 
commercial aspects of those shares with IPIC and that is Wasantha 
Kumarasiri who is being referred to in the team line with me.  And he was 
coming up with that proposal and he kept to the script of our discussions 
with the minister and that was to ask IPIC to extend if possible the tenure of 
the agreement or the facility for another five years and then in exchange for 
7 per cent interest and possible participation in the other LNG Projects – the 10 
third train, the Papua LNG in the Elk/Antelope which the IPIC agreed to it 
and told us that we will come back and pick up their term sheet within two 
weeks time.  And when we went, as I said, there was an abrupt change of 
position. 

 
[10.46am]  Q: In 15 May 2013, the reference is NRF.001.001.2521, please.  This appears 

to be an email from you to Mr Latimer of Norton Rose and it looks to be 
dated 15 May 2013.  Just that very first line and it is a one-line email.  But 
just looking – you can look down to get the context on the email from Mr 
Latimer to you. 20 

 
A: All right, the nature of the discussion and what I think what actually 

triggered off the minister’s submission to Cabinet to get a committee process 
to look at the refinancing of the IPIC facility.  It was triggered by the then 
MD Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri to introduce Hemsley Capital to the minister 
to refinance this exchangeable bond.  And at that time when I did a 
background search of Hemsley Capital, there were three principals or so and 
they were involved in several different things that they were doing at that 
time.  But it appeared to me that Hemsley Capital was a boutique operator 
and may not have the balance sheet to underwrite the nature of the 30 
transaction that we were looking at.  So, I immediately recommended to the 
minister that if IPBC proceeded or proceeds with the engagement of 
Hemsley Capital as the financier then the State could be subjected to some 
sort of reputational risk.  So, I recommended to the minister to take to 
Cabinet and appoint a committee to review, process – transparent and open 
process through the committee process so we could have a suitable financier 
with the balance sheet to underpin that transaction or to underpin that or 
underwrite that transaction.  So that is what triggered off and at the time, I 
believe, Oil Search was talking to Goldman Sachs and Oil Search was I think 
a bit sensitive about the fact that here about 10.1 per cent of the company 40 
was – shares were placed in a precarious position because the State did not 
have the money to refinance and it was in the hands of IPIC potentially.  So, 
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they introduced Goldman Sachs to IPBC and I think that is the email that 
was part of that discussion that ensued around that time. 

 
Q: Thank you. And then two further emails, please. The first 

NRF.001.001.3115; it is 12 August 2013.  It appears to be from Mr Paki to 
Mr Latimer.  You do not appear to be named as a recipient on this email or 
any of the emails in this chain.  Have you seen this email before? 

 
A: No, this is my first time. 
 10 
Q: Just read please the substantive paragraph; the first substantive paragraph.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have any context as to this communication then? 
 
A: I believe at that time it became obvious to the committee that there were 

several efforts that were already on foot from the time I was the advisor.  
Both I think, Lars and Dairi, that is Lars Mortensen of Pertusio Capital and 
Dairi who was the Secretary for the Department of Treasury were involved 20 
in trying to solicit banks to underwrite the refinancing of the IPIC facility 
and the committee process was not happening, so I think that is probably a 
reason why they wanted the nature of that email is to get us to talk and align 
whatever Dairi and Lars were working to the committee process. 

 
[10.51 am]   Q: And one final email, please. It is the same date, 12 August 2013, 

NRL.001.001.3113.  This appears to be from you to Mr Mortensen; cc Mr 
Latimer, 12 August 2013.  Could you just read that please Dr Waine? 

 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Do you know whether Mr Vele as secretary or acting secretary then went on 

to meet with a bank or banks in Sydney in a week or two that followed? 
 
A: No, did not know that he was running parallel to the process but I was aware 

that he was meeting with other banks.  And as I said earlier on, those 
activities were never brought to the committee for vetting or sanctioned and 
approval and were never brought – all those efforts were never brought to 
the committee and the committee never met.   So you can see the tone of that 
email.  Either they presented an option or some projections and some 40 
assumptions that they may have which they brought to me, I think it was 
Lars that said that to me.  And then I looked at him and I said, after looking 
at your best assumptions and projections, I think the State had better stick on 
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to the original plan which is to redeem the IPIC Bond instead of looking at 
other options because that is what the Cabinet wanted. 

 
The other fancy ideas were not what we were required to do as a committee.  
And then you can see in that email at the second line that there was a sense 
of urgency on our part because we were running out of time to report back 
to Cabinet on 31 August as we were directed under the Cabinet decision.  
And that my request for them to provide me whatever activities and their 
report of their activities of what they did, or who they met, and what was the 
nature of the financing arrangements and structures, and all of those things, 10 
those things were never provided to us.  So the committee never met.  I was 
trying to call the committee to meet if they had provided all those 
information that I requested in that email.  So there were parallel processes 
outside of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinancing Committee which was 
an NEC-sanctioned entity and that was where I think a lot of the issues – the 
transparency of who was supposed to finance or refinance the IPIC faltered. 
 

Q: If I could take you please to the transcript of your evidence on 29 April 2021, 
and it is at page 210 line 10, and if I can just indicate that and brought up.  
This is where you are referring to the second IPIC Exchangeable Bonds 20 
committee following the first IPIC Exchangeable Bonds including in which 
you were the deputy chair.   

 
You will see there, just go down the page, and you mention that about line 
5, “The considerations of Citi Group, UBS, ANZ Barclays and Hemsley 
Capital.”  So when you were referring to those considerations of those 
different proposals, those are all considerations by the second IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond; can you just describe them? 
 

[10.56am]  A: Yes.  And the first committee did not discuss any of those things but we do 30 
have some proposals that came through.  As I said, Hermsley Capital was 
quoted by IPBC and Citi Group also was through the minister’s office 
approached.  There was an earlier discussions with UBS AG out of Sydney 
and those were some of the proposals.  But they were not real complete 
proposals because the committee process never took place and then the 
second committee happened and I think the process at least came back on 
track - well, put back on track under the chairman of the then Chief Secretary 
Late Manasupe Zurenouc.  And we put all those process in place to get those 
– receive those proposals formally and then look through them.  

 40 
Q: And just strolling down a little on this same page. You will see there at about 

line 20 and 21, you state that the Citi Group proposal had a Bridging Loan 
Facility as well as a Collar, UBS having one as well and that is in the next 
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paragraph, but ANZ and Hermsley Capital, being as you described them 
simple loans, is that right? 

 
A: Yes, based on my recollection. 
 
Q: And then looking at page 211 of transcript, line 36, right there at the bottom 

of the page, you see there, you mentioned 20 minutes sessions with each of 
the potential financiers.  And then just to put some further context on the 
next page, you state that that meeting or those sessions were at the chief 
secretary’s office. This is at line 28.  Can you recall who was present from 10 
the financiers physically and who presented to the committee? 

 
A: Yes.  I cannot remember their names exactly.  Yes, I could remember their 

faces but I cannot remember the names. 
 
Q: But there was a physical attendance from each of the financers in terms of 

the presentation, was there? 
 
A: Correct, correct. From Citi Group to UBS and then Hermsley and ANZ, 

Barclays. 20 
 
Q: But do you recall there being handouts or power points by each of them or 

all of them? 
 
A: Yes, they did presentations and handouts as well.  Each was given I think 20 

minutes to do that presentation and they were called in one after – yes, they 
were outside the meeting area and they were called in one at the time. 

 
Q: And one or two or more persons on behalf of each of the financiers? 
 30 
A: Yes, two persons each, I think. 
 
Q: Two persons for each? 
 
A: Yes, two or three. I think UBS had three I think and the Citi probably a three. 

But Hermsley Capital, I think it was one.  
 
Q: And then at page 213, line 16 of the next page.  You will see there in the 

middle of that paragraph, I think the committee recommended, I think the 
Citi Group.  So is this a recommendation by the committee to the NEC? 40 

 
A: Yes.  That was my basic understanding at that time but I was quite surprised 

when NEC decided to pass that further to the Central Bank or the Governor 
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of the Central Bank or Bank of PNG to do the evaluation of the two 
proposals, the Citi and UBS after we made the recommendation. 

 
[11.01am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Why were you surprised Dr Waine? 
 

A: I mean we recommended for Citi but then the Cabinet decided that they 
wanted a further review by the Bank of Papua New Guinea. 

 
Q: You have seen the NEC that the bank was to evaluate Citi and UBS, just 

those two? 10 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Was UBS the runner up? 
 
A: I think in mine, yes.  They were close together.  It was just looking at the 

cost of it I think.  The cost of the financing I think there was a difference of 
about $28 to $30 million dollars different between the two, I think, 
somewhere.  That was one and then the other one was looking at the time 
when the revenue from the PNG LNG would kick in and then the timeline 20 
was supposed to go back to back so there was no drop in the financing 
arrangement so the State of PNG does not have to look elsewhere to get the 
funds to finance it.  So, there was a gap or the time gap that needs to be 
addressed as well.  I think for Citi it was for a five-year, I think, interest free 
term or only finance the interest or something to that effect and that was 
supposed to go back to back with the cashflow coming in from the PNG 
LNG.  But for UBS I think it was like three years or something and there 
was a gap of two years in between.  So, those were the considerations and 
then looking at the interest rate and I think Citi’s was 3.5.  I am just talking 
from memory I could be wrong and UBS may be around 5 per cent or 30 
something.  Then the arrangement of the collar structure.  I think we looked 
at the upside gains and then downside risks.  Those were the considerations 
that went in.  So, that was my recollection at the time that the committee 
chose Citi Group but it ended with the two being pushed further back to the 
Central Bank to make that assessment. 

 
Q: You got no visibility on why it was decided to pull in UBS into the further 

evaluation then? 
 
A: I cannot recall, cannot remember. 40 
 
Q: Thank you. 
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DR KATTER:  Relating to that at page 215, Dr Waine, you stated that it became 
quite obvious to the committee that Citi Group and UBS at that time had the 
balance sheet to at least underpin such a transaction.  Where did this information 
come from to the committee, was that based upon the presentations; the 20 minute 
presentations that you referred to earlier in the chief secretary’s office? 
 
A: Yes.      
 
Q: You also indicated that the recommendation made by the committee to the 

NEC was not in writing to your recollection but that the late Sir Manasupe 10 
as Chief Secretary may have put something in writing to the NEC, is that 
right? 

 
A: Yes, after the committee process and the vote was taken I think he was the 

one who was supposed to write out the committee position and their 
decisions and deliberations and take them to Cabinet which he did.  What 
came out as I said was NEC deferring the decision back to Central Bank. 

 
Q: Yes.  Final transcript reference page 224 at lines 1 to 10 in the transcript.  I 

take it what you indicate is that UBS were engaged by Treasury as a financial 20 
advisory in 2014 as to the 2014 loan.  Then at page 240 line 9 in the transcript 
you were asked a question as to whether it was usual for the lender to be also 
the financial adviser. 

 
[11.06am] You see there that and you stated that it is very unusual and you say it was 

in contravention of a rule and you state that you might be able to provide 
that rule for those engaged in derovative trading not be an adviser as well as 
a financier.  Have you able to identify what particular rule you were referring 
to there? 

 30 
A: I went online I could not find it but I could still look for it and if I find it I 

can provide to the commission but I was aware of the rule sometime back. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What is the source of the rule, can you recall that, is 
it the International Monetary Fund or some- - - 
 
A: No, I think those that are involved in derivatives trading they have that set 

of rules that they follow. 
 
Q: The guidelines? 40 
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A: Yes, guidelines.  So, in that guideline it stipulates that the adviser and the 
financier should not be the same person otherwise there is a conflict of 
interest there. 

 
Q: Did they talk about Chinese Walls? 
 
A: I cannot remember about that but let me look for it and I will see if I can 

forward it or send the link. 
 
 Q: Yes, it is a device quite often used by lawyers of course to hold conflicting 10 

interests and they do not want to get rid of one lot of work. 
 
A: I am not so sure whether it worked here. 
 
Q: All right.  I would really be obliged if you could find that, thank you. 
 
A: Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I have no further questions at this time. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, are you aware of any notices given for questions? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, I am not.  Dr Katter, that is right, is it not? 
 
DR KATTER:  I understand there was an indication from Ms Nonggorr as to some 
specific questions, there is no opposition taken to those particular points that were 
raised in the initial indication as to cross-examination by Ms Nonggorr. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, Ms Nonggorr is not here and I do not have the 
questions. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one or two questions just for clarification.  I have two 
statements from you which look identical.  I do not know which one was formally 
admitted into evidence.  There appears to be a difference; some little cosmetic 
differences between the two statements.  The first one is the statement dated 
Monday, 12 October 2020.  It appears to have been formally tendered and 
exhibited.  Then there is the second statement dated 19 April 2021, that is pretty 
identical but there appears to be some differences.  And then particularly reference 
to the footnotes, which statement are you- - - 
 40 
DR KATTER:  Commissioner, I apologize for interrupting.  The reference is page 
205 in transcript.  It was the statement of 19 April 2021 with 12 attachments of Dr 
Waine that was tendered.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, it is not the statement of 12 October 2020? 
 
DR KATTER:  Not that statement, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, will take note of that.  My second question relates 
to what you say on page, I believe it is page 3 of your statement.  The second and 
third paragraphs and specific reference to the sentence to which footnote number 
11 is assigned.  Did you attach the instruction for settlement document that was 
prepared by IPBC? 10 
 

[11.11am] A: I believe I did, chairman. 

Q: Could we have that on the screen please?  Footnote 11.  I want to see what 
the figures for settlement were at that point in time.  Kathryn, can we have 
that document that is footnoted footnote 11. 

DR KATTER:  I think they are trying to bring it up on the screen now, chief 
commissioner. 

MS KATHRYN FINLAYSON:  Chief, we are just going to be a moment.  It should 
not take too long.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we can wait.  Perhaps if the witness is coming back later, 20 
then perhaps we could pause there and locate the document and produce it when 
he appears next time. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have got some questions if that is your last question, 
chief, while they are looking for it, they might be able to find it in that time. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What I am interested in is to establish the settlement proposal 
figures in terms of the amount, the loan that was obtained, the term for it, the 
interest payments, any payments or repayments made during the term of the loan 
because I understand the terms of the loan provided for payments be made; 
repayments to be made during the currency of the loan, and the final figures as it 
turned out in the end what was going to be paid over to IPIC to fully settle. 30 

A: Chairman, that is a very important question.  The figure we were always 
working around was AU$1.68 billion that was what we always worked on.  
The interest cost and the closing cost, all of those things I think were fully 
paid by the financing arrangement itself and I think IPBC had an offshore 
account that was operating I think it was in Singapore.  So, IPBC would be 
in a much better position to tell you how much they paid during the term of 
the facility and what was the closing cost and everything else. 
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Q: Let us just have access to this settlement document or proposal or instruction 
whatever that you say you have annexed to your affidavit or statement.  
Kathryn, you still not able to retrieve that document? 

MS FINLAYSON:  No, chief, it is proving a little difficult to find.  We will keep 
working on it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think when he comes back next, I think we will 
put it to him.  Okay, those are my questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have got a few.  I know I have asked quite a lot on 
the way but I have to do that otherwise I forget what I want to ask you and lose 
context.. 10 

[11.16am] You refer at the beginning of your statement to 2014 policy document; the 
principles of State ownership and participation in commercial activities.  I take it 
that is the active investor concept for the State.  I would just like to hear just a little 
bit more on your thoughts on that approach to fiscal adventurism if you like by the 
State. 

A: Yes, Commissioner.  There is a political imperative for State to participate 
in commercial activities and that has been there since the reforms in 2001 I 
believe by Mekere, and prior before that the Somare reforms of 1994 or 
thereabouts.  So, that imperative has always been there and when I came on 
as the Secretary as well as advisor, the State always wanted or through the 20 
NEC wanted to retain some participation in the commercial space.  The best 
practice globally is not for the State to participate in commercial activities 
so we had to balance it.  And balancing these two competing interests or at 
least the best case – best practice as well as the political imperatives was to 
create companies that will participate as investment houses and not as 
operators of State companies as they are now.  So that led to – if you see the 
policy document I submitted as appended to that statement of mine, you will 
see in the pages it talks about the emergence of the Kumul companies and 
we had a great deal of argument and we went back and forth almost a year 
to actually write that document.  Ideally, it would have been best if we keep 30 
investment houses and allow operational aspects to be outsourced or through 
restructuring of the ownership and allow competent operators to operate 
those companies and we just basically retain investments in them. 

Q: Yes, that is not what happened of course. 

A: That is not what happened and is a political reality so we have to live with it 
for now and maybe another day will come when we will reach that point 
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where we allow commercial thinking to take over or the prevailing political 
view I think.  But we will talk about that on another day or time I think. 

Q: I think it is quite important though for our Commission of Inquiry to have a 
range of recommendations that might be made about this because of course 
a lot of the problems that gave rise to this Commission of Inquiry this 
tension. 

A: Yes, and correct and I think one of my recommendations to the commission 
which is captured in my statement was to set up and at least add an 
investment oversight committee or authority to oversight State’s 
investments if State has to continue to participate in commercial activities 10 
based upon political decisions.  Then you need that oversight committee to 
probably vet so the State’s interests are always captured in those decision 
making.  And I also suggested in my statement that the role of, as I saw it at 
the time, at Department of Public Enterprise was to manage the commercial 
policy of the State or commercial policies of the State.  And Treasury should 
be confined to managing the fiscal policy and some of it to give a balance 
there.  So, a lot of these transactions that are now being brought to question 
now in hindsight is because I believe it is the Treasury’s over its into 
commercial space that creates all these issues.  This transaction that we are 
now talking about is one such incident where I believe that there was a over 20 
stretch by Treasury in its zeal to win its commercial space of the State.  

[11.21 am]  The are other transactions that have gone through sort of belly up and one of  
them is the Solwara 1 Investment.  There are several other investments and 
I think if the commercial thinking was or initiated all of things through 
purely commercial consideration, then we will have a different outcome in 
all of them.  But it is what it is now and I think one of the recommendations 
the commission could make is to either revive the Department of Public 
Enterprises with a strong mandate, made possibly by its own legislation to 
provide that oversight or committee’s role or a separate commission that 
oversights the State’s investments.  So making sure that commercial thinking 30 
always comes through to bear on those decisions, especially when it comes 
to investments and divestment of State’s assets. 
 

Q: Thank you for that.  It perhaps moves into my next question.  You say on the 
second-last page of your statement that Kumul Petroleum and Minerals are 
exempted from the Auditor General Act and the Public Finances 
(Management) Act, as well as the Leadership Code. 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: And when Mr Wapu Sonk gave his evidence, he protested that it was not 
that there was no oversight because those companies had to comply with 
their obligations under the Corporations Act and file annual reports.  From 
your experience, is there a different level of scrutiny of an annual report 
where there is only one shareholder, as we understand about the Kumul, and 
an examination by the Auditor General and the Public Finances Management 
process? 

 
A: Yes, those processes are put in place just to ensure there is scrutiny and 

oversight over the State’s assets and management of State assets.  But all 10 
these companies are exempted, so there is no scrutiny there.  And again, as 
I said, just submitting an annual plan to a shareholder, it is good if it is strictly 
enforced as long as the plans and intentions of a company are made clear and 
people understand what it is doing, otherwise, if it ends up doing something 
else, how will you account for things.  That does not mean that they have 
done it, it is just that there is a potential there for it to happen, so we just 
need to tidy the aspects of it up so there is some level of scrutiny on their 
activities.   

 
That is why I am suggesting that if you have to involve and commit the State 20 
into billions of dollars transaction, then you need to make sure that it is 
properly vetted and properly scrutinized before the decision is made. 
 

Q: Were you involved in any way in the consideration of the financing 
proposals that were sent to the Bank of PNG by the NEC after the 
Exchangeable Bond Committee had made its recommendations? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Not at all? 30 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: I was going to ask you some questions about the competitiveness of the 

spreadsheets of the various proponents of the policies but I think that you 
would probably prefer not to just pass an opinion looking at them for the first 
time now.   

 
Can I then just ask you about the general business assets of PNG that were 
securities for the IPIC Loan.  You say that they were freed up once the IPIC 40 
transaction came to an end.  What sort of limitations were imposed upon 
those assets like Air Niugini, for example, and so like I presume they 
continued to operate as commercial entities? 
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A: Yes, but you could not sell, you could not structure them, you could not do 

anything with them. 
 
Q: Then you could not use them for security? 
 
A: You could not use them for any security as well, so our hands were pretty 

tied at the back.  I remember we spent the whole of 2013 just sitting there 
trying to think about how we can restructure these companies and coming 
up with these policies, and having all these dialogues and discussions about 10 
them until the covenant was triggered.   

 
[11.26am]Q: Towards the end of that paragraph, you seem to be saying that if it was the 

political decision to invest in Oil Search shares once they had been forfeited 
if you like to IPIC, that there were way of doing it but not the way this 
transaction was devised.  Do you have anything to offer as to how prudent 
government might have gone about this process? 

 
A: Well, from the start when the covenant or when IPIC exercised its option to 

retain the shares, the GBT was freed up and that happened I think in 2014  20 
so we had the cashflow just about to come in from the PNG LNG so that 
also freed up.  We had cash with asset, we could have restructured those 
things and collateralized them differently and we could have financed – if 
the political will was to acquire Oil Search shares, we could have taken our 
time and properly restructured those companies.  We were under no rush as 
a State to buy Oil Search shares.  We could have used our assets, our 
cashflow and we could have restructured the company’s – and expanded the 
balance sheet and then acquire new shares in Oil Search if we wanted to.  
But by I think rolling over the IPIC refinancing that UBS financing structure 
to the purchase of the Oil Search shares through a private placement, I think, 30 
that subjected the State to unnecessary risks because of the nature of the 
financing structure which was more a derivative – involved derivatives 
rather than just simple loan could do underpinned by the GBT and by the 
cashflow.  And we could have taken our time and done a completely different 
due diligence and we could have arrived at a different financing arrangement 
which could insulate the State and protect it from all these unnecessary 
fluctuations in the stock markets and then the prices of Oil Search which the 
UBS transaction subjected the State to that unnecessary risk as a result of 
this derivative trading. 

 40 
Q: And I think we have heard from other evidence that the World Financial 

Markets were relatively buoyant in 2014 unlike in 2009. Is that your 
recollections? 
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A: In 2009, you have to understand the backdrop of the Global Financial Crisis.  

And the Global Financial Crisis started in 2007-2008 thereabouts and 2009 
was the worst time to do any transactions and credit was freezing up 
globally.  Nobody was lending to, you know, as the Americans say, nobody 
was lending to nobody.  But what I meant is nobody was lending to anybody 
so what – and to some extent I give credit to the PNG team that actually 
structured this deal under a very tough prevailing global conditions to 
actually structure a deal that resulted in the LNG happened.  I went back, 
chairman, I think you asked me that question last time.  I went back to look 10 
at the GDP growth between 2009 and 2015 and the GDP of this country 
expanded by 540 per cent.  We went from a $6 billion economy to $23 
billion, you know, just because of one single project.  And given the fact that 
this transaction took place under very trying global conditions, that is why I 
am saying, the guys who did it, we should give them credit for it.  That is 
my perception anyway.  But it was a tough time to do any deals. 

 
Q: My final question and I think you probably largely answered it in the course 

of your response in respect of one of the emails you were shown.  But Lars 
Mortensen seems to have been involved over many years in giving advice to 20 
the State in relation to capital and financing.  Is that your experience with 
him? 

 
A: Yes, I am aware that he advised the MVIL at the time in around ‘96 or 

thereabouts that led to the Woodlawn Saga..  He was the financial advisor 
then at that time and he has provided several evidence – advice to the State 
in various capacities so those are the two that I am aware of. 

 
[11.31am] Q: Yes.  But in that email, we saw you recommend that Mr Vele stop attending 

and hearing from other banks outside the exchangeable bond committee 30 
process.  You saw that earlier, Mr Mortensen says that in August 2013, he 
and Mr Vele as a member of the recently formed IPIC Bond Committee, 
requested that I accompany him to meetings in Sydney.  And then he lists 
meetings with Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan, UBS and Credit Suisse and ANZ 
as well.  I take it from your earlier answers that these were all outside the 
overview direction or requests of the Exchangeable Bond Committee? 

 
A: Correct. The Exchangeable Bond Committee never had any visibility, any 

oversight over his activities. He was the Chair as the Director for Gas 
Coordination Office under that NEC Decision and that the Secretary for 40 
Treasury was a member. So in his role as the Gas Office Coordinator prior 
to his appointment, he would be the chair but he would have brought all 
these things – he should have brought all these things to the committee for 
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the committee to at least meet and then discuss and at least vet. You know 
what are the terms of conditions that we want on this loan, the committee 
never met, never discussed any of those things; the tenure of the interest rate, 
the quantum, all the different financing structures, the committee never met. 
And he was rallying a process which was outside of the committee process, 
so we did not know at the time but we knew he was doing something but we 
did not know at that time,until I saw the Ombudsman Commission’s Report, 
then it became obvious to me.  But at the time, that is why in my email to 
them, I said, bring everything back to the committee and let us deal in a 
committee process so there is transparency and at least everybody knows 10 
what they are all doing and we can recommend to the minister and NEC on 
time. And we are running of time and you can see the sense the of urgency 
in my tone of email to them to stop what they were doing, bring everything 
to the committee and let the committee decide and make a recommendation 
and take it to the ministers and to the cabinet.  So that is for the background 
and the prevailing situation that we were operating.  

 
Q: Thank you, very much, Dr Waine. Those are my questions, thank you for 

your fulsome answers. 
 20 
A: Thank you, Commissioner. 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, I think the document that it is referred to in 
that footnote in Dr Waine’s statement is on the screen now.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That part, is that part of NEC submission, is it? 
 
DR KATTER:  It is – I think it is the annexure or the attachment to the NEC 
submission.  
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We have financial implications there - stroll down. 
Yes, all right, we have got the figures there, okay.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  And Dr Katter, I note it will be in the definition in 
the agreement somewhere but can you assist with who the calculation agent was? 
 
A: Calculation agent, is it the Royal Bank of Scothland or - it is probably there.  

It is the New York Mellon I think, yes Mellon Bank of New York, I think. 
 

[11.36am] DR KATTER:  BNY Mellon I think, which appears to be mentioned there, 40 
commissioner. 
 
A: Yes. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  From the document. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Dr Katter, is there any aspect of his evidence that we 
might require him back or I think- - - 
 
DR KATTER:  In my submission subject to any matters arising from you 
commissioners, in my submission Dr Waine could be excused. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think he should be excused.  I think I have got the 
information that I was looking for. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think the only thing that is outstanding is you were 
going to have a look at the rule for derivative entities and that could be just sent - 
if it is in written form you might just send it by attachment to an email to the 
commission if you would? 
 
A: Yes, I will do that. 20 
 
Q: Thank you very much. 
 
MR JURTH:  And Commissioners, Ms Nonggorr is actually on line and I would 
request that she clarify her position.  I apologize, I did not realize that she was there 
when I spoke earlier. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, in fact I did submit a very long list 
of questions for all witnesses that we thought to cross-examine and I had submitted 
a couple of questions for Dr Waine but indeed I have elected not to cross-examine 30 
him today, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you have some questions to ask of Dr Waine now or no? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, I do not. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I had submitted them originally which is what Dr 
Katter was referring to.  I submitted them a couple of week ago but we have decided 40 
on instructions that I am not going to cross-examine him today so I have no 
questions. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then thank you.  Dr Waine, I think that is the end of 
your evidence.  Thank you for making yourself available to complete your 
evidence. 
 
A: Thank you Chairman. 
 
Q: You may be excused now. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Dr Waine. 
 10 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases I recall Mr Lars Mortensen who is on 
the zoom by video link.  I can see Mr Mortensen on the screen there.  
Commissioners, if you can see him? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Yes. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 
 
 
LARS MORTENSEN, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Mortensen, could you state your full name please? 
 30 
A: Lars Rune Mortensen. 
 
Q: And you understand you are bound by your former oath? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Your statement is exhibit II was dated 21 June 2021 and just for the transcript 

the reference was 1663 in transcript line 25.  You read through that statement 
since that time and have you had the chance to consider the statement again? 

 40 
A: Yes, I have. 
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Q: Are there any particular corrections or additions you wish to make as at 
today? 

 
A: Not prior to your question. 
 
Q: Have you identified any documents relevant to the Terms of Reference of 

the Inquiry since you gave your evidence on 21 June 2021? 
 
A: No, I have not. 
 10 
Q: At transcript and we will bring it up, 1674, this 21 June 2021, you referred 

to meetings with several banks at line 35.  You will see it there.  Meetings I 
suppose to other banks. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then we will bring up a document you might have seen it earlier today.  It 

is NRF.001.001.3113 and it is an email.  This appears to be an email to you 
from Dr Waine.  The date on the email 12 August 2013.  You just take a 
moment and read that email to yourself. 20 

 
[11.41 am] A: Yes. 

 
Q: Did you have an involvement particularly in or about August and  

September 2013 with the consideration as to refinancing the IPIC transaction 
with then Secretary - acting Secretary Vele? 
 

A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: Do you recall this particular email? 30 
 
A: I must admit I do not recall that particular email I do recall the discussions 

points that are in the email, and I recall that there was a discussion following 
that email presumably between myself and the secretary where I brought to 
his attention the matters that were brought up.  You will note from the 
timeline that this was very close to the commencement of a series 
discussions with banks which was in the context of a discussion around 
options and it is quite proximate to the commencement of those discussions.  
My recollection is that the acting secretary committed to having a discussion 
with Dr Waine on this topic and the conclusion that I took from those 40 
discussions were that the meeting seeing as they were about to commence 
and seeing as they were in a sense at the high-level discussion canvasing 
options that they would continue which they in fact did.  I then assumed that 
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the acting secretary would have had discussions with Dr Waine upon his 
return. 

 
Q: Did you prepare specifically briefing notes or any type of documentation for 

the meetings that the acting secretary was going to have with potential 
banks? 

 
A: There was a discussion paper produced.  I certainly had a hand in the points 

that were within that discussion paper and my understanding is that the banks 
had those circulated to them prior to the meeting in order to in a sense set 10 
the scene and bring to their attention, I guess, some of the issues with which 
the State through the acting secretary who at the time I believe was also the 
director of the Gas Office, Gas Coordination Office and therefore a member 
of the IPIC Committee.  So in a sense, the brief, the discussion paper was I 
guess putting the context to the banks as we at the meeting. 

 
Q: I will just show you a document then ANZ.0001.0001.0001.  You just 

mentioned the discussion paper or a paper to the banks.  Do you recall this 
document? 

 20 
A: It looks like the document in question yes.  It has background notes and I 

assume that is the document. 
 
Q: Looking in the front page, it appears to be what you were referring to? 
 
A: I would say so, yes. 
 
Q: All right. 
 
A: And the timeline seems to be consistent as well in terms of 8 August. 30 
 
Q: All right.  Did you prepare then the detail in this document?  Were you the 

sole author of it?  How did that work? 
 
A: I would say I would have had a hand in the drafting of it.  I probably would 

have – there would have been a starting document and I would have added 
to it rather than being just a - - - 

 
Q: When you say you had a hand in it, who else had a hand in then? 
 40 
A: I would say the acting Secretary Vele and then he may have had other 

members of his team, I am not sure.  That could have been in his Gas office 
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– the Gas Coordination Office or subsequently the treasury.  I cannot quite 
recall right now the date in which he was appointed to treasury. 

 
Q: You can see, can you, that it is this version of the document is 17 pages in 

length?  Can you see that number at the top of the page there? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 
Q: So looking at just the cover page and the number of pages, it does appear to 

be the document that you are thinking about and referring to before? 10 
 
A: Yes, I have no reason to believe it is not. 
 
Q: Did you then have any direct communications relating to this document or 

these discussions with banks that include Minister Micah specifically in that 
period July, August or September 2013? 

 
[11.46am]  A: Not that I can recall but again I guess you can see my principal line of 

discussion or reporting would have been with the Acting Secretary of the 
Department of Treasury so I have no specific recollection of discussing it 20 
with the minister.  

 
Q: The minister being initially effectively the Chair of the IPIC Exchangeable 

Bond Refinance Committee to your knowledge or had Secretary Vele being 
the first chair? 

 
A: I am not sure.  In my mind, I have no recollection of the minister himself 

being the chair of the committee.  My sense of the committee and I stand to 
be corrected on this, but my sense of the committee was that it was at the 
bureaucratical technical level rather than at a political level. I would have 30 
expected potentially a – maybe a sub committee of cabinet to be formed, if 
there was political committee but I do not know.  So my understanding of 
the committee itself was that it was more – let us say the technical level.  But 
again, I stand to be corrected.  

 
Q: The IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee, did you have 

communications to members of that committee other than Secretary Vele? 
 
A: No. Secretary Velel was again I guess you could say was a member of that 

committee and it would have been my – since as far as I know, that I would 40 
be providing my comments, my input, my assistance to Acting Secretary 
Vale and he would then liaise with the rest of the committees.  I should add 
that the circles of I guess you could say government are quite small in Papua 
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New Guinea and therefore it is not out of the question that there would have 
been some direct communications such as the email that you have shown to 
me from Dr Waine.  But in general, the communications from me would 
have been to provide technical context background and advice to the Acting 
Secretary who then would have taken it to the committee level. 

 
Q: This involvement work that was occurring on your part in August and 

onwards in 2013, was it renumerated separately from later work which 
occurred in 2014 as to the UBS loan? 

 10 
A: No. Effectively, it became a gradual - graduating assignment as a finance 

professional in Papua New Guinea, at the end of the day, you offer your 
services, you seek up roles, it is not uncommon in dealing with government 
clients that it takes a long while for the opportunity and the work to 
graduating to contractual relationships.  So effectively, the discussion 
through out that period were around an ongoing and considered and 
continuing work with the view that the issue at hand was the deadline of 
March 2014, at which point IPIC Exchangeable Bonds would mature. 

 
Q: Looking at this date 8 August 2013, was there a particular period or point in 20 

time before 2014 when to your knowledge or understanding PRL 15 was 
considered to be relevant to the Oil Search transaction? 

 
A: If I could provide a bit of context there.  There was a lot of discussions, I 

guess you could say, at the government level, throughout government in 
relation to PRL 15 probably during 2011, 2012, should be during 2013, my 
recollection is that things have started to go more quiet.  Ultimately, there 
was bit less activity then obviously there was an acquisition of an interest in 
the asset by Total and then I will say, out of the blue but certainly, the 
transaction that crystalized the UBS transaction which was the acquisition 30 
by Oil Search on an interest in PRL 15, that happened rather suddenly in 
2014.  So I guess you say, there was not as much discussion about PRL 15, 
in my view in 2013, as there had been in 2011 to 2012. 

 
[11.51a.m]Q: This involvement in 2013 on your part, was it being done through – and I 

am referring to the entities you referred to in your evidence on 21 June; 
Pacific Capital and or Pertusio Capital? 

A: That is correct.  Pacific Capital and I believe and I gave evidence last month 
or in June, I mentioned that Pacific Capital was an entity where I was 
previously the chief executive officer.  I had developed that into what I 40 
considered to be a market leader in a small segment of finance to advisory 
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services.  Pertusio Capital Partners was my own entity which was sub 
contracted into Pacific Capital. 

Q: And had IPBC been a shareholder in Pacific Capital? 

A: Yes, the IPBC had been a shareholder in Pacific Capital.  Their history of 
Pacific Capital was that in the 1990’s, it was established as an investment 
bank for the PNG market.  Originally, it had International Investment Bank 
as a shareholder.   That has somewhat changed in the middle of the 2000 – 
the first decade of the 2000’s at which point I became the chief executive 
officer but the IPBC had retained its small shareholdings.  The background 
to the shareholding by the IPBC was that an entity called the Investment 10 
Corporation of PNG which was a fund had held the investment in Pacific 
Capital and it seems to have been subsumed into IPBC as part of a restructure 
probably around 2001. 

Q: When you last gave evidence you indicated that you recall the total payment 
received by Pertusio for the UBS transaction.  Have you been able to check 
or identify the amount that Pertusio received for the UBS transaction? 

A: My recollection is not changed.  I do not have further documentary evidence 
to it but I stand by my own recollection. 

Q:  And what was that total amount? 

A: K1.25 million. 20 

Q: And what was the process for that payment in terms of - was Pacific Capital 
involved in the payment? 

A: That is correct.  Pacific Capital during the period of 2013 and leading into 
2014, Pacific Capital which as I stated in my previous evidence I believe and 
believed at the time had a track record and built, let us it a brand in the space, 
it was the entity that assisted the Treasury Department and the State on this 
transaction and Pertusio was the subcontracting instittion. 

Q: And do you know now who paid Pertusio? 

A: Pacific Capital. 

Q: And who paid Pacific Capital?  Do you know who paid Pacific Capital?  30 

A: I am not sure of the mechanics, my sense of it would be that it would have 
been from the Department of Treasury. 

Q: Do you know whether the amount paid to Pacific Capital was the same 
amount that was then on paid to Pertusio Capital? 
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A: Yes, it was the same amount.  

Q: How was that amount that Pertusio was to receive identified? 

A: The identification of that amount was I guess you could say in an ongoing 
process of establishing the duration and the amount of work that would be 
required during the period.  The general structure of it was a retainer leading 
up to the end of 2013 with a continuation into 2014 with let us say, the 
expectation of increased workload during 2014 on account of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond timeline and therefore upkeep in the retainer with a 
success fee type component which was denominated with reference to the 
monthly retainer.  So effectively several months’ worth of additional retainer 10 
fee, a successful outcome was achieved. 

Q: Who was involved in that process to identifying the figure? 

A: It was myself and working obviously with the Department of Treasury 
through the acting Secretary. 

Q: Mr Vele? 

A: Mr Vele. 

[11.56am]Q: Was there a discussion as to whether, and I am picking up on you wording 
from just before, was there a breakup initially about whether it would be 
fixed and success price?  

A: Yes, absolutely.  Again discussions – the discussions, they did progress a 20 
little bit and I should provide contacts in that I have provided, I guess, 
assistance to the State at various levels over many years.  So there was a 
relationship of having worked together or worked on assignments in the past 
therefore the fact that the scoreboard is sometimes difficult to ascertain early 
in the piece but it was a factor in the conversations but certainly the structure 
of it was a retainer at a reduced rate to the end of the year, somewhat 
increased in the early parts of 2014.  And as I said success fee being 
component which should have been amounted to about say a quarter of the 
total payment probably.  It would have been around a quarter of the total 
payment, it would have been deemed falling into that success fee category. 30 

Q: Were there specific figures identified as to that success and fixed payment 
mechanism at that time? 

A: Yes, there were discussions around effectively in terms of a success fee 
around number of months of additional fees.  So, it was denominated 
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essentially, a successful outcome would result in the potential for several 
months work of additional fees. 

Q: Was it – sorry? 

A: No, so effectively it was denominated.   If we can achieve a successful 
outcome then somewhere between two and I can recall two and four months 
of additional fees to be charged as success fees. 

Q: It was a written agreement or retainer - - - 

A: There was certainly a draft retainer with those components, there were 
certain approval steps that needed to be taken before they could be executed.  
Those steps were taking longer than what one might have hoped and so I 10 
think at the end, the final structure of the payment was based on the 
agreement but through a pathway which involved the assessment of quantum 
meruit. 

Q: Payment that came to Pertusio was it a single payment? 

A: No, I think they were multiple payments.  I recall they were multiple 
payments. 

Q: When at the time since did those payments occur? 

A: I would have said, my guess would be that Pacific Capital would have been 
paid in or around March or early April of 2014 and Pertusio would have got 
paid shortly thereafter, over a period of - certainly a significant – quite early 20 
and then possibly within a month or two or some such months. 

Q: Was there an invoice from Pertusio to Pacific Capital? 

A: It would have been yes. 

 Q: And was there an invoice for the same amount that was then paid? 

A: Absolutely. 

Q: And was there to your knowledge an invoice from Pacific Capital to the 
Department of Treasury? 

A: There would have been yes. 

Q: Is the invoice from Pertusio to Pacific Capital something you have looked 
for and being able to identify? 30 
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A: I have looked for it as per my statement when I gave evidence last month.  I 
am outside of Papua New Guinea, have been for 18 months and these are 
quite old documents so I have been unsuccessful in retrieving.   

Q: Was it the case that Mr Vele would come to you seeking your assistance or 
seeking the involvement of Pertusio Capital at that time as to work? 

A: In a general sense, I would like to think – well, I am confident that the then 
acting Secretary Vele had confidence in my advice and my ability so I would 
expect that he would – well, I am not surprised that he drew on that in order 
to get me involved in the transaction. 

Q: Chief Commissioner, I am conscious of the time.  I am more than three 10 
quarters away through so I will take another 10 minutes in terms of Mr 
Mortensen in my questions and I am in your hands.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We will continue Dr Katter. 

[12.01pm]  DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners.  Mr Mortensen, why not work directly, 
that is Pertusio with the Treasury, why not work entity to the department rather 
than through Pacific Capital? 
 
A: My ambition, I guess you could (…inaudible…) in this particular history to 

this which I really believe delivered in my testimony in June but I am happy 
to go over it in some more detail.  My perception is that as CEO of Pacific 20 
Capital, I was involved in assisting the State through the negotiations of the 
PNG LNG Gas Agreement.  I was involved in the work that, core of that in 
relation delivering the State’s commitments under the FEED process.   I had 
throughout that period built what I thought was a brand, some brand value 
value.  I had an ambition to build Pacific Capital into an investment banking 
business in PNG.  I felt that that was a longer term ambition and that was 
the context and the background.  The government of PNG at the 
bureaucratic level, at the ministerial level, I felt were familiar with the 
Pacific Capital business.  They knew it.  They obviously connected me to it 
and that was the background to it. 30 

 
Q: In the 2014 period and I am thinking February and March particularly, 2014 

there were the communications with UBS.  There was Mr Vele, yourself, 
Mr Chang and those at UBS and those assisting UBS.  Was their financial 
modelling occurring on the part of those on the Papua New Guinea side, if 
I describe it as that? 

 
A: This is an important point that I would like to point out.  That when we talk 

about the financial modelling; the short answer is yes and the short answer 
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is and I was involved in assisting in the modelling but I think it is an 
important distinction that needs to be made and the bifurcation of the 
modelling issues.  The first modelling that was done extensively was 
modelling the aggregate State position under various iterations of the collar.  
So, if you think of how the collar works from a risk management perspective 
you would typically start by looking at the downside risk.  The downside 
protection that you wanted to build in to the collar loan in order to protect 
the State from a deterioration in the Oil Search share price.  That, if you 
remodel a number of scenarios in terms of the collars at 90 per cent, 80 per 
cent, 95 per cent, remodel various tenures of the options that can give rise to 10 
effectively using option pricing methodologies that gives rise to a call option 
level that sets the collars.  So, there was extensive work done on evaluating, 
communicating and understanding various iterations of a monetized collar.  
In that context the actual options pricing and if you think of how a collar 
works, if you set a level of downside protection that means what you are 
doing is you are effectively buying put options at that level.  To fund those 
put options, you effectively you are writing call options.  When you set your 
downside protection it gives rise to a funding requirement and you fund that 
writing calls.  So, in that modelling the actual option pricing which is 
determined using Black Sholes and other force; that is effective and 20 
exhorting as variable, you put into that model.  And effectively in that case 
those numbers were then provided at various collar levels by UBS.  So, I 
want to make it clear there was extensive modelling done on the aggregate 
State position.  I have noted that there has been evidence in relation to the 
options pricing in the collar.  Those option prices were provided by UBS. 
 

Q: We will just bring up a document on the screen and it is just one line 
particularly in this document.  It is KPM.0001.0001.0087.  This appears to 
be a letter from KPMG, an engagement letter.  It is for the attention it says 
of Mr Dairi Vele.  It is just that first line, your paragraph 1. 30 

 
[12.06pm] A: Yes. 
 

Q: Refer to our recent discussion with Mr Lars Mortensen? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, the letter is dated 4 March, that is a Tuesday.  If we go to the final page 

and you will see the name of the first page there, David Heathcote.  Did you 
call or visit KPMG before 4 March 2014? 40 

 
A: Yes, I did yes.  But I cannot recall exactly the date on which it happened.  It 

would have been, let us say, early in the process.  Now, the background to 
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KPMG’s involvement is the need to have the financial modelling of the 
collar loans validated from the logic and accuracy plus also validating some 
of the work that had been done in relation to pay-off diagrams.  Pay-off 
diagrams being what happens if the Oil Search share price becomes XYZ 
during the tenure.  So, KPMG’s involvement there was to provide that sign 
off or as to logic and accuracy of the modelling as well as some analysis of 
the consequences of various collars as well as various exposed outcomes. 

 
Q: Moving to a different point then. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Before you do that Dr Katter if you do not mind- - - 
 
DR KATTER:  My apologies. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask Mr Mortensen a question about this.  
Did I understand you correctly a moment ago to say that UBS did the modelling.  
there were some in feed from perhaps you and Mr Vele as to variations but 
fundamentally you were asking KPMG to look at UBS’s modelling, is that correct? 
 
A: Yes, that would be a correct description.  So, the construction of the model 20 

that provided the financial analysis of the options was undertaken by UBS 
and provided to its, I guess you can see, its client.  The client then being the 
State then had the logic and accuracy as well as a number of other elements 
in the model validated by KPMG.  What our focus was during that period 
was on understanding the picture that the model was telling under various 
scenarios.  As I said, setting the collar which ended up being set at 7.38 
downside and $10 upside, that was an iterative effort based on looking at the 
consequences to the State of the sale in Oil Search share price dropping to a 
different number or increasing above $10.  So, I guess in the sense we ran 
the model.  We did a lot of what I would still describe as modelling of various 30 
scenarios.  UBS built it and KPMG checked it. 

 
Q: Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Mortensen, was there in February and March 2014 on your part 
any apprehension about conflict, if at all, between UBS having both an advisory 
role to the State and as the lender?     
 
A: I would say that the apprehension at the time was not acute.  There had been 

a length as I understood it and I had certainly seen it throughout 2013 and 40 
2014 they had been a lengthy process by the State of essentially determining 
electing UBS as its financial adviser and as it funder.  There were some 
reasons why the State wanted to have the financial adviser also potentially 
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being involved in the lending side.  So, it was obviously something that we 
were not blind to but at the same time I would not go as far there, we had an 
acute concern about it.  There was a - we dealt with certain individuals that 
we had on the advisory side and we had a much more clearer understanding 
of, let us say, the counterparty or advisorial - everyone used that term in a 
wrong context but a counterparty type relationships with the other members 
of the UBS team. 

 
[12.11pm]  Q: Had anyone else raised this type of apprehension with you in February and 

March 2014? 10 
 
A: Not that I recall. I do not recall that that had been raised. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, I think we just have to take that up and go 
a bit further with that. It is quite important. That is what were the reasons - you 
have alluded to them but did not express any. What were the reasons that you 
understood that the State wanted to go with the same entity as both advisor and 
lender? 
 
A: Well, the first I would say is that in the context of the monetized collar 20 

combined with the bridge loan, a number of the entities that put themselves, 
I guess you could say forward as pure financial advisors, it might from time 
to time put forward lending strategies that do not have credit support, that do 
not pass the processes within their own banks. So you can end up in the 
processes where you appoint an advisor but you end up in no lending at the 
end of it. Not on the account of the quality of the transaction but on the 
account of the fact that you are dealing with – you know, you are dealing 
with a party that is not lending to you and therefore has not got, like in a 
sense the internal approvals to participate.  I guess, from my recollection, 
certainly in discussions with the acting secretary that was one major concern 30 
that you would have an advisor that would take you down the whole process 
only to be unable to find a bank but effectively has taken a lender that has to 
go on through KYC, has gone through all the various approval processes in 
terms of credit approval being a particular one. So from that perspective, 
knowing that you have the support of the lender, certainly in terms of internal 
approval processes, that was valuable in terms of – what became a tight 
execution time. If there were segregation of the team - - - 

 
Q: All right. Could you identify for us who was in each team? 
 40 
A: Well, I was there on the advisory side, if you would that the leader of the 

part of the team at UBS, that was in a sense in adverted comma on our side, 
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Paddy Jilek, on the lead as a counterparty on the side of the Bridge Loan, we 
had Mitch Turner. 

 
Q: Sorry, I did not catch that. 
 
A: On the derivative side, there was Craig Roberts, I think. 
 
Q: And who was – 
 
A: And there were a number of individuals – 10 
 
Q: Sorry, who was the other person, I did not quite hear the first man you 

named? 
 
A: Paddy Jilek. 
 
Q: Yes, I got him. The next one that you named on the derivative side? 
 
A: The derivative side, a gentleman by the name of Craig Roberts. 
 20 
Q: Yes. And the other person? 
 
A: Mitch Turner. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: And so I guess you could say the concern at that time was - it would have 

been the extent in which we go through a lengthy process and end up with 
no credit approval, no willingness to fund and essentially end up with 
nothing.  So I should clarify that I worked, I assisted on this transaction with 30 
the financial advisor and the lender chosen by the State, so I was not directly 
involved in the selection process.  But I seem to recall that these types of 
considerations would definitely form part of the bank procedures.  

 
Q: Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Did UBS articulate any type of division in that regard to you? 
 
A: They articulated it.  Well, I understood it to be as I have described it.  I 

cannot recall specifically how I came to understand it but I certainly 40 
understand it. And I certainly recall it being presenting itself that way.  That 
the discussions with Mitch Turner, with Craig Roberts were again as 
counterparties and the discussions with Paddy Jilek was much more around 
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consequences to the State, finding solutions where during the course of 
negotiations, we were running to disagreement or an absence of agreement 
so I do recall that. 

 
[12.16 pm]   Q: Was there any circumstance that you can recall who were members of the 

UBS personnel, if I describe them as that, contradicted each other or 
disagreed in the way where they communicated with each other? 
 

A: Well, I can give an example.  I mean one of - there was a particular area 
where this manifested.  I guess you could say that it would have been in the 10 
questions of the mandates that take out the bridge loan by a bond where I 
recall Mr Turner, who ran the bridge loan component of UBS, was anxious 
to pursue agreement whereby UBS could be in a sense pre-appointed and a 
bond would be the specifically nominated take-up for the bridge.  This was 
unacceptable for the State and it was communicated as such by us, 
obviously, but also by Mr Jilek and effectively it was working for the 
discussions and it was working for the final structure of the agreement.  So 
there was not violent disagreement across the table so much as an 
understanding on the part of, let us say Mr Jilek, that this was unacceptable 
for the State and it needed to be softened, if I can put it that way.   20 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I cannot quite see the difference between an ordinary 
negotiating team and this bifurcation that you seem to think was apparent. 
 
A: Well, at the end of the day UBS acted for the State as its financial advisor; 

it lent to the State under the transaction.  There were discussions, there was 
a sense of – a strong sense of Mr Jilek assisting as the advisor.  Again, from 
my perspective, I guess I could say I dealt with the team that the State had 
elected to appoint.  That is all I can say on that, I guess. 

 30 
Q: Yes.  Thank you, Mr Mortensen. 
 
DR KATTER:  Was it the case that Mr Jilek or someone in their team was sharing 
all of their modelling with you? 
 
A: All of the modelling in terms of the outcomes under various collars, yes.  But 

that, I mean as I said, the modelling that certainly the – and I guess we are 
moving into the question of the nil-premium assumption that the State had, 
and I can give a perspective on that if that is desired.  As I have stated before, 
we did what I would say was extensive modelling on the outcomes from the 40 
monetized collar.  We did not ourselves undertake the Black Scholes 
modelling of the option pricing.  They were in our modelling exogenous 
variables on the understanding from UBS that they were nil-premium.  There 
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was then KPMG appointed to work on the modelling – model work that was 
provided to validate it.  So that was the context. 

 
Q: You mention the bridge loan.  When you have the bridge loan in your mind 

and now, when you think of the bridge loan, did you have a particular figure 
for the value of the bridge loan? 

 
A: Well, the bridge loan was $335 million; you mean the actual principal 

borrowed here? 
 10 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I believe $335 million. 
 
Q: 335? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was that an increase from 330?  Was the original amount to be 330 and it 

was then increased?  Do you recall whether that occurred? 20 
 
A: I do not specifically recall the ins, that where it would have been increased.  

I mean the 335 is the number that I recall; it is a long time back, so I cannot 
exactly recall the evolution of that number.  But I do not think that there were 
any sudden changes or anything that gave cause for us to be concerned about 
the change. 

 
Q: Prior to the UBS transaction occurring, did you have a particular figure in 

your mind as to what UBS were going to receive financially as an 
organization, that is, what they were going to make in a dollar sense out of 30 
the deal? 

 
[12.21pm] A: I am trying to recall whether I had an acute sense of that.  Somewhere in the 

order of $15 million would have been my thinking at the time. 
 
Q: US or Australian Dollars? 
 
A: Australian dollars, I think.  Everything was denominated in the context of 

Australian dollars, I think. 
 40 
Q: In 2014 were there communications by UBS to you or in your presence as 

to a Sovereign Bond so described? 
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A: Yes.  Again the context here is that, if you look at the transaction in its 
totality, the State wanted to acquire a position in Oil Search.  It saw the 
opportunity when Oil Search needed capital.  The challenge for the State 
was it did not have its own ready financial resources to proceed with the 
transaction.  So, in doing so it pursued a combination of a collar loan and a 
bridge loan to fund the entirety of the transaction.  The challenge of course 
when you approach a transaction of this magnitude without any of your own 
financial resources is that you effectively a 100 per cent leverage.  The 
bridge loan was put in place on the understanding that the State was not 
without financial resources, was not without the ability to raise, let us call it, 10 
the equity portion of the leverage transaction but the timing computated from 
doing so based on the timelines that were driven by the Oil Search 
acquisition which in turn drove the need for the placement.  The bond 
seemed to be the pre-identified preferred way to then relatively quickly 
removed the bridge loan and refinance it to raise effective money that once 
that if it did not have fund to raise in the context of the market prevailing 
timeline of the underlying transaction.  So, there was a lot of discussion 
about the bond. 
 
The UBS wanted to be appointed to run a bond, wanted a bond to be 20 
mandated in the loan documentation; that was rejected by the State 
subsequent to the transaction the events that obviously in part led to the 
Inquiry that we are in.  They made it very difficult, I would say, for the State 
to approach the refinancing of the bridge with clarity and therefore what 
could have potentially been a quite a quick, relatively speaking,quick 
refinancing of the bridge became a process, I guess of managing let us 
describe it, as the faller from the transaction and therefore an enormous 
distraction and that is why the bridge loan which was always meant to be 
and was structured to be a short term financing arrangement, it effectively 
drifted longer than what it otherwise would. 30 

 
Q: Who was it that said that to you about the Sovereign Bond? 
 
A: In a sense you could say it was part of the structure that UBS put forward.  

We will provide you a bridge loan however, a bridge loan is not a long term 
financing solution.  There needs to be what we will call a take up of the 
bridge and the preferred and identified path or a take up was for the State to 
commit to issuing a bond.  Again, that path was not accepted by the State.  
It was accepted as a possible path. 

 40 
Q: In 2014 were there communications to you about trading in the share market 

as to Oil Search shares to keep the share price above a certain level? 
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A: Let me put some context.  There was in the background discussion paper 
that you referred to.  I think it was called the background notes.  There was 
a discussion in those papers about seeking to engage in discussion with a 
number of banks about some of the risks that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
placed the State in and very quickly I will present that.  The nature of the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond maturity was that it had an identified date on which 
effectively one or two things would happen in that IPIC would say to the 
State; we do not want the shares, give us cash at which point the State will 
have a financing requirement which potentially meant that the State should 
permit to sell urgently the shares that had effectively - were being released.  10 
That had the potential to drive down the share price. 

 
[12.26pm] More importantly in the lead up to that period up until the time when IPIC 

in fact made its decision clear, the market may have speculated that the State 
was going to have a significant refinancing requirement and would have to 
respond by selling its shares.  That in turn could drive the Oil Search share 
price down, that expectation.  That had then the potential to further increase 
the funding gap that you have identified in the IPIC structure of what was 
called the volume weighted average price.  So, if the market believes that 
the State is going to have to – for want of a better term, dump shares pay off 20 
its loan, that market may expect there to be an overflow of shares they might 
drive the share price down. 

 
 On the other hand, there was always the opportunity that IPIC potentially – 

IPIC stood to gain its full principal amount under the Exchangeable Bonds, 
whether they are going to receive it in share value or in cash.  There was the 
risk identified that IPIC could for example elect to engage in trading 
activities that have the consequence of driving the Oil Search share price 
down on the basis that if they were lending out shares and somebody else 
were sorting the shares, the share price would go down.  In fact the cash 30 
settlement in the IPIC transaction would increase and so IPIC could end up 
with the shares plus a large amount of cash; not necessarily variously, it 
could just be indifference so they might decide to lend out shares; somebody 
sorts the stock, the share prices go down - IPIC at end of the day gets a higher 
cash settlement and ends up with the same amount of shares. 

 
 So, there were a number of factors during that sort of 2013 window that 

meant that the State was not indifferent, I guess, in terms of the performance 
of Oil Search during that window.  And the discussion paper started a 
conversation, sought to start a conversation with a number of banks as to 40 
whether or not there was anything the State could do.  At the end of the day 
it was not qualified in terms of its regulatory structure; whether it could be 
executed properly or not and in the end there was little support done by the 
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banks for that.  But there was a discussion about, what can we do about this 
risk? 
 
I should point out that in the final analysis during the volume weighted 
average price window, the State ended up with a cash settlement liability 
over $100 million dollars.  Shortly after that the settlement of that window 
the share price was well above 8.55 which would have eliminated -  I am not 
saying that meant but there was trading activity going on but as you can see 
that this is was the risk; that issue of 100 or so million in cash settlement 
could have been risks and during that 2013 people had some early 10 
discussions about how can we protect ourselves against the risk that is 
embedded in the structure. 

 
Q: Three further questions if it pleases.  One, prior to the UBS transaction, this 

is February and March 2014 did you consider that there was a risk of dilution 
of the Oil Search shareholding to be purchased? 

 
A: Is that so as I understand the question, did I consider that that there was a 

risk that we – I am going to understand- - - 
 20 
Q: Yes, that at some point in time in future the shareholding that was to be 

purchased with the UBS loan by the reason of the loan transaction that that 
shareholding of the State would be in some way diluted as a potential risk?  
Alluded as a percentage shareholding in- - - 

 
A: There is always that risk but typically, typically companies like Oil Search 

will no doubt – the way it was – would be diluted one or two ways either the 
State itself elected to sell down or the reduces its exposure or Oil Search 
fund itself with further capital requirements and issued more shares.  
Generally speaking, companies will probably start with issuing shares to its 30 
existing shareholder base and therefore allow - it would have given the 
opportunity to the State to participate if it sought to retain its interest.  On 
the other hand one of the activities of the 10 percent at that time, I know, the 
State felt the 10 percent because it had the potential to act as the blocking 
stake in relation to the takeover, the 10 percent ownership interest is less 
magical than what it seems.  If you act on nearer 10 percent, it is, you know, 
you probably have the same power as you have if you have just about 10 
percent. So there was some sensitivity around that but no specific 
discussions around it. 

 40 
[12.31pm]  Q: There has been a series of emails that referred to yours and Mr Chang’s email 

addresses later in 2014 which relate to the UBS transaction and things that 
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flowed from it.  What was the involvement that you and Mr Chang had later 
in 2014 as to the UBS transaction? 

 
A: Ultimately, I would say there was some involvement at that time when the 

shareholding ended up being novated to NPCP but it was largely as I recall 
it on the basis that there was an institutional knowledge of the transaction 
and more importantly, there was a common contact point between the 
various parties, so that is I think the principal activity that we were involved 
in there.  After the UBS Loan and the transaction, the State started a process 
I guess of designing or housing the shares within NPCP.  There was an early 10 
discussion about whether to house it in petroleum which was a separate 
entity with interest in oil and gas in PNG owned by the government but 
ultimately the decision was made to novate it to NCPC and certainly Mr 
Chang probably more than I would be involved in; let us say connecting the 
parties.  I may well have been involved in providing descriptions or 
explanations for elements of the transaction to various parties involved in 
that transaction, in that novation activity. 

 
Q: And finally, was there a further payment or payments to Pertusio Capital for 

that work that occurred later in 2014 separate from the K1.25 million you 20 
have referred to earlier? 

 
A: No.  The involvement would have been – as I said, let us say connecting the 

parties, providing background briefings and so forth.  We were not directly 
involved, as I recall it in the novation process or the work that was done as 
part of that.  

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mortensen. 
  
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have one question here. Did your advice involve Oil 30 
Search’s purpose for selling their share placements to the State? 
 
A: No. I was not directly involved in the – I participated in the meeting in 

February I think it was where the State’s intention was made known to Oil 
Search that it wanted to acquire shares but I had not involvement in the 
discussions between the State and Oil Search that led to, I guess, the 
agreement that rather than a rights issue to all shareholders, Oil Search would 
proceed down the path of a private placement to the State.  So, I was aware 
that the State had expressed the desire to Oil Search but I was not involved 
in the formulation, I guess for that position and I was not involved in the 40 
negotiation of its acceptance by Oil Search.  
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Q: So that same answer would apply to Oil Search’s purchase of Pac LNG 
interest in PRL15 project? 

 
A: Yes, absolutely.  I during the course of 2011 and 2012 and maybe even 

before then had been involved in assisting the State in various evaluations or 
workstreams in relation to the optimal monetization parts for the State of 
PRL15 as an important national resource but I had no involvement at all in 
the commercial transaction between Oil Search and the owners of Pac LNG. 

 
[12.36pm]  Q: Did you become aware later that Oil Search used the proceeds of the UBS 10 

loan to pay for Pac LNG’s interest in PRL15 and the amount involved is 
about the same State paid around AU$900 million and then Oil Search paid 
about the same amount to Pac LNG for Pac LNG’s interest in PRL 15?  Did 
you become aware of that information? 

 
A: Absolutely.  That was the – if we think of the reason for the State’s ability 

to purchase 10 per cent of Oil Search, it was because Oil Search – Oil Search 
would not ordinarily have raised capital unless it had an unidentified from 
the market – unless it had an identified use for the proceeds.  The identified 
use for the proceeds that drove Oil Search to raise capital whilst its decision 20 
as announced to the market that they were acquiring the interest in PRL 15 
from Pac LNG.  So, there was a direct link.  The only other way I have heard 
others say that the State could have bought Oil Search some other way and 
that is not incorrect, but the only other way for the State to acquire an Oil 
Search shareholding would be to gradually build a position - raise money 
and slowly but surely buy more and more shares.  The only time at which 
point 149 million shares of Oil Search could be bought in one day was 
because Oil Search needed to raise capital.  And that was explicit in the 
background to this transaction.  And so they are linked inexplicably.  That 
was what Oil Search said they needed the money. 30 

 
Q: What does that tell you that the State is paying AU$900 million for its shares 

in Oil Search and Oil Search is paying same amount or similar amount to 
Pac LNG for the purchase of Pac LNG’s interest in PRL 15.  They are talking 
about the same kind of figure in both transactions.  What does that tell you?  
There is something not right or fishy going on? 

 
A: On the contrary, and I would like to, you know, at the risk of sounding 

immodest, I should like to present my credentials, I guess, in the context in 
that I am a licensed – licensed by the Securities Commission of Papua New 40 
Guinea as a broker dealer.  I hold the only derivatives trading license in 
Papua New Guinea issued by the Securities Commission of Papua New 
Guinea.  So, I guess what I would like to say in that context is as a 
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shareholder in Oil Search, I would be upset, if Oil Search without a clear 
understanding of what it would need either the additional proceeds or why 
they would raise more than the amount of money they needed to make the 
acquisition.  So, I would say Oil Search needed $900 million to make an 
acquisition and they raised $900 million from the market.  Now, I understand 
from the context of this transaction that Oil Search originally had intended 
to a rights issue, an underwritten rights issue with an institutional 
component, which would have meant selling shares – the same amount of 
shares no doubt that they sold to the PNG Government to its existing 
shareholder base as well as some institutional investment.  The State then 10 
having expressed its desire to retain a shareholding in Oil Search approached 
Oil Search and effectively said, “Do not proceed with that transaction.  We 
would like to buy the full component of your capital” but in terms of the 
issue US$900 million to purchase the Pac LNG interest and roughly 
speaking US$900 million that to me is efficient capital management.  The 
State needed additional money for something, shareholders would be 
unnecessarily diluted if they raised significantly more money than that.  So, 
as a broker I would say they did the right thing in not raising too much money 
because of absent a sensible application of those funds, they would be 
diluting shareholders for no good reason. 20 

 
[12.41pm]  Q: So, on reflection, what would have been your advice if you knew then that 

Oil Search was creating this share placing to raise AU$900 million to really 
pay for its interest in the PRL 15 by paying off or purchasing Pac LNG’s 
interest?  What would have been your advice if you knew about that fact? 

 
A: Well, again, just to clarify, we did not know – no, let me step through.  When 

the State subscribed to 149 million shares of Oil Search, what the State was 
buying was buying a proportion of all of the assets of Oil Search.  Even 
though technically the placement was used to fund the acquisition of a 30 
specific asset, the reality, you know, the shares are refundable assets and 
therefore you are exposed equally to the cashflows from all the projects.  On 
some of past evaluation of Oil Search, I would say, at that time 85 per cent 
of the value of an Oil Search share was the net present value of the future 
cashflows from PNG LNG, not from the Pac LNG acquisition.  So, I guess, 
we have to be careful that the acquisition of shares in Oil Search was buying 
shares in the entirety of the portfolio assets that Oil Search held.  The fact of 
the matter was that to expand its business for good or for bad, Oil Search 
had decided to get exposure to PRL15 by buying out Pac LNG.  The State 
subscribed to shares to fund that.  If the State had not subscribed to those 40 
shares, the market would have subscribed at the same or a different price.  
So, I guess, I will have to say the link between the proceeds required to make 
the Pac LNG acquisition and the amount raised by the State was explicit.  It 
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was not hidden.  It was not in my view inappropriate.  It was scaled to solve 
the issue they were faced with which was; we want to by this asset, it is going 
to cost US$900 million, we do not have US$900 million in spare cash, we 
need to issue more shares.  And they had two pathways; an institutional offer 
which may have included a rights path – rights issue or alternatively a share 
placement with the State which the State wanted and Oil Search may also 
have thought had some merit in terms of its own priorities. 

 
Q: Do you have any information to share about Pac LNG’s background in terms 

of its directorship, ownership, shareholding and a gentleman by the name of 10 
Carlo Civelli, I think, that had some association with Pac LNG? 

 
A: I have limited knowledge and certainly I could not give the commission 

specific information in relation to directorships and shareholdings other than 
to say that I am familiar with Mr Civelli.  I understand he was an investor.  I 
think he was an investor in InterOil as well as having an involvement in Pac 
LNG.  And Pac LNG from memory and we are going back quite a while.  
Pac LNG was essentially a group of as I understand it a group of outside 
investors who partnered with Inter Oil in the drilling of various wells which 
resulted in the Elk Antelope PRL 15 find.  So, there are a number of ways in 20 
which you can fund the capital required for a drilling program.  On the one 
hand, as a company, you can issue more shares and raise capital, on the other 
you can have a joint venture partner that comes into your license and Pac 
LNG, I guess, was a little bit in that kind in that they had come in as a joint 
venture partner.  I think their pathway was to fund specific wells and it was 
quite complicated. 

 
[12.46pm]  Now, Mr Civelli as I understand it, I thought he was a shareholder of InterOil 

and I also thought that he was a shareholder, possibly a director, I could not 
tell in Pac LNG.  He was also - his involvement, I guess in PNG was 30 
probably more visible as a participant in what was at the time known as the 
Liquid Niugini Gas Project which was the original iteration of how Inter Oil 
and its partners sought to monetize the gas resource of PRL15 and they had 
certain project structures, they had a Liquid Niugini Gas Project Agreement 
which is distinct from the Gas Agreement.  It is a Project Agreement which 
set the framework for the liquefaction and pipeline assets for that project. 

 
That project, such as it was, was then superseded by the acquisition to buy 
into Elk Antelope of Total and the acquisition of PAC LNG by Oil Search 
and also Exxon ultimately taking over Inter Oil, which has led us to the PRL 40 
15 Joint Venture we see today which is Oil Search Exxon and Total.  So, 
there is a lot of background information still to unpack there but I do not 
want to take up too much of the commission’s time on those issues. 
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Q: I think that much will do for now.  But, Dr Katter, is there any other questions 

– any other questions arising? 
 
DR KATTER:  Nothing arising, commissioners.  I would ask that Mr Mortensen 
be excused if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has there been any request to examine being received? 
 
DR KATTER:  Not to my knowledge, chief commissioner. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, Mr Mortensen, thank you for appearing this 
morning to give your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Mortensen. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 20 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Okay.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I note the time but we have already eaten well into this hour.  
Of course, we are in your hands.  Mr Maladina has been in the back of the room 
since 11 o’clock as he was ordered to be here.  I only have three emails and an 
additional document to put to him.  I think, I can finish within 15 minutes and that 
would then be the end of the day’s hearings. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, we will hear him. 
 
MR JURTH:  Now, I recall Mr Maladina. 
 
 
JIMMY MALADINA, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 40 
Q: Just for the record, could I please have your full name, Mr Maladina? 
 
A: Jimmy Maladina. 
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Q: Thank you.  And you understand you remain on your previous oath? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, Mr Maladina, on the previous occasion, the chief commissioner asked 

you to check your records or with the Papua New Guinea Law Society in 
relation to your practicing certificate status in 2013 and 2014.  Have you 
been able to clarify that situation? 

 10 
A: Yes.  My lawyers have, I think, emailed and also rang Mr Mellor at the PNG 

Law Society to get that information.  When I arrived here, they did not but I 
found two copies of my practicing certificates for 2013 and 2014, which I 
have with me. 

 
Q: Thank you.  And do you have a copy to tender? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can I see that please first?  Commissioners, I will tender these.  They are a 20 

copy each of a Restricted Practicing Certificate in the name of Jimmy 
Maladina first issued on 10 May 2013; and secondly, in the same terms 
issued on 12 February 2014; I tender those. 

 
[12.51pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the two practicing certificates – Restricted Practicing 

Certificates dated 10 May 2013 and 12 February 2014 are admitted into evidence 
and they will be marked exhibit III.1 and 2 respectively. 

 
EXHIBIT 111.1 – RESTRICTED PRACTICING CERTIFICATE DATED 10 
MAY 2021  30 
 
EXHIBIT 111.2 – RESTRICTED PRACTICING CERTIFICATE DATED 12 
FEBRUARY 2021 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commission.  Mr Maladina, you understand, do 
you not, that under the Lawyers Act 1986, the effect of a Restricted Practicing 
Certificate is that you cannot practice as a lawyer on your own account? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
Q: And who was your employer in 2013 and 2014 under whom you practiced 

for the purposes of that certificate? 
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A: I believe at that time Twivey Lawyers were acting for me in acquiring my 
practicing certificate because of my issues I had with the Law Society and 
upon, as I mentioned, we had a new president of the Law Society then just 
before 2013 and I also asked Twivey Lawyers to apply for my practicing 
certificate so I can operate under the Unrestricted Practicing Certificate. 

 
Q: All right.  So, from that do I take it that you were nominally employed by 

Twivey Lawyers for the purposes of your practicing certificate; is that right? 
 
A: Correct. 10 
 
Q: But for the work that you did concerning your arrangement with PLG and 

Norton Rose that had nothing to do with Twivey Lawyers, you were an 
independent consultant offering services to Pacific Legal Group and Norton 
Rose? 

 
A: Correct.  Therefore, I could not operate a trust account or hold clients’ funds, 

et cetera. 
 
Q: Or indeed offer any legal advice?  20 
 
A: I could give legal advice but through and an Unrestricted Practicing 

Certificate Lawyer. 
 
Q: Yes.  But you could not practice as a lawyer unless you held an Unrestricted 

Practicing Certificate in your own name? 
 
A: I disagree with that.  I can practice as a lawyer but I cannot hold trust funds 

directly and I have to have an Unrestricted Practicing Certificate Lawyer to 
issue letters under a particular law firm. 30 

 
Q: And with that limitation; can you issue a bill as a lawyer? 
 
A: Not directly to the client but to a particular law firm, I could issue a 

consultant/lawyer invoice to that particular firm. 
 
Q: And that would have to be a bill in your own name as a lawyer; would it not? 
 
A: Not necessarily.  I do not think there is any restriction by law to that effect. 
 40 
Q: So, in your view, practicing as a lawyer through a corporate entity pursuant 

to the Lawyers Act is permissible? 
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A: Sorry, can you rephrase the question again? 
 
Q: Well, the bill of yours that we were discussing on the last occasion was 

issued through a company related to you? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And so in your view, can a company related to you issue a bill for legal work 

when you hold a Restricted Practicing Certificate? 
 10 
A: I do not see any legal impediments to arrange my fees through my company. 
 
Q: Very well.  May I then move on the three emails I mentioned.  The topic of 

this, Mr Maladina is as follows:  You will recall that I asked you on the last 
occasion whether your dealings with people representing the State included 
anyone other than Mr Vele and you said that he is the only one that you can 
recall having dealt with; is that so? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 20 
Q: And I asked you also directly whether you briefed on any occasion the Prime 

Minister either with Mr Vele or with anyone else or on your own and you 
had no recollection of doing so; is that right? 

 
[12.56pm]A: That is correct. 

 
Q: All right.  Can I please have NRF.001.001.3561 brought up?  And on the 

bottom of this page, there is an email dated August 14, 2013.  Now, by this 
time, you were working or assisting Norton Rose, were you not, before 
Pacific Legal Group was retained; that was your evidence? 30 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  And who is Robert Peak to whom you sent this or Peak to whom 

you sent this email? 
 
A: I vaguely recall Robert Peak but I do not know what capacity he was holding 

at that time; I cannot recall clearly. 
 
Q: And do you recall working with him on the Sovereign Wealth Fund for 40 

PNG? 
 
A: Most probably but I cannot recollect at this stage but I remember his name. 
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Q: And you see in the second paragraph of that email you refer to Mr Vele, your 

good friend and then you go on to say:  “ I have spoken to the Prime Minister 
who has agreed we continue to use your team for this exercise.”   You recall 
speaking to the Prime Minister in August 2013 about the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund and the team that might progress it? 

 
A: I could have spoken to him but I cannot recall specifically that particular 

conversation. 
 10 
Q: All right.  Can we then please move to NRF.001.001.6615?   
 
MS FINLAYSON:  Counsel, it will just be a moment. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Mr Maladina, while we wait for that to come up - indeed, 
there it is and can we go to the second of the emails on the bottom of that page.  
That one there, yes; now, this is an email from Paddy Jilek and that is an officer of 
UBS; is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 20 
 
Q: And it is an email addressed to Mr Vele and you, copied to a number of 

people including Mr Latimer and Mr Turner; do you see that? 
 
A: I see that, yes. 
 
Q: And the subject matter is in capitals: “CRITICAL ISSUE FACING 

PURCHASE OF OSH SHARES” - that is Oil Search, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: Please read asap.  And it is addressed to you by name; Dear Dairi and Jimmy 

and to complete – it reads:  “To complete the Oil Search deal, a range of 
conditions precedent need to be met by the State.  The conditions precedent 
that concerns us greatly underlined and has the potential to kill the deal.  Is 
that a key condition precedent relating to the unsecured loan from UBS.  We 
definitely need the PM’s direct intervention in this area.”   

 
[1.01pm] So, this is Mr Jilek addressing you directly and requesting that PM’s – Prime 

Minister’s direct intervention in this area.  And then if we can go down to 40 
recommendation – the heading, ‘Recommendation’ there were go:  “We 
recommend that the PM be engaged quickly to help ensure that NPCP and 
the IPBC Board approve PNG LNG cashflow recourse required by UBS.  
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We ask that the PM engage with keyboard members of NPCP and IPBC this 
weekend to ensure the necessary actions are taken.”  Did you action that 
request and speak to the Prime Minister in relation to this matter? 
 

A: I cannot recollect clearly on this subject matter, but I remember this 
particular critical issue and that was the redirection payment from Kumul 
Petroleum’s account in Singapore.  And they said that if we did not get that 
signed by NPCP then the whole transaction will fall over.  And I did have a 
meeting with, I think, Dairi in particular and asked him to push the PM – 
Prime Minister to, as a trustee, to implement that direction of or tell NPCP 10 
to call that Board meeting to implement that direction. 

 
Q: Why would UBS be requesting you by name though to deal with the Prime 

Minister in this way and to seek his involvement personally?  What would 
give Mr Jilek the impression that you would be in a position to assist him 
with this urgent request? 

 
A: I have no idea why.  Probably he knew that I was closely associated working 

with Dairi Vele and both of us can push the Prime Minister.  That could be 
the reason why he has asked for that. 20 

 
Q: And so how would you be able to push the Prime Minister? 
 
A: Basically, by talking to Dairi to push the Prime Minister. 
 
Q: Right.  And if we can then go to the first email on that page, just scroll up.  

And then, again, it is the same sort of idea, is it not, Mr Maladina, we now 
have Mr Turner from UBS writing among others to you addressing you first:  
“Hi Jimmy, Dairi.”  And the second line:  “When the PM speaks to IPBC, 
can he please stress the importance of both the shares and the cash top up 30 
payment to IPIC on 5 March as required.”  So, again, UBS is requesting you 
by name to ensure that the PM stresses matters of importance to UBS, is that 
right? 

 
A: Yes, from the email, yes. 
 
Q: And you also have no idea, I take it, why Mr Turner would feel that you are 

able to stress certain matters to the Prime Minister or to request the Prime 
Minister to stress certain matters? 

 40 
A: As an answer to you, I mean, we were working closely with Dairi so – I was 

directly involved with Dairi on this matter so I will be putting a lot – I will 
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be asking Dairi to talk to the Prime Minister to make sure the NPCP Board 
meets and consider the payment directions to be implemented and approved. 

 
Q: And being shown these emails does not refresh your memory that you might 

have actually had a meeting with the Prime Minister concerning the UBS 
transaction? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  And then finally, can I please - - - 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just ask a question here, Mr Jurth?  If it were 
the case then that you were only urging and understood to be urging Mr Vele to 
push the Prime Minister, why would they not have just written to Mr Vele rather - 
why  would you be included? 
 
A: That is absolutely correct, they should have written to Dairi directly.  But 

because I had a relationship with the Prime Minister as a school mate and 
because he was a client of Pacific Legal Group, they thinking that when he 
pops into the office as I mentioned before, I could probably have a chat with 20 
the Prime Minister to implement this – this particular meeting by NCPC.   

 
Q: You probably could have, could you not? 
 
A: If  I did meet him, I would have basically mentioned that to him.  But at that 

time, I do not recall meeting with the prime minister on that subject matter. 
 

[1.06pm] MR JURTH:  And, finally, can we please go to NRF.001.002.3632.  Now, this was 
not an email that you were copied into but you will see from the top that it is an 
email from John Beattie to Mr Latimer and these were the two principal lawyers 30 
that you were working under in this deal? 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: And you see that Mr Beattie writes to Mr Latimer and this is on 4 March, 

you understand that? 
 
A: 4 March, yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: And the relevance of 4 March compared to the NEC or relative to the NEC 40 

meeting on 6 March does not escape you, correct? 
 
A: Correct, yes. 
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Q: And you see that Mr Beattie says: “Anthony, I think the issue has since been 

resolved.  Jimmy has briefed the PM and confirmed the exact nature of the 
instructions.”  Now, I take it that Jimmy is a reference to you? 

 
A: Most probably, yes. 
 
Q: And John Beattie understands that you have in fact briefed the PM and 

confirmed the exact nature of the instructions and he informs Mr Latimer of 
that.  Do you see that? 10 

 
A: Yes, I see that. 
 
Q: Now, do you recall briefing the Prime Minister on or about 4 March? 
 
A: Not that I can recollect on what specific instruction.  I do not know what – I 

cannot remember. 
 
Q: No, I am not asking you about instructions.  I am asking you now with the 

benefit of this email whether you have a recollection that on 4 March or 20 
thereabouts, you briefed the PM in relation to the UBS loan? 

 
A: No, I cannot recall. 
 
Q: But you accept that John Beattie would be accurate about these types of 

things when he is reporting to Mr Latimer? 
 
A: I cannot comment on that. 
 
Q: No.  He must have got this information from somewhere? 30 
 
A: You have to ask Beattie that, counsel. 
 
Q: But I am suggesting that it likely came from you.  You would have told Mr 

Beattie that you had briefed the PM and confirmed the exact nature of the 
instructions and Mr Beattie was reporting to Mr Latimer, that makes sense, 
does it not? 

 
A: From reading that email, yes.  But I do not know whether it happened or did 

not happen, yes. 40 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have one question.  The views that you expressed 
strongly about the imperative wording of section 209(1)? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Is that a view that you held at the time - - - 10 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: The UBS loan was approved by National Executive Council and the time 

leading up to that or is it a view that you have formed recently or view that 
you formed when you were giving your evidence the last time? 

 
A: As I mentioned earlier, when section 209 was raised when we were doing 

this transaction, I believe that the transaction could not go ahead unless 
Parliament approved it.  That was my view then.  However, when that advice 20 
came from Sydney Transaction Team, which I mean Norton Rose and 
Ashurst, when that advice came from, I think, Ashurst raised that matter.  
And when they  - as I said, I relied heavily on – I respect Mr Frecka’s views 
because he was once a – he was the State Solicitor of Papua New Guinea, 
Attorney General Department.  So, when he raised the issue - when he 
advised that we can go down the path of exercising the Loans and Overseas 
Borrowing Act, I respected that and I thought then we probably have a 
leeway to implement this loan transaction - the UBS loan transaction under 
that legislation.  But when that particular legislation did not come before me, 
I thought initially that section 209 would prevent UBS transaction to go 30 
forward. 

 
Q: Okay.  So, from what you are saying, you found some inconsistency between 

the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2) and section 109(1)? 
 
A: The inconsistency had - - - 
 

[1.11pm] Q: It could go through the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act but it could not go 
through under section 209(1), right? 

 40 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: There was inconsistency there? 
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A: There was inconsistency, I agree with you, chairman. 
 
Q: Because the two schemes for obtaining loans under those two legislations 

are different.  Like (1) under the Constitution, one has to get express 
approval from Parliament before the loan is obtained.   

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, the proposed loan does not 10 

have to go before Parliament.  The executive be it the National Executive 
Council, or the Treasurer, or the Head of State who exercise functions under 
that legislation would negotiate and conclude the loan and only Parliament 
is only given, presented a copy of the loan agreement so that is quite 
different; right? 

 
A: Yes, I agree with you, chairman, on that.  It is quite different but when I 

looked at it and we were arguing this point, I thought that Parliament was 
the mandatory requirement of putting that loan before Parliament was a 
mandatory requirement.  But the argument they put forward – sorry, the legal 20 
advice and we subsequently discussed that, that is, the Overseas Borrowings 
Act can be utilized, is that we can go and have a retrospective approval when 
the loan documents were tabled in Parliament come budget session in 
November every year and when Parliament sits. 

 
My concern and on hindsight now, I thought that we negotiated those other 
loans that NEC gives approval and Treasury goes and signs it, the 
commitment of finance does not happen straight away as in the case of UBS 
loan because we signed it on March 2014 and the drawdown happens and, I 
believe, the Government of Papua New Guinea within a couple of months 30 
starts repaying interest straight away.   

 
And Parliament has not approved that expenditure when it comes to 
November.  So that is where I thought there could be a possible problem 
with that type of the UBS transaction.  That was my view subsequently when 
I looked at it.  When the issue of repayment of loans – interest of the loan 
came about and Ombudsman Commission came and questioned the issue.  
The State was already started paying interest on that particular UBS loan and 
Parliament has not approved it.  It was not given any approval by Parliament 
or Legislature approval by the budget session in November. 40 

 
Q: You are, I suppose as a lawyer, you are familiar with section 9 and section 

11 of the Constitution.  Section 9 sets out the hierarchy of laws - - - 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then you have got the Constitution at the top end and then all the other 

subordinate enactment down below including the Organic Laws.  Then 
section 11, I believe, talks about inconsistency between other laws and the 
Constitution and I think section 11 is very specific.  It says:  “Any act that is 
judicial, legislative or executive is inconsistent with the Constitution is void 
or invalid and have no effect whatsoever.”  Does that right a bell? 

 10 
A: That is correct.  Yes, the Constitution is there, the paramount law of the 

country and anything that is inconsistent with that is void. 
 
Q: Okay.  So, the Legislative Act we are talking about here is the enactment of 

the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act; right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That Act would be invalid, void and of no effect whatsoever if you apply 

section 11 to the extent that you have just mentioned. 20 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And any actions taken under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act such as 

the Loan – the UBS loan that was obtained under the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act is invalid, void and and of no effect whatsoever; you have 
got the same reasoning? 

 
[1.16pm] A: That is the argument - - - 

 30 
Q: That is the Executive Act; right? 
 
A: That is correct, chairman, I can agree with you.  But, as I mentioned, I believe 

the expenditure of funds in those loan documents could be signed under the 
Overseas Borrowings Act have to be approved by Parliament subsequently.  
And that is where I thought the difference also because you can sign those 
loan documents with the multi-lateral organizations but you have to put those 
loans documents before Parliament, come budgetary session in November, 
before the government or Treasury or Finance expend any money under 
them but in this case, I had those views but, as I said, we were dealing on 40 
whole host of lawyers and it was a team effort.  So, I can put my comments 
before the team – the transactional team but we all decided to leave that 
matter to – put that argument to Office of the State Solicitor.  And if he says 
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that it cannot proceed in accordance with section 209 of the Constitution as 
I mentioned earlier, that transaction, the UBS transaction would have 
stopped there, there and then. 

 
But when he gave the clearance for the matter to go before Cabinet, 
obviously as the most senior lawyer for the State on commercial matters, and 
he is very independent as I mentioned earlier, from any other persons in the 
government circle and when he gave his clearance for the documents and the 
loan and the transaction to go before Cabinet, I thought, well; he has okayed 
the transaction so it should go, he approved it.  He has given his legal 10 
clearance and that is the end of the matter. 

 
Q: All right, those are my questions so if there are no other questions, we can 

excuse him.  But have you received any request for cross-examination? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, in that case, then Mr Maladina; that brings to conclusion 
your evidence before this commission so thank you for appearing to give your 
evidence and you may be excused. 20 
 
A: Thank you, chairman and commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Maladina. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, may I very briefly and very quickly mention the last 30 
two matters on today’s list.  Secretary Ivan Pomaleu, he has answered the summons 
addressed to him and we do not seek anything further from him.  May he formally 
be excused or may his summons formally be excused? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, the commission discharges him from any 
responsibility in this commission.  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  And then finally from me, the Honorable Garry Juffa is 
on today’s list.  Mr Juffa was sent a letter of request in relation to his role as the 
Parliamentary Committee on Public Sector Reform and Service Delivery and, 40 
commissioners, you see that letter there dated 21 July 2021 from the commission.  
In response, we have received a letter dated 5 August 2021 and if we can just scroll 
down to the third and fourth paragraphs, those are there.  In effect, Mr Juffa tells 
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the commission that he has no information and no documents and in short he says: 
“Ultimately, I believe my assistance will be very limited, if at all.  I humbly ask 
that I be excused from attending the Commission of Inquiry proceedings as 
requested by your recent email”.     
 
In my submission, we do not seek anything further from Mr Juffa.  It is probably 
appropriate to tender this letter but we do not require him further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  In that case, then we discharge him from any 
responsibility to do with this commission. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  And for the record, I should tender 
the 5 August 2021 letter as one received by the Commission’s Secretariate in 
response to the letter dated 21 June 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I suggest that we start numbering exhibits, assign 
numerical numbers to documents that are coming in this form without any witness 
tendering it.  We could start with exhibit 1. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 20 
 

[1.21pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  There could be a number of - quite a number of documents in 
this form coming in so we might as well use the numerical numbering.  What do 
you think, Dr Renwick; you agree? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then this letter of Honorable Gary Juffa dated 5 August 2021 
is admitted into evidence and it will be marked exhibit 1.   
 30 
EXHIBIT 1 – AFFIDAVIT OF HONORABLE GARY JUFFA DATED 5 
AUGUST 2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  Before we rise, commissioners, just to mention those people who 
are coming on Monday for those who may be listening.  We commence at 10 
o’clock with the Honorable James Marape the Prime Minister.  He will be followed 
by Ambassador Lupari, Governor Bakani, Dr Kwa, the Honourable Peter O’Neill 
will be here at 1 o’clock and then from 3 o’clock Mr Abel and Mr Koim.  Brattle 
are no longer coming at 9 am on Monday.  They are likely to be here, I think, on 
Wednesday morning, at this stage, first thing that we will know more on Monday. 40 
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And part of the reason for that, commissioners, is we have very belatedly received 
some documents from UBS and Norton Rose and we are working through those at 
the minute as you can imagine. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  All right, I think, then with those comments there 
we will adjourn the proceedings to Monday at 10 o’clock.  Associate, adjourn the 
proceedings. 
 
 
 10 
 
AT 1.23 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL  
MONDAY, 9 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM THE 

UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS 
___________________________________________________________________________  

 

  10 

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 

 

 

 

  

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  

 20 

 

 

 

AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON MONDAY, 9 AUGUST 
2021 AT 10.40 AM. 
 

(Continued from 6 August 2021) 
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[10.40am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I am sorry there has been some 
delay.  I believe there are a number of applications on behalf of witnesses.  Is that 
right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so, Dr Renwick.  Commissioners, first up I understand there is 
a representative here from Jema Lawyers on behalf of the Honourable Prime 
Minister.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 10 
MR JUKI:  Good morning Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, my name 
is Juki initial N, appearing for the Honourable Prime Minister James Marape. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 
 
MR JUKI:  Commissioners, my client was scheduled to appear on 3 June but we 
sought an adjournment to the 9th which is today however, commissioners, my client 
is unable to attend today.  He is in his electorate and he could not appear today as 
we have anticipated last week.  If it pleases the Commission, we would like to seek 
leave to have his appearance adjourned to a later date, preferably end of this week.  20 
Probably we might have - Parliament will be sitting tomorrow and we do not know 
when they are going to resume or call off another meeting so if it please the 
commission then we would like to seek an adjournment to that effect. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And you have a specific day, you are making an application to 
adjourn to please? 
 
MR JUKI:  Yes, we are thinking we could adjourn to Friday, 13 August at 10 am. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am afraid Friday is not convenient sir.  You say Parliament sitting 30 
tomorrow, is that right? 
 
MR JUKI:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Is Parliament sitting on Wednesday or Thursday? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I ask you- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry Commissioner White, apologies. 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I was just going to ask when the Prime Minister intends 
to return because parliament sitting tomorrow morning presumably he will come 
back before then. 
 

[10.42 am] MR JUKI:  I am not too sure. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Sir, you are in a position to - if we stand this matter down for half 
an hour, are you in a position to get more complete instructions from the Prime 
Minister?  I can indicate to you on behalf of counsel assisting that Friday is a 
problem.  We really need to get the prime minister back, probably not for very long.  10 
I mean that is – but he does need to return and we need a fixed time and date where 
he will definitely be here, sir.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Would it be possible for – and this may not suit you, 
of course Dr Renwick, but would it be possible for the prime minister to join us for 
what I understand is relatively a short period by virtual means from his electorate 
for the zoom conference?   
 
MR JUKI:  I am not too sure there.  I will seek instructions from my client and let 
you know.   20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That will be most helpful if that would happen subject, 
of course, to the chief commissioner’s view on that matter.   
 
DR RENWICK:  And counsel, I can indicate from my point of view, I do not intend 
to be very long with the prime minister at all.  Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has couple a of 
questions I think, Sir Arnold Amet has a couple of questions; the commissioners, of 
course, may have some more questions but I think we could indicate I do not think 
it will take very long as Commissioner White has alluded to.  When do you think 
you could speak to the prime minister and report back to the commission?   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, when did you speak to your prime minister last before 
you came here? 
 
MR JUKI:  This morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What time?  Where was he?  What time in the morning and 
where was he speaking from?  If you need to contact him again in person and get a 
specific date and time when he will appear here, not assume or speculate when he 
might be available because Friday 13 of this month will be the last hearing date for 40 
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the substantive hearings that are going on right now.  You need to go back and speak 
to him.  Sometimes practice of counsel is they do not speak to their clients and they 
come to the court room or inquiry room and say things that their clients never say at 
times. 
 
Are you confident that you are going to be speaking to him after we adjourn? 
Because we want you to come back sometimes in the day today and advise the 
specific time and date that he will appear here to give his evidence, but it will not be 
the Friday 13. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, just to assist, I am advised by Mr Jurth that parliament will 
not be sitting until 2 pm tomorrow.  That has just been announced by the National 
Parliament.  So that being so, sir, I am presuming the prime minister is coming back; 
we certainly will find some time for him in the morning.  Tomorrow morning would 
be a very convenient time to have the prime minister back briefly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We need to adjourn to the afternoon, and this counsel 
can advise the specific time date this week that he will appear.  We will adjourn.  We 
will stand down that matter to perhaps 1 o’clock today.  You speak to your client 
and get a specific instruction, a specific date and time and then inform us this 20 
afternoon at 1 o’clock. 
 
MR JUKI:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You need to communicate with him directly, not through third 
parties and agents and all these kinds of people who you are trying to communicate 
with them.  The message usually gets lost in translation.   
 
I think we can have that matter stood over at 1 o’clock and then we will hear from 
counsel in the afternoon. 30 
 
MR JUKI:  Thank you, commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next appearance is on behalf of Ambassador Isaac 
Lupari.  Mr Tame of Tame Lawyers appears on his behalf again. 
 

[10.48am]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Tame. 
 40 
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MR TAME:  Good morning commissioners.  I appear for Mr Lupari this morning.  
We basically have an application for adjournment of his evidence to Monday next 
week.  The reason being that there were certain documents that the commission 
requested from Mr Lupari - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, Monday next week is not on.  The substantive hearing is 
closing on Friday the 13th.  It has got to be in the week. 
 
MR TAME:  We can come back on Thursday then, chief commissioner.  The reason 
being that those documents that the commission requested from Mr Lupari were not 10 
produced to Mr Lupari as yet.  We sent the request to KPH and they have not come 
back to us.  So, we can have from today to Wednesday to see if we can get those 
documents and then we can come back on Thursday with Mr Lupari to present them. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What time on Thursday? 
 
MR TAME:  We can come back in the morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  10 o’clock? 
 20 
MR TAME:  10 o’clock. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, how is Thursday? 
 
DR RENWICH:  Yes, certainly, and just to say to counsel if there is any difficulties 
with KPHL please let Mr Jurth know. 
 
MR TAME:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then his appearance is adjourned to Thursday, 12 30 
August at 10 am. 
 
MR TAME:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  The next matter that is on today’s list is the Attorney General, Dr Eric 
Kwa.  The short report is I have not had any communication from Dr Kwa.  I have 40 
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emailed him and sent messages but I have not heard from him so perhaps we could 
stand him over to later in the week as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What date and time? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Tomorrow morning, Mr Jurth, do you think? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, we will continue making attempts to get hold of the Attorney 
General.  Thank you. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Can we adjourn it till 10 am tomorrow, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I will adjourn his appearance to tomorrow at 10 o’clock.  
Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, Loi Bakani appears on today’s list.  We have been in 
communication with Mr Bakani and his lawyers.  You will recall that we asked Mr 
Bakani to identify documents and to come back.  That process has not yet completed 
and we let Mr Bakani’s lawyers know that he will not be required today so that he 
can complete task.  Again, just for a mention, could he be stood over until 10 o’clock 20 
tomorrow so that I can update the commission then in relation to Mr Bakani’s 
progess. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Governor Loi Bakani’s appearance is adjourned to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  And precisely the same position with Charles Abel, the Honorable 
Charles Abel.  He was also requested to undertake some research and documents for 
the commission.  That process is still in train.  I have been in contact with Mr Abel 
and could we also please mention him tomorrow at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, his appearance is adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  I think that finally leaves two summonses to mention.  
Commissioners, you will recall that last time I mentioned the summonses issued to 
Ashurst as well as Dentons, the reason they were on today’s list was to update the 40 
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commission on the review of the document already provided by those firms.  That 
process is still continuing and could I please further stand over those summonses 
until 10 am on Wednesday, 11 August and I will update the commission as to 
whether or not we are seeking further documents from either firm. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which witnesses are those? 
 
MR JURTH:  Ashurst Lawyers, chief commissioner, as well as Dentons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those summonses are extended to Wednesday, 11 August at 10 
10 am. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Before I move to the first witness, Dr Renwick, is there 
anything else that I have overlooked? 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, I do not think so, commissioners.  Former Prime Minister Peter 
O’Neill is due at 1 o’clock but I think Mr Jurth has another witness before then. 
 

[10.57am] MR JURTH:  Yes. In which case, I call Sir Puka Temu.  
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yapao, swear in the witness.  
 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU, sworn: 
 
 
XN: MR JURTH: 
 
Q: Sir Puka, just for the record, could I ask you to state your full name, please?  
 30 
A: Sir Puka Temu.  
 
Q: And Sir Puka, you have provided a written statement to the Inquiry, have you 

not? 
 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: And that was in response to a letter of request? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 40 
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Q: Now, I see that you do not have the copy of your letter of request but one that 

has been brought.  Is the document appearing on the screen the cover page of 
your statement? 

 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: And if we could stroll through to the last page of that, right down to the 

bottom. Is that your signature? 
 10 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: And you see that your statement is dated 3 August 2021? 
 
A: I do, yes. 
 
Q: And it comprises a total of 7 pages? 
 
A: It is. 
  20 
Q: Now, you have been provided with a printed copy of that.  Could you just 

have a look at that and make sure we are talking about the same thing? 
 
A: Yes, it is the same thing. 
 
Q: And do you have any changes or corrections to make to that statement this 

morning? 
 
A: No, I do not but there may be a typographical error. I hope it was corrected.  
 30 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: But there was in one of the paragraphs which I note that instead of mention of 

I was a Member of the Ministerial Committee and the National Executive 
Council, but in one of the typographical errors, she talked about National 
Economic Committee it should be National Executive Council. 

 
Q: All right., Can I take you to your answer to paragraph 23 which appears on 

page 6? 
 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that the – there is a reference there to the Ministerial Economic Committee 

and NEC and there is one above that and one below. Is that the reference? 
 
A: There are a couple of paragraphs where it repeated the same mistake so I 

wanted to correct that too, rather than the National Economic Committee, it 
should be National Executive Council. 

 
Q: Yes, understand.  10 
 
A: If I have time to scroll through that. 
 
Q: No, no, it is okay. Sir Puka, can I ask you to look at paragraph 18? 
 
A: 18, yes. 
 
Q: And so is that an example where you refer to the National Economic Council? 
 

[10.57am] A: National Executive Council, that is the one. 20 
 

Q: The NEC? 
 
A: NEC, yes.  That is the only- - - 
 
Q: I take it that every reference to National Economic Council should as National 

Executive Council? 
 
A: That is it. 
 30 
Q: Commissioners, with those corrections I tender that statement of Sir Puka 

Temu dated 3 August 2021. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The statement of Sir Puka Temu dated 3 August 2021 is 
admitted into evidence and it will be marked KKK. 
 
EXHIBIT KKK – STATEMENT OF SIR PUKA TEMU DATED 3 AUGUST 
2021 
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MR JURTH:  Sir Puka, let us just go through briefly the relevant roles that you held.  
Was 2007 the first time you entered parliament? 
 
A: Sorry, 2002. 
 
Q: 2002. 
 
A: 2007 was when I was appointed Deputy Prime Minister. 
 
Q: I understand.  You then tell us that you were the Chairman of National 10 

Planning Commission as well as co-Chairman of the Ministerial Gas 
Committee.  What year was that? 

 
A: That was from 2007 to 2010 when I resigned as Deputy Prime Minister. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Who was the other Chairman of Ministerial Gas Committee? 
 
A: The then Minister for Petroleum and Energy, Honourable Duma. 
 
Q: Mr Duma, all right.  When you say as Deputy Prime Minister; we successfully 20 

negotiated the PNG LNG Project, do you mean the government that you were 
a member of? 

 
A: Were part of, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  Did you have any personal negotiations? 
 
A: No.  We were always in the committee. 
 
Q: All right, I understand.  You quite rightly record Honorary Doctor of 30 

Philosophy and in 2009 you were honoured by Her Majesty the Queen with 
the Honour of a KBE, is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: All right.  You held various ministries in various other governments in 2011 

and 2012.  What position did you hold if any in 2014?  Were you still the 
Minister for Public Service? 

 
A: Yes, 2014 I was Minister for Public Service. 40 
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Q: You were a member of the NEC in 2014 in that capacity? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Then from 2017 you were the Minister for Health and thereafter the 

Minister for Bougainville Affairs and now from your letterhead I gather you 
are the Shadow Minister for State Enterprises? 

 
A: That is right. 10 
 
Q: All right.  So, that is your CV.  You then provide answers in a question/answer 

style to those requested of you and you have set out in full have you not the 
questions and then your answer appears below it? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: All right.  Where you say in relation to the IPIC transaction, for example in 

paragraph 2, that you have no idea what processes were followed and later on 
your answers to paragraph 4, 5 and 6 also commenced, I do not know.  That 20 
is a consequence of the government having negotiated those things rather than 
any personal involvement that you had in it? 

 
A: Absolutely because that was the responsibility of the IPBC and the Minister 

responsible for IPBC. 
 
Q: All right.  And again we are to understand the phrase, “we successfully 

negotiated that project in that sense?” 
 
A: That sense. 30 
 

[11.02am]  Q: Thank you.  In relation to the UBS loan which commences at paragraph 8, 
you are asked a question in paragraph 11 as to the rationale behind the State’s 
determination to buy Oil Search shares in 2014, do you see it there? 

 
A: Yes. 

Q: The government policy that you refer to, can I clarify, are you referring there 
to the provisions in the Constitution in relation to participation and resource 
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development or are you referring to a specific government policy concerning 
an ownership or part ownership of Oil Search itself? 

A: As I said in paragraph 11 which is referring to the constitutional provision for 
the State to participate in such major projects. 

Q: Quite.  And therefore I take it that your evidence is not that there was any 
specific government policy in 2014 or before it in relation to Oil Search shares 
itself? 

A: There is no actual policy as such but because the Constitution provides for 
State to participate, the governments that I belong to always negotiated for 
participation in such big projects or and as you know the history of Oil Search, 10 

from the beginning of Origen, we were actually participating during the 
Origon times.  So, I was making provisions to those - I was referring to those 
not in terms of policy but in terms of actions that executive governments were 
making during those times.  

Q: Yes.  There were other big taxpayers at that time.  Did the government have a 
general policy of owning equity shares in other tax paying companies? 

A: No, the answer is no.  But for example in terms of mining projects, mining 
law provides for State to participate.  Not in terms of other big taxpayers, 
private companies as such. 

Q: Quite.  And of course you appreciate the difference between owning an equity 20 

share in the project itself or owning a shareholding - - - 

A: I do. 

Q: In a company which may indirectly participate in a resource project? 

A: I do. 

Q: And do you have any view about the difference between those two positions 
or the preference for the State to adopt one over the other?  

A: I am of the strong view that the State must continue to participate in major 
resources but not to crowd out the private sector in terms of a purely private 
sector investment bringing in its own capital; not to crowd the private sector 
out.  But very clear for example the laws that we have in gas, in minerals, the 30 

law allowed us to have equity rather than go and renegotiate for example 
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shareholding in a private company.  I do not share those views as an 
individual. 

Q: Is that because there is a level of risk attached to participating in private 
enterprise in that way? 

A: I do not think it is government duty to heavily invest in private investments 
when they are capable of – they have the capital as well as the technical 
capability. 

Q: And do I take it therefore that you are in that sense critical of the UBS loan 
and the purchase of Oil Search shares in 2014? 

A: My principles are based on those views and as I stated in one of the 10 
paragraphs, one of the interventions that I made was that if the Central Bank 
and the Treasury were not involved in the initial processes that I would not 
support the submission that was brought to Cabinet.  And so what transpired 
was Cabinet was held, withheld for about two or three hours because I 
requested the Governor of the Central Bank and the Secretary Treasury to 
come and brief Cabinet.  And so when they came and briefed Cabinet, I said 
because our entities are involved particularly the Central Bank and Treasury, 
I will support the submission which I did. 

 
[11.07am]Q: Was that the NEC meeting on 6 March 2014 you refer to in paragraph 12 of 20 

your statement? 
 

A: That is the one. 
 
Q: And do I understand from what you have just said that the meeting was 

adjourned for a period of time at your request because you insisted upon 
Governor Loi Bakani of the Central Bank and - - - 

 
A: Secretary Treasury. 
 30 
Q: Dairi Vele to attend the meeting and they both came to the - - - 
 
A: And they both came and we proceeded. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And did they provide a presentation or submission to the NEC? 
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A: They did provide a presentation to the whole Cabinet and at the end of the 
presentation, I said I am comfortable with your views and because you are the 
entities that Cabinet relies on, I rely on your goodwill and explanation so I 
accept the submission and so I supported the submission. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Was this a joint presentation or did they each provide a separate 

one? 
 
A: It was same time joint presentation but different times.  We will come upon 

the Central Governor and then the Treasury Secretary but in the same Cabinet 10 
meeting. 

 
Q: No, I understand that but within that meeting did the Governor of the Central 

Bank speak first? 
 
A: It was a combined, I think, from memory – I think it was also a power point 

presentation but Treasury Secretary did the presentation – led the presentation 
with comments from the Governor of the Central Bank. 

 
Q: And what do you recall the Governor of the Central Bank saying at the NEC 20 

meeting? 
 
A: It is a while since but my aim was basically to make sure that the submission 

had credibility and in my point of view, I relied on the Central Bank and 
Treasury to say that we are comfortable with this loan that we are proposing 
that is before Cabinet.  Because some of us do not have the qualifications that 
are needed to do full assessment of the technical details and so as a leader, I 
have always relied on key technical institutions like in this case, I requested 
for the Central Bank and Treasury to be present.  If they did not come then I 
would not have changed my mind. 30 

 
Q: I understand.  Do you know who was the person that actually called for 

Governor Bakani to come?  Was somebody sent out of the meeting to go and 
get him? 

 
A: There were some phone calls made.  I cannot remember exactly who but it has 

been a while so - - - 
 
Q: It could have been Mr Lupari. 
 40 
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A: I am not too sure.  I think he was the Chief Secretary at that time. 
 
Q: Yes.   
 
A: Unfortunately, the Cabinet minutes are gone.  We do not have Cabinet minutes 

so those things are not recorded. 
 
Q: No, I understand.  Now, what in particular did Mr Bakani or Mr Vele say 

during this presentation that caused you to change your mind and overcome 
your natural or previous reluctance to the State engaging in private enterprise 10 
of this kind? 

 
A: I was basically concerned on the question of what authority; where was the 

NEC coming from; what authorities of the State.  
 

[11.12 am] And so that is why I specifically asked if it had not come from them and if 
they had not processed it in their institutions because I recall in the IPIC loan 
and then to the UBS loan, committees were established to process the 
technical requirements.  I recall then that Central Bank and Treasury were 
already involved, and why are they not here?  And so I made a special request 20 
to bring them and they came.   
 
When they came and they did a presentation, I was comforted by the fact that 
the State entities were part of the process which was all I wanted, as long as 
they were there because they were the key advisors to the executive 
government without which some of us would not understand the technical 
details, or cannot make decisions, or cannot make discussions in Cabinet.   
 
When they came and they did the presentations, I said, okay, I am happy, I am 
okay; as long as you guys are involved, that you oversee that the processes or 30 
the laws that govern these types of loans are complied with, then I will support 
that. 
 

Q: You were satisfied that Governor Bakani had a sufficient involvement and 
understanding of the transaction? 

 
A: Both of them. 
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Q: Both of them.  You mentioned that what you were seeking comfort in relation 
to was the question of authority; what type of authority?  Was it the NEC’s 
authority? 

 
A: Not authority as such but question of – in part of Cabinet submission policy 

is that the entities that are involved in that policy has a booklet in cabinet that 
requires for consultation with the relevant entity.  In this cabinet paper, I felt 
that the relevant entities that have the institutional ability to advise cabinet 
was the Central Bank’s interest.   

 10 
Q: Did you receive whether in the NEC meeting or at any other time and 

explanations to why the usual government or ministerial committees were not 
involved in this process? 

 
A: To answer the question because I recall that there were technical committees 

established, I think, sometime late 2012 and 2013. The ministerial 
committees, in my view, would come in when there was a question of policy 
that the ministerial committee would come in and say, this is the policy under 
which we can negotiate.  The technical details were given to the committees 
that were established.  For example, when we establish the ministerial 20 
committees to negotiate the PNG LNG Project, we had technical teams that 
negotiated the details.  But when the negotiations would call for a review of 
policy or review of legislation to meet the commercial timelines of the project, 
that is where the ministerial committee would come in. 
 
We never sat down directly with the companies’ negotiation teams.  We were 
basically there to guide and be briefed by the technical committee and then 
we would propose changes to go to parliament or changes in policy.   
 

Q: But in relation to the UBS loan, none of that happened? 30 
 
A: I recall that we did approve it and then I recall that sometimes in late or in 

2012, the treasury then presented the documents in parliament and made a 
ministerial statement on the loan, and the parliament approved or accepted it 
in 2014. 

 
Q: You mean 2014? 
 
A: 2014. 
 40 
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Q: And this is what you refer to in- - - 
 
A: I think I said something there. 
 
Q: Yes, paragraph 19 of your statement. 
 

[11.17am] A: That is the one, yes.  In 2014 as well as I recall there was also a supplementary 
budget in 2014 that dealt with interest to be paid on the loan. 

  
Q: Yes. But this occurred well after the NEC meeting and after the loan had 10 

already been entered into? 
 
A: Because I mean executive decisions are made.  Parliament sittings have their 

own times so when executive decisions are made, parliament sits, we go to 
parliament.  That is what we - - - 

 
Q: Certainly but your evidence in relation to the processes of parliamentary 

committees to look at these things that must logically happen before the deal 
is entered into? 

 20 
A: I understand. 
 
Q: Yes.  And to your knowledge there were no such committees or processes 

before the submission was brought to NEC for final decision? 
 
A: For the parliamentary committee on budgets and estimates. I do not think – 

from my understanding parliamentary committee on budgets and estimates 
deals with the actual appropriation bills but on this instance I am not too sure 
where their relevance would come in.  Because it was executive government 
made the decision then it was important for parliament to be notified and that 30 
is what the Treasurer did in 2014. 

 
Q: I understand.  If I can take you back to the NEC meeting.  Did either Governor 

Bakani or Secretary Vele hand out any documents for those in the room to 
consider? 

 
A: In the Cabinet? 
 
Q: In the Cabinet. 
 40 
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A: Yes, there was a NEC paper. 
 
Q: Sorry? 
 
A: There was a NEC paper distributed. 
 
Q: Now, I understand that. 
 
A: I cannot recall the details of whether – but in the NEC paper I think there were 

attachments where they explained the nature of the loan, the bridge and collar 10 
loans; how much interest rate.  I think it was 4.95 per cent something like that 
and so we asked what it is, they explained that to us in Cabinet so we 
understood that. 

 
Q: All right. 
 
A: But I cannot recall any other documents that they presented at that time. 
 
Q: Okay.  You referred to a power point presentation or a slide show.  Were the 

slide documents that were included within that NEC submission pack or they 20 
were new things that you saw on the screen for the first time? 

 
A: I cannot recall the details but it was a summary presentation by power point 

but the Cabinet paper contained those similar but it was summarized power 
point presentation. 

 
Q: Was it clear to you who had prepared the power point presentation? 
 
A: No idea but I remember Secretary Dairi Vele leading the presentation. 
 30 
Q: Conducting, very well.  Did Governor Bakani seem to understand what was 

in that presentation?  Did he speak to it and refer to it? 
 
A: There were some areas but I cannot remember the actual areas that Governor 

Bakani actually emphasized on but- - - 
 
Q: But he was in a position to answer questions from material that was contained 

in the NEC submission? 
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A: I cannot recall how many questions were derived after their presentations.  I 
cannot recall. 

 
Q: Sorry, I thought you said earlier that members of the NEC asked questions of 

Governor Bakani and Secretary Vele? 
 
A: That is what I am saying I cannot recall the specifics and how many and from 

who. 
 
Q: No, that is okay.  No, of course it was a long time ago.  I am really trying to 10 

understand, is your recollection that Governor Bakani competently and 
satisfactorily responded to the questions put to him? 

 
A: For me the presentation and their presence was sufficient for me as one of the 

senior members of the Cabinet to conclude that I was satisfied. 
 
Q: And is because of their presentation and their understanding of the deal that 

gave you the comfort to support the decision, is that- - - 
 
A: That would be correct. 20 
 

[11.22am]  Q: You say in paragraph 25 in relation to the UBS Loan that you were aware that 
this was the same type of loan as that negotiated to pay IPIC if they had 
determined to retain the shares, do see that?  Now, you understand, do you 
not, that the IPIC transaction was the means by which the State funded its 
equity participation in the PNG LNG Project? 

 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And the exchangeable bonds involving the Oil Search shares were a 30 

consequence of the security offered for that transaction, you understand that? 
So in that sense, do you agree that it is a slightly different transaction to the 
UBS loan which was not security in any sense for direct equity into a resource 
project but it was just a purchase of shares in Oil Search?  

 
A: Yes, I understand that.  There is an explanation that I gave in one of those 

paragraphs. I am just trying to see where I did say that because Oil Search had 
shares in the PNG LNG Project we were indirectly through Oil Search also 
had an indirect share in the PNG LNG Project and therefore the decision to 
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support Oil Search through this loan was one of those things that was going 
through my mind.  I think it was – 

 
Q: And perhaps you are referring – 
 
A: 14 percent of the 29 percent. 
 
Q: Perhaps you are referring to your answer to paragraph 11? 
 
A: 11, okay. 10 
 
Q: You say there that “when IPIC determined to take the shares, Papua New 

Guinea lost its indirect equity in the PNG LNG Project”- - - 
 
A: That is the one. 
 
Q: Essentially, that was 14 percent of Oil Search –  
 
A: 14 percent of the 29 percent in the LNG. 
 20 
Q: Yes. No, I do not disagree with you about that.  I am just asking you to clarify 

your statement in paragraph 25 that it was the same type of loan.  My point 
being that one was the consequence of direct equity and the other one was a 
share placement for at best indirect equity? 

 
A: Yes, I agree with the difference. 
 
Q: And that is a significant difference, is it not? 
 
A: There is a difference, yes. 30 
 
Q: To your mind, was the purchase of the additional10 percent or so share of Oil 

Search unnecessary transaction? 
 
A: I guess my answer would be not that necessary but we had a company that 

had been in PNG for such a long long time. That it was employing so many 
Papua New Guineans, that it had participated in providing some particularly 
rural based services through the tax credit scheme that we allowed that there 
was that sentiments that we really should support Oil Search.  But it was not 
really a strong one.  My strong view was that why is the government trying to 40 
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help a publicly listed company.  But as I said I was comforted by the fact that 
Treasury and Central Bank were part of the discussions on progressing the 
loan, so I was satisfied.  If such technical entities it recommended to cabinet, 
then I would accept that. 

 
Q: Thank you. We have heard a quite a lot of evidence that the process leading 

up to both the NEC decision and afterwards into executing the loan agreement 
was a quite a rushed process, is that your recollection as well?            

 
[11.27am]A: I think so. 10 

 
Q: That there was a sense of urgency about it all? 
 
A: There was a sense of urgency, yes. 
 
Q: And with the benefit of hindsight, can you think of any reason why there is an 

urgency at that time to purchase 10 per cent of Oil Search? 
 
A: I am not too sure but I guess allowing another company like IPIC taking over 

Oil Search was in my mind at that time.  And some of us did not know IPIC 20 
fully well except through the Exchangeable Bond loan and so that was going 
through my mind at that time and so I said it is okay at that time. 

 
Q: What did you know at that time about the risk of IPIC wanting to take over 

Oil Search?  What do you recall knowing at that time about that? 
 
A: It was just a mention but it was not a big discussion about it.  But some of us 

had our own, in our own minds, had that view that IPIC was here to take over 
Oil Search but there was not a conversation in Cabinet nor was there a Cabinet 
paper. 30 

 
Q: Because three answers ago, you said that one of the things that was going on 

in your mind was the State’s willingness to help Oil Search, is that right?  
What was the State helping Oil Search to do? 

 
A: As I expressed, I think sentimentally Oil Search had been in this country for a 

long long time and we did not want to irrationally accept and then want 
someone else to come.   
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Q: But making good a sentimental feeling is something that affects the State, 
correct? 

 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: How does that help Oil Search?  What in particular that was in your mind that 

would help Oil Search as a result of the State buying back the 10 per cent 
share? 

 
A: That it will remain in the country; that it will continue to employ or deploy the 10 

policies that it had already had and it was easy to deal with them because they 
know the country, the culture, easy for them to be out there in the rural areas 
and for me trying to bring somebody new and not knowing their background, 
as an individual, I felt it was not the right thing to do at that time. 

 
Q: Sorry, what was not the right thing to do? 
 
A: I mean, to allow IPIC to take over. 
 
Q: I see. 20 
 
A: Rather than us helping Oil Search for the 10 per cent. 
 
Q: So, in your mind at that time, the State was helping Oil Search defeat any 

potential takeover by IPIC? 
 
A: I think I could say that but I am at the Government PPP policy; the Public 

Private Partnership policy.  Oil Search was a good corporate partner. 
 
Q: Did the State at that time have any similar arrangements with any other foreign 30 

companies? 
 
A: Not that I remember at that time. 
 
Q: So, in your mind, why is Oil Search special?  Why single out Oil Search for 

this kind of - - - 
 
A: Well, for me beginning with the negotiations that we made under the PNG 

LNG Project with the partners ExxonMobil, Santos, Nippon Oil and Oil 
Search, we basically created that understanding and relationship.   40 
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[11.32am] And so Oil Search, in my view, were a good partner – good corporate entity.  

And then came to the UBS loan and those experiences, I am sure, influenced 
my personal views about Oil Search and its long term investment in the 
country – past investments in the country.  And issues of – I think that 
basically was – those were going through my mind at the time. 

 
Q: Certainly, thank you.  Can I take you to the last paragraph in your statement, 

paragraph 27 and you will see there in your second paragraph of the answers, 
you say that I recall discussion with the then Prime Minister; that is, Peter 10 
O’Neill, right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: About the progress of the loan negotiations.  Now, which loan are you 

referring to there?  Is that the UBS loan? 
 
A: UBS, yes. 
 
Q: And is that the UBS loan to refinance IPIC, or is it the UBS loan to purchase 20 

Oil Search shares? 
 
A: I am just trying to go through my mind on what was happening at that time 

rather than using the hindsight. 
 
Q: Certainly, but perhaps I should be fair to you.  The entire sentence reads:  “I 

recall discussion with the then Prime Minister about the progress of the loan 
negotiations and that IPIC had determined to keep the shares.” 

 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: So, by the time you knew that IPIC had determined to keep the shares.  I take 

it that the negotiations concerning the refinancing of IPIC was now past tense, 
is that right? 

 
A: Basically the 10 per cent. 
 
Q: So, it would therefore follow that the loan negotiations you were having with 

the Prime Minister concerned the new proposal to purchase Oil Search shares, 
is that right? 40 
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A: That is right. 
 
Q: Did you have a recollection on when you had these negotiations or rather 

discussions with the then Prime Minister?  Was it before or after the NEC 
meeting? 

 
A: I cannot recall the details but there was always – I mean, when we knew that 

the time had lapsed for the arrangement with the IPIC loan, we knew that they 
would come back to us and either we buy their shares back or that – and so 10 
part of that preparation we were having discussions and, as I said, I recall 
having a discussion with the PM on these matters.  And I also recall the then 
Treasurer Don Polye’s views and so we basically – basically a normal 
ministerial Prime Minister conversations without any details until the Cabinet 
paper came.  And I knew when the Cabinet paper came, I recalled back to 
these discussions that I was having informally with the prime minister.  I said, 
okay, this is the one. 

 
Q: Right.  So that then means that you had these discussions with the Prime 

Minister before the NEC meeting because when you saw the Cabinet paper 20 
the subject matter of it was at least partially familiar to you? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And does that mean that the Prime Minister was canvassing your support for 

this proposal before the NEC meeting? 
 
A: Because the Prime Minister knew that I had been involved in the negotiations 

from the PNG LNG Project, I think I was one of those who knew a little bit 
more about the details so he was trying to gauge my views.  And as I said, in 30 
Cabinet, I did say I do not support this submission unless the Central Bank 
and Treasury are involved.  Because those earlier discussions were just normal 
information discussions, not for him to canvass support from me.  I did not 
see it that way.  But it was him seeking my views and perhaps what he was 
then preparing on hindsight was to bring a Cabinet paper. 

 
[11.37am] Q: And he was seeking your views in relation to a proposed purchase of Oil 

Search shares funded by UBS? 
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A: No, it was just a normal general conversation on how do we respond to the 
IPIC issue when they come back; when the time expired, how do we handle 
it, those were the conversations that we were having. 

Q: And do you recall what your views were as you expressed them to the prime 
minister in these discussions? 

A: My views that I expressed in Cabinet were not expressed in those private 
conversations because I read them as different to the submission that I saw in 
detail in Cabinet.  So, I did not give my actual views on this transaction but 
they were just general conversations. 

Q: Can I take you then to the next sentence.  “I recall a conversation that the 10 

prime minister had with me as to his thoughts on the State buying Oil Search 
shares.”  Now, this is quite a specific conversation, is it not? 

A: Yes, that is right and I think I recall saying that I need to see the details.  So, 
when it came to Cabinet I said, no, I do not like the submission.  I would rather 
have Treasury.  So, I think that is – going back on my mind now so I would 
rather see the details of what you mean and then the submission came and then 
I established my position. 

Q: Quite.  The conversation you are referring to, you state that; “it was his 
thoughts”, the prime minister’s thoughts on buying Oil Search shares.  What 
did the prime minister say to you in relation to his thoughts on buying Oil 20 

Search shares? 

A: I cannot recall the actual - I think the sentiments were as I expressed were to 
at least the government in his view, the government should support Oil Search 
in his view.  And then I said, I want to see the actual details then that is when 
as I said, “oh hold on.  I do not accept this otherwise – and at that time, I recall 
Don Polye express his view as we all know.  I also expressed my view against 
the submission until the Central Bank and Treasury came and in Cabinet I 
said, therefore I support the submission. 

Q: Mr Polye did not change his mind as a consequence of the presentation from 
Governor Bakani and Secretary Vele, is that right? 30 

A: Yes, he did not change his mind. 
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Q: And to your mind, the views of the Governor of the Reserve Bank and the 
Secretary to Treasury were more persuasive than the views of the Treasurer 
himself. 

A: Yes, I was - not necessarily they were more persuasive I was more comforted 
by Central Bank and Treasury involvement and I was wondering why Don 
Polye while he was the treasurer and his secretary was there and so I said that 
the minister and his secretary may not be talking to each other. 

Q: And that did not cause you a sense of discomfort? 

A: As I said I had comfort when explanations were made by institutions I always 
had faith in, Central Bank and Treasury. 10 

Q: Now, the Attorney General was not at that meeting, is that right? 

A: I cannot recall.  I cannot recall an intervention by the Attorney General, it was 
so long ago.  

[11.42am] Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions.  There has been no application to 
examine Sir Puka on behalf of any other witnesses, on that basis I hand it to 
you commissioners to ask questions, if it pleases. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sir Puka, were you in government when Orogen 
Minerals merged with Oil Search? 

A: I do not think, I was not a member of parliament. 

Q: Were you involved with the landowners at that time?  Did you understand 20 

about the transaction? 

A: No, I was not involved.  As I said I was not a politician then at that time. 

Q: I will not ask you any questions then because obviously that would not be very 
useful.  You spoke about the role of the Constitution in framing thinking about 
the State being involved in business particularly resource enterprises.  In your 
view are there other ways that the State can get the benefits from resource 
projects apart from taxation streams and royalty streams without going into 
the tremendous debt that is involved in utilizing the back-in rights into these 
projects.  Can you think about any other way? 

A: I always believed that the current regimes like the Mining Act, the Petroleum 30 

Act which Parliament passed where the risks are offloaded to the investor and 
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that we only benefit after the resources are proven up and then they are 
monetized.  That is when governments come into various structures whether 
to royalties or taxes rather than like what some leaders are saying now, we go 
through the risk of 100 per cent ownership or 1 per cent ownership or whatever 
and we go and negotiate.  That is a high-risk area because commodity prices 
go up and down.  You and I know that.  And so, I thought that our current 
legislations had provided for good incentives for investors to come in and the 
risks are offloaded to them and that we benefit after that.  I am a supporter of 
those structures until we come to a time when our State institutions are capable 
of going and doing their own mining explorations et cetera.  My view, 10 

commissioner, is I do not think we are there yet at this stage.   

Q: So, in order to perhaps get a greater revenue stream from the projects, would 
you be a proponent of perhaps a shorter tax holidays.  I think in the PNG LNG 
project for example in which I understand you are very closely involved, there 
was about a five-year tax holiday?  Is that your recollection now? 

A: Yes, that is my recollection and also it was a foundation gas project.  Many of 
us were not well versed with the economics and the commercial LNG projects 
and so we were asked to participate in the negotiations.  And so there was a 
lot of to and fro a lot of time I remember we could meet three times a week.  
The technical team will go and come back with the issues that the investor 20 
was raising so we will meet again whether it required change of policy or 
going back to parliament to change legislations in order to meet with the 
commercial timelines of the investors.  And so a lot of time was spent and 
then remember the landowner meetings in East New Britain and back in Port 
Moresby.  We were trying to find our place in this club of petroleum countries, 
and so we finally agreed to what it is, tax holidays, the fiscal component of 
the project and then the technical component of the project.  We finally agreed 
and delivered the project. 

 
[11.47 am]  Q: Well, it certainly from all that I have read was regarded as one of the largest, 30 

if not, the largest in the world to finance and to pull together.  That would have 
been quite an experience for the State’s delegation in the negotiations of 
course.  But looking back now, Sir Puka, are there things that you think the 
State could have negotiated differently which might have led to a more 
advantageous outcome for the state? 

 
A: I think so.  I think hindsight is always clear sight. 
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Q: It helps for the next one, of course. 
 
A: It helps for the next one and that is why we did, I think, a better job with the 

Papua Gas because of the experience and I think the national content, the 
domestic use of gas to power the country, and I think the levels of taxes and 
would have been more benefit for the places where the resources are; the so-
called landowners; the local level governments, the provincial governments.  
I think we will get better because it was a foundation project. 

 
We were watching the global spaces.  We were advised that if we do not secure 10 
the PNG LNG Project at that time, we will miss the opportunities and other 
resources that were being negotiated would take our place; and so we were 
caught up with moving the negotiation on a timeline that we felt was very 
important for the investors and also PNG as well. 
 

Q: Do you think there was any scope in the negotiations for the State to get a 
smaller percentage but without being lumbered with any of the project debts? 

 
A: That has always been the thing at the back of some of our minds but from the 

political perspective, we own the resource, do we not.  The State is the owner 20 
of the resource.  The preamble of the Constitution allows us to share the 
benefits throughout the entire country, and so we should have the biggest; but 
we knew that we do not have the technical or capital capability to negotiate 
for a better or a higher share.  But then to negotiate for a lower share for easy 
to respond to the cash calls when they were required on their time, the 
implication is back to our people:  why are you selling our resources so easily? 
why are developers taking the bigger part out of the country and we are just 
collecting smaller amounts?  So those were the questions that always went 
through my mind; through our minds and therefore when we finally concluded 
then we had to go to parliament to amend the legislation that we had agreed 30 
with in the commercial negotiations.  I guess those are the dynamics that 
technical or political leaders will always manage.  But in terms of the gas with 
our enormous potential in this sector, I think the PNG LNG Project was a very 
good experience and we can only do better taking into consideration the 
matters commissioner that you are raising right now. 

 
[11.52am]  Q: Indeed, indeed.  Well, thank you for sharing those thoughts, Sir Puka.  You 

did suggest that one of the reasons why the State might have been interested 
in purchasing the 10 per cent share in Oil Search was something of a 
sentimental reason and that you were mindful that there was some anxiety 40 
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about Oil Search being the subject of a take over.  That was the case too, was 
it not, with the earlier loan, the IPIC loan?  You were a member then of 
Cabinet in October 2000 to date, in the submissions there in paragraph 21 of 
that Cabinet, which for those who might be controlling the documents it is 
0027.0005.0216.   In paragraph 21 of that Cabinet submission, we can read 
that Oil Search is seen as the government’s strategic partner and corporate 
window to the dynamics of the oil and gas industry and protecting it.  I heard 
that word protecting because it is earlier against the imminent takeover of the 
company by oil and gas majors.  So, that seems to have been a constant theme 
with Oil Search, is that correct? 10 

 
A: That is correct Commissioner, that is basically and in the minds of us who, as 

I said, Oil Search in the PNG LNG negotiations were basically helping to 
facilitate the processes towards concluding the project agreement.  So, with 
that interface with some of us who were still in Cabinet when the 10 per cent 
offer was made, as you rightly referred to the earlier sentiments that we 
expressed in the previous submissions, we had those things in our minds amd 
therefore, we had inclinations to allow this company to continue and that for 
what time we support each other and share the benefits together.  And because 
they are also part of the Papua Gas, so was the State and so that partnership 20 
continued through this resource area where they were major participants.  So, 
all those contributed to the sentiments that I was talking about earlier knowing 
Oil Search and new person coming in, IPIC, we were worried about who is 
this.  They did help us but we do not know them.  They are so far away in the 
other part of the world. 

 
Q: So, it was largely that it was in fact the largest company listed in the Port 

Moresby Stock Exchange. All right, thank you. I think I have no further 
questions, Chief. 

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will ask a few questions to establish some clarity in the role 
played by Governor of the Central Bank and the Secretary for Treasury in relation 
to the IPIC loan, refinancing, the negotiations that were going on and the UBS loan, 
both of which I understand came before Cabinet. 
 

 [11.57am] The negotiations for the refinancing of the IPIC loan may have started around 
September of 2013, culminating in the decision by IPIC to exchange the bonds, take 
the shares around 3 or 4 March 2014.  And the matter of the refinancing, they have 
come before Cabinet in that period, perhaps a number of times. And both the 
Treasury Secretary and the Central Bank Governor were involved in that process, 40 
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and they may have come and made some presentation before the NEC and UBS 
featured prominently as an alternative financier for the refinancing.  So just recall 
that and then the UBS Loan documentation came before the Cabinet on 6 March 
where a presentation may have been made and a decision was made by the NEC, in 
which UBS obviously was the only financier involved and there may have been a 
presentation on that by the Treasury Secretary and as you have said, the Governor 
of Central Bank.  You are able to recall clearly the Governor of the Central Bank 
attending the NEC meeting when the NEC was considering the refinancing option 
and then the Governor also appearing before the NEC to make a presentation for the 
UBS loan.  From what you are saying, you are saying that both men appeared to 10 
make a presentation on the UBS loan, based on which you were convinced that the 
UBS Loan Proposal was what you support and you supported.  So can you give us a 
bit more clarity on the two transactions? 
 
A: Yes, thank you. 
 
Q: Because both men were involved in both transactions; both loans, one is 

refinancing and the other one is a new one considered about the same time 
and I need some clarity in that regard. 

 20 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Can I just going back a little bit, I recall in 

the time of the IPIC and then I may be not clear in my memories today on 
what transpired but I recall that IPBC was tasked and that the committees were 
established and then the recommendation made by IPBC to the Central Bank 
for UBS to be preferred - so having had that recollection in my mind at the 
time of the UBS loan presentation in Cabinet and I – you going through those 
timelines, I am just trying to find some clarity in my thinking. 

 
Q: You want to think through, it is important because you need to be clear about 

it yourself. 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Perhaps, when you come back next, you can reflect on the question that I have 

asked and then perhaps give some clarity. 
 
A: Yes, some certainty. 
 
Q: About the role of these two people and especially the Governor of the Central 

Bank.      40 
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[12.02pm]A: Yes.   I remember them recalled.  I remember Secretary Vele was the one that 

took the lead in the power point presentations and that is when I said I am 
satisfied.  I am not too clear in my mind as to the Governor of the Central 
Bank, what he actually said, I cannot - - - 

 
Q: And whether he said something about the new UBS loan, or what he said was 

confined to the refinancing of the IPIC loan?  You need to really think through 
and, you know, give us some clarity around that. 

 10 
A: Certainly, chairman. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just mention how propelled that, Sir Puka, a 
little while ago you said to Mr Jurth that because of your concerns, it was you who 
requested that the Governor of the Central Bank and a representative from Treasury 
should attend?  Is that still your recollection for the UBS - - - 
 
A: That is my strong recollection and unfortunately, as I said, Cabinet meetings 

are not done on how we run each Cabinet meeting and what transpired.  There 
are no minutes in Cabinet.  They only record Cabinet decisions.  So, if there 20 
was a procedural minute then I would have gone back to Cabinet and say, give 
me the minutes of that particular Cabinet meeting on what transpired that day.  
But Cabinet meetings do not do that; they do not keep minutes.  So, I am just 
recalling on exactly what I was going through knowing that Don Polye the 
Treasurer did not accept the proposal.  I did agree with him but I said my 
comfort will be in both the Treasury and – did you involve these two – and so 
I recall then stopping for a while and coming and them doing the 
presentations.  But I will go and seek some clarity on those particular 
questions that chief you have asked me. 

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Puka, the last question, you said something about the 
upcoming Papua LNG Project.  You said PNG has done better.  There is more 
national content in the project.  If I can ask you to just expound on that given your 
experience with the – in this sort of matters and your experience with the – as a 
member of the National Executive Council - Papua New Guinea’s take out of the 
Papua LNG Project in terms of its back-in rights which is around 22.8 per cent.  Your 
views on how the State has faired in terms of exercising its option – the back-in right 
option.  Is there any information about the State – how it is going to finance the 22.8 
per cent back-in right or is it going to be a free take for PNG given that PNG owns 
the gas.  What is your thinking of government and how has it faired? 40 
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A: Thank you, chief.  Unlike my involvement in the PNG LNG Project, I 

personally was not directly involved in the Papua Gas and the eventual signing 
of the MOA that the O’Neill Government signed.  It was basically the Kumul 
Petroleum, the Treasury at that time, Honorable Charles Abel, the Governor 
of Gulf Province because he was brought in in the team. 

 
[12.07pm] And so I am not able to answer your questions because I was not – but all I 

remember was when the final outcome was brought to Cabinet, we were 
comparing the level of State benefits to the PNG LNG Project and there was 10 
clear better benefits that were coming in terms of, for example, the national 
content because we were – at the time we were talking about whether the 
provincial government would participate in the shipping arrangement, and 
what percentage of the gas would be used to bring power to the country at 
what cost.  It was a nominated 10 or 15 per cent of that gas must be for 
domestic utilization.  So, those were the big improvements so far as that 
presentation was concerned.  But I was not privy to the actual details of the 
agreement because I was not part of it. 

 
Q: Have you heard of talk in the wind among government circles of the 20 

government going for another big loan – overseas loan to finance its back-in 
rights which stands at around 22.5 per cent of Papua LNG? 

 
A: At that time, no. 
 
Q: No, now. 
 
A: I have not heard now but there is that sentiment and the current government 

for increased equity participation and therefore some of us asked the question 
how we are going to finance it. 30 

 
Q: Maybe I will ask those questions of the current and the former prime ministers 

when they come here.  But those are my questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I note the time but may I have your leave to ask just 
one or two questions in relation to the sale of the Oil Search shares? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 40 
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RXN: MR JURTH 
 
Q: Sir Puka, you see in paragraph 15 of your statement you were asked in relation 

to the rationale for the sale of the Oil Search shares in 2016.  Now, you 
answered the question on that basis. The question itself I am afraid is 
misleading.  The shares were in fact sold in September 2017.  That is your 
recollection or you do not have a specific recollection of when they were sold? 

 
A: I do not have - - - 
 10 
Q: Roughly then. 
 
A: Around that time ‘16 ‘17. 
 
Q: And you are quite right in pointing out that it was Kumul Petroleum who 

formally sold them and you say you do not know why they were sold.  Do you 
have a recollection of the issue of the sale of shares coming to NEC? 

 
A: I really cannot - - - 
 20 
Q: Did you have any discussions with the prime minister in relation to the sale of 

the Oil Search shares in 2016 or 2017? 
 
A: 2017 definitely no, I cannot recall but 2016, you know we set up the State 

entities, all the Kumul structures and all the time we were actually arguing 
about value of establishing other structures in the country and that was the 
issue that was always going through my mind; Kumul Petroleum, Kumul 
Mining, et cetera, et cetera and how they would basically handle the revenue 
that was flowing in through the projects and how much was going to come 
back to Treasury to support the budget.  Those were the main discussions.  So, 30 
we were basically discussing about is Kumul structures the right way to go or 
are we creating unnecessarily expensive structures.  That was the main 
discussion in 2016 I remember and I remember in 2017 when we came back, 
I personally was basically asking for a review of the Kumul structures.  That 
is the conversation that I recall but not- - - 

 
[12.12 pm] Q: In 2016 and 2017 both before the Election but also after the Election, you were 

a cabinet minister throughout the period? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 40 
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Q: Was there a change in the minds of the NEC members of Cabinet as to the 

sentimental value of continuing the Oil Search shares through Kumul? 
 
A: It did not until the government was changed. 
 
Q: But it was the same prime minister, was it not? 
 
A: No, not until- - - 
 10 
Q: Oh, I see. 
 
A: The current prime minister became prime minister and then he was against it. 
 
Q: Yes.  But the shares were sold under the prime ministership of Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: Yes, O’Neill. 
 
Q: In order to sell the Oil Search shares, I am suggesting to you that there must 

have been a change in the sentimental attitude to Oil Search if that was the 20 
reason for purchasing them in the first place? 

 
A: I am not too sure.  I cannot give an answer on that because there was a new 

cabinet, actually. 
 
Q: New what, sorry? 
 
A: The cabinet makeup was really new. 
 
Q: But the same prime minister? 30 
 
A: Same prime minister but many ministers; a good number of ministers lost in 

the 2017 Election.  There were quite a number of new ministers I cannot 
remember that sentiment. 

 
Q: Sorry, I did not mean to interrupt.   
 
A: That is okay. 
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Q: Are you aware that the Kumul structure limits the decisions that the Kumul 
Board can make to a certain amount? 

 
A: Yes, to a certain amount and then they have to come to Cabinet.   
 
Q: And that is because the prime minister, the sitting prime minister of the day is 

the trustee? 
 
A: Is the Trustee. 
 10 
Q: And therefore to sell the shares which are worth much more than the limit 

authorized to the board the decision must have come to Cabinet for a formal 
decision to be made by the trustee, is that so? 

 
A: You could say that but I do not – you see, the Cabinet is made up of different 

individuals, yes, different individuals with different backgrounds with their 
own individual strengths and weaknesses.  So when such highly technical 
papers come to Cabinet, discussion is limited and so we rely on the chair who 
provides the leadership in Cabinet who is the prime minister and we rely on 
the State entities that have the corporate responsibility to process those 20 
instruments. 

 
Q: Very well.  Do you recall the chair of the NEC supporting the decision to sell 

Oil Search shares in 2017 or thereabouts? 
 
A: The question by the chief is I am just trying to clarify exactly how those 

cabinet conversations and discussions took place and then I am trying to bring 
these ones on this.  If it was a year ago, then that is easy but it was quite some 
time ago and my mind at my age is not as sharp as I would have wanted while 
I was young doing a university course. 30 

 
Q: Quite so, Sir Puka.  Commissioners, I will leave that there.  Thank you, I have 

no further questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Mr Jurth, are you seeking a date for his return perhaps in 
the next day or so? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I am in your hands.  For counsel assisting’s 
purposes, Sir Puka’s evidence is complete.  There has been no application to re-
examine him but- - - 40 
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[12.17pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  There is just one aspect that I want him to look at.  Are 

you able to come perhaps tomorrow or on Wednesday? 
 

A: Tomorrow before 12 because the Parliament is 2 pm tomorrow.  I can be here 
at 11 o’clock or 1 o’clock tomorrow. 

 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I do not think that is going to be convenient 
because we will try of course to get the prime minister in tomorrow morning at 10 
o’clock. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
A: Wednesday? 
 
Q: Wednesday perhaps? 
 
MR JURTH:  Wednesday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Wednesday at 1 o’clock? 20 
 
A: One o’clock. 
 
Q: Okay.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, after lunch we have the Honourable Peter O’Neill, 
I think. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Sir Puka Temu thank you for your evidence this 
morning and we will see you back here on Wednesday.  You may be excused. 30 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  1.15 Commissioners, is that convenient? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will adjourn for lunch and who have we got for 1 o’clock? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We got the Honourable Peter O’Neill at 1 o’clock but given the 
time, ten past 1 would be convenient? 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings to ten past 1. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.11 pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I see Mr O’Neill has returned that 
I have some questions for him.  I think Mr Sheppard again appears for Mr O’Neill. 

 10 
MR O’NEILL:  Thank you very much, yes, my apologies to the Commission.  I had 
a bit of accident as you can see and I was not able to attend on Friday but I am quite 
happy to continue today.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 
 
 
PETER O’NEILL, recalled: 
 
 20 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Thank you Mr O’Neill.  You last appeared here on 17 June and you are still 

on your previous oath.  Are there any changes you wish to make to the 
evidence you have then or the statutory declaration you provided to the 
commission then? 

 
A: I do not think so. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Let me take you back to 2012.  So, you were Prime Minister 30 

between 2011 and 2019? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In 2012, talking about the IPIC loan, there were at least two possibility, were 

there not, either IPIC would keep the Oil Search shares or the IPIC would 
require IPBC to buy back the shares.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: That is what I understand now but I was always under the impression that the 

shares would be returned. 40 
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Q: Can you say that again? 
 
A: I was always under the impression that the shares will be returned by IPIC to 

the State. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  You realize a great deal of work had to be put in including 

negotiating with IPIC if that was to happen, did you not? 
 
A: You can see from the many correspondence and of course officials trying to 10 

engage with IPIC between 2012 goes to show that yes, we needed to negotiate 
with IPIC and try and of course settle this matter. 

 
Q: Indeed back in 2012 and I can show you the NEC decision if you wish, your 

NEC approved that the Minister of Public Enterprises to start discussions with 
IPIC about the possible refinancing of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond, do you 
recall that? 

 
A: Yes, I recall that.  That, I think, was NEC decision number 117 of 2013 which 

gave rise to that or previous to that I think, there was NEC decision asking the 20 
Minister for State Enterprises Ben Micah to progress this matter so that we 
had a facility available as soon as IPIC indicated either way, we were ready 
for us to settle. 

 
Q: Well, let me take you from March 2012 to July 2013.  Minister Micah then 

recommended the creation of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 
Committee, you recall that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: The NEC accepted that recommendation? 
 
A: Yes, I believe that is reflected in the NEC decision. 
 
Q: But in fact Mr Vele, not Mr Micah’s candidate, was appointed to chair that 

committee? 
 
A: That is the discretion of Cabinet.  I cannot recall who was the chairman and 

who was not but I understand that all agencies of government including IPBC 
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including State Solicitor and all the other senior officials were all members of 
that committee. 

 
[1.16pm] Q: But suffice to say, Mr Vele, would you accept from me that Mr Vele chaired 

the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee? 
 
A: He was the Secretary for Treasury so I see no reason why he should not chair 

it. 
 
Q: Who appointed him as the acting and then permanent Treasury secretary? 10 
 
A: Our government did. 
 
Q: And was that your decision? 
 
A: It is a Cabinet decision; it is not made by one person. 
 
Q: Did you propose his appointment as the acting and then permanent Treasury 

secretary? 
 20 
A: I think the submissions usually come from the Minister for Treasury and the 

Public Service Minister but I think the Public Service Minister takes carriage 
of those appointments for public servants. 

 
Q: All right.  Can we just look at a document WIT.0015.0001.0708?  Just put that 

up on the screen.  If we please scroll down a little, you can see the title of this 
document, Mr O’Neill, is Appointment of Financial Advisors to the 
Independent State, background notes and that is produced by Mr Vele and it 
must have been just before he became acting Treasury secretary because he 
then describes himself as the Director of the Gas Projects Coordination office, 30 
okay.  Now, if we go to and you can assume there has been evidence that he 
took this document to Sydney when he talked to various banks about raising 
money to refinance the IPIC bonds, okay.  So, noting the date, if we go to the 
next page, you can see there that under executive aummary, the second 
paragraph it says:  “The Exchangeable Bonds mature in March 2014 and the 
Prime Minister has expressed the desire to retain all or a substantial portion of 
its shareholding post-bond maturity.”  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: That has always been the intention of all governments and that was no 

different from our government. 40 
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Q: But the point is that was a desire you had expressed as Prime Minister; that is 

correct, is it not? 
 
A: On behalf of the government, yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Then let us go down to paragraph 3.1.  You can see there in the 

second paragraph under 3.1, “In addition and as a secondary potentially highly 
complementary objective, the Prime Minister has expressed the desire for the 
State to maintain a shareholding in Oil Search between 10.1 and 19.99 per 10 
cent post bond maturity.”  That also was correct, was it no? 

 
A: I cannot recall the exact percentage of shares that the government intended to 

hold, but as far as I am aware, the Petroleum Act which provides for the 
participation of government in development of project as such, the oil fields 
which Oil Search was managing, we were supposed to have 22.5 per cent of 
any shareholding in any of those developments in the country.  So that is the 
range that any government thinks about so it is not far off. 

 
Q: What I am asking you though, Mr O’Neill, is does that correctly record the 20 

desire you had expressed at about August 2013? 
 
A: I did not express any desire to any specific person about any specific 

percentage.  But my understanding has always been that we had to get the 
number of shares that were being mortgaged to IPIC by the State to be returned 
to the State. 

 
Q: So, are you really suggesting that Mr Vele would have incorrectly quoted what 

he understood your desire was at that time? 
 30 

[1.21pm]A: As I said, I have no recollection of that conversation with Mr Vele but I am 
very aware and my understanding is that our desire was to get back the shares 
that was mortgaged to IPIC. 

 
Q: Yes.  But this is different, is it not, Mr O’Neill; this is actually expressing – 

there is a big difference is there not?  Sorry, I will start again. There is a big 
difference between paying for 10 per cent and paying for nearly 20 per cent 
of Oil shares; that is obviously right, is it not? 
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A: No, the NEC decision is very clear.  I do not know where Mr Vele got that 
impression but the NEC decision is very clear is to try and get back the shares 
that were mortgaged to IPIC.  How could I go beyond the NEC decision?  I 
did not express to anyone in writing or verbally that we wanted to get more 
shares from Oil Search or anyone else for that matter. 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, the UBS transaction and the desire to refinance the IPIC bonds 

was driven by you, was it not? 
 
A: It was driven by government and government is made up of Members of 10 

Parliament who formed the majority view that that is the desire of government.  
It is not a personal ambition of mine to be the major shareholder of Oil Search. 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, you were the Prime Minister at the time and you were driving 

this, were you not? 
 
A: Prime Ministers do not make unilateral decisions.  That is a matter for Cabinet 

to make those decisions. 
 
Q: You do understand my question, do you not, Mr O’Neill? 20 
 
A: I understand your question, but you are assuming that it is a one man’s 

decision to try and make decisions on behalf of government.  That is not the 
case and that is reflected in all the NEC decisions and it is not just one NEC 
decision.  There were many starting from 2012 to 2014.  I am sure that this 
has been tendered in evidence to you that reflects the government’s decisions. 

 
Q: All right.  Well, let us have a look at some of the documents of the time.  So 

let us have a look at the email from Mr Botten to Mr Kumarasiri of 4 July 
2013.  OSL.0005.0001; yes, here we are.  So there is an email if we go down 30 
a little, keep going.  So you can see here that this is an email from Mr Botten 
to Mr Kumarasiri on 4 July speaking about confirmation of discussions.  And 
it begins by Mr Botten saying:  “Thank you for seeing Gerea” – that is Mr 
Aopi – “and I this afternoon.  I would like to confirm we are very willing to 
facilitate any discussions between the State and other parties.”  And I direct 
you to the next sentence – the next paragraph.  “As you are aware, the Prime 
Minister asked us to help review options for any such financing.”  Do you 
agree with that?  
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A: I have not given that instruction to Mr Botten or anyone.  The only instructions 
I gave are reflected in the NEC decisions and discussions on behalf of 
government was led by Treasury and Mr Dairi Vele. 

 
Q: Well, let us drop down to the next paragraph.  “We briefed the Prime Minister 

on these possible options for financing, cash flows, possible financing 
requirements and value evolution last weekend.”  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: I do not have any recollection of any briefings about financing or cash flows 

from Mr Botten whatsoever.  I have – I do not believe that is quite correct.  I 10 
have had briefings about those issues from the Secretary for Treasury and – 
Mr Vele and his team, yes. 

 
[1.26 pm] Q: It goes on, “He,” that is you, “fully endorsed our efforts and recommended  

we build contacts with other key shareholders, stakeholders and the State, 
which we are doing.  He also confirmed the decision by the NEC to endeavour 
to repurchase the Oil Search share parcel.”  That is correct, is it not? 
 

A: That is not correct.  Mr Botten has got no mandate to speak on behalf of the 
government or myself.   20 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, what I am asking you is when Mr Botten writes an email to Mr 

Kumarasiri on 4 July 2013, I am asking you about whether he is factually 
correct that he briefed you and you endorsed Mr Botten’s efforts.  Are you 
saying Mr Botten is wrong there? 

 
A: I am not privy to this email and I have no recollection of meeting Mr Botten 

briefing me on these issues that you are putting forward. 
 
Q: Are you saying it is definitely wrong, though? 30 
 
A: As I said, I have no recollection of this at all. 
 
Q: Let us go to the next email then of Mr Botten in September 2013, 

OSL0007.0001.1190.  So you can see here – this is an internal email among 
Oil Search people – “I held a number of meetings last week with PNG 
Treasury and the Prime Minister regarding the status of their efforts to buy 
back the stake.”  Do you remember that meeting in that time period with Oil 
Search? 

 40 
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A: With whom in particular? 
 
Q: With officers of Oil Search, Mr Botten; Ms Danielson, Mr Aopi? 
 
A: I have never met Danielson or Dianne or anybody, for that matter.  I do not 

recall meeting them at all. 
 
Q: You do not recall meeting Mr Botten or Mr Aopi in about September 2013 to 

discuss the buy-back? 
 10 
A: Mr Botten and Mr Aopi were the face of Oil Search in the country so, of 

course, we had meetings along all throughout the year, not only for these 
issues but other issues related to Oil Search and its operations in the fields that 
they are in.  But I have never met with the officers or anybody below that in 
Oil Search to discuss any of these. 

 
Q: To go back to my question, are you saying you cannot recall the meeting 

between Oil Search executives, PNG Treasury and yourself in September 
2013 regarding the status of the buy-back? 

 20 
A: I have no recollection of meeting and I can say that I have not met any other 

executives of Oil Search other than Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi from time to 
time. 

 
Q: Let us just go down to the last paragraph.  “A shift in thinking is potentially 

taking place in the State and if the share price goes above $8.55, the Secretary 
of Treasury,” that is Mr Vele, “has openly canvased the use of money to 
support an acquisition by Oil Search of interest in Elk-Antelope for the 
issuance of shares to the State.  This could be preferrable to the State rather 
than necessarily dealing with IPIC.”  Do you recall that shift in thinking 30 
referred to in that email in about September 2013? 

 
A: In September 2013, I do not recall conversations about buying additional 

shares in Oil Search whatsoever.  My thinking has always been that we were 
to raise the funds, make it available as soon as IPIC makes a decision on the 
shares that it held as mortgage on behalf of its loan, we were able to meet that 
obligation that the State was not struggling to raise finance for meeting that 
obligation.  That is what I focused on.  I do not know where the idea about 
acquiring additional shares in Oil Search came from.  The only time that we 
talked about acquiring additional shares was after IPIC has made decision to 40 
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hold back the shares.  That was in about early 2014 so all these emails I am 
not copied into those emails.  If I am referred to they should have but I am not 
copied and these are all discussions between individuals that I am not aware 
of. 

 
[1.31 pm]  Q: So, you did not recall in September 2013 Oil Search raising the possibility of 

obtaining an interest in Elk/Antelope? 
 
A: No, I was not privy to any of those discussions. 
 10 
Q: Let us go on to the next email which is from Paddy Jilek of UBS.  So, you can 

see at the top that an email thread to a number of people from Paddy Jilek to 
Iguna Momo.  Mr Momo was an officer of IPBC at the time, was he not? 

 
A: I have no recollection.  I thought he was with Treasury but if he was with 

IPBC well, it could have been. 
 
Q: Let us just go down a bit further.  There is a paragraph which begins, we were 

advised in previous meeting with officials, let us find out.  There you are, you 
see.  We were advised in previous meeting with officials that the PM’s 20 
ultimate objective is to increase PNG’s interest to 19.9 per cent.  Anything 
higher than that would require a formal takeover offer of the company and the 
stock market …. That was something that you had expressed as an ultimate 
objective, was it, at that time? 

 
A: Absolutely, I have no intention of having a takeover of Oil Search and running 

its operations.  The government had no desire to do that but as you know as I 
said earlier our whole objective was to raise enough money to pay back IPIC 
loan.  That was the bottom line to this conversation. 

 30 
Q: All right.  Let us have a look at the next document which is an email from 

Governor Bakani, 22 December 2013.  This is a letter from the Governor of 
the Bank of Papua New Guinea to Minister Micah.  If we scroll down a little 
there is a reference to the decision of the NEC for the Central Bank to provide 
an independent assessment of advice on the refinancing of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  You remember that, do you not? 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: The governor says, it has reviewed all the information from IPBC it is their 
view that the refinancing should be dealt with on its own as a separate 
transaction and it is a mistake to combine it with other financial deals.  You 
recall that view being expressed by the Central Bank? 

 
A: I have not sighted this letter but there was no discussion around combining 

other deals like the 4.2 per cent equity interest that was supposed to be given 
to the LNG landowners.  Our aim was basically to pay what we had in loan to 
IPIC.  That was the understanding of Cabinet and myself.  I have no 
recollection of these other deals that they are talking about including raising 10 
finance to pay for the equity interest of the landowners. 

 
Q: Well, if your recollection is right it means that Mr Vele and Mr Botten and 

Mr Jilek must all have been mistaken in considering that you were asking for 
a possible increase in Oil Search shareholding up to 19.9 per cent, is that not 
right? 

 
[1.36 pm]    A: I do not believe that those discussions that they are referring to is correct but 

I can assure you that I was happy for us to retain the shares that we have 
already had in Oil Search.   20 

 
Q: Is there any reason you can put forward for Mr Vele or Mr Botten or Mr Jilek 

to make what you seem to be describing an error or mistake about your stated 
desires as prime minister? 

 
A: Yes, these are officials and of course bankers who are looking at options that 

are available to them and these are discussions that are ongoing.  In fact, if we 
were to talk about increasing our stake in Oil Search, that would have been a 
Cabinet decision.  I do not think any of the Cabinet papers and the decisions 
that you have on record will indicate that.  So all these is just speculative 30 
discussion that has been going on between parties that I am not a party to.   

 
Q: All right.  Let us come forward then to February 2014 and I would like you to 

assume that the Mandatory Exchange Notice; do you know what I mean by 
that? 

 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: In other words, the notice by IPIC that they wish to retain the shares is sent to 

IPBC on 14 February.  What that meant is that a short time after that the State 40 
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was going to cease to own Oil Search shares.  That was your understanding, 
was it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  You agree that one of the things which happened after that is a 

delegation including Mr Vele and Mr Bakani went to Abu Dhabi to try and 
negotiate with IPIC to change their mind.  Do you recall that? 

 
A: I am aware of officials travelling back and forth to Abu Dhabi to talk to IPIC 10 

because leading up to that particular notice, there was – despite many attempts 
by State and our officials to engage with Abu Dhabi, there was lack of 
response on their part.  And in fact when the officials arrived in Abu Dhabi, 
they were forced to meet some lower level officials who had no authority to 
make decisions.  So I am certain that some of our officials travelled to Abu 
Dhabi on occasions, yes. 

 
Q: It was obviously official government policy as you have said a few times to 

retain those shares even if it was impossible to do so? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Let us have a look in at an email from Mr Botten at this time to the Oil Search 

directors, OSL.0007.0001.0647.  This is an email from Mr Botten, you can 
assume to the Oil Search Board, a serious document by the CEO to his board 
members.   You can see there in the second paragraph, “The PNG Government 
delegation with myself and Gerea,” that is Aopi, “attending will be holding 
meetings with the Abu Dhabi Government and IPIC next Monday and 
Tuesday.”   
 30 
There is a sentence here – and I am just looking for it – yes.  If we just roll 
down to the fifth paragraph, you can see there is still statement, “The Prime 
Minister,” that is you, “has expressed a strong interest in remaining as 
shareholder in OSH and is keenly interested in potentially receiving shares in 
any potential capital raising carried out as part of an Elk-Antelope transaction.  
This is especially relevant if he is unable to buy back the shares from IPIC.  
He has the financing to do this from UBS, he has been informed with a very 
low probability of PNG being successful in any buy-back from IPIC.”  Is that 
paragraph factually correct? 
 40 
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[1.41pm]  A:  It is a little bit ambiguous in the sense that he informed me around the 14th - I 
cannot exactly recall the date of that meeting at Grand Papua Hotel between 
Peter Botten, Gerea Aopi, Secretary Vele, Chief Secretary Manasupe and 
myself where they informed us that IPIC and Abu Dhabi have decided to 
retain the shares and were not able to pass it on back to us.  Now, IPIC and 
Abu Dhabi were introduced to the then Somare Government by Oil Search 
and Peter Botten.  And it was them who got us into this arrangement with them 
without any competitive bidding from any other financiers globally.  IPIC is 
as we all know of their standing internationally in financing various projects 
around the region but I put it straight to Peter Botten that it was he who got us 10 
into this position and that Papua New Guinea’s interest was that we want to 
retain our shares and he was to make it happen and that I was not going to take 
any excuses for it.  So that was the sort of line of discussion that we had. 

 
Q: With Mr Botten? 
 
A: Mr Botten, Mr Aopi, Secretary Vele, late Secretary Manasupe and myself. 
 
Q: And when did this meeting take place before they went to Abu Dhabi or 

afterwards? 20 
 
A: I think you questioned me when I last appeared.  I think it was around the time 

before they went to – I think it is before they went to Abu Dhabi. 
 
Q: So going then back to my question when you look at this formal briefing by 

Mr Botten to the Oil Search Board which speaks at paragraph beginning the 
Prime Minister do you disagree with? 

 
A: I have no knowledge about their capital raising for Elk/Antelope.  That was 

never discussed with me.  I never expressed any interest in them raising capital 30 
for us.  I was aware that our Treasury was negotiating with three or four 
financial institutions to secure the funding arrangement for us to repay IPIC 
loan.  So I was aware of that discussion but these issues that have been raised 
by Mr Botten I am not privy to them. 

 
Q: Can you suggest your reasons to the commissioners why on your evidence Mr 

Botten would want to mislead his Board? 
 
A: I do not know whether he is misleading the Board or not but I am not a Board 

member of Oil Search so I am not privy to those discussions. 40 
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Q: Mr O’Neill, we are talking about the part in the sentence which says that you 

to Mr Botten’s understanding had expressed a keen interest in potentially 
receiving shares in a potential capital raising carried out as part of an 
Elk/Antelope transaction.  Now, as I understand it, you say that is wrong.  You 
never expressed that; that is what you just said, is it not? 

 
A: He has never discussed Elk/Antelope transaction with me, period. 
 
Q: So, Mr Botten is just completely mistaken about that, is he? 10 
 
A: Well, that is his word against mine.  You can take it at that.  But I can assure 

you that we were not in discussion about the Elk/Antelope transaction with 
Botten whatsoever. 

 
Q: All right.  Well, let us come to the next document which is an Oil Search 

discussion document for Project Heron, OSL.0002.0006.7799.  So this is an 
internal Oil Search document or discussion document.  If we go to the next 
page you can see there in the third dot point, Oil Search was approached by 
Pacific LNG’s PAC Civelli with PNG Government’s support to require 22.8 20 
per cent in PRL15 pre back-in via an acquisition of the PAC companies, is 
that right? 

 
A: I have no knowledge of those discussions going on so I have no idea. 
 
Q: Well, you knew nothing, did you, about any contact your government had with 

the Civellis about selling part of PRL15? 
 
[1.46pm]   A: I have not had any formal meetings with Civelli or anyone else except with 

InterOil and Total.  I knew of the discussions that were going around about 30 
Elk/Antelope with those parties but discussions with Oil Search on possible 
transactions were never discussed with me or I do not know of any other 
minister or member of Cabinet that was aware of those discussions. 

 
Q: So, you cannot cast any light on the reference to PNG Government’s support 

in the third dot point of this Oil Search document? 
 
A: Absolutely not supporting Oil Search in buying PNG LNG or Pacific LNG 

transaction, I have no idea. 
 40 
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Q: And you gave evidence on the last occasion that you have never had any 
dealings with either Carlo or Nico Civelli, is that right? 

 
A: I have never had any dealings whatsoever with them. 
 
Q: And did anyone else in government on your behalf at this time have dealings 

with them? 
 
A: I do not believe anyone was authorized or I am not aware of anyone having 

dealings with them. 10 
 
Q: So, we are at the point where there is the unsuccessful meeting by the PNG 

Government delegation in Abu Dhabi and then there is – you can assume there 
is some evidence that Mr Vele had a discussion with Mr Aopi about the 
possibility of what became the UBS deal on 21 February in 2014 in Sydney.  
And the next thing is we have an email from Mr Botten which we will have 
up dated 23 February.  That is a Sunday.  So, there is an email from Mr Botten 
to some of the other people in his company and others saying: “I am off to 
Perth tonight and to Port Moresby tomorrow.  Happy to chat tomorrow around 
flights.  And in POM Sunday on a plane POM to Sydney early on Monday 20 
morning.  Call me anytime if there are any issues.  Appreciate receiving an 
insight on how we manage government involvement and IPIC through this 
process and timing required for certainty.  I am seeing the PM on Sunday.”  
So, in fact, you met with Mr Botten and Mr Aopi in Port Moresby on a couple 
of occasions, did you not, the following week? 

 
A: There is absolutely no secret that, you know, as I said Peter Botten and Gerea 

Aopi were corporate leaders in Papua New Guinea and Port Moresby is a very 
small community and, of course, we meet from time to time discussing various 
issues.  So I could have met them but I have no recollection of that meeting.  30 
But - - - 

 
Q: Well, let me see if I can help your recollection, Mr O’Neill. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Let us have up paragraph 22 of Mr Aopi’s statement.  So the first thing is in 

paragraph 21.  There is a reference to a meeting that Mr Botten and I, that is, 
Mr Aopi had a short meeting with you at the Airways Hotel.  Does that help 
your memory? 40 
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A: Could have - I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Just have a read to yourself of paragraph 22 which sets out Mr Aopi’s 

recollection.    
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Well, firstly, do you recall saying then to Mr Botten and Mr Aopi that the 

State wanted to acquire at least 10 per cent of the issued shares in Oil Search? 10 
 
A: There was those discussions after the notice from IPIC was put to the 

government that they were going to retain the shares.   
 

[1.51pm] There was discussions right after that; that was on 14 February as you stated.  
So there were some discussions going on about possibility of buying shares 
so that we can retain 10 per cent that we lost to IPIC.  And of course if we had 
to repay IPIC the price was, as you indicated, I think it was $8.55 and I wanted 
a better price if such a transaction was to take place.  But as I recall, I have 
always stated that subject to NEC’s decision and negotiations were left to 20 
Secretary of Treasury and his team to negotiate with Peter Botten and the like.  
But also I am a bit concerned about Gerea Aopi’s reflection about fee saving 
exercise.  Mr Aopi should have excused himself from those discussions if it 
took place.  He certainly was on the Board of the State company that held the 
IPIC arrangements which was IPBC and he was on the Board and 
Management of Oil Search so serious conflicts of interest there should have 
been noted. 

 
Q: Who appointed him to that position of IPBC? 
 30 
A: The minister recommended that he be appointed so the Cabinet appointed him. 
 
Q: Under your government? 
 
A: Pardon? 
 
Q: Under your government, was it, sir? 
 
A: I cannot recall but I think it was the previous government appointed him and 

he continued.  That is what my recollection is. 40 
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Q: All right.  Well, let us go back to paragraph 22.  You have given some 

evidence about what happened on 14 February ten days before.  This is now 
post the Abu Dhabi meeting – the unsuccessful Abu Dhabi trip and but in 
particular did you then refer to your desire for an issue price of the Oil Search 
shares at $8.20? 

 
A: There was no discussion about pricing.  It was to be negotiated but as I said 

this is a company that inherited or merged with our holding company in I think 
2001 or 2000 by the Morauta Government where the interest of the people and 10 
the country were sold off or merged into Oil Search giving us those shares that 
rightfully belonged to the people of our country.  It has been our desire in the 
country for many many years since independence that the country must fully 
participate in the development of its natural resources.  So all governments 
since independence have maintained that desire.  So our government was no 
different.  All we wanted to do was we wanted to retain the shares in Oil 
Search so that we can continue to participate meaningfully in the development 
of our resources in the country.  So that is why these negotiations took place.  
The issue here is that Oil Search officials who introduced us to IPIC needed 
to do a better job by making sure that our interest was protected.  And that was 20 
done by the previous government we inherited this and it was our obligation 
to try and resolve it and that is what we were trying to do. 

 
Q: So then if you did not mention the figure of $8.20 to Mr Botten or Mr Aopi, 

did you mention that to Mr Vele or other people and told them that that was 
the price you wanted? 

 
A: Yes, I told them it has to be discounted because we have put up enough for 

Oil Search.  The government has done more than enough from Morauta 
Government to Somare Government to my government trying to protect Oil 30 
Search as a Papua New Guinean company and I just about had enough of them 
losing the shares and of course at that time they wanted us to pay for the price 
that was quoted to IPIC $8.55 and I was going to have none of it.  I wanted a 
discount so that we can be able to recoup some of the costs. 

 
Q: Well, it would have been a perfectly natural thing for you to mention that and 

the amount in the meetings with Oil Search, would it not? 
 
A: I do not recall mentioning that price to Oil Search at all.  I did have discussions 

with Dairi Vele our secretary, yes. 40 
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[1.56pm]  Q: Okay.  Let us have a look at Mr Botten’s recollection paragraph 55 of his 

statement.  So, you see there Mr Botten says at this meeting to the best of his 
recollection you told him the State wish to retain at least 10 per cent 
shareholding in Oil Search.  That is right, is it not; you would have told him 
that? 

 
A: 10 per cent is almost exactly the same percentage that we almost gave away 

to IPIC.  So that was - - - 

Q: So, you are agreeing that you would have told him that? 10 

A: Could have been.  I do not see any reason why that can be disputed. 

Q: And then he says; his recollection is you asked Oil Search were issued shares 
for the State in a placement as part of Oil Search’s capital raising to fund the 
proposed acquisition on the interest in PRL15.  Did he say that?  Did he say 
that one? 

A: That is not true.  I am sure my direction to the Secretary for Treasury was 
leading these discussions would indicate that my directions were very simple; 
just to go and negotiate with Oil Search and the other parties directly and take 
it to Cabinet. 

Q: You will see if you drop down a few sentences, he said; “To the best of my 20 

recollection, I believe the prime minister mentioned the price of $8.20 a 
share.”  That is wrong, is it? 

A: I have never discussed a price with Peter Botten. 

Q: So that is wrong? 

A: I believe it is wrong because the price negotiations was between Secretary 
Vele and Oil Search and the other parties. 

Q: So, in any event, you made the decision or the government made the decision 
that it wants to acquire an issue of 10 per cent in a placement and that is a very 
short amount of time to make that happen.  You would agree with that, would 
you not? 30 

A: Well, it looks short but the negotiations for the funding to be in place started 
in year 2012 when we got government, knowing very well the amounts would 
be around the same, that was required to repay IPIC loan.  So, the funding 
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arrangements and negotiations were already in motion for that financing to be 
made available.  So, it was a question of rearranging it to see whether we pay 
for new shares or not. 

Q: So, the key people in this working out of the UBS transaction were obviously 
Mr Vele, he was one of them? 

A: Vele and the committee.  There is a committee of government officials 
including State Solicitor, managing director for IPBC and then later on I think 
Kumul Petroleum.  All those officials were all involved in this committee to 
lead the discussions including the Central Bank. 

Q: In this two week period from 24 February onwards, is that right? 10 

A: Since 2012.  You just refer to the NEC decisions.  

Q: What I am talking about now Mr O’Neill, is on 24 February or 25 February a 
decision or a proposal is being put to Oil Search and you then have a relatively 
short amount of time to make the deal happen with Oil Search and UBS, that 
is right, is it not? 

A: Well, I assumed that they have got institutional memory of what has happened 
with IPIC and the negotiations with the financiers.  So I would expect the 
same committee to take carriage of this matter and chairman of the committee 
was Dairi Vele and he took charge of that.  

Q: Now, last time when I asked you what role whether Mr Jimmy Maladina had 20 

a role in all of the negotiations, you said absolutely not, is that correct? 

 

A: Well, I have never sighted any documentation either presented to me or to 
Cabinet that came across his name that he was involved in advisory work or 
whatsoever so I have absolutely no knowledge. 

[2.01 pm]  Q: All rig.t  Then on the question of the negotiation of the Oil Search price, let 
me just show you a couple of documents.  If we can go to 
OSL.0004.0001.1016.  So, this is minutes of a meeting from Oil Search and 
we scroll down.  So, you see there, the MD Mr Botten also reported the PNG 
Prime Minister had contacted him on the previous day to advise the State wish 30 
to acquire all the shares and capital raising undertaken by the company to fund 
what they call Project Herin as with PRL15.  Is that right? 
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A: I have no recollection of that conversation.  I have no knowledge of Herin or 
whoever that company is so I do not know which shares he is talking about 
unless he is talking about the negotiations that were going on of the 10 per 
cent issue that was to be made upon NEC’s approval. 

 
Q: Project Herin is the project by Oil Search to acquire the PRL 15 Elk/Antelope 

interests.  I think you have already given evidence, you knew nothing about 
that, is that right? 

 
A: I had no knowledge of the discussions that were going on. 10 
 
Q: But two days after this on 26 February you wrote a letter to Mr Botten? 
 
A: I cannot recall.  Can we get the letter, yes, that is right. 
 
Q: If we just scroll down a little.  So, it is a reference back to your discussions on 

23 February to convey the State’s willingness to participate in the placement 
in order to form a long term investment and there is an offer to purchase at 
$8.20 and there is a request of assistance from Oil Search to help maximize 
the price achieved by hedging arrangements.  And you point out that that 20 
placement is subject to NEC formal approval and certain other matters.  You 
then had a draft announcement to the market and you asked Mr Botten to liaise 
with Mr Vele and that is your signature there. 

 
A: When the officials advised me that this is the letter I needed to advise Mr 

Botten to present to the market and on the advice, yes, I signed that letter. 
 
Q: If we just scroll up a little.  So, you refer then to the formal approval from the 

NEC which you intended to secure on or before March 6.  This letter is of 26 
February.  You would agree there was lots to do if the NEC was to approve 30 
this proposal by 6 March, you would agree with that, would you not? 

 
A: Yes, our officials and our advisers were quite comfortable with that and they 

asked me to write this letter because they were comfortable with it so I 
assumed so. 

 
Q: Okay.  So, the next thing is if we can have a look at – you go back a step 

perhaps there is an email for Oil Search directors from Mr Botten 
OSL0005.0001.1556.  You see there, there is an email from Mr Botten to his 
Board saying, “Civelli and the other Pac LNG owners signed the … we are 40 
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placing the company in a trading halt.  We will be contacting the Prime 
Minister this morning to through the timetable and requirements for 
supporting financing for this transaction.  He has until close of business 
tomorrow to respond.” 

 
[2.06pm]     I would like you to assume that the next step in your letter, we have just been 

looking at and if we go, commissioners, if we go to 26 February - I will take 
you through the series of contemporaneous talking (…inaudible…) So the 
first is an email from Mr Larimer of Norton Rose Fulbright, NRF 
0001.0001.I334. So, if we just stroll down a bit, keep strolling down.  So you 10 
can see there that there is an email from Mr Jilek to Mr Vele, copy to Mr Lars 
Mortensen.  And what was Mr Mortensen’s role in all of these, Mr O’Neill? 

 
A: I have no idea.  I never engaged him or he has worked for me so I have idea. 

He must be one of the advisors to Treasury. 
 
Q: Okay. So if we can go up a little, you can see here that there is an email from 

Mr Latimer. And you knew Mr Latimer of course? 
 
A: I know of him, yes. 20 
 
Q: And you can see here, there is an email from Mr Latimer to Mr Vele? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just – sorry, Dr Renwick, can I just interrupt 
there because you asked Mr O’Neill a question; do you know Mr Latimer and the 
answer was I know of him, which was quite different from do you know someone.  
I just need to have that clarified.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, would you clarify the Commissioner’s question.  Answer to 
the Commissioner’s question please, Mr O’Neill? 30 
 
A: Yes, I have met Mr Latimer on a few occasions and he was advisor and I 

believe IPIC or one of those State-owned entities in some of the work. I do 
not think he was this work only.  He was doing other works as well for those 
institutions.  So yes, I know of him, yes. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So you know him? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 40 
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Q: Yes, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So here, Mr Latimer writes to Mr Vele, I will need to get your 
instruction very quickly as to which way if this transaction is going and there is a lot 
do immediately.  Can you clarify the PM’s position on the transaction, so I can plan 
what we need to do and how to communicate with the likes of UBS, Ashurst and so 
on.  So did Mr Vele in fact to your recollection get in touch with you to clarify what 
your position was on the transaction? 
 
A: He certainly brought me that letter to sign which included advice to Peter 10 

Botten and he briefed me on how the negotiations on the financing and issue 
of new shares were going on.  Yes, I was aware. 

 
Q: And you must have been dealing with Mr Vele continuously in this period 

between 26 February and 6 March, about the UBS transaction, must have you? 
 
A: Of course, yes, it is a large transaction so he kept me informed as he should. 
 
Q: Yes, okay. The next document is an email from Mr Vele to UBS, NRF 

0001.0001.5487.  We scroll down a little and you see there, Mr Vele saying; 20 
I am an authorized representative of the Government of Papua New Guinea 
going through recent discussions with UBS regarding a monetized collar 
transaction.  I am looking to transact on the structure as early as tomorrow and 
I deliver before the end of the week.  And then you scroll down and you can 
see there, Mr Vele signing as an Acting Secretary for the Department of 
Treasury.  

[2.11p.m]   We will come to the next email which is from Mitchell Turner to Mr Vele at 
5.21 p.m.  This is 2.33 pm.  This is OSL.0002.0007.3359.  And you can see 
there that there is the second email which is from Mitchel Turner at UBS to 
Mr Vele and also Mr Latimer; “Please, find attached the draft PNG 30 

Government press release.  It is argued that this release best comes from you 
Dairi and be released by Oil Search onto the ASX simultaneously along the 
Oil Search announcement.  Perhaps the PM could pass that to Botten at his 
meeting.”   That seems to refer to a forthcoming meeting with Mr Botten to 
discuss those matters.  Did such a meeting take place? 

A: I cannot recall.  But as I said the discussions are detailed discussions of all the 
negotiations were done through Mr Vele and his committee.  And I of course 
communicated with Oil Search or the other parties through their advice. 
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Q: All right.  The next document is OSL.0001.0001.5670.  So, you can see this 
is an email – so this is a reference let us assume to your letter of 26 February 
which transmitted at 9.21 pm.  So, we have already referred to that.  And if 
we go forward to the next document which is NRF.0001.0001.5576.  Here is 
an email from Mr Jilek at UBS and Mr Vele and copied to Mr Mortensen, Mr 
Latimer, saying; “As requested attached are some speaking points for the PM, 
please note that PM counter address the press until after the deal is announced 
to the market by Oil Search.  At this stage, we do not expect that to happen 
until late in the afternoon tomorrow, let me know how things progress.”  Then 
let us loo at the attachment to that which is OSL.0002.0007.3364.  Sorry, that 10 

is not right, it is NRF.0001.0001.5578.  So, these are some talking points 
which were prepared as you can see from the previous email by Mr Jilek.  Do 
you recall ever seeing them? 

A: I do not recall seeing them but I have never dealt with Mr Jilek so I am not 
aware of this at all. 

Q: So, what this appear to be Mr O’Neill are some talking points whereby you 
could justify the strategic importance of the Oil Search acquisition of shares 
by the State.  Did you need anyone else to articulate those views for you? 

A: I do not need Mr Jilek to speak on my behalf.   

Q: No, all right.  So, you can assume that the announcement to the market indeed 20 

followed the next day.  That was still 27 February, that was still a good week 
before the NEC meeting.  Was there any reason given that public 
announcement why there could not have been a full briefing to all relevant 
ministers about the proposed transaction?  

[2.16pm]  A: I think the advice that I got was that some sort of announcement are needed to 
be made because of the speculation that was going in the market and to avoid 
speculation in trading in the Oil Search shares.  It was only fair that such an 
announcement would have been made but I am sure that in my announcement 
I said all these is subject to NEC approving the transaction.  And nothing, 
whether I announce it or any other minister or anybody else announces, will 30 
take precedent over that. 

 
Q: If you go back to my question, Mr O’Neill, you can assume we have received 

quite a lot of evidence that ministers felt they were blindsided by the quantity 
and complexity of information about the UBS deal on 6 March.  So, please 
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assume we have received that evidence.  At least with the benefit of hindsight 
it would have been better to have ministers briefed well before the NEC 
meeting so that they could make an informed contribution to NEC discussion, 
would it not? 

 
A: It is interesting to see that ministers who are now – some are in public life and 

some are on the opposite side of politics to me can lose memory quickly.  And 
of course when they had an opportunity to make their representation of what 
they felt during the time of transactions, you have to note that these 
transactions were taking – these discussions were taking place from year 2012 10 
to 2014.  If you are telling me that none of these ministers were aware of these 
discussions, I will be very surprised.  And those who are in the committee – 
IPIC committee to negotiate the loan and buy back our shares from IPIC, most 
of their senior executives or senior secretaries or senior people like the State 
Solicitor, IPBC Managing Director, Secretary for Treasury, Central Bank 
Governor, all these people are involved – are listed on the committee that is 
taking charge of these negotiations.  So, I cannot believe that they were not 
aware of the transactions.  I think it is just cowardly that they were able to 
walk away from this thinking that it is politically convenient for them. 

 20 
Q: Pretty complex transaction, were they not, the UBS transactions? 
 
A: It has been going on for two years and prior to that for another five years with 

IPIC.  So the same ministers are involved in this transaction for seven years.  
Are you telling me that they are not aware of the details of this discussion? 

 
Q: Well, you are telling the commission, Mr O’Neill, that the complex details of 

the collar and bridge loans first drafted by UBS in that week before the NEC 
meeting of 6 March 2014 could have been known by ministers in 2012? 

 30 
A: No, 2012 and of course prior to that in 2009 when the IPIC deal was done to 

2014, all these years people were aware of the magnitude of the transaction, 
the size of the transaction that was taking place, the ministers that were tasked 
to supervise this transaction, all of them are aware of the details.  And those 
details as you and I very well know are not expected because of the – by each 
individual minister to know the financial transactions the details of each and 
the arrangements that – the complex arrangements that were in place.  But 
they had financial advisors and legal advisors who were attached to their 
departments and attached to this committee to guide them through. So, to 
assume that they were not aware is not quite true. 40 
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Q: You would agree with me that this was a very complex transaction; the UBS 

transaction, would you not? 
 
A: It is a complex transaction, of course, large sums of money.  And, of course, 

losing our people’s shares is not something that I take lightly.  This is what 
has happened because of decisions made by past governments and our 
government and we are quite happy to take responsibility of the decisions that 
we make.  But it is not time for someone especially ministers who have had 
senior responsibilities, who have made statements in Parliament and outside 10 
Parliament to come out now and say that they were not aware of the details of 
the discussion; it is just hypocrisy.   

 
[2.21pm]  Q: I see, all right.  Well, let us have a look at an email from Mr Jilek, 

NRF.0001.0001.7065.  Just scroll down a little if you would.  You recall the 
last time I asked you, Mr O’Neill, what the role of Mr Jimmy Maladina was 
and you said you absolutely had no idea.  But here is an email, for example, 
of 1 March from Mr Jilek to Mr Maladina and Mr Vele and Mr Mortensen 
saying:  “Jimmy, draft resolutions for the Board of NPCP and IPBC attached 
as you requested – that is you Mr Maladina requested.  “Also we will send 20 
through a step by step timeline of what needs to happen this week so you and 
Garry can brief the PM.”  Does that not rather suggest that Mr Maladina did 
have a role in the UBS transaction? 

 
A: I have no knowledge of where Mr Maladina fits in these arrangements and I 

can assure you that I have not met Mr Maladina in over 10 years. So, you tell 
me how this is possible. 

 
Q: So he did not brief you? 
 30 
A: Absolutely never being by Mr Maladina except Mr Vele yes of course as 

Secretary for Treasury. 
 
Q: Let us have a look at the next document.  So on 2 March – this is 1 March – 2 

March OSL.0001.0001.6063.  This is an internal Oil Search email saying:  
“Sorry to disturb you.  I had a call from Dairi” - that is Vele – “and then Paddy 
to say that Jacob Weiss.”  So you recall Mr Weiss?  He was an officer in 
Central Bank, was he not, at the time? 
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A: Yes, he was a very senior officer and advisor to the Central Bank and the 
Governor of Central Bank. 

 
Q: And it says here that he had become involved in the financing was pushing 

you to substitute the UBS structure with loan funds from the Central Bank.  
There is no way this could be concluded before we need the money so we are 
pushing the PM to the UBS and then refinance.  UBS are meeting with PM 
this afternoon and I may have to catch up with him tomorrow but I thought I 
would give you a heads up.  So, do you recall Mr Weiss or anyone else at the 
Central Bank pushing to substitute a loan from the Central Bank in place of 10 
the UBS structure? 

 
A: Not necessarily substitute but I wanted to be absolutely sure that this was a 

good deal for our country so I asked the Central Bank Governor and Dr Jacob 
Weiss to have a look through those documentations that UBS and Treasury 
were presenting to government and that is how I got – asked Jacob Weiss to 
do so.  I do not – I have never met anybody from UBS, I had no such meeting 
and of course I am not aware of how Peter Botten can say that he was to meet 
me with UBS officials that afternoon.  I have never met anyone from UBS. 

 20 
Q: All right.  Well, let us have a look at a document the next day which is an 

email from Mr Aopi to Mr Botten, OSL.0005.0001.0728.  You will see there, 
there is the reference to the meeting this morning.  This is the third paragraph 
is with PM, Ministers Polye and Micah.  Others present will be IPBC and 
NPCP; they will be briefing them on the transaction.  And the next point, 
impressed on both - that is a reference to Loi Bakani and Dairi Vele – the 
government does not have much time they need to get this across the loan 
before Thursday. 
 
Do you recall a meeting taking place between you, Mr Polye, Mr Micah and 30 
IPBC and NPCP at this time about the UBS transaction? 

 
[2.26pm]   A: I cannot recall and I do not believe that Jacob Weiss or Loi Bakani even met 

myself or the ministers.  
 
Q:  I see.  You recall there being some resistance or push back by IPBC to the 

notion that they would have to take over the UBS transaction from the State, 
you recall that? 
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A: By that time we were already in the process, I believe, I believe we were 
establishing Kumul Petroleum and it was always the intention of government 
to split the petroleum assets and the mineral assets.  I do not recall whether 
IPBC was pushing back on this issue because they were not going to be the 
ultimate custodians of the shares in Oil Search. 

 
Q: But they were in the end, were they not, when it was novated, Kumul was? 
 
A: I believe at the time of the transaction, yes. 
 10 
Q: All right well, let us come to the next document, NRF.0001.0001.6615.  So 

can just scroll down there is an email chain.  So, here you can see there is an 
email from Mr Jilek to Mr Vele and Mr Maladina, here he is again, Mr 
Maladina and Mr Latimer.  Dairi and Jimmy, that is, Mr Maladina to complete 
the Oil Search deal, arrange with conditions precedent (...reads…) into the key 
CP relating to the unsecured loan from UBS.  We will definitely need the 
PM’s direct intervention in this area.”  Do you recall being asked to intervene 
in the topic there referred to? 

 
A: I have had no conversation with Maladina or Jilek at all. 20 
 
Q: You otherwise recall that discussion?  I am sorry, Commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It would seem to me that that is a different answer.  It 
is just so we will definitely need the Prime Minister’s direct intervention in this area.  
So, I think the question is; did you intervene in this area, not whether you had a 
conversation with Mr Maladina.  You tell us, Mr Vele who is your mouth piece, all 
of these things, did he ask you to intervene? 
 
A: No, I do not recall. 30 
 
Q: Thank you 
 
DR RENWICK:  Scroll up if you would.  So, here we had Mr Turner writing to Mr 
Jilek, Mr Vele, Mr Maladina and copied to Mr Latimer.  “Hi, Jimmy, Dairi, the other 
condition precedent of critical importance is ensuring the IPIC EB matures on 5 
March as expected.  When the PM speaks to IPBC can he please stress the 
importance that both the shares and the cash top up payments flow to IPIC on 5 
March as required.”  So, do you recall speaking to IPBC as foreshadowed in this 
email? 40 
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A: I have not spoken to IPBC, I only speak to through the minister or Dairi Vele 

and I do not believe spoke to anyone at IPBC on this transaction. 
 
Q: You can take that down.  Let us come forward then to the NEC’s submission 

proposing the UBS transaction on 6 March.  That was your submission, was 
it not? 

 
A: Yes, because I am a trustee sitting on behalf of the State for Kumul Petroleum 

so the officials advised me to sign the submission to Cabinet. 10 
 
Q: Did you know that that submission was in fact drafted outside government by 

UBS and Norton Rose and Pacific Legal? 
 
A: I had no idea. 
 
Q: Would you have been pleased if you had been told that at that time? 
 

[2.31 pm] A: Absolutely not. 
 20 
Q: You agree it was an unusually complex and lengthy submission, was it not? 
 
A: I mean if they are preparing government documents on behalf of government 

and they are not necessarily advising us as advisors, or properly appointed 
advisors or legal advisors, that is a huge concern.  That is unacceptable. 

 
Q: I got that point.  But you would agree with me, would you not, that the 

submission that you signed which went to Cabinet on 6 March was unusually 
complex and lengthy, was it not? 

 30 
A: Yes, and it was put forward to me by our officials and the committee and 

Secretary Vele.  I signed it and I invited the officials to come into Cabinet and 
we had a very lengthy discussion in making sure the officials took us through 
the entire submission point by point after which of course Cabinet deliberated 
on it and made a decision. 

 
Q: The Cabinet meeting on this topic took about an hour, no more than an hour.  

Is that not correct? 
 
A: I think that is much longer than that.  I do not think that is quite true. 40 
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Q: If you assume that ministers had not seen the submission and had not been 

consulted about it, there is no possibility, would you not agree, that they could 
have understood that on the run? 

 
A: The senior ministers who had carriage of this transaction, their officials who 

have been involved in the negotiations of this transaction for over two years.  
I will be very concerned if the ministers did not get proper briefings about 
those discussions during that time.  I got regular briefings. 

 10 
Q: Mr O’Neill, just looking at that open, go on; please complete your answer. 
 
A: But you do not expect 32 ministers who are in Cabinet, not all of them are 

familiar with financial transactions of this magnitude and size and complexity.  
Of course, it will require our officials to take them through and of course 
Secretary Vele and his team took us through that transacton during that NEC 
meeting. 

 
Q: You will agree, do you not, that the Treasury did not have prior notice of the 

submission.  The first time you saw it was at the meeting? 20 
 
A: The Treasurer, I am very surprised at that. 
 
Q: I am sorry? 
 
A: I am surprised that that is what he is saying. 
 
Q: Well, the truth is that you cut the Treasurer out of the UBS transaction 

completely, did you not? 
 30 
A: I do not know your version of the truth, but his secretary, and the secretary is 

responsible to the minister and he was kept abreast of all the discussions that 
took place.  So if my colleague, former treasurer, comes here and tells you 
otherwise, well, that is his call but I cannot speak for him.   

 
Q: He certainly objected to the deal and in the end he refused to implement the 

Cabinet decision; that is right, is it not? 
 

[2.36pm]    A: No, he never expressed objection to the deal at all.  I do not believe that he 
objected to us owning shares in Oil Search.  I think his objections came about 40 
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because he probably wanted other people involved in the transaction and I 
think those discussions took place between Treasury and the minister himself 
and other ministers.  They wanted some other local advisors on the transaction 
which would end in more costs and additional costs to the nation.  Those were 
some of the disagreements I believe took place but not necessarily on the 
transaction itself. 

 
Q: The fact was that the Treasurer would not sign the necessary documents to 

give effect to the NEC Decision of 6 March, and that was why he was sacked, 
was it not? 10 

 
A: I sacked him because he undermined cabinet process.  You do not expect the 

Australian Prime Minister to sit there and his treasurer refusing to implement 
cabinet decisions.  That is an offence that warrants anybody to be sacked.   

 
Q: You are agreeing with me, are you not, you are agreeing with me he got sacked 

because he would not implement the NEC Decision? 
 
A: Exactly.   
 20 
Q: Thank you.   
 
A: And that is not because he did not agree with the purchase of the sale.  If he 

had disagreed, he should have put it in writing.  He had ample opportunity to 
express those concerns to me in writing if he was vigorously opposed to it.  
So I do not believe that happened. 

 
Q: You see, what he says is that he was blindsided by this submission which he 

saw for the first time on 6 March, he tried to object to it; he was overruled by 
you and by then the decision had been made.  That is what he says.  30 

 
A: Well, that is his version of events and I think the best person you should ask 

the question is Secretary for Treasury because he is the one who is briefing 
the minister as he should be doing.  And from my understanding that he has 
been fully briefed and he was well aware of the transaction taking place. 

 
Q: The treasurer was not the only minister who got dismissed about that time, Mr 

Duma had been sacked in February, had he not? 
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A: Duma’s sacking had nothing to do with UBS.  It is a well known fact in PNG 
that he has got governance issues and that is why I sacked him, yes, but I do 
not need to labour on it here. 

 
Q: Well, the evidence he has given is that he believes he was sacked because he 

had indicated to you that he would refuse to approve Oil Search’s acquisition 
with PRL 15.  What do you say to that? 

 
A: You will be the only one in this country believing what Mr Duma says. 
 10 
Q: So you say that is not correct; that is not why he was sacked? 
 
A: (..inaudible…) 
 
Q: The UBS transaction was treated as very urgent, was it not, between 26 

February and 6 March? 
 
A: You are talking about a company that is publicly listed, and you know the 

reporting requirements, and the announcements, and the timing of these 
transactions to take place and the urgency that is needed; you are fully aware 20 
of that to avoid speculation on this stock prices, and Papua New Guinea is not 
a – this country is not a speculative investor.  We are a long-term investor for 
the country’s stability and stability in the investment community in PNG and 
we needed to give that confidence. 

 
Q: You are not suggesting though that the UBS transaction, the collar loan, the 

bridge loan were themselves straight forward or easy to understand 
transactions, are you? 

 
A: It is not a – I am not saying that it is an easy transaction to get through but you 30 

have to understand that we have been negotiating this for two years; the 
government officials because it was anticipated that we will use that loan to 
repay the Arabs or the Abu Dhabi Loan.  That was the intention why the 
negotiations took place.  And when we lost these shares, we had to try and 
buy new shares in the market and that is what happened.   

 
Q: The detail of the collar and bridge loans was only drafted for the first time in 

the week before the NEC meeting, Mr O’Neill? 
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A: I had no knowledge of that.  As I said, I took the advice of our officials and 
who else can I depend on to give me that advice?  I was not negotiating the 
UBS loan myself. 

 
[2.40pm]    Q: The commission has received some expert evidence from the Brattle Group 

that the UBS transaction was exceptionally complex and unnecessarily 
complex.  Do you have a view about that? 

 
A: I respect their view and it is certainly a complex transaction and so is the IPIC 

deal.  IPIC is also quite complex in the arrangements where we gave all the 10 
upside to the Abu Dhabi IPIC Company and we took all the downside risks 
with us in the country so the country suffered as well.  

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, I can understand that if IPIC had come to you and said; we want 

to continue this arrangement, we want you to – or we want you to take back 
the shares, I can understand why that would have been urgent because that 
would have been due on 5 March.  So once IPIC told you that they were 
keeping the shares, all the urgency went out of it, did it not? 

  
A: But I know that I was advised that this transaction needed to take place 20 

because the market gossip was taking place and a lot speculation going on. 
And you know I clearly see now that some of the parties who were involved 
in this transaction were not coming to the table with clean hands and certain 
conflicts of interest were not declared.  And that is a matter that needs to be 
established and so we understand in hindsight what has happened here. 

 
Q: But you are saying very clearly that you did not understand those matters at 

that time? 
 
A: No, I did not.  I was not party to those discussions or those arrangements.  And 30 

you look at IPIC deal and such was the advisor and also the advisor on the 
other party from IPIC as well.  So you know those kind of arrangements, you 
will only see it later.  And seriously, the same applies to the UBS deals.  Some 
of the relationships between the parties were too close. 

 
Q: But going back to my question, at least with the benefit of hand sight, you 

agree that there was no urgency to rush into the UBS transaction was there? 
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A: As I said, urgency was about market.  Market stability and that was what was 
needed.  Yes, we could have waited a bit but as advice received was that we 
proceed as quickly and that is what happened. 

 
Q: Mr Maladina’s evidence was that no one in PNG understood the detail of the 

UBS transaction.  Do you agree with that? 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: Mr Maladina’s evidence was that no one in PNG understood the detail of UBS 10 

transaction.  Do you agree with that? 
 
A: Well, he is the – he seems to be one of the advisors on the transaction so he 

should know better so you should ask him.  
 
Q: Just a few more questions. The UBS transaction all that got you was Oil 

Search shares and though they got you was the right to dividends. There was 
no other advantage to the Independent State or a State-owned enterprise 
continuing to own the shares, do you not agree? 

 20 
A: I understand where the question is leading to and I agree that dividends are 

not something that makes it highly attractive investment for such a share to be 
held in Oil Search.  But when you look at the role that Oil Search has been 
playing in this country, it has a very huge presence in the community and the 
development of infrastructure and tax credit arrangements that we have in 
place with Oil Search for many many years.  For example, this building that 
we are we in it is funded by the tax credit from Oil Search.  The stadiums, the 
hospitals, the schools and the list goes on.  So there are not too many investors 
in PNG who participate and fully align themselves with the development 
agenda of Papua New Guinea.  And that is why Oil Search as a strategic 30 
partner in our country; not only that it is large employer or large tax payer but 
as a development partner in this country, it was necessary for State to own 
some shares in that company.  So that is one of the reasons why we invested 
in Oil Search. 

 
Q: But then of course while you were the prime minister and with your approval 

the shares were sold in 2017, were they not? 
 

[2.45pm]    A: That decision is entirely up to the Kumul Petroleum and its Board to make the 
decision on when to sell the shares,.  I am equally surprised that they sold the 40 
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shares when the market prices were very low, I do not see the rationale of that.  
I know that the shares were much higher price from the purchase price we got 
few months after we bought at $8.20 and then even after it was sold the prices 
five to seven months after that the prices were well over $8.50.  So the timing 
of the selling of the sahres surprised me a bit. 

 
Q: Well, with the benefit of hindsight anyway you do you accept that UBS deal 

was a very financially bad one to the State and the State-owned enterprises? 
 
A: I do not believe it was bad given that if the oil prices had not collapsed from 10 

US$100 per barrel to less than US$27 within that period and the Oil Search 
shares as a result collapsing, I think that we will be having a different 
conversation here today.  Unfortunately with public institutions people do not 
have patience so when prices collapse and there is movements in the market, 
you see a lot of debates taking place and our managers get nervous and they 
dispose of their shares so that they can reduce their exposure and reduce the 
loan obligations that they have.  So, I understand what has happened here. 

 
Q: All right.  Well, let us go then to think about Kumul.  So, you gave some 

evidence last time at page 1452 that it was always your understanding that it 20 
was not to be a government borrowing so that is why there were no provisions 
made in the 2013 budget.  You recall giving that evidence? 

 
A: Not as part of the budget but as you will recall I am certain that the documents, 

the loan agreements were tabled in parliament in 2014 I believe. 
 
Q: There was a period, was there not, where the UBS transaction was a 

government borrowing, that is, between March and when the contract was 
novated to Kumul later in the year.  You agree with that, do you not? 

 30 
A: There is a bit of a timing difference but I am certain you are aware of the NEC 

decisions and the intentions of NEC was that the shares will be held by Kumul 
Petroleum. 

 
Q: So, in that gap, I think about six months gap you agree that it was a State 

borrowing, not a borrowing by Kumul or any other State owned enterprise? 
 
A: Because the State borrowed using the Oil Search shares as collateral it has 

always been our understanding that the shares will be held by a State-owned 
entity which was Kumul Petroleum. 40 
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Q: Did Kumul want to take on the UBS transaction? 
 
A: The board has had discussions around that, I think, under two chairmanships 

Frank Kramer and I think Sir Moi Avei, I am certain that their deliberations 
indicated that this was necessary that they participate in our oil fields in 
Kutubu and Hides. 

 
Q: So, you think they were happy to take on the UBS transaction in late 2014? 
 10 
A: I have not had the privy of reading the minutes of the meetings of the board 

but I believe so. 
 
Q: Let us talk about your official relationship with Kumul while you were prime 

minister.  So, as prime minister you were trustee, were you not, in relation to 
Kumul? 

 
A: I am trustee shareholder.  Any prime minister automatically becomes a trustee 

shareholder of that company and then they report to us under reporting 
structure that I report to parliament. 20 

 
Q: And you did not delegate that to anyone else, that was always your position 

you were the trustee.  That is right, is it not? 
 
A: I do not know whether the law allowed me to delegate but I am certain if there 

is a possibility of delegation I think there is and at one stage even in the current 
government, that has been delegated to the other ministers as well.- 

 
[2.50p.m]   Q: That is why I am asking you you do not recall that delegating your 

responsibilities as trustee to anyone else, do you? 30 

A: I cannot recall, no. 

Q:  No.  This sort of thing you would recall, they are quite important, would you 
not?   

A: Yes, if it was in relation to such a huge transaction I would recall, yes of 
course. 
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Q: So, as trustee, you were entitled to receive information from Kumul including 
their budgets and their minutes, would you not?  And is that not what 
happened? 

A: Not necessarily the minutes of their board meetings or their management 
meetings but the annual reports, yes. 

Q: Did you have regular meetings with Kumul CEO and chairman over the years 
when you were the prime minister? 

A: From time to time, they will come in and brief me on what is happening with 
the organization, yes. 

Q: So, we have received some evidence from Mr Kramer for example that it was 10 
at a constant board item how they could actually get rid of or deal with the 
UBS shares.  Let us assume that for a minute.  Do you have any recollection 
of being briefed by Kumul officials or directors about Kumul’s desire to get 
rid of the Oil Search shares? 

A: I understand their position given the debates that were taking place and the 
political grandstanding that is continuing as we see today.  One can understand 
their frustration in not being able to run a business independently and quietly 
to the best interest of the State and the country.  So, I understand their 
frustration. 

Q: So, the election in 2017 I think finished in early July, is that right? 20 

A: Yes, I believe so, yes. 

Q: You were return as prime minister? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And shortly after that, Kumul sold the shares, did it not? 

A: Yes, I believe so, yes. 

Q: Let us have look at a couple of media articles at the time.   Let us have a look 
first at AFR article.  That is an article from the Australian Financial Review, 
Angela MacDonald Smith, which in September 2017 which quotes you as 
saying; “The government’s decision to sell out of the country’s biggest oil and 
gas project like Oil Search had delivered a prudent outcome and it had made 30 
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a $39 million profit from the sale despite the slide in the share price.”  Do you 
recall saying that? 

A: I can assure you that I have not had any interviews with them; Ms Angela 
MacDonald Smith but I am aware of the transaction and the conversation, yes. 

Q: You recall saying that?  What is set out there in the first paragraph? 

A: I do not recall but I am aware that they are on the sale of the shares, the residual 
value of K100 million approximately that was paid to Kumul Petroleum. 

Q: So, if you had said that, namely, that it delivered a prudent outcome of a $39 
million profit, would that have been correct? 

A: Not necessarily profit but it is a residual value, that is what I would say.   10 

Q: And then if you scroll down a little, there quoted; “this has been a business 
decision based on anticipated return on investment and has delivered the most 
prudent outcome for the State considering the consequences that the earlier 
LNG prices Mr O’Neill said.  He said the decision by the government to exit 
Oil Search does not diminish the excellent relationship between the State and 
Oil Search.”  Do you recall saying that?  

A: I cannot recall saying that but in the earlier sentence, you can see that it refers 
to a quote in a facebook.  Well, I can tell you that I only got on facebook this 
year so I do not know which facebook account that they are referring to. 

[2.55 pm]  So I have no recollection over that, but excellent relationship with Oil  20 
Search you would appreciate that Oil Search almost has to deal with thousands 
and thousands of landowners on the oil fields that they managed, and the 
relationship that they have to maintain with these landowners is very 
important to the country and the stability of the projects, and the stability of 
our economy.  That is why I would have stated that our relationship still stands 
in good stead here.  
 

Q: Does that not rather undermine the idea that in 2014 as an essential strategic 
interest for the Independent State to own 10 per cent or thereabouts in Oil 
Search? 30 

 
A: Let me put it to you this way, counsel.  When Oil Search acquired Origen 

Minerals, Oil Search had no revenue, no income, it was just an exploration 
company raising capital on the Stock Exchange to fund these operations.  By 
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the time we merged Origen Minerals to Oil Search, they had income which 
was rightfully the country’s income from the oil fields that we surrendered to 
them through this merger.  The same personalities who were involved in that 
transaction are involved today:  Peter Botten and his crowd.  So we have lost 
our control and the rights of our minerals and our oil fields to this company 
which is a publicly listed company with, of course reporting obligations.  That 
was done by Morauta Government in or about 2000 and 2001. 
 
Then come, of course, the PNG LNG Project and Somare Government, 
rightfully as it is go out and raise money for our people’s participation which 10 
they did by mortgaging to IPIC.  IPIC which is of course Abu Dhabi Wealth 
Fund controlled by of course the Royal Family of that particular country and 
upon receiving the loan, we surrendered all our rights not only for the Oil 
Search, but also all our State-owned institutions like all our air lines, the 
banks, the Telecommunication companies, the power companies all 
surrendered to the control of Abu Dhabi.  And not only that, we had all the 
upsides on shares that supposing that the Oil Search price exceeded a certain 
price were all to the benefit of Abu Dhabi and all the risks on the downside 
were taken by PNG.  It was necessary for us to correct that, and that is why 
we went there to raise capital to try and buy back our shares.  Failing that, of 20 
course, I had to try and protect our country’s interest in these projects.   
 
Our landowners continue to exist, our people continue to exist; they are still 
plundering all our oil fields today as we speak, and the same characters are 
running around playing these games with us.  So, Mr Counsellor, do not tell 
me that I do not know what I want to do for my country.  I exactly know what 
I want to do and that is retain what is rightfully theirs.   
 

Q: Let us assume that that is all right for a minute, Mr O’Neill, you could have 
achieved those things for the Independent State and had a lot of money to 30 
spend on hospitals and so on, if you simply let IPIC keep the shares and not 
enter into the UBS transaction.  Would that not be right? 

 
A: And what about our people’s desire to own these resources and rightfully 

benefit from them?  If you read our Constitution, our preambles and that 
everything talks about the wealth being developed for our people.  That is 
what guides all governments of this country.   
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Q: Well, does it not come down to this, Mr O’Neill, firstly, the UBS transaction 
would never have happened without you being in the driving seat and driving 
it; is that not right? 

 
A: I am the prime minister of the country and the decisions, I chair all the 

meetings.  So what else is expected of me? 
 
Q: And because of your role as trustee and also the prime minister, the sale of the 

Oil Search shares and the loss in 2017 would never have happened without 
you either? 10 

 
A: You are assuming that I went and negotiated with UBS, you are assuming that 

I negotiated with Oil Search to protect Oil Search I have no interest in Oil 
Search, I have no sympathy for Peter Botten or anybody on Oil Search. 

 
[3.00pm]  I think Oil Search got a lot to answer for many of the indiscretions that has 

taken place in this transaction and many more.  So I do not need to apologize 
to anyone.  I thought I did the right thing for the country.  If the prices of oil 
remained at US$100 per barrel, you and I would not be having this 
conversation.  But what has happened has happened and some of the things 20 
are beyond our control. 

 
Q: The State always had its back-in rights that is why you did not need to buy the 

Oil Search shares, is that not right? 
 
A: There is no back-in rights in established projects. 
 
Q: And if at the end of the day the commissioners find that the UBS transaction 

was not necessary or urgent or prudent or a good idea; that is what the 
commissioners will ultimately to find, that is all down to your decision, is it 30 
not? 

 
A: Well, that is your view about life and that is not what the intentions and desire 

of our country and our people.  Our people want to own their resources and 
we are being misled through all these transactions by advisors and people who 
are trusted to give us proper advice and they have, of course, taken advantage 
of our ignorance and of course leading us to some of these transactions. 

 
Q: So, who misled you and took advantage of you, Mr O’Neill? 
 40 
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A: Nobody does. 
 
Q: Well, what is the point of that previous statement then? 
 
A: Well, I would not be in this position today if we had not sold Orogen to Oil 

Search; if we had not gone and sought out IPIC loan I would not be in this 
position today.  That is precisely what I am saying. 

 
Q: Yes, commissioners, those are my questions. 
 10 
A: Pardon? 
 
Q: Those are my questions, Mr O’Neill.  I think the commissioners might have 

some questions for you. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, have there been any notices to cross-
examine Mr O’Neill or to ask some questions apart from Mr Sheppard? 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  I think Sir Arnold may have some questions about – is that right, 
Sir Arnold, I think you have got some questions about Kumul and the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund and I think Ms Twivey-Nonggorr perhaps had one question but I do 
not really think that arises.  So n other words, I think, Sir Arnold may have a small 
number of questions. 
 
SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Yes, thank you Dr Renwick and commissioners.  Good 
afternoon Mr O’Neill, just some follow up questions previously asked of you, sir, 
no opportunity to ask any questions in relation to them; the establishment of the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  I think you gave evidence in relation to that and your 30 
involvement at that time, sir, as a member of the Somare Government in 2008 and 
2009. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just introduce you, Sir Arnold?   
 
SIR ARNOLD:  I am sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Arnold is appearing on behalf of Mr Patrick Pruaitch. 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  No, sir, Arthur Somare and previously the Grand Chief, of course. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Arthur Somare, okay.  Yes, go on. 
 
 
XXN: SIR ARNOLD AMET 
 
Q: Mr O’Neill is aware of my involvement as a member of that same government 

in 2007.  Yes, so you were a minister at that time and participated in the 
different aspects of the delivery of the LNG Project including the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction.  And I think the last time you gave evidence 10 
in – acknowledge some participation in discussions with the Australian 
Government in the EFIC financing towards the project and the discussions 
about the structure of the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And I think at that time 
last when you gave evidence you acknowledged that the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund was not up and running and no funds going into it as a result of 
insufficiency of funds from the different sources.  I think the structure 
intended that tax revenue and revenue from the sale of minerals and petroleum 
by that Sovereign Wealth Fund, Organic Law and the Authorization Act 
which I will come to required those proceeds to be invested in the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund.  Is that right, sir? 20 

 
A: Yes, the Sovereign Wealth Fund was established for future generation and of 

course the proceeds from the LNG exports after repayment of costs and if 
there was any excess funds available, it was to be deposited into this fund. 

 
[3.05pm]  Q: And I think at that time I am not sure whether you were asked questions as to 

knowledge of any dividends being declared by Kumul Minerals or Kumul 
Petroleum, is that right, sir? 

 
A: I do not recall any dividends being declared by Kumul at all. 30 
 
Q: Interesting.  We are all keen to know and the last appearance last week, the 

Treasury Secretary had filed a document in an affidavit.  If it is possible to 
perhaps bring that document up of dividends having been paid by Kumul 
Petroleum in the years 2014 to 2020 with projected dividends for 2021. 

 
A: I am aware of some of the transfers that has taken place between Kumul 

Petroleum and Treasury and Finance.  I am sure those documents are available 
about the amounts of money that has been transferred to help government 
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meet its budget obligations but I am not aware of the details of the dividends 
that has been declared.  I hope those dividends were paid to the State Treasury. 

 
Q: Well, as I said last week, this document was annexed to an affidavit to be filed 

by Mr Vele and shown to Mr Sonk confirming the dividends being paid in 
those years 2014 to 2020 and projected payment of that amount in 2021.  We 
have had some revenue flowing in from which dividends were declared.  So I 
want to just firstly very briefly explore the structure of Kumul.  Kumul 
structures were established in 2015 during your watch, sir? 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The Kumul Mineral Holdings Limited Authorization and Kumul Petroleum 

Authorization establishing as you gave evidence a while ago about the trust 
arrangement of the trust deed and the incumbent Prime Minister being the 
trustee in that structure.  It is the case, should it not, sir, that from those several 
legislations, the Kumul Mineral Holdings Limited Authorization which 
replaced Kumul Petromin and then the Kumul Petroleum removed there by 
the accountability of those State entities formerly Petromin then subsequently 
Minerals and now Kumul Petroleum from straight and Parliamentary scrutiny 20 
to becoming commercial entities.  Your understanding of the authorization, 
for instance. 

 
A: I kind of recall that particular but I am obligated as trustee to report to 

Parliament annually on all the operations of the Kumul Petroleum and as you 
said, the dividends proclaimed to be declared by Kumul Petroleum.  As I was 
saying earlier, I am aware of some of the transfers of funds that were 
transferred from Kumul Petroleum to Treasury and it could be deemed as 
dividend but I am not privy to confirming that. 

 30 
Q: Well, you can take it sir that I have one of the Acts in my hand that is available 

on the screen, the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization Act 2015 
that we just confirmed was during your tenure as prime minister.  That the 
provisions of that Act and the Kumul Mineral Holdings Authorization Act 
removed these two entities from being State entities and accountable to public 
accounts and being established as commercial entities and not under the 
scrutiny of parliament and all the executive leaders of the entities from the 
Leadership Code.  That is what the Acts have stipulated as I read the Act.  Is 
that your understanding? 

 40 
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[3.10 pm]   A: I think Leadership Code obligations and accountability issues goes without 
saying, this is a public company it needs to be audited and audited accounts 
to be tabled in parliament but this is not unsimilar to, I believe the same Act 
on IPBC that your friend Minister Somare passed where similar authorization, 
this is consistent with that.  I am sure you will recall that the minister who was 
responsible for this Act is Kerenga Kua who was the Attorney General at that 
particular time in my cabinet.  And of course, he was formerly the chairman 
of Kroton, the holding company that hold the shares in PNG LNG and the 
IPIC Loans that we are talking about.  So, these are personalities that 
structured this legislation for us, we passed it in parliament but it is similar to 10 

the previous IPBC Act that was in place. 

Q: Yes. I am smiling a little; Mr Kua gave evidence sir, of his being 
decommissioned in 2014 before this Act was passed and he did acknowledge 
he was initially the architect of them, but that he had left your government in 
2014 before this was enacted.  But the Act is before us on the screen and is 
very explicit about Leadership Code, removal of the executive leadership of 
these entities from Leadership Codes scrutiny and parliamentary 
accountability.   

 I just wanted to establish those statutory facts and perhaps going back to when 
I should say notwithstanding that Mr Kua might have begun the process, it 20 

was your government that brought this legislations into being, to establish the 
Kumul structure and these are several facts I have just brought to your 
attention, firstly establishing the trust and the prime minister incumbent prime 
minister being the sole trustee.  Another statutory fact from this legislation is 
that that trustee appoints all the Board directors to whom the chief executives 
and the Board of each of those entities are accountable and report for the 
reports to cabinet ultimately. 

 So sir, the issue that I want to put to you is the perception of such a structure 
in those two principal’ entities Minerals Holdings Limited and Petroleum 
Holdings Limited being vested in the sole trust of the incumbent prime 30 

minister was under your watch.  Can you explain again; what the rationale for 
that was in such a structure, I am just – from the Acts presented to you? 

A: Thank you.  First of all Kumul Petroleum and Kumul Minerals as I said earlier 
was to establish to hold our resource projects interest, the back-in rights that 
the State exercises upon development of some of these projects, establishment 
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of these particular companies on behalf of the State was done precisely in line 
with what was established under IPBC, the Independent Public Business 
Corporation which changed this name, which changed its name to Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings.   

The Acts are not new, they were refined a bit to make it more efficient but all 
the legislation that was set forward was based on IPBC Act.  And similar Act 
was used when the – of course, the IPIC transaction took place allowing it to 
proceed in that transaction.  So I do not see any reason why the accountability 
issues cannot be continued to be maintained when the prime minister is still 
subject to the Leadership Code as sitting prime minister, any dealings 10 
whatsoever, he does is subject to that review. 

[3.15 pm] And of course secondly, all the appointments of the directors and the 
managing director or the CEO of that organization, the prime minister and of 
course the minister responsible if it is Kumul Minerals, the Mining Minster, 
if it is Kumul Petroleum, the Petroleum Minister and IPBC, the State 
Enterprise Minister are all consulted when these appointments take place and 
they are taken through Cabinet and Cabinet makes the appointments of those 
senior executives so there are some level of accountability going through to 
Cabinet to ensure that our people are doing the right thing for the country. 

Q: You recall several years ago in parliament when the Public Accounts 20 

Committee summonsed the CEO of Kumul Petroleum and scrutiny and the 
contention taken that Kumul Petroleum was not subject to Public Accounts 
Committee and I think from my memory it is not precise that the matter was 
taken to court and the court upheld this very provisions of the structured that 
it was not so the CEO and the Board are not subject to that kind of scrutiny 
though the prime minister is as you say; is that right? 

A: Basically the prime minister or the minister responsible should have been 
questioned by parliamentary committee on transactions that relate to Kumul 
Petroleum or Kumul Minerals but to get the executives to come in and carry 
out public inquiry into commercially sensitive transactions which Kumul 30 

Petroleum or Kumul Mining is obligated to maintain because they are not the 
only parties that are involved.   

For instance; dealing with ExxonMobil or Total, these are entities have got 
legally binding arrangements with these institutions so they have got some 
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commercial sensitivity around it so you can understand why the legislation is 
framed as such but I am sure that there could be some improvement around it. 

Q: I guess the issue is – issues of questions and the structure that I have just put 
to you is; you can understand the perception Mr O’Neill that such a 
governance structure can be perceived to be vulnerable to manipulation and 
abuse that such power and authorities vested in one individual, the prime 
minister whereas the rest of the subordinate executives are not subject to this 
public scrutiny of parliament? 

A: The public scrutiny of parliament, the reporting is done through the trustee 
shareholder so that exists.  I see no reason why any member of parliament 10 

cannot stand up on the floor of parliament and question whatever that has been 
presented by each of these institutions.  So in terms of accountability I think 
there is sufficient but of course if there are some improvements that need to 
be made on trustee arrangements, probably that could be undertaken but as far 
as I can see, the Boards of these institutions and the management they operate 
independently.  There is no evidence to date suggesting that there has been 
undue influence on the manner in which they conduct their business and I am 
sure that this has been reflected by some of the affidavits that they have 
provided here. 

Q: The two relevant Acts that I have referred to the Mineral Holdings and the 20 

Kumul provide that the Boards are appointed by the trustee, not Cabinet; that 
is an issue; do you not think? 

A: That is true but – that is correct but during our time in government, I can recall 
taking most of those appointments through to Cabinet and Cabinet made those 
decisions. 

Q: Thank you, Mr O’Neill; Commissioners. 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners; Mrs Nonggorr has advised that she has no 
questions. 

[3.20pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions that I am going to ask.  First one is in 
relation to the procedures of the National Executive Council for bringing 30 

submissions to Cabinet for approval.  It appears there is a National Executive 
Council Procedures Handbook that was issued in 2017 that encapsulates the Practice 
and Procedures of the National Executive Council  which you signed off as a – in 
your capacity as Chairman of the National Executive Council; would I be right? 
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A: Yes, there has been on many occasions, different governments have - the 

process in which submissions should be scrutinized before coming to Cabinet 
and it was well established practice that Central Agencies of Government, 
which is the Department of Prime Minister, Attorney General and the key, 
very senior, most senior public servants sit and discuss some of those 
submissions before it goes to Cabinet 

 
Q: And under those procedures there appears to be three main types of 

submissions, Policy Submissions, Statutory Business Papers and Information 10 
Papers; would I be correct? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And with regard to submissions concerning loans, that would come under 

Statutory Business Papers? 
 
A:  Yes, I would say so, yes. 
 
Q: And I  think in the procedure it provides for policy submissions to be signed 20 

off by the relevant minister who is brining those submissions? 
 
A: Yes, if it is a matter of in terms of policy, the relevant ministers have got 

carriage over that matter. 
 
Q: In relation to the submissions concerning the UBS loan, the submission was 

signed off by yourself as Prime Minister but it did not specify the ministerial 
portfolio that you held by which you have brought that submission; would I 
be correct in saying that you signed the submission off as Prime Minister? 

 30 
A: Yes, largely because of the fact that I was a trustee of Kumul Petroleum. 
 
Q: Was your position the position stated in the Business Paper or submission that 

you are signing off as or bringing the submission and signing it off as the 
trustee shareholder of Kumul Petroleum Holdings? 

 
A: All the papers that I needed to sign on behalf of government as trustee 

shareholder that was provided to me by our officials so I signed it when I saw 
that it was in order. 

 40 
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Q: Commercial loans are such and any Policy Submission to do with that; would 
that come under the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Authorization Act under 
which you were the trustee or would that come under the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act (No.2)? 

 
A: I think it will come under the Loans Borrowings Act. 
 
Q: So the minister responsible under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 

would be the Treasurer; would it not? 
 10 
A: Treasurer  is partly responsible for that but I think the other Acts also provides 

for, like IPBC Act and the Kumul Petroleum Act, I would assume provides 
those institutions to also have carriage over overseas loans as well. 

 
Q: We have evidence that shows that the incumbent treasurer at that time, Mr 

Don Polye, he did not sign off and bring that submission; you did so.  Could 
you just explain how that occurred? 

 
A: Yes, because he was not responsible under his Ministerial Determination of 

the Kumul Petroleum Act and the Kumul Petroleum organization. 20 
 
[3.25pm] Q: Under which you brought the submission? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Not under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act? 
 
A: Well, the Kumul Petroleum is again a government agency so it will be subject 

to that, but these are subject to interpretation and I would assume that the 
practice has been for many, many years since Independence, I believe, all the 30 
loans that we have taken up as a country has been under the Overseas Loans 
Act and whether it be funding of the budget or investments as such and we 
are subject to the provisions of that Act. 

 
Q: One of the witnesses, I am not sure who it was, Jimmy Maladina he said that 

you signed that submission in your capacity as the Prime Minister.  You had 
overriding powers over other ministers, you could take on the responsibility 
to sign off a submission as such without the minister responsible signing off 
the submission.  Would he be correct? 

 40 
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A: I do not take advice from Jimmy Maladina so I am quite surprised that he can 
make such assertation.  But let me say that the Prime Ministers, all the 
ministers, their powers are delegated powers that is being delegated to them 
by the Prime Minister by way of instrument.  So every minister acting in a 
sense on behalf of the delegated powers of the Prime Minister.  But in this 
instance, it was because of my responsibility as trustee of Kumul Petroleum. 

 
Q: My second question relates to the revenue from the PNG LNG revenue 

stream that flows from that PNG LNG Project and the State’s share of that 
revenue.  We have some documents that have come in from the Managing 10 
Director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  I think he has given us copies of 
annual reports that were prepared by Kumul Petroleum Holdings and 
presumably that annual report would have come to you as the sole trustee.  
But the period that I am more concerned about is the period from which the 
first shipment of PNG LNG left our shores and the time when the Oil Search 
shares were sold and that is the period from 21 May 2014 to 30 September 
2017.  

 
 We have yet to receive the financial records from ExxonMobil that managed 
the revenue and assigned the State’s share of that revenue through to Kumul 20 
Petroleum Holdings.  From the financial information that Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings has provided, we are not quite able to establish precisely the State’s 
revenue for that period although some figures have been given for the 
dividend payments that have come out but were assigned to the State as 
shown in the document there as provided on screen.  But your position as the 
trustee for that period, what is your estimate of the gross revenue, the State’s 
share of the revenue that flowed from the project to the government through 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings?     

 
A: As just indicated to me; obviously, there has been some dividends being paid 30 

but firstly before I answer that question just let me reflect back on the 
agreement between ExxonMobil, the State and the other partners on the 
management of that PNG LNG Project. 

 
[3.30pm] My understanding of that is that every export that goes out, the revenue that 

they receive that goes to, I believe, there is a holding account in Singapore or 
somewhere where deductions of loan repayments are being made.  We have 
to understand that 70 percent of the project was funded by loan from many – 
probably well over 20 or so financial institutions globally, which raised 
US$19 billion to fund this project.  So, after the repayment of the loans, I 40 
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think they pay for the overheads of the company’s operations and then they 
distribute what is left over equally on the portion of the shares that they hold 
in the project.  So, I see no reason why Kumul Petroleum cannot provide the 
Commission with the full details of those payments including the transfers 
that they have done to the State.  As I said earlier, there has been on occasions, 
funds have been transferred from Kumul Petroleum to the State and rightfully 
so to help the State meet its budget obligations and I think they are doing that 
today as well.  But those funds that come to ExxonMobil are managed 
through an agreement between the development partners.  

 10 
Q: I have had some very simple figures obtained from the value of the exports of 

shipment of PNG LNG Gas and we have been able to obtain the export 
documents that state the value of each shipment of gas and in that period, my 
figures go something like this.  The State’s share of the revenue would have 
been around 3 point something billion in that period.  Then you have the 
dividend payment that comes to around 1.3 billion in that period and so there 
is still 2 billion plus funds that are out there.  And then you have a situation 
where the collar component of the loan was sold from the proceeds of the Oil 
Search shares that came to something like a billion.  My question is; if the 
State’s share of revenue flowing to Kumul Petroleum Holdings was well over 20 
3 billion and 1.3 billion is accounted for in dividends, there is still another 2 
billion plus, there is enough money around to pay for the collar component of 
the UBS loan, why sell the Oil Search shares to raise a billion to pay when 
there should be enough money there from the PNG LNG share revenue flow 
to pay off the loan?  That is my question really. 

 
A: I am not privy to the detailed receipts of payments from ExxonMobil to 

Kumul Petroleum so I cannot deny or confirm that 3 billion was received by 
Kumul Petroleum. 

  30 
Q: Yes, that is my estimate, yes. 
 
A: But sometimes you know those estimates gets printed in the paper and 

everybody thinks that we have received that money.  But I know that Exxon 
is not the majority project partner of this project.  Santos is involved, Oil 
Search is involved, Exxon is involved, the State is involved and the 
landowners especially are involved.  So there are four or five parties involved 
in this project so the distribution to those parties have got to be done correctly. 
So, the possibility of one party misleading the other is quite low.  It has to be 
very highly structured misleading but I do not believe that is possible.  But I 40 
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know for a fact that over the first 10 years of the project, we needed to repay 
the 70 percent of the loan that we got to do project funding.  And my 
recollection of my first appearance here was about EFIC.  Australian 
Government giving us a loan to help us pay for our shares in the project and 
they became part of the financiers of the project. 

 
[3.35pm]  So, I think if you look at it, paying EFIC back and many other global financial 

institutions back has become precedent over distribution to the project 
partners.  After paying the banks off, they pay the overheads of running the 
operations of the LNG Project and then of course whatever is left, they 10 
distribute it.  So, I have no reason why Kumul Petroleum cannot give you that 
exact detail about the receipts that they have got from – if they are not there, 
they have got to be answerable for it because these are public funds and 
whatever they have transferred to the State, they must - it has gone to 
consolidated revenue so the State has got to declare how much it has received 
so far.  And then we can do the balancing as Chief Commissioner, you have 
stated. 

 
Q: The other question I had again is a very general question.  The UBS loan had 

two components we noticed; the bridge loan and the collar loan.  The collar 20 
loan is the main one.  The bridge loan was about 330 something million dollars 
and that was managed differently, separately and the repayment of the bridge 
loan occurred through a credit facility that was operated with a commercial 
bank in Papua New Guinea and the revenue flow from the PNG LNG project, 
the State’s share went under that arrangement to repay the bridge loan and the 
bridge loan was repaid in full within the fixed short term which was around 
six months or so.  So, my general thinking is if we repaid that bridge 
component of the loan, we would have something like 12 point plus million 
shares with Oil Search fully paid for with which we should still hold with Oil 
Search.  But the explanation given by the Managing Director of Kumul 30 
Petroleum was that even after the bridge loan was paid off, then they got a 
novation letter and another novation arrangement, the two loans were 
collarized I think if that is the right term, they became one and then they had 
to be paid out at the end of the period.  My question is, that loan was paid for 
and we should retain those shares to this day instead of losing everything so I 
need some explanation for that one.   

 
A: I am very certain that - - - 
 
Q: You as the trustee you would have some explanation about this. 40 
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A: Yes, I am very certain that whatever trading arrangements that traders were 

maintaining for Kumul Petroleum, they will account for the transactions of 
each share that they have been transacting and putting on the market.  All these 
are well documented, it is a public company so everything has got to be 
documented so I see no reason why they are not able to produce that to you. 

 
Q: According to the managing director’s evidence, he said, if you are looking for 

those particular documents, you get it from ExxonMobil and we are trying to 
get it from ExxonMobil.   10 

 
A: That is a - - - 
 
Q: He may have provided some documents but that is what he said. 
 
A: That is quite misleading because ExxonMobil only manages the revenues 

from the LNG exports which they rightfully have the right to do so.  The 
portion which comes to the State as per our shareholding in the LNG goes 
directly to Kumul.  Exxon does not manage that; Kumul Petroleum manages 
that.  Oil Search shares and its trading is managed by Kumul Petroleum.  They 20 
need to provide to you an account for that money.  That is not private money; 
that is public money.  It has to be accounted for.  Why is Kumul and the parties 
who have been managing this share trading making these issues public.  It is 
not something that is owned by an individual that it has to be kept secret, it is 
a public holdings and it needs to be brought out. 

 
[3.40pm]Q: The other aspect of the evidence given by the Managing Director of Kumul 

Petroleum which I need to put to you is that under a policy decision made by 
the National Executive Council, Kumul Petroleum was required to spend 
money on social projects, community projects and so forth even though that 30 
function is not authorized or provided for in the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Authorization Act.  Are you aware of any NEC decision or policy decision 
that was made authorizing Kumul Petroleum Holdings to dish out money to 
community projects, and we are seeing some very substantial figures being 
dished out.  That could have been done in that period as well by depleting the 
amount of money available to repay the loan. 

 
A: Again, I think it is important that possibly the Commission can appoint a 

forensic accountant to go in there and track all these payments.  I do not 
believe that NEC has given any authorization to Kumul to embark on 40 
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community projects around the country.  I have been very mindful about the 
abuses that has taken place in the past and that is why when we established 
Kumul Petroleum, I wanted it to be just a holding company holding the shares 
only.  But unfortunately, now they have set up a huge bureaucracy in that 
company where they have got petroleum engineers and financial controllers 
and legal advisors and bankers, well over 50 or 60 people trying to go into 
exploration, which is not something that we should be encouraging.  It is just 
simply a waste of money.  So, these are not things that I cannot recall 
authorizing them to do so.  So, I think them getting away from the mandate of 
the Kumul Petroleum and the manner in which it was established, it is losing 10 
its way.  I think it is important that the forensic accountant needs to track every 
payment that has been made in that organization. 

 
Q: You agree 10 million is a lot of money? 
 
A: 10 million?  I am looking for 10 million in my district to provide roads. 
 
Q: We learned in the newspapers of 10 million being given by Kumul Petroleum 

Holdings for community projects, I think one or two weeks ago it was reported 
in the newspaper and then - - - 20 

 
A: Yes, becoming Father Christmas. 
 
Q: All right, that is that.  The other question I had was in relation to section 212 

of the Constitution that was amended in, I believe, it was in 2016 under your 
term as the Prime Minister.  If we can have section 212(c)(1) on the screen.  
Dr Renwick or Kathryn can put that up; I want to ask a question - section 
212(c)(1).  It does not show there.  You are producing the PNG In-Law version 
of it; it will not show.  But there is a separate amendment that you put up, 
Kathryn.  Okay, what it says is – the title of that section is:  ‘The Consolidation 30 
and Commercialization of Papua New Guinea’s Business.’  Subsection (1) 
says:  “Papua New Guinea may undertake business activities.”  Aside from 
the section heading, the substantive provision appears to be widely couched 
in such a way that it authorizes the Government of Papua New Guinea to 
undertake any business activities be it in a government section or out there in 
the open business enterprise.  What was the purpose of this particular 
amendment in 2016? 

 
[3.45pm]A: I know that, you know, doing business in Papua New Guinea is not easy.  I 

will give an example, in the last two years there has been zero foreign direct 40 
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investment.  Sometimes it is necessary for government to participate in 
business to stimulate the economy, but more so in businesses that are filling 
the gaps like provision of energy like PNG Power; water like PNG Water; 
airlines where no commercial airline is trying to come in and be the operator 
in there where the government wants to get out but government has got no 
choice but to engage in such businesses.  That is the situation that we are in, 
in Papua New Guinea.   
 
Governments need to intervene in sectors where there is no investment by 
private sector or new foreign direct investment.  That is why this particular 10 
section is aimed at addressing that issue.  Governments are not good at running 
businesses; we all know that.  But sometimes investors are not able to get into 
this sector and government is forced into playing its role so that those services 
can continue to be provided in whatever shape or form to our people.  So, my 
reading of that section is that it enables that. 
 

Q: So, this provision cannot be used as a licensed or authorization for the 
government to invest in what is purely a private business out there in the open 
business world, is it? 

 20 
A: No, it is not for government to participate in business.  Where private sector 

can do, government has got to move out of that and allow the private sector to 
build that sector. 

 
Q: There was a suggestion, I think by one of the witnesses, that this particular 

provision is only intended to cover the Kumul businesses that were introduced 
after these amendments were put through.  Would that be correct or not? 

 
A: That would be correct, but also the Kumul structure also includes Kumul 

Consolidated Holdings which holds the interest of the State on other 30 
businesses other than petroleum and minerals.  So it is quite wide ranging and 
covers quite a bigger field than just petroleum and minerals.   

 
Q: I think that is all the questions I have for you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just got a couple of questions.  I will not keep you 
very long, Mr O’Neill.  I know how trying it is – well, I do not actually because I 
have not actually sat in the witness box but I understand that you might be finding it 
a little tiring.  Can I just, a matter of explanation, perhaps. 
 40 
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A: Sure. 
 
Q: You were giving some evidence in response to questions by Dr Renwick about 

the NEC submission with respect to the UBS loan and you accepted eventually 
that it was indeed an unusually complex and lengthy submission relating to 
complex issues; and you said you made the officials take the members of the 
NEC who were able to be present, through it.  Now, we understand that Mr 
Vele certainly did a power point presentation.  Would you be able to recall 
were there other officials there?   

 10 
A: I think there was – he brought a team of officials from Treasury and a few 

other government officials were there, but I cannot specifically recall who; but 
he was the lead presenter. 

 
Q: Yes, all right.  And that is not unusual, is it, if there is something to be 

explained to NEC? 
 
A: If there was any specific question to be raised on a specific matter, then of 

course cabinet can recall one of the officials to come in and explain further.  
But, I think, Dairi Vele had a good knowledge over the issue and took us 20 
through it quite well, yes. 

 
Q: All right.  Was the Governor of the Central Bank amongst the officials who 

were there? 
 
A: I do not believe he was there. 
 
Q: You have a recollection that he was not? 
 
A: I do not think so.  I do not think so. 30 
 
Q: All right.  Thank you, I just wanted to clarify that.  Could I just then ask you 

some questions about the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: Its legislation, both the 212 and 215 Laws, of course, were developed and 

passed in your time. 
 
A: Sure. 40 
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Q: Are you now able to recall what the error was that caused the 2012 Act not to 

be passed into law but to be – well, it did not become active? 
 

3.50pm] A: In 2012? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Or, you mean that the Sovereign Wealth Fund did not become active in itself? 
 10 
Q: Well, the Law, I just read somewhere that there was said to be some procedural 

error about the day on which it was presented to Parliament.  You cannot 
assist? 

 
A: I do not recall that but from my recollection, the Sovereign Wealth Fund 

proceedings did not go into the fund because we thought that Kumul 
Petroleum did not have enough funds, excess funds to pay into the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund because - - - 

 
Q: Could we just step back a bit from the practicalities of it and we will get to 20 

that in a minute? 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: Because your government sponsored them through, I take it, that - - - 
 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: That it was your strong belief that a Sovereign Wealth Fund would be good 

for the people of Papua New Guinea. 30 
 
A: Sure.  I know that this Sovereign Wealth Fund will become very active after 

the total loan of the PNG LNG becomes fully paid, which is, we are 
approaching that now. 

 
Q: Do you have any idea what the projection is for that? 
 
A: From 10 years, so 2014 was - - - 
 
Q: 2024? 40 
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A: Yes, 2024 would be the day when Sovereign Wealth Fund will start getting 

some decent revenue. 
 
Q: The fund itself, of course, while the structure is there in the legislation, there 

is no Board being established; 2016, it seemed to pitter out. 
 
A: There is no revenue and government has not provided funding through its 

budget for establishment of that fund.  It is just inactive at the moment, but the 
legislation is there.  I think any government in place should reactivate it and 10 
establish a fund as soon as the revenue starts flowing in, and I have no doubt 
that this is going to be a very solid fund in the future.   

 
Q: There was a lot of money given and a lot of technical assistance given to Papua 

New Guinea, both Australia, through its personnel and the future fund who is 
also, of course, the EFIC 500 million which was for a number of purposes but 
including the establishment of the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  There was also 
assistance, as I read it, from the various multilateral banks. 

 
A: At 500 million, that is the issue that I tried to explain the last time.  It is not to 20 

establish the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  It was to assist in the funding of the 
PNG LNG Project.  It was a loan to the project.  They were part of the team.  
I myself and Minister Somare went to Canberra and negotiated with Simon 
Crean, who was then, I think, the Minister for Trade; and that was the fund 
that they lent to us to invest in the project.   

 
Q: In that joint understanding with Australia, most of the paragraphs in the joint 

understanding really are devoted to the establishment of the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund though; you would agree with that? 

 30 
A: Yes.  But that fund that was provided at that particular moment was not for us 

to invest in the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  It was to invest in the PNG LNG 
Project.  But the creation of the Sovereign Wealth Fund was agreed by both 
countries that that is the way to go forward and that is why when we came 
back, we established the legislation to give meaning to the structure that we 
were pursuing. 

 
Q: Do you think there is a bit of a tension between Kumul and the Sovereign 

Wealth Fund, in a sense, Kumul is acting as a Sovereign Wealth Fund in the 
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sense that the receipts and the revenues go through Kumul whereas in the 
legislation, they would, of course, go to the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 

 
A: I agree that there needs to be a bit more work done on making sure that 

distribution formulas are clearly defined in the legislation because right now, 
as you say quite correctly, Kumul Petroleum is receiving all the funds and to 
some extent, it is at their discretion to distribute whether to declare dividend 
or whether to invest in Sovereign Wealth Fund.   

 
I think at some stage, we need to put precise formulas of distribution so that 10 
regularly when there is an LNG export going out after 2024, the revenues from 
that are going directly to the Sovereign Wealth Fund from the distributions by 
ExxonMobil. 

 
Q: Well, the legislation as at present certainly provides for that payment to the 

Stabilization Fund, which will stabilize the budget and the macro-economic 
picture and then the savings fund for anything that is left over.   

 
It is just disappointing that it has not progressed because, you know, one of 
PNG’s near neighbours, Timor-Leste, has had a Sovereign Wealth Fund; it is 20 
the Petroleum Fund since 2005 and in its last quarterly report for June the 30th 
this year, it had just a little under US$20 billion in it and it does not participate 
in the project, it is just taxes and royalties. 
 

[3.55pm]A: Yes.  I certainly agree that there are many Sovereign Wealth Funds around the 
world, East Timor is one of them, Norwegian one is the other that have been 
very successful and those are models that we have been looking at and the 
sooner we started, the better.  The issue here is that we have become project 
partners and we are a party to borrowing the funds, 70 per cent of them which 
the loans were required to build the PNG LNG Project.  So, our first obligation 30 
is to repay that loan off.  Once that is done there will certainly be excess funds. 

 
Q: Does that suggest that participation by the State which does not have a big 

balance sheet in these projects which are extraordinarily expensive is not the 
best way to protect the interest of the people of Papua New Guinea in the 
exploitation of their natural resources? 

 
A: We certainly have a very strong balance sheet and if we were allowed to do a 

less political interference in many of these organizations, we will achieve the 
objectives that you are saying.  You know, we have got a mining company 40 
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which we own 100 per cent now; we used to own 100 per cent of investments 
in Oil Search.  In 2024, we will have 100 per cent of our 19 per cent in 
ExxonMobil.  Those are valuable assets that provide a very strong balance 
sheet to do commercial transactions with anybody.  But it has to be managed 
independently, away from politics, away from the sideshows that we have 
been experiencing and our country will be a better place. 

 
Q: One of the benefits of course of a Sovereign Wealth Fund is that it is insulated, 

if you like, from the kind of political influence that you are referring to Mr 
O’Neill.  And I take it from your earlier comments then that you do not think 10 
that the merger of Orogen Minerals with Oil Search was a particularly good 
outcome for the State? 

 
A: Absolutely not.  History has proven us that it was a wrong decision to be made.  

We did not have all these loans following us all around the world at that time 
and we had a substantial holding in a very highly lucrative oil fields.  And 
today we have nothing.   

 
Q: Thank you.  They are my questions Chief. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Last question from me.  Do you see any value in this 
Commission of Inquiry in running the – investigating the subject matter for this 
country? 
 
A: When the Prime Minister announced it on the Floor of Parliament, I fully 

supported this.  I absolutely agree that the truth needs to be told, the Inquiry 
is necessary but the political sideshows that are going on, on the side, even 
after they have come here as witnesses, making public statements that are 
undermining the Commission’s ability to find the truth is concerning.  But we 
look forward to receiving the reports and of course there are weaknesses in 30 
the system and that needs to be corrected; I agree to that.  But to assume that 
we lost K3 billion of Oil Search shares of which we borrowed to pay for it is 
a little bit too rich but that is my opinion. 

 
Q: You have said everything, you have not wasted your time here. 
 
A: Absolutely not. 
 
Q: You came twice to give evidence and - - -  
 40 
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A: Absolutely not, I was the first to volunteer. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  I think that is the end of - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Could I Chief, I am sorry to intervene right when you 
are saying goodbye but just taking up that last point.  You say there are weaknesses 
in the system.  Part of the function of this Commission of Inquiry is to make some 
recommendations.  Now, if on reflection, there are any recommendations that you 
think would help to strengthen the system, we would be very pleased if you could 
do it through Mr Sheppard and convey those to us.  You do not have to come back 10 
again. 
 
A: Sure.  Thank you very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, appreciated, thank you. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 20 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that brings us to the end of the evidence for today.  
I think we have an appearance, do we not, Mr Jurth on behalf of the Prime Minister? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Sheppard, you may be excused. 
 

[4.00pm] MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you.  I was hoping to make by way of question one 
comment.  I can make - - - 

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay, go ahead. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Because it is really a matter of concern as to jurisdiction.  I just 
wanted to remind the tribunal of the provision of section 18(2) of the Constitution 
and I was reminded by the Chairman’s questions concerning section 212.  It sounded 
to me as I was not going to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, yes. 
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MR SHEPPARD:  But it sounded to me as though the witness was being asked for 
an interpretation or application of that particular provision which is a natural 
question.  However, section 18(2) seems to me to reserve that in answer to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are constitutional issues; yes, we can.  But it is a general 
question; he is a law maker and under his oversight or supervision or whatever the 
law was enacted and as a legislator, law maker he can give his own interpretation. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes.  I accept that. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I said the same thing to Mr Pruaitch, I think. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  What I am concerned about is that the Tribunal might make a 
finding – directing itself towards a finding of the application and interpretation of 
that provision and there seems to be no doubt to me that in terms of section 209, it 
in fact is attempting or directing itself - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, you can cover all that in your submissions on behalf of 
your client.  We do not need to hear you now.  But I have said that the Inquiry can 
make a non-binding, non-judicial interpretation for purposes of dealing with the 20 
issues before us. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Well, we may have to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have no authority or jurisdiction to make a binding 
construction of that provision to apply to everybody else. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  In due course, I will be seeking - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You go to the Supreme Court for that if there is a constitutional 30 
issue that is raised that is worth determination by the Supreme Court.  We might 
never even get there. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  When we get there, I will be - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But we can hear you in your submissions whether there is a 
serious Constitutional issue for this Commission to refer or reserve it for the 
Supreme Court; yes. 
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MR SHEPPARD:  We will be submitting on proper interpretation that the Tribunal 
– and I am using the word out of section 18 of the Constitution for the Commission 
– this Tribunal may not do anything in terms of making non-binding finding.  What 
needs to occur in our submission as we present it at the right time is that it needs to 
be referred directly to the Supreme Court without any such - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you want to raise the issue, we will deal with it.  We 
will consider it. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Well, thank you for letting me make that - - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for putting us on notice; that is all right. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  I was going to do it by way of questions but - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are matters of law, you can raise it.  You do not need to 
put it through - - - 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you very much.  I have no other questions and comments. 
 20 
THE CHAIMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am sorry, Mr Sheppard because I think I helped to 
bundle your client out of the witness box before you had even been asked if you had 
any questions in re-examination for him. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  The only questions I had noted was to clarify a number of points 
that Dr Renwick had asked him which I failed to note the answers so no need to 
deprive or detain everybody for that. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.   
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
SIR ARNOLD:  May I be excused, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Sir Arnold, you may be excused as well.  Yes, we have an 
appearance from the Prime Minister’s counsel, yes. 40 
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MR JUKI:  Good afternoon commissioners.  As per directions this morning at 10.30, 
I went back and my boss had a chat with the Prime Minister and our client confirmed 
his appearance – attendance tomorrow at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He will appear at 10 am tomorrow? 
 
MR JUKI:  Tomorrow, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  That being so commissioners; after the Prime Minister at 10 
o’clock, we hope there will be Dr Eric Kwa, the attorney, Mr Erastus Kamburi in the 
afternoon.  We are hoping Mr Don Polye will appear and if he is listening, I invite 
him to get in touch with Mr Jurth and then finally, Mr Sam Koim.  Those are the 
witnesses for tomorrow and unless there is anything further, noting the time, the 
proceeding could be adjourned until then. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have we covered all the witnesses listed for the day?  There is 
a big list there. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, many of them have been pushed over to tomorrow or the next 
day because they did not get back to us so they did not provide the material they said 
they would.  We are conscious that Thursday is the last day of evidence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we have covered everybody so we will adjourn 
the proceedings to tomorrow.  Associate, you can adjourn. 
 
 
 30 
AT 4.05 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS AJDOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 10 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[11.30am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we have the Prime Minister the 
Honourable James Marape back here. 

 
 

JAMES MARAPE, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Sir, may I firstly ask you, are there any alterations or additions you to wish to 10 

make to the evidence you gave last time? 
 
A: For the records, I do not think I have any alterations that I could make, Dr 

Renwick. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can we put up page 4 of your statement please?  And if I could 

direct your attention to paragraphs 16 and 17.  Prime Minister, yesterday we 
had the Honourable Peter O’Neill giving evidence.  One of the things he said 
was that it was a collective Cabinet decision on 6 March but your evidence in 
paragraph 16 is that Prime Minister O’Neill bulldozed the submissions.  Does 20 
that remain in your view? 

 
A: That remains my view in this affidavit that I signed.  The submission was 

brought in, he was the sponsor of the submission and it was a huge file that 
came in, and in fact on record one of the shortest session we had in a very 
important and huge submission.  It took a short time for us to get through this 
one.  Our Treasurer then was protesting but to no avail and it was eventually 
allowed to go through. 

 
In some sense he is technically correct when the whole of Cabinet endorses 30 
the paper then it is the whole of government sort of decision at the time but 
being the chief sponsor of the paper and the coerce and upfront as the chair of 
the Cabinet, you know, and I speak today as the serving Prime Minister that 
when the chairman submits a paper in most instances, ministers will follow 
suit and even though they all would offer contrary views but the final 
resolution becomes a whole of Cabinet’s sort of resolution. 
 
So, yes, it arrived at what seemed like a unified position but there was 
definitely contrast views and I do not regret using the word, bulldozed.  It was 
bulldozed as a submission that had urgency in it, it was time bound.  Those 40 
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sort of words sort of used urgent, it was time bound, we need to get it done 
today.  As I did indicate in my earlier submissions there was no prior policy 
announcement on this matter.  It arrived on 6 March at that time and then it 
was processed then. 

 
 [11.34am] Q: Thank you sir.  Just one other from me, you know I think that Kumul 

Petroleum ended up having the UBS transaction shifted or novated to them 
later in 2014, you are aware of that? 

 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: And you are also aware that I think in 2017, shortly after the general election 

in about July, Kumull Petroleum then sold its remaining UBS shares, you are 
aware of that? 

 
A: We were informed of this and we picked up information later. 
 
Q: Yes.  Was Cabinet consulted about the position by Kumul to sell the shares in 

or about shortly after July 2017? 
 20 
A: In my memory, I do not think the Cabinet was consulted. It took place at the 

Kumul Board and management level.  I may be wrong I stand to be corrected. 
 
Q: One last question, Prime Minister.  When you became Prime Minister, you 

like Mr O’Neil before you became the trustee of one of the trusts for Kumul. 
That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes.  By virtue of the designation, we occupy as prime minister, law allows 

for that we are trustee of those public companies. 
 30 
Q: Can you explain to the commissioners please, your practice in dealing with 

Kumul and decision it makes in your capacity as prime minister as trustee? 
 
A: Kumul operates as a company. Has its high fiduciary standards. Prime 

ministers are not entitled impose or bulldoze on Kumul the way prime minister 
sees fit but you have a working relationship in the sense that as trustee, at the 
board level, they may consult and eventually report to the trustee on what is 
the work program of the company and what is the annual report of the 
company after the work year is completed.  So, it really comes at the top level, 
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where the company operates at and report to the prime minister on what they 
are doing and what they have done in the context. 

 
Q: If you had been prime minister in July or thereabouts in 2017, would you have 

expected that Kumul would have consulted you in the capacity as trustee 
before they sold the shares? 

 
A: Of course, of course. Nothing gets pass the prime ministe, especially in this 

sort of major transactions. This is a substantial transaction that has had its 
origin from Cabinet decision and by way of creativeness, the burden of 10 
settling that obligation was passed to Kumul, outside of our government’s 
books.  And so definitely the management would have informed the directors 
and the company directors would determine would have informed the prime 
minister and prime minister’s view would have been certainly told in the 
hierarchy of entire chain of government authority, prime minister sits at the 
apex of the government’s structure.  Nothing gets done in this country without 
the prime minister’s knowledge. 

 
Q: Thank you, Prime Minister. Those are my additional questions, 

Commissioners. I think Sir Arnold has some questions about Kumul and the 20 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  Ms Twivey-Nonggorr had one question but I do not 
think it is relevant.  So Sir Arnold, I think is the only person who has given 
notice to ask a couple of questions at the Prime Minister. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
SIR ARNOLD AMET:  Thank you, Dr Renwick. Commissioners, no, I do not 
anymore. The matters have been sufficiently canvassed so I do not have questions 
today. Thank you. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Very good.  Well, that being so, I think there are no other questions, 
Commissioners.  It is a matter for you if both of you have additional questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a couple of questions here. You recall just a little while 
ago, Dr Renwick asking you about responsibility for the management of the UBS 
loan being transferred to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited in 2014, and I think 
you gave an answer there.  My question relates to the Statute that established Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited, was enacted in 2015, well after the UBS loan was 
obtained.  Would I be correct in that? 

 40 
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[11.39 a.m] A: Mr Chairman, you are correct in a technical sense.  The company as it is 
known today, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited was established after the 
transactions of early March 2014, yes. 

Q: So, the relevant legislation is the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Authorisation 
Act of 2015.  I think it is section 4 that provided for the establishment of the 
trust and the prime minister of the day to hold shares in trust as the sole trustee.  
Would that be right? 

A: That is correct.  By designation prime ministers are trustees.  In some 
companies, the relevant ministers are trustees but in the case of Kumul 
Petroleum prime ministers are trustees by law. 10 

Q: We have received evidence from the former Prime Minister, Peter O’Neill 
yesterday, that he brought the submission to the NEC for the UBS loan in his 
capacity as the trustee of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.  What do you 
say about that? 

A: Technically he is wrong but he would have brought the submission in his 
capacity as the - again I stand to be corrected - as the trustee of the forerunner 
or precursor of what will eventually become Kumul Petroleum.  So that 
forerunner had the Kroton shares in it.  Kroton shares are just - on what the 
company was before Kumul Petroleum.  So, he as prime minister has 
association with that company that was the forerunner to what is now the 20 
Kumul Petroleum. 

Q: So, if he brought that submission as the trustee, it would not be Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited, right, it would be the forerunner which is 
National Petroleum Company - - - 

A: Yes, NPC- - - 

Q: Kroton, Papua New Guinea something.  NC- - - 

A: NPCP. 

Q: NPCP? 

A: Yes, National Petroleum – yes, that company, Mr Chairman. 

Q: I asked Mr O’Neill about a decision, whether there was any decision of the 30 
National Executive Council authorizing Kumul Petroleum Holdings to 
provide funds for social services or community projects given that the Kumul 
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Petroleum Holdings Authorisation Act does not make any provision for such 
function.  And Mr O’Neill said that NEC at no time made any such policy 
decision.  What do you say about that? 

A: I think that was correct, there is no relevant provision for an allocation to 
community programs at that time. 

[11.44 am]  Q: As the trustee, the current trustee now, what do you feel about the money that 
is being released or distributed by Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited as 
reported in the newspapers about substantial amounts of money being paid out 
for various community projects around the country? 

 10 
A: Mr Chairman, at that time there was no policy and no provision for that but 

under my watch, we have allowed for benefit distribution stream we have on 
foot now, a policy that allows for Kumul to ensure that the benefits received 
are channeled into budget support, firstly and foremost, I think 60 per cent 
budget support; 7 per cent Sovereign Wealth Fund allocations;13 per cent for 
maintenance of recurrent and its costs of running the company; 10 per cent as 
part of community support and so there is a – and the balance for the re-
investment into business that Kumul may choose to move into especially in 
the upstream businesses.  So since then we have learnt and my government 
upon coming on board have by Cabinet decision have directed Kumul 20 
Petroleum Holdings Limited in its distribution instead of leaving it just up in 
vacuum for the board and the management to decide as they see.  So we 
already have now an existing policy that defines on how Kumul as a State 
company distributes its return on investments.  But before when Mr O’Neill 
was the trustee, that policy was not in place. 
 

Q: I am asking you these questions because Kumul Petroleum Holdings was 
placed in – was given the responsibility for managing the UBS loan and 
repayment of the loan and eventually it was I suppose known that by 2017 the 
UBS loan could not be repaid in full and the board of Kumul Petroleum 30 
Holdings decided to sell off I suppose, a collar component of the loan to pay 
off the loan.  That is where Kumul Petroleum Holdings’ financial I suppose 
capacity to service the loan becomes relevant and if Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings is spending money elsewhere, then the amount of money available 
would be reduced, hence Kumul Petroleum will be unable to repay the loan.  
So these series of questions are targeted at that point. 
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Apart from that, did Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited pay any dividends 
to your knowledge between May of 2014 and the end of 2017, do you recall? 
 

A: Mr Chairman, I am afraid I cannot assist the Inquiry correctly in this respect 
in terms of what they have paid, but in the last two years under my watch, they 
have been paying dividends to the State. 

 
Q: What about payment into the Sovereign Wealth Fund, did Kumul Petroleum 

Holdings pay any money into the Sovereign Wealth Fund? 
 10 
A: From what I know, Mr Chairman, Kumul has not yet paid any money into the 

Sovereign Wealth Fund but my Government has given clear instructions that 
that Sovereign Wealth Fund be set up asap.  

 
Q: So it has not been set up yet? 
 
A: Yes technically, it has not been set up, the policy approval has been given, 7 

percent of all revenues from Kumul to be put into that fund, not just Kumul 
Petroleum but all other State enterprises.  

 20 
[11.49am]  Q: The necessary constitutional amendment establishes a Sovereign Wealth Fund 

was enacted around 2012 and you are saying that to this date the fund is not 
established yet? 

 
A: Mr Chairman, I am afraid it has not been given serious thought until we have 

arrived and by Cabinet decision we have directed now, Kumul and all State 
Enterprises to ensure 7 per cent of all revenues are funneled into that.  So, you 
could safely say there is no money being now put into a facility somewhere 
labelled Sovereign Wealth Fund.  

 30 
Q: Does that become a concern to you that a Sovereign Wealth Fund has not been 

established since the law was made in 2012? 
 
A: Yes, Chairman, it is a concern. 
 
Q: Let us just talk some figures here.  In terms of LNG revenue flow to Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings being the State share of the revenue reflecting on the 
equity that it holds in the PNG LNG Project.  Do you have any estimate of the  
kind of money that is flowed into Kumul Petroleum Holdings in the period 
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between 21 May 2014 when the first shipment of LNG left our shores and 30 
September when the Oil Search shares were sold? 

 
A: Well, Mr Chairman, I- - - 
 
Q: As the trustee you would have some information, would you not, though? 
 
A: Of course the trustee will have information.  As I speak right now if I could 

as the Inquiry if I could furnish exact state of the revenue that PNG LNG 
Project paid to Kumul and the distribution that Kumul did from the first gas 10 
in 2014 until the area of interest but as well as up to today for the records.  I 
could assist the Inquiry at a later date with a supplementary information.  I do 
not have with me right now the exact number so it would be nice to assist the 
Inquiry in great depth as to the exact revenue at 16.5 stake in PNG LNG would 
have earned for our country since the first gas in 2014. 

 
Q: Would Friday of this week; would that give you enough time to put together 

that statement because the public hearings would end this Friday.  Is that too 
soon? 

 20 
A: No, that should be okay.  That should be okay.  ExxonMobil has all data of 

remittance to Kumul Petroleum so it is no secret, it is public information 
anyway.  It is just that I cannot assist right away now with the exact amount 
verbatim. 

 
Q:  We are hoping that we will get someone from ExxonMobil to provide those 

documents but at this point in time we have not received any assistance from 
ExxonMobil to provide those financial information but if   you can provide 
those particulars by this Friday, I think that will be of assistance to the 
commission. 30 

 
A: Chairman, you shall have that before Friday. 
 
Q: Okay.  I think those are my questions.  Yes, Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you Chief.  Prime Minister, could I delay 
you for a few moments with just a couple of questions.  
 
A: Yes, please. 
 40 
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Q: We heard yesterday from former Prime Minister O’Neill that one reason why 
he disputed evidence that the commission has heard from members of the 
NEC who were present when he brought the submission relating to the UBS 
loan to the NEC was that they were fully informed about it because throughout 
2013 there had been discussions in NEC and papers provided to refinance or 
to buy out as it were the IPIC exchangeable bonds so that he resisted any 
suggestion that there was insufficient time for the members to understand the 
transaction in point. 

 
Could I ask you then you as a member of NEC understood that the State was 10 
seeking to put together a loan to enable them to redeem the shares from IPIC, 
should that be the way things fell out but they did not?  Was there any sense 
that having put together that loan it could be used for an entirely different 
purpose? 

 
[11.54am]  A: Commissioner White, let me firstly say thank you very much for giving your 

time to serve here.  I know it is not easy time to fly and travel and I really do 
appreciate your physical presence here.  But going back to your question, yes, 
there was a Cabinet approval in 2013 for the country to prepare to redeem the 
parcel of Oil Search shares that was used as Exchangeable Bond transaction 20 
with IPIC in 2008-9 period.  That was approval was given and in that approval 
there was no shade or indication or whatsoever about us moving into 
purchasing 10.01 per cent shares in Oil Search, period.  It was purely to 
redeem the Oil Search share if IPIC decide to release the parcel of share they 
held.  

 
 So, in 2013, even in that 2013 budget policy documents or the budget legal 

bills, leading up to March 6 2014 there was policy vacuum in what is now this 
infamous UBS transaction.   In the 2013 policy I think there was one paper, 
in fact NEC decision for instance, 479 of 2013, there is no indication for us to 30 
move down the path of UBS and Oil Search purchase of Oil Search share.  
This was purely done if the Arabs or IPIC would let go of the Oil Search share, 
we were having this facility on standby. 

 
 In the 2013 decisions, there was a dispute between Treasury, Prime Minister’s 

office, from what I know of and basically Treasury and Prime Minister’s 
office anyway, and who is the responsible department to have a handle on 
raising that facility in the event that IPIC would let go.  But that stand off 
became quite huge and so the then Prime Minister being smart as he is allowed 
for Cabinet to come in where Central Bank was then asked to come in to be 40 
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the advertiser of possible banks to raise funds.  In the living memory of me 
really Central Bank has minimum role in this sort of role.  They are just 
regulators of inflow, outflow and the micro-economy of our country. 

 
Q: And you say that was to resolve some tension between ministers- - - 
 
A: The Prime Minister’s Department and office back then and the then Treasurer 

and Treasury Department, which of them would be the chief negotiator in 
appointing or picking financial institutions to raise the fund we need to retire 
in the IPIC, retire and redeem the shares from Oil Search from IPIC if the IPIC 10 
would want to go down this path of letting go the Oil Search share they held, 
the exchangeable bonds. 

 
Q: Yes, excuse me.  Is it your impression that it was personality driven rather 

than departmentally driven?  I mean departments who often are very jealous 
of course of their turf they do not like others to do things that they they think 
they should be doing but was this principally about the personalities involved 
do you think or was it something bigger? 

 

[11.59p.m]  A: I have no evidence to believe otherwise but there was a stand-off between 20 
Treasury Department and Prime Minister’s Department.  And of course these 
departments are headed by powerful politicians sitting at the top of those 
departments.  You advance it to March 6 of 2014, the other powerful politician 
who was head of the Treasury Department stood in the way of the UBS 
transaction.  And so if you put the zigsaw puzzle together, two politicians in 
the apex of different departments and having the stand-off so I guess to ease 
the stand-off, independent sort of body in Central was asked to go out there 
and look for financial institutions.  Citibank was named, UBS was named and 
there was a third banker.  That was okay, that was Cabinet decision in 2013.  
It had nothing to do with Oil Search share purchase whatsoever period.  It was 30 
more to do with redeeming Oil Search share from IPIC.  That is absolutely 
clear.  That is a clear distinction.  At that time in 2013, we were not of the 
impression that in the event that IPIC decide to hold back we will buy shares 
in Oil Search.  That was never part of the discussion.  On record in Cabinet, 
the decision or Cabinet submission or even expression that this is the path we 
will go by the prime minister who was the minister in chief in leading these 
discussions anyway.  So, there is a vacumn in government policy, there is a 
vacuum in even actual decisions insofar as purchase of Oil Search shares is 
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concerned in which UBS and Oil Search and PNG government entered into 
that agreement as of 6 March 2014. 

Q: If you did not know it at the time, have you come to understand why there was 
this great urgency to achieve a completion of the deal with UBS on that day? 

A: For the life in me, there was no seemingly urgency at the time except what the 
then prime minister expressed as urgent.  At the time we had no sufficient 
information. Today at the hindsight we look back, I point to you Mr Peter 
Botten’s statement on 27 February 2014.  One week earlier, his 
pronouncements to the market that PNG government would buy 10.01 per 
cent shares through financing ways by UBS.  It emerges in the Cabinet paper 10 
one week later.  Before that before 6 March, Commissioner White, Chairman, 
for the records, there is absolutely no policy on foot for Papua New Guinea 
government to buy 10 per cent or whatever share in Oil Search in the event 
IPIC holds back the share parcel they have in Oil Search.  Mr Botten whether 
he spoke for Oil Search or not, I do not know but he spoke.  He had the 
audacity and the comfort to make public statement on 27 February, one week 
earlier and almost “word for word” that pronouncement appeared for the first 
time in Cabinet.  That paper that never followed the Cabinet’s due process 
arrived in Cabinet with the word ‘Urgent’ for us to approve.  And when the 
boss says it is urgent, the rank and file sometimes or in most instances do 20 
comply.  The boss was Prime Minister Peter O’Neill then.   

Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  I understand from evidence that we have heard it 
was not the full complement of the NEC on that day.  Not all the ministers 
were able to be present because it was called at short notice.  Is that your 
recollection? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Are you able looking back now to recall what the atmosphere was like when 
you were confronted with this proposal?  We understand that Mr Vele and 
some of his staff gave a presentation to explain it to the ministers?  So, can 
you just give us a bit of a flavour of what the atmosphere was like? 30 

[12.04p.m]A: The atmosphere was okay like sometimes there is an urgent need to call 
Cabinet on short notice and those who are available do show up.  And so it 
was okay but for a heavy paper that almost had no prior notice, normally in a 
paper that has huge financial implications, it goes through ministerial 
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economic committee which is chaired by the Treasurer.  That is an important 
subcommittee of National Executive Council that sits and transacts or goes 
through paper that has implication on huge financial transactions.  You talk 
about $1.2 billion, that is quite huge.  And so, whilst the atmosphere itself was 
not at excellent note, a huge paper that had a huge financial implication on our 
country was presented and there were quite heavy debate and the paper was 
taken.  Non economists and non accountants will not have a clue what is collar 
loan and what is bridging loan.  So, of course, the then acting secretary, Mr 
Vele and others were invited into the room to make presentation and it was 
presented but in less than 20 minutes, we were done with the paper.  The only 10 
minister who stood in the way of this paper was the then Treasurer, the 
Honourable Don Polye in a substantial manner.  Some of us did present our 
views in Cabinet, it is part of Cabinet record in terms of what our views are 
but at the end of the day even though you defer, but if Cabinet all say; “Aye” 
to these proposals, then it is carried. 

Q: Yes, we understand that.  Thank you, Prime Minister.  I wonder if I could just 
go back to the Chief Commissioner’s questions about sovereign wealth fund 
just for a moment.  At the time in 2010 when it was anticipated that there will 
be a lot of revenues flowing from this project and the joint working group was 
set up with the secretaries to investigate the best model for a sovereign wealth 20 
fund,  As I read it, there is an enormous of assistance given by the International 
Monetary Fund and the Asian Development Bank and so on to assist with; 
and other sovereign wealth funds to assist in its establishment.  It seem to be 
very close to coming to fruition with the final 2015 Act and as I understand it 
there were indeed working groups going around the country to tell the people 
of Papua New Guinea about what the sovereign wealth fund would mean for 
them.  But it seems to have stalled.  Governor Bakani told us that that was 
because there were no funds available at all to set up a board consistently with 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund Organic Law so that they would be prepared when 
funds started to flow their way.  Have you got any further comment that you 30 
could inform us about what the specifics of the policy of your government 
might be with respect to this fund? 

A: I cannot speak much for what has happened before my time in respect to the 
commitment to ensure we activate our sovereign wealth fund provisions, but 
since we took office, as I did indicate earlier, we have now by Cabinet policy 
decision have sort of quarantined 70 per cent of all revenues from state-owned 
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enterprises, including all Kumul companies to be funneled through a 
sovereign wealth fund facility.  That is to give commitment to a fact that we 
have not set up yet a sovereign wealth fund.  But going back a few years earlier 
I could understand no serious will to move into the sovereign wealth fund sort 
of set up by the virtue of the fact that our country had no surplus revenue.  And 
even from, for instance, the Kumul Petroleum fundings, all money was locked 
into the UBS structure so if you lock that money up already, where will you 
find the extra money to invest or save in sovereign wealth funds.  So, it was 
sort of no money to put into sovereign wealth fund so that issue was not 
discussed seriously until we took office.   10 

[12.09pm]Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  Kumul Minerals Holdings Authorization Act also 
provides for its dividend to be – and its legislation provides for dividends from 
its assets to be paid into the Sovereign Wealth Fund though it is not lumbered 
with something like a UBS loan, of course, to pay back.  So does the same 
story apply to them as them being other things with the money or just paying 
the dividends into consolidated revenue?  In other words, acting like a de facto 
on shore Sovereign Wealth Fund. 

 
A: Correct.  I mean, these were all State companies set up to raise revenue for the 

State and in the first instance when we - a deficit budget when you need money 20 
to run the country, the first priority goes to supporting our budget and so that 
was possibly the reason why there was no investment in the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund.  It was something that, as I did indicate earlier, my government already 
made policy commitment on the benefit streams and the money that is now 
designated for Sovereign Wealth Fund will be funded to Sovereign Wealth 
Fund.   

 
It is something that we intend to do seriously but going back into – linking to 
this UBS transaction in 2014 around March, there was greater awareness and 
knowledge that PNG LNG revenue would be flowing into the country.  If we 30 
had not gone down the path of investing in 10.01 per cent shares in Oil Search, 
there would have been sufficient funds to support the budget and at the same 
time investing for the future in the Sovereign Wealth Fund structure.   
 
But by stroke of a pen through coffee table discussions – I have got no 
evidence – but I use coffee table discussions or wine glass discussions, the 
choice to invest in 10.01 per cent share in Oil Search, Papua New Government 
lost a substantial revenue.  And I would supply the number of revenue that 
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would have come or have come back to Kumul since 2014 and this Inquiry 
will have that evidence by Friday on the exact revenue flow back to Kumul as 
the choice of our investment in PNG LNG and so that you will have by Friday.  
But from 2014 up till 2017, 2018, we were, in my view, robbed big time of 
our revenue.   
 
Today as we speak, Papua New Guinea is not part of Oil Search share registry.  
Yet this scheme robbed the people of this country over 800 or even a billion 
dollars so to speak and someone needs to ask this question.  Oil Search, if you 
look deeper, bought 22.8 per cent share in PRL 15 that was held by an 10 
individual company called Pac LNG.  Pac LNG is owned by someone Carlo 
Civelli who does not live in Australia, does not live in Singapore; he possibly 
lives in Switzerland, Lord knows where he lives.  One person owns Pac LNG.   
 
Of that transaction from UBS for us to own 10.01 percent share, looking back, 
if I was the Prime Minister then instead of buying through Oil Search, I would 
have bought direct equity into PRL 15 buying out Pac LNG at a market price.  
The market price on the asset value in PRL 15 can be seen by peers, those who 
operate or those who bought stake into PRL 15.  Total, for instance, bought 
about 40 per cent share if I am not wrong in PRL 15 at a far lesser price than 20 
Oil Search using PNG’s money buying 22.8 per cent stake at $900 million.   

 
[12.14pm] And so this Inquiry is far deeper than our discussions.  There were schemes 

taking place.  As I look back in hindsight, some of us now look and say we 
were used big time for these schemes that were taking place in money that 
would have come in 2014 or 2015 or 2016 budgets, some of them would have 
been transferred to UBS – to Sovereign Wealth Fund to save for future 
generation, we sunk into a scheme.  And I remember very well and if I could 
quote here one minister, one senior minister the Honorable Charles Abel 
basically said, “Papua New Guinea Government should not be investing in 30 
speculative industries.”  He mentioned that in Cabinet and it comes back to 
my mind today.  We are not in the business of investing in speculative 
industries.  Yet the call was made for us to invest and we lost money big time.  
We had that time in 2014, 2015 and 2016.  Substantial chunk of revenue that 
was meant for PNG LNG to come back to our country was locked into the 
collar loan and bridging loan facility arranged by the Government of PNG, 
Oil Search, UBS and Kumul subsumed the interest and the liability and so 
revenue that was meant to support our country including saving for the future 
in sovereign wealth fund was not there for us to move into that path. 

 40 
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Q: Thank you very much Prime Minister.  Thank you for assisting us with our 
inquiries.  I have got no further questions, chief. 

 
 
RXN: DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have just one question arising if I may and, of course, Mr 

Nala may have some questions, I do not know.  Prime Minister, could you just 
look at paragraph 15 of your statement, please sir?  Where you say the 
submission – that was of 6 March – was treated as urgent prima facie and we 10 
were misled that the IPIC loan maturity date was nearing and we would need 
to finance to offset this and redeem our own shares mortgaged in the IPIC 
loan.  My question for you is this bearing in mind paragraph 15.  We have 
heard evidence in the commission that Oil Search regarded the UBS deal as 
urgent because of its desire to purchase Elk Antelope interest PRL 15.  You 
have touched on this but from your point of view, was that a good reason or 
urgency for the UBS deal from the point of view of the Independent State? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, at that time on 6 March 2014 when that submission was brought 

in, there was no indication to us what Oil Search would do with the money 20 
that we were paying for 10.01 per cent stake in Oil Search.  The rational given 
was that Oil Search has a substantial interest in PNG which is very correct.  
Oil Search employs a lot of Papua New Guineans and so we need to maintain 
our presence in the Oil Search share registry.  And so those were the rational 
given.  There was no pointing to Oil Search then investing in PRL 15 and 
buying.  So this was purely something that was silent and when I look back in 
hindsight with evidence adduced - and evidence are public documents anyway 
- and so when I look back in the last year or so we looked back and we are 
now seeing the jigsaw puzzle coming to pass.   

 30 
And as pointed to you earlier – to the Inquiry earlier, the statement by Mr 
Botten on 27 February 2014 really was transplanted into the Cabinet Paper in 
2015 with omissions of certain parts especially what Oil Search would do 
going on from there but Mr Botten did indicate UBS raising the funds.  Mr 
Botten did indicate PNG Government buying a parcel of shares about 10 per 
cent.  Mr Botten did indicate owning or purchasing the stake that Pac LNG 
had in PRL 15.  Those additional information were silent from the Cabinet 
Paper.  We were made to think as if we are assisting buying into Oil Search 
and as I said earlier, this was the first time this paper came to Cabinet.  There 
was no indication whatsoever that PNG Government would sink over a billion 40 
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dollars into this proposal.  February and March is only four months after the 
budget discussions in November 2013.  That the then prime minister knew 
that this sort of  thing was coming.  There could have been an earlier Cabinet 
decision that would follow the due process and prepared the mind of 
government in 2014 to prepare for this big transaction that will take place in 
2014.  It was silent up until 6 March 2014 when these matters were brought 
into Cabinet. 
 

[12.19 pm]  Q: Thank you, sir.  Those are my questions.  Mr Nali, did you have any re-
examination? 10 

 
MR NALE:  No. 
 
DR RENWICK:  No.  All right.  Commissioners, the Prime Minister has indicated 
some information will be provided by Friday but in my submission the Prime 
Minister can now be excused from further attendance on that basis with our thanks.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one more question, unfortunately; the question just 
propped up in my mind while you were asking him questions.  The evidence that has 
been received – I cannot recall which particular witness made that statement but the 20 
statement was that the State’s commitment to settle some financial obligations 
arising out of its participation in the PNG LNG Project will remain until those 
commitments are fully paid off and the real revenue from the PNG LNG will actually 
flow into the government coffers without any outstanding obligations to attend to by 
the end of 2021. 
 
Now, thinking as a probably as more of a layman than a financial person, my 
thinking is that the loan that was obtained to finance the State’s equity in the PNG 
LNG Project has been fully paid off as of February 2014 when IPIC took over the 
shares.  That was the end of that deal.  And then the UBS loan has been fully paid 30 
off when the collar component which I understand was to involve the bridge 
component of it were paid off when the Oil Search shares were sold in September of 
2017. 
 
So the two loans having been fully paid off, we would expect the revenue flow from 
the PNG LNG Project going straight to the government through Kummel Petroleum 
Holdings Limited without any financial obligations to address.  If that statement is 
true that the revenue flow from PNG LNG Project unaffected by any other 
obligations will come in in 2021, at the end of 2021.  Why do we have to wait until 
2021 to really see the benefit of the PNG LNG Project?  Where is all that money 40 
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going if the two loans have been paid off?  It is my question, maybe a general 
question. 
 
A: Chairman, if I could take some time into expounding on the PNG LNG from 

also what I know of, as again from a layman’s perspective from information 
that I am familiar with.  PNG LNG Project – I will come to the UBS 
transaction for Oil Search share purchase in PRL 15 and the IPIC transaction 
later but from the PNG LNG perspective, the project is 70 per cent bank 
financed. 

 10 
[12.24pm]   The project partners; Exxon, Oil Search, Santos, Nippon and Kumul 

Petroleum for its 16.57 percent stake in PNG LNG have to contribute at 30 
percent cash component to what was the 22 or 23 billion dollar project at that 
time.  So with that 70 percent bank finance, the first revenue distribution that 
takes place in co-ventures owned agreed company called GloCo; 70 percent 
distribution is taken out by the financiers straightaway.  If the oil price is 
variable, oil price dependent the oil price is at the current rate in fact about 56 
dollar a barrel consistently, then we could have repaid the 70 percent much 
earlier.  And that is for the all partners in the PNG LNG.  For Papua New 
Guinea to pay its 30 percent stake, the then Somare Government did in my 20 
view a creative and as I have labelled earlier, master class approach to raising 
fund without even PNG putting a single cent or toea down. At that time, 
Somare Government structured and mobilised all these assets including the 
principal Oil Search share we held and using the exchangeable bond note 
passed it to IPIC and IPIC were able to give the equivalent money we need to 
buy our stake in the 30 percent cash component of what would have been a 
100 percent contribution for that 16.5 percent share we hold - were buying 
into PNG LNG.  So when some talk about deferred earning, they possibly – 
maybe indicating to what would have been a 100 percent return from our 
16.57 stake in PNG LNG.  At the moment, what we are earning is just 30 30 
percent. 30 percent of what would have been earned from the 16.57 percent 
stake in PNG LNG.  

 
Coming back to the IPIC transaction, it was relevant at that time. We need to 
find the money to participate in PNG LNG as per what our laws says; us by 
exercising option to buy into 22.5 percent stake in any petroleum projects.  So 
the IPIC deal was done, in my view very very correctly, innovatively done 
smartly.  And I said earlier, a master class to ensure we secure 16.57 percent 
stake in PNG LNG. 

 40 
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Come in 2014, everyone in the business, everyone in the government knew 
revenue was coming. And when IPIC decided to hold back the stake in Oil 
Search, that could have been a hooray for all of us. That now we are not 
obligated now anymore.  We are no obligated to pay them because we were 
in the business to raise that money through UBS or the so-called Central Bank 
would have selected three financiers; eventually zeroed down to UBS for only 
reason known to them.  We were in the business of redeeming the Oil Search 
share but the IPIC decided to hold back the shares.  That for us was blessing 
in the air.  But unfortunately, Prime Minister never saw that as a blessing.  The 
Prime Minister then, he saw the need for us to invest money that was already 10 
raised in the event that IPIC wanted us to buy back our share in Oil Search. 
That money was sitting in UBS.  For goodness sake, UBS would have known 
, it was money for a different purpose. Not to buy Oil Search share again. I 
knew UBS has submitted some evidence to the Inquiry and look into the due 
diligence that they did.  For a big banker, I would have thought they could 
have taken time out to do a proper due diligence because here now is a new 
proposal, completely new than the earlier proposal that we deemed the shares 
that IPIC held.  So IPIC transaction was okay.  We bought direct 16.5 percent 
share in PNG LNG. Meaning revenue was flowing in now. When they held 
back, clear revenue was to flow back into a national coffers through Kumul 20 
Petroleum or NPCP back then. But when we choose to go down the path of 
again UBS raising fund for the purchase 10.01 percent share, we now sank 
money that was meant to come in into the new deal.         

 
[12.29 pm]    They are two completely different transactions.  Mr O’Neill seems to make as 

if they are related.  They are related by fact that we are dealing with Oil Search 
shares but the older one, IPIC decided to keep, we now enter into a new 
transaction on 6 March 2014 discussion.  Completely new transaction.  No 
need for us to go down this path.   

 30 
And so, Mr Chairman, if I could conclude by saying we could have earned 
money there and then in 2014.  The money was funneled off to ensuring that 
our commitments to the UBS loan was met.  Today when you talk about 
people forecasting that we might be full return on our investment coming back 
in 2021, 2022, they may be alluding to the fact that the entire project is 70 per 
cent bank financed and the revenue that is meant to come and that includes 
ExxonMobil, Santos, and Nippon and every other partners in the PNG LNG.  
But for us coming to the specifics of the UBS transaction we did lose money 
directly as a consequence of choosing to invest in buying 10.01 per cent share 
in Oil Search. 40 
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Q: I think that brings that to an end your evidence this morning subject to you 

providing the other information that you said you would provide by Friday.  
Your evidence is now competed and you may be excused.  But thank you for 
appearing this morning to give your evidence. 

 
A: Thank you very much.  I do have an affidavit but I will hold it back until I 

make the available amendments and submit by way of affidavit and additional 
attachments.   

 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much, Prime Minister. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth has the rest of the list I think to the extent others are 
coming today. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  If it pleases, Commissioners, the Prime Minister is the only 
witness today.  Can I update you as follows? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  May I please have the correspondence from Dr Eric Kwa, the Attorney 
General put up on the screen?  Commissioners, you will recall that Dr Kwa appeared 
before you and presented but we did not tender this letter of his dated 2 August 2021.  
It is as you will see in the subject matter of the letter his response to the commission’s 
correspondence concerning 209 of the Constitution.  You have already received a 
similar type of documents from other witnesses but this is the response from the 
current Attorney General. 
 
I have had no further contact from the Attorney General and we have reached out to 
him as best we can.  In my submission, this letter ought to be tendered on the basis 40 
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that it is a response to correspondence from the commission and the Attorney 
General was to present it.  On that occasion, it was not tendered but now I seek to 
formally tender it.  Of course, if we hear from the Attorney General we will make 
arrangements for him to come and speak to it.  But should that fail to occur, the letter 
should be before the commission in my submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Could we have the signature page on the screen, please, 
the last page?  All right.  Just go back to the first page.   
 

[12.34 pm] We will admit the letter from the Attorney General, Dr Eric Kwa, into evidence and 10 
it should be marked Exhibit LLL, is it,  Commissioner White, you are going to help 
me there? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think we might ask the Associate to do that, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is Exhibit LLL. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So it is a letter of advice, is it not? 
 
EXHIBIT LLL - LETTER BY DR ERIC KWA DATED 2 AUGUST 2021  20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that is that.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  Can I then briefly mention the Honourable Don 
Polye?  We have also not been able to get in contact with him.  May we adjourn his 
appearance from today for mention tomorrow, and we will continue to try and make 
contact with him to finalize giving his evidence? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  His appearance is adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  And then may I deal with the last two witnesses together 
because it is the same submission that concerns them both.  The first is Mr Erastus 
Kamburi who is of course an officer of Kumul Consolidated Holdings and Mr Sam 
Koim who is the Commissioner for the IRS.  Both gentlemen have very helpfully 
prepared the documents and we are just in the process of finalizing statements so 
that they can be tendered in the conventional sense. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
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MR JURTH:  So could I please adjourn both of their matters to 10 o’clock tomorrow 
for further mention as well? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, both matters are adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  With that that is the end of today’s list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, the first witness tomorrow, to assist those 10 
listening, particularly Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, will be Mr Vele. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  In those circumstances, we will adjourn the 
proceedings to tomorrow.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 12.37 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 11 AUGUST 2021 AT 10 AM. 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[10.02am]DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I recall Mr Dairi Vele. 
 

 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Vele, I think you have got a new affidavit dated 5 August, is that right? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have a copy with you, sir? 
 
A: I believe I do. 
 
Q: Before I ask you whether it is true and correct, can I just draw your attention 

to paragraph 5 on page 1 line 3.  I think the computer auto correct has made 
an error there.  I think it should be “finance” not “fiance”; is that right? 

 20 
A: I should think so Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: But subject to that; that is true and correct, is it? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: I tender that - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick? 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry, Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, could you go to paragraphs 52 and 53?  
Should that be 2014, Mr Vele, especially your exhibit number? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Dr Renwick, I am sorry to intervene there but I think Mr Vele has agreed 

that those should be 2014, those two dates. 
 40 

[10.04 am] DR RENWICK:  Indeed.  Are there any other changes you wish to make, Mr Vele? 
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A: Not at this stage.  I have not gone through the statemen; I am looking for 
spelling and grammatical errors, Dr Renwick. 

 
Q: Yes.  I tender that affidavit together with the annexures, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That affidavit is admitted into evidence and it will be marked 
Exhibit MMM.   
 
EXHIBIT MMM -AFFIDAVIT OF DAIRI VELE DATED 5 AUGUST 2021 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners.  Just a few questions to start with, 
Mr Vele, about the PNG LNG Project.  Could you just expand on the role of the 
Gas Projects Coordination Office which you then handed up and more specifically 
your role in it? 
 
A: Sure, Dr Renwick, and, again, good morning to Chief Commissioner and 

commissioner.  I think previously certainly in marshalling the State’s 
resources, we had a situation where you have line agencies which are 
responsible for discreet elements and components of a project trying to 
coordinate themselves in being able to be effective counterparty to move 20 
projects forward.   

 
Department of Treasury, for example, would focus on the fiscal issues and 
they may be accompanied by the Internal Revenue Commission.  On the 
other hand, the people in the environmental authority will be there to look 
over the environmental issues; Lands department looking at land issues, of 
course, the regulator in the Department of Petroleum and Energy to manage 
regulatory issues and so on. 
 
It became quite clear that as the projects were getting larger and larger, they 30 
needed a core group of people that it helps if they were technical people that 
could be involved in some of these areas, but just people who understood 
how to project manage large projects to fruition, if you like. 
 
My initial role and my initial exposure to the PNG LNG Project was as an 
Australian Government Funded Advisor under the Australian – I cannot 
remember what it is called now but there was a program whereby they would 
get external advisors – Australian Government paid external advisors to be 
in the government departments as part of the Bilateral-Exchange Program, 
and to provide advice. 40 
 
In my time at the Independent Public Business Corporation, IPBC was – I 
have been there for five or six years now and looking for something else to 
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do and this project was going to be the next transformative event in the 
country, and therefore, I applied for this role and therefore I went across and 
participated through as an advisor to the Department of Treasury at that time 
in the project.  After a while I ended up doing a lot of the work from 
presentation perspective.  And so as we would go to Cabinet, largely, I would 
be doing the presentations on behalf of the Department of Treasury. 
 
There was a transition out from the Australian Government officials in the 
Department of Treasury at that time.  They were leaving to go back to 
Canberra; the new lot were going to come through.  Like all good public 10 
servants, they took a little bit longer than everyone had anticipated and so 
now, I was the one that was generally carrying the load of the technical work 
with the Department of Treasury officials.  And so the government saw it fit 
at that time to appoint myself to head up this coordination role.   
 
The closest thing that I can think of is Western Australia has a Department 
of State Development which is actually a one-stop shop for all investors 
when you come through rather than doing the rounds around town to deal 
with all of the different elements of a project.  You go to the one-stop shop 
and they can bring the relevant people to an investor 20 
 
I think it helped that I have a commercial background and therefore in 
explaining and interpreting some of the commercial and financial elements 
of what was going to occur with the PNG LNG Project, I was able to assist 
the decision makers both in Treasury and ultimately into Cabinet so that they 
were informed enough to make informed decisions. 
 

[10.09am] Q: Thank you.  Did you have a role then advising Minister Arthur Somare? 

A: I interacted with Minister Arthur Somare regularly.  He had become in effect 
the political steward of the PNG LNG Project effort, again, as the Minister 30 
for Public Enterprises – State-owned Enterprises.  You still had the Minister 
for Petroleum and Energy as the regulator, you still had the Department of 
Treasury managing fiscal affairs and all the other ministers around.  But 
again to make efficient the political effort, it would seem to make sense to 
have a coordinating minister and from that perspective, I did interact with 
him, even though I was reporting to the then chief secretary and the Gas 
Projects Coordination Office was housed in the Department of Prime 
Minister.  So, administratively I would have to send my reports off there and 
they would sign off on my monthly renumeration. 

Q:   Thank you.  And you were in that role were you when the final investment 40 
decision was made? 
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A: Yes, I was. 

Q: And did you have a particular role in relation to the making of that final 
investment decision? 

A: Not in the making of it.  Again, my role is to marshall all of the requirements 
from the bureaucracy and input into various agreements that would have 
been executed during the final investment decision and leading up to the 
final investment decision.  And I guess on the State’s side, as the project 
participant, they approved to participate in the project and as the regulator 
and host country and as representative of the landowners I guess the 
government also approves that this project goes ahead under relevant 10 
legislation.  So, I had that coordinating role and as I have said to the extent 
that certain things were required to be explained in Cabinet or in smaller 
focus groups and that was part of my role as well. 

Q: Thank you very much.  Can I change topic please and take you now forward 
to August 2013.   So, perhaps I can take you to your longer affidavit of 26 
April at page – we start at page 34 of that affidavit.   

A: Yes. 

Q: So, paragraph 198, you note that when the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 
Committee was set up, you were the chairman and then at paragraph 203, 
you note that the NEC appointed you as the acting secretary of Treasury.  20 
And you then follow that when you were made the acting secretary, you 
remained on the committee but no longer as chairman?  Is that right? 

A: Dr Renwick, I am not across the details of how that – the NEC then worked.  
Again, so I am no longer the Gas Projects Coordination Office project 
director, I was not sure to what extent after my appointment my role in that 
was revoked.  So, I think it was again a normal situation where I was going 
from one hat in the committee to another hat in the committee.  I would argue 
at all times that as the project director and the chairman of the committee, it 
really is largely ceremonial and the decisions are still being made by the 
State Solicitor and the Secretary to the Treasury and others on the committee 30 
which had more  formal, formally recognized roles.  I think my appointment 
to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee was because I had commercial 
knowledge and experience around PNG LNG Project and how this may have 
transpired and where it was going.  But certainly the decisions were being 
made by the line agencies and now I am in the line agency role, yes, I 
probably was not the chairman but as the Secretary to the Treasury I would 
say I had more overall in the committee and how things were to transpire. 
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Q: Okay.  And one of your first task when you became the acting secretary as 
you point out in paragraph 204 of your affidavit is that you then went to 
Sydney and met with a number of banks.  I am going to ask you some 
questions about that. 

10.14 am]  A: Sure. 

Q: Can I put up on the screen please the Discussion Paper which the document 
which you took with you to the banks?  So you recall this document, these 
are the document headed: “Background Notes”, if we scroll down a little, 
you can see that this is produced, it states your name on it and as I understand 
it these were notes that you provided, did you to the relevant banks settling 10 
out what the scope of work could be if they were retained? 

A: Dr Renwick; it was more of a list of issues that I thought that the financial 
advisors should be cognizant about in dealing with this.  I think I have said 
previously that my frustration previously was that everyone was focused on 
one particular outcome when there could be several and so the idea of the 
discussion paper was to say; understood that the focus of previous 
discussions has been on one particular outcome I am interested to understand 
the banks thinking around, you know, options around other possible 
outcomes that may arise from the structure inherent to the bond ,to the IPIC 
Bond. 20 

Q: Sure.  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry, Dr Renwick - - -  

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am not quite sure what you are saying here, Mr 
Vele.  You have other options around the IPIC, could you just phrase that out a 
little more? 

A: Sure, Commissioner. 

Q: I take it that the one focus that left you feeling a little restless was simply the 
redemption of the shares, is that correct? 

A: Yes, Commissioner. 30 

Q: All right and what were the other things you playing with? 

A: Well, the way the bond was structured was that at some stage IPIC would 
make a decision. 

Q: Of course. 
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A: Whether to retain the shares or return the shares. 

Q: Correct. 

A: I think we had been – the State was very focused on the idea that the IPIC 
were going to return the shares and so considering that there was a lot of 
work previously done on trying to raise funds to pay back IPIC in the event 
that they were going to return the shares it seemed to me that the State 
wanted to hold own shares in Oil Search.  So without preempting what NEC 
was going to do ultimately to say  if IPIC does want to hold onto the shares 
and the State wants to retain a shareholding in Oil Search; how can that be 
done, what are the options to the State to achieve that particular outcome? 10 

Q: Dr Renwick, I do not want to trespass on your job too much, are you going 
to follow that up with Mr Vele either now or some later stage? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, I will not continue anymore. 

DR RENWICK:  So, looking at this document then did you draft this by yourself 
or did you get others assisting you drafting this document? 

A: I had others assisting me, Dr Renwick. 

Q: Was Mr Mortensen one of them? 

A: Yes, Dr Renwick. 

Q: All right but nevertheless this is a document which had your name on it and 20 
you take responsibility for the contents of it? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And Mr Mortensen went with you, did he, to Sydney in August 2013 to meet 
with the banks? 

A: Yes, he did. 

Q: And it was just the two of you from the Independent State at those meeting, 
was it or? 

[10.18am] A: Yes, I had invited other members of the team but they were not able to make 
it. 

 30 
Q: All right.  Well, let us have a look at a couple of other – I will come back to 

this document but let us have a look at a couple of other emails.  If we can 
have a look at the email from Mr Latimer to Mr Mortensen and you on 9 
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August 2013.  So “Rexcol” that is I take it a reference to Rex Paki, is that 
right? 

 
A: Paki, Dr Renwick, yes. 
 
Q: Paki; and what was his role at the time? 
 
A: I am not sure of his formal role again.  Port Moresby is a small place and I 

know Mr Paki.  I think throughout the process, he was a – I am not sure if 
he was ever a formal employee of Minister Ben Micah at the time but I 10 
understood that he was the confidante and an associate and whenever Mr 
Paki were to bring a message from the minister, I had no reason to believe 
that that was not coming from the minister. 

 
Q: And as the heading suggests is that he; Mr Paki and the minister wanted 

Clement at the meeting next week.  I take it that is a reference to Dr Waine, 
is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: And if you will just look at the next document which is an email from Dr 

Waine to Mr Mortensen of 12 August 2013.  So this is Dr Waine acting 
Secretary of DPE and this is – though it is not – the email does not seem to 
be copied to you is to be addressed to you and Mr Mortenson and you can 
see here he says, “I think the State is better served by following the original 
strategy to retain the Oil Search shares by redeeming the bonds from IPIC.”  
And then he says, “Please do not meet with any banks we have already 
approached for the previous strategy as this will raise a lot of issues.”  So 
firstly, was there some reason why Dr Waine did not come to Sydney with 
you and Mr Mortensen, do you recall? 30 

 
A: No, I do not recall the specific reason why he could not attend.  We were 

told he could not attend but I can read from here that there is a general 
reluctance on his part to attend anyway. 

 
Q: And then if you look at that sentence where he says, “Please do not meet 

with any banks we have already approached.”  Obviously, the meetings with 
the banks went ahead.  Was that a topic you discussed with him at the time 
his concern about not meeting with banks already approached? 

 40 
A: I do not recall a specific discussion but I understood that, again, part of my 

frustration had been that he and certain members of the bureaucracy that 
were advising the ministers at the time were focused on a one-track outcome.  
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And ultimately, it was not the outcome that transpired.  And I think also that 
there was a general reluctance on the part of the established bureaucracy at 
the time to deal with myself.  I mean, I was not a career public servant.  I 
had not come through the ranks with everyone.  So one day I am this notional 
project director in a notional office and then, you know, within two weeks I 
am one of the most senior bureaucrats in the country.  And so I recall part of 
it being the fact that they were focused on a one-track outcome and another 
part is it was just general reluctance to deal with an outsider on this particular 
issues.   

 10 
[10.23am] Q: All right.  Well, that brings us nicely to the next email which is from Mr Paki 

to Mr Latimer on the same day.  And so if you just have a read of that you 
can see that this is Mr Paki saying to Mr Latimer; “Please advise Lars and 
Dairi to involve or brief Clement Waine as much.  I do not mind if you 
(...reads…) w e have to get the strategy right so that we can get the support 
of all politicians and bureaucrats.  IPIC, NEC will be taken to Cabinet by 
Minister Ben Micah and not by Treasury Don Polye.  Frank Kramer and 
Wapu must also be kept in the loop.  We need to understand their 
requirements.  Please pass this email or discuss with Lars and Dairi and ask 
them to email any queries or comments.”  So, my first question to you Mr 20 
Vele is, what was Mr Latimer’s role at that time?  That was 2013 in relation 
to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond and so on? 

A: Norton Rose had been engaged previously by the Independent Public 
Business Corporation to be the legal advisors on this particular transaction 
for the State and so that is why Mr Paki is dealing with Mr Latimer on this 
transaction.  I have known Mr Latimer - I have worked with him on 
transactions in my role at the Independent Business Corporation several 
years earlier and so that is the etymogie of that, Dr Renwick. 

Q: And did Mr Latimer by the way did he attend these meetings with the four 
banks in the city? 30 

A: Yes, he did. 

Q: And then just on that final sentence, do you recall receiving that email or 
having that discussion with Mr Latimer about the matters there referred to 
by Mr Paki? 

A: No.  Again, this is from Mr Paki to Mr Latimer and they are his words; not 
mine and Mr Paki and I know each other well.  He could have and probably 
did end up saying some of these things to me in some form or another, and 
Lars. 
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Q: All right.  So, can we go back then to your briefing note and if we go to the 
executive summary paragraph 1, you can see there that there is a statement; 
“The exchangeable bonds mature in March 2014 and the Prime Minister has 
expressed the desire to retain all or a substantial proposition.”  And then we 
go to paragraph 3.1, you can see there; “if you like the exchangeable bond 
to approach maturity, it is incumbent upon the State to manage the risk and 
(…reads…) the Prime Minister has expressed the desire for the State to 
maintain a shareholding in Oil Search in 10 and 19.9 per cent.” 

So, that is two statements in your document provided to the banks setting 
out the desires of the prime minister.  Were those desires – the ones in 10 
paragraph 1 and 3.1, things that the then Prime Minister O’Neill had 
expressed personally to you? 

A: Yes, we would have discussed this in the context of where this was all going 
and as a part of my appointment to the committee and ultimately as part of 
my appointment to the Department of Treasury in the sense that a lot of work 
has been done to retain the Oil Search shares from at least when they are 
returned or have them returned to us.  And then the first statement about 
managing the way out is because the way that the bond was structured was 
that in the event of a downside the State would have to make up the 
difference in cash.  And so understanding that, listen as we get to maturity, 20 
it is not a case of sitting on your hands – it is not a matter of sitting on your 
hands and waiting for what the executives at IPIC were going to do.  It is 
also the case of keeping an eye on what the ultimate position is and preparing 
for the fact that we may have to stump up with some more cash to fund the 
difference if the price is not in a particular way, then to keep an eye on the 
price on the way through. 

[10.28am] Q: What about this notion on the screen of the prime minister’s desire of a 
shareholding between 10 and 19.99 per cent.  So, at that time if – and we 
know this did not happen – IPIC had returned all the Oil Search shares to 
you, roughly what percentage would that have been? 30 

A: 14.3, 14.4. 

Q: So, on that assumption then, this is speaking about the potential and 
additional acquisition of about 5 per cent or thereabouts? 

A: Potentially.  Yes, potentially.  I think it was more the case that we were 
showing the banks that the threshold between 10.1 would - ultimately 10.1 
and 19.99 was where we wanted to be. 
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Q: The significance of those figures, the 10.1 per cent was a blocking 
percentage, in other words no one could take over and compulsorily buy out 
the whole of Oil Search if a single shareholder had 10 percent plus one 
share?  That is the significance of 10 per cent, orally speaking? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the significance of 19.99 per cent is that is just below the level at which 
a takeover bid has to be made? 

A: Correct.  So, again there is no difference between 10.1 and 19.99.  If you are 
in the space, you have the same strategic leverage I guess. 

Q: The difference is though I suppose is that if you got 14 per cent and there is 10 
a desire as here expressed to increase the shareholding up to 19.9 per cent, 
money will have to be found for that in addition to claim back the value of 
the shares.  That is what I am getting at. 

A: Yes.   

Q: And so did the prime minister, I mean in your discussions with him, did he 
talk about in effect then increasing the shareholding above the amount that 
IPIC might hypothetically give back to the State? 

A: No, not at this ---- 

Q: You see what I mean? 

A: - - -not at this stage.  Again, as I am saying this paper is not me quoting the 20 
prime minister or me quoting Cabinet.  I think part of it is explaining to the 
banks that we understood how this may end up going and to the extent that 
decisions were to be made around the quantum of the shareholding, then we 
were interested to understand what the banks thought about that and how 
certain objections could be met. 

Q: I am so sorry, Mr Vele, I thought that you earlier agreed with me that the 
two paragraphs setting out the prime minister’s setting, you reflect his desire 
as you understood it, is that not correct? 

A:  Not literally.  The idea is that it was quite clear that the State and the prime 
minister as the head of Cabinet and head of the executive had put his 30 
government down a path to raise funds in the event that the shares were 
going to be returned and we needed to repay IPIC the $1.6 billion dollars 
that they had lent us.  So the discussion paper was to say that this is where 
the State’s head is at, as I see it, now, what are the options that may arise 
from IPIC taking particular courses of action and if the State wanted to 
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choose certain, again shareholdings around that space, then what would the 
banks think about that.  This was not the case that we knew exactly what the 
outcome would be and were telling the banks to close out a particular 
outcome, we  were more wanting to understand what the banks thought 
about certain points of discussion so that we could then take this back to the 
prime minister and say, prime minister if you want to be playing at the 19.99 
per cent level, this is what is required and if you want to play at the 10.01 
per cent level, this is what is required and all things going well, we get the 
shares returned and we are at the 14.3 per cent level. 

Q: Okay.  Last question at this page.  If you drop down 3.1, there is a paragraph 10 
numbered 1 and if you come down four sentences which says; “intuitively” 
so the headings is; “Managing Oil Search Share Price Downside Risk and 
the Associated Cash Payment Obligations to IPIC upon Maturity of the 
Exchangeable Bonds”.  And you can see three paragraphs below.   

[10.33am] It says, “Intuitively,” and that is a reference to working towards ensuring that 
the Oil Search – in the period leading up to maturity remains at or near 
AU$8.55.  And then your statement is, “this may involve the State providing 
buying support from the stock in the period leading up to maturity.”  What 
did you have in mind there? 

 20 
A: I think Dr Renwick, again very much in keeping with the idea of getting the 

bank’s views on certain outcomes.  The measurement of whether the State 
would need to require extra cash to fund the shortfall between what was 
owed to IPIC and the value of the stock at a particular point in time; was 
acknowledgement that prices may move up and down and we wanting to 
understand how that was going to work and to what extent, what factors 
could cause some of those – you know, that particular outcome where the 
price in that the volume weighted average pricing period. I think it is 45 days 
before maturity.   That is if there was any manipulation of the stock there 
that people could cause us to have a shortfall and therefore cause us to pay 30 
cash.  I think there is an acknowledgement that I understood, you know that 
particular outcome and what was the risk of that and was there anything that 
we could do about it or was it that their advice was that this is just you know 
how these things are done.  And we sit and we watch it very – you know we 
closely follow it to see if there is any deliberate measures being taken to 
reduce the price at the relevant period.  

 
Q: Do you have any recollection about the bank’s reaction to that question; 

providing buying support for the stock in the period leading up to maturity? 
 40 
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A: Look, I think the discussions ended up being around, we just keep a close 
eye on it and report any anomalies. 

 
Q: So could you just have a look at – we do not need to put this up on the screen; 

paragraph 209 of your affidavit where you say, “The discussion paper was 
provided to the banks about the approach to take if IPIC was prepared to 
accept a cash payments in exchange for the shares.  At that stage, the IPIC 
Bond Committee was looking at the transaction from an advisory 
perspective and not seeking to obtain a loan from these banks.”  Can we just 
have a look the next document which is in summary I think that you are 10 
meeting with ANZ on 12 August.  So this is a document - we just stroll down 
to the end for a minute.  You can see there; that appears to be a document 
from Norton Rose.  And if we up to the screen, you can see there, this sets 
out what appears to be some notes of what happened at your meeting with 
the ANZ, on 12 August 2013, do you accept that? 

 
A: I accept that.  It is a Nortion Rose’s recollection of that particular meeting. 
 
Q: Sure. And so just looking at the second dot point, which is a little ambiguous 

perhaps but where it says they i.e. ANZ, a best place to assist with an 20 
advisory role and debt capital for markets financing the equity capital 
markets work but it likely needed a partner.   That is a statement, is it not, 
about what ANZ said their best place to do rather than some sort of 
assessment by Norton Rose that their best place among all the banks? 

 
A: Yes. I think they were speaking as to ANZ’s relative strengths. 
 
Q: All right then. There is a number of documents then. I just want to take you 

to. So the next one is an email from Anthony Latimer.  Look at these 
documents and I will ask you some questions.       30 

 
[10.38am]A: Sure. 

 
Q: Anthony Latimer to JP Morgan, time at 2 pm.  So you can see there is an 

email from Latimer to JP Morgan copied to you and Mr Mortensen and you 
see there in paragraph 3, Mr Latimer’s comment on timing there and 
reporting back on the meetings to relevant people.  I understand there should 
be more information.  And then if we look at the next document, which is 
the Morgan-Stanley document, a similar document.  You can see that is even 
– almost identical the terms and then finally, there is the UBS document. 40 

 
Mr Jilek, is there any significance in the fact that of those three emails from 
the UBS no one has asked for a formal engagement letter? 
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A:  I cannot recall why Mr Latimer drafted it tin his particular way. 
 
Q: Then if we come on to 22 August; there is an email from Mr Jilek to Mr 

Latimer.  So you can see there that is an email from Mr Jilek to Mr Latimer 
at Norton Rose copied to some other people in UBS and it says:  “Dairi called 
this morning and made it pretty clear that we are likely to be appointed 
formally following his meeting with the PM this evening.  Dairi said he 
would call to see if things were confirmed.”  So you recall, do you, that there 
was a meeting with the Prime Minister to discuss the appointment of UBS 10 
shortly before that? 

 
A: Not so much the appointment of UBS but certainly the idea that in our 

discussion that they were the most likely.  They came the best prepared and 
they had a fuller suite of options that we had thought and so I had intended 
to report back to the committee and so on that this is the outcome of my 
meetings.  And then what was to become of that would be the government 
process.  It was not a one person, you know, again, I was not going to be 
able to appoint them directly and singularly and neither would the Prime 
Minister at this stage. 20 

 
Q: Just to unpack though a little, this is not an email of course to your 

committee.  This is an indication by the IPBC lawyer Mr Latimer of his 
understanding at that time that you had had a meeting and a discussion with 
the Prime Minister which in Mr Latimer’s mind meant that UBS are likely 
to be appointed formally.  I mean, that is a reasonable reading of that email, 
is it not? 

 
A: It is Mr Jilek’s reading rather than Mr Latimer’s reading.   
 30 
Q: I am sorry. 
 
A: And the discussion was to be with Mr Jilek.  And it is him characterizing a 

discussion that we had – I do not recall the exact meeting, the exact 
discussion but I can imagine that that is going towards his appointment.  
Again, due to the fact that I am not the appointing authority and neither is 
the Prime Minister singularly, the discussion may have been around the idea 
that it is likely that you are to be appointed having gone through a process. 

 
Q: A fair reading of it suggests that you had a meeting recently with Prime 40 

Minister O’Neill to discuss issues around UBS’ appointment.  That is a fair 
reading of that, is it not? 
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A: Yes, from that particular – that is the characterization for Paddy Jilek’s view 
to Anthony Latimer.   

 
Q: And do you recall actually having that meeting with the Prime Minister or 

not? 
 
A: I would have been meeting with the Prime Minister and my own minister   

regularly at that point in time.  So I do not specifically recall that meeting 
but it would not have been, you know, farfetched to think that I had discussed 
the issue of the progress of this transaction including the appointment of the 10 
strategic advisor in particular UBS. 

 
[10.43am]Q: In what became the UBS transaction of course.  You dealt often with 

ministers? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You dealt often with the Prime Minister one on one, did you not? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: The next document is on 23 September; that is an email from Mr Botten.  So, 

this is an email and I appreciate you are not the recipient of it but it is an 
internal Oil Search email.  And it refers to a number of meetings the week 
before with PNG Treasury and the Prime Minister regarding the status of 
their efforts to buy back the stake  They had not yet formally appointed UBS 
to act as their advisor and that of course (…inaudible…) what you have just 
said.   But they are still doing the preparation work and they speak about 
how it might be structured and so on.  But then this last sentence before the 
reduction. “A shift in thinking is potentially taking place in the State as the 30 
share price goes above $8.55.  Secretary of Treasury,” that is you, “has 
openly canvassed the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil Search 
of interest in Elk Antelope to the issuance of shares to the State.  This would 
be preferable to the State and (…inaudible…).”  Appreciating that is not your 
document, did you say something like that to Oil Search representatives 
about that time? 

 
A: Look, we may have discussed the benefits and the costs associated with 

various paths to owning Oil Search shares that had any deliberate analysis 
going into a particular option other than the shares reverting from IPIC, no. 40 

 
Q: Well, let us just drill down on this a bit.  The first thing is; when did you 

become aware of Oil Search’s interest in acquiring Elk Antelope? 
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A: I think they had made over just at the market and certainly within the industry 

here.  I mean, following closely what was happening in PNG LNG and the 
discussions around the future of Oil Search.  Whenever the issue of Oil 
Search has always been; what is the next for Oil Search in PNG considering 
that most of their business is here.  So that was an open secret, if you like, 
considering their Australian Stock Exchange rules disclosure 
rules/guidelines. 

 
Q: So, if we go back to my question, when did you become aware of that? 10 
 
A: I would have been aware just around the same time as everyone else.  I 

cannot recall a particular month to it, Mr Renwick but - - - 
 
Q: It is 2013, it is not, before 2013, is it? 
 
A: Look, I think the issue had always been who was going to buy; who was 

going to be interested in taking up a piece.  Part of my work in the Gas office 
prior was the entity that actually discovered the resource, Inter Oil, was 
working I guess in the gas office, in the coordination role dealing with them 20 
to see if they were the ones who were going to be able to develop that 
resource itself.  It was quite clear that they dd have the financial wherewithal 
to progress from discovery to having an actual project, and so there was 
always discussions and talks and inuendo around: was it going to be Oil 
Search; was it going to be ExxonMobil or was another super major going to 
come in and have a look at that particular resource.  So we would have all 
known that Oil Search was a part of that discussion. 

 
[10.48am]Q: So, is the author of this email from Oil Search correct to attribute to you 

openly canvassing the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil Search 30 
of an interest in Elk Antelope for the issuance in shares to the State? 

 
A: Not at that stage.  I think at this stage we are still discussing optionality 

around – it was all about what was going to precipitate from the IPIC 
decision rather than pursuing several different lines. 

 
Q: So, can you suggest why that might have been thought to be your view, your 

openly canvassed view at this time if in fact you were not? 
 
A: No, I cannot.  I would take that as referencing a discussion which may have 40 

gone into some details around certain options but to the extent that the State 
had started to spend resources on that particular option in isolation, no. 
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Q: That I understand.  But for example, had the Prime Minister at that time 
September 2013, had he been discussing with you for example the notion of 
acquiring an Oil – issuing – well, what is discussed in that sentence? 

 
A: Not that option over all others, no.   
 
Q: No, but I mean as a possibility at all.  Had that been – had the Prime Minister 

raised that with you at that time? 
 
A: This would have come up in all discussions when we were discussing this 10 

particular transaction and what is anticipated to occur in the industry in 
country. 

 
Q: I need to follow that up.  I mean, you said right at the beginning today that 

there were a number of possibilities with the expiry of the IPIC bond and 
obviously one is that what actually happened namely that IPIC kept the 
shares and the Independent State had to pay as it happened the small 
differential because of the value of the share price at the time.  That was one 
possibility, was it not? 

 20 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Second possibility was that IPIC would say to the Independent State, no, you 

can have the shares back in which case you have to raise money.  That is 
obviously the second possibility.  And third logical possibility is that Oil 
Search – that the Independent State would simply cease to hold any shares 
at all and would not go ahead and buy any further shares.  That is a logical 
possibility. 

 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: This though is a quite particular idea.  It is not just that you would – State 

would go ahead and acquire new shares as opposed to receiving the shares 
back from IPIC.  But it would do so in the context of Oil Search’s own 
interest in Elk Antelope.  That is quite a particular notion, do you agree to 
that? 

 
A: Because that was a possibility and as you rightly say other possibilities that 

the State could seek to purchase shares on the open market from other 
shareholders at that time.  And I do not recall this particular option even with 40 
the detail around Oil Search seeking to participate in Elk Antelope and 
therefore requiring extra financing as being pushed on on myself anyway 
any more than the others were very viable possibilities as well. 
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Q: Well, if this notion did not come from the Independent State or its opposites 

presumably it must have come from Oil Search, the concept? 
 
A: Yes, I mean, it was quite clear that Oil Search were a very viable option to 

be purchasing that particular asset or purchasing into that particular asset. 
 
Q; And but critically not just purchasing the Elk Antelope interests but 

obtaining money to do so by a share issued to the State that is what we are 
talking about.  So that is the point.  If that concept – that dual your concept 10 
had not come from the Independent State and if I understand you correctly, 
it had not at that stage, from you you or the prime minister or anyone else in 
the Independent State, to your knowledge?  Is that fair? 

 
[10.53 am]   A: Yes, I mean, it is as a listed stock issuing more shares to raise financing for 

its participation in another field such as Elk-Antelope is it seems to be the 
first thing you do is to look at that. 

 
Q: I think we may be across purposes here.  I am asking you about a particular 

notion in this sentence and just to be clear, we have got to the position, have 20 
we not, where you did not suggest that particular notion neither did the prime 
minister you can only assume that it actually was an idea which came from 
Oil Search itself? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I see.  All right.  Let us go then to the email of 16 October 2013.  So this is 

from Paddy Jilek to Mr Igimu Momo.  He was an officer of IPBC at that 
time, was he not? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then if we scroll down, there is a sentence which begins, “We were 

advised in previous meetings with officials,” here we are.  So, “We were 
advised in previous meetings with officials that the PM’s ultimate objective 
is to increase PNG’s interest in Oil Search to 19.9 per cent.  Now, noting 
what you said in your Discussion Paper in putting that to one side, do you 
have any recollection as an official of raising that with UBS as Prime 
Minister O’Neill’s ultimate objective? 

 40 
A: No, the Discussion Paper said that the – the point of the Discussion Paper 

was to outline that we understood the strategic importance of or the strategic 
relevance of the threshold between 10.01 to 19.99, and we may have 
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characterized it as an objective of the State or the prime minister using it 
interchangeably, but that was not - our instructions were not to increase the 
stake to 19.99.  That was a decision as far as I was aware had not been arrived 
to yet. 

 
Q: All right.  So if you can just keep in mind the next sentence, “The PNG 

Government has a relevant interest in Oil Search at 14.7 per cent while the 
IPIC Bond is outstanding and therefore the government can only own 5.2 
per cent of the stock in the interim.”  So if you keep that in mind, we come 
to the next document which is from Governor Bakani. 10 

 
So this is a letter from the Governor to Mr Micah, and we will just go down 
to the end of the letter, as you can see.  And then if we go up, here, you see 
that this has come about because Minister Micah has written to the Governor 
asking on the basis of an NEC decision for the bank to provide an 
independent assessment and advice on the re-financing of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond and you recall that NEC process and decision, do you 
not? 
 

A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Okay.  And so he then says in the next sentence, “The Bank of PNG reviewed 

all the information provided by IPBC.  It is of the view that the re-financing 
should be dealt with on its own as a separate transaction.  It is a mistake to 
combine with other financial …(reads)… purchase additional 5.2 of Oil 
Search shares.”  So you would agree with me that that had some rationale 
with the preceding email which talked about an additional possible purchase 
of 5.2 per cent on the 14.7 which would get you up to the maximum 19.9 per 
cent? 

 30 
[10.58 am] A: Yes. 

 
Q: And then Governor Bakani’s advice sets out his reasons for advising against 

it.  He makes the point in the next sentence that increases the total funding 
that the State was trying to raise, increases the price of the whole financing 
package and creates a major problem on how to securitize such a complex 
facility, given the above, it is not advisable and so on. 

 
And then if you just go down to the next sentence, “The Bank is of the view 
the combination of mortgaging the Oil Search shares and an additional 40 
guarantee in the range of US 300 million should be sufficient to retain, to 
obtain the 1.7 billion Loan Facility for re-financing that.”  So you would 
have seen this letter at or shortly after that time, would you not? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did you agree with the Governor? 
 
A: I agree with the numbers.  Again, I am always careful about providing or 

making decisions on behalf of the government.  So, yes, I agree that 
purchasing the additional 5.2 per cent and then having the subsequent 
transactions of the landowner equity at 4.2 does lead to a larger borrowing 
requirement and I think the Governor was comfortably enough to then take 10 
the next jump to advise against it.  It is not the way that I had done things. 

 
Q: If we can then go back to your affidavit for a minute at paragraph 37; this is 

the longer affidavit.  I think there is a reference there to the IPIC Bond 
Committee recommended to IPBC that the UBS was the appropriate 
institution for the financial advisor role.   

 
And then at 228 you say, “To be clear, there were two separate pathways -0 
one being selection of the advisor and the other selection of financier.  And 
then at 229, it was the role of the committee to select the advisor.  And then 20 
230, it was up to IPBC and BPNG to evaluate which financier.  With those 
paragraphs in mind, it is in that context presumably that Governor Bakani 
wrote the letter which I have just shown you? 
 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Can we just look at the next document which is the Business Paper 

179 of 2013?  This is the Statutory Business Paper produced by Minister 
Micah or the NEC to re-financing IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  If we look in 
section A, it is not a brilliant photocopy, but at least you can read it.  We will 30 
just keep going down to K. 

 
So there you see the recommendation from Minister Micah.  It is that Citi is 
the preferred financier and held that Citi be issued a binding instruction and 
so on.  But of course in the event that is not what the NEC decided.  They 
decided on UBS; that is right, is it not? 
 

A: Correct. 
 

[11.03am] Q: If we just go to page 9 of this document the heading ‘Integrity’, here we are.  40 
So this document states there was some breaches the integrity in the conduct 
of some of the potential financiers.  For instance, the Review Committee 
took note of threatening behaviour by UBS AG and that this bank may have 
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obtained the IPIC exchangeable bond covenant documents in breach of the 
Attorney-Client privileges. So this is the reference that the review committee 
is the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee, I take it? 

 
A: Yes, I would imagine so. 
 
Q: All right. So as a then member of that committee, can you inform the 

commissioners of what the threatening behavior by UBS AG was? 
 
A: Yes.  These are not my words. I was not a part of the drafting of this 10 

particular submission but yes, I think there was a concern that UBS knew 
more than anyone else.  

 
Q: Well, there are two notions here, are they not?  So the first thing is though 

that this is a reference to the views of your committee. Now, are you 
suggesting that you did not have these views or you do not recall the 
committee discussing these points? 

 
A: No, I do not recall discussing these points to any great detail. The issue that 

we had with UBS was that it seemed that they knew more and understood 20 
more and again one could be that they had a wider reach of access to 
documentation, or the other one is that they were better prepared than the 
others.  So that was my recollection to characterize it. 

 
Q: Did it pass – I am so sorry. 
 
A: I do not recall any threatening behavior certainly not directly to me.  It may 

have been the case to other members of the committee but certainly not to 
myself.  

 30 
Q: I mean it is a sort of thing that you would have remembered? 
 
A: Absolutely.  Like I have said, this is a submission that I did not draft and we 

ultimately just got the NEC decision flowing from this so – resulting from 
this rather than drafting the submission itself. 

 
Q: You are dealing with the other notion in this paragraph that UBS has 

obtained the covenant documents in breach of the Attorney-Client 
privileges.  Are you able to cast any light – I mean whose attorney-client 
privileges, the State, IPBC? 40 

 
A: Yes, I am not sure . Again, I am not sure what the author was getting at. 
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Q: All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Have you finished that topic, Dr Renwick?  
 
DR RENWICK:  I have, yes, Commissioner.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is such an extraordinary statement.  You are so 
very vague about it.  It comes out of your committee and for some time, you had 
an important role in it.  Does this appear quite regularly in submission documents, 
if it does, how alarming? 10 
 
A: Yes, Commissioner, I am alarmed. Again, it is someone else’s 

characterization of things that went on in my committee. I do not have any 
recollection of accusing UBS of conducting themselves in a threatening 
manner to myself or anyone else on the committee, and I was not aware that 
they had – there is an allegation that they had received confidential 
documents.  

 
Q: Perhaps, I will ask this question. Why did you not know about it? It is such 

a serious matter and it is your committee that you are strongly involved in? 20 
 
A: Well, again if someone had asked me to write this, if I was characterizing 

the events that result in this, I would not have put that down because I was 
not aware of it.      

 
Q: Why were you not aware of it as a member of the committee? It must be a 

considered view.  Who was the author of this part of the document? 
 
A: This is done by the Department of – I am assuming it is the Department of 

Public Enterprises. Dr Renwick, we did not go through to the end but it is a 30 
submission that was sponsored by the Department of Public Enterprises and 
so I assume, it was his secretary Dr Clement Waine and his staff that 
prepared this document.  

 
Q: It undermines the whole competitive process of course, does it not? 
 
A: I think we should ask the then minister Micah and Clement Waine, as to 

what this is referring to. 
 
Q: All right, thank you. 40 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioner White, if I may ask Dr Renwick 
when was the date of this particular submission. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly. I am sure he will give us that. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I have not got that document with me. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Because it was sent to the – 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, all right. We can go up front page, that is fine.  
 

[11.08am] MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Because there was – yes, there was – 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is right, 25 November 2013. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. There was evidence from Dr Waine was there 
not that by that stage, Mr Vele was not on the committee any more. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  No? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I understood Mr Zurenouc – -- 
 
DR RENWICK:  Perhaps I will ask him now.  Mr Vele, were you on the committee 
still in November 2013? 
 
A: I think if we are being particular about the dates, Dr Renwick, I would like 

the opportunity to confirm all of that rather than sitting here right now, I 
cannot tell you. I cannot honestly tell you at that stage.  30 

 
Q: All right. Well, perhaps over the luncheon break, you might just check your 

notes on that. 
 
A: Sure, sure. 
 
Q: Because that would be a relevant factor.  I thought you will still know.  
 
A: Yes. I think I would also like to understand if any other members of the 

committee whether I was a part of it or not were aware that the serious 40 
allegation was made and discussed at the committee meeting. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was the author of this statutory business paper? 
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DR RENWICK:  I think it is – 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it Ben Micah or – 
 
DR RENWICK:  Who? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who was it? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We can just stroll down a little, Chief.  10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Well, the statement has to be subscribed to the author of 
that document. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so this is –  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It could be a political statement.  Someone has to verify that 
information.  
 
DR RENWICK:  It is signed by- - - 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Otherwise from Ben Micah, the minister. 
 
DR RENWICK:  This is signed by Mr Micah.  And if you look at the attachments, 
just stroll down a little further. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  This is a review.  It seems provided by FRA Blackstone. Are you 
able to cast any light on who that is? 30 
 
A: No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Ben Micah returning to complete his evidence?  If he comes 
back, then I think we should ask him those kinds of questions of him and not this 
witness.  He is not the author of this letter.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  We can do that, Chief.  You can take that document down for the 
time being.  If I can take you to page 39 of long affidavit.  Just remind me please, 
Mr Vela, did you end up going to Abu Dhabi in February 2014? 
 
A: There were two trips to Abu Dhabi.  The first one which I did not attend and 

then there was one that I did attend.  I attended with UBS, Norton Rose, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs at that time, Honorable Rinbink Pato and 
Governor Bakani. 

 
Q: So that is on page 41, paragraph 272? 10 
 
A: Yes, 13 February. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  You note at paragraph 273, that on 13 February, a 

mandatory exchange notice was issued indicating IPIC did not want to sell 
its shares.  So that made the clock started ticking, did it not, and what that 
meant is if nothing else was done, the shares would cease to be owned by 
the Independent State or its enterprises in early March? 

  
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q:  Things then became quite urgent? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then at paragraph 276, there is the reference to the trip to Abu Dhabi, 

between 6 and 20 February.  So let us look at some documents about that 
time.  While on that page actually, in paragraph 279, you say this; in around 
mid February 2014, there were rumours that Oil Search Limited was going 
to purchase an asset. And there was upward movement in the price of shares 30 
in Oil Search, indicated something occurring with Oil Search.  Is that a 
reference to Elk Antelope?     

 
[11.13am]A: Yes. 

 
Q: That of course your evidence early today is that that was known to you 

because of what was available publicly some months before that? 
 
A: Yes, I think in or around mid February is when it is becoming apparent that 

Oil Search had crystalized discussions with the owners and stakeholders in 40 
Elk Antelope. 
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Q: All right.  And so if we can look then to an email from Mr Botten to his 
board on 14 February.  So you can see that is from Mr Botten to his board.  
It refers to the PNG Prime Minister’s letter to Sheik Mansour and that you 
will recall is the letter where essentially Mr O’Neill says to Sheik, “Please 
reconsider your mandatory exchange notice”  That is your recollection, is it 
not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And there is a reference to in the second sentence – the PNG Government 10 

delegation and then if we go down five or six paragraphs you will see this 
statement by Mr Botten to his board.  “Prime Minister has expressed that 
(..reads…) and is keenly interested in potentially receiving shares  and any 
potential capital raising carried out as part of an Elk Antelope transaction.  
This is especially relevant and desirable to buy back the shares in IPIC.  He 
has the financing to do this from UBS.  He has been informed of a very low 
probability of PNG being successful in any buy back from IPIC.”   Can you 
cast any light on that?  In other words, had the Prime Minister expressed 
those intentions to you at that time? 

 20 
A: It was always an option and I think once it was becoming clear that – I think 

the first indication was the fact that IPIC had remained non-committal 
leading up to 5 March and I think that was the reason why I chose not to go 
on the first trip because there was a very low probability of bringing back an 
answer from IPIC.  And so the discussions around, if this is where IPIC – 
where they are heading towards and do we still want to own shares in Oil 
Search and we should be discussing what are the possible options arising 
thereof.  Peter Botten is a captain of industry, a very senior member of our 
business community here and in Australia and so no doubt he would have 
been having discussions with the Prime Minister on occasion about this as 30 
well. 

 
Q: Sure.  But my question is what was your knowledge about the Prime 

Minister’s intentions at the time? 
 
A: All of the actions leading up to the IPIC decision indicated to me that they 

were seeking to retain those shares in Oil Search and that they were seeking 
to raise the $1.6 billion to repay IPIC in exchange for receiving those shares 
back and that view had not changed over time. 

 40 
Q: So that is the IPIC position.  But we are now looking at the Prime Minister’s 

strongly expressed interest in remaining a shareholder and potentially 
receiving shares in a potential capital raising carried out by Elk Antelope 
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transaction.  We have already talked about the possibility of that previously.  
What discussions have you had firstly with the prime minister and secondly 
with Oil Search about that dual transaction namely; in order for Oil Search 
to buy Elk Antelope, they would issue shares to the Independent State in 
return for a payment from the Independent State? 

 
A: Yes, the decision by IPIC and we were notified through the letter from them 

saying that we are going to hold onto the shares meant that immediately 
some of the options that had been discussed previously were no longer 
options.   10 

 
[11.18am] You now if you want to stay as an owner of Oil Search shares and you are 

buying them on the open market or here is a situation where Oil Search were 
going to do a capital raising to share issuance to fund their way into Elk 
Antelope; was the Prime Minister interested in being a part of that and Prime 
Minister said to me, yes, he was and to develop that further and see what 
were the options around that and what were the mechanisms by which we 
could achieve that and revert to him and to his Cabinet. 

 
Q: So, Mr Vele, I mean, no official worked more closely with the prime minister 20 

on the UBS deal than you did, is that not right? 
 
A: That is fair sir. 
 
Q: Okay.  And you have already mentioned that you had numerous one to one 

meetings with the prime minister from time to time? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, what I am asking you is when you look at the date of this, if you could 30 

just scroll up, the date of this is 14 February and as you pointed out the day 
before is the mandatory exchange notice.  Does this twig your memory as to 
a particular statement you had with the Prime Minister about now moving 
from theory to crystallized desire to have an issue with Oil Search shares 
which would suit Oil Search as well because they wanted to retain - they 
wanted to acquire the Elk Antelope shares or interests? 

 
A: Yes.  The only difference between how I would have – you know, how I felt 

about it and referencing my own discussions with the prime minister was 
post the receipt of the IPIC decision to retain the shares.  That is when it 40 
crystallized the discussions between prime minister and myself and led to 
the idea that yes, I am interested in pursuing that particular option but what 
does it mean; what does it look like and can it be done? 
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Q: So, if we come to the next document which is an Oil Search Board discussion 

document.  Just while awaiting for that, you see, just to remind you at 
paragraph 276 of your affidavit, you say the last day of the Abu Dhabi trip 
was Thursday, 20 February and you then go to the Oil Search Board 
discussion document for Project Herin.  So this is that very same day and if 
we scroll down, this is we can assume a briefing document to the Oil Search 
Board and you can see here that there is a statement in the summary saying 
Oil Search was approached by Pacific LNG’s Civelli with PNG Government 
support to acquire 22.8 per cent in PRL 15 credit back-in via an acquisition 10 
of the PAC companies.  To your recollection, is that statement correct? 

 
A: I cannot verify that.  I have not been in any discussions between Pacific LNG 

and the PNG Government.  My only interaction was with stakeholders of 
Inter Oil because that is my role as the project coordinator where there were 
discussions around them being able to progress their retention license to a 
fully fledged development license.   

 
Q: So, are you saying then that as at 14 February 2014, you were not aware of 

Oil Search being approached by Pac LNG? 20 
 
A: No.  And neither was I aware that Pacific LNG purportedly had the support 

of PNG Government.   
 
Q: And so it follows from that that you cannot cast any light on why Oil Search 

might have referred to PNG Government’s support? 
 
A: No, I cannot.   
 

[11.23am]Q: Now, so you have the trip to Abu Dhabi between those dates in February?  30 
It is fair to say that trip did not result in any change via any decision making 
by IPIC? 

A: No. 

Q: And so you were then facing the likelihood that in early March the 
Independent State and its agencies would cease to own any Oil Search 
shares.  That was the position the Independent State was in? 

A: Yes.  

Q: And so, you would agree with me though would you not that there was no 
contractual obligation on the Independent State to go ahead and acquire new 
Oil Search shares at that point? 40 
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A: No. 

Q: Or once IPIC says, you are not getting them back, you would not be 
contractually bound to go ahead with the UBS deal, do you agree with that? 

A: No – yes, I would agree with that. 

Q: So, a decision is made which is eventually endorsed by the NEC on 6 March 
to go ahead with the UBS deal? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And there are a series of meetings between Oil Search and the prime minister 
and yourself at which what became the UBS deal was discussed; would you 
agree with that? 10 

A: Yes. 

Q: Okay, let us analyze some of those.  Just to understand then who the key 
advisors of the State were.  There is obviously you, there is Pertusio Capital, 
that is right is it not Mr Mortensen? 

A: Yes, Mr Mortensen advising me. 

Q: There is then Norton Rose which had previously been retained by IPBC but 
they are still involved in all of these, are they not? 

A: Yes. 

Q: At what point in your mind did Norton Rose become an advisor to the State 
as opposed to IPBC in relation to the UBS deal? 20 

A: I think post or shift of the focus of any transaction from prepaying IPIC in 
exchange for the shares to looking at options around purchasing new packet 
of shares. 

Q: And was a decision made by someone in the bureaucracy or in government 
to change that Norton Rose role or did it just walk into that role? 

A: It just moved into that role. 

Q: Okay.  And then other advisors on the UBS deal with Pacific Legal, that is 
right is it not? 

A: Advisors to Norton Rose I believe. 

Q: All right.  And then there is another lawyer Jimmy Maladina, what was his 30 
role in all of these? 
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A: At all times I thought he was part of the Pacific Legal Group team. 

Q: And there is of course UBS? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Let us just go through the various roles there.  More general question I 
suppose, would you agree that the institutions of the State, the bureaucracy, 
apart from yourself, did not really have a large part to play from 20 February 
to 6 March in relation to the UBS deal? 

A: Apart from the State Solicitor, who it is general understanding that all legal 
documentation and all legal issues arising from the transaction will 
necessarily have to be cleared by him.  10 

[11.28am] Q: So, the NEC submission for example which eventually went to Cabinet on 
6 March under the signature of the prime minister, that was not actually 
drafted from within the bureaucracy; that was drafted by UBS and Norton 
Rose and Pacific Legal, was it not? 

A: Well, the fact that I am Secretary to the Department of Treasury and tasked 
to close up this transaction, I would pose it that I am that bureaucracy or 
relevant element of that bureaucracy.  It is not uncommon to have technical 
elements, a good example is where they are legal in nature, my staff and I 
would not be drafting the legal sections of the legal components in that NEC 
submission.  We would get the lawyers to do that.  Whether that is the State 20 
Solicitor, whether that is the external advisors to the State Solicitor, we are 
always careful that those elements are very tidy and they are legal.  
Similarly, if there are financial elements or technical elements relating to 
science or petroleum for example, we make sure that because the NEC 
decision ends up being policy and the direction to which we all are following 
that it is not uncommon at all to have external resources either draft or 
verified would be involved in the drafting of these submissions. 

Q: Looking at then the submission of 6 March, is this the position then that the 
external advisors drafted the documents for you to consider and then pass on 
to the prime minister being the NEC submission and attachments; is that the 30 
correct position? 

A: Yes, they drafted large sections of it and of course the language has to be 
ours and no one and my own since I am the one recommending it so I drafted 
those sections which tie everything together and where relevant to have my 
involvement reflected in this submission. 
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Q: So, it could fairly be described then as eventually it became your submission 
to the prime minister and the prime minister then adopted that and put that 
before the NEC.  Is that fair? 

A: Yes, with the full confidence that I sign off on it and also to the extent that 
legal clearance is provided, the State solicitor also signs off on it. 

Q: Yes, we will come back to the State solicitor I understand what you are 
saying about that.  So, if we could just have a look at an email from 26 
February from you to Mr Paddy Jilek at UBS.  So you can see there, this is 
you writing to UBS saying you are an authorized representative of the 
Government of Papua New Guinea and you are looking to transact on this 10 
structure and so on.  And you there set out the bare bones if you like, if we 
just scroll down a little.  So, at this stage all I want to put to you is that it was 
correct to describe you as an authorized representative of the Government of 
Papua New Guinea in relation to the UBS negotiations at this stage, was it 
not? 

A: The advice – again now that we are going through the mechanics of the 
transaction, I was advised by UBS that this form of document would be 
required and advised by Norton Rose that I was acceptable as an authorized 
person to be sending this particular note as a part of the transaction. 

Q: Okay.  Who were the people that you dealt with UBS on this transaction? 20 

A: Look, I am sure on the email trail, there is a cast of many but our direction 
interactions were with Mr Paddy Jilek, Mr Mitchel Turner and I believe Mr 
Craig Roberts. 

[11.33 am] Q: Thank you.  Do you agree that the UBS transaction, if I can call it that, which 
was eventually endorsed by the NEC on 6 March was a very complex deal? 

A: Yes, Dr Renwick, you are dealing in shares and to the extent that the 
financial world and dealing with a listed stock and the financial instruments 
come with it is a complex world; and, yes, we are dealing in a complex space. 

 
Q: You may not be aware of this but the commission’s experts Brattle described 30 

it as an unnecessarily complex deal.  Do you have a view about that? 
 
A: I would be interested to understand, help me out.  It is complex.  I would be 

interested to understand to the extent to which it was unnecessarily complex. 
 
Q: Okay.  When deciding whether to engage UBS on behalf of the State, who 

advised you about the terms of the engagement? 
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A: Initially UBS were in an advisory capacity.  To head down this path and to 

discuss a transaction like this or a product like this more specifically, we 
relied on them to provide us with all the technical elements and then how 
that all works. 

 
Q: Do I understand it then that you relied on UBS to put forward an appropriate 

set of documentation in terms of engagement and the loan? 
 
A: Yes, and then we got external party to review and to confirm that what UBS 10 

were telling us and the mathematics and the financial outcomes that were 
being proposed were accurate, were functional and the logic worked. 

 
Q: That is KPMG, is it? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: You understand that there had been an information barrier established in 

UBS to separate their advising role and their lending role? 
 20 
A: I understand that is best practice; was I a part of establishing that proverbial 

wall, and was I privy to the mechanics of that?  No. 
 
Q: Okay.  I mean, looking back, were you concerned about a potential conflict 

of interest that UBS might have between its advisory and its lending roles? 
 
A: It is something that – because it is something that we in Papua New Guinea 

are quite used to, it is something that we are always aware of when dealing 
with advisors.  At the end of the day we are a small country.  Advisory firm, 
be it strategic or legal, do have to go through a due diligence or know- your-30 
client process to confirm that Papua New Guinea or that the State of Papua 
New Guinea; the Government specifically is an acceptable client and 
sometimes we go through processes where we may have three or four 
runners, three or more applicants, but you will end up with one doing these 
types of transactions because they are the only one who has gotten Papua 
New Guinea across as an acceptable client; or the Government of Papua New 
Guinea across as an acceptable client and that was the case here.   

 
If you reference that the previous NEC submission for Minister Micah 
referencing that the Citi Bank or Citi Group and UBS were the banks that 40 
we should be talking to, as far as I know, Citi Bank only got Papua New 
Guinea Government approved as an acceptable client when I subsequently 
did the sovereign bond with them in 2018.  Then they would have gone 
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through a process and possibly not get government to cross as an acceptable 
client.  Because that happens, we are used to having to deal with that being 
aware of it and progressing nonetheless. 
 

[11.38am] Q: We will just have a look at the UBS confirmation signed letter, please.  This 
is the signed letter from UBS and you can see it is addressed to you and can 
we go to page 669.  Now, you can see there under the expression “Premium, 
the Statement Not Applicable.”  There is no premium payable by Party A or 
Party B in respect of the transaction.  What is your understanding of what 
that means? 10 

 
A: Is that in – and again I am not a derivatives expert but certainly in the 

provision of the collar and the spread of the puts and calls or the upper level 
ceiling and the lower level floor that it was to be provided at no extra cost or 
that they were not making a margin of providing the collar. 

 
Q: I will just show you what Brattle make of that.  If we can look at paragraph 

21(b) on page 8 of the Brattle Report.  Now, you can see there is a – if you 
look on the screen at 21(b), there is a statement in line 4.  “UBS stated the 
collar was nil premium” - that is the clause I just took you to – “meaning that 20 
the value of entering the collar was zero to both UBS and the State.”  Do I 
take it that that indeed is your understanding like it is Brattle’s understanding 
it of the meaning of the expression? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay, thank you.  If we can then move on to consider the negotiating 

timeline when you returned from Abu Dhabi.  So, if we go then back to your 
affidavit on paragraph 43, this is your longer affidavit.  And I think you will 
recall on the last occasion you will agree with me that in discussing these 30 
meetings where there is a reference to Treasury representatives, that 
generally means you. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So, on paragraph 286, that means that you met with Mr Botten, does it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you there in the next paragraph refer to the Elk Antelope project and so 40 

on.  And then if we go over to paragraph 293 – I am sorry, 291 perhaps we 
should start with.  Firstly, there is – so what you are there saying as I 
understand it is Treasury, i.e, you told Mr O’Neill that if he could discuss 
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specific prices of shares to Oil Search but should leave final negotiations to 
Treasury.  That is what you mean by that sentence, the second sentence in 
291, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, I was concerned that both Peter Botten and Mr Aopi again being 

technical people and have more understanding of how this might all work 
and all of that it could take prime minister down a path on his own so my 
message to him was understand what they are trying to say and where things 
could go but again reserve your right to discuss, you know, the final 
components.  Do that with advice. 10 

 
[11.43am] Q: Okay.  And then in paragraph 293 you say you met with the Prime Minister, 

Mr Aopi and Mr Botten.  The discussion was about the availability of 
placement of Oil Search shares.  There was some discussion about the price 
of the shares that the former prime minister says words to the effect of:  “Talk 
to me about the price.”  Could you just explain that?  Is that Mr O’Neill 
saying to Mr Botten and Mr Aopi that they should talk to you, Mr Vele, 
about the price?  Is that what you mean there? 

 
A: Yes, it is. 20 
 
Q: So, do you recall at any of these meetings between Oil Search and Mr 

O’Neill which you were present at the Prime Minister saying, well, 8.20 is 
what we want? 

 
A: The then Prime Minister O’Neill told me that separately without Mr Aopi 

and Mr Botten in the room.  And that was after a discussion around their 
view of the price being 8.50 I think it was.  I think at that time the shares 
were trading at 8.55, there is at 294.  And so they thought that an appropriate 
price was $8.50 and the Prime Minister said as I pointed out in 295 that the 30 
prime minister recalled a discussion where a price of $8.20 had been raised 
and that was the price that we were looking at.  Again, that is a discussion 
between Prime Minister and I.  I was not aware that a discussion about prices 
had been handled or discussed or whether it was him justifying the 8.20 
which was a significant discount from what Oil Search had been thinking 
about in terms of the 8.50 and certainly a significant discount to where the 
shares were trading at 8.55 at that point in time or 8.57 as it says in 294 
which I thought it was a – if it was the case that Oil Search had proposed 
$8.20 for whatever reason that that was – yes, that surprised me that when I 
see the upward trajectory of their shares of Friday and then heading into 40 
Monday and they said $8.20 and on Monday it ends up being $8.50 maybe 
they spoke too soon and well done to Mr O’Neill for trying to achieve such 
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a significant discount which Oil Search said was too expensive and even 
UBS later said to me that that was a big call to expect such a big discount. 

 
Q: Well, let us then look at what Mr Botten’s recollection of the meeting is.  If 

we can have Mr Botten’s statement at paragraphs 55 and 56.  Could you 
scroll up a little?  So he refers to a meeting at Airways, this is paragraph 54 
attended by you, Mr Aopi, Mr Botten and the Prime Minister.  So, just note 
a number of meetings.  Do you recall a meeting at Airways with those three 
people and yourself? 

 10 
A: Yes, in those three or four days there were several meetings like that.  But, 

yes, I do recall that meeting. 
 
Q: Okay, thank you.  And then you will see in paragraph 55 if you just scroll 

down to about line 8 on page 6, you can see that there Mr Botten is saying, 
“To the best of my recollection, I believe the Prime Minister mentioned the 
price of $8.20 a share.”  And just to confirm, Mr Vele, that would be 
consistent with your recollection of the Prime Minister mentioning in that 
meeting the price of $8.20 a share or not? 

 20 
A: I think, as I say in my meeting, Dr Renwick, that the $8.20 the first time I 

heard it was from the Prime Minister to me.  It may have been the case that 
there was a meeting prior to that that the Prime Minister had this discussion 
with me.  That was the first time I heard it was the prime minister and I.  
There was a previous meeting where it was – and, again, I am not sure if this 
was the meeting or not – that after returning MR VELE:  From Sydney and 
having the initial meeting, Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi arrived in Port 
Moresby before I could. I remember thinking that that is big oil for you. 

 
][11.48am]   They can move around. At least they have the logistic at their disposal where 30 

you know they could get to the Prime Minister or get back to Port Moresby 
faster than I could to fly commercial. And therefore, my discussion with the 
Prime Minister is that they are coming. They are going to arrive before me, 
they have already set up a meeting with you, whatever you discuss, do not 
discuss price because we do not want you to be on your own, when you are 
discussing these technical issues, which can be later thought to be committed 
by the state. At the subsequent meeting, when this issue was raised and 
where the price of AU$8.20 was raised, again I had already heard that in a 
separate discussion between the Prime Minister and I, where he said; at that 
meeting you were not at – sorry, at that meeting. And I am referring to the 40 
meeting that I was not at because they got to Port Moresby sooner than I did; 
a price of $8.20 was raised and that is the one I would like you to pursue. 
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Q: Okay. Just stroll, thank you. If we could just stroll down to paragraph 61 of 
this statement by Mr Botten. So, he refers then to a meeting with you and 
him and Mr Aopi at the Grand Papua; later that day and he there says; you 
made it very clear the State would pay no more than 8.20 a share. And I take 
it you would agree with that recollection of Mr Botten? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. And it is fair to say, is it not, that over these days, there were 

numerous discussions between one or two or more of the four of you namely, 10 
Mr Botten, Mr O’Neil, Mr Aopi and yourself; trying to progress the UBS 
concept. That is fair, is it not? 

 
A: I think, Dr Renwick, it was more than the case that we had this particular – 

you know we had after issue of the price was vetted down, then the Prime 
Minister left the discussions to me so I would meet with Mr Aopi and Mr 
Botten regularly.  And these discussions were one as he characterizes in his 
paper was the likelihood of the State managing to do this transaction.  Again, 
because it is a stock exchange transaction and on market transaction and the 
time lines were very very tight and immoveable that once they made certain 20 
announcements and certain gates were passed, it precipitated necessarily 
next steps. And you miss one of those steps and the transaction cannot go 
ahead.  So if you are going to announce to the world, this is going to happen, 
what was the likelihood of the State being able play its role.  And again, 
because at all times, it was understood that the NEC’s right to reject all of 
these would come at a later point in time.  Whereas the announcements and 
the Oil Search’s acquisition of PRL 15 had a different time line. And then a 
lot of discussion around price. Dairi, 8.20, we are at 8.55, how can we do 
8.20? Well, that is what he said to the Prime Ministers and this is what the 
Prime Minister says so we are sticking to it. Those are the types of 30 
discussions that were being had. 

 
Q: Okay, thank you. And then if we can just look at Mr Aopi’s statement for a 

minute.  And if we start with paragraph 24, you can see that at paragraph 24, 
Mr Aopi said; he attended a meeting with you probably at the Grand Papua, 
though cannot be certain. Not sure whether the Prime Minister attended and 
there is a reference to 8 dollars 20 a share. And then paragraph 25, at 6.30 
pm, there is a meeting with Mr Botten and yourself and Mr Aopi, Prime 
Minister not attending and again a reference to $8.20 per share, and finally 
at paragraph 26, he says is it approximately 10 o’clock, you, Mr Vele phoned 40 
him and said he had again discussed the share placement with the prime 
minister, the prime minister’s position had not change.  And so you would 
agree, would you not, consistent being from the State whether that is by the 
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prime minister or yourself, is that 8.20 has got to be the amount of the share 
price? 

 
[11.53 am] A: Correct. 

 
Q: And that is eventually what was agreed and approved, of course? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the next thing I suppose is that there was a flurry of activity on 26th 10 

because on the 27th, there is the joint announcement to the Australian Stock 
Exchange – we will just put that up.   

 
So this is an Oil Search document and said, “Here is a press release attached 
issued by the Independent State,” and there is an attachment and just scroll 
down a little – so, you recall that joint announcement, do you not? 
 

A: I recall the statement. 
 
Q: Yes.  And notably in the first paragraph there on the screen, there are some 20 

condition precedents, namely the execution of final financing documentation 
of UBS, and the receipt of final State approvals expected to be received on 
or before 6 March.  Those are the condition precedents, the main ones, I 
think, you were referring to here. 

 
A: And the main final State approval being Cabinet approval.   
 
Q: Yes, indeed, indeed.  So indeed, that is the position.  What I might do is I 

might just get you – I see the time – I might just get you just to look at that 
joint statement because I have a couple of questions for you after the lunch 30 
break.   

 
I see the time, commissioners.  Is it convenient for a break now and come 
back at 1 o’clock? 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think so.  We will adjourn to 1 o’clock.  Associate, 
adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock. 

 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 40 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
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[1.03 pm] DR RENWICK:  I recall Mr Vele. 
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
 10 
Q: Commissioner White, you were asking some questions before lunch about 

the assessment of UBS by the relevant committee as considered under the 
heading Integrity. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We have tracked down the relevant emails and although Mr Vele 
is not an addressee, I will just see if he is aware of any of these matters.  If we can 
have the email chain perhaps starting at the bottom, please. 
 20 
Here, we have – we will just go up a little bit of that – here, we have an email from 
Mr Latimer to Mr Kramer, Mr Sonk, Dr Waine and Steven Mou.  There is this 
sentence from Mr Latimer:  “As I deal with Paddy Jilek on a couple of matters, I 
had been in contact with him” – sorry, I should go back to the beginning.  “I 
understand the review process has moved along well” – this is 21 October – “but 
all the proposals in the financial advice having been submitted and analyzed by the 
Review Committee, and I understand the committee is now in the decision-making 
state.  As I deal with Paddy Jilek, on a couple of matters.  I have been in contact 
with him in relation to this process.”   
 30 
“He obviously is very keen to win the financial advisory role and his team has done 
a lot of work on the IPIC transaction.  However, he did say that if he is not 
appointed or a decision is not made soon, then UBS will have to look at his other 
options in terms of the IPIC bond.  I assume if that happened, it may not be a benefit 
to the State.”  
 
That last sentence I have just read out, was that a matter he had raised with you, 
those comments by Mr Jilek to Mr Latimer, Mr Vele? 
 
A: No.  I think our conversations were in relation to them being appointed and 40 

them not being appointed, and the time that it was taking for them to be 
appointed.  I was not aware that they had any other opportunities arising 
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from the IPIC bond or whether they were seeking engagement by other 
parties; I was not aware of anything like that. 

 
Q: I see.  Let us just scroll up a little with the next email.  This is an email in 

response from Dr Waine, same addressees, otherwise, Anthony Latimer is, 
“UBS is suggesting it will take steps that may be detrimental to the State.  I 
hope it does not get to that stage.”   

 
And then if we scroll up again, Latimer says to Dr Waine, “Clement, not at 
all.  What they are suggesting is that at some stage, they will look at their 10 
other options in terms of the IPIC refinancing.  They obviously want the role 
of advising the state but as with every other major international banks, there 
are other options for them if the state appoint someone else who does not 
appoint anyone.” 
 
The next email.  Dr Waine says, “If UBS want to play this game, then it 
should be disqualified from the selection process.”  Do you recall Dr Waine 
raising UBS’s disqualification with you, Mr Vele? 
 

A: No. 20 
 

[1.08 pm]   Q: We scroll up to the final email.  Latimer back to the same people.  “Clement, 
I am sorry if I have confused the issue here on UBS’s role.  I highly desire 
the State’s appointment if they can get it.  There are no gains.  They are 
waiting to hear the outcome of the process; happy to get on the phone to 
discuss if any concerns.”  So, commissioners, as best we can understand it, 
that is the basis for the comments on Integrity.  I seek to tender that email, 
chairman. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That email chain documents are admitted into evidence, and 30 
they will be marked Exhibit number 3. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Numerical number 3. 
 
EXHIBIT 3 - EMAIL CHAIN DOCUMENTS 
 
DR RENWICK:  Couple of questions about the retainer of Pacific Legal and 
Norton Rose.  Can we have look at paragraph 18; Mr Vele, of your most recent 40 
affidavit of 5 August.  You can see there, you say, “Norton Rose Fulbright proposes 
for their retainer which is attached to their submission and summarizes as follows.”  
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And you say, “As can be clearly seen, Pacific Legal’s engagement is their local 
agents other than Norton Rose retainer.”   
 
If you just scroll down please, you see in that long paragraph that, “Norton Rose 
Fulbright role in relation to the above matter will include reviewing, commenting 
and settling all necessary documentation liaising with the State’s internal PNG 
legal counsel and external legal counsel, Pacific Legal Group, its accounting and 
financial advisors and all parties to the documentation.”  Does that statement not, 
that the Pacific Legal Group is the State’s external legal counsel, rather, suggest 
that they were not retained as part of the Norton Rose Fulbright retainer but 10 
somehow by the State directly? 
 
A: No, my understanding was that they were engaged by Norton Rose or they 

came with Norton Rose. 
 
Q: If we can look then at the – we will come back to that a little later on.  Just 

before lunch, we had on the screen the announcement to the Stock Exchange, 
and that was 27 February, and you would agree with me there was a great 
deal which need to be done, included by you, to have the cabinet submission 
before cabinet on 6 March and be in a position for it to be considered by 20 
then? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it was a very busy week or so, I am sure for you, Mr Vele.  If we look 

at paragraph 302 of your longer affidavit, you state that Norton Rose 
proposed a Letter of Engagement for the transaction.  Their engagement was 
conditional on NEC approval, that engagement should have been approved 
by Attorney General, should it not? 

 30 
[1.13p.m] A: I expect so.  

Q: Do you think it was?  Do you believe it was? 

A: I think the way that this was moving was that that was going to be a part of 
the NEC submission.  It was going to be a part of the NEC discussion and 
then subsequent appoint through the NEC and then to the extent that there 
were no issues that the attorney general would then ratify that as a 
consequence of the NEC decision. 

Q: So, one of the things which happened as part of this process between the 
announcement to the Stock Exchange and 6 March was that draft resolutions 
for the boards in NCPC and IPBC were drafted, were they not? 40 
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A: Yes. 

Q: If we could just have a look at the email from Mr Jilek and Mr Maladina of 
1 March.   NRF.0001.0001.7865, I think is the reference.  You can see there, 
there is an email from Mr Jilek to Mr Maladina and to you, copied to Mr 
Mortensen and Mr Mitchel; “Jimmy draft resolutions attached as you 
requested.  Also, we will send through a step by step timeline of what needs 
to happen this week so you and Dairi can brief the PM.”  You would agree 
that certainly reads as if to Mr Jilek’s understanding, you and Mr Maladina 
are both going to brief Prime Minister O’Neill.  That is how it reads, does it 
not? 10 

A: Yes, that is how Paddy sees it. 

Q: And is that what happened? 

A: I cannot recall Mr Maladina being in the room when I was briefing the Prime 
Minister or other ministers including my own minister. 

Q: Not just on this occasion but generally in relation to the UBS deal, is that 
what you are saying? 

A: Yes, no particular briefing stands out where Mr Maladina or anyone from 
Pacific Legal Group for that matter accompanied me into the room. 

Q: And so, was it your understanding then and I know I have asked you this 
before but Mr Maladina was employed or retained by Pacific Legal in this 20 
regard? 

A: I thought he was part of the Pacific Legal Group team.  I did not – it was 
only through the press later on that I understood that he was not a fully 
fledged card carrying member of the Pacific Legal Group staff.   

Q: And who did you understand him to be employed by? 

A: Norton Rose. 

[1:18pm]   Q: I see.  If we can then go on to 2 March.  There is an email from Mr Botten 
to Mr Gardiner.  OSL.0001.0001.6063.  So this recalls a call Mr Botten had 
from you and then Paddy, presumably Jilek to say that Jacob, presumably 
Jacob Weiss, have become involved in the financing and was pushing to 30 
substitute the UBS structure with loan funds from the Central Bank.  Do you 
recall this intervention by Dr or Mr Weiss?  

A: Yes, the late Dr Weiss. 

Q: All right and what was his intervention and proposal? 
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A: That had he been involved, other options such as the State using its foreign 
reserves to purchase the shares and the transaction that looked something 
similar to that was also a viable option.  I had not considered it, I am not sure 
the Governor of the Bank had considered it.  It would be a highly unusual 
use of the State’s reserves so I always took that to be someone who is very 
experienced just explaining to everyone that there are other things that could 
be done and let him get involved and let him have a look around and see if 
this was – you know, the transaction structure that was being mooted was 
appropriate which was the outcome of his intervention was for the 
government to say, okay, the Bank of PNG get involved, Dr Weiss get 10 
involved and ultimately they both came back with the result that UBS was 
appropriate and the financing structure that was being proposed was 
appropriate as well. 

Q: I see.  Now, if we go down a couple of lines, there is a reference to UBS 
meeting the PM this afternoon.  Was there a meeting to your knowledge at 
that time between UBS and the PM and if so, did you attend? 

A: Yes, I did attend that and again this was an open discussion in which late Dr 
Weiss and Governor Bakani were given the opportunity to discuss certain 
elements of the structure that was being proposed with UBS directly. 

Q: But this is UBS in fact defending their proposal?  Is that what was happening 20 
or justifying it somewhere? 

A: Explaining the proposal, and I think they got to the level where I think late 
Dr Weiss suggested moving certain elements around, the capital collar 
around, the upper ceiling and the lower floor to the share price, how about a 
lesser interest rate in a shorter period and UBS got to explain to Dr Weiss 
and Governor Bakani in the presence of some of us that this is why UBS 
were offering such a structure and why things were looking like they were 
going to be looking. 

Q: Was one resulted at that meeting a decision to retain KPNG to advise? 

A: I already got that in my head to do that anyway.  Again, it was one of the 30 
criticisms of the previous IPIC transaction that did not get an external party 
to check the work of Goldman Sachs.  So going in, that was something that 
we thought was prudent. 

Q: And just at that time, did you see – you saw UBS both as the State’s financier 
but also the state’s financial advisor in relation to the UBS deal, did you not? 

A: Yes, but also as the last person standing.  As I said the processes that we had 
gone through, the one that was most likely to be progressed was the potential 
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for Citibank to join UBS and as I said it came down to the fact that we were 
uncleared on a know your client or KYC/due diligence basis, whereas UBS 
had progressed to the stage where we were approved on know your client 
basis and that they had taken this to Credit Committee to be able to approve 
the loan on their side.   

 
[1.23pm]   Q: At that time what protections were there for the State and its enterprises 

against the possibility that UBS would act in its interest rather than the 
State’s interest. 

 10 
A: Again, we look at the quality of the contracting and that is why we had 

Norton Rose Fulbright to confirm that there was nothing inherent in what we 
were agreeing to that would lead to, I guess, fraudulent practices or any 
practices which were untoward, improper or absolutely misrepresented at 
the time of contracting and then the question is, is it reasonable to think that 
when you are contracting with a global firm like UBS that they observe their 
fiduciary duties under contract to provide us with what they say they were 
going to provide us.  And then the extra step of going to get someone like a 
KPMG which does have an office here which is a part of the financial 
community here which is well known and well respected to opine on whether 20 
what was being represented to us by UBS was appropriate. 

 
Q: Mr Vele, you knew, did you not, that they expressly disallowed any fiduciary 

relationship with the State? 
 
A: Who is this; UBS? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I was not aware of that. 30 
 
Q: I see.  All right, we will come to the documentation dealing with that in a 

minute.  We might just get that documentation and someone could let me 
know when it is ready.  That is not you would have expected Norton Rose 
to give you legal advice and proper protection about those, is it not, and you 
are not a lawyer? 

 
A: Absolutely.  I mean, this is the – when you are going into a transaction like 

this that is the three-pronged approach of (1), will they act in accordance 
with what they are representing?  You have legal advisors to ensure that the 40 
contracting reflects that particular outcome and then to the extent that it is 
possible a third party to confirm that that is the case. 
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Q: Thank you very much.  All right, we will come to the next document which 
is an email from Mr Aopi to Mr Botten on 3 March, OSL.0005.0001.0728.  
So there you see – perhaps if we can scroll down just to see the context of 
the follow up call with Mohammad.  Essentially, what this relates to is the 
astute between IPBC and IPIC as to whether there had been a valid notice, 
you recall, there was a dispute.  Do you recall that, Mr Vele, at that time? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if we then go – that is the context.  If we then go back up to the top of 10 

the email chain, do you see there Mr Aopi is writing to Mr Botten on 
Monday, 3 March saying:  “Have recommended to both Loi and Dairi that 
this should be pulled” that is the reference to the call to Mohammad.  “They 
have not received response to PM’s letter and this was stirred up by Jacob 
on Saturday.  Loi and Dairi mentioned the issues raised on Saturday have 
been resolved.  The meeting this morning is with PM, Ministers Polye and 
Micah.  Others present will be IPBC and NPCP.  They will be briefing them 
on the transaction does not given any much comfort impressed on both that 
government does not have much time and they need to get across this.”  Can 
you recall the meeting to which this email refers? 20 

 
[1.28pm] A: This is between the Prime Minister, Polye and Micah and that particular - - 

-   
Q: And IPBC and NPCP? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was that a meeting you were present at? 
 
A: I believe so. 30 
 
Q: And that is not the meeting held shortly before involving Mr Weiss and UBS, 

is it?  It is a different meeting. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, what is your recollection of the substance of what was discussed at the 

meeting referred to in this email, please? 
 
A: That was just another one of those general briefing on where we were and 40 

the process and what was expected to happen in the next couple of days and 
the subsequent week leading to – hopefully will be the closure of this 
transaction. 
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Q: Sure, okay.  Can I just ask you some questions about the 10.01 per cent.  So, 

as I understand it the share issue from Oil Search was for very slightly over 
10 per cent of the issued shares of Oil Search and that is what the UBS loan 
was to purchase.  In broad terms that is the nub of it, yes? 

 
A: Broad terms, yes, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: So, for how long did the Independent State hold more than – slightly more 

than 10 per cent. 10 
 
A: I think the transaction that I was involved in was in Mrach and by December 

– I stand to be corrected - they were novated.  The transaction shares were 
novated across to Kumul Petroleum. 

 
Q: I may have confused you, Mr Vele.  What I am directing my question to is 

the percentage of the issued share capital of Oil Search that the Independent 
State held at any one time and what I want to put to you is that within a 
month of PNG receiving or Independent State receiving the shares, in fact 
because of other issues by Oil Search, the Independent State’s shareholding 20 
fell slightly below 10 per cent. 

 
A: I think it was well understood, Dr Renwick, that being a shareholder at that 

tipping point threshold, you are required to be an active shareholder in the 
sense that decisions not of your own taking may move your shareholding 
below that threshold at any point in time.  Generally, you would have 
someone managing that for you and alerting you to those types of issues and 
it would be in discussions as to how you maintain your 10.01 per cent 
shareholding at all times.  You will recall that immediately after the 
announcement surrounding the approvals and so of the transaction, the 30 
Ombudsman Commission and others sort of stepped in and certain directions 
were provided for everyone to cease activity on the transaction and I think, 
you know, us dipping below the 10.01 per cent as you say around the month 
afterwards was a consequence of that; not being able to actively manage the 
shareholding any more. 

 
Q: Well, may I ask you this question, but for the Ombudsman intervention, was 

it your role to actively manage that 10 per cent level?  Was it contemplated 
that that was something you would do or something someone else would do? 

 40 
A: I am not sure if it was contemplated what would happen afterwards.  I think 

the medium term, if we could say that the near term was immediately after 
transaction then the near term would be that this would be novated across to 
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NPCP or another State owned enterprise and they would manage that to the 
extent that it was still with the Department of Treasury as other 
shareholdings have been with the Department of Treasury overtime that we 
would be monitoring that actively. 

 
Q: And so do I take it from that answer then that it may not have been you 

personally but one of your officials would have been monitoring actively? 
 
A: Yes.  And I think as we had shown that we would have had external advice 

to manage that and they will have been UBS that would have been still – 10 
because of the structure of the loan which meant that they were going to be 
conducting this hedging activities, I would imagine that they would be the 
right people; people in the first instance to say that this is what is happening 
to your shared price and we need to have a discussion around what are the 
State’s intentions are and what instructions are. 

 
Q: But your evidence is that because of the Ombudsman Commission’s 

intervention that that desire to maintain at all times .. about 10 percent fell 
away or superceded, is that what you are saying? 

 20 
[1.33pm]   A: I am not sure about the change in intention, Dr Renwick but certainly, we 

were not able to actively engage on these types of issues as this issue and the 
issue of payment of interest and all sorts of other things that– administrative 
issues relating to the active management of this particular shareholding and 
therefore, I think subsequently this thing ended up in court and we all 
awaiting the courts. The court rulings in relation to our participation and 
active management of the shares.  

 
Q: So the court proceedings you are talking about are proceedings involving the 

Ombudsman Commission in the Independent State’s courts, is that what you 30 
are talking about? 

 
A: Yes. And that was primarily around the idea of their direction for me not 

make an interest payment which immediately preceded the – or succeeded 
the closure of the execution of the transaction.  And I think one of the 
questions I was put to the mind, my own counsel can clarify, if required but 
one of them was to an extent the Ombudsman could give direction for us to 
not engage in the active management of this transaction.  

 
Q: Just to finish up on this topic of dilution, were you in fact aware in the period 40 

between when the shares were bought in March and when they were novated 
later in the year; that they had been a dilution to bring the Independent 
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State’s holding to just slightly less than 10 percent or were you not aware of 
that? 

 
A: Yes, we were aware. 
 
Q: You were aware? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay. Can you point to any documents which indicate that awareness? 10 
 
A: No, I cannot, Dr Renwick.  
 
Q: All right. Now, we touched on the question of fiduciary duties and Norton 

Rose.  Can we put up please the lending engagement letter?  So, we will 
come back to clause 10.2 and go to the beginning.  So this is the letter to you 
of 27 February.  We will just stroll down a little to 10.2, which deals with 
Complex - there we are.  The 10.1, the State acknowledges the UBS or its 
affiliates may provide, so this is to others including Oil Search which may 
have conflicting interest in respect of this facility, by acting.” I just cannot 20 
see words, - “more than one capacity in relation to the transaction.”  9.3(B), 
(…reads,,,) its own respective interest and objectives in determining whether 
and on what terms it would provide or arrange financing the state. And it 
acknowledges, this is the State acknowledging potential conflict of interests 
or a perception thereof. And in 9.3D) the State waives any or all claims that 
it has or may have in the future, insofar as claims are based on actual 
potential conflicts of interest.  In 9.4, subject to the foregoing, UBS shall 
maintain such arrangements as it considers appropriate to avoid 
unauthorized exposure of confidential information.” Now, in relation to 
clause 9.4, as I understand, the evidence you gave before lunch, you assumed 30 
they would comply with clause 9.4 that you cannot point to any particular ... 
if you did so? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, in relation to clause 9.3, as I understand the evidence you gave a 

moment ago, you had assumed that UBS was in a fiduciary arrangement with 
the State and therefore would not be preferring its own interests over the 
State’s interest and that you relied on Norton Rose to ensure the documents 
reflected that.    Do I correctly capture the evidence that you gave a minute 40 
ago? 
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[1.38pm] A: Yes, and that Norton Rose did not point out that we were not protected 
against UBS acting other than in a manner which was in accordance with 
what I thought to be a fiduciary responsibility. 

Q: And what would you have done if Norton Rose had told you that that sort of 
provision was missing? 

A: We would have had an argument about it.  Again, everyone that is looking 
at this, if we take a step back and think about the nil premium.  We think it 
is nil premium, there is a understanding that UBS are providing it at nil 
premium, KPMG when they are looking at it expected to be nil premium; 
and the Brattle Group also acknowledge the fact that it is to be nil premium.  10 
So I guess all those of people looking at it it is not unreasonable in my mind 
to think that everyone there thinks there is a fiduciary duty upon UBS to 
provide it at nil premium. 

Q: Do I take it from that you would have had this issue of the denial of a 
fiduciary arrangement in clause 9.3 and brought to your attention, you would 
have regarded that as a very significant matter which you would have raised 
with UBS and the prime minister? 

A: I think it is a contractual matter so I would raise it with UBS and their 
lawyers and Norton Rose before escalating it to or elevating it to the prime 
minister. 20 

Q: But Mr Vele you would regard it as an important matter, would you? 

A: Absolutely. 

Q: Thank you.  Now, if we go to next to 5 March, OSL.0007.0001.0525.  So, if 
we scroll to 11.24 am., there is an email from Mr Botten to Mr Miller.  Mr 
Miller was at Goldman Sachs.  Did you know of him? 

A: No, I did not know of him. 

Q: All right.  So this is an email from Mr Botten to Goldman Sachs where he 
says; “I saw” – I Botten saw, “the saw the PM this morning and made the 
point to him that the Foreign Minister had a good meeting with IPIC and 
agreed to facilitate the share transfer and three days after that was sent a – 30 
issued a notice to go to arbitration.  No wonder they are angry and confused.  
PM had been influenced by Jacob Weiss, expressing his concern, about how 
he had perceived being treated by IPIC.  I have done my best to smooth the 
relationship and facilitate the transfer.  We will see if this take place 
tomorrow.  5 March. NEC is meeting this afternoon to approve or otherwise 
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the financing.”  So, that is a reference to a meeting between the prime 
minister and Mr Botten on 5 March.  Were you also at that meeting? 

A: I cannot recall. 

Q: If we look at paragraph – just for a minute – go to your longer affidavit of 
paragraph 351.  It says this; On the evening of 5 March 2014, the then 
Treasurer Don Polye indicated he was uncomfortable with signing off of 
with the deal.  He stated he wanted the loans to be through a State-owned 
entity, specifically NCPC rather than its being held by the State.  So, then 
this is a meeting between what you and the Treasurer on 5 March? 

[1.43pm] A: If I recall, Dr Renwick, it was more a phone call; it was a phone call.  One 10 
of the issues that had come up is that who were going to be the executing 
parties to certain documents and so it was in this context in discussing that; 
we were discussing that, Treasurer,  it might be you who will have to sign 
certain documents and that led to a broader discussion around how he felt 
about the whole transaction and the idea that rather than keeping it on the 
State’s balance sheet, to move it on to, it was then a State-owned enterprise 
balance sheet. 

Q: What documents then were provided to Mr Polye on 5 March in relation to 
the UBS transactions? 

A: I cannot recall, maybe draft - draft submissions at this stage; not the 20 
transaction documents. 

Q: You see he says to the Commission that when he comes into the Cabinet 
meeting, he is blindsided by this very lengthy submission on the UBS 
transaction and effectively the prime minister had cut him out off knowledge 
about this deal.  What is your recollection of the position. 

A: I think as I said earlier on this morning that the final draft of the NEC 
submission generally is the culmination of different briefing papers and 
different papers along the way and they are all compiled or elements of them 
are compiled into the final NEC submission.  So in relation to the documents 
that I would have provided him or briefed him and his briefing notes, 30 
diagrams of how certain things were going to play out, I would have shown 
them to him over the course of time.  I think the operative issue that evening 
was the issue who was going to execute certain and it was me trying to 
explain to him that a set of documents had to be signed off by him and I may 
have shown him some of those particular documents.  But a fully finished 
NEC submission and accompanying supporting documentation including 
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the transaction documents, he may well be right to say that he had not seen 
the full suit of documents as yet. 

Q: Well, we know do we not, that he spoke against the UBS transaction then 
approved on 6 March?  You were there then in the NEC? 

A: Yes, and again, I reference my statement paragraph 351 in which as I recall 
it his objection was not so much on whether to do the transaction or not but 
rather that if the transaction were to be done, it should be on the State-owned 
enterprise balance sheet and at that stage, I think I explained earlier on, State-
owned enterprise liabilities were not considered in the whole of public debt; 
general government debt and therefore that is a very valid way for him to 10 
propose that this transaction be handled.  And I have tried to explain to him 
again throughout these discussion that UBS as the lending party did not see 
a newly established NPCP as having the financial wherewithal to be the 
counter party to this transaction. 

Q: But the fact was and we know this because eventually he was 
decommissioned, he was not prepared to sign the UBS transaction 
documents in that form ever. 

A: No, he was not. 

Q: And that was the reason given by Prime Minister O’Neill for removing him, 
was it not? 20 

A: Decommission him, that is correct. 

Q: Yes, exactly.  So that is a pretty substantial objection to the UBS deal, you 
would agree? 

A: Yes. 

Q: But you say he otherwise endorsed the deal; the concept and the proposal? 

A: Again considering that he was willing to lose his job over it and we had a 
discussion about that this could be a natural consequence for him taking a 
stand.  My recollection of his objection at that time was that why can we not 
move it into NPCP immediately; why does the State have to take the loan, 
why cannot NPCP take the loan immediately; to which I explained and I had 30 
explained and I think it was brought up by the prime minister again that that 
was not an option at this stage; that was the ultimate plan.   

[1.48pm]    But in this particular instance, that was not what was being asked of him to 
provide his support on or the prime minister was seeking his support on and 
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therefore he did not end up signing the documents and did not sign the 
documents. 

Q: And opposed the NEC submission. 

A: In the format that it was provided to him, yes. 

Q: And so how was it then that the NEC submission itself records and we will 
show you this and the views of other ministers, the Minister for Treasury is 
identified as having endorsed the NEC Policy Submission? 

A: Again, I was not a party to the drafting of the NEC decision ultimately so I 
cannot say what was captured. 

Q: Let us look this document up shall we?  What I am talking about is not the 10 
decision at all but the submission which you signed off on and the prime 
minister signed off on which was what was provided to Cabinet.  So anyway 
let us have a look at it.  It is under heading, D.  This is the policy submission 
which you have already given evidence about is something which you own, 
although others have done some of the drafting.  What I am suggesting to 
you is that the statement in paragraph D about endorsement by other 
ministers is not correct?’ 

A: Well Dr Renwick, again this would go towards the idea that the treasurer at 
that time in my view was not opposed to the transaction but he was opposed 
to who was going to be the counterparty to the transaction.  Secondly, I did 20 
not think it was appropriate for me to single out the Minister for Treasury as 
having an opposing view to a submission that the prime minister was 
sponsoring and so in the drafting I put in there everyone was fully cognizant 
that the Treasurer has some issues and that I was going to be discussing 
Cabinet. 

Q: Mr Vele, is that a serious answer? 

A: I beg your pardon? 

Q: Is that a serious answer Mr Vele when you look at what is said there under 
heading D which goes out under your name? 

A: I believe so Dr Renwick. 30 

Q: There is a world of difference Mr Vele you would agree between the silence 
about concerns of the Treasurer and saying here that it is endorsed i.e 
positively approved of by three ministers.  Do you not agree? 

A: Again it was - yes. 
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Q: You regret the use of that language? 

A: I do. 

Q: It was not endorsed also – sorry, it also was not endorsed by the Minister for 
Finance or the Minister for Public Enterprises to your knowledge, is that not 
right? 

A: I was not told at that time that the Minister for Finance opposed it and I was 
not told of the time that the Minister for Public Enterprise opposed it. 

Q: Were you told they endorsed it or supported it? 

A: I beg your pardon? 

Q: Were you told they endorsed it or supported it? 10 

A: In the briefings we had there was an expectation that they had roles to play 
and they had not said that they were going to not fulfill those roles. 

Q: That is what you mean by endorse, is it? 

A: Yes. 

[1.53 pm]   Q: Thank you.  I am going to ask you some questions about- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have the signature page of that document? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, of course. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will see who the author is. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Of course, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Here, someone was preparing a policy submission as opposed 
to someone who signed the document. 
 
DR RENWICK:  This is signed off by the Prime Minister. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is his document, right? 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, but the evidence- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Not the witness’s document. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, I interrupted you, chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  No, no, I am just trying to put to you that for clarity purposes, 
the document it belongs to the person who signed it off. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, but the- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As opposed to someone who has prepared it.  But, go on; I 
just want to make that point. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly.  I want to ask you some questions about the fee paid 
to advisors, and can I start with UBS?  UBS were paid, I think, a fee of about 1.35 10 
per cent or approximately $16 million dollars.  Please make that assumption.  Did 
you think that figure was justified in the following circumstances where the price 
was set on by Prime Minister O’Neill $8.20 and never moved?  You and the Prime 
Minister set the amount of shares to be acquired, so that was the known amount.  
The deadline for completion was not negotiable because Oil Search had its own 
imperatives to raise the money and therefore Botten and Oil Search were certainly 
willing to sell. 
 
Making those assumptions including as to the amount with the benefit of hindsight 
at least, do you consider that UBS’s fee was justified? 20 
 
A: I think the process by which we arrived at at that particular answer, Dr 

Renwick, is again, Norton Rose Fulbright were there and seeking their view 
as to the level of fees for these types of transactions that they were aware of.  
They did not think that it was excessive and then, ultimately, to cover 
ourselves further, we went through the process of getting KPMG to apply in 
on whether the fees sought were in the ball park.  And, of course, having 
gone through the various evaluation processes, the fees around that 1 per 
cent and in and around that 1 per cent area were what was being offered, if I 
can recall correctly. 30 

 
Q: I see.  Let us have a look at the KPMG Report:  KPM.0001.0001.0118.  This 

is a document, a draft dated 4 March.  Can I just ask firstly: do you recall 
seeing the KPMG Report before the NEC Meeting on 6 March? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have a recollection about whether it was a document in this form 

marked Draft or not? 
 40 
A: Dr Renwick, good question.  I have always wondered why the version that I 

have has always had a Draft on it, and it is the one that I have tendered in. 
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Q: All right.  Perhaps, we can scroll down to see if there is an answer in the 
document.  Let us scroll down, please.  You can see here that this is the Draft 
document; this is to you to indicate the scope of work that KPMG has been 
engaged to undertake analysis of the proposed monetized collars, and there 
is a Letter of Engagement under the heading Draft Report:  “We understand 
your purpose in requesting a Draft of our Report at this stage is to enable 
you to give preliminary consideration to the findings available to date. 

 
[1.58 pm]     You will be aware that we have not yet completed the work required to 

enable us to report in accordance with the scope of work set out in our 10 
engagement letter.  You may not place any reliance on the information 
findings, or conclusions contained in this Draft Report in the absence of 
written confirmation from us because our preliminary conclusions may be 
amended or refined as work progresses.  And then procedures this Report 
has been prepared on the basis of field work commencing on 28 February 
and carried out up to 4 March.  We have not undertaken to update this Report 
for circumstances arising after it to the extent we have been unable to form 
procedures within our scope of work due to limitations to be detailed later.” 

 
Assuming that you never saw anything but the Draft Report and given the 20 
limitations set out on that covering draft letter, what was the value in having 
KPMG prepare this document at all? 

 
A: Well, I am not sure that there was much more work that could be done to 

arrive at certain elements of the findings.  I mean they were then post-
transaction elements and confirmations that could be done which would be 
confirming things post-transaction. 

 
Q: But in particular because of what is said there in the covering letter, the 

Independent State was not able to place any reliance on this document unless 30 
it was later confirmed in some way, was it? 

 
A: Well, I think, after the conclusion of the transaction or the execution of the 

transaction with all the noise from the Ombudsman Commission and 
everyone else, this is one of the – we did not go back to KPMG and asked 
them to finalize the Report.   

 
Q: At least with the benefit of hindsight, Mr Vele, you would agree that 

retaining KPMG did not actually achieve a great deal? 
 40 
A: Well, again, to the extent that the Brattle Report have come back and said 

that the fees were reasonable.  I think that was one of the pertinent 
conclusions from the KPMG piece of work. 
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Q: Can you point to any others? 
 
A: Again, our discussions with UBS, I cannot point out any direct documentary 

evidence nor did I pursue any other piece of work or, was I allowed to pursue 
any other work that would have confirmed any of that. 

 
Q: I see, all right.  On your last appearance, the commission asked you to review 

the Treasury records and confirm whether you were or Treasury had invoices 
for the various financial and legal advisors on the UBS transaction.  Have 10 
you been able to locate those? 

 
A: Not at this point in time but that piece of work continues.  I understand from 

some internal discussions with the staff that some of that documentation may 
have been located at that point in time in and around 2014 and post the 
execution of this Agreement and passed on to the Ombudsman Commission.  
So we have written to them to see if any of the information that we passed 
on at that particular point in time is in their possession; and if it is, could they 
make that available to us and subsequently to the commission; but we have 
not heard back from them in that respect.  We continue to search through 20 
what we have on our current site and wherever else that we think we can find 
some of that documentation in relation to the payments, Dr Renwick. 

 
Q: Do you recall, I think, that you as secretary were asked or were tasked to 

decide whether the remuneration claimed by the lawyers was fair on 
quantum meruit basis?  Do you recall that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 

[2.03pm]   Q: And so just to remind you of the fees, Mr Beattie at Pacific Legal Group, 30 
when he gave evidence on 30 July indicated that Pacific Legal Group were 
told by Treasury to submit an invoice for K1.6 million.  Can you explain to 
the commission how that figure was arrived at? 

 
A: Yes.  I think, in relation to the fees for Pacific Legal Group, I understood 

that to have come from Norton Rose in relation to - and then subsequently 
gone through the process.  Again, I have done many transactions subsequent 
to that in which external lawyers are engaged and at all times where the State 
Solicitor is involved, it is them who submit those invoices to me and if there 
is an issue with the level of fees that are set then they raise those issues rather 40 
than me going into a transaction setting fees directly.  So, I think, Mr Beattie 
if he is thinking that I set those fees or Treasury set those fees, he is mistaken.  
In relation to after the rigmarole of who was engaging and whether the 
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certificate of inexpediency applied for or covered this particular payment, 
whether it had to then go back up to the Attorney General’s office and 
ultimately quantum meruit and all of that, a discussion was held as to 
whether we pay Norton Rose in Australia and then they remit those funds 
back into Papua New Guinea.  And I think it was decided that we would just 
be losing – opening ourselves up to exchange rate risk and the cost of having 
three transactions rather than one and we ended up paying a little bit more 
than what was agreed to  in relation to that.  So, it made sense for the parties 
involved for them to invoice the Treasury in Papua New Guinea and for them 
to be paid in Kina in Papua New Guinea. 10 

 
Q: In terms of the overall amount paid to Pacific Legal, were you aware at that 

time that 1 million of the K1.6 million was going to go to Mr Jimmy 
Maladina? 

 
A: No.  I think as I said earlier I was under the impression at all times that he 

was a part of the Pacific Legal Group staff. 
 
Q: When you compare what Pacific Legal Group were paid compared to Norton 

Rose, KPMG and Pacific Capital, did you consider that K1.6 million was an 20 
appropriate amount of money for the work Pacific Legal had done? 

 
A: Again, I thought that Norton Rose would raise an issue and it was them who 

agreed that 1.6 was appropriate and if the State Solicitor had an issue as the 
client or representing the client at least then they would have raised an issue.  
So, it did not seem unusual to me at that time.  I knew no better in relation 
to the fees – level of fees. 

 
Q: Just going back to your long affidavit at paragraph 400, page 58, to 405.  So, 

at paragraph 404, you record this what is in the context of Mr Polye not being 30 
prepared to sign the documents.  You say that at paragraph 403 and at 404, 
you say Mr O’Neill called me again after he had spoken to the Treasurer and 
he said the deal would not go ahead.  He asked me to go and approach UBS 
AG and talk about what fees would be payable for breaking the arrangement.  
The former Prime Minister told me words to the effect that the State should 
try and get out of the transaction and then he would sack Minister Polye as 
he was causing instability in the government.  What did you say to the Prime 
Minister when he said that the State should try and get out of the transaction? 

 
A: I guess, Dr Renwick, if there are certain scenes in the whole transaction that 40 

stand out for me because this one was such an emotional one.  This is my 
first Treasurer and this was not going well for him and for us and I could see 
that there was obvious friction between the Prime Minister and the Treasurer 
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at the time, that it is me being a little bit more literal and being a little bit 
more descriptive around that particular scene.  And particularly when the 
Prime Minister expressed – I took it as frustration.  

 
[2.08pm] Okay, well, you know let us just pull the whole thing down.  Again, what do 

you say?  What do you say in that kind of, you know, a very big decision 
being made on a lot of emotion in a very very short period of time?  In those 
instances, I know as having done PNG LNG Project experience as well 
where individual human beings are being asked to make very very big 
decisions which affect a lot of people that it is uncommon for people to flare 10 
off a little bit.  And I thought the Prime Minister was being – just letting off 
some steam and being very frustrated about the whole situation.  And it is 
best to bite your tongue and let them work through their emotions before you 
say anything.  There is not very much an official can say when the Prime 
Minister and the Treasurer are having this level of discussion. 

 
Q: But you took it nevertheless at the time as a direction, did you not, to ring 

UBS and tell them that? 
 
A: Look, I understood that was what the Prime Minister said.  I took it as 20 

frustration.  If I had waited a little bit longer he would have said that is a 
formal order and ordered me to do.  Otherwise I just – I sat still and listened 
to him, rant for a little bit and then see where this was going to go.  He was 
still, as I recall, he was still in that state of mind to also be saying; go and 
talk to him, go and talk to him.   

 
Q: I do not quite understand how that squares with the first sentence in 

paragraph 405 where you say: “As I was trying to reach UBS AG by 
telephone” and as I read that you were acting on the Prime Minister’s 
directions and you were about to tell UBS what had happened, were you not? 30 

 
A: Again, Dr Renwick, I would have picked up the phone call and said, listen, 

you know, in a heated moment the Prime Minister has just told me to – we 
pull the whole transaction down.  I am not sure what UBS would have done.  
Would they have said, okay, we pull it down or if they would have said, let 
us sit on this for 5 minutes and so and let us let calm our heads prevail and 
if this is what the Prime Minister wants to do then this is what he wants to 
do.  That is a very real scenario as well. 

 
Q: When you look back on the UBS transaction now, did you ever have any 40 

concerns about the State borrowing money to finance an investment by Oil 
Search in Elk Antelope?  Did you ever have any concerns about that and did 
you express them to anybody? 
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A: My understanding of my role is that government makes policy decisions and 

we as bureaucrats we follow through.  And so in this particular instance, I 
understood the product that was being offered through a process by UBS as 
a means of financing a government initiative as appropriate.  Again, there 
needs to be further review of how UBS saw their fiduciary duties and all of 
those types of things.  But in the end, I understood that the government 
through the Prime Minister and his Cabinet wanted to retain an ownership 
in Oil Search shares, which is not unreasonable in my view.  And then my 
job, as opposed to what my opinion was, my job was to then make that 10 
happen. 

 
Q: Couple more topics. You are aware that the UBS transaction was novated 

later in 2014 and if I can just take you to an email which is 
WIT.0104.0002.0161.  

  
[2.13pm] That was an email from Mr Chang to Mr Yauieb.  So, if we scroll down a 

little and further an email from Norton Rose to various people including 
yourself and we scroll down further.  “Yesterday we met with various people 
to progress the documentation” and so there was a reference to the NPCP 20 
corporate structure and under heading, ‘Key Agreements’ the relevant 
novation.  And then if we go up a little, you can see you are included in on 
that and then Mr Yauieb writes: “Dear Nathan” presumably Chang.  
“Thanks.  I have reviewed both documents you sent on who is providing 
instructions on behalf of the State.”  And then if we go to the top, you will 
see Mr Chang saying: “Hi Anthony, acting Secretary Treasurer has been 
taking the lead up till now.”  So, is that your recollection that you were taking 
a leading role in relation to the preparation of documents to allow a 
novation? 

 30 
A: I was doing several things at the time and that would have been one of them 

and the other one is still we were answering questions on – we had just gone 
through a process of various court proceedings around the transaction with 
the Ombudsman Commission and the then Prime Minister and so, yes, the 
shares still were with the Department of Treasury and therefore in 
preparation of all of these things, I think it was still being done by Norton 
Rose that they were passing these things to me and I was still reporting this 
to the new Treasurer and to the Prime Minister.  Of course, in and around 
this time as well, was when we were still completing some of the other later 
processes of taking it through the Parliamentary process and the budgetary 40 
process in what we were advised then was the process to comply with section 
209.  So there were several things being done at the same time in relation to 
the shareholding. 
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Q: All right.  But you would agree with me that at some stage later in 2014 there 

was some novation of the UBS deal to what became Kumul, you agree with 
that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I suppose my question is, it seems from the emails I have just been showing 

you that you have had at least some role and according to these emails the 
lead role in relation to the steps needed to permit the novation. 10 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if I can just – just maybe you want to update the evidence you gave on 

the last occasion.  If we can go to page 1856 of the transcript.  You will see 
there, this is your evidence, “To the best of my knowledge, commissioners, 
there was a refinancing at some stage.  Again, the Department of Treasury 
nor I were not involved in that particular refinancing.”  Now that I have 
refreshed your memory with those emails, the evidence you gave today 
updates that information, does it not? 20 

 
A: I believe that is in relation to the actual refinancing which happened in 2017 

as opposed to the novation which was in 2014, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: Well, we can read the transcript in any event.  In relation to then the sale of 

the shares in July or August, September 2017, you had no involvement? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Kumul was required to provide annual reports and plans and so on to the 30 

prime minister of the day because the prime minister had a trustee role in 
relation to aspects of Kumul.  Do you agree with that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 

[2.18pm] Q: And so when information came in from Kumul for the Prime Minister in that 
capacity as trustee in relation to Kumul, which department advised the Prime 
Minister in relation to that information and decisions from Kumul?  Is that 
Treasury or some other department? 

 40 
A: There is now a minister responsible for Kumul.  But like several other 

ministers in which they are responsible for a State-owned enterprise where 
the ministerial determination is the actual State-owned enterprise as opposed 
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to a separate department it is generally the Kumul provides that particular 
advice or the research required for the prime minister to make a decision.  So 
there is no – in that respect there is no department for managing Kumul and 
the minister takes advice from Kumul itself. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is now you say, but what about perhaps when 
Kumul was first created? 
 
A: Yes, again, there was not any – the first carnation was to have the Kumul set 

of companies and that gave rise to the Minister for Public Enterprises who 10 
is largely responsible for the Kumul set of companies trying to establish the 
Department of Public Enterprises which would then be the government 
department which would, I guess the thinking was to provide, you know, 
regulatory and statutory advice over the SOE which it was also responsible 
for.  So to that extent when the Prime Minister is the trustee, he takes advice 
as far as I know from Kumul itself rather than having a separate department 
which provides and advice on how to handle the relevant Kumul company 
at any point in time.  The Department of Treasury’s relationship with any of 
these Kumuls is dividends.  We through the Treasurer and the Prime Minister 
ask these companies to provide us with dividends so that we can fund our 20 
budget and we either hear back from the Prime Minister or from the CEO on 
board this is what you have requested but this is the level of dividend that 
we are able to provide to you in this fiscal year. 

 
Q: So, is it the case from this fairly disquisite answer that the prime minister 

has never had advice from Treasury about the Kumul shareholding and 
trusteeship role that he has? 

 
A: Yes.  Because we are not placed – we are not best placed to understand the 

legislation and the policy and the regulation of whichever the relevant 30 
Kumul company was being discussed, commissioner, to the extent it has to 
do with government financing and how it affects our budget, that is when we 
can provide advice in that particular respect. 

 
Q: So you might give the trustee some advice then? 
 
A: Yes, every year we need – and to fund our budget, we require dividends - - 

- 
 
Q: Well, I understand that, Mr Vele I am really hoping that you could just drill 40 

down to yes or no and we could perhaps go a bit further than that then.   
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A: In relation to their regulatory policy and their corporate outlook; no, the 
answer is no. 

 
Q: No, what about then are you saying that you do give some advice about the 

dividends.  Do you give advice to the trustee about the allocation of the 
dividends? 

 
A; No, and that is simply because we do not have the information to be able to 

calculate what we think is a fair dividend coming from them.  And for a very 
long time, there was not a policy as to if they make K100 million in profits 10 
in a particular year, how much of that should they give to the State.  We are 
a bit blind to that.  So what we focus on is the idea that we have a financing 
gap; this is how much we make and this is how much we want to spend and 
it is usually over the last 10 years that we are not making enough to fund our 
budget and therefore we require, let me say, K700 million.  We then say 
Kumul Petroleum should give us K300 million, all our other State owned 
enterprises should cover the balance and that is how we will fund the funding 
gap in the budget.  So it is more a request than advice. 

 
Q: And it is done via the trustee; is that how it works? 20 
 
A: No, we write directly; we write directly to Kumul and say, him being the 

trustee and when we go to do the budget sessions, he is in the room so we 
might say, Prime Minister as the trustee, we would like you to know that we 
have written to Kumul asking for X amount of dividends so your support in 
funding your budget will be very useful. 

 
Q: Thank you. 
 

[2.23pm] DR RENWICK:  Could I understand this?  The Prime Minister self-evidently has 30 
many duties.  He has to perform his duty as trustee in relation to Kumul.  When 
Kumul provides briefings and information to him, assuming it is not done in 
person, would you expect that to be done through what; the chief of staff, the chief 
secretary.  I mean, who would be – I am assuming the Prime Minister does not just 
get emails and print them out himself from Kumul.  He has some officials who 
assist him in his role as trustee.   

 
A: I would not be able to tell you, Dr Renwick.  A very real scenario is as you 

pointed out, whether it is the chief of staff, he over time also had a chief 
secretary who is the departmental head responsible for the operation of his 40 
own department.  It is not unreasonable for him to be – for those two people 
to be in the room when they are receiving advice from Kumul. 
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Q: Just a couple of other questions then.  If you can look at your most recent 
affidavit of 5 August, and if we can just have paragraphs 15 and 16 up on 
the screen.  Can I just ask was that the view you held in 15 and 16?  Was the 
view you held at the time? 

 
A: Yes.  Having spent the early part of my career in the State-owned enterprise 

sector, they were again depending on how the legislation was structured, 
certain elements of reporting and financial accountabilities and financial 
guidelines were relevant where others were not relevant.  And in relation to 
whether it being a Sate borrowing or not, it was quite clear that it was not a 10 
State borrowing and we were not accounting into such and therefore they 
had a separate process to go through. 

 
Q: Yes, but sorry, how can you say it was not a State borrowing until it was 

novated for about six months, it was a State borrowing? 
 
A: Well, the way that we reported, we account for it is that we take the State 

balance sheet or the State borrowings as at the end of the year.  So, in an 
itemized sense, we would have recorded that the State borrowed this money 
but then it was passed on or novated across and therefore at 31 December in 20 
that year, it is not on the State’s balance sheet.  We do have to however 
account and appropriate for the interest payments which are State payments 
and that was what was appropriated, and in a supplementary budget and 
accounted for in the budget reconciling the activities for the year 2014.   

 
Q: Last question at this stage, I might have something more arising from the 

commissioners, of course.  If you look at paragraph 72 of this affidavit.  So, 
your evidence here is that you have asked your finance management division 
about a specific authorization of an Act of Parliament.  Did you ask them 
whether the Liquefied Natural Gas Project State Participation Act 2008 30 
which approved the State’s acquisition of the LNG Project by IPBC and the 
issue of the IPIC Bonds was not such an example? 

 
A: Again, if we just reference our most recent discussion on it being a State 

borrowing and not being a State borrowing, the Independent Public Business 
Corporation at that stage was a State-owned enterprise and therefore its 
activities were unseen by the Department of Treasury.  So my staff would 
not have been involved in that particular instance.  I was not at the 
Department of Treasury at that time but the department would not have been 
involved and therefore would not have been a part of the legislation 40 
authorizing that.  I think my inquiry to them was on the basis that for a State 
borrowing where Treasury is the counter party, is it the practice that we issue 
a legislation and the answer was no. 
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Q: I see, all right, I understand that.  I may have one or two more questions after 

you commissioners but that is all I have for now.  Thank you, Mr Vele. 
 
A: You are welcome, Dr Renwick. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, has anyone given notice of wanting to 
ask Mr Vele any questions? 
 

[2.28pm] DR RENWICK:  I thought that Sir Arnold Amet might have had some questions.  10 
Is he there?  I cannot see I am afraid. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, he does not seem – he is not at the bar table. 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, the answer is no one else then has applied to cross-examine.  
I suppose Mrs Nonggorr might have some questions of clarification but other than 
that, I am not aware of anybody. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We will exhaust our questions from the bench first before we 
ask Mrs Nonggorr. 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Vele.  Could I go back to what you 
told the commission about the underlying purpose of the meeting with the banks 
in Sydney in August 2013 when you went with Mr Mortensen and the objectives 
that were set out there that Dr Renwick has taken you through.  You explained to 
us that you were really thinking in perhaps a slightly bigger picture than just the 
IPIC loan and trying to get paid for the redeeming of the shares.  And you have just 
recently talked to us in response to a question but that really was an issue of policy 
and not for you.  In light of the email that we saw from Dr Waine, were they not 
policy questions that you were exploring in your briefing notes to the financial 30 
institutions in Sydney?  They seem to be very policy to me rather than 
pragmatically seeking out just a particular loan for a purpose. 
 
A: Well, I think, as I said earlier that the structure of the previous transaction 

necessarily meant that certain outcomes were going to be possible and I did 
not know all of those outcomes but certainly that narrow focus of the State 
previously I felt was going to be problematic when faced with an option that 
was not what the State was thinking; so which is to say and part of it was 
explaining to the banks that unlike previous teams who were looking at a 
one-track outcome that I was canvassing views on possible outcomes.  40 
Resulting from those discussions there were one or two banks that was 
specifically focused on one outcome and, you know, other banks – one of 
which being UBS were able to point out to me that there were an array of 
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outcomes.  And I started to give some thought around what actions could be 
taken around pursuing some of those other outcomes and so that is what that 
was more of rather than saying if this falls over then we will immediately 
follow this.  And immediately follow this it was to say, I think my colleagues 
that have been looking at this have been looking at it a little bit narrow 
minded.  I am thinking a little bit broad minded and here is some of the 
examples of which I am thinking a little bit broader, what are your own 
thoughts?  And bear in mind that the quality of your thoughts and the various 
optionalities that you bring feeds into whether I think or I will be proposing 
to my colleagues back home that you are an appropriate person to be 10 
providing advice to this particular engagement. 

 
Q: Did you discuss these thoughts that you had with your committee 

colleagues? 
 
A: Yes, and it being a source of frustration that we were all – that they were all 

focused on one particular outcome.  And I think there was evidence by Dr 
Waine’s email, the contents of his email which essentially said, I still think 
that we should be focusing on this one-track outcome as opposed to 
canvassing other options which may arise. 20 

 
Q: Did you canvass it with your Treasurer? 
 
A: I beg your pardon? 
 
Q: Did you have a conversation at any stage or put up a little ideas paper to your 

Treasurer with these other feelies that you were putting out? 
 
A: Not yet.  I think my way is to bring, you know, the Treasurer or the Cabinet 

or certainly the higher levels of what I term management ideas which have 30 
been tested a little bit rather than just my random thoughts.   

 
Q: Would it be unduly harsh to describe this as a bit of a frolic of your own? 
 
A: I think frolic is a little bit harsh. 
 
Q: You were in Sydney after all? 
 
A: I beg your pardon? 
 40 
Q: You were in Sydney after all. 
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[2.33 pm]  A: I was in Sydney and I was surprised that my colleagues could not join me.  
But no I again, if this is going to be my first act in my newly-appointed role, 
it was certainly an opportunity to show the prime minister and repay the faith 
of Cabinet that when you were appointing me, you are not appointing 
someone that is going to be narrowminded, you know, we will go through a 
process to see and provide you with as many options, as many realistic 
options as possible. 
 

Q: All right, I think I that we have exhausted that topic.  The other one that I 
just wanted to raise with you. When you are talking about Sovereign Wealth 10 
Fund in your most recent affidavit, and thank you for going to the trouble of 
tidying up and putting in another affidavit because I know this take a long 
time to do.   

 
You were talking about the Sovereign Wealth Fund and you explained the 
two Funds and so on, and the idea is that all tax receipts from Mining and 
Petroleum Projects will go into the Stabilization Account.  I understand all 
of that.  And while it is understandable that there may have not been much 
flow-down, if any, from the PNG LNG Project because it has not reached 
maturity yet, nonetheless there have been mining resources that have been 20 
on tap for a very long time.  Any explanation as to why the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund could not have been developed in order to receive those receipts? 

 
A: If you see the - again, I am happy to point out in the budget books how the 

accounting works but these are effectively book-keeping entries.  So up until 
such time that the level of receipts, tax receipts dividends and also the sale 
of assets- - - 

 
Q: Yes, I understand that. 
 30 
A: Commissioner, the sale of assets, up until such time that the threshold for it 

to tip over into the savings account is realized – and there is a formula to get 
to that tipping point- - - 

 
Q: Yes.. 
 
A - - -the budget books will reflect that.  So, let us say the number in any one 

year is K1 billion.  If the tax receipts are less than K1 billion, the accounting 
entry will be 900 million came into the Stabilization Fund and because it is 
not K1 billion it flowed back out into the operational account of the 40 
government for funding of the budget.  It is only up until such time as that 
threshold reaches or surpasses that 1 billion, then you will actually see an 
accounting entry and an associated deposit into the savings account.   
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Q: Yes, I do understand how that works and indeed the scheme is quite clear.  

It is perhaps that the holder of the fund was meant to be the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund though rather than Kumul who would send through.  From your 
financial understanding, does it seem to you a very financially economic way 
to do things if we have a Sovereign Wealth Fund, that you would also have 
Kumul sending revenue through?  Would there not be some other more 
efficient way of doing it; Kumul does projects, of course, but it is not an 
investor in monetary terms? 

 10 
A: No, you are correct.  Commissioner, I have been on both sides.  I was the 

inaugural CEO of what is now Kumul Petroleum.  As someone that is trying 
to build an organization and participate in the jurisdiction, I think there is an 
argument for Kumul to say, we need to hold onto some more money so that 
we can effectively participate in the industry.  Currently, as the Secretary for 
Treasury, my main focus is to build roads, of course, bridges and hospitals; 
and, therefore, there is not enough money ever coming into the government 
accounts to suit the development agenda.  So with this particular hat, sure, 
we do not want these organizations to be cash traps.  We would think that 
the value of PNG is best realized by passing it all through.  It is a discussion 20 
that I have in cabinet every year when we are putting together the Budget, 
and I think everyone in cabinet knows that come budget time, I will be 
looking for more money from the Kumuls. 
 

Q: Could I just go to paragraph 96 of your most recent affidavit, Mr Vele?  You 
see there that the Oil Search share purchase loan was exactly the same 
product as that which had been approved for the re-financing of the IPIC 
loan.  Is that your strongly-held view; you can see no difference between the 
two? 

 30 
A: Yes, what was different, commissioner, is the ultimate use of the proceeds 

but the methodology to reach the proceeds was very much the same.   
 

[2.58 pm]   Q: And indeed the structure, to the extent of course that it was never taken up; 
I understand that for IPIC so we do not have that very close detail.  But do 
you think the structures are the same? 
 

A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Those are my questions, thanks, chief. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I have a few questions, fairly short questions.  Firstly, I 
was just going through the questions posed in the Terms of Reference for this 
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Commission to ensure that we cover or provide answers to all the questions that 
they have raised and since you are one of the commission’s main witness, I have 
been giving a tick to all the questions where you have given evidence. 
 
There is one question that the answer to that question that I am not quite sure from 
you so if you can clarify a bit more, and as to the question raised in paragraph one, 
page 213.  A simple question: how was the UBS selected and what process was 
utilized?  How was UBS selected and the process used to select UBS?  If you can 
just elaborate a bit more on that. 
 10 
A: Sure, chief commissioner, and I speak from really from the point of time 

where I was involved in July or thereabouts, I was appointed to join or to 
chair the IPIC Bond Review.  The focus as I understood it at that time by the 
rest of the colleagues and a lot of work had gone previously from 2012 
onwards, so up until my involvement the focus very much was on trying to 
find someone who was going to lend $1.6 billion to pay back IPIC when they 
return the shares.   

  
And this is why just, again, to Commissioner White’s first question is to, in 
my view, you need to open that up a little bit and interview other banks and 20 
why do not the terms of reference of that particular evaluation process to say 
that because it is not certain as to what IPIC are going to do; what are the 
options around, then bring that back amongst the committee report those 
findings up to management whoever that is, and at this stage the prime 
minister and just his close circle are managing that particular transaction and 
therefore take advice as to where to from here.  When I came back from my 
own investigations and it only became my own because the other colleagues 
were not able to join me.   
 
But what arose from that process was a recommendation that it seemed, and 30 
supported by me and sponsored by me, that UBS were the people that were 
well versed with the potential outcomes and had very strong preliminary 
thoughts, a little bit more detail than the others had on certain outcomes 
based on the decisions that we were going to be receiving from IPIC 
primarily to retain the shares by themselves, for themselves or to return the 
shares to the State. 
 
That is the first process in, as I understand, then there was a subsequent 
process by Minister Micah led by the Independent Public Business 
Corporation and his department that was headed by Clement Waine, Dr 40 
Clement Waine at the time.  They went through a process and came up with 
some findings as well that UBS and Citi – and, again, I stand to be corrected 
if that is the detail – and then subsequently when those recommendations 
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were given to Cabinet, it was decided that the Bank of PNG would hold a 
further little process to see, and they opened it up further to other identities 
and other parties who had not been a part of the previous process, and 
certainly that I had not interviewed and that the second process led by 
Minister Micah and his team had interviewed and the Bank of PNG opened 
up further.  And so along the three, UBS were always near the top or being 
at the top of the evaluations. 

 
[2.43pm]  Q: So when the IPIC refinancing arrangement fell through and UBS stood out 

as the preferred option to provide the UBS loan for the purchase of new 10 
shares in Oil Search, is it? 

A: I think I was trying to say, chief commissioner, one thing was for someone 
to advise us on options and then the other one is to find someone who could 
essentially finance those options.  Part of the issues and I think Brattle 
pointed out quite well to say that some of the options in which we required 
external parties to fund the State, that would just take time.  And so, one of 
the options that was left for the State to pursue was to acquire Oil Search 
shares from Oil Search directly as a consequence of them requiring to raise 
some money to participate in the ultimately the Elk-Antelope transaction.  
So that could come from us, it could come from market, Oil Search were 20 
going to look for money and that was an opportunity for the State to 
participate.  That was quite a compressed timeline being that it is an 
Australian Stock Exchange company and it has got rules about the timelines 
and the requirements to undertake a financing on the Stock Market and 
therefore some of the options that are available because of the compressed 
timeline were thought not to be available at that particular point in time.  And 
therefore, it turned around to being – well, UBS in some of the processes 
were identified as an appropriate financing agent, they could provide the 
loan to purchase the shares back from IPIC.  Then you ask the question, if 
UBS is able to finance $1.6 billion to repurchase the shares from IPIC, are 30 
they willing to use that $1.6 billion loan or a lesser amount and what ended 
up being a lesser amount for the UBS Oil Search transaction 1.2 billion as 
opposed to the 1.6 billion.  Are they willing to raise that amount to 
participate in this new Oil Search financing and therefore buying purposely.  
So that was the thinking behind switching from raising money to buy from 
IPIC and raising money to buy from Oil Search directly. 

Q: And the assessment of various potential financiers that had already been 
carried out, there were four financiers I suppose by the committee and the 
Central Bank that had already been done. 
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A: Some of them, Chief Commissioner - - - 

Q: UBS stood out as the preferred financier? 

A: Some of the parties that were being interviewed, Chief Commissioner, were 
saying that we can finance and some of them were saying we can do 
financing or we can also be your agent to go into the global market and ask 
other finance houses.  So, we can put together the loan for you.  Generally, 
they put some money for themselves, then they might approach the general 
financing community to build the 1.2 billion required.  The issue that is 
always the case is that Papua New Guinea being a small country is that not 
only do we have to identify these financiers as appropriate for us but they as 10 
organisations have to go through a process where they accept Papua New 
Guinea or the Government of Papua New Guinea as an acceptable client to 
them.  For some of the others and in particular Citibank who had come with 
UBS for two of the processes – this is LAO one of the banks that we should 
pursue to try and close this as well.  The issue that they had was that they 
had not gone through a process to approve Papua New Guinea as an 
appropriate client for them as an organization and also, they had not taken 
the actual loan product; the loan itself; $1.2 billion to their internal credit 
community, which then says, yes we are willing to pay this money, to loan 
this money out.  UBS was in that unique position which they were able to be 20 
accepted by us to have them accept us as a client and then also to have their 
credit committee to say, yes, we will also approve the actual loan going out.    

[2.48 pm]  Q: So because of that assessment that had already been done by the committee, 
the IPIC Loan Refinancing Committee and the Central Bank and, I think, 
the issue went before the NEC at some point. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The normal process for vetting or even selecting the financier was not 

followed because it was not necessary.  By normal process, I mean the list 30 
of possible financiers would have gone through a inter-departmenal 
committee, then down to the ministerial economic committee or something 
like that and then on to the NEC.  So that normal process was not followed 
because the assessment and evaluation of possible financiers had already 
been done under the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinancing process that had 
already taken place.  Would I be correct in that? 

 
A: Chief commissioner, let me take one step back.  In relation to when it comes 

to financing, there is generally three parties involved rather than a – there 
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are three departments involved rather than a larger inter-departmental task 
force, if you like.  There is generally the Treasury, there is the Office of the 
State Solicitor and where appropriate or where necessary, the implementing 
agent.  So for a building a - if it is a hospital, for example, those that will 
be involved in the process of will be the Department of Treasury, the State 
Solicitor and possibly the Department of Health and likewise if it is a 
school, or if it is a road or a bridge, then we get the Works department 
involved.  And so to that extent, the people that are generally there 
managing these things were there in our view.  You had the holder of the 
shares, IPBC and the Department of Public Enterprises; you had the 10 
Department of Treasury who is the State authority on borrowing on that 
and of course the State Solicitor. 
 

Q: I have got several short questions; just checking my notes here.  I am just 
looking at the terms of the loan and will ask the question whether the loan 
that is obtained was a feasible one, or a sound one or a manageable one.  You 
have the loan, that is the UBS loan for 1.296 billion and the term of the loan 
was two years.  Interest rate was 4.95 per cent.  So you add the interest 
component to the principal loan, you will come up with figure there.  It could 
come to around perhaps just over 1.3 something billion in total.   20 

 
Seriously, in two years – the term of the loan was two years.  What 
commercial confidence did the government have at that time that it would 
repay this loan within the two year term of the loan when the loan matured?   

 
A: I think if you see what ultimately ended up happening, and that was how it 

was envisaged to happen, chief commissioner, the collar loan allows you to 
stay alive for another day, if you like.  You could very well turn that loan 
into - the collar into a five-year loan if you wanted to but then it has a 
different cost structure and it has a different cap-and-collar, the upside and 30 
the downside protection, so the insurance, if you like.  And that is why you 
have to be cognizant of all of those three things understanding that if you 
choose one of them, if you make the length of the loan or the tenure loan 
longer, it will affect the price at which you are now participating.  And your 
question would be; Secretary, you took a five year loan at this particular 
interest rate, did you think that was an appropriate interest to be paying over 
a five-year term?  When we put this to the decision-makers at that time, we 
felt very much that the feedback was at that 4.95 per cent level for a two-
year period with the risk, 

 40 
[2.53pm]    The down side, if all things go wrong in two years what are we up for which 

is the primary driver for us as a country rather than us as a financial investor 
is that we have got the right mix to say two years gives us enough time to 
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reassess things and if we do want to stay in, you know, as a share holder of 
Oil Search because whoever owns the shares, the shares are not for free so 
you have to pay for them at some stage.  Two years gives us breathing space 
to get to the next.  In two years time, we can say this is how much we are 
receiving from Kumul Petroleum, this is how much receipts we are getting 
from PNG LNG and others, and do we now have the mix to – rather than 
take a loan purchase a big chunk of those shares and hold them directly.  And 
ultimately that is what Kumul Petroleum did.  They said, well, we have got 
funding here so rather than do that extra Bridge Loan of 300 dollars or 335 
million dollars, we can pay that with cash and we can now focus on the lesser 10 
amount.  And maybe you could have done that over, you know a several 
years to get to that amount. But it was not envisage that in two years time, 
we would be able to have 1.2 billion dollars to then pay this back and own 
the shares outright. 

 
Q: But term of the loan was fixed, was it not? 
 
A: You choose –  
 
Q: For two years? 20 
 
A: Yes, yes. So you will be doing –  
 
Q: That is the end of it and once the loan matured, then you have to apply for an 

extension or maybe another refinancing option like you did for IPIC? 
 
A: Or you could just rollover the existing loan. To say – 
 
Q: That is up to the bank? 
 30 
A: Correct, correct. 
 
Q: It is up to the bank. 
 
A: Correct.  And so these series of questions would necessarily be asked in two 

years time. 
 
Q: So let us just stay with the two years. 
 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: That kind of money, if the government serious think that they would repay 

the loan in two years and if so, where would the money come from?  
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A: I do not think the intention of the government was to repay 1.2 billion in two 

years. It may have been that you revisit this issue in two years time. Maybe 
you can lessen it but it would be again, 1.2 billion dollars is a lot of money 
to be paid in one particular hit. That is a lot of roads, schools, bridges and 
hospitals that you are giving up in opportunity costs that you have to pay for 
those shares.  

 
Q: So apart from mortgaging the loans, what other sources of revenue or asserts, 

liquid assets or capital assets, whatever it is; did the State put up to secure 10 
the loan that gave the government confidence that this was a loan worth 
obtaining for that amount at that interest for that fixed period? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, if we see one of the terms of reference or one of the 

evaluations in and around between 2013, you know the August 2013, when 
I joined the scene to a little bit later on November and December, one of the 
outcomes was specifically that one of the terms of reference as provided to 
the State evaluation team; was that you limit the exposure to just the shares 
themselves.  If you recall in the IPIC transaction, part of the security package 
was the State-owned enterprises, and so the government did not want go 20 
down that route where one of the risks, if things were to go completely 
against the State and the share price was or completely went down was that 
you lose your Telikom or PNG Power. And therefore the structure that was 
proposed met that particular element, which is that you have shares, you are 
borrowing four shares and limit the loss. Two issues around those shares and 
nothing else. 

 
Q: Yes. Now, you have a situation here. Come March of 2014 where the 

government had to make a decision whether to get another loan or not after 
the IPIC loan had matured and IPIC had chosen to retain the shares. The 30 
State in a way lost its share holding in Oil Search as a result of that exercise.  
Having come out of that loss, what commercial sales did it make for the 
government to be thinking about obtaining another loan for almost a similar 
amount or substantial amount; buying shares in Oil Search and investing in 
Oil Search in I suppose it is speculative investments in the Papua LNG 
Project, you know where the proceeds of the sale of shares would be used to 
purchase Pac LNG’s interest, PRL 15. 

 
[2.58 pm]  A: Chief Commissioner, very appropriate question.  I think the issue is that the 

people to answer that is Cabinet and as I have been saying most of today that 40 
Cabinet it seemed to me in various NEC proceedings and decisions and 
certainly the teams that have been looking at this and working over this had 
answered that they wanted a shareholding in Oil Search.  Then the issue of 
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– and our job is to make sure that we protect the State when we enter into 
financial arrangements to achieve the Cabinet prerogative. 

Q: Just going back to the Bridge loan, I suppose the AU$335 million Bridge 
Loan was to pay for the expenses of the borrowing; right?  Would I be correct 
or the services of the borrowing? 

A: Yes, and the fees would come out of that. 

Q: And the main loan of course was the Collar component of the loan? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, I understand the term of the Bridge Loan was limited to around six 
months? 10 

A: Yes, six months with an option to further six months. 

Q: And that Bridge Loan was fully paid off? 

A: I understand in a subsequent transaction by Kumul Petroleum. 

Q: Okay.  Would you have some information about how much of that money 
was paid to UBS for the advisory component of its service, advisory service 
that it provided? 

A: Yes, I think that was provided earlier on today at 13 or 14 million dollars, I 
think. 

Q: 13 or 14 million; what happened to the rest?  Who got the rest out of the 335 
million which other service providers got the rest? 20 

A: Well, I think there is – so let me just take us that back Chief; there is the 
Collar of 900 - - - - 

Q: Yes, not on that.  Just on the Bridge Loan. 

A: Yes.  So generally when you are taking a loan, you have to provide some 
equity yourself so you turn up with, you know, I am paying 300 and I am 
borrowing 900,  At that particular stage, the amount that we would have put 
in as equity, we also borrowed from UBS and that is the bulk of the – that is 
the purpose and the bulk of the Bridge Loan.  It is a Bridging Loan to get us 
from in six months’ time and in 12 months’ time, provide the equity but we 
really should not be taking - we really should not be borrowing this and that 30 
is why it was structured to say; look, we will lend you this even though we 
do not want to lend this but we are going to lend you. We will give you six 
months plus another six months to organize yourselves so you can actually 
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put some money in.  And that was eventually done by Kumul Petroleum and 
also the fees for the transaction would be bulk - would be added on to that 
particular component and left.  So the bulk of it was for the – as a part of the 
greater borrowing to obtain the shares and there was a small piece that 13 
million dollars is not a small piece but in relation to the 135 million dollars 
that was borrowed, the 13 and a little bit more was taken for the advisors 
including UBS. 

Q: Okay.  In relation to the Bridge Loan, I was asking Mr Wapu Sonk the other 
day about the share, Oil Search shares that represented that 335 million was 
around 12 million shares and I was asking him: if the Bridge Loan was fully 10 
paid off then PNG should retain or keep the 12 million Oil Search shares 
after the loan is paid off, the Collar Loan is paid off which happened later.  
But his explanation was that: no, later the Bridge Loan was collarised with 
the main Collar Loan even though the shares were not there.. 

A: That may have been what they exactly wanted to do. 

Q: I do not understand; you have an explanation for that? 

A: Again, I am not across the details of Mr Sonk’s particular transactions but I 
am interested \to understand that as well. 

Q: He might, he is coming back so he might have another explanation for it.  
My thinking as a layman out there is; we pay for the Bridge Loan component 20 
of the loan and 335 million went for that and we should have 12 million 
shares still intact, why did it have to be a fully paid, repaid Bridge Loan 
component then gets mixed up or collarised, I think he must have used that 
word. 

 
[3.03pm] A: Reinserted back into the Collar. 

 
Q: Put back into the Collar Loan. No wonder, they said this thing is 

complicated. 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Maybe, I do not know. 
 
A: Well, I can see what has happened and in my own explanation, as to why 

they took those particular decisions, I would not know, Chief. 
 
Q: Okay. Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited – I did not quite get your 

evidence on the ministerial responsibility for Kumul Petroleum Holding lies 
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in the trustee who is the prime minister.  I thought the Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings was a State-owned enterprise that came under the general 
supervision and control, I suppose of Kumul Consolidated Holdings which 
succeeded IPBC and they have their own Minister for State Enterprise, who 
would be responsible for Kumul Petroleum Holdings through Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings. That would be the line of responsibility in terms of 
ministerial responsibility so forth., not the Prime Minster, would it? 

 
A: Chief, again I would urge you to local counsel to confirm. 
 10 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: But at inception, that was - what you have described was exactly how it was 

where IPBC was the holding company and you have these subsidiaries 
underneath to participate.  

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: And in overtime, there had been two or three amendments to the legislation 

which now have the three Kumuls separate entities each where the Prime 20 
Minster is the trustee shareholder.  But in relation to the government 
structure and in particular the ministerial determinations, there are instances 
where the prime minister is the trustee shareholder and the minister 
responsible for Kumul, a Kumul or three Kumuls. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: And there are instances now as I understand it so for Kumul Petroleum 

currently, the Prime Minster still retains his – under legislation, his role as a 
trustee shareholder but the Minister for Commerce and Industry is the 30 
minster responsible for representing Kumul in Cabinet. 

 
Q: There is a Minister for State Enterprise, is it? 
 
A: There is still minister for State Enterprise. 
 
Q: What about the department? 
 
A: I do not think there is a department of Public Enterprise anymore but the 

Minister for State Enterprises is the minister responsible for Kumul 40 
Consolidated, which is the – 

 
Q: Minister without department, that sounds funny. 
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A: I can see how that may seem, Chief Commissioner. 
 
Q: So if there is no department of State Enterprise, which once there was and 

we have had a department secretary; a former one that is coming to give 
evidence. The Minister for State Enterprises would be responsible for – not 
the department but Kumul previously IPBC and currently Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings. That would be like a State-owned enterprise or 
whatever you might want to call it; come a department? 

 10 
A: Yes. If you can again – just to point out for example we have the Minister 

for Fisheries and they are responsible for National Fisheries Authority as 
opposed to having a Department of Fisheries. 

 
Q: National Department of Fisheries? 
 
A: Correct.  Whereas in mining, you might have the Mining Minister and you 

have the Minerals Resources Authority but you also have a Department of 
Mining and mining policy and management. So again, it gets confusing 
sometimes for all of us. 20 

 
Q: Okay. Now, his NEC policy submission or business paper that was prepared 

and went before the cabinet on 6 March; was signed off by the Prime 
Minister, but it does not state what other capacity he is signing off that 
submission. All it says is; I think it is Prime Minister and that is it. He has 
not said he is making the submission in his capacity as a trustee or as the 
alternate treasurer or whatever you want to call it.    

 
[3.08pm]     What about the ministerial capacity?  What was the intention when preparing 

that submission that he would sign it in his capacity as the trustee of Kumul 30 
Petroleum Holdings Limited or in his capacity as the prime minister or in his 
capacity as the defacto treasurer or whatever you want to call it? 

A: I understand Chief Commissioner.  And again, if someone can or maybe the 
NEC can point out how it works.  From my understanding is that in practice 
as the chairman of the NEC the prime minister has the right to sponsor 
submissions coming into Cabinet.  So it may have been as the chairman of 
the National Executive Council. 

Q: The loan was obtained under the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act, was it 
not, and the minister responsible under the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act 
is the treasurer, right? 40 

A: Yes. 
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Q: But normally he would have been expected to sign off on that business paper 
a policy submission, would it not? 

A: Ordinarily, yes.  And that is why I think in relation to some of Dr Renwick’s 
questions, it was those instruments pursuant to the relevant legislation which 
requires the treasurer to be the executor that we approached him.  But again, 
I am aware in practice that NEC submissions the chairman has the discretion 
to sponsor NEC submissions directly. 

Q: So when you prepared the submission who do you think you were preparing 
the submission for?  The prime minister, the treasurer or the trustee of Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings? 10 

A: In my mind it was the treasurer. 

Q: Treasurer, and who was the treasurer in your thinking at that time prepared 
the submission? 

A: At that time it was Honourable Don Polye, Member for Kandep. 

Q: Okay.  Did you put down the prime minister’s name on that submission or 
that was inserted by him?  Whose name did you put down when you drafted 
- - - 

A: No, that was subsequent to the discussion at hand that the treasurer was not 
wanting to sponsor the submission and so the prime minister ended up 
having his name, well the signing block; the signature block under his own 20 
title. 

Q: Did he insert that or did you insert that? 

A: We would have been told to insert it. 

Q: You were told to insert it?  When was that? 

A: This is in the matter of days. 

Q: Days? 

A: Yes, possibly hours before.  

Q: The invoices that were submitted by Pacific Legal Group, for their fees, you 
did not locate their invoices or the fee notes? 

A: We are still continue - I think I have seen one document.  I am not sure that 30 
is – counsel is in charge of compiling my attachments so it is in statement I 
am told.   

Q: It is in your statement? 
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A: Commissioner, I am told - - - 

Q: Okay.  Mrs Nonggorr, do we have that in evidence? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, we have. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Is it in the latest affidavit? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, chief commissioner, it is in the latest affidavit. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Which annexure is it?  Can I just have a quick look at it? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The invoice, chief commissioner, is at DV7. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  DV7. 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Annexure DV7. 

DR RENWICK:  Could we have that up on the screen please? 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have it on screen?  Yes, I think that same invoice 
has been tendered previously by I think Mr Maladina.  I have seen that.  I was going 
to ask you if Mr Maladina himself rendered the fee note or invoice.  This invoice 
is from Pacific Legal Group.  It does not mention Mr Maladina’s payment for his 
services as a disbursement. 

[3.13pm]   A: No, again it is only until very recently I understood that he was acting as – 
not a staff member of Pacific Legal Group but certainly throughout the 
whole transaction I thought he was a member of the team or their team. 

Q: Thank you Mr Vele, those are my questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Vele, I overlooked asking you a question so if 20 
you do not mind, I will do that now. 

A: Not at all. 

Q: You spoke of the three movements of an assessment of the potential 
advisors/lenders to the State.  There was the analysis that was done by your 
committee and yourself.  There was one that was done by Minister Micah 
and his head of department and then it was sent out to the bank, the Central 
Bank to have a look at it.  During his evidence, Governor Bakani prepared 
spreadsheets for our consideration.  I will just mention the one that I am 
going to refer to it is Exhibit GGG.4.  In that spreadsheet, what his people 
have done is analyse the lending from four; there was UBS, Citi,  BNP 30 
Paribas and ANZ/Barclays.  He told us that although Cabinet had asked them 
to assess UBS and Citi, there were a couple of others, and he particularly 
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used BNP Paribas as a leverage to do better with the others and that occurred 
in Singapore.   

What I am interested in is your response that you thought that the UBS loan 
was absolutely exactly the same, the one that you were more heavily 
involved in and then same as the one for IPIC.  Now fairly importantly as I 
recall the longer term for that loan was very important for the IPIC so I am 
not sure whether they have been able to find this document but the term of 
the loan pretty well consistently for UBS and Citi and BNP was seven years.  
That was the term of the loan.  UBS had a collar but – as with Citi but BNP 
did not.  They were content with the bond issue.  But interestingly the all in 10 
cost overall which is a good comparator; UBS was 4.29 per cent, I think it 
was higher than that, the second UBS loan if you would want to call it that, 
Citi was 4.63 and BNP Paribas was 3.875 per cent per annum.  Citi was not 
going to let the State retain the dividends in Oil Search, UBS and BNP were 
and the security for UBS was Oil Search shares and the cashflow from the 
PNG LNG Project, whereas BNP Paribas it was just the Oil Search shares.  
So, were you privy to that kind of analysis?  While Cabinet had just asked 
Governor Bakani’s team to have a look at the two principal lenders UBS and 
Citi, also was able to bring to the party BNP.  So that looks so much more 
favourable under structure and loans, no collar involved and so on.  Was 20 
there any thought given to picking up that as a lender, that group? 

A: We thought that asking BNP to provide certainty around what they were 
offering very late in the piece and such a compressed timeframe, did a 
disservice to BNP Paribas.  The fact of the matter is BNP Paribas at that time 
had not done any transactions with the Independent State of PNG, they had 
not gone through a KYC process.   

[15.18p.m] We would be doubtful that they would be able to get it across their internal 
credit committee.  So if Governor Bakani is saying that there was not a real 
possibility of them and again it is a disservice to them asking them very late 
in the piece.  It takes a little bit of time to put all of these together and get 30 
your internal approvals and I think that was reflected in the fact that what 
was ultimately proposed with that little process was the certainty of 
execution of Citi Bank and UBS under their proposed conditions rather than 
what BNP were offering which would be very high risk of actual execution. 

Q: It was January 2014. 

A: Yes, again I have done transactions with banks and taken us on a six months 
journey to only turn around at the end and say we are sorry, we could not get 
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you across the line or credit committee did not approve; all of these types of 
things so the transactions have fallen over. 

Q: The chief commissioner of course talked about the two years of the loan, this 
was seven years that was on the table. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  They propose seven years there and I was wondering how it 
came down to two years. 

A: This is UBS?   

Q: And that was for the IPIC loan; refinancing right, that is seven years, but the 
amounts are similar.   

A: Yes.  Again, this is around the thinking that the only transaction available is 10 
IPIC returning the shares and therefore us having to find 1.7 billion.  But 
again what came out of that particular process is UBS and Citi and then in 
the subsequent negotiations of which the Bank of PNG were also a part of, 
the amount lessened to 1.2 billion and in the discussions that were had, the 
term ended up being a monetized collar over two years with its associated 
components rather than what was being offered here by the Bank of PNG. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  They were not exactly the same.  It was a little 
perhaps too strong a statement, do you think? 

A: Commissioner White, sorry I thought  - I was referring to the fact that it is a 
collar. 20 

Q: That all? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Thank you.  That is my additional questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just ask one more question around that.  So, the 
security for the UBS loan as it turned out is the Oil Search shares that were being 
purchased and the revenue from the PNG LNG Project, right?  There are sort of 
two main collaterals, right? 

A: If I recall the reference to the PNG LNG funds is to take out the bridge – you 
know what ended up being a bridge loan.  So that 335 million as you said, it 
needed to be taken out within – repaid in six months or 12 months maximum.  30 
There is -we are all in sense of because as the longer you take towards the 
12 months, the more expensive it becomes in interest.  So the idea is that 
going into this, what are the nominated ways and let us agree to those upfront 
as to how you will end up repaying that.  One option was the sovereign bond 
and in that UBS had asked that they have a special preference if you like to 
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be lead advisor in the sovereign bond, we said no, you had to go through a 
process to get their or you would not be the single mandated arranger that 
you – with several others and of course if nothing else, then we have PNG 
LNG proceeds which we can use to pay off the $335 million and I think 
documents were signed to that effect eventually. 

Q: The bridge loan facility duration was around 6 to 12 months, right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And the revenue from the LNG started flowing in in 2015? 

A: I think again we can check the records but my understanding- - - 

Q: Or 2014?  10 

A: There may have been some money in 2014, we can check. 

Q: So the government at the best would probably be speculating here the 
revenue that would flow from the PNG LNG Project and they were taking a 
risk that the government may not even pay off the bridge loan not to mention 
the collar loan in that period? 

[3.23pm] A: That is a risk you are always taking when you are entering - - -  
 

Q: A very high risk? 
 
A: When you are entering into these financial transactions that is always a risk. 20 
 
Q: That is exactly how it turned out that the State was not able to pay for the 

collar component and the bridge loan because it was collarized later even 
after it was paid off according to Mr Sonk. 

 
A: Again, we need to see exactly what Kumul Peroleum received but they were 

able to pay off that, they rolled it over for a period of time and then I think 
in 2017 they paid it out.  

 
Q: Yes.  The figures they have given for dividend component it does not add 30 

up.  It would not have been in a position to repay the loan in two years. 
 
A: Sure.  And again, it may have been the case that in the best possible case 

scenario that Kumul Petroleum had the funds to do that.  In the worst 
possible case scenario, you would have to look at a mechanism to kick it 
down the road so that you can revisit it in 12 months time and I think that is 
what they ended up doing. 
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Q: Just in terms of what we are discussing right now, what do you think, the 
UBS deal was a bad one or entering into a loan that the government did not 
believe it would repay in two years?  How good was that? 

 
A: Well, if you consider the - - - 
 
Q: In hindsight right now, yes. 
 
A: Well, if you consider; again, I believe that the collar structure in which you 

can buy insurance and limit the potential risk of losing everything was more 10 
positive than other structures which have been employed previously in 
which if things went horribly wrong, you could lose much more than you 
had intended to lose.  And so I think that is why when you are dealing with 
shares and you want to limit the losses to just the value of shares, it is a 
positive structure and I think it is a well known structure.  If someone were 
to say, well, we will lend you the $1.2 billion but you have to mortgage all 
your State-owned enterprises and your future and things went horribly 
wrong and we have to give up all of these things, I think that would be a 
worst structure or a more risky structure, I should say rather. 

 20 
Q: One last question, the General Business trust.  I think there is a whole lot of 

State-owned enterprises and even statutory corporations and whatever you 
want to call it.  You gave a list – a very good list, exhaustive list of all the 
business entities or enterprises that the State owns up to 2019 and you give 
a figure of the net or the total assets, I believe, both liquid and capital assets 
comes to something like 17 billion if I can recall correctly.  And of course 
the shares held in Oil Search at that time would be part of the general 
business trust? 

 
A: I think by 2019 we were not- - - 30 
 
Q: That is excluded, right? 
 
A: That is right.  So this would be BSP various agri-businesses - - - 
 
Q: So, come 2017, with that size of asset held by the government, State could 

have repaid the loan by converting the – well, was that cash at hand enough 
from the general business trust to pay off the loan and we keep our shares in 
Oil Search? 

 40 
A: Chief commissioner, I spent the first part of my career in this country doing 

privatizations and very much so what is down on paper as the valuation or 
what we value a State-owned enterprise is sometimes different to what 
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people are willing to pay for it.  And so whilst on paper the accounting entry 
may be a very big number if you take it to market and try and solicit, you 
know, bids for sales, it is usually a different story, and in my time I did 
Telikom, privatization of Telikom which fell over and MVIL, for example, 
and they all fell over.  So it is tough going trying to use the sale of your State 
owned assets. 

 
Q: I read with interest all the details that you provided.  I think all the State-

owned enterprises they have credit balances except one.  You put the figure 
in brackets – 300 and something million.  I suppose that is the only State-10 
owned enterprise that is in the red, would I be correct? 

 
A: I believe so.  I do not have that information in front of me but that does not 

seem to - - - 
 
Q: We will not disclose the name of that State-owned enterprise but as I read it, 

there is only one. 
 
A: Sure.   
 20 

[3.28pm] Q: They are doing well it seems. 
 
A: Look, I think the current minister and his team are doing a fantastic job.  It 

is a challenge.  Again, the government is the largest customer and when 
things are tight for us then maybe we do not pay our bills as on time, as they 
would like. 

 
Q: Okay. But with all that money stacked up in State-owned enterprises and so 

forth, why is it that the Sovereign Wealth Fund which is established around 
2012 still has no account, no money posted in that account?  Again, that is 30 
just a layman’s question, right. 

 
A: Sure. 
 
Q: Just leaving aside my cap as a judge and lawyer and all that but I just asked 

that question; that kind of money tied up somewhere, somebody is obviously 
building empires around the place and not much money that is coming out.  
It should not - what do think as the -  - - 

 
A: As I have said, I am with treasury, I am always looking for money to build 40 

roads, schools, bridges and hospitals so –  
 
Q: Yes, I know you do that.  I see that. 
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A: So we need the money to come through wherever it is. 
 
Q: Anyway, I will stop there.  The more I ask questions, I am going to venture 

into the political arenas, I will stop there but thank you for that piece of 
evidence.  Now, we will ask Mrs Nonggorr, do you have any questions? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, I do, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go ahead. 10 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, Commissioners, sorry, just before Mrs Nonggorr starts, I 
do have a couple of questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 
 
FXN: DR RENWICK 20 
 
Q: If I may.  Mr Vele, you will recall questions about going to Sydney in August 

2013 and you will recall questions about whether others should have joined 
you – could have joined you.  Was the main reason why you could not have 
delayed the August 2013 trip to allow for example Dr Waine to attend? 

 
A: I had set up these meetings, I felt that Dr Clement Waine was not a big 

supporter of the process.  I felt that by delaying it any further that would not 
change his mind. 

 30 
Q: All right then. Going back just briefly to the quantum merit, you understand 

that quantum merit is the idea of reasonable renumeration for value of 
services, you understand that broadly? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So what I want to put to you is that Mr Beattie of Pacific Legal; his evidence 

was that you agreed the fee for Pacific Legal, not with Norton Rose 
Fullbright.  Does that assist with your recollection? 

 40 
A: No, I think he is just mistaken.  There is no way that I would be able to 

bifurcate between what part of the overall fee could be attributed to local 
work and what is international work and the cost centers to which the 
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resources were used either way.  What was put to me was that the Norton 
Rose felt that this was a reasonable fee for them and by way of – this is you 
know what was generally done.  And in relation to the work that was done 
with them overseeing the work by Pacific Legal Group; that 1.6 million 
ultimately paid was fair and reasonable.  I guess in relation to the quantum 
merit was that someone has to preside over whether that work was done. 
And again, I can sign off on the fact that as far as I know, the Norton Rose 
did all of the external work that Pacific Legal Group assisted with the 
domestic legal work and that culminated in a set of transaction documents, 
which ultimately the State Solicitor approved and we took to Cabinet. 10 

 
Q: Mr Vele, the whole idea of quantum merit is not just what is their value 

based on hourly rate and there is no way is there that the Pacific Legal Team 
could have properly billed K1.6 million based on hourly rate in that short 
period of time.  Do you not agree? 

 
A: Again, that is an issue for Norton Rose rather than for myself. 
 
Q: That is on the assumption that Norton Rose approved fee rather than you if 

you turn out to be wrong about that? 20 
 
A: That is on the assumption, my assumption, more my testimony that Norton 

Rose proposed that these were the fees that were appropriate for Pacific 
Legal Group. 

 
[3.33pm]   Q: You gave some evidence about the notion of one track and gave that sort of 

that was you were making the point that there was more than one way that 
the IPIC bond would be brought to an end.  Is that what you were referring 
to in relation to the one track? 

 30 
A: Yes, I was referring to the fact that the outcome of IPIC returning the shares 

to the State and therefore the State having to stamp up with 1.7 billion dollars 
to repay IPIC was not the only possible outcome. 

 
Q: Sure.  What I want to suggest to you is this that until particularly March 2014 

there was never an NEC decision which authorized consideration of the 
purchase of new shares from Oil Search as opposed to if IPIC had required 
the State to buy them back from it? 

 
A: Yes. I think we have spent three or four months trying to find that the 40 

advisors to provide us direction as to what was going to happen and until the 
5 March – sorry yes, until the exact date when we were given a notice by 
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IPIC yes, there no options.  None of these have crystalized.  None of the 
options were crystalized.  

 
Q: But my question related to the authority to investigate by an NEC Decision. 

What I want to suggest is that neither of the decision of 14 March 2012, I 
can show you all of these; 3 April 2013, 9 July 2013 or 19 December 2013, 
authorized consideration for the purchase of new shares in Oil Search as 
opposed to taking back from IPIC the shares which have been mortgaged? 

 
A: You may well be correct but in relation to my efforts, I was interacting with 10 

the prime minister I was interacting with these key Cabinet ministers and 
everything suggested that, again there is nothing to say that all of these was 
a foregoing conclusion. At the relevant time, 6 March, Cabinet could have 
said that they were not going to pursue this.  In relation to the advisors, they 
all understood that the work from when they swift from an IPIC repayment 
to a purchase of new shares, none of that was – there was no entitlement to 
be paid.  Everyone was doing work on the basis that if Cabinet were to 
approve this then they would be engaged and paid for their services.  

 
Q: And you may not remember this but the original proposal for the quantum 20 

for the Bridge Loan was 330 million; that the eventual quantum was 335 
million.  Do you recall that difference and do you recall the reason for it? 

 
A: No, I do not. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Just finally then on KPMG Report.  If we can just have that up 

on the screen just briefly.  So whose idea was it to get the KPMG Report? 
 
A: Having gone through PNG LNG and subsequently it seemed like the right 

thing to do.  The actual choice of KPMG as opposed to another party I may 30 
have discussed with the group and sought counsel. 

 
Q: But the concept of getting someone like KPMG to advise; that was your 

advice, I take it? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the particular questions that were raised and assumptions they were 

given; those were your questions and assumptions or did some else strike 
those? 40 

 
A: No, I think that was a collective one between and also with UBS as well to 

say; listen if we were to properly have a third party run a careful eye of the 
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transaction, you know what the wording in one of the elements that they saw 
and that Norton saw as being appropriate for this particular task. 

 
Q: But to just understand that last answer, UBS were involved in formulating 

the assumptions and for another financier to assess the fairness of what UBS 
have itself proposed, is that right? 

 
[3.38pm] A: Well, they were a part of that discussion.   Again ultimately, UBS are in – 

now, again, I expect that between KPMG, Norton Rose and myself that we 
take responsibility for the terms of reference that was eventually agreed to 10 
and passed on to KPMG to have a look at. 

 
Q: Well, let us just have a look at a couple of portions of the KPMG Report.  

So, if you go to page number 5 down the bottom, so do you see there that 
under the heading ‘Important Notice Limitations’ and you come down to the 
words “in completing the role of (..reads…) it should be noted that” and then 
you come down to the fifth dot point.  “ We will not validate any information 
provided to us by you, your legal advisors nor UBS and specifically the 
financial model provided to us by UBS.”  So, what that is saying is that 
KPMG were not going to validate the financial model used by UBS itself.  20 
What was the point fundamentally of seeking the KPMG Report if they were 
not going to specifically validate or question the UBS financial model itself? 

 
A: Well, I think financial models are just one person’s view or representation 

of a particular financial outcome.  You will notice that the Brattle Group 
went ahead and constructed a financial model to be able to provide an 
opinion as to certain elements of the transaction and it is not surprising that 
KPMG did the same. 

 
Q: They did not actually.  We will come to the Brattle Report in a minute but if 30 

you go down to I think it is page 18 of the document, just go back one page.  
Sorry, Mr Vele, I will be just one second, I will find it. 

 
A: No, that is quite all right, Dr Renwick.   
 
Q: If you have a look at page 17, you will see there under the heading ‘Cost of 

Collar’ on the left.  You can see that KPMG say they have modelled the 
pricing of the options and it suggested that the value of the puts and the calls 
offset each other.  But in circumstances where we know from the 
assumptions earlier on that they were not going to specifically validate the 40 
financial model provided by UBS, that is a worthless conclusion, is it not? 
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A: Well, the puts and collars around were known 91.20 with the share price up 
and down and you get these series of outcomes.  You then – what does Black 
Sholes merchant say that if you understand the interest rate, the tenure and 
the volatility of a particular stock, it should give you an accurate reading as 
to what the calls and puts were.  So, the work that we were doing both with 
UBS and what they were doing ultimately was to say that if you take a series 
in which you have different interest rates at different tenures at different 
collars at different – the access to dividend and the volatility of stock where 
those ultimately offset each other and be nil premium.  That is what I read 
in terms of what KPMG is saying.  10 

 
[3.43pm]  Q: Well, I am pleased you mentioned the Black Sholes model because that is 

the model, the standard model which Brattle used but which KPMG did not 
because they simply adopted the UBS’s functions.  If we can finally go and 
look at the Brattle Report at page 9, paragraph (c).  If you can just scroll 
down so we see 9.  So this is in the summary.  “The UBS stated the 
magnitude of the downside protection the State received and from the upside 
gain it gave up under the collar structure were selected such that the collar 
structure was “nil premium”- i.e. UBS did not charge the State for the collar 
protection.  We have not been provided with information about how in fact 20 
UBS priced the collar, and we do not know the market price of the options.  
We have therefore relied on a standard model which suggests that UBS 
benefitted from the collar.  And that if it had been fairly priced, either UBS 
should have paid the State at least AU$25 million for the collar, or the collar 
should have been adjusted to give the State a more downside protection or 
more scope for the upside gain.”  Now, do you suggest that Brattle 
conclusion there is incorrect? 

 
A: Well, first of all, I think several things.  One is that I am not here to speak 

on behalf of UBS.  They can speak for themselves.  To the extent that – and 30 
I have not seen the Maths behind what the Brattle Group Report have done 
again.  I would be interested to understand if they have pointed this out as 
an anomaly that they had come across while they are viewing, you know, 
while they are analyzing the results as they see it or if they are suggesting 
that they have, you know, pot of law where the evidences suggest that UBS 
conducted themselves in an inappropriate manner.  Again, in which case we 
are aggrieved party and as we have gone through a little bit earlier on is that 
I certainly thought and I was not told by Norton Rose or by KPMG that UBS 
could conduct themselves in a manner in which they were not observing a 
fiduciary duty to make this a nil premium outcome in accordance with the 40 
engagements as we saw it. 
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Now, in relation to the model of UBS and KPMG and the Black Sholes 
Merchant Model, Black Shawls Merton is the way of representing based on 
anyone’s assumptions really about a series of outcome.  If you understand 
three or four different things, it should lead to, you know, a particular set of 
outcomes.  Black Sholes Merton model calculate as a free online.  If you 
were to google it, it would give you an online calculator in which you upload 
certain series of variables and you end up with a set of outcomes.  The model 
that I am referring to and I suspect KPMG referred to although, again, I stand 
to be corrected by KPMG themselves is that UBS would have done some 
Maths on their own using their own costs structure, their own access to 10 
capital, you will notice that Brattle talks about the risk free rate being the 
Australian rate of 2.35 per cent and therefore why were they charging us this 
extra.  Again, Brattle are making assumptions based on what UBS did and I 
have not gone and engaged anyone further since looking at this to go and 
investigate the assumptions that the Brattle Group have made.  But I would 
imagine that using the tenets of Black Sholes Merton, you then construct a 
model of your own.  You put in the Maths behind the assumptions that you 
are making and that yields a certain set of results.  We are all interested to 
understand the accuracy of this.  But as I understood it, (1) it was an anomaly 
that they thought was raised.  That they did not have the actual outcomes of 20 
all of the particular trades and they needed some further information.  And 
as I said, I think we would all be interested for them to get that further 
information so they can verify that this is the actual outcome. 

 
[3.48pm] Q: But Mr Vele, does it not come down to this?  If as you tell us you had 

assumed UBS were in a fiduciary relationship and had an obligation not to 
put their interests above those of the State, you did not need to go off and get 
a KPMG Report at all.  But that as it turns out, your assumption is incorrect 
and by going off to KPMG and asking them to assume that UBS’ financial 
modelling is not to be questioned, the KPMG Report was never going to 30 
throw up anything useful.  That is what I am suggesting to you. 

 
A: I hear what you are saying, I do not agree with it but I had learned in the 

PNG LNG experience that when we rely on one set of outcomes that there 
are questions opposed in all of the dealings where to the extent possible it 
does work in my view.  And it is prudent to get someone else to just check 
the Maths.  But here, again, we have someone subsequent without the readily 
information as they point out make certain outcomes which can be attributed 
to them.  I am interested to understand how all of that works and again I hear 
the Brattle Group and I read what the Brattle Group is saying.  I have not 40 
gone on to further investigate nor spend any resources to check it but I guess 
that is also an option. 
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Q: I will not labour the point, Mr Vele, beyond putting this to you.  The whole 
point was KPMG did not check the figures; that is the point. 

 
A: Well, I think they did.  They just did not use the model that UBS had built 

for themselves. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  No further questions, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 10 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
Q: There were questions put to you by Dr Renwick saying that looking back 

now, you know, do you have concerns that the State was borrowing money 
to fund Elk/Antelope but that was not the case.  The case was that the 
government was borrowing money to fund the purchase of Oil Search shares, 
was it not? 

 
A: Yes.  And the nexus was that Oil Search was seeking financing for their 20 

activities.  They could have been doing anything and it would have opened 
up an opportunity for the State to participate in that financing and buy those 
shares.  Again, the raw Maths of having or participating in the jurisdiction is 
obviously that we have the degree of participation beyond what is legislated 
in the development of our own resources. 

 
Q: And with regards to that it was not unusual; the way it is being put is that 

suddenly at the end of February beginning of March, there was suddenly an 
idea that a large amount of money had to be borrowed to buy Oil Search 
shares.  But in fact that was not the case that was a decision made by the 30 
government really from November 2012 onwards, was it not? 

 
A: Yes. And that decision came about because the way that the previous 

transaction that was designed in 2009 meant that at some stage we would be 
left with the outcome of a decision that IPIC would make as to whether they 
retain or return those shares. 

 
Q: So, with - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, just before Mrs Nonggorr asks another question, 40 
perhaps I should have objected to that last question.  I will simply make this 
submission that Mrs Nonggorr is effectively cross-examining her own witness and 
the answers are likely to be of very limited benefit to the commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  I missed that last bit. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mrs Nonggorr is giving evidence from the bar table.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I missed that last bit, Dr Renwick.  What were you saying 
there?  The answers are likely to be - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mrs Nonggorr is giving evidence from the bar table and it is 
unlikely to assist you.  If she has genuine questions and that is arising, that is one 10 
thing but putting detailed propositions effectively as cross-examination of her own 
witness, she is unlikely to assist you very much. 
 

[3.53pm] MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Commissioners, what I am trying to show is that 
indeed what I am trying to – from the witness, he was put a particular question in 
a particular way which was misleading and indeed it suggested that the sole 
purpose of the borrowing was to support the Elk/Antelope purchase, but in fact that 
was the whole position of the government was to purchase shares – get a loan for 
1.6 billion.  That was what they were talking about right from the end of the year. 
 20 
So he was asked looking back, it was not a bad thing but in fact that was what the 
government had decided in every decisions, so that was what I was just trying to 
clarify with the witness.  That was all. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Just take note of the objection and keep going and contain 
some relevance to your questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  A lot of these things are really submission points so 
I would have thought just dragging on rather than getting answers from the witness, 
forward to your submissions of course. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Keeping going and if you are going off the track 
then we will bring you in. Yes, go on. 
 
MS TWIVEY NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, thank you. With 
regards to the issue of policy questions, you said that on the notes the background 
paper notes to your meetings in Sydney, you said that you were looking at 
optionality.  Can you explain that in more simple terms?  It has been put to you 
that the only role was to go down and seek advisors for the borrowing of 1.6 billion 
to IPIC.  What do you mean by; you were looking at optionality?  Was it just 40 
policies or were you looking for specific things? 
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A: Well, there were several outcomes that could come out of the IPIC decision. 
One is that they give back the shares to the State and therefore the State has 
to pay them 1.6 billion dollars.  That seems to be the focus.  I felt that they 
were not enough of a discussion around what happens if the IPIC as an 
organization decided to hold onto the shares.  Then what are we doing?  We 
now no longer hold shares in IPIC considering that we were willing to pay 
1.6 billion dollars to repay IPIC to get those shares back.  That seems to me 
that you still wanted to own shares in IPIC. If the answer was simple that the 
State did not want to own shares in IPIC then that is where would have 
ended. If they wanted to still maintain a shareholding in Oil Search, then 10 
what are the options available to us?  And that is what I meant by optionality. 

 
Q: With regards to who was involved in it from the bureaucracy, it was put to 

you today that there was not really anyone involved for the bureaucracy with 
regards to the final UBS loan but yourself.  But you had meetings – did you 
have meetings with other State or agencies with regards to the UB Loan or 
briefings? 

 
A: I think as we were clarifying for both the commissioners at different times, 

they are saying that the – you know, in all of the evaluation process, as you 20 
had different stakeholders, limited to the relevant stakeholders but the 
Independent Public Business Corporation and Department of Public 
Enterprises, the Bank of Papua New Guinea at that time, Treasury in my hat 
as the director of the gas office so in that three or four or five months period, 
the relevant State agents and representatives of those agents were involved 
in the process. 

 
Q: Just to clarify Minister Polye, did he ever suggest to you that he was not in 

favor of a loan to purchase to Oil Search shares? 
 30 
A: The discussion that I had I think answered Dr Renwick earlier on was that 

prior to my involvement, I cannot speak for but certainly to my involvement 
going on that his main issue was not so much the transaction but that the 
borrowing party should not be the State. It should be someone else. 

 
Q: Dr Renwick referred to a meeting on 3 March where there was a briefing of 

Don Polye, Minister Micah, IPBC, NPCP and the Prime Minister on 3 
March.  What would have been in that briefing?   

 
[3.58pm]  A: The status update, that was after a pretty hectic weekend, as Dr Renwick put 40 

with a lot of activity and lot of big decisions were being made by Oil Search 
which led to other decisions needed to be made by the State.  And at all times 
understanding that if the State was not at a certain point in time every hour 
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by the hour and some of these things could not be achieved.  And so on that 
briefing was just a general update on where the transaction was going and 
how it is going and the discussions with UBS. 

 
Q: Did Minister Micah or Minster Polye express that they were not in favour of 

a UBS loan to purchase Oil Search shares? 
 
A: Certainly not while I was there in my Parliament briefings. 
 
Q: Going on to the novated loan, there were some questions about that the loan 10 

was being novated and therefore why was it not on initially.  It was a State 
borrowing so why was it not then on the balance sheet and you said because 
the loan was novated.  Has that happened with any other loans that the State 
has borrowed and then it is being novated? 

 
A: Yes.  And I think the operative period  is in 2019 when we now assume the 

debts of the State-owned enterprises as a part of the government debt.  So, 
they will sit on and be accounted for in the government balance sheet at the 
end of the fiscal year of the relevant fiscal year.  Prior to that it was very 
much the case that Treasury or the State through Treasury uses its financial 20 
ware with all and to obtain cheap loans as government and then pass them 
on to the benefit of the State-owned enterprises in which we are now lending 
to the State-owned enterprise or we are granting to the State owned 
enterprise.  And that is common as well and that again essentially what 
happened with the UBS transaction.   

 
Q: Just two more questions.  With regards to UBS and the issues of why lender 

– you know, there is a lender and the same as advisor, what were the reasons 
and some other reasons why you were not as uncomfortable with that? 

 30 
A: It is common.  It has happened before that you hold an evaluation criteria.  

You end up with a short list of three.  You progress the work as if there is a 
short list of three and you end up with one because only one of them is able 
to, you know, get the internal approvals required.  This is generally the case 
with financial advisors and legal firms.  Sometimes it is the case that some 
firms are only willing to advice and achieve fees and take them out of the 
country without leaving much in and sometimes you get “we do not know.”  
I value those less than a party who is able to put some money in, open up an 
office here and participate more meaningfully that way.  Again, I like to 
think that the legal advisors at all times are making sure that conflicts of 40 
interest are managed and observed. 
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Q: What specifically, if anything, did UBS put into the transaction concerning 
the NEC decision on whether or not to buy the shares? 

 
A: I think we had a situation where the Oil Search transaction had a timeline 

that was just a little bit ahead of government approvals and that is why you 
will notice in the Press announcement even when announcing that they have 
come to an understanding with the State that relevant State approvals still 
have to be procured.  And the discussion with Oil Search saying we cannot 
announce that they are the shares going on sale only to have Papua New 
Guinea turn up in a couple of days and say that we are not going to be able 10 
to participate.  And, therefore, UBS took it upon themselves to underwrite 
those share issuance and say if the government does not take them then we 
will take them as the owner of Oil Search and we will have to manage that 
as an organization. 

 
Q: So there was an option with the NEC decision? 
 
A: Yes, it was always envisaged that and reserved its right to reject the 

transaction.  
 20 

[4.03pm]  Q: The 10.1 per cent shares we were told today about; that was an amount which 
would have a say in any take over.  Has that got any current implication with 
Oil Search now? 

 
A: Only that – I read the Press that Oil Search is up for sale and Santos who is 

a large Australian oil and gas company is looking to buy Oil Search for – 
when I read all of the marketing paraphernalia, it is echoing some of the 
things that the State was thinking about in relation to the benefits of owning 
Oil Search in Papua New Guinea four five years ago. 

 30 
Q: That is all I have.  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a last question from me that just came to my mind.  
When you said something about that novation that occurred and the loan was taken 
off the balance book of the State and passed on to Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  
Now, as I understood you earlier, this UBS loan was obtained under the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act, right?  And according to the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings) Act, section 2 provides for the State to borrow money for purchase of 
equity in companies; that is one of the purposes.  And then section 5 says, “A loan 
agreement entered into under this Act” – no, I think it is not 5, section 4.  “All 40 
payments of principal and interest and other charges payable under a loan 
agreement shall be made out of the consolidated revenue fund.”  But consolidated 
revenue funds hold the money from the general revenue of the State, right?  
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, the loan repayments that were going to be made out of the consolidated 

revenue, why should loan repayment in this case the UBS loan be taken out 
of the State balance sheet and transferred across to Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings? 

 
A: So, the first part of the – first answer to the question, chief commissioner, is 

that the loan repayments that were done when the State was the owner of the 10 
loan, if you like, between March and December when it was novated were 
done from consolidated revenue. They were recognized in the 
supplementary budget and those payments were appropriated and accounted 
for.  It was not the loan repayment – future loan repayments that was 
novated.  It was the whole loan; the ownership of the loan that was novated 
across and that is why the – how Kumul Petroleum subsequently managed 
its own repayments, would have been done in accordance with their 
legislation at that time. 

 
Q: And the legislation that is applicable is the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 20 

Authorization Act? 
 
A: I would imagine so, chief.  I am not sure. There have been several iterations 

since my time at Kumul so - - - 
 
Q: Yes.  It is just that I am beginning to read these two particular provisions to 

mean that when the government obtains a loan, it is a debt to the State.  And 
the repayment of the loan comes out of consolidated revenue which is the 
subject of the National Budget process and so forth. 

 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And that should be the case? 
 
A: Well, again, I think in this particular - - - 
 
Q: The balance book should show the loan that the government has obtained, 

whatever it is, it is featured in the National Budget, it becomes a debt to the 
State and the repayments are made through the consolidated revenue.  I am 
just looking for the right section that would authorize or the right section of 40 
the correct legislation that would authorize this kind of arrangement where 
State-owned enterprises assume responsibility over repayment of loans. 
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[4.08pm] A: Sure, again I am not a lawyer so I cannot assist too much there.  But 
essentially the mechanics was to use the relevant legislation to novate the 
whole loan across to Kumul Petroleum but to the extent that payments were 
made by the State in that period where the State owned the whole loan, yes 
those came out from consolidated revenue and were accounted for as such. 

Q: Thank you.  That brings to an end your evidence this afternoon and thank 
you for appearing a number of times to give evidence throughout the 
proceedings of this Inquiry and you may be excused. 

A: Thank you very much Chief Commissioner, Commissioner, Dr Renwick, 
thank you. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Vele. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Commissioners, just briefly going through the list 
for tomorrow. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Excuse me, I think Mr Jurth has something he needs 
to say first, Dr Renwick. 

MR JURTH:  There is.  May I please interrupt.  Sir Puka Temu has been patiently 
waiting all afternoon. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, you may be excused. 

A: Thank you. 
 20 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
MR JURTH:  There is one question to ask Sir Puka in answer to a question put to 
him on a previous occasion.  May I have the Commissioners’ leave to recall him 
and ask the one question, we give him the time this afternoon. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Then I recall Sir Puka Temu. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go ahead. 
 
SIR PUKA TEMU, recalled: 30 

 
XN: MR JURTH 
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Q: Good afternoon, just for the record, if I could have your full name please, 
Sir Puka.   

A: Puka Temu. 

Q: Thank you very much.  And you remain on your previous oath, you 
understand that? 

A: Yes, I do. 

Q: All right, and thank you again quite sincerely for coming this afternoon and 
waiting for so long.  Sir Puka, the question that the chief commissioner 
requested you to clarify arising out of your evidence on the last occasion was 
this.  You recall that you gave evidence that there was a NEC meeting where 10 
presentation was given by both Governor Loi Bakani and Secretary to the 
Treasury Dairi Vele.  And your evidence was that it was at your request that 
these gentlemen came and attended the meeting.  Now the chief 
commissioner’s question to you was that given there was a process 
concerning the IPIC refinancing transaction throughout 2013 and perhaps 
early 2014 before the UBS loan transaction was brought to NEC on 6 March 
2014, have you had an opportunity to clarify in your mind whether the 
subject matter of the NEC meeting that you recall these two gentlemen 
attended related to the IPIC refinancing or the UBS loan that related to Oil 
Search shares? 20 

A: Thank you chief and commissioners.  It has been a while but I have been 
trying to clarify myself on the question that was asked by the chief.  
Basically, as I emphasized it was a briefing about the processes that were 
followed because as you recall I requested for Central Bank and Treasury to 
come to Cabinet because I also was not happy with the actual submission.  
And so as I said earlier and in my statement in the last discussions I had 
when I was last here that the briefing was basically about the processes and 
in particular for the Governor of the Central Bank the processes that were 
followed in nominating UBS and not the opinion of the Governor as to 
whether the UBS was the right option.   30 

[4.13p.m] At the same time there was an explanation and as I said the Secretary to 
Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele, led the presentation and basically was trying to 
clarify and explain what were the different loan components and I am glad 
that I sat through this afternoon hearing what Secretary Vele was saying is 
exactly what he was saying then.  The bridge and collar components of the 
loan because many of us did not understand those concepts and so when he 
came and explained and that UBS through the IPBC committee processes 
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which later recommended to the Central Bank and Central Bank made the 
decision that UBS was the preferred option, then I actually achieved my 
request.  In fact I was satisfied that they had gone through the process rather 
than somebody writing up a Cabinet submission and coming to Cabinet.  
That gave me, as I said earlier on a lot of satisfaction that UBS was chosen 
through a process and that the Treasury was involved because Secretary 
Dairi Vele came and explained the actual loan structure and therefore I 
changed my mind in the process and I said I do therefore support the Cabinet 
submission at the end of the presentation. 

Q: Thank you Commissioners, I have no further questions. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So you are clear that the Governor of Central Mr Loi Bakani 
appeared together with Secretary Dairi Vele to do the presentation on your request? 

A: That is what I recall because I recall very clearly that if the Central Bank and 
Treasury were not involved, then I would not support the submission so I 
actually demanded that they be present and they came. 

Q: All right, thank you.  I think that is all questions we have for you and thank 
you for your appearing this afternoon to complete the evidence and you may 
be excused. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you.   20 

 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, before Dr Renwick takes you through tomorrow’s 
list, can very quickly deal with all the other matters on today’s list.  I mentioned 
yesterday the summons issued to Ashurst and Dentons, may I seek a direction 
adjourning those summonses generally both to complete the task of reviewing what 
we have been provided but also to prepare them for tender.  And once the 
documents have been tendered, it would be appropriate to discharge the 
summonses then. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And when will the tendering of those documents occur? 

MR JURTH:  This I cannot assist you with right now Chief Commissioner but I 
can find out and inform you tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Because we need to complete the evidence before we 
go into report writing mode. 
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MR JURTH:  That is quite so. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So we need to complete the evidence.  Initially, we scheduled 
this Friday to complete the evidentiary hearing which might be extended to next 
week if Brattles is coming back to complete their evidence.  So hopefully Ashurst 
and Dentons should be able to complete their submission of documents by this 
Friday, do you think? 

MR JURTH:  I do not know, Chief.  I do not know now but I will make enquiries 
and I will inform you tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then on that understanding we can adjourn their appearances 
generally. 10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  The next matter was that of 
Honourable Don Polye.  He did make contact with me today by text message and 
also a telephone call which was not a good line.  He was attempting to come and 
give evidence on Friday, I did not have success explaining to him that we are not 
sitting on Friday so we will continue trying to recontact him and make whatever 
arrangements we can.  So, could we just stand his matter over until tomorrow for 
mention again please? 

 [4.18pm THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the matter is adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow.   

MR JURTH:  And again I can take Sam Koim and Erastus Kamburi together.  We 20 
are still in the process of preparing their documents for tender and could their 
matters be stood over until tomorrow for further mention as well?  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Those matters are adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow 
for mention. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you.  And finally, Anthony Yauieb was to come and give 
evidence.  He was not able to come because of personal circumstances.  As it turns 
out we would not have had time for him anyway but could we stand his matter over 
until 10 o’clock tomorrow for further mention as well? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That matter is adjourned to 10 o’clock tomorrow.   

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  Those are all of the matters on today’s list, Dr 30 
Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, so as I read the list then we commence with Mr Lupari.  I 
have no further questions for him.  May I enquire of Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, does 
she has questions for Mr Lupari? 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I have no questions of Ambassador Lupari.  Thank 
you Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, in that circumstance, commissioners, perhaps you let us 
know overnight whether you require Mr Lupari to return.  He was really looking 
to be brought back because last time was the first occasion when he gave evidence.  
He will be here but I myself do not have further to ask him. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am trying to think back at what the questions we asked.  Did 
we ask him to produce some additional information or we did not?  I am just trying 
to recall.  If we did not ask him to produce additional information or documents, 
then I suppose we can excuse him. 10 

DR RENWICK:  We will check that commissioners and if there is not anything, 
we can indicate that he is excused and if there is, he can be here briefly to deal with 
that.  We will check the transcript overnight.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

DR RENWICK:  We then we have Governor Bakani who was required to return 
to produce documents.  And then the other people coming tomorrow have been 
indicated by Mr Jurth I think and so that would conclude the lay evidence tomorrow 
and then we are expecting Brattle to give evidence first thing on next Wednesday 
and then indeed cross-examination will also take place that day.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, the balance of the witnesses will not be appearing to 20 
give evidence here physically, I suppose the documents that could be tendered, 
when is that likely to occur? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief.  We propose to carefully consider the question of the 
tender of further documents and I accept there does need to be morning or 
afternoon perhaps the tendering and we propose that be next Wednesday as well 
after the Brattle evidence and then we will be in a position to circulate all these to 
all interested perhaps and of course to the commissioners then. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps I should suggest that counsel and MinterEllison, we 
may need to go through the list of witnesses that are on our list and just mention 
them tomorrow afternoon to establish if they are going to be called, if not then 30 
whether their documents are ready to be tendered next week so that over the 
weekend  and perhaps Monday and Tuesday of next week we can start assembling 
the documentary evidence that will come in.  It is sort of like a call-over of some 
sort or mention this tomorrow just going through all the witnesses that are in our 
books. 
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DR RENWICK:  All right.  We can do that from the documentary point of view 
certainly, Chief.  It is not counsel assisting’s intention to call anyone any lay 
witnesses after tomorrow, and at least come in so the remainder would be excused. 

[4.23pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So I suggest that perhaps MinterEllison can work on the 
list of witnesses that are outstanding and then perhaps guide us through tomorrow 
afternoon as to their status and mention their evidence they will give documentary 
or oral evidence and so forth. 

DR RENWICK:  Chairman, we will work on that with them.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I think then that brings to end this afternoon’s session 10 
so Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow. 
 
 
 
AT 4.24 PM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 12 AUGUST 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[9.59 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, Mr Jurth I think has the first 
witness. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners, I recall Wapu Sonk. 
 
 
WAPU SONK, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 10 
 
Q: Mr Sonk, just before we start, can I ask you to turn that microphone towards 

you; just turn it up, so that you are speaking into it, yes.  Thank you very 
much.  Mr Sonk, just for the record, could I please have your full name? 

 
A: Wapu Rodney Sonk. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You understand that you remain in your previous oath? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 20 
 
Q: You still remain the Managing Director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings 

Limited, do you not? 
 
A: That is correct.  
 
Q: All right.  Since your last appearance, you have provided a further statement 

dated 10 August 2021; is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: Could we please have that brought up on the screen?  That is the first page 

of your statement, is it? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Thank you.  We will just go down to the bottom of that page.  That is your 

initial on the bottom right-hand corner? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: And indeed, you have initialed the right-hand corner of each page, have you 

not? 
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A: I have. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can we please go to the last page which is page 15?  Is that your 

signature there, Mr Sonk? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: If we go to the top of that page please, there are 15 pages in total, do you 

see? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the last paragraph is numbered 91? 
 
A: Yes. 
 

[10.04 am]   Q: And there on paragraph 89, you can see that the last annexure is marked 
WRS2-15; do you see that? 
 20 

A: Yes. 
 
Q: And they are altogether 15 exhibits or annexures marked that way from 

WRS2-1 all the way to WRS-15; is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Can I take you to - there is one paragraph in the middle – can I 

take you to paragraph 74?  Do you see there the reference to paragraph 58 
and 59?  Do you see that? 30 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The body of this paragraph, that is, paragraph 74, you see you are referring 

to the concept of intrinsic value in the parenthesis.  Do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I just want to suggest to you that it is a typo that 58 and 59 that you have 

referred to, it seems to me that you intend to refer instead to 62 ad 63.  Can 40 
I take you to paragraph 62 of your statement?  I do not know this to be the 
case; I am having you to correct me, but I think you are intending to refer to 
paragraph 62 and 63 where you discuss the concept of intrinsic value.  If you 
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go to paragraph 58 and 59 which is on that same page that seems to refer to 
the bridge loan and JP Morgan et cetera.  Do you agree? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  So we should correct, should we not, the reference in paragraph 

74 to paragraphs 58 to 59 to instead read 62 and 63.  Is that so? 
 
A: That seems to be correct, yes. 
 10 
Q: All right, thank you.  Are there any other corrections or amendments that 

you would like to make to this statement this morning? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  And are the contents of this statement true and correct to the best 

of your information, knowledge and belief? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Yes, they are.  Commissioners, I tender the statement of Mr Sonk dated 10 

August 2021 including annexures WRS2-1 through to WRS2-15? 
 

[10.09 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  I only have a copy of the statement I do not have the 
annexures. I may have received from one of the clerks with the commission here, 
two bundles of documents that appear to be financial statements of Kumul 
Petroleum, I have got them here.  Are they part of the annexures here? 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Sonk, you can probably help me with that.  I think the answer is 
no, chief commissioner.  I think they have been provided in response to additional 30 
requests from the commission but the financial for a number of years, I think from 
14 through to 17, have been provided but do not form part of this statement.  That 
is right, Mr Sonk, is it not? 
 
A: Yes, it was part of the UBS statements.   
 
Q: Yes, there was previous- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They were tendered as part of the previous statement? 
 40 
A: Correct. 
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Q: Okay, that takes care of those.  Sorry, and then the statement of Wapu Sonk 
dated 10 August 2021 together with the 14 annexures is admitted into 
evidence and they will be marked Exhibit NNN. 

 
EXHIBIT NNN - STATEMENT OF WAPU SONK DATED 10 AUGUST 
2021 WITH 14 ANNEXURES 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Mr Sonk, let us start with the 
structure of KPHL.  The establishing Act you referred to in paragraph 11 of your 
statement and that is the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization Act 10 
2015.  You tell us in paragraph 14 or you refer us to section 4(2) of that Act that 
the Trustee of the Kumul Petroleum Trust is the sitting prime minister of the day.  
Is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Your Exhibit as WRS2-1, a copy of the Trust Deed, and I therefore take it 

that together with the provisions of the Act and the Trust Deed, that really 
forms the basis for the Organizational Structure of KPHL? 

 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: That places the position of the board and the chairman in a position of 

balance together with the sitting Trustee at all times because each of you 
have different roles and different powers under this Organizational 
Structure? 

 
A: That is correct.  The Trustee is the shareholder of the company and board 

who runs the affairs of the company on the board decision. 
 30 
Q: But more than being the shareholder of the company, the Trustee also makes 

decisions concerning expenditure or disposal of amounts of more than K10 
million; is that so? 

 
A: Trustee has powers up to K25 million only, after that everything goes to 

NEC. 
 
Q: I understand.  What information does the prime minister receive in his 

capacity as Trustee from the Board of KPHL?  I mean, in a regular sense in 
relation to the management and affairs of KP, what type of information that 40 
is routinely passed on to the Trustee? 
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A: As you can imagine, the company deals with most of its transactions in US 
dollars and we are in a high-cost working environment or business.  So the 
K10 million that is placed on the board’s DOA, Delegation of Authority 
Powers is somewhat very limited and even the Trustee’s 25 million is again 
limited so everything goes to NEC.  So it goes back and forth fairly routinely 
if we want to make changes so that requires conversation formally and 
informally with the Trustee but the Trustee then has also - there is a provision 
in the Act to appoint trustee delegates that was put into the Act knowing that 
the prime minister is busy running the country but there has to be a delegated 
minister that can look after the affairs, day-to-day at least, of the company 10 
and interact with the trustee and eventually to NEC.  That is the mechanism 
we utilize to communicate to the prime minister.  The trustee delegate does 
most of the work and interaction between the trustee and the NEC for the 
company. 

 
[10.14 am]   Q: The relevant trustee delegate for the transactions that we are discussing was 

the late Dr Jacob Weiss.  Is that correct? 
 
A: Jacob Weiss was asked by the trustee to be an advisor on the board of the 

company so he could be interfaced between the trustee at that time, Peter 20 
O’Neill and the Board and management.  It is the trustee, the provision in 
the Act; the Kumul Petroleum Authorization Act is for a trustee delegate to 
be a minister.  He does not have to be a petroleum minister it can be any 
minister. 

 
Q: Between 2015 and 2017, was there a trustee delegate appointed? 
 
A: I am not really sure but recently we have had Sam Basil as our trustee 

delegate, we worked through him and I think at time it was directly with the 
trustee. 30 

 
Q: But for the relevant period between 2014, 2015 and 2017, the end of 2017, 

the Trustee was Peter O’Neill and you dealt with him in that capacity 
directly? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  We will come back to Dr Weiss in a minute.  Let me just clarify 

the limits of financial authorization in paragraph 19, you refer to section 13 
of the Act and you say the financial limits are placed on the powers of the 40 
Board.  You then say in paragraph 20 that the board can only authorize 
transactions up to K10 million.  So the board on its own can function up to 
a limit of K10 million? 
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A: Correct.  The K10 million is a limit on the discretion of the board. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Otherwise, we would have captured all expenditures in the Annual Operating 

Plan we submit to NEC for approval.  But this K10 million is for any 
expenditure that is not in the Annual Operating Plan but it needs to happen, 
then the board has only limits to K10 million. 

 10 
Q: And then in the scheme of things and the kind of transactions KPHL is 

involved in, K10 million is really a small amount, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In paragraph 21, you tell us that there is power for that limit to be increased 

to K25 million, but that has never happened? 
 
A: It has never happened.  So, what does that mean is that if the board saw that 

the transaction we are dealing with was in between 10 million and 25 20 
million, we would go to the prime minister and ask for his approval without 
Cabinet but that has never happened.   

 
Q: I understand.  You referred already to requiring authorization of the NEC, 

and that is what you set out in paragraph 22; is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: There are two types of approval you refer to: one is approval for things 

contained in KPHL’s Annual Plan, that is one type of approval.  Is that so? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the other ones you refer to are a case-by-case basis.  Can you identify 

for us what is an example of something that would arise on a case-by-case 
basis that is not in the Annual of KPHL from year to year in general terms? 

 
A: Yes.  What I was saying is that there might be an opportunity that comes up 

that presents itself in the year, course of the year that was not foreseen in the 
plan, then we would deal with it if the value is below 10 million.  That is 40 
basically what I am trying to say.   

 
[10.19am] Q: Does the annual plan run every year from January to December? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And what time of the year is the plan for the next year submitted to NEC? 
 
A: It is submitted around October of - - - 
 
Q: Of one year? 
 
A: Of one year.  It is designed to propose to the Treasury when they are putting 10 

together the National Government’s annual plan which gets presented in the 
November plan, so they capture the annual – the dividend that we propose 
to pay in the National Budget.  So it is designed to do that so we put our plan 
together before October.  

 
Q: And does the case-by-case basis type of approvals, do they also go to NEC? 
 
A: If it is above 10 million, it will go to NEC. 
 
Q: I understand.  Now, you say despite referring to NEC, you tell us in 20 

paragraph 23 that any significant decision must involve the prime minister. 
And is that simply a fact or a consequence of the prime minister also being 
the Chairman of NEC and so in effect whatever the prime minister’s 
decision, that is going to be the decision of the NEC and therefore the 
authorization to KPHL.  Is that how we read that? 

 
A: It is a case of where the prime minister is the only access into the cabinet.  If 

there is a minister delegate or trustee delegate appointed, we would use the 
delegate to go into Cabinet with our plans. 

 30 
Q: But there was no relevant minister delegate during 2014 to 2017? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: But again, my question is that you single out the involvement of the prime 

minister in relation to section 13 but section 13 speaks of the NEC, does it 
not? 

 
A: Yes. The prime minister who is the trustee, even though there is a trustee 

delegate ultimately the trustee has to be consulted for major decisions before 40 
it gets to NEC.  That is basically what I am trying to say here, sir. 
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Q: Yes. And in your experience, any decision made by the prime minister is 
one that is carried by the NEC.  Is that a fair comment? 

 
A: Not really because we have plans that go in and get changed and come out 

in a different way so I would not say that. 
 
Q: All right.  And is that true of the period 2014 to 2017? 
 
A: No. I have just had recent decisions. 
 10 
Q: So recently, decisions have back different to what you put forward? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: But during the period 2014 to 2017, the general practice was the decision of 

the trustee would be through NEC? 
 
A: We trust that it would carry through. 
 
Q: Yes. Now, the paragraph 25, you refer to line communications and that is 20 

not surprising, is it, given that there was no trustee delegate at that time.  You 
tell us that KPHL matters were communicated directly either through 
yourself as Managing Director or the Chairman of the Board? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the two relevant people who were chairman at that time was Frank 

Kramer and Sir Moi Avei, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: All right. Now, given that situation, if the trustee wants to make a decision, 

how is that conveyed to you or if the trustee wants KPHL to make a decision, 
how is that conveyed to you? 

 
A: Mostly, it is verbal.  Just verbal over meetings. 
 
Q: Ans then a decision is conveyed to you verbally and then what do you do 

with that information? 
 40 
A: We try to facilitate that through the board and go through the process which 

is the board to approve it and then take it to Cabinet. 
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Q: Now, just in a hypothetical sense.  If a trustee wanted a particular decision, 
and do I understand your evidence to be this.  Trustee makes the decision, 
informs you of it, you present it to the board, the board is minded to agree 
with your views on it, and either you or the chairman prepare and put 
forward the submission to go to NEC.  Is that the flow of decision making 
where it is initiated by the Trustee? 

 
[10.24am]A: That is correct.  That is how the – even the Board Directors are appointed. 

 
Q: It is the trustee that appoints the Board of Directors? 10 
 
A: Eventually, yes. 
 
Q: Can we move on then to the Oil Search shares themselves?  And I take it you 

are quite critical of the original decision for KPHL to hold the Oil Search 
shares because in your view, that is not KPHL’s mandate to hold investments 
in private companies, is that fair? 

 
A: From the start we were critical, yes, certainly that is a fair statement and it is 

consistent with my former chairmen that have presented to this commission.   20 
 
Q: And you were likewise critical of that and were looking for every 

opportunity to get out of the Oil Search share transaction as well? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And that is really because as you point out in paragraph 27, the main function 

as you see it at KPHL is to participate in its relation and development of 
projects, not to hold shares for investment.  Is that fair? 

 30 
A: That is our explicit mandate in the Act and that is to participate in 

exploration, development, production, processing, transportation, marketing 
of oil and gas and NEC.  That is our mandate as a company. 

 
Q: And I take it that your biggest and the Board’s biggest concern with the Oil 

Search shares was not necessarily that there was an asset on your books but 
rather the liabilities and expenses that came with that. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 40 
Q: You see in paragraph 29, you refer to the financial burden and that the annual 

operating plan and balance sheet had to take into account the debt and the 
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loan and interest and I imagine other expenses in relation to the Oil Search 
shares? 

 
A: Yes.  We were very concerned about the continuity of paying the loan at – 

if you look at the numbers that I have presented 70 something million per 
year and our revenue was around 200 and something and, you know, you 
have got – we have our own plans and also government also wants dividends 
as well so depending on where the oil price is things can get a bit very tight. 

 
Q: Certainly.  And the only, I suppose, there were two benefits of owning the 10 

Oil Search shares.  One was theoretically the value of them sits on your 
books as an asset, that is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, but it was a nightmare to the accountants and auditors because it was 

floating up and down. 
 
Q: I understand, but I am just trying to understand and in accounting sense, the 

Oil Search shares from time to time had a value and that would sit on the 
assets column of your balance sheet, would it not? 

 20 
A: Yes, but the liabilities - - - 
 
Q: Of course, of course.   
 
A: Also net it up. 
 
Q: This is then balanced out by the liabilities on the other side of the transaction 

and the net effect may well be negative. 
 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: All right.  But the other benefit you had was receiving dividends? 
 
A: Yes, but very minimal compared to what we were paying. 
 
Q: Quite so.  Now, you say that in 2017, you received US$200,000 in dividends, 

is that right? 
 
A: Sorry, in which statement? 
 40 
Q: Yes, in your statement but it is in one of the exhibits, I just did not want to 

take you to it.  That is not because I am not happy to but that is about right.  
When you are saying not much it is - - - 
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A: Yes, that is about right. 
 

[10.29am]  Q: For example, Mr Sonk, if we go to the Kumul Holdings 2017 Operating Plan, 
which is WRS2-3 and at page 22 of that document and if we scroll down in 
that table, we can see that this is the income statement for that year and then 
you see there under gross revenue dividend from OSH and then we have for 
the full year 0.2 US million.  That is where I got that figure from and that is 
right. 

 10 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, separately, UBS has told us that for the same time KPHL received 

AU$1.6 million which is significantly more than US$200,000.  Do you have 
an explanation – I know this is not on notice but you have an explanation for 
that difference? 

 
A: In 2017? 
 
Q: In 2017. 20 
 
A: Maybe during the transaction, share price would have been different at that 

time or something like that.  I do not recall that.  
 
Q: Fair enough.  Perhaps I can put it to you this way.  Whatever dividends were 

received from Oil Search shares, did all of that dividend come to KPHL? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And there is no other entity that received Oil Search dividends from the time 30 

that it was novated to KPHL? 
 
A: I remember thinking that we were sharing it with UBS themselves at some 

fraction, the dividends would be shared.  But other than that on the PNG side 
we were the only entity getting the dividend whatever dividend was from Oil 
Search shares. 

 
Q: Now, the shares themselves were held, we should be more precise, by Kumul 

Petroleum Holdings Investments Limited, was it not? 
 40 
A: Correct. 
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Q: And formally, were they receiving the dividend or was it actually coming 
through the holding company if I can call it that way, KPHL or you do not 
know? 

 
A: Yes, I cannot - - - 
 
Q: But either way - - - 
 
A: Either way it can do that. 
 10 
Q: Either way whether it is investments or whether it is holdings, the Oil Search 

dividends were coming through there and your understanding is that some 
of that dividend was going to UBS? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And is that a part of the security structure or that is how you were paying - - 

- 
 
A: Something like that but I cannot recall clearly.  But I do recall that there was 20 

a split between us and the UBS even on the dividend. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, you have mentioned that the Oil Search shares were a blister 

on your records and the Board was keen to rid itself of it.  Can we go to 
WRS2-2 because this is the NEC decision that you put forward as the 
decision that authorized KPHL to sell the shares, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And the first thing I want to know is was this a decision that was driven by 30 

the trustee or did this originate from inside KPHL? 
 
A: We would have proposed to the trustee and trustee taking this submission in 

to support our proposal. 
 

[10.34am]Q:  So consistently with Mr Kramer’s and Sir Moi’s evidence and your own that 
KPHL was attempting to exit this transaction as soon as possible.  This was 
put forward by the board at the time to obtain approval to exit the transaction. 

 
A: Correct. 40 
 
Q: And this was done quite early on, was it not, this is dated 27 October 2015. 
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A: That demonstrated what the thinking was even from the start. 
 
Q: Yes.  And the language is a bit florid if I can put it that way.   You see that 

in paragraph 3, it approves KPHL to deal with the equity derivative financial 
transaction referencing shares in Oil Search Limited.  Does that just mean 
approved KPHL to deal with the shares?  Is that what that means? 

 
A: We were given basically the approval to deal with – this is leading up to 

potential roll over in 2016.  So we were basically saying if you cannot find 
a new – you roll it over is an option, you divest it is an option, you basically 10 
renegotiate and you know, so we got approval to do just about anything we 
could in this decision.  And we had no refinancing option that is why we 
rolled it over at the time. 

 
Q: You see whilst in paragraph 31, there is reference to disposal of assets and 

in sub-paragraph (b), it refers to terminating the transaction.  Did you take 
this to be approval to also sell the shares on the market and just exit entirely, 
or is it dealing with it in the sense of continuing it until another decision is 
arrived at to finally sell? 

 20 
A: We took it that the decision gave us the powers to terminate, close out or 

discharge all or part of it as per the decision there. 
 
Q: Well, the obvious question then, Mr Sonk, is if you already had approval – 

final approval from the NEC at the end of October 2015 to finally exit this 
transaction, why did it take until 2017 for you to actually exit the 
transaction? 

 
A: There were two in this transaction – there is two trigger points that we looked 

at.  One was where is the share price and in relation to the put of $7.38.  If it 30 
came below $7.38, we would exit without paying any more money; that was 
our target and also the political sensitivity around this decision because the 
same trustee made the decision to go in and the same trustee has made the 
decision to come out.  So we were sensitive to something like that so we 
would be sensitive about making such a decision. 

 
Q: Quite so.  And what I am putting to you is despite perhaps having final 

authorization to exit the transaction in October 2015, is it the case that in 
your mind, you still needed a further go ahead to actually do that? 

 40 
A: The price was not right at that time so we had to wait.   
 
Q: And when did the price become right? 
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A: In 2017 – leading up to September 2017. 
 
Q: And then did you have further authorization to sell at that time or did you 

simply sell based upon the October 2015 authorization to sell. 
 
A: We had authorization to deal with it in the annual plan and this decision and 

verbal communication with the trustee which basically maintained the same 
decision. 

 10 
Q: And indeed, you took that to the Board and you formally resolved in 2017 

to sell? 
 
A: Yes, so we sought advice on what it would take to do it and we exited.   
 

[10.39am] Q: We will come back to all of that.  Let us go back to the 2016 period and your 
consultations with the trustee which we pick up at paragraph 35 of your 
statement.  You say in paragraph 36 that from personal discussions with 
Prime Minister O’Neill, you were aware that he also wanted to get out of the 
shareholding.  Now, when did he first express that view to you? 20 

A: Leading up to the decision that we just saw, we got the decision to deal with 
the shares from that time on. 

Q: I see.  So, let us just clarify this.  The NEC decision that we were looking at 
was dated October 2015 so is your evidence that from somewhere even a 
little bit before October 2015, you had discussions with Prime Minister 
O’Neill that he wanted to get out of the Oil Search shareholding? 

A: He was prepared to get out hence these decisions, yes. 

Q: And that is only what 18 months after the transaction was entered into in the 
first place? 

A: Correct. 30 

Q: And why – so you have told us that one of the things that you were keeping 
an eye on was the share price but also you referred to the politics of it.  Now, 
can I take you to paragraph 37.  You say that what you understood from the 
discussions you had with Prime Minister O’Neill was that the issue was not 
disagreement about whether KPHL should dispose of the Oil Search shares 
but the difficulty the then Prime Minister saw in managing this politically.  
What did he say to you about the politics of this decision to sell Oil Search 
shares? 
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A: It is just 2016 – he did not say, I am just – politics is around the corner in 
2017.  He did not say that but I am just saying that we saw it as him thinking 
about the consequences of 2017 politics when making these decisions in 
2016. 

Q: You had regular discussions with the Prime Minister about this topic? 

A: Not about his politics and how to manage these things about the shares, yes. 

Q: And that continued from the latter half of 2015 all the way to September 
2017 when the shares were finally sold, is that right? 

A: Correct 

Q: And you see paragraph 38, you say KPHL had to wait for Prime Minister 10 

O’Neill to give his approval to sell the Oil Search shares, without that 
approval KPHL could simply not sell I take it?  So, again despite having the 
authorization to deal with the shares, however you please, since October 
2015 and the NEC decision, you say that you still needed Peter O’Neill’s 
approval to sell the shares? 

A: Yes.  And also I do not think a lot of people, even the politicians and even 
the trustee maybe did not understand that the right time to sell was when the 
share price was at the put or below so we would not pay anything else and 
come out.  That would look like we are selling at a loss and hard to message 
that was one of the difficulties. 20 

Q: And the issue of the share prices is something that you regularly kept the 
Prime Minister informed about? 

A: Correct.  Well, discussions around that and where it is at.   

Q: You say in paragraph 29 that the timing had to be right for KPHL and I will 
just stop there, that is the share price.  So in your mind the timing was timing 
in relation to share price, is that right? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And you said the primary concern for Prime Minister O’Neill was a 
politically accepted narrative,  And what narrative is that? 

[10.44am] A: Narrative and explaining exactly why we are getting out and putting a 30 
positive spin when the share prices are below $8 dollars and 20 cents that 
was announced in 2014 that we are getting into. 

Q: That is where they got something to do with this concept of intrinsic value, 
does it not? 
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A: That is correct. 

Q: Why do we not deal with that straight away?  Can I take you to WRS2-8 and 
let us just set up what this document is.  The rollover collar in 2016 was split 
between JP Morgan and UBS, is that right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And that was entered into in February 2016 and had a term of two years? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And so that collar was going to expire in February 18? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And JP Morgan and UBS maintained an advisory role in relation to KPHL’s 10 
holding of the Oil Search shares? 

A: They did provide advice, yes. 

Q: And KPHL so held that advice. 

A: Yes and we also had our own third party advice through Tony Kelly. 

Q: Tony Kelly, yes.  And you had another advisor too did you not?  Sorry, what 
was - - - 

A:  Robert Acevski. 

Q: Yes, Robert Acevski. 

A: He was our CFO. 

Q: He was your CFO, sorry I understand.  I gather though that Tony Kelly was 20 

providing commentary around what UBS and JP Morgan was giving you 
rather than being the primary source of the advice.  Is that an accurate 
description? 

A: He was our primary and then when UBS and JP Morgan provided analysis 
and reports which would come to Robert as the main link for the company, 
then we would seek his commentary and advice on what UBS and JP 
Morgan were saying as a third party to make sure that we are making the 
right decisions. 

Q: And that is because the primary number crunching if I can put it like that 
was coming out of UBS and JP Morgan?  Robert Kelly was not the primary 30 
number cruncher? 
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A: He came out of doing those sorts of things, he knew exactly how they would 
be crunching the numbers yes, but he was not crunching it. 

Q: No. 

A: But it was crunched by JP Morgan and UBS. 

Q: Yes.  Now, let us go to WRS2-8 and you see there that it is a document that 
has got the letterhead or insignia of JP Morgan and UBS and this document 
was prepared by them? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And do you know who within those organization were primarily responsible 
for this document? 10 

A: Paddy. 

Q: Paddy Jilek? 

A: Paddy Jilek was the main contact. 

Q: Yes, and did you have an independent conversation with Mr Jilek or did that 
all go through Tony Kelly? 

A: No, I had independent meetings and coffee and those sort of things so I had 
direct contact with him as well. 

Q: And you had a good working relationship with him? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You thought you could go to him for information and advice as necessary? 20 

A: Not really.   

Q: What do you mean? 

A: By this time I worked out that they are in for the money. 

Q: Well, this time is July 2017 and you can see the date there on the document.  
Now follow up materials what does that refer to?  Were you in the habit of 
receiving documents of this nature or advice from JP Morgan or what is it 
that they are following up? 

A: As we were watching this closely, we would get – leading up to board 
meetings, we would get briefings from them or we would ask them if we 
were to exist this time, what would it look like, what would be our position 30 
so those sorts of things. 
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Q: And how frequently would that happen? 

A: Leading up to every board meeting which is once every two, three months. 

Q: Once every two or three months?  And documents like this one prepared by 
Paddy Jilek, how often did you get documents like this? 

[10.49am]A: Only if we asked. 

Q: And did you ask more than once? 

A: Yes. 

Q: I ask that because this is the only document like this that you annexed to 
your statement.  I am asking whether there are any others before this one that 
contains this type of information? 10 

A: Yes, this is the most relevant one leading up to the decision of unwinding 
the collar so we presented this one. 

Q: I understand, but others existed? 

A: Others would exist, yes. 

Q: Can we then go to page 2 of this document?  And really this is the only slide 
which is relevant, is it not?  The next three pages indeed are just disclaimers 
from the bank, is that right?  

A: Yes. 

Q: When you say you were monitoring the share price, you were monitoring a 
concept that is described as intrinsic value; is that right? 20 

A: Correct. 

Q: And the intrinsic value is a description for the value between the market 
price and the average price of KPHL’s derivative position; is that so? 

A: Yes, which was $7.38 I think. 

Q: Well, it is $7.38 when you are referring to the call value – sorry, the put 
value but when it is the call value, then it is $8.50? 

A: Yes, but we only bought the puts, UBS had the call sign. 

Q: Quite so.  And so in short, the difference between market value and the put 
value, that is the intrinsic value? 

A: Yes. 30 
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Q: And that is described as a value because if for example and just using round 
numbers, if the market price is $7 dollars and – sorry, if the put value is $7 
dollars and the market value is 6, then you earn a dollar on every share? 

A: Yes.  That graph on the left there shows that, as it starts from $6 and up at 
$10, it gets negative when you are heading to $10 but it is starting from a 
positive position at $6.00. 

Q: And was this situation that you were monitoring throughout 2016 and 2017 
leading up to the share sale? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: The theory being that KPHL receives the most amount of money the lower 10 
the share price because then bigger the difference between the share price 
and the average price of the put. 

A: That is correct.  But most importantly we are not paying anything.  We have 
sold all the shares at $7.38 and then we will have some of the intrinsic value 
if it is below $7.38.   

Q: That then comes across notionally as a profit to KPHL? 

A: I will say that but let us say this, yes.   

Q: All right, let us go to paragraph 624 of your statement and you here set out 
some logical propositions concerning intrinsic value.  We just start at the top 
there at sub paragraph 3 where the market price was lower than the lowest 20 

price of the puts KPHL owned the difference was a positive in intrinsic 
value.  And then you say the difference could be incorrectly treated or 
referred to as a profit and that is because by virtue of the puts, you are selling 
something at higher than market value. 

 A: Correct. 

Q: And you capture that difference notionally as a profit? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And logically, at the other end if the market price is higher than the highest 
price of the call that KPHL had sold to UBS, that is referred to in this 
document and has a negative intrinsic value? 30 

 
[10.54am]  A: Correct. 
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Q: And again, that can notionally be treated as a loss because although the 
market price is higher than the value of the call the most can be recovered is 
the strike price of the calls? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then in sub paragraph 6, you say; adopting that logic, the lower the share 

price the higher intrinsic value and the higher the share price the lower the 
intrinsic value. 

 10 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And it is because of this construction that the Board was observing the 

movement of the share price and was waiting for it go ever lower, because 
the lower the share price goes relative to the average price of the puts the 
higher the intrinsic value that you realize when you sell? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: But if you view the transaction overall, of course that is a logical nonsense 20 

because the lower the share price the bigger the loss? 
 
A: That is why I was saying; I would not say it is a profit, if you put it in the 

whole transaction context. 
 
Q: Yes, quite so. Now, the overall figure that you give for the loss appears in 

paragraph 76 of your statement and the calculation of the 362 million that 
you refer to there; appears in your correspondence to the COI in 13 July and 
14 July, that is so, is it not? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. And you refer to 14 July correspondence which has its own exhibit 

number.  Exhibit UU for the record and exhibit WW. Those exhibits set out 
the calculation of AU$362 million which is the overall loss as you calculate 
it for the entire Oil Search share purchase and sale? 

 
A: Correct.  From the Bridge all the way to the exit including the intrinsic value 

we realized the dividends we got paid, all that put together, the net loss is 
this number.  40 
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Q: Yes. But for taking KPHL’s position in isolation in 2017, there was an 
unexpected windfall, was not there in this sense, but when you exited the 
transaction you realized the intrinsic value because that came back to you? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you also had a return of prepaid interest? 
 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: And prepaid interest was treated as income because it had been paid for in 

the 2016 year? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So the 2016 year records as an expense the prepaid interest but when we are 

looking at the 2017 transaction, there is a profit or income made up of the 
sum of intrinsic value and the return of interest? 

 
A: Correct. 20 
 
Q: But you accept that in those senses that actually a profit to the State out of 

the transaction in an overall sense? 
 
A: In overall sense because you know our limits for 10 million, so we had 

declare this which was unplanned revenue for 2017. 
 
Q: Yes.  And you set out at the final sub paragraph of 63; your and the Board’s 

understanding of this position, do you not? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, in June and July 2017, you updated the Prime Minister on the price of 

the shares, did you not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you updated him in relation to the intrinsic value in that sense to be 

realized from exiting the transaction then? 
 40 
A: If we exited at the – yes, lower than the put price, we would realize 

something, yes. 
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Q: Yes.  And did you mention this to the Prime Minister before the 2017 
elections?      

 
[10.59 am] A: No. 

 
Q: No? 
 
A: Yes, it is election time, I think people are very busy and we do not have time 

to talk about this. 
 10 
Q: What I am asking is the information that we were looking at contained in 

WRS2-8 that is dated July 2017, when did that information go to the prime 
minister? 

 
A: Only in August after formation of government.  At that time was still election 

period.  It is just that we were watching the share price and we thought we 
will approach the new government so we were preparing ourselves so we 
sought advice and that is one of the documents. 

 
Q: And that coincided nicely with the share price falling well into the $6, did it 20 

not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Again, that increases your intrinsic value at that time? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: In paragraph 66 you referred to period August or September 2017, and that 

is about a month after this advice from JP Morgan and UBS.  You say, “I 30 
received instruction from my Chairman Sir Moi who had met the Prime 
Minister that KPHL can now sell the shares and close out the collar loans 
consistent with Decision 308 of 2015.”  And that is WRS2-2; is it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: From your recollection, what did Sir Moi say to you about his meeting with 

the Prime Minister. 
 
A: When Sir Moi joined, his sole objective was also to get rid of this.  He was 40 

very happy that the prime minister was okay to let go, so we organized the 
meeting to follow through on what we had been preparing for.   
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Q: Do you know if Sir Moi took WRS2-8, the UBS spreadsheet, to the prime 
minister? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: You do not know? 
 
A: I do not know and this not someone that can – he is only just verbal. 
 
Q: When you say he, do you mean Sir Moi, or the Prime Minister or both? 10 
 
A: It is fair to say both. 
 
Q: Both.  Did Sir Moi seek instructions from you or information from you 

before going to see the prime minister? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did that follow a board meeting or – the decision to approach the Prime 

Minister, I mean in August? 20 
 
A: It was always a standing position.  We were just ready for whoever would 

be in government to brief them so it was part of the prep work for the 
incoming government. 

 
Q: Sir Moi comes back to you and reports that the prime minister is now okay 

to implement, if you like, the NEC Decision from 2015 and you have his 
authority as trustee to sell the shares.  Is that the effect of it? 

 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: From that, you then had board meetings in September 2017 which ultimately 

led to the shares being sold, is that so? 
 
A: 19 September, sorry. 
 
Q: Yes.   
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: And let us go to WRS2-10 because you exhibit that as the minutes of the 

meeting and I think we have seen this before, Mr Sonk, but this was the 
meeting where you see Item number 4 is the UBS JP M collar loan Unwound 
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and Restructure Options and the Board notes, existence of the shares, the 
number, the average price of the puts and the calls.  Do you see that?  So that 
is the KPHL’s derivative position, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It notes that in the current investment climate with declining oil gas prices, 

diminishing returns on investment and better competitive investments 
options in new projects coming on stream in the next few years, it is no 
longer tenable to maintain a shareholding position in Oil Search, as well as 10 
the collar loan facilities denominating those shares.  And that then leads to a 
resolution to authorize a physical unwind of the collar structure in an early 
termination of the collar and KPH having no further exposure to the Oil 
Search shares.  This resolution was made by the Board after you had received 
in effect oral authorization or direction from the trustee that the board would 
be permitted to do this? 

 
[11.04 am] A: Correct. 

 
Q: All right.  As a result of this – can we please go to WRS2-9 - this is a decision 20 

paper dated 10 days later on 29 September 2017 and the purpose of this 
decision paper is dated as for the Board to approve the plan distribution to 
the shareholder.  So, that is to the State, is it not? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  There I think for the first time you refer to in paragraph 3.1 the 

expectation of KPHL receiving a total of $35.1 million and that is the 
windfall profit we were discussing comprised of the return of prepaid interest 
and the realization of the intrinsic value? 30 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: This decision paper, did this follow the request for the special dividend from 

the Trustee? 
 
A: Yes, because we got the unplanned revenue coming to the company. 
 
Q: You had unplanned revenue in 2017 in the sense that we have been 

discussing, and that unplanned revenue was to be in effect, tipped into 40 
consolidated revenue as a special distribution? 

 
A: Correct. 
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Q: Or a special dividend? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: All right.  That special distribution was again adopted by both the Board and 

the prime minister as a profit-making narrative, was it not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: You have attached WRS2-2 to your statement which is a newspaper report 

or a media report from 25 September 2017; that is after the shares had 
already been sold? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But just a few days after, right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: You were aware of many reports like this at that time; you found one.  Is that 

the case? 
 
A: We just found one, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  Can I have WRS2-11 brought up, please?  Can you see the headline 

there, “PNG PM dismisses claims that the divestment of shares in Oil Search 
Limited cost the Government a major loss.”  And, again, that can only be 
viewed that way if you isolate the windfall that came to KPHL in 2017? 

 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Because it is obvious to you that buying shares at $8.20 and selling them at 

7.38 is an overall loss? 
 
A: It is an overall loss, yes. 
 
Q: And that is the loss of 360 odd million that you referred to in your statement? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
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Q: You will see down there about the third paragraph the Prime Minister is 
attributed as having said that the State had made about U$$30 million from 
the sale in Oil Search.  And that again is the windfall in 2017 to KPHL? 

 
A: That is the US equivalent of to $35 million, I think. 
 
Q: Yes.  And you see a direct quote there attributed to the former Prime 

Minister, “This has been a business decision based on anticipated return on 
investment and has delivered the most prudent outcome and for the State 
considering the consequences of the earlier energy price lows terminating 10 
the collar arrangement has resulted in a recovery of the remaining prepaid 
interest on the loan, the balance from this deal would likely be K100 million 
gain for Papua New Guinea.  And that is the narrative that you and the Prime 
Minister had discussed prior to selling the shares, is that so? 

 
[11.09am]A: That is his sworn statement.  As far as the company is concerned we made a 

commercial decision to not hold the shares and exit when the price was right.  
But this narrative is the shareholders we passed on the unplanned revenue 
but how he presented to his stakeholders which is the general population of 
Papua New Guinea is something else that I do not have control of. 20 

 
Q: And were you referring your statement to the political situation having to be 

managed and the narrative that the prime minister wanted to build politically.  
This is the outcome of that- - - 

 
A: That is the sort of narrative. 
 
Q: And you understood that to be the narrative leading up to the sale of the 

shares? 
 30 
A: I understood that someday that would come out, yes. 
 
Q: Mr Sonk, I am not suggesting you had anything to do with what the prime 

minister says I am just trying to understand that you knew at the time that 
the prime minister was likely to sell it on these bases. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, while we are looking at this newspaper article about three paragraphs 

further down the report contains this.  The Prime Minister said in early 2014 40 
that action had to be taken to protect the interest of the State and investment 
in the largest resource company was the right move.”  So that is the original 
2014 purchase of the Oil Search shares.  And then he goes on to say – and 
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he is quoted as saying:  “We were at risk of a situation where shareholding 
in one of the largest companies in the country would fall into the wrong 
hands,” and then further down, “the government’s intervention to buy shares 
in Oil Search had a positive influence in the direction Oil Search has taken 
and boosted investor confidence in Papua New Guinea.”  Do you, Mr Sonk, 
have any idea to what the Prime Minister is referring to there when he says 
that there was a risk of a situation where shareholding in one of the largest 
companies in the country would fall into the wrong hands?  What is the 
wrong hands that Oil Search would fall into? 

 10 
A: I do not know. 
 
Q: You do not know, all right.  Let us then return to your statement.  Now, at 

paragraph 41, you refer to the Prime Minister having advisors and liaisons 
from who he would channel communications through and seek advice from 
in respect of the collar structure.  And you identify as those advisors Mr Isaac 
Lupari who was the Prime Minister’s Chief Secretary, and the late Dr Jacob 
Weiss.  Let us start with Dr Weiss.  What are his qualifications?  Who was 
he? 

 20 
A: I believe he was an Economist who had been in PNG for a long time and had 

a long association with PNG especially through Central Bank. 
 
Q: Now, you exhibit a letter of appointment of Dr Weiss which is WRS2-4.  

Could you please bring that up?  Now, your commentary on this appointment 
in paragraph 43 is that the trustee effectively sought to keep his eyes on every 
aspect of the affairs of KPHL and this is the appointment by which he sought 
to do that.  Is that so? 

 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: And this is dated 14 October 2015, do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the NEC decision 308 of 2015, which we started our discussion with, 

was made on 27 October 2015.  And so is it your recollection that Dr Weiss 
was appointed as the trustee’s advisor two weeks or so before the NEC 
decision that authorized KPHL to deal with the shares as it saw fit. 

 40 
[11.14am]A: Correct. 
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Q: And did Dr Weiss attend all Kumul Petroleum Holdings Board meetings and 
had expressed his views as referred to in this letter? 

 
A: Intermittently, he was not really active but he was active outside of the Board 

with Sir Moi, myself- - - 
 
Q: How long did Dr Weiss hold this position? 
 
A: I do not know when he – I do not think he was even terminated.  He moved 

on as, I think, government changes. 10 
 
Q: All right.  So, does that mean that he held this position up until just before 

the sale of the shares in September 2015? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Was he still there during the sale or not? 
 
A: He was around. 
 20 
Q: So, he was there throughout the period October 2015 to about September 

2017. 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you will see the second paragraph there that his role was described as 

Economic and Financial Advisor to the Kumul Petroleum Trustee 
Shareholder, the Prime Minister.  Was it your understanding that he was in 
fact reporting directly to the Prime Minister or was it a broader appointment 
to report to the NEC? 30 

 
A: He was reporting directly to the Prime Minister; that was my understanding. 
 
Q: And did Dr Weiss ever convey to you directions or he views of the Prime 

Minister in relation to matters concerning the Board’s business? 
 
A: I resisted him as well so I think he found Sir Moi to be the easier way to 

communicate so he worked with Sir Moi a lot than me. 
 
Q: So one line of the chain of command if I can put it that way is Prime Minister 40 

to Dr Weiss to Sir Moi Avei to you and through you the Board of KPHL, is 
that right? 
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A: That is one of the ways, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, one of the ways of course.  And has KPHL had any other economic and 

financial advisors of this type at the same time or since then or was Dr Weiss 
the only one? 

 
A: He was the only one. 
 
Q: And what type of information would Dr Weiss ask for? 
 10 
A: He wanted to understand our annual operating plan.  He wanted to make sure 

that the Prime Minister was briefed properly before taking annual operating 
plans to the Cabinet, those sorts of things.  So, you know, if the trustee 
delegate is not doing most of the – then this was necessary as well to keep 
the Prime Minister informed of our activities and our plans and those sorts 
of things.  So, it was not as if it is some kind of appointment that was not 
necessary.  I think the Prime Minister of the day deserves things like this 
because our plan and our activities are complicated and complex in nature 
in a lot of ways too. 

 20 
Q: Certainly.  But throughout this period 2015 through to the end of 2017 there 

was no minister delegate, correct? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And do you have any explanation for why in effect private economic and 

financial advisor to the Prime Minister was appointed, a private person rather 
than a minister delegate pursuant to the terms of the Act? 

 
A: I always understood that the Prime Minister at that time was careful not to 30 

introduce politics or politicians or ministers into affairs of Kumul Petroleum 
and that was one of the things that he was trying to avoid.  And also there is 
not a lot of activities for Kumul Petroleum happening at these formative 
years or early part of it except that we are managing the operations of PNG 
LNG Project and other sort of Brownfield and there is no new projects 
happening.  So there is not a lot of complexities or activities.  It was a little 
bit you know - so I do not know.  I do not know what the reason was but 
there was always a provision for the Trustee delegate to be appointed, if the 
Prime Minister felt the need to do it. 

 40 
[11.19am] Q: And so I suppose what you are really is that you viewed Dr Weiss role as a 

substitute for the minister delegate? 
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A: Yes, something like; you know trustee delegate office or trustee office type 
to manage. 

 
Q: Yes.  Is it fair to say therefore that whatever the board knew Dr Weiss knew? 
 
A: Yes.  In the big ones, big decisions or big activities, yes. 
 
Q: And therefore your expectation is whatever the board knew, the Prime 

Minister knew? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, back to paragraph 41. The other person you refer to as the chain of 

command is Isaac Lupari.  Now, formally what was Isaac Lupari’s role at 
that time; he was the Chief of Staff, is that right? 

 
A: That is prior to this transaction but during this period he was the Chief 

Secretary to the Office of the Prime Minister.  
 
Q: Sorry, I understand. And would Mr Lupari communicate with you 20 

concerning KPHL matters? 
 
A: His role is just to facilitate the NEC papers going in and out or decisions 

coming out of NEC and those other roles, or the Prime Minister wants to see 
me, he would basically say; the Prime Minister wants to see you at this 
location at this time tomorrow or whenever so he would basically be 
performing those sorts of basic roles. 

 
Q: So, he was a conduit between the Prime Minister and you? 
 30 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And was that limited to administrative type matters like setting up meetings 

or did it also involve substantial matters, requests, decisions, information 
and the like? 

 
A: I think just administrative. Mostly it is nothing to do with serious matters. 
 
Q: All right. Do you know whether Mr Lupari kept notes of anything? 
 40 
A: Not sure. 
 
Q: Did you ever see him taking notes? 
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A: Yes, he does but – yes. 
 
Q: All right. Now, let us then talk about Anthony Steven Kelly also referred to 

as Tony Kelly. You refer to him in paragraph 44.  How was Mr Kelly 
retained by KPHL? 

 
A: Tony Kelly was introduced to us by his brother who was a legal advisor to 

us.  
 10 
Q: And Bitmill Services Proprietary Limited is Mr Kelly’s corporate 

inclination, is that so? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you entered in terms of engagement with him to provide advisory 

services to KPHL? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: And he in turn was a conduit between you and your financiers, is that so? 
 
A: Yes, we introduced him to our financiers. UBS, JP Morgan. 
 
Q: And Mr Kelly provided advice to you orally, did he not? 
 
A: He would do that through oral advice, emails and whatever mechanism. 
 
Q: All right. That is really my question. Both orally and both in writing, he 

would communicate with you? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. And did Mr Kelly attend the board meetings and give presentations 

to the board concerning his conclusions or was that all that as he did? 
 
A: If he was able to, he would yes. 
 
Q: All right. And where is Mr Kelly now, do you know? 
 40 
A: I have no idea.  Just to give you some contacts, Tony Kelly was brought 

introduced to us by his brother Rob Kelly but Rob Kelly is a lawyer and Rob 
was a trusted lawyer that our former chairman Frank had used before so that 
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was the way the Kelly brothers came into Kumul Petroleum as advisors, 
legal and financial advisory but he had the right skills. 

 
[11.24am]  Q: Very well. You have already referred to Robert Acevski.  Now, he was the 

CFO at the relevant time? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: What views did you make and the board make of Mr Acevski? 
 10 
A: He was our financial person so we would – he was liaising with Tony and 

UBS, JP Morgan on a technical basis. 
 
Q: And so did he also review the advice provided by UBS and JP Morgan? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And would he communicate with Tony Kelly? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: All right. Can I take you to paragraph 50.  You refer there to the Front Collar 

Amendment and Restatement Deed but paragraph 50 commences with a 
reference to 2017.  Should that be 2016? 

 
A: 2016, yes. 
 
Q: This is the rollover collar? 
 
A: Correct. 30 
 
Q: In early 2016, is it not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Yes.  And indeed, you see at the bottom of paragraph 51, the WRS 2-6, is 

dated 22 February 2016, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: All right.  Now, I think we have covered most of these, Mr Sonk. I take you 

to paragraph 79 and does it just in effect come down to this?  If the decision 
to sell the shares is viewed exclusively from KPHL’s point of view in the 
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2017 financial year and the 2017 annual operating plan period; you 
understand what I mean, then the transaction was a good one because KPHL 
was able to rid itself of the ongoing financial exposure to the shares and 
realize a small windfall, a 35 million dollars in that year, is that so? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: But view that from a broader perspective, the entry into the shares, holding 

the shares for three years and selling them as they were sold constitutes a 
loss of many hundreds of millions of dollars to the State. That is your view? 10 

 
A: That is my view as well.  Although we are not part of that decision making 

in putting the original deal together, that was from the start we basically 
thought that it was not a good decision so we wanted to exit and unwind the 
collar.  So from our point of view, we feel that we have made the right 
commercial decision in the interest of the company and in the process, we 
got some of the money back. 

 
Q: And that is because from your perspective, you were duty bound to protect 

the interest of your organization, is that so? 20 
 
A: Well, that is our most important thing which is our fiduciary duties to look 

after the company’s affairs. 
 
Q: Yes.  And whose duty is to look after the country? 
 
A: It is the Prime Minister and everybody else in the government system. 
 

[11.29am]  Q: Now, you were asked by the Chief Commissioner; you will see it at 
paragraphs 81 and following questions about the gross figures received by 30 
KPHL and you provide some commentary there on the overall amount 
received by KPHL year by year.  And the effect of that table, is it not, is that 
you disagree that anything like US$3 billion was received by KPHL and the 
last line of that table sets out the amount as you calculated that the amount 
received by KPHL was $1.6 odd billion, is that so? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And then in paragraph 83, you set out what you did with that $1.6 billion? 
 40 
A: Yes, and that represents about 68 or so 70 per cent of the money we have 

received being paid back to the State in those different forms. 
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Q: Yes, correct.  So the raw numbers are in rough terms 1.6 odd billion being 
received by KPHL and 1.1 billion being paid out to the State in various ways. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And that is paragraph 84, is it not? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you say that that information can be located in the financial statements 10 

and you have provided those to us, have you not? 
 
A: We have provided that and the financials are audited yearly by Ernest and 

Young, PWC, the big four accounting firms and it is also audited by the 
Auditor General’s office as well so it is an audited account that we have 
provided. 

 
Q: Now, paragraph 86 you say that you have provided the years 2014 to 2018 

but you refer to the years ‘19 and ‘20 as well.  Have you also provided ‘19 
and ‘20? 20 

 
A: 19 and 20 is going to be presented soon.  We are working with the Auditor 

General’s office who are holding up our audits so we will provide them. 
 
Q: No, I understand.  I just wanted to make sure that we read the statement 

correctly.  So you refer to figures from ‘19 and ‘20 but you have not provided 
us financial statements because they are not available yet, is that the effect 
of it? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 30 
 
Q: All right.  But in any event, the years that interests in particular the chief 

commissioner between 2014 and 2017, you have provided us with the 
financial statements for those years? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, paragraph 89, you now inform us that the letter of credit 

which is being referred to a number of times on your previous appearances 
was the ANZ Bank. 40 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
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Q: And you have provided in effect the various documents relating to that 
facility but have you provided any financial details of how that facility 
played out or not? 

 
A: If you go back to that table on top, the next one up which was the - - - 
 
Q: In paragraph 88? 
 
A: 82. 
 10 
Q: Sorry, 82 yes. 
 
A: That shows you that 2014 we earned about $425 million but it was not 

coming to us because we had to wait for the financial close of the project so 
we were going to realize it in 2015.  But we knew that the money was sitting 
in the distribution account controlled by ExxonMobil.  So we went to ANZ 
Bank to front load that forward so we can do the collar transaction and also 
pay some dividends to government and all that so by that time we had also 
exhausted our funds contributing into the construction of the PNG LNG 
Project as well.  So, that is why the number in 2015 is high and we also got 20 
the release some of the money through the letter of credit to do this 
transaction – novation. 

 
[11.34am] Q: Understand.  The letter of credit was entered into at the very end of 2014, is 

that so? 
 
A: Yes.  That is about the time that we were doing the novation. 
 
Q: Yes.  And so I understand it clearly the security for a letter of credit was the 

forecast revenue that was at that time with ExxonMobil and was making its 30 
way to the KPHL? 

 
A: Correct.  And ANZ Bank itself is the lender in the PNG LNG Project so they 

knew that the money was there. 
 
Q: And that was to provide liquidity or cash flow to KPHL? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Does that also mean that that facility was then paid out in the next year when 40 

the money did arrive? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: All right. 
 
A: Yes, we reshuffled that and the money arrived in I think June of 2015, yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  Did Westpac or any other banks provide a letter of credit or that type 

of facility? 
 
A: No. Only ANZ but I think it was a – they had other banks behind it as well 

just to manage the risk but the front bank was ANZ.  10 
 
Q: So the facility provided by ANZ may have been syndicated by other 

financiers but - - - 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Now, the Commission has received some information that IPBC 

when it was still there received financial advice from BSP Bank in relation 
to the sale of the Oil Search shares.  Do you know anything about that? 

 20 
A: Say that again.  
 
Q: Yes. BSP Bank, we understand provided some financial advice in relation 

to sale of Oil Search shares, do you know anything about that? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: BSP Bank was not one of KPHL’s advisors? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: And do you know if it provided advice to IPBC? 
 
A: I understood there – sorry, just correction again. ANZ and BSP were also 

part of the syndicate I think in this letter of credit and funding that we got 
so. 

 
Q: All right. But this is dated 2014, this is right at the beginning of the 

transaction. What about on the way out was BSP providing advice to 
anybody to your knowledge? 40 

 
A: No. 
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Q: All right.  Commissioners, if I could just have a moment to review my notes. 
Commissioners, I have no further questions. There was an application on 
behalf of Arthur Somare by Sir Arnold to examine Mr Sonk but I have not 
heard further from him and he is not here today.  I am not aware of anybody 
else that wants to examine Mr Sonk. I should double check with Mrs 
Nonggorr.  Mrs Nonggorr, are you online?  

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  I have no questions for Mr Sonk today.  I only 
received Mr Sonk’s statement though now during Mr Sonk’s testimony.  So it may 
be the case that we have questions but it may be a matter of submissions.  At this 10 
stage, no questions. 
 
MR JURTH:  That is perfectly fine, I understand. Well, that is the position then 
commissioners, over to you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, have you received any notices of any questions to 
be asked by former Prime Minister of this witness? 
 
MR JURTH:  No. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  
 

[11.39am] MR JURTH:  No. To be perfectly clear, we received a letter from Young and 
Williams Lawyers.  It contained a number of names with a request to examine these 
people.  I think from memory that included Mr Sonk.  The response back from the 
Commission was that this letter is not compliant with Practice Note 4.  It does not 
set out the nature of the questions to be asked or the topics or relevant interest of 
Mr O’Neill in those questions and we invited a compliant application to examine 
to be put forward and that was the end of that.  I have had no further communication 
on behalf of Mr O’Neill and in any event nobody is here today on behalf of Mr 30 
O’Neill. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Sonk, I think you have answered I think all 
the questions I posed to you satisfactory so I have really no follow up questions in 
relation to the questions I asked previously.  But just one question I want to ask it 
is in relation to paragraph 58 of your statement tendered today.  If you can turn to 
that paragraph there.  

Repayment of the Bridge Loan for that amount there.  Could I ask you the source 
of that amount there as to where it came from to repay the bridge loan at the end 
of 2014 on that date given in paragraph 82 on your statement where you set out the 40 

revenue flow to KPHL from PNG LNG Project.  There was no revenue received 
from that project in 2014.  
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A: So, chair, the letter of credit from ANZ Bank and other syndicate of banks 
basically provided for that.  ANZ Bank was part of the syndicate of banks in 
the PNG LNG Project so they knew that our revenue earned in 2014 because 
we started exporting content sets in April 2014 and LNG exports started in 
May 2014.  So our revenues were there but the financial clause for the 
project itself it happens later, almost 12 months later.  So in May or June 
thereabouts in 2015, what we had earned was going to be released to us in 
2015.  So they were aware of the money sitting in the bank, that is why they 
provided us the loan ahead in 2014 in December to do this transaction which 
was the novation transaction. 10 

Q: So, that fund is provided under the letter of credit which I suppose was- - - 

A: Used to pay the bridge. 

Q: Another debt? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Which KPHL paid off later I would think? 

A: Yes.  In six months later, we resolved that, yes paid that up. 

Q: Did the State provide any money to pay the bridge loan or any interest 
payment arising from the bridge loan? 

A: No, they kept the loan from March of 2014 up until this time.  So only in 
that period I am not aware of how much they had paid in interest and all that, 20 

that could have come from Treasury but after the novation or during 
novation and onwards, we were the ones that carried most of the cost.   

Q: Thank you, those are all my questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a couple of questions Mr Sonk and thank 
you very much for all the effort that you put into putting all these material together 
for the commission.  In paragraph 77, sorry in 76 not 77, that AU$362 million was 
the total loss.  When you are compiling, when you have that figure that you are 
advancing, does this include that the fees paid to the numerous advisors that seem 
to have been giving advice of one sort or another along the way; the lawyers, the 
financial advisors, the accountants and so on?    30 

[11.44am]A: Yes, inclusive. 

Q: It includes all of those as far as KPHL is concerned? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: But not any that were incurred by the State? 

A: Yes, this is just numbers from KPHL. 

Q: Thank you.  And just one other question you mentioned just recently in your 
evidence that there is a bit of a queue in the Auditor General’s office.  Of 
course, in accordance with the Companies Act, you have external auditors 
and you mention to them to do so,but does Kumul’s financial statements also 
go to the Auditor General? 

A: Because we are State-owned, how it works is that the Auditor General is the 
primary auditor, they do not have the capacity and also for the SOEs, most 
of the SOEs including us, they outsource it.  They ask them to pay and 10 

outsource it so in our case we use EY and PWC to audit us, we pay for it but 
the onus of the audited accounts is the Auditor General’s office.  So there is 
a liaison between us and the external auditor and the Auditor General’s 
office.  Because at the end of the day the signature on the audited financials 
comes from the Auditor General’s office.   So they do a check again on the 
audited accounts so it is a double audit that goes through.  So that can take 
time because Auditor General’s office they do not have a lot of people and 
funding and a lot of reasons for slow process that we are experiencing. 

Q: I see.  So the audit that in fact is undertaken, it is not a Companies Act 
compliance it is because it is work that is given out to other firms of 20 

accountants from the Auditor General’s office.  I understand that.  Thank 
you.  They are all my questions, thank you Mr Sonk. 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, in my submission the directions that should be made 
concerning Mr Sonk are these: his evidence ought to be adjourned generally and 
the summons as issued to him and KPHL also ought to be adjourned generally.  It 
is for this reason the statement is dated 10 August 2021 and as Ms Nonggorr says 
some of the people have only received this statement now.  Out of fairness to 
everybody should anything arise, it is appropriate to adjourn both Mr Sonk’s 
evidence generally and the summons rather than excusing him formally.  So if 
anything arises, we can at least deal with it in some appropriate manner at the right 30 
time.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  We may have a problem with adjourning his appearance 
generally because there is going to be a limit placed on how far these evidentiary 
hearings will go, and the last date for this evidentiary hearings to be concluded is 
tomorrow.  And unless you receive notices to examine received by close of 
business today, he might be available tomorrow to give evidence, otherwise we 
cannot extend his appearance generally.  We have got to bring this Inquiry to a 
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close as you would appreciate.  It has been two years in the running and that is 
enough.  So can you perhaps adjourn his appearance to a fixed date, hopefully 
perhaps tomorrow? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, then I would suggest next Wednesday as I 
understand some expert evidence is going to be given next Wednesday. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we make it to next Wednesday and that is it. 

MR JURTH:  And then subject to receiving any – I will certainly have no further- 
- - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, if they submit their notices by that date and they come 
here to examine, we will provide that opportunity but we cannot just keep 10 
adjourning the appearance of witnsesses. 

[11.49am] MR JURTH:  I take the force of that, Chief Commissioner, in which may Mr 
Sonk’s evidence be adjourned to Wednesday 18 August subject to receiving- - -  

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the time? 

MR JURTH:  At 10 o’clock.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

MR JURTH:  Subject to receiving any formal applications to examine.  And if none 
are received I would certainly inform both the Commissioner and Mr Sonk that he 
is not required on the 18th . 

Similarly with the summonses because Mr Sonk has provided a lot of material, we 20 

have not had the opportunity to review all of it.  May that be also stood over until 
the 18th for us to complete that review and close that up. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sonk, we will adjourn your next appearance to the 18th 
and hopefully that would be the last adjournment for your appearance.  You liaise 
with Mr Jurth if you are required on that day and if he says you are not required 
then you do not need to attend.   

MR JURTH:  Very well. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you for your evidence this morning and you may be 
excused. 

A: Thank you chairman and commissioners. 30 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I note the time, the next witness will be Mr Lupari 
but he is going to take longer than 10 minutes.  Would it be convenient to take an 
early lunch and return 10 minutes earlier as well? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  If we adjourn this afternoon, who else is on the line up 
for this afternoon, counsel? 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, next we will have Mr Lupari and then after 
him will be the return of Governor Bakani.  There will be a few matters to mention.  
Mr Polye is coming this afternoon and I understand we are also trying to get Mr 
Yauieb back this afternoon as well.  And we are hoping that we can do all of that 10 

in one session. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Well, then we are going to adjourn for lunch.  
Associate, you adjourn the proceedings. 

 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 

 

[12.59 pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we have Ambassador Lupari.  Sir, 
you are on your  previous oath.   
 
 20 
ISAAC LUPARI, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Commissioners, on a reflection, I do have one short series of questions for 

him which I might put first.  If we can have up page 2500 of the transcript 
of 2 August.  So, that is me asking you some questions, Ambassador, about 
the role of Mr Maladina and the UBS transaction.  You indicate you know 
who Mr Maladina is and you would have met him several times but you 30 
cannot recall discussing anything substantive with him.  You remember 
giving that evidence, sir? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  There is an email, series of emails to put up.  Can we start – I am 

not suggesting that you were copy in those emails.  Commissioners, can I 
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indicate that it is material from Norton Rose Fulbright which we have only 
recently come to.   

 
[1.01 pm]    Sir, I am not suggesting the Ambassador’s team is.  If we just scroll down a 

few emails, we will come back to these old ones in a minute.  Just keep 
going.  For this one here if we just scroll up a little, you can see that this is 
from Mr Latimer from Norton Rose to Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen and so on.  
And if you scroll down, you can see this is Mr Latimer reminding Mr Vele 
of key dates and in paragraph D, there is a reminder of interest payments 
under the bridge facility agreement due to be paid; “Interest is payable on a 10 
monthly basis as the drawdown took place on 12 March, the first interest on 
11 April.  At this stage, my understanding is that UBS would cover the first 
interest payment using a dividend received from Oil Search.  However, there 
will be payments to be made in subsequent months and if you do not comply, 
that could then be default.”  That is just by way of background and my 
question puts concerns the next email up.   

 
If we can just go through this email carefully.  This is an email from Mr Vele 
back to Mr Latimer talking to Mr Mortimer – Mortensen I am sorry but 
importantly also is Mr Maladina and Mr Chang. 20 

 
Mr Vele says this, “Team, I was not aware that the interest payments were 
to be made monthly nor did we inform PM and Cabinet as such.  In the 
absence of the OSH, Oil Search dividend where we did envisage these 
payments being made from as I have made provisions in this year’s budget 
for such an expenditure.  I do not like learning about these things after the 
fact because all it does is make us look like liars.  Jimmy, please notify PM 
as a matter of urgency and seek his permission for UBS to use the OSH 
dividends as the first interest payment.  He had already requested for the 
dividends to be put to another use.  Upon the PM’s approval, I will then 30 
instruct UBS to drawdown from the dividend.”   

 
Then if we can scroll down. “Team, how much is the dividend and how much 
is the interest payment to the extent there is some leftover after the interest 
payment as it comes to the stage.  Regards, Dairi Vele.” 

 
If you just go up again.  My question to you is, just scroll down a bit, yes.  
Firstly, there is reference under the heading Jimmy that the Prime Minister 
had already requested for dividends to be put to another use.  Do you have 
any idea what is being referred to there, the Prime Minister’s request as at 40 
11 April for the Oil Search dividends to be put to another use?  And if so, 
what that use was? 
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A: Yes, to be quite honest, I have not – because emails were between Dairi and 
Latimer- - -  

 
Q: I accept you are not an addressee. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I understand that. 
 
A: So if you are going to be asking me specific questions in relation to this, I 10 

have no idea but as a matter of principal, yes, I mean the prime minister 
would be asking.  And so in this particular case Kumul Petroleum in his 
capacity as Trustee to- - - 

 
Q: Let us just go back to my – I am sorry, go on. 
 
A: Yes.   
 
Q: Go on.  Just going back to my question, I understand you are not an addressee 

but you were the Prime Minister’s chief of staff at that time and my question 20 
was; did you know anything about a request made prior to 11 April by the 
Prime Minister for the Oil Search dividends to be put to another use.  That 
is my question. 

 
A: Prime Minister would have made I cannot recall but at the moment, Prime 

Minister would ask - like I said, any SOE in this particular Kumul Petroleum 
Holding for dividends to be paid in his capacity as Trustee. 

 
Q: Please attend to my question, Ambassador.  Firstly, this is before there has 

been any novation to Kumul.  What I am asking you is whether you knew of 30 
a prime ministerial request by Mr O’Neill prior to 11 April 2014, so that is 
months before Kumul were involved for the dividends to be put to another 
use.  Did you know or did you not know? 

 
[1.06 pm] A: I cannot recall it, not that I know of I mean. 

 
Q: Not that you know? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: All right.  The other question then is if you go up the email, you can see Mr 

Vele is saying to the team that it was news to him and it seems the PM and 
Cabinet, that the interest payments were to be made monthly.  So prior to 11 
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April 2014, did you know that the UBS interest payments were to be made 
monthly? 

 
A: Like I said, I was not involved in the details of all that transaction and 

discussions.  Yes, I would not be privy to this kind of information. 
 
Q: So the answer is, is it, you do not know anything about that? 
 
A: If brought to my attention, yes, I would have known it. 
 10 
Q: Sitting there now, you have no recollection of it? 
 
A: I have no recollection. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I think other witnesses are going to be asked about these 

emails so I tender this email link. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the email from Mr Dairi Vele to Anthony Latimer is 
admitted into evidence and that it will be marked Exhibit 4. 
 20 
 
EXHIBIT 4 - EMAIL DATED 11 APRIL 2014 FROM DAIRI VELE TO 
ANTHONY LATIMER  
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Those are my questions, commissioners, of the 
Ambassador. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I do not think I have any questions, Ambassador. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  I think, chief, you had asked – if I may interrupt – the chief had 
asked you, I think, Ambassador, to make some enquiries to see whether there was 
more information or documents you were able to put before the commission. 
Perhaps, I should have asked you that.  Have you had an opportunity to make 
enquiries and if so what, if anything can you now advise the commission? 
 
A: Yes, we have written to Kumul Petroleum Holding asking for that particular 

information but we were told Kumul Petroleum Holding would be providing 
all that kind of information to the Inquiry itself and, secondly, because I am 
a private citizen.  So those are documents that they are not able to give it to 40 
people like myself.  But I gather that they would be providing all that 
information to the Inquiry, yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is in relation to the position of the Trustee, the Prime 
Minister as the Trustee?  We have received that evidence so there are no questions 
from me for that reason. Ambassador Lupari, thank you for appearing this 
afternoon to answer these questions.  You may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Nale, thank you.  You can take your leave as well.  We 10 
will take note of your appearance.  
 
MR NALE:  Thank you, chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I call Sam Koim next. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Koim, thank you for appearing this afternoon at the request 
of the Commission.  Mr Jurth, do you intend on calling Mr Koim as a witness? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I do. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to swear him in.  If you can hold that Bible on your 
right hand, then I will swear you in. 
 

 
[1.11 pm] SAM KOIM, sworn: 
 
 30 

XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Koim, just for the record could I please have your full name? 
 
A: My name is Sam Koim. 
 
Q: Mr Koim, you are currently the Commissioner General of Internal Revenue 

Commission known as the IRC? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: You were served with a letter and summons issued by the Commission.  
What is the date of that letter, Mr Koim, if you could just assist?  It is exhibit 
SK1 to your statement. 

 
A: Yes.  This letter dated 28 July 2021? 
 
Q: I am sorry, there it is, yes.  In response to that letter and summons you have 

prepared a statement as well as exhibits that answer that summons. 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: Your statement is dated 12 August 2021? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It comprises four pages including the date? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: On the bottom of the third page that is your signature? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Altogether it comprises 16 numbered paragraphs and five groups of 

annexures if I can put it that way? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Are there any changes to be made to this exhibit? 
 30 
A: No. 
 
Q: No.  Are the contents of it true and correct to the best of your information, 

knowledge and belief? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not seen the statement.  Have you got a copy? 40 
 
MR JURTH:  I do not, Chief Commissioner.  Can one be put up on the screen 
please.  Apologies Chief, as you can appreciate it is a very fresh statement. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Mr Koim, if you can hand up your copy I can read it 
while we are waiting for the statement to appear on the screen. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the statement of Sam Koim is admitted into evidence 
and it will be marked exhibit NNN. 
 
EXHIBIT OOO – STATEMENT OF SAM KOIM DATED 12 AUGUST 2021   10 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  Mr Koim, I do not intend to take you through 
these exhibits because they come from your records and they will speak for 
themselves but just as a general understanding of what you have done, you have 
carefully read the summons and where you have no documents to produce in 
response to it you have stated in this statement that you do not have them and when 
you do have documents that answer the request you have described them in the 
statement and produce them accordingly.  Is that fair? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: All right.  Mr Koim, I have no further questions of you and please correct 

me if I am wrong.  I understand that you have a statement in the nature of 
recommendations to make to the commission bearing in mind your well 
known experience as a lawyer and official in this country.  Is that so? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right thank you. 
 30 

[1.16 pm]   A: If I may Commissioners, thank you. What you have before you is my 
statement that annexes a number of reports that we have and also the tax 
compliance issues that were triggered as a result of the transaction.  We also 
attached tax compliance history of a number of entities that were listed in 
the summons but what I would like to draw your attention to is the stamp 
duty that was paid as a result of this UBS transaction.   

 
 The stamp duty that was paid was about K40 million and it is listed there but 

that stamp duty was assessed against the land reach value of the PAC LNG 
stake.  The mining information which was intellectual property as is usual 40 
has not been calculated or not assessed as part of it which is valued at about 
US$75 million. 
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 Commissioners, the irony in this whole transaction from my observation is 
the mining information is what was produced at that time.  That is the 
discovery information.  That is the asset of value that PAC LNG or even 
InterOil for that matter had acquired.  That was valued at US$75 million but 
the balance of the money that was assessed and which is attached to the 
intrinsic value of the tenement itself, that triggers the question whether PAC 
LNG or InterOil for that matter, did they own the subsurface resources?  
Because the law, both the Oil and Gas Act as well as the Mining Act 
respectively vest the subsurface resources in the Crown, the ownership of 
and at which stage does the ownership gets transferred to the license holder.  10 
Is it at the prospecting stage or is it at the petroleum retention stage or is it 
at the PDL stage? 

 
 That now brings in the question, probably it is an academic question but that 

now begs the question as to at what stage did PAC LNG or InterOil for that 
matter acquire the intrinsic value of the subsurface resources for it to be 
included when they found out, at the point when they found out.  What they 
acquired in my view and in my respectful is the prospecting discovery of 
information that they acquired through the prospecting stage.  But did they 
also at that stage, did the ownership pass to PAC LNG, did the ownership 20 
pass to InterOil for that matter?  That is probably an academic question but 
as a Papua New Guinean looking at how our resources are governed right 
from discovery to development, what are we losing?  This is the time when 
we look at – we did not really look at the value of the information that they 
were trading.  

 
All they acquired to my view is for PAC LNG and I think – or value that 
they had at that time is this information that they acquired through the 
prospecting stage.  That is valued at 75 million.  That did not trigger stamp 
duty of course but the stamp duty aspect came into the intrinsic value which 30 
is the land reach asset that got attached to that particular transaction.  I do 
not know whether this commission has the time to inquire into that but it is 
probably an academic question.  At which stage the ownership gets 
transferred before the licensee can be able to sell both the information that 
they acquired and the land reach asset itself at the same? 
 

[1.21pm]  Because in my view and in my respectful submission, we have people 
coming in, if you like, with empty brief case and we fill them up, they go 
away.  And the other thing also in relation to that is the stamp duty that was 
paid is paid by the purchaser, in this case Oil Search.  Oil Search supplied 40 
the money that was supplied by the State itself.  So that is the stamp duty.  
The Civellis, the Mulsachs, the PAC LNG, they made a big windfall.  What 
did they pay out of that income?  Nothing.  They made a killing, there is no 
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Capital Gains Tax to extract at least some tax or some money on the windfall 
they made.  So, this is an area where as a tax authority we are also looking 
at – we have developed a legislation and we are proposing to prevent this 
kind of farming in farming out at will and win and there is no control over 
how much they are making.  

 
 So that is a comment and also probably something that I wanted to enlighten 
and draw the commissioners’ attention t it.  I do not know whether - - - 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask you this, Commissioner, it is a very 10 
interesting question of course, and for lawyers are quite excited about things like 
that.  But has it ever been determined previously in the Independent State with so 
much exploration and changing of licenses and so on so it is interesting that it has 
not come up for consideration before? 
 
A: There was some, I think, chairman, would probably know this it may have 

come up in the court on a number of occasions but I do not think it has been 
determined.  There have been discussions to my limited knowledge.  The 
current government is also contemplating on changing the fiscal regime in 
the mining and petroleum space.  But in terms of having a cohesive 20 
framework, we are yet to have that and these are the loopholes that are being 
exploited.  So, if the Inquiry can also look into those in this space and also 
make recommendations.  That is the reason why I am stating but to my 
knowledge I do not think it has been comprehensively addressed as to - from 
the discovery to extraction to taxing to whatever rents that we collect from 
our resources and our mines; whether it is saving or whether we are re-
investing or consuming, there has to be critical safeguards introduced in all 
of this space.  But to answer your question, I am not aware of a 
comprehensive study that is done.  What I am seeing from the historical 
legacies that has happened is that there is policy gaps that we need to fill up.   30 

 
Q: All right, thank you. 
 
A: If I may, the other point that I would like to add to the conversation is also 

when we extract and I have seen some recommendations around the 
Sovereign Wealth arrangement and all of that, one of the things I see is the 
Kumul Petroleum.  With due respect, it is just a rent collector in my view.  
We have entities that we are establishing that there should be a ratio where 
how much that we are extracting or the revenue that is coming in should be 
consumed, how much should be saved, and savings of course go to the 40 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  How much should we invest?  And that is probably 
Kumul comes in but at the moment, we have all the revenue going in to 
Kumul Petroleum, collecting the rent and not doing anything to make the 
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money but they are just rent collecting and deciding what to give to Treasury 
afterward.  And the same applies to Kumul Consolidated as well.  You know, 
in some investments like BSP shares, Kumul Consolidated does not 
contribute to making that money but the dividend that comes in, they decide 
what to do with it.  So, this kind of middlemen rent collectors arrangements, 
I call it, we need to at least put some recommendations in so that there should 
be some improvement to avoid leakages and unnecessary wastage. 

 
[1.26pm] As a revenue collecting agency as well, we also feel the impact of and the 

struggle in collecting revenue and making sure that government services are 10 
continuing.  So, if we can in the space of having extracts - generating extra 
revenue, the SOEs can make enough money then and also send it to Treasury 
then that will be helpful in mitigating some of the stress that we are going 
through.  So, that is one other thing that I thought if I may recommend.   

 
Q: And I take it that your observations about Kumul Petroleum are true for 

Kumul Mineral Holdings as well not that we are asked to look at Kumul 
Minerals. 

 
A: Yes, the same principle applies.  I mean if we want to go into investment 20 

there is no problem in us going into investment but there should be some 
principles and governance around it.  And investments that they can involve 
in making the money, well, put the principles in place and they can make the 
money.  But in blue collar investments and passive investments, investments 
that they are not involved in making the money but they are just plainly rent 
collectors.  Why are we putting a lot of middlemen where we pay board fees 
and all manner of administration fees that takes out a lot of money as well.  
So that is just an observation I am putting there.   

 
The other point that I would like to make is, if I may depart a little bit from 30 
those comments and make the point around when the decision was made, I 
think, concerning the impound transaction; the transaction that is currently 
being inquired into.  I believe it was not approved by Parliament if my facts 
are correct.  In such circumstances, and there are a lot of other major 
transactions that the government undertakes during the year that are not 
featured in the Budget when it is passed.  What the government past have 
been doing is they go to the State Solicitor and they seek the approval, State 
Solicitor’s legal clearance.  The State Solicitor as we all know is qualified in 
so far as giving the legal compliance clearance.  But then as to the financial 
implications of the particular transaction or the loan, the State Solicitor is 40 
not in a better position to give that advice.  Whether that will get us into debt 
in the future and have a lot of fiscal challenges and problems in the future is 
a question that the State Solicitor in my respectful submission is not in a 
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better position to address.  So, one of the things that I was looking at is 
perhaps maybe it is time that we look at widening the powers or the authority 
of the Auditor General and include in it what they call controller or 
comptroller as it is I believe in India and in New Zealand where not only the 
Auditor General looks at after the fact transactions and reviews it as it always 
does.  But they can also look at before the fact transactions that are not 
featured in the budget.  So they can be in a better position to give some 
advice whether the transaction will have wider implications.  So, I am 
wondering if that can also be taken on board as part of your 
recommendations and also in a wider approach to improve our integrity 10 
systems in the country. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Well, we did hear this morning that the Auditor General’s office 
is overwhelmed with its ordinary audit work so to take on such an interesting 
and other role would have quite large funding implications one would think. 

 
A: Yes, of course, I am aware of that.  But it is a problem that can be solved.  

We have a lot of Papua New Guineans produced by universities every single 
year.  We can educate them we can get them.  I do know that the Auditor 
General is only looking at financial audits and you know, financial 20 
statements/audits and all of these or sometimes compliance audits but they 

[1.31pm] do not undertake performance audits which they should be for major major 
projects that the government spends money on like this one.  This is a 
classical case where the Auditor General can also as an after the fact can 
dissect the transaction as well if we empower them.  Empowering – not 
empowering them and admitting that we have a problem and not looking at 
solving them will not take us anywhere.  My view is if the Auditor General 
can be empowered, resourced because a lot of government spending is going 
into areas where there is a lot of leakages and if we can empower the Auditor 
General to do routine after the fact checks and the proposal that I am 30 
submitting now is for the Auditor General to also be involved in before the 
fact. 
 
Now, this single transaction has indebted us and that has dragged us into a 
lot of financial stress.  If the Auditor General or a similar controller sort of 
arrangement was there, and the advice was sought then even the government 
at that time wanted to still go ahead, they would go ahead knowing all the 
implications that we would be in now.  So that is the submission that I am or 
proposal that I am submitting. 

 40 
Q: Could I just ask you a question since you are being expansive and giving us 

the benefit of your long experience in these wider recommendations, the 
Commission has seen throughout this transaction and allied transactions the 
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wide use of external experts both within the country and particularly outside 
the country.  And we have also heard evidence from numbers of Papua New 
Guineans who work within government who seem to be particularly able and 
one would have expected that they would have been able to provide sound 
advice to government where external experts were relied upon.  I would be 
very interested to hear your view on that use of government external 
consultants. 

 
A: The government spends a lot of money in training, educating, upskilling 

Papua New Guineans.  It is really sad that we do not use them we 10 
underestimate them and I am experiencing with my own organization.  I have 
not brought anyone external in as yet.  We are utilizing the Papua New 
Guineans who have been educated, trained, upskilled to do some of the 
things that we are doing.  And it is sad only when people want expediency, 
they resort to external people maybe, I do not know.  But I do know that in 
some government departments also, you have the minister running a team of 
consultants there, you have the department trying to keep up and things are 
not always aligned and incestuous.  Should be.  So if you ask me for my 
opinion, I sometimes get insulted when we resort to overseas or external 
foreign consultants and even sometimes expensive consultants when the 20 
basic work and data collection and everything can be done by the officer that 
is sitting next to you.  And all that needs is probably someone to process it.  
But the basic data collection, the basic documentation and everything and 
the process following, all of these, we have Papua New Guineans who know 
the system religiously and in and out and they can do a better job. 

 
Q: Thank you, commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I need to read your statement and the attached documents to 
be able to perhaps understand and perhaps for some issues that I might have later.  30 
But the commission is interested in PAC LNG, InterOil expressing or stating in 
any of these documents that may have been submitted to your office either under 
the stamp duty returns or some other tax returns that they might have submitted 
which states the actual value of the interest in the PRL 15 Elk/Antelope Project at 
the time PAC LNG, not PAC LNG Total purchased PAC LNG’s interest, not PAC 
LNG, InterLOil’s imterest in the PRL 15 and Oil Search purchased PAC LNG’s 
interest in the PRL 15 around about 2015 thereabouts.   
 

[1.36pm] As I understand, at that point in time the PRL 15 Project had not got off the ground 
and whatever interest that Inter Oil might have had alongside its shareholders like 40 
PAC LNG could have had some interests perhaps associated with their claim 
ownership of the find in oil and gas, perhaps based on the investments that have 
taken place in the exploration that took place.  But whatever it is, I am interested 
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in any amount that they proposed representing the value of their interest in the PRL 
15 Project that was marketable, so to speak.  So that Inter Oil and PAC LNG were 
able to sell off their interest at the selling price.  
 
According to the evidence that we have got PAC LNG sold its – something like 22 
percent interest in the InterOil for around 900 million, whereas Total purchased 
InterOil’s interest in the same project for less amount.  I think 60 percent were sold 
by Total – sold by Inter Oil to Total for a much less price.  So that price, what does 
it really represent in terms of the value of their property intellectual or whatever it 
is is represented by that kind of price?  So I think I am just going around in a circle 10 
trying to articulate the information that I am looking for.  That is the value of PAC 
LNG and InterOil’s interest in the PRL 15 that they were able to dispose of for that 
kind of price.  So I am going to be looking – going through the documents that you 
have provided to see if I can find the answer, but you want to say something on 
that? 
 
A: Yes, Chair. And that is a very interesting question that can get us into finding 

some of those and what my staff advised is; at around that time that the 
company was subsumed or acquired, we moved over from RAS Tax System 
to the SIGTAS System that we have now. So some of the records were they 20 
had difficulty acquiring them. So I do not think the PAC LNG documents 
and declarations, company declarations were part of this.  I can endeavour 
to find that because it is a probing question that also gives me some thinking 
to also look for it, so we can find that.  I believe that it will be with us and 
also with IPA.  Every IPA declarations, they might have as well so we might 
find some there as well, yes. 

 
Q: Perhaps, you may want to return perhaps next week.  Next Week Wednesday 

is the last date we are concluding these evidentiary hearings.  So if you are 
able to come next Wednesday and produce whatever you find we could have 30 
some discussion around it and that also gives me time to look at the 
documents that you have provided. 

 
A: Yes, sure. 
 
Q: See if I can find the answer to my question from the documents that are 

already there. 
 
A: Very well.     
 40 

[1.41 pm]  Q: Well, I think – I suppose have his appearance adjourned to next Wednesday; 
Mr Jurth. 
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 MR JURTH:  May it please the Commission. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  In the meantime he can look for those documents and if he 
finds them then he can produce them next Wednesday. 

 MR JURTH:  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  So next Wednesday 10 o’clock; is that convenient to you? 

 A: Yes. 

Q: Then we will adjourn your appearance to next Wednesday, for now you may 
be excused now. 

A: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Commissioner. 10 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I call Governor Loi Bakani next. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Do we have an appearance on behalf of Mr Bakani, and the 
counsel are here?  Yes. 

MR POSMAN:  Yes.  Counsel’s name is Chickou Posman, appearing for Mr Loi 
Bakani. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Yes? 

 20 

LOI MARTIN BAKANI, recalled: 

 

XN: MR JURTH 

Q:   Yes, thank you, Commissioners.   Mr Bakani, just for the record; could I 
please have your full name? 

A: Loi Martin Bakani. 

Q: Thank you, sir. And you understand that you remain on your previous oath? 

A: Yes, I do. 
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Q: Thank you.  Now, Mr Bakani; are there any corrections or changes that you 
would like to make to the evidence that you gave on the last occasion? 

A: Nothing. 

Q: Okay.  Now, you have and with our thanks you have provided a significant 
number of additional documents.  Now, I would just like to identify what 
they are.  I have and please correct me if I am wrong, this is all coming rather 
late, certainly not your fault but I am just catching up as it were.  The first 
bundle of documents that I have contains an index called “Index to 
Payments” and it is interest payments throughout 2014 relating to different 
items of expenditures; is that right? 10 

A: They relate to the interest paid on this particular loan, the UBS Loan by the 
government. 

Q: All right.  And that is the form of the – it is the form of index? 

A: That is right. 

Q: That is the one you are talking about? 

A: That is right. That is correct.  Yes. 

Q: And there is an unpaginated bundle of documents that go along with that; is 
that so? 

A: Yes.  

Q: All right. 20 

A: Counsel, the rest of it is as per requested by the Commission relates to the 
proposal, funding proposals by those banks that we interviewed.  We 
analysed and before recommending to the government.  That is why it is 
quite a thick document. 

Q: Yes, thank you.  Now, I will come back to that but can we go to the second 
bundle of documents.  These are the written proposals that were provided by 
the various banking houses that you gave evidence about last time? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And my recollection from correspondence with your lawyer is that there is 
one banking house that is not represented here because they did not provide 30 
a paper, presentation or paper proposal and so you do not have that one; is 
that right? 

A: That is correct. 
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Q: And which bank is that? 

A: That is BNP Paribas. 

Q: All right but the other four appear on this bundle; is that so? 

A: That is right. 

[1.46 pm]   Q: All right.  Now, you have provided us with these documents; can I ask 
through you commissioners for the government – the governor to be given 
an opportunity to put this into an index and bind it in a way that is helpful to 
us.  I just wanted to update the commission on what we have and we are very 
grateful to have it.  But it is not in a form – look at Mr Posman.  Well, I will 
withdraw all of that, Mr Posman is ahead of me.  Associate, can I give you 10 
– just one copy – apologies commissioners, there is only one copy to share 
so that we can – or you have one? 

 A: I have one. 

 Q: Mr Associate, just take another one.  All right, let us go through this. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Your officers have been busy, Governor? 

 A: Yes. 

 MR JURTH:  Well, there we have it.  Well then, let us do this in a more 
conventional form Mr Bakani, I did not realize that you were going to do this and 
I thank you for it.  This is a statement dated 12 August 2021? 

 A: Yes, that is correct. 20 

 Q: That is the document in front of you; yes? 

 A: That is right. 

Q: And it is two pages long and it contains your signature on the second page? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And comprising nine paragraphs altogether? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And it now includes attachments LMB 25 through to LMB 39; is that so? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: And those annexures are the documents in answer to the summons and the 
other requests that we have made of you on the previous occasion; is that 30 
so? 
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A: That is correct. 

Q: All right and everything that we were just talking about, the index, dealing 
with interest payments and also the financial or the written proposals from 
the banking houses that is contained in this statement and its annexures? 

A: Yes, item 7 says LMB 25 to 32 relates to the Summons schedule 1.1 or (1) 
and LMB 33 to 39 contains all these proposals. 

Q: I am indebted to you, thank you.  And are the contents of your statement 
dated 12 August 2021 true and correct to the best of information, knowledge 
and belief? 

A: Yes. 10 

Q: Thank you, Commissioners, I tender that.  Mr Bakani’s previous statements 
received are GGG exhibit numbering and I believe the decimal point 
numbering is at GGG.5 so this must be GGG.6 as it pleases. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So, his statement comprises of statement itself dated 12 
August 2021 and the annexures are – mine starts at LMB 25? 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And I am missing - - - 

MR JURTH:  No, no, Chief; the - - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The first part? 

MR JURTH:  No, no, you are not.  The scheme of Mr Bakani’s evidence is that he 20 

started in his first statement with LMB1 and each of the successive annexures have 
been numbered and he is at LMB 25. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay and the index that is this document here is it; is it 
included in this bundle of documents? 

MR JURTH:  I am told that it is not and I am told that it should go in in which case 
we can probably tender that as GGG.7.  Can I fix it up this way, Mr Bakani that 
that index should relate to LMB 25 through to LMB 32; is that what you were just 
saying? 

A: That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  LMB 25 to 32? 30 

MR JURTH:  32 referred to in paragraph 7 of his statement. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:   All right, then, we will admit the statement, further statement 
of Mr Loi Bakani dated 12 August 2021 into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit 
GGG. 6 and then the Index to annexures LMB 25 to 32 be marked Exhibit GGG.7. 

[1.51 pm] EXHIBIT GGG.6 – FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR LOI BAKANI 
DATED 12 AUGUST 2021 

EXHIBIT GGG.7 – INDEX TO ANNEXURES LMB 25 TO 32 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Now, Mr Bakani, we can put that 
to one side.   I just have a few questions to ask you.  Mr Bakani, on the previous 
occasion your evidence was that you have no involvement in the UBS Loan that 
related to the purchase of Oil Search shares because the mandate of the bank ended 10 

at the point of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance coming to an end; you recall 
that? 

A: Yes, I do. 

Q: And that remains your evidence today; is it not? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And in addition to your oral evidence, paragraph 6 of your first statement 
which is Exhibit GGG.1, states you had no knowledge of or involvement in 
the State’s subsequent borrowing from UBS to finance the purchase of 
shares from Oil Search, I will not show the statement to you now but you 
understand and you recall that that is a part of your first statement? 20 

A: That is right. 

Q: Yes.  I would like to show you a few emails that would have been provided 
to us, some from Norton Rose, indeed, I believe, all of them are from Norton 
Rose, yes.  And could we please start with – to be shown on the screen 
NRF.001.001.5061?   Then, can we scroll down to the bottom of that page 
and Mr Bakani, some of these are going to be emails that you were copied 
into and the same as last time if it is your recollection that or rather if you 
have no recollection of receiving the email then you can say on and if you 
have some comment to make about it then I invite you to do so. 

 The first email you will see is from Mitchell Turner and you know that he is 30 
an officer from UBS? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And you see that date is 22 February 2014 and it is addressed to Secretary 
Vele and this is not – this first email is not one that you were copied into but 
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the chain starts here so I need to put into picture and you see; Mr Turner 
writes to Secretary Vele:  “Hi Dairi, please find attached the briefing paper 
we discussed for your pre-meeting with the PM and subsequent meeting with 
PB,” and I gather that PB is a reference to Peter Botten.  “We have written 
it in a way that you can use it as a base for a subsequent NEC submission, 
please let me know if you have any comments.” 

 Now, can we go to the next email, there we go, stop there.  And Mitchell 
Turner then writes this time, cc you and you see your name there. 

A: Yes, that is right. 

Q: And Mitchell Turner says “Apologies resending, coping the governor.” So 10 

he omitted you from that first email and he has realized his error and he is 
apologizing and resending it including quite specifically you alone; you see 
that? 

A: Yes, I see. 

Q: Do you recall receiving this email? 

A: It is a long time back so I cannot recall this email now. 

Q: Can we scroll up to the next one and this is an email from you from your 
work email address, is it not? 

A: That is right, the next one. 

Q: And you responded “Dairi and Mitchell; noted with thanks.  Agreed that we 20 

keep it confidential under our belt and present it to the PM.  Dairi, let us 
discuss and include in our report to PM”.  Do you have a recollection of 
sending this email? 

[1.56 pm]  A: I might have, it is definitely from me but I cannot recall at that particular 
time now. 

Q: All right.  Let us then have a look at the Briefing Paper itself and that appears 
at NRF.0001.0001.5055 and Mr Bakani, this is as we understand that the 
Briefing Paper that was originally attached and referred to in the first email 
I just showed you and then sent to you on the second email that I just showed 
you and it is in relation to this document, I suggest that you wrote “Noted 30 
with thanks, agreed that we it confidential under our belt and present it to 
PM”; do you understand? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: All right.  Now, looking at the front of that document; do you have a 
recollection of ever seeing this document? 

A: I would have at that time but I cannot recall now. 

Q: No. 

A: But if I responded to in the email like that I would have seen it that time, 
yes. 

Q: Quite sure.  Now, the first thing I would like to draw to you attention is that, 
this is a Briefing for meeting with the Peter Botten and from emails we know 
that this is a document prepared by UBS and it is a Briefing prepared by 
UBS for a meeting with Peter Botten; do you see that? 10 

A: That is right. 

Q: And do you have a recollection of being involved in or discussing the 
proposal meeting with Peter Botten on or about 23 February 2014? 

A: Not at all, I cannot recall and I was not involved in this particular meeting 
with Peter Botten or any other meetings with Peter Botten. 

Q: All right and then you see at the head of the document, it reads:  “Peter 
Botten is proposing to issue the State AU$800 million of Oil Search shares 
approximately 6.5 of the company, in a private placement for the State to 
fund Oil Search’s investment in Elk/Antelope and simultaneously ensure the 
State and Oil Search’s interests remain aligned.”  Now, it is clear; is it not; 20 

Mr Bakani that this is referring to the purchase of additional Oil Search 
shares, it has got nothing to do with the IPIC Refinancing Transaction? 

A: That is right.  

Q: And can I then move forward two pages to NRF.0001.0001.5057 and stop 
at the Recommendations there.  The State should commit in paragraph 1, 
you see Mr Bakani: “The State should commit to a three parts strategy to 
deliver at least 10 per cent of the Oil Search shares and as much as 15 to 20 
per cent”, and sub-paragraph (a) there reads: “The private placement of Oil 
Search shares for the State to fund Elk Antelope”, now, again; do you recall 
being involved in the purchase of Oil Search shares in order for it to fund in 30 
turn its own acquisition of Elk/Antelope? 

A: No, I did not.  I was not directly involved. 

Q: But you accepted this document it was emailed to you? 

A: The document was emailed, it was sort of a - - - 
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Q: Yes.  And you agreed to keep this document confidential and under your belt 
and present it to the PM? 

A: At that time, yes. 

Q: Yes and so, this is a document that you are familiar with because you were 
going to be involved in presenting it to the prime minister? 

A: Not necessarily me but through the people who are involved in presenting 
the NEC. 

Q: You were part of a team that was instrumental in presenting this document 
to the prime minister? 

A: As I said in my email. 10 

Q: Yes. 

A: That was my proposal to present it to the PM since that it is a proposal, it is 
not a actual transaction as it is, yet to be considered. 

Q: Quite so. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, can I draw your attention then to paragraph 2 of the 
Recommendations: “The State should pursue a deal with Oil Search for a 
private placement of shares to fund Oil Searches investment in Elk/Antelope 
as a matter of priority”, do you recall this proposal having any priority or 
urgency? 20 

A: I cannot recall. 

Q: All right and can I take you to paragraph 5.  “The State should be very careful 
to ensure information on the possible Oil Search placement to the State and 
Oil Search’s potential investment in Elk/Antelope does not leak.”  Is that the 
confidentiality that was being referred to in the previous emails?  

[2.01 pm]  A: It seems so. 

Q: And who would you be keeping this confidential from? 

A: I think there were – I cannot recall who I was – who we were referring to 
but since it is a proposal and it is quite sensitive at that time so that is why it 
was - we thought it would be kept confidential as possible until the 30 
government takes hold of the proposal. 
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Q: As I understand until it becomes public and up until then you were an 
essential part of the team that was driving this proposal, were you not? 

A: Yes, during – as copied in the emails and my involvement as you know, 
Central Bank. 

Q: Because there was a very small group of people that were involved in this 
transaction, is that so? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And you are one of those people? 

A: I was taking on to as you know, in my position as governor. 

Q: Yes and that is confirmed by paragraph 5 (a); is it not?  You can read there: 10 

“The PM should keep a very small group of people informed Secretary Vele, 
Governor Bakani, UBS, Norton Rose and the external big four accounting 
firm as advisors and as few others as possible.”  You see that? 

A: Yes, I see that. 

Q: And that is in fact how this was a run at that time? 

A: It was a run at that time but again as I said, although this was a 
recommendation in the actual scheme of things in terms of negotiations all 
that, I was not involved. 

Q: Yes.  And you see in sub-paragraph 5 (b) there, there is a proposal coming 
from UBS in this document, the one that you are involved in, that the 20 

transaction and announcement on Monday 3 March should necessitate in 
NEC meeting the day before; you see that? 

A: Yes, I see that in the- - - 

Q:  Is it unusual that an NEC meeting was being scheduled for Sunday, 2 
March? 

A: From my understanding, I have never had – known but unless it is a very 
critical and essential then they can call an urgent meeting. 

Q: All right, very well.  Can we then please go to NRF.001.001.5087, sorry; 
88?  And again this is a chain of two emails, Mr Bakani; you will see from 
Mr Michell Turner to Mr Vele and you are copied in there, to your work 30 
email address; do you see that? 

A: That is right. 
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Q: And the Bridge Facility Term Sheet on 23 February was again referring to 
the UBS Loan for the purchase of Oil Search shares, is that right? 

A: Yes, I can see. 

Q: So, Mr Bakani; as you know, the Mandatory Exchange Notice from IPIC by 
which they informed the State that they elected to keep the shares that was 
issued on 13 February 2014; was it not? 

A: That is right. 

Q: So an email on 23 February after that date cannot involve the refinancing of 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond because by then you well knew that they had 
elected to keep the shares? 10 

A: That is right. 

Q: So, again this email and all the details in it deals with the UBS Loan which 
concern the new purchase of Oil Search shares? 

A: Oil Search shares, yes. 

Q: All right and then, can we go to the email above it and again just another 
email on 24 February from Anthony Latimer, this time at Norton Rose 
copying you into your work email address; do you see that there? 

A: Yes, I can see that. 

Q: And all of these details, the borrower, the guarantor, the landowner 
assignment, even the amount; this is all dealing with the purchase of the Oil 20 

Search shares and the funding for it, is it not? 

A: That is right. 

[2.06 pm]  Q: Now, can we then please go to NRF.001.001.5068 and this is an email now 
directly written to you dated 24 February 2014.  Do you see that? 

 A: That is right, yes. 

Q: And it addresses you quite formally as “Dear Governor” and you see that it 
starts by:“Confirming that IPIC has issued the Memorandum Exchange Note 
on 13 February 2014.”  Do you see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And do you recall receiving this email? 30 

A: I would have received it and this is in relation to the IPIC Exchangeable 
Note. 
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Q: Well, it refers to it but it is an email sent well after that happened that having 
occurred on 13 February, this has been sent to you on 24th; is that right? 

A: Yes, the dates are okay but I cannot recall this. 

Q: All right but I think you are quite right.  This does concern the Exchangeable 
Bond then some comments about those ten days after the fact, is that so? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And then can we please go to NRF.001.001.5101 and this is now an email 
from you directly to Mr Latimer and a group of other people copied in; 
Secretary Vele and representatives of Norton Rose and UBS and you see the 
date as 25 February and this is your response to the email that we were just 10 
looking at.  Can we just scroll down please?  That is the email we were just 
looking at; do you see? 

A: With my questions. 

Q: Yes.  And then - - -  

A: Again it relates to the IPIC. 

Q: Yes.  And then if we can just read your email now.  You thanked Anthony 
for his response.  You referred to some obvious questions.  You say that you 
have just spoken to Dairi and as you are quite rightly point out this still 
concerns the Exchangeable Bond; does it not?  

A: That is right. 20 

Q: Now, can I draw your attention to the last line of this email, however or 
whatever rather; whatever the outcome we have the OSL option available to 
persue also and the OSL option available to persue must be, is it not, the 
Briefing Paper from two days earlier that you were involved in drafting or 
contributing to in preparation for presentation to the Prime Minister; that is 
what you mean there; is it not? 

A: That is right. Just to clarify the questions; there were some things that IPBC 
would have done or is required to do after the ownership has changed or 
after Abu Dhabi decided to hold the Oil Search shares, that is where the 
questions I was asking in my emails. Then, this was also after the present 30 
paper, sorry the Paper was made available, given that options so that is why 
the last question relates to that.  I mean the last sentence. 

Q: The position being that whatever would happen with the IPIC transaction, 
you saw as a viable alternative to any outcome from IPIC to enter into the 
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Oil Search share purchase that was the subject matter of the Briefing Note 
with Peter Botten to be presented to the prime minister? 

A: Yes.  At that point in time that option was, you know, being thrown around, 
being discussed around with Oil Search. 

Q: Yes and you were involved in that? 

A: Through the emails and various discussions but again as I said and continue 
to qualify that not naturally in the negotiations of the terms and conditions 
of the Loan itself. 

Q: But you were involved in briefing the prime minister? 

A: Yes. 10 

[2.11pm]   Q: Yes. And an example of your participation in this way is NRF.001.001.5155, 
and if we stroll down and stop at the heading Anthony. There, stop there 
please, so that is the email that we were just looking at. Thanks for the 
response. The next obvious question is; do you see? And then if we stroll up, 
the response up, the response from Anthony Latimer to you is; “Governor, 
we will prepare a letter and send it to you and Dairi for review.” Do you see 
that? 

 
A: That is right. 
 20 
Q: So Norton Rose was preparing a draft correspondence for you and the 

secretary to review? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then the last email on the top of this page, you thank him a lot and you 

tell him, you look forward to seeing it.  So that is the type of involvement 
you are talking about? 

 
A: Yes, that is the involvement at the initial stage in themselves discussing 30 

options and given the situation with government losing out on its shares in 
Oil Search. 

 
Q: Yes.  And as a consequence, the government having lost its Oil Search shares 

in the IPIC transaction, you were a key member of the small team involved 
in the State purchasing a new parcel of shares from Oil Search funded by 
UBS? 

 
A: That is right.  Through at its high level at the initial stage. 
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Q: Now, you know, do you not, that the consequences of your efforts were the 

NEC Meeting on 6 March 2014, about a fortnight after the emails that we 
were just looking at, yes? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you know that that NEC meeting, the NEC decided to proceed with the 

transaction to acquire Oil Search shares? 
 10 
A: The NEC decided, yes. 
 
Q: So the proposal that you were part of making to the Prime Minister was 

ultimately accepted? 
 
A: Yes. As I have said, qualify that from the initial stage.  
 
Q: Yes. But the briefing paper that you were taking to the Prime Minister was 

ultimately accepted when the NEC approved the transaction and pressed 
forward?  20 

 
A; Yes, I cannot recall now, sorry but yes, that was the basis maybe. 
 
Q: We had some evidence from Sir Puka Temu and he said that he summoned 

you and Secretary Vele to an NEC Meeting.  Do you recall being invited to 
an NEC Meeting at the request of Sir Puka? 

 
A: I also had that evidence from him but I cannot recall the time but I recall also 

attending the NEC Meeting and presented the paper to NEC. 
 30 
Q: All right. So you did present a paper at the NEC together with Mr Vele, you 

have a recollection of that? 
 
A: I was sitting in the meeting but did not do the presentation. 
 
Q: I understand.  You have observed Mr Vele conducting the presentation? 
 
A: Presentation, yes, and the minister. 
 
Q: And just to clarify, do you have a recollection of whether it was Sir Puka 40 

that invited you there or you do not have a recollection that it – you do not 
know? 
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A: No, I cannot recall, yes. 
 
Q: Okay. And now in relation to timing, can you say whether or not this 

concerned the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing sometime in 2014 or 
whether this concerned the UBS loan in March 2014? 

 
A: I think the issue is relating more to the purchase of the new shares in Oil 

Search. 
 
Q: Very well.  Do you recall Mr Vele giving a presentation to the NEC 10 

concerning the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing? 
 
A: Yes.  As a way of introduction, the outcome of the efforts to refinance it thus 

heading up to this new proposal. 
 
Q: And so your recollection of the meeting that you attended, the NEC meeting 

that you attended where you observed Mr Vele giving a presentation was 
that the subject matter of that definitely moved into the new purchase of Oil 
Search shares to be funded by the UBS Loan? 

 20 
A: I cannot recall but I think it is relating to that. 
 

[2.16 pm]    Q: Commissioners, I seek to tender the emails.  It is probably convenient to 
tender them as a bundle of documents that either the governor has identified 
but in any event he has given evidence in relation to it and it should complete 
the record.  The document numbers, I have read out are on the transcript and 
my submission is that they be marked as a single bundle exhibit GGG.8. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We admit the bundle of documents and it will be marked 
exhibit GGG.8. 30 
 
EXHIBIT GGG.8 – BUNDLE OF DOCUMENTS CONTAINING EMALS 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  I have no further questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a question.  It is going back Governor 
Bakani to the previous occasion from which you gave your evidence and you will 
recall that when you and your officers were commissioned by the NEC to do an 
evaluation of the proposals to fund the buy-out of the Exchangeable Bond should 
that option be open to the State, you were given two lending institutions, UBS and 40 
Citi but that you widened your net.  You said at least in relation to one of them to 
use it as leverage to get an improved deal from the Citi and UBS.  Perhaps it is a 
more general question.  If you were given a free hand and not constrained by the 
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two lending institutions that NEC had proposed you investigating your terms of 
reference, would you have gone wider than those two banks? 
 
A: Thank you Commissioner.  Yes, we would have at that time gone wider but 

again given the constraint of time that we had at that time so we limited 
ourselves to those banks that we are able to contact and that they are able to 
– who they – which responded.  Otherwise we sent out a couple of letters to 
other banks inviting them but they did not respond.  But I agree that yes, we 
would have gone out more wider but if the decision from NEC was not to 
mention those two banks, we would have also contacted them anyway. 10 

 
Q: I was looking at the spreadsheet that you prepared, exhibit GGG.4 in which 

you did a very helpful summary of comparing and contrasting the four 
institutions and there were a lot of similarities but it is fairly stark that the 
BNP Paribas was overall offering an all-in cost rate which was considerably 
below particularly Citi and UBS.  Did that make it an attractive proposition 
to look into further had you been free to do so? 

 
A: Exactly because finally they got dropped off because they were asking for 

two months extension to mobilize the funding but yes, in terms of all out 20 
cost they were the lowest.  I think I expressed that in one of the letters to the 
minister at that time, Minister Micah. 

 
Q: So, this was as at January 2014? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, how much time did you understand that you had? 
 
A: We were given as per the decision NEC, until February I think if I correctly 30 

recall. 
 
Q: So, you at best had a month? 
 
A: A month, yes. 
 
Q: All right.  The other thing that struck me is that what was being offered by 

UBS then was a term of seven years and it was much the same across the 
four institutions that you analysed except for ANZ Barclays which is three 
to five years.  What were the benefits of a longer term as you saw it? 40 

 
[2.21 pm]  A: The main reason was that the loan was to be repaid using the balance sheet 

of, which is now Kumul Petroleum so that the longer the term of the loan the 
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less the repayment.  When you match it against Kumul Petroleum’s cash 
flow they can still have a positive meaning a net positive cash position.  So, 
that was another exercise we were doing to make sure that we agreed on a 
term of the loan which is finally everybody agreed to seven years and then 
we worked from that in terms of the individual terms and conditions of the 
loan.  But the whole idea, Commissioner, was to make sure that Kumul 
Petroleum cash flow remains positive over the seven years. 

 
Q: In the event UBS loan, the collar was for two years, from your experience 

what is the disadvantage of a two year term even though you might be able 10 
to roll it over but that might be at the option of the lender of course, what are 
the disadvantages and the advantages if you see any in going from seven 
years to two years? 

 
A: For the collar, again it is linked to the oil price or in this case either oil price 

or the share price of Oil Search but I think at that time when we were 
negotiating it, it was on the oil price at that time where it triggers either party 
to be in terms of the share price movements or the oil price movement, if it 
goes above certain level then it becomes a liability of the either the borrower 
or the lender, yes.  I think the idea was to get rid of it quickly given the 20 
volatility in oil price at that time so that is why they were offering two years. 

 
Q: Getting rid of it quickly that is the State/Kumul wanted to get – we 

understand that of course from Mr Sonk that there was desire to get rid of 
that baggage on their balance sheet.  So, I am just trying to see what it was 
that at the time when the UBS loan was going to be utilized to pay out the 
Exchangable Bond and then just a few weeks later it is used to buy Oil 
Search shares. I appreciate the differences between the two loans.  Did you 
interest yourself in the second UBS loan to the extent that you had some 
visibility on what the terms were, whether it was identical or whether it was 30 
different from the one in which you have been so firstly involved?   

 
A: As I said I was not actually privy to the actual terms, finally the final terms. 
 
Q: I understand. 
 
A: But at the initial stages counsel was showing me the emails through the 

various proposals; at the proposal stage and presenting it to NEC to go to 
have that loan from UBS.  But the actual terms, final one was – and I 
probably do not recall the content of the decision – I mean the submission to 40 
NEC but – sorry, Commissioner.  So, the in terms of the actual terms and 
the final outcome I am not sure, hearing it from the Kumul it would have 
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contained both similar facilities where you have a collar and you also have 
a bridge loan. 

 
Q: Yes, that is pretty broad.  So, you did not interest yourself in actually having 

a look at what I will call the second UBS loan, that is, the loan to purchase 
Oil Search shares after it was completed? 

 
A: Not so. 
 
Q: All right.  I will not ask you anymore questions and about the comparisons 10 

between the things, governor.  That is my question. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 

[2.26 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Just to confirm.  The index to payment of interest that relates 
to Tabs LMB25 to 32.  Those interest payments that got cleared by the bank, the 
payments for those came out of the consolidated revenue? 

 
 A: Chief Commissioner, that is exactly right. 
 20 

Q: If Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited were to make payments to UBS in 
the same period for interest for instance, those are not shown in these 
documents here? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I understand this loan was held by government first 

and that is where they were paying interest.  For the year so that during the 
2014 until December and then waiting for the time to be transferred to 
Kumul Petroleum so the liability of the State was extinguished after it was 
transferred over to Kumul Petroleum; that is why we do not have that 
information.  30 

 
Q: Okay all right.  That is my only question.  Mrs Nonggorr, were you going to 

ask some questions,? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  No.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, Chief, I have no further questions.  My recollection is that Sir 
Arnold’s application mentioned Mr Bakani but he is not here.  He seems to have 40 
changed his mind. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Governor, thank you for your evidence.  You came 
last time and you have come again to give evidence so thank you and you may be 
excused. 
 
A: Thank you Commissioners.  Thank you so much. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, we are now in a type of position where the next 
witness is Mr Polye at three o’clock and he will be followed by Mr Yauieb not 
before 3.30.  There are no other substantial witnesses.  I do not think there is even 
anyone for me to mention. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose we would adjourn. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I was going to submit that- - - 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To 3 pm. 
 
MR JURTH:  To three o’clock, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Just before we adjourn we need to make an adjustment 
to the exhibit letters.  We might have made a mistake there in the last exhibit.  The 
statement from Commissioner Sam Koim should be marked exhibit OOO and not 
NNN.  NNN was assigned to another statement of another witness. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, with those, Associate can you adjourn the 
proceedings temporarily. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT  
 
 
 40 

[3.19pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I recall Mr Don Polye. 
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DON POMB POLYE, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Polye, could you state your full name, please? 
 
A: I am Don Pomb Polye. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Polye, your statement with annexures was exhibit EE and 10 

the transcript reference for that is 1531.  But at page 1552 in the transcript, 
this is when you gave evidence on 18 June 2021, you were asked about a 
letter which was referred to in your statement as annexure E but which was 
not included in the annexures, the paper annexures to your statement.  Have 
you been able to identify that particular letter? 

 
[3.20pm]   A: I could not, commissioners, identify that letter and other details that I would 

have kept because of my moving from one office to another and keeping my 
files and documents in three containers over time and let me admit, I was 
lazy to go through all those containers because I was so busy immersed with 20 
many activities.  I was declared by a Court of Disputed Returns in an election 
petition about two three months ago and I got myself down into serving my 
electorate as well as giving my time to this Commission of Inquiry and also 
preparing myself to settle into the position of the Kandep Open MP that the 
court declared me.  So I did have very little time and I could not collate those 
very important information.  They are there but like I said, I could not go 
through all of them within a very short time period. 

 
Q: The statement with annexures that is exhibit EE, have you signed now a copy 

of that statement with the annexures; that was the document of 1 June 2021? 30 
 
A: Yes.  I signed - - - 
 
Q: When did you sign - - - 
 
A: I signed, yes. 
 
Q: When did you sign it? 
 
A: Today.  I signed it again today a few minutes before I came into the witness 40 

box. 
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Q: And have you signed each page of the statement proper and each of the 
annexure marking pages? 

 
A: Yes.  Counsel assisting me made sure that I did sign all those necessary 

documents and I signed all of them. 
 
Q: And you have the version that you signed or the copy that you signed in front 

of you, do you? 
 
A: Yes, I have it right here. 10 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender that signed copy and I would submit 

that it might be appropriately marked exhibit EE.1. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we admit the signed affidavit of Honorable Don 
Polye into evidence and that will be marked exhibit EE.1. 
 
EXHIBIT EE.1 – AFFIDAVIT OF HONOURABLE DON POMB POLYE 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Polye, if I could take you to the 20 
transcript of your appearance on 18 June and the page reference is 1531, please.  
Can we just have that brought up?  And just scrolling up on this page, there is a 
reference you will see there at about line 25 to and it goes on to a meeting and this 
is where and you might recall this, a date of a meeting in Sydney that you referred 
to with Oil Search.  Have you been able to identify the date of the meeting that you 
referred to there, Mr Polye? 
 
A: Doctor, like I alluded to earlier in answering the first – the earlier question, 

I would have kept good records of diaries as I said to but like I said they are 
in the container.  I asked my people in Australia they could not find it.  In 30 
the houses that I moved of the time we could not locate it but I am sure they 
are in the container but I did not go through the container so could not 
retrieve it.  It is still there. 

 
Q: And you will see at line 30 there, you referred to some other ministers 

attending.  Is this a reference to other ministers attending the same meeting 
that you recollect in Sydney? 

 
A: Yes.  But remember last time when I gave evidence, I did not want to 

mention the names of those ministers without their consent.  So, I delayed 40 
the mentioning of those names until a later time which is probably today I 
can mention one or two whom I have spoken to. 
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Q: Yes, and who were they? 
 

[3.25pm] A: The Minister for Mining was there and the coalition leader of the 
government; one of the coalition leaders, William Duma was there, the 
Minister for Mining not Sam Akoitai but somebody else from the New 
Guinea Islands region, I think it is Byron Chan.  I think Byron Chan was 
there who was the minister and Minister for State Enterprise then, I think it 
was Minister Micah – Ben Micah was there and I think that time also we had 
the National Alliance leader Patrick Pruaitch was also in there.  I am 
mentioning Patrick Pruaitch’s name but I did not get his permission to 10 
mention his name but I am mentioning it because those coalition leaders 
were there in that Mining Conference and from there we were asked by the 
Prime Minister to go across to meet with the Oil Search. 

 
Q: The first of those ministers you mentioned was the Minister for Mining.  

Who was the Minister for Mining at that time? 
 
A: I think I confirmed Byron Chan; not the other name.  Byron Chan, I think, 

yes.  Byron Chan was there. 
 20 
Q: And you indicated that there was a conference.  Where was the conference 

on? 
 
A: It was a Mining Conference – Papua New Guinea Mining Conference held 

in Sydney. 
 
Q: And do you think that this was in 2013? 
 
A: It was in 2013, yes towards the end of the year. 
 30 
Q: You mentioned when you last gave evidence on 18 June that you had a 

history of taking detailed diary notes.  Have you been able to identify any of 
those diary notes as to that particular meeting or matters relating to that 
meeting? 

 
A: I did take notes and presentations and they are in one of those containers.  I 

can retrieve them if I have the time, I will go back and retrieve all of those 
notes.   

 
Q: Where is that container?  Is it here in Port Moresby? 40 
 
A: They are here in Port Moresby.  What I did – because I always served as a 

Minister of State and also as the leader of a political party so the 
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documentation that I have, the papers are so many.  Also I served my own 
electorate, the electorate of Kandep.  So you will also find proposals and 
projects, et cetera et cetera, acquittals and there are so many.  So what you 
do is when you come to the New Year, you file those away and you keep 
them.  And you go to the next, you fill it out, you go to the next.  And so I 
have served as a member for the last 15 years and then I am going to my 
fourth term.  That means I will have served for 20 years by the end of this 
term of Parliament.  So you can see the amount of what I have done, I keep 
them.  And to go back meticulously to get them back and retrieve them, I tell 
you it is a lot of work and I would have done – I am not giving excuse.  But 10 
the thing is I have been so busy with so much work.  I had an election 
petition, very stressful, it took me four years to have the court declare me 
through a recount – a judicial recount as having being elected as a duly 
elected Member for Kandep.  And I have had only seven months to deliver 
goods and services to my people after the court declared me.  So you can see 
me really having a very hectic life within a short time period and therefore I 
could not go through all the containers.  In fact, we went through half of the 
first container, at least where I thought I might have kept the matters of 2012, 
2013, 2014.  I could not find the doucments there so I will have to – I do not 
know when the Commission of Inquiry comes to an end but I still have the 20 
opportunity to retrieve. 

 
[3.30 pm]  Q: Looking at the next page of the transcript, 1533 is the page reference.  It 

should be on the screen, Mr Polye.  And at line 19 onwards.  You are 
referring here to the NEC Meeting on 6 March 2014, and you are referring 
in detail – just take a moment; we will revisit that text. 

 
A: Where it says “the Cabinet Meeting”, it usually takes place at Morauta 

Building, that is the one? 
 30 
Q: Yes, yes.  I will just take you to another page reference it is 1545 line 37.  

This is a reference – a further reference to 6 March meeting:  1545 line 37. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: We will get that up on the screen; just pausing there. 
 
A: Where it says, yes, this is completely different, or, yes, I could call it a one-

off thing.  “It has never been like this”; is that the one that you are referring 
to? 40 
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Q: That is it, yes.  What did you actually articulate in the open heart – when I 
say the open, in open dialogue in the NEC meeting, as to the UBS 
transaction? 

 
A: I had a personal - one-on-one meeting with various ministers first, leading 

me to that open discussion in Cabinet because I did not want to cause any 
inconveniences or embarrassment or offend anybody.  After having done 
that then I also had a one-on-one discussion with the Prime Minister then, 
the Honourable Peter O’Neill, on the same issues.  But seeing that the Prime 
Minister had already confirmed matters listed to go ahead with the Cabinet 10 
paper, these are some of things that I articulated at that time. 

 
See, the thing is I did not have the benefit to go through everything in detail 
but there were certain glaring things that stood out in this Cabinet paper that 
I could see.  One thing I could see was that the Cabinet paper dealt with a 
huge amount of money; that is what I told – I was trying to speak to the 
prime minister who introduced the paper and to the Cabinet; and  I said, look, 
one of these things here deals with a huge amount of money, K3 billion UBS 
Loan to buy a 10.01 per cent share in Oil Search.  And I said it is a 
speculative market.  It is an industry that the government should not go into 20 
business in and therefore we should not because it is a gamble.  That is one 
of the first points that was raised and that is probably the first point I raised.  
Second, although or also did raise that being Treasurer I had already laid the 
Budget for 2014 in 2013.   
 
So having been the person who gave the Budget in 2013 for 2014, I said I 
had not captured that in the Budget of 2014.  It is not there; such a significant 
amount of money.  We cannot just make an abrupt decision just like that.  It 
must go through the parliamentary process.   
 30 
I also raised the issue that if you look at these two loans, the collateral and 
the bridging loan, both of them look quite significant.  I think bridge loan 
stands as something around $300 million and the collateral is $904 million.  
The bridge loan must be properly articulated. 
 

[3.35pm] It must be spoken; the ministers must know this, the people must understand 
it must go through the parliament so that those others stakeholders in the 
PNG LNG Project,  the Southern Highlands Provincial Government, the 
Gulf Provincial Government, the Hela Provincial Government, the Central 
Provincial Government and all the various landowners, who are owners, who 40 
own the share, those who would be benefiting from the royalties et cetera, 
these people; they had the right to know about this. And that was not 
captured at the recommendation. It was very carefully put in the cabinet 
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paper but not mentioned as a recommendation that the proceeds from the 
sale of the LNG Gas would then be the source that would Bridge Loan to 
pay UBS and so forth.  This was not mentioned.  That to me was a concern 
to me. I also realized that -  I also did not mention, I said; look, we had not 
process this through the Treasury process.  When we say treasury, it is not 
one person.  It is not the secretary it is not the minister.  It is a process and it 
is a system in its institution that people work together in a team.  They share 
ideas.  They talk about it.  They talk about pros and cons and then they bring 
it up to the Cabinet.  See, if the public funds and public resources does not 
belong to one man, it belongs to the people so collectively people need to 10 
know.  And that I saw it not going through because I was the Treasurer.  I 
have not seen any document relating this UBS loan.  That Cabinet paper, I 
have not even seen it once before I came to Cabinet.  And I also paid 
attention to what the State Solicitor had said.  You see, every time you come 
to Cabinet – but that is not the first time that I was in Cabinet I have been in 
the cabinet for about – I think nearly ten years already.  I was elected in 2002 
and this was 2014, so you can see I had been there.  I had the experience and 
I was used to the proper way of doing things.  And then when you get a 
Cabinet paper, the first thing that always stand there for the cabinet minister 
to see is; what did our chief legal officer, the lawyer of the country, the State 20 
Solicitor, what did he say?  Is it in order, is it not?  See, and that legal 
clearance had not been given.  There were very serious issues he had raised.  
That to me was important too so I raised all of those issues.  I raised the 
economic issues, the process issues, institutional issues.  I also said that it 
was not transparent, not done through the system in the Treasury, I had not 
known about this, I also advised about the budget.  The budget is one that 
captures things like these.  So, you look.  It is not fair for the people for just 
a 35 people in Cabinet to approve something that affects the peoples’ 
livelihood.  It is not fair.  It must go to the peoples house called Parliament, 
comprised of all the Open MPs, the Governors of the Provinces and those 30 
the Prime Minister handpicks for political expediency most times.  So it is 
only fair that such important transactions or proposed transactions must go 
before the peoples’ representatives.  So those to me were very important 
fundamental issues and we had to address them.  You could not have and 
getting a loan of such magnitude without addressing those very important 
issues.  So what I did, I asked the Prime Minster.  Then I said; look, I kindly 
ask you if we can delay this and process it through, 2014 is there, we can 
consider the issue you are raising we can get a collective views from 
everybody and see a way forward and I also mentioned this.  I said, if we 
can spend this kind of money on agriculture, on downstream processing, on 40 
some investments that can give us some return based on a cost benefit 
analysis, so what is the cost of this, what is the benefit at the end of it.  And 
returns, there was no such.  Even on this speculative loan in the Cabinet 
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paper, there was no diligence done on it to making sure that it was a good 
and it had it gone through the process. There is no due diligence, there is 
none there. 

 
[3.40pm]   So I said the moneys are spent to buying shares; definitely, that is not a 

confident decision, you do not know what the future is like, it is very 
uncertain.  We are saying that the price we are buying at 8 dollars 20 cents, 
and giving the speculative view that it is going to be rising, rising, rising, 
based on some graph.  I said no, that is speculative and therefore I concluded 
by saying that as your Treasurer, Prime Minister and the Cabinet, it is my 10 
duty; it is not just any duty, it is a moral obligation that I have to the people 
of this country, holding this position that I will not support, that I will not 
allow this government to engage in this loan which is for every reason, it is 
not a good loan.  And I was very strong and those that were not many; the 
Prime Minister had already said his mind, he had already have been 
preoccupied to get a loan.  I have spoken to him privately, did not hear and 
I even spoke in publicly, openly in Cabinet because I thought it was a public 
money, and it is the people of PNG that really mattered much and there was 
a lot of body language that was not positive.  Positive in a sense that there 
was some anger, some frustrations, some disappointment et cetera et cetera, 20 
and there were some emotions too.  But I believed at that time that I made 
the right choice and still today, I believe that I did make a right choice and 
the future too, I think from the outcome of this inquiry, I think Papua New 
Guinea should learn a lesson from this and those who knowingly did what 
they did should be punished somewhere.  Otherwise, the young generation 
would see this as a normal thing.  As a norm, breaking the laws, it is now 
becoming norm. Working outside of the processes - established stipulated 
process under the law or outside of this must not become a norm.  We have 
to set precedence where people who knowingly breaking laws and processes 
driven by selfish interest or their own personal gain ahead of the interest of 30 
the people; these people must be punished and the precedence must be set, 
where children of tomorrow they see and they learn from it.  

 
Q: Mr Polye, was your first secretary present in the NEC Meeting on 6 March 

2014; that is your first secretary in addition to the Secretary of the Treasury? 
 
A: In many years that I served under the Prime Minister, Late Grand Chief Sir 

Michael Thomas Somare and then I served under the Prime Minister then, 
Honorable Peter O’Neil, I am very certain that no minister let alone myself 
would see it normal or usual to bring in our first secretaries.  Our first 40 
secretaries are politically appointed officers. I would appoint one of my 
political supporters or somebody who in his or her merit, I think will support 
me politically but also in work like this, I would appoint to help me work 
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and to manage the staff of the office.  But that person would not be allowed 
to sit in a Cabinet meeting because then you have very confidential things to 
discuss there and we do not want some of those discussions to leak out.  So 
over those years that I have served as a minister I never allowed my first 
secretary to go into Cabinet if I needed him or her, I would go out of the 
cabinet myself, excuse myself from the meeting and quietly move out and 
give instructions or receive documents that I would have asked them to bring 
to me and so forth.  So in that meeting on 6 March 2013, there was no first 
secretary of mine in the meeting. 

 10 
Q: We might bring up please, it is a transcript reference. This is the appearance 

before the Commission of Mr Peter O’Neil’s 2936 line 20 of transcript. This 
is 9 August 2021, Mr Polye.  You will see there line 19. 

 
A: Line 19.  That one where answered, the treasurer. 
 

[3.45p.m]    Q: Can I ask, what notice or information did you have of the documents or the 
submission that was to be made to the NEC on 6 March 2014 before the 
NEC meeting? 

A: No.  This is misleading.  The Prime Minister needs to recollect his view 20 
himself, the former prime minister.  For a Cabinet meeting the process that 
I have seen or operated again and again for those many years that I 
experienced being the minister of Cabinet is that when a NEC paper like this 
is proposed by a cabinet minister, what happens is then that paper is brought 
to the attention of the other ministers and usually two weeks.  Sometimes 
with urgent paper, seven days.  If it is a very very urgent paper, then it is 
called a special NEC meeting and the paper so we do not get any notice, any 
kind of formal notice but what usually happens all the time is that you are 
given a minimum of seven to 14 days to peruse through the documents, their 
attachments; understanding.  See Dominic, this is the thing you look at the 30 
Papua New Guinea ministers.  They are not fully clearly literate on matters 
of cash, matters of money, the money culture in PNG, saving money in PNG, 
how to managing and spending money, those are very new things to many 
of our leaders including our people.  I would like to truthfully and humbly 
say that because they are growing into it.  Even other subject matters of 
investments, investing in whatever industry, they are also very new ideas.  
And it is very right it is very correct that you do give ministers because they 
will then ask the departmental heads, they will then ask the attorney general 
or somebody from the attorney general’s office, they will then ask the 
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lawyers if there is a lawyer in that particular office or department, ask about 
all these issues.   

 So these Cabinet papers are made just on ad hoc and a disarray kind of way.  
They are properly made and given time for people to see.  You look at their 
own ministers, some of them are school teachers from the outskirts of Papua 
New Guinea. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Polye, I think we need to be factual and just confine to the 
issues that we have here.  We are not going to be considering political statements, 
stuff like that. 

Dr Katter, can you be more specific with your questions and get the specific 10 

answers out?   

DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you, Chief Commissioner, will do.  Mr Polye, just 
looking - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So he canl give us his evidence but let us get some more 
focused in the questions and the answers.  Yes? 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Mr Polye, line 31 and 32 on the 
page that is in front of you now, transcript page, just read last two lines please?  
Were you informed by the Treasury Secretary of matters relating to the UBS 
submission that was to be made on 6 March prior to the NEC meeting on 6 March? 

A: Yes, Dominic.  Before I answer that question, I was about to finish when the 20 

Chief Commissioner interrupted.  What I was saying was that because the 
level of understanding- - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us have some focus - Mr Polye, let us have some focus in 
this.   

A: Of issues by the ministers is not strong.  When you asked me about the notice 
given to me, I am telling you that two weeks or seven days is the minimum 
given and there was no such notice given to anyone. 

Q: Okay, let us be focused and be specific. 

A: It is not a political statement.  It is a very specific statement that I am 
answering as to that question asked of me.  It is not a political statement, 30 
Chief Commissioner. 

Q: Go ahead.  I just want to cut short on the amount of time we could be here 
all afternoon talking about these things.  We have time limits. 

A: Yes, but I have the right to answer a question that he has asked me. 
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Q: Yes, you can.   

A: I was the person that was in the Cabinet and it is in your interest to hear me 
out. 

Q: Yes, all right, go ahead. 

A: You should be very interested to hear me out in full.   

[3.50pm] Q: Yes, go on. 

DR KATTER:  Mr Polye, did Mr Vele - - - 

A: Dominic, I will answer the second question I heard you.  You asked me the 
letter that was given to me by the Secretary of Treasury. 

Q: Yes. 10 

A: And what did you say in the letter and what did I do?  Was that the question? 

Q: No.   I was about to ask you about whether there was a phone call from Mr 
Vele to you on 5 March, this is the day before 6 March NEC meeting where 
you expressed about your position regarding signing off or not signing off 
the UBS loan the day before NEC meeting?  

A: If that is what Mr Vele has said he would have definitely made a mistake.  
He probably has mixed up his communication with me after 6 March when 
the decision had been made and I was asked to sign the instruments to 
implement the loan to execute it, not before; not on the 5th, not on the 6th but 
after – after the 6th when the decision had been made by Cabinet which I 20 

strongly opposed and I did not want to support it.  After that I was asked to 
sign and what he did was he brought me instruments that I signed.  So if he 
said he asked me before or if he asked me to or made a call for me to sign 
any documents, he definitely has to recollect his memory.  He never called 
me, there was no document that I had to sign before the 6th or on the 5th, there 
was none.  None that I know of.  Because if he says that he called me to sign 
any Cabinet paper on the 5th, Dominic, I would like to establish to this 
commission that I just do not work alone.  I have advisors in the department, 
I have technical officers in the department that definitely I would have called 
them, that is what I always do to go through any paper or any issue.  I have 30 
Australian Treasury staff; very highly technical people.  They are assigned 
and seconded to work with the Department of Treasury and I use them a lot 
for technical advice.  And this particular paper here is a very highly highly 
technical paper.  It has a lot of legal issues, a lot of financial issues, there are 
all kinds of issues there.  So, if he did call me himself including him and the 
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overseas advisors and Papua New Guinea – the Deputy Secretary was 
Anthony Yauieb, he was a very analytical kind of guy, I would have 
involved them but there was no such things.  I never conducted any meeting 
on the UBS loan, there was no talk what have you; there was none.  So, that 
is in my statement. 

Q: In that meeting, NEC meeting, 6 March do you recall whether or not there 
was an indication as to how interest would be payable on the UBS loan? 

A: Possibly yes.  At that time I want to be very honest that to go through these 
Cabinet papers.  If you look at the Cabinet papers it is highly technical and 
to go through everything at that time I know the conditions, the other 10 

fundamental issues of the loan were there, possibly they may have been 
there.  I picked out those that I could quickly see.  It never took long; it is 
not a one hour, two hours decision or discussion on the paper.  I think from 
my recollection it never went beyond 30, 40 minutes.  The conversation was 
between me and the Prime Minister only, other ministers never spoke so yes 
the interest, they were definitely there, I did not at that time I did not study 
them very carefully. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The interest would have been there but you did not have time 
to study it is that what you are saying? 

A: I did not have the time because in the Cabinet paper you will find – I mean 20 

loans, you get a loan you pay the interest.  But how the interest was 
structured, I did not go into the detail of that because I did not have the time 
to do or at the same time I was the only one talking and the Prime Minister 
was the only one talking on this issue.  It never took more than 30-40 minutes 
but possibly, yes at that time I knew.   

[3.54p.m]  Q: Make the answer shorter.  Dr Katter. 

DR KATTER:  Yes.  Mr Polye, the policy submission document to the NEC on 6 
March says, it has these words in it; “Also endorsed by the Minister for Treasury, 
the Minister for Finance and the Minister for Public Enterprises.”  Did you 
therefore endorse it, sign it, articulate it? 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Paragrapg D on the screen. 

 A: No, no.  Definitely no.  Definitely no, I would not have signed a document 
I never saw.  I only saw on that day 6 March when it was on the Cabinet 
table.   

Q: You delivered the 2014 Budget in 2013, did you not? 
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A: Yes, I did. 

Q: Was the UBS transaction or any matters relating to it in any way in the 
Budget papers tabled in the Parliament in that 2013 Budget? 

A: No.  I would have been the person to put or capture that or reflect that in 
2014 Budget; I never did. 

Q: During the NEC meeting on 6 March 2014 or in the period following that 
meeting that day and the next day, did you articulate a view about whether 
the UBS transaction needed to be included in any subsequent budget 
documents, legislation tabled in some form? 

A: Yes, I definitely did.  Definitely it is one of the major points of my 10 
discussion in the Cabinet that it had not been included in the previous 
budget and therefore give me time as Treasurer to see this and put in the 
next year’s budget. 

Q: You did that during the NEC meeting? 

A: During the  NEC meeting I did say that because it is a very important issue.  
It is not just like a matter that you  - it is glaringly very important because 
every budget must have the country’s money plan, loans, what have you, 
they must be reflected in the budget and it must be passed by the 
Parliament before you execute it.  So in those discussions that I had, yes I 
did mention that and I also asked if we could have enough time; give us 20 

enough time to put that in the following budget.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, can you put to him what Mr Dairi Vele said about 
that statement in paragraph D as to - - - 

DR KATTER:   Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That he was the one who prepared his submission for the 
Treasurer and later when the Treasurer did not want to be part of this submission, 
the Prime Minister came in and the Treasurer’s name had to be changed and the 
Prime Minister’s name had been inserted.  I think that was what he said.  But 
more specifically in relation to paragraph (d), he said he had discussions with you 
all along and you took no issue with the loan.  Your only issue was that the loan 30 
should be parked not with the State but with National Petroleum Company- - - 

A: That is not true. 

Q: NPCP.  That was your only issue.  That is according to Mr Vele. 
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A: Definitely not true.  I alluded to the commission many other issues that 
were raised.  It defeats my intelligence to just park loans like this in any 
State entity when you know that at the end of the day that State is 
responsible to pay.  So I would not have done that and what he said is not 
true.  He lied.  He lied to this Commission of Inquiry.  That is not true.   

Q: I am just helping Dr Katter to put that. 

A: I am just saying that. 

Q: What Mr Dairi Vele said in relation to paragraph (d).  But Dr Katter, you 
go on. 

DR KATTER:  Yes.  My notes were that Mr Vele said that your objection Mr Polye 10 
during the NEC meeting on 6 March 2014 was and this is the quote from Mr Vele; 
“Not whether to do the transaction or not but rather whether it should be on the 
State-owned enterprise balance sheet”, and that you asked and this is another quote 
from Mr Vele, “Why cannot NPCP take the loan immediately.”  And then Mr Vele 
said that you were not opposed to the transaction.  Those are his words, “not 
opposed to the transaction.” 
 

[3.59pm]  A: Not opposed to the transaction; that is an absolute lie, not true because I was 
speaking from the Cabinet Paper at that time in Cabinet.  There was not any 
other time that I spoke with Dairi Vele before, no.  After was when I was 20 
asked to sign those instruments.  So what he said is a lie, not true.  If you 
look at my annexures that I placed, you will see some of those comments 
and notes that you will see on the Cabinet Paper, they are mine.  I filed this 
in the Supreme Court when respectfully the Chief Commissioner was the 
Chief Justice.  The Chief Commissioner is aware of that.  You will those 
notes there, they are my notes.  You will see them in this evidence that I 
presented.  They are attached to my affidavit.  They are my notes and you 
will see them, those notes I wrote.  So my notes are not confined to the 
dilemma where to park the loan, no.  That is a very small issue.  I raised big 
issues.  You will see them evident on the Cabinet Paper that I have presented 30 
to the Supreme Court for its interpretation.  So I did not just raise small things 
like where should they park because I know the big picture that down the 
road the State pays; PNG – many of these State entities are subsidized by the 
budget of Papua New Guinea.  Air Niugini is subsidized, other entities are 
subsidized, PNG Power is subsidized, Telikom PNG is subsidized.  There is 
no State entity in Papua New Guinea that makes money.  They make losses 
year in year out.  I could not have stupidly say, go and park this loan under 
those entities because I know that the Treasury, the State forks out that 
money to pay for those debts, what have you.  So I definitely would not have 
said that.  So what Mr Dairi Vele said probably he did not recollect his 40 
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memory properly but you look at those documents, et cetera, I spoke exactly 
what I said I did in the Cabinet. 

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Polye. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few more questions.  According to Mr Vele, this 
document that you see which is the NEC submission was prepared by him initially 
for you? 
 
A: I have said no and I will say no again.  It was never prepared for me.  I did 10 

not have any privy to any document regarding the UBS loan.  I would rather 
like him to present one to this commission and say, that is Don Pomb Polye’s 
name there.  Did he present one to this commission saying this is the one I 
prepared for Don and this one is for Peter O’Neill?  Did he?  Well, he could 
have fabricated one.  But I am telling you there was no paper I know of in 
the entire intelligence, the resourcefulness I have in my brain that there was 
no paper that was prepared for me to sign.  I did not know about that.  I was 
never told; that would be a complete lie, statement. 

 
Q: So, in your experience, this kind of submission for Cabinet approval from a 20 

loan from an overseas financial institution where such a large amount of 
money would come from the relevant minister? 

 
A: Exactly.  This is- - - 
 
Q: Or would it come from the prime minister? 
 
A: A loan of this magnitude is a big thing.  It just does not come from somebody 

but it comes through a process in the system as per the law, it reaches many 
processes, it comes through the CACC, it comes to the Ministerial Economic 30 
Committee, it starts with the minister responsible and so forth.  That is what 
should have happened but never happened.  I as the responsible minister, I 
did not know about this paper until on 6 March 2014 when I sat on the table, 
I saw it.  Then I quickly got it and I was very – well, let me be honest, I was 
a bit concerned that it had not come through the process or through me. 

 
[4.04pm]  Q: And according to Mr Vele, this submission was prepared and brought under 

the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) No. 2 Act.  Would that be the correct 
statute or the law under which this kind of submission will be brought? 

 40 
A: The Loans Borrowings Act or any other Act, they are all subject to the 

Parliament’s approval by the Constitution. 
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Q: That is a different subject but bringing this kind of submission for an 
overseas loan, would that come under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 
in your experience or would it come under some other statute? 

 
A: I have just said my experience.  That Act is an Act.  When it says that I have 

to put it into the budget to operate that Act, the Constitution must empower 
me to do.  And what it empowers me to do is I take it to the Parliament and 
when the Parliament approves then I use the Loans Borrowings Act.  That is 
how I operate.  So I am answering what you are telling me; that is how I 
have been operating.  What I do is anything to do with Loans Borrowings, I 10 
see what the Act says but I see the most superior law in the Constitution. 

 
Q: Are you familiar with in your experience as the Treasurer, are you familiar 

with the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act? 
 
A: I am very familiar I have been using that.  We have been using that - - - 
 
Q: You have not been using that statute, have you? 
 
A: This statute, we have been using that.  I mean, the country has been using 20 

that; various treasurers have been using that.  And me I was regulated, I was 
guided by that Act.  It is an Act, it guides me to borrow.  But I get more 
authority from the Parliament as per the Constitution.   

 
Q: That Act says that the relevant minister who I suppose is the Treasurer has 

the responsibility of negotiating and concluding the loan, I suppose the 
National Executive Council also has a role in that and only after the loan is 
concluded then parliament is only informed of the loan transaction by the 
minister placing a copy, only a copy of the loan agreement with parliament 
and that is it.   30 

 
A: I have never operated like that.  What I have been operating is that when you 

talk about getting a loan it must be discussed through the Cabinet, offer a 
process of a time period.  And when the Cabinet decides to do that then you 
have the Loans Borrowings Act there to guide you to get a loan.  And you 
do it through the budget process.  You put it in the budget and let the 
Appropriation Bill which is the budget itself passed by the parliament.  It is 
not just placing it in the parliament; it has to be in the Appropriation Bill 
passed by the parliament. So, what you have done as regulated has been 
guided under the Loans Act, now you bring it to the parliamentary and your 40 
Appropriation Bill, the budget of the country and that is it.  And when that 
is passed by the parliament then you execute the law. That is a very important 
requirement.   
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Q: The prime minister then would have wanted you to bring this submission 

under your hand under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act to Cabinet for 
their approval.  And when you did not cooperate according to him, the name 
of the - under whose name the submissions was brought was changed to the 
prime minister and then he signed it off.   

 
A: That is a lie; Prime Minister would have lied or former Prime Minister would 

have lied or anybody else who spoke along those lines would have lied 
because I told the commission, chief commissioner, that the only time I was 10 
aware of the Cabinet paper regards this was on the 6th on Cabinet.  I would 
like to tell the commission that I am very conscience person to work with 
everybody.  I would not have gone against if I had been told.  I know we 
would have guided from the very beginning.  This particular paper I never 
saw.  I never even had any checking of it even before the Cabinet, no 
knowledge about it.  The only time I knew was on the 6th.  

 
[4.09 pm]   Q: After the loan was approved by National Executive Council you were asked 

by the prime minister to sign the relevant instruments effecting the decision? 
 20 
A: Definitely, not directly to me.  He wanted the secretary to get me to sign the 

papers et cetera but I did not want to sign.  I cannot go against my own 
conscience. 

 
Q: Those instruments would have been issued under the Loans (Overseas 

Borrowings) Act or some other legislation? 
 
A: Yes, those instruments would have come from the Overseas Loans 

Borrowings Act, yes. 
 30 
Q: In your position as Treasurer you would have issued those instruments? 
 
A: I could not have issued at that time because it had not gone to the Parliament; 

the budget had been passed.  To do that you have to do budget 2015. 
 
Q: Assuming parliament did give the approval- - - 
 
A: You cannot do it in 2014, the budget had been passed. 
 
Q: Assuming that was in order, the instruments you would have signed and it 40 

would have come under that Act? 
 
A: The instruments would have been signed by the Treasurer. 
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Q: Under that Act? 
 
A: Under that Act, yes.  I only sign that if the Parliament passed it in 2014, I 

would have definitely got it and signed because I was the one who prepared 
the 2014 budget in 2013.  But I had not factored it in that budget so how 
could I go ahead and sign.  I could not.  To sign you have to do it 2015. 

 
Q: Any other minister, Prime Minister for that matter would have signed those 

instruments under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act or only the 10 
Treasurer? 

 
A: The Treasurer and I think also the Minister for Finance.  I think he also signs 

other instruments too, yes.  There are specific instruments prepared for those 
ministers responsible by the Act.  You see for me to sign in that time I will 
have to have had it in the budget.  I did not have it in the budget.  It is not 
there.  It was a matter of principle and also a matter of moral obligation to 
the people.  I cannot just sign loans that did not reflect in the budget it breaks 
the loan.  And also it destroys the country’s economy and there is a poor – 
so for many reasons I could not sign. 20 

 
Q: We have evidence before the commission I think it is from the former Prime 

Minister that he signed off the submission in his capacity not as the Prime 
Minister but as the trustee of the relevant State-owned enterprise at that time 
then, I think it was NPCP and later it became Kumul. 

 
A: You cannot be a trustee and Prime Minister at the same time.  There is a 

conflict of interest, Chief Commissioner.  If they gave that evidence you are 
being misled, you should correct them.  How can they be a trustee on this 
public thing and then Prime Minister, politically being a powerful person 30 
and then come to sign again on a paper like this.  That is wrong.  It is a 
conflict of interest already.  When he told you this you would have told him 
that is a conflict of interest.  A person who is in a powerful of position to do 
two things at the time; if he told you that then that is a very good evidence 
he gave you.  You can see the problem there right there.  You cannot have 
one person to do two things at the same time when they are powerful like 
the prime minister, it is frightening. 

 
Q: Those are my questions.  Commissioner White, do you have questions? 
 40 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have a couple of questions.  Thank you Mr 
Polye.  I am jus t a little big interested in exploring the relationship which as 
Treasurer you have with your Treasury secretary.  Mr Vele told the Commission 
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that you were his first Treasurer that he had not occupied that role very much 
before.  How long had you been Treasurer in March 2014? 
 

[4.15 pm]  A: Commissioner, he was the one I appointed. He disappointed me meaning 
that he had never followed the process.  He had done this deal but yes, I was 
his first Treasurer, he was the Secretary first.  I appointed him as Secretary 
for Treasury. 

 
Q: You had a long experience in dealing with your Treasury secretaries, his 

predecessor for example? 10 
 
A: He was not there for a long time.  He was working with me, a very short 

while and I moved out after this UBS thing. 
 
Q: Yes.  I am interested to know what you expected from your treasury 

secretary in terms of keeping you informed of the things that he was engaged 
in as Treasury Secretary? 

 
A: You know because I am the one who took carriage of the Cabinet paper that 

went to the Cabinet to appoint him.  Because his father was a Secretary for 20 
Treasury before then I thought he would be a good Treasury Secretary.  
Therefore, I appointed him through the Cabinet on merits.  I had full 
confidence in him and for some reason that friendship – not friendship but 
professional working relationship I thought would have been there.  I think 
it was there but I think he got himself carried away when he failed or he 
decided whatever he chose to not to work with me or let me know what is 
happening to keep me abreast of all these issues on the UBS loan.  He never 
told me about anything. 

 
Q: It is your expectation that your Treasury Secretary would keep you informed 30 

given that he was dealing more directly with the Prime Minister who was 
interested in this, we have heard, that is not unusual, is it, for him to be 
engaged with perhaps another minister on a topic? 

 
A: Yes, that is not unusual because the person more powerful politically than 

me or had been any minister, he is the Prime Minister.  So, the secretary 
when the prime minister gives you the marching orders of course the 
ministers are powerless.  The laws you find in this country regarding prime 
minister and ministers, the ministers really are window curtains, the Prime 
Minister puts them there.  They are his people, he appoints them in the 40 
Cabinet so the secretary is aware of that.  If the prime minister is telling him 
something he would not want to tell me or he would do it even without 
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advising me because the prime minister has the power so I think that is what 
happened right here in this particular case.   

 
Q: Thank you.  The impression that I took from Mr Vele’s evidence about your 

understanding of the UBS loan, that is the one to purchase the Oil Search 
shares was that you had been involved and understood the issue of raising a 
loan to pay out the exchangeable bonds and there was no difference.  This 
was the same thing and so really you did know all about it.  That was the 
impression I took from his answers.  What would you say about that? 

 10 
A: I will have to clarify that.  There were two completely different issues here 

that Secretary Dairi Vele would have mixed them up.  I also see the former 
Prime Minister mixing it up too.  I do not know whether deliberately or lack 
of understanding.  The truth is this.  The IPIC Exchangeable Bond is a 
completely different issue which I knew of that came to an expiry on 5 
March.  That to me was, that is, it is done deal.  It is done deal it does not 
have bearing on UBS loan or any other loans.  There was no need for UBS 
loan.  I will say this again.  Commissioner, there was no need for a UBS 
loan. 

 20 
Q: I understand that Mr Polye. 
 
A: What I am saying is like they are completely different.  If the impression is 

given by the Secretary that I had an understanding of the UBS loan, no, I did 
not know about the UBS loan that would hooked up and done somewhere 
but I did have a full understanding of the IPIC loan.  I knew it came to a 
termination at its expiry date on 5 March 2014. 

 
[4.19 pm] That I am aware of and to me to go to another loan I must respectfully say 

that was not necessary.  There was no need. 30 
 

Q: Thanks Mr Polye, they are my questions.  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, you have any questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Yes, Chief Commissioner, I do have some 
questions. 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 40 
 
Q: Good afternoon Mr Polye. 
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A: Good afternoon. 
 
Q: Do you remember, Mr Polye, writing a letter to Mr Bakani the Governor of 

the Central Bank on 27 January asking for a full brief on the loan situation 
with regards to IPIC? 

 
A: I could have written a letter asking for IPIC, yes.  On IPIC, yes I would have 

written a letter. 
 
Q: How much at that stage- - - 10 
 
A: But I cannot recall a letter, what the contents of the letter is and all that.  I 

do not have it with me.  If I could be shown I can be better sure of the letter. 
 
Q: No. If the exhibit A which is the final report of the Ombudsman Commission 

could be shown to Mr Polye.  That is page Roman numeral XIV please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  XIV of which document again? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Exhibit A which the annexure RP3 which is the final 20 
report of the Ombudsman Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I previously gave notice that I was going to refer to 
this document. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have you got a copy there with you? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Not with me but I gave prior notice to, here it is 30 
coming now, the people in Brisbane. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, here it is. 
 
A: Yes, yes.. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  They very kindly help me out with this thing.  So, 
we are looking for paragraph 27.  This is the chronology in Ombudsman 
Commission and we are looking for paragraph 27. 
 40 
TRHE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  It says on 27 January Honourable Don Polye, 
Minister for Treasury wrote to Mr Bakani, requested for a full brief on that decision 
regarding the refinancing of the IPIC loan.  What did you understand about the 
refinancing, how much was to be borrowed? 
 
A: Like I said earlier on I would know about IPIC.  Refinancing is we had to 

borrow money to refinance so that we redeem those bonds back to PNG. 
 
Q: That is correct.  
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: How much was the refinancing? 
 
A: How much was refinancing? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The amount of money involved. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The amount of money that the NEC decisions from 
2012 through 2013 about refinancing.  How much was the government wanting to 20 
raise from a financier to buy back the Oil Search shares from IPIC? 
 
A: IPIC was 16 per cent I think.  I think the equity in exchange given to IPIC I 

think was 16 per cent or something.  I cannot really recall but the amount of 
money I cannot tell the exact figure. 

 
Q: I put it to you it was 1.6 billion that the government, the National Executive 

Council indeed of which you were a part and the Treasurer was seeking to 
raise through this financing to pay IPIC.  Would that be correct? 

 30 
A: If that is the record and 1.6 billion is the amount well, that is true.  I was part 

of the Cabinet, yes to raise the money to buy back the bonds, yes. 
 
Q: So, on numerous occasions you were part of Cabinet decisions regarding 

raising a loan for 1.6 billion? 
 
A: For IPIC. 
 
Q: For IPIC but it was a loan?  The government was to raise a loan, is that 

correct? 40 
 
A: It is for IPIC, IPIC was the subject issue for which we wanted to raise a loan. 
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Q: Yes. 
 
A: Not loan first, it is IPIC first.  That bond will have to free up therefore we 

were looking for money to do that. 
 
Q: Had that happened, that was the government’s decision that they were going 

to pay the 1.6 billion and that that 1.6 billion would have been secured on 
those Oil Search shares that the government got back from IPIC, was that 
not the situation? 

 10 
[4.24 pm]  A: Before the expiry, yes.  Before the expiry of the IPIC bond on 5 March 2014, 

yes.  The loan that you referred to became very relevant before 5 March 
2014. 

 
Q: That is correct.  Indeed.  I put it to you that you were mostly involved with 

not only writing to the Central Bank but with Secretary Vele with regards to 
that loan but indeed the UBS number 2 loan that we talk about all the way 
up until the Cabinet meeting? 

 
A: I will emphasize again.  I as Treasurer was responsible to redeem IPIC bonds 20 

and yes, there were several Cabinet papers, yes.  I work with people, I 
instructed people to raise money to buy back the bonds until when it expired 
on 5 March it was irrelevant, I could not be interested. 

 
Q: Mr Polye, you were not the minister responsible to redeem and do the 

financing on this, it was Minister Micah, was it not?  He was the one that 
was appointed by Cabinet to do this, not you. 

 
A: Yes, Minister Micah was there and then the government also appointed the 

governor of the bank.  And Treasury being the conventional, the State entity, 30 
not entity but the State department would oversee the fiscal responsibilities 
of anything.  Treasury you cannot subtract because the Treasury deals with 
the Fiscal Responsibility Act at that management strategy and the budgeting 
as well.  So, whatever I did would have affected the budget that I was doing 
so I was keeping an eye on what was happenings, yes. 

 
Q: If I could show Mr Polye.  There is a document I would like to show you 

and it is document 0031.0003.0049  - sorry, I am lying it is not that.  It is the 
email document. 

 40 
A: Is it a document I wrote or I have got or what? 
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Q: No, it is not a document.  The document I wish to show you is an email that 
indeed was sent and it is document number OSL.  It is an Oil Search email 
and it is 0005.0001.0728. 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q:     If you could just have a look at this email that is on the screen.  It is an email 

between Gerea Aopi and Peter Botten and it says in paragraph 3.  The 
meeting this morning is with the Prime Minister, Ministers Polye and Micah.  
Other present will be IPBC and NPCP and they will be briefing them on the 10 
transaction.  Now, that was on Monday, 3 March 2014 and there is evidence 
before this Commission that that meeting occurred? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: And that you were there? 
 
A: Well, I cannot really recall this but if they said I was well then I was there 

because I would have been there as the Treasurer on the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond with the IPIC loan.  I would have been there for IPIC and IPIC alone 20 
because that was the issue going up to the expiry date. 

 
Q: Mr Polye, this was a meeting on 3 March. 
 
A: What year? 
 
Q: 2014 and that was after- - - 
 
A: No, 5 March was the time when the IPIC loan came to an expiry. 
 30 
Q: Mr Polye, I put it to you that the loan matured on 5 March but on 14 February 

IPIC issued a mandatory notice setting out that they were going to retain the 
Oil Search shares. 

 
A: Did they say that? 
 
Q: And so all parties knew that and by this stage it was known to everyone that 

IPIC was retaining the shares including yourself, is that not true? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, this email does not mention anything about 40 
the UBS loan.  This one is talking about the IPIC, this dialogue over the IPIC 
Exchange Bond issue. 
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A: Exactly. 
 
Q: I am reading it, I cannot see any reference to UBS loan. 
 

[4.30 pm] MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The first part of that email deals with the notice of 
the issue of the situation where there was a notice of a dispute that the MD of 
indeed IPBC had issued a notice of dispute because there was a dispute over the 
balance of money that was to be paid.  But then and indeed that is where it comes 
from but then if you see later with that third paragraph, it deals with the transaction, 
and that is what the briefing was about, the meeting this morning; others present 10 
will be IPBC and NPCP. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  About what, the IPIC loan which was going to mature on 5 
March? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Well, that is correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no mention of the UBS loan in this email, that is what 20 
I am saying. 
 
A: Exactly. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct but that has been evidence that 
indeed by Mr Vele, that that was explained – that was the transaction that was being 
explained. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 30 
A: No, no.  If that is what Dairi Vele said then he lied to the Commission of 

Inquiry. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Ms Twivey-Nonggorr, you might have been listening 
this morning.  It looks a bit as though everyone is coming at you from every 
direction but this morning when the Governor of the Bank was challenged with this 
chain of emails as well where he was included, he was resolute that it was the IPIC 
transaction.  It was also being discussed and he said, notwithstanding, if you recall, 
notwithstanding that there had been on 23 February notice.   It was still hoped that 
they could do a deal with the Abu Dhabi people and perhaps, split the shares and 40 
put some more cash in.  So even in that sort of two-to-three-weeks period, they 
were still trying to salvage what they could.  That was the evidence that he gave 
this morning, if my recollection is correct.   
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, that is the evidence he gave but indeed this 
particular email is about a notice about the dispute of the amount outstanding by 
that stage.  I do not want to give evidence on the bar table. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But he has no issues with being involved in the IPIC 
transaction trying to get back the shares.  He has got no dispute around that.  I think 
you are trying to put to him that he was involved in the discussion meeting 
concerning the UBS loan; is that what you are trying to put to him? 
 10 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is what I am trying to put to him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This email does not concern the UBS loan; that is what I am 
saying.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, chief commissioner, it concerns a meeting 
between the Prime Minister, Don Polye, Minister Micah, and IPBC and NPCP.  All 
of those parties were also involved in the transaction.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This email does not say anything about the UBS loan so we 20 
might not allow the question but rephrase the question or go on to something else. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I put it to you that at that meeting, not only the IPIC 
was discussed but indeed the UBS transaction and the purchase of the Oil Search 
shares was discussed? 
 
A: I will have to be honest with you.  I want to be honest with you that the 

interest that I as Treasurer had was the IPIC loan and IPIC loan all the time 
and we worked up to the last day on 5 March when it was over, that is it.  So 
there was not at any one time did I have a sitting-in meeting with others and 30 
they talked about the UBS loan, definitely no.  I am telling you the honest 
truth.   

 
Q: And indeed you just gave evidence that it was your position that you were 

against any loan to purchase the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: No, no, no.  I did not say I was against any loan. 
 
Q: No, after 6 March, you said that you were – on 6 March, you were against 

any loan to purchase the new Oil Search shares.? 40 
 
A: That I have opposed it very clearly.  You will see in all those footnotes that 

I have put there and so forth.  I opposed not just any loan but this particular 
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UBS loan to buy 139 million shares.  That was a very bad decision and I did 
not want that.  That was a bad decision.  That was a bad bad decision 
speculating; broke all the laws of the country.  Never followed the process.  
I have very strong and good reasons to oppose it. 

 
Q: But you were happy for the government to borrow 1.6 billion and do a collar 

loan to buy back the shares from IPIC, the same type of loan.   
 
A: See, if you go back to – see, I have to talk and I am very very conscious of 

the Chief Commissioner cutting me off to answer but some of these 10 
questions they asked me- - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is my job to cut you off. 
 
A: I will explain.  I will explain that. 
 
Q: That is my job to cut you off if I see you going around in a circle.  Yes, go 

on.   
  

[4.35 pm]  A: No, no, I have to disagree with you, I have been really answering these 20 
questions well but on this particular question, it is an economic question you 
are asking me.  Were you there at that time?  I am sure you were there but 
you will recall in 2002 the economy was down and private business climate 
was done and we had the Kina dropped so low that there was no foreign 
reserves in the banks and so forth and there was no investment coming.  
Definitely you were aware of that. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes but if you could just answer the question which 
was, but you were happy to make the same type of loan 1.6 billion to buy back the 
Oil Search shares which was a bridge and collar loan? 30 
 
A: No, no I will correct you.  I will correct you, it is not the same type of loan.  

That is a wrong wording.  It is not the same type of loan.  That loan we got 
to invest in the PNG LNG Project. 

 
Q: But that is the purpose that we are talking the type of loan? 
 
A: But this 1.3 billion was to buy shares in a speculative market.  They are 

different loans.  They are not the same type. 
 40 
Q: The 1.6 billion loan, I put it to you was to repay IPIC and to purchase back 

the Oil Search shares so the type of loan was a collar which is a share loan 
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and so that was the type of loan and you were well aware of that because 
you had kept an eye on it.  Is that not the case? 

 
A:  Tiffany, the issue here is not talking about- - -   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, we may be mixing up two different loans here. 
 
A: Yes, we are not talking about loans here; the merits of the loan for what 

purpose. 
 10 
Q: IPIC loan was a loan.  The collar and the bridge component of it came in the 

UBS loan. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Well, Chief Commissioner, the collar part of it was 
also in the original one because they were securely - the original loan, UBS1 and 
UBS2 I I will refer them to - UBS1 was also going to be a collar loan because they 
were securely against the shares as well so the if share is going up and down would 
affect the UBS1.  So, when- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right well, ask him the question for what it is worth. 20 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  Indeed, I will not ask that question if it 
is not going to assist you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think we know the answers. 
 
A: You know the answer, you see. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We know that UBS was involved in both transactions so the 
confusion could quite easily creep in there. 30 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Maybe you are talking about same things but eventually it 
turned out to be two different loans. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, the point is, is that with the same type of loan, 
with the UBS loan No.2 and UBS loan No.1 is that they were both share loans and 
they were both dependent upon the share price. 
 40 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I object. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  UBS loan to pay off IPIC, the refinancing one. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the UBS loan to fund the new placement shares in 
Oil Shares. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes.  They were both secured solely against the 
shares which means that they were both- - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Against which shares? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Oil Search shares but one was the Oil Search shares 
that we got back that is why- - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the other one was a new placing of new shares, right? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, but it is the same- - - 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Two different loans. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Two different loans, UBS1 and UBS2 but they are 
same structure. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  They are both dependent upon the share prices to 
whether you lose money but if I could take you the question that I was leading to; 
was in fact that you just said you opposed the UBS2 loan absolutely and the 30 
purchase of new shares? 
 
A: I opposed it for all those reasons I gave you. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: Illegal, – follow process and it was very speculative industry to buy shares. 
 
Q: Thank you.  If I could take you to your own affidavit and that is exhibit EE.  

That is the affidavit of Don Polye and if I could take you to an annexure E.  40 
Please annexure E.  You answered Dr Katter and said that, all right, the Chief 
Commissioner, and said that you did not approve of it being put into NPCP 
or any other entity or hiding it, I think the little words you used hiding it in 
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another entity that you did not like it at all.  If we could go to annexure E 
please.  

 
[4.40pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is quite a long document.  

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  We have not moved off the first page yet. 
 
A: Are you to referring to that memo that Secretary Vele advised me to sign, he 

proposes Petromin as an entity and then I respond to him and said; well, 
look, you going to read Petromin you follow the process and do that. Is that 10 
the one you are coming at? 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: And try to – said, well, I did propose.  Is that what you are trying to get at? 
 
Q: What I am actually saying to you is that the NEC Decision was that; the State 

would initially buy it and indeed it said that within the financial year, the 
loan would be novated to Petromin and that is indeed the memo from the 
Secretary to you? 20 

 
A: All right. 
 
Q: That is contained in the memo of the Secretary to you on 6 March, he sets 

out indeed what the NEC decision said about novating it to Petromin, and 
then you respond, if we take you further down in annexure E please? 

 
A: Yes, I know I responded there saying that I will go along with what he is 

saying, yes. 
 30 
Q: So you did not oppose it going to Petromin; if we could go down to the letter. 
 
A: I want you to look through my mind.  A meeting was held on 6 March and 

there was a heated argument and I said, no.  And if you look at the cabinet 
paper, they wanted us to approve that particular Cabinet paper and sign all 
the contracts by the end of 6 March.  That is a fact here.  You will see that 
in the Cabinet paper.  And my tactic - I have played two tactics there.  I had 
to say; look, give us time to do that so if they wanted to go to Petromin, it 
would not be on the same day.  It would be taking time to do that.  So I 
wanted to kill that.  My objective was to use that as a technique as asked by 40 
the Treasury Secretary; well, if that is what you want to do, you can do that 
but you have to do it through the process.  And that process, I know in me is 
going to take long time to do that.  It is not going to be just one hour or just 
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five minutes like it was envisaged and it was driven in the Cabinet paper so 
I deliberately said that to delay and then deliberately abort this paper.  So we 
do not have a K3 billion loan but I destroyed the plan. 

 
Q: If we could go down to the end of that letter, Mr Polye and it says; “I advise 

you to proceed to effect this loan, restructured immediately where borrowing 
it is done through Petromin and not the State.  I also propose that you prepare 
the process for this loan to be taken to Parliament”. 

 
A: Exactly. 10 
 
Q: For approval. 
 
A: Exactly, it will not take one year to do that.  Even if you went to Petromin, 

a Parliament will take one year so I knew I wanted to have my own objective 
to kill this crazy, this mad loan so there is no loan, I have not created a 
liability and come the Parliament, I would have influenced people to change 
and we would have good money, if it was necessary to do we had time to 
plan and correct this wrong loan.  That was the objective of the letter there. 

 20 
Q: I put it to you that that was your sole objection to it that at that time you 

wanted it to go through Petromin? 
 
A: I know.  I am a very intelligent man. That was not my sole objective.  You 

look at that letter there, there are various other issues that I have raised in 
that same letter that you have referred to.  I am very intelligent and I am also 
responsible for the people of this country and I cannot just rely on just one 
so that is the technique or tactic I used. 

 
Q: If I may take you to you to another one of your annexures I think it is 30 

annexure B, the submission, the NEC submission. 
 
A: All right.  Okay, may I just focus something on this, please?  You see that 

letter after the paragraph I talked about the Sovereign Wealth Fund and the 
EITI here.  Are you clear with this? 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Do you know what Sovereign Wealth Fund is? 
 40 
Q: Yes.  Except that I am not the witness. 
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A: IPIC is a type of Sovereign World Fund.  You know what EITI is?  
Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative.  What it means is that the 
proceeds you get from an extractive industries like petroleum or mine, it 
comes through the properly designed Sovereign Wealth Fund and that 
initiative makes sure it is transparent.  You see those things I mentioned to 
the Secretary.    

 
[4.45pm] Q: Yes. 

 
A: You should be happy because I am trying to protect Papua New Guineans 10 

from people abusing money. You see my tactic that brings smile in there. 
Trying to delay it for one year.  By the time I know that this funny, this mad 
loan will have evaporated into thin air.  But because I was not the Prime 
Minister and I was just a minister, so they had their way. 

 
Q: But you realized that it was the cabinet decision that was to obtain the loan, 

not one man’s decision? 
 
A: Yes.  But Tiffany, I want you to understand this.  Whether it is the one 

million peoples’ decision or not, the law is the law.  The process is the 20 
process.  In a civilized country, we are trying get ourselves fully civilized. 
We have to teach people follow the rule of law.  Here the Cabinet is not 
above the law.  The Cabinet must follow the law so in this case, I have found 
that Cabinet was not following the law.  

 
Q: I will get back to that in a minute but if you could go back to annexure B.  I 

think it is annexure B which is the NEC submission, that is it.  If we could 
stroll through it, you have said that these notations on it are the ones that you 
have made in Cabinet? 

 30 
A: Those are the ones that I made in Cabinet, yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  If you could go back up to the top of that paper, the NEC. A bit 

further, please.  It is stamped at the top, which is a stamp from Winifred 
Kiap, who was the Secretary for NEC at that time. And that particular 
document is dated 7 March.  So this is not the document I put it to you that 
you put notes on in Cabinet? 

 
A: Sorry? 
 40 
Q: In fact, you have put notes on in Cabinet in fact, you put notes on this at a 

different time? 
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A:  I am very happy you raised this.  I am very happy you raised this because 
the Commission must understand it.  You see, it really proves what I am 
telling you.  If it had gone through the Treasury process, the date there would 
not have been 7th.  The date there would have been a date much earlier 
because the Cabinet what it does is it gets and process it through the system. 
So date would be much earlier.  An earlier date first or maybe the date of the 
last month but you see the 7th, the paper was not made through the process. 
It was brought on the 6th on the day like I said and therefore, when they 
realized that they made this and not come through the process, they told 
Winnie, Winnie just stamped it and Winnie’s stamp being on the day that 10 
she received this capital paper.  And that was on 7th that she received it.  I 
am glad, you have raised that question. 

 
Q: I put it to you that the Secretary for NEC is the custodian of the Cabinet 

papers. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And when you wanted to obtain a copy of this Cabinet paper, you went to 

Ms Kiap and asked for a copy? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that why you have a copy with the dates stamped on it on 7 March? 
 
A: She was imposed upon to have this – well, put another way.  The Cabinet 

papers are given to her on that day that is stamped.  You see, if the Cabinet 
paper was given to her to stamp, it was after the decision on 6 March.  It is 
given to her on the day after the decision was made.  So if you see what I 
was saying all along, it just fits into the date that you are highlighting it to 30 
be.  You see this? 

 
Q: The point is; you did not make those notes in the Cabinet meeting, did you? 
 
A: Well, some of those notes I made them, the other notes when I wanted to go 

the court; the court there. I told you the filed is in the Supreme Court and I 
also did notes when I discussed with my lawyers to file them at the court. 
And the Chief Commissioner here, he was the Chief Justice when I have 
filed it.  He is fully aware of it. 

 40 
Q: If I could now take you to another item.  If I could refer to exhibit MMM 

which is the affidavit of Dairi Vele.  This goes to the point of whether you 
were aware of the circumstances of the Oil Search share purchase? 
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A: Say that again. 
 
Q: And as Treasurer, did you keep your eye on what was happening in the 

business world in Papua New Guinea? 
 
A: The opening statement you said something I quite did not get; the opening 

of your statement.  Can y9ou say that again, please. 
 
Q: This is going to your knowledge.  I am going to ask this question to your 10 

knowledge of the transaction prior to the Cabinet meeting. 
 
A: All right. 
 
Q: So would you read the business parts of the Newspaper ever? 
 
A: There are so many businesses.  I mean what particular business are you 

talking about?   Is it in the petroleum industry, mining or tourism, 
agriculture, manufacture or what business, retail? 

 20 
[4.49pm]  Q: Newspapers, the Post Courier and The National newspapers. 

 
A: All right.  Yes, but what particular - - - 
 
Q: I will show you shortly. 
 
A: I have to understand. 
 
Q: If we can go to exhibit MMM.  It is the affidavit of Dairi Vele on 5 August 

2021. 30 
 
A: All right. 
 
Q: This is a newspaper article.  This is a download from the internet and 

further in the annexure has the actual newspaper article and it is dated 
Monday, 3 March and if you could just have a read of that article. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is reporting on a statement by the then Prime Minister and it says, “O’Neill 40 

said the agreement was subject to the executing of a final document with the 
international banker, UBS and a receipt of final State approvals which were 
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expected on or before Thursday, which is Cabinet.”  So, you have never seen 
this before?  You did not? 

 
A: O’Neill said agreement was subject to the execution of a final document with 

the – so even before it came to the Cabinet somebody decided already, 
outside of Cabinet already.  Do you think it is right?  Well, Prime Minister 
just go out and make a decision without the Cabinet or without the 
Parliament - - - 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Polye, could I just interrupt you?  That is not the 10 
question that Mrs Nonggorr asked you.  She asked you, did you see this newspaper 
report at the time on 3 March or in some other paper report? 
 
A: I would have seen, I may not have seen, it is a very long time ago and I 

cannot recall very well but what I am saying is that because of ……to my 
….., I just pick up what is there but thank you.  I am not sure if I have seen 
it or not because there - - - 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Sorry.  If we could scroll down a bit to the actual 
cutting from the newspaper, just to the end of this article.  Just one more scroll 20 
down, I think.  Did your political staff keep you up to speed with business 
announcements in the newspaper? 
 
A: Yes, I see business and all that but when you asked me without even 

identifying what type of business you are talking about, I asked the question.  
But this one, I may have seen it but I am not sure, I said. 

 
Q: I put it to you that it was actually common knowledge that this UBS 

transaction and Oil Search share purchase was going ahead that it was not a 
State secret that indeed a press statement was released by the former Prime 30 
Minister to say that a proposed deal had been put and indeed it was subject 
to approvals by Cabinet? 

 
A: That is not how it works.  Even if I saw it I would have belittled it because 

what happens it must go through a process like I said and it is subject to the 
approval by budgetary process.  It is such in the last year not in the current 
time.  If you make a decision of finance today, you have to reflect it in next 
year’s budget. 

 
Q: Moving along further, in your - - - 40 
 
A: Excuse me, can I just say one more thing?  So, if people have made decisions 

coming out like this, it is illegal they are wrong.  They never got the consent 
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of government and the Parliament.  So, that news illustrates that whoever 
pre-committed the State into billions of kina was the wrong thing they did 
because they never got approval from the Parliament.  It had not, at that time, 
had not gone through the Cabinet then to Parliament so that announcement 
was wrong announcement.  I mean that is the wrong thing they did. 

 
Q: If I could move on to another section, another area.  When you were here 

last, you said that when the Prime Minister at the time decommissioned you 
on 9 or 10 March, you said you were going to resign anyway.  Is that true?  
At that time when the Prime Minister decommissioned you, you said it in 10 
evidence that that was okay because you were going to resign anyway.  Is 
that true? 

 
A: Yes. 
 

[4.54pm]Q: If you did that – if that was true, why did you commence court proceedings 
OS 142 of 2014 seeking your decommissioning to be declared invalid? 

 
A: It has nothing to do with me personally; it is a matter that relates to the people 

of this country.  I cannot just hide under the carpet.  It is nothing personally 20 
between me and another person.  We are talking about the development 
budget, as we all know, it is only 4 billion and this is a 3 billion loan being 
taken.  It is chipping away at the development budget of a very poor country.  
I cannot hide it under the carpet; I have to take it to the court of law because 
the misconstrued fact that was thrown out there was a political statement 
saying that they ought to have stability in government, in politics.  No, it is 
not to do stability in government, it is do with this loan here so I had to take 
that to court, expose the facts and the truth like right now. 

 
Q: What happened to that court case? 30 
 
A: It went to court, it went on and on, went on and on.  It took about I think one 

or two years.  My lawyer Loani Henao appeared about three, four times and 
then the election time came in 2017, I went to the elections and I lost.  My 
election was rigged; overturned by the court just recently and I have come 
back and you are seeing me before this Commission of Inquiry.  So, the court 
- my application lost its utility. 

 
Q: I put it to you that with that particular court case where you were seeking to 

be reinstated as Treasurer, that was filed on 10 April 2014 and it was 40 
determined on 8 May 2014, a month later and it was dismissed.  Is that 
correct? 
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A: That plus another application I made was the one that I alluded to earlier on, 
the Cabinet submission and the UBS loan, I have filed that also.  So, when I 
filed that is dismissal; you see the point was this.  I have noticed in PNG 
politics that the power is to be shared.  All the powers under the current laws 
are all constituted on the Prime Minister.  So, the Prime Minister can keep 
people in and out at any time he wants.  If he wants to get a loan such as this, 
he calls the shots.  So, I took it to court to test the law to see if the ministers 
did have some powers.  Now, I have been telling this Commission of Inquiry 
that I have realized now that the powers are all constituted on the Prime 
Minister, on one person.  Therefore, I think in my earlier statement, I did say 10 
this country needs to share its powers so that ministers they also have their 
powers.  How did I know that because I took it to court and I tested it and 
the courts had told me you do not have the powers.  They say the Prime 
Minister has it.  Now, I am saying we should do reforms to the laws of this 
country to share the powers so that ministers like the Treasurer if he says no, 
then some weight should be given to it not the Prime Minister bulldozing 
things.  So, that is the purpose of that case and that is why after the 
experience now and I can tell you what the law is so we can reform the laws 
to share powers. 

 20 
Q: Mr Polye, if I could also talk to you about the loans.  If I recall correctly, 

you said that with the loan process they have to be in the budget beforehand 
and then a loan can be done.  Is that what you said? 

 
A: Both ways.  Under the Treasurer now that is 2021, if I want to effect a loan 

next year I will put it in the budget today.  I talk about it, it has to be 
processed through, for what purpose, what is it going to do within the 
policies of government, what loan before.  There has to be a plan because 
our budget we restructured it to be a five-year money plan for Papua New 
Guinea.  You have to reflect that so that how you repay the loan is also 30 
reflected in the budget as per the government’s debt management strategy.  
So, therefore, you reflect it now; or if you come next year 2021, and all of a 
sudden you find you have to have a loan and that is an ad hoc  - you cannot 
just get a loan, it is an ad hoc thing, then you plan the loan for the following 
year.  That then can be included in the budget for the following year.  That 
is how it should be and that is how in my observation of the law that is how 
it is constituted or instituted in our systems. 

     
[4.59pm]Q: I have got two questions that arise from that.  What then is a supplementary 

budget for if it is not to then assist with loans that are urgent like Covid 40 
loans? 
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A: Yes, that is a good point.  Mrs Nonggorr, yes, supplementary budget some 
sudden set of emergency strikes or the economy is falling because of some 
World Events like the current Covid 19 or something happens in the US and 
all the markets were affected and your cashflow, the revenue that you 
projected was down and your budget does not look realistic because of the 
situation then you introduce the supplementary budget.  Or if there is a 
surplus, say a surplus coming in, you have to go to the budget because the 
surplus people can abuse it.  It is easy to abuse when you have got more than 
enough money in the system.  Or sometimes when it is really a low, a deep 
in the revenue and you have to look elsewhere to make half of the revenue 10 
or you say look, let us live within our means, then you introduce a 
supplementary only under those very special conditions.   

 
Q: Now, Mr Polye, if I could take you again to an annexure of the affidavit of 

Dairi Vele, which is exhibit MMM and this is my second question arising 
from these loans and if I could go to annexure DV18.  It is exhibit MMM, 
affidavit of Dairi Vele on 5 August, annexure DV18.  I put it to you, Mr 
Polye, that whilst before we get to this that indeed that is not the most 
common process that you have actually explained with the budgets.  That 
most loans that Papua New Guinea gets, they actually are executed before 20 
they are even in the budget.  Now, if I could take you to this table.  This is a 
table of multi-lateral loans, project loans from 2010 around the last 10 years 
that have been in the budget papers to date and the table shows those loans 
that they were executed, if you can see, there are titles at the top and it has 
got execution here and then it has got – the previous one is National Budget 
first registered – sorry, recognized.  I put it to you that most loans are actually 
negotiated and executed before they appear in the National Budget and 
indeed they do appear in the National Budget only in the year that they are 
to be drawn down. 

 30 
A: No, you are wrong; you are wrong.  I will correct you.  These are 

conventional loans from the World Bank, from ADB and our Development 
Partners.  They are source of loans that exists between our bi-lateral relations 
with a country or with those institutions.  They are not just like commercial 
loans; they are completely different.  The rates are like 0.01 to 3 per cent and 
they are very low.  We call them conventional loans. 

 
Q: Concessional loans. 
 
A: The other loans are commercial, this one I am talking about is a commercial 40 

loan. 
 
Q: Concessional loans. 
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A: Yes, these are concessional loans.  The others you are talking about are the 

commercial loans which are very high interest rates.  But these loans here, 
we go into agreement with the World Bank or the ADB or any other 
institution and they together with us, they help developing countries like 
PNG to chart out their policies like I was alluding to earlier, medium term 
development strategies or the plans and that is – we are going to give you a 
counterpart funding but you are going to put this much in, we are going to 
put 80 per cent, for instance, ADB provides 80 per cent for us.  And we, as 
a government, we budget it – I budget in every year a 20 per cent.  So, as 10 
soon as I make that money available in the budget, I draw down the 80 per 
cent from the ADB.  That is why it is an ongoing thing.  I will give you one 
example.  I signed – I represented the country – I went to the Philippines and 
I signed this thing called Multi-Trans Financial Facility with the Asian 
Development Bank with the President.  And what that does is it changed 
from a previous loan that they were giving Papua New Guinea yearly and I 
saw that was costly for PNG.  So, I said give us a blanket loan that covers 
five years, 10 years.  

 
[5.04pm] And as long as we have the affordability of providing the accountable 20 

funding, we will drawdown.  So they gave us – instead of giving us 200 
million 300 million, I took the loan up to 1.6 billion and then after several 
years it might come to more than that if we performed well.  So, what you 
are seeing is using those things there? 

 
Q: Did you get permission from Parliament to execute that loan? 
 
A: There are existing bilateral agreements with those development partners like 

World Bank, ADB and other – they are all members.  We are members of 
those institutions.  It is not like UBS.  UBS, PNG is not a member.  We 30 
signed, we ratify on the floor of Parliament that we are a member of these 
institutions.  So, Papua New Guinea is a member of the ADB, we are 
member of the World Bank.  So all countries we are members of that.  And 
that we have got different arrangements there.  Still we go through our laws 
but how we operate those, they are existing traditional partners.  That is why 
you heard me saying all the time, I said, let us get loans from all those 
traditional concessional loans from all our partners here; not commercial 
loans.  Because commercial interest rates are very high and this one here 
now – UBS is a problem because of that. 

 40 
Q: If we could scroll down a bit.  You were Treasurer between 2012 to March 

2014.  And it appears that in that period you signed quite a lot of loans before 
they actually appeared in the budget.  Is that the case? 
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A: No, they are always in the budget.  You look at the budget, you will find – 

these are ones that you got from the budget book, where did you get them?  
Where did you get those? 

 
Q: Well, this is in the affidavit of Dairi Vele.  This is from - - - 
 
A: Well, I will tell you he got them from the budget.  He typed it out from the 

budget.  The budget, you will see PNG Budget, you will see those things 
there. 10 

 
Q: Yes.  The point is that they are in the budget but they were all in the budget 

after you executed them.  In fact, if we see - - - 
 
A: It is ongoing. 
 
Q: For example, this World Bank loan of 29 May 2013, that was executed in 

2013 but it did not appear in the budget papers till 2016. 
 
A: Multi-Trans Finance Facility is for five years, I believe, if I can recall well.  20 

And once it is signed and it is within the institution and PNG, it is 
implemented under our special arrangement we have as a member to the 
bank.  So it is different. 

 
Q: And in 2013 November, you signed a loan with the China Exim Bank for 

400 million over 20 years and that did not appear in the budget till the 
following year? 

 
A: Those that we signed, they would normally be signed with a government or 

the institution involved under bilateral agreements that exist.  You see most 30 
of those – if you really had gone back to the source, how those loans came 
about, you will find them, there is agreements with PNG and with them 
already there made by the governments, they are already there.  So, under 
those arrangements, they help PNG but we always reflect them.  These ones 
I will tell you, you have got them from the budget because that is – multi – 
all those bank institutions and others there, they are doing that. 

 
Q: So, you agree that - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just interrupt here?  For my own part, I would 40 
find that this line of cross-examination much more helpful instead of going through 
the multilateral and the bilateral agreements which underpin these loans, if we 
could just go to one like UBS and outside commercial loan but does not go through 
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the budget process.  That is really what you are trying to demonstrate, but I do not 
find these useful and I understand the point that you are making but I would think 
would be much more compelling if you could take us to a commercial loan with 
an outside entity if there is one in that list. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  There is not in that list.  That was a list of project 
loans to show how indeed that it is actually - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I understand the point of it and I understand the 
kind the of loans that these are but they are not like the UBS loans from my 10 
perspective.  So, if there is not one to show here, I wonder if we might move on to 
the next trench of questions.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, I will.  And that is – did the UBS loan 
go through Parliament?  Was it approved by Parliament? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was it tabled in Parliament at any stage? 
 20 
A: Definitely not. 
 
Q: Are you aware that under section 28 of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 

Act that the process is that the loans are tabled after signing before 
Parliament that is the law.   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The loan agreement is tabled. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Loan agreement tabled? 
 30 
A: Loan agreement. 
 
Q: The loan agreement and the circumstances of the loan; the details of the loan. 
 

[5.09pm] A: Yes.  The loan agreement is different to the money being shown on the 
budget are different things. 

 
Q: That is true.  I am talking about the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act which 

is the process for the loan.  And my question is; was the loan tabled before 
Parliament in accordance with the law? 40 

 
A: The loan was not tabled before Parliament, no. 
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Q: If I could take - - - 
 
A: I did not want to get myself into trouble with the Chief Commissioner. 
 
Q: If I could take you to - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you have that information, you can put it to him that it was 
tabled by whichever Treasurer who was in office at the time? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONNGGORR:  If I could take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele 10 
sworn on 22 June and annexure DV1.  And if we could go to annexure DV1.  Now, 
this is the draft Hansard from 5 September 2014 and if I could take you to page 2.  
And there is a title there saying, ‘Acquisition of shares in Oil Search Limited by 
the State and other financial partners – Ministerial Statement.’  And I put it to you 
that the then Treasurer Patrick Pruaitch explained the UBS loan, explained the 
purchase of the shares including the interest, including the structure and then tabled 
the loan documents.  Do you agree with that? 
 
A: Can we go up and see the Hansard?  I would like to look at it how it was 

registered.  Can we go up a bit and look at the Hansard first?  Can you go up 20 
the Hansard?  Normally Hansard would be stamped by the Parliament, the 
Speaker, the clerk.  Do you have any stamp on these? 

 
Q: No, - - - 
 
A: Why? 
 
Q: These are downloaded from the Parliamentary website. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are using the same Hansard so let us assume the validity 30 
of the Hansard. 
 
A: Well, I am saying it because normally when we get the Hansard given to us 

Members of Parliament in our offices, you will see this blue stamp on it all 
the time.  So, I am just asking.  It does not matter where the blue stamp is; is 
it anywhere on the document.  Because most times they put it up at the top. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, my question is - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that is the Hansard there, we have been using it so - - - 40 
 
A: All right.  Let us assume that that was stamped, but I definitely do not agree 

with this because it is not stamped.  The NEC Paper had a stamp so you 
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asked me questions and I explained to you that I had made comments on.  
Some of the comments I made earlier, some comments I would have made 
whenever in the court.  But this one here does not have but I will answer 
your question anyway.  So what is Pruaitch doing? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Minister Pruaitch was delivering a ministerial 
statement explaining the loan and if I could take you to page 7 of Hansard in the 
bottom paragraph which is outlined by me.  He says there that he is tabling his – 
this brings to me this question that is pursuing the elements of financing the 
transaction which are being tabled today.  Do you recall this happening? 10 
 
A: I cannot recall this happening.  At that time, I was the Leader of the 

Opposition, I cannot recall.  When was this presented to Parliament?  What 
year was it; 2014 or 2015? 

 
Q: It was presented to Parliament when you were shadow treasurer on 5 

September 2014.  And if I could take you back one page to page 6, please.  
Sorry, Brisbane people.  At the top of the page, it records that you made a 
point of order. 

 20 
A: Is this a – well, I made a point of order, did I? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think Mrs Nonggorr is just trying to demonstrate 
that you were apparently present in the Parliament when the statement was made. 
 
A: Yes, I would have been.  So, I was trying to do that; report and declare when 

this matter - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that is a ministerial statement made concerning the loan, 
right? 30 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, and the tabling of the documents. 

 
[5.15pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we go by the wording of section 2(8) of the Loans 

(Overseas Borrowings) Act, we are looking for the tabling of the loan agreement.  
Was the loan agreement tabled after the ministerial statement - that part of the 
documentation ever tabled? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, that is what the Treasurer says that it had tabled 
today. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What; what documents? 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Elements of financing the transaction which have 
been tabled today, the loan documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It does not say the loan agreement.  The minimum required is 
all that the government is required to do is to present the loan agreement and that 
is it; not need to explain.  Parliament can read it for itself.  So, I think we need 
some specificity of it but you tabled some documents?  We assume that the loan 
agreement was tabled.    
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, may I object to this line of questioning? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, may I just object to this line of questioning?  You 
have indicated that the rule in Brown and Dunn does not apply, these are classically 
matters for submission - really not assisting anybody. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We just allow the question, but we are trying to get – for 
myself at least if that particular provision is complied with, then I am looking for 
minimum compliances, the tabling of the loan agreement itself is what I want to 20 
know besides from all the ministerial statements and all the other documents that 
may have been tabled.  So your instruction is that the actual loan agreement, I 
suppose, to any other documentation was tabled? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct.  That is my instructions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And were you able to obtain the actual documents that were 
tabled as reflected in the Hansard?  Did that come from the clerk or wherever you 
got the Hansard from? 
 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, the Hansard is from the 
internet which was downloaded from the parliamentary website.  Unfortunately, 
trying to obtain documents from the Parliament which we have attempted to do 
with regards to documents and copies of statements indeed like ministerial 
statements, the actual statements, it is very very difficult. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   The record is there.  The ministerial statement was made but 
we need to identify the documents that were tendered at that time.  And I am more 
interested in the copy of the agreement itself, the loan agreement.  If it was tabled 
or not, we need to establish that. 40 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I would submit that I would request - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  If it was not tabled and there was some other documents and 
statements of it, then obviously that is not in compliance with subsection (8) as I 
am reading here. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I would then seek that - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But if you do not have a copy of that document with you to 
put to the witness, you might as well not ask him the question. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Also with respect - - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But we do take notice that there was a ministerial statement 
made explaining the loan; the essential details of the loan that is disclosed there 
and everybody heard him and that is as far as you can go. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Have you got many more questions, Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The only questions that I have left are just to in fact 
demonstrates that - - - 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In the time that you have, could you make some enquiries to 
see if the actual document that was tabled by the Treasurer then includes the loan 
agreement itself and then produce those when you appear next. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just give it a go and see how you go. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: I will certainly do that because it is my instructions 
that indeed because of all the issues at that time, from that time it was a very – 30 
every loan since has been actually physically tabled on the table because there was 
a question actually as to what it meant; what did it mean?  You know what does it 
mean? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, the minimum requirement is just table the loan 
agreement and that is it.  There is no need for debate, nobody needs to explain.  But 
the statutory requirement would have been met so we want to establish if this loan 
agreement, the UBS loan agreement was actually tabled in Parliament.  If it was 
not tabled, then obviously there is another breach there. 
 40 
A: Chairman - - - 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  We will definitely get those instructions and indeed 
seek the documents and indeed we will put in another statement.  It is difficult 
when the people that actually made the statement cannot remember making the 
statement at the time so it is difficult - - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  According to Mr Pruaitch, he said there were no documents 
tabled, he said that.  He only made the statement but then you need to find out from 
the Clerk of Parliament and the Speaker’s office as to whether the actual documents 
accompanying the statement were tabled.  But I am more particularly interested in 
the Loan Agreement itself, not all the other stuff. 10 
 

[5.20pm] A: Chairman, can I say just one thing to this one because my name is there; it 
is glaring at me.  And I am - - - 

 
Q: Sorry? 
 
A: On this issue that you are discussing between you and counsel.  I see you 

were discussing about me raising a point of order on this same issue; and I 
am raising a point of order and I say, can you clarify if it is appropriate to 
gather this report.  If he is giving a statement that gives a report of what 20 
happened, what happened, but there was no other document to this.  What I 
was talking about budget is you have to have that money in the budget.  Now 
you saw all those multilateral and bilateral agreement money, it has to be 
like that but there was no such thing as that. 
 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Mr Polye. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Let us just narrow it down to finding the Loan Agreement 
being placed in Parliament; that is all we want to know, I mean, for myself.  That 
is the commission’s business.  All the other stuff, we are not interested in.  That 30 
does not comply with section 2(a). 
 
A: But, chairman, do you have to tell her to literally search because the man 

who did it like Pruaitch, he just admitted that he came and said he never did 
any other statements; that is the end of the story.  Why are we labouring too 
much trying to tell her to go and look for information; she will never find it. 

 
Q: It is the commission’s job to make – to test that evidence and that is where 

she is coming from. 
 40 
A: But we have to be very focused on this.  Let us not say things that are not 

true because there is no true document, and you know that because the man 
who presented himself came and gave you the evidence saying that he never 
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presented the report; that is the end of story.  You should not even be asking 
those questions.  That is waste of our time.   

 
Q: I think we will just bring that line of questions to an end there.  But have you 

got some other questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioner White, I was wanting to respond to 
your question if that all right.  The remaining questions I had were to demonstrate 
that there was a Supplementary Budget to appropriate the interest for the UBS 
Loan, but the commission knows that, so I - - - 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  We do know that - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that evidence is there already.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I will not take that further.  Thank you, that is all 
the questions. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I do not think we need to argue the toss with tired 
witness and the commissioners either.  Thank you. 20 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, I have no further questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What was the amount of the Supplementary Budget to cater 
for the interest for the UBS Loan, 200 something? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am instructed that that total interest involves a lot 
of other loans but I believe it is necessary to put in a statement as to the breakdown 
of that interest. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it is about 200 million, was it not? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, it was 200 million, but the actual loan’s interest 
as Mr Sonk actually demonstrated was about 74 million again.  So, indeed, we will 
need to put in a statement as to the breakdown of that.  I think that would assist 
you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 40 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, could Mr Polye, please be excused? 
 
A: Can I say one or two things before I go? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Polye, you want to - - - 
 
A:   What I will do is I will just say before I go. 
 
Q: You want to just put in your last words before you take your leave? 
 10 
A: Yes, my last word is this. 
 
Q: Do not make it too long. 
 
A: No, I will not make it too long. 
 
Q: We are not interested in all the political vocabulary out there. 
 
A: No, no, no, no, you are misconstruing what I have been saying.  I am 

answering questions. 20 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: If you hear it properly.  Chair, this particular perception is that because there 

are many people, all of them agreed collectively does not make a wrong 
decision right, neither breaking of a law correct.  That is point number 1. 

 
Point number 2, how you interpret the Overseas Loans Act in conjunction 
with section 209 of the Constitution, you have to do it carefully.  Because if 
you leave the window open, any rogue government will go in and get any 30 
loan at any time.  These laws must be correct and put together to protect the 
interest of the State.   
 
A loan cannot be taken unless it has been budgeted for, and her evidence has 
illustrated that, the multilateral and the bilateral has shown that.  So, I hope 
that we are not confining ourselves to the laws in the Overseas Loans Act 
only; that must be read with the Constitution and other laws that guide 
borrowing.  This country must be protected. 
 
You look at the development index of this country, very low; corruption 40 
index is very high.  We are one of those corrupt countries.  Others have to 
do business.  Our women and children, they are all over the place because of 
abuses like this.   
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Commissions like this, we would like us to set a precedent where people do 
not abuse.  The resources are well protected so our children can live a better 
tomorrow.  That is the focus of my presentation here today.  Thank you. 
 

Q: Thank you, Mr Polye, for giving evidence last time and this afternoon as 
well and you may be excused.   

 
A: Thank you. 
 10 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?  Mr Jurth, or who is in charge here? 
 

[5.25pm] MR JURTH:  No, that is it, chief.  May the proceedings be adjourned until 10 
o’clock on Wednesday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have we mentioned all the witnesses listed for today, we 20 
exhausted everybody? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief - - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The answer is there are no more witnesses today.  We are still 
doing a comprehensive list of any outstanding witnesses, but we believe everyone 
has been called and my submission is we should now adjourn the proceedings till 
9.30 am, next – sorry, 9 am next Wednesday because some of our Brattle witnesses, 30 
of course, will be giving evidence from North America. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And in the meantime, we will circulate an updated list for a final 
tender and the like. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will do that shortly.  Just check today’s list.  
There are three witnesses there outstanding we might want to mention.  If we have 
mentioned them, I may have missed what we said.  Erastus Kamburi, what did we 40 
say about Erastus Kamburi? 
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MR JURTH:  Production of documents only, chief; we are just finalizing a 
statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Charles Abel? 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, obviously, there was no time for him today.  I do not know 
when he can come back, we will find out. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Then Anthony Yauieb? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Yes, he was here earlier and we have asked him to come back next 
Wednesday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  That is the list so, as I understand, we are going to 
have a sort of like a call over next week or status check of all the witnesses? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who have come to give evidence or who are still outstanding 
and so forth next Wednesday? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Wednesday will be the last day and we will deal with all 
that.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then Associate can adjourn the proceedings to next 
Wednesday. 
 
 
 
AT 5.28 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL  30 
 WEDNESDAY, 18 AUGUST 2021 AT 9.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[8.59 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we commence this the 47th day of 
hearing with the recall of the Brattle Group and today we have Dr Tobby Brown, Dr 
George Oldfield and Dr Alberto Vargas whose CVs you saw on the last occasion, 
Commissioners.  So, there are two reports which I would ask to be displayed on the 
screen.  The first is what we describe as a Supplementary Report.  We could have 
that on the screen first.  Dr Brown, could I ask you to describe what the purpose of 
this report please? 
 
PRESENTATION BY THE BRATTLE GROUP - DR TOBY BROWN, DR 
GEORGE OLDFIELD AND DR ALBERTO VARGAS 10 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes.  The supplementary report simply introduces and annexes all of 
the materials on which we relied for our first report; those being documents provided 
to us the public documents that we located and work papers that we prepared to carry 
out the detailed calculations reported in our first report. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  And then there is a what we describe as the Third 
Brattle Report, we could have that up on the screen.  Commissioners, this is what 
the gentleman here today are particularly here to give evidence about.   So, firstly 
the scope of this report if, commissioners, we can go to paragraph 3 of this document.  20 
And you will see, commissioners, this is in summary the scope of the report that you 
will recall there was an earlier report, we call that the First Report.  There are five 
additional transactions.  We will come to those in a minute.  There is a new material 
made available since then to the Brattle Group which they have analyzed and given 
opinions about.  They also have some other material.  We will come to the detail of 
it. 
 
Dr Brown, could you just describe the documents which are attached to this report 
please? 
 30 
DR BROWN:  Yes.  The documents attached are the documents on which we relied 
for this report including the work papers, again contained detailed calculations and 
there are not very many of them so I can just list now if that is convenient. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, please. 
 
DR BROWN:  The first document attached is a letter from Mr Sonk of Kumul to the 
Commission dated 14 July 2021.  The second document is a presentation given by 
UBS and JP Morgan to Kumul Petroleum in July of 2017 about one of the collar 
loans that we will be discussing in more detail later.  The third document is what we 40 
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refer to as the UBS Workbook which is a workbook, an Excel workbook that UBS 
prepared recently and submitted to MinterEllison and through them to us.  That 
workbook summarises the financial transactions that we are discussing today.  The 
fourth document is a document from February 2016 called the Front Collar 
Amendment and Restatement Deed.   
 

[9.04 am] The fifth document is called the Front Collar Side Letter which is dated February of 
2016.  Sixth is the Front Collar Notification Letter.  That one is dated 25 February 
2016 and seventh is a document called the Initial Price Notification Letter and that 
one is dated 23/7/2014 and then lastly is our work papers. 10 

 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Could we go to page 39 of this report please?  Dr 
Brown, that is your declaration as an expert on behalf of the Brattle Group? 
 
DR BROWN:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I tender the Third Report together with the 
attachments which Dr Brown has provided.  I appreciate some of those attachments 
are already in evidence elsewhere but in my submission it is convenient to have these 
self-contained with this Report. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will admit the 
document into evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am in agreement, thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the Second Report of the Brattle Group dated 17 
August 2021 is admitted into evidence and it will be marked OOO. 
 
EXHIBIT OOO – SECOND REPORT BY BRATTLE GROUP DATED 17 30 
AUGUST 2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then I also tender the Supplementary Report of the Second 
Brattle Report.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The Supplementary Brattle Report is admitted into evidence 
and it will be marked Exhibit PPP. 
 
EXHIBIT PPP – SUPPLEMENTARY REPOPRT BY BRATTLE GROUP 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, thank you.  Now, gentleman I think 
you have some PowerPoints.  If at any point you wish them to be displayed please 
just indicate that and we will put them up on the screen and to those listening, the 
Supplementary and the Third Brattle Report will be put up onto the Commission 
website as soon as possible as will the PowerPoints and in effect to that end perhaps 
what I should do, can we just display the PowerPoints please.  If we could just scroll 
down to the end of the PowerPoints.  So, it is 16 pages, commissioners I appreciate 
this is only in (.,inaudible..) but it may be convenient to tender this as well so I tender 
this as well. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the description of that document? 
 
DR RENWICK:  This is the PowerPoint presentation of the Brattle evidence. 
 
 THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the PowerPoint presentation of the evidence is 
admitted into evidence and is it will be marked exhibit QQQ. 
 
EXHIBIT QQQ – POWERPOINT PRESENTATION OF THE BRATTLE 
GROUP EVIDENCE 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you Commissioners and as I say those will be put up on the 
Commission website as soon as possible so that interested persons can access them.  
Just a couple of definitional matters before gentleman, I ask you to speak to your 
report.  If we can go to paragraph 7 of the Third Brattle Report please.  So, 
Commissioners, it is important to note these are the transactions which are being 
referred to this morning.   So, you will recall that the First Report dealt with the 
bridge and collar loans entered into between the State and UBS in March 2014.  As 
you know that was subsequently novated to KPHL in December and that is 7(b) the 
novated collar loan which we call December 2014 Collar Loan.  Further, there is a 
further collar loan in February 2016 - well, the February 2016 collar loan or the Front 30 
Collar which unwound and repaid the earlier collar loans. 
 

[9.09am[ And then finally as you know, commissioners, the 2016 collar loan was terminated 
in September 2017.  If we just stroll down to paragraph 8 and I can mention the 
essential irrelevance for present purposes of the IP Morgan transaction, the Back 
Collar and you can see there as Brattle advised the irrelevance is because Kumul did 
not pay anything directly or receive anything directly from JP Morgan. And then 
finally in paragraph 9 in the next page, you see the particular questions which Brattle 
had been asked to advise on asserting the loss and providing an opinion on the value 
of the transactions and the fees charged and taking into account the information 40 
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provided since the first report.  Then we move on with those reparatory words could 
I perhaps ask you which of you wishes to indicate in summary form what this report 
covers and your conclusions and then we can examine the matters in detail, 
 
DR BROWN:  Dr Renwick, if convenient I can attempt to do that.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
DR BROWN:  And so in summary, we have since our last appearance, we have been 
provided with documents that give the details of the transactions that Dr Renwick 10 
just went through.  Those transactions happened after the initial March 2014 Collar 
Loan and Bridge Loans that we discussed last time.  And so in our third report, we 
go through and analyze the December 2014 Collar Loan and we also analyzed the 
replacements of that loan the original March 2014 Collar Loan with a new collar 
loan in February 2016.  And we can analyze all of those transactions in essentially 
the same way that we analyzed the March 2014 collar loan.  And then finally we 
similarly analyzed the unwinding or termination of the last collar loan which took 
place in September 2017. 
 
Having analyzed those transactions, we are able then to go back and look at all of 20 
the transactions in aggregates and covering therefore the entire period from March 
2014 through to September 2017, and say what the financial impact of the State’s 
decision to purchase Oil Search shares and to finance that purchase through UBS, 
and to hold those shares through to September 2017.  We are able to conspar the 
financial impacts on the State of doing that.  In addition, the further documents that 
we have been analyzing recently have clarified one or two issues that we dealt with 
in our first reports and so we have some updates on what we said last time that we 
are able to make as well. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  It is convenient Dr Brown we have got paragraph 10 30 
on the screen now.  Just some definitional matters.  So firstly as you there say you 
used the standard methods and models as explained in the first report and equally in 
this report, that is right? 
 
DR BROWN:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then quite often in the report you talk about what is a “fair 
price” or a fair value or something and you also talk about the value transferred, 
could you just explain a little more what you meant by those terms? 
 40 
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[9.14 am] DR BROWN:  When we use the term market price or equivalently a fair price for 
something, what we mean is the price or the value that could be obtained by 
transacting in a market in a normal willing-buyer willing-seller type of a framework.  
And another way of saying that is that a fair price or a market price is a price that we 
would expect to result if there was a process involving some kind of competitive 
tension to deliver a competitive or a market price. 

 
So for having defined those terms, then if we find that when we look at a specific 
transaction between the State or Kumul and UBS and we find that the price at which 
the transactions took place is different from what we consider to be a market price 10 
or a fair price, that difference would then constitute an amount of value that has been 
transferred between the State and UBS. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Perhaps, I could ask Dr Oldfield this question.  Kumul and the 
State were dealing with a very large and well-known entity in UBS.  What can you 
tell us, Dr Oldfield, about what UBS should be prepared now to provide to Kumul 
and the State in relation to the advice or opinion they gave; the hedging strategies 
they maintained?  In other words, information to allow someone in the position of 
the State or Kumul to refresh their memory about what advice was given and to 
assure themselves that UBS did what it had promised to do.  Just to a higher level, 20 
what would you say about that, sir? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  I would say that the transaction should be fully documented with 
the Terms of the Agreement, what was presented to Kumul by UBS, whatever 
representations they made about the commercial terms of the transaction, they 
should be able to turn over the trading – well, first, the strategy for hedging and the 
trading records for what positions they took on and put off, and the results of that to 
show that when terminating the correct hedge, unwind quantity was conveyed from 
UBS to its counterparty. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  We will come to this a little bit later, Dr Brown, but I 
think there is still information which it would be useful for Brattle to know to 
applying further and an appropriate time this morning, you might indicate what that 
is. 
 
DR BROWN:  Okay.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Perhaps, we might start then gentlemen at page 15 of the Report; 
and Dr Vargas, I think you are going to speak to this about the collars which I think 
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you define paragraph 56 and perhaps then speak to figures 1 and 2.  You got that, Dr 
Vargas? 
 
DR VARGAS:  Yes, definitely Dr Renwick.  If we could go to paragraph 56 of the 
Report.  As Dr Brown indicated earlier, the current Report focuses on five 
transactions but before discussing those transactions, we need to state the context 
remembering that in March 2014, UBS had entered into two transactions with the 
State.  One referred to as the March 2014 Collar Loan, and the second referred to as 
March 2014 Bridge Loan.  If you recall from our appearance a month ago, the March 
2014 Bridge Loan was a $335 million loan which was intended to be short term. 10 
 
So the first of the transactions that occupy us in this Report is a repayment of that 
March 2014 bridge loan which had happened in December 2014 and the 12 million 
shares that were collateralized in the Bridge Loan were used to enter into a new 
collar loan referred to as the December 2014 Collar Loan which unfortunately here 
are the first and the third transaction. 
 

[9.19am] So by December 2014, there are still two transactions between the State and UBS.  
The March 2014 collar loan which is not modified in December and the new 
December 2014 collar loan.  Then in February 2016, both of these collar loans the 20 
December 2014 and the March 2014 are unwound.  By this we do not mean that they 
have been cancelled but - they are cancelled but immediately the State or its entity 
KPHL enter into a new set of transactions with UBS.  The key transaction as stated 
in paragraph E which is what we refer to as the February 2016 collar loan; this is a 
new collar loan that is collateralized by the universe of all the shares that were 
collateralized and separately the March and December 2014 collar loans.  Finally in 
September 2017, UBS and KPHL unwound this collar – the collars are terminated 
and the shares are sold.  So one of the things that is common right across all of these 
transactions is that all of them are different variations on this instrument called the 
Collar Loan.  So to make sure that we all have the relevant background, I will go 30 
briefly into a reflex position of what these collar loans constitute and why it might 
have made sense for the State and later KPHL to enter into these transactions with 
UBS.   

So, if we could go to the presentation slide number 4.  Sorry, that is slide number 5.  
So, a collar loan generically is simply a financial strategy that limits the possible 
returns, other financial assets such as a Stock.  The relevance in this particular case 
is that if the State had entered into a loan with UBS without this collar, UBS would 
be exposed to the credit risk or the ability of the State to pay back that loan.  A way 
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to mitigate that risk is simply to collateralize the loan with the shares that the State 
was holding in this case, Oil Search shares.  However, if you collateralize a loan 
with an asset that itself has a variable value such as shares, UBS is still exposed to 
the market risk of those shares being worthless by the time that that payment 
becomes due. 

So what UBS and the State did is enter into a series of financial options transactions 
referred to as a collar which allow both sides to hedge the risk that they are exposed 
to relative to movement of the price of Oil Search shares.  The mechanics of these 
are somewhat complex and beyond the scope and the level of (…inaudible…) so 
that we – everyone to go in to today’s presentation but the end result can be seen in 10 
the next slide.  We can show it.  So from the State’s perspective.  The State has an 
obligation to pay back to UBS after two years the principal that it borrowed.  The 
value of the shares might end up being more equal or less than the value of that 
principal that they have to pay back however because of the set of derivative 
contracts referred to as the collar that they entered into with UBS their net position 
is never going to be one where they need to actually pay anything back to UBS. 

[9.24am] The whole purpose of this structure is that if the share price of the Oil Search shares 
on the date that the loan expires is below $6.54, the State does not have to pay 
anything to UBS nor does UBS have to pay anything to the State.  As the share price 
increases between 6.54 and 11.65, gradually UBS is in a position where they have 20 
to pay an amount that grows from zero up until $2.62 per share to the State.  So, 
again there is no point regardless of the price of Oil Search’s shares where the State 
has to pay, it can actually be UBS who has to pay.   

Finally, that amount stops – that amount that UBS has to pay stops growing when 
the share price reaches $11.65 and at that point, any additional value from a higher 
price from the shares is retained by UBS and UBS at most has to pay back $2.62 to 
the State.  In this sense, the collar is setting boundaries in how much the State needs 
to pay back - is actually they do not have to pay back anything UBS simply retains 
the shares but it also sets a boundary on how much they can benefit from higher 
prices in the price of Oil Search’s shares.  So, this simply gives us an idea of why it 30 
might have been reasonable for the State to enter these kinds of transactions.  It uses 
an asset that it was holding the Oil Search shares to potentially obtain a cheaper 
interest rate on a loan that it wishes to take out.   
 
However, the next part of my presentation will be the contrast between what Dr 
Brown explained as the fair price the interest rate that they should have paid for these 
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loans and the price that it actually paid.  And it is not only in the interest rate where 
we need to compare the fair price versus the paid price.  It is also in the amount that 
the State or UBS paid to enter into these contracts.  So, before I go into this second 
part talking about the fair price versus the paid price, are there any questions Dr 
Renwick or Commissioners? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Dr Vargas, just at that point, looking at the risk to UBS at this point 
the interest has been prepaid by the State and its entities, the Oil Search shares which 
are the collateral are held in escrow by UBS and presumably UBS protects itself in 
relation to possible share movements outside the collar by hedging. 10 
 
DR VARGAS:  That is right.  There are multiple ways in which UBS could have 
hedged its position.  In our last appearance a month ago, we discussed that in the 
particular case of the first collar loan, the March 2014 collar loan, UBS could have 
taken the mirror or exactly the same position with a third party potentially a highly 
rated bank like itself and in that case, they would have been able to hedge completely 
any market risk that they were bearing because of taking these options positions with 
the State.   
 
DR RENWICK:  And so that being so, there is no risk at all from UBS’s point of 20 
view that the State will default, point 1. 
 
DR VARGAS:  Right. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And there is I take it from last answer a negligible risk that UBS 
will not be able to hedge its risk caused by the movement in the share price.   
 
DR VARGAS:  That is also correct. 
 

[9.29am] DR RENWICK: Does it follow from that that in some ways one can describe this 30 
lending environment as risk free? 
 
DR VARGAS:  It would be close to risk free as we described in our last appearance.  
All the risks could be hedged and under the representations of UBS that the hedges 
were nil premium.  They would be potentially – UBS could have hedged the 
positions at a zero-cost based on their representation. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  Those are my questions about this diagram.  
If you want to go to the next one, please. 
 40 
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DR VARGAS:  Yes, thank you.  So, I have spoken of two costs as well as the 
hedging with these collar loans.  The first one which is the most direct and is 
common to any loan is the interest component.  So, for each of the three collars that 
we have been discussing the March 2014, the December 2014 and the February 2016 
collars, there was an amount of prepaid interest associated with these transactions, 
these prepaid interest is documented in UBS’s documents.  It is not something that 
we had to calculate but just as we have indicated early these positions represented a 
close risks that were completely hedgeable by UBS and therefore the interest rate 
charged by the UBS on these positions should be either the risk-free rate or very 
close to the risk-free rate.  So, in this particular table in the first two columns where 10 
we presented the interest component, what we referred to as the fair interest rate is 
the interest rate that should have been charged if UBS had to charge the risk-free 
rate on each of the three collars that it had entered into with the State or with Kumul.  
So, you can see - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Dr Vargas, just to interrupt, just as a matter of definition, if we can 
just switch the page 7 footnote 8 of your report where I think the risk-free rate for 
present purposes is defined. 
 
DR VARGAS:  Right.  The risk-free rate given that all these transactions happened 20 
in Australian dollars the risk-free rate is defined as the risk-free rate as reported by 
the Reserve Bank of Australia on zero coupon Australian government bonds.  So, 
zero coupon bonds are bonds that do not – even though it is a bit thought illogical – 
it is bonds that do not pay intermediate interest payments during the life of the bond 
and simply make a lump sum payment at the end of the life of the bond.  This is 
essentially the same set up as the collar loans that UBS entered into with the State 
and Kumul. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Dr Vargas.  We can go back to the other Power-point 
page. 30 
 
DR VARGAS:  Thank you.  And the point that I was making is that based on our 
calculations on each of the three collar loans, the UBS charged above a rate – above 
the interest rate corresponding to the risk-free rate.  So, this is what we referred to 
earlier as value transferred to UBS.  The difference between the interest that was 
paid and the interest that would have been paid under this fair or risk-free rate is 
value transferred to UBS.  One component that might be worth spending a small 
amount of time is during the unwind of the February 2016 collar loan the unwind of 
– the unwind was contractually set when the February 2016 transaction was entered 
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into, Kumul had a right to terminate early the collar and the amount of interest that 
would be returned is set formulately. 
 

[9.34am] In contrast, what we represent as the fair amount is the fair amount had the interest 
rate being the risk-free interest rate and the entirety of the interest had been returned 
to Kumul under the unwind.  So that covers the interest component of the cost of the 
collar loans. 

 
The second component of the collar loans is the collar premium component.  This is 
even more relevant in the current report than in our previous report since as we 10 
discussed in our prior appearance UBS claimed that the March 2014 collar loan was 
nil premium.  This means that the options that UBS sold to the State had the same 
value as the options that the State sold to UBS to form the 2014 collar.  As we 
mentioned in our prior appearance, we disagree with that statement and we instead 
believe that UBS should have paid $24.5 million to the State for entering into those 
options contracts. 
 
We now perform the same analysis for the December 2014 and for the February 
2016 transactions and again, we find that the fair value that we calculate for these 
options is lower than what UBS actually charged either the State or Kumul for 20 
entering into the transactions.  One point which adds a lower complexity to this table 
is that during the February 2016 transaction as I mentioned earlier, this is actually a 
compound transaction which is made up of unwinding the March and December 
2014 collars and entering into a new set of collars.  So, the $17.2 million paid is 
actually the net of how much UBS credited for the unwind of the existing collars; 
plus the price that they charged Kumul for entering into the new collars.   
 
In contrast, we estimate that that net value should have been $60 million.  So, both 
in the interest component and in the collar component, we find that in general UBS 
charged more than the fair price for each and every one of these transactions.  30 
Summarizing all of these, the total that we find in value transferred to UBS is $140.3 
million.  So, this summarizes the quantitative evaluation of this value transfer to 
UBS but a point that I would like to repeat once more and that I hinted out when I 
talked about the February 2016 transaction is the complexity of these transactions.   
 
In our last appearance we discussed how the March 2014 collar loan was in fact 
made up of 30 tranches; each of the tranches made up of 10 different options and 
once the December 2014 collar is added, we add three more tranches; again, each 
one made up of 10 different options and by that point that we enter the February 
2016 transaction, this new collar loan substitutes the existing 33 tranches by 120 40 
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tranches, each of them made up of 10 options.  So, it becomes an increasingly 
complex transaction as time goes by. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And Dr Vargas, if I can just pause there and ask Dr Oldfield.  Dr 
Oldfield, my recollection is your evidence on the last occasion was the 2014 – the 
March 2014 UBS transaction was unnecessarily complex given what the 
Independent State was seeking to achieve and I take it that is equally, if not, more so 
unnecessarily very complex for the later transactions in view of what Dr Vargas has 
just said. 
 10 

[9.39am] DR OLDFIELD:  (..inaudible..) believe these transactions were unnecessarily 
complicated, yes. I think the same thing could have been achieved with much simpler 
structures for each one of these Collar loans. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much.  Dr Vargas, could I ask you some 
questions please about the February 2016 Collar Loan.  If we could go to paragraphs 
77 of your report.  Okay, the first thing to note there is as you say; the loans were 
similar but differed in firstly noting that it did not expose UBS to Papua New Guinea 
credit risk but there is an additional feature not previously present, mainly the right 
to terminate.  And I concentrate on page 78 for a minute.   You talk about the pricing 20 
terms set out in letters from UBS.  The documents do not specify the interest rate in 
the same way the documentation to the earlier Collar Loans did, only a dollar amount 
of interest is specified.  Is it unusual in transactions of this nature for the lender not 
to set out both the interest rate and the total amount charged?  And the reason I ask 
that is; does it not make it more difficult for the customer to work out the interest 
rate being charged if they just present it with an overall amount? 
 
DR VARGAS:  I could not find the universal need to state the interest rate however 
what I can say is that it is unusual that this transaction mimics in a lot of respects the 
previous transaction – the 2014 transactions, that UBS should not state the interest 30 
rate in the new transaction, whereas in the two transactions from 2014, it exclusively 
stated in their documents. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, all right.  And then you do a calculation, I think do you not, 
on the next page, your calculation is that it would have been 3 percent? 
 
DR VARGAS:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right. Now, Commissioners, I mentioned earlier, we can go to 
paragraph 80, that there are still some things we do not yet know from UBS and I do 40 
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not mind who answers this question but you can see there that Brattle indicate they 
do not know the UBS hedging strategy nor its hedging position, nor the information 
provided about that strategy or positions for KPHL.  Leaving aside what KPHL 
might have been told and bearing in mind what Dr Oldfield said earlier about how 
usual it would be for UBS to have such information and to provide it to a customer. 
If that information was to be provided to Brattle, what could you tell the Commission 
– you know, what questions could you answer if that information was provided; the 
hedging strategy and the hedging positions? 
 
DR BROWN:  I can start and my colleagues can add on to perhaps.  Firstly, if we 10 
knew what the UBS has in possession was in fact were at the time that the February 
2016 Collar Loan was terminated i.e. in September 2017, then we would be able to 
value those hedging positions.  The February 2016 Collar Loan required UBS to 
make a payment to Kumul and that payment had as one of its components any 
benefits that UBS realized by unwinding its hedge positions. So if we knew what 
they were we would be able to test whether in fact the termination payment that UBS 
made was reasonable and relative to our assessment at the market value of the UBS 
hedge positions.  
 

[9.44 am] That is the first thing to say.  In relation to any information communicated by UBS 20 
to Kumul either at the outset or during the term of the February 2016 loan that would 
be relevant to assessing the value of the terms of the options to terminate because 
that option involves the payments of the hedge unwind.  And also it would enable 
us to assess the decision making that went on as to whether to terminate or not 
because as we mention in the Report, the February 2016 collar loan had a market 
value at any point in time; and that market value could have been depending on the 
circumstances higher than the termination payment. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  just to reiterate, Dr Oldfield, your view is that UBS 
should have records of that material and there is no reason why they should not be 30 
able to provide that to their clients.  I have got that right, have I not? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes, that is correct.  It is just the contract they entered says that 
they would make it commercially a reasonable transfer.  They should be able to 
document it exactly how they did that and reveal that to their customer to show to 
the customer that the correct amount was transferred to that customer. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you,  Dr Vargas, just a couple more questions on this area.  
If we can look at figure 1 first and then figure 2 on pages 15 and 16.  So the figure 
1, as I understand it, measures the movement in the Oil Search share price over 40 
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approximately an 11 year period and also contains a number of grey vertical bars.  
What do they represent, please? 
 
DR VARGAS:  That is the – you are right in that the graph shows the evolution of 
Oil Search’s share price from 2018 to 2019.  The importance of the grey bars is the 
range of dates when there were expiration of one or or the second set of – sorry, of 
the first set or the second collar.  So the first grey bar which appears in 2016 is the 
set of maturities for the March 2014 collar which began in March 2016, two years 
after the collars were initiated and it ends roughly mid-year 2014. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  If we can just pause – I am sorry for interrupting – just go to figure 
2 because we have got a more detailed- - - 
 
DR VARGAS:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Could you just explain?  There is a large grey bar and it is in a 
vertical line.  Could you just explain to the commissioners the thin grey line, please? 
 
DR VARGAS:  All right.  The thin grey line would have been really hard to explain 
in figure 1.  Thank you for moving to figure 2.  The thin red line is the set of 20 
maturities for the December 2014 collar.  As I mentioned earlier, the March 2014 
was made up of 30 tranches and the expiry dates were distributed through the first 
thick grey line.  The December 2014 collar was made up of only three tranches and 
they expired on three consecutive days and hence the very thin grey line for their 
expiry dates.   
 
DR RENWICK:  And then we move forward to the expiry dates in 2018 and 2019. 
 
DR VARGAS:  Yes.  So the second and third thick grey lines are the maturities for 
the February 2016 collar.  So as I mentioned earlier this collar was made up of 120 30 
tranches and those 120 expiry dates are distributed between 2018 and 2019, so 
setting a very long period in which the different tranches would have expired.   
 

[9.49am] DR RENWICK:  Now, as we know there was the possibility at least two stages of 
just letting the collars expire.  That could have happened for the 2014 collars as 
indicated and in the case of the 2016 collars as indicated.  You would be able to 
calculate, would you not, if they had simply been allowed to expire what value would 
have been transferred from UBS to the State? 
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DR VARGAS:  Let me clarify the terms of the question for a moment.  If the collars 
would have remained until expiry, our assumption would be that UBS would simply 
pay the contractual amount that was set up in the different options.  So, the chart that 
I showed earlier showing how much UBS had to pay the State at different levels of 
the share price is the amount that would have been paid from UBS to the State at 
different points in time.  So, if we take the March 2014 collar for instance, the green 
dotted line indicates that minimum level of the share price below which the State got 
nothing.  But for most of the expiry dates, we can see that the share price is above 
that dotted green line and therefore we know that if the first collar and the December 
2014 collars had remained until expiry, UBS would have had to make cash payments 10 
to the State because the share price on those expiry dates or at least on most of those 
expiry dates was above the dotted green line. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And that is even clearer, is it not, for the February 2016 call on 
maturity? 
 
DR VARGAS:  That is correct.  It is especially clearer for the first set of expiry 
dates.  The ones that occurred in 2018, we can see that the share price increased from 
roughly $7 to above $9 during that period where expiries could have happened and 
therefore UBS would have had to pay to KPHL in this case the amount determined 20 
by the value of the shares shown in my paragraph. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Those are my questions about the collars.  Perhaps we 
can move now to the dividend question and I think there is a slide.  I think slide 
number 9 is the dividend slide.  I think you were speaking to this, are you, Dr Brown? 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes, that is correct.  The topic of dividends received by the State is a 
topic where we said something in our last appearance but we are able to say much 
more this time because we have more information.  We mentioned earlier where Dr 
Vargas said that the Oil Search shares that belong to the State or to Kumul were held 30 
in escrow and a result of that was that dividends that were paid by Oil Search in the 
first instance went to UBS.  And then the detailed terms of the various collar loans 
then determined what happens to those dividend payments subsequently.  And our 
working of that was that out of the total received by UBS, some of the monies were 
passed on to the State or Kumul while another portion was not.  So, looking at the 
table on the slide, we have divided the whole period up into three corresponding to 
the three collar loans over the whole period, that is from March 2014 through 
September 2017. 
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[9.54 am] UBS would have received from Oil Search dividends in the amount of 63.5 million.  
Of that 63.5, UBS paid 24.2 to the State or to Kumul meaning that the balance of 
39.3 was in the first instance retained by UBS although we think it likely that at least 
some of that amount would have been paid by UBS to its hedging counterparties 
although we do not know because we do not know exactly what UBS did to hedge.  
So, that is the first thing we can observe about dividends that they were shared 
between the State and UBS. 
 
Just to go briefly into the mechanics of it.  The collar loans allowed UBS to specify 
quantity terms the Delta quantity and that quantity went from zero to the total 10 
number of shares that were collateralizing the loans in UBS’s discretion.  And on 
the amounts corresponding to the delta quantity and that quantity was about 85 per 
cent of the total UBS was not obliged to pay actual dividends to the State instead it 
was obliged to pay an amount, a pre-agreed amounts that was specified in the loan 
documentation and then on the rest 15 per cent UBS was obliged to the State or to 
Kumul the dividends it actually received.  So, that is in essence the origin of a 
division of the dividends between the State and UBS. 
 
With that being said we considered whether the treatment of dividends is consistent 
with what we would expect in a fair transaction or a transaction one would expect to 20 
receive generally in the market, and so if we could go to the next slide please.  In the 
third collar loan, the February 2016 collar loan of the pre-agreed amounts specified 
in the loan documentation that would be paid by UBS on the delta quantity.  That 
pre-agreed amount was zero.  In contrast the other two collars were the pre-agreed 
amounts was a positive number of cents per share.  The third one it was zero. 
 
We do not think that there was in fact an estimate of what dividends would be paid.  
If it had been we think it would have been reasonable to do that but instead we think 
that this zero was simply a negotiated outcome where UBS was getting a better deal 
and the State a worse deal presumably in the negotiations as a trade-off or something 30 
else.  But if this could be in a standard transaction market we think that like the 
earlier two collar loans the zero amount would not have been zero it would have 
been an expectation of the likely future dividends.  
 
So, we have come up with an estimate of what dividend expectation market 
participants might have had in February of 2016 looking forward over the term of 
the collar loan.  We think that if that expectation had been incorporated into the loan 
agreements that UBS would have been obliged to pay to the State 20.6 million of 
dividends during the period that the loan was on foot whereas it in fact paid nothing.  
Therefore, that is an additional amount of value that the actual transaction transferred 40 
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from the State to UBS is additional to the figures that Dr Vargas presented just a few 
minutes ago. 
 

[9.59am]   And furthermore, if in this alternative or baffled world of a fairly written collar loan 
when the time came that the State terminated the loan at that time in September 2017, 
we think that the market value of the loan would have been higher than the number 
we quantified on a few slides ago because the loan would have been incorporated in 
it the obligations it continued paying dividends at the previously defined expected 
future rate.  And that obligation would have been valuable and so we quantify that 
as another 7.8 million.  So all together that is an additional $28.3 million that we 10 
think would have been paid by UBS to the State had the third collar loan had the 
three dividends in the third collar loan being effectively the same as in the earlier 
two loans and had it been a fair treatment. 

DR RENWICK:  Two matters arising, Dr Brown.  Firstly, I take it it is your view 
that a competent and prudent financial advisor acting for the State and Kumul would 
have discerned the deduced and would brought them to attention of their client which 
then could have negotiated with UBS to rectify this transfer of value? 

DR BROWN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  And the second question is when you referred a minute ago - let 
us go back to the preceding slide - to the funds potentially retained dividend, 20 
potentially retained by UBS I take your point that you do not know whether some of 
those dividends were shared by UBS with those who are hedging its risk.  But what 
is the significance, if any, of that to the State and whether they were overcharged or 
had unreasonable treatment of dividends, the 28.3 million, in other words is that 
something which should have concerned the State or Kumul anyway or is that UBS’s 
problem alone? 

DR BROWN:  If we focus perhaps on the first row of our table of the March 2014 
collar loan.  We can see that just a little over half of the dividends received by UBS 
were in the first instance retained by UBS.  However, we do not think that is evidence 
of the transfer of value because we think that in March 2014 the expected level of 30 
dividends was about 19 million but in fact was paid.  The actual amount received 
was higher but we think that that was due to a change that took place after March 
2014 Oil Search announced a change and updates of its dividend policy so we think 
that was unexpected and therefore we would not regard the difference between the 
first and second columns as evidence of value being transferred if it was reasonable 
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at the time.  And in just the same way that we said earlier that one way for UBS to 
hedge its exposure would be to seek a sort of a mirror image transaction with other 
market participants.  You can imagine that that sort of mirror image might involve a 
similar transfer from UBS to its hedging counterpart.   

DR RENWICK:  Thank you that is my questions about dividends.  Could we move 
on then to UBS please if we have another slide for those. 

DR BROWN:  I am not sure we have a slide on this.  It is relatively straight forward 
so - - - 

DR RENWICK:  I see.  Please go and get it.   So, Commissioners this is pages 33 
and 34 of the third report.  Perhaps we can go page 33 of the report. 10 

[10.04am] DR BROWN:  And this is really an update to what we said in our first Report because 
we have better information now or additional information.  In our first Report, we 
added up fees that we knew about then for the March 2014 transactions.  We came 
to a total of $13 million.  In fact, we now understand that the total fees that UBS 
charged and which the State paid were $28.4 million and that is in Table 14.  This is 
a little bit further down that same page.   
 
And so the fees actually charged were 28.4.  We previously said that we thought $30 
million that we knew about back in July was a reasonable level of fees or about the 
level that one might expect for a complicated transaction financing a billion dollars.  20 
$28 million is rather more and is therefore above the level of the fees that we would 
consider reasonable.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Can we just scroll down to paragraph 105 and 6? I 
think we are able to, yes, there we are.  Briefly, Dr Brown, and by all means Dr 
Oldfield as well, what is it that the fee represents?  What is it that UBS can 
legitimately charge for the fee?  I appreciate there is the complexity of the transaction 
but can you just explain a little more about how you consider 1 to 1.35 per cent to 
be reasonable and 2.3 per cent to not be reasonable? 
 30 
DR BROWN:  I might refer to Dr Oldfield on this one, I think. 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes, well, in setting up a complicated transaction like this, there 
are a large number of people in the bank involved and potentially advisories getting 
experts, outside experts to help, monthly expenses, we do not know how long 
actually the advice was being transferred from UBS to its counterparty we do not 
know whether they went back and forth, and back and forth.  We do not know how 
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much time was take up by different parties within the bank negotiating with potential 
hedge counterparties so a lot – it is very time consuming and expensive.  
 
So in addition, one has to charge enough fee in deals that are taken on to pay for all 
the deals do not get taken on.  And so I think 1 to 1 and a half per cent of a very 
complicated transactions like this is not unreasonable.  But certainly if 1 to 1 and a 
half per cent is reasonable, double that is not reasonable and I think that revised 
numbers are very high relative to the amount of money that was borrowed.  2.3 per 
cent is a very stiff amount of money to charge for transaction of this sort in my 
opinion. 10 
 
DR RENWCK:  And of course to just make you earlier evidence, Dr Oldfield, that 
is often unnecessarily high based in the sense that your view is this was an 
unnecessarily complex transaction in view of what the State was trying to achieve? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes.  What it does is it makes it difficult for the State to be fully 
informed about the transaction and reasonably confident that it understands all or 
parts of the transaction and a fair market price is established among or that initially 
would be established among willing and informed transactors on both sides and in 
this case, given the complexity I find it difficult to think that the State could have 20 
been fully informed about the transaction. 
 

[10.09am DR RENWICK:  Indeed because just to recall the evidence you gentlemen gave on 
the last occasion, I think you said this took some time to fully analyze and model? 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  Yes, indeed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  Perhaps then we can move to the final topic gentlemen 
which is the overall financial impact of the transactions and I think there are a 
number of slides here as well which we might refer to? 30 
 
DR BROWN:   Yes, I can speak to this.  And if we could go to the next slide, please. 
So in this slide and the slides following we have a number of different ways of 
presenting essentially the same thing which is the overall financial impacts of these 
transactions on the State.  And this first slide in the table that is up on the screen 
now, this table is derived from something I mentioned earlier; the work book that 
UBS prepared to draw together in one place all of the financial transfers between 
UBS and State which took place over this period.  And so using just that information, 
we are able to add up the amounts flowing backwards and forwards between the 
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State and UBS to determine the overall financial impacts or if you like the overall 
costs.  And so might I just step through the rows of this table. 
 
 So we can see at the top of the first item is interest payments on the Bridge Loan in 
an amount of 22 million dollars.  Next comes an off-setting amounts, as we already 
discussed the State and Kumul received a fraction of the dividend payments made 
by the Oil Search on the shares.  I should point out that the number in this table 23.2 
is shown as a negative because it is flowing from UBS back to the State.  And there 
is also slightly different from the number that was on an earlier slide.  That is simply 
because then the UBS work book one of the dividend payments was - and the amount 10 
the State owes to UBS was netted off before the dividend payment was made.  So 
this is the sum of those payments labelled as dividends and so one of them is 
discounted.  But those are similar sort of offsetting netting that happens in one of the 
other rows of this table so the overall total is correct. 
 
The third line of the table is the Bridge Loan extension fee.  That was the extra 
amounts of just over 5 million dollars that State was required to pay when it extended 
the Bridge Loan from six months to one year.  That is the only fee exclusively 
mentioned in this table because all of the other fees were not sort paid in a specific 
separate invoice they were rolled in with other things. 20 
 
The next item of the table is that in December 2014, the Bridge Loan was paid off, 
was cancelled and the State paid back the principal amount owing.  Most of that 
principal came from a Letter of Credit in essence of a loan from the bank or banks. 
That loan did not involves UBS except that UBS was in receipt of the 270.3 million 
dollars from that loan.  The 270 was then combined with the December 2014 Collar 
Loan that as Dr Vargas has mentioned earlier and the funds from that Collar Loan 
together with 270 were enough to pay off the Bridge Loan.     
 

[10.14am] The fifth row in the table is the payments that the State made or Kumul made to UBS 30 
in February 2016 and was the net amounts or the net impact of unwinding and 
refinancing the March 2014 Collar loan and the December 2014 Collar loan and 
entering into the February 2016 Collar loan so that 97.4 was a net amount paid to 
UBS.  And finally when in September of 2017 everything was unwound.  The net 
amount of the unwinding was a payment from UBS back to the State $35.1 million 
dollars.  You will recall the graph that Dr Vargas just used to describe the collar 
loans, this $35 million dollars in a way corresponds to the reading of on that charts 
from the share price at that time of unwinding.  That would tell us the amounts that 
UBS needed to pay back to the State and that amount was $35 million dollars.  
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Altogether that is $336.3 million dolars and that was the cost to the Ssate of all these 
transactions altogether.  The only thing that is missing from this total is any fees that 
the State or Kumul may have paid to the advisors that were not paid either to or via 
UBS.   

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Please continue. 

DR BROWN:  So that was the first way of presenting what happens.  And if we can 
go to the next slide please.  We have already explained in some detail that each of 
the transactions with UBS are transfer value from the State to UBS because the 
transactions were priced above what we consider as a fair price or fair value.  I am 
not sure that I need to go through each row of this table but each of the transactions 10 
are transferred some value to UBS because they were priced above the fair value and 
if we take away all of these transactions together we see at the bottom right hand 
corner a total of $174.8 million dollars was transferred because of the what we call 
the excessive pricing.  In fact, the State in total paid $80.9 million dollars for this, a 
net amount of 80.9.  The fair value however was actually a payment going in the 
other direction.  In fact UBS should have paid to the State 94 million and the 
difference between those two is the 174.8 of value transferred.  

And then we can draw those two different representations together on the next slide 
please.  In this layout, we start at the top with the purchase of the Oil Search shares 
of $8.20 just multiplying 8.20 by 149 million shares purchased that gives the sum of 20 
$1,225,000 billion that the State paid at the beginning.  Then as I just mentioned the 
fair value of the transactions with UBS the collars and so on was negative at $94 
million but 174.8 was transferred; a value was transferred so we need to have that 
on.  The next comes various fees that were paid and then finally the State’s shares 
were sold at a price of $6.70 so that is very slightly more than $1 billion dollars 
coming back at the end.  And if you add all of that up it comes closely clear enough 
to the same $336.3 million dollars that we saw at the beginning and that is the net 
that was paid by the State to UBS.. 

[10.19am] Then on the next and this is the last slide I think.  We have again just a different of 
laying out the same information.  If I start at the top, we know that the State 30 
purchased the shares at $8.20 and when they were ultimately sold the price had gone 
back to $6.70.  And so we know that if it had simply bought the shares and then sold 
them in September of 2017 the market movement would have been downwards by 
$224.1 million.  So that is the sort of a starting point just simply based on the market 
movement of the shares. 
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But then we know that the State entered into these derivative transactions with UBS 
and that the effect of the collars was to provide some protections of the market 
movement so we would expect to see an offsetting positive change in value of the 
collar positions and that is what we see in the next row, a payment back to the State 
of $91.4 million dollars on the collars.  However, I am just moving to the right hand 
side of the table.  Whereas the fair price of the market movement of the shares and 
that is just the market movement on the shares there is no difference there as 224.1.  
But the collars were not fairly priced and if they had been the collars would have 
returned much more value and therefore protected to a much greater extent against 
the fall in the value of the shares. 10 
 
Then similarly on the next row we have the financing costs.  On the left side the 
State actually paid $196.5 million dollars of interest in essence whereas if the interest 
rate had been value set they would have paid a much more amount 101.9.  Then 
again we have dividends as you have seen before the State actually received $24.2 
million dollars of dividends but if these loans had all been fairly set up the State 
would have received an extra 28.3 for a total of 52.6.  And then drawing all of that 
amount together we have the total before we consider fees.  Before fees, there is - 
all of these transactions together owning the shares for period of three and a half 
years cost the State $304.9 million dollars whereas if the UBS transactions had been 20 
fairly priced it would have cost a small amount 130.1.  And then adding the fees on 
at the ends, I guess it is the same total that we showed for. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Just a couple of questions.  If we can go back to the 
preceding slide.  So just to recap a couple of things.  As you pointed out the State or 
Kumul owned the Oil Search shares for approximately three and a half years but as 
you pointed out in your first report, the only benefit to the State in doing so was its 
access to dividends, for example they did not the right nominate a director to the 
Board or anything like that and as you pointed out they did not get access to all the 
dividends. 30 
 
DR BROWN:  That is correct. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next thing is that the last figure, the price – well, the amount 
in the columns there of the Oil Search shares it would be possible for you I think as 
Dr Vargas has acknowledged to calculate although it would be based on a spread not 
a single day on what the value of the sale was of the shares sold would be if the 
December 2014 collars had it been allowed to expire and the February 2016 collars 
had been allowed to expire respectively, you could calculate that amount in each 
case, could you not? 40 
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DR BROWN:  Yes, we could. 
 

[10.24am] DR RENWICK:  And particularly in the case of the February 2016 collars being 
allowed to expire at maturity, it is likely that the amount going to the State would be 
- I will not say significantly more but appreciatingly more than the amount referred 
to there? 

 
DR BROWN:  That is correct. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, those are my questions at this stage. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  Thank you very much for all the 
work you have done and thank you Dr Vargas for making clearer to the rank outside 
in these things, some I hope understanding of the transactions now it is much more 
clarity for me.  I have got two areas in which I would like to ask some questions.  
So, does the risk involved in dealing with the developing economy affect the setting 
of the market price or is this factored into or assumed within the financial product 20 
that is produced?  I do not know who is going to answer that, if anyone.  Dr Brown? 
 
DR BROWN:  I will start although I think any of us could answer this.  I think the 
key to this in relation to the collar loans that we have been talking about is that after 
the loan has been entered into or rather when the loan is entered into there may be a 
payment from the borrower; here the State or Kumul to UBS and that payment is 
either made or is not made, but if it is made then the transaction is on foot and 
received and from that point forward there is no obligation under any circumstances 
for the borrower to make any further payment.  And therefore the identity of the 
borrower is essentially immaterial I think from the perspective of the lender because 30 
the lender has no further expectation of any money being paid after the loan is first 
entered into. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you for that answer.  I think that clarifies my 
thinking on that issue.  This a more general question relating to your conclusion that 
a fair price or a market price was not achieved in a number of aspects of these 
transactions.  Are there any principles or ethical guidelines internationally accepted 
for dealing with developing economies with respect to loans.  For example, I am 
thinking of the Equator Principles relating to the financing of say resource projects 
and so on which I think an enormous number of lending institutions have signed up 40 
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to which – by sorts of things like social responsibility into the country where they 
are working and so on.  So, are there any generally accepted principles or indeed at 
large principles, do not worry about developing economy? 
 
DR BROWN:  I will have to pass on that one I am afraid.  That is not a subject that 
I know anything about. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Oldfield, do you have any visibility on that 
question?  There are a lot of professions for example where there are indeed ethical 
guidelines. 10 
 
DR OLDFIELD:  I think generally speaking ethical guidelines are that banks should 
do what is commercially reasonable for the bank in a market sense.  Banks are 
generally tempted when dealing with less than form counterparties to attempt to 
make extra money from it.  I think that is the way the banks work.  So, I am not 
familiar with any sort of international commercial code from the United Nations or 
from any other trade group but I think that generally speaking a bank in dealing with 
any counterparty is supposed to be commercially reasonable, whatever that means I 
suppose. 
 20 

[10.29am]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, that sounds awfully like what you can get away 
with but thank you.  They are my questions for the moment.  Thanks chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I have three questions.  I am just wondering what 
information you had received from UBS sources to analyze for purposes of preparing 
this report.  I recall Dr Tobby Brown saying there is a worksheet or work out from 
UBS that is provided in the annexures to the report which I have not seen.  Is that 
document coming from UBS sources or from some other sources? 
 
DR BROWN:  In my understanding, Chief, that document is something that UBS 30 
prepared and submitted to the commission or to the lawyers supporting the 
commission.  And in addition to that workbook for the purposes of this report, we 
also had access to the loan documentation for each of the transactions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then my next question.  UBS loan was petted at for a 
term of two years; interest rate was around 2.95 per cent.  Is that a reasonable loan 
term period for a loan of that size? 
 
DR BROWN:  Chief, can I just check, you are referring to the original March 2014 
loan I think? 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR BROWN:  Yes.  So, the interest rate that UBS stated in that transaction was a 
rate of 4.95 per cent.  And in our analysis, we have compared that rate to a risk-free 
rate that the Australian Government pays when it borrows at about the same time 
and for the same two year period and that is how we quantified the difference 
between what was actually paid and what would have been paid as a fair rate of 
interest. 
 10 
DR VARGAS:  Dr Brown, could I elaborate a little bit on your answer? 
 
DR BROWN:  Please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR VARGAS:  So, chief, the reasonable rate of interest is not only a function of the 
size of the loan.  There are considerations to determine whether reasonable rate of 
interest depends certainly on the size of the loan but chiefly it depends on the risk of 
the loan, and several points that we have illustrated in our prior appearance and today 20 
indicate that the risk that UBS was bearing by issuing of this loan was far lower than 
what would justify a 4.95 per cent interest rate.  So, the only point that I am trying 
emphasize is that it is the risk characteristics of the loan that determine what is or is 
not a reasonable rate not only the size of the loan. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think I am more concerned about the term of the loan; those 
two years.  There is evidence before the commission that the financial analysis that 
was done among various prospective financiers for the UBS loan gave a term of 
around three years to four years, I think, up to seven years.  But in this case, the term 
of the loan was fixed at two years.  I am just concerned whether that two years is a 30 
reasonable period or term of the loan for a loan of that size.  What do you think? 
 

[10.34am]DR OLDFIELD:  Chief, I think that is kind of a short-term horizon or maturity term 
for a loan that is complicated and this size.  I think that five years would be a more 
reasonable term for such a loan. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, my last question is in 2015, October of 2015, the 
government decided to authorize Kumul Petroleum Holdings to deal with the Oil 
Search shares and by way of dealing it was authorized to terminate or discharge the 
loan meaning it could sell the Oil Search shares.  Now, this was in 2015 and the UBS 40 
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loan had been obtained in 2014.  What do you think is the reason behind the 
government’s decision to sell Oil Search shares that early into the loan.  Would that 
be due to the changes in the Oil Search share price or fluctuations in the Oil Search 
shares or could that be due to some other reasons?  I think you do not have that 
information but there is evidence before us that shows that the government decided 
to authorize Kumul Petroleum Holdings to deal with the shares as early as October 
2015. 
 
DR BROWN:  Chief, could I ask is your question; why did it take all the way from 
October 2015 until September 2017 before the shares were sold?  Is that the thrust 10 
of your question? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, why would the State decide to authorize Kumul Petroleum 
to sell the shares as early as October of 2015? 
 
DR BROWN:  I do not think I have any information about that; sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, perhaps the commission will ask the relevant witnesses 
that question.  I think those are my questions. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  And I suppose just following from the chief’s last question, it 
would be possible for you to calculate though, would it not, Dr Brown what the 
State’s overall loss would have been if it had got out in September 2015.  Do you 
have the information to do that on notice? 
 
DR BROWN:  We certainly would be able to estimate the market value of the State’s 
positions at any point in time.  What they would actually have received would be a 
function of how they were able to negotiate with UBS to get out of the transaction, 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much.  Now, commissioners, we have 30 
received – I think only Mrs Nonggorr indicated she might want to ask some 
questions and presumably her interests – her client’s interests only relate to the point 
at which the loan was novated because Mr Vele was at pains to make clear that after 
that he had nothing to do with it.  But I am not sure if Mrs Nonggorr has any 
questions for these witnesses or not? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Good morning Dr Renwick, I only have one area of 
questions with regard to an area that indeed Commissioner White started asking a 
question about which is about the interest rates comparable with other nations? 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  I have no objection to Mrs Nonggorr asking questions along those 
lines, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go ahead. 
 

[10.39am]MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Thank you. Good morning, Brattle Group. 
Commissioner White started asking a question on the line of does the identity of the 
borrower have any impact on the initial interest rates?  And I would like to take that 
further that Papua New Guinea is a developing country and you have compared the 
interest rate that UBS should have charged Papua New Guinea with the Reserve 10 
Bank of Australia rate.  Now, is it the case that it is irrelevant as to the country or 
the credit rating of that country as to what interest rate a financier would charge?  
For example, Australia has got a AAA credit rating and Papua New Guinea is BB 
minus.  Does that affect the interest rate? 
 
DR BROWN:  I think the interest rate charged to a developing country would depend 
upon the terms of the transaction and the collateral posted by that country and where 
the collateral resided.  So, in this instance, the shares were posted as collateral and 
held in escrow by UBS and, therefore, the credit worthiness of Papua New Guinea 
of the State was irrelevant for this transaction because the State owned no more 20 
money under the terms of loan and the collateral was being held by the lender.  And 
so, in this particular case, the credit worthiness of the State was irrelevant because 
all the collateral was being held by the lender.  
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Is that the same also - - - 
 
DR BROWN:  I am sorry madam, I missed your question. 
 
DR RENWICK: I think Mrs Nonggorr’s screen has frozen. Can you hear, Mrs 
Nonggorr? 30 
 
MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry, I think I dropped out there, I am sorry.  
I will just ask that question because I did not hear your response.  Would that be the 
same for the bridge loan? 
 
DR BROWN:  The bridge loan was naturally collateralized and therefore the credit 
worthiness to the State would have been a factor in the terms of the loan, I believe.  
 
MRS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is all the questions; thank you so much. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, no one else is asked to ask any questions of these 
gentlemen.  There are, I think, a couple of questions which we have asked the group 
to take on notice and we will follow that up with them with your permission.  Unless 
there is anything further, perhaps the best thing to do today is to stand over the Brattle 
Group’s evidence generally and to excuse them today with our thanks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you gentlemen for your evidence this morning. 
We will adjourn your next appearance generally for now.  You may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much indeed.  We are much obliged 10 
to your assistance.  
 
 
THE WITNESSES WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next witness, I believe. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners. I recall Sam Koim.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Please mute, Mrs Nonggorr. 
 
 
SAM KOIM. recalled:   
   
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 30 
Q: Thank you, chief commissioner.  Now, Mr Koim, your full name is Sam 

Koim? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you remain today the Commissioner General of the Internal Revenue 

Commission of Papua New Guinea? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: And you understand you remain on your previous oath, sir? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right, thank you very much.  Now, let us put in picture, what we hope to 

achieve today, Mr Koim.  Since your last appearance where we tendered a 
statement of yours together with a number of annexures you provided the 
commission, or rather I should say, those assisting the commission with three 
emails and you have earlier today provided me with two documents that you 
have provided that answers some questions that were asked of you.  Is that so? 10 

 
[10.44am]A: Yes. 

 
Q: All right.  You have not had the opportunity because of time constraints to put 

this into the statement, but it is your intention to assist the commission by 
putting all these into a formal statement and having it tendered in the usual 
way? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: All right.  But it is still convenient for us to use the benefit of your appearance 

today to go through some of these today to foreshadow what will ultimately 
become your statement or your further statement? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  Chief Commissioner, you will be at an advantage because I have a 

spare copy of the documents that we will refer to.  Mr Associate, if I could ask 
you to give this to the chief; and Commissioner White, I apologize there was 
no way to getting these documents to you between receiving them and now. 30 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks, Mr Jurth, I will just listen carefully. 
 
MR JURTH:  And as I say, all of these will be put into a statement so we will be 
able to make sense of this evidence.  Mr Koim, you said on the last occasion, did 
you not, that the Elk Antelope or PRL 15 tenement that was up until March 2014 
held by the PAC LNG Group, if we can call it that, it was a land-rich asset which 
comprised really two components.  There was the land-rich value which was valued 
at US$825 million? 
 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is so.  And then there was mining information, plant and equipment, 

intellectual property, that sort of thing which had a value of US$75 million? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it is the sum of those two figures that constituted the ultimate purchase 

price of $900 million from the PAC LNG Group to Oil Search in March 2014? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You are able to divide the global purchase price into these two components 

because stamp duty was calculated at 2 per cent on $825 million, and that 
comes in at K40 million; and that is the amount that appears in your records 
as the IRC? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  If I could ask you to have a look at your A3 schedule and, chief, 20 

you will see that is the document that is effectively purple.  What this is, is a 
table you or your staff have put together; is that so? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it comes from the records of the IRC that you hold? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you have identified the five companies at the top that comprise the PAC 30 

LNG Group? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: For the record, that is PAC LNG Investments Limited, it is PAC LNG 

Overseas Limited, PAC LNG International Limited, PAC LNG Holdings 
Limited and PAC LNG Assets Limited? 

 
A: With the corresponding pin numbers, yes. 
 40 
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Q: And that is the internal number that the IRC holds for each of these - - - 
 
A: Yes, that is the tax payer identification number. 
 
Q: Very well, yes.  The sale from the LNG Group to Oil Search really comprised 

the shareholding in each of these companies to Oil Search? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  And then you have set out the total assets, the total liabilities and 10 

the net assets for each of those entities? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you have done so in respect of the 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 financial 

years of tax reporting periods? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the sale from the PAC LNG Group to Oil Search occurred within the last 20 

of those, the 2014 tax reporting period? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the important point that you make about this document is that in the far 

right-hand column headed ‘ Aggregate Total’, if we look down the Total 
Assets column, there is an amount there of slightly more than K172 million; 
is that so? 

 
A: Yes, but there is another way of reading it then, I will explain it but - - - 30 
 

[10.49am]Q: All right.  No, I will seek your assistance in a minute.  Let us just see if I can 
work out what this is.  Your point is that the aggregate total for assets reported 
by these groups in each of those four financial reporting periods totals K172 
million, is that so? 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: And so, therefore, K172 million cannot possibly include the value of a land 
rich asset worth US$822 million which they presumably held throughout this 
period. 

 
A: That is our submission, yes. 
 
Q: That is your point.  All right, I understand that.  What can you say about this 

schedule to the commissioners? 
 
A: Thank you.  Chief commissioner and commissioner, yes, on the last time we 10 

left off that is basically what I have come back with from chief 
commissioner’s probing question last time.  But looking at that table there, 
you can read it differently, and what my staff put together, they have tried to 
aggregate it.  But when you look at 2011, there is no asset being declared.  
When you look at 2012, the total of those five companies they declared an 
asset value of K33 million and then when you look at 2013, they declared an 
asset value of K65.9 million.  That is an increase of about 32 million and when 
you look at 2014 declarations, the asset value of 72.8 million; that is about – 
just a little above 6 million increase of asset value.  So, that is probably the 
better way of looking at it than looking at the aggregate figure of 172 million 20 
which is adding all the years up.  So, at the time, they sold the land rich asset 
which you look at the year prior to 2014 and that is the asset value of K65.99 
million.  That is at the time when they sold the land rich asset if you like.  And 
then you look at 2014 to make the comparisons there.  So, all those figures tell 
us, and when we look at the annual corporate income declarations, what they 
have disclosed is the expenditure and mining information that they had.  There 
is no declaration whatsoever on the land rich asset worth US$825 million they 
claim to have owned. 

 
Q: And is such a declaration required by the laws of Papua New Guinea? 30 
 
A: It is an asset that they claimed and they claimed that they owned it and they 

sold it and made value out of it.  That was required to be disclosed as part of 
the declarations.  They are supposed to declare intangible as well as tangible 
assets and in the stamp duty calculations they obviously disclosed that they 
were selling intangible and mining information as well as tangible in the 
tenement that they were selling. 

 
Q: Now, Mr Koim, one of the chief commissioner’s questions was the source 

documents from which these figures are drawn and I gather the answer is that 40 
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it is a self-reporting system in Papua New Guinea as it is in Australia.  And 
the information here and the total assets – these figures that you just stepped 
us through, the K32 million, the K65 million and the K72 million, that is, the 
ultimate source of those figures are the PAC LNG Group’s own documents 
provided to the IRC. 

 
A: Their own declarations. 
 
Q: Yes.  Now, Mr Koim, the question that that then raises for you, is it not, is 

when and how did the PAC LNG Group acquire the land rich asset that 10 
remains undeclared in these records for these years, is that so? 

 
A: Yes; and that is the question I asked last time.  Did they actually acquire the 

land rich asset through the licensing process?  I understand that to be – they 
had the prospecting license and probably petroleum retention license at the 
time that they sold it of which I do not think they developed the land rich asset 
to make value out of it so the question probably a policy gap is did they have 
it.  And from the declarations; their own declarations it shows that they did 
not have it.  That is their own declaration.  They did not declare that land rich 
asset of worth US$825 million. 20 

 
[10.54am]Q: And indeed, a related question is how did they pay for it?  How did they 

acquire it if it was acquired for nothing or if it was paid for with consideration; 
how did they pay for it? 

 
A: All it shows is the expenditures into the exploration activities which is as 

expected and as is the practice.  Once you do the explorations, probably one 
drilling, two drilling or you know one or two drillings or probably three then 
you quantify the information and that is where your mining information comes 
up.  And that is something of value that they traded at US$75 million at the 30 
time they sold it.  But the question now is they did not – my first appearance, 
I made it clear in my submission, did they have the land rich asset such as 
resource because they purportedly sold it for $825 million.  According to their 
own declarations, there is no declaration that they had asset valued at about 
US$825 million. 

 
Q: And so according to your records, it must follow that the payment to the extent 

of the $825 million which is the windfall according to your records. 
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A: It is a windfall; it is a windfall.  At the most they could have made - probably 
you can see in the 65 million and what they have sold the mining information 
at the rate that they were using was about 0.4 cent for every kina so it would 
give you about – roughly about K187 million thereabouts.  So, you can see 
that probably out of those assets that they had, they could have made K187 
million thereabouts.  I am not an expert in the industry on how the speculation 
and how the mining and petroleum, how they quantify all of that, but from our 
records and from the law, it demands them to declare all of that and they have 
not declared the land rich asset.  All they have declared is the assets that they 
acquired which reasonably could be estimated to be physical assets as well as 10 
probably some of the mining information. 

 
Q: You would expect, would you not, that these tax records would have been 

made available to Oil Search as the incoming purchaser of these group of 
companies? 

 
A: They would have as part of the due diligence on what they were acquiring. 
 
Q: Because that is how you value the assets that you are purchasing in part? 
 20 
A: Absolutely; absolutely. 
 
Q: And, again, that the question arises in your mind how would an incoming 

purchaser pay $900 million for something where its asset sheet show assets of 
only K172 million? 

 
A: That is the obvious question that everybody – every thinking person should 

be asking. 
 
Q: Thank you, Mr Koim.  In your email, you refer to a gentleman or perhaps it is 30 

a woman but the name is Mulacek.  Who is this?  For the record, I will spell 
it.  It is M-u-l-a-c-e-k. 

 
A: Probably the name might be misspelt but Phil Mulacek and Carl Civelli, I 

think.  Those are the relatives that are involved in Inter Oil business and PAC 
LNG business if my memory serves me right. 

 
Q: Thank you.  So, just to clarify, your understanding is that Phil Mulacek is an 

associate of Mr Civelli or the - - - 
 40 
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A: I am not in a position to confirm that. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Now, that then leaves – one further topic, Mr Koim.  

Again, this will, I take it, appear in your further statement but you have 
provided a submission to us in support of the order for General’s powers being 
widened to include controller functions.  What is your reasoning for that 
increase in power to the Auditor General’s - - - 

 
A: Well, firstly, there is that need for the Auditor General to be empowered and 

resourced to do the after the fact audits that they – the traditional role that they 10 
do. 

 
[10.59am] But UBS is not only the first instance where governments feel tempted to go 

outside of the budget to commit to expenditures or commit to loans and all of 
these.  So, in circumstances where they want to do that while the budget period 
is still not yet here or before the budget proper to accommodate that, what they 
usually do is they go to State Solicitor and get the legal clearance.  And that 
is why I said in – while the State Solicitor may be better placed to give advice 
on the legal implications of such a transaction, he is obviously looking at the 
compliance with the budget.  The State Solicitor may not be in a better position 20 
to give the advice on financial implications of undertaking such a massive 
transaction while your money plan is there or we just obviously considering 
all economic impacts of that budget has been passed but you want to undertake 
a transaction outside of that budget who will be in a better position and it is in 
that reasoning and connection that I submitted that if we could widen the 
powers of the Auditor General to at least to take on some before the fact 
responsibility to vet such a transaction and put some guidelines in the law so 
that only in these circumstances probably in emergency situation where the 
government might not be – the Parliament might not be recalled, or if the 
emergency situation is such that an amendment to the budget is not probably 30 
foreseeable or impracticable – that is probably a circumstance where the 
Auditor General can come in and give some clearance of some sort.  It is just 
a proposal that I think that – it does happen and how do we really vet such 
unbudgeted transactions. 

 
Q: Thank you Mr Koim.  Commissioners, I have no further questions of Mr 

Koim. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In having some understanding of the value of the land rich 
assets of PRL 15, I suppose you may want to have a look at the scheme of the Oil 40 
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and Gas Act that provides for different licensing phases; start with the exploration 
license and there is a provision in the Oil and Gas Act, which provides for the rights 
of a exploration license holder.  The next phase is the PRL license, Petroleum 
Retention License, which I think is more to do with the feasibility study of the find; 
of the gas or oil find before it moves into the development phase.  And then the final 
licensing phase is the petroleum development license which is the actual operation 
or development phase.  And the value of the land rich property or asset or whatever 
you want to call it that is represented at these three different phases; the exploration 
phase, the feasibility phase; and the development phase, the value might have 
taxation of different phases.  But obviously, the Oil and Gas Act says; all petroleum 10 
interest are owned by the State.  But given that, there may be certain rights that are 
associated with the grant of different licensing phases that the license holder is 
entitled and the rights are specified in the Act.   So, I suppose, when it comes to 
assessing tax on the land rich value of that asset, the information that the commission 
would want to require the license holder to provide would be the perceived value of 
the land rich asset represented at the different phases of the licensing process under 
the Oil and Gas Act.  So this thought came to mind.   

 
[11.04am]So, I was just able to discern from the provisions that has a three-phase licensing 

phase.  The exploration phase which deals with the discovery of gas or oil, onto the 20 
feasibility phase and then the actual development phase.  In this case, Inter Oil, I 
suppose, had a petroleum retention license at that point at the time Inter Oil decided 
to sell its shares to Oil Search – not Oil Search - Total and then PAC LNG who was 
participating in the PRL15 decided to sell its shares to Oil Search.  So, what was the 
net value of that land rich asset at that time that was held by PAC LNG in the context 
of a petroleum retention license is, I suppose, it may be an academic question but I 
think if the commission were to apply some, I suppose, standard in requiring 
taxpayers to specify the value of the land rich asset in that kind of situation 
particularly to do with oil and gas discovery and as it moves into the feasibility phase 
under a petroleum retention license, perhaps that might assist.  But at the moment, 30 
no such declarations have been made, as you say, by PAC LNG or Oil Search? 

 
A: No.  According to our records especially from PAC LNG - I cannot say that 

for Oil Search - but with respect to the information we retrieved for PAC 
LNG, there is no such declaration in respect to the land rich asset that they 
may have had at that stage. 

 
Q: Would you want to have a look at the Oil and Gas Act, the provisions that 

provide for the rights of the different license holders in those three phases and 
perhaps get some idea and we can perhaps come back later and just share some 40 
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thoughts around what the land rich value represented by the three licensing 
phases.  

 
A: I do not know whether I will have the time to look at all of these but it is a 

good area to do some research into it.  I am just - probably based on the 
information we have, raising more questions than answers as I can see so I 
will try to have a look at it. 

 
Q: The provisions that I have read in the Oil and Gas Act, they appear in words 

like, it confers certain rights of ownership of something at these three different 10 
phases.  Whether that ownership translate to actual ownership of the 
petroleum in its natural state or in its produced state here, there is another issue 
there. 

 
A: Yes, and that begs the other question, chief, that begs the question that I raised.  

So, in a contractual relationship, you surrender something of value in 
exchange for another consideration.  Now, the State, at whichever stage, is 
now surrendering the thing of value, the intrinsic value of the land rich asset 
to the developer or the extractive company for that matter at that licensing 
stage.  What does the State acquire in return?  What is the thing of value that 20 
is given to the State in exchange for surrendering the land rich asset through 
the licensing process and that is the State compensation that I am submitting 
here.  So, what the State gets in return for surrendering US$825 million worth 
of land rich asset at intrinsic value of the PRL15 tenement to PRL?  What did 
State acquire there? 

 
 Because the Oil and Gas Act places the ownership of such resource in the 

State - the title is with the State.  And at the stage when it is now surrendering 
that title, that ownership to the mining or petroleum prospecting company, 
what does the State get in return? 30 

 
[11.09am] If we talk about the equity, the State even goes and raises the money and this 

is the question we are talking about.  The State goes and raises money again 
to fund that equity so the State is constituting the State but the surrender of 
the land rich asset that was initially vested in the State, in the Crown by law 
is now transferred and at the stage of it transferring it, what is the State getting 
in return?  

 
There is so much vagueness in this particular area and that goes to now the 
declarations that we found do not show that PAC LNG had the land rich asset 40 
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in them.  If they had it, they would have declared it.  Whereas if they had it 
and they did not declare, that is another question for them to answer to the 
Tax Office.  That is something that we will inquire into.  But this is the 
vagueness that has allowed companies and people to make windfall and 
flourish.  Perhaps this is the leakage area where the State has not asserted that 
right that it has had all along in the intrinsic value. 

 
Now, in the prospecting stage, sometimes people say that the land rich asset, 
it does not have value until you add labour in it until someone comes and 
discovers it.  This is based on what probably Adam Smith came up with the 10 
idea 240 years ago that nothing has value until we add labour in it.  That is the 
economic proposition that Adam Smith gave.  It is an academic question but 
we presume that the intrinsic value of the land rich asset does not have value 
until someone overseas comes here and tells us that, I have dug three drills 
and I have found this much.  And because I have found this much, you need 
to pay me if you want to participate in it. 
 
We can say that it does not have value until it is developed but once they 
register, once they develop it and they find the tenements and they quantify it, 
they go to the stock market without even developing it, they are making 20 
money out of it.  So, it still has value.  The intrinsic value of that particular 
resource has value and that value is vested in the State by law. 
 
Now, at the time when it is transferred to the prospecting company, to the 
mining and petroleum company, what does the State get in return?  I am 
probably asking more questions than answers so that is probably a point that 
you might want to consider actually. 
 

Q: All right, thank you.  Commissioner White, you have any questions there?   
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  I was just reflecting on whether all 
of the participants in PRL15 and there are a number of them, whether they actually 
have local companies through which they have their holdings which must file 
company tax returns.  Are you able to clarify that Mr Koim?  The reason for asking 
that, of course, is that a wider exercise could be conducted to see whether any 
declarations were made in those transactions if there were any?  I think we know 
there were some. 
 
A: Yes, we can have a look at it.  We are looking into Inter Oil as well looking 

at the same transaction.  40 
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Q: That is a PNG registered company? 
 
A: Yes, it was. 
 
Q: It was.  All right, I think that might be quite a useful exercise just as a 

comparative for our interest in the PAC LNG Oil Search transaction; it might 
just inform us better.  All right thank you for this interesting line of thinking, 
Mr Koim.  That is all I have got at the moment not having seen the spreadsheet 
or the statement, Chief. 10 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, as I indicated, it is not my intention today to tender 
the documents that the Chief Commissioner has been looking at and that I have been 
discussing with the witness, they will find their way in a proper form into a statement 
in the usual way. 
 

[11.14am]And on that basis, I would seek a direction that Mr Koim’s evidence be adjourned 
generally, similarly as with the Brattle Group for the purpose of him undertaking 20 
those further investigations and preparing the further statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we will adjourn his next appearance generally. 
But thank you, Commissioner Koim, for attending this morning to give further 
evidence.  You may be excused.  
 
A: Thank you.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Commissioner Koim.  
 30 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, unless there is anything from the other counsel 
assisting, the next witness is Mr Sonk and he has been given a not before time of 1 
o’clock today.  So, if there is nothing further then I would seek an adjournment until 
1 o’clock this afternoon for Mr Sonk.  40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Could I just ask you about a document that Mr Wapu 
Sonk might be able to produce? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And that is the NEC submission.  I think that is NEC submission 
number 238 of 2015 that supports NEC decision number 308 of 2015, which 
authorize Kumul Petroleum to deal with the Oil Search shares.  You might just want 
to check on that because the commission requires that document and if that can be 10 
produced this afternoon through Mr Sonk, that would be appreciated. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, that will be done.  We have already contacted the Secretary to 
the NEC, both Mr Yapao and I separately have requested that policy submission.  I 
have not received a response yet but that is a document that we are very keen on 
turning up for you.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  
 
MR JURTH:  Of course, if Mr Sonk has it available, I will make sure he brings it 20 
but we have gone to the source, as it were.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then I think we have come to the end of this 
morning’s proceedings so my Associate will adjourn the proceedings unless 
someone has someone to mention.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, commissioners, nothing from me at this stage.  I have got Mr 
Yauieb at 1.30, and I will say something after that if that is convenient.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 30 
 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT     

 
 

 
[12.59pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
 40 
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WAPU RODNEY SONK, recalled: 
 
 

[1.04pm] XN:  MR JURTH 
 
Q: Mr Sonk, your full name is Wapu Rodney Sonk? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you remain today the Managing Director of Kumul Petroleum Holdings 10 

Limited? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And you understand that you remain on your previous oath, sir? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right.  I would like to give you a bundle of documents, Mr Sonk.  And, 

commissioners, can I ask you to indicate whether you received this bundle of 20 
documents that was emailed to each of you during the luncheon adjournment? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I have. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, you have it.  Okay.  Could I ask that this bundle of documents to 
be brought up on the screen, please?  Mr Sonk, these documents are not your 
documents in the sense that we received them from the Secretary to the NEC.  
However, as we will come to see, these documents are familiar to you and you have 
had some involvement with them.  Now, for example, this first document is the same 
as WRS 2, which was exhibited to your previous statement; you agree?  And for the 30 
record, that is exhibit MMM. 
 
Now, do you see there in paragraph 1, Mr Sonk, it refers to Policy Submission 238 
of 2015?  Do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And then, can I ask you to turn over two pages and to the third page of this 

PDF bundle and that there is Policy Submission 238 of 2015.  We will do our 
best to manage with this document because its legibility is not very good.  40 
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Commissioners, as I indicated before the luncheon adjournment, we have 
attempted to get a better copy of this directly from the NEC, and we hope that 
that will be provided in due course. 

 
Mr Sonk, this is a document that you have seen, have you not?  You are aware 
of this document?  This is not a memory test.  I will take you to some 
documents that indicate that you sought an amendment or rectification of the 
NEC decision that we were just looking at.  Did you have anything to do with 
this policy submission or not?  Is this a document that is familiar to you? 
 10 

A: We would have provided this. 
 
Q: Can we then go through some important matters concerning this document?  

You will see first that it is the Prime Minister as Trustee for Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited Authorization Act at the head of the document that is in 
effect the title of this document and as will come, it was signed in that same 
capacity by the then Prime Minister Peter O’Neill.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 20 
Q: And then we see in the purposes of the document in paragraph 1 that it is to 

seek the approval of NEC for Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited as company 
and NPCP Investments Limited as holder to deal with the equity derivative 
financing transaction entered into between NPCP Investments and UBS AG 
Australia Bank referencing shares in Oil Search Limited.  Can you make out 
those words? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is your recollection of the purpose of this policy submission, is it not? 30 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, if we go over the page to page 4 of the PDF and the top of the page there 

reads, “Note the recommendation by the Prime Minister as Kumul Petroleum 
Trustee that the National Executive Council approves for the purposes of the 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings Authorization Act 2002, the Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited Authorization Act 2015 and all other applicable 
requirement and then there is a number of sub paragraphs there that are 
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difficult to read but they are the same wording, are they not, as paragraph 3 of 
the NEC decision and can we go back to page 1 of this PDF. 

 
[1.09pm]Q: And we see there that in  paragraph 3.1, the words that we have already looked 

at; acquisition, disposal of assets.  And you told us  on the last occasion that 
this form of wording was the authorization for Kumul Petroleum Holdings to 
ultimately sell the shares; is that right? 

 
A: Right. 
 10 
Q: All right.  And so the purpose of the policy submission document was to 

approve that to occur; was to make a submission for that ultimate decision to 
be made; is that right? 

 
A: Correct.  You can see (B) as well.  It is terminating/closing out or discharging 

of all parts of the transaction. 
 
Q: Quite so.  And if we go back to page 4 of this PDF, then the recommendation 

of the Prime Minister in this submission is consistent with those matters that 
ultimately became the decision.  Yes? 20 

 
A: Yes, because it is such a technically oriented type paper usually and we just 

copy straight from the submission and put it in to make it easy, yes. 
 
Q: Quite so.  Now, the next part of this submission is headed; “Facts and 

Considerations.”  Paragraph 1 deals with some background matters, paragraph 
2 is almost impossible to read.  Can we go to paragraph 4, half way down that 
page?  The first full paragraph that we can see there after the sub paragraph 
appears to be paragraph 3, and so it is the paragraph underneath that which I 
read as paragraph 4 and it reads; “Both the collar loan and the new collar loan 30 
will mature between March 2016 and June 2016 at which time the collar loans 
will need to be extended, replaced or repaid through sale of the underlying 
OSH shares.”  And that is factually accurate at that time, was it not? 

 
A: Yes.  They are just giving us a flexible – well, this is not really a decision. 
 
Q: No. 
 
A: We basically – yes, there is flexibility in the decision making, yes. 
 40 
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Q: And this was a submission proffered by the trustee which included these 
options for dealing with the collar and those options are extending it, replacing 
it or repaying it through the sale of the Oil Search shares. 

 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: And this submission is dated 8 October 2015, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: Now, the next paragraph, paragraph 5, the best I can make out; “It is the 

volatility in gas prices has presented an opportunity for managing the spread 
in the collar loan to the advantage of Kumul Petroleum and also Kumul 
Petroleum has discussed with UBS a range of other options including the 
potential for a rollover or an extension of the collar and amalgamation of both 
the collar and new collar loans or replacement of the collar loans.”  And that, 
Mr Sonk, is consistent with what you told us last time that you were having 
ongoing discussions, regular discussions with UBS at the time seeking 
updates in relation to Kumul Petroleum’s options at all steps? 

 20 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And then paragraph 6 of the submission reads; “Any alteration or variation in 

any terms of either collar loan or reduction or extension of terms will be 
regarded by the lawyers representing UBS as requiring NEC approval to 
accommodate this requirement.  Kumul Petroleum has agreed wording of an 
approval that will accommodate the requirements of the lawyers to allow 
approval to be in place to show the Board of Kumul Petroleum to manage the 
collar loans to the best advantage of Kumul Petroleum.”  Now, that is a bit 
wordy but in short the lawyers for UBS were Ashurst Lawyers, is that right? 30 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And they required a form of wording to go through NEC approval for the 

collar to be dealt with whether by way of reduction or extension.   
 

[1.14pm] A: Yes.  So, the decision at the end would have been crafted by Ashurst to give 
us all options to deal with it thereafter. 
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Q: Now, the next heading is ‘Views of the Prime Minister’ and again this copy is 
terrible.  But I make out:  “This policy submission is approved and endorsed 
by the Prime Minister.”  Now, you do not need to agree to that  if you cannot 
read it but it is your understanding that this submission was indeed improved 
and endorsed by the Prime Minister at the time?  

 
A: Well, that is why he signs it so this is restating the fact. 
 
Q: Now, can we go over to page 6 of this PDF and you see there paragraph E, 

financial implications and the submission is that there are no financial 10 
implications for the State concerning this submission.  Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did you at the time or do you now have any views about whether or not this 

submission had any financial implications for the State? 
 
A: Well, this to me means the government – it does not really affect the 

government’s budget or funding from State.  It really is confined to Kumul’s 
finances. 20 

 
Q: I understand, thank you.  And if we go to page 7 of the PDF, there we see the 

Prime Minister’s signature and he signs it as Prime Minister and as Kumul 
Petroleum Trustee so in both capacities.  And then, Mr Sonk, it is your 
understanding that this submission was indeed taken to NEC and that resulted 
in decision 308 of 2015 made on 27 October 2015.  Is that right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Now, can we then go to page 10 of this PDF?  Because what then happened 30 

was a concern was raised in relation to the wording of NEC Decision 308 of 
2015 and attempts were made ultimately successful to amend that NEC 
decision, is that right?  I am not trying to trick you, Mr Sonk.  Can we go back 
to page 1 of the PDF, please?  And can you see at the end of paragraph 3 there, 
after the word ‘transaction’ the word ‘including’ was added, was it not?  Do 
you have a recollection of that?  So that these were the types of things that you 
could do; it was a non-exhaustive list of approvals? 

 
A: I can see that, yes. 
 40 
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Q: But do you have a recollection that this decision was amended by including 
or by adding the word ‘including’? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Okay, that is okay.  Can I then come to page 13 of the PDF?  And if you scroll 

down again to the same paragraph, there we see in handwriting you see the 
addition of the word ‘including’ and the signature of what looks like Peter 
O’Neill’s.  Does that refresh your memory? 

 10 
A: Not really but that looks like his signature. 
 
Q: Can we then go to page 17 and you will see that this is a letter dated 18 

February 2016?  So, this is already four months or so after the NEC decision 
and it is a letter from Ashurst Lawyers here in Port Moresby and they are the 
lawyers for UBS, right?  And you we will see that it is a letter addressed to 
the Secretary of the National Executive Council.  Is this a letter that you have 
ever seen? 

 
[1.19pm] A: I would have seen it but I cannot recall. 20 

 
Q: But you cannot remember; no, that is okay.  But you see that the subject matter 

of this correspondence is NEC Decision 308 of 2015 and if we go down to the 
last paragraph on this page and then over the page, this is UBS’ lawyer’s 
commentary on NEC decision.  “The difficulty for the parties is that 
dramatically the decision itself may not give effect to what the NEC intended.  
This is because although what was required to be approved is set out in sub-
paragraphs (1) and (2) of paragraph 3.  It is not clear that it is these matters 
which the NEC is approving rather these paragraphs appear without any 
approval language attached to them.  We submit that this is a grammatical 30 
error only and this can be fixed by the secretariat as an editorial matter by the 
inclusion of the word ‘including’ at the end of the opening paragraph of 
paragraph 3 so that it reads in the last line” - and then you will see, “I suggest 
- in bold – “including the word ‘including’”.  Can we then go to page 16 of 
this bundle?  After this 18 February correspondence from Ashurst, you are 
now involved in a chain of emails that I will take you through concerning what 
I think is probably this proposal to amend.  Do you have a recollection of this 
towards the end of February 2016? 
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A: Like I was saying, I think, in my statements, there has been careful crafting of 
the language to make sure that we got it right.  So, as a consequence of - - - 

 
Q: No, no, I am not being critical, Mr Sonk.  I am just trying to understand your 

involvement in this and to make the most of these documents.  So that is an 
email from you to a number of people; Tony Kelly, that is your financial 
adviser, is it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: And Paddy Jilek is at UBS?  And my Dutch pronunciation is not the best but 

who is Bregje De Best? 
 
A: He is the representative for JP Morgan. 
 
Q: All right.  We will let the commissioners decide whether his namesake is in 

fact true.  He is a JP Morgan where? 
 
A: I think with JP Morgan Hong Kong. 
 20 
Q: All right.  And can we then go to page 15 of this document and in response to 

your email, Bregje De Best writes to you and says; “Wapu, following our 
conversation just now, I confirmed with Ashurst on the next step for you to 
take.”   And then JP Morgan is setting out for you the steps and they are to 
print out the attachment from the handwritten amendment the word 
‘including’.  Get the PM to initial the handwritten amendment, fax or email a 
copy to the NEC Secretariat, email it to some other people and then it finishes 
by saying, “I understand you are meeting the PM this afternoon.  So, if you 
can get this initialed and send over to the secretariat today then all the 
secretariat has to do is redistribute per email the copy prior to tomorrow 30 
morning.”  Now, do you have a recollection of this meeting with the Prime 
Minister on or about 21 or 22 February 2016? 

 
A: Yes, it is coming back to memory. 
 
Q: This is one of those number of meetings that you had with the Prime Minister 

concerning the subject matter of selling the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: Correct. 
 40 
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Q: And that was the regular meetings that you had with him from about the end 
of 2014 all the way through to the sale of the shares in September 2017. 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Do you have a recollection of exactly when the Prime Minister as trustee 

expressed an intention or a permission for you to sell the Oil Search shares? 
 
A: No. 
 10 

[1.24pm] Q: And then just to complete these documents, if we can go back to the top of 
page 15, there is another email there from Bregje De Best.  And, again, he is 
setting out some steps for you to deal with this issue; particularly with the 
Prime Minister and the NEC Secretariat, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  Now, can I then take you to page 10 because it seems as though 

Ashurst’s proposal of dealing with this was not accepted by the NEC 
Secretariat.  And what we see on page 10 of the PDF is a letter from the Office 20 
of the Secretary to the National Executive Council addressed to you dated 22 
February, so this is the very next day.  You see that?  And it refers to the NEC 
Decision 308 of 2015 as well as the Policy Submission 238 of 2015, do you 
see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in the first paragraph, the secretary refers to discussions with you in 

relation to rectifying the NEC Decision 308 of 2016, do you see that?  And 
goes on to advise you that NEC decisions can only be amended by the NEC 30 
itself.  Please note that NEC Secretariat has never amended, rectified or 
deleted decisions based on advice from agencies or ministers or ministries 
concerned, after the decisions are signed by the Prime Minister and certified 
by the Secretary as a correct record of the decision reached by the council. 
And is that your recollection that the Secretary to the NEC refused to accept 
the proposal being put forward by Ashurst and you to deal with the 
amendment in that way? 

 
A: Again, I do not necessarily recall this but, you know, that is probably why I 

think, if we went back to the Ashurst’s advice, you know, it is process going 40 
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back to NEC just to include a single word in the decision so I think they are 
accepting to move forward. 

 
Q: Yes.  Can we go to page 12, please?  Do you recognize this handwriting, Mr 

Sonk? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You do.  Whose handwriting is it? 
 10 
A: It looks like mine.  
 
Q: Then can you tell me underneath, right down the bottom there, there is a word 

I cannot read followed by a set of precedent. What is that word? You see that? 
 
A: Sorry, I cannot - - - 
 
Q: It is not clear, okay. 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: All right.  Well, if it comes back to you, let us know.  Maybe some other 

people that are used to doctor’s handwriting can assist.  Can you then finally 
go back to page 13 on the amended - - -  

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just interrupt, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Certainly. 
 

[1.29pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I wonder if you would ask Mr Sonk since he identifies 30 
it is his writing, just to go through from the beginning and translate for us the entire 
written part of that document.  I would not want us to misread anything. 

 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Mr Sonk, are you able to do that?  Are you able to read that first 
part, please? 
 
A: Amended Decision Numbered 308 of 2015 initialed by the Prime Minister, 

received and NEC records have been updated. 
 
Q: Was that an instruction you were writing to someone or a note to yourself? 40 
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A: I do not know; it looks like my writing but I am not really sure. 
 
Q: Then the next one, please email response to and that is 

WSonk@kumulpetroleum.com; that is your work email address? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then the word that we are all stuck on, something set a precedent, is that how 

you read it, Mr Sonk? 10 
 
A: Yes, I do not know I cannot read what is there. 
 
Q: Okay.  What about the next line? 
 
A: I cannot make out what that is. 
 
Q: Yes.  Can I take you right down to the bottom?  Do you see there is an initial 

there, is that your initial or not? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: So, then this may not be your handwriting? 
 
A: Yes, I did not initial that so I am not sure.  I just saw my email address there. 
 
Q: I see. 
 
A: That bit I can recognize it is my writing.  This email response to the – that is 

me, it seems but I cannot tell whose writing is at the bottom. 30 
 
Q: What about reading that sentence as not to set a precedent perhaps?  In any 

event, well, Mr Sonk we need to land on this one way or the other. 
 
A:  Maybe the NEC Secretary is writing it or something; I do not know. 
 
Q: All right.  So, you are not certain that this is your handwriting? 
 
A: No. 
 40 
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Q: All right.  Now, can we then go to page 13 and the amended NEC decision.  
All I want to show you Mr Sonk is to see if you can explain the date on this 
document.  If you go to the second page, you will see that it is signed by the 
Secretary to the NEC and Peter O’Neill as chairman and the date there is 30 
October 2015.  Do you see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But the correspondence, the Ashurst’s letter and the refusal from the NEC 

Secretary to proceed in this way were all dated in February 2016.  So the 10 
earliest that this document could have been signed was sometime late in 
February 2016 and not in October 2015.  Now, I am not suggesting that you 
have done anything wrong but do you have an explanation for why that date 
appears on the amended NEC decision? 

 
A: I do not know.  I cannot explain. 
 
Q: That is okay.  Mr Sonk, finally, the policy submission itself, was this a 

document that was – well, I will ask you.  Who prepared this document so far 
as you know of the policy submission? 20 

 
A: I think just the body of it would have been us but the language around the 

decision itself probably UBS and others. 
 
Q: All right, so that is what I am interested in.  Let us try to understand who us 

is?  Us is Kumul Petroleum - - - 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that is you and is that Mr Kelly? 30 
 
A: No, me and my internal team basically lawyers and - - - 
 
Q: And these are staff employed by or people employed within Kumul 

Petroleum? 
 
A: Kumul Petroleum, yes. 
 
Q: And then you also mentioned UBS.  Did UBS have a role in drafting this 

policy submission? 40 
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[1.34pm] A: It would have, yes, because the language in the policy submission is the same 

as the language in the decision itself. 
 
Q: And do you know who at UBS was responsible for drafting the language in 

the decision and the policy submission? 
 
A: I think they were getting it from the lawyers as well to make sure that it 

covered all bases. 
 10 
Q: So, that is Ashurst? 
 
A: With a good assumption, I guess. 
 
Q: And do you know whether it was Ashurst Port Moresby or Ashurst Sydney? 
 
A: Both.  Ashurst Port Moresby is the interface. 
 
Q: All right.  At your board level, how did you deal with that?  Did this as a draft 

get taken to the board and a decision made on advice that it was acceptable 20 
for your purposes? 

 
A: The body of the board’s submission basically explains the purpose of the 

decision and the decision itself that is needed.  The board basically approves 
the language and also crafted by the lawyers which is the same language that 
would end up in the NEC submission so it was up - - - 

 
Q: So I take it from that that the Board of KPHL was aware of and approved the 

body of the - - - 
 30 
A: The body and the language - the NEC decision that we were expecting which 

is the regulation. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions of Mr Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, where did the initiative or from whom did the initiative 
come from to deal with the Oil Search shares?   
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A: I would say most of it would have been initiated from Kumul Petroleum 
because we viewed this transaction as not commercial for us so we were 
always intending to deal with it at the appropriate time from the start. 

 
Q: So, it was not the trustee? 
 
A: Well, trustee accepted it when we proposed to deal with it. 
 
Q: That is my only question.  Commissioner White, you have any questions? 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you, chief, I have no further questions.  Just 
to thank Mr Sonk for his further appearance before us.  Thank you.  Or perhaps I 
could just make this observation.  I am assuming, Mr Sonk, that you have produced 
to the commission all correspondence with UBS over the entire time that Kumul 
Petroleum held the Oil Search shares say from the novation until the unwinding of 
the final collar, is that correct?  You have got everything that you have got? 
 
A: We have submitted everything that has been asked of us to submit and the 

relevant supporting documents to the submissions and what we could find on 
record. 20 

 
Q: And I think in a previous occasion you might have said that Mr Kelly gave 

the Board of Kumul advice about these transactions and that you got also 
internal advice from your team about them.  Have we got the totality of the 
written advice that you got from Mr Kelly? 

 
A: I think I said in my verbal submissions that UBS and JP Morgan would also 

advise us but we would crosscheck with Tony Kelly as a third party before we 
dealt with it internally. 

 30 
Q: Yes, all right, thank you.  I am really just trying - in the light of some of the 

observations made by the Brattle Group experts this morning, I am just 
exploring whether everything that was given to you by way of an advice or 
explanation from the UBS side of the transaction you have passed on to us.  I 
am not suggesting you are holding anything back but whether you think 
anything has been overlooked? 

 
[1.39pm] A: Yes, everything has been handed over as being requested of us to do so. 

 
Q: Thank you, thanks Mr Sonk.   40 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  May I take up Commissioner White’s last 
point?  You did say on the previous occasion, Mr Sonk, that Mr Kelly had given you 
written advice.  Your recollection was that it was perhaps in email format or in 
correspondence format.  Did you look for emails or correspondence from Mr Kelly? 
 
A: Yes, and we have submitted some of it which we found. 
 
Q: All right.  And when you say some of it, does that mean there is more to give 

us? 10 
 
A: Well, we could not find anything that is of substance to the questions that have 

been put to us. 
 
Q: I understand.  Commissioners, two things arise out of that.  First, I would like 

to tender the bundle of documents that we have been looking at.  It can be 
described as a bundle of documents comprising 22 pages provided by Grace 
So-on, the current Secretary to the NEC and a document that Mr Sonk was 
examined on and gave evidence in relation to. 

 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable, we will admit the 
bundle of documents? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I do Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That bundle of documents is admitted into evidence and it be 
marked exhibit RRR.  
 
EXHIBIT RRR – BUNDLE OF DOCUMENTS COMPRISING 22 PAGES 
PROVIDED BY MS GRACE SO-ON 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  The second last matter is that whilst 
we received notice from Sir Arnold Amet to cross-examine Mr Sonk, Sir Arnold 
came to see me this morning and told me that he no longer has any questions to ask 
of Mr Sonk.  I should ask - Mrs Nonggorr, are you there and do you have any 
questions of Mr Sonk? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Mr Jurth, I am here.  However, I asked questions of 
Mr Sonk beforehand and I have no further questions.  Thank you. 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Thank you for clarifying that.  Commissioners, then Mr 
Sonk, in my submission, may be excused with our thanks.  I would however request 
that the summonses issued to him for the production of documents be stood over 
generally so that we can both continue reviewing the documents that Mr Sonk has 
provided but also to ensure that there is not anything further that in Mr Sonk’s view 
has no substance but we might feel differently about.  So whilst his oral evidence is 
finished for all purposes today, the request for documents should not be finalized 
today and that summons should be stood over generally.  May it please the 
commission. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Right, we will extend the summons generally and excuse Mr 
Wapu Sonk.  Mr Sonk, thank you for your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you chairman and commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Sonk. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, you may be excused as well.  Thank you. 
 
 20 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  The final witness for today, commissioners, is Mr Yauieb, I think.  
Is he there? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am just trying to find him now Dr Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  He is making his way to the witness box. 
 
 
ANTHONY YAUIEB, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Yauieb, you are on your previous oath.  You have a supplementary 

statement dated 16 August, do you? 40 
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A: Yes, that is correct, commissioners. 
 

[1.44pm] Q: And, commissioners, I trust you both have a copy of that.  Are there any 
changes you wish to make to the signed statement of 15 August, Mr Yauieb? 

 
A: 16th; no, commissioners. 
 
Q: All right.  Are there any attachments to that affidavit? 
 10 
A: I beg your pardon; I did not hear you. 
 
Q: Are there any attachments to that affidavit?  I cannot see any myself, but are 

there any? 
 
A: I have made reference to various documents but I have not attached them, 

commissioners. 
 
Q: Thank you very much.  And that is true and correct, is it, your statement? 
 20 
A: Yes, commissioners. 
 
Q: I tender that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are agreeable we will admit that 
statement. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  The statement of Anthony Yauieb dated 16 August 30 
2021 is admitted into evidence and it will be marked exhibit SSS. 
 
EXHIBIT SSS - STATEMENT OF ANTHONY YAUIEB DATED 16 AUGUST 
2021 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Yauieb, can you just remind the commissioners, you obviously 
held a number of senior positions in Treasury but I do not think you are legally 
qualified, are you? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 40 
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Q: And, in summary, what you have done here is set out your understanding of 

the way the key legal provisions relating to the budget cycle and appropriation 
work in the Independent State? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: You also then set out some opinions about whether those laws were complied 

with in the case of the UBS loan? 
 10 
A: I gave my views, yes. 
 
Q: And then you set out some recommendations for the commissioners to 

consider? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: So, you first begin from paragraphs 5 onwards to 16 with the budget cycle and 

you refer to the four stages of the budget cycle as you see them:  (i) planning 
and formula - this is paragraph 6 – planning and formulation; (ii) enactment; 20 
(iii) execution; (iv) monitoring and audit; and you refer to the budget itself in 
paragraph 7 but then you speak about the Papua New Guinea Fiscal 
Responsibility Act 2006 and then in paragraph 9, the Public Finances 
(Management) Act 1995.  Now, I take it in your role, your former role in 
Treasury, you had considerable familiarity with those two statutes? 

 
A: Yes, commissioners, that is correct.  It is part of the job description to know 

the relevant laws, legislation, and processes and procedures. 
 
Q: We will come to the detail of those in a minute.  You say in paragraph 12, 30 

budget appropriations are one-year appropriations of definite amounts 
available for the fiscal year only unless they are deposited in trust accounts in 
which they may be available for spending in future years without further 
appropriation.  And then you refer in paragraph 14 to the Overseas Borrowing 
Act No. 2 1976, and you express the opinion in paragraph 16 that that Act 
insofar as it purports to allow the minister responsible not to apply the Public 
Finances (Management) Act and allow loan proceeds not to be paid into the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, you take the view they are beyond constitutional 
power and therefore must be void.  Is there anything you want to say to add 
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or anything you want to add to what you have put in your affidavit in that 
regard? 

 
[1.49pm]A: To add to that; no.  But just to, I guess, to emphasize that in paragraph 15, I 

do point out that the legislation itself makes clear that it is not an 
appropriation. 

 
Q: And then you refer from paragraphs 17 to 27 what you described as ex ante 

control through the Fiscal Responsibility Act.  Perhaps you could expand on 
what you said in paragraph 18 about the three key documents to be released 10 
each year by the National Executive in relation to the budget? 

 
A: Yes.  So, the three key documents that are required is a Budget Strategy Paper 

and that sets out the National Executive’s understanding of the fiscal position, 
and particularly the fiscal strategies that it wants to pursue in the forthcoming 
fiscal year.  There is a requirement as well to release a half year report or a 
report that examines the half year performance of the budget and that provides 
an update of the key parameters relating to the budget both in the economic 
space as well as the fiscal forecast and it all provides an overview of the 
performance of the National Budget.  The final report that is required is the 20 
Final Budget Outcome Report and that has to be produced before April each 
year for the previous fiscal year and that sets out the complete performance of 
the budget.   

 
Q: Now, in paragraph 21, you speak about the gross public debt ceilings set under 

the Papua New Guinea Fiscal Responsibility Act.  And I am setting the – in 
paragraph 21 the ratio of gross government debt to nominal gross domestic 
product limit of 35 per cent and another limit of government liabilities to be 
below 60 per cent of nominal gross domestic product.  Now, you express the 
view, do you not, in paragraphs 24 to 27 that the UBS loan at least, I think, 30 
from March 2014 until it was novated meant that there was a breach of the 
debt ceiling limits, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: And you calculated that – can you just talk to your paragraphs 24 to 27 and 

just step through the figures, please? 
 
A: I have drawn from the Final Budget Outturn Report for 2013, which sets out 

the stock of debt national government and this is on a gross basis.  That amount 40 
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was 11.8 billion.  We know what the UBS loan amount was and I have used 
an end year – end 2014 exchange rate which I extracted from the Bank of 
PNG’s Quarterly Economic Bulletin.  The date is also available on the website 
to do a conversion to Kina and that results in a figure of 2.7 billion.  What I 
have then done is just looked at what the both the Mid-year Economic and 
Fiscal Outlook Report as well as the Final Budget Outturn Report of 2014 
have shown.  And in paragraph 25, I have referred specifically to the debt table 
that appears in the 2014 Mid-year Economic and Fiscal Outlook Report that 
shows that the debt level – this is stock.  At the end of June 2014 is 13.2 billion.  
This was an increase of 1.4 billion from the end 2013 level.  I will just remind 10 
you commissioners, as I stated in the previous paragraph, the kina amount of 
the UBS loan, the kina equivalent was 2.7 billion so an increase of 1.7 billion 
is not sufficient to capture the UBS loan increase.  That is in terms of the debt 
stock. 

 
[1.54pm] What the fiscal tables also report are what are called flows, the actual 

borrowed amounts and the entry in the relevant table shows that the UBS loan 
would be captured as an external commercial loan and the entry in the table 
shows that the only amount borrowed was 7 million.  So, the UBS loan was 
not reflected as well in the financing table.  Indeed, when we go to the 2014 20 
Final Budget Outturn, similarly, it does not show either in terms of the debt 
stock or in terms of the financing that the UBS loan was reflecting.   

 
Q: Thank you.  In the next section in paragraphs 28 to 36, you set out your views 

about the Appropriation Laws, and if I have got it correctly, you take the view 
in paragraph 31 that the Standing Orders of the Parliament require all 
appropriation bills to have a message from the Governor General 
recommending appropriation of public monies.  And that is why you say in 
paragraph 34 that the tabling of the report or a speech does not comply with 
those Parliamentary Standing Orders for appropriations.  Have I got that 30 
correctly? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: All right.  And then in paragraph 35, you note that – so could we have section 

209 of the Constitution put up on the screen, please.  Could you look at 
subsection (3)?  So, you draw the commission’s attention to section 209(3) 
and you indicate in paragraph 35 that you are simply not aware about whether 
the Plans and Estimates Committee did in fact consider the UBS loan? 

 40 
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A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: But if it did not then you say there is a breach of section 209(3)? 
 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: And then in the next part of your statement what you – between paragraphs 

37 and 44, you refer to what you call the execution phase; namely the period 
of time the funds remain available for what expenditure and you refer and say, 
Mr Yauieb, to a word which is new to me in paragraph 38 called a “virement”.  10 
Is that how you pronounce it? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: And what is a virement? 
 
A: Apologies; I had the definition and I accidently deleted it.  A virement is 

simply an authority to allow the transfer between appropriation. 
 
Q: Right.  And so in paragraph 40, you refer to the necessity for a ministerial 20 

warrant to be issued by the Treasurer under the Appropriation Act, which sets 
out the amount available to each agency and agencies are limited to the 
amounts step out in those warrants, I take it? 

 
A: The warrants and the appropriation, yes. 
 
Q: And you say in paragraph 40 – so in paragraph 43 we should start with, I 

suppose, you say the 2014 appropriation for general public service 
expenditure was K20.6 billion. 

 30 
[1.59pm]  The appropriation permitted a maximum virement of K1.8 billion, which 

would have been insufficient for an outlay of 2.7 billion to purchase the 10.1 
percent equity stake in Oil Search.  So, what you are saying there, I take it, is 
that the relevant approval at the subordinate level of the Appropriation Act 
was never there for the Oil Search loan? 

 
A: Yes, for the use of the Oil Search proceeds, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, proceeds.  You then set out your views about the procurement process 

and the circumstances in which a certificate of inexpediency can be required 40 
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and you set out those details but then conclude in paragraph 49 that you are 
simply unaware whether the services for which individuals and firms were 
engaged with the UBS loans transaction had validly issued authority to pre-
commit certificates. I take it you are bringing those topics to the commission’s 
attention without expressing a view about whether there was a breach or not? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners.  I am unaware of whether the authority to pre-

commit certificates were issued. 
 
Q: Yes. In paragraphs 50 to 54, you speak about the Audit and Financial 10 

Management laws and processes and, again, you bring that to attention.  And 
in paragraph 54, you simply say you are not aware if the Auditor General 
auditing the UBS loan transaction or the transaction relating to the acquisition 
of the slightly over 10 percent of Oil Search’s shares? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: Then you come to the concluding part of your statement in relation to the 

constitution and legal provisions, and in paragraphs 55 to 65, you refer to 
section 209 of the Constitution and related provisions.  And is it fair to say 20 
that you take the view that – perhaps you should come to paragraph 61 and 
62.  You take the view that a retrospective enactment made possible under the 
Constitution, and in paragraph 64, you say such retrospective or retroactive 
appropriation act could not validate the UBS loan and purchase the Oil Search 
shares? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners. 
 
Q: All right. And you in paragraph 66 to 68 refer to the capacity of the Parliament 

under section 137 of the Constitution to indemnify persons involved in a 30 
constitutional breach but assuming you are right that that is what occurred in 
the UBS case, you are not aware of any such indemnity being passed by the 
Parliament? 

 
A: That is correct, commissioners, I am not aware and Parliament would need to 

be satisfied that the noncompliance was in good faith and in exceptional 
circumstances as well. 
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Q: And you bring to attention in paragraph 68 the potential applicability of the 
misappropriation of property provisions under the Criminal Code in relation 
to the UBS transaction? 

 
A: Commissioners, I do.  I could have also included breach of the Leadership 

Code and relevant actions for such a breach. 
 
Q: And then that brings us in the last few pages of your statement to some 

recommendations.  Would you like to address the commissioners on particular 
recommendations – I mean, we have – but are there one or two you would like 10 
to particularly emphasize? 

 
[2.04pm]A: Yes, thank you, commissioners.  If I may, I would like to focus on the 

recommendations contained in paragraphs 69 to 74 and that primarily relates 
to strengthening the role of National Parliament to oversight National 
Executive in relation to public finances.  In paragraph 70, the Plans and 
Estimates Committee, which was pointed out early under section 209 of the 
Constitution required to be consulted.  Apart from this there is very little scope 
for meaningful engagement in determining the budget priorities or ensuring 
that the budget priorities are consistent with State and government policies 20 
and I recommend that there be a two-stage process as I set out in paragraph 
71 where firstly the broad parameters of the budget, particularly relating to 
how big the resource envelope is; revenue and grants, how large the 
expenditure ceilings will - overall expenditure ceilings and the broad split 
between operational expenditure and  capital expenditure should be what 
levels are appropriate.  Again, in consideration of the development needs of 
Papua New Guinea and their financing as well; how much should be borrowed 
and how this should be in consistent with the debt strategy announced by 
National Executive.   

 30 
 The three documents I referred to in the Fiscal Responsibility Act, the Budget 

Strategy Paper essentially deals with sort of the key architecture of the budget 
and this could be the first round of consultation with the Plans and Estimate 
Committee and then subsequently the detailed budget could come in the 
second round. 

 
 In paragraph 72, I recommend consistent with other jurisdictions that a non-

partisan parliamentary budget office be established and this could provide 
expert advice and analysis to the Plans and Estimates Committee and other 
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parliamentary committees and through them to the National Parliament on 
fiscal policy and budget priorities as well as performance.   

 
 There is a considerable lag just in terms of the exposed function, the 

monitoring and audit, there is a considerable lag before the audit reports are 
completed by the Auditor General’s office and this diminishes the ability of 
Parliament to provide effective oversight and to direct better compliance with 
processes and procedures.  And I recommended that a preaudit annual 
statement be provided by relevant spending agencies that sets out the 
performance of each agency’s approved budget against the targeted outputs 10 
and outcomes that were sought; the variance between the actual performance 
of the financial budgets and the reasons for any variance.  It should also detail 
as well what the controlling environments are like in the spending agencies 
both in internal financial planning processes as well as specific control 
mechanisms.   

 
 And then the final recommendation is, I think, Parliament herein should be 

provided training so they better understand the role in terms of circulation of 
public finances.  

 20 
 I have set out a number of other recommendations related to State-Owned 

Enterprises but I am quite pleased to read in media reports that these are being 
taken up now through proposed legislative amendments to the Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings Act. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Yauieb.  Those are my questions, commissioners. 
 

[2.09pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, has anyone given any notice of wanting 
to ask Mr Yauieb any further questions? 

 30 
DR RENWICK:  Mrs Nonggorr, did you have any further questions? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Indeed, yes, I do have questions.  At the first instance 
when Mr Yauieb came, we were not to ask questions and I had submitted a list to 
ask him for this appearance. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am content to those to be asked. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you.  So should I go ahead now?  Is that the 
appropriate - - - 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, I certainly prefer to hear your questions and Mr 
Yauieb’s answers before I ask mine, Ms Nonggorr, because you might cover the 
same field.  Thank you. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Commissioner White. 
 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR  
 10 
Q: Good afternoon, Mr Yauieb.  I have just got a few questions.  With regards to 

your role in Treasury, you were deputy secretary but you were to do with 
economic policy rather than the budget division, is that correct? 

 
A: Yes, economic and financial policy, yes correct. 
 
Q: Did you participate in budget management? 
 
A: Budget management, no. 
 20 
Q: Earlier, and particularly your other statement about Debt-to-GDP ratio and 

indeed the statements that you have made today about compliance with the 
Papua New Guinea Fiscal Responsibility Act, are you aware that the measure 
of Debt-to-GDP ratio is a post haste measure? 

 
A: Can I just ask you to repeat the last part, the connection dropped? 
 
Q: I am sorry.  Are you aware that under the Papua New Guinea Fiscal 

Responsibility Act that indeed the calculation of a Debt-to-GDP ratio is not a 
day by day one but a post haste measure after the end of the financial year? 30 

 
A: Yes, that is correct and that is what is reported in the Final Budget Outturn 

Report. 
 
Q: And indeed, are you aware that in section 4(c) of the Act that indeed it 

provides for the situation where if the government exceeds the Debt-to-GDP 
ratio, they must return it back to the level of debt provided in the Act within 
one year? 

 
A: Commissioners, that is correct. 40 
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Q: Thank you.  Earlier on in your testimony, you gave evidence with regards to 

the PNG LNG financing.  You gave evidence with regards to Treasury’s role 
in the equity financing and you gave evidence about Lazard Freres had been 
appointed as the Treasury advisers.  That was correct? 

 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: And you gave evidence that the late Mr Tosali provided a summary of the 

Lazard’s preliminary advice to the Ministerial Economic Committee on 10 10 
October.  Do you recall that? 

 
A: I cannot recall the exact date but yes they did provide preliminary advice, yes. 
 
Q: There has been evidence before this commission that at that hearing there was 

also a submission from IPBC that the funding should be done through the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bonds.  Are you aware of that? 

 
A: Aware of the proposal? 
 20 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes, I am. 
 
Q: And in your evidence you pointed to the power point presentation and you 

stated that Lazard Freres had initially given a range of possible financial 
solutions for the equity.  Do you know why they did not produce final products 
or why they were just giving a range of potential financial equity options at 
that stage? 

 30 
A: Yes, commissioners, those were not pursued because they were not supported 

by the Ministerial Committee Economic Sector. 
 

[2.14pm]Q: At that stage, they only gave some examples.  Why would they not have given 
a final product, if you like, at that stage in October 2008? 

 
A: Commissioners, this screen is frozen.  I think I will have the computer - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can you hear Mrs Nonggorr, Mr Yauieb? 
 40 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I could not hear anything then but if you could repeat 
if you said something.  The situation is with regards to why would not have Lazard 
Feres at that stage, early on in the piece in October 2008, why would they not have 
given their final equity financing product?  Was it because it was not necessary to 
finalize it at that stage? 
 
A: That is correct.  The timing of when the financing was required was one key 

matter.  But it was at that stage or exploratory and looking across different 
possible financing options both commercial and concessional. 

 10 
Q: And Lazard Feres was let go by Treasury because indeed Cabinet went with 

the IPIC Exchangeable Bond consideration without actually obtaining any 
evidence or at least any suggestions or proper suggestions by Lazard Feres.  
Are you aware of the break fee that the government paid to Lazard Feres? 

 
A: I am not.  I think the contract was structured in a way where they were entitled 

to the success fee. 
 
Q: With regards to the section 209 approvals, it is your view that the 

Appropriation Act in your newest statement cannot be used to do retrospective 20 
appropriation, is that the case? 

 
A: That is my view, yes. 
 
Q: What would the supplementary budget then form?  What is the purpose of a 

supplementary budget then? 
 
A: Supplementary budget is when it is expected that there will be an overrun and 

Parliament then makes provision to allow for the additional outlays.  
 30 
Q: I put it to you that supplementary budgets are routinely used from their 

independence to actually summarize and retrospectively rectify the positions 
where there has been a situation where a loan has been made or expenditure 
has gone above a budget limit? 

 
A: A supplementary budget is usually done during the fiscal year and so we adjust 

the budget upwards to account for those potential overruns. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed.  With regards to loans, would you expect that they would always 

be in a budget before a loan is executed, negotiated or drawn down? 40 
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A: Yes, I do.  Not the details but the broad - in terms of allowance in the broad 

categories, yes. 
 

[2.19 am]   Q: I would like to take you to the affidavit of Dairi Vele sworn on 5 August 2021.  
I think it is Annexure DV16, if we could go to that.  This is the Table of Loans, 
Mr Yauieb, which are indeed project loans, and with the project loans I put it 
to you that that is most often the case; this is the loans that indeed loans are 
negotiated and executed, in some cases years before they are actually put in 
the budget.  And indeed from that first page, you can see that some loans are 10 
executed the year before, some six years before, and then they are only 
included in the budget when the moneys are thought to be utilized.  Are you 
aware of this practice? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If we could scroll down a bit further, please.  These are the loans in the last 10 

years, indeed 11 years, and that is it? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: Does your position on loans that you have stated on your statement change 

given these factors? 
 
A: I would make two points, commissioner.  First is, it is usually the case that 

there are conditions around loan effectiveness for a number of conditions for 
this need to be satisfied and usually, the legal due diligence in the case that 
includes appropriation as well or inclusion in the budget.  Secondly, I think as 
I pointed out in my supplementary statement, it is one thing to borrow it is 
another thing to actually spend the loan proceeds without an appropriation. 30 
 

Q: Are you aware that there have been other borrowings and expenditure before 
that it has appeared in the National Budget such as the recent Covid loans, all 
three Covid loans?  Are you aware of that? 

 
A: I am not aware of the details but I am aware of other loans, yes, particularly 

loans from Chinese Exim Bank that that did not have prior approval which I 
believe was unlawful. 

 
Q: Thank you, commissioners, they are all the questions that I have. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you, chief.  I have got a few questions for 
Mr Yauieb and I thank him very much for all the care he took into preparing that 
second statement.  It is very helpful from my understanding at least of the budgetary 
process in PNG.   
 
Could I just keep on with that topic that Mrs Nonggorr has taken up with you?  I 
think when Mr Vele gave his evidence he said that there have been some 288 loans 10 
gone through PNG that did not have prior budgetary approval although he could not 
point to any that were what I would call, truly commercial loans of the kind that we 
are seeing with UBS.  They all seem to me to be underpinned by bilateral or 
multilateral agreements that is from Development Banks of some kind or from 
Donor States in the case of Czechoslovakia and China, perhaps.   Does this put them 
in a different category in your view to what we might describe as the purely 
commercial loan as demonstrated by the UBS Loan?  
 
A: Thank you, commissioner.  When you say in a different category, is that in 

relation to legal process or the terms of the loan? 20 
 
Q: Yes, well, the legal/budgetary approval processes is what I have got in mind 

because I may be wrong about this but I have assumed that there is some 
underlying bilateral or multilateral agreement pre-existing between the State 
and the donor banks for the other countries 

 
[2.49p.m]  A: It is quite normal to have as part of the loan agreements a block for loan 

effectiveness.  And as I said that is subject to certain conditions precedent and 
it is always the case that Treasury has provided advice that we need to ensure 
it is in the budget, reflected in the budget approved by Parliament before we 30 
can drawdown and spend. 

Q: Would you be able to give us any specific examples which might be common 
for all of that category and it is a very large category of loans as we have seen 
from Mr Vele’s affidavit which would demonstrate the evidence that you are 
giving in response to my question? 

A: Unfortunately, I do not have any material that I could submit as evidence.  All 
these loan agreements are with the Department of Treasury. 
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Q: Who in Treasury might be able to assist us?  Can you - - - 

A: Sorry, Commissioner. 

Q: Sorry, go on. 

A: There is a division within the Department of Treasury called the Financial 
Management Division.  It is headed by Mr Damien Horiambe and he would 
be the appropriate person to provide material to the commissioners. 

Q: Thank you very much indeed.  My next question perhaps it is a little aligned 
to this.  Is there any fiscal rationale or justification from not including the UBS 
at any time on the government’s books – that is presented in March 2014, it 
was novated across to Kumul Petroleum Holdings later in the year and as a 10 
consequence it does not seem to appear anywhere. 

A: That is right.  So upon the time of novation you could argue that it was 
removed from the Central Government’s balance sheet and so there was no 
need to reflect it.  The Fiscal Responsibility Act discusses that in relation now 
to general government debt and in terms of the fiscal accounting standard, 
general government now encompasses not just Central Government – 
National Government and also some national governments as well as public 
enterprises.  So under the Act, under that definition of general government a 
novation would not help with the debt ratio. 

Q: Is that a relatively recent amendment to the legislation? 20 

A: I believe so, yes. 

Q: It would postdate the fiscal year 2014 I take it? 

A: It may well do so.  The Fiscal Responsibility Act does not have a clear 
definition of general government debt but it does mention general government 
debt. 

Q: Thank you.  There is something that I think may have come up on the last 
occasion but bear with me if it has already been addressed when you 
previously appeared.  I noticed that around paragraph 72 of your previous 
statement to the commission, we learnt that you were excluded from Secretary 
Vele’s working party to consider the UBS loan.  Had you any understanding 30 
as to why because you seem to have a great deal of experience, expertise in 
this field why you were excluded? 
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A: Commissioner, I do not have any particular understanding and I do not want 
to speculate. 

Q: Do you prefer not to? 

A: I would prefer not to, yes. 

Q: Thank you, I will accept that.  The other thing that perhaps I would like to 
explore with you a little is the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  You were the co-chair 
of the working group in 2010.   

A: Yes. 

Q: Perhaps I am speculating here but there seem to be some similarity between 
the style of that working group policy paper and your own statements and 10 
affidavits.  So were you one of the principal authors of that document? 

A: I was one of the authors, yes. 

[2.29pm]     Q: Towards the end of this second statement that you have given to us, you 
encourage across the thinking that the Sovereign Wealth Fund needs to be 
implemented and make sense of political commentary in recent times that a 
number of senior people in PNG think the same.  You mention some 
consequential amendments that might be necessary to the existing legislation. 
I am just wondering if you could perhaps identify some of those matters that 
you think need to be amended and if you would like some time to do that, I 
will be very happy if you wanted to take to take it away but clearly your 20 
thought about it? 

 
A: Yes, Commissioner.  When I was with the Department of Treasury, there was 

a secretariat that was established that through resources from the Department 
of National Planning, from the then Independent Public Business Corporation, 
Department of Justice and Attorney, specifically from the Office of the State 
Solicitor and from the Bank of PNG and that one of the main task of the 
secretariat was to put together a detailed road map in relation to what steps 
needed to be taken to operational as the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  I do not have 
documents with me of the work that was done but there was quite a number 30 
of consequential amendments that required for instance, just in relation to 
Income Tax Act and there is currently a rewrite of the Income Tax Act that 
has been led by the Department of Treasury.  In the draft I have seen that there 
is no provision that allows for the operation of the Sovereign Wealth Fund. 
But the Mineral and Petroleum Taxation, the Organic Law on the Sovereign 
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Fund is that that will flow immediately into the Sovereign Wealth Fund. And 
so, some of the delicate issues around how that is captured in a taxation regime 
needed to be carefully worked through, both legislative but also some of the 
operational details.  The secretarial that the plan was to house that within the 
Bank of PNG, the investment strategy at least in the early years of the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund was to have quite a conservative investment strategic 
asset allocation and quite similar to what the Bank of PNG pursues in relation 
to the investment of international reserves.  But the legislation would have to 
be amended; the Central Banking Act 2000 would need to be amended to 
allow for that.  And then there is a host of other legislations that off the top of 10 
my head I am not able to list here. 

 
Q: All right.  Would there not be a bit of a tension between the two Kumuls; the 

Mineral and the Petroleum which in a sense seems to – my perception to be 
operating as a kind of onshore Sovereign Wealth Fund, in other words, those 
two entities are receiving the receipts from minerals and from petroleum 
resources, much was envisaged for the Sovereign Wealth Fund flow.  It does 
not seem economically sensible to have two structures set up, the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund to receive it after.  It has gone through the hands of the two 
Kumuls.  Do you see that tension there? 20 

 
A: Yes, absolutely.  And I should have mentioned that is the other legislation in 

relation to the dividend flows or the distributions from projects it would 
require amendments to the Kumul structures as well.  Yes, the Kumul 
structures themselves cannot be considered Sovereign Wealth Funds.  One, 
they do not have the mandate for fund management, that is to manage a fund 
and to grow with using an appropriate investment strategy.  Secondly, the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund is an offshore account and one of its specific purposes 
is to mitigate against what is called the Dutch disease impact and that is for 
appreciation of the exchange rate that leads to the uncompetitiveness of Papua 30 
New Guinea industries and potential loss of jobs and incomes for our people.  
The Kumul entities are clearly unable to perform that function. 

 
[2.34 pm]  Q: So, when Governor Bakani gave his evidence, one of the explanations that he 

offered for the non-establishment of the Sovereign Wealth Fund was that there 
was just no money available to set up a board in order to receive a mandate to 
undertake the tasks which the Sovereign Wealth Fund would do.  Do you have 
any response to that? 
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A: That is correct, so whilst for instance the secretariat was to be housed within 
Bank of PNG that was to be funded through the budget, the prior step was the 
establishment of the board and then they would then work with the secretariat 
to operationalize the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  The Sovereign Wealth Fund 
itself does need C capital and some other thinking was that the Kroton equity 
option which was provided in the umbrella benefit sharing arrangement 
whereby the 4.27 per cent State holding in PNG LNG would be sold at a 
pricing of US$240 million per percentage point.  That would have provided 
C capital of just over US$1 billion dollars.  That could have gone into the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund to then allow it to performance its functions. 10 

 
Q: What happened to that initiative? 
 
A: The 4.27 was given away free.  I understand from media reports that it will 

now be transferred without any consideration to the National Gas Corporation 
which is an entity provided for under the Oil and Gas Act that represents 
provincial governments primarily. 

 
Q: All right, I think probably that is enough that I want to ask you Mr Yauieb 

except to thank you very much indeed. 20 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
Q: Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Well, I have a number of questions relating to the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act which you have covered under paragraph 
14 through to paragraph 16 of your statement.  Are you aware that this Act was 
amended a number of times, the latest of which might have come about in 2006? 
 30 
A: I am aware that it has been amended but not the specific amendments, Chief 

Commissioner. 
 
Q: All right.  The original Act which is 1976 Act? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It appears from my perusal of that legislation was enacted to render 

consistency with section 209 of the Constitution.  In other words, overseas 
borrowings featured in the National Budget under section 209(1) they were 40 
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regarded as or constituted revenue of the State and obviously appropriations 
by the State under the National Budget.  That seems to be the intention of the 
original 1976 Act.  Then later the notion of borrowing for purpose of financing 
equity in companies popped up and the idea of a commercial loan from an 
overseas financial institution was introduced. 

 
[2.39pm] There are provisions in the new Act, the No. 2 Act, which does not quite sit in 

well with the other provisions of the existing Act, and there appears to be quite 
a number of disconnect between the existing provisions the old Act much of 
which was being retained and the new amendments that have been introduced 10 
mainly relating to the ability of the State to borrow from overseas financial 
institutions to finance equity in companies.  And these are categorized as 
commercial loans which create a commercial debt for the State.  You follow 
what I am saying? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And one of the inconsistencies that appear you have pointed out in paragraph 

16 of your statement is section 2(11).  You see that – could we just have that 
on the screen, paragraph 16 of his statement?  You see that where you say 20 
section 2(11) allows the administering minister to disapply section 14 that 
have the effect of allowing loan proceeds not to be paid into consolidated 
revenue.  And this you say is ultra vires and inconsistent with section 209.  
You see where it is coming in? 

 
A: Yes, chief commissioner. 
 
Q: There is a disconnect there.  I will point to you another disconnect provision.  

I think it is section 4.  Section 4 – could we have section 4 of the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act on the screen, please?  It says all payments of 30 
principal and interest and other charges payable under a loan agreement shall 
be made out of the consolidated revenue fund.  You see the disconnect there?   

 
A: Not really, chief commissioner. 
 
Q: If all loans are going to come out of the consolidated revenue fund then on 

one hand loans obtained under this law do not become part of the 
appropriation.  There is an inconsistency there, the disconnect there.  Section 
4 is your original – that is coming out of the original old Act.  You were going 
to say something on that? 40 
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A: No, I will wait for you to complete and then I will just make an observation. 
 
Q: What was your observation again? 
 
A: It was just in relation to – in terms of the disconnect.  All I wanted to really 

point out was that, sort of two sides of the same coin, you can have the 
resource envelope whether it is revenue from taxation or dividends or whether 
it is borrowings, those receipts you still need to balance the books.  So, any of 
the outflows needs a matching inflow and those outflows can only be done 10 
under authority of an Appropriation Act. 

 
Q: Section 4 is fine.  It is consistent with section 209. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But section 2(11) is not.  But the disconnect between section 4 and section 

2(11) is that on one hand, section 4 is saying all payments of principal interest 
et cetera are made out of the consolidated revenue fund and section 2(11) is 
saying they are not.  That is one there. 20 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: There is a lot of disconnect between the existing provision of the same Act 

and the new introduced provisions.  But if the original provision had been 
retained then we would not have this issue that we are facing right now wWith 
the State or a minister of the State having negotiated or obtained a loan under 
the new provisions, and the argument goes that this loan that was obtained in 
2014 was purely under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act and had nothing 
to do with section 209.  Do you see the problem there? 30 

 
[2.44pm]    A: I do, Chief Commissioner.  One of the recommendations I made relates to 

Public Enterprises State-Owned Enterprises and in relation to these entities 
having a purely commercial mandate.  I came in at the back end of Mr Sonk’s 
appearance and he indicated that the UBS loan transaction and the acquisition 
shares in Oil Search was not commercial.  If it is not commercial, then this 
indicates that there was some public policy intent behind it.  And if there is 
public policy intent I would argue that this is nationally executive initiative 
and this is then subject to oversight by parliament.   

 40 
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Q: If I can just point out another disconnect or inconsistency is section 2(2) which 
authorizes the minister on behalf of the State to borrow from an overseas 
financial institution.  And then if you move down to section 2(8), it provides 
for the minister to cause a copy of the agreement to be laid before the 
Parliament for its information only, that is after the loan is obtained.  The loan 
agreement negotiated and concluded under this law would not have to go 
through parliamentary approval because all parliament will be entitled to 
receive is a copy of the loan agreement that the minister has concluded. 
 

A: Chief Commissioner and commissioner, I would draw attention to the next 10 
subsection (9) where it indicates that it does not constitute an appropriation of 
the proceeds of the loan so even though the funds may go into consolidated 
revenue fund, it cannot exit.   

 
Q: I think that is a new introduction as well.  Section 2(2) that I have read, I think 

it is also a new amendment and so is sub (8).  So the Act is trying to take 
commercial loans out of the consolidated revenue fund and give it the sense 
of some independence so that the executive would go away, negotiate and 
conclude alone and they will inform parliament, it has got nothing to do with 
consolidated revenue; that is the impression you get? 20 

 
A: The impression I get is similar to that where it is really to allow for 

instrumentalities established by government that have a commercial mandate 
where the governance arrangement is such that the approval of national 
executive is not required, you have board exercising the appropriate functions 
in relation to the strategy and determining what operational decisions are 
permitted, in which case I see absolutely nothing wrong with that sort of 
arrangement but to the extent, as I pointed out earlier that if it does need the 
approval of the national executive, then that is the exercise or initiative by a 
national executive and section 209 and 210 of the Constitution is clear that it 30 
needs to go before parliament.   

 
[2.49p.m]  Q: This scheme of this law here after all the amendments have been made it takes 

parliament away from that prior approval of the loan, does it not? 
 

A: I would just refer to the hierarchy of laws I think if – to the extent and 
consistent with the Constitution it is null and void.  
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Q: Seemingly there is a – probably inconsistency between the scheme of the loan 
arrangement under this Act and what section 209(1) says, is there?  I mean 
this- - - 

A: And to the extent that there is an inconsistency all I would say is this section 
209 prevails. 

Q: Well, that was going to be my next question.  On the face of it you have a 
situation where the executive be it the Head of State or the minister 
responsible negotiated and conclude a loan, when Parliament is only informed 
by a presentation of a copy of the loan agreement, then the repayment of the 
loan must according to this Act be catered out of the consolidated revenue, 10 
and then you have provisions in the same Act saying, that the commercial loan 
obtained under this Act has not formed part of the appropriation of Parliament.   
There is a lot of varying inconsistencies there, are there not?  Because of the 
disconnect between an existing Act which is not really intended for to seek 
involved with section 209(1) and all these latest issues of amendments that 
have been introduced and there seems to be a lot of inconsistent and 
disconnect between the provisions themselves as well as inconsistent with 
section 209.  Is that how you look at it? 

A: I think it is recognized that there are indeed inconsistencies in legislation that 
conflict with other laws but also conflicts with policy and all I can say is to 20 
the extent that it is again inconsistent with the Constitution.  The Constitution 
prevails and sorry, I should not lecture you, you know this better than I do. 

Q: You are entitled to express your views or give a comment on what the law 
says. 

A: It is just a comment, yes, thank you.   

Q: But if it gets too technical in terms of your construction you give it to the 
courts.  But everyone is entitled to read the law as it is and members of the 
Parliament have a good job in doing that and express their views on what 
section states and you have done exactly that, have you not? 

A: I have tried but - - - 30 

Q: Although you are not a lawyer or - - - 

A: That is correct, I am not a lawyer.  This is not a legal opinion it is just my 
views. 
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Q: And you have had experience in dealing with and applying for the relevant 
provisions of the Constitution and some of the laws that you have mentioned 
in your statement and you are able to give your – express your opinion or 
comment on their application. 

A: I have done a lot of work in relation to policy implementation that involves 
the legislative agenda as well, yes. 

Q: All right, thank you.  Any other questions arising I think I have just finished 
my questions?   If not then I think that marks the end of this evidence and we 
may have to excuse him. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed, Commissioners. 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Yauieb, thank you for appearing a number of times to give 
evidence before the Commission and you may be excused. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much Mr Yauieb. 

A: Thank you commissioners. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, if I may state something here?  
Commissioner White, you raised with Mr Yauieb about the commercial loans and 
various different loans and I have stated that we would be putting in another 20 
statement from the Secretary and to that end there has been a lot of work done with 
tables of every loan since independence and to set out the details, and specifically 
on any commercial loans.  So we are actually giving all the documents we can to 
show the step by step what happened with every commercial loan.  So we have the 
tables of all 288 loans but documents pertaining to the commercial loans as to what 
procedures they went through.  And regarding the 288 loans, that is since 
independence is that there has been no enabling Act that each one like - that was the 
comment I believe you made so Mr Vele has indeed gone to through the gentleman 
that Mr Yauieb mentioned and he and his division have put together this information. 
 30 

[2.54pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is very helpful, thank you.  
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Commissioner White. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, I think you might want to get your client to 
specify the enabling Act under which each of these loans were obtained? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Commissioner.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And since we are dealing with the commercial loan, you might 
direct his attention to the application of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act as to 10 
whether that particular Act was – the enabling Act for any of these loans. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I will raise that, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I do not think there is any more witnesses today. 
I have a brief submission to make if this is a convenient time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can go ahead and make the submission. 20 
 
DR RENWICK: Commissioners, this is the 47th day of the Commission’s public 
hearings and during this time the commission has conducted a thorough 
investigation in accordance with the Terms of Reference to the best of its ability.  
 
Counsel assisting and international solicitors assisting have reviewed in excess of 17 
thousand documents, engaged with 141 witnesses, conducted interviews with 
numerous key witnesses and taken evidence from many more. 
 
The Terms of Reference require the Commission to render its final report to the 30 
Prime Minister within three months since the date of commencement of hearings, 
but in our submissions, despite our best efforts for the following reasons it will not 
be feasible to report by 30 September this year as we had hoped.  In addition, 
Commissioners, to the challenges posed by the Covid 19 Pandemic and despite the 
great assistance given by many people and parties, the Commission has been 
frustrated and delayed in its work by a number of matters.  First, the very recent and 
incomplete production of documents and information by UBS Australia.  Second, 
the very recent although purportedly complete production of about 4000 documents 
by Norton Rose Fulbright Australia.  Third, the refusal of UBS officers and current 
and former Norton Rose Fulbright lawyers to give evidence to the Commission, and 40 
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of course the reluctance or limited responses by some witnesses.  There had been 
some cooperation from Oil Search but there is more evidence the Commission would 
wish to obtain from it relating to current and former and we certainly wish Mr Botten 
to return.   
 
There was a call to revisit the hasty consideration of a very recently received material 
we believe too important evidence being misunderstood or overlooked.  Whilst we 
have a good understanding of the IPIC and UBS transactions, the Commission is 
looking for a more detailed understanding and analysis, motives and reasons that 
underline some of the transactions. 10 
 
The matters which require further investigation include in my respectful submission; 
first, the circumstances of the Orogen Mineral’s merger with Oil Search and the 
impact of this on the Independent State’s relationship with Oil Search.  Second, the 
engagement of financial advisors in the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction.  Third, 
the role of international legal and financial advisors in relation to the UBS Loan. 
Fourth, the contradictory evidence provided to the Commission by key witnesses on 
key matters.  Fifth, the pricing of the PRL 15 transaction.  Sixth, the movement of 
funds from the PRL 15 transaction.  Seventh, whether there were alternative means 
of Oil Search financing the PRL 15 transaction other than obtaining funds from the 20 
Independent State.    
 

[2.59 pm] Eight, identifying who benefitted or otherwise from the UBS transaction and where 
the ultimate benefit flowed and finally, consideration of a potential role of a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund and an Independent Commission Against Corruption and 
related matters. 

 
We certainly invite anyone whether you have given evidence or not yet come 
forward to again consider your knowledge of or involvement in the matters relevant 
to the Commission and its Terms of Reference to provide all relevant information to 30 
us in field time to assist and contribute but accordingly, Commissioners, in view of 
these matters we submit the appropriate course is for you to adjourn the proceedings 
generally until the Prime Minister has considered any submission you might make 
at which point further advise the interested persons and then be given as to the way 
forward.  For those reasons I will not be making final submissions this afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose the statement that you have just made is directed at 
the commissioners? 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed Commissioners.  So it is part of my submission that we 
should adjourn the proceedings generally and you commissioners can then decide 
what approach might be made generally to extend time and expand the terms of 
reference. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Would I be correct in inferring or assuming that your statement 
has the support of the other counsel and MinterEllison solicitors who are part of the 
team? 
 
DR RENWICK: You can make that assumption that seems to be correct, 10 
Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, there is a recommendation there 
before us for this Commission to seek an extension of the inquiry period with 
possible suggestions for amendment to the Terms of Reference which two of us need 
to consider and decide whether a case be made to the Prime Minister to extend the 
Inquiry and perhaps amend the Terms of Reference. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes indeed, Chief. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Obviously you and I will need some time to consider 
the request and whatever position we take will be communicated to counsel in the 
coming day or so.  Now, we need to inform the public perhaps through a press 
statement of the position that the Commissioners have taken.  That can also come 
out in the coming day or so.  Then it is up to the Prime Minister to decide whether 
or not to grant the request. 
 
So, with those remarks then I think we can adjourn the proceedings generally for 
now but before we adjourn the proceedings generally let me just comment on where 
we are right now. 30 
 
I think we have covered most of the witnesses that the Commission intended to call 
and a good number of witnesses have completed their evidence but there is also a 
number of witnesses who need to return to complete their evidence.  Then there is a 
whole lot of documentary evidence consisting of statements from witnesses and 
other documents that need to be formally tendered so they become part of the 
evidence before the Commission.  So, there is a large part of the Commission’s 
hearing that is not complete as yet. 
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Now, if and when we do put in the request for extension then the extended time will 
be obviously used to complete the incomplete part of the Inquiry that has been 
conducted to date and then looking at the additional matters that have been suggested 
to us by the team of counsel assisting and MinterEllison. 
   

[3.04pm] So, I am just pointing out that there are some aspects of the evidence that we need 
to complete but hopefully, we should put together a submission to go before the 
Prime Minister in the next day or so, that is, if the commissioners decide to put in 
the request. 

 10 
Commissioner White, have I accurately summarized what we need to do or have I 
left anything out? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I do not think so, chief.  And perhaps additionally, 
there are other witnesses as Dr Renwick has mentioned that we would have liked 
very much to have heard from who are quite key but who have declined to assist the 
Commission.  And it maybe with more time we may be able to persuade them to 
assist perhaps in another jurisdiction.  That is what I wish to add.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, with those remarks then we will adjourn the 20 
proceedings generally for now.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings generally. 
 
 
 
AT 3.06 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED 
INDEFINITELY. 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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[10.01am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, good morning everyone. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, this is the resumed hearing of this 
Commission and I have an opening before we run through the list.  Is it convenient 
Commissioners for me to commence that opening? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is, thanks Dr Renwick. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  So just for those who may be following along we have some 
extracts from the power points from June.  There are couple of additional ones which 
will be put up on the screen as necessary.  We probably do not need to go to them 
just yet but we will.  And we also have the opening itself which will be put on the 
website later and from time to time I might ask that that be displayed. 
 
So, Commissioners, you will recall then that on 18 August which was the last day of 
hearing we held, I made a submission concerning extending the Terms of Reference 
and Commissioners you also made certain comments and the foreshadowed 
amended Terms of Reference have now been signed by the Prime Minister, gazetted 20 
and put on the website that they effectively extend the Commission’s work by six 
months requiring reporting no later than 31 March next year.  And the Commission 
has set aside at least the following days for hearings, December from today, 3, 9, 10, 
14 and 15 and 7 to 11 February next year but of course other hearings including in 
private may be necessary.   
 
Commissioners, we are at this point because of a number of matters that I mentioned 
on the previous occasion but let me remind you and other listeners of it.  Despite the 
effort and cooperation and assistance provided by many which we gratefully 
acknowledge, up to the end of the August hearings, there certainly remained matters 30 
needing further consideration.  That was due to a number of factors outside the 
Commission’s control, in particular delays, vacation by late and incomplete 
production of important documents by a number of relevant hostess and entities and 
of course the need to consider those documents and since then even more have been 
produced. 
 
Obviously we wish to provide a further and final opportunity to hear from key 
witnesses who have not yet provided evidence and some witnesses will need to be 
recalled and of course the Pandemic has made everything more complex for us as 
well. 40 
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The Terms of Reference, Commissioners, now provide for a requirement to look into 
other matters.  The Orogen Minerals merger with Oil Search, that is Terms of 
Reference A to D.  The role of legal and financial advisers that were engaged and 
the legal and administrative processes followed to engage them.  That is Terms of 
Reference G, H and M2 and the PRL15 resource terms of reference Q to V.  
 

[10.05am] We have received some evidence in relation to these matters and a large part of these 
further hearings are to obtain the necessary evidence concerning these additional 
Terms of Reference.  10 

 
I will say something about the potential issues the commission may wish to consider 
shortly but it is fair to say that some of those issues involve, or are likely to come to 
involve conflicts by witnesses as to their recollection, or what should have been done 
in the past but was not, or both.  But there are, it is fair to say, a number of areas 
which do not presently seem to involve much conflict and notably the expert 
evidence of the Brattle Group, which is largely unchallenged as are many factual 
matters essential to their conclusions.  And I mention that because if someone does 
wish to challenge it, the window for doing so is closing rapidly. 

 20 
Let me recall some key matters to set the scene.  Let me begin with the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Committee, and we might just have the first slide up at this point 
just to remind people of some of the key participants and also the complicating factor 
that some of them had changed their names over time.   
 
The overall objective of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction was to allow the 
State to take advantage of its back-in rights in relation to the PNG LNG Project.  It 
does not appear that there had been much opposition to this objective at the time or 
since given the revenue the project was anticipated to generate.  There was some 
early consideration by the Treasury of selling the State’s interest in the project but 30 
this was rejected by the government of the day.  The government did consider selling 
part of the State’s equity interest as part of its consideration of the merits of the 
exchangeable bond proposal but concluded that as finance through IPIC was 
available to allow the State to take advantage of its full back-in rights, the State 
should do so. 
 
And there was debate about the terms of the transaction and the Treasury in 
particular contended for other alternatives and said that time is available to raise the 
necessary finance.  But the government nevertheless made the decision to enter into 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction in the manner it did and the time it did.   40 
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Given this shortly after the global financial crisis, this was perhaps an 
understandable decision particularly because it would add momentum to the PNG 
LNG Project itself and because the State was seen to be the weak link in obtaining 
finance for the project. 
 
In addition to the Treasury’s attempt to seek alternative sources of finance, 
commissioners, you will recall that the Brattle Group’s Expert Evidence Report 
considered whether sovereign debt might have provided a solution.  But they 
concluded that the State which to that point had never issued a sovereign bond would 10 
have been unable to raise the necessary finance in that way at that time.   
 
The power-points, and I do not need to take you to them but they are available, show 
that the transaction itself can perhaps best be explained as a deferred sale of the 
State’s shareholdings in Oil Search.  The sale price was fixed at $8.55 a share and 
the currency amounts I refer to are all in Australian Dollars, commissioners, unless 
I say otherwise.  And the State took the risk as to whether by the time of the deferred 
sale that is to say when the bond matured, the share price would reach that figure, if 
not, it would have to make up the shortfall.  The State took the risk, if the share price 
exceeded $8.55, IPIC would take the upside above that figure as profit.  And there 20 
was a risk that IPIC might seek to take the shares at an earlier date if the Oil Search 
share price rose significantly. 
 
Now, as the Oil Search share price at the time of the deal was relatively low, I think 
about $4.20, selling the shares outright at that point would not have generated 
sufficient funds to allow the State to take advantage of its full back-in rights.  It was 
thought at that time that the share price would rise as the PNG LNG Project 
progressed because of Oil Search’s own participation in the project.  The deferred 
sale was therefore considered by some as the best way available of extracting this as 
much value as possible from the State’s shareholding in Oil Search. 30 
 

[10.10 am] If we can turn over to the next slide.  It says, somewhat complex, another way of 
viewing the transaction is that it was an exchange of the State’s then 17.6 per cent 
interest as shareholder in Oil Search for a 19.4 per cent direct interest in the PNG 
LNG Project.  The latter would be likely to generate significantly more revenue that 
came with obligations in particular to participate in further rounds of project funding.   
 
Brattle were asked: was the pricing of the IPIC transaction fair?  Their assessment 
depended upon whether IPIC - not to be confused, commissioners, of course with 
IPBC – it might be unable to pay, there was a risk that IPBC might be unable to pay 40 
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any shortfall necessary at the maturity of the bonds.  Brattle concluded if IPIC 
regarded these risks that has been more than negligible, the pricing of the bonds was 
fair. 
 
The UBS transaction , and if we go over to the slides, the first - this is just to remind 
you, commissioners, that is the bridge facility and then if we go over one slide, there 
is the collar facility.  So those are all available out to those watching.  They were 
very complex as the power point show, but we do not need to go over that material 
again at this minute.   
 10 
Moving then to the novation of these transactions and the December 2014 collar loan 
through the novation, KPHL, that is to say Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, a 
State-owned enterprise tasked with holding the Oil Search shares took the place of 
the State in the March 2014 transaction.  It became the borrower under the bridge 
loan and the collar loan it repaid the bridge loan and entered into a new collar loan 
using as collateral the 12 million Oil Search shares that had previously secured the 
bridge loan.  However, the December 2014 collar loan had different terms to the 
March 2014 collar loan and Brattle note the following key differences.  The average 
of the put strike prices in the new collar loan was $7.02 rather than $7.38.  The 
average of the call strike prices was different.  The share price on the relevant date 20 
in December 2014 was $7.80 rather than the $8.20 in March of that year. 
 
The principal amount of the new collar loan was again equal to the number of shares 
which secured the loan multiplied by the put strike prices.  The interest was once 
again prepared meaning UBS was again not exposed to the State’s credit risk.  The 
Brattle assessed that the 2014 transaction, December 2014 was not fairly priced and 
that it transferred a little over $7 million of value from KPHL to UBS.  KPHL 
realized $77.8 million dollars from the transaction which it used to repay part of the 
bridge loan.  But had not been fairly priced, Brattle concluded, it would have realized 
additional $7.1 million and thus it would have needed to use $263 million rather than 30 
$270 million from its Letter of Credit to repay the balance of the bridge loan.   
 
Commissioners, you will also recall that we heard a deal of evidence, both written 
and oral, from KPHL’s Managing Director Mr Wapu Sonk.  He has said that the 
dividends received from the Oil Search shares were minimal and were far 
outweighed by the cost of the prepaid interest on the loan and the other transaction 
costs. 
 
Mr Sonk also said this, it was never in KPHL’s mandate to hold investments in 
private companies such as Oil Search.   40 
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[10:15am]According to him, the burden of the Oil Search shareholding posed a further problem 

of potentially limiting KPHL’s ability to take advantage of other opportunities which 
did fell for within its binding objectives and which were coming on stream and he 
mentioned Papua LNG and the P’nyang LNG Projects.   

Mr Sonk explained that the Oil Search shares came with a significant liability and 
expenses which were a concern to the board and which significantly outweighed the 
benefits of receiving dividends from the Oil Search shares.  His evidence was that 
by 11 August 2017 KPHL had spent just under US$300 million inclusive of the 
dividends received in the bridge and collar loans.  Had they sought to refinance the 10 

loans in order to maintain the shareholding, he estimated that there would have been 
additional $71 million dollars in 2018 and in 2020 to maintain that shareholding.   

The Commission will also note Commissioners, evidence from Mr Sonk indicating 
that a low Oil Search share price provided positive intrinsic value to KPHL arising 
from the structure of the collar loans but that of course the opposite so held true; a 
higher Oil Search price provided negative intrinsic value to KPHL. 

The Commission has been presented with evidence that the decision by KPHL on 
when to sell the Oil Search shares was dictated at least in part by factors such as 
share price but also the political climate.  Mr Sonk has provided evidence that in his 
view the primary consideration of the then prime minister who of course ex-officio 20 

was the KPHL trustee as well as Mr Peter O’Neill.  His consideration in selling the 
Oil Search shares according to Mr Sonk was in fact the need to have a politically 
accepted narrative to support the sale. 

If we can just put up on the screen paragraph 32 of my opening please.  Further 
transactions followed it would have cost KPHL nothing to allow the March 2014 
and December 2014 collar loans to expire in accordance with their terms and I there 
quote a paragraph from the Brattle Report and you can see also that in paragraph 33 
Brattle also concluded that taking the Oil Search share price used by UBS on that 
day of $6.75, there was value for KPHL and the loans that were being unwound.  
And we can take that document down, thank you. 30 

Brattle concluded that on 22 February 2016 the value of the March 2014 collar loan 
was $119 million or thereabouts and the value of the December 2014 collar loan was 
8.7 million.  Instead of allowing the two collar loans to mature or seeking to extract 
value by seeking to transfer them to a third party, KPHL decided to replace the two 
loans with a new single loan collar for a longer term.  The structure of the new collar 
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loan was similar to the previous collar loans but with a lower interest rate and a 
further important difference.  KPHL had the right to terminate the loan at any time.  
We note the inclusion of this termination right is consistent with KPHL’s desire to 
terminate the loans and the fact KPHL did not allow the loans to mature and 
terminate according to the terms is consistent with the suggestion that prime minister 
O’Neill did not want the Oil Search shares to be sold until there was an acceptable 
political narrative.   

Brattle considered the February 2016 transactions also were not fairly priced and in 
the result they concluded the February 2016 transactions transferred about 38.8 
million from KPHL to UBS.  10 

[10.20am] And then we come to the September 2017 transaction Commissioners, you will 
recall then KPHL used its early termination rights to sell the Oil Search shares and 
close out the 2016 collar loan.  And Brattle considered there was a financial benefit 
to KPHL in exercising the early termination right.  The inclusion of the termination 
right meant that the transaction documents also needed to specify the amount to be 
paid to KPHL on early termination.   

 
Battle reported there were two elements to the amount to be repaid.  First the partial 
refund of prepaid interest.  The interest rate then calculated to be over 2 per cent 
whereas the prepaid interest had been paid at a rate of 3 per cent.  And then a payment 20 
called the optional early termination amount which was to be determined by UBS in 
its discretion.  It was thus a somewhat an indeterminate amount which UBS might 
have set at zero.  It depended partly on the outcome of UBS’ hedging strategy which 
might have been negatively disrupted by the request for early termination.  Brattle 
note the payment that UBS made to KPHL for the optional early termination amount 
was less than Brattle’s estimate of the market value of the loan then.   

 
Brattle considered the value of the February 2016 collar loan and its termination 
September 2017 it considered the loan was worth $17.6 million more than KPHL 
received from UBS at termination.  In other words, there was a transfer again of 30 
about $17.6 million dollars of value from KPHL to UBS.  That rather suggests the 
value of UBS’ hedge positions was significantly less than the market value of the 
collar component of the loan according to Brattle.   
 
It follows from this, that is, KPHL did not receive the market value of the loan when 
it terminated it early, there was a financial disadvantage to it in terms of the loan 
itself in seeking early termination.   
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Notwithstanding, Mr Sonk’s evidence was that the early termination of the collar 
loan would allow KPHL to invest in other projects with better returns and he saw 
this as a benefit of early termination.  Had KPHL decided to allow the loan to mature 
according to its terms, Brattle note, it would not have had to pay any further sums to 
UBS but it would have remained exposed to movements in Oil Search’s share price.   
 
Let me say something about the treatment of dividends.  So, as the State in KPHL’s 
shares in Oil Search were pledged as security for the collar loans, the loan 
agreements needed to address and did address the question of what should happen if 10 
the dividends paid on the Oil Search shares during the period of the loan.  That is a 
complex issue with collar loans because the bank making the loan would want to 
hedge its exposure to the put options in the collar according to  
Brattle.  Generally, it will do this by short selling borrowed stock in the same 
company, that is Oil Search here.  The lenders of that stock miss out on the dividend 
that they would have received on the shares which they have lent to the bank and the 
bank sold.  The lender of the stock therefore requires the bank to compensate it for 
the lost dividends.  The bank then seeks to recover the compensatory sum from the 
borrower, here the State or KPHL, its part of the price of the loan. 
 20 
So, the treatment of the dividends as between UBS and the State and later KPHL 
also needed to take account of UBS’ likely obligations to the lenders of the stock to 
be short sold.  That required a prediction of future dividend flows and an allocation 
of the risk that the dividend policy of company in question, here Oil Search, could 
change.   
 
Brattle analyzed the treatment of dividends in the collar loans and concluded that; 
first, in the case of the March/December 2014 collar loans the State or KPHL as the 
case may be, received from UBS a pre-agreed fixed amount per share on some of 
the shares called the delta quantity and then actual dividends on the rest of the shares.  30 
And in the case of the February 2016 collar loan, the pre-agreed amount for the delta 
quantity was zero. 
 

[10.25 am] Brattle said the structure of that arrangement was not in itself unfair in the sense it 
did not transfer value between the parties if the pre-agreed fixed amount to be paid 
in relation to the delta quantity was equal to the expected dividend payments on 
those shares, and that was essentially so for the December 2014 collar loan but not 
to the March 2014 or February 2016 collar loans. 
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So while there was a – with the March 2014 collar loan, UBS received 40 million in 
dividends whilst the State and KPHL only received 19 million.  This may have been 
the result of a change of dividend policy announced by Oil Search in October 2014 
which may not have been anticipated when the loan was agreed, but it worked to the 
benefit of UBS.  It was a risk of that transaction and the windfall and does not in 
itself indicate the March 2014 dividend agreement was unfair when made.   
 
With the February 2016 collar loan, the agreement thatthe pre-agreed fixed payment 
on the delta quantity was to be zero however, it cannot reasonably be seen according 
to Brattle as a proper estimate for future dividend flows on those shares.  Brattle 10 
concluded it therefore did represent a transfer of value from KPHL to UBS by 
considering a dividend forecast for Oil Search issued when the loan was made.  
Brattle considers that by agreeing the pre-agreed payment at zero, the transfer of 
value to UBS and KPHL was about $20 million dollars.  In addition, had the dividend 
agreement of February 2016 collar loan being the same as the prior loans, the market 
value of the loan went unwound in September 2017 would itself have been increased.  
That is because the dividend expectations of Oil Search in February 2016 were 
higher than they were in September 2017 because the dividend rights under the loan 
would have been more attractive and could have been obtained in the market at that 
time.  Brattle estimate this would have increased the market value of the loan and 20 
hence it is fair unwinding amount by about $7.8 million dollars. 
 
So the dividend arrangement of February 2016 therefore transferred a total of $28.3 
million dollars from KPHL to UBS.  If we can have the slide up, there are two slides 
as to how you might calculate the financial outcome; you can have the first one up.  
So the question is: what is the outcome of the transactions between March 2014 and 
September 2017.  In their Third Report, Brattle concluded it was about $336.3 
million dollars and they make it up.  One way of looking at it is the fashion set out 
there on the screen: bridge loan interest payments of 22 million; March, an extension 
fee of 5 million Letter of Credit, 270 million; the front collar, an additional 30 
consideration amount of 97 million; and then on the other side of the ledger, 
dividends of 23 million and an unwind payment from the February 2016 collar loan 
of 5 million or so.  This amount therefore includes a net impact that the State would 
purchase the shares at $8.20, Oil Search shares, and sold them at $6.70 includes fees 
paid to UBS and other advisors by UBS but not say the $4 million dollars that Mr 
Sonk has identified KPHL paid directly to external advisers.  (…inaudible…) 
include the cost to the State or KPHL of the Letter of Credit used to finance the 
bridge loan as that is not known. 
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Brattle had also looked at this through in this way what it would have cost the State 
to hold the Oil Search shares if the transactions with UBS had been fairly priced.  In 
their opinion the State actually paid a net $80.9 million dollars to UBS.  But if the 
transactions had been fairly priced, the State would have received about $94 million 
from UBS, thus the transaction in aggregate transferred 174.8 million dollars of 
value from the State to UBS as you can see, these are alternative analysis.  
 

[10.30am] None of these figures include fees at UBS or others.  And this is not the final view 
of these transactions or the calculation of ultimate loss but and it is expected the 
Brattle Group will return when they are given an opportunity to consider further 10 
material to produce.  So we can take that down now.  So, Commissioners, that is 
quite a detailed consideration of some of the evidence you have received. 
 
May I then turn and spend a minute on issues which those assisting consider now 
need to be looked at.  They include of course the Orogen Minerals merger with Oil 
Search, how the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction came about, the professional 
fees paid to legal and financial advisers, the dominant purpose of the UBS 
transaction including whether that purpose was to fund the purchase of interest in 
PRL15 from InterOil, the pricing of and movement of funds from the PRL15 
transaction, the choice of UBS’s financier including any due diligence undertaken 20 
in relation to the Collar Loan structure, the complexity of the UBS transaction which 
the power points will attest to and the role of the KPHL trustee then Prime Minister 
O’Neill ex officio in relation to KPHL’s decisions in 2014 including later on though 
the decision to sell 2017 at the timing of the sale of those shares. 
 
Commissioners, you will recall that you have received a quantity of evidence and 
submissions concerning how section 209 of the Constitution should and has operated 
and in particular the nature of the authorization and control required by the 
Parliament as determined by section 209.  One view is that in order to raise and 
expend like finance, a general authority regulated by an Act of Parliament is 30 
sufficient and that was the view taken it seems in relation to the UBS loan in 2014 
where reliance was based upon the provisions of the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) 
(No.2) Act 1976, in particular section 2. 
 
If we can put up the final slide.  An alternative view was that – so, this is an extract 
from Liquefied Natural Gas Project State Participation Act of 2008.  And you can 
see here that this was a case where there was a specific authorization and thus 
controlled by the Parliament of a particular borrowing proposal in relation to the 
IPIC loan in 2009. 
 40 
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Commissioners, there are also some policy issues arising for consideration - for your 
consideration and if thought fit recommendations and they include the following 
three matters, we submit.  One, is the role of a properly functioning Sovereign 
Wealth Fund.  You have heard evidence about the fact that it was established but 
effectively has never operated.  Next, there is a line of question about whether there 
should be some sort of independent commission against corruption and whether such 
a role could be conveniently added to the function of the constitutionally entrenched 
and protected Ombudsman Commission.  And thirdly, Commissioners, there is a 
question in view of some of the overseas shareholdings being opaque as to the 
ultimate beneficial owner as to whether the corporation’s legislation in the 10 
Independent State should permit both a company and the State through a minister 
perhaps to demand details of the ultimate beneficial ownership of shares in a 
company incorporated in the Independent State and perhaps operating in the 
Independent State.   
 

[10.35am] So then I have already mentioned the dates for hearing we remind and I know this is 
all obvious but we remind people that it is a serious matter when required to answer 
questions or produce documents, failing to do so accurately or completely does have 
consequences and so we do ask people to reflect on their evidence and production 
of documents and if they wish to clarify matters now is the time. 20 

 
Finally, I do need to say something about the continued absence of direct evidence 
from UBS and from Norton Rose Fulbright Australia.  We contend that former and 
current Norton Rose Fulbright Australia partners and employees namely Anthony 
Latimer, Ian Laughlin, Victoria Casamento and Steven Moe and a number of current 
and former UBS employees are evidently able to provide important evidence about 
various matters relevant to the Terms of Reference.  Their former clients have 
waived any confidentiality as to what they did and what advice they gave; that they 
have chosen not to give evidence, not to submit to cross-examination, not to provide 
statements and they stand in contrast, for example, to Mr Botten, the former CEO of 30 
Oil Search who has quite properly decided to cooperate and I have no doubt that will 
continue. 
 
But UBS and Norton Rose Fulbright take the view that because strictly speaking 
beyond the compulsory power of this Commission that they choose not to cooperate.  
It is true and I should mention that we have a submission from UBS containing a 
number of assertions but that is not the same as an individual providing sworn 
evidence and being available for cross-examination.  The Commission will of course 
examine as best it can on the evidence, the role of all persons including those I have 
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just mentioned but may I reiterate the obvious.  If you choose not to participate when 
you could, adverse public comments, findings and recommendations may be made. 
 
It is also possible and here I am repeating what I said earlier in the year that at the 
end of the day, the Commission could have submissions to it which it may choose 
to accept to recommend that for those who have chosen not to assist the Commission 
when they could have might ought be excluded from future opportunities to be 
engaged by or on behalf of the Independent State.  So to those people I say, in 
fairness to you, your final opportunity to cooperate with the Commission is now and 
you really must take that opportunity up now. 10 
 
Commissioners, with those remarks that is the opening of the December sittings.  Mr 
Jurth will be dealing with the list of summons.  I should just note Commissioners 
that summons directed to Oil Search Limited and we have had some discussions with 
Mr Scerri and it has been agreed that that be stood down immediately till after lunch 
subject to you, Commissioners.  They have proposed some amendments to the 
existing summons and I have not yet had an opportunity this morning to go through 
that so by consent, Commissioners, might we stand down the Oil Search Limited 
summon s to immediately after lunch today which I assume is 1 o’clock your time.  
Is that convenient, Commissioners? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, it is, Dr Renwick, for my part. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you content with that? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, and I will pass over to Mr Jurth now who will deal with 30 
the other matters on the running sheet. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Dr Renwick.  May it please the Commission, the first 
matter on the list is a summons addressed to Erastus Kamburi and I understand that 
he continues to be represented by Mr Sawong.  Is Mr Sawong at the bar table?    
  

[10:40a.m]THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong is not available, no.  He is not in attendance.   

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Commissioners, the summons 
returnable today is 16.02 dated 19 November 2021.  Commissioners, you will see 
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from the schedule that it seeks the production of minutes of meetings from February 
and March 2014, and importantly audio recordings of those meetings.  Now, we 
understand that these audio recordings exist and it is a question for those answering 
the summons to produce them.  Unfortunately, we received or rather the curt if I 
might say, email from Mr Sawong earlier this morning; he says that production or 
identification of these documents is an exercise that demands time and effort and 
that is something that he does not have the luxury of heading into the close of the 
year.  He trusts that we can appreciate that there are business matters that require his 
full attention prior to closing office for the year and he finally goes on to say that 
neither Mr Kamburi to whom the summons is addressed or Mr Sawong are available 10 

essentially on any other days that we are sitting in December. 

Commissioners, in my respectful submission, that is not at all an acceptable 
response.  KCHL is a well resourced organization.  If Mr Sawong is busy, that may 
be so, then somebody else within the organization or externally needs to be tasked 
to attend to the request and the summons and this material simply needs to be 
produced.  In my submission, the summons should be stood over for a week to 9 
December to allow those assisting to correspond with Mr Sawong and to encourage 
him to either change his mind and make some time available or as I submitted to 
task somebody else with attending to the request. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if we are in agreement, we will extend 20 

the summons to 9 December? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But could we also add that it is an inappropriate 
response to a summons from the Commission and Mr Sawong’s lack of cooperation 
is noted. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  The next matter on the list is a summons 
addressed to David Manau and I understand that he is represented by a departmental 
lawyer, Ms Mui.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Any appearance of counsel here?  Yes, could you announce 30 

your appearance, please? 

MS MUI:  Thank you, Commissioners and counsel assisting the COI, my appearance 
as department lawyer, Ms Mui Garigi, M-U-I and Garigi, G-A-R-I-G-I. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  How do you spell your surname? 

MS MUI:  M-U-I. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Mui? 

MS MUI:  Yes, chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, thank you. 

MR JURTH:   Apologies, Commissioners.  Commissioners, the summons addressed 
to Mr Manau in his capacity as Secretary of the Department for Petroleum Energy 
relates to the quality of the PRL15 as a resource and the ultimate beneficial 
ownership of the PacLNG, the holdings in that resource.  Now, we received an 
affidavit earlier today sworn by Mr Manau.  10 

[10:45am] That affidavit confirms that Mr Manau remain the secretary for the department.  It 
then goes on to state that Mr Manau has no personal or had no personal involvement 
or privy to the relevant transactions back in 2014 or thereabouts.  In my submission, 
that rather misses the point.  The summons is addressed to the secretary in his official 
capacity and what has been requested are documents that the department ought to 
have and those assisting the Commission simply request those documents. 

They are not documents that had been previously provided by Mr Manau, though 
we do acknowledge that he has cooperated so far and provided documents.  But 
subject to anything that his counsel wishes to submit, my submission is that this 
summons also needs to be stood over by a week to 9 December to enable a proper 20 

response to the summons. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Mui? 

MS MUI:  Yes.  Commissioners, we have an affidavit before you this morning 
explaining Mr Manau’s absenteeism for today due to signs and symptoms of Covid 
19 after returning from the official trip from the United States.  He has not been in 
the office for a week now heading towards the second week.  So, if possible, we can 
seek an adjournment to a later date where he can appear to assist the commission.  
But with due respect as per the affidavit, all the necessary information as required 
by the commission has been submitted to the Inquiry including electronic copies.  
Thank you.   30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You wish to seek to tender that affidavit? 

MS MUI:  Yes, please.  I seek leave to tender the affidavit before the commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the affidavit explaining his absence today? 

MS MUI:  Yes, his absence today. 

MR JURTH:  There is no objection to that Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will take that affidavit then. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You can hand up the affidavit.  I think the last affidavit was 
Exhibit TTT.  This affidavit will be marked Exhibit UUU. Is that correct 
Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I will accept that it is correct, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then the affidavit of David Manau sworn on 1 10 
December 2021 is admitted into evidence and is marked Exhibit UUU. 
 
EXHIBIT UUU – AFFIDAVIT OF MR DAVID MANAU DATED 1 
DECEMBER 2021 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Issues regarding the adequacy of the main affidavit, I suppose 
Mr Jurth and counsel Ms Mui can confer on it and see if that missing document could 
be provided.   

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the position with respect is not so much the 
adequacy of existing affidavits, it is new documents that we have requested in the 20 
summons that Ms Mui has come to answer today.  So whilst we accept Mr Manau’s 
incapacity today, the principal submission from counsel for Mr Manau was an 
extension of 14 days to produce those documents.  In my submission, time is short 
and seven days ought to be given now and we should hear further back from Ms Mui 
or Mr Manau in a way but counsel assisting could be given how short time is. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So there is in existence an affidavit, is it, already? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, there is in fact two or three, Chief Commissioner, yes.  These are 
new documents that appear in schedule 1, the summons are being answered today.                                                                 

[10.50am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then I think - - - 
 30 
MR JURTH:  So in my submission – my apologies. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what we need to do is to extend the current summons, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To 9 December. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, chief commissioner, that is my submission.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, then we extend this particular summons 
to 9 December? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Mui, if you do not have any other matters, you may be 
excused.  Next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is a summons addressed to Grace So-
on of the NEC.  The summons seeks further documents that we have identified as 
missing from the evidence or documents we require to complete the evidence.  Now, 
I am afraid to say that Ms So-on belongs in the Mr Sawong camp in the sense that 20 
we have received an email from her office informing us that Parliament is in session 
and Ms So-on is unavailable now and also that there is nobody else in her office that 
can step in for her as she is the custodian of these documents.  They are perhaps a 
little more positive in the sense that we have been told that she will seek to commit 
some time next week to locate these documents.  We take this email at face value 
and on that basis if the work can be done next week, I also request that this summons 
be stood over until 9 December and I should say that I am not expecting an 
appearance from Ms So-on or anybody else from the NEC today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will extend the summons to 9 30 
December. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next summons is issued to a Jonathon Seeto, 
managing partner of PWC in Port Moresby.  I understand Mr Seeto was to attend in 
person.  Is he there? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Any appearance from Mr Seeto?  Yes.  You are Mr Jonathon 
Seeto, are you? 
 
MR SEETO:  I am and I am a managing partner with the PriceWaterhouseCoopers 
in Port Moresby. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I have had the opportunity to have a telephone call 
with Mr Brooks of Ashurst who is either assisting Mr Seeto or acts formally for him.  10 
I was informed by Mr Brooks that Mr Seeto has quite properly immediately begun 
the process of answering this summons and has already identified some material that 
may interest us.  But that process is not complete and there is also the complication 
of Mr Seeto having to seek authorization from other officers of PWC before 
documents are released.  Mr Brooks also told me that they do not expect there to be 
a huge number of documents so whilst there is some delay, the process is not an 
overly complicated one.  Subject to anything that Mr Seeto may wish to say, I would 
make a submission that this summons can also be stood over for one week till 9 
December to enable that process to hopefully complete, but at the very least for Mr 
Seeto to come back or for Mr Brooks to come back and update the commission as to 20 
where things are at in a week. 
 
MR SEETO:  Just a point of clarification to the commission, Mr Brooks does not act 
for PWC in this instance.  I had sought Mr Brooks’ advice in terms of the process 
that was involved given the first time of my appearance to the commission but Mr 
Brooks does not act for PWC.   I want to reassure the commission that PWC in Papua 
New Guinea is taking very seriously our obligations to comply with the summons.  
Immediately on Monday afternoon when I received the summons, I put in place a 
process for identification of documents relevant to the summons.   
 30 

[10.55am] Once we have located all those documents which may be in physical archives or 
electronic archives, we will compile those documents and assess those documents to 
the relevancy to the summons and to cooperate fully with the commission in 
providing the relevant documents.  I do note that our systems since 2013 have 
changed considerably and therefore those documents that are in the electronic 
archives will need to be restored, retrieved into a readable format, downloaded, 
printed and assessed prior to submission to the commission.  All of these steps will 
take time and, yes, I do seek a request - on Tuesday, I did write a letter to the 
commission seeking request for an extension of time and we would appreciate an 
extension of time.  I do reiterate PWC’s position that it is mindful of the 40 
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commission’s request and we are seeking to cooperate as expediently and as quickly 
as possible. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel assisting the commission has suggested that we extend 
the summons to 9 December.  Would that give you enough time to complete the 
task? 
 
MR SEETO:  I would have liked a longer period of time in order to collate all the 
information but we will do our best to be as responsible as we can to the timetable 
set by the commission. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then we will extend the summons to 9 December at 10 
o’clock.  Commissioner White, we will extend the summons to 9 December at 10 
o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Yes, agreed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Seeto, you may be excused. 
 
MR SEETO:  Thank you. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is the summons 
addressed to Loi Bakani, Governor Bakani and I understand that he continues to be 
represented by Mr Posman.  Is Mr Posman at the bar table? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Posman is in attendance. 
 
MR POSMAN:  May it please the Commission, Posman initials C for Loi Bakani. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Commissioners, the summons issued to 
Governor Bakani in effect seeks to complete his record of documents.  He has 
already provided a lot to the commission but there are gaps.  Now, the response we 
got in writing from his lawyers asserted that all documents that they have or that all 
documents that we have sought have already been provided.  In my submission that 
is not the case.  Can I give one example?  The transcript of Governor Bakani’s 
appearance on 2 August this year contains an exchange where I asked him about 
various records of meetings and his working notes that he used to prepare his 
statements, and he confirmed that he had those documents and that he would produce 40 
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them.  Now, we do not have them and there is a clear example of the type of 
documents that must be in his personal possession.  He told me or told the 
commission on oath that he has them and that he can produce them and those are, 
for example, the type of documents that we would like produced.  There are others 
but I just raise that as one – well, one example.   
 
In my submission, again, subject to anything Mr Posman would like to say, this 
summons should be stood over for a week to allow a proper response to the summons 
now issued.   
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bakani has given considerable evidence both oral evidence 
and documentary evidence but if you are looking for some additional documents, 
you may need to specify the particular documents that the commission is after 
perhaps in the summons.  Have we specified the particular documents that are being 
sought?  Are they sufficiently particularized, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, in my submission, I suppose it seeks one half 
does or the other specific documents and letters by date for example are not in every 
case identified but in other cases are documents for periods of time are identified.  
 20 

[11.00am] If that is Mr Posman’s concern, we can certainly go back and better identify the 
documents now sought in schedule 1, and I understand some correspondences have 
either already gone out to Mr Posman attempting to do that or perhaps is still in draft 
but will shortly go out.  If that is Mr Posman’s concern, we can certainly remedy 
that at short notice.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That seems to be his concern but let us hear from Mr Posman.   
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you, Mr Commissioner.  I think those are matters that we 
can work with counsel or solicitors assisting and Mr Jurth perhaps firming up the 30 
specificity of documents required to be produced.   
 
I note from an email I sighted prior to the hearing commencing, I received an email 
attaching a letter from international solicitors assisting so perhaps that is a good start.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR POSMAN:  To that end, Chief Commissioner, I would agree with Mr Jurth, 
perhaps an extension of a week would be a sensible approach to allow us to work 
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through those issues and then return on the 9th to update the commission as to our 
progress. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, commissioners, I am grateful for those submissions 
by Mr Posman and on that basis it seems, by consent, could this summons be stood 
over for a week till 9 December. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then with the observations that the commission has 10 
made, we will extend the summons to 9 December.  Commissioner White, you are 
in agreement? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good.  Mr Posman, you may be excused. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, Commissioner White. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Next matter? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the final matter on the list is a summons addressed to 
BSP Bank and I understand that Mary Johns is in attendance.   
 
MS JOHNS:  May it please the Commission, Chief Commissioner, Mary Johns, 
appearing for BSP Capital which is a wholly subsidiary of BSP Financial Group. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, we are grateful for Ms Johns’ continued 30 
cooperation.  We have had correspondence from her.  In effect, she seeks an 
extension of 14 days to provide the documents we have sought.  Ordinarily, I would 
be inclined to agree to that or to submit that that should be acceded to, but given that 
time is short, may I respectfully submit that a seven-day extension be given and we 
will see how Ms Johns is going in a week.  Perhaps some of the documents will be 
ready within a week and that can be done in two tranches.  But in my submission, a 
seven-day extension is the appropriate order today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  When was the last time Ms Johns appeared before the 
commission?  That was some time ago?  Ms Johns, you have had some time since 40 
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your last appearance, you have gone through your records and assembled the 
relevant documents to be put to the commission. 
 
MS JOHNS:  That is correct.  My appearance in regard to that particular summons 
was in relation to the BSP funding in relation to banking relationship with Kumul 
Petroleum.  My appearance this morning is for BSP Capital which was the – which 
played that advisory role to KCL - to IPBC at the time - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.   
 10 
MS JOHNS:  - - - of the transaction in relation to the bond. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is slightly a different subject.   
 
MS JOHNS:  It is a different matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You need some time. 
 
MS JOHNS:  That is correct. 
 20 
THE CHAIMAN:  Now, is seven days sufficient? 
 
MS JOHNS:  As the commission pleases, we will adhere to that, comply and 
cooperative with you fully.  And if there are any delays on our part, we will most 
definitely communicate that to the Secretariat. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Commissioner White, if you are in 
agreement, we will extend the summons to 9 December. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then the summons is extended to 9 December.  
Thank you.  You may be excused.   
 
MS JOHNS:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners, those are all the matters on today’s list. 
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[11:05am] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, tomorrow we have – Mr Jurth will correct me if I 
am wrong but I think we have return of summonses from Mr Kamburi, a second 
summons and Pacific Capital.  Is that right, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Mr Kamburi is definitely coming back.  Pacific Capital is also yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So those are the two matters tomorrow, Commissioners, at 
this stage.  We are working hard to obtain some evidence from further people.  So, 
at this stage then could we stand the matter down till 1 o’clock your time when Mr 
Scerri will be present.  I wonder whether we can do this.  I am just conscious that 10 
that will inconvenience the Commission because that is another two hours, is it not?  
I wonder whether, Commissioners, if we could stand the matter down for say 15 
minutes or sorry, half an hour, if that would be convenient.  We will get in touch 
with Mr Scerri and we may be able with your permission, Commissioners, to 
mention the matter in half an hour rather than in two hours?  I think that might be 
more efficient if that suits the Commission? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that is convenient for me.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you, that would be very convenient Dr 20 
Renwick. 
 
DR RENWICK: Thank you. Might we adjourn now for half an hour 
Commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, Associate, adjourn for half an hour. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 30 

 
[11.33am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Dr Renwick? 
 

DR RENWICK:  I think Mr Scerri is ready to go. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, sir. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, good.  All right, we will just wait for the chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 40 
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DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, this is a mention of a summons 
addressed to Oil Search Limited and there is an appearance by and on behalf of Oil 
Search, I believe, in particular I think Mr Scerri appears. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Good morning, commissioners.  My name is Charles Scerri.  As last 
time, I appear for Oil Search in response to the summons. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And you can see on the screen there is a summons, Commissioners, 
which you issued.  The counsel assisting and Oil Search have agreed to – Mr Scerri, 10 
you will correct if I am wrong – amend the schedule in the form which appears on 
the screen and also amend the time for production but on the basis that as I 
understand it, they will produce in the meantime as they are able to.  Is that right, Mr 
Scerri? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, it is Dr Renwick.  As previously, Oil Search is very keen to 
assist the commission.  The original summons was very wide in its categories and it 
would have been impossible for us to produce the number of documents in time.  So 
by narrowing that and giving priority to the most important ones, we think we can 
produce documents efficiently.  We will be producing some documents today and 20 
others as we locate them within these revised categories. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, if you would just note the amendment to the 
schedule.  And then the other matter, I think, commissioners is we are keen to have 
Mr Munroe and Mr Botten give evidence.  The date we have nominated is 14 
December.  We are happy to make that, if you like, a special fixture for both of them 
so they will not be – they can be certain what time they will get on.  I do not know 
if Mr Scerri has instructions yet about when their availability. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, we have been seeking instructions from both of them including 30 
overnight.  As at some time this morning, Mr Munroe gave us instructions that he is 
not available unfortunately on those dates because he will be away on holidays.  We 
are still to hear from Mr Botten.  And as soon as we - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Could I just ask – I am so sorry – when is Mr Munroe available 
then in December at all?  Does he have any available dates in December? 
 
MR SCERRI:  We asked him about that week and he said he was not available.  I 
think we received an email yesterday saying they were the preferred dates from the 
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commission’s point of view and was not available those dates.  I think he did say he 
will be available in January or early in the New Year.   
 
DR RENWICK:  And I cut you off, Mr Scerri, but you were saying that you are still 
to hear back from Mr Botten. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, sir; Dr Renwick, that is right.  And he is in Perth I believe and 
so there is time difference as well.  So we have not heard from him yet. 
 

[11:38am] DR RENWICK:  All right.  Well, Commissioners, in those circumstances, perhaps 10 
we can stand over the mention of the Oil Search matter - Mr Scerri, would the 9th or 
the 10th suit and hopefully by then you will have some instructions from Mr Botten 
at least? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Hopefully, yes; that would suit, sir.   
 
DR RENWICK:  All right, can we stand over till 9 December? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over this matter to 9 December at 10 o’clock? 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I am in agreement with that and we can 
then hear further their availability from Mr Munroe and Mr Botten.  And if 
necessary, fix a particular time even if it is outside the times we have already agreed.  
Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will do our best to accommodate those gentlemen.  Unless 
there is anything further from Mr Scerri, Commissioners, perhaps we can adjourn 
the proceedings until tomorrow. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If there is nothing else from Mr Scerri then my Associate will 
adjourn the proceedings till tomorrow. 
 
 
 
AT 11.40 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 3 DECEMBER 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 40 
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[10.25am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you hear me now?  Yes? 
 

 DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, there are two matters in the list 
which Mr Jurth will come to shortly.  May I just make this brief submission which 
is that there was a tendency yesterday among some recipients of summonses, and 
I think we may see it again today of people who regard the time, or compliance 
or the need for compliance of summonses to be optional.   
 
For those who are indeed in that status of it is a legal obligation, it is a serious 
matter not to comply; it is a punishable criminal offence if prosecuted and proved 10 
and for a professional person to deliberately fail to comply with it, it may have 
consequences about any view one might have about their fitness and propriety.  
So, commissioners, I just make that brief submission before turning to Mr Jurth.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  May it please the commission, the first 
matter on today’s list is a second summons issued to Erastus Kamburi of KCHL.  
This is, to be clear, a different summons from the one that was returnable 
yesterday.  This is Summons 16.03.   
 
Sorry, commissioners, I am just getting some feedback in my ear from technical 20 
people or somebody else.  Can you hear me? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can hear you.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  Thank you.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I can hear you, Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH: Thank you, Commissioner White.  I was just saying that the 
summons returnable today issued to Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited is a 30 
different one from that, that was returnable yesterday.  It seeks a number of 
documents that are specified with some detail.  I am sorry to say that KCHL’s 
response is perhaps worse than it was yesterday.  I e-mailed Mr Sawong who 
represents KCHL earlier this morning to ask whether the commission was to 
expect an appearance on behalf of KCHL in answer to the summons and his 
response was, “Good morning, Mr Jurth.  In short, no, I am unavailable today.  
Please see the attached e-mail that I forgot to copy you in on.  Regards, Ranga 
Sawong.”  And the e-mail that he has attached is the one that I summarized for 
you, commissioners, yesterday.  So that is the position with KCHL.  The 
summons is in its usual form.  It has been served.  KCHL knows that it was 40 
returnable today and in response to a reminder from those assisting you that we 
expect an appearance, the answer is simply in short, no, I am unavailable today.   
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Erastus Kamburi, where does he picture in the summons?  
Is he being summonsed separately or is he being summonsed together with 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, the summons is issued to, in terms, the proper officer of 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings and it is to the attention of Mr Erastus Kamburi; 
and it is a summons to produce documents only. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Kamburi has produced some documents 
previously.  I understand he is going to be tendering some additional documents.  10 
There was some talk of Mr Kamburi presenting those additional documents 
today, I suppose. 
 

[10.30am] MR JURTH:  Chief, that is accurate but you will recall that yesterday’s email that 
I summarized effectively stated to the Commission that both Mr Kamburi and his 
lawyer Mr Sawong are unavailable at any time that the Commission is sitting in 
December.  In other words, the status of his willingness to come and present the 
documents that you have in mind, chief, is unclear. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.   20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I ask you this, Mr Jurth, in your conversation 
with Mr Sawong, did he give you any indication that Kumul is endeavoring to 
put the terms of the summons by collecting the documents apart from the capacity 
to actually turn up and speak orally with the Commission? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioner White, in my communications with Mr Sawong, it 
is the extent that I have read out.  It is those seven words or so. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kamburi was going to sign off on those documents and 
then the documents would be tendered in that form after he signs off so has he 
signed off on those documents? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, may I clarify?  There are two things we are talking about.  
There are affidavits that Mr Kamburi has prepared that he has not yet signed off 
on.  So far as I know, he has not yet signed off on them and they are the documents 
you have in mind that he was to tender. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
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MR JURTH:  The summons today relates to a different group of documents in 
addition to the ones that we have in an informal sense already received. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So I think it will be good if we had Mr Erastus 
Kamburi appearing before the Commission to explain rather than to secure his 
attendance through Mr Sawong.  He seems to be a little uncooperative at the 
moment. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How do we bring in Mr Kamburi? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, we could issue him with a summons to attend personally 
rather than the current summons which is one for the production of documents on 
behalf of his company.  Chief, in those circumstances, might I submit that the 
current summons for the production of documents be stood over until 9 December 
and a direction be made that a new summons be issued and served on Mr Kamburi 
personally to attend also on the 9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I would issue those directions if you 20 
are in agreement. 
 
COMMISSONER WHITE:  Yes, I am in agreement, chief, with those directions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, then we issue those directions now. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners.  The second matter on today’s list, I 
will just bring it up, is a summons issued to Malcolm Giheno, the Director of 
Pacific Capital Limited.  I am instructed that this summons has been served and 
there has been no response of any kind by Mr Giheno or anybody else on behalf 30 
of Pacific Capital Limited.  Again, that is disappointing but in the circumstances, 
might this summons also be stood over until the 9th to enable further attempts to 
be made either for those assisting you to contact him or for him to contact us. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  Commissioner White, I would adjourn or extend that 
summons to 9 December. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, Mr Jurth, increasingly we are getting witnesses who 40 
are being served summons who are failing to appear or answer to the summons.  
How do we bring them in?  What is the next step? 
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[10.35am] Have you given some thought to what the Commission can – some powers of the 
Commission can exercise to bring them in apart from reporting - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Quite so, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from reporting them to the police for prosecution and 
so forth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:   If I might just interject, Commissioners. Chief Commissioner, 
you have raised a very important matter.  Perhaps, counsel assisting might take 
that on notice and we will advise you about the most practical way of bringing 
people in.  But to take Mr Kamburi as an example, he is a legal practitioner, is he 
not, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Not Mr Kamburi, Mr Sawong is his lawyer. 
 
DR RENWICK:   Mr Sawong.  Yes; so the other option, an additional option may 
be that we could summons Mr Sawong to appear or certainly a direction to him 20 
to appear and that would be a significant matter for a solicitor of a National Court 
not to attend and that might be a practical way of moving this forward. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Should I suggest counsel have a look at the procedures for - 
the summary procedures for someone who fails to attend the hearing upon a 
summons being served or upon a direction being issued, whether that constitutes 
contempt in the face of the Commission that the Commission can summarily deal 
with that person.  Instead of going to the convoluted process of giving notice and 
statement of charge being laid and so forth. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes, certainly commissioners, we will deal with that.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  A power similar to the power exercised by the courts that if 
a person is ordered to appear and that person does not appear, there are case laws 
that support the principle that that may amount to a contempt in the face of the 
court, for which the court may summarily deal that person.  Perhaps, an 
interesting point of procedure to look at and then we perhaps may want to take a 
stand on that kind of procedure and perhaps take some steps.  Because otherwise, 
we are going to be just sitting playing a lame duck in these proceedings of 
witnesses just ignore the summons and the directions to attend.  These are just 40 
some of my preliminary thoughts on this.  That is all.  
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DR RENWICK:  Very well, chief, we will certainly look into that and we will 
communicate with you.  I think, Mr Jurth, those were only two matters in the list 
today? 
 
MR JURTH:  They were the only two matters.  May I just correct one thing that 
I said.  I am instructed that Mr Kamburi indeed is a legal practitioner.  I was not 
aware of that and those instructing me have just corrected that so I correct the 
record accordingly.  
 
DR RENWICK: So, in those circumstances, yes, we will point out, 10 
Commissioners, in the letter serving the summons, the potentially serious 
consequences of a legal practitioner defying an order of the Commission of 
Inquiry and that we shall see what that transpires.  But if there is nothing further, 
commissioners for now, the next hearing in on 9 December. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will communicate with you providing a witness list and so 
on beforehand and if there is nothing further, perhaps we can adjourn to then.  
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could I just suggest that one of you counsel, do a little 
discussion note around this summary procedure that I am referring to. Perhaps 
have those preliminary thoughts circulated and then we will have some 
discussions around it so that when we reconvene next, we will be in a position to 
take some steps we have to – some summary procedure to be employed. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We understand that and we will deal with that and provide that 
to you privately.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, with those, I think we have come to the end of this 30 
morning’s list so I suppose we adjourn to 9 December. 
  

[10.40am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 10.41 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 9 DECEMBER 2021. 40 
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[10.01am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are number of matters in the 
directions list and I think Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited is the first. 
 
DR KATTER:  May it please the Commission, Karter initial D, counsel assisting.  
Commissioners, does Mr Sawong or Mr Kamburi from Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings appear? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any appearance for Kumul Consolidated Holdings?  
There is no appearance. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there are three summonses to produce documents 
that were served upon the proper officer of the Kumul Consolidated Holdings Mr 
Kamburi and all of those summonses have been communicated to Mr Sawong as the 
commercial and litigation lawyer at Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  The first 
summons was 19 November 2021 it is identified as 16.02.  It was quite specific as 
to agendas and minutes of meetings in February and March 2014 of the IPBC Board.  
The return date and time on that 19 November summons was 2 December at 10 am.   
The second was 29 November, it is identified as summons 16.03.  It includes 20 
items in the schedule.  The return date and time on that summons was 3 December 
at 10 am.  And then there was a third summons dated 7 December 2021 identified as 20 
summons 16.04 and it had a return date and required Mr Kamburi to appear today 9 
December at 10 am.  And the covering letter of that summons refers specifically to 
the previous summons that I have mentioned, 19 November 16.02 and 29 November 
16.03.     
 

[10.04am] There has been written communication from Mr Sawong but in circumstances where 
there is no appearance, I would submit that all three summonses 16.02, 16.03 and 
16.04 be stood over to 10 am on 15 December 2021 for the production of documents.  
That is my submission, your Honour. 

 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What is the date; Tuesday the - - -  
 
MR JURTH:  The 15th of December next Wednesday.  There has not been any 
indication I can indicate as to when any affidavit as to the searches that have been 
undertaken for the production of documents will occur on the part of the proper 
officer of Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, Dr Katter, is there any expectation at all whether 
adjourning it to 15 December would be more productive than the other adjournments 
that have already been made with respect to these three summonses? 40 
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DR KATTER:  No indication commissioner in terms of what searches have been 
undertaken, what provision of documents may be able to be made by that date and 
or affidavit as to the searches that have been undertaken. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  What is the communication with Mr Sawong or from 
Mr Kamburi revealed, at least any type of communication? 
 
DR KATTER:  It has identified that they have received the summonses.  They have 
not identified the searches that have been undertaken and have not identified a 10 
particular day when they will be able to provide effectively with respect to the 
summons that have been provided. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So there is no suggestion that there is any intention to 
comply with the summonses? 
 
DR KATTER:  At the conclusion of the correspondence, there was an indication that 
they maintained their position that they intend to continue to comply.  There was not 
any practical articulation of an indication that they would comply. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sounds a little bit like a (…inaudible…) starve off the 
commission exercising its powers under the Commissions of Inquiry Act, is that it? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am bothered t(…inaudible…) situation but I am not 
confident that we should be really waiting on their convenience at this stage. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, commissioners, I just repeat what I said at the last directions 
hearing that this sort of behavior is a matter of grave concern from the counsel 30 
assisting and that it ought to be a matter of grave concern for in-house lawyers and 
others, legal representatives in this regard insofar as they might be involved in this 
and we reserve the right to make appropriate submissions about possible prosecution 
for direction in due course. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE: Dr Renwick, we are on a fairly tight schedule and sort 
of suggesting that this might occur, it seems perhaps a little languid I am concerned 
that the rope is pretty short now that there ought to be something a bit more forceful. 
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DR RENWICK:  All right, commissioner, thank you for that indication.  Perhaps in 
those circumstances the summonses should be stood over as Dr Katter has submitted 
but counsel assisting will be in a position to make submissions on the next occasion 
about action.  I am sorry, I see someone at the bar table. 
 

[10.09am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance here so could you announce your 
appearance please? 
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the Commission, Mr Sawong for KCH and Mr 
Kamburi.  I apologize for my tardiness in not entering my appearance sooner.  10 
Firstly, I would like to apologize again to the Commission for not responding to the 
Commission’s request in the most appropriate fashion.  I believe the Commission 
has before it a letter that I sent over to counsel assisting yesterday.  We have got a 
glimpse of what Dr Katter was referring to.  I would like to point out to the 
Commission that KCH is still committed to assist the Commission in achieving its 
objectives.  We have as recently as this morning, myself and Mr Kamburi attended 
to, I think, it was the stamping of Mr Kamburi’s two affidavits; one dated 13 August 
and the other one on 2 August. 
 
I have in my telephone conversation with counsel assisting yesterday informed them 20 
that I will depose to an affidavit.  I think it is summons number 16.02.  Mr Kamburi 
and I as well as KCH as indicated in the letter are very committed to assisting the 
Commission to achieve its objectives.  And in relation to not attending to the 
commission as soon as it has been requested, again I would like to apologize for that 
but rest assured KCH, myself, Mr Kamburi, we will assist the commission in any 
way we can to achieve its objectives.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you.  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I continue to submit that the three summons be 30 
stood over to 10 am on 15 December 2021 for the production of documents or that 
affidavit which Mr Sawong has just referred to. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter, are there any categories of documents in the 
three summonses which are considered more important for the progress of the 
commission than others so that if proving difficulty in terms of those in resources to 
the searches that are focussed on one area rather than another? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Commissioner, the summons 16.02, 19 November 2021, it has 
two items only in the schedule.  They are the agenda or meeting minutes for the 40 
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meeting of the IPBC board in the months of February and March 2014 and any audio 
recording of meetings of the IPBC board in the months of February and March 2014.  
Quite specific and that in my submission, that summons in particularly relevant not 
that the other one is not relevant but particularly relevant. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Sawong, in that case would it be convenient and 
possible for those who work at your direction to focus on those documents and 
recordings? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Very much so, Commissioner. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much indeed.  I know it is a very busy 
time of the year for most officers but you can appreciate the urgency and the 
difficulties under which the commission is operating.  I am sure the Chief 
Commissioner would join with me in urging you to be able to produce what you can 
as soon as you can. 
  

[10.14 am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Firstly, Mr Sawong, thank you for appearing this morning.  Just 20 
before you came in, we were discussing on how we should approach your perceived 
lack of cooperation with the commission in relation to the three recent summonses, 
although your client and yourself and Mr Kamburi have been cooperating in the past 
in assisting the commission, but thank you for your explanation.  For now I think we 
will simply extend the three summonses to 15 December at 10 o’clock and you can 
sort out with Dr Katter the documents that are to be provided to the commission. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, chief commissioner.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, you may be excused. 30 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Good morning commissioners, the next matter is of David 
Manau of Department of Petroleum and Energy.  This is the second return of this 
summons.  Is anybody there, may I ask, appearing on behalf of Mr Manau or the 
department? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  There is an appearance, yes. 
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you, your Honour.  May it please the commission, my name 
is Palma, initial J, lawyer practicing with the Department of Petroleum and Energy.  
I appear for David Manau.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your surname, again? 
 
MR PALMA:  Palma, P-a-l-m-a; initial J for James.   
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, we have had no response to recent correspondence, 
so I am very grateful that Mr Palma is appearing today and perhaps he could inform 
the commission as to progress with producing the documents sought in the 
summons.   
 
MR PALMA:  Thank you.  With respect to the summons number 42.02 that was a 
summons to produce documents, we did respond to this summons when the matter 
last returned on 1 December and we provided copies to counsel assisting the 20 
commission.  Those I believe will be in the commission’s record.   
 
For present purposes, Mr Manau is unable to attend in person.  He has filed an 
affidavit on 1 December stating that after his return from an official government 
business trip to the United States, he was quarantined for suspected Covid and his 
condition has improved as yet; today, he is not able to attend.  Perhaps, if there is 
any more information that is required of us, we will be willing to assist after the 
commissioners go through the documents that we have already produced on 1 
December.   
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, since 1 December, correspondence has gone to 
Mr Manau dated 7 December, that requested an update on production of documents 
and it emphasized that the documents requested in the current summons have not 
previously been sought or provided, and we have had no response to that letter.  So 
in the circumstances, my submission is that this summons ought to be also stood 
over until 15 December to give one final opportunity for compliance.  
 
Can I also submit that these documents are very important; they relate to the quality 
of the PRL15 Resource and the ultimate beneficial ownership of the PacLNG 
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arrangement.  So it is vital that Mr Palma on behalf of Mr Manau, and Mr Manau 
attend to providing these documents and that they do so before 15 December. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, the documents that you are referring to, they are not 
included in the documents that were supplied on 1 December.   
 
MR JURTH:  My instructions are that they were not.   
 

[10.19am]THE CHAIRMAN:  We will extend the summons to 15 December.  Is that 
convenient to yourself and your client? 10 

MR PALMA:  Very well.  Yes, that is convenient for us.  If we can be able to provide 
those documents earlier then we will advise the commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will extend 
the summons to 15 December at 10 o’clock? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Palma, you may be excused. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.  Next? 

DR RENWICK:  The next one is Oil Search and I think Mr Scerri appears.  You are 
on mute, Mr Scerri. 20 

MR CHARLIES SCERRI:  Apologies Commissioners.  My name is Charles Scerri, 
I appear for Oil Search, Mr Munro and Mr Botten in relation to the summons which 
has be en served on Oil Search. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 

DR RENWICK:  Is this right Mr Scerri that documents have been produced in 
relation to two categories of the summons?  Could you just indicate in a formal sense 
what has been produced by way of categories and what remains to be produced 
please? 

MR SCERRI:  Certainly, Dr Renwick.  I did want to say at the outset that Oil Search 
has been devoting enormous resources producing documents and I am instructed that 30 
last year or the last time we produced documents was in June, we had to look at a 
hundred thousand documents to produce 575 documents that responded to the 
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summons.  The summonses that we are now dealing with was served on 23 
November.  After discussion, that was altered and after further discussion it was 
altered again so the summons in its current form was received on 2 December last 
Thursday.  In that process, the period to which the summons is based is actually 
expanded and it now covers or some categories cover a 12 year period that 
commenced 20 years ago.  So that has - that increased the scope of work.  The period 
I am talking about is even from July 2013 to 2014 in relation to communique pact 
since with the PAC group.  So we are beginning to do that.  The documents that have 
been searched for are 240,000 documents and they have to be inspected to see 
whether they need to be produced to the commission and commissioners will 10 
appreciate that is enormous undertaking.  We did produce some documents on 2 
December.  There were only eight documents we produced that day but one of them 
was 285 pages long and the documents that we produced on that day relate to 
category one in answer to Dr Renwick’s question and that is the documents relating 
to the Orogen Minerals and Oil Search merger and they are 20 years old.  And we 
also produced documents relating to category H and that is documents recording 
payments made to the vendors of the PacLNG companies in 2014.   

We will produce more documents today that will be between 100 and 500 documents 
that we will produce today.  They will relate to category 2 and 3, that is the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond documents.  We will produce more documents next week and 20 
by next week we will have completed or almost completed production of all 
documents.  That is what I wanted to say about documents.   

We were asked late last night to also address the commission in relation to 
availability of Mr Botten and Mr Munro to give evidence in relation to statements, 
witness statenents.  

[10.24am] So if it is convenient, perhaps I could do that now. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Go ahead, Nr Scerri. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Go ahead, okay.  Now, in relation to the availability, I also need to 30 
put this into context. And first thing, the commissioners will appreciate this, I think, 
that neither Mr Botten nor Mr Munro is actually an employee of Oil Search.  They 
have each volunteered to assist the commission because of their previous 
involvement with Oil Search.  And as the commission has previously acknowledged 
Oil Search has go out of its way to assist the commission and you will appreciate 
that it has been a substantial cost and effort, company external resources. And Mr 
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Munro has not actually been served with the summons but he has been prepared to 
give as statement or oral evidence. And Mr Botten was served with summons and 
he provided a very lengthy detailed statement the last time and he gave oral evidence 
and he has been examined by Dr Renwick.  But both gentlemen have told us that 
they are willing to continue to assist the commission and in that respect have been 
seeking to regard dates that work. On Monday, we asked the coommission - we 
previously told the commission that neither gentlemen is available to give evidence 
before Christmas. On Monday, we asked solicitors assisting the commission to 
advise what dates were available in February but none were given to us.  There were 
dates - February hearing dates announced by the commission, I think it was in Dr 10 
Renwick’s opening submissions the other day.  And those dates were included the 7 
to 11 February, so we ascertain that both gentlemen would give evidence in that 
period.  Mr Munro could give evidence in any of those dates, that is 7th to 11th , and 
Mr Botten could give evidence on 11th. But late yesterday, we were told by email 
that 11th  February, it was not convenient to the commission. We were also told that 
there would additional hearing dates next year, that is in February but we were not 
told what they were.  We asked for more information and we were told at 6 pm that 
the commission had not identified its dates. But that they asked us to check the 
availability of Mr Botten and Mr Munro on these dates, 17 to 21 January, 24 to 25 
January, 27 to 28 January and 31 January to 4 February.  We were able to contact 20 
both Mr Munro and Botten.  Mr Munro is available on all those dates, except for 24th 
to 25th January.  Mr Botten remains available on 11th February but he is also available 
on 3 and 4 February.  So I am passing that on now and we are hopeful for - we can 
agree to dates that suit the cmmission and dates upon which those people are 
available.  And a related topic, that we were specifically asked address the provision 
of statements. And the commission is going to recall that last time, Mr Botten 
provided the detailed statements.  And of course, that is a voluntary process because 
the Commission of Inquiry Act says that the Commission may issue summonses for 
people to produce documents or hearing of evidence. But the provisions of 
statements is a very convenient way in which a party that wishes to cooperate and 30 
assist the commission by giving notices of what the evidence will be when they are 
called. But again, as the commissioners would both appreciate, Dr Renwick would 
appreciate, the provision of a statement it takes an awful lot of work.  And the first 
step of which is to identify the relevant documents.   
 

[10.29 am] This is not just to put a statement where Mr Botten, for example, and just from 
memory, set out in sworn evidence as to what happened 20 years ago, what 
conversations occurred.  So the first step has to be to extract the documents, send 
them to the witnesses and then speak to them in developing of the statements, so we 
have been doing that and embarked on that process with both gentlemen.  Everyone 40 
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is concerned that statements are accurate, complete and to the best of the knowledge 
of the witnesses. 
 
It was, I think, it was 29 November that we were told topics the commission wanted 
to – we had offered to provide statements and on 29 November, the commission told 
us of topics they wanted addressed and Mr Botten’s list has 17 topics.  One of them 
relates to the period commencing at 1998.  It is more than 20 years ago.  But that is 
an important topic because it is talking about the influence that the company is said 
to have had over the government.  Late yesterday we received an email from 
solicitors assisting saying that they wanted the statements as soon as possible but by 10 
no later than 15 December next Wednesday; it is less than a week away.   
 
The document collection is not finished.  They neither Mr Munro nor Mr Botten has 
had an opportunity to finish reviewing the documents.  We need to speak to them 
again of our documents and we need to give them more documents as they come to 
light; and it is simply is not possible to complete the statements by 15 December.  
We have done everything we possibly can to assist the commission but that is just 
simply so.  I think that is all I wanted to say of those three topics that we were to 
address unless there are any questions the commissioners may have or Dr Renwick 
may have. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thanks Mr Scerri.  So I take it then that if the commission were 
minded to set it down, both Mr Munro and Mr Botten on 3 February with a 
possibility of continuation if it is not finished to the last day of sitting on 11 February, 
those are dates which are available and suitable to Mr Munro and Mr Botten.  I think 
that follows- - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, sir. 
 
DR RENWICK:  That is it? 30 
 
MR SCERRI:  That is correct.   
 
DR RENWICK:  And then if the commission were minded to issue a direction that 
statements be served say by 27 January, of course, it could be done sooner, so much 
the better and if you may wish to do it in parts, that is a matter for you of course.  
Would that be a direction your clients would be able to comply with? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, sir, and quickly. 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Thank you so much. Commissioners, one other matter which I will 
come to in a minute, it sounds to me like that Oil Search and Mr Munro and Mr 
Botten would be content with directions that the statements for Mr Munro and Mr 
Botten be served on us by 27 January.  That they each give evidence on the 3rd on 
the basis that if they are not finished on that date, we have the last day of the present 
last day of hearings is the 11th reserved.  Do I take it, Mr Scerri, from what you said 
about lack of summons to Mr Munro and that you act for him, that he would like the 
comfort of a summons for 3 February?  Is that what you seek? 
 
MR SCERRI:  I can discuss that with him.  It would seem to be inappropriate indeed 10 
summons coming (,,,inaudinle…) but there should be a formality of the summons. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly so.  So in those circumstances, not only the 
commissioners, could I ask that you make those directions but that summonses be 
issued and served on those acting for Mr Munro and Mr Botten.  You do not require 
them to be served personally, I take it, Mr Scerri? 
 
MR SCERRI:  No, sir. 
 

[10.34am] DR RENWICK:  All right thank you.  So I think that much is common ground 20 
commissioners and I would ask for those directions and I just have one further query.  
And the further query is simply is this.  We all read the newspapers Mr Scerri and 
we are aware that events are happening in relation to Oil Search.  Is it likely that Oil 
Search then as an entity – I am just thinking of the summons to Oil Search – will 
they still be the appropriate entity to respond to that summons or will it be the larger 
entity of which they form a part? 

MR SCERRI:  I wish I knew the answer to that.  One of the documents we have 
provided to the commission is the statement arrangement by which the merger of 
Santos and Oil Search was affected.  And I think it was yesterday or the day before 
the shareholders voted in favour overwhelmingly so they will be a merged entity.  30 
But as you will appreciate the last step of that process is that it has to go back to 
court for its approval.  I do not, on top of my head, know when that is, I do not know 
– not being familiar with 285 page scope booklet, I do not know what happened.  
But we can certainly find out and we can communicate with the solicitors assisting 
to tell exactly what the correct party would be on 3 February. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 

MR SCERRI:  27 January. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you so much.  That is all right, thank you very much.  
Commissioners, those are the directions we seek and I think they are consented to 
by Mr Scerri. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So Dr Renwick, as I gather from the directions that have been 
agreed to the first direction is for Mr Botten and Mr Munro to give evidence on 3 
February? 

DR RENWICK:  February indeed.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  2022.  And the second direction is for their statements to be 
submitted to the commission by 27 January 2022? 

DR RENWICK:  That is correct, Commissioner.  10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And the third direction is the one I may have missed there.  You 
are seeking fresh summons to be issued to both Mr Botten and Mr Munro that will 
be returnable on the 3rd of February? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So that they have the comfort of the summons, noting what 
Mr Scerri has said, and we will draft something up for you, commissioners but we 
would ask that be issued and served (…inaudible…) just so that they have that and 
then the other thing which is really a matter just for noting which is that if it does 
not fit their evidence, does not finish on the 3rd, it would go over to the 11th which is 
presently the last day of hearing. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it seems to be general agreement between counsels so 20 
Commissioner White, we can issue those three directions then? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief.  And could I just express my appreciation 
to Mr Scerri for the cooperative manner in which he has endeavoured with his client 
to meet the request of the commission.  We are very conscious Mr Scerri that your 
clients are no longer residents in PNG and not within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission.  We do understand the huge amount of work that is involved and we 
also know that your client Oil Search and those who worked for it are quite occupied 
with other very very serious issues after 90 years of existence – 1929 something like 
that.  This is of course is a huge change so we are really very appreciative, thank 
you. 30 

MR SCERRI:  Thank you very much Commissioner. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Scerri, I might have one or two questions to ask of you now 
that the directions have been issued.   

[10.39am] Could I ask, Mr Scerri; are you appearing for Oil Search or are you appearing for 
Mr Botten and Mr Munro or for Oil Search and Mr Botten and Mr Munro together; 
all of them?  I heard you say that Mr Botten and Mr Munro are no longer with Oil 
Search so I am just asking that question. 

 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, they are no longer with Oil Search, but because of their prior 
association especially Mr Botten – very long association hence he wants to assist Oil 
Search assist the commission.   10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So I would assume that - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  They have been very generous in their time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I would assume that - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  Sorry, sir. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I would assume therefore that Mr Botten and Mr Munro 20 
are assisting Oil Search – they are not giving evidence on their own, right?  And the 
evidence they are giving is with the full knowledge and authorization of Oil Search. 
 
MR SCERRI:  It is with the assistance of Oil Search and its lawyers giving them 
documents and helping them formulate their statements and appearing for them.  But 
they are like I said former employees. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The commission just wants to be sure that whatever evidence 
they are giving, they are giving it on behalf of Oil Search and that Oil Search has 
full knowledge and has authorized the release of that information.   30 
 
MR SCERRI:  Well, yes, and I do not know whether the commissioners are aware 
of this but they had to be - Mr Munroe had to be released from confidentiality 
obligations that go to Oil Search and Oil Search did release those obligations .  So 
both gentlemen are giving evidence as people being responsible for their evidence, 
they have to be a hundred per cent, satisfy that the evidence that the evidence is 
correct that Oil Search is assisting by provision of documents, discussions and we 
have provided both of them to the respective list of topics that have been raised.  So 
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we have responding to the commissioners trying to focus on what it is interested in 
(…inaudible…). 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, my next comment or question really is in relation to 
the impending merger between Santos and Oil Search which I should say just 
reading from the newspapers is happening fast.  And if that merger takes place and 
is completed before the date that is set down for you to give evidence or your clients 
to give evidence, is there any risk of Mr Botten and Mr Munro’s capacity to give the 
evidence on behalf of Oil Search as such or there will not be any impediment there? 
 10 
MR SCERRI:  No, sir.  They have been cooperating with Oil Search and Oil Search 
asked them to cooperate so that Oil Search could comply fully with the commission 
and assist the commission.  So it makes no difference whether it is Oil Search or 
some other - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are my few questions but thank you Mr Scerri for your 
appearance this morning and I think we have issued the directions already so you 
can take your leave now. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you chief commissioner; thank you, sir. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is the summons issued to Grace So-
on and the NEC.  I am pleased to inform you commissioners that all documents that 
all documents in response to the summons have been provided.  I understand that 
any appearance by Ms So-on or on behalf of the NEC has been excused.  Just out of 
an abundance of caution, may I request a direction or submit for a direction that the 
summons be stood over to 15 December only for the purpose of giving those 
assisting you time to review the documents and it is likely that the summons will be 30 
discharged on that occasion. 
 

[10.44am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will extend 
the summons to 15 December at 10 o’clock. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is the summons issued to Mr Seeto of 
PWC Port Moresby.  I am instructed that Dentons now act on behalf of Mr Seeto.  Is 
there someone there to represent Mr Seeto? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, there is a counsel here.  Could you announce your 
appearance, please? 
 
MS NIGS:  May it please the commission, Nigs spelt N-i-g-s initial J.  I appear for 
Mr Seeto and for PriceWaterhouseCoopers PNG. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you repeat your surname, please? 
 
MS NIGS:  Nigs spelt N-i-g-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  M - - - 
 
MS NIGS:  N; N-i-g-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   N. 
 20 
MS NIGS:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I did not quite get it; my apologies.  N-i - - - 
 
MS NIGS:  Yes, N for nice – N-i-g-s. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - g-s; yes. 
 
MS NIGS:  Thank you.  In response to the summons issued to Mr Seeto and to PWC; 
that is Summons 137.01, our clients have gone through and produced the bundle of 30 
documents that we have before us here and I wish to hand that up.  Just a note that 
due to the time constraints we were not able to have the documents paginated as per 
the document production protocol and guidelines for the commission as well as to 
prepare an index.  So we can have that done and have it delivered at a later date or 
if the commission pleases, we can have that handed up now. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, in my submission, could we not make a final decision 
on either of those options.  I was going to submit in any event that the summons be 
stood over until 15 December to allow those assisting you to review the documents 
that we anticipated would be produced.  I am grateful for Ms Nigs’ indication that 40 
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she has documents with her.  Could the summons simply be stood over until the 15th 
to allow those assisting you to go through it and then we will have communications 
with Ms Nigs concerning an index or pagination or any other concerns that she might 
have? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose there is no harm in allowing Ms Nigs to hand up the 
copies she has for my reading of course and then counsel can work out the formalities 
of the documents to be tendered later.  Mr Jurth, is that - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission.  Yes, may it please the commission, 10 
that is convenient, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nigs, you can hand up the document. 
 
MS NIGS:  Thank you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what directions are you seeking, Mr Jurth, again? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, that the summons be stood over until 15 
December to enable those assisting you to review those documents. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Nigs, is that date and time convenient to you? 
 
MS NIGS:  Yes, chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is agreed upon so Commissioner White, if you are in 
agreement, we will extend the summons to 15 December at 10 o’clock. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Ms Nigs, you may be excused. 
 
MS NIGS:  Thank you chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is the summons addressed to Loi 
Bakani, Governor Bakani.  Does Mr Posman appear on behalf of Governor Bakani 
on this occasion? 
 40 
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[10.49am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a Ms Mary Ellen John seated at the bar table. 
 

MR JURTH:  Yes but I do not think she appears on behalf of Mr Loi Bakani. 
 
POWER FAILURE 
 
MR JURTH:  Hello, it seems to me we have lost Port Moresby. 
 
POWER FAILURE 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Yes Chief Commissioner, I can hear you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have a black out so if you can hear me I can see you so we 
can communicate. 
 
MR JURTH:  Okay.  Yes I can see you again Chief Commissioner, very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay we were dealing with Ms Mary- - - 
 
POWER FAILURE 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, can you hear me? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can.  Can you hear me? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  If I can Chief Commissioner, we were dealing Loi Bakani and I 30 
was enquiring through you whether there is an appearance on behalf of Governor 
Bakani this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I was following the list on the daily diary and the next 
person on my list is Mary Ellen Johns. 
 
MR JURTH:  I apologize.  Very well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: I do not have Mr Bakani on my – not in today’s list either. 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes.  Very well then in which case just take the matter of Ms Johns 
and BSP Capital. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Ms Johns has provided documents and in this summons just like the 
last one be stood over to 15 December only for the purpose of giving time for those 
documents to be reviewed.  It is likely the summons can be discharged on that 
occasion. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mary Johns, the lawyer is suggesting that we extend the 
summons to 15 December. 
 
MS JOHNS:  May it please the Commission, agreeable to that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
MS JOHNS:  We can undertake. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White if you are in agreement we will 20 
extend the summons to 15 December. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction and Ms Mary Johns, you may 
be excused.  Mr Jurth, you were mentioning Loi Bakani.  His name is on the daily 
briefing pack but his name does not feature on the daily diary but we can still deal 
with him. 
 
MR JURTH:  On the list.  Yes Chief, I am looking at the daily list and I see that.  30 
My notes from the last occasion were that his summons was adjourned until today 
but perhaps we could stand that matter now and move on to the next one in the list.  
Commissioners, would you please take the matter of Malcolm Giheno of Pacific 
Capital.  Now, the position with this summons is as follows.  The original summons 
was served on Mr Giheno through an agent.  There was no appearance by or on 
behalf of Mr Giheno last week on 3 December when that summons was returnable.   
 
The Commission staff haves not been able to establish whether Mr Giheno is even 
aware that on the last occasion the return date of his summons was extended until 
today.  A follow up letter has been served on his office but there has been no response 40 
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and indeed the Commission’s staff have no available phone number or email address 
for Mr Giheno.  
 

[10.54am] My submission, this summons should be stood over until 15 December to allow a 
further hand delivery of correspondence and for commission staff to make personal 
contact with Mr Giheno. And we can update you on that occasion as to what progress 
we have made. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will extend 
that summons to 15 December? 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we issue the direction. Next? 
 
MR JURTH:   Thank you, Commissioners. And Dr Katter has the last matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, this is the return of the summons for Dr Thomas 20 
Webster, it was 1 December 2021, summons 53.02. Is there an appearance for Dr 
Webster?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no appearance.  
 
DR KATTER:  Yes.  Dr Webster has communicated there is a further affidavit that 
has been prepared. There was a conferral with him yesterday. I seek a direction 
please, that Dr Webster be listed to give oral evidence on Friday 28 January 2022, 
at 10 am, if it pleases.  
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will issue that direction that 28 January 2022, at 10 o’clock, the time fixed for 
Thomas Webster to give evidence?  
  
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Yes, I agree, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
DR KATTER:   Thank you, Commissioners, those are the matters.  
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:   Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:   And Commissioners, finally, would you please attend to the matter 
again of Loi Bakani.  Commissioners, the summons issued to Governor Bakani was 
returnable on 2 December and you will recall that Mr Posman appeared on behalf of 
Governor Bakani. And in Mr Posman’s presence, the summons was extended until 
today at 10 o’clock.  It is true that Governor Bakani’s name does not appear on the 
daily list, but in my submission, the orders override whatever is on the daily diary. 
In addition to that, on 7 December, instructing solicitors emailed Mr Posman, 
referred to his appearance before the commission on 2 December, noted that the 10 
summons addressed to Governor Bakani had been adjourned to 9 December or today 
at 10 o’clock, and requested an update on the status of documents requested in the 
summons.  There is an email response from Mr Posman to instructing solicitors in 
these terms; “Thank you for your email, the contents of which are duly noted, we 
have sought instructions and we revert as soon as we can.”  That is the end of the 
email. And that was the email sent on 7 December, so two days ago.  
 
Now, despite that email, we have not heard anything further.  There has been no 
production of documents and indeed neither Governor Bakani nor his lawyer Mr 
Posman, appear today.  Now, that in my submission is unsatisfactory and in those 20 
circumstances, the only submission I can make is that the summons be stood over 
one final time until 15 December to give Governor Bakani, a final opportunity to 
comply with it.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Could that particular summons be supported by a direction 
from this commission directing Mr Bakani to personally appear in response to the 
summons on that date and time, and then for that direction to be also issued and 
served on Mr Bakani? 
 
MR JURTH:  Indeed, Chief Commissioner, my submission in those circumstances 30 
would be to issue a fresh summons for the personal attendance of Governor Bakini 
on 15th.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am suggesting that we extend previous summons to that date 
but issue an additional direction; could be a separate direction or should be contained 
in the same direction that he personally appear in answer to that summons that has 
been extended.  
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. I am in your hands, Chief Commissioner. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Direction will suffice in the commission’s view then so be it.  The 
current summons is one for the production of documents only, an alternative 
approach might be to issue a new summons for his personal attendance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is just that the summons be seen to be supported by a more 
direct direction from the commission issued at a public hearing that might have a 
different impact than a summons I suppose that is why I am just raising that. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, what do you think about that additional 
direction? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, Chief, perhaps we could have bpoth because the 
legislation supports the issuing of the summons to appear so I would be in favour of 
a summons to appear to Governor Bakani in combination with a direction that indeed 
he answer to that summons on that day. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think we have settled on the issue of a fresh 
summons that is returnable on the date and time and a direction to accompany that 
summons. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That brings us to the end of the list Dr Renwick.  I think we 
have come to the end of the list Dr Renwick. 
  
DR RENWICK:   Yes, that is so commissioners.  And the hearing then can be stood 30 
over until next week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then my Associate will adjourn the proceedings.  
Associate, you can adjourn. 
 
 
 
AT 10.59 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 15 DECEMBER 2021. 
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[10.00am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission, there are a number of matters in the 
directions list and then we have some evidence from Mr Borysiewicz.  I will pass to 
Dr Katter or Mr Jurth. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the first matter on the witness list is MR Kamburi, 
does Mr Sawong or Mr Kamburi from Kumul Consolidated Holdings appear? 
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the commission, Ranga Sawong for Mr Kamburi and 
Kumul Cosolidated Holdings. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there are other three sumomonses to produce 
documents to the proper officer of Kumul Consolidated Hodings Mr Kamburi which 
we communicated to Mr Sawong.  Those three summons of 19 November, 29 
November and 7 December were returnable today direction made by the commission 
on 9 December. 
 
As to those summonses, does Mr Sawong have any submission to make? 
 
MR SAWONG:  May it please the commission, as you know this matter was last 
returned on 9 December where the commission provided guidance into narrowing 20 
down the number of items or perhaps parameters for my further searches, to date I 
have not done thorough searches on the face of what was indicated to myself.  The 
last 9 December, searches were to have been carried out in relation to I believe it 
was minutes for any meetings of the Board of Kumul Consolidated Holdings 
between February and March of 2014 and any recordings, audio recordings of those 
meetings. 
 
Commissioners, on the face of it and from the searches that I have done previously 
in assisting Mr Kamburi, I have not located any audio recordings I will have a look 
again but at this point I doubt I will find any recordings.  In relation to meeting 30 
minutes, I have gone through my files again and what I do have perhaps the same 
copy of minutes and extract of minutes that are already before the commission and 
those would be  provided ubnder paragraphs 14 and 17 of Mr Kamburi’s affidavit 
sworn on 27 July.  I will be more than happy to have a further search again and 
provide an affidavit to indicate to the commission the update of my searches. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioner, I would submit that two directions be made; one, that 
all three summonses in those circumstances as submitted by Mr Sawong stood over 
to 20 December 2021 at 10 am.  That is direction one.  And two, that Mr Kamburi 
be listed to give further oral evidence at 10am on Friday, 28 January 2022. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Chief Commissioner, I have no issues with dates proposed. 
 
THE CAHIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement with those 
directions then we will issue them. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes certainly, Chief. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you,. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners.  Mr Jurth has the next matter on the list. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter on the list is issued to 
David Manau of the Department of - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, just pause there and I will excuse Mr Sawong first. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Apologies. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  All right, Mr Jurth.  
 

[10.04am] MR JURTH:  Apologies commissioners and apologies to Mr Sawong, of course.  30 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is that of David Manau from the 
Department of Petroleum and Energy.  Does somebody appear on behalf of Mr 
Manau or the department? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I see no appearance. 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you for that indication, chief commissioner.  This is the further 
return of the summonses issued to Mr Manau.  This is the summons that is looking 
for the PRL or are searching for PRL 15 related documents.  There has been some 
email correspondence with the department.  I can say that there does seem to be a 
misunderstanding on the part of the department that we are not asking for documents 
that have already been provided but we are asking for further additional class of 
documents.  We will continue to press for those documents to be clarified with the 
department for what we are looking for.  In those circumstances, I submit that the 
summons be stood over again until 10 am on 20 December 2021. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will stand 
over the summons to 20 December at 10 am. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  The next matter is summons addressed to 
Grace So-on of the NEC.  A simple direction in my submission, commissioners, 
adjourning this summons until 28 January 2022.  We do not expect an appearance 
by or on behalf of Ms So-on.  The documents have been produced and we are still 
in the process of reviewing the documents that have been produced and that is the 20 
purpose of the adjournment until the end of January.  If it pleases, a single direction 
adjourning this summons until 28 January 2022 at 10 am. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Would the documents that you are seeking from Ms So-on 
include procedures of the National Executive Council since she is the Secretary to 
the NEC?  We may be seeking the procedures of the National Executive Council as 
they were applied in 2014.  I think at some stage she provided a copy of the 
procedures of the NEC that were promulgated in 2017, which Prime Minister Peter 
O’Neill signed off.  But there was some discussion around what were the procedures, 
if any, that were in existence in 2014 and she may be the appropriate witness to 30 
provide evidence of those procedures.   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, chief commissioner.  We will take that on notice.  The 
current summons being answered today or that is before you does not in terms seek 
that type of document you have referred to – the procedures of the NEC but we will 
double check as to whether or what has been provided answers that description and 
if not we can certainly ask for it.  Ms So-on and the NEC have been very cooperative 
to-date and we expect that to continue. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then Commissioner White, if you are in agreement 
we will extend the summons in respect of Ms So-on to 28 January 2022. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is summonses issued to 
Jonathan Seeto of PWC, Port Moresby.  Does anybody appear on behalf of Mr 
Seeto? 10 
 

[10.09am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes we have an appearance. 
 
MS TUSAIS:  May it please the Commission, my name is Ms Maryanne Tusais from 
Dentons PNG representing PriceWaterhouse Coopers PNG. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you Commissioners.  In respect of both summons, one 
dated 13 December 2021 and one – apologies.  It is not dated 13 December, the 
earlier one, it will be rolled up on the screen.  There we go, 25 November 2021 and 
a second one issued 10 December 2021.  Both of those can be stood over if it pleases 20 
until 28 January.  Again, documents have been received in response to the first 
summons and those assisting you are in the process of reviewing the documents that 
have been produced.  We have also had some correspondence in relation to the 
second summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes counsel? 
 
MS TUSAIS:  No issues with the summonses being stood over, Chief 
Commissioner.  With respect to the second summons that was issued to my client, I 
will have sent a letter to McNamara indicating that searches have been conducted 30 
for the documents requested in the schedule to the second summons and no further 
documents have been located by my client further to what has already been produced 
to the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you have no issues with the extension of those two summons 
to 28 January 2022? 
 
MS TUSAIS:  No issues as to the extension. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White if you are in agreement we will 
extend those two summonses to 28 January 2022. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  Counsel, you may be excused. 
 
MS TUSAIS:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter are the summonses issued 10 
to Governor Loi Bakani and I understand Mr Posman appears on his behalf today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Posman, yes? 
 
MR POSMAN:  May it please the commission, for the record Posman initial C, 
appearing for Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea, Loi Bakani who is 
present this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I have had the opportunity to have a conversation 
with Mr Posman before today’s appearance and we have also received some 
correspondence.  I understand Mr Posman has an explanation to give to the 
commission regarding the failure to appear on the previous occasion. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White.  I would 
like to take this opportunity to formally apologize to the commission for my non- 
appearance.  It was based on confusion around listing of the matter which I take full 
responsibility for and I wholeheartedly apologize to the commission.  
 30 
We are here this morning to update the commission as to the searches that continue 
to be carried out by the Bank of Papua New Guinea in relation to documents relevant 
to the summons.  Those searches are ongoing but to date no additional records,  
information or documents have been located.  We have indicated by way of a letter 
emailed to Mr McNamara yesterday that a further time would be required for 
searches and in that respect we would seek an extension of the summons.  Thank 
you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, we are grateful for the explanation provided.  In 
particular we are grateful that Mr Posman has both in correspondence and now in 40 
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oral submissions to you clarified that when he says in correspondence that he does 
not have documents he means he does not have documents yet but searches continue 
to be made and there is no opposition to a further short extension of the summons 
and in my submission it should be adjourned until 20 December at 10 o’clock but on 
the basis that Mr Posman or others would be at the bank, are working hard to locate 
and provide the documents, in answer to the summons for production.   
 

[10.14 am] MR POSMAN:  Thank you, commissioners, that certainly would be the course that 
is ongoing and we will be taking up until the return of the summons. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Commissioner White, if you are in 
agreement we will extend summons to 20 December at 10 am. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We issue that direction. 
 
MS POSMAN:  Thank you, commissioners. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, that then leaves the summons for Governor Bakani’s 20 
personal appearance today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Posman, you may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  I note Mr Posman said that Governor Bakani is in attendance this 
morning.  We do require Governor Bakani to come back to give evidence on 2 or 4 
February 2022; and I would ask through you whether Mr Posman can indicate which 
of those dates is convenient to Governor Bakani. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, I have already excused Mr Posman; he needs to return 30 
to the bar table. 
 
MR JURTH:  Oh. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Posman, I think Mr Jurth is continuing with his statement 
you might as well take your seat at the bar.  Yes? 
 
MR POSMAN:  Governor Bakani, as to which of those dates, would be convenient. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, you were saying that Mr Bakani will be giving 
evidence in February? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  The proposed dates are either 2 or 4 February 2022 and I would 
ask through you commissioners which of those dates is convenient to Governor 
Bakani if Mr Posman has had the opportunity to seek instructions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is 2 or 4 February. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, chief commissioner. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you, chief commissioner, we can confirm that Governor 
Bakani will be available on the 4th 2022. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  I am grateful for that indication in which case I will seek 
a further direction that the summons issued for Governor Bakani’s personal 
appearance be adjourned until 10 am on 4 February 2022. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think we have issued that direction as well, the third 
direction.  Thank you.  Mr Posman, you may be excused now. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is that the summons 
issued to Ms Johns and BSP Capital, again, this summons belongs in the category 
where we can stand it over until 28 January 2022 to allow complete review of 30 
documents which have been provided in answer to the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Mary Johns, is she in attendance?  No, okay.  Commissioner 
White, we will extend that summons to 28 January 2022 at 10 am.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is the summons issued 
to Malcolm Giheno of Pacific Capital.  Commissioners, as you will recall that this 
was the summons where we had difficulty locating Mr Geno.  I am pleased to say 
we have received an email from him that he is outside of Papua New Guinea – I am 
not quite sure where he is; he simply says he is out of the country.  We will seek to 40 
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make further contact with him to obtain any relevant documents or information that 
he might have and in my submission this summons should be stood over until 28 
January 2022 to allow that to occur. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I note from today’s brief impact information that summons 
were served on Mr Geno, and there is a proof of service that was received on 13 
December.  I am just wondering what the particulars that I entered in the proof of 
service says about where he was served and whether it summons was personally 
served by whoever served the summons.  I have not sighted the proof of service. 
 10 

[10.19am] MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I made submissions about this on the previous 
occasion.  You will recall that it was served on an agent.  The name on the proof of 
service is Visi K Vela, V-e-l-a.  I have no instructions about who that is or what the 
precise relationship is between Visi Vela and Mr Giheno.  But personal service has 
not been effected in the conventional sense and we are informed by the email from 
Mr Giheno that he is not currently within Papua New Guinea.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We have designed the proof of service that reflects the 
particulars that are necessary to be entered when a document that has been served 
on an authorized agent, where the agent declares that he or she has the authority to 20 
accept service of the summons from the persons.  So I think that is key and it seems 
the summons has been brought to Mr Giheno’s attention wherever he is. 
 
MR JURTH:  Quite so. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   So we can leave that there for now. Okay. 
 
MR JURTH: Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the direction you were seeking was for the summons to be 30 
extended to 28 January 2002, at 10 am? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will issue that direction then? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Yes, Chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. Next? 
 40 
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MR JURTH:  And the final direction, commissioners, is that issued to Secretary 
Dairi Vele.  Does anybody appear on behalf of the Secretary? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Yes, we have an appearance, yes. 
 
MR SIONI:   Commission pleases, my name is Sioni, spelt S-i-o-n-i, J. I appear for 
Diari Vele, on instructions from Ms Twivey, who is the counsel in carriage of this 
matter. 
 
MR JURTH:   Yes, Commissioners, we have had correspondence in response to the 10 
summons and Ms Twivey-Nonggor has indicated that she is looking for the 
documents sought in the summons and requires some further time. In those 
circumstances, I would submit that the direction adjourning this summons until 20 
December 2021 at 10 am is appropriate. And in addition, I would also seek a 
direction that SecretaryVele appear on 7 February 2022 for the purpose of giving 
evidence.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sioni? 
 
MR SIONI:  Yes, yes, I confirm the suggestions, number 1 that but as to the 20 
appearance of Mr Diari Vele, on 7 February 2022, I would seek instructions from 
Mr Dairi Vele first before I answer that question. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. I think for now, we will extend the summons to 20 
December at 10 am? 
 
MR SIONI:  That would suffice, yes. commission pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will extend 
the summons on 20 December, at 10 am? 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Sioni, you may be excused. 
 
MR SIONI:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   And what about – Chief, what about perhaps, putting 
down 7 February as the date in which Mr Vele is to give evidence, if it proofs not to 
be possible for him to attend and perhaps on 20th, we can revise that summons or 40 
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else adjourn that issue until the 20th. I think we need to firm up when Mr Vele is 
going to come as soon as we can. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Mr Sioni has just said that he will confirm the date, fix 
that with Mr Vele and inform the commission on 20 December. Is that the 
understanding, Mr Sioni? 
 
MR SIONI:  Yes, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   10 
 

[10:24am]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Sioni, you may be excused. 

MR SIONI:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 

MR JURTH:  And thank you commissioners, those are all of the directions in today’s 
list. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance from or summons so we will let him 
announce his appearance and then we will deal with this matter. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White.  I am 
James Palma from the Department of Petroleum and Energy. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Palma for? 

MR PALMA:  David Manau. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Manau? 

MR PALMA:  That is right. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR PALMA:  Commissioner, I am sorry for our lateness in our appearance I 
apologise.  We have compiled a list of documents as requested by the commission 
and counsel assisting the commission.  I was just waiting for the documents to be 
delivered to me so that I can pass it on the bar table but unfortunately the documents 
are arriving late.  We have it in a flash drive and hard copies form.  So as best as 30 
possible we will have those documents tendered by or before close of business today 
and if there are any more issues or information that is required by the commission, 
we are able and willing to assist.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have already adjourned his appearance to 20 December at 
10 o’clock.  Maybe you might want to have another look at the documents and 
perhaps produce them on that date just to be on the safe side.  

MR PALMA:  Thank you very much.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  To give you more time. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Instead of rushing today to deliver those documents.  Is that a 
good approach Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, indeed Chief, certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 10 

MR PALMA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  So the adjournment still stands. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 

MR PALMA:  Thank you Mr Chairman. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Next matter or witness? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, Dr Katter has the next witness, commissioners.  Those are all of 
my directions, thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I call Mr Richard Borysiewicz who is 20 
on the video screen.  Commissioners, I can indicate that Mr Borywiewicz is in the 
State of New South Wales and could he be please be affirmed, if it pleases? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  If it is convenient then Mr 
Borysiewicz, could I let you know that  I have been authorized by the Chief Justice 
of New South Wales to administer oath and affirmation in the State of New South 
Wales for the purposes of this Royal Commission. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, could you just pause there.  I cannot see 
Mr Borysiewicz on the screen.  I need to see him take the oath.   

Technical people, can you get him on screen? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  He is in the bottom right-hand corner, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Give me just a few moments to switch to the other screen.  All 
right, Commissioner White, can you repeat the oath please? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Mr Borysiewicz is going to affirm, Chief. 

 

RICHARD BORYSIEWICZ, affirmed: 

 

XN:  DR KATTER 

 

[10.29am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, which place is he appearing from? 10 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE: (…inaudible…) in New South Wales, Chief 
Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is appearing from New South Wales, which particular place 
in New South Wales, Sydney, is it? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I understand from Sydney. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  We are still unable to hear you Mr Borysiewicz so I 
am not quite sure what issue might be. 
 
DR KATTER:  You just take a moment to find him then. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Borysiewicz, can you hear me?  Dr Katter will 
telephone you and perhaps have a conversation offline with you about the audio, 
thanks. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I cannot hear him. 
 
DR KATTER:  Can you speak now Mr Borysiewicz? 
 
MR BORYSIEWICZ:  Yes.  Can you hear me now? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes we can, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Now, do you need me to do that for the third time, 
administration of the affirmation or do you have it in your head?  I think you can do 
because I saw your lips moving, is that correct? 
 
MR BORYSIEWICZ:  Yes, I did say I do. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Thanks Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  The Chief, can you hear that 
communication from Mr Borysiewicz? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Chief.  Mr Borysiewicz, can you state your full name 
please? 20 
 
A: Richard Borysiewicz. 
 
Q: Yes.  Are you known by any other name? 
 
A: Richard Borysiewicz. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You have in front of you a copy of your affidavit document? 
 
A: I have a paper copy, yes. 30 
 
Q: It has the affidavit proper, has 62 paragraphs in it, does it? 
 
A: Correct, yes. 
 
Q: There is a cover page and then the 62 paragraphs are over seven subsequent 

pages, are they not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: There are 18 annexures identified in the 62 paragraphs? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And they are identified as RB-1 to RB-18, is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And for each of the 18 annexures you have given them a description in the 

respective paragraphs of the affidavit proper? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And on the seventh page you have signed the affidavit? 
 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: When did you sign it? 
 
A: This morning here in Sydney at 8.30 am. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  The total document including both the affidavit proper and the 

annexure pages is 140 pages in total, is it? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Did you initial each of these pages one to six before the signature page also? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 30 
Q: Are there any corrections or changes you wish to make to that affidavit now? 
 
A: No, no corrections. 
 
Q: Commissioners, if it pleases I would seek to have that affidavit marked as an 

exhibit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit the 
affidavit and it will be marked exhibit triple VVV. 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  V for Victory, Chief? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
EXHIBIT VVV – AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD BORYSIEWICZ 
CONTAINING 62 PARAGRAPHS AND 18 ANNEXURES SIGNED 15 
DECEMBER 2021    
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Some questions arising if it pleases.  Mr 
Borysiewicz, paragraph 2 you state that you had no record from the relevant time, to 10 
use your phraseology.  Are you referring to the period that you referred to in 
paragraph 13 which is the period from March 2013 to December 2017 where you 
held the position of General Manager of BSP Capital? 
 

[10.34 am] A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: You referred to your employment history after completing university  

studies in Economics at paragraph 5 to 16, in any of those roles other than  
the role that you mention in paragraph 13 at the Bank of South Pacific, did 
you have specific involvement with the Papua New Guinea Independent State 20 
or entities in Papua New Guinea? 
 

A: I had no dealings with them whatsoever. 
 
Q: At paragraph 18, you refer to Mr Robin Fleming of the Bank of South Pacific, 

contacting you in middle of September 2013 as to communications you were 
to receive from representative of IPBC.  What role did Mr Fleming have at that 
time at the Bank of South Pacific? 

 
A: Robin was the Group CEO and my manager I reported to. 30 
 
Q: In that communication or indication from Mr Fleming at that time, was there 

details as to what the specific engagements from IPBC was going to be about? 
 
A: No, he gave no indication or details, just to expect a call and that was all. 
 
Q: At paragraph 19, you refer to a meeting with Mr Igimu Momno and Mr Apiata 

Veiogo of IPBC, and you mention Mr Jordan Paul as attending the meeting 
with you.  Was Mr Paul also working at BSP Capital at that time? 

 40 
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A: Yes, he was. 
 
Q: What was Mr Paul’s specific as role as a private client-broker, as you describe 

it, have in regard to your role at that time? 
 
A: He was on my team.   He did report directly to me as the head of the dealing 

desk as his direct manager, who then reported to me.  Jordan was a set of ears 
and a set of eyes in notetaking at meetings as I walked into the IPBC meeting 
not knowing what to expect, what the nature of the conversation would be and 
the number of detail provided and I was still relatively new in the country, so I 10 
wanted an addition person with me there.  That was his role in the early part of 
transaction or the assignment.   

 
Q: Do you have a recollection of the detail of that meeting of 4 September 2013 

now? 
 
A: Look, it is so far in the past..  They gave us an overview of the assignment and 

said that they were contemplating appointing an external party.  I thought at the 
time, it was an interview really, were we up to the task.  I did not know many, 
an interview, really.  The details were to follow which they did the next day.   20 

 
Q: Were Mr Momo, Mr Veiogo, yourself and Mr Paul the only attendees at that 

meeting? 
 
A: That is my recollection but – yes, that is my recollection. 
 
Q: In the next paragraph, paragraph 20, you refer to receiving a letter from Mr 

Kumarasiri.  That letter is the RB1, is it not? 
 
A: Yes, if you could bring that up. 30 
 
Q:   RB1, commissioners, is pages 10 and 11 at the bottom righthand, the number 

on the page.  Can you see that now on the screen, Mr Borysiewicz? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 

[10.39am]  Q: Thank you.  Looking at the second page of that letter, scope of work, and in the 
second line under that heading of the paragraph, there is an indication as to two 
proposals being received by IPBC at that time.  Was there any indication to you 
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in the meeting of 4 September 2013 as to which financial institutions or which 
proposals were being specifically referred to at that time? 

 
A: No, not at all.  There was a – this is my recollection that there was a reference 

to the RFP scope of works being issued to a number of financiers and they did 
not say how many had been issued and how many had been received; and 
certainly who had been sent and who had sent something back.  It was really 
about the job rather than the specifics of who were supplying that response at 
that point in time. 

 10 
Q: Returning to the affidavit proper, paragraph 21 the next paragraph.  You 

referred to BSP Capital’s response on 9 September 2013.  At the meeting on 4 
September or otherwise up to 9 September 2013, was there any indication to 
you, any communication to you that a particular proposal – financial proposal 
was to be preferred or given some precedence in your analysis? 

 
A: None whatsoever.  There was nothing like that at all.   
 
Q: In that paragraph 21, there is a reference for payments to be made to BSP 

Capital for this, if I use the broad word, involvement: K75,000 a month and 20 
K450,000 on completion.  Was that the amount – the total amount, the 
combination of those two amounts, that that was actually invoiced in the end or 
invoiced over time? 

 
A: Yes.  We issued monthly invoices for the life of the assignment and then a 

complete invoice at the end.  So, in the back of my mind, this was set at 
K900,000 assignment plus expenses which involve travel and out of pocket 
expenses.   

 
Q: You mentioned the figure of K900,000.  Was that the amount that was paid in 30 

total in the end? 
 
A: Yes, BSP Capital was paid that and reimbursed with the travels. 
 
Q: In the next paragraph, paragraph 21, I should say in paragraph 21, you also 

mention Mr Simon Ibbetson from an entity firm 358 Australia.  Why was Mr 
Ibbetson to be involved? 

 
A: At that time, one of the issues for us was that I was a bit of a lone ranger with 

some analyst support in PNG and I felt more resources were needed early on to 40 
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set the parameters to understand the assignment, understand a little more about 
the process, and Simon was known to me as we were work colleagues many 
years ago at Rothschild, we were together; he was in the firm and I was in the 
firm.  Prior to this, he was Asia Pacific head of S&P.  So you know, very well 
qualified from a macro perspective to be another set of eyes and ears and really 
I was after his brain power at the very beginning.  One thing I have learnt in 
this industry is to always assume you do not know enough and get as much 
support, help, due diligence support, so the job done is a robust job and nothing 
is left on the table; and hence, the need for another person in my opinion. 

 10 
[10.44am]  Q: What actual involvement, your involvement again with Mr Ibbetson and or 358 

Australia actually then have? 
 
A: Look I had several conversations with him over the phone and that was it.  He 

allowed me to brainstorm the idea that appear to arguably have more firepower 
than I did and put my mind at rest that I was thinking about the assignment, the 
right way that I was mapping out the process the right way and I thanked him 
for his contributions and that was the end of it.  He had limited work beyond 
that early sort of discussions on or around that September period.   

 20 
Q: And was Mr Ibbetson and or 358 Australia paid then for that involvement? 
 
A: Yes, look, I recall that we paid him a small amount.  It would be a few thousand 

dollars Australian.  Do not press me for an amount exactly, I just could not 
recall. 

 
Q: At paragraph 22, you referred to going to a meeting at the Government 

Executive Building in Port Moresby one evening on – and these are my words 
– short notice.  Was there any notice to you before that day or before that 
evening that you were going to be requested to attend that meeting? 30 

 
A: It was day time not evening if I can be allowed to correct you. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: But no; I had not notice, I was at a fortnightly executive committee meeting of 

all of BSP and all the general managers including myself in attendance.  And I 
received an urgent phone call that I was to present myself immediately so I 
excused myself courtesy of the chairman releasing me from the meeting and I 
drove over. 40 
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Q: In the next paragraph, you state that you now believe that this was a meeting of 

the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee.  What brought you to that 
subsequent belief? 

 
A: Sometime later I was made aware that that was the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 

Review Committee.  Prior to this, I believed that the assignment was for IPBC 
and that they had carriage of this transaction.  I was unaware that there was this 
review committee and the considerable number of people around the table that 
would be involved in this.  So, they did not introduce themselves who they were 10 
and what they were doing.  I was invited in after being kept outside for some 
time and we launched into discussion. 

 
Q: At the commencement of paragraph 24, you say and these are your words; “I 

was informed by Mr Momo”.  Was that transfer of information from Mr Momo 
that you are referring to there in the committee meeting or subsequent to the 
committee meeting? 

 
A: Look, I cannot recall.  It certainly was not before that meeting.  It was either at 

that meeting or immediately afterwards that they had at that time received the 20 
– they had issued that RFP and at that time they had received four proposals.  
But this is I do not know, it seemed earlier, they said there were only two, but 
in the interim a further two had arrived bringing it up to about four that are in 
paragraph 24. 

 
Q: In terms of those four proposals, were you aware at that time of all subsequently 

whether there had been other institutions that had received the request for 
proposal and had not responded or had responded but were not included in the 
four? 

 30 
A: There was talk that they had issued it to a number of parties but I do not know 

who they were.  They certainly did not reject any that had – well, what they 
told me anyway that they had received any that had been rejected.  I was led to 
believe that this was the four that had replied and these were the four that I was 
to deal with. 

 
[10.49am]  Q: In terms of those four proposals that you mentioning at paragraph 24, was there 

an articulation to you at that time of the meeting or in the days that followed the 
meeting of a preference indicated as to one of the particular financial proposal? 

 40 
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A: No one at IPBC openly or privately indicated a preference.  In fact, they were 
somewhat overwhelmed by the detail and hence we were being called in to 
assist.  But there was nothing of the sort that you are talking about in terms of 
having a preference.  

 
Q: You mentioned persons that are IPBC only, did other persons other than those 

at IPBC mention a preference or indicate to you a preference as to any of those 
financial proposals? 

 
A: I dealt with no one else other than IPBC, on an ongoing basis. The additional 10 

people were this Review Committee but I only saw them around the table in 
government offices on several occasions. 

 
Q: At paragraph 25, do you refer to receiving the proposals from Mr Momo, had 

you received any of the four proposals separately before that communication 
that you are referring to in paragraph 25, in whole or in part, in terms of the 
proposal? 

 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: At paragraph 26, you are referring to giving the four proposals an opportunity 

to resubmit offers having regard to the request for proposal. Have you 
discussed course at the meeting in September at the Government Executive 
Building? 

 
A: No, because the meeting in the government buildings, I have not seen neither 

the RFP nor their responses, so I was none the wiser.  It was after that meeting, 
I received the RFP and the initial submissions.  It was on the view that that 
was their best offer and for us to be successful in our assignment, we needed 
to get all of them as much as possible or hang on of the RFP was asking them 30 
to do.  

 
Q: The communication back to the IPBC or the Exchangeable Bond Committee 

representative, is that what you are referring to a little bit further down the 
page at paragraph 29?  Just to look down a number of paragraphs. 

 
A: Would you just stroll up, yes. And it was really - I was dealing with IPBC, 

how they updated the review committee is not apparent to me.  That you know, 
I was dealing with Mr Kumarasiri, Mr Momo and Mr Veiogo.  More often 
than not, sometimes, it was two out of the three, sometimes it is three out of 40 
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three. Occasionally, there were other IPBC people in the room taking notes, 
they were juniors but our assignment was from IPBC and that is all we worked 
with. 

 
Q: Just returning to paragraph 27, you state there that the proposals respectively 

did not accord with the request for proposal, the RFP.  Are you referring to all 
four of those refinancing proposals that you mentioned in paragraph 24 (a) to 
(d)? 

 
A: Yes. To varying degrees they were outside or well outside the RFP. State had 10 

objectives for this transaction. 
 
Q: And in the next sentence in paragraph 27, you mention specifically the fee 

position.  Was that the fee position for all four of the proposals? 
 

[10.54 am]  A: Yes. All four of them to varying degrees were in my opinion expensive and - 
This included the transaction costs as well and the interest rate.  When you 
combine them together having regard to the prevailing interest rates at that 
time, I felt that the size of the transaction and market conditions, we could do 
a whole lot better.  When there is nothing else, BSP Capital will be of great 20 
service to Papua New Guinea and the State by bringing down the cost of this 
transaction , which would be worth many millions of dollars - tens of millions 
of dollars, in fact of benefit to the State.   
 

Q: At that time, did you have a knowledge as to what the total fee position was 
going to be for all four of the proposals? 

 
A: We did that a little bit later in the transaction.  I think there is a document 

further on here where we did a apples with apples comparison across all four 
of the (…inaudible…) what was their cost structure like interest rates as well 30 
as progress fees to the transaction so we could actually then give it a simple 
understandable way for our client as well as we ourselves which type to form 
a view who was good value and who was not. 

 
Q: You then go on in the next sentence to say that the RFP was, and these are 

your words, “not unrealistic or unreasonable”.  Were there specific metrics or 
assessments that you were bringing to bear in terms of that conclusion as to 
the RFP at that time? 
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A: The RFP was written with a theme in mind that the State wanted to buy back 
the Oil Search shares.  What was reasonable or I felt was that they wanted to 
lower interest rate costs in what they paid five years ago, they wanted to not 
pledge the stock as security for the loan if they could.  That they were seeking 
support and help in the future and partnership in the future.  These are all 
reasonable requests and I am working on memory here but specifics escape 
me in terms of the RFP but if we felt that the RFP was unreasonable and then 
they wanted us to play hard ball with the financiers and truck drivers, picking 
around and all, I equally would have said that to them but I did not feel that 
they were being unreasonable. 10 

 
Q: These matters that you are referring to in paragraph 27, did Mr Jordan Paul 

have an involvement or work on these matters with you? 
 
A: Jordan was only appointed to the initial meeting and by then I had replaced 

him with Gabriel Bosip who to myself was better suited to this transaction to 
be the analyst we had, superior analytical skills, he had the time available as 
well and I felt he was in better possessed with the client as well.  Jordan was 
a little bit – I am going to say flamboyant whereas Gabriel was a lot more 
softly spoken and conservative and that was what was really needed here; it 20 
was just a match of people to client. 

 
Q: Did Mr Simon Ibbetson have an involvement in the matters that you are 

referring to in paragraph 27? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Returning then to paragraph 29 and you refer to, “The following week” – these 

are your words – this is still in September 2013, is it, when the meeting 
occurred? 30 

 
A: This is now later in September 2013. 
 
Q: You mentioned that in the meeting with Mr Kumarasiri and Mr Momo, you 

stated that Hermsley Capital did not appear to be in contention.  Why was 
Hermsley Capital not in contention, at least in your articulations, then at that 
time? 

 
[10.59am]  A: Costs were worrying me, that they were the most expensive by far.  Secondly, 

they were acting as agent, I felt that this was a really big transaction; 40 
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something that they had never done before.  It is something that I just could 
not get my counter levels sufficiently there.  That their source of capital was 
from – most unlikely bad sellers.  They were dealing with Sovereign Wealth 
Funds in the Middle East and Saudi Arabia and wealthy Jewish families and 
offices in Melbourne.  I felt that that was an unstable coalition of finance and 
they could make this transaction fail if there was discord or disagreement 
between the parties which I thought there was a high probability that would 
be the case.  So expensive and I felt that there was a stretch for them and I 
thought the source of capital was unstable and it concerned me greatly. 

 10 
Q: Despite what you – to use your words ‘not being in contention’ you were still 

going to keep Hermsley Capital and the revised proposal process with the 
other three, were you not though?  

 
A: I mean, to be fair to everybody, I wanted to give everybody an equal and fair 

chance to resubmit and equal and fair chance to address our concerns and 
equal and fair chance to surprise us on the upside.  You know, if this is a 
transaction where I am being asked for an opinion, I saw my mandate here 
was to push people to give a better deal to the State and to address our 
concerns.  And at the end of it, we would firm up our view or change our view 20 
or weaken our view or strengthen our view.  But it was not about having any 
favorites; it was about running a fair race all the way to the very end. 

 
Q: At paragraph 31, you refer to pulling the representatives of each of the 

financiers.  Would that feature be financiers that you mentioned in 24 
subparagraphs (a) to (b), is it? 

 
A: Yes.  So, we worked furiously over a number of days.  We called them from 

IPBC officers with IPBC people in attendance.  We asked them for 
information.  We sought clarity.  We pressed them for their best offer against 30 
the RFP conditions and back to my earlier points, this was in the interest of 
running a fair and proper process that gave everyone equal opportunity to 
answer the RFP and give the State the best possible outcome. 

 
Q: When you mentioned we, who else was involved in the pool from your side if 

I call it that? 
 
A: It was myself and Gabriel Bosip from BSP Capital and it was always Igimu 

Momo and sometimes it was Wasantha other times it was Mr Veiogo; it was 
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always a mix of people.  But it was always Igimu Momo and us two plus 
others from IPBC. 

 
Q: Do you recall specifically who you spoke to at those respective financiers? 
 
A: Though I mean, we have exchanged emails with them so it was – there was 

never one person on the other side.  There was always two or three or more 
people on the other side as well.  I mean, this was a substantial transaction so 
there was a deal team I expect on the other side.  But specific names I cannot 
guess.  10 

 
Q: In paragraph 32, you refer to fielding calls from representatives and you 

mentioned specifically UBS, Citi and Hermsley.  You do not mention ANZ 
Barclays there.  Is it that no one from ANZ Barclays communicated with you? 

 
A: They did not call me.  ANZ Barclays and I believe Citi that wrote to me 

formally.  But no, I did not field a call from ANZ Barclays. 
 
Q: Well, these calls – so this is the paragraph 32 call – do you recall any of the 

persons who called you during that period? 20 
 

[11.04am] A: No, I would be guessing the names as well. 
 

Q: Do you recall any specific things that were said to you during that period? 
 
A: Look, it was really a such offers of inquiry; how we going, how do we look, 

are we a chance, we are keen for the business; you know, my usual answer is 
let me stop you there, I am not having this conversation, we are running a 
process, you know what that is, thanks very much, have a nice day.  

 30 
Q: When those calls came in, were you just taking the call by yourself or were 

officers or persons from IPBC or Mr Bosip also joining you on those calls? 
 
A: It was always on my mobile phone so there is no one else attending to it, it 

was just me and I could not recall.  It was all over the day, sometimes during 
the day, sometimes out of work hours.  One of them could have been on a 
weekend but I cannot be specific but perhaps your point I was on my own. 

 
Q: You start paragraph 32 with a reference for the period 3 to 10 October of 2015.  

During that point in time, was there any communication or indication to you 40 
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by any person who had called you or anyone else that one of these financing 
proposals was preferred or going to be put through or anything like that? 

 
A: No, not at all. 
 
Q:  At paragraph 33 you mentioned that four further proposals came, were these 

in your assessment of them, amendments of the previous proposals or 
completely different proposals, what was your analysis at that time? 

 
A: All of them had dropped their fees and all of them had revised the interest 10 

rates and address some of the issues that were glaringly miss-matched the RFP 
so all four of them to varying degrees had amended their original proposal and 
got a lot closer to the RFP which is really what we tried to get everyone 
understand, but that was the test. 

 
Q: In that second part of that paragraph you referred to getting further 

clarification from them.  Why give them a further chance to clarify?  What 
was missing at that time? 

 
A: Look, I can take you to two others as an example.  We continued to be 20 

concerned about Hermsley’s source of capital so Hermsley arranged for us to 
speak to some of their sources as capital.  We were concerned about ANZ/ 
Barclay’s raising money from the markets rather than having it only on their 
balance sheet, so we want to understand how that would work and we wanted 
to understand their track record and success in that area.  A lot of those, not 
particularly available information.  So we wanted to dive into some of the 
aspects that we thought  were important that were missing from their proposal.  
And if we are doing our due diligence, now we are going over everybody’s 
proposal and seeking clarity, further explanation, additional information, 
areas of weakness for us to form a view.  Were they or weakness in my mind 30 
and real or were they real, sorry, or had we go off in a tangent so we were 
careful not to conclude for as long as possible until we sought the information 
and got the information. 

 
Q: The next paragraph you are agreeing to Mr Moumou sending a number of 

email on 16 October 2013 and you annexed – there is an annexure RB-4.  Can 
I take you please to that annexure.  For the reference it is pages 20 onwards, 
start with that page.  Now, there is handwriting all over this page.  Is that your 
handwriting? 

 40 
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[11.09am]  A: Yes that is my handwriting. 
 
Q: And in looking at it, it all appears to be your handwriting? 
 
A: More or less my handwriting. 
 
Q: Just scrolling down because it goes on to page 21 the handwriting.  This 

appear to be emails from Mr Momo to different financial institutions; the first 
couple to Hermsley and then just scroll down further pages 24 and 25 to Mr 
Graham at City? 10 

 
A: Yes.    
 
Q: Just pausing there for a moment.  There is handwriting on page 25 also, is that 

your handwriting? 
 
A: Yes it is. 
 
Q: And it all appears to be your handwriting? 
 20 
A: Yes it does. 
 
Q: The emails that are here from Mr Momo, did you have an involvement in 

drafting or preparing the texts that was going in these emails or were they 
drafted separately from you by Mr Momo? 

 
A: This is our agreed set of questions so when we got their revised proposal we 

looked at the revised proposal and we wanted to like use my words earlier, 
dive deeply into areas of focus and each of them got the email specific to them 
to seek clarity, seek understanding for them to further explain or for us just to 30 
interrogate them on a matter that was of interest to us. 

 
Q: Just looking at particularly page 25 there is a series of numbers there.  They 

go over the next page, 1 to 7.  This is an email to Citi Bank. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Looking at the previous email, a bit further up on page 24 to a Mr Graham.  

Are those points if I describe them as that 1 to 7, are they like selection criteria, 
how would you describe those? 40 
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A: I would describe them as areas that we wanted to get clarity from them, areas 

that we might have been concerned about at the time or areas that we felt 
needed more explanation so we could form a view as to its importance in 
selecting who was preferred.  The selection criteria was always against the 
RFP but everyone’s response was different so then our questions were 
subsequently different. 

 
Q: Just returning to the affidavit proper please at paragraph 37.  There you state 

as to the revised proposal that you ranked them and you referred to the 10 
ranking.  Why particularly was Hemsley Capital last? 

 
A: We just could not get passed the fact that this was too big a transaction for 

them.  The source of capital was in our view unstable and costs.  There is a 
document in my affidavit which summaries the costs and they were just by far 
the most expensive.  I remember having conversation internally, what would 
10 million Aussie dollars or 30 million kina buy in PNG?  30 million kina 
could do what and how many hospitals, how many schools, how many clinics.  
You know it could do a lot of good so being really careful with the costs 
structure, it is very, very important to us to get the best deal possible for the 20 
State.  So to your point about Hermsley, yes, look, so they had to be absolutely 
amazing.  

 
[11.14am] It is there at the top of the list given the most expensive and the most unstable 

source of capital.  If you had just blocked off the entity names for one moment 
and you just call them, option one, two, three or four, Hermsley being option 
four, you would discount it based on costs already then you may add to the 
question marks by this unstable source of capital.  And I am dealing with a 
broker here not someone that has got a balance sheet.  A broker is acting as 
an agent for others.  They could much more easily disappear if I am dealing 30 
with someone of a balance sheet like Citi, UBS, ANZ/Barclays; much harder 
to disappear, vanish, they have got a brand and a reputation to keep 
worldwide. 

 
Q: You have just mentioned ANZ/Barclays.  Were there other particular things 

as to ANZ/Barclays that made that proposal first? 
 
A: Yes it was not in the RFP but we formed a view based on standing of some of 

the issues in PNG that PNG suffers from lack of capital and so our concern 
about ANZ/Barclay was just to interrogate them and satisfy ourselves.  They  40 
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could actually degrade the money.  They have proved to us and showed up a 
whole series of transaction that they had raised capitals worldwide and then 
when we thought about it, that they essentially shortfall so they could 
underwrite.  They said they would underwrite if any shortfall.  Then we 
considered the spin off benefit, the downstream benefit to that.  All of a sudden 
it might have five to 10, 15 sources of capital that had invested in PNG.  They 
may well be entities that IPBC or other State owned enterprises in PNG and 
they were looking for capital you have already got someone that had exposure 
in PNG and it was a good exposure and there was a ready to go source of 
capital.  PNG suffers from invisibility in all capital markets.  I could talk about 10 
that but that is not why we are here but it was in my eyes a benefit that it could 
not be qualified but I saw this as a benefit. 

 
Q: You have listed UBS AG and Citi as 2 and 3 respectively but in the sentence 

that follows you state, I cannot now recall the precise ranking as between UBS 
and Citi, is there an intention then in listing UBS as number 2 and Citi 3 or 
are they exchangeable? 

 
A: They are exchangeable.  They were very close to each other in costs, very 

close to each other and we were a little bit concerned that UBS’s proposal I 20 
think overly complex which is their DNA as an institution they are financial 
engineers and that is what they do.  To convince the State of a transaction 
which I could not understand, so that they had risks written all over it.  
Simplicity and elegance of simplicity was important.  They had some issues 
with the global financial crisis so Citi had issues in Asia.  In my mind today I 
am going to call them interchangeable.  In my affidavit, UBS by a nose there 
was not much difference between the two entities. 

 
Q: In the next paragraph you referred to the report of BSP Capital and the report 

RB-6.  If I could take you to that please.  In reference to the pages 75 to 86, I 30 
think you will see the first page 75 on the screen now, Mr Borysiewicz. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: On the final page of the report, when I saw the final page at page 86  the report 

is signed, is it by both yourself and Mr Bosip?   
 

[11.19am] A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Who actually prepared the draft of this report?  Was it the two of you? 40 
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A: It was the two of us. 
 
Q: Were others involved? 
 
A: Look I ultimately showed these documents to Robin Fleming.  He wanted and 

was given access to this project on an ongoing basis.  But yes, it was our work 
and our report.  This is exactly what we were being paid to do; to give an 
opinion based on a series of analyses and series of meetings over time. 

 10 
Q: On the first page there is the date 23 October 2013.  Is that the date of 

communication? 
 
A: Sorry, I do not understand communication meaning what? 
 
Q: Communication back to the internal review committee or is that the date it 

was signed? 
 
A: That is the day it was signed, it was given to EPC for them to hear our views.  

Where it went afterwards that was a matter for them at that time. 20 
 
Q: Yes.  Turning over to page 79, you have got a series of tables.  The second 

table is numbered 5.  The numbering of the second table is 5, a Cross Benefit 
Analysis.  Are there particular matters or things that stand out now to you as 
being relevant to differentiation or the ranking that you referred to earlier as 
to the four financiers in this particular table; Cross Benefit Analysis? 

 
A: I am not going to answer your question initially but we even included GR on 

a comparison with the original IPIC five-year redeemable bond.  And what 
should jump off the page – certainly jump off the page had asked was 30 
breathtaking of the broking fees worth five years earlier.  That is an exorbitant 
and I say the word breathtaking.  And the interest that they paid over five years 
is also breathtaking.  So it was at a time where the interest rates were high.  So 
put there so we could compare like the other four contenders with what is 
currently there to have a, if you like, a baseline but to a point is there anything 
there where really sort of just summarize with the emphasis of each of the 
organization showing and articulating the costs and putting some comment in 
there.  Has it changed in the order; not really.  ANZ Barclays is first, Hermsley 
last and Citi and UBS in the middle. 

 40 
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Q: The next table which is on page 82 onward, which is numbered 6 and headed, 
‘Risks Analysis’.  I will ask this other question.  Are there particular matters 
or things in this particular table that now stand out to you as being particularly 
relevant in terms of that part of the table and relevant to the rankings that you 
referred to earlier? 

 
A: Nothing over and above what I have written.  If I am answering your question 

properly I am comfortable with what is there and nothing jumps set up or is 
more relevant than it was then. 

 10 
Q: And then on the next page, when I say the next page the next number, number 

7, it is headed, ‘Summary’ with three substantive paragraphs there on page 84 
of the annexures, page 10 of this report.   

 
[11.24am] In the second paragraph there, you refer to ANZ Barclays being and these are 

your words “being the most effective”.  In the next paragraph, you refer to 
UBS and you say that it satisfies most of the criteria and has presented a 
slightly more expensive and more complicated proposal.  What did you mean 
to that as to UBS? 

 20 
A: Their fees were higher and their (…inaudible…) strategy was more 

complicated.  We had to interrogate them a bit.  Those of us who were 
financially savvy could actually help us understand exactly what it was, which 
are not financially savvy; those intentions, you are going to be at best confused 
by it.  So we felt that the ANZ Barclays is superior however you never go into 
these things with only one if you need it, you need a Plan B.  And Plan B was 
them.  But far and away the best offer was ANZ Barclays. 

 
Q: The final sentence in that summary, we were – your words, “We were 

impressed by their insight strategy and in our view could deliver a positive 30 
result for IPBC should the ANZ Barclays offer not go ahead for any reason.”  
Looking at that, does that indicate what you were saying before about when 
you ranked UBS as number 2 rather than being interchangeable 2 and 3? 

 
A: Yes.  You know, I might have used the expression there in front by a nose.  I 

cannot quantify insights what that means on their strategy but, yes, certainly 
we were impressed.  We saw them at that time doing significant infrastructure 
transactions in Australia and their reputation was very very solid.  And in 
talking to them they were more aware of PNG as a city but we still felt that at 
best though were number 2 but only just in front of Citi.   40 
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Q: Returning please now to the affidavit proper at paragraph 40, and you refer in 

paragraph 40 to attending a meeting of the committee.  Is this the same 
committee that you had referred to as the meeting in September? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And had you communicated the report that we were just looking at RB-6 

before the committee meeting or was it something that was communicated at 
the time of the meeting – this meeting? 10 

 
A: It was communicated to IPBC and there was no doubt a process of IPBC 

reporting to the minister and to the committee.  I cannot comment how that 
worked, that is as far as to say.  But then we were told, you know, your reports 
are going to be tabled and once we go through the report and take questions 
and explain this so we did. 

 
Q: Was there any indication to you at this meeting that this was the meeting that 

you are referring to at paragraph 40 that anyone at that meeting was 
preferencing or preferring UBS? 20 

 
A: No, not in front of me.  I mean, the committee met for far longer than just our 

report.  They may have discussed things like that but not in front of me. 
 
Q: At paragraph 42, there is a reference to a communication with ANZ Barclays 

with both Mr Momo and Mr Komboi.  What role did Mr Komboi, Mr Paul 
Komboi have at that time to your understanding? 

 
A: I thought Paul Komboi was the legal counsel at IPBC. 
 30 

[11.29am]  Q: Down the page.  You were then referring to a meeting in Dubai. 
 

A: Abu Dhabi. 
 
Q: Abu Dhabi, I am sorry.  With representatives of IPIC and you mentioned Mr 

Kumarasiri.  Were others present for this meeting in Abu Dhabi other than the 
persons listed there Mr Kumarasi and yourself? 

 
A: There was a legal counsel that IPBC asked to join us.  His name escapes me - 

his firm’s name escapes me.  Yes, but these are the participants from IPIC and 40 
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it was myself and Wasantha who met in Dubai and we drove from Dubai to 
Abu Dhabi for the meeting. 

 
Q: When you say a legal counsel, a legal counsel who travelled from Papua New 

Guinea, from Port Moresby from IPBC? 
 
A: He was a legal counsel, he was a lawyer, a corporate lawyer that was, I 

presume, retained by IPBC to act for them. 
 
Q: Was there an indication as to where that lawyer had come from in a 10 

geographical sense? 
 
A: I felt that he was a local there in Dubai or Abu Dhabi. 
 
Q: But you do not recall the name? 
 
A: No, I do not.  I do not have his business card; I do not recall. 
 
Q: At paragraph 52, you state that the final report was provided to Sir Manasupe 

Zurenuoc the then chair of the committee.  So, this is once again the same 20 
committee that you had referred to earlier? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the report that you are referring to there, that is the report that is at RB-6 

that you have annexed and referenced at paragraph 38 on the previous pages? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: At paragraph 57, you refer to a report by FRA Blackstone that was 30 

communicated to you on 18 December 2013; is that right? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: To that point in time on 18 December 2013, did you know that a firm, FRA 

Blackstone had prepared a report? 
  
A: It was a complete surprise. 
 
Q: And were you provided a copy of it at that time from recollection? 40 
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A: I was given a letter by Mr Momo regarding the report with his comments on 

it and he asked for my opinions of the organization.  Do I know them; have I 
dealt with them; do I know the people; what do you think of their 
recommendation?  And I already had their misgivings about asking me to 
agree or not but they sent it through to me and we did some quick 
investigations and gave them our views. 

   
Q: On to the next page on paragraph 61, you mentioned Mr Micah.  Mr Micah, 

that is the minister, is it not? 10 
 
A: Do I refer to Mr Micah? 
 
Q: Paragraph 61, subparagraph (a). 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is the first reference you have made to the then minister, is that right in 

this affidavit? 
 20 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Through the period October 2013 to January/February 2014, did you have any 

direct communication to or from or communications in meetings where Mr 
Micah was present? 

 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: Any phone communications with the minister where the minister was present? 
 30 
A: No. 
 
Q: And any email communications from recollection where the minister was 

included in the email traffic or the email communication? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: You are referring there in that paragraph 61 to a meeting on 22 January 2014.  

At the time of that meeting, had there been a communication to you that UBS 
were going to do the finance in March? 40 
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[11.34am] A: No. 
 

Q: In the next paragraph 62, you refer to the retainer going up until the end of 
March 2014.  Paragraph 61, that I just mentioned mention that date of 22 
January 2014.  What involvement did you or BSP Capital have after 22 
January 2014 up until March 2014? 

 
A: I was simply getting more and more anxious reminding IPBC the threshold of 

the deal was as time marched on, we had supplied our report and there was no 
further work being done by us but there was still a measure of hope on my 10 
part that we could still go to IPIC Abu Dhabi with their preferred financier 
and get this transaction over the line because the redeemable bond had a 
maturity date in March so we still could do this.  That is the extent of my 
involvement. 

 
Q: Did you receive communications then as to why the recommendation as 

included in the report for ANZ/Barclays was not – the BSP Capital 
recommendation was not selected for the financing in the end in March? 

 
A: No, I received nothing at all. 20 
 
Q: Did you have any involvement later in 2014 or in the years that followed while 

you were in the role of BSP Capital with the UBS loan, the UBS financing 
subsequently?  

 
A: Not at all. 
 
Q: Did you have subsequent dealings once again whilst you were in that role of 

BSP Capital with any persons from UBS Sydney office during that period 
whilst you were with BSP Capital? 30 

 
A: Yes, much later when BSP Capital was appointed by the BSP Bank to run an 

assignment for them seeking a secondary listing on another Stock Exchange.  
It was listed only on the Port Moresby Stock Exchange.  So that was a project 
that we ran with them.  The project originally focused on the listing on the 
Stock Exchange in Singapore and Pro Swiss were the appointed lead manager, 
sole lead manager.  That fell over so we regrouped and we went again and we 
looked at a second relisting of the ASX and UBS were jointly managers 
appointed but that was many years later.  So, yes we dealt with the UBS 
Sydney office then. 40 
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Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Borysiewicz at this time.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions, Chief, if you are happy 
for me to go first. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much for your very complete and very 
useful evidence to the Commission, Mr Borysiewicz.  For a person who has had to 
cast his mind back a long way, you seem to have done very well.  There are a number 
of issues that really concerned you when you were undertaking this task for the 
Independent State as well and you have expressed that in your oral evidence that you 
were concerned to get the best possible deal for the State and actually to look forward 
a little more to how you could get some leverage of finding a financier in the 
circumstances, which would have some future benefits for the State as well.   
 

[11.39am] And you did say, well, of course that is not your wrong here to talk about those sorts 20 
of things.  But I wonder if you either could reflect here for a moment or give some 
thoughts to what it is that a country like Papua New Guinea really needs when it has 
capital investment coming into the country or not into the country, as seems to be 
the problem.  You obviously have given some thought to this and how fragile PNG 
sits in the global economy for its own needs. 
 
A: Thanks, commissioner, that is actually a very good question and it is 

something that I talk about even many years later working here in Australia 
when the subject of PNG comes up.  The dilemma for PNG is that it is rich in 
resources, which is no different to the UAE or Saudi Arabia, where it is 30 
resource rich.  In my time there over five years, I came across potential 
projects to mind, everything from iron ore, copper, gold, you know, to 
agriculture; the potential is enormous.  So, countries such as Japan have no 
resources, they have people yet they are very wealthy.  A country such as PNG 
have resources at their very core that they need capital.  They need knowledge, 
governance over that capital.  And I take you to the point that I was making 
that it is eye watering the fees that were charged five years earlier or the 
original five-year redeemable bond was or struck.  It is my opinion that the 
unsuspecting Papua New Guineans are paying exorbitant fees because they do 
not know any better and what they really really need is governance, support 40 
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and the young people need education and experience to be better managers of 
their country and they may give confidence to inbound investments. Be it they 
can be better managers of that inbound investment.  And in my small way, 
and this is by no means I am trying to pig-back myself, I try to do good.  I 
have an assignment; we were being paid.  I went back to my air-conditioned 
apartment every night, but the average Papua New Guinean went back to 
living in the squatter every night.  So how do we do good is the question.  And 
we do good by being far out better prepared to attract foreign capital at a 
commercial reasonable rate that the ordinary folk of Papua New Guinea get a 
benefit from; not just some but everyone gets a benefit from.  Sorry, I am 10 
standing on my soapbox but I lived there for five years and it breaks your 
heart.  If you drive down the road and you see how people are and how they 
live.  

 
Q: Thank you.  
 
A: I am a foreigner, I am a tourist. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 20 
A: I am a guy who came there and left.  But if you have a heart, then it breaks 

your heart when you look at it.  
 
Q: Thank you for those insights and observations, Mr Borysiewicz.  Now, that 

perhaps brings me to the FRA Blackstone Report because along the way, one 
would see that this is a duplication of the role that BSP Capital was asked to 
undertake here.  Presumably Blackstone were being paid handsomely for the 
report, which you clearly thought and Mr Momo was inadequate.  And we 
have noticed in the commission that there are a lot of external advisors of the 
Independent State but they do not seem to be the advisors of the kind that you 30 
think would be of assistance.  Now, what can you tell us about your insights 
that you had?  We can read what you and Mr Momo thought about of the 
report itself but is there any explanation for Blackstone preparing the kind of 
report that they did in which they favored Citi? 

 
[11.44am]A: Well, I am stepping into the realms of speculation here.  It is difficult for me 

to be certain but, yes, I was surprised; I was a little bit disappointed that there 
was a parallel assignment issued by somebody else.  On the strength of the 
report, you can form your own views, that is, the commission that it did not 
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seem to be thorough; it did not seem to interrogate any of the key issues and I 
think it was an inadequate report with some part conclusion. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Did you ever take that up with anyone outside IPBC or perhaps 
even within IPBC, and it seems to have been commissioned by Minister Micah 
because it is addressed to him - at least it would have been by officers in his 
ministry?  Did you discuss that with anyone else? 

 
A: The nature of the management banking and doing assignments with clients, 

you do not talk about clients’ assignments widely.  The only person I talked 10 
to about this was Robin Fleming, my direct boss; internally with relevant staff 
of BSP Capital and obviously to IPBC but - - - 

 
Q: Yes, of course.  Well, IPBC, did any of those people like Mr Momo, did they 

venture any views to you about why Minister Micah had commissioned 
another report? 

 
A: No, I think that would be – it would have been a little bit in bad taste for us to 

cross-examine and interrogate the minister in his absence.  The minister is the 
minister and he did what he felt he could do.  However, he had a thorough 20 
report that was paid for by IPBC and for reasons that he should explain, he 
did - he got someone else. 

 
Q: That certainly postdated your retainer, did it not? 
 
A: It did. 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  Thanks, Mr Borysiewicz.  Perhaps, could I ask you this, 

complexity add to the risk of any transaction I think you say in your report to 
IPBC and in your opinion, the UBS transaction was – could I use the 30 
expression unduly complex? 

 
A: Look, having been in this business for such a long time, three decades, one of 

the first things you do is know your client.  If your client’s level of knowledge 
is x, then you deliver them an explanation or report that they can digest and 
understand.  But if your client’s knowledge is x but you give them a report 
that has three x, you know you are going to bamboozle them.   

 
To your question around UBS, I felt at that time that it was overly complex; 
there were many options to pick from.  It seemed overly complex.  I have been 40 
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in this business for a while and I needed to get clarity around it.  Good luck to 
the good people at IPBC and around the Redeemable Bond Committee to 
understand it.  So, yes, I think there was an absolute need to be simplified and 
whether it is not the UBS way to simplify it or they did it with purpose, I 
cannot comment and I am not commenting.  But, yes, that was one of our 
concerns; certainly, it was. 

 
Q: Could I then ask you this particularly in light of a complex financial 

transaction?  Do you have a view on the financier being also the adviser and 
the arranger to the client? 10 

 
A: Yes, there should be separation of duties if you are wanting to get the best deal 

possible.  I think, it is not that it does not happen but in the ordinary course if 
you could write a perfect structure then you would have a separation of duties.   

 
Q: Would that be satisfied by what collaterally is called in the legal profession 

and I should imagine in the financial professional as well the Chinese Wall? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Is that good enough? 
 

[11.49am] A: Chinese Walls imply that you can be in the same organization but they do not 
talk to each other through this Chinese Wall. 

 
Q: Through the paper. 
 
A: I think it needs to be more than Chinese Walls if you were to write the perfect 

structures; you are the architect of this transaction.  The adviser would be 
different to the arranger would be different to the financier.  And everyone 30 
plays their role and the benefit that accrues to the Independent State would by 
definition be a superior one. 

 
Q: Even if one puts in place safeguards to manage the conflict, from our 

perception point of view, it is quite difficult to manage that, is it not, if it is to 
that institution? 

 
A: It can be done, commissioner, and I am not saying that it cannot be a workable 

good solution, but my point is if you were to be the architect of a perfect 
structure, the perfect structure would be to have separation.   40 
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Q: I would not mind challenging you about the use of the word ‘perfect’.  Perhaps 

we could come down on ‘not sure’ too.  Is it not good governance and I would 
say more appropriate to have an independent- - - 

 
A: Yes, that is probably a better choice of word, commissioner. 
 
Q: Yes.  Otherwise we are talking about perfection which is so difficult to attain. 
 
A: We dream of it occasionally.  Occasionally it comes our way. 10 
 
Q: Thank you.  I think those are for the time being; it is not forever my questions 

that I have asked you and again thank you for making yourself available to the 
commission. 

 
A: That you, commissioner. 
 
Q: Chief Commissioner? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I just have one or two questions.  Just going back to paragraph 20 
52 of your affidavit where you mention the final report, that is, your final report.  
The report that is before us which you annexed to your affidavit which is RB-9, I 
presume that is the interim report and your final report or the interim report is dated, 
I think it is October 13 or something and your final report came in November of 
2013.  So would you have access or perhaps are you able to provide a copy of the 
final report to the commission? 
 
A: I do not have anything that I could supply.  It would either be in the hands of 

IPBC or these days Kumul.  It might reside in BSP’s IT system going back to 
2013.  But the terms of my separation from BSP was that I would take nothing 30 
that related to business or client transactions which I have honored. 

 
Q: All right.  Going down to paragraph 57, you mentioned the FRA Blackstone 

Report.  Did you sight the report? 
 
A: Just the letter with the summary.  I was not aware if there was any more details.  

We were asked to comment about the conclusion; we were asked to comment 
if we knew FRA Blackstone or the principals; if we had any history that we 
could shed some light on it.  We did some searching at the time; myself and 
Gabriel Bosip and we uncovered a link to some people that had done some 40 
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unfortunate and bad transactions in PNG; Battle Storm, I do not know if that 
rings any bells.  But the responses of both transaction benefit from what I 
would call naivety and ignorance and they had pumped unsuspecting investors 
with the rubbish securities that were worthless ultimately.  So, the sponsors of 
that transaction and FRA Blackstone were connected to which cast a very 
large question mark over their governance. 

 
[11.54am] And also we felt that they had - when we looked at the report, that they had 

not really looked at the RFP that was issued and it fully considered the 
conditions and the requirements of the State.  It almost looked like the reverse 10 
engineer.  I prefer Citi so I am going to write a report to prefer Citi. And we 
did not spend an enormous amount of time on it.  We were asked to comment, 
we gave comment, we dismissed it, we really considered it to be substantive.  
No one in their right mind would accept the report as a good piece of work.  

 
Q: So in terms of the conclusion reached, what was their preference over the four 

financiers in terms of their preference?  Was it Citi first, UBS second, any 
information on that? 

 
A: When you look at the letter that I was copied, and I think it is in one of the 20 

annexures, they seek to do each of the categories.  And they say Citi is 
preferred - again, in this category, Citi is preferred; Citi is preferred, there you 
are and they ranked Citi first across the categories. And in some categories, 
ANZ Barclays is next, other times UBS.  I just felt that it was a sub-standard 
rep-ort and not to be taken seriously.  

 
Q: All right.  Just going back to, I think, it is paragraph 46 down to 51 of your 

affidavit where you talk about the meeting in Abu Dhabi which you attended.  
Now, during that meeting or anytime thereafter or even before that meeting, 
did you observe anything said or done by the delegates to that meeting about 30 
a preference being expressed for UBS to be the financier for the refinancing 
option? 

 
A: There was no preference expressed in front of me.  The interim report that was 

presented that ANZ Barclays and (…inaudible…) come very close to the RFP 
conditions.  It was tabled.  There was some discussion around various 
elements but I cannot recall exactly what the next steps were.  Well, we do 
not know if IPIC in Abu Dhabi is willing to deal so we need to extend around 
and originally IPBC said; no go.  Then moments later, you should go with 
them as well because it was all about credibility in the eyes of IPIC that indeed 40 
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finance had been arranged that we were able to reach – beat the timetable and 
had reached the threshold in terms of the dollar amount required.  And I would 
be the expert because I have gone through the process so recently.  But no, 
there was no – no one indicated to me the preference for anyone or UBS, in 
front of me at that time or at that meeting in Abu Dhabi.  

 
Q: My last question goes back to the start of your engagement, pretty much to do 

with the terms of your engagement. Were a part of your terms of engagement 
involved advising on the State or the State-owned entities which under the 
exchangeable bond arrangement, the State-owned entities were securitized, as 10 
to whether you were asked to advise on the State’s ability directly or through 
the State-owned enterprises to re-finance or pay off IPIC? 

 
[11.59am]A: Chief Commissioner, if I understood your question correctly, my answer is 

that it was a very narrow assignment to manage the re-finance process.  
Imagine the finance package that came to the RFP, but we were also asked to 
comment around the reasonableness of the State taking back Oil Search 
shares.  There is some comment in one of our reports that ponders on why 
bring back Oil Search shares; what are they trading at now; what are the likely 
impacts with future price; will the State benefit from future dividends and 20 
distributions or not and we put some effort into that as well.  But beyond that, 
that was our assignment that we had our hands full in a very short space of 
time to come up with a workable solution to meet the ever-looming deadline 
that was March 2014. 
 

Q: What I am implying here is you were given a task of making an assessment of 
four potential financiers.  I am asking you about the other option where the re-
financing is done through other measures or other avenues such as what they 
call the General Business Trust that comprises of assets of the government 
held through State-owned enterprises and so forth.  Was that an option that 30 
you were asked to consider that one does not have to go to other financiers but 
the State itself could actually pay off the loan? 

 
A: No.  Chief commissioner, no, we were not asked that question or encouraged 

to go there. 
 
Q: I am asking the question because there is evidence that suggest that there were 

sufficient funds held in the General Business Trust that would be sufficient to 
repay the loan instead of seeking another group of financiers – private 
financiers to finance the loan. 40 
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A: I am not aware of that, that there were funds available elsewhere.  I was led to 

believe there were no funds available internally, that was why they were going 
to external sources for capital. 

 
Q: Those are my questions for now.  Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, one further question arising.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 10 
 
 
RXN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Borysiewicz, if I could just take you to page 117 of the annexures, and you 

at paragraph 39 in your affidavit – 49, I apologize, you mention the meeting 
in Abu Dhabi, you listed a number of persons and you mention a particular 
lawyer – and you could not recall the name - just scrolling down on page 117, 
you will see your name there. 

 20 
A: There it is, yes, Hayden Smith. 
 
Q: Well, Hayden Smith is one of the names mentioned in paragraph 49. 
 
A: No, Philip Pochabencho that is it. 
 
Q: Yes.  And it says there, Partner, Herbert Smith, Free Hill.  So is that the first 

that you were thinking about before. 
 
A: That is right.  Thank you for that.  I could not recall the name or the firm and 30 

there it is. 
 

[12.04pm] Q: Commissioners, could Mr Borysiewicz please be – his oral evidence to be 
adjourned otherwise to 1 pm on 28 January 2022 just to pick up the potential 
that something might arise in the interim rather than being excused at this 
time? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I take it there has been no notice of anyone wishing to 
ask any questions, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  No notice of any cross-examination at this time. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, it may well be that there has been no opportunity 
considerately.  So there may be others who are represented who might wish to ask 
Mr Borysiewicz some questions.  So that seems a good idea if you would be willing, 
if necessary, to come back on another occasion if there are any further questions. 
 10 
A: Yes, commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, let us adjourn your evidence to be continued on 28 
January 2022 at 10 o’clock.  But thank you for your evidence and you may be 
excused now. 
 
A: Thank you, chief commissioner. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 20 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think that brings the evidence and directions 
today to an end.  And might I ask you to adjourn the hearing until next Monday 
which will be the last hearing date for this year, we expect. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We will adjourn the proceeding to 20 December then.  
Associate, can you adjourn the proceedings? 
 
 30 
 
AT 12.06 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 20 DECEMBER 2021 AT 10.00 AM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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 20 
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DECEMBER 2021 AT 10.01 AM. 
 

(Continued from 15 December 2021) 
 
 
 30 
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[10.01 am] DR RENWICK:  Yes, it may please the commission, we have a number of matters 
in the directions list and we have two witnesses.  I will pass to counsel assisting. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, does Mr Sawong or Mr Kamburi from Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings appear for the first matter on the list. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Mr Sawong for Mr Kamburi and Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 
 
DR KATTER:  There are the three summonses to produce documents to the 
proper officer of Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  The three summonses are 19 10 
November 2021, 29 November 2021 and 7 December 2021 and all are returnable 
today by the direction of the commission made on 15 December.  Mr Sawong? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Dr Katter, Chief commissioner and commissioner.  
As you can recall from the last hearing, I had alluded that I would provide an 
affidavit attesting to the search that I have conducted.  As it is, chief 
commissioner, I am still going through documents.   
 
Before the commission, you will note is three sworn affidavits from Mr Kamburi.  
Along with those, I am undertaking further searches in our archives to confirm 20 
whether or not documents that have been indicated in the summons number 16.03 
have not yet been captured in any of the three separate affidavits that have been 
tendered by Mr Kamburi.   
 
From just a glance on the summons and on the affidavit of Mr Kamburi sworn on 
2 August 2021, it seems that there are documents that have already been referred 
to in Mr Kamburi’s affidavit that are again being asked for by the commission.  I 
would like some extra time, chief commissioner, to go through these documents 
and properly assess whether or not this information has been already submitted 
in any of the three affidavits submitted by Mr Kamburi and if there are any other 30 
documents that have not been submitted yet, then I would see it fit that I submit 
a further affidavit attaching those documents. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I submit that all three summonses be stood over 
to Friday 28 January 2022, at 10 am, noting the submissions of Mr Sawong that 
it might be the circumstances that two of the three summonses could be dealt with 
prior to that time in written form, there was a direction that Mr Kamburi be listed 
to give oral evidence at 10 am on Friday 28 January 2022 which was made on 15 
December. 
 40 

[10:06am] So in my submission the standing over to that date in all of those circumstances 
is the appropriate course. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will extend 
all three summonses to 28 January 2022 at 10 am? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  Thank you. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, you may be excused. 10 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next matter. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, good morning Commissioners.  The next matter on the list is 
David Manau of the Department of Petroleum and Energy.  Does anyone appear 
on behalf of behalf of Mr Manau this morning? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no appearance. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, you will recall that Mr Palma appeared on the last 
occasion on 15 December.  He informed you that the list of documents had been 
complied with – rather had been compiled that complied with the summons.  He 
also informed you that the documents collated were not in any convenient form, 
they were not paginated or indexed in any other way and he was given until today 
to allow time for those documents to be produced in a useful way.  I am not 
instructed that those documents have actually been produced to the commission 
and I am further not instructed as to any other communication by Mr Manau or 
anybody on his behalf.  In those circumstances the only submission available to 30 
me is to have the summons stood over until 10 am on 28 January 2022.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we 
will issue that direction. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  The next matter is Governor Loi 40 
Bakani.  Does Mr Posman appear on behalf of Governor Bakani this morning? 
 
MR POSMAN:  Commissioners pleases, Posman initial C for Loi Bakani.   
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MR JURTH:   Commissioners, since the last occasion we have received some 
documents and information from Mr Posman in answer to the summons.  In 
particular we received correspondence dated 19 December - that is yesterday – 
from Mr Posman and I would ask, through you Commissioners, for Mr Posman 
to clarify that the task for looking for documents that may further answer the 
summons is whether it is an ongoing task as and when the three complicating 
factors that he previously identified may be less complicated or disappeared 
altogether.   
 10 
MR POSMAN:   Thank you.  Chief Commissioner, our instructions are that all 
searches that were ongoing were completed on Saturday 18 December.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners, in those circumstances, I would submit 
that this summons also be stood over until 10 am on 28 January 2022 to enable 
those assisting you to consider the documents that have been provided and also 
their adequacy and noting of course that Mr Bakani is listed to give further oral 
evidence on 4 February next year. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Posman? 20 
 
MR POSMAN:  We are agreeable to having the summons returned on that date 
and at that time.  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is 28 January. 
 
MR POSMAN.  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will extend 
the summons to 28 January at 10 am. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I agree Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Posman, you may be excused. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next. 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner, the next matter is Dairi Vele.  
Does someone appear on behalf of Secretary Vele? 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no appearance for Mr Vele. 
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[10.11am] MR JURTH:  Mr Sioni appeared on behalf of Mr Vele on the last occasion on 15 
December.  It was stood over until today to allow further time for the production 
of documents.  In addition Mr Sioni was to seek instructions and revert to us in 
relation to Mr Vele’s availability to give further oral evidence and you will recall 
that I inquired about 7 February 2022 as a convenient date for that to occur.  That 
of course is disappointing but nobody is here presently.  Perhaps the best we can 
do is to stand this summons also over until 10 am on 28 January 2022, if 
somebody during the course of the hearing appears we can have the matter re-
mentioned and dealt with we will of course in contact with those representing 
Secretary Vele to see if we can firm up his available dates to give further oral 10 
evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And commissioners, If I might just add to that.  It occurs to me 
that while we take the evidence from the witnesses this morning solicitors 
assisting might contact Ms Twivey-Nonggorr to see if she is able to dial in,  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  But for now we will extend the summons to 28 
January 2022 at 10am.  Commissioner White, you in agreement with tghat 
direction? 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I do chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Than you commissioners, that is the end of the directions liust.  
There are two witnesses to give oral evidence today.  I will take the first of thos 
and I call Glen Robert Blake who is appearing by video link from Brisbane in 
Queensland, and I would ask that Commissioner White administer the oath. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Jurth.  Mr Blake, I can see that you 
are there.  Could I just explain - it has been explained to you already but for the 
records I have been authorised by the Attorney General of Queensland to 
administer this oath in these proceedings.  So if you could listen for a moment 
please. 
 
GLEN ROBERT BLAKE, sworn: 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Thank you Mr Blake.  Your witness Mr Jurth. 40 
 
XN: MR JURTH:   
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Q: Thank you Mr Blake, can you hear me? 
 
A: Yes I can. 
 
Q: Mr Blake, if at any point you either lose audio or visual please let me know 

so I do not run ahead of you.  Now, for the record your full name is Glen  
Robert Blake? 

 
A: Correct. 
 10 
Q: And you are a retired accountant, are you not? 
 
A: Yes, I am. 
 
Q: And you have prepared and sworn an affidavit for the purpose of this 

commission? 
 
A: I have. 
 
Q: And that affidavit was sworn earlier today on 20 December 2021. 20 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Could I ask that affidavit to be brought up on the screen please.  And there 

we see the date and can I take you to the last page.  Mr Blake, in addition 
to what you see on the screen do you have a copy of your affidavit in front 
of you there? 

 
A: I do. 
 30 
Q: And the signature there on the last page which is the 8th page, is that your 

signature? 
 
A: Yes it is. 
 

[10.16am]  Q: If we could just scroll up a little bit.  Does your affidavit comprise 47 
numbered paragraphs on 8 pages in total? 

A: Yes it does. 
 
Q: And just for the sake of clarification, it contains no annexures or exhibits, 40 

that is so, is it not? 
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A: No, none at all. 
 
Q: All right, very well. Mr Blake, could take you then to page 2 of your 

affidavit, which is really the beginning of the body of the affidavit? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you see there on paragraphs 5 and 6, you refer to your position as 

Managing Director of the Independent Public Business Corporation which 
is referred to as IPBC throughout your affidavit.  Do you see that? 10 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: And this was a position that you took up after the 2007 National Elections 

in PNG.  Is that about June, July, August, the middle of the year? 
 
A: To the best of memory, that is about correct. 
 
Q: Yes. And then you say in paragraph 6 that you ceased being the Managing 

Director of IPBC in August 2011? 20 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And within that time frame, that is the only capacity in which you give 

evidence to this commission, is that so? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thank you. Now, could I take you to paragraph 12 of your affidavit? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And leading up to that paragraph, you set out the background of the funding 

of the State equity share in PNG LNG Project and the way in which IPBC 
became involved.  You say in paragraph 12 that in late 2007 or early 2008, 
there was an approach by Oil Search about a proposal to fund the State’s 
equity share in PNG LNG. Do you have a recollection of who they had 
approached – was made by? 

 
A: No, I do not. 40 
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Q: Very well.  In any event, you were asked to travel to Dubai and Abu Dhabi 
to meet the Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Investment Company, 
which was referred to as IPIC in your affidavit, is that so?  

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And who went on that – you ultimately went on that trip, did you not? 
 
A: Yes, I did. I accompanied the Minister for State Enterprises, the Minster 

for Treasury and his secretary travelled independently and we met at the 10 
Office of Oil Search. 

 
Q: Yes. And you say towards the end of paragraph 12 that there had been 

discussions between Oil Search and IPIC to see whether IPIC could be 
involved, is that so?  

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And how did you come to learn about these discussions between Oil Search 

and IPIC? 20 
 
A: I believe they were made mention in the brief that Oil Search gave to the 

party prior to us travelling to Abu Dhabi to meet with both ministers and 
IPIC. 

 
Q: But to the best of your recollection, you are saying in paragraph 13 that 

you are not actually sure of who came up with the idea of structuring the 
transaction in this way? 

 
A: Yes, correct. I do not know whose idea it was. 30 
 
Q: Very well. Now, the meetings in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, they occurred in 

early 2008, you say in paragraph 14. I take it from other dates you give in 
your affidavit, for example, in paragraph 21 that it must have happened in 
the quarter of 2008, is that period? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you there in paragraph 14, set out the names which you have just 

identified it as the attendees of the first meeting in Dubai, is that so? 40 
 
A: And in Abu Dhabi. 
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Q: And in Abu Dhabi? 
 
A: Correct.      
 

[10.21am] Q: Yes.  And do you set out in your affidavit who attended the meetings in 
Dubai or were they the same people? 

 
A: They were the same people on that first meeting. 
 
Q: Very well.  Now, you also refer in paragraph 18 to David Forbes as the 10 

principal on behalf of IPIC.  Do you recall any other names that were 
representatives of IPIC that you dealt with? 

 
A: No, I do not.  They were all Abu Dhabians and their names I do not 

remember. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Now, you next go on to set out your evidence in relation to the 

appointment of advisers to IPBC.  And you refer in paragraph 20 to the 
engagement of KPMG to run a process to identify a suitable financial 
adviser to IPBC.  Do you have a recollection of how the engagement of 20 
KPMG came about? 

 
A: KPMG were on our panel and were doing extensive work in other matters 

in relation to IPBC.  The relevant partner that we dealt with had merchant 
banking experience and I directed my discussions with him. 

 
Q: It may not matter; was that engagement of KPMG an extension of an on-

going retainer or was it a separate and new engagement for this specific 
purpose? 

 30 
A: It would have been separate but the engagement parties related in regard to 

identifying an adviser. 
 
Q: Yes.  And the advisers that KPMG ultimately came up with or suggested 

were Goldman Sachs as investment bankers and Freehills as lawyers, is 
that so? 

 
A: They made recommendations in terms of Goldman Sachs.  Freehills was 

made by IPBC with consultation with KPMG. 
 40 
Q: I see; yes, thank you.  Now, you go on to set out in paragraph 21 that whilst 

Goldman Sachs engaged in a fact finding mission as early as April or May 
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in 2008, the formal appointment of Goldman Sachs and Freehills was made 
by the NEC on 29 August 2008, is that so? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And is that an NEC decision that you have direct memory of or has 

somebody shown you a document that has revived that memory for you? 
 
A: I have not sighted a document.  The engagement required – this is the scope 

of work and the quantum; I think the remuneration required NEC approval.  10 
It could not be approved by IPBC. 

 
Q: And Mr Blake, NEC approval was required for another purpose and you 

set that out in paragraph 22, do you not, that for that period in 2008, the 
IPBC Board was in court and you looked to the minister and the Gas 
Committee and the NEC to approve decisions of the IPBC Board.  Is that 
so? 

 
A: Correct. 
 20 
Q: Do you remember why the Board was in court? 
 
A: There was a nomination process and we had a sub-committee in IPBC who 

had called for nominations.  Those lists of nominations were then referred 
to the minister and it was then at the minister’s discretion to formalize any 
appointment and at that point we were still waiting for those appointments 
to be made. 

 
Q: And are we to understand that all decisions of the IPBC Board such as it 

was at this time was sent to NEC or elsewhere for approval or only the 30 
decisions referred to in your affidavit? 

 
[10.26 am] A: Only the decisions in relation to the IPIC transaction. 

 
Q: Thank you.  In paragraph 23, you refer to an additional meeting that 

occurred in Singapore.  Was this a meeting at which IPBC participated? 
 
A: This was a meeting convened by IPBC together with IPIC, with the 

advisers to try and finalize details that were going to be contained within a 
proposed contract.  That was a joint meeting agreed between IPBC and 40 
IPIC. 
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Q: I see.  And then the reference in the middle of that paragraph to a 
subsequent meeting between IPIC and Treasury, is that an additional 
meeting to the one you have just been referring to? 

 
A: Yes, can I just read- - - 
 
Q: Yes, certainly, certainly.   
 
A: Counsel, can you just repeat your question?  It was only one meeting in 

Singapore. 10 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: And that was there were no ministers at that meeting.  This was an issue 

between IPIC and IPBC with their advisers. 
 
Q: Yes.  I understood you just a moment ago, Mr Blake, but just correct me if 

I am wrong, of course, that it was a meeting convened by IPBC in 
Singapore to continue knocking out the deal with IPBC.  Does that- - - 

 20 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  I gather then that we read that sentence that there was a 

subsequent meeting in Singapore.  Was that actually- - - 
 
A: No, no, that is not correct.  There was only one meeting in Singapore. 
 
Q: Very well.  Did Treasury participate at that meeting as well? 
 
A: Yes, they did.   30 
 
Q: All right.  That single meeting between IPBC, IPIC and Treasury in about 

June 2008, is that the meeting that Oil Search tried to attend but you asked 
them to leave? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Why did you ask them to leave or why did you ask Oil Search to leave that 

meeting? 
 40 
A: They were going to party to the agreement and there would have been 

sensitive issues especially in regard to the strike rate which there was no 
point them attending; it was not correct. 
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Q: Their reaction, you set out in paragraph 24, that they were surprised at that, 

but they ultimately did not attend the meeting? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Paragraph 25, can I ask you to expand on this, Mr Blake?  You say that 

your personal observation is that the record was that direct investment in 
the PNG LNG Project using the Oil Search shares was that it was of more 
benefit to the State than the State retaining the passive investment of those 10 
shares; and that is a view that you explained to then Minister for State 
Enterprises, Arthur Somare.  Can I ask you just to give the commissioners 
some more meat around those bones what- - - 

 
A: The advice or the preliminary was based on what sort of returns,  

historically the Oil Search had generated through IPBC to the State in 
comparison then to the proposed or budgeted revenue stream that will flow 
from the direct investment in the gas project; they were substantially 
higher. 

 20 
Q: Did you have a view about the relevant risks of the same equation? 
 
A: The risks were ones that were manageable if the government was to 

approve a gas project.  I think that the policy was that a gas project be 
supported and it was then asked to try and evaluate what the benefit would 
be in providing and funding what sort of return. 

 
[10.31a.m The real risk was not so much the gas project per se but it was the operator 

and the operator in this case was Exxon not Oil Search and there was a lot 
of confidence that they could with their experience they would be able to 30 
deliver on the project. 

Q: Thank you.  You explained this view to Minister Somare, what was his 
reaction to this view? 

A: He was very supportive because he understood the revenue stream both by 
direct dividend and then direct from the oil project.  The issue was then to 
– the doubt was as to whether the State would use the Oil Search shares as 
an asset and to support a funding proposal. 

Q: Did you have cause to explain this view to any other ministers? 
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A: No, I did not.  The meetings of – matters as we attended were usually not 
open to the extent that we would be given first up, we would have directed 
that through the minister. 

Q: Thank you.  In the next section you set out the negotiations of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transactions.  And summing all of that up as a whole, 
is it the situation that IPBC really relied on Goldman’s advice as to what 
the structure was and the benefits of it or the risks associated with it? 

A: That is correct.  We relied on both Goldmans and Freehill. 

Q: Yes.  And you emphasise that in paragraph 27.  You say that Goldman 
Sachs and Freehills largely ran the negotiation on IPBC’s behalf and on 10 

your instructions? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: But I gather those instructions were of the nature to let the experts do what 
they were retained to do rather than particular instructions coming from 
elsewhere or other sources? 

A: If a particular instruction was required and more from Freehill, we would 
attempt to give them an answer. 

Q: Could I take you then to paragraph 32, Mr Blake.  You there say that; 
“when the State did the deal, there was no misapprehension about the 
mandatory nature of the exchangeable bond.  We were clear in our 20 

understanding that the shares would be transferred to IPIC on maturity of 
the bonds, we did not envisage there would be an option to buy the shares 
back because IPBC would not have the capacity to borrow the necessary 
sums to do so.”  When you are referring to “we”, do you mean IPBC or do 
you mean the State or which collective are you referring to? 

A: I think it was the State because they had not shown any capacity to provide 
alternative funding to the IPIC transaction and we could not see that they 
could have the funding provided for to gather there and with having to find 
funds to rebuy or repurchase any shares.  IPBC certainly had no capacity.  
And that is why in our minds we could not have both equity in the Oil 30 
Search shares and equity in the gas project.   

Q: And equity to buy the shares back? 

A: Correct. 

Q: The transaction has been described in other evidence by experts as a 
deferred sale.  Is that a fair description in your mind? 
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A: I think that the deferral related to what the final purchase price would be.  
I do not think it would be deferred sale in the sense that there was a most 
clear reliance as to what was actually going to transpire.  Despite great 
(…inaudible…) of exchangeable would determine what the actual price of 
the shares would be. 

Q: Certainly, but the mechanism regardless of price which was to be 
determined in the way that you have identified was going to resolve in the 
shares being given up? 

A: Yes. 

[10.36am]   Q: And it is a matter that you say was clear in your understanding and in that 10 
sense and I am really asking, do you agree in that sense that it can be 
described as a deferred sale of the shares? 

 
A: Lead be, I cannot answer that counsel.  
 
Q: Fair enough. 
 
A: I thought that there was a sale.  What was to be finally agreed on would be 

the purchase price. 
 20 
Q: Thank you, Mr Blake.  Now, Mr Blake, the next part of your affidavit deals 

with the US Dollar to Australian Dollar - sorry, other way around, 
Australian Dollar to US Dollar conversion.  You refer in paragraph 35, to 
Blackwell Lumber, now who are they? 

 
A: Blackwell Lumber were a merchant type bank operating in Brisbane.  And 

I had dealt with them on one or two small matters and other matters in 
relation to IPBC. 

 
Q: And were they engaged in the same way that Goldman Sachs and FreeHills 30 

had been engaged? 
 
A: They were.  Their advice was limited previously as an observer to the 

actual conduct of the exchange done by Goldman, and no other capacity. 
 
Q: So they were engaged as an oversight to the work Goldman Sachs was 

engaged to do?  
 
A: Only in relation to the exchange.  What Goldman Sachs did when we 

decided on the dates that the transaction should take place, they requested 40 
for their own – advised us that we engage a third party that could observe 
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and comment as to what the outcome of the transaction.  Was it beneficial 
or had they dealt with it incorrectly, and that is what Blackwell Lumber 
were asked to do. 

 
Q: Now, I see. So Goldman Sachs saw the protection of this oversight in 

relation to their own conduct in effect? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And IPBC acceded to that request? 10 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: Thank you. Now, the second half of that paragraph 35, you say that on 

Goldman Sachs advice, a decision was made to convert enough of the 
proceeds of the bond into US Dollars, as soon as the moneys were received 
to ensure that IPBC could meet the US Dollar commitment.  This 
eliminated the foreign exchange risks from the outset of the transaction, we 
consider this to be the most prudent course of action rather then to take the 
risk on fluctuating exchange rates.  Were you aware at the time of any 20 
criticisms of this decision? 

 
A: No, not at that time. 
 
Q: Have you since become aware of any criticisms of that decision? 
 
A: No, not at all.    
 
Q: Thank you. Now, the next topic you refer to a conflict of interest on the 

IPBC Board at paragraph 37 and you refer to the conflict of interest Mr 30 
Aopi suffered from.  Now, that is the conflict between his position as a 
member of the IPBC Board as well as his directorship of Oil Search, that 
is so, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: I am not being critical but do you have any views about the appropriateness 

of an Oil Search director being on the Board of IPBC at all? 
 
A: Yes, I do.  As we tried to manage the - even though he chairman, there was 40 

strict protocol for all directors to declare any interest in terms of any 
matters to be deliberated at the board meeting to declare any interest, part 
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of that decision to appoint Mr Aopi as chairman was not made by IPBC or 
myself.  

 
Q: I gather from that answer that your view was that it would have been 

preferrable for Mr Aopi not to have been a director of IPBC at all? 
 

[10.41am]  A: If the contract and as to the matter with IPIC took on more and more of 
IPBC’s involvement, yes, I agree with that. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Blake.  Now, you go on then to set out other options that 10 

were considered.  You say in paragraph 38 that although IPBC did not have 
a mandate to try to source other funding, you did consider alternative for 
raising the funds and that was because or rather I will ask you; why did you 
consider alternative funding in circumstances where you had no mandate 
or perhaps even the necessity to look for alternatives? 

 
A: As best I needed to provide some information to the minister because the 

IPIC deal was still not a done deal and we certainly were interested to find 
out what alternatives there might be.  But they were very very informed.  
There was no direct approach by IPBC in any form – mandate to gather 20 
information and provide that to the minister. 

 
Q: Was another reason Treasury’s attitude that you refer to in paragraph 41? 
 
A: To a certain extent, we as IPBC would much have preferred if there one or 

two options that government would actually consider in making a decision 
on the IPIC deal. 

 
Q: And is the summary of why there were not other options because only 

IPBC had the level of assets that could actually bank this transaction?  Is 30 
that in effect what it comes down to? 

 
A: I do not think that is correct.  I think it was at this one-off of dealing with 

Oil Search shares as I understand was the first type of funding that the State 
had undertaken.  Traditional funding was usually through Treasury and 
they were then in most instances have to borrow.  The Minister of Treasury 
supported a no-debt type of transaction but otherwise the usual traditional 
way would have been the government borrowing to fund its equity. 

 
Q: You refer to the interest that Petromin had in being the nominated entity 40 

but you go on to say that there was some competition from Petromin 
perhaps but they did not have the assets or the political support to 
ultimately make a serious go at being the entity that was nominated.  Can 
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you give us some more detail around this competition between Petromin 
and IPBC such as it was? 

 
A: Petromin had to be an established, I think, one or two years prior to IPBC 

looking at the IPIC transaction.  Petromin, I am not sure, what their 
mandate was in their relationship to the Ministerial Gas Committee.  My 
personal view was that there was not a competition.  It was more where the 
political decisions were going to be made and because of the assets that 
IPBC was dealing with, it ended up where the decision was for IPBC to be 
the State nominee. 10 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Blake.  Just finally, you see you refer in paragraph 46 to the 

plan for the revenues generated by the PNG LNG Project to go into a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  Can you say more about this plan and what your 
understanding of it was at the time?  

 
[10.46 am]   A: The government had received advice from economic advisers in Australia 

that the impact of the PNG project and the multiplying effect would be very 
considerable.  The revenues that were being budgeted for were 
considerable and there was talk that these funds rather than find their way 20 
into what other formal not managed properly were to be passed through a 
sovereign fund.   

 
There was also talk that a separate petroleum company be established or it 
was technical advice in petroleum and gas manage the State’s interest that 
the revenue stream because of the size, under a slightly different form of 
management and that the benefits of those assets would then flow through 
into a future fund for the ultimate long-term benefit of PNG. 
 

Q: What if any role was there for IPBC to play in the establishment? 30 
 
A: None at all.  None at all, counsel. 
 
Q: All right.  Thank you, commissioners.  I have no further questions of Mr 

Blake. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you want to go first or I have one 
question to ask?  Should I go first?  Commissioner White, do you want to go first 
or should I go first? 
 40 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps, if you go first, yes, chief commissioner, 
that would be useful.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  My question relates to what you say in paragraph 25 
where you say in your observation, direct investment in the PNG LNG Project 
using the Oil Search shares would have been a more beneficial option to take.  
Could you just elaborate on that a bit in terms of the practicalities of how that 
would occur? 
 
A: Chief Commissioner, I am sorry, I missed that last part of your question. 
 
Q: Yes.  I am just wondering the practicalities of how that would occur. 
 10 
A: Once the gas project reaches the first gas, there would be immediate 

revenue stream flowing to all the participants in the gas of which the State 
through its funding would then receive revenue.  The delay of that would 
then be dependent on the gas project itself.  In the meantime, the revenue 
stream of dividends flow to IPBC until the exchangeable bond agreement 
was finalized.  I am not sure if that answers your question, chief 
commissioner. 

 
Q: Yes, I am not sure if you have answered it.  I am asking about what do you 

say about direct investment in the PNG LNG Project using the Oil Search 20 
shares; how that would come about? 

 
A: Sorry, I am having hearing difficulties, chief commissioner.  You say how 

was that covered up? 
 
Q: How would that come about? 
 
A: Only by the introduction of the proposal from IPIC.  At that point the Oil 

Search shares had been on the balance sheet of IPBC for many years and 
there was no anticipation that IPBC would attempt to deal with those 30 
shares. 

 
Q: As I understood you, you are talking about using the Oil Search shares to 

make a direct investment in the PNG LNG Project and practically how that 
were to be done is really what I want to know. 

 
[10:51a.m]    A: The shares as per the agreement were being sold, proceeds from that sale 

would then go directly into the equity for the State and the project.  
 

Q: And you say that would have been a better option that would benefit the 40 
State more than if the State were to go offshore to obtain a loan from IPIC? 
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A: Chief Commissioner, I cannot answer that because there were no options 
offshore or otherwise that were being proposed. 

Q: Okay, in terms of considering other options, did you have any information 
or an instruction from the government about some other options apart from 
borrowing money from a private financier such as- - - 

A: No, we did not.  Chief Commissioner, it was IPIC’s role - I mean sorry 
IPBC’s role to provide funding at least offshore to source loans for the 
State. 

Q: The particular option that I have in mind is for IPBC to consider advising 
the government or even taking action itself to dispose of the State’s 10 

investment in a number of State-owned enterprises, for example, to raise  
their revenue; the money needed to purchase the loan.  Was that a 
consideration at all? 

A: No, it was not. 

Q: So IPBC was given no other option other than to focus on this deal with 
IPIC?  Is that how it came about? 

A: That is correct. 

Q: While you were attending the meeting in Abu Dhabi, give us some 
information about the team that attended the meeting in Abu Dhabi, the 
approach, UBS’s, its proposal to refinance – that would not have been - - -  20 

A: At the time of dealing with the IPIC transaction we had no – we were not 
aware of any dealings with UBS at all. 

Q: UBS did not feature at all in around 2009 or 2008? 

A: Not at all. 

Q: Okay.  All right, those are my questions for now, Commissioner White. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you chief.  Perhaps if I could just follow up 
a little on the paragraph 25 that you have been just discussing with the Chief 
Commissioner, Mr Blake.   

When you were recommending that the use of the Oil Search shares would be 
more economically advantageous proposition than maintaining the Oil Search 30 
shares with the dividends that were received.  Did someone do a calculation on 
the forward planning for example over a number of years with some figures that 
demonstrated the proposition? 
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A: Commissioner, yes, that we engaged KPMG to do extensive modelling 
from information collected from - with the actual project so that we could 
then provide details of that to the ministerial committee as part of their 
evaluation. 

Q: And Mr Blake, obviously there are a lot of imponderables in the modelling 
that it had not been approved yet of the project and so on so there were a 
lot of things in the mix but there was a lot of optimism about it.  Can you 
recall now when it was anticipated that revenues would actually start to 
flow from the project? 

A: Commissioner, the anticipated completion date was 2014 and we would 10 

have expected them being the financiers flowing from that, possibly 2015. 

[10.56am]   Q: There would have of course have been a lot of project costs that would 
need to be met out of the revenues that would come from the realization of 
the oil and gas before there would be money to put into any other use, for 
example, sovereign wealth fund.  So was there any calculation about when 
the project itself would have been paid for? 

 
A: Commissioner, one of the difficulties we had was to try get back up and 

mostly from Exxon.  Exxon were very secretive in terms of the sensitivities 
around the project.  We made a lot of modelling based on assumptions. 20 
One of issues that we did not have was the fiscal terms that Treasury were 
negotiating with the project and they were only finalized, I think it was 
about a year after the IPIC deal was concluded. 

 
Q: Yes, that is so because there were a lot of unknowns.  The fact that the IPIC 

deal came to maturity at about the time when the modeling and Exxon 
suggested that there would be revenue flowing from the project in about 
the first half of 2014, I take it that that was not coincidental, that was 
anticipated? 

 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Well, perhaps just one other issue arising from that.  There was a lot of 

publicity of course and talk about how advantageous for the State that this 
project would be and indeed generating huge sums of money. But press 
releases and so on at that time did not seem to convey to the people of New 
Guinea how long it would be before there would be profit as opposed to 
paying the debts of the projects.  Was that your sense at that time then?  In 
other words, there was no reality check about it? 

 40 
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A: I would agree with that, Commissioner.  The secrecy or the benefits 
applying were really not known and I do not believe there was the strong 
push by government to actually advise in terms of what their revenue 
would be. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I subsequently seen a report coming out of PNG in the last week, where - 

I do not know how accurate it is where a firm in Port Moresby had indicated 
that total revenue stream to date, the government share is in the vicinity of 10 
K17 billion.  So the sums were enormous but I am not quite sure whether 
the government was in the business of marketing or promoting because 
there was just quite a lot of division politically in terms of the project. 

 
Q: Even at the time when this discussion was being had that we are focusing 

on here in 2008 and 2009? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: I take it from that the proponents of the project were pushing its increased 20 

financial value to the State and those who were against it were suggesting 
that it was more certain to maintain the shares or something of that kind. 
Was that the case? 

 
A: That is correct, Commissioner. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  The other point that perhaps I would not mind just 

hearing your views on.  In paragraph 32, you say in effect is that it was all 
over as far as the Independent State holding shares in Oil Search was 
concerned that it was well understood that at the maturity of this transaction 30 
with IPIC, there would be no State-owned Oil Search shares.  Was that a 
widely held view, you talk about your own minister to whom you were 
answering, but was it your understanding at that time that was well 
understood generally within government? 

 
[11.01am]    A: Commissioner, I do not believe it was well understood as I think that there 

were a lot of views on anti-budget heel that were trying to discredit the 
proposal put to government and in a lot of cases I believe some of those 
comments were because they were not informed.  IPBC was – because we 
were close to the project, we understood what the implications were but I 40 
think that there was a lot of confusion as to what the ultimate outcome 
would be.   
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Q: And was the confusion in other ministers and their public servants or was 
it outside government generally?  Were you able to focus a little more on 
where that confusion might have been? 

 
A: I would not have had access to outside of government but within 

government, yes, I would agree with that. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Did part of that opposition to managing the 

investment in the project by the sale of the Oil Search shares effectively, 
was that arose from a feeling that the government needed to be close to Oil 10 
Search by shareholding? 

 
A: Firstly, one of the quandaries that we had was why it was so essential to 

maintain that equity in Oil Search.  Our view was that Oil Search shares 
had not been performing for a considerable time and if we were to assess 
from an investment position, we would certainly look at better use of the 
fund.  But I think there is a tradition within government that they should 
hold the shares. 

 
Q: Your understanding is that the shares were first held by the government 20 

with the merger of Orogen Minerals with Oil Search in 2002, is that your 
understanding? 

 
A: Commissioner, that was before my time I have no recollection of the 

transaction that you have mentioned. 
 
Q: I really just raised that because it is actually not ancient history in 2008/09.  

2002 is only half a dozen years earlier.  So, this affection for Oil Search 
shares is a bit more recent and I wondered if there was any other thought. 

 30 
A: No.  Commissioner, I also think that what Oil Search did was they tried to 

attack their take over position by having government with its shareholding 
to be a block and then takeover.  My view was that if any takeover 
warranted it would be a benefit to the State those shares should be viewed 
and made known, not to protect Oil Search. 

 
Q: I think those are my questions for you, Mr Blake.  I just express my 

appreciation for your willingness to assist the commission and to give your 
evidence to us today.  It is very valuable.  Thank you. 

 40 
A: Thank you commissioner. 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, commissioners.  I have no questions that arise out 
of those questions.  Needless to say with an affidavit sworn only a couple of hours 
ago, there has been no notice given by anybody to cross-examine or further 
examine Mr Blake.  Should any such request be made then we will make 
arrangements for Mr Blake to come back in the New Year.  Before Mr Blake is 
excused, I overlooked formally tendering his affidavit and I do so now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will formally admit the affidavit 
of Mr Blake into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit WWW, I think, WWW. 
 10 

[11.06 am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think that is correct, chief. 
 
EXHBIT WWW – AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN ROBERT BLAKE 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, yes, all right.  Mr Jurth, can we fix a return date for Mr 
Blake to return? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioner, in my submission it might be appropriate to 
mention Mr Blake’s matter on 28 January at 10 am at which point I can update 
the commission of any requests made and if no requests are made, then there is 20 
no reason for Mr Blake to come back or, on that occasion, a date can be allocated. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Blake, is that date and time convenient to you? 
 
A: Yes, chief commissioner. 
 
Q: All right.  Commissioner White, we will adjourn his appearance next to 28 

January at 10 am.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks, chief.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Blake, thank you for your evidence this morning.  You 
may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, commissioners. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 40 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I call Mr Igimu Momo. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, swear the witness. 
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IGIMU MOMO, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Momo, could you state your full name, please? 
 
A: Igimu Momo. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Do you have in front of you a paper copy of your affidavit 10 

document with annexures? 
 
A: I do. 
 
Q: Thank you.  The affidavit has 105 paragraphs, does it not? 
 
A: Yes, it does. 
 
Q: There is a cover page.  Then the 105 paragraphs, they are over the next 12 

pages making the affidavit 13 pages, is that right? 20 
 
A: Yes, it does. 
 
Q: There are 24 annexures identified in the 105 paragraphs.  They are 

identified as IM-1 to IM-24, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: For each of the 24 annexures, you have described them in the respective 

paragraphs of the affidavit? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  On the 13th page, you have signed the affidavit, have you? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 40 
 
Q: When did you sign it? 
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A: Friday, 17 December 2021. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You have initialed each of the earlier pages that contain the 

paragraphs, have you? 
 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: Then for each of the annexures, there is an annexure marking pages; is that 

right? 
 10 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections or changes you wish to make to that document 

now? 
 
A: Yes, counsel, I would like to on paragraph 38 of my statement.  
 

[11.11am]Q: Can you see the document on the screen? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Yes, you mentioned paragraph 38? 20 

A: Yes.  So, on the 12th , it is supposed to be on the 11th , 11 August 2013.   

Q: So, the only changes that should be 11 August 2013, is it? 

A: That is correct.  And then paragraph - - - 

Q: Any other – I am sorry. 

A: Paragraph 42.  We spoke to four investment bankers so that is ANZ, BSP 
Capital, Westpac and Kina Fund Investment Limited.  So the request for 
proposal was - - -  

Q: So that should include a fourth entity at the end of paragraph 42, should it? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And that is Kina Capital? 30 

A: Kina Fund Investment. 

Q: Kina Fund Investment, thank you.  Any other corrections or changes you 
wish to make? 

A: No, Counsel I think that is all.   
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Q: All right.  Commissioners, if it pleases I would seek to have that affidavit 
tendered and marked as an exhibit? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Triple XXX. 

EXHIBIT XXX – AFFIDAVIT OF MR IGIMU MOMO SIGNED ON 17 
DECEMBER 2021   

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Momo, at paragraphs 6 and 7 you 
refer to your time at the Department of Treasury from December 2007 to May 
2013.   At paragraphs 13 to 34 of the affidavit then refer to that particular period 
that you have referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7? 

A: That is correct.   10 

Q: Then in paragraphs 9 to 12, you refer to the period when you were working 
at the Independent Public Business Corporation, IPBC, from May 2013 to 
September 2014.  When did you conclude your employment at the IPBC? 

A: September 2014. 

Q: Yes, where are you presently employed now? 

A: With the Teachers Savings and Loans Society Limited.  So, I joined the 
Teachers Savings and Loans Society Limited in August 2014 and it is my 
present employment. 

Q: Thank you.  At paragraph 9 you refer to the role as Chief Policy Officer 
from May 2013 to March 2014.  And then you go on to refer to the role of 20 

Chief Operating Officer from March 2014 to September 2014.  Who 
became the Chief Policy Officer after you became the Chief Operating 
Officer at the IPBC? 

A: The Chief Policy Officer’s position was made redundant and then IPBC 
created the Chief Operating Officer so in March 2014 I was appointed.  In 
2014 I was appointed as the Chief Operating Officer. 

Q: Who had been the Chief Operating Officer before you took over that role 
in March 2014? 

A: When the position was created Mr Paul Komboi was acting on that 
position. 30 

Q: How long had Mr Komboi been acting in that role before you took over the 
role? 

A: Not more than three months. 
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[11.16am]    Q: At paragraph 10, you mention becoming the chair of the Internal Review 

Committee at the IPBC, were you the first chair when you were appointed 
in September 2013? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: At paragraph 11, you state that you were the chair of the Internal Review 

Committee from September 13 to December 2013, and then it was 
dissolved.  What process occurred as to that dissolution as you describe it? 10 

 
A: The IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee was dissolved in 

December 2013. I think NEC Decision number 479 of 2013.  
 
Q: Are those the matters you are referring to in paragraph 76 and onwards of 

your affidavit? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you. Returning to paragraph 12, you mentioned that the government 20 

has started to appoint the Bank of Papua New Guinea to carry out the 
assessment of the financial proposal, until IPIC issued the Mandatory 
Exchange Notice on 14 February 2014.  Are they also the matters that you 
referred to from paragraph 76 onwards in your affidavit? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In paragraph 13, you state that you were the Head of the Treasury Division, 

as you described it there. Is that the Structural Policy and Investment 
Division that you had referred to earlier at paragraph 6? 30 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: How many divisions were there within the Treasury Department at that 

time? 
 
A: If I can recall correctly, there were about five divisions within the Treasury 

Department at that time. 
 
Q: And how many persons worked under your leadership at that division at 40 

that time? 
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A: More than twenty staffs. 
 
Q: In the same paragraph 13, when you state you were an advisor and you 

used that description in paragraph 6 also, were you a personal advisor to 
the Treasurer - to the minister? 

 
A: No, to the Treasury Department. 
 
Q: At paragraph 16, you list seven firms who received in 2008 a request for 

proposal.  How were those particular firms as you describe them chosen at 10 
that time? 

 
A: Those are earlier list. We used the earlier list. There was an earlier process 

that we found the list so we used that same list to send out the request for 
proposal. 

 
Q: In paragraph 19, you refer to Mr Aloysius Hamou, what are the roles did 

Mr Hamou have at that time when he was the chair of the evaluation team, 
as to the LNG Lazard and Orogen Capital Expression of Interest? 

 20 
A: Mr Hamou was the First Assistant Secretary for Financial Evaluation 

Division. So Financial Evaluation Division was responsible for that 
management of the Sate. Myself and Mr Damien Hariambo was Assistant 
Secretary to Financial – he was with the Financial Evaluation Division. 
And Mr John Tuaim was the Senior Economist in Structural Policy and 
Investment Division. 

 
Q: There were four of you at that time and throughout the period on that 

committee were members of the Department of Treasury as well?  
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You then refer also to Mr Lars Mortensen of Pacific Capital.  How did Mr 

Mortensen or Pacific Capital come to be involved at that time? 
 

[11.21am]  A: Well, Mr Lars Mortensen was closely associated with Mr Dairi Vele.  Mr 
Vele referred him to assist us with our evaluation process. 

 
Q: At the time when Mr Vele referred Mr Mortensen, what was Mr Vele’s 

role? 40 
 
A: He was the adviser. 
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Q: To whom? 
 
A: Treasury Department. 
 
Q: When you refer in that same paragraph to Mr Anthony Latimer as probity 

officer, was that a role in accordance with statutory provision or internal 
rule of the Treasury Department? 

 
A: It was a role that we established as part of our process towards appointing 

a financial adviser.  Because the transaction was too big and we thought 10 
that having a probity officer in terms of selecting a financial adviser would 
be advisable and necessary for us to make the process – you know, there 
will be public opinion views on how we have selected the financial adviser.  
So, we thought that it would be really important for us to have a probity 
officer in our due diligence process. 

 
Q: At paragraph 21, you indicate a particular ranking, to use your word.  Did 

Mr Latimer and or Mr Mortensen provide written input to the evaluation 
team leading to that ranking? 

 20 
A: No, no, they did not. 
 
Q: At paragraph 24, you state that you are aware that the Department of 

Treasury prepared and submitted an NEC Submission which highlighted 
the various financing.  Was that submission something that you had worked 
on specifically? 

 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: Did you see it in its final form before it went to the NEC? 30 
 
A: I may have but it has been a long time – 13 years ago so – but in terms of 

the input into that submission, I recall that the State at that time had very 
limited options available.  We could not go and get a loan because we just 
– like from 2000 to 2005, we just came out from a debt to GDP ratio like 
starting from 74 per cent and we managed to put that debt to GDP ratio 
down so we did not want to create another new debt for the State at that 
time.  We had the options of monetizing our interest in the PNG LNG 
Project like where we had to use some of the interest to cover for our State’s 
equity option in the project.  We also looked at selling some of our State-40 
owned assets and Oil Search shares were in one of the assets that we looked 
at. 
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Q: Next paragraph, paragraph 25 refers to an IPBC financing plan.  Was that 
IPBC financing plan that you referred to there one of the finance structures 
mentioned in the Department of Treasury’s submission that you mentioned 
at paragraph 24 or was it completely separate? 

 
A: It was completely separate. 
 
Q: Did the Treasury’s submission in paragraph 24 which went to the NEC 

actually recommend a particular course or provide a particular proposal 
akin to what the IPBC had submitted? 10 

 
A: No.  The specific proposals included sell down of our interest in PNG LNG 

Project.  Some of our interests in PNG LNG Project and financing the 
remaining balance and also sale of assets. 

 
[11.26 am]  Q: At paragraph 30 in the next page, you refer to attending an Owners 

Committee Meeting on 12 November 2012.  Was that meeting in Port 
Moresby? 

 
A: No, no, it was in Brisbane. 20 
 
Q: The detail that you mention in paragraph 27 to 30, the figures particularly, 

are they publicly available figures or are they figures that came to your 
knowledge as the division head of Treasury during that period? 

 
A: There were figures that came to my knowledge as divisional head and then 

later on, they became publicly available. 
 
Q: At paragraph 35, you refer to Mr Kumarasiri, then managing director.  In 

both of your roles with IPBC, both Chief Policy Officer role and then as 30 
Chief Operating Officer, did you report directly to Mr Kumarasiri? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Throughout your entire time at the IPBC, it was Mr Kumarasiri that you 

reported to? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: In the next paragraph 36, you indicate that Mr Vele was the Chair of the 40 

Exchangeable Bond Review Committee and Dr Clement Waine was the 
Deputy Chair.  Do you know why they were particularly appointed and by 
whom? 
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A: I have no idea why they were appointed but it also raises, you know, I am 

not sure why they were appointed because Gas Project Coordination office 
had no relevance to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  Dr Clement Waine may 
be because he was representing the Minister for Public Enterprises and 
there was no issue with that; but I am not sure why Dairi Vele was 
appointed as the chair of that committee. 

 
Q: Who particularly was the Minister for Public Enterprises at that time? 
 10 
A: Then Honourable Ben Micah. 
 
Q: Yes. At the end of that same paragraph 36, you mention that Mr Kumarasiri 

was also appointed to the committee who had made, to your knowledge, 
the appointment of Mr Kumarasiri to the committee? 

 
A: NEC.  NEC through NEC Decision 241 of 2013. 
 
Q: In paragraph 37, you mention that the Exchangeable Bond Review 

Committee Meeting on 6 August 2013 - that is a Tuesday – did not take 20 
place.  Why did it not take place? 

 
A: So, come Tuesday, there was no meeting; so we are looking for Mr Vele.  

Then we waited until the following week, that was when we called Mr 
Vele’s office.  When we called Mr Vele’s office, we were advised that Mr 
Vele and Mr Lars Mortensen had left on 11 August 2000 to Sydney.   

 
Q: Who else was on that Exchangeable Bond Review Committee in August 

2013?  Are the same persons that you mention on the next paragraph at 
paragraphs 45 and 46, that is, was the constitution of the committee the 30 
same in August as it was later in September? 

 
A: Yes, Mr Vele and Mr Clement Waine, Mr Daniel Rolpagarea and Mr 

Wasantha Kumarasiri. 
 
Q: So those additional persons, were they added later? 
 
A: Mr Donald Hehona was, during that meeting, he represented Mr Vele. 
 

[11.31am]  Q: Just returning up to paragraph 39, you mention there a letter to Mr Vele, 40 
where in the departmental sense did the Gas Project Coordination Office 
sit at a particular point in time when that letter was communicated? 
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A: The Gas Project Coordination Office was a separate office on its own at 
that time. 

Q: Not sitting under any other department? 

A: It used to sit under Department of Treasury and I think in 2008 or 2009 we 
separated the office from the department. 

Q: Can you look please at annexure IM1 which is the draft of this letter and 
has on the first page, “Draft”.  Do you know if this was the same form as 
was actually sent? 

A: Yes. 

Q: On the second page it has your name as the signature, right? 10 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Was this correspondence something that you had raised with the board or 
with Mr Kumarasiri individually before it was sent? 

A: Yes, it was raised with Mr Kumarasiri and Mr Kumarasiri also raised it 
with the board and the minister at the time. 

Q: Were you present for those communications by Mr Kumarasiri with the 
board and or with the minister? 

A: With the board, yes but with the minister, no. 

Q: Returning to paragraph 42 please.  When you refer to the committee in 
paragraph 42, are you referring to the Internal Review Committee that you 20 

were involved with or the Exchangeable Bond Committee in that 
paragraph? 

A: The Exchangeable Bond Review Committee. 

Q: At paragraph 43, you use the phrase, “in-country”, at the end of that 
paragraph.  Does that mean that the request for proposal went to the Port 
Moresby Westpac and ANZ offices in addition to the BSP Capital office 
in Port Moresby? 

A: The BSP Capital office, yes, is in Port Moresby.  The ANZ and Westpac 
they were offices – we contacted the offices in Port Moresby. 

Q: Going further down please to paragraph 48, the first words in that 30 
paragraph; “On even date”, are you stating that the Exchangeable Bond 
Review Committee referred the proposals to the IPBC Review Committee 
on 30 September 2013, the date mentioned in paragraph 44? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: Paragraph 52 states that, “the Exchangeable Bond Review Committee 
decided to abandon the bidding process.”  Are you referring to the process 
by where the committee sought resubmission of the proposal in an 
amended form? 

A: No, before the amended request for proposal. 

Q: What do you mean by that? 

A: On 30 September 2013, the committee met and the proponents made their 
presentations and then on 1 October 2013, the committee met again and it 
was during that meeting that the committee agreed that the process was 10 
flawed.  So the committee decided to abandon that bidding process with 
the new revised bidding process which commenced on 4 October 2013. 
 

[11.36am]    Q: On 1 October which is specifically mentioned in paragraph 49, had your 
Internal Review Committee communicated back to the Exchangeable Bond 
Review Committee.  Had there been an opportunity to communicate the 
recommended course of action by the Internal Review Committee at that 
time? 

 
A: Yes.  So, on 30 September, the committee met and then in the afternoon 20 

the IPBC Internal Review Committee met.  But we also, during that first 
meeting of the review committee, they agreed to meet on 1 October 2013.  
And it was during that process that we advised the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Review Committee and recommended the proposed new way 
forward for the bidding process to recommence. 

 
Q: These are three particularly busy days, are they not? 
 
A: Of course. 
 30 
Q: Paragraph 44, 30 September; paragraph 49, 1 October; and then paragraph 

53, 2 October – first meeting, second meeting and then it was on the third 
day 2 October, there is a new chair appointed by the NEC, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Did you have any involvement particularly with the minister during those 

three days? 
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A: Sorry, can you rephrase your question?  When you say I had direct 

influence - - - 
 
Q: Did you have direct communication with the then minister during the day 

30 September, 1 October and 2 October 2013? 
 
A: It all started off on 14 August when I sent my letter to Mr Vele; that is when 

it all started because Mr Vele was not consulting the committee members; 
he was not involving the committee members.  When we had our first 10 
meeting, he was not there.  The committee is supposed to have provided 
the report back to NEC as per the NEC decision on 31 August 2010, which 
they did not do.  So, it was a very busy period during that time leading up 
to 2 October 2013 when NEC decided to revoke the appointment of Mr 
Vele as the chairman. 

 
Q: At paragraph 56, you mentioned two companies; Marubeni Corporation 

and Thani Investments.   
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: They are not mentioned earlier at paragraph 47.  Have those entities been 

involved at all times to that point in time but they had not presented 
personally at the meeting that you referred to in paragraph 47? 

 
A: They were not specifically involved but they had heard about the State’s 

intention to buy back Oil Search shares from IPIC.  They heard about it but 
for the first process they were not specifically or directly involved.  But 
they have heard about it. 

 30 
Q: And they were not involved after that time either? 
 
A: No.  On 4 October, we sent them a request for proposal and they decided 

to withdraw from the process. 
 
Q: In paragraph 56, you mentioned that the proposals went to 

PriceWaterhouse Coopers and then on to the committee.  But when the 
committee heard from the proposers on 14 October 2013, is it the case that 
PriceWaterhouse Coopers were not present in any way on that day? 

 40 
A: No. PriceWaterhouse Coopers were just appointed to get the 

communication – you know, like all the proposals to an independent party.  
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[11.41am]   We wanted the courses to be independent as well so all the proposals were 
going to be submitted through an independent party on a very definite time.  
We provided a definite time for all the proponents to submit their proposal.   

 
Q: Just be certain, did PriceWaterhouse Coopers then have any further role 

beyond that point of communication that you referred to in paragraph 56 
after that day? 

 
A: No, they did not. 
 10 
Q: At paragraph 57, you mentioned that they provided the proposals on the 

next day but after the 11th there was not any further involvement? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: At paragraph 63, you refer to email to the financiers.  Who was involved 

in those emails to the financiers? 
 
A: In terms of the drafting of questions, the discussions around the specific 

questions that we were going to ask each proponent, the IPBC Review 20 
Committee and BSP Capital were involved in the drafting of these 
questions; you know, specific questions to each of the proponents.  And 
then I was tasked to send out the questions through email to all those 
proponents. 

 
Q: Was BSP Capital involved in the drafting of the communication or the 

drafting was occurring at your end? 
 
A: It was a collective drafting.  We specified the questions and then I sent the 

emails to all the proponents.  Is that what you are asking? 30 
 
Q: Yes.  At paragraph 64, you mention a phone call to you from Mr Jilek of 

UBS.  If I can just take you to your annexure IM-7, please.  We will just 
have it brought up on the screen.  While it is being scanned on the screen, 
do you have a paper copy of IM-7 in front of you, Mr Momo? 

 
A: The copy I have is - - - 
 
Q: An email - - - 
 40 
A: I did provide a very high quality copy. 
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Q: Yes, it is just the one on the screen at the moment.  But you have a paper 
version of it in front of you?  It says that it is an email from Mr Jilek, 
Wednesday 16 October 2013, 3.45 pm to you, Igimu Momo and there are 
a number of persons cc’d and the subject is ‘Follow up query on your 
proposal.’ 

 
A: So, when I initially sent them the questions to Mr Jilek, I included BSP 

Capital in that email.  So, BSP Capital includes Ryszard Borysiewicz and 
Gabriel Bosip.  So I copied them in that email.  So when Mr Jilek saw that 
email, before he sent his response, he called me up and he - - - 10 

 
Q: So, before this email came in, he had already called you, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, before he responded - - - 
 

[11.46 am] Q: Can you see that now on the screen? 
 
A: Yes, before he - - - 
 
Q: On the screen as IM-7? 20 
 
A: Yes.  Before he sent his response to me, he called me up.  He called me up 

and he raised his concern on the involvement of BSP Capital. 
 
Q: When Mr Jilek says, “I have not copied in the gentleman from BSP 

Capital,” who do you think he was referring to there? 
 
A: He was referring to Richard Borysiewicz and Gabriel Bosip. 
 
Q: And you say that this email was after the phone call to you? 30 
 
A: After the phone call to me, yes. 
 
Q: Just looking at the second sentence in the email to you, do you recall 

whether you responded by email or phone call after this email came in? 
 
A: I responded to him by phone call before the email came to me. 
 
Q: What did you say? 
 40 
A: I told him that this is our due diligence process for us and we keep all their 

documents very confidential, and we have engaged BSP Capital as our 
financial advisers; and they have filed the MVA with us.  So we believe 
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that they will keep their non-disclosure agreement with us.  They would 
not share any of this information that has been provided UBS for this 
transaction. 

 
Q: What did Mr Jilek say to you in that call? 
 
A: He called me and he advised that – he questioned me why we were taking 

this process - another process again - when they have already met with the 
Prime Minister.  In my opinion, they had already probably confirmed.  In 
their opinion, they had already believed or they had the belief that they had 10 
already confirmed the transaction or the deal to carry through.  So it was 
like a waste of time for IPBC Internal Review Committee to carry out this 
process again.   

 
Q: Did the contents of that email or the phone call communications with Mr 

Jilek on that day have any impact on the course of action in terms of BSP 
Capital, or your Internal Review Committee or the Exchangeable Bond 
Committee? 

 
A: Yes, it did.  It does.  It does because like- - - 20 
 
Q: How was that? 
 
A: If you, like specifically, look at the content of his email – if you can scroll 

down a bit on that email.  Counsel, if you can scroll down. 
 
Q: Further down? 
 
A: Yes.  He mentions something about like they already knew what PM’s 

objective was and, that is, to increase the State’s share in Oil Search which 30 
was outside of our mandate at that time, IPBC’s mandate at that time but 
that changed the whole complex.  If we, like, follow through the 
chronology of events down the line, it changed the complex, the process as 
well in terms of the bidding process and the selection process; it changed 
everything through that email or that intention. 

 
Q: How did it change the bidding process? 

 
[11.51am]  A: As soon as we finalized the report, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 

Committee finalized their report, they sent it to Minister Micah to – they 40 
sent the report Minister Micah and with that report they had a statutory 
business paper attached to that report.  And as soon as it went to Minister 
Micah for some unknown reasons he did not want to sign the submission.  
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He sent it back and he advised that Prime Minister will sign the submission.  
And so, we had to change just the front page and the back page of that 
submission, putting Prime Minister’s name down and then we sent it back 
to Prime Minister to sign on.  As soon as the Prime Minister and the 
Minister saw that the preferred financier was not UBS or not Citi, they just 
changed everything.  That is where NEC479/2013 came into being.   
So we changed the bidding process and the assessment process as well, 
where BPNG has now come into play.  BPNG has now been tasked to do 
the assessment of the process.   

Q: In the next paragraph of your affidavit which is three days later, you refer 10 
to further telephone conferrals that were held with the financiers or the 
financial institutions, was Mr Borysiewicz of BSP Capital involved in 
those telephone communications? 

A: Yes.  Yes, they were. 

Q: And did they include Mr Jilek from UBS? 

A: Yes. 

Q: On that day, the 19th? 

A: Yes. 

Q: In the next paragraph 66, you include the report from BSP Capital which 
is not your word but “preference to ANZ/Barclay”, was there at the time 20 
when that report came in, a preference or priority from anyone else to you 
that UBS should be the number one or the preference financier? 

 A: With respect to IPBC Review Committee, the IPBC Board, BSP Capital, 
we did not have a – before that report came in, we did not have any 
preference.  All we wanted to do was do a proper due diligence, do a proper 
assessment.  We did not favour anyone, we wanted to be fair to everyone.  
And then based on the report by BSP Capital and IPBC Internal Review 
Committee, our own assessment, we recommended ANZ/Barclay as the 
preferred financier.  But before that all throughout the process, I mean I am 
talking about NEC decision 241/2013, all throughout this time, there was 30 

probably two parties, one was pushing for UBS and one was pushing for 
Citi.   

Q: Up until that date, which is 21 October 2013, had Mr Jilek or anyone from 
UBS give a new indication that they at least considered that they had some 
type of preference or priority as the financier from someone else or others? 

A: Yes, Mr Jilek; yes Mr Jilek indicated to me that he - - - 
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Q: He gave you that impression, did he? 

A: Yes. 

Q: I am sorry? 

A: Yes, he definitely did. 

Q: Yes, and did he indicate where that – who had given him the indication that 
UBS was going to be - - - 

A: Yes, he was dealing a lot with Mr Dairi Vele and in my conversation with 
him, he mentioned that UBS had already met with the Prime Minister so 
they were of the opinion or impression that they were the preferred 
financier. 10 

[11.56 am]  Q: At paragraph 70, you mentioned and I think the first time in your affidavit 
where you specifically referred to Mr Micah, then minister; is that right? 

  
 A: Yes. 
 

Q: Was there a communication to you once the process had occurred as to why 
Mr Micah as minister was now seeking to appoint FRA Blackstone? 

 
A: I have no idea why he decided to appoint FRA Blackstone but what we can 

know is that Dr Clement Waine was pushing for Citi proposal and Dairi 20 
Vele was pushing for UBS proposal. 

 
Q: Did anyone else give you an indication or a communication as to why FRA 

Blackstone was going to be appointed by Minister Micah at that time? 
 
A: No.  It is only on 19 November, paragraph 71, where Dr Waine wrote to 

the Chairman of the committee late Sir Manasupe the question that the 
proposals should be provided to FRA Blackstone. 

 
Q: Was it just yourself, Mr Manasuri and the minister who met at the Grand 30 

Papua Hotel on 14 November as mentioned in that paragraph? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Who provided the FRA Blackstone report to you? 
 
A: We were copied, copied in that report. 
 
Q: When you say we were – what your division or the Treasury generally? 
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A: IPBC. 
 
Q: IPBC, I am sorry.  You mentioned that the FRA Blackstone report, 

preferences Citi? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What about the time when that report came in; had anyone from UBS given 

you a further communication directly that there was a preference or priority 10 
to them? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Had anyone else other than persons from UBS expressed to you that UBS 

was now the preferred financier in a further communication on or before 
24 November 2013? 

 
A: No. 
 20 
Q: You turn then please to your annexure 11, this is a letter on letterhead; 

Chief Secretary of Government, it appears to be dated 25 November 2013 
and it is addressed to Minister Micah and looking at please at the final page 
of this correspondence, there is a heading “Recommendation”, it appears 
to recommend ANZ/Barclay; is that right as the preferred financier? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It specifically says and I quote “ANZ Barclay has offered the cheapest 

financing proposal and the funding facility which IPBC is familiar with”.  30 
Did you see Sir Manasupe Zurenouc and Sir Kumarasiri and Mr Daniel 
Rolpagarea actually sign this document? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: But then there are no signatures from either Dr Clement Waine or Mr Vele 

of this version? 
 
A: Yes.  They were conflicted, they did not agree with the recommendation 

so they did not sign the recommendation but this is the report of the IPIC 40 
Exchangeable Bond and their committee and the final recommendation. 
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[12.01pm] Q: At your paragraph 76, this is where you refer to the NEC dissolving the 
committee and then tasking the Bank of Papua New Guinea to provide, as 
you described it, the final evaluation.  Were you actually present outside or 
during any part of that relevant period at the NEC meetings on that day? 

 
A: No.  So, what I know was that we provided that report with the NEC 

Supplementary Business Paper.  Firstly, to Mr Micah and then he did not 
want to sign off because the preferred financier recommended was not his 
liking and he tasked us to send it to Prime Minister to sign it.  And then 
when we sent it to the Prime Minister then that is the last time I or the IPBC 10 
Review Committee saw anything about that. 

 
Q: At paragraph 77, you mentioned that the Bank of Papua New Guinea also 

recommended ANZ Barclays and Citi? 
 
A: Yes.  Initially, they – sorry. 
 
Q: Yes, go on. 
 
A: Initially, they advised that ANZ Barclays and Citi offered the State the 20 

most practical refinancing option.  And then later on, they changed their 
opinion and that is on the 9th.  So, I asked them why did they change their 
options and then they said that they did receive NEC Decision No. 479 of 
2013 on 8 January.  And that is why they had to change their opinion on 9 
January 2014.   

 
Q: And at this point in time, 7 January 2014, BSP Capital, the Exchangeable 

Bond Review Committee, FRA Blackstone, the Bank of Papua New 
Guinea, the Internal Review Committee, no one had preferenced UBS at 
that point in time with the exception of Mr Vele, is that right? 30 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: What articulation had Mr Vele made in your presence as to why at that 

point in time should UBS be preferred rather than Citi or ANZ? 
 
A: I have never ever met Mr Vele in all this time until March 10, 2014.  That 

is the only time I met him or we seeing face to face.  But up until that time 
he was never present in the committee’s meetings nor was he available to 
IPBC.   40 
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Q: Turning then to your annexure 18, please; I apologize 17 – IM-17, this 
appears to be correspondence from the minister looking at the second page 
signed by the minister? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then returning to the first page and the second set of paragraph, “I have 

resolved to appoint UBS AG to act as financial adviser, underwriter and 
arranger of the necessary financing package.”    

 10 
[12.06 pm]  Do you  have any indication, or had you any indication at that time as to  

what specifically led the minister to write this particular correspondence, 
any reasoning or any meetings you had with the minister as to this 
particular course? 

 
A: We did not have any meetings with the minister, nor did we understand 

why he wrote this letter.  I am not sure where he got these decisions from 
but we sort of saw it as his own opinion.  It was his own opinion, so in the 
response from the chairman of IPBC, we tried to correct that.  In my 
opinion it was his own opinion.  It did not have any relevance to any NEC 20 
decisions that we were aware of.  We made specific reference to 479 in 
2013 which was different from what he wrote to us – he wrote to IPBC.  So 
in chairman of IPBC Board’s response to Minister Micah, the then Minister 
Micah, we tried to correct that opinion. 

 
Q: Was there any further detail communicated to you as to this change of 

course of action by the minister by anyone else at that time? 
 
A: No. 
 30 
Q: On the second page of this correspondence, it is in the second paragraph 

second sentence, “I recommend,” – this is what it says – “I recommend that 
you take up this offer and contact Mr Wapu Sonk, MD of NPCP to arrange 
a time.”  Do you know anything about that course of action or that 
recommendation referred to in that sentence?  Was there any reasoning as 
to that? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: To you? 40 
 
A: Yes.  We, like I said earlier on, we believe that it was his own opinion it 

was not relevant to any NEC decision that we were aware of.  So in IPBC’s 
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response to him, we tried to correct that NEC decision to him, but we did 
not take up the offer and we never contacted Mr Wapu Sonk.   

 
Q: The correspondence appears to be cc’d to the then prime minister and to 

then IPBC managing director any detail to you as to that or those cc? 
 
A: I am not aware whether Mr Kumarasiri had any knowledge about how Mr 

Ben Micah or honourable minister at that time decided on that approach.  
But what I can know is that we had a discussion with Mr Kumarasiri and 
IPBC Board chairman and then we looked at the NEC Decision 479 of 10 
2013 and we responded accordingly to Mr Micah.  I have no idea why he 
came up with that proposal or suggestion but we tried to correct his 
decision or his approach or suggestion that he had.   

 
Q: At paragraph 83 in your affidavit, turning to that, you state that to your 

knowledge, the issuing of the Mandatory Exchange Notice by IPIC to IPBC 
on 14 February 2014 was the end of the exchangeable bond refinancing? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: To your knowledge to use your phraseology, was there some indication to 

you that there were additional documents that you had not seen regarding 
this refinancing that would be relevant as to whether that was or was not 
the end? 

 
[12.11pm]   A: I have seen some documents or some discussions or had some discussions 

at the exchangeable bond refinancing exercise was still going on.  But from 
IPBC, our point of view, as soon as we received the mandatory exchange 
notice from IPIC; to us, that was end of the refinancing proposal because 
the notice was expressed - under the bond terms, the notice was expressed 30 
to be irrevocable.  The only parties that can renegotiate or revoke that 
notice is IPBC and IPIC.  There is no other parties.  No, you know, not 
even the State or the minister has the right to revoke that notice.  It is only 
IPBC and IPIC.  

 
Q: In paragraph 85, you described the UBS Proposal as; in your word, very 

complex funding transaction for the State.  Was this the UBS poposal very 
complex in comparison with the other proposals, ANZ and Citi or was it 
that they were all complex or very complex? 

 40 
A: They were all complex to some extent but say Hermsley Capital was a 

normal- you know, loan structure or financial structure that we are fully 
familiar with.  ANZ Barclay, they had some exchangeable bond 
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arrangement and some Collar Loan as well.  But we felt that we were 
comfortable with exchangeable bond after experiencing the IPIC 
exchangeable bond.  Citi had a good offer but it was that the security issue 
that we were uncomfortable with.  UBS was the most complex.  You know 
when I explained to the committee members, you know it was like the State 
had to sit down on a daily basis and monitor the share price movements; 
on a daily basis.  And I do not believe the Sate had any time or knowledge 
to do that.  It was more of hedging than you know, what the normal 
financing transactions that the State normally does.  At the same time, they 
have you know the Collar Loan and the Bridging arrangement where you 10 
know, if the State is unable to repay that interest, you know the State will 
use the Bridging Loan to refinance.  It was a very complex arrangement, 
financial structure where we searched for any sovereign State that had or 
government that had you know used that Collar Loan.  And we could not 
find any country or any government that you know had used the Collar 
Loan financing structure.  So for the State, it was a new financing structure 
and something that the State was not familiar with; had no knowledge.  I 
feel sorry for the directors and you know the cabinet ministers.  None of 
them could understand what the put option or call option is.  None of them.  
None of them could understand what that means. So it was you know as 20 
one of our criteria you know we wanted the financial structure to be flexible 
and you know easy for the State to understand and implement. 

 
Q: Parts of the paragraph 87 and onwards, you are referring to a meeting on 

10 March 2014, and in paragraph 88, you state that there was a recording 
on a digital recorder of that meeting.  And in the next sentence, you state; 
“you understand that the recording was later transferred and saved to a lap 
top”. How did you know that? 

 
A: I did listen to that recording on that lap top.  That was Norah Gau’s lap top. 30 

She was the board secretary at that time.   
 

[12.16pm] So she transferred those recordings onto that laptop and then she always 
used the earpiece to transcribe what was discussed during those meetings 
but I definitely did listen to those recordings. 

 Q: When did you listen to that recording? 

A: Immediately after 10 March up until the date that we submitted all our 
documents to Ombudsman Commission. 

Q: And who was present, if anyone else with you, when you listened to the 
recording? 40 
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A: So Norah Gau was present, Erastus Kamburi was the Chief Legal Officer 
at that time was present, Paitia Veiogo who was the Chief Finance Officer 
at that time was present.  We listened to the recording in Norah Gau’s office 
and then we moved it to Erastus Kamburi’s office.  We continuously 
listened to that recording and it was one of the – one piece of evidence that 
we did not provide to the Ombudsman Commission. 

Q: Onto the next page, at paragraph 91, Dairi – Mr Vele was explaining the 
UBS financing; were any others explaining the UBS financing also? 

A: No.  It was only Mr Vele.  There was no documentation – sorry, go ahead. 

Q: Yes, sorry.  You go on please. 10 

A: Yes, so there were no documentations specifically on the transaction, 
details of the transaction, it was just Mr Vele providing his memo or 
briefing notes to the board of directors. 

Q: The final statement in that paragraph 91, you recall the actual words used 
by Mr Vele in that regard? 

A: Yes, I did. 

Q: I am sorry? 

A: Yes, I did. 

Q: Are you saying that they are the actual words? 

A: Yes.  So he specifically mentioned that Messrs Mr Botten and Mr Aopi had 20 

already met with the prime minister so they had agreed to this transaction, 
that is the UBS loan transaction, so they have agreed. 

Q: You said the recording of this meeting on 10 March 2014 did not go to the 
Ombudsman Commission, that was the decision that was made; why was 
it not communicated? 

A: Because of that specific comment. 

Q: Which comment? 

A: Dairi – Mr Vele mentioning that they had already met with Mr Botten and 
Mr Aopi had already met with the prime minister. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions to Mr Momo at this time. 30 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Momo, referring to paragraph 96 down to paragraph 105 
which talks about your position on s.209 of the Constitution; you want to 
elaborate on that? 

A: In my time with the Department of Treasury I was a director and 
specifically involved in the two matters requiring the s.209 of the 
Constitution so namely, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond and the Sovereign 
Community Infrastructure Treasury Bill.  

[12.21pm]  So with the IPIC Exchangeable Bond, we looked at section 209 to 212 and 
then the – it was out of the government’s wisdom that they had to have an 
Act of Parliament to make sure that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond is 10 
captured in an Act of Parliament because of the magnitude of the loan or 
the bond, although the expenditure did not come out from the consolidated 
revenue fund.  So the practice over the years by the government is that 
public finances including imposition of taxation, raising of loans and 
expenditure of public moneys is governed by Part 8 of the Constitution 
which makes reference to sections 209, 210, 211 and 212 of the 
Constitution.   

 
In relation to the Sovereign Community Infrastructure Treasury Bills, we 
in August 2010 that is when we heard about the minister, the treasurer at 20 
that time I think it was the Honourable Patrick Pruaitch signing an 
agreement with I think National Capital Limited and Malos or one of those 
investment managers and they alluded to section – the Treasury Bills Act 
and advised that the minister was authorized to issue the treasury bills – the 
Kokopo treasury bills.  So what we did was we got advice from State 
Solicitors and Minister for Justice at that time and they advised that the 
transaction was null and void.   

 
So, in summary, on paragraph 105, the principle and practice over the years 
on the application of sections 209, 210, 211 and 212 of the Constitution 30 
provides that no single minister including the Treasure or Prime Minister 
has the sole power to unilaterally authorize the government to expend 
monies out of the consolidated revenue fund or to commit the State to 
borrowing in any given year without the Parliament’s prior approval of an 
authorization – appropriation bill that authorizes such expenditure. 
 

Q: Is that view that you stated in paragraph 105, is that a view that you have 
obtained from consulting with legal advisers or is this your own view? 

 
A: Legal advisers – consultation with legal advisers. 40 
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Q: You have consulted with legal advisers to form that view? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Those are my only questions.  Commissioner White. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  May I just follow 
up the Chief’s question in respect to section 209 and the other provisions in that 
part of the Constitution and mentioned in paragraph 105, I take it then by use of 
the word, ‘prior approval’ your concluded view after taking advice is that it could 10 
not be approved retrospectively? 
 
A: No.  It will not be – there is no retrospective approvals. 
 
Q: Could I then ask you just a couple of questions? 
 
A: Sorry, Commissioner White? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 20 
A: Just to elaborate on that.  So, for instance, the government to-date has not 

approved that STITB.  And it is my – my understanding is that NasFund 
has taken the State to court and is still in the court process.  But the 
government has not done the retrospective approvals on that. 

 
[12.26 pm]  Q: Thank you for clarifying this.  Mr Momo, if we can go back to about 

paragraph 19 of your affidavit, you mention the appointment of a probity 
officer to make sure that the evaluation was carried out with propriety and 
that Mr Anthony Latimer was appointed to that role.  Are you able to 
explain to the commission how he came to be selected for that particular 30 
role? 

 
A: He was referred to us by Mr Dairi Vele. 
 
Q: To your knowledge, did Mr Latimer done work in the past for the State? 
 
A: Oh, yes, he has.  Yes. 
 
Q: He was a quite a person who was familiar to you? 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Did you have any view about the appropriateness of his appointment as 
probity officer in this particular evaluation process? 

 
A: At that time, I had no views about him.  The only thing I know about him 

is that we did work on together.  He was providing us legal advice on the 
InterOil, the Napanapa Agreement, so that was where I knew about him.  
But in terms of the process that we want to establish, it was very important 
that we had to have a probity officer during that process, and that was the 
same process that I wanted to apply for the IPIC Refinancing Proposal. 

 10 
Q: And you saw him as sufficiently independent from the process, Mr Momo? 
 
A: For that PNG LNG Project, yes, sufficiently independent. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You mentioned that despite the fact that you were on a 

committee with him, you actually had never met Mr Vele until March 
2014? 

 
A: That is correct.   
 20 
Q: Was it he did not participate in the committee meetings? 
 
A: No, no. 
 
Q: You mentioned of course that he was regarded as in favour of UBS being 

appointed- - - 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Both in the IPIC and, of course, subsequently which did not particularly 30 

the questions we are considering now.  So how was his view that he 
preferred to UBS proposal conveyed to members of the committee if you 
did not attend and of course that he refused to sign off on the 
recommendation? 

 
A: He specifically or directly did not express his views to the committee but 

his actions – I mean, all the committee members know about it, his views 
because of his actions. 

 
Q: So if we just assume his views rather than a direct communication from 40 

him? 
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A: I will probably - yes, I will leave that question out if okay with you, 
commissioner. 

 
Q: Yes, certainly, you cannot really answer how it was that you understood 

what Mr Vele’s views were; is that the case? 
 
A: No, I- - - 
 
Q: That they were well known. 
 10 
A: They were well known; all the committee members knew about his 

preference.  So it will be like Mr Kumarasiri, Dr Waine, Mr Daniel 
Rolpagarea, they knew about his views or his preference. 

 
Q: Mr Momo, you towards the end of your evidence, you have discussed the 

complexity of the proposal, not shying away from the fact that all the 
proposals had some complexity about them but this one was particularly 
difficult to understand. 

 
[12.31pm] You say that the ministers in fact did not understand the kind of agreement 20 

that the State was entering into.  Can you flash that out a little bit more for 
us? 

 
A: The directors of NPCP, the directors of IPBC did not understand that collar 

loan financing structure.  And the ministers in my opinion did not even 
understand the collar loan financing structure as well.  Like I said earlier 
on, because it was a new financing structure that was introduced to the 
State, so the State had no experience in collar loan financing structure 
before. 

 30 
Q: Were there meetings where it became apparent to you; is that how you draw 

that conclusion? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Meetings of IPBC, for example? 
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: Did the directors express the view that they did not understand it or did you 40 

just glean that from the lack of questions or the nature of the questions they 
asked you? 
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A: The tone of the discussions, the discussions that we previously had when 
we were going through the IPIC Refinancing Proposal they did not 
understand the collar loan financing structure.  Even the IPIC 
Exchangeable Review Committee, they could not also understand – the 
members of the committee did not understand the collar loan financing 
structure. 

 
Q: Did you yourself find it difficult? 
 
A: Oh yes. 10 
 
Q: And finally, Mr Momo, you talked about listening to the recording of the 

meeting in paragraph 91 of your affidavit and said that the section in which 
it was noted that Mr Botten and Mr Aopi had already agreed on UBS with 
the prime minister was not included in the material.  Was there a rule for 
exiting that part of the recording? 

 
A: You will have to ask Mr Kumarasiri why- - - 
 
Q: Because he made that decision, Mr Momo? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right, we will take it up then elsewhere.  Thank you very much for your 

assistance to the commission.  They are my questions, chief. 
 
A: Just to also like put it into perspective this whole process, the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond Financial Proposal is a separate proposal or process to 
the UBS loan proposal.  There were two distinct transactions or processes 
that - - -  30 

 
Q: Yes, I think that is understood – well, it is certainly understood by me. 
 
A: And then the other thing is like when I went to IPBC, I could not understand 

why the State had to go and borrow again when we were about to finish off 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  It was coming down; IPBC already had the 
money to repay it or you know pay off the remaining interest plus any cash 
top up, we already had the money to pay off that.  So, I could not understand 
why there was no policy rationale or commercial justification to contract a 
new debt again.  So, it seems like countries see us that we are in a debt trap 40 
and sometimes we subject ourselves to that debt trap.  So there was no 
policy rationale or commercial reason or justification why, you know, we 
are just finishing from a debt and we continue to go into creating a new 
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debt again.  So the new debt was exactly the same debt that we were going 
to pay off by March 2014. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you, Mr Momo.  I think that is a view that has been expressed 

by others. 
 

[12.36pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Katter? 
 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is no notice of any other persons seeking 
to examine or cross-examine Mr Momo at this time.  But could Mr Momo please 10 
be stood over to 10 am on 2 February 2022 if that date is suitable to the 
commission rather than being excused this time? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Momo, is that date and time convenient to you? 
 
A: Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
Q: We may have a few more questions to ask then as well.  Commissioner 

White, we can have his appearance adjourned to 2 February 2022 at 10 am? 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Momo, thank you for your evidence.  You may be 
excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I can advise that those instructing have sought 30 
to contact Ms Twivey-Nonggorr this morning without success.  That I think, 
subject to anything Dr Katter and Mr Jurth may have to say brings today’s 
hearings to an end and subject to any other contrary indication, in our submission 
the matter should be adjourned until 28 January.  Further information would be 
published on the website prior to that time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance this morning.  We will take his 
appearance.  Yes? 
 
MR SESEGA:  Commissioners, for the commission’s record, counsel’s name is 40 
Sesega spelt S-e-s-e-g-a initial J, appearing on instructions from Ms Twivey-
Nonggorr from Twivey Lawyers on behalf of the Secretary for Treasury Mr Dairi 
Vele. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance for Mr Vele here.   
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Vele is on my list today as it were.  
I would seek counsel appearing on behalf of Mr Vele to indicate the matters that 
we were enquiring about at the last occasion.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SESEGA:  Indeed, commissioners.  What returns today for directions is 10 
basically for Mr Vele to advise the commission on documents that were requested 
by the commission.  We have sought advice from his office and the Treasury 
would like to advise the commission that they are currently still looking for these 
records that were requested as source materials as they were from the previous – 
the predecessor of Mr Vele.  So, it is taking them some time to go through all the 
various archives and the records.  They have made an undertaking to have an 
officer actually work through the Christmas period to actually continue that 
search for those relevant documents.   
 
There is in other regards for directions of Mr Vele’s availability for in attendance 20 
at the commission on 7 February 2022 as was proposed.  For the past week we 
have actually tried to get instructions from our client with regards to his 
availability on all platforms we have been trying via telephone communication, 
social media as well.  Unfortunately, Mr Vele is somewhat offline on all 
platforms.  We are therefore unable to get instructions from him.  It seems like he 
has taken his holiday.   
 
So, my instructions are if I may request for a short adjournment into the New 
Year so we can respond with proper availability of our client in regards to giving 
evidence.  Thank you. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, in my submission – I thank counsel for his submissions – 
but in my submission the proper course is to confirm Mr Vele’s appearance for 7 
February but to give those acting for him liberty to apply to vary that application.  
So, generally appearing for him this morning and Ms Twivey-Nonggorr ought 
then to advise him that he is required here at 10 o’clock on that day if that suits 
you, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sesega, you got the date and time?  That is the date 7 
February and 10 am is being fixed for Mr Vele to give his evidence. 40 
 

[12.41pm] MR SESEGA:  Indeed.  And if we have to make any applications beforehand, we 
will come before the commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And then I think earlier on in the morning we had Mr Vele’s 
appearance set down for 28 January for mention.  That fixture might stand so that 
we can then confirm the fixture in February for him to give evidence. 

 
MR SESEGA:  That is basically our submission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, I think that is the last matter for this morning.  Dr 10 
Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Indeed, it is commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So what we will do is we adjourn to - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  28 January if that please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any chance or prospect of sitting earlier than 28 
January? 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will take that on notice if we may and advise you if that is 
possible, commissioners.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you consider that because earlier on, you remember I 
circulated a note about trying to complete some of the evidence that were either 
part heard or documents were to have been admitted which are still outstanding 
so at some point in time I think we need to wrap up the evidence that – particularly 
the documentary evidence that is still outstanding out there.  So that is kind of 
playing in my mind when I am suggesting perhaps we might sit earlier than 21 30 
January if we have to, to just wind up that or conclude the outstanding evidence; 
particularly the documentary evidence that some of them have come in others are 
still outstanding. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners.  We will consider that and advise 
you.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then if there is nothing else then I will get my 
associate to adjourn the proceedings to 28 January and each of you have a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year as well. 40 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Indeed.  And from me to everyone, I hope you have 
some rest and recreation and do not work all the time.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 12.44 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 28 JANUARY 2022. 
 
 
 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON THURSDAY, 20 
JANUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
 

(Continued from 20 December 2021) 
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[10.07am] THE CHAIRMAN:  We are having internet reception issues, I cannot hear you. 

DR RENWICK:  (…Inaudible…) 

[10.08am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, I cannot hear you; I cannot hear you. 
 
(INTERNET ISSUES)  
 

[10.13 am] DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear us now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, now.  Yes. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, chief.  I might then recommence my remarks.  I 
see Commissioner White is here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So with your permission I will start again.  We have directions 
today and 28 January, there will be a tender bundle circulated to those who leave to 
appear and indication sought as to whether they have any objection to be it being 
tendered, we would fully comply with previous agreements as to confidentiality and 
privilege and so on and seek to tender that.  Mr Jurth will be dealing with this on the 20 
28th. 
 
May I then indicate the principal witnesses who will be at the hearing.  This may 
change of course, commissioners, as you would appreciate.  On the 28th, have further 
evidence from Dr Thomas Webster, Mr Erastus Kamburi, and Mr Richard 
Borysiewicz is returning for cross-examination if required.  I would ask those that 
have leave to indicate in the usual way whether they require him to return.  We 
communicate in the usual way whether they require him to return.  Tuning then to 2 
February, Mr Igumu Momo is in the same position, namely, he is returning for 
examination by others.     30 
 
We then have - we expect some important evidence from Mr David Frecker, a 
distinguished lawyer who was previously Crown Solicitor in the Independent State 
and will give I anticipate some invaluable evidence about how section 209 of the 
Constitution was complied with and since independence really.  We then expect the 
evidence from Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri, Mr Henry Boyle and (…inaudible…).   
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On 3 February as previously indicated, Mr Peter Botten, Mr Ian Monroe are set to 
give evidence and they will definitely give evidence on those dates.  We also 
anticipate there may be evidence from Mr Lars Mortensen and Dr Clement Waine. 
 
On 4 February, we anticipate that former governor Loi Bakani will give evidence 
along with Honourable Arthur Somare and I trust the Honourable Ben Micah will 
come back here in a minute and possibly Mr Jimmy Maladina.   
 
On 7 February, we expect to hear from Mr Dairi Vele as a new position in 
officialdom; the Honourable Peter O’Neill, and the Honourable James Marape and 10 
also Mr Wapu Sonk.  There will be some further evidence on 8 February including 
from Mr Tony Kelly.  On 9 February, we expect from a Gas expert about PRL 15 
Term of Reference. 
 
On 10 February, Brattle will return, the Brattle Group, to give some final evidence 
and at 7.30 pm Port Moresby time, we will be hearing from the distinguished 
academic Sir Tim Beasley and then finally there will be submissions from counsel 
assisting on 18 February.  Persons will then have an opportunity to put in 
submissions by the end of February.  We do not intend to provide further written 
submissions and of course from a procedural fairness point of view, matters will be 20 
put to witnesses as they have already. 
 
Commissioners, may I then turn to the directions list for today and seek your 
permission, may I commence with Mr Anthony Latimer who is on the list.  There is 
a bundle of correspondence which might be put on the screen now which I would 
seek tender on the return of the summons. 
 

[10.18am] I see that there is a tender bundle.  I will take you through it in a minute but it is 
correspondence from those assisting to Mr Latimer and King & Wood Mallesons 
from 1 December up until yesterday.  I tender that bundle, Commissioners. 30 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Might I cross check with the allocation of the - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it might be XXX, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  XXX? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I stand to be corrected but I think we are up to XXX. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think that is right, Commissioners. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  That bundle of documents be marked exhibit XXX. 
 
EXHIBIT XXX – BUNDLE OF DOCUMENTS  
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you Commissioners.  So, if we just scroll down, you 
will see this is a letter from those assisting to King & Wood Mallesons and it is 
important just to take a minute to go through this letter.  It firstly refers to the 
extended terms of reference.  It indicates that former and current Norton Rose 
Fulbright Australia partners and employees should be able to provide important 10 
evidence and there is therefore again a request that such people assist the 
Commission in its work.  Obviously enough it is a request for voluntary assistance. 
 
Then those assisting reiterated what I have already said that we are likely to 
recommend to the Commission to make adverse comments about persons who were 
given the opportunity to assist the Commission but did not do so.  And that includes, 
see the next paragraph, a possible recommendation to the Commissioners that such 
persons be excluded from future opportunities to be engaged by or on behalf of the 
State.  And we therefore say, it is important in fairness to those individuals to give 
them a further opportunity to cooperate. 20 
 
If we go to the next page, the four principal people involved are there set out and we 
request in that letter confirmation in writing that the following persons have been 
contacted and given an opportunity should they be willing to do so.  It could not be 
clearer that it is a request of voluntary assistance and there is also a request to 
indicate that Mallesons continue to act for Mr Latimer, Laughlin and Moe who are 
no longer at Norton Rose or whether we can contact them directly and we sought a 
response by 3 December. 
 
We go to the next letter on 21 December.  After a reminder we received this 30 
remarkable letter which simply refers to 1 December letter and says they are 
instructed, this is Mr Temoe of Mallesons that Norton Rose will not be engaging in 
any further correspondence with you in relation to the matters raised in the letter.  
They were remarkably discourteous and uncomfortable response. 
 
If we then scroll down, you will see the next correspondence is Mr Hales’ 
corresponds directly to Mr Latimer and attaches the letter.  We just go up a bit please.  
We just go up a bit, yes.  So, this email of 2 January at 10.51 am.  He says, “I assume 
you are unaware of Mr Temoe’s letter which was presumably written on instructions 
from Norton Rose rather than yourself.  It was copied into Mr Peter Yeldham of 40 
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King&Wood Mallesons and perhaps you could confirm whether King & Wood 
Mallesons do act for you and respond substantively” and Mr Yeldham is copied in. 
 
We then go down to the next correspondence and you will see that same day there 
is a response from Mr Latimer saying he has passed it on to my legal representative 
Peter Yeldham at King&Wood Mallesons.   
 

[10.24am] If we then scroll down and there is then a letter and summons sent and a request for 
an urgent response; that is on 30 December.  There is then - we scroll down and we 
keep going - there is then Mr Yeldham says, “I act for Mr Latimer.  We will prepare 10 
a response”.   And we scroll down; that response is eventually received and there 
will be a Mallesons’ letter.  So, we received it on 13 January.  Mr Hales then gets a 
response from Mr Yeldham saying Mr Taylor acts for Norton Rose Fulbright.  He 
separately – he Mr Yeldham separately acts for Mr Latimer as an entity and Mr 
Latimer separately.   

 
We then scroll down to the next page.  The summons provided does not disclose any 
legal discourse.  It says, “it is not legally required to comply with the summons and 
if the commission is aware of any legal basis compelling compliance, please let us 
know.”  And finally, Mr Latimer does not have any relevant documents. 20 
 
We then scroll down and you will see here Mr Hayes emphasizes that Mr Latimer 
eminently could provide important evidence.  We understand he continues to have a 
role in Papua New Guinea notwithstanding he relies outside and there is then a 
repetition of what was said on 1 December, and there is a request again about 
whether Mr Latimer will choose to assist the COI on voluntary basis that having 
always been clear in our submission. 
 
And then we scroll down, there is a further letter of 18 January.  We ask the 
commission to identify a legal basis for compelling compliance by Mr Latimer and 30 
in our submission it is lawfully clearly that we are asking for voluntary assistance.   
 
We go then to the final part of it written yesterday and which makes clear as indeed 
has always been clear including from Mallesons that the commission’s jurisdiction 
means that people outside the Independent State cannot be compelled to comply with 
the summons that they are outside.  You will appreciate that Mr Latimer has been 
asked to assist the commission voluntarily.  Commissioners, the correspondence 
could mean nothing about that and then it is said we can only take from your recent 
correspondence that Mr Latimer is not prepared to assist the commission voluntarily.  
This will be announced to the commission at the upcoming hearing and the 40 
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commission thereafter will proceed on that basis.  And that is indeed what I 
endeavored to show.   
 
So, commissioners, we are then in a position where nothing further needs to be done 
about the summons.  It is quite clear in the circumstances that like Norton Rose as 
an entity like the other former partners, Mr Latimer is not prepared to voluntarily 
assist the commission.  We note that of course there are many people who are not 
compellable who have properly and honorably and ethically decided to assist the 
commission.  I mention about two, Mr Peter Botten is one; Mr Beattie is another.  I 
also note that of course the entirety of Norton Rose file, we are told, has been 10 
provided to the commission.  There is no privilege therefore vis-à-vis the 
commission in that material and that also must be kept in mind when Mr Latimer 
evidently is not prepared to assist. 
 
So, I will indeed be making submissions at the appropriate time about how Mr 
Latimer’s behavior and that the other Norton Rose persons indicated in the letter of 
1 December and what recommendations we would say should be contained in the 
submissions. 
 

[10.28am] But in the circumstances there is nothing further to be done in relation to the 20 
summons sent (…inaudible…) so we can then proceed in my submission the 
remainder of the list.  May we commence.  Chief, may I ask is the Honourable Ben 
Micah present?  Could we deal with Mr Micah’s matter first as his presence in 
person? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Perhaps we should start with counsel in attendance. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes indeed, I had not realized there was counsel for - - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have counsel in attendance to mention his matter first and then 30 
we will proceed with the rest. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any counsel in attendance, you can mention your matter and 
then we can proceed. 
 
MR MAWA:  Thank you Chairman, Chief Sir Salamo Injia and Commissioner 
Margaret White, I appear on behalf of witness Wapu Sonk.  He has been given a 
summons to produce further evidence to the commission.  The Office of the Kumul 40 
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Petroleum, they were closed for business on 22 December last year and commenced 
operations on 7 January this year.  The summons was given to them on 29 December 
and Mr Sonk has instructed me that he will appear on 31 January to provide the 
evidence that is required in Schedule 1 of the summons and give evidence if need 
be. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Paul Mawa for the record appearing for Wapu Sonk. 
 
MR MAWA: Thank you. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there is an issue with the return date on the summonses. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes, he will come and produce the documents required to the 
commission and also appear on 31 January this year if that is convenient to the 
commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you get the summons on the screen to establish the exact 
return date?  Kathryn, are you able to get the summons on the screen? 
 
DR RENWCK:  Chief I am sorry, thank you, you are back on line.  I am afraid we 20 
could not hear anything that counsel for Mr Sonk said and I am sorry to do this to 
him but perhaps he might just indicate what the position is because we lost the sound 
at the moment counsel stood up. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He was saying the return date on the summons is the 31st of 
January, that is when the documents will be produced. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think Mr Jurth is dealing with this matter I will let Mr Jurth 
respond on that. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  Chief, can you hear me? 
 
THE CAHIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Chief.  Sofar as we understand it the position is this; we 
did not hear counsel’s submissions but our submission was foreshadowed on behalf 
of Mr Sonk seeking to extend this summons until the 31st of January. 
 

[10.33am] In my submission, we do not in principle have a difficulty with providing extra time 
for Mr Sonk to obtain and provide the documents to the commission but could we 40 
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compromise on 28 January which is the next directions hearing list when we are 
sitting? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Very well.  The return date on that summons is obviously 28 
January. 

MR JURTH:  It is the 20th, Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, which is today. 

MR JURTH:  Which is today.  It is today.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  And in my submission an eight day extension until to 28 January will 
provide sufficient time for Mr Sonk’s team to comply with it but also not further 10 

delay the commission in obtaining the document.  We do not sit on the 31st but we 
will be sitting on the 28th, if that is convenient? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  How does 31 January come in?  I want to establish where that 
date comes in. 

MR JURTH:  That is the date that has been foreshadowed in correspondence by Mr 
Sonk’s legal representative as the date that they would like. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In correspondence, okay, all right. 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, the summons is returnable today but you obviously 
need some more time given the exchange of correspondence you had with Mr Jurth.   20 

MR MAWA:  Given the position advanced by counsel, we will try and ensure that 
we produce the documents by 28 January. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we are sitting on 28 January so - - - 

MR MAWA:  Yes, 28 January. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  28.  That should give your client enough time. 

MR MAWA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can extend the summons to 28 
January? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  There is a second matter concerning Mr Sonk.  It is 
proposed that Mr Sonk come and give further oral evidence on 7 February.  I enquire 
through you, Chief Commissioner, from counsel representing Mr Sonk, Mr Mawa, 
whether he has instructions as to Mr Sonk’s availability on that date? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa? 

MR MAWA:  Chairman, I will seek instructions from Mr Sonk but I will let him 
know that he is required on 7 February to give oral evidence and whatever his 
position is, in-house counsel will communicate to the counsel assisting the inquiry.    

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  In those circumstances, might I propose an order 
be made setting Mr Sonk down to give oral evidence on 7 February but with liberty 10 

to apply if there is some reason why he cannot attend on the 7th to adjourn it to a 
different date. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will issue a direction to that effect. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to the documents that are going to be tendered on 28 
January, I am particularly looking for bank statements from this account in 
Singapore where the proceeds of the LNG revenue have been paid into which may 
have been accessed or operated by Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited and possibly 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings.  I am just sounding that out that we are interested in 
receiving documents, particularly those bank statements that Kumul Petroleum 20 

Holdings might have in its possession. 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, those bank statements are sought and the 
summons is currently before you and I respectively adopt your comments in the 
presence of Mr Mawa that we are very keen to see these bank statements and we 
expect them to be provided on the 28th or earlier if possible of course.  Chief 
Commissioner, can I raise one final matter concerning Mr Sonk? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

MR JURTH:  And this is just to foreshadow something for Mr Mawa’s convenience. 

[10.38am] Mr Sonk will today be issued with a further summons that was approved earlier 
today and will be formally served on Mr Sonk later today.  It concerns documents 30 
held by Mr Tony Kelly.  Chief Commissioner, you will recall that Mr Kelly was 
mentioned in oral evidence of Mr Sonk as being an adviser to KPHL and to its Board, 
and that summons that will be formally served later today will also be returnable on 
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28 January and we expect Mr Sonk and those advising him to comply with that 
summons and provide the Tony Kelly documents in answer to that summons on that 
date as well. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa can take note of that and I think that brings to close 
the Wapu Sonk matter.  Mr Mawa, you may be excused if you do not have any other 
matters.  Next matter? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, who is the next counsel at the bar table? 
 10 
MR BIRD:  It is Governor Bird, your Honours. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it is the Governor Honorable Allan Bird is in attendance, 
yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you, chief commissioner.  I am grateful that Governor Bird 
has appeared in person.  He answers a summons returnable today.  This is the first 
return date of this summons and Governor Bird is being asked to produce documents 
in his former role as Chairman of the Plans and Estimates Committee in the National 
Parliament in 2013 and 2014.  Commissioners, I would ask through you whether 20 
Governor Bird has any documents to produce today and if not when he could 
produce documents by? 
 
MR BIRD:  Chairman, thank you very much.  First of all, just a correction; I was not 
a Member of Parliament in 2013 and ‘14.  I am the current Chairman of Plans and 
Estimates and I have been for the past two years.   
 
First of all, I would like to apologize and ask the indulgence of the chair, for 
whatever reason I received this summons last night at 6 pm and therefore I do not 
have the documents.  But on my way to the Inquiry, I did make a call to the Clerk of 30 
Parliament and I will be engaging with him immediately following my departure 
from the Inquiry to endeavor to have these documents ready for presentation either 
Tuesday or Wednesday of next week if it suits the commission.  Thank you, your 
Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The summons was served on your secretary, Angela Williams 
according to the information that we have, on 23 December so she may have delayed 
conveying the summons to you.   
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MR BIRD:  Yes, your Honour.  I received it yesterday at 6 pm.  For whatever reason, 
Angela did not think it important to present it to me in December and we were 
dealing with other matters such as the Queen’s Baton Relay which is apparently 
coming to East Sepik and they were preoccupied with that.  I was not happy when I 
read the document this morning that the summons was indeed today.  I was preparing 
to debate all of last night on the – there will be a Bill presented to change the voting 
system to first-past-the-post today and I spent my time last night preparing for that, 
your Honour, so I do apologize for not getting to this document sooner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, you are seeking an extension of the summons to next 10 
Tuesday, you say? 
 
MR BIRD:  Yes, your Honour.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next Tuesday, what is the date next Tuesday?  
 
MR JURTH:  25th chief. 
 

[10.43am] THE CHAIRMAN: All right, we have counsel agreeable, we can extend the 
summons to next Tuesday 25 January, and Commissioner White as well, if we all 20 
agree. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly, Chief.  And could I add my thanks to 
the Governor Bird to you for coming along as so promptly as when you got high 
matters of State occupying your mind.  Thank you. 
 
MR BIRD:  It is my honour.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then, the summons stands extended to next Tuesday, 
so you may be excused. 30 
 
MR BIRD: Thank you, your Honour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Who next appears at the bar table? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have an appearance here. Yes, counsel, if you can 
announce your appearance? 
 40 
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MS MUI:  Thank you. Good morning, Chairman and Commissioner, I appear for Mr 
Manau, as the Secretary for Department of Petroleum and Energy, in-house counsel. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You appear for Mr Manau? 
 
MS MUI:  David Manau, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And your name for the record again? 
 
MS MUI:  Counsel’s name Mui, M-u-i, initial G. M-u-i and initial G.  10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  M-u-i and G, yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. We understand that some documents 
have been provided at the end of last year.  Those documents are still being reviewed 
by those assisting.  Could I ask through you, Chief Commissioner, whether counsel 
has any further documents to provide today or any other documents that have come 
to their attention, since that last tranche of documents were provided in late 
December.  
 20 
MS MUI:  Thank you. I think the last documents that was presented was the 
supplementary affidavit sworn around 14 December and delivered to one Imelda 
Ande, received at the Commission of Inquiry Office, around 20 December. Our 
apology, unfortunately my learned friend, Mr Palma cannot appear and present at 
that time.  That is all we have on record.  If there is any more documents or 
information required for us to assist the commission, we are on standby to assist. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your client has no other documents to tender apart from those 
that were delivered to Ms Imelda, last year? 
 30 
MS MUI:  Last December, around 20th, yes, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no sighted those documents.  Associate, have you come 
across those documents?  You have them?  Have them here.  They are in the office; 
you go get them.  I just want to sight the documents first. 
 
MR JURTH:   Chief Commissioner, while we wait for the documents to turn up, 
may I - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, have you seen those documents? 40 
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MR JURTH:  Hello? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, have you seen the documents that were - - 
 
MR JURTH:   Chief Commissioner, no, no, I have not seen them.  We were recently 
informed of them having them delivered so those assisting is still in the process of 
obtaining and going through them. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, there has been a little bit of an inconsistency in the 10 
attendance by your client before the commission and quite so, you see the documents 
have been delivered I want to see the documents.  If it has not, what happened to 
those documents I have not sighted those documents. 
 
MS MUI:  All right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You just bear with us while we bring the documents.  At some 
point, you had Ms Mui, you are Ms Mui, right? 
 
MS MUI:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You appeared? 
 
MS MUI:  Yes, I am Ms Mui.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. So you have been consistently appearing as counsel for 
Mr Manau.   
 

[10.48am] MS MUI:  For Mr Manau. 
 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Manu, okay. 
 
MS MUI:  Along with Mr Palma. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  But at some point Mr Palma appeared for- - - 
 
MS MUI:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  These are the documents.  We have the documents.  There is a 
box full of documents that has been delivered so I suppose counsel will need time to 40 
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go through them or you may want to seek an extension of the summons to another 
date? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, if the summons could be stood over to 28 
January to enable us to go through those documents.  May I specifically mention two 
other documents which we think are reports in the possession or control of Mr 
Manau and could I ask through you Chief Commissioner for Ms Mui to make a note 
of these two reports in particular that we are going to request the client to obtain and 
provide.  The first one is known as the Elk Antelope Completion Reports by InterOil.  
That is the Elk Antelope Completion Reports by InterOil and the second report is 10 
the Reservoir Simulation Report by Knowledge Reservoir of Houston, Texas. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you just repeat? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is Reservoir Simulation Report by Knowledge Reservoir of 
Houston, Texas. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you repeat that slowly. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Reservoir? 
 
MR JURTH:  Reservoir Simulation Report. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By? 
 
MR JURTH:  By Knowledge Reservoir of Houston, Texas. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Muia, going by the supplementary affidavit of David 30 
Manau, schedule 1 which contains the documents that are now being provided, 
would I be correct that schedule 1 sets out the documents that are now being provided 
right now? 
 
MS MUI:  Yes, Chairman. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the documents do not include these two particular 
documents that Mr Jurth is referring to? 
 
MS MUI:  I will have to go back and recheck the documents and as per requested- -  40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me just physically cross check these documents against the 
list here just to be sure. 
 

[10.53am] Now, those documents are not included in this bundle of documents.  Ms Mui, I 
suppose you have until 28 January to locate those two documents in particular and 
produce them on 28 January. 

 
MS MUI:  Yes, that will be okay. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, if we can have the summons extended to 28 January? 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Particularly for the purpose of producing those two documents 
that have been mentioned.  All right, Mr Mui, you may be excused. 20 
 
MS MUI:  Thank you very much. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Does any other counsel or witness 
appear in person there? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, there are a couple of people in attendance so I think next 
one is Mr Ben Micah.  Good morning, Mr Ben Micah; you can take your seat. 
 
MR MICAH:  Good morning chair. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, we have issued a summons to Mr Micah for some 
documents and to give evidence.  The first thing is Mr Micah I believe that you are 
available to give evidence on 4 February, is that right, sir? 
 
MR MICAH:  Yes, I am available on that date. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  So that is the first direction if we can list Mr Micah 
to give evidence on 4 February, commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We will issue that direction. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Secondly, Mr Micah, I think this requests some production of some 
documents.  Do you have any documents to produce today, sir? 
 
MR MICAH:  No, I will produce evidence on 4 February. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  Do you or are you likely to have legal representation between 
now and 4 February, sir? 
 
MR MICAH:  Sorry, can you come again, please? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Do you have a lawyer for the purpose of this commission? 
 
MR MICAH:  I will have a lawyer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jaminan, is it? 20 
 
MR MICAH:  Yes, Mr Jaminan but he is not available today.   
 
DR RENWICK:  I see, all right.  Well, look, Mr Micah, Mr Jurth who should be up 
in Port Moresby next week will be in touch with Mr Jaminan and I invite you through 
your lawyer to assist in producing a further witness statement because that will make 
your evidence move more quickly.  Are you content to assist us in that regard 
through your lawyer? 
 
MR MICAH:  Yes, I will, chair. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners, I think Mr Micah can be excused until 
4 February then on that basis. 
 
MR MICAH:  Thank you chair and commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Micah, you may be excused.  Thank you for appearing. 
 
MR MICAH:  Thank you. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have one more attendance here.   
 
DR WAINE:  Chairman, Dr Waine. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Dr Waine had indicated that he might have some 
documentation to be handed up today. 
 
DR WAINE:  Chief Commissioner and counsel, good morning.  I do not have the 
documents with me now because I was so busy yesterday with so many meetings 
but I will provide a UBS drive with all of those documents probably on Monday. 10 
 

[10:58am] DR KATTER:  Commissioner, in those circumstances could the summons be stood 
over to 28 January as a matter of process taking into account the submission by Dr 
Waine that the UBS drive will be provided.  That is the first direction and as a second 
direction, subject to Dr Waine’s availability that he be listed for further oral evidence 
on 3 February at 10 am. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Waine, are you content with those two directions being 
issued? 

DR WAINE:  Certainly. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, we will issue those two 20 

directions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, indeed, Chief. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Dr Waine for appearing, you may be excused. 

DR WAINE:  Thank you, Mr Chairman. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if there is no appearance, would you take the matter 
of Mr Nathan Chang?  This is the return of the summons to Mr Chang as the 
company secretary of Pertusio Capital.  The summons was issued on 23 December 
2021.  On 19 January, Pertusio, that is Mr Chang, provided some documents.  I note 
that Mr Mortensen also of Pertusio is appearing for oral evidence on 3 February.  It 30 

is submitted that a direction be made that the summons be extended to 28 January at 
10 am both to consider the documents that are being provided but also to identify 
what further documents could be provided by Mr Chang on or before then. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you agree, we will stand over the 
summons to 28 January? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, the direction is issued. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I think Mr Jurth has the last matter. 

MR JURTH:  Indeed, Commissioners.  Would you please take finally the matter of 
Jimmy Maladina?  Mr Maladina was served with a summons to produce documents 
on 23 December last year.  This is the first return date of that summons.  We have 
had communications from his lawyer who has informed us that Mr Maladina is out 
of town.  He is in Alotau and unable to attend in person today.  In those 10 
circumstances, may I seek directions standing over this summons for a week until 
28 January? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will extend 
the summons to 28 January? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Direction is issued. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.   

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that brings the direction list to an end.  I think 
there is one matter which was stood over until the 25th as opposed to the 28th and so 
in those circumstances, might we adjourn until the 25th and then we will adjourn 20 

hereafter to the 28th, unless there are any other matters which need to be raised? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  That brings us to the close of this morning’s meeting so my 
Associate will adjourn the proceeding. 

 

AT 11.02 AM. THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 25 JANUARY 2022. 

 

 

 

 30 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM 

THE UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 

___________________________________________________________________________  10 

 

  

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 

 

 

 

  20 

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  

 

 

 

 

AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON FRIDAY, 28 
JANUARY 2022 AT 10.02 AM. 
 

(Continued from 20 January 2022) 
 30 
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[10.02am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, there are a number of matters 

for mention and return of summons this morning and there are then some 
witnesses giving, if I may put it, substantive evidence.  I think Mr Jurth has the 
first matter for mention.  Could you speak up, Mr Jurth?  We cannot hear you I 
am afraid. 

 
MR JURTH:  Can you hear me that better? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I can.  Chief, are you able to hear, Mr Jurth, may I ask?  I think 10 
we might have communications problem.  Chief, are you able to hear us in the 
hearing room? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you so much.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, could we please take the matter of Grace So-
on?  There is no appearance from Ms So-on today.  We will not require her and 
the only direction is to adjourn the summons generally for those assisting to 20 
confirm nothing further is required from the NEC. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, what directions are you seeking? 
 
MR JURTH: Chief Commissioner, the only direction is to adjourn the summons 
generally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will adjourn the summons generally. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that summons is adjourned generally. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is Jonathan Seeto.  For a start, we 
maintain the same position.  On appearance he is not required today and only a 
direction to adjourn the summons generally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will adjourn that summons generally as well. 40 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, that is adjourned generally; yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  The next matter is Mary Ellen Johns 
of BSP Capital and that is also my position to adjourn the summons generally to 
allow time to confirm there is nothing further as well which is being required. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will adjourn that summons generally as well. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourned generally.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is Mr Loi Bakani.  Is Mr Posman 
or anyone appearing on behalf of Mr Bakani this morning? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR POSMAN:  Mr Posman, initial C.  I previously acted for Mr Bakani in his 20 
former capacity as the Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.   
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, could I ask through you for Mr Posman to clarify 
his present instructions.  It may be that Mr Bakani is no longer the Governor of 
the Central Bank but the summons as you will see and it is shown on the screen 
is addressed to Mr Bakani personally and orders have already been made for him 
to return to complete his evidence.  Now, does Mr Posman continue to act for Mr 
Bakani for that purpose or was Mr Posman retained by the Central Bank and he 30 
now continues to act for the proper officer of the Central Bank? 
 

[10.07am] MR POSMAN:  Commissioners, we acted for Mr Bakani in his capacity then as 
the Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea.  We do not continue to act for 
him in his personal capacity.  At the moment, we generally hold instructions for 
the Central Bank to formally notify the Commission as to changes in the Office 
of the Governor, which we have conveyed to the Commission by way of 
correspondence dated 26 January.  Apart from that Chief Commissioner, we have 
no further instructions at this time. 

 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you will continue to act for Mr Loi Bakani in his personal 
capacity, is it? 
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MR POSMAN:  Chief Commissioner, we will not continue to act for Mr Bakani 
in his personal capacity as a witness.  We only acted for him when he was the 
Governor of the Bank of Papua New Guinea.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  And I gather from what Mr Posman has said, he continues to hold 
instructions on behalf of the Central Bank and though assisting and continue to 
correspond with Mr Posman so far as it concerns the Central Bank.  Is that so, Mr 10 
Posman? 
 
MR POSMAN:  Not at this moment.  No, we have not gone as far as confirming 
instructions to that end.  Our instructions are simply to formally notify the 
Commission of the changes in the governorship of the Central Bank. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And what is the name of the new governor? 
 
MR POSMAN:  The acting governor is Mr Benny Popoitai.  His appointment as 
acting governor was effective on and from 22 December 2021. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.   

 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners, and we are grateful for Mr Posman 
clarifying the position.  Therefore, can I ask, is there a personal appearance on 
behalf of Mr Bakani today?  Is Mr Bakani present? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Mr Loi Bakani present in person?  No, he is not present. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do we have any contact details for former Governor 30 
Bakani now that we need to be in communication with him personally rather than 
through the bank?  Is Mr Posman in a position to provide that information if the 
Commission does not have it? 
 
MR POSMAN:  I can seek that information through the Central Bank and revert 
to those assisting the Commission with that information. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Posman. 

 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you Commissioner White. 40 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, in those circumstances, the only direction is to 
stand the summons over until 4 February which is the date on which Mr Bakani 
has been set down to give further evidence. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So you seek a fixture for 4 February for Mr Bakani to give 
evidence, is it? 

 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that a confirmed listing or a tentative listing? 
 
MR JURTH:  My understanding is it is a confirmed listing but we will of course 
make contact with Mr Bakani in his personal capacity and confirm again. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Posman, we can fix 4 February at 10 o’clock 
for Mr Bakani to give evidence - - -  

 
MR POSMAN:  Yes. 

 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Further evidence and if you can inform Mr Bakani of the 
fixture that would be appreciated. 

 
MR POSMAN:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, I will certainly do that. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, Commissioner White, we can fix 4 February at 10 
o’clock for Mr Bakani to give further evidence and that fixture will be 
communicated to Mr Bakani by Mr Posman. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you, Chief. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction then. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Posman, you may be excused. 
 
MR POSMAN:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good. 40 
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DR RENWICK:  The next matter, Commissioners, is Mr Dairi Vele.  You will 
recall there is a summons.  We might just put that up to appear and give evidence 
and to produce documents.  On 15 December, you listed him to give oral evidence 
on 7 February and as we understand it, I think there is nothing to produce under 
the summons. 
 

[10.12am] We are aware that Mr Vele, of course, has a new role but that does not affect the 
relevance of his evidence to the historical matters.  I should say I believe we 
should have an appearance from, is it Mr Siona? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SIONI:  Commission pleases, my name is Sioni, S-i-o-n-i, initial J for 
Jerome.  I appear with instructions from Ms Twivey-Nonggorr to appear for Mr 
Vele.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  May I ask Mr Sioni, as I understand it, the position is insofar as 
the summons sought production of documents from Mr Vele when he was 20 
Secretary of the Department of Treasury, there were no documents - additional 
documents to produce; is that correct? 
 
MR SIONI:  Yes.  At the time when the summons was issued, we did appear on 
behalf of Mr Vele.  We indicated that we are still in the process in finding the 
documents but circumstances have changed now.  Mr Vele has indicated that he 
has not within that time that he was the secretary – in the short span of time – 
located those documents; the documents were documents dated back in 2008.  
The secretary then was Simon Tosali - the late Simon Tosali, and so he could not 
in his capacity at that time during that short span of time locate those documents.  30 
He now has been shifted to another position as Chairman of the State Negotiation 
Team.  He is no longer the Secretary for Treasury, and so the documents - that 
some more documents in response to the summons that was issued to him, he will 
not be in that professional capacity as the secretary to respond to those documents. 
 
And so my instructions are that he will be appearing - he is willing to appear on 
the 7th but the reasons as to why he should be appearing on the 7th because the 
summons was issued when he was the secretary and custodian of those 
documents.  So now that he is no longer the secretary, there is a new person that 
has been appointed as the secretary and that is Oaeke; that is Andrew Oaeke.  That 40 
is the new secretary, acting secretary for Treasury. 
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And so we are suggesting that another summons be issued to the acting secretary 
for him to appear.  These are just suggestions we are putting to the commission. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr Sioni.  Commissioners, in my submission, 
we simply note that no documents were produced and otherwise, you have 
already ordered Mr Vele to appear on 7 February.  That order does not need to be 
changed in any way and we will be in touch with Mr Sioni and Mrs Nonggorr 
about any particular topics that we are able to identify in advance to Mr Vele.  
But we do understand he is no longer the secretary but, of course, he was a key 
person in relation to other matters relevant to the Terms of Reference and that is 10 
what we wish to ask him further questions about. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So Mr Vele is required – is he required on 7 February to give 
further evidence or not? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Commissioners, you made that order on 15 December.  It 
is simply a matter it does not need to be confirmed; that does not need to be 
altered, the order stands and, as I say, we will be in touch with Mr Sioni and Mrs 
Nonggorr if we can be to indicate any broad topics to assist Mr Vele in 
preparation. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sioni, it seems we may have to maintain that fixture for 
7 February for Mr Vele to give evidence; that there be discussions between 
yourself and the counsel in terms of further evidence that is to be given on 7 
February.  All right, then we will leave that fixture as it is.  Is there anything else 
that you want to mention or that concludes your appearance? 
 

[10.17am] MR SIONI:  I will need further instructions - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 
 
MR SIONI:  In the sense that the lawyer in carriage who has been appearing is 
Ms Tiffany Twivey.  So if there are any instructions that I need to take and I need 
to make mention, I will.  But at this stage, the position is clear and that our client 
is no longer the secretary and so any further documents or any of that sort, he 
would not be in a position to assist.  But anything that is relating back to the 
documents that he had previously filed, we will be in a position to assist.  But 
then we will have to seek instructions again as to whether we should still continue 
to act for him in his different capacity because he has now been changed to 
another position and no longer is the secretary.  And so in that respect, we will 40 
have to get some instructions specifically then. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  But for now we will maintain the fixture for 7 
February.   
 
MR SIONI:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  You may be excused if you do not have 
any other matters before us. 
 
MR SIONI:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next matter is Pertusio Capital, Mr Nathan 
Chang.  This is the return of the summons of 23 November 2021.  It was stood 
over on 20 January 2022.  There were documents provided by Mr Nathan Chang 
as the proper officer of Pertusio Capital. Those documents were bank documents.  
Mr Chang has also indicated in writing that no further documents relevant to the 
summons as were handed up by him and he has reconfirmed that verbally this 
morning.  Mr Mortensen of Pertusio Capital is returning for oral evidence on 3 
February.  And in all those circumstances, it is intended that the summons be 
stood over generally.  
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
adjourn that summons generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
DR KATTER:  Stood over generally, Chief Commissioner, if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I take acquiescence to mean agreement so the 
summons is adjourned generally.  Next? 
 30 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  The next matter is four summonses.  Mr Erastus 
Kamburi is the proper officer of Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited.  The four 
summonses were all communicated to Mr Sawong of Kumul Consolidated. Does 
Mr Sawong appear or Mr Kamburi? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  We do appear, Dr Katter.  
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the summonses are dated 19 November 2021, 29 40 
November 2021, 7 December 2021 and 21 January 2022.  The fourth summons 
seeks the specific bank account documents from KPHL.  I can indicate it is my 
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understanding that no documents have been provided since the first summons of 
19 November 2021 by KPHL.  Mr Sawong, are you in a position to submit an 
appropriate course? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Dr Katter.  Chief Commissioner, as you will recall, 
the last time I appeared before this Commission was on 20 December where the 
Commission gave instructions or directions for each of these summonses to be 
returned today.  Summons number 56 for Mr Kamburi to provide oral evidence, 
16.3 and I believe the most recent one being summons number 16.04.  Chief 
Commissioner, I have before me a signed affidavit responding to summons 10 
number 16.03.  I have made copies available to the Commission just this morning 
to counsel assisting.  I would like to tender the original to the Commission.  This 
is - - - 
 

[10:22am] THE CHAIRMAN:  You have a document to tender, is it? 
 
MR SAWONG:  That is correct, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   What is the nature of that document? 
 20 
MR SAWONG: This is the affidavit responding to summons number 16.03, 
Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, Mr Sawong has an affidavit to tender in response 
to the latest summons. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Sorry, Chief Commissioner, that is the summons issued on 29 
November. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  29 November, is it? 30 
 
MR SAWONG:  That is correct.  It is 16.03. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  In relation to the most recent summons, 16.04, we have 
indicated to counsel assisting that we are in the process of locating the documents, 
particularly bank accounts of that matter relating to offshore accounts that were 
previously held by IPBC during the period in question.  I have indicated to Dr 
Katter this morning that we would liaise with our finance team internally and we 40 
are in the process of locating the documents that may speak to and address the 
summons and the documents that have been requested by the Commission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, we will take that affidavit 
for now? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Sawong, can you hand up the affidavit?  It is a 
short affidavit.  I suppose we can admit that affidavit into evidence.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Commissioner White, the last affidavit letter that we 
assigned was - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  XXX, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  XXX.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It was the last one so – I think so and I think this 
one will be YYY. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think there was a – subsequent discovery that XXX was 
assigned to another earlier affidavit so - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, that was the bundle of documents itself 
for Mr Latimer.  So this one should be YYY, I think. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the previous one should be YYY, and this affidavit of 
Mr Ranga Sawong would be marked Exhibit ZZZ. 
 30 
EXHIBIT ZZZ – AFFIDAVIT OF ERASTUS KAMBURI IN RELATION 
TO SUMMONS NO. 16.03 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I submit that there be a direction that all four 
summonses – that affidavit may deal with the second summons 29 November but 
in circumstances where that affidavit will now be considered – it is submitted that 
all four summonses be further stood over to a date as soon as possible.  Mr 
Sawong may be able to indicate how quickly or how efficiently the documents 40 
can be provided as he indicated before. 
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MR SAWONG:  Thank you Dr Katter.  Chief Commissioner, Commissioner 
White, I understand the nature of summons number 16.04.  
 

[10.27am] And from the daily diary, I note that Mr Kamburi is also scheduled to give 
evidence today.  It is my submission to the Commission that this matter be stood 
over to 9 February mainly because we have got workshops scheduled from last 
year that are on - scheduled for Wednesday the 2nd running through the 3rd and 
the 4th next week.  But what I would like to indicate to the Commission is that we 
would keep in communication with counsel assisting to advise on the status of 
our searches and that if we are or we do get to a position where we could provide 10 
that information to the commission before the 9th, we will do so.  That is my 
submission, Chief Commissioner. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will extend all of four summonses to 9 February? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  All those four summonses are extended to 9 
February. 20 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Just for clarity purposes, as I 
indicated, Mr Kamburi’s name is listed here for evidence hearing today.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Is it correct for me to assume that that is also adjourned to the 
9th. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 30 
 
DR KATTER:  No, it is intended to call Mr Kamburi today – this morning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Kamburi is not required to give 
evidence today.   
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused if you do not have any other matters 
before us. 40 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, chief commissioner. 
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DR RENWICK:  Sorry, Chief Commissioner, I think the microphone might have 
cut out.  I thought Dr Katter said he did wish to cross-examine Mr Kamburi today.  
Is it, in my submission, I note that Dr Katter, of course, but it is convenient that 
Mr Kamburi be questioned today unless there is some particular difficulty with 
him doing so and he is in court and will be in very shortly.  Is that convenient, 
commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is going to be cross-examined on some aspects, is he? 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Is Mr Kamburi available to give evidence today?  
He was expected today for evidence.  That is separate from the question of the 
summonses as I understand it.  My impression was that Mr Sawong actually was 
seeking to have his evidence put over but he was not quite clear about it.  If Mr 
Sawong is still present in the hearing room, perhaps he could clarify the situation. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you Commissioner and Chief.  Yes, Mr Kamburi is here 
for the purposes of showing our commitment to assisting the Commission.  In 
relation to the evidence that he will provide, I believe from the most recent 
summons that has been issued 16.04, it would be I guess wise for everything to 20 
be dealt with together, Chief Commissioner, and that is why I am asking that we 
have his oral evidence be stood over to 9 February so that all summonses plus the 
oral evidence can be provided at that date collectively. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter and Dr Renwick, we need to resolve this.  Is he 
required to give further evidence today or can we have him stood over to 9 
February? 
 
DR KATTER:  I would submit that it is appropriate that he give evidence today 
and that any additional matters that might arise from further documentation that 30 
comes in that he be potentially available then to give evidence again – further 
evidence on the 9th.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mr Kamburi has been given notice of the matters that 
he will be giving evidence on today? 
 

[10.32am] DR KATTER:  He has Chief Commissioner.   
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 40 
DR KATTER:  The questions and the topics have been put to him and he has had 
an opportunity to consider those. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong so he is required to give evidence today and he 
is aware of the matters that he will be giving evidence on. 
 
MR SAWONG:  That is correct Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can leave the fixture as it is and he will give evidence 
today. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Okay. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  We will go down the list and after we 
have exhausted all the other matters we will come back to the evidence. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay next? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is Wapu Sonk; return of two 
summonses.  I understand there is an appearance on behalf of Mr Sonk today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, there is an appearance for Mr Sonk. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner, Paul Mawa, I appear for Wapu Sonk.  
Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, there were two summonses 
issued to Wapu Sonk, one dated 23 December last year and the second one 20 
January this year for the production of documents.  Chief Commissioner, we are 
basically seeking extension of time for compliance on 4 February this year.  The 30 
reasons for us seeking that extension is stated in the statement of Ms Sally Tadabe 
who is the senior counsel with litigation and disputes with the Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited.  And I believe the statement is in email so to speak probably 
with the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not sighted it but you go on. 
 
MR MAWA:  I can seek leave to hand up a copy of that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can hand up the statement. 40 
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MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner, the statement by Sally Tadabe basically sets 
out the steps that they have taken to comply with the two summonses and also the 
difficulties encountered by the office in terms of producing the relevant 
documents.  That is documents set out in the schedule of the first summons and 
also the documents relating to Tony Kelly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The statement provides an explanation why leave is sought 
to extend the summons to 4 February you said? 
 
MR MAWA:  4 February. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, and what is the main reason? 
 
MR MAWA:  The main reason is that those – especially the documents that are 
being asked to be produced, there have been a couple of changes within the office 
of the finance division within Kumul Petroleum and because of those changes, 
they have led to some difficulties in terms of locating the particular documents 
and putting them together in compliance with the summons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 20 
 
MR MAWA:  And the summons were issued, Chief Commissioner, during the 
time when the office was closed for business so they have resumed and they are 
trying their best to put the documents together on or before 4 February they should 
be able to produce that.   That is basically next week. 
 

[10.37am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, are you in agreement?  You consent to the 
extension of the summons? 
 
MR JURTH: Commissioners, an extension is appropriate. I do note that - and 30 
accepting that everything Mr Mawa says and Ms Tadabe says in her statement - 
is that it is still being five weeks since this summons was issued and KPHL and 
Mr Sonk are well aware of what we are looking for.  In my submission, time is 
very very short and our expectation is that Mr Mawa, Ms Tadabe and the rest of 
Mr Sonk’s legal team work very very hard to get us these documents as soon as 
possible.  In my submission, Mr Mawa should come back on 2 February to update 
the commissioners in relation to that process and perhaps provide the first tranche 
of documents then and if more time is required until the 4th, of course we can deal 
with that on the 2nd. By in my submission, the expectation is that Mr Sonk’s 
advisors will work hard today on Monday and on Tuesday and be in a position to 40 
provide something by Wednesday the 2nd.  And for those reasons, my submission 
is that the extension ought to be granted but until 2 February.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We could adjourn or extend the summons to 4 February and 
make that the last and final extension.  Would that satisfy your concerns, Mr 
Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  I am in your hands, Chief Commissioner.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Mawa, we are coming towards the end of these public 
hearing sittings and we have not have got much time.  Last date for the sittings 
will be around 18 February when final submissions will be received from counsel.  10 
So we are running against time and if we are to give an extension up to 4 February, 
that is going to be final.  You and your clients appreciate that and we can extend 
the summons to 4 February and that will be the final and the last of these 
extensions. 
 
MR MAWA: Yes, Chief Commissioner, we appreciate that and will try and work 
towards 4 February.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
extend those summonses to 4 February and that be the last and the final extension 20 
of those summonses.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction then. Okay.  Mr Mawa, you 
may be excused if you do not have any other matters before us.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is the return of the summons issued 
to David Manau.  Is Ms Mui or someone appearing on behalf of Mr Manau? 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have an appearance here, yes. 
 
MR PALMER: Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White.  My 
name is Palmer, initial J, I appear for Mr Manau.  If the Commission can recall, 
Mr Manau has responded to summons number 42.02 dated 23 November 2021 by 
way of an affidavit that was filed on 14 December 2021.  However, in that 
response, there were further documents that were required to be filed and there 
were two – particularly two outstanding documents that the Commission 
required, and with the assistance of counsel assisting the commission, those 
documents were identified.  And I do have those documents and it is annexed to 40 
an affidavit that is sworn by Mr Manau and I seek leave of the Commission to 
tender this affidavit and the documents.  The documents are basically the Well 
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Completion Report for Elk Antelope prepared by Inter Oil and there is no 
resource certification or resource estimates that was produced by Knowledge 
Reservoir.   
 

[10.42am] I believe those are the two documents that were outstanding to be produced by 
Mr Manau as required by the commission.  So, I seek leave of the Commission 
to tender those documents with the affidavit. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, if you can hand over that affidavit.  The formal tender 
of those affidavits will come at a later date, but just for the commission’s viewing, 10 
I will take it as it is.  Mr Jurth, there is an affidavit here from David Manau sworn 
on 27 January; it has two annexures to it.  Those annexures appear to relate to the 
documents that the commission is seeking.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Yes, thank you, Chief 
Commissioner, we are very grateful to Mr Palmer and to Mr Manau for providing 
these documents.  They will of course be reviewed.  In the circumstances, could 
the summons be stood over to 4 February to enable that to occur? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Palmer, you accept that date there, the suggestion is 20 
acceptable to you, 4 February? 
 
MR PALMER:  Yes, chief, 4 February is acceptable to us. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
extend the summons to 4 February. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we issue that direction.  Mr Palmer, you may be 30 
excused. 
 
MR PALMER:  Thank you, chief. 
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter, commissioners, is the mention of Arthur 
Somare.  May I ask whether Mr Somare or anyone on his behalf appears? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is there any - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, I should just note, commissioners, we have had some 40 
difficulty getting in touch with Mr Somare.  And despite sending various e-mails, 
we have had no success but Mr Jurth, I think, will soon be in country and so in 
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my submission, the matter be set down to give evidence on 4 February.  We will 
continue to try and make contact with him and apart from noting those matters, 
no other orders need to be made by you today, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will simply note that and leave the fixture on 4 
February to give evidence as it is.  Next? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  May it please the commission, the next matter is the 
Honourable Peter O’Neill.  Do we have an appearance on his behalf, please? 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.   
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner 
White.  My name is Sheppard; I appear for Mr O’Neill. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, this matter is for mention.  Commissioners, he is listed to 
give evidence on 7 February.  As I say, Mr Jurth will be up there next week and 
will be in touch with Mr Sheppard.  Unless there is any other matters Mr Sheppard 
wishes to raise now, we can simply confirm that he is to give evidence from 10 
am on 7 February if that is convenient to Mr Sheppard and Mr O’Neill. 20 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, thank you.  I have nothing to - no reason why that cannot 
happen.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr Sheppard. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Has Mr Sheppard been given notice of the matters that Mr 
O’Neill will be required to give evidence on? 
 
DR RENWICK:  We will be in touch with Mr Sheppard about that and, as I say 30 
particularly when Mr Jurth is in country, Mr Sheppard, so we will give you what 
notice we can.   
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Sheppard, you may be excused.   
 
DR RENWICK:  The next matter for mention is to the Prime Minister, and I 
believe there should be an appearance on his behalf, commissioners. 
 40 

[10.47am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have an appearance; yes. 
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MR NINKAMA:  May it please you Chief Commissioner, I am Ninkama spelt 
N-i-n-k-a-m-a initials M for Moses and I appear for the Prime Minister.  I 
understand a summons was issued for the Prime Minister to appear on 4 February 
to give further oral evidence and I have instructions from the Prime Minister that 
he will be unavailable – sorry, on 7 February to give further oral evidence but I 
have instructions that he will be unavailable on that date.  And we request that 
the summons be adjourned to 21 February for the Prime Minister to attend.  But 
I understand that from remarks made by Chief Commissioner that evidence will 
be closing on 18 February. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  So, I propose to have the summons adjourned generally and I 
will seek further instructions from the Prime Minister if he can be able to attend 
on a suitable date and liaise with the counsel assisting the commission in that 
regard. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We are going to be very strict with our adjournments to 
ensure that we complete this hearing by 18 February, which is the date fixed for 
counsel to make their final submissions.  You have got to give enough time to us 20 
to write the Report because the Report is due by the end of March.  So, if your 
client is asking for a date outside of that timeframe that is going to be very 
difficult for the Commission to accommodate any requests for adjournments 
outside of that timeframe meaning 18 February is the deadline. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  I understand. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, if I may assist, two matters really.  Perhaps we 
can simply adjourn it to the 4th for mention.  In the meantime, Mr Jurth as I say 
will be in country and will be able to confirm.  But may I just note that it may be 30 
on reflection there are not many questions that we need to ask the Prime Minister.  
So his ability to give factual evidence about what happened is relatively limited 
given the role he played in 2013 and 2014 and in my submission, we would not 
need him back for that purpose.  It may be that commissioners you have some 
questions and I may have some questions to ask him about reforms but it may be 
possible to deal with that in writing so we will pursue that Commissioners, and if 
it is convenient to my learned friend, we simply adjourn his mention till 4 
February on the basis I have just mentioned including that Mr Jurth will be in 
contact once he lands. 
 40 
MR NINKAMA:  Yes, that is fine with us. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  From my understanding from interactions that have taken 
place between the Prime Minister’s counsel and the Commission’s office, the 
Prime Minister may be wanting to give more evidence perhaps as a response to 
some of the evidence that has come in since he last gave his evidence.  And 
counsel may be assisting him to prepare a further affidavit, I gather, and if that be 
the case then the Prime Minister’s evidence might be a little bit more involved 
than simply just addressing a few things here and there.  If that be the case then I 
think we need to fix a date for him to give evidence that is convenient firstly to 
the Commission and secondly to the Prime Minister.  I am just wondering what 
his commitments are between now and 18 February.  If he is going to be in 10 
country, I suppose there should be some flexibility in terms of his availability. 
 

[10.52am] But if he is going to be out of the country, then we may have to give it some 
thought but under either situation or circumstance the Commission would be 
requiring him to give evidence before the Commission.  He will be under 
compulsion or he will be compelled to give evidence before the Commission and 
I think his priority rests in making himself available to give evidence before the 
Commission and put aside or defer any other commitments in country or out of 
the country that might take him out of his giving evidence before the 
Commission.  I am going around in a circle here but you know what I am getting 20 
at.  I think it is imperative that he completes his evidence before the Commission 
and put aside all the other commitments whether in country or outside but that is 
my view. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, if I might assist my learned friend that perhaps 
it maybe he had not checked the Prime Minister’s diary before he arrived this 
morning.  Perhaps we could stand the matter in the list.  My learned friend could 
contact the Prime Minister’s office and find the period of time as the Chief 
Commissioner has just indicated before 17 February because 18 February will be 
too late hence it was indicated where he could give evidence either in person or 30 
by video link, mostly, if necessary and perhaps that would be the best course for 
my learned friend.  So we just stand it in the list and he makes a phone call to the 
Prime Minister’s office and comes back to advise the Commission of the position. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we can stand this matter down the list.  Mr Ninkama, 
if you can communicate with your client, you impress on him the need for him to 
complete his evidence before the Commission. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  Yes. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  On a date between now and 18 February, that he is under no 
compulsion to attend to those other commitments but he would be under 
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compulsion to complete the evidence before the Commission.  So if you can 
impress upon him that and then he can make adjustments to his programs and 
then you get back to us later in the day. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  I can do that Chief Commissioner.  I request that the matter be 
stood down and I will just get in contact with him, the Prime Minister. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand down the matter generally to be 
called up later.  Mr Ninkama, you may be excused. 
 10 
MR NINKAMA:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good.  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the final matter for mention today is the matter of 
Glenn Blake.  Commissioners, you will recall that he gave evidence on 20 
December last year and the purpose for mentioning his matter today is only to 
inform you Commissioners that there have been no applications to examine him 
by any other witness.  In those circumstances, we seek no further orders 
concerning this witness. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So his evidence, is it complete or is it – yes, Commissioner 
White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I was simply going to ask Mr Jurth; is Mr Blake 
still under his summons to give evidence?  Was he released last time or was it 
subject to any application for cross-examination?  We just perhaps need to know 
what the status is. 
 
MR JURTH:  My recollection though I can check the transcript is that he remains 30 
under summons until formally being discharged, and it is probably appropriate if 
he be discharged formally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, I did not quite get you there.   
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, Mr Blake remains under summons and it is 
appropriate to discharge that summons given the circumstances. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I think we will issue that direction that he be 
discharged from giving further evidence.  Next? 40 
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[10.57am] MR JURTH:  Commissioners, there is the return of the summons as to Mr 
Malcolm Giheno of Pacific Capital.  It is the summons dated 29 November 2021.  
Mr Giheno has prepared a draft affidavit which is being finalized.  Could there 
please be a direction that Mr Giheno give oral evidence on 2 February 2022 at 10 
am, if it pleases. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will fix 2 
February for Mr Giheno to give evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we issue that direction.  Next? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next matter is the return of the summons 
addressed to Jimmy Maladina.  I understand there is an appearance on behalf of 
Mr Maladina today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR MUGA:  Thank you Chief Commissioner and commissioners.  Meli Muga 20 
is my name and I appear for Mr Maladina.  Mr Maladina is also here in person.   
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  Commissioners, working backwards, first direction 
I would seek is that Mr Maladina be listed to give evidence on 4 February.  If that 
date is acceptable to you Commissioners and to Mr Maladina then a date 
somewhat earlier for Mr Maladina to provide a further statement and I would 
propose 2 January for that to occur. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Muga? 
 30 
MR MUGA:  Chief Commissioner, we will be able to file an affidavit well before 
2 February.  In respect to the appearance on 4 February, there are no issues.  Mr 
Maladina will be able to attend on that date. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Then we will - - - 
 
DR KATTER:  I am indebted to my learned friend for that indication. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, 
we will fix 4 February for Mr Maladina to give evidence and for Mr Maladina to 40 
provide his affidavit or statements by 2 February. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue that direction. 
 
MR MUGA:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be excused. 
 
MR MUGA:  Thank you. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next matter is the return of the summons of 
Rex Paki.  Now, the summons was served on him on 26 January through an agent.  
We have not heard or had any response from Mr Paki.  Those assisting will follow 
up and attempt to make further contact with Mr Paki.  And so in the 
circumstances, I seek a direction that the summons be stood over till 4 February. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will stand over the summons to 4 February.   20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will issue those - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I apologize.  I am instructed that it would be 
more convenient to stand it over until the 2nd.  Could I please ask you to amend 
that direction to 2 February? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  2 February.  All right, we will stand it over to 2 February.  30 
Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Next is the return of two summonses addressed to the Chief 
Migration Officer, Mr Stanis Hulahau.  Commissioners, some documents have 
been provided and we are very grateful.  We understand that some further 
documents are on their way and in the circumstances, I seek this summons to be 
stood over until 4 February to allow that propose to complete. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will stand over the summons to 4 February? 40 

 
[11.02am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we will issue that direction.  Next? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, does Dr Clement Waine appear?  This is the 
return of summons stood over from 20 January.  No appearance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any appearance? 
 
DR KATTER:  Dr Waine indicated that he had some relevant documents to be 
handed up today. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no appearance for Dr Waine.  Yes, go on.  Dr 
Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Dr Waine had indicated that he was to hand up some documents.  
He has been preparing a statement, he has communicated to counsel assisting.  
There is a statement in preparation for his further recall for further examination.  
I submit that the summons be stood over as direction number 1 to 3 February at 
10 am.  And direction 2, that Dr Waine be listed for oral evidence on 3 February 
at 10 am. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will issue 
those two directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those two directions. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, Commissioners. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That brings us to the end of my witnesses listed for 
directions.  There are two witnesses listed to give evidence? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Chief Commissioners, before we move to the witnesses, 
is this a convenient time to tender the documents - the bundle of documents. 
 
MS POTANE:  Chief Commissioner, if I may speak? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an appearance here.  Yes, go on. 
 40 
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MS POTANE:  My matter is listed but I believe it was not mentioned.  It is Stanis 
Hulahau, PNG Immigration & Citizenship Services.  My name is Benedict Potane 
and I am standing in for the Chief Migration officer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your surname again? 
 
MS POTANE:  My name is Benedict Potane and I am standing in for the Chief 
Migration officer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Your surname again? 10 
 
MS POTANE:  Potane; P-o-t-a-n-e. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Potane, you are appearing for Stanis Hulahau? 
 
MS POTANE: Stanis Hulahau, the Chief Migration officer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes? 
 
MS POTANE:  I believe there were two summonses served upon the Chief 20 
Migration officer; one dated 10 December 2021 and the other is 25 February 2022 
basically to produce documents pertaining to schedule - containing list of names 
of persons of interest.  In response to that the Chief Migration officer has under a 
cover letter dated 26 January 2022 has provided those information and has been 
delivered to your office.  I have a copy here which I would like to seek leave to 
hand up to the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that the letter dated 27 January? 
 
MS POTANE:  That is correct. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have received that letter and I have a copy with me.   
 
MS POTANE:  Thank you.  I think every detail that the Commission has sought 
in the summons is covered and provided in the letter and we do not have any 
further documents to produce.  Thank you, that is - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have already mentioned that matter.  We may have gone 
a little too fast for you.   It has been mentioned and counsel assisting the 
commission has confirmed receipt of the response and his appearance has been 40 
adjourned to 4 February.  That will give the Commission time to examine the 
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document and there are further matters to be addressed and your client will be 
advised on 4 February.   
 
MS POTANE:  Thank you.  That is all. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, you may be excused. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioner. 
 

[11.07am] MR JURTH:  My apologies, I did not see her sitting there when I mentioned that 10 
matter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, and before we go to the oral evidence today, is it 
now a convenient time to deal with the tender bundle of documents?  Chief 
Commissioner - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you give a little bit more background about the tender 
of the bundle of documents? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, may it please the commission.  Chief Commissioner, at the 
last directions hearing on 20 January this year, senior counsel assisting 
foreshadowed the tendering of a bundle of documents which have been identified 
as being in light of the required consideration by you commissioners when 
making findings relevant to the matters in the Terms of Reference. 
 
Hyperlink’s spreadsheet of documents titled Tender Bundles Title of Index 21 
January 2022, which was subsequently uploaded for the public to have access to 
the website of the Commission and those with leave to appear have had access to 30 
that portal and those documents since 21 January. 
 
Now, in summary, the documents in that bundle comprise four classes of 
documents, and I will seek in due course to tender them in that way that is to say 
four separate tenders of these classes of documents.  May I ask then what each 
class of documents is? 
 
The first is a bundle of documents provided by Norton Rose Fulbright Australia 
including the letter of request from the Commission and the relevant responses.  
Now, these documents comprise 4139 separate documents and that is the first 40 
class of documents that I was seeking to tender in due course. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, what was that number, again?  How many 
documents is it?  Is it 4000? 
 
MR JURTH:  4139. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I see, okay.  Yes, you go on. 
 
MR JURTH:  The second class of documents are those provided by UBS 
including the letter of request from the commission and the relevant responses, 
and they comprise 126 documents including, of course, documents that are the 10 
subject of the claim or confidentiality of privilege on behalf of UBS.  That is the 
second bundle of documents.   
 
Commissioners, the third bundle of documents are those relied on by the Brattle 
Group in provision of their expert report.  And finally, the fourth bundle of 
documents are documents that have been previously put to witnesses that have 
appeared before you but have not been previously tendered through those 
witnesses.  Even though it was indicated that there would be further documents 
relevant to the Terms of Reference that will be sought to be tendered somewhat 
during the course but for certain purposes, I submit that these documents be 20 
tendered now to afford those with leave to appear the opportunity to review the 
documents and to make any submissions of providing further evidence they 
consider to assist the commission. 
 
Now, as I mentioned, as there are more than 4300 documents in the four tender 
bundles, there is a practical difficulty of tendering each document separately.  It 
is therefore submitted that the documents be tendered as part of a bulk tender in 
the four separate bundles that I have identified and that each of the four identified 
bundles be allocated a separate single exhibit reference.  Each individual 
documents within in each bundle has its own unique document reference number 30 
so they can be identified individually in due course whether as submissions or as 
part of the final report. 
 

[11.12am] So, Commissioners, those are my submissions.  If that is acceptable then I would 
propose to move to formally tender each of those bundle of documents. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before we get there, I am clear about documents in 
category 1, 2 and 3.  Category 4, can we run down the list on screen just so that I 
am clear about those other documents that are not – that has not been previously 
tendered being sought to be tendered now.  Just go down the list; just scroll down.  40 
Okay, that is the end of the list there.  How many documents in number? 
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MR JURTH:  30 documents in the fourth category, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  30, okay.  I suppose the documents that are being sought to 
be tendered now under category 1, 2, 3 and 4 are – that is not exhaustive, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There are more documents. 
 
MR JURTH:  As I have submitted - - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And as I understand, all these documents have been 
uploaded or posted on Minter Ellison’s website and is being made accessible to 
counsel and witnesses who have been given leave to appear? 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so, Chief Commissioner, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Who has been provided access?  Can we have a list of those 
that have been – have had access to these documents?  Do you have a list of 
witnesses or counsel who have had access? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I am instructed that one can be prepared if 
thought necessary.  There is presently no such list.  It has been available at large 
to everybody who have access to the website. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I have seen the list on the website.  I am just wanting 
this to be put on screen so – for the benefit of the public who is observing these 
proceedings but I have seen a list there.  Okay, there is a list.  Last question, has 
any one of those persons who have had access to these documents sought 
assistance or given a response if they have had any issues with the list and the 30 
documents that have been provided? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioner, no.  I am instructed that there has been no response 
or any objection by any of those witnesses that have access to the website on the 
list. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the assumption is then that they have had access and one 
would assume that they would have downloaded it, made copies, discussed and 
so forth and that they have not made any or registered any interest that they have 
any issues with it.  Okay.  All right, I think we can allow you to formally tender 40 
those documents in bundles unless Commissioner White has any other questions 
surrounding the background of these documents and how they have been 
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processed and made accessible to the public particularly the witnesses who have 
appeared before the Commission. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief.  No, I have nothing further.  If 
anyone wants to look at any of the documents, they just have to click on the link 
and it comes up on the screen.  So it is particularly for those people who are more 
remote from the hearing room; that is a very useful tool for them to have and the 
offices for those who are represented, I think it is a very good process. 
 

[11.17am] THE CHAIRMAN:  My only other comment that just came to my mind is in 10 
relation to documents in category 1 and 2.  These are documents from Norton 
Rose Fulbright Lawyers and UBS.  Norton Rose Fulbright - can you just give a 
little bit more background about their representative capacity, Mr Jurth?  Just for 
information of the public, whom do they represent?  It is an Australian based law 
firm, right?  And they are representing whom? 

 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, yes, it is an Australian based law firm, 
particularly in Sydney.  They represented the State in the UBS transaction.  So 
they have provided some documents and those are the documents comprehended 
in the first class of the first bundle that I wish to tender today. 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, Mr Jurth, is there any comment that you would 
want to make about the order in which they were provided to the Commission by 
Norton Rose Fulbright?  Were they assembled into categories relating to or 
chronologically, is there any assistance perhaps you could offer there? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioner, my instructions are that they were not assembled in 
any tangible form.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, so as I understand - - -  30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So in order to understand – I was just going to 
comment – it is necessary then to actually go through the document? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  So, as I understand, neither Norton Rose Fulbright 
nor UBS have made themselves available to give oral evidence? 40 
 
MR JURTH:  That is so. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  They have only provided documents, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  No, Chief Commissioner.  My understanding is that the documents 
have been provided but oral evidence has been very limited or none at all from 
Norton Rose.  UBS of course have provided a written statement but no oral 
evidence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Have they been asked to give oral evidence?  And if so, what 
has been the response? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Chief Commissioner, they have been invited to give oral 
evidence. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And they have declined, is it? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  That is so, Chief Commissioner, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Can they be compelled to give oral evidence? 
 
MR JURTH:  To the extent that they are outside of Papua New Guinea, the answer 
is, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Why?  Why can they not be compelled to give evidence in 
support of the documentary evidence that they have provided?   
 30 
DR RENWICK:  Might I assist here, Commissioners – I am sorry to interrupt, 
Mr Jurth – so, I said something about this on the last mention, I think.  So the 
position is that the compulsory powers of the Independent State apply within its 
borders so anyone within the Independent State at the time can of course be 
compelled and subject to the sanction set out in the Commission of Inquiry Act 
if they do not comply.   But we are not in a position to compel people who are 
overseas because firstly, the Commission of Inquiry Act does not have 
extraterritorial operation.  Secondly, because these proceedings are not the 
proceedings of a court, it is not possible even if the Independent State were parties 
to the Hague Convention for this purpose – excuse me – to seek letters of request 40 
under the relevant rules, say in Australian Courts but nor is it possible to have an 
adhoc letter of request arrangement for the same reason. 
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[11.22am] And I suppose in theory perhaps, it might have been possible for the Australian 

Government simultaneously to establish an Australian Royal Commission at the 
same time as the Independent State’s Royal Commission but of course that has 
not occurred.  And so that is the legal reason why they cannot be compelled.   

 
On the last occasion, Commissioners, you may recall I said that it is undoubtedly 
an ethical obligation on lawyers to attend and give evidence in the circumstances 
and one might have thought a moral obligation as well.  There are many people 
who are not the subject of the compulsory powers of the Commission, who have 10 
chosen voluntarily to appear and to assist and that continues.  And if I may 
mention one next week, there is a lawyer, Mr David Frecker, who will give 
evidence in the next week or two.  He is a distinguished former employee of the 
State Solicitor’s office and also a partner of Ashurst and Dawson Waldron before 
it.  And he has chosen to assist the Commission that way.   
 
You will recall I have said, I think on three or four occasions that people who 
have been employed as lawyers or as financial advisors or otherwise but no longer 
choose to cooperate with the Commission voluntarily, they will in all likelihood 
be the subject of recommendation from counsel assisting that they not be allowed 20 
for a period of time at least to obtain work from the Independent State or its 
agency.  So, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, it is important to put 
those matters on the record for citizens of the Independent State who may be 
watching and wondering why on earth are these foreign lawyers and foreign 
advisors not coming to give evidence, and the answer is notwithstanding 
considerable attempts by the technical assistance of the Commission and repeated 
requests in public by me, among others and counsel assisting the people to attend, 
they have made it quite clear they are not going to do so.  Of course, we would 
make the additional submission as I already have that the delay in the provision 
of documents has been very slow indeed and I have had more to say about that.   30 
 
But that is the position, Commissioners, we find ourselves in and of course 
fundamentally, there is a distinction of between, if you like, the contractual 
obligation that a lawyer has to produce to his or her former clients and thus to the 
Commission by direction of documents which belongs to the client, that is one 
thing, and that no doubt is the basis for the belated response by Norton Rose to 
the production of documents.  But there is no contractual obligation by a lawyer, 
whatever one might think about the ethical position, to give evidence to an Inquiry 
such as this arising out of their former retainer.  I trust those brief remarks assists 
the Commission and also inform members of the public in the Independent State 40 
who may be watching this. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you Dr Renwick for that explanation. Commissioner 
White, could I ask you to just give a bit of information about an international 
convention that affects the compellability witnesses in another jurisdiction?  I  
might have seen some correspondence about an international convention that 
affects this kind of situation and PNG may not be a party to that international 
convention.  
 

[11.27am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, it is my understanding that Papua New 
Guinea has not signed the various Hague Conventions which seeks to facilitate 
the legal process particularly in civil matters between countries as assistance to 10 
them.  But the assistance that is given is, as I recall, confined to assistance in legal 
process and not in a commission of inquiry of the kind that the chair, chief.  So it 
is true that even where PNG to be a party to the Hague Convention, its terms 
would not extend to our commission. Nonetheless it may well be regarded as a 
very useful thing to consider in the Independent State, there must be a process 
that occurs particularly in Australia and New Zealand perhaps where the 
usefulness of that convention would be realized.   

 
So I can simply endorse Dr Renwick’s submissions to us that so far as our 
researches go, there appears to be no basis that would allow the compellability of 20 
witnesses.  Another example, of course, is I think one of the witnesses we are to 
hear from today, Mr Borysiewicz, who is giving evidence voluntarily from 
Sydney and it is always open to any witness in any form of inquiry be it in a court 
of law or in a commission of inquiry to submit to that jurisdiction, they do not 
need a summons to do so.  They would like the comfort of a summons so no, the 
Hague Conventions are very useful tools and many countries all around the world 
belong to it but it is not one that would be available even where Papua New 
Guinea to be a party. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And, Commissioners, if I may just add this; on the last occasion 30 
I tendered, I think, what was originally marked as Exhibit XXX, the bundle of 
correspondence between those assisting me and Norton Rose Fulbright’s lawyers 
namely King Wood Mallesons Australia, those are publicly available exhibits.  
They can be placed on the Commission’s website and people judge for 
themselves the extent of and the timeliness of their compliance which request for 
documents and the refusal to give evidence orally.  So that is certainly available 
for interested persons to read the detail of this.  I have no further submission on 
that matter, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think with those explanations, I am ready to receive formal 40 
tender of these documents.  Mr Jurth, you seek to formally tender the four bundle 
of documents into evidence? 
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MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  The first exhibit bundle are the 
Norton Rose documents.  There are 4,139 documents and in the index they appear 
from row number 3 to row number 4,144.  I seek to tender those documents as a 
single bundle.  I understand we are up to exhibit 5, Chief Commissioner if that 
pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I prefer to admit this bundle of 
documents and I assign exhibit markings using the number system.  The last 
number we assigned to a document was number 4.   10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So the next exhibit number will be number 5 in respect of 
those Norton Rose Fulbright documents.  So we will formally admit those 
documents. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 

[11.32am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The first bundle and they will be marked Exhibit number 5. 20 
 
EXHIBIT 5 – NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT’S FIRST BUNDLE OF 
DOCUMENTS  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next bundle comprise the UBS documents.  
There are 126 documents.  In the Index they appear from row number 4145 
through to 4274.  I should say something about claims for strict confidentiality 
because UBS made certain claims to be in confidentiality.  Those documents do 30 
not appear in the list so something more than 126 documents were provided but 
126 of which they have excluded those documents to which that claim was made. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will formally - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, admit or - - - 
 40 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just raise this the one point of that - - - 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The claim for privilege.  I take it then the 
recommendation of counsel is that we uphold the claims and privilege? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, there is no submission to contrary, commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Then may we formally admit those documents 10 
from UBS and it will be marked Exhibit number 6. 
 
EXHIBIT 6 - BUNDLE OF 126 UBS DOCUMENTS FROM ROW 
NUMBER 4145 THROUGH TO 4274 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  The third bundle of documents 
are those relied on by the Brattle Group in the preparation of their expert report.  
There are 42 documents in total and they appear from row number 4275 to 4317 20 
in the Index. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
formally admit those documents from the Brattle Group.  They will be marked 
Exhibit 7. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
EXHIBIT 7 - THE THIRD BUNDLE OF 42 DOCUMENTS IN TOTAL 
RELIED ON BY THE BRATTLE GROUP FROM ROW 4275 TO 4317 IN 30 
THE INDEX 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR JURTH:  And finally, commissioners, the fourth bundle are 32 documents 
that have been put to various witnesses during the examination and not otherwise 
being tendered; and they appear from row 4318 in the Index. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Did you say there are 32 documents? 
 40 
MR JURTH:  Two. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  And each of these documents are associated with 
different witnesses? 
 
MR JURTH:  Perhaps, a better way to characterize it is they were documents that 
were put to witnesses during their evidence but were not tendered through that 
witness for obvious reasons; but to complete the record, it is appropriate that they 
be formally tendered and before the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Do we know which document is associated with 
which witness, Mr Jurth?  I think it is important to identify which document is 10 
associated with which witness or which witness’ evidence, that is, each of these 
32 documents compared with the documents in Category 1, 2 and 3.  These are 
documents associated with specific witnesses.  We may need to identify which 
document is related to or associated with which witness.  Have we got that 
information? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I do not.  But if that is how you would like 
the tender to proceed then I do not press for the tender at this occasion. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  We can prepare the identification which you have in mind, Chief 
Commissioner, and then I will propose a tender in that form at a later date.  
 

[11.37am] THE CHAIRMAN:  That is why I am suggesting, Commissioner White.  Can we 
stand over the formal tender of the documents in category 4 until we know which 
document is related to which witness.  Okay, we stand that over. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, we can. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  That brings us to the end of the documents being 
tendered this morning.   
 
MR JURTH:  As it pleases the Commission. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I would recall Ryszard Borysiewicz.  
And I can indicate that Mr Borysiewicz is on the video.  He is in the State of New 
South Wales.  Could he please continue on his previous affirmation from his 
previous appearance on 15 December 2021 and he was in the State of New South 
Wales on that day at that time. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Borysiewicz, you can hear us? 
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MR BORYSIEWICZ:  Yes, I can hear you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, you were going to ask some questions, were you? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes. 
 
 
RYSZARD BORYSIEWICZ, recalled: 
 10 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Borysiewicz, could you state your full name please? 
 
A: Ryszard Borysiewicz. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Are there any corrections that you wish to now make to your 

affidavit which was sworn 15 December 2021 as exhibit BVV for the 
record?  It was tendered in the transcript at page 3368. 20 

 
A: I have no corrections. 
 
Q: Have any other relevant document come to your attention since you gave 

evidence on 15 December 2021? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Reflect back on your oral evidence on that day.  Are there any matters that 

you now wish to correct? 30 
 
A: No, I have no corrections to make. 
 
Q: Are there any matters on reflection that you would now specifically wish 

to elaborate upon? 
 
A: I would if you would like me to comment. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 40 
A: Something that I touched on when I appeared before the Commission - 

there was actually two things.  The first one was the enquiry from the Group 
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CEO of Bank South Pacific if I knew Paddy Jilek, and this is at the time 
when we had been appointed to act on behalf of IPBC to act as their 
advisors in securing the best possible deal for the …  And at that time, I 
had received Pitch-Books from all four of the shortlisted financiers.  And 
out of the blue, I received a call do I know anything of this fellow at UBS 
and I said; look, I do not, I have not spoken to him.  And when I looked 
through the Pitch-Book, there were 20 smiling faces that were in the deal 
team and he was but one of them and that was all.  So, it was an unusual 
question about one person at one of the four organizations.  And I made the 
comment that I had not spoken to him; he was not present on any of the 10 
calls; I do not know him; I have never dealt with him; I have never heard 
his name mentioned other than this Inquiry.  So, there must have been a 
trigger for that enquiry but I did not press it and it was not offered up to 
me.  But I thought it was unusual so I highlight that to you in terms of your 
question if I wanted to add anything else upon reflection. 

 
Q: Just relating to that so this was communication from Mr Fleming? 
 
A: Yes, it was a phone call from Mr Fleming. 
 20 

[11.42am]Q: When you last gave evidence, you referred to getting an initial 
communication from Mr Fleming in or about September 2013 about 
undertaking this work relating to the proposals.  Was the communication 
relating to Mr Jilek that you have just referred to, that is something that 
was done at the same time? 

 
A: No, it was well after.  It was some weeks after so the initial communication 

was that we were likely to be approached by the State to act for them and 
there was no mention of any individuals or any organizations.  But then 
when we were appointed and we had done our first discussions before 30 
interviews and had received copy of their Pitch-Book and their proposal, 
this was a separate phone call practically if I knew anything about Paddy 
Jilek or had met him or if I had any comment to make about him. 

 
Q: And did you know Mr Jilek in any other way prior to that communication 

from Mr Fleming? 
 
A: No, completely - - - 
 
Q: You had never met him? 40 
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A: Never met him, never heard his name mentioned, did not know who he 
was, did not know he existed. 

 
Q: Was there a communication from Mr Fleming about any other person or 

persons at UBS or any of the other financial organization that had 
submitted proposal? 

 
A: No, there was not. 
 
Q: Now, you mentioned a second point arising from your evidence on 15 10 

December? 
 
A: Yes.  The other one was Wasantha Kamarasiri when we were in Dubai 

going to meet IPIC in Abu Dhabi.  In the ordinary course if people are 
coming from different destinations moving in a certain point, you would 
say, I am staying at this hotel, where are you staying, I am arriving at this 
time, when are you arriving, why do we not catch up for dinner the night 
before, or why do we not catch up for breakfast.  We want to involve so we 
could arrange things and he declined to give me any information about his 
movements; where he was staying, when he was arriving, when he was 20 
going.  And when I pressed him for the reasons, he said he was fearing for 
his safety and he wanted to keep his movements very secret which I thought 
was extraordinary.  And I did not know if he was being a little bit obsessive 
and compulsive and I made light of the matter saying to him, look, when 
you are with me, you will be safe.  I am ex-military and I will protect you 
when you are with me and there it ended.  But I thought that it was strange 
and puzzling that he would have that view that he had some degree of fear.  
But, look, he was not about to tell me why or what caused him to be that 
way and that is as much as I got out of him.  So, all he said was; I will be 
at your hotel in a car at such and such a time, be ready to leave and that is 30 
how the day unfolded. 

 
Q: So when you are referring to the trip to Dubai, Dubai was it? 
 
A: Yes, we were both in Dubai in hotels and this was his suggestion that we 

go to Dubai first and then we drive from Dubai to Abu Dhabi which is by 
car an hour or something; a speed limit on the high.  We got there by 
vehicle and did our meeting and then we turned around and came back and 
said our goodbyes and that was it. 

 40 
Q: You mentioned on 15 December this particular trip a couple of times in 

your evidence and for the reference 3384 in transcript and 3393, did Mr 
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Kumarasiri give you any particularization as to any issue or issues as to 
this question of safety that you have referred to? 

 
A: No, there was nothing further said.  What caused him to feel that way, who 

or what events or what details in particular, he was the client and I was the 
advisor to the client.  So, after my initial enquiry was shut down by him; 
that is as far as it went.  

 
[11.47am]Q: And he did not indicate whether it was a State issue relating to being in 

Dubai or Abu Dhabi or whether it related to something to do with Papua 10 
New Guinea or work or anything relating to Port Moresby? 

 
A: No, he did not. 
 
Q: Any other matters arising from your oral evidence on 15 December that 

you now wish to specifically elaborate upon? 
 
A: No, they are the only two things that come to mind. 
 
Q: To what extent was BSP Capital using expertise that related to derivatives 20 

at all in the process that was undertaken as to the consideration of the four 
proposals in 2013? 

 
A: Look, to be clear, I am an investment banking analyst.  To call yourself a 

derivative expert, you have to be the technician in that area and deal in 
those instruments on a daily basis.  So (a), I do not have any expertise.  But 
more importantly, our terms of reference were to assess funding package 
that had no terms of reference that involved derivatives, no hedging, where 
it becomes derivatives or equity derivatives whatsoever. So there was no 
mention of it, there was no request for it.  We did not think that it was in 30 
the brief and we did not think that it made any sense to go there.  This was 
a straight down and out assessment of the funding proposal against the RFP 
that was issued by IPBC.  So we were in a lane, so to speak, there were 
boundaries but that was what the mission was for us.  

 
Q: The four proposals were provided to you in 2013.  So the four proposals 

that I am referring to Hermsley Capital, UBS, ANZ Barclay, Citi Bank in 
those particular order. 

 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: Were you made aware that there had been any earlier written 
documentation, proposal or proposals from any of those four entities before 
the version, if I can describe like that, that you were first given? 

 
A: None whatsoever. The fact that there had been earlier ones is a complete 

surprise to me.  It was never mentioned either verbally or in writing, in 
passing or formally.  And the first I learned of this was as part of this 
process.  So the answer is not aware at all; not even a hint.  

 
Q: In terms of the proposals, what is your recollection then in terms of how 10 

many proposal versions from the first version that you saw to the last 
version that you saw from each of these four entities? 

 
A: So there was the initial proposal that was sent to IPBC prior to us being 

appointed and we saw that.  Then we had calls with them and discussed 
their proposals and told them to sharpen their pencils and get closer to the 
RFP so that was really the second proposal and that was really it.  Anything 
else beyond that was after we had finished our mandate. We were 
discharged from any obligations and if there was anything beyond those, I 
am not aware of them. 20 

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Borysiewicz at this 

time.  I can indicate that there has been no communication as to any request 
by any other party or person to seek leave to examine Mr Borysiewicz. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Apart from the questions that I asked on 12 December, I 
have no other questions.  Commissioner White? 

 
[11.52am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I just have one or two.  Mr Borysiewicz, have 

you maintained an interest in PNG since the time when you were there giving the 30 
benefit of your assessment? 

 
A: To an extent, yes.  It has been some years since I have left PNG but living 

and working there for five years, it is very hard to switch the light off 
completely though I will call it a fade out over time.  So, I have social 
contact with people that I have worked with and yes, whenever I see 
anything in the news and the press, and the Financial Press, I will read it 
earnestly and absorb.  But, to an extent that I have got any professional 
involvement, that is zero.  It is purely social and nothing much more. 

 40 
Q: I just really wanted to ask you a more general question.  We heard, of 

course, a lot about your complete surprise when FRA Blackstone in a sense 
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came in over you to assess as well on the last occasion and there is certainly 
no need to revisit that.  But you made a comment in the course of your 
evidence that PNG suffered from a lack of capital within the business 
community itself.  Would you say that is a continuing problem? 

 
A: Yes, that is one of its greatest challenges.  I can elaborate if you wish, but 

- - - 
 
Q: Yes. 
 10 
A: My background is I am an economist.  I have a Bachelor of Arts in 

Economics.  So, I am a macro guy thinking of the world in bigger picture 
terms.  I will leave the details to technicians.  So, in a big picture sense 
when you look at PNG, helicopter view down, it has an abundance of 
resources - whether that be energy resources, mineral resources, potential 
agricultural resources, fisheries resources - it is Saudi Arabia - underfoot 
is gold everywhere you go.  Yet you look at the country and the way the 
people live and their quality of life – and I might have said this to you 
before, it breaks your heart.  If you are there and you see the squalor and 
the hopelessness that some people’s lives are, it breaks your heart.  If you 20 
have a beating heart and warm blood in your veins, you must worry about 
the future of that place and – but they have an abundance of resources.   

 
So how do you unlock those resources?  Because you are close to the Asian 
continent where there are markets for fisheries, agriculture, energy, 
minerals, you are on their doorstep.  You are closer to Asia than Australia 
is.  You are closer to market; it is cheaper to transport it.  How do you 
unlock it?  It is with capital, with good governance, good project 
management, sound business rules that everyone follows, there can be 
employment, there can be tax revenue, there can be prosperity.  But if I am 30 
honest and if anyone else is honest who is there or has lived there or been 
there for any length of time, it is the same question, why has PNG not got 
that?  Well, it suffers from a lack of capital.   
 
Then it goes to the question, why?  Why is there a lack of capital?  
Honestly, I think there is no plan.  That is the first problem.  There is just 
no plan.  There is a failure to have a plan.  I think there is intent, there is 
goodwill but there is no plan.  The second problem is, it suffers from bad 
PR.  In this Royal Commission, I am sure it just adds to the truckload of, 
you know, question marks over the country’s reputation.  If I invest there, 40 
will I get my money back?  Will I get a return?  That is the second issue.   
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The third issue is then operationally.  The currency is not convertible so I 
can actually have a business, general operating revenue in PNG but the 
Kina is not convertible to US dollars, Aussie dollars, European to Euros 
etc.  So it is the convertibility of currency and it is the shortage of inbound 
currency that is crushing any opportunity to invest in that country, generate 
revenues and then to be able to convert the currency up into your home 
country where your head office is.  And I could go on and on but look they 
are – I am sort of hitting the big picture items.   

 
[11.57am] The things that I saw and maintain are still relevant today.  So let me be 10 

clear, I think that there is intent but the execution has failed.  I think that 
operationally there is a little bit of action here, a little bit of action there but 
there is no plan.  Everyone is busy surviving today but no one is planning 
for next week, next month and next year for the next 10 years.  Anyway, I 
will stop now, Commissioner.  I probably rambled on for too much of your 
time. 

 
Q: Not at all.  We are actually very concerned about these issues and the big 

picture recommendation that we are disposed to make here makes what 
you are telling us now very relevant and useful.  You say the lack of a plan 20 
but there have been plans in the past, I think, in the period perhaps in the 
early 2000 and from time to time we have read of them but there seem to 
be other stumbling blocks as well and they do not come to fruition.  
Obviously, there are political science books as well as economics books to 
be written about that the fragment nature of power in the country and so 
on.  But could I just raise then the issue of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and 
whether that would address some of the capital issues with foreign – with 
significant investment outside the country which is allowing foreign 
exchange issues to be left as they are.  Do you have any views? 

 30 
A: Look, the Sovereign Wealth Funds are typically funded by the country 

from surplus capital that is deployed for longer term benefits versus shorter 
term needs.  If I could draw you to the Australian Future Fund which was 
originally funded in the Howard years – sorry, if I am sounding like a 
lecturer here – funded in the Howard years when they sold – when they 
privatized Telstra instead of putting into revenue the $60 billion that 
accrued to the State, they set up a future fund.  And today the future fund 
is worth $200 billion.  Because there were further contributions and 
investment gains but future fund has outgrown Australia and a lot of its 
surplus cash now is actually invested overseas out of Australia.   40 
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So, Sovereign Wealth Fund in itself is not the solution.  I think it is out of 
the tapestry of an evolved financial market structure in PNG where the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund – I will pick an example.  If there was going to be 
a significant oil revenue, gas revenue from major projects in PNG and some 
of the capital went into consolidated revenue to fund today’s needs but 
some of it was put away for future generations into a Sovereign Wealth 
Fund, there is wisdom in doing that.  But to structure that and put that 
together, I am sorry that is above my pay grade.  I can comment a bit more 
but not much more of relevance to you.   
 10 
I think the State needs to have a significant PR exercise and I – when I was 
at BSP Capital, we were doing non deal roadshows around the world to 
raise awareness for a future potential listing – dual listing of Bank South 
Pacific and that absorbed two something years of my life while I was doing 
that.  And we turned up to New York or Boston or London or Hong Kong 
and we told the PNG story.  And time and time again, significant 
institutional investors were saying we have never heard this story.  Why 
we have not heard of this country; we have not heard of this story; why 
have we not heard this story? 
 20 
I can only but conclude that there is a missing ingredient here.  Treasury, 
government, significant corporates need to get out of PNG and fly around 
the world two or three times a year, tell the PNG story, work up the PR.  
So when you go around the world trying to raise capital for a project, they 
are not hearing that for the first time.  They are familiar with you.  You put 
on roadshows and they come to country and you walk them through and 
show them the potential.  This is just a beauty parade of sorts that is not 
being done and money capital around the world is always looking for a 
hub.  You have just got to get yourself higher up the list.  Right now you 
are not even on the list let alone high on the list.  30 
 

[12.02pm]Q: Thank you, Mr Borysiewicz. 
 
A: That is what I think is really, really missing and it is not going to be fixed 

by one roadshow.  It is not going to be fixed by three in a row in one year.  
This is something that has to be a five to a 10-year program regardless of 
who is in government, who is in treasury, who is the Governor of the 
Central Bank, this happens and this is how you attract capital.  If PNG 
needs to look anywhere, look at Singapore; how does a small little nation 
State get itself to be such a powerhouse financier?  They sold a damn good 40 
story about the potential to invest in Singapore.  Now Singapore exports 
capital rather than imports capital.  That was not always the case. 
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DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I have no further questions.  I submit that Mr 
Borysiewic’s oral evidence be stood over generally in circumstances where 
something might arise as a matter of process the next week or two but rather than 
being excused at this time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will stand over his appearance generally for now. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  But I think perhaps Mr Borysiewicz would 10 
like to be reassured that it is unlikely that we will be asking him to spend this 
morning listening to directions hearing again. 
 
A: That is fine. 
 
Q: Okay, thank you for your patience. 
 
A: Thank you very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Borywiewicz, thank you for your evidence and you may 20 
be excused. 
 
A: Thank you Chief Commissioner, thank you everyone. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I am in a position to call Mr Erastus Kamburi if 
it pleases but I am conscious of the time. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If you anticipate Mr Kamburi giving some evidence that 
might take time, we might adjourn.  But if it is for a short evidence then we might 
receive his evidence now. 
 
DR KATTER:  I would anticipate half an hour in a broad sense so perhaps a short 
adjournment as you propose my submissions, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Commissioner White, we can continue with his 
evidence and finish it before we adjourn for lunch? 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I am happy to go on, Chief.  I am in your hands.  I 
am content to sit on and hear the rest of the evidence this morning if Mr Kamburi 
is there.  But it is of no importance to me which way we do it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose Mr Kamburi is present so we can continue now 
and maybe receive his evidence before we adjourn. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, then I recall Erastus Kamburi.  Commissioners, 
Mr Kamburi previously provided on oath when he gave evidence and if it pleases, 
he could be bound by that previous oath. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Kamburi, you are bound by your previous oath.  Dr 
Katter? 

 
 
[12.09pm] ERASTUS KAMBURI, recalled: 

 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 20 
Q: Mr Kamburi, could you state your full name, please? 
 
A: Erastus B. Kamburi. 
 
Q: And do you continue as the general counsel of Kumul Consolidated 

Holdings as at today, do you? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have previously provided to the Commission two affidavits.  Do you 30 

have before you a third affidavit sworn 13 August 2021? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You have a paper copy of that affidavit in front of you, the original? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Described as a supplementary affidavit on the front page, is it not? 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Has a date of 13 August on the front page, is that the date that you swore 
this affidavit? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The affidavit proper has four pages – a fifth page if you could count the 

covering page? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q:  25 paragraphs which are numbered? 
 
A: Sorry, counsel, I did not quite get that. 
 
Q: There are 25 numbered paragraphs in the affidavit, are there not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You signed each of the four pages, have you not?  Is that right? 
 20 
A: I am sorry, counsel, I did not get that word. 
 
Q: Is the audio breaking up at your end, Mr Kamburi? 
 
A: Yes, it is breaking up. 
 
Q: All right, I will just ask the question again and see if you can hear it this 

time.  You have signed each of the four pages of the affidavit, have you 
not? 

 30 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then there are annexures and they are identified as A to F, G1 to G3 

and H and I, is it right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And each of those annexures has a separate annexure page, does it not? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: And you have identified with further detail each of the annexures in the 
affidavit proper, you have identified by letter, by description and where 
applicable? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The total pages including the annexures pages of the affidavit - affidavit 

including all annexures 215 pages, is that right? 
 
A: That would seem right, yes. 10 
 
Q: That seems right to you?  On the screen, can you see the affidavit in front 

of you on the screen? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can you see 215, the number 215 on the screen in front of you as the total 

number of pages? 
 
A: Yes, I can see that. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I would seek to tender that affidavit and have 

it marked as an exhibit.  This is the affidavit 13 August 2021. 
 

[12.12pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will admit that affidavit into 
evidence and the exhibit letter to be attached to that affidavit is AAAA, there is 
four As.  
 
DR KATTER:  AAAA, Chief Commissioner, if it pleases. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you.  
 
EXHIBIT AAAA – THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF ERASTUS KAMBURI 
DATED 13 AUGUST 2021 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Kamburi, you were last before the Commission on 27 July 
2021 for oral evidence.  And if we go to the transcript on that day, page 2174, 
line 10, you are referring - well, we will have it brought up on the screen but you 40 
are referring there to correspondence that you sent to Mr John Beattie of Pacific 
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Legal Group in November 2015. Do you recall this evidence and this 
correspondence that you are referring to there? 
 
A: Yes, I do recall that. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And at line 13 on that page, you indicate you have not been 

able to identify a copy of the payment direction deed that was specifically 
attached to that letter from Mr John Beattie.  And at paragraph 20 of the 
affidavit of 13 August, that has just been exhibited, you indicate that you 
have searched and been unable to find any copy of that payment direction 10 
deed beyond the copy that you had previously provided to the Commission, 
and the reference for that is 2171.  As at today, have you been able to 
identify a copy of that payment direction deed? 

 
A: As of today, I have not had luck in locating that particular document and it 

beats me why I cannot find it. 
 
Q: I did not pick up one of the words in your sentence there.  It something, did 

you say it annoys you or words to that effect? 
 20 
A: Yes, certainly.  I said that it beats me why I cannot find a signed copy of 

my letter. 
 
Q: On the same page in that transcript in line 30, this is page 2174, you were 

asked about a settlement proposal or a document as to a settlement proposal 
from IPBC to IPIC with or without settlement figures.  Do you recall that 
particular point if I call it that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 30 
Q: Have you been able to identify a document or documents with a settlement 

proposal referred to or a document with settlement figures as referred to 
there since you gave that evidence? 

 
A: No, I have not been able to. 
 
Q: Have you looked for that document since giving that evidence? 
 
A: Yes, I have. 
 40 
Q: At page 2175 in the transcript at line 30, you referred to a report prepared 

by PriceWaterhouse Coopers as being a report that you read as being 
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relevant to the IPBC Board as to whether the board had sufficient time and 
information to understand the risks of the exchangeable bond transfer. We 
will bring up on the screen a document, it is WIT.0056.0005.0001.  We 
will have that brought up but I just want to see whether the document we 
are bringing up on the screen is the document that you were referring to in 
your transcript or in the evidence you were giving there which is in the 
transcript reference 2175 and you will see it on the screen now. 

     
[12.17pm] It is being brought up now Mr Kamburi; I am sorry to keep you waiting.  

Now, can you see that on the screen and just scrolling down to look at the 10 
contents of the cover page, is this the – even with just the cover page before 
you, does this appear to be - even with the cover page only before you - the 
document and we will scroll into the first few pages.   

 
A: That is the document I was referring to. 
 
Q: Even with just the cover page before you, you can see that it is the 

document you were referring to, can you? 
 
A: Even with the cover page; that cover page looks familiar. 20 
 
Q: Thank you.  At page 2176 in the transcript, line 11, you indicated that you 

did not know how that PriceWaterhouse Coopers document came into the 
possession of IPBC at that time.  Have you been able to identify or recall 
how PriceWaterhouse Coopers came into the possession of IPBC 
officers/personnel? 

 
A: No, I am not able to determine how that report got to IPBC but I was glad 

to see that report. 
 30 
Q: At page 2185 in the transcript about 9 pages further on, line 10, you 

mentioned that you were checking whether there was a different financier 
involved with the funding of the Kina equivalent of US dollars US$191 
million.  Have you been able to identify since 27 July 2021 whether the 
financiers were BSP, Westpac and ANZ for that US$191 million amount? 

 
A: Yes.  I addressed that issue in my affidavit on paragraphs 23 and 24. 
 
Q: That is what you are referring to? 
 40 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Thank you.  We can see in paragraph 24 in your affidavit a reference to 
US$191 million and then in paragraph 23, you mentioned ANZ Bank, BSP, 
Westpac Bank PNG, Westpac Banking Corporation and ANZ Fiduciary 
Services Ltd.  Is it all four of those entities, if I could describe them as that, 
that are the financiers for this amount then? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: At the next page in transcript 2186, you were asked about your previous 

affidavit of 27 July 2021 and that it stopped in a timeline sense in 10 
November 2015.  Does this affidavit of 13 August that has become an 
exhibit today, does this affidavit continue on after November 2015 up to 
2017 when the shares were sold, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Looking at this affidavit at paragraph 6, you refer to a letter from Mr Sonk 

and Mr Kumarasiri of 29 December 2014.  And looking at that document 
which is annexure A, it refers to a specific dividend amount.  Now, just to 
confirm on 29 December 2014, you were the chief legal officer of Kumul 20 
consolidated on that day at that time? 

 
[12.22pm] A: Yes. 

 
Q: Did you get a copy of this correspondence of Mr Sonk to Mr Kumarasiri at 

or about that time 29 December 2014? 
 
A: Yes, I did get it.  
 
Q: It was provided to you, was it? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall any further communications about this correspondence being 

made to you after that date, Mr Kamburi? 
 
A: No, but in relation to the issue when it came before the Board for approval, 

yes, I did.  I was privy to the information at that time. 
 
Q: In paragraph 7 of the affidavit, you state that the figure which is in the last 40 

line of that correspondence – so this is the correspondence that we were 
just referring to Mr Sonk to Mr Kumarasiri, 29 December 2014 – the figure 
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that was paid directly to the State and then you refer to the amount for the 
General Business Trust which are at Annexure B, and if we can turn to 
Annexure B.  Where in those accounts in Annexure B do we see that figure 
of K414 million paid to the State as you refer to in paragraph 7?  Can you 
see on the screen Annexure B? 

 
A: Page 21 of Annexure B. 
 
Q: The annexure. 
 10 
A: Shows in paragraph 5 Dividend Income for 2014, the amount for - - - 
 
Q: 263.  Thank you.  You can see that on the screen?  Then returning to 

paragraph 8 which is the next paragraph in the affidavit, you mention that 
2015 then figure of K86 million – 86,400,000 I should say, paid to the 
State? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that Annexure C, we go to the annexures for that - we will just have 20 

Annexure C brought up from the screen.  It is under the same heading, is it 
not, Exhibit N, the subheading as to dividend in Annexure C? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And it refers to that same amount.  We will bring it up on screen.  Which 

page of the annexure, Mr Kamburi, is the - - - 
 
A: Page 26, paragraph 5. 
 30 

[12.27pm]Q: I see, thank you.  The first sub item under sub .5 – Dividend Income and 
there 2015 - 86,400,000. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That is it, is it not, Mr Kamburi? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Paragraph 9 to 16 in your affidavit, you refer to a number of 40 

things; the passing of legislation in the National Parliament, an NEC 
decision, the transfer of Trust Asset; do you not? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: In paragraph 25, you are then stating that by reason of the transfer as 

prescribed in paragraph 9 to 16 of your affidavit; Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings does not hold any documents after 2015 as to any dividend; is 
that right?  Is that what you are stating?   

 
A: That is correct. 
 10 
Q: I am sorry, just brought up the audio there, that is what you mean by in 

paragraph 25? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Paragraph 17 referred to the Business Trust.  And you state 

that the GBP does not refer to any transaction relating to Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited or PAC LNG.  Do you have direct knowledge by reason 
of documents why that is the case for those two years 2016 and 2017 
specifically? 20 

 
A: The earlier reference in my affidavit to the transfer of those funds to Kumul 

Petroleum; once those funds are transferred the accounts do not show those 
funds within the GBP account. 

 
Q: Is that what you are referring to in paragraph 18 and 19? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: In paragraph 18, you refer to being advised.  Who has advised you in this 30 

regard? 
 
A: Chief Financial Officer of KCH, Kumul Consolidated Holdings. 
 
Q: And who is that? 
 
A: Mrs Judy Cook. 
 
Q: Was that advice in written form? 
 40 
A: Yes, in oral conversation I had with her relating to this particular - - - 
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Q: Is Judy Cook the Chief Financial Officer as of today for Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And how long has Ms Cook been the CFO in that role in a broad sense 

timing wise? 
 
A: She actually took over from Mr Apaiti Aveago several years back, I think, 

I would suspect about two, three years back. 10 
 
Q: Now, moving to some matters which are not referred to in your affidavit; 

the first is a much earlier time period, 19 December 2012 and Dr Clement 
Waine emailed Mr Anthony Latimer advising Mr Latimer that Norton Rose 
Fulbright engagement letter had been forwarded to you. 

 
[12.32pm] A: Yes, I can see that. 

 
Q: That had been forwarded to you for execution, yes?  What do you recall 

about why at that point in time, Mr Norton Rose Fulbright and Mr Latimer 20 
were being retained, what this engagement was actually about? 

 
A: I am not sure what that engagement is about.  At that time I recall Mr 

Latimer was in some form acting and doing some work for the ministry but 
I cannot recall that particular agreement that is referred to in that email. 

 
Q: That is something you could identify with some further examination? 
 
A: Yes, certainly. 
 30 
Q: Now, a year later, 4 September 2013, the IPBC Board established the 

Internal IPBC Review Committee.  Do you recall being included on that 
Internal Review Committee in your capacity as Chief Legal Officer at that 
time? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What do you recall about the work of that internal committee and the 

consideration by that committee of any refinancing proposals presented to 
it? 40 
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A: I recall we were asked by the then managing director, Mr Wasantha 
Kumarasiri, to assist him.  He was a member of the committee, I believe, 
that was considering the issue of refinancing and he asked that internally 
within IPBC that they have a committee that would assist him with some 
of the work. 

 
Q: Who were the other members of the Internal Review Committee in your 

recollection? 
 
A: That committee was headed by the Chief Operating Officer at that time.  10 

His name is Mr Igimu Momo and myself as the Chief Legal Officer and 
the Chief Financial Officer at that time Mr Apaiti Aveago.   

 
Q: Do you recall how many times the committee physically met? 
 
A: We met a number of times either in Mr Igimu’s office or even my office or 

the Chief Financial officer’s office when we met to discuss issues that had 
come to the attention of the Chief Operating Officer, Mr Igimu Momo. 

 
Q: Were the members of the committee clear in their position regarding the 20 

refinancing proposal? 
 
A: We all had our views and I personally had my personal view as well and 

we discussed that with each other. 
 
Q: You recall the final outcome or conclusion being reached by the committee 

in its process? 
 
A: Yes, we made a determination to assist Mr Wasantha Kumurasiri and the 

Chief Operating Officer in the late hour, final decision to Mr Kumurasiri.   30 
 

[12.37pm]Q: In terms of the work of that Internal Review Committee in your 
involvement, I will just read to you or articulate something that Mr Glen 
Blake said.  “When the State did the deal, there was no misapprehension 
about the mandatory nature of the Exchangeable Bond.  We were clear in 
our understanding that the shares would be transferred to IPIC on maturity 
of the bond.  We did not envisage that there would ever be an option to buy 
the shares back as IPBC would not have had the capacity to borrow the 
sum to do so.”  What was your understanding, if I describe it as that, at that 
time when you were a member of the Internal Review Committee in that 40 
regard as to the Exchangeable Bond? 
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A: I would agree with that particular comment. 
 
Q: You agree with what Mr Glen Blake said.  Did that accord with what your 

understanding was at that time in your recollection? 
 
A: Yes, my understanding at that time would be in line with or similar to what 

Mr Blake’s comments were. 
 
Q: Yes.  Moving forward to – we will bring up on the screen – an e-mail of 8 

March 2014, the reference is AFH.002.002.7456; maybe you can see that 10 
now.  Just pausing at the top, it appears to state that it was an e-mail from 
Mr Tim Glen of Ashurst but it is to you but it also includes Kumarasiri as 
a recipient and then others are cc’d? 

 
A: Yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: You responded to this e-mail and the response is at 7#.002.002.7468; the 

response that I am particularly going to ask you about.  And in the response 
– it might be a further down the page – you make mention of, “We are 
talking to NPCP to facilitate the process,” but you, in a broad sense without 20 
working through all of the detail in this e-mail, you expressed concern 
about how the process was being resolved.  What were your concerns?  
This is 8 March 2014. 

 
A: Yes, I do recall I had some concern. 
 
Q: Do you recall having a concern? 
 
A: What I do recall at this stage is the matter that was before or brought before 

the IPBC Board, and I had concern in relation to the matter in which IPBC 30 
Board was compelled to make those decisions. 

 
Q: When you say compelled, what do you mean by that? 
 
A: I held the personal view that there was external pressure applied on the 

Board to make the decision and I - - - 
 

[12.42pm] Q: Do you recall - sorry? 
 
A: Yes, I requested for specific clearance from the State Solicitor to guide the 40 

board. 
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Q: Do you recall the board meeting on 14 March 2014, this is the IPBC Board 
meeting? 

 
A: Yes.  I am not sure if I referred to that board meeting in my previous 

affidavit but if I did then that would be it. 
 
Q: And this was a board meeting on the 7th Floor of Pacific Place, was it not? 
 
A: Yes, that is where IPBC office was located. 
 10 
Q: Yes.  And there was a particular discussion on that day at that board 

meeting about the IPIC Exchangeable Bond, was there not? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: You recall who was present? 
 
A: The first meeting we had, if I recall correctly, was following an email that 

came through I think on a Saturday and I was asked to prepare a circular 
resolution, I think in relation to the request that was being made.  And I am 20 
not sure whether that was around that time whether it was on the 14th or an 
earlier date than that.  

 
Q: Is it possible that Mr Dairi Vele, Mr Igumu Momo, Mr Wasantha 

Kumarasiri and Dr Thomas Webstar were all present at this meeting on that 
day? 

 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: Do you have a specific recollection of their attendance?  30 
 
A: No, I do not have a specific recollection. There were a number of meetings 

but I am sure I may have captured that in any form in a minute or 
somewhere, meeting minute of some sort. 

 
Q: You took at that time handwritten minutes of meeting, did you? 
 
A: I do not recall - I cannot recall that.  I may have. 
 
Q: That meeting was also recorded on a digital recording device, was it not? 40 
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A: I do not recall there being a digital audio system used for that meeting. But 
for a proper meeting, there would be a proper minute taken.  And we should 
have a minute I think - - - 

  
Q: And there was a board secretary so described Mrs Nora Gau who would 

both in a handwritten form and in a digital recording form take or prepare 
minutes of the meeting, would she not? 

 
A: She would obviously have taken written notes of it but I do not recall if she 

did have an audio recording of that meeting. She may have but I cannot 10 
recall it. 

 
Q: Where are the notes of that meeting? 
 

[12.47pm] A: Sorry, Dr Katter, I did not quite get that.  
 
Q: Where are the notes, the handwritten notes, the minutes, any notes taken as 

to that meeting? 
 
A: Usually what we would receive would be the written typed minutes from 20 

the secretary. The written notes of the secretary remains within the custody 
and possession of the secretary.  If Nora Gau – I do recall Nora Gau as the 
secretary at that time taking the notes.  The written notes would be her 
notes and what we would receive would be the typed minutes that she 
would circulate.  

 
Q: Do you recall that meeting because there was a particular tension in the 

room amongst the IPBC Directors at that meeting on that day? 
 
A: Yes, I recall there was tension in the air primarily because of the way in 30 

which the proposal was being to the board. 
 
Q: Did the – was there a sense that the directors wanted a – these are my words 

- greater diligence in the way the process was occurring? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And did Mr Momo raise concerns about the UBS loan or the UBS 

refinancing that time? 
 40 
A: He may have but certainly in our meeting as the committee, we did express 

that concern as a committee. 
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Q: After that meeting, not on the same day on a subsequent day, did you listen 

to the recording of that meeting? 
 
A: I do not recall that. 
 
Q: Is it possible that others listened to the recording with you of that meeting 

on a subsequent day? 
 
A: It is possible that others could have recorded it. 10 
 
Q: I am sorry, the last part of your answer just broke up in the audio.  It is 

possible but - you said something further? 
 
A: It is possible that others could have recorded that meeting but I am not 

aware of that. 
 
Q: Yes. Is it possible that you and others listened to that recording on another 

day but you have now forgotten that that occurred? 
 20 
A: No.  My answer to that is no.  Whether it is possible that others could have 

recorded it – it is possible that others could have recorded it but I am not 
aware of it. 

 
Q: Do you recall discussing the recording and the provision of that recording 

with anybody else at any point in time after the meeting on that day? 
 
A: I did not say that there was a recording that I listened to and I am not sure 

whether such a recording was made. 
 30 
Q: Did you discuss any audio filed in terms of that particular meeting with any 

one on any day subsequent to 14 March 2014? 
 
A: My recollection is failing me in that regard. 
 

[12.52pm]Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Kamburi at this time.  I 
can indicate that there is no indication of anyone seeking to examine, that 
is any other person or entity seeking to examine Mr Kamburi but I am 
conscious that the summonses are returnable on 9 February as has been 
requested and without pre-empting any questions that you may have for 40 
Mr Kamburi that his evidence, subject to your questions of course, 
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Commissioners, but otherwise at least from my point of view be stood over 
for further examination on the 9th. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Do I understand from that summation by Dr Katter 
that Mr Kamburi is returning on the 9th to give some further evidence?  If that is 
the case, I will reserve my questions until he has finished giving his evidence.  If 
not then I will ask it.  Dr Katter? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Yes, if Mr Kamburi could return to give further evidence on the 
9th, please. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, then I will ask my questions then Mr 
Kamburi.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a couple of questions that you might want to answer 
now.  If not, you can reserve your answers to give when you return.  Firstly, it is 
in relation to the GBT investments in NPCP you are referring to in paragraph 16 
and I think in the last paragraph, paragraph 125.  You put the figure at 3,895, 20 
664,510 that was transferred to Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  Do you have a 
breakup of what that amount comprises of in terms of capital investment and 
liquid assets that is money in the bank? 
 
A: Chair, I do not have that information with me right now but I will check 

with our Accounts people to provide - - -  
 
Q: If they can provide that information next.  Under the Kumul Petroleum 

Trust, the sole trustee is the Prime Minister, is it? 
 30 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: His duty as a trustee, where are his duties spelt out?  In which document 

do we - - - 
 
A: There is a trust deed. 
 
Q: In the trust deed? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: If you go to the trust deed, can you point out the particular provision that 
spells out his duties as a trustee?   

 
A: Chair, I do not have that but we can request it through the Kumul Petroleum 

Company, the Company Secretary to see if we can obtain a copy of the 
trust deed. 

 
Q: I think the trust deed is annexed to your affidavit. 
 
A: Is it? 10 
 
Q: I might have seen it somewhere.  You can take your time to look at it.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I would be interested to know what his duties are and what his powers, 

functions and responsibilities are under that trust deed. 
 
A: Certainly, I will look through and be able to provide that when I next 

appear. 20 
 
Q: I think those are the information that I would like to receive from you.  I 

may have some other questions but I will ask them later.  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, nothing further arising.  There is nothing further 
arising and I ask that Mr Kamburi’s evidence then be adjourned for further 
evidence on 9 February at 10 am if it pleases. 
 

[12.57pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will have his next appearance adjourned to 9 
February.  Is that date and time convenient to you? 30 

 
A: Yes, I will make time available. 
 
Q: All right.  Then we will have his next appearance adjourned to 9 February 

at 10 am.  Thank you, you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you Chair, Commissioner and counsel. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Chief, I believe we have someone at the bar table.  Is that the 
Prime Minister’s lawyer and has he returned? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have his appearance. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  The office of the - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  We just cannot hear the gentleman.  Sorry, we can hear now.  
Sorry, go ahead please. 
 10 
MR NINKAMA:  I have conferred with the Office of the Prime Minister and they 
have indicated that the Prime Minister will be travelling out to China on the 3rd 
and he will be unavailable from 2 February until 15 February.  But the Prime 
Minister will be available to give evidence on Monday next that is if the time is 
suitable for the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 
MR NINKAMA:  Next Monday. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  What day next week, sir? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next Monday. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  Next week Monday that will be 31 January 2022. 
 
DR RENWICK:  In the afternoon sir, may I ask? 
 
MR NINKAMA:  In the afternoon is okay. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, I am content with that Commissioners.  Shall we fix it for 
1 pm Port Moresby time, is that convenient Commissioners? 
 
MR NINKAMA:  That is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes that is fine for me, thank you. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we will fix next Monday at 1 pm for the Prime 
Minister to give his evidence. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
DR RENWICK:  And can I indicate to you counsel that if you would be so kind 
just to get in touch with those instructing us and we might have a discussion about 
particular topics so that we can keep it confined on Monday then. 
 
MR NINKAMA:  I can get in touch with counsel assisting to get particulars of 10 
the evidence required from the Prime Minister by this afternoon. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  If the list has some other application that concludes the matters 
for today and so we can then adjourn the proceedings until 1 o’clock on Monday 
to hear from the Prime Minister. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  My Associate can adjourn the 
proceedings to 1 o’clock on Monday. 
 
 
 
AT 1.00 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 31 JANUARY 2022 AT 1.00 PM.  
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(Continued from 28 January 2022) 
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[1:13p.m]DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, this afternoon we have the 
Prime Minister, the Honourable James Marape, back for his third and I expect 
the final tranche of evidence.  Commissioners, may I stand a couple of minutes; 
it will only be a couple, just bringing the Commission up to date about some 
matters which have occurred since the Prime Minister last gave evidence.   And 
I will ask Mr Thomas to just put the relevant documents up on the screen as we 
go.  If we can commence the transcript of 10 August, page 2977, when the 
Prime Minister was last here.  And if we just scroll down a little.  So, you see 
there, I think, Mr Chairman, you ask him; “what about payment into Sovereign 
Wealth Fund; did Kumul Petroleum Holdings pay any  money into the 10 
Sovereign Wealth Fund?”  “From what I know, Mr Chairman, Kumul has not 
yet paid any money but my government has given Kumul instructions that 
Sovereign Wealth Fund be set up ASAP.”  Question; “So, it has not been set up 
yet?”  Answer; “Yes, technically, it has not been set up yet, but policy approval 
has been given, 7 per cent of all the revenues from Kumul be put into that fund, 
not just Kumul Petroleum but all other enterprises.”   

Next document to put up is the letter.  So Prime Minister gave evidence on 11 
August, on the following day he wrote to the Commissioners and there is a 
letter, which I will ask him to identify in a minute, but essentially, it answers 
some of the questions about the dividend payments by Kumul Petroleum for 20 
2014 and 2017 and I will come to that in a minute. 

[1.18pm] The third relevant event is that on 14 December, the Prime Minister issued a Press 
Release and we might just put that up on the screen.  Kumul Petroleum delivers 
over K550 million from PNG LNG dividends to National Provincial 
Governments and landowners.  And if we scroll down a little, we there see that 
the Papua New Guinea Government and five PNG LNG impacted provincial 
groups as well as landowners today received about K551 million from Kumul 
Petroleum and it notes that the Prime Minister was himself presented with the 
cheque on behalf of the State the K200 million and a reference to landowners 
receiving money.  And then if we go to the next page, there is then a reference – 30 
you see there is a quote a little bit further down.  “It is very unfortunate” – yes, 
you will see that at the bottom of the page, now in the middle – “that $291 
million” – sorry dollars -  “over K1 billion was squandered through the O’Neill 
Submission that his Cabinet approved for the ill-fated Oil Search shares.”   

 
Commissioners, as to the precise amount in relation to the UBS matter, there has 
been some range of evidence.  The Prime Minister there refers to AUD$291 
million.  Mr Sonk said it was AUD$360 million and Brattle presented it was 
AUD$336 million.  Can we just put up the exhibit RRR, which is the Brattle 
Power-point of their third report at page 14 and this is just to remind you 40 
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commissioners but also the witness – we will just go to page 14 – and you will 
see there the overall financial impact on the State.  The figures to note 
commissioners are the amount of Australian dollars it costs to buy the Oil Search 
shares is about 1.225 billion.  The sale is about 1 billion so a loss of 225 million.  
And the total amount includes the value transferred to UBS that is to say they are 
overcharging.  The total overall is AUD$336 million.   
 
The final document before I recall Prime Minister is this; there is the PNG PEITI 
Report and I will tender this is a minute.  So, this is the Papua New Guinea 
Extractive Industry’s Transparency Initiative of July last year.  We will tender 10 
this shortly but there are just a couple of matters I wish to draw to your attention 
commissioners and also to the Prime Minister’s attention.  If we could begin by 
looking at page 10.  So, you see there, there is a reference to the beneficial owners 
of resource extraction in PNG.  And this, commissioners, you will recall was a 
live issue especially in relation to the PNG LNG Project and PAC LNG in 
particular, I should say, but it is there said that the government does not presently 
require companies to disclose the beneficial owners, that is to say the people who 
directly or indirectly ultimately own or control the corporate entity.  And there 
are some recommendations made there and so I will ask the Prime Minister some 
questions about that in a minute. 20 
 
And then finally if we can go to paragraph 5.4 which I think is page 75 or 
thereabouts there.   
 

    [1.23 pm] There is a reference to the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  If I can go to the last 
paragraph, it was originally stated to come into operation in 2016 that at the time 
of writing, the government has still not appointed the Inaugural Board and the 
National Budget projects zero balance as for both tranche through to 2023.  That 
ends the Opening.  I now recall Prime Minister.   
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Prime Minister, if you can take the witness stand. 
 
 
JAMES MARAPE, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You may be seated.  You are bound by your previous oath.  40 
Yes? 
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DR RENWICK:  Prime Minister, good afternoon.  Are you able to hear me, sir? 
 
A: Good to see you again, Dr Renwick.  Happy New Year, a belated one to 

yourself and I see Commissioner White also in attendance. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: I wish you two all the best. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Can I just show you some documents?  The first document, 10 

can I show you the press release I put up a minute ago?  Prime Minister, 
you recognize that as a press release issued with your authority in your 
name on 14 December 2021? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that document. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I think if we admit that document, that 
should be marked B, I think; four Bs.  How do you describe it, quadruple BBBB 20 
or something? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner White, you are on mute I think.  We still cannot 
hear you, I am sorry. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We admit that document into evidence and it will be marked 
BBBB; there are four Bs there. 
 
 
EXHIBIT BBBB:  PRESS RELEASE DATED 14 DECEMBER 2021 30 
ISSUED WITH THE AUTHORITY OF THE PRIME MINISTER 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Very good.  Could the Prime Minister next be shown the letter 
of 12 August 2021 to the Chief Commissioner?  Could we just scroll down to the 
signature page, please?  I think it is page 3.  Prime Minister, that is your signature 
and that is your letter, I take it, sir? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 40 
Q: I tender that letter, commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can admit that letter into evidence.  
It will be marked four Cs. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Exhibit CCCC.  Yes? 
 
 
EXHIBIT CCCC:  LETTER DATED 12 AUGUST 2021 FROM THE 
PRIME MINISTER 10 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Prime Minister, with those matters in mind, I have 
a number of questions for you.  In relation to the Sovereign Wealth Fund, I take 
it, it is your intention and your government’s intention to make it operational 
when you can; is that right? 
 
A: Yes, it has been our intention. 
 
Q: Take an example, is there any reason why the inaugural trustees and 20 

directors of the Sovereign Wealth Fund cannot (…inaudible…) 
 
A: There is no specific reason.  My government policy has been there and we 

will set it up and that policy still stands .  In fact, we have, and as indicated 
in my earlier submissions, we have a standing NEC policy on the dividends 
………. from the dividend distributions from Kumul Petroleum.  It is just 
that administratively we have not gone about making and setting up the 
Trust and the Sovereign Wealth Fund Board. 

 
[1.28pm]Q: Could I ask Mr Yapao, perhaps just to put the microphone directly in front 30 

of the Prime Minister.  We are not getting every word, Sir.  Thank you.  
 
So, as I understand it then Prime Minister from your evidence on the last 
occasion which I referred to a minute ago when you were there, the current 
government policy is that 7 per cent of the dividends from the Kumul 
companies, including the Sovereign Wealth Fund?  Have I got that right? 
 

A: That policy is in place and it stands as we speak.   
 
Q: All right.  And the second thing is, of course, you have just identified the 40 

press release in December which discloses the considerable hundreds of 
millions of kina were distributed by Kumul to the Government in 
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December.  May I ask whether that 7 per cent policy applies to the 
dividends you received on behalf of the Government back in December? 

 
A: That 7 per cent policy would have applied and from what I was advised the 

dividend distribution paid to the National Government as well as the sub-
National Government beneficiaries are those that falls within the range of 
the dividend policy we have in place already. 

 
Q: I did not get all of that Prime Minister. Perhaps I can ask this.  Is there any 

reason therefore why the Sovereign Wealth Fund now be formally 10 
established even, (a) the NEC policy and (b) the recent provision of that 
large dividend payment in December? 

 
A: The funding for what would be the 7 per cent equivalent for Sovereign 

Wealth Fund, I would assume is still with Kumul Petroleum.  The 
distribution made earlier I was making reference to based on your question 
on what was given to the Provincial Governments as well as the National 
Government distribution, what is their entitlement based on the distribution 
formular we established.  I think it is the 60 per cent that is to be distributed.  
Kumul’s distribution last year is based on their work plan approved by 20 
Cabinet in 2020 for the 2021 annual operating plan.  So, I would assume 
Kumul’s distribution is based on the approved 2021 plan.  And coming 
round to the Sovereign Wealth Fund money, I would also assume that the 
7 per cent is kept in the Kumul funds and when the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
Board of Trustee and the Trust is set up, then those funds equivalent to the 
distribution since the NEC decision was made will be transferred into the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund that we would set up. 

 
Q: All right.  Assuming that to be so, Prime Minister, why would not set up 

the Sovereign Wealth Fund immediately, for example, by appointing 30 
inaugural directors or trustees? 

 
A: The possible reason why we have not ventured strongly into that space, 

with the hand over of the UBS transactions and lack of Kumul’s clarity on 
what has taken place in as far as the trust dividend distributions are 
concerned, we just want to have a clear view on Kumul’s own standing as 
well as there is another attachment with, Dr Renwick, the 4.27 per cent that 
was used for the UBS transaction is really equity that is meant to be passed 
on to the Provincial Governments and the landowners as per the UBS – I 
beg your pardon, not the UBS but the umbrella benefits and agreements 40 
that define the way we distribute dividends since 2009.  So, that is a link 
between the 4.27 per cent that  is now part of Kumul’s equity. 
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  [1.33 pm] The equity parcel is supposed to be passed back to all landowners and the 
five Provincial Governments from the PNGLNG.  So, Kumul at the 
moment is in transition to detach that 4.27 per cent and Kumul is of the 
view that they might not be financially strong as yet looking into that 
transfer of the 4.27 per cent.  That transfer would come exactly after the 
effects of the UBS transaction.  So, with those hanging over Kumul, 
Kumul’s 2021 annual appointing plan did not factor, in my view, the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund’s establishment but to summarise my answer to 
your question I have got around it in a very long way.  To summarise this 
the intention of government still stands on Sovereign Wealth Fund.  I 10 
would be assuming that 7 per cent would still be in the books of Kumul 
and once we set up the full Sovereign Wealth Fund structure, the 7 per cent 
from 2021, 7 per cent from 2022 all will be put into that Sovereign Wealth 
Fund structure. 
 

Q: So of course Prime Minister by virtue of your office you are the trustee of 
Kumul, yes? 

 
A: Yes, I am. 
 20 
Q: So you are very familiar with the financial position of Kumul.  So, when is 

your best estimate then as to when the Sovereign Wealth Fund will be in 
position to be set up? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, I want to get this thing done before I really go to the elections.  

It has been my government’s intention to set this Sovereign Wealth Fund 
up and running.  The progress to actually get the structure set up and 
running has been slow on our part.  It is not an easy office to set up based 
on the fact that 7 per cent of all our earnings from Kumul Petroleum or 
Kumul Mining or all the other State-owned enterprises will add up to a 30 
substantial savings on the part of us as a country into the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund.  It is a big step for us.  We want to do it correctly, the structure must 
be sound and correct and will stand the test of time going forward; 
withstand politics, withstand change in terms of the players in between.  I 
just want to get the correct structure up and running and it is a big call for 
us and Dr Renwick it is not just easy for me to pick up any person in and 
around Papua New Guinea to get it up.  We just want to set up solid 
structure of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and whenever it is up and running.  
The key date will be the time when my Cabinet made a policy decision and  
I think we made it in 2020 for 7 per cent of allocation of any Kumul 40 
Petroleum dividends will flow into that basket and so 2021 would be the 
first year, 2022 is the second year going forward.  And so, it is just getting 
the structure of the Sovereign Wealth Fund set up is something that for me 
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I just have to give serious thought to it and Kumul and Treasury and the 
whole of Government has been working on it.  It has been rather slow but 
as I said, the reason is that we want to get it correct instead of rushing into 
setting a structure that can be abused later on into the future. 

 
Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  Let me turn to another topic then.  You saw a 

minute ago that I put up the part of the PNG EITI Annual Report relating 
to identification and ultimate beneficial owners of shares or companies.  
So, this is the idea as you will well appreciate that you can always find out, 
certainly the government can always find out in the Independent State who 10 
stands behind corporate entities or trusts.  What is the government’s 
position on making that a legal power available to government that the true 
owners must always be able to be identified of businesses which is say, 
registered in, let us take the simple example, a corporation registered in the 
Independent State; what is the position there? 

 
[1.38pm] A: Dr Renwick, I think I am in full support of this one.  In fact, if my memory 

is not failing me, we possibly had passed a law in our last sitting of 
Parliament that essentially holds company or holds those beneficiaries 
behind the company registry to be held responsible and to be made 20 
responsible also.  So, that law has been in my view passed but I will get 
back to this Inquiry to confirm what law exactly we passed in my view.  
We have moved into this space and we have also passed this law already 
for the ultimate beneficiaries to be also held accountable. 

 
Q: Thank you.  We would be most grateful for that information, Prime 

Minister.   I was not aware there had been a law recently passed.  May I 
move to another topic.  I am sure you are aware Prime Minister that the 
Commission has had the most enormous difficulty getting information 
from, for example, UBS Australia and Norton Rose Fulbright Australia.  30 
And although each has produced some documents and UBS has produced 
an unsigned statement, each of those entities Norton Rose Fulbright 
Australia and UBS Australia refuse to produce witnesses to the 
Commission and at the minute, we cannot force – the extent of the law is 
we cannot force them to appear.  I had, as counsel assisting, on a number 
of occasions said it would be open to recommend that such people whether 
they are current members of those firms or like Mr Latimer formerly of 
Norton Rose or Mr Jilek formerly of UBS, they be placed on a banned list 
for a period of time whereby they be banned from doing paid work for the 
Independent State or any of its entities.  Does your government have a 40 
policy in relation to that approach? 
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A: Dr Renwick, we do not have a policy expressly in relation to what you have 
just recommended but we are on standby to accept good recommendation 
from the Inquiry and I would – this line of thought is something that I can 
support and I will support if they have not given their due respect to a 
legitimate process.  A country that has engaged their services in the past 
requires them to present evidence then they have simply have shown no 
confidence in the jurisdiction and in the legislations and in the country that 
they did business with and so I would support the call to ban them from 
doing business in this country; I see that as no problem. 

 10 
Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  Another topic Prime Minister is the 

Independent Commission Against Corruption which I think was 
established – rather a Bill was passed in the Parliament at the end of 2020 
and I have two questions.  To what extent is the ICAC up and running; and 
the second question is, how do you see the ICAC and the Ombudsman 
Commission working together? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, both organizations are very important and essential for our 

economy.  They are integrity offices in my view and they need to be 
functional and side by side.  They should be working in congruent to each 20 
other in support.  Ombudsman has custody of those of us who operate 
within or under the Leadership Code.  ICAC’s sphere of operation goes 
beyond just those of us who come within the ambit of the Leadership Code.  
So, in my view, there is space for both to co-exist and I am doing everything 
that I can do to ensure that ICAC is set up and running and also that ICAC 
is not diluting the role of Ombudsman Commission but in fact amplifying 
and entrancing the work of Ombudsman Commission in the process. 

 

[13.43p.m] ICAC is also moving into the space of fighting corruption and ICAC 
should fill in the gap of where it is deficient right now in my view with 30 
Ombudsman of its own cannot prosecute those who do not come into the 
ambit of the Leadership Code.  So, there is a space for their co-existence 
and we are doing all our best to set up ICAC and get it up and running.  
Again, just like the Sovereign Wealth Fund, this is an important national 
institution that must uplift ….. …. of leaders and should be anchored to 
keep our country safe from all abuses of public office and abuses of 
public fund going forward.  So, it is an important constitutional office we 
want to set up.  The fact that an organic law is passed that entrenches 
ICAC is a reflection of our seriousness in setting it up and running 
properly.  At the moment, we are going through the administrative 40 
process to appoint the ICAC commissioners and we are also looking into 
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the process in which they are appointed so that it is devoid of political 
appointment or it is devoid of personal sort of preference in the entire 
appointment process.  We want to set up an institution that is truly iconic 
in fighting corruption for us.  So, we are working to set it up.  Very soon 
there might be an appointment of an independent process to set up to call 
for the appointments of the commissioners of the ICAC that we are 
setting.   

 So, to summarise, Dr Renwick, the Ombudsman has a role to play in our 
country and their role will not be diluted but ICAC also has a role to play 
and ICAC goes beyond just those of us who come under the Leadership 10 
scrutiny, they go into fighting corruption generally right throughout the 
country.   

Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  Just a couple of other matters.  You will I 
think recall from your questions and it was on the last two occasions that 
the Commission has received much evidence including from you I think 
that the Treasurer seem to be cut out of the preparation of the NEC 
submission of the UBS transaction and so, it was Prime Minister 
O’Neill’s submission. The Treasurer was not involved in the preparation 
of the submission, it was provided to the NEC meeting as an urgent 
matter; it was very complexed.  Is there any scope do you think to amend 20 
the NEC policy angle to require for example anything relating to the 
raising of funds must involve the Treasurer as a matter of policy even 
though no doubt that would normally be done to avoid repetition of what 
happened in 2014? 

A: Dr Renwick, the existing process in my view is there already.  If there is 
room for improvement and if this Commission of Inquiry notes some 
areas for improvement and recommends, I will certainly be the first to 
embrace those recommendations.  However, in the existing processes has 
all those checks and balance in place.  It is just because we choose to 
ignore those processes, that these sort of sad flaw of the process happens.   30 
The existing process for the record happens in this manner.  Ministers are 
appointed, they have the delegations of powers and responsibilities and 
the various Acts of Parliament that they operationalize or work under and 
when submissions are coming in, they go and funnel through different 
processes.  For instance, in the first instance when this Cabinet 
submission will affect other portfolios or other ministries or other 
departments, then those relevant agencies are consulted.  And the key 
consultation that must take place always at the germination of Cabinet 
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Paper – basically, there are many areas of consultation but two key areas 
of consultation are Treasury and Finance and the State Solicitor. 

[2.48 pm]  Q: Pause there, Prime Minister, we are just losing you.  We will just see if we 
can fix up that- - - 

 
A: Sorry, come again. 
 
Q: So sorry, would you mind starting that answer again; we just lost you for a 

minute.  I am sorry, we are getting a lot of feedback on your microphone, 
unfortunately. 10 

 
A: All right.  What I was making reference to earlier, Dr Renwick, is that we 

have already a process in place and the process is simply this.  The 
sponsoring minister or, in this instance the prime minister, if he wants to 
sponsor a paper, he needs to filter that paper through those departments that 
are affected, or will be affected or needs to be consulted.  Two key 
departments in most papers are the Department of Justice and Attorney 
General and the Department of Treasury, and especially when it comes to 
matters that involves budget and has some money implication, then those 
departments are always consulted and they must give their clearance at the 20 
departmental level and at the committee level or the committee of what is 
called the Central Agency’s Coordinating Committee, the CACC.  So those 
processes have always been in place since day one.  When you choose to 
break this process, you get into the sort of instances of the UBS transaction.  
I am to be advised but in my view and from my memory, I think those 
processes were not strictly followed.  First, they came in with a pre-
conceived, pre-determined set of ideas for the outcome.  All you have to 
do, you go back through the reference points.  Peter Botten of Oil Search, 
for instance – then Oil Search – he makes an announcement one week 
earlier than the Cabinet Decision of 6 March 2014. 30 

 
Sometime in February 2014, Peter Botten was making those 
announcements publicly that Cabinet will be approving this transaction.  
What I am saying, Dr Renwick, the process is in place already.  In that UBS 
case, the process was tampered with; no consultations were made.  In fact, 
if the evidence suggests that in 2013 at the Budget time, there was 
indication from the then Prime Minister on that transaction and so there 
was – if this Inquiry established and points to discussions on UBS 
transaction or something like this happening in 2013 and 2014, the correct 
process would have been deployed; CACC would have cleared the paper, 40 
come to the Cabinet, Cabinet allows it, Cabinet debates it and then passes 
it on or refuse at Cabinet. 
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So, we have the process in place, sometimes we choose not to follow the 
process.  To summarize if any suggestions that this COI can give to 
improve Papua New Guinea’s Cabinet process, I am willing to accept those 
recommendations going forward. 
 

Q:   Yes.  Thank you, Prime Minister.   I am afraid we lost (…inaudible…) but 
I assume that has been (…inaudible…)  Yes, thank you.  I assume the 
transcript has reported those.  Chief, are you able to hear us here? 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I can hear him. 
 
DR RENWICK:  All right.  We are only – sometimes we are missing every second 
word and sometimes everything, I am afraid.  It is a bit unfortunate with the 
feedback in the microphones.  Those are my questions, Prime Minister and 
commissioners.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, there is a supplementary affidavit that the 
Prime Minister deposed to on 13 August, that is, after he gave evidence in June. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  We cannot hear you at all, Chief, I am sorry to say.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We may be having some technical issues there.  Can you 
hear me? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, chief.  Could you repeat that, please? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you hear me? 
 

[1.53 pm]DR RENWICK:  Not all the time, Chief.  We are getting a lot of feedback I am 30 
afraid.  I wonder whether we should all log back in again.  Could we 
adjourn briefly to do that because I am afraid it is undermining the 
purpose of this, the technology a little unfortunately. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can adjourn briefly. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, it is my application Chief that if we just adjourn for a few 
minutes to fix this technical problem up if that is convenient. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  And then we will be back on in a minute. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, can you just adjourn briefly to sort out this 
technical issue. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. 
 
 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

 [2.18 pm] DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear us clearly? 10 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  I have finished my questions of the 
Prime Minister unless Prime Minister, was there anything in the break you felt 
you wanted to add to your previous answers? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Yes, I was pointing out to a supplementary affidavit 
that was sworn by the Prime Minister on 13 August that has been filed since he 
gave evidence last time in June of last year.  That affidavit is provided in the 20 
MinterEllison website.  It is accessible there.  Dr Renwick, have you come across 
that affidavit? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, it is, that is the one of 9 August, although filed on – yes, 
just let me check.  I thought I have asked the Prime Minister questions of that on 
the last occasion that, (…inaudible…)  Prime Minister, you recognize this is your 
affidavit of 9 August, do you? 
 

    [2.23 pm] A: So, if the signature page could be called up.  I know it is- - - 
 30 
Q:   Could you just scroll it down to the signature page please? 
 
A: Yes, that is certainly my affidavit.  Yes. 
 
Q: And that is true and correct, sir? 
 
A: It is true and correct. 
 
Q: I tender that affidavit. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I do not think that affidavit was 
tendered into evidence last time, so we will admit the affidavit into evidence.  
Commissioner White?  Commissioner White, I cannot hear you. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  How is that?  Can you hear now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Yes, I agree, chief, I am not sure.  
I cannot recall either, although I do remember the contents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We will admit the supplementary affidavit of Prime 
Minister James Marape sworn on 9 August 2021, and it will be marked Exhibit 10 
quadruple 4; it is four Ds.  It is Exhibit DDDD. 
 
 
EXHIBIT DDDD:  SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT OF PRIME 
MINISTER JAMES MARAPE SWORN ON 9 AUGUST 2021 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I have no further questions, commissioners. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Prime Minister, I have a few questions regarding some 
things that you deposed to in your supplementary affidavit.  In paragraph 9 of 
your affidavit, you refer to your involvement in implementing a decision by the 
National Executive Council in your capacity as Finance Minister; the approval 
you gave under section 46B of the Independent Public Business Corporation Act 
of 2002, and then in paragraph 14 of your affidavit, you refer to granting approval 
for the National Petroleum Company of PNG (Kroton) Limited to enter into those 
transaction documents under provisions of section 46B of the IPBC Act of 2009 
and section 61(2) of Public Finances (Management) Act of 1995.  These 30 
approvals you gave, I assume, are pursuant to the NEC Decision made on 6 March 
to approve the UBS Loan.  Can you elaborate on the kinds of pressures, if any, 
that were brought to bear upon yourself to grant these approvals; if there were 
any such pressures that were brought upon you by the Chairman of the National 
Executive Council or the Prime Minister at that time Honourable Peter O’Neill, 
or any other member of Cabinet at that time, given that you were a participant in 
the decision-making process to approve the UBS loan on 6 March? 
 

[14:28p.m] A: All right, thank you Chairman, Sir Injia.  My involvement as stated in 
paragraph 9 of this supplementary affidavit, comes at the back of a 40 
Cabinet decision, Cabinet Decision No 79/2014.  The Cabinet sat on 6 
March 2014 that approved the entire transaction.  So, the chain of events 
started then.  That approval gave rise for us to ensure that documents 
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pursuant to section 46B of the IPBC Act and then the section 6(1) 
approval from the PFMA had to be bound from our part.   

 On your issue on the pressure, let me inform this Commission of Inquiry 
that the then treasurer called me and said that he was present to sign; 
these documents need to be signed and he did not sign.  But the 
treasurer’s involvement is a little bit different from my involvement.  
My involvement is like at the bottom end of the process.  They approve 
everything and it comes to me to sign off.  So, the originating documents 
starts at – in this instance – from the National Kumul Petroleum 
Company and the State-owned Enterprise Minister or comes from the 10 
Treasury and it comes to me to sign off as Finance Minister, prepared by 
our departments.  In this instance, it was the office of the Prime Minister 
was driving this proposal.  The Treasurer was decommissioned; then 
Honourable Don Polye was decommissioned so myself as Finance 
Minister, all the papers were brought to my office, he said you need to 
sign this to clear off this transaction; it is urgent, it is important for us to 
get it done with.  All these papers were reassembled and brought to 
Finance Department for us to sign off on.  So, in some way you could 
assume we were impressed that it was time-bound.  He had the former 
Treasurer sacked and there was a need for me to sign off this one based 20 
on the papers that were presented before me. 

Q: Thank you, that is the only question I have.  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Chief, I have a question.   The Kumul 
trustee has a legislative role under the Authorization Act and I am interested to 
know how that actually worked in practice, Prime Minister.  You will of course 
appreciate that we are interested in how the role was carried out in 2014 through 
to the sale of the Oil Search shares by Kumul.  But I would be interested in 
hearing how you carry out the role of such things, whether you have a close 
connection with Kumul, whether you have material brought to you as a briefing 
package and you sign off your agreements with the proposal before you take it 30 
to the NEC?  I just like to know how the role actually works in practice? 

A: All right, thank you, Commissioner White.  The trustee really relates at 
the shareholder level so the trustee is really at the shareholder level in my 
view.  In between the shareholder or the trustee on behalf people and the 
management, you have the board that sits.  So, the trustee, through the 
due process of appointing board appoints a board.  The board has an 
administrative oversight over the administration of the company.  So, it is 
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the board that is in almost quarterly or on an annual basis has an oversight 
on the operation of the company. 

[2.33 pm] The trustee makes contact with the company at the end of every company-
operation year for the shareholder briefing, as well as for the start of the 
new financial or work year where in which the work plan is submitted 
through the board to the trustee, and from the trustee to present to cabinet 
for cabinet to approve the work plan of the company.  So, that is the 
structure of the company and for me as the Trustee on behalf and for the 
people of the country as the serving Prime Minister in the Ex-Officio 
capacity, we take briefing from the Board through the manager presents -10 
through the board, rather – and I am passionate with what has transacted 
over the past Financial Year, as well as the presentation on what is the 
operation plan for the new work year that has come and all of these are also 
presented.  For me I presented these reports to Cabinet and Cabinet has the 
approval on those reports; what has taken place in the previous year and 
what will take place in the oncoming year. 
 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Thank you, Prime Minister. It is then really not 
under the next legislation for the trustee to refuse to accept the board’s proposal.  
Is that clear?  Is that how it works?  So the board will have deliberated?  They 20 
will in a sense inform the trustee and the trustee will take the proposal to the NEC; 
this is the work plan or the annual plan from the board? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Could it be usual for the trustee to decline to take the annual plan forward 

to the NEC, or indeed, any recommendation? 
 
A: In principle, the trustee really has minimal role; it is defined in the law.  

The board is really the key people that makes the key decisions.  The board 30 
gives the trustee and the trustee presents to the body of ministers or the 
cabinet actually for them to look at the work plan on behalf and for the 
country. 

 
Q: Yes.  So that the trustee, largely, is a conduit to the board’s work that it is 

proposing to the …. 
 
A: You might say it is a conduit.  The trustee then presents for and on behalf 

of the people to the body of ministers who will approve the work plan or 
disapprove of the work plan.   40 
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Q: Thank you.  I understand that there were some discussions initially and 
these are supporting 15 that the trustee might be comprised of former prime 
ministers as well as the Prime Minister of the day but that has not 
eventuated.  Would you think that that was a workable proposal? 

 
A: That might be so but in my view if we had a very effective board, if the 

board is functional and the body of ministers in which the trustee shall 
(…inaudible…) for their approval, if that is practiced in the way it should 
be practiced, then I think the present structure as adequacy in governing 
covering for good governance and the operation of the Kumul structure we 10 
have.   

 
Q: Thank you, Prime Minister.  You were talking with Dr Renwick about the 

Cabinet Handbook and how the processes might be tightened up to prevent 
what happened in March 2014; but in fact there were processes that were 
in place and as we understand from evidence we have heard generally 
adhered to.  Is there any safeguard that can be put in place for ignoring the 
process?  What are the consequences apart from the elections, the ballot 
box, if the NEC ignores the processes that they have imposed on 
themselves? 20 

 
A: I think, Commissioner White, if the processes are ignored, there should be 

a space or place in our laws that could question if the process that was 
deployed breaches the existing standard provision or process that in my 
view there should be a space in our existing law that office like 
Ombudsman Commission or offices like ICAC that we are trying to set up 
should engage to question the process in which these submissions will 
funnel through. 

 

[2.08pm]  So, at the moment, the Ombudsman is the office that can bring into 30 
question whatever process that was deployed but we are now 
strengthening ICAC to also have that function, but I believe Ombudsman 
has the role in this phase to question the integrity of the processes. 

Q: This is my final question then, the PNG EITI, the Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative 2019 Report, these comments that there was a 
weakness in the Auditor General’s office in terms of establishment, it was 
under staffed and unable to carry out its functions as it ought and I suppose 
that in a sense goes hand in hand with the initiatives for the ICAC.  But this 
one is a little bit more straight forward is the strengthening of an 
independent Auditor General’s office something that you would be pleased 40 
to some recommendations about, Prime Minister? 
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A: Commissioner White, the suggestion you just proposed as well as any other 
suggestion or recommendation that this esteemed Commission of Inquiry 
would propose to the government, it is certainly some things that I could 
be passing on for Cabinet to consider knowing that you have been exposed 
to a lot of issues that indicates to the deficiencies or the weaknesses or 
strengths we carry in our existing process of government.  So, like what 
you just alluded to or any other recommendations that this Commission of 
Inquiry would propose to the executive government, my government will 
certainly have a handle on them and consider them at the highest 
consideration. 10 

 
Q: Thank you Prime Minister.  They are the questions, Chief Commissioner, 

that I have of the Prime Minister.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have a follow up question on the matters you raised 
there about the responsibilities of the trustee of the Kumul Petroleum trust who 
is the Prime Minister.  I think that question is more to do with modus operandi as 
to how the trustee interacts with the Board of Kumul Petroleum collectively or 
with individual members of the Board in raising issues and making decisions 
particularly by the trustee over important matters.  We have received evidence of 20 
members of the Kumul Petroleum Board or the Board itself interacting with the 
trustee then, the Honorable Prime Minister then Peter O’Neill about the sale of 
the Oil Search shares.  And the evidence is that a lot of that interaction was largely 
oral.  There is no documentary evidence of any written communication between 
the Board and the Prime Minister and the Prime Minister that time was 
communicating with the Board verbally and some decisions being made in the 
process which we are not able to put our fingers on because the documentation is 
not there.   
 
My question is in your capacity now as the Prime Minister and now the trustee of 30 
the Kumul Petroleum Board, what would be the practice and procedures that you 
would adopt in your dealings or interaction with the Board over important 
decisions that have to be made and discussions that go with it? 
 
A: All right, thank you chairman.  You know conversations can be made on 

the side on what should be done or needs to be done in respect to Kumul 
Petroleum Holding’s functionality and work. 

 
   [2.43 pm]  The company is operating in any given year under the Annual Work Plan.   

 40 
For the Annual Work Plan, the Annual Work Plan is the guide in which the 
company operates.  The process in which the Annual Work Plan is 
approved stems one year earlier in which the board of the company had 
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considered all proposals on the table for the company to operate within its 
charter and mandate and they have approved that.  Cabinet, one year 
earlier, has approved that so right throughout the work year, Kumul 
Petroleum is working and is operating within that mandate and is also in 
the end of the year or usually in the bi-annual distribution of dividend is 
distributing consistent with the Annual Work Plan. 
 
So Prime Minister as Trustee may inter-react or may be brought into 
contact with the operations of the company to inform them on what is 
happening on a day-to-day basis; but the fundamental operations of the 10 
company is not to be shifted in between because a body of ministers have 
already approved the Work Plan of the company one year earlier.  Any new 
activity that comes on should come on at the back end for the oncoming 
year.  Again, the same process that is set; if the board of company approves 
as per the annual Work Plan for the oncoming year, and they take it to 
cabinet, cabinet approves, cabinet signs off and then the management 
operates those annual work plan that has come up through that process.   
 
Mr Chairman, the process is set.  It is there for us to work but in between, 
I do not see any room for us to tamper or sabotage or do as we saw like 20 
with the work of the company.  As Dr Renwick did ask me a question 
earlier on:  What are you doing with the Sovereign Wealth Fund?  These 
are big decisions for our country and we want to set it up so that the process 
is rigid and fixed and it is not open for discretion of the trustee or 
discretions of the board, or discretions of those who are currently engaged 
in this sort of key institutions of the State who will be handling millions 
and millions of Kina that belongs to the people of which we are Trustee of. 
 
Coming back to your question, Mr Chairman, the process we have is quite 
detailed and explicit.  The relationship between the Trustee and the Board, 30 
the Board and the Management and what happens in an annual work year 
as well as what is a bridge between the present work year and the next year; 
and the limitations the Trustee has, the limitations that the Board has and 
the limitations that the Management has; all are, in my view, the present 
Charter of the National Kumul Petroleum Company, it has those features 
inside. 
 
And so as a Trustee, my involvement with the National Kumul Petroleum 
Company has limits to it also.  I do not have every bounded discretions to 
impress upon the company to do this.  There are limitations to it as fixed 40 
guide to how the Trustee relates to the Board and the Board relates to the 
Management.   
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Q: Important decisions like a decision by the Board to dispose of shares - a 
substantial number of shares - valued at a substantial figure would involve 
some kind of decision on paper, perhaps a representation being made by 
the Board on paper and the decision being made by the Trustee on paper, 
would it not?  There are certain decisions that are fundamental, so 
important.  Significant decisions that need to be made and the discussions 
are ongoing and a decision is reached, there would be some documentation 
that would show for it, would it not? 

 
A: Chairman, absolutely, whether it is in my view – conceded view – whether 10 

it is huge sums of money, or little sum of money or any decision for that 
matter, those decisions should be taken against a set process and procedure, 
including proper documentation.  It cannot be happening by whim of a 
person, or a trustee or just because you hold office as prime minister, you 
cannot be making calls on the run.   

 
Prime Ministers and Executive Government have policy inclinations and 
those policy inclinations are promulgated and all converted in writing-
proper, as proper directions to those who are executing those policy 
directions. 20 
 

[2.48 pm]  So, coming back to your issues, if there is a multi-million Kina projection, 
you would expect proper documentation, proper minute of board meeting 
resolutions, proper instruction passed through the formal structure of 
passing instructions down from the trustee to the board, board to the 
management.  Likewise, coming back from the management to the board, 
board to the trustee, and the trustee to the cabinet, cabinet to the parliament. 
Those are the chains of processes when we deal with peoples’ money.  

 
Q:   Would the fact that the trustee is a political figure, would that be a reason 30 

for not to conduct business on important matters on paper? 
 
A: Not necessarily, unless you are trying to do something illegal.  Even a 

trustee, as I said, trustees operate within a set of law.  Law governs the 
trustee to operate inside.  They do not operate in vacuum. 

 
Q: You were a Member of Parliament and a Minister, I suppose, when the 

Kumul legislations were enacted and the idea of a Kumul Petroleum Trust 
came into being and was given legitimacy by an Act of Parliament; and 
then the sole trustee then became the Prime Minister by legislation.  What 40 
was the thinking behind getting a political figure like the Prime Minister 
as a sole trustee of a big significant company like a state-owned enterprise 
like Kumul Petroleum Holdings?  What was the rationale for that? 
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A: By virtue of fact that it is an ex-officio position and by virtue of the fact 

that he is the Prime Minister.  When he no longer is the Prime Minister, the 
trustee is shifted to the new Prime Minister.  In this case, the shift between 
the seventh Prime Minister in O’Neill to myself now as Trustee of Kumul 
Petroleum.  And as I said earlier, Mr Chairman, the functionality of the 
trustee is described in the law. 

 
Q: Yes. 
 10 
A: The functionality of the trustee is prescribed in law and, by the way, if this 

Commission of Inquiry looks into this as a case in point, where there is a 
need to relook at the functionality of the trustee and what should be 
improved on, I stand as and ready to embrace better suggestions.  But in 
this instance, I believe our present law has clearly defined the role of the 
trustee and what he does, which is, it should not be based on a personal 
opinion or personal preference.  It should be based on a system and process 
that arrives at decisions that take place at his level and the trustee, in my 
view, is a conduit between the board and the cabinet and cabinet and the 
Parliament.  20 

 
Q: Is it a good idea?  Is it a good idea or is it a good law to have a political 

head of a country to be the sole trustee - I know the law is there - instead 
of vesting that power as a trustee on a collective, more independent 
collective body, or you do not see the need for that? 

 
A: At this point in time, I have no opinion or no preference into what role the 

trustee play.  I believe, as I said earlier, the trustee, from me speaking as 
having now served as Prime Minister in the last - going three years now, 
the trustee’s role is pretty much defined in law.  I have limited discretion 30 
formally; formally, to pass instructions.  All my instructions must be legal, 
prescribed in law.   

 
Then the final resting place for decision once the board brings it to the 
trustee, trustee takes to cabinet, cabinet makes the decision up there in 
cabinet, or something we can look into the future as was earlier proposed 
maybe.    

 
[14.53p.m] That is part of a body of work that this Commission of Inquiry could do 

and recommend to the Government of Papua New Guinea.  It can be also 40 
considered on what could be a better option and better structure of these 
companies that holds in trust millions of kina on behalf of the citizens of 
this country. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are my questions.  Mr Nale, do you have any 
questions arising from those sets of questions? 

MR NALE:  No, your Honour.  Sorry, Chairman, no, we do not have any 
questions arising. 

DR RENWICK:  I do not have any questions arising either and no one has 
applied to cross-examine the Prime Minister and under those circumstances in 
my submission, he should be excused. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you Prime Minister for coming to give 
evidence this afternoon and you may be excused.  That would be the end of 
your evidence. 10 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

MR MARAPE:  Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Prime Minister.   

MR MARAPE:  All right thank you, Dr Renwick, thank you Commissioner 
White.  I certainly look forward to the conclusion of this Inquiry.  And as I said 
earlier, if there are suggestions that we can draw from the Inquiry and improve 
the public governance in the way we do business in Papua New Guinea, 
especially to ensure public monies is safeguarded, then I certainly look forward 20 
to embrace those recommendations. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before you leave on that point, the Commission is set 
to complete and present its Report by or on 31 March.  The thinking right now 
is a question of whether that Report would be presented to you publicly at a 
hearing of this nature because the proceedings have been conducted in public 
and how that Report is to be delivered to you and what information is to be 
disclosed about the Report is a matter that we can discuss.  But the thinking 
right now is for the Commission to present the Report formally at a public 
sitting like this and you take it away.  So, we may be asking you to appear in 
person to come and receive the Report at a public hearing compared to past 30 
practices where the Report is brought over to your office and presented by a 
representative of the Commission which appears to be more of a private 
presentation of the Report than a public hearing but the thinking right now is 
that we may present the Report public at a hearing like this.  We may be asking 
you to receive it. 
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MR MARAPE:  Mr Chairman, I am at your disposal. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I thought I might just mention that before you take your 
leave.  But thank you for your attendance this afternoon. 

MR MARAPE:  Thank you very much. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:  That is the only witness for today.  Commissioners, tomorrow 
is not a sitting day so in my submission we can adjourn the proceedings until 10 
o’clock on Wednesday 2 February. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings now. 10 

 

 

 

AT 2:57 P.M. THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ADJOURNED TO 
WEDNESDAY 2 FEBRUARY 2022 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM 

THE UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED 
TRANSACTIONS 

___________________________________________________________________________  10 

 

  

 

 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL     THE CHAIRMAN 
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO  COMMISSIONER 

 

 

 

  20 

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  

 

 

 

 

AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON WEDNESDAY 2 
FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
 

(Continued from 31 January 2022) 
  30 
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[10.00am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission we have a number of important 
witnesses today.  Most of them will be taken by Dr Katter who I turn over to now. 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases I call Mr David Frecker who is on 
the video and I can indicate he is in the State of New South Wales. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Mr Frecker, it is Commissioner White 
here.  I have been authorized by the Chief Justice of New South Wales to 
administer oaths and affirmations in this Commission of Inquiry in respect of 
witnesses who are located in New South Wales so I will administer then the oath 10 
to you now.   
 
 
DAVID FRECKER, sworn: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Frecker.  Dr Katter? 
 20 
DR KATTER:  Mr Frecker, could you just state your full name please? 
 
A: David Crighton Frecker. 
 
Q: And as at today, you remain as a consultant at Ashurst Lawyers? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Do you have in front of you your witness statement? 
 30 
A: I do. 
 
Q: It is there up on the screen.  It is six pages in length, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: 27 paragraphs? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: That there are no annexures to it, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
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Q: You signed the final page? 
 
A: Yes, that is my signature. 
 
Q: Yes and you have initialed all the other pages?  Not the front page though. 
 
A: Not the front page. 
 
Q: It has the date 29 January 2022 on the first and second pages.  Is that the 10 

date that you signed the statement? 
 
A: It is. 
 
Q: Any changes you wish to make to that statement as at today? 
 
A: Yes, one correction I would like to make in paragraph 22.  When I re-read 

it this morning the date in the second line, 1988, I think is wrong.  I think 
it should be 1983. 

 20 
Q: Thank you.  Any other corrections or changes? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White,  if you in agreement we will admit 
that statement into evidence and it will be marked quadruple DDDD. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, I agree.  Was the affidavit yesterday EEE; 30 
are we up to E? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have had D assigned already? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it was for the last exhibit yesterday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you then.  All right then correction - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps - - - 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right correction there then we will - - - 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have been notoriously wrong of course before but 
does anyone got a note to a different effect? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is Supplementary affidavit witness yesterday 
 

  [10.05 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right, we will mark this then exhibit quadruple 
EEEE. 
 10 
EXHIBIT EEEE – AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID FRECKER SIGNED 29 
JANUARY 2022 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I hope I am correct. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Frecker, at paragraph six, you 
refer to being involved with international loans for the Independent State both 
commercial and development assistance loans for the past 47 years.  In a broad 
sense, can you give an indication of how many of each of those respective loan 
types that might be? 
 
A: Going back 47 years, my memory might be a little inaccurate but in the 

early years when I worked for the State Solicitor’s office, I probably dealt 
with five or six in national development loans and in the following years 30 
in private practice, I probably would have dealt with about the same 
number of commercial loans.  I think there might have been one loan from 
a development assistance agency in those years. 

 
Q: In paragraph six, you refer to the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No. 

2).  Is it the case that the (No. 1) Overseas Loans Act is still in force in your 
understanding? 

 
A: Yes.  It does appear in the Legislative record of Papua New Guinea and it 

was, as it does also in the PNG Revised Laws which were kept up to date 40 
to 1986 but to my knowledge it has not been used since 1976 or perhaps 
not since Independence. 
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Q: Has the 1973 Act been amended as to the monetary limit over time? 
 
A: 1973 Act? 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: I did not check that specifically.  It was amended twice before 

Independence and not at all since Independence.  But I do not know 
whether monetary limit was increased.  In the version that I last checked, 
it read K65 million.   10 

 
Q: In paragraph seven, you refer to about a dozen Acts which allow for 

borrowing by the Independent State.  Are you able to identify those Acts? 
 
A: Let me just reach for a handwritten list I have.  I have not listed them all 

but they include the loans (Works, Services and Government 
Instrumentalities Act).  The two Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act; the 
Loans and Assistance International Agencies Act, which is also referred to 
in my witness statement; the Loans Securities Act, which is a pre-
Independence Act which was continued after Independence and provides 20 
principally for the issue of government securities; then there is the Treasury 
Bills Act, a post-Independence Act which  has largely, I think superseded 
the Loans Securities Act in that it provides for the issue of, by the treasury, 
of bills to raise money. 

 

[10.10am] And then there is – there are a couple of specific facts, for instance, an 
example I have noted here is the Loans Act 2011 which was specifically to 
authorize loans for the LNG Project.  And then there is the Public Finances 
(Management) Act sections 35 and 36, which although they have been 
amended a number of – or section 36 has been amended a number of times, 30 
they have over an extended period since 1995 provided generally for loans 
by the State.   

 
Q: Just returning to some of those.  The first one you mentioned was the loans 

(Works, Services and Government Instrumentalities) Act 1968, was it? 
 
A: I checked it in the PNG Revised Laws; I am not sure when it was first 

enacted.  I think it was a pre-Independence Act; yes. 
 
Q: And you mentioned also that the No. 1 Overseas Loans Act and the No. 2 40 

Overseas Loans Act which you referred to in your statement but you also 
mentioned the Loans Securities Act; is it 1960? 
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A: I believe it is, but again, as it was adopted on Independence, we no longer 

record it by its initial year of passing.  It is the Loans Securities Act which 
is a chapter in the PNG Revised Laws. 

 
Q: Paragraph 9, you refer to the phrase “laid before Parliament” as coming 

from the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No. 2).  What do you take that 
as to mean? 

 
A: I think the term “laid for Parliament” is broadly synonymous with the term 10 

“tabled in Parliament” which is used in four or five other sections of the 
Constitution and that term “tabled” has a historical meaning derived from 
the Westminster Parliament when documents were actually laid on the 
table in the center of Parliament.  I do not believe that happens in the PNG 
Parliament – National Parliament.  My broad understanding of the term 
“laid before Parliament” is that it must be - the document must be produced 
in Parliament by the relevant minister in most cases and then how it is dealt 
with after that would be a matter for the Parliamentary procedures but I 
imagine that the document is delivered to the Clerk of the Parliament and 
made available to members in one form or another.   20 

 
Q: Jumping forward at paragraph 25, are you referring there to the timing 

required as to the “laying before Parliament” if I use that phrase? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Is that phrase “laid before Parliament” or a similar phrase used in other 

legislation within Papua New Guinea? 
 
A: Well, as paragraph 25 elucidates, it is used in the Public Finances 30 

(Management) Act.  I am not aware of it being used in other legislation but 
as I indicated in my last reply, the term “table in Parliament” is used in or 
referred to in four or five sections of the Constitution. 

 
[10.15a.m] And in Section 117, which deals with treaties, a different term is used and 

that is; that a treaty must be presented to Parliament. I am not sure whether 
there is great importance in the nuance of those different forms of words. I 
think they all have broadly the same effect.  

 
Q:   Was the phrase adopted from an overseas jurisdiction or jurisdictions? 40 
 
A: The term “laid before the Parliament”, I am not aware that it was adopted 

from an overseas jurisdiction. 
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Q: In paragraph 11, in the third line, you refer to the “legal sign off”, is that 

phrase referred to any statutory material? 
 
A: No, not to my knowledge. 
 
Q: All right.  
 
A: It is - - - - 
 10 
Q: Is it a - - -  
 
A: Well, you want me to elaborate? It is a procedure adopted within the 

executive. The actual documentation of that procedure, I am not aware of. 
I am just aware of its effect and it is principal effect is that documents 
presented to the Head of State on the advice of the National Executive 
Council for execution. I am sorry, I withdraw that. Not all documents - 
contracts. And similar documents presented to the Head of State for 
execution on the advice of the National Executive Council are required 
procedurally to be accompanied by a letter from the State Solicitor, stating 20 
that the documents are in order for execution.  

 
Q: That process or that “legal sign off”, as you describe it, was that a 

procedure or a process that was in place when you worked in the State 
Solicitor’s office in that period 1975 to 1980? 

 
A: No.  
 
Q: Was there anything similar that was occurring during that period, 1975 to 

1980 in terms of legal sign off? 30 
 
A: No, not in a formal sense.  
 
Q: In paragraph 16, you say the conclusion in the final sentence in that 

paragraph, is that concludes specific to that paragraph or is it a conclusion 
further to paragraphs 14 and 15 above? 

 
A: It is a conclusion drawn from the three paragraphs, 14, 15 and 16. 
 
Q: Are paragraphs 17 and 18 an elaboration of that conclusion in paragraph 40 

16 or are they separate? 
 
A:  They are in elaboration. 
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Q: At paragraph 20, are you aware of any circumstances where the Public 

Accounts Committee of the National Parliament has had loans referred to 
it? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: You have any recollection of the Public Accounts Committee of the 

National Parliament holding any public hearings? 
 10 

[10.20a.m]A: No. 

Q: In paragraph 22, you refer to the monetary borrowing limit and the Loans 
Overseas No. 2 Act.  What was the monetary borrowing limit then it was 
replaced in 1983?   

A: I cannot answer that, I am sorry.  I tried to check and I did not have full 
access working from home remotely to PNG/legislation.  I was not able 
to check that.  But it appears that the paragraph which now contains the 
limit in different terms was inserted in 1983 or probably replacing an 
earlier monetary limit. 

Q: What was the limit after 1983? 20 

A: Its limit which (…..inaudible….) on 125 per cent of ordinary revenue, 
which is (….inaudible…).  Sorry, should I just pause for a minute? 

Q: Yes, we just deal with that. 

A: Yes.  The limit in the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No. 2) Act at 
present is expressed in subsection (3) of section 2 and the first two, the 
total value of the overseas commercial bid not exceeding 125 per cent of 
the estimated ordinary revenue.  It does appear to be a mistake in that 
section as it appears in the PNG In Law version of the Act.  But what I 
read out is what it should be.  It is not the estimated internal revenue; it is 
the estimated ordinary revenue.  And you go back to the PNG Revised 30 
Law and check the chapter section 133A and look at the section, that is 
what it says.  Now for some reason the section was repealed and replaced 
some time.  I think, that is what it is meant to be -  the ratio is meant to be 
that the total value of overseas commercial bid does not exceed 125 per 
cent of the estimated ordinary revenue which is the defined term in 
subsection (4).   
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Q: In paragraph 24, you refer to overlapping provisions between the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act (No. 2) and the Public Finances 
(Management) Act 1995.  Is there an inconsistency between particular 
provisions of those Acts? 

A: No.  As I said, I do not regard that there has been an inconsistent, they do 
to some extent overlap. 

Q: Are they all additional, that is the Public Finances (Management) Act 
1995 provisions create additional requirements to those in the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act (No. 2)? 

A: No, there are different requirements for loans under that section.  And 10 

when I say that section, the section itself has been amended a number of 
times and significantly, it has been amended between 2014 and now. 

[10.25am]  Do you want me to elaborate on the significant amendments? 
 

Q: Yes please. 
 
A: Well, in 2014 the borrowing power under section 36 of the Public Finances 

(Management) Act could only be used for one purpose.  That was to meet 
temporary deficiencies in revenue in a fiscal year but the loans could be 
from domestic and external sources.  When it was amended which I think 20 
it was in – I think in 2018, the term “to meet temporary deficiencies in 
revenue in a fiscal year” was removed and their references to domestic and 
external sources was removed and it now states the borrowing can be made 
from any person.  But my view as I have expressed in that paragraph is that 
that borrowing power in section 36 of the Public Finances (Management) 
Act is principally for domestic borrowing and I would not rely upon it for 
a loan from an overseas commercial institution because the State’s power 
to borrow from those sources is dealt with more specifically in the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2). 

 30 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Frecker at this time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, are you finished with your questions? 
 
DR KATTER:  I am.  Chief Commissioner, I have no further questions for Mr 
Frecker at this time.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Commissioner White, you want to ask some 
questions there? 
 40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions for Mr Frecker, Chief, 
thank you.  So, when you explore “laid before the Parliament” after execution in 
respect of loan agreements entered into under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) 
Act (No.2), Mr Frecker, you venture some views as to what a time frame might 
be envisaged in this.  Would you think that between March and November in a 
year was complied with that requirement under the Act if Parliament sat in the 
intervening period? 
 
A: No, I would not.  I am sorry.  Commissioner, you say if Parliament sat in 

the intervening period, if it just sat for a couple of days it might be 10 
excusable if it was only dealing with urgent business.  But if you are 
envisaging that there is a full session of Parliament in the intervening 
months there, I do not regard though that length as satisfactory. 

 
Q: Should there in fact be a long interregnum between the sittings of the 

Parliament, is there any way in which the Executive can fulfill the spirit of 
the law as opposed to the letter of the law in informing the Legislature of 
its activity in respect of external loan agreements? 

 
[10.30am]A: Commissioner, that is not a question to which I had turned my attention.  I 20 

generally advised on the law not spiritual matters. 
 

Q: Well, I suppose I asked for that answer.  Thank you.  In your experience, 
is there a different approach in practice to loans that are secured as in effect 
aid type loans from the IMF or the Asian Development Bank and so on and 
loans that are purely commercial kind such as the one of course that 
exercises us in this Commission. 

 
A: Well, there are clearly differences in the authorizing legislation. 
 30 
Q: Yes, of course. 
 
A: The Loans and Assistance (International Agencies) Act does not appear to 

have a requirement in it for laying the documents before Parliament.  It did 
as I have explained in I think paragraph 26 of the witness’ statement, it did 
in times past have a different requirement that is that before a loan could 
proceed there had to be a resolution of Parliament authorizing the loan.  But 
that requirement was removed, I think, in 1990 and it was in any event a 
provision which had been – had come over from the Pre-Independence Act.  
It had not been specifically enacted in this legislation by the Post-40 
Independence National Parliament and it is removed by the Post-
Independence National Parliament in 1990.   
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 As far as I know and again I was not able to check this exhaustively, there 
was no consideration in introducing at that time the alternative requirement 
for loan agreements to be laid before the Parliament after execution.   

 
Q: So far as you are able to reflect, how is the Parliament as representatives of 

the people are to know about these overseas aid type loans if they are not 
laid before the Parliament? 

 
A: Well, there could be a ministerial statement, of course. 
 10 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Look the only thing I can add which may be helpful is that when I did 

examine a couple of past national budgets, there has been one or two cases 
where there has been reference in the budget to a forthcoming development 
assistance loan for a specific project.  And that I guess is the National 
Executive flagging that a particular development project is to go ahead in 
a budget year with - assisted by that source of finance.   

 
Q: I understand that; thank you.  Because this is the whole point of those sorts 20 

of loans is that the interest rates are quite achievable, they are quite 
relatively modest compared to a commercial loan.  So that is where it would 
not be such a concern. 

 
A: Commissioner, that is partly true.  With the World Bank, there are two 

bodies as you probably know.  There is the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development which lends on quite commercial terms 
- interest rates are not dissimilar to those from commercial banks.  And 
then there is – the nature of those loans is that they are for a very long term.  
The resource international development agencies which is the other arm of 30 
the World Bank providing loans to member states and those loans are 
provided on much more generous terms.  They are generally regarded as 
soft loans. 

 
[10.35 am]Q:   You say in paragraph 11 of your statement that in your experience, it was 

unusual for the State to engage outside lawyers to act for them in respect 
of external loans? 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: Well, you do not actually say external. In paragraph 11, you say loan 

transactions and of course I take it that that covers domestic loans; but it 
also includes external loans? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you have a sense of any timeframe within the Independent State when 

the reliance on external lawyers became worldwide spread, if indeed, it be 
the case that it is more widespread at least so far as loans are concerned.  
Because of the evidence that we have heard in this Commission, there is 
an enormous number, and that word “enormous” is my own, a large 
number of external consultants, be they lawyers or financiers or economists 
have been consulted by the State and paid of course who advised them? 10 

 
A: Commissioner, I am not sure how to answer this but I will just make a 

couple of points.  First of all, I cannot - have no specific knowledge other 
than limited knowledge about the number of non-legal advisors and 
consultants that have been engaged by the State for these purposes. As far 
as legal advisors are concerned, I would not say that it has been a 
widespread practice, if that was your term.  It certainly was never the case 
when years ago when I worked in the State Solicitor’s Office and in my 
experience in dealing with State loans over the years, it has rarely been the 
case that external lawyers have been engaged by the State.  20 

 
Q: This is a broader constitutional question. You quote from the 

Constitutional Planning Committee Report and in paragraph 6 of that 
passage that you quote in paragraph 15 of your statement, you say “it must 
be able to prevent the raising of unnecessary loans to determine the 
framework within which loans are negotiated and to guard against Papua 
New Guinea becoming unduly dependent upon particular lenders.” Did 
you in your time in Papua New Guinea see that philosophical base played 
out in the work that your office did? 

 30 
A: Yes I cannot say I did specifically, but - well, in the field of international 

development assistance loans, and I am going back now 40 years to my 
time in the State Solicitor’s Office, there was efforts to broaden the base of 
development assistance for the State so that sources other than just the 
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank were being sourced.  There 
were a number of national development assistance agencies and there was 
for instance - and I cannot remember all the names but there is a German 
Development Assistance Agency which we know by the name of KFW or 
that was its initials. 

 40 
[10.40 a.m] There is a Japanese one and there were one or two others. And there were 

efforts to source loans from those agencies for different purposes. So that 
maybe regarded as an effort by the State at that time to broaden its lender 
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base.  In terms of commercial borrowings, there is clearly different 
sources of loans from domestic banks, which had been used occasionally 
from the issue of treasury bills and securities, which I believe issues 
regularly.   And then there are loans from overseas financial institutions 
under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Acts. So, there is different 
categories of lenders but within those categories of lenders, I cannot point 
to any specific efforts to ensure that no one lender was dominant. 

 
Q:   Those are my questions, Mr Frecker. But could I just say how obliged the 

Commission is the great trouble that you have gone to assist the 10 
Commission in dealing with these quite difficult questions in relation to 
loans and where you come.  I am very grateful for the experience that you 
have been prepared to share with us.  Thank you. 

 
A:   Thank you, Commissioner, I do hope I have been helpful. 
 
Q:   My perspective, certainly you have been. Thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   Mr Frecker, I have one question. This is in relation to the 
relationship between section 209(1) of the Constitution and the Loans (Overseas 20 
Borrowings) Act (No. 2) which you touched in paragraphs 21 to 27, and your 
conclusion appears in paragraph 27. Could you just elaborate more on the 
relationship between the two and address the issue of whether the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) Act is a stand-alone Act that provides for the State to 
obtain commercial loans from overseas financial institutions or is it an off shoot 
of section 209(1) of the Constitution? 
 
A:   Yes, Chief Commissioner, I will be happy to. The first statement I have 

made is that section 209(1) is clearly the foundation provision. That is the 
provision of the Constitution which gives the State power to raise loans. 30 
But it is not by itself an implementing provision.  It says that it would do 
so by - the loans would be subject to the authorization and control by the 
Parliament and will be regulated by an Act of the Parliament. And in my 
view the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No. 2) Act, it is just such an Act. 
An Act by which the power in section 109(1) has been implemented by 
Parliament and it is not as I alluded earlier it is one of a whole raft of Acts 
of the Parliament which authorize loans for different purposes in different 
ways.            

 
    [10.45am] And in doing so, in passing those Acts, the Parliament in my view is doing 40 

what it is permitted to do by section 109(2) of the Constitution and that is 
to provide for all matters that are necessary or convenient to be prescribed 
for carrying out and giving effect to this Constitution.  So, I think you have 
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to read section 209(1) and section 109(2) together.  And, Chief, I am sure 
you will appreciate the importance of reading Constitution provisions 
together. 

 
Q: All right thank.  Just one further question.  The expression in section 209(1) 

of the Constitution, the raising of loans is subject to authorization and 
control by the Parliament and shall be regulated by an Act of Parliament.  
That expression, “regulated by an Act of Parliament”, as I understand from 
your answer, the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act is an Act that comes 
within the expression, “by an Act of Parliament” in section 209(1) of the 10 
Constitution? 

 
A: Yes, that is my view, Chief Commissioner.  The Loans (Overseas 

Borrowings) Act is just that, an Act which is regulating in various ways.  
The raising of loans from a particular source namely from overseas 
commercial institutions, perhaps the expression is “overseas financial 
institutions.”  And the regulation if I could just detail a bit further comes in 
a number of ways.  First of all, the loans could be only made for specific 
purposes under section 2(1).  They are subject to the overall limit in section 
2(3).  The documents must be laid before Parliament as we have already 20 
discussed at some length.  They are the principles I point to you as 
regulations.  If you follow through that you could find a number of other 
restrictions and regulations of the way in which loans can be raised under 
that Act. 

 
Q: Okay next question.  Just by reading on section 209, on the face of it 

appears that that provision may apply to the raising of revenue or the 
expenditure of it by the National Government for national budget purposes 
not for raising commercial loans for business purposes.  And the raising of 
commercial loans for commercial purposes may fall under the Loans 30 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act and not necessarily section 209(1) of the 
Constitution.  It is my initial reflection on reading the wording and the 
scheme of section 209. 

 
  [10.50 am]  What do you think? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I disagree with respect. 
 
Q: Yes, that is fine. 
 40 
A: I think section 209(1) is the broad statement of the par, and that is 

implemented by legislation in the way I have discussed.  And furthermore, 
you have to read 209(1) with (2) which deals with National Budgets and 
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with section 210 which it is entitled to its executive initiative, and you 
discern from those sections as a whole that there is a division, that overall 
authority is vested in the Parliament but the Executive must have some 
initiative to carry out these financial functions to preserve the proper 
operation of the Government.  Even though it relates to taxation rather than 
to the raising of loan, the Supreme Court in the case I have referred to in 
my statement, the Papua New Guinea Forest Industry’s association against  
Tomuriesa, the Decision of 2015 of a very strong bench of the Supreme 
Court of which you yourself, Chief, represented, that makes some very 
clear statements about the different roles of Parliament and the Executive 10 
in that is the Public Finance and added it clearly decides that Taxation can 
be provided for by an Act of Parliament outside the normal budgetary 
process.  I think those same principles should be read as applying to the 
raising of loans pursuant to Acts of Parliament passed to implement the 
power granted by section 209(1) of the Constitution. 

 
Q: All right.  Final question is in relation to what is meant by the expression, 

again, by an Act of the Parliament, you can have different types of Acts of 
Parliament that authorizes a loan.  One is General Authorization Act and 
the other one is a more specific Act that authorizes a particular loan.  I 20 
suppose you could categorize the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act is an 
Act that is a general authorization of the government obtaining a 
commercial loan.  But my question relates to a specific Act that authorizes 
a specific loan.  In you experience, have you come across a situation where 
the State has enacted a specific Act of Parliament to authorize a specific 
loan? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, the only example I am aware of is the one I 

mentioned in passing and that is the Loans Act 2011 which authorized a 
loan which gave authority to the State to borrow K900 million to fund its 30 
participation in the PNG LNG Project and sought the State to borrow 
another K500 million for expenditure under various 2011 Appropriations. 

 
[10.55am] I can only surmise that those very large loans were dealt with under a 

specific Act of Parliament because their size and their purpose they did not 
fit under the existing Loans Act – any of the existing Loans Act.  The 
amounts were huge and it was for that specific; a very large development 
project, the PNG LNG Project.  I also suspected that it may have been done 
under pressure from the other participants in that project who ordered at 
every stage the illegal authority for that project to proceed. 40 

 
Q: The 2011 Act, there is an issue there with the 2011 Act that although the 

Act provided for the government to obtain a loan for around 900 million, 
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the Act did not provide sufficient particularities about that particular loan.  
For instance, whether the Act authorizes the State to obtain K900 million 
from UBS Australia for purpose of financing the State’s equity in the PNG 
LNG Project.  So, it may be debatable there whether that particular Act was 
a specific Act meant to support the UBS loan or was it another general 
authorization Act.  What do you think? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I was not personally involved in that transaction so 

my knowledge is only secondhand, but the loans for the PNG LNG Project 
– the commercial loans that PNG LNG Project as I understand or as I recall 10 
were sourced from a broad syndicate in international banks and into credit 
agencies.  And as far as I know, UBS did not have a leading role with that. 

 
Q: Maybe it was a - - - 
 
A: These were the loans to finance the development of that project for all the 

participants including the State with its percentage with participation in 
that project to fund the billions of dollars which were necessary for the 
development of the LNG Project. 

 20 
Q: Maybe the State - - - 
 
A: I do apologize.  I cannot from my own knowledge elaborate on that any 

further. 
 
Q: Maybe the State considered that the disclosure of the source of that loan 

was a commercially sensitive information that they perhaps did not want 
to disclose, I do not know.  Anyway that is just a thought - - - 

 
A: I do not understand that remark, Chief Commissioner, because it was made 30 

public in an Act of Parliament. 
 
Q: Interesting.  All right, those are my questions, Mr Frecker.  Thank you for 

evidence.  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is no indication as to any request by anyone 
or any entity to examine or further cross examine Mr Frecker.  In those 
circumstances, I would ask that he be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Frecker, thank you for your evidence and you 40 
may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Frecker. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases I call Mr Andrew Doyle who is on 10 
the video link.   
 

[11.00am] Commissioners, Mr Dolye is in Singapore and by reason of that geographical 
location, I would submit that his oral evidence continue without oaths or 
affirmation. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 
 
ANDREW WINSTON DOYLE, called: 20 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Doyle, please state your full name? 
 
A: Andrew Winston Doyle. 
 
Q: Do you have in front of you an affidavit; your affidavit? 
 30 
A: I do. 
 
Q: Could we have it brought up on the screen?  It is six pages in length, is it 

not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It has 38 paragraphs, does it not? 
 
A: I think it has 41 paragraphs. 40 
 
Q: My apologies 41.  There are three annexures AD1 to AD3, is that right? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you have signed – that is your signature there that we can see on the 

screen at the bottom of the pages? 
 
A: That is my signature. 
 
Q: It has the date 31 January 2022; is that the date you signed the affidavit? 
 
A: That is the date I signed. 10 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to that affidavit as at today? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: It is 174 pages in total including the annexures and the affidavit? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek leave to tender that affidavit. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
the affidavit of Andrew Winston Doyle sworn on 31 January 2022 into evidence 
and it will be marked Exhibit FFFF. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
EXHBIIT FFFF:  AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW WINSTON DOYLE SWORN 30 
31 JANUARY 2022 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Doyle, in paragraphs 3 to 5, you 
refer to commencing work as a financial trader in 1989 while you were continuing 
your university studies, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, at paragraph 10, you refer to an entity FRA Blackstone being 

deregistered on 24 November 2015.  That is the entity that was retained to 40 
do the work relevant to this Commission of Inquiry in 2013, is it? 

 
A: That is the entity, yes. 
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Q: Why was FRA Blackstone deregistered on 24 November 2015? 
 
A: My business partner at that time and I were looking into business directions 

and so there was no purpose to retain that business entity at that time. 
 
Q: At paragraph 11, you refer to another entity FRA Solutions.  Is that the 

entity that you now use for consulting services and opinions as you 
described it? 

 10 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: At paragraph 13, you mention that you recall being contacted by Dr 

Clement Waine.  Did anyone else communicate with you initially either 
with Dr Waine or separately from Dr Waine? 

 
A: To the best of my recollection no.   
 
Q: In that initial communication from Dr Waine, did he state whether any 

other person or entities have provided an opinion or opinions about the 20 
proposals that you were going to look at? 

 
A: I do not recall that he did.  I believe the answer to that question is no, I do 

not believe there was no – no communication.  
 
Q: Were you told how may proposals there were? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Were you told by Dr Waine whether one proposal or one financier or a 30 

number of financiers were preferred? 
 
A: No, not at any stage was I given any indication at any point in time of any 

preference from any of the proposals. 
 
Q: Is that by Dr Waine - - - 
 
A: By any party at all. 
 

[11.05am] Q: At paragraph 14, you mentioned that Mr Ben O’Dwyer from Backwell 40 
Lombard had made recommendation.  How did you become aware of that? 
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A: I became aware of that when I was asked by or questioned by the 
Commission to provide evidence and I then communicated it with Mr 
O’Dwyer that I had been asked to provide evidence and we had some 
generalized discussions and he had mentioned to me that he had proposed 
me and some other consultants to do this specific work. 

 
Q: At paragraph 14 when you referred to your advice, was it FRA Blackstone 

that was retained or you personally or both? 
 
A: It was FRA Blackstone that was retained and the contract between the State 10 

and FRA Blackstone. 
 
Q: Who else was working for FRA Blackstone at that time in 2013? 
 
A: Working specifically on this project was myself, Daniel Stone who was my 

business partner and Dr John Dalle Molle. 
 
Q: And both of those names you mentioned in other paragraphs of this 

affidavit, do you not? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Where were those two individuals located physically or based at that time? 
 
A: Daniel Stone was based in Singapore and I cannot recall where Dr Molle 

was located because he has lived in various locations in the years.  He may 
have been in Singapore at that time; he also lived in the US where he is 
currently based.  He has lived in New Zealand as well.  I cannot recall 
where he as at that time. 

 30 
Q: At paragraph 16, you refer to a meeting at the Crowne Plaza in Singapore 

with Minister Micah.  Were you given a lead in either on that day or in the 
days prior that that meeting was going to occur on that Saturday evening? 

 
A: I was given an indication that there was the potential for a meeting within 

a few days of the final meeting but no specific time but I was given an 
indication that there was to be a meeting – likely a meeting. 

 
Q: Do you recall specifically who was present at that meeting? 
 40 
A: There was myself, Minister Micah and there was a third gentleman, I 

cannot recall who that was, I do not recall who the third person was. 
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Q: Was it possibly Dr Waine? 
 
A: It could have been but I doubt that it was because I likely would have 

recalled that it was him had it been him.  It is possible. 
 
Q: That it was just the three of you at the meeting for the entire length of the 

meeting? 
 
A: Yes, that is my recollection; yes, it was just three. 
 10 
Q: Had you met Minister Micah before that meeting on that day? 
 
A: I had not. 
 
Q: Had you met Dr Waine before in a face to face sense before that day? 
 
A: I had not. 
 
Q: Was there any indication to you in that meeting that you were to come to a 

specific outcome or to conclude in a particular way or ways? 20 
 
A: There was no indication at any stage that I should direct towards any of the 

outcome.  So, I felt I was given complete independence through the entirety 
of the process. 

 
Q: What else do you recall being said to you during that meeting at the Crowne 

Plaza? 
 
A: The meeting was felt to me like an interview to see whether I was the right 

person to complete the work.  Whether my credentials, my background was 30 
appropriate for getting a good report out.  Something that was – that my 
underlying experience was appropriate and they referred my derivatives 
knowledge.   

 
[11.10am]Q: In the next paragraph you referred to a particular time imperative arising 

from that meeting.  Were you given a specific timeline or a time limit in 
terms of the provision of a report? 

 
A: I cannot recall whether there was some specific mention but typically, I 

would, if there was an indication that there was an urgency for a project, I 40 
would normally be inquiring so being in October or November, I would 
have been asking for example, “Are you looking for this by the end of the 
year or by the end of November?”  I would have pushed to see what their 
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sense of urgency was.  And from my recollection it was very urgent in the 
sense that it had to be out within weeks. 

 
Q: In  paragraph 19, you then refer to further communications with Dr Waine 

after that meeting at the Crowne Plaza.  Was there any change in the tasking 
or the timeline as a result of those communications? 

 
A:  I do not think so. 
 
Q: In terms of the documentation that you were provided with, did you see a 10 

part of or any part of the BSP Capital Report as to the four proposals? 
 
A: Yes, I did.  Well, I saw the part of the portion that was in BSP - the NEC 

submission.  I believe and that it was NEC which – sorry, NEC or – anyway 
it had the BSP Capital analysis. 

 
Q: Were there any matters in that BSP Capital analysis or documentation that 

you considered particularly relevant in terms of the provision of your 
report? 

 20 
A: Yes, there were a number of components.  I thought that the way they 

priced the debt - the information I was given was very heavily weighing  
towards the cost of the debt and to a lesser extent did not have sufficient 
detail about the  derivatives structures around that.  And when I say detail, 
I mean the specifics of what those particular components were.  So what 
did the put option look like, what was maturity day, what were the prices 
that reached - that detail was missing.  So, in terms of the BSP Capital, 
what I felt was a summary, they noted that the UBS transaction was 
expensive from a funding perspective, which the pricing later on in that 
BSP Capital indicated that the UBS transaction would be a good second 30 
place in the event that the ANZ/Barclays transaction would not go ahead.  
Because to me it was significantly more expensive and BSP Capital 
indicated it was more expensive.  But their analysis of the interest cost was 
a very simplistic analysis and it is not the way that we do analysis in capital 
markets or prefer funding in loan type transactions and I approached it in 
that alternate way.  We priced against the different maturities.  The problem 
we have with debt type pricing is a base rate for one year transaction or 
base rate for five year transaction is going to be different.  So, you might 
have one year base funding rate at say 3 per cent per annum and a five year 
rate might be 6 per cent per annum.  So, then compare a one year funding 40 
cost at 4 per cent against the five year funding cost of seven you are not on 
an apples-grapples basis but that is the way they judged it.  And they also 
judged a three-year cost of funding.   
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[11.15 am]  So, the last paragraph of that – sorry, the last per column of the table, they 

had a three-year comparative funding cost.  The problem with that is it 
ignores any backend costs that might be involved.  So, what a lender may 
do is give you a honeymoon rate, for example, in the first three years and 
then hit you with a punitive rate in the fourth and fifth year; it is very 
common.  So, doing that type of analysis, it is overly simplistic and can 
ignore a number of important factors that goes to the financing.   
 
They still drew the conclusion that the UBS transaction was expensive 10 
compared to the alternative.  So, when I saw them saw that the UBS was a 
close second, it really surprised me.  They did note that the UBS transaction 
had missing components to it and they highlighted that the derivative 
transactions were not as opaque as it was - were not as transparent as they 
should have been. 
 
There were a number of other sort of minor factors in there but it did sort 
of strike me that their analysis did not look like it had been written by 
somebody who is extremely familiar with debt financing.  
 20 

Q:   At paragraph 20, you mention the preparation of a draft of your Report.  
Was that draft communicated to Mr Micah and/or Dr Waine or anyone else 
in Papua New Guinea? 

 
A: I do not recall but I almost certainly would have forwarded to both Minister 

Micah and Dr Waine. 
 
Q: In paragraph 21, you refer to consulting with both Mr Stone and Dr Molle.  

Were they located in Singapore at that time? 
 30 
A: I cannot recall Dr Molle but Mr Stone I believe was not physically located 

in Singapore at that time, but I cannot recall.  During that period, both he 
and I travelled extensively for business but I cannot recall but I think he 
was overseas at that point. 

 
Q: Did either of them make substantive changes to the outcome of the Draft 

Report? 
 
A: Neither of them made any amendments.  I think they may have been the 

odd spelling or grammatical change but nothing substantive at all. 40 
 
Q: Did you change the Report from the draft version to the final version 

substantively? 
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A: No. 
 
Q: Paragraph 24 just down the page a little, you refer to reviewing the NEC 

submission - I apologize, paragraph 25 – reviewing the NEC submission 
for the purpose of preparing the Report and that you say that;  “there was 
significant material gaps in the information contained in the NEC 
submission both by the analysis provided by the consultant and the details 
of the proposals annexed.”  Can you provide further detail on what 
specifically you are referring to there? 10 

 
A: Sure.  If we look at the UBS proposal and rather than talk about more of 

the consultancy first if I could refer to that; in the NEC Submission 
Attachment B Part 2 on page 56, the – and this is UBS’ presentation of the 
Gas proposal, there probably should have been more documentation to find 
this – but this is more of a sort of marketing document rather than the 
specific contract. 

 
So, I said that the monetized collar had a PNG priced put option from UBS 
instead of call option to UBS to offset put premium costs.  Now, if you are 20 
not a technical options person, you might not necessarily understand that 
but he did. 

 

[11.20 a.m]   The word was that they were saying was that PNG would purchase one 
option and then UBS would purchase another option and then those two 
options would be of equal value.  Say for example, there might be a million 
dollars each.  So if you buy something from me worth a million dollars and 
I sell something to you worth a million dollars, we do not need to pay each 
other because we recognize the value for this; I give you and you give me 
something of equal value. Very common structure using options referred 30 
to as zero cost collar because it collars the price.  

 
Now, in the very next bullet point, UBS provides upfront proceeds to PNG 
equivalent to the present value of good option value.  So the previous point 
that said though neither of us going to pay anything to each other but now 
UBS is going provide some upfront payment for the value of this put 
option. So, I could understand that any member of the NEC would not 
understand either of those points probably.  But as an experienced options 
person, I look at that and think that this does not make sense to me at all. 
So where was the proceed that PNG was going to be provided?  It just does 40 
not make any sense to me.  So not only was the debts in terms of - what 
were those options, how were they constituted, what was the maturity date, 
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what was the start price, the prices which the option would be exercised, if 
it was to be exercised and then there was no premium or there was a 
premium; it was very unclear.  And having those types of points, it was 
very concerning to me.   Then I look at the BSP Capital annexed.  They 
highlighted that the UBS Transaction was expensive and they highlighted 
that it was difficult to understand the more technical nature of the proposal 
and I assume they meant similar things to what I talk about the derivative 
nature that it was not very clear, certainly in the documentation I saw.  But 
then they recommended it as a reasonable second-best alternative.  It is on 
page 10, the last paragraph of the summary. That they believed UBS 10 
offered a lot of merit and should be retained as a viable alternative.  See 
that in the last paragraph of both reports point 8.   
 
And they were impressed by their insights and strategy.   I could not 
understand, how could you be impressed by a strategy that you did not 
understand or you did not feel there was a transparency enough to be able 
to do a good analysis on.  So that did not make sense to me.  How could 
you recommend something that you said it is expensive and you said it does 
not have clarity to what the underline structure is?  So, I found that that 
kind of - but there were a number of the both.  But there is one that is very 20 
clear to me.  On page 7 is the other component which contradicts this bullet 
point.  Right there in the last column there; “So we have analyzed the UBS 
proposal”.  The second paragraph of the sentence, “then the UBS proposal, 
a refinancing requires time to understand its nature.”  Well, permitted it 
was not a time factor, it was the information, the technical detail of the 
proposal that was missing.  It was not a – from my perspective – it was not 
a time factor but an information factor. Where was that information about 
how the  structure worked?   And so you had UBS providing very long 
proposal of which 85 percent of it was about how UBS is prudent, thanks 
we could do that type of promotion.   But the important detail was lacking.  30 
So I saw what was on page 7 and what  was on page 10 as conflicting.      
 

  [11.25am]Q: Was there a particular documentation that you were not provided with that 
you sought? 

 
A: I would have like to, with the benefit of hindsight, I would have liked to 

have seen the actual underlying proposals rather than just the sort of part 
fees ones that I saw.  I did not seek those, I did not have time to get those 
because of the rush-nature of the document. 

 40 
Q: Returning to your paragraph 27, your affidavit.  Have that brought up.  Are 

you referring in this paragraph to the funding margin of the respective 
funding over the life of the respective loan or potential loan, I should say? 
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A: Yes, but this is coming back to that point I was mentioning before about 

how the BSP Capital was looking at 3-year funding or comparing the cost 
over the life but not doing it on an apple-grapple basis. 

 
Q: You do not mention Hermsley Capital in that paragraph.  Why was it 

excluded at this time? 
 
A: On a more qualitative basis that Hermsley I felt was just not really the right 

type of entity to be doing it in and doing the transaction like this.  They did 10 
not have the experience and furthermore  they did not have a balance sheet 
behind them that these large banks have and because this is a large 
transaction it requires some experience.  You cannot afford to put an 
inexperienced operator in behind a project like this.  Again because of the 
crucial nature of the requirement for the funding. 

 
Q: In the next paragraph you are referring to the difference in percentage 

which you articulated in sub paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) in 27, is that right? 
 
A: That is right. 20 
 
Q: You state that UBS was more expensive and you referred to that range of 

percentage of 1.5 per cent to 2 per cent per annum more expensive.  What 
is that equal say in US dollars, that difference in a percentage per annum 
broadly? 

 
A: Well, if you look at the transaction over about five years.  That one which 

you put one and half to 2 per cent, looking at Citi Bank versus UBS there, 
so Citi Bank are charging the rate minus 1.36 per cent so discount to the 
funding cost whereas UBS is charging .63 per cent over.  So the difference 30 
between 1.36 - minus 1.36 and plus .63; it is about 2 per cent, 199.  Just the 
rounding purposes let us say 2 per cent.  Now, that is 2 per cent per annum.  
So over five years, 2 per cent per year times five years that is a total of 10 
per cent.  The mathematics too is not perfect but approximately it is about 
10 per cent.  So you have got a 1.6 billion dollar deal, the difference over 
5 years is 10 per cent of that 160 million dollars.  So, in effect UBS plus 
the Citi Bank was costing the State a minimum of 160 million dollars over 
five years.  Now, that ignores the other components, the derivative 
structure that is in there as well. 

 40 
Q: Your report, what was your order of preference if I use that phrase in 

conclusion? 
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A: Simplistically, I would say Citi Bank first and then I would have rate 
ANZ/Barclays second and then UBS significantly was the third.   

 
 [11.30am] But then again I was not given access to really be able to understand the 

full nature of the derivative components inside so I could not price those 
adequately.  So just on a very simple funding basis you can almost see the 
conclusion in (a) (b) and (c) on the screen right now.  Citi Bank was the 
cheapest funding at minus 1.36 so 1.36 per cent discount of the base 
funding cost.  ANZ/Barclays was not too far away from that at minus .89 
but UBS was significantly more expensive.  And again, subject to what the 10 
derivative nature was, it could likely have been that UBS was significantly 
more expensive than even at the end of this point. 

 
Q: In paragraph 29 in the first line, you used the phrase “particularly 

concerned the UBS loan would be funded on a short-term cycle”.  Why 
were you particularly concerned to use your phraseology? 

 
A: Yes.  If you are funding particularly a large loan that is critical and you are 

funding it on a short-term cycle, so you need re-finance in a relatively short 
period of time.  And the UBS transaction provided for, if my memory 20 
serves me correctly, one year of bridging finance.  Now, the problem with 
that is that is a little bit like funding your mortgage using your credit card.  
Because when that funding becomes due if you cannot pay it back you have 
got a problem.  So, had UBS - the UBS transaction gone ahead with that 
short funding after one year it needed to be re-financed.  And if we come 
into something like the global financial crisis that happened in 2008, 2009 
and that happened to fall just when the loan needed to be re-financed that 
could have caused a significant problem to the State.  And from my 
experience, I have dealt with a lot of these type of large, we call them 
infrastructure type loans and I have seen entities coming into trouble by 30 
entering into short term funding and I had to roll it over. 

 
Q: Did you see the oral evidence of Mr Richard Borysiewicz of BSP Capital 

as to your report? 
 
A: I did see that. 
 
Q: Were there particular matters actually there that were referred to that you 

have a response to? 
 40 
A: Yes, there was a number of facts that were factually incorrect.  I was really 

quite perturbed by some of the statements that he made about me, facts that 
are just incorrect.  I have never been involved in selling of securities in 
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PNG or anywhere else.  I have never been involved directly in securities 
and certainly not in PNG.  He mentioned an entity Battle Storm.  I have 
never been involved with any entity Battle Storm and he impugned  my 
credibility and that of my company as well.  I felt that he used that as a 
vehicle to discount my report.  And I was really surprised by that 
particularly if you read it with the benefit of hindsight.  I have highlighted 
that the UBS transaction was:  (a) expensive; and (b) lacked transparency 
to the structure and that that could cause problems for the State.  He also 
indicated that somehow my analysis was poor.  My analysis was done using 
international banking practice and the pricing was done using international 10 
bank practice.  The BSP Capital was not done using that very simplistic 
analysis.  I was very dismayed by the way that he impugned me in the 
process. 

 
Q: At your paragraph 38, you refer to the specific amount of Singapore dollars 

25 – 39, I apologise, SD$25,000 Singapore dollars then invoiced.  
 

[11.35am] Was that an agreed amount for the work that was to be performed or 
preparation and provision of the report as you say? 

A: Yes, it was.  There was a contract between the State, I think signed by Dr 20 

Waine, if my memory is serves me correctly, which was entered into prior 
to the commencement of formal work.  That was a fixed amount. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Doyle. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief.  Thank you for your 
preparedness to give evidence and assist the Commission Mr Doyle, we are really 
most grateful.   

Could I just ask you a couple of questions?  In paragraph 25, you referred to the 
NEC submission that you saw and the supporting documents for the submission.  
Were the original Terms of Reference for the financiers to tender on provided to 30 

you?  Did you know what in fact they were asked to do? 

A: I believe that I was asked to do that but I was not asked to review whether 
they met any of the condition. 

Q: All right, thank you.  Perhaps, it is on a – you have certainly given us the 
benefit of your analysis of the UBS loan and its complexities but you raised 
another issue in paragraph 32, you say that “It surprised me that UBS 
appeared to have two roles both as funding provider and advisor”.  I take 
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it from that expression that it is not in your experience a normal standard 
to play two roles which are essentially conflicted? 

A: Yes, that is correct, it is unusual. Yes, it is unusual, particularly when they 
are in a position to benefit from their own advice. 

Q: What about if indeed the financier is playing three roles, that of arranger 
and provider and advisor; did you come across that in your extensive 
experiences at all? 

A: If you take out advisor, provider and arranger is common practice but either 
of those roles and advisor would come into conflict. 

Q: Can you suggest any safeguards that might be expected to be put in place 10 
for a financier that is taking on that dual role, either arranger/provider and 
advisor or just provider and advisor? 

A: An advisor should not be in a position to receive any benefit from their 
advice.  So if I am providing advice to my clients and saying “You should 
do this or you should do that”, the last thing I should be is a beneficiary 
from providing that information or providing that advice.  And that is 
where the conflict arises and they were been paid to give advise.  It should 
be impartial and there should not be a beneficiary of that. 

Q: Can you think of any practical or operational safeguards that could be put 
in place in a big organization which has perhaps many departments within 20 

it; that might accommodate the conflict satisfactorily? 

A: I cannot see a position where the conflict like that should be permissible. 

Q: Thank you.  It is clear of course from your analysis of the lack of veracity 
in the UBS loan that your view is that derivative are difficult concepts for 
non-practitioners and accordingly – well, I was going to conclude that for 
the NEC to make a decision about this kind of mode of financing required 
something more than they were given?  

[11.40 am] A: The short answer is; yes.  I think the prerogatives can be difficult but they 
can also be explained in the way that is approachable by good practitioners.  
Part of my last job for a bank was to do exactly that to be able to convey 30 
the concepts to customers even internally about how these derivative 
products work.   

Now, having said that when you come to pricing then it becomes more 
technical and it relies upon modules, mathematical modules and 
assumptions. That is where I think BSP Capital should have been stepping 
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in there.  They are the advisors.  They are ones who were tasked being able 
to do that type of the analysis.  Had I had more time, had I had access to 
more documentation on your question the processes, I would have been 
able to establish what the value of those other components were.   

So, I think if I am answering your question in a long way I think they can 
be more approachable for non-technical finance people or non-finance 
people but I believe that that is the role of advisor that is taken in, he needs 
to apply that and it looks to me like BSP Capital did not ask the questions.  
Had I more time, I will be asking the questions, “I need to understand this 
structure better.” 10 

Q: And although this is a particular loan in 2013, a similar kind of product 
was offered to the State in 2014 through a different process; can I ask if 
you are aware of that second – where I call a second UBS loan in the 
purchase of - - - - 

A: I do not believe I am aware of that. 

Q: But it still essentially based upon a collar loan and the bridge loan facility 
so the comments then that you have made about the need to be able to 
explain the extent of the liability and such an arrangement would hold 
through for any loan I take it of that kind? 

A: Absolutely. 20 

Q: Chief, those are my questions for Mr Doyle, thank you. 

A:   Thank you, Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one question there.  Just follow up on that last question 
from Commissioner White.  You are aware that the purpose for which you 
provided your report which is for the refinancing of the IPIC loan, that fell 
through; you aware of that that it fell through when IPIC turned down the offer 
for refinancing? 

A: I am sorry, I am not sure if I am aware.  Would you mind asking me that 
question again Commissioner please? 

Q: Are you aware that the refinancing option fell through? 30 

A: So they did not use this refinancing option? 

Q: Yes.  That is when IPIC turned down the option to refinance. 

A: I was not aware of that. 
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Q: Okay. 

A: Sir, just so I believe I am answering the question that you are asking.  The 
transaction that I wrote a report on, they did not use the UBS transaction. 

Q: That was not for the UBS transaction.  The report that you provided for 
was for the refinancing of the IPIC loan, right? 

A: Yes, and they did not use that? 

Q: And that refinancing did not occur when IPIC turned down the offer.? 

A: I am not aware of that. 

Q: Okay.  I was going to ask you some questions if you are aware of it but I 
will leave it there.  All right and that is the - - - - 10 

DR KATTER:   Commissioner, - - - - 

[11.45am] THE CHAIRMAN:  If that is the end of your questions then I suppose that is the 
end of his evidence and he may be excused then. 
 
A:   Thank you Commissioners. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Thank you, very much Mr Doyle.  We are most 
appreciative. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Doyle; thank you for your evidence and you 20 
may be excused. 
 
A:   Thank you very much. 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Malcolm Giheno who is on the video 
from Brisbane, Queensland. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  He is there I think.  He is not showing up on the 30 
screen. 
 
DR KATTER:  We are just trying to bring you up on the screen.  Thank you, Mr 
Giheno. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Giheno, since you are in Queensland, I just want 
to let you know that I have been authorized by the Attorney General for 
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Queensland to administer oaths and affirmations in this Commission of Inquiry.  
So, do you wish to take an oath on the Bible or an affirmation, Mr Giheno? 
 
MR GIHENO:  I will take an oath on the Bible. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Giheno. 
 
 
MALCOLM GIHENO, sworn: 
 10 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Giheno.  Yes, thank you, Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Giheno, could you state your full name please? 
 
A: My name is Malcolm Giheno. 
 
Q: Do you have in front of you your affidavit? 20 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: It is 3 pages in length; is it not, that includes the cover page? 
 
A: Well, that will be correct. 
 
Q: That is 18 paragraphs in total? 
 
A: Correct.  That will be correct. 30 
 
Q: There are no – yes, there are no annexures; is that right? 
 
A: No, there is none. 
 
Q: You have signed the final page? 
 
A: I have. 
 
Q: Now, it has the date 1 February 2022 on it; is that the date you signed the 40 

affidavit? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
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Q: Are there any corrections you wish to make to that document as at today? 
 
A: No, I am happy with the document. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I seek please to tender that affidavit? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that affidavit into evidence and it will be marked quadruple GGGG. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 
 
EXHIBIT GGGG – AFFIDAVIT OF MALCOLM GIHENO DATED 1 
FEBRUARY 2022 
  
DR KATTER:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr Giheno, at paragraph 9, down the 
page in the affidavit, you refer to being aware - and this is your phraseology - that 
Mr Mortensen was the Chief Executive Officer of Pacific Capital Limited.  When 
in a time sense did you become aware? 
 20 
A: I have always known that Mr Mortensen was the Chief Executive Officer 

of  Pertusio. 
 
Q: When in a time sense? 
 
A: Time sense would have been maybe 2009. 
 
Q: You then refer to Pacific Capital Limited having a suspended Non-Bank 

Financial Institutions License.  When in a time sense did you learn of that 
suspension of the license? 30 

 
A: It was during a conversation with Mr Mortensen and it was also during the 

time when he mentioned to me that the license that Pertusio Capital had 
had expired. 

 
Q: What year would that have been? 
 

[11.50am] A: That would have been 2010, I would believe; I would say. 
 

Q: It is not the technical term but was the license re-enacted at any time to 40 
your knowledge? 

 
A: Not to my knowledge. 
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Q: That is right up to the present? 
 
A: Right up to the present. 
 
Q: In paragraph 10, you refer to negotiations with the shareholders of Pacific 

Capital Limited in 2010.  Who were Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang 
negotiating with at that time to your knowledge? 

 
A: I believe it was the Pacific Capital Limited directors but I do not know who. 10 
 
Q: You do not know any individual person that they were negotiating with? 
 
A: No, I do not. 
 
Q: The matters you refer to Mr Mortensen continuing at Pacific Capital 

Limited if you were to buy it, were these matters communicated between 
the two of you in writing or verbally or a combination of the two? 

 
A: It was communicated to me verbally.  I knew that BSP Capital had done a 20 

lot of work with the PNG LNG Project and that was done by Mr Mortensen 
in his role as Chief Executive Officer of CPL.  

 
Q: In paragraph 12, you refer to an entity Geefin Limited.  Was that an entity 

that you controlled at that time? 
 
A: That was an entity that I controlled at that time; yes, it was and it was an 

entity that was used to participate with CPL – the acquisition of CPL. 
 
Q: And you stated that entity Geefin purchased the majority of the shares in 30 

Pacific Capital Limited.  Who were the other shareholders at that time? 
 
A: Of CPL? 
 
Q: Of PCL? 
 
A: Sorry, PCL, I was not aware who the other directors were. 
 
Q: No, the other shareholders. 
 40 
A: I was not aware who the other shareholders were of Pacific Capital. 
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Q: How much did you pay for the – or did Geefin pay for the shareholding 
purchase in the name of Geefin in Pacific Capital Limited? 

 
A: I do not – I cannot recollect how much was paid but I knew the branding 

that CPL had was something that I would as on value. 
 
Q: In that paragraph, when you say that “Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang 

managed the execution of the transaction.”  This is in paragraph 12.  What 
do you mean by “managed the execution of the transaction?” 

 10 
A: Well, I knew that Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang under the company Pertusio 

Capital was the management company that managed CPL.  They were 
originally working with CPL, they created a company ECP or Pertusio 
Capital.  Can you repeat the question again? 

 
Q: Yes.  What did you mean when you said that Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang 

managed the execution of the transaction? 
 
A: Well, they handled the acquisition of Pacific Capital Limited. 
 20 
Q: At paragraph 13, you state that Pertusio would agree to operate under the 

PCL brand.  What do you mean by that? 
 
A: PCL was the brand.  PCL was the brand for doing business.  I believe 

Pertusio Capital that was the management of that brand and we shared the 
same office. 

 
[11.55am]Q: That is that Pertusio and Pacific Capital were physically located in the same 

office, is that what you are saying? 
 30 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And was that the case at all times after Geefin purchased that shareholding, 

that is, the two offices were at one? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Just going down to paragraph 18, you refer to “not having access to the 

bank account of Pacific Capital.” 
 40 
A: Sorry? 
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Q: At any point in time you did not have access to the bank account of Pacific 
Capital Limited? 

 
A: I had minimal involvement with Pacific Capital Limited or the bank 

statement account. 
 
Q: We will have brought up on the screen some bank transactions.  You have 

seen this before today but had you – when they were brought up, have you 
seen these bank account statements before 2022? 

 10 
A: I have not seen the bank statements before 2022. 
 
Q: Before 2022? 
 
A: I cannot see the accounts on the screen. 
 
Q: Yes, we will just have them brought up in a second.  While they are being 

brought up, if you did not have access to the Pacific Capital bank account 
either access to transact on internet banking, is that access to transact and 
you did not have visibility in terms of paper statements or any provision of 20 
statements to you at any point in time in 2014? 

 
A: No, I did not have access to the accounts. 
 
Q: Okay.  Can you now see on the screen, it appears to be an ANZ statement 

of account, can you see that? 
 
A: Yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: And it is Pertusio Capital Partners Limited and it appears to be an account 30 

for that entity not Pacific Capital.  You can see those words there? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 
Q: Now, just scrolling down and just pausing there, can you see on the left the 

first line that is not blanked out, it appears to be 15 April 2014.  Can you 
read what it says there?   

 
A: Yes, I can see that.  Money being transferred of 100,000; 200,000 and 

another 200,000 on the 1st of the 5th 2014. 40 
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Q: And can you see there what appears to be an account number and it appears 
to be an account number for Pacific Capital 12386296.  So, you did not 
have visibility of that account at that time? 

 
A: I did not have visibility of that account.  But if you go back to my affidavit 

paragraph 13, I believe, all work that was done with Pacific Capital it was 
agreed that they would be – they will get all payments – they would be 
entitled for all fees resulting from their work and service before. 

 
Q: I am sorry, Mr Giheno, the audio just broke up a little there and we missed 10 

part of that sentence so I apologize, which could you repeat please, your 
answer then. 

 
A: I am stating in my affidavit paragraph 13, I mentioned that one of the things 

that was agreed or understood was that Mr Chang and Mr Mortensen with 
Pertusio Capital would be entitled to all fees resulting from their work and 
services.  CPL as the brand company which I had acquired but all 
management and operations that if there is anything that could be done by 
Pertusio Capital. 

 20 
[12.00pm]Q: On the screen in front of you, can you see the third transaction, 1 May 2014 

which is mentioned there? 
 
A: Yes, 200,000; I can see that. 
 
Q: It does not appear to mention the same bank account Pacific – it appears to 

come from a different at least on that line – it appears to come from a 
different bank account from the other transaction? 

 
A: I believe Pacific Capital had possibly, if memory serves me correct, two 30 

accounts.  There was an operating account which would have been the one 
with the number and there was another account which was paid out.  But 
all accounts were being managed by both Pertusio Capital and Pacific 
Capital. 

 
Q: Did you know then that these transfers were being made at that time? 
 
A: Yes, I was aware that all moneys that were earned from Pertusio were being 

paid to Pertusio.  And I could see - and they were going to be transferred 
to Pertusio Capital. 40 

 
Q: Did you know how much in total was paid for the UBS loan related work 

by Pertusio? 
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A: I believe it was more than a million kina and that was paid to Pertusio 

Capital.  I believe that, if my memory serves me correct, there was some 
money administratively held back by Pacific Capital for rental and other 
office – just for operational mending the office.  But all money proceeds 
form the transaction was transferred to Pertusio Capital. 

 
Q: What was the precise amount that was going to be held by Pacific Capital 

out of the moneys paid to Pacific Capital for the UBS loan transaction 
related work if I could describe it as that? 10 

 
A: I will not tell you.  I do not have memory of that but it was the 

administrative goods which would have been in total maybe 100,000 for 
the office rent as the lease was held by PCL, Pacific Capital and the office 
as well was shared by – held by PCL and Pertusio together. 

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Giheno. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Giheno, did you hold any directorship position in 
Pertusio Capital? 20 
 
A: No, I did not. 
 
Q: What about Pacific Capital? 
 
A: Pacific Capital, yes, I did.  I was the director of Pacific Capital after 

acquisition. 
 
Q: And in that position you would have had access to the bank accounts and 

the records, would you not? 30 
 
A: Not that I have on – that was maybe 10 years ago.  I do not have access to 

any of the information, bank accounts.  That was managed by Pertusio 
Capital and they would have most of the records. 

 
Q: Those are my questions.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank  you, chief.  Mr Giheno, what was the point 
of purchasing PCL? 
 40 
A: I was a businessman.  I had seen the work that PCL had done.  I was 

approached by Lars Mortensen, he had extensive work with Pertusio 
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Capital and I liked the branding that the company carried and I saw that 
there may be - - - 

 
Q: Can I just stop you there?   
 

[12.05pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just stop you there, Mr Giheno?  I cannot 
actually hear clearly what you are saying; it is very fuzzy.  Could you perhaps sit 
back a little bit from the microphone? 
 
A: Move back a bit? 10 
 
Q: See if that helps.  Thank you.  I will just see if I can make it clearer, all 

right.  If you would not mind starting again.  In your affidavit, you tell us 
that you are longtime friends of Mr Mortensen - you have known he and 
Mr Chang for a very long time and you were approached by them to do 
this.  But I am interested in knowing why?  Why did they want you to do 
this?  What was the impediment to them purchasing the shares in PCL? 

 
A: That is a question that they would answer.  I was always interested in the 

work that PCL do and the branding that the company had. 20 
 
Q: But as I understand it, you actually got nothing out of it at all? 
 
A: I got the branding and I still have the company and and she is a potential – 

she is the company; that was always at the back of my mind. 
 
Q: Apart from the rent, that is, for having it as the registered office of the 

company, what other advantages did the deal bring to you? 
 
A The deal they had brought me - I had not benefited from the deal apart from 30 

being a fried to both gentlemen and helping them to secure PCL and 
potentially future benefits with that PCL could do or Pacific Capital could 
do. 

 
Q: You mentioned a figure of K100,000 broadly as being the rent that was 

held back from the fees that Pertusio earned in relation to the UBS Loan.  
Was that the estimate of the rent for a whole year or for a particular period; 
and what did you get for paying that rent? 

 
A The rent was managed by Pertusio Capital.  They had the management right 40 

over PCL.  Nothing was actually transacted to me. 
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[12.09pm]  PCL and Pertusio had level four of Pacific Place right in the centre of Port 
Moresby and the rental was expensive.  I do not know how much the rent 
was but it was a specific amount from one quarter of that overall fourth 
floor.  

 
Q: Did PCL actually do anything or was it really just the name under which 

Pertusio was able to get work?  The brand, I think you quoted. 
 
A: All PCL was was the brand and that brand was the same brand that I was 

interested in or as a prospect.  There was nothing that PCL do not have or 10 
not derived apart from the brand of the company and the work that they 
had done prior to the acquisition – my acquisition.   

 
Q: And is that still the case now? 
 
A: Well, I still own PCL, Pacific Capital and PCL has not done any work since 

the job last done by Pertusio Capital and I believe Pacific Capital have not 
done any work with PCL. 

 
Q: And what about the issue of rent, how was that met? 20 
 
A: PCL no longer occupies the office at the same location in level 4, Pacific 

Place, and that office is somewhat - company has been set aside from any 
transactions today.  

 
Q: So, I take it from that answer that the brand is not an active brand, is that 

correct? 
 
A: It is not an active brand right now, that is correct. 
 30 
Q: About what time can you recall that it ceased being an active brand, Mr 

Giheno? 
 
A: Going back to my affidavit, I believe it stopped - it was used by Pertusio 

Capital, Mr Mortensen and Mr Chang that it was getting the banking 
license would cost a considerable amount of money and it would not be 
viable.  I have since not had anything to do with PCL and it is the company 
that has been down formally. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 
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DR KATTER:  Commissioners, just one question arising for Mr Giheno if that is 
acceptable. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly. 
 
 
FXN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Giheno, what reputation are you able to assess - the reputation or the 

business knowledge about Pacific Capital in Port Moresby and in Papua 10 
New Guinea at the time when you purchased it?  Did it have any standing 
or the vision in a business sense? 

 
A: No, not that I can recall.  But I knew of Pacific Capital and more so the 

people that were running Pacific Capital which was Mr Mortensen.  It was 
more of his reputation and what he had done or what his line of work were, 
and that was one of triggers for me to getting myself involved with Pacific 
Capital.  

 
Q: Was there a linkage - I am sorry to ask you a second question.  Was there 20 

a linkage between Mr Mortensen’s reputation, in your view, and the 
reputation of Pacific Capital at the time that you purchased it? 

 
A: I have always seen Mr Mortensen and Pacific Capital as the same.  Mr 

Mortensen’s reputation was Pacific Capital from meaning it is still Pacific 
Capital and Mr Mortensen.  

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions.  I can indicate that there has 

been no request by anyone to further examine or examine Mr Giheno and 
I would ask that he be excused. 30 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Mr Giheno, thank you for appearing today to give  
evidence.  You may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Giheno. 
 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 40 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next witness is Mr Igimu Momo. I am in a  
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position to call him but I am conscious of the time. 
 

[12.14pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  How many witnesses have we got left for the day to give 
evidence, Dr Katter?  We have got Igimu Momo. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Igimu Momo. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And Dr Thomas Webster? 
 
DR KATTER:  Dr Webster is unavailable today, commissioners. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What about John Leahy? 
 
DR KATTER:  He also is unavailable, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, okay.   
 
DR KATTER:  He is unavailable today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, we have only got Igimu Momo to complete.  How long 20 
is his evidence going to be? 
 
DR KATTER:  I would think potentially three quarters of an hour to an hour, 
commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have an option either to adjourn for lunch and return or 
we continue with the evidence. 
 
DR KATTER:  Could I just ask, chief; is Mr Momo present in the hearing room?  
Sorry, I cannot see that - - - 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Igimu Momo is in attendance.  We might as well 
take his evidence if it is going to take the next 45 minutes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, sure.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Momo? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Mr Momo.  Mr Momo previously gave 
evidence on 20 December and can be bound by his previous oath, in my 40 
submission. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Momo, thank you for appearing today to give 
evidence.  You are bound by your previous oath.  Yes? 
 
 
IGIMU MOMO, recalled: 
 
 
XN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Please state your full name, Mr Momo? 10 
 
A: Igimu Momo. 
 
Q: Since 20 December 2021 when you were last before the commission to 

give oral evidence, are there any other matters that you gave evidence on, 
on that particular date that you now seek to elaborate upon? 

 
A: Yes, counsel, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner, I would just like to 

elaborate on paragraph three of my affidavit. 
 20 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: When I joined Treasury in 2001, the government was undertaking 

structural reform and structural adjustment program.  So part of the 
structural adjustment program included reducing Monetization of BPNG 
funding the government’s budget deficit.  And part of that exercise 
included removing the Mineral Stabilization Fund – the Mineral Resource 
Stabilization Fund at that time.   

 
With the structural reforms, part of the actions included the sale of Orogen 30 
Minerals to Oil Search; so that was part of the transactions that took place 
between 2000 and 2005 while I was there.  So, when the government sold 
Orogen Minerals to Oil Search, they had the policy of Government or State 
being passing investor resource sector at that time.   
 
There is also a further clarification I would like to bring with respect to I 
think paragraphs 13 to 26 of my statement.  I did mention something about 
my involvement with the IPIC Loan.  At the time of the transaction, there 
were two State entities that were interested to be the State participants in 
the PNG LNG Project.  IPBC was one of the interested  40 

 
[12.19pm]  participants and Petromin was one of the interested participants.  So, I think 

in 2008, myself and the then Secretary for Treasury, late Simon Tosali, we 
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accompanied IPBC and the advisors to Abu Dhabi.  We went to Abu Dhabi 
and we met with the IPIC officials there.  Peter Botten representing Oil 
Search was the one who introduced us to the Arabs or IPIC officials at that 
time.  When the discussions were going on about IPIC providing us with 
the Exchangeable Bond, those who were involved in that transaction were 
fully aware that we were going to sell off the Oil Search shares to IPIC at 
the end of the transaction.  So, everyone involved in that transaction were 
fully aware.  They were fully aware including Glenn Blake; the then 
Minister for Public Enterprises at that time, Arthur Somare; late Simon 
Tosali; we were fully aware that we were going to sell off the – or we were 10 
going to exchange the Oil Search shares for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.   

 
And we were also aware that our interest in the PNG LNG Project will be 
used as a leverage in future if the State wants to participate in other resource 
projects.  So that was the understanding that we all had at that time.  So, 
that is one area that I would like to clarify. 

 
And I just refer to the Report that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 
Committee made to the minister together with the- - - 

 20 
Q: Minister Micah? 
 
A: Yes, submission that was – or the business statutory paper that was 

provided to the minister.  When we got the financial analysis from BSP 
Capital, we also did our own analysis. Then we came up with the final 
report.   

 
In our analysis, we looked at the proposal by UBS.  The proposal made by 
UBS, there were a couple of issues that really struck us that related to the 
conflict of interest that UBS had at that time.  So, in their proposal 30 
particularly on page 8 of their proposal which I included here as part of my 
attachment.  So, UBS was a joint advisor to InterOil on its sale of any 
interest in PRL 15, that is the Elk-Antelope field.  And then at that time 
UBS was also a current participant in Oil Search Investment banking panel 
and then they were also involved in lending – they were the leader in the 
K500 million Facility syndicate.  So, those were the areas that we picked 
up which really bothered us on the conflict-of-interest issue.   
 
Then the other area that we found out was UBS, through UBS Nominees 
Limited, UBS Nominees Limited was already a shareholder of Oil Search.  40 
Those were the interesting findings that we found out.  I understand that 
UBS Nominee Limited became a prominent player later during the UBS 
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Loan, I think the second tranche or the transaction in March 2014.  So, UBS 
Nominee became an important player in that transaction. 

 
[12.24pm] So, counsel that is some of the clarifications that I would like to provide. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Touching upon some other matters, you referred to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Review Committee meeting on 14 October 2013.  Did 
Mr Vele attend that meeting? 

 
A: Sorry, counsel, I cannot hear you. 10 
 
Q: Can you hear me now? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You can hear me, Mr Momo? 
 
A: Yes, I can hear you. 
 
Q: Yes? 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But we cannot hear him. 
 
A: Yes, I can hear. 
 
DR KATTER:  Good, thank you.  You previously referred to an IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Review Committee meeting on 14 October 2013.  Is that 
right? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that date right? 
 
A: That is correct; yes, yes. 
 
Q: I am sorry there is an unusual delay in the audio coming down the line so 

we will work with that.  Did Mr Vele attend that meeting on 14 October 
2013? 40 

 
A: No. 
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Q: Was there a representative of Mr Vele at that meeting on 14 October 2013? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Was there any indication as to why Mr Vele did not attend that particular 

meeting? 
 
A: He did not indicate; there was no indicating that he was not going to attend 

the meeting. 
 10 
Q: Were there any communication as to why a representative was not sent by 

Mr Vele as to that meeting on 14 October? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: If I can please take you to the transcript from your last appearance.  The 

page reference 3434.  Can you see it on the screen now? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: You refer to Mr Jilek calling you, you will see his name there at about line 

15. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What did Mr Jilek say when he gave you a call? 
 
A: When he gave me a call the exact wordings to my knowledge if I could 

recall was that he expressed his concern why we were re-conducting this 
process again and he mentioned that they have already met with the Prime 30 
Minister and sort of like we are just wasting our time trying to re-conduct 
this process again. 

 
Q: Did he say that he had met with the Prime Minister - - - 
 
A: They had met with the Prime Minister. 
 
Q: Or they had met with the Prime Minister. 
 
A: They had met with the Prime Minister.  40 
 
Q: What was the tone of the discussion like with Mr Jilek? 
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A: The tone was, he was very aggressive and he was like sort of forceful in 
his approach when he spoke to me.  I would say a bit angry as well.  A bit 
angry because we had to re-conduct this process again. 

 
Q: Was the phone call on a landline to you or on mobile to you? 
 
A: It was on a landline. 
 
Q: Was there anybody else to your knowledge on Mr Jilek’s end of the phone? 
 10 
A: No, not that I am aware. 
 
Q: Was there anyone else on the phone at your end? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Did you have any hesitation in talking to him and did you articulate any 

hesitation in talking to him? 
 
A: No.  At that time, we gave every opportunity to all the proponents to call 20 

me and talk to me. 
 

[12.29pm]Q: Did Mr Jilek mention any other persons in that phone call who were on the 
ground in Port Moresby working with them? 

 
A: You mean a representative from PNG or UBS? 
 
Q: For working on the UBS side? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Did he mention anyone else specifically on the government side if I could 

call it that? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Did Mr Jilek articulate to you that UBS was the preferred financier in his 

belief? 
 
A: Yes, yes, he did. 40 
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Q: If he was articulating that view and that he was communicating or that they 
had communicated with the Prime Minister and the Secretary to the 
Treasury, is that right? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Had they communicated with the Secretary to the Treasury and his 

articulation to you? 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: Why then call you if in his articulation that the preferred financier the 

Prime Minister has already met with them and the Secretary to the Treasury 
has been communicating to them? 

 
A: Because we were the institution responsible for the IPIC Exchangeable 

Bond.  IPBC was the entity responsible for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond. 
 
Q: Was there only one phone call from Mr Jilek or a number of phone calls? 
 20 
A: To my recollection, a couple of phone calls.  One was immediately after 

September 30, 2013 and then the other one on 16 October and then the third 
call that we had probably on the 19th was – I was with committee members 
– sorry, the IPBC review team and BSP Capital. 

 
Q: Do you remember any other specific differentiation between each of the 

phone calls that you had with Mr Jilek? 
 
A: Not really. 
 30 
Q: Did the tone which I asked you about before, did the tone change from 

between the different phone calls? 
 
A: The call immediately after September 30 and the call on 16 October, the 

tone was the same because he was talking to me directly.  While on 19 
October, it was with the team so we were following up on the proposals 
that they provided to us. 

 
Q: Did any other person or persons call you from UBS other than Mr Jilek? 
 40 
A: Yes, Mitchell; Mitchell Turner. 
 
Q: How many times did Mitchell Turner speak to you? 
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A: Probably once. 
 
Q: Did Mr Turner talk about anyone else being on the UBS team specifically 

in Papua New Guinea? 
 
A: No, not to my recollection. 
 
Q: Did Mr Turner give you the impression that the deal was already done akin 

to the articulation from Mr Jilek? 10 
 
A: Yes, yes, he did. 
 

[12.34pm]Q: Had you ever met Mr Jilek or Mr Turner face to face before these phone 
calls in 2013? 

 
A: Yes, I have.  So, on 30 September, they came in to present their proposals 

and so I met them there.  And then on 14 October when they came in to 
make their second presentation, I met them there.  And informally, I also 
met especially who – I did not actually meet him but saw him at Airways. 20 

 
Q: Airways Hotel in Port Moresby? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Yes, sorry, Mr Momo, we just did not get a response?  Did you see him at 

the Airways Hotel in Port Moresby? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 30 
Q: Did you observe Mr – was it both Mr Jilek and Mr Turner that you saw at 

the Airways? 
 
A: Mr Turner. 
 
Q: Mr Turner only.  You did not see Mr Jilek? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Sorry, it is breaking up, Mr Momo; could you just repeat that?  Did you see 40 

Mr Jilek at all? 
 
A: No, only Mr Turner. 
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Q: All right, thank you.  Did you see Mr Turner meeting with anyone else? 
 
A: No, no. 
 
Q: Did you visually observe Mr Turner being with anyone else at Airways? 
 
A: No, it was just passing by – we were just passing by. 
 
Q: All right.  At paragraph 10, this is of your previous affidavit statement, you 10 

mentioned becoming the Chair of the Internal Review Committee at the 
IPBC and you mentioned at the beginning of your evidence today that on 
22 October 2013, the Internal Review Committee provided a report to the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee which includes a summary 
of the proposals received.  It includes the BSP Capital information in that 
summary, does it? 

 
A: Sorry, counsel, is that – are you referring to the November Report, not the 

September but the November Report? 
 20 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes.  So, it included the BSP Capital Report and our own internal 

assessment.  So, it was just a combination of those two reports but BSP 
Capital’s Report was also attached as part of the report. 

 
Q: I think it is in paragraph 67 of this affidavit.  We will just go down but also 

a copy of the actual document, I will take you to it in just a moment.  There 
is the memorandum referred to 22 October 2013, can you see that? 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And we will turn to exhibit IM-9.  I just want to ask you about one 

particular phrase that you used or that was used I should say in this – you 
are the chair but in the Internal Review Committee Memorandum - and the 
phrase, we will have it turned up, but the phrase is that it was stated that 
the bidder was considered to be threatening.  What do you mean or what 
was meant by that?  See that in the bottom right box there. 

 
A: Yes.  So, in my involvement - - - 40 
 
Q: Yes, sorry, Mr Momo. 
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A: So, in my involvement with, you know, transactions like this it is somehow 
our practice that those financiers or what I would call, you know, foreign 
consultants coming in and then they will be using the name of Prime 
Minister or ministers to make sure that you know we are in line with what 
they want. 

 
[12.44pm]  So, when he sent that email to us, which I copied the committee members 

in and which the committee members got copies of it, and then his tone and 
his views and the statements that he made that, you know, they have 
already spoken to the Prime Minister made us think - you know, feel like 10 
they were threatening.  It was very threatening to us that you know it is 
either we get this, you know, get their - give them the endorsement or you 
know they will still get it through the Prime Minister.  So, that is the 
practice that, you know, constantly experienced.  And with the UBS one, 
it was experienced in that way as well.  

 
Q: Did you draft this particular box on this page?  Was it your drafting? 
 
A: Yes, but it is - - - 
 20 
Q: Just to be clear when you are referring to the bidder, you are referring to 

which entity? 
 
A: UBS. 
 
Q: UBS? 
 
A: Yes. But the phone call - - - 
 
Q: I am sorry, it is breaking up. 30 
 
A: Yes, UBS; the bidder is UBS.  But his phone calls to me - - - 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Sorry, his phone calls to me and the email that he has sent, that was shared 

with the committee as well. 
 
Q: Was there a particular threat made to you or communicated to you that you 

are referring to there? 40 
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A: No.  The particular - when we were talking about threatening, you know, 
we mean that they have used Prime Minister’s, you know, position or title 
or name to threaten us.  

 
Q: With your work in 2013 and 2014, were you on a contract at that time? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Were you entitled to any bonus or commissions as part of that contract? 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did any component of that bonus or commission potentially reflect to the 

UBS financing? 
 
A: No, no. 
 
Q: On 23 October 2013, the Exchangeable Bond Review Committee meet to 

consider the proposals and complete the final selection.  Do you have the 
specific recollection of the 23rd October meeting and the discussions in that 20 
meeting? 

 
A: The specific discussions - I could only recall, you know, whatever I will be 

stating or saying will be just a vivid memory of what was discussed at that 
meeting.  But at that meeting, the Late Sir Manasupe Zurenouc who was 
the chair of the committee and Chief Secretary to the Government at that 
time was present, Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri and Mr Daniel Rolpalgerea 
was present at that time.  But the discussions centered around the behavior 
of certain parties and particularly UBS.  

 30 
Q: What was the tone or the demeanor of persons at that meeting on 23 

October? 
 
A: The tone and the demeanor at that meeting was that, you know, the 

committee members just popped and felt that the actions of UBS was 
unethical. 

 
[12.44pm] Q: Was there aggression? 

 
A: Yes, yes.  Sorry?  Sorry, counsel, can you - - - 40 
 
Q: Was there any aggression in speaking? 
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A: Within the committee members, no. 
 
Q: Was there a particular preference for a particular financial institution 

expressed by particular members? 
 
A: No.  But for the three present at that meeting, they relied on the report by 

the IPBC Internal Review Committee and they fully endorsed the 
recommendation.  The other two committee members Mr Dairi Vele and 
Dr Clement Waine, the committee members had the view that Mr Dairi 
Vele was pushing for UBS and Mr Clement Waine was pushing for Citi. 10 

 
Q: Was it your knowledge that those two individuals Mr Vele and Dr Waine 

did not sign the outcome of the committee’s deliberation? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And did you know why they did not sign off?  Did they articulate that to 

you? 
 
A: They did not sign the report because their preference was not recommended 20 

as the preferred financier.  So, I strongly believe that if Citi was 
recommended as the preferred financier, Dr Clement Waine would sign.  
Or, if UBS was recommended as the preferred financier, Mr Dairi Vele 
would sign.  But because those two names were not there none of them 
decided to sign the report. 

 
Q: At paragraph 70, you refer to a meeting on 14 November 2013 at the Grand 

Papua Hotel in Port Moresby with Minister Micah and Dr Clement Waine.  
Was it unusual for the minister to meet without others being present from 
the minister’s staff? 30 

 
A: Yes, so on that meeting – sorry, Dr Waine was not present.  So, it was just 

Mr Micah - - - 
 
Q: Sorry, I apologise.  Was it unusual for the minister to meet without others 

being present? 
 
A: It is not unusual nowadays in PNG. 
 
Q: What did Minister Micah say at that meeting? 40 
 
A: He told us that he has engaged FRA Blackstone and he requested if we 

could provide all the proposals to FRA Blackstone for their assessment. 
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Q: Did the minister say why particularly there was the engagement of FRA 

Blackstone? 
 
A: No.  Sorry, he did not say the reason. 
 
Q: Did the minister make any articulations during that meeting as to a 

preference or an elimination in the reverse of any of the proposals for the 
financial proposal? 

 10 
A: The impression we got from that meeting was it was an elimination 

process.  He was doing the elimination process. 
 
Q: Was there any elimination of any of the proposals articulated even in that 

meeting? 
 
A: No, no. 
 
Q: Did the minister subsequent to that or prior make any articulation one way 

or the other for any of the proposers to you or in your presence? 20 
 

[12.49pm] A: No. 
 
Q: Did Dr Waine make any indication one way or the other - you have 

mentioned the meeting on 23 October 2013 but after that meeting - one way 
or the other in your presence for one or any of the proposers? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: He did? 30 
  
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And who was that? 
 
A: So, the indications or the indication that Dr Waine gave his preference was 

for Citi. 
 
Q: You recall where and when that articulation was made to you? 
 40 
A: So, the meeting we had on 30 September, he gave that indication and the 

proponents also came and gave - when they gave their presentations, say 
Citi, they said they went through Dr Waine and then UBS, they said they 
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went through Mr Vele and the Prime Minister.  And then subsequent events 
after that all indicated that Dr Waine’s preference was for Citi. 

 
Q: Did Dr Waine give particularization as to why there was the preference on 

his part for the Citi Bank? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: After FRA Blackstone, the matter was then referred to the Bank of Papua 

New Guinea.  Why go further, why go to the Bank of Papua New Guinea 10 
after FRA Blackstone and after the IPCRC and after the Internal Review 
Committee? 

 
A: So, you can see like none of their preferences were recommended.  None 

of their preferences were recommended so they still continued to go 
through that process again even going to BPNG. 

 
Q: When you say none of the - - - 
 
A: Sorry, come again? 20 
 
Q: Yes.  When you say none of their preferences, whose preferences were 

recommended?  Who are you referring to there? 
 
A: So, the preference for Citi was not recommended, the preference for UBS 

was not recommended by the committee.  So, as soon as they saw that their 
preferences were not recommended, they continued to go with the process. 

 
Q: So, you are saying that the minister was – are you saying Dr Waine was in 

favor of the Citi Bank proposal? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And did FRA Blackstone not articulate to your knowledge that Citi was the 

preferred proposer in that report? 
 
A: When I got the report from FRA Blackstone, I considered it as very narrow 

and then the assessment did not include the State’s objectives.  And so 
when we were doing the analysis, we also included the State’s objectives. 
You know, some of the key things like negative pledge, transparency in the 40 
whole transaction, the integrity of the whole process and we considered all 
of those and FRA Blackstone’s assessment did not consider those areas.  
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Q: Who in your view at that time was driving this process in terms of 
continuing to get input into the process; was there an individual or a 
number of individuals that were driving the process forward procedurally? 

 
A: A number of individuals - a couple of individuals, yes. 
 

[12.54pm] Q: And who were they? 
 

A: Dr Clement Waine and Dairi Vele. 
 10 
Q: When the chief secretary sends the letter, it is included in your annexures 

so I will just ask you about it.  The chief secretary does not mention at all, 
does he, the FRA Blackstone Report, is that right? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Why not include a reference to the FRA Blackstone Report? 
 
A: FRA Blackstone Report, it was done outside of our process and then we 

received the FRA Blackstone Report on 24 November or a day after 24 20 
November.  The report to the committee was completed prior to receiving 
the FRA Report and also the committee’s report finalized prior to receiving 
the FRA Blackstone Report.  But IPBC did not engage FRA Blackstone. 

 
Q: The report, that is, the chief secretary’s articulation goes out on 25 

November but it had been drafted prior to the receipt of the FRA 
Blackstone Report, is that what you are saying? 

 
A: That is correct.  So, the committee met on the 23rd – I mean the report to 

the committee was completed around 22 November and then the chief 30 
secretary’s report or the chairman’s report to the minister was completed 
by 23 or 24 November of 2013 and then the FRA Blackstone Report came 
after that. 

 
Q: But in the totality of this process, the internal review committee, the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond Review Committee, BSP Capital, FRA Blackstone 
and the Bank of Papua New Guinea, there is no articulation that prefers or 
preferences UBS, is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 40 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Momo at this time. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you have any questions there? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have just got one question for Mr Momo.  Thank 
you for your very careful evidence to the Commission, Mr Momo, much 
appreciated.  You have set out in your affidavit and you have given evidence also 
about a number of processes that were established administratively to deal with 
the search for what would surely have to be getting the best deal possible for 
Papua New Guinea over the re-financing.  Do you think that those processes that 
were established administratively in which you played an important part, do you 
think they were robust?  In other words, allowed all the options to be tested so 10 
that a good deal was able to be arrived at? 
 
A: In my opinion, they were not really robust enough to allow for proper due 

diligence to take place.  There was a lot of interference from the political 
leaders as well in terms of who they prefer so it was not robust enough.  
We had to constantly meet and try to address or mitigate those areas where, 
you know, those people seemed to be coming around at the side, the 
financiers had direct link to political leaders of the country and so it was 
very difficult to manage that process. 

 20 
[12.59pm] So, like I said in my earlier statement, what I tried to bring along to 

introduce at the IPBC level was the process that we conducted to engage 
Lazard, the State financier for the PNG LNG Project.  So, I tried to bring 
that in but by that time the process was so, I would say, like corrupted that 
it was very difficult and it was very challenging too to control that.   

 
Q: Obviously, it is difficult to control the kind of interference that you are 

referring to from a, what I would call, an administrative perspective.  But 
without that interference or input, were you of the view that the processes 
that you and your colleagues had built were actually sufficiently robust to 30 
do the task with which they had been entrusted? 

 
A: That is correct, yes.  So, the process that we – the net process that we built 

after the first one failed was, in my opinion, much more robust because we 
had to make sure that every proponent was given the opportunity with the 
same terms of reference, with the same conditions and then we gave them 
a very specific timeline to submit to an independent party rather than like 
the – one proponent submitting their proposal through Dr Clement Waine 
or Mr Dairi Vele or Wasantha Kumarasiri, we want all of them to make 
their submission or submit their proposals to one independent party.  So, in 40 
that process, we believed that we tried to control – take control of the whole 
due diligence process. 
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Q: We have heard from Mr Doyle and also from Mr Borysiewicz earlier that 
particularly the UBS proposal was quite complex and was difficult to 
analyze adequately to ensure that it was of an advantage to PNG to consider 
it.  Was there sufficient expertise in your view on your – in the two 
committees that you had, the internal and the external review committee to 
actually analyze?  I know that you had a consultant, of course, and Mr 
Borysiewicz provided better than Minister Micah brough in Blackstone.  
And so prior to that do you feel that your expertise was adequate for the 
job? 

 10 
A: No, we did not have sufficient expertise to analyze that.  But just on the 

face of the proposal by UBS, you know, they offered the collar loan and 
then they also offered the bridging facility.  So, when you look at that 
proposal, they probably know that the State did not have the capacity to 
repay the loan in a short period and so they know that bridging facility will 
come in play sometime sooner than later.  So, that is how we understood 
the structure of the collar loan financing proposal.  But we did not have any 
capacity or experience to fully analyze that proposal or the financing 
structure. 

 20 
Q: In your experience or the experience of the other members of the 

committee, had you had any loans of a similar kind using a collar? 
 
A: No, no. 
 
Q: In a commercial lending. 
 

[1.04pm] A: No. 
 
Q: So, this was the first one? 30 
 
A: This was the first one. 
 
Q: You have said that Mr Vele did not attend the meetings of your committee 

nor sent a representative; yes, he declined to sign off on the basis that he 
preferred UBS.  Did he send a memo to the committee to explain his 
position?  Did he attempt to advocate for UBS before the committee in 
some way? 

 
A: Yes.  I mean, he - for the first committee meeting that we had on 30 40 

September, he did send his representative, Mr Donald Hehona but the 
subsequent meeting - - - 
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Q: I am sorry, I did not catch it. 
 
A: Mr Donald Hehona. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: But for the subsequent meetings that were held, he did not send any 

representatives or he was not even interested in attending those committee 
meetings. 

 10 
Q: And did Mr Hehona mention that UBS was to be preferred or looked like 

a good financier for the State; can you recall? 
 
A: No, he did not mention anything.  Mr Hehona was not aware of what was 

going to be discussed.  He was just sent there as a representative because 
he was from Treasury Department.   

 
Q: Thank you.  How did you find out then about Mr Vele’s preference for 

UBS? 
 20 
A: We found out about it in August, but prior to that there were rumours that 

they were talking to UBS and Oil Search – yes, they were in consultation 
with Oil Search and UBS.  There were rumours prior to August and then 
we found out about it when he was supposed to conduct the meeting for the 
committee on 6 August 2013.  When the meeting did not eventuate, we 
waited until a week later and then that was when I called his office – Gas 
Project Coordination office and we were told that Mr Vele and Mr 
Mortensen had left for Sydney over the weekend on 11 August to meet with 
- - - 

 30 
Q: Yes.  Were you told with whom or what institutions Mr Vele was meeting? 
 
A: UBS. 
 
Q: And is that how you came to understand that that was where the Treasury 

inclination was for the financier? 
 
A: No, no, I would not say Treasury inclination; it was Dairi Vele, not the 

department because the department was not fully aware of Dairi’s dealings. 
 40 
Q: I see.  All right, thank you, Mr Momo. 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Chief, I have no further questions for Mr Momo except to thank him again 

for his assistance. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a couple of questions.  The IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Review Committee’s Report, that Report is in the form of that letter written to the 
Chief Secretary to Government on 25 November which is Annexure 11 to your 
affidavit, is that correct? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 10 
 
Q: Obviously, you are not a signatory to that Report? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: But as a member of - - - 
 
A: I was the Chair of the Secretary - the IPBC Review Committee. 
 
Q: You are familiar with the discussions in the Review Committee - - - 20 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: That took place that led to the production of this Report? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: I want to ask one or two questions regarding the recommendation as to the 

preferred bidder. 
 30 

[1.09pm] According to the report, the committee recommended the ANZ/Barclays’ 
bid; right?  Interestingly the committee did not state it in the form of a 
preference over the four bidders, it just chose ANZ/Barclay and 
recommended it.  Was there any discussion around stating the 
recommendation in some preferential order instead of just handpicking 
ANZ/Barclay? 

 
A: Yes, there were discussions on the preference and ranking them in the 

preferential order.  And so when they discussed the preferential order, 
obviously ANZ/Barclay was the top preference and then Hermsley Capital 40 
was the last rank. 

 
Q: But in the recommendation it does not appear in that order.   
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A: No, in that recommendation - - - 
 
Q: It is handpicked so it is confined to ANZ/Barclay. 
 
A: It was structured in that way just to remove any thought of, you know, 

trying to manipulate the preferences along the way so they just want to be 
very specific on who the preferred financier is. 

 
Q: And I suppose the reason for that is set out in the assessment of the 10 

individual bids appearing in the earlier page there of the first page then the 
second page of that report. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: In relation to UBS, that is bid number 4 as set out on page 2, you state or 

the committee states basically two reasons why they appear not to have 
chosen UBS.  One is the complexity of the option that they offered but 
interestingly, the second one is the conduct, the professional conduct of 
UBS.  In terms of those two reasons; were they considered to be of equal 20 
importance or one of those reasons is more important then the other or how 
was the assessment done in terms of these two reasons? 

 
A: They were considered as equally important because the committee wanted 

to give a fair assessment of all the proponents.  So, as I said, there was a 
stated objective – the State had objective – the State had objective and one 
of the key objectives for the State was transparency and integrity - integrity 
of the bidders.  So while conducting this due diligence process:  (1) The 
funding option was very complex but equally more important also is the 
behavior of UBS at that time.  So, it really questioned their integrity.  30 
Because when we circulated the request for proposal which contained the 
terms, when we talked about integrity, we clearly highlighted to all the 
proponents that, you know, the public will have – it is a transaction that the 
public will have a very significant interest in this transaction.  So, the 
integrity and the conduct of the proponents is very important because the 
public will have a perception about how ANZ/Barclay was preferred or 
chosen or how UBS was chosen or selected.  So, those two issues are very 
- there are people you know waiting in terms of the assessment of the UBS 
proposal.  So, those two issues are very – they have equal weightings in 
terms of the assessment of the UBS proposal.  40 
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[1.14pm]Q: On that point apart from UBS, the other three bidders, was there any hint 
or suggestion of any unethical or unprofessional conduct by any of the 
other three bidders? 

 
A: If you look at the summary – the assessment summary, Citi also fell into 

that category. 
 
Q: Citi also fell into that category? 
 
A: Yes.  So, if you look at the assessment on integrity, Citi’s proposal was 10 

credible but the actions of the bidder was considered not appropriate 
because they were dealing directly with Dr Clement Waine. 

 
Q: UBS? 
 
A: No, Citi. 
 
Q: Citi, okay.  All right, just one last question in relation to the legal or 

constitutional scheme of the loan.  I did ask you last time your views on 
section 209 of the Constitution which you offered some explanation.  But 20 
I did not mention about the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act that you 
mentioned in your affidavit.  The story seems to be that the government or 
the State acting on the legal advice available at that time was proceeding 
with the loan under the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) Act and not under 
section 209 of the Constitution, or if it was relying on section 209(1) of the 
Constitution a little bit but not that much.  But the evidence suggests that 
they were acting on the advice that this loan could be processed under the 
Loans (Overseas) Borrowing Act.  And I did not ask you any questions the 
last time about the application of this particular Act.  You want to say 
something on that? 30 

 
A: Yes, thank you, chief, for that question.  I will speak on the practical side 

of things.  I am not a lawyer so I will not - - - 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: But section 209, Treasury has always been practicing section 209.  That is 

our bread and – you know that is Treasury’s bread and butter.  So, section 
209 talks about the Appropriation Act.  So, when it refers to Act of 
Parliament, it is referring to the Appropriation Act.  So, why it says Act of 40 
Parliament is because the Appropriation Act changes every year.  So, say 
if it is a budget for 2020, we say 2020 Appropriation Act, if it is an 
Appropriation Bill.  If it is budget for 2021, we say 2021 Appropriation 
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Bill.  So, appropriation bill is just a spending plan.  So, it is a spending 
plan.  So out of that spending plan, you know, the government says that 
our spending plan or bill for 2022 would be 13 billion, okay.  With that 13 
billion, the government can now finance that 13 billion through – by raising 
of taxes or where there is budget deficit, they raise debt.  So, the debts can 
be raised through Treasury Bill like domestically or Loans and Borrowings 
Act.  So, those Acts are enabling Acts so they enable the government to 
implement that appropriation or that Act of Parliament under section 209 
of the Constitution.  So that has been the practice and, you know, legal 
interpreters can interpret it anyway but that is the practice.  It has been 10 
practiced for many many years to now. 

 
[1.19pm] In terms of raising of loans sometimes the government signs loans with say 

ADB.  Most of the loans are signed with ADB – ADB or World Bank to 
some extent.  But most loans are contracted by ADB.  So, the government 
can sign a loan earlier, I  mean, they can – say they can sign a loan in 2022 
but they will not drawdown on that loan until condition precent to that loan 
are met.  So, once the government meets those condition precedents then 
the government can now go down and drawdown the loan.  So, when the 
government draws down the loan then it will now have to require, you 20 
know, it will go through that Appropriation Act.  So, if a loan is signed in 
2019 but it is not drawn down until 2022, in 2022 then the government will 
now put it in the budget.  So, when you see the budget, there is a Volume 
1 which is the Policy Document; Volume 2, which is the Recurrent Budget; 
and Volume 3 which is the Development Budget.  So, in that budget 
document you have programs, divisions, activities.  So, once the 
government draws down that loan, it is recorded or it is captured in the 
budget document and then it can – so the government can drawdown and 
then interest payments can start.  So, you do pay interest statement or you 
do not use public funds to make interest payments until it is included in the 30 
budget when it is drawn down.  It does not happen the other way around 
where you sign a loan and then you do not put it in the budget and then you 
start repaying.  It does not happen that way so that is the process that the 
government has been following all throughout. 

 
Q: All right, thank you. 
 
A: But section 209 specifically relates to the Appropriation Act – the 

Appropriation Act plus all those other enabling Acts like Treasury Bills, 
the Borrowings Act, they follow suit.  So, they are just enabling Acts to 40 
implement that Appropriation Act for that particular year. 

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Those are my questions.   
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DR KATTER:  I have got a couple of questions if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
 
FXN:  DR KATTER 
 
Q: Mr Momo, did you say that Citi Bank had a mark against them – words to 

that effect? 10 
 
A: Sorry, come again? 
 
Q: Did you say that Citi Bank had a mark against them or words to that effect? 
 
A: Yes.  If you look at the summary assessment of the proposals, the last row 

of that assessment where it talks about integrity.  Where it talks about 
integrity, there was a comment on “Proposal is credible but actions of the 
bidders not appropriate”. 

 20 
Q: Was there some particular action of Citi Bank persons that was considered 

to be not appropriate? 
 
A: Yes.  So, they were dealing with Dr Clement Waine so the initial proposal 

that they submitted for the initial process, they went through Dr Clement 
Waine. 

 
Q: But who drafted this particular box if I can call it that? 
 
A: That is the committee’s report – I mean, the IPBC Review Committee - - - 30 
 
Q: But do you know who drafted - - - 
 
A: IPBC Review Committee. 
 
Q: Where did this particular box come from?  Who drafted them? 
 

[1.24pm] A: I drafted them. 
 
Q: Now, when you say the bidders were not appropriate, which two bidders 40 

are you referring to there? 
 
A: Bidders - - - 
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Q: The actions of the bidders are not appropriate in the bottom box. 
 
A: It is supposed to be just one bidder. 
 
Q: One bidder only? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And which bidder is that? 10 
 
A: Citi. 
 
Q: Now, what actions are you particularly referring to as being not appropriate 

on the part of Citi? 
 
A: So, they were going through Dr Clement Waine rather than going through 

the committee. 
 
Q: Yes.  But was there some communication then from Dr Waine to you as to 20 

some action on the part of Citi that was, as you say in this box, not 
appropriate? 

 
A: Communication.  When we had our initial – committee, sorry - when the 

committee had its initial meeting - so I am referring to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Review Committee’s initial meeting on 30 September 
after the presentations by the proponents, that is when the committee 
amongst themselves when they discussed, they expressed concerns.  Dr 
Clement Waine was there as well but the other committee members 
expressed concern – grave concern on why Citi was directly dealing with 30 
Dr Clement Waine rather than the committee.  And the initial request of 
proposal was delivered to Citi by Dr Clement Waine rather than the 
committee but there were discussions within that committee about the 
actions of Citi and Dr Clement Waine. 

 
Q: So, what I take out of what you said is that this box means that the actions 

of Citi that were considered to be not appropriate was the direct 
communications by Citi with only Dr Clement Waine? 

 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: Was there anything else? 
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A: That is the only issues that I can think of – I can recall. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Momo and 

ask that he be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just a follow up on that last question, what was inappropriate 
about that interaction between Clement Waine and Citi Bank is that Citi Bank – 
are you saying that Citi Bank bypassed the committee and went directly to Dr 
Waine and the committee considered that to be inappropriate? 
 10 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: That is basically what you are saying. 
 
A: Yes.  And then Dr Clement Waine continued to be stern supporter of Citi 

all throughout the process as well. 
 
Q: And the normal process was for Citi Bank to directly communicate with 

the committee and make its case? 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And not approach individual members. 
 
A: Yes.  So, the two like I said earlier on, the two key objectives of the 

financing arrangement was transparency and the integrity of the process.  
So, we wanted to make sure the process was complete and done in a 
transparent manner. 

 
Q: All right, I think that brings to an end your evidence this afternoon but 30 

thank you for appearing this afternoon to give your evidence and you may 
be excused. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Momo. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 

[1.29pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think that brings the end – today to an end 40 
and that being so might the proceedings be seen as being - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Dr Renwick, before you do there, there is - - - 
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DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, Mr Jurth; go ahead. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, may I very very briefly mention the matter 
of Rex Paki, this is a return of the summons.  The position is that we have still 
not been able to contact Mr Paki directly and the only direction I seek is that the 
summons be further stood over until Monday 7 February. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
extend the summons to 7 February. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Have we issued any directions in respect of Dr 
Thomas Webster and John Leahy? 
 
MR JURTH:  I think the directions we seek in relation to Mr Leahy which are a 
little bit depended on whether he is feeling better by then is to adjourn his 
evidence until Friday. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Friday, 4 February? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, we will adjourn John Leahy’s 
appearance to 4 February. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And what about Dr Thomas Webster? 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Can I submit that it just be stood over to a date to be fixed in the 
sense that Dr Webster is particularly unwell and when he may become well will 
determine a date, if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, we will adjourn Dr Webster’s 
appearance generally to a date to be fixed. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we issue that direction. 
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DR RENWICK:  And if there are no matters for Mr Jurth and Dr Katter, and I do 
not think there are, then, commissioners, might the proceedings be adjourned 
until tomorrow.  Tomorrow, we have Mr Botten first up at 10 o’clock.  We have 
Mr Munroe at 1 o’clock and I think Dr Katter, you have another witness then, I 
think. 
 
DR KATTER:  Mr Mortensen to follow. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  And those are the witnesses for tomorrow. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 1.32 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 3 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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[10.04am] DR RENWICK:  Mr Scerri, are you able to hear me, sir?  I will ask Mr Botten.  Mr 
Botten, are you able to me? 

MR BOTTEN:  Yes, I am and good morning, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Just check.  We cannot seem to hear Mr Scerri.  I will just see 
how we go. 

DR BOTTEN:  Mr Scerri is on mute. 

DR RENWICK:  Now we can hear Scerri.  I think he continues to appear for Mr 
Botten, is that right, Mr Scerri?  I think we can take it Commissioners, Mr Scerri 
continues to appear for Mr Botten? 

MR SCERRI:  I cannot hear.   

DR RENWICK:  Mr Botten, you have before you do you your further statement of 
27 January 2022? 

MR BOTTEN:  I do indeed, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Are there any changes you wish to make to that document? 

MR BOTTEN:  No, Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  I should firstly ask;  which State are you giving evidence from, 
Mr Botten? 

MR BOTTEN:  I am giving evidence from Western Australia, Dr Renwick. 

MR SCERRI:  Excuse me Dr Renwick, I apologise and commissioners, I do 
apologise.  My name is Charles Scerri, I am appearing for Mr Botten and for Oil 
Search.  I am sorry my computer was not working a few minutes ago.  I am in 
Sydney and Mr Botten is in Perth. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  I am content for Mr Botten to be treated 
as being on his former oath unless Mr Scerri would like him be sworn. 

[10.06am] MR SCERRI:  It is up to you, Dr Renwick. 
 
 
PETER BOTTEN, recalled: 
 
 
FXN: DR RENWICK  
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                  Q: Very good.  So Mr Botten, there is no change which you wish to make to that 

statement, I therefore tender that Commissioners. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that statement into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit HHHH. 
 
EXHIBIT HHHH – STATEMENT OF PETER BOTTEN DATED 27 
JANUARY 2022 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Mr Botten, do you also have to hand your previous 
statement of 14 June last year? 
 
A: I do, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: Looking at paragraph 3 of that first statement has there been any change to 

the positions you set out there which you now hold or they are the same? 
 
A: I have an additional responsibility in that I am now non-executive chairman 

of a company called Aurelia Metals Limited. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Botten, just to let you know I intent to ask to the extent I need 

to ask any detail geological questions I intend to direct them to Mr Munro, to 
the extent I need to ask any such questions.  So then thank you very much for 
answering the detailed further questions put on behalf of the Commission.  
You will appreciate that an additional Terms of Reference now concerns the 
Orogen Oil Search merger in early 2000s and you set out from paragraphs 4 
to 18 your answer to the questions we put to you in that regard in particular in 
paragraph 17 you note the very high proportion of votes, 95.5 per cent of the 
votes passed in favour of the merger. 
 
May I just show you please some evidence given by Mr Francis Kaupa to this 
Commission at transcript page 1889. 

 
So, this is evidence from Mr Francis Kaupa and if we just scroll up a little.  I 
will just read some of these questions from the transcript onto the record and 
then I will ask you a question, Mr Botten.  
 
So question, “Now you are able to tell the Commission what the reaction from 
those shareholders was and the prospect that Oil Search rather than the State 
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as the majority shareholder,” and you can see from about line 18 which is a 
reference to Orogen.  Answer, “they were upset about it.  They preferred that 
the State did not get Oil Search to acquire Orogen Minerals they preferred to 
have direct participation in PNG’s mining and hydro carbon resources with 
the Orogen Minerals and not through Oil Search.  They knew the mining 
assets of Oregon Minerals were not going to be managed by Oil Search in the 
long term.  They knew that somewhere along the line or as soon as possible 
after the acquisition of Orogen Minerals by Oil Search that Oil Search would 
endeavor to sell off those many minerals assets.  They were quite concerned 
about it.  I do not have the records to show but I think some of them refused 
to be part of the acquisition process and sold out their shares before the 
acquisition was completed.” 
 
Now, in fairness I am happy for you to respond to that evidence which I 
appreciate you may not have seen before but my question first is this.  And I 
appreciate it is a long time ago.   
 
Do you have any recollection of significant numbers of shares being sold 
before the Orogen Oil Search went ahead? 
 

[10.11am]   A: And as a statement before I do not have recollection that there was substantial 
numbers of Orogen shares being sold. Orogen share price according to the 
Orogen board was languishing at that time before a corporate restructure was 
initiated by then and the votes passed were overwhelmingly in favor of the 
transaction.  I would suggest that if that did not have shareholder support, that 
would have been a strong vote against bearing in mind the State did not 
actually vote their portion of shares.  

 
Q Thank you, Mr Botten.  Can I turn to the next portion at your statement which 

begins at paragraph 19, headed, The Genesis At The IPIC Transaction.  That 
is the reference to the IPIC exchangeable bond transaction.  I note that in 
paragraph 22 you say this: “As a result of this considerable interest in the PNG 
LNG Project” – and that is a reference to some earlier paragraphs – “Oil 
Search felt there was the potential for an opportunistic take over approach at 
a point in time where its underlying value was not yet affected in its share 
price.”  And then you go on in paragraph 25 to say at the end of the page that 
Oil Search estimated that the State would need to raise in the order of AU$1.7 
billion which included its back-in costs.  Oil Search was aware the State was 
considering the various financing options including the possible selling or 
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mortgaging the shares it owned in the Oil Search through IPBC to raise the 
necessary money. 

 
May I just ask you then to look at paragraph 20 – 11, I am sorry, of Mr Glen 
Blake’s evidence?  Then I will have a question for you.  I will just read this 
out.  “At this time, one of IPBC’s main assets” – that is where I should start 
in fairness at the beginning of this statement.  So we will just scroll up to the 
beginning.  This is an affidavit from Glen Blake.  And if we scroll down, you 
can see there that in paragraph 5 he was managing director, as I am sure you 
know of IPBC until about 2011, from 2008.  Just go down to paragraph 11, I 
will just read it out.  “At this time, one of PIBC’s main assets as best I can 
remember was a 17.6 per cent shareholding that it held in Oil Search Limited. 
Oil Search want it sold for participant in the PNG LNG project therefore had 
something to gain by assisting the State in finding the fundings to exercise its 
back-in rights although this was not an issue about which IPBC was 
concerned.  IPBC was not itself involved in the PNG LNG project and at that 
time did not envisage and had not been requested to play a role in finding the 
necessary funds.”  

 
All right.  So my question is this – if we can go back to your paragraph 25? 
My simple question is this, looking at the last sentence of your paragraph 25, 
setting out Oil Search’s awareness of the State’s consideration of various 
financing options including sale or mortgage to raise the necessary money. 
 

[10.16 am]    Can you recall the basis of your awareness as you have expressed in the last 
sentence of paragraph 21? 

 
A: Yes. Thank you, Dr Renwick.  At that time the PNG LNG Project was 

approaching a significant decision to enter front end engineering and design 
and a critical part of making that decision was the funding of the State’s option 
to buy its equity, direct equity in the project.  And at that time substantial 
interest was shown by various companies from around the world, major 
companies such as NI, Total, Chinese interest and others to buy or help fund 
the government’s share to back-in to a direct equity in that project. 

 
The critical element of us moving into FEED was to ensure that the State had 
funding for that exercise, the estimate from the joint venture operator 
ExxonMobil time was, it was about a $1.7 billion commitment for the State to 
take its direct equity.  Direct equity was absolutely sought by a range of parties 
within PNG including landowners and including I believe the State Petromin 
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and other State enterprises.  So I am somewhat surprised to see and read the 
context of Glen Blake’s statement because I think it was well known at the 
time the State desired to take direct equity and because of that was required to 
fund that equity in some form or another to allow the PNG LNG Project to 
move forward. 
 

Q: At paragraph 26, you make the point, which I certainly do not challenge, that 
it was difficult for the State to raise finance, not least because of the global 
financial crisis at the time.  Then in paragraph 27, you speak about Oil Search 
naturally being concerned to know who the new shareholder was going to be 
of this large parcel by IPBC holdings in Oil Search shares, if indeed that were 
to be sold.  So that is one of the points you make in paragraph 27 and 
understandably Oil Search wants to know who are potential new purchasers 
of such a large parcel of shares would be.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is right, Dr Renwick, and also Oil Search was extremely interested 

in moving with the project forward and delivering value for all shareholders 
and joint venture partners, two aspects of that. 

 
Q: Please understand this next question.  I am not suggesting it is improper in any 

way but given your understandable interest into the new potentially-owned 
your shares might be in this large portion, did you seek to suggest or influence 
who the new owner might be if in fact IPBC were to have sold its shares? 

 
A: Yes, we did.   We were intimately interested to understand the options that the 

State had with respect to the financing and we were asked to present options 
to the State and therefore put options which eventually resulted in discussions 
between IPIC and IPBC around the shareholding. 

 
Q: In turning then to paragraph 29 of your statement, the view Oil Search had 

during those discussions was that one possibility was the shares of IPBC 
would in fact be sold at that stage to IPIC although that did not in fact 
happened.  That is right, is it not?   

 
[10.21am]   A: That is certainly one of the options that we believed were evaluating along 

with a number of direct sales of their equity in the State along with other joint 
venture arrangements with respect to other companies.  So it was just one of 
a number of options that we believe were circulating amongst the entities that 
the State were involved. 
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Q:  Yes, can I shift the focus though from what IPBC might have desired to what 
IPIC might have desired.  Do I correctly understand your evidence to be that 
IPIC were although eventually it was as we know the Exchangeable Bond 
arrangement; is it correct to say that IPIC had it been possible would also had 
been interested at that stage in purchasing outright the IPBC shareholding in 
Oil Search? 

 
A: IPIC, I believed preferred to utilize some form of exchangeable bond as a 

direct purchase of the State shares at that time.  It was unlikely in my view to 
provide them with enough premium on the trading of the Oil Search shares at 
the time to provide full funding for the State’s direct equity involvement in 
PNG LNG. 

 
Q: So I am just trying, Mr Botten - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  Dr Renwick - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Sorry Dr Renwick.  I just note that you said at the outset that Mr 
Botten was under the oath he made previously.  I think the fact is he did not take an 
oath last time because there were some difficulty in administering the oath in 
Western Australia. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, thank you for pointing that out.  I think, Commissioner 
White, we are now in a position to administer it, are we not or have I got that wrong?  
I cannot hear you Commissioner White, I am so sorry. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Sorry Dr Renwick.  I am under the impression that the 
application for me to administer oath and affirmations in the jurisdiction of Western 
Australia has, since Mr Botten gave his evidence, occurred but I have not seen that 
in writing I must say.  I would be obliged if it can be confirmed by solicitors assisting 
in that jurisdiction before I attempt to do so but I understand that would be the case, 
Mr Scerri and Dr Renwick.     
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly so - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps that can be investigated and when Mr Botten 
has finished his – we will go towards the end of his evidence that might have been 
looked up and we can see what the position is. 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Is that satisfactory to you, Mr Scerri? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes, thank you Commissioner.  We were told that and I am informed 
that Mr Botten has a Bible in the room with him and we can attend to that once the 
go ahead is given. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly, but just in fairness, can I say this Mr Scerri, to you Mr 
Botten and I am glad you have raised it.  There will be no suggestion by me that Mr 
Botten’s evidence is not that of a witness of truth. 
 
MR SCERRI: Thank you for saying that. 
 
DR RENWICK:  In case there is any doubt about it I am not going to suggest he is 
not a witness of truth. 
 
MR SCERRI:  No, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
MR SCERRI:  But I just want to make it clear that there has not been a previous 
oath. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps Dr Renwick it might be preferrable to express 
it since it is a matter for the Commissioners that no point would be taken that he had 
not been earlier sworn. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you for putting that on the screen.  Mr Scerri, 
because we have now broken into Dr Renwick’s questioning perhaps it is sensible 
to deal with the issue of the oath now if that is convenient, thank you.  Mr Botten, 
are you happy to take the oath now? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Commissioner White, I am very happy to do that, thank you. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE: Thank you.  Perhaps if you have your Bible to hand 
you might take it up. 
 
 
PETER BOTTEN, sworn: 
 
 

[10.26am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr Botten.  Thank you Mr Scerri for raising 
that and Dr Renwick, over to you again. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes thank you Mr Scerri.  Now, a second ago I think, as I 
understood it, Mr Botten you said that the PNG government had asked Oil Search to 
put forward options in relation to matters we are discussing now.  If that is so, who 
was it to your recollection in the PNG government who asked Oil Search to do that, 
please? 
 
A: Look, I think my recollection is, no single party.  Unfortunately it is some 

time ago and this was subject to a range of discussions between ourselves and 
various State representatives.  By my recollection that would be the focus of 
our discussions would be on the hope of the Oil Search shares which would 
be IPBC so I am obviously at odds to the State led by Glen Blake. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  So to go back to the first sentence in your paragraph 29 of 

your later statement; when you say there that you formed the view that IPIC 
would be interested in acquiring the State’s shareholding in the event that it 
was to be sold, was that something that was discussed with IPIC at the time 
and can you tell us anymore about that topic? 

 
A: Oil Search was undertaking a range of discussions with IPIC about a long term 

relationship.  Part of that discussion was IPIC’s interest in potentially 
becoming a long term holder of shares within Oil Search. 

 
Q: Given what you say in that sentence, the first sentence in paragraph 29, did 

you think really from 2000 onwards there was a considerable likelihood that 
when the exchangeable bond transaction concluded that IPIC would seek to 
retain the shares? 

 
A: I had no view whether IPIC was going to maintain their shares.  Our focus 

was on an exchangeable bond the terms of which we were not involved in 
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negotiating.  I have no view as to whether IPIC was or was not going to 
exercise their rights or not lack of rights to acquire those shares. 

 
Q: But you were sufficiently aware of the nature of the exchangeable bond 

transaction to understand from the beginning, that is, from the time of the 
transaction that IPIC will likely to be able to elect to retain the shares, were 
you? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: All right.  Did you in 2008 or 2009 foresee the possibility therefore both that 

IPIC might choose to keep the shares under the exchangeable bond transaction 
but also that the Independent State either directly or through one of its 
subsidiaries would seek to buy bac into Oil Search in a significant way? 

 
A: That certainly were - they were outcomes that were possible but would depend 

on the circumstances in 2014, views that both IPIC and the State would take 
about their desire the value of the shares at the time and their desire to hold 
on to or repay the bond in which case it was a decision that was 2014 and hard 
to predict in 2008. 

 
[10.31am]    Q: Thank you.  Can I take you then to paragraph 33?  And I want to ask you some 

questions about UBS and its various hats and role from time to time.  So in 
paragraph 33, you say that - the sentence; “UBS was briefed on Oil Search’s 
discussions with IPIC and in April 2008 UBS suggested the option for 
transaction being effective through the issue of exchangeable bonds.”  So that 
is one role.  Then if we look at paragraphs 67 and 68 of your second statement, 
you set out your belief that at some stage UBS acted for Inter Oil. That is the 
second role of UBS.  The third role of course was the role by having relation 
to what in this inquiry we call the UBS Loan and as part of that, they have a 
fourth role which was underwriting and the issue of shares if the UBS deal, if 
I can call it that fell through. So you understand those four possible roles or 
actual roles of UBS that I have just referred to? 

 
A: Yes, I do, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: It is your view that there was a conflict of interest which UBS held then in 

2014 as a result of waring all those different hats or do you have no view about 
that? 
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A: Dr Renwick, the sad reality is that there are a number of investment banks that 
would participate in a range of these issues.  It is a limited number.  I think it 
is unfortunate that UBS was involved as a scrambled way through at different 
times in various parts of a long history of transactions and commercial 
dealings.  That is the reality. 

  
Q: Then can I take you to paragraph 36 of your statement, second statement, 

where you say, “In late April 2018, Oil Search raised the concept of 
exchangeable bonds with both the State and IPBC as an option for 
consideration.”  And then at 38, you say “IPBC and IPIC negotiated the terms 
of the exchangeable bonds with the assistance of their various internal and 
external advisors.  At no stage, it was I or anyone else from Oil Search 
involved in the negotiation of those terms or conditions.”  I just want to make 
sure I understand that in view of what you said to me on the last occasion.  If 
you can just look at your transcript at page 1712.  

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, could I just inquire whether that should 
be April 2008 in paragraph 36? 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Yes.  Commissioner White, you are exactly correct. I was going to 
point out that there was a typo there and I apologize for that.  It has gone through the 
editing process and I apologize.  2008 is the right date. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Simply it does and of course it would be the date 
reading anything other than is 2008. 
 
MR BOTTEN:  Thank you, Commissioner White, I would agree. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can we just look at page 171 where the sentence beginning “the 
unfortunate thing in certain circumstances”.  If you could just scroll that.  Yes, so 
just to be fair could you just read to yourself, Mr Botten, my question which begins 
and I think it is about line 6, and your answer which includes at about paragraph 18. 
Just let me know when you come to that. 
 

[10.36 am] A: Yes, I agree with that paragraph, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: Yes.  I am just trying to understand how that stands or whether in some ways 

there is some tension in between that and what we are saying in paragraph 
38 of your second statement. 
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A: I do not believe there is any, in your words, tension between those two 
paragraphs, Dr Renwick.  We were certainly there as to facilitate 
correspondence in meetings, contacts and others but under no circumstances 
we were involved in the direct negotiations.  Certainly, we did play a role in 
facilitating meetings but as I say, in no way were we involved in the direct 
negotiations between the State enterprises and IPIC in the terms, if you want. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Go then, if you would, to paragraph 41 of your statement, your 

second statement.  So in this paragraph you were speaking of the meetings 
you attended in June 2008 in Singapore.  Just in fairness to you when you 
say there, “I did not attend any of the meetings.”  I just want to show you in 
fairness what Mr Blake says at paragraph 24, please.  You see there, “My 
belief with the meeting in Singapore is that the discussions and negotiations 
should not involve Oil Search.  Mr Botten and Mr Aopi and Oil Search’s 
CFO had flown in to attend the meeting in Singapore.  I advised them I 
thought it was not right for them to attend because they were not a party to 
the IPIC proposal.  They were surprised at what I said they did not attend.” 
Do you have any response to what Mr Blake there said, Mr Botten? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, I think it is consistent with what I have said and my statement 

that we were not involved in any direct negotiations between IPIC and IPBC.  
Mr Blake might think we were surprised, that is his interpretation.  We were 
not surprised.  We were there though to help there in any information or any 
further detail that we may or may not be requested by either IPIC or IPBC.  
But there was no intention by us to be involved in those meetings; it was not 
appropriate. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Can we just go back to your statement to paragraphs 47 and 48?  

Here I am going to seek your assistance just to explain to the commission 
some of these technical terms.  So it refers in paragraph 47 to assisting the 
2C resources which as I understand it is the best estimate of contingent 
resources.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, Dr Renwick, yes.   
 
Q: Can you explain a little more about how one gets to the best estimate for 

contingent resources for a project of this sort in broad terms? 
 
A: You take the well results, the intersections of those wells through to a stratum 

that contain gas.  You take the average veracity and then the permeability of 
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where the gas actually resides in those rocks and you calculate the volume and 
potential recovery of gas from those gaps in the rocks; and that provides you 
within an analysis of how much gas is recoverable and at various times in the 
appraisal process, the risks associated with recovery and volumes are better 
defined by further drilling and further testing.  So, this is a snap shot in time 
about the most likely contingent resource in the rocks.  Apologies if that is a 
little technical but that is the reality. 

[10.41am]  Q: Not at all.  And from time to time I imagine the actual results can vary so - no 
I am sorry, I will withdraw that.  Let us go to paragraph 48 which refers to the 
fact that Gaffney Cline the independent certifier, is this right, had slightly 
different 2C statements at slightly different times in relation to PRL15, is that 
what we take from the first two sentences at paragraph 48? 

A: Yes, that is correct, Dr Renwick. 

Q: And then your final sentence is; “Despite this Oil Search saw no reason to 
change its assessment of 5.32 inches standard cubic feet of gas.  So was the 
reason for Oil Search or what was the reason for Oil Search not changing its 
assessment despite the fact that both the Gaffney Cline reports were not 
insignificantly higher? 

A: Our view was that the remained risk associated with the higher numbers each 
company, each technical team has a view about appropriate residual allocation 
to the resource and size of resource.  When you have a field with moderate 
maturity in drilling information it is usual to have a span of and a range of 
resources that different companies would hold with further drilling which took 
place later in the process.  Those numbers converge and a great level of 
certainty evolves with further technical information. 

Q: Can I put it in another way.  Oil Search was taking a relatively conservative 
approach? 

A: Yes, that is correct. 

Q: All right.  We turn then to paragraphs 51 and 52 and here you speak of – you 
answer questions without the discussions Oil Search had with the PNG 
Government about PRL15 prior to February 2014 and you explain in 
paragraph 51 the background to Oil Search being involved in the potential sale 
of the PRL15 interests by InterOil and then later on by PAC LNG.  So, can I 
just ask some questions then about this?  So, you give evidence in paragraph 
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56 of your dealings with among other people Mr Civelli and also Prime 
Minister O’Neil.  So, I am just trying to understand here what I would take 
from paragraph 56 is that Mr Civelli has said to you that Prime Minister 
O’Neill and the PNG Government supported Oil Search’s potential 
acquisition of the PAC LNG’s interest in PRL15; that is right, is it not? 

A: Yes, it is, Dr Renwick. 

Q: And then was it your understanding that Mr O’Neill had been himself 
negotiating with the PAC LNG companies for some period of time prior to 
this?\ 

[10.46a.m]  A: That is not my understanding Dr Renwick.  It was well known within the 
industry that there were a number of parties, Total and Oil Search and others 
in endeavoring to acquire interest in PRL15.  The deal that InterOil and Total 
made towards the end of 2013 had a precondition that the PAC LNG 
companies were bought out.  And PAC LNG we understand were unable to 
make a deal with InterOil surviving out of that license and therefore there was 
an impasse with PAC LNG having some influence and control about whether 
the Total deal went ahead.  On that basis removing PAC LNG became an 
important part of moving the whole project forward and in that context Oil 
Search was engaged with PAC LNG to try and buy them out of that licence.  
Without that the Total deal would have fallen over and that was a bad outcome 
to move the project forward and towards development. 

Q: One of the things I would like to understand is how urgent it was once these 
discussions with PAC LNG began to finalise the deal.  So to take you back to 
paragraph 51 of your second statement, the starting point is that there is as you 
say significant dissatisfaction about the failure of the PRL15 resource being 
developed, that is really how it all began, is it not, from your point of view, 
that there was a problem as you set out there in paragraph 51 and 52? 

A: Yes, that is correct, Dr Renwick. 

Q: And so, you then explain in some detail about what then came to pass and 
from paragraphs 69 through to 75, you set out the history of the negotiations 
and who was involved in the negotiations.  I suppose that leads me to 
paragraph 76 where you say you do not recall when the date of completion 
was agreed or why the particular date was chosen but your recollection is the 
date which was set by Mr Civelli.  To your recollection, how firm was Mr 
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Civelli and PAC LNG about the settlement date?  In other words, was there 
scope to extend the time or not or was is it a fairly drop dead date? 

A: A very strong belief, Dr Renwick, was that it was a date that was a drop dead 
date for PAC LNG and their various shareholders to receive their money and 
therefore we took that date very seriously.  It was imbedded in agreements 
that we had with PAC LNG and therefore set a timetable for the capital raising 
that subsequently took place as a result of our acquisition. 

Q: What due diligence did you think you need to do in relation to PAC LNG as 
part of this potential transaction? 

A: We did due diligence on their shareholders and we concluded that they were 
high net worth individuals generally who had been supporting the 
(..inaudible..) programs of InterOil for a number of years, a somewhat 
desperate group I believe, Dr Renwick.  But that was the due diligence process 
and we understood that they were challenging people to deal with and as 
InterOil found and a lot of people found on the way it was important that they 
exited though to move this project forward. 

[10.51a.m]   Q: We have put up on the screen this document.  It is part of an email chain, it is 
not confidential between Oil Search and PAC LNG, it is OSL.0009.0005.051.  
So, if we just scroll down a little.  It is an email from Stephen Brothy to Tim 
Goh.  Who are those gentlemen or who were they? 

A: I could only comment on Stephen Brothy who was a corporate lawyer at Oil 
Search at that time.  I do not know and I have not seen a reference to Timothy 
whoever he is. 

Q: You see down at the bottom of that email there is a statement by Mr Brothy 
that it is not Oil Search’s normal practice to acquire companies as opposed to 
assets.  Nevertheless, if we did going from extracts we have to contract with 
and he sets out who the companies and their shareholders are.  What I am 
unclear about is in a transaction like this, first presumably you have to be 
satisfied about the quality of the asset you will be acquiring – that is obvious.  
You agree with me? 

A: Yes, absolutely. 

Q: And then if you were talking about a purchase of the entirety of the interest 
and I appreciate that was not always the discussion, my question is; is it not 
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sufficient just to know that the vendors have a good title which is 
unencumbered, is that not enough? 

A: That is certainly an important feature. 

Q: Well, I am just trying to understand if both – if you are satisfied that the vendor 
has a good title and it is unencumbered, what other due diligence enquiries 
would you need to make about the identity of the vendors? 

A: I do believe Dr Renwick that we carry out as much due diligence as we can to 
find out who was behind the entities that are described here.  But because they 
were individuals, generally individuals it was challenging to do what I would 
classify as a full due diligence process on the individuals.  But we got 
ourselves comfortable and the board themselves comfortable.  If they had title 
and that they were legitimate entities to allow us to purchase the various 
companies.   

Q: What do you mean by legitimate entities in that respect? 

A: Well, if they had title and they were appropriate entities, they are holding the 
assets that we wish to buy. 

Q: But that is the sum total of all you need, is there anything else in other words 
you need to know from a due diligence point of view or am I missing 
something? 

A: I believe they are the core issues that we would need to look at; ensure that 
they have title; ensure as much as possible there were no encumbrances. 

Q: And you were as such satisfied? 

A: We would not have gone ahead with the transaction if we were not satisfied. 

Q: Can I just ask you this?  Your statement suggests that Prime Minister O’Neill 
was content with the proposed acquisition from PAC LNG, that is right is it 
not? 

[10.56am]    A: Yes, that is right that is stated in my statement as I believe Government as a 
whole was importantly desirous of moving this project forward and the 
acquisition of PAC LNG and the removal of those entities from the license 
was a critical part for both Total entering the license and the license moving 
forward.  It was clear that the PAC LNG entities have no capability of 
supporting an LNG project based on the resource project in PR 15.  
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Q: Were you concerned that there were some members of ministry who were 
opposed? 

 
A: I understand that Minister Duma expressed some concerns about Oil Search 

entering that license.  I have never discussed that with Minister Duma and I 
am not absolutely sure why he expressed concerns but certainly across social 
media and others at that time, Minister Duma expressed some reservations.  

 
Q: All right.  And I take you to an email you received from Diana Danielson on 

23 September 2013 which is OSL.0007.0001.1190.  So what I am showing 
you is obviously not confidential.  So you recall receiving this email, do you, 
Mr Botten? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Just a couple of questions then. Under the heading IPIC Shareholding, the 

second paragraph, could you explain what you are referring to there in the 
brackets?  “This could be one reason why the PM is pushing for control of the 
US1.4 billion dollar held in the Sustainable Development rust, presumably 
Trust.  Could you explain what you are referring to there? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, I do not exactly recall that so I have seen this this is from 

September 13. 
 
Q: Yes, indeed. 
 
A: I believe it relates to an attempt by the PNG State to reacquire or acquire the 

shares that were held by IPIC.  I do not recall that structure particularly, I 
apologize it is some time ago and certainly it was a structure that I understand 
it eventuated given that IPIC elected to exercise their option to acquire those 
shares. 

 
Q: And if we then drop down to two paragraphs.  And I will just read out these 

paragraphs. Swift in thinking it, potentially taking place in the state, as the 
share price goes to about 8 dollars 55, the Secretary of Treasury has openly 
canvassed the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil Search for interest 
in Elk/Antelope for the issuance of shares to the State. This would be 
preferable to the State rather than necessarily dealing with IPIC.  Now, the 
Secretary of Treasury you are there referring to is Mr Vele, I take it? 
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A: Yes, that is right.  And the concept of the State underwriting some form of 
acquisition by Oil Search for Elk/Antelope is consistent with my statement 
elsewhere. 

 
Q: Indeed.  And so - but nevertheless at that time, they were still negotiations to 

your knowledge going on between IPIC and the Independent State to re-
acquire the shares from IPIC, if I can put it that way, that is right, is it not? 

 
A: That is exactly right, yes. 
 
Q: And were you aware of a committee operating at the time, will the 

independent Exchangeable Bond Review Committee? 
 

[11.01am]    A: I believe that committee was in active after an NEC Meeting or a meeting, 
government decision sometime in July 2013 and that committee was 
mandated to look at all options with respect to how the State would manage 
the election process or otherwise of the IPIC bond. 

 
Q: So did you understand then that that committee was also tasked with looking 

at options if the shares could not be obtained back from IPIC? 
 
A: Look, I do not recall that I knew what their exact terms of reference were, Dr 

Renwick but I do know that they were tasked to look at how the State would 
manage the bond. 

 
Q: When you speak there of the shifting thinking potentially taking place and the 

open canvassing of the Secretary of Treasury, is that something he openly 
canvassed with you for example? 

 
A: I think there were discussions ongoing between members of the committee 

and the committee around what the options may be for the State.  We thought 
that was appropriate discussions because it obviously - we were intimately 
interested as to the final outcome between IPIC and the State regarding 
ownership of the shares.  It was not uncommon for entities of the State to seek 
our advice or information from us around the state of company and the state 
of the shareholding in many ways like every other shareholder by the 
shareholder. 

 
Q: That is a lot and sufficiently precise.  What I was driving at was that the 

reference in that email to the open canvassing of the Secretary of Treasury 
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and appreciating this is an email to you, not an email by you, were you, had 
the Secretary of Treasury openly canvassed anything with you? 

 
A: Look, I do not recall.  There was substantial discussions in the market around 

what is happening with the Elk/Antelope resource interest.  InterOil had 
openly engaged in a process of sale but I do not recall the exact discussions 
that I had with Treasury or members of that committee regarding that. 

 
MR SCERRI:  Dr Renwick, sorry to interrupt. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
 
MR SCERRI:  I think there may be some misunderstanding about this email.  I think 
you had said to Mr Botten, that is an email to him but would you ask whether it is 
actually an email to him or an email from him? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes certainly. 
 
A: It is in Diana Danielson’s context it is my PA and this email was an email that 

I compiled and sent to our chairman virtually.  Sorry, to clear up that - any 
doubt. 

 
Q: Thank you for doing so that is very helpful, Mr Scerri.  So then to go back to 

my question then.  I think your evidence is you do not particularly recall when 
the Secretary of Treasury had openly – sorry, I will start again.  My question 
was whether the open canvassing referred to in your email by the Secretary of 
Treasury had included raising those matters by him directly with you; am I 
right in thinking your answer is, you cannot be sure, is that the answer or? 

 
A: Yes I believe that I would have said that this was raised with me if it was.  I 

do not believe it was raised with me but I do absolutely say that it was openly 
canvassed and I doubt that was raised with me directly.   

 
Q: Now, of course Mr Vele was an official, he was not a minister.  Tasking your 

mind back, was there anything discussed with you at that time which gave you 
to understand and that this openly canvassed you by Mr Vele was endorsed 
by ministers, say, Mr O’Neill? 

 
A: I do not recall that it was discussed with me with any minister.  I think I do 

not recall that. 
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[11.06am]  Q: All right, thank you.  We then move forward.  So that is an email in September.  

If we can then move forward to February 2014 to document 
OSL.0002.0006.9216, page 38 which I believe is not confidential.  Please do 
not put it up on the screen if it is but I am sure it is not.  So what I am seeking 
to show to you is a Project Herin update board discussion document and 
Project Herin of course was the financial transaction we are discussing, was it 
not? 

 
A: I believe Herin was the acquisition of the equity in PRL15, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: I will just wait while that document comes up.  So, this is page 15.  If we can 

just go up to the first page.  So, this is the board discussion document.  Am I 
right in thinking that that was largely drafted by Mr Munro in concert with 
you for the board, is that right? 

 
A: There may be several things that contributed to that.  Mr Munro would 

certainly be one of those, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: This is essentially a document that you as the CEO or managing director 

provided to the board for board discussion purposes? 
 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: If we can just go the document referred to in my notes at 12.3, part of this 

document.  If we can highlight the sentence or the paragraph beginning with 
the word, “however”.  I must say I cannot see. 

 
A: I do not see that. 
 
Q: I am not sure whether we are looking at the right page.  Just wait till that comes 

up.  We might turn to another topic in the meantime. 
 
MR SCERRI:  In the third paragraph, Dr Renwick, the last sentence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, it is not the ‘however’ I am looking for.  What I am looking 
for is, however in a meeting between the MD and the PM on Sunday. 
 
MR SCERRI:  I will help you with that. 
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DR RENWICK:  It is all right we will get there.  Here we are.  Here it is now.  So, 
this document as I say which is the board document dated 24 February.  Please read 
that second dot point.  “In a meeting between the MD and the POM on Sunday 
afternoon discussed the State’s potential participation with placement.  The PM 
expressed a strong desire for the State entity to acquire all of the placement shares 
on offer and there is a note about how much that would be and then this appears to 
be a re-direction by the PM given the inability of the State to negotiate to re-purchase 
of the IPIC EB shares and the consequent negative press and our positioning on the 
IPIC stake in Parliament.”   
 

[11.11 am] So Mr Botten, the previous document I put to your email of 23 September and this 
document refers to the desire of the PM in a meeting you had with the PM.  When 
did you first discover or approximately the PM’s desire rather than just an openly 
canvassed approach by Mr Vele to acquire new shares from Oil Search in the event 
the IPIC shares in Oil Search will not be returned? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, the first email to our chairman was, I believe, in September 30. 
 
Q: That is right, yes. 
 
A: And consistent with my previous statement, the Prime Minister made it very 

clear at that meeting that he wished to acquire a shareholding in Oil Search 
and I might say back in September in 13, there was no certainty that IPIC was 
not going to – was going to hold onto those shares.  In 2014 in February, it 
was clear that IPIC was going to elect to take those shares, so this is a different 
circumstance but clearly at that meeting on Sunday the Prime Minister 
expressed a strong desire for the State to acquire shares in Oil Search – sorry, 
the granting of a placement relating to the acquisition of PAC LNG.  I think 
they are two different circumstances in two different contexts.  So, Dr 
Renwick, this one was after the IPIC had elected to acquire the shares and 
clarity on their position had been achieved in February 2014. 

 
Q: Thank you for explaining that.  But certainly by 24 February 2014, there is the 

deal involves a number of moving parts, one is that you, Oil Search wants to 
acquire the interest in PRL 15 and the other is the State is now offering to 
purchase these shares which will provide the necessary funds to do that and in 
that way, the two separate transactions are linked.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
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Q: And so you have already given some evidence about how Mr Civelli sent 
family firm in relation to his deadline for a settlement of the PRL 15 interest 
that PAC LNG were to sell.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Did you receive any requests for more time from PNG ministers or officials 

for them to get their funds in place? 
 
A: I do not recall receiving any requests for more time.  I do recall highlighting 

to Dairi Vele and indeed the Prime Minister that the date for payment to PAC 
LNG was set, I believe, to 13 March and therefore there was a tight timetable 
to close this transaction.  That is why given uncertainties about the ability of 
the State to conclude the process in the timeframe available, we had a back-
up plan to underwrite a placement of shares to all our shareholders and that 
was a key part of us moving forward with a potential placement to the State 
having a back up in the event that that did not – the State was unable to meet 
the timeframe, we had the wherewithal to make the payment to PAC LNG. 

 
Q: Yes, indeed.   Thank you.  Just one other topic, if I may, Mr Botten, could you 

just have a look at your email to the Board of 14 February 2014 which is 
OSL.0007.0001.0647, so this is an email from you to the board.  We will just 
go down to the sentence which is “the Prime Minister has expressed a strong 
interest in remaining” – as you see there, “the Prime Minister has expressed a 
strong interest in remaining a shareholder in Oil Search.  He is keenly 
interested in potential reserving shares and then potential capital raising 
carried out as part of the Elk/Antelope Project transaction.  This is especially 
relevant.  He is unable to buy back the shares in IPIC.  He has the financing 
to do this from UBS.”   

  
[11.16am]   So I take it that someone from within government had told you that by then 

that UBS had come up with this deal for the State. 
 
A: Dr Renwick, could I just check the date of this email? 
 
Q: Yes, of course, please.  Please do and please feel free to read the whole of the 

email in context. Take as long as you need.  
 
A: No, thanks, I just need the relevant date.  My understanding is that there was 

an engagement between the State and UBS regarding potential financing. I 
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understand that there were formal letters and engagement with UBS in the 
week or so following that email.  So I do not recall exactly how I found out 
that UBS had been engaged and or had a financing package for the State but 
certainly there was general discussion around that and clearly that was 
reflected in my board note.  

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  Just bear with me, if you would not mind, for a minute?  It is 

noted in my questions at this stage, commissioners, I should indicate that no 
one has applied to cross-examine Mr Botten.  But commissioners, you may 
have some questions before Mr Scerri asks any. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you go first. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  Mr Botten, thank you again for your 
willingness to assist the commission in its work by coming back yet again to give 
evidence to the commission. Could I take you to paragraph 27 of your statement? 
There you really expressed a concern that if the State were to sell its Oil Search 
shares in order to have fund to participate in the equity in the PNG LNG project, that 
this might not reflect the underlying value of Oil Search shares.  Would that have 
been an issue for Oil Search’s own funding aspirations for further work that it might 
wish to do including of course any further requisition in PRL 15?  In other words, it 
was a real problem to have their shares sold at a price which you did not think 
reflected the potential value of the shares? 
 
A: Commissioner White, thank you for your question.  I believe paragraph 27 

refers to a time back in 2008 where the PNG LNG - - - 
 
Q: Sorry, Mr Botten. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I accept that I conflated the date but my question is still the same irrespective 

of what Oil Search might wish to do within a finance because as I understand 
from your statement, Oil Search was looking for expanding opportunities at 
that time it was actively looking at partnering in the Middle East and so it was 
a concern for Oil search then that its shares not be undervalued? 

 
[11.21am]  A: I suppose the concern primarily, Commissioner White, was that the shares at 

the time did not reflect the growing value of PNG LNG and that was a concern 
that if they were sold at that time without a substantial premium the whole 
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company would be devalued and the acquirer could acquire the company at 
not for value.  At the time the share price was not germane in our own 
financing efforts we were concerned though that for the good of all Oil Search 
shareholders that Oil Search be able to continue with its interest in PNG LNG, 
and other places to deliver long term value.  But I would not say that Oil 
Search’s financing was necessarily impacted at that time by a sale by the State.  
If I have answered your question? 

 
Q: Yes you have, thank you.  Could I then go to paragraph 29.  The evidence has 

tended to focus on the benefits to the State in continuing to hold Oil Search 
shares indeed that was the thrust of former Prime Minister O’Neill’s evidence 
that he thought as an essential interest for the State to maintain shareholding 
because of the benefits which they have brought.  What about the benefits to 
Oil Search in having the State as a substantial shareholder, were they seen as 
significant? 

 
A: I believe back - certainly, in the early 2000, Commissioner White, having 

endorsement and alignment with the State as a major shareholder gave 
substantial confidence in the rest of the shareholding group in this as in banks.  
That there was strong alignment and potential support for Oil Search about 
the development pathway that PNG represented at the time.  It was an element 
of substantial confidence, I believe, in both the banks and the shareholders in 
having that alignment in terms of political stability, in terms of stability of 
investments et cetera.  That was the same in 2014 the State was seen by our 
shareholders I believe to be an important part of the perception of investment 
and the risk associated with Papua New Guinea.  It probably was less 
important in 2014 than it was in 2002 but again it was seen as a litmus or 
ongoing development opportunities in Papua New Guinea.  In 2008 it was the 
development of PNG LNG, 2014/15 it was the development of a third train 
for PNG LNG and the development of Elk/Antelope as a new LNG Project.  
So, there was certainly to be ongoing substantial value upside at that time and 
(,,inaudible..) comfort so it was still there. 

 
Q: There is evidence from those involved with Orogen at the time of the merger 

that it was doing well.  You have described it as stagnating, I think, is the term 
and that they were surprised at the decision to merge in the way in which it 
took place.  It seems to be a rather different view, than your view that it was 
an initiative of Orogen rather than something that Oil Search would have 
found beneficial.  Am I correct in saying that there seems to be some 
difference here? 
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A: Commissioner White, you are certainly correct that the statements you have 

shown me today indicate a different view.  I would recommend though that if 
you look at the scheme of the document at that time and the rationale that the 
Orogen Board put therefore the scheme and the eventual merger was at odds 
with the evidence that you presented to me earlier on today.   

 
[11.26 pm]    The Orogen Board itself used the words of languishing share price, 

underperformance, undervalue, and I believe the Board of Orogen was 
probably – well, was the strategic arbitrator in Orogen at that time and I am 
just utilizing the words that were part of a schemed documents rather than 
necessarily what Francis Kaupa or other officers of the company might have 
thought. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Perhaps a more general questions, Mr Botten.  There can be no 
doubt that you have had an extraordinarily long period in Papua New Guinea.  
You have heard the government without any doubt.  I do not think you would 
contradicted.  You have been the CEO there for a very long time, so you may 
well be in a position to reflect upon what you see as a principal opportunity 
for PNG and a field in which you have expertise and what the challenges are 
for realizing those opportunities? 

 
A: Commissioner White, that is a very broad question.  I can say that I had spent 

27 years of my life in Papua New Guinea and lived there for most of that time.   
 

Success in Papua New Guinea is about being honest and frank and open with 
relationships whether they be with local villages next door to your operations 
or public servants, provincial and national and politicians.  I have seen and 
worked with – if this the right word – eight different Prime Ministers and 
substantially greater numbers of governments over that period of time.  To be 
successful in building a business in Papua New Guinea, I believe you have to 
be as I say transparent, honest and respected. And over a period of time, I 
developed a whole range of relationships as I say from village landowners and 
communities right through to the prime ministers of the land.  If I was not 
respected then I would not believe to have had any real success in the country.  
I must say that I love Papua New Guinea and I love its people and have spent 
I should say almost half my life there. 
 
It has been a great privilege to be able to get up in the morning and 
contemplate making a positive difference to people’s lives whether that be 
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maternal health care, whether that be violence against a family sexual 
violence, or whether that be roads, schools, hospitals and as well as making 
appropriate value for our shareholders; and I am pleased to say that 2002 to 
2014, Oil Search was one of the top performing stocks primarily by investing  
in Papua New Guinea and that investment paid off to our shareholders 
substantially. 
 
I do believe that again a core to that success is honesty, frankness and 
inevitably as a major investor and the major investor in the country over a 
substantial period of time, that does provide a certain amount of influence in 
an appropriate way and it has been a privilege to be part of that and one that I 
hold dear generally. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Then could I ask you this?  What will it take for PNG to improve 
its rating with the extractive industries transparency initiatives? 

 
[11.31am]    A: It would take a comprehensive process and structure to be able to manage and 

acquire the data that underscores the containment of those transparency 
initiatives. And the bureaucratic process had been improved. The transparency 
where benefits are derived from each project, by whom and to whom is 
something that I believe can be and should be improved into the future. And 
I think it is essential that as the country matures and as expectations quite 
naturally are increased amongst the communities that appropriate 
transparency about benefit streams and the direction of where they have 
derived, where they go is a critical part for future success in the resources 
sector. And where you have a population which is approaching 50 percent 
under 20, an essential part of future success is the engagement of the youth 
and the application of benefits to be able to support that development in 
employments and gainful activities are key part for the future; stability of the 
investment stream into Papua New Guinea, in my view. 

 
Q: Well, I suppose the answer would be much the same of course for Papua New 

Guinea to rise up the corruption index as well.  It sits very low down in the 
transparency table and it just seems very difficult to reconcile your earlier 
observations about transparency and dealings and honesty and so on which is 
we are not hearing anything from you about any of these issues which would 
one expect inhibit  external investment in the country? 

 
A: Yes, Commissioner White, can I say that the government’s process is within 

Oil Search is very strict about those issues.  I can say in 27 years, I have - I 
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only have been asked for a bribe once and I obviously rejected that process. 
Government’s processes about not contributing to political parties, not 
attributing to fund raising events et cetera, by Oil Search were absolutely 
fundamental in our future governance and processes around that interaction.  
I agree with you corruption in the country is a massive challenge for future 
investment but I can say that major companies, Exxon, Total and if you 
canvass Oil Search as a major company we are able to both in very effectively 
to work our way and wind our way through appropriately with the various 
challenges and corruption within the country. Otherwise, we and others 
including Exxon and Total would not be there.  

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Botten I have no further questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Few questions.  Just going back to paragraph 28 and 29 of your 
statements, where you speak of the discussions that Oil Search was having with IPIC 
in 2007 about a potential strategic partnership between Oil Search and IPIC, would 
I be correct in reading from those paragraphs that it was Oil Search who was familiar 
with IPIC’s position, who was able to recommend IPIC to the State as a possible 
financier?     
 

[11.36am]  A: Chief Commissioner/Chairman, thank you for question.  Yes, you are correct 
that the engagement between Oil Search and IPIC highlighted that there was 
some potential that IPIC could be interested in financing the State.  These are 
through some form of acquisition of the shares through a bond or actual 
acquisition.   And also there was substantial discussions at the time about soft 
loans and other available financing for Abu Dhabi and Papua New Guinea.  
Unfortunately, those opportunities were never matured but certainly Oil 
Search believed that IPIC could be a good partner for Oil Search that it could 
also be an appropriate financier for the State in what it might wish to do with 
the Oil Search shares. 

 
Q: Okay.  Now, could I ask what was the nature of the relationship between Oil 

Search and IPIC at that time around 2000 and 2008 in terms of business 
partnership? 

 
A: Yes.  Chief, we were exploring potential business partnerships between Oil 

Search and IPIC.  The discussions centered around the opportunities within 
the Middle East.  As I have mentioned they were also around possible 
investments in Oil Search as a shareholder and underwritings various 
acquisitions that we may or may not do including the purchase of AGL’s 
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interest in PNG LNG.  Unfortunately, none of that came to pass and those 
opportunities were not matured for one reason or another.  Therefore, our 
interests and association with IPIC was solely an interest through the 
convertible bond that was negotiated between IPIC and the State.  No other 
commercial arrangements were made between Oil Search and IPIC then or 
subsequent. 

 
Q: All right.  Under the convertible bond arrangement in 2014 when the IPIC 

loan matured obviously IPIC took over the bonds and took over the shares in 
Oil Search.  Apart from the shares that it took over in 2014 from the 
convertible bond arrangement, did IPIC hold any other shares in Oil Search at 
that time? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, no, there were no other shares owned by IPIC in Oil 

Search from 2014. 
 
Q: When IPIC took over the shares in Oil Search in 2014, was there any 

discussion within Oil Search as to a potential takeover if I can put it that way 
of Oil Search in terms of majority shareholder of any potential by IPIC in the 
long run? 

 
A: I have never heard any discussion about IPIC making a takeover of Oil Search 

at that time or at any other time.  In fact IPIC’s status as a shareholder in Oil 
Search certainly maintained its interest in a more right up to the time I left Oil 
Search in February 2020.  So, although I think there may have been some 
speculation in the market as might always be, I suppose thought about but 
there was no direct and certainly I did not see it as a threat to Oil Search in 
anyway if a takeover can be perceived as a threat.  Takeovers are usually 
driven by shareholder value and interest of shareholding that IPIC I believe 
never made any move to take over Oil Search. 

 
[11,41am]    Q: My next round of questions relates to Elk/Antelope PRL 15. Going to 

paragraph 48 of your statement - 47 and 48.  Just trying to understand the 
quantification of gas reserves as assessed by Gaffney Cline the independent 
certifier, who quantified it at 2C resource at 6.70 CF.  Could you just give a 
little bit more information about that particular quantification in terms of the 
volume of gas reserves that were estimated at that time and also in terms of 
the financial value of those reserves? 
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A: Indeed, thank you for the question, Chief Commissioner.  As I have mentioned 
earlier in my testimony, there are various technical risks that individual 
companies and technical teams would apply to a resource base at any given 
time given the amount of information that comes from drilling and testing and 
seismic activity over a field. And there was a range of resources that were 
calculated at that time by both the companies and by Gaffney Cline and at 
least one of the independent certifier, all of which had a reasonable range on 
the numbers that they assumed presence in that resource.  Further, drilling was 
necessary after 2014, to narrow that range and subsequently that range has 
been narrowed to where the bottom numbers have come up and the top 
numbers have come down. As I say, it is usually both shown in an 
interpretation and to a degree on the conservativism that could be applied to 
that analysis.  The value of that resource base is still to be fully tested though 
in the event that there is a material on G Project that emanates underwritten 
by that resource, the value of that resource will be substantial and depending 
on the time, the oil price, gas price at that time, certainly it is very material 
value.  In a similar way to PNG LNG has very material value.  Clearly, you 
have to commercialize the resource to realize the value.  

 
Q: Are you able to assign a conservative figure in terms of US Dollars, is that 

possible? 
 
A: I am sure it would be possible, Chief.  Unfortunately, I have not seen the 

modelling value for this resource recently but it is billions and billions of 
dollars as has been demonstrated by PNG LNG.  It is a significant value. With 
the largest value represented by State take and government take, both from 
direct equity as well as taxes, royalties et cetera.  But I am sorry, I cannot give 
you a number.  I am conveniently out of Oil Search right now and I have been 
for almost two years. 

 
Q: Now, aside from Gaffney Cline as the independent certifier, was there a 

second opinion sought as to the quantification? 
 

[11.46a.m]   A: There have been a number of independent resource analysis of the 
Elk/Antelope resource.  And in fact, I would say Chief Commissioner that this 
is one of the fields that has more resource based analysis than almost any other 
that I have known in the 40 odd years in the industry.  So it has been looked 
at very closely by a whole range of people and therefore the confidence level 
around the range of resources is actually right now fairly high.  There have 
been a number of high numbers.  I am aware of a report in PNG which I have 
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not read but it says it is a very low number.  I do not give that report any 
credibility given the technical expertise of major companies like ExxonMonil 
and Total who paid real money for that resource base.  And Oil Search is 
technical people plus importantly people like Gaffney Cline and others 
internationally renowned experts who put their names and their numbers and 
can be held liable for the numbers that they put up.  So this has been looked 
at extremely closely, Chief Commissioner, and I feel comfortable that the 
ranges that are now quoted by Gaffney Cline are appropriate given the 
maturity of the technical information that underscores that analysis. 

 
Q: If we were to go for a second opinion are you able to suggest some other 

competitors out there apart from …Gaffney Cline that would give this kind of 
technical assessment? 

A: Chief Commissioner, there are certainly a number of highly reputable people 
that could look at the resource base.  I am not sure who exactly has already 
analyzed this resource.  There are a number of very well-regarded people who 
have done it most recently as part of the InterOil/ExxonMonil takeover and a 
State payment was based on that resource base.  I am happy to revert to the 
Commission if that is appropriate with names and entities that might be able 
to do that but I just do not have them at hand right now, Chief Commissioner, 
my apologies. 

Q: Yes, I would be interested in knowing several of them maybe three or four 
other experts out there, if you can provide those names in the next day or so. 

A: Certainly, Chief Commissioner, I am sure that can be accommodated. 

Q: Now, my last question is in relation to the value of PAC LNG shares that Oil 
Search paid for and the value of Oil Search shares that the State paid for from 
the UBS loan.  I did ask you that question before and the value is actually very 
close.  In fact, we talk about the same kind of figure.  The State purchased its 
shares from Oil Search from around 900 million and PAC LNG sold its shares 
to Oil Search for around the same figure.  And I think I asked you last time 
how could you explain it; is it a coincidence or how did these figures sort of 
match up?  Have you given some thought to it and perhaps give us some 
further explanation as to how these two amounts square up almost the same 
amount? 
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A: Indeed.  They are directly related too, Commissioner.  Oil Search only raised 
the money to pay for the acquisition from PAC LNG.  So the price for PAC 
LNG was set as a cash payment based on the Total transaction that had been 
done with InterOil except that we had to pay cash rather than State payments.  
And so the 900 million was directly related to the size of the capital raising 
that Oil Search had.  So if we paid 900 million, then we were going to raise 
900 million to pay for PACLNG. 

[11.51 am]    There was no need to dilute shareholding any more than that.  If we had been 
able to buy for 500 million, we would have raised 500 million.  So there is a 
direct correlation between the size of the capital raising and the payments to 
PAC LNG, a direct relationship. 

 
Q: Thank you, those are my questions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Just a couple of questions before Mr Scerri starts just arising out 
of what Commissioner White asked you, Mr Botten.  So if we look at paragraph 93 
of your statement, you speak about the encouragement by Oil Search of the 
extractive industry transparency initiative in PNG which sets with the global 
standard.  You are aware, I imagine, one of the things that the initiative recommends 
which has not yet come to pass is the disclosure of the ultimate owners of oil, gas or 
mineral companies.  So you are aware that that is one of the recommendations, are 
you? 
 
A: Yes, I am and that was the reference I made, my apology if it was somewhat 

close to understanding in having a full transparency around what benefits are, 
who is paying the benefits and where those benefits go.  So that directly relates 
to that part of your question, Dr Renwick. 

 
Q: Thank you.  So for example going back to the PRL 15 transaction, were you 

able to ascertain who the ultimate beneficial were of PAC LNG? 
 
A: We were able at least to understand the core shareholder behind each of those 

companies, Dr Renwick, but obviously where the money went after that, I 
could not say. 

 
Q: For example, were you able to ascertain whether the core shareholders were 

all offshore or some were onshore and some were offshore? 
 
A: My understanding is that all the shareholders that we identified were offshore. 
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Q: There are two other things; one is Commissioner White asked you some 

general questions about improving the country’s standing in relation to the 
corruption index.  Do you have any views based on your long experience 
about the Sovereign Wealth Fund and the desirability or otherwise that to 
become operational? 

 
A: I certainly have a view that is a healthy process to develop a Sovereign Wealth 

Fund that can be appropriately independently managed for the good of the 
country and as the maturity of the projects become more mature, I believe it 
is an appropriate process; and there are many models around the world where 
appropriately managed appropriately governance where Sovereign Wealth 
Fund has been hugely beneficial to the nation that has put them in place. 

 
Q: I see, last question.  Did I understand you correctly to say you could only have 

been asked for a bribe once in your time in PNG? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: And I take it because that is not mentioned in any of your statements that had 

nothing to do with this Inquiry? 
 
A: Absolutely nothing to do with this Inquiry, and I have vouched it in the role 

that I have as the Chairman of the Hela Provincial Health Authority for what 
that is worth but nothing to do with this Inquiry, I confirm. 

 
Q: Thank you, I just wanted to confirm that.  Mr Scerri, did you have any 

questions? 
 
 
RXN: DR SCERRI 
 
 
MR SCRERRI:  Yes, please, Dr Renwick.  Can we have on the screen paragraph 48, 
Mr Botten’s second statement, 27 January one please?  Mr Botten, you were asked 
some questions about this by the chief commissioner.  Can you recall that? 
 
A: Yes, I do, Mr Scerri. 
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Q: See in the third-last lines, sir, is a reference to a Gaffney Cline Report dated 
December 2013 from InterOil that reported a P50 Assessment with 7Tcf.  
What is a P50 Assessment? 

 
[11.56am]  A: A P50 assessment is a probability of achieving a 50 per cent probability of 

achieving 70CF so there is a 50 per cent chance it might be above, 50 chance 
it might be below that number.  So, it is a probability of 50 per cent of 
achieving that number. 

 
Q: When you say achieving, I think, previously you used the word, recovery.  Is 

it a 50 per cent assessment of recovering 70CF? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct though in my statement it does not specify a recoverable 

resource but I assume it is a recoverable resource.  So, P50 of recoverable 
resource 70CF would be my assumption from that. 

 
Q: Thank you, sir.  In the second line of paragraph 48 and you were asked some 

questions about this by Dr Renwick.  His reference to a 2C resource.  What is 
the difference if any between a 2C resource and a P50 assessment? 

 
A: The contingent 2C is almost certainly a P50 number but it actually is 

characterized as a contingent resource because it does not have and has not 
been commercialized so you only get a - - - 

 
Q: Go ahead, sorry Botten. 
 
A: Yes.  So you only get a P50 on the back of having a commercial resource base 

and before it goes to a reserve.  I will draw a difference between a reserve 
which is a commercialized resource and a commercialized resource is a 
reserve.  The 2C is a contingent resource.  Different ways of calculating but 
just a different definition or basis depending on whether a resource is being 
commercialized or not. 

 
Q: Would that mean that the letter C in 2C is a reference to contingent? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Thank you.  In relation to that paragraph the Chief Commissioner asked you 

about a value, how you put a value on a particular size resource and you said 
you do not have to hand a modelling.  Do you know in general terms what 
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factors would go into modelling the value of a resource, say, 6.7 or any 
resource, 5.3 I would say 2C.  What are the factors? 

 
A: If you wish to argue that resource then that would need to put together a 

development plan with a capital cost, you would need to apply the fiscal 
regime, taxation regime et cetera to that revenue stream and the time frame 
together with the underwriting gas contracts that provide the revenue, any 
financing costs that are associated with that resource and likely in this case an 
oil price.  So, a reasonably straight forward but a number of significant inputs 
that leads to the calculation of a net present value of a potential development 
using that resource. 

 
Q: Would you agree with the proposition that the ultimate answer depends on 

what assumptions you made about those factors? 
 
A: Absolutely it does, yes. 
 
Q: If you are trying to work the net present value of the resource, again there 

were all kinds of factors that need to be taken into account? 
 
A: Yes indeed.  That is I have mentioned most of those inputs, the main inputs. 
 
Q: If you were trying to work out the net present value you would assign what 

discount rate you would apply for what years, would you not? 
 
A: Yes, discount rate and timing would be a significant factor in terms of 

valuation. 
 
Q: The conclusion you came to about those assumptions, they are more than 

assumptions would affect the final figure?   
 

[12.01am]  A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And different companies would probably have, and agree with the 

proposition, the different companies would have different risk profiles about 
that, some would be more conservative than others? 

 
A: Yes, that would be correct.  And some of the inputs on cost of capital would 

be very different between each company as well, depending on what their cost 
of capital are or is. 
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Q: And when you take into account all those uncertainties, would you agree that 

developing resources like this at a of cost of, a capital cost of billions of dollars 
is a very risky enterprise? 

 
A: Well, in using PNG LNG as an example, its capital cost was approximately 

US$19 billion, so a very substantial outlay and requires a number of years of 
solid production to provide a return on that significant investment.  

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Botten.  Just one other topic. The Chief Commissioner asked 

you about the relationship between the price Oil Search paid for their shares 
in the PAC LNG companies and the subscription by the State, of shares in Oil 
Search, this is in 2014, and the coincidence of those figures, the US$900 
million, and I was not quite sure of some of the comments you made.  You 
did say that the price you paid for the PAC LNG companies was based on the 
Total price. Would you just amplify what you meant by that? 

 
A: The negotiations with PAC LNG were centered around the price that Total 

paid InterOil for the acquisition of their interest.  The big difference between 
PAC LNG and InterOil was that PAC LNG shareholders were not interested 
in having delayed payments based on a resource analysis or various project 
milestones being achieved.  They wanted a clean exit and they wanted a cash 
exit. So if you look at the amount of money that Oil Search paid PAC LNG, 
we paid approximately the same as Total except that Total’s transaction had 
various stage payments and we paid less than ExxonMonil when they acquired 
InterOil company a couple of years later.  So the price was very much set by 
what the market price was on the day. And we had therefore, if you wanted to 
acquire that interest, we had to pay the market price and PAC LNG had a 
reasonably strong commercial hand at the time. 

 
Q: The …. price with the market price, that is the price you had to pay PAC LNG 

and the difference was the awareness of PAC LNG companies wanted money 
upfront. Is that a fair summary?  

 
A: That is - - - - 
 
Q: And then the other side of this equation is that because of that, you needed to 

raise – please correct me if I got this wrong.  You needed to raise 900 million 
which you had to pay on 13 March 2014. And so, in your statement you 
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explained how you had arranged to raise that money through an underwritten 
placement to all shareholders.  Is that correct? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And then the State happened along and offered to take a placement. And so 

the amount – again, correct me if I am wrong, Sir – the amount you needed to 
get from the State was 900 million because that is the amount you had to pay 
on 13 March 2014.  That is correct? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: That is why the figures are equal?  And then when you work out the price of 

a share, AU$8.20 per share, that you divide 8.20 into 900 million and you get 
a number of shares that the State is to be issued. Is that correct? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And when that happens, it turns out that that is approximately 10.1 per cent of 

the company’s capital which satisfied what you described as Prime Minister 
O’Neill’s strong desire to retain an interest, a direct interest, in Oil Search of 
at least 10 per cent.  Is that correct? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you Mr Botten and thank you Commissioners, I do not have further 

questions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, as I mentioned, there has been no application for 
Mr Botten to be cross-examined.  I would ask that he be excused. And may I seek 
leave, I put on the record our appreciation for his entirely voluntary evidence and I 
am sure every considerable inconvenience and I acknowledge the amount of work 
which he has put in to these duty statements.  It is proper that I state that on record.  
 
A: All right, thank you Dr Renwick and thank you Chief Commissioner and 

thank you Commissioner White for the opportunity to present evidence to this 
commission and I wish you well in your deliberations.  

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Sir Botten for your evidence and you may be 
excused. Mr Scerri, you may be excused as well. Thank you. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think we are seeing Mr Scerri again just after lunch. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Okay. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, the remaining Oil Search witness, if I could call 
him that is Mr Munro, I think it is a bit after 12 in Queensland and Port Moresby, so 
might we adjourn for an hour and return.  If it helps Mr Scerri, I really do not think 
I will be very long with Mr Munro and then we have Mr Mortensen 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: All right, thank you. Associate, you can adjourn the proceeding. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1,10pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, I call Ian Craig Munro.  
 
MR SCERRI:  Commissioners, I appear for Mr Munro and Oil Search and we are 
together in a conference room, of course in Sydney. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So that means he should be sworn or affirmed.  Commissioner 
White, you are on mute, I am afraid. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, it just managed to sound.  Definitely at fault, Dr 
Renwick. Mr Munro, I take it that you have taken up a Bible in your hand, is that 
what I can see? 
 
MR MUNRO:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So you wish to be sworn, thank you.  
 
 
IAN CRAIG MUNRO, sworn:    
 
 
XN: DR RENWICK 
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Q: Your name is Ian Craig Munro? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: You have signed a seven paged statement dated 27 January 2022, for the 

purposes of this inquiry? 
 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: You got a copy of that with you? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you wish to make any changes to it, typographical or otherwise? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And you tell the Commissioners, it is true and correct? 
 
A: Yes, it is. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will admit that statement into 
evidence and it will be marked quadruple I. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT IIII – STATEMENT OF IAN CRAIG MUNRO DATED 27 
JANUARY 2022  
 
DR RENWICK:  And Mr Munro, it should not take too long so let me just start. And 
so you again - well, you set out your considerable qualifications and experience 
which led you to joining Oil Search in a senior role and towards the end of 2013? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: As you say in paragraph 6, you were a member of the group executive team 

reporting directly to Mr Botten, the managing director? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you were particularly concentrating, the present purposes, on the Oil 

Search’s gas and LNG business in Papua New Guinea? 
 
A: Yes. That was pretty much my function. 
Q: And to that end you say in paragraph 8, you are the lead negotiator for the 

acquisition of PRL 15 license? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Apart from your experience, you brought to that task your qualifications as – 

is this correct, both a geologist and a geoscientist is that how you would 
describe yourself?  

 
[1.15 pm]   A: Dr Renwick, originally I had a Degree in Geology and then in Petroleum 

Geology I have worked with Mobil and Exxon and for that first stages of my 
career I practiced geology so yes I was geoscientist but my career sort of 
progressed more to business analysis and then through to commercial 
probably for the last 20 years. 

 
Q: But nevertheless in relation to the analysis and consideration of the acquisition 

of PLR15 you had expert qualifications and experience to bring to bear in 
analyzing that acquisition, did you not? 

 
A: Yes and so I would I did. 
 
Q: So, for example you were in a position to analyze technical reports and the 

like as to the quality of the asset Oil Search was considering acquiring? 
 
A: Yes, I was familiar with the content of those technical reports.  I probably did 

not read them at length, would focus more on the headlines, the exact 
summaries because some of them were very long but I certainly understood 
most of it. 

 
Q: Looking at paragraph 11 as to the Elk and Antelope fields.  You used a number 

of technical expressions, well, at least lawyers think they are technical 
expressions you may not.  There about how one assesses I suppose or how 
one appraises those assets.  Could you just explain in a few minutes what is 
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involved in a company like Oil Search appraising the quality of the Elk and 
Antelope fields which led you to conclude in para 11 that the combined 
structure of those fields is very large and the fields are world class gas assets? 

 
A: If I may Dr Renwick, speak sort of more generally around petroleum appraisal 

and then specifically about Oil Search or would you prefer I just talk 
specifically about Oil Search? 

 
Q: Perhaps the general and then the particular that would be terrific, thank you. 
 
A: Okay.  So, Papua New Guinea itself is a very highly productive country for 

petroleum exploration.  The area of Gulf Province where Elk Antelope sits 
was long thought to have considerable sort of hydrocarbons.  Licenses in that 
area specifically PRL15 were picked up by a company called InterOil 
probably in the early 2000s.  They acquired seismic data which essentially 
gives you a view of the structure of the earth and depth but by exploding 
devices at the surface and recording them.  So, first seismic, tangent structure 
and depth and then they drilled initial exploration wells.  So, when they found 
the hydrocarbons in Elk they then drilled a number of appraisal wells.  So, 
after the first exploration well, you drill a number of appraisal wells.  During 
that drilling of the well you require a lot of subsurface data so you look at the 
measures of your drill, you take data logs through the drilling hole and you 
get returns of small rocks or cuttings to the surface so that allows you to 
analysis the subsurface geology and the quality of the rocks at depth. 

 
On Elk Antelope, when I became involved in the late part of 2013 InterOil 
had drilled, I believe, five wells across Elk Antelope.  They had extensively 
tested those so they had done production tests like flowing the hydrocarbons 
to surface and recording the volumes and the quality of those hydrocarbons.  
They had taken reservoir pressures to confirm that one well was in 
communication with another.  They drilled the wells at quite a geographical 
separation and they drilled in quite a depth.  So InterOil had done a fairly good 
job that finding the structure at depth to the Elk Antelope reservoir through 
those five wells which showed it is a very large structure.  It was in 
communication and it had a very high reservoir properties.   
 

[1.20pm] By that I mean there was a lot of volume within the rock to capture the 
hydrocarbon and it was very well connected.  So when you produced it, you 
got a very high flow rates, sort of from the reservoir.  And so when I arrived 
at Oil Search in 2013, that was the state. It was a field that had been 
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discovered.  It had been reasonable well appraised but not fully appraised. 
And if I may, excuse me, Dr Renwick, may I move on simply to Oil Search? 

 
Q: Please. 
 
A: Oil Search had been in a process with Total, the supermajor of French, they 

try to acquire an interest in the PRL 15 license.  InterOil were looking to far 
north and bring in a supermajor to help run that development. As part of that, 
what we call a farm down to bring in a new partner, they have made available 
through a data room all of the subsurface data so the seismic data, the wireline 
logs, the drilling information, they gathered all commercial and regulatory 
information, they made that available in a data room which Total and Oil 
Search should access. So they looked at the five or so wells, they looked at 
the reports on those wells, they looked at the reserve estimations and looked 
at the future appraisal program.  So it is with the data, I think Oil Search did 
that collectively with Total mostly in 2012, and through to the early part of 
2013. That gave Oil Search a confidence together with Total in the quality of 
the subsurface and the size of the resource to actually put in a joint venture to 
try to get into that (..inaudible..). 

 
Q: Thank you.  And to the extent you have not already mentioned it, just in those 

last answers, in the second sentence at paragraph 11, you contrast low matrix 
porosity with a considerable fracture porosity.  Could you just explain that a 
little bit, please? 

 
A: Yes. Well, perhaps a modern-day analogue might help. You could just - the 

Antelope Field is really a - it is a reef full structure that you Dr Renwick will 
be familiar with.  We could take the Great Barrier Reef for example.  It is a 
high-quality limestone and at very large structure.  The Elk field sits deeper 
down in the deeper water.  So it is a finer grain reservoir.  It does not have a 
lot of porosity to contain the hydrocarbons. So Elk is a poor reservoir.  I think 
98 percent of the reserve sit in Antelope rather than Elk.  It is called 
Elk/Antelope just because of historical reasons because it is called Elk field 
initially but there are two separate fields. One is a very nice reef.  In that reef 
itself, there has been - when it has been buried at depth, it undergoes chemical 
reactions that causes the original calcium carbonates to contract, you could 
say.  And it is quite brittle so it both contracts and changes to another 
substance called the …... But that opens up cracks, it shrinks the reservoir and 
opens a crack which is why the Antelope field has such a large volume to 
capture the hydrocarbons and it is very well connected through those fractures. 
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So you know, my experience as a geologist, that the reservoirs really do not 
get any better than the Antelope field.  

 
Q: And so then when we look at paragraph 19, for example, the PRL 15 resource 

at about 5.3 trillion cubic feet, do you know off hand how that compares to 
the PNG LNG resource; the rough size of that? 

 
A: Ultimately, I believe the Hides Field which is the main part of the PNG LNG 

Project, it is around about I think 70CF or so and then obviously you have a 
number of other fields like Angora and Zuha, with a copule of TCF in them 
and you have the associated gas also operated oilfield. So I think all up 
approximately PNG LNG would be about 10 TCF which is about 1.5 billion 
barrels of the oil equivalents. And Elk/Antelope at that time was 5.3 TCF so 
you know 60 percent or so the size of PNG LNG.  

 
[1.25pm]     Q: Thank you. If we can then go on to the part of your statement.  So beginning 

paragraph 17, you speak about negotiations to PRL 15 and then you speak 
about – paragraph 23, about the people you largely met with and you speak 
about Mr Aldorf, the President of PAC LNG.  Were there other PAC LNG 
representatives you dealt with? 

 
A: Prior to the transaction closing, I mainly dealt with Henry Aldorf and his legal 

team.  There was one other individual and that is Mobil employee and I think 
his name was Mr Conrad Curr.  So, it was Henry Aldorf and I believe there is 
an individual called Conrad Curr who was Henry’s 2IC in the negotiations.  
So, it was either Henry supported by Conrad in the room.  The only person I 
spoke to initially was Henry and on the phone was Henry.  But he did have 
that support individual in the negotiations. 

 
Q: All right, I understand.  In paragraph 27, you speak about the preparation of 

Board papers and I suppose you give some evidence about the due diligence 
process and what was done and you make the point about six lines towards 
the end of paragraph 27 which was the “PAC LNG companies were not listed 
Oil and Gas companies which meant there was not the usual easily accessible 
information such as the information of that company’s financial performance 
in shareholdings.  PAC LNG was owned by private equity investors for the 
specific purpose of wholly be interested in PRL 15 and the ownership 
structure was opaque.  As a result, dealing directly with PAC LNG’s view 
being high risk compared to dealing with IOC and Total on the terms they 
were offering at that time.” 
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So, just to be clear for that and just perhaps unpacking the due diligence 
process, one part of due diligence obviously enough is working out the quality 
of the asset you are intending to acquire, if I may? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And what I want to suggest is the other significant part is working out whether 

the vendor has clear unencumbered title to it and whether there is any 
impediments to the vendor giving you that clear unencumbered title. 

 
A: Yes, that is very very important. 
 
Q: And so here, what was the significance of the opacity of the ownership 

structure from the point of gaining clear title from an unencumbered title from 
the vendors? 

 
A: At the time, the PRL15 asset was majority owned by InterOil but also 

obviously as we talk here about the PAC companies.  The PAC companies to 
my understanding were set up by a group of private equity investors to help 
fund the drilling program at Elk Antelope and they did a fairly good job over 
the years.  But that money was kind of drip trading and they drilled very 
slowly, which slowed down the development at that time in PRL 15.  So, 
private equity investors had formed companies when the PRL was granted, 
the petroleum retention license on PRL 15 was granted.  They formed these 
five special purpose companies in offshore jurisdictions to hold the asset 
equity within those companies.  If I can recall correctly those five or so 
companies were held in offshore jurisdictions like the Cayman Islands, I 
believe, which it was difficult not to find out the ownership of those 
companies, to find out Board Minutes, et cetera.  So, when I say there was 
opaqueness, it relates to the fact that who actually owns the PAC companies 
at that time.  And it was deemed to be a lower risk to talk to listed Oil and Gas 
company like InterOil and certainly like Total to try to acquire the equity via 
those companies that are listed on Stock Exchanges where they have a history 
and there is a transparency to them rather than dealing with the PAC 
companies. 

 
Q: And so in the result, if we can turn to your paragraph 33 on the next page, Oil 

Search retained a law firm to advise it on the acquisition of an interest the   
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[1.30pm]  law firm undertook due diligence by engaging a firm called FTI Consulting 
and the due diligence identified  no deal breakers without revealing the content 
of that report, what to your mind would have been a deal breaker in principle? 

 
A: I think for me personally, a deal breaker if we had done a due diligence process 

had not been able to gain confidence that the shareholders or owner of those 
companies were the ones that we had thought they were so like Mr Civelli and 
others.  So, it is a fairly detailed due diligence that the company did in 
February of 2014 I think it is quite lengthy report.  But I believe at the time, 
we certainly gained confidence and executive and also broad level that we had 
sufficient transparency that those individuals purporting to be the owners of 
PAC companies did indeed own them.  Now, you will have to recall as well 
that those companies were only set up for two years so we needed to check 
that they had title over the license which they did; we needed to check what 
other assets they held which were none; whether they had any encumbrances 
which I do not recall that they did and also whether they had any employees, 
et cetera which they did not.  So, these were fairly clean companies themselves 
that were set up, you know, two or so years previously.  But once we got 
relative certainty that the ownership was as purported then we gained 
confidence to actually go ahead and recommend that deal to the Board. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Paragraph 34, you speak about further due diligence including 

the obtaining of the copy of the GCA Report.  So, as I understand it, you relied 
on that rather than yet your own independently engaged expert to assess the 
resource.  Is that fair? 

 
A: We certainly knew of the GCA Report, Dr Renwick, that is correct.  But if I 

take you back prior to my joining the company, there was a very detailed due 
diligence through the data it might explain that Total and Oil Search had been 
into – Total has been a very large company and very technical resources had 
laid out subsurface evaluation and come up with a range of resources.  They 
had come up with a most likely or a P50 estimate of 5.3 sort of TCF.  So that 
was the number that Oil Search carried.  But I do recall at the time that the 
distribution – you have a proper list of distribution and reserve estimation; and 
it was skilled towards the outside.  So, both Total and Oil Search felt there 
was more upside than downside in the field.  And remember there was still 
another three or so appraisal wells that needed to be drilled.  That was borne 
out three times.   I am pleased to say the resource moved from sort of 5.3 that 
Oil Search was carrying at the time to very much sort of 7TCF which was 
caught on what Gaffney Cline had at the time. 
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Q: I appreciate you giving evidence about going into the data and all that.  I 

suppose my question really was on this occasion, Oil Search did not go out 
and get its own independent expert – it did not retain its own independent 
expert to check the quality of the field but rather relied on reports from, you 
know, well recognized and understood experts but not ones the Oil Search had 
retained; that is right, is it not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct.  GCA were retained initially by InterOil then by InterOil 

and PAC LNG. 
 
Q: Is it fair to say your normal practice at Oil Search would have been and given 

time, you could have gone out and got your own expert retained by you? 
 
A: Not at this stage, Dr Renwick, other projects.  Typically, you go to a renowned 

company like Gaffney Cline or others when you have a project milestone that 
you need to meet; whether it is a final investment decision because you need 
to demonstrate to the buyers of your resource so in LNG Oil Search would 
retain the services of Gaffney Cline or an equivalent company at that time to 
get a certification of the reserves or resources that they had to sell for that 
contract.  It would not be typical, in fact, it would be highly unusual to do a 
certification at this stage in a project as an owner half way or two thirds. 

 
[1.35 pm]   A: This is the way through the appraisal program.  You would do that when the 

appraisal program had ended when you had acquired all that data to give to 
the certifier.  Essentially, you did not have to come back and do the job here 
in the future.  The PAC Companies and InterOil were looking to sell these 
assets so they needed to go to bona fide buyers like Oil Search and Total with 
a reputable company like Gaffney Cline to try to – that as demonstrated, it 
was a good resource. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Just one other thing.  Just going back to my previous question 

about deal breakers in paragraph 33, I mean, can you give me an example of 
what would have been a red flag in relation to owners? 

 
A: A red flag in relation to owners.  I think if the due diligence Dr Renwick had 

indicated that we did not have a good line of sight or confidence in the owners 
of those companies. 

 
Q: Those are my questions, commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White?  Commissioner White, do you have any 
questions? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I think we are just getting the sound right, chief, will not be a sec. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can you hear me now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Munro, thank you for giving evidence to the 
commission.  Just a matter of confirmation, in paragraph 14, 16 dealing wigh the 
ownership of PRL 15.  I take it that the effect of that part of your evidence is that 
initially, InterOil owned the whole of the exploration license but in order to fund this 
activity it signed an equitable interest in the lenders who became the PAC LNG 
Group of Companies.  Is that a correct understanding? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  In paragraph 31, would it be fair to say that the negotiations 

seemed to be on again and off again with Oil Search, PAC LNG, InterOil and 
Total, and perhaps (..inaudible..) on the others who were interested was fairly 
volatile.  I get the impression that there was a lot of changing of positions. 

 
A: I would say, Commissioner, I would not say it was as volatile because that 

could imply some sort of tension other than what you might see in a normal 
transaction.   I think there was certainly, now looking from the outside and 
you could say it was in this fluid you know, because Oil Search was looking 
to buy an interest in the asset; either that came from InterOil or it came from 
the PAC companies or potentially it came from Total once they acquired an 
interest.  So I think it was fairly fluid in trying to find a way to purchase share 
of PRL 15.  So, hopefully, I think it is sort of fluid or dynamic is perhaps a 
better categorization than volatile. 

 
Q: It seems that alliances, if I could use that expression, were changing a little bit 

from time to time but it is true to say that there was a lot of interest in this 
Elk/Antelope field, that is certainly correct is it? 

 
A: Yes, I mean it was high at that time and it was a highly coveted asset with 

certainly Exxon, Total and Shell for a period of time, plus Oil Search and all 
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being interested in climbing in and acquiring an equity interest.  So, yes, it 
was very much coveted. 

 
Q: The last question, and I am not sure that you will be able to answer it.  I know 

that you have departed from Oil Search in about February 2020 but the value 
for PRL 15 in dollar terms, might that be sound if you can answer the question 
in the merger report between Santos and Oil Search? 

 
[1.40 pm]  A: I apologize I did not pay too much close attention to that.  I think there was a 

lot of – another notion of shareholding, there was a lot of documentation I 
believe that came out with that so I could not specifically tell you I am afraid 
whether it was a value but it was actually signs to discuss.  

 
Q: That would be your expectation I would take it so Mr Munro since it is such 

a valuable asset that you would be assigned some kind of dollar value? 
 
A: Look, it may, Commissioner White, I do not know how the experts look at the 

Oil Search assets whether they are assigned an overall value or whether they 
broke the assets up into pieces, (..inaudible…) 

 
Q: I will not pursue that anymore since you have not had a look at it but thanks 

Mr Munro they are my questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, are you done with your questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes I am, thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Mr Munro, I am going to be asking you 
some questions in relation to paragraphs 31 through to the end relating to acquisition 
of PAC LNG interest.  You mentioned there about a meeting between Mr Botten and 
Mr Civelli in early February of 2014.  You played the role in preparing a letter of 
offer and eventually the purchase of PAC LNG’s shares by Oil Search.  You 
mentioned about some due diligence, checks being done on two funds.  Firstly, due 
diligence check done on PAC LNG and then a due diligence check done on PRL 15.  
Firstly, in relation to the due diligence check done on PAC LNG, can you give us 
some more information about the criteria used to conduct due diligence check on 
PAC LNG particularly in relation to PAC LNG’s commercial interest and its 
experience in the industry in PNG? 
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A: Thank you.  The Chief Commissioner, the due diligence that was done on 
PAC that I referenced the PAC, see our reference was the five companies 
themselves, the assets, the encumbrances, employees et cetera that they may 
or they held or did not and the owners of the shareholders of those specific 
companies.  So, if I recall correctly it has been some time but I imagine that 
through our lawyers we asked the consulting company to look over the records 
of these companies; to look over the records of the individuals that held those 
shares in those companies just to confirm if there was a historical connection 
of those individuals with the companies, whether they could find their names 
listed on documentation in the offshore jurisdictions.  So, it was really as, I 
think, I explained previously Chief Commissioner, it was to give Oil Search 
confidence which we got that the individuals have said that they owned the 
PAC companies, owned them.  Does that answer your question? 

 
Q: Generally, yes.  Was there any due diligence check done on Mr Civelli in 

terms of his shareholding interest in PAC LNG? 
 

[1.45p.m]     A: Mr Civelli was certainly one of the individuals researched through that report 
as one of the shareholders of those companies, absolutely.  

Q: Were there any check done on Mr Civelli’s business associations with any 
particular persons in government in Papua New Guinea? 

A: Not that I am aware of, Chief Commissioner.  The report was commissioned 
to gain confidence in the ownership of those companies. 

Q: There was no check done on Mr Civelli’s business interest in PNG? 

A: But then his interest in PRL15, no, I do not believe there was. 

Q: Going down to the due diligence done on PRL15 Resource, could you just 
elaborate on that growth as its valuation of 3.9 billion what that represents in 
terms of the PRL15 Resource? 

A: The Gaffney Cline Report was an updated report that Gaffney Cline had done 
18 months or two years earlier (,,inaudible..)  It was updated as part of the sale 
process by PAC LNG to include the results of the latest wells since the 
Antelope three wells.  So, we were keen to see the results of that report.  And 
I think that came through around December 2013.  So that again gave Oil 
Search confidence that the resource was potentially larger.  It certainly was 
one of the world’s top certifying companies expressed the size was larger than 
Oil Search’s internal estimate at the time.  The asset value itself would be 
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calculated just through the project economics whereby you take a series of 
inputs, technical inputs like the resource size, the production level, the length 
of that production, the cost to develop it and then one of most important 
factors is the oil price.  But this 3.9 billion was there or thereabouts the value 
of the asset based on information available for Oil Search and other companies 
at the time based on resource size, cost to develop it, the time to develop it 
and then the prevailing commodity prices at the time.  That is how we arrived 
at the value around 4 billion for it. 

Q: PRL 15, that is the petroleum retention license.  That I suppose was issued by 
the Government.  The infrastructure associated with that license, what was the 
value placed on the infrastructure at that time?   

A: To the best of my recollection, I do not believe in the evaluation that we placed 
any value on the infrastructure as such.  I recall there was a number of roads 
that went to the drilling pads, there was a couple of small supply bases; one in 
the north and one in the south on the Purari River.  But I am fairly certain that 
we did not place any value on that, Chairman because it was nothing I would 
say sort of - no development facilities were built, it was just for gas 
exploration with the roads, the well pads and a couple of supply bases on the 
river. 

Q: So this K3.9 million – that value was attached to the value of the gas reserves 
or what was it for? 

A: Yes.  The K3.9 billion – million is the economic value if it is rated from the 
project economic model, that is reflected the research of Oil Search carried in 
the asset together with the various cost you put in at the time to develop and 
the commodity prices.   So, put those in an economic model, the base case 
value came up of 3.9 billion about the time (Internet Issue) 

[1.50pm]   Q: The interest held by PAC LNG which is 22.835 interest, I suppose that 
percentage interest would be reflected on the assignment of K3.9 billion 
assessment; would it? 

A: Chief Commissioner, if I understand the correct question, if you say 900 
million to a 100 per cent base is that gives you the 3.9 billion.  So, if Oil Search 
purchased 22.8 per cent of the asset, Oil Search will calculate the value of that 
as 900 million. 
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Q: From what you say I gather that there was hardly any infrastructure that 
existed in relation to the PRL 15 project.  This is a couple of small roads there 
and some equipment for the drilling sites, that was about it? 

A: Yes and that is not unusual at that stage, sort of appraisal stage of a project.  It 
was still perhaps two or three more years of appraisal to come before the 
owners of the joint venture decide what infrastructure they are going to build 
and how they develop it.  So it is not unusual during the appraisal stage just 
to have very limited infrastructure on the site.  So roads, well pads and supply 
bases. 

Q: Thank you, those are my questions. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief Commissioner, I just have one further question, 
if I may.  Were there any revenue, of course that is State’s revenue costs associated 
with the transfer of PRL 15 interest acquired by Oil Search from the PAC LNG 
companies?  Do you have to pay anything in terms of transfer duty or things of that 
kind? 

A: Commissioner White, if I recall correctly there was a stamp duty to pay or an 
equivalent tax?  I believe it is about 18 million that Oil Search had to pay to a 
government body as part of that transaction.  But you actually could check 
with the exact figures with Oil Search.  I recall it is around 18 million.  In my 
head I thought it is stamp duty but it may be another tax for that. 

Q: Thank you.  Dr Renwick, that is all I wanted ask further. 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, nothing arising from me, I do not know if Mr Scerri 
has anything. 

 

RXN:  MR SCERRI 

 

Q: Just a couple of questions, commissioners please.  Mr Munro, …. I am sorry, 
sir?   

A: (…inaudible…) 

Q: Mr Munro, 18 million, in what currency? 

A: Sorry, US$18 million equivalent. 
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Q: Thank you.  And the US$3.9 billion figure in paragraph 34, is that a present 
value as of the date of that calculation? 

A: Yes, it is. 

Q: You were asked some questions about due diligence and the way the 
transaction eventuated was that Oil Search bought shares in the four or five 
PAC LNG companies; is that right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And was the due diligence to make sure that the people to whom you are 
paying the money owned those shares? 

A: Yes. 

[1.55pm]   Q: And was the other aspect of due diligence to make sure that those companies 
own the 23.835 per cent interest? 

A: Yes, there was due diligence to check whether they were actually owned title  
in the Department of Petroleum Register, so as the joint venture operating 
agreement. 

Q: And in the paragraph 9 of your statement, you say that following the 
acquisition you became the representative of those companies on the 
Operating Committee of the project.  You see that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And that was part of verifying the title of the companies to the interest? 

A: Yes, absolutely.  It is fundamental that the PAC companies themselves were 
party to the government’s agreement, the joint venture operating agreement 
so that is absolutely fundamental. 

Q: And that is to be distinguished from to make sure that the people to whom you 
were paying the purchase price owned the shares that Oil Search was 
purchasing.  And I do not know whether in your world it is but in my world 
US$900 million is an awful lot of money and so I take it you have done the 
best due diligence you could do to make sure that the title was appropriate at 
both levels, that is, ownership of the shares and ownership with interest. 
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A Yes, absolutely to know that the companies themselves are part of the joint 
venture operating agreement but also in the Department of Petroleum’s 
Register and their own title. 

Q: And, I think you have already said and answered a number of questions that 
the due diligence undertaken by Mallesons or KWN and FTI did not disclose 
any problems with those titles, the two titles; that was a deal breaker in your 
mind? 

A: They did not find anything untoward so their title was correctly held, those 
five companies were parties to the joint venture operating agreement as well. 

Q: Thank you Commissioners, I do not have any further questions. 

DR RENWICK:  Nothing further, I am content to have Mr Munro excused with our 
thanks. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you Mr Munro for your evidence this afternoon and that 
is the end of your evidence, you may be excused.  And Mr Scerri too. 

MR SCERRI:  Thank you, Sir.   

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR RENWICK:  Dr Katter has the next witness 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I recall Mr Lars Mortensen, please.  Mr Mortensen 
is on the video and he is in the State of Queensland today.  It is submitted, 
Commissioners, that he can be bound by his previous oath from his first appearance 
on 21 June 2021. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 

LARS MORTENSEN, recalled: 

 

FXN: DR KATTER 
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Q: Mr Mortensen, have you identified any additional documents relevant to the 
Terms of Reference of this Inquiry since you last gave evidence on 6 August 
2021? 

A: I have not but I believe my colleague Mr Nathan Chang has identified a 
number of bank documents which he has provided. 

Q: When you gave evidence on 21 June last year and the transcript reference is 
1673 line 10; you referred to travel to Sydney by Mr Dairi Vele for meetings 
with potential investors in August 2013.  At that time, did you know that 
another firm Backwell Lombard were already communicating with UBS 
about the same financing that Mr Vele was travelling to Sydney about? 

A: I recall being made aware that there were conversations – I do not recall if 
they were specifically with UBS but I remember the name of Backwell 
Lombard being mentioned as having some conversations in the same general 
area. 

Q: Did you know prior to Mr Vele’s travel then to Sydney in August 2013 that 
other financial institutions had been communicating about the loan financing? 

[2.00pm] A: Again, I was familiar with the fact that Backwell Lombard was having some 
discussions.  I did not know the details of those discussions.  

 
Q: Was it your understanding that Mr Vele’s travel to Sydney in August 2013, 

was a unilateral activity on his part with your assistance in terms of the 
preparation? 

 
A: No, I had the sense that Mr Vele who was part of the government committee 

that had been set up as part of the efforts on the refinancing of the IPIC 
transaction that he was working in general terms at least you know as part of 
those efforts. 

 
Q: And when you refer to the government committee, you are talking about the 

IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee? 
 
A: That will be right, yes. 
 
Q: Did you know at that time in August 2013 whether UBS had been appointed 

or not, by any of the entities involved with PRL 15 as to finding a partnership 
or financing regarding PRL 15? 
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A: No.  No, I have obviously - subsequently and recently been made aware of 

that but at that time certainly we were not aware of that or I was not aware of 
that. 

 
Q: If you had known that detail or some particularity as to PRL 15 involvement 

by UBS in retrospect, would you have considered that relevant to your 
communications regarding UBS as the financier in 2013 and 2014? 

 
A: If we think back to 2013, probably the early conversations around about 

August 2013, there was not any nexus at that point with PRL 15 and InterOil 
and so I am not entirely sure what that would have given rise to in my thinking. 
But certainly, later in the process towards the back end of 2013, or more 
importantly 2014, February onwards when it became clear that there was a 
transaction directly relating to PRL 15, I think it would have been very 
pertinent.  

 
Q: Did you see or were told about any detail or information as to meetings that 

occurred in Singapore between Mr Bakani as potential financiers, and this is 
in the period 2013 up until the financing in 2014? 

 
A: I recall being aware that there were meetings - there were possibly several 

trips by various parties from the State team to Singapore.  So, in a sense, I was 
aware in a general terms that Mr Bakani and others were having meetings in 
Singapore. 

 
Q: In your assessment, did you consider that the UBS financial proposal or 

proposal in 2013 and the detail in the 2014 UBS documentation, you consider 
them to be broadly similar or different? 

 
A: I will not say that I know in full detail what was proposed in 2013.  As a 

general observation, I would say that the original IPIC transaction commenced 
with the idea of purchasing back, if I can use that expression, the shares that 
have been pledged to IPIC by way of the Exchangeable Bond.  Now, as IPIC 
committed to taking those shares and retaining them, the subsequent 
transaction that did in fact happen was to acquire newly issued shares by Oil 
Search.  So effectively, the same asset but in somewhat enlarged company.  
So fundamentally, we are talking about the same underlying assets albeit in 
slightly different circumstances. 
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Q: Focusing particularly on the Collar Loan, with that phraseology, did you 
consider that the length of the Collar Loan had changed from what had been 
articulated in 2013 by UBS was included in the 2014 documentation from 
UBS?   

 
[2.05pm] A: I have obviously …. as to the 2014 transaction and so I do not recall that I 

spent much time on considering the differences between the two.   
 
Q: Are there any other differences that you can now identify between the 2014 

documentation and the 2013 and 2014 UBS documentation? 
 
A: I find my mind is biased towards – in recollection in terms of the terms of the 

2014 agreement so I think it would be fraught with risk for me to try to recall 
in that context what was in 2013.  I do not recall the specific differences. 

 
Q: I have been talking about 2013/2014 but now just focusing on 2014.  In that 

period in 2014 leading up until the finance – the decision was made by the 
NEC, did you consider that UBS had provided for you modelling as to the 
proposed finance? 

 
A: UBS had provided modelling in terms of the structure of the financing; yes, 

that is correct.  They had provided to the State and myself included financial 
modelling of the collar loan and some projections in relation to the cashflows 
on the bridge loan. 

 
Q: And we will bring up a document; it is already in your previous evidence last 

year.  It is KPM.0001.0001.007.  Can you see that now on the screen, Mr 
Mortensen? 

 
A: Yes, I can.  I will lean forward as I read it once more. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You will see the date 4 March 2014.  This is the response from 

KPMG as to the instruction to them to review the proposal by UBS, is it? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Your name is mentioned in the first line of the introduction there; you can see 

that? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
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Q: Who specifically decided on the instruction to KPMG? 
 
A: I am not entirely sure; I cannot recall where KPMG was first brought into this.  

As a general proposition and by way of background, I myself spent several 
years working in the Deloitte Corporate Finance modelling team in Sydney so 
I guess this was an area that I had some understanding of.  So, obviously, the 
types of firms that you would approach to do this type of work would be the 
big four accounting firms; Deloitte, Ernest and Young, Price Waterhouse 
Coopers and KPMG.  As to exactly where the KPMG approach came from, I 
do not know.  It is certainly the case that I being a Deloitte alumni knew the 
Deloitte team well but I knew no one at KPMG.  So there would have been a 
nexus somewhere with someone suggesting that KPMG might be the right 
firm but it was not on me. 

 
Q: Do you have a recollection of KPMG then providing modelling to you further 

to this instruction? 
 
A: No.  My recollection of – I seem to recall it is going back.  It is possible that 

KPMG may have done some additional spreadsheeting work in relation to the 
model they were provided by UBS, but I do not specifically recall them 
building their own model.  But again, it is quite a while ago. 

 
Q: I will have a document brought up on the screen.  It is WIT.0124.0004.1478.  

You will see this document is dated 4 March, it seems.  Can you see that now? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 
Q: And it has the word ‘Draft’ on it.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This appears to be – do you recall this document? 
 
A: I recall the project flair name so it is possible that I have seen this document 

before.  I do not recall it specifically but I remember the project flair name. 
[2.10pm] Q: Do you recall receiving a copy of this draft report? 

 
A: I have no recollection of it, but - - - 
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Q: If you could just scroll down.   
 
A: Yes, if I could see the content of it then – would you mind scrolling a bit 

further into so I can get the general sense of the – yes, yes.  Okay, so in terms 
of the scope of that work, yes, I recall this.  Well, certainly I recall the topics 
being discussed. 

 
Q: This document appears to be a draft report.  Do you recall receiving a finalized 

report from KPMG? 
 
A: I do not recall receiving a final version of the report. 
 
Q: And is there any knowledge on your part as to why it might be that KPMG 

did not necessarily finalize the report? 
 
A: As a general observation, there may have been - the timeline of the transaction 

was such that they did not complete their report in time.  Again, I am not sure.  
I do not recall getting a final version.  I do not know if their conclusions 
changed by the time they did a final version or whether a final version was in 
fact ever received. 

 
Q: I will just take you to in particular page 9 in this document.  Scrolling down 

to the foot of the page, lower down the page.  You will see in the box that has 
put and call options on the left in the first line.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: PNG and UBS enter into a series of nil premium collars over those shares.  

Just focusing on that phraseology, did you separately to the UBS modelling 
and this KPMG modelling perform modelling or calculations or assessments 
yourself? 

 
A: No.  Well, I would say in general I would have used the UBS model.  I would 

have worked through the numbers but more from I would say – what I would 
describe as a logic arithmetic accuracy prospective seizing on your reference 
there to the nil premium collars; that – you know, the option pricing and so 
forth was an in-built feature in the UBS modelling which effectively, you 
know, we were not in a position to be remodel.   
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Q: Did you know whether the price of the UBS collar options had changed at any 
time and I am referring both to 2013 and 2014 in any of the UBS proposal 
documentation? 

 
A: When you are talking about the price of the collar options or are you talking 

about the – it has got to be clear.  The 2013 conversations would have still 
centered around an IPIC Bond transaction at which point the relevant price 
may well have been 8.55.  So, I guess what I am trying to drive through is that 
the actual optional spacing will or certainly the strike levels of the options will 
bear relevance to where the market price is or where the transaction is being 
priced.  So, in the context of an IPIC discussion, certainly somewhere close to 
8.55 per share would be the notional amount of funding that would be required 
to be raised.  But whereas in the 2014 transaction, the amount of funding 
needed to be raised was at the $8.20 mark.  So, that is a general backdrop to 
the - in fact certainly the strike prices of the options to achieve a certain collar 
would have potentially fluctuated because to get 90 per cent downside 
protection, you are talking about 90 per cent of $8.20 as opposed to say $8.55. 

 
[2.15pm]Q: Was it the circumstance that those considering the UBS documentation on 

behalf of the State was seeking to understand, assess and consider the 
proposals put forward by UBS rather than necessarily changing them or 
adjusting them? 

A: During the – well, in as far as we are talking about the Collar Loan, it was - 
certainly the focus was on getting an understanding of the structure of that 
facility and getting a sense of, I guess, you could say the potential risks 
associated with that specific facility. 

Q: Looking back to the 2014 period; did the State in your view have the capacity 
to assess the fairness or otherwise of the UBS transaction that was put forward 
in 2014 leading into the transaction? 

A: I would say the State on its own would not – did not have that capacity.  The 
State in order to do a full assessment of that would have potentially had to 
appoint a separate financial institution to validate some of UBS’ assumptions 
and so forth.  It is my recollection that the State rightly or wrongly had selected 
UBS as its financial advisor and were relying on UBS to provide at the 
efficiently priced – an efficiently priced Collar Loan - by efficiently priced we 
talk about the issue of nil premium. 
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Q: What did that phrase “nil premium” as used in this loan of the KPMG Draft 
Report; what did that mean to you at that time? 

A: Looking at that time and I guess you could say as an axiom of a lot of 
discussions at that time and my understanding of it, was that it was – that it 
was to be an efficiently priced Collar which meant that there ought to be no 
other trust to the bank. 

Q: Was it a “no upfront fee to the Collar Loan or no inbuilt profit or both? 

A: So on the one hand, obviously that the main – one of the main reasons for the 
or one of the main attractions I guess you could say of the Collar was the 
ability to structure a Collar where the call-option premiums to that was sold, 
found that the put-option downside protects it.  So on the one hand that gives 
you a nil premium in the sense of a nil net premium paid to someone but 
equally important.  It is my recollection that it was the State’s understanding 
that the options themselves would also be efficiently priced meaning, no other 
trust to the bank. 

Q: And you recall a UBS person or persons using that exact price ‘nil premium’ 
to you? 

A: Certainly I recall the phrase ‘nil premium’ having been used.  I also recall not 
necessarily specific compage that one specific conversation but and as I said 
before that the sense of what I already had said, of no other price was certainly 
part of the axioms of the discussions between us and UBS.  Yes, I have no 
specific recollection of someone using the phrase but certainly I have 
recollection of that been our understanding and forming a part of a number of 
– an amalgam of a number conversation. 

Q: Picking up on a phrase you used before ‘efficiently priced Collar’, at that time; 
what did that phrase mean to you? 

A: For me, an efficiently priced Collar was a collar where, where there was no 
upper-thrust profits to make – where you are in fact buying the put where you 
are not relinquishing any more of your upside protection but you have to in 
order to buy your downside cover. 

[2.20 pm    Q: And just going from the Collar to the Bridge Loan; was interest payable 
throughout the period of the Bridge Loan and was that an understanding that 
you had prior through the finance actually appearing? 
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A: Yes.  It is my – I mean, that is generally, that is certainly my recollection and 
the reason for me having that recollection sort of – that was the – in fact, that 
the original idea behind the Bridge Loan was that it was to be a very short 
term facility, that was it and therefore it had effectively, I guess, you could 
say, the idea with this type of facility normally is that you bring, let us call it 
your equity portion saying 300 million dollars and then you leverage that 
transaction with the Collar but with derivative protection.  

 In this case, the State was not bringing what I would describe as the equity 
portion.  It was obtaining a Bridge Loan to cover the equity portion with the 
idea being certainly what was being discussed as the idea to either quickly re-
finance the bridge with some more permanent structure or that there might be 
other financial resources that we brought to bear as it would efficiently 
provide equity into the transaction.  So on that basis the Bridge Loan had a 
ratchet mechanism from memory which was a reflection of two things I think; 
UBS’s reluctance to sit on the credit and therefore it is essentially 
incentivizing the borrower to the expeditions about refinancing the equity 
component if you want to call it that of the transaction being the Bridge Loan.  
And on that basis, that I certainly have the understanding again going back 8 
years now that ratchet on the interest rate would be payable on the way 
through.  That was my recollection. 

Q: KPMG Draft Report; was it totally relied upon documentation provided only 
by UBS? 

A: Yes.  If I recall this, I would say, in terms of the financing, financial modelling 
component together I would say, yes, that it was a – and this is my recollection 
only that it would have been a review of the modeling provided by UBS.  
There were, I thought some other things that they were commenting on such 
as whether or not the fee structures were comparable to the market itself and 
all that there, they would have drawn on the market data. 

Q: Did you consider that the modeling and information that was provided by UBS 
was in some way limited at that time? 

A: Well, it was limited in as much as the actual Collar, in essence the Collar that 
you could obtain on the basis of the notion of nil premium was an exogenous 
variable so it was not necessarily that the – you know, this was not in any way 
linked into market data that gave you an immediate update in terms of what, 
how the Collar would move with market conditions changing over activity of 
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the stock or changing in other parameters.  So, obviously, in a sense that cost 
of the option would be exogenous variables. 

Q: I take you to another document, it is described as a ‘Commitment Letter’, its 
reference is WIT.0014.0001.342 was being brought up, I can indicate it, it is 
27 – you will see the date, 27 February 2014 on the top right? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You see that phrase ‘Commitment Letter’, you will see UBS? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Just scrolling down, you see there the phrase there ‘Bridge commitment?’ 

A: Yes. 

Q: On the second line, AU$330 million, it appears to be. 

A: Yes. 

[2.25 pm]  Q: And so this is 27 February 2014.  Do you have a specific recollection of that 
figure AU$330 million? 

 A: I would say, the general recollection of it, yes. 

Q: So the another document to be brought up in the reference 
WIT.0015.0002.1078.  You will see UBS Bridge Facility Agreement, I mean 
the document appears to be dated 12 March 2014.  I will just take you to page 
71 of 82 pages in this document.  There is a schedule, see it on the screen 
now? 

A: Yes, I can.  Yes. 

Q: Looking at the right, the right side “Commitment”, appears to be Australian 
dollars, AU$335 million, 27 February 2014 and 12 March 2014; did you know 
why the Bridge Facility as differently described however  so described in the 
document appears to increase from AU$330 million to AU$335 million in that 
period of time? 

A: I do not have the specific recollection as to why that change came about, as a 
I guess you could say as a general observation, I would say that the 
combination of the Bridge Loan and the Collar Loan, you could describe it as 
the ‘sources of funds’ obviously was structured in such a way as to align with 
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a users of funds which was associated with the acquisition of the shares and 
then also some associated transactions.  So on the assumption that there was 
no change in the underlying transaction that either Oil Search – number of Oil 
Search shares being contemplated and the share price remain constant 
between those two debts my assumption would have to be that there were 
changes in other prior meeting some costs associated with it as such.  But that 
is not a specific recollection that is just an observation. 

Q: Looking at that page, you will see details for notices and you see some names 
mentioned there from UBS or email addresses I should say and their names? 

A: Yes. 

Q: But I will mention to you another name, Mr Paddy Jilek of UBS; is he a 
financial advisor in your understanding at this time in February and March 
2014? 

A: Certainly, my understanding and that is not with reference to a Letter of 
Engagement but in terms of dealings with him that he was fulfilling - him and 
not people working under him but certainly him as a principal were filling the 
role of a financial advisor for the State. 

Q: Would you describe him as the principal advisor? 

A: That is certainly what I took from our interactions with him and the role that 
he played. 

Q: Were there any communications to you verbally or in other forms that gave 
you an indication that there was some type of dominiation internally at UBS 
between Mr Jilek as an advisor and others? 

A: Certainly I do not recall receiving written communications but I should add 
that I was not directly involved in the engagement letters between the State, 
the various letters between the State and the UBS so I do not recall what was 
described in those and I do not have a specific recollection of written 
communications to that but it was certainly, let me put it again in terms of 
interactions, in terms of dealing on the transaction that was certainly the sense 
that I had. 

Q: What did Mr Jilek say to you in 2014 up until the transaction about options or 
option pricing? 
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[2.30 pm]  A: In terms of options - I mean there would have been a number of conversations 
about how the options work, what the parameters might be, what things to 
consider in terms of the levels of the put and the call options.  There were a 
number of discussions around those parameters.  In the early stages of the 
discussions, meeting in February so it is still quite late it the piece but there 
were still conversations going on in relation to whether or not 90 per cent was 
the right downside protection that we want with the consequences of 
narrowing, widening the collar.  There were discussions around some of these 
things.  I guess what I am trying to say is there were a lot of discussions about 
the collar itself and the options that effectively related to the collar. 

 
Q: What was Mr Jilek advising on specifically, was it the loan or the loan and the 

Oil Search deal which I describe it as that? 
 
A: I recall spending more time on the collar than on the bridge loan and in that 

sense.  I recall having in terms of conversations around the bridge loan I recall 
having – I guess we take more discussions with a gentleman by the name of 
Mr Mitch Turner from UBS in relation to matters to do with the bridge loan 
but certainly recall that as issues came up on the bridge loan in conversation 
with Mr Turner that Mr Jilek would eventually form part of those discussions 
as well. 

 
Q: Mr Jilek articulate to you any consequences of changing any of the parameters 

regarding modelling? 
 
A: So, I would not though – well, not so much in the context of modelling per se 

more so in the context of the structure of what was being achieved.  I do not 
recall having a lot of discussions with Mr Jilek about the – let us say the 
spreadsheet itself but there were a lot of discussions around, again the 
consequences of narrowing or widening the collar, stretching the tenure of the 
facility and so forth.  So, in as much as that would be reflected in iterations of 
modelling it would be discussed with Mr Jilek but Mr Jilek was not as it were 
running the spreadsheet. 

 
Q: Is there an articulation, do you or Mr Jilek, let us say the option prices should 

remain as is or should be adjusted? 
 
A: When you say the option prices you are talking about the strikeprices of 

option, is that correct? 
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Q: Yes. 
 
A: As I recall it there were several discussions around the possibility of having 

different widths of the collar but that was effectively again the widths of the 
collar.  If you reset the width of the collar and you run a iteration of it, you are 
still relying on an exogenous variable which is what is in a sense the efficiently 
priced combination of a different collar to the one that you have as your 
(,,inaudible..)   So, when you say options it was certainly conversations about 
of what if instead of having $7.30 as your downside protection you have an 
average of 7.50 but the consequence of that in order to have been in a simple 
iteration of new premium meaning, you have new premium to pay, the 
question then becomes, well, how much upside participation can I repay?  
That was an  exogenous variable because we as the State team had no ability 
to access that information and the benefit of the financial advice. 

 
Q: Did anyone from UBS articulate to you that it would be advantageous or 

beneficial to get another investment bank or another advisor as to the proposed 
finance? 

 
[2.35 pm]   A: I recall there being some discussions on this topic and I remember there being 

- one of the discovered significant push back and the push back was on the 
basis of rightly or wrongly of the sensitivity of the market data associated with 
where the options were.  If you look at that from the point of view of the 
person that puts in place the collar, their sensitivity would have been around 
performing the Delta Hedge and then having another market participant in a 
sense act against them by knowing where their option positions are.  This was 
not, I guess, explored through its force after because of the significant push 
back by UBS and to be bluntly their very compressed timelines that were 
being worked on. 

 
Q: Do you recall who was specifically involved from UBS in those discussions? 
 
A: Those conversations that would have Mr Jilek because that would have, that 

I recall, articulated the sensitivity of this.  There may well have been others 
who in UBS team worked on it except that my recollection is that that was 
(..inaudible..) 

 
Q: If I use this phrase genealogy to re-describe what you have just said, did you 

consider it to be a recommendation in the communication not to seek other 
advice as to the UBS proposal? 
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A: Correct.  I would almost go further and say it sounded almost like a condition 

but that is my interpretation of the words or even anything else. 
 
Q: Were there discussions with Mr Jilek or others at UBS about lengthening the 

timeline as to when the finance would actually occur? 
 
A: In conversations that I was a party to there were some discussions about that 

however, I would not describe them as going very far partly because there was 
a strong sense in this transaction that it was the underlying Oil Search PAC 
LNG transaction that drove that (..inaudible..). Oil Search from my 
recollection had essentially agreed to a time by which they needed to have the 
money and therefore were either doing a private placement with the State or 
they were looking to issue one other - rather than issue shares to either by way 
of a rights issue or general market price.  So I guess what I am saying is there 
was a strong push back on any notion of slowing things down because the 
underlying transaction was driving the need for the finance. 

 
Q: The alternative was that were there communications then as to the reverse that 

the timeline of the transaction should be efficient procedurally because that 
will move the decision through the National Executive Council more 
efficiently? 

 
A: I do not recall that was a topic.  I recall there being concern about the pace at 

which the State does make decisions but not in the context that we ought to 
hurry things up in anyway.  It was more the other way but it was a concern 
whether or not the State would be able to meet or was at compressed time. 

 
Q: In the emails through that period in 2014 as to the UBS finance, Mr Bakani 

and Mr Kumarasiri appeared to be copied into quite a few emails.  What role 
did you understand Mr Bakani to have at that time as to this UBS financing 
proposal? 

 
A: If we go back to 2013 it was my understanding and there were a couple of 

iterations that this was certainly the IPIC refinancing committee had been 
formed and there was an effort to look for options and look for ways in which 
to seek to reacquire the Oil Search shares that IPIC had  a call option on.  And 
as part of that effort at some point certainly during 2013 the Central Bank 
through Mr Bakani became a co-participant.  
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[2.40 pm] Mr Kumarasiri was the managing director of the Independent Public Business 
Corporation.  They had a number of roles one of which was as the ultimate 
shareholder I think as to what was called – was either called the National 
Petroleum Company or Kumul Petroleum but they also were the issuer of the 
bonds to IPIC.  So, I assumed and seem to recall that throughout that period 
in 2013 and maybe in early 2014, culminating in the effort to go to Abu Dhabi 
to discuss with IPIC the transaction.  Both of those gentlemen would have 
played a role in the State’s circle. 

 
Q: Changing topic.  As to Pertusio Capital, what was the involvement of Mr John 

Taylor in addition to yourself and Mr Chang in 2013 and 2014? 
 
A: John Taylor was a shareholder in Pertusio on the basis that we would pursue 

a number of projects where his skills were strong.  We were looking to see, 
first of all I should say, he had very strong business development skills and he 
was good at building relationships; client relationships particularly in the 
private sector.  We had quite a strong set of relationships in the public sector 
Mr Taylor was well connected I guess you would say in the private sector and 
so that was his involvement in that he would help us from time to time to bring 
in work and to deliver on work.  

 
Q: Why did he discontinue, that is Mr Taylor discontinue his involvement in a 

business sense in or about September 2014? 
 
A: Because he was going to pursue other opportunities.  He was in fact going to 

make investments in a business where his particular skills were relevant.  
Essentially I guess you could say that part of the relationship had run its 
course. 

 
Q: If I brought up on the screen now the bank transfers that you referred to 

throughout the commencement of your evidence today.   
 
A: Okay. 
 
Q: These are those coming into the Pertusio bank account in 2014 that is provided 

by Mr Chang.  While they are coming up, can I just ask.  Had either of the 
Pertusio entities, there was two entities at the time, some renumerated work 
through Pacific Capital Limited before the transactions which are on this 
statement of account? 
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A: There was work done by Pertusio through Pacific Capital, I think.  It might be 
going back to 2012 certainly.  It might even be some renumerated work on 
other matters during early 2013.  So, it was an ongoing, I guess, a business 
relationship. 

 
Q: Related question.  Did either of the Pertusio entities did renumerated work 

through Pacific Capital before Mr Giheno’s entity … purchased the shares in 
Pacific Capital? 

 
A: No.  Mr Giheno’s purchase was, I guess you say, the capitals for that 

relationship between Pacific Capital and Pertusio. 
 
Q: Why communicate to Mr Giheno for Mr Giheno to purchase the shareholding 

in Pacific Capital when you did not? 
 
A: The history there, I think, I related this in part during my earlier testimony 

was that in 2007 I was made the chief executive officer of Pacific Capital 
which at that point had known, I think, you could say I have been in Papua 
New Guinea for a long time, going back, financial institution.  He had up until 
about 2007 he had had shareholders which at that time included (..inaudible..) 
from Australia so it, I guess, you could say had a history of us having an 
aspiration to be an investment bank.  I became the CEO after there was a 
takeover by an Australian group.     

 
[2.45 pm] There were a limited (..inaudible..) that is in the business but, as I said, there 

was a suspended license; I then worked in the business.  But what transpired 
I guess you could say was that in my early parts of my tenure at Pacific 
Capital, I became very heavily involved as a consultant working on the PNG 
LNG Project which at that point went through the iterations of Gas Agreement 
negotiations, at FEED entry, there was a significant amount of work to be 
delivered during the FEED process and also landowner negotiations.  So I 
guess you could say I spent a good two years working as a consultant and I 
got to the end of that process, Mr Chang and I had at that point been talking 
for a long a while about, I guess you could say, branching out or doing things 
together.  I made an offer to buy Pacific Capital on the basis that I guess you 
could say I had that realization that the business that was being generated by 
Pacific Capital and what I wanted to continue to do, to a large extent, was 
reliant on me not necessarily on the capital because there was not much that 
was in Pacific Capital.  I made an offer to buy the business; that offer was 
rejected by the majority shareholder, I would say partly because they no doubt 
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aspired to replace me with somebody else but also partly – it is no doubt some 
justification there.  They felt that I should continue to work as the CEO. 
 
I then was, I guess you could say, disappointed because I felt that I had 
managed to position Pacific Capital in the market; we had done some good 
work.  We were recognized I felt particularly in the extractive industries as 
being a helpful and a good - assisting, I guess you could say, with helping in 
particular the State to be a strong commercial counterparty.  That is the basis 
on which I subsequently, after a short period of time outside of Pacific Capital, 
approached Mr Giheno on the basis that I think the transaction can be done if 
it is done by a third party; and Mr Giheno is a friend and I asked him if he 
would not mind seeing if we could secure the business. 
 

Q: What was the benefits for Mr Giheno or the entity he controlled in purchasing 
those shares though in Pacific Capital? 

 
A: The overarching issue there is that I asked him as a friend if he could help me 

in acquiring the business.  Mr Giheno, he has the best interests so he was 
interested as was I in the potential to revitalize the NBFI License whch would 
have created the possibility of Pacific Capital, once again, being a deposit-
taking institution and effectively engaging in depositing taking and lending 
activities.  So that was probably the area that he would have found the most 
interest.  But there is no doubt that he was helping a friend as well. 

 
Q: Once Mr Giheno purchased the shares through this in Pacific Capital, did you 

personally control or manage the Pacific Capital bank account or bank 
accounts? 

 
A: I think the basis in which we operated was that Mr Giheno was not a 

consultant; he was not in a sense involving himself in the consulting-type 
work that was being done by Pacific Capital.  That was essentially on sub-
contract to Pertusio Capital and on the basis that for throughout this period, 
the revenue that was being generated was being generated through consulting 
activities.  I was not a controller of the bank account in the sense of signatory 
but I was certainly the controller of the ultimate beneficiary, if you want to 
put it that way, of the cash that was in there.  And Mr Giheno was at all times 
happy to abide by that commercial understanding. 

 
Q: You had practical access to the internet banking for the Pacific Capital 

account, sir? 
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A: I do not recall there was internet banking, everyone placed.  This would have 

been in the cheque accounts and so, yes, I had practical control of it.  I do not 
think Pacific Capital, if they had internet banking but I am pretty sure they do. 

 
[2.50pm] Q: You have that control of the account.  Why then did Pertusio need to continue 

to exist additionally? 
 
A: Arguably it did not.  I mean, it is – when you run a small business, you know, 

we had – it needed to exist in as much as certainly there were as non-citizens, 
there were visas and work permits and so forth for Mr Chang and myself so 
there were practical reasons why we had to continue to exist.  But at the same 
time the reality is that we operated as a single group.  There is not really any 
more reason for that.  We are going back to 2011, 2012 that time. 

 
Q: Why did Mr Vele engage or retain Pacific Capital – I apologize, Pertusio 

Capital partners or Pertusio – I apologize.  Why did Mr Vele engage Pacific 
Capital if his relationship was with you and therefore with Pertusio? 

 
A: Well, his relationship – practically speaking, his relationship was with me 

from my time at Pacific Capital.  So, you have to remember when Mr Vele 
was an advisor to the State during the days of 2007, 2008 and 2009 and all the 
work was done that built, I guess you could say, that my presence and the 
Pacific Capital presence, that work was all being done by Pacific Capital.  So, 
in as much as the work in the sector of Petroleum and work in large 
transactional opportunities as a matter of course, that work was done 
predominantly or almost exclusively by Pacific Capital in as far as I was 
involved.  So, it was not a – Mr Vele, whilst here and I knew each other 
obviously very well, he also was very acquainted with the Pacific Capital 
business and the brand in as much as I had done all of that work in some 
proximity to them during 2007 to 2009.  Pacific Capital was in a sense my 
identity. 

 
Q: Looking then at the statement of account that is on the screen, have you had 

the chance to look at this before today? 
 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: The total amount that is referred to by this transaction is to be K1.122 million? 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: When you appeared on 6 August 2021, the total amount that you referred to 

then in the references 2658 in transcript line 20 was K1.25 million.  So that is 
a difference, is it not, of K128,000? 

 
A: That is correct.  And the difference when I gave my original testimony, I did 

not have access to these bank records.  And I subsequently managed to get 
access to them and this is my evidence that the difference between 1.25 
million received by Pacific Capital and the 1.122 million paid to Pertusio 
during this period relates to office expenses and so forth that Pacific Capital 
incurred.  Pacific Capital was the tenant of the Businesses Joint office at Level 
12 Pacific Place.  There Pacific Capital in fact had been for a very long time 
and so there were expenses at my direction would have been paid by Pacific 
Capital out of funds received from the transactions. 

 
Q: Why were the claims then there on that statement of account, why were they 

paid in instalments?  Why not one total payment? 
 

[2.55pm]  A: I mean, it is important to note that Pacific Capital and Pertusio Capital partners 
operated as a group and therefore – and seeing as the funds were as you 
described them under our control it was more a matter of funds being 
transferred from Pacific Capital to Pertusio Capital Partners as Pertusio 
Capital Partners had expenses to cover and costs incurred things like salaries 
for myself, Mr Chang and some other office staff, rentals.  You will find some 
loan repayments and so forth on the Pertusio Capital Partners, bank statement, 
so it was a matter of moving the funds as they were required. 

 
Q: I will put up on the screen another document.  This is a – and I can indicate it 

is a Investment Promotion Authority document as to Pertusio and it appears 
to have been signed by you.  We will bring it up – it is WIT.0155.0001.2966 
– yes, it is there now.  Just scrolling down, you have seen this document before 
today? 

 
A: Yes, I have. 
 
Q: It was in 2022 before today; yes.   
 
A: No, not in 2022.  I recognize the document but I have not seen it this year. 
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Q: Yes.  Just pausing there, there is your name identified there and just looking 
at the signature of director or secretary, does that appear to be your signature? 

 
A: That is my signature, yes. 
 
Q: You can see the date there appears to be 2 April 2014, can you see that? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 
Q: And just scrolling down, there is a Registrar stamp there 8 April 2014. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can you see that date? 
 
A: Yes, I can, yes. 
 
Q: And then looking at the next page, it goes to details of shares.  You can see to 

the transferor as to two bundles of shares or numbers of shares.   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It is noted as Mr Vele? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Looking at the right, it has consideration for the shares.  The two sum of 

K125,000 have been crossed out and the word ‘Cash’ has been written.  You 
can see that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that your handwriting? 
 
A: No, it is not my handwriting. 
 
Q: When you signed the document, had that been done? 
 
A: I believe so, yes. 
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Q: What did that mean? 
 
A: When Mr Vele left the business in 2012, the arrangement was effectively that 

there would be no consideration paid for the shares because there was no – at 
that point the balance sheet was there and there was not much by way of value.  
I think at that time there was a discussion about attribution of value but we 
ended up effectively with a situation where it would have been a small cash 
settlement and that is it. 

 
Q: You just mentioned that the date of the transfer mentions for both of those 

share bundles or numbers of shares is 31 March 2012, you can see that 
mentioned there? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that is your understanding about when the shares noting that you signed 

this document were transferred? 
 
A: That is correct.  There is a – I mean, the history to this document is that Mr 

Vele left our business and we became aware around that time of this document 
that the records at the IPA had not been properly updated and so we made sure 
that they were properly updated to reflect what had transpired.  And that was 
omission to ensure that those records were properly updated. 

 
Q: Just scroll down to the third page of this document, which just provides the 

details of the transfers and then the fourth page.  That appears to be an extract 
from meeting minutes from April 2012. 

 
[3.00pm] A: Yes. 

 
Q: Now, did Mr Vele also conclude his time as a Director of Pertusio in 2012, on 

the same date of that meeting? 
 
A: That would be correct, yes. 
 
Q: Yes. So the meeting minute; the first bullet point the board noted and accepted 

the resignation, that is your understanding? 
 
A: Yes, that is my understanding. 
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Q: One thing generally I would ask you about. Looking at the Investment 
Promotion Authority company filings for this entity, Pertusio Capital, would 
you accept that the filing, other than this document or other filing and there 
have been quite a number were filed within a period of weeks or months, 
throughout the life of the entity on the Investment Promotion Authority 
register? 

 
A: That I do not know. I would not be surprise, that can be early years. There was 

a reasonable amount - there was some amount of tardiness but I have not 
viewed that. We certainly appointed external service providers to assist us 
with that, certainly in the most recent years so as to make sure we do not have 
any issues with the fillings.  

 
Q: We will bring up an email, it is NRE .001.001.3887. This is from - it appears 

to be an email from you. Can you see the email now on the screen? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And one of this is to Mr Anthony Latimer, but the cc appears to be Mr Vele, 

can you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And can you see the email address to Mr Vele, it has been referred to Mr Vele 

there? 
 
A: Yes, I can, yes. 
 
Q: So it is Pertusio Capital in the email address, does it not? 
 
A: Yes, correct. 
 
Q: And the date of this email or date that appears to be on this email is 28 August 

2013? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I will show you another email, NRF .001.004.3115. Now, can you see, this  is 

from Mr Anthony Latimer, it seems? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: In a two line, you will see there are three email addresses identified there, it 

seems for Mr Vele, can you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: PertusioCapital.com.pg, is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And that date is 7 April 2014, or the date that is dated at least on that email? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So why did Mr Vele continue, it seems, to use the Pertusio email address two 

years after the date of his resignation and director and shareholder of Pertusio? 
 
A: I do not know that he does.  My read of that is that Mr Lartimer has sought to 

send that email to Mr Vele and essentially all addresses that he has on him, 
including a treasury email address and the gmail address. That would be my 
interpretation of that. It is Mr Latimer trying to reach Mr Vele on the email 
address that he has. 

 
[3.05pm[ Q: I have no further questions for Mr Mortensen. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions. Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have a couple of questions. Yes, I have a couple of 
questions, Chief, thank you. Mr Mortensen, thank you for continuing to return to 
assist the Commission.  Now, I understand that Pertusio was retained to advise the 
State about the UBS transaction and to quite a lot of advises but you were one, your 
company, is that correct? 
 
A: Pacific Capital, yes.  And through Pacific Capital, Pertusio Capital. 
 
Q: Yes. I am sorry, one turns to merge the two somewhat. You also understood 

that UBS, in this 2014 transaction, was the arranger, lender and the advisor to 
the State, is that your understanding? 
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A: Yes, correct, correct. 
 
Q: Were you and UBS in its capacity as advisor must have had similarity of 

objects and you say that Mr Jilek, who was the UBS employee, who was in 
charge of the advisor role that UBS was playing? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What did you observe about Mr Jilek, because your interest here must be 

aligned surely, what did you observe about Mr Jilek the advisor to the State, 
during these few days of intense activity reviewing UBS loan document that 
gave you the sense that UBS in that capacity, I think Mr Jilek was looking out 
for the interest of the Independent State? 

 
A: My sense of that was that it threw a lot of - in the nature of the discussions, 

would often be that Secretary Vele and possibly myself, Secretary Vele few 
conversations with other members of the State team for example, potentially 
the leadership would come up with hard issues or matters of concern in 
relation to the transaction parameters.  He would then potentially express 
those to me, I would then in talking to Mr Jilek would push back on, for 
example, elements of the Bridge Loan or issues with Collar Loan. And Mr 
Jilek would then essentially bring the UBS team, the various transaction team, 
the Bridge Loan team and Collar Loan personnel for a discussion and we 
would work through the issues.  So my sense was very much Jilek – Paddy e 
Jilek was looking for, I guess, you could say solutions. I mean I would agree 
with the characterization that he was not a full independent advisor but he was 
certainly looking for solutions in terms of addressing the State’s concerns. But 
recognizing that he was merely working to close the transaction.  But he would 
be the - I guess you can say – sorry. But he would be the main voice within 
the UBS team, who would seek to you know ensure that the wider UBS team 
understood the State’s position. 

 
Q: The initiative about concerns actually came through you or you with 

discussions with the State, nothing that you saw actually came from Mr Jilek, 
acting as advisor? 

 
A: I was not. I did not see him - I do not recall instances of him you know in a 

sense auto-generating the issues. That is correct. 
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Q: When there were some suggest as you raised in your answers just a moment 
ago, that perhaps somebody outside the UBS Group might cast an eye over 
these transactions to give some independent advice to use the expression 
pretty strong or did you use that expression.     

 
[3.10 pm] You said there was push back from Mr Jilek that this should not happen and 

indeed your perception was that almost conditional with if the State got 
outside advice the deal might be off.  Am I right in thinking that that was your 
perception? 

 
A: I did use the word conditional but I did qualify a bit of it that it is a  sense that 

it would be deeply – deeply problematic.  And the rationale for it as expressed 
by Mr Jilek but also expressed in particular by the Collar team was a strong 
reluctance to potentially sit on options and hedging position where the market 
had specific knowledge about what that position was.  So, these conversations 
did not go far, let us put it that way.  It was very strong push back.  I must say, 
I said conditional but it was at no time anyone telling me the deal is off if you 
insist but it was forceful. 

 
Q: Okay.  Did that sound some alarm bells for you as external adviser to the 

State? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Did you convey those concerns? 
 
A: Yes certainly there were conversations on the State side about how it would 

be good to have external parties look at recognizing that whereas I think I 
brought to the State an ability to understand the product, to understand the 
risks.  I was not bringing to the table the market data and the ability to 
recalculate option pricing and effectively revalidate the parameters around the 
collars.  Not only was I working across all elements of the transaction, the 
bridge loan, the collar loan, the share placement agreement with Oil Search 
and the terms of the share placement but also you need a team of people with 
market access. 

 
Q: You said that the conversations would sometimes be held with Mr Vele and 

other members in the State team.  Can you now recall who was predominant 
in the State team apart from Mr Vele during this very short period? 
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A: Yes.  This would be more other Treasury officials, so clearly subordinated to 
Mr Vele and a varying group of them I guess.  Mr Vele was my primary 
counterparty. 

 
Q: So, you are having discussions with the team because you are advising them 

and presumably you are all pulling in the same direction protecting the interest 
of the State in this complex transaction.  So, can you remember the names of 
any of the Treasury people, any that stood out of having any understanding of 
the complexity of the transaction that the State was going to enter into? 

 
A: I would say within Treasury particularly when we are talking about the collar 

elements to this, Mr Vele was the only personnel who had a fulsome grasp of 
the complexities. 

 
Q: Thank you.  And knowing of course that this transaction had to have National 

Executive Council approval and of course as you have told us the underlying 
story here was to have it all done in time for the settlement date for the PAC 
LNG sale to Oil Search.  Did it concern you that there may be difficulty in 
conveying the advantages and disadvantages of this transaction to the 
National Executive Council? 

 
A: I felt that there was the ability to convey the risks, the benefits and the rewards 

reasonably well.  There would not be sufficient time for the National 
Executive Council members to get a full grasp of how a collar might work and 
the intricacies of it but I did feel that there ought to be the ability to express 
how if the State wishes to be a significant shareholder in Oil Search. 

 
[3.15 pm] This is probably the - I will not call it their one shot at it - but this is probably 

their one shot for a long while seeing as the State did not have its financial 
resources to pay for the shares in cash if I could put it that way and seeing as 
there were very limited alternative financing structures, I did feel that there 
was the ability to communicate to the NEC how this would achieve that 
objective.  And that there probably were no other ways achieving that 
objective and I thought there were definitely risks associated.  There was, as 
a minimum, the equity component which I referred to being the bridge loan 
was at risk in the transaction.  And that you had managed the downside 
exposure by giving up some of the upside so I guess at that broad level, I felt 
that there was an ability to communicate the parameters of the transaction but 
not in terms of the nitty gritties of how the option contracts work and the 
specifics of how a collar loan might operate and so forth. 
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Q: And indeed how much it might ultimately cost the State as well? 
 
A: Indeed, indeed.  I do not recall what was communicated to the NEC, I do not 

know.  I felt I was not privy to it but certainly there were discussions around 
what the actual downside potential was.  That was definitely featured heavily 
in the conversations i.e. the financial risks associated with a derivative 
transaction 

 
Q: I take it then that your conversations about that were pretty solely with Mr 

Vele the Secretary for Treasury? 
 
A: In as much as a conversation it is a two way thing.  There would have been 

other people present during the conversations but in terms of him and I 
discussing the topics that would be they are the same. 

 
Q: All right thank you.  I am changing topic now.  I am talking about the purchase 

of Pacific Capital by Mr Giheno.   I take from what you have not said that 
there was not a good feeling between you and the shareholders of Pacific 
Capital when you indicated a desire to buy out their interest in the company? 

 
A: Yes, I do not think it ever got particularly heated but it got to the point 

certainly where they did not – there was never a question of paying an 
enormous amount of money for Pacific Capital.  It was still a very small 
business so it was not really a valuation question or be it I personally was not 
interested in paying a bit multiple of what I considered to be my own earnings 
potential.  So, I guess we came to a hand shake and we parted on reasonable 
terms but as evidenced by the fact that they would not sell the business to me 
and to be fair that the business after my leaving it languished for a little while 
until Mr Giheno offered to buy.  There are consequences to these types of 
decisions.  I do not regret much - - - 

 
Q: What was the time lapse between you departing Pacific Capital and Mr 

Giheno making a successful offer? 
 
A: I cannot recall the exact date but I would think it might be as much as a year, 

12 months something like that.  I am not entirely sure but yes something like 
12 months yes. 

 
Q: Did you provide the funds, you and Mr Chang, for the purchase to Mr Giheno? 
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A: Yes, the purchase was structured in such a way so we provided amount of 

funding which was roughly equivalent to the cash that was on the balance 
sheet.  So, it was effectively a way for the shareholders to get their distribution 
of the cash. 

 
Q: All right.  Was there any impediment because he was, we might say something 

like a silent partner in this transaction, was there any impediment to Mr 
Giheno, I suppose and his company assigning their interest to you and Mr 
Chang after the successful purchase of Pacific Capital? 

 
[[3.20pm]     A: Not other than a little bit of process.  I seem to recall there were small number 

of remaining shareholders that were not bought out, when Mr Giheno acquired 
business, and so they would been a I guess process to approach those 
shareholders on the basis of their potential rights and so forth but no 
significant - - -    

 
Q: Were there the minority shareholders, were they Papua New Guinea nationals 

or were they outside the jurisdiction? 
 
A: No, they are Papua New Guinean.  They are actually institutional investors.  

It is a legacy of the history of Pacific Capital, originally being the largest 
shareholder I think it was (..inaudible..) from Australia and then they had one 
of the nationals, Superannuation funds, and they had another institutional 
investor which were all shareholders.  And there were two elements to that, 
no one had the – could be unpredictable as evidenced by the fact that I think 
when Mr Giheno offered to buy all the shares, they did not even respond.  And 
so rather than chased them, I think he sensed that we settle on buying what 
was being accepted, Mr Giheno buy what was being accepted.  But, yes, these 
are institutional investors.  All the individual shareholders and Pacific Capital 
sold to Mr Giheno, including the Australians and their other controlling 
interests.  

 
Q: I think they are all my questions. Thanks again, Mr Mortensen. 
 
A: Can I – I have just one quick point. I was just sitting through Mr Botten’s – at 

the end of his questioning and, Commissioner White, you asked him about the 
samples that Oil Search takeover and whether or not there was a value 
attributed there. I currently - I am a member of the participating organization 
on the POM SOX and I am familiar with that transaction and I can tell you 
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that the Grant Samuel Independent Experts report attributed a value between 
$600 and 800 million for the Papua LNG interest which is in a spans in the 
same state what was able to – between 600 and 800 million and that was using 
oil prices of between $80 and $60 dollars a barrel.  

 
Q: So would you like to venture whether it was a good deal or not a good deal on 

that statement? 
 
A: The original transaction on the basis that the – being careful on what I say but 

on the basis that eight years have passed and it has been increased in value, 
you know, on what normally I said that is not great but on the other hand, the 
laws had to change in the oil and gas industry.  I would argue that in 2000 – 
and this is a personal view – that 2014 Oil Search would have aspired to have 
had the Papua LNG project in production for several years by now and so, on 
that basis, I guess it is a very – sometimes the difficulty of getting large 
projects up in PNG has not been their realization of it.  

 
Q: If I understand that because of course there was a net present value figures 

that they were talking about - - - 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: - - - - and of course that is definitely rubbing the crystal ball, s it not? 
 
A: Yes. And I should add that the configuration of the Papua LNG project as 

currently contemplated was not necessarily the identical to what it was what 
back in 2014.  

 
Q: Well, thank you for that additional help for this response, Mr Mortensen. 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, just one discreet point if I could ask Mr 
Mortensen.  Mr Mortensen, did you use the phrase in response to one of the questions 
you were asked that Mr Jilek was not a fully independent advisor? Was that the 
phrase you used? 
 
A: I may have.  I guess if you give me the opportunity to clarify so that I – to me, 

Mr Jilek was fulfilling the role.  I understood that there was a mandate 
between the State and UBS, for UBS to be the independent – an independent 
financial advisor to the State.  And I took it, my interactions with UBS, that 
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he was the primary person fulfilling that mandate.  But in my interactions with 
him, I guess I was not blind to the proximity between him and the other parts 
of the UBS team.  If I want to double down on that he was not quite an 
independent advisor but I think if you bear in mind that color then I hopefully 
you can get a sense of what I am saying.  

 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions.  I would ask that Mr Mortensen 

be excused, please. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mortensen, thank you for your evidence and that brings 
your evidence to a close so you may be excused. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 

[3,25pm] A: Thank you very much, Chief Commissioner, Commissioner.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that brings the evidence for today’s hearing. 
Tomorrow, direction for Mr Sonk, Mr Manau and the Department of Immigration, 
we have some brief evidence from Mr John Leahy, from his employer.  It is slightly 
lengthy for Mr Arthur Somare and then a return of a summons in person for Mr 
Bakani.  So unless there are other applications or other matters from Mr Jurth and 
Doctor Katter I should indicate that in our submission, we should adjourn the 
proceedings till 10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. And my associate will adjourn the proceedings to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 
 
 
 
AT 3.27 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 4 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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(Continued from 3 February 2022) 
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[10.03am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we have some directions and 
return of summons first which Dr Katter will deal with and then a couple of 
witnesses.  Dr Katter? 

 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, would you please take the return of 
the summons to Mr Wapu Sonk and commissioners, can I ask whether there is an 
appearance for Mr Sonk in the hearing room? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 10 
MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, Paul Mawa; I 
appear on behalf of Wapu Sonk.  The last time there were directions issued to 
Wapu Sonk to produce a number of documents.  I have a statement from Mr Sonk 
who basically states the fact that he is able to comply with the summons in terms 
of partially producing some of the documents required in the documents in the 
schedule, but he is not able to fully comply in producing the other documents that 
were asked of him to produce.   
 
Chief Commissioner, if I may seek leave to hand up a copy of the – I believe Mr 
Sonk’s office has directly by email sent the documents to the commission but I 20 
have a hard copy here which I can seek leave to hand up; documents that he was 
asked to produce; thus, in relation to the two sets of documents in the schedule. 
 

 [10.05am] The list of the documents, commissioner, I have them.  That is in relation to the 
summons dated 23 December.  Firstly, if I may seek leave to hand up the 
statement of Mr Sonk. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, you can; you may hand it up.  Yes? 
 
MR MAWA:  And I also have two sets of documents.  One is a document in 30 
relation to the Tony Kelly documents and the other in relation to Schedule 1 
attached to the summons for witness number 37.2 dated 23 December.  But he is 
not able to fully comply with the balance of the documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can hand up the documents you have.  Dr Katter, there 
are three documents being handed up.  I assume that these documents have not 
been filed so you may not have seen these documents or you may need time to go 
through them.   
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, please commissioners.  In those circumstances, I would 40 
submit that the summons of 29 November 2021, the first summons that Mr Mawa 
referred to be stood over to Tuesday, 8 February to allow consideration of those 
documents.  The documents that Mr Mawa referred to as to Mr Tony Kelly that 
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that summons of 21 January 2022 also be stood over to Tuesday, 8 February at 
10 am and a further direction is submitted that Mr Sonk be directed to give oral 
evidence on Tuesday, 8 February at 10 am; if it pleases. 
 
MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner, in the statement that I handed up from Mr 
Sonk, he has basically deposed to the fact that he will not be available around that 
time.  He will be back in the country around 18 February because he is on an 
overseas trip to China at the moment. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is on a what – overseas trip - - - 10 
 
MR MAWA:  To China. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To China.  Has he left already or is he still in the country? 
 
MR MAWA:  He has left already with the Prime Minister.  That is stated in his 
statement and the letter of invitation sent by the Prime Minister’s office.  But he 
said he will be back on 18 February. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  18 February is the date fixed for counsel to give their final 20 
submissions.  I think the Prime Minister was asking for a date after the 18th and 
the Commission refused to grant him a date after the 18th to give evidence.  So, 
he gave evidence already on 31 January and he left for China.  But, Mr Sonk, I 
am not aware of any communications from his office that he would not be 
available in country between now and before 18 February. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes, your Honour.  I think Mr Sonk was invited by the Office of 
the Prime Minister very late and he was not aware of it until he got the invitation 
and the Prime Minister asked him to join him on the trip and the purpose of the 
trip is stated in his statement. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, he would have to come back here to give evidence to 
complete his evidence.   
 
MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Because the 18th is the last date fixed for all counsel 
representing different witnesses and the counsel assisting the commission to give 
their final submissions.  We have not got much time.  We have to conclude some 
business on the 18th  and we will give our Report on 31 March.  These dates are 40 
locked in. 
 

[10.10am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Mawa, - - - 
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DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, if I might just add here, there is presumably no 
reason why Mr Sonk or firstly, I thought the Prime Minister was returning on the 
15th and not the 18th.  But, in any event, in my submission there is no reason why 
Mr Sonk cannot give evidence by video from China. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Or Dr Renwick by telephone may be easier to 
arrange and on my path, I am quite content to have telephone evidence as well.  
One would think that might prove to be less difficult technically. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly.  Either would suit counsel assisting.  We need to go 
ahead as the Chief Commissioner has just indicated and there is not much of a 
time difference, I do not think with China and it is essential that he gives evidence 
next week. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, I am not an IT man – I am not an IT man, I am more 
traditional and I would like his physical presence here to answer the summons, 
but I am in your hands.  But you know where I am coming from.  If it is possible 
that he can give complete evidence from China without any technical difficulties, 
I could go along with that.   20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, I suppose - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mr Mawa, can you be in touch with Mr Sonk to 
consider his itinerary, like he is away, I realize of course that he is very much at  
the beck and call of the Prime Minister but it may be that we can sit outside our 
regular hours if necessary to receive his further evidence.   
 
MR MAWA:  Commissioner White and Chief Commissioner, I will try and 
communicate with Mr Sonk to see if we could arrange a place in China, wherever 30 
he is, to give evidence by video conference. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will go along with that for now but quite 
reluctantly I must say so.  I hope that he will be available on zoom to give 
evidence.  Yes? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner, I can return back on Monday and advise the 
Commission exactly what date he will be available and the difficulties in terms 
of technical difficulties that might arise on Monday.  So, at least the Commission 
is aware of exactly what time and when he will be available. 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, we have no objection to standing this matter 
down this morning and allowing counsel to go and get instructions right now and 
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to re-mention the matter this morning so that we can be certain about that.  So 
that would be – I am sorry to interrupt Dr Katter – but that would be our approach 
that we need to know today when he is available on the date Dr Katter indicated 
– what time that day he would be available.  What date was that again, Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  8 February next Tuesday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose we can adjourn to 8 February and then possibly 
tentatively list Mr Sonk to give evidence by zoom out of China on 8 February at 
10 o’clock or whenever he is available on that date.  Dr Katter? 10 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes.  With those two additional directions of the two summonses 
be also returnable on that day at that time, commissioners? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, can we issue those three directions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That two of those summonses be extended to Tuesday, 8 
February.  And then Mr Sonk be tentatively listed to give evidence by zoom out 20 
of China on 8 February. 
 

[10.15am] I suppose it is possible for him to give evidence out of China by zoom.  There 
should not be any difficulty.  If you could contact him and get him to find a place 
that he can comfortably sit and give his evidence.  Mr Mawa, do you have any 
other directions you seek? 

 
MR MAWA:  No, your Honour, that is all. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue those three directions then. 30 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, the next matter is the return of the 
summons issued 23 November 2021 to Mr David Manau of the Department of 
Petroleum and Energy.  Is there an appearance by Mr Manau? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Any appearance for Mr Manau?  No appearance. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, documents were provided on 20 December 2021.  
The summons were stood over to allow consideration of those documents.  On 28 
January this year, further documents were produced further to the return of the 40 
summons on 20 January.  It is submitted that nothing further – no further 
documents required at this time in accordance with the summons and that there 
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be a direction of the summons of 23 November 2021 to Mr David Manau be stood 
over generally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over that particular summons generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Next? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the summons or the next matter on the list is Mr 
Stanis Hulahau, the Chief Migration officer.  It is the return of the summons.  
Detailed documents were provided on 27 January 2022 in response to the 
summons.  The summons was stood over to today pending any update as to 
movements the subject of the summons since 27 January.  It is submitted that 
there be a direction that the return of the summons to Mr Hulahau be stood over 
generally by Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over that particular summons generally? 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, next? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next return of summons is the summons of 2 
February 2022.  This was to the Seeking Supplies and Tender Board Documents 
to Ms Jacklyn Tolonu.  There has communication from Ms Tolonu as to the 
summons who was not in Port Moresby at that time of the communication.  It is 
submitted that the summons where this is the first return be stood over by a 30 
direction to Wednesday, 9 February 2022 at 10 am; if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over that summons to Wednesday, 9 February 2022. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, can I please mention the oral evidence of Mr Loi 
Bakani at this time.  Does Mr Bakani appear or does anyone appear on his behalf 
in the hearing room? 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have someone here; yes. 
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MR BAKANI:  Yes, I am available. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You can announce - - - 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, Mr Posman had been acting for Mr Bakani 
communicated that he was no longer acting for Mr Bakani.  It is submitted that 
Mr Bakani’s oral evidence as listed for today is stood over with the direction that 
Mr Bakani give oral evidence at 10 am on 9 February. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Counsel, are you able to communicate that fixture to Mr 10 
Bakani? 
 
MR BAKANI:  Chief Commissioner, that is myself here present at the moment.  
So, yes, 9 February is okay with me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:   So, Commissioner White, we will fix 9 February 2022 at 10 
am for him to give evidence. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, good. 
 
MR BAKANI:  Chief Commissioner, if I may say, since I am out of the bank and 
the counsel has stood down so I have to seek the permission of the new acting 
Governor to appoint the existing counsel to continue to represent me on this 
matter.  So 9 February, I will try and get that done before 9 February.  Thank you. 
 

[10.20am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  You may be excused.   
 
DR KATTER: Commissioners, those are the matters on the list.  Are there any 30 
other appearances in the hearing room? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we have Mr Kumura. 
 
MR KUMURA:  I am here for Mr Arthur Somare on summons for him to produce 
further evidence and Mr Somare is also here in person. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief Commissioner, if it is convenient, if Mr John Leahy is 
there, he has some very brief essentially formal evidence to give.  If it does not 
inconvenience Mr Arthur Somare too much, might we take Mr Leahy’s evidence 40 
first?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Leahy, is he in attendance.   
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DR RENWICK:  Mr Leahy, are you able to turn your microphone on, please?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is on screen, is he?  All right, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Mr Leahy, I do not think you have given 
evidence before in the Commission.  Do you wish to take an oath or an 
affirmation? 
 
MR LEAHY:  I would like to take an oath.   10 
 
DR RENWICK:  And, Mr Leahy, I think you are located in Port Moresby, are 
you?   
 
MR LEAHY:  I am in Port Moresby, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, indeed.  So, Chief, if the witness can be sworn in Port 
Moresby, please in the usual way. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Leahy, you have a Bible in your hand there?  You can 20 
hold the Bible in your right hand. 
 
MR LEAHY:  I beg your pardon? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Leahy, do you  hear me?  Are you here in Port Moresby 
or are you in Australia?  If you are here in Port Moresby, you should be here in 
attendance giving your evidence here.  But anyway, can you hear me?  I cannot 
hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Leahy, the Chief is asking you whether you have a Bible 30 
with you? 
 
MR LEAHY:  I do not physically have a Bible.   I have an electronic version of 
the Bible  (…..inaudible …..) 
 
DR RENWICK:  (…inaudible…) if you do not have a Bible with you Mr Leahy.  
But are you happy to be affirmed if you do not have a Bible, Mr Leahy? 
 
MR LEAHY:  I am happy to do affirmation (…inaudible ….) 
 40 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief, in my submission that would be appropriate. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What would be appropriate? 
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DR RENWICK:  That he be affirmed rather than sworn if he does not have a 
physical Bible with him. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If he is here in Port Moresby, he has to be sworn. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I see.  Well, in that case, Mr Leahy we will do this.  You are 
here in Port Moresby.  We will stand you down until after Mr Somare.  Could 
you go and find a Bible please and join us when you have one.  In my submission 
we can now call Mr Arthur Somare who is in the court room if that is convenient, 10 
Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will stand his appearance down while we deal 
with Mr Somare’s evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you commissioners.  If Mr Somare could come 
forward and take the witness box, please. 
 
MR LEAHY:  May I be excused? 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I think so Mr Leahy, if you can go and find a Bible please. 
 
MR LEAHY:  (….inaudible…) I beg your pardon. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you so much.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Somare has taken the witness stand. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Mr Somare, can you hear me, sir?  I think your microphone 
is on mute.  The witness’ microphone is on mute. 30 
 

[10.25am] MR SOMARE:  Yes, sir, I can. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you so much.  You are on your former oath, Mr 
Somare. 
 
 
ARTHUR SOMARE, recalled: 
 
 40 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
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Q: Mr Somare, you have given evidence to the Commission, I have some 
follow up questions.  May I ask whether those assisting provided you with 
some transcript this morning for you to have a look at? 

 
A: They did indeed but – sorry, pardon me, I was informed by my counsel that 

he had been provided; I do not have those transcripts myself. 
 
Q: Have you had an opportunity to read them this morning, have you? 
 
A: No, sir.  And if it was, it would be – it is quite lengthy as well. 10 
 
Q: All right, there is no difficulty there.  Just noting Commissioners that Mr 

Somare appeared on 16 June and 30 July last year.  He swore an affidavit 
on 20 May which was tendered on 16 June and provided documents by 
affidavit on 20 April and 3 June 2020.  The first topic, Mr Somare, concerns 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction and my question really is, who to 
your recollection did Oil Search first approach regarding the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond proposal to fund the State’s equity share and when did 
the approach first occur?  And to be fair, can I just remind you of the 
evidence you have given about this – if we can put up transcript page 2404 20 
and the sentence we are looking for begins:  “Thank you.  IPIC was selected 
as a consequence of”- yes, there we are.  Could you just read to yourself 
please lines 8 to 19 please Mr Somare and let me know when you have 
done so. 

 
A: Okay.   
 
Q: (…inaudible…) 
 
A: Sir, I cannot hear you at the moment.  Sir, I still cannot hear you. 30 
 
Q: “Early 2008, there was an approach by Oil Search about a proposal to fund 

the State’s equity share in the PNG LNG project.  As far as I can recall, it 
was either myself or Minister Arthur Somare who was first approached.”  
So having drawn your evidence and Mr Blake’s evidence to attention Mr 
Somare, are you able to better recollect who Oil Search first approached 
with the exchangeable bond proposal? 

 
A: Thank you, Dr Renwick.  Dr Renwick, can you repeat that question again?  

I missed the first part of that question. 40 
 
Q: Yes, I am so sorry.  So, the question is, having read your previous evidence 

and those two sentences in Mr Blake’s affidavit at paragraph 12, do you 
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now have a recollection as to whether Oil Search first approached you or 
Mr Blake with the IPIC Exchangeable Bond proposal? 

 
A:  Sorry, Dr Renwick, I did not see Mr Blake’s statement on the screen. 
 
Q: I am so sorry.  So, on my screen there is paragraph 12 of the statement of 

Mr Blake.  Is that on your screen? 
 

[10.30a.m] A: Is that Mr Blake’s statement? 
 10 
Q: Yes, I am so sorry, I thought I said that.  Yes, so this is Mr Blake saying as 

far as he can recall, it was either him or yourself Mr Somare who was first 
approached - - - 

 
A: Sorry, Dr Renwick, give me some time to go through it again. 
 
Q: Yes, of course, please do.  So, all I am really asking is, do you have a 

particular recollection – appreciating this is a long time ago and you may 
not have one - about whether it was yourself or Mr Blake who was first 
approached by Oil Search regarding what became the IPIC Exchangeable 20 
Bond proposal? 

 
A: And that would be correct, it would be either myself or Mr Blake.  As to 

who was approached first, I cannot recall. 
 
Q: Thank you so much.   Can we travel down in this document to paragraph 

22 because I want to ask you some questions about the Board of Directors 
of IPBC in 2008.  And so if you would just be so good as to read paragraph 
or I will read paragraph 22 on to the record I think. 

 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This is Mr Blake’s affidavit.  He says there were no board meetings in 2008 

prior to August because the board lacked quorum.  We were waiting on the 
appointment of further directors by the minister to make up a quorum.  
Whilst the board was in quorate, IPBC wrote to the minister, the Gas 
Committee and where appropriate the NEC to approve its actions.  The 
appointment of advisors was for the same reason brought to the Ministerial 
Gas Committee during that period.  The appointment of advisors was 
subsequently ratified by the Board of IPBC at a meeting on 13 September 40 
2008.  So, you can see that is his evidence.  So, there is some evidence that 
there were some meetings nevertheless held of IPBC.  And so the first thing 
- before I take you to that, I suppose the first question is, do you have any 
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recollection as to why it took the period of time it did in 2008 for you to 
appoint further directors of IPBC? 

 
A: Normally, the Board of Directors of IPBC would be appointed in 

consultation with Cabinet and Cabinet will ultimately advise as to who the 
Board of Directors would be for any State-Owned Enterprise. 

 
Q: I see.  All right, thank you.  So, did you travel yourself do you recall to Abu 

Dhabi or Dubai with IPBC in late April 2008 to have discussions with IPIC.  
Do you have any recollection doing that?   10 

 
A: I do have recollections of travelling to Dubai to meet with IPIC but more 

particularly with the Government of the UAE. 
 
Q: Yes.  And was Oil Search also present at any of those meetings - Oil Search 

representatives? 
 
A: Yes, they were, Dr Renwick.  They were the introducing party. 
 
Q: Yes.  Do you have any views with the benefit of hindsight as to the 20 

appropriateness of Oil Search’s role in that regard?  Is that an appropriate 
thing that they introduce you to IPIC? 

 
[10.35am]A: They were an introducing party to  IPIC in the first instant, in terms of the 

processes that would be applied for the actual transactions themselves and 
internal IPBC processes and internal Government of Papua New Guinea 
processes.  Oil Search does not have a role to play in those processes. 

 
Q:   You will recall, I think, from your previous evidence that there were a 

number of proposals being considered within the Papua New Guinea 30 
Government.  At this time, there was one I think proposal favored by you, 
one proposal favored by the Prime Minister, and I think a third one.  So, I 
just want to ask you a couple of questions about that.  Can we have a look 
please at the Oil Search document OSL 00180026791.  So, this is a 
document, Mr Somare, you may have not seen because it is from Oil Search 
and it indicates that - we can come to the relevant part of the document - 
that four meetings may have been held between Oil Search and IPIC prior 
to IPIC being introduced to IPBC. And it says and we will just go down to 
the relevant part that the State was interested in reviewing all options and 
was not pointed to a single proposal.  I will just get that document put up 40 
on the screen.  So, you can see here that there is a reference to high-level 
discussions. “Pelican interested in reviewing all options.  It is not worded 
to a single proposal.  Direct message from PM”.  Do you have any 
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recollection of whether Prime Minister Somare had been communicating 
directly with Oil Search in relation to the possible raising of funds for the 
PNG LNG Project at this time? 

 
A: No, I do not have any recollection of that.  But Dr Renwick, I would like 

to state that at the particular time that we were - in 2008, when we were 
dealing with PNG LNG, there was not just PNG LNG, there was also the 
Inter Oil Project. That was another competing project that was happening 
at the same time. So, you had competing interests on two competing 
projects plus the competing interest in financing as well.  10 

 
Q: Yes, all right. Can we go then to a letter which Prime Minister Somare 

wrote to you and Ministers Pruaitch, Tiensten and Duma on 25 September 
2008, that is WIT.0027.0010.510.  So, you can see that is a letter from 
Prime Minister Somare to those gentlemen, including yourself? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if you scroll down to paragraph beginning:  “The other reason for this 

letter.” So firstly, you can see Prime Minister Somare thanks all of you 20 
after the extraordinary progress made and express his gratitude for the hard 
work.  But then he says this; and I want to ask you some questions about 
it.  “The other reason for this letter is to inform you of recent decisions that 
I have made to deal with issues concerning the project.  Basically, the 
decision seeks to address misunderstandings that may have been 
inadvertently created during the course of the year, which has the potential 
of derailing much of the good work that you have accomplished up to this 
present moment. 

 
[10.40am] I refer to the two important issues that relate to the financing of the State’s 30 

equity and the State’s nominee to hold such equity in the project”.  I think, 
I have taken you to this letter before but in any event, are you familiar with 
this letter? 

 
A: I am familiar with this letter though it was quite some time ago now.  But 

I am familiar with the letter. 
 
Q: Accepting that this is nearly over 14 years ago - - - 
 
A: It has been a while. 40 
 
Q: Can you cast any light - can you cast a light on the reference to the mis-

understandings in paragraph 3 noting that it is not your letter, of course? 
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A: I would think, as best as I can recall, I would think that this is in relation to 

again, as I mentioned previously, Dr Renwick, that competing interest 
between who would be the State nominee for the PNG LNG Project.  At 
that particular time, we had Petromin that had a role to play but we also 
had the Independent Public Business Corporation.  The difference between 
Petromin and the Independent Public Business Corporation was that 
Petromin did not have the balance sheet to support the transaction whereas 
the GBT provided the necessary resources that the State could utilize to 
acquire that particular interest in the PNG LNG Project which is 19.4 per 10 
cent and that particular resource relates directly to 196.6 million shares 
from Oil Search that sat within the General Business Trust that came under 
the oversight of IPBC and obviously under the oversight of my Ministry 
that is State-Owned Enterprise. 

 
Q: Thank you.  I just want to next ask you a process question if we can look 

at WIT.0104.0002.0095.  This is a letter you wrote about two weeks later 
on 6 October 2008 to Minister Pruaitch your colleague, and if we just scroll 
down.  So, you can see, firstly, this is your letter.  It refers to the 
government pursuing the exchangeable bond financing option which is 20 
now in its final stages of approval and you say there you welcome a recent 
letter from him.  You look forward to the Department of Treasury’s 
comments given the close collaborations.  So, my process question to you 
is this if you can recall, for this transaction at this time, was Treasury a 
coordinating body?  Does it oversee the process of getting the 
Exchangeable Bond financing option approved or to weigh up the different 
alternatives and give advice to the NEC?  Do you see what I am asking? 
 

A: Yes, certainly.  Treasury is essentially responsible for the oversight of debt 
management as this transaction would significantly impact Papua New 30 
Guinea’s overall debt stock there is the necessary consultation that needs 
to happen with Treasury regardless.  The impact of the PNG LNG Project 
as well is quite considerable as Treasury is responsible for both the 
economic policy and fiscal policy.  The impact of a big project in a small 
economy needs to be also weighed up by Treasury so that essentially talks 
to reassure the impact of the multiplier that cascades through the economy.  
So, a vast range of issues that Treasury would have necessarily dealt with 
including dealing with the merits of the transaction itself. 

 
[10.45am]Q: Yes, thank you.  The final topic I wish to raise with you, Mr Somare, is if 40 

you like the alternative scenario whereby the UBS loan did not happen, that 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds were  allowed to expire and the Independent 
State would have had other funds available to it.  And in fairness to you, 
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may I just remind you of some three paragraphs of your earlier affidavit.  
If we can have Mr Somare’s affidavit of May 2021 – 20 May 2021 and we 
will just start at page 25, paragraph 89.  Perhaps, you have a copy with you 
Mr Somare, do you or? 

 
A: I do, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: There are three paragraphs that I want to take you to are paragraphs 89, 93 

and 102.  So, I will just let you read through them and also have them up 
on the screen there.  I will not talk to you while you are reading them. 10 

 
A: Is it 89 - - - 
 
Q: 89, 93 and 102, three paragraphs.  And then we go over on the screen to 

93, please.  And finally, we go over to 102.  So, have you had an 
opportunity to read those paragraphs to yourself, Mr Somare? 

 
A: Yes, sir I have. 
 
Q: And so finally then if we can put up Exhibit CCCC, which is the letter from 20 

the Prime Minister to the Inquiry of the 12th of last year.  So, this is, if you 
like, the authoritative statement from the Prime Minister about how much 
revenue has been received in the PNG LNG Project.  So, you can see there, 
it is a letter to the Commission of 12 August 2021, and we just scroll down 
to page 2.  So, you will see there what revenue has been received.  So, 
Kumul Petroleum has received US$1.64 billion and you will see then what 
has been done with them.   

 
Now, the evidence from the Prime Minister on Monday was that the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund has not yet been established.  That seems to be 30 
clear enough.  And he also said that he wants to do that before the next 
election but that there has been a recent NEC decision in 2020 that 7 per 
cent of Kumul’s dividends are to be put aside nevertheless, even though 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund has not been set up.   
 
I suppose, my first question to you, Mr Somare, is to your mind is there 
any – that the Sovereign – sorry, let me withdraw that question and start 
again.  As with the Organic Law and the Statute relating to the 
establishment of the Sovereign Wealth Fund are in force in Papua New 
Guinea.  What is not in force or what has not yet been established is the 40 
fund itself, there are no individuals who have been appointed as trustees or 
directors and there is no money. 
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[10.50am]Q: From your point of view given your ministerial experience, has there been 
any impediment to at least the appointment of the trustees or directors to 
actually get the Sovereign Wealth Fund established? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, I would merely be speculating.  I mean, that is a matter for 

the Prime Minister not for me. 
 
Q: I see, all right.  Well, then perhaps then I can take you with bearing those 

figures in mind and bearing in mind the parts of your affidavit I took you 
to, I just want to take you to, in fairness to you, some evidence of the 10 
Honourable Peter O’Neill from 17 June last year.  And really what I asked 
him to do and if we can start with page 1457, I put to him the evidence you 
had then recently given and essentially said, what do you say, Mr O’Neill.  
And what I am now giving you the opportunity to do is to respond if you 
wish to what Mr O’Neill has said about your evidence.  So, we will start 
with the paragraph beginning, “Okay, thank you”, which I think is at 1457, 
possible the next page.  Yes, there we are.  Now, can you just read what is 
on the screen to yourself please and let me know when you have done that.  

 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: And to be fair Mr Somare, I was directing Mr O’Neill to paragraph 89 of 

your affidavit and the modelling you had done.  If we just go down to the 
next question and answer as well, please and if you can just read the 
question. 

 
A: Mr O’Neill? 
 
Q: That is right and his answer please.  So, I am just giving you the opportunity 

if you wish Mr Somare at Mr O’Neill’s comment or critic about your 30 
paragraph 89.  Did you want to say anything in response to that? 

 
A: Yes, Dr Renwick.  So, Dr Renwick, I would also refer you to my paragraph 

44 relative to the State take and also - - - 
 
Q: We will just put that up on the screen for those listening in.  If we can have 

paragraph 44, Mr Somare’s affidavit and please I interrupted you, please 
go on, Mr Somare. 

 
A: So, if you refer to my para 44 on my affidavit dated May 2021, my affidavit 40 

states very clearly what the State had received, the whole of the State 
entities including MRDC, Kumul Petroleum, the State itself through the 
Department of Treasury what they had received in terms of total State take 
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and the evidence that I provided before you was the State had been the 
recipient of almost K8.6 billion or US$2.5 billion, the Kina equivalent is 
8.6 billion.   

 
[10.55am] That is as a consequence of the State being a direct participant in the PNG 

LNG Project making the PNG LNG Project essentially building the PNG 
LNG Project so there would be tax revenue coming from it plus having 
equity holding in the project itself.  So, if you look at the issue of equity 
holding; the equity holding itself was 1.6 billion, I think the Prime 
Minister’s letter agrees to that.  MRDC having about 900 million – K950 10 
million coming out of that and that represents about 2 per cent or 2.78 per 
cent in equity in the PNG LNG Project.  So, in terms of returns coming 
from the project, you can see that there is a material difference between 
taking equity in the project, participating in the project itself and holding 
indirect shareholding in Oil Search that returns only about K14 million per 
annum. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you.  And final, we can go back to Mr O’Neill’s transcript and 

beginning at the paragraph where he says, “My understanding” if we can 
just scroll down a little.   20 

 
A: Where about is that Dr Renwick? 
 
Q: Yes, here we are; that should be on the screen there.  So, I will just read 

this out.  I know that is a bit annoying but it means it is on the transcript.  
Mr O’Neill says this; “My understanding is that when I left office, the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund was not operational and further that every exported 
gas, the total revenue that we get from each expert port does not come 
directly to the SOE that is holding shares or to the State, it goes to the 
project.  And the project has to repay, from what I believe, 70 per cent of 30 
the financing.  There was two loans.  So, they had to repay the loans, pay 
for the expenses of operation of the LNG Project and end of the 
distributions to the shareholders or project partners out for each shipment 
shares, I think, in accordance with the records that I am aware of is that we 
had 19.7 per cent or so.  So, we are entitled to that portion and that goes to 
Kumul Petroleum and of course Kumul Petroleum has got its own 
obligations and after its obligations, if there is enough funds to support the 
State, they pay Treasury.  So, I am aware there must not have been excess 
funds that were available for us to invest in the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  
But assuming that all these obligations like the loan to the project, which 40 
is, as I said, 70 per cent of the LNG Project is funded by many banks 
throughout the world and after those obligations are fully paid, I know there 
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will be excess funds and that is when the Sovereign Wealth Fund will 
become very liquid.”   

 
And I will just read the next question and answer too and ask you to 
comment on it.  “So, are you then surprised that assuming Mr Somare is 
right and nothing from the PNG LNG export proceeds was deposited while 
you were Prime Minister, does that come as a surprise to you or was that 
something you think or something you assumed would happen?”  
Regrettably, he said, Mr Somare’s view is a very simple one and that does 
not reflect reality.  There are costs associated to the project, for the loans 10 
and other expenses and also support to the State, the State budget and State 
revenue.  I am sure that Kumul Petroleum will account of every single toea 
– single dollar they have received and expended so I do not agree with that 
view at all.  So, do you wish to comment on that Mr Somare?  I know it is 
quite a long answer from Mr O’Neill. 
 

A: To start off with, I will basically say I am a simple person and my simple 
view of the world is that I had already expressed very very clearly in my 
affidavit as to the benefits of State participation in the PNG LNG Project 
and the benefits that had rolled into Kumul Petroleum and the benefits that 20 
had rolled into MRDC. 

 
[11.00am] It is very clearly articulated on page 13 of 29 in my affidavit.  The initial 

design of the SWF was that all proceeds, including proceeds that come off 
equity, would roll into the SWF, the Sovereign Wealth Fund under the 
infrastructure fund.  There has been several iterations of that as it has 
progressed but the initial intent as was our commitment to all governments 
and bi-lateral partners that we had participated with, especially the 
Australian Government who assisted us immensely in the PNG LNG 
Project to secure buy-in from all other partner governments’ bi-lateral 30 
partners through their export credit agencies and by securing that support 
to other commercial banks which included 21 of them in total that the 
Independent State of Papua New Guinea would create an SWF, there would 
be responsible cash management that came from the PNG LNG Project and 
it would not be skewed or squandered on other priorities that may be 
determined unilaterally by an individual within government whether he be 
Prime Minister or a member of cabinet, that our commitment to our bi-
lateral partners that we would create good governance arrangements 
around cash management that accrued off from equity and taxes from the 
PNG LNG Project.  That was my simple view of it all. 40 
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Q: Thank you.  Just one final question then from me, Mr Somare.  Are you 
familiar with the work of the PNG Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative? 

 
A: EITI, yes. 
 
Q: Yes.  One of the things you can assume is that they recommend - the 

Initiative  recommends that there be laws in the Independent State allowing 
one or two interested persons to determine who the ultimate beneficial 
owners of shares are in Oil and Gas projects held by private individuals or 10 
companies or trusts.  That has not yet come to pass but is that something 
you would support as an anti-corruption and transparency initiative? 

 
A: Dr Renwick, unfortunately, I have not given too much thought as to the 

issue of future ownership and who would be the shareholder of equity 
interest in any resource projects in Papua New Guinea.  But right now at 
this stage we have under current PNG Laws, the Prime Minister is the 
ultimate shareholder representing obviously the people of Papua New 
Guinea in any trust in any companies that the State holds and yes, that 
leaves it exposed to politicization and the people of Papua New Guinea 20 
should be quite concerned and should take a closer look at the ownership 
structure of companies that they have to distance politics away from good 
projects that are developed within PNG in the resource phase.  There are 
some concerns in that space obviously that should be the conversation for 
conversation piece for many Papua New Guineans with regards to 
obviously how they have seen the PNG LNG Project and how the PNG 
LNG Project has run but in particular the issue of equity, the issue of who 
is the owner of Kumul and where that benefit that comes to Kumul should 
be going. 

 30 
[11.05am] Should it be going to an unprescribed and undetermined destination?  

Should we have very very clear policies on dividends that come out from 
State owned companies or should we just leave it to the whims of the 
politician? 

 
Q: Yes, thank you, Mr Somare.  Commissioners, those are my questions.  I do 

not believe anyone has applied to cross-examine Mr Arthur Somare so 
commissioners you may have some questions. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you go first. 40 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief commissioner.  Thank you Mr 
Somare for returning to assist with your thought about various matters that are of 
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interest to the commission.  I would just like to take up some historical matters 
about the Sovereign Wealth Fund with you, if I may.  It becomes particularly 
helpful your affidavit where it helps with the background to these matters.  I am 
particularly referring to Annexure E to your affidavit where you set out the joint 
understanding between the Independent State and Australia on further 
cooperation on the PNG LNG Project.  It is certainly a document which is 
redolent of hope and expectation and very strongly look to a bright future 
economically for the Independent State.  When that was entered into, of course, 
the expected flows from the project were, I think, anticipated to be 2015 that came 
on a year earlier than expected but it was well into the future.  There are a lot of 10 
steps to be taken, lots of consultation for the establishment of the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund in the intervening period.  But from our researches, we have seen 
that there were some very strong initial steps taken in that regard.  In paragraph 9 
of the Agreement, it says that Papua New Guinea and Australia will decided on 
the scope of economic modelling to identify impacts of the LNG Project across a 
range of economic and development variables before the end of 2009.  As far as 
you are aware, did that occur? 
 
A: Commissioner White, yes it did.  We had engaged thoroughly with the 

Australian Government.  There was an initial meeting in Canberra 20 
following this joint understanding where former Prime Minister Peter 
O’Neill, myself and Minister for Planning, Paul Tiensten had meetings 
with our counterparts in Canberra; Martin Fergusson, Lindsay Turner and 
Simon Crean to continue to explore the intent and those issues that could 
be early winds for the PNG Government with regards to the design of the 
SWF but in particular to secure the skillsets in Australia that had built their 
S7 funds.  So, the primary discussion was between ourselves and Lindsay 
Turner about our engagement with finance and deregulation in Australia so 
that we could secure the skillset that came out of the Department of Finance 
who were responsible for those funds and for Mr Turner to then send senior 30 
government officials up to Papua New Guinea to collaborate with the 
Department of Treasury to ensure that those modelling that was necessary 
were put into place. 

 
[11.10am] And yes, they did assign a team of Australian expertise led by a Deputy 

Secretary in the Finance Department in Australia to come up to Papua New 
Guinea to actually run this exercise with the Department of Treasury, with 
State-Owned Enterprise and obviously other government agencies in PNG.  
So, yes, there was extensive work that followed this joint understanding 
between Simon – and that was, if you like, a part of the condition of 40 
financing related to EFIC US$500 million pledged to the project.  100 
million of that came in from EFIC’s direct account, 400 million came from 
the National Interest Account in Australia and that was the commitment 
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made between obviously the Government of Papua New Guinea and the 
Government of Australia under this joint understanding.  I hope that helps. 

 
Q: Are you able – yes, it does and it reflects some of the material we have seen 

about committees being established Inter-Departmental Committees of 
Secretaries and so on.  At some point, the impetus seems to have slowed 
down.  Recommendations were made.  There were workshops held around 
the country to let the people of Papua New Guinea understand what this 
meant.  But then it seems to have come to a halt.  Have you got any insight 
as to how that occurred or why that occurred? 10 

 
A: Quite simply it happened immediately after the political coup of August 2, 

2011 where there was a significant change in government.  A new Prime 
Minister was installed that was found by the Supreme Court to be illegal 
and at that particular juncture, most of the work around the SWF essentially 
came to a halt.  It stopped because there was a change in government. 

 
Q: Presumably, Mr Somare, the work that was done reparatory to the 

establishment of the fund and one would expect that it would not be 
established until there was some revenue to support it so there is nothing 20 
strange about it not being set up as early as that but presumably that work 
could be re-activated. 

 
A: Absolutely.  I think the Independent Public Business Corporation would 

have had all the models given that they have kept their records and their 
records are in order.  Albeit there has been a transfer of interest out of the 
GBT, the General Business Trust into Kumul.  Kumul should have all the 
data necessary to look at the design from the SWF but really from an equity 
perspective they could give that.  But Treasury has all the financial – all 
the economic model, the open book economic model they have.  They also 30 
have financial models for every year and they could work of those models 
to determine what would be the value of the SWF. 

 
Q: And the need of course to source independent experts to constitute a Trust 

Board as it were of the Fund.  That presumably was not an exercise that 
had commenced in these earlier days because it was still premature to do 
so.  Would you envisage that that would be rather a difficult step to take to 
source such a board? 

 
A: It would be very sad for the people of Papua New Guinea that did not 40 

happen. 
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[11.15am] What I talked about a little bit earlier is the politicization of such a board.  
To remove that we have to have independence that actually sit on the SWF.  
They can protect the intent of the fund and the interest of the Papua New 
Guinea people are quite removed from elected representatives’ nominees 
that would necessarily get on the fund. 

 
Q: And I take it all of the monies that came from EFIC has of course 

evaporated over time so it may be necessary to look to other sources of 
support funding to get the structure of the Sovereign Wealth Fund Board 
established.  Would that be your thinking? 10 

 
A: Commissioner White, all the funding that came from EFIC went directly 

into the PNG LNG Project and was spent on the construction of the project 
itself.  They were, if you like, one of the significant lenders to the PNG 
LNG Project construction phase.  There was no resource directly from 
EFIC that would go towards building of the fund that was the support that 
the Australian government; quite separate from its bilateral donor 
relationship with Papua New Guinea, that was direct funding support from 
the Australian government that went towards the support necessary to build 
the SWF.  That support has long gone and it would be very interesting; 20 
perhaps it would be ideal now that our Treasurer is meeting Mr Creighton 
Berg in Melbourne, he can probably take up a conversation to talk about 
the development of the Sovereign Wealth Fund again with the Australian 
government who certainly have the capacity to help the Papua New Guinea 
Government build such a fund. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Somare.  They are my questions and again, thank you for 

your help to the Commission. 
 
A: Thank you Commissioner White. 30 
 
Q: Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  Firstly, in relation to the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund, I am going to make a statement and ask you to respond if you have 
any comments. 
 
A: Yes Chief. 
 
Q: The idea of a Sovereign Wealth Fund was obviously commenced around 40 

the time the PNG LNG Project came on stream going back to 2009.  And 
as I speak now, it is over 12 years now and we are still talking about a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund that has not been set up.  The revenue flow from 
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the PNG LNG Project came in around 2014 and it is eight years or so since 
the revenue flow from the PNG LNG came into the government.  Eight 
years is still a long time for work on the Sovereign Wealth Fund to be 
completed and an account set up and money flows into the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund. 

 
The question is, are you concerned about this delay that is going on, they 
are still talking about setting up a Sovereign Wealth Fund some 12 years 
after the idea that was first incepted and some eight years after the revenue 
flow from the PNG LNG came into the government office?  As a citizen, I 10 
am just asking you that question.  The question of how long Papua New 
Guineans are going to wait to see that fund realized.   Any comment there? 

 
A: Thank you Chairman.  As with many Papua New Guineans we should all 

be concerned that it has taken such a long time to get an appropriate 
response around building that fund but more particularly 

 
[11.20am] in relation to how government manages revenues that come out from major 

resource projects and how government is transparent around those 
revenues that are generated from endowments that it has - natural 20 
endowments that it has and that it has commercialized on major resource 
projects.  Perhaps tomorrow we will have another resource project that we 
will go ahead in Porgera.  Perhaps tomorrow we will have another resource 
project in Wafi-Golpu.  How will we manage revenue that comes out from 
equity and then revenue that comes out from taxes?  That is a question that 
all Papua New Guineans should be concerned about.  

 
And I am very happy that this Commission is focusing on exactly that that 
leaders in this country have to be accountable for where funds that come 
out essentially from either consolidated revenue or an asset of government 30 
to commercialize a project, how the benefits that accrue from that project 
is spent without regard to a proper policy, without regard to an SWF type 
mechanism where you could build savings for future generations of Papua 
New Guineans to help build infrastructure projects; schools, classrooms, 
universities, roads.  That was the aspiration of the previous government 
and I have my concern today that after eight years we have not moved one 
step towards putting one toea into the SWF. 

 
Q: All right.  My next question is in relation to the engagement of IPIC.  

Former  Managing Director of Oil Search, Mr Peter Botten, gave evidence 40 
yesterday that it was Oil Search that contacted IPIC because Oil Search 
was looking to expand its investment portfolio globally and it needed a 
partner of the type IPIC.  So, it was Oil Search that actually contacted IPIC 
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and it was Oil Search that introduced IPIC to the government including 
yourself.  So that evidence was given and I thought I might put that to you, 
it confirms what you are saying.  But apart from that, did you have any 
connections personal or otherwise with anyone in IPIC prior to the 
introduction of IPIC to you by Oil Search? 

 
A: Chief, I can say very clearly that I had no relationship.  I have no 

relationship today with anyone from IPIC.  IPIC was introduced by Oil 
Search to us.  As the PNG government approached the IPIC transaction, 
PNG government applied PNG government processes for the procurement 10 
of that particular debt and at no stage in our decision-making process did 
we have to consult with Oil Search, any of its directors or management 
team; it was not necessary.  The PNG government has its own processes 
whereby it procures debts, loans or in issuance projects. 

 
Q: My last question is in relation to the State’s debt arising out of the PNG 

LNG Project.  As an ordinary citizen, I was under the impression that when 
the UBS loan was paid off that would be the end of the State’s financial 
obligations or debt under the UBS arrangement.  But then I am told and 
this is in evidence that the State also has a financial debt over the PNG 20 
LNG Project which it has not completely paid off and it might pay off 
completely that debt by next year or something? 

 
[11.25am] And that debt relates to what I think former Prime Minister Peter O’Neill 

referred to as a 70 per cent project cost.  That came to me as a surprise 
because I thought when the UBS loan was paid off, that would be the end 
of it, but then the country is going to struggle to pay off another existing 
debt over the PNG LNG Project.  Perhaps that Papua New Guinea – the 
citizens of Papua New Guinea have little knowledge of.  Could you just 
elaborate on that 70 per cent project cost debt and the State’s debt levels 30 
over that – out of that 70 per cent cost? 

 
A: Yes, Chairman.  Chairman, the 70 per cent that you are talking about relates 

to project debt so at no time is consolidated revenue, at no time is the equity 
portion of PNG LNG return on equity does that contribute – does the PNG 
government require to pull out funds from the consolidated revenue fund 
from any funds available to PNG to service that debt.  That debt is serviced 
by the project, is serviced Exxon Mobil from the operations of the project 
itself.  Yes, there is a debt, but at no time does the State pull out from any 
other funds to service that debt.  That is serviced specifically by the 40 
project’s owners and the project operator Exxon Mobil and the financing 
arrangement from the beginning had always contemplated that.  The 
returns that come in to the State at this time that go into Kumul Petroleum 
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are returns on equity and Kumul Petroleum to date has received over 1.6 
billion.  

 
Q: So, therefore, the equity share available to the State would – that will have 

to be reduced because Exxon Mobil would take out money from the 
revenue from the LNG sales to cover that expense so that the actual 
dividend payment available to be paid out to the equity participants would 
have to be reduced. 

 
A: Chairman, respectfully, that would – that is a - - - 10 
 
Q: I do not know; I am just trying to understand. 
 
A: That is a wrong way of looking at this. 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: If you look at it, the State’s equity has not diminished from the beginning.  

The State’s equity was always 19.4 per cent in 2014.  Today it remains at 
19.4 per cent.  There has been no reduction in the State’s equity.  But there 20 
are cash falls against the project.  For example, if they do additional 
exploration in a particular area, they would ask participants to fund that 
additional exploration, not contemplated by the earlier project, but they 
would use – the project would use project funding to do that.  There is no 
deduction in the State’s interest at all.  The State interest has remained 
constant from the beginning, 2014 until now at 19.4 per cent.  In fact, there 
was a – because of a redetermination exercise, the State’s interest has 
increased just slightly, I think up to 19.6 per cent, but it has not diminished.  
The way you should look at project debt is that when project debt is 
serviced, then you will get this Tsunami of cash flow that comes in under 30 
corporate tax.  So, your 30 per cent corporate tax then would then click in 
and then in the modeling that Commissioner White talked about, then you 
would get this huge cash flow happening around 2026, 2027 or 2028.   

 
[11.20am]  So that is the first time where you will get this very chunk of corporate tax 

revenue coming in from the project.  At the moment, we do not have this 
very big chunk of corporate tax revenue.  That only happens after the 
State’s portion of project debt is serviced. 

 
Q: All right, those are my questions.  Thank you. 40 
 
A: Thank you, sir. 
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Q: Dr Renwick?  
 
DR RENWICK:  ………..(inaudible)………. 
 
A: Sorry, Dr Renwick, I cannot hear you.  
 
Q: Commissioner, can you hear me? 
 
A: Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, now, yes.  
 
 
FXN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Yes, all right.  Mr Somare, I needed to ask you this question and it is about 

the evident competition between, if I can call it, the Petromin and the  IPBC 
proposals in 2008.  You alluded to them earlier.  Do you have any views 
about the appropriateness of that competition between those two goals if I 
can put it that way and the role of treasury in that regard? 20 

 
A: Doctor Renwick, the State’s aspiration was to secure as much of its option 

as it could and I think I explained relatively clearly that Petromin did not 
have the balance sheet to support the transaction to allow Petromin to 
acquire the full 19.4 percent in the PNG LNG Project, as the 19.4 percent 
availed itself with the conversion of the four Greenfield licenses.  Only 
IPBC had the Oil Search shares of 196.6 billion shares in the General 
Business Trust that could be monetized to support that transaction.  And as 
a direct consequence of that, the Government of Papua New Guinea took 
the decision that IPBC should have taken. 30 

 
Q: Yes, thank you, that is very clear; thank you, Mr Somare.  If there is nothing 

further, Commissioners, I would submit that Mr Arthur Somare be excused 
with our thanks.  

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Somare, I think that brings to an end your evidence 
before this Commission so thank you for giving your evidence. 
 
A: Thank you Chief and thank you Commissioner White.  
 40 
Q: You may be excused. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Somare. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I am hoping that we will have Mr John Leahy 
somewhere on the internet.  Mr Leahy, are you there hopefully with a Bible this 
time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr John Leahy is in attendance in the room right now so he 10 
will take the witness stand.  Dr Renwick, I cannot hear you.  Dr Renwick, can 
you hear me?  Dr Renwick, can you hear me, I cannot hear you.  Dr Renwick, can 
you hear me?   
 

[11.35am] DR RENWICK:  And I cannot hear anything at all from - Chief, are you able to 
hear and see us now? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, yes, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  So, unless it is already been done, I would ask 20 
that Mr Leahy be sworn. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr Leahy, thank you for making yourself 
available to give evidence this morning.  We were having some difficulty when 
you were trying to appear by zoom but thank you.  You will be sworn and if you 
can take the Bible in your right hand.  
 
 
JOHN EDMUND LEAHY, sworn:  
 30 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Sir, your name is John Edmund Leahy, L-e-a-h-y? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You are a lawyer and Principal at Leahy PNG Law, is that right? 
 
A: That is correct. 40 
 
Q: You have signed a statement of 28 paragraphs dated 2 February 2022? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Is that right? 
 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And you tell the Commissioners that is true and correct? 
 
A: It is a true and correct statement. 
 10 
Q: And you do not wish to make any changes to it now? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you, I tender that.  I tender that statement.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that statement into evidence and it will be marked quadruple JJJJ, I think - four 
Js, JJJJ.  
 20 
DR RENWICK:  I think that is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT JJJJ - STATEMENT OF JOHN EDMUND LEAHY DATED 2 
FEBRUARY 2022 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 30 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much, Mr Leahy.  I will keep this as brief as I 
can.  In your statement, you set out your qualifications and employment history, 
which we can take it as read.  Can I take you then to paragraph 15 to 17?  So back 
in 2008, you were a partner of Leahy Lewin Lowing Sullivan Lawyers, known 
locally as LLLS, is that right? 
 
A: That is the name by which that firm is currently known.  It was known by 

a different name at that time.  
 40 
Q: Yes.  And what was it called then please; do you recall? 
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A: It was for a time referred to as Peter Allan Lowing Lawyers.  And then it 
became known around that time or I think before at that time as PLN 
Lawyers, which stood for Pacific Legal Network.  And so far as I know 
that firm no longer has any connection with PLN Lawyers, which is a 
different firm now. 

 
Q: Thank you.  But in any event, the firm you were then a partner in, as you 

say in paragraph 15, retained instructions to provide Papua New Guinea 
law advice and assistance in relation to what we call the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Transaction and you set out in paragraph 15 and 16 the nature of the 10 
retainer, is that right? 

 
A: I should clarify one point. 
 
Q: Yes, please. 
 
A: I was, while having been admitted in New South Wales in 1982, I sort of 

repeated the admission processes in Papua New Guinea in 2006. 
 
Q: Yes. 20 
 
A: And under PNG Law, I was not able to obtain an Unrestricted Practicing 

Certificate for a period of two years after my admission.  And so, I was 
only as partner in the firm towards the end of 2008; that would be right.  

 
[11.40am]Q: Yes, I see.  Thank you for that clarification.  In paragraph 18, you note key 

documents required - legal documents to give effect to the IPIC Exchange 
Bond Transaction.  And then you come to the question of compliance with 
section 209 of the Constitution in paragraph 19 and you expressed the 
opinion in paragraph 21 that the requirement that section 209 of the 30 
Constitution be complied with required, in your opinion, specific 
legislation to be enacted and in paragraph 22, you give some evidence 
about that.  Could you just explain to the commissioners your thinking 
about how section 209 could be complied with in relation to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond documents? 

 
A: Yes, sure.  That there was sort of a conventional wisdom, I think, among 

the legal fraternity in Papua New Guinea that specific legislation was not 
required.  However, here we were looking at a very large transaction and 
there needed to be comfort all around that there were not going to be sort 40 
of problems with it later.  And I initially took the view that the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowing) (No. 2) Act probably would have covered it.  But 
when I say probably, it was not entirely clear and I recall flagging the issue 
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with the other law firms involved which were Blake Dawson now Ashurst 
on the PNG side for the government.  Internationally, Freehills were acting 
for the government and then on our side, we had Shearman & Sterling 
acting for IPIC. 

 
Now, having flagged the issue and having revisited the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowing) (No. 2) Act, I really became quite concerned that it did not 
apply.  If you want to, I am happy to talk through if you want to bring it on 
the screen; I have not got it in front of me, but if you wanted to bring the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowing) (No. 2) Act up if that would be helpful, I can 10 
track through the thinking – oh, here we are. 
 

Q: Yes. 
 
A: Yes, here. 
 
Q: Thank you, we will be grateful.  Please take us through whatever section 

you wish. 
 
A: I will just take it from the top, if you like; just scroll from the beginning 20 

and I will track through.   
 
Q: Yes, certainly. 
 
A: I had that; that is another sort of technical term.  Yes, I think we can go 

past the definitions to, I think, it is section 2; yes, it is section 2, General 
Borrowing Powers.  I am actually starting to read that a little bit.  Just - - 

 
Q: Is that better? 
 30 
A: Yes, that is better, I think; a bit better, thank you.  On a closer look, I 

thought, this is not – the funds is not to meet the expenses of borrowing.  I 
mean, I took that to mean refinancing something, perhaps.  I am not quite 
clear what it is.  But, “and Works and Services of the State”; well, it is not 
works and services, this was a major commercial investment, so if we just 
keep going. 

 
Q: Can I just stop you there, Mr Leahy?  I am very sorry.  Chief, we are just 

getting some feedback again.   
 40 
A: Sorry, keep scrolling, if that is okay, yes. 
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Q: Yes, that is a bit better now, Mr Leahy.  Could you just repeat what you 
just said because there was a bit of a feedback then; we could not hear you.  
Can you just repeat the evidence you gave bout section 2, please? 

 
A: I beg your pardon, yes.  Look, again, it was one of those ones where it was 

not entirely clear but I thought there was some doubt that you could say 
that the use of the funds was to meet the expenses of borrowing.  Well, I 
mean, if that is not a circular then what it will mean is that you are 
refinancing something; it was not doing that.   

 10 
And then at paragraph (b) is Works and Services of the State.  I took that 
to mean the sorts of things that might be budgeted for works and services.  
This was a major – that is not my phone going, I do not think.  Oh, yes, it 
is, I beg your pardon.  How did that happen?  I do not know what it is doing; 
it is not ringing out; it is something – I will turn if off altogether, I beg your 
pardon. 

 
[11.45am]   Anyway, so it is not Works and Services of the State, I did not think.  I 

mean, works; that will be road building infrastructure or something like 
that, services provision of public service activities and what have you.  So, 20 
this was a major commercial – so I thought, well, it does not really fit into 
that either.  Then you go down to sub (2) – I beg your pardon, I think I have 
taken you too far, the latter part of sub (1).  That is all about – yes, the 
purchase of equity in a corporation.  Now, that was not what was happening 
here.  Here, we were buying – it was funding the direct investment by the 
State in the LNG project.  In other words, a joined venture participation-
type interest in a major gas project.  Well, I did wonder.  I say why would 
that make any difference? But then, you know, I guess the legislators may 
have had the view that if you are restricted to equity in corporation, you 
can then deal with other aspects of the risk where that might be a little bit 30 
more difficult if the investment is directly in an asset, particularly in 
circumstances where that asset may have to be pledged in some way 
because that raises a whole other set of issues with the restrictions on what 
the State can do as regards negative pledges and things.  But then, so it is 
not that, I do not think.  Then you go to making loans to the various State-
Owned Enterprises, well, it is not that, and other prescribed - it is not that 
and so I started to wonder, well, where is it?  And I think that generated a 
seed of doubt in the other lawyers involved and so we – so Ashurst were 
acting for the State in the terms of Papua New Guinea law and they were 
tasked to draft some legislation, which they did, and then we had a lot of 40 
discussions about it, and it ended up – we went with what ended up as the 
Liquefied Natural Gas State Participation Act or something of 2008, which 
you have also – you may wish to discuss it as well. 
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Q:    So that was the basis of your opinion of what you just discussed that there 

needed to be stand-alone Act, authorizing Act - - - 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Which turned out to be the Liquefied Natural Gas Project State 

Participation Act of 2008, which you give evidence about in paragraphs 23 
to 26.  We will just put that 2008 Act up on the screen and, again, please 
feel free.  We will just go to the Act.  Please feel free just to take us through 10 
the Act and saying anything you wish to say about this, please. 

 
A: It was by way of prefatory – it was literally which I was watching the 

proceedings of this commission, impetuously almost the evidence was 
being given and discussion among the commissioners was in relation to 
this very Act and observations were made to the effect that it did not – it 
did not seem to specify the particular terms of the exchangeable bond 
transaction, IPIC transaction.  So, if you scroll down, whereas, in fact, my 
view is it did or it was certainly intended to. 

 20 
Q: So, there is the recital, there is the long title up there - - -  
 
A: Yes, yes. 
 
Q: Specifically to authorize the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction.  Then 

we come down to section 1 which deals with the compliance with 
constitutional requirements and perhaps we might come to the next page, 
and we might keep going, I think. 

 
A: Yes.  I do not recall there being any particular issues in relation to the 30 

compliance with the constitutional requirements, which is cannot - - -  
 
Q: Which is in subsection (6) of section 1 which is at the bottom of the screen, 

is that right?  The declaration that this is a law? 
 

[11.50am]A: Yes, that was I, as I recall, intended to make it abundantly clear that was 
what I was doing and it drew from section 209 as sort of authority with 
power to be enacted. 
 

Q: And we will just keep going down just to see the rest of this short statute. 40 
 
A: Yes.  If you had scrolled past which is okay, but several of the definitions 

do specifically refer to the – one or other of the transaction documents 
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associated with the IPIC Transaction, for example.  This is probably a good 
place to stop, if we could, at the definition of bond dipole. 

 
As I recall, as the Legislation was drafted and I had a bit of a hand in it, it 
was intended that it would not be enacted until after the bond dipole had 
been executed by which time, obviously, you would have a date that was 
intended to be inserted - where they have got that section there, to be 
inserted after execution.  It was the date that was intended to be inserted 
after execution because by definition, the bond dipole would have been 
already executed;  and that would have tied the authorization under section 10 
209 absolutely specifically to that transaction. 
 

Q: Thank you.  Do you wish to scroll down further? 
 
A: No, I do not think so.  I think that was the sort of, what I think is a fairly 

important point in my mind that I wanted to draw out.   
 
Q: Certainly. All right, to go back to your statement, you say the State 

Participation Act was drafted specifically to authorize the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond, and it was not intended the State Act would have 20 
broader applications to other transactions; and that is the point you were 
just making.  So - - - 

 
A: Well, sort of two things really.  One was that there was no - - - 
 
Q: Yes, go on. 
 
A: There could be no doubt at all in my mind that the IPIC transaction was 

authorized by section 209, whether it was necessary that that be done is 
perhaps a moot point, matter for some discussion.  But the other point is 30 
whether this was intended to be a sort of an Omnibus Act providing for 
such approvals.  It was not, and certainly not intended by the people that 
actually wrote it.  Obviously, Parliament may have chosen to take a 
different view once the minister took it to Parliament.  But I do not know 
if there was any evidence that that was the case.  I have not looked at the – 
or, I have not looked at the age interpretation of Hansard, or the explanatory 
notes or I have not looked at either, possibly.  So, I see those are quite sort 
of separate issues. 

 
Q: Is there anything else you wish to say about this, Mr Leahy? 40 
 
A: No.  No, that is fine. 
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Q: All right, thank you.  Those are my questions, commissioners.  There has 
been no application to cross-examine him so, commissioners, you may 
have your own questions. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have just got one question in relation to section 2 of the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act. 
 
A: Could I ask counsel-assisting to take us back to - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we will put that up. 10 
 
A: Good, thank you.   
 
Q: There it is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Subsection 1C, the purchase of equity in companies.  I did 
not quite get you in what you said in relation to that provision that that particular 
loan did not come within that provision there. 
 
A: Well, chief commissioner, again, I can see that it is not entirely clear, 20 

perhaps.  But my understanding at the time of how the transaction was 
proposed at that time was that the funds were to be used primarily to buy a 
participating interest in the PNG LNG Project. 

 
[11.55am] And I do not think on any sort of interpretation you could say that buying 

a participation interest in an Oil and Gas Project or LNG Project is purchase 
of equity in a company.  It was an element of that because they were 
funding IPBC to do that through Kroton but the ultimate disposition of the 
funds would be to buy the participating interest not to buy equity in a 
company. 30 

 
Q: Okay. 
 
A: I am not clear in my own mind what difference that should make from a 

policy point of view but that is what the Act says. 
 
Q: Now, in relation to the loan from UBS, the loan was obtained to pay for 

the State’s share placings in Oil Search.  Would that loan transaction come 
within paragraph (c)? 

 40 
A: Well, I am taking it from what you are describing, Chief Commissioner, I 

am not intimately familiar with the UBS but that is as I understand it and  
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I guess it would.  I mean, you would say they were using that to buy shares.  
Well, that is specifically covered by paragraph (c) I would have thought. 

 
Q:  It would come under? 
 
A: Well, I have not put the question to you, you asked it so I am only saying 

to you.  But on the face of it that would appear to be the case because in 
that case the transaction was quite different in that it related to the purchase 
of the Oil Search shares as I am saying. 

 10 
Q: So, if the UBS loan came under this provision there then for that purpose 

the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act would be an Act that would come 
within the meaning of an Act of Parliament in section 209(1)? 

 
A: I do not claim to be a constitutional law expert, Chief Commissioner, but 

that would seem to be the case; yes. 
 
Q: Those are my questions.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief, no, I have no questions for Mr 20 
Leahy.  Just thank him for applying his mind to this very problem to assist the 
Commission.  Thank you. 
 
A: Thank you, my pleasure. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Might Mr Leahy be excused with our thanks, 
Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Leahy, thank you for your evidence this morning, you 
may be excused. 30 
 
A: Thank you Commissioner, thank you Chief. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think that brings today’s list to the end.  I 
think that is right Dr Katter, is it not? 
 40 
DR KATTER:  It is Dr Renwick. 
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DR RENWICK:  That being so, the next witness is Monday; that is the 
Honourable Peter O’Neill and so might we adjourn the proceedings until at 10 
am on Monday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 11.58 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
MONDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 10 
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[10.00am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, are you able to hear me Chief 
Commissioner? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  I recall the Honourable Peter O’Neill.  It has been 
sometime since he gave evidence perhaps he might be re-sworn.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think he is bound by his previous oath so there is no need re-
swear him. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly, very good. 
 
 
PETER O’NEILL, recalled: 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Can you hear me Mr O’Neill? 
 20 
A: Yes, thank you. 
 
Q: Yes, good.  Mr O’Neill, you have given evidence here twice before and you 

have also made a statutory declaration.  Are there any changes you wish to 
make to any of that previous evidence? 

 
A: Not really, no.   
 
Q: Okay thank you.  On the last occasion you agreed with the Chief 

Commissioner that you are a stronger supporter of the work of this 30 
Commission and Commissioner White invited you to put forward any 
recommendation for the reform for the consideration of this Commission.  Do 
you have any recommendations in that regard? 

 
A: I am only concerned about one aspect of the issue that has been covered by 

the Commission and that is regarding the clarity under which governments 
both in the past and possibly in the future will have to deal with the Overseas 
Borrowings Act.  I think that there needs to be clarity around that.  There has 
been different interpretations over the past, governments, since 1975.  We 
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have been guided by the normal – what we and I think it is normal 
interpretation of that particular Act. 

 
[10.05am]  And I think that is the only sort of issue that I have concerns over and 

otherwise I am quite happy. 
 

Q: Thank you.  One of the possible recommendations which is being discussed 
with witnesses is the notion that beneficial owners who are the ultimate 
owners of businesses which operate in the Independent State or the ultimate 
owners of shares which operate be able to be identified to the government and 10 
people of Papua New Guinea.  And if I can just show you an extract from the 
work of the PNGEITI, we will just put that up on the screen.  So, if you could 
just go to the first page of this document, please.  So, are you familiar with the 
work of the Papua New Guinea Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiatives? 

 
A: Yes, I have initiated that – our government has initiated that and we are 

signatories to some of the international, I believe, international declarations.  
So, yes, I am familiar with that. 

 20 
Q: So, what I am showing you here is their latest published Report of 21 July 

2021.  If we go back to the page we were looking at which contains a 
recommendation about identification of beneficial owners and I would ask 
you if you would just read that to yourself and indicate whether you agree with 
the recommendation there set out on the screen. 

 
A: I have no reason to disagree with that.  I accept that that is probably the best 

way to move forward in the resource sector.  There would be ultimate 
beneficiaries of those companies should be listed. 

 30 
Q: Thank you.  Next you will be aware that the bankers from UBS Australia and 

the lawyers currently and formerly of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia has 
declined to voluntarily appear and assist the Commission.  You are aware of 
that, are you not? 

 
A: I am told that that is the case but I have no contact whatsoever with any of 

those parties. 
 
Q: You would agree though – sorry, I withdraw that and will put another 

question.  One possible recommendation which the Commissioners may wish 40 
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to consider is whether lawyers and bankers who had declined to assist the 
important work of this Commission should be banned from working in the 
Independent State and in particular or working for the State or its State-Owned 
Enterprises for a period of years.  What is your position on that type of 
recommendation? 

 
A: I think that is fair enough.  There is no reason why these institutions or these 

firms not able to appear before the Commission.  They should appear and 
disclose the information the Commission requires. 

 10 
Q: Next question, Mr O’Neill, are you aware of the Report that the Commission 

has received from Brattle which analyze the UBS loan.  Have you had an 
opportunity to see that? 

 
A: I have not been provided with the copy of the Report, but I am aware that there 

is such a report out there. 
 
Q: Please assume that one of the conclusions of Brattle as independent experts is 

that UBS charged the Independent State too much money.  In particular, they 
concluded that if the transactions had been fairly priced, this is the UBS 20 
Transactions, the State would have actually been paid about $94 million but 
instead, it actually paid $80 million to UBS.  

 
[10.10 am]  And that is why Brattle concludes that UBS overcharged in that regard by 

nearly AUD$175 million.  Please just assume for the purpose of this question 
that that is their conclusion.  If that is their conclusion, and assuming they are 
right, should UBS repay that money to the State, Kumul or the people of PNG? 

 
A: I think, as the Commission would know, I have no part in negotiating the  

fees that were being charged by many of their firms and consultants that were 30 
engaged in this transaction so I am not privy to the details of how much was 
agreed to and how much was charged.  But assuming that there was an 
overcharge, I agree that they should return the funds to the state.  And, again, 
let me stress that they were engaged by the state through various institutions 
of the state and if their client is asking them to present and appear before this 
Commission, they should appear because ultimately they work for the 
government. 
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Q: And equally, just to be clear, you would support a finding that if UBS is 
overcharged, that the state, and the people and Kumul should be reimbursed 
for overcharging; you would support that? 

 
A: Absolutely. 
 
Q: One last question about quality and it concerns the Sovereign Wealth Fund, I 

asked you some questions about it on both the previous occasions, that I take 
it, Mr O’Neill, you still remain a supporter of the establishment of an operation 
of a Sovereign Wealth Fund? 10 

 
A: I support the establishment of a Sovereign Wealth Fund because we need to 

preserve some of the wealth that is being generated by the development of the 
resources in the country.  I was well aware that many of the benefits will start 
to flow in after the repayment of the principal loans that were taken up during 
the development of those projects.  So it was not going to be up and running 
immediately but when there was substantial amount of revenue coming 
through when all the obligations and financial obligations that had been met.  
So I have no reason to say that I do not support it; I support that Sovereign 
Wealth Fund.  The must be some funds put aside for future generations. 20 

 
Q: Let me now take you back to the time when you were Prime Minister and I 

asked you some questions about that.  So you had a number of important 
functions as Prime Minister, one was that you were the Chair of the NEC as 
Prime Minister.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Another function of being the prime minister of the day is that you were the 

Trustee of Kumul? 30 
 
A: It is automatically passed from one prime minister to another on the 

assumption of office; that is how I interpreted that. 
 
Q: Indeed, you are absolutely right, Mr O’Neill.  We will just put up section 4 of 

the Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited Authorization Act. 
  
 So if we just look at section 4 (2), so is that the provision you were alluding 

to a minute ago? 
 40 
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A: That is correct, yes. 
 

[10.15am]Q: Can I show you now the trustee for Kumul Petroleum – we just look at clause 
10.13, we will scroll back a little.  We will just look at the title page.  So you 
can see this is the trustee that Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited of 26 May 
2016, that I would like you to assume if it is in similar terms throughout the 
time as the Prime Minister.  If you just scroll down to clause 10.13? So you 
see there that in the exercise of the powers, duties, rights and responsibilities 
of the trustee under the Act and that is the trustee must (1) act honestly in all 
matters concerning the trust, (2) in relation to all matters affecting the trust 10 
exercise the same degree of care, skill and diligence as an ordinary proven 
professional person managing the trust property would exercise, (3) ensure the 
powers, duties, rights and responsibilities of the trustee under this deed are 
exercised in the best interests of the beneficiary and (4) not entering into any 
contract or do anything which would prevent it or hinder the trustee from 
properly performing the functions, duties and obligations provided under this 
deed. So I take it, Mr O’Neill, that you would say that at all times you 
complied with those issues as trustee under the trust deed? 

 
A: Yes, those are the functions of the trustee and as trustee, I seek advice from 20 

the officials who manage our organisations and the legal obligations of the 
trustee as Prime Minister. 

 
Q: So to go back to my question, looking at clause 10.1, do you tell the 

commissioners that to the best of your ability you tried to comply with the 
duties there set out when you were Prime Minister?  

 
A: Absolutely. 
 
Q: Absolutely, is that what you said? 30 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I just did not catch your answer, Mr O’Neill? 
 
A: Of course, I discharged my duties to the best interest of the beneficiary and to 

the best of the knowledge that I had and the advice that I received.  
 
Q: All right.  Now, I asked you some questions on the previous occasions about 

who was responsible for the UBS loan decision and you would recall that your 40 
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answer essentially was that this was a cabinet decision for which the entirety 
of the NEC was responsible.  You remember saying that, do you not? 

 
A: Yes.  They are the ultimate custodians and I am chairman of NEC.  It is a 

collective body that makes the decision.   
 
Q: And in the same way, you were a cabinet member, were you not, when the 

IPIC exchangeable bond transaction was approved? 
 
A: Yes. 10 

 
Q: And so, you are part of the collective responsibility for the making of that 
 IPIC exchangeable bond? 
 
A: Of course, NEC is responsible for making those decisions. 
 
Q: You were a member of the NEC when the IPIC exchangeable bond was 

entered into, were you not? 
 
A: Yes. 20 
 
Q: All right.  But is it not the fact that for the UBS deal, you as chairman of the 

NEC sidelined cabinet as much as possible.  Is that not right? 
 
A: That is absolutely not correct. 
 
Q: Well, you were the author – let us just go back a step  - you signed the UBS 

cabinet submission as Prime Minister did you not bringing it before the NEC? 
 
A: I was advised that as trustee I should take the submission into cabinet from 30 

our officials to do so, so I did I guess. 
 
Q: To go back to my question, you signed the cabinet submission as Prime 

Minister which was brought before the NEC, did you not? 
 

[10.20a.m]A: As Prime Minister, yes and as a trustee of Kumul Petroleum Holdings. 

Q: And Mr Vele was responsible for drafting that and putting it before you; is 
that right? 
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A: I have no idea whether Mr Vele was personally responsible for drafting that 
but I know that the Treasury was involved in the drafting of those 
submissions. 

Q: It was a very important submission, was it not for the people of the country 
and the economy  of the country; the UBS loans deal? 

A: Yes, with every other decision that we make. 

Q: This was a particularly important decision financially for the State, was it 
not? 

A: As I have said to this Commission earlier, we were trying to secure an 
ownership over a resource development project that has been part of our 10 
country’s resource development agenda for many many years and as far as 
my recollection was that the deal that was done with IPIC lost that 
ownership and my thinking was basically that Papua New Guineans should 
continue to own what is now formally Oil Search shares because of; one, 
history; two, their presence in the country; and three of their continued 
contribution to the country’s development. 

Q: Why do you not want to agree with me Mr O’Neill that this was a 
particularly important Cabinet decision?  It was, was it not? 

A: All decisions are very important, yes, including UBS deal, it is a major 
decision. 20 

Q: Now, we have received a considerable amount of evidence you can take it 
from me that the Treasurer was kept in ignorance of the UBS Cabinet 
submission and the UBS deal prior to coming to Cabinet.  I put it to you that 
Mr Vele kept the Treasurer in ignorance of the UBS Cabinet submission and 
as an official he would only have taken that extreme step if you had wanted 
him to do that.  What do you say to that? 

A: I expected him to and the officials at Treasury to advise and brief their 
minister and if that did not happen it certainly did not come from my 
directions.  But as you can appreciate the magnitude of this transaction and 
given that Oil Search is a publicly listed company, there is certain sensitivity 30 

in how they handle the information.  So how it was discharged and 
discussed, I have no knowledge. 
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Q: If it be the case, Mr O’Neill, that the Treasurer was cut out of any 
knowledge about the UBS deal and cabinet submission before it came before 
Cabinet, that is a considerable failing in proper administration in 
Government, would you not agree? 

A: Absolutely not.  I am certain that the Treasurer was kept informed and you 
will have to ask Mr Vele about it.  I was not responsible for briefing the 
Treasurer.  I was briefed equally by the officials on this transaction as he 
would have.   

Q: I am asking you a different question now Mr O’Neill, not whether you cut 
the Treasurer out but that if he was in fact cut out of any involvement in the 10 

deal prior to the NEC meeting, that is a significant failing of public 
administration; would you not agree? 

A: I do not believe that he was cut out.  I am certain that the Treasurer was 
briefed on occasions but what detail of briefing that he got, I do not know.  I 
was not party to those discussions but as I said I expect the officials to brief 
the Treasurer because he is an important Minister responsible for the 
financial affairs of our country.  So he should  have been briefed but that is 
as far as I know. 

[10.25am]Q: If he was not briefed, if it turns out the Commission finds that he was not 
briefed - and that is his evidence by the way - that would be a significant 20 
failure of administration, would it not?  

 
MR SHEPPARD:  It is hypothetical.  
 
DR RENWICK: Did you say - I am sorry, I cannot hear, Mr Sheppard. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Yes, sorry.  What I am saying is, it is the third time that the 
question has been asked.  Mr O’Neil has given an answer and the question in any 
event is hypothetical so it is going to have very limited probative value.  But 
repeatedly asking the same question ought not to be allowed in this particular 30 
instance of this witness.  
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, my answer to that, Commissioners, is that I am repeating it 
because I am not getting an answer. I understand Mr O’Neill’s evidence is that he 
personally did not cut out the treasurer.  My question then which has not received an 
answer is; assuming you Commissioners were to accept the evidence given from the 
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former treasurer, that in fact he was kept in ignorance, would Mr O’Neill agree that 
that is a serious failure of administration.  It is a straight forward question and in my 
respectful submission, one would expect a straight forward answer, so I press that 
question.  
 
A:   Chairman, I cannot speak for others.  It is the responsibility of the officials in 

Treasury to brief the treasurer as they see fit.  I have got no responsibility to 
direct each individual official to discharge their responsibility in that manner. 
But as far as my knowledge or my understanding was that he was briefed and 
he was aware of the transaction taking place.  If he says that he was not - as 10 
we all know, active politicians at present, I think the Commission believing 
individuals who make statements after many years to suggest that this was not 
the case, I would very much doubt it, but it is entirely up to the Commission. 
But if he was not briefed, I will be very concerned.  That is unacceptable, but 
I would expect him to be briefed and in my understanding that he was briefed.  
Firstly, and again, let me reiterate that this matter has been highly politicized. 
The Commission’s work is very important. Individual statements by 
politicians who are now claiming to be do-gooders is something that needs to 
be clearly analyzed before making conclusions that is not true and may not be 
the case.  In this instance, I suggest that the Commission should ask Mr Vele 20 
and his team in Treasury, whoever - what officials that he engaged or the 
consultants that we have engaged through treasury, whether they have briefed 
the minister or not.  That is my answer, yes.  

 
Q: I will move on.  You would agree with me, would you not, that the UBS 

cabinet submission was lengthy and complex? 
 
A: And I got the officials to come in there and explain in detail to the cabinet, so 

it took a few hours to do so. 
 30 
Q: You agree with me that the submission was lengthy and complex? 
 
A: It was a complex financial transaction so that is given, yes. 
 
Q: And although as you say, officials came in and sought to explain it in the 

cabinet meeting, cabinet members have not been given any time prior to the 
meeting to look at the cabinet’s submission.  They saw it for the first time in 
the cabinet room, did they not? 
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[10.30am]A: There are 32 ministers and a sensitive transaction like this, you do not expect 
detailed briefing for every minister.  I think you would agree with me that 
sometimes keeping information confidential and trying to get the ministers to 
understand the nature of the transaction, we trust that briefing and the work to 
be done by our officials.  There was no reason for us not to trust their judgment 
and their advice.  And as a result, Cabinet deliberated on it and as I said to you 
earlier, our paramount interest was to secure that continued ownership.  This 
came about after the IPIC deal lost all our shares in Oil Search, understanding 
that the previous Cabinet which I was a part of was that these shares will be 
returned to Papua New Guinea; will be returned to Papua New Guinea and as 10 
an understanding - with that understanding we went out many months before 
that and we tasked the Treasury to go out to the international financial markets 
and start sourcing funds to complete that transaction.  We needed to pay the 
amount of money we owed to IPIC.  That is the beginning of the transaction 
and that is as a result ended up in Cabinet for its deliberation.  So, some of the 
Cabinet ministers who were there either as officials or lawyers in the previous 
transaction with IPIC either as ministers or members of Cabinet were familiar 
with the transaction.  It is not something we are dealing with a new 
shareholding or interest that we were trying to secure.  It was something that 
we had dealt with before and it was the arrangement of the financial 20 
arrangements that the Cabinet was trying to secure to secure those shares in 
Oil Search. 

 
Q: Not seriously suggesting that the UBS deal, that is to say, the complex 

transaction which UBS came up with was something any Cabinet member 
other than you were familiar with before the meeting, are you? 

 
A: I am not suggesting that Ministers of State were familiar with the details of 

the transaction with UBS but they were familiar with the IPIC deal and the 
State’s interest in Oil Search.  That is what I am suggesting. 30 

 
Q: We will come to the IPIC deal in a minute.  What I am suggesting, Mr O’Neill, 

is that by giving your Cabinet colleagues no time prior to the meeting to 
properly scrutinize what you have agreed is a very complexed transaction, it 
meant that the safeguards in the Cabinet process did not have a chance to 
operate and you as chairman must take responsibility for that failure.  Do you 
agree? 

 
A: That is not quite a fair and correct conclusion of what transpires in Cabinet.  

Most Cabinet submissions that come into Cabinet come after the scrutiny from 40 
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our officials and they go directly to Cabinet and Cabinet deliberates.  And this 
is where the officials had prepared this submission.  On their advice I accepted 
that it was a transaction that I should take to Cabinet and that is what has 
happened.  So, it is not something that we do not do the normal course of 
dealing with Cabinet submissions.  Almost every submission whether it is 
complex or not goes through the same process that originates from the 
officials to Cabinet. 

 
Q: But your own Treasurer felt so strongly about the inappropriateness of the 

UBS deal that he refused to sign off on it and you removed him.  That is right, 10 
is it not? 

 
[10.35am]A: Well, the Treasurer’s interests were, as far as I was concerned at that time, 

was politically motivated.  He was not generally concerned about the State 
and country’s interest in taking ownership of the resource development in the 
country.  I am sure you would appreciate that if any Cabinet Minister refuses 
to act on a Cabinet decision in any Commonwealth country would be in the 
same position.  I had no choice.  I told him that – and I spoke to him over the 
telephone and said, neither I nor him can change Cabinet decisions.   Cabinet’s  
collective decisions has been final, we have no alternative but to follow 20 
Cabinet direction and he refused to.  So, I had no choice but to discharge him. 

 
Q: All right.  Let us go to the lead up then to all of the Cabinet decisions.  In 

2013, at least, when you were Prime Minister, you knew the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond was coming to you and it was your government’s policy 
that you wanted to retain ownership of the Oil Search shares; that is right, is 
it not? 

 
A: Well, that has been what I consider that every government that has dealt with 

this issue that has been the position of governments.  So, my position was – 30 
our government’s position was the same. 

 
Q: And in – there was an NEC decision which established an IPIC Exchangeable 

Bond Committee to look at the very question of how the shares could be 
retained; that is right, is it not? 

 
A: I would say that is right. 
 
Q: Do you remember why Mr Vele who was not then the Secretary for Treasury 

when that NEC decision was made is now comes contrary to the submission 40 
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to chair the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee?  So, you see there that is a 
copy of the decision he was at the time the Director, Gas Project Coordination 
office.  You can assume that the submission did not recommend he be even a 
member of the committee and yet Cabinet decided that he was to chair it.  Do 
you recall why that was so? 

 
A: I do not follow that question.  Are you saying that Dairi Vele was Chairman 

of the Gas office? 
 
Q: If you look at the submission, which will be on the screen at the minute, you 10 

can see there that there are five people proposed in the Cabinet submission to 
be members of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Committee and Mr Vele is not 
one of them.  If you then go to the Cabinet decision itself, which we had up a 
second ago, we will put it back up, you will see there that the Cabinet noted 
the nominees proposed in the recommendation; however, approved to appoint 
the following as members of the committee.  And the chair that was the role, 
director, Gas Project Coordination Office which Mr Vele then held; was it 
not? 

 
A: That is right and why that decision was made in my view, that is I think a long 20 

time ago so I cannot give you the exact precise – but my understanding is that 
Mr Vele had a very considerable knowledge and experience in dealing with 
this particular project and this particular shares.  Whereas the other members 
if you put that other recommended in recommendation 2 there of the 
submission, they had very very limited knowledge about the IPIC transaction, 
our development project with Oil Search and Exxon Mobil so that is why we 
wanted an experienced team to lead the discussions. 

 
Q: Would you be surprised to know that Mr Vele in fact had very little to do with 

this committee and indeed was not prepared to sign the final recommendation 30 
of the Committee. 

 
  [10.40 am]  Did you know that? 

 
A: I was not aware of that.  He as chairman should have made that known to his 

treasurer or to me; I was not aware of that. 
 
Q: You do know that, do you not, that in late 2013, Mr Vele was speaking to 

various banks in Australia about possible financing of the IPIC Bond?  You 
are aware of that, are you not? 40 
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A: I would expect him to have those conversations but I have no knowledge of 

the specifics. 
 
Q: All right.  I want to turn to a different topic, and this the Elk-Antelope Oil 

Fields.  Do you recall your evidence given to this Commission earlier to the 
effect that you knew little or nothing about the link between the Elk-Antelope 
acquisition by Oil Search and the UBS Loan to purchase Oil Search shares? 

 
A: I had very limited access to the information or knowledge, as far as I can 10 

remember. 
 
Q: Let me show you some evidence from other people.  We will start with an 

email of Mr Botten of 14 February 2014.  So this is an email from Mr Botten 
to his Board and in here, there is the statement you see there – the cursor there 
– read paragraphs from the end.  I will read it out.  “The Prime Minister has 
expressed a strong interest in remaining as shareholder in Oil Search.”  That 
is correct, is it not, you did have a strong interest in remaining a shareholder 
in Oil Search; you agree with that? 

 20 
A: The State and the people of Papua New Guinea to remain a shareholder in Oil 

Search, yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  But the rest of the sentence, “and is keenly interested” - that is you – 

“is keenly interested in potentially receiving shares in any potential - capital 
raising carried out as part of an Elk-Antelope transaction.  This is especially 
relevant if he is unable to buy back the shares from IPIC.  He has the financing 
to do this from UBS.  He has been informed of the very low probability of 
PNG being successful in any buy back from IPIC.”  Do you agree with what 
Mr Botten there says in that paragraph? 30 

 
A: I have absolutely no knowledge of that conversation with Mr Botten.  I do not 

believe and I do not think I did have that conversation with him.  There is 
absolutely no reason why we would want to be part of that transaction.  I never 
gave that indication in writing or in discussion unless, of course, Mr Botten 
has been speculating. 

 
Q: I have another document to show you. 
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A: Yes, unless Mr Botten has been speaking to some of our officials, but I had 
no discussions with Mr Botten at all. 

 
Q: But that is not what he is saying there.   
 
A: I mean that is- - - 
 
Q: It is; “The Prime Minister has expressed a strong interest.”  That does not 

suggest - you agree – that does not suggest a statement by an official.  It is a 
suggested statement by you. 10 

 
A: I have always stated that we want to be shareholders in Oil Search; that is 

correct, but to be part of the transaction in the Elk-Antelope is that is 
absolutely not true.  And Mr Botten has no discussions with me; nothing in 
writing, nothing in verbal discussions about that at all.  

 
Q: Can I ask you more generally about the Elk-Antelope Oil Fields.  They are 

potentially important resources for the people of PNG, are they not? 
 
A: As any other resource project in the country, they are important. 20 
 
Q: Yes, but they are a significant potential resource, are they not? 
 
A: To the development of our gas fields in our country they are, quite a significant  
 resource - - - - 
 

[10.45am] Q: And while you were Prime Minister, your government expressed some 
concern that the shareholders in PRL 15 were not progressing development as 
fast as you would like; that is right, is it not? 

 30 
A: If you go back to the decisions that were made, you will recall that Elk 

Antelope Project was given the same approval by Cabinet in the Somare 
Government.  I believe it was on the same day when Exxon Mobil got the 
approval to develop PNG LNG.  PNG LNG was now up and running and Elk 
Antelope was falling behind so we had concerns.   

 
Q: Indeed, the government had concerns and you – the government expressed 

those concerns to the people who owned the PRL 15 interests and told them 
to get on with it.  That is broadly right, is it not? 

 40 
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A: I would assume that the Minister and the Department of Petroleum and Energy 
and the officials would have spoken to them.  But generally, the government 
was concerned that this project was not being developed after quite an intense 
Cabinet discussion I remember during which this approval was given in the 
Somare Government. 

 
Q: You were aware, were you not, by the time you became Prime Minister that 

the Civellis had an interest in PRL 15? 
 
A: I had no knowledge of their interest or anyone else.  The basic knowledge that 10 

the government or the leaders had was that Phil Mulacek was the principal 
behind this company. 

 
Q: While you were Prime Minister, did you ever meet with the Civellis in person? 
 
A: I do not believe I have met him.  I have met Phil Mulacek and his executives; 

yes. 
 
Q: You do not believe you have ever met Carlo Civelli? 
 20 
A: I do not recall meeting him either in my office or anywhere else. 
 
Q: When did you first become aware that Oil Search were interested in acquiring 

the interests of PRL 15 and Elk Antelope? 
 
A: I cannot recall but I think it is after the IPIC deal; that is my understanding. 
 
Q: After the IPIC deal or after the UBS deal? 
 
A: Sorry, after IPIC refusing to return the shares and the UBS deal has taken 30 

place. 
 
Q: All right.  Well, if we can go then to the transcript of your evidence at page 

1467, you can see, just go up a bit.  There is the reference to the Civellis and 
there is a sentence beginning:  “Let me ask you this, Mr O’Neill” - we will 
just find that sentence.  “When the State agreed to the purchase of 10 per cent 
of Oil Search shares” – we will find that reference.  I put up 1467 but I may 
be wrong.  Yes, you see there – what page is that – 1468.  So, I asked you that 
question, “Let me ask you this, when the State agreed to the purchase of 10 
per cent of Oil Search shares in 2014 in the UBS deal, what was your 40 
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understanding about what Oil Search were going to use that injection of 
money through the purchase of shares for?”  And your answer is:  “I had no 
knowledge whatsoever.” 

 
[10.50am]Q: That is not right, is it? 

A: I did not have any discussion with Oil Search board or chairman or Peter 
Botten about how they are going to use the funds that we were raising to buy 
their shares in their company.  I have got no right even to ask. 

Q: But of course what you were doing in the UBS deal was not purchasing 
existing shares; you were asking for an issue of new shares to the 10 

Independent State.  You did in fact discuss with Mr Botten did you not why 
Oil Search wanted the injection of funds which would be paid for by the 
purchase of those new shares by the Independent State?  That is right, is it 
not? 

A: There was never any discussion about Oil Search using that money, as far as 
my discussions or my knowledge is, that they were going to use that money 
to buy Elk or anyone else?  I had no right to ask Oil Search what they were 
going to do with their funds.  It was never a point of discussion. 

Q: Just going down the page we got, you see I ask you the question, “did you 
ever negotiated with Mr Botten about the share prices that he paid for the Oil 20 

Search shares in the UBS deal?”  And you say; “those negotiations were 
made throughout I think officials and led by Treasury.”  So I take it your 
evidence remains Mr O’Neill that you never discussed the purchase price for 
the 10 per cent of Oil Search shares which were purchased as part of the 
UBS deal?  You never discussed that Mr Botten? 

A: I have never had discussions on price of the sale of shares with Botten or 
anyone in Oil Search.  The only discussion that I recall having is with Dairi 
Vele who informed me about the discussions they were having with Oil 
Search and the UBS officials is that I wanted the price better because 5.50 
was the price that we were supposed to pay IPIC for getting back our shares 30 

and that is the price that we have being looking and arranging the financing 
for.  So when Oil Search said we are quite happy to offer you more shares to 
retain your shareholding, I recall saying to Dairi Vele, I said our country has 
being suffering because of all these nonsense going about Oil Search taking 
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us to IPIC and everywhere else.  So I said I want a better price and they 
agreed I think eventually at $5.20 per share. 

Q: You would agree with me would you not in fact that $8.50 and $8.20 rather 
than $5.50 and $5.20? 

A: That is a number but may be the right but that is how many years ago – eight 
years ago so I may be wrong with the pricing but it was $8.50 then it was 
$8.50 and we got it at $8.20.   

Q: Can I just take you to page 1468 of your transcript, right towards the end.  
So, I had a sentence which says; “I understand so just to finish off this line 
of questioning about Mr Duma” – if we keep going down, so you see there 10 

on the screen, Mr O’Neill.  I ask you this question; “So had you known that 
Oil Search were going purchase an interest in PRL15 with the money 
provided by PNG in the UBS loan and that Oil Search were paying vastly 
more for each stake in Elk Antelope, that they had been paid only a few 
months before, would that concern you?  Answer; “I am certainly sure it 
would be a different transaction and if I had knowledge of that particular 
discussions going between Oil Search and Elk Antelope partners, PNG 
Government would have reviewed its position.”  So that is your answer.  
What do you mean there in that answer about the Government reviewing its 
position had you known that? 20 

[10.55am]A: I would have negotiated with Oil Search, InterOil or Elk Antelope to buy their 
shares in the PNG LNG Project because that project was ongoing.  Combining 
these two projects would have given us a better sizeable interest in the current 
existing development so it would have been a different transaction, we would 
have had a different conversation but what has happened, has happened. 

 
Q: But your evidence remain that you simply did not know about what Oil Search 

were going to do with the UBS loan monies which purchased the Oil Search 
shares and in particular you did not know about it that they were going to buy 
an interest in the Elk Antelope? 30 

 
A: Quite frankly I was a bit disappointed that this information did not come to 

government’s notice or particularly at leadership level.  It could have been 
discussed at the lower levels but if I had known that this was a transaction 
being discussed on the sides it would have been a different conversation. 
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Q: I better turn now and ask you some questions about your dealings with Mr 
Botten.  Now, you have already agreed with me that Oil Search is obviously 
an important company or at that time it was in PNG, you would agree with 
that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Perfectly normal for you and the government to have regular dealings with 

senior executives of such a big company, you agree with that? 
 10 
A: At my level most meetings and discussions were with very senior levels and 

that was Mr Botten and Mr Gerea Aopi. 
 
Q: Yes and in fact you had many discussions with Mr Botten, did you not, about 

what became the UBS deal? 
 
A: With the UBS deal as I have stated to you earlier I recall only having one 

meeting at the Grand Papua Hotel when the IPIC board or IPIC decided not 
to return the shares that were mortgaged to borrow the initial funds for 
investment in PNG LNG.  That was the only discussion that I had with himself 20 
as far as I can recall on UBS but Mr Botten had other discussions about Oil 
Search and its operations in the country.  And from time to time he is a regular 
feature in the resource sector in PNG so it is not uncommon that you talk to 
Mr Botten. 

 
Q: So, if we can look at Mr Botten’s email of 14 February 2013, 

OSL000700010647.  So, I am showing you here an email from Mr Botten to 
the board of the Oil Search directors.  This is 14 February 2014.  I have already 
shown you this but I have some other questions to ask you about this 
paragraph so let us go down to the paragraph again.  So, this suggest that by 30 
14 February Oil Search were aware that the Independent State had the 
necessary financing from UBS to buy back the shares from IPIC.  You agree 
with that? 

 
A: They would have been aware because as I have probably stated earlier in my 

presentation, IPIC was, I think, introduced to the government then by Oil 
Search so they would have been aware. 

 
Q: And by 14 February 2014 arrangements had been made with UBS to purchase 

back the shares from IPIC if that was a possibility, that is right, is it not? 40 
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A: I cannot speculate but as I said in my earlier appearance is that the Treasury 

was speaking to several banks and financial institutions and if they had 
concluded that UBS was the preferred but I cannot remember the timings of 
it but that could have been the case but I am not aware of those discussions 
that took place. 

 
[11.00am]Q:  You found out shortly after 14th February, that IPIC were not prepared to allow 

to buy the shares back. That is right, is it not? 
 10 
A: I was informed by Mr Botten and Mr Aopi, myself, the then Chief Secretary 

and Mr Vele. 
 
Q: But in fact, you had been preparing for sometime had you not how to deal 

with that possibility; that is to say if you could not buy back the shares from 
IPIC, you were preparing for that possibility, were you not? 

 
A: Sorry, I do not follow the question. 
 
Q: So your evidence is that your preference was to buy back the shares from IPIC, 20 

that is your preference? 
 
A: That is the agreement that as far as I was concerned raised between PNG 

Government and IPIC. 
 
Q: But you knew at all times there was a risk that IPIC would not let you do that? 
 
A: That is a risk and only later in the discussions when I became Prime Minister, 

I found out that that was the risk to government. 
 30 
Q: Exactly. While you were Prime Minister, you knew there was that risk and 

that is in fact what came to pass, they were not prepared to give you the shares 
back unless you buy the shares back? 

 
A: Are you suggesting to me that I wait for them to make a decision, which even 

after several letters to them to indicate to us what their options were, we just 
sit back and wait until they demand us to pay their money back and we cannot 
put up, what would that do to our reputation as a country?  So of course, I had 
to prepare - - - 

 40 
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Q: Accepting – yes? 
 
A: I had to prepare the funds so that when they were prepared to give back the 

shares, I had the money to pay. 
 
Q: And you had been preparing and Mr Vele had been preparing for months, an 

alternative possibility if you could not get the Oil Search shares back for IPIC, 
that is right, is it not? 

 
A: There was never any single discussion about alternative arrangements as far 10 

as I am concerned. My belief was that IPIC and the parent company were 
really not interested in investing in this part of the world and it was a very 
good chance, as I did not lead the discussions in the previous transaction with 
IPIC but from the understanding that was put to cabinet at that time when we 
approved the IPIC Deal is that they will give the shares back, and this was the 
arrangement. So I in mind, I had no doubt that IPIC was going to give the 
shares back, and when they decided to keep it, I was very disappointed. 

 
Q: Let me take you then to an email from Mr Botten of 23 September 2013. So 

you see here, this is in fact an email from Mr Botten as he explained last week. 20 
And so first, he says; “I held a number of meetings last week with the PNG 
Treasury and the Prime Minister regarding the status of their efforts to buy 
back the shares.  They have not yet formally appointed UBS to actually advise 
but they are still doing the preparation work. The core structure of the buy 
back value is the value of the Oil Search shares to underwrite a short-term 
loan provided by UBS, with security of the balance of loan funds covered by 
security on cash deposits in the PNG Government system. This could be one 
reason why the PM is pushing for control of the US$1.4 billion, held in the 
sustainable development trust, presumably trust. What is or what was the 
sustainable development trust? 30 

 
A: It is certainly – he is assuming things that he has got probably limited 

knowledge of. Firstly, as you can see, he said, UBS has not been formally 
appointed which is true. 

 
   [11.05am] But from my understanding is that the Treasury was continually comparing 

the proposals that were put to Treasury by various financial institutions and 
Cabinet is not - - - 
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Q: I am just going to cut you off there, Mr O’Neill because you are not answering 
my question.  What is the Sustainable Development Trust? 

 
A: Yes, I am trying to explain the situation so we are leading up that.  So, if he is 

saying that UBS was not appointed at that time, as advisers, that is true 
because Cabinet has not made any decision yet.  But talking about the 
Sustainable Development Trust is a Trust that has been created for the benefit 
of – it is related to Ok Tedi Mine.  It is for the benefit of the Western Province 
and the landowners.  Once the mine closes, that fund goes to the benefit of 
those parties.  It has got noting to do with the State; the State has got no right 10 
of access to those funds; that has been clearly stipulated in that development 
program.  So he has got very limited knowledge about what he is referring to.  
I am not copied in that email so I have no knowledge of what goes in Peter 
Botten’s mind. 

 
Q: Let us drop down two paragraphs.  A shift in thinking is potentially taking 

place in the State as the share price goes above $8.55.  The Secretary of 
Treasury has openly canvassed the use of money to support an acquisition by 
Oil Search of interest in Elk Antelope for the issuance of shares to the State.  
This will be preferrable to the State rather than necessarily dealing with IPIC.  20 
So, this is back in September 2013, this is Mr Botten’s understanding of what 
Mr Vele who by then was Secretary of the Treasury was openly canvassing.  
Did you know that he was openly canvassing the use of money to support an 
acquisition by Oil Search of an interest in Elk Antelope? 

 
A: I had no knowledge of that discussion and I can guarantee you this that Mr 

Vele does not speak for me.  So, that is certainly a question that you should 
put to him.   

 
Q: If he had said that, if Mr Vele had said that to Mr Botten, would you be 30 

concerned about that? 
 
A: Of course.  Government at that time had no knowledge about the discussions 

going on with Elk Antelope so I am very surprised to hear that Mr Botten and 
Mr Vele have been talking around that. 

 
Q: All right.  So, just a couple more questions on this topic.  If we can look at Mr 

Botten’s statement of 14 June last year, paragraph 55.  So, we will just get that 
statement up in a second.  While we are looking for it, we might put a different 
document up, OSL.0002.0006.9216. 40 
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[11.10am] So, this is a document now provided openly by Oil Search on 24 February.  

We will just go down to the first page of text.  So, you can see this is a 
summary and in the third dot point that is February 2014, do you see there, 
Oil Search was approached by Pacific LNG’s PAC Civelli with PNG 
Government’s support to acquire 22.8 per cent in PRL 15 pre back in via an 
acquisition of the PAC company.  Were you aware of such PNG 
Government’s support as referred to in the third dot point? 

 
A: I do not know any document supporting that suggestion or even discussion 10 

suggesting that.  I am not aware of it so - - - 
 
Q: So, you had no knowledge; you are not aware of it, all right.  Thank you. 
 
A: I said to you earlier - - - 
 
Q: Can we just keep going down to page 38 of this document under the heading 

‘Placement Alternatives’.  So, here this is an Oil Search document.  In a 
meeting between the MD, the Managing Director and the PM, that is you, on 
Sunday afternoon to discuss the State’s potential participation in the 20 
placement, the PM expressed a strong desire for a State entity to acquire all of 
the placement shares on offer.  This will provide the State with about 11 per 
cent holding in Oil Search to replace the IPBC 14.6 per cent holding that was 
transferred to IPIC on 16 March.  This appears to be a rearguard action by the 
PM given the inability of the State to negotiate a repurchase of the IPIC shares 
and the consequence negative press and opposition positioning on the IPIC 
stake in Parliament.  And then Mr Botten then speaks of the two equity 
financing parts; one being a widely distributed placement and the second 
being a strategic placement to a State entity.  So, looking at that, do you agree 
that you had expressed a strong desire for the State entity to acquire all of the 30 
placement shares on offer? 

 
A: I was not aware of which placement shares they are talking about.  I do not 

think that the conversation with Peter Botten, if there was one that took place, 
discussed that.  I cannot even recall.  I know that the shares that we were 
talking about was discussed and negotiated by Treasury and Dairi Vele.  So, I 
am at a loss to follow that particular line of proposition that has been put 
forward by Oil Search officials. 
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Q: Well, let us just have a look.  We now have Mr Botten’s statement.  We just 
look at paragraph 55.  So, there Mr Botten says; “to the best of my recollection 
at that meeting in February 2014, the Prime Minister told me the State was 
going to lose its Oil Search shareholding because the attempts to refinance the 
Exchangeable Bonds had not been successful.  The Prime Minister told me to 
state the issue of retain at least the 10 per cent shareholding in Oil Search and 
he asked us if Oil Search would issue shares to the State in a placement as part 
of Oil Search’s capital rating to fund the proposed acquisition of interest in 
PRL 15.” 

 10 
[11.15am]  That is Mr Botten’s recollection, what is your recollection, did that happen 

what I have just read out? 
 

A: As I said earlier you will go down to the last line of that paragraph and he 
says, “Prime Minister said he will leave it to Treasury to take the proposal 
forward.”  I have asked Treasury; they had intimate knowledge about the 
structuring of this financing, I had no detailed discussion with either Mr Vele 
and Mr Botten so I do not recall this particular citation that is being put 
forward by Mr Botten.  On the issue about the pricing as I said earlier the 
prices that were offered to us was I think $8.55 or 50, the same pricing that 20 
we were supposed to pay IPIC.  I remember insisting and quite angrily to Mr 
Vele that he should negotiate a better price and I expect it to be lower.  That 
is why a price of $8.20, I stated to Mr Vele that we have been given enough 
run around as a result we have lost IPIC shares, the shares that were held by 
IPIC in Oil Search and now we are having to attend to this new proposition 
and that is that we should get a better price. 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, again and again you denied any knowledge of the price that you 

gave the UBS deal that Oil Search wish to raise money in issuing shares to the 
State to acquire interest in PRL15; that is right, is it not?  You deny knowing 30 
anything about that link?  

 
A:  I had absolutely no knowledge and I have stated earlier to you before.  If I 

had known that these funds were to be used, were to pay for the Elk Antelope 
it would have been a different transaction.  The State would have been 
interested in acquiring those shares because we see the value in the upside of 
development of that project.  Why would we surrender that to Oil Search?  So, 
that is a different conversation.  So I was also not aware of these discussions 
going on.  You are showing me transcripts of emails and board papers and 
management notes that I am not privy to.  These are discussions that Mr 40 
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Botten or the others are putting forward to their colleagues and their board 
which I am not privy to. 

 
Q: But I am showing you at this instant is sworn testimony of Mr Botten to the 

Commission indicating his recollection of a discussion with you and I take it 
that you deny that his recollection in this regard is correct? 

 
A: I said I cannot recall and if I were to have that conversation about this 

particular issue, Mr Vele would have been present or some of their officials 
would have been present in those discussions.  I did not have the intimate 10 
knowledge about the structuring of the financing so how could I get into a 
discussion with Mr Botten.  He was not certainly providing the funds for us 
to buy the Oil Search shares, it was the financing companies so, Mr Vele and 
Treasury had carriage over that matter. 

 
Q:  Let me take you to the public statement you made announcing the Oil Search 

deal which is OSL000200058723.  If we just scroll down to the end of this 
document.  You will recall this was the press release issued by you as Prime 
Minister announcing the Oil Search/UBS deal.  You recall that? 

 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I just want to take you to a couple of portions with that and in particular – just 

go up a little. 
 

[11.20am] “Our Loan is not going to increase the overall debt of the country.” You see 
there?  “Our loan is not going to increase the overall debt of the country.  In 
fact, it will be reduced from around 1.6 billion of the IPIC loan to 1.2 billion 
UBS on better terms, including reduced interest of under 5 per cent.” Do you 
still maintain that is accurate?  30 

 
A: Well, if you are replacing one loan with the other, that does not necessarily 

mean that you are increasing the loan – the overall loan sum of the country.  
We are simply – we still owe – if the scenario had still remained the same, 
that would mean that we will still have a loan to IPIC.  So, I consider that 
statement to be fair and correct. 

 
Q: The difference is this, is it not, there was no contractual obligation on PNG to 

acquire the future Oil Search shares in the UBS deal when the IPIC Bond 
transaction came to an end?  You agree with that, do you not? 40 
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A: I cannot recall the actual terms of the loan documentation that was agreed to 

by Treasury, but that could be the case. 
 
Q: I am not trying to trick you, Mr O’Neill, but the simple fact is the UBS deal 

was entirely optional, was it not? 
 
A: You are suggesting – are you saying that whether we take up the UBS deal or 

not was optional; that is right. 
 10 
Q: I want to now ask you some questions. If we can go to document 

OSL.0007.0001.1531. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Mr Chairman, I am unable to hear what counsel assisting is 
saying.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr. Renwick, we cannot hear you.  Dr. Renwick, can you hear 
us?  Can you hear me? 
 

[11.25am] DR RENWICK:  Chief, are you able to hear me? 20 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes now, yes.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr O’Neill, are you now able to hear me? 
 
A: I can hear you now, go ahead, thank you. 
 
Q: I will just start my question again.  I am showing you an email from Mr Botten 

to his board of 28 January and you can see there in the top of the page, a visit 
to IPIC in mid January, senior management informed the State, still not 30 
received tangible refinancing proposal from the PNG Government and they 
were preparing to receive the Oil Search shares in mid March, although they 
would be open to review any proposal from PNG the time to mature a buy 
back option was not now sufficient for it to be completed by a conversion 
deadline. 

 
So, what Mr Botten appears to be saying to his board there is that the failure 
by the PNG Government to actually provide a tangible refinancing proposal 
meant that the PNG Government missed out on the opportunity of persuading 
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IPIC to allow PNG to buy back the Oil Search shares.  Do you agree with that?  
Do you agree that was the case? 
 

A: No, I do not think so.  I think on my recollection is that our officials have 
written or communicated with IPIC several times and in all those times we 
were receiving no reply from IPIC.  That was my understanding.  So this 
comes as a surprise.  I was never told this by anybody.  My understanding was 
that we were securing the funds to buy the IPIC shares back – shares from 
IPIC sorry. 

 10 
Q: Well, let us just come to the next paragraph then.  “Over the last few weeks,” 

says Mr Botten, “the PNG government had the IPIC refinancing process 
driven by the Bank of PNG and their key advisor Jacob Weiss.  The most 
recent position taken to the Prime Minister last Friday involves a roll over of 
the bond for six months on the same terms thereby allowing time to put in 
place their financing.  The Bank has told UBS they will be the advisor to 
government, this is subject to final endorsement by the PM.”  Do you 
remember that discussion?  

 
A: There were some talks about delay and financing not being in place in time 20 

and discussions were still going on but I cannot recall getting an extension.  I 
do not recall that. 

 
Q: All right.  But you deny , do you, that the State moved too slowly in its 

dealings with IPIC? 
 
A: The officials have many years to get this together, you must also understand 

that we set up a committee many years before.  So, if that was the indication, 
I am surprised.  I would have thought by this time the funds were sort of 
earmarked.  Even if the documentation for those approvals may not have been 30 
in place, but I have always thought that we were making good progress.   

 
Q: I will move to another topic, and that is the role of advisors.  I have already 

asked you some questions about what should happen to advisors who did not 
turn up to this inquiry.  But let me ask you some questions just to clarify the 
extent of your dealings in relation to the UBS deal with advisors.  So, what 
role, if any, did Mr Maladina have in relation to the UBS loan? 

 
A: Mr Maladina, I have no idea how he is involved in this transaction but has no 

role whatsoever in our government. 40 
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Q: And Mr Anthony Latimer? 
 
A: Mr Anthony Latimer, again, had no direct role in our government.  How they 

were appointed through their firms I have no idea. 
 
Q: You did know, did you not, that he was working at Norton Rose Fulbright 

Australia on the UBS deal? 
 

[11.30am] A: I know of that.  I know Mr Latimer and I know that he was advising either 10 
KCH or KPH, I have no knowledge of who engaged them.  I cannot hear you. 

 
DR RENWICK:  (Internet Issues) 
 
A: I cannot hear you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Dr Renwick, we cannot hear you.  Dr Renwick, can you hear 
me? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can you hear us now Chief? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry we just lost you momentarily there.  Sorry, Mr O’Neill, 
we jut have to repeat that for the transcript.  I think I did ask you whether you were 
aware of Mr Latimer’s involvement as partner of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia at 
that time in the UBS deal. 
 
A: I do not know who appointed, whether it was Treasury or KCH or KPH but as 

I now know his involvement yes. 30 
 
Q: And what other dealings have you had with Mr Latimer? 
 
A: I have got no other dealings with Mr Latimer in terms of UBS transaction. 
 
Q: In terms of the UBS transaction but you had other dealings with Mr Latimer 

have you not? 
 
A: I do not have any other dealings with Latimer personally, no. 
 40 
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Q: You never have? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Is that no? 
 
A: I do not have any dealings with Mr Latimer personally, no. 
 
Q: You never have? 
 10 
A: Precisely that is what I am saying, I have got no personal dealings with Mr 

Latimer in any transaction whatsoever. 
 
Q: Can I just ask you some questions about Mr Duma’s dismissal.  You recalled 

that I asked you on the last occasion about the sacking of Mr Duma and you 
will recall your evidence was that had nothing to do with the UBS transaction.  
You recall that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: Can I just show you this document OSL.0005.0001.0727?  This is an email 

from Mr Botten to his Oil Search board of 21 December 2013 and under the 
“IOC Total – scroll down to that.  Mr Botten says that I spoke to the CEO of 
IOC last week, that is InterOil, and we agreed to re-engage on 5 January with 
the intent of close out our deal on Elk/Antelope by 12 January.  Total will also 
be involved in this process with an intent of us obtaining at least 15 per cent 
in the bank (Internet Issues)   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, we cannot hear you. 
 30 
DR RENWICK:  I am so sorry, yes, I think there was a difficulty.  So, Mr O’Neill, 
I was just - if you would not mind reading to yourself the text particularly the last - 
- -  
 
INTERNET ISSUES 
 

[11.35am] DR RENWICK:  Can you hear me, Mr O’Neill? 
 

A: I can hear you but I cannot see the transcript. 
 40 
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Q: I am so sorry, I will read it out I am not quite so what has happened there.  So 

this is an email from Mr Botten in 24 December 2013.  Am I losing you Mr 
O’Neill? 

 
A: I am here. 
 
Q: And one of the things it says, I will just try and get it up on the screen in 

fairness to you Mr O’Neill.  I just wonder Chief Commissioner whether we 
might pause or adjourn for five minutes to fix up this computer problem 10 
because in fairness to Mr O’Neill I would like him to be able to read the 
documents I am quoting from.  I think that is fairer for him.  Can we adjourn 
for five minutes please? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will adjourn for five minutes then.  Associate, 
adjourn the proceedings briefly. 
 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 
 

  [11.41 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can you hear me?  Dr Renwick, I cannot hear you. 20 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief, can you hear us? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, now.  Yes, I can hear you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much.  We will just put back up on the screen 
the email from Mr Botten to the Oil Search Board of 24 September 2013.  Mr 
O’Neill, could I trouble you to read the text in blue there beginning with “IOC 
Total”?  Mr O’Neill, can you hear me? 
 30 

[11.46am] A: Yes, I can hear you. 
 
Q: Thank you.  So, Mr O’Neill, I appreciate this is Mr Botten’s email not yours 

but can you explain what you think Mr Botten is referring to about Minister 
Duma requiring close management by you as Prime Minister? 

 
A: I have no idea what Mr Botten is referring to.  I have never been asked to 

manage any minister as far as I know when I was Prime Minister. 
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Q: What about the last sentence of that paragraph, we, that is, Oil Search retain 

the support of the Prime Minister, that is, you, to join IOC and Total, that is 
to say in the Elk Antelope deal.  What do you say about that? 

 
A: I have no knowledge of what he is referring to except that I have been in 

support of the development of the resource especially the gas sector in PNG 
LNG and a new second investment in Papua LNG.  That has been widely 
known that I support that project.  

 10 
Q: We will take that off the screen.  I want to ask you questions about Kumul 

Petroleum.  So, as you know, Mr O’Neill, the original loan was by the State 
and then it was novated or taken over by Kumul Petroleum.  You recall that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was there any reason why the State did not remain just a borrower? 
 
A: Kumul Petroleum and the Kumul companies were mooted during the Somare 

Government and when we came into government we pursued the 20 
establishment of these institutions to hold and develop this resource sector for 
our country mainly so that our participation is active and involved in the 
development of the projects.  Part of that is ownership in terms of equity but 
more so on jobs and expertise development in the resource sector. 

 
Q: I see.  All right so in any event Kumul Petroleum took over or had the contract 

novated from the State.  You will recall I asked you some questions about 
your role as trustee of Kumul Petroleum in the decision by Kumul to sell the 
shares, you remember I asked you some questions about that? 

 30 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And you accept that the essence of your evidence was that although you 

received briefings from time to time it was really not up to you to consent to 
approve the sale of the shares and it had nothing to do with you really as a 
decision.  You recall that evidence? 

 
A: I do not believe that I was ever – I cannot recall.  I cannot recall having been 

asked that when they were transacting to sell some of the shares to pay the 
loans down and managed their portfolio. 40 
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Q: All right.  In fairness I might just remind you of some of your evidence.  If we 

start at 1487.  So, you see there, there is a question by me.  Yes.  The question;  
“all right so you agreed with their decision to sell the shares?” 

 
A: They have briefed me that they were going to sell shares so I am aware of it, 

yes. 
 
Q: Then there is a question, “you agreed with their decision to sell the shares?”  

Just in the middle of the sentence. 10 
  

[11.51 am]   And you answer was; “this is a decision for the board, it had nothing to do 
with me. And the board advised me that it the right course of action to take, 
in order to protect Kumul Petroleum Holding.” You recall giving that 
evidence? 

 
A:   Yes. 
 
Q: And you do not want to change that evidence? 
 20 
A: No, I do not want to change it because that is actually what has happened and 

it is board and the management that are responsible for the day-to-day 
management of Kumul Petroleum and I do not have that responsibility.  

 
Q: All right. So can we go then to a - do you know a Mr Tony Kelly? 
 
A: Tony? 
 
Q: Kelly. 
 30 
A: Tony Kelly? 
 
Q: An advisor to Kumul Petroleum? 
 
A: I do not think I have ever - I do not recall meeting him. 
 
Q: All right, fine. And so you can assume from me that Mr Kelly was an advisor 

to Kumul Petroleum and this document is dated 22 October 2014. And you 
see in the first paragraph that NPCP Kroton, the forerunner of Kumul 
Petroleum is considering a proposal that it assume direct ownership of the 40 
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state’s current shareholding in Oil Search, and at the time towards the 
underlying financing structure for the purchase of those shares? 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:   Could not be that document? 
 
DR RENWICK:  No, I am sorry. I am reading from a different document. I do 
apologize. Yes, I was referring to a document dated 22 October 2014, and indeed 
the document on the screen is 17 February 2016. So this is you can assume, Mr 
O’Neill, some advice given by Mr Kelly, internal advice to Kumul Petroleum.  Have 
you ever seen this document before? 10 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right, fine. So you can see his task as set out in paragraph 1, he has been 

asked to provide his view of the proposed arrangement for an extension of the 
Collar Loan arrangement with UBS. And there is a reference in paragraph 2 
to what they are. And then Mr Kelly sets out his understanding that the trustee 
shareholder and that would have been you as Prime Minister, Mr O’Neill, has 
directed that KPHL keep the Oil Search shares and that therefore winding up 
the Collar Loans is not an alternative action.  Did you give such a direction as 20 
trustee to KPHL?    

 
A: I do not believe there was any direction of that, I cannot recall. But I do not  

believe there was such a direction.  
 
Q: We go down to paragraph 9.  You can see there at the January board meeting, 

it says; the board resolved to unwind the Collars, subject to the managing 
director obtaining endorsement from the trustee shareholder, i.e you as the 
Prime Minister. And then we drop down a couple of sentences. I note that the 
board will resolve by the board’s circular resolution and form a direction of 30 
the trustee shareholders to negotiate that UBS and JP Morgan, with both 
Collar Loans to be replaced by a single Collar Loan with two maturities.  Do 
you have any recollection of that? 

 
A: I cannot recall the specifics but if the board has resolved to take that course of 

action and it was in the best interest of KPH, I would have supported it. 
 

 [11.56am]Q: What I am coming to Mr O’Neill is this that in your role as trustee, you very 
much determined when Kumul Petroleum were able to sell the shares in Oil 
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Search and they wanted to sell it earlier than you let them to.  You agree with 
that? 

 
A: I do not believe that is quite correct.  I do not have the luxury of sitting down 

and monitoring the markets.  And I am certain that KPH officials were better 
doing that.  So, a decision to sell when and how, it is a decision that they will 
recommend to the board and then to me.  So, I have no role in giving them 
directions. 

 
Q: Well, let me take you then briefly.  I will just take you briefly to this before 10 

lunch.  This is Mr Sonk’s statement of 10 August; WIT.0036.0006.0004.  So, 
if you look at paragraph 35 of this statement by Mr Sonk.  Paragraph 35 says 
at the time of the 2016 refinancing or rollover of the collar loan structure, the 
Prime Minister O’Neill and I had been involved in several in person 
discussions in which PM O’Neill had agreed that KPHL to unwind the collar 
if we are not able to refinance the loan with a cheaper and more traditional 
loan rather than the collar.  Is Mr Sonk correct in what he says there in 
paragraph 35? 

 
A: Mr Sonk has briefed me on several occasions where the KPH was managing 20 

its operations and he would have given me that recommendation.  I see no 
reason why I should not agree with them. 

 
Q: Okay, thank you.  Then I will take you to the next paragraph.  From in person 

discussions with the then Prime Minister O’Neill, I was aware that he also 
wanted to get out of OSL shareholding because it was accepted that the collar 
loan was an expensive feat for KPHL to maintain at minimal returns on 
dividend and Prime Minister O’Neill wanted KPHL to invest in the proposed 
Papua LNG Project.  You agree with that statement in paragraph 36 by Mr 
Sonk? 30 

 
A: As I said earlier, you know, Papua LNG Project was a very key new 

development taking place in the country and this long structure that KPH had 
was one option where they could – I wanted KPH to participate in that project.  
So, that was one of the options that they were looking at. 

 
Q: Do you agree or do you disagree with what is in paragraph 36 of Mr Sonk’s 

statement? 
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A: I am saying that Mr Sonk knew that the government was interested in Papua 
LNG Project and if his board and him were looking at options of financing 
their participation in that project, we supported that. 

 
Q:  I will let you reflect on that question over the luncheon adjournment.  

Commissioners, might we adjourn for lunch for an hour. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, how long have you got to go in terms of questions 
from your end? 
 10 
DR KATTER:  I think probably up to an hour if that assists those present.  I still 
have some other things I need to put to Mr O’Neill. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr O’Neill, I think it looks like we may have to 
adjourn for lunch and if you can return at 1 o’clock, we will continue with your 
evidence.  Right thank you. 
 
A:  Thank you. 
 
Q: Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings for lunch. 20 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.03pm] PETER O’NEILL, recalled: 
 30 
 

DR RENWICK (XN Cont’d) 
 

Q: Mr O’Neill, just before the luncheon adjournment, I had asked you to look at 
paragraph 36, which we will just put back up on the screen, and I asked you 
whether you agreed or disagreed with what is in paragraph 36.  What is your 
answer, please? 
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A: KPHL Board, if that is the recommendation that they have made, I accept that 
to invest in Papua LNG is a bigger project and more beneficial to the nation 
and the country and so if they recommended it, I would have accepted that. 

 
Q: So, do I take it then you disagree with the statement in line 1 of paragraph 36 

that he also wanted to get out of the OSL shareholding? 
 
A: Not necessarily get out of OSL shareholding but to try and get out of a loan 

that was becoming a public debate which was supposed to be - from the earlier 
understanding was that they were supposed to refinance that.  So, if they were 10 
trying to get out of the collar loan, I was happy with that. 

 
Q: Well, let us go to paragraph 37 where Mr Sonk says; “From my appreciation 

of the in-person discussions I had with then Prime Minister O’Neill, the issue 
was not a disagreement about whether KPHL should dispose of the OSL 
shareholding, but the difficulty that then Prime Minister O’Neill saw in 
managing this politically.”  Do you agree with that statement? 

 
A: Yes, largely because it was just debated without – it was politically debated 

without facts indicating what those loan arrangements were all about.  People 20 
with very limited knowledge were politicized in the loan.  So, if the board felt 
that it was a commercially acceptable deal for them to dispose of, I had no 
objections to it. 

 
Q: Well, let us look at paragraph 39 then.  KPHL was therefore waiting for the 

poetic share price and other factors to align before we could sell the Oil Search 
shares but the timing had to be right for KPHL whereas the primary 
consideration for Prime Minister O’Neill was for a politically acceptable 
narrative.  Was that your primary consideration? 

 30 
A: That is not quite true.  A politically acceptable does not determine share prices.  

It will depend entirely on shares of value reflected on the stock market for Oil 
Search and that is for the Board to consider. 

 
Q: If we can then go to some evidence Mr Sonk gave at 3265, probably 3266 and 

I am looking for the paragraph which says:  “And you see paragraph 38” about 
two or three pages in. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, are we waiting for a document to be displayed? 
 40 
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, we are waiting for some transcript which is taking a little 
longer than I thought it would but we will see whether we are able to find it.  I am 
sorry.  Just a few technical issues at this end too, chief.  With great confidence we 
will find it. 
 

[1.09pm] What we might put up then in the meantime is this document, WIT.0064.0002.0370 
which is the share place announcement by you, Mr O’Neill - WIT.0064.0002.0370.  
So, you will see here if we will just scroll down to the end of this document.  So this 
is the – sorry, that is not the document I was after, I apologize.  I am sorry, Mr 
O’Neill, my mistake.  Can we put up the – are we okay now with Mr Sonk’s 10 
transcript?  We will just be a second.  If you could just bear with us, Mr O’Neill if 
you do not mind.  Not to worry, we will put up another document.  Can we put up 
please the article from the Kiri Report.  Do we have the transcript yet?  No.  Can we 
put up the article from the Kiri Report of 25 September 2017?  This is a newspaper 
article, Mr O’Neill, which records, I understand, what you said in New York when 
you were attending the General Assembly about the sale of the Oil Search shares by 
Kumul Petroleum.  So, I am bringing you now up to the point where the Kumul does 
sell with your permission the Oil Search shares and this is an extended statement by 
you as to the reasons for the sale.   

 20 
[1.13pm] Chief, we are just having a few technical difficulties here.  Can we just pause – can 

we adjourn for five minutes, please while we just fix them up?  I do apologize, Chief, 
but we are just having a few difficulties.  It will assist Mr O’Neill.  There is only a 
couple more topics left Mr O’Neill so it will just run more quickly if we can track 
down these two documents. 

 
Can we adjourn for 10 minutes, please, Chief? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 

 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 30 
 
 

[1.25pm] DR RENWICK:  Thank you, commissioners, we have solved that technical issue.  
Can we put up transcript 3109 from Mr Sonk?  My question was – sorry, I think Mr 
Jurth’s question was down the bottom there, reference back to paragraph 37 of his 
statement which I have taken Mr O’Neill to.  “Question:  You say that what you 
understood from the discussions you had with Prime Minister O’Neill was that the 
issue was not disagreement about whether KPHL should dispose of the Oil Search 
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shares, but the difficulties the then Prime Minister saw in managing this politically.   
What did he say to you about the politics of this decision to sell Oil Search shares?”   
 
A: Let me say counsel that Mr Wapu Sonk is certainly not someone I depend on 

for political advice so I am surprised that he feels that that was the case when 
in fact the matter is subject to share prices and the decision of the board of 
KPHL.  So, I do not know when I asked him for his political advice.  Those 
in the know in politics in PNG would quite correctly say that he is certainly 
not a political advisor to me.  

 10 
Q: Well, Mr O’Neill, you know perfectly well do you not that that evidence is 

not concerning him giving you political advice; it is about you giving him 
political directions about sale of the Oil Search shares, you understand that, 
do you not? 

 
A: I understand but I also understand that the board came to me about disposing 

the shares so as you can see, I have agreed to their decision.   
 
Q: What you are saying here and in parts of the statement that I have taken you 

to is that the reason Kumul Petroleum were not allowed to sell when they 20 
wanted to was because of political concerns of yours, not commercial 
concerns of Kumul.  Do you agree? 

 
A: I fail to see how this would have been something that is going to have any 

influence on politics and the status of politics at that time so I fail to 
understand its logic. 

 
Q: Is it not the simple position is Mr O’Neill, you waited till you have won the 

election before it was politically right for you to approve as trustee the sale of 
the Oil Search shares held by Kumul.  That is the position, is it not? 30 

 
A: That is not quite true; no. 
 
Q: If we go to the part in this extract which refers to – yes go ahead, please. 
 
A: And I cannot recall this particular Oil Search shares being a big political issue 

at that time but I will be interested to know what else he is saying. 
 
Q: We will get to that.  There is a reference next in this transcript to paragraph 

38, we will just come to that and you will see there – you see paragraph 38, 40 
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“You say KPHL had to wait for Prime Minister O’Neill to give his approval.  
So, again, despite having the authorization to deal with the shares however 
you please since October 2015 and the NEC decision, you say you still needed 
Peter O’Neil’s approval to sell the shares?  Answer:  Yes.  And also, I do not 
think a lot of people ,even the politicians and even the trustee maybe, did not 
understand the right time to sell was when the share price was at the put or 
below so we could not pay anything else and come out - would not pay.  That 
would look like we are selling at a loss and hard to message, that was one of 
the difficulties. Question:  And the issue of the share price is something you 
regularly kept the Prime Minister informed about?  Correct, well, discussions 10 
around that and where it is at.”   That is the other reference that Mr Sonk made 
to discussions with you.  You would agree with what he there says, what I 
have just quoted? 

 
A:   He has had some discussions with me. I agree that we have discussed some 

aspects of this matter.  But I fail to understand someone trying to sell - I do 
not participate in the share market trading.  But I feel that somebody trying to 
sell shares below a purchase price is really difficult for me to understand.  

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, I put to you a lot of statements by other people.  Let me come 20 

then to a statement that you made as recorded in Kiri Report on 25 September 
2017.  So, do you recall making a statement in New York about the sale of the 
Oil Search shares by Kumul? 

 
A: Yes, I was advised by KPH and others that upon the sale of shares, we have 

received a payment of K100 million. On that advice, I made the statement. 
 
Q: Well, let me take you through your statement and ask you some questions 

about it.  So, the first statement by you is this:  “The State’s investment in Oil 
Search was the right decision at the time.  It helped maintain confidence in the 30 
Oil and Gas Sector, but was undermined by unforeseen global factors and 
baseless political opposition.”  Now, is that statement by you a reference to 
the acquisition of the Oil Search shares as part of the UBS deal? 

 
A: Well, we have always maintained that the State must have a position in Oil 

Search.  The only reason why we entered this arrangement with UBS was to 
be a shareholder in Oil Search.  At that time, the oil prices were, I think, close 
to USD$100 per barrel. And, of course, there was a baseless political 
opposition as I said from the very people who were involved in the IPIC deal 
and framed it in such that we initiated the refinancing of that IPIC deal, 40 
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without due consideration to the fact that the decision was made by the 
previous government.  This is not about blame game but it is trying to correct 
what was wrong.  

 
Q: Now, did the purchase of Oil Search shares as a result of the UBS loan deal 

help maintain confidence in the Oil and Gas Sector? 
 
A: Well, Oil Search shares, as  I said is a major corporate citizen of our country. 

They not only participate in the Oil and Gas Sector, but the confidence that 
they exert in the investment community in the country is fairly well known 10 
and well documented. They are being the biggest player in the country in this 
sector and Exxon Mobil coming in and then later Total is because of the 
confidence that companies like Oil Search and Santos have had in PNG. So 
by supporting them and investing in that company is to maintain that 
confidence. So it is something that many governments in the past have done 
and we continue that.  

 
Q: Focusing on the UBS Deal, the fact is that Oil Search would have raised the 

money from the market to make the purchase of the Elk Antelope interest if 
the State had not provided the money for that purpose. 20 

 
[1.34pm]  So it is not correct, is it, to say that purchasing the Oil Search shares, as a 

result of the UBS loan, helped to maintain confidence in the Oil and Gas 
sector? 

 
A: In a country like PNG, if the State did not participate in equity where the risks 

of investment in the country are fairly high – the sovereign risk is fairly high, 
and if the State does not participate, what level of confidence would an 
investor have in this sector?  That is why investment in companies like Oil 
Search and currently the PNG LNG project and later on to the Total project is 30 
very important for the country.  We need to maintain investor confidence.  
And that is one of the reasons why we continue to maintain some level of 
equity in these projects.  So you are making an assumption that I knew that 
Oil Search was going to make other commercial decisions which in fact is not 
quite correct.  We only found their other transactions only after the transaction 
with – and financially with UBS had taken place. 

 
Q: But, Mr O’Neill, you know that there is a world of difference between 

participating in the equity of projects, as you put it, through back in rights and 
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purchasing shares in Oil Search, you will appreciate, there is a big difference 
between the two, do you not? 

 
A: I am very well aware of it and I hope you appreciate the fact that we have 

maintained equity in Oil Search for a very long time. 
 
Q: But the fact is, when you – when the State, through Kumul, sold out of Oil 

Search, sold out of the Oil Search shares, it did not diminish the excellent 
relationship between the State and Oil Search.  That is what you say later on 
in the statement.  I will scroll down to it.   10 

 
A: You are familiar with the relationship the government has with Oil Search 

today and yesterday and the day before?  You are making assumptions that 
are not correct. 

 
Q: What I am asking you, Mr O’Neill - - - - 
 
A: You know the relationship - - - -  
 
Q: What I am asking you, Mr O’Neill- - - - 20 
 
A: You know the relationship between government and Oil Search over the last 

few years has been an old time low.  
 
Q: What I am asking you about, is this statement by you?  You said here in this 

statement, “The Prime Minister said the divestment” – that is to say the sale 
of the Oil Search shares – “does not diminish the excellent relationship 
between the State and the Oil Search.” 

 
A: Yes. I - - - - 30 
 
Q: And that was the fact, was it not? 
 
A: That is the fact.  Oil Search has got excellent presence – had excellent 

presence in all our communities where the resource developments are taking 
place; they managed the landowners very well, they participated in the 
infrastructure development of our – in our country with government. So at that 
level, their participation was excellent, and that is not the case today.  
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Q: So talking about your statement, which is what we are talking about, there 
never was a strategic interest in purchasing the Oil Search shares in 2014 such 
as to justify the UBS deal, was there? 

 
A: You are making assumptions for me.  The strategic investment is that through 

Oil Search we would have better – much higher participation in PNG LNG, 
much high participation in Total because of our shareholding in there, and 
those partnerships would have given us a greater say.  So that is why this is a 
strategic investment for the country; the country where foreign investment, 
direct investment is very important, maintaining confidence is very important 10 
and dealing with companies like Oil Search and Total and Exxon Mobil is 
paramount to generating that confidence. 

 
Q: Mr O’Neill, you could agree with me on previous occasions that leaving aside 

questions of confidence and strategy, the only financial benefit the State got 
from the Oil Search deal was the dividend.   

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You did not get the State on the board, you did not get any other benefits you 20 

can point to, did you? 
 
A: At the board level, like every other shareholder, there was consultation on 

board participation.  We made recommendation that accepted some of the 
board nominations that we have recommended. 

 

[1.39 pm]  So that is wrong to assume that that was the only benefit we got; we had 
excellent relationship with them. 
 

Q: Why do we not then scroll up a little to your statement about the financial 30 
impact of both terminating the collar arrangement, you say in this statement, 
“…has resulted of a recovery in the remaining pre-paid interest on the loan.  
The balance from this deal will likely be K100 million going for Papua New 
Guinea…”  This is nothing like the shady deal by Sir Mekere’s friends in the 
Somare Government who lost the State hundreds of millions of kina through 
the IPIC deal and subsequent losses suffered as a result of the currency swop 
from the loans from the US dollar to the Australian dollar.  The reality is that 
the Oil Search arrangement did not cost the State a toea from Treasury in 
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repayment of interests.  Let us go through that.    What is the shady deal by 
Mekere’s friends through the IPIC deal?  What are you referring to there?   

 
A: The loan that was achieved to finance the purchase of PNG LNG was in US.  

There was no need for the currency denomination to change to Australian 
dollar.  If you investigate this particular transaction, you will find that the 
currency laws are quite substantial.  It would be into hundreds of millions of 
Kina.  That is what I am referring to. 

 
Q: But you could not hear the complaining about the IPIC deal itself because you 10 

approved of it as a NEC member? 
 
A: Yes, of course, we can sit back in hindsight and say we have made a wrong or 

right decision but at that time, we needed to participate in the PNG LNG 
Project; and the government then made a decision that this is the way we 
should proceed.  There were not many people lining up at our door to lend us 
money, so the IPIC deal was negotiated  by relevant ministers and departments 
and put forward to the government. 

 
Q: So in this paragraph here which I have just been quoting from beginning with 20 

the word ‘terminating’, are you really saying that the state and its state-owned 
enterprises did not lose any money from the UBS deal?  Are you really saying 
that? 

 
A: I have not had a privilege of seeing the detailed transaction documents and 

share trading book, so I cannot give you that assessment or conclusive answer 
to that.  But from what I am told and from what you have stated to in reference 
to Mr Sonk’s statement, selling shares at a price when the prices were rock 
bottom is not something I would have agreed to.  I think any sensible person 
will sell shares when the share prices are high.  There was no pressure in the 30 
timing of disposal of the shares.  As and when the board felt that it was in the 
benefit of Kumul Petroleum, that was when they should have sold. 

 
Q: Let us just have a look at an extract from the Brattle Report about what the 

UBS deal overall cost the Independent State and its entities.  What I am 
showing you there is a summary from this Independent Report to the 
Commission.  The first thing it notes and the first line is the purchase price of 
the Oil Search shares at $8.20, and the last line it shows the Oil Search shares 
were sold at $6.70.   

 40 
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Then there is a reference to the share value and the value transferred, and I 
have referred you to 174 million earlier today.  Then there is the reference to 
the UBS Loan fee and the Advisory fee.  So what Brattle are there saying, Mr 
O’Neill, is that the costs to the State of the UBS deal was AUS$336 million 
for about a billion kina. 
 

   [1.44 pm] That is what this deal overall cost the Independent State, its State Owned 
Enterprises and through them the people of PNG.  Do you agree that is  
approximately what the UBS deal cost the State and its people? 

 10 
A: I do not know of what assumptions that the Brattle Report has made in making 

that assessment so I cannot give you an answer yes or if that is correct or 
incorrect value of the loss but as I said earlier if those who are responsible for 
managing the shares and if they deliberating selling at a  lower than the 
purchase price then obviously you will suffer a loss.  The fees that they have 
charged are exorbitantly high and I agree that UBS should be taken to task all 
of that.  But all in all, I think selling shares at a price lower than the purchase 
price is a lot to be decided.  We are supposed to manage and recover the cost 
that we have paid for. 

 20 
Q: So you accept, do you not Mr O’Neill that Kumul Petroleum could not have 

sold the shares without your consent as trustee? 
 
A: The board has recommended that we dispose the shares and as trustee I took 

their advice.  I did not go out and make a market assessment and said this is 
the time to sell so this is just misleading. 

 
Q: What is misleading? 
 
A: Your statement that I directed these shares to be sold.  There is no evidence to 30 

back that assertation. 
 
Q: But you agree with this much do you not Mr O’Neill they had to get your 

permission as trustee to sell, you agree with that, do you not? 
 
A: And they give the advice to the trustee.  If the board says that as trustee - - - 
 
Q: It is your point – sorry. 
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A: I do not go and make those decisions without advice.  If the board says this is 
the advice we give that this is the price or this is not the price but this is the 
time to sell, I give them the endorsement.  I did not go and tell them that you 
should sell it lower than it cost.  I think UBS has done us a disservice.  Almost 
$200 million of fees obviously went to UBS and they need to be asked for 
what services. 

 
Q: Looking back then vividly with the benefit of hindsight was the UBS deal a 

mistake? 
 10 
A: If I had known what I know now, no, but if the shares were sold at the right 

time and if we had recovered our cost we should have been okay but obviously 
there are a lot of mistakes made along the way when people who we trust we 
pay to advise us correctly and make those transactions at the right pricing have 
let us down. 

 
Q: What I want to suggest to you Mr O’Neill is that the decision for entering into 

the UBS deal and the decision to permit the sale of the Oil Search shares from 
Kumul Petroleum is entirely down to you? 

 20 
A: Well, I did not go and make an individual decision and I did not go out there 

and negotiate all the terms and negotiate with UBS or with anyone else.  The 
records that you have before you speak for itself.  We had competent people 
that I have no reason not to trust who were paid to give us advice.  They are 
acting on behalf of the State and their advice to us is that these are transactions 
in the best of the State so of course we make the decisions knowing very well 
this advice is sound.  And now you are highlighting some of the fees that they 
have been paid for it is quite ridiculous. 

 
Q: But Mr O’Neill, one of the safeguards then Cabinet government is a properly 30 

functioning Cabinet.   
 

[1.49pm] What I suggested to you and I do so now again is that by not giving your 
Cabinet sufficient time to understand and, if necessary, question the UBS deal, 
you deprived yourself of the benefit of your colleagues’ views.  They might 
have pointed out some of these problems if you had given them a chance. 

 
A: I think you are just assuming that this has happened when you are getting 

testimonies from critically motivated opponents and this is the fear that this 
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Commission will end up.  It is going to be criticized because you believe in 
statements from people who are simply lying.  Not one of them - - - 

 
Q: And who were they, Mr O’Neill, who is lying? 
 
A: Not one of them objected in Cabinet – there was of course long and lengthy 

discussions going on – objected to the transaction.  Not one of them came to 
me after the NEC decision to suggest that we revisit this.  The only objection 
came from the Treasurer because he refused to sign the NEC documents – 
authorized documents and he had to be replaced. 10 

 
Q: So, in the past few hours I have taken you to various statements from Mr 

Botten and Mr Sonk which you either disagree with or do not or cannot agree 
with, do you say Mr Botten is lying when he disagreed – his recollection and 
yours differ? 

 
A: I mean, Mr Botten can say whatever he wants but he cannot speak for me and 

same as Mr Sonk.  If they are trying to read the political situation and political 
climate of that time, it is their interpretation.  I do not seek principal advice 
from Mr Botten or Mr Sonk and they know very well how I have conducted 20 
myself in managing the State’s interests.  It has been professional, very 
transparent and I always act on advice.  Advice from both the officials who 
are tasked to manage these things. 

 
Q: Those are my questions, Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Thank you for 
cooperating with the Commission, Mr O’Neill and coming back on a number of 30 
occasions to answer questions.  It is appreciated.   
 
One thing that puzzles me in looking at the enormous amount of documentation that 
was involved in the UBS Loan 2014 was that nowhere have I seen any costs benefit 
analysis to the State of using the money in the way in which it was used to purchase 
shares in Oil Search, the history of dividends from Oil Search to that date is not all 
that great for this huge investment that it was.  The lack of control of Oil Search by 
the State in what it actually directed its energy to was obviously missing and there 
was no guarantee that Oil Search as in fact it was doing was not looking outside 
PNG for further projects but interested in the Middle East and Alaska of course come 40 
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to mind.  So, what I find puzzling is in the interests of the State why there was not 
some analysis of the value for the money that was being expended in this UBS loan, 
just hard dollars or kina? 
 
A: Thank you commissioner.  That is a very interesting question because Oil 

Search’s history as you now know originated from a State-owned company.  
Once that merger took place many many years ago, we took up position - - - 

 
Q: 2004, I think. 
 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: 2002? 
 
A: That is right.  That is when we took our position in the company.  As I have 

stated earlier, before that Oil Search was just an exploration company and I 
cannot see the logic of merging a company that was holding State’s equity in 
resource projects and just taking the benefits out of that to surrender that all 
to a company that was merely an exploration company, but that is history now. 

 20 
[1.54pm] Now, coming back to why we continued to maintain an interest in Oil Search, 

Oil Search has become almost the face of resource development in the country 
and it is the only company that is listed on the Australian Stock Exchange and 
it has always been seen as a PNG based company.  Its head office was based 
here.  From what I understand, it has now been shifted to Australia because of 
Santos’ position in Adelaide.  But because of its central role in the 
development resource basis, it is not always about dividends but it is about 
jobs, it is about the partnerships that we had with government in putting out 
health and education services, they were big in supporting government in 
there, they had excellent community relationships which managed the law and 30 
order situation.  If you read Papua New Guinea’s daily newspapers now, you 
will find that where these resource developments are now taking place, today 
there is killings almost every day.  People are losing their lives because there 
is now absence of, not only government, but also companies like Oil Search 
who used to manage the wellbeing of the communities and making sure that 
women and children and people are safe.  So, Oil Search is more than just a 
company that is giving dividend to the State.  It has been a development 
partner.  That is why maintaining – continuing to maintain presence in Oil 
Search has been that.  Because it is a public company, we have also not really 
gone out to seek board representation despite our large shareholding in those 40 
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companies because we wanted to give the confidence to the share market that 
there is no government and political influence in the management of Oil 
Search and its operations.  So, Oil Search has been a say cornerstone investor 
of resource development in the country and through their participation, we are 
able to bring in Total and Exxon Mobil into the country and the development 
of those resources will further benefit the country in a long term. 

 
Q: Well, thank you, Mr O’Neill for that explanation.  Of course, Oil Search had 

been in the country for over 90 years and it is no longer an entity of course in 
the company and for about 70 of those years there was no investment by the 10 
State in it.  And so because our Terms of Reference actually do include the 
merger with Orogen and Oil Search in 2002, you made a comment.  If I could 
ask you perhaps to step back and just expand upon your comment if you 
thought that was not in fact to the benefit of the State that Orogen which held 
the many assets should have merged to the benefit of Oil Search in the way it 
did.  Would you care to perhaps expand on that? 

 
A: Well, just to without the benefit of observing the documents about the 

financial positions of Oil Search and Orogen at that time, my understanding 
is that Orogen was a bigger company.  It had income stream coming through 20 
and holding State’s interest in many of the other resource; not only Oil and 
Gas but also in mineral and in the mining sector as well.  And they brought to 
Oil Search income stream which now then sort of enabled Oil Search to 
become a large company going forward.  I do not see a sort of a valid reason 
why we should surrender our income stream to a public company and just take 
out dividends as we are moving forward.  And those dividends that were – 
income stream that was surrendered do not match the dividends that we are 
receiving years after that.  That has always been my own assessment without 
going into the details of analyzing the books.    

 30 
[1.59 pm]   But I think in hindsight going back I think that our government and the 

government before mine we have created institutions now that are costing us 
a lot of money; institutions like the Kumul Petroleum, institutions like Kumul 
Consolidated Holdings, Kumul Mining.  In the interest of developing locally 
based entities to develop this resource sector what has become is now we are 
creating little groupings for people who are now managing this at huge cost 
to the State and very little benefit to the State and the people.  So, I am certain 
that in future governments this is a position that we need to relook whether 
with given all these years of history and experience, is it wise for us to 
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continue maintaining these kind of structures that are costing the country and 
the nation a substantial amount of income and revenue. 

 
Q: Indeed, indeed Mr O’Neill.  Going back to your response to why there was no 

cost benefit analysis in kina terms to which was the better use of the State’s 
money or potential to these monies.  We certainly have abundance of evidence 
that Oil Search who has continued as it had in the past to support all the 
institutions that it does in PNG after all it does get tax breaks from doing so 
from the State and no doubt they do not lose money out of it at all so Oil 
Search needed PNG  surely as much as PNG needed Oil Search.  That is 10 
probably a comment and there is no need you for you to further remark upon 
it but at that time PRL15 was for sale the interest in that tenement there was 
quite a lot of competition for it so it really was not a case of needing to support 
surely confidence in the oil and gas industry, Exxon and Total were both 
interested in acquiring interest from InterOil as I understand the evidence.  Are 
you aware of that at the time? 

 
A: I am aware that Total and Exxon were in discussions with InterOil but we 

never a party to those discussions.  It is driven by - - - 
 20 
Q: Driven by in that but certainly not - - - 
 
A: Driven by market forces so we did not interfere. 
 
Q: Yes but you were aware of it were you not that there was market interest, 

PRL15? 
 
A: Yes, PRL5 is a big resource and to compliment the development of the 

existing LNG Project it just makes a lot of sense to invest together and the 
government’s position during our time was to encourage that to cut cost 30 
because after all government is an equity partner in the current PNG LNG 
Projects.  If we had to invest more into the PRL15 we needed to borrow more 
money and that is what we did not want to do given all this experience.  We 
know those discussions are still going on.  Hopefully they can structure a 
better deal than what we have had. 

 
Q: Nonetheless the return on an equity share in the Papua LNG Project when it 

came available it was surely much more advantageous to the State than merely 
owning shares in a company which had an interest or as you say at the time 
you did not even know that Oil Search was going to buy an interest in the 40 
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PRL15.  It does not make any sense to me as you would buy shares in a 
company without doing this kind of analysis but I have heard your answer.  It 
is a kind of an emotional attack to Oil Search, is that correct? 

 
A:  I am aware that there has been some analysis done by Treasury and many of 

our officials at Kumul Consolidated and Kroton and Kumul Petroleum and 
they should have the documents to provide it.  We have paid many 
international consultants.  We have paid many international experts who have 
made the analysis on these investments before we made the decision well in 
2006, 7 and 8 and beyond.  So, I am surprised that the Commission has not 10 
been given those costings and cost benefit analysis.  I am sure the other 
witnesses would be in a better position to provide those documents to you.   

 
[2.04 p.m] But in terms of the benefits for the PRL15, as you alluded to, yes, it will bring 

more revenue to the country. If you see the terms of the Memorandum of 
Understanding that our government signed with Total, even though by 
legislation, royalty is at about 2 percent, we have negotiated up to 3 percent. 
Development levy from 2 percent up to 3 percent. Those revenues are upfront 
on every export that has been done from the country. So those benefits going 
to both government and the landowners will be quite substantial into hundreds 20 
of millions of kina. The delay has been that government thought that - current 
government thought that they will get a better deal, unfortunately, they ended 
up back to where we started and we have wasted three years in developing 
that project. So the cost benefit analysis on some of these projects are quite 
excellent and I hope the construction costs have not changed, but given current 
global conditions, I think the construction costs will increase and we might 
not get the benefits that we thought we will get. But I will be happy to discuss 
that at another day.  

 
Q:  Thank you. Now, you have said in response to Dr Renwick’s questions that 30 

the members of the NEC had an opportunity over a number of hours to raise 
issues about the UBS Loan, when you brought that submission to cabinet. It 
is my understanding that it was not a regular meeting of the NEC and in that 
in fact, there were many members of cabinet who were not present in Port 
Moresby. They were back in their own villages and electorates at that time. I 
am not asking you to say, who particularly was present. But can you recall the 
numbers now? 

 
A: Well, normally if you do not have one third of the present members or cabinet 

present, you do not have a coram to start a meeting. So obviously, there was 40 
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coram and from - that was few years back so I cannot recall the exact numbers, 
but there were a quite a number of key ministers who were in there. But the 
people that you have had on this Commission are people who are on the 
opposite side of politics to me. So you know I do take into question some of 
the issues they have brought about. But our government made a decision, we 
will stand by it, we are not going to shy away from it and we are not going to 
blame anybody. But I think you know we have tried to do it for the best interest 
of our country and our people and to participate in the resource development 
in the country. And we acted at that time to make decisions on best advise that 
was available from our officials and our very highly paid advisors and 10 
consultants as we see now, so we will take it on from there. But to come to 
this Commission and deflect responsibility by some of my previous 
colleagues is understandable. We are heading towards an election and trying 
to picture a brighter position for themselves is something that they are aspiring 
to do and that is understandable. But I hope we do not make this as a critical 
event but hopefully we will get some good recommendations that we can take 
into account and correct some of the processes and legislations that we need 
clarity.  

 
Q: Mr O’Neil, perhaps just to clarify, you may recall from the very beginning, 20 

there has been an invitation to anyone who wish to give evidence to the 
Commission, that might be relevant to the terms of reference to come forward 
and do so. And so we have not heard particularly from those you say - had we 
heard from, we would have a different story. 

 
A: Well, I am sure there is - - - 
 
Q: Now, can I just - yes. 
 
A: I am sure the cabinet secretary has got a list of ministers who were there so 30 

you can have the benefit of that also.  
 

[2.09pm] Q: Now, can I ask you to comment on this? The whole transaction was 
surrounded with clouds of urgency and that is woven through all of the email 
exchanges from a myriad of people, some more interested in others in getting 
it through, but the urgency was for Oil Search and not for the State.  There 
was no particular magic about that week in March, a week, two weeks, a 
month later, if the desire was simply to hold shares in Oil Search.  I know you 
will tell me; well, it takes a dot longer to gather a parcel of shares on the open 
market, that of course is true.  This was a particular placement, which was 40 
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putting all the numbers together in one package but, nonetheless, it was not 
for the State’s benefit, it was for Oil Search’s benefit to settle on a particular 
date the contract it had entered into with the PAC LNG Group of Companies.  
So why not seek more time to allow your colleagues to reflect upon the deal? 

 
A: The deal has been in discussion since, I think, from the records and the cabinet 

decisions that commission has displayed here today, since 2013 or so for a 
few years, it is not a new deal that we have been – I cannot give you the exact 
date but from the documents and the NEC decision where we established the 
first committee to take charge of the discussions to refinance IPIC loan to 10 
where when we concluded, it took a number of years.  So, it is not something 
that we woke up one morning and said that we will do this today.  The urgency 
came about when IPIC decided to keep their shares and when Oil Search 
offered the placement, the announcements to the market.  This is a publicly 
listed – I think top 20 or 30 companies in Australia – and to avoid people 
knowing that we were in intense discussions about this and people taking 
advantage and doing fraudulent share trading and insider trading, there is 
certainly a timing issue.  So, it was not as if we were not aware of these issues 
that would compromise the share prices and trading on Oil Search.  And they 
needed to give notice to the stock exchange to suspend trading so that we can 20 
conclude the transaction.  So, all those factors led up to what you now term as 
urgency and that is how we concluded the deal. 

 
Q: So, I take it from your answer, Mr O’Neill, that it is your view that the attempts 

to raise finance from the best possible source of money to redeem the 
exchangeable bond from IPIC was, to all intents and purposes, the same 
transaction that was involved in borrowing money from the Union Bank of 
Switzerland to purchase a new placement of Oil Search shares.  Is that the 
case? 

 30 
A: Well, when the funding was in place and there was a general understanding 

that this was available, although NEC had yet to give its final tick, and when 
the IPIC decided to cancel the arrangements to hand back the shares and we 
pay them their loan out, it was offered to us that we can do a placement of 
extra Oil Search’s shares.  And that is when those funds were utilized for that 
and then obviously ended up in cabinet.  But as I said earlier, as far as I know, 
UBS was not the only financial institution that they were speaking to.  There 
were – I am sure through your thousands of records, you will find that they 
were speaking to a few other to have a competitive pricing on this transaction. 

 40 
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Q: Yes, indeed.  Can I just change then just to a slightly different topic and that 
is the disposal of the Oil Search’s shares?  The disposal of assets over a certain 
amount of Kina, I think, it is 10 million of the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited Authorization Legislation has to be taken by the NEC when the 
trustee takes it to the NEC. 

 
[2.14pm] Now, do you have a recollection of taking disposal of the Oil Search shares 

issue to the NEC?  I know that in 2015 there had been an authorization given 
by the NEC that the shares could be sold, but this is quite a long time later and 
it is a different scenario now as you yourself have observed in terms of the 10 
value of the shares on the market and generally the market for oil and gas.  But 
do you remember taking it back as trustee to NEC?   

 
A: I think Mr Wapu Sonk will be in a better position to answer that.  But my 

understanding is that when the transaction took place and the approvals for 
transactions were given to all parties including Kumul Petroleum, it was the 
sale and disposal of shares to the decision of the board and the management.  
I do not believe that - I cannot recall, I do not think that all the shares were 
sold as one parcel at the same time, it was sold in stages.  So the value at which 
they were sold, I have no recollection or no record of being informed of each 20 
transaction and each value that was disposed by KPH. 

 
Q: Yes, that was not quite the question.  I was asking because the legislation 

requires the disposal of assets over a certain a month, K10 million, to go to 
the NEC taken there by the trustee, the process is to go to the trustee and then 
the trustee has the discretion to take it to the NEC.  I was simply asking, do 
you recall going back to the NEC at any time after the 2015 NEC decision 
with a further request to sell down the shares? 

 
A: I do not have the benefit of NEC records available to me, but I am sure that 30 

we have gone back to NEC on a regular basis to update the performance of 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings.  So, I am sure that Cabinet was kept informed of 
what was happening but to a specific transaction as I said earlier, the 
transactions were in different parcels so whatever the values and specific 
transactions I cannot recall.   

 
Q: One final question Mr O’Neill, you mention throughout your evidence that 

you were relying particularly on Treasury officials.  Mr Vele has told us in his 
evidence that when he speaks of Treasury and treasury officials in his 
statement, he is in fact referring to himself.  Can you recall dealing with 40 
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anyone other than Mr Vele when you were receiving advice or giving 
directions to then Mr Vele, can you recall other treasury officials? 

 
A: When the presentations were made to Cabinet, there were other officials 

present.  I cannot recall exactly who they were but there were other officials 
present.  So, I am certain that there was a team probably dealing with the 
transaction but he is the head of the department, he takes the lead, we take 
advice from him I have no reason why I should be ringing people below him 
to see what is going on so I have never had the opportunity to deal directly 
with anyone below him.  10 

 
Q: So apart from the presentations to the NEC on the UBS loan where Mr Vele 

came with a number of other colleagues, you do not have a recollection of 
other the treasury officials at any time except Mr Vele.  

 
A: Agreed.  I do not recall meeting anyone – any other person from Treasury or 

we have had a formal meeting with those officials. 
 
Q: Thank you, they are my questions, Chief Commissioner.  Thank you very 

much Mr O’Neill. 20 
 
A: Thank you. 
 

    [2.19pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  My first question relates to Terms of 
Reference paragraph 1, paragraph (i), (a) and (m) of the Terms of Reference of this 
Commission.  These questions are framed in such a way that the Commission must 
make a finding as to the rationale.  Firstly; why the State determined to buy shares 
in Oil Search; secondly, the rationale as to why the State determined to utilize the 
UBS Loan to purchase the Oil Search shares and then what is the rationale as to why 
the State sold the Oil Search shares in 2016. 30 
 
I suppose when you are thinking about rationale, I suppose, you could think in terms 
of the objective or the reason or the purpose for this particular loan arrangement.  I 
suppose I will ask you.  The question framed in a singular so they are perhaps asking 
for one, the dominant rationale for each of these questions.  So, take the first two.  
What do you think is the main rationale for why the State determined to buy shares 
in Oil Search using the UBS Loan as the vehicle? 
 
A: Thank you, Chief.  Firstly, the State in our government wanted to follow what 

has happened in the past.  Our forefathers have declared in our National Goals 40 
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and Constitution in many of the declarations about meaningful participation 
by our people in the resource development in our country; meaningful 
participation.  Now, meaningful can be interpreted in many ways.  But as far 
as governments in the past to our government, that includes equity 
participation; that includes all the other benefits that go to the stakeholders, 
including the landowners and, of course, employment and all the other 
benefits including SMEs support and so forth.   

 
With Oil Search in the country, that has always been the case where they 
support many businesses.  If you see many of the landowner businesses in the 10 
project area today, most of them have been encouraged, managed and funded 
by Oil Search; encouraged, managed, funded and the landowner company 
management has been trained by Oil Search.  Most of them are very successful 
companies today.  If we were to leave it to their own device, I do not think 
they will be successful as they are now.  So, meaningful in the sense that we 
need to participate in the development of resources.  So that is why we showed 
that we needed to maintain shares in Oil Search.  It could be - we will see how 
Santos now will transact with our people to see whether they will have the 
same culture, but we will make that judgement in a few years. 
 20 
The second issue about rationale and selecting of UBS is that, as I said, NEC 
has made a decision to put up a committee to look at financing options.  I have 
not been a party or any of our ministers have been a party to discussions with 
UBS or any other finance companies that I am sure have been given to – their 
names have been provided to this Commission. 
 
Based on that assessment, the officials say that the best financing option 
available to government and cabinet was UBS.  We have had no 
communication with UBS; we have no discussions with UBS.  So, it was 
based on proper advice, proper assessment through consultants, to our 30 
officials, that Cabinet made a decision. 

 
Q: With regard to the rationale whether they determined to buy shares in Oil 

Search, Oil Search has given a different version of how it saw its main 
objective to be. 

 
[2.24pm] Both Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi were asked of different rationales of the 

objectives of this arrangement and they said their main objective was to enable 
Oil Search to raise the necessary funds to participate in the PRL 15 project by 
purchasing shares of PAC LNG.  To them that was the dominant objective or 40 
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purpose they saw and facilitating the State’s continuing interest in Oil Search 
was perhaps second in priority to them.  What do you say about this? 

 
A: I see the rationale behind it which is for them as directors and managers of 

that company, their objective is to maximize their shareholders’ interest.  That 
I understand.  And I believe that, you know, what they are saying is probably 
correct.  Their rationale may not be the same as ours; ours is about our 
participation by our people in all the resource projects in the country and we 
are driven by that thinking.  And for Gerea Aopi and Peter Botten to say that 
they were driven by that; that position was never made in writing or verbally 10 
to government either in official writing or anything that they were trying to 
raise money and we needed to do this.  There was never one discussion or 
correspondence to that effect.  So, I am surprised that – as I said, I understand 
their rationale but it was not the same for us.  If I had known that PAC, I have 
in my mind I have always thought that InterOil was owned by Phil Mulacek.  
I did not know that there were various other stakeholders in that company.  If 
I had known that PAC was available for sale then the option of buying into 
Oil Search would not be what we considered.  It should not have been 
something that we should have considered because investment in PAC and 
investment in InterOil project at PRL 15 would have given us a higher value 20 
to the nation than our investment in Oil Search.  But as I said, I was not privy 
to the internal company memos, I was not privy to any of the correspondence 
and Peter Botten or Gerea Aopi has not at one stage written to government 
that we are trying to do this or we are advising you of the intentions of Oil 
Search.   

 
Q: Peter Botten’s most recent evidence not only suggests, he actually says that 

the loan arrangement and the purchase of the shares by the State in Oil Search 
and the timing of it was packaged around what PAC LNG wanted.  They 
wanted to sell their shares which had to be completed by 16 March so they 30 
were running against a very strict timeline and that perhaps explains why this 
matter was attended to by Oil Search with some urgency and perhaps the State 
may have got into the urgency of trying to clear this arrangement as soon as 
possible to enable Oil Search to purchase those shares using the proceeds of 
the sale of its shares.  You have got a comment on that? 

 
A: Yes.  It is disappointing to hear that that has been their thinking and rationale 

behind.  Because even without – even without the State buying into shares of 
Oil Search, they can go to the market and raise that money. 

 40 
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[2.29pm] There are other institutional shareholders who would have been prepared to 
lend them that money or buy more shares into the company.  At that time when 
we, I think, bought it for $8.20, I think the share trading prices were much 
higher than that.  So, it is disappointing to hear that they were using this as an 
avenue to raise capital when their own strength of their financial position was 
capable for them to raise it in the market.  So, the disappointing part is that 
State did not know that they were having discussions with anyone else from 
InterOil.  All we thought was that InterOil was selling to Total and Total was 
going to develop the PRL 15.  And I think around that time discussions with 
Total was very public, very open, everybody knew that Total was coming in. 10 

 
Q: And the most clearest of the evidence that supports the approach that was 

taken by Oil Search seems to be the fact that the same amount of money that 
Oil Search paid to PAC LNG is the same amount that it raised from the State 
to the placement of shares.  You see the connection there? 

 
A: I can see the sort of relationship but we were trying to maintain our 10 per 

cent of the shares that we held before when IPIC decided to keep their shares 
and the total value of the shares were 10 per cent of the total issued capital of 
the Oil Search.  That is all we were trying to maintain.  We were not looking 20 
at the exact numbers and what their discussions with PAC was.  I have, even 
to this day, NEC or my office or I do not believe any other minister’s office 
have any information relating to PAC transaction because I do not believe that 
Oil Search did inform any of these institutions.  So, these discussions in this 
transaction came to light after.  We would not have – in fact, if we had known, 
we would have possibly blocked the transaction because what it does is give 
Oil Search an unfair advantage over the other partners.  And by doing this, 
they have increased their capital – their participation or their shares of the 
participation in the other projects.  So, to maintain some integrity in the 
projects that we have like PNG LNG or Total, if we had known what we know 30 
now, we would have blocked it. 

 
Q: These proceedings are televised live so the next question I am going to ask is 

really the kind of perception that a person who is sitting out there and 
observing the proceedings would be asking that they might find it a little 
difficult to accept your proposition that you were not aware of these 
negotiations between Oil Search and PAC LNG and that the Government of 
Papua New Guinea was facilitating a transaction between Oil Search and PAC 
LNG with this money that it was making from the State.  They might find it a 
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little hard to accept that you were completely unaware of what was going on 
in relation to the arrangement with Oil Search and PAC LNG? 

 
A: Well, I understand, you know, people making those kinds of assumptions.  

You know in this country they assume that the Prime Minister knows 
everything that goes on all throughout the country.  That is not quite true.  And 
I hope that some of the other officials; I hope that they can provide some light 
into this where they can say that government was officially informed of a large 
transaction by Oil Search and PAC and that we were all aware.  I can assure 
you that none of the ministers who were there would have been aware.  I was 10 
not aware.  If they have been speaking to the officials, I do know which 
officials so it is something that you can ask Mr Botten and Mr Aopi about it.  
But they have never formally written to government or me or any of the 
ministers that this transaction was about to take place or in discussion.   

 
[2.34pm]Q: All right, my next question is in relation to paragraph (n); the rationale as to 

why the State sold its Oil Search shares in 2016 accepting what you said that 
the main objective of this particular arrangement was for the State to maintain 
a continuing interest in Oil Search.  From the evidence that has been received, 
it appears that the National Executive Council made a decision in October of 20 
2015, some 21 months after the loan was obtained to authorize Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings to deal with the Oil Search shares including terminating 
the loan pursuant to which the Board of Kumul Petroleum Holdings decided 
to sell the shares of course with your involvement.  That does not really fit 
into the objective that you just mentioned there.  The objective was to enable 
the State and the people of Papua New Guinea to invest in Oil Search, to 
maintain a continuing interest when the shares are being sold well within the 
currency of the loan period and only 21months after the loan was obtained.  
You want to give a bit of explanation on that? 

 30 
A: Yes.  The intention was to hold shares for a long term and have a meaningful 

engagement with Oil Search.  But when we found that Oil Search, its 
objectives were not genuine when the Papua LNG and PAC transaction took 
place, of course, doubts started to come in our mind as to whether this was a 
genuine partnership.  And at the time we were trying to develop Total.  My 
understanding was that the loan proposition was very  cumbersome to KPH.  
KPH was finding it difficult to manage that loan.  

 
Their recommendations to the trustee and to me as a trustee was that they 
dispose the shares and I told them to dispose it at a pricing that is acceptable 40 
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that will make sure that we will recover what we have spent, but with a view 
of increasing our participation in the development of PRL15 with Total.  And 
that will have given KPH the strength of the balance sheet because of the 
removal of liability.  They will have a solid balance sheet that will take their 
financing arrangements for Total project a bit more commercially acceptable 
than carrying a loan that is quite cumbersome and giving problems to KPH.  
So that was the thinking behind it. 

 
And as I have said, the large portion of the sale as counsel has presented before 
us is going to pay for UBS at some exorbitant fees.  They must reimburse that 10 
money to the State.  They are responsible that they cannot go ahead and take 
advantage of a situation which they have put us into and now making fees at 
exorbitant rates.  They are supposed to be giving us advice which they were 
paid well to give us best advice for the betterment of the stakeholder which is 
the State.  So, in hindsight, that is the sort of conclusion I have reached but 
we now know where we are. 
 

Q: My next question is in relation to the duties of a trustee of Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings.  The duties are spelled out in the Kumul Trust Deed paragraph 13, 
10.13(3).  One of the duties is for the trustee to act in a professional manner 20 
in his dealings and interactions with the board as would any other professional 
person do.  The evidence that we have received about this important decision 
to sell the Oil Search shares, a decision supposedly made by the board, 
endorsed by yourself. 

 
[2.39pm] That interaction was largely oral. There has been hardly any document 

provided to establish the communications that you had with the board and the 
decision that came out.  It is more a modus operandi question but it is an 
important question given the importance of the decision that has to be made 
by the board and supported by the trustee. What do you say about the 30 
professionalism with which the trusteeship be conducting business with the 
board on important matters like selling of the State’s equity in companies like, 
in this case, Oil Search? 

 
A:   I am not privy to know what sort of documents that KPH has presented to this 

Commission. But my understanding is that as trustee, you do not expect the 
Prime Minister to sit in there managing this so he depends on the advice he 
gets from the board.  And I understand that there is a trust administration that 
records all the communication and documentation between the trustee and the 
board and the parties concerned.  On their advice, I act.  I have had meetings 40 
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with both the Chairman of KPH and the Manager and I have not been privy, 
except to see Mr Sonk’s statement today about our political timing of the 
disposal of shares.  That has never been the situation and I am very surprised 
that he has taken that position.  There is no direction from me to that effect. 
In fact, some of the approvals that he wanted me to sign for on their advice 
and advice of the board, I signed and returned it to them. They should be 
presenting their records of the transactions that are taking place.  It is not as if 
we have been managing this on an ad hoc basis.  This is  public investment, 
public trust, it is documented and it is provided for so I would assume that 
they should provide that or the Prime Minister’s Office should be providing 10 
that.  All the records are there.  It is not my personal property that I take with 
me when I leave office.  But, of course, for some unknown reason, that has 
not been given to you.  But I can assure you that the Chairman of KPH and 
the MD for KPH have received documents and approvals for all the decisions 
that the trustee had to make.  So, it is not a verbal direction as such.  

 
Q: I asked a similar question of the current Prime Minister on the professionalism 

of the duties of the trustee to be performed and he said something to the effect 
that it is the NEC that really makes decisions on those types of matters on the 
recommendation from the board. The Prime Minister is merely a – I forgot 20 
the expression to used - a conduit pipe? 

 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: A conduit pipe sort of role?  He does not do anything, he stands in between 

the Board and the NEC, he is passing on interactions between the two.  That 
is how he put that.  I forgot the word that he used but I am using the word 
‘conduit pipe.’  You may have heard of that. 

 
A: Okay. 30 
 
Q: Things from the board just pass through him, gets to the NEC and NEC makes 

decisions, gets passed onto the board.  That seems to be the reason why there 
is nothing more to than just being a representative of the NEC. Is that how 
you look at it? 

 
A: Being a trustee is by virtue of the position.  And as I said earlier, it passes 

from one Prime Minister to the other automatically upon changes of office. 
But there is a trust administration in the arrangement of the Kumul structure.  
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That is the same for Kumul Mining; that is the same for Kumul Consolidated 
Holdings and Kumul Petroleum. 

 
[2.44pm] So, the trust administration independently will check the documentation that 

the trustee needs to sign and the board the trustee takes that to the trustee and 
the trustee signs if the trustee is within its powers to sign that.  If it is beyond 
its powers, it takes it to NEC.  So, that has been the process that has been 
involved in some of the decision-makings of those institutions.  So, as I said, 
I am surprised that the trust administration has not given you which is 
managed by each of these organizations.  They are supposed to act 10 
independently; they should be providing you with all the documents that each 
– each document that the trustee signs.  So, it is not as if it is ad-hoc.  I do not 
know how they operate today but every document that goes out of my office 
at that time it is recorded, documented and filed, every single letter, every 
single document that comes in.  So, there is no excuse for not finding it.  I am 
sure that either the Prime Minister’s office or the relevant companies will have 
copies of those approvals and documents. 

 
Q: My last question is in relation to the procedures of the NEC were promulgated 

in 2017 and it came out under your signature.  I think I must have referred to 20 
the procedures the last time when you came to give evidence.  Prior to 2017, 
was there any similar written procedural guidelines as to how the NEC would 
conduct its proceedings? 

 
A: I cannot recall but I know that ministerial conduct requirements were 

approved by Cabinet and distributed by Prime Minister then Somare.  But 
other than that; I am not aware.  In fact, our Central Agency Committee which 
is made up of the five most senior departmental heads normally vet all the 
submissions before they go there.  They must comply with process, law, get 
proper legal advice and until then it ends up at NEC.  So that process was 30 
started by the Somare Government and we continued to maintain it.  But, in 
fact, it is no longer in existence today.   

 
Q: So, would I be correct in assuming or inferring that the NEC procedures of 

2017 was really a capitulation of the existing practice and procedures of the 
Commission that it was deduced to this particular document form or was it a 
completely new procedure in vetting documents? 

 
A: I do not have the NEC procedural papers that were approved by the Cabinet 

that you are referring to so I cannot comment on each specifically.  I think it 40 
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strengthened the process.  It reduced the ability of ministers to just walk into 
Cabinet with papers without proper clearance from the departmental heads, 
proper clearance from Central Agency.  If it required funding, it needed 
clearance from Treasury.  If it had some legal issues, it needed clearance from 
State Solicitor; all those needed to be cleared before it comes to Cabinet.  And 
that was the strengthening of the 2017, in my assessment, was strengthening 
of that process. 

 
Q: Just while we are on that, a good part of the questions in the Terms of 

Reference relates to that procedure that was employed by the government in 10 
entering into these transactions.  It is extremely relevant I would think for this 
Commission of Inquiry to examine how the NEC conducted these 
proceedings, called for the meetings, engaged in debates, made decisions and 
then recorded the proceedings in some form of minutes that is made available.  
And we were having great difficulty in accessing the Minutes of the NEC and 
we were told that the NEC does not keep minutes of meetings, NEC meetings, 
the various meetings held on this particular subject. 

 
   [2.49 pm] And we were told that NEC does not keep minutes of meetings.  I do not know 

where that practice comes from and what is the rationale if it is the case that 20 
no minutes are kept of the meeting.  You want to just elaborate on that? 

 
A: I know that the NEC just distributes the final decisions of NEC after its 

deliberations.  But NEC from my memory, I think has got tape recordings of 
all the proceedings.  That has been my understanding.  I do not know the case 
today but there are records of proceedings.  I do not know whether that is still 
available or not so I am surprised that NEC Secretariat and department cannot 
be able to provide you with transcripts of those conversations.  So, I am very 
surprised. 

 30 
Q: The case seems to be that there is a protection against or those proceedings 

are privileged. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And perhaps is non justiciable and therefore they ought not to be disclosed to 

the outside world.  That probably could be the reason.  But are you aware of 
any country, the Commonwealth that keeps records of meetings and 
particularly minutes of meetings of the Executive, the NEC level? 

 40 
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A: I think many of the other countries like Australia they have got a time 
limitation.  I think after 20 or 30 years, I cannot recall exact timing but it is 
within that timing you can release Cabinet discussions and Cabinet papers.  
From what I gather they have detailed transcripts of all the minutes and what 
was said and who said what.  I have no difficulty with that.  I have always 
thought that there was a tape recording of the conversations that were taking 
place in the NEC room but I am surprised that there are no transcripts.  There 
was never any need for us to go back and ask for transcripts and this is not 
something that we wanted to circulate publicly so I understood the 
confidential nature of the proceedings so I have never really asked for the 10 
transcripts of the meetings.  I had no need to ask but my understanding was 
there was tape recordings. 

 
Q: Thank you, those are my questions.  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, before I ask anything further Mr Sheppard, you 
have any questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard? 
 20 
 
XXN:  MR SHEPPARD 
  
Q: Yes, thank you.  Thank you Dr Renwick, I just have one or two.  Mr O’Neill, 

do you recall Dr Renwick put to you that you sidelined the Treasurer in 
relation to the UBS deal, you remember that? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you recall whether the Treasurer was present at the NEC meeting that 30 

considered that? 
 
A: He was present, yes. 
 
Q: Did he complain to you that he was sidelined? 
 
A: It was after the NEC decision and a few days after I believe. 
 
Q: No, no before. 
 40 
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A: No. 
 
Q: At the meeting? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Is it possible for the meeting to resolve to be adjourned so that members could 

consider things that they felt were not properly considered? 
 
A: If they request that we adjourn and he seeks counsel from his officials, yes. 10 
 
Q: Was any such request made on this occasion? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: In fact, such requests are made very often during Cabinet meetings, are they? 
 
A: Yes, the minister who is responsible normally says, I want to defer the paper 

until I seek further advice or further views on what is being expressed by the 
ministers. 20 

 
Q: And do you recall how the vote went when the decision was made? 
 
A: I understand that current practice is they take a vote but it is not normally the 

case.  You will see the balance of the arguments and then I announce the 
decision and when I announce the decision, I call whether there is any 
objection and if there is no objection, then it is carried. 

 
[2.54 pm] Q:   And the recording of the minutes to take up something the Chief 

Commissioner mentioned, the recording of the minutes is done by way of 30 
recording of the resolutions and not of the discussion; is that correct? 

 
A: That seems to be the situation now. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you.  Do you then recall that Dr Renwick put to you something 

about the IPIC deal? 
 
A: IPIC, yes. 
 
Q: IPIC deal. 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And he accurately suggested to you, do you not agree, that you could not 

complain about the IPIC deal because you were a Member of the Cabinet that 
made it? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the same applies to the Treasurer in connection with the UBS deal, does 10 

it not? 
 
A: Yes, even at the IPIC deal, there was a lengthy cabinet proceeding there at that 

time. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: A very argumentative one, too. 
 
Q: I see.  And one more question, in your dealings as the trustee of the Kumul 20 

Trust, did you always, without exception, act on the advice from your proper 
officials? 

 
A: Always. 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
 30 
RXN:  DR RENWICK 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, just one matter.  Yes, thank you, chief.  I just have a 
document to show Mr O’Neill which is your submission to the NEC on 6 March. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: This is your document and if we just go to paragraph 2, page 2.  What that 

document which you signed says is that one of the purposes of this submission 
is to inform the NEC of the commercial arrangements announced on 27 40 
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February by Oil Search and Pacific LNG Group that involved the acquisition 
by Oil Search of an interest in approximately 22.8 per cent in the Elk-Antelope 
Gas Development Project which had an expected conclusion date of 11 March 
2014? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: It follows from that, does it not, that at least by 27 February 2014, you must 

have been aware of the acquisition by Oil Search of an interest in the Elk-
Antelope Gas Development Project? 10 

 
A: As I said to you earlier, I had no knowledge of discussions that were going on 

between Oil Search and PAC LNG.  Those who were privy to that were 
probably our officials in Treasury and others who were in direct discussions 
with Oil Search officials; but I was not privy to that.  This submission was 
prepared by Treasury and Kumul Petroleum Holdings and given to me to take 
to Cabinet to approve the transaction, so that is as far as I know. 

 
Q: I will get back to my question.  It follows from the content at paragraph 2 that 

you must have known no later than 27 February that Oil Search was acquiring 20 
an interest in Elk-Antelope, do you not agree? 

 
A I think I was more aware of it in that cabinet meeting than before that because 

I had no discussions with anyone, even our officials – Mr Vele did not discuss 
this issue with me so I had no knowledge. 

 
Q So when did you first read, do you think, the submission which is in front of 

us before signing it off to cabinet?  Would it have been the day before or on 
the day? 

 30 
A: On the day.  On the day and I think the Cabinet meeting was in the afternoon.   
 
Q: Commissioners, those are my questions.  It is possible that some of the 

evidence we hear this week may require Mr O’Neill to respond.  So, if it is 
convenient rather than excusing Mr O’Neill - I have raised this with Mr 
Sheppard – but is it possible to stand over his testimony until Friday as it were 
penciled in.  It may be that we do not need him, but it is possible someone will 
say something which Mr O’Neill should have an opportunity to respond to. 

 
[2.59pm]  Mr O’Neill, is that possible for you to be available on Friday, if needed? 40 
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A: I am sorry but I have got a very firm commitment up in the Highlands which 

I am committed to and I have got engagements in Lae and I have a – I am 
willing to continue to appear before this commission but, in all fairness, I have 
got other commitments as well.  So, is it possible should these questions be 
raised – if there are any questions that need to be answered by me during the 
week, can we agree to a timing at a later stage with Mr Sheppard and we will 
inform the commission? 

 
Q: I am content with it.  There is only a possibility, Commissioners, that we stand 10 

over Mr O’Neill’s evidence generally on the basis of what he has just said, 
namely, that we can get in contact with Mr Sheppard if necessary and find 
time.  I am content but it may not be necessary but it is just possible there will 
be some evidence which comes out, which in fairness to Mr O’Neill, there is 
an opportunity to respond to it.   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will stand 
over his appearance generally. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief, I agree. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, Mr O’Neill, thank you for making yourself available 
today to give evidence and you may be excused now. 
 
A: Thank you very much. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr O’Neill. 
 30 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sheppard, you may be excused as well. 
 
MR SHEPPARD:  Thank you Chief. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that is the end of the evidence for today.  Most 
unsatisfactorily, we have been advised just now that Mr Sonk who was directed to 40 
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appear tomorrow by video when we thought he would be in China is about to get on 
a plane and go to Paris where he will not land, according to Ms Tadabe until about 
4 o’clock, our time.  So, he was to be the only witness for tomorrow, but she has not 
got back to us.  So tomorrow may just be a mention with Ms Tadabe at that stage – 
at this stage rather than Mr Sonk actually giving evidence at 10 am and so, I would 
ask you to stand it over till 10 am on that basis and we will do all we can to have Ms 
Tadabe advise the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will stand over - - -  
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think Dr Renwick has something - - -  
 
DR RENWICK:  I am sorry, the only other thing is, I believe Mr Jurth may have an 
application as well or a foreshadowed application. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, it is not an application, it is the return of a 
summons – it is the return of the summons to the Honorable A Tambua dated 2 
February this year.  Mr Tambua is the chair of the Public Accounts Committee and 20 
we requested certain documents from him.  The position is that whilst his agent has 
been served with the summons, we have not been able to make contact with Mr 
Tambua himself and we do not know where he is.  In those circumstances, if this 
summons could please be stood over until Friday this week? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we will stand over the summons to this 
Friday. 
 
MR JURTH:  The 11th. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The 11th, chief, yes, I agree. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners, that is the only direction today. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So, can we adjourn the matter till 10 o’clock tomorrow on 
the basis I mentioned earlier? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, associate, you can adjourn the proceedings.   40 
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AT 3.04 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 8 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.10 AM. 
 

(Continued from 7 February 2022) 
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[10.10am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 MR JURTH:  Good morning commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning. 

MR JURTH:  Can Commmissioner White and Brisbane hear me please before I get 
started? 

 DR RENWICK:  We can hear you here Mr Jurth. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you Mr Jurth, I can hear you clearly. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you.  Commissioners, this morning is the return of a summons 
addressed to the Honourable Aiye Tambua.  He is the chair of the Public Accounts 
Committee.  May I begin with an apology to Mr Tambua.  I yesterday submitted that 10 

we had not been able to make contact with him and we were still looking for him.  
Indeed he was at some stage during the day in the back of the hearing room, I was 
not informed that he was here and therefore I made the submission.  I offer an 
apology I withdraw the submission and we acknowledge gratefully his participation 
and his answering of the summons even yesterday. 

In any event, he returns today.  I have had the opportunity to speak with him before 
the hearing this morning and the short headline is that he has no documents to present 
that answers the schedule to the summons.  He has prepared a short statement and 
he is prepared to give some oral evidence and I will ask him a few questions about 
the functioning of the Public Accounts Committee with your leave commissioners.  20 

If that is an acceptable course then I would formally call Aiye Tambua. 

 

AIYE TAMBUA, sworn: 

 

XN: MR JURTH 

 

Q:  Mr Tambua, just for the record if I could ask you sir, please to state your 
full name. 

A: My name is Aiye Tambua.  I am the Member for Goroka and I am also the 
Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee. 30 
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Q: Thank you, sir.  Now, you are here in answer to a summons dated 2 February 
this year, are you not? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: And that summons contains a schedule that has asked you to produce really 

three categories of documents.  The first is any documents that relate to the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction in 2008/2009; secondly, in relation to 
the UBS Loan later in 2014 and then you will see that the second category of 
documents relate to budgets and appropriations concerning the 2009/2014 10 
budget; supplementary budget of that year and the 2015 budget.  And then 
thirdly, a more general request for documents that concern the function in the 
Public Accounts Committee of the National Parliament concerning loans of 
the Independent State. 

 
Now, have you had an opportunity to review the records of your committee 
and ascertain whether or not you have any documents that would answer any 
of those schedule to the request? 

 
[10.15am]  A: After receiving the summons I did have the opportunity to speak to the staff 20 

and I would like to inform that we do not have any documents concerning the 
summons or any other documents concerning these transactions with us. 

 
Q: Did you know through those enquiries whether your committee undertook any 

review of either the 2008/2009 Exchangeable Bond transaction or the 2014 
UBS loan? 

 
A: To my knowledge, no. 
 
Q: Now, Mr Tambua that part of your evidence you prepared a letter dated 7 30 

February 2022 addressed to the Commissioners and whilst we will read it out, 
it in short states that you do not have any documents that answer the summons.  
Is that a fair summary? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It is a two-page letter and it is your signature that appears on the end of the 

second page.  Is that correct? 
 
A: Correct. 40 
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Q: Commissioners, I tender that letter. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I admit that particular letter into evidence.  I lost track with the 
assignment of exhibit letters, that probably is quadruple K, is it? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I think so, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right okay.  Then it will be marked quadruple K, that is four 
Ks. 10 
 
EXHIBIT KKKK – LETTER FROM AIYE TAMBUA TO THE 
COMMISSION DATED 7 FEBRUARY 2022 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Mr Tambua, I would like to just ask 
you some very brief questions concerning the function and operation of your 
committee.  It is a little bit awkward but if I could ask you to speak up and also speak 
into the microphone only for the purpose of the transcript and for those that are 20 
observing this remotely.  In a nutshell, Mr Tambua, how would you describe the 
function of the Public Accounts Committee that you chair? 
 
A: Thank you.  Basically the function of the Public Accounts Committee of the 

Parliament is basically to analyse and do more like a post mortem of all the 
government accounts once it is approved and passed through Parliament. 

 
Q: Is that a fundamental distinction between that and the Public Estimates 

Committee? 
 30 
A: Yes.  Public Estimates Committee, primarily more responsible for budgets 

and estimates for government departments and national budget. 
 
Q: So they operate at different ends of the transaction, is that a good way to put 

it? 
 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Because the Public Accounts Committee operates at the beginning of the 
transaction whereas your committee operates at the end as review committee, 
does that - - - 

 
A: Yes, the Estimate Committee acts at the beginning and the Public Accounts 

acts at the end. 
 
Q: What is required for your committee to investigate a particular transaction or 

a particular budgetary item? 
 10 
A: When there is an official complaint from any members of Parliament of there 

is an official complaint from anyone within the government barricade to 
investigate or they investigate any issues or abuse of government funds. 

 
Q: And upon receiving complaint by any member of Parliament, is that all that is 

required for your committee to seize the subject matter of the complaint and 
investigate?  

 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: You have told us that there is no investigations into the 2008/2009 IPIC loan 

or the 2014 UBS loan.  Is that because no complaint was made by any member 
of Parliament for your committee to investigate? 

 
A: Not that I am aware of it, no.  Sorry, can I just make a statement here? 
 

[10.20am]  Q: Yes. 
 
A: I just like to point out that I was only appointed chairman of the committee at 

the last Parliament sitting so most of the transactions that happened prior to 30 
that I am not  privy to it.  Also I was just elected into Parliament at the last bi-
election so I have been in the position for about a year now. 

 
Q: Thank you for clarifying that.  Of course we accept that you were not in this 

position in 2008 and 2009 but so far as your investigations over the last few 
days have revealed there was no request to investigate the IPIC transaction or 
the UBS loan nor did your committee do so, is that a fair summary? 

 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: All right.  Your committee, the Public Accounts Committee how is it funded? 
 
A: We are funded through the National Parliament funding process. 
 
Q: Do you have a separate staff and office location or is it drawn from other 

resources? 
 
A: No, our office is located in the Parliament building and the staff are funded 

by Parliament. 
 10 
Q: How many members do your staff comprise? 
 
A: Probably less than five. 
 
Q: Less five.  In your opinion is that sufficient staff and resources for the task 

that you are required to perform? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: How many staff would you require to perform your function properly? 20 
 
A: Probably 10. 
 
Q: So, according to your estimation you had about half strength? 
 
A: Yes, half strength and half capacity wise in terms of skilled staff. 
 
Q: On a monthly basis for example, how many requests does your committee 

receive to investigate transactions? 
 30 
A: Just to give clarity on that.  Since I have been here we have only done one 

investigation basically because of lack of funding. 
 
Q: Were you properly funded - is there a need for your committee judged by the 

number of requests that you receive from members of Parliament? 
 
A: Yes.  There is a greater need for the committee to be properly funded so there 

is a lot of issues with government accounts.  We do need the capacity and 
funding to really look at all the government agency accounts. 

 40 
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Q: Mr Tambua, if your committee is not providing this review function do you 
know if any other body or organization is providing this review function for 
government expenditure? 

 
A: The auditor general is also supposed to provide that function so we are 

working closely with them also to share some workload but apart from the 
auditor general and public accounts, not really. 

 
Q: Is the difference between your function and the auditor general’s function that 

the auditor general’s function comes into action on some statutory basis 10 
whether yours is by request of the members of Parliament, is that the 
difference? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And in some cases there is an overlap between your review function and that 

of the auditor general, is that so? 
 
A: Yes, there may be some overlap. 
 20 
Q: Is there ever a position where both your committee and the auditor general are 

reviewing the same transaction? 
 
A: Yes but it depends on the details of the transactions that we review. 
 

[10.25 am]  Q: Is there any material handbook or memorandum that detail the operational 
function of the Public Accounts Committee?  How does your committee know 
what its proper functions are and how to conduct itself? 

 
A: Yes, there is a detailed function of the Public Accounts Committee.  We can 30 

submit that if that is required. 
 
Q: All right, that would be useful.  Yes, commissioners, I have no further question 

for Mr Tambua. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have two questions, Mr Tambua, and thank you 
very much for coming to assist the Commission.  …(inaudible)… missed it; is that 
right?  Is your Public Accounts Committee able of its own initiative to investigate 40 
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any accounts that it has concerns about, or does it have to wait for a complaint from 
parliament, or can you do one yourself? 
 
A: Yes, I think there are certain times where the committee, upon the discretion 

of the chairman, can look at an issue but most times, we do wait for a 
complaint. 

 
Q: Yes.  Thank you.  My other question was that you say that you work quite 

closely with the Auditor General and the Auditor General’s Office divides 
your viewing functions.  Is it your impression that the Auditor General’s 10 
Office is also underfunded and under-resourced as to staff? 

 
A: Yes, most definitely, I think the Auditor General’s office needs to be 

properly funded.  Just to give you an example, there is about 108 District 
Treasury accounts in Papua New Guinea and none of them have been 
properly audited since – it dates back to 2012.  So that shows the lack of 
funding and operation issues we have with the Auditor General.   

 
Q: Are you able to say whether to your knowledge in the Auditor General’s 

reports to parliament that issue has been raised? 20 
 
A: Yes, it has been raised. 
 
Q: Thank you.  I have no further questions.  Thank you, Mr Tambua. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 
 
FXN: MR JURTH 
 30 
Q: Commissioners, I have one final question, if I may.  Mr Tambua, did your 

committee have the power to examine in terms of the public in the part of an 
investigation? 

 
A: Yes, we do; we do have summons to actually summon. 
 
Q: Is that something that you and team would do as part of your review functions 

into a particular transaction? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
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Q: I have no further questions, commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Tambua, for coming to give evidence this 
morning.  Thank you; you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, sir. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 10 
 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  The next matter is that of Wapu Sonk and 
there is an appearance on his behalf. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner, Commissioner White, Paul Mawa.  I appear for 
Wapu Sonk.   
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
MR JURTH:  On the last occasion, Mr Sonk was directed to be here in person today.  
I have two questions through you for Mr Mawa.  The first is: what is the explanation 
for Mr Sonk not being here; and the second is; when will he be here? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chairman, I did communicate with Mr Sonk who is overseas 
somewhere in Dubai, and communicated with him through the in-house counsel, 30 
Sally Tadabe as to the need for him to answer some of the questions through zoom, 
if he could find time, as was directed last time. 
 

[10.30am] Mr Sonk’s response and I believe must have been communicated by Ms Tadabe to 
counsel is that he is travelling between countries at the moment and in transit a 
number of countries and he is not able to stay in one particular place to use the 
facility to answer some of the questions.  And he is saying that if he is stationary at 
one particular place for at least a day, he will try and find some facility but as it is 
that schedule is so tight and they travelling with the Prime Minister’s delegation to 
a number of places on official business.  So his apology to the Commission is that 40 
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he is not able get to a facility where he could use the zoom facility to answer the 
questions.  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  And an answer to the second question, please; when will Mr 
Sonk be able to answer some questions? 
 
MR MAWA:  As I said last time, Mr Sonk should be in the country by 17th of this 
month but in terms of the production of the balance of the documents after partial 
compliance with the previous summonses to produce the documents by this 
afternoon, in-house counsel should be able to provide those documents or 10 
communicate with counsel if there is any difficulty. Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, of course we are grateful to hear the documents will 
be produced this afternoon.  That is a separate issue of course for Mr Sonk’s personal 
attendance here given that he has at no stage personally attended to the documents. 
He has his staff to do that so we are very grateful to hear that his in-house lawyers 
and assistants are attending to the documents which remain outstanding and 
outstanding for sometime.  In the circumstances, the only submission I can make is 
that a direction be made, Commissioners, requiring Mr Mawa to attend at 10 o’clock 
tomorrow morning to again update you commissioners on Mr Sonk’s whereabouts 20 
and the progress being made by him to make himself available to give further 
evidence, whether by zoom, telephone, any means that we can speak with him will 
be acceptable at this stage.  But we really do have a few more questions for Mr Sonk 
and it is imperative that he appear at some formt.  May it please the commission.  
 
MR MAWA:  Chairman, I do not think it may be necessary for me to continue to 
come and advise commission on what difficulties that I am facing with Mr Sonk.  As 
I said Mr Sonk is travelling in between, he is scheduled to be back the 17th and if he 
gives us a firm commitment that he will be at a particular place to answer some of 
the questions, then we will advise counsel and he could make himself available. 30 
Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  There may be some difficulty with Mr Sonk giving evidence 
by remote means,  that is by zoom from overseas because I do not think that he would 
have access to his file and documents.  But that would be difficulties if he would be 
giving evidence from overseas by zoom.  So I think we should work around a time 
frame within which he should be able to appear before the commission to give 
evidence after he returns from overseas.    
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[10.35am] Mr Jurth or Dr Renwick, could we work around a time fixture right now for Mr Sonk 
to give evidence after he returns from overseas for the reason I have given. 

 
DR RENWICK:  It will be too late in my submission by the 17th, Chief 
Commissioner, because that is the day on which I commence final submissions so if 
it really is the case that Mr Sonk is unable to appear there is a couple of possibilities; 
one is we may be able to send some particular questions to be answered in writing.  
That may be the sensible course at this very late stage and I may make some 
submissions later on about the satisfactoriness of Mr Sonk’s behaviour but that is 
not for this morning.  But in those circumstances, I would ask Mr Mawa to keep in 10 
contact Mr Jurth who of course is there in Port Moresby.  And perhaps what we 
should is we should stand over as Mr Jurth suggested that perhaps stand over till 
Thursday morning for mention of the matter.  In the meantime we will see if  we can 
send some written questions via Mr Mawa or Ms Tadabe to Mr Sonk.  So there we 
are. 
 
I think the other consequence of course is that Mr Sonk having been put on notice 
that he was required, having not sought to be excused he cannot complain if he is 
the subject of adverse submissions which he would have wished be dealt with by 
giving oral evidence, he still of course will be able to put in written submission if 20 
that eventuality happens. I am not saying this morning that it will but it may have a 
consequence.  That is all I can say at this stage, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just ask something? The dates for Mr Sonk’s 
further appearance and we are (,,inaiduble..) that Mr Sonk has in fact appeared before 
the Commission on a number of (..inaudible..)  Was that communicated to him 
because  think it necessary to keep in mind that he has an important role as the CEO 
of the Kumul companies and they are on important work overseas.  So, I am just 30 
quiring how it was that he was able to commit to appear before the commission when 
surely it must have been known to him and his office and instructing Mr Mawa that 
he was going to be out of the country.  I find that a little puzzling.  Can you throw 
any light on it, Mr Jurth or Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chairman and Commissioner White, the situation according to my 
instructions from Mr Sonk was the situation where he was left with very much less 
option in the sense that without notice he was invited by the Prime Minister to go on 
this delegation that involves a lot of business with Kumul Petroleum.  So, he just 
had to leave but he has instructed officers from his office to put all the documentation 40 
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together which they have done and partially complied with it.  I am sure they should 
be, according to the instructions they have given me, they should be able to put all 
the documents in by this afternoon.  If it is not possible Ms Tadabe will be in contact 
with Mr Jurth.  I think perhaps that kind of questions that might be put to him during 
cross-examination or during oral examination can be answered if they can reduce 
into writing.  It is pretty difficult especially for us to communicate with him given 
the time difference and all that he is travelling between different countries at the 
moment.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Mawa.  I know that you are in rather 10 
an awkward position. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, can I just ask you a few questions there.  Is there 
any particular reason why Mr Sonk has decided to return to PNG on 17 February 
and that is about more more than a week from now?  

 
[10.40am]Could his return date be changed so that he can come back earlier than the 17th? 

MR MAWA:  Chairman, we will try and communicate with him and tell the need 
and the importance for him to return early given the timeline, the time schedule that 
the Commission has in terms of completing the Inquiry and getting the submissions.  20 

The date he gave us was according to the itinerary provided to him by the Office of 
the Prime Minister. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  If he can return on the weekend of the previous work, he could 
give evidence in that week starting Monday 12 or 14, I am not sure but if he returns 
early he could give evidence around but before 17 February.  That could be 12, 13, 
14 thereabouts.  Unless his visit out there, there is some compelling things that he 
has to attend to but I would think his duty to give evidence – to complete his evidence 
before this Commission of Inquiry should take precedence.  I suppose you can 
always make up for lost time and opportunity overseas by following up after he has 
given his evidence and completes it.  I think that is the way I am looking at it. 30 

MR MAWA:  We are mindful about the comments that Dr Renwick made and also 
the need for Mr Sonk to be here.  We will communicate that to Mr Sonk so that he 
can return back before the 17th.  But that is as far as we can go by communicating to 
him.  But we will relay the message to Mr Sonk. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And of course the documents that you have assembled are going 
to be produced to the Commission this afternoon, is it? 
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MR MAWA:  According to Ms Tadabe, she should be able to produce it this 
afternoon but if there is some difficulty then she will correspond with Mr Jurth.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think for - - - 

MR MAWA:  But they are working to meet the deadline today. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose we should allow some time for you to complete 
assembling the documents and then producing them before the Commission 
Secretariat.  And perhaps for you to return sometime this week for you to take us 
through the documents that you filed and then also you can confirm with the 
Commission when Mr Sonk will be in country.  So my suggestion is, I think we 
adjourn this matter to either Thursday or Friday of this week. 10 

MR MAWA:  Friday will be convenient. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Friday.  That will give us enough time to go through the 
documents that you have filed and then give you enough time to seek instructions 
from Mr Sonk as to whether he can return earlier than the 17th. 

MR MAWA:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners I am in your hands. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can adjourn this matter to Friday 11 
February at 10 o’clock for mention?  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And then Mr Mawa and Mr Jurth can work around the 
documents that they will be producing.   

DR RENWICK:  If there are no other matters, commissioners, then we would submit 
that the proceedings should be adjourned for 10 o’clock tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then., Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 10.44 A.M THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
WEDNESDAY, 9 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10 AM. 
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[10.00 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bakani, you are bound by your previous oath.  Thank 

you. 
 
 
LOI MARTIN BAKANI; recalled: 
 
 
FXN: MR JURTH 
 10 
 
Q: Just for the record, could I please have your full name again sir? 
 
A: Mr Loi Martin Bakani. 
 
Q: Thank you, sir.  You have provided three statements to this Inquiry dated 

30 June 2020, 30 July 2021 and 12 August 2021.  You also provided us 
with other documents that you generated that were tendered and they are 
marked Exhibits GGG1, GGG2 and GGG6.  Are those statements and 
exhibits still true and correct to the best of your information knowledge and 20 
belief? 

 
A: Yes, they are, counsel. 
 
Q: Do you have any corrections or additions to make to any of those 

documents? 
 
A: No, no, I do not have. 
 
Q: Thank you.  You also gave oral evidence previously on the three occasions 30 

on 2nd and 3rd  and 12 August 2021.  Is the evidence that you gave on those 
occasions true and correct to the best of your information knowledge and 
belief? 

 
A: Yes, at those times when I was giving oral evidence, those statements are 

still the same. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Do you wish to add anything to those statements or correct 

anything? 
 40 
A: No, I do not have any. 
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Q: All right.  Mr Bakani, I really only have about eight or nine questions for 
you, really, in the nature of clarifying a few matters.  Could I please ask for 
Exhibit LMB38 to be brought up onto the screen?  Mr Bakani, this is 
Exhibit 38 to your statement and, hopefully, what you have done is you 
have set or consecutively numbered each of the exhibits throughout your 
statement so there is no repetition.  You will recognize this as the proposal 
submitted to you by the UBS Bank in relation to the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Refinancing and at the bottom of that page, you will see it is dated 
January 2014.  If we can just scroll through that document, you recognize 
this, do you not, as the document that was given to you by UBS Bank 10 
containing their proposal? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Yes.  If I could go to page 4 of that document, let us go two pages further; 

keep going.  It is the page ending in 182, the letter.  All right, next one; 
here, we go.  This document contained two options:  Option 1, was a 
combination of Collar Loan and Bridging Finance facility.  Is that correct?  
You see that there? 

 20 
[10.05am] A: Yes. 

 
Q: Option 1 is the collar loan on the left hand side. 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: And what was being referred to as the bridging loan on the right hand side. 

You see that? 
 
A: That is right. 30 
 
Q: You will see there in the middle of the page that the interest rate proposed 

in relation to the collar loan was 3.3 per cent per annum.  You see that? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: You will see on the same line that the interest rate proposed for the margin 

loan was 6.5 per cent per annum.  You see that? 
 
A: Yes. 40 
 
Q: If we could ahead two pages and this is option 2.  This is the second of the 

options being presented to you by UBS you will see that the variation here 
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is that the collar loan remains but instead of the bridging loan, a sovereign 
bond is being proposed. 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q: You will see that as before under option 2 the collar loan attracted an 

interest of 3.3 per cent per annum.  You see that in the middle of the page? 
 
A: That is right. 
 10 
Q: On the same line the sovereign bond attracts an interest rate of 6.65 per 

cent per annum.  You see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: We move to LMB17 please.  You will see that this is a letter that you wrote 

to Minister Micah dated 23 January 2014.  Do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 20 
Q: This was the letter in which you set out your analysis of the various 

proposals that had been received from the four banks including UBS and 
provided certain advice to Mr Micah.  You recall looking at this document 
on the last occasion? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: All right.  If we can please go to the third page of that document ending in 

page 29.  It is a table headed, International Petroleum Investment Company 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond EB Summary, that one.  You will see there the 30 
first column relates to the UBS proposal.  You see that? 

 
A: Right. 
 
Q: This is a schedule that you and your staff created, is it not? 
 
A: Right. 
 
Q: I am asking you; is it? 
 40 
A: Yes, it is. 
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Q: Okay.  The information that you put into this schedule comes from the 
proposals received from each of the respective banks.  That is correct, is it 
not? 

 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: You will see there in the middle of the page under next to the bold heading, 

Cost of Each Component, you will see that the collar loan records its 
interest rate at 3.3 per cent per annum.  You see that? 

 10 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Then below that the sovereign bond issue proposal at 6.65 per cent per 

annum.  Do you see that? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: Then we have the loan facility which is the bridging loan at 6.5 per cent. 
 
A: That is right. 20 
 
Q: You will see that that accords with the figures in the UBS proposal that we 

had just been looking at, LMB38.  While we are here, can I ask you about 
the all-in cost number of 4.29 per cent per annum.  Is that a calculation that 
you performed or is that a figure derived from the UBS proposal? 

 
A: I cannot recall how it was done but basically it includes also the cost of 

other fees and charges that relate to those facilities. 
 
Q: Yes but in relation to that figure, is that one that you calculated and came 30 

up with or your team did or is that a figure that you adopted from the UBS 
proposal? 

 
A: I honestly cannot recall now whether it is from us or from the financier. 
 

[10.10am]  Q: All right.  Could we please move ahead two pages in this exhibit? And this 
is a schedule headed, Summary Of Prospective Financiers For The 
Refinancing Of IPIC Exchangeable Bond, and this is another schedule that 
you and your team prepared.  That is right? 

 40 
A: That is right. 
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Q: And again this is an attachments to the letter dated 23 January that you sent 
to Minister Micah.  Now, you will see that – whilst it is faint, you will see 
that this first proposal in the pink, it says, UBS date.  You see that? At the 
pink band up the top of the page. 

 
A:  Yes, yes, that is right.  It is a bit - - - - 
 
Q: Yes, it is a little bit faint. 
 
A: Yes. 10 
 
Q: But you can make out the letters, UBS. 
 
A: I see it now. 
 
Q: Yes.  And so, this deals with the UBS proposal and in the left collar – yes, 

in the left collar you have set out the two facilities being offered.  There is 
the collar loan up the top in the amount of 1.2 billion. Do you see that? 

 
A: That is right. 20 
 
Q: And then lower down there is the bold heading, The Loan Facility, which 

is the margin loan here in the amount of 500 million.  Do you see that? 
 
A: I see that, yes. 
 
Q: And then your analysis of the pros and the cons of the proposal appears in 

the middle on the far right column.  That is correct? 
 
A: That is correct. 30 
 
Q: Now, if we can have a look at the figures in the UBS proposal here, you 

will see that the monetized collar brings across the figure of 3.3 per cent 
per annum.  Do you see that?  About the fourth line down in the left column. 

 
A: Yes, that is right. 
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: I saw it, yes. 40 
 
Q: You should see collar cost there as 3.3 per cent.  So that is consistent with 

the previous documents we have been looking at. 
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A: You are right. 
 
Q: But then if we go down to the interest rate for the loan facility, you will see 

that it is 4.5 per cent rather than 6.5 per cent.  Now, it may just be a 
typographical error but is there a reason for the difference? 

 
A: I cannot recall but I am trying to – if I remember where -  maybe it is during 

the time when we were negotiating with them in Singapore that they 
revised the number down.  That is why the all-in cost came down to 4.29 10 
per cent.  This spreadsheet was done after – even after the negotiations 
were done with those individual financiers in Singapore.  So I cannot have 
– I do not have a good recollection of how it went down but I think it is 
probably after the negotiations that they revised it down because it was 
very competitive at that time that they had to revise the number down, the 
interest rate. 

 
Q: You were in Singapore on 20 January 2014, correct? 
 
A: 20 January, yes. 20 
 
Q: The 20th, yes.  And so, this letter that you are sending to Minister Micah is 

dated 23 January. 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: So your evidence is that this letter and the schedules were prepared after 

that meeting, yes?  
 
A: Yes.  So that is part of this I cannot recall how it went down but probably 30 

during our conversations or during those times before the – but I do not 
have even documentation that has – it could be a typo.  As you, you know, 
rightly said but I cannot recall at the moment whether interest rate was 
revised downwards. 

 
Q: Both of these schedules were attached to the same letter and there is no 

explanation on the letter or on the schedules of the difference.  Do you have 
a recollection of the interest rate being negotiated down by 2 percent?  

 
[10.15am]  A: No. 40 

 
Q: Can I take you to another document which is LMB 23?  So, LMB 23 is 

itself undated so far as I can tell, but it is referred to in paragraph 7 of your 
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statement dated 30 July 2021, and there is a heading there and you give a 
period of time from 15 January 2014 through to 27 January 2014, and you 
say based on the TOR, which is the Terms of Reference, “BPNG completed 
its final assessment particularly in respect of the final funding proposals 
from Citi and UBS which led to its final recommendation to Minister 
Micah that UBS be selected for the role of financier in respect of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond refinancing.”  And then you attach LMB 23 as a table 
prepared by you that lists the pros and cons.   

 
So, when we go to LMB 23, this is again a document that so far as your 10 
written evidence identifies is generated through this period, these last two 
weeks in January 2014, and if we go to LMB 23, you will see that again in 
relation to the UBS proposal under the heading there, ‘Loan Facility’  
which is the margin loan, you will see the interest rate is again stated at 4.5 
per cent.  Now, the only proposal that we have seen from UBS and the one 
that is attached to your affidavit gives a figure of 6.5 per cent.  And so, are 
you able to assist us clarify whether this is just a typographical error that 
should be considered as 6.5 per cent or whether there was in fact a further 
proposal provided by UBS which changed the interest rate favorably in 
your direction? 20 

 
A: I think that is a - I realize that that is probably during that time – space of 

time, the reduction from what was in the original proposal to 4.5 per cent 
that was taken to in the final stage to – in the recommendation to the 
minister.  I cannot recall at this stage or I think as part of this process that 
we were trying to look for information that would have given us 
information leading to this reduction to 4.5 per cent.  And Oil Search did 
not identify or was not – did not eventuate to find out any documentation 
that led to this.  But, during the space of time, there was communication 
between our former advisor Late Jacob Weiss and people from the UBS 30 
that would have potentially led to this reduction in the rate or the revised 
proposal from the earlier – the first one that they submitted.  So, we were 
working on the 4.5 per cent in our final analysis that we submitted to the 
minister.  That is my best recollection that I put but that piece of 
information, I do not have the information that provided the evidence of 
that reduction in the interest rate.  

  
[10.20am]   Q: Yes, thank you for that.  Do you see the all-in costs there, it is listed at 4.29 

percent? 
 40 
A: Right. 
 
Q: Do you see that? 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that is in relation to an interest rate stated there at 4.5 percent.  Can we 

go back to LMB 17, and the first schedule that we were looking at? And 
you will see, yes, that one. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And you will see there that the all-in cost in this schedule remains the same 10 

at 4.29 percent but the loan facility here is stated at 6.5 percent.  Now, the 
all-in cost would need to change if there is a difference of 2 percent in the 
interest rate on the margin loan, is that fair? 

 
A: Yes.  In coming from the numbers, yes, the all-in costs would have been 

much higher given that the interest rate is at 6.5 percent, yes.  Again, it 
would have been a typo or oversight from our point of view but I cannot 
recollect at the moment. 

 
Q: And you also cannot recall which one the typo is, whether you had 20 

successfully negotiated 4.5 percent and therefore the 6.5 percent is the 
typographical error or whether UBS’s offer at 6.5 percent remained and 
you have erroneously written it down to 4.5 percent in other documents, is 
that fair? 

 
A: Yes, that could have been. 
 
Q: Okay.  Now, while we are looking at this document, can you see that the 

second column of the banks, there is the Citi proposal, you see up at the 
top it says Citi? 30 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And if you run your eye down to where were looking before, there is a 

figure there of 0.44 percent which is attributed to fees, do you see that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Now, do you have a recollection whether or not this was a recurring annual 

fee or a one-off fee to be paid at the beginning of the transaction? 40 
 
A: It would have been a one-off fee at the beginning of the transaction. 
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Q: All right. And if your calculation then of the all-in cost includes the 0.44 
percent on an annual basis, that is an error, is it not, it should have been 
counted once? 

 
A: It should be. 
 
Q: All right, thank you for that.  Could we then please move to LNB 9. Now, 

Mr Bakani, this is about the same period of time.  This is a letter dated 9 
January 2014, another letter that you wrote to Minister Micah.  Do you 
have a recollection of this letter or would you like a minute to look over it 10 
then? 

 
A: Give me a few minutes to look at it. 
 
Q: Yes, certainly.  
 
A: And stroll down and just to refresh my mind.  
 
Q: Now, my question is this. At the time of writing this letter, did you favor 

Citi over UBS, and the reason I ask that is the previous letter that you refer 20 
to here being the proposals contained in your letter dated 7 January 2014 
advises that your evaluations concluded that ANZ/Barclays and Citi 
offered the most practical refinancing options.     

 
[10:25am] Q: So as at 7 January, you seemed to favour ANZ/Barclays and Citi.  This is 

now an evaluation between Citi and UBS.  That means critically at this 
point, are you still favouring Citi or has your thinking already changed by 
this time and you are now favouring UBS which is ultimately what you 
recommended. 

A: Yes.  In the letter of 9th, I was saying that for Citi – for us to further 30 
negotiate with them to have a more favourable term and at that point in 
time I think UBS was more favoured in that practical sense.  So that is why 
I said maybe we could have more time to negotiate with Citi to have some 
competitive comparison with UBS. 

Q: By 9 January your thinking was that UBS was the front runner, is that what 
I take your evidence? 

A: That is from my recollection of my letter that time to the Minister. 

Q: Right.  Can I then have the 17 January letter brought up?  That is 
WIT.0010.0001.0041.  Now, Mr Bakani this is a letter that you wrote to 
Mitchel Turner at UBS.  Do you see that? 40 
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A: That is right. 

Q: And what you will see down the bottom of this letter that having stated in 
the body of the document, the terms which the State now required, you 
invite Mitchel Turner in UBS to; “please resubmit your proposal 
incorporating the refined terms above.”  Do you see that? 

A: That is right. 

Q: Did you send a similar letter to Citi about the same time?  Was Citi Bank 
also invited to resubmit a proposal incorporating these terms? 

A: I cannot recall whether I did send the same letter to Citi at that point in 
time. 10 

Q: But you have no recollection of sending the same letter to both banks and 
dealing with the two banks at this point in the same way? 

A: That is right.  I cannot recall. 

Q: Thank you.  Now, can I take you to later in January, we mentioned 
Singapore before, you were there on 20 January 2014; that is right? 

A: That is right. 

Q: And you received presentation from a number of banks in Singapore; is 
that right? 

A: That is right. 

Q: Did you attend any presentation given by Goldman Sachs? 20 

A: I cannot recall at that point in time, we were just concentrating on the 
financiers had submitted their proposals to us for the refinancing.  I cannot 
recall attending a meeting with or presentation by Goldman Sachs. 

Q: Did you meet Mr Botten or Mr Aopi in Singapore at that time of Oil 
Search? 

A: I cannot recall. 

Q: And did anybody talk to you about Goldman Sachs’ presentation while 
you were in Singapore on that trip? 

[10.30am] A: Again I cannot recall. 
 30 

Q: Was ANZ Barclays one of the ones that presented to you in Singapore? 
 
A: I think they were. 
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Q: You have a recollection of that presentation? 
 
A: Again I said I think there were but I cannot recall all the presentations.  I 

am sure they did, ANZ was in attendance.  
 
Q: Can I take your mind then to the next trip was the trip in February to Abu 

Dhabi.  On the previous occasion you said that you did not meet with any 
IPIC representatives on that trip.  Is that still your recollection? 

 10 
A: That is still the same. 
 
Q: The reason I ask you is that Mr Botten on the other hand has a recollection 

that you did meet with IPIC representatives together with Secretary Vele 
and Minister Rimbink Pato.  I wanted to clarify your evidence.  Do you 
maintain the position that you did not meet with any IPIC representatives 
on that trip? 

 
A: My clear conscious and recollection was that we never met any IPIC 

people.  We were purposely there to meet with the Abu Dhabi executives 20 
and that did not eventuate because none of them were around so we met 
with somebody from Department of Foreign Affairs that was not helpful. 

 
Q: What else did you do on that trip? 
 
A: Apart from that minister had some other appointments with people from 

Department of Foreign Affairs but I was not included in those discussions 
or meetings. 

 
Q: How long did you spend in Abu Dhabi altogether? 30 
 
A: A few days.  I cannot recall exactly how many days we were there for. 
 
Q: Very well let us move to another topic.  Are you aware that the terms of 

the UBS financing facility that was ultimately provided to the State for 
purpose of the Oil Search shares was different to the proposal that you had 
recommended in January 2014?  Are you aware of that or not? 

 
A: Can you explain which final one to the State because as far as my evidence 

is concerned those are the ones that I provided in my capacity as 40 
recommending our analysis of the financiers. 
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Q: All right I should do this fairly.  The proposals which you received were 
the ones we have just been looking at? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: The one that the State later in March entered into was different.  Are you 

aware that they entered into a different one or not? 
 
A: No. 
 10 
Q: No and that is because you had no involvement in the March - - - 
 
A: No involvement at all. 
 
Q: Very well.  Throughout your involvement with the transaction up until the 

point where you ceased to being involvement with it, did you consider that 
UBS was advising the State; had an advisory role in relation to the State? 

 
A: I do not have any evidence or any recollection of their participation or 

engagement with the government. 20 
 
Q: And you do not know what relationship between UBS and the State was? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can I please have the KPMG report put up on the screen?  As you will Mr 

Bakani, this is the report dated 4 March 2014.  Is this a report that you 
reviewed at or about that time or not? 

 
A: In what capacity was KPMG putting together this report or I cannot recall. 30 
 
Q: My understanding is that KPMG was asked to review the UBS loan.  Did 

you have any dealings with KPMG or? 
 
A: Not from my recollection. 
 
Q: Were you provided with this report or reviewed this report in early March 

2014? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 40 
 
Q: Yes Commissioners, I have no further questions. 
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[10.35am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth, could I just ask you to go through the terms of the 
two loans; the IPIC loan in terms of UBS’ offer and the UBS’ offer in relation to 
the purchase of Oil Search shares?  I know the witness has said he had no 
knowledge; he had nothing to do with the latter one but you may want to just take 
him through both to see if there is any – what the differences are, if any, in terms 
of what the basic terms are like the amounts, amount of the loan, the collar loan 
component, the interest rates, the term of the loan and some of the key elements 
to those if there is any difference between the two? 

 
MR JURTH:  Chief, the terms of the UBS loan as understood by this witness, we 10 
were looking at in LMB 17; that is the schedule that he completed and provided 
under cover of 23 January 2014 letter to Minister Micah. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you just take us through those? 
 
MR JURTH:  So, if we could have – so there is the UBS proposal in the second 
column - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  For the refinancing, is it? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  For the refinancing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, let us just get the key terms there.  The collar loan 
total funding is 1.7 billion, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  It is 1.7 billion and the way that that – so we need to read this 
together with the second schedule comprising the same exhibit which is two 
pages over – probably a better - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just stay with this document here.  So, the term is 7 years.  30 
The costs of each component; the collar is 3.3 per cent. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  The bond issue we can probably ignore because that was 
UBS’ second option which never went ahead.  So, the sovereign bond was a 
proposal that did not proceed but then the loan facility is the margin loan or rather 
the bridging loan, I apologize. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  And so that is the 6.5 per cent.  And you will recall the evidence he 40 
just gave that there is some lack of clarity whether it was 6.5 per cent or 4.5 per 
cent. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, all-in costs is around 4.29 per cent per annum? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, according to his statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is interest, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  No.  The all-in costs according to this witness is all of the costs 
which comprised interest rate which comprised fees and - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is inclusive of interest? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, inclusive of interest.  That is right; Mr Bakani, is it not? 
 
A: That is right. 
 
Q: So, the all-in costs is the interest rate and its other fees and charges? 
 
A: Other fees and charges. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, we go to the UBS’ proposal in relation to the purchase 20 
of Oil Search shares in 2014.   
 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I can have it brought up.  I do not know where a good place 
because this witness - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Can we have it brought up? 
 
MR JURTH:  There we go.  So, this arises from the KPMG Report which this 
witness has not seen but there is the bridge loan term.  You will see that it is a 
lower amount; it is 330 million rather than 500.  And it is a six month loan with 30 
a six month extension and then you will see the fees and the interest rate. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the bridge loan; what about the collar? 
 
MR JURTH:  And then the collar loan follows below this, I imagine.  And there 
is the collar loan and you will see the amount is the 10.011 billion and then the 
interest rate appears below that. 
 

[10.40 am] THE CHAIRMAN:  The amount is 1.011 billion, okay. 
 40 
MR JURTH:  Mr Bakani, again, this is the document that you did not see in March 
2014? 
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A: Yes, yes.  No. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Obviously, he did not see it but I am just trying to draw some 
comparison. 
 
A: All right. 
 
Q: And then the interest rate? 
 
MR JURTH:  If we can just scroll down a bit, there, you will see the interest rate, 10 
chief, 4.95 per cent. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  4.? 
 
MR JURTH:  95 per cent. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the term of the loan? 
 
MR JURTH:  Is, I believe, two years then another extension of another two years; 
is that right? 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Two years. 
 
MR JURTH:  I think so. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose you cannot put to this witness to draw any 
comparisons there but the information there would be useful, I think, to know if 
the two proposals by UBS will strike some resemblance.  I suppose the 
Commission can draw its own conclusions. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Chief, I can indicate that the further report that is coming from 
Brattle addresses this issue. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  And that is in my submission probably the better way to proceed 
given that they are our experts who have reviewed the proposals and the loan 
documents themselves.  They are in a better place to give evidence to the 
Commission rather than this witness. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  He says he has never seen this document. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, do you have any questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have just one question for Mr Bakani.  And again, 
thank you for returning yet again to the Commission, Mr Bakani; we appreciate 
it.  Does it seem to you reflecting now that it is odd that there is no formal record 
of the re-submitted proposals from UBS after your further negotiations and you 
sent out a letter to them asking them to re-submit by 20 January.  I know that you 
were meeting with them in Singapore amongst other financiers but surely you 
would have expected that there would have been a re-submission, in formal terms, 10 
talking about not buying a box of mangos but something rather larger. 
 
Mr Bakani, do you think that it is simply the fact that your office in the Bank 
cannot find that proposal, or if things may have moved on and you did not require 
another proposal in writing from UBS?  Can I just have your thoughts on that? 
 
A: Commissioner White, thank you.  That is one of the documents that we 

were looking at prior to in our searches and given the explanations that I 
have written to the Commission to the factors that attributed to us not being 
able to locate those kinds of information, we were not able to see.  But in a 20 
normal course of those kinds of negotiations, we would have been 
presented a revised version of the terms of the loan after the negotiations. 
But what I- - - 

 
Q: So just has not been able to- - - 
 
A: Sorry. 
 
Q: And perhaps just one further question. That the change in interest rate for 

the loan facility from 6.5 down to 4.5 shortly, this is a significant change 30 
and it seems to be the only substantial  change. 

 
[10.45am] Is there any reason why you would not have drawn this to Minister Micah’s 

attention when you were writing to him and making the recommendations 
that you did? 

 
A: Yes, I realized that in the letters to the minister, I did not, you know, 

highlight that change in the letter.  But I think that is why I was – you know, 
I cannot recall why at what circumstance that led to this reduction in the 
interest by 2 per cent which was the final one.  And I think, like, in the 40 
exhibit that I have just shown, it seems very close to what they did for the 
purchase of the Oil Search shares.  So as I explained earlier, there were 
ongoing discussions online between my advisor at that time, the late Jacob 
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Weiss, and people, the financiers, so that would have been one of the 
factors that led to them reducing the rate down to 4.5 per cent. 

 
Q: Thanks Mr Bakani.  Those are my questions, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Nothing further from me, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Bakani, I think that brings to an end your evidence before 10 
this commission.  So thank you for making yourself available to give evidence.  
You may be excused now. 
 
A: Thank you.  Thank you so much commissioners.   
 
 
THE WITNESS WITDHREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Next I call Dr Thomas Webster.  Dr Webster is on the video in 20 
Papua New Guinea and I understand has a Bible physically.  Dr Webster is not 
previously given evidence. 
 
DR WEBSTER:  Thank you, I have a Bible here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will swear the witness.   
 
 
THOMAS WEBSTER, sworn: 
 30 
 
XN:  MR KATTER 
 
 
Q: Dr Webster, could you please state your full name? 
 
A: My name is Thomas Webster, Dr Thomas Webster. 
 
Q: You have in front of you a copy of your statement? 
 40 
A: I do. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And that document has 46 paragraphs, does it not? 
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A: It does. 
 
Q: You also see it on the screen? 
 
A: Yes.  That is the one that I have signed and sent in, yes. 
 
Q: That has six annexures.  Does it not look correct? 
 
A: That is correct. 10 
 
Q: Did you mark those annexures TW1 to TW6 inclusive and identified those 

in the statement? 
 
A: Sorry, could you explain that again? 
 
Q: The annexures in the statement is TW1 to TW6 inclusive? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 20 
Q: The statement with all the annexures is 39 pages in total, is it not? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Have you signed it on the bottom of page 4? 
 
A: I have. 
 
Q: You have initialed the other pages? 
 30 
A: I have as well, yes. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you now wish to make about that statement? 
 
A: No, I do not at this stage. 
 
Q: Commission pleases, I tender that statement. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter, were you seeking to admit the statement? 
 40 

[10.50am] DR KATTER:   If it please. Chief, I seek to tender this statement please. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
this particular statement into evidence and it will be marked exhibit quadruple 
LLLL? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT LLLL – STATEMENT BY THOMAS WEBSTER 
 
DR KATTER: Dr Webster, at paragraph 13, you mentioned that until your 
retirement in 2015 as the Director of the National Research Institute, you have 10 
taken any further roles in 2015? 
 
DR WEBSTER:  I have been a consultant on work on Bougainville Referendum 
and also now I am working on as a consultant on economy and decentralization 
projects with the National Research Institute.  
 
Q: Paragraph 14 and 15, you referred to your time as a Chair of the IPBC 

Board from 2011 to 2014.  When in 2011, did you specifically commence 
the chair? 

 20 
A: I have not looked at it - sorry, I have sort of looked at but it was in early 

2011 that I was appointed and it has been gazetted but I do not have the 
copies of a gazette to submit the exact date of the appointment. 

 
Q: At paragraph 17, you refer to a policy, to use your word, whereby the IPBC 

Board would leave all documents behind in the board room after a meeting. 
This is something which is while you were chair or was there (..inaudible..) 
that that policy; once again to use your word, had occurred previously? 

 
A: It was a practice by the management for us to leave all the documents 30 

behind and so we adhered to sort of practice and then sort of indicated as a 
policy. But no written sort of direction as to standing policy. It was just a 
practice that the management advised us to leave all the documents behind.  

 
Q: Was there a consistency in terms of that process throughout your period 

then as the chair over the number of years? 
 
A: There was that consistently. If anyone wanted to have a document, they 

could go the secretary of - the company secretary and look at the documents 
that were there. They wanted to review any past documents but it was 40 
consistently maintained. 

 
Q: Why not keep board minutes, why destroy them; to use your word? 
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A: Not that it was destroyed it was kept by the Secretary of the company and 

the management so if we wanted to have the documents and the records, 
we could always review those that were held by the management and the 
secretary of the board. 

 
Q: So when you articulated that they are eventually destroyed, why not 

archive them or store them in the longer term? 
 
A: I do not think I meant it to be eventually destroyed. I mean the archives - 10 

there is a government policy that applied to that. But it has a policy and 
archived for about five years and then after that, it is sort of destroyed. I 
mean because a lot of them are paper documents and they would obviously 
take up space and I think that was based on that principle.  

 
Q: In paragraph 17, you are referring to the multiple copies, are you, of board 

papers rather than particular meeting minutes that would be kept? 
 
A: Exactly. It would be the papers that were circulated among the board 

members. So there would be multiple copies held by them so the 20 
management will still keep copies for the organization. But the ones that 
were used by the board members, that would eventually will get destroyed.         

 
[10:55am] Q: In paragraph 18, the first and second lines, you refer to the IPBC board 

having been made aware of the borrowings by the State.  Who made the 
board aware as for you to say that?   

A: It was the management, the budget body IPBC there was a scheduled 
repayment of the loan and so the board had to budget for that and to make 
the repayment.  And so it was on the approval of the budget that the board 
was made aware of this loan commitment. 30 

Q: When you say that the final payment was due in March 2014 and this is as 
stated in paragraph 19, when particularly did that come into your 
awareness; your understanding? 

A: I cannot state categorically or specifically when it came but as part of the 
briefings we were aware that it would mature at a particular time and there 
was a strike rate that we were aware that if the price was not at that price 
then the IPBC would have to raise funds to pay the balance. 

Q: You remember that particular strike rate? 
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A: No, not at this time I cannot speculate, I mean give you a figure of that 
from my mind at this point in time.  

Q: Is what you are referring to in paragraph 20 just looking at paragraph 20, 
is that an elaboration on what you said in paragraph 19? 

A: That would be correct. 

Q: At paragraph 22, you mention “potential advisors for refinancing.”  What 
was the name or names of “potential advisors” that you are mentioning 
there, particularly in June 2013 as you are referring to in that paragraph? 

A: During the discussions I understand that there were potential or certain 
entities that were – their names were floated and that they could be engaged 10 
to provide advice to the State.  And so at that time I was not so very sure 
about who and for what purpose and so on and I think that meeting was 
from what I understood trying to make me and others familiar about who 
might be the potential advisors and what their roles would be and what 
their issues that we were sort of – there were things that they had to do. 

Q: Paragraph 24 you mention a meeting in Brisbane, Australia on 23 June 
2013.  Now, Mr Kramer – what was Mr Kramer’s full name that you are 
referring to in the second line there? 

A: I am not too sure about his first name, I cannot sort of give you his full 
name. 20 

Q: Mr Frank Kramer? 

A: That – he was the chair - - - - 

Q: Mr Frank Kramer? 

A: Frank Kramer, yes that could be Mr Kramer. 

Q: You stated that you cannot recall what was discussed at that meeting but 
you recall what the meeting was about? 

A: It was about potential – as I said my understanding of the meeting was that 
we were sort of meeting with potential advisors, who they were and what 
they might do and what are the sort of things that I would need to 
understand in order to deal with at the IPBC level.  I was not – sorry? 30 

Q: You go on, please. 
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A: I did not have any real idea about what the purpose of the meeting was 
except to hear different potential advisors and what roles they might play 
in contributing to the issue of the IPIC exchangeable bond refinancing.  

[11.00am]  Q: If I take you to annexure TW1, we will have it brought up on the screen.  
These are draft, they have the word draft on them; draft meeting minutes it 
seems.  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: Under point 1 you will it says, Dr Webster briefed the group.  Can you see 10 

that? 
 
A: Yes, I can see that. 
 
Q: The next words, “stressed the need to lead IPIC refinancing initiative to a 

successful outcome?  Why was there a need, to use that phraseology, to 
lead the IPIC refinancing on your part at that time? 

 
A: As I indicated in the subsequent emails I was not very comfortable with 

the way that was phrased.  First of all as I pointed out in the email I was 20 
not the one who started off the meeting and briefed the group and stated 
those things.   I was sort of listening to what was discussed and as I pointed 
out it was actually Rex who started off the meeting and then the others 
spoke and respond to that.  The emails will show. 

 
Q: It is on the screen now, four points there.  You see it mentions different 

proposals it seems.  Would you just focus on the fourth one which mentions 
Backwell Lombard Capital Proposal.  Is that a financial advising company- 
- - 

 30 
A: I have no idea and at time.  I cannot even recall what, who in terms of those 

companies.  I do not know whether he did say those things that are stated 
in that phrase. 

 
Q: Do you recall if there was a particular financial institution or institution 

involved with Backwell Lombard if I use that phraseology there? 
 
A: I cannot recall. 
 
Q: This document does not appear to mention either UBS or Citi Bank at all.  40 

You recall those entities or firms, financial institutions being referred to in 
this meeting? 
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A: I cannot recall whether they were mentioned or not. 
 
Q: Why did this meeting minutes go through so many drafts as you referred 

to in your paragraph 25 to 29? 
 
A: In the first instance I did not respond.  I was not comfortable with the way 

it was and at the end it was I who was going to sign off.  I was not very 
comfortable with that approach and so I did not respond.  There was a 
follow up email and persistently following up and it was then that I said, 10 
look I am not happy with the way this statement has been framed and also 
with the way it has been done so I explained that I am not going to endorse 
that document or any component of that. 

 
Q: Why did you not agree to the – sorry. 
 

[11.05am]    A: I did not think any of that captured what I thought was discussed. I cannot 
recall exactly what was discussed, but what I do recall is that it was as if 
though there were things that were preplanned and, you know, this stated 
that things that were put before me as something that, you know, this was 20 
what was discussed and I was not comfortable with that. 

 
Q: But why not agree in circumstances where, to use your phraseology in 

paragraph 28,  this was just a brainstorming session? 
 
A: That is what I put in the email back to them. 
 
Q: Was it your view therefore that there should not be any minutes or just that 

the minutes needed to reflect the outcome of the brainstorming? 
 30 
A: Even in, you know, I cannot recall any particular agreements on anything.  

It was basically to give that information on who were there and what was 
the task that was needed to be done.  And I guess at the end of the day, we 
all agreed that we needed more discussions and for better understanding of 
what needed to be done.  But not this sequencing of the points that were 
put as put in the minutes. 

 
Q: At paragraph 31, you there copying Mr Botten as the Managing Director 

of Oil Search into your email.  Why was there some articulation on your 
part at that time as to the involvement of Oil Search representatives in any 40 
communication without the exchangeable bond, the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond? 
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A: That is paragraph 31? 
 
Q: 31. 
 
A: I think I was responding to Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri’s email to me and 

copied to Mr Peter Aitsi, who was the Deputy Chairman about Mr Botten’s 
availability and also Mr Gerea Aopi and I was responding to that email. 

 
Q: Did you have a particular view about the communications that were being 

made to the Oil Search representative? 10 
 
A: Sorry, come again? 
 
Q: Did you have a particular view at that time about communicating or not 

communicating to the representatives of Oil Search? 
 
A: I think at that time I may have been communicating to Wasantha who also 

had copied in Mr Botten and Mr Aopi of what my response was to the 
proposal that Mr Wasantha so that they will also know that it was from me.  
And that was my view. 20 

 
Q: Could you read please the first line and second line of paragraph 32, again?  

Just to yourself.   In the first line, there are suggesting or are you saying 
what you are intending to say? 

 
A: It could be the responsible minister, Mr Micah.  It could be an error there. 
 
Q: Responsible minister Mr Micah? 
 
A: Yes, responsible minister, Mr Micah. 30 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  At paragraph 33, you refer to a number of things.  

When you commenced this chair of the IPBC, is it the case that you were 
appointed by the minister prior to Minister Micah becoming the minister, 
was that your - continued into Minister Micah’s time as minister.  Is that 
what you are referring to?  

  
[11.10am]A: That is correct.  I was appointed for a period of three years and I served at 

that time one year.  By that time – a little over a year when Minister Micah 
came in as minister. 40 
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Q: Paragraph 34, was it your particular understanding that at the time that Mr 
Kumarasiri was taking instructions from the minister and the prime 
minister to which you were not directly involved with? 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Are you referring to the period in the second half of 2013 and the third 

quarter of 2014 or either or both of those periods in paragraph 34? 
 
A: That is correct, in the whole process of the refinancing negotiations and 10 

discussions. 
 
Q: In paragraph 35, are you then referring to the March 2014 meeting of the 

NEC? 
 
A: And which resulted in the subsequent IPBC board meeting to consider that 

direction from the NEC, yes. 
 
Q: Both in March 2014? 
 20 
A: That is correct, yes. 
 
Q: At paragraph 37, you referred to Mr Vele, explaining the transaction of the 

IPBC board.  Is that right? 
 
A: That is correct.  The board – the papers were – that was the only agenda on 

the table to be considered at that board meeting and Mr Vele, who was 
more knowledgeable, was asked to explain, yes. 

 
Q: The transaction you are referring to is the UBS loan as you mentioned in 30 

the second last line of that paragraph? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Why was the State Solicitor, Mr Rolpagarea, particularly at that meeting?  

Was there some legal issue in your mind as chai that the IPBC board 
needed to input on? 

 
A: He is a member of the board.  He was a member of the board, IPBC board. 
 40 
Q: And would attend the meetings to your recollection whenever they 

occurred? 
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A: He would attend those meetings, yes. 
 
Q: Was there any question as to whether the board had to approve the loan 

arrangement legally or not by reason of the NEC decision as you mentioned 
in paragraph 39?  Yes, just look at paragraph 39. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Was there a question as to whether the IPBC board had to approve or not 

approve the loan arrangement?  That is the phrase you used, “legally or not 10 
by reason of the NEC decision” as you mentioned there? 

 
A: I guess if it was not legal then we would – I mean, that is something that 

IPBC board would probably need to look at it in a more detail but all the 
things that – the directions from the NEC and the NEC having been – 
having had the meeting and their decision communicated to the board, we 
were, in my view, we were directed by the shareholders to approve that 
loan arrangement.  And so, as part of our process, we approved the loan 
arrangement. 

 20 
Q: What was your personal understanding at that time about 2014 IPBC board 

meeting as to why UBS had been selected? 
 

[11.15am]  A: My personal understanding was that there appears that they had scrutinized 
the loan arrangements, they were more competent and technical people, 
particularly it would have been the Bank of PNG, the IPBC and especially 
the Treasury staff who would have been more technically competent.  They 
would have had a look at and analyzed the loan proposals so in their final 
analysis if it went to the NEC, then Treasury would have had the carriage 
and they had the expertise to consider all the merits and I was comfortable 30 
that that process followed through. 

 
Q: At paragraph 4 do you refer to commentary as to the UBS loan was done 

very soon after the or communicating very soon after the IPBC board 
meeting.  Did you have knowledge as to the details of that commentary or 
that article before the IPBC board you were just referring to? 

A: No, I had no idea that these young researchers were working on it.  It was 
only after a decision was announced that they came forward and I recall Dr 
Yala who was leading the team – the day before they released the paper, 
they came to me and they said that, look we welcome this paper and we 40 
would like to release this paper.  They let me know and I had a look at it 
and I said, look I cannot prevent you from listening to anything and the 
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decision has already been done and announced by government and so you 
have the freedom as academic researchers to comment on any public policy 
and therefore as academics I would not prevent you from releasing this 
article.  And so they did release that article and that was the only time they 
brought it to my attention and I looked at it.  But it was not – they did not 
raise it with me before the board meeting.   

Q: Your conclusion as chair and member of the IPBC board as referred to at 
paragraph 42, how was that communicated to you? 

A: I recall hearing it as an announcement on NBC radio that I had been – as 
the news piece - that I had been replaced as the chair of the IPBC board.  10 

And following the release of the article by the researchers and there were 
a number of others, compliments made by senior ministers, I was not 
surprised by my replacement. 

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions of Dr Webster. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief Commissioner.  Thank you Dr 
Webster for your assistance to the Commission, I am most grateful for taking the 
trouble to go into your archives and producing all the documents.  Could I ask 
you a couple of questions then? 

A: Sure. 20 

Q: In around paragraph 20 of your statement and following, the impression 
which I glean from it is that it was your understanding that the state could 
and would want to redeem the bond from IPIC.  Is that a correct 
impression? 

A: No, I was not aware of that.  All I could recall was that there were sort of 
loan commitments to pay and to repay that loan to IPIC.  But the 
redemption that is something that I was not too familiar or I was not aware 
at that time. 

Q: I see.  So although there were these goings under that agreement coming 
out of your budget, as chair, that was the extent of your concern about the 30 
end point of that agreement at that stage? 

A: Exactly, that was our commitment to making sure that the loan repayments 
of our commitment were repaid in full. 

[11.20am]  Q: And did you at any stage then have a discussion with your minister about 
what might happen when the bonds matured because, of course, it was very 
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important for your bottom line whether you were to be – to have some other 
role at the end of this agreement.  Do you recall that? 

 
A: Not specifically at this point in time; no, I cannot recall what may have 

happened after that.  It may have been something that could have been 
between the management and the minister but I was certainly not aware of 
that. 

 
Q: Thank you.  Now, you mentioned in your oral evidence that Mr Rolpagarea 

was a member of the IPBC Board.  I take it that was an ex officio position 10 
on the Board as State Solicitor’s office? 

 
A: Yes, ex officio and I think he is the Secretary for Justice so he is an ex 

officio, yes.  He is an ex officio member. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And paragraph 37, you talk about this crucial board meeting.  

You say that Mr Vele from Treasury explains the agreement to you and the 
need to approve the agreement.  Did anyone else from Treasury attend as 
far as you can recall now or was it just Mr Vele? 

 20 
A: I think Anthony may have been there.  Anthony is the deputy secretary; 

Anthony Yaueib, he would have normally attended other meetings and then 
he was delegated by the Secretary to attend and he would have normally 
attended meetings and sometimes Mr Vele would attend also.  So, Anthony 
Yauieb - - - 

 
Q: You cannot recall? 
 
A: Yes, I cannot recall now but he may have been there from Treasury. 
 30 
Q: Thank you.  And did Mr Vele explain why it was so urgent that the Board 

members were not to be given any more opportunity than the meeting itself 
to consider the papers and the detail of the loan and what it was that IPBC 
was committing to? 

 
A: Commissioner, I cannot recall, but I guess at that point in time there was 

sort of – it was up to a stage where people felt that time was running out 
and decisions had to be made.  And so that was the sort of sense of thinking 
that the Board had in terms of looking at the papers and, you know, not 
having had the time to look and also the density of the contents of the 40 
papers. 
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Q: That does not quite, if I might suggest with respect, explain why no 
adequate time could be given to IPBC Board to actually consider the 
contents of the agreement.  And as a very experienced person, you would 
know that usually when someone wants to bundle things along very quickly 
and not give you an opportunity to read, there is something they do not 
want you to read.  So, were you concerned about this haste with which the 
board were being urged along? 

 
A: We were concerned but commissioner, as said, there are other things in the 

process – things were sort of moving at a fast rate and all these processes 10 
and we were part of that cog-wheel if I could put it that way.  And then so 
we were sort of mindful that we had to do our part in order to meet the 
timelines that were sort of put before us; the whole transactions. 

 
[11.25am]  Q: And I think you said in response to Dr Katter’s question that you were 

reassured that others who were more expert in the field of finance from the 
State’s point of view, for example, the Central Bank and Treasury, would 
you have expected had gone over the document carefully? 

 
A: That is correct.  Those are the people who were the expertise and they 20 

would have had the time to go through and had a look at, more detailed and 
if they had gone through then we were sort of confident that we would have 
done better job than what they had done. 

 
Q: You mentioned in paragraph 37 that concern was raised by a board member 

about the loan proposal going to Parliament.  Are you able to recall which 
board member that was? 

 
A: I cannot recall exactly.  I think it is something that generally many of us 

were having concern that if they had gone through the NEC; it was such a 30 
substantial amount, it needed to be discussed  at a broader policy issue and 
therefore we - as we aware that Parliament would have been the right body 
so that proposal would have been presented.  That would then enable a 
broader discussion on the pros and cons of that proposal itself. 

 
Q: So that was part of the board’s discussion I take it then? 
 
A: Yes, part of the board’s discussion and when we were sort of informed that 

it would go to Parliament then we were confident that there would be 
another process of level of scrutiny that would enable more discussions on 40 
this particular loan. 
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Q: Did Mr Vele assure you that it would go to Parliament as well as the State 
Solicitior who was present or was it just the State Solicitor then? 

 
A: It was just the State - - -   
 
Q: Did Mr Vele say to his understanding that is not the case that it would not 

go to Parliament? 
 
A: No, I do not recall him saying anything of that.  The Solicitor General 

mentioned that it will go to Parliament and that was it. 10 
 
Q: It was your understanding that that would be a final step before the 

conclusion of the loan? 
 
A: That move was my understanding and I felt sort of reassured and 

considered that that would be another level of scrutiny to the proposal in 
terms of good public policy. 

 
Q: All right, thank you Dr Webster.  I think that concludes my questions about 

the event but I am interested in the views that you expressed in paragraphs 20 
43 and 44.  I am particularly interested in observations about parliamentary 
committees.  I wonder if you could expand on what we might call proper 
processes for the scrutiny of the spending of public money by 
parliamentary committees as a process for the people of New Guinea to be 
comforted that the expenditure is proper. 

 
A: That is correct.  On the one hand the approval of the budget process sort of 

brings the scrutiny of the people of Papua New Guinea through their 
representatives, the members of Parliament in terms of the budget that is 
being proposed by the executive government but there is a scrutiny on the 30 
budgets and resources allocated for the following year by the executive 
government.  It enables people to see where their resources are being 
allocated for spending and why.  Members of Parliament through the 
committee process as well as on the floor of Parliament when raise 
questions that people may have about why money is being allocated for a 
particular purpose or a particular project or a particular policy then.  At this 
point in time the executive government is not being given enough scrutiny 
and I think the parliamentary bodies or committees that were set up for this 
particular purpose are not doing their role effectively. 

 40 
[11.30 am]  And so a lot of the decisions that is being done by the executive 

government and is not subjected to scrutiny by the parliament and for the 
public through the institution of parliament.  And so that is the concern I 
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have and it is some of the work that we are doing, we would be raising 
those concerns for the public to consider and debate further as to the public 
policy. 
 

Q: Thank you.  I take it from your observation in paragraph 43 that, 
philosophically, you would not be in favour of the State being the holder 
of shares in listed companies that operate within Papua New Guinea? 

 
A: That is correct.  Sir Mekere is, sort of, when he approached me for the 

appointment at IPBC Board - and I sort of respected his views - I did not 10 
know him well at that time but we knew the views that he had were the 
views that we publicly stated in terms of the roles of government and so 
on. My view has always been that the role and responsibility of the 
government is to provide public services - public goods and services – and 
the infrastructure, health and education and so on, and to regulate business 
and let the private sector do what it does best in terms doing business in 
providing employment and so on.   

 
Governments are not good at running businesses and owning businesses in 
many ways, even if there is a monopoly, and I think Sir Mekere had ideas 20 
about how monopolies could also be regulated in and run by the private 
sector.  And so I subscribed to those views and I still do that governments 
should not engage in business. 
 

Q: Thank you, Dr Webster.  Thank you very much for the assistance you have 
given to the Commission.  They are my questions, chief. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  I have a few questions.  Dr Webster, the crucial 
meeting that you refer to in paragraphs 34 to 39 as the meeting of the Board, are 
you able to access the records of IPBC or now, I think, Kumul Consolidated 30 
Holdings, that would give you access to the minutes of that particular meeting? 
 
A: No, I have not been able to get hold of the minutes of that meeting.  I have 

not sighted anything, no. 
 
Q: Okay.  Are you able to recall the dates on which this meeting was held? 
 
A: Sir, no, I am not able to recall that date of the meeting. 
 
Q: That meeting was held in 2014, right, around March? 40 
 
A: Around March 2014. 
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Q: A few days, or a week or a month after the NEC meeting that approved the 
UBS Loan? 

 
A: I think it was the following week.  I think that was a few days after that 

NEC meeting. 
 
Q: So, what did the Board approve?  Are you able to recall precisely what the 

Board approved, as you say in paragraph 39? 
 
A: Sir, I cannot sort of clearly say what exactly the Board approved but it was 10 

to do with the IPIC Loan and the NEC decision as proposed there, and those 
in the NEC decision and the direction. 

 
Q: My understanding is that the NEC already decided to approve the loan, 

right?  What was being sought from the Board to approve? 
 
A: It is my understanding that the Board sort of was responsible for the 

Business Trust and just as a Business Trust, the loan was taken out by the 
other company, one of the first – the entity that Mr Kramer was the chair 
of the board and Wapu Sonk was the managing director and that entity was 20 
taking out the loan and it is t is under the general business trust of IPBC at 
that time. 

 
[11,35am]   And IPBC was the body that was responsible for - you know the whole of 

businesses and so we had to approve that. The board had to approve that 
this purchase was - the purchase of the Oil Search shares were going 
through, approved the decision of the board of the company that you know 
made the decision to purchase the Oil Search shares.  

 
Q: All right, thank you.  Those are my questions. Dr Katter? 30 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, Commissioners, no further questions for Dr Webster. There 
is no indication of anyone seeking to further examine Dr Webster. Otherwise, I 
would ask that Dr Webster be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Dr Webster, thank you for making yourself 
available to give evidence. That brings to an end your evidence before the 
Commission, so you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you, Chair, thank you, Commissioners.  40 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Dr Webster. 
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I call Norah Gau Lavett, who is at the Apec Haus.  
 
 
NORAH GAU LAVETT, sworn: 
 
 10 
XN: DR KATTER 
 
 
Q: Ms Lavett, could you please state your full name? 
 
A: Norah Gau Lavett. 
 
Q: Thank you. You have in front of you an affidavit document? 
 
A: Yes, sir. 20 
 
Q: You see it on the screen? 
 
A: I do. 
 
Q: You have a paper copy in front of you? 
 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Thank you. It has 36 paragraphs in it, does it not? 30 
 
A: 36 paragraphs, yes. 
 
Q: Yes. It has no annexures? 
 
A: No annexures. 
 
Q: You signed the affidavit? 
 
A: Yes, it has been signed, Sir. 40 
 
Q: And you signed it today? 
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A: Signed today. 
 
Q: Are there any corrections you now wish to make? 
 
A: No, sir. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I tender that affidavit.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will admit the affidavit into evidence and it will be marked quadruple M. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT MMMM – AFFIDAVIUT OF NORAH GAU LAVETT 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 
 
DR KATTER:  Ms Lavett, in paragraph 10 – thank you, Chief.  In paragraph 10, 
you mentioned that you became the board’s secretary in 2013, at the IPBC which 
later became Kumul Consolidated Holding, is that right? 20 
 
A: Yes, Sir. 
 

[11.40am]  Q: You concluded as board secretary in 2016,  when you recall particularly 
concluding in a date sense? 

 
A: About November.  About November. 
 
Q: Were you the – November 2016? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Were you the board secretary for the entire period or were you taken away 

throughout the role during that period as the IPBC which became KCHL? 
 
A: I was the board secretary since 2013 up to 2016. 
 
Q: Did you have any roles in addition to the role as board secretary throughout 

that period? 
 40 
A: No. 
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Q: Paragraph 13 you mentioned the recording of board meeting on a digital 
recording device.  Was it the one device that was used throughout your 
entire period from 2013 to 2016? 

 
A: At a later date when the company moved to West side, I recall there was 

another device we had to purchase. 
 
Q: Was this a portable device?  What type of device was it initially? 
 
A: Sorry, can you repeat your question? 10 
 
Q: Yes.  Was it a handheld portable device?  What type of recording device 

was it? 
 
A: It was a handheld device, recording device. 
 
Q: And you mentioned there was then a different device when there was a 

move of offices, was the different device similar in size and type? 
 
A: I cannot really recall the exact device but it would have been similar. 20 
 
Q: Were you the one controlling the recorder or the recorders at all of the 

meetings or were others doing that? 
 
A: I was in charge of that. 
 
Q: At paragraph 15 you mentioned you had a HP laptop.  Is that a Hewlett-

Packard brand laptop computer, is it? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: Did you have the same computer throughout the time, from 2013 to 2016? 
 
A: Yes, I had that. 
 
Q: At paragraph 17 when you mention you do not know where the laptop is 

in that paragraph, are you referring to the same HP laptop that you referred 
to in paragraph 15? 

 
A: Yes.  That laptop was disposed of after I - - - -  40 
 
Q: Paragraph 17 – you were going to say something further? 
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A: Yes.  The laptop was disposed of after it had issues with it, it would freeze.  
So when we were moving places we just disposed that laptop. 

 
Q: Paragraph 17 stated the KCHL IT manager removed all the KCHL 

documents from that laptop.  Who was the IT manager at KCHL in 2016? 
 
A: At that time it was Torol, I am just trying to figure – I cannot recall when 

exactly he left, because he would have left in 2016.  Whether it was after 
me or before but it was IT that took the laptop before I could – he could 
release it to me and they transferred all of KCHL documents.  They 10 
removed it from the laptop which was a – that is a general practice.   

 
[11.45 am]   Q: Where was the office located at that time when that laptop process 

occurred?  
 
A: At the Harbourside west, the new – we have moved from Pacific Place to 

Harbourside and that was where it happened. 
 
Q: At paragraph 22, you mention that Ms Engan Wape.- 
 20 
A: Engan, yes. 
 
Q: And that Ms Wape stopped attending KCHL Board meetings.  Did Ms 

Wape’s transition, as you say there to a legal or regulatory role within 
KCHL? 

 
A: Yes, she was moved to – she released the Board secretarial duties to me 

and moved to the commercial – as a commercial lawyer within KCHL. 
 
Q: The digital recording device mentioned in paragraph 24, is that the same 30 

digital device you referred to in paragraph 13? 
 
A: Yes.   
 
Q: Paragraph 29, you just read that paragraph please to yourself.  You say, 

“I recall a tense atmosphere and the IPBC directors wanting a due 
diligence on the proposal “UBS Loan”.  So you referred to the meeting 
on 14 March 2014 or on or about that day, as you mention in paragraph 
26? 

 40 
A: Yes, I confirm that walking into the Board room, I could sense that some 

tension or some, you know, that the atmosphere was not the usual board 
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meeting atmosphere and during discussions, I recall directors wanting 
clarity and due diligence on the proposal that was before them. 

 
Q: You mentioned specific individuals in paragraph 27.  Are there others 

other than those you mentioned in 27 that you recall being at the meeting? 
 
A: I cannot really recall who was present at that meeting.  Just thinking on 

that, I think whether it was a full board meaning all directors were present, 
but what clearly stands out was Mr Vele, the directors, there were 
Chairman Mr Vele and Deputy Chair was there as well. 10 

 
Q: Were there someone or a number of people who were particularly tense – 

to use your word, in your observation? 
 
A: Sorry, who were particular – what is the word you were using, sir?  Can 

you repeat that? 
 
Q: Was there someone or a number of people who were particularly tense – 

to use your phrase? 
 20 
A: Well, the management.  With the management, I could see a particular 

person, one of the managers, tense.  There were- - - 
 
Q: Who was that? 
 
A: Mr Momo. 
 
Q: Anyone else? 
 

[11.50am]    A: I cannot recall Mr Wasantha Kumarasiri, his reaction but I can possibly 30 
state that some of the directors; Mr Koisen, just sitting here I can just 
picture Mr Koisen, was seated there as well.  I am trying my best to go 
back and recall but the atmosphere I could tell was tense.   

 
Q: What was the particular concern or issue that was raised? 
 
A: I cannot recall the specifics of it but just from the summary I can recall 

directors really wanted due diligence into it, into that proposal that was 
before them.  Feeling that they had to make a decision there and then that 
was the reason why they had that board room atmosphere was what it was 40 
at that time. 
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Q: After that particular meeting do you recall playing back the audio recording 
of that meeting or part of that meeting at a later time? 

 
A: I would normally play that immediately after – just put together my notes 

or board minutes, thereafter at a later time.  I cannot recall anything apart 
from that. 

 
Q: Do you recall playing back the audio of that meeting or part of that meeting 

in the presence of anyone else at a later time? 
 10 
A: No, sir, I cannot recall that. 
 
Q: Do you recall anyone asking you for a copy of that meeting audio or part 

of that meeting audio at a later time? 
 
A: It would have been during a case that they would have asked for it was just 

within KCH management at that time.  I am not really sure because I cannot 
recall giving my laptop to them for the audio. 

 
Q: No further questions Commissioners. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  This particular meeting that was held around 14 March 2014, 
do you recall if Mr Daniel Ropalgarea the State Solicitor attended that meeting? 
 
A: The only person I can really recall was Mr Vele seated there.  They may 

have as an ex-officio.  I usually - - - 
 
Q: Can you speak up, speak a bit louder? 
 
A: Okay. 30 
 
Q: Speak to the microphone. 
 
A: Usually the State Solicitor’s nominee attended and that would be Jeklyn 

but in this case I cannot recall that Jeklyn was there but I know for sure that 
Mr Vele was there at that meeting. 

 
Q: I am asking about Mr Daniel Rolpagarea the State Solicitor.  Did he attend 

that meeting? 
 40 
A: Your Honour, that is what I am saying I cannot really recall seeing him 

there because in most of those board meetings he would send his nominee 
Jeklyn but I know Jeklyn was not there at that time.  I am trying to recall 
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whether the State Solicitor was there but your Honour, sorry I cannot recall 
that but I know Mr Vele was there. 

 
Q: But you knew Mr Daniel Rolpagarea then? 
 
A: Sorry? 
 
Q: You knew Mr Rolpagarea? 
  

[11.55am] A: I knew him as a director of the Board. 10 
 

Q: And he did not attend that meeting? 
 
A: Normally with ex-officios, they send in their nominees.  So, his nominee 

was Jeklyn. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I have got not further questions.  Thank you, 
chief. 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is no indication of anyone seeking to 
further examine Ms Gau and I have no further questions.  I ask that Ms Gau be 
excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Gau, thank you for making yourself available to give 
evidence this morning.  That is the end of your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
A: Thank you. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you very much Ms Gau. 
 
A: Thank you, commissioner. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, Mr Kumarasiri is the next witness.  
He is in Sri Lanka and by reason of the time, if it pleases, a luncheon recess be 40 
taken to allow time for him to attend. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what time will he be available? 
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DR KATTER:  To 1300. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  1 o’clock. 
 
DR KATTER:  1 o’clock if it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is at 1 o’clock, is it, PNG time? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, thank you, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, we can adjourn for lunch then.  Associate, you may 
adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.14 pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners if it pleases, I am sorry for the delay in the return 
this afternoon. I call Mr Kumarasiri. Mr Kumarasiri is on the video 20 
Commissioners and he is in Sri Lanka.  I submit that he gives his evidence orally 
without oath or affirmation in the circumstances if it pleases. 

 
 

WASANTHA KUMARASIRI, called: 
 
 
XN: DR KATTER 
 
 30 
Q: Could you state your full name please. 
 
A: Bamunu Arachchige Wasantha Kumarasiri. 
 
Q: You have in front of you a statement document? 
 
A: Yes, it is, I do have. 
 
Q: We will have it brought up on the screen as well. 
 40 
A: Yes please. 
 
Q: The statement has 76 paragraphs, does it not? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: It has annexures which you have identified as WK1, WK22 inclusive? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You have identified then with some description each of those annexures 

and the statement proper and then you have an annexure mark and page for 
each? 10 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q:  Commissioners, I seek to tender that statement, having it marked. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
the statement into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit NNNN. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 20 
EXHIBIT NNNN – STATEMENT OF BAMUNU ARACHCHIGE 
WASANTHA KUMARASIRI 
 
DR KATTER:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr Kumarasiri, at paragraphs 8 and 
9 you referred to your role prior to becoming the managing director of IPBC in 
2013.  In your previous role before 2013, did you have any involvement directly 
with the IPIC finance in 2008/2009 in your previous role? 
 
A: Absolutely noT. 
 30 
Q: At paragraph 14 you referred to the NEC appointing you as the managing 

director of IPBC on 30 January 2013.  At paragraph 10, just above, you 
referred to commencing in the role in February. 

 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Was there a particular date that you commenced? 
 
A: My memory says it is only after 8 February, after the NEC decision.  It was 

communicated around that time. 40 
 
Q: Paragraph 15 on the next page and you refer and you used the words, 

formerly engaged in Herbert Smith Freehills in March 2013. 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: What particularly was the reason for that retainer or that engagement at that 

time? 
 
A: As I understood from IPBC and then staff internally that they were 

involved with the previous transaction as legal advisers.  They have an 
intimate knowledge about the bond and its conditions and our engagement 
of them was to explore what the bond is because for myself I was as the 10 
chairman of the board, we were not fully aware about the document, 
expenditures because it incurred a large number documents and 
agreements. 

 
[1.19pm] So, we want to make sure that we understand well before we get involved 

with it and that is the reason the engagement of them and they provided the 
detailed understanding to IPBC myself and also the chairman and the 
people who attended that meeting. 

 
Q: The next paragraph 16, you refer to a meeting at Freehills in Brisbane as to 20 

option - and this is the phrase you used - option to IPBC.  What was the 
outcome of that meeting as to options - - - 

 
A: The discussions took place to understand is this a close transaction or is 

this an open-ended transaction.  The meeting highlighted after going 
through the documents IPBC has the option of buying back the shares by 
settling it or surrendering the shares subject to the conditions that has been 
stipulated in the bond.  So that was the outcome of the meeting. 

 
Q: Paragraph 17, you refer to travel to Abu Dhabi with others to meet with 30 

IPIC and you mentioned specifically Mr Aopi, Mr Botten, Dr Waine and 
Mr Kamburi.  But you then state that others had no official roles to play.  
What do you mean by no official role to play? 

 
A: I understand as at this time there is a suggestion or view that there are other 

people who have attended.  And in that meeting were certainly Mr Peter 
Botten, the MD and the Chairman of Oil Search Mr Gerea Aopi and myself 
and our legal head attended the meeting.  And also my memory says that 
Dr Clement Waine also attended.  But I understand there is an assertion 
that Frank Kramer and also Wapu Sonk and someone named Rex Paki 40 
attended that meeting; that is incorrect. 
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Q: Why did Mr Botten and Mr Aopi travel with the group for this meeting or 
meetings if they had no, to use your phrase, role to play? 

 
A: For me, Mr Botten who was there from the time this transaction took place 

at the beginning, I understand, and they had good relationship with IPIC as 
I understand so they agreed to assist us to introduce us to IPIC and meet 
with the people.  And also at that time, IPIC also was going through some 
senior management change and so it was necessary both parties from IPBC 
side, new person and also on their side also there are new people on the 
responsibilities and someone who knew them were needed to create the 10 
arrangements, understanding of parties so that we can come to a better 
conclusion of the transaction. 

 
Q: Did Mr Botten and Mr Aopi physically attend each of the meetings that 

you had with IPIC? 
 
A: They were physically with the meeting that I had with IPIC.  They 

introduced us, I introduced myself and we informed the options that are 
available in the bond and also our willingness and preparedness to consider 
our options.  And also we asked IPIC what is their view with regard to the 20 
bond; whether they are determining to take its shares back or are they 
willing to take the option that IPBC has by settling the bond.  And at that 
meeting it was learned that they are open for – if the cash is available, 
according to their wording, if the cash is available, they are willing to return 
the shares and then settlement will be in accordance with their own 
conditions. 

 
[1.24 pm]    Q: Paragraph 21, you stated you sought a clear direction for IPBC regarding 

the government’s position on the Oil Search shares and on the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  Is this communication from you in March or early 30 
April 2013? 

 
A: That is correct.  The reason for that purpose, there was a view in the - there 

are views, one side suggesting there is no need to buy these shares back; 
let it go or at the same time there were discussions or comments made by 
the Secretary to the Minister of State Enterprises and also, as you can 
understand at this time, the IPBC was going through some degree of 
restructure separating mining assets, petroleum assets and other utility 
sales, assets separately into three separate Kumul entities and these 
discussions going through and also if you see my confirmation  of my 40 
position, also it says, until this restructure is carried out, I will be acting 
and working in that role and also involved in this transaction.  So there are 
people who are talking about letting it go through; let it loose.  We have 
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the Exxon new ownership, Exxon Project.  Therefore, it did go through and 
also the views from the secretary’s office, we can buy new shares and IPBC 
required a clear direction from the government whether to let it loose or we 
buy this back or any other options that they are considering.  So this is the 
reason I sought clear directions and I instituted due diligence. 

 
Q: It is what you referred to in paragraph 22, the only response communicated 

to you as to your communication in paragraph 21? 
 
A: That is correct. 10 
 
Q: At paragraph 24, you refer to your meeting on 4 July 2013 with Mr Botten 

and Mr Aopi.   
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Were others present at that meeting? 
 
A: Most likely, of course, I do not meet anyone in person privately and of 

course, IPBC CFO and legal head always attend the meetings with me and 20 
of course, my other staff whoever they are. 

 
Q: Who were the individuals in those two roles you have just referred to at 

that time? 
 
A: Mr Kamburi and I cannot remember the CFO’s name; the Fijian gentleman.  

I think he is still the CFO. 
 
Q: Did Mr Botten and or Mr Aopi refer to Oil Search potentially purchasing 

an interest in PRL 15 during that meeting on 4 July 2013? 30 
 
A: No.  However, this person was purely based on that IPBC has given a clear 

direction to buy the shares back and that is in relation to that. 
 
Q: At paragraph 30 and 31 of this page, you mention communications with 

ANZ Bank individuals- - - 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: As to and this is your word, “review of finance proposals received”? 40 
 
A: Correct. 
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[1.29pm]     Q:  Did the ANZ individuals also review those finance proposals as you 
mention in that paragraph? 

 
A: No. No, because they wanted - he did not want to get engage and later they 

also provided the solutions therefore, they said it is beyond their experience 
and expertise, and therefore we should seek individual or their more 
appropriate solutions.  

 
Q: I think at the last sentence, in paragraph 32 on that page, you just read that 

to yourself? 10 
 
A: Which one, the 30? 
 
Q: The final sentence in paragraph 32. 
 
A: Yes, it says that - - - 
 
Q: Why you say - - - 
 
A: They suggested they can sign an undisclosed agreement but however we 20 

did not execute a non-disclosure agreement and we did not provide that 
official solutions to any one of them. 

 
Q: But Mr Kumurasi, you are referring with your statement in paragraph 31? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Now, can I take you to the final sentence in paragraph 32? 
 
A: Yes. 30 
 
Q: You say there, Dr Waine and Mr Vele were working together. It was your 

view. Why was it your view? 
 
A: Because I have seen them together.  
 
Q: But did they propose the same financial institution in their communication 

to you for refinance? 
 
A: I actually do not know what they were doing. I have absolutely no idea. 40 

There was a committee established and what they were doing, no one knew 
and also, I learnt from outside sources that there have some meetings, some 
negotiations going on and because my staff also committed matters with 
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ministry office and sometimes they find information and they call me.  So 
I was dutybound as the Managing Director of IPBC who has a valid 
direction from the government to acquire these shares.  And these shares 
are for (..inaudible..) General Business Trust so I am dutybound to certify. 
So that is the reason my certification asking them why it is happening. I 
am also a member of this committee and how can I be excluded in all your 
discussions or private discussions. 

 
Q: Same with this paragraph - just a moment, looking at the second sentence, 

you say that you took issue with a number of things? 10 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: You refer to Dr Waine? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Why were you concerned about communications by Dr Waine, with 

potential financiers in the circumstances where you say in the next 
paragraph, paragraph 33, that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 20 
Committee have not yet met at the time when Dr Waine had made those 
communications? 

 
A: (…inaudible..) Port Moresby is a very small place and there is going to be 

a limited number of people.  And government has appointed a committee, 
the purpose of the committee is to work with them and find a solution.  The 
solution is to buy the Oil Search shares back and the responsibility 
ultimately lies with IPBC because there are simply business trust asset.      

 
[1.34 pm] And also I felt that due to this restructure, some (..inaudible..) before the 30 

restructure has taken for us to petition. So Dr Waine, Mr Wapu Sonk, MD, 
now Kumul Petroleum, and Mr Vele, they were as one group with quasi-
responsibilities but still the asset is still with the IPBC.  IPBC responsibility 
to deal with the IPIC bonds.  And when they negotiate – and also I know 
they do not have the top understanding of large scale project financing.  
You may have some work but in terms of detailed analytical skills, I have 
my reservation to those of that capability.  And also, if I am to participate 
and do anything to any matter, I need to be aware that part, the discussions 
are passed there and arrangements are passed there.  And we – they have a 
board of governance established in IPBC and we want to make sure that 40 
board is maintained irrespective of whoever the parties and whoever the 
organization that we are dealing with.  That is the reason that I asked when 
I learnt that Dr Waine and some other individuals having some private 
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discussions.  I am dutybound to learn what those discussions are and also 
if they are not informing me I cannot say I did not know.  It is my duty to 
clarify that matter and raise that matter.  So after that, only they wanted to 
hold the meeting.  So that clarifies my statement in item number 32 and 33.  

 
Q: When you travelled to Abu Dhabi as you mentioned in paragraph 37, at 

that time was there in your articulation or on your part a position as to what 
financial institution is going to provide the IPIC exchangeable bond 
refinance? 

 10 
A: Until the government used the final approval orders, I cannot confirm.  

However, we have learnt from the market the ability to fund and the parties 
are willing to provide proposals.  So we want to make sure – because the 
Oil Search shares were creating uncertainty in the market, the prices getting 
fluctuated.  So I watched the market position like every second, third day 
basis and also the people that we had engaged to deal with the share market 
also had that view.  So we want to make sure this speculation is stopped.  
And PNG has a solution it has the credible solutions from various parties.  
Each solution has its own merits and demerits however, PNG as a country, 
we have – they are to take the shares back.  That facility was committed to 20 
IPIC.  At the same time, they have also heard some rumors to say IPIC 
does not want to give the shares back.  Who created that rumor, I am not 
privileged to that however I heard such stories.  So it is my duty to go to 
them and tell them, “Look, we have solutions, the PNG is working on it, 
IPBC is working on it, and please do not create a speculation in the 
market.” So I rebut that kind of response to IPIC.  So this is the reason we 
went there, and I went with the  BSP Capital representative or the member 
as well as Mr Philip and we meet with them, it is an independent party also 
telling them, we will help.  So that is the stand that we took in terms of that 
aspect.  30 

[13.39pm]Q: At paragraph 39 you state the proposals would be coming in through 
PriceWaterhouse Coopers. 

A: That is correct. 

Q: Has the proposal already been communicated before what you say in 
paragraph 39? 

A: No, each party were – every party was willing to do the financing.  They 
are saying, okay we are happy to provide the proposals but we are not sure 
about the transparency, and I cleared that as a result of that an independent 
source to receive all of the proposals so that the material proposals can 
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come, that is one; who can be competitive, with a degree of competition 
among the potential interested parties to provide their proposals.  The first 
received the expression of interest and then the actual proposals came up 
to PWC.   

Q: At the time that you are referring to in paragraph 39, was UBS the preferred 
financier in your consideration at that time? 

A: Absolutely not. 

Q: In paragraph 41, the report by BSP Capital which you refer to there is that 
the same report you previously stated or referred to at paragraph 38? 

A: Please can you repeat the question again please? 10 

Q: Yes.  You are mentioning in paragraph 41 the report by BSP Capital, is that 
the same report that you mentioned in paragraph 38? 

A: That is correct, yes. 

Q: Thank you.  Why was Mr Latimer attending the presentation as you state 
in paragraph 41? 

A: I have absolutely no idea why he attended and why he did attend. 

Q: Was Mr Latimer to your understanding at that time from the law firm 
Norton Rose Fulbright? 

A: I do not know his details but I know that he has been working with the 
ministry office.  I have seen him because we are all housed in one building 20 

and people also – my senior staff also tell me or that he is seen within this 
floor and so I have no idea why he was involved but at the same time he 
did attend and I raised my objections to the Chief Secretary of the meeting 
- the chair of the meeting and I stopped that at that point.   That is where 
my responsibility lies and I have raised my concerns and also I want to 
make sure that each party was introduced into the meeting room separately 
and whatever we do in the meeting and pass there and the confidentiality. 

Q: You mentioned a minister, which minister were you referring to there? 

A: The minister is my minister, Minister for State Enterprises. 

Q: Mr Micah? 30 

A: Yes, please sir. 

Q: And you stated your objection to the Chief Secretary, what were those 
objections? 
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A: I suggested that I do not understand why Mr Latimer is here and in my 
view he should be excluded from the meeting. 

Q: Were there individuals – an individual or any individuals from Herbert 
Smith Freehills in attendance at that meeting? 

[1.44pm]     A: My memory says no because it was most of – Freehills are  based in 
Brisbane and my memory – I am talking out of my memory.  The chief 
secretary’s office should have – actually they had a register to enter a party 
who attends the meeting and so that register should say who attended that 
meeting.  And because it is held by the chief secretary’s office as the chair 
of that meeting, IPBC was not provided a copy of the attendees and it was 10 

a bit offending to ask chief secretary to give me a copy of the register.  
However, the chief secretary’s office register should elaborate each 
individual who attended that meeting. 

Q: Has Mr Latimer been involved to your knowledge before that particular 
meeting on that day? 

 
A: I have absolutely no idea. 
 
Q: And just to be certain you mentioned the minister’s office before, but did 

you know who was retaining Mr Latimer?   20 
 
A: No, I had no knowledge of him being retained but I know the regular visits 

have been made but I do not know what the role or what this person or it 
was minister’s office and the secretary’s office, they deal with so many 
State Enterprises and so many matters so it can be any of them; I have no 
idea but I had my reservations, people who are not relevant participating. 

 
Q: Paragraph 36 further up the page, you refer to the change by the NEC as to 

Mr Vele as the chair of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee.  
Did you have involvement in the communication into the NEC in this 30 
regard? 

 
A: Yes, I did. 
 
Q: And why? 
 
A: Because there are several issues.  (1) that this matter is an IPBC asset and 

IPBC is governed by the IPBC Act.  And also I understand that there was 
no attention to deal with IPBC this asset.  And I have a clear direction from 
the State to buy back the shares.  That is the direction to IPBC.  Because 40 
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that NEC direction does not evolve so until such time that NEC direction 
is evolved, IPBC is vested with the interest of buying back the shares.  So, 
I do not want to be a failure in IPBC and when the exchange are not taking 
place, and also I see that Mr Wapu Sonk, Mr Vele and Dr Waine and I also 
saw Frank Kramer also appearing or having some private discussions and 
IPBC is left in the dark to achieve and also we are given a very limited time 
to deal with it because this is tracing 1 billion plus dollar first to acquire 
this asset.  But this kind of a project is generally like one and a half years, 
two years or whatever.  But IPBC had only very limited time to deal with 
this and there were no prior – prior to my engagement as the MD, there 10 
were no actual active actions taken place.  So, I cannot sit and wait.  So, I 
made a complex – that is the reason why it has been changed. 

 
Q: In paragraph 43, it states that the Bank of Canada provided its valuation of 

Oil Search shares based on certain assumptions which should be reflected 
in their report.  Do you have a copy of that report? 

 
[1.49 pm]   A: No, I do not have a copy of that report and IPBC should have a copy of 

that report.  
 20 
Q: Who had instructed the Bank of Canada? 
 
A: We search for parties to do this valuation.  We called expression of interest 

and we considered some people as well.  Some institutions refused and said 
no, we cannot value the shares.  There were two parties that agreed to do 
this valuation; one was Bank of Canada and the other was KPMG.  KPMG 
was willing to do a accounting based valuation and the Bank of Canada 
agreed to do the market based valuation. 

 
The real reason why this valuation is needed is the share price in the market 30 
is fluctuating.  This fluctuation is relevant to be the completion of 
ExxonMobil gas project because Oil Search is also a party to ExxonMobil 
project,  Based on the completion the benefit still will arise and certainly 
the share price will move up and down.  And also Oil Search will have 
other projects that are involved and that also has a defect on market pricing 
of the share price.  So, accounting based valuation is different to market 
based valuation.  Those two are very familiar with the share market.  They 
will know the difference between these two. 
 
IPBC’s interest is to get the best price for Oil Search shares and it is an 40 
independent valuation.  The IPIC bond has a condition to say that in the 
event there are fluctuating provisions, IPBC has the right to go for a 
valuation.  That is the reason that we required the valuation and also we 
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required that valuation from a credible organization.  Bank of Canada is a 
such credible organization.  They have done asset valuation of oil 
companies in Canada and so that we asked for the valuation. 

 
Q: When in a timing sense was the instruction to the Bank of Canada?  In 

paragraph 38 you mentioned the date 21 October 2013 and in paragraph 48 
you mentioned 25 November 2013.  Can you identify when in a timing 
sense instruction was given to the Bank of Canada? 

 
A: Because this is long, I forgot the chronology of this.  I had to refer to IPBC 10 

records which I do not have access to now but there was a certain time limit 
that IPBC must act and hold the valuation.  We were only very through 
this, close by and there was a difficulty to of course (1) we had to select 
the right party which we did, (2) IPBC has to internally approve it, IPBC 
board also I will require the approval of the minister.  I had only just one 
day left.  I remember taking a flight to Kavieng to meet minister and expain 
to him that the sign off to do this valuation.  Then after receiving that 
approval I issued the instructions to the Bank of Canada to carry out the 
valuation.  So, we were narrowly close to the deadlines but all of them were 
done.  In the dates chronology of events in compliance to the bond and its 20 
- - - 

 
[1,54pm Q: And was Minister Micah you were meeting with? 

 
A: Yes please. 
 
Q: And when in a time do you recall receiving or seen the report provided by 

the Bank of Canada? 
 
A: They acted within the agreed time frame and also acted within the time line 30 

before - as stipulated in the bond and we notified IPIC our valuation but 
exact date, I cannot remember.  There should be actually recorded in the 
the IPBC records and those things are already transferred.  

 
Q: Do you recall a single Bank of Canada document or multiple documents? 
 
A: I cannot comment on that now.  My memory says, there was one report that 

contained the assumptions and the valuations.  
 
Q: I am sorry?  40 
 
A: And after the court case, the board had asked certain assumptions to be 

valued or be assessed and because the IPIC lawyers (..inaudible..)  There 
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are two things. One, IPBC right to do a valuation.  Two, that valuation 
itself.  So in the court case, IPBC absolutely won without any doubt.  IPBC 
expected within its facts and has absolute right to do the valuation.  Two, 
with regard to valuation, IPIC had done a valuation with KPMG, the party 
who we rejected to do the valuation through their other interested office 
and the board asked certain assumptions that were challenged in the court. 
So after my departure, if they have given another valuation, subject to that 
situation, I am not privy to comment.  

 
Q: So the particular articulation, statements or points made at the Bank of 10 

Canada, reports that you now recall? 
 
A: Unless I see the report, I cannot recall.  If I see that report, I will know but 

they did a market-based valuation and also they identified certain 
information available in the market, and they did that valuation. And that 
valuation value in total, it gave that value as the valuation. The IPIC 
settlement require only – my memory says, it is about 10 million, or 15 
million dollars to be paid to IPIC for full settlement talked about.  

 
Q: At paragraph 44, stated IPBC advised IPIC of the availability on the 20 

funding proposal from ANZ and others, and formal notice of Oil Search 
share valuation for settlement of the bond.  Were the funding proposals that 
have been received from the ANZ and others communicated to IPIC? 

 
A: No. I said, it is the availability of parties, that is all.  I have not going in 

details but as I have said, ANZ Bank and others. And the reason why we 
have put ANZ Bank name is for them to understand they are dealing with 
the legal parties not someone unknown parties in the market. These are 
credible organisations. 

 30 
Q: The next sentence in paragraph 44, it says this; “IPIC subsequently 

challenged the valuation which we received from the Bank of Canada.” 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What was stated about that particular valuation by IPIC or IPIC 

representative? 
 

[1.59 pm]     A: It is actually a matter in the courts. They are saying the valuation is over - 
that was their value and we stood by their valuation made by Bank of 40 
Canada and of course, it is natural for them to react to that because if – I 
am saddened that I was not there in IPBC to lead that court case on the 
appeal and prove that Bank of Canada valuation was had as you all know, 
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with even in these court cases, how you prepare your information and how 
you strategize it and attend to it.  And sadly, I was not there to provide that 
assistance to IPBC.  In my opinion, if it had been properly defended, IPBC, 
I understand, because they lost the appeal, lost (..inaudible..) at the 
settlement, IPBC nearly spent at least another US$78 million more than the 
10 or 15 million settlement payment.  So because from the IPIC point of 
view, of course, they challenged the evaluation because the Bank of 
Canada had given all the valid reasons why the value should be at or value 
asset of the price that we give.  But I cannot because I do not have that 
report in my hand, I cannot elaborate on it but they had given very specific 10 
reasons and those reasons with the support of Bank of Canada, they should 
have defended adequately so that we could have sustained with the original 
court decision.   
 

Q: In paragraph 46, you state that Minister Micah’s office and Mr Vele’s 
office were displeased with ANZ as the financier.  What detail was given 
or communicated to you as to why Minister Micah’s office and Mr Vele’s 
office were displeased? 

 
A: I understand that this is, displeased, you will notice that Mr Vele 20 

subsequently saying specific when that be considered and, of course, that 
is a displease.  00Mr Micah said that he requires his own independent 
assessment and he needs to get some other party engaged.  So that itself 
provided because this is a transaction  that is really time sensitivity and by 
IPBC and I saw some degree of procrastination and attempted to elect there 
so that we will pass the deadline or something like that. 

 
Q: In paragraph 49 and 50, why on 14 January 2014 is ANZ not mentioned 

and it is only at that time Citi and UBS?  What changed, to your knowledge, 
in the period 3 December 2013 to 14 January 2014? 30 

 
A: I have absolutely no idea. 
 
Q: In paragraph 54, you refer to an Oil Search press release? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: You do not appear to annex press release, do you? 
 

[2.04pm]     A: There was a press release that was done in the media; IPBC at that time 40 
received a copy, and it said that new shares have been issued to IPBC – 
sorry, not IPBC - Oil Search shares have been issued to the government 
(..inaudible..).  That was a publicly available document at that time; yes. 
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Q: We put up on the screen what we understand to be a press release.  And we 

will just scroll down so you can have a look at it.  You will see it has the 
date 27 February 2014 on it. 

 
A: That is the last part.  That is this year the government engaged,  the PNG 

Government has entered into funding arrangement with UBS fund 
arrangement.  This includes UBS establishing a ….. on Oil Search 
approximately 700 million at 8.20 per share priority in any allocation under 
the arrangement be given to the existing Oil Search shareholders. 10 

 
Q: If we turn up the page, does this look like the press release you are referring 

to in paragraph 54? 
 
A: Not really, no.  It was a very – it speaks to IPBC – sorry, Oil Search issuing 

shares to the PNG Government at a certain price. 
 
Q: How soon after 14 January 2014 – how soon in a date sense do you think 

you are referring to in this paragraph? 
 20 
A: I was in Sydney dealing with the IPIC Board matter.  I cannot exactly 

remember the dates.  There was, my memory says, either one or two 
paragraphs press release was the one that I am referring to.  It says that the 
Oil Search has issued new shares and also at that time Oil Search issuing 
new shares to PNG Government at 8.20 something as it says in the 
statement.  My memory says it was not this (..inaud=ible..) to being - but I 
may be wrong because it is seven years old.  But I know that it was a press 
release but my recollection of my memory is that two paragraph press 
release. 

 30 
Q: But by the time that the date after this – not the press release we have just 

seen but the press release that you are referring to, it was very much UBS 
as the funder? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: At paragraph 58, do you know whether Dr Waine prepared the NEC 

submission?  Do you know who prepared the submission? 
 
A: I have no idea.  But it is public practice that any submissions to NEC has 40 

to be prepared by the related agency.  So, in this situation, the NPCP who 
is falling under at that time the Ministry of State Enterprises so generally 
if it is anything to do with IPBC then IPBC prepares the NEC papers, 
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submit to the minister, minister then clarifies matters then he endorses it 
and at the NEC, he is the sponsoring minister to the NEC.  So, I have no 
idea who prepared the proposal, who did the analysis because I can see 
adequate financial analysis has not been carried out because of the risk 
attached to this arrangement and who did that, who recommended that, 
IPBC has and myself has, absolutely no idea.  But it is a general practice 
that they can talk about when there is an agency that prepares or that 
presents NEC paper that it is through that representing ministry and then  
NEC.  So in this situation, I believe most likely, is Dr Waine’s office may 
help Oil Search with this and (..inaudible..).  10 

 
[2.09 pm]     Q: Looking at your paragraph 59, in the second line, you became aware that 

something unusual had occurred, your phrase.. 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: What do you mean by that? 
 
A: Because the NEC decision is to buy the oil shares back.  That is the 

direction to IPBC, and that NEC decision has never been viewed before.  20 
What has happened is, new shares has been issued.  So what is the NEC 
decision?  That is what I got for what purposes? 

 
Q: Did you consider it unusual to use your word in where there was an 

arrangement to purchase entirely new shares?  Is that what you are saying? 
 
A: That is correct.  Because the NEC decision is to - mandate to IPBC is to 

work towards retaining the Oil Search shares.  By that, we did all the work, 
exchange, travels, expected money for services of dispatch to make that 
happen and also there were credible funding solutions available and all 30 
those were submitted to the jurisdiction as of NEC decisions from time to 
time.  And then I see – and also IPBC did not receive any NEC decision 
revoking this particular decision.  So in the absence of that, I felt it unusual. 

 
Q: I take you to your annex WK20. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: We will just have that brought up on the screen.  There seems to be an 

email from you, has a date on it on the left side.  Is that the statement?  You 40 
see that on the screen now dated 8 March 2014?  Is that right? 

 
A: That is correct, yes, Saturday. 
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Q: Now, you see in the first line a reference to an email from Mitch 

representing UBS.  Do you know who Mitch is? 
 
A: Yes.  I do not know his position, but I understand that he is a party working 

with UBS. 
 
Q: Would you know his full name? 
 
A: I do not know. 10 
 
Q: What was that email about?  The email you are referring to in the first line 

there. 
 
A: Without having to see that email, I believe that you have not seen the email 

from Mitch representing the UBS.  “Please kindly advise him that we 
cannot put cart before the horse.  NEC has to call a board meeting.”  I think 
that this particular email was suggesting that IPBC give approval to the 
transaction of this new purchase of shares.  

 20 
[14.14pm]   So I responded to Mitch, and I asked IPBC to provide the email and deliver 

to me to support it and explain and deliberate on it.  In the absence of that 
I cannot say anything.  But the chronology of my response shows that IPBC 
has been asked to act certain things and which we are not prepared to do 
that because we are the entity under the IPBC Act and we always – I always 
worked within the dimension of that.   

 
Q: In the fifth line of that paragraph you mention UBS advice.  What was the 

UBS advice that you are referring to there? 

A: I think this Mitch person may be a lawyer representing UBS.  He says that, 30 
my memory says he is saying this is in accordance with the law and 
everything is fine.  This could be rubber stamp and I think he is not 
prepared to do that I was telling that UBS advice may be correct in some 
jurisdictions.  In other words I was saying, please go back and check the 
law but it is not applicable to Papua New Guinea, in this jurisdiction it is 
different.  That is what I said.  

Q: Returning to paragraph 67, please you refer to funds to use your words 
“were the property” of IPBC being used for another purpose.  What was 
the amount of those funds? 

A: It is in the - - - - 40 
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Q: Paragraph 67. 

A: Paragraph 67, yes.  There were funds that were available in our accounts 
in Singapore.  The funds were quarantined by IPIC.  So without their 
approval we cannot take any money out of it and they were kept 
quarantined until the settlement of the bond.  And IPBC wanted to make 
sure that these excess funds that are available are not taken out from the 
GBT and there was a board discussion on it, there were board decisions on 
it and any remaining money in the account in Singapore, we want to bring 
them back to PNG and we held them.  I think that we reduced the liabilities 
of - - -  10 

Q: What was the amounts of those stock funds? 

A: I cannot remember.  My memory says somewhere around 70-odd hundred 
million dollars; should be somewhere around that and IPBC finance section 
should be in a position to provide the details but those details are extremely 
transparent. 

Q: Singapore dollars; US dollars? 

A: US dollars. 

Q: What type of dollars?  

A: US dollars.  I learnt after my termination this money may have come to 
PNG after my termination because funds cannot be taken out until the bond 20 

calculation debt reaches and I understand from – I learned from ANZ Bank 
later that they have received the money and IPBC took a loan to support 
Bemobile.  IPBC took out a loan from ANZ Bank to support the Bmobile 
and the money has been used – excess money – to repay that loan so that 
IPBC was compelled to that loan obligation.  And also that was the 
immediate view of the board and we were protecting the General Business 
Trust.  So all those things are categorically mentioned in the board 
meetings and decisions, you can call for those decisions to establish what 
happened to them.  

[2.19 pm] Bit after my termination or retirement if there had been any subsequent 30 
board decisions to be worked back and funds had been used otherwise, I 
am not privileged to answer. 

 
Q: In paragraph 69 you mentioned Mr Latimer.  Is the same Mr Latimer that 

you mentioned earlier? 
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A: That is correct.  I think the person who came is Nick person is a lawyer.  
My memory says and Mr Latimer also came with that person and that was 
a recorded conversation as stated in the paragraph 68.  They were asking 
me why I had reported to Ombudsman Commission so I told them it is 
outside the matters for them to talk with me because I am dutybound under 
IPBC Act, what I do and how I do it.  If Ombudsman Commission makes 
inquires on me I am dutybound to response.  Even if they do not ask me if 
there is an impropriety it is my duty to report to the Ombudsman. 

 
Q: When in a time sense did this occur, what you are referring to in paragraph 10 

69? 
 
A: It is during the time the new share settlement was taking place. 
 
Q: What year? 
 
A: 2015.  Sorry I cannot really remember exactly the date.  This was a 

recorded meeting.  Our legal head in IPBC should be in a position to 
provide a copy of the transcripts of the meeting. 

 20 
Q: You mentioned UBS’s lawyers in this paragraph.  Who was Mr Latimer 

acting for in your understanding or your knowledge? 
 
A: He was with that person Mr Nick and they were together. 
 
Q: Mr who? 
 
A: Nick.  They were together. 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Kumarasiri at this time. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief.  Thank you Mr Kumarasiri for 
being prepared to give us your evidence particularly from a more distance that is 
easily communicable place so we are grateful for that.  Could I take you to your 
Exhibit N which there are some email communication between yourself and Dr 
Waine in summary I think we can properly say that your reproaching him for 
showing up on his own and talking to financiers.  You recall that email chain.  He 
responded by saying that he is really overly tidy enough what he was doing before 40 
the Exchangeable Bond Committee was formed and that he has kept you and his 
minister fully informed of his activity.  He says at point 6 and at point 11 of his 
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letter to you.  What is your response to that?  As I understood your evidence you 
would not agree that you have been kept fully informed by Dr Waine. 
 

[2.24pm]    A: He can write what he want to write but there were - not keeping me 
informed of any of the activities that they were doing and also; two, that 
they were procrastinating things and also avoiding to meet also who I felt 
has some networking to allow IPBC not to have a solution in hand to do 
the funding, so that IPBC will be left only to surrender the shares.  

Q:: So it was your impression that there were some procrastination going on 
here for a particular purpose? 10 

 
A: Absolutely, absolutely. 
 
Q: And the review committee was not in fact an active committee? 
 
A: Correct.  It never met. Never met, not a single meeting. Unless the two 

main members, Dr Waine and Mr Vele, had that meeting by majority, 
without me being informed of the meeting.  But the appointment, if they 
are providing any committee meeting minutes that they are providing, 
myself as absent, I have not been informed of the meeting, one; two, I have 20 
never sent apologies of my absence to a meeting.  I have always attended 
all the meetings, if there is any.  So committee never met and it never acted. 
It was only a procrastination.  

 
Q: Do you have any visibility as to the purpose of the procrastination? 
 
A: No. I understand what is the reason for this procrastination because I am 

known to IPBC. They have all been working on this new issue of shares. 
The evidence is - - - 

 30 
Q: Can you tell me what is the basis for that thinking is, Mr Kumarasiri? 
 
A: Because IPBC worked extremely high. One, when I took over the position, 

there was a meeting in the government, as alleged out of business that this 
(,,inaudible..) IPBC cannot raise the money to this acquisition and there are 
no market capital.   IPBC, one, sought through internet search, approached 
some parties, discussed the matter and so the potential is there.  So I proved 
to my board, this can be done.  And then the board and myself, we agreed 
to a process of governance and then tendering process and we carried it 
out.  And we received credible solutions and then we were going to various 40 
levels of procrastinations and we brought the matter into completion. And 
then we handed over documents for the government NEC decision to the 
chief secretary and we moved out.  When we were asked to move out, we 
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moved out.  But IPBC never received the revocation, not the NEC decision 
at any time to acquire the oil shares back.  But after the event, you see that 
all these people have been working behind the scene only to acquire new 
shares in Oil Search for whatever the reason they believed is right.  

 
[2.29pm] So I understood some procastination was taking place.   What is the real 

reason behind this procrastination, I did not understand before that 
transaction with Oil Search issue of shares.  But after the new issue of 
shares, I understood this procrastination has been exercised on IPBC.  You 
see, it is collusion because they were working behind on a different plan.  10 
We only wasted our time and effort and also resultantly because of this 
transaction, the country lost a lot of money; a lot of money. 

 
Q: Thank you.  We have heard evidence that at the time when the IPIC loan 

was negotiated and entered into by the State, it was the intention of those 
then in government for undergoing process that we have heard evidence 
about that it was financially a better proposition to allow the forfeiture of 
the shares at the time when the bond would fall due because this was a 
better economic outcome for the State.  At some time, the thinking changed 
and you identified early in 2013 when you became aware of that change in 20 
thinking in the government, would that be correct? 

 
A: At that time the government was in view to us split into different 

matters’(1) PNG or IPBC cannot raise money.  (2) who is placed to lose? 
(3) We should retain the stake in Oil Search and having that stake retained 
similar ExxonMobil projects in PNG and we materialize having that asset.  
So, they are our three separate views.  This is why we first sought the clear 
direction from the government.  Should IPBC allow it to be surrendered or 
we should retain?  But we have given both the good and the bad about it 
and also that availability of the Exxon asset which is a bigger asset value 30 
in the new transaction.  So, we sought government direction because what 
we – although the government’s view was at the time of raising this bond 
to lift the forfeiture of the shares, it is not recorded or communicated and 
we are in IPBC’s documentation.  So, therefore, IPBC as the custodian of 
the General Business Trust, my duty is to protect the value of the General 
Business Trust.  So, this is why I sought the government policy direction 
through a NEC decision whether to acquire these shares or find ways to 
retain it or we should surrender it.  If IPBC acted in both aspects, if we 
were to acquire, we need the funding, we acted on it.  And if we were to 
surrender it, we need to get the right valuation of the shares for the 40 
settlement.  So, for that also we acted by appointing the valuers to do the 
valuation of the shares so that IPBC can surrender it at the right price and 
lower settlement. 
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Q: As being responsible for the General Business Trust and the overall asset 

of IPBC, was there ever any costs benefits analysis to the State of taking 
one or other of those courses of action; that is forfeiting the shares and 
using money that could be raised in the future to invest in equity and in 
project or buying back the shares? 

 
A: There is a document that IPBC prepared and presented to the minister to 

the government and I think that is the reason why we decided to create the 
Oil Search shares, retain the shares and as to who can see if the proper 10 
funding arrangement had been accepted today, that amount of Oil Search 
shares will be the General Business Trust or Kumul Petroleum as a Board 
Trustee and they own that asset, and I am not privileged to the current 
market pricing of the Oil Search shares. 

 
[2.34 pm]  I am sure that if a proper funding and the equity had been made that will 

be a good asset in the country and also with the money we have lost during 
this other financing arrangement, all those loans could have been paid and 
we have the asset and that asset could have been a very, very good asset 
to the country. 20 

 
Q: Than you.  Just one further question; can you recall what jurisdiction the 

litigation was held in between IPIC and IPBC over the Bank of Canada’s 
valuation? 

 
A: I cannot remember the exact because these are some years of all matters 

and I do not have the documents in my hand.  But if I do have the 
documents, I can say.  Bank of Canada looked at the market conditions and 
they made market assumptions in relation to the share (..inaudible..) and it 
is in a - if you to United States or any other petroleum countries - a 30 
petroleum development country and share valuation, they have used those 
thesis that are used up in the petroleum industry, assumptions do this.  And  
BPNG on the contrary who … they gave accounting-based valuation, not 
market-based valuation.  So this is why I said earlier that I am saddened by 
the fact that I was not available in the organization to provide that big 
degree of defense that are needed at that level of court matter because we 
had to get in the share movements and I did a lot of research on this share 
price market behaviours.  Those were used during the time of the court 
case. 

 40 
So having that adequate evidence provided to the court, I am sure that the 
honourable court will have considered those parts and seeing why the Oil 
Search shares needed to market based-valuation.  So that is the case. 
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Q: Thank you, Mr Kumarasiri for your assistance to this Commission.  Those 

are my questions, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few questions.  My questions relate to IPBC’s 
involvement in the assessment of the proposals foe the re-financing of the 
exchangeable bond arrangement.  Would I be correct in assuming that IPBC was 
fully involved in the assessment of the proposals for the re-financing? 
 
A: Yes, your Honour, we had a unit created.  IPBC had re-financing 10 

secretariat. There was a gentleman named Igimu Momo who had 
previously worked with the Department of Treasury who joined us as a 
senior employee and he has a Masters in Economics; he is fully analytical 
and IPBC did the valuation as well as BSP Capital was engaged to the 
valuation aspect.  

 
[2.39 pm] So we had both internal and external evaluations.  And when we made the 

recommendation, the final recommendation, that ANZ Barclays was the 
most commendable solution.   

 20 
Q: All right.  And then according to paragraph 53 of your statement, IPBC 

handed over all the proposals to the chief secretary to government? 
 
A: Yes, your Honour.  Because there was a NEC decision creating IPBC to 

hand over all documentation to the chief secretary to the government.   
 
Q: And I suppose IPBC was expecting a decision from the government on the 

proposals? 
 
A: Yes, your Honour. 30 
 
Q: And do you know or at some point you would know that IPIC turned down 

the offer for the refinancing option? 
 
A: IPBC was not informed of that and IPBC had the reasons to form view that 

it had been linked because I had separate the meetings and also my 
understanding, after it was removed from us, Sir Moi Avei was appointed 
by the government but I am talking off the memory.  He also visited the 
IPIC and came back and reported that they are willing to with the proper 
financing arrangement they are willing to do the return of the shares.  And 40 
at any time, they were not commenting that nature but I do not know 
whether this court hearing and the loss of case had an effect to it but IPBC 
was never informed that IPBC, unwilling or not prepared to surrender the 
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shares on settlement.  They needed cash, they needed cash and my 
understanding was that they were looking to this asset or other investments. 

 
Q: And just reading from paragraph 59 of your statement, it appears that this 

refinancing proposal had then turned into something else.  The government 
was now talking about buying shares in Oil Search and you considered that 
there is something unusual had occurred here.  Could you just elaborate on 
what you mean by “something unusual had occurred?” 

 
A: Yes, your Honour.  Because we were having – IPBC has been working on 10 

the dawn on direction of the NEC decision to buy the Oil Search shares 
back.  And as I said earlier, instead of buying the shares back, we appear 
to have acquired new shares on some derivative transaction which is very 
risky.  So I was trying to understand why this is because, you  know, 
(Internet Issues) Is it better now? 

 
Q: Yes.  Just go on. 
 
A: There was a – because government’s direction was to buy the shares back 

but what happened is, buying completely new shares through a transaction 20 
that IPBC did not have any visibility and because NPCP is still IPBC entity 
under the then applicable -  I take it as something unusual because IPBC 
should have known or should have been kept informed that government is 
looking at two solutions; one to buy the shares, the other one is to buy new 
shares for both which require financing.  And this has been completely 
unusual. 

 
[2.44pm]  Q: All right, then just going back to paragraph 57 of your statement.  

According to the NEC decision, the NEC was seeking approval from the 
Board to approve the payment direction deed.  Did the Board grant that 30 
approval? 

 
A: The Board did not grant that approval and pursuant to that NEC decision, 

I only made a recommendation in accordance with the IPBC Act.  Board 
did not approve the transaction. 

 
Q: So, the Board did approve the issue of the payment direction deed? 
 
A: They approved the recommendation of the payment direction. 
 40 
Q: Why did the Board approve - - - 
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A: Approval is with the minister.  Approval is done by the Minister for SOE 
and IPBC as to the IPBC Act only provides the recommendation pursuant 
to the NEC direction.   

 
Q: So, the Board provided the recommendation, did it? 
 
A: My memory says yes. 
 
Q: Why did it provide the recommendation when IPBC was not involved in 

this new UBS loan deal? 10 
 
A: Because this is a direction from the NEC. 
 
Q: So, the Board was under a direction from the NEC? 
 
A: Direction from the NEC to buy back.  NEC direction as in this particular 

documentation it says the provide the participation of the payment 
direction.  So, the Board had a lot of discussions on this matter and I 
proposed that we should see the Board Minutes of this particular matter.  
And also I received internal legal advice before I made the 20 
recommendation to the minister and that covering letter to say it has gone 
to such and such and also we understand and we believe that casually 
minister’s office made their own assessments before they made approval 
as well.  Because NPCP is a IPBC asset under the Act it requires the 
recommendation of IPBC. 

 
Q: Those are my questions.  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, there is no indication from any other personal 
party as to further examination of Mr Kumarasiri, I have no further questions.  I 30 
submit that Mr Kumarasiri can be excused. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr Kumarasiri for giving evidence this 
afternoon.  You may be excused. 
 
A:  Thank you. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Kumarasiri. 
 
 40 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
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DR KATTER:  Commissioners if it pleases, can I mention the return of the 
summons to Mr Erastus Kamburi – summonses; that is four that are returnable 
today to Mr Erastus Kamburi.  These were subject to directions on 28 January 
stood over to today.  There are four summonses.  I can indicate there has been a 
communication to Mr Sawong – a verbal communication of documents were to 
be provided today to those assisting.. 
 

[2.49pm ]Is there any appearance I should ask the commissioners? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  There is no appearance.   

DR KATTER:  There has also been a communication and an affidavit by Mr 10 
Kamburi as being prepared I submit that the summonses, the four summonses be 
stood over until tomorrow.  That is the first direction.  Hand in the provision of 
the documents and all the other affidavits  that have been referred to.  And the 
second direction that Mr Kamburi was directed to give further oral evidence today 
and that direction as to Mr Kamburi’s oral evidence be stood over generally in 
consideration of the documents which are to be provided in accordance with the 
four summonses.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  I might have sighted an email correspondence which 
suggested that Mr Kamburi might be unwell today and that being the reason for 
his non-appearance today.  I am not sure if he will be well tomorrow to attend to 20 
tomorrow so what are you suggesting that we stand his appearance to tomorrow 
or generally? 

DR KATTER:  No, could his appearance be stood over generally Chief 
Commissioner and but the summonses be stood over until tomorrow, in that 
someone from KPHL could potentially provide the documentation in 
circumstances when Mr Kamburi is not able to physically attend. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we 
will issue those directions that Dr Katter is seeking? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief I agree. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Mr Jurth. 30 

DR KATTER:  Commsisioners, Mr Jurth has the next matter. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners if it pleases, may I mention two summonses 
and can I deal with them together because they are on all fours in all relevant 
respect.  The first one is the matter of Jeklyn Talonu and the second one is Rex 
Paki.  The position is that both summonses have been served, we have not been 
able to make personal contact with either person.  We continue to make efforts to 
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contact them and in those circumstances may both summonses be stood over until 
Friday 11 February? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Stood over to? 

MR JURTH:  Friday 11 February. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just going back to Mr Erastus Kamburi, I think 
Commissioner White we are in agreement that we adjourn his appearance 
generally but the summonses become returnable tomorrow? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief, yes I agree to that. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue those directions then.  And then in 
respect of Jeklyn Talonu and Rex Paki, we will adjourn those summonses to 11 10 

February at 10 o’clock.   

MR JURTH:  May it please the Commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you. 

DR RENWICK:  Sorry, Mr Jurth do you have anything further? 

MR JURTH:  No thank you that is everything from this end. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

DR RENWICK:  So commissioners, tomorrow is a little unusual.  We have 
Brattle giving evidence at 10.00, we may have some other witnesses in the 
morning but we will confirm that.  And then at 6.30 pm. we have evidence from 
Sir Tim Besley and Mr David Murray for those who are listening and want to 20 

plan their viewing.  But in those circumstances, submission we can adjourn to 10 
o’clock tomorrow. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 

 

 

AT 2.54 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 10 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 

 

 

 30 
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ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO PROCESSES AND 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM THE UNION 

BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
___________________________________________________________________________

10 

SIR SALAMO INJIA, Kt. GCL THE CHAIRMAN
HONOURABLE MARGARET WHITE, AO COMMISSIONER

  

((TTRRAANNSSCCRRIIPPTT  OOFF  PPRROOCCEEEEDDIINNGGSS))  

20 

AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON THURSDAY, 10
FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.02 AM.

(Continued from 9 February 2022)
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[10.02am] DR RENWICK: May it please the Commission, this morning we recall the Brattle 
authors of the Brattle Report in particular Dr Tobby Brown, Dr George Oldfield and 
Dr Alberto Vargas who have at the request of counsel assisting produced further 
analysis in the form of a Fourth Report.  Dr Oldfield and Dr Vargas, I assume you 
gentlemen are giving evidence from United States, are you?

DR OLDFIELD:  We are.

DR RENWICK: Thank you.  Dr Brown from Sydney?
10 

DR BROWN:  That is correct.

DR RENWICK:  Can we put up on the screen please the Fourth Report.  This is a 
report of some 33 pages.  If we just go to the final page and we see there the 
declaration and signed - that is your signature is it, Dr Brown?

DR BROWN:  Yes, it is.

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I tender that report.
20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit 
that report into evidence.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It will be marked Exhibit quadruple O.

EXHIBIT OOOO – THE FOURTH BRATTLE GROUP EXPERT REPORT

DR RENWICK:  Yes thank you Commissioners.  Can I say to the expert gentlemen30 
I understand at my request you prepared some Power points on some but not all of 
the matters contained in your report.  If wish you at any stage to refer to the Power 
points please just indicate that and they will be put up on the screen.

For my part I would like to commence at page 2 of the report, paragraph 6, just to 
remind those listening at some of the assumptions you have made and then come to 
the particular questions.

So, in paragraph 5 Commissioners you will see the authors and you are well familiar 
with their distinguished experience and qualifications.  I just wanted to bring to your 40 
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attention Commissioners point 6 that as in the other reports Brattle referred to the 
government to include, for example, wholly owned subsidiaries or State-owned 
enterprises and that would of course include Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.

If we go down to the next page Commissioners you will see there are four principal
transactions which the experts have been asked to express further opinions about so,
we have the UBS deal in the first place in March 2014, that is PowerPoint (a).  There 
is then the novated deal if I call it that in 7(b).  There is then a further collar loan as 
referred to in 7(c) which refinanced the transactions in 7(b).  Then there is the sale 
or termination of the transaction in September 2017 which is item 7(d).10 

[10.07 am] Then the questions the experts have been asked to set out in paragraph 8.  So, you 
will recall commissioners, that these experts have expressed opinions and I will 
remind you of that in a minute about the loss, the overall loss the State suffered as a 
result of the UBS Loan transactions, and as you will note the State included State-
owned enterprises such as Kumul Petroleum.  Then we had a series of, if you like, 
counterfactuals; the counter factuals, the first one is not entered into the transaction.  
The first place then you have got in 8(a), what would have happened if the 2016 
Collar Loan had matured according to its terms rather than what happened.

20 
Then in point (b), you have a second and third counterfactual, if you like.  What 
happened would have happened if the March and December collar loans had matured
according to their terms.  So those if you like are the three counterfactuals.

Then at my request, I have asked for some necessarily general evidence about 
possible returns and really the experts speak about possible rates of return if on a 
counterfactual one, the UBS transaction had never been entered into in the first place.  
I have not asked the experts to look at quantifying that in any precise fashion because 
that would be too difficult; there are many assumptions which will have to be made 
but nevertheless there are some rates of return upon about and then there are some 30 
other questions as well which we will come to.

I just then come to paragraph 10, which is the summary of the opinions and what I 
might do is just in a way by way of opening just highlight these opinions and then 
really take the experts through particular questions and invite them to explain their 
reasoning.

You will recall, Commissioners, see paragraph 11 that the aggregate cost to the State 
of the UBS transactions was about AUD$336 million.  That is to say, counterfactual 
one, if it had not been entered into at all that amount would not have been lost.  Then 40 
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counterfactual 2, for February 2016 loan was not terminated the following year but 
rather had matured the loss would have been AUD$51 million less.  Counterfactual 
3, the losses would have been – it estimated between 74.4 and 75.1 million dollars 
less.

Then the returns from Sovereign Wealth Fund, as I have indicated if we just go over 
the page, this is necessarily at a high level of generality and tonight of course we 
have Mr David Murray, and we have Sir Tim Besley giving some more general 
evidence about Sovereign Wealth Fund and what they might do.  But in this regard, 
you can see Brattle estimate that the returns could have been between 2 and 9 per 10 
cent between 2014 and 2021; and then there are some other important points which 
I will invite the experts to speak to between paragraphs 16 and 18.

And so just before I ask the experts to take us through the Report, can I just go to 
paragraph 23.  So you will recall, commissioners, that in the earlier evidence of the 
Brattle Group, they spoke about the total cost of the UBS transactions being A$336 
million; and then in lines I think 6 and 7, there is this important statement of which 
that is to say from the 336 million of which AUD$174.8 million was value 
transferred to UBS and AUD$161.5 million was the fair price for the transaction.

20 
[10.12am] And then going down a sentence or two, we have estimated says Brattle that fair 

price for these transactions would have been $161.5 million, different between these 
two amounts AUD$174.8 million was thus the value transferred from the State to 
UBS because the prices of the various transactions were above a fair price.

\
Now, gentlemen, and perhaps I am happy, Dr Brown, for you to or Brattle to indicate 
who wishes to answer this question but for the benefit of the lay listener, a person 
who is not an expert on price, is it fair to say that a transaction which is AUD$174.8 
million above a fair price involves overcharging or excessive charging of that 
amount?  Is that a fair a synonym or not?30 

DR B0ROWN:  Yes, I would say that that is a reasonable way to characterize what 
we say here.

DR RENWICK:  So, with those matters in mind, could I invite you, gentlemen, 
perhaps to take us through the report?  Perhaps we could start with - is it convenient 
to start with figure 2?  I wish to start with figure 1 but figure 2 on page 7 of your 
report, if we can have that up.  Perhaps, you could explain what this figure shows 
and then perhaps, gentlemen, you could first look at the matters in paragraphs 22 to 
24.40 
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DR BROWN:  Thank you, Dr Renwick.  The figure that we were showing, figure 
number 2 in the Fourth Report shows the share price of Oil Search shares from 2014 
to 2019.  Showing the evolution of these share prices is crucial at several points in
the renegotiation and in determination of this deal since payments were defined as a 
function of the share price in the different loans.  Let me go into a little bit of detail 
and this will serve as a reminder of some of the terms of the loans and of the
functioning of collar loans in general.  

To the left-hand side of the chart, you can see that the March 2014 collar minimum 10 
strike, that is, the blue line at the bottom – very light blue line at the bottom of the 
chart and another light blue line at the top showing March 2014 collar max strike, 
these limits are important because they mark the relevant thresholds where important 
– if the share price when the March 2014 loan matured was below the lower of these 
lines, in that case there would be no further payments from the State to UBS or vice 
versa

Later in the report we explain the details of how this works but that is the crucial 
point.  Whenever share prices (Internet Issues) are something that we describe as a
residual payment from UBS to the State.  And it is crucial that the direction would 20 
have been in that direction and the reason that would happen is that the structure 
made up of multiple options contracts plus the value of the shares would exceed the 
repayment necessary for the loan.

[10.17am] So the amount of money that would go from UBS back to the State would be that 
difference. And just to be clear in that case, that money would go back to the State 
but they would also lose their shares.  The payment to UBS would be the shares and 
the excess value would go back to the State.  On the right hand side, we see the exact 
same situation but under the terms of the February 2016 collar.  The lower bound of 
the point below which there is no exchange of money in any direction is the same as 30 
for the March 2014 collar but the upper bound is much lower.  What this means is 
that under the terms of the 2016 loan, the range for which the amount to be paid to 
the State at the range of prices where that amount increases is somewhat shorter.  
And this does not mean, just to be clear, that above that upper line those payments 
cease to exist, it only means that above that line, they no longer increase.  So at any 
point in between the lower line and the upper line, those payments would increase 
as the share price increases.  If I can elaborate a little more on this, unless you have 
any clarifying questions, Dr Renwick, or commissioners?

DR RENWICK:  Yes, do you want to say more?40 
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DR BROWN:  Yes, yes.  The last element of this chart, it is very important and will 
probably help clarify what I have already said, are the gray areas shaded in vertical 
rectangles.  Each of these shaded areas represent the points at which the loans would 
have matured if they had been allowed to mature.  The March 2014 collars are 
represented in the first – rather big rectangle then there is a very thin rectangle which 
looks almost like a line for the days on which the December 2014 collars would have 
matured.  And then we can see at the righthand side of the chart that the February 
2016 collar was – had its maturity dates separated into two large blocks, one in 2018 
and one is 2019.  And the first block for the 2016 collar maturities serves as a very 10 
good point to illustrate the points I was making earlier.  You can see that at the 
beginning of the 2018 gray block, the share price is in between the two horizontal 
lines.  That means that when those maturities would have occurred, there would have 
been a payment from UBS to the State.  And as the later maturities happen since the 
share price continued to increase, those payments would have increased.  However, 
at some point close to the end of the first block of maturities, the share price exceeded 
the maximum strike which means that even though the share price continued to 
increase further, the payment from UBS to PNG would have been kept at that point.  

To summarize the key takeaways from this chart is that at any point, if the share 20 
price at maturity have been below the lower of the horizontal lines, there would have 
been no payment necessary either from the State to UBS nor from UBS to the State.  
If the share price increases within the range contained in between the horizontal 
lines, the payment from UBS to the State would have increased as that price 
increased, once the share price reaches the upper of the horizontal loan, the payment 
no longer increases.

[10.22am] And a final census is that this is presented in the report as the set up to explain the 
second and third counterfactual that you have described about 30 minutes ago, Dr 
Renwick.30 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much. Look then and if we can just go forward to 
paragraph 22. This gentlemen, I take it sets out the particular historical events which 
you then analyze in this report?

DR BROWN: That is correct.

DR RENWICK:  All right. Unless any of you wishes to say anything more about 
those preliminary matters I wonder if it is convenient to go over to next page, you 
have indicated that it is easier to calculate first what would have happened if the 40 
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February 2016 Collar Loan had not been terminated, you deal with that from 
paragraph 25. May I turn back to you, gentlemen, to take us through your reasoning 
and conclusions first?

DR BROWN: All right . So as it is laid out in paragraph 25, three things would have 
happened or rather would not happened if the government had not terminated the 
February 2016 Collar Loan. So to set this up, if they had not terminated the February 
2016 Collar Loan, we would have reached what was shown in the figure 2, as the 
two gray rectangles of the right most area. However, the first thing that would not 
have happened is the government would not have received the benefit of unwinding 10 
the loan. If you – as we presented in our prior reports, the government received the 
payment from unwinding this Collar Loan that would obviously not have happened. 
Second, there were dividend payments that did not happen precisely because once 
the loan was terminated the government no longer owns directly or indirectly the Oil 
Search share. And third and perhaps most important, as I previewed when we were 
looking at figure 2, there would have been a payment given the share price at which 
Oil Search shares were trading during the multiple maturity dates of the 2016 Collar 
Loan. So the net effect of how these three effects would resuld on the overall cost 
of entering into these deals to be smaller for PNG. 

20 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. So in paragraph 26, you note the amount paid when 
the Collar Loan was unwound as AUD$35.1 million dollars?

DR BROWN:  Correct.

DR RENWICK: And then in paragraph 27, you speak about the Delta Quantity of 
the shares. Could you just explain what that is, please?

DR BROWN: All right. The Delta Qantity of the shares is an amount of shares that 
was determined by UBS as part of their hedging - sorry, as part of their hedging30 
strategy to cover the risks, the market risks that they potentially faced by entering 
into this Collar.

[10.27am] And the important part when discussing this Delta Quantity is that given the terms 
of the loan, the number of shares for which PNG received dividend payments was 
the function of this delta quantity as you can see in paragraph 27, right after UBS 
required to pass on to the State the actual dividend payments from Oil Search on the 
balance of the shares for the non-Delta quantity.  What this means is UBS determines 
a certain number of shares that they called the Delta Quantity which they needed to 
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know in order to set up their hedging positions and the remainder, and by the 
remainder I mean the total amount of shares collateralizing the loan minus the delta 
quantity is what they refer to as the non-delta quantity and that is the amount on 
which they have to pay the dividends to the State.  

DR RENWICK:  I know this is probably terribly an obvious question, Delta Quantity 
I take it is just a random term chosen by UBS, it is not a term of art I take it?

DR BROWN:  It is a term of art in option hedging strategies.  It is referred to as the
Delta Quantity because of the historical reasons in Delta traditionally referring to 
small quantities and not because of the amount of shares are small but because it 
adjusted in small increments very frequently.  That is a bit of a detour calling of 10 
particularly relevant to this transaction.

DR RENWICK:  No, I just – thank you very much please go on.

DR BROWN:  I believe I have answered what we were trying to answer this question 
unless there was a second part of the question that I am missing?

DR RENWICK:  Perhaps you could just take us through into the end of this section 
and just explain what the total amounts that would have been saved as it were - - -

DR BROWN:  Right.  Probably table 2 is most useful to deal with this.

DR RENWICK:  Yes.

DR BROWN:  So as you presented earlier today Dr Renwick, in our prior reports 
we showed that the total cost of the transaction to the State was AUS$336.3 million.  20 
We also already covered that when the February 2016 transaction was unwound the 
State received a payment of $35.1 million from UBS.  In the section we were just 
discussing a few minutes ago, we know that if the transaction had not been unwound, 
the State would have received AUD$3.3 million additional in dividends and the 
largest component of the analysis is what I have pre-phrased when we were looking 
at figure 2.  The payments because of the value of the collar that UBS would have 
had to make to the State amount $82.7 million and that is the value that UBS would 
have had to pay because the share price on most of the occasions was either in 
between the two horizontal lines that we discussed in figure 2 or even above the 
higher of the two horizontal lines.  So adding up the two components of additional 30 
cashflows that they could have received that is the dividends and the payment 
termination from UBS and subtracting the 35.1 million that the State did receive for 
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termination, we ended up with AUS$50.9 million that the State would have received 
in this counterfactual.

[10.32am] So the total cost to the State rather than being 336 million dollars would have been 
50.9 million smaller or 285.4 million dollars.

DR RENWICK:  In other words item 1 minus item 6 on table 2?

DR BROWN:  Exactly.

DR RENWICK:  All right.  Thank you that is very clear.  Would you like to move 10 
on to the third counterfactual, the State losses if the government had not refinanced 
the loans in February 2016.  Perhaps when you take us through this gentlemen you 
might just remind us that the principal differences – if it can be done simply between 
what was already in place before 2016 collar loan.  I think you have alluded to this 
in paragraph 33.

DR BROWN:  Yes, so first let me explain the reasoning of this counterfactual.  So, 
in the counterfactual that we just described we are assuming that the last collar loan 
that was set up never gets terminated.  In this instance, we are assuming that it is the 
2014 collar loans that do not get terminated.  So, in February 2016, the March and 20 
the December 2014 collars are substituted by what we referred to that at February 
2016 collar loan.  In this counterfactual we assume that that renegotiation or 
refinancing never happens.

If we want to see the differences in the terms I would say the critical differences we 
have already overseen in figure 2 and those referred to the limits of the strikes on the 
collars.  So, you saw that the upper horizontal line was much lower for the February 
2016 collars than for the previous ones.  That means that the gains that the State 
could receive from higher share prices at maturity and other lower share prices.  So, 
the logic and the functioning of the collar is still the same, the gains to the State grow 30 
with the share price but at a much lower interest rate.

The other difference that is important is the space of time over which the maturities 
happen.  For the 2014 collar loans there is a space of a few weeks on which all of 
the collars mature.  Well, if you recall from figure 2 there are two very large blocks 
of time over which the maturities of the February 2016 collar occur and crucially 
they are separated into these two blocks.  So, there is a series of weeks within 2018 
where weekly or very close to weekly there are maturities.  Then there is a space of 
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multiple months where there are no maturities and later there is another block where 
either weekly or very close to weekly there are maturities.

The reasoning for this I understand was that UBS wanted to spread the maturity in 
case they ended up having - to avoid having simultaneously all the Oil Search shares 
and potentially having to sell them all in a single day or in a few weeks if this was 
allowed to mature.

DR RENWICK:  All right and that brings us does it to paragraph 36 or are there 
others you wish to take us through?10 

[10.37am] DR BROWN:  Yes we can probably go to the components of how this would have 
changed the overall cost to the State.  And, again, at table 5 which is the actual 
breakout is probably the best way to present this.  So once again, like we did in the 
previous counterfactual, we begin with the total cost to the State of $336.3 million.  
Just like in the previous counterfactual, the payment for unwinding the February 
2016 loan would not have happened because the February 2016 collar loan would 
not have happened in this current counterfactual.  And here, the largest component 
of the differences in this counterfactual relative to what actually happened is the 
additional cost relation in February 2016 to enter the February 2016 collar loan of 20 
almost a 100 million dollars.  This is part of the actual cost to the State to enter the 
February 2016 collar loan.  Like in the prior counterfactual, dividend payments 
would have been different.  And finally, there would have been payments at the 
maturity of the 2014 collar loans.  The magnitudes are smaller because – as we show 
in figure 2, the share price on the dates on which the 2014 collar loans matured was 
closer to the lower wound – to the lower of the horizontal lines in figure 2, therefore 
the magnitude of the payments from UBS to the State have been smaller than what 
we see in the prior counterfactual.  

This leads us to a total of $74.4 million and once we make the adjustments, instead 30 
of having a total cost to the State of $336 million, we would have had a cost to the 
State of $261 million.  

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Commissioners may wish to ask you some questions 
at the end about that.  Can I then proceed to invite you to speak to part 4 of the report, 
paragraphs 37 to 46, in relation to possible, really rates of return from a sovereign 
wealth fund? Over to you, gentlemen.

DR VARGAS:  Dr Renwick, I am going to take this section. So we were asked to 
consider what returns might have been earned had there been a sovereign wealth 40 
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fund at this time in Papua New Guinea.  And although sovereign fund was not set 
up, quite some preparatory work had been done we understand and there were some
information produced around 2014 and slightly earlier about what the funds might 
look like.  And in general, you can think of sovereign wealth funds as being designed 
to achieve a number of different objectives.  And that is important because 
depending on what the objective of the fund is it may have a very different 
investments probable and therefore it will have a difference expected return and 
volatility of risk depending on what its investment policy is.  And so, one example 
of the objective that fund might have is; if a country such as Papua New Guinea is 
receiving revenues from mineral extraction or from selling oil or gas which are 10 
volatile over time because commodity prices move up and down a lot.

[10.42am] It might be advantageous to be able to smooth out those fluctuations and revenue 
over time in order that the government can in a reasonable way meet standing 
commitments over the medium term that will not then have to be revised as a revenue 
shortfall arise over time.  So, smoothing out revenue fluctuations is one objective 
that a fund may have.

The second objective that a fund may have is simply to invest surplus revenues for
the long term in order that they may grow over time.  And if the fund has the first 20 
objective to smooth out fluctuations, it will typically have very conservative 
investment policy and will invest in government bonds in mature economies or 
perhaps even preferably in cash so that the value of the investments is protected –
will not change very much formally as the next but because that is conservative, that 
is the policy, the returns will be – you could expect the returns to be quite low.  

In contrast, if the funds to the investment for the long term, it is more likely to put a 
significant fraction of the investments into shares, into equities.  That type of 
investment is more risky in terms of more volatile year over year but in the long run, 
the expected return is higher.  So, depending on this objective, it may have a different 30 
investment policy and therefore big returns.  

At that time around 2014 when the government was considering the setting up of a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund in Papua New Guinea, the government – in the materials 
prepared at the time referred to a number of existing Sovereign Wealth Funds and 
so we had looked at how those funds performed over the relevant time period 2014 
until 2021.  If you can move along to figure 3, you will see that we are quoting those 
returns.  
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The two funds that were mentioned in the materials about Papua New Guinea 
Sovereign Wealth Fund are Timor-Leste and Chile.  There was a third fund for which 
we were not able to get the information so we replaced that with the Norway 
Sovereign Wealth Fund because that one is very – it is a very large fund that is very 
well known.  And you can see on figure 3 that there is a range of returns.  Perhaps if 
we look, for example, in 2019, you can see that the return for the Chile Fund is a bit 
less than 5 per cent in that year.  Timor-Leste earned a little over 10 per cent in that 
year whilst Norway earned somewhere between – well, somewhere close to 20 per 
cent.  So, that spread of returns in fact lines up with the objectives of those three 
different funds.  The Chile Fund is a Stabilization Fund so it is about revenue 10 
fluctuations that meets support spending.  The next, the Norway Fund is investing 
surplus revenues for the future over the long term and the Timor-Leste Fund is 
somewhere between perhaps both objectives.

And so having looked at what these three funds actually returned over the relevant 
time period, we can simply measure that as an annual average and express it as a 
range and when we did that we found that that range is between 2 percent per annum 
for Chile and 9 per cent per annum for Norway (..inaudible..) Timor-Leste.  And so 
we think it is reasonable to propose that had the Papua New Guinea fund being set 
up the return say for this period would have been in that range but would have been 20 
strongly influenced by the objectives of the fund and the balance or between as 
objectives.

DR RENWICK:  Yes, and I think if we can just scroll down to paragraphs 45 and 
46, that is where we set out your ultimate conclusions on this issue. That is on the 
screen now, commissioners with the 2 to 9 per cent figures in the paragraphs.  All 
right, thank you.

[10.47 am] Can we then turn to Part 5 of the Report which is headed “The Consequences of the 
Oil Search Share Price as the February 2016 Collar Loan nears maturity or is 30 
terminated”; and commissioners, if necessary just to recall some of the evidence you 
have received. 

In paragraph 47, you will see there were some minutes from Kumul Petroleum in 
May 2017 as being which are their set out and particularly you will see the statement 
at the end of the first paragraph about exiting the collar could become expensive 
with a crossover at a share price of AUD$7.35 and it could be beneficial to act before 
then.  And then you have Mr Wapu Sonk, the head of Kumul who has given oral 
evidence but his evidence includes this and he speaks of trigger points, “One was 
where is the share price and in relation to the put of 7.38,” as he said, “and below 40 
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$7.38, we would exit without paying any more money. And also I do not think a lot 
of people, even the politicians and even the trustee,: that was Prime Minister Mr 
O’Neill of course, “maybe did not understand the right time to sell.  It was when the 
share price was at \the put or below so that we would not pay anything else and come 
out.”  So that is the evidence the Commission has relevantly received.  Gentlemen, 
could you take us through your comments and opinion on that evidence please?

DR BROWN: Yes, thank you, Dr Renwick.  So our general position is that there 
are statements that are at odd with each other in these statements and in general, we 
say that there is some level of misunderstanding at the way in which the transactions 10 
worked, and in particular the way in which the transactions are worded would have 
been liquidated if they had been allowed to mature.

If you could scroll to the beginning of paragraph 47, the first part that you read.  
There is a point I would like to come back after elaborating.  I believe it is the second 
sentence in the first lot quote: “Depending on the price of Oil Search shares which 
are expected to increase, then exiting the collar could become expensive with the 
crossover.”

This statement is dependent on what they meant by exiting the collar and there may 20 
be one interpretation of this sentence where this is actually consistent with the 
financial facts, but the rest of this block quote and the second block quote make us 
think that that was not the case.  So I will come back.

So when I was discussing the counterfactuals that we presented in Session 3, 
something that I kept repeating was that payments could only happen at maturity 
from UBS to the State, never in the opposite direction.  Part of what we endeavored
to do in this section 5 is explain the mechanics of why that is the case and also 
explain why the evidence that is presented talks about this threshold at 7.38, in 
particular in the second part that is now being shown right now on the screen.30 

7.38 is an important share price and I will explain why in a minute but not in the way 
In which the quotes would try to indicate. So at this point, it might be useful to show 
the power points, I believe it is slide 6.

[10.52am] And I will show a chart that is also in the report that I will go through the steps of 
how that chart is presented. So this is the chart as it appears here in the reports, but 
rather than just showing the finish products, I want to show the different components 
dealing with this, show why 7,38 is a number that has some relevance but probably 
not to the extent that prior evidence has given to it.40 
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So we can go to the next slide. So what we show here is simply the value of the share 
less the principal repayment obligation. So there is a number of shares and the value 
of those shares is simply going to be the number of shares multiplied by the price of 
the shares. And there is the amount that the State has to pay at maturity of the loan. 
So once you subtract that payment from the value of the shares, we get this very 
simple straight line that in the range that we were showing if the share prices had
been 5.80, that the value of the shares would have been roughly 200 million dollars, 
less than what the State had to pay. 

10 
Now, 7.38 becomes important because if the only thing that existed was the payment 
of the loan and the shares out of share price at 7.38, those would have been exactly
the same. So showing the shares at 7.38 would give the State exactly the amount of 
money needed to pay back the principal on the loan.  This is obviously a very risky 
(..inaudible..) if all you have are the shares and the loan, the State would be in a 
position whenever the share price was below 7.38, there would have been a shortfall 
that they would have had to pay to UBS. And that is precisely the reason why the 
Collar structure setup. 

Shall we go to the next slight? As we explained in one of our prior reports, the value 20 
of put options increases – sorry, decreases as the value of the share increases up to 
the top of the strike. So if the share has a strike - sorry, if a put option has a strike 
of 7.38, that means that its value increases as the share price approaches 7.38 and 
then it becomes zero. In this particular case, we have what looks as a smooth curve 
showing that value of the puts decreasing. And the reason that we have this curve is 
because of the complicated setup where there were multiple puts with different 
strikes, so the resulting shape of the value of all the puts together as the share price 
increase is this decreasing line. So the puts become less and less valuable as the 
share price increases but the thing that is critical at this point is that the share itself 
becomes more valuable at a faster speed. So what this means is that once you add 30 
up the value of the puts and the value of the share, what we end up with is shown in 
the next - slide please, in the blue line. So at very low values of the share price, the 
puts and the shares exactly make up the value of the loan so the net value is zero. 

[10.57am] However, as the value of the share increases the value of put decreases but at its 
lowest speed than the speed at which the value of the share increases.  So, once you 
add up the value of those components you still have an overall value that increases 
with the value of the share.  This is what I kept insisting that it does not matter how 
low the value of the share was there would never be a payment from the State to 
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UBS because that at worst the overall value is zero.  Then the value is increasing as 
long as the share price keeps increasing.

The part that we do not illustrate in this particular diagram is the second part of the 
collar.  The second part of the collar is the call options which have higher strikes 
than the range that we are showing in this diagram.  Crucially they are worth zero in 
the range that we are showing in this diagram so within this range there would not 
be much change in the diagram.  Once we add the calls; if we can go back to the 
report itself, the resulting shape is what we had in figure 5 at page 22 of the report.  
That is the one we already saw.  So, we can think of the diagram that we already saw 10 
as breaking up into its components, the left hand side of the diagram that we are 
looking at right now.  The right hand side is the effect of having the calls.  So because 
of the effect of the call options the value to the State is not increasing indefinitely.

As the strike prices of the call options are reached the rate increased of the value to 
the State becomes lower until it flattens out.  But again crucially, this value to the 
State always increases with the share price or it remains unchanged as the share price 
continues to increase.  The starting point is zero in our prior diagram for the 
repayment to UBS in this diagram.  So, this gives us a sense of why there was no 
risk to the State having to make any additional payments to UBS regardless of what 20 
the share price was at maturity.  Dr Renwick, do you have any questions or 
commissioners up to this point before I go back to the start of this question?

DR RENWICK:  No, thank you please go back to it.

DR BROWN:  So, the only sense in which there was a risk at maturity was if the 
intended objective was to keep a position in Oil Search, the crucial point is that all 
of the analysis that I presented so far assumes that at maturity of the loan, the shares 
are part of the payment.  So, in all the scenarios that I have discussed so far the State 
has to either give the shares to UBS as part of the payment or has to come up with 30 
the equivalent amount of money.  So, in that sense if the State was somehow 
restricted or have the desire to keep the shares after the maturity date, then they 
would be exposed to the price.

[11.02am] But that risk has nothing to do with the loan itself. It would only have to do with 
some external constraints of wanting to keep the Oil Search shares. I think that 
covers our analysis in section 5.

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you. That is very very clear.  Can we then turn to part 
6 which is Mr Sonk’s letter and I would ask you to go through this could you perhaps 40 
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deal with this all the way. Could you in particular say something about the additional 
4 million dollars at paragraph 63(d), and whether that should be added on to the 
overall loss of 336 million dollars. But I will let you go through this at your - as you 
wish to and if you could just say something about 63 there as well, please?

DR VARGAS: Dr Renwick, I am going to take this section and this is a convenient 
place to start. In table 6 up on the screen is a (..inaudible..) I think it was in one of 
our earlier reports. And it is a way of showing the breakdown of the overall costs of 
the State’s AUD$336.3 million at the bottom of the table. It is a way of breaking 
that into some component parts that are convenient to deal with.  I will just run 10 
through rest of this table very quickly.

The first row with 22 million, that is interest payments that the State was required 
make to UBS on the Bridge Loan that it took out in March 2014. Offsetting that 
amount is 23 million, in the second row of dividends that were received by the State 
from UBS dividends or payments in lieu of dividends. Hence those – and that relates 
back to the discussion that we had about the Delta Quantity.  And that 23.2 million, 
that is the total amount that was received over the entire course of these transactions, 
especially in March 2014 and September 2017.

20 
Row 3 is the fee that the State paid to extend this Bridge Loan which was originally 
in place for six months, but the State had the option to extend this prepaid fee. Then 
the fourth row is money that the State paid to UBS as part of the transaction where 
the Bridge Loan was paid off and a new Collar Loan in December 2014 collar loan 
was entered into.  The 270.3 million, that is the money that came from a letter of 
credit paid to the State as security against the State’s share of the cashflows in the 
PNG LNG Project.

The fifth row 97.4 million, that is the payment that the Sate paid to UBS in February 
2016 when the existing Collar Loans were extended by (..inaudible..) with the Collar 30 
Loan. And then row 6, the 35.1 million, that was the unwind payment from UBS to 
the State, in September 2017. (..inaudible..) February 2016 Collar Loan.     

[11.07 am] And the net of all those things over the period is 336.3 million dollars which was our
estimates of the total cost of all these transactions..

And then I think at this point, it may be convenient to move down to Table 7 hence 
the compare in Table 7 is just the same as Table 6 that we have just been through.  
We were asked to in essence prepared analysis that we have done with some similar
analysis that was in a letter from Mr Sonk to the Commission dated 14 July 2021.40 
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And in that letter Mr Sonk estimated the net costs to KPHL of having entered into 
this transactions with UBS.  Mr Sonk’s estimate to the estimates in that letter was 
AUD$362.85 and you can see in Row 8 of Table 7 that that might not (..inaudible..) 
336.3.  And so we have investigated in that why - (..inaudible..) in essence for these 
two numbers hence we have been weighing and testing whether anything in that 
letter was just to add to change our original estimates.

And just to go through comparison with Column A with Column B, the first 
difference we note is that Mr Sonk’s calculations in the letter of 14 July do not take 
into account the first three elements shown in the Table.  There is a small difference 10 
in the amounts provided for I suppose we understand that it is the same thing – it is 
the funds from the letter of credit.  We do not know why there are such differences.  
Our number is all we understand, yes, they have received.  Similarly, there is another 
small difference in Row 5, again not really in a way, but it is just that.

Row 6, there is somewhat a larger difference.  The first K35.1 million from UBS to 
the State that is because of the termination of February 2016 Collar Loan.  That was 
made up of a number of different elements.  One of those elements was a partial of 
refund of prepaid interest in the amount of $25.6 million, that is in part of paragraph 
63(c), and that was a component of the AUD$35.1 million.20 

It seems that the 14 July letter does not include that 25.6 because if we were to take 
the 25.6 million away from the 35.1, you will get close to 9.49 that is shown in the 
14 July letter.  So it seems that for some reason, the funded – partial refund of prepaid 
interest is not being (..inaudible..).

Row 7 in the Table is some costs, transactions costs for various claims that we 
understand from the letter KPHL actually incurred so those were costs we assumed
that requires us, KPHL side that has these transactions that took place.  Those $4 
million were not included in our estimates that we previously made in figures in 30 
column A because column A only includes money that the State paid, KPHL paid to 
UBS net amounts, (..inaudible..).  And, therefore, the $336.3 million only includes 
those figures that were paid to UBS or which were paid to others via UBS part did 
not include $4 million paid directly by KPHL to its advisers.  

[11.12am] So in essence is that the $4 million in row 7 is additional to the 336.3 million in row 
8 for payment that might be added on (..inaudible..).
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DR RENWICK:  Yes, so just to emphasize that point on counterfactual one that is 
to say you do not enter into any UBS transactions at all.  You could add the losses 
to (inaudible..) million to the losses to the State of 336.3.

DR VARGAS:  Yes, that is correct.

DR RENWICK:  I think that is clear.  Unless there is anything else then we might 
move to item 7 which is the Bank of Papua New Guinea’s assessment of competing 
financial options, and again, I would invite you to take us through to that a bit first.
Perhaps paragraph 80 is important just to be clear precisely what one is talking about 10 
here when one is talking about the UBS option evaluated by the bank as you point 
out in paragraph 80, it was substantially different from the UBS transaction, if I can 
call it that, of March 2014.  You will note, for example, the term of years of the 
proposed financing was significantly different, but with that matter in mind, 
gentlemen, you might just take us through Part 7.  

DR BROWN:  Thank you, Dr Renwick.  So, in Part 7, we looked at the analysis or 
at least the portion of the analysis that we had access to performed by the Bank of 
Papua New Guinea of different financing options.  Of these options were evaluated 
in January 2014 with the objective of accepting financing in March 2014.  So, there 20 
is a month and a half roughly from the beginning of this evaluation period and the 
date in which the financing actually ends up happening.  

There are two overarching conclusions that we reached.  One is that in general terms 
we agree with the approach that the bank took to the evaluation.  We uncovered 
some mistakes down the line as we state in paragraph 38.  We think that it was 
reasonable for the Bank of Papua New Guinea to conclude that the Citi and the UBS 
options which are the ones that they ended up evaluating more closely were not 
particularly – were similarly priced.  

30 
The second conclusion which is what you already alluded Dr Renwick is despite all 
of these analyses that goes into looking at the options or banks and finally narrowing 
it down to Citi Bank and UBS; the UBS option I would say is quite different to the 
UBS financing that it set up in March 2014.  The key difference – well, one of the 
key differences is what you have already alluded to the evaluation of the – sorry, the 
UBS option that is evaluated in January is worth (..inaudible..) your financing and I 
would note that this was one of the terms that the Bank of Papua New Guinea set 
out in the letters that they sent to multiple banks requesting possible financing 
arrangements.

40 
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So, the UBS option proposed is 7 years.  If you recall from our prior reports, the 
financing that is in the (..inaudible..) has a two year collar and a six month bridge 
loan that has the option to be extended for up to a year.  So, from the proposal to the 
actual world they go from, what we would consider, a medium term or 7 year
financing to a relatively short financing term.

[11.17am] The actual interest rates are also different and the proposed strikes on the options 
comprising the collar are marginally different but the crucial difference is the 
difference in the (..inaudible..)

10 
So, our conclusions are the approach taken by the Bank of Papua New Guinea is 
reasonable.  There are some minor errors in the analysis which we do not think would 
have changed their overall conclusion massively but the analysis is somewhat 
disconnected from where it actually happened because the decision to choose UBS 
since (..inaudible..) on a proposed 7 year financing and not on the analysis of the 
two-year loan as compared to other potential options.

DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Unless there is anything further, gentlemen, you would 
like to say, those are my questions.  Commissioners, you may have some questions.

20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you want to go first?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief and thank you gentlemen for your 
additional report which is very clarifying for those of us not particularly imbedded 
in this work.  We thank you for taking the trouble to do that important analysis for 
which we are grateful.  Could I ask what is very much a basic outsider’s question if 
I may Dr Brown.  It is this, from its inception the March 2014 loan from UBS there 
was always the risk, if you like I can use that word, there is always the risk that in 
satisfaction of the loan and whatever date it matured either after extension of one of 
its terms that the Oil Search shares would go in satisfaction of that debt either the 30 
whole bundle or at least the substantial part of it.  Would that be the case for someone 
just looking at this who knows nothing about these kinds of loan arrangements?

DR BROWN :  Yes absolutely and I think one way you could think of it is in simple 
terms is that the collar loan enabled the State to purchase and own the shares for a 
period of time but to defer into the future the payment on those shares because in 
essence the shares were equal with borrowing money.  Therefore, when the future 
ultimately came the State will have the choice of either at that point paying for the 
shares, paying off the loan if you like or paying it had the option simply to give back 
the shares in satisfaction of the loan.40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes thank you that is nicely expressed and I think 
anybody considering the loan would be able understand the explanation.  I have just 
one or two other questions.  You said the extension fee of five million dollars, extent
of the loan was paid in cash so far as you can tell from the UBS workbooks.  Is that 
a usual course?

DR BROWN:  I do not think we have seen anything to suggest - anything unusual 
about that payment.  Just perhaps to clarify what we meant by that statement is that 
the transfer appears that it made from the State’s or the State’s entities to UBS as10 
from vetting that amounts or from some payments going in the other direction or 
heading in together with some other amounts. I think that it was paid by itsself.

[11.22am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  And the discrepancy between the letter of 
credit amount which you have seen in your work and the amount that Mr Sonk and
show, 270.3 million versus to 270.99 million, you have not been able to see any 
reason for that discrepancy, no explanation?

DR BROWN:  No.  I would say that in one of our works, we are relying on amounts 
that were submitted to the commission by UBS in fairly comprehensive spreadsheets 20 
that they put together which details each individual payments made to UBS and by 
UBS back to the State and shows all of the amounts that were sent actually.  But I 
do not believe that we have seen any – the Brattle team has seen any more – any 
actual primary documents (..inaudible..) we have not seen any via transfer of records 
or bank statements or all that.  Thank you.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  And perhaps just a more general comment, 
it has taken quite some considerable work on Brattle’s part to analyze and find the 
key points in the 2014 March and December loans and then the February 2016 loans. 
Does this serve to underscore the extraordinary complexity of these loans?  And of 30 
course, I am referring back to one of the things that we need to consider which is the 
bundle of documents including the loan documents initially in March 2014 which 
were presented over at the (..inaudible..) to the National Cabinet of Papua New 
Guinea.

DR BROWN:  I think it is fair to say that these are complex transactions and it took 
our team some time firstly to understand what the nature of the transactions were 
and how to characterize them, and then it took quite some further time for us to 
analyze the pricing on those transactions after we had understood their nature.  And 
so I think it is fair to say, yes, they were complicated.40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Those were my questions.  Thank you 
Chief Commissioner, thank you gentleman again for your assistance to the 
commission.  We are very grateful.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, my first question goes to Dr Toby Brown.  Paragraph 
22, according to the copy that I have>  Figure 1 shows the share price movement.  
There is a graph that you produced.  Could we have that on screen? Figure 1, pages 
6 and 7, I believe.  Could you just give the source of this graph that shows the 
movement of share price?  You have got it down there it says source, IRESS.10 

DR BROWN:  I am afraid sir, I cannot tell you what IRESS stands for, if it is an 
acronym, but it is a data provider that we use which provides things like share price 
information.  I think we happen to take from that source but it could equally come 
from (..inaudible..) or even directly from the ASX or any other source.  I do not think 
it would expect to see any difference.  This is just the share price quoted at that time.  
I will ask my colleagues in case they have any further details about it.  

[11.27am] THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose it is a reasonably reliable?

DR BROWN:  We do not have any reasons to think otherwise.  Yes, it is quite 
enormously reliable.20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And I suppose that relates to – is it the Australian Stock 
Exchange?

DR BROWN:  The shares are listed on the Australian Stock Exchange and this 
would be price at the end of each day.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am asking this question because we have evidence from 
another witness from PNG who has produced a graph that shows information that is 
slightly different, particularly the share movement price around March 2014.  
According to the graph that he provided and I suppose you have got that graph from 
the internet.  He had the Oil Search shares being sold at a point when the price 
reached premium point, that is peak point.  You have it down just below premium 30 
point.  You see that?  Premium meaning when the price hit highest.

DR BROWN:  The peak showing around - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  The peak point.

DR BROWN:   Yes, I suppose so; early 2014.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So I would take it that your graph is pretty reasonable 
than that is - reliable than the other one?

DR BROWN:  Certainly we do not have any reason to doubt the accuracy of this 
information but obviously we need to look at the other chart.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I was just thinking aloud in terms of the movement of shares at 
this point in time around March of 2014.  Any person who is wanting to sell shares 
will have to sell when the share price reach the peak at some point.  There would be 
a rush to sell the shares about that time when the share price are pretty high, would 
it not?

DR BROWN:  That would be one interpretation of the – consistent with the share 10 
price falling from that point would be more eager to sell their shares.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have a situation where the parties to the UBS loan 
transaction, the State, UBS and Oil Search for that matter and then PAC LNG, they 
all seem to be running against a tight time frame.  PAC LNG wanted to sell its shares 
in PRL15 to Oil Search about the same time and it wanted the transaction to be 
completed by 16 March, and it looks like there was a bit of a race to meet the deadline 
and that may have something to do with the share price movement.  When the share 
price movement when it reached that premium point on the other graph for this one, 
just below the premium point, would that be a consideration and wanting to dispose 
their shares – sell their shares for those who are trying to sell their shares?20 

[11.32am] DR BROWN:  It was saved at whatever it was that was creating a deadline or pressure 
on the part of PAC LNG to sell its shares and pressure on Oil Search to pay those 
shares and therefore the pressure on the State to subscribe for the additional Oil 
Search shares that were issued as part of that transaction.  I do not think we know,
the Brattle team, knows what that pressure was but I think it would be something 
external to the Oil Search share price.  Having said that whatever those external 
practice were, we would expect them to cooperate on and influence the Oil Search 
share price that is displayed on this chart.

THE CHAIRMAN:  My other question is for Dr Oldfield.  Table 9 of I think it is 
page 28 or 29 of the report.  I got it marked as table 9 but if you scroll back I think 30 
we just missed it.  We might be using two different versions of the statement here 
but if scroll back after the table shows transfer from – just scrolling back - - -

DR RENWICK:  I think it might table 8 on page 27, is that the one you have in 
mind?
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, it could be because I am using quite a different version of 
the same report.  It shows the individual items – there it is.  This particular 
transaction of 23 December 2014 where there was a transfer from KPHL to UBS; 
proceeds from NPCP commercial bank debt facility of AUD$270 million, that is a 
large chunk of money.  This is the biggest amount stated in that list there.  Could 
you just give a bit of background on that payment?

DR OLDFIELD:  I am sorry I did not getr what you said, Chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am referring to the transaction on 23 December 2014, payment 
from KPHL to UBS proceeds from NPCP commercial bank debt facility the sum of 
AUS$270 million is a large chunk of money.  It is probably the biggest amount listed 10 
in that table.  Could you just give more information about that particular payment?
You have any more information about it, what it was for?  You follow my question?  
Do you hear me?  

DR RENWICK:  Yes, there is some difficulty I think in the hearing - - -

[11.37am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Oldfield, can you hear me?

DR RENWICK:  Chief, we can now hear you.  I am sorry, we lost you for a minute.  
What was your – I think Brattle were asking what your question precisely was?

THE CHAIRMAN:  I hope the reception is fine now.  I am asking about that 20 
transaction conducted on 23 December 2014.  There is a payment by KPHL to UBS 
described as proceeds from NPCP commercial bank debt facility of 270 million 
which as said is the largest amount stated on that table there.  And I am asking you 
if you could just give us more information about this particular payment; what it was 
for - - -

DR OLDFIELD:  Chief, I think I will have to defer to Toby who has examined that 
in more detail than I have.  Toby, can you answer that question?

DR BROWN:  Yes, I can.  Chief, that is the same payments that I referred to a few 30 
minutes ago when discussing Mr Sonk’s letter of 14 July.  That is the payments from 
the letter of credit in favour of KPHL secured against the PNG LNG cash that was 
at that time logged off. And that payment from the letter of credit was used to pay 
off most of the bridge loan that the State had taken out in March of 2014.  The 270 
million repaid most of the 335 million bridge loan at the same time the balance of 
paying off the bridge loan which provided by the supplementary collar loan in the 
December 2014 collar loan which KPHL took out at the same time.  And I would 
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say the description in the table, table 8 up on the screen, that description comes from 
the spreadsheets I mentioned a short while ago; the spreadsheet that UBS created to 
summarize all of these transactions in which UBS provided to the Commission 
which we used as the source for some of the assessments.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, now - - -

DR BROWN:  Sorry, chief, the NPCP commercial bank, that facility is the same as 
the letter of credit referred to earlier.

10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My last question goes to Dr Vargas, Alberto Vargas.  You were 
referring to the Bank of PNG’s assessment of competing financing options and you 
were referring to UBS’s proposal for the refinancing which you have covered in 
some detail.  The refinancing proposal and the decision on it came very close in time 
with the decision on the UBS loan deal.  And UBS featured in both proposals.  It 
presented its proposal for the refinancing of the IPIC loan and then when that failed, 
it put forward its proposal for the purchase of Oil Search shares.  Were you able to 
compare and contrast these two proposals to see if there is any resemblance in some 
of the key terms of these proposals like the amount, the interest rate, the period of 
the loan, by period I mean the term of the loan and so forth?20 

[11.42am] DR VARGAS: No Chief, our understanding is that the documents with the 
proposals that we were given to evaluate which we believe were the ones that BPNG 
considered were only for this new proposal to purchase the shares not the refinancing 
of the original loan.  So, we did not have access to materials to prepare the two 
potential deals.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right thank you.  Those are my questions.

DR RENWICK:  Chief, there has been no application for any examination of these 30 
gentlemen so on that basis I think that is the last time we shall see you so might they 
be excused, commissioners, with our thanks.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, I think that brings to an end the evidence of Dr Tobby 
Brown, Dr George Oldfield and Dr Alberto Vargas.  Thank you for making yourself 
available to give evidence today and also on previous occasions.  You may be 
excused.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you gentlemen, we are most grateful for your 
assistance.40 
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DR BROWN:  Thank you very much.

DR VARGAS:  Thank you Chief and thank you Commissioner.

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I think Mr Jurth has the next witness.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR JURTH:  I do Commissioners.  The next witness will be Mr O’Dwyer.  He will 10 
be joining us via video from Brisbane.  He is scheduled to start at 1o’clock after the 
luncheon adjournment and following him will be Mr Maladina who will be available 
at about 2.30 onwards.  In those circumstances, might we take the 15 minutes to 
prepare the balance of Mr O’Dwyer’s evidence and reconvene at 1pm.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we will adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock. 

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT
20 

[1.04pm] MR JURTH:  We propose to present Mr O’Dwyer’s evidence.  He has prepared and 
signed a detailed statement that extends to some 26 pages and 197 paragraphs.  There 
are two separately marked annexures.  The first one is uncomplicated.  It is his one 
paged Curriculum Vitae.  The second one Annexure B, however, is a comprehensive 
index of 92 separate annexures which attach to his statement …. Footnotes that 
appear in the body of the statement and those footnote numbers correspond with the 
numbers appearing in the annexures – in this Annexure B schedule and then …. 
Identifying number of each document there.

30 
The statement is .. It was signed earlier this morning in Brisbane.  The intention is 
to take Mr O’Dwyer through this statement to then place this statement together with 
its annexures onto the website for access for all other interested persons.  And then 
it is proposed to adjourn his evidence as it were until tomorrow to give anybody an 
opportunity to ask questions of Mr O’Dwyer.  But it also appears to me that it might 
be more convenient for you commissioners to also question Mr O’Dwyer tomorrow 
given that the statement is lately prepared and you may wish also to consider it 
overnight but of course that is a matter I entirely leave up to you commissioners.  
But that is one way forward that we thought we might proceed with for this witness.

40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr Jurth.  Could I ask you this?  Is it 
proposed that Mr O’Dwyer whom I understand is in Brisbane will be sworn this 
afternoon before you tender his statement?  

MR JURTH:  Yes.  The course of his – precisely in that way, Commissioner White, 
to swear and tender this statement.  For me to take him through it.  I do not anticipate 
having any questions of him tomorrow, but it may be that other people might or your 
commissioners might.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Chief Commissioner, I will swear in Mr 10 
O’Dwyer.  I understand Mr O’Dwyer that you have a Bible?

MR O’DWYER:  That is correct, Commissioner White.

BENJAMIN TERRENCE O’DWYER, sworn:

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr O’Dwyer; thanks Mr Jurth.
20 

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioner White.

XN:  MR JURTH

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, just for the record, could I please have your full name?

A: Benjamin Terrence O’Dwyer.

Q: And, Mr O’Dwyer, you have sworn – well, signed and prepared a statement 30 
bearing today’s date 10 February 2022?

A: That is correct.

Q: And do you have a copy of the statement in front of you, sir?

A: I do, Mr Jurth.

[1.09 pm] Q: Does the main body of your statement extend to 26 pages, 197 paragraphs and 
is that your signature on the 26th page?40 
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A: There are 26 pages, 197 paragraphs and that is my signature.

Q: Thank you Mr O’Dwyer.  In addition there is the annexure A marking page 
and what follows after that is your single page curriculum vitae?

A: That is correct Mr Jurth, yes.

Q: Then after that you will see there is annexure B.  You heard the explanation I 
just gave the Commissioners of the logic of this document and how you put it 10 
together.  Did I get it right?

A: You did, thank you Mr Jurth.

Q: Thank you.  This annexure B comprises 92 separately numbered footnotes and 
then the documents appear within those footnote references, is that so?

A: Yes, it does.

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, are the contents of your statement true and correct to the best 20 
of your information, knowledge and belief?

A: Yes, they are.

Q: Are there any corrections or additions you wish to now make before we 
commence your examination?

A: No, there is not, Mr Jurth.

Q: All right thank you.  It might be convenient first to start with your curriculum 30 
vitae, Mr O’Dwyer.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Are you going to tender that Mr Jurth?

MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioner White, yes, indeed.  I tender that 
Commissioners.  That is to say I tender the statement annexure A and annexure B.

THE CHAIRMAN:  This annexure B the actual documents are not there and I might 
need to sight before I decide in admitting the statement together with the annexures.

40 
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MR JURTH:  Yes Chief Commissioner.  My understanding is that they are available 
electronically at this moment and they should be able to be put up on the screen.  I 
hope I am right about that.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents marked out in the – they are there, is it?

MR JURTH:  So, there we go.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
10 

MR JURTH:  What you see there Chief Commissioner is that the version on the 
screen is, for example, page 4 of 591, do you see that?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

MR JURTH:  So, each of the documents which appear in the numbered footnotes is 
there attached and available electronically.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It is just that in my copy of the witness statement the annexure 
B is not provided so I just asked that question but otherwise it is in order.  20 
Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will admit that statement together 
with the two annexures.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:  It will be marked Exhibit PPPP, I think.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is, yes thank you Chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.30 

EXHIBIT PPPP – STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN TERENCE O’DWYER 
WITH ANNEXURES A AND B

MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  Mr O’Dwyer, you completed your 
Bachelor of Commerce at the University of Queensland in 2000?

A: That is correct.
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Q: Then in 2002 you became an approved adviser to the Bendigo Stock 
Exchange?

A: That is correct.

Q: You became PS146 Compliant which I gather is jargon for a stock broker, that 
is a stock broking license in 2002?

A: Correct.
10 

Q: Then in 2003 you attained a Graduate Diploma of Applied Finance?

A: That is correct.

Q: And most relevantly for these proceedings in 2006 you became an ASX 
Accredited Derivates Trader, is that so?

A: That is correct.  I actually completed it in 2002 as per my CV and then there 
were renewals in 2006 and 2009 but we use 2006 as the midpoint between 
those, Mr Jurth.20 

Q: Thank you I see that now.  Your professional experience is there set out and 
we will come to some of that throughout your evidence and then you have 
some papers and presentations that you have given on the dates and at the 
locations in the bottom section of your CV.

A: That is correct.

Q: Now, in - - -
30 

A: I should point out Mr Jurth, and I apologize - 1999 to 2001, I have noticed 
that was Oddmanet Securities that became JP Morgan Chase Manhattan 
Bankers Australia, I think, and changed its name so I apologize if I got JP 
Morgan only. That was actually the combination of Oddmanet and several 
other organizations that came together at that time I think when I left, it was 
JP Morgan Australia, as it was known, which is why it shows up there in that 
column.

Q: Yes. Now, throughout the period 2002 to - let us say 2007, what was your 
principal employment and what was role there?40 
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A: I was a stock broker, provided general stock broking advice to both retail and 
intermediary clients. My passion and I guess the expertise I developed was 
looking after high net worth client particularly or clients with large 
concentration risks in their portfolios and understanding, if I could say 
derivative or as I call them monetized structures that would allow them to 
release value from that shareholding and to make other investments.

Q: Now, did you during that period, 2002 to 2007, do that type of work in Papua 
New Guinea?10 

A: Yes, we did. Yes, I did.

Q: Yes. When did you first start working in Papua New Guinea?

A: I started first work in 2002, memory serves me well in my statement. And it 
was in the year 2004, that my first - was introduced and met with the 
Independent Business Corporation under my employment with … at that time. 
Later, we were discussion with the IPBC Managing Director at that time, 
Masket Iangalio, and one of the employees there, Robert Nilkare, about 20 
monetizing their position in Oil Search or funding potential Sate-owned 
enterprise and infrastructure investment.

Q: Yes. And there is a good summary of your relevant employment history set 
out in paragraph 9 of your statement that extends a few pages. Now, you will 
see there the reference to 2007 and that is incorporation of the company 
Backwell Lombard Capital?

A: Back Well, that is B-a-c-k, Backwell Lombard Capital. I apologize, Mr Jurth, 
for that but - - -30 

Q: You are quite right to correct me, Mr O’Dwyer, thank you. Backwell 
Lombard Capital which as the acronym BLC in the statement, and you are a 
managing director of that company?

A: I was, correct.

Q: And the other person involved in this company is your father, Mr Terry 
O’Dwyer?

40 
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A: That is correct.

Q: And while we are talking corporate incarnations the other relevant company 
to your statement is National Capital Limited?

A: Correct.

Q: And did you give the acronym NCL in the statement and that was the company 
incorporated in late 2008?

10 
A: It was incorporated in Papua New Guinea in late 2008.

Q: And was your father Terry O’Dwyer also associated with that?

A: (..inaudible..)

Q: Sorry, I missed that.

A: Sorry, sorry, Mr Jurth, I was not sure if you were talking or it went - - -
20 

Q: No, it is - - -

A: I apologize. I said National Capital Limited or NCL was incorporated in Papua 
New Guinea in late 2008.

Q: Yes.

A: As opposed to BLC which was incorporated in Australia.

Q: Thank you. And was your father also associated with NCL?30 

A: Yes, he was.

[1.19 pm] Q: All right. Now, can we then take up paragraph 12 of your statement?  Mr
O’Dwyer, you will see that the events here relate to the IPBC and we take up 
the chronology in late 2006 onwards.  You say in paragraph 12 that the 
conceptual development, the use of Oil Search shares held by IPBC on behalf 
of the State to fund development growth and participation, was developed in 
2004 by you while employed at ABN AMRO Morgans.  “I discussed the 
concept with IPBC Managing Director prior to Mr Blake, Mr Masket Iangalio40 
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and another employee of IPBC, Mr Robert Nilkare.”  Could you just expand 
for our benefit what the concept is?  What do you mean by the concept of 
using the Oil Search shares in this way?

A: Generic, what we say by monetizing an asset is if you own an asset that is 
unencumbered or has no borrowing or debt against that, there is an inherent 
value underpinning that asset, in this case, Oil Search share was listed on the 
Australian Stock Exchange as well as the Port Moresby Stock Exchange.  And 
monetizing the Oil Search shares could be to relate part of that share price, 
that equity value and being able to invest that in other projects without losing 10 
the beneficial ownership or the dividends and those sorts of other instruments 
that come with holding a stake in such an asset; so you are releasing part of 
the value.  If it was worth $5 on the market, you might be able to release $3 
of that value depending on the structure with it to invest elsewhere.

Q: You had conversations with Mr Nilkare and Mr Blake about this.  When did 
you first mention this concept to them?

A: Well, I mentioned that first of all to Mr Nilkare in 2004 and Mr Iangalio in 
2004.  That followed the 2003 Money Show topic that we presented – I20 
presented with another colleague, and that was all about derivative and 
(..inaudible..) structures and releasing value portfolio or highly concentrated 
risk portfolios, I should say.

Q: And then in paragraph 14, you tell us that then you were introduced to the then 
current – or the then new IPBC Managing Director Mr Glen Blake?

A: By Robert Nilkare, correct, so I had continued to maintain a lot of 
communications with Nilkare during that period that we discussed.

30 
Q: And, I take it, your ideas found favour with the representatives of IPBC 

because then in paragraph 15, you tell us that BLC was engaged to provide 
advice in various matters to IPBC?

A: I do not know if that tried to particularly found favour  I would like to say yes 
and agree with you but he history says something else.  We were engaged I 
think - that was the first introduction to understand what sort of advice and 
thinking that we had around the assets held by IPBC and the understanding 
that we had about what their role was and what they needed to do with State-
owned enterprise development and delivery in Papua New Guinea.40 
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Q: What was the nature of BLC’s engagement on, in what way was it engaged 
by the IPBC to provide this advice?

A: We were engaged as a corporate advisor directly.  There were several matters
we were part of a committee that was advising on fundings such as an 
investment reforms or State-owned enterprises.  We did that I think with 
Freehills and KPMG.  As a result of that work Mr Blake asked if we would 
act on behalf of IPBC to advise them on the New Britain Palm Oil takeover 
bid of Ramu Sugar, and we did that.10 

[1.24 pm] I think it is detailed in my statement about that.  And apparently as a result of 
those things we also provided some advice and an offer around how the State 
could utilize the Oil Search shares or new funding or PNG LNG equity 
funding.  

Q: Did the idea of using the Oil Search shares in this way predate the PNG LNG
project or did it arise because of that?

A: It predated that.  Back in 2004 was when I first came up with that and 20 
unfortunately I do not have any records from 2004 to demonstrate that.

Q: Thank you.  In paragraph 16 you referred to an August 2007 meeting with Mr 
Blake and Minister Arthur Somare in Brisbane.  You say that you were 
discussing how the unencumbered Oil Search shareholding could be used on 
the basis of a collateralized funding solution.  Was this again in general terms 
or it just relate specifically to PNG LNG?

A: That is related, if I recall, specifically to PNG LNG.
30 

Q: And what was Minister Somare’s response to your proposal?

A: From August 22 2007, Mr Jurtt, I would not be able to give you an accurate 
undertaking as to what his response was or any discussion following that.  We 
did follow up with Mr Blake following the meeting in relation to what 
Minister Arthur Somare thought of the proposition but we never actually 
heard or had any formal correspondence in relation to that.

Q: Very well.  If I could take you to paragraph 20 under the heading, PNG LNG 
Project?  This is now a year later and you say that as part of the ongoing advice 40 
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to IBPC you did a number of things.  When did you start actively working on 
matters related to PNG LNG?

A: I believe – my recollection would say it was during the course of 2007, and I 
say that because we were directly engaged as part of the committee looking at 
the funding and structural requirements for State-owned enterprises as 
directed by the director, Mr Blake, of IBPC.  There was a large amount of 
work conducted on that and part of that work involved discussion on the
State’s purchase of the PNG LNG equity, how that was going to be funded 
and under which entity whether it was Petromin or IPBC, would actually be 10 
the ultimate holder of the PNG LNG equity decision.  So evidence as 
presented there is said in note 1 about some other correspondence.  I have also 
provided to counsel the earlier work in that that occurred in 2007 and all those 
funding in discussion documents and presentation. 

Q: In August 2008, and I am still looking at paragraph 20, you raised a concern 
with Mr Blake and you quote words from an email that “the required level of 
funding in one line is unlikely to be delivered without… (reads).. than 
unacceptable conditions.” In layman’s terms, what does that mean?  What 
was your concern?20 

A: We were of the understanding – we have been sent a copy, a very early draft 
copy from Goldman Sachs executive and Oil Search about an exchangeable 
bond for IPBC to use for funding the equity in PNG LNG.  Those terms were 
draft terms but the sense of what we saw meant that there was a large amount 
of risk that we believe that the Independent State of Papua New Guinea would 
owe if it entered an exchangeable bond under the terms that were being 
presented at that time.  

[1.29 pm] Capital raised the $1 billion last immediately without knowing the final 30 
costings and has been published the cost did change over time.  And we also 
thought it would be quite unfair for the State to be in a position where it would 
be the only participant that would fund its capital investment in the PNG LNG 
project upfront or raise the funds upfront when no other – one of the other 
participants had actually done so at that stage. 

Q: And you had a different proposal for how one might go about monetizing the 
Oil Search shares that did not involve in exchangeable bond; is that right?

A: That is correct.
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Q: And in paragraph 25, you spoke with Mr Yauieb?

A: That is correct.

Q: And is this the beginning of your inquiry into details that would then lead to 
your formal proposal?

A: That is correct.

Q: And what information are you asking him for I refer to there?

A: In the first document, you are referring to paragraph 25, is that right?

Q: Yes.

A: You are referring to paragraph 25 about the breakdown of the payments that 
were required, is that – sorry, Mr Jurth, is that what you are referring to?10 

Q: Well, I am asking you you see there is an email that is set out there or an 
excerpt of an email that is set out there that has got percentages in it - - -

A: Yes - - -

Q: What do these percentages related to; what information are you asking Mr 
Yauieb to provide you?

A: I was not asking I was confirming from a phone call that we had.  Mr Yauieb 
had informed me during a phone call earlier on that is referenced again in 
some of those emails where we were going to have a conference call but it 
was Mr Yauieb within Treasury that gave me the percentages of the capital 
payment date that the State was required to make to take up their full 20 
percentage in the PNG LNG project.  He gave us verbally on a phone call.  I 
think in that email where I said here is what you told me; 30 per cent in 09; 
20 per cent 10, 20, 18 and 10 as per my evidence and he came back and said, 
you did not need to cancel a conference board, he looked forward to receiving 
the monetized proposal which meant in my opinion, we had gone back in
writing and said this is what we understood; he said, I look forward to 
receiving your proposal which meant we were in agreement on what the 
capital down dates or time it was for PNG LNG to exercise its rights within 
the PNG LNG Project.

Q: Yes, thank you.  And then your proposal, we will shortly provide it and we 30 
see the main terms set out in paragraph 28.
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A: You see an understanding what those draw down calculations were that does 
not actually constitute what we were offering in terms of funding.  We as we 
said at the outset we were providing corporate advice we were not providing 
our balance sheet to fund this, we actually had funding that was confirmed by
JP Morgan at that time and I think we were looking at using a protected equity 
style monetized structure where what we would do is utilize the Oil Search 
share price times by the 196,604,177 shares held by the Independent State of 
Papua New Guinea in Oil Search and releasing the capital value out of that 
incrementally over time protecting any downside movement so that way the 
State could retain its ownership in Oil Search as well as fund its capital cost 10 
for the PNG LNG equity.

Q: Very well.  Brisbane could I please have that document brought up?  That is 
the 21 October 2008 funding proposal which is footnote 5. 

[1.34pm] That is the 21 October 2008 proposal you have prepared and it is addressed to 
the Secretary of the Department of Treasury.  And could I go to page 3 of that 
document under the heading ‘Details of the Proposal’.  Now, just help me 
understand this, Mr O’Dwyer, when you say that you were not placing your 
balance sheet or not offering to fund this, was this a proposal in the way of 
advice that this is the type of thing that could be achieved rather than an actual 
proposal to provide this level of funding with these types of securities and 20 
other details?

A: I am sorry, Mr Jurth, you dropped out at the most critical part of your question 
and I would like to understand that correctly so I can answer you properly, I 
am sorry.

Q: Yes, certainly, I will ask you again.  You will see here we have the details of 
your proposal.  When you said that you were not putting your balance sheet 
on the line at this point, you were not offering to fund it; rather just to provide 
advice.  Do we take this proposal as something that was capable in your view 
at the time of being achieved rather than an offer for you to actually provide 30 
this level of funding on these terms?

A: This was an offer at the time that could be achieved through an agreement that 
Backwell Lombard Capital had with JP Morgan that we had discussed.  We 
had introduced Mr Blake previously and directly to JP Morgan through our 
process.  We had a very transparent and open level of communication whereby 
we introduced not only the balance sheet provider which was JP Morgan but 
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we also introduced the incline which was IPBC so that all parties could discuss 
what they were required or would need.  And from that we worked as an 
adviser to be paid as an adviser in assisting JP Morgan to a structure of what 
we thought was the best seat for Papua New Guinea at the time.  I might add, 
most banks – I am pretty certain every investment bank within Australia and 
the Asia Pacific Region has a derivative desk in some form.  This was not 
anything unusual it was not particularly …. intellectual property by us.  This 
was a mechanism in the market that was available.  If you understood it and 
had worked in a period of time to understand that there were instruments that 
you could utilize to unlock that underlying value in list of equities.  So, this 10 
was a real offer but we needed confirmation about appointments because the 
investment bank whether it was JP Morgan which it was in these 
circumstances could not price this without some indication of moving the offer 
forward.

Q: Now, ultimately this offer was not accepted and as you know it was – the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction that the State ultimately entered into.

A: Yes.
20 

Q: Can I ask you to go to paragraph 37 of your statement because you there set 
out the key differences between this proposal and the one that was ultimately 
entered into.  And could I ask you to take the commissioners through the 
differences between your proposal and the one that was ultimately entered 
into?

A: Certainly.  Commissioners will see paragraph 37.  I have attempted to provide 
that in a simple form.  The difference for us was we believed that the moment 
the State acquired its equity or stated to acquire its equity in the PNG LNG 
Project as a project partner, what would occur would be confident by the 30 
market and realization by the market that the PNG LNG Project would move 
forward.  We understood that the State of Papua New Guinea had an emotional 
attachment to its shareholding in Oil Search and so therefore our approach 
was different to an exchangeable bond.   

[1.39 pm] What we were asking to do was not to fund upfront the 100 per cent of the 
equity contribution, did not have that market risk that we were not sure of 
future value and price.  There was this strategic position that the State of PNG
held that we thought was very valuable and that was either a blocking or 
confirming take over stake of 17 per cent.  So, we thought structure that 40 
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provided protection against downside movement in share price but allowed a 
100 per cent upside participation in the underline equity value would be a lot 
more dynamic and able to be managed under the requirements of the State of 
Papua New Guinea as supposed to any other transactions that would be 
available in the market.

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, in relation to that point there is a good place to look at paragraph 
28 which sets out the timing and the amounts.  So, do I understand what you 
just said to be in effect that as at 2009 your understanding was that the State 
only required 310 million, following year an extra 200 million and so on rather 10 
than requiring the entire approximately US$1 billion in 2009?

A: That is correct.  I believe that the budget had already allocated, I think that 
was the 2008 budget that was brought down in 2007.  I think the Treasurer at 
the time the Honourable Patrick Pruaitch had made – it might have been a year 
later, I might be one year out but there was certainly money that I am sure was 
made available through the budget in ‘07 and ‘08 for part of the equity 
contribution to the PNG LNG Project.  Therefore, at that time it was estimated 
the State’s required funding level was about US$1 billion but that did not take 
into account any cost overruns that may occur during the construction period 20 
of the budget.

Q: In your mind there is a risk difference and a cost difference between
staggering the drawn down in this way over time as opposed to borrowing the 
whole amount upfront?

A: Yes, I do.

Q: I interrupted you.  If I could take you back to paragraph 37.  The next point 
you make is one concerning security.  Your proposal was a security over the 30 
Oil Search shares only whereas the ultimate proposal was a security given 
over all of the assets of the general business trust which of course includes all 
of the State-owned enterprises from. 

A: That is correct.  As I said we were not labouring this we were utilizing our 
understanding of market product and what was available in the market and 
where the price was and the discussion from investment banks around where 
they saw Oil Search and where Oil Search saw its value going.  We saw a very 
simple, very manageable structure that allowed the underlying security deals 
that share price that dictate how and when the State would drawdown its 40 
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equity contribution that is payable over next four to five years.  I think four 
years. By not including the General Business Trust we simply had one asset 
that was at risk, not all State enterprise assets.

Q: I gather from your heading there that you were of the view and remain of the 
view that your proposal was superior to the one that was ultimately entered 
into?

A: Correct.
10 

Q: Were you ever given a reason why your proposal was not accepted, did you 
ever get any feedback from anybody in relation to your proposal?

A: Mr Jurth, I did not.

Q: How did you find out that your proposal had been rejected or was it just simply 
the fact that you found out that the other transaction had been entered into?

A: The other transaction had been entered into and I think by my statement long
after that we were contacted by IPBC to give them some more advice on the 20 
executed transaction that they had completed with the exchangeable bond.

Q: Can I then move you forward to 2012 which commences at paragraph 42 of 
your statement?

A: Yes.

[1.44pm]\ Q: And  you refer here to people well known to the Commission as Minister Ben 
Micah?

30 
A: Correct.

Q: And his advisor, Dr Clement Waine and also Mr Wapu Sonk?

A: Yes, correct.

Q: Was this the first tine in August 2012 that you met these gentlemen?

A: That is correct.
40 
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Q: And what was the reason for your meeting with these gentlemen at that time?

A: Mr Jurth, it has to be seen from the summary to start. We have been engaged 
in several transactions in PNG through our companies, with BLC, NCL. Both 
of those transactions had led to litigation. I was meeting with the minister,
the newly appointed minister to sit with him and discuss with him the 
litigation that was on foot. So I brought all my relevant documents at that 
time. The meeting was organized and I met with the minister very briefly who 
then asked me to sit with his advisor in Dr Waine and Mr Sonk as well to go 
through the level of detail that I thought that we were there to discuss which 10 
was the matter in direct relation to his portfolio.

Q: Very well. And the IPIC Bond, you say was raised with you. was the IPIC 
bond in general or was it already the refinancing of the exchangeable bond?

A: It was the IPIC bond and what it meant and did I have any understanding about 
what the State was engaged in with the IPIC bond, because Minister Micah 
was in the Parliament. I believe, that was his first time in Parliament and he 
was a new minister so he obviously received some information or understood 
what was in front of him and the discussion was about; did I have an 20 
information on IPIC given the history of what I have done in PNG. 

Q: Now, during the latter half of 2012, you give some detail there in paragraphs 
44 to 49 of communications that you had with Minister Micah?

A: Correct.

Q: And do I take it that all of this really comes to ahead in November 2012 where 
the issue of refinancing the IPIC bond and introduction of UBS first arises?

30 
A: The introduction of UBS and the discussion of UBS, frankly started in 

November but if you go back to October, very quickly the minister and 
particularly Dr Waine, understood that there was something on the balance 
sheet of IPBC that needed much more data. We received the terms and 
conditions of the IPIC exchangeable bond and we began to provide advice in 
relation to the operation of those terms and conditions that the State was under 
which led to the discussion around; can we refinance this bond, so the State 
can hold its fair share of equity in Oil Search and the PNG LNG Project.
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Q: And just in summary form, was your method of refinancing of the proposal, 
did it look something like the original 2007 and 2008 proposals?

A: Yes, similarly. The market had developed in Papua New Guinea. The capital 
market is highly uninvolved in proper funding structures in Papua New 
Guinea in my opinion. And as a consequence of that, we had spent and we 
had done the transactions where we had the support of domestic and 
international parties that had looked at and worked through structures and 
liquidity requirements in, I guess, the general banking environment in Papua 
New Guinea. The proposal that we first went to the State was that Mr Micah 10 
and Dr Waine with was a collective protected equity position against the Oil 
Search shares which were lodged within the IPIC exchangeable bond as well 
as utilizing the excess liquidity within the financial system in Papua New 
Guinea which we believe there was then and there is still to this day a very 
large amount of liquid surplus funds that are not … properly.

[1.49 pm] And we thought if we could structure a debt issuance, a monetized structure 
or something similar within the local market, the State could actually have its 
local institutions to participate in such important refinancing as the one that 
we were contemplating. 20 

Q: Now, you referred to conversations you had with Mr Edward Burns, an 
executive director in derivatives at UBS.  Was that conversation specifically 
about refinancing the IPIC exchangeable bond?

A: Yes, it was.

Q: And had he had contact on that topic from anyone else or were you the first to 
raise this issue with him?

30 
A: I was the first to raise the issue with him.  And I might add, I had known Ed 

for a long period of time before this first meeting or so-called conversation I 
had with Ed.  A friend of mine who is now at Citi who I spoke to at Citi, that 
is mention of further down was Ed’s boss so I had known them both for a 
period of time.  Ed was still at UBS.  He and I completed another transaction 
for a high network client I think about three years earlier through the same –
through a monetized structure with UBS and so Ed was the first person I 
thought out of respect and professional camaraderie that I would go to him 
with my thoughts and conversations.

40 
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Q: To your knowledge, was anybody else at UBS dealing with the IPIC 
exchangeable bond refinancing in November 2002?

A: No, Mr Jurth.

Q: Now, these conversations with Minister Micah on the one hand and Edward 
Burns, this really culminates in an offer for a proposal rather that you made iu
made in April 2013.  Is that right?

A: That is what my notes, my statement says.  Mr Jurth, you will be correct but I 10 
am sorry, I was just trying to refresh my memory in terms of what we have 
done previously.  I think we have been given a very high level overview 
previously but the first real deal on the bones came at the time you are 
referring to, correct.

Q: Yes.  So just a - - - -

A: And the conversation was not only with – sorry, just to let you know, the 
conversation was not only with – excuse me, Mr Burns at UBS and the 
minister.  We had actively engaged Dr Waine who was the advisor to the 20 
minister and we had also brought Anthony Latimer in who we have been 
notified was going to be the legal counsel for IPBC in understanding in any 
refinancing efforts of the IPIC exchangeable bond.

Q: Yes.  And you referred to Mr Latimer in paragraph 59, is that – about in March 
2013 – is that about the first time you had dealings with Mr Latimer?  

A: No.  I had dealings with Latimer – I have had dealings with Mr Latimer 
frankly since 2009.  I knew Mr Latimer.  He was one of our Australian legal 
counsel when he was at Corrs Chambers.  He ceased to act for us when he left 30 
Corrs Chambers to go to Norton Rose .  This draft advice, I believe you will 
have this evidence there where Anthony Latimer was – Mr Latimer, I am 
sorry, was sent the advice and some of the detail of what we have been 
discussing with Minister Micah and Dr Waine from late 2012.  

Q: Yes, I see you referred to that in paragraph 53, do you not?  

A: I do.
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Q: Yes.  Then the chronology runs forward, dealings with each of these 
gentlemen that you have just mentioned, and then we get really, do we not, to 
paragraph 66 and the heading, BLC’s proposal to refinance the IPIC bond and 
could we bring that proposal up, that is footnote 31.

[1.54pm] And there you will see it is addressed to Dr Clement Waine, the adviser to the 
Minister for Public Enterprises and State Investments.  And this is a 
comprehensive document.  It extends to 9 pages and contains a lot of details 
as well as, I think, at least two separate proposals.  

10 
In a nutshell, Mr O’Dwyer, how does this proposal differ from the previous 
proposals that you had put forward to deal with the IPBC Exchangeable Bond?

A: It was not a great deal different.  Frankly, the fact of the matter is the State of 
Papua New Guinea owned a blocking stake as strategic stake in Oil Search.  
That underpinned the thinking for any refinancing that was the underpinning 
for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  Our belief was utilizing the value within 
Oil Search plus a basket of other listed equities.  So, there would be no 
recourse.  I say that again, there will be no recourse to any State-owned
enterprise to any negative pledge we would engage in the domestic liquidity 20 
that was inherent within the PNG system with the PNG institutions.  We 
believed that we could structure a much more simple, a much more dynamic 
and a much more certain outcome for the State by understanding what we had 
known and built from since 2007, the advice we started to provide and 
understand from 2007.

Q: Now, am I right in thinking that the essence of this offer was still to unlock or 
monetize as you say the value in the Oil Search shares, do I take it that that is 
a constant thing throughout all of your proposals that you were focusing on 
increasing the value in the Oil Search shares without recourse to all of the 30 
other assets in the General Business Trust?

A: That is correct.  We needed to bring it back to a simple very definitive security 
level as opposed to wide ranging, high risk, non-manageable positions that the 
State is currently in.

Q: Would you describe their structure as more orthodox?

A: Which structure; the structure that we had proposed?
40 
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Q: Yes.

A: More orthodox - - -

Q: Perhaps I could put it this way; less complex?

A: It was less complex and it was more – and I believe more inclusive.  But not 
only less complex, I think, less risky to the State in terms of the security and 
certainly moving forward.

10 
Q: By more inclusive, do you mean that a component of this offer was a domestic 

funding component?

A: Correct, correct.  At the end of the day this was the PNG LNG Project was a 
PNG Project.  And I think the commissioners have heard enough from 
everybody else, all the other witnesses that have come forward about the 
desire not only to invest but to also hold the Oil Search shares, and one way 
to have ownership in a project, one way to develop a meaningful and 
emotional attachment to that project and therefore it possess is to have 
engagement by the local financial institutions and intermediaries and parties 20 
that could become involved in some sort of funding and return structure that 
was directly linked where they otherwise could not obtain in any other form.

Q: Yes.  Now, just to make sense of that; could I please have page 6 of this 
document brought up?  And you will see there, Mr O’Dwyer, the heading 
‘International Funding or Proposed Plan B International Funding’.  

A: Yes, that is correct.

Q: And there we have a - - -30 

A: Sorry?

Q: Go ahead.

A: No, you ask the question.  I am sorry, I was thinking and talking – I should 
just - - -

Q: I just wanted to highlight that it seemed that it was sort of a two-thirds one-
third split or maybe even three quarters and one quarter split.  The 40 
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approximate value that you were seeking to fund through international sources 
was about that 1.3-1.4 billion.  And then if we go over the pages to Domestic 
Funding heading, it is about AUD$400 million?

[1.59 pm] A: That is correct.

Q: Have I got that right?

A: That is correct.  That is correct.  So this was an infinitive; this was as we now 
know we are right, others are wrong.  This was; here are the opportunities that 10 
we can actually see and can be structured for the State and put that plan B in
internationally have actually been given three choices so they understand 
protected equity, equity monetization and an outright sale.  We were not 
saying, this is the only solution; we were saying there are many market-driven 
solutions. We have to maximize the values to the State by choosing the right 
one.  Attached to that, an international funding plan attached to that with a 
domestic funding plan for inter-arrangement within Papua New Guinea.

Q: Yes.  The result of this proposal is that BLC was retained as a non-exclusive 
lead manager and arranger for re-financing the IPBC Exchangeable Bond by 20 
Minister Micah:  Is that so?

A: That is correct.

Q: You set that out in paragraph 71.  Can I please bring up Footnote 36, and there, 
we will see the appointment document itself dated 31 May 2013?

A: I think that was the second mandate, I believe, that we located and supplied 
one from 2012; I sorry, Mr Jurth, but at this relevant time during this was the 
relevant – appointment letter from the minister.  Correct.30 

Q: Yes, and we see this commencing with – I refer to your letter dated 24 April 
2013; and then, of course, is the proposal that we were just looking at?

A: Yes.

Q: Along with its attachments.  It goes on to say that, “The National Executive 
Council has provided approval for the re-financing of the IPBC EB in several 
decisions and one of those is identified.”  It refers to the Ministerial Economic 
Committee?40 
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A: That is correct. This confirms as it was on propriate date, 31 May 2013, who 
was in charge and who was aware of what was going on.

Q: And by who is in charge, you mean the Minister for Public Enterprises and 
State Investments Minister Micah?

A: That is correct with his engagement into the Ministerial Economic Committee.

Q: Yes.  There on the last paragraph on that page, we see that it confirms your 10 
firm Backwell Lombard Capital, “as the Lead Manager and Arranger in 
consultation with my advisors to provide the following instructions.”  Then 
there are a number of matters there but most importantly, to present terms of 
funding a proposal.  Is that it?

A: That is correct.

Q: Yes.  Following this you went away and you did some more work; and 
importantly, you had further conversations, more indepth conversations with 
Edward Burns at UBS?20 

A: Correct. UBS had a process when they were dealing with us was to cover up 
all the requirements that did find some legal division needed to complete it 
and one of those was an updated and agreed letter signed by the relevant 
minister in charge or responsible for this matter so that UBS would clear it up 
with, who dealing with was appointed proof of process by the State of PNG.  

Q: We will come to that in a minute.  Before that, could we look at two documents 
both dated 7 June.  First, could I please have Footnote 39, which is the UBS 
letter to you.30 

A:  Yes.

Q: This is really the outcome of your negotiations and conversations with Mr 
Burns, is that right?

A: That is correct.

Q: Again at this point June 2013, to your knowledge, was Ed Burns.  Is that right?
40 
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A: That is correct.

Q: Again, at this point June 2013 to your knowledge was Ed Burns or UBS 
dealing with anybody else?

A: (..inaudible..)

Q: And I should clarify that question.  Anybody else concerning the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond Refinancing?

A: Not that we were aware of at that time and certainly nothing communicated 
to us by the UBS that we would have assumed at that time considering we 10 
were negotiating how our relationship would move forward will work.  They 
would have requirement to notify us that they were pricing the exactly same 
transaction for other parties.

Q: And given your experience in the industry in the transactions of this kind and 
also your relationship with Mr Burns, is that the sort of thing you would expect 
him to have told you about?

A: Absolutely.  And he did in subsequent emails.

Q: Yes.  Again, we will not go through the detail of this document but is this 
consistent with the type of proposals that you had been putting forward to the 
State; namely using the Oil Search shares as security not using any of the 20 
assets in the General Business Trust and attempting to put forward a more 
simple transaction with that headline security if I could put it that way without 
all the other complications?

A: Absolutely.  Mr Jurth, that was our intention in 2007 and it was still our 
intention in 2013.

Q: But it is still a collar loan arrangement is it not?

A: It is still a collar loan arrangement and unfortunately it needed to be a collar 
loan arrangement in its form from investment banks because the State of PNG 
through IPBC had already logged in certain known outcome with the Oil 
Search shares under the exchangeable bond.  So unfortunately, you could not 30 
just rate monetize the asset of Oil Search because you were not able to raise 
enough money with certainty and without exposing the State to more risk than 
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they currently held under the exchangeable bond program than if you actually 
put together a collar structure or an asset that was now encumbered.

Q: But am I also right in thinking that the collar loan is the usual structure where 
the principal security is a parcel of shares?

A: It can be and it depends you can have your usual shares and bonds and convert 
ordinary shares into an instalment warrant and instalment warrant will release 
a certain amount of capital out of the equity position but that amount would 
depend on the pricing mechanism of the warrant but you will be forced to both 
downside and you will also be able to participate in upside.  One of the things 
that had become clear was the State was or should I say through the 10 
discussions backwards and forwards an understanding where the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond terms and conditions sat, certainly the outcome and 
certainly the funding was paramount for State to retain that emotional 
shareholding in Oil Search.  I could not foresee how you could simply 
monetize or use another structure as opposed to a collar to be able to achieve 
the outcome of buying the Oil Search shares back.  

Q: Could we please go to footnote 40 and that is your letter also dated 7 June 
2013 and this is your proposal following your appointment as the lead 
manager and arranger by the minister.  This is your first proposal to him after 
that.  And if in terms - if I understand this correctly - picks up the offer and 20 
the structure from UBS to you and makes it in turn to the State.  Is that a fair 
description?

A: Absolutely.  That is a very fair description.  I do want to point out though I 
also suggested that no time the name UBS not understood by Minister Micah 
and Dr Clement Waine in their capacity and under our appointment.  

Q: Sorry, I missed – could you say that again please?  At no time did - - - -

A: I said at no stage was the minister, Minister Micah and Dr Waine not 
understanding that this funding – first funding proposal had come from UBS 
and it actually provided the details that we got on UBS letterhead to both 
minister and Dr Waine.  30 

[2.09pm] Q: At this point in June 2013 you are still the lead manager and arranger, when 
did you first become aware that there are other parties that appear to be 
performing this type of role or something similar?
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A: You have asked a really good question Mr Jurth and I will explain it in direct 
relation to the evidence that I had.  I had some correspondence of direct 
conversation with Mr Micah at some stage and I have referenced it here and I 
have emailed Dr Waine about being notified from the Minister that he had 
engaged or had spoken to the Department of Treasury, NPCP and I believe 
somebody else about the work that we were engaged in. I took that as a – I
do not know how I should put that – but I will have to refer back to the specific 
email.  But what that means and I was more concerned or not inclusive but 
pricing these things can become difficult.  It also leads to mean as external
advisor’s agenda which is to structure and fund the best outcome late in time 10 
for the state in the circumstances they are in.  So nobody believed that there 
was another advisor officially appointed by the minister under his NEC 
appointed (..inaudible..).

Q: And so far as you understood your appointment remained extent - - -

A: Or unofficially.

Q: Yes, and as far as you understood your appointment remained extent and you 
continued working pursuant to that appointment?  

A: That is correct. My appointment had never been revoked, Mr Jurth so in all 
seriousness I am probably still working under the same appointment today.

Q: Now, Mr O’Dwyer about a month later in July 2013, you provided a further 20 
proposal and we can pick that up at paragraph 87 of your statement, what was 
the difference between the June proposal and the July 2013 proposal or was it 
not much difference?

A: It was – the fundamental issues to the State was always around how you fund 
the Oil Search or refinance the Oil Search component within the 
Exchangeable Bond.  All of these proposals all of them are in relation to Oil 
Search as a stand-alone component.  The structure and the terms of the 
Exchangeable Bond meant that the Oil Search shares alone could not be used 
to refinance what was owed to the Exchangeable Bond holders and so we 
understood that the minister and who was then I believe Secretary of the 30 
Department Dr Waine understood that this was the critical point because this 
was the largest listed asset that the State owned but there was a requirement 
for funding behind that asset to actually allow the amount of money needing 
to be raised to be raised.
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Q: Yes.

A: All of these will be in relation to the Oil Search shares and I refer back to 
previous engagement in terms of development of the domestic institutions in 
some sort of basket bond or no issuance within PNG.

Q: Just comparing the June proposal and July proposal, are we to understand that 
the July proposal there is a refinement of the earlier one but in substance is 
more or less the same or is it a wholly new direction and a different proposal?

[2.14 pm] A: No, more or less the same.  It was updated information.  As you would know 
Mr Jurth and Commissioners, f had been put in a position of understanding 
this since 2004 so part of our role in the sense of advice ensuring that 10 
everybody was aware of what was going on; education is the key, you do  not 
understand what you are doing, that is fraught with danger and so we 
continued to reinforce the collar understanding around Oil Search if the State 
was going to retain its Oil Search shareholding but at all times we understood 
that they needed to raise more money and how they did that was an important 
consideration that needed to be dealt with as part of all these proposals.

Q: In paragraph 90 of your statement you referred to a July 26, 2013 meeting in 
Brisbane attended by you, Mr Burns of UBS and Minister Ben Micah.  To 
knowledge was that the first time that Mr Ed Burns and Minister Micah had 
met?20 

A: Absolutely.

Q: So, you were in fact the introduction between a representative of UBS and 
Minister for State Enterprises?

A: That is correct.  On email previously I believe presented and included on 
emails with Mr Burns but I stand to be corrected from my evidence if I have 
got my dates slightly out but I believe they had been copied in on emails 
already together.30 

Q: By saying that the minister wanted to confirm that UBS was working with the 
BLC, what do you mean by that?

A: What I meant was the minister had been told that we did not have a 
relationship, that is, BLC did not have a relationship either within PNG or 
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parties outside of PNG.  I was asked to support the veracity of those statements
and the easiest way to support the veracity of those statement on our behalf 
was organized (,,inaudible..) meaning when the minister was coming through 
Brisbane.

Q: Did the meeting go well, was the minister so satisfied?

A: The minister continued to deal with me.  I can only assume that he was 
satisfied but that is a question for the minister to answer, I am sorry.

10 
Q: Thank you.  You then go on to refer to NAB, is that a second bank that then 

came into the mix to support your further proposals to the minister?

A: Support compete with what we had from UBS to get a different take of a
balance sheet that they might be able to do something that was in line with 
maybe monetized as supposed to a collar position.  At no stage was our 
arrangement particularly given that no final documentation was ever signed 
or would be signed by UBS.  If we were to maintain one funding source as the 
alternate to refinancing the Exchangeable Bond we not be doing our job.  Our 
job was to secure and discuss with several parties.  I guess the level of interest 20 
on their balance sheet to be able to provide said funding that was required as 
the underpinning to retain the Oil Search shares as instructed by the State.

Q: Following your discussions and meetings with representatives of the National 
Australia Bank in August 2013, did their level of understanding of the 
transaction and involvement with you rise to the same understanding that UBS 
had by then or was it somewhere below that?

A: To be frank with you, whether it was Oil Search, whether it was ANZ Bank 
shares, whether it was BHP shares, as I said at the outset and I want to make 30 
this clear that the underlying premise, there was no intellectual property in 
this component of refinancing IPIC.  

[2.19pm] This is a market structure that you can walk down the street, if you want new 
shares; you can actually look at monetizing your shares in different pools.  The 
discussion with NAB was not about so much of whether they would do it; it 
was what their parameters were, what their risk assessment was.  They said 
there they had a very tight requirement that they could not be exposed to more 
than 5 per cent of the underlying issue capital in one store.  At this stage, I 
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believe that the State held originally it was about 17 I think at this stage they 
have been (..inaudible..) (Internet issues).

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, can you hear me?

A: I can now.

Q: All right, thank you.  Without going into the details, was the UBS and the 
NAB, I do not want to say proposals but the – was the direction in which you 
were proceeding with these two banks the same or was there different 10 
approaches between the two?

A: No, it was the same approach.  It was the same methodology we used across 
the board.  What is the best pricing against some sort of monetized collar could 
the State achieve for the Oil Search shares that were currently part of the 
security arrangement of the exchangeable bond.

Q: And would you say the same in relation to the Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia and BT Financial Group who you refer to in the next two headings 
of your statement?20 

A: Absolutely.

Q: So, in effect, it is a fair assessment that by the end of August 2013, you had 
had discussions with and had if preliminary but you had proposals from UBS, 
NAB, CBA and BT Financial Group, all of which were pricing for you how 
you would refinance the IPIC Exchangeable Bond so that you could go back 
to Minister Micah with a proposal.  Is that a fair summary?

A: Yes, to a degree.  NAB were not, you know, trying to price it they were 30 
looking at being part of a lending arrangement against the security. So, their 
requirement slightly changed and CBA, I would have to refer to my notes and 
you would think I would remember this, but I believe that CBA was part of 
that same vein as NAB was in terms of how they understood risk and their 
participation.  Westpac or BT Financial, again, the gentleman there that I was 
dealing with I had known for a very long time and had a lot of dealings with,
I should point out that none of the approaches that we made were made on a 
cold-cold basis.  These were all relationships that we had within my 
organization.  These are relationships that have been accosted over a period 
of time through work, referrals, conduct and the like.  And so all these 40 
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conversations were being held on the same basis that we were holding it with 
the State which was it was private and confidential and this was of high 
importance to a particular party to refinance our position that they held but 
they did not want to hold it form any longer.

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, later in your statement you refer to Citi Bank.  Do you have the 
same comments to say – to make about Citi Bank in your relationship with 
them and their involvement in this process?

A: Absolutely.  Citi Bank, again, as I said at the outset of this, when I started 10 
speaking with Ed Burns, Ed Burns had a professional courtesy out of some of 
the work we had done earlier, and when I say earlier, I mean we had done a 
fair bit of work on a couple of matters.  That it worked out well for UBS and 
it worked out very well as it turned out for our client.  I gave him the courtesy 
of going to him first but I never went to him on the basis that we were never 
going to deal with another party because our role was not on an exclusive basis 
either as the appointed adviser or in terms of finding funding.  The greatest 
way to fail in funding is to not have a competitive process apart for the actual 
pricing at the point end.

20 
Q: And that is because the best price can only be achieved through this 

competitive process?

[2.24pm] A: Correct.

Q: Can I take you to paragraph 106 of your statement and you set out there a 
meeting on 13 August 2013 attended at the offices of Norton Rose in Sydney
attended by Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen, Mr Latimer, Mr Sullivan and yourself.  
Now, you say that the meeting was or that the subject matter of the meeting 
was something unrelated to anything to do with this but it seems the topic of 30 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond was raised in the course of this meeting in any 
event, is that so?

A: That is correct.

Q: And if we could just have your notes put up on the screen; that is footnote 63.  
Now, these are your contemporaneous notes taken on 13 August 2003 either 
during or immediately after the meeting?
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A; Immediately after, the meeting was off the record.  I was told it was off the 
record.  My advice was to immediately make a note for my own purpose if 
ever I was called to recall the meeting.  It is in my diary; I have the day note 
for that.  The commission has been supplied my day book.  This was the note 
that I took immediately after that advice from my counsel Mr Michael 
Sullivan of my recollection of the discussion.  

Q: All right.  Now, let us go through these sub-paragraphs.  Mr Vele told you that 
Mr Mortensen was his personal adviser and would be involved in all matters 
for Secretary Vele.  Did you understand what that meant?10 

A: Yes, I think that is self-explanatory, Mr Jurth.

Q: And what was Mr Mortensen’s organization?

A: I had had a relationship and I knew Mr Mortensen since 2007 so I was aware 
that – when I first met him, it was Pacific Capital and he had started and was 
operating a new endeavour called Pertusio Capital.

Q: And did it surprise you that the Secretary for Treasury had a personal adviser?20 

A: I cannot really comment on that.  That is up to the Secretary of Treasury to 
determine whether he needs a personal adviser or not, I am sorry, Mr Jurth.  
That is out of my realm of understanding.

Q: Had you been introduced to personal advisers of other secretaries or ministers 
in your dealings in Papua New Guinea over the years?

A: Never before.
30 

Q: Never before.  Now, in sub-paragraph (b), you say you discussed the structure 
and funding needs of the State and what you had provided to Minister Micah 
by way of proposal.  Was that the June and July 2013 proposals to refinance 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond?

A: That is correct.  Mr Jurth, I would like to do this though I am sorry.  Before 
we go on, it looks like this meeting in the way that it is presented here and that 
is my fault.  You are reading through the notes of the meeting.  I would like 
to point out the final sentence in point 106 where I say that the meeting had 
actually been arranged in relation to the STITB lingual matters that was part 40 
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of a litigation and, chief commissioner would remember the high publicity 
around that matter.  We were meeting with the new Secretary of Treasury.  I 
believe he had just been made Secretary of Treasury and that was organized 
by Mr Anthony Latimer who was at calls and was one of the legal advisers for 
us along with Mr Sullivan and LLLS Solicitors at the time.  So the premise of 
my meeting and Mr Sullivan’s meeting with Mr Latimer, Mr Vele who was 
accompanied by Mortensen was discussion around the STITB.  What is 
relevant to the commission obviously is the discussion around - that we went 
to around the IPIC Exchangeable Bond details.

10 
Q: All right, thank you for clarifying that.

A: That is all right.

[2.29 pm] Q: Now, the proposals that you discussed that you refer to there in subparagraph 
(b); that is the June and July 2013 proposals from BLC to Minister Micah.  Is 
that so?

A: Correct, and Anthony Latimer had been copying all notes and was well aware 
of discussions and correspondence at that time.20 

Q: In subparagraph (c), you tell us that Mr Vele told you that he and Mr 
Mortensen were working with UBS as Mr Latimer and Pac Wealth had 
recommended that.  Do I take it that that was the first you heard that anybody 
other than yourself was dealing with UBS?

A: Sorry, M Jurth, I cannot hear you.

Q: No, that is okay, we just disconnected for a moment then.  Can you hear me 
now?30 

A: I can.  I can.

Q: All right.  My question, looking at subparagraph (c), you tell us that Mr Vele 
told you that he and Mr Mortensen were working with UBS as that had been 
recommended to them by Mr Latimer and Pac Wealth.  Was that the first time 
that you came to learn that anybody other than yourself was working together 
with UBS?

A: I believe so, my evidence.  Can you her me, Mr Jurth, sorry?40 
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Q: No, Mr O’Dwyer.  It is okay?  Sorry, if you could just- - -

A: You might just want- - -

Q: Yes, if you could answer that question again, please, Mr O’Dwyer.

A: Sorry.  Yes, that was the first time that I understood that other parties were 
directly dealing with UBS, correct; and I was frankly surprised that it would 
be the Secretary of Treasury that would be dealing directly with the funder 10 
that we were already in discussion with.

Q: And then, are you, I take it, got annoyed at Mr Latimer, as you say; you said 
that he should not have done this as he was working together with you?

A: Well, yes, I was annoyed.  I was annoyed on several reasons.  I was there to 
discuss the matter that had been in litigation for some time and I needed to 
and has spent a considerable amount of money and time in all matters to do 
with the work that we had done in PNG; and I was there to deal with that. I
had had a meeting in the morning with UBS under a mandate from a minister 20 
of the State.  My job was to do what I was instructed by the minister; I did not 
think that a party who I thought was contracted to the State would be making 
recommendations following information that I had provided to those, said, I 
guess, joint-appointed people throwing around what it was that you would 
have as a normal client relationship.

Q: What did you take from Mr Mortensen’s comment that you really need not be 
doing anything on this?

A: As it was said, “Thanks very much for the work you have done today, but we 30 
will take it from here.”

Q: In subparagraph (h), you say that Mr Vele said that he and Mr Mortensen 
thought buying new shares on the market would be better than re-financing 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  Is that the first time that concept had been 
raised with you?

A: Absolutely; never heard it before.  I did not understand it then; I do not 
understand it now.

40 
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Q: And finally, what did you make of Mr Vele wanting to know who you were 
talking to and telling you that he would now deal with UBS.  What did you 
understand that to mean?

A: I understood he and I believe there was discussion at this stage about 
committee forming; I cannot remember.  I need to again refer to the notes, if 
not top of my head.  That assistance would be fine but the secretary of 
Treasury has a role to play and that role sits under the Minister for Treasury.  
I had an appointment from the Minister for State Enterprises and his role had 
already been made very clear by a NEC decision in 2012.  I did not understand 10 
where the level of authority - if I said very specific direction of my behavior 
was coming from, and again, I was not answerable to the Secretary of Treasury 
or his advisor.

[2.34pm]      I was answerable to the Minister of State Enterprises who was answerable to 
the Ministerial Economic Committee, the NEC and the Prime Minister. 

Q: Now, following that meeting about two weeks later, you prepared and 
submitted a further proposal and that we can pick up at paragraph 118 of your 
statement. And this proposal is now prepared with the benefit of the 20 
conversation that you had had with Mr Vele and Mr Mortensen in Sydney. Is 
this proposal compared to the two earlier ones in June and July, is it again a 
refinement of the same type of proposal or is it a fundamentally revised in a 
different proposal?

A: Mr Jurth, and I understand that the reason for your question was certainly 
around this, I formed a view in 2007, with the work that we were doing. And 
I formed the view and I held that view and I hold that view to this very day 
that fundamental to outcome was holding of Oil Search position and the 
financing that seems which has taken the most time and the most effort which 30 
I thought would be the least likely to was the securitization and the 
monetarization, the Collar Loan kept structure around the Oil Search shares. 
Throughout this whole thing, even when we introduced the Citi, negotiated 
with Citi and their offer came in, again that was all around what was 
happening with the Oil Search shares plus a balance of the component. I did 
not see the collar structure, the monetized Oil Search structure as particularly 
important for the amount of time that was taken up.; simply because it was 
going to come down to a level of price thing and certainly a balance sheet, if 
we were going to refinance the exchangeable bond using 2/3, for a better 
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worth of what was going on, 2/3 of the underline repayment required to come 
through the Oil Search shares.

Q: Is one of the differences in this proposal from the previous two that it was now 
a syndicated financing arrangements split between UBS and Westpac or was 
that already a feature in the earlier ones?

A: No, this was - so to be clear and there is no mistake, I had not gone to UBS 
and said UBS, we may syndicate this. BT Financial Group as referenced were 
not able to do a large amount of size. One way to ensure that every bank is 10 
pricing the mechanism of a Collar correctly is to syndicate it so we will see 
the differences in direct pricing from each of the institutions to the levels that 
they were at.  And so with discussion between myself and the minister and 
Minister Micah and myself and Dr Waine, there was discussion about well, 
let us make them compete on a on like-for-like basis. We could syndicate the 
2/3 component of the funding we need. We are not all that worried about who 
the bank is behind it, so long as it is certain and it is priced correctly and we 
can deliver on the structure in a relevantly short period of time. 

Q: Now, following on from there, throughout August to September of 2013, you 20 
continued communicating with a number of the banks, primarily UBS and Citi
Bank, is that right?

A: That is correct.

Q: And you received – and we can pick this up in paragraph 132, you received a 
revised proposals from UBS, and there is a further one again in paragraph 133 
referred to. Again, were these continuing to refine the same type of 
transaction that you have described to us?

30 
A: Correct. So at this stage, the only thing that UBS had been asked to do by 

myself under the mandate was to price a monetize – sorry, a Collar facility 
against the (..inaudible..)

 
[2.39pm] The is instructions from us under the mandate we were looking for pricing of 

a monetized or a structured collar, that was it.  

Q: Now, some of these proposals – did the UBS proposals, further proposals go 
to the minister or not?
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A: Yes, they did.  Everything that we received went to who was then secretary
Waine and the minister and the minister was not away or he was in his 
electorate or he was dealing with part of his portfolio, I directly sent those to  
his secretary which I thought was proper process and if I needed to I call up 
with a phone or to Minister Micah’s phone so I can inform him that I had sent 
through correspondence to his office.

Q: And it is the same situation with Citi I take it that the ongoing revised 
proposals kept – you kept passing those on to the minister to keep him in the 
loop as it were. 

A: I had to.  That was the commitment we made in the letter I think we had a 10 
requirement to at least provide information on a weekly basis.  There was no 
point in discussing with any potential balance sheet back up or without 
informing your employer at the time which was the minister under NEC 
direction.  

Q: So as we get to the end of 2013, November, December 2013, is it the case then 
that Minister Micah through you has proposals from UBS, from Citi – who 
else?  Who else did he have proposals from?

A: There were two other proposals one was Hermsley Capital which came 
through from the managing director of IPBC and the other was from ANZ
Barclays and I am not sure at this time – and when I wrote this statement I 20 
could not tell you where ANZ/Barclays’s engagement came from but I think 
that was it has only been over the last 24 hours within this Commission that 
MD of IPBC, Mr Kumarasiri brought him on as well.

Q: And so I gather from that that you were responsible for the UBS and Citi 
proposals but did not have involvement in the Hermsley Capital or the ANZ 
proposal?

A: The statement you have made is correct in the way you expressed it but I was 
not engaged at that stage with what was presented to NEC in late 2013.  That 
BSP Capital, FRA Blackstone that the Central Bank and the IPBC internal 
committee reviewed that was completely removed from any of the work that 30 
I had done at that stage.  That was new and directly through I understood the 
Secretary of Treasury and Pertusio Capital and Norton Rose Fulbright.
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Q: And was it surprising to you that other people were organizing finance 
proposals or is that part and parcel of the deal namely that you were a non-
exclusive appointment yourself?

A: Part and Parcel of the deal on a corporative advisory side, I am not entirely 
sure that I ever expected the secretary of Treasury to be canvassing, funding 
proposals in circumstances where these requirements set directly with the 
ambit of the Minister for State Enterprises and Investment.

Q: Do you know who Secretary Vele was dealing with at UBS?

A: I do not, I can only tell you what I have heard at – through the Commission 
but no I did not know Mr Jilek, a name that has been put up I do not know 10 
who he is or what part of the bank he is from.

Q: And that is because you continued to work with Ed Burns?

[2.44pm] A: Correct, we were looking at the derivative  we were looking at investment 
banking solution.  Our role was to bring funding and advice around how you 
put the whole transaction together.  I think it was around this time and my 
notes will show that that pretty much I was aware that my role in presenting 
office and discussion would be over and I was – and there was outside of any 
control that I had, there were parties that were ensuring that transition 
occurred.

Q: Now in early 2014 you refer to there to the Governor of the Bank of PNG, the 20 
Central Bank, do you know what role then Governor Bakani had in evaluating 
these four banks and their proposals?

A: Can I ask what paragraph you are referring to please, Mr Jurth?

Q: Yes, about 163, you refer to correspondence.

A: I did so.  I received, again I was under appointment from Minister Micah, I do 
not mean to labour on that and I apologise commissioners.  We were appointed 
by the minister I was working with his secretary in his department.  We were 
working transparently.  He said to me the communication seem to be going 
around and that was it but I was referring to the Governor of the Central Bank 
Mr Bakani.30 

Q: You never had any dealings with him?
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A: Previously I had dealings with Governor Bakani but I had zero engagement 
with the Governor at this time.

Q: And as part of your appointment you were not asked to evaluate different 
banking proposals or finance proposals one against the other?

A: No, my job is to bring those proposals together to get the best deal.  The 
morphine into something a lot more than it was created a base the inquiries 
about - part of the Inquiry about today.  The fact is that the State originally 
held unencumbered shares at this point we were refinancing to get those shares 
back.  That was the job.  We needed competitive bids to provide pricing on
that.  It was a list of assets we could work out roughly where the value sat.  It 10 
was a derivative transaction, you needed derivative experience and to 
understand the pricing.  But other than that this was nothing that was sexy to
the banks, this was a part and parcel of the derivatives and structuring desk 
against the list of assets.

Q: It might not have been sexy but there was still commercial appetizer to do the 
deal though, is that correct?

A: Absolutely, there was commercial appetizer, PNG LNG project was about to 
produce its first lot of gas which made its first lot of sales which meant there 
should have been a large windfall of capital coming through the bank account 
of the State of PNG.  Of course there was a lot of interest in Papua New Guinea 20 
and the development of the pipeline or the gas project at that time and I think 
interest had been sparked if I recall in about 2011 when there was a very large
broker roadshow to PNG and every large financial institutions in the country 
of Australia were taken by Oil Search too to look at the project and they all 
came back with glowing recommendations about where the PNG LNG
approved project would go and what it would mean for the State of PNG.

Q: Now, you said that the August 2013 meeting in Sydney with Mr Vele, 
Mortensen, Latimer and Sullivan, that was the first time that the idea of a 
concept of buying new or different Oil Search shares was raised with you, can 
I then take you to paragraph 166 of your statement.  And here you set out an 30 
email – just so I understand this; Is the text of this the email that you sent or 
the one that you received from Mr McAusland?

[2.49pm] A: Just so you are aware I provided the full block trade information that was 
released to institutions, that is part of it, that is what Mr McAusland from BT 
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Financial Group sent to me, he said that to me because we had been in obvious 
(..inaudible..) he was still very eager to be part of any solution during 2013.  I 
had gone back to him to say that I was or I thought I had been replaced or 
removed without correspondence from parties and I would like to know what 
was going on.  He maintained a very strong interest in watching or what was 
going on with Oil Search and the moment this was released, he said to me, I 
believe you have the email I had supplied to Counsel, I am sorry the email 
that he sent to me which is I think 9 or 10 pages long which includes where 
these shares could be traded so on and so forth.

Q: Now, was this the next time after the August meeting that you became aware 10 
that Oil Search shares had been purchased or even the idea of purchasing Oil 
Search shares?  Was that something that was maintained in your discussions 
or did that die as quickly as it was raised in August 2014?

A: No, this was the second time I had heard about it.  

Q: And you say there in paragraph 167 that Dr Waine said to you that “no NEC 
decision had approved such a transaction and that Minister Micah had made 
no mention that IPBC had agreed to buy shares directly in Oil Search?”

A: That is correct.  So to give you a flavor of 166, I received it I immediately 
forwarded it on to the Secretary and I – because it is not here I do not know I 
think I put a note on that with him that said; “please discuss with the Minister”, 20 
and he called me, we did discuss the matter.

Q: And then you become aware that the NEC did approve the transaction of this 
sort and then you finished that part of your statement at paragraph 171 where 
you received an email from Dr Waine informing you that the Oil Search shares 
purchase had completed.  And I gathered that at that part you understood that 
the jig was up and none of your proposals had been accepted, the State had 
chosen to go in a different direction?

A: Yes, I like the jig was up.  I think I was aware that the jig was up before this 
transaction was completed and that is because there was no correspondence, 
there was no detail coming through, it appeared that the refinancing of the 30 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond despite all the efforts that department or Public 
Enterprise had put in and obviously other parties, it had fallen into a vacuum 
or nothing.  There was only so much work that I could do, I could not force 
the State, I was not in a position to do that; my job was a service role.  I again 
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if commissioners if you read my statement, you will see a bit more detail 
around that before 28 February but I knew that it was one of the drop dead 
date, I knew the jig was up.  It was on 7 March 2014, real either the NEC had 
approved or direct equity purchase into Oil Search because I never had 
confirmation of 166, by the Minister or the Secretary.  

Q: Thank you Mr O’Dwyer.  In paragraph 172 you set out the remuneration that 
your organization had received from the State for all of its work on the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond potential refinancing.  Is that all you were paid?

A: I am sorry Mr Jurth, this is I know one of those points you want to get right is 
that all I earned?  Is that correct?10 

Q: Sorry, could you say that again?  Mr O’Dwyer, can you hear me?

A: I can now Mr Jurth.

Q: Yes, I was taking you to paragraph 172 of your statement where you set out 
the remuneration.

\[2.54pm] Did you receive any remuneration either directly or your father or the other 
company, National Capital Limited, or is this the extent of all the 
remuneration your group, if I can put it that way, received for its work on the 
potential exchangeable bond refinance?

A: This is 100 per cent of the group that is BLC NCL, my father, our employees 
received at Part B.  Our bill was K193,000 and I believe that was against a 20 
budget at that time that they had at K300,000 so we were quite proud at the 
end of December 2012 that we had come in at 60 per cent of their budget and 
not at 100 per cent of their budget.  That was not paid until February 2016 
following discussion and a take it or leave it K119,000 fee for and final 
settlement.

Q: Thank you, Mr O’Dwyer.  Commissioners, I have no further questions of Mr 
O’Dwyer and now I am in your hands as to whether you would like to 
complete his evidence or whether it would be preferable to adjourn him until 
tomorrow.  And we understand Mr O’Dwyer is able to come back tomorrow.  30 
I also understand that he has another commitment that starts in about four 
minutes and he needs to leave Minter Ellison’s offices.
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A: Could I extend my apologies, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White 
that the engagement was already booked in prior to finalizing of my time at 
the Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN: All right, I will reserve my questions to tomorrow.  
Commissioner White?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  The same.  I have not had an opportunity to do more 
than skimmed through your statement, Mr O’Dwyer.  So, I would be grateful for an 
opportunity to consider it more fully and I am grateful that you are prepared to come 10 
back tomorrow.

A: It is all right, my pleasure.

Q: Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mr O’Dwyer for your evidence this afternoon.  You 
may be excused.

MR JURTH:  Adjourned until tomorrow, commissioner.20 

A: Thank you, Mr Jurth; thank you commisisoners.

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, the next witness is ready.  May I request just a five 
minute adjournment, a brief comfort break and also for me to briefly speak with the 
witness and make sure that I am ready for his evidence.30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  We will take a short adjournment.  Associate, adjourn 
the proceedings briefly.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

[3.12pm] MR JURTH:  May it please Commissioners, I recall Jimmy Maladina who is already 
seated at the witness stand. 40 
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JIMMY MALADINA, recalled:

FXN: MR JURTH

Q: Mr Maladina, you remain on your previous oath, you understand that?

A: Correct.
10 

Q: Now, Mr Maladina, you were sent further summons which is summons 101.3, 
and in answer to summons 101.3, you have provided an affidavit sworn on 27 
January this year, 2022. That is right, is it not?

A: That is right.

Q: Yes. And could that please be brought up on the screen. That is an the latter 
one, is there an earlier one, January 27, there with you? No, that is not it. Just 
leave that one available because that is the second one I will come to but there 
is an earlier one, dated 27th January 2022, and it is also headed affidavit in 20 
response. Apologizes, Commissioners. There we are. Thank you, Brisbane.

So Mr Maladina, this is your affidavit sworn on 27 January 2022. The body 
of it comprises 2 pages and 6 numbered paragraphs, and that is your signature 
on the second page?

A: That is correct.

Q: And it contains two annexures, practicing certificate of yours, dated February 
2014, and a letter that was sent to the Bank of South Pacific, that there are no 30 
other annexures to this, is that right?

A: That is correct.

Q: And are the contents of this affidavit true and correct to the best of your 
information, knowledge and belief?

A: That is correct.

Q: Commissioners, I tender that affidavit. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that particular affidavit into evidence and it should be marked exhibit quadruple Q, 
four Qs. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief.

EXHIBIT QQQQ – AFFIDAVIT OF JIMMY MALADINA DATED 27
JANUARY 2022

10 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners. Now, Mr Maladina, this is an affidavit 
in in response to a summons, requiring you to produce documents. And do I take it 
that the two documents exhibited to this affidavit are the only two documents you 
have in your possession or control to answer the summons to produce?

A: That correct.

Q: And can we go to the last page, which is exhibit B to this affidavit. This is a 
letter dated 20 January 2021, signed by Nellie Maladina, who is that? 

20 
[3.17pm] A: That is my daughter.

Q: That is your daughter; and she is the General Manager of Flavalia which is the 
company that you referred to on your previous occasion?

A: That is correct.  I think the date should be I think 2022 and not 2021.  I think 
that is a mistake there.  It should be amended accordingly.

Q: And just help me remember, is Flavalia your consulting company or the 
property management company?30 

A: The consulting company.

Q: That is the consulting company.  And that is the company that billed for the 
work that you were paid?

A: Yes, that is correct, yes.

Q: And it received the K1 million from Pacific Legal Group?
40 
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A: That is correct.

Q: And this is a letter written by the General Manager of this company to the 
Bank of South Pacific where this company maintains an account?

A: That is correct.

Q: And it requests a transaction history from 2014 it says in terms from Pacific 
Legal Group for an amount of K1 million paid to Flavalia.  This is required to 
be submitted to the UBS Inquiry therefore is needed as soon as possible.  Have 10 
you had a response to this letter?

A: Not as yet.  I called on Monday my manager Mr Harry Iroki and he indicated 
to me they were still looking for that particular transaction on the bank 
statement.

Q: Thank you.  And if you have a response then you will provide it to us in due 
course, I take it.

A: Most definitely.20 

Q: Thank you, Mr Maladina.  Can I then move to the more recent affidavit?  And 
you have prepared a separate affidavit sworn yesterday on 9 February 2022.  
Now, the body of this affidavit comprises four pages and 12 numbered 
paragraphs.  And that is your signature at the foot of it.  

A: That is correct.

Q: And are the contents of this affidavit true and correct to the best of your 
information, knowledge and belief?30 

A: That is correct, yes.

Q: And are there any corrections or editions that you would like to make to this 
affidavit?

A: No.

Q: Commissioners, I tender that affidavit.
40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you agree we will admit that particular 
affidavit into evidence and be marked quadruple RRRR.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.

EXHIBIT RRRR – AFFIDAVIT OF JIMMY MALADINA SWORN 9 
FEBRUARY 2022

MR JURTH:  Now, Mr Maladina, this affidavit if I can summarize it this way is 
really responsive evidence that you wish to put before the commission after having 10 
observed the evidence given by the former Prime Minister Peter O’Neill, is that 
right?

A: That is correct.

Q: And you set out there in paragraph 2 the appearances or rather extracts –
excerpts of the transcript of Mr O’Neill’s previous appearances and we have 
his appearance on 17 June 2001, his appearance on 9 August 2021 and then 
over on the third page his most recent appearance on 7 February earlier this 
week; yes.20 

A: That is correct.

Q: And you have had access to the transcript, I take it?

A: Yes.

Q: And you have transcribed from the transcript as it were the relevant bits of the 
evidence about which you wish to make comment?

30 
A: Correct.

Q: So, can we then go through this.  The first statement of Mr O’Neill as you 
referred to concerning his evidence given on 17 June 2001, he is asked by 
senior counsel: All right, there are press reports that there was the 
Elk/Antelope deal involving two Swiss businessmen called Carlo and Nico 
Civelli.  Are they people you had dealings with?  And Mr O’Neill’s answer
was I have got no dealings with those gentlemen.  And then later that day this 
exchange occurred:  Yes, indeed.  And so then there is the fact that I think you 
yourself had mentioned InterOil.40 
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[3.22 pm] Now, in paragraph 8 there is a reference to Pacific LNG Operations being 
founded and owned by a Swiss man called Carlo Civelli.  I know you have 
earlier said you did not have any dealings with the Civellis but I presume you 
realize at this time who they were and Mr O’Neill says I am aware of InterOil 
and they have executives who visit the government from time to time; various 
administration, various government officials to give the progress on 
Elk/Antelope Gas Field but I am not aware of the company Pacific LNG 
Operation Limited, no.  Senior counsel then asks.  Or the Civellis, and he says, 
sorry?  Senior counsel then asks or the Civellis you were not aware of them 10 
in 2013?  Mr O’Neill’s answer is, I had no direct governmental intervention 
with Carlo Civellis or whoever he is.

Then on the next occasion that he appeared this exchange occurred relevantly 
is a discussion concerning Mr Botten and Oil Search.  You can see that at the 
bottom of the page. Then as we go over the page.  Question from senior 
counsel.  Is, Mr O’Neill, we are talking about the part of the sentence which 
says, that due to Mr Botten’s understanding had expressed a keen interest in 
potentially receiving shares in a potential capital raising carried out as part of 
Elk Antelope transaction.  As I understand it you say that is wrong, you never 20 
expressed that.  That is just what you said, is it not?  Mr O’Neill’s answer is, 
he never discussed Elk/Antelope transaction with me, period.  That must be a 
reference to Mr Botten.  Senior counsel clarifies that so Mr Botten is just 
completely mistaken about that, is he?  The answer is, well it is his word 
against mine, you can take it at that but I can assure you that we were not in 
discussion about Elk Antelope transaction with Mr Botten whatsoever.

Then the next question.  Senior counsel expressly refers to a document and he 
identifies.  He says if we go to the next page you can see there in the third 
document, when Oil Search was approached by 20 Pacific LNG PAC, Civelli 30 
with PNG government’s support to acquire 22.8 per cent in PRL15 pre-
backing by acquisition of PAC companies, is that right?  Mr O’Neill’s answer 
is, I have no knowledge of these discussions going so I have no idea.  
Question.  Well, you knew nothing, did you about any contact your 
government had had with the Civellis about selling part of PRL15?  And the 
answer is, I have not had any formal meetings with Civelli or anyone else 
except with InterOil and Total.

Further down there is the question.  And you gave evidence on the last 
occasion that you have never had any dealings with either Carlo or Nicko 40 
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Civelli, is that right?  And the answer is, I have never had any dealings 
whatsoever with them.  The next question is, did anyone else in government 
on your behalf at this time had dealings with them?  I do not believe anybody 
or anyone was authorized and I am not aware of anyone having dealings with 
them.

Then Mr Maladina most recently, earlier this week.  The question is, you do 
not believe you ever met Carlo Civelli?  I do not recall meeting him either in 
my office or anywhere else.  In the next paragraph, Mr Maladina you set out 
that from the above transcript of proceedings references, I understand that Mr 10 
O’Neill’s evidence was that, firstly, Mr O’Neill has never met Carlo Civelli, 
second Mr O’Neill has never had dealings whatsoever with Carlo Civelli, 
thirdly Mr O’Neill was not aware of Carlo Civelli in 2013 and fourthly Mr 
O’Neill has got no or little knowledge of Carlo Civelli’s interest in PAC LNG 
or the sale of that interest.

[3.27 pm] You go on to say that you do not agree with Mr O’Neill’s evidence and that 
is because you have on two occasions with in Mr O’Neill in the company of 
other persons and Civelli.    And you referred to two meetings and you will 
see there in paragraph 4, you described the first meeting as the one that you 20 
were requested to attend by Mr O’Neill concerning an ongoing court case, 
which you do not recall what specific court case, and this was, I gather, a court 
case that was on foot in late 2012 and early 2013?

A: Correct.

Q: And the first meeting occurred at the private bar underneath the View 
Restaurant and Pool at Airways.  What time of day did this meeting happen, 
to the best of your memory?

30 
A: Probably going towards the end of the day.

Q: Late afternoon?

A: Late afternoon.

Q: All right.  And in paragraph 7 there you set out who attended the meeting and 
in addition to yourself, Mr O’Neill, Carlo Civelli, Antoinette Amputch- - -

A: Correct.40 
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Q: Christian Vincent and Phil Mulacek.  Now, we will come back to who each 
of these gentlemen are.  Can you describe to the commission then what 
happened as you entered this meeting?

A: That particular venue is – it is underneath – it is a meeting room and a private 
bar underneath the View Restaurant of Airways Motel and it is a private area, 
it is a private bar owned by the proprietor of Airways Motel, the late Sir Theo, 
and it is very restricted and only a few – only by invitation, either by the 
proprietor Sir Theo, you can enter that bar.  So that is where I was asked by 10 
Mr O’Neill to go and meet him there.  As soon as I arrived there at that venue, 
I was surprised to see the other people in there, likes Ms Antoinette Amputch 
and Christian Vincent which I do know them quite well because I have met 
them many times in gatherings and social events in Port Moresby and I did 
not know the other – the third person. And the fourth person I sort of seen him 
around the place but – a Mr Mulacek, Phil Mulacek, but I did not know him 
personally.  And the third person I was introduced when I went in there – I do 
know Antoinette quite well so I went over to say hello to her and she 
introduced me to the other parties there.  And also he mentioned the new 
person who was Carlo Civelli and I have read about him and knew about his 20 
business interest in PNG so I was glad to meet him the first time there in that 
particular venue.  

Q: All right, let us just slow that down a little bit.  So this was the first time that 
you had met Carlo Civelli although you had seen him in the media and had a 
general idea through the media of who he was and what he did?

A: Correct.

Q: And it was Antoinette Amputch that introduced you to Mr Civelli?30 

A That is correct.  

Q: And at the time that you were introduced to Mr Civelli, was Mr O’Neill 
already at the meeting?

A: No, did not arrive yet at that time.

Q: All right.  Now, who is Antoinette Amputch and what is your dealings with 
her?40 
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A: Antoinette Amputch came I think about 10 years prior to the time I met her, 
2013.  She used to be a director and managing director of a company called 
FYI Insurance from Australia but they have an office here and that is the first 
time I met her because I was the lawyer involved in setting up the FYI 
Insurance company in Port Moresby whilst I was working for Carter Newell 
Lawyers.  So I met her then and, yes, I have had a long - - - -

Q: She is well known to you?
10 

A: She is well known to me. And I think at the time she was managing director 
of a company called Insurance PNG Partners.

Q: And did you have the impression that she had recently been introduced to Mr 
Civelli or she already had some connection with him, some familiarity?

A: She was quite familiar Mr Carlo Civelli.

Q: All right.  Who is Christian Vincent?
20 

A: Christian Vincent at that time was I think a senior member of the InterOil 
management in PNG and she always – she is a close friend of Antoinette 
Amputch.  So every time, socially, when I do meet Antoinette, I do meet both 
of them together.

[3.32 pm] Q: Late 2012 early 2013 during this meeting, was Christian Vincent well known 
to you then?  Did you know who he was?

A: Yes.
30 

Q: And you knew that he was the MD of Inter Oil?

A: That is correct.

Q: Who is Phil Mulacek?

A: I think Phil Mulacek was the President of InterOil.

Q: All right.  So you arrive at this meeting and you see that two people that you 
know to be InterOil representatives?40 
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A: Correct.

Q: Together with Ms Amputch, who he knew well, and a stranger?

A: Correct.

Q: They introduced you to Mr Civelli, and what did Mr Civelli say to you?

A: Just normal pleasantries, saying hello; how are you; and I basically said, nice 10 
to meet you for the first time, or something to that effect.

Q: How long did you chat to him before Mr O’Neill arrived?

A: We would have been there for about five minutes and prior to Mr O’Neill’s 
entrance into that particular venue.

Q: Before Mr O’Neill turned up, did you ask anybody what the meeting was 
about?

20 
A: I think, I did not ask.  I think Antoinette offered to mention that there were 

also waiting for Mr O’Neill the Prime Minister to come in because they had 
to meet with the Prime Minister.

Q: Were any of these people connected to the litigation that you mentioned?

A: No.

Q: So the meeting you thought you were going for was not the meeting you ended 
up attending?30 

A: That is correct.

Q: All right.  Did they tell you why they were waiting for Mr O’Neill?

A: No, only that they were expecting him to have a meeting with him.

Q: All right.  And then five minutes later, Mr O’Neill arrived?

A: Correct.40 
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Q: And then, what happened?

A: Well, we said our pleasantries again welcoming the Prime Minister and the 
Prime Minister met all of us; shook all our hands and then about a minute or 
two, he mentioned to me that he has to have a private meeting with Carlo 
Civelli and so both of them left and went to the next room which was I think 
currently, it was empty at that time but now it holds the poker machines 
currently at that bar; but it was empty at that time.  So they both went into the 
other room to have a private meeting.10 

Q: And, I gather, you did not participate in this private meeting?

A: No.  I think none of us were or even Phil Mulacek and Christian Vincent did 
not go into that meeting and, including Antoinette Amputch.

Q: Were you surprised that Mr O’Neill went to have a private meeting with Mr 
Civelli?

A: I am surprised I cannot even remember but I thought it is as a business, I think 20 
because of his business interest in PNG, Carlo, and I thought that because they 
are discussing business interest in relation to his interest in PRL15; that is all 
I can sort of assume.

Q: Did Mr O’Neill ever tell you after the meeting what had transpired in it?

A: No.

Q: Do you know what if any connection in there is between Mr Civelli and Mr 
Vincent or Mr Mulacek?30 

A: The only thing I knew that they were all involved in the Elk/Antelope PRL 15 
asset - the gas asset – and the only thing I read from the - and from the talk 
around town and I read through the media that Carlo Civelli was a big 
financier in assisting InterOil drill some additional wells in the project area.

Q: Does the media and talk around town the only source of your knowledge of 
that relationship?

A: That is the only source.40 
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Q: All right.  How long did the private meeting last between Mr O’Neill and Mr 
Civelli?

A: I left them after about eight to 10 – about 10 minutes because I knew I was 
not going to meet Mr O’Neill and I thought he had other guests there, so I 
excused myself from the meeting and I left the venue.

Q: So you left this meeting before Mr O’Neill and Mr Civelli ended their private 
conversation?10 

A: Correct.

Q: Before we leave this meeting, is Mr Vincent French by any chance?

A: I gather.  I gather he is from French citizen, yes.

Q: Frenchman.  Mr Mulacek is an American, is he is not?

A: That is correct, yes.20 

Q: And Ms Amputch?

A: I think she is Australian.

Q: She is Australian.  When I finish your examination, Mr Maladina, I will ask 
you to identify some people on the screen.  Is there anything else relevant at 
all that you would like to inform the Commissioners about this meeting?

A: No.30 

Q: No?  All right.  Then you refer to a second meeting and this meeting happened 
or took place also at Airways Hotel but in a different location; this one 
happened at Havana Bar within Bachhus restaurant.  Is that right?

A: Correct..

Q: What was time difference between the two meetings roughly?
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[3.37pm]    A: Most of these meetings are meetings – I think it happens around after – sort 
of mid-late afternoon. 

Q: Sorry, yes. So meeting in the late afternoon but I mean for how many days for 
each month did the second meeting occur after the first one?

A: No, say about from the first meeting that I met Mr Civelli so the next meeting 
is about two to three months. 

Q: Two?10 

A: Two to three months, yes.

Q: Two to three months difference between the two meetings. And you say that 
you were not invited – you say in paragraph 10, you were not invited to attend 
this meeting but you just happen to be at the Airways to meet some friends 
and you came across the following people. So you walked into the Bacchus 
Restaurant and did you see these three people sitting inside the Havana bar?

A: Correct.20 

Q: And then did you go over to introduce yourself?

A: Yes, I did go over to – not introduce myself –

Q: To greet them, I should say.

A: To greet them, because they are friends of mine; Antoinette and - so I went 
across to say hello to them and we had a little chat and Antoinette mentioned 
to me again that he was waiting for O’Neill for Phil and them to meet Mr30 
O’Neill when he comes.

Q: And you recognized Mr Civelli on this occasion?

A: Yes, I did –- - =

Q: You have been introduced to him on the previous occasion?

A: That is correct. So I went and said hello, also I shook his hands and greeted 
him.40 
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Q: And did he remember who you were? Did he remember meeting you?

A: I cannot recall but I – I cannot recall whether he remembered me or not, I 
cannot say that. 

Q: And did you spend anytime talking time to Mr Civelli, Ms Amputch or Mr 
Vincent, on this occasion or was it just exchanging pleasantries and you 
moved on? 

10 
A: Just pleasantries and I think – because I know Antoinette quite well and he 

does a lot of my brokerage, underwritings so we just passed pleasantries and 
said what would be happening, I think and then I – about four to five minutes 
after, Mr O’Neill entered the venue.

Q: He walked into the Havana Bar?

A: Yes, he walked into Havana Bar.

Q: And he came over to the four of you?20 

A: Yes, he did walk past and greeted us again and said hello and we passed the 
pleasantries and after one or two minutes he mentioned that he needed to have 
a private meeting again with Mr Civelli.

Q: And he said that in front of you?

A: Yes. And they both left to the restaurant next door, Bacchus and they had a 
private meeting there.

30 
Q: So they walked out of the Havana Bar and walked into the main restaurant 

area?

A: Correct, that is correct.

Q: There is a glass between that?

A: That is right.

Q: And you could see them having a meeting?40 
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A: No, I did not see them when they walked out but I saw them going into the 
restaurant. 

Q: All right. And how long did you remain in the Havana Bar, before you left 
the venue?

A: I think my friends came so we stayed there about another half an hour, one 
hour before we left then.

10 
Q: And did Mr O’Neil or Mr Civelli come back to the Havana Bar?

A: Not that I can recall. The only thing I can recall is Antoinette and Mr Vincent 
left the bar shortly thereafter about 20 minutes. I cannot really give a time they 
left the venue at Havana Bar. 

Q: So they left you remained with your friends?

A: That is correct.
20 

Q: Did you observe what happened to Mr O’Neil or Mr Civelli?

A: No, I did not see them after that.

Q: You did not see them?

A: They must have left.

Q: Did it appear to you that Mr Civelli, Ms Amputch, Mr Vincent were having a 
meeting of their own before you arrived or were they there only to wait for 30 
Mr O’Neill?

A: I believe they were waiting for Mr O’Neill, yes. 

Q: Why was it necessary then do you think for Ms Amputch and Mr Vincent to 
be there for Mr Civelli to have a private meeting with Mr O’Neil?

A: Well, Ms Antoinette runs Insurance PNG Partner and I think the company 
belongs to Mr O’Neill so she runs that interest for Mr O’Neill. And Mr 
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Vincent obviously is InterOil so I thought they had a common interest in 
working together.

Q: Now, did Mr Civelli and either of these two meetings give you any 
information about himself or say anything about his business affairs?

A: No.

Q: And did Ms Amputch or Mr Vincent or Mr Mulacek for that matter ever talk 
to you about Mr Civelli’s business interests or dealings with Mr O’Neil?10 

A: No. 

Q: And did Mr O’Neil ever say anything to you about Mr Civelli’s business 
dealings or interest with him?   

A: No.

[3.42pm] Q: But the fact remains that you observed on two occasions Mr O’Neill meeting 
Mr Civelli and being told that they are off to have a private meeting?20 

A: That is correct.

Q: And who told you on each occasion that they were off to have a meeting?  Is 
that something Mr O’Neill said - - -

A: Mr O’Neill mentioned it.

Q: Those were his words; “I am off to have a private meeting with Mr Civelli?”
30 

A: Yes, I have to meet Mr Civelli and we are off to have a private meeting and 
they left.

Q: Now, can I please ask for a photograph of Mr Civelli to be put up on the 
screen?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just before that could you ask the witness to give some 
identification features about Mr Civelli first before showing him the photograph?

MR JURTH:  Sorry, chief, I do not understand the question.  I just cannot hear you.40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could you ask the witness to give evidence about some 
identification features about the witness before you show him the photograph?

MR JURTH:  Certainly.  How would you describe Mr Civelli, how old is he?

A: He is probably in his late 60s early 70s I would think.

Q: In 2013 or now?
10 

A: In 2013.

Q: 2013.

A: In his 60s, 70s – early 70s.

Q: And what complexion does he have?

A: He is of European descent.
20 

Q: All right, what colour is his hair?

A: It has been a while; it could be silver.

Q: And does he wear glasses to your knowledge?

A: Yes, I believe he does wear glasses.

Q: Do you have a recollection of him wearing glasses on that occasion?
30 

A: I cannot recall.

Q: Is he a well-dressed gentleman or does he favour wearing the Steve Jobs’ 
attire?

A: Casual formal – formal casual, yes.  I met him on two occasions in casual 
formal yes.

Q: Is there any other identifying features about his face that pop to mind if you 
had to describe him to a etch a sketch artist?40 
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A: Just he is of European descent; Italian or French of that sort of heritage; 
descent. 

Q: And you have a picture of him in your mind’s eye?

A: Not at the moment but if I do see him again, I can recognize him.

Q: You would recognize him?
10 

A: Yes.

Q: Chief, is that sufficient for you?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.   If we could have the picture of Mr Civelli.  Now, Mr 
Maladina on the screen there is a gentleman.  It is a black and white photograph but 
is that Mr Civelli?

20 
A: Yes, that is him.

Q: And that is the gentleman that you met?

A: Correct.

Q: On two occasions in late 2012/2013?

A: Correct.
30 

Q: While we are showing pictures, Brisbane, do we have a photograph of Mr 
Vincent?  Is that Mr Vincent?

A: That is Mr Vincent.

Q: And do we have a photograph of Mr Mulacek?  Who is that Mr Maladina?

A: That is Mulacek.
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Q: I am instructed that we do not have a photograph of Ms Amputch but it 
probably does not matter.  Commissioners, those are my questions of Mr 
Maladina.  I have nothing further.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you come across a photograph of Antoinette Amputch before 
he returns then you could show the photograph to him.

MR JURTH:  We could.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions.  Commissioner White?10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Thanks Mr Maladina for coming to assist 
the commission further.  Could I ask you of any of those people apart from Mr Civelli 
are still seen around Port Moresby to your knowledge?

A: That is a good question.  Because only after I appeared to the Commission of 
Inquiry last year – late last year, I think around November I did see both Mr 
Vincent and Ms Amputch at the Yacht Club in Port Moresby.  But I did not 
say hello to them or greet them.  It was from a distance but I did see both of 
them, yes.20 

Q: That is my only question.  Thank you, chief.

MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners, I have one further question with your 
leave. You just said that you see Ms Amputch and Mr Vincent around at the Yacht 
Club.  Are they in a personal relationship?  You do not know?

[3.47 pm   A: I do not know.  I used to see them together at most times but I meet one of 
them, the other one is but I do not know whether they are in a relationship or 
not.30 

Q: Thank you Mr Maladina.  Chief, might I make this submission to recall this 
witness again of inconvenience to both us and also himself.  We could solve 
it perhaps in this way.  If we find a photograph of Ms Amputch, it could be 
prepared in an affidavit and we could just deal with that way and tender the 
affidavit.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
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MR JURTH:  If that is a more convenient to proceed then I can undertake to look 
for a photograph and if we find one I can send it to Mr Maladina through his lawyer 
Mr Muga.  On that basis Mr Maladina could be released today.

THE CHAIRMAN:  If you receive any request for cross-examination by any other 
witness I suppose you can manage that and he could come back.

MR JURTH:  Yes.  Well, so far we have not received any such request but I take the 
force of what you put to me, Chief.  Perhaps it might be then most convenient just 
to adjourn his evidence generally and then we can deal with anything like that should 10 
it arise.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  The affidavit was only made available - - -

MR JURTH:  Prepared yesterday.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Or sworn yesterday and made available late yesterday so due 
to time constraints other witness may not have notice of this particular affidavit and 
the evidence that he has given this afternoon so try to maintain a flexible 
arrangement for him to return if you receive that request for cross-examination.20 

MR JURTH:  Yes thank you, Chief.  I am just told that we have found a photograph 
of Ms Amputch and if Brisbane is able to put it up we may be able to just deal with 
that aspect immediately.  Brisbane, are you in a position to - - -

DR KATTER:  Mr Jurth, that has just been brought up.

MR JURTH:  Thank you kindly.  Now, Mr Maladina, this is a photograph but so far 
as I am instructed comes from a newspaper article.  Does Antoinette Amputch appear 
in this photograph?30 

A: Yes, she does.

Q: Which one is she?

A: On front row kneeling, the first one on your left there.

Q: That one?

A: That one, yes.40 
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Q: With the white top, black hair, red pants and she is kneeling holding a trophy?

A: That is correct.

Q: That is Antoinette Amputch?

A: Correct.

Q: Thank you Mr Maladina.  Commissioners, perhaps it will be convenient for 10 
me to tender each of those photographs.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I was going to suggest that before we close.

MR JURTH:  Yes, as a single tender. They have been put up on the screen, they 
have been identified by this witness.

THE CHAIRMAN:  How many photographs are there?  Four, is it?

MR JURTH:  We put up four photographs.20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Four.

MR JURTH:  We put up one of Mr Civelli, Mr Vincent, Mr Mulacek and Ms 
Amputch.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, we will admit those photographs, 
you agree?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief.30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We will mark them Exhibit TTTT.1.2.3.4.

EXHIBIT TTTT.1 – PHOTOGRAPH OF MR CARLO CIVELLI 
EXHIBIT TTTT.2 – PHOTOGRAPH OF MR CHRISTIAN VINCENT
EXHIBIT TTTT.3 - PHOTOGRAPH OF MR PHIL MULACEK
EXHIBIT TTTT.4 – PHOTOGRAPH OF MS ANTOINETTE AMPUTCH

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.
40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  In the order they have been admitted respectively.

MR JURTH: Yes.  Thank you Chief.  Then subject to any further applications to 
examine this witness which may arise, may his evidence be adjourned generally.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Mr Maladina, thank you for making yourself available 
to give evidence this afternoon.  That brings to the end of evidence so you may be 
excused.

A: Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White.10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

DR RENWICK:  Chief, I think that subject to anything that Mr Jurth and Dr Katter 
have that is the end of this afternoon’s evidence.

20 
[3.52pm] DR RENWICK:  And we then have a session for I think about an hour tonight at 

6.30 your time where we will have Tim Besley, Mr David Murray. So unless there 
is any application I would ask that the Commission be adjourned to 6.30 pm your 
time.

DR KATTER:  Dr Renwick, can I make a matter?

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Dr Katter.

DR KATTER:  Commissioners the four summonses to Mr Erastus Kamburi are 30 
returnable today.  I have indicated that the documents have been provided today by 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited.  Further to those summonses it is submitted 
that the documents that have been provided do not fully address the four summonses 
that were returnable and I submit that the four summonses be further stood over to 
tomorrow.  A particular circumstance where there was also an indication that there 
would be an affidavit provided in response to those summonses additionally and I 
seek a direction that the summonses be further returnable tomorrow.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can extend all four summonses to 
tomorrow?40 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief.

DR KATTER:  And can I also mention Mr Ben Micah is on the daily list today and 
I seek direction that he give evidence tomorrow further to the evidence of Mr 
O’Dwyer?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we can adjourn Mr Ben Micah’s 
evidence till tomorrow?

10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief.

DR KATTER:  Those are my submissions.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we can adjourn the proceedings.  Associate, 
adjourn the proceedings to 6.30 pm tonight.

20 
SHORT ADJOURNMENT

[6.34 pm] DR RENWICK:  Good evening, Chief Commissioner.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good evening.

DR RENWICK:  We are just waiting for Sir Tim Besley.  I might just ask Brisbane 
whether we have an update.  Dr Katter, do we have an update?

30 
DR KATTER:  I do not have an update.  I will continue dialing up. 

MS KATHRYN:  Dr Renwick, it is Kathryin.  We do not have an update just yet.  
The number was not answered.  If you would just bear with us for a moment.  I am 
not sure if we could perhaps just adjourn for a few moments.

DR RENWICK:  I think we will all just sit here and just on mute for a second, I 
think, just while you do that.  I think if it suits the Commissioners we might start.
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[6.39pm] Sir Tim either joins us or he does not.  I intended to make a few opening remarks
and then to ask Sir Murray some biographical questions.  So, I think in view of the 
time, we might begin.

Commissioners, we are very fortunate to be joined presently by Mr Murray and, we 
hope shortly, by Professor Sir Tim Besley.  As you well know, commissioners, your 
task extends beyond finding facts in relation to, among other things, the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond and the UBS Loan to making recommendations for 
improvement.  

10 
You have received the evidence which is effectively unchallenged that the losses 
caused to the Independent State by the UBS Loan which was an optional loan, 
counsel assisting would say, is about K1 billion or about AUD$340 million.  You 
also know, commissioners, that there has been for some time an Organic Law and 
other laws as well mandating the establishment of the Sovereign Wealth Fund and a 
couple parts in the Independent State, but it has not yet been established.  If one 
considers the counterfactual, if the UBS Loan had not gone ahead, significant sums 
– quite how much maybe it is hard to say – but significant sums would have been 
available to have been deposited in the Sovereign Wealth Fund.

20 
Last week, commissioners, we heard from present Prime Minister who expressed his 
desire, his anxious desire to establish the Sovereign Wealth Fund to get it going and 
the former Prime Minister O’Neill said something similar on Monday; however, that 
does not yet go beyond strongly expressed aspirations as opposed to it is going to 
happen on this particular date.  

Commissioners, as we will hear in a minute Sovereign Wealth Funds conserve quite 
different purposes, let me remind you if I can, and this may assist Mr Murray, 
although he has been provided with a copy of this, this morning.  Can we please 
display Brattle No. 4, if I can put it that way, from page 16 paragraph 37?  And for 30 
those listening and for you, Mr Murray, so Brattle who are the independent experts, 
financial experts, engaged by the Commission; and we asked them to, if they could, 
to consider what the terms might have been on the counterfactual, that is to say that 
UBS transaction had not gone ahead and, instead, the funds have been invested in 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  So, they make the assumptions set out in paragraph 38 
which was for the fund to hold its investments offshore and to follow the Santiago 
Principles so I will ask you about that in a minute if I may, Mr Murray.  And so, 
therefore, Brattle thought it reasonable to use the returns from other roughly 
comparable Sovereign Wealth Funds as a benchmark.

40 
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They make this general point which may be interesting to those listening and 
watching tonight, namely in paragraph 39, Sovereign Wealth Funds can achieve 
several complimentary but really distinct purposes and they set out there, for 
example, smoothing out volatile revenues or investing surplus revenues for later, 
possibly much later, using the concept known as intergenerational equity.  And that, 
and I think I will invite you to say something about this in a minute, Mr Murray, 
means one can take quite different approaches depending on the type of Sovereign 
Wealth Fund.  And that is the point they go to in paragraph 40 that the investment 
mandate depends on whether it is mostly trying to invest surplus revenues for the 
long term or trying to smooth out volatile revenues. 10 

And then if we press on to the next page, you will see that they picked three 
Sovereign Wealth Funds; Chile in green, Timor-Leste in a blue teal and Norway in 
blue.

[6.44pm] DR RENWICK:  Good evening, Sir Tim.  We have a - - -

SIR TIM:  Many apologies.  It was in my diary for an hour later than it was so my 
apologies for that.

20 
DR RENWICK:  Not at all.  I am just making some opening remarks and, if I may, 
I will then introduce you gentlemen in a minute.  But can I at least indicate Sir Tim 
and Mr Murray, we have in Port Moresby Chief Sir Salamo Injia, who is our 
Chairman and in Brisbane we have the Honourable Margaret White AO who is our 
other Commissioner.  In London Professor Tim Besley and somewhere in New 
South Wales Mr Murray - Mr David Murray.  So, Sir Tim, what I was just doing and 
you  may not have had a chance to see this overnight but we received some evidence 
from one of our experts and I am just noting that as set out there some of the returns 
for the Sovereign Wealth Funds in Chile, Timor-Leste and Norway.  And  if we just 
keep scrolling down.  30 

So, the point is made that Sovereign Wealth Fund returns, of course, are not risk 
free, they can vary and there are some remarks made about the investment choices 
made and if I can just go to the conclusion of this part, which is if we can just go up 
a little, paragraph 45.  So, they make the generic point, the experts, on the earnings 
for a notional Papua New Guinea Sovereign Wealth Fund depending on whether the 
fund was more focused on investing for the long term or smoothing out revenue 
volatility to support current spending and two funds had been mandated although 
not established, the stabilization and development or stabilization and savings funds.  

40 
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And Brattle then concluded that a possible range of return between March 2014 and 
September 2017 and for our experts again, I just note the counterfactual is that the 
AUS$336 million or about PGK1 million is on that assumption not spent on UBS 
transaction but rather some are all invested in the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  

So, commissioners, that is just by way of brief opening.  We are greatly honoured to 
have two most distinguished experts and although each of them has very long CVs 
indeed, given we only have an hour, I cannot read them all out.  We do not propose 
to formally swear you gentlemen for technical reasons but rather just to have a 
discussion and get the benefit of your views.  Sir Tim, apart from other distinctions, 10 
I think you are a current Professor of the London School of Economics, a former 
fellow out of All Souls Oxford, a former consultant I think to the World Bank and I 
think you have particular published another expertise in Economic Policy 
Formulation in developed and emerging market economies.  Is that not untrue?

SIR TIM: I will own up to that, yes, thank you.

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  And, Mr Murray, I think you spent 40 years at the Australian 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia ending up as the CEO.  You were then the 
inaugural head of Australia’s Sovereign Wealth Fund called the Future Fund and 20 
you have also headed up I think the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds.  
That is correct, is it not?  Mr Murray, you are on mute.

MR MURRAY:  Yes, that is correct.

DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you very much.  So, gentlemen, what I propose to do is 
just ask you five questions which I have circulated in advance and just ask you each 
to comment on it.  I should say by way of background, commissioners, that I have 
briefed both the experts with some background - I do not pretend it is comprehensive 
– but just about the nature of the Sovereign Wealth Fund legislation in Papua New 30 
Guinea.  So may I just ask you perhaps to commence with the first question?

[6.49pm] We know the circumstances in which the PNG Sovereign Wealth Fund was initiated
but things have changed a great deal in nearly 10 years.  What are the implications 
for that decade for the establishment now of such a fund and if so how might it now 
proceed?  I do not know who wishes to begin.  Mr Murray, did you want to start - -
-

PRESENTATION BY SIR TIM BESLEY AND MR DAVID MURRAY
40 
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MR MURRAY:  Well, I will perhaps just start, Dr Renwick.

DR RENWICK:  Yes.

MR MURRAY:  First let me say that the Sovereign Wealth Fund formulation back 
then was customary for a country in PNG’s circumstances where money is first 
provided from the budget or from particular transactions and asset styles to a 
stabilization fund which is meant to smooth the budget because commodity prices 
are volatile and then season money from that fund is then given to a savings fund 
which intends to compensate future generations for resource depletion.  That is a 10 
fairly customary model.  But since that time there have been a number of 
developments in PNG which would leave me to question how to proceed.  

Firstly, the fiscal position has deteriorated.  A government debt as proportion of GDP 
is rising quite noticeably.  Covid of course has not helped with any of these.  And 
importantly the ratings at B minus negative imply a very high burden of interest rate 
premium for the (..inaudible..), not just at B minus negative but what is implied by 
the interest rates at which the Central Bank has issued bonds to the extent you can 
see those in the market.  This suggests that the real bond deal is maybe 6 per cent or 
more and to put that in context, we saw in that report the positioning of that Timor-20 
Leste Fund and the Norway Fund and the Chile Fund.  Chile is a little bit different 
because it is a stabilization fund dealing with copper but the other two are dealing 
with oil and gas reserves.  So - - -

DR RENWICK:  Just pausing there, Mr Murray, we might just put that back up on 
the screen if that will help. 

MR MURRAY:  Sure.

DR RENWICK:  Yes, there it is.  Please go ahead.30 

MR MURRAY:  Yes.  Now, in the case of Norway, a very long-term fund is a 
savings fund.  They do support the budget and there is a formular for that and it is 
invested on a high-risk base with essentially 70 per cent risk, 30 per cent defensive 
bond and its returns are very volatile.  For example, in the global financial crisis, the 
fund lost more than 22 per cent in one year.  Timor is almost the exact opposite 35 
defensive and 65 aggressive because it is a stabilization fund.  

Now, the more aggressive the asset mix, the higher the rate of return but also the 
bigger the risk of failure of the fund if withdrawals have to be made in any sort of 40 
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crisis.  But the simple point right now is that if the real bond – sorry, let me take one 
more point.  For Sovereign Wealth Funds generally, a target return or an implied 
target return on foreign assets of inflation and 6 per cent is very aggressive.  And in 
PNG’s case, the mix on stabilization fund and a long-term savings fund would not 
be near that.  So, if the bond deal is higher than 6 per cent real, which is implied by 
the ratings and the issue then the government’s priority should be fiscal 
consolidation, repayment of debt and restating the fiscal policy.   

[6.54pm] Now, the rating that is currently given for PNG has six components ranked one –
each ranked one to six.  One being good; six being not good and four of those ratings 10 
are at six and two of them are at five.  And so, the country’s position on its 
institutional framework on the corruption index and these items means that external 
funding is limited by its international credibility.  So, the real issues of PNG now is 
transparency as policy, fiscal consolidation, dealing with debt and dealing with an 
international community who wants to see some progress which I see in this 
commission can help achieve.  

DR RENWICK:  Thank you very much.  Sir Tim?  

SIR TIM:  I will just add a couple of points to what Mr Murray just said.  I think 20 
what I – the way to think about this is that it is sort of inseparable from the pursuit 
of a development strategy in general, which has two main components.  One is 
encouraging – providing and encouraging environment for private investment.  At 
the end of the day, PNG has to set as a priority that develops a strong private sector 
to develop the economy across the board which you cannot do that in the absence of 
effective management of public resources.  Partly because public resources are 
needed to invest in infrastructure and other things; it supports private investment but 
partly because of the issues that Mr Murray was just drawing your attention to but 
the general investment climate is shaped by perceptions of corruption, perceptions 
of security and property rights and other such things which are inseparable from 30 
general probity and public financial management.  

So, these are very – these are not just issues - I will come to the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund in a second but these are not just issues that were obtained narrowly to the 
creation of a particular entity like the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  They are embedded 
in a much wider circle of debates than now.  How do you create an environment that 
is supportive for long run economic development?  And in that context, I think the 
thing that you have to ask if you are going to establish a Sovereign Wealth Fund is 
would the best return on assets in the wider sense be achieved by the kind of 
investments shown in SWF would create compared to just finding ways of 40 
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improving the fiscal position by using the same resource to have a bet at that 
position, for example, for the country.  Because at the end of the day, there is only a 
finite amount of resource.  You are not creating resources like creating a Sovereign 
Wealth Fund, maybe in the long run by judicious investment, you will be in a better 
place.  But in the short term, it is about managing the resource you have and thinking 
about where the best returns are.  

And I do think as a genuine question for any country that is establishing a Sovereign 
Wealth Fund as to whether the asset allocation to that fund is indeed the best priority 
at a point in time.  So, I guess we will pursue that as we go.  But that is a key issue I 10 
think that has to be front and center in the debate that you have.

DR RENWICK:  Now, before perhaps going to the final question which is how you 
gentlemen recommend you might proceed and the choices you might make.  Can we 
just unpick some of those issues?  Both of you, I think, have mentioned the 
significance of PNG’s place in the corruption index, and I wonder whether you 
would speak about that and the consequence of that for attracting investment for that 
matter but also the relevance of the Sovereign Wealth Fund in that regard if that 
makes senses.

20 
SIR TIM:  Yes, I would be very happy to say a word on that.

DR RENWICK:  Yes.

SIR TIM:  And then I am sure Mr Murray will have his own views.   I think 
corruption is a symptom not a cause in a way.

[6.59pm] And I think one has to be careful in thinking about what we imply on the corruption 
index is really saying.  Corruption per se is something that is problematic in many 
societies to different degrees, but it is how – it is a reflection of the structures in 30 
place – the structures for transparency, the structures in the checks and balances that 
might occur through either a judicial oversight or legislative oversight depending on 
the sources of corruption.  

And, therefore, the link really to being an impediment to a developing strategy is the 
signal it sends out about the likely underlying structures in place for an economy.  
And that is why in the end, you turn to think it is an impediment to development to 
be highly placed on those kinds of corruption indices.  Of course, one should never 
over interpret those indices as there is also a risk that one loses sight of a whole range 
of other factors that often go along with that.  In generally countries that are higher 40 
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on the corruption index are also those with - that struggle to have reasonable levels 
of educational attainment and other things that we think that are absolutely essential 
to the realm.  So, the idea that this is some kind of silver bullet that if you can deal 
with corruption, you deal with all the problems that hold back countries.  That is also 
an interesting belief.  

But coming back to therefore what are key underlying factors, in my own work and 
in my own experience of dealing with policy around the world, you know, how you 
create a viable structure, checks and balances with transparent governance is the big 
challenge in almost every context.  And the thing is there is not a one-size at all 10 
solution to that.  I mean, there is a sort of sadder institution as we turn to think when 
it did, free and independent media, some kind of open and transparent appointment 
to the public office which are shielded from certain kinds of global influence, the 
management of public resources in a similar way, the right amount of politics.  So, 
you know, no society functions without politics – politics is the very key, it is the 
right amount in the right place that everyone needs to encourage through the 
structures.  

So, it is getting that balance right in a way that is useful and specific to the country 
in question; not having some kind of simple blue print that you bring along.  So, the 20 
solution and I know that is the essence of this commission has to be driven by 
something that will work in PNG ultimately or obviously.  And, therefore, it needs 
to be bespoke and to respond to the circumstances.  But when you look at that wider 
international experience, it is also important to realize that there is a wealth of 
experience out there that can be useful in directing the kind of specific change that 
PNG is trying to bring about.  And, of course, we can hurt talking about that.

DR RENWICK:  Now, just before I go to Mr Murray, just to take that example, the 
bespoke point, Sir Tim, all three countries PNG, Australia and the UK obviously 
enough have a version of the Westminster system.  But in Papua New Guinea, it is 30 
a unicameral Parliament.  So, that creates a complexity it seems to me with things 
like a Public Accounts Committee or in Australia an Estimates Committee because 
the executive by definition controls – as the government controls that single House 
of Parliament. Whereas in a bicameral Parliament, the other house makes maybe 
more independent government.  Is there anything you can point to in other systems 
which you have looked at which may have a unique cameral parliament where you 
nevertheless have parliamentary scrutiny working?

SIR TIM:  If you were to ask me, I would generally be supportive of bicameral over 
unicameral systems for the kinds of reasons you have already hinted out.  But at the 40 
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end of the day, it is how you make the system work, not just the rules of the system 
and that is a very very important to realize.  There are successful unicameral systems 
out there but the sort of best odds I think probably come from bicameral systems.  
But, you know, we have – you mentioned the UK; we have a rather strange bicameral 
system based and in part today on hereditary privilege.

[7.04pm] That we have to see past that and I think how does this institution really work?  What 
role is it performing and is it performing it well, and could it be performing it better? 
But, you know, a good example would be, as you know, the House of Lords has no 
say over budget legislation.  That was established after the 1911 Election where there 10 
was a big fight between the Commons and the Lords and it was resolved in that way. 
So, there are no go areas to the House of Lords so we are not a sort of fully bicameral 
system in that sense.  So, it is really, I would say, one does look at the system and 
the structures, you will be sure of that, that it is thinking about what in the detail 
makes our system work.  Is it having appropriate set of committees?  Committees 
can be a very important way of fulfilling that role of oversight scrutiny.  Are they 
function well?  So, whether I go will immediately lead to the, you know, where 
everything will be fine, and if it is fine not bicameral, I would caution a little bit 
because one looks - one has to get right again back to the bespoke nature of all of us.  
You have to drawl down and think how are these specific institutional arrangements 20 
working?  

Let me just give you one other example I recently was part of an inaugural institution 
in the UK called the National Infrastructure Commission, which I sat on and we were 
given some basic rules of operation.  But essentially what mattered was the way that
institution defined itself.  What did we do; how did we do it?  And that is technical 
as we were found in 2015.  It has taken us 27 years to establish how the institution 
works.  And I think we worked very effectively but it was not just because of the 
blue print.  It was because of the custom of practice of the institutional arrangement. 
And that is what I would emphasize very strongly.  Customer practice is hugely 30 
important.

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Sir Tim.  Mr Murray?

MR MURRAY:  Just on the institutional front, the issue is why people outside PNG 
believe that its institutions will work, and this is the problem with corruption.  If 
there is corruption, they are less likely to believe that they will work.  Now, the rule 
of law, the quality of the monetary policy institutions; there is many aspects.  
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Now, a lot of countries that have Sovereign Wealth Fund, and it is lovely idea 
because they believe that it adds to their international credibility.  The issue with 
PNG is that at least prima facie, it has the settings which justify consideration of a 
Sovereign Wealth Fund.  But right now, its credit rating and its fiscal position have 
overtaken that.  So, in anything that is done, the issue is with what outside credible 
expertise have we set this up?  With what transparency of reporting back do we 
operate?  And what are the personalities that drive this decision?  The personality of 
the Central Bank Governor is absolutely fundamental in the international 
community.  So, PNG has to start down this path so that its real friends right now 
are the multilateral agencies.  It is one of very few countries that are getting 10 
conditions put on it by these agencies at the moment because of this situation. So it 
has to somehow break free of that and get hold of its friends, its multilateral agencies, 
not be seen to be tied to anyone in particular - that is not a good look either and get 
some short-term arrangements in place.  With all of this transparency reporting back, 
achieving milestones and through that mechanism to start all the way back.  

On the Sovereign Wealth Fund itself, I believe that, you know, the government could 
either abandon it entirely but those oil and gas resources are very valuable.  So, I am 
not sure it would just abandon it, but you could appoint a panel of experts under the
auspices of IMF, World Bank, ADB, all these people are involved and review the 20 
formula under which funds flow from the budget to the stabilization fund and the 
savings fund.  And that public formula could then kick start transparency of fiscal 
policy.   

[7.07pm] I agree entirely with the point that the upside to PNG is going to come from 
development because of the size of the population, the number of under employed 
in that population, the sheer resources available to the country.  So, it is not the case 
that you do a Sovereign Wealth Fund in lieu of that development; it is how the fiscal 
policy works to make it all happen.  So, if such a panel were to come up publicly 
with the formula and the government can say, well, here is the conditions under30 
which we start, if we do it all, and here is the way in which our public enterprises 
work to create infrastructure then credibility starts to come back.  But it is a step-by-
step process.  

DR RENWICK:  So, just to pin you down on that, Mr Murray, are you saying that 
you should only move from the theory to the establishment of the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund in the case of PNG if, that only if, the panel of experts, that concept says the 
time is right under these conditions?   I mean, I know – I have tried to summarize 
that in a rather brutal way but is that what it comes down to?

40 
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MR MURRAY: No.  I think the value in a panel of experts is to actually come up 
with a formula, to actually state – give a recommendation on how funds should flow 
from the budget into normal budgetary expenditures development, how the State-
Owned Enterprises should operate in terms of returns, dividend payments, new 
investments, indebtedness because they can borrow.  And how – given all of that, 
funds will flow to a stabilization fund or a savings fund.  Now, the publication of 
that formula and the agreement by PNG to that formula kick starts some international 
credibility about a fiscal policy in which tax and the nature of tax will be absolutely 
essential.  But that is a starting point and it could be that the circumstances are such 
that the development priorities mean that we have the formula but no money flows 10 
to the sovereign fund for quite some time.  But the concept of the sovereign fund is 
right in the context of the oil and gas reserves.

DR RENWICK:  And just finally before I ask Sir Tim this question, you have 
mentioned in a number of international agencies and organizations, do you have a 
preference or one over the other to form part of the panel of experts; and do friendly 
nations such as Australia who is PNG’s nearest neighbor, does their Central Bank 
have a role to play too in that regard in relation to this panel of experts on the 
formula?

20 
MR MURRAY:  I cannot speak in detail about other countries but I know in 
Australia, officials from the Central Bank and other departments, have roles at the 
IMF and have relationships with the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank 
which have allowed them to understand how they have helped other nations in the 
South Pacific on this very same issue.  So, they could easily help but I would be 
reluctant to suggest that this is just an issue for Australia to help with.  I think PNG 
needs to move to a position where it is aligned with the multilateral system and that 
it is regarded as credible within that system.  For example – well, I think it is the last 
point about how they actually raise funds now.  But there are people who know 
where to go to assemble a small panel of experts to get this done.30 

DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Mr Murray.  Sir Tim?

SIR TIM:  Yes, I think just a couple of issues of balance here.  I will relate one of 
them back to something Mr Murray said earlier.  There is two key components to 
running any effective institution of particularly a Sovereign Wealth Fund.  One is 
the setting up of goals, the other is the independent execution of those goals.  And 
there is a real parallel with a very expensive literature on how one designs Central 
Banks here.  

40 
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[7.14pm] Those Central Banks have their goals set for them by politics but they are 
operationally independent for them to think about the best way to discharge that 
goal.  And I think there is a lot of value in that separation because, as I said in one 
of my earlier remarks, you have to put politics in the right place; you cannot put 
politics outside of the process.  And one of the ways to bring politics in is in the 
goal-setting dimension and then you can bring in your expertise, whatever that is 
needed to get the operational functioning of the institution right.  And there I do 
think, as practice does say, that you look for the best noble talent to do that and many 
countries have been very open to bringing people in from wherever who have the 
right kinds of expertise.  10 

Now, in terms of bringing in institutions to the process be it the IMF or any other 
institutions, you have to bear in mind that they do come with their own perceptions 
and goals about what they think is the right way to do things, and ultimately part of 
doing this for any country is to own the process and to be sure they are doing it in a 
way that is consistent with their own political aims and goals.  And so, I do not think 
– I think you have to not think about this as outsourcing.  If you think about it as 
outsourcing, I think then you are really under – to some extent undermining your 
own sovereignty.  So it is getting again the balance right.  And I think of the – I
would certainly say there is a lot of expertise out there in organizations like the IMF, 20 
the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank too, which for sure one would not 
want to neglect, but I do think that PNG will have to think how it wants to own this 
process because ultimately – personally, I would think there has to be a way of 
embedding it in the institutional framework of PNG, not feeling that there is a kind 
of  appendage to whatever is the will or the goals and aims of  external organizations. 

MR MURRAY:  Dr Renwick, I agree with Sir Tim.  Perhaps it is better expressed 
that the expert panel might be formed under the auspices of one of these 
organizations but the people themselves would not necessarily come from it.  That 
gives credibility and it provides expertise.  In the case of the Australian Future Fund, 30 
the underpinning principle was it is independent but it is fully accountable to 
government.  It is extremely transparent.  And in its founding legislation, the Board 
of the Future Fund is one of the few public institutions that is criminally liable under 
the Corporations Act for actions which it takes or which could be regarded in self-
interest rather than the interest of the public.  So, it really has to thrived in that 
situation and it is regarded as untouchable by those styles of politic.

DR RENWICK:  Thank you gentlemen.  So those we have sprinted through them 
but those are the broad five topics.  I think we have touched on most of the questions.  
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There will be an opportunity for you to expand at the end but, commissioners, given 
the time, I think I should pass the questioning over to you both.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White?

DR RENWICK:  You are on mute, Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  Chief, you are always generous in 
allowing me to go first with questions but this one I feel is very much a matter for a 
Papua New Guinea person to lead and I will pick up anything that you do not ask, if 10 
I may defer to you?

THE CHAIRMAN:  You go ahead.  I will have one or two questions later.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  All right then, thank you.  Thank you very much 
gentlemen for your assistance to us.  We are very grateful for what I might say a bit 
of a break on the enthusiasm I think that the commission we generally felt about the 
disappointment that the Sovereign Wealth Fund had not been established at the time 
when the idea was there. 

20 
[7.19pm] It going back to, as you would probably know, an agreement in 2010 where a lot of 

assistance was given.  Probably, Mr Murray, you were engaged in some of that 
negotiation and talk where it was expected that the receipts flowing from the LNG 
PNG Project would be considerable and I think perhaps a little reality check has 
come in a bit later; they forgot about the debts they had to pay for the project.  But 
there are so many issues that create problems we hear all the time from politicians 
who have given evidence that the need for hospitals and infrastructure and schools 
is high and accordingly, it might seem that it really was not a wise decision to be 
planning for future generations by stashing money away.  A stabilization fund might 
be a good way to iron it out.30 

But, am I right in thinking that your inclination is that it will be necessary for PNG 
to get its house in order, if I could use that expression, before it embarked upon 
savings plan?

MR MURRAY:  Yes, Commissioner, I am just concerned with an outcome where 
we say, well, let us abandon the Sovereign Wealth Fund simply because PNG’s 
overall circumstances by current account are balanced, for example, from its 
resources indicates that this sort of thing is possible.  I am just concerned about a 
recommendation that says, we will abandon that and worry about something else is 40 
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a little expedient.  But right now given the credit rating and the budgetary position 
as I read it, the urgency is on raising external capital and sorting out the budget.  

When I - my memory is vague – but when I was there, I remember pointing out that 
you can have intergenerational equity in two ways:  one is that you invest for future 
generations as Norway has done; and the second is that you build infrastructure for 
them.  And that is why the original proposal included a development outcome.

I am sort of happy with the way it landed because having three funds in one is just 
too hard and for this reason, I mentioned therefore the way that the State-Owned 10 
Enterprises operate with government borrowings or their own borrowings is 
perfectly legitimate for a government to do this and the quality of their development 
were on expansion of infrastructure is particularly valuable.  It maybe, if not, more 
in PNG’s case for PNG generation.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you.  Perhaps, Sir Tim wanted to put 
anything into the mix at this stage that I put a couple of other questions whether it 
would change direction.  Thank you.  

SIR TIM:  If I may, Commissioner White, it is just to add to Mr Murray’s remarks 20 
which I certainly agree with it.  I think though it is not narrowly just about 
infrastructure, I mean investing in education is also, given that we know that is 
fundamental for the structural change and creation of prosperity leaving for the 
future generations the fruits of investing in a wide range of things, not just physical 
infrastructure.  So the key thing is budget management and ensuring that there are 
processes that both identify high return forms of public spending that either they be 
in the form of education or infrastructure delivering on those; that is where the 
corruption problems can sometimes be an impediment and actually using public 
resources to achieve the highest returns for the people.  If that was easy, everyone 
would have done it a long time ago.  It is not, it is a challenge and it is having a 30 
system of public management in place is absolutely critical.  And you do not really 
resolve that by just creating new institutions if you they are not - if the existing 
institutions themselves are not functioning in that way.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Thank you.

MR MURRAY:  Commissioner, I might just add that to me infrastructure means 
social and economic infrastructures; I agree with Sir Tim.
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.  Yes, of course, I think I understood it that way.  
Another question is, a kind of economy that has risen in Papua New Guinea,

[7.24pm] it is probably true for many countries that it has a lot of its population, probably by 
far the majority of its population engaged in subsistence agriculture, which is very 
important for their – plus their cultural as well as their economic well-being.  And 
then you have these great oil and gas projects and mineral recovery of course, that 
is, copper and gold and so on, not much of anything else.  That is a mix it seems very 
difficult to get the balance right about that as well?

10 
MR MURRAY:  If I could that is true but we do not what is possible yet.  The early 
writings about the Sovereign Wealth Fund mentioned the risk of that Dutch disease 
where, you know, inflation rises from over stimulating the economy from the 
resources bit and hurts everybody.  But I am not sure in PNG’s case that this such a 
risk because although the headline rate of unemployment is only 2 or 3 per cent that 
masks the fact that there are vast numbers of people not even registered in those 
numbers.  So, the human capability that is sort of somewhat unseen in that economy 
could develop in any sort of number of magnificent ways.

But one example of the human capability being held back was the size of the problem 20 
with Covid.  So, hypothetically had at the health system been better, the detriment 
to the community from Covid would not be as much.  And this can flow through to 
other aspects of health, education and so we do not know, for example, if the 
productivity of the agricultural sector could not be much much higher than it is with 
all these other facilitating arrangements.  So, I think, we do not know the potential 
of Papua New Guinea but we should assume that it is weak.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

SIR TIM:  Can I reinforce that point?  I would not regard PNG as a country that is 30 
in a sense imprisoned by what we sometimes call the resource curse.  The fact is 
with this huge development potential in Papua New Guinea to bring people who are 
in effectively low wage, low return occupations into what we consider a more 
modern economy and we have seen plenty of examples of countries doing that at 
pace.  Vietnam would be an example in recent times.  Obviously, we have looked at  
China as well as an example like long history.  The real challenge for the resource 
intensive countries is where sort of an ironically high wages not low wages is the 
impediment to development.  So, if you look in the economies of the Middle East; 
that is a classic example of what you might always call a high wage trap.  It is too 
expensive to bring people in when they can earn the high returns in resource sector 40 
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to engage in the kind of economy that we see typically be it manufacturing or service 
sector may end up bringing in mostly gas workers to do the low wage jobs.  Whereas, 
you know, PNG is a more, in my eye, the classical situation of a developing economy 
with huge potential still in bringing people from subsistence agriculture into the 
mainstream economy and that would be the natural development part that one would 
hope to see emerging in Papua New Guinea in years to come if the country is well 
manned.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  I have just got perhaps one other series of 
questions if I might, chief, and then I am conscious that you should have plenty of 10 
time to ask yours.  We have heard a lot of evidence and read a lot of documents in 
the course of the Commission which shows that the parliamentary processes are 
really enthralled to the executive. Now, we might say that that is a problem probably 
for all the Westminster model system but with a very dominant personality in the 
leader, the Prime Minister, processes which had been established would operate as 
checks and balances and allowing input from the points - if they are disregarded how 
competent public servants sidelined, there is not very much that can be done outside 
the ballot box, is there, in any Westminster model system?  Sir Tim, I suppose that 
is some - - -

20 
[7.29pm] MR MURRAY:  Yes.  Perhaps I could response to that, Commissioner White, just 

briefly.  Of course, you are right.  The system – the democratic system by its nature 
has to look for solutions from within, but equally there are important debates to be 
had in terms of whether there are changes within an institutional structure that could 
promote that valuable form of change.  And I know of no country that does not least 
consider whether it be in the form of the electoral system, the construction of 
electoral boundaries, the conduct of election campaigns, all manner of things that 
could in principle be looked at to improve the effectiveness and workings of a 
democracy outside of grand institutional redesign.  I have to confess; I am not 
professionally expert on the politics of Papua New Guinea to know how that debate 30 
might begin.  But I do think that almost certainly there is some debate to be had 
about whether the system is operating a maximum effectiveness without needing to 
go to what you might call boundary design of the institutional framework. It is sort 
of getting again by coming back to my point earlier, it is custom and practice and 
reforming that that often is more important than changing rules. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Indeed.  Yes, thank you, gentlemen.  I will give way 
now to the Chief Commissioner.  Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, yes.  I will just focus on the delay in the establishment 
of the Sovereign Wealth Fund here.  It has taken a long while since the legislation 
was passed.  It is well over 8 years or something and they are still talking about 
getting the Sovereign Wealth Fund operational and there are a number of causes why 
that has occurred and I think some of those have been pointed out by David Murray. 
There are fiscal issues, structural issues, management issues, corruption issues and 
more recently, the Covid-19 issues.  So, this country is obviously riddled with all 
kinds of issues that obviously give the impression that the problems are not going to 
go away and it maybe that this country may have to wait for the establishment of the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund for some time to come yet.  But I do not want to be 10 
pessimistic about these views.  I think some solution has to be found and for me, I 
think the funds that get injected into the Sovereign Wealth Fund will have to come 
from some source and it has to be internal firstly, and those funds have to be managed 
properly, prudently and so forth to get the best return.  

Now, at the moment, the flow of funds going into the Sovereign Wealth Fund is very 
minimal, I would say, because there are a lot of management issues around the 
availability of those funds.  Funds coming in, you can imagine corruption maybe 
obviously one of the issues that confront those who manage those funds that should 
go into the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  So, I am more strategically thinking in terms or 20 
perhaps the underlining systems and processes that are in place that encourages and 
breathes and harbors this kind of environment.  And I am more thinking in terms of 
- and I want to get your views on this - in terms of a government in a democratic 
capitalist system should confine largely to its traditional role as a regulator out of 
which it can raise revenue to fund its various functions and minimize its involvement 
in high-risk investment of funds in the private sector.  

[7.34pm] Because the more there is private investment by a government who cannot even 
manage its own business prudently then the opportunities for all these problems will 
keep exacerbating.  Do you see that as a solution that government should perhaps 30 
limit itself to heavy investment in the business – private business sector whether it 
be direct investment in private business or through State-Owned Enterprises and 
focus more on the regulatory environment to minimize these kinds of problems?

MR MURRAY:  Chief Commissioner, I have seen situations where the government 
that has absolutely minimal engagement in the private sector can get drawn in, but 
they are most exceptional such as dealing with back up insurance arrangements for 
airlines after the terrorism issue in the United States.  I led the Commonwealth Bank 
from its government ownership to private ownership.  The main comment I would 
like to make is that whether or not governments are involved in the private sector, 40 
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you know, is not really the main point.  The main point is they are horrible at it.  It 
is very hard to reconcile budgetary management and priorities with the priorities that 
might occur from having ownership of private assets.  It never comes together.  In 
the whole of the history of the Commonwealth Bank, the Australian Government put 
nothing into its capital; nothing and by the time it was privatized it had been rendered 
horribly inefficient.  So, for various reasons, which are inescapable, governments 
are just not very good at it and should focus on what they do and particularly their 
fiscal policies and the quality of their tax regime which should encourage private 
investment.

10 
SIR TIM:  In fact, my own thoughts on this, Chief Commissioner, I think there has 
been this sort of mistaken view that is often out there when one has these kinds of 
debates.  So, it is government or the private sector.  But in fact the way to think about 
the challenge is the government and private sector and how they work together to 
resolve strategic economic issues.  And we see many examples of government 
working effectively in a strategic way, I mean, obviously building infrastructure as 
an example that supports economic development in the private sector but also forms 
of regulation even things like transparency.   Where you get into more controversial 
territory is where you get direct public ownership of essentially private assets or 
what we think of is naturally private assets.  So, you are probably aware my country 20 
went through a kind of many revolution under Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s which 
essentially involved selling off very very large amounts of public sector back into 
the private sector be they car – whether it be car parks, telecommunication system, 
the water system not without some controversy.  And there always are and there 
always will be debates where that line is drawn but this is an essential component I 
do not think you can ignore is that no economy I know that has developed effectively 
has not done it without somewhat important strategic guidance from the government.  
And, you know, there is a kind of method about the American economy which I can 
point out.  The level of State intervention particularly in areas like innovation 
through NASA that effectively created many many forms of innovation was a 30 
driving force in the American capitalism without any doubt at all making it one of 
the most rich and successful economies in the world.  So, to tell some story that 
simply says it was all quite a …..initiative would just be counterfactual.  But the key 
point of that is that it was supported and  

[7.39pm] what was done was done in conjunction with the private sector that promoted private 
wealth as well public effectiveness.  So, it is really finding that balance right that I 
would say is the challenge you have to seek so that you are not taking some, what I 
would call semi-ideological view, that this belongs always in the private sector.  It 
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is how you do that as a kind of partnership between State and market that is really 
the balancing act that you have got to be looking for.

THE CHAIRMAN:  As both of you said, corruption is a major issue, it is a global 
issue and more particularly in PNG it is a real issue here and I think I can admit that.  
But it seems to be pretty much chronic so even if we get this Sovereign Wealth Fund 
established tomorrow and inject the money that it requires, if corruption is still there, 
nothing much will come out of it.  In terms of the solution, I think Papua New Guinea 
may be still looking for a solution to resolving this corruption problem.  What in 
your simple I suppose solution would you suggest to address corruption?  Just one 10 
or two off-the-cuff.  I know it is a difficult subject but Papua New Guinea we have 
been struggling with corruption and we will continue to struggle with corruption and 
even if the Sovereign Wealth Fund is established tomorrow, nothing much might 
come out of it actually.  What is the key to resolving the corruption issue is the 
question?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That is an easy question, chief.

SIR TIM:  Chief Commissioner, what can I say.  I think there are two separate issues 
and I just want to clarify which one you are referring to.20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
\
SIR TIM:  Could you set up a Sovereign Wealth Fund which was not itself subject 
to corruption versus how do you solve the corruption problem in society at large?   
Those are distinct challenges though related because if you are in a society where 
social norms support some kinds of corrupt behaviour than presumably there is a 
risk whatever kind of institutional framework you create, it will be affected by that.  
But let me just take the narrow question then of can you set up a Sovereign Wealth 
Fund that can operate effectively?  If you did go down that route and take some 30 
amount of caution today I know, I do not think it will be impossible to set up strong 
governments; set of governments’ arrangements, sir.  And Mr Murray referred to the 
possibility of bringing in external organisations from oversight to bringing in people 
of integrity to make sure it is running in an appropriate way.  So, I would be more 
moderately optimistic that if it was a priority for you to set it up and to pick a set of 
governance arrangements that were unimpeachable in that dimension that you would 
achieve that, but it would not necessarily – it might contribute in a minor way but it 
would not necessarily solve the wider corruption issues which I think is what you 
are asking is about, not just corruption in relation to a Sovereign Wealth Fund.  

40 
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I think in many countries as you know struggle with this issue.  You are certainly 
not in a unique position.  I mean what you find and it is not a very helpful observation 
is that development does undermine corruption as people find better ways to deploy 
their talent than in trying to in effect earn illicit money from other people.  But even 
in rich societies, corruption sets and the gains from corrupt behaviour are enormous 
in rich economies because of the amounts of money involved.  But by and large by 
the time countries have reached the level of development, they have tried to work 
out ways in minimizing that.  But I think it is  down in the end to a combination of 
two things; one is the design of institutions, making sure you maximize transparency 
and accountability.  It is no good having a system in which people are repeatedly 10 
found out that not one in which they are not punished for things like that.  So, it is a 
combination of transparency and accountability.  And the other is how you do your 
best and this is much harder to shift public acceptance of such behaviour.

[7.44pm] And one of my favorite Economist, Albert Hirschman who sadly is no longer with 
us wrote about changing perceptions over development.  Really one of the key things 
is the point at which a society comes to believe that things that were previously 
regarded as acceptable are now entirely beyond the pale.  It does not tell you how 
you achieve that.  But that is the critical moment, the moment of social 
unacceptability, which you partly create by building institutions that are either 20 
resistant to it or promote transparency and accountability.  But that is probably the 
best we can do in the end.  I know that is not very specific; that is a quite general 
reaction that one could then start to deploy those ideas in a much more specific way.

MR MURRAY:  Chief Commissioner, I cannot add a lot to that except that I see a 
new term issue on the fiscal front and part of the process of dealing with corruption 
is to create little milestones in which you demonstrate that some actions that have 
been taken were not the subject of corruption and I think the international financial 
community will look very hard - that the first thing they look at is the quality of the 
Central Bank.  So, anything you can do to shore up the credibility of the Central 30 
Bank outside PNG may be incorporate the operation of a Sovereign Wealth Fund 
into the Central Bank as Norway does, then you achieve a little milestone, people 
start to think differently and then we get the sort of process that in the longer-run 
that Sir Tim was talking about.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Those are my questions.  

DR RENWICK:  Chief Commissioner, I think it falls to me simply on behalf of the 
commissioners to thank these most eminent gentlemen for giving their time.  For 
those who are listening, I should point out this is entirely voluntary, we are not 40 
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paying either of them.  We thank them very much for their time and their expertise 
and we should excuse them, commissioners, with our thanks and in my submission 
adjourn the hearing to tomorrow morning at 10 am.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Let me, on behalf of the Commission express our appreciation 
for  making time available to give most help information this afternoon.  Thank you 
very much both of you.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you as well from me.  Could I just say Sir Tim 
my own State of Queensland has been an unicameral government since 1927, I think.  10 
It seems to work all right.  It has the same institutions as the other.  I think Mr Murray 
might want to suggest that we perhaps do not always work very well.  Thank you 
gentlemen and could I say a good reality check too.  Thank you.

SIR TIM:  Thank you; thanks for having us.

MR MURRAY:  Thank you, Commissioners, lukim yu behain.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.
20 

SIR TIM:  And do follow up with anything you would like to in terms of what has 
been said today if that would be helpful.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

DR RENWICK:  Thank you gentlemen.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I think that brings to conclusion this evening’s hearing so my 
Associate will formally adjourn the proceedings and that is it.   Associate, can you 
adjourn the proceedings?30 

AT 7.49 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 11 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM.

40 
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[10.06 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we have a number of returns -
summonses and we have a number of witnesses for evidence today and I will pass 
over to Mr Jurth and Dr Katter shortly, commissioners.  

Just a couple of housekeeping matters, if I may.  As I had mentioned previously, 
in all likelihood, final oral submissions will be this time next week 18 February.  
We probably need one more half day of evidence and we anticipate that being 
Tuesday which would deal with any remaining summonses, any remaining 
tenders of documents.  We hope that Mr Dairi Vele will be available to attend on
that date.  He has had Covid for which we express our sympathy but providing 10 
he is well enough to attend we would expect him to attend next Tuesday either 
remotely or in person.

Finally, commissioners, I bring those following these proceedings, bring their 
attention to the Practice Notes which are still in operation which indicate that if 
people wish to apply to cross-examine witnesses, they need to indicate that to 
counsel assisting.  To date, we have no such applications but we – and I will 
appreciate for some witnesses this week - there has not been a great deal of notice,
prior notice of any of their statements but they are nevertheless available on the 
share file to all those we believe to appear, I urge those that are to appear to 20 
continue to monitor what is put on the share file because Tuesday is the date to 
notify counsel assisting of any further applications to cross-examine and if 
necessary for anyone to make applications in that regard as presently advised.  

So, with those matters, commissioners, I pass over to I think Mr Jurth first and
maybe Dr Katter later.

MR JURTH:  The matter of Wapu Sonk because Mr Mawa is at the bar table and 
I understand he has got another engagement to go to.  This is the further return 
date of the summons for Mr Sonk to produce both documents and to appear to 30 
give further evidence and Mr Mawa has an update for the commission.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa?

MR MAWA:  Thank you, Commissioner.  Thank you, Chairman, Chief 
Sir Salamo, and Commissioner Margaret White.  I relayed the message last time 
the directions issued by the Commission to Mr Sonk.

Mr Sonk is travelling between a number of places and his apologies that he is not 
able to stay in a particular place to zoom in but he has asked if the commission 40 
could put the questions to him in whatever ………… from wherever he is to 
answer the questions.  So the questions that will be put to Mr Sonk for his 
evidence, he can answer them by email.
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Secondly, in relation to the documents that were supposed to be produced on 
Monday, I understand the inhouse counsel Ms Sally Tadabe has made a statement 
and emailed to the commission that all of the documents have been put together 
and they have been put in the order that will request the balance of the documents 
that will be produced to the commission on Tuesday.  That is the status on the 
matter regarding Mr Sonk’s evidence.

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, dealing with those two issues in the same order, if 
the position is that Mr Sonk is not available to give oral evidence even by zoom 
or telephone at any time before next Tuesday, then the only other course available 10 
to us in my submission is to provide written questions for Mr Sonk to answer.

[10.11am] We will endeavour to prepare and send those questions today but even with 
today’s timetable it might be until tomorrow morning or so that they are ready to 
go.  But I would seek a direction that any questions asked of Mr Sonk are 
responded to in writing by 10 o’clock Tuesday, Port Moresby time.  If that 
direction is made then it would be appropriate to extend the summons until 
Tuesday morning and that the documents also to be provided at that time.

THE CHAIRMAN:  The documents that have already been provided, have you 20 
had a look at those documents and are those documents a complete answer to the 
summons?

MR JURTH:  Even according to Mr Mawa’s submissions it is not the complete 
documents that have been provided.  Some have been provided and we are in the 
process of reviewing those but there are more to come that have been 
foreshadowed and so we anticipate that process would complete over the 
weekend and Mr Mawa will be in a position to provide those documents by 
Tuesday.

30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa?

MR MAWA:  Yes chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right then we can issue those two directions that you are 
seeking that summons be extended to next Tuesday and that you provide written 
set of questions to Mr Sonk to answer by return email by next Tuesday, 10 
o’clock, thank you.

MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.40 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue 
those two directions then?
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief you have that.  Well, perhaps that be 
served because the issue of the questions is likely to impact upon the weekend it 
might be worth inquiring of Mr Mawa whether he monitors his work emails 
because they will be going to him first to pass on to his client over the weekend.  
Mr Mawa, will you do that?

MR MAWA:  I am sure he will response by Tuesday.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Well, and this is for you actually because the 10 
questions may not get to you before Saturday.  Will you monitor your work email 
so that when you receive the questions from counsel assisting you can 
immediately convey them to your client?

MR MAWA:  Yes.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.

MR JURTH:  Commissioner White, it occurs to me that what we might also do 
is obtain Mr Sonk’s private email that Mr Mawa would be contacting his client 20 
on and we can send it to Mr Sonk directly at the same time when we send it to Mr 
Mawa and Ms Tadabe.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Those are matters just between counsel.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Okay.

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you Mr Mawa if you do not have any 30 
matters before us you may be excused.

MR JURTH: Commissioners, I then recall Benjamin O’Dwyer from yesterday.

BENJAMIN O’DWYER, recalled:

XN:  MR JURTH

Q: Mr O’Dwyer, can you hear me?40 

A: I can Mr Jurth.
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Q: Yes good morning.  Thank you for your time again today.

A: Good morning.

Q: You remain on your previous oath from yesterday Mr O’Dwyer.  I have no 
further questions for you and so the commissioners will now have some 
questions for you, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I have only one question to ask.  If I 
can ask that first.10 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes certainly chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr O’Dwyer, did your instructions from the government 
include an instruction to consider the advice if there were sufficient funds,
particularly liquid capital in the General Business Trust to be able to pay off IPIC?

[10.16am]A: The short answer, Chief Commissioner is no, there was not a specific 
request for us to do that.  However, as part of the advice in putting together 
any sort of advice and structure around a refinancing of IPIC, you would 20 
need to look at the General Business Trust and I would like to point out 
that there was zero liquidity available to start through the General Business 
Trust because it had all been lodged as security to IPIC in 2009.  So, what 
effectively the State had done in 2009 had lodged its Oil Search shares in 
every other place of asset that fell within the ambit of the General Business 
Trust.  That was all part of the bond that was actually issued.  There was 
no other assets effectively available to the State as we understood in late 
2011 early 2012 as a result of the terms and conditions that were signed by 
the State through the advice and both corporate and legal that they 
obviously received at the time.  30 

Q: All right.  My only other question is in relation to the point in time at which 
the government’s position on considering the refinancing option with IPIC 
turned into something else.  That is that the State was looking to purchase 
direct shares in Oil Search.  

A: From the work that we did and our appointment we were never looking at 
a direct investment in Oil Search.  We were given very specific and 
definitive instructions and the team both internally and at the Department 
of Public Enterprises were working towards finding the funds to be able to 40 
refinance IPIC successfully and to do that we needed to look at all of the 
component that were available to IPBC and we did that on the basis if - we 
looked at it as in everything has been utilized within the General Business 
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Trust to do the IPIC transaction.  Therefore, we needed to utilize those 
assets within the General Business Trust to refinance IPIC and I believe 
through some of the work that I did and it is in one of the pieces of evidence 
in fact chapter 20 that I was going through this morning, there is a very 
good note - I say that humbly - I do not mean that with any ego to it about 
the advice that we had provided to the State and the sort of price that they 
were looking at and how they were structuring reviewing the General 
Business Trust.  There was an email that I sent to Dr Waine that I think it 
gives you a better flavour at the time of the thinking and the process that 
we were going through for that.  10 

So, sorry, if you go down, you keep going down, the very first email that I 
sent - this one here - where we pointed out the General Business Trust, 
where we thought the pricing needed to be at the time, what we thought the 
dividends may be or may not be out of the PNG LNG Project once it started 
in – when first gas occurred in 2014 and was happening with the third trend.
I hope that answers your question, chief commissioner.  I do not really have 
another way of answering it fairly for you without going back and relying 
on our point of view and our thinking and the work that we had done at that 
point in time.20 

[10.21am] To do anything else would be unfair and unjust to yourself and 
Commissioner White.

Q: All right, thank you, those are my questions.  Commissioner White?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, thank you chief.  Thank you Mr O’Dwyer for 
the very careful statements and digging out all that history.  It certainly is helpful 
to us to have that all put together.  The first question that I would want to ask you 
revolves around the very early days in 2008 starting in paragraph 27 of your 30 
statement.  

A: Yes.

Q: That was when you were putting forward a funding proposal for how the 
State might fund its equity interest in the PNG LNG project.  Now, I note 
that you dealt with Treasury for this part of your engagement with the State 
not State Enterprises.  Was there or mines for that matter; is there any 
particular reason for that?

40 
A: Commissioner White, we had been dealing with IPBC; we had dealt with 

Minister Somare and we had dealt with State Minister Arthur Somare and 
Mr Blake.  It appeared to us as, and again through the correspondence that 
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we have provided as evidence, you will see that the discussions that were 
going forward, IPBC had and were in discussion directly with Goldman 
Sachs and Oil Search about an Exchangeable Bond.  We had been sent 
early drafts of that.  It was suggested to us at the time that we also deal or 
discuss directly with Treasury because at that stage there had been no 
decision made about which entity would actually make the investment on 
behalf of the State.  There were two competing bids within the State and 
that was IPBC and Petromin.  Treasury had by – if I recall correctly –
Treasury were dealing or working for or with Petromin and IPBC was 
obviously sitting on its own with its own balance sheet.  So, we thought10 
that the most prudent thing with everything we had done up to that time 
particularly the State was going to utilize the Oil Search shares as we had 
been suggesting for many years; that it was only fair that we also seek some 
instructions or have some engagement directly with the Department of 
Treasury.

Q: All right, thank you.  And, of course, you set out in your statement why 
you thought the approach that you are recommending to the State that is 
the State’s release of funds was superior to borrowing the whole tranche of 
money.  Now, in order to understand the project and the requirements, were 20 
you given access to the joint venture agreement between participating 
partners?

A: No, we were not.

Q: So, how were you instructed or informed of those matters then?

A: You mean in terms of the payments that the State was required to make?

Q: The state payments, yes.30 

A: Yes, that came directly from Mr Yauieb as the Deputy Secretary of 
Treasury, and again there is an email that is provided that goes through all 
the correspondence that I had with Mr Yauieb, including our draft proposal 
that he needed urgently and we had several phone conversations and what 
you have got there at point 28 is a summary of what was discussed and 
confirmed in emails that have been provided to the Commission.

Q: Yes, thank you.
40 

A: These were made up – this was obviously the work Treasury does – I
should say Treasury had done work and had budgeted – had allocated 
money I believe at the outset.  So, this was directly from the information
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from Treasury.  So, there was no guesswork from us; we were following 
what it was that we were told.  

Q: Yes, I was really just interested in the source of your information.  Thanks 
Mr O’Dwyer.  Now, just a couple more particular questions.  

[10.26am] We will perhaps go to paragraph 77.  What happens to a lot of your dealings 
with the state to which you make reference in your statement, is Mr 
Anthony Latimer, he does so, if I could use a vernacular expression, seem 
to keep popping up in all sorts of guises and roles including as your solicitor 10 
as well at one stage. Did you ever have an impression that he was 
conflicted in the variety of work that he was doing for different parties?

A:  Commissioner White,  let me say this. In our dealings when Anthony 
Latimer was one of our legal advisors, we had engaged Corrs Chambers 
Westgarth. So we were dealing with the firm as well as the individual legal 
representatives within that firm. He had a team that worked with us and so 
to be fair to them, it was not just Mr Latimer that was providing advice to 
us. You have asked a very delicate question for somebody to answer. 

20 
Q:  Well, you expressed - - - -

A: Actually, Commission of Inquiry, is that I think the evidence demonstrates 
my opinion on how people deal with conflict. Conflict does not always 
arise and Papua New Guinea conflict will arise, people have a very 
different approach as to how they deal with conflict. How we have dealt
with conflict, how we have always dealt with conflict in Papua New Guinea 
to notify each party that we do have a conflict or the party that we actually 
arrive a conflict with and it is their decision as to whether or not we are 
allowed to continue. That happened in one matter, as I said in 2010, and 30 
one of our clients provided permission for us to continue based on no 
substantial conflict of  interest in the work that we were doing for Party A 
and themselves. I think any professional has a responsibility to notify if 
they have a conflict, they think they have a conflict, there is perceived 
conflict or there may be in future when tested if there was a conflict. 

Q:  Thanks, Mr O’Dwyer. Now, just a couple of particular questions. In 
paragraph 107(c) – just go to that. 107(c)?

A: Yes.40 

Q: You say there Mr Vele at the meeting of 13 August 2014 said that he and 
Mr Mortensen were working with UBS as Mr Latimer and Pac Wealth had
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recommended this. Did you have any understanding as to who Pac Wealth
were and why they were involved?

A: Certainly, Pac Wealth were a finance management group that started, I 
think in 2011 or 2012.

Q: Was it based in Port Moresby or in - - - -

A: It was based in Port Moresby, founded by a gentleman by the name of 
Adam Hills. I understand that there were some, after the event, I should 10 
say, I understand that there was a connection with Adam Hills’s family, 
Rex Paki and Mr Latimer. I have no evidence about it, I can only tell you 
what is it that I understood to be the case at the time, when I did try to work 
out what it was that Mr Latimer and Pac Wealth were doing.

Q: So you never did quite find out what the role of Pac Wealth and these 
negotiations were?

A: I have got no idea, Commissioner White.
20 

Q: Thank you. Now, about their committee, of course you are concerned to 
deal with the SCITV Litigation, of course that I understand was your 
primary interest at this stage. How did you know that Mr Vele was going 
to be in Sydney that time?

[10.31am]A: Mr Latimer had let me know and I believe I let Mr Latimer know that both 
Mr Sullivan and I would be in Sydney on exactly the same day and I sent 
the emails in relation to that.

Q: Yes, you did.30 

A: Mr Sullivan at that time was in Sydney already so we had organized to 
meet with UBS at – it was 11 o’clock I think it was, it may have been 9 
o’clock; 11 o’clock, I think it was, as per the emails.  Mr Sullivan and I 
met with them for two and a half hours.  I met with Westpac on the same 
day in between that meeting and going to Norton Rose Fulbright’s office 
to see Mr Latimer and Mr Vele and Mr Mortensen about the legal matter.  

Q: Did any of the other possible financiers that you spoke with about this time 
around relating to this visit mentioned the fact that they had seen Mr Vele?40 

A: They had not. So on the morning of 13 August, Commissioner White, we 
met with the Legal and Compliance division of UBS, we went through all 
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the litigation matters and any negative press that had been concerning my 
company, myself, my father both in PNG and in Australia, and we provided 
a complete file including the Attorney General’s advice, our legal advice, 
our legal standing. Mr Sullivan was there as my legal representative to 
answer any questions and we walked through the requirements from our 
position, any money laundering or bribery, and if I recall, UBS to design 
at that time.  The discussion was very cordial.  At no stage did we 
understand that UBS will engage with any other party other than us and 
that is why we had spent the time and the effort to attend directly in their 
office to answer and provide the files.10 

Q: All right, thank you.  And is Mr Malcolm Giheno a person known to you 
through Mr Mortensen and Pacific Capital?

A: No, he is not.  I am sorry, I have recognized the name and you have just 
triggered my memory.  From evidence given, I have never known, met 
with, dealt with or know of that gentleman at all.

Q: Was that true, you mentioned in paragraph 178 when there was a 
settlement, you were asked by Mr Latimer to make a payment – a20 
settlement payment or MVIL was advised to make a settlement payment 
of K3 million to an entity called Woodlawn Capital?

A: That is correct.

Q: Yes.  And you are not aware of any connection between Mr Giheno and 
Woodlawn Capital then?

A: I am aware of what was written in the press subsequent to our engagement 
and I do point out, Commission White, that myself and my associated 30 
group had nothing to do with Woodlawn Capital.  They were completely 
independent and were working directly for MVIL, an engagement people 
I dealt with, advice was done by them under their mandate, completely 
separate to the part of the transaction that we had entered and completed 
and funded.

Q: And I understand that that litigation is still ongoing; is that correct, it is not 
completed yet?

A: That is correct, Commissioner White, we are still in litigation around this 40 
matter in Papua New Guinea.
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Q: Yes, thank you.  Perhaps another point.  It does not seem precisely relevant 
until you make the statement of course that they were – issue is relating to 
section 209 of the Constitution that were raised in this litigation?

A: No, Commissioner White, unfortunately, as you know this is a complex 
matter.  The IPIC and UBS loan matter that you are dealing with over the 
last two years is very complex in terms of evidence being delivered and 
finding – and making your way through to the bottom of the pile of what 
happened and what did not happen.  The SCITB, the Sovereign 
Community Infrastructure Treasury Bill, that we were mandated and 10 
appointed by the Treasurer of Papua New Guinea, the Honourable Patrick 
Pruaitch is the part of two transactions that we are in litigation concerning 
Papua New Guinea that relates to section 209 and 210 of the Constitution.

[10.36am] And that is in direct relationship to the application of a loan versus the 
application of a treasury bill which is defined and understood to be a 
security and not a loan.

Q: Yes, and you dealt with that that former Prime Minister Mr O’Neill - when 
Minister for, I think Finance, took a different view?20 

A: That is correct.  And again the former Attorney General provided a written 
advice to the minister – the member that had put the underpinning 
transaction together and that is part of the evidence that I have provided to 
counsel. So that is obviously open for you to review.  And as I said in my 
statement, we believe that there is more information that has been provided 
by the Solicitor General to the Attorney General currently, and I have also 
provided all correspondence in relation to that with parties such as the 
Public Prosecutor.  

30 
Q: Thank you.  I know it was a bit tangential but you mentioned of course in 

your statement and it is all part of the web really, is it not, with so many 
things wind around each other?  But my last question is just whether you 
and Mr Burns discussed after you and he in effect were removed from any 
further involvement in the IPIC line by Mr Latimer and Mr Jilek.  So how 
did this come about?  Is it the right hand not telling the left what they are 
doing in the same organization?

A: I smile Commissioner White because your question is one that I cannot 
answer.  I have not dealt with that Mr Burns subsequent to finding out and 40 
the work that was done by, I would assume, the investment bank side of 
UBS dealing with other parties which other parties are entitled to do.  I 
would, as I said yesterday, expect or would have expected some courteous 
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phone call or email.  We have not had that, I do not expect it now and I do 
not really need it now.  I understand financial transactions, we understand 
how banking works, it is highly competitive, but in being highly 
competitive I believe you must be transparent, ethical and follow the 
instructions that your client has given you.  I am not saying that UBS or 
Mr Burns or any other party did not apply the same process but as I see 
here and I have got evidence that has been supplied to the commission, I 
cannot answer that fully, I can only give you an opinion and I think it would 
be dangerous to say more than that that may influence you one way or the 
other.  The evidence is there for the commission, Commissioner White, to10 
look at.  

Q: Yes, thank you.  But thanks Mr O’Dwyer for your assistance to the 
commission.  It is greatly appreciated.  Thank you. Thanks chief, they are 
my questions.

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, with your leave, I would have two further 
questions for Mr O’Dwyer. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.20 

MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief.  Mr O’Dwyer, the Chief’s second question to you 
concern the time at which you learnt that the IPBC exchangeable bond 
refinancing became something else.  Now, from your evidence yesterday is some 
additional information in relation to that answer, what appears at paragraph 107 
of your statement, and you will see that that is 13 August 2013 meeting that you 
had with Mr Vele, Mortensen, Latimer and Sullivan in Sydney.  And there in 
subparagraph 7 you referred to Mr Vele telling you that he and Mr Mortensen 
thought buying new shares on market could be better than the IPIC bond 
refinancing.30 

[10.41am] My recollection from yesterday is that this was the first time that you had become 
aware or anybody had mentioned to you the concept of buying new shares in Oil 
Search.  Do you understand your evidence correctly?

A: No, not at this stage.  So, I can answer that more for you than yesterday, I 
apologize.  At no stage was it ever contemplated under instructions that we 
have received that the State would be buying new shares.  I think it has 
been a point that has been confusing throughout this whole matter.  The 
work that we were doing, the work that the department and Dr Waine and 40 
Minister Micah were instructing us on and working towards was the 
refinance of the Exchangeable Bond that was executed in 2009.
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Q: And so then the concept of new shares being purchased, that is a different 
type of transaction or something that you became aware of for the first time 
on 13 August 2013, is that right?

A: That is correct.

Q: Then just to rap that up, your evidence yesterday if my recollection is 
correct, was that the next time this topic came onto your radar again was 
on 28 February 2014 and that appears at paragraphs 166 and 167 of your 
statement when you received the email and responded to Mr McAusland 10 
of BT Financial Group?

A: That is correct.  This was the offer of a work trade.  It gives the terms and 
also gives the underlying reason for the work trade going ahead.  You are 
not certain of what actually occurs between this date and the NEC date that 
the State is actually buying direct equity however.    This is work trade is 
a hedge, UBS’s risk, so if the State had not approved on 7 March then the 
institutions that bid through this work trade would be the subsequent 
shareholders in Oil Search direct.

20 
Q: Thank you Mr O’Dwyer.  My second question concerns a different topic.  

Can I take you please back to paragraph 27 of your statement and you will 
see that this where you discuss your first October 2008 funding proposal 
that you put forward to IPBC and you will recall us discussing this 
yesterday.  In October 2008, how could you be certain or have reasonable 
confidence that your proposal would raise sufficient money if the amount 
capable of being raised depended on the value of the Oil Search shares at 
that time?

A: It was our opinion that the Oil Search share price have an inherent value 30 
within that company as a result of the PNG LNG Project going from, if I 
said bid I would be mistaken.  If I gave you the correct term if it went from 
being the idea to going into the capital expenditure stage to develop the 
project, that would inherently and it was a very detailed analysis by much 
people smarter than myself within the financial community that had 
provided to the market some underpinning around what they saw as value 
for Oil Search as this process occurred.

Therefore, it was our understanding and our opinion and our advice that as 
the Oil Search share price traded in the market at a higher multiple than it 40 
was trading at prior to going into the PNG LNG construction phase that 
underpinning all of those things would be increased in share price.  Further 
than that our understanding was that if the Papua New Guinea government 
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actually permitted to a funding program for their equity position, that 
would further enhance the stability of any landowner or political issues 
around the success of completion of the capital expenditure program and 
so therefore that underpinned in our mind that the value of Oil Search
would be more than likely to rise over time.

[10.47am] I would also like to point out that at that stage no one PNG project 
participant was required to fully fund upfront their capital requirement so 
we did not think it was inherently fair for the State to have to do that. 

10 
Q: Can I take you to your proposal itself and that is the document that appears 

at footnote 5.  Just wait for that to be brought up.  You will recall us looking 
at this yesterday.  I will just wait for the actual proposal from footnote 5 to 
be brought up. There we go.  If we can go to the third page of that 
document under the heading, “details of proposal.”

A: Yes.

Q: You will see here that the underlying security was the State’s shareholding 
in Oil Search.  Then if we go down a few lines there is the column;20 
“principal loan amount.” There we go.

A: That is correct.

Q: You will see that the same number of Oil Search shares multiplied by the 
floor price protection level and then the amounts being contemplated is 
AUS$550 to AUS$650 million and then your proposal says; “this is an 
indicative price level as a final price cannot be finalized due to the market 
sensitivity in such pricing.” In other words, the amount that you were 
proposing under this offer was subject to the market price of Oil Search 30 
shares; is that how I read that?

A: Absolutely.

Q: At this time even under this proposal the maximum that you are proposing 
is up to AUS$650 million, the overall funding proposal though required 
US$1 billion.  How does this proposal deal with that shortfall?

A: It deals with it on – how does that deal with it, I need to read through for 
the details have provided but once you have entered in a particular position 40 
which is what this structure was, this was not a collar; this was a 100 per 
cent upside participation but we were locking in or buying a put on the 
downside for their client.  So, what that meant was as the share price 
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increased higher and higher, the derivative transaction that protected the 
downside would be able to be moved up. And that price difference, if it 
was a dollar, it would be times by the amount of shares that were within 
the protected equity facility and that amount would be able to be drawn 
down.  So, we were relying on long term increase fundamentals within Oil 
Search that fund the capital requirement but we had time to do that.

Q: From your statement the first tranche of funding that you understood was 
required in 2009 was US$310 million.  Is the AUS$550 to AUS$650 
million in this proposal only relating to that first tranche of funding?10 

A: It was.

Q: So, your plan in fact was to obtain further funding and further proposals 
with each successive draw down necessity, is that - - -

A: We were looking in trying to get a formal appointment to be able to finalize 
this. I think it is said in the email that I sent to Mr Yauieb within Treasury 
that this is a final draft that we would be required to be appointed to finalize 
this.  To be frank no one is going to give away bottom pricing levels and 20 
the full structure without having some level of appointment, we had 
previously proposed that to IPBC.  They were using the Oil Search shares 
as part of the collateral within another transaction so we saw as 
disengagement of ourselves, we would provide the equivalent funding for 
one and most of two and – but we were required to be formally mandated 
to be able to finalise any such offer.

[10.52am]Q:  All right.  If someone at that time within IPBC formed a view that they 
required the certainty of having all the funding up front and that your 
proposal in this piecemeal fashion was not sufficient certainty for their 30 
purposes, how would you respond to that?

A:  Neither was the Exchangeable Bond at that they entered.  Nobody had the 
availability the 100 per cent funding immediately available to the State.  

Q:  But what was the amount borrowed under the Exchangeable Bond?

A:  The headline rate or the actual rate because the work that we did on it we 
put it into two.  I think about AUS$1.6 billion, you have to take out of that 
five years of pre-paid interest that was going to sit in a quarantine account 40 
in Singapore.  My figures showed that was the equivalent of 42.75 cents 
per share per annum which equated to about $84 million per year or 420 
million over the five years which meant that the Exchangeable Bond price 
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at 8.55 in effect from our calculation meant that the real price that the State 
had received was $6.41.

Q:  Mr O’Dwyer, I accept that on that analysis, the Exchangeable Bond was 
more expensive but I am asking you about certainty.  It may have been 
more expensive but it is a view or where a view to be taken that certainty 
was key above all other factors that provided all the funding upfront 
whereas your proposal required you to keep going back year after year to 
obtain further funding.

10 
A:  Well, our advice under this structure from the Department of Treasury was 

they did not want a 100 per cent of the funding upfront.  They wanted to 
participate in the capital drawdown program like-for-like with every other 
partner within the PNG LNG Project and that this job required every year 
to be dealing with this to ensure that by the time that capital drawdown 
amount was required, then the State had those funds available.  In hindsight 
around certainty, I am not sure of IPBC’s thinking and I cannot provide 
evidence to that.  I can only provide evidence as to the instructions with 
Treasury in which this proposal correctly relates, and that is that they did 
not want 100 per cent funding available today.  They wanted to be able to 20 
make payments in line with every other participant over the period that 
they had provided to us.

Q:  And therefore, you disagree that the Exchangeable Bond was more certain 
than your proposal?

A:  I guess historical evidence demonstrates that.

Q: Thank you, commissioners, I have no further questions of Mr O’Dwyer.
30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr O’Dwyer, I think that brings to an end your evidence 
before the Commission so thank you for your evidence and you may be excused.

A:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Mr O’Dwyer.

MR O’DWYER:  Commissioner White and Mr Jurth, thank you.

THE WITNESS WITHDREW40 
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MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I recall Mr Ben Micah.  Mr Micah, as I understand, 
is in the hearing room in the APEC Haus.  Commissioners, Mr Micah took an 
oath on 21 June 2021.  I submit he can continue on that oath, if it pleases.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I recall Mr Ben Micah.  Mr Micah, as I 
understand, is in the hearing room in the APEC Haus.  Commissioners, Mr Micah 
took an oath on 21 June 2021.  I submit he can continue on that oath, if it pleases.

10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

BEN MICAH, recalled:

XN:  DR KATTER

Q: Mr Micah, you provided a statement dated 21 May 2021 and statement 
dated 22 June 2021.  Do you now have any changes or corrections as to 20 
those two statements – I should say affidavit and or statement?

[10.57am]A: Firstly, I would like to acknowledge the Chief Commissioner, 
Commissioners and Counsel Assisting the Inquiry.  I have no further 
additions or further changes to make to my earlier statement.

Q: You appeared for oral evidence on 22 June 2021 and 5 August 2021.  Are 
there any specific articulations that you made on those two days that you 
now wish to correct?

30 
A: Not really at this stage unless the commissioners want to ask me any further 

clarifications.

Q: I take you to one particular part of your transcript from 5 August last year 
and the page is 2582.  We will have that brought up on the screen.  It is line 
17 onwards on that page.  Could you just read to yourself please the 
question that you can see there that begins with the word; “Sure.”

A: I read the statement.  
40 

Q: Thank you.  You see your response there; “Not at this stage.”  What further 
matters can you now state to the Commission at this time?
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A: Further information that was forthcoming, I have not been able to secure 
because these people were not able to make the information available.

Q: I will take you to a document.  We will have it brought up on the screen.  It 
is WIT.0155.0001.2784.

A: Sorry, where is that?  Okay.

Q: Can you see there on the screen now, Mr Micah?
10 

A: Yes.

Q: We will just scroll down and then return to the top.  The document appears 
to be a letter from Mr O’Dwyer of - and just scrolling up a little - National 
Capital Limited to you as Minister.  Do you recall in a broad sense this 
correspondence?

A: Yes, I do.

Q: The date on it is 27 August 2012.  When had you become the minister?20 

A: A little bit earlier than that.  Straight after the - - -

Q: In the middle of 2012?

A: Yes, straight after the 2012 Elections, after the swearing in of members and 
the appointment of the Speaker and the Prime Minister, I was appointed as 
a caretaker minister responsible for State-Owned Enterprises on or around 
the first week of August.

30 
[11.02am]Q: In the first paragraph of this correspondence it refers; “Please refer to a 

meeting on Friday 24 August 2012.”  Did you meet with Mr O’Dwyer, Dr 
Waine and Mr Sonk about the IPIC Exchangeable Bond on or about that 
date 24 August 2012?

A: Yes, we did.  

Q: Did you retain National Capital Limited or Backwell Lombard to provide 
advice on the IPIC Exchangeable Bond in 2012?

40 
A: I believe both organizations.
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Q: What fees were going to be paid by the State or any of the State entities, 
your ministry to National Capital Limited or Backwell Lombard for this 
engagement that you have just referred to?

A: The payment was going to come from either the Department of State-
Owned Enterprises or from IPBC at that time.  Part of my mandate as the 
newly appointed minister for State-Owned Enterprises was to deal with this 
IPIC loan that was coming to an end in 2014 - was going to be called up in 
2014.  And, therefore, it was my prerogative to seek advice on the best 
possible way to retire the loan so that it would not cost whatever was 10 
already due to the State more than whatever was already due to the State.

Q: Was there an indication to you in 2012 that Mr O’Dwyer or Backwell 
Lombard or National Capital Limited were preferencing a particular 
financial institution over and above others in 2012?

A: Not really.  They were just one of the many organizations that I was seeking 
advice from.

Q: Into the next year, March and April 2013, there was travel in those two 20 
months by officials within your ministry to Abu Dhabi as to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  What communications were made to you as to that 
particular travel either before or during the travel to Abu Dhabi?

A: I did not receive any briefing from IPBC on the purpose of that visit and 
neither was I aware nor did I authorize the visit.

Q: What about when the individuals were in Abu Dhabi, was there 
communication sent to you from Abu Dhabi?

30 
A: I was not aware of what they went to discuss, I was not aware of the trip 

and so therefore I had no way to communicate with them.

Q: Before that travel to Abu Dhabi, particularly Mr Kumarasiri and Dr Waine, 
had you sighted a settlement proposal that was going to be taken to IPIC in 
Abu Dhabi?

A: Sorry, I may have got the information wrong.  There was an earlier trip that 
Wasantha and two consultants from organizations that he was apparently 
dealing with as MD for IPBC who took that trip to Abu Dhabi.  40 
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[11.07am] And that trip, I was not aware.  But this particular trip with Dr Waine, yes, 
I was aware of that trip and I had some communications with both 
Wasantha and Dr Waine. 

Q:  Do you recall seeing a settlement proposal that was going to be taken?  I 
am describing it as a settlement proposal but some type of proposal 
document as to an outcome that was going to be taken to Abu Dhabi by Mr 
Kumarasiri and Dr Waine?

A: I cannot recall but if you can put the document up on the screen maybe I 10 
can. 

Q: You did refer to this particular settlement proposal document in your last 
oral evidence on 22 June but at that time you were not able to identify or 
locate a copy of that proposal document.  Have you been able to identify 
any document in that regard since you gave evidence on 22 June?

A: No, unfortunately.

Q: We have brought up on the screen another document, NRF.001.001.2400. 20 
That is a print out of an email, it seems, from Mr Anthony Latimer.  Can 
you see that on the screen, Mr Micah?

A: Yes.

Q: Yes.  It appears to be to Dr Waine.  Were you requesting that Mr Latimer 
come to Port Moresby to provide assistance on the management and 
progression of the - including as to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond?

A: Yes, that is correct.30 

Q: This email refers to that request.  Was the request that this email is referring 
to the first communication to Mr Latimer by you?

A: Sorry, can you come again, please?

Q: Yes.  This email is referring to a request by you as minister to Mr Latimer. 
Was that request that this email is referring to the first communication by 
you to Mr Latimer?

40 
A: In general or with regards to the UBS - sorry, the IPIC loan refinance?

Q: Well, as to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinance.
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A: I believe this could have been the first time that I communicated with him 
through the secretary.

Q: And then picking up what you just said, had you been communicating with 
Mr Latimer more generally since you had become the minister, had you?

A: Not really because he was not engaged by me or by the department to 
provide advice on any other matter but he was giving advice to government 
on other issues. 10 

Q: Well, you are requesting Mr Latimer to come to Port Moresby.  Who was 
retaining Mr Latimer then for this request?

A: I believe Treasury.

Q: And what was the retainer or the engagement of Mr Latimer going to be 
specifically further to this request?

A: I believe Latimer was engaged to provide advice to the State on the 20 
financing structure that was being proposed by UBS at that time.

[11.12am] Q: Was it your understanding, picking up on what you were saying before, 
that at all times Mr Latimer was being retained or engaged by Treasury?

A: I believe so.  

Q: And what did you actually instruct Mr Latimer to do when he came to Port 
Moresby as you referred to in this request?

30 
A: I wanted to understand the financing structure that was being proposed by 

UBS; the legal implications.

Q: Do you recall receiving written advice or memorandums of advice in that 
regard?

A: Not really.  I do not believe he gave any real advice directly to me but he 
may have given written or verbal advice to Mr Wasantha or Dr Waine.

Q: I will take you to another document, WIT.0155.0001.1597.  So, looking at 40 
the top of this, it appears to be a letter on your letterhead as minister.

A: Yes.
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Q: Then we go to the bottom of the document, bottom of the – the foot of the 
second page, that appears to be your signature there, does it not?

A: That is my signature, yes.

Q: And returning to the first page, it has on it the date or it appears to be dated 
31 May 2013 and it is addressed to Mr Ben O’Dwyer of Backwell Lombard 
Capital, is that right?

10 
A: That is correct.

Q: Looking at point 1, lower down on the first page.  Can you see that now on 
the screen?

A: Yes.

Q: “On a nonexclusive basis to finalize terms with your funders and to present 
those to me as minister as a matter of urgency.”  Just looking at the previous 
paragraph above point 1, “This letter confirms your firm Backwell 20 
Lombard as lead arranger with my advisors.”  So, are you instructing a firm 
to arrange finance but are you not also saying that that firm Backwell 
Lombard is going to be arranging that finance on a nonexclusive basis?

A: Can you come again, please?

Q: Yes.  So, you are instructing Backwell Lombard Capital, this is its full 
name, to arrange finance but then you also say that that firm is going to be 
arranging that finance on a nonexclusive basis, to use your words.  I will 
just take you down to point 4.  You see that?  Point 4 says; “No direct 30 
payment or invoice will be submitted by your firm to the State for any part 
of this engagement agreement.  The State understands and accepts these 
proceeds, fees and costs will be paid by the funder.”

[11.17am] So, is what you are saying that Backwell Lombard will receive any 
payment from whatever financial institution provides the potential finance?

A: They will raise the funds to finance the State’s requirements and then get 
their fees paid by whoever is funding it as some form of a success fee or 
something like that.40 

Q: This correspondence is 31 May 2013 but by the middle of 2013, was there 
an indication to you that Backwell Lombard or National Capital were 
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preferencing a particular financial proposal as to the refinance of the IPIC 
Bond?

A: They did not submit proposals to the committee or maybe they did but the 
committee only selected the four financiers that we were then able to deal 
with as the final list of financiers that were referred to the National 
Executive Council.  There were no serious further discussions with 
Backwell Lombard Capital.

Q: We will bring up another document, WIT.0155.0001.1596.  This appears 10 
to be an email that has a date on it 25 June 2013 from Dr Waine to Mr 
Latimer and Mr O’Dwyer.  We just scroll down.  In the second substantive 
paragraph or I should say the third paragraph it mentions your name there, 
can you see that?

A: Yes.

Q: You read that Mr Micah?

A: Yes, I have.20 

Q: Thank you.  The second sentence in that third paragraph, “the refinance 
structure from BLC was to remain confidential until legal and financial 
commercial opinions were obtained from Norton Rose.”  What advice was 
Mr Latimer or Norton Rose providing to you at this particular time about 
financial options?

A: All those were technical details that were handled by Secretary Waine and 
technical people within the Department of SOE.

30 
Q: Was that advice communicated to you at that time?

A: In general, yes.

Q: Can you recall what advice Mr Latimer or Norton Rose had provided?

[11.22am]A: I believe the proposal did not proceed to that stage and it was confidentially 
handled by Anthony Latimer and Dr Waine and the people at Lombard 
Capital, and I was not fully aware of the details that were being proposed 
in their proposal.40 

Q: Changing topic, did you establish the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance 
Committee in 2013?
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A: Sorry, come again please?

Q: Yes.  Did you establish the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee 
in 2013?

A: The NEC established the committee.

Q: You proposed the establishment of the committee to the NEC?
10 

A: Yes.  I sponsored the - - -

Q: With all the activity that was going - you continue.

A: I sponsored the submission to cabinet that resulted in NEC decision to 
appoint the committee.

Q: With all of the activities that was going on that we have been looking at as 
to Backwell Lombard meetings in Abu Dhabi, why establish or why 
propose to the NEC the establishment of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 20 
Refinance Committee?

A: Essentially, there was an issue with the way IPBC was handling the 
engagement of potential financiers of the loan.  It was done without my 
knowledge. They went ahead and started talking to some financial 
institutions without my knowledge and of course without the National 
Executive Council really taking a clear position on how we should proceed 
to handle the issue of repaying the IPIC loan. And so that is why I had to 
seek NEC approval to set up a committee that would then act as some kind 
of a bidding process. To go through a bidding process; to screen the 30 
potential applicants to refinance and select the one that would give us the 
best outcome. 

Q: There was also an internal departmental refinance or IPIC refinance 
committee as well, was there not?

A: No, there was only one committee that NEC set up and that was the IPIC 
Refinance Committee.  And internally within the department, I believe they 
had a team that was working to put advice to the committee as Dr Waine 
at that time was deputy chairman of the committee.40 

Q: As to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee, why was Mr 
Vele appointed as chair and not Dr Webster where you had recommended 
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in the NEC proposal, the NEC submission that it would be Dr Webster as 
chair?

A: It was Prime Minister O’Neill’s decision in cabinet to appoint Dairi Vele, 
instead of my recommendation of Dr Webster.

Q: Had there been communications with you or by you with Mr Vele prior to 
the NEC meeting about Mr Vele becoming the chair?    

[11.27am]A: Not at all.  My recommendation never factored Dairi Vele on the 10 
committee because he was Chairman of the Gas Committee.  He was not 
in Treasury at that time, neither was he in IPBC or in the department, so 
why should I communicate with him?  I had nothing to discuss with him 
on the IPIC loan refinancing except Dr Webster, Dr Waine and at that time 
the late Secretary of the Department of Treasury.  I was communicating 
with those people and therefore my recommendation to NEC was to have 
the Secretary for Treasury, and the Chairman of IPBC and Secretary for 
the Department of State-Owned Enterprises.  It was Prime Minister O’Neill 
who made the recommendation to appoint Dairi Vele as Chairman in NEC.

20 
Subsequently, Dairi Vele never chaired any meeting.  He never attended 
any meetings too, I believe, and did not make any serious contribution to 
support the other members of the committee to come up with the proper 
management of the bidding process which would then enable me as 
minister to expeditiously and professionally recommend to Cabinet a firm 
that would give us a successful and least cost outcome.  Dairi Vele never 
contributed to the outcomes that we were seeking in this committee.

Q: Did you have communication to or from the Prime Minister prior to the 
commencement of that NEC meeting where Mr Vele was appointed as the 30 
Chair of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee?

A: No, I had no discussions with the Prime Minister.  I was firm on making 
my appointments that were in the NEC Paper.

Q: When did you find out or receive communication as to Mr Vele going to 
Sydney to meet with potential financiers as to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Refinance?

A: Apparently, Mr Vele only went to Sydney after he was appointed acting 40 
Secretary for Treasury, and I was not aware, neither did I authorize his trip 
until much later – a few days later – after I found out from sources within 
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IPBC and the department that Mr Vele had gone to Sydney to talk to those 
other financiers and merchant bank.  

Q: At this time, that is, July and early August 2013, Mr Vele is the Chair of 
the Gas Project Coordination office, is he not?

A: That is correct.

Q: Yes.  And that office was not within your  ministry at that time, was it?
10 

A: That office was not part of my portfolio.

Q: Which minister had responsibility to the Gas Project Coordination office at 
that particular time?

A: I believe the Minister for Petroleum and Energy at that time was Nixon 
Duban.

Q: We will take you now to another document, WIT.0155.0001.1860.  You 
will see that this is from Mr O’Dwyer.  In the 2 line, it appears to be an 20 
email addressed to you?  Does that look like an email for you at that time; 
this is 22 July 2013?

A: That is correct.

[11.32am]Q: And looking at the first substantive line of the email, “Please find attached 
the proposal from BLC in relation to the IPIC refinancing.”  You see that?

A: Yes.
30 

Q: So just focusing on this date, 22 July 2013.  On this date, who was the 
preferred financier for the IPIC refinance in your mind at this time?

A: The financier that would provide the least cost readily available funds to 
retire the exchangeable bond loan before the expiry date in 2014.  So, all 
the people we were talking to were really on my mind, whichever one of 
them met the criteria that I set would be the one.  So, my mind was quite 
open as to which one of the bidders would be the financial institution or 
bank that would be selected and that would have included the proposal 
from Ben O’Dwyer’s group.  40 

Q: On 26 July 2013, you meet at the Stanford Plaza in Brisbane with Mr Ed 
Burns of UBS and Mr O’Dwyer; 26 July 2013?
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A: Yes.

Q: Did you take the view then on that day, 26 July 2013, that UBS would be 
the provider of the funding for the refinance to the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond?

A: Not yet.  I was quite open - - -

Q: Out of that meeting - - -10 

A: Sorry, I was quite - - -

Q: I am sorry, you please go on.

A: I was quite open to all potential financiers at that stage.  But like I said and 
I want to make it clear that I had no reason to particularly have a preference 
at that stage.

Q: How did that meeting on 26 July 2013 with the UBS representative, Mr Ed 20 
Burns and Mr O’Dwyer in Brisbane, how did that interface, if at all, with 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee process that was 
occurring at that time?

A: There was no relationship.  It was just an informal brief or introduction 
which I allowed as I did with others.  The work of selecting the - - -

Q: Pardon?

A: The work of selecting the final bidder was the work of the committee.  I 30 
had no direct involvement in selecting or interfering with the process.  I 
completely left it up to the committee to determine that but I was open to 
hear out introductions and general proposals from all the financiers that 
had interest in proposing to the State their bids to assist in the refinancing 
of the IPIC loan.

Q: How was that meeting with UBS in Brisbane that you attended interface, 
if at all, with the meetings Mr Vele was having with financiers?

A: There was no connection and there was no relationship with that meeting 40 
and what Dairi Vele was doing. 
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[11.37am]Q: There looks to be the Exchangeable Bond Refinance Committee process, 
an IPBC driven process particularly involving Mr Kumarasiri, a process
driven by - - -

A: I cannot hear you.  I cannot hear you.  I cannot hear.

Q: We have lost audio.  Can you hear me now?

A: Yes.
10 

Q: Yes.  There is always a delay down the communication.  I will just repeat 
that question.  Did you hear any part of that question, Mr Micah?

A: Please do.

Q: No?

A: Can you start from the beginning?

Q: I will.  There looks to be the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance 20 
Committee process, an IPBC driven process particularly involving Mr 
Kumarasiri, a process involving meetings and financial communications 
particularly by Mr Vele, and communications with potential financiers 
particularly by your Secretary Dr Waine quite separate – or, that is, those 
communications all occurring quite separately from the meeting that you 
had?

A: I believe Dr Waine was working within the ambit of the committee, Dairi 
Vele was definitely not, and in the beginning, perhaps somewhere down 
the line Wasantha Kumarasiri was not.  When Vele did not effectively 30 
engage himself and involve himself in the committee, Dr Waine took over 
the work of the committee and proceeded to talk to all the financiers that 
were available to propose their bids.  But the committee did not really 
function well.  

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Micah, we may have lost the internet connection.  We 
just pause there.  I think we should – Mr Micah, are you able to come back at 1 
o’clock?  We are having internet issues right now.

A: Okay.40 

Q: All right, thank you.  All right, associate, adjourn the proceedings to 1 
o’çlock.
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THE WITNESS WITHDREW

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

[1.02pm] DR KATTER:  Just doing a sound check. 
10 

MR JURTH:  Yes, Dr Katter, I can hear you in the hearing room.  Can you hear
me?

DR KATTER:  Thank you.

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Dr Katter.  Just waiting for the Chief Commissioner to 
return. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?
20 

BEN MICAH, recalled:

DR KATTER (XN Cont’d)

Q: Yes, Mr Micah.  By the time of that meeting, 26 July 2013, that is the 
meeting of the Stanford Plaza in Brisbane, there appears to be a 
departmental process with the departmental committee and IPBC process, 
if I call it that involving particularly Mr Kumarasiri, communications 30 
individually by Mr Vele with potential financiers, communications by your 
Secretary Dr Waine with potential financiers, and all of those appeared to 
be occurring quite separately from the meeting that you had with Mr Ed 
Burns of UBS and Mr O’Dwyer at the Stanford Plaza in Brisbane, is that 
right?

A: The meeting in Brisbane was a separate meeting for me just to get an 
introduction to what UBS was potentially proposing and also to discuss -
advice that I was sort of receiving from Backwell Lombard on the potential 
financial structures of the loan.  40 
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[1.07pm] That was more in that respect.  It had nothing to do with the bidding 
process.  And the bidding process as I have stated in my written statement 
was dysfunctional and not properly managed by people that were placed 
the responsibility to manage the process transparently and professionally. 
And that basically, I refer to Dairi Vele’s inability to attend meetings, take 
ownership of the bidding process and to coordinate with all the members 
of the committee who were tasked by NEC to review bids and make 
recommendation as to the best proposal from the bidders.  My meeting had 
nothing to do with the bidding process. 

10 
Q: I take you to paragraph 66 of Mr Kumarasiri’s statement.  It is dated 8 

February 2022.  We will have it brought up on the screen.  Could you just 
read paragraph 66, Mr Micah, please, just to yourself?  What do you say 
about that last sentence; that is, the final sentence in paragraph 66, Mr 
Micah?

A: Dr Waine was secretary to the department so, yes, I was working closely 
with him on matters relating SOE including the IPIC loan financing.  Mr 
Sonk was MD for NPCP, which we set up to hold our interest in the PNG 
LNG Project.  And Anthony Latimer was engaged by Treasury but also 20 
temporarily by the Department of SOE to help to set up the Kumul 
structures and also to - I think he was giving advice to the department on 
aspects of the loan refinancing to IPIC.  Mr Vele, I had no dealings with 
him.

Q: Changing to - - -

A: Mr Vele, I had no dealings with him at all.  There was no reason for me to 
deal with Mr Vele since he was not responding to my instructions and also 
not attending the meetings on the IPIC Committee.  I did not deal much 30 
with him at all.  He may come to the office to see Dr Waine at some point 
but he never came to see me.  

Q: Moving away from that paragraph to a different point or a different topic.  
At what point in time in 2013 or 2014 was there first a consideration by 
you not to refinance the IPIC Exchangeable Bond but to take out some new 
type of finance to purchase Oil Search shares as an alternative?

A: There was no discussion between me and the Prime Minister on the 
decision to take up additional 10 percent in Oil Search.  The issue of IPIC 40 
loan came to an end when the term of the bond expired and IPIC decided 
to take over the shares in Oil Search.  And I had some idea that Prime 
Minister Mr O’Neill was thinking of convincing NEC to acquire additional 
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10 per cent in Oil Search, but at no point, he did discuss it with me as 
minister responsible nor at no point did we discuss that we would seek 
financing from sources such as UBS to finance acquisition of 10 per cent 
additional shares in Oil Search.  I had no such knowledge and I had no such 
involvement in that decision.

[1.12pm] The most important thing to note here is that, and I stated it in my 
statement, when IPIC decided to pull the plug on the loan repayment 
discussions and decided to take over our equity in Oil Search in exchange 
for the loan, that was the end of my work.  That was the end of the 10 
committee’s work.  I can say that NEC never came up with any other 
decision to instruct myself as minister responsible to go through another 
process of engaging with potential financiers to acquire the 10 per cent.  
There was no such NEC decision that is why I said in my earlier appearance 
that that decision was not approved by NEC and it is not correct.

Q: After all the communications and activities that had occurred in 2012 and 
up until 2013 regarding the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing, why 
then engage FRA Blackstone in October 2013?

20 
A: I believe the committee that was now chaired by Late Sir Manasupe 

Zurenuoc in another NEC decision to change from Dairi Vele to Sir 
Manasupe was not forthcoming quickly to me to recommend financing 
option from the bidders and time was coming closer in March or February 
of 2014 on the deadline for expiry of the bond arrangement.  I asked them 
to give me an independent advice on how we should proceed in the event 
that the committee does not recommend a financing option because I was 
already engaging with them, I decided to seek some advice on how we 
should proceed in the event that the committee does not respond to me on 
time.30 

Q: Where specifically then had you got the name FRA Blackstone from?

A: Sorry, come again?

Q: Yes.  Where specifically then had you got the name FRA Blackstone from?

A: They were already dealing with the previous Somare Government on some 
financing issues and I got the advice from people in government that they 
are a credible group that can provide financial advice on financing matters 40 
and investment also so I decided to deal with them.

Q: Were you seeking a specific outcome from FRA Blackstone in a report?
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A: Well, I specifically requested for them to provide advice on the financing 
structure of the loan; how we should prepare the bids to the potential 
financiers and how we would structure the arrangement that would be 
favourable to the State in terms of what I said, a cost-effective loan and 
funds to be readily available without any unseen costs coming back to 
accrue to the State at some later date.  

[1.17pm] Unfortunately, that process never was completed for a full engagement 
because IPBC decided to start the process without Cabinet making a 10 
decision to engage.  And so we never concluded the arrangements to 
engage with Backwell.

Q: You had already seen or at least had a communication to you as to the 
content of a BSP Capital report at the time when you had retained, engaged 
FRA Blackstone, had you not?

A: Sorry, can you come again, please?

Q: You had already seen or at least had communicated to you the detail of a 20 
BSP Capital report at the time when you retained or engaged FRA 
Blackstone?

A: Yes, I had advised Dr Waine to deal with them as part of the committee 
work.

Q: When you received the report from FRA Blackstone focusing upon that 
point in time at the end of November 2013, what was then your preference 
in terms of a financier for the refinancing of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond?

30 
A: I was looking for a joint financing by both UBS and Citi Bank.  I think that 

would have been my preference but the committee never really - - -

Q: A joint - - -

A: The committee never really went to conclude their findings properly.

Q: When the committee’s final recommendation was put in writing, why did 
Dr Waine and Mr Vele, to your understanding, not sign that document?

40 
A: The documents I believe were prepared by the chief secretary who was the 

chairman and probably with Wasantha, MD for IPBC.  I do not think they 
engaged with both Dairi Vele who was now Secretary for Treasury and Dr 
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Waine on the final decisions to recommend whichever funding option.  I 
believe that could have been an issue.

Q: In this broad period in 2013, we see Mr Rex Paki’s - I hope I am 
pronouncing that correctly - name in correspondence, in email 
correspondence and attending meetings.  What was Mr Paki’s role in 2013?

A: Mr Paki had no official role in IPIC loan negotiations, not that I am aware 
of.

10 
Q: Were you aware of him working for any particular person or entity?

A: Well, Rex was known to me and Rex was also known to many people in 
government so once in a while I spoke to him informally to discuss matters 
but those discussions had no relevance to my work nor had any relevance 
at all to what we were doing on the IPIC loan refinancing. 

[1.22pm]Q: What was your understanding about who was going to remunerate him, Mr 
Paki, if at all, for his involvement in things relating to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond refinance?20 

A: I am not aware of any - - -

Q: Pardon?

A: I am not aware of any formal engagement by IPBC or the committee or the 
Department of State-Owned Enterprises with Rex Paki on the IPIC loan 
refinancing.

Q: Are you aware of any remuneration to him for his involvement in the IPIC 30 
Exchangeable Bond Refinance processes or communication?

A: I am not aware.  Any formal engagement of anyone let alone Rex Paki or 
UBS would have gone through the system.  

Q: Are you aware of any remuneration to him though?

A: I am not aware of any remuneration.

Q: In 2013, focusing only on that year, the refinance to the IPIC Exchangeable 40 
Bond and the communications – in a broad sense all appeared to occur 
within your ministerial responsibility, is that right?
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A: I was the Minister responsible for State-Owned Enterprises and 
Investments including the shares in BSP and the shares in Oil Search.  And 
so therefore under the Ministerial Determination it was clearly stated in the 
Determination that was issued to me by the Prime Minister that all these 
matters were under my responsibility; they were under my portfolio as 
Minister responsible for the government owned enterprises and 
government investment.

Q: Why in 2014 does the UBS loan then move to the Department of Treasury’s 
responsibility or realm when the proposal actually goes to the NEC?10 

A: Because the loan, I hope you have come to appreciate and understand is 
not a IPBC loan or a NPCP loan or loan being initiated or to be repaid by 
State-Owned Enterprises or State-Owned Investment.  The loan is an 
initiation of the State - the Government through the Prime Minister’s office 
and the Minister for Treasury.  But apparently Minister for Treasury was 
not aware and was not involved.  The State is a State loan, but eventually 
got repaid from revenue coming from State investments which is my 
portfolio.  I was never involved in the decision that was made outside of 
my portfolio for the State to acquire 10 per cent additional shares – sorry, 20 
it is not additional shares because we had lost the 16 point whatever per 
cent but new shares – acquire new shares.  The correct wording I think is
to acquire new shares, another new 10 per cent in Oil Search.  I was never 
party to that decision, I was not part of that decision for UBS to finance the 
acquisition of those shares and that the State would be the borrower. I think 
it is best to establish clearly the difference here.  The earlier loan involved 
with collateral bid the use of State assets and State investments.

[1.27pm]A: So, it was a IPBC loan basically using the shares in Oil Search and all 
SOEs’ collateral to back up that loan.  This new loan is a government loan 30 
and the decision that was made in March 2014 to borrow that money from 
UBS is a decision by the government and that loan is a State loan - not an
IPBC loan or SOE loan.  And the decision to acquire 10 per cent was not 
part of my involvement.  I was not part of the decision.  As Minister 
responsible for State-Owned Investment of which investments in Oil 
Search and investment in PNG LNG Project are part of my portfolio or my 
responsibility.  I was never involved in discussions and I was never 
involved in the decision to acquire that 10 per cent new shares and to 
engage UBS to finance the acquisition of that 10 per cent new shares until 
I found out about the decision at the NEC meeting when Prime Minister 40 
presented the submission and not the Minister for Treasury and not myself.

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Micah.
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A: Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  I have one question.  That is in relation to the statement that 
you made in writing.  The particular paragraph that was referred to in the first 
point that Dr Katter took you through.  It is about your statement that the UBS 
transaction or arrangement was a fraud.  That is a pretty strong statement to make 
in writing and to be put to this Commission on a sworn statement.  I would think 
that you thought about putting that word in that statement and you must have 
some reason.  This would be your opportunity to put out the information to 10 
support that statement.  You could - and the Commission would expect you to 
provide actual evidence to support that assertion.  If you do not have that 
evidence, you could point out some aspects of that transaction that smack of
fraudulent deal.  And given your experience and position at that time when IPIC 
loan refinancing arrangement was being addressed and later it turned out into 
government’s decision to purchase shares directly in Oil Search supported by the
UBS loan, you may be able to point out some evidence or actual fraudulent 
actions by certain people or if you do not have that evidence, you might be able 
to point out some aspects of the transaction that gives rise to that suggested
fraudulent transaction taking place?20 

[1.32pm]A: There are two instances where, I believe, the engagement of UBS, I
confidentially say it is fraudulent.  Firstly, in the Ombudsman Inquiry 
findings, there is evidence already made available which I believe is in your 
possession of a signing at the Government House purportedly of an NEC 
decision that authorize UBS to be engaged as a financial advisor to the 
State through Treasury and the famous involvement and engagement of 
Carl Okuk who was not a Treasury official who was present at the signing 
of these documents by the Head of State acting on advice.  According to 30 
the Ombudsman findings, there is no such NEC decision that authorized 
the Governor General to sign an agreement to engage UBS as advisor.  If
you do not call that fraud, I do not know what other word we can put on it.  
The evidence is already in the Ombudsman findings in their Report and it 
is already in your possession.  I can resend it to you, to the counsel just for 
the purpose of revisiting the findings of the Ombudsman Commission on 
this action of the Head of State being made to sign an NEC advice that 
never took place; it never happened.  

Secondly, is that when the Arabs – sorry, when IPIC decided to call on the 40 
shares in exchange for the loan and there was no more necessity to finance 
the loan, that should have been the end of the IPIC refinancing discussions 
and that should have been the end of any more loan discussion by the State 
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with regards to the IPIC loan.  After that situation happened and the 
Manasupe Committee then sent these recommendations to the Central 
Bank based on NEC decision to get the Bank of Papua New Guinea to 
become involved as an analysist or to review the proposals put up by the 
banks, the loan process that was set up, the loan discussion process and
bids that were set up to finance the IPIC loan were then referred to the Bank 
of Papua New Guinea for review and analysis were then referred without 
any referral back to the NEC which is the rightful legal body and authority 
to commit the State on loans. The Central Bank then wrote to UBS 
appointing them as the preferred financier of the 10 per cent acquisition of 10 
Oil Search shares.  Now, there was never any process by NEC to engage 
with financiers to first of all do due diligence on whether it was really
financially necessary to acquire 10 per cent shares one; two that a separate 
bidding process was again established which should come under me to 
review financing options for the 10 per cent.  There was no NEC decision.  
Only NEC has the authority to commit funds above 10 million according 
to the Public Finances (Management) Act above the CSTB which then 
comes to NEC for consideration.  So, there was no decision to decide first 
of all that it was necessary and wise to acquire 10 per cent Oil Search.  We 
never went through the process of due diligence of Oil Search shares or to 20 
do due diligence on what Oil Search was intending to do and that was to 
invest in Papua LNG.

[1.37pm] There was never such a decision by NEC for that process to take place and 
for us to make a decision to buy shares in Oil Search - another 10 per cent 
- NEC never made any decision.  At the same time if NEC had made that 
decision, a new bidding process should have taken place where bids should 
have been called again from the financiers that we had recently dealt with 
on the IPIC Loan Refinancing; or it could have been open wide to others.  
So, there was no such process.  The Central Bank, without any legal 30 
authority, went ahead without NEC approval, without a new process being 
initiated by myself as minister responsible, the Central Bank Governor just 
went ahead and appointed UBS without any prior decision, due diligence 
on acquisition of 10 per cent shares went ahead and appointed UBS to be 
the preferred bidder.  And based on that, I believe, decision came to NEC 
for NEC to appoint UBS to acquire the – finance the acquisition of 10 per 
cent new shares in Oil Search.  

So, those are the two areas that I strongly believe places UBS in a 
questionable situation in terms of their engagement with the State firstly as 40 
adviser to the State through Treasury; and secondly, through the 
engagement to acquire through a loan this new 10 per cent shares in Oil 
Search.  I believe those are fraudulent and illegal and not right.
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Q: Okay.  Let me just suggest a third scenario and if you are able to express 
your views, you may, that might give some hint of some improper 
fraudulent transaction taking place; and it is in relation to the value of the 
shares that PAC LNG was placing on its 22 point something per cent 
interest in PRL 15 that it eventually disposed of or sold to Oil Search which 
Oil Search funded out of the State’s 900 million collar component of the 
loan funded by UBS.  It is clear and that has been admitted by key witnesses 
that the amount that the State paid for its shares in Oil Search is the same 
as the amount that PAC LNG was asking for its shares.  And PAC LNG 10 
was putting a deadline by which that money would be made available to it 
being 16 March 2014 or something.  It seems that the State was running 
around trying to comply with that timeline; hence there appears to be a lot 
of urgency in the way the loan was processed.

As a Minister then, do you or did you have any access to information about 
PAC LNG’s interest in PRL 15 and how much of a business investment 
did PAC LNG have in PRL 15 or business generally in PNG for PAC LNG 
to have arrived at a price like that which is AUD$900 million?

20 
[1.42pm]A: First of all, Chief Commissioner, we are dealing here with a dead asset.  

This is a non-performing asset.  It is a speculative investment that Exxon 
Mobile and Oil Search and Total were getting into.  You know, we are 
talking now going back several years, five, six years when several 
transactions were done to take over the PRL15 or this Elk-Antelope Gas 
Project from the owners of InterOil which was basically Phil Mulacek, 
Christian Vincent and comes in Mr Carlo Civelli, the principal of PAC 
LNG, who became a majority owner of InterOil through PAC LNG.  So I 
believe Phil Mulacek and Christian Vincent and other shareholders sold 
their shares to InterOil – sorry, their shares in InterOil to Papua LNG and 30 
later to Exxon Mobile and now Oil Search is coming in and the remaining 
shares belong to Carlo Civelli, the major principal of PAC LNG.  

Now, the problem is, as I said, we did not conduct any due diligence and 
this is a dead asset.  This is a non-performing asset.  We were just buying 
into something in the future.  Who was setting the value of PRL15?  What 
was the basis upon which Total bought their shares and Exxon Mobil 
bought their shares which I believe they got 24 per cent or something at 
around 400 million and now we are buying 10 per cent at 900 million? In 
just a matter of less than 24 months these transactions took place.  And 40 
more than that, I hope that through your commission and through this 
inquiry, forensic audit can be done to establish where this money really 
went because the total loan was AUD$1.2 billion, 900 million went to PAC 
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LNG for 10 per cent.  And a few months earlier Exxon Mobil bought 24 
per cent for less than 400 million.  

I believe this is the appropriate time, Chief Commission and 
Commissioner, for these numbers to be really broken down and then 
appropriate authorities and appropriate specialists and professionals can 
follow the trail and establish what exactly we were buying for in a project 
that is a non-performing asset.  One day they sell to Total for one amount, 
next day they sell to Exxon Mobil for a different amount and finally the 
smallest share they sold more than what they sold to Total to Exxon Mobil.  10 
AUD$900 million for 10 per cent of a non-performing asset which even 
today is not even performing yet and we lost all our money in this deal.  
We are the biggest loser.  

Q: Thank you.  Those are my questions.  Commissioner White?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  Mine are rather 
smaller questions than Chief Commissioner’s, Mr Micah.  Looking at your 
evidence and the evidence of those who were engaged in the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bond Review refinancing, there were really a lot of people giving you and other 20 
people advice, but there is not much evidence of what might be described as a 
procurement process, except in perhaps one case with the BLC Capital, where 
there was any real documentation of offers, I take it that that is not unusual in 
PNG?

[1.47pm] A: Sorry, Commissioner, I did not get the last - - -

Q: Well, I am trying to understand what the processes for procurement of the 
services of entities or individuals external to the State outside the 
departments, as it were, actually is and whether it is generally adhered to 30 
because we have seen a great many people offering advice for you as 
minister or departmental secretaries seeking advice.  I am interested to 
know about the procurement processes and the point at which they kick in, 
as it were, and when it is just having conversations.

A: Well, the procurement process is clearly stated in the Public Finances 
(Management) Act that the rates of – sorry, the level of expenditure has to 
be approved by different people; the Section 32 officer is maybe 1 million, 
or provincial governments 5 million, districts at this stage I think it is 3 
million, and the CSTB deals up to 10 million.  Anything above 10 million 40 
has to go to NEC.  And since this was a NEC expenditure, a loan that had 
to be undertaken by the State, by the government, the requirements of the 
Public Finances (Management) Act on tenders and procurement is very 
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clear and very simple.  It is in the law.  That is what should have been 
followed.  We should have allowed the CSTB to put out bids for the 
financing of this loan, financing arrangement of the shares to finance the 
10 per cent shares and all is in the system.  I believe that should have been 
the correct process.  

I was the Executive Chairman of the Privatization Commission under Late 
Sir Mekere Morauta’s Government as Prime Minister from 2000 to 2002 
and I ran the Privatization Commission as executive chairman.  We put out 
bids for the sale of PNGBC then and there was a very stringent process that 10 
was overseen by the World Bank that enabled us to select KPMG as the 
lead advisor and Deloitte as the legal advisor and several other groups of 
professional firms that were engaged in the sale of PNGBC.  And that result 
– transparently resulted in the decision to amalgamate BSP with PNGBC 
and creating the largest bank in the Pacific.  The process was overseen by 
the Privatization Commission internal process, Treasury was involved and 
World Bank oversaw the process and the Minister Vincent Awali Late, was 
out minister who ran with the matter in cabinet.  And I thought that that 
would have been the same process.  You are looking at AUD$1.2 billion 
loan or more than K3 billion loan that went through one of the worst 20 
bidding processes that I had ever come across.  The only biggest ever was 
the sale of PNGBC and the amalgamation of PNGBC with BSP.  

The next biggest one is the one we are now talking about.  I do not believe 
the bidding process was done properly.  It was dysfunctional.  There was 
so much interference from so many people above, on the side and that is 
why it resulted in the way it is.  

Q: Can you offer any explanation for the interference rather than following 
the processes that you had come to expect?30 

A: Sorry?

[1.52pm]Q: Can you offer any explanation as to the interference that you have just 
described as opposed to people above you and people within departments 
allowing the proper processes that you have just described to take effect.

A: It is the difference of leadership.  Then Prime Minister Morauta had a team 
of international advisers and a group of countries that helped us to get out 
of the financial mess of the late 90s and so he was listening to sound and 40 
wise advice which he filtered down through the minister and then to myself 
to add on my Commission.  People like the Late Henry ToRobert, Late 
Anthony Siaguru, Late Joe Tauvasa and all the top team of accountants and 
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lawyers with their professional advice, assisted us in two years to 
amalgamate BSP and PNGBC, to corporatize all the State-owned entities 
which today we have under the Kumul Group.  

So, my advice is let us stick to the rules.  The final buck stops with who is 
in charge, the leaders.  Prime Minister gives direction to ministers, 
ministers give directions to people down the line but if there are 
interferences, if there are lack of credibility in the processes and lack of 
credibility in the people that are involved then the end result will also lack 
credibility.10 

Q: Thank you, Mr Micah.  Just some point of clarification.  Mr Vele was the 
chair of the Gas Co-ordination Committee.  What did that committee 
actually do?  I know it was not within your portfolio but you would 
probably know.

A: Well, firstly, Vele never chaired the committee and I also believed he never 
attended committee meetings which were chaired by Dr Waine who was 
acting and he - - -

20 
Q: I am speaking about the Gas Co-ordination Committee, Mr Micah.  The 

position that he held when he was nominated for chair of the Exchangeable 
Bond.

A: What about that?

Q: I was just asking you what sort of work did the Gas Co-ordination 
Committee do which Mr Vele was previously the chair?

A: I am not aware but I know there were only five people working in that 30 
office.

Q: All right, so you do not know.  What explanation, if any, did Prime Minister 
O’Neill give to the NEC to install him as the chair of the IPIC Review 
Exchangeable Bond Committee?

A: There was no explanation.  When I recommended Dr Thomas Webster, I 
believe, and Frank Kramer who was Chairman of NPCP now currently 
Kumul to be co-chair because the revenue was coming to NPCP from the 
PNG LNG Project and, therefore, I thought it was important for the 40 
Chairman of NPCP, Mr Frank Kramer then and the Chairman of IPBC, 
who was shareholder of NPCP at that time, 100 per cent owner, for the 
Chairman Dr Thomas Webster to be co-chair of the committee.  When I 
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went to the recommendation and recommended these two gentlemen to co-
chair, the Chairman of NEC then Mr O’Neill opted for Dairi Vele without 
any explanation or justification and NEC just went ahead to appoint Dairi 
Vele as the chair of the refinancing committee and never attended 
meetings.

Q: All right, can I ask you this?  In 2002, were you in any way involved with 
the merger between Orogen and Oil Search?

A: That particular amalgamation deal was done by Treasury.  It did not come 10 
under the Privatization Commission but I was aware of it.

[1.57pm] Q: Thank you.  So, you had no part to play in that?

A: I had no part to play in the merger of the Orogen shares in Oil Search.

Q: Thank you.  You mentioned the UBS Loan coming to NEC, that is, the loan 
to purchase the Oil Search shares about which we have heard, of course, a 
great deal of evidence on 6 March and you said that it was owned by the 
Prime Minister and Treasury.  Would it be, however, usual because of 20 
course the debt was to be novated to Kumul or IPBC and that IPBC was to 
sign a directive for the proceeds as all the receipts of the PNG LNG to be 
used in repayment of the debt, would it be usual a practice to include other 
ministries that would be affected by an NEC decision in the presentation 
of the submission?

A: Well, like I said earlier, the submission should have come from the Minister 
responsible for State Investment, which was myself.  I had no part in that 
submission.  I also believe that the treasury minister who is responsible for 
public funds and fiscal policy of the State - of the Government was not the 30 
sponsor of the submission.  

So, obviously, it came from Prime Minister himself who presented the 
submission to us in the Cabinet and it is quite unusual for such a thing to 
have happened that way because when the Prime Minister under the 
Ministerial Determination Act delegates his powers and responsibility by 
that law to us as ministers, we then become responsible for whatever aspect 
of government that falls within our portfolio.  And in this instance, State 
investments, State enterprises were my responsibility by law under the 
Ministerial Determinations Act which the Prime Minister signed and listed 40 
all my responsibilities including shares in Oil Search; shares in BSP and 
soon to be shares in PNG LNG Project and all the State-Owned Enterprises.  
I was quite not happy when that submission came in that way.
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Q: Thank you.  Mr Micah, those are my questions. Thank you very much for 
coming back yet again to assist the Commission.

A: Thank you.

Q: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter?
10 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I have no further questions for Mr Micah.  I 
would submit that Mr Micah could be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Micah, I think that brings to an end your evidence before 
the Commission.  The Commission would like to thank you for making yourself 
available to give evidence.

A: Chief Commissioner, I am going away next week and I will be in Kavieng 
until September or December this year so I may not be available; I may 
not be required, but I will send to you through your assistant the 20 
information that I referred to in the Ombudsman Commission file.

Q: Yes, if you have that information, you can provide it to counsel, Mr Jurth.,

A: But I will not be available for quite a long time.

Q: Yes.

A: So, is this my last time to appear?  Would this be my last time to appear?
30 

Q: I think so, yes.  On that basis, I was thanking you earlier.  You may be 
excused.

A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner.

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, if it pleases, I recall Dr Clement Waine.  Dr 40 
Waine has previously taken an oath.  It is submitted he can continue on that oath 
as previously taken, if it pleases.
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[2.02pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

DR CLEMENT WAINE, recalled:

XN: DR KATTER

Q: Dr Waine, please state your full name?
10 

A: Dr Clement Waine.

Q: Thank you.  Do you have in front of you your new statement if I call it that?

A: Yes, that is my supplementary statement, yes.

Q: Yes, four pages in total?

A: Yes.
20 

Q: Five?

A: Five, yes.

Q: 43 paragraphs, does it not?

A: Yes.

Q: And on the final page, you have signed it?
30 

A: Yes.

Q: It is dated 11 February 2022; is that the date that you signed it?

A: Yes, last night at midnight; a few minutes past the hour.

Q: Thank you.  Are there any corrections you wish to make to that document 
this time?

A: No.40 

Q: Commissioners, I tender that statement, please.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
that statement into evidence and it will be marked Exhibit - I lost track there but 
I think it is Exhibit quadruple RRRR or SSSS.  

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is S I think, Chief Commissioner.

THE CHAIRMAN:  S, all right.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes.
10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  It will be marked as quadruple SSSS, yes.

EXHIBIT SSSS:  SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF DR CLEMENT 
WAINE DATED 11 FEBRUARY 2022

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners.  Dr Waine, from at least December 
2012 onwards, you were communicating as to the IPIC Refinancing, were you 
not?20 

A: Yes, I was appointed by Cabinet as the adviser in 2012 to the Minister for 
Public Enterprises.

Q: At that point in time, who was driving the process of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond to refinance?  This is the latter part of 2012.

A: Cabinet directed the Minister for Public Enterprises to take carriage of that 
matter and he was responsible for it, and I was working in his office and I 
was assisting him.30 

Q: Do you recall a meeting particularly with Mr Anthony Latimer and Mr Rex 
Paki on 14 December 2012?

A: I do not clearly recall now.  I may have met them.

Q: Who at that point in time - this is December 2012 - to your understanding, 
was retaining Mr Latimer?

A: Sorry, I cannot hear you, was engaged with Mr Latimer or what was the 40 
question?
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Q: Yes.  Who in December 2012, to your understanding, was retaining or
engaging Mr Latimer?

A: I do not know at that time in 2012 who retained Mr Latimer’s service and 
Norton Rose.

Q: Mr Rex Paki, what was his specific role in 2012 and into 2013?

A: I do not think he has any formal roles.  I have seen him going in and out of 
the minister’s office occasionally.10 

Q: Were you aware as to whether he was working for, or being retained, or 
engaged or contracted by any firm, or entity or person?

A: No, no.

Q: Do you have knowledge about who was or who was going to remunerate 
Mr Paki as to his involvement in the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Refinancing?

20 
A: No, I have no idea who was going to remunerate him.  There was an NEC 

submission which I think minister brought in to set up a policy office which 
listed amongst other things the names of the possible advisors to advise the 
minister specifically on three projects.

[2.07pm] I think the Sovereign Wealth Fund, the Kumul Consolidation agenda  
which the government was driving at the time and the IPIC Refinancing,
but cabinet never approved that list.

Q: But Mr Paki was not one of the minster’s own personal staff at that time?30 

A: No. You mean, he was engaged with the minister’s office; I do not think 
so.

Q: Were the Oil Search representatives involved in this period in 2012 as to 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Refinance?

A: Not that I know of.  I was not party privy or in any discussions with Oil 
Search.

40 
Q: What about Posman Kua Aisi Lawyers and this is particularly 2012 as to 

the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinance; did they have an involvement?
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A: There were some discussions with Posman Kua Aisi Lawyers at the time 
but I do not think they were engaged by IPBC or by the Minister’s office
until much later, I think.  But that was for Kumul consolidation agenda to
draft the Kumul legislations.

Q: To draft what?

A: To draft the Kumul legislations, the legislations that created the Kumul 
companies or the bills rather.

10 
Q: And in this period in late 2012 and early 2013; were there specific 

discussions about a Sovereign Wealth Fund at this point in time in the 
context of the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing?

A: It was discussed.  There were three, I think as far as I remember, three 
major projects or initiatives that were discussed around that time that I was 
aware of.  One was the IPIC refinancing and the second one was the Kumul 
consolidation agenda to create those Kumul companies and the third was 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund.  And how the creation of the Kumul 
companies would impinge on the Sovereign Wealth Fund legislations in 20 
terms of the dividend flow.

Q: You see those three things that you have just identified as being interrelated 
at that time?

A: They seem interrelated and the reason was we were trying to create Kumul 
Petroleum and where the IPIC refinancing the asset would sit and that 
liability would sit and then the revenue streams coming from the PNG LNG 
would go to Kumul Petroleum and that would impinge on the Sovereign 
Wealth Fund in terms of the dividend flow.  So, those things were 30 
somewhat related and we were working on trying to resolve those issues.

Q: In 2013, you were communicating with Mr O’Dwyer from Backwell 
Lombard; were you not?

A: Yes.  I believe he was already talking to the minister way back in 2012 
even before I joined the minister’s office and we continued on the 
discussions around the IPIC refinancing.

Q: Did you see them as providing technical assistance or advice to you and 40 
the minister?
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A: Yes.  He did a lot of heavy lifting in terms of structuring the financing 
arrangement for IPIC refinancing.

Q: And initially what had been the trigger, if I call it that, for the minister 
particularly and you to begin looking at the IPIC Exchangeable Bond
refinance?

[2.12pm]A: He was initially talking with the minister and minister had written to him 
so I had several discussions with him and I found his advice to be credible 
and to be straightforward and so we continued on that engagement formally 10 
to work with him.

Q: At paragraph 14 of your statement, you referred to a 9 April 2013 email to 
Mr O’Dwyer where you talked about concerns and the need to take control 
of the IPIC refinancing process.  What was your concern at that point in 
time?

A: Okay, going back to paragraph 13, you will note that my first trip – at that 
time I was the advisor to the minster so I took the first trip with minister’s 
concurrence and representing the minister to observe the discussions 20 
between Wasantha Kumarasiri who was the MD of IPBC at that time with 
IPIC so we travelled to Abu Dhabi.  And we had a discussion with IPIC 
and we discussed the basic idea about – because the State was increasingly 
becoming obvious to us that the State may not necessarily be ready by the 
time the maturity date comes around so we wanted to extend, if possible,
with their concurrence the existing arrangement under the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond structure.

And we met with the IPIC representatives in Abu Dhabi and they were 
quite keen to at least, and receptive to the idea so we wanted to expose –30 
and in that meeting they were quite receptive.  Now, they asked for, you 
know, anything else that would be in return for them extending their term 
of the arrangement.  So, we told them that they would extend the interest 
rate from 5 per cent to 7 per cent and they could participate in some of the 
upstream or some of the development project area coming up like the trade 
free which was the P’nyang Project and the Elk Antelope project and they 
were quite receptive. They told us to come back in two weeks’ time so 
they will get the term sheet prepared for us to pick it up.

We went back two weeks later and that is in April 2013. In that meeting,40 
it was rather - the IPIC was a bit abrupt, the tone changed from being 
friendly to very abrupt.  They wanted the State to redeem the bonds within 
two weeks.  I do not know what had happened within those two weeks 
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period, something had happened and up until now I still do not know what 
had happened.  And that is when it became – when I became concerned 
that the State may not be ready and IPIC may exercise its option and retain 
the shares so I immediately wrote to Ben O’Dwyer expressing my concern 
and my fears about it and asked him to meet with Minister Micah to get 
further instructions to help on this.

Q: In both the meetings that you have just referred to in Abu Dhabi, there were 
the representatives from Oil Search present.  What did Oil Search – those 
two representatives of Oil Search refer to specifically at those meetings?10 

A: Both Peter Botten and Gerea Aopi were present in the first meeting but not 
in the second meeting.  They did not say anything, they just basically 
observed the discussions between Mr Kumarasiri and the IPBC – sorry, 
IPIC.

Q: Were they communicating – you mentioned the meetings with IPIC.  But
separately in the trip to Abu Dhabi; were they communicating about the 
Independent State retaining the shares in Oil Search?

20 
A: No, not that I know of.

Q: Were they articulating a position at least to you as to whether the IPIC 
refinancing was the preferable course at that time?

A: No, not that I know of.

[2.17pm] Q: Moving to April 2013, the period the months that follow; which particular 
banks was Mr O’Dwyer dealing with to your knowledge?

30 
A: Mr O’Dwyer?

Q: Yes.

A: As far as I know, he was working with UBS.  Now, just to sort of clear Mr 
O’Dwyer’s role, he was basically putting together a structure – financing 
structure that we could take it to the banks to finance the refinance or to 
refinance the IPIC transaction.  So, he put together a structure and he was 
talking with different banks. I think he was talking with Westpac, he was 
talking with the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, he was talking with40 
UBS and then also with Citi as well.

Q: In June 2013; were you communicating by that time with Mr Jilek at UBS?
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A: No, never heard of him until much later.

Q: Do you recall who was remunerating or who was going to remunerate 
Backwell Lombard to your knowledge in the middle of 2013?

A: First we had engaged him from the department but because there was a 
statutory – as a secretary, I had a statutory ceiling on how much I could 
approve.  So, when it went beyond that we asked IPBC to engage him and 
that is as far as we went.  But I do not think IPBC engaged him.  But 10 
nonetheless he was still working with us and with the minister within the 
engagement within my ceiling.

Q: Focusing on that June, July and August 2013 period; was the minister, Mr 
Micah expressing a particular preference for a particular financier to you 
at that time?

A: No, Minister Micah was always open minded. What he wanted was a 
financing structure that has less costs that can be done expeditiously given 
the time constraint we were working under and mainly ensuring that it was 20 
a big bank or big banks that had the balance sheet to underpin the 
transaction.  So, he was always open minded, he was never at qualms or 
never had any preference about it.

Q: Now, focusing on July and August 2013; had you personally formed a 
preference for a particular financial institution to refinance the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond?

A: Not really.  I was under the direction of the minister all the time so we were 
facilitating and trying to get the best deal to – by the State and by the people 30 
of Papua New Guinea to resolve that existing covenant with IPIC.  So, it 
did not – I did not have any preference but my specific requirement was 
that whoever comes up, at least has transparency and governance 
arrangement around their financing structure so we were dealing with more 
credible transparent process and transparent funding arrangements and I 
was always insisting on the compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley from USA 
and complying with all the anti-money laundering and the bribery and the 
anti-corruption policies of those companies or the banks to make sure that 
everything was done above board.

40 
Q: By the time Mr Vele became involved in August 2013 with the IPIC 

Exchangeable Bond Refinance Process, if I could call it that, the process 
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looks to have been already long in time and quite developed from going 
back to 2012.  What would you say about that?

[2.22pm]A: Yes.  Again, Minister Micah was always under cabinet direction and he 
was the minister that took carriage of the IPIC refinancing matters and that 
was way back in 2012 as soon as he became the minister.  So, it was clear 
when he brought me on board as his advisor, my primary role amongst 
other things is to advise him specifically on this IPIC because of the time
sensitivity.  So, there were efforts already underway in the minister’s 
office.10 

Now, as you may recall, there were several other people and team that were 
also trying to resolve this.  NPCP, I believe was running its own efforts and 
parallel efforts.  It became obvious later when I read the Ombudsman 
Commission Report that Dairi Vele was also running a parallel process and 
then Wasantha from IPBC was also running a parallel process talking to
Hemsley Capital.  What then became obvious was they were different 
tracks of efforts that were running and minister wanted a consolidated, a 
proper process that will bring and streamline all these efforts into a 
transparent process where a committee process is in place and, therefore,20 
he took the submission to Cabinet, I believe, on July of 2013 to set that 
committee process.  And he wrote to the committee members that all the 
individual efforts must now be consolidated through that community 
process and that is how the NEC came about.

Now, we were also alarmed at that time at the department that IPBC was 
further down the road with Hermsley Capital and we had thought so there 
was a draft non-disclosure agreement that was for both Hermsley Capital 
and IPBC to sign and that sort of alarmed the minister and he acted by 
bringing the submission to Cabinet to sanction the process.30 

Q: In August 2013, Mr Vele was not yet the acting Treasury Secretary; is that 
right?

A: I believe he was the Treasury Secretary around that or probably not, 
probably not but he was the Gas - with the Gas Committee or Gas Co-
ordinating office and he was the chair of the IPIC Refinancing Committee.

Q: Which ministry did the Gas Coordination Project office, however 
described, sit within at that time?40 

A: I would think it was with the Department of – and the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Energy and the then minister was Nixon Duban.
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Q: You said the Department of the Prime Minister?

A: What is that?

Q: I am sorry, Dr Waine, it just broke up there; did you say within the 
Department of Prime Minister or it was in another department?

A: I believe it was under Petroleum and Energy.  I am not too sure but I think 
it is under the Ministry and Department of Petroleum and Energy.10 

Q: So, was Mr Vele taking instruction from the Minister of Petroleum?

A: That will be correct.

Q: Did Mr Vele say to you that he was taking instructions from the Prime 
Minister? I am focusing on the period of August 2013.

A: He never said and we never met for the committee process to work.
20 

Q: At paragraph 26 of your statement, I should say paragraph 27, you referred 
to an email from Mr Latimer and it refers to Mr Jilek.  This is 21 October 
2013.  By the time of that email; had you met or spoken to Mr Jilek?

[2.27pm]A: No, we may have spoken over the phone. I think he called me one time on 
a Sunday.  He was really rude over the phone.  He threatened me that he 
would make sure that I do not get to Australia and all this nonsense.  But 
anyway, it was a very rude phone call on a Sunday afternoon from Paddy 
Jilek.  And that was the only time - the first time I knew of Paddy Jilek and
I spoke with him.  And my statement there in response to Latimer, I took 30 
that statement from Latimer to be a sort of veiled threat against the State of 
PNG because I thought that UBS might take some steps that maybe 
determinantal to the State and I stated that I hope it does not get to that 
stage.

Q: That phone call you have just referred to; is that what you mentioned in 
your paragraphs 40, 41, 42 and 43 of your statement?

A: Correct, that is the one.
40 

Q: In paragraph 28, why did you not sign the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Review Committee’s recommendation letter?
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A: As I said in my statement, I had never sighted that letter.  It was – I only 
became aware of it when the counsel three assisting the commission 
provided on 10 January – sorry, yes, January this year.  That is when I 
became aware that there was the existence of this letter.  So, you know, it 
was not brought to me and I did not know it existed.

Q: Did you have any knowledge about whether or not Mr Vele had signed that 
correspondence before this year?

A: Based upon what the counsel provided to me, there is no evidence that Dairi 10 
Vele signed. Dairi never signed this letter.

Q: Was there an interface between Mr Lars Mortensen Pertusio Capital and 
Mr O’Dwyer in 2013 to your understanding?

A: Was there a what; sorry, counsel I did not hear you?  Can you repeat your 
question, please?

Q: Yes.  Were there communications between Pertusio Capital Mr Lars 
Mortensen and Mr O’Dwyer to your knowledge in 2013?20 

A: No, I have no recollection or no knowledge of any conversation or any 
discussions between them.

Q: In October 2013; why was FRA Blackstone engaged?

A: All right, to answer that question I need to take the counsel and the 
commission back in time to understand the issues or the different events 
that had happened.  So, we had the Manasupe Committee, the second IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Refinancing Committee. That committee met, I think 30 
on 14 October 2013 to review all the bids and on the 23rd which was a week 
later, that Committee sat to finalized its recommendations.  So, the 
Committee never provided its recommendation to the minister so the 
minister is waiting for that recommendation.

While he was waiting on 30 October, Wasantha Kumarasiri, the MD of 
IPBC and Philip Pochabenco and Richard Borysiewicz, the General 
Manager for BSP Capital travelled to Abu Dhabi and met with IPIC.  So, 
that is without any knowledge of the minister, I believe.  

40 
[2.32pm] So, they were already processed to talk to IPIC and they may have resolved 

to select a financier after the last Manasupe Committee meeting.  So, while 
waiting Minister Micah in the interest of time was becoming – was a bit 
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jittery just to say and became more concerned that the committee process 
and the recommendation was delayed for almost a month or more than two 
weeks.  So, in the intervening period while he was waiting, he became 
concerned and wanted an independent opinion because the first committee 
process failed and he thought the second committee process will also fail.  
So that was when he asked me to find somebody who may provide 
immediate or who is available and could provide immediate analysis of the 
bids that were reviewed by the Manasupe Committee.  So, I wrote to 
Manasupe Committee – the Chief Secretary than Manasupe and requested 
for those bid documents and all the other supporting documents to be sent 10 
to me so I can scan it and send it onto whoever Minister Micah appoints.

And at the same time, I asked Ben O’Dwyer if he could provide any names 
of people that would be available to do this and he gave me three names.  I 
googled the names, searched online to see their online presence and what 
they were doing and FRA Blackstone out of Singapore seemed like a good 
fit because they were running banking - training for bankers within the 
region and they had a lot of contacts with different banks within the region 
and that accessibility would allow us to move a bit quicker and they have 
done some work on derivatives and other financing around the region.20 

So, I contacted them and they came back saying that they could do it within 
a week and we provided those documents under a non-disclosure 
agreement to them and they came back with the advice.  So, those were the 
background under which FRA Blackstone was brought in.  There was a 
time issue, there was  sense of urgency, minister was not getting the report 
from the Manasupe Committee as was expected within more than two 
weeks so he had to act quickly on that. That is how FRA Blackstone was 
brought on board and their remuneration was very reasonable, SD$25,000 
which we could afford it at that time so we were able to – we engaged them.30 

Q: When you received that FRA Blackstone Report and this is at the end of 
November 2013; did that create a preference at least from your point of 
view as in terms of the finance or the refinancing and who would forward 
that refinancing as to the IPIC Exchangeable Bond?

A: They did the scoring matrix and I think the scores favored Citi, Citi group 
and then UBS and ANZ/Barclays and then Hermsley Capital.

Q: If you could just bring up on the screen a document, WIT.0155.0004.0001.  40 
It has the Office of the Secretary letterhead on it and you will see the date 
23 February 2014; can you see it on the screen, Dr Waine?
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A: Yes.  

Q: Yes, we will just go to the final page of this document.  Now it has your 
block – signature block there but it does not appear to be a signature of this 
copy of the document; you recall this document?

A: Yes, I do.  The signed copies were left in the department and when the 
department folded, we left and all the files were left back in the department 
in the office and I do not where they are now.  According to the NEC 
decision, the Treasury is supposed to take custody of this and the assets 10 
were supposed to be with KCH now. But the signed copy is supposed to 
be on file.

[2.37pm]Q: Looking at the front, was it actually sent out, to your recollection, 
communicated to the Prime Minister and the Minister?

A: I had to – because at that time, I perceived that my role with the IPIC 
refinancing ended and then when UBS was chosen to refinance the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond, I had to formally wrap up what we were doing and 
how we translated the NEC decisions and what came out of those NEC 20 
decisions.  So, this is basically a summary of all our activities under 
direction from the NEC.

Q: Was the UBS proposal in the very final paragraph of this document, you 
refer to the Citi and UBS refinancing structures, to you use your words.  
The question is, was the UBS proposal which was approved by the NEC in 
March 2014, to your understanding at that time, different from the proposal 
which had been provided by UBS in 2013 as to the refinance?

A: I believe the submission by UBS initially to Vele, that is, Dairi Vele, the 30 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee was different than what they 
submitted to the Manasupe Committee.  They were significant difference.  
I cannot recall exactly the difference now but when I looked at them, I 
realized that the first submission to the Vele Committee was different.  The 
second submission to the Manasupe Committee almost mimicked what Citi 
proposed.

Q: Before the NEC made its decision in March 2014 as to UBS, did you have 
knowledge as to why ANZ/Barclays and/or Citi had dropped away from 
the process?40 

A: My recollection is that when Cabinet made that decision to defer their final 
decision for the choice of the financier or the funder to Bank of Papua New 
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Guinea, ANZ/Barclays declined to submit their bids; part of the reason was 
they were against time.  They just did not have the time to put together an 
exchangeable bond that they proposed to do and they will require 
documentations and they have to go to the market to place those 
exchangeable bonds; and those timings were working against them so they 
dropped out.

Then I think the Bank of PNG also asked BNP Paribas to also submit its 
bid, and I think that also - they also pulled out for the same reason and we 
were left or the bank was left with UBS AG, Citi and Hermsley Capital.10 

Q: What about why Citi and Hermsley Capital then did not go further than 
they did with?  Was their knowledge, on your part at that time, prior to the 
NEC decision in 2014?

A: No.  When the bank made that decision to select UBS to refinance IPIC, 
the Bank - meaning the Bank of PNG - that was when the Bank, I think the 
Governor immediately wrote to UBS and informed them of the State’s 
decision, but it was not necessarily a State decision.  It was his decision.  
The Cabinet never sanctioned this.  I think the direction from Cabinet was 20 
for Bank of PNG to make its final assessment and then provide that 
assessment to the Minister for Public Enterprises who would then bring it 
to Cabinet.  

[2.42pm]A: But that process was they did not complete the process.  The Governor 
wrote to UBS and that was where we were aware of the decision by the 
Governor.  And my brief that you just pulled up is basically to summarize 
all of those activities and up until that moment in time.  And then my 
engagement or my involvement with the refinancing of IPIC ended there.  
The summary is just to capture all those activities we were undertaking as 30 
a policy department under direction and trying to translate the NEC 
decisions.

Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions for Dr Waine.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White?

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief.  Thank you, Dr Waine, for 
returning to assist the Commission.  When you became involved with the 
Ministry for State Enterprises in around about - I think it was about July-August 40 
2013 when the minister brought you on board?
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A: Yes, around August or I think around August or September of 2012, just 
after the formation of the government.

Q: All right.  The Commission has heard evidence that at the time when the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction was entered into, it was the intention 
that it should be allowed to run its course.  And when the bonds matured in 
effect to let the Oil Search shares go because from a financial return point 
of view, it was better to invest in the PNG LNG Project and get dividends 
that would flow from that project rather than get dividends from the Oil 
Search shares.  So, we have heard evidence that that was the intention at 10 
that time.  But, quite clearly, that intention changed at least during 2012 
and 2013.  But, did you ever hear any discussion about just letting the bonds 
expire and paying anything extra by way of interest or top-up payment 
during your time with the ministry?

A: That was in some quarters; I think that was the thinking.  But we were 
under instruction and direction from Cabinet to work towards refinancing 
and then to retain the Oil Search shares and that is - it was abandoned.  
Several NEC decisions were basically to reaffirm this position and we were 
working under that direction.20 

Q: I certainly understand that, Dr Waine.  But I was really asking you, did you 
hear any discussion of an alternative way of proceeding as I have outlined?

A: No, I was not.  I did not have that liberty.  I was a foot soldier; I was under 
the instruction to refinance and that is exactly what I went out to look for 
the best deal for the State to refinance.

Q: Certainly.
30 

A: So that was what I was doing all along.

Q: No one is doubting that, Dr Waine.  I was really asking, was the other 
alternative something that you had discussed, not that you were trying to 
put it forward.  

You say in paragraph 39 that you have a suspicion that UBS may have been 
given access to some legally privileged documents.  Is that because the 
UBS loan really, as you said, mimicked the Citi proposal and it did not 
originally?40 

A: Yes, there were two things:  One, I believe that UBS somehow had the 
transaction documents maybe in violation of the file privileges;  they were 
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not supposed to have those documents.  That was based upon what we 
pursued at that time.  

[2,47pm] And then when the submissions changed between the first Vele Committee 
and the Manasupe Committee, I was not sure but I was thinking that there 
must have access to the City proposals that were submitted to Vele 
Committee that they may have had some access to it.  So, there were some 
similarities in the submissions but there was a significant change in it.  I 
remember that but I quite cannot tell the difference in at this point in time.

10 
Q: And were you able to explore your suspicions any further or did you just 

let it go?

A: Sorry, Commissioner, I did not hear you.  Can you repeat the question, 
please?

Q: Yes, I can.  In relation to your suspicions that were raised for the reason 
that you have just given, did you track that down any further or did you 
just let it go?

20 
A: No, we left it that.  There was an NEC submission in a different itineration 

of that NEC submission that was drafted at that time, which we raised it in 
that NEC submission, but we just did not have the evidence to go forward 
with it.  It was just a suspicion at that point in time.

Q: All right, thank you.  Could I then just ask you what you understood Mr 
Jilek to be saying in your paragraph 27.  “UBS will have to look at its other 
options in terms of the IPIC Bond.”  Now, you say you took that to be a 
threat but how might that manifest itself.  It is just a bit opaque that 
statement.30 

A: Yes.  But that is from Anthony Latimer of Norton Rose Fulbright. So, I 
asked him specifically:  “Is that suggesting that UBS is playing to take any 
steps that may be detrimental to the State’s effort?” and I quoted there but 
you can see my email, it is annexed to that statement.

Q: Yes.  So, what sort of explanation did Mr Latimer proffer, if any?

A: If you pull out the emails, you may be able to see what his response to my 
concern on the question that I raised.40 

Q: All right, then.  I think those are all my questions, Dr Waine.  I think 
everything else has been covered.  Thank you.
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Just one or two questions.  The Terms of Reference for the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee’ s work, was it confined simply to 
making an assessment of the proposals by the different financiers that submitted 
proposals or was it broad enough to include the committee having to look at other 
internal sources of revenue by the State to buy back the Oil Search shares such as 
money coming out of consolidated revenue through the National Budget 
Appropriations, dividend from the Oil Search shares going in, assets of the 
General Business Trust and even revenue flow coming out of the PNG LNG 
Project in 2014.  Was the committee given any option to look at that other option 10 
that the State might have the ability to raise enough funds to buy back the shares 
or is it confined simply to assessing the proposals that were put by the different 
financiers?

[2.52pm]A: The terms of reference were approved by the cabinet and provided to the 
Committee.  The terms of reference were basically to look at the underlying 
assets that were securitized under the exchangeable bond.  Because there 
was - to get it out of the consolidated revenue fund, that would distort the 
budget and we did not have the money for that. That is based upon my 
recollection and then the revenue streams were not coming from the LNG 20 
yet because LNG decided exporting, I think towards the end of 2014.  That 
is way past the maturity date.  And then the GBT assets were all securitized 
under the IPIC covenant so there was nowhere we could do something 
about it until we resolved the underlying IPIC transaction.  So, those were 
the considerations and that is why the Terms of Reference, I think were 
basically on the underlying Oil Search shares and how we structured those 
without any recourse to any other cash-flow or any other revenue streams. 

I believe at that time the State did not have any revenue streams coming 
from different extractive industries or resource projects.  So, the only asset 30 
that we had, we worked with was the Oil Search shares.  And then the SOEs 
were heavily in there in most cases, most of them, and they were - during 
that time they were under this pledge - under the IPIC transactions.  They 
were badly managed and we needed to undertake a lot reforms to fix them 
up and clean up the balance sheets.  Up until now, they still have not 
cleaned up the balance sheets yet.  But that was the state of existence for 
the State-Owned Enterprise at that time.  The only clean clear asset that we 
could use was the Oil Search shares. 

And that is probably going back to Commissioner White’s question as well 40 
is that we - just using an analogy to explain what I am trying to say is; we 
used the Oil Search shares although they were low dividend paying shares, 
they are basically like you use the trade-store as a collateral to build a 
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supermarket, which is the Papua LNG.  So, there was value in still retaining 
that trade-store so you can use it to build the next supermarket, which 
would be the Papua LNG or the train 3, you know.  So, that was the sort of 
the motivation and how we looked at the underlying Oil Search asset.

Q: You were not involved when the IPIC loan was first obtained, right?

A: No, I was in the States.  I was working as a Research Manager for DuPont.  
I was there between 2000 and 2012, and I only came back around February 
2012. 

Q: But given your position as a secretary of the department then, are you able 10 
to give an assessment of the commercial confidence that the State had when 
it entered into that IPIC loan arrangement of its ability to repay the loan 
when the loan matured in five years’ time.  What kind of confidence did it 
have that in five years’ time it would be able to repay the loan and take 
back its shares?

A: Yes, good question.  When the loan was structured, I think a little bit of 
background needs to be sort of put into perspective or context.  It was 
structed under - immediately under the ….. global financial crisis and there 
was credit crunch, credit freeze globally.  Nobody is lending to anybody. 
As the Americans say, there was lending to nobody.  So it was under that 20 
very tough condition that these things were structured. So, I have some 
appreciation of the previous ministry and the team that actually structured 
the IPIC financing arrangement.  If it was not for that, we would probably 
have like 5 per cent of the equity in the PNG LNG as opposed to 19.68 per 
cent now.  

[2.57pm] So, I think the team that put together the IPIC deal on the balance of 
everything needs to be credited for putting together a financing 
arrangement under very tight global conditions; so that is the first point.  

The second point was that I think the valuation of the shares at which –30 
8.55, I think, that was the put option or call option but at that point, that 
was pretty ambitious.  That is why when we started putting together terms 
of references and trying to restructure this and raise the money, I worked 
with Ben O’Dwyer and he was under very specific instructions to make 
sure that there was no other recourse to any revenue streams.  

We needed to protect the Government, protect the State, protect the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund so that it was used for the budget purposes.  
We needed to restructure the General Business Trust and SOEs that have 
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invested in them in order to ensure that they were more - we achieved 
efficiency within the economy so we needed to restructure those companies 
and we wanted underlying Oil Search shares to be the only recourse.  And 
that is the direction and specific instruction from the minister to me, to Ben 
O’Dwyer.  Ben O’Dwyer worked really hard to get the structure in place:  
the collar and the bridging loan arrangements.  So, it was doable; we could 
refinance it five years later or when I was involved in it, I was optimistic 
that we would have resolved this whole thing.

As I said earlier on in my first appearance before this Commission is that 10 
those considerations were basically to refinance the existing covenant; the 
existing IPIC structure, and the derivatives trading, or the derivatives 
arrangement that was captured and then put together by Ben O’Dwyer was 
specifically for the refinancing aspect of it.  It was not intended for the 
second transaction which is a completely different transaction to buy Oil 
Search shares through private placement.  And that if Cabinet was fully 
aware, they would have resolved – undertake a completely new due 
diligence process and they would have resolved to a different financier 
arrangement.  It could be a simple loan or it could be something else; it will 
be much simple.  But under those circumstances, we rolled a highly risky 20 
derivative transaction from the refinancing of existing covenant to a new 
transaction which was the underbelly of all those transactions that came 
unstuck because of the risk and - because of the risk of dealing with 
derivatives especially the ceiling and their collar arrangements.

Q: And so five years on, the State’s ability to raise funds internally to buy back 
their shares obviously was not a viable option still?

A: It is still not a viable option because as I said, we needed to protect the 
budget, and we needed to protect or free-up the GBT assets, the State-30 
Owned Enterprises that were vested inside it.  So, we could restructure and 
reform those companies because they were - within the five years, they 
were under a covenant they were badly managed.  We heard the report -
there was a report by ADB called the Finding Balance Report for 2013, 
2014 that best indicated - you can see it where the graph was plotted.  The 
revenue went up after 2012 until 2008 or thereabouts or 2009 when they 
were securitized under the IPIC Covenant.  They were basically – the 
profits just went right to the horizon.  So, there was a steep decline and we 
could show that if you have the Report - my earlier first appearance, I 
submitted the SOE Policy that I wrote, you could look at the graph there. 40 
You could see it clearly – it was tendered to Commission, you could see it 
clearly that there was a steep decline in the profit between 2009 and 2012-
13 thereabouts when we started looking at that.
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Q: I am just trying to understand IPIC’s decision.  Initially, it was in favour
of refinancing.  Later it changed its position that surprised government, 
but IPIC’s decision; that would not have come as a surprise to the State?

[3.02pm] A: Well, I think IPIC knows that they were dealing with us.

Q: In the sense that the State was trying to come up with an arrangement 
whereby refinancing would involve other financiers taking over loan 
arrangement and so all those financiers could be competitors of IPIC out 10 
there?

A: Well, IPIC - yes, I will answer two parts.  One is IPIC, when we first met 
in the first meeting, March 2013, they were receptive to the idea of 
extending the tenure of that loan arrangement or the exchangeable bond 
arrangement.  But there was a change in tone two weeks later and I do not 
know up until now what had happened and why they basically acted 
abruptly and wanted to resolve or wanted the State to pay and redeem the 
shares within two weeks.  That was the ultimatum they gave us so it was 
not a good meeting to be in.  So that was one – you know, they know they 20 
were dealing with the State.  They know that they wanted to get access or 
at least work with the State on developing the other gas projects that were 
in the pipeline.  But there was a change of tone; I do not know what 
happened.  So that is number one.  

The number two, which I think IPBC may have done some disservice was 
to invite Thani Investment to bid for the refinancing.  And Thani 
Investment, as you said, is a competitor for IPIC.  And that is probably one 
of the reasons why IPIC was a bit off sight in probably the second meeting. 
But that Thani Investment was invited much after the second meeting so I 30 
do not know what happened.  But yes, there was a risk which I think IPBC 
took to invite Thani Investment.  And I believe, if I am not wrong, Thani 
Investment is owned by Al Thani from Qatar.  He is one of the sheiks there. 
I could be wrong in that sense, but the fact that Thani Investment was 
invited was a competitor to IPIC within that region.  So, what you are 
asking may have some bearing there. 

Q: The scenario that played out in the end involving these two loans, one was 
maturing and then on the eve of the maturity, they were talking about the 
purchase of the new shares in Oil Search through a UBS loan finance 40 
arrangement.  In that time, you have a scenario playing out where the State 
had lost its Oil Search shares when IPIC foreclosed on those shares.  Then 
the State gets another loan from another commercial international financial 
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institution, a substantial amount to finance another loan.  When that second
loan was obtained, how do you explain the plausibility of these decisions? 
The State had just lost its shares in Oil Search to IPIC, and then the State 
gets on the bandwagon and gets another loan from an international 
financial institution to get another loan to buy share placements in Oil 
Search.

A: Yes, Chief. I think around February 15, I think, of 2014 or March 
thereabouts I think, IPIC issued the mandatory exchange notice.  By that 
time UBS was already appointed by the Central Bank to refinance IPIC.10 

[3.08pm] So, the decision to refinance IPIC was already on train or on foot.  And 
when IPIC decided that they should retain the shares and issued the 
mandatory exchange notice, the State had two options just to say ok, well, 
they kept shares, we kept the investment in the LNG, we have freed up the 
GBT, we could just restructure GBT and wait for the revenue to come in. 
But the Cabinet decided to rollover, if you like it.  The UBS loan into now 
acquiring new shares in a completely new transaction and that is a private 
placement.  Shares acquired through private placement.  As I said, there is 
no due diligence done to acquire Oil Search shares.  The new one in the 20 
private placements and it was done - if there was due diligence, you know, 
the State bought the shares at 8.12 per share, which was the peak of the 
historical share price movement for Oil Search.  And normally a prudent 
investor would get a rated average of maybe a decade, maybe five years to 
have some comfort in the share price movements in the stock markets 
before they buy the shares. 

So, the State was buying this at a historically highest price and from 
thereon it went downhill.  Now, the problem is that the State acquired the 
shares using a financing structure, which was done to refinance IPIC.  It 30 
has all these derivative structures, which was the bulk or 900 million 
dollars, I think, of the funds was a derivative styled transaction that 
involves collar and the floor and the ceiling.  And I do not know how they 
negotiated for that but it appeared that the State was given the low end of 
the bargain.  I mean, they were exposed on the - when the price went 
through the ceiling, they were exposed on the risk of paying more, in order 
to bring the shares down within a band that they were trading and when the 
shares went down the floor, I think UBS retained that interest because they 
had to sell the shares to make money, so they were dynamically managing 
it.  So that was I think over time when the share price kept going down and 40 
down and down, it put a lot pressure on the State to maintain the collar and 
that is how I think the State pulled out because it was becoming more 
costly.  So, if proper due diligence were done, we would never or in my 
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opinion, it would be more prudent not to adopt the derivative type 
arrangement.  So, we would have simply do a proper due diligence and 
make a proper investment decision. But we were never given that 
opportunity.  We went from refinancing to share acquisition within weeks. 
So that was I think where the problem lies, and Cabinet may have been 
misled and that was where the problem was. 

Q: All right, thank you for your evidence.  I think that is all my questions.  
Yes, Dr Katter?

10 
DR KATTER: Commissioners, I have no further questions. It is submitted that 
Dr Waine can be excused.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right., Dr Waine, thank you for making yourself 
available to give evidence in the past and this afternoon as well. You may be 
excused.

DR WAINE: Thank you, Chief, thank you, Commissioner White, and thank you 
counsel assisting the Commission.  Thank you.

20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, Dr Waine, we appreciate your time.   

THE WITNESS WITHDREW

DR RENWICK:  Subject to what Dr Katter and Mr Jurth say, I think those are 
witnesses for today but perhaps I am wrong, Dr Katter.  There are more witnesses 
there were summonsed.

30 
DR KATTER:  There are other witnesses could I please mention.  One of the 
summonses which is returnable today, the fourth summonses to Mr Erastus 
Kamburi.  Commissioners, I understand that Mr Sawong appears.  

[3.12pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Are you seeking a direction with regard to Mr Kamburi?

DR KATTER:  Yes, I seek a direction.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Oh, okay, Mr Sawong is on the screen, yes.  Mr Sawong?
40 

MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner and counsel assisting.  I 
received a letter from counsel assisting yesterday, hence my appearance today.  I 
apologize I am not able to make it in person, but this is in relation to the 
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Commission requesting for additional documents relating to any offshore bank 
accounts that were opened and held by IPBC during the period in question.  I 
submitted a couple of documents yesterday, both via electronic mail as well as to 
Mr Jurth. 

The position that Mr Kamburi has taken, as well as myself, is that these 
documents could be tendered to the Commission under the cover of an affidavit 
so that Mr Kamburi could properly articulate the details to those bank accounts 
as well as, I believe, there are a couple of emails and a Letter of Engagement that 
was signed between Norton Rose Fulbright Australia and IPBC.10 

As I mentioned, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, I am of the view 
as well as Mr Kamburi that the bank account details that we have are more than 
sufficient to be provided to the Commision; however, in terms of properly 
tendering them before the Commission, it would be wise for us to do so under the 
cover of an affidavit deposed to by Mr Kamburi.  That affidavit is being drafted, 
it is being finalized and it should be signed and made available to the Commission 
either by Monday the 14th, that is next week Monday 14 February, and the latest 
being Tuesday morning.  

20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter?

THE KATTER:  Commissioners, I submit that the four summonses be therefore 
returnable on Tuesday, 15 February at 10 am in those circumstances as submitted 
by Mr Sawong.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will stand the four summonses to 15 February at 10 o’clock.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief.30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue that direction.  Mr Jurth

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, could I mention the matters of Jeklyn Talonu and 
Rex - - -

THE CHAIRMAN:  You are on a different witness, are you?

MR JURTH:  Oh, sorry, Chief Commissioner, yes.
40 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong, do you have anything else?  If not, then you 
may be excused.
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MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White and 
counsels assisting, thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you may be excused.  Yes, Mr Jurth?

MR JURTH:  Yes, my apologies.  Commissioners, we would at least take the 
matters of Jeklyn Talonu  and Rex Paki.  This is a further mention of their 
summonses.  We are still in the process of attempting to contact them and could 
these summonses both be stood over until 10 am on Tuesday, 15 February.

10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
extend those summonses in respect to those two witnesses to the next Tuesday at 
10 o’clock.

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we issue those directions.  Yes?

MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners, there is nothing further from me.
20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

DR RENWICK:  That being so, Commissioners, the proceedings should be 
adjourned in our submission until Tuesday at 10 o’clock.

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you.  Associate, you can adjourn the 
proceedings to next Tuesday.

30 
AT 3.17 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL
TUESDAY, 15 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM.
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[10.03 am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, you will recall that last Friday, I 
asked for indications and this was then put on the website for any applications under 
the Practice Notes to cross-examine any witnesses.  We have received one 
application, that is to say application on behalf of Mr Vele by Mrs Nonggorr and we 
will come to that in a minute.  What that means is other than that application, 
Commissioners, there are no application by anyone else to cross-examine. 
 
Mrs Nonggorr has indicated that she wishes to cross-examine the following 
witnesses; Dr Waine, Mr Kumarasiri, Dr Webster and Mr O’Dwyer.   We understand 
she acts for Mr Vele who of course is no longer Treasury Secretary, and we are 10 
proceeding on the basis she acts only for him in his new capacity, not on behalf of 
any government department.  We have not been provided with even general 
indications about the topics on which she wishes to cross-examine. 
 
It is true, Commissioners, that some of the affidavits were only provided close to the 
time when witnesses gave evidence but, of course, like everybody else with leave to 
appear and any member of the public. 
 

[10.04am] No doubt she has been carefully monitoring the evidence which is being given and 
so she should be able to indicate to you at least in general terms the broader topics 20 
on which she wishes to cross-examine. 

 
 In relation to Mr Vele we have been asking for the last two weeks for him to be made 

available.  We received no response for a week and then last week we heard that he 
had Covid from which he has apparently recovered.  We had wished him to give 
evidence today but we gather he is too busy doing other matters today and tomorrow 
but he could appear on Thursday.  So, the first thing commissioners is we are 
contending - we desire him to appear so I can ask him further questions on Thursday.  
Subject to other we can then work out what is to happen with the final submissions 
but it seems inevitable on that basis that they will be pushed sideways to Monday.  30 
But there are some other matters Mrs Nonggorr maybe - about to raise which gravely 
concern us. 

 
We are told very recently that Mr Vele has yet another affidavit.  Now, of course 
that misunderstands two things.  Firstly, the purpose of him being recalled is for me 
to ask him questions.  If he had further affidavit evidence it should have been 
provided long ago.  We have no idea what the affidavit will cover and 
commissioners, we should all be told that now.  But even more concerning, Mrs 
Nonggorr tells us that apparently there is to be an expert report commenting on the 
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Brattle Reports of last year by a firm called FTI and that somehow the idea is that 
that report is to be attached to the affidavit which we still have not got from Mr Vele.   
 
Now, of course that is not an appropriate way to proceed if the only possible way an 
expert report could be received if it is to be adduced as to the proof of what is 
contained in it.  Apparently it is to comment in some unknown way on the Brattle 
evidence.  Obviously enough we would need to know first who the authors are not 
the firm, the authors.  Presumably they are available this week to give evidence in 
relation to their report.  Secondly, we need to know the topics on which they wish to 
give evidence. 10 
 
Thirdly, there would need to be a convincing explanation as to why eight months 
after the principal Brattle Reports were given, of course the evidence last week from 
Brattle had nothing to do with Mr Vele.  Why eight months elapsed and why indeed 
we received no notice of this possible report.  Finally, of course Mrs Nonggorr; she 
does not seek leave to cross-examine Brattle.  She did not turn up last week to cross 
-examine Brattle about its earlier reports.  And of course finally, commissioners, we 
question the standing of Mr Vele who is no longer Treasury Secretary.  It is not 
suggested that he speaks for the government in response to the Brattle Report.  It is 
not clear what his standing is to adduce such evidence. 20 
 
 So, commissioners the matter is order, we would ask Mrs Nonggorr to deal with 
this firstly to confirm if Mr Vele is available at say at one o’clock on Thursday to 
give evidence.  Secondly, to invite the commission about what this affidavit and 
report are to contain and why they should be received at this stage.  Thirdly, the 
application for the cross examination of the witnesses to indicate even in the broader 
sense what the questions are, Mrs Nonggorr. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 30 
MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you commissioners.  As I might say I was asked to 
appear this morning as to Mr Vele’s availability on Thursday to give evidence and I 
confirm that Mr Vele is available to give evidence at 1 pm on Thursday. I do take 
issue with counsel’s attitude as to Mr Vele’s appearances and evidence.  He has 
indeed been very compliant with this commission all the way through and at a time 
when he is sick, it is difficult to get instructions as no doubt you would appreciate. 
 

[10.09am] We have had lawyers in attendance at times in December and in February when 
requested so it is not as if Mr Vele or indeed my law firm have ever not been 
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responsive to this commission and we hold this commission in deep respect and 
reject any suggestion that there has been any disrespectful conduct by Mr Vele. 

Secondly, speaking on the affidavits that we gave indication that we might wish to 
cross-examine on, we have been quite overwhelmed by the volume of affidavit 
material uploaded to the Portal on late Thursday and Friday last week amounting to 
literally thousands and thousands of pages. 

The Practice Direction stated that there had to be an application made if one wished 
to cross-examine by 4 pm on Monday.  So barely a business day with which to 
examine and give an indication.  But Commission of Inquiry has been proceeding 
over two years now, indeed sitting in earnest since 29 March 2021 and indeed to 10 

dump a lot of affidavit material right at the last minute and give barely a business 
day to even examine or take instruction et cetera is quite unfair and contrary to 
natural justice given the terms.  Whilst we appreciate that the commission is under 
a tight timeline to finish this by the end of March, we note that these affidavits were 
all drafted by MinterEllison and indeed most of them are material which was sourced 
from other witnesses such as Oil Search; such as Norton Rose and annexed to these 
affidavits and the officers then requested to sign them just before they were uploaded 
to the website. 

So indeed, the actual evidence it is annexed to a lot of these affidavits because the 
counsels assisting or solicitors assisting who had for some time but right at the last 20 

minute, I mean you can see if I can even just show you some of the affidavit material; 
the voluminous nature of this material that we are expected to address, digest, take 
instructions from our client who has reasonably been very humble with Covid and 
then turn around and provide detailed questions.  And we understand that is the 
process and we do not object to the process of having to provide topics and detailed 
questions, it is just that it is almost – it is unachievable in such a short time frame.   

We do not have 10 senior Australian solicitors assisting us; we do not have three 
senior counsel assisting; we have got limited resources with which to digest and 
produce responses.  I am still not in a position Tuesday morning to indicate the 
questions that we would like to cross-examine.  It may be after I have had a chance 30 

to – Mr Vele has had the chance to read these affidavits, digest them, I have had a 
chance to actually take instructions from him that there may not be a great deal of 
cross-examination or there may not be cross-examination.  At this stage I estimate 
that there will be.   
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Now, some of these witnesses gave evidence earlier and the new evidence is very 
varied from what they gave before.  And we need to cross-examine as to whether the 
evidence is actually in their recollection on whether it is a version of events.  I am 
not casting any aspersions on the solicitors from MinterEllison, I hold them in the 
high esteem but whether these documents that have been put together and create one 
version of events that can have an interpretation.  I need to be able to satisfy myself 
and also Mr Vele needs to go through.  He is definitely mentioned in all of the 
affidavits.  In one of the affidavits he is accused of making a threat.   

[10.14am] And this is from a general perusal.  So with regards to the issue of the cross-
examination and why I am not in a position to immediately provide questions is 10 
because I have not had the material.  And indeed, the transcripts of the oral evidence 
from Thursday and Friday have not been provided.  I did have a lawyer there taking 
notes.  He has provided those to me.  And indeed, as you were aware, Mr Vele is not 
Treasury secretary anymore, he has limited resources with regard to monitoring 
every minute of the Commission of Inquiry.  So it is really important that I do have 
access to the transcripts to be able to ascertain what was actually said which I do not 
have at this stage.  Yes, I have access now to the Facebook videos.  That will 
necessitate me spending a couple of days going through the videos which is much 
more labor intensive and takes much more time than actually than actually just going 
through transcripts, as you can imagine there is a lot of administrative stuff that goes 20 
on with Facebook pages.   
 
With regards to Mr Vele’s affidavit and with regards to that, it is pretty much limited 
to the steps taken with regards to obtaining a report or commissioning report from 
FTI Consulting to review not only the Brattle Group’s report but also some of the 
source documents that the Brattle Group did indeed based its assessment structure 
there upon.  It has used one – the Brattle Group used one assessment …… structure, 
whether that was appropriate or not, or was also terms of reference that they were to 
make various comparisons.  They appear to make a comparison just on one model.  
So there was a number of matters.   30 
  
Commissioners, you will appreciate that on Friday of last week or Thursday, the 
Brattle Group gave a further report of 34 pages.  Indeed the Brattle Group’s reports 
- and they have given further evidence since June, July and FTI Consulting definitely 
was retained to have a review of - also the steps that were taken, both as a view from 
Treasury standpoint, as they were initially – they were engaged actually by Treasury 
and of use to the commission rather than just one report from a group that specializes 
in expert testimony, and does not often actually practiced in the real world other than 
giving consultancy expert testimony.  And it was adduced to – we would have 
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thought it was adduced to the commission to have another report revealing that rather 
than just also other lawyers interpreting those report.   
 
Indeed in the affidavit the reasons for the report were to be put forward.  That is the 
reason from Mr Vele’s affidavit and it was important that this go in after and have 
considered all of the Brattle Group’s evidence, including last Friday’s.  So that is the 
affidavit and that will be made available this week.  And more evidence, I do not 
think - give evidence here as to why and when the report would be make available 
and that should be in the affidavit, that is where I am responding to.  I think that is 
all that Mr Senior Counsel wish me to address. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  So commissioners – thank you Mrs Nonggorr – one point of 
agreement I think is that Mr Vele should give evidence at 1 o’clock on Thursday and 
we would ask you to list him to give evidence at that time, 1 o’clock on Thursday 
  

[10.19am] That is point one. Point two, we look forward to - it sounds as if Mrs Nonggorr is 
not in a position today to indicate precisely why she may want to put questions or 
even she if she does want to put questions to some of the other witnesses and in my 
submission it would be appropriate to defer that application until Thursday.  It may 
be, it does not need to ask a few, if any of witnesses need to be cross-examined by 20 
Mr Vele - on behalf of Mr Vele. Because the third point, it is quite clear that Mrs 
Nonggorr does have instructions from Treasury, she does not act for them.  There is 
no criticism of her because Mr Vele is no longer the Treasury Secretary.  While it 
may well be that this report which we were not told about, even the possibility of 
until last week, may have been first thought of when he was the Treasury Secretary.  
It is now a matter not for Mr Vele but for the Treasury and the government to put 
forward if they wished.  Mr Vele should not be permitted in a - not appropriate way 
to put an expert’s report forward in an affidavit from him.  Obviously, there is only 
one way that that being done and that is for someone with standing, and that is not 
Mr Vele, to indicate to counsel assisting that they have some further evidence which 30 
they would like to adduce, to provide it.  We still have not seen it.  We do not know 
really anything about its scope. We do not know who the particular authors are.  We 
do not know when they are available to give evidence.  So in my submission, you 
would not hear Mrs Nonggorr any further in relation to a matter where her client 
does not have standing to adduce that evidence.  And that being so, all that needs to 
be done today is to list Mr Vele, as I say, by consent on Thursday 1 o’clock to stand 
over the application to cross-examine along the basis that Mrs Nonggorr will do her 
best to get instructions about the additional evidence given last week.  
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, how much time do you need to sit down with 
your client to peruse the evidence and prepare your cross-examination points; firstly, 
and secondly, to prepare and file that affidavit that you were referring to which 
annexes the financial expert’s report?  Because we do not have much time, we need 
to wind up the evidentiary hearings.  The final submissions are put down for this 
Friday and there is a possibility, it could be extended to next Monday.  After that, 
witnesses and parties have to be fair to the Commission to give enough time to sit 
down and assess the evidence and put its report together for presentation on 31st.  
 
So Mrs Nonggorr, can we talk about some time estimation and how much time you 10 
need for Mr Vele to appear to conclude his evidence; whether he comes on cross-
examination by counsel or you just raise evidence and sort forth and then propose a 
date and see if we can work around it.  We have not got much time. 
 
MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MRS NONGGORR:  Thank you so much, Commissioner. I would estimate that we 
would be by tomorrow morning in a position to advise solicitor that is assisting, 20 
whether we have any cross-examination questions or topics that need to be 
examined.  Sorry, solicitors assisting are aware of Mr Vele’s commitments today, so 
he has been pretty much unable to continue later today, and that is for cross-
examination. And then tomorrow, we will have some time for my client to go 
through various things and indeed, we wish to produce the affidavit on Thursday 
morning. So I would estimate that we can satisfy the time restraints of this 
Commission and also Mr Katter that Mr Vele is available at 1pm on Thursday.    
 

[10.24am] That tomorrow morning we will indicate to solicitors assisting by 10 am if this is 
suitable.  Whether we do have cross-examination questions.  I really did put forward 30 
that out of an abundance of caution because I had not had much time to look at the 
material to ascertain whether we did and needed to get instructions from our client.  
So, I should be in a position by 10 am tomorrow to indicate, as I have before, the 
questions that we would seek, if any.  And the affidavit material we would be able 
to produce to the solicitors assisting Thursday morning and be able to indicate also 
produce the report as to whether or not – and also the names of the authors of the 
report.   

 
We do have arguments and I would like to address arguments which are a bit of a 
surprise to me about standing and about evidence being put before this commission.  40 
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I understand the rules – the normal Rules of Evidence do not apply but also, you 
know, for a great amount of this period my client was the Secretary of the Treasury 
and that at all material times, he was participating in this matter and if a report is 
produced, you know, one would submit that Mr Vele could in fact produce the report 
and then it would be up to counsel or solicitors assisting as to whether they wish to 
examine the authors of the report et cetera.   
 
Time is limited, we understand but you know they are the time limits that we can do 
and we hope that they are acceptable to the commission. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  So, Commissioners, we are content to receive at 10 o’clock 
tomorrow further information hopefully definitive about whether Mrs Nonggorr 
wants to persist with her application to cross-examine the four named people so we 
are content with that.   
 
I was just going through you, Commissioners, Mrs Nonggorr, you do not act for 
Treasury or any other government department, do you, now? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, I do not act for any other government department.  
I act for Mr Vele and he is the Chairman of State Negotiation;  the Office of State 20 
Negotiation. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  So, Commissioners, in my submission, it is quite clear 
that if Treasury has commissioned some report which I can only assume is not yet 
complete because if it was it would have been provided.  It is for Treasury and 
Treasury alone to appear before you and seek to adduce the report.  Obviously, for 
Mr Vele to attach a report produced by somebody else will be of no probative value 
and no assistance to you but fundamentally it is nothing to do with him anymore.  
And on that basis, in my submission, you should not hear Mrs Nonggorr any further 
in relation to this report but rather he has heard what I said.  The legal representatives 30 
from Treasury and of course we need to hear this from the new Treasury Secretary 
could come along and make that application if they were minded to do so and they 
could explain the reason for the delay and so on.  But really there is no proper basis 
for Mrs Nonggorr to continue with this application to adduce evidence of a report 
when her client has no standing in the matter. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, I yet have not made an application 
to adduce that evidence.  My friend has brought that up.  I am indicating that there 
will be an affidavit which will be produced and indeed again, it is a little bit of trial 
by ambush by ambush again by Mr Katter and indeed I will put arguments forward 40 
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at the time when we seek to submit this affidavit.  And indeed, a lot of the material 
within the report is relevant to Mr Vele’s decisions at the time and relevant to his 
conduct at the time.  And at the end of the day this Commission is not going to say:  
“Oh, sorry, Mr Vele; you are not Treasury Secretary any more so will not make any 
recommendations or comments on your conduct.”  It is so relevant.  Even though it 
is seven years on, it is all relevant to the Commission of Inquiry. 
 

[10.29 am] And as for reports being put on affidavits that are not authored by the person during 
the affidavit, there are many, many affidavits; Thomas Webster’s affidavit, just to 
name one.  But I think this argument should be left to when perhaps the solicitors 10 
assisting counsel have had a chance to look at Mr Vele’s affidavit, and then the 
Commissioners can see for themselves the material that is sought to be adduced and 
make a decision then rather than hypothetically discussing it without even the 
application being made at this stage. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commission pleases, if it is the position, although there has been 
some correspondence about this report if the position Mrs Nonggorr puts she is not 
making an application, then there is nothing for you to rule on today but I can 
indicate for the benefit of the commission that we will object.  Of course, it is a 
matter for counsel assisting in the first instance tendering evidence.  We will not be 20 
tendering any such report.  We will be saying that Mr Vele has no standing to adduce 
it; we will be objecting on the basis of a late ambush of documents on the basis that 
the Brattle Reports have been available for seven or eight months; but if there is no 
application, there is nothing for you to rule on at the minute.   
 
May I then press on to say that on the basis that Mr Vele gives evidence at 1 o’clock 
on Thursday.  We are told that by 10 o’clock tomorrow whether there are any 
applications to cross-examine witnesses by Mrs Nonggorr and on that basis, my 
present intention would be to make final oral submissions on Monday rather than 
Friday.  There may be some other people who need to give evidence on Thursday 30 
but that would be on counsel assisting’s submission, the last day of evidence at this 
stage.  But we will obviously need some time to consider what Mr Vele says and put 
that also into the final submissions for Monday.  And then as, Commissioners, you 
know the position is that that would be the end of the actual hearings and then those 
who wish to respond can do so in writing within the time indicated.   
 
So my submission, commissioners, the only directions which you need to make at 
minute are, firstly, that Mr Vele give evidence at 1 o’clock on Thursday; and 
secondly, that Mrs Nonggorr advise MinterEllison by 10 o’clock tomorrow whether 
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she insist in her application to cross-examine the four witnesses and if so, at least in 
broad terms about what. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGOR:  Commissioners, just one final point I would like this 
on the record.  I submit that it is of grave concern and an affront to natural justice 
that counsel assisting this commission rejects a report on material that he has not 
even seen on the basis that it is late in circumstances when a Fourth Brattle Report 
was only introduced to this commission, 34 pages on Friday and voluminous 
information.  It is clear that counsel assisting wishes to prevent this commission from 
obtaining relevant information and we will take that up.  But we wish it on record 10 
that counsel’s position before he has even seen the material – before he has even 
seen the material is to reject it on technical grounds. 
 
DR RENWICI:  Commissioner, I cannot- - - 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry, I have not finished on that matter.  We 
agree with the directions as proposed by Mr Katter.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, my name is not Katter but anyway.  The point to be made I 
am afraid commissioners is Mrs Nonggorr has declined to tell us the scope of the 20 
Report beyond the most general terms that it comments on Brattle.  She has declined 
to tell us the authors, that is to say, the individuals.  She has declined to provide any 
explanation as to why it has taken eight months to prepare it.  She has declined to 
indicate whether it has (,,inaudible..). 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Objections (..inaudible..) 
 

[10.34am] DR RENWICK:  Declined to indicate any of these matters and we are not – do not 
interrupt please. 

 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGOR:  You contradict me.  Objections please. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We are not stopping the commission doing its proper work but to 
be told there is a report which we have not yet seen which we were first told about 
only last week in relation to something engaged by Treasury Mrs Nonggorr did not 
act, does not involve the denial of anything by counsel assisting.  Mrs Nonggorr, did 
you want to say something?  I think you were trying to. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:   Yes.  My objection was that you said that you had 
stated to the commission and misled them that I declined to provide the authors of 40 
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the report, the client to provide this.  I have indicated that that is contained in the 
affidavit.  It is pointless for me to give evidence from the bar table.  It is proper that 
it is in the report and I had indicated that. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Who are the authors, Mrs Nonggorr?  Do you know who the 
authors are? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes, I do know who the authors are and this is the 
inappropriate place for you to - if you want to put me in the witness box please do 
but I am not giving evidence from the bar table.  If the commissioners wish to ask 10 
me a question I will respond to them. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mrs Nonggorr, you have been politely asked to indicate all these 
matters and you decline to do so.  This is your opportunity perhaps you do not wish 
to take it up. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am in your hands commissioners, what we should.  
Would you like me to completely off the cuff – the bar table describe the authors or 
would you prefer to wait for the report and their curriculum vitae? 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  If counsel are finished with what you want to say I am prepared 
to make my ruling. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, you can give your ruling on 
that later but for myself, given Mr Vele is a key witness in this inquiry and given his 
full cooperation to the commission in giving evidence in the past and given that 30 
recent events may have derailed his flow of thinking in terms of the loss of his office 
and Covid 19 interruption, I am open, I am prepared to give a little bit of a window 
of opportunity to Mr Vele and counsel to prepare their cross-examination points to 
be communicated by tomorrow, to counsel.  And also to prepare that affidavit that 
Mrs Nonggorr is referring to be produced on Thursday when Mr Vele comes to give 
evidence at one o’clock and issues as to the admissibility of that particular affidavit 
can be addressed at that time.  The affidavit is not in yet so I am not prepared to 
make any comments in relation to that. 
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So, I am agreeable to Mr Vele being fixed to give evidence at one o’clock on 
Thursday to be examined by counsel assisting and which time Mrs Nonggorr will 
indicate the areas of cross examination of the witnesses that she wants to cross-
examine and to produce that affidavit for purpose of tendering.  That is my quick - - 
- 
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, chief if that is to be done we would ask for the affidavit to 
be provided tomorrow afternoon rather than Thursday morning. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Dr Renwick, I just wish to make a few observations. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioner White, I wish to apologize.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  I agree with the chief commissioner as to 
the cross-examination notification by 10 o’clock tomorrow and that Mr Vele should 
be available to respond for further questioning on Thursday at one o’clock and that 
he will provide his further affidavit as soon as he is in a position to do so but at least 
by then.  I agree with the chief commissioner about issues of admissibility generally 
but I would like to add that for my own part I would be very reluctant to accept an 
expert report appended to another person’s affidavit 20 
 

[10.39am] There can be no reason at all if they are to prepare a report by the author or authors 
cannot attach it to a statutory declaration or an affidavit in the usual way.  I am not 
making no particular ruling about it but that is my view.  That is the usual way of 
doing things with experts and there is no reason to depart from it here; there is no 
other reason given why they would not be in no position to do that.  The further 
observation of course is that I accept that there has been lateness of material 
requested to those who have leave to appear.  That has been a problem for the 
commission as I think everyone will understand that witnesses sometimes not being 
readily available to prepare their statements that in some cases there have been 30 

enormous number of documents that are sourced for them and of course we have 
issues of multiple jurisdictions being engaged as well as all the other vicissitudes 
that we have heard from. 

So the commission is in really no better position than it could wish to but we wish 
to be in a better position Ms Twivey-Nonggorr that these affidavits and statements 
and further witnesses should have been and desirably would have been available 
some time ago but that is not what has happened and so there is unfortunately this 
scramble at the end.  And we understand completely the pressures that that puts upon 
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others; our own team and also people in the position as yourself.  That is well 
understood.  But nonetheless we have a mandate, we have a date and a report does 
not appear printed out of nowhere.  It takes a long lead time to do so.   

And to further comment that while there was the Fourth Brattle Report which related 
only to a few very distinct topics, the others have been available for quite some time 
for consideration.  Thanks chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  We will issue directions in those terms. 

DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission I think Dr Katter has the next matter. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, next matter?  Dr Katter? 

DR KATTER:  Yes commissioners, would you take the return of the four 10 

summonses to produce documents to Mr Erastus Kamburi as the proper officer of 
Kumul Consolidated Holdings Limited.  I understand that Mr Sawong appears on 
his behalf. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sawong? 

MR SAWONG:  That is correct.  Chief Commissioner, Commissioner White, 
Counsel Assisting, you will recall the last appearance I made was last week Friday 
where I undertook to provide an affidavit sworn by Mr Kamburi.  That affidavit is 
currently before Mr Kamburi for his sign off.  I mean I will be tendering that affidavit 
in person to the APEC Haus some time today before 12 o’clock.  In that case I would 
like to seek that perhaps we could stand the matter over to a later date for further 20 

directions if it pleases the commission.  Thank you. 

DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would submit that all four summonses be further 
stood over to Thursday 17 February at midday to allow consideration of that affidavit 
that Mr Sawong has just referred to. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will issue that 
direction in those terms. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right we issue that direction. 

DR KATTER:  Thank you commissioners, Mr Jurth has the next matter. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Mr Jurth? 30 
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MR JURTH:  Yes, good morning commissioners if we could take the matter of Wapu 
Sonk.  Mr Mawa appears for Mr Sonk as on previous occasions.  Just summarise 
where we are at, commissioners, there are two summonses that have been issued to 
Mr Sonk.  The first was issued on to him on 23 December last year and that summons 
32.02, it requires a production of documents; some documents have been provided 
but there are still many outstanding and also it him to appear personally to give 
further evidence. 

[10.44am] Then there is a second summons which was issued on 20 January this year and that 
is summons number 37.03.  And similarly that provided for documents, though are 
much more limited class of documents, my understanding is that most of those 10 
documents have been provided but we are not certain that everything has been 
provided and had also provided or had also requested Mr Sonk to appear to give 
evidence in person.   
 
Now, in response to those summonses, I have dealt with the documentary side, but 
so far as the giving further evidence aspect is concerned, Mr Sonk left the country 
on government business, it must be said, and whilst we attempted to ascertain 
through his lawyers whether he would be available to give evidence, whether by way 
of zoom or telephone, we were assured that that was not possible.  And then we 
arrived at a position at the last occasion on Friday, it was 11 February, if questions 20 
would be put to Mr Sonk in writing and it was my distinct impression from what Mr 
Mawa submitted to you commissioners that that was a viable course and that those 
questions could be sent to Mr Sonk and that Mr Sonk was in a position to answer 
them or at least we would have expected him to answer some of them, and those 
questions were to be provided to you commissioners this morning. 
 
Now, instead of that, what we have received is a statement appearing yesterday’s 
date from Ms Tadabe.  It rehearses the previous directions and the previous 
difficulties that she had with complying with the summonses and it ultimately 
culminated in a request for everything to be extended to 28 February.   30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What date is that, the 28th? 
 
MR JURTH:  28 February.  That is being her consistent request throughout this 
process and regardless of how many times we have - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It is going to be late, too late. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Quite so Chief.    
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have not got time. 
 
MR JURTH:  This has been communicated to her and her team a number of times 
and also through you commissioners with successive adjournments being granted 
for a couple of days ahead, but on each occasion the request is pressed for the 28th.  
Now, the other thing her statement tells us - - -   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have to bring this to a close.  It cannot just go on and on 
and on.  We have been sitting here for two and half years and that is taking too long.  10 
We have got to bring this to a close.  I cannot see this commission extending time 
beyond submission day on Monday, next Monday, to bringing this hearing to a close.   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  But quite so, Chief, - - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So either witnesses are available or they are not, they have 
provided the full documents or they have not, and if they are consequences that flow 
from it, those are going to be subject to findings and recommendations of the 
commission.  We cannot take it any further.  Appreciate witnesses have been coming 
and going but I have been sitting here, running the show since September of 2019 20 
and my patience has run out.  Bang.  We will finish this hearing come submissions 
on Monday.  And we have given window – a new window of opportunity for Mr 
Vele for directions that have been given up to the end of this week.  You can see that 
the time is just closing in.  So that is my position.   
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think we have reached the end of the road in terms of more 
time for more evidence, more research, more witness hunting, all that sort of thing.  
Anyway, I do not want to sit here and start making my own speech but you will see 30 
what my thinking right now.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Chief Commissioner, we respectfully adopt your observations 
in the circumstances and there is no written response to our questions today.  The 
only course we have available to us is one final extension to Thursday for the written 
responses to be provided and for the outstanding documents to be provided.  And if 
they are not provided then we will deal with - - -  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They are not provided. 
 40 
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[10.49M] MR JURTH:  The we would deal with the way - - - 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is because of the subject of recommendation - a finding or 
a recommendation in the Commission’s Report.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just make this observation, Mr Jurth? 
Practically speaking, those questions that have been asked of Mr Sonk were not 
known to Mr Mawa or Ms Tadabe at the time when it was agreed that that was a 
useful way to proceed.  And reading through them, you would really need to have 10 
access to documents and records in order to respond appropriately to them.  But it is 
quite clear that that work would be done by KPHL for a start, not Mr Sonk.  And I 
can see no reason why the lawyers for KPHL could not be working on the answers 
so that Mr Sonk returns on 17th, which we are told he will return, he can then read 
through them.  It might be possible to push it up to Friday morning, 18th.  I am totally 
sympathetic to Chief Commissioner’s observations of course. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: I am speaking on behalf of - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  But I do recognize the practicality of that. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I am speaking on behalf of all of us.  
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  This thing. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The whole team.  I am in charge here and responsibility falls 
on me to produce the report by 31st March.  No later than that. And people have to 
be fair to the commission to sit down and start writing the report.  Okay, I have not 
got much time but anyway I think I have said enough there. But Mr Mawa is also 
hearing so I think we just need to bring to a close the evidence soon by this week. 30 
Mr Mawa? 
 
MR MAWA:  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, it gives me no 
pleasure to continue to come and seek an adjournment.  Circumstances are such that 
I have not much choice.  All we can do is to communicate directions issued by the 
commission to Mr Sonk by telephone who is as I am speaking in Abu Dhabi 
somewhere and he is conducting business for the company.  I think the problem is 
that they have some internal control in terms of document control and verification 
process where before some documents are released, the managing director has to 
give that approval and also the chief legal officer. And the chief legal officer is 40 
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currently down with Covid. There is a medical document attached to Ms Sally 
Tadabe’s statement, basically a medical report showing that - pathology report 
showing that Mr Rogen Wato who is the Chief Legal Officer is down with Covid. 
So in terms of document release, it is difficult because some of the documents have 
got contractual obligations in terms of confidentiality. So I understand and I have 
been having serious discussions with Ms Sally Tadabe and appreciating the need and 
the position taken by the commission to get this report out on time.  Our problem is 
compounded by the fact that the MD is out of the country and like the questions that 
were put to him, he said he cannot competently answer those questions which might 
have some probative value given the fact that some of the questions referred to 10 
certain documents like the Fourth Brattle Report and he needs to confirm those - 
some of the answers he gave are competent.  And they have some probative value to 
the fact that questions are being asked.  
 
So I do appreciate the position by the commission and also Ms Tadabe, it is just 
difficult when the MD is out of the country.  He will be returning on this Thursday 
- this week Thursday 17th February.  But we can say Friday but I am thinkigg, given 
all practicalities, he will come back on a jet lag and will not be in a position to sit 
down and do some constructive work in the office.  So that is the least that we can 
offer.   20 
 

[10.54am] That is to say that 28 February, I understand the position of the commission but we 
cannot do much. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Should the commission give you until Friday to put together, 
assemble what you have got and then produce that by Friday and that be the close of 
his evidence. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 30 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By this Friday or Thursday.   
 
MR MAWA:  He is returning on Thursday, I do not know what time he is returning 
but he is returning on Thursday so we can put the direction to Friday. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR MAWA:  For just the production of the documents and perhaps as 
Commissioner White said, some of those questions can be answered by people in 
the office, the legal team and the accountants in the office and it is a matter of him 40 
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reading it and making some amendments if necessary.  So, we can tentatively put it 
for Friday for not necessarily to make an appearance but for him to provide those 
documents.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, provide what you have got.  That is basically the answers 
to questions that have been provided and documents that have to produced under the 
four summonses, all that.   
 
MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What you have is what you have.  And that will be the close of 
Mr Wapu Sonk’s evidence. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I sound harsh here but you can understand the commission’s 
position.   
 
MR MAWA:  Very well. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commission cannot just keep on extending and witnesses have 
to be fair to the commission too in terms of giving it enough time to assess all the 
tons of evidence that we got to be able to produce a Report to the Government.  And 
the Government timelines are also very strict now with the elections coming around, 
things have to be done by end of March.  So, you see the reason why I am putting a 
lot of pressure on everyone to deliver up evidence, whatever you have got in 
whatever form and content and then bring the evidence to a close. 
 
MR MAWA:  Ms Sally Tadabe will be in contact with counsel and those – will try 
as much as possible for them to provide the documents and answers to the questions 30 
by Friday, whatever we can get.  So, if Mr Sonk comes on Thursday as he says, then 
he can read through it on Friday and then sign off. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sonk’s availability to give evidence by zoom I think it is – 
I do not think that is workable.  I indicated that from the start when it was suggested 
that he give evidence by zoom from China or America or wherever he was and I said 
that is going to be practicably difficult given the complexity of the issues involved 
and amount of evidence that has come, he needs to be sitting in front of the 
commission to go through the evidence physically to be able to give a complete 
answer evidence.  And that is how it has turned out. 40 
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MR MAWA:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, I think we need to just bring his evidence to a close.  That 
what he has got and that will be it.  Commissioner White, you sympathize with what 
I am saying or you have a different view? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I am at one with you, Chief Commissioner that 
perhaps we could extend it until 12 noon on Friday.  That will be the absolutely final 
production of answers to questions and summonses.  I am suggesting 12 noon rather 10 
than 10 o’clock.  It just gives a little more time.  We are not putting people on 
pressure in the morning as well. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We will allow until 12 o’clock on Friday.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, Commissioners, adopting all of those comments from you, 
commissioners, could a direction please be made in these terms that on or before 12 
noon on Friday, 18 February Mr Sonk produce all documents in answer tosSummons 
dated 23 December 2021 number 37.02 and summons dated 20 January 2022 
number 37.03 as well as the email dated 11 February 2022 from Mike Hales of 20 
MinterEllison Lawyers. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  As well as the answers to the questions that you posed. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  So, they are the ones contained in the email I just mentioned, 
chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will 
issue directions in those terms. 
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Mawa, I think you concur with those directions in those 
terms. 
 
MR MAWA:  Yes, your Honour.  It may not be necessary for us to make an 
appearance but we will try and provide the documents through counsel. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, I think you will attend on that day and we will just 
formally have his – take his evidence and close off. 40 
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[10.59am]MR MAWA:   Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right Mr Mawa, you may be excused. 

MR MAWA:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 

MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners could I then briefly mention the matter of Jeklyn 
Talonu.  He is on today’s or this person is on today’s list.  We have been informed 
that Jeklyn Talonu is on leave.  We do not know when a return is anticipated and 10 

could this summons please be adjourned generally. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Adjourned generally? 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  What does that mean?  What does that mean given the evidence 
will come to a close on Friday. 

MR JURTH:  Yes, chief commissioner.  There are a number of summonses which 
have been adjourned generally and in my submission at the very last occasion we 
will discharge all of those summonses formally. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, all right. 

MR JURTH:  But for now if this could be adjourned generally? 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will adjourn 
the summons generally? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay good. 

MR JURTH:  And finally, commissioners, if you could take the matter of Antoinette 
Amputch, commissioners a summons dated yesterday was issued and it was served 
on Ms Amputch earlier this morning.  She has responded and my understanding is 
that the intention is for her to given evidence at 12 noon on Thursday 17th and I seek 
a direction on those terms. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Her evidence is going to be quite specific, right? 30 
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MR JURTH:  And very short. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, confirm whether or not those meetings took place? 

MR JURTH:  Sir, there are - - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  No other evidence. 

MR JURTH:  That is the heart of it.  There have been four paragraphs asked of her 
which appears on the schedule but that is the essence of it, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  As long as she understands that she is not required for any other 
evidence but to simply confirm whether or not those two meetings took place and 
she was present. 

MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, it might be convenient to bring her up - - - 10 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Her evidence might be short in that respect. 

MR JURTH:  Her summons - - - - 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Very short.   

MR JURTH:  Brisbane, are we able to bring up the schedule to Ms Amputch’s 
summons? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we put the summons on the screen? 

MR JURTH:  So there you go chief.  As you see it is limited quite specifically.  
Paragraph one refers to and deals with the late 2012 or early 2013 meeting between 
Mr O’Neill and Mr Civelli, Mr Vincent and Mr Maladina and that was the substance 
of Mr Maladina’s evidence you will recall.  Paragraph two requests the recollection 20 

for the purposes of those meetings and matters discussed between the parties.  She 
may have evidence to give that expands upon what Mr Maladina had to say.  Any 
other meetings that she attended with Mr Civelli, Mr Mulacek or Mr Vincent and 
Mr O’Neill relevant to the same subject matter, in my submission it is appropriate 
to ask her about that.  She may have knowledge of other meetings which did not 
involve Mr Maladina and then of course the relevance to the Terms of Reference of 
all of these is the PRL15 Term of Reference and that is what paragraph 4 deals with; 
whether she has any knowledge of the history of dealings between those gentlemen 
concerning PRL15 and Elk/Antelope.  Can you see that it is quite specifically limited 
to that and not a general request.  And then for completeness paragraph 5 requests 30 

any documents that she may have.  Maybe she has some notes or some 
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correspondence or some emails relevant to that.  So that is the subject matter, it is 
limited and I think that her evidence can be dealt with quite briefly and it is submitted 
that that occur at 12 o’clock on Thursday. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And I also suggest that she be provided the transcript of Mr 
Maladina’s evidence regarding those two meetings and then she can respond 
appropriately to some of the things that Mr Maladina said, in particular her 
introduction of Mr Civelli to Mr Maladina on the occasion of the first meeting. 

 
[11.04am] MR JURTH:  Yes, that can be done, chief.  Thank you. 

 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I think we have already extended the – not extended the 
summons but we fixed Thursday, 17 February at 12 o’clock for Ms Antoinette 
Amputch to give evidence. 
 
MR JURTH:  May it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, that direction is issued. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, chief.  They are all of the witnesses on today’s list.  The 
final matter then left to do is a tender of documents.  Commissioners, this is the 20 
further bundle of documents to be tendered since the last occasion which was on 28 
January.  The tender bundle is available on the portal accessible to those that have 
leave to view the documents and there are three bundles of documents today.  The 
first bundle comprises – commences at number 3 of the index and I should indicate 
that the form of this tender is precisely the same as last time.  There is a spread - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have not seen this list.  Counsel, I suggest that we could defer 
the tender of this bundle of documents to Friday to give us enough time to go through 
these documents.  Also, I would suggest counsel and Commissioner White, we go 
through the list of all the witnesses that we have and just go through them again on 30 
Friday just to confirm the evidence they have given and the documentary evidence 
that they will tender and those witnesses that are not required to give evidence, we 
can discharge them.  It is like a formal witness status call-over kind of hearing on 
Friday afternoon just to finish off everything and then that will also give us the 
opportunity for us to go through the documents that are going to be tendered to 
complete the evidence.  Because my thinking is we should conclude the evidentiary 
hearing by Friday afternoon.  So, give us enough time to go through the list that you 
have got and cross check the documents and then I will also go through the list that 
I have got – an updated list of witnesses which I will circulate to everyone and we 
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need to account formally by directions each of the witnesses that appear on that list 
to wind up things.   
 
And I think as far as I know, there is about 161 witnesses that appear on that list and 
we just need to go through them to make sure we complete their evidence or their 
availability.  And those witnesses that need to be discharged, we will discharge them.  
The documents need to be tendered.  That is the time that outstanding documents 
will come in including the list that you have got.  Does that sound like a good 
proposal there, counsel? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Chief, it certainly does to me, with respect.  Thank you very much.  
May I press the tender of one bundle of documents today? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR JURTH:  Only because you will recall on the last occasion, you adjourned a 
tender on the basis that witnesses to whom the documents were put during 
examination needed to be identified. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 20 
 
MR JURTH:  So that has now been done.  This is the same bundle that you saw on 
the previous occasion and what you will see here, this comprises 29 single 
documents or individual documents commencing at Row 26 of this schedule.  And 
what you will see now is that each document contains a column containing the 
hearing date on which it was put to a particular witness and then you will see the 
final column identifies the witness to whom it was shown. 
 

[11.09am]So, for example, taking the first document there, it is an extract of Hansard, and then 
you will see it has got the unique identifying number, the WIT number, the date of 30 
the document is 22 November 2013, it was shown to a witness on 17 June 2021 and 
that witness was Peter O’Neill.  And this form follows through each of those 29 
documents and in my submission that now complies with your requirement from the 
last occasion and I respectfully request or we submit that these 29 document as a 
bundle be tendered. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  These are part – was it category 3 or 4 according to your earlier 
list?  Is it category 4 documents or 3? 
 
MR JURTH:  My best recollection, Chief, is this is category 3. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Category 3.   
 
MR JURTH:  I am happy to be corrected but it is the category of documents that 
comprised documents that were put to witnesses and we now have identified the date 
on which they were so put to the witness also.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And we stopped at exhibit number 8.  Category 3 was exhibit 
number 8.  We assigned the numbers. 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Sorry Chief. Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that was exhibit 8 and each of these documents can be 
marked exhibit 8.1 down to 8.29. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, we admit this bundle of documents to be 
marked exhibit 8.1 through to 8.29 respectively. 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes Chief. 
 
EXHIBIT 8.1 TO 8.29 – BUNDLE/ CATEGORY OF DOCUMENTS 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  So that is that.  And then you can use the time to 
work on the additional documents.  
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To tender on Friday afternoon. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Commissioners, those are all my matters.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Unless Dr Katter has anything - I think he does. 
 
DR KATTER:  Nothing further arising.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Then, commissioners, in my submission, we should adjourn till 12 
noon on Thursday.  We hear and accept what you say, commissioners, about the 
need to finish the hearings on Monday and we do so. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The submissions will be on Monday but evidentiary hearing 
will be completed on Friday - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we understand that.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - with the admission of all the outstanding documentary 
evidence.   
 
DR RENWICK:  We all understand that, Chief Commissioner, and in my respectful 
submission it may be the best thing we can do on Friday is to prepare a minute of an  10 
order, an omniverse order which you make or consider making which discharges 
summons and the like, but we will give some further thoughts to that, about how to 
be most efficient on that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I will distribute the master list of the witnesses after we adjourn 
and then we can work on that list. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief.  Thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, in the circumstances, Associate, you can adjourn the 20 
proceedings to Thursday, 12 o’çlock. 
 
 
 
AT 11.13 AM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 17 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 12.00 PM. 
 
 
 
 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 40 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON THURSDAY, 17 
FEBRUARY 2022 AT 12.00 PM. 
 

(Continued from 15 February 2022) 
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 [12.00 pm] MR JURTH:  Dr Renwick, you are on mute.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Can you hear me now, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  I just wanted to say Mr Jurth 
will deal with the first witness.  There are some summonses and then in my 10 
submission we adjourn to 1 o’clock when Mr Vele will commence his evidence.  
Of course, it will be necessary for Mr Vele to come back tomorrow morning, not 
the least because about 15 minutes ago we received an affidavit attaching a report 
dated two days ago; neither document had we seen before about 15 minutes ago 
but we can come to that when we come to Mr Vele at lunch time.  Over to you 
Mr Jurth. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Thank you, Commissioners.  I call Antoinette Amputch.   
 
 20 
ANTOINETTE AMALESH AMPUTCH; sworn: 
 
XN:  MR JURTH 
 
 

[12:05pm]Q:  Ms Amputch, if I could please just for the record ask you to state your 
full name? 

A: Antoinette Amalesh Amputch. 

Q: Thank you.  And Ms Amputch you are here in answer to a summons 
dated 14 February 2022 are you not? 30 

A: Yes. 

Q: And at the outset may I thank you for attending so briefly after being 
issued with the summons.  Could I request that summons to be put up on 
the screen please?  And could we go to the schedule 1 to the summons.  
Now, Ms Amputch you understand that these are the five matters that you 
are here to answer today; you understand that? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you had the opportunity to consult your records and your memory - - 
- - 
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A: My  memory yes. 

Q: And to answer questions about this?  All right.  So in relation to 
paragraph 1, did you attend meetings in late 2012 or early 2013 attended 
by former prime minister, Peter O’Neill, Carlo Civelli, Christine Vincent, 
Jimmy Maladina and I should add Phil Mulacek? 

A: No. 

Q: Did you have meetings with any of those people at any other times? 

A: InterOil was a client of mine so I had relevant insurance meetings - 
broking meetings but that will be only with Phil Mulacek or usually 
Christine Vincent and his general managers as needed. 10 

Q: Just so we clarify that.  Christine Vincent and Phil Mulacek are 
representatives of InterOil? 

A: Yes.  Christine was more your sort of number two, Phil was the head and 
then they had quite a few other managers for the different business units, 
yes. 

Q: And you said that they were clients of yours? 

A: Yes. 

Q: What business are you in? 

A: Insurance broking. 

Q: Insurance broking? 20 

A: Yes. 

Q: And they were clients of your insurance broking business? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And did you have any meetings with the two of them and Mr Maladina? 

A: No. 

Q: Did you have any meetings with the two of them and Mr O’Neill? 

A: No. 

Q: Do you know who Carlo Civelli is? 

A: Yes, I have met – well, when InterOil would have sometimes their board 
members or investors or whatever, they sometimes have cocktails and 30 
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occasionally I was invited so yes I got to meet them; him and the board 
and a few others as their broker. 

Q: Did you have any business dealings with Mr Civelli? 

A: No. 

Q: Do you know what business Mr Civelli had with InterOil? 

A: I knew him as an investor. 

Q: Of InterOil? 

A: Yes.  I was introduced as an investor. 

Q: Very well.  Could I please Exhibit TTTT.1 to be brought up please?  I am 
going to show you some photographs of a gentleman.  So, you recognize 10 
this gentleman? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Who is that? 

A: That is Mr Civelli.  

Q: That is Mr Civelli? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Could I please have TTTT.2 brought up?  And who is that? 

A: That is Christine Vincent.   

Q: That is Christine Vincent.  And could I have finally TTTT.3 brought up? 

A: That is Phil Mulacek. 20 

Q: That is Phil Mulacek.  All right,  thank you.  Did you have any meetings 
one on one with Mr Maladina? 

A: No, Mr Maladina was also a client – I knew him for a while as a friend as 
well but there was a little period where we were his brokers for his 
properties so the meetings I would have were in relation to that but 
outside of that, no. 

Q: Do you know what PRL15 is? 

A: We – I hear about it; as a client we had to insure it for InterOil and that 
was done through our offices – I mean through the Willis Singapore and 
Willis London Offices.  We were set up by Willis in Sydney here and so 30 
we used our counterparts in Singapore and London to place the insurance 
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business in all the PRLs – they are quite a few – they were all part of it 
we had to insure. 

Q: So your business provided insurance broking services to InterOil and 
anyone else that held interest in PRL15? 

  [12.10pm]A: Well, we actually insured the assets.  The legal entity was the legal entity 
so whatever their assets were, we had to insure it. 

 
Q: Does Mr Civelli have an interest in the asset and therefore the insurance? 
 
A: Well, he was introduced to me as an investor, so I would imagine I do not 10 

know the details. 
 
Q: But you had no individual business with Mr Civelli concerning these 

insurance policies and his investment? 
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Now, the last paragraph asks you to produce any documents that relate to 

any of these.  Do you have any documents to produce to the commission? 
 20 
A: No. 
 
Q: All right.  Finally, have you had any communications with Mr O’Neill 

since February 14 concerning the summons? 
 
A: Well, when it first came it took me as a surprise because I did not know 

what this is all about and so knowing that his name was mentioned so he 
was here in Moresby, I rang him and said, what is all this about?  It is a 
little - excuse my language, but why am I involved in this thing.  I have got 
nothing to do with it. 30 

 
Q: And what did you he say? 
 
A: He just said I have heard that Mr Maladina may have said a few things.  I 

said, okay, fine.  I had actually walked into the office at about, like 9.30, I 
was a bit late and somebody gave this me.  It was like half an hour I had to 
appear.  I had no idea.  I have never been to court in my life so I thought 
no I need to have a lawyer.  This a whole load of something I am not 
involved with and I need to (a) get a lawyer (b) I need some time, I need to 
read all of this and digest it so hence the email to the Commission of 40 
Inquiry to say, can I please have an adjournment and then that was it. 
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Q: Yes.  Did Mr O’Neill tell you that he disagreed with Mr Maladina’s 
evidence? 

 
A: No, he did not really tell about that I just asked him what this was about 

and he said he had heard Mr Maladina said blah, blah, blah.  So I said, fine 
this is what I am doing.  That was it. 

 
Q: Did he say the words, blah, blah, blah or did he say some other words? 
 
A: No, I said. 10 
 
Q: What Mr O’Neill say to you? 
 
A: He said, if I can remember.  He had heard that Mr Maladina had said that 

I was involved with meetings and stuff and I said, okay. 
 
Q: You are represented by the same firm as Mr O’Neill, are you not? 
 
A: Well, I spent whole day, 14th, looking for lawyers.  I know I have dealt with 

a few from my clients’ perspective and I rang so many of them.  I guess so 20 
there are so many people called for the commission of inquiry.  Most of 
them were taken up that I knew and one would refer to one and one would 
refer to other and Philip’s name came up.  And so after going through the 
thing and I eventually rang Philip and said look, this is the issue, are you 
free, are you conflicted and he said no, I am just about coming to see you 
and that was it. 

 
Q: Did Mr O’Neill suggest you contact Young and Williams? 
 
A: No. 30 
 
Q: Commissioners, I have no further questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, I have no questions.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you chief commissioner.  Thank you for 
coming Ms Amputch particularly on such short notice.  We are very obliged to 
you.  Can you answer this?  Have you had in the past a business relationship with 
Mr O’Neill? 
 40 
A: Well, we are also - - - 
 
Q: If you do not have one - - - 
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A: We are also brokers to his company Remington.  I have been a broker they 

have been a client to mine for some time. 
 
Q: How - could you give some approximation as to when you had a 

professional business relationship with Mr O’Neill either as his broker or 
as a participant in any of his businesses? 

 
A: No, it is purely being through my work with insurance partners.  I came 

here in 2007 so I cannot really give you a date so when we were appointed 10 
to Remington we have done all of that until now. 

 
Q: Would that be well before 2012? 
 
A: Look I stand to be corrected but I think it was a few years after I got here. 
 
Q: Apart from your work for him as an insurance broker for his principal 

company, have you had any other business dealings with him? 
 
A: No. 20 
 
Q: You have been a shareholder or director in any companies in which he had 

an interest? 
 
A: No. 
 

[12.15pm] Q: Did you hear that? 
 

A: Sorry, no, no. 
 30 

Q: No, I did not hear that.  I am sorry sometimes the line is a bit uncertain.  
You have had no business dealings; none at all? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Would it be true to say that the social group in which, and the 

business group in which you moved in Port Moresby is a relatively small 
one?  You all seem to know each other? 

 
A: Yes, absolutely.  You know, you would go to cocktail functions pre covid 40 

times, you would meet the same group of people all the time. 
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Q: So, were you ever in a social setting in which – because you mentioned 
meeting Mr Civelli socially, were you ever in a social setting in which Mr 
O’Neill and Mr Civelli were in the same party? 

 
A: No, the times that I met Mr Civelli was really when InterOil had their – I 

mean, I think just once that I went to one of their functions at Airways and 
you had dignitaries there but cocktail parties were usual at their residences.  
It is a small affair but no, none of the dignitaries were there including Mr 
O’Neill.  But there are public functions.  I remember there was one at 
Airways where they had a big sort of bash cocktail party I think.  I am sure 10 
he would have been there.  I cannot recall to be honest but the dignitaries 
were usually there.   

 
Q: And because you were in fact doing insurance brokerage work for the PRL 

interest and PRL 15 and so on, did you take a fairly close interest in the Oil 
and Gas Tenements and how they were proceeding? 

 
A: Well, that part of what we call ENP, which is the upstream side of stuff is 

very technical and that was handled by Willis Singapore and Willis 
London.  We focused on all the local things which was more the equipment 20 
and the depots and the stuff that could be insured by the local insurance 
who had the capacity to do so.  So, we had specialist - - - 

 
Q: So, you handed over the bigger work in Singapore; they did that sort of 

work.  Did this mean that you had a fairly close working relationship with 
the owners of the tenements that came to you – the placement of insurance? 

 
A: No, you really did not get involved – it is a public company so, no, you got 

involved with the management most definitely, yes.  And we had 
specialists in Singapore and London who did just this, you know, oil and 30 
gas and stuff like that.  They are a global company.  Willis is probably 
number 2 or 3; it changes all the time in the world.  So, we send all the data 
from here to the specialists.  We do all the compliance work and then all 
the local policies if I can all it that where the local companies had capacity 
to write it. 

 
Q: Thank you, Ms Amputch, I have no further questions.   
 
MR JURTH:  Commissoners, I have one or two further matters to clarify with 
your leave.  Ms Amputch, what is the name of your insurance business?  Is that 40 
Insurance Partners PNG Limited? 
 
A: Correct. 
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Q: And to your knowledge, does Mr O’Neill or any of his companies have an 

interest in Insurance Partners PNG Limited? 
 
A: No, it is ER Guma and that was the Late Sir Theo and so all my accounts, 

et cetera while he was here with us, I would take to him and go through it 
with him as the major shareholder. 

 
Q: Right.  I am not sure that answers my question.  At any time, has Mr O’Neill 

or any company he has had an interest in, to your knowledge, been a 10 
shareholder of Insurance Partners PNG Limited? 

 
A: No.  Because ER Guma is our major shareholder and that is Late Sir Theo.  

So, no, I have not had to deal with Mr O’Neill on any of my matters, no.  
It has always been on the other side. 

 
Q: Thank you.  And just to clarify, is your evidence that the meetings to which 

Mr Maladina has referred to and appears in paragraph 1 of the schedule, is 
your evidence that they never happened or that you do not have a 
recollection of it occurring? 20 

 
A: Well, I was never at any meetings whether it happened or not, I do not 

know.  But I was never at any meetings at the Late Theo’s private bar.  I 
have been to his father, that is a different matter. 

 
[12.20pm] You know on social occasion but not like this, no. 

 
Q:   And what about at the Havana Bar at Barclays? 
 
A: No, the same would apply there. 30 
 
Q: You never been inside the Havana Bar? 
 
A: No, I have been in the Havana Bar, went to see the late Theo – usually 

because he was a client of mine as well originally and then we became 
friends.  And so whenever he would invite, yes, I go, sure.  

 
Q: All right. Thank you, Commissioners, those are my questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Ms Amputch, thank you for appearing this morning to give 40 
your evidence. That is the end of your evidence and you may be excused. 
 
A:   Thank you. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Bush, I did not take your appearance but we do note your 
appearance. 
 
MR BUSH:  Thank you, thank you, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And I assume, you do not have questions to ask of your 
witness or your client? 
 
MR BUSH:  No, no. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you. You may be excused.  
 
MS AMPUTCH:  Thank you.  
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
MR JURTH:  I think Dr Katter has the mention.  
 20 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, could I please make mention the four 
summonses; Mr Erastus Kamburi of Kumul Petroleum Consolidated Holdings.  I 
understand Mr Sawong appears? 
 
MR SAWONG: Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White, counsel 
assisting, the last appearance, we undertook to provide an additional affidavit, 
sworn by Mr Kamburi, that has been done. An affidavit sworn on 15 February 
2022, it speaks to the additional queries raised by the Commission in relation to 
off-shore bank accounts and any additional documentation. That document - the 
affidavit has been filed and has been signed by Mr Kamburi.  I seek to tender that 30 
document to the Commission. I believe a copy has been made to Mr Yapao and 
counsel assisting, so with your view, Chief Commissioner, and I could tender that 
affidavit.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner, in addition to that, in my 
recent correspondences with counsel assisting, there has been a further indication 
of KCH providing additional documents, relating to what is captured in the 
affidavit as before the Commission. I have indicated to the counsel assisting that 40 
the documents that are being sought relate to information that has already been 
archived. And as you may or may not know, Chief Commissioner, part of our 
internal policy is to store documents for a period seven years. That is not to say 
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that the documents are not within KCH possession, but given the amount of time 
that has passed, we will require some time from our finance division to be able to 
go through the archives to pull up any additional documents relating to what is 
captured in the affidavit as before the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have not got much time. 
 
MR SAWONG:  I fully appreciate that, Chief Commissioner. I have sought 
clarity from - - - -  
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN: Today and possibly tomorrow could be the last evidentiary 
hearing date. Commission will take what you have been able to produce unless 
you come up with some more documents by tomorrow. Tomorrow is the last day 
of the evidentiary hearings. But Dr Katter, do you have any objection to the tender 
of this particular affidavit? 
 
DR KATTER:  Yes, I submit, Chief, a direction that an affidavit be filed as to the 
further searches or the annexing of any further documents as to the four 
summonses and if it pleases that be filed on or before tomorrow, having regard to 
what has just been said. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all right. Before we decide on the admission of the 
affidavit, Mr Sawong, can you just take us through some of the annexures to the 
affidavit that relates to several bank accounts?    
 

[12.25pm]Could you identify at least which annexures relate to which bank accounts held 
by or operated by which State-owned enterprise including KCH? 
 
A: Thank you, Chief. 
 30 
Q: Just so that we are aware of the content of that affidavit and for the benefit 

of those who are listening in, can you just take us through each of those 
annexures, particularly the bank statements which the commission has 
been having some difficulty in getting witnesses to produce.  And I 
supposed they have now been produced so can you just map out what is in 
those annexures in relation to those bank accounts? 

 
A: Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  As you know, this is an affidavit sworn 

by Mr Kamburi and I did assist in helping locate these documents, so I will 
do my best to explain - - - -  40 

 
Q: Yes, just do your best. 
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A: what is captured in here.  So you will note, Chief Commissioner, on page 

3 of Mr Kamburi’s sworn affidavit, there is a table there that summarizes 
what the annexures are and there - - - -  

 
Q: Paragraph 5, is it? 
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Yes. 10 
 
A: So there are in total eight different accounts attached to this affidavit.  Each 

of them being – well, the first two being quarantine accounts which to the 
best of my knowledge and what I understand is where the moneys that have 
been transferred out of IPBC have landed in and then it is from there that 
they are transferred on instructions into each of the following four escrow 
accounts held by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia.  As you will note 
in that table there, Chief Commissioner, there are bank account numbers 
there as well as the type of accounts and where these accounts are being 
held during that time.  All of these eight accounts are accounts held by 20 
IPBC during that time.  And what you will see in the annexures, Chief 
Commissioner, is statements of accounts as well as bank statements which 
will indicate to the commission what type of transactions were made and 
who the transactions were made to.  Now, some of these annexures will 
capture information relating to the instructions that were attached to each 
of these bank accounts and some of them will not have similar details.  
Chief Commissioner, the additional information that is being sought by the 
counsel assisting relates to the information that may or may not have been 
– sorry, may have been attached to each of these accounts, and those are 
what the KCH Finance division has been tasked to try and pull up as 30 
quickly as possible so that it will, in my view and in our view, assist 
commission to paint a better picture of how funds that have been captured 
in each of these accounts have been travelling in and out and based on what 
kind of instructions have been issued.  So in summary, Chief 
Commissioner and Commissioner White, the documents that have been 
annexed to this affidavit speak to what I believe is or was the eight offshore 
bank accounts that were held by IPBC during the period that is the subject 
of this commission of inquiry, which relates to this UBS transaction.   

 

   [12.30 pm]THE CHAIRMAN:  Which of these accounts hold monies flowing in from PNG 40 
LNG Project in the period between 2014 to 2017 and which was the subject of 
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the payment direction deed issued to GloCo?  I suppose there is an account in 
Singapore that held those monies.  Which of these accounts is that? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Chief Commissioner, I do not believe any of these accounts 
relate to what you are referring to.  These are accounts that were held by KCH 
from I think 2012 to 2014. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That account that I am referring to is the account which I am 
interested in, and I have been asking for those statements; and it seems they are 
not forthcoming.  It is on that clarification. 10 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner.  I am not sure which of these 
accounts may have been continued to be held for the payments of the proceeds 
from the PNG LNG Project.  What I do know, Chief Commissioner, is that these 
are recounts that were held by IPBC offshore in relation to the refinancing 
transaction of the UBS Loan. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.  If there are no other questions arising 
from those sets of questions, then can we admit the affidavit, Commissioner 
White? 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, could I just ask Mr Sawong if he knows.  A 
lot of these directions came and seemed to be relating to the Exchangeable Bond, 
the IPIC Loan, not what we come to call the UBS Loan; am I correct in that?  I 
did have some difficulties reading some of the documents last night, though very 
faint.  But that is my reading of at least some of them.  Is that correct? 
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you, Commissioner White.  I believe what is captured in 
the affidavit is a response to the issues that were raised by the Commission in 
relation to a capital investment figure; that is 3.583 billion.  That was captured in 30 
an audited financial statement for the General Business Trust during the period 
of 2015 and 2016.  Sorry, Commissioner White, I lost the question during my 
attempt to answer it. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  All right.  I have this distinct impression that 
probably Mr Kamburi would be a more appropriate person to ask any questions 
about this.  I know you are doing very well; I am not being critical of you but he 
would probably be in a better position to explain these documents.  And, yes, so 
I will not re-ask the question, thank you. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  In terms of the question that I asked, I may have got 
the period a bit outside of the period covered by the IPIC Loan.  But the question 
is I think valid enough. 
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MR SAWONG:  Okay. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That I was looking for the account details of the account 
held and operated in Singapore to which the proceeds of PNG LNG revenue 
flowed into and that became the subject of that payment direction.   
 
MR SAWONG:  Thank you chief Commissioner. 
 

[12.35pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  But that counsel relate to that particular account that I am 10 
asking.  All right.  Then I assume the admission of this affidavit will mark the 
end of Mr Kamburi’s evidence, Dr Katter? 

 
DR KATTER:  No, I submit, Commissioners, that there be a direction and a 
further affidavit be filed as to any further services and the annexing of any further 
documents that are identified by Mr Kamburi or the person who wants to take the 
submission, is it Kumul Consolidated Holdings as to their financial matters by 
…………  And that occur - - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By when? 20 
 
DR KATTER:  Essentially by Friday, tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  By tomorrow?  Okay. 
 
DR KATTER:  Commissioners, I would submit that that could occur  – say for 
Tuesday if it pleases.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Tuesday?  Final submissions is on Monday.  We have not 
got time to keep extending time for people to file affidavits.  We have got to bring 30 
- - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, I am sorry to rap off  - Dr Katter, in view of 
some of the recently obtained material, I was going to indicate to the 
commissioners in any event that we will not be in a position to do the final 
submissions on Monday but rather next Thursday.  I am sorry, I only came to that 
conclusion overnight but it is just not possible to be ready so on that basis 
Tuesday, in my submission, might assist.  I am sorry to interrupt, Dr Katter. 
 
DR KATTER:  That there be a filing of an affidavit as such further searches and 40 
any further documents that are identified as to the four summonses and that would 
be the finalization of our summonses, commissioners. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  So, Tuesday is going to be the last day for affidavits to be 
filed, is it? 
 
DR KATTER:  If it pleases. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We cannot keep extending, counsel.  We have got to bring 
this to a close.  You may have all the time but I do not have time.  We have to 
give ourselves enough time to write the Report. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I entirely agree, chief. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And if we keep extending then we could be here for the next 
10 years still fishing for evidence because these transactions go back many years.  
And I think we have had enough time so I think if I am to extend the time for the 
last evidentiary hearing to be next Tuesday then that has to be the last and final.  
There will be zero tolerance after that.  Commissioner White, what do you think? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Indeed, indeed, chief.  This we anticipate would be 
a fairly formal affidavit just tidying up the four summonses because Mr Sawong 
has indicated that there are likely to be other documents but cannot meet any 20 
reasonable timeframe that the Commission has.  So, it probably would suit our 
purposes just to have that tidied up. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, I doubt that there would be any consequences 
for counsel’s work entailed in given that time until Tuesday at 10 am - Tuesday 
22 February, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  In those circumstances, we will admit the affidavit 30 
of Mr Erastus Kamburi into evidence and it will be marked exhibit quadruple 
UUUU, I think.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I had thought it might be T, chief. 
 
 
EXHIBIT UUUU – AFFIDAVIT OF ERASTUS KAMBURI    
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And then the second direction issued is that Mr Kamburi file 
any further affidavits that you wish to file annexing relevant documents on or 40 
before 10 o’clock next Tuesday – what is the date? 
 

[12.40pm]COMMISSIONER WHITE:  22 February. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, 22 February 2022, and we issue those directions.  
All right, thank you, Mr Sawong, you may be excused.  Next matter? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Chief Commissioner, we are just having some technical 
difficulties on our main screen.  The next matter I think, unless there is anyone 
else, is the return of Mr Vele at 1 pm.  I see someone at the bar table.  Is there 
another application?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, there is no one here, so we will adjourn to 1 o’clock. 
 10 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you, may it please the Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Associate, adjourn the proceedings to 1 o’clock. 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 

   [1.04 pm] DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission I recall Mr Vele. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, you are bound by your previous oath. 20 
 
MR VELE:  Thank you chief commissioner. 
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
XN:  DR RENWICK 
 
Q: Mr Vele, would you mind just moving slightly to your left please so we 

can see you on the video, just a little.   30 
 
A: A little bit more? 
 
Q: Just a little more.  Thank you so much.  Mr Vele, since you last appeared I 

think your roles in government have changed.  What is your new role 
please? 

 
A: I was appointed by the National Executive Council to be the chairman of 

the State negotiating team to several projects. 
 40 
Q: So, you are no longer Secretary for Treasury? 
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A: That is correct. 
 
Q: When did that role finished please? 
 
A: The exact date is sketchy, maybe 23 December, it should not be too hard 

to find out. 
 
Q: All right.  You are here today in a personal capacity level? 
 
A: Correct. 10 
 
Q: Thank you.  Mr Vele, can we start please with the NEC submission of 6 

March 2014 which you will be very familiar with.  We will start with page 
one of that document that you can see that that is indeed policy submission 
67 of 2014 and this is one that was signed by the Prime Minister.  Can you 
just remind the commission of your role in relation to the drafting and 
finalization of this submission? 

 
A: I would have finalized the draft if some of the advisors would have put the 

more technical elements into the submission and it would have come to me 20 
to finalize and present to the Prime Minister. 

 
Q: And certainly the submission - let us leave aside the attachment for a 

minute - the submission is something you would have checked for accuracy 
before providing it to the Prime Minister for him to sign off? 

 
A: To the best of my ability, yes. 
 
Q: All right thank you.  If we can go to page 8 of it you see there paragraph 

(d), this policy submission is also endorsed by the Minister of Treasury, 30 
that is to say, the Treasurer, the Minister of Finance and the Minister for 
Public Enterprises, the views of other ministers will be sought during 
Cabinet.  Now, you knew, did you not that the Treasurer did not endorse 
the submission? 

 
A: Counsel, we have had this discussion before.  The submission was 

originally drafted for the Treasurer in which this was left in a very short 
period of time.   

 
[1.09 pm] It came clear that the Minister for Treasury, the Treasurer was not going to 40 

sign the submission, so we changed certain elements.  And I guess, there 
was an oversight on my part. 
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DR RENWICK:  All right, that is correct.  Financial implications are there set out 
under paragraph C and speaks for itself.  But among other things, it speaks about 
a - based on the then current share price, the state’s shareholding would be valued 
at 1.333 billion, representing AUS$108 billion, again based on the $820 
subscription price.  So if you like, that was the immediate upsize of the proposed 
transaction. That is right, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Here in this document were the risks of losses to the state and its entities 10 

and the people set out? 
 
A: I have gone through the submission at this particular minute, but I am going 

to have to look at the submission, counsel. 
 
Q: All right. Well, perhaps you might like to look at that overnight, but I would 

like to suggest that the risk of such losses were nowhere pointed out in this 
document but they should have been; do you agree? 

 
A: Again, I will have to look at the submission overnight as you suggest.  20 
 
Q: What were the - looking back now, what were the losses, the state 

enterprises and the people of the Independent State as a result of the UBS 
loans? 

 
A: Well, I think there has been several assertions by several individuals and 

there is a report by Brattle Group to give a number of some kind. But 
beyond that, I think people are making assumptions, based on their view 
of government policy and whether the government should be involved in 
commercial activities or not.  I am not sure that is the right or wrong answer 30 
to that. 

 
Q: What is your view, Mr Vele, I am not asking about other’s views. What is 

your view; what is the loss? 
 
A: What is the loss, again, this was done at the time when we were operating 

with financial and legal advisors that provided us advise at the time, to the 
best of their knowledge and their view on the market going forward. My 
role in that was that the cabinet had made the decision to regain the share 
holding in Oil Search Limited and that was the basis of the discussion.  If 40 
you are asking me whether it is a good thing or a bad thing, but as my role 
as a Secretary for Treasury, I look at - you know whether there has been a 
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number loss or not. And I guess in hindsight, the shares did not perform as 
well as everyone would have hoped.   

 
Q: So in your capacity as the recently retired or completed Secretary of the 

Treasury, what is the number loss? 
 
A: Again, there is a number loss from Dr Renwick from the Brattle Group 

Report.  300 and something all in and 178 million. I do not subscribe to 
that particular view, but that is the number that we can point to and have a 
look at. 10 

 
Q: Are you not prepared to answer my question, which is what is your view 

about the loss or do you not have a view? 
 
A: I have not done a personal calculation of what the pluses and minuses 

financially are to this particular transaction.  
 
Q: You are not suggesting if anything either than the net loss though, are you? 
 
A: I said the Oil Search shares did not perform to the expectation of everyone 20 

else. 
 
Q: It is going to be a lot quicker, Mr Vele, if you think carefully about my 

question and try and answer the question.  You will have an opportunity, 
your counsel to re-examine you.  To go back to my question; are you saying 
that you  do not have a view about the number of the losses is?      

 
   [1.14 pm]   Have you not? 

 
A: No, I do not.  As I said, the Oil Search shares did not perform to the 30 

expectation.  I have not done a personal calculation as to what that 
performance means financially. 

 
Q: But you agree overall there was a loss and it was quite a significant loss as 

it happened, do you not? 
 
A: Well, there was a loss to the order of magnitude; we have several 

calculations:  one is done by the Brattle Group.  Kumul Petroleum has also 
done a calculation and those are reference points that we can point to. 

 40 
Q: You are not suggesting there has been an overall gain, are you on this 

transaction? 
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A: No. 
 
Q: Right.  And it is a substantial loss to the State, its enterprises and the people 

of the Independent State, is it not? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Objection, Commissioners.  This question has 
been asked three times and answered about whether the witness thinks there has 
been a loss.  It has been evidence he has given before; he has not had the material 
from Kumul Petroleum to ascertain.  He said he has not done a calculation.  He 
has answered this question three times. 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  I will move on, Commissioners.  When we looked then at F at 
the financial implications, you have agreed with me that there was a loss of some 
sort.  Why did you not ensure that the possible downside of the transaction or the 
possible losses were not flagged for the benefit of Cabinet? 
 
A: In E - sorry, Financial Implications.  F is Employment Implications.  In 

relation to the drafting- - - 
 
Q: Yes, E Financial Implications. 20 
 
A: We were giving the – we were explaining very simply to a non-technical 

audience about the expectation of the transaction that was being conducted.  
We walked through how the collar worked and the idea about the collar in 
relation to the upside and the downside.  The whole structure was chosen 
specifically because it mitigated certain elements of risk, and so 
accompanying this submission was a presentation that I gave.  I have that 
only at the time of putting all of these together.  But I believe there was a 
discussion on it and to the extent that there are some to the attachments 
which I have not had a look at for a long time.  There was an explanation 30 
and there were several tables in relation to what could happen if the share 
price went either way but at that time to a non-technical audience, we were 
talking about relative orders of magnitude and the benefits of the collar. 

 
Q: With the benefit of hindsight, do you agree that under the heading The 

Financial Implications, you should also have set out in the Draft 
Submission the risks of the transaction, including the risks of significant 
losses? 

 
A: Short answer is yes, and then it becomes an issue around drafting.  Are we 40 

talking about a $1 reduction in the share price from $8.20?  Are we talking 
about a $20 reduction in the share price of Oil Search?  I think the benefit 
of having the attachment and the presentation that went through it, went 
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through what would happen.  But I think it is quite fair to say that if the Oil 
Search share price was going to reduce, then it had negative implications 
for the State beyond the certain point which is obviously beyond the floor 
of the collar. 

 
Q: So, you are there talking about gains and losses due to the movement of the 

Oil Search.  Should you also have pointed out any other potential problems 
with the documents which the UBS people had produced? 

 
A: I need some clarity on the second part of your question, but my read of E, 10 

Financial Implications, is to explain value that we were receiving by 
obtaining Oil Search under this particular scenario which seemed to be of 
benefit; and what was the value to be gained by an increase in the Oil 
Search share price from where it currently was and the associated downside 
scenario of reductions in the Oil Search share price were also in the 
attachments. 

 
[1.19pm] Q: I see. 
 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, would it be possible if the witness 20 
is going to be examined or cross examined on a document that he be provided 
with the whole document?  There is questions going to, you know, what 
information was given to Cabinet as to risks and the collar but the question is 
being mounted as if this paragraph was the entire explanation.  And already the 
witness has said, look, he needs to refresh his memory over the whole document 
but if the question is continued, would he be able to be provided with the entire 
NEC Submission including attachment? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  Well, of course, Commissioners, I was about to indicate 
if I had not already that Mr Vele should indeed look at the entire NEC submission 30 
and attachments to which of course he has access through Mrs Nonggorr 
overnight before he returns.  And if he can point out tomorrow where the potential 
downsize were pointed out, I will be grateful because I will certainly ask him that 
question.   
 
You also, I think, addressed the NEC meetings at some length, did you not, about 
this UBS loan proposal? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
Q: Do you have any recollection of pointing out the possible downsize risks? 
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A: Again, having been a while ago I do remember explaining the structure of 
the collar and what happens if there is movement in the Oil Search share 
price to an increase and both to a reduction. 

 
Q: Let us move on then to consider what the risks were.  Apart from the 

movement in the share price – the Oil Search share price - - - 
 
A: Sorry, counsel, just before you do move on - - - - 
 
Q: Please, go ahead. 10 
 
A: As I do sit here and understanding that from a drafting perspective that that 

would have added more accuracy, if that is the word we can use into 
expending in this particular area, the financial implication that this is the 
potential upside and this is the potential downside, of course. 

 
Q: Well, what was the potential downside leaving aside the possible 

movement in the Oil Search price to your mind at the time? 
 
A: Again, my mind at the time, I was being asked to look at the financial value 20 

as opposed to the government policy aspect if that is what you are asking. 
 
Q: All I am asking is that apart from the movement in the share price at the 

time, did you consider there were any other risks associated with the 
entering into this arrangement? 

 
A: My focus at that time was on the financial aspects.  I mean the ….….. of 

Oil Search.  Oil Search is a listed stock and therefore, you know, that is a 
– and we were entering into a financial transaction and so the, I guess, the 
reference point for me and in the drafting focused on the share price 30 
movement.   

 
Q: Let me turn to an aspect of a potential downside.  Are you aware that Brattle 

has given some evidence that UBS charged excessively or overcharged the 
State to the tune of about AUD$180 million?  Are you aware of that 
evidence? 

 
A: I am aware of that assertion from Brattle; yes. 
 
Q: Do you presently – that is to say based on what you know now, do you 40 

have a view about that? 
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A: Well, I guess, like all contracts you expect that your legal advisers and your 
strategic advisers, your financial advisers manage the contract to the best 
of their ability in accordance with the contract.  At no stage did we say that 
we are going to offer them $178 million in value not to my recollection and 
therefore if that is the case as Brattle’s research, then obviously they have 
done the wrong thing and I am the aggrieved party. 

 
[1.24 pm] So the question that we all need to confirm is that, is Brattle correct?   

 
Q: But you would accept that of course that if it turns out that the commission 10 

takes the view that there was that overcharging, you would agree with the 
Prime Minister Mr O’Neill, I take it, that that fund should be repaid by 
UBS? 

 
A: Absolutely. 
 
Q: So then going into to what you knew at the time as opposed to what you 

know now, for example, with the benefit of the Brattle Group Report, I take 
it you would say that at the time you had no reason to think that UBS were 
overcharging? 20 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: Indeed.  And I think you have alluded to this in your last few answers that 

that would be because of the – your own analysis and the benefit of those 
advising you and the State.  Would that be right? 

 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So let us take the role of UBS itself.  I think I have asked you these 30 

questions before but you understood them to be the State’s financial 
advisor in relation to this transaction, would you not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What was your understanding about any conflicts of interest which they 

were permitted to have – these are the State – in relation to the proposed 
UBS loan? 

 
A: I think you showed me in the engagement contract last time, Dr Renwick 40 

that a clause which said that certain conflicts may arise in the engagement. 
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Q: So certainly, in fairness I will take you to that.  That is NRF000100015173.  
So this is a letter to you, you will see in a second, of 25 February 2014 from 
UBS AG, Australia branch.  You recognize that document, I take it? 

 
A: I recognize a document that is addressed to me. 
 
Q: Yes.  And if we just scroll down a little to the bottom of the fifth page, you 

see there that; “the role of UBS, UBS as well as requested by the State 
provide the following advisory services and assistance together with any 
additional assistance agreed in light between UBS and the State.”  And then 10 
if we go over the page, you can see the subparagraphs (a) to (m), there are 
a variety of things UBS were advising in relation to and that includes (g), 
assistance in the negotiation of the terms and conditions of the transaction, 
(j) advice on alternative strategies for the State to acquire an interest in Oil 
Search shares including on-market purchases, derivatives and other share 
purchase strategy.  So those were some of the matters.  Now, going down 
the page you see in the second last paragraph, last sentence, “The scope 
that UBS services shall not include any fairness opinion.” Do you recall 
noticing that and seeking advice about that at that time? 

 20 
A: Well, I think that prompted us to have a discussion with KPMG on making 

sure that the maths was right and that the fees were within the range of fees 
so appropriate to this transaction and certainly for us a client.   

 
Q: So one aspect I agree, Mr Vele, is the appropriateness of the fees of UBS 

but I suggest this sentence goes beyond that.  
 
[1.29 pm] This includes a fairness ability if you refer to the previous sentence.  I will 

read it out.  Any valuation advice which UBS provides will be given on the 
understanding that unless expressly agreed in writing, UBS does not accept 30 
responsibility for the accounting or other data and commercial assumptions 
on which such a valuation is based, the assessment and evaluation of which 
remains the State’s responsibility and then the scope does not include any 
fairness opinion.  So, leave aside the ostensible or nominated fee of UBS 
and looking to this question now identified by Brattle of potential over 
charging or things which did not represent a fair value, did you in that 
context give any consideration at the time to that sentence about UBS 
services shall not include any fairness opinion? 

 
A: Again, that prompted us to have a discussion with KMPG about making 40 

sure that the maths was right and that the results or the resulting outcomes 
that were being discussed were appropriate. 
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Q: That was the way the State want to be assured that the UBS transaction was 
fair from a financial point of view, let us leave legal to one side for a 
minute.  Is that the position? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: KPMG though were given a very short amount of time to conduct their 

work with a knot in it and the result was heavily qualified? 
 
A: It was an on-market transaction, everything was done in a very short 10 

amount of time.  Given the benefit of more time I am sure things would 
have been handled differently by all parties involved. 

 
Q: It was only a pressing matter because the transaction involved on the one 

hand the State obtaining a little over 10 per cent of Oil Search’s issued 
capital so that Oil Search could purchase interest in PRL15 and the Elk/ 
Antelope field.  That is what made it urgent from Oil Search’s point of 
view, was it not? 

 
A: I was thinking about the fact that Oil Search was listed on the Australian 20 

Stock Exchange and to do with transaction of this manner you abide by the 
Australian Stock Exchange rules and those time the strikes were quite 
pressing.  In relation to having it being done in February 2013 or 2014 as 
it were, yes, that was it, an issue that was brought on by Oil Search’s 
strategy and obviously – I am not sure whether I should continue or - - - 

 
Q: We go back to my question though.  No, please go ahead Mr Vele I do not 

want to cut you off. 
 
A: Sorry, the screen changed over here.  Therefore, we were coming off the 30 

IPIC transaction in which the maturity of the previous bond to fund that 
participation of the PNG LNG Project so it opened up a window.  Whether 
government was going to participate in regaining shares in Oil Search 
again, the fact that Oil Search were now moving towards another 
transaction and they were raising capital, I think I said this before that 
which entered the State with an opportunity to make a decision.  That 
decision was with Cabinet not with the Department of Treasury. 

 
Q: I will just go to another document please which is NRF000100013794.  

This is an email from Anthony Latimer of Norton Rose Fulbright to you in 40 
your capacity as the head of the project co-ordination office and to others 
back in August 2013.  So we are now looking at a different period of time.  
NRF000100013794. 
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 [1.34pm] So here we are.  Just by the way, when we look at that at the top, why was 
it when you were at the Gas Project Coordination Office that you were 
receiving information and forwarding information using your Pertusio 
email? 

 
A: I am not sure again when I left – what was it – August 2013?  Yes, I am 

not sure why that is the case.  The Gas Project Coordination Office was a 
– it was not an official office.  It was a – I guess it did not have a stronger 
legal standing as a department.  It was an office created under the Prime 
Minister’s Department.  I do not know why I am using that one.  That may 10 
be the email on record on Anthony’s or Mr Latimer’s email in which case 
I assume he has typed in DA and this is the first email that has popped up.  
I think my Gas office email was gpco.gov.pg at that time so I am not sure 
why Anthony used this one. 

 
Q: I take it from that you were still using your Pertusio email? 
 
A: Well, I received this particular email from Anthony.  I cannot remember if 

I was using that to communicate with anyone outside.  I still up until very 
recently had access to my Treasury emails as well even though I left that 20 
office in December. 

 
Q: Just look at the second page under the heading under the letter (U).  You 

will see there (U), conflict of interest – page 6 under “conflict of interest.”  
So, this is Mr Latimer’s advice to you;  “UBS states they may act for others.  
So appreciating this is at an earlier stage of UBS’ involvement.  They may 
act for others including Oil Search to discuss if this will be acceptable since 
conflicts are critical on this transaction.”  Do you have any recollection of 
your response to Mr Latimer in relation to paragraph (U) conflict of 
interest? 30 

 
A: No, I do not.  It has been a long time since I have seen this email as well.   

I am trying to recall this particular email in the flow of emails that were 
around at that time. 

 
Q: And the topic of “conflict of interest” now that I have shown that to you, 

does it jog your memory as to whether that was a matter of concern on 
which you sought advice? 

 
A: Again, I am reading it after a very long time but it says that; “UBS may act 40 

for others including Oil Search.”  Well, again, we would imagine that our 
contract says that UBS at any engagement going forward in August we 
were not engaged with anyone but we would trust that Norton Rose and the 
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Office of the State Solicitor will point out if the strategic adviser that we 
had and the contract allowed them to work for essentially two masters. 

 
Q: What he is doing here, of course, is and I appreciate it is a long time ago, 

he is asking you as the client for your view about whether that is acceptable 
since, in his opinion, it would seem conflicts are critical on this transaction? 

 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, objection to this.  There is no 
evidence that Mr Vele actually received it; this indeed this email.  It was sent to 
an old email.  Mr Vele has not identified that he definitely did get this email.  10 
Does counsel have evidence that he actually received this email? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I am very happy to take you to 20 or 30 emails as part of a 
course of emails all of which Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has which indicates that you 
were indeed communicating on that email.  Would you like me to do that, Mr 
Vele?  Are you seriously suggesting that at the time you could not still getting 
emails from that email address? 
 
A: I think I said a couple of minutes ago that I may have been.  But just to 

come back to your particular question, Dr Renwick, the issue of conflict of 20 
interest; I mean, Anthony is asking, do I have any questions and would we 
like to discuss this?   

 
[1.39 pm] And I cannot recall all the emails back then.  But in order to understand if 

there was a note back on asking, yes, we have discussed all these issues. 
There seemed to be points for discussion rather than me to accept or 
reject from this particular email anyway.  

 
Q:   All right. Somewhere back in August, can I take you back to the discussion 

paper, which you provided to the banks, when you were having discussions 30 
with them in Sydney, in the later part of 2013 - just get that up on the screen. 
So you recall this document, Mr Vele, this is your document, I have asked 
you questions about it previously, yes? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: I would like to show you some evidence you gave from our cross 

examination in June last year on this document. We will start at page 2998. 
We begin with a question. Can I put on the screen please the discussion 
paper?  Yes, there we are. 40 

 
A: Yes. 
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Q: So I asked you, so you recall this document - if we stroll a little. And your 
answer was; yes, there was more issues that I thought the financial advisor 
should be cognizance about in dealing with this. I think I have said 
previously that my frustration previously was that everyone was focused 
on one particular outcome, when there could be several. And so the idea of 
the discussion paper was to say; understood that the focus of the previous 
discussion has been on one particular outcome. I am interested to 
understand the bank’s thinking, you know, around you know, options 
around, other possible outcomes that may arise from the structure, inherent 
to the bond for the IPIC Bond, and there are some questions by 10 
Commissioner White. And then I asked the question; well, the way the 
bond was structured was that at some stage, IPIC have made a decision and 
you have agreed with that, whether to retain the shares or return the shares 
and you say, correct. And your answer here and I want to ask you to look 
at this please. The state was very focused on the idea that IPIC were going 
to return the shares, and so considering there was a lot of work previously 
done, I am trying to raise funds and pay back IPIC, in the event they were 
going to return the shares, it seems to me, the state wanted to hold its own. 
I presume that being shares in Oil Search. So without pre-empting what the 
NEC was going to do, ultimately to say, if IPIC does not want to hold onto 20 
the shares and the state wants to retain the share-holding, how can that be 
done? What are the options to the state to achieve that particular outcome? 
So you recall giving that evidence, Mr Vele? 

 
A: Yes, I have no reason to dispute that. 
 
Q: All right. Then my question is; the NEC Decision, as you indicate in these 

passages was that financing should be ascertained for the NEC’s aim of 
getting the shares back from IPIC. You would agree that that was what the 
NEC were focused on, step one? 30 

 
A: Purchasing back the IPIC shares, when IPIC were going to relinquish those 

shares back to the state. 
 
Q: Yes.  So that is what you were doing when you prepared those background 

notes by placed in paper took to the bank. That was principally what you 
were concerned about? 

 
[1.44 pm] Because that is what the NEC had asked you to look into, that is right, is it 

not? 40 
 

A: Yes, but I think as I was trying to explain that part of the frustration was 
that the advice going to the NEC and I had not been a part of that advice; 
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was to focus on a single outcome and the structure of the Exchangeable 
Bond was that there could be other outcomes based on the decision of IPIC 
themselves. 

 
Q: So, I suppose another logical possibility was the extension of the 

Exchangeable Bond transaction for a period time.  That was one logical 
possibility, was it not? 

 
A: Yes. 
 10 
Q: And a third one which is of course as we know what came to pass is IPIC 

deciding to retain the shares and the Independent State deciding to acquire 
more shares, you agree? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So, with this transcript that I have taken you to where you were talking 

about, it seems to me, the third option.  When did you come up with that 
as an idea? 

 20 
A: Well, I think the issues paper or those background notes was me saying, 

this is one scenario that I see and an option that I see.  What are you people 
who are in this space; financial and market people in petroleum space, is 
this a possible outcome, what are your views.  And I think the whole aim 
was to canvass the different options and the lateral minds of each the banks 
to be able to fashion an outcome or fashion a solution or an option based 
on the different scenarios that potentially present themselves. 

 
Q: So, your discussions with the banks were back in August, September 

thereabouts in 2013, were they not, something like that? 30 
 
A: Into late August, I think. 
 
Q: And the IPIC only gave their final decision that they were not going to 

allow the State to retain the shares in February, that is right, is it not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When then did you start to discuss, say with Mr O’Neill, the third 

possibility that we are discussing namely that the State could perhaps 40 
purchase a new lot of shares from Oil Search or elsewhere on the market 
perhaps? 
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A: I did not have much cause of me speaking to Mr O’Neill on any matter 
until I was reappointed to the gas projects co-ordinating office.  Prior to 
that I was doing private things so I would not have had much discussion 
but having been a part of the PNG LNG journey, 2007/2008, you have a 
list of things that the State needs to look at in the future as they arise.  And 
so had the opportunity to discuss with anyone who had any influences to 
the management of the petroleum sector at that time.  I would always say, 
just remind yourselves that in a couple of years time the issue of the IPIC 
shares will mature and government will have to make some choices.  I do 
that now with the most recent transaction, Porgera for example.  There are 10 
things that government needs to keep an eye on in five, 10, 15 and 20 years 
time and no doubt that as a private citizen in five, 10, 15, 20 years time if 
I am able to I will remind people that, do not forget that we will have to 
look at these things. 

 
Q: Maybe cross purposes.  Between September 2013 after you had met with 

the bank and 14 February 2014 when IPIC formally said you are not getting 
your shares back, when did you first raise the third option which you were 
discussing with Mr O’Neill? 

 20 
A: I would not raise it with Mr O’Neill and other several times throughout that 

period.  
 
Q: Yes so it goes back to my question.  Do you recall when approximately 

you first raised it with him? 
 
A: No, I do not recall.  As the Secretary for Treasury I speak to Prime Minister 

and several ministers on a daily basis.   
 

[1.49pm]  I do recall that I had been espousing that the State needed to watch out for 30 
the eventuality of IPIC not reverting those shares. 

 
Q: So, you would have discussed the third option with Mr O’Neill at some 

stage in the last quarter of 2013, would you not? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: And what to your recollection was his reaction - - - 
 
A: And, Dr Renwick, rather than the third option, counsel - - - 40 
 
Q: Sorry, please go on, I am not trying to cut you off. 
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A: No, I was just saying rather than the third option it is just a third eventuality. 
 
Q: Well, what you call it is - you said that the purchase of the Oil Search 

shares, when did you first – so would you have discussed it with Prime 
Minister O’Neill in the final quarter of 2013 or not until the New Year? 

 
A: No, I believe I would have discussed that with him, my Treasurer and 

colleagues in that space if it was something that - I have always felt that it 
was one of those things that we have not had a good track record of is 
preparing ourselves to deal with options like this that are made years in 10 
advance and where we are.  So trying to get everyone prepared, certainly 
those who were going to make those decisions to prepare for the outcomes 
something that I do not – I was doing I believe and I continue to do now. 

 
Q: Would you have discussed it with Mr O’Neill before the presentation of 

the 2013 budget in November 2013? 
 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: Do you recall his reaction? 20 
 
A: Specifically to that particular outcome; no, I do not recall.  I think he took 

it under advisement and - - - 
 
Q: That is right. 
 
A: I think apart from the general briefing of saying that look – sorry, go on. 
 
Q: No, you please go on, finish your answer. 
 30 
A: Sorry, Dr Renwick, there is a delay here.  I would have had several times 

explained in the briefings that this is something to watch out for.  That 
people are focused on Cabinet, maybe too focused on one outcome which 
is that IPIC will agree to sell their shares back to the State.  No doubt I 
think others were going to ask for more time.  That issue had been raised 
as well and I had said that just be careful in that they do not want to sell 
those shares.  I guess that question remains, what do you do then if you are 
wanting to retain a shareholding in Oil Search.  I do not recall any specific 
response or any specific directions generally as the Cabinet appointed 
person to deal with these issues – not only the Secretary of Treasury but 40 
more specifically as the – at one time they had one of the review 
committees is to keep progressing the work and bring it back when some 
of these issues crystalized.   
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Q: Yes.  Well, let us just consider some of these review committees.  So, I 

think you were appointed to chair the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review 
Committee in July 2013, were you not? 

 
A: I believe so. 
 
Q: Do you know that you were not recommended in the Cabinet submissions 

to be the chairman? 
 10 
A: I picked that up from your interview with Mr O’Neill – the former Prime 

Minister O’Neill. 
 
Q: So, you did not know that at that time? 
 
A: No, because me not being taken into Cabinet and Cabinet appointing you 

is to the extent that that particular appointment is not prescribed under 
legislation or under some other process then it is not unusual to go in there 
where it is allowed to pick someone outside of the names that had been put 
in the NEC submission; that is not unusual.   20 

 
   [1.54 pm] Q:   Prior to that cabinet meeting, had you been asked to take on that role? 

 
A: Not that role specifically but part of my getting back involved in the Gas 

Projects Coordination office was so that I could be as part of the discussion.  
Again, there were – the government, I believe, was trying to live with my 
experience in the PNG LNG 2008 up until then but there were no formal 
seats at the table.  And so having an appointment in a quasi-government 
office under the prime minister’s department in the Gas Projects 
Coordination office meant that I had some standing not as much as those 30 
that are leading departments; but I guess cabinet could put me into these 
discussions. 

 
Q: Do you recall that Committee was to report its findings back to Minister 

Micah? 
 
A: It has been a while since I have seen the Terms of Reference but yes that 

would not surprise me. 
 
Q: Did you in fact do so? 40 
 
A: For that one, I do not think so. 
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Q: If that is so, if you did not report back to him, do you recall why not? 
 
A: No, I do not recall why not.  I am careful here because I have just received 

over the last week or so the affidavits of Dr Clement Waine who at that 
time I believe was Secretary for Public Enterprises and Mr Kumarasiri who 
was at that time the MD of IPBC.  But it seemed like, yes, things were a 
little bit dysfunctional and I did not really have standing as the Gas Projects 
Coordination office could not direct if I were to call meetings, or maybe 
we did not get, in my view, the representation.  It is not unusual people are 
busy.  But, yes, at the end of the day, the work was not finalized and we 10 
did not give such a report to Minister Micah. 

 
Q: Just so the commissioners understand that, your recollection was that you 

as chairman was what; unable to get other committee members to attend or 
progress the work of the committee.  Is that part of your evidence? 

 
A: I am saying that may have been the reason; I do not recall.  And I think 

between July and August, we did not have any meetings.  It was essentially 
a discussion.  The idea was to get discussions around what potential options 
are but I am not sure any funding was allocated, and I am not sure that I 20 
had the authority to operate on any funding and, therefore, that hampered 
technical work required to furnish Minister Micah a competent report. 

 
Q: We will just have a look.  Can we put up please the Final Report of the 

Committee.  I think you are aware, are you not, your evidence to the effect 
that you were not prepared to sign the final recommendation of the 
Committee?  You are aware of that, I think. 

 
A: Is this the committee where I am the Gas Projects Coordination officer, or 

the director there, or is this the committee as the secretary for Treasury, or 30 
is this as- - - 

 
Q: Just put this up on the screen.  I was just going to ask you about – I 

appreciate there is more than one committee – so I was asking you about 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Review Committee which I understood you 
were appointed to by the NEC on 8 July 2013.  We will just get up on the 
screen the documents.   

 
So this is a document to Mr Micah from the – so we will just scroll down 
a little. 40 
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  [1.59 pm] So, this is the committee reporting back.  There is a reference there in the 
paragraph to the binding process being inappropriately lobbied.  Then if 
you keep scrolling down there is a reference – I am sorry, just go up a bit.  
There is a reference to four prospective financiers.  Keep scrolling down.  
Firstly, does this document ring a bell, you recall this document? 

 
A: I have seen this as a part of the affidavit which I have seen over the last 

seven days. 
 
Q: We will just scroll down to the end just to see whether that assists.  So, you 10 

can see there, this is a document signed by the then Chief Secretary, Sir 
Manasupe, Mr Kumarasiri, Mr Rolpagarea but not signed by Dr Waine or 
yourself and there you are described as the acting secretary and a member 
of the committee rather than the chair.  So focusing on this document my 
question is, do you recall being provided a draft or being provided with this 
document and if so, what did you do? 

 
A: Sorry, counsel if I can just take a step back here.  I understand your question 

and I am careful here because I do not have the dates in front of me but as 
you alluded to there were several different committees.  Your question 20 
started of with the committee of 8 July.  I am assuming that is what you 
were.  That was very quickly superseded by my appointment as the 
Secretary for Treasury on 6 August.  I think there was another committee 
put in place then and so this letter relates to that committee and the 
activities of the committee after I had been appointed as a Secretary for 
Treasury or the Acting Secretary for Treasury and the activities therein. 

 
Now, subsequent to that particular committee there was a third committee 
which I believe the late Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc was put as the chair, Mr 
Kumarasiri who was the Managing Director of IPBC was the deputy chair 30 
and the other members were; yes, myself, Dr Waine and current State 
Solicitor, Mr Rolpagarea.  There was another piece of work done and the 
results of that I think the IPBC had set up an internal review committee of 
their staff members and they were to act as a secretariat and they had BSP 
Capital, I think, as their commercial adviser and they went through a 
process and at the end of their process ANZ/Barclays or an ANZ 
consortium or some kind came out of their process as the winning bidder, 
as the one to put forward to Cabinet. 
 
Once I was no longer the chair and considering it was my first budget I was 40 
straight into my treasury budget activities.  I think if I notice the date from 
earlier on, that is 25 November, this was very much still in budget 
preparation time so I was sending an officer of mine who now is the First 
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Assistant Secretary for the Structural Policy and Investment Decision 
Division which houses the Extractives Division where this type of history 
is based.  That he was attending on my behalf several meetings and he was 
a part of the evaluation process. 
 

[2.04pm]  As a part of the presentations and I would have thought that for this they 
would have put his name on the signature block because he had attended 
the meetings and he would have signed off.  Was I given this particular 
document; I cannot recall?  Otherwise, I would have had this discussion 
with the Committee Chairman, Late Sir Manasupe back then to say that I 10 
was not a part of the – all of the evaluations that had gone on and therefore 
I would not sign this.  To the best of my recollection, I was not provided 
this document.   

 
Q: So, any evidence the Commission received that you had refused to have 

signed this document would be incorrect? 
 
A: Yes.  I mean, it was a long time ago.  But if you have it I would like to look 

at it.  I do not remember being presented and I do not remember signing it 
and I do not remember refusing to sign it either. 20 

 
Q: Thank you, and that is your recollection.  I would like to show you next the 

statement of Mr O’Dwyer, paragraph 107H WIT.0155.0009.0592 and 
0608 – WIT.0155.0009.0608.  So, firstly, you know Mr Ben O’Dwyer, I 
take it? 

 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: Do you recall a meeting in August 2013 at Norton Rose Fulbright Australia 

at which you and Mr Mortensen were present? 30 
 
A: I do not remember this specific meeting.  I had met with Ben several times 

during that period and had been introduced to the country by work 
colleagues of mine and very close friends of mine so I met with Ben 
regularly.  Having read his affidavit, it is not unreasonable to think that we 
did have a meeting on this particular issue of the social community 
infrastructure treasury bill what I call the Sky TV.  Yes, we would have 
met on that particular issue several times throughout that period. 

 
Q: I will just address you to 107H and I will take you to the file note itself.  40 

107H says Mr Vele says he and Mr Mortensen thought buying new shares 
on market would be better than IPIC Bond Refinancing.  Do you recall you 
saying that at that meeting? 
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A: No.  I think I have been – again, at that time and I am assuming this is the 

time that – my recollection is that I was in Sydney to meet potential 
financial advisers meeting with everybody and I think my line was 
consistent.  I am looking to understand what happens if they – if IPIC do 
not revert those shares. 

 
Q: In fairness to you we will just go to the note which Mr O’Dwyer says it is 

quite contemporaneous and we will scroll down to that part.  His writing is 
even worse than mine.  You will see there; here is to say Dairi - he makes 10 
reference to you - said he and Lars, I assume that is Mr Mortensen, thought 
buying new shares on MKT market would be better than IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond.  
 

[2.09 pm] A: Again, that is in consistent with – that has been in consistent with my line 
throughout the whole process and certainly the documentation that we put 
down as well, it also spelt my name wrong.  And the end, again having had 
a look at this over the last couple of days, Dr Renwick, it strikes me, but 
yes that these are Ben’s notes.  There seems to be – my recollection of the 
discussions at that time and I am trying to manage confidentiality, trying 20 
to manage probity because having an in-depth discussion like this and 
espousing my particular view or pre-empting an outcome or my preference 
for an outcome is inconsistent with where I had been throughout that 
period.  Looks like Ben’s perception or Ben’s recollection or Ben’s 
interpretation, or Mr Dwyer I should say, his recollection of – 
interpretation of my comments, so I am just wanting to understand what is 
going to happen in the event that those shares are not available and 
therefore we had to speak to a whole bunch of people about that particular 
outcome, potential outcome.   

 30 
Q: So in short, Mr Vele, although you were thinking about the possibility of 

purchasing new shares, you have no recollection of you making the 
statement attributed to you there by Mr O’Dwyer? 

 
A: Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q: All right, thank you. 
 
A: Counsel, I am also trying to work out why the first - - - - 
 40 
Q: Can I next take you to - - - - 
 
A: Counsel, again, I think - - - - 
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Q: I am sorry, go ahead. 
 
A: As I said earlier, it just seems like a lot of detail or the end of the longer 

discussion on this pressing issue which was the social community structure 
bond, seem like a detailed set of notes for which I do not recall making that 
statement, and when I look at both sheets of paper, one is lying and the 
other one is not. 

 
Q: Well, Mrs Nonggorr will have a chance to cross-examine Mr O’Dwyer 10 

tomorrow morning so she can certainly raise those matters.  Can I then take 
you to some evidence given by Mr Kumarasiri.  I think you have also said 
this.  We will start off with paragraph 32.  If I can get the reference number?  
If I understand, we go down to paragraph 32 please?  This is a reference to 
WK9.  So you will see there what is said by Mr Kumarasiri is he exchanged 
the series of emails with Dr Waine regarding our respective roles with 
IEBRC.  I took issue with a number of things and that Dr Waine  – drop 
me down a few lines – had been meeting with banks without my or IPBC 
board knowledge.  I am satisfied with Dr Waine’s verbal responses and his 
exchange.  It was my view and continues to be my view that Dr Waine and 20 
Mr Vele were working together.  So my first question to you is, when you 
were meeting with the banks in August 2013, were you in fact working 
with Dr Waine? 

 
A: No, I was not.  I think I asked Dr Weiner to come down or when he heard 

that there was a possibility or opportunity to go down and speak to the 
banks.  I think he sent a note to either myself or Mr Mortensen to say that 
he should be going down to see the banks. 
 

   [2.14 pm] And it has only come to my attention partly because of Mr Kumarasiri’s 30 
affidavit but more so Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit would say that Dr Waine and 
he had participated and facilitated meetings with the banks for Dr Waine 
since 2012.  I was unaware that Dr Waine had met with any bank.  Again 
when I read Mr Kumarasiri’s affidavit that he took exception to that.  I did 
not even know that he knew or that he took exception but when I read Mr 
O’Dwyer’s affidavit I can see that Dr Waine and Mr O’Dwyer had in fact 
met with the banks since 2012, early parts of 2013 and Dr Waine had 
continued to discuss with several financial parties and that is what Mr 
Kumarasiri was objecting to. 

 40 
 As to my participation in those meetings with Dr Waine and Mr O’Dwyer, 

no, I did not participate, neither did I participate in those meetings 
specifically that Mr Kumarasiri is referring to in his affidavit.  I think there 
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is an exchange of emails and maybe a list, certainly in Mr O’Dwyer’s 
affidavit there is a list of the parties that met.  I did not participate in any 
of those nor did I have an knowledge until the last seven days. 

 
Q: Can we just go back to Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit please, paragraph 140.  So, 

if we just scroll up a little.  So, you see there on 1 October 2013, scroll up 
a little further, that is fine.  So, you see there, there is a reference to some 
text messages initiated by Mr Vele.  Do you have any recollection of 
sending and receiving text messages in the terms set out in paragraph 139? 

 10 
A: I have no reason to think these are not there.  If Mr O’Dwyer has provided 

copies of those then - I do not have copies of this particular exchange but 
if he has then provided them then I will never dispute them. 

 
Q: Thank you.  As to my question, do you have any recollection of them as to 

the terms? 
 
A: I have recollections of the issues that are being and they all seem relevant 

for discussion between Mr O’Dwyer and myself. 
 20 
Q: You see in paragraph 140 how Mr O’Dwyer interpreted them, would you 

care to respond to that? 
 
A: If we go through the specific notes and then again I have to be careful here 

because I am going through knowledge of understanding what the 
background to this on Mr O’Dwyer’s side only in the last seven days but it 
would seem that he had a formal relationship with UBS and that was what 
the rumour that I have had heard was that certain banks were going to 
engage intermediaries to do this so I guess when it comes down to big 
houses such as Citibank or BS, Credit Swiss and Morgan Stanley, JP 30 
Morgan and the like, it would seem to me there is no need for an 
intermediary.  I mean at the end of the day these large international 
investment banks and they have got balance sheets and this is what they do 
when they are ……….  At some point in time Mr O’Dwyer was now being 
associated with a bid from Citi.   

 
 Now, you will recall that because there were several different committees 

and I guess the one that I was looking at I was comfortable with, it seemed 
to me UBS provided the best solution for the State or at least the know how 
and the flexibility to deal with a situation that we would not know what it 40 
would look like until several months ahead.  That was then superseded by 
other committee which was going to be looking at another process.  
Therefore, now the O’Dwyer name was being associated with Citi so I 
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think you know for the integrity of the process and all of the banks that are 
now having a look at this. 

 
  [2.19pm] I put the question to him asking is he a part of the Citi bid that seems very 

fair.  He references our discussion on the SCITB again in the discussions 
that were going around and I think it is fair that between the Treasury 
Department – it is certainly my recollection of discussions with the 
Treasurer and Governor Bakani.  I think Mr O’Dwyer states quite truthfully 
that he had two major transactions of this ended up in litigation with the 
Independent State; one initiated by the Bank of Papua New Guinea and the 10 
other one by our compulsory third party provider here, Motor Vehicles 
Insurance Limited.  His discussions with me were about; was there 
anything that I could do to, I guess, to bring some closure to all of that.  
Treasury was not in litigation specifically, I do not recall that they were 
specifically.  But whatever solution was being mooted ultimately the 
Treasury at some stage would foot all or a significant part of the bill going 
forward specifically for the social community infrastructure treasury bills.  
So, there is the fact that the discussion moves into both of them and me 
saying that there is pushback from the BPNG and from the Treasurer is a 
reflection of the fact that  Backwell Lombard or whichever entity, NCL, it 20 
may have been were in discussions.  Is that a threat?  Absolutely not.  Make 
it a threat would assume that I had the power to deal with that unilaterally.  
The last time I checked in at closure, I was the Secretary for Treasury for 
eight and a half years and that litigation still remains on foot and as at today 
I think it still remains on foot. 

 
Q: Were you suggesting in this exchange that Mr O’Dwyer should back off 

on the role he was undertaking? 
 
A: Well, I am seeking clarity as to whether he is undertaking a role or not.  30 

And we are having pushback from Treasurer and Governor Bakani in terms 
of engaging with them on a discussion around solutions and the river is that 
you are now involved in this – in this new process.   Again, the two major 
transactions in litigation against the State and now you are looking to work 
for the State; it does not seem like an unreasonable position for the 
Treasurer and Governor Bakani to take.  As to whether I am threatening 
him that I will in some way pull down a discussion on a potential solution 
because he is participating in this particular transaction; no.  That I disagree 
with absolutely. 

 40 
Q: Assuming then you did say we are having pushback from the Treasurer, 

what is your recollection of the involvement of Treasurer Polye at that 
time? 
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A: In the discussion around the SCITB, I mean, he is the minister.  This is any 

discussion at the public level about the social community infrastructure 
treasury bill will necessarily involve both him and I.  I do not think he was 
the Treasurer at the time.  I think the particular transaction was done by 
then former Treasurer Patrick Pruaitch and I am not sure the involvement 
of Treasurer Polye.  But I do recall it was a topical issue at that time and he 
knew about it and as Governor Bakani – the Bank is a party to the legal 
proceedings.  I am surprised to read however that Ben O’Dwyer had had 
several discussions with Treasurer Polye on the SCITB matter. 10 

 
Q: Sorry, I just lost that last bit, Mr Vele. 
 
A: Sorry, I was saying I was surprised in reading this - - - 
 
Q: Sorry, Mr Vele, we cannot hear you.  I do apologize.  I will just see if we 

cannot – we just lost sound temporarily, I am afraid.   
 

[2.24 pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  They are in touch with Ben. 
 20 
DR RENWICK: Just bear with us, Mr Vele. We just need to see if we can get the 
sound back. Chief, can we just adjourn for five minutes while we sort this out. I 
am afraid we cannot hear anything. We can see you perfectly well, but I do not 
know if you can hear us or not. We just texted Mr Jurth.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, can you hear us? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, now you are back on the air. I am so sorry, Chief, we just 
did not get that last bit.   Could you just repeat your last answer, if you would, Mr 
Vele? 30 
 
A:   Yes. Just the fact that I was surprised reading this particular affidavit that 

Mr O’Dwyer had already engaged in direct communication with the 
treasurer and minister Polye in relation to the Sky TV, Social Community 
Infrastructure Treasury Bill. That surprised me that Mr O’Dwyer also had 
discussions with Treasurer Polye on the Oil Search share issue.  

 
Q: Because if Mr Polye was the Treasurer by then, he was your minister and 

you should know that. You should have been involved in that discussion in 
some way? 40 

 
A: I am mature enough to understand that, but that ministers have discussions 

without their departmental heads every now and then. Everyone has a 
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different style. I have worked with certain treasurers and ministers who 
want you there at every meeting, and I have worked with other treasurers 
and ministers, who prefer not to have you at every meeting.  Each to their 
own. But I think it surprises me because nowhere in my understanding of 
the comments and the testimony of the affidavit of Minister Polye, where 
this particular issue is raised.  

 
Q: So I turn then into the question of PRL 15 and the Elk/Antelope fields. 

When did you first become aware that Oil Search was interested in 
acquiring the interest in PRL 15, which it ultimately acquired? 10 

 
A: Rumors around town in the industry, this is a small community and things 

that Oil Search are doing do end up on the rumor mill over here, at the same 
time, we had being discussing – already had discussions with several banks 
and one of the rumors around from banks as well in relation to one of the 
issues that would need to be you know brought about, if it does crystalize 
the issue of Oil Search purchasing Pacific LNG. 

 
Q: So the question, Mr Vele is, approximately when did you become aware of 

that? 20 
 
A: I cannot say specifically when.  I think that has been a rumor that has been 

going around for a long time. But I think at first it was aspirational but 
certainly towards the end of 2013 and early ‘14, the aspirational rumor 
carrying momentum and the fact that we were now hearing it from the 
banking community in Australia was you know was a testament that this 
has  become a little more real.  

 
Q: So the rumour, the possibility was well understood what was in 

government circles, towards the end of 2013? 30 
 
A: I cannot speak - - - - 
 
Q: From your point of view? 
 
A: I cannot speak. Well, I understood in government but certainly, in those 

others involved in the petroleum industry decision making.       
 

   [2.29 pm]  I have no reason that they had heard the same rumour I have. 
 40 

Q: Were you aware that the government had been saying for some time that it 
was dissatisfied with the rate of development of PRL 15 by the owners 
prior to Oil Search? 
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A: Yes, I was in my previous role at the Gas Projects Coordination office.  The 

way that government was structured was that they had one particular team 
led by myself that was focused on PNG LNG, and there was another team 
within government that was looking at this particular project.  Yes, we 
understood, we were not directly involved in any negotiations.  I think I 
attended two meetings but that quickly became clear that government 
preferred that a separate team was in direct engagement with InterOil; that 
is the party you are talking or referring to in terms of a government being 
dissatisfied with their pace? 10 

 
Q: So then the rumours, I take it about Oil Search being interested in 

acquisition of interest in PRL 15 followed that, did they?  They were not 
before that, presumably? 

 
A: I am not sure.  I think the first engagement with the State on this was way 

back in I think in the early part of 2008-2009.  That was when the team was 
looking at PNG LNG and there was a separate team looking at InterOil. 

 
Q: When did you become aware that Oil Search were actively negotiating to 20 

acquire the interest they eventually did with the PRL 15? 
 
A: I think the early part of 2014. 
 
Q: Well, can I show you this part of former Prime Minister O’Neill’s transcript 

at page 3769.  So go first to the document I asked, just go up a bit further 
until we get the reference to the document and if we can go to the document 
please, email from Mr Botten of 23 September 2013.  I will see if I can find 
that reference, an attachment I think to one of Mr Botten’s affidavits.  Just 
bear with us, Mr Vele, if you would.  I think we have found it, Mr Vele.  It 30 
will be up in a second.  This is an email Mr Botten, you can assume, 
explained although it is addressed to Mr Botten, in fact, it is something he 
dictated which has been sent back to him from his office and you can see 
here the sentence saying; “September 2013, a shift in thinking is potentially 
taking place in the stake, and that if the share price is about $8, the secretary 
of Treasury and just pausing there by then by September - - - - 

 
  [2.35 pm] Sorry, we just lost that.  Just remind me Mr Vele, when did you become 

Acting Secretary of Treasury? 
 40 
 A: 6 August. 
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Q: Go back to that document we had up a second ago.  Yes, I see this is a 
different version of it.  So, in the middle of the page; “a shift in thinking,  
Secretary of Treasury”  - that is you - “has openly canvassed the use of 
money to support an acquisition by Oil Search interest in Elk Antelope for 
the issuance of shares to the State.  This would be preferable to the State 
rather than necessarily dealing with IPIC.”  So, what do you say to that, 
was that something you had been openly canvassing in those terms? 

 
A: I had been openly canvassing options as to what would happen.  In several 

months time IPIC were to choose not to revert the shares to the State for a 10 
price of whatever that price was.  I do not recall saying that I had a 
preference because that is preempting the outcome and I think I have been 
consistent in saying that I was worried that all the State’s efforts to date 
were focused on one particular outcome and who knew what the options 
would be or the outcomes could be, what the Arabs are thinking – what  
IPIC were saying, sorry my apologies.  I do not recall having a specific 
discussion with Peter Botten on; again, his words not mine to support an 
acquisition of Oil Search of an interest in Elk Antelope.  I mean not our 
role. 

 20 
Q: But assuming – well, this is an email from Mr Botten of that date.  That 

rather suggest, does it not, that at that time you were aware of Oil Search’s 
interest in potentially purchasing the Elk Antelope interest.  You would 
agree with that, would you not? 

 
A: I had known for several years and I think that there was an aspirational 

element to someone taking over InterOil.  I had been as the director of the 
gas office, as different people had come to town and as I had travelled 
through in my role in that jurisdiction, had had coffees and discussions with 
the likes of Shell and other people who I thought could potentially be in 30 
the running to acquire InterOil.  InterOil was a very small company.  They 
did not come here as an explorer.  They entered into the refinery business, 
they got a monopoly to do that, the very lucrative monopoly.  They used 
that monopoly to invest in exploration and they found something that is 
extremely very valuable which ended up being now what we know as 
Papua LNG.  And so was there a desire on some of our part that this asset 
was developed?  Yes, absolutely.  Again and his words not mine I do not 
recall at any stage saying that we were supporting this particular action by 
Oil Search. 

 40 
Q: But it was not  my question, Mr Vele.  What I asked you was whether this 

seem to suggest that by the date of this email in September 2013 you were 
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aware of the possibility of Oil Search acquiring an interest in Elk Antelope, 
point 1, you would agree with that, would you not? 

 
A: I agree that I knew of this as a rumour. 
 
Q: So that is point 1 but Mr Botten’s second sentence in that paragraph which 

begins, the shift in thinking goes further, his understanding speaks of open 
canvassing, the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil Search of an 
interest in Elk Antelope for the issuance of shares to the State and that is to 
say the actual transaction which did take place in March 2014.  You would 10 
agree with me, would you not that that sentence anticipates the transaction 
which actually took place in March the following year, do you not agree?  

 
[2.40pm]A:  It took place, but I think we were focusing on the fact that you know is 

there - I would be interested to see if there is a note of a discussion between 
Peter Botten and I, in which he said that I specifically was supporting an 
acquisition by Oil Search and have an interest in Elk Antelope and that is 
what is the use of those funds would be used for.  

 
Q: Well, let us go back a step. That is in fact what happened, was it not, in 20 

March 2014, the money paid by the state to buy the shares was used by Oil 
Search to purchase an interest in Elk Antelope. You agree with that, of 
course? 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: All right. So going back to Mr Botten’s understanding of what he says you 

were openly canvassing the very thing which took place, you would agree 
with that? 

 30 
A: Well, an element of it. I am not sure that I was openly canvassing and 

supporting the use of the funds to do that. I mean in September, there was 
no thought of funds. We were still trying to get - what would drive our 
eventual direction was the decision by IPIC in the future. So had IPIC at 
exchangeable date in 2014, decided that we were going to do that, then Oil 
Search may well have gone ahead and purchased Elk Antelope. But it 
would not have been through the purchase of shares from the Independent 
State of Papua New Guinea, because we would have been borrowing 
money to give back to IPIC.  

 40 
Q: But you see, Mr Vele, this is another piece of evidence is it not? This is the 

first one being Mr Dwyer’s file note that as far back as August or 
September 2013, you were not just speaking to banks about what would 
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happen if you were going to buy the shares back from IPIC, but further 
from that, you were openly discussing the purchase of new shares. You 
would agree with that, do you not, that was one thing you were discussing 
as a possibility? 

 
A: Well, at that stage, we were still trying to canvass whether that – what were 

the opportunities if IPIC decided not to revoke the shares. And one 
potential - - - - 

 
Q: If you go to Mr Dwyer’s file note – sorry, go ahead. 10 
 
A: And one potential outcome was that we would have to buy shares from Oil 

Search directly because those shares which we were trying to access from 
IPIC were no longer going to be available. And in my defence, I am not a 
stockbroker or a share trader and I wanted to understand what were the 
issues, if – first of all, the first issue is what are the options available, if we 
do not. And in my simple mind, that if the government still wanted to own 
shares in Oil Search, then you have to look at a placement of sometime, 
whether it is a public placement or a private placement. Are there other 
options beyond that and what are the pluses and you know the benefits and 20 
costs to take if other options. I mean that was the basis of my discussion 
with them. But in September 2013 - -  - - 

 
Q: May I ask you a different question?  Go ahead. 
 
A: September 2013, that is a long way away from an opportunity or you know 

an eventual outcome crystalizing. It is just so many different things have 
to happen, not in the state’s control, before you get to the stage where the 
government is taking a particular action. 

 30 
Q: What I want to suggest, Mr Vele, is this is a second bit of contemporaneous 

evidence I have suggested to you today. The first being Mr O’Dwyer’s file 
note, that you were suggesting in August or September 2013, that buying 
new shares from Oil Search was a better option than getting them back 
from IPIC. You would agree that is what these two documents show, do 
you not? 

 
A: That is what those two documents show but I do not agree that that is a 

reflection of where my head was at or my actions at that time.  
 40 

[2.45 pm]  Q: So do I take it from that then you are denying – definitely denying are you 
that you ever said that in August or September 2013 that it would be 
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preferable for the State to acquire new shares from Oil Search rather than 
to get them back from IPIC? 

 
A: It is a long, long time ago but I do not recall making that assertion to 

anyone.  These are people’s interpretations of discussions that may have 
been heard as opposed to in a document exchange, if you like, between 
myself and Mr Botten in the first instance and Mr O’Dwyer in the second 
instance. 

 
Q: But if you said that, that would have been contrary to your mandate as 10 

given to you by the NEC, would it not? 
 
A: Well, my mandate was to look at the shares to the refinancing of IPIC but 

I do not think my mandate proscribes be from looking at other options 
around particularly because the course of action is months ahead and is not 
at our control. 

 
Q: Was it possible you were thinking that acquiring new shares could be a 

better deal for the State than getting it back under the IPIC exchangeable 
bond or extending the bond? 20 

 
A: I had no control over what IPIC was going to do but much of the focus of 

government was on refinancing specifically for the purposes of accessing 
the bond – the shares back from Oil Search – sorry, from IPIC, in relation 
to asking for more time.  I mean, that does not take much preparation to 
send a note or to make a formal request to give us more time but I was 
looking at the idea of what if, you know, what I was canvassing at that 
time, I thought, using Peter Botten’s word, canvassing, what were the 
options available if the State wanted to purchase Oil Search shares and 
those two first options were not available?  Then what could the State do?  30 
I guess if the State just say that we do not want to purchase any shares in 
Oil Search and all of these conversation would have been meaningless.   

 
Q: When do you recall first discussing with Prime Minister O’Neill that Oil 

Search – well, I am sorry, I will start that question again. I have referred 
you to the second sentence about what you were openly canvassing.  Do 
you recall discussing something like that at any stage up to the formal 
notification by IPIC in mid February 2014 with Prime Minister O’Neill? 

 
A: I think I kept on putting to Prime Minister O’Neill specifically on this issue 40 

that what if IPIC did not want to sell the shares back?  Then we need to 
understand whether you – I guess to complete my mandate – need to 
understand whether you still – whether you are government or cabinet, you 
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are still of the mind to retain a shareholding in Oil Search, and if that is the 
case then we need to understand what the options available to the State to 
do so. 

 
Q: So from your point of view, when did Mr O’Neill become aware of Oil 

Search’s willingness to issue shares to the State so that it could purchase 
the interest in Elk Antelope? 

 
A: I am not sure when that is.  I mean as I said this has been an aspirational 

rumour after several years prior to 2013 and 2014.  The rumors, when we 10 
started talking to the financial community in Australia and they started 
mentioning and then I guess the rumors started picking up a little bit more 
momentum, the Prime Minister would have spoken to me.  I imagined that 
he was hearing the same rumors I was hearing. 

 
Q: What if the commissioners were to accept that Mr Botten’s recollection as 

set out in this email is accurate, is it likely that you would have been raising 
that also with Prime Minister O’Neill shortly there afterwards? 

 
[2.50 pm]A: I cannot answer that.  Again, I have no recollection of a particular 20 

discussion with Peter Botten in which he raised the issue of Oil Search 
purchasing Elk Antelope.  As far as I know, Peter Botten publicly he has 
always kept the – he has always observed the Australian Stock Exchange 
confidentiality rules.  I do not think Peter Botten is a kind of person that 
would go around and discuss his views on the activities of Oil Search 
would have a significant market effect.  So I cannot – I do not know what 
I do in that hypothetical, Dr Renwick. 

 
Q: Well, it is not a hypothetical because eventually that was in fact what 

happened, what Mr Botten there refers to, so eventually Mr O’Neill became 30 
aware of that because that became the deal.  That is right, is it not? 

 
A: Well, in September, which is the date of this particular exchange with Mr 

Botten and staff, I understand, it was a hypothetical and obviously that 
hypothetical was realized and the activity occurred later on.  Oil Search did 
announce their acquisition. 

 
Q: So you are agreeing with me, are you not? 
 
A: Yes.  Well, I am agreeing that this rumour was out there, that the 40 

knowledge was out there, so I have no reason to believe that then Prime 
Minister O’Neill did not hear this rumour.  I was not in any discussions 
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with Prime Minister and Peter Botten in which this specifically was 
discussed though.   

 
Q: You agree with me that eventually this is what came to pass so that at some 

point you must have discussed it with Prime Minister O’Neill, must you 
not? 

 
A: We discussed it in 2014 when it – well, when the IPIC notified the State 

on a trip from Abu Dhabi – back from Abu Dhabi in which I think Mr Jilek 
and two other members of his UBS team and Minister for Foreign Affairs 10 
at that time, Honourable Rimbink Pato, myself, the Governor of the Bank 
of PNG, Mr Botten and Mr Aopi on a trip to Abu Dhabi and it became clear 
that IPIC was not going to discuss this particular issue with us.  Then 
coming back, the discussion seemed to start to move in the direction of Oil 
Search’s acquisition of InterOil and I guess that left an opportunity for the 
State to exercise its discretion to own some shares in Oil Search through 
that private placement.  

 
Q: So are you saying that it was at sometime between after 14 February 2014 

when IPIC notified the State that it would be not permitting the State to 20 
purchase the shares back, that you must have raised it with Prime Minister 
O’Neill? 

 
A: Look, I think I would have raised it with Prime Minister O’Neill as this 

was – we were in the industry, we were dealing in Oil Search shares, this 
rumour was there, UBS who we had discussed with and certainly the other 
banks in their presentations, particularly Morgan Stanley, who had a close 
relationship with Oil Search and he confirmed the rumour and so it would 
have been discussed.  As to whether that was an option, I mean, that is not 
– you know, we were leaving all of that discussion to our advisors to take 30 
up with us and point us to a particular direction.  All these provide us 
advices to the directions we could take. 

 
Q: Well, the reason I am asking you these questions, you may understand, is 

if you go to page 3769, Mr O’Neill’s evidence, so I there you will see where 
I say – let us drop down two paragraph I read out, the very passage I have 
just read to you, and my question was; “did you know that he” – that is to 
say you – “was openly canvassing the use of money to support an 
acquisition by Oil Search of an interest in Elk Antelope entered by Mr 
O’Neill.  I have no knowledge of that discussion and I can tell you this that 40 
Mr Vele does not speak for me.   
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 [2.55pm] So that is certainly a question you should put to him.  Question:  If he had 
said that – if Mr Vele had said that to Mr Botten, would you be concerned 
about that?  Answer:  Of course.  Government at that time had no 
knowledge about the discussions going on with Elk Antelope so I am very 
surprised to hear that Mr Botten and Mr Vele had been talking about that.”  
Do you have any response to that evidence from Mr O’Neill? 

 
A: Well, I agree with former Prime Minister O’Neill that he should be 

surprised.  There is a ….…… that Mr Botten thinks that I was openly 
canvassing the use of the money to support an acquisition of Oil Search.  10 
As to the Oil Search acquiring an interest in Elk Antelope, again, you know, 
that was out there.  I am surprised that former Prime Minister O’Neill says 
that he was not aware.  He may not have been aware directly from this 
particular discussion in late September 2013 because I was not out there 
openly canvassing the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil 
Search.  As to the Oil Search acquisition of an interest in Elk Antelope, I 
mean that was out there. 

 
Q: But you have no reason to suggest why Mr Botten would be making up the 

passage I took you to a minute ago? 20 
 
A: Those are Mr Botten’s words; not mine.  I do not have a recollection of 

openly canvassing the use of money to support an acquisition by Oil Search 
of an interest in Elk Antelope. 

 
Q: But if that is a contemporaneous note and here you are eight years later, he 

could be right, could he not? 
 
A: It is a month later.  Discussion I had with Ben O’Dwyer was in the week 

that I was appointed as the Secretary for the Department of Treasury.  I was 30 
on my way to see investment banks to understand what were the options if 
IPIC chose not to revert those shares back to the State.  I find it very hard 
to believe that I had made up my mind and that I was going to – that I was 
looking for an option to do a particular outcome for things that I had no 
control of particularly as it relates to the acquisition of Oil Search of an 
interest in Elk Antelope.  I mean, that is a matter for Oil Search and albeit 
for me to go around telling everybody that this is what is going to happen. 

 
Q: Going back to the passage from Mr Botten I took you to you are adamant 

to think correct, is that what you are saying? 40 
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A: I do not have any recollection of a discussion with Mr Botten in September 
or earlier than September where I openly canvassed the use of money to 
support an acquisition by Oil Search of an interest in Elk Antelope. 

 
Q: Let us go back then to Mr O’Neill’s transcript at 3771.  So, here from the 

top of the page I am putting Mr Botten’s statement to Mr O’Neill and he 
says this which I put to Mr O’Neill:  “To the best of my recollection at that 
meeting in February 2014, a meeting which you suggest you were also at, 
the Prime Minister told me the State was going to purchase Oil Search 
shareholding because the attempts to refinance the exchangeable bonds had 10 
not been successful.  Prime Minister told me to state the issue of retaining 
at least the 10 per cent shareholding in Oil Search and he asked if Oil 
Search will issue shares to the State in a placement as part of Oil Search’s 
capital rating to fund the proposed acquisition in PRL 15.”  That is Mr 
Botten’s recollection.  I asked him what is your recollection; did that 
happen?  And he then answers – we go down to the last line of the 
paragraph when Mr Botten says; Prime Minister says he will leave it to 
Treasury to take the proposal forward.  I have asked Treasury if they had 
intimate knowledge about the structure of this financing.  I had no detailed 
discussion with either Mr Vele and Mr Botten so I do not recall this 20 
particular citation that is being put forward by Mr Botten.   

 
 [3.00pm] Then he goes down, he remembers – I remember insisting and quite angrily 

to Mr Vele that he should negotiate a better price and I expect it to be lower.  
That is why a price of $8.20, I stated to Mr Vele that we have been given 
enough run around.  As a result, we have lost IPIC shares – the shares that 
were held by IPIC and Oil Search and now we are having to attend to this 
new proposition and that is that we should get a better price.  So, what is 
your recollection then about your discussions with Prime Minister O’Neill 
about your negotiations with Mr Botten about the price the State was 30 
prepared to pay for the acquisition of the Oil Search shares? 

 
A: Again, let me say it so that even if it is for my own purposes to separate the 

previous discussion to this one; the previous discussion was in late 
September 2013.  We have now moved into 2014.  At that time it was clear 
that IPIC are not going to be offering the State the opportunity to purchase 
the shares or pay the price.  To complete the exchange in which the State 
gets the shares back and now we are talking about if there is an opportunity 
to buy shares from Oil Search through this private placement and the issue 
around price.  I think in the part of discussions that were being had, Oil 40 
Search were referring us to the Oil Search price at that time.  There was a 
bit of fluctuation if I recall correctly because of this rumor around on the 
market being sensitive to Oil Search purchasing another asset in PNG and 
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therefore the discussion was around this particular price of $8.55 or $8.  
That is fair at that time.  And the Prime Minister thought that we should get 
a better deal at $8.20.  Yes, I recall that. 

 
Q: And do you remember where he says I remember insisting and quite angrily 

to Mr Vele that he should negotiate a better price and I expected it to be 
lower, is that your recollection of the tone of the conversation? 

 
A: Look, I think angrily is – my description of that was emphatically because 

I had put to him that to be seeking $8.20 when the offer was 8.55, it was a 10 
big jump.  And he was emphatic that this was his lying in the sand that 
there was a certain frustration that we had lost these shares and going 
forward we did want those shares but at $8.20 not at the price that was 
being offered at 8.55. 

 
Q: All right.  Can I take you to a different topic which is in the next paragraph.  

Can we just scroll down a little.  My question was Mr O’Neill, again and 
again, you denied any knowledge of the price that you gave to UBS deal 
that Oil Search might wish to raise money in issuing shares to the State to 
acquire an interest in PRL 15; that is right, is it not?  You deny knowing 20 
anything about that link?  And then he says, I had absolutely no knowledge 
and I have stated earlier to you before.  If I had known these funds were to 
be used were to pay for the Elk Antelope, it would have been a different 
transaction.  Do you recall him ever saying anything like that to you, Mr 
O’Neill? 

 
A: As you can imagine, coming down to the end of this particular transaction 

on a daily basis people are questioning whether we should do this or not.  
It is a feature of every transaction that I have ever been a part of where at 
the end of the day you – when it comes down to making a decision and you 30 
just check, should we be doing this; I do not want to be doing this.  And 
then half an hour or an hour later, you calm down and you think, yes, we 
should do this and let me have a look at it again.  So, the fact that he was 
questioning whether we should do this or not, I think several times and I 
think he is right.  It is part of the discussion we had around 8.55 and $8.20.  
Well, tell me if I am not getting 8.20, if we are not discussing 8.20 then the 
deal is completely off.  But in relation to whether this was out there, look, 
like I said, my recollection at that time was that the rumour at the end of 
2013 it picked up steam very much so when the banks starting about. 

 40 
   [3.05 pm] In fact one of the banks said that they maybe participating in that particular; 

in Oil Search activities coming up, whatever that is and therefore they 
withdrew from the opportunity to participate to represent the State.  When 
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we came back from Abu Dhabi and it was quite clear that IPIC had no 
interest in discussing giving back the State its shares for the price 
underneath the structure of the collar that this issue around Elk Antelope 
became very real.  My recollection of that time was that Oil Search 
undertaking this particular transaction to do so they need to raise funds in 
the market.  Therefore there is an opportunity for us to be a part of a private 
placement from Oil Search and UBS confirmed that as much and that is 
what we took to the Prime Minister.  So, that was the Oil Search activities 
with Elk Antelope provided us the opportunity to be in a private placement 
discussion. 10 

 
Q: See what Mr O’Neill is saying here and I can assure you elsewhere is that 

the involvement of Elk Antelope, that is to say that that was what Oil 
Search was going to use the funds for was (a) and a huge surprise to him 
and (b) it would have changed his approach to the whole transaction.  So, 
what I am asking you is when did you first recall after 14 February advising 
him that that indeed was what Oil Search was going to do with the money 
being paid by the State for the new shares. 

 
A: Again I need to be prompted on the dates but my recollection is that I came 20 

back from Abu Dhabi in or around that time in which IPBC had received a 
notice from IPIC to say that they were going to keep the shares.  And 
therefore the very next discussion is, do you still want to buy some shares, 
do you still want to retain a shareholding in Oil Search but if that is the 
case, this is what Oil Search are going to be announcing.  They are going 
to raise money to purchase shares in Oil Search.  That theme and that 
knowledge certainly in Oil Search announcements going forward that was 
why they were raising money.  Even in the public notice that you showed 
me which was drafted for my signature but I did not sign and said that they 
were in discussion for the State.  They made it clear as far as I can recall 30 
that they were raising money for the purpose of buying an interest in Elk 
Antelope to specific LNG, specifically. 

 
Q: Sorry, thank you.  To your knowledge in 2012, 2013 was Mr O’Neill aware 

of the owners of the interest in PRL15? 
 
A: I cannot say. 
 
Q: So, you were not aware, is that the answer, you did not have any knowledge 

about what the PM did?  You did you not? 40 
 
A: No. 
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Q: You did not, all right.  On or about 14 February 2014 when you found that 
IPIC were not prepared to allow the State to buy back the shares, do you 
recall whether it was you who first told Mr O’Neill that that was the case? 

 
A: No, I cannot recall.  I think we found out a couple of days later after the 

notice was received.  If I can recall correctly we were in the air and we 
arrived in Sydney, Australia in around 16th or 17th on a flight from Dubai.  
I think we were shown the notice by Oil Search rather than by IPBC who 
received the notice on behalf of the State so Mr Kumarasiri may have told 
them. 10 

  
[3.10pm]    I do not know those dates what exact - - - - 

 
Q:   But you were on the trip as well were you not to Dubai? 
 
A: Yes, I was. 
 
Q: And I am suggesting and it is probably  ………………but you had various 

conversations with Mr Botten, when you were over there? 
 20 
A: Yes, but not about this. 
 
Q: But it is about the same time, were they not? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you. So let me just show you this document, which is an email 

from Mr Botten, which has been forwarded on 14th February, which is 
OSL OOO700010647. So there is a reference there to the high level update 
on the present status of the IPIC, IPBC Bond Conversion Process. It says 30 
there, UBS has completed the financing plan, which is two paragraphs 
down; for the PNG Government, that would allow them to buy back the 
shares from IPIC. And then if we go down the next paragraph, IPIC 
continue to confirm, they are not sellers of the shares of $8.55 or anything 
close to that. And Mr Botten concludes that although a change in his 
direction could still be possible under political instruction, I think the 
attempts by PNG to effectively buy back comes too late. So I want to ask 
you about this. Next paragraph, the Prime Minister has expressed a strong 
interest in remaining a shareholder in Oil Search and he is keenly interested 
in potentially receiving shares. In any potential capital rating carried out as 40 
part of an Elk Antelope transaction. This is specially irrelevant, if he unable 
to buy back the shares from IPIC. He has the financing to do this from 
UBS. He has been informed of the very low probability of PNG being 
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successful in any bargain from IPIC. So you would agree that this suggests 
that Mr O’Neil must have been aware prior to this email being sent that Oil 
Search were interested in acquiring or Oil Search were interested in the Elk 
Antelope transaction. You would agree with that, do you not? 

 
A: Yes, I have no reason to not - again, the Prime Minister and Peter Botten 

had discussions without me so whether this was raised, I cannot say but it 
is consistent with my understanding that it was a rumor and this idea that 
Oil Search were going to be entering a capital raising, which could open 
up the opportunity for the government to enter into a private placement 10 
discussion and that was the outcome. Very potential, very real outcome 
potentially. 

 
Q: Yes, sure.  So when I questioned you last year, I can take you to this if you 

want. You would agree with me that no official worked more closely than 
you with the Prime Minister on the UBS deal than you, and say that is fair, 
and I also said, you have already mentioned, you had numerous one to one 
meetings with the Prime Minister from time to time and you have agreed 
with that. So what I am suggesting to you is that if Mr Botten is correct in 
his understanding, that paragraph I have just referred you to in his email of 20 
14th February, suggests that Mr O’Neil was aware of the Elk Antelope 
transaction – proposed Elk Antelope transaction at that time.  And if that 
is so, as his closest advisor on the UBS deal, you would have discussed that 
with him, you agree? 

 
A: I have discussed the idea that Oil Search were entering into a potential 

capital raising for the purchase of Elk Antelope and that presented the state 
an opportunity, prior to the formal notice being provided by IPIC, that 
would have been a potential outcome, after the notice was received by the 
state, then that was a very real opportunity.  30 

 
[3.15 pm]  Q: The statement by Mr Botten that he, that is to say Mr O’Neill the Prime 

Minister has the financing to do this from UBS.  Was that an accurate 
reflection of the situation at that time?  Did PNG have in place the 
financing to acquire the shares one way or another? 

 
A: I think they were still going through the process of their internal credit 

committee; know your client, due diligence and the appropriateness of 
Papua New Guinea as a client to UBS.  But they felt that those things were 
in hand, very consistent with how I have been approaching things is as the 40 
first issue that government and UBS or its ultimate adviser needs to deal 
with is what is going to happen if IPIC say yes they will sell us back the 
shares, consistent with that.  Peter Botten’s note to his board saying UBS 
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has completed the financing plan for PNG government to purchase those 
shares back from IPIC.  Yes, that was the first option always has been to 
be consistent with government.   I guess NEC is by mandate under the NEC 
if you like.  But of course my other work was to be dealing with the 
potential outcome that IPIC did not want to sell the shares and therefore 
what other options would be available to the State. 

 
Q: So, I think the next event was when you flew back from Abu Dhabi and I 

think this is right, is it not, before you got back to PNG, where you had a 
meeting with Mr Botten and Governor Bakani, is that right, immediately 10 
following the Abu Dhabi trip?    

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that where the concept which eventually became the US loan was further 

discussed and firmed up as a concept? 
 
A: Yes, these was all some of the unknowns in the period before the notice 

from IPIC were now yes, crystalizing; (1) IPIC were not going to sell back 
the shares to the State, (2) the fact that Oil Search were going on a capital 20 
raising; and therefore (3) if the State is still of the mind to be acquiring an 
interest in Oil Search, this was an opportunity to participate.  I guess the 
opportunity to always buy shares on the open market as a normal 
consequence of share trading has always been there as well but the advice 
from UBS was that if you start to create demand for the Oil Search stock 
by buying packets then obviously the price will start to increase and 
therefore at some stage it becomes at the quantum of shares we were 
looking at that at some stage purchasing a full 10 per cent, they just become 
too expensive. 

 30 
Q: So, do you recall at those meetings in Sydney after the Abu Dhabi trip who 

it was who came up with the details of what became the UBS loan?  In 
other words, were the concrete proposals coming from you on your side or 
from Mr Botten on his side? 

 
A: I think the discussion was that with Oil Search confirming that they were 

now going to be doing this capital raising and therefore would the State 
participate and we will have UBS to see if there is possible.  At this stage 
the focus of the UBS certainly interactions with us apart from having 
discussions around the potential activities and a ……….collar structure.  40 
That was about those particular shares as Peter Botten points out in his note 
here.  So, the question was an internal discussion between us technical 
people; Governor Bakani and myself and the Prime Minister and yes, not 
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all at once in the same room but one is to turn to UBS and say, is the loan 
that you were willing to give to State for the purchase of IPIC shares 
specifically back. 

 
[3.20 pm]  Oil Search shares held by IPIC specifically back.  Are you still willing to 

do now that it is not on the table but is there an opportunity to participate 
by purchasing a lesser package of shares on behalf of the government if the 
government wanted to retain a shareholding in Oil Search and for that, we 
needed to head back to Port Moresby and discuss it further with the prime 
minister.   10 
 

Q: So there was an appreciation by you then that although the ….….. that is 
to say ownership of the large quantity of Oil Search shares might be the 
same, the means – the precise means of financing might be different? 

 
A: Yes, at this stage, the question is you are willing to loan the State – you are 

willing to finance a plan to purchase 196 million shares from IPIC.  Are 
you willing to do that now for this other opportunity which is Oil Search’s 
capital raising. 

 20 
Q: Yes.  You obviously agree it is not precisely the same deal? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So to take you to the next document which is a note from Mr Latimer to 

you of NRF000100015052.  This is an email to you from Mr Latimer of 
Norton Rose Fulbright on 27 February, and in paragraph two, he says this:  
“As a commercial matter for PNG query whether you should obtain a term 
sheet of the UBS financing before you mandate UBS to ensure terms of the 
financing are clear, especially before negotiations commence.  That is what 30 
conditions will UBS impose, is there any form of security required?  That 
said, I appreciate the time constraints.”  And in paragraph three, he notes:  
“We do not have any detail to give UBS’s conditions to funding.”  
Paragraph four, he refers to the need to cover off restrictions in other 
financing arrangements. 

 
What do you recall whether you are asked for a Term Sheet as Mr Latimer 
recommended?  And if you did, did you get it for all aspects to the UBS 
deal:  the Collar Loan, the Bridge Loan and so on? 
 40 

A: Yes, that was the subject of, I mean ultimately the final Term Sheet and 
Terms of the Transaction, and the fees and all that was put to cabinet 
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eventually in March for cabinet to approve whether to ultimately conduct 
the transaction or not. 

 
Q: If we look at NRF000100015062, which is a Term Sheet sent the next day 

by Mitchell Turner at the UBS for the bridge loan.  That is a reference to 
the Bridge Debt Facility and I take it we should be able to find one should 
we also for the collar loan? 

 
A: I was unable to access my emails from that particular time but if you want 

from the UBS side, I can see that. 10 
 
Q: But you would agree with me, would you not, that if you got one of these 

four Term Sheets for the Bridge Debt Facility, the State should also have 
received one for the Collar Loan so that you understood the details of the 
arrangements? 

 
A: I cannot recall whether I received it or not. 
 

[3.25pm] Ultimately, both of these ended up in the NEC submission - - - - 
 20 

Q: Would you agree that - - - - 
 
A: Ultimately, all of these ended up in an NEC submission which was 

deliberated by us as technical people and then presented to Cabinet for 
Cabinet’s discussion.  So, whether it came in the form of an email or 
whether it was part of the discussion paper and then ultimately ended up 
going into an NEC document that was approved by the approving authority, 
I think we ultimately did receive one. 

 
Q: So, given that as I have shown you before, UBS were not your financial 30 

adviser, the experts who did deliberate on this were in-house people in 
PNG and KPMG, is that right? 

 
A: No.  I think, again, I have not got the terms of the UBS engagement 

specifically with me.  But I think one of the issues that we have been 
discussing is the idea that UBS was a financial adviser up until such time 
as they decided to put their balance sheet against this.  It is not uncommon.  
Again, sometimes you get just the advisory firms who are not willing to 
put any money into the transaction but access fees for their advice.  And 
then there are some other firms that are willing to sell the country, talk the 40 
country up, show confidence in the country by ultimately putting their own 
money into the transaction.  It is not uncommon. 
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Q: At which point they would no longer be a financial adviser, is that what 
you are saying or? 

 
A: I think, again, I have not got the specific documents before me.  But, as the 

financial year arises, a potential conflict of interest that we need to manage 
carefully – specifically. 

 
Q: I will find that document for you overnight.  Can we have a look at the – 

can we go back to the NEC decision WIT.0027.0001.0654.  I think it is the 
later NEC decision.  Yes, 6 March 2014.  So, can I ask you some general 10 
questions about your involvement as the Secretary Treasury in the 
performance by Prime Minister O’Neill as his function as the ex-officio 
trustee of Kumul Petroleum.  You are aware, are you not, that that was one 
of his ex-officio functions that under the Kumul Petroleum legislation and 
relevant trust deeds, he acted as the trustee, you are aware of that? 

 
A: Yes, I am. 
 
Q: In your role as Secretary of Treasury or otherwise while Prime Minister 

O’Neill was in office, did you advise him in relation to the performance of 20 
his functions as the trustee? 

 
A: No. 
 
Q: To your understanding, whose responsibility was it to assist the Prime 

Minister in that role? 
 
A: The Board and Management of the relevant Kumul because I think he is 

the shareholder trustee for both Kumuls that we have in the Kumul 
Minerals and Kumul Petroleum.  And, of course, he is at liberty to take 30 
advice from his immediate staff. 

 
Q: But you are saying that that is not something that you had anything to do 

with? 
 
A: He did not tap me on the shoulder for any of those particular issues at that 

time or subsequent. 
 
Q: So, do I take it from that last answer, Mr Vele, that the decisions by Mr 

O’Neill as trustee of Kumul ex-officio as Prime Minister as to when the 40 
Oil Search shares Kumul inherited were sold was not something that you 
had anything to do with? 
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A: I think once they were novated across to Kumul and I ceased to be part of 
the decision making around the Oil Search shares. 

 
   [3.30 pm] Q: Were you aware as to whether Kumul wanted the novation to take place? 

 
A: No, I was not aware.  I actually found out about the transaction because JP 

Morgan who were into be advising us on the Sovereign Bond ended up 
being a part of the transaction, and it surprised me because as JP Morgan 
were looking at providing advice to the State raising our inaugural 
Sovereign bond.  They had obviously been having discussions with Kumul 10 
and then subsequently represented them.  That was how we found out – I 
found out. 

 
Q: The ultimate decision when Kumul sold the shares, again, that was 

something you just found out or about after the event, was it in 2017? 
 
A: The discussions were being heard; I mean we were going through court 

cases and investigations at that time from the Ombudsman Commission on 
this particular transaction so my interest levels in what Kumul were doing 
with this particular transaction were not high as they should have been.  20 
And I guess so my attentions meant to this particular transaction was not 
very high.   

 
Q: But, is this the case?  Is it that once the contract was novated to Kumul, the 

treasurer was not the responsible minister for Kumul and it was not a matter 
for the Treasury, therefore, officially to become involved in unless 
otherwise asked? 

 
A: Yes, that is fair, Dr Renwick. 
 30 
Q: All right.  Thank you.  I realize I have asked you some questions about this 

before but you will be aware - I want to ask you some questions to be sure 
I understand your evidence about the awareness that Mr Polye – Treasurer 
Polye – about the NEC submission of 6 March 2014.  If I can summarize 
it this way and I can certainly take you to the evidence if you wish.  Mr 
Polye says that the UBS Loan was a surprise to him that he was cut out of 
any involvement or understanding of what was being proposed and apart 
from anything else, he thought it was wrong that if that was so.  So you can 
assume that is some of the evidence.  Am I right in understanding that you 
worked directly with Prime Minister O’Neill about the UBS Loan and you 40 
personally did not take it upon yourself to also advise your Minister the 
Treasurer about the negotiations and the eventual proposal which was put 
up to the Cabinet on 6 March 2014? 
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A: Well, first of all, I have never accepted that I did not brief the then Treasurer 

Minister Polye.  I understand that he says I did not.  Different treasurers, 
they have different styles.  With the Treasurer, I did not meet with him 
every day; I did not meet with him every week on this particular matter; I 
did not raise the issue on this particular transaction.  Every time we met, 
the Prime Minister had made the decision that he would be a part of this 
and, therefore, I was working with him.   

 
It is the same type of briefing that I give to the treasurer that I have just left 10 
in the office.  He is not part of the negotiations as much; I think he has 
attended three in the now 14-15 months that we have been negotiating 
Porgera, for example.  He has been in the room two or three times.  I have 
discussed with him when something is going to cabinet.  These are all 
works in progress and, therefore, I relay the main issues to him.  But, again 
to my recollection, I briefed Honourable Polye the same amounts of times 
as I have briefed the Honourable Ling  Stuckey and in both instances, the 
Prime Minister was the team captain of the negotiations.  I speak to Prime 
Minister Marape on a daily basis about the transactions that we are 
conducting, and he makes the decisions for our team just very similarly to 20 
Prime Minister O’Neill.  I have had other treasurers in between who want 
to be very involved.   
 

[3.35pm] They are part of the negotiations team and we do brief each other, we 
discuss matters, negotiation tactics, lines of discussion on a daily basis.  I 
am sorry that Treasurer feels that I did not brief him enough but I felt I 
briefed him adequately at that time and I guess it was my first time as 
Secretary for Treasury and he was the first Treasurer and I hope to think – 
I would like to think that I have learned from that. 

 30 
Q: If I can just take you to your statement at page 51, paragraph 349 to 353 – 

sorry, 351 to 353.  So, this is the part of your statement where you depose 
to your briefing with Mr Polye the night before.  And you will recall I asked 
you some questions about that and I am not going to ask you further 
questions.  But my question is this, in addition to the briefing which you 
deposed to on 5 March 2014, can you point to any other specific detailed 
briefings about this proposed UBS loan briefing of your Minister the 
Treasurer? 

 
A: Again, I cannot but in this particular meeting or this particular instance 40 

stands out because it required a signature from him in relation to the NEC 
submission going forward.  Any discussions prior would have been verbal 
discussions and not written briefings. 
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Q: But on your version of what happened, Mr Vele, you must have been 

astounded that Mr Polye objected the night before, is that not right? 
 
A: Not astounded.  I have worked with politicians long enough to know that 

they are – that they have minds of their own.  Did I give Treasurer Polye 
enough information in my view to sign the submission and support the 
decision, yes.  Whether did I understand that Don Polye or Treasurer Polye 
could have gone in there and Cabinet could have voted down or that he 
could vote another way; yes.  I mean, that all gets brought to a head when 10 
you put the NEC submission in front of him. 

 
Q: But let us just take the way you put it here; your recollection at 351.  Your 

recollection is his principal objection to the draft Cabinet submission was 
that he wanted the loan to be through a State-Owned entity rather than 
directly with the State.  That is what you are saying there at 351, is it not? 

 
A: Yes.  We had just come out of our budget process in which debt to GDP 

was an important feature so it did not surprise me whether this was on the 
State’s balance sheet or whether it is off balance sheet was a topical issue 20 
at that time for him. 

 
Q: And if you go down to 353, your recollection was that he was indeed 

concerned about the breach of debt to GDP ratios.  And just pausing there, 
that was at least one of the reasons for the novation later that year, was it 
not, to avoid being in breach of the debt to GDP ratio? 

 
A: Yes.  And I think the Treasurer at that time in my view misunderstood how 

the debt to GDP is calculated on an annual basis it being ex-post measure 
rather than a particular point in time so to the extent that the State was going 30 
to be borrowing and the debt was going to be held on the State’s formal 
balance sheet for a while.  The State had at that time in March another 9 
months to, in a sense, novated off balance sheet and so that it is no longer 
on the State’s balance sheet.  And really that was according to how debt to 
GDP was measured at that particular point in time.  Come to 2018 and now 
anything that is remotely connected to the State is State debt. 

 
Q: So, just to complete that idea though if the novation had not taken place by 

the time of the 2014 Budget then there would indeed have been a risk of 
breaching the debt to GDP ratios.  So that was at least one reason for the 40 
novation. 
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  [3.40pm] Have I got that right? 
 

A: I would have to look at the numbers from back then, Dr Renwick.  This is 
only one piece of the State’s debt to see the order of magnitude that this 
would have made to the State’s overall calculation of debt to GDP and, of 
course, it is not only the debt that you worry about.  If the country grows, 
if the GDP is bigger than you expect then you could have had this on its 
books but not breach that threshold.   

 
Q: Right.  And going back to 351 though, you appreciate, do you not that Mr 10 

Polye’s evidence is not just that he was not told about anything to do with 
this transaction until 5 March that he was never told about it?  I take it you 
deny that; you did brief him about the substance of this deal on occasions 
other than 5 March. 

 
A: On elements of this particular transaction, yes. 
 
Q: Such that you were confident that he would sign off on it on 5 March That 

much follows, does it not?  
 20 
A: Well, I was confident that he had enough information for him to make a 

decision as to whether he should sign it or not. 
 
Q: Well, this is a very significant deal, you would agree with that? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Prime Minister had made it very clear to you how important it was in his 

opinion for this deal to take place, you agree with that? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And so appreciating that it was all done in a hurry, looking back, do you 

not agree that you should have involved the Treasurer more so that he 
would have been comfortable signing off the deal indicating his opposition 
much earlier in the process; you would agree with that, would you not? 

 
A: Well, I think there is two different things here.  One is the preparation of 

technical work required to be in a position to make the deal and then one is 
the ultimate policy decision whether you make the deal or not.  The 40 
technical work that went into dealing with the exchangeable bond from 
IPIC at maturity in 2014 was done by another group of people well before 
2014.  My involvement came formally in 2013.  I thought we went through 
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a process that is defenseable.  We ended up with a technical, you know, a 
transaction.  Ultimately, I believe that we gave Treasurer Polye enough 
information to decide whether he was going to sign the submission or not.  
The issue around whether the State should be involved in the policy 
element, I mean, and I do not think that is an issue for technical Maths or 
legal drafting, that is to say they have this Cabinet feel, each administration 
feel about being involved in commercial activities in the resources space.  
Although, I was surprised to read through Ben O’Dwyer’s affidavit over 
the last couple of days that indeed he had been briefing Treasurer Polye on 
this particular matter and on this night of 5 March, he claims that he had a 10 
meeting with Treasurer Polye where he briefed Treasurer Polye on the 
transaction and that Treasurer Polye left armed with notes provided by Ben 
O’Dwyer and maybe he referenced those notes in this discussion.  I did not 
know that; I do not know if that is true or not but that was a surprise that 
Ben O’Dwyer would think that or sign off on that. 

 
Q: And just again, just remind the Commissioners, what is your evidence 

about your understanding of the extent to which Prime Minister O’Neill 
took Mr Polye into his confidence about this proposed deal prior to 6 
March? 20 

 
A: I have no knowledge.  Prime Minister as ministers do, they have meetings 

with their treasurers all the time.  I was not in the meeting any specific time 
where it was the three of us and this issue was being discussed. 

 
[3.45pm]Q: Well, I think just in fairness to you, I should put to you what Mr Polye’s - 

 it is the commissioners, so you can respond to it.  If we go to page 3179, 
the date of the transcript is 12 August 2021.  I will just let you - just scroll 
up a little.  So you can see here Dr Katter, he is asking Mr Polye what his 
response is to essentially the evidence you gave at paragraphs 351 of your 30 
affidavit which I have just taken you to and his response, I will let you read 
from about paragraph 18 to the end of the page.  If you want to go over the 
page, you are welcome; let us know.  Let me know when you have read to 
the end of the page, please. 
 

A: Yes, I have read to the end of the page.  I am aware of this particular 
statement. 

 
Q: Can we go over just to the end of that sentence?  So I am just putting this 

in.  I am not sure I have given you an opportunity before in fairness Mr 40 
Vele to respond to Mr Polye’s evidence.  We just scroll up to the previous 
page.  Mr Polye says amongst other things that it was an absolute lie that 
he was not opposed to the transaction and so on.  Your response, please. 
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A: Yes.  That is not my recollection of that time. 
 
Q: Can you give any explanation as to why that seems to be Mr Polye’s 

recollection, or you cannot assist? 
 
A: No, I cannot speak for Treasurer Polye. 
 
Q: Commissioners, just to let you know, I am in your hands.  I think I have 

got about another hour or so to go and I have reached the natural break in 10 
the questioning and to be fair to Mr Vele, I have been asking questions for 
some hours now, nearly three hours.  It might be convenient to adjourn now 
and return in the morning.  Is that convenient, Commissioners?  I do have 
something to say before we finish if that is convenient. 

 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It is convenient for me, Dr Renwick.  A natural 
break is always a good time to finish the questions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, chief, if you are agreeable, can we release Mr Vele until 10 
o’clock tomorrow.  I think I have about another hour of questions.  And then, and 20 
this is really addressed to Mrs Nonggorr who, as I understand it, is going to reply 
to read an affidavit from Mr Vele and also to seek to adduce an unsigned report, 
just in case she wishes to take an action about this overnight.  Among the many 
objections, I will make to the Report, first that it is not signed by any identified 
human being.  Secondly, there is no certificate, that is the norm sought by experts, 
as to its veracity and as to the fact that they have experts.  
 

[3.50pm] So I do note on the disclaimer, it says it does not provide an opinion regarding 
the fairness of any transaction which may of course go to a utility but I just let 
Mrs Nonggorr know that among the objections I will make to the Report in case 30 
she wishes to do something about those defects between now and 10 o’clock 
tomorrow.   I can also indicate to Mrs Nonggorr that Mr O’Dwyer will be 
available immediately after Mr Vele has finished giving evidence for her to ask 
some questions and in principle, I do not object to her asking those questions.  I 
do not think they will take that long.  And then I will just ask Dr Katter and Mr 
Jurth whether there are any other matters which will come up tomorrow.  Mr 
Jurth? 

 
MR JURTH:  I do not have anything at the minute, Commissioners. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, you will continue with your evidence tomorrow so 
you will be excused for today.  I suppose we can adjourn at the same time and we 
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can all take a break.  So, Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings to tomorrow 
at 10 o’clock. 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
AT 3.51 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 18 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
 10 
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(Continued from 17 February 2022) 
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[10.02am]DR RENWICK:  May it please the Commission, we continue with Mr Vele’s 
examination today.  
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
 
FXN: DR RENWICK 
 
 10 
Q: Can you hear me, Mr Vele? 
 
A: It is okay, good morning counsel and commissioners. 
 
Q: Thank you so much.  Mr Vele, yesterday I asked you some questions about 

where in the NEC’s submission of 6 March 2014 you had indicated the 
potential downside of the UBS deal?  Are you able to indicate anywhere in 
that document or the annexures where that is indicated? 

 
A: Unfortunately, the copy that we have did not have or did not have the 20 

attachments that were actually in Cabinet.  So we have got a series of 
documents but I was not able to ascertain which ones were actually put into 
Cabinet.  But again, I would like to think this is a discussion around form 
rather than substance.  The idea of the monetized collar is a discussion around 
risk.  I guess if we were to explain the reason why you choose a monetized 
collar over some of the other offerings and exchangeable bond or a straight-
out margin loan is specifically because the monetized collar by its very nature 
manages the issue of risk.  So the whole submission in various parts in 
explaining the submission points out that these are the points in the collar – I 
think on the high side, $10, and on the low side, $8.35, at that number – and 30 
the explanation submission completely reads about the idea that if price of Oil 
Search is within that collar then by its nature you are protected.   

 
[10.04am] The issue is if it goes on the high side, so say it goes to $12 then the counter 

party in this case UBS gets to keep that $2 extra.  You get the 10 they get the 
two.  If you go below the current share price of Oil Search but within the band 
the collar protects it.  That is the whole idea of the collar is that hedge, if it 
goes below, the bottom or floor of the collar then it is a collateralized loan that 
we take that manages that particular risk.  Where you pointed it out in point 
number - - - 40 
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Q: We will put it up on the screen for you.  We will put it up on the screen. 
 
A: Or (e) financial implications on page 8 of the submission. 
 
Q: Yes, there it is. 
 
A: Yes and again maybe it is a drafting style but I was representing in point (e) 

financial implications is what is the value of doing this transaction at the 
present time.  I do not explain in there that this is a value to the State if the Oil 10 
Search share price goes up by X amount.  I do not explain in there if the oil 
price goes down by a certain amount.  As to risks other than financial, those 
are government policy issues that; I guess I would have expected the ministers 
to explain because it is a government policy. 

 
Q: So, you are saying that a Cabinet submission which you had the ultimate 

responsibility for drafting did not need and did not set out any potential risks, 
is that what you are saying? 

 
A: The main issue there is the financial risk at this particular time.  Are you 20 

referring to what happens if a general discussion on what the strategic 
direction of Oil Search might be in the future or if there is a change in 
government then there is a strategic change in government policy, are those 
the risks of the financial that you are referring to? 

 
Q: Mr Vele, it is a very simple question.  At the minute you have not be able to 

identify anything in any documents before Cabinet which point out the 
potential risks of losses arising from the UBS deal despite being given an 
opportunity to do so.  My question therefore to you is: are you saying as the 
person who took responsibility for the ultimate drafting of the document that 30 
it was not necessary to point out to Cabinet that there could be losses as indeed 
occurred, are you saying that? 

 
A: No, we are saying that the structure of the transaction that we have entered 

into because we get to choose the structure of the transaction inherently 
manages the risks as we know at this point in time.  The collar is specifically 
set where we think the Oil Search share price is going to be in the term of the 
loan.  I am not sure how we can say - are you looking for a specific worked 
example where I pointed out in the submission or in the attachments that 
should the Oil Search share price go from $8.20 or $8.55 to $7, what is the 40 
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outcome there.  As a part of the attachments and again I am not sure which 
version that I have did not have the attachments but I have got a whole series 
of the other documents.  I am just not sure whether there were these 
attachments or not but the one jumps out to me of course is the KPMG report.  
But also there was in the engagement of the UBS there is a briefing note I 
think on the how the collar works in which it does set out the different 
variations that can occur from $8.55 to $10 and above.  And the chronology 
of that of course is $8.55 to $7.30.  Again, I need to be precise on the numbers 
in the submission.  What happens and where the collar is set and the 
implications of that.  But is there a worked example in the NEC submission 10 
on me choosing different points and working through?  I do not think so but 
the explanation of the collar is all about the risk – I - am I missing something? 
 

[10.09]     Q: Let me ask you a different question, Mr Vele.  I have given you every 
opportunity to answer my question.  The different question is; the 
Commission has evidence from Brattle and from Mr Sonk that the UBS Loan 
has novated resulting in an enormous loss to the people of the Independent 
State at least A$350 million Australian  dollars.  That is what they say, and I 
gave you an opportunity to indicate what you say the loss was and you decline 
to nominate a figure, although I think you have agreed there was a loss.  Given 20 
we know that, do you think the Cabinet submission should have pointed out 
the possibility of the loss? 

 
A: Two things.  First of all there is a cost to the transaction.  There is a cost 

because you are using - you are conducting a financial transaction; you are 
borrowing money to go ahead and to purchase an asset.  So, is there a cost to 
it?  Yes, there is a cost.  If you are to spend $1.2 billion – borrow $1.2 billion 
to buy the Oil Search shares, the cost of that is the $1.2 billion.  If you were 
to borrow $1.2 billion to build some schools, there is a cost to that: financial 
$1.2 billion directly and indirectly, there is an opportunity cost.  If you are 30 
building $1.2 billion worth of schools, you miss the opportunity to build $1.2 
billion worth of hospitals.  So there is a cost element and I think that is the 
number that they end up getting, the 300 and whatever million; so I accept 
that there is a cost to this.  In relation to the loss, this is where there is some 
discussion and as you know, we try to get a second opinion on that.  By its 
very nature if the price of Oil Search goes up, there is a gain, there is profit.  
If the price of Oil Search goes below the 8.55, there is a loss.  That loss 
however is crystalized when you choose to exit the transaction.  So you choose 
the point in time in which this can occur.  I guess the question that I have in 
my mind is because I was not a part of the exit of the transaction.  If I was in 40 
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a situation where I was choosing to exit this transaction when the price of Oil 
Search was very low and, therefore, it would crystalize a potential loss.  One 
of the losses that we would have explained in Cabinet because by its very 
nature if the price of Oil Search goes down it is going to crystal - there is a 
potential loss.  When you exit when the price of Oil Search is low, it 
crystalizes that potential loss.  So the question is: is that the right time to sell 
the Oil Search shares?  I was not a party of that particular decision as we 
established from our discussion yesterday; and so, yes, there is a loss that 
would have been mitigated.  First of all, I was not a part of the decision to 
choose at what point in time we were going to exit and what the Oil Search 10 
share price was at that time.  And I think the second thing is what is the order 
of magnitude of that loss.  From Brattle, if you take that 333 or $340 million 
number and they say the loss that crystalized when we exited from this 
transaction when the State exited was around $178 million.  Again, I want to 
check if that 178 million if the Maths on the 178 million - if the methodology 
used to arrive at that 178 million is appropriate and in best practice.   
 

Q: Let me change topics then, Mr Vele.  Can I take you to your statement of 26 
April 2021 at page 30? 

 20 
A: Sorry, counsel, I was in a rush this morning and I have left my version of that 

just outside.  Can I ask one of the counsel to just get it from my car? 
 
Q: Of course.   
 
A: Yes, that should be in the car. 
 
Q: We will just wait.  We will just wait while that is done. 
 
A: My apology. 30 
 
Q: Commissioners, can I just draw your attention to paragraph 190 to 191 on the 

screen and that should be on the screen? 
 

[10.14am] I will just get you to read paragraph 190 and 191.  So, here you are speaking 
about the desire of the – the constant desire of the State to retain ownership of 
the Oil Search shares and the possibility that IPIC might elect to retain the 
shares and the other ways in which the State or IPBC might buy back in; that 
is right, is it not? 

 40 
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Yesterday I asked you some questions about what eventually came to pass, 

that is to say the acquisition by Oil Search interests in Elk/Antelope in PRL 
15 and if I understood your evidence correctly, at least in 2013, you were 
broadly aware that there were problems with the speed of the development of 
PRL 15 but precise issues about anyone taking over the interests in PRL 15 is 
not something you particularly knew about; is that fair? 

 
A: I am not exactly sure about the idea of the pace at which things were being 10 

done but certainly that discussion was had in the context of the then owners 
of InterOil – of that asset which was InterOil operation and their financial 
capacity and technical abilities to bring what was a very big find, potentially 
a lucrative project for the country and for themselves to development stage.  
And so any, I guess, the discussion around timing was because they would 
never be able to do it on their own.  They were not an Exxon and they were 
not an Oil Search or a Santos or a Total. 

 
Q: Do you recall before 2014 any discussion about IPIC being invited into 

acquiring interests in PRL 15 in return for discharging the IPIC Exchangeable 20 
Bond with the shares coming back to the State? 

 
A: There may have been; there may have been.  There were all sorts of rumours 

but as a specific option, my understanding back then was our communication 
lines with IPIC, they were being handled by the Independent Public Business 
Corporation and so whether that was an option formally put forward, I do not 
recall.  There is always all sorts of rumours around things like that but I think 
at that time it seemed quite clear that IPBC was having problems speaking to 
IPIC, Independent Public Business Corporation was having issues 
communicating with IPIC as evidenced by the two chats that they had that 30 
they did not get to get as positive a response as they were wanting and 
certainly when I went across in 2014 with the Minister for Foreign Affairs’ 
envoy to the then Prime Minister, Sheik Mansour was not even in town.  He 
went to watch the Manchester City game in London. 

 
Q: All right.  Just remind me when did you leave Pertusio Capital Partners? 
 
A: I think 2012. 
 
Q: About when in 2012 approximately? 40 
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A: Again, March, May – it is an M, one of those ones. 
 
Q: And Mr Lars Mortensen who continues I think with Pertusio as indeed he has, 

he continued to advise you at various stages, did he not? 
 
A: Yes, I believe so. 
 
Q: Obviously, when you were acting and then permanent Secretary to the 

Treasury in relation to the UBS loan and the IPIC transaction.  That was one 10 
thing he was advising you on? 

 
[10.19am] A: Yes. 
 

Q: Did he have a role advising you in relation to the Gas office? 

A: I believe so. 

Q: Position you held? 

A: Yes, we were – Mr Mortensen had been a part of my PNG LNG journey from 
the beginning and I would like – to me no one knows as much as about these 
issues as he does. 20 

Q: And so no doubt you discussed matters including relating to the IPIC 
exchangeable bond quite frequently with him in that case, in those roles? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Just let me show you a document.  This is a letter from Mr Mortensen of 2 
October 2012 to Mr Micah.  I will just scroll down a little.  This is a summary 
paper in relation to issues flowing from the exchangeable bond issue by IPBC 
to IPIC and we will just scroll down to the final page where you will see Mr 
Mortensen’s signature.  The letter of 16 pages and I appreciate I have not 
given you an opportunity to read them all but do you recall seeing this letter 
before? 30 

A: No.  Not specifically I mean – I would assume many letter over the years -  
this letter does not jump out at me counsel. 
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Q: All right.  We will just go through the conclusion section starting at page 14 
so this is Mr Mortensen’s proposal I suppose to Mr Micah in October 2012 to 
your Gas office then are you in October? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So it starts off by saying that the exchangeable bond places significant 
restrictions on ability of the State to deal with its equity in the PNG LNG 
project.  And then it goes thought he particular difficulties and then at the 
bottom of that page it talks about the mitigation strategies that he, Mr 
Mortensen, had considered.  And one is hedging in respect of the Oil Search 
price movements.  He sets out in the next page some problems there.  Second 10 

he speaks in paragraph number 2, he speaks about a buy back of the 
exchangeable bonds from IPIC with the held of an international oil major, that 
is designed on a strategic shareholding in Oil Search and he notes that the 
international oil major in his opinion would need to pay more than $8.55.  And 
thirdly what he describes as enticing IPIC to agree to an early exchange of the 
bonds the underlying shares in Oil Search Limited.  Let me focus on that third 
option.  Was enticing IPIC to agree to an early exchange of the bonds which 
is we know came due in March 2014 something that you antificated for either 
as acting or permanent Secretary or as head of the Gas Office? 

A: I do not recall this option specifically.  I would be interested to see if there is 20 

documentation to that I am – if we pull back the discussion paper of 8 August 
which you showed me yesterday, maybe it is in there maybe it is not, it is a 
long time now. 

 

Q: I understand so it does not ring a bell. 

 

A: All sorts of options were – this is 2012 we have limited information, we are 
just talking in boxes and arrows.  I respect the fact that Mr Mortensen is much 
sharper than other people around and he has put some numbers there and no 
doubt if you had pressed him at that time he would have been able to produce 30 

a financial model of sorts to show the order of magnitude and certainly the 
relationships between the different options, I have a lot of respect for that.      
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[10.24am] And I think this is in one of those wanting to understand from the banks if this 
is a possibility.  Anything to do with IPIC is in the ask them for more space, 
more time and are they interested to do something like this.  I am not sure that 
I wrote a paper or advocated a paper on this.   

 
Q: Just go through it and again I appreciate that I have only just shown this 

document to you today.  At the end of the page, it says at the high end of this 
estimate – so this is the option 3, the early exchange of the bonds, additional 
value of AUD$135 million would need to be identified in order to reach the 
intrinsic value upside of $8.55.  This would only provide 5 per cent return to 10 
IPIC and may not be sufficient.  And then we scroll down.  It is possible this 
value cap to be reach it by allowing IPIC to participate as a supermajor in the 
proposed acquisition of equity in the Elk/Antelope field.   

 
Now, do you recall discussion that concept with Mr Mortensen at any stage? 

 
A; We were canvassing all sorts of options, even at that time, one of the options 

that we did discuss was speaking to Petronas.  Shell were in town doing certain 
things and we had dinner with them and several discussions on getting them.  
So, being it is a long time ago, it is not unreasonable to think that this is one 20 
of the issues that was discussed. 

 
Q: Does that mean you think it could have been discussed but you cannot recall? 
 
A: Sorry, I am not sure what the question is.  Is the question that could we have 

discussed this?  Yes.  Is this an option - - - 
 
Q: My question – sorry, so the answer is you could have discussed it.  So, my 

next question is: do you have a recollection of discussing the concept set out 
by Mr Mortensen in the first sentence at the top of page 16 there in 2012 or 30 
2013? 

 
A: We may have; I do not see why not.   
 
Q: Do you have a recollection of discussing the concept we are discussing with 

Prime Minister O’Neill in 2012 or 2013? 
 
A: In 2012, I was not a part of these discussions.  And, again, I am speaking for 

Mr Mortensen and what I know of Mr Mortensen, if you were to ask for the 
veracity of the modelling that he has done or the numbers of the construct that 40 
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he is representing on that paper then best you ask him.  But the nature is to try 
and offer possible solutions and see if there is a catch on the other side and so 
I do not see why – I mean, this paper is put to Minister Micah.  I would imagine 
that either Minister Micah has asked him for his thoughts or he is pitching 
some ideas.  It is very much what the investment banking industry does and 
no doubt if you read Mr O’Dwyer’s – Ben O’Dwyer’s statement, it is also 
what he does as well.  So, did I pitch this particular concept specifically; did I 
write a paper on it and take it to then Prime Minister O’Neill, I do not recall 
specifically.  I may have in 2012, I was not looking – you know, at this stage 
I did not have standing.  I was not a part of any of the meetings I was not 10 
called into any of the committees.  I had started a discussion with Prime 
Minister O’Neill then about potentially being the Secretary to Treasury and so 
my primary discussions which were intermittent, I am not a chief adviser in 
this particular space at this time was about potentially becoming the Secretary 
to Treasury, not to fix the deal with the IPIC situation should that opportunity 
arise. 

 
Q: And just to drop down then three paragraphs, Mr Mortensen says it would not 

be expected that this i.e, the concept would come at a direct cash cost to the 
State or the supermajor partner as it would involve IPIC being invited into the 20 
Elk/Antelope transaction by the supermajor in return for agreeing to take  

[10.29am] delivery of all or part of the Oil Search Limited’s shares covered by exchange 
parcels at the prevailing market prices.  Result of the cancellation of all of part 
of the exchangeable bond that is resulting in an elimination or reduction in the 
overall contingent liability. 

 
Does that ring a bell, that concept, that is something you have discussed? 

 
A: I think the concept of having some of the other avenues and levers that are 

available to the State to entice IPIC into a settlement which reduces the cash 30 
requirement for the State, yes, I do not see why this is not one of those.  I am 
not sure, I cannot recall as to how much work subsequently went into 
developing this particular point, and I think, again, I as the secretary for 
Treasury when I in my view had formal standing, one may argue that my 
appointment as the head of the Bond Review committee, as the director of the 
Gas office in July gave me standing.  I think it is more the case of after I was 
appointed as the secretary for Treasury on 6 August that I had formal standing.  
Did we pursue?  I think our initial thoughts were in that paper of 8 August.  
So I think that is more where we were thinking, I cannot recall the entire 
context of that paper but that was where it was.  If this idea of getting IPIC 40 
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involved in Elk/Antelope is in that paper, then I guess it was flashed out 
enough for us to be able to raise it with the banking community.  That is the 
best place to check, Dr Renwick. 

 
Q: You mentioned a minute ago that you and to be fair, I have not shown you the 

whole of this letter but you said you had not have the opportunity to check 
any calculation that Mr Mortensen might have done.  But if I can just show 
you, for example, so I will show you three tables.  If we go to page 3, there is 
a table for sponsor project and it has got some notes.  You will see the point 
of this in a minute.  If we go over to page 4, there is some State equity cash 10 
call estimates and if we go over to page 11, there is a table called application 
of proceeds which sets out the addition for IPBC in 2009.  It surprised you to 
learn – I have shown you those three tables – well, it surprised you to learn, 
Mr Vele, that those tables, exactly that content, that formatting and in the case 
of the first table, those footnotes find their way into the statement you gave to 
this commission? 

 
A: No, that should not surprise me, I mean that is all publicly available 

information.  That information sets – table 1 you showed me was, who owns 
what PNG LNG and this one is showing the – at that time the information that 20 
we had, without having access to the actual IPIC documentation, the 
representation of the numbers.  

 
Q: The actual formatting or the figures are identical.  Should the commission 

draw anything from that?  Should it conclude, for example, that you had - with 
this but you have taken those figures from Mortensen’s letter of 2 October 
2012 is the identical in content and format? 

 
A: I would have asked Mr Mortensen for those tables – for these tables.  These 

tables, I assume would, would been used whenever the issue of who owns 30 
what in PNGLNG comes about. That is not unusual.  I suspect that these 

[10.34am]  tables are on many documents, and if anyone were to ask me where who owns 
what in PNG LNG and my understanding of the IPIC documentation that I 
would put this together, as to its use in this particular- - - 

 
 Q: Just in fairness to you and to the – I am sorry, please go on. 
 

A: Sorry, Dr Renwick, there is a delay it may sound like I am speaking over you 
but there is a delay sometimes when I start unfortunately when you started.  If 
someone were to ask me today as to the use of those particular tables in this 40 
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particular instance, the letter, I have seen those tables, I have used those tables 
but I am not a part of the decision to use those tables in this particular letter.  
That is my understanding, Mr Mortensen’s letter to Mr Micah I am not copied 
in and I did not draft anything in there.  At the same times in my own letters 
of documentation presentations I have used those particular tables to represent 
who owns what in PNG LNG and an understanding on publicly available 
information on what is in IPIC separately without Mr Mortensen having a 
hand in those representations or letters of mine. 

 
Q: All right.  Commissioners, just for the record the corresponding tables are in 10 

Mr Vele’s statement which is we do not need to go to it but for the transcript 
WIT.0014.0001.0003, paragraph 33 with the table at page 3, paragraph 80 for 
the table at page 4 and paragraph 165 for the table at page 11. 
 
Mr Vele, just a couple more questions-in-chief as it were.  I just want to ask 
you some questions about the certificate of inexpediency for K9 million; part 
of the fees for Norton Rose, Pacific Legal and Pacific Capital. 

 
You will recall and I will show you this document WIT.0025.0001.0171.  This 
is a letter you wrote to the Chairman of the CSTB on 6 March 2014.  This is 20 
a letter you wrote to the chairman of the Central Supply and Tenders Board.  
Scroll down.  The State entered into discussions with UBS to arrange 
financing and it sets out some details of the financing, the State is required to 
settle it by 6 March.  If we just scroll down.  So, you see there, there is a 
reference to the appointment of various advisers and you say it would be 
appreciated if you could consider and approve the request for the certificate 
of inexpediency enclosed in accordance with the NEC decision at the earliest 
to cover the advisory fees .. K9 million.  We will just scroll down, your 
signature.  So, you recall that letter, Mr Vele? 

 30 
A: Yes, I do. 
 
Q: If I could then show you an email from Norton Rose to you, forwarding an 

email from Ashurst which is NRF.0001.0003.1150 and 0001.0003.4150.  
Take a minute, commissioners.    
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[10.39 am]    This is an email to you from Mr Casamento from Norton Rose Fulbright.  Just 
scroll down and it says there, “Our understanding of the PNG legal position 
is the two documents referred to by Richard below, includes the certificate of 
inexpediency are required to be provided to UBS given the necessary comfort 
that the transaction has been authorized.  These documents were settled with 
PLG and agree with Ashurst.”  Then if we scroll down, you will see there that 
this is a letter from Ashurst to Norton Rose, copied to others including 
Mortensen, “to State advisers to confirm UBS instructions on a point raised 
with me,” that is Ashurst, “that authority to pre-commit are the fees remain 
material approvals and their issue will not be waived by UBS.  There is a note 10 
there that Mr Vele had queried why they would be relevant in a transaction 
where monies are sourced from the borrowing other than from a Vote under 
the Budget and then immediately paid out for acquisition of shares and 
partially for fees. (..inaudible..) must be accounted for that the contract and 
payment procedures in the Public Finances (Management) Act must apply to 
them. “   Do you recall receiving that email? 
 

A: Not specifically but I understand the issue. 
 
Q: Do you recall what your response was for UBS effectively pushing for a 20 

certificate of inexpediency and its 00precedents of the whole deal? 
 
A: No, I do not recall. 
 
Q: Did the Commissioners infer from that or should you infer from that, I should 

ask that that was because UBS’s fees were involved in the certificate of 
inexpediency amount as well as the advisers? 

 
A: Well, the issued being asked – I think two issues:  one is that, I would look at, 

let us take any adviser be it strategic or legal, I think beyond a certain point, 30 
you need an engagement contract and you need to know that there are funds 
to be able to pay and that there is a clear line of sight to a transaction.  It has 
happened, yes, that standard.  So then the UBS saying that they need to have 
clear line of sight to how these payments are going to be issued and raised at 
the end of all of these; I think it is a very fair question, no doubt I get asked 
that all the time. 

 
In relation to this, the authority to pre-commit, that particular question is it is 
a part of the procurement process.  You are required to get that authority to 
pre-commit which essentially draws a direct line between the procurement 40 
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that is to be done and a line item in the budget which is going to fund it.  So I 
think my question being naïve at that time subsequent to this a couple of years 
after 2014 under the changes to the Public Finances (Management) Act, I 
actually became as Secretary for Treasury, the Chairman of the Authority to 
Pre-Commit Committee; not understanding government procurement at that 
time, my question was since essentially that it is not coming - the funds are 
not coming from a specific line item in the budget, if you check that 2013 
Budget, I am not sure whether there was a specific - this is to be paid for 
advisors for the IPIC transaction on Oil Search transactions.  SO again my 
question there was because that particular line item may not appear in the 10 
Budget do you have to go through this Authority to pre-commit process.  In 
relation to the certificate of inexpediency we were using the avenue of the 
certificate of inexpediency process which is in the Public Finances 
(Management) Act and the relevant procurements Acts and it was not the - 

[10.44am] National – it is the Central Supplies and Tenders Board so the CSTB – Central 
Supplies and Tenders Board processes and therefore the way that they were 
going to be paid was through this CSTB process within the PFMA, the Public 
Finances (Management) Act and the relevant CSTB legislation and guidelines 
and therefore that, I think they were asking is – my read of this, my 
interpretation of this email or the couple of email is that UBS is saying that in 20 
line of sight to their payment, it is going through the certificate of 
inexpediency and is there an issue to that?  And my line is that do we need to 
have an authority to pre-commit certificate because this is not coming through 
the direct but coming from the proceeds of the transaction. 

 
Q: You recall though, do you not, that a little while later the State Solicitor said 

that the certificate issued at your request had to be revoked because they could 
only be granted in the case of natural disaster, defence emergency, health 
emergency or civil unrest; none of those applies, do you recall that? 

 30 
A: Again, the series of events that my recollection of that is that was provided to 

– that advice was provided after the Central Supply and Tenders Board had 
met to consider this particular issue and I think the – I am not sure if – I think 
the State Solicitors did not attend that particular meeting.  But I understood 
that he said that since that avenue was – well, that avenue was now 
inappropriate for what was being requested that it should be done on quantum 
meruit instead. 
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Q: Could you not have known though that there were only those four 
circumstances in which such a certificate could properly be sought and 
obtained? 

 
A: All of this was done by the Chief Legal Adviser who is the State Solicitor.  He 

was a part of the NEC submission in that he had to clear the NEC submission 
and the avenue for payment was through the certificate of inexpediency.  It 
was in the NEC submission and he cleared that.  Do I take responsibility 
specifically?  I mean, look, I asked the lawyers at the time.  They said that this 
was the way that could be done and the State Solicitor did not raise an 10 
objection at the time of the NEC submission.   I was surprised that it was raised 
and to be fair to the State Solicitor, I think when it was raised, he then 
proceeded to give us the avenue to do this.  Had he said, listen, there is going 
to be an issue with the certificate of expediency at the NEC level, it is better 
to request that Cabinet look at this on quantum meruit then I am sure we would 
have put that into the NEC submission. 

 
Q: We are being fair to the State Solicitor, you will recall that he was given less 

than a day to press an opinion about this complex and lengthy Cabinet 
submission.  You recall, do you not? 20 

 
A: And again, I have greatest respect for the State Solicitor and we have over the 

last eight and a half years we have done many transactions together and we 
continue to do transactions together.  And if there is one person that I will take 
into any transaction or negotiations, it is the State Solicitor.  But, you know, I 
did not have enough time – the question is, do you sign documents when you 
do not have enough time?  There have been instances when I have moved 
budgets back because we have not had enough time.  From there and a lot of 
time there, we have had negotiations that we have pushed back because I had 
felt that we do not have enough time.  He is the chief adviser on contracts and 30 
commercial matters to the State.  He was a part of the team.  At all times I 
expected that Norton Rose and their local counterpart were dealing with the 
State Solicitor and bringing him up to speed all the way through. 

 
Q: Those are my questions at this stage.  I dare say I will have some more 

questions after Mrs Nonggorr has asked her questions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief Commissioners, I will wait if I may until Ms 
Twivey-Nonggorr has asked her client the questions that she wishes to ask and then 
do it in several tranches.   
 

[10.49am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, at this stage I raise the issue of also 
the affidavit.  We have filed with the commission, before the commission sat 
yesterday, a further affidavit of Dairi Vele.  In that affidavit it has information as to 
responses to some of the witness statements that Mr Vele was cross-examined on 10 
yesterday and that he was given notice of that he would be cross-examined on them.  
They are for example the affidavits of Wasantha Kumarasiri and Dr Clement Waine, 
Ben O’Dwyer et cetera.  There were a lot of matters that he has been cross examined 
on that he had no notice of.  However, this goes in the affidavit.  Further in the 
affidavit Mr Vele makes comments about the Brattle Report and what he did to form 
his views about the Brattle Report. 
 
Now, normally what has happened in these proceedings is that we submit an affidavit 
to the commission and then the counsel assisting tenders the affidavit through the 
witness but that has not happened with this affidavit.  So, I need to make application 20 
to indeed tender an affidavit through this witness, this particular affidavit of Dairi 
Vele sworn yesterday and filed with the commission yesterday.  I do have copies of 
the affidavit with one of my support lawyers, hard copies, that is in the commission 
at the moment.  I am uncertain on the way to proceed at this stage with regard to that 
affidavit. 
 
DR RENWICK:  But do I understand Mrs Nonggorr that if the signed affidavit 
provided yesterday, I think, together with the FTI document in the form that we have 
provided yesterday, is that what you are seeking to tender? 
 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  There is no updated FTI report or anything like that? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  No, it is the signed affidavit that was sealed yesterday 
by the commission that we seek to tender, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Very well.  So, I object so I can deal with, first, the so-called FTI 
document which is an annexure to Mr Vele’s affidavit.  Then his affidavit paragraphs 
3 to 23 in many ways stand or fall on its tender.  So, what you have been provided 40 
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with, commissioners, in the annexure is a document described as a preliminary 
summary report.  The most obvious objection of course is that it is not a report at all 
of any identified human being; that is, it is not signed, it is certainly not an expert 
report, there being no expert certificate, it is dated 15 February, it is not proof of 
anything.  There are many other problems however with it.  Let me mention a few.  
So, the first thing is there is no letter of instruction so we do not know what questions 
Mrs Nonggorr will ask them.  This of course commissioners is a report produced by 
Mr Vele in his private capacity, in those senses it is not sought officially. 
 
The next thing is when you look the front page of the – sorry, the next page marked 10 
as the table of contents.  You speak here the report is not intended to general 
circulation or publication so there is no suggestion that it can in fact be used for this 
purpose anyway.   
 

[10.54am] But it is more substantively perhaps - down the bottom this report does nor does it 
provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all party so 
it is not purporting to say anything about that.  We press on with the document so it 
is elementary apart from, of course, the report being by a human being, signed by 
them and certified by them if it is an expert report, and it is none of those things.  
You then go onto the so-called executive summary.  So, in paragraph 4, for example, 20 
and this is something that Mr Vele picks up in his affidavit. 

 
The Brattle Group analysis of fair value is based on the risk-free rate that is applied 
on the Australian market.  It is a fantasy to assume the Government of PNG could 
borrow funds at the same rate as the Government of Australia.  That is not what the 
Brattle Report says.  It does not quote from the paragraph of the Brattle Report which 
purportedly says that so the premise of the Report does not engage with the Brattle 
Report.   

 
It then goes down to the bottom of the page:  Our view based on a high-level review 30 
of the loan documents and other reports.  The documents are not identified and the 
questions are not explained.  The problems continue.  If we have a look – so, it does 
not cite any documents at all relied upon other than the Brattle documents and the 
so-called loans documents.  So, it is impossible to work out whether the reports are 
based on evidence at all.  There are some sweeping generalizations in the document 
but the dot point is that it is not evidence of anything.  It is not probative of anything.  
It has a tendency to confuse and to mislead. 
 
And then if we can go back to Mr Vele’s affidavit, paragraphs 3 to 23, of course, 
there would need to be considerable explanation as to why this document was 40 
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provided to … so late.  That is firstly.  Just most recently the document was not 
provided until a few minutes before we sat yesterday on the 17th although it is dated 
on the 15th.  It shows every sign of an ambush in that regard. 
 
The next thing is that Mr Vele says in paragraph 4 that he was – he had the 
opportunity to look at the Brattle Reports after 18 August 2021 and indeed that is 
when the substantive Brattle Reports had been received.  Mrs Nonggorr, of course, 
had every opportunity to ask the experts questions then and then we hear nothing 
until yesterday.   
 10 
Mr Vele says at paragraph 5 that he was also busy, but really that is not to the point.  
If it was something being done in his capacity as the Treasury Secretary, others could 
have been asked.  But we have a deadline; Mr Vele is aware of that.   
 
Then Mr Vele says, he formed the view, the assessment structure used by the Brattle 
Group was not appropriate; not appropriate to reply in Australian risk free rate, well, 
that is not what Brattle has done so it is misconceived in that respect.  And he repeats 
that in paragraph 10; he said he had some preliminary discussions with Twivey 
Lawyers as to receiving – retaining an advisory group to examine the Report.   
 20 

[10.59am]And then in paragraph 11, he was advised that there were definitely fundamental 
questions.  Now, can I foreshadow that if this is received by the commission, I will 
be calling for the draft report and the preliminary answers to the questions because 
obviously any privilege in them has been waived.  Then Mr Vele says he was 
concerned the Commission of Inquiry might be asked to accept the Brattle Group’s 
opinion as fact.  Well, that was certainly made clear in July and August when we 
indicated this was a group, Brattle Group, retained for the benefit of the commission.   
 
Then in paragraph 14 – 13, I am sorry, he asked Twivey Lawyers to conduct a high 
level review with the focus on assessing the UBS transactions.  He said, in 14, he 30 
did not ask for an expert opinion report.  Well, if it is not an expert opinion report, 
what on earth is it?  It is not going to assist you in any way apart from accusing us, 
in paragraph 15, of possibly being infected by confirmation bias in receiving an 
expert report which Mr Vele confirms contains an extreme view against UBS as in 
probative of anything.  And then the quotes from paragraph 20, obviously that cannot 
stand if the document itself is not admitted and nor could the comments he makes in 
21 to 23.   
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So I ask you commissioners first to rule on the admissibility of the FTI document, 
unsigned document, I do not call an expert report, and paragraphs 3 to 23 which go 
with it.   
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Commissioners, may I now address on the issues 
raised by my friend? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  If we may go to the beginning of Mr Vele’s affidavit 10 
as to the circumstances as set out as to what – that the reason for this report.  And he 
sets out that in his affidavit, as my friend has gone through Mr Vele’s affidavit 
selectively, he was aware that the Brattle Group was retained by the commission to 
conduct the investigation and he was aware that reports were presented.  He was of 
the view though that there would be some sort of critical analysis of indeed their 
reports.  Paragraph 5 he says that he was very busy during September and October 
because that is on budget presentations and to try and present that to parliament in 
November, and he was also the chairman of various State negotiating teams.  He, 
over that time was able to form the view, paragraph 6, that the assessment structure 
used by the Brattle Group to assess the loan was not appropriate and regarding 20 
Australian risk-free rate and that was based on his experience on the loan 
transactions in Papua New Guinea.   
 
Now, thus far he is explaining why he went to the report and what his views are 
about the situation.  None of that can be inadmissible.  He also understood the Brattle 
Group had not completed all the Terms of Reference and that is paragraph 7.  
Paragraph 8, that he says it is not – he never thought it was his role to defend UBS 
or to speak to them so he hoped that there would be some critical analysis.  But it 
appear that counsel for the commission is simply accepting the Brattle Group 
opinion and that may have a bearing on the commission.  Mr Vele put out that the 30 
Brattle Group did apply the Australian risk-free rate and he said that much of the - 
Mr Vele says much of the analysis uses theoretical assumptions and that is not how 
the world works in reality and so in the case of finance theory and debt and equity 
capital market.  Indeed these are all Mr Vele’s views and thoughts, not the Brattles  

[11.04am] - not FTI at this stage.  So, from then he states that he did not engage to try and see 
if there was the retain in advisory group because it was becoming clear given that 
there was no further announcements of expert witnesses, that indeed whether or not 
Mr Vele’s thoughts were not indeed correct about the situation.  This was with a 
view initially as he says maybe to make submissions on it into the commission in 
due course rather than necessarily applying for a report to present towards the 40 
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commission.  He thought that that might help the commission stress this and fact 
check the Brattle group. 

 
 In November he states that he was advised that there were some fundamental 

problems.  Indeed that he is giving direct evidence of what he was advised and then 
he again states that he was concerned, paragraph 12 that the Commission of Inquiry 
was being asked to accept the Brattle Group report unchallenged.  If we could scroll 
down a bit further now please.  Then in the opening statements on 2 December, 
counsel assisting the commission did indeed state that because the Brattle group’s 
opinions where unchallenged he was concerned that there were going to be the 10 
definitive analysis of the situation. 

 
So, he then instructed Twivey Lawyers to engage FTI to do up a high level review 
of the Brattle Report and indeed still not wanting for an expert opinion because 
expert opinion as he says, he did it in his personal capacity, you are looking at 
hundreds of thousands of Australia dollars to engage any group to provide an expert 
report.  He says he did not have the resources to pay for such a report.  Then that 
was not what he wanted.  He was trying to figure out that whether or not his views 
of the situation of the Brattle Group’s report were shared by other people in the 
practical realm. 20 
 
He was concerned as well as he states that once there was one extreme view obtained 
against UBS that confirmed a view that counsel assisting had formed, bearing in 
mind and as he sets out there that counsel assisting the commission was in a dreadful 
position as the commission because UBS has been completely uncooperative and 
has failed to provide its own.  So, there Mr Vele is concerned that we have one 
financial opinion.  Interestingly and this is way of submission that indeed that is one 
thing that the commission has been concerned about is indeed whether UBS itself, 
its opinions were challenged.  Indeed Mr Vele did obtain the KPMG to do just that. 
 30 
So, this is a very similar way that Mr Vele has tried to see whether the opinions 
expressed by the Brattle Group have been critically analyzed or should be critically 
analyzed because that did not appear to be the case.  So, he, paragraph 17, whilst the 
contents of this FTI report – I am sorry - he said that he received the first draft on 21 
January and then after more discussions, there has been a preliminary report given 
to him on 15 February.  That was to assist him with forming his views and for the 
purposes of submission et cetera and as he says, whilst content of the report might 
simply be able to be included in submissions later he would believe that it was of 
use and relevance to the commission and indeed counsel assisting the commission 
to see these views and his views as soon as possible. 40 
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Although he then reproduces the findings or the summary findings of the FTI report, 
the very general summary findings but then he says, those findings confirmed what 
his, and going down to his paragraph 22, having (..inaudible..) asking that confirm  
my initial reaction that the Brattle Group has relied on some fantastical assumptions 
to receive their conclusions.   

 
[11.09am] And he states that the main thing out of this Report confirms his opinion and indeed 

they recommend that there should be another expert opinion and these are the 
questions that are raised.  So, the point of the matter of these is that (a) Mr Vele does 10 
not seek to include this as part of his evidence as an expert opinion, so the test applied 
is for opinion evidence.    

 
Now, in the Evidence Act in Papua New Guinea, we do not have any sections on 
opinion evidence and it is necessary to refer to the Common Law.  And in this regard, 
there is a case I would like to refer to.  It is a Supreme Court case in Papua New 
Guinea.  My supporting lawyer there has copies of the case that he can provide to 
counsel if the commission would like to see them.   
 
And it is the case of Kingston v QBE Insurance PNG Limited [2018] SC 1698.  And 20 
that is a Supreme Court Appeal, a three-man bench in 2018, and that was a dispute 
between a company and an insurance company.  And in that case, there was a dispute 
as to whether or not a machine should have been dismantled, or should it have been 
left in one piece and then the insurers could assess it.   
 
Later on, a deponent put in evidence – the insured put in evidence and annexed to 
that his affidavit that was a quote by another gentleman, and a report as to his opinion 
as to being a mechanic as to why it should be taken apart and that was the cost of 
taking it apart and fixing it.  Now, that report was objected to by the insurers stating 
that it was a lay opinion that it should have been on an affidavit of the person and in 30 
any event, the person giving that opinion was not an expert; he was providing a quote 
and also an opinion as to how it should be fixed.  He was not indeed Cummins which 
were the producers of the machine.   
 
Despite the plaintiff in that matter stating; “Well, I was using that – I was being a 
prudent insured and trying to get quotes and as much advice as possible to confirm 
my belief of the situation that it needed to be fixed and put apart.”   The trial judge 
excluded that evidence that it was not expert evidence and it was not included in the 
proper form.  On appeal, that exclusion was set aside on the basis that the report was 
not there to prove the contents of the report but rather to explain the conduct and the 40 
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thinking of the prudent insured as to why he then went ahead and dismantled the 
machine.  And indeed, it was to show the reasoning behind that and that reasons that 
that prudent insured what reasons he took into account to come to forming that view.   
 
And we would submit that a lot of the matters that my friend has submitted as to the 
– so we submit it should be admitted for that purpose.  That the purpose is not an 
expert opinion; no.  It is to show the process and the matters Mr Vele takes into 
account when he came to the conclusion that the conclusions of the Brattle Report 
are indeed fantastical and not based in the real world and that the information that 
led to his thought process is indeed his evidence, and indeed it is not for the basis of 10 
the court to rely upon the expert opinion of FTI Consultancy, absolutely not.  And 
that is a completely different thing to what my friend has been persisting and we rely 
upon that Supreme Court authority in this regard.   

 
Secondly, the issues that Dr Renwick - and I apologize to Dr Renwick for calling 
him an incorrect name the other day – I think I am rusty after not appearing in the 
Commission for some time, and indeed, that matters that my friend raised go to a 
document and he was going through the documents. 

 
[11.14 am] But it did not refer to specific sections of the Brattle Report it did not point out to 20 

the evidence et cetera.  Now, that goes to weight: is the document relevant?  Or, yes, 
it is relevant as through Mr Vele’s conclusions.  It is relevant to the subject matters 
of this commission.  Is there a reasonable explanation why it is in the form that it is?  
Yes, this is a report that Mr Vele could afford.  Mr Vele may suffer serious 
reputational damage as a result of made possible findings of this commission and 
he, understandably wanted to assess some of the evidence to the best of his ability. 
 
The other points that my friend raised go to, as we said, issues of relevance but also 
issues of weight should.  It is the evidence Mr Vele that he has formed his 
conclusions based on his thoughts plus the thoughts of FTI Consultancy.  Should 30 
your Honours place a great deal of weight on it?  That is the question.  Dr Renwick 
was saying that, look, you know that there it is – he says it is not really evidence of 
anything, it is possible to work out whether these are based on evidence et cetera, et 
cetera.  This is all a question of weight whether your Honours will assess Mr Vele’s 
evidence and assess the factors that took that influenced him and whether or not your 
Honour – sorry, commissioners would put a great deal of weight on this. 
 
We submit it can only be of assistance to the commission to get the views of Mr 
Vele on this, and we are prepared to discuss with solicitors any of the steps that went 
towards these Reports if they want any further information, as is the case with any 40 
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other evidence.  I might also add that this commission has been in the habit, and 
rightly so, because all the relevant evidence even though it may not satisfy the 
normal test of evidence, it should be taken in.  It is a Commission of Inquiry. 
 
Commissioners, you have asked and there are numerous affidavits of opinion 
evidence of people who are not lawyers who have no expert evidence on the 
interpretation of the Constitution, yet your Honours have asked on many occasions 
and, as I said - and many affidavits of interpretation of section 209 of the 
Constitution.  People like Dr Clement Waine, people like Mr Momo, people like Dr 
Anthony Yauieb, none of whom are lawyers but all were asked to give interpretation.  10 
Indeed politicians such as Engineer the Honourable Don Polye, former politician 
Arthur Somare, all gave opinions on constitutional interpretation.  And in this 
situation in a Commission of Inquiry, it is relevant as to understand what the general 
understanding is and like so too, we submit, this affidavit as to raise the issues and 
that Mr Vele is raising that he does not believe that there has been any critical 
analysis done as yet or by the commission because counsel assisting has not put any 
second expert opinion or indeed critically analyzed it yet.  Is it everybody else’s 
role?  Is it the witness’ job, the other witnesses did a summons through to test the 
Brattle Report?  We would submit that that is why there are three counsel and 10 
solicitors assisting the commission, that indeed is part of their role.  Otherwise, this 20 
Commission of Inquiry will end up costing ordinary Papua New Guineas money that 
they just cannot afford in order to complete their testimony. 
 
So we would submit that Mr Vele’s affidavit should be accepted in total that the FTI 
Report is evidence of what factors Mr Vele took into account in coming to his 
conclusions and, I would submit that it is a matter for your Honours to give what 
weight you would apply when submissions are made later end the day from both 
counsel assisting and ourselves. 
 

[11.19am] As to what weight you want to put on, the conclusions of Mr Vele and the 30 
submissions that are made on the basis of the matters he took into account in coming 
to those solutions. 

 
Finally, the commission has been very generous to many people as to their opinion 
evidence.  Mr Vele has been through a period of great upheaval in the last three 
months as you can imagine, and we ask that the commission extend some leniency 
in this matter to the opinion evidence of Mr Vele.  If there is any opinion evidence 
here of Mr Vele and indeed we submit that this is relevant so we would ask that the 
paragraphs 3 to 23 remain in his affidavit and indeed that the FTI report remain in 
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his affidavit.  I note that Dr Renwick has not objected to the rest of the paragraphs 
of the affidavit.  I will not address those. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  I do not wish to say anything in response.  I have made my 
submissions I maintain my objection. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, you go first. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Firstly, are we able to give a ruling now if you are then - - - 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I am happy to go chief commissioner if that is 
what you would prefer.  Should I say at the outset that there can be no lack of clarity 
about it.  I would decline to permit the tender of the document DC1 for the most 
recent affidavit of Mr Dairi Vele and these are my reasons.   
 
While Mr Vele in the body of his affidavit and Ms Twivey-Nonggorr in her extensive 20 
submission expressly reject any suggestion that the document purporting to be from 
FTI Consulting is an expert report.  The fact of the matter is that by the saying of it, 
it does not make it not a purported expert report and that indeed is the very thing 
which it sets out to be.  It seems that that assertion is being made to avoid the usual 
approach which courts and tribunals make to opinion evidence.  As we know opinion 
evidence generally is inadmissible if it purports to venture into areas which might 
be the subject of expertise. 
 
Now, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has referred to a Papua New Guinea case of Kingston 
to support her view that sometimes opinion evidence can be received.  I say it and 30 
as I of course generally speaking the rules of evidence do not apply to commissions 
of inquiry and she quite rightly has pointed out that this commission has received a 
lot of evidence which would not pass the admissibility test in a court of law.  But 
that case interesting as it was, was the opinion evidence was not put forward for the 
purposes of opinion at all as I understood Ms Twivey-Nonggorr’s description of the 
findings but in all order to explain the conduct of the insured.  That is not the case 
here. 
 
The document which is sought to be put forward is to do with issues of opinion, not 
to deal with how Mr Vele took position that he has taken in his affidavit.  So, I take 40 
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the view that Mr Vele having been Treasury Secretary for such a long time and 
having a lot of involvement in matters of finance would have been perfectly able to 
undertake the analysis that he wishes to put through this document before the 
commission.  He could have done it by way of submission which he doubt will or 
he could have done it in his affidavit in part he has.   
 

[11.24am]And in so doing he is prepared to expose himself to questions about the basis for 
advancing those particular views.  And that is something that the writer of FTI 
Consulting is not prepared to do; neither is the person prepared to put his or her name 
to the document.  Quite clearly in those circumstances it would be quite easy for the 10 

person to have signed it, to exhibit it to a statutory declaration and being available 
as so many other people have been for examination as to their opinions or the facts 
about which they have given evidence to the commission.   

On the document itself on the question of weight, is so internally unsatisfactory that 
in my view its limitations are such that the weight becomes least than a feather.  It 
is of no use in that form in my view to the commission.   

So for those reasons I would decline to permit the tender of documents.  On the other 
hand, I see no admissibility issues with the impugned paragraph.  They can after 
(..inaudible..) set out the steps that he has taken.  I am puzzled what he means when 
he was Treasury Secretary that he was doing these things in his personal capacity, 20 

that is something that I fail to understand but be that as it may those paragraphs 
anyway.  Thank you, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I will give a short ruling and the reasons.  The issue before us 
is one of admissibility of the FTI Consulting Report and the use of admissibility 
obviously goes to the practice and procedures of this commission in admitting 
evidence whether that evidence be oral or documentary or both.  Procedures of this 
commission are obviously flexible.  I suppose this commission is not bound by 
technical rules of evidence on procedure however, I believe there has to be some 
minimum standards observed by this commission in deciding whether or not to admit 
evidence and those minimum standards go to ensuring that the evidence is in 30 

acceptable form, that the evidence is reliable and of course the evidence is relevant 
to the subject matter of the Inquiry and finally the evidence that is being sought to 
be tendered has to meet the conditions of admissibility that the document itself may 
impose or prescribe.   
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Now, just going through each of those criteria, at the outset, if I can address that last 
condition.  The record itself says that; the Report is prepared for the exclusive use 
by Twivey lawyers, then it is not available for general circulation or publication, et 
cetera.     

[11.29am] So I would interpret that part of the Report to go through to the admission of that 
particular Report at any public hearing including this Commission of Inquiry.  So 
that removes the Report itself from the admissibility of the Report before this 
Inquiry.  But more importantly coming to the reliability of the Report itself, there 
are a number of outstanding issues that remain unanswered.  The Report itself 
compared with the Brattle Report fails to establish the necessary and the relevant 10 
credentials of the business itself and those persons who are behind that business in 
terms of the persons that are compiling the Report, their qualifications and 
experience and the subject matter of the Report are not set out.  The commission 
does not know who is behind that Report in terms of its compilation.  More 
importantly, the Report is not adopted by the authors of the Report compared with 
the Brattle Report.  So if a Report is not adopted by the author in terms of identifying 
the author itself or authors when writing a Report and putting their signature to the 
document, then obviously that document is lacking in reliability and the commission 
cannot act on a Report that is unsigned and its authors are not identified by name, 
qualification and experience on the subject matter.   20 

Thirdly, in relation to the issue of relevance, the Report itself does or may be relevant 
to the very subject matter of the inquiry, particularly given another view of the 
Brattle Report.  Just going through the Report itself, it does provide some reasonable 
information that may counter the facts, the information that is available and the 
conclusions and opinions that are given by Brattle.  I would think that this particular 
criteria is an important one, however, I think my findings in relation to the first two 
conditions override any consideration of relevance because for a start, one would 
have to know who is writing the Report and whether the persons who have prepared 
the Report have actually adopted the Report that they have provided. 

So given that the first two conditions have not been met and I consider them to be 30 

paramount, the issue of relevance to my mind is forced into insignificance.  Of 
course, if we understand the submission by Mrs Nonggorr that the document should 
go in and it will come down the question of weight and it is up to the Commission 
to decide what weight to apply to the Report itself given its relevance as she said.  
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But that is a secondary matter.  I think my reasons for rejecting the Report are really 
to do with the first two conditions of admissibility that I have described.   

[11.34am] So for those additional reasons I would also agree with Commissioner White’s 
observations and reasons for the conclusion that she has reached and therefore the 
commission’s determination is that the Report of FTI Consulting Services which is 
annexed to Mr Vele’s affidavit as annexure DV1 is not admitted meaning that this 
particular Report will have to come off or strike out from Mr Vele’s affidavit and 
together with that Report, I think paragraphs 20 through to 23 of his affidavit will 
have to be struck out because they set out a summary of the FTI Consulting Report 
conclusions.  As to the other paragraphs from paragraphs 1 down to paragraphs 19, 10 
they do make mention of the circumstances under which FTI Consulting was 
approached for a Report.  I think they are relevant so I would not strike those out.  
But obviously annexure DV1 together with paragraphs 20 to 23 are to be struck out.  
Other than that, the balance of the affidavit is admissible and we would admit the 
affidavit as subject to the ruling that we have that is admissibility of the FTI Report 
and those paragraphs. 

That is my short ruling.  So Commissioner White, I think subject to the rulings that 
we have given, this particular affidavit of Mr Dairi Vele will be admitted into 
evidence and it will be marked quadruple V I believe.  That is four V’s.   All right, 
then the next step I suppose is for commissioners to ask questions or what is the next 20 

step now. 

 

EXHIBIT VVVV – AFFIDAVIT OF DAIRI VELE  

 

DR RENWICK:  I am sorry chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 

DR RENWICK:   In view of the Commission’s ruling, I think I will be very brief.  
Look at your affidavit Mr Vele at paragraph 6.   

A: Yes, I have acopy. 

Q: What is it, without the assessment  structure used by the Brattle Group to 30 

assess the loan that was not appropriate? 
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A: Again, the issue around the Australian risk free rate was one of the initial 
things that jumped out at me and essentially that is why we started to have a 
look at it – I started to have a look at what that means.  And I agree with you 
that is not the representation of the Brattle Report.  Financier is complex while 
I understand it and as do many finance people, I never taught it and I do not 
profess to be an expert at it.  But the issue is this.  To an Australian dollar 
transaction, so you use the Australian risk free rate which is the rate at which 
the Australian government can borrow.  So we are not comparing the rate in 
which the PNG government can borrow but we are comparing it to the interest 
rate on the transaction which is that 4.95 per cent or it can be corrected by the 10 

Brattle Report it is around 5.2 per cent because of the prepayment element.  
And I guess the question is the assessment criteria that was used, is that how 
the world works in practice and is that the way that you would assess the cost 
of this particular transaction.  So I guess that is the motivation.  We spend a 
lot of time asking me who was checking the UBS maths and the UBS 
methodology. 

[11.39am] Again, I submit that we got KPMG to do particularly that.  So the question 
becomes for the benefit of the Commission of Inquiry is, who is checking the 
Brattle maths, who is checking the Brattle methodology.  I guess that was 
driving it.  So in relation to the Australian risk-free rate, so we have chosen 20 
this – let us say 4.95 for ease of reference as the interest rate on the collar and  
the Australian risk-free rate is the – I think I was given a number, I was – 2.5, 
2.6, something like that.  So there is a gap between the Australian risk-free 
rate which is the rate of which the government can borrow, the Australian 
government can borrow and the eventual interest rate that we had. So this is 
where the inquiry first came from the idea is that, for Black-Scholes to hold 
in the classroom it stipulates that this is a frictionless world, and it has to be.  
If you are teaching these things, you are making assumptions.  So those 
assumptions are right assumptions you do not know.  So you have to assume 
that this is a frictionless world.  In practice, however, the world, as we know 30 
it, is not frictionless.  It is not frictionless.  So if we are to then compare that 
part of the cost, part of the loss, as we discussed earlier on, Dr Renwick, part 
of that 333 or 340 million in the fourth Brattle report, part of that $178 million 
is the loss because we chose to exit at a particular point in time when the Oil 
Search share price is low.  I guess what component of that particular loss can 
be attributed to the difference between the 4.95 per cent which is the interest 
rate on record – and again I am just picking that number 4.95 per cent, I am 
not saying the 5.2 per cent that came from the prepayment.  The difference 
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between that 4.95 per cent and, let us say the 2.6, 2.5 per cent, which is the 
Australian risk-free rate.  So that is the question.  Because in practice, no one 
is borrowing at the 2.5, 2.6 per cent rate; they are borrowing at a little bit 
higher than that.  So that is the first thing that jumps out; should that spread, 
should it be 4.95 minus 2.6 or should it be 4.95 minus 3.5?  I think that is the 
question.  Now, under Black-Scholes, of course, when you are using the 
collar, you eliminate that risk because you are now the counterparty to that 
risk; it is not the Independent State of Papua New Guinea. So it is now no 
longer the rate on which the government of Papua New Guinea borrows, it is 
the rate on which UBS borrows because they are the ones, you have to assume, 10 
have to pay back.  When the counterparty to the put option is pricing this scene 
on their side, they are looking at UBS rather than the Independent State of 
Papua New Guinea.  That is the way the theory is supposed to work.  So the 
question becomes, well, is it completely risk free?  Is it completely risk free?  
And again, if it is risk free it is frictionless.  But of course, there is an 
opportunity cost to your balance sheet.  So in choosing to lend $1.2 billion to 
Papua New Guinea, you miss the opportunity to lend $1.2 billion to someone 
else.  Now again, in theory, because that risk is now eliminated, because it is 
frictionless, there is no difference in lending $1.2 billion dollars to Papua New 
Guinea and lending $5 billion dollars to Papua New Guinea.  It is the – yes, if 20 
I am simplifying and even for my own benefit, it is the idea that a lender would 
lend the same amount of money at the same terms and conditions to a 
billionaire as it would do to an unemployed person.  Now, Black-Scholes 
holds that.  It has to because it is a manifold equation.  The issue is in the 
frictionless world obviously that is not the way it works.  There is still an 
element of risk because it is a Papua New Guinea transaction; we are still in 
there.  So the price at which this is should reflect an element of that particular 
risk representing some friction which is zeroed in Black-Scholes, but in the 
real world there is that particular friction, that is that cost, because UBS do 
not go around lending to countries like Papua New Guinea $5 billion dollars.  30 
There is a limit to which it can lend to country like Papua New Guinean dollars 
– $1.2 billion because of risk.  And in fact, then you read the affidavits of Mr 
Kumarasiri, for example, and he explains about the results of other 
proponents, you know, applicants to the job.  Some of them dropped out 
specifically because they could not manage or handle or reflect the risk of on 
a country like Papua New Guinea on their balance sheet. 

 
[11.44 am]    So, again, there is a friction in the fact that UBS in lending $1.2  billion dollars 

to the Independent State of Papua New Guinea cannot lend that $1.2 billion 
to someone with a higher credit rating which represents less risk.  And again, 40 
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so that is one friction that we can identify that it is not completely without risk 
and the second thing, of course, that jumps out at me is that, what are the 
regulatory rules around this?  I mean, because it is Papua New Guinea, to 
cover the law, does the regulates of Australia require UBS to hold a certain 
percentage of that back?  Again, if it is lending to someone else like the 
Australian Government, maybe it does not need to hold so much but because 
it is Papua New Guinea and the risk of default under some metrics is a little 
bit higher that they have to hold a little bit back – a little bit more back.  So 
again, there is the last element; there is another element of risk that I can 
identify.  So I guess point number 6 was trying to initiate a discussion around 10 
the idea – oh, sorry, and the third element is let us assume that the risk-free 
rate is the cheapest rate there is and that is essentially because the government 
does not default; technically is able to pull a rabbit out of the hat, just like here 
in Papua New Guinea, I mean, our Treasury Bill should be the risk-free rate 
because it there is an issue, we just end up printing more money.  Now, there 
are some other consequences to printing more money that we all know about:  
inflation, hyperinflation and so on.  But the idea is that when you get an 
instrument with the Australian Government at the Australian risk-free rate, it 
is backed with risk free.  That rate is also not available to an investment bank.  
To assume that that rate, that 2.5 per cent is available to an investment bank - 20 
yes, just to labour the point. 
 
If UBS - it is not the Australian Government and therefore they are not as safe 
as the Australian Government, therefore, they are not borrowing at 2.6 but let 
us say they are borrowing at 3.2, then they are on lending now.  The whole 
basis of banking is that you are able to access credit at one rate and then you 
are able to lend it at a higher rate, that spread, that differential, that profit-
making motive is the basis of credit. 
 
If we are saying that even UBS had to lend to the Government of Papua New 30 
Guinea or anyone else in this collar at a rate which is lower than what they 
themselves could access credit that, we are not saying that they are lending 
money at no profit, we are saying they are lending money at a cost to 
themselves.  They are losing money on this particular transaction.  So those 
three things lead me to say, well, can someone confirm for me that these 
frictions which are in the real world are also taken into account in the Brattle 
maths and in the Brattle methodology to arrive at the conclusion of the order 
of magnitude of the cost.  I think you and I established that there is a cost to 
this transaction.  I submit that we could have mitigated this by choosing to 
exit at a higher price in which case the order of this magnitude would not be 40 
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as it is; but at the same time, just this particular assessment criteria, does that 
lead to increasing the cost when it should not be that way?  So that was what 
led me to discuss with my counsel here about who is checking the maths and 
maybe FTI was – whether the FTI Report has that. 
 

Q: That is why you raised the question having had eight months or so to think 
about it, do you suggest to the Commission that any particular paragraphs or 
any particular conclusions of the Brattle Report are wrong; and if so, would 
you kindly identify them? 

 10 
A: I do not even have the Brattle Report here before me.  This is something that 

we have been looking at over a period of time.  I am happy to submit after this 
the actual elements.  But as I sit here on the stand today, I am unable to point 
at that particular Report, but I think we can both agree that the Australian risk-
free rate was one of the evaluation criteria components and that is the one that 
jumped out at me specifically and that is the one that initiated the discussion 
around or led to the FTI document. 

 
[11.49am]  Q: What we should look for then Brattle Report is a reference to the rate at which 

money is lent to the Australian  government.  Is that what we should look for? 20 
 
A: Well, we are looking the Australian risk-free rate. 
 
Q: Is that what we should look for in the Brattle Report? 
 
A: I cannot tell you that right while I am sitting here, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: Those are my questions, commissioners.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, are you going to ask some questions in 30 
examination or the commissioners go first? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  I am sorry was that question directed at me?  I did 
not hear the first part I was cut out. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, I am asking are you going to ask some question in 
examination of your witness first or should the commissioners go first? 
 
MS NONGGORR:  I am in your hands, chief commissioner. 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, you want to ask some questions? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Mrs Nonggorr, do you have any?  I do have a few. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a few. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I was just wondering Mrs Nonggorr do you have any 
questions arising out of that further examination of your client because it may well 
be that questions that you seek him to answer would deal with the issues that I have 
and it is probably preferrable if they come from you.  So, I would like you to 10 
complete your questioning of your client if you would be so kind. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you commissioner.  I only have a few 
questions then. 
 
 
RXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR    
 
 
Q: Yesterday, counsel assisting, Mr Vele, asked you about the loss suffered as a 20 

result of the UBS loan and you essentially stated that you did not have any 
real idea on figures.  Why is that?  Could you just highlight the reasons why 
you would not have ideas about loss figures? 

 
A: The result of the transaction, yes.  I was not a part of the decision making 

process but I did not have any visibility on the transaction itself.  One may say 
I could have looked at the Kumul accounts but I think I have been on record 
as saying that the Treasury do not get access on - Kumul does not report to us.  
Our interaction with them is through the request for a dividend and they give 
us a dividend as they see fit.  Also I think the Public Accounts Committee at 30 
one stage tried to have a look at their accounts and that ended up in litigation 
and I think the courts held that the Kumul companies were not subject to the 
Public Accounts Committee or the Public Finances (Management) Act.  So, 
there is no visibility on myself and the Department of Treasury as to the 
decisions were made and the flow of those particular losses to get to a number 
that Kumul have submitted through Mr Sonk, MD and also that Brattle have 
raised in their report. 

 
Q: Although you were not responsible for the policy decisions to buy or to sell 

the shares and that you were involved in the UBS transaction and the Oil 40 
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Search transaction, was it your view at that time when the government made 
the decision to buy the shares that they were going to be holding on the shares 
for a long term investment or was it merely to do with making money of 
dividends and in the business of holding shares for dividends; were you aware 
of the policy around that? 

 
A: Government of Papua New Guinea was a long term shareholder in Oil Search 

previously.  They used that particular shareholding as leveraging to the PNG 
LNG Project. 

  10 
[11.54am] My understanding at all times was that trying to regain those shares was so 

that we could remain a long term holder - sorry Dr Renwick, so we are a long 
term holder.  At the stage of my involvement in the transaction it was not to 
acquire those shares so we could be actively trading those shares on the stock 
exchange and this then plays back into what has been the government policy 
over time which the commission of inquiry has held extensive inquiry into 
and there has been lots of testimony and indeed the last time I was here I 
testified after Francis Kaupa testified.  He was the managing director of 
MRDC who held onto the shares of Papua New Guinea interest in both mining 
and petroleum projects previously with Orogen.  I think when he was asked 20 
the question, should we have sold our assets then and that answer was no so 
this is a reversion to the long held policy of government retaining equity 
shares in its mining and petroleum assets; not to be sold and traded 
intermittently. 

 
Q: Dr Renwick also asked you questions about the NEC submission and about 

where, if anywhere, the risks of the UBS transaction were placed and it seems 
that the idea was that if a minister was sitting reading this submission or 
listening to the presentation, where in the submission would he go to 
understand the risks of the transaction or as set out in the collar loan, where 30 
would they in the NEC submission? 

 
A: I think we had that discussions a little bit earlier this morning and I submitted 

to – Dr Renwick, I am sorry, I keep saying Rennick.  It is not to purposely 
mispronounce your name but I hear counsel saying Renwick. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Renwick is entirely correct, Mr Vele. 
 
A: Okay, my apologies.   
 40 
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Q: You got it right. 
 
A: Okay good so I am right in this particular instance.  As Dr Renwick asked a 

little bit earlier on, I submitted to him.  You cannot enter into a discussion 
about a monetized collar without talking about risk.  It is all about risk.  It is 
a product which specifically is designed to be able to manage your risk.  Other 
products that even those that were proposed to deal with this particular issue 
of financing purchase into Oil Search or refinancing a purchase back of the 
Oil Search shares held with IPIC, they had higher risk profiles.  There was a 
possibility that you lose the shares. 10 

 
The structure and the discussion around this particular product is specifically 
that there is an upside.  You cap your upside and that upside allows you to 
trade off and have an insurance product, the hedging product to manage the 
financial risk should the Oil Search share price drop lower further points so, 
as I said earlier on I think it is littered throughout the NEC submission.  There 
were also attachments and I think as I said earlier on this morning there were 
some attachments.  I remember the form of some of these documents going 
through but I am careful about saying this was specifically a part of the NEC 
submission and attachments because I do not have a full copy with all the 20 
attachments but I have seen a UBS document.  I think it is in the engagement, 
as a part of the engagement letter, there is a briefing on how the collar works 
and also the KPMG report also set out how the collar works and it stepped out 
specifically which was attached to the NEC submission, then I can confirm; 
different price points of what happens if it goes above a particular price and if 
it goes below a particular price.  
 
In the instance, I guess, of the Prime Minister I submitted that I was briefing 
him.  When I read Ben O’Dwyer’s statement he had a relationship in an 
advisory capacity to Minister Ben Micah so I assume he understood about the 30 
collar since, according to Mr O’Dwyer, there were meetings in January 2013.  
I am assuming that between him and Dr Waine and Ben O’Dwyer they 
understood the construct of the monetized collar.  

 
[11.59am] I became exposed to it in August after I met at the banks.  Again if you had to 

accept the affidavit of Mr O’Dwyer he was briefing the then Treasury 
Honourable Don Polye at several points and indeed the night before the 
transaction he had a briefing with him and armed with him some notes or at 
least a critique of the collar which was – again I would submit that the Prime 
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Minister understood it, the Honourable Ben Micah understood it and the 
treasurer understood it. 

 
Generally when I do presentations in Cabinet, over the years I also do power 
point presentations.  Previously they had the facility where you could actually 
do the power point in Morauta Haus, the previous location of Cabinet at the 
time.  They had a drop down screen and you could project the presentation 
and later years as it is now, you take in a document pack with your slides in 
hard copy, you hand that around and you explain that.  So, again you cannot 
talk about a monetized collar without talking about risk so that is how I 10 
understood that the ministers would understand whether we would put to them 
the issues of risk. 

 
MS TWIVEY-NOGGORR:  Thank you Mr Vele.  Moving on to another area that 
Dr Renwick examined on which was about your role in the committees or at least 
the first role as chairman of the IPIC Review Committee and then later when you 
were removed and replaced in 2 October by Sir Manasupe Zurenuoc.  So, can we 
just go through that timeline and see what you were doing as well as being on these 
committees.  So, when were you appointed - - - 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, sorry to interrupt.  I just note the time I think it is 
just after 12, that might a convenient time I imagine Mrs Nonggorr has a number of 
questions. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you Dr Renwick that was a start of a new line 
of questioning. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We might take a break and then resume at one o’clock with 
questions from Mrs Nonggorr and then from the commissioners.  All right Associate 
can you adjourn the proceedings to one o’clock. 30 
 
 
THE WITNESS WITHDREW 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 
 

[1.01 pm] DR RENWICK:  Are you able to hear us, Chief Commissioner? 
 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you.  Mrs Nonggorr, I think is asking her client some 
questions. 
 
 
DAIRI VELE, recalled: 
 
 
RXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 10 
 
 
Q: Thank you so much, Dr Renwick.  Mr Vele, can you hear me? 
 
A: Yes, I can. 
 

[1.06 pm]    Q: Counsel yesterday asked you questions about the committees that you were 
on in 2013 with regards to this election of a financial advisor and that is the 
selection of financiers.  When you were removed as chairman of the 
committee but still a member on the committee and that was on 2 October 20 
2013, you said yesterday that you did not attend and that you sent another 
Treasury official, Hehona.  What were you doing in October and November 
2013? 

 
A: That would be budget preparation and budget delivery.  It was my first budget.  

It was my – I am not sure I had a contract at the time but Cabinet appointed 
me to be the Secretary for the Treasury.  That was my contracted role of my 
legally mandated responsibility and I could lose my job and my livelihood if 
I did not deliver a good first budget.  Come eight and half on, of course – 
sorry, and that is why I had to send Mr Hehona who was the appropriate 30 
member of the Treasury team to attend those meetings.  Incidentally, he is not 
– his division is not involved in budget preparation and budget presentations, 
so it worked out that he was available to go.  Eight and half years on, faced 
with the same issue, I have staff now who are sufficiently trained to my 
expectation, and so I would be more able to be a little bit more hands off with 
the budget and to attend committee meetings and other duties as I do 
nowadays – well, as I did, prior to being released from that role in December 
2021. 
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Q: When you say, doing the budget, is that just a matter of putting together the 
budgets for 20 departments and presenting that? 

 
A: 125 different agencies under the Fiscal Responsibility Act, we have the – very 

much like Australia, the media, economic and fiscal outlook is released at the 
31st – on or before 31 July, we run a January to December fiscal year as 
opposed to June to July one in other jurisdictions.  And so, we deliver our 
budget in November in coincidentally – usually coinciding with the 
Melbourne Cup race, the first Tuesday in November.  We get to the third 
round of forecasting in September and bearing in mind the people are making 10 
investment decisions for the next fiscal year based on the outcome of our – of 
all of these releases, at the same time we have a strategic budget committee 
which comprises Planning Department, the Finance Department, the Treasury 
Department and Personnel Management, I believe.  We have in the first – my 
first year I sat in on those meetings.  It is my first time to understand how 
budget works.  We have representatives of 125 different agencies come and 
make presentations as to budget bids and of course we all have a limited 
amount of needs, we have many, many wants and limited resources to try and 
address all of the needs and wants of these agencies.  And of course we have 
the provinces, other provinces, the governors and the provincial 20 
administrators also coming and make their bids.  So, now, at the first time I 
was – I needed to be a part of all of these to understand how this all works.  
And then of course we are going through to do presentations to Cabinet.  The 
treasurer will decide which ministers, as Honorable Don Polye was doing, 
bringing in ministers, the economic ministers to go through all of these bids, 
make sure that the priorities of the government are inside all of these.  And 
then there is a rationing exercise, of course, because everybody wants more 
than we have.  We have to make sure that the fiscal settings, we are bound by 
our obligations to the World Bank and to the IMF under the Fiscal 
Responsibility Act.  We have the GDP limits, we have a fiscal deficit 30 
projectory going forward.  So all of these type of things is what – it takes 
months in the making to get there and – sorry for the longwinded answer but, 
yes, it is a busy time.  And then of course you actually have to write up the 
budget.  You have to do the tables, you have to write the wherewhich that goes 
with all of these.  Then you have to get the books printed.  And overseeing all 
of these for the first time was what took precedence over me attending these 
other meetings.   

 
Q: And indeed, at the end of the – on 25 November we heard that there was a 

letter that was produced by the Chief Secretary which is a recommendation as 40 
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to the selection of the financiers and your name was on it but you did not sign 
it.  

 
[1.11 pm]  Why did you not sign it? 

 
A: I had no knowledge of it.  I read from other affidavits that there was an attempt 

to bring it to me or put it in front of me, I do not recall that, but at the same 
time had it been put in front of me, I am not in the habit of signing documents 
or taking responsibility of things that I was not a part of.  I do not see why the 
appropriate cause of action was to change my name block to the actual official 10 
who was there, Mr Donald Hehona, on my behalf and get him to sign the 
document because he was a part of the whole process.  

 
Q: How many boards were you on as secretary of Treasury? 
 
A: I think up to 36 different boards and countless other committees.  So you do 

have to – I am not suggesting that I attend every single of those 36 boards but 
just to say that you do have to be – the secretary for Treasury gets busy.  But 
in the experience that I have of all of these boards and all of these committees 
I very much, like in this particular instance, I would not be signing a board 20 
minute to a board meeting that I was not present for.  I mean, I do not know 
any other company secretary or committee secretariat that would seek to get 
people to sign documents for which they did not attend. 

 
Q: Thank you Mr Vele.  Yesterday counsel also asked you questions about the 

briefing of Don Polye.  I am going to start to talk about – ask you some 
questions about Rex Paki and Don Polye.  I wonder if Mr Vele could be shown 
the affidavit of Ben O’Dwyer please?  If we just go to paragraph 59.  In 
paragraph 59, if I could show you that, it said that Mr O’Dwyer spoke with 
Dr Waine, Rex Paki and Mr Latimer and the meeting had been organized by 30 
Mr Latimer – if we could scroll down a bit please? Aand Mr Latimer offered 
to provide that work to Mr Paki for the treasurer.  And then if we can scroll 
down to paragraph 60, it also says that Mr O’Dwyer attended a meeting 
(..inaudible..) and also Rex Paki, and that Rex Paki said that he would speak 
to the treasurer about the matters.  Now, these were STITB matters and indeed 
this was in 2013.  That was before you were secretary for Treasury.  After you 
were secretary for Treasury, did you see Rex Paki with Don Polye in an 
advisor role or a consultant role at any stage? 
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A: Yes.  I have interacted with Rex Paki on occasion as an advisor to the then 
Treasurer Polye. 

 
Q: Was it a common occurrence to see them together? 
 
A: I might see him in the office.  I am not sure that we had discussions, the three 

of us, on things.  I cannot recall that specifically but I have known Rex for a 
long time and seeing him in the office as the treasurer’s advisor did not 
surprise me.  

 10 
Q: Dr Clement Waine, as you might have seen in his affidavit said he was 

unaware of any engagement by Rex Paki – of Rex Paki by Ben Micah.  And 
was that your view?  Were you aware of any engagement by Rex Paki by Ben 
Micah, any formal engagements?   

 
A: No.  Again, I have only read Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit in the last couple of days 

and these meetings that are being referred to and all that, I am only learning 
about them now.  So I – no, I – not to my knowledge.  I have known Rex for 
a long time and so to the extent that I have bumped into him and had a coffee 
with him and he has shared with me his views on certain things as advisors 20 
consultants soliciting work; yes, they are always welcome.   

 
[1.16pm]  Q: If Mr Vele could be shown paragraph 162 of Ben O’Dwyer’s affidavit, please.  

Paragraph 162 of Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit says that Mr O’Dwyer was sent an 
email from Dr Waine and that is on 2 February 2014 and that was an email 
trail between UBS and the Governor of the Central Bank as well as yourself, 
Rex Paki and Wapu Sonk.  Do you remember what that email was about? 

 
A: No, I do not. 
 30 
Q: At that time, do you have any recollection of Rex Paki being an adviser of 

Don Polye? 
 
A: Yes.  I have always assumed he was an adviser of Don Polye.  Well, he was 

an adviser to Don Polye.  I do not know about their engagement relation – you 
know, the formal contracting arrangement but certainly I accepted that he was 
an adviser to the Treasurer. 
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Q: And with regards to the Honourable Don Polye, you stated yesterday that you 
gave him briefings from time to time on the UBS transaction.  Were you aware 
that he was in any way opposing the transaction before 5 March 2014? 

 
A: No.  Any issues that he had raised previously such as the Debt to GDP ratio, 

I thought those were all fair questions to ask.  Like I said I have a lot of time 
for my first Treasurer.  He was not an economist by profession and so any of 
his issues and technical points that he raised, I took to be asking the questions 
that needed to be asked because at the end of the day, he is the one that is on 
the floor of Parliament and public having to speak to these matters.  So, I did 10 
get the impression that he was asking because he was not supporting the whole 
transaction but he was asking the questions that I would expect a good 
Treasurer to ask. 

 
Q: You have read the affidavit of Clement Waine and reading through his 

affidavit and that of Ben O’Dwyer, were you aware before now – before 
reading those affidavits that Mr Polye had been involved in proposals and 
consideration of proposals for the financiers in 2013 and 2014? 

 
A: Not through Mr O’Dwyer and Dr Waine.  My understanding of then Treasurer 20 

Polye’s exposure to this was through myself. 
 
Q: If Mr Vele could be shown the affidavit of Clement Waine, please?  And if 

we could go to the annexure CW-18.  You have read the affidavit of Dr Waine 
and this is the NEC submission that Dr Waine says that he prepared and it was 
an NEC submission recommending to Cabinet that Citi Bank, the organization 
that Mr O’Dwyer was representing be selected as the preferred financier.  If 
we could scroll to the end of that to the signing clause and the end.  It is to be 
signed by Mr Micah and Mr Polye.  Did you have any awareness of this 
submission at the time or is that recently that you have become aware of it? 30 

 
A: No, I only saw it recently. 
 

[1.21pm]      Q: Thank you, Mr Vele.  Going to your affidavit, you have set out matters in the 
affidavit in response to the affidavits that were put to you.  The affidavit of 
Thomas Webster; he set out that you attended a meeting of IPBC and instruct 
– along with the State Solicitor and advised on the NEC opinion.  And he says 
that he explained the transaction – that you explained the transaction and 
questions were asked and eventually IPBC indeed approved.  Do you think 
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that that is – in your opinion, is it an accurate description of the situation at 
the time? 

 
A: I think the result was an approval.  Because I was obviously presenting the 

actual paper, I would have had to be excused when the Board was voting.  Just 
recalling that I was an ex-officio member of the Board at that time. 

 
Q: Going through your affidavit, there is the affidavit of Dr Clement Waine that 

you respond to.  I am not going to take you to that because it speaks for itself.  
But just to highlight issues from the next – from paragraph 38 onwards, the 10 
affidavit of Wasantha Kumarasiri.  In paragraph 40 of Wasantha Kumarasiri’s 
affidavit, he said that he thought that you had a previous relationship with 
UBS.  What do you say about that? 

 
A: The first time I met UBS was when I had those meetings in Sydney – well, 

certainly, with the team that I met was the first time I met them in Sydney in 
the middle of August, I think it was.  And even then, I think through the 
appointment schedule that we were given, we had a different name on it and 
when I explained that to the people that we were meeting Mr Jilek and his 
team at that time, I said; “Has there been a mistake?  The appointment 20 
schedule that I have is to see some name and they said, no, no.  This is the 
team that will be dealing with this particular issue from UBS.”  

 
Q: Was it a strange thing for Mr Kumarasiri to actually say now you have read 

the affidavit of Clement Waine that it was actually Mr Kumarasiri’s minister 
and Dr Waine that had been dealing with UBS for 18 months? 

 
A: Yes.  I understood from Mr O’Dwyer’s statement that there is a – Mr 

Kumarasiri also attended the meeting or not, I cannot recall directly.  But, yes, 
he would have known - they are working under the same minister; Dr Waine 30 
and Mr Kumarasiri.  So for him to say that he thought that I had a relationship 
when he clearly knew that there had been engagement between Dr Waine and 
possibly Mr Micah – Minister Micah with UBS, that is a non finding.  Again, 
I am not particularly close to Mr Kumarasiri and so to hear that or to read that 
in his statement just surprises me. 

 
Q: And if I could take you to paragraph 47 of your affidavit.  You state that you 

have read the affidavit of Wasantha Kumarasiri and he says that you attended 
a Board meeting for the purposes of that UBS transaction.  That you attended 
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for one or two minutes and that IPBC refused to act on your direction.  What 
do you have to say about that? 

 
A: It is one of the more memorable Board meetings I have had over the last nine 

years and I think how Mr Igimu Momo - you know, his recollection of the 
meeting is probably a little bit more accurate in that I was presenting the 
decision of the government and trying to explain to the Board the mechanics 
of the monetized collar.  Certain directors spoke and then the chair and 
managing director of IPBC allowed Mr Momo to speak and in effect, Mr 
Momo was impressive to me.  And I think I ended up telling Mr Kumarasiri 10 
that I found it unacceptable that the managing director and the chairman 
thought that it was okay to have essentially the middle management attack a 
director in a Board meeting.  That was just odd. 

 
[1.26pm]  Q: Moving through your affidavit, you have actually responded to the affidavit 

of Mr O’Dwyer at length so I do not intend to take you through that any further 
so far as to say, were you surprised at the involvement – the extensive 
involvement with Mr O’Dwyer now you have read his affidavit? 

 
A: Yes, I am because at no stage did certain witnesses to the commission 20 

explained to the commission that they had these meetings, they had these 
engagements and that they had knowledge of what was going on months in 
advance of my role in this, my having standing.  I did not know that there were 
meetings between these ministers and Dr Waine and so on.  So, this has been 
a little bit revelatory to me and it explains for me a lot of the – some of the 
missing gaps that I have had in terms of what has been said to the commission 
and the roles and responsibilities and the actions of everyone.  Particularly, 
when I read something like there is a suspicion that I had a relationship with 
UBS prior to me being involved – prior to me being the Secretary for Treasury.  
I had no cause to be with UBS.  I was a private citizen for a while and as the 30 
Gas office, I am looking at petroleum – internal petroleum matters.  I had 
nothing having to do with an external – has no external bank to that role. 

 
Q: Thank you, Mr Vele.  Commissioners, that is all I have for Mr Vele. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, just before you ask questions, there is one topic 
with your permission I omitted to ask Mr Vele and it is simply this.  
 
 
FXN: DR RENWICK 40 
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Q: Mr Vele, do you recall that the amount of the bridge loan immediately before 
it was entered into went up at the last minute from 330 million to 335 million.  
Do you have any recollection about that? 

 
A: No, I need to be prompted, Dr Renwick. 
 
Q: I will take you through it.  So, here are the relevant documents.  So, if we start 

with KPM.0001.0001.0198 and just to assist you Mr Vele, the reason I am 
taking you to this is to ask the ultimate question, are you aware of why did 
UBS bridge facility went up by 5 million at the end and was that something 10 
that you approved.  So, if we look at page 3, this is the KPMG – page 2, KPMG 
provides a covering letter marked to your attention.  And at page 3, the bridge 
loan is defined. 

 
A: Sorry, was that a question to me? 
 
Q: No, I am sorry, we are just waiting for the document to come up on the screen.  

It is a bit slow – it sometimes happens with the documents.  There you are; 
you can see bridge loan there.  $330 million bridge loan in connection with 
the placing.  Can I take you then to the final version of the bridge facility 20 
agreement which is WIT.0014.0001.1373?  Bridge facility agreement 
executed on 12 March, the first page.  If we go to page 71, so you will see 
there that the amount is 335 million and the final piece of the puzzle is this: if 
I can go to your transcript of 11 August.  It starts at transcript 3065 

 
[1.31pm] And the question is – just going back to the bridge loan, 3065, yes there we 

are – so at line 3 just going back to the bridge loan I asked you, I suppose the 
AUD$335 million bridge loan was to pay for the expenses of the borrowing, 
right?  Would I be correct?  For the services of the borrowing?  Answer:  Yes, 
and the fees would come out of that.  And if we go forward to transcript 3078 30 

and this is the last document that I want to take you to.  So here are questions 
and you may not remember this, yes there we are, question line 20.  And you 
may not remember this but the original proposal for the quantum for the bridge 
loan was 330 million, the eventual quantum was 335 million; do you recall 
that difference and do you recall the reason for it?  And your answer was; no, 
I do not.  I just wanted to bring those documents collectively and evidence 
collectively to your attention.  Would you have approved, subject of course if 
cabinet approval; the increase of 330 million in the bridge loan to 335 million? 
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A: Again I will have to check.  It is not for me to approve; it is for me to put to 
Cabinet to approve.  So I will have to need to see the circumstances of what 
the 5 million represents and that represents is exactly for what fee.  Without 
understanding that the circumstances of that particular increase, it is not 
unusual to or the numbers at the final NEC submission when you have got all 
approvals and everything completed that there is a change in numbers here 
and there.  About 5 million dollars that same material so I will have to check 
what that was for. 

Q: I asked this question sitting there your answer is still you do not recall the 
difference or the reason for it? 10 

A: No, I do not. 

Q: Yes, commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if I can go first? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, yes, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, I am going to b0e asking you questions about 
discussions around State providing assistance to Oil Search and providing funds that 
were needed to enable Oil Search to a stake in PRL15 through the purchase of PAC 
LNG’s interest in PRL15.  I am going to take you to some of the publicity that 
surrounded the particular discussions or transactions.  If I can have Exhibit 
quadruple P I think, supplementary affidavit of Prime Minister James Marape on the 20 

screen.  Go to paragraph, what is the last paragraph there?    

[1.36pm]Paragraph 34 in annexure C.  What is produced there is a press statement made by 
Oil Search which appeared in one of the publications which might have appeared on 
the internet.  Let us have annexure C brought up?  Annexure C, it is the press 
statement itself.   

DR RENWICK:  Yes, chief we are just getting that up on the screen.  It will be just 
one minute. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The statement is there 27 February 2014 and the key 
highlights are set out in the first page and the details of each key highlight appears 
in the subsequent pages which are produced a little later.  Let us go back to the key 30 

highlights.  Let us take the first two highlights there.  There was an announcement 
made by Oil Search and Oil Search is to acquire 22.835 per cent gross interest in 
PRL15 through the acquisition of PAC LNG Group of Companies for US$900 
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million dollars and the reason for that is set out in the next dot point.  But going 
down to the seventh key highlights, you see there the line starting with the 
acquisition.  The acquisition will be funded by the placement of 149.39 million fully 
paid ordinary shares to the PNG government at 8.20 per share.  And then the next 
key highlight is the first line.  The PNG government has entered into funding 
arrangement with UBS to fund the placement.  Just from those last two key 
highlights that I have mentioned, the loan would be in the amount of around 
AUS$900 million to purchase 149.39 million shares at that share price there, 8.20 
dollars per share.  What I am driving at is that the number of shares, placings that 
Oil Search came up with at that share price would produce exactly AUS$900 million 10 

which was the asking price by Oil Search of the State and that K900 million is the 
price that PAC LNG wanted for its 22 point something per cent in PRL15. 

 [1.41pm] I get the feeling here that the number of shares placings that was decided upon, the 
price for each share and the total amount to be paid for that number of shares 
appeared to be a packaging by someone to come up with that amount of money to 
pay off PAC LNG for its shares in PRL15.  The amount is the same.  And somebody 
could be packaging the deal to satisfy PAC LNG or to meet its demand for its shares.  
The packaging could involve the share price fixing or it could involve the number 
of new share placings in Oil Search to arrive at that figure.  You see the connection 
there?  That is the reason why I am going to ask you the next series of questions. 20 

Where you made aware or did you come across this particular publication in or 
around 27 February 2014? 

A: Yes, I think this was part of the package of disclosures that and press releases 
that Oil Search were making to market at that time as is required under their 
Stock Exchange rules. 

Q: So you are aware of the existence of these publications? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And yesterday you said that you were aware of some rumours around this 
packaging; this package that Oil Search wanted money to pay for its interest 
in PRL15 through you with PAC LNG?  You got this concrete statement here 30 

from Oil Search confirming that it was not a rumour but it was a position that 
was taken by Oil Search to be able to give it the confidence that it wanted to 
make the statement. 
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A: I understand chief commissioner.  The reference to the rumour was the idea 
of someone taking – but InterOil who actually owned the asset at the time did 
not have the finance or wherewithal to sell off this asset on their own.  It is a 
small company.  It has always been there ever since I got involved in the 
industry in 2007, 2008.   This press statement or media release disclosure to 
the market is that at the back end when all of a sudden that rumour now 
becomes real.  Oil Search are listed so under the Australian Stock Exchange 
and they have got very strict rules about what they can and cannot say because 
it influences peoples’ investment decisions, taking money from the public and 
all of that.  And so they can only make this kind of statement to the market 10 

when all of these elements are becoming very (…inaudible…).  That is my  
understanding of how the stock market work anyway. 

Q: Did you play a part in giving Oil Search the confidence to make these public 
statements regarding the matters that I just pointed out? 

A: Oil Search would be legally bound to make that statement when all of these 
elements are real.  If they were to say all of these elements without them being 
real, then they would be misleading the market; they would be misleading 
investors and therefore the stock exchange would, you know there are 
penalties under the stock exchange. 

[1.46 pm] Q: Say for instance, a decision by the State to purchase 149.39 million fully paid 20 

ordinary shares is a new placings for that amount at that price per share.  That 
decision, did you play a part in that to be able to give Oil Search the confidence 
to make the statement that it did or that was somebody else’s function? 

A: Again, I cannot speak on behalf of the Independent State of Papua New 
Guinea.  I do recall there is another – as a part of those documents there was 
one disclosure Oil Search made to say that we have entered into this 
arrangement with the government of Papua New Guinea but it is still subject 
to their ongoing government approval process which is not unusual again.  
Government makes a decision, it is still going through its final stages of 
approval and if the government still does not approve then we go back and 30 
say that it is not happening and we do not deal with the consequences 
otherwise government does complete its approval process and says, as was 
indicated government did go through with its approval process and that it 
completed the transaction. 
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Q: In terms of packaging the deal to produce AUD$900 million dollars that PAC 
LNG wanted for its shares.  You agree that some of these key elements could 
be actually manipulated to be able to produce 900 million, perhaps the share 
allocation per share the value there might be subject to the market forces, the 
share market and all that but in terms of the number of shares from the new 
placings with Oil Search, is it possible to be able to manipulate that number 
of shares at that price to produce the total figure that you want in the end? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, I am not an expert in share trading here but let me 

explain a couple of different pieces of the statement and my understanding of 10 
your question. 

 
Q: Maybe I will make it just more direct.  Could Oil Search adjusted the number 

of shares at that depending of the price of the share to be able to produce 900 
million that PAC LNG wanted? 

 
A: Chief Commissioner, could I just ask you to hold that thought for one second 

and if I take the step back and maybe I will be able to get to the answer. 
 
Q: Yes okay go ahead then. 20 
 
A: In my very simple mind there is three decision points.  One, is with the 

government that is us.  Our prerogative was to try and buy just above 10 per 
cent in Oil Search stock at a reasonable price, these are public funds we are 
using at a reasonable price.  The 10 per cent as we have said, in the last 18 
months we have been discussing all of these things so that we could have a 
significant say in the company, how it operates.  So, not maybe to force it to 
go here and go there but certainly under the rules as we understand it whether 
it is the stock exchange rules or the Australian Companies Act or whether it 
is the Securities Commission rules, but as our understanding was that if 30 
someone wants to purchase all of Oil Search at that if you have 10 per cent, 
they have to come and ask you as well.  That is the reason why that 10 per 
cent threshold was important.  So, we are one moving part, we want to go back 
to own Oil Search shares because we have over many years and we wanted to 
be at this threshold because it gives us a blocking state.  If the someone wants 
to – if Sheik Mansour of IPIC was a very, very wealthy man decides to buy 
all of it and take Oil Search out of Papua New Guinea and go and operate 
elsewhere they have to come and ask us.  We can say no so that is one part. 
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Then let me go to the other moving part is Oil Search.  So, let us park Oil 
Search for a second and let us look at the third moving part which Pacific 
LNG which you are rightly saying.  Pacific LNG for their own reasons 
whether it is to raise money, to realize some value potentially saying we are 
selling these block of shares at this price and all different entities were looking 
to buy a piece of this particular asset.  That asset was valuable at that time it 
is now the basis for Papua LNG.  
 

[1.51 pm] Eventually they held a public auction Exxon, Oil Search, Total, my 
understanding Shell also participated and then that was the transaction that 10 
eventually occurred for Pacific LNG.  So they have made an internal strategic 
investment decision to offload a bunch of shares.  This is the valuation that 
they think is the amount that they need so then we come to batch of Oil Search.  
Oil Search wants to buy Pacific LNG.  They understand the asking price 
because it is the price that Pacific LNG has given them and they understand 
that is how much they need to raise.  So, Oil Search wants to buy this asset 
from these people or this company and this is the price that it has to so that is 
known. 

 
 Oil Search then has to go to the market and say we are raising this amount of 20 

amount specifically to purchase that particular asset and this is the amount 
that we are raising.  Again, I was not aware I am not a part of the discussion 
between Pacific LNG and Oil Search.  So, Oil Search again under their rules 
they are going out to the market to sell off a bunch of their shares to raise the 
exact amount or to raise the money that they need to purchase the shares. 

 
Again, my read of it is that if you are going to go and raise money publicly 
you have to explain to the market exactly what it is you are going to be using 
that money for as accurately as possible.  If Oil Search were to say, we are 
going to raise $2 billion; $1 billion is going to go there, we are not sure what 30 
we are going to do with that $1 billion, we will let you know when we decide.  
Again people would be thinking, well, we would be careful about giving all 
of this money to Oil Search to purchase those shares because we need to see 
a return on this money and we are not sure what they are going to do with it 
and therefore, capital raising might not be so successful.  So, I think what 
generally happens is that they have to be a little bit more precise about what 
it is they are going to do with the funds so the investor can make that decision. 
 
So Oil Search need to raise a specific amount of money to purchase a specific 
asset.  We, the government of Papua New Guinea want to own shares in Oil 40 
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Search, again at the threshold of 10 per cent.  Essentially that is the discussion 
that now happens between Oil Search and us.  Now, as you say the market 
price is the market price and at that time the market price was 8.55.  So, we 
were looking for ways to save the people of Papua New Guinea some money 
by saying that this is that $8.55 but we would like to purchase it at $8.20.  I 
think in the testimony of then Prime Minister O’Neill that I was showing 
yesterday, I think, we quote in him saying that he was in a very angrily, said 
it must be $8.20 and if it is not $8.20 then I am not interested. 
 
Oil Search could have raised that money in the general market.  Now, as you 10 
quite rightly say the price goes up and down depending on the demand for it.  
So, if there is a lot of people trying to participate in the capital raising then the 
price goes up and up and up and that was the worry for us is that if we were 
to buy this on the open market and compete with everybody else then that 
$8.55 where the shares price was if you go to $8.60, $8.70.  The next thing 
you know it is at $9 and again at some stage we are not competitive in that 
process so the benefit of having a direct engagement with Oil Search, 99 per 
cent of their investments are here.  It benefits them to be able to say that we 
have such a close relationship with our host country, our landowners and now 
that we have a national oil company Kumul Petroleum, our relationship is 20 
strong and that is why if you invest your money with Oil Search, with us, your 
money is safe because this the value of our relationship.  I think that is what 
the disclosure to the market is trying to capture.  I am sorry I do not know if I 
have answered that.  So, that in my mind is the explanation as to the amount 
is fixed, the price is fixed on their side, Oil Search are trying to raise a specific 
amount and we wanted to be owners of Oil Search again so that was our 
interaction with Oil Search back in 2014. 
 

Q: Now, with regard to the urgency with which this loan transaction was drawn 
up and concluded obviously UBS might have its own timeline, the State might 30 
have its own timeline and its own reasons but one of the timelines that has 
come in evidence is that PAC LNG wanted its purchase or sale of its shares 
concluded by 16 March 2014.   

 
[1.56 pm] And that according to Peter Botten they had to work around that time frame 

hence the urgency came about.  Is that something that sort of featured in the 
government thinking or your own thinking in terms of meeting a deadline that 
was super imposed by PAC LNG being 16 March 2014? 
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A: Yes chief commissioner that does not surprises me and then that would have 
been the case.  This whole process starts because of Pacific LNG.  They want 
to sell a portion of their shares or their assets for whatever reason, I do not 
know.  Maybe because they wanted to realize some value, maybe they wanted 
to get that money and do other things with it but yes it was known that this is 
exactly what they wanted to do.  Had they moved this back to September-
October then obviously Oil Search’s needs would have been different but 
because I guess Pacific LNG could have sold it to anybody but the 
understanding that they obviously had for Oil Search was to try and close this 
transaction in or around that time.  And then even then and I think I alluded 10 
to yesterday chief commissioner, if once that decision is made because Oil 
Search is listed on the Australian Stock Exchange, the timing of the actual 
physical transaction is then taken up by the Australian Stock Exchange rules 
and there are certain days and certain administrative periods where you have 
to or statutory periods, I do not know the Australian Stock Exchange law but 
you announce that you are doing this at this time, people have to stop trading 
in Oil Search shares then you have to make an announcement that their funds 
are ready and the transaction is ready to be consummated and everything is 
done. 

 20 
 So, I guess getting to the decision was compressed because the time period 
between IPIC having to come back to the State was in February and Pacific 
LNG’s timeline for their own transaction was around that time in February as 
well so that window was short and then because you were making a stock 
exchange purchase it was further compressed.  You are quite right if this was 
done in September-October everybody in the transaction would have had a 
little bit more time to consider everything but I think the actual stock exchange 
at some stage those stock exchange periods would have kicked in and 
everyone would have had to be running to make sure that everything is in 
place because these are large amounts of money and making sure that they are 30 
available within 48 hours, 72 hours within a week.  Those are always very 
challenging circumstances to be operating under. 
 

Q: I suppose it would not be an overstatement for me to say that you worked 
closely with former Prime Minister Peter O’Neill in putting together the 
submission and that you put in your effort and time and your expertise in 
preparing the necessary documentation to go before Cabinet and that you had 
a genuine interest in helping the State to enter into and conclude the 
transaction.  You had some faith in the business confidence and wisdom of 
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this transaction, would you not?  Otherwise you would not have given the 
amount of time and assistance that you provided? 

 
A: Chief commissioner, I love my country, I love my job.  Everything that I have 

I bring to the table.  Each time I do this I brought the same level commitment 
to PNG LNG.  Back in 2008 I did transaction before then at the Independent 
Public Business Corporation.  I would like to think that over the years I have 
got better at it. I am a little bit older and a little wiser.  I have learnt all the 
lessons from 2013, 2014.   

 10 
[2.01pm] The last time my commitment to my job was evidence was last week or this 

week, I think, when in relation to the Porgera Project, I put every amount of 
commitment and every technical capacity that I have into negotiating Porgera.  
I brought it to the stage where we had a – we went through Cabinet and then 
earlier this week P’nyang with the petroleum project with ExxonMobil again 
and the same partners who are in PNG LNG.  We went to Cabinet and Prime 
Minister announced yesterday that we have done this – we have done a Gas 
Agreement, Cabinet has approved and next Tuesday we will be signing at the 
Governor General’s house.  Yes, I do that.  I have had the blessing of being 
able to work with three prime ministers in those roles.  I prepared the 20 
documents for Peter O’Neill and he asked me to present the document and the 
transaction in Cabinet at that time and I did.  The other day when Prime 
Minister Marape was going into Cabinet, I did the same amount of preparation 
but he took it in himself and he presented all of the issues.  And again, the 
longevity means that I get to work with these different staff but I would like 
to think that my commitment has always been the same. 

 
Q: Okay.  Former Prime Minister Peter O’Neill has told this Commission that 

had he known that Oil Search was going to take up a stake in Papua LNG and 
that Oil Search was looking to use the money that has been raised from the 30 
State to pay off PAC LNG’s interest in PRL 15, it would be a different story 
for him.  He had no information that Oil Search was going to use these funds 
to pay off PAC LNG’s interest in PRL 15.  If he had known about it, he would 
be speaking a different language.  What do you say about that?  Does that 
surprise you or? 

 
A: That would surprise me, Chief Commissioner.  Oil Search is a publicly listed 

company.  As you can – the evidence at this stage, there was the opportunity 
for Cabinet to still say no.  So, this is where we were at.  And I think as I 
explained in my testimony yesterday after we came back from Abu Dhabi and 40 
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it was quite clear that there was not going to be a – IPIC were not going to sell 
the shares that they held in the previous transaction back to us at a price that 
Peter Botten told me and Governor Bakani that the opportunity was here 
because they were going to be announcing their intention to raise money for 
Pacific LNG purchase.  So, yes, that is how it works.  But that is how it was 
at that time. 

 
Q: My last question is in relation to PAC LNG, do you have information or at 

that time as to PAC LNG’s presence in PNG, business interest in PNG and 
the kind of interest that PAC LNG had in PRL 15 in about around 2014? 10 

 
A: No, Chief Commissioner.  I guess my knowledge of Pacific LNG is that they 

had InterOil corporation with the company, InterOil.  I had a few exchanges 
with Phil Mulacek when I was in the Department of Treasury as an adviser in 
around 2007 just prior to all of this, you know, the PNG LNG kicking off in 
effect.  It was to do with the pricing structure of the refinery that they have 
here in Napanapa just outside Port Moresby and that is how I met Phil 
Mulacek.  And he is a very aggressive salesman and I can see why he ended 
up coming to Papua New Guinea with very little and ended up selling and 
finding an asset and selling it that is worth billions of dollars.  But I did not 20 
know beyond that.  I had no formal interaction with them. 

 
Q: A gentleman by the name of Carlo Civelli; does that name sound a bell 

somewhere? 
 
A: Look, that name I heard all the time and I read it in the affidavits of people 

here but I had no knowledge of him or never had any cause to meet him. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  Those are my questions.  Commissioner White? 
 30 

[2.06pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you, chief.  I say at the outset to thank Mr Vele 
for coming so often and putting some adjustment into the material that you have 
provided to the commission and it is very useful to us. 

 
A: Thank Commissioner. 
 
Q: Can I just go back then to the NEC submission about which we are so 

interested in 2014 which presented the deal to buy the shares in Oil Search to 
those Cabinet members who were present.  Perhaps I could just ask you as a 
side question; what is your recollection of the number who were present 40 
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because of the special meeting of Cabinet we have been told and there were 
numbers of ministers who were in their own electorates were not in Port 
Moresby and were not able to be there?  Can you just throw your mind back 
and recall who you would have recalled being there or not there? 

 
A: Commissioner, I cannot recall.  I have been in Cabinet many many times over 

the last nine years and in or around that time we were in Cabinet so I remember 
my role and I was focused very much on my presentation and the questions I 
was receiving.  I cannot recall who was in there apart from those that have 
said that they were in here if through this process I have said that they were in 10 
the Cabinet meeting. 

 
Q: You have told us earlier in your evidence that the Cabinet submission in fact 

was – you had responsibility for the preparation of it but that in fact parts and 
I take it substantial parts were actually written by external advisers to the 
government.  But overall you were responsible for each segment and content, 
is that correct? 

 
A: For the draft version, yes.  I am responsible for that draft version then going 

to the minister responsible and in this particular case initially the Treasurer 20 
and subsequently the then Prime Minister.  It is not uncommon for ministers 
to then change elements of the submission as they see fit and the final 
document that signs is their document. 

 
Q: That is true, of course, in a normal case.  This was not a normal case though 

as you have discussed with the Chief Commissioner that there was this very 
tight turn around time and as all the evidence points there were discounted in 
hours rather than days getting it ready before the NEC.   So there was not 
really much of an opportunity for revision.   So, the material that went to the 
NEC, could I suggest was probably pretty much as it left you? 30 

 
A: Commissioner, this is government we are making decisions that affect the 

lives of our people and we are dealing with public funds.  As the Secretary for 
Treasury, there are many instances where we are asked to put together some - 
- - 

 
Q: Mr Vele, Mr Vele, I do not want lots of instances where things change.  We 

are just talking about this particular NEC submission, right.  Just focus on that 
one if you do not mind.  So, there was no opportunity for change and input 
into this document.  It had hours for clearance, not days, is that not correct? 40 
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A: So, you are asking me whether Peter O’Neill the then Prime Minister felt that 

he did not have an opportunity to make any input into the submission? 
 
Q: No, I am not asking you that.  I am just asking you whether the draft that you 

prepared because this is consequence of some other questions I want to ask 
you that it was pretty much the documents that you prepared for the NEC with 
Mr O’Neill’s imprimatur on it.   

 
A: Yes, it - - - 10 
 
Q: That was pretty much your document.  All right, thanks.  That is all right 

because then that will be the basis for the question I want to ask you. 
 
A: I understand. 
 
Q: And while you have on numerous occasions in your exchanges with Dr 

Renwick responded to his question about whether we see the downsides of 
this loan; where is the risk you have focused on an analysis of the nature of 
collar loans and how they include risk within them.  But the issue of where 20 
was the policy advocacy in this paper for NEC that this was an appropriate 
activity for the State at this stage.   

 
[2.11 pm] In other words, this one fails to see any argument made out and policy 

positions are often advocated for in government cabinet papers more often 
than not, but that seems to be absent here.  And I think it is that level of 
analysis about the risks and the options that I would be interested in 
understanding. 

 
A: Commissioner, just in format the consummation of this transaction was the 30 

end of a culmination of a series of different gates or had a series of different 
gates along the way so that policy prerogative had been decided at the 
beginning otherwise, we would not have been able to have – to end up where 
we were.  Because you will be asking yourself – well, the banks would be 
asking and we would be asking, well, under what authority are we having a 
look around, why are we out there representing the Independent State of Papua 
New Guinea purporting to be raising money for a transaction which purchase 
Oil Search.  So generally that is captured in the previous policy section - - - 
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Q: When did that happen?  Mr Vele, just a minute, can I just stop you there?  Are 
you conflating the original Oil Search shares which were the subject of the 
exchangeable bond which is quite separate transaction which was to get an 
allocation of new shares? 

 
A: Not at all, commissioner, I am referring to the fact that when this – in dealing 

with this issue around the exchange of IPIC’s – in dealing with the fallout of 
IPIC’s decision, government necessarily had to make a decision as to whether 
they relinquish a longstanding shareholding or try and obtain a – that 
particular shareholding that was with IPIC now or other options.  So that 10 
would have been the first NEC decision to go with all of these.  And I guess 
in terms of format, usually a section in which you are able to reflect upon the 
various NEC decisions that have been a part of the process that laid the basis 
for you to end up at this particular point in time.  That is how it is done.  But 
just because it is not in the paper, obviously that particular question is always 
asked and nothing stops the members of Cabinet saying notwithstanding the 
contents of this paper, I would like to go back to the original question which 
is why are we – should we be buying Oil Search anyway?  The discussions is 
not – certainly in my experience, the discussions is not confined to exactly 
what is in the paper or strictly what is in the paper only.   20 

 
Q: But where was the NEC decision for acquiring new issues of Oil Search shares 

through a fresh transaction? 
 
A: Okay, now I understand where that was – the original NEC decision was to 

purchase those shares in Oil Search by the time – sorry, the Oil Search shares 
that were held with IPIC.  When that was no longer an option, the question is, 
did we go back and tell Cabinet, no, this is not an option and therefore we now 
have to deal – or do we have the authority to go and do something else?  We 
found that out on the way back from Abu Dhabi.  We only found out in 30 
Sydney, a couple of days later after IPBC, Independent Public Business 
Corporation had received the notice from IPIC that they were not going to be 
participating.  My discussions with – so government knew, the Prime Minister 
knew, the Minister Micah knew that the option to purchase back those shares 
from IPIC was no longer available, IPIC was going to keep it.  My instructions 
at the time, as I recall, were, well, keep going with the discussions because it 
seems like the Oil Search and Pacific LNG transaction is moving quite quickly 
so we may lose the opportunity.  And how it ended up happening was that we 
would take this - - -  

 40 
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Q: Can I just stop – sorry, Mr Vele, your answers are often very long and so we 
lose the point where I want to ask you some questions.  That is why I keep 
interrupting you I do apologize and I have been think so polite about it.  All 
right, can we get to this point and you said, if I recall just then, that once it 
became fairly clear that IPIC was going to keep the shares, you say and  moved 
on and, I take it, it has to be with the Prime Minister or Mr Micah or the 
Treasurer; they are the key Ministers, particularly Mr Micah because his 
ministry held the General Business Trust and so on and the Prime Minister 
because he has an interest in it.   

 10 
[2.16 pm]    What were those conversations then after there was this realization that the 

shares were not coming back?  You were not going to be able to refinance, 
buy them or get an extension of time.  Could you just be a bit more specific 
about these conversations with the Prime Minister and Mr Micah? 

 
A: My recollection is that I told the Prime Minister that the IPIC were not going 

to be - we did not even meet Sheik Mansour who was the head of IPIC on this 
particular issue, but I understand I told him that I understood from Oil Search 
that the notice that IPIC had to - the decision by IPIC had already been 
received by IPBC two days earlier.  So he may have known from IPBC 20 
reporting to him.  Minister Micah may have known as the Minister for IPBC.  
I was not aware until two or three days later. 

 
Q: But then the conversations that you referred to, the conversations that you say 

justify going forward to discuss with Oil Search a new placement? 
 
A: My instructions at that time were to continue this discussion and so we had 

that discussion with Oil Search and UBS and then I went back to Port Moresby 
to get further instructions from the Prime Minister. 

 30 
Q: Was it in that context that you discussed with him the real opportunity that 

had originated a particular time because of Oil Search’s need to fund its 
purchase of PRL 15, the interest in PAC LNG Group of Companies had in 
there; so this was a good opportunity to see?  Did you have that conversation? 

 
A: Oil Search explained to me once we arrived in Sydney that they had been very 

circumspect as they should be.  I guess Stock Exchange rules that would have 
been any discussion beforehand could be seen as insider trading and as long 
as I have known Peter Botten, he is a very savvy operator so we had not had 
that discussion until it came in the form of - obviously, that is now not going 40 
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to be an option for him - but we can confirm that we will be announcing in the 
next couple of days that we are doing a couple of raising for that purchase.  
So, that would have been the time. 

 
Q: Was it at that point that you spoke to the Prime Minister as an opportunity to 

be seized? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Thanks, Mr Vele.  My next question is that in August 2013, I think you said 6 10 

August, you were appointed acting Treasury Secretary; and you have just 
given quite a lot of evidence under questioning from Ms Twivey-Nonggorr as 
to why you were so incredibly busy last September-October preparing the 
Budget.  You have also given evidence as to how incredibly landing with your 
feet on the ground - if I can use that expression – when you were appointed as 
to why you could not go to committee meetings because you had suddenly so 
many responsibilities.  So in that context of that evidence, what was it about 
the 12 and 13 August that suggest that you should take such a personal interest 
in going to Sydney to meet with banks when there were a lot of other people 
having a look at that including the Exchangeable Bond Committee; foremost, 20 
the first thing you do?   

 
A: From 6 August to – it was part of my ongoing role as the chair of the previous 

committee.  I would be interested to see the NEC decisions again but I think I 
was made the Secretary to the Treasury before the committee was constituted.  
So this was my one – the one big thing that I was doing as the Director of the 
Gas office in end of July leading into August was looking at this particular 
issue.  I think someone asked the question of one of the affidavits, I think Mr 
Momo who said, what exactly was the Gas office?  I am always trying to work 
out what is the Gas office as well.  So when I became the Secretary to 30 
Treasury, I am still in that space but now I am one of the most senior public 
servants.  And as a member of the committee or, again, the standing of the 
Gas Office, my voice was not so loud even as the chairman. 

 
[2.21pm: But as the Secretary for Treasury, I can say; listen I am a bit concerned that 

everyone is focusing on a particular outcome when in reality outcome will be 
decided by the actions of a party that is not under our control.  So I would like 
to understand what all of these things are.   
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 And Commissioner White, just in relation to why we have to fly to Sydney, I 
think I have said previously back then we did not have as many hotels in Port 
Moresby as we do now.  So when we tried to hold a competitive process 
everyone comes up here they stay in one or two hotels, they eat, they have 
lunch, they have drinks no doubt, they go to swim in the same swimming pool 
and you lose the elements of competitive tension.  So it was not uncommon 
when you are dealing with banks and law firms as well.  Whenever you are 
trying to have a competitive process, you maintain a little bit more integrity 
of process if you actually travel to a separate city and the PNG team goes 
around visiting their offices rather than having everybody fly on the same 10 

flight to Port Moresby.  And so it is not common that if that was a – I guess 
the question is if we are asked to see the banks here in Port Moresby, all the 
banks have presence here in Port Moresby, that would be have been such an 
issue and that is how I answer to that particular point. 

Q: I think it is a slightly different answer than I was looking for and that is the 
issue of the shares and the IPBC and so on.  They were very much in the 
Minister for State Enterprise’s basket of responsibility and that is really why 
I was interested in why as the newly appointed Treasury Secretary, you were 
giving it such a very high priority that took you out of the country to do this 
initial ground work.  That was the point of the question rather than a more 20 

competitive point.  And I am not sure that you have really answered the 
question.   

A: As I said it was why I had relevance in the room is because my history with 
the PNG LNG Project and with those that are participating in the petroleum 
jurisdiction.  So that was right in my wheel house.  It remains so for the tenure 
that is why even as the Secretary for Treasury I still get to do lead the 
petroleum and mining negotiations and even now as I am outside the 
Department of Treasury, I still lead mining and petroleum negotiations. 

Q: You said that Mr Prime Minister O’Neill had approached you with the idea of 
becoming the Secretary of the Treasury and you also said in your evidence 30 

that you were very inexperienced when you stepped into this role.  Anything 
to offer us as to why you were selected for this role? 

A: I would like to think that my educational life experience led me to a point 
where I could be considered for this role.  It is like someone agreed with me 
and that is why I held that role for nine years almost. 
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Q: Mr O’Neill say it?  Did Mr O’Neill ever say anything to you about why when 
you were having preliminary discussions why he was plucking from the Gas 
Office to this very important role? 

A: Again, it is awkward for me to talk about myself in this particular manner and 
people’s estimation of my capacity - - - 

Q: No, I am just asking you what Mr O’Neill said to you; if he said anything? 

A: At various times I had asked then Prime Minister, I mean he was newly here 
going through a very interesting period in our political history to become 
prime minister and no doubt there were many people that were lobbying for 
jobs and I put my hand up.  I was the inaugural CEO of what is now Kumul 10 

Petroleum and so my initial discussions with him was is there an opportunity 
for me to go back and be the CEO of what was – it is now Kumul Petroleum, 
it was then the National Petroleum Company of Papua New Guinea.  And that 
was my first and I think the discussion would have been around and these are 
my words and not his; listen there is only a couple areas where you might be 
useful to – you can contribute to the country, petroleum is one of them but if 
you have got an economic background, I would like you to at some stage 
consider going into the treasury department. 

[2.26pm] Q: Thanks Mr Vele.  Just a couple of relatively short questions.  UBS were 
appointed financial advisor, arranger and lender and it seems to be understood 20 

that is to be arranger and lender is not all that unusual as you yourself 
commented yesterday.  The arranger who has to put the balance sheet on the 
line is likely to be a better bet than someone who is simply an introducer.  But 
it is much more unusual to appoint the same entity to be an advisor as well.  I 
am interested in your thoughts about why that was wise for the State have 
UBS as the financial advisor and that is a sub part of the question, where the 
doubts that you felt the reason why KPMG were brought in?  Did you actually 
think that UBS were either not fulfilling that role or actually incapable of 
fulfilling that role in the way in which they ought, as what we would loosely 
call a fiduciary.. 30 

A: Good practice I think Commissioner White that UBS had provided us a set of 
outcomes based on what they saw and what they had to offer and KPMG was 
my attempt to just make sure that we check their maths and check their 
methodology and check that what they were requesting was appropriate; was 
accurate and also for the fees, there were fees involved and KPMG as part of 
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the financial industry and understanding how the band of fees as well just to 
give us comment on that.  I did not want to be accused of not having checked 
the UBS offer to the State and also that the fees that were being requested or 
being charged for the State were not excessive. 

Q: That was part of the advice that UBS would give you of course as advisor? 

A: Because we were in the situation where they were being advisor and 
subsequently lender as well at the same time.  It just seems like a standard 
thing to do. 

Q: I would suggest that the evidence we received will suggest that it is not a 
standard thing to do and I wonder if you can demonstrate to us how in the 10 

course of these negotiations in which you were closely involved, you fore-
demonstrated the manner in which the UBS’s personnel dealt with that 
conflict; that inherent conflict between them being the lender and being the 
financial advisor to the State? 

A: A couple of things there; two things there, commissioner.  One is that we have 
lawyers who manage this type of thing so I put my faith in; one, in the State 
Solicitor and two, the Norton Rose Fulbright and their local counterparty to 
manage the conflict and that was pointed out.  At the same time some 
suggestion here is that UBS having provided us legal advice up to a certain 
stage, for us then to continue on to the actual financing and lending element 20 

that we should run a separate process and get other people in.  That is also 
very fair.  Commissioner White, my answer to that is that unfortunately the 
time constraints on that did not lend us to us doing a separate lengthier 
process.  It is something that it is a lesson that I have learnt since then and now 
in the transactions that I do, we are always looking to have more than one 
party involved in these financial undertakings. 

Q: My final question to you Mr Vele, you have had a long period now in 
government senior level and even outside government, you were dealing with 
government.  One of the charges for this Commission of Inquiry to offer some 

[2.31pm] recommendation within the Terms of Reference.  I wonder if you would be 30 

prepared to share any areas.  Are you of the view that there could be 
improvements in government within the areas that is we are concerned of 
looking at?  And if you are not ready to look forward then I am sure the chief 
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commissioner would most certainly would be happy to receive any recent 
thoughts you have. 

A: Thank you Commissioner White, I will certainly take you up on that 
opportunity and no doubt as part of our submissions that we will put forward, 
we will put those through.  Having being through a part of this process, 
absolutely and it is unfortunate that it has taken us such a long time to in a 
sense have a public postmortem of how things went if you like, 
Commissioner, but certainly internally and within the Department of 
Treasury, there are many lessons that we have learnt and I would like to think 
that over the time up until now where there are perceived conflicts of interest, 10 
where we can bring in more transparency, where we can tighten up process, 
where we can share the load, manage the risks a little bit better and obviously 
drive a little bit more value, we sought to institute those in our processes.  And 
certainly when I do the Porgera transaction with the current Prime Minister, 
certainly when I do the P’nyang Project with the current Prime Minister, some 
of the lessons from this Commission of Inquiry certainly are evidenced in our 
processes as they stand now.  So we are much better off for going through this 
process. 

Q: Thank you Mr Vele.  Chief Commissioner, those are my questions. 

 20 

FXXN:  DR RENWICK 

 

Q:   Chief, I just have a couple of matters arising out of Commissioner White’s 
question if I may?  You  just spoke a minute ago, Mr Vele, your last answer 
about lessons learnt in Treasury from the UBS transaction.  Are those lessons 
learnt documented in any way and if so, could you provide them? 

A: No, they are not documented, Dr Renwick.   

Q: Right.  Secondly, you heard some evidence about you were expecting your 
lawyers to manage conflicts of interest that is the UBS’s various roles would 
entail, what exactly did you expect them to do?   30 

A: In engagements to raise the issue that we need to be careful here and we – I 
am not sure, are you talking – I guess the other side of your question is that I 
am supposed to manage the UBS engagement process, interactions 
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engagements all on my own.  I was in there with a team.  I would expect that 
everyone to the extent of my knowledge where I saw a conflict I was to raise 
it but to the extent that the lawyers saw a conflict, then they could raise it as 
well.  I mean that was part of the reason why we had international law firm 
with us.  We had experiences, there is probity as I understood it.   

Q: Well, they did raise it did they not; the general question of conflict of interest? 

A: They raised it for what you showed me yesterday was there are conflicts of 
interest all over the place - - - 

Q: Yes. 

A: Perceived and actual conflicts and they get pointed out, then you see to it to 10 
what extent you can mitigate them or deal with them.  I thought Norton Rose 
did that, the inherent conflict if you are talking about inherent conflict between 
being an advisor and a lender, that happens.  We are Papua New Guinea, we 
are not another large jurisdiction where when we call for tenders for advisory 
services or legal services that everyone comes running into town.  We have 
got a handful of banks.  At that stage UBS had assured us that they had passed 
the know your client due diligence processes; is Papua New Guinea 
acceptable to be a client?  Interestingly enough that Citi proposal, I did the 
Sovereign Bond, the inaugural Sovereign Bond with Citi in 2018, I think; 
2017 or 2018, and that was the first, Citi was part of the team with us.  They 20 

participated with Credit Suisse.  That was the first time that Citi Bank got 
Papua New Guinea accepted as an acceptable client.  Barclays who was 
another front runner in another process they were part of the team to do the 
Bond several years later and they pulled out specifically because they could 
not get Papua New Guinea across the line in KYC so sometimes you are just 
left with two or three people to participate and listen.   

[2.36 pm] If you turn to one and say, will you provide advisory while this one provides 
the funding so this is - sometimes they refuse so you are left with one option 
in which case, you have to manage those conflicts a little bit more closely.  Do 
I know everything about the conflicts of interest that arise in this financial 30 

world?  No, I do not.  But I would like to think that I surround myself with 
lawyers from Norton Rose and the State Solicitor and even Pacific Capital 
who do have experience as well in these areas and the collective experience 
raises these issues.  I think, what is important is the contracting element of 
dealing with these conflicts of interest and that we do leave it to the lawyers. 
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Q: One last question.  You mentioned that KPMG’s advice and report is one way 
in which you sought to manage the conflicts inherent in the UBS role.  Was 
there any restriction imposed by UBS on who you could go to for that 
assistance, in other words, was there any limitation imposed by UBS for 
example, on you going to another large bank and asking it to assess what UBS 
has put up? 

A: I cannot recall specifically but that would not have surprised me.  You are 
asking – you would be asking a competitor to look into the workings of UBS 
and what they were offering and maybe they would be - they would want to 
be circumspect about or at least be manage that in the process as to have who 10 
can have a look.  Of course when you want to do these types of things, it is 
not uncommon to go through the big five, KPMG being one of them. 

Q: KPMG you do not remember? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Thank you.  Those are my questions, Commissioners. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, any questions arising? 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Chief Commissioner, I have no questions arising. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I might just have one question that just occurred to my 
mind.  This is in relation to the NEC submission that was prepared or you prepared 
on 6th of – dated 6 March.  The preparation of a NEC submission, that is the 20 

responsibility of the minister responsible; is it not?  How is that the minister 
responsible gets the departmental head to prepare it? 

A: Chief, I think it had the process in its way through and I would have prepared 
it and given it to the minister; is that what you are asking or you are asking 
because it is a petroleum issue that the Petroleum Department should have 
prepared it? 

Q: In this case, the minister responsible was the treasurer and later turned out to 
be the prime minister.  It is that particular minister’s responsibility to prepare 
that NEC submission? 

A: Generally when it is technical information inside, the officials, the advisors 30 

put these all together and we take it to the responsible minister; be it my 
minister or another minister.  In Porgera and P’nyang for example, sometimes 
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I prepare the submissions but I give it to the prime minister as supposed to the 
mining minster so we gave it to – we thought we complied with our 
instructions to give it to the treasurer.  When he refused to sign the discussion, 
instructions were then to give it to the prime minister, prime minister 
responsible to the cabinet. 

Q: So the practice is that the departmental head, if he is asked to prepare a 
submission, NEC submission that the departmental head prepares a draft; is it 
– draft for the minister responsible? 

A: Correct. 

Q: And it is up to the minister responsible to do whatever he likes to do with 10 

change the draft and so forth; is that? 

A: Correct.  In my tenure with Honorable Polye in that very short period because 
we were doing budget, for example, I would have prepared many NEC 
submissions and accompanied him into cabinet on the budget issues on many 
occasions and each time I prepare the budget documents, prepare the 
spreadsheets, prepare the presentations, I would give him, you know, if he 
asked me for his speech or his points, his part of the presentations, I prepare 
those as well for him and Treasurer Polye and I, of course, he was a great 
orator so he might introduce something, run me to the technical elements and 
then he would bring the thunder and lightning in his speech.  So that is the 20 

way we operate and certainly with Treasurer Polye. 

[2.41 pm]  Q: So in the case, you prepared the draft and then submitted it to the treasurer for 
his perusal, change, signature, so forth.  Treasurer Polye refused to sign and it 
went to the prime minister and the prime minister put his name to it and he 
signed it accordingly to the records.  Do you know if the submission that 
exactly went before cabinet was after amended in anyway by the then Prime 
Minister Peter O’Neill? 

A: I do not think so and I can never be 100 percent sure but my recollection is 
that you are required to also provide 60 copies submission to cabinet so that 
particular submission we were required to make 60 copies as well so you get 30 

the signature page and you include that in the fresh copy of the submission 
and you make 60 copies and 60 copies was what was given to cabinet.  So the 
60 copies I made as I understood it, it was the submission that I drafted.  I 
took responsibility for. 
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Q: So, if the minister were to ask you to prepare a submission in draft, you 
prepare one and then you submit it to the minister responsible; that would 
have to be an allowance of sufficient time for that exchange to take place and 
for the minister to change the contents if he wants?  

A: Yes, Chief Commissioner.   I work for treasurers where they make extensive 
changes and then I work with some treasurers who want to be walked through 
the submissions as long as the main elements are there for them then they are 
okay with that.  Each has a different style but yes, the question is; did Peter 
O’Neill have enough time; you can ask Peter O’Neill, how he felt. 

Q: So as I understand from you the submission that you prepared, given the very 10 

short passage of time, you had to prepare enough copies for each member of 
the NEC? 

A: 60 copies. 

Q: 60 copies went to the prime minister and the prime minister presented the 
submission as you presented it; there is no alteration? 

A: I do not think so and only because we gave the copy to the prime minister as 
you do, you give your copy to the minister; if there are changes, they give it 
back to you and you amend it and then you run the 60 copies of the – you can 
take it back to them if there are any amendments.  Sometimes ministers 
prepare their own submissions or I may prepare the submission and they might 20 

request a copy which they can amend themselves and they will amend that 
and give it back to me and say, this is the one that we want you to make 60 
copies for but it is usually the case that the department is making the 60 copies. 

Q: All right.  Now, given that passage of little time; when you were preparing 
your submission and before you submitted it; did the prime minister have any 
discussions with you about the content of that submission or you prepared the 
submission based on your own information that you had acquired in the course 
of your interactions with government sources, UBS and Oil Search whatever? 

A: Again, as I am the you know, many a time responsible for the draft that goes 
up, a big part of it is largely what I think should in there, my own style, my 30 

expression way that I see things.  Sometimes things get worked up from the 
ground level of the department and therefore you might get three or four, five 
different authors of a particular document.  My style is that I draft things a lot 
so there are some elements and I have experienced with dealing with cabinet. 
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[2.46 pm] I have since 2003, 2004 when I came back to Papua New Guinea and my role 
was working at the IPBC doing privatization processes, Telikom, Air Niugini, 
PNG Power and the like, I was in cabinet quite a lot till I get a sense of what 
cabinet wants.   

In the Department of Treasury when I took my deputies into cabinet for the 
first time over the budget for – two, it was the first time that they had ever 
been in cabinet after being in treasury for one of them at that time, 11 or 12 
years.  Again, different secretaries have different styles.  I do take staff in there 
now, so that I can build that capacity but some departmental heads do not 
write the submissions at all.  They are done by the department; they just check 10 
them at the end.  I am a bit particular about how things are done and I did not 
have the luxury of having people in the department that were in my view of 
the standard that you could take into cabinet so I am very, very happy that 
now 8 years on that I am very, very comfortable with the level of drafting and 
written expression that is in department, former department. 

Q: Those are my questions. Thank you.  Mrs Nonggorr, I think – yes? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Would I just take up - I am just not sure that I perhaps 
missed the answers to Chief Commissioner’s questions.  Did Mr O’Neill have any 
input when in became state of affairs when treasury would not sign so (Internet 
issues ) carriage (Internet issues).  I did not catch your answer to that question.  Did 20 

Mr O’Neill, the Prime Minister make any change, just that; yes or no? 

A: To the best of my knowledge, no. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The answer is no. 

COMMISSONER WHITE:  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Does anybody have any more questions, otherwise then that 
might bring to a close Mr Vele’s evidence so Commission might want to excuse 
him? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, Chief.  Might we have a break then for five minutes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Vele, I think that brings to a close your evidence and the 
Commission wants to thank you for giving – making yourself available to give 30 

evidence and you may be excused. 
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A: Thank you very much, Chief Commissioner.  Thank you, Commissioner 
White and thank you Dr Renwick. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Dr Renwick, you were suggesting we take a break of 
5 minutes or so before we - - - 

DR RENWICK:  Before we get the next witness organized. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We may be having a reception problem as well so we might 
need a bit of break to fix some other technical issues.  Mr Jurth? 10 

MR JURTH:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  We take an adjournment? 

MR JURTH:  May I please the Commission, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we ensure there the technical issue with the reception is 
also addressed.  Associate, adjourn for briefly for 5 minutes or so. 

 

SHORT ADJOURNMENT 

 

[3.08 pm] DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, Mr Jurth has his witness. 

 MR JURTH:  Benjamin O’Dwyer, I will be recalling Benjamin O’Dwyer. The 20 

primary purpose of Mr O’Dwyer appearing this afternoon is an application to 
examine him by Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has been received.  Counsel has in 
accordance with the Practice Direction considered her request and out of the three 
topics she was requested, two have been permitted and I understand that there is no 
dispute from Ms Twivey-Nonggorr about continuing with the two topics that have 
been permitted but before that occurs; with your leave, Commissioners, I will have 
some further questions from Mr O’Dwyer myself.  And so, with your leave, I recall 
Benjamin O’Dwyer.  Mr O’Dwyer; can you hear me? 

 MR O’DWYER:  I can Mr Jurth. 
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 BENJAMIN O’DWYER, recalled: 

  

FXN:  MR JURTH 
 

 Q:   Mr O’Dwyer; you understand you remain on your previous oath? 

 A:  I do. 

Q:   Thank you.  Can I please ask the screen to bring up paragraph 106 of Mr 
O’Dwyer’s statement which is exhibit PPPP?   

A: Yes. 10 

Q: And Brisbane, whilst we look at this; can I foreshadow that the next document 
I will go to is footnote 63 which is the handwritten file note.  Mr O’Dwyer, 
you see there that you referred to 13 August 2013 meeting in Sydney at the 
Offices of NRFA; do you see that? 

A: I do. 

Q: And this the meeting that was attended by Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen, Mr 
Latimer, Mr Sullivan and you? 

A: Correct. 

Q: You set out in paragraph 107 the contents of handwritten notes of that 
meeting? 20 

A: No.  107 sets out the notes in relation to the matter for the COI.  There are 
other notes on that handwritten document about the original purpose of that 
meeting it was the SCITB discussion. 

Q: Sorry, you are quite right.  You record there the relevant matters from the 
handwritten notes for these proceedings? 

A: Correct. 

Q: All right.  And can I ask the note to be brought up itself which is footnote 63 
and that is the note and you recall this being shown on the screen on the last 
occasion; do you not Mr O’Dwyer? 
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A: I do.  I do, there 2 pages, one sheet. 

Q: Thank you.  We will come back to that.  Can I ask for the most recent affidavit 
of Dairi Vele to be put on the screen?  And would we please turn to paragraph 
55 which appears at the foot of page 9 of that affidavit.  Now, Mr O’Dwyer - 
- -  

A: Sorry, what number are you referring to Mr Jurth? 

Q: Now, Mr O’Dwyer; just look at the screen and this is the affidavit of Dairi 
Vele, the most recent one. Now, can I ask you to confirm; were you in a 
position to observe Mr Vele’s affidavit yesterday - sorry, his evidence 
yesterday and today? 10 

A: I was. 

Q: All right.  So, I would like to show you some paragraphs out of his affidavit 

[3.13pm] Could we start with paragraph 55?  You see there Mr Vele refers to paragraph 
107 of your affidavit and the notes and he agrees that page 1 of the written 
notes are a reasonably accurate account of your meeting and the primary focus 
was the SCITB.  He discussed those issues at lengths and he told you that Mr 
Mortensen was advising him on the SCITB.  Paragraph 66, Mr Vele says: 
“What surprises me however is page 2 of the notes.  We had a general 
discussion at the end of the meeting about financing and PNG.  He said that 
he had been dealing with UBS about potential refinancing of the IPIC loan.  I 20 
told him that we were in Sydney to meet banks for the role of financial adviser 
including UBS as Mr Latimer had recommended them and the other banks we 
were to meet that set up the meetings.”  

 
Paragraph 57, he says: “I was always keen for the government to be dealing 
directly with the banks and not through another middleman or arranger.  I said 
as much.”  In paragraph 58, he says:  “I do not believe the notes on page 2 
were contemporaneous.  The notes go far beyond the general discussions we 
had on financing the PNG and PNG and the limited comments I made about 
looking for a financial adviser.”  And then finally in paragraph 59, he says: “I 30 
do not agree with the notes of the meeting record as set out by Mr O’Dwyer 
in paragraph 107.  Nor do I agree that the handwritten notes on page 2 are an 
accurate record.  I do not believe they were written at the same time.” 

 
Now, Mr O’Dwyer, Mr Vele in his affidavit does not tell us why he disputes 
your evidence that they were a contemporaneous record but comment was 
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made yesterday, you may recall, that his concern was that one side of the note 
being page 1 is letterhead style file note whereas the second page is blank.  
Can that be shown on the screen, please?  So, there you see that is page 1 
which is lined and second page is a blank sheet.  Mr O’Dwyer, can you explain 
the different appearance of those two pages? 

 
A: Absolutely.  Page 2 is on the back of page 1.  That was my last sheet in that 

book and I made those notes travelling after the meeting at Norton Rose on 
the train from the city in Sydney to the airport. 

 10 
Q: And so that we are clear, this is a single sheet of paper on which you have 

written on both sides? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Mr O’Dwyer, do you still retain the original copy of this file note? 
 
A: No, Mr Jurth; I gave it to counsel assisting the commission when I arrived 

here today. 
 20 
Q: So, by that you mean that MinterEllison retained the original document which 

you gave to them? 
 
A: They do. 
 
Q: Thank you.  Commissioners, I seek to tender the original file note being the 

original of footnote 63 referred to in paragraph 107 of Mr O’Dwyer’s 
statement for the purpose of clarifying the contest about the authenticity or the 
contemporaneous nature of this document. 

 30 
DR RENWICK:  And chief, for completeness, I hold it in my hand and I will just 
pass it to Commissioner White, if I may. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we will 
admit this particular document into evidence to be marked exhibit quadruple W. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree.  Chief Commissioner, I do have 
the original and I understand that it can be couriered to the commission in Port 
Moresby so that the original can be considered by you and also – because the point 
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of it is that it is the original document, it can form part of the records of the 
commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  For now, if Mrs Nonggorr or Mr Vele asks for the original to 
be produced, it can be done at a later stage. 
 

[3.18pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, the original has been produced, Chief 
Commissioner. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 10 
 
EXHIBIT WWWW – FILE NOTE OF BEN O’DWYER ON SINGLE SHEET 
OF PAPER 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, commissioners.  Mr O’Dwyer, was 13 August 2013 
meeting in Sydney the first time you met with Mr Vele as acting Secretary of 
Treasury? 
 
A: It was. 
 20 
Q: And was that the only meeting you had with him? 
 
A: At that time, it was.  I was there to meet and I do not know have notes on this 

which is why it is not in my statement but I was going to meet with him as 
part of the committee.  I do not know which one at that stage.  It might have 
been in late October but that meeting never went ahead so I did not meet him.  
Other than the 13 August meeting, that is the only time I met with him in this 
instance.  The previous time was when – sorry. 

 
Q: No.  Just in his role as acting Secretary of Treasury, this was the only meeting 30 

you had with him.   
 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Thank you.  And who set up the 13 August 2013 meeting in Sydney? 
 
A: Mr Anthony Latimer of Norton Rose. 
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Q: Now, you said that you had the opportunity to observe Mr Vele’s evidence.  
In addition to the criticisms of your file note, are there any other specific 
matters that you would like to respond to? 

 
A: Yes, there is.  Let me just find which statement are these – Mr Vele’s affidavit, 

I think, it is.  He is referred to in note 50 that throughout 2013/14, I was having 
meetings with Dr Waine, Mr Latimer and Mr Rex Paki on behalf of the 
Treasurer.  It was not on behalf of the Treasurer.  It was recommended by Mr 
Latimer that we meet with Mr Paki because he had a friendship with the 
Treasurer and he might be able to assist in sorting a meeting for us.  I then met 10 
with my executive director in PNG with Mr Paki as per my statement and 
evidence. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you. 
 
A: Then in 51, there seem to be some reading into what is clearly stated and of 

the evidence that I have provided that somehow the meeting between Minister 
Micah, Wasantha, Dr Waine and myself was in relation to the IPIC 
refinancing, it was not.   

 20 
Q: And what was it in relation to? 
 
A: It was in relation to the litigation that was ongoing with MVIL – Motor 

Vehicles Insurance Limited. 
 
Q: Yes, thank you. 
 
A: We discussed my 107. 
 
Q: Yes, we have.  What is the next topic? 30 
 
A: I am sorry, I am trying to go through the statements from Mr Vele so I do not 

make any mistakes because there is one glaring one that I think is the 
calculated and deliberate attempt to smear the Honourable Don Polye and 
myself.  My affidavit is very clear about dates and evidence if you turn to my 
168. 

 
Q: In relation to issues concerning the Honourable Don Polye, can I ask you this, 

Mr O’Dwyer; is the true position set out clearly in your statement? 
 40 
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A: It is, but I would like to do that orally, Mr Jurth, for this reason.   
 
Q: No, no, no - - - 
 
A: Several times yesterday and several times today, there has been an insinuation 

that I met with the Honourable Treasurer before the NEC meeting.  Very 
clearly in my statement, it is dated 6 March, NEC occurred on 6 March.  I 
provided the evidence from the department secretary within Treasury; it goes 
along with note 168 and I think it is appalling that anyone would try to say 
that the Honourable Polye was doing anything but looking after the best 10 
interests of PNG. 

 
[3.23 pm]  I did not provide advice to the State or the Treasury, I gave personal advice  

to the Minister, the Treasurer at that time.  He had already formed his view 
and he had expressed that, as everyone is aware of, within the NEC that was 
held earlier that day. 
 

Q: Yes.  Thank you.  That clarifies as the true position? 
 
A: Absolute true position. 20 
 
Q: Yes.  Those are all the matters you wish to respond to Mr Vele in relation to 

it; is that so? 
 
A: I think there was a general insinuation where somehow I had been engaged 

talking to other parties or how was it that I became known to Minister Polye 
and that there was some conspiracy that the ministers knew more than I 
otherwise would.  I was mandated by Minister Micah; that is the Minister I 
reported to.  I had the litigation on and I still got the litigation on in PNG and 
the focus of my time was I want to deal with the correct ministers around that.   30 
 
I was introduced after many letters were written backwards and forwards 
between Department of Treasury and so on and so forth and there was a 
meeting that was set up through my executive director in Papua New Guinea.  
That meeting was never a one-on-one between the Honourable Polye and 
myself.  There were always other people there.  The acting Secretary of 
Treasury was not involved in those meetings and, again, it is not my place to 
ask why or why not.  But following 13 August meeting, I did send an email to 
both Mr Sullivan and Mr Latimer and thanked them both for their time 
because I had no way of contacting Mr Vele.  Then I followed up with some 40 
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emails to both Mr Latimer and Mr Sullivan, subsequent to that, and we never 
heard from either Mr Mortensen or Mr Vele, acting Secretary again. 
 

Q: Yes.  Thank you, Mr O’Dwyer.  Commissioners, I have no further questions 
of Mr O’Dwyer.  As I foreshadowed, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr has applied for 
and has been granted leave to examine Mr O’Dwyer on two topics.  In my 
submission, she should be permitted to ask those questions.   

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr? 
 10 
 
XXN:  MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR 
 
 
Q: Thank you so much, Mr Jurth and Commissioners.  Good afternoon, Mr 

O’Dwyer. 
 
A: Good afternoon, Mrs Nonggorr.  How are you? 
 
Q: I am very well.  How are you? 20 
 
A: All right.  I cannot see you on my screen, I am sorry. 
 
Q: Oh, I am sorry.  I am going to ask you two areas of questions.  The first one 

is about that meeting and the meeting notes. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And the second area is about Don Polye and his dealings. 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So would it be possible for Mr O’Dwyer to be shown again his own affidavit 

and the paragraphs 106 and 107?  When we look at paragraph 107, you state, 
“My notes of the meeting record,” and then you set out the following.  When 
you say “My notes of the meeting,” you did not take notes in the meeting, did 
you? 

 
A: Definitely not. 
 40 
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Q: And so you only took meetings, you were saying, you took notes on a train on 
the way back to somewhere? 

 
A: On the way back to the airport to fly to Brisbane, following the meeting at 

Norton Rose. 
 
Q: So they were not taken at the meeting; they were your recollections later on, 

were they not? 
 
A: Correct. 10 
 
Q: You say that – you just said to Mr Jurth that this was the last page of a sheet 

on a pad? 
 
A: That is correct.  So you have a look, I forgot, several of them in saying the 

BLC letterhead.  It is a little bit like a legal pad that you have got and … at 
the top.  I was down to my last sheet.  I took the full note and put it in my 
2013 day book at that time and there it is there on recommendation of my 
lawyer. 

 20 
[3.28 pm] Q: Let us have look at those notes. 

 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And that if we could go through that note which is attached to the handwritten 

note which are attached to his affidavit.  We look at these notes and indeed 
you are on a train and when you look at the first page and the second page, 
they are written quite differently, are they not? 

 
A: You can speculate all you like. I have produced evidence and I have 30 

consistently produced evidence, Ms Nonggorr, throughout this not to any 
benefit of my own; and the assertion that you are going to try and make of and 
I reject that completely. 

 
Q: I put it to you that indeed you did make notes after the meeting on 30 August 

which was the front page of the notes.  And I put it to you that the back of the 
notes were added at some time later? 
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A: You can put that to me; I reject it in its entirety.  Come into the office in 
MinterEllison and have a look at the original note.  You are making an 
assumption that this is incorrect. 

 
Q: With regard to then, moving on to the next topic, and if we could show Mr 

O’Dwyer paragraphs 59 and 60 of his own affidavit, please?  You are familiar 
with this; it is your affidavit.  In both of those paragraphs, you say that you 
have had meetings with Rex Paki and Rex Paki is going to provide work for 
the Treasurer and that he is going to speak to the Treasurer, and that is 
paragraph- - - 10 

 
A: I did not say we were going to provide work. 
 
Q: Well, it is going to - that Mr Latimer of Norton Rose offered to provide that 

work to Mr Paki for the trip for the Treasurer; that is paragraph 59. 
 
A: I have got that. 
 
Q: Then in paragraph 60, Mr Paki said that going through the information about 

that CSITB, how much was that loan for the CSITD – sorry the Sky tech- - - 20 
 
A: About K125 million. 
 
Q: So it is a fairly serious matter, is it not? 
 
A: Oh, absolutely into this day.  If someone would look at the legislation, we 

might be right. 
 
Q: He stated to you that he would speak with the Treasurer about the matter? 
 30 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: So did you get the impression that Mr Paki was a Consultant-Advisor or a 

mere friend of Mr Polye’s? 
 
A: Mr Latimer was the one that introduced me to Mr Paki so I had the impression 

that they were long-term friends and Anthony was trying to help us out as he 
was the lawyer engaged by us to lead lawyer, with Corrs Chambers at that 
time in relation to CSITB. 

 40 
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Q: Yes.  The relationship between Mr Paki and Mr Polye, did you form any 
impression as to that? 

 
A: No, I am not interested in their relationship.   
 
Q: If I could take you to paragraph 162 of your affidavit. 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Paragraph 162, in this paragraph, it says you received on 2 February 2014 an 10 

email from Dr Waine, and he provided an email trail between UBS and the 
Governor of the Central Bank, as well as the Secretary for Treasury, Rex Paki 
and Wapu Sonk.  Do you have a copy of that email? 

 
A: I would have if - I have stated it here; I have given it to counsel.  If they have 

not included it, I am sorry, on my evidence, then by all means it is there.  I 
have seen it.  I would not have mentioned it if I did not have evidence of it. 

 
Q: Thank you.  I seek to request of counsel for the copy of that email. 
 20 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do you remember what it was concerning? 
 
A: No, unless I see the email, I will not be able to talk to you about it.  But no, it 

was not directed to me.  I was not engaged in this.  So I was engaged for the 
minister and I received information through the mandate he had as minister. 

 
[3.33pm]    Q: Do you care to speculate on why you were sent this email, when it is a 

communication between Waine, UBS and the Governor of the Central Bank 30 
and the secretary of Treasury? 

 
A: I do not have to speculate, sorry. I thought you are aware I was appointed by 

Minister Micah, during 2013 in relation to these matters. And these all 
occurred under the mandate of the advisory role that we had and the Secretary 
Waine was keeping me informed.  

 
Q: At that stage, you were suggesting and had proposed Citi Bank? 
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A: No, I (,,inaudible..) UBS. And I also suggested Citi.  Our work was more 
demand organization. 

 
Q: But did you cease working with UBS towards the end of 2013? 
 
A: No. It would have been a little bit earlier than that.  I think it was during 

August 2013.  But in saying that and in my affidavit, you will see that UBS 
considered to contact through Ed Burns during this period and I provided all 
those details as part of my evidence throughout with my statement. 

 10 
Q: It is not the case that from October 2013, you were dealing solely with Citi 

Bank with regards to Minister Micah? 
 
A: Sorry, is that a statement or a question? 
 
Q: Yes, it is a question.  Is that not a case, following October 2013, the only you 

financiers that you were dealing with Mr Micah was Citi Bank? 
 
A: I am sure that you have got with that, Mrs Nonggorr, I am sorry. But I did not 

understand what it is that you are trying to ask me for. But my role was not to 20 
favor any one bank. It was to get a best transaction for the State on the basis 
that the State had made the determination to buy back the IPIC exchangeable 
bond.  I was not worried about what the bank was.  It was entirely on my risk 
to work that I was doing and I enjoyed that component of the work but at no 
stage, did I say to Dr Waine, the Minister, I preferred this.  The best deal at 
that time was certainly Citi’s deal.  That is my opinion then and my opinion 
now.  

 
Q: As they were the only financiers after October 2013 that you then were 

promoting to Mr Micah? 30 
 
A: Define promoting, I am sorry. 
 
Q: Well, at that stage, you were engaged by Mr Micah on the IPIC refinancing 

but it was the bank that was going to be funding you or paying you, was it 
not? 

 
A: Absolutely. 
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Q: So at that stage, you had proposed and recommended to Mr Micah that the 
Citi Bank was the proposal that he should go with? 

 
A: Well, I agree. 
 
Q: (,,inaudible..) 
 
A: I was aware of the work I have done with UBS.  I have had discussions with 

– as my statement clearly states, other large institutions.  I have previously 
dealt with JP Morgan back in 2007 and 2008 on the alternative financing for 10 
treasury for the IPIC exchangeable bond.  The truth that you are seeking is for 
me to try to say that somehow, I favored Citi because there was some form of 
large payment for me.  I have not even got a fee engagement sorted with Citi, 
nor was that my aim at that stage.  We were trying to assist the State in 
refinancing their IPIC exchangeable bond, that was creating huge tension for 
Minister Micah, because of the security that had been lodged through the 
General Business Trust. 

 
Q: And at that stage, when you received the copy of this email from Dr Waine, 

on 2 February 2014, were you aware that the Central Bank had already 20 
selected UBS as the chosen financier? 

 
A: I think the market had generally, if I recall, I believe that they were putting a 

high price in Australia but UBS had been appointed at that time.  But again, 
that is not my decision I am not a politician.  I am a finance guy; that is what 

[3.38pm]  I was there for and that is what I was doing. 
 

Q: Did you think Citi Bank was still in the running at that stage? 
 
A: Was still in the running? 30 
 
Q: Yes. 
 
A: Well, I think Citi should have been the only bank in the running at that stage 

frankly.  I have provided that - I thought there should be evidence that I have 
provided in relation to the work that was done.  There was not any serious 
issues, I believe, with the UBS transaction at that stage including pricing; all 
of it in US Dollars.  No one has looked at the exchange risks and what that 
meant.  So, my opinion now is the same as it was in January 2014 and that is 
I thought Citi had the best funding offer on the table. 40 
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Q: You see Mr Paki as part of that email chain.  Are you aware as to – do you 

recall as to why he would have been involved at that stage? 
 
A: Well, he was introduced to me by Anthony Latimer.  We established that 

earlier when you asked me that question.  Rex clearly was working with Mr 
Latimer.   Mr Latimer was working clearly with Mr Mortensen and Mr Vele.  
I can only imagine that he is included on that because – you must ask Mr Paki.  
I do not know why he has not been called- - - 

 10 
Q: Find him. 
 
A: But I am sure Treasury could get hold of him to get him to come to the 

commission. 
 
Q: I put it to you that it was because and you knew it was because of Mr Polye 

that Mr Paki was included in these communications. 
 
A: No.  You can put it to me but that is inaccurate. 
 20 
Q: Okay.  If I could then show you a paragraph 153, 154 and 155 of your 

affidavit.   
 
MR JURTH:  Apologies, Ms Twivey-Nonggorr.  Ms Twivey Nonggorr, just before 
you move on to those paragraphs, we have located the email chain referred to at 
paragraph 162 and now appears on the screen.  Did you want to ask any more 
questions about that document now that it is on the screen? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That would be very good.  If we could scroll down 
so I could actually see what that documents says because I have not see it before. 30 
 
A: Is this the document that I supplied, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
A: Okay, counsel.  Can you stop for a second?  Do you have the specific 

questions, sorry, so I know what I am looking out for, Mrs Nonggorr? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  The question I had asked, did you recall what the 
email concerned? 40 
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A: Well, I do now that I can see.  This is UBS’ letter in support for exchangeable 

bond refinancing. 
 
Q: So, it is part of email chains concerning that UBS has been selected by BPNG 

as the financier? 
 
A: BPNG was never authorized by NEC as I understood to be making any final 

determination.  That was up to Cabinet. 
 10 
Q: Yes.  Well, they had was – well, I am not going to give evidence but indeed 

there were Cabinet decisions about selection by BPNG.  Okay, thank you so 
much.  Is it possible to obtain a copy of this, Mr Jurth? 

 
MR JURTH:  Indeed.  Commissioners, if we pause in any way, could I tender this 
email.  This is 6 February 2014 email chain referred to in paragraph 162 of Mr 
O’Dwyer’s affidavit or statement, I should say. 
 
A: Mr Jurth, whilst you do that, let me just point out this is about the 

exchangeable bond refinancing which is very different from the transaction 20 
that occurred in March 2014. 

 
Q: Yes.   Thank you, Commissioners.  As I was submitting and sorry misspoke, 

it is the 2 February 2014 email chain referred to paragraph 162 of this witness’ 
statement and I tender this. 

 
[3.43pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  What about the email of 6 February mentioned in paragraph 

163?  Have we been able to locate it?  Also put that on screen and provide a copy to 
Mrs Nonggorr. 

 30 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Paragraph 163, that email of 6 February.  Go back to paragraph 
163 of O’Dwyer’s affidavit. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is at paragraphs 153, 154 and 155. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No, 163 I am referring to. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Sorry, Chief Commissioner. 40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  We have just seen the email of 2 February mentioned in 
paragraph 162.  I am asking about the email of 6 February mentioned in paragraph 
163, a copy of which is not annexed.  I was saying if that email could also be 
identified and shown and a copy provided to Mrs Nonggorr as well.  Do you want a 
copy of that email? 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR: Yes, Chief Commissioner, I would very much 
appreciate that.  Thank you very much. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  They seem to be related those two emails. 
 
A: They are, Chief Commissioner, now that I have seen the first one. 
 
MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I am told that it is in the process of being located.  We 
will put it up on the screen as soon as we have it. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  While that document is being located, we go back to 
paragraph 1 – Mrs Nonggorr, you were referring to paragraph 153, was it? 
 20 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  153, yes please.  Thank you so much; 153. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, 153.  Go to paragraph 153. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And Mr O’Dwyer, in that paragraph you say Mr 
Waine provided NEC submission documents that IPBC had completed and they 
were in NEC submissions dated 21 November for a submission by the Prime 
Minister and the acting Treasurer and then later in that paragraph you say that you 
think that the actual submission should be by Minister Micah.  And you do say that 
– the next paragraph on 25 November, you received the Blackstone advice and then 30 
in paragraph 155, you then provided some commentary to Dr Waine.  And is that 
commentary on the NEC submission or on the Blackstone advice or both? 
 
A: It is on the BSP Capital advice, the FRA Blackstone advice and I think the 

IPBC Internal Review. 
 
Q: All right, thank you.  If Mr O’Dwyer could be shown the affidavit of Clement 

Waine, the annexure CW-18 which is the draft NEC Submission.  In your 
affidavit you said you were provided an NEC Submission dated 21 November 
but this one is dated 25 November. 40 
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A: Correct. 
 
Q: If we could just scroll through this.  Have you seen this affidavit before – 

sorry, this submission? 
 
A: I think it was showing the other day when Dr Waine was being – yes.  Can 

you just stop there?  Okay, keep going, I remember the discussion.  I do not 
have any recollection of NEC paper.  I was never shown this. 

 10 
Q: So, you were shown – it says in your affidavit that Dr Waine sent you a draft 

NEC Submission on 21 November and Clement Waine says that he - - - 
 
A: No, I did not say draft I said NEC Submission. 
 
Q: All right, sorry, the NEC Submission, I am sorry, on 21 November and 

Clement Waine says this is the NEC Submission that he drafted.  And at the 
end it is to be signed by – it was proposed to be signed by Ministers Micah 
and Polye.  Did you have any part of drafting, redrafting this submission 
between 23 and 25 November?  20 

 
[3,48pm] A: No. Otherwise, I will have it here. I would have records of that. 

 
Q: Do you have a copy of the draft or the NEC submission that Clement Waine 

sent to you on 21 November? 
 
A: Yes, I do. And I have provided to the counsel already. 
 
Q: Sorry.  Again, unfortunately, that is not annexed to the document that you 

have provided? 30 
 
A: I am sorry. I think I have provided 440 documents, after being called late from 

the Commissioners to give evidence and affidavits, so I can understand why 
everyone has been rushed.  There are a lot of details and a lot of documents 
that IPIC will go through. 

 
Q: Okay. I would be grateful if we could obtain a copy of that document that 

Clement Waine sent to Mr O’Dwyer.  And Mr O’Dwyer, at the end of this 
document, it not only records that Minister Micah has signed but Minister 
Polye to sign. Did you have anything to do with that recommendation? 40 
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A: Absolutely nothing.  I will state again for the record, it has been missed and it 

has been missed now for 24 hours. Mr Polye, the honorable treasurer and I did 
not discuss IPIC or any funding at all until 6 March 2014.  I cannot be any 
more explicit to insinuate otherwise, it is defamatory towards myself and the 
minister. 

 
Q; Mr O’Dwyer, I am not insinuating I am asking you direct questions. 
 
A: I know you have asked and I have answered.  Your client had made statements 10 

that are clearly determined and try to mitigate something and it would be 
unjust and unfair to allow to continue lying that somehow the treasurer and I 
discussed the IPIC refinancing prior to the night of 6th March.  Don Polye is 
much more honorable man in that and Minister Micah had engaged me to 
advise him. 

 
Q: Well, let us have a look at that then.  And this is where we are going through. 

Let us look at that paragraph 168 of - I am sorry, Mr Thomas. If we could go 
back to the affidavit to Mr O’Dwyer paragraph 168.  So it says at the 
beginning that you were on 4 March 2014, you were in Papua New Guinea. 20 
Why were you in Papua New Guinea at that time? 

 
A: Well, I think there are some litigation matters on. 
 
Q: There appears to be between the time of the two emails, 2nd and 6th February, 

and this date, a bit of a gap with regards to anything you were doing on the 
IPIC matter? 

 
A: I am sorry, what emails you are referring to? 
 30 
Q: In your affidavit, the ones that we have referred to the emails of 2nd February 

and 6th February, the emails chains from the Bank of Papua New Guinea and 
then - - - 

 
A: (,,inaudible..). 
 
Q: And 4th March, there does not seem to have been any activity by you on the 

IPIC transaction? 
 
A: Okay. 40 
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Q: Well, at least, there is nothing in here. So did you do nothing on that in 

between say 6th February and 4th March?  These are the most intense months, 
that is February, with regards to IPBC and the transactions going ahead. 

 
A: I think these are intense month for Oil Search and PAC LNG, it should not 

have been for the State.  I do not recall. I need to look at my day book but I 
am sure that work has been done.  I certainly spoke to .. at Citi. If I had 
anything else - - - 

 10 
Q: Were you aware - - - 
 
A: It would be in my statement with evidence. 
 
Q: Sorry, sorry, Mr O’Dwyer.  Were you aware for example that IPIC had 

determined to retain the Oil Search shares on 14 February? 
 
A: I was not aware of that.  Mr Micah was not aware of that.  I was aware of all 

the other conversations that have occurred with IPIC before then but I was not 
aware of that one.  20 

 
[3.53pm]     Q: Minister Micah, Clement Waine, nobody communicated with you in mid-

February that IPIC were retaining the shares? 
 
A: No. Otherwise, it would be there.  I have had notes and I have provided all 

my tables as well, Mrs Nonggorr and so if there was, it should be in my day 
book, so no. 

 
Q: Was it the case that indeed you had been approached by Mr Micah and 

Minister Polye after the IPIC notification that indeed Citi Bank should be the 30 
bank that should do the purchase of the Oil Search or was that just - - - 

 
A: Whatever discussed the purchase of Oil Search shares, the State had no cash 

that it could possibly fund the direct purchase or direct equity in Oil Search. 
 
Q: All right.  So on paragraph 168, you are in Papua New Guinea completely on 

unrelated work matter? 
 
A: Yes. 
 40 
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Q: But then after hearing nothing and having nothing to do with the Honorable 
Don Polye, he rings you on the night of 6th March having your phone number 
and presented to you, you say, the NEC submission that was earlier that day, 
and gives you an hour, you say, to read it and talk to him about it? 

 
A: Yes.  Mr Polye had my phone number.  I let Mr Polye know that I will be 

coming to PNG indeed.  In fact, we were in the middle of discussing the 
settlement of the SCIITB, because since I started dealing directly with the 
treasurer, we have provided, I think two or three full scap files much like this 
to the treasurer directly, that he could make his way, he could have his 10 
advisors make his way through, information that he could actually see the 
details of everything, rather than what is a common occurrence which is rumor 
in any window and no one working off that. 

 
Q: So after having no discussions with you whatsoever about the IPIC bond, it is 

you that you rang him up at the night 6th March, rather than any of his other 
advisors? 

 
A: Well, he could not ring his secretary, how could he, Mrs Nonggorr? And I 

think he realized that I was direct and honest despite what  people had said 20 
because he had done a diligent work on his own, around the matters that we 
have been discussing.  Simple as that. 

 
Q: And on 6th March, you say that you provided notes to Minister Polye about 

three hours after he handed you the documents? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And these documents attached to your affidavit - 
 30 
A: Repeat. 
 
Q: I wonder if we could go through that document? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Please Mr Thomas, I think that is WIT.0155.0007.0001.  So the documents, 

Mr O’Dwyer, that are annexed is in fact the NEC submission and where are 
the handwritten notes that you presented to Mr Polye as you state in paragraph 
a 100 and - - - 40 
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A: I did not provide him handwritten notes I provided - - - 
 
Q: You provided notes to Minister Polye.  In paragraph 159, you say you 

provided notes to Minister Polye.  Did you keep a copy of those notes or? 
 
A: I supplied a copy to counsel. 
 
Q: Are the notes that you supplied, are they the ones that are in front of us now, 

because that is what is annexed in paragraph? 10 
 
A: I do not know.  That was the NEC document that I got.  
 
Q: Yes? 
 
A: I will have to ask MinterEllison what they did with my - I had a word 

documents where I go on through these and listed down all the things that I 
thought were wrong with the NEC submission. 

 
[3.58pm]  Q: Because indeed the paragraph unfortunately, it says – it seems to suggest that 20 

this is your notes - - - 
 

A: I am sorry, Mrs Nonggorr, I have actually got five or six pages of notes that I 
gave to the Treasurer.  I do not know if he ever used them.  I did give to him 
a letterhead, I did not give it to him for the State; I gave them to him. 

 
Q: And I am sorry, did you say you retained a copy?  I am so sorry, did you say 

that - - - 
 
A: I supplied that to the commission. 30 
 
Q: Would it be possible for the commission to locate those notes?   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mrs Nonggorr, could I ask you, what is the purpose in this line 
of questions relating to paragraph 169?  Mr Polye had no part in the NEC 
submission, the 6th he was sidelined and later, a day or so later he was removed as 
Treasurer so he had no part in the UBS transaction and what is the use of whatever 
advice Mr O’Dwyer might have given on paper and so forth? 
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MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  There is many pieces of evidence here that link Mr 
Paki and Mr Polye as an adviser.  Now, there are as - - - 
 
A: Mrs Nonggorr, you cannot attach that to anything that I have said, I am sorry. 
 
Q: I am not. 
 
A: I am directly asked and I am done for you to try to insinuate that. 
 
Q: Mr O’Dwyer, I am not.  I am assisting the commission. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr O’Dwyer, let Mrs Nonggorr respond to my question first. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  And indeed, here we have evidence that Mr Paki was 
the – in Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit, we have evidence that Mr Paki was an adviser to 
or at least some sort of relationship with Mr Polye such that he could discuss a 
transaction of 125 million being the SCITB.  We have evidence from Mr Vele that 
Mr Paki was an adviser of Mr Polye.  So, we have meetings with Mr Paki and - - - 
 
A: I am sorry, have a look at my statement.  Mr Latimer introduced Rex Paki; 20 

nobody else. 
 
Q: I have no doubt.  So that is the first thing.  Then we have an NEC submission 

that was sent to Mr O’Dwyer that he then made changes to and he said (1) that 
we know of which is it needs to be in Mr Micah’s name but we need to notice 
that Mr Polye’s name was on it (2).  Then we have Mr Paki being involved in 
discussions with BPNG and Dr Waine and then we have Mr Polye out of the 
blue communicating with Mr O’Dwyer about matters concerning the UBS 
loan.  Now, it is Mr Vele’s evidence that Mr Polye never actually objected to 
the actual transaction.  He objected to the – the way the balance sheets.  But it 30 
will be our submission based on this evidence and other evidence that indeed 
it was - one of the reasons was because Minister Micah and Minster Polye 
were promoting the selection of Citi Bank.  And that is one of the - - - 

 
A: I have not promoted,  The evidence states that.  That is a complete fabrication 

and you are misrepresenting my statement and you need to - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr O’Dwyer, I am sorry, it is impossible for us to hear Mrs 
Nonggorr’s answer to the Chief Commissioner. 
 40 
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A: Sorry. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, this is not – it is not all on his material.  Now, the 
other thing that I am interested in the notes between Mr O’Dwyer and Mr Polye as 
to the nature of their relationship at that time.  Whether Mr Polye had in fact spoken 
to Mr O’Dwyer about Citi Bank before that time.  I am interested in what the notes 
if they have any relevance to Citi Bank, but I do not know.  We have not seen them.  
The other point of this is that Mr O’Dwyer has this; he received these documents on 
6  March. 
 10 

[4.03pm] Well, he could not have received the document in front of us that is on the screen on 
6 March which I was getting to because this is a document that was obtained from 
the Office of the Secretary of NEC on 7 March according to the stamp up at the top.  
And I wanted Mr O’Dwyer to identify where he had written notes on this copy and 
indeed that does not sit with Mr O’Dwyer’s recollection of the dates.  So, these were 
actually my last questions on my list because we were coming down to trying to 
explore the relationship between Mr O’Dwyer, Minister Micah, Minister Polye, Mr 
Rex Paki and indeed the Citi Bank proposal.  So, this is where my questions were 
leading.  I wanted to obtain a copy of the written notes of advice and I wanted to ask 
why Mr O’Dwyer’s copy is the document dated 7 March and not the document that 20 
Mr Polye or he said Mr Polye gave him on 6 March. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Mrs Nonoggorr, you may proceed with your line of 
questions. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  So, I believe this Mr Jurth is the email of 6 February 
which is dealing with the Citi financing proposal after indeed the Bank of Papua 
New Guinea has made a recommendation.  Thank you.  It would be good if you 
obtain that copy. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  Just to be clear – so we have located the email dated 
6 February 2014 referred to in paragraph 163 of Mr O’Dwyer’s statement and that 
is shown on the screen and I will tender that in due course. 
 
MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  Thank you, Mr Jurth.  So, the last remaining 
questions that I had for Mr O’Dwyer was can he explain why the document that he 
has – was that the document that he had?  There is some notes on it; can he explain 
why that is the document which was obtained from the NEC Secretary Winnie Kiap 
on 7 March as opposed to given to him by Don Polye on 6 March? 
 40 
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A: I cannot explain it.  I got this from Mr Polye.  It was not received from the 
NEC, there is a stamp on there and it clearly says; ‘Office of the Secretary 
Department of Treasury’.  So, I cannot explain why the date might be 7th of 
the 3rd and not the 6th of the 3rd nor should I have that.  I received the document, 
I got provided that evidence very clearly and again, the evidence that has been 
provided seems to be more substantial on people’s commentary without 
evidence. 

 
Q: No further questions, commissioners. 
 10 
 
FRXN: MR JURTH 
 
 
Q: Yes, thank you, commissioners. Mr O’Dwyer, can you just help me 

understand that very last point.  We are looking at the NEC Submission 
referred to in paragraph 168 of your statement.  Can I go back to that, please?  
Now, Mr O’Dwyer, do you have a recollection of that stamp being on it when 
you received it from Mr Polye or not? 

 20 
A: What I provided to the Commission has not been photocopied, adopted or 

anything like that; that is the way it set in that same file since I travelled home 
on 7 March 2014 from PNG. 

 
Q: After having received this document from Mr Polye the evening before on the 

6th? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And you are adamant that that stamp must have been on it when you received 30 

it from Mr Polye? 
 
A: Yes.  Well, I do not have any other copies of this.  I do not have the Department 

of Treasury stamp and I do not know whose signature that is.  I have got and 
the Commission has received as part of my evidence what it was that I 
received on that night. 

 
Q: Yes, thank you, Mr O’Dwyer.  The only other question I had is to take you 

back to the beginning of your examination by Ms Twivey-Nonggorr in 
relation to the file note that you made on 13 August 2013. 40 
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[4.08pm] Ms Twivey-Nonggorr put to you that this was your recollection later of what 
occurred in the meeting.   Can I ask you how much time elapsed approximately 
between the meeting and when you recorded this file note? 

A: Norton Rose is opposite just down near here, Circular quay; have a look 
down, say goodbye my lawyer Mr Sullivan advised that I take a note of what 
had just occurred in case I ever needed it.  I said goodbye to Mr Sullivan thank 
him for his time, I then walked up to … station probably 30-35 minutes. 

Q: You wrote this note 35 minutes after the meeting ended? 

A: Correct. 

Q: Yes, thank you Mr O’Dwyer.  Commissioners I have no further questions of 10 
Mr O’Dwyer.  I would however seek to tender the three documents that were 
referred to in his evidence and shown on the screen and those three documents 
are; 2 February 2014 email chain referred to in paragraph 162 of his statement; 
6 February 2014 email chain referred to in paragraph 163 of his statement; 
and the NEC submission – sorry, I do not need to tender that.  That has already 
been.  Just those two.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Before we go to the tender of those documents, I was going to 
ask Mrs Nonggorr in relation to paragraph 169 of Mr O’Dwyer’s affidavit.  
Paragraph 169.  I thought you were asked Mr O’Dwyer to produce copy of the typed 
notes that he provided to Mr Poyle?  20 

MS TWIVEY-NONGGORR:  That is correct chief commissioner.  I understand that 
Mr O’Dwyer said that he did provide them to MinterEllison. 

MR JURTH:  He did say that and as soon as we locate them, we will have those 
produced. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Are we able to locate that particular document and view it now 
or it might take some? 

MR JURTH:  Commissioners, I am informed that it is still in the process of being 
identified and located.  Perhaps we could press him with any questions from you 
commissioners of Mr O’Dwyer to fill the time unless you have no questions of 
O’Dwyer. 30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am interested in viewing that particular document. 
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DR RENWICK:  I do not think we will have it today chief.  I think it is just going to 
take some time to locate it.  So in principle we have no objection to providing it to 
Mrs Nonggorr when we do.  And the documents checked.  So it is not something 
which can be done instantly I am afraid. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement we can admit 
these two emails? 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief.  They could be one exhibit together because 
they really are part of the narrative together so yes I am content for them to be one 
exhibit, if that is your desire? 

THE CHAIRMAN:  And we could have those two documents marked Exhibit 10 

qadruple X on one and two respectively.  Okay.  Tthen that other document and notes 
of 6 March can be produced later and exhibited later or admit the exhibit later. 

EXHIBIT XXXX – EMAIL CHAIN OF 2 FEBRUARY 2014 AND 6 
FEBRUARY 2014 

[4.13pm] MR JURTH:  Thank you chief.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, that is the end of her cross-examination.  Are there any 
re-examinations?  Mr Jurth you are saying there are no re-examinations questions? 

MR JURTH:  No further questions from me, chief commissioner. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Then that brings to an end Mr O’Dwyer’s evidence.  So Mr 
O’Dwyer thank you for your evidence and you may be excused. 20 

A: Thank you Chief Commissioner and Commissioner White. 

COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Mr O’Dwyer, I know you waited all day 
but thank you. 

A: Thank you. 

 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW 

 

DR RENWICK:  Commissioners, that brings to an end as far as we are aware there 
is and the submission is accepted.  I am sorry what I was about to say was that brings 
to an end that is submission is accepted, the oral testimony of witnesses we expect 30 
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to call now.  Of course there is an outstanding series of questions for Mr Sonk which 
Mr Jurth will come to in a minute.  Counsel assisting proposes that once Mr Jurth 
has dealt with that, we then firmly fix next Thursday for counsel assisting’s final 
submission and the commission website will advise early next week whether there 
needs to be any other mentions or hearings before Thursday, there may need to be 
for the tendering of documents.  That is something we cannot finalise at this instance.  
So Mr Jurth, you have Sonk’s matter to mention? 

MR JURTH:  I do Dr Renwick, thank you.  Commissioners, you will recall that on 
the last occasion Mr Mawa appeared on behalf of Mr Sonk and a direction was made 
in his presence that he produce written answers including any documents to the 10 
questions asked of him in the MinterEllison email by noon today.  I have not seen 
Mr Mawa or anyone else on behalf of Mr Sonk here today and I just confirmed with 
the Associate neither has he.  In those circumstances there has been no appearance 
on behalf of Mr Sonk today and I have not had any other communications by 
telephone or email from anyone on behalf of Mr Sonk.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  You will be seeking to tender the email exchanges that 
contained the questions, mostly line of questions put to Mr Sonk by email?  You will 
be seeking to tender that later? 

MR JURTH:  That can be done chief commissioner.  If there is ultimately no 
response, there is still 45 minutes today to go.  But if there is no response on behalf 20 

of Mr Sonk, then I would take that course, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Either that can be tendered today or maybe tendered as part of 
the documents tendered on Monday? 

MR JURTH:  In my respectful submission the second option is the preferable course. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, is there any other documents outstanding from Sonk that 
is going to be tendered?  That last round of documents that he provided; those have 
not been tendered yet? 

MR JURTH: My understanding chief commissioner is everything that he has 
produced has been received.  We are waiting on the answers and any final 
documents.   30 

THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. 

MR JURTH:  But I will double check that chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick, as I understand, hearing would be completed on 
Monday with the tender of all the outstanding documents and then submissions to 
follow next Thursday. 

[4,18pm] DR RENWICK:  Sorry to interrupt you chief.  In my final submission on Thursday, 
rather than Monday. There is still some work to be done to get the documents 
together, and there are some although it is not - the matter is not listed for Tuesday, 
Tuesday is the deadline by which certain people are to produce file and produce 
documents. So my submission, if you would adjourn this proceeding till 10 am on 
Tuesday at which point it is likely we will complete the tender and make out the 
procedural orders to bring the hearing phase of the inquiry to an end.  And then on 10 
Thursday, there will be the final submissions and of course the responses to those; 
to the extent anyone wishes to make them are to be in writing.  They will not be oral. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right. Then I think, now, we can adjourn the proceedings to 
next Tuesday at 10 o’clock.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 4.20 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 30 
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[10.00am] THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes?  
 

MR JURTH:  Yes, good morning, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning. 
 
MR JURTH:  The purpose of the hearing this morning is to tender a Gas Expert 
Report written by Dr John Hornbrook.  Now, Dr Hornbrook is an expert 
Petroleum Engineer and he has prepared a Report dated 17 February 2022, and it 
contains – well, it comprises, I should say, a report of four pages and an 10 
Attachment 1 of a number of documents that he has reviewed together with his 
Curriculum Vitae.  And so the tender will comprise the body of the report itself, 
the documents referred to Attachment 1 and that index as well as his Curriculum 
Vitae.  The tender is proposed on these bases:  the witness consent stamp has been 
applied to the document, it has been completed and signed and it is not intended 
by counsel assisting to call Dr Hornbrook to give evidence in chief as it were.  
Principally, there is two reasons for that: the Report itself is brief and clear; and 
secondly, Dr Hornbrook is in London and we would like to avoid the 
inconvenience of calling him both to Dr Hornbrook and to the Commission.   
 20 
So, there on the screen, Commissioners, you will see the letterhead of the 
company at which Dr Hornbrook is the Executive Vice President to DeGolye and 
MacNaughton in Texas.  And you will see to the right of that the witness consent 
that I referred to and by that consent dated and signed, he confirms that this is the 
evidence he wishes to give before the Commission and he consents to it being 
tendered into evidence before you. 
 
You will see that the Report there in the middle of the page, it bears its date and 
it is addressed to Mr Mike Hayles who is our international solicitors assisting, a 
partner at MinterEllison.  And then in the first paragraph Dr Hornbrook sets out 30 
the task that he has been requested to undertake.  He says he has reviewed the 
documents listed in Attachment 1 and I will come to that attachment in a minute, 
which provide background information and evaluations of the resources 
associated with the Elk-Antelope field located in Papua New Guinea and that is 
defined as “The Field”.  And, of course, Commissioners, questions concerning 
the gas resource in the Elk-Antelope field or PRL 15 is a feature of the amended 
Terms of Reference. 
 
Dr Hornbrook goes on to say that the documents provided to me did not contain 
geological and engineering data that would allow me to independently estimate 40 
the potential resources associated with the field; instead, the documents contain 
estimates of potential resources performed by several evaluators from 2009 to 
2021.  I was asked to opine on the reasonableness of the evaluations performed 
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and to identify any systematic errors in the evaluations that would call into 
question their reliability.   
 
And from there Dr Hornbrook evaluates two groups of reports or evaluations if I 
can put it that way.  The first is what appears at Table 1 and the footnotes to it 
and in essence these are the assessments of Gaffney Cline of the gas resource in 
the Elk-Antelope field. 
 
And Dr Hornbrook over the page makes some comment about that and the 
conclusion in relation to the Gaffney Cline estimates appears in the middle of the 10 
page commencing with the words “While I did not have sufficient data to 
independently review the specific calculations underlying the evaluations 
documented in Table 1, the evaluations followed Industry Standard Procedures 
for Analysis and Reporting and I have observed no indication of intentional bias 
in the reports.”  So, in short, Dr Hornbrook takes no issue with the Gaffney Cline 
assessment. 
 

[10.05am] The second report that he has considered is referred to just under that conclusion, 
there is the - he has also reviewed the report, The Sarkal Report, prepared by 
Sarkal Energy and he observes that that Report is critical of the resource 20 
evaluations performed prior to its date and ultimately, Dr Honbrook is critical of 
The Sarkal Report.  And you will see over the page, he concludes in the top of 
the page there, the last sentence:  “In my opinion, Sarkal’s conclusions are 
incorrect for several reasons,” and then he sets out his reasons.  Commissioners, 
I do not intend to take you through those reasons now that the Report speaks for 
itself.   
 
Can I then go to the foot of the next page and to the bottom, the last paragraph 
and, Commissioners, you will see that this is in substance the expert’s declaration:  
“I confirm that my duty is to assist the Commission and that I hope in provided 30 
the above opinions impartially based on my expertise and experience, I have 
sought to set out all of the assumptions used in my Report and refer to all of the 
documentation upon which I have relied.  I have made all inquiries relevant to 
my Report that arise from the material that I have reviewed and have not omitted 
any matters of significance that are relevant to the issues I have been asked to 
address;” and then you will see his signature appears below that declaration. 
 
Commissioners, if we can then go to the next page, and this is the Attachment 1 
index to which I referred and the documents referred to in this index comprise – 
or are contained in this Report, they are attached to the Report and the tender is 40 
intended to capture all of those documents so that they are properly before you. 
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[10.10am] And then finally, can I take you commissioners to his Curriculum Vitae.  Dr 
Hornbrook was admitted to a Bachelor of Science and Petroleum Engineering 
from the University of Tulsa.  He was admitted to a Master of Science and he also 
holds a PhD in Petroleum Engineering.  He has contributed to technical articles, 
industry journals and educational publications.  He has a number of professional 
affiliations which are all set out there and at the top of that CV, he also sets out 
the extensive experience he has had in various projects all over the world.  Now, 
this report and its attachments have been available on the share website for 
viewing by represented parties since yesterday. 

 10 
The tender today will allow any applicants to apply to examine Dr Hornbrook 
today and those such examination can happen tomorrow or perhaps Friday.  Now, 
it is difficult to see - save for Oil Search and I will come back to Oil Search - what 
interest any other parties would have in examining or challenging Dr Hornbook.  
And I can indicate that Oil Search has advised us that they do not intend to 
examine Dr Hornbrook.  Now, we request that any applications by any interested 
parties to be received by the end of today and we need to know by the end of 
today so that we can make arrangements with Dr Hornbrook who as I say is in 
London and in a different time zone. 

 20 
That is all I wish to say, commissioners, before formally tendering the Report and 
its attachments, I am not sure if Dr Scerri has anything to submit to you in relation 
to the tender or anything that I have said. 

 
MR SCERRI:  Commissioners, thank you.  Commissioners, I appear for Oil 
Search.  There is only one thing I just want to clarify.  In November we were 
requested by counsel assisting .... make comments from Gaffney Cline in relation 
to the so called Sarkal Report which is by an anonymous author.  We did obtain 
those comments and he also, like Dr Hornbrook were critical of the methodology 
and conclusions reached in the Sarkal Report.  And I had understood and I maybe 30 
wrong; I had understood that that response report was also to be tendered.  Could 
counsel clarify that please? 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Is Sarkal Report attached to Dr Hornbrook’s report? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, chief commissioner, the Sarkal Report is attached to this but 40 
what Mr Scerri is asking me about is a response to that and if that could be shown 
on the screen.  There we go.  Is it numbered 20? 
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MR SCERRI:  That is not dated and I do not recognize the number I am afraid. 
 
MR JURTH:  No.  Perhaps that document could be brought - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  As long as the response to be tendered as well we have no 
difficulty. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Could that be - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  We will be making submissions in due course that the commission 10 
give absolutely no weight at all to the so called - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  Mr Scerri, if this is - there we go.  That is the report you had 
in mind? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Yes sir, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  It does not appear in Dr Hornbrook’s report.  Of course, this was – 
I am not sure whether he has reviewed this report but it will be tendered and it 
appears on the index of tenders. 20 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Does that satisfy you, Mr Scerri? 
 
MR SCERRI:  Absolutely, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  All right, thank you commissioners.  With those matters clarified, 
I tender the Report of Dr Hornbrook dated 17 February 2022.  
 30 

[10.15am] THE CHAIRMAN:  I may have a checklist of things that I just want to confirm - 
- - 

 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - before I decide for myself if the report should be 
tendered.  I was saying earlier on in relation to the tender of another report that 
the procedures of the commission in terms of the tender of evidence, documentary 
or otherwise is flexible subject, of course, to some minimum standards to observe 
the principles of natural justice and also to ensure the document being sought to 40 
be tendered is reliable and to establish its relevance to the subject matter of the 
inquiry.   
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So, let us just go through a number of those just to confirm that those minimum 
standards have been met by this report.  If you can go through those again.  In 
terms of the report itself, the intention of the report or its purpose is for the report 
to be – is it written for Mr Mike Hales of MinterEllison or is it intended that 
through Mike Hales of MinterEllison the report is going to be tendered as 
evidence before this commission. 
 
MR JURTH:  The answer to that chief is very simple.  You will see the witness 
consent stamp and this is a stamp of the commission.  And whilst the form of the 10 
report, not unusually, is addressed to those from whom Dr Hornbrook received 
the instructions, when you see the witness consent form, he makes it clear that 
this is his evidence which he wishes to give before the commission, contains his 
signature and he consents it to being tendered into evidence before the 
commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  So, it is absolutely clear that Dr Hornbrook has prepared this report 
on instructions from those that assist you and his intention and consent is that it 20 
be tendered before you as his evidence.  Now, as to the relevance of the report in 
addition to the Term of Reference that requires us to inquire into matters 
concerning the Elk-Antelope field, there has also been evidence before you that 
disputes the value of that resource.  And so this is expert evidence that reviews 
other expert assessments – well, other assessments of that resource and it applies 
in turn that those assessments prepared by Gaffney Cline are reliable and other 
ones are not.  So that is the function of this report.   
 
In all other respects, it sets out the instructions, it sets out the tasks undertaken, it 
sets out the conclusions, it contains a declaration of the kind ordinarily found in 30 
expert reports and it also identifies line by line the documents reviewed and relied 
upon, and finally a curriculum vitae that in my submission establishes his 
expertise to give these opinions.  So that is the evidentiary basis for the tender 
and its relevance to the work of the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  In terms of its relevance, is the report intended to establish 
if the value of the shares that the State was paying for in Oil Search did not reflect 
the value of the gas reserves in the Elk-Antelope field, is it?  
 

[10.20am] MR JURTH:  Not completely.  With respect, Dr Hornbrook is not a financial 40 
expert, he is not a market expert; he is a petroleum engineer and what he has done 
is review the - if I can say, the quantity or the estimates to the quantity of the gas 
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reserves in the gas field.  Now, there is a relationship between what those 
estimates are and what the value might be. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  But that is not his expert. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what does the report conclude?  That there is a difference 
in there - the quantity of the gas reserves, is it? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  It concludes that those assessments undertaken by Gaffney Cline - 
and there are a number of them between 2009 and 2021 - follow industry standard 
procedures for an analysis and reporting and he has observed no indication of 
intentional bias in the reports.  In other words, this expert confirms the accuracy 
or the probability of previous reports from which you may be able to make a 
finding.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the previous reports contradict the findings in the Sarkal 
Report, is it, in terms of the quantity of the gas reserve? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  The other way around so that the Sarkal Report is critical of some 
of the Gaffney Cline Reports and Dr Hornbrook sets out his reasons for 
concluding that the conclusions in terms of the Sarkal Report are incorrect.  And 
so that provides a basis for you Commissioners to adopt one body of estimates 
over another. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And the PRL 15 or the Elk-Antelope project is one of the 
issues raised in the terms of reference, is it? 
 
MR JURTH:  Indeed. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The amended Terms of Reference? 
 
MR JURTH:  Indeed. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What about the credentials of Dr John Hornbrook? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.  They appear in his Curriculum Vitae and if we could bring 
that up.  It is the last page; page 6 of this PDF and then we go.  This is his 
Curriculum Vitae.  If we can go down to the last paragraph, you will see there, 40 
chief, that he holds a Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Engineering from the 
University of Tulsa.  And he later obtained a Master of Science and a Doctor of 
Philosophy in Petroleum Engineering from Stanford University.  And he has 
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contributed to technical articles to industry journals and educational publications. 
So, he has authored technical articles within the field of his expertise and he 
belongs to a number of professional affiliations and those are set out there.  And 
then those are his academic qualifications and professional interests and then his 
work history is set out at the top of his CV.   
 
You will see there, he is currently the Executive Vice President of DeGolyer and 
MacNaughton and he manages projects around the world including field 
development projects, large scale integrated studies, simulation-based studies.  Dr 
Hornbrook’s experience includes field development studies, probabilistic 10 
analysis, reserves estimation, property valuation, oil test design analysis, gas and 
oil assessment and analysis of improved oil refinery mechanisms.  He sets out his 
experience there and where in the world he has done those things. And in my 
submission, this is an appropriate expert to give the kind of evidence contained 
in his report.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Commissioner White, you have any comments 
or questions before we decide on the admissibility of the report? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, thank you, chief.  I think between you and Mr  20 
Jurth, you have covered the field completely. 
 

[10.25am] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, then we can rule on it.  I am satisfied that the report 
meets the minimum standards for admissibility of a report of this nature before 
this Commission of Inquiry so I will admit the document - the report into 
evidence.  Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I agree Chief Commissioner; nothing further to add. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Chief Commissioner and Commissioner, can I just say something? 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Not about that but about the Sarkal Report which is an attachment 
to Dr Hornbrook’s Report.  Dr Hornbrook was engaged by the commission on 
behalf of the commission so he has in effect (..inaudible..) commission’s expert - 
- - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 40 
MR SCERRI:  He has referred to and criticized the Sarkal Report, consistently 
with your ruling in relation to the FTI Report, the Sarkal Report itself really ought 
not to be admitted into evidence because the author is not identified.  The author’s 
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qualifications and credentials to express those opinions has not been established.  
By admitting the Hornbrook Report, you have admitted the Sarkal Report.  I just 
want to put on the record that we will be saying that the Sarkal Report will need 
to be looked at closely, and we will be submitting that absolutely no weight can 
or should be given to it.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR SCERRI:  If the Sarkal Report had been forward as a tender apart from the 
Hornbrook Report, you know, on its own, we would certainly have objected and 10 
we would have quoted to the commissioners, with respect, what you said as to 
why the FTI Report could not be tendered by Mrs Nonggorr the other day. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I think the understanding is that the Sarkal Report will 
be attached to the Hornbrook Report and admitted in that form.  But if an express 
direction to that effect is necessary, I think we can issue that direction that the 
Sarkal Report – that the Hornbrook Report is admitted inclusive of the Sarkal 
Report being attached to it.  Does that - - - 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you chair. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - satisfying, Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, I agree, chief.  But Mr Scerri of course will be 
aware that in the course of evidence, we had observations as Mr Jurth has 
mentioned that the resource was worth much less than had been suggested and 
therefore it ties in with our terms of reference about the value of PRL 15.  And 
because, unlike the report that was being considered the other day, it is our 
understanding that it has had a reasonable amount of currency, if not actually the 
report itself, at least talk about its existence and saying so within PNG, and it is 30 
part of our function I think to run down rumors and lay them if we can.  And so, 
it seems a proper function therefore for the commission actually to do what is to 
be done with this report. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you commissioner. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you Chief Commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  Then we can rephrase the decision to read that 
the Hornbrook Report to which shall be attached the Sarkal Report is admitted 40 
into evidence and it will be marked exhibit quadruple Y or Z?  I lost track there,  
Commissioner White? 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think it is Y.  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Y. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief Commissioner, I think some – two documents 
went in - - -    
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, correct. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  - - - as quadruple X the last time we met. 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So, this one will be marked exhibit quadruple Y.  
Okay, that is that.   
 
EXHIBIT YYYY – HORNBROOK REPORT ATTACHING THE 
SARKAL REPORT 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you Commissioners.  That is everything for today.  I can 20 
indicate that the bulk document tender will occur tomorrow morning at 10 o’clock 
prior to the commencement of oral submissions and the reason for that is to give 
more time for those documents to be on the website so that everybody that is 
interested has an opportunity to view them there.  They went live yesterday and 
it would be premature in my submission to do that now but the intention is to do 
that at 10 o’clock tomorrow and then final oral submissions will follow from 
there. 
 

[10.30am] THE CHAIRMAN:  So, to give access to the documents that are going to be 
tendered tomorrow to interested parties or witnesses, the documents may have to 30 
be uploaded on the website to provide access by today? 
 
MR JURTH:  They are already live to my understanding.  They were put up 
yesterday afternoon. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  They were put up yesterday afternoon? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, they will have today - - - 40 
 
MR JURTH:  That is right. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  - - - to access it and go through it and if they wish to be heard 
on it, they will hopefully appear tomorrow to have their say. 
 
MR JURTH:  Or send us a note in writing saying what their problem is. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: Send you a note in writing. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, the tender of documents will take place at 10 o’clock 10 
tomorrow? 
 
MR JURTH:  10 o’clock tomorrow. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To be followed by submissions from counsel assisting? 
 
MR JURTH:  Precisely, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And those will be the final submissions? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  Final submissions. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What about those witnesses who wish to make submissions 
in response; will they be appearing tomorrow and will they be given an 
opportunity or what is the procedure there? 
 
MR JURTH:  So, what senior counsel assisting the inquiry has announced and, I 
think, has made submissions about this a number of times is that anybody wishing 
to make submissions will be invited to do so in writing and writing only.  So, 
there will be no appearance from anybody else tomorrow and there is no intention 30 
to hear from anybody tomorrow.  Indeed, that would probably be inconvenient 
because the oral submissions will take up the whole day and it would be difficult 
for them to start responding to those oral submissions immediately.  But written 
submissions will be received by anybody that wishes to put them before the 
Commission.  I am afraid I do not know what - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  What if a particular witness has a desire or a burning desire 
if I may say so, to be heard by way of oral submissions followed by a hand over 
or delivery or tender of their written submissions?  They might want to be heard 
orally; is that something that we can accommodate or what is the situation? 40 
 
MR JURTH:  Well, Chief Commissioner, I mean, the Commission can of course 
proceed as it chooses but in my submission the foreshadowed procedure was that 
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anybody wishing to make submissions in response to those of counsel assisting 
would do so in writing really to save time but also so that we can clearly 
understand what the submissions are because we can read them and understand 
them properly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The other question I have is the timeline for witnesses 
to file their submissions in response, I think according to the press statement that 
we issued previously or the last one, they were given until the end of February to 
file their written submissions? 
 10 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And we have already shifted the submissions from counsel 
assisting by a week and given February will end on Friday on the 28th I assume, 
we may allow a little bit more time than the end of February for them to respond 
– possibly a week at the most.  Is that something that counsel are contemplating 
- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, chief.  This has already been brought to my attention.  You 
are right, the original date announced was the 28th and we will have something to 20 
say about that tomorrow morning. 
 
MR SCERRI:  Commissioner, may I just say something?  As you stated correctly, 
originally said that counsel assisting will make closing submissions on the 21st 

leaving a week for the other parties to respond.  That has now become closing 
submissions by counsel assisting tomorrow - sorry, Friday, finishing on Friday 
which is the 25th.   
 

[10.35am] So at the moment what we have been told is we need to prepare our written 
submissions on the following Monday, that is, effectively one business day out.  30 
With the greatest respect to counsel assisting it is quite unreasonable. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is a good suggestion where counsel – MinterEllison 
can pick on that and discuss the amount of time that is given perhaps up to a week.  
Commissioner White? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Could I just mention chief.  Perhaps we ought not 
leave it hanging because the final submissions, the bulk of them, as I understand 
will be heard tomorrow and it is expected that would go over into Friday because 
of the tender of the documents taking up some of the time.  For those listening in 40 
and particularly Mr Scerri who is here, it really would be of greater assistance if 
they had some indication today as to how long.   
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I am certainly in favour of extending it to say, 4 pm Thursday, 3 March or 10 am 
Friday, 4 March.  It does not really make much difference of course unless you 
would be writing the submissions and that will make a great deal of difference.  
But I wonder if we could give some indication that it will be at least Thursday or 
Friday of next week at this stage even if counsel assisting are not able to put 
forward something precise to us right now. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We can agree to a date now but we are disadvantaged by 
senior counsel, Dr Renwick is not present this morning and I suppose we could 
make that decision tomorrow after the submissions. 10 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Perhaps we could indicate that it would be towards 
the end of next week, Mr Scerri, the 3th or the 4th.  It certainly would not be the 
28th or the 1st or the 2nd, I would think.   
 
MR SCERRI:  Thank you very much, Commissioner that is very helpful. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the general thinking right now so let us get Dr 
Renwick here tomorrow morning and we will confirm the exact date next week.  
Commissioner White? 20 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes okay.  All right, is there anything else to mention before 
we adjourn to tomorrow, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  No chief commissioner, thank you very much. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Renwick? 
 30 
MR JURTH:  He is not here. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Dr Katter? 
 
DR KATTER:  Nothing further commissioners, thank you. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  All right, thank you then Associate you can adjourn the 
proceedings. 
 
 40 
 
AT 10.38 AM THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 24 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA INTO OBTAINING THE OFF-SHORE LOAN FROM THE 

UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS 
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AT ABEC ROOM, APEC HAUS, PORT MORESBY ON THURSDAY, 24 
FEBRUARY 2022 AT 10.09 AM. 
 

(Continued from 23 February 2022) 
 30 
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[10.09am] DR RENWICK:  May it please the commission we now come towards the end of 
the Inquiry.  The order of business today commissioners is two-fold.  Firstly, Mr 
Jurth is to tender some documents and then I will commence the final submissions 
of counsel assisting which will largely be completed today and will conclude 
tomorrow with recommendations from counsel assisting. 

I should indicate that of course we accept that those who have leave to appear 
who wish to make submissions relevant to their interests should be given their 
originally allotted two weeks but no more to make those submissions and 
although the deadline is tight, in our submission the commission is still very much 
aiming to report by the due date of the end of March. 10 

So I will commence but only after Mr Jurth has dealt with the tender of the 
relevant documents commissioners. 

MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  If I could please ask for the index to be 
put up on the screen.  That would be the most convenient way to deal with this 
tender.   

Before taking you through the index, commissioners, can I outline the nature of 
the three bundles that have been proposed today.  The first bundle comprises 
witness statements that the Commission has received which has not been 
tendered.  The second bundle comprises documents that are relevant to the Terms 
of Reference.  They are documents which again have been provided to us or we 20 
have obtained and they are not otherwise forming part of other people’s 
statements or other witnesses’ statements.  And the third bundle of documents are 
what I call the Customs documents.  They comprise statements or rather affidavit 
of the current Commissioner of Customs, David Towe and that contains some 
exhibits.  But in addition there was a good volume of documents from the former 
Commissioner of Customs, Mr Ray Paul and those documents are being tendered 
here as well.  

I then go back to the two-fold; and the first one and if the line numbers could 
please be shown.  We just scroll to the left a little bit.  No, it does not.   

Commissioners the form of the index as it appears on the website contains lines 30 
and the first bundle commences from row 4 of the bundle and comprises 70 
documents altogether.  As I said these are witness statements.  You will see that 
the first witness statement was from the late Grand Chief and the most recent ones 
are from Mr Wapu Sonk that had been recently received in answer to requests for 
further information.   

[10.14am] So, that is the first bundle of documents.  The second bundle; those that are 
relevant to the Terms of Reference, you will see that they include documents such 
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as company searches, documents provided by the NEC, documents provided by 
Ashurt and it also contains Brattle documents.  So, that is the second bundle of 
documents.  They commence from row 79 of the index and comprise 144 separate 
documents.  

 
Finally, the Customs documents, commence from row 228 and there are a lot of 
these documents.  There are 2,987 documents and they comprise the Customs 
records produced to us last year.  
 
Now, the Customs documents have been available for viewing on the share 10 
website for viewing by represented parties since 15 February this year and the 
other two bundles; the witness statements and the documents relevant to the terms 
of reference have been available since 22 February, so two days ago. 

 
 Commissioners, that is all I wish to say about the three bundles that I submit for 

tender now.  I can indicate that there will be a further tender of documents 
tomorrow that will deal with Oil Search documents so there are no Oil Search 
documents in the current tender but in my submission each of these documents 
have been available for viewing.  There has been no objections and they follow a 
hyperlink  system where as you will see the unique document identifier allows 20 
any witness to click on the document and see what it is and is consistent with the 
form of the previous tender bundles that had been accepted.  I tender these three 
bundles, commissioners. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, I have no questions to ask of Mr Jurth. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No, I have no questions, chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I suppose we can admit each of those documents under the 
three bundles.  Commissioner White? 30 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief it seems convenient that way and so we 
will give them three separate exhibit numbers,  Is that your thought on that 
matter? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes I will be speaking on that.  I suggest the Customs 
documents which are being tendered through or accompanied by an affidavit of 
the current Commissioner Mr David Towe be assigned an exhibit letter which 
will be quadruple, is it? 
 40 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Quadruple Z.  That is the affidavit together with all the 
attachments. 
 
MR JURTH:  And the Ray Paul produced documents, the former Customs 
documents which had been produced to us. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Together with the documents produced by former Customs 
Commissioner, Mr Ray Paul.  They will all be bundled together and marked 
Exhibit ZZZZ. 
 10 
EXHIBIT ZZZZ – CUSTOMS DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANIED BY 
AFFIDAVIT OF CUSTOMS COMMISSIONER, DAVID TOWE 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, returning to the documents under the first and second 
bundles.  Let us just deal with the first bundle.  
 

[10.19 am] The last exhibit number that we assigned was 8.  So if we can sequentially number 
the 70 documents commenced from Exhibit 9 through to 78 or 79? 
 
MR JURTH:  There are 70 documents in this bundle. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So it will commence from Exhibit 9 and through – 
sequentially numbered – through each of those documents, assigned a number 
through to Exhibit 78 or 9? 
 
MR JURTH:  79. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  79, okay.  Then moving on to bundle two, you said there 
were hundred and- - - 
 30 
MR JURTH:  44. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  144 documents.  So each of those documents will be 
assigned exhibit numbers from number- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  80. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  80- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  220. 40 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Through to 224, and counsel and solicitors can work on 
assigning each exhibit letters and exhibit numbers to each of those documents 
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accordingly.  That concludes the tender of documents.  We will move on to 
counsel’s submissions. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly, Chief and Commissioner White.  May it please 
the Commissioners, we now proceed to make closing submissions and I expect 
this will take the best part of today.  We will not put the Powerpoints up just yet, 
if that is all right. 
 
Our aim is to say something at the background to the Inquiry, its conduct and 
scope and then proceed to submit key findings of fact and tomorrow, 10 
recommendations that should be made thereby providing further natural justice 
and procedural fairness.  A written document comprising these remarks will be 
available generally tomorrow and that will have footnotes and references and so 
on. 
 
Commissioners, we emphasize to those who may be listening to these final 
addresses that these are submissions by counsel assisting which you as the 
commissioners may or may not yourselves make, especially of having heard the 
submissions as I mentioned earlier due in the next two weeks by 10 March, from 
those potentially and adversely affected who had leave to appear.  20 
Commissioners, we would also take into account the opening statements counsel 
have earlier made in the proceedings. 
 
Let me say something brief about the establishment of the Commission.  It was 
established by Instrument date 30 August 2019 amended in October last year, and 
those Instruments were made under the Commission of Inquiry Act.  It followed 
originally the tabling in the National Parliament in May 2019 of the December 
2018 Final Report of the Ombudsman Commission.  In the circumstances 
outlined in our opening remarks of December last year, the Terms of Reference 
were amended and further time provided to complete the hearings and the report.   30 
 
The Ombudsman Commission investigation, you will recall, had commenced in 
or about March 2014 … 

[10.24am] Shortly after the approval by the National Executive Council which I will 
variously call the NEC or sometimes Cabinet. For the State to enter into a loan 
agreement with the Union Bank of Switzerland, Australian Branch, which I  call 
UBS, for about AU$1.39 billion Australian dollars to purchase approximately 
149 million merely issued shares in Oil Search Limited.  That is a company which 
the forward recent takeover by Santos Limited who has a long-established Papua 
New Guinea Oil and Gas exploration company listed on both the Papua New 40 
Guinea and Australian Stock Exchanges.  
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The Ombudsman Commission’s investigation was slowed down by various 
applications to the Supreme Court to resolve challenges to its jurisdiction by 
interested persons.  
 
On assuming office as Prime Minister though,  the Honorable James Marape, the 
current Prime Minister undertook to establish a Commission of Inquiry to 
investigate the facts surrounding the transaction. 
 
The Prime Minister, at the time of UBS transactions, the Honorable Peter O’Neil, 
has told you Commissioners that he supported both the establishment and work 10 
of the Commission.  And that is significant that the both the current and relevant 
and former Prime Ministers have supported and do support the work this 
Commission. And may I say they have recently agreed with some of the 
recommendations which I raised with them in the last few weeks which we will 
be putting forward tomorrow. 
 
Let me state something next to that jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of the 
Commission is set out in the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1951, but it is important 
to appreciate what the Commission can and cannot do.  
 20 
You have the power of course to summons persons to attend to give oral evidence 
on oath and also to summons for the production of documents.  And it is an 
offence without reasonable excuse to comply with the summons to give oral 
evidence or produce documents.  It is also a crime to give false evidence or of 
course to act in a manner which amounts to contempt of the Commission.  But 
the commissioner as in the Commission of Inquiry is not an investigative agency 
with the kind of powers extended to those institutions with power to conduct 
investigations into criminal conduct and other offences.  So relevantly, the powers 
of the Commission, trying to apply extra territorially.  That is to say, you cannot 
compel oral evidence for the production of documents outside the borders of the 30 
Independent State. You have no power to establish a task force to conduct 
investigations.  Although, of course, in a more limited sense, the relevant 
minister, the Prime Minister can and has appointed persons with appropriate 
technical or professional expertise to assist the Commission.  You cannot seek 
the assistance nor the resources of counterparts in other jurisdictions.  There is no 
committee of Commissions of Inquiry of the kind enjoyd by courts or law 
enforcement agencies. You cannot a court ordered warrant to enter and search 
premises or seize documents or other records such as computer hard drives or to 
use an interception device and you cannot make arrests.  The Commission has no 
ready access without a matching services with other authorities or bodies rather 40 
your important function is to inquire into any matter of public welfare.  And I will 
come to the precise Terms of Reference shortly, assemble the facts using the 
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powers available to you and report on your proceedings and the results of inquiry 
that he is answering the terms of reference, the tabling in Parliament. 
 
It is then the function in a particular case of other relevant investigative and law 
enforcement authorities to investigate and prosecute conduct within their 
respective jurisdictions utilizing wider powers referred to the above.  And we 
mention for example here, the Ombudsman Commission and the Public 
Prosecutor who have jurisdiction for breaches of the Leadership Code, The Public 
Prosecutor and the Police breaches of the Criminal Code or other offences, or the 
Legislative Independent Commission against Corruption although it has not yet 10 
formally  established but there is a law which establishes it for prosecution of 
corrupt conduct including official corruption.  I will return to that tomorrow.   
 

[10.29am]As to the hearings, they began soon after establishment but many factors delayed 
its progress including the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic which begin in early 
2020 and of course still continues, delays in finding suitable persons who could 
undertake the work and who had no conflict of interest and thus were to be found 
overseas, and I am afraid to say obstructive approaches by some towards the 
commission, obstruction by some persons and entities in fact who had relevant 
information and documents.  Having said that, we continue to thank the many 20 
persons who did assist the commission, in private and in public, and especially 
those under no legal compulsion to do so. 

 
We will say something more tomorrow about the recalcitrant witnesses and 
entities, but we say this now about the State’s former bankers and lawyers who 
declined, and they could easily have done so, to appear in person or remotely by 
video.  I have already noted the Commission only had powers of compulsion over 
those within Independent State, but in substance our submission will be, 
Commissioners, that the Independent State as a nation State is not defenseless 
against persons like these former lawyers and bankers who chose to cooperate 30 
when they can and should have, and both the Prime Minister and former Prime 
Minister O’Neill have said in their evidence to you in the last month, 
Commissioners, in their oral evidence their supporting principle of our 
recommendation that such persons or entities should be banned, if necessary by 
law, from doing any work for five years for the State or its emanations.  
 
Commissioners, following many direction hearings and return of summonses and 
also following the tragic death of former Commissioner Gilmour and the 
subsequent appointment  of Commissioner White and the appointment of those 
assisting, the principal hearings including witnesses began in March last year.  40 
They continued intermittently until August 2021, following which amended 
terms of reference were issued.  Hearings recommenced in December last year 
and they recommenced again this year in late January and they have proceeded 
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intensively this month.  And following our final submissions and any responses 
by those with leave, the report is due to be presented to the Prime Minister by 31 
March.   
 
Especially because of Covid, the hearings have been conducted from APEC Haus 
where of course, Chief Commissioner, you and Mr Jurth of counsel are presently 
located, but with some counsel and some witnesses, one commissioner from time 
to time, being located elsewhere and participating by video link. 
 
Although this is not the traditional approach in the Independent State, it has 10 
created, in our submission, real and practical advantages.  Indeed, we submit, it 
has been a resounding success.  There has, for example, been a very large saving 
in the accommodation costs and travel expenses for witnesses and those assisting 
who did not have to travel to and from Port Moresby, and that is the case for some 
on multiple occasions.  People who had Covid-caused travel and health 
restrictions had still been able to appear.  The hearings which have been entirely 
in public have been live streamed on Facebook with recordings on the 
commission’s website.  Sometimes they have attracted more than 1000 viewers 
at a time on the livestream.  The commission has been able to have witnesses 
from many overseas locations sometimes as in the case of experts from multiple 20 
overseas locations heard simultaneously. And we submit that is a flexible, 
practical and efficient model which should be used in the future. 
 
Tomorrow we will have some submissions as to amendments that might possibly 
be made to improve the Commissions of Inquiry Act.   
 
The commission had also engaged experts to assist it, and I wish to particularly 
acknowledge the detailed careful and unchallenged work of the Brattle Group.  
 

[10.34am] They have provided significant financial analysis of the immensely complex 30 
transactions which are the focus of this commission.  There has been in our 
submission nothing in the hearing which has cast any doubt on their assumptions, 
analysis or conclusion and their Reports as amended should be accepted in their 
entirety, which I will have more to say of them in a minute. 

 
The Terms of Reference set out the Commission’s purpose, jurisdiction and the 
questions which must be dealt with.  The instrument containing the Terms of 
Reference for this Commission and we might put this up on the screen begins 
with a brief explanation followed by the Terms of Reference.   
 40 
It says the objective of the Commission is to inquire into and establish facts 
surrounding: (1) The decision by the Government to obtain the loan funding oo 
US$1.3 billion; (2) The decision to seek off-shore loans and the decision to select 
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the Union Bank of Switzerland as the preferred financier; (3) Individuals and 
entities which were instrumental in the negotiation (the middlemen involved) for 
and on behalf of the State, how they were engaged and how much were paid as 
fees for their services as brokers and negotiators; (4), Whether breaches of 
mandatory Constitutional requirements have occurred and the conduct on the part 
of Leaders and persons involved in the deal. 
 
The ultimate objective of the Inquiry so recites the Terms of Reference is to 
establish whether there were breaches of PNG Laws and Constitutional 
requirements and in the process of negotiation and approval of the UBS Loan, 10 
and I will interpolate the related questions of the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds and 
PRL 15 and Elk/Antelope - and going back to the quote - and also establish 
whether PNG as a country had suffered as a result of this off-shore deal, and 
whether the persons involved in the deal can be held accountable for their 
conduct.  We can take that document down. 
 
The Terms of Reference may be grouped under a list of financial transactions and 
then some key issues.  The key financial transactions really are these:  The Orogen 
Minerals Merger with Oil Search Limited in 2002; the PNG LNG Project; the 
IPIC Loan; the UBS Loan to the State in 2014; and the related purchase of Oil 20 
Search shares by the State at that time; and the related Elk/Antelope PRL 15 
transaction by Oil Search. 
 
Then, of course, there was the novation of those transactions, the UBS Loan, that 
is to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited a wholly owned State-Owned 
Enterprise which eventually in 2017 sold the Oil Search shares.  There are issue 
concerning the Sovereign Wealth Fund and then at the end there are the stark 
questions asked:  Who is responsible?  Who benefited?  And what should be done 
including recommendations, Commissioners, you should make. 
 30 
Let me turn then to the role of the Commission of the Inquiry what it can and 
cannot do.  It is directed to investigate and establish the facts relating to these 
financial transactions, their lawfulness and propriety, the nature of the conduct of 
those involved in them and the consequences for the State and the people of Papua 
New Guinea.   
 
The Terms of Reference required in terms that this Commission “shall so far as 
reasonably possible, inquire into, and make findings and report on” a list of 
matters designated by paragraphs heading (a) to (gg) inclusive.  Given time and 
Covid constraints, given the limits of voluntary cooperation by those located off-40 
shore, we submit that the Inquiry has well and truly gone as far as reasonably 
possible and your report may well lead to others taking action. 
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Let me say something about – in our submission - about fact finding and opinions 
about the law.  The Commission is charged with making findings and 
recommendations arising out of its findings.  We make two important 
submissions about what is involved. 
 

[10.39am]First, the Commission is not reviewing the Ombudsman Commission Report, 
although that was the catalyst for the establishment of this Commission.  It has 
its function, you have yours. 

Second, as this Commission is an inquiry, not a court of law, you cannot and we 
have no doubt you would not seek to make make determinations of the legal rights 10 
and obligations of any persons or entities either within Papua New Guinea or 
elsewhere.  Nor may it make binding determinations on legal issues, including 
those relating to constitutional matters.  But commissioners, those limits are not 
transgressed when, as we submit it should, the Commission expresses an opinion 
as to how the laws should be construed and whether again, in your opinion, a line 
of contravention has been crossed. 

Let me begin at the beginning then, commissioners, which is some history, the 
Constitution and some key legal structures. 

Answering the Terms of Reference requires understanding of these matters, 
especially such as concern the commercial exploitation of natural resources, the 20 
potential role of the State in that regard, and parliamentary control of borrowing 
by the executive government of the day. 

The Inquiry’s initial phase of evidence involved obtaining evidence on these 
topics from some of the founders of the Constitution of the Independent State and 
also some contemporary experts: we refer you to our opening in March last year, 
and the evidence, in particular of two key founders who are still with us,  Chief 
Dr John Momis and Chief Sir Julius Chan who of course later became Prime 
Minister. 

Let me quote some parts of their evidence.  Dr Momis in his evidence said that 
the founders such as himself saw the need to have: “very strong parliamentary 30 
committees to make sure that non-ministerial members of Parliament would also 
keep a check on the government, make their contribution and at the same time 
you have got to allow the government, that is the National Executive Council, to 
take initiatives, knowing that they are being watched and they would not just do 
things without taking into account the importance of the benefits to the nation”. 

Papua New Guinea, as you will know commissioners became the Independent 
State that it is in 1975 and the Constitution then came into force.  By reflecting 
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both spiritual and material links of the citizens to the country’s land and resources, 
the Constitution is unusual, and perhaps unique.  Thus, its preamble states, in 
terms which must be continually borne in mind in this inquiry:  

“All persons in our country have the following basic obligations to themselves 
and their descendants, to each other and to the Nation ,..(d) to protect Papua New 
Guinea and to safeguard the national wealth, resources and environment in the 
interests not only of the present generation but also of future generations”   

and additionally, declares in the preamble that 

 " … all citizens have an obligation to themselves and their descendants, to each 
other and to the Nation to use profits from economic activities in the advancement 10 
of our country and our people, and that the law may impose a similar obligation 
on non-citizens carrying on economic activities in or from our country." 

Let me say something briefly about State borrowing.  It is not uncommon for 
countries within the Commonwealth of Nations to have constitutional provisions 
requiring parliamentary approval for government borrowing and expenditure.  So 
it is here.  In the Independent State - perhaps we can find this provision, section 
209(1) of the Constitution, provides:  Notwithstanding anything in this 
Constitution – that is the important part of the preamble - the raising and 
expenditure of finance by the National Government, including the imposition of 
taxation and the raising of loans, is subject to authorization and control by the 20 
Parliament, and shall be regulated by an Act of the Parliament. 

The Ombudsman Commission’s report on the UBS Loan came to the conclusion 
that section 209(1) was not complied with in the case of the borrowing 
arrangements entered into by the State, as they were later that year novated to 
Kumul concerning the UBS loan of AU$1.239 billion in 2014.   

[10.44am] I will come to it in detail because you did receive a great deal of evidence and 
submissions on it but in summary commissioners, for reasons we will come to, 
we submit you should not find that section 209 was transgressed.  Counsel 
assisting submit that there was not a breach of section 209. 

 30 
 Let me come to exploitation of Papua New Guinea natural resources and its law 

and practice.  The Independent State as you will know is rich in many natural 
resources among them the valuable and internationally marketable commodities 
of petroleum and liquefied natural gas or LNG.  If we can put up national Goal 4 
of the Constitution which concerns natural resources and the environment of the 
country.  It states this.  Natural resources and environment.  We declare our fourth 
goal to be that Papua New Guinea’s natural resources and environment to be 
conserved and used for the collective benefit of us all and be replenished to the 
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benefit of future generations.  We accordingly call for; (1), wise use to be made 
of our natural resources and the environment in and on the land or seabed in the 
sea, under the land and in the air, in the interest of our development and in trust 
for future generation, (2) the conservation and replenishment for the benefit of 
ourselves and prosperity of the environment and its sacred scenic and historical 
qualities and (3) all necessary steps to be taken to give adequate protection to our 
valued birds, animals, fish, insects, plants and trees. 

 
On this point Dr Momis who of course was there at the founding said this.  “The 
fourth national goal and directive principles apply to national resources and 10 
environment.  These provisions make clear in a manner unusual and perhaps 
unique to a national Constitution that the protection and management of natural 
resources are matters of the greatest importance.  Papua New Guineans are very 
closely related to national resources and environment.  In fact their relationship 
has an eschatological dimension to it, in other words, it is both spiritually 
important and of course materially economically also important so it has a double 
base.  People of Papua New Guinea are very close to their resources.” 
 
The proper role of the government in a capital system such as the Independent 
State was spoken of at length by the witnesses who gave evidence in that first 20 
phase of hearings.  They start with the four main governmental functions namely 
(a) the traditional and essential role of government to make good policies and 
laws that create an environment conducive for business growth but without direct 
government intervention, while the government focuses on provision of quality 
public services such as in education, health and law and order, (b) or secondly, 
the government raises tax revenue from private businesses to fund public goods 
and services, (3) the government regulates business in order to achieve proper 
exploitation of labour, natural resources and to promote equitable distribution of 
economy benefits; and fourthly, the government invests in public and private 
businesses enterprises. 30 
 
Now, in our submission there was little dispute from witnesses over the first, 
second and third function but the fourth the extent to which government should 
invest in public and private business enterprises attracted different views from 
witnesses.   
 
Although Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare had passed away before he could give 
oral evidence, his testamentary evidence supported direct governmental 
investment.  He referenced his own time as Prime Minister when his government 
invested heavily in State Owned Enterprises managed by the then Independent 40 
Public Business Corporation.  These SOEs included PNG Power Limited, Air 
Niugini Limited and PNG Ports Limited.  IPBC also managed the State 
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investment in private business ventures such as the State’s 17.6 per cent stake in 
Oil Search and a 19.4 per cent stake in the PNG LNG project. 
 

[10.49am]  In contrast to Sir Michael, Sir Julius Chan stated that ordinarily government 
should stay out of business because it involves a lot of risks.  However, the notion 
that the government ought to be involved in business”, he said; “can be a good 
idea, as long as the government mitigates the risks”. 
 
One of the leading academics who gave evidence to the commission, Dr Osborne 
Sanida of the Papua New Guinea National Research Institute said this: 10 
"… the Government has been involved in economic affairs in terms of trying to 
affect what happens in the economy as well as been involved in economic or 
business activities through the SoE's and interest in the large projects.  The State, 
on the one hand, promotes the role of the private sector as the ‘’engine of growth’’ 
but on the other hand, also interferes in the economy by being involved in 
businesses in addition to running the public sector affairs of the nation.  Ideally”, 
he said, Dr Sanida; “the main focus of the State should be on ensuring that public 
affairs and institutions are functioning effectively and efficiently to provide a 
conducive environment for the private sector to perform its role as an engine of 
growth.  However, there is a question as to whether or not the people are getting 20 
maximum benefit from all the economic and business activities. In my view”, 
said Dr Sanida; “one of the reasons that governments get involved in business is 
the perceived view that the private sector is not doing enough for the people." 
 
In our submission, you can find that there was general agreement amongst 
witnesses that under the capitalist free market economic system operating in the 
country, government appropriately tends to avoid involvement in private 
businesses, but if it considers it necessary to intervene in private business as an 
investor itself, it can do so, provided, and we emphasise that proviso, any risks 
inherent in private business investment are managed properly so as to avoid 30 
losses. 
 
So examples of government investment in natural resource development projects 
through equity participation includes the following models: 
First, an example of Government directly taking up equity in a joint-venture 
company with multinational companies such as the Porgera Gold Mine and OK 
Tedi Mining Ltd; 
 
Second, Government taking over a joint-venture company after purchasing shares 
of another joint venture partner, as in Ok Tedi Mining Ltd; Third, Government 40 
taking up shares in a multinational company that operates the project, such as 
Bougainville Copper Limited; and Fourth, Government buying shares in a 
multinational corporation that is involved in a joint-venture with having other 
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multinational corporations to conduct a resource development project and that 
sums up what happened in relation to Papua LNG Project with Oil Search. 
 
Witnesses broadly agreed that where business involves investment risks, the 
government must be cautious in engaging in business ventures and only undertake 
such investments using public funds after a thorough assessment of risk has been 
undertaken.  The State obtaining loans to finance its equity or shares under any 
of the above models increases that risk and extra prudence is then required. Some 
witnesses expressed the view that the State should not be involved in a purely 
private business enterprise involving multinational companies in which the State 10 
does not hold any controlling interest and Sir Charles Lepani and Sir Julius Chan 
a reference there because the risks are too high. 
 
This evidence then, commissioners, sets the historical context of the events that 
you are inquiring into.  The Terms of Reference focus on a number of petroleum 
and LNG transactions in which the Government of Papua New Guinea and its 
agencies were involved.   
 
Before coming to those, may I mention some key legal provisions.  There are 
laws such as the Mining Act 1992 and the Mineral Resources Authority Act 2005 20 
designed to prevent the improper exploitation of natural resources, and also to 
ensure that the State can participate in the commercialisation of its natural 
resources. 
  

[10.54 am] The Oil and Gas Act 1988 – and we might get section 165(1) up on the screen.  
There are three relevant things.  It creates a licensing regime of five categories of 
license including a PDL, a Petroleum Development License; and a PRL, a 
Petroleum Retention License.  Second, it imposes a duty to compensate 
traditional landowners affected by the exploitation of natural resources; and 
thirdly, it preserves an optional participating interest in section 165(1) - which 30 
you will see on the screen - often called back-in rights to the Independent State 
in all petroleum and liquefied natural gas projects.  

 
And you see there the terms of section 165, “The State has the right but not the 
obligation to acquire directly or through a nominee, all or any part of a 
participating interest not exceeding 22.5 per cent in each petroleum project which 
includes an LNG project.  Significantly, Commissioners, where that back-in right 
is exercised:  (a) it has got to be paid for; and (b) affected landowners are then 
granted royalties or equity out of the State’s interest in the project.  Historically, 
the State has opted to exercise this right through a State-nominee but it does not 40 
have to. 
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There are a number of different ways the State and SoEs can so participate.  I 
have already mentioned that some witnesses did, the State has no role to play in 
such projects beyond the traditional role of governments to provide an 
economically and politically stable State, which delivers public services as 
needed and allows miners and their workers to operate safely.  No one, I should 
say in this Commission, has argued for what I might call theoretical pure socialist 
model where the State should itself operate all aspects of such project. 
 
Rather in this Inquiry, the debate has focused on two approaches, namely; first, 
exercising and paying for the back-in rights which I have just mentioned under 10 
section 165(1) so that when the petroleum product here, the LNG, begins to be 
exported and sold, the State shares directly and profits made under that license 
or, alternatively as is the case with the UBS loan, buying shares in a company 
which itself owns the license so that it receives such dividends as the company 
chooses to declare from time to time.  But importantly in that second case, there 
is no guarantee as to the amount or frequency of dividends. 
 
Another debate in this Inquiry - and we might just put up the extract from the 
Brattle Report in this regard - has been the role of the Sovereign Wealth Fund 
which is provided for by existing laws in the Independent State but not yet 20 
established.  And in the Fourth Report by the Brattle Group, they said this:  “In 
general Sovereign Wealth Fund can be designed to achieve several different 
purposes, often these include:  (a) smoothing out volatile revenues in order to 
insulate spending programs from fluctuations such as those caused by volatile 
commodity prices, and (b), investing surplus revenues for use later, including 
possibly much later, to facilitate intergenerational equity.”   
 
If a fund is mostly trying just to smooth out volatile revenues, it is likely to invest 
mainly in low-risk, low-return assets such as bonds issued by governments with 
very strong credit rating, and may I mention USA or Japan.  Such investments 30 
generally hold their value from one year to the next but do not generate high 
returns over the long term.  If a fund is mostly investing for the long term, it is 
more likely to invest in equities or by the value of equities in volatile returns over 
the long term tend to be much higher than returns from investing in bonds.  Thus, 
the investment mandate of a Sovereign Wealth Fund will depend on whether it is 
mostly trying to invest surplus revenues for the long term or mostly trying to 
smooth out volatile revenues to support current spending.  The former will have 
a relatively low and relatively stable returns; the latter will have higher returns 
that are more volatile. 
 40 
We heard some important evidence on this topic of the sovereign wealth fund 
from Professor Sir Tim Besley of the London School of Economics, an expert on 
developing economies from among other matters, and David Murray AO, former 
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Chairman of the Board of Guardians of Australia’s Sovereign Wealth Fund called 
the Future Fund.  And we will say more about this later on. 
 

[10.59am] Can we now put up the power-points about some of the key personnel and this is 
just to remind those listening of some of the key people I will mention.  And so 
if we start at page 3 of the power-points which is the key personnel, and we begin 
with the Late Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare who of course was the first Prime 
Minister and indeed held office a number of times including up till 2011.  He 
provided testamentary evidence but was not alive and able to come and give 
evidence to the Inquiry last year.   10 
 
Then there is Mr Arthur Somare who gave evidence, and if I may say so, very 
important and appropriate evidence on two occasions.  He was Minister for Public 
Enterprises.   
 
We then have the Honorable Peter O’Neill, Prime Minister for about eight years, 
and significantly though Mr O’Neill was also a member of government and thus 
the NEC which approved the IPIC deal. 
 
The current Prime Minister, the Honorable James Marape, who was the Minister 20 
for Finance at the time of the UBS Loan and as I say is currently Prime Minister.   
 
We also have Mr Dairi Vele, who was Secretary of the Department of Treasury.  
He now has relinquished that role at the end of last year and now has a broader 
role with the government.  But you can see here he had a number of other 
significant roles including Director of the Office of the Gas Coordination Project 
and for a period of time a Director of Pertusio Capital Partners Limited. 
 
We then have Mr Wapu Sonk, the Managing Director of Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings and as we understand is the highest paid public official in the 30 
Independent State. 
 
We then have Mr Carlos Civelli who is the owner of the PAC LNG Group of 
Companies, which sold its interest in PRL-15 to Oil Search Limited in 2014.  And 
a matter we will develop, Commissioners, is the strange circumstance that 
although it was well known that he was the principal owner of these companies 
and their interest, almost no one will admit in evidence to having met with him. 
 
We then have Dr Clement Waine, the Secretary of the Department of Public 
Enterprises in those years and also an advisor with former Minister Micah.  40 
Former Minister Micah, of course, was the Minister for Public Enterprises and 
State Investments for a period of years.   
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And then we get to the five gentlemen who have chosen not to appear and they 
are Mr Anthony Latimer, a former partner  of Norton Rose Fulbright; Mr Steven 
Moe, a former senior associate with Norton Rose Fulbright; Mr Vittorio 
Casamento, a former partner and then special counsel of Norton Rose Fulbright.  
And then to bankers Mr Paddy Jilek, former head of private markets merchants 
and acquisitions at UBS and Mr Mitchell or Mitch Turner, the Director of 
Investment – Resource and Investment Banking in UBS.  So, we can take those 
down.  But those are some of the key people.  I do not suggest they are the only 
people.   
 10 
Let me just mention by way of completeness some of the relevant entities.  Oil 
Search is the company which merged in fact in December last year with Santos 
Limited and is now part of the Santos Group, but before that for many years 
described itself as the largest single investor in the country.  For at least that 
reason, and because from time to time the State or its self-owned – its SOEs,  have 
been significant shareholders in Oil Search.  It has had significant economic and 
political influence in the Independent State.  We are not thereby suggesting that 
such influence was bad or inappropriate, but it did exist.    
 

[11.04am] For a long time, Mr Peter Botten, AC, was its CEO, and his local representatives 20 
included the Director Mr Gerea Aopi.  In 2002, we should note that Orogen, O-
r-o-g-e-n, Minerals Limited, which was a publicly listed company, in which the 
Mineral Resources Development Company, a 100 percent State-owned enterprise 
or company held 51 percent of the shares.  It merged, that is to say Orogen with 
Oil Search.  Orogen was created by the State. I am sorry, I will go on to UBS. 

 
UBS AG, is a Swiss multinational investment bank and financial services 
company, founded and based in Switzerland, but operating around the world.  Its 
Australian Branch was engaged as both financial advisor and financier with the 
Independent State on the UBS Loan.  It continues to operate out of Sydney and 30 
therefore is not compellable to provide evidence.  It provided some assistance, 
producing relevant documents, a statement of its view on relevant facts, which 
have been fully considered by B rattle and answering limited specific questions 
from the Commission. But it is undoubtably the case, it did not make any current 
or former UBS employee who is available to give evidence, despite numerous 
requests.  
 
Norton Rose Fulbright is an international law firm.  The Sydney Office of Norton 
Rose Fulbright Australia, was engaged as a legal advisor for the State, on the UBS 
Loan and on other matters throughout 2012 and 2013, including advising on 40 
establishment of a Temasyk Style enterprise to own and operate certain SoEs and 
hold certain investments for the State; the refinancing at the IPIC exchangeable 
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bonds and advising on the enabling legislation and regulation necessary to give 
effect to the Sovereign Wealth Fund and drafting such legislation and regulations. 
 
The lawyers who were asked to give evidence in this Inquiry who declined to do 
so were Mr Latimer, Mr Moe and Mr Casamento.  
 
KPMG is a multinational network, a professional firm, providing audits and tax 
and advisory services.  It advised the State on the UBS loans.  And if we can put 
up the slid as to the SoE, please? 
 10 
We mentioned that various SoEs have been created to participate in PNG LNG 
Projects.  And the main relevant entities and it is worthwhile, just noting them are 
as follows, and you can see how that changed over time.  IPBC becoming Kumul 
Consolidated, Kroton becoming Kumul Petroleum PNG, then becoming Kumul 
Petroleum Kroton and Petromin becoming Kumul Minerals.  The key executives 
and I say, include Mr Wapu Sonk, inaugural CEO of Kumul Petroleum. You can 
take that down. 
 
Commissioners, you will recall that two LNG Projects essential for the work of 
the Commission, namely the PNG LNG Gas Project and the various named Papua 20 
LNG, PAC LNG or Elk/Antelope Project. As explained in our opening 
submission in March last year, the PNG LNG Project is undoubtedly one of most 
significant natural resource operations undertaken in the State, operated by 
ExxonMobil.  The project has already contributed about 19 billion US Dollars to 
the development of the State’s economy. It stretches across the Hela, Western, 
Southern Highlands, Gulf and Central Provinces.  Gas for the projects primarily 
produced from the Juha, Hides and Angore gas fields before being transported by 
pipeline for storage and liquefaction at facilities located north-west of Port 
Moresby. The LNG is then loaded onto ships for export.  
 30 

[11.09am] The PNG LNG project produces approximately 6.9 million tonnes of LNG and 
that is exported throughout Asia.  It is structured as an unincorporated joint 
venture and gas is sourced from seven different gas fields and nine PDLs, and of 
course the PNG LNG Project is central to the terms of reference. 

 
The other gas project of relevance was known essentially as the Elk/Antelope gas 
field located to the west of Port Moresby.  It was discovered in 2007 by InterOil 
and oil and gas explorer.  It subsequently partnered with the French company 
Total. 
 40 
Commissioners, I now turn to start the key transaction.  The IPIC Exchangeable 
Bonds and the UBS loans.   
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As we said in opening last March, in 2009 the late Grand Chief, Sir Michael 
Somare, the first Prime Minister of the Independent State, was again Prime 
Minister and seeking to finance the Independent State’s share of capital 
investment in the LNG Project pledged among other assets, its 14.7 per cent stake 
in Oil Search to raise the large sum of A$1.7 billion.  The Oil Search shares were 
not then worth that amount and so they were pledged against their future projected 
value in a deal with IPIC.  Now, IPIC is a foreign Sovereign Wealth Fund, is not 
to be confused with the SoE, IPBC.  Among other matters it was initially proposed 
that IPIC agreed that the Independent State would have the rights to buy back the 
shares in 2014 providing it could afford to do so, but the eventual agreement with 10 
more one-side than that with IPIC having the option of keeping the shares. 
 
When the bonds came due in 2014 as I had mentioned, the agreement was that 
IPIC would take the shares unless there were some subsequent agreement to the 
contrary.  In my submission when one considers all the evidence, the government 
did not seriously attempt to obtain an extension of the IPIC Exchange Bond deal 
until it was too late.  Despite its desire to retain the shares, IPIC held on to the Oil 
Search shares including the shares the government or its SoEs had previously 
owned.  So the State was facing realistically from late 2013 but certainly from the 
date of formal notification by IPIC in 2014, that IPIC would keep the shares or 20 
take the shares.  That was to leave the State in a situation it had not faced since 
the Orogen merger, that is to say, that it own no shares in Oil Search directly or 
through an SOE. 
 
Former Prime Minister O’Neill in his evidence to you said this was unacceptable.  
He persuaded his government to make the entirely optional decision to ask Oil 
Search to issue 10 per cent of its share capital to the State in what we call the UBS 
loan.  Oil Search agreed as it allowed it to purchase the PAC LNG group that held 
a 22.8 per cent interest in the Elk/Antelope field. 
 30 
Now, the new Oil Search shares and the UBS loan were swiftly novated or 
transferred if you like, to Kumul Petroleum, an SoE.  The clear reason for that on 
the evidence was that the State could not continue to hold it without exceeding 
the legislated borrowing limits.  I have something to say about whether the law 
should be changed in the future about that. 
 
The evidence in our submission though is that Kumul, looking at its statutory 
mandate, did not want the shares and it certainly did not want a large UBS loan 
debt, but for years despite on occasions trying it could not obtain the permission 
of its trustee Mr O’Neill to sell the shares.  I will come to say more about his role 40 
as trustee but the position was and is that the Prime Minister today is the trustee.  
He or she has rights, also duties as the trustee which if transgressed can be matters 
arising under the Leadership Code. 
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[11.14am] Turning then to the UBS Loan decision, the so called ‘vital strategic interest’ of 

the State in owning Oil Search shares and that was the stated justification for the 
UBS Loan.  Having regard to the evidence, frankly, it was never vital but it 
certainly ceased to be vital when the shares were sold after the election which 
returned Mr O’Neill’s government in 2017.  If, as what is suggest, Mr O’Neill 
first withheld and then gave Kumul Petroleum permission to sell the shares for 
purposes outside the permitted duties and obligations of his role as trustee, and 
Mr Sonk’s evidence which I will come to in detail, which suggests that he did, 
then in our submission that would amount to a breach of his trustee’s duty which, 10 
if established, could be a Leadership Tribunal matter and an Ombudsman 
Commission matter and may also amount to conduct relevant to the Organic Law 
on the Independent Commission Against Corruption Law 2019, which is now 
being enacted, although ICAC has not been established. 

 
Be that as it may, there can be little doubt that unlike the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bonds, which in our submission you would find, provided the only realistic way 
for the State to exercise its valuable back-in rights, and was cost effective, the 
UBS Loan was, for the State and its people, an unnecessary disaster – and we use 
the words ‘unnecessary’ and ‘disaster’ deliberately as I will now explain. 20 
 
It was unnecessary first because it was entirely voluntary.  There was no prior 
obligation to take out the loan and the stated rationale, the continued ownership 
of a strategic parcel of Oil Search shares was never convincing, and it cannot 
withstand scrutiny in view of the almost immediate desire following the UBS 
Loan in March 2014 and its novation to Kumul later that year, of both Kumul and 
Mr O’Neill for an early sale of the shares, which did not happen until 2017 
apparently for non-commercial reasons. 
 
The disaster was the enormous cost of the UBS Loan about AU$340 million or 30 
K862 million and the lost opportunity was to put that money to better use.  A far 
better financial position, in our submission, would have been to use that money 
saved by not entering the loan to establish the Sovereign Wealth Fund, to 
otherwise invest through back-in rights which give direct access to profits of a 
petroleum licensee, or to pay down debt rather than being beholden to a company 
for its dividend decisions. 
 
The complex UBS Loan was not well understood, in our submission, by the State 
and its in-house officials and advisers.  To be fair it was exceptionally complex, 
no doubt about that, but it turns out on the basis of the unchallenged Brattle Group 40 
evidence to have involved overcharging by UBS above its separately declared 
fees of about AU$180 million or K456 million and quite simply the State should, 
in our submission, ask for its money back; that is to say the amount for the charge 
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back.  And in any event, the Australian authorities should be asked to investigate 
that overcharging and, if appropriate, take action against UBS and its officers. 
 
The governmental processes for the assessment of the UBS Loan were 
inadequate, uncoordinated and rushed. 
 
The NEC/Cabinet process and the benefits of debate and consideration it should 
bring, was undermined by the then Prime Minister O’Neill’s decision to put to 
the NEC a UBS Loan of enormous complexity, based on a Cabinet decision 
which it seems no other Cabinet member and certainly not the Treasurer had that 10 
prior or adequate sight of. 
 
So, with those remarks by way of preamble, we now turn to the sub-paragraphs 
of the Terms of Reference. 
 

[11.19am] And the first Term of Reference was: what was the reasoning behind the decision 
of Sir Mekere Morauta’s Government to approve the sale of Orogen Minerals to 
Oil Search?  And this can be dealt with relatively briefly.   

 
The background is as follows:  the Mineral Resources Development Company or 20 
MRDC which I have mentioned was established at Independence as a 100 per 
cent State owned company to hold and manage the State and landowners’ equity 
interests in mineral and petroleum development projects in the State.  In 1996, 
through a successful Initial Public Offering, MRDC launched a subsidiary 
company called Orogen Minerals Limited which I call (Orogen), and listed it on 
the Australian Stock Exchange.  MRDC offered a 49 per cent stake in Orogen to 
the public and it retained 51 per cent. 
 
On 21 January 2002, Oil Search and Orogen announced a proposed merger.  It 
was also announced that the State had indicated its support for it.  Mr Botten’s 30 
evidence - and Mr Botten was the CEO of Oil Search for well over 20 years.  Mr 
Botten’s evidence was that it was Oil Search who was approached by the State 
and asked whether it would be interested in putting forward a merger proposal in 
Orogen. 
 
The merger terms were that 0.45 cents and 1.2 Oil Search shares should be 
provided for each Orogen share.  And this valued Orogen at AU$632 million or 
about AU$1.97 a share, 22 per cent higher than the pre-announcement share value 
of AU$1.62 Australian a share.  The proposed merger would result in MRDC 
holding approximately 18 per cent of the Oil Search shares. 40 
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On 21 March 2002, the then Prime Minister Morauta announced that NEC had 
endorsed the recommendation to accept the merger offer by Oil Search for 
Orogen. 
 
And at an Orogen shareholders meeting in Port Moresby on 26 March 2002, 99.5 
per cent, that is, 99.5 per cent votes cast were in favour of the merger.   
 
On 3 April, the next week, 2002, the merger by way of scheme of arrangement 
was approved by the National Court of the country. 
 10 
As to the reasoning for the merger, the board of Orogen considered that the shares 
in the company were trading at a significant discount to their underlying value.  
They examined various options to maximise value for  the shareholders.  And the 
board noted the Oil Search offer represented a premium on Orogen’s share price 
and that the merger was, in their view, the best way to unlock value. 
 
As we note, the proposed merger offer by Oil Search was supported by the NEC, 
for the principal stated reason that it was the best way to move the “Gas to 
Queensland project” ahead and at the same time allow the State to participate in 
the project’s upside. 20 
 
ABN-AMRO, the State’s advisors, advised in favour of the proposed merger on 
the basis that it would assist Oil Search to move the Papua New Guinea Gas 
Project forward and allow the State to retain its exposure to the project.  Similarly, 
Grant Samuel & Associates, who were engaged by Orogen to act as an 
independent expert to advise on the proposed merger, advised that the proposed 
merger was in the best interests of Orogen shareholders as the offer represented 
a premium to the recent Orogen share price and the merger would enable the 
company to participate in attractive growth opportunities, including the Papua 
New Guinea Gas Project. 30 
 
From Oil Search’s perspective, Orogen was a very profitable company.  It saw 
the proposed merger as an opportunity to bring more value, not only to Oil Search 
shareholders but also to the Government.  In this regard, Mr Botten stated:  “One 
of the factors that contributed to the discount of the Orogen share price to the 
underlying value of its assets was the majority ownership of the company’s shares 
by the State and associated market concerns relating to the State’s intentions in 
relation to future ownership, the independence of the Board and the preparedness 
of the State to permit new equity to be raised to finance new development 
projects.” 40 

 
[11.24pm] At the time of the merger, Mr John Francis Kaupa was the Managing Director 

and CEO of Orogen.  Now, I do note that he described the acquisition of Orogen 
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by Oil Search as a very unfortunate and sad day for Papua New Guinea.  He was 
concerned about the State’s position to support the merger and he was critical of 
it, given the financial strength of Orogen, and his view that Oil Search’s offer 
undervalued Orogen.  He said, his attempts to discuss his concerns with Prime 
Minister Morauta, were thwarted and the attempts of Orogen’s Board of Directors 
to meet with the State wre in his words, spectacularly unsuccessful, as he was 
told to do his job and facilitate the acquisition and not to question the State’s 
position to sell.  However, we submit that this evidence is not of quite significant 
and ultimately, Mr Kapa, along with the other directors, in fact recommended that 
Orogen shareholders, vote in favor of the merger.  And I have already mentioned 10 
the 99.5 per cent support and the court approval. 

 
So in summary in our submission, the answer to this Term of Reference is that 
the reasoning behind the decision of the Morauta Government to approve the sale 
of Orogen Limited to Oil Search; was that provided by the NEC minutes, namely, 
it was the best way to move the gas to Queensland project ahead, and at the same 
time allow the State to participate in the project outside.  And that justification 
was backed up by the advice at that time by ABN-AMRO and Grant Samuel and 
indeed by the overwhelming support by shareholders for the merger. 
 20 
The next Term of Reference (B), whether there were alternative structures or 
transactions considered, and if so why were they rejected?  In November 2001, 
the State approached Santos, to invite the company to make a bid for Orogen.  On 
20 March 2002, Santos announced that it was considering making a takeover of 
Orogen, at AU$2 dollars per share, which would value Orogen at AU$642 million 
dollars. 
 
The proposal was considered by the NEC, on 19 March 2002, but rejected on the 
basis that ABN-AMRO advised that the Oil Search offer was the better option 
given, the cash consideration for the Santos proposal was still significantly below 30 
the underlying fundamental value of Orogen; the Santos proposal was below the 
underline fundamental value of the Oil Search offer, the Santos proposal had a 
number of unattractive conditions and it would give Santos blocking lights over 
the PNG Gas Project.  
 
And so on 21 March 2002, Orogen announced that it had not received a formal 
takeover proposal from Santos and its board recommended to shareholders that 
in the absence of any superior offer, they should vote in favor of the merger 
between Orogen and Oil Search. 
 40 
The board of Orogen also considered a number of other alternatives for merger 
but considered the Oil Search offer was the best offer for the company. The advice 
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to the state ABN-AMRO also considered but recommended against various other 
proposals.   
 
What was the impact of this? That is a question asked by the terms of reference 
(C ) and (D).  The most notable impact in our submission was that Oil Search and 
the State directly or SoEs grew ever closer in their dealings.  And the large 
shareholding by the State or SOEs in Oil Search came to be regarded at least by 
some as the normal cause of events.  
 
Oil Search was the biggest company in the Independent State. It was not 10 
unreasonable or improper for it to have a close relationship with the Independent 
State, in the ordinary cause of its business. But it did become complicated with 
the State’s large shareholding in Oil Search, as the Sstate then had a direct interest 
in Oil Search’s success. 
 
I then move on to terms of reference (E ) to (K), the PNG LNG Project. And I 
have already made reference to what is involved and the fact that it is one of the 
most, if not the most significant natural resource projects in the Independent 
State.   
 20 

[11.29am] In July 2007, the companies involved presented to State with a proposal to 
develop the natural gas reserves in the Southern Highlands by transporting it to 
an LNG processing part in the Central Province for international export. 

 
Commissioner, the rationale for the proposal was that the aggregate natural gas 
reserve was large enough to warrant the large cost associated with extracting, 
processing and piping the product but each individual reserves was not.  That led 
to a significant negotiations between the companies and the State and the number 
of agreements in 2008 and 2009, principal, being executed in May 2008. 
 30 
The final investment decision for the PNG LNG Project was made on 8 December 
2009 and that an immediate result in the commencement of comprehensive 
construction activities.  Construction was completed in April 2014 and gas 
production started around that time and the first gas export was on 25 May 2014.  
 
Since its first export in 2014 the PNG LNG Project had exported approximately 
seven million tonnes of LNG per year.  The total capital expenditure by the 
projects’ sponsors in the construction and commissioning period from 2010 to 14 
exceeds US$19 billion so it produced or it continued to produce significant 
revenue for the State. 40 
 
The principal agreement is known as the Gas Agreement made under section 184 
and 185 of the Gas Act and sets out the terms by which the State may exercise its 
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back-in right.  By that agreement the State acquired a 19.4 per cent interest in the 
PNG LNG Project.  What that meant is that it had to find the substantial means 
to fund that involvement.  Initially of its equity interest but subsequently it share 
the development costs.  The State’s total financing exposure was approximately 
3 billion comprising equity financing of 1 billion, project financing of 2 billion.  
 
At the time it was largest fundraising the State could ever attempted.  It was this 
significant need for finance which directly led to what is known as the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction.  That is linked to paragraphs 1(e) to (k) of the 
Terms of Reference which we now come to. 10 
 
Terms of reference (E) ask how the State financed its equity participation in the 
PNG LNG Project?   
 
Our submission in summary is that State financed its equity participation through 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction.  This was as agreed between IPBC and 
IPIC, the latter being a State owned Sovereign Wealth Fund from Abu Dhabi.  It 
was a passive investment company rather than active or trading organization. 
 
The bond transactions sought to leverage IPBC ownership of General Business 20 
Trust asset and in particular 17.6 per cent shareholding in Oil Search.  IPBC by 
then had become the State’s nominee for the Oil Search shares following the 
merger in 2002. 
 
Let me say something about the key concepts, that is, transaction.  IPBC was to 
issue exchangeable bonds to IPIC.  Fundamentally IPIC would pay money to 
receive the bonds and at maturity after five years IPIC would take IPBC 
shareholding in Oil Search as repayment.  It is critical to understand this aspect 
of the deal.   
 30 
At the time of the transaction the Oil Search share price was about A$4.33 but it 
was predicted to rise because Oil Search was a participant in the PNG LNG 
Project and its share price was likely to rise as the project progressed.  
 
In order to raise sufficient funds to participate in a project and to take advantage 
of the forecast rise in Oil Search’s share price the value of the bond calculated 
not by reference to Oil Search’s then share price but to an agreed future price of 
A$8.55 per share.     
 

[11.34am] You will note that amount because it is one of the amounts mentioned in the 40 
negotiations between Mr Botten and Mr O’Neill in 2014.  This enabled the IPBC 
to raise AU$1.681 billion, significantly more than it could have raised from a 
simple loan secured against the then current value of the Oil Search shares.  IPBC 
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would use the funds it obtained principally to fund its equity participation in the 
PNG LNG project. The funds were placed in quarantined US dollar and 
Australian dollar accounts for that purpose and to meet interest payments on the 
bonds.  IPBC was to keep the dividends paid on the shares up to a certain limit, 
after which the excess amount would be paid into the quarantined accounts. 
 
On maturity, the bonds would be exchanged for IPBC’s entire shareholding in 
Oil Search.  When that happened, if one of VWAP, the Volume Weighted 
Average Price of the shares over a relevant period of time was less than AU$8.55 
a share, IPBC needed to make up the shortfall in cash.  If the VWAP is greater 10 
than AU$8.55 a share, IPIC would only receive its shares totaling the face value 
of the bonds and IPBC would keep the remainder of the shares. 
 
There was an early exchange rights, which I should mention.  From 40 days after 
the bonds were issued until 10 days before maturity, IPIC could exchange the 
bonds for IPBC’s shareholding in Oil Search.  On this early exchange, IPIC would 
receive all of the shares, even if the share price was above AU$8.55, but it would 
not receive a cash payment if the share price was below $8.55.  So in effect, this 
transferred the upside of the price above $8.55 to IPIC as if the shares rose above 
that price, IPIC could take all of them. 20 
 
The risk of having to make up the shortfalls was the principal risk that IPIC – 
sorry, IPBC took into the transaction. It was required to pay interest to IPIC at 5 
per cent per annum.  About AU$390 million of the funds raised by the bonds was 
placed in escrow to meet the interest payments as they fell due so that no further 
payments would be needed.   
 
The Oil Search shares were held by an escrow agent for the duration of the bond 
to protect IPIC’s redemption rights. Also, IPBC was not permitted to grant 
security over any of the assets of the General Business Trust to secure financing 30 
debt unless it offered the same or equivalent security for IPIC. 
 
Subject to certain conditions, IPIC could exchange the bonds for IPBC’s 
shareholding in Oil Search before maturity but it never sought to do so.  IPBC 
had the option to redeem the bonds but this depended on the average share price 
being above 130 per cent; $8.55, namely, AU$11, for 20 or more trading days 
during a period of 30 consecutive trading days.  The price of the shares never 
gave rise to that option and, and if it has, it is more likely than not, that by that 
point IPIC would have already sought the early exchange of the shares.  IPBC’s 
option to redeem early was therefore unlikely ever to be usable.  Neither IPIC nor 40 
IPBC had the right to seek a cash substitute for the shares. 
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And I might just put up on the screen the IPIC transaction chart which is in the 
power points.  Here we are.  So you can see and I have used this power point 
before in one of the openings last year.  I will leave that up on the screen for a bit.    
 

[11.39am Over the years, commissioners, some individuals expressed views showing a 
significant misunderstanding about the exchange rights in relation to the shares 
and how the transaction was to end. Some people said that IPIC did not have a 
legal right to take the shares at maturity, or that IPBC had a right to repay IPIC 
in cash and so retain the shares.  Neither view is correct.  The simple fact is IPIC 
was entitled to the shares on maturity.  And this was as IPBC and the NEC, 10 
including Mr O’Neill, which approved the transaction, must be taken to having 
intended and there was no misunderstanding about this at the time of the 
transaction, nor in the NEC, in our submission when you look at development 
positions in 2012 and ‘13.  We submit you should be very sceptical of those who 
suggest they had that misapprehension at relevant times and that is principally Mr 
O’Neill. 

This exchange right was a conscious choice by IPBC and the NEC when each 
approved this transaction. In particular, IPBC was clear in its understanding that 
the shares would be transferred to IPIC on maturity of the bonds.  Crucially, IPBC 
could not envisage there would ever be an option to buy the shares back as IPBC 20 
would not have had the capacity to borrow the money to do so.  That is another 
crucial point.  So while the transaction was always understood as resulting in 
IPBC losing its investment in Oil Search, including dividends.  This was 
considered an acceptable price to pay to obtain the much greater revenues that 
would ultimately flow from the PNG LNG Project.  

Anyone in Government circles who said that IPIC was legally obliged to return 
the shares to IPBC – such as Mr O'Neill as on occasions suggested – he was 
simply mistaken.  And there should not have been any confusion about it because 
the press release by IPIC, the State and Oil Search in November 2008 said so.  It 
explained the subject to making certain conditions, IPIC would be acquiring the 30 
State's shareholding in Oil Search.   

Mr O'Neill's misunderstanding or lack of recollection of the IPIC transaction in 
2013 is, as I have mentioned, all the more surprising as he was a member of the 
NEC or Cabinet which approved it.  In truth, we say this evidence of Mr O'Neill 
is not credible, and in our submission, that is the additional reason that Mr Vele, 
who discussed the refinancing of the bonds with Mr O'Neill in 2013 and ‘14, was 
clearly not under any misapprehension about what the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds 
provided for.  
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Term of Reference 1(F) asks; Whether due and proper legal and administrative 
processes were followed to obtain the loan to finance the State's equity 
participation in 2009, including but not limited to: 

How was the process commenced? 

How was IPIC selected? 

What process was utilised? 

What were the terms of the Loan from IPIC? 

The first question is; How was the process commenced? 

The history of this was complicated by a number of factors:   

First, there were three organisations involved and a degree of competition 10 
between them as to how and through which entity the Project should be financed, 
so: 

Petromin seems to have considered itself to have been the most likely participant 
in the Project given its role in holding the State's oil and gas assets.  

The Treasury necessarily had a role in advising on funding of this size.  

IPBC, the eventual participant, originally had no interest in being involved nor 
notion that it might become so.  It held assets which would be leveraged to raise 
the funds needed and, in particular, it held a substantial number of Oil Search 
shares. This was how it became involved and, ultimately, became the holder of 
the State's interest in the PNG LNG Project. 20 

Two further complications were the question of how much money needed to be 
raised and when it needed to be available to fund the State's equity interest. 
Financial close was not until December 2009 but funding needed to be in place 
by September of that year.   
 

[11.44am] The transaction also needs to be in context and Brattle has said quite a lot about 
this.  At the time the finance was being sought, the world was in the middle of a 
global financial crisis or GFC.  This presented significant challenges to the 
Independent State, that is, SOEs in raising funds. 
 30 
The State was in fact seen then as being the weak link amongst the Project 
participants in raising funds.  If the State succeeded though in obtaining the funds 
at early stage, it was thought this would add both momentum and credibility to 
the project. 
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Now, the Treasury started to take financial advice about funding the project in 
August 2007, using Lazard Freres.  Lazard’s involvement continued through to 
the time that the NEC approved the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  The Treasury 
continued to seek funding alternatives even after the NEC had approved the deal. 
 
That the Commission has less information about the steps that Petromin took to 
seek finance.  An Oil Search document of May 2008 notes that ENI, the Italian 
oil and gas company, through Petromin, had approached the then Prime Minister 
to purchase the State’s shareholding in Oil Search.  It is understood that Petromin 
sought finance from Japan and South Korea. 10 
 
For IPBC, the process commenced in late 2007 or early 2008.  Oil Search 
approached IPBC for a proposal to use its shareholding in Oil Search to assist in 
raising the funds to pay for the State’s equity interest.  This was in fact the origin 
of the of the exchangeable bonds proposal.  It appears that UBS, acting for Oil 
Search, may have had the original idea although they were not involved in the 
subsequent negotiations about it. 
 
Oil Search was itself a participant in the PNG LNG project and therefore had 
something to gain by assisting the State in finding this funding.  In addition, UBS 20 
had been engaged by Oil Search as advisors as Oil Search was seen as a possible 
takeover target.  The State shareholding represented a significant impediment to 
a penitential takeover.  It may be Oil Search had an interest in ensuring that IPIC 
became the holder of that substantial shareholding, sufficient to deter potential 
takeover bids, as its style, that is, IPIC style was to be a passive investor.  IPIC’s 
involvement would also have enhanced Oil Search’s business prospects in the 
Middle East and it is clear that Oil Search had already discussed the concept of 
the exchangeable bonds with IPIC before raising it with IPBC. 
 
IPBC attended initial meetings in Dubai and Abu Dhabi in early 2008 with IPIC 30 
and Oil Search to discuss the proposal.  IPBC reported to the Gas Committee.  
The Gas Committee directed IPBC to examine the proposal and consider whether 
it was in the State’s interests and was feasible. 
 
IPBC obtained legal advice from Freehills and financial advice from Goldman 
Sachs JBWere. 
 
So, the answer to how the process to obtain the Exchangeable Bond Transaction 
commenced, is that the idea originated at Oil Search to raise it with IPBC and 
they introduced IPBC to IPIC. 40 
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Next, there is the question of how IPIC was selected.  Goldman Sachs JBWere 
were initially engaged on a fact-finding mission in April 2008 to familiarize 
themselves with the proposal.   
 
And on 13 May 2008, the NEC approved the IPBC appointing advisors and 
undertaking further analysis and work to finalise the funding offer in consultation 
with Treasury before this would be put before the NEC for approval.  It also 
directed the Ministerial Committee on Gas to assess other financial options for 
the NEC’s consideration.   
 10 
Goldman Sachs, JBWere and Freehills largely ran the negotiations with IPIC.  
There was another meeting between representatives of Goldman Sachs, IPBC and 
IPIC on 17 June 2008 in Singapore.   
 

[11.49am] Mr Botten, Mr Aopi and Oil Search's CFO sought to attend the meeting but IPBC 
refused admittance because they were not a party to the proposal. 

   
Goldman Sachs’s advice was that the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Transaction was 
a good structure for the State.  If the PNG LNG Project completed, it was likely 
the Oil Search shares would go up in price.  This was a factor in the decision 20 
about the reference price for the Oil Search shares in the deal.  The price was 
reached through negotiation.  Oil Search estimated that on production of the first 
gas, its share price would be AUD$12.50.  IPBC had a figure between AUD$8.25 
and AUD$8.70. The final figure of AUD$8.55 was agreed between IPBC and 
IPIC. 
 
IPBC also tried to get the term of the bonds to match as closely as possible with 
Exxon's estimate of when the project would be completed and the first gas 
delivered.  This was the most important factor in determining the length of the 
bond.  It too was a matter for negotiation and agreement with IPIC.  And 30 
commissioners,  up heret NEC decisions, the PWC Report, Transaction Review 
Report Kumul and the affidavit of Glenn Blake of 28 December last year.   
 
Commissioners, throughout the negotiations, briefings for the State were held in 
Goldman Sachs’ office in Sydney.  Generally, four ministers were present but 
Treasurer and Ministers for State Enterprise, Planning and Public Services, Mr O' 
Neill being the Minister for Public Services.  
 
In August 2008, Backwell Lombard approached Mr Glenn Blake, the managing 
director of IPBC, with an alternative proposal from JP Morgan.  Mr Blake 40 
rejected this proposal.  And we might put up on screen WIT.0026.0001.0770.   
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So, commercial terms for the Exchangeable Bond Transaction appear to have 
been agreed by 12 September.  On that date, Goldman Sachs – I am sorry, we 
should, yes so that is the minutes of the meeting which you can see is important.  
The one I should have referred to is the JBWere document which is 
WIT.0026.0001.0741.  So this is the "Project Kumul – Post Negotiations Debrief 
Discussion Materials" reporting on the key terms.   And I will read that  but it 
went through a number of key matters which set out their evaluation  of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond transaction. 
 
The attractive terms, the lack of recourse to the State.  The funding certainty and 10 
various other matters so I refer commissioners, you to that.     
 
The IPIC board was first briefed on 13 September and I have shown you the 
minutes there.  We can take that document down. 
 
In our submission, the commission should be surprised if perhaps the IPBC board 
had not been briefed before September 2008.  However, the explanation may be 
that the IPBC board was in some disarray throughout 2008.  There was not a 
board meeting it would seem between December 2007 and August 2008.  And in 
part this was because the board was in quorate, lacking a quorum as the 20 
government had not appointed sufficient directors.   
 
Mr Arthur Somare was then the minister responsible for making the 
appointments.  In August 2008, the board could have been informed about the 
proposal, the IPIC proposal, but this was not done. Instead, the appointment of 
advisors for the State's participation in the PNG LNG Project was tabled but not 
discussed.    
 

[11.54 am] But the minutes significantly record the shortage on the board and the volume of 
matters to be deliberated meant the meeting would deal with urgent matters only.   30 

 
But, Commissioners, an additional issue is this.  Two of the Directors, Mr Aopi 
and Mr Baliki, appear, as we see it, to have been appointed to the IPBC Board in 
contravention of section 11(4)(b)(vi) of the IPBC Act as it then stood as both were 
employees of a business enterprise in which IPBC held an interest.  Mr Baliki 
was an employee of BSP; Mr Aopi appointed as Chair of IPBC, was a Director 
of Oil Search for at least some of this period, and that is a particular concern.   
 
It is true, according to the minutes, which Mr Aopi appears to have declared his 
conflicts of interest but also, according to those minutes, he remained present 40 
including when the Exchangeable Bonds proposal was being discussed and in our 
submission, he should not have been present.  He created a risk and certainly the 
perception that IPBC’s confidential deliberations about the proposal would be 
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reported back to Oil Search even if that never happened.  The confusion over the 
Constitution of IPBC’s Board allowed the Treasury later to assert that IPBC 
decision in relation to the Exchangeable Bonds were invalid.  And, 
Commissioners, I will come after lunch to the Treasury’s opposition to the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond deal. 
 
Legislation was required to correct the position.  The Liquefied Natural Gas 
Project State Participation Act 2008 was introduced and, among other things, it 
retrospectively repealed the relevant subsection 11(4)(b)(vi) of the IPBC Act and 
sought in this way to expunge any invalidity. 10 
 
In our submission, it is in truth and  inexcusable for the government not to have 
complied with its own legislation when appointing Mr Aopi and Mr Baliki to the 
IPBC Board.  It is also concerning that neither of them turned down the 
appointment on the basis that their appointment was then prohibited.  When 
offered the position, they should have read the IPBC, particularly Mr Aopi as the 
incoming chairman, to understand the organization they were joining; and this 
should have alerted them to the issue.. 
 
Can I just then briefly before lunch, retur n to the September Board Meeting 20 
where I had already taken you to the project Kumul document and the minutes of 
the meeting to accord a number of matters, and that might be a convenient time 
to break for lunch, Commissioners. 
 
After lunch I will then obviously proceed with the submissions and the IPIC 
matters before going on to PRL 15 and the UBS loan.  So if it is convenient, might 
we break now for an hour for lunch? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Associate, can you adjourn for lunch? 
 30 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 

 
[1.00 pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, these are the submissions continuing as to Term 

of Reference 1(F)(2) as to how IPIC was selected and there have just been 
reference made to the IPBC board being first briefed on the proposal at a board 
meeting on 13 September 2008.  At that board meeting Mr Hogan of Goldman 
Sachs JBWere again presented the project Kumul document and the minutes of 
that meeting record that Mr Aopi declared his conflict of interest. 40 

 
The minutes record also that Mr Aopi would stay in the meeting for Mr Hogan’s 
presentation but leave the meeting whilst the directors deliberated upon it.  It was 
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also recorded in the minutes that Mr Aopi would not participate in the board’s 
decision on the proposal.  Mr Hogan informed the board that there had been 
extensive negotiations with IPIC that resulted in the terms contained in the paper.   
 
Mr Blake commented that Petromin posed a threat to the Oil Search shares and 
that this impacted upon the PNG LNG Project.  The IPIC transaction was, in his 
comment, essential to protect the Oil Search shares from acquisition. 
 
Mr Tosali, a nominee of the Treasury on the board of IPIC, questioned the 
serviceability of the coupon on the bonds and asked that Goldman Sachs JBWere 10 
should prepare a model that would show the merits of the transaction as against 
an outright sale of the Oil Search shares. 
 
After Mr Hogan had left the meeting, the board questioned Goldman Sachs 
JBWere’s appointment .  Mr Blake explained that Oil Search had been the source 
of the transaction.  Further, subsequent discussions had led to the appointment of 
a financial adviser.  And of the firms considered, Goldman Sachs JBWere was 
not conflicted and had experience of matters in Papua New Guinea.  Mr Tosali 
expressed concern that the IPBC board had not been involved in the Goldman 
Sachs’ appointment and asked about the fees to be paid to them. 20 
 
Mr Blake responded that confidentiality meant that management had made the 
appointment with the board to ratify this at the appropriate time.  Mr Blake added 
that Freehills, the law firm, had been requested to ascertain what market rates 
were and that Goldman Sachs JBWere would be paid only to those market rates. 
 
The board further noted that Lazard had been engaged as financial advisers to the 
State and that any financing options put together by the Treasury as an alternative 
to the IPIC transaction should be considered.  It was further recorded that there 
were lengthy discussions in the nature of concerns that the Department of 30 
Treasury had on the IPIC transaction. 

 
[1.05 pm] These concerns were noted but the board resolved to recommend the IPIC 

transaction to the National Executive Council, subject to the Treasury being 
accorded the opportunity to comment on it.  The board also ratified the 
appointment of Goldman Sachs JBWere.  Thus, it is clear, in our submission, the 
Treasury did not support the exchangeable bonds proposal.  In addition, Petromin 
had been pursuing its own course to obtain funding. It appears that the 
government had not provided any clear guidance by this point as to who should 
be the State’s nominee for the project. It may have been that the government 40 
wished to see which entity would find funding first before making such a 
decision.  However, under the Gas Agreement, the government was required to 
decide on the nominee by November 2008. 
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On 25 September 2008 the then Prime Minister Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare 
wrote to Petromin stating his reasons for preferring the IPBC proposal.  And that 
letter noted that the Prime Minister was convinced that of Petromin and IPBC, 
IPBC was better placed to be the State nominee. The letter also noted that the 
Prime Minister had directed the IPBC proposal be put to the NEC and the Prime 
Minister urged all State entities to work together with Goldman Sachs and IPBC 
to conclude the transaction. And the letter notes that it superseded previous 
letters, in particular the Prime Minister’s previous letter dated 4 September 2008 
to the Minister for Public Enterprises. 10 
 
The Prime Minister also wrote to Ministers Pruaitch, Tiensten, Duma and Arthur 
Somare, Mr Arthur Somare, in the same terms.  The purpose of the letter, the 
copy of which we have is undated, was to inform the ministers of recent decisions 
made by the Prime Minister concerning the PNG LNG project; and it states: 
“Basically, the decisions seek to address misunderstandings that may have been 
inadvertently created during the course of the year.”  
 
Later on 6 October 2008, Minister Somare as he then was, Mr Arthur Somare, 
wrote to Treasurer Pruaitch, noting the IPIC transaction was in its final stages of 20 
approval and inviting the Treasury’s detailed comments as soon as possible, 
providing a draft copy of the submission to the NEC which was presented – to be 
presented at the meeting the following day.  
 
On 10 October 2008 Mr Tosali gave a presentation to the MCES emphasising that 
financial close was not until December 2009 and the State was not required to 
provide equity until September 2009 and that the PNG LNG project had not been 
subject to open competition or particular legal advice on the negative pledge.  The 
presentation further noted that Lazard and the State had been approached by 
numerous lenders and had commenced soliciting proposals. 30 
 
 On 10 October 2008, the same date, the MCES, it issued a directive instructing 
the Treasury to report to the MCES on 24 October 2008 with all the financing 
alternatives so that it could make its decision and recommendation to the National 
Executive Council. By this time, the firm, Backwell Lombard, had taken a JP 
Morgan proposal to the Treasury, but that proposal had not been accepted. 
 
On 16 October, some six days after, 2008, Lazard wrote to the Prime Minister 
stating that they could see no basis for curtailing the competitive assessment and 
review process, and that they saw significant disadvantage to the State in doing 40 
so.  
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[1.10pm] Lazard also noted and I quote; “Time was on our side” and encouraged the Prime 
Minster to reinstate the assessment and review process.  Some four days later, 20 
October 2008, policy submission 167 of 2008, was produced for the National 
Executive Council.  It was signed by Mr Pruaitch and Mr Tiensten.  The purpose 
of the submission was to seek the NEC’s approval of the terms that had been 
negotiated.  

 
The key points made in these submissions were; first, that the State’s total 
financing exposure to the PNG LNG Project was approximately US$3 billion 
dollars comprising project financing of US$2 billion dollars and equity financing 10 
of US$1 billion dollars, making this the largest investment in the Independent 
State’s project financing history; secondly, in return the State stood the benefit 
from its equity interests to about US$850 million dollars annually, in addition to 
tax receipts.  There were also a substantial indirect benefit referred to in the 
submission including generating of jobs, accelerating economic growth and 
underpinning the future socio-economic growth and development of the 
Independent State.  In comparison the State then received US$16 million annually 
in dividends from its shareholding in Oil Search.  
 
Thirdly, IPIC was regarded as a long-term strategic advisor which was unlikely 20 
to launch a takeover for Oil Search with whom it had already had a close 
association through Oil Search ventures in the Middle East.  And IPIC saw Papua 
New Guinea as an attractive investment destination and considered the 
exchangeable bond transaction to be the beginning of a long-term presence in the 
particular region. 
 
Fourthly, the submission stated that the involvement of IPIC would support the 
commercial value and position of Oil Search as the State’s strategic partner and 
long-term development of the hydrocarbon sector. Fifthly, the involvement of 
IPIC and access to Abu Dhabi’s financing institution was essential to create 30 
competitive tension with Papua New Guinea traditional financing. 
 
Further, the submission made the point that the difference between the revenue 
currently received through the Oil Search shareholding and the revenues 
anticipated from the PNG LNG Project meant that it made more sense to monetize 
the Oil Search shares to finance the State’s full equity interests in the PNG LNG 
Project, as opposed to selling down some of the State’s equity in the project to 
raise the finance.  And that maintaining the full equity interest was also consistent 
with the government’s policy, not to cheaply sell off assets but to add value to 
them. 40 
 
And the next point made and it was made by Mr Pruaitch, to explain the State’s 
reasons for not raising the finance but selling down the State’s interest in the PNG 
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LNG Project.  And this was referred to in Mr Pruaitch’s supplementary affidavit 
to the Commission of 30 July 2021.  In summary, there was no financial need to 
do so.  But consistent with policy, the State wanted to benefit fully from the PNG 
LNG Project and further, the selling down the stake would create risks to 
landowners who were looking for a greater share of equity from the State’s 
current interests in the project and might create doubt about the State’s 
commitment that PNG LNG Project, amongst the partners in the PNG LNG 
Project.  
 
Next, the statement of for the Commission made the point that the nature of IPIC, 10 
as a passive investor would allow the State to maintain its relationship with Oil 
Search.  That a direct sale of the Oil Search shares would have opened the door 
to takeover bid for Oil Search. And that there should be no impact on the state’s 
finances from the proposed transaction.  
 

[1.15pm] The submissions made a further point that the price at which the State was 
securing its equity interest in the PNG LNG Project was favourable in comparison 
to the value attributed by analysts to AGL’s 3.6 per cent share of the PNG LNG 
Proejct in its equity sale process. 

 20 
And that the State’s dividend stream was unencumbered.  Further, that the bond 
was compelling given the global credit squeeze and the expectation that the 
financial crisis would continue for at least the next year and that it would be very 
difficult for the State to raise capital in its own right from capital markets or 
financial institutions.   
 
There are four further points made in the submission.  That the revenues from the 
PNG LNG Project would assist the State in exercising its back in rights in relation 
to other resource projects in the future.  That the government was seen to be the 
weak link potentially in raising equity for the PNG LNG Project and that the 30 
transaction would add certainty to the overall project financing efforts.  That there 
was no need to sell-down the State’s equity to finance reduced equity from the 
proceeds of that sale when the returns from the PNG LNG Project were extremely 
attractive and the transaction allowed the State to fund its full equity participation 
at effectively no cost. And finally, it was in the best interests of the to preserve 
the value of 19.4 per cent stake in the Project so as to enable it to deal effectively 
with the Benefit Sharing Agreement process which could threaten the entire PNG 
LNG Project.  And having the full stake would assist the State in negotiating the 
imminent issue of additional equity demanded by resource owners and pipeline 
communities. 40 
 
The submission also - and this is the submission of 20 October 2008 – also 
considered why the transaction should be concluded as soon as possible.  The 
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primary motive was to bring certainty to the PNG LNG Project given that the 
State was regarded as the weakest link or the weak link so far as equity was 
concerned.  This was particularly relevant as dealings with debt financiers and 
rating agencies were intended to start in November 2008. 
 
Delaying the transaction might put the transaction itself at risk and the State could 
not control the market.  Securing the deal would also support Oil Search’s share 
price.  And this was ultimately in the State’s interest. 
 
And finally, the Treasury’s comments were important further delay was 10 
unwarranted.  And the Treasury had been part of every step of the negotiation 
process.  And that further the Treasury had a concrete financing option that was 
as conclusive and developed as the exchangeable bond transaction. 
 
The submission of October 2008 described and discussed the terms of the 
proposed transaction:  The submission was relatively clear and its articulation of 
IPIC’s rights to obtain the Oil Search shareholding and IPBC’s liability to make 
up any shortfall if, at the time of the exchange, the Oil Search share price was 
below AUD8.55. 
 20 
The submission stated that Oil Search dividends were excluded from the 
quarantine account.  In our submission, this was not correct.  Rather, if dividends 
exceeded a certain threshold, the excess would be paid into the quarantine 
account.  The Freehills document drew attention to the fact that dividend 
payments might be divided between the parties in some circumstances.  
 

[1.20pm] That incorrect statement in our submission may have been derived from a draft 
of the Goldman Sachs JBWere presentation to the NEC dated 22 October 2008, 
which included the same statement effectively.  The Goldman Sachs presentation 
appears to have formed the basis for much of the NEC submission. 30 

 
Now, the submission explained the separate Australian and US dollar quarantined 
accounts and that the majority of the funds raised by the bonds would be 
converted into US dollars. 
 
So, the submission stated that, on the modelling, the 5 per cent coupon could be 
met by IPBC and the funds raised from issuing the bonds would be sufficient to 
cover the State’s equity-based capital expenditure in the PNG LNG Project.  It 
was possible that there would be a residual fund of AUD500 million but this was 
highly sensitive to foreign exchange and interest rates. 40 
 
The submission also noted some risks in the transaction:  IPIC was undertaking 
legal due diligence to obtain comfort that IPBC would continue to hold the State’s 
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shareholding in Oil Search during the term of the transaction and that IPIC needed 
to be certain that IPBC would be the State’s nominee for the PNG LNG Project.  
And this would require changes to be made to the legislation. 
 
The deadline for the State to determine its nominee under the Gas Agreement was 
November 2008 and there was still competition between Petromin and IPBC as 
to which of those two should take that role.  The Prime Minister’s letter referred 
to before of 25 September 2008 informed Petromin that IPBC was better placed 
to do this and started the process of obtaining the State’s approval.  Presenting 
the exchangeable bond proposal to the NEC was a part of that process or step in 10 
that process.  The NEC needed to make an immediate decision on this issue as, 
without it, IPIC might pull out of the transaction. 
 
The submission noted that the transaction had the support of the Prime Minister 
and key economic ministers including the Minister for Treasury, Minister for 
Finance, Minister for National Planning and District Development and the 
Minister for Public Enterprise.  There was also the support from the Minister for 
Public Service and the Minister for Petroleum and Energy.  The submission being 
signed by both Mr Pruaitch and Mr Tiensten. 
 20 
In its concluding section, the NEC submission noted that:  “Cabinet should note 
that based on all available information, the exchangeable bond transaction being 
pursued by IPBC in consultation with the Department of Treasury, the 
Department of National Planning, key ministers, the Ministerial Economic 
Committee, the Prime Minister to Cabinet and the Cabinet, is the only serious 
financing option available to the Government at this point in time.” 
 
On 21 October 2008, Mr Tosali wrote a lengthy letter to Mr Blake which set out 
Treasury’s objection to the proposed transaction.  That letter of 21 October 2008 
was copied to a number of relevant significant persons; the Prime Minister, the 30 
Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Arthur Somare and Mr Pruaitch and the members of 
the MCES, the Ministerial Economic Committee.   The main points of objection 
to the transaction as stated by Mr Tosali in that 21 October correspondence were 
as follows:   
 
First that it would give IPIC the right to acquire the Oil Search shares at an 
unknown time up to 5 years in the future at a price which would be the lower of 
AUD8.55 and the then market price.  And if the price was below that AUD8.55 
figure, IPBC would be required to make a cash payment.  If the price was below 
the AUD5.50 at maturity, the State would have insufficient funds left from the 40 
transaction to finance its involvement in the PNG LNG Project and would need 
to raise further finance. 
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[1.25 pm] Next, the Oil Search shareholding was, as Mr Tosali states in his correspondence, 
a significant asset of the State.  He then went on to state that the State was 
exchanging a liquid asset for an illiquid one and losing the diversification of 
assets that the shareholding in Oil search represented.  Whilst Oil search currently 
paid very low dividends they were likely to improve in the future as a result of 
the PNG LNG Project, so stated by Mr Tosali.  The PNG LNG Project itself 
would not, in his articulation, general a return to the State until 2015 resulting in 
a loss of revenue in the intervening period. 

 
He went on to refer to the transaction as potentially increasing the risk of Oil 10 
Search being taken over including by IPIC that the transaction was being entered 
into before the funds were needed and the bonds would need to be redeemed 
before the State started to receive any income from the PNG LNG Project.   
 
Further, Mr Tosali’s articulation was that there had not been open competition 
for the financing.  And it would be better for the State to establish and maintain 
competition for the financing for as long as possible.  And that the State did not 
require committed finance until September 2009 and would not need to actually 
have the funds until the financial close on the PNG LNG Project.  It was, to 
paraphrase his words, too early to say what the total PNG LNG Project cost would 20 
be and finally a delay in obtaining finance would not affect, in his articulation, 
the credibility of the PNG LNG Project given the other participants involved and 
the growing demand for LNG. 
 
In summarizing that articulation by Mr Tosali in that 21 October 2008 
correspondence to Treasury therefore strongly recommended that the State should 
continue to evaluate all financing proposals, including the bonds and that there is 
sufficient time to carry out a traditional evaluation of financing alternatives. 
 
A presentation was made to the NEC by Goldman Sachs JBWere on 23 October 30 
2008 on the exchangeable bond option.  The NEC approved the exchangeable 
bonds proposal at its meeting on that date 23 October 2008 as recorded in the 
NEC decision 223 of 2008.  That NEC meeting also determined the State’s 
shareholding in Oil Search should continue to be held by the IPBC and that IPBC 
would be the State’s nominee for the PNG LNG Project. 
 
The next day 24 October 2008, the IPBC board discussed and then approved its 
entry into the exchangeable bond transaction.  Mr Tosali was represented at the 
meeting by Mr Yauieb and he stated, that is, Mr Yauieb, that the Minister for 
Treasury, his Minister, had not given the Treasury Department a hearing at the 40 
NEC meeting on the previous day and he therefore requested the Treasury’s 
objection be recorded in the minutes of the IPBC meeting.  The objections were 
in the nature of the exchangeable bond transaction not being an appropriate 
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financing option to fund the State’s equity.  Mr Yauieb was advised that the 
Treasury had previously been given the opportunity to comment on the 
transaction by 19 September 2008 but had not done so.  And so the board had 
proceeded, that is, the IPBC board, had proceeded to recommend the 
exchangeable bond transaction to the NEC. 
 
At this point in the discussion, the IPBC board apparently waited to have sight of 
the NEC decision 223 of 2008 that was made on the previous day, 23 October 
2008 before passing resolutions to enter into the exchangeable bond transaction. 
 10 

[1.30pm It seems that Mr Aopi left the meeting – left that IPBC meeting whilst resolutions 
were being put to the board and resolved.   

And so with that detail, in our submission, that is how IPIC was selected in 
accordance with that particular Terms of Reference requiring that articulation. 

On 23 November 2008, IPBC and IPIC entered into the exchangeable bond 
transaction. The bonds were issued in March 2009. 

And the Treasury continued to explore alternative financing options though 
despite the fact that IPBC had already entered into the exchangeable bond 
transaction, which had been approved by the NEC.  

It is also relevant to note, in our submission, that Mr Blake's evidence that IPBC 20 
never saw itself as a long-term holder of the interest in the PNG LNG Project 
because the plan was that the revenues generated by the project would go into a 
sovereign wealth fund.  Once the sovereign wealth fund was established, the 
revenues from the project would either pass through the IPBC into the sovereign 
wealth fund or be held by a different entity altogether. 

The next Term of Reference is 1(f)(iii), and it asks; what process was utilised? 

While the process for its election identification was somewhat ad hoc it was, that 
is the selection of IPIC.  It was – it does appear to have being quite careful, in our 
submission, thoughtful and appropriate and casting that in a relative context 
having regard to the UBS transaction of 2014.  The following matters, in our 30 
submission, deserve some emphasis and in regard to this Term of Reference: 

IPBC, the Treasury and Petromin all had professional advice to assist them in 
trying to identify potential sources of finance.  And it does not appear to be 
significant grounds for criticising any of that advice work, in that at every level, 
each entity's process was as would normally appear to be expected. 

It is clear that the then Prime Minister’s undated letter sent in September 2008, 
which was referred to some short period ago.  By reason of that letter, there had 
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been a degree of confusion about who should be the State's nominee on the 
Project. This, in our submission, may well be because the State simply did not 
know who the nominee should be and that it was the IPBC exchangeable bonds 
proposal which forced a decision.  As that proposal provided some certainty in a 
very uncertain financial context – in the global sense at that time - and it is easy 
to understand that it became the catalyst for deciding who the State's nominee 
should be. 

Whilst there was disagreement and a degree of competition between Petromin, 
the Treasury and IPBC, this may have had some positive consequences rather 
rather than being completely destructive in terms of this particular selection of 10 
IPIC. Certainly, Mr Blake, the managing director of IPBC at the time, gave 
evidence to this commission that he did not feel to be in competition with 
Petromin and had a very good professional relationship with its CEO and to the 
extent that there was disagreement, this reflected a testing of the market and the 
options available to the State; and a ground upon which the IPIC exchangeable 
bond transaction has been criticised subsequent. 

The transaction also received significant consideration by the Ministerial 
Committee and by the National Executive Council.  It is noted that the ministerial 
committee gave the Treasury a further opportunity to submit a competing 
proposal. 20 

[1.35 pm] It was also Mr Blake's evidence to this commission that IPBC looked for 
alternative proposals including approaching ExxonMobil for finance and 
receiving a proposal from JP Morgan via Backwell Lombard.   
 
It is our submission that there is a marked and unfavourable contrast between 
what looks, on the evidence, to be a relatively careful process which preceded the 
IPIC’s selection and the IPIC transaction, and the time taken for the State to 
deliberate over the IPIC’s exchangeable bond transaction, and the few hours the 
NEC was permitted to consider the UBS loan and the purchase of Oil Search 
shares in 2014.  Nevertheless, particularly because of the State’s resources, it is 30 
in our submission that it could be that the IPIC transaction is considered to be a 
more efficient process, or it could be a more efficient process; it could have been 
used to have word by – there was a single set of advisers testing the market and 
considering the best way forward. 
 
The next term of reference is 1(f)(iv), and it poses the question of what were the 
terms of the loan from IPIC?  The State did not obtain a loan to finance equity 
participation in PNG LNG Project.  The exchangeable bonds were not a loan, 
although in some respects they are, in our submission, very similar to one. The 
main terms of the bonds have already been referred to.  Commission retained 40 
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financial experts, the Brattle Group, to consider the terms of the exchangeable 
bonds, and they did this particularly in their first report, that is, the first Brattle 
Group report which was submitted to the Commission in July 2021.   
 
The Brattle Group largely make favorable observations on the objective of the 
transaction, and the alternative means of achieving it and refer to the following: 
First, the aim of the transaction was to raise the funds required to enable the State 
to participate to the full extent of its equity interest in the PNG LNG project.  
Secondly, at the time of the IPIC transaction, the State’s interest in the PNG LNG 
project was worth between US$3 and 5 billion.  The share of the equity funding 10 
was likely to be about US$1 billion.  Thirdly, selling about one fifth of the State’s 
equity interest in the PNG LNG project would have been likely to have raised 
sufficient funds to pay for the equity contributions attributable to the remaining 
four-fifths. Fourthly, the State could also have sought to sell its entire interest 
rather than seek to participate in the PNG LNG project, but the Brattle Group did 
not articulate whether a sale – and could not identify whether a sale of such 
magnitude would have been achievable at that time.  Fifthly, it is unlikely that the 
State could have funded its participation by issuing sovereign bonds given the 
economic climate of the time.  Finally, the State would not have been able to raise 
sufficient funds from concessional loans from multi-lateral organisations. 20 
 
In regard to these points, the Treasury did initially favour the State selling its 
entire interest in the PNG LNG project and benefiting from it solely through tax 
and royalties. However, when the Treasury appreciated that the government 
wished the State to have a direct interest in the project, it accepted this and 
considered other alternatives.  This included selling part of the State’s interests to 
finance the equity funding for the remainder.   
 
There was, in our submission, no detailed consideration of issuing a sovereign 
bond at the time given the global financial crisis occurring at that time. 30 
 

[1.40 pm] Goldman Sachs JBWere gave advice to the IBC about concessional funding and 
considered that it would not raise sufficient funds. 

 
The Brattle Group’s views in that Report to the Commission of July 2021 on the 
terms of the IPIC transaction are that from March 2009 to March 2014, the State 
was exposed to the downside risk of the Oil Search share price and the upside 
risk up to that particular figure of A$8.55 but it had transferred to IPIC all of the 
upside in the Oil Search shares above that $8.55 Australian dollar figure.   
 40 
Secondly, that their interest rate for such an exchangeable bond would have been 
lower than the fair rate on a regular bond which did not give the lender the benefit 
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of the upside in the Oil Search share price above that Australian dollar figure of 
$8.55.   
  
Thirdly, that the interest rate on the bond was fair if IPIC assessed the credit risk 
of IPBC failed to pay a required cash top-up as non-negligible but was too high 
but if IPIC perceived there to be no risk.  It is not known what assessment IPIC 
in fact made of this credit risk. And to illustrate the magnitude of the relationship 
between the credit risk and fair pricing, Brattle valued the bond at that time of the 
bond documentation being executed.  And if there was no credit risk, that it was 
certain that IPBC would pay any cash top-up required on maturity, the bonds were 10 
worth 119 per cent of their face value.  Conversely, if it was certain that IPBC 
would not pay any cash top-up that might be required on maturity, the bonds were 
worth 69 per cent of face value.  And in Brattle’s view, issuing the bond for 100 
per cent of face value was consistent with fair pricing of a bond with a non-
negligeable degree of credit risk. 
 
Further, Brattle concluded that the circumstances of the transaction made it 
reasonable to assume that IPIC did consider there to be a non-negligible credit 
risk and that on that basis, the bonds were fairly priced. 
 20 
On the basis of Brattle’s view, it is submitted the terms of the Exchangeable 
Bonds were commercially reasonable and not unfair to the State.   
 
The next Term of Reference is 1(g).  It asks: who were the legal and financial 
advisers engaged in the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Transaction?  IPBC as 
mentioned before received legal advice from Freehills and financial advice from 
Goldman Sachs JBWere.   
 
Term of Reference 1(h); were legal and administrative processes followed to 
engage in any legal and financial advice?  As to this particular subparagraph of 30 
the Term of Reference (1), the Commission received advice particularly from Mr 
Glenn Blake, then Managing Director of IPBC at that time.  Freehills were on a 
panel of law firms used by IPBC at that time, and IPBC sought KPMG’s 
assistance also in finding a suitable financial adviser.  KPMG, the accounting 
firm, were instructed to identify a financial adviser based in Sydney Australia that 
had global capacity and was of high caliber.  KPMG recommended that IPBC 
should consider engaging Goldman Sachs JBWere and this is what transpired.   
 
Mr Glenn Blake also gave evidence that KPMG was engaged to model the 
anticipated revenue flows from the PNG LNG Project.   40 
 

[1.45 pm] Freehills and Goldman Sachs JBWere both started work on the matter in early 
2008.  Goldman Sachs were initially engaged on a factfinding commission in 
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April 2008 to familiarize themselves with the proposal.  Initially their 
engagement was on a month to month basis.  IPBC did not need in our submission 
NEC authority for this. 

 
On 13 May 2008, the NEC did approve the IPBC appointing advisers and 
undertaking further analysis work to finalize the funding offer in consultation 
with the Treasury and before this could be put to the NEC for approval.  The NEC 
also directed the ministerial committee on gas to assess other financial options 
for the NEC’s consideration. 
 10 
At an IPBC board meeting held on 20 August 2008, the appointment of advisers 
for the State’s participation in the PNG LNG Project was tabled but not discussed.  
The minutes of that 20 August 2008 meeting record the shortage of members on 
the board, the volume of the matters to be deliberated and that that led to the board 
agreeing the meeting would deal with urgent matters only. 
 
On 29 August, some nine days later in 2008, the NEC noted the Statutory 
Business Paper No.87 of 2007 noting the appointment of Goldman Sachs JBWere 
as the IPBC advisers on the funding, noted the appointment of Freehills Lawyers 
as the IPBC’s probity advisers and then approved the fee structure both for 20 
Goldman Sachs and Freehills Lawyers. 
 
The NEC decision also attaches a summary of the fee structure for Goldman 
Sachs JBWere but not for Freehills Lawyers.  The structure was; 1 per cent of the 
gross proceeds of any bond or exchangeable offering or sale of assets, 0.1 per 
cent of the aggregate loan facility to be agreed with IPIC, 0.5 per cent of the 
aggregate facility limit of any investor introduced by Goldman Sachs to Papua 
New Guinea and 0.4 per cent of the aggregate facility limit of any other loan 
facility or other capital raising executed as part of the financing. 
 30 
Mr Glenn Blake noted that the NEC approval was necessary at this point in time 
as to these advisers because Goldman Sachs JBWere’s remuneration included 
success fees.  The minutes of an IPBC board meeting on 13 September 2008 
record that the board of IPBC ratified the appointment of Goldman Sachs JBWere 
on that date.  Mr Simon Tosali, as an ex officio member of the board as the 
Secretary of the Treasury at the time raised concerns at the meeting that the board 
had not been part of the appointment process.  Mr Tosali also questioned the level 
of fees that would be paid to Goldman Sachs JBWere. 
 
The commission does not have any evidence, in our submission, to show that the 40 
board of IPBC was involved in the appointment of both Goldman Sachs JBWere 
and Freehills where the selection of IPIC for the negotiation with IPIC until that 
proposal was put to them at the meeting on 13 September 2008.  The evidence 
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suggests that within IPBC the transaction and the appointment of the advisers was 
particularly led by Mr Glenn Blake.  In the resul,t the fees paid to Freehills for 
their work on the Exchangeable Bond transaction were AU$1.136 million and the 
fees paid to Goldman Sachs JBWere were AU$16.895 million. 
 
The next term of reference is 1(i) and it asks; what was the rationale for allowing 
payment to be made by an election of either cash or the mortgaged Oil Search 
shares or a combination of both? 
 

[1.50 pm] The exchangeable bond did not permit payment to be made by an election of cash 10 
or shares or a combination of the two.  Further, the Oil Search shares were not 
the subject of a mortgage in a technical legal sense, although they were held in 
an escrow account to preserve them for the maturity of the bond.  Bonds could be 
redeemed in the following ways as noted to an extent above.  Prior to maturity: 
from 40 days after the bonds were issued until 10 days before maturity, IPIC 
could exchange the bonds for IPBC’s shareholding in Oil Search.  On this early 
exchange, IPIC would receive all of the shares, even if the share price was above 
that which we have mentioned earlier, of AU$8.55, but would not receive a cash 
payment if the share price was below that figure of AU$8.55.   
 20 
Acting rationally, IPIC would not exercise this right unless the relevant average 
share price was above Australian dollar figure of $8.55, and therefore able to 
redeem the bonds in full.  Had the share price risen to that level, in our 
submission, it is unlikely that IPIC would have chosen to exercise its early 
exchange rights in order to obtain the full Oil Search shareholding rather than 
wait until maturity when under the mandatory exchange provisions, it would only 
be entitled to take shares up to the face value of the bonds.  In the event, however, 
the Oil Search share price did not provide this opportunity.  
 
Next, after the payment of the sixth interest payment date which was 15 October 30 
2011, IPBC had the option to redeem the bonds, but this was dependent on the 
average share price being above 130 per cent of that Australian dollar figure of 
$8.55.  That would be 130 per cent above being an Australian dollar figure of 
$11.115; 11 dollars and 11 cent for 20 or more trading days during a period of 30 
consecutive trading days. 
 
If IPBC sought to redeem the bonds, it only needed to provide shares to the face 
value of the bond but needed to redeem all of the bonds; and the share price never 
reached this level.  If IPBC chose to seek early redemption, IPIC had 25 business 
days following receipt of notice of the desire to redeem in which to decide 40 
whether to exercise its rights to an early exchange.  It is almost inevitable, in our 
submission, that IPIC would have exercised its rights to an early exchange in that 
circumstance because the share would have reached a value which was a 130 per 
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cent of that AU$8.55 figure that would redeem the bonds in full and leave some 
upside for IPIC.  
 
The effect of this is that whilst IPBC had the right to seek to redeem the bonds 
early, if the share price rose sufficiently, it is unlikely that it would ever have been 
able to exercise that right.  On maturity, the bonds would be exchanged for 
IPBC’s entire shareholding in Oil Search.  What then happened if the volume 
weighted average price of the shares over a certain period of time was less than 
that AU$8.55 figure per share, then IPBC was obliged to make up the shortfall in 
cash.  Alternatively, if the Volume Weighted Average Price of the shares was 10 
once again greater than the AU$8.55 figure per share, IPIC would only receive 
shares totaling the face value of the bonds and IPBC would keep the remainder 
of the shares.   
 

[1.55pm] And if IPBC did not have a right to seek to redeem the bonds in cash at maturity.  
Those are the three things that would happen if on maturity the bonds would be 
exchanged for IPBC’s entire shareholding in Oil Search. 

 
Having regard to all of that, given the conditions attached to either party's early 
exchange rights, in our submission, it does seem likely that the exchangeable 20 
bonds would run to maturity.  At that point, they would be redeemed through 
IPIC taking IPBC's holding in Oil Search up to the value of the bonds and IPBC 
paying any shortfall between the share price at that point. 
 
So, the rationale behind IPBC's agreement to this appears to be an acceptance that 
IPBC would never have the funds to be able to redeem the bonds in cash.  IPBC’s 
best option was therefore to, in our submission, enter into a transaction which 
might be likened to a deferred sale of the shares and this allowed IPBC to take 
advantage of any increase in the price of the shares during the period of the bonds. 
 30 
In February 2014, IPIC did issue the Mandatory Exchange Notice.  It received 
the State's Oil Search shares and IPBC was required, at least after litigation, to 
pay AU$74 million. 
 
The next Term of Reference is 1(j): what was the rationale for allowing the 
mortgaged Oil Search shares to be used in payment of the Loan? 
 
In our submission, it has always been clear that the exchange of Oil Search shares 
as the means for redeeming the bonds was mandatory under the terms of the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Transaction.  40 
 
The rationale for the exchangeable bonds appears to have been that; it was 
considered at the time to be the best way of leveraging IPBC's most significant 
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asset, namely the Oil Search shares. The shares were low in value at the time that 
the transaction was negotiated, but were considered likely to rise, and in fact did 
so, during the term of the bonds as the PNG LNG Project advanced.   Although 
interest was payable on the bonds, it was considered that this would be more than 
compensated by the likely increase in the value of Oil Search's shares which 
meant that the deferred sale that the exchangeable bonds represented was better 
than an immediate sale of the shares in 2008. 
  
Whilst there has not been confirmation of this, in our submission, and it would 
be likely to be information only fundamentally available to IPIC, it does seem 10 
likely that the fact that the bond would be partially or fully redeemed against the 
Oil Search shares reduced the interest rate sought by IPIC by removing some risk 
for IPIC.  It may also have increased the amount that IPBC could raise from the 
bond. 
 
In our submission, the exchange rate was a conscious effort by IPBC and the 
NEC, which included Mr O’Neill at the time, when each approved the transaction. 
Whilst the transaction would result in IPBC losing its investment in Oil Search, 
including any dividends flowing from the shares, this was considered an 
acceptable price to pay to obtain the much greater revenues that would ultimately 20 
and potentially flow from the PNG LNG Project. 
  
There were, particularly at that time, limited alternatives for raising the significant 
sums required during that global financial crisis period and that the sum was too 
big or too large to be raised through concessional loans.  There were also concerns 
about the delays that might arise with concessional loans. And neither Petromin 
nor the Treasury were able to present a competing offer at the time that the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Transaction was being considered by the NEC that matched 
that IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction in terms of the amount that it would 
raise and the certainty of delivery. 30 
 

[2.00pm] Whilst the funds were raised some time in advance when they were needed, this 
is explicable on the basis that the funding of the State’s equity participation would 
add credibility to the PNG LNG project and a concern that in the economic 
climate of the particular time, the IPIC transaction might, in our submission, 
prove to be the only option available and one that might not be available at a later 
date. 
 
Next term of reference is TOR 1(k).  Whether IPIC had or has the sole election 
as to method of payment in satisfaction of the State Loan from IPIC and, if so, 40 
what was the rationale for giving IPIC the right of sole election to either accept 
cash, the mortgaged Oil Search shares or a combination of both.  IPIC did not 
have a right of election as to the manner in which the exchangeable bonds would 
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be dealt with on maturity. They were to be exchanged for Oil Search shares using 
that reference price of an Australian dollar figure of $8.55 with IPBC being 
obliged to make up any shortfall between the actual price of the shares at that date 
and that AU$8.55 figure. 
 
As to when and what decision did IPIC make on the repayment of the Loan?  It 
appears that up until the end of 2013 or early 2014, IPIC may have been at least 
open in principle to discussions about accepting cash to redeem the bond or 
refinancing, i.e, extending the bonds, rather than proceeding with the mandatory 
exchange. This was, for example, IPIC’s stated position, it seems, at a meeting in 10 
Abu Dhabi on 30 October 2013. It is not known, in our submission, that at what 
precise point after that meeting on 30 October 2013 that IPIC’s position changed, 
but by 13 February 2014 there had been a rebuff of the State’s belated attempt to 
meet in Abu Dhabi, and on that day, 13 February 2014, IPIC issued the formal 
notice to require the exchange of the shares for the bonds. 
 
Dealing with some other issues then relating to these Terms of Reference, starting 
with currency risk.  The bond was paid in Australian dollars and interest was 
payable in Australian dollars. However, the payments for the PNG LNG project 
were required to be made in US dollars.  In addition, the funds were being 20 
received some considerable period before they were needed.  The combination of 
those factors created a currency risk.  Mr Vele criticized the IPIC transaction on 
the basis that it created a currency risk that was not well managed, and in 
particular the timing of the exchange into US dollars. Mr Vele noted that during 
the period after the exchange, the Australian dollar went on a “once in a 
generation ride” – he used these words – reaching highs in excess of US dollar 
figure of $1.10.  
 
Mr Vele also questioned whether it was necessary to exchange all of the 
Australian dollars into US dollars.  Whilst the cash call on the equity contributors 30 
to the PNG LNG project would be in US dollars, much of the underlying 
expenditure on the project would be in Australian dollars. There was, though, 
some recognition of the currency risk at the time.  The evidence is that Goldman 
Sachs JBWere had tried to negotiate for the loan to be in US dollars as that was 
to be the currency of the capital expenditure on the PNG LNG project.  Also, IPIC 
required the transaction to be in Australian dollars as this was the currency of Oil 
Search’s share price. 
 

[2.05pm] IPBC did receive advice from Golden Sacks, about how to deal with the currency 
risks.  And over a period of months, in the lead up to the bonds being issued, there 40 
was consideration of that advice and ultimately, there was a decision to follow 
the course that the financial advisor, in this circumstance, Goldman Sachs had 
proposed. In our submission, nothing adverse arises in relation to currency risk. 
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There was a recognition of the risk and IPBC did take advice which it considered 
and then followed.   

 
In terms of investment of the bond until needed.  That is a separate issue.  Similar 
issue arose from the funds being received long before they were needed for the 
PNG LNG Project.  And this created effectively a need to try to enhance the value 
of the bond received to minimize the risk that there might be a short fall against 
the sums required to actually fund the State’s interest in PNG LNG Project, at the 
time that that was required. IPBC and its advisors recognized this difference in 
timing.  IPBC approached Goldman Sachs about the rates that they might offer 10 
on the investment of the funds, until the funds were needed at financial close.   

 
Goldman Sachs advised the conservative risk profile needed for the fund did not 
warrant using any of their investment products.  And IPBC then looked at other 
banks for rates to invest.  Mr Glenn Brooks recollection was that they approached 
Westpac, Commonwealth Bank of Australia and other banks.  In our submission, 
there is also nothing untoward in the manner in which IPBC dealt with this issue 
about the investment or otherwise of the bond until the financial close. 
 
 Next is another issue, the Treasury’s opposition and other funding alternatives. 20 
The treasury opposed the proposed transaction on significant number of bases in 
its letter of 21 October 2008, which has been referred to earlier.  PriceWaterHouse 
Coopers were engaged by the Treasury, years later in 2011, to review the IPIC 
exchangeable bond transaction. The PriceWaterHouse Coopers Report provides 
further information about the Treasury using the transaction. Relevantly, that 
report of 2011, states that the Treasury’s initial view was that State should not 
take up its equity position in the PNG LNG Project, given the risks and costs 
involved.  
 
PriceWaterHouse Coopers prepared a comparison, which demonstrated that the 30 
projected tax receipts would be twice as much as the PNG LNG Project equity 
dividend. However, the government’s determination to maintain a stake in the 
project consistent with its policy and the Treasury directed its attention to 
supporting the government’s ambition.   
 
Between October and December 2008, the Treasury sought to evaluate the 
various financing options that might be available. This was despite the 
exchangeable bonds being approved in October 2008, and the agreement being 
signed in November 2008.  However, the PriceWaterHouse Coopers Report states 
that none of the options considered by the Treasury allowed the equity to be fully 40 
funded.  Some of the options considered included; first, discussion with 
concessional lenders such as Japanese Bank for International Cooperation, the 
Asian Development Bank, the European Investment and World Bank. Secondly, 
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talking to possible strategic equity investors such as Nippon Oil, LNG Japan and 
Shell. Thirdly, evaluating the proposals put forward by IPBC and Petromin, and 
fourthly, considering limited domestic financing through the market for direct 
budget support.   
 
Whilst it was clear that the equity finance would not be required until late 2009, 
the ministerial committee believed that it would be advantageous to the State to 
raise the finance at an earlier date and had decided that it needed to make a 
decision on the source of finance by 24 October 2008.   
 10 

[2.10 pm] It then told the Treasury that it would only consider proposals that would enable 
the State to take up its full direct interest in the PNG LNG Project and would not 
result in the State taking on additional debt. 

 
 Further that these requirements reduced the options available considerably and 

effectively precluding the Treasury from pursuing other options or further 
options.  Treasury then presented four options to the ministerial committee that 
were immediately available; a combination of ADB and EIB debt of US$400 
million dollars, State budget funding of US$230 million dollars, an international 
bond issue of US$600 million and domestic bond issues for any cost overruns. 20 

 
Next. a Japanese Bank for International Cooperation proposal whereby the State 
and the other project sponsors would sell up to 5 per cent shares of the PNG LNG 
Project to a Japanese party with Japanese Bank for International Cooperation 
financing the State’s participation in the PNG LNG Project on concessional 
terms. 
 
Next, and there was an international oil and gas company as providing or entering 
into a transaction with State which would allow the State to take up its full 
entitlement in the PNG LNG Project and retain its shareholding in Oil Search.  30 
The international oil and gas company would finance the State’s equity on 
favourable terms and finally that the State assignee would eventually enter into a 
joint venture with the oil and gas company with the State holding the majority 
position in the company paying the State for its equity in the joint venture.  The 
company would fund the balance of the proceeds from the sale of the State’s 
interest being insufficient to fund the balance of the State’s interest. 
 
The PriceWaterhouseCoopers Report noted that one of the oil and gas company 
options involved a major oil and gas company acquiring control of Oil Search 
and then assisting the State to finance its equity involvement in the PNG LNG 40 
Project.  That commitment would be up to a maximum of US$650 million dollars 
and would be secured only against the State’s interest in the PNG LNG Project.  
Financing would be repayable over four years following first production and 
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carrying an interest rate equal to the blended PNG LNG Project debt.  The price 
to be offered for the Oil Search shares was at a significant premium to the then 
prevailing share price. 
 
The Treasury’s proposal was presented to the Ministerial Cmmittee but it was not 
supported despite the Treasury considering it to be a better proposal than the 
exchangeable bonds.  The Treasury report to PriceWaterhouseCoopers they did 
not receive a clear explanation for the rejection of the proposal but that one of the 
grounds was a concern that Oil Search might fall into the hands of a foreign entity.  
PriceWaterhouseCoopers noted Mr Gerea Aopi’s position as the chair of IPBC 10 
and as an employee of Oil Search in this context but without drawing any 
particular inference from any of that. 
 
In summary, the Treasury had been operating on the basis of a longer timeline, a 
timescale to raise the funds.  The Treasury’s timing was governed by when the 
funds would be needed.  The ministerial committee appears, in our submission, 
to have been guided by a concern in a challenging economic environment to seize 
the opportunity presented by the exchangeable bond transaction.  This was not 
only to secure funds that might not otherwise be available but also to inject a level 
of credibility and momentum into the PNG LNG Project. 20 
 
A notable feature of the Treasury’s work is the apparent disagreement between 
the Minister and the department, his own department.   
 

[2.15pm] Mr Tosali is recorded in the minutes of IPBC board meeting on 24 October 2008 
as stating that the Minister Mr Pruaitch would not let him speak at the NEC 
meeting on 23 October 2008.  It is unsatisfactory in our submission that there was 
a disagreement between the Minister and his department in Cabinet, a position 
which also arose albeit in a different fashion in relation to the 2014 UBS Loan 
which we will refer to further below.  But in the Papua New Guinea system, as in 30 
Westminster systems generally, disagreements between ministers, the elected and 
department officers who are sometimes appointed, sometimes permanent are 
generally resolved in favour of the former. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you Dr Katter.  May I then move to conclude this part of 
the IPIC submissions in this way before moving on to the UBS Loan. 
 
Save for Treasury, in summary, there was little agreement as to whether the State 
should participate in the PNG LNG Project.  According to the PWC Report, the 
Treasury was initially against the idea based on the costs and risks involved.  Its 40 
modelling suggested that it may have been financially better for the State to sell 
its equity stake and simply receive tax royalties and other indirect benefits as the 
PNG LNG Project proceeded.  It does not seem that the Treasury’s view was 
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explored in detail given the government’s determination to participate in the PNG 
LNG Project.  The Treasury then focused on exploring the best options for how 
to do that. 
 
There was much more debate about how the State should finance its participation 
in the PNG LNG Project.  
 
In our submission though, the decision to enter into the exchangeable bond 
transaction was a rational and justifiable decision in the circumstances then 
prevailing which would, and did, over the long term, generate greater revenues 10 
for PNG than the shareholding in Oil Search and in providing the State with an 
equity interest in its most significant resource project.  The State took a risk that 
the Oil Search share price would rise over time to eliminate or reduce any shortfall 
that it might have to pay to IPIC at maturity but the prevailing view at the time 
was that the share price would rise, not least as a result of Oil Search’s 
involvement in the PNG LNG Project, and it did. 
 
As Oil Search was itself a participant in the PNG LNG Project, it was not 
unreasonable for the State to consider that its share price would be likely to rise 
over the term of the bonds as the well-regarded PNG LNG Project advanced.  20 
Indeed, at the date of maturity of the bonds, the share price was over AUD8.55, 
although it had not been above that price for sufficiently long to avoid the need 
for IPBC to make a top up payment to IPIC at that point. 
 
Alternative ways of raising the funds were put to the State but rejected; it would 
appear for the reasons set out in Policy Submission 167/2008. 
 
So, in our submission, viewed overall, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond Transaction 
received appropriate levels of review and scrutiny before being approved by the 
NEC.  However, as noted, the process by which the State obtained funding for its 30 
entry into the PNG LNG Project was somewhat inefficient. 
 
May we then turn, commissioners, to the UBS Loan which is at the heart of the 
Commission’s work and we turn to the genesis and detail of the UBS Loan which 
is complex.  So, if we can have up on the screen the final power-point which sets 
out the UBS transaction and, commissioners, you have seen this before from 
Brattle and it sets out what is being done there.   
 
And so significantly, you will see the 12 million Oil Search new shares moved 
from Oil Search to the Independent State.  You will also see that PNG has the 40 
right to ordinary dividends but it is up to extraordinary dividends are at the 
discretion of UBS.   
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[2.20 pm] UBS takes the title to the Oil Search shares and then the money borrowed to 
purchase the AU$1.225 million borrowed, and then paid to Oil Search secured by 
cash: a Collar Loan of A$905 million, the Bridge Loan of $335 million and the 
sale of the Collar to PNG at what UBS incorrectly describe as Nil Premium, and 
I will come back to the detail there.  So we might just leave that screen on the 
board for a little because we want to begin by saying something about the collar 
loan concept. 
 
Collar loans are somewhat complex but they are also quite standard in the banking 
industry and they are commonly used when the sum lent is used to purchase 10 
shares which then provide the security for the lender.  The essence of such a loan 
is that it is generally structured so the lender has no risk of default by the 
borrower.  That is done by ensuring that all of the interest is paid at the outset of 
the loan having the shares as collateral and then using options.  As will be seen, 
the options provide the collar which gives this type of loan its name. 
 
In 2014 the stated purpose of the loan was to enable the State to buy about 10 per 
cent of shares in Oil Search.  The purpose price was AU$8.20 a share but there 
was market risk about how the share price would move over the two-year period 
of the loan as indeed occurred.  In other words, it did move.  No doubt UBS would 20 
have conducted some extremely complicated modelling about how to design the 
collar element of the loan and in particular what strike prices were used in the 
options.   
 
This modelling will have been done using a mathematical model for Black 
Scholes.  It is in widespread use in the banking industry.  It includes assumptions 
about how a share price moves over time and requires inputs to be made about 
the expected volatility of the share price in question.  As a result of this whilst 
banks generally use the same model, the variable inputs and assumptions often 
lead to different outcomes.  The modelling though would have allowed UBS to 30 
provide the State not only with the loan but a series of put options, one for each 
share purchased.  Each option had a date upon which it could be exercised and a 
strike price for the shares to which it related.  The put options allow the State to 
sell or put the shares to UBS as the strike price if at the date the option was to be 
exercised, the share price was below the strike price of the option. 
 
The strike prices of put options and the amount of the loan were calculated, so 
the total amount that UBS would lend would be equivalent to the strike prices of 
all the put options.  The effect of this was that if the share price fell below the 
strike price of the put options, the options would provide the State with the means 40 
to repay UBS in full.  This meant significantly: first, the State did not need to 
worry about finding funds to repay the loan.  If it just allowed the loan to mature 
according to its terms, the loan would be repaid.  Second, it meant UBS had no 
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exposure, none, to the State as a credit risk from the loan because repayment was 
assured through the put options.  It did not have to worry about whether the State 
would be able to repay the loan. 
 
If a lender has no exposure to a borrower’s credit risk as here, the interest payable 
on the Collar Loan should be at or close to the risk free rate because the lender 
has no significant credit risk.  As we were saying, that did not happen here with 
UBS charging unwarranted interest about AU$56 million.  The put options 
therefore provided the floor for the loan as far as the State was concerned.  In 
return for the protection provided by the put option, the State provided the call 10 
option for each share in UBS. 
 
As with the put options, each call option had a date upon on it which put the 
exercise and the strike price for the shares to which it related.  The call options 
allowed UBS to buy or call for the shares from the State at the strike price.  If at 
the date the option was to be exercised, the share price was above the strike price 
of the option.  A call option, therefore, provided a ceiling for the loan.   
 

[2.25pm] For each share, there is a put option and a call option with the same expiry date. 
Together, the puts and calls provide a notional collar of protection for both 20 
parties.   
 
A relevant phrase in this context is to describe an option as being “in the 
money”.  A put option is in the money when the market price of the share is below 
the strike price of the option so that the borrower makes a gain by putting the 
share on the lender for more than the share’s worth.  A call option is in the money 
when the market price of the share is above the strike price so that the lender 
makes a gain by calling for and obtaining the share for less than it is then worth. 
 
If an option is in the money, the difference between the value of the share in the 30 
market and the strike price of the option is said to be the 'intrinsic value' of the 
option. The intrinsic value therefore varies with the share price. 
 
If at any option date, the share price is between the put and call options, neither 
option can be exercised. The share is still sold to repay the loan and the excess 
above what is needed to repay the loan, which is the strike price of the put option, 
is returned to the borrower. 
 
What has just been explained describes the position in relation to a single share. 
To illustrate the complexity of the UBS loan, it should be remembered that each 40 
share had its own put and call option.  137 million put options and 137 million 
call options. The dates upon which they could be exercised spread over a period 
of some months towards the final end date of the loan and the options had a range 
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of different strike prices.  With so many options, many of the strike prices and 
exercise dates though were the same.  
 
The significance of all of this is that it is beyond the abilities of borrowers to be 
able to fully understand the risks involved in the option structure unless they have 
the assistance of a highly sophisticated financial advisor who can conduct their 
own Black Scholes modelling to test the fairness involved in the options structure 
proposed: as UBS would have, and as the Commission has through the 
unchallenged work of Brattle.  In particular, this modelling was necessary in order 
to check that the pricing of the collar loan was fair. The State did not have or did 10 
not obtain the ability to do this and it was vulnerable to being overcharged as a 
result as it was.  But it is clear that the State, notably Mr Vele, did not appreciate 
the risk. 
 
A further relevant term is 'nil premium'.  The State was told by UBS that the collar 
option structure was nil premium.  Its normal meaning in this context, and there 
was no suggestion it was not being used in its normal meaning, and that nothing 
was payable to UBS for providing the collar option structure and that the 
downside protection that the State received from all of the put options was equal 
to the value of the upside protection that UBS received from all of the call 20 
options.  That is, nil premium in this context was a clear representation by UBS 
that it was not separately profiting from the pricing of the option structure over 
and above its declared fees.  Again, the State had no ability to verify this.  But 
this matters because it turns out that far from being nil-premium, the premium or 
excessive profit UBS made in this regard was substantial at about AUD$25 
million, which it never told the State about.    
 
Two other concepts should be mentioned.  The first is hedging. Although UBS 
had no exposure to the State the credit risk, it was possible that at the loan’s 
maturity, it would be left holding shares that were worth less than the principal 30 
than it had lent to the State.  UBS traded Oil Search shares in the market to hedge 
against or mitigate this risk.  
 
The second is value.  In the Brattle report, there are frequent discussions about 
value being transferred by one party to the other. A transfer of value is not 
necessarily a transfer of money at that point.  It describes a transaction between 
the parties at a different price to what Brattle considered to be a fair price. Thus, 
for example, if, as Brattle advise, the collar loan option structure was not nil 
premium and was unfairly slanted against the State so that the call options that 
UBS received were worth more to a potential purchaser than the put options that 40 
the State received, this would represent a transfer in value from the State to UBS 
at the date transaction took place. 
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[2.30 pm] As the loan matured, the transfer value might then be realised depending on how 
the options came to be exercised at that point.  And that is significant here because 
if there are damages to be paid, that is the point at which they crystalise.  The 
value could also have been realised in other ways including selling the options in 
the market. 

 
So in summary, Commissioner, the key points are these: once the loan was 
created and interest paid in advance, as it was, then the State had nothing further 
to pay and UBS were at no risk of the State defaulting on anything.  Because UBS 
– so UBS had no exposure to the State’s credit risk, therefore, references to 10 
Australian credit risk or other credit risk and not to the point there was no credit 
risk.  But the State had no ability nor did it demonstrate any ability to understand 
the fairness of the option structure, and the nil-premium statement was untrue, 
misleading and very expensive for the State. 
 
Could I turn then to Term of Reference (L): why and when did the State 
commence the procedures to obtain a loan regarding the debt to IPIC and/or 
purchase Oil Search shares?  And this takes us back to the State’s decision on 14 
March 2012 by the NEC to initiate discussions with IPIC and investigate options 
for refinancing the IPIC bond.  Although the NEC decision does not record why 20 
that decision was made, a number of witnesses gave evidence to the commission 
that it was thought important to the State to remain a shareholder of Oil Search.  
No steps were taken in relation to initiating discussion with IPIC or to investigate 
options for refinancing the IPIC bond until after the 2012 election. 
   
In the second half of 2012 the then Minister for Public Enterprise and State 
Investments, Mr Ben Micah, had initial discussions with and engaged Backwell 
Lombard Capital to provide advice on the IPIC bond.  On 5 December 2012, 
IPBC formally retained Norton Rose Fulbright to provide legal advice on the IPIC 
exchangeable bonds.  The engagement letter records retaining the Oil Search 30 
shares as the objective of the engagement.  The first meeting with IPIC did not 
occur until on or about 15 March 2013.  And it was apparently promising in 
relation to the possibility of the State refinancing the IPIC bond and regaining 
ownership of the Oil Search shares.  The second meeting was in April 20013.  Dr 
Waine’s evidence was, however, that IPIC’s attitude towards the refinancing had 
changed and it now required the IPIC bond to be redeemed within two weeks and 
the State, especially with no notice, did not have the funds to meet that deadline.  
 
Despite the NEC decisions imperative, no further engagement with IPIC appears 
to having occurred until September and October 2013.  But in the meantime, it 40 
seems clear from the evidence you have received, Commissioners, that there were 
a number of parallel processes.   
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So first, there were IPBC’s efforts through Mr Kumarasiri appointed as its 
managing director on 5 April 2013 which included, in April, a Goldman Sachs 
proposal and also an engagement with Helmsley, H-e-l-m-s-l-e-y, Capital. 
Second, proposals by Shell, Marubeni and others to Mr Kramer and Mr Sonk.  
Third, Minister Micah’s engagement of Backwell Lombard Capital on 31 May 
2013 as lead manager and arranger in consultation with his advisors on a non-
exclusive basis.   
 
Fourth, the engagement by Mr Vele and his adviser and former business partner, 
Mr Mortensen, engaging with UBS.  And you will recall, Commissioners, that by 10 
or about August 2013 Mr Vele had moved from being a Director of the Office of 
Gas Coordination to the Acting Secretary, a position which was then confirmed 
later on. 
 

[2.35 pm] Fifth, there was the IPBC Bond Review Committee and its near relative the IPBC 
Internal Review Committee and finally there is the Bank of Papua New Guinea’s 
reviews.  The processes were undoubtedly duplicative and inefficient but of 
course focused with the options or avenues with the IPIC exchangeable bond.  
But critically in our submission they focused on something other than an 
acquisition of newly issued shares from Oil Search which of course is what 20 
eventually happened in 2014. 

 
In a formal sense, the State commenced the procedures to obtain the UBS loan to 
purchase the Oil Search shares on or about 23 February 2014 following a meeting 
between Prime Minister O’Neill, Mr Vele, Mr Botten and Mr Aopi although  it is 
fair to recollections vary about precisely who said what at that meeting. 
 
May I then turn to the term of reference asking about whether legal and 
administrative processes were followed regarding the loan from UBS; how the 
process commenced, how was UBS selected, what process was utilized, what 30 
were the terms of the loan, what processes have been utilized in the past to obtain 
loans.   
 
This term of reference among other matters raises the question of the meaning of 
section 209 of the Constitution and the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) No.2 Act 
which I will call the No.2 Act if I may. 
 
So, what view was taken in 2014 about what those provisions meant, the 
Constitution and No.2 Act?  On 5 March 2014 and this is racing ahead 
commissioners to the eve of the NEC decision which approved the UBS loan, Mr 40 
Vele by then Treasury Secretary writes to the State Solicitor, Mr Rolpagarea 
requesting that he review the documents relating to the proposed UBS transaction 
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and provide clearance before legal clearance, that is, before the documents went 
to the NEC the next morning. 
 
The documents had been provided to the State Solicitor earlier that day by Pacific 
Legal Group.  On 5 March later in the day, the State Solicitor replied to Mr Vele 
advising that “section 209 of the Constitution also requires the Parliament’s 
approval to be obtained for this bridge and collar loans, totalling up to AU$1.225 
billion through the budgetary process.” 
 
On 6 March 2014, then Prime Minister O’Neill announced the proposal to the 10 
NEC for the purchase of about 149 million Oil Search shares for AU$1.239 
billion funded by UBS and the NEC then advised the Governor General, the Head 
of State to approve the UBS loan pursuant to the No.2 Act. 
 
I will later on come to what was before Cabinet and how unsatisfactory the 
information was but at this stage I am concentrating on 209 and the No.2 Act. 
 
On 7 March the day after the NEC decision, Mr Vele wrote to the State Solicitor 
communicating to him the decision of 6 March by Cabinet and requesting the 
State Solicitor’s legal clearance and the reply was received on 9 March.  The State 20 
Solicitor saying that appropriate person to execute loan agreements under the 
No.2 Act was the Treasury.  The State Solicitor reminded Mr Vele of the 
statements in relation to the transaction raised in his 5 March 2014 letter.  The 
State Solicitor stressed the need to comply with section 209 of the Constitution 
but given the urgent nature of the transactions approved the Minister for Treasury 
to execute the documents. 
 
And pausing there one of the problems was, as we will later hear, the Treasurer 
says that he was completely cut out of any knowledge of the NEC proposal, 6 
March and even Mr Vele says that when he took the NEC documentation to the 30 
Treasurer the night before he refused to sign.  

 
[2.40pm] And in the meeting, in the Cabinet meeting, there was a blowup between the 

Treasurer and Prime Minister O’Neill.  The Treasurer saying he was adamantly 
opposed to the UBS Loan and, of course, what happened in the event, and we will 
come to this is the Treasurer refused to sign.  He was sacked and the Prime 
Minister signed in effect as acting Treasurer.  That gives some context.   

 
On 10 March, the State Solicitor advised the Governor General to exercise the 
UBS transaction.  Upon receiving advice from the NEC, the IPBC Board 40 
approved the execution of the payment through a direction deed while noting the 
State Solicitor’s advice in respect of section 209 of the Constitution.   
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Later in March on the 26th, Mr Vele wrote to the State Solicitor regarding the 
section 209 Constitutional approval seeking confirmation in writing of the 
advices and steps taken by the State Solicitor to obtain the necessary 
authorizations of the National Parliament under section 209(1) to which the State 
Solicitor replied the next day and the NPCP Board met, discussed the UBS 
transaction and the advice received from external counsel including concerns 
about the application of section 209.  The NPCP company secretary, Mr Wato, 
sent a text message to Mr Steve Lewin, an external lawyer, regarding this concern.  
Mr Lewin reaffirmed his view that the State/UBS Loan has not been in breach of 
section 209 but asked the management obtain a second opinion and provide it to 10 
the NPCP board.   
 
In that same reply, the State Solicitor advised that the section 209 approval could 
be obtained retrospectively and this was appropriate for the UBS transaction, as 
it was impracticable for NEC to call Parliament at the time it made its decision, 
due to the urgency of the matter.   The State Solicitor also noted section 212 of 
the Constitution, regarding expenditure without prior Parliamentary approval.  
Ultimately, the State Solicitor advised that Parliament may invoke its power 
under section 212 “to facilitate the transaction” that had by then already been 
entered into.  He advised, that is, the State Solicitor that it was important that 20 
Parliamentary approval be expressed to have retrospective effect. 
 
On 19 May, the former Treasurer by then the sacked Treasurer, Mr Polye filed an 
application in the Supreme Court seeking declarations that, on the proper 
interpretation and application of section 209 of the Constitution and the Organic 
Law on the Sovereign Wealth Fund, the actions of the Prime Minister and the 
NEC in entering into the UBS transaction without Parliamentary approval - and 
you will recall commissioners that Mr Polye had opposed that in Cabinet - were 
unconstitutional and illegal and that the transaction was illegal and unenforceable 
against the State.  While that may well have been what started the Ombudsman 30 
Inquiry, the application in itself, the court application appears to have been 
discontinued in 2017.   
 
And then later on in September 2014, the new Treasurer Mr Pruaitch made a 
Parliamentary statement in relation to the UBS transaction and tabled documents.  
And then on 18 November, Treasurer Pruaitch presented a supplementary budget 
for that year and the 2015 National Budget saying: “The O’Neill-Dion 
Government made the decision to purchase 10.1 per cent stake in Oil Search 
shares as part of the 2014 Supplementary Budget in accordance with section 209 
of the Constitution we have appropriated for interest payments. 40 
 
Commissioners, if we can have up section 209 of the Constitution, we have earlier 
submitted that while you cannot make binding determinations on the meaning of 
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the Constitution or any other law, we may only urge you to express your 
considered views of the many of the provisions in answering the questions posed 
by the Terms of Reference.    
 

[2.45pm] So one starts with section 109 of the Constitution which is the plenary power to 
make laws for the peace, order and good government of Papua New Guinea. 

And then we move to section 209 and you have section 209(1).  You have 
provisions in 209(2) setting out what the National Budget must contain.  You then 
have section 210, which says the Parliament shall not provide for the imposition 
of taxation, the raising of loans or the expenditure of public moneys except on 10 
recommendation of the Head of State, on advice.  There is then the capacity for 
revenue and expenditure without prior approval and there are other relevant 
provisions as well. 

If we can look then at section 2 of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No. 2) Act 
1973  and you will find what that says is that; the Head of State, acting on advice, 
may, on behalf of the State, borrow from or through overseas financial 
institutions, in such manner and on such terms and conditions are agreed, acting 
on advice, and the institutions, sums not exceeding in total the sum of K65 million 
or the equivalent in other countries or a range of various listed purposes. 

I am sorry that was section 2(1) of the original Act, the Loans (Overseas 20 
Borrowings) Act 1973.   

And then you have section 2(1) of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) (No.2) Act 
1976.  And the limit for the sum borrowed here is to be such that the total value 
of overseas commercial debt which will be owed by the State after any borrowing 
shall not exceed 125 per cent of the estimated internal revenue for the year in 
which the borrowing takes effect.  So, you see there in section 2(3).  
  
And if we go down to section 2(8) it says as soon as practicable after the execution 
of a loan agreement, the Minister should cause a copy of the agreement to be laid 
before the Parliament for its information. 30 
 
There are some other provisions which I need not take you to but I refer you to 
the Public Finances (Management) Act 1995, sections 35 provides that: “The 
State may not borrow money except under and in accordance with an Act of the 
Parliament.”  And there is a limit provided for by the Central Banking Act. 
 
There is section 36; The Minister may, for and on behalf of the State, borrow 
moneys– (a) from such domestic and external sources; and (b) on such terms and 
conditions, as the Head of State, acting on advice, approves, in order to meet 
temporary deficiencies in revenue in a fiscal year.  And it also shall not exceed 40 
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the relevant limit of the Central Banking Act 2000 which is or was at the time a 
K100 million. Reference there is the Central Banking Act 2000 of section 
55(4)(a). 
 
There has been limited judicial consideration of section 209.  Refer to Supreme 
Court cases; one is the case of Mairi v Tololo, Secretary for Education [1976] 
PGSC 9; [1976] PNGLR 125 (15 April 1976).  That case was a challenge to the 
imposition of a K400 per pupil for students attending multi-racial schools in the 
Independent State.   
 10 
In the course of determining that there was no power to impose that fee.  Section 
209 of the Constitution was considered and the majority said that "to render 
imposition of tax for the raising of revenue constitutional, the statutory grant of 
power must be clear and unambiguous and the circumstances bringing it into 
operation sufficiently clear".  And the Chief Justice said that section 209 required 
"clear authorization by Parliament".    
 

[2.50 pm] Then [2017] PGSC 24; Papua New Guinea Forest Industries Association Inc v 
T-o-m-u-r-i-e-s-a.  The Supreme Court held that the vesting of wide and 
ambiguous taxation powers on the executive to make decisions on essentials of 20 
the imposition of taxation in the form of a levy of the type found in section 121 
of the Forestry Act in that case cannot be constitutionally justified.  Rather, 
section 209 of the Constitution required the essentials of imposition of taxation 
to be determined by an Act of the Parliament. The Court also held that section 
209 did in principle permit a statute to authorise a revenue system outside of the 
National budget framework in section 209(2). 
 
Now then, having said something about the relevant provisions, relating of the 
evidence, Mr Vele in evidence last year said the process for loans from the private 
sector is the (No. 2) Act, all types of loans must have section 209 constitutional 30 
authorisation by way of the budgetary process and where a loan is negotiated, 
executed and drawn down in the same year, 209 authorisation is obtained by way 
of a supplementary budget.  And so, Mr Vele said parliament did not need to 
approve the UBS transaction before it was entered into.  He had conducted an 
analysis of 288 external loans to the State and could not find one in which the 
loan terms and conditions were approved prior to execution.   
 
What we say about that, not doubting the analysis, but we make the submission 
that none of the 288 loans was of the consequence or size of the UBS loan. Mr 
Vele also considered, loans could be executed and then subsequently approved in 40 
the following National Budget.  What happened in 2014, Mr Vele said he 
followed the advice of Ashurst and Norton Rose that the mechanics of section 
209 were found in the (No. 2) Act and that by fulfilling the requirements of the 
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(No.2) Act, section 209 was complied with.  He said he followed the advice of 
the State Solicitor of 5 March that parliamentary approval could be obtained 
through the budgetary process and given after the NEC decision. 
 
So there is the relevant State Solicitor’s advice, it is to be found at exhibit 002 to 
the statement of Mr Rolpagarea of 28 July and also paragraphs 5 to 7.  I do not 
need to take you to that now, but that is the relevant reference.  And there was 
also some evidence given by the State Solicitor about the need to prior approval 
and authorisation by parliament.  He took the view that that prior parliamentary 
approval outside the present irrelevant circumstances in section 212 of the 10 
Constitution, that prior approval was mandatory for all revenue raising and 
expenditure.  And so, his view was in relation to the UBS transaction was that 
section 209 was breached and the loan should have been pre-approved during the 
2014 Budgetary process.   
 
The Secretary for Justice, Dr Kalinoe, agreed and we also received evidence from 
a number of other people, including former Attorney General Kerenga Kua, K-u-
a.  He referred to section 209.  He did think that retrospective approval was 
possible in limited circumstances but not including borrowings or revenue raising 
for the purposes of commercial investment purposes and therefore he considered 20 
that section 209 had been breached in relation to the UBS transaction.  If the State 
had wanted to proceed, it should have brought a Bill urgently to the parliament, 
sought approval, and if parliament needed urgent recalling, so be it. 
 

[2.55pm] There were some other evidence Mr Pruaitch and Mr Yauieb.  Both gave evidence 
that section 209 was not complied with. And Prime Minister Marape said that in 
2013, there should have been an indication to the Parliament as to the transaction 
which was to occur in 2014, assuming that was known. Mr Lupari said, 
retrospective Parliamentary approval was possible and finally, Mr O’Neill said 
that section 209 was simply inapplicable, because the UBS transaction was an 30 
investment and thus investment and expenditures by SOEs were not required to 
be approved by Parliament.  

 
With that background, may we make the submissions about proper instruction in 
section 209.  If we go back to section 209 itself, you might put it up on the screen; 
three things in particular can be noticed about the wording.  Firstly, it is an 
overlining provision. It begins notwithstanding anything in this Constitution. 
Secondly, you will see what it concerns in raising an expenditure of finance by 
the National Government, including the acquisition of taxation and the raising of 
loans, and we would say that in this case, the UBS Loan is such a loan.  And 40 
thirdly, it provides that such activity is subject to authorization and control by 
Parliament.  And mandate such matters shall be regulated by an Act of 
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Parliament.  So it sets the rules but it contemplates that the regulation would be 
by a statute.  
 
Commissioners, we had the great benefit, in our submission of - excuse me.  We 
respectfully adopt the approach to construction enunciated in the statement and 
evidence to you by the very experienced Papua New Guinean and Australian 
lawyer, Mr David Frecker, who we had the benefit of calling.  And his approach 
which we would adopt in those three steps.  First, section 209 is a general 
statement of constitutional principle about supremacy of Parliament, in all matters 
pertaining to taxation and control of public finances and certainly its language 10 
supports that.  It must however, he said, be balanced with the function of the 
executive government to manage finances in a responsible manner.  And if you 
stroll down to section 210, you can see there are provisions for the function for 
the executive government. 
 
In Mr Frecker’s view, which we adopt, no additional authorization by Parliament 
is needed, if there has to be a new loan authorized by an enabling existing Act of 
Parliament.  That is not this case that we are briefing.  Similarly, a specific loan 
is not required to be included in or pre-approved by the national budget prepared 
for each fiscal year. 20 
 
Now, pausing there, he was only aware of one instance where it happened for a 
specific act for a specific loan.  They are in the Loans Act 2011, which gave the 
state authority to borrow an amount to fund its participation in the PNG LNG 
Project.  Rather he said, the State has power under section 209 (1) to raise loans 
and the power can be exercised in the manner set out in the No. 2 Act.  Loans in 
No. 2 Act in other words was an Act of the Parliament, within the meaning of the 
phrase ‘Regulated by an Act of Parliament’, in section 209 (1), as it specifically 
deals with No. 2 Act with borrowing from overseas commercial institutions. 
 30 
So the UBS transaction was validly entered into by the State under the No. 2 Act. 
Of course, the No. 2 Act did also say that the loan agreements were to be laid 
before Parliament, as soon as practicable after execution.  That is section 2(8), 
which Mr Frecker said should be construed, meaning without unreasonable delay 
and he thought in this case, it could well have been de;ay from March to 
November, an unreasonable delay.   
 

[3.00pm] Be that as it may, a breach of section 2(8) in our submission could hardly 
retrospectively invalidate the loan.  In other words, it is not a breach which leads 
to invalidity or necessarily any legal sanction or remedy is probably 40 
parliamentary in nature.  In other words, a parliamentary scrutiny.   
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Mr Frecker noted the Constitution does not require a referral of particular loans 
to the Public Accounts Committee and he was not aware of any cases where they 
had actually looked at loans, nor held public hearings.  The view Mr Frecker 
enunciates and which we have just adopted corresponds with the almost 
invariable State practice since Independence. 
 
And so that in our submissions would lead you comfortably to the necessarily 
non-binding opinion of yours that section 209 was not breached in relation to the 
UBS Loan.  Having said that, recommendations that there be greater legal 
procedural safeguards whether that is in the NEC Handbook or otherwise to 10 
ensure prior sign off by both State Solicitor and Attorney General would seem 
desirable and we will say something about that tomorrow.  And the other matter 
they should certify, of course, is whether a commercial loan is under the specific 
thresholds of 125 per cent.  Because, of course, in this case, there was relatively 
easy avoidance of the statutory borrowing limits in the legislation because the 
UBS Loan was novated to Kumul Petroleum prior to the ensuing budget in 
November 2014.  And we recommend some amendments to avoid a reoccurrence 
of that.  So, that is the submission we want to make about section 209. 
 
Can I then turn back to how was the process of obtaining the UBS Loan 20 
commenced?  Now, at one level it commenced on 21 February 2014 when Mr 
Vele who had returned from the Middle East met with Mr Botten and Mr Aopi in 
Sydney.  Mr Vele said the State expected to receive funding from UBS for the 
purchase of the Oil Search shares.   
 
On 22 February, Mr Turner had sent Mr Vele a briefing paper for meeting with 
Prime Minister O’Neill and a subsequent meeting with Mr Botten.   
 
On 23 February, the Prime Minister and Mr Vele met with Mr Botten and Mr 
Aopi in Port Moresby and although the precise detail of what happened, who said 30 
what is disputed is clear enough that Mr O’Neill said at that meeting the wished 
to retain or obtain at least a 10 per cent shareholding in Oil Search, and he asked 
if Oil Search will issued shares to the State as a placement.  What is disputed by 
Mr O’Neill we say literally incredibly is his asserted ignorance that Oil Search’s 
willingness to provide the 10 per cent issue of the shares was a part of Oil Search’s 
capital raising to fund its acquisition of an interest in PRL-15.  We will come 
back to that. 
 
The next issue is how UBS was selected.  It appears to have been selected by Mr 
Vele and Prime Minister O’Neill.  On 27 February, Prime Minister O’Neill wrote 40 
to UBS to advise the commercial terms UBS proposed were expected to be 
acceptable to the State but subject to the NEC approval process.  And on that date, 
Oil Search announced to the ASX that subject to approvals, the State would 
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purchase 149 million new Oil Search shares for AUD8.20 for a total of 
AUD1.225 million.  And once the purchase was complete the State would have a 
10.1 per cent shareholding in Oil Search.  Mr Vele also issued a press release on 
27 February.    
 

[3.05pm] No formal process was utilized and then may I turn to the terms of the loan and 
if we can have that up; the particular – the last power-point, please because it 
shows the nature of the transaction.  So, there are these two interdependent loans.  
You can see at the top there the collar loan and the bridge loan. 

 10 
So, the collar loan is for AU$904.56 million plus $106 million in prepaid interest 
relevant of course, commissioners, because it takes away any market risk to UBS.  
What were the key terms?  Well, a term of two years; interest rate at 4.95 per cent 
but because all the interest was paid upfront Brattle calculate that although the 
stated interest rate was 4.95 per cent, the real interest rate given the pre-payment 
was 5.3 per cent.  The next was the State had to provide sufficient security for 
that loan which it did in the Oil Search shares and put options.  UBS providing 
the State 137 million put options one per share with an average strike price of 
AU$7.38 per share.  And then the State providing UBS with 137 million call 
options with an average strike price of AU$10.00 per share. 20 
 
UBS was given title to the shares held as collateral as part of their hedging 
program but the parties shares dividends in agreed amounts.   
 
The bridge loan was for an amount, as you can see, of AU$335 million and that 
was used to pay fees of 14.6 million and expenses and to purchase 39.1 million 
Oil Search shares.  And of those, 12.4 million were used as collateral under the 
bridge loan, the remainder being used as collateral under the collar loan.   
 
So, the terms were complex but they included an initial term of six months 30 
extended once at the State’s option for a further six months; an initial interest rate 
spread of 5.5 per cent, increasing the 6.5 per cent after three months, 7.5 per cent 
after six months and 9.5 per cent after nine months; an establishment fee of 2 per 
cent of the total amount to be borrowed, and an extension fee of 1.5 per cent of 
the amount then borrowed. 
 
The Brattle Group summarized the UBS Loan in this way:  First, the effect of the 
options was that the State’s exposure to the Oil Search share price was limited for 
the shares covered by the option about 92 per cent.  Up to the expiry of the options 
after two years, if the share price fell significantly, the State’s maximum exposure 40 
on the shares covered by the options was 0.82 per share, and the State’s maximum 
upside if the share price rose significantly was AUD1.80 per share.  And those 
sums are the difference between the average put option strike price and the 
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average call option strike price and the price at which the State required the 
shares. 
 
Secondly, the State was fully exposed to share price movements on the remaining 
8 per cent of the shares not covered by the options.  The State pledged all of its 
Oil Search shares as security for the money it borrowed and as a result of hedging, 
UBS reduced its exposure to Papua New Guinea credit risk even if the Oil Search 
share price fell, the put options in the collar loan would cover most of the total 
principal outstanding under both loans to be repaid. 
 10 
One of the questions to be answered by you commissioners is what processes 
have been utilized in the past to obtain loans?  Mr Vele gave some evidence 
before the commission that there are essentially two types of foreign loans being 
firstly loans from multilateral partners and secondly, loans from the private 
sector. 
 
The process for obtaining loans from multilateral partners is governed by the 
Loans and Assistance (International Agencies) Act 1971, whereas the process for 
obtaining loans from the private sector is governed by the Loans (Overseas 
Borrowings No. 2 Act.  20 
 

[3.10 pm] That legislation regulates the process for obtaining the loans, not the authorization 
of expenditure, authorization being governed by section 209 of the Constitution.  
Mr Vele’s outline of the ordinary process for obtaining a foreign loan is as 
follows. 
 
Treasury meets with the Department of National Planning and identifies funding 
need, Treasury and that department seek approval to negotiate from the Treasurer; 
the Treasurer responses in NEC submission for approval by NEC; Treasury 
together with the Office of the State Solicitor negotiates the funding; the loan is 30 
executed in accordance with the provisions of the governing legislation; the loan 
is tabled before parliament as soon as practical following execution and a 
provision is made in the Budget paper for the loan and expenditure for the year 
in which it is intended to be used. 
 
And Mr Vele provided a summary of some 30 project loans obtained by the State 
from the previous 10 years.  Our submission is those examples were multilateral 
partner loans, not comparable to the UBS loan, which was between the State and 
the private commercial entity; and therefore, little weight is to be given to that 
prior process. 40 
 
We also, of course, received evidence from Mr John Leahy whose firm Leahy 
Lewin Lowing Sullivan as it was called provided advice about the IPIC 
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Exchangeable Bond transaction.  His evidence was that he was generally 
uncomfortable with relying on the No. 2 Act and, accordingly, recommended that 
the Liquefied Natural Gas Project (State Participation) Act for 2008 drafted and 
enacted.  And that specifically authorized the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
transactions.   
 
The next Terms of Reference 1(n) and (o) are the rationale why the State was 
determined to buy shares in Oil Search in 2014, and when the decision was made 
to purchase the Oil Search shares.  And we considered those Terms of Reference 
together. 10 
 
Mr Botten gave evidence in his further statement of 27 January this year that 
during most of 2011 and 2012, the PNG Government and PNG Petroleum 
minister publicly admonished InterOil for its recalcitrance in moving the PRL 15 
development ahead; this is in relation to the Elk/Antelope field and that given the 
importance of PRL15 and the PNG Government’s concerns about the lack of 
progress, there would have been many discussions with a representative for Oil 
Search and representatives of PNG Government about PRL 15 prior to 22 
February 2014. 
 20 
That evidence from Mr Botten is largely uncontested except by Mr O’Neill who 
gave evidence which we say cannot be accepted that he had no knowledge of Oil 
Search’s intention to purchase the interest in PRL 15 until 2014.  I do not know 
if it is possible to put up Mr O’Neill’s evidence of 7 February 2022 at page 3765.  
If we begin with the statement, yes, you will see there, Commissioners.  So my 
question to him was “But your evidence remains that you simply did not know 
about what Oil Search were going to do with the UBS Loan monies which 
purchased the Oil Search shares and in particular, you did not know about it; they 
were going to buy interest in Elk/Antelope.”  Answer:  “Quite frankly, I was a bit 
disappointed that this information did not come to the government’s notice more 30 
particularly at leadership level when it could have been discussed at the lower 
levels.  But if I had known that this was a transaction being discussed on size, it 
would have been a different conversation.” 
 
We say that evidence by Mr O’Neill was false and demonstratively so; and we 
say so for these reasons.   
 

[3.15 pm] In mid-2012, Oil Search and Total decided to make a joint bid to acquire an 
interest in PRL 15 and during the period from 2012 to 2014 as Mr Botten says in 
his affidavit of 27 January this year, Oil Search engaged in negotiations with 40 
several parties including InterOil and PAC LNG Companies, concerning a 
possible acquisition of an interest in PRL 15; and we submit generally and in 
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relation to Mr Botten, we do not challenge his evidence.  It is certainly based on, 
in many cases, contemporaneous documents and we say, you should accept it. 
 
This period commenced, that is to say, the period of negotiations by Oil Search 
for the joint bid by Oil Search and Total in August 2012 to January 2014 when 
the negotiations between InterOil and Oil Search stalled as a result of InterOil 
insisting on what Mr Botten called increased considerations terms, worth more 
money.   
 
Throughout 2012 and 2013, the NEC approved several decisions - so this is the 10 
NEC haired by Mr O’Neill as Prime Minister.   He approved several decisions 
authorizing various representatives of the State to negotiate the refinancing of the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bonds.  None of these NEC decisions proposed or 
contemplated a new or additional purchase of Oil Search shares. 
 
Mr O’Neill in his appearance before the Commission indicated though that the 
NEC decisions were very clear and were aimed at retaining the Oil Search shares 
held by IPIC under the exchangeable bonds.  But the evidence before you 
indicates an on-market purchase of Oil Search shares was being contemplated 
and as early as 8 August 2013.  And so, can we look please at the background 20 
notes prepared by Mr Vele as acting Treasury Secretary and Mr Mortense, 
prospective financial advisers.  I am just going to get that up on the screen, please.   
 
So here, we have this document about which you will recall, Commissioners, I 
questioned Mr Vele on a number of occasions. 
 
If we look to the part of the background notes which is headed “Securing the State 
Equity Position in Oil Search after Maturity Date” - just scroll down - we will 
find that in the words, “This can most obviously be achieved in one or two ways.”   
 30 
So you will see here there is a reference in the dot points there securing agreement 
with IPIC in respect of the repurchasing of all or part of the exchangeable bonds 
but of course, as we know, IPIC held the whip-hand there; and the second dot 
point, making an on-market acquisition of Oil Search shares during the period 
leading up to the bond maturity. 
 
On 13 August 2013, Mr Ben O’Dwyer of Backwell Lombard Capital, together 
with his lawyer, met with Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen and Mr Latimer.  So Mr 
Mortensen was Mr Vele’s former Co-Director and Co-Shareholder in Pertusio; 
Mr Latimer, of course, was then at Norton Rose Fulbright.  The meeting was at 40 
Norton Rose’s Sydney office and during this meeting, according to Mr O’Dwyer, 
Mr Vele said that he and Mr Mortensen were of the opinion that buying new 
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shares on the market would be better than refinancing the IPIC Exchangeable 
Bonds.   
 
On 23 September 2013, an internal Oil Search email - and we might put this up, 
please - it is OSL.0007.0001.1190.  You will recall Mr Botten explained this was 
a note that he dictated - Mr Botten dictated - but it is a contemporaneous note of 
23 September, and you see there where the cursor is, the shift in the thinking is 
potentially taking place in the State as the share prices goes above $8.55. 
 

[3.20pm] The Secretary of Treasury has openly canvassed the use of money to support an 10 
acquisition by Oil Search of interest in Elk/Antelope for the issuance of shares to 
the State.  This would be preferrable to the State rather than necessarily dealing 
with IPIC.  So, the document I showed you a second ago is in August.  Mr Vele 
is saying quite rationally in our respectful submission that an option is making an 
on-market acquisition of Oil Search shares.  But this is the next stage it was 
thinking as reported by Mr Botten, which is supporting an acquisition require Oil 
Search with an interest in Elk-Antelope for the issuance of shares to the State. 

 
Now, it is a curious thing, commissioners, and I will come back to this in detail 
probably tomorrow that this is Mr Vele raising in terms the deal which was 20 
eventually made in the UBS Loan being authorized on 6 March 2014.   
 
But Mr O’Neill in particular is adamant that he never knew anything about this 
and if he had, as he said, it would have been a different conversation.  He is 
adamant he did not speak to a Carlo Civelli.  Mr Vele, similarly, was not keen to 
agree with the accuracy of this contemporaneous document by Mr Botten.  But it 
makes perfect sense.  It foreshadows the deal which was eventually made.  But it 
does not mean counsel assisting accept it was a good deal but when you consider 
what happened, Mr Botten’s recollection coincides with reality and there is no 
reason then put forward why you would not accept it and of course Mr Botten 30 
was not cross examined to the effect that his recollection was mistaken.  This 
contemporaneous record should be accepted. 
 
So, then if we can go to Dr Waine’s statement, WIT.0039.0007.0001 at paragraph 
30 on page 3, I think.  So, this is a supplementary statement by Dr Clement Waine 
of 11 February 2022.  And you will see there he says:  “In or about September 
2013, I attended the offices of Pertusion Capital Partners to meet with Mr Lars 
Mortensen.  He had invited me there to discuss a proposed purchase of new Oil 
Search shares.  This was the first time I became aware that a purchase of new Oil 
Search shares was being considered.  At this meeting, Mr Mortensen provided 40 
me with a report he had prepared regarding this proposed purchase.” 
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Now, when I put this to Mr Vele on 11 August last year, he denied it instead 
insisting he was exploring all options available to the State.  But he simply has 
not been able to explain why a number of witnesses provided contemporaneous 
evidence contradicting his own version of events.  And we say you should not 
accept him on that point. 
 
Further, Mr Kumarasiri in his statement of 8 February 2022 and if we look at that 
which is WIT.0055.0002.0001, paragraph 56.  So, commissioners, there – just 
bear with me for a second commissioners for the small technical problem here.  
Just bear with me, I will just fix it up.  10 
 

[3.25pm] At paragraph 56, you will see there he said:  “I also recall the Secretary for the 
Department of Treasury Mr Dairi Vele attended an IPBC board meeting where 
he verbally advised that the State had decided to proceed with the UBS proposal 
and requested that IPBC” – paragraph – what I am looking for is the – yes, I am 
sorry, it is paragraph 55, I apologise.  “I recall that on multiple occasions Dr 
Waine and Mr Sonk raised the possibility of Oil Search issuing new shares to the 
Independent State to purchase.”  His response, Mr Kumarasiri’s is to say that the 
direction from NEC was exclusively for the IPBC to buy back the shares and not 
for a separate purpose a purchase of new Oil Search shares. 20 

 
So, then if we can discuss the Oil Search acquisition of Elk-Antelope and 
associated financing.  Between September 2013 and February 2014, as we 
outlined earlier, a number of parallel processes were taking place in an effort to 
refinance the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds.   
 
And so you have received evidence that in November 2013, commissioners, Oil 
Search engaged Goldman Sachs to consider financing the potential acquisition of 
PRL-15.  Three options were identified:  the acquisition of the PAC LNG 
companies; a back-to-back agreement with InterOil whereby InterOil will 30 
purchase the PAC LNG companies and then sell to Oil Search part of their interest 
in PRL-15; or partnering with ExxonMobil or total to acquire InterOil’s interest. 
 
From 3 January 2014 to 8 January 2014, internal Oil Search emails distributed 
copies of a document so we might put that up on the screen, please.  This is OSL 
– just bear with me, commissioners, I will deal with this technical matter.  Sorry, 
commissioners, problem solved, thank you.  So, if we have OSL.0019.0003.7797.  
So this is a draft Oil Search document.  So, three copies of this document were 
distributed and under the heading ‘Acquisition Financing’ – maybe I have got the 
wrong reference there.  What I am looking for is the actual draft press release.  40 
Here we are, and if we scroll down a little: “Oil Search intends to fund the 
acquisition and associated future commitments with existing available liquidity.”  
This is under the heading – intends to acquire a 19.35 per cent interests in two 
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transactions with InterOil and with Total SA.  PRL-15 contains the Elk-Antelope 
Gas field.”  This refers to how refinancing might occur including the potential for 
an equity offering. 
 
Then there is reference on 29 January 2014 in an internal Oil Search email.  If we 
can go to that which is OSL.0002.0011.1142.  So, here you can see that it states 
under the Project Heron Financial Assumptions - perhaps it is 
OSL.0002.0011.1145 – yes, here we are. 
 

[3.30 pm]Under the heading, “Project Heron Financial Assumptions", this document of 29 10 
January 2014 states that a AU$900 million would be raised by a placement with 
share price set at AU$$8.20 per share, but it no longer mentions Oil Search taking 
on its own short-term debt facility to fund the acquisition.  

What, in our submission, you draw of this document and we commend the 
entirety of it to you, commissioners, is that it shows that between December 2013 
and the date of this document, the PRL 15 acquisition on the point of view of Oil 
Search is to be funded by its’ taking of – by a share placement rather than a short 
term debt facility. 

Now, if this is true that the document does not name the perspective purchaser of 
the shares but it is notable that it refers to the share price at AUD$8.20 a share 20 
being the relevant price at which the State specifically negotiated with Oil Search. 

In February 2014, Oil Search and PAC LNG commenced negotiations during 
which Mr Carlo Civelli said to Mr Botten "words to the effect that the Prime 
Minister Mr O'Neill and the PNG Government supported the transaction". He 
emphased that everytime I asked Mr O’Neill about Mr Carlo Civelli, he ran a 
mile.  He was adamant, he never discussed Elk/Antelope with Mr Carlo Civelli.  
And yet here we are, we have a document from Mr Botten saying that his 
understanding of what Mr Carlo Civelli had said to him was consistent with the 
conversation, he Mr Botten, had with the Prime Minister, in which the Prime 
Minister supported the engagement with the PAC LNG companies. 30 

We go to – this is a further statement of Mr Botten, WIT002100060001, 
paragraph 56.  This is an extremely important paragraph.  So he refers to his 
conversations with Mr Civelli.  So unlike Mr O’Neill and there I say even Mr 
Vele to a lesser extent, but unlike Mr O’Neill in particular Mr Botten 
acknowledges that Mr Civelli speaks for a company which owns an asset which 
Oil Search wishes to acquire.  And he talks about his negotiations with it and what 
Mr Civelli said about what Prime Minister O’Neill had said.  And his 
understanding, but it is Mr Botten’s understanding of what Mr Civelli said that 
the Prime Minister and the PNG Government had no objection for Oil Search 
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acquiring a stake in PRL 15 with PAC LNG companies if such a transaction were 
to eventuate.  “If this was consistent, said Mr Botten, with discussions I had with 
Prime Minister O’Neill in which he supported the engagement of Oil Search with 
the PAC LNG companies as a means to address an impasse that had arisen 
between the PAC LNG companies and InterOil as a  result of a reluctance on Mr 
Civelli's part to sell the PAC LNG companies to InterOil.” 

Notwithstanding Mr Botten's evidence, Mr O'Neill's evidence was and remains 
he had no knowledge about how Oil Search would use the funds received through 
the eventual share placement to the Independent State.  You should project that 
evidence, you should find it was deliberately false.  It is not something about 10 
which there can be any misunderstanding and the additional reasons why you can 
come to that conclusion are these.  Let me take you through it.   

[3.35pm] First, we have on the submission, the point I am making is Mr O’Neill denies that 
he knew even up to 6 March, the date of the NEC meeting that the purpose of this 
was to let Oil Search buy the PRL 15 interests.  So if we look first at the press 
release by Mr Vele, WIT.0064.0002.0370.  So this is – we scroll down to the 
bottom, you can see this is by Mr Vele and then where you can see there just 
immediately above his signature; “The State looks forward to maintaining a 
material shareholding in Oil Search with a view to participating in the additional 
upside of Oil Search's existing projects and the Elk/Antelope project.”  So the 20 
link is there clearly made by Mr Vele quite openly. 

 
We then look at the press release from Oil Search the same day 
WIT.0064.0002.0369.  So you see there Mr Botten is quoted in this press release.  
“We are delighted to have reached an agreement with the PNG Government to 
facilitate their continued investment in the company.  There remains a strong 
alignment between Oil Search and the PNG Government with Oil Search 
regarded as a key player in driving the future development of the country’s 
abundant gas resources.”  But above that you will see the press release follows; 
Oil Search’s announcement earlier today regarding the acquisition of 22.835 per 30 
cent gross interest in PRL 15 containing the Elk/Antelope gas discoveries in PNG 
to US$900 million.  See separate press release.   
 
And if you had any doubt at all, there are two other documents by Mr O’Neill 
himself.  So document 198 – sorry, document WIT.0036.0006.0151.  So this is a 
quote from Mr O’Neill in a Pacific Islands Report.  There you can see there that 
he talks about Oil Search’s interests and so on.   
 
And then if I can take you to the Cabinet’s submission itself.  And it is the 
Cabinet’s submission of 6 March.  So there are a number of matters here by 40 
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references.  There are a number of points to be made about this document, 
commissioners.  So if we go to page 282, this page, so the first thing to note is 
this is the Cabinet’s submission signed by Mr O’Neill himself.  Let us go down 
to the actual signature block please.  There it is.  Mr O’Neill signs this document 
himself, this is the very Cabinet submission which he takes to Cabinet and he has 
passed by Cabinet.  So, if we go back up to paragraph A.2, you can see there that 
one of the purposes of this Cabinet submission is to inform the NEC of the    
official arrangements announced on 27 February 2014, by Oil Search and PAC 
LNG, Pacific LNG, that involved the acquisition by Oil Search of an interest of 
approximately 22.8 percent in the Elk/Antelope Gas Development Project. 10 
 

[3.40pm] Could not be clearer, his own document says that.  Let us go down to paragraph 
B(1).  You will see there at B(1)(a), there is more detail about the Elk/Antelope 
acquisition by Oil Search and how if you like, that is the other part of the deal. 
And you will see that in B(1)(a) and B(1)(b). And if we could go down to 
B(2)(a)(iii).  You will see there, there is also a reference to the Oil Search share 
price reacting positively to the Elk/Antelope announcement.  That is why we 
make the very firm submission that Mr O’Neill has not told the truth to you about 
this.  Why is another matter, given there are these documents which he himself 
signed, the public press release and so on.   But it is not something about which 20 
one could be mistaken. 

 
Now, while we on this document, Commissioners, if we go down to part E, the 
financial implications.  So you will recall, I asked Mr Vele, whether there was 
anywhere in the submission which talked about possible downside option be, if 
you like.  This talked about; under the heading, financial implications that based 
on the current share price.  He spoke about Mr Vele and Mr Vele, you recall, I 
took him to it, he said that although others were involved in the drafting of it, he 
said that he must take responsibility for it.  That was his clear evidence.  A number 
of deficiencies in this document which he must take responsibility.  One is that 30 
the possibility which of course came to pass that of course losses was never put 
to Cabinet.   
 
I asked him on a number of occasions in his evidence on 17th February, why not 
and he tried to effectively brush it off by saying, there was an issue around 
drafting.  That is at page 4121, his evidence on 17th February.  It is really not 
satisfactory that Cabinet was not told about the possibility, which indeed came to 
pass. 
 
The other significant deficiency in our submission in Mr Vele’s drafting, for 40 
which Mr O’Neill of course must also take responsibility is nowhere in the NEC 
submission does it address how a Collar Loan could be repaid within two years. 
Where was the money to come from?  Because with the various tax rates and so 
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on, the money would not be flowing through to the State, even when exports are 
taking place. If it was intended, as was the case that the loan would be refinanced, 
consistent with the idea that the shares would be held for long term. That should 
be mentioned but that involves further costs and risks. But if that was not the 
intention, and the loan where as to be paid repaid on maturity through the use of 
put options, and the State would thereby lose the shares.  And that rather calls 
into question why the shares were acquired in the first place.  Those are things 
which should have been put squarely to Cabinet. 
 

[3.45 pm] He also did not consider the outcomes if the price fell below the relevant floor. 10 
That then brings me to the next aspect of our submissions which is what happened 
between 13 February 2014 and 6 March 2014.  So you will recall commissioners 
that there was intermittent attempts to engage with IPIC to get them to give up 
their rights to keep the shares at the end of the IPIC exchangeable bond.  It is 
clearly established in our submission that Mr O’Neill knew at all relevant times 
indeed when the IPIC exchangeable bond was entered into that IPIC had whip 
hand unless they could be persuaded to give up their rights to keep the shares.  
That is what would occur. 

 
So, I mentioned how at best there was a lukewarm response from IPIC.  Then on 20 
13 February 2014, the IPIC issued the mandatory exchange notice irrevocably 
electing to exchange the exchangeable bonds to ordinary shares.  So the long 
foreshadowed reality and it was coming to pass that is that for the first time since 
the merger of Orogen Minerals in 2002, the State or its entities would not own 
any Oil Search shares. 
 
Now, Mr O’Neill’s evidence is, that was unacceptable and it was essential that a 
large new Oil Search shareholding be obtained because in some way this was a 
strategic interest of the State to hold the shares.  Well, I put to him and I also put 
to Mr Vele was that it was no such thing.  It was not strategic.  It only gave the 30 
State and then Kumul after the novation the right to receive dividends although 
the State had at various times slightly under 10 per cent and then of course earlier 
on before 2014 more than 10 per cent you have never sought to get or on Oil 
Search. 
 
And of course if it was such a vital interest, the point really is if it was such a vital 
strategic interest it soon became not vital and not strategic at all.  Because it would 
seem obvious that Kumul did not want it and Mr O’Neill whose content were to 
be sold of that that would be done, the shares that is. 
 40 
Mr Botten if we can go back to his statement, WIT.0021.0006.0001 at paragraph 
92.  So, you see there that he says “naturally, the depth and magnitude of Oil 
Search’s contribution over the years to PNG’s economic and social development, 
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its promotion and advocacy of PNG has resulted in longstanding relationships 
with local communities, landowners, businesses and successive PNG 
governments.”  So that seems to be putting it at its highest about the position that 
Oil Search then held in the view of the PNG government but shareholding as 
opposed to stake holding are different things.  In our submission, the notion that 
it was necessary to buy back in some strategic purpose is laid there by the Brattle 
Reports and indeed by the fact that it was offloaded as soon as it reasonably could 
be. 
 
It is true that Mr O’Neill said that Oil Search had an important role in filling gaps 10 
where successive governments were not able to deliver services such as health 
care and education in remote communities. 
 

[3.50 pm] But the fact is, that was not dependent upon the State being a shareholder as 
opposed to being a stake holder and Oil Search being an important company 
which was to have good links with the community within which it operated. 
 
There is a further document which makes clear that Mr O’Neill did not tell you 
the truth about the Elk/Antelope – his knowledge about the Elk/Antelope link and 
that is the email of Mr Botten to his board of 14 February OSL.0007.0001.0647.  20 
So you see here, third last paragraph, the Prime Minister has expressed a strong 
interest in remaining a shareholder in Oil Search and is keenly interested in 
potentially receiving shares in any potential capital raising carried out as part of 
an Elk/Antelope transaction.  This is especially relevant if he is unable to buy 
back the shares from IPIC. He has the financing to do this from UBS.  He has 
been informed of the very low probability of PNG being successful in any buy 
back from IPIC.  So this is yet another contemporaneous document which should 
be accepted as to its truthfulness which makes clear that Mr O’Neill was well 
aware of the link with Elk/Antelope. 
 30 
The same day, Mr Jilek of UBS sent an email which is in OSL.0007.0001.0855. 
 
I should say, Commissioners, if it assists that I propose to request an adjournment 
at about 4 o’clock, your time.  We have been talking for some time.  So that is 
another six minutes or so.  We will conclude this tomorrow, including the 
recommendations.  So here, there is – if we scroll down a little – there is an email 
from IPIC to Mr Botten.  And then if we go up to the top, it says, after the issuance 
of the mandatory exchange notice, Mr Jilek from UBS, who is after all an advisor 
to the State, says to Mr Botten, “Thanks. I am inclined to encourage the 
government to engage, nevertheless, to test their desire to hold the entire bloc.  40 
 
On 21 February 2014, Mr Botten and Mr Aopi of Oil Search met with Mr Vele 
and Governor Bakani in Sydney.  And Mr Vele explained – because at their visit 
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to the Middle East, they were unable to even meet the relevant head of IPIC.  It 
was quite clear they were not going to be able to change IPIC’s mind.  Mr Vele 
explained, the State was not able to refinance the IPIC exchangeable bonds and 
noted the State would be willing to fund the PRL 15 purchase through an 
acquisition of new Oil Search shares.  Mr Vele stated, the State expected to 
receive funding from UBS AG. 
 
In the following days, Mr Vele would receive a number of emails providing draft 
loan documentation for the proposed financing and a term sheet.  On 23 February, 
there was the meeting in Port Moresby where Mr O'Neill says to Botten and Mr 10 
Aopi, Mr Vele also being present, that the State wished to retain at least a 10 per 
cent shareholding in Oil Search and asked if Oil Search would issue shares to the 
State as a placement as part of Oil Search's capital raising to fund its acquisition 
of an interest in PRL 15.   
 
There is a dispute between Mr Botten and Mr Vele and Prime Minister O’Neill 
about who negotiated the $8.20 as opposed to $8.55 share price. That may not 
matter very much in the scheme of things.  Mr Botten though says that the $8.20 
share price was negotiated by Mr O’Neill.  
 20 

[3.55pm] In paragraph 56 of his 14 June 2021 statement, he says this; “At the time of the 
meeting, I thought the price of AU$8.20 per share was negotiable, given the 
market price at that time was substantially higher than AU$8.20 a share. It 
subsequently became clear the Prime Minister and State were not going move 
from AU$8.20 a share.”  But I have taken you to the Oil Search document in late 
January, which seems to suggest that AU$8.20 would be just fine. 

 
Mr Botten’s assertion the State negotiated Oil Search down to AU$8.20, if that 
happened necessarily implies that the AU8.20 share price was negotiated by 29th 
January. It appeared in the Board Pack from same date or the Oil Search were 30 
open to making the placement to AU$8.20 and negotiations were an opportunity 
to see if the State would pay more.  It was not prepared to and surrendered 
obviously, it was what Oil Search was prepared to accept. 
 
Mr Aopi’s evidence is that on the next meeting of Mr Botten and Mr Aopi and 
Mr Vele, Mr Aopi said, with Prime Minister O’Neil - sorry, that is not with Prime 
Minister O’Neill. Just the three of them, Mr Botten, Mr Aopi and Mr Vele. His 
evidence which is paragraph 24 of his statement of 16 June 2021, “it is to the best 
of my recollection, at that meeting, I was told by Mr Vele that Prime Minister 
O’Neill was maintaining his position that he wanted the State to take a placement 40 
of Oil Search shares, which would give an interest of approximately 10 percent 
in Oil Search and the State would pay AU$8.20 a share.”  
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I will just press on a couple of more points.  At 6.30, on 25th February, Mr Botten, 
Mr Aopi and Mr Vele met at the Grand Papua Hotel.  Mr Vele reiterated that Mr 
O’Neill was maintaining, the State wanted to get 10 percent at AU$8.20 a share. 
On 26th February, Prime Minister O’Neill wrote to Mr Botten, formally 
expressing the State’s interests in investing AU$1.225 billion dollars at AU$8.20 
a share before 10th March.  And then the joint press releases were issued and I 
have taken you to them on 27 February 2014.  And then finally, on 6th March, the 
NEC formally approved for the State to acquire those shares, for the State to 
borrow the amounts; for the State to engage UBS and as its advisors, and that was 
the formal position. 10 
 
And I conclude the submissions today by just reminding you of some of the many 
unsatisfactory aspects of the NEC meeting, and in particular the fact was that the 
Treasurer was cut out of all participation in a submission which Mr Vele expected 
him to sign off.  That does seem to have been at the direction of the Prime Minister 
O’Neill.  And I indicated and I questioned Mr Vele.  I accept that he had been jin 
a difficult position, but at least with the benefit of hindsight, it was really very 
unsatisfactory. It directly led to the blow up on 6th March, between the then 
Treasurer and the Prime Minister. But the other problem was that this 
exceptionally complex Cabinet submission brought on urgently by the Prime 20 
Minister; the way it was run by the Prime Minister, it meant that parties - sorry, 
Cabinet ministers did not have an opportunity to prepare properly and did not 
have an opportunity to fully understand what happened in the meeting. And this 
is no technicality.  It means that the benefits of the Cabinet process to fully inform 
and debate in private by ministers was unable to take place.  And that we say, led 
directly to this unnecessarily and disastrous decisions. 
 
Commissioners, bearing in mind the time, in my submission, we are well 
advanced we shall certainly conclude the submissions and the recommendations 
tomorrow and I am sure we will not take the whole day.  But I have been speaking 30 
with Mr Katter for some time and I would be grateful if I can rest my voice 
overnight and if we could adjourn until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning. 
 

[4.00 pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Thank you, Dr Renwick, we will adjourn to 10 
o’clock tomorrow.  Associate, adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 4.01 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
FRIDAY, 25 FEBRUARY 2022, AT 10 AM. 40 
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(Continued from 24 February 2022) 30 
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[10.07am] MR JURTH:  Good morning, commissioners. 
 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning. 
 
MR JURTH:  This morning we have the return of two summonses.  We have 
three bundles of documents to tender and then we will continue with the final oral 
submissions.   
 
Commencing with the summonses, the first is issued to Commissioner David 10 
Towe, the Chief Commissioner of Customs.  Mr Towe appears in person and has 
brought a large number of documents which he produces in answer to Schedule 
1 of the Summons.  At the outset, I thank Mr Towe for responding so quickly to 
this summons.  It was issued on 22 February and served on him a day later and 
he appears today with at least 15 centimeters of documents.  We are very very 
grateful for his diligence.  Subject to anything arising from you, commissioners, 
we would accept the documents and allow Mr Towe to go. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He has to give a bit of background.  Can we have the 
summons on screen, please?  This is the summons to Mr David Towe.  20 
 
DR KATTER:  Chief Commissioner, it is just being brought up. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 
MR JURTH:  So, these are, commissioners, it is the covering letter dated 22 
February addressed to Mr Towe.  These were the documents served on him.  It 
contains the signatures and the stamp of the Commission in the usual form.  And 
there is the Summons No. 133.01 issued to Mr Towe requesting to provide 
documents.  Again, this is dated also 22 February this year and it requests for 30 
certain books and records of the company.  And Mr Towe has produced books 
and records for the years 2016 to 2020.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  We have already admitted Mr David Towe’s affidavit into 
evidence yesterday that annexes, I suppose, shipping records for export of LNG.   
 
MR JURTH:  It does, Chief Commissioner.  I can indicate that these are a 
different class of documents. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, and this is a different class of documents.   40 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Can you just describe what the class of documents are here? 
 
MR JURTH:  These are not export documents; these are import documents.  
These are duty documents for material that was imported by the company. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Material imported by a company? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Which company? 10 
 
MR JURTH:  If we go to the schedule, and you will see that it refers to Tamarsek 
Limited and also Paradise Limited. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Paradise Brewing Limited, plant and equipment whether by 
Paradise Brewing Limited, Tamarsek Limited or any other person or entity.  How 
are those documents relevant to the Terms of Reference? 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, the terms and reference require the 
Commission to identify any individuals or organizations which benefitted from 20 
the UBS Loan or related transactions and those assisting, you have received 
information that these companies may be involved in that term of reference. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  How?  You need to say a little bit more than just make that 
statement. 
 
MR JURTH:  Chief Commissioner, I am not in a position to - - - 
 

[10.12am] THE CHAIRMAN:  You are not in a position? 
 30 

MR JURTH:  To develop that any further.  My submission for the present moment 
is the summons has been issued.  It has been answered without complaint.  
Documents have been produced by consent and they can be received by the 
commission.  The documents can be received.  Whether you admit them into 
evidence at a later date based on relevance is another matter but this morning’s 
process, in my submission, is just to receive the documents from the chief 
commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 
 40 
MR JURTH:  In answer to the summons. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  For that purpose, yes okay, I understand that.  But 
the admissibility of those documents is a different issue. 
 
MR JURTH:  We can deal with that at another time. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And we may or we may not get that far? 
 
MR JURTH:  We may or may not. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, so what directions are you seeking that we 10 
- - - 
 
MR JURTH:  Just to adjourn Mr Towe’s summons to a date to be fixed and excuse 
him with our thanks for today’s purposes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And he would deliver those documents to you? 
 
MR JURTH:  They are sitting on the bar table, chief commissioner, I am happy 
to accept. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr David Towe, thank you for appearing this morning in 
answer to the summons.  You want to say anything else in relation to what the 
exchange I have had with Mr Jurth or you are just making your appearance in 
answer to the summons and then to deliver the documents to Mr Jurth? 
 
MR TOWE:  Chief Commissioner, I am here to present the documents as required 
by the Commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And you will be presenting them to counsel assisting Mr 
Jurth and then you will have some discussion around it as to whether those 30 
documents to be tendered or not. 
 
MR TOWE:  That is right. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, thank you for appearing and you can deliver those 
documents to Mr Jurth now or after we adjourn.  You may be excused. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  The next summons is summons 
similarly dated 22nd of this year addressed to Joseph Kup.  This summons has 
been served.  I have been in contact with Mr Kup.  And on the basis of those 40 
communications with him, the only direction I seek is that this summons be 
adjourned generally. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Could we have the summons on the screen please and we 
will just go straight to the schedule of the summons to see what kind of documents 
are being sought.  There you are, schedule. 
 
MR JURTH:  Consistently with the information requested of the Chief 
Commissioner – Customs, these are also documents related to plant and 
equipment of those companies. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Plant and equipment whether by Paradise Brewers Limited 
or any other person and then the specifics?  Those are the specifics, okay.  All 10 
right, thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you chief commissioner. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So, what directions are you seeking again? 
 
MR JURTH:  To adjourn that summons generally. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  You had some discussion with Mr Kup? 
 20 
MR JURTH:  I have.  And in effect, the upshot of those discussions are he does 
not have the documents referred to there but he may identify who does. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Commissioner White, we will adjourn that summons 
generally in those circumstances. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay, yes. 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners.  That then takes us to the tender of 
documents.  As I foreshadowed, there are three further bundles of documents to 
be tendered today.  The first bundle which has been available on the share folder 
since Wednesday, 23 February comprises 260 documents.   
 

[10.17am] They comprise importantly the Gaffney Cline Report dated 1 February this year.  
Commissioners, you will recall that that was the document referred to by Mr 
Scerri when the other PRL 15 related documents were tendered earlier in the 
week.  They also include principally correspondence and other documents.  So 
that is the first class of documents comprising 260 documents altogether from 40 
number 4 from line 4 on the index.  The second bundle of documents are of the 
same type that have previously been tendered already but, of course, there are no 
duplications.  These are additional documents.  These are documents produced 
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by various witnesses that have appeared before, for example, Wapu Sonk.  So 
that is the second class of documents. 
 
The third bundle of documents, which have been available on share website since 
yesterday, comprise 179 documents.  And these are, again, the same class of 
documents that we have tendered bundles in respect previously but nothing has 
been duplicated.  These are further documents identified as relevant to the terms 
of reference by those assisting you, which do not otherwise belong as an exhibit 
to witnesses’ principal evidence.  So, those are the three bundles.  They have been 
set out in the index in exactly the same way as previously.  They are hyperlinked 10 
to a unique identifying document number.  The source of their production is listed 
and as is full title and description of the document.  So, I tender those three 
bundles, Commissioners, and should you accept the tender then my notes take us 
up to exhibit 10 for yesterday so we would commence today at exhibit 11.  May 
it please the commission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  These are documents that can be sequentially numbered as 
exhibits? 
 
MR JURTH:  They can be of course, Chief Commissioner.  It might just be - - -  20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Just maintain the sequential numbering that we adopted 
yesterday when we stopped at exhibit 224. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  224.  So, the next lot of documents under the first bundle 
will be sequentially numbered from – there are 260 documents, right? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, there are 260 documents. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  And they can be sequentially numbered from 225 - - -  
 
MR JURTH:  It will take us up to 485. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To 485. 
 
MR JURTH:  So that would be the Gaffney Cline Report, the Oil Search 
documents and other correspondences. 
 40 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, all those.  And then documents in the second bundle? 
 
MR JURTH:  Comprise 621 documents. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Then it can be sequentially numbered from 486 - - - 
 
MR JURTH:  To 1106. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  486 to 110? 
 
MR JURTH:  6. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  6.  And then - - - 10 
 
MR JURTH:  And then the third bundle which comprise the further documents 
identified as relevant to the terms of reference comprise 179 documents and they 
would start from 1107 to 1727. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  To 1? 
 
MR JURTH:  727, Chief. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  727.  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in 20 
agreement, we will admit those documents coming under those three bundles to 
be exhibits and numbered sequentially as suggested by Mr Jurth. 
 

[10.22am] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, good.  That is so and admitted.   
 
EXHIBIT 225 TO 485 – FIRST BUNDLE COMPRISIING 260 
DOCUMENTS  
 30 
EXHIBIT 486 TO 1106 – SECOND BUNDLE COMPRISING 621 
DOCUMENTS 
 
EXHIBIT 1107 TO 1727 – THIRD BUNDLE COMPRISING 179 
DOCUMENTS 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you, Commissioners.  That completes as it were the 
administrative matters.  We can now return to the final oral submissions and 40 
yesterday, Dr Renwick completed the submissions up to this point.  We were in 
effectively Part 4 of the Terms of Reference – Purchase of the Oil Search shares 
(o) when the decision was made to purchase oil shares and Dr Renwick completed 
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our submissions in relation to the facts and we now move to the findings in our 
submission in relation to this Term of Reference.   
 
Commissioners, according to Mr O’Neill, the rationale for the State’s purchase 
of Oil Search shares in 2014 was that he perceived to be - was what he perceived 
to be the strategic alignment between the Government and one of PNG’s oldest 
and largest companies with a broad presence throughout the State’s resources 
industry.  He was adamant too that the purchase had nothing to do with PRL 15.  
It is submitted that it is open to the Commission to reject the rationale put forward 
by Mr O’Neill for the following reasons.   10 
 
The submission to the NEC on 6 March 2014 makes clear that the NEC and, 
therefore, Mr O’Neill who signed the submission, knew that Oil Search was 
buying into PRL 15 and that this was how the State’s funds were going to be used.  
The Government thought that the Oil Search share price was likely to rise and 
noted that the share price had reacted positively to the news that Oil Search would 
participate in PRL 15.   
 
By December 2015, Mr O’Neill and the NEC had given broad authority to KPHL 
to deal with the shares, this included selling.  This demonstrates that by this time, 20 
the Government had no interest in remaining a long-term shareholder in Oil 
Search for all the broader benefits that had been through such shareholding that 
such a shareholding would bring.  It is therefore easy to infer that the reason for 
the change of position was because the real purpose of the share purchase had 
been completed namely; providing the means of enabling the sale of the PAC 
LNG Companies to Oil Search.   
 
If the State was intending to be a long-term holder of the approximately 10 per 
cent level, it would be expected that it would seek a board position in order to 
have more influence over and knowledge concerning a company with which it 30 
sought strategic alignment.  This does not appear to even being considered. 
 
It is therefore submitted that it is impossible to disconnect the State’s purchase of 
Oil Search shares from Oil Search’s acquisition of an interest in PRL 15.  Leaving 
aside the question of whether it is appropriate for the State to invest in listed 
companies, there is nothing inherently wrong with the State’s finances being used 
in a way that promotes the development of one of its resources.  This is 
particularly so when the State would have had back-in rights to take a stake in the 
resource in due course. 
 40 
Now, Mr O’Neill was questioned about these things on 17 June 2021, transcript 
page 1470; and again, on 7 February this year, transcript page 3765.  In relation 
to what happened, had he known that the Oil Search were going to purchase an 
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interest in PRL 15 with the money provided by the Independent State in the UBS 
Loan.  At page 1470, Mr O’Neill gave evidence that he was, “certainly sure that 
it will be a different transaction and if I had knowledge of that particular 
discussions going between Oil Search and Elk-Antelope partners, PNG 
Government would have reviewed its position.”  Dr Renwick took you to the 
transcript of that yesterday.  At page 7365, O’Neill further stated, “I would have 
negotiated with Oil Search, InterOil or Elk-Antelope to buy their shares in the 
PNG LNG Project because that project was on-going.”  I think he meant PAC 
LNG. 
 10 

[10.27am] “Combining these two projects would have given us a better sizeable interest in 
the current existing development so it would have been a different transaction, 
we would have had a different conversation but what has happened has 
happened.”   

 
It would be expected that Mr O’Neill as the then Prime Minister would be fully 
conversant with developments over PRL 15 and be actively involved in trying to 
accelerate the exploitation of the resource.  Mr Vele was certainly aware of what 
was going on.   
 20 
In those circumstances, Mr O’Neill’s attempts to distance himself from PRL 15  
are extraordinary and so unconvincing that they give rise to the question of 
whether he might be wishing to conceal something and, if so, what?  For example, 
on 7 February earlier this year at transcript page 3761, Mr O’Neill was referred 
to an email from Mr Botten of 14 February 2014.  We could probably have that 
put up.  It is 0007.0001.0647 - these are Oil Search documents - in which it was 
stated that Prime Minister O’Neill was keenly interested in potentially receiving 
shares in any potentially capital raising carried out as part of an Elk/Antelope 
transaction.  Mr O’Neill said that there was absolutely no reason why “we” would 
want to be part of that transaction.  We say why not?  And more to the point this 30 
is exactly then what the State did.   
 
At transcript page 3764, he then said that there was never any discussion about 
Oil Search using the money to buy Elk/Antelope, yet the submission he signed 
on 6 March 2014 expressly mentions this.  Now, Mr Maladina gave clear 
evidence that despite Mr O’Neill’s denials at transcript page 3763, he had 
attended two meetings at which Mr O’Neill and Mr Carlo Civelli were present 
and Mr O’Neill and Mr Civelli had private conversations at each of them.  Ms 
Amputch’s evidence denying this should not be accepted given that she is a close 
business associate of Mr O’Neill and telephoned him immediately after she 40 
received the commission’s summons.  And no one sought to challenge Mr 
Maladina by cross-examination.   
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At transcript 4148, Mr Vele said that he would have discussed Oil Search’s 
potential acquisition into PRL 15 with Mr O’Neill after the ill-fated trip to Abu 
Dhabi in February 2014.  Mr Vele believed that Mr O’Neill would already have 
been aware of rumours about this as he himself had been there.  At transcript 
4149, Mr Vele was surprised that Mr O’Neill said in his evidence that he was not 
aware of the rumours.   
 
It is submitted the balance of the evidence suggests that the significant driver of 
the transaction, perhaps the dominant one, may have been to assist in ensuring 
that the PAC LNG companies were bought out of PRL15 and Oil Search take 10 
over their interests in the resource. 
   
If the Commission were to accept Mr O’Neill’s rationale, it would then be 
submitted that the rationale does not stand scrutiny as it was not clear or strong 
enough to be used to justify a loan of more than AUD$1.2 billion that the State 
had no means to repay.   
 
Commissioners, Brattle considered this in their first Report.  They took the view 
that the strategic investment in relation to shares is one where the investor expects 
an additional return over and above the ordinary return that all investors in those 20 
shares would receive through dividends and share price appreciation.  They then 
noted that the material that they reviewed did not explain how owning Oil Search 
shares would provide value to Papua New Guinea over and above any dividends 
and share price appreciation that the State might receive and which all other Oil 
Search shareholders would receive.  Brattle concluded that the significant 
objective for the government was to benefit from dividends and/or the rising Oil 
Search share price.  If the government had a strategic investment objective, the 
documents they reviewed did not explain why or how the proposed shareholding 
would influence Oil Search’s behaviour to the benefit of Papua New Guinea.  
Further, if the government’s objective intended holding more than 10 per cent of 30 
the shares in Oil Search as they stated, it failed to maintain this holding after about 
a month of acquiring the shares.   
 
Further, there was no need for the State to seek to participate directly in the PNG 
resource projects through holding share in Oil Search when it had the means to 
have direct interest in the project through back-in rights. 
 

[10.32am] Commissioners, we submit that in relation to Term of Reference (o), it is open to 
you Commissioners to find that firstly, by August 2013, parties acting on behalf 
of the State, including Mr Vele, were considering an acquisition of new Oil 40 
Search shares and that Mr Vele in fact preferred this option over the refinancing 
of the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds. 
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Secondly, a decision, albeit unofficially, to issue a new placement of Oil Search 
shares had been made before February 2014, and certainly before the mandatory 
exchange notice was issued on 14 February 2014; and thirdly, that the decision 
to purchase the Oil Search shares was made on either 23 February 2014 or 27 
February 2014 before the NEC meeting on 6 March 2014. 
 
Commissioners, that then takes us to the next subparagraph of your terms of 
reference, the rationale as to why the State determined to utilize the UBS Loan to 
purchase Oil Search shares.  UBS of course being the third actor in what the chief 
has termed the package; the other two of course being Oil Search and the State.   10 
 
Commissioners, between 2012 and January 2014, the State conducted a tender 
process with a number of prospective financiers to refinance the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bonds.  In August 2013, Mr Vele flew to Sydney to meet with 
prospective financiers from amongst others JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley and 
UBS. 
 
On 16 August 2013, following those meetings, Mr Latimer sent emails to the 
prospective financers to update them on next steps.  Representatives from JP 
Morgan and Morgan Stanley received identical emails noting that they could 20 
expect a response within a week.  Mr Jilek of UBS, on the other hand, received 
an email requesting a formal engagement letter.   
 
On 22 August 2013, Mr Jilek wrote to Mr Latimer and advised that he had spoken 
with Mr Vele who had “made it pretty clear that we are likely to be appointed 
formally following his meeting with the PM.” 
 
As identified earlier, between August 2013 and December 2013, a number of 
parallel processes considered proposals from potential financiers, including UBS, 
Citibank, ANZ Barclays and Hemsley Capital. 30 
 
On 13 February 2014, IPIC issued the mandatory exchange notice confirming it 
had elected to exchange the Exchangeable Bonds for the State’s ordinary shares 
in Oil Search.   
 
As noted earlier, on 14 February 2014, Mr Botten provided the Oil Search board 
of directors with an update on the Independent State’s progress in refinancing the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bonds.  On 22 February 2014, Mr Botten and Mr Aopi of Oil 
Search met with Mr Vele and then Governor of the Central Bank Mr Loi Bakani 
in Sydney.  At this meeting, Mr Vele explained that the State was not able to 40 
refinance the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds and noted the State will be willing to 
fund the PRL 15 purchase through an acquisition of new Oil Search shares.  Mr 
Vele stated that the State expected to receive funding from UBS. 
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On 22 February 2014, Mr Vele received an email from Mitchell Turner of UBS 
advising that the State could finance the acquisition of the Oil Search shares by 
borrowing pursuant to the provisions of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act 
utilizing the authorized purpose of “purchasing equity in companies.”  The advice 
included a requirement that the decision be ratified by a decision of the NEC. 
 
A day later on 23 February 2014, Mr Turner sent Mr Vele, Mr Mortensen and Mr 
Latimer a briefing paper for the meeting with Mr O’Neill and subsequent meeting 
with Mr Botten.  UBS had drafted it in a way that it could be used as a base for a 10 
subsequent NEC submission.  Mr Jilek was copied into that email. 
 

[10.37am] Also on that day, 23 February 2014, Mr Botten met with then Prime Minister Mr 
O’Neill, Mr Vele and Mr Aopi in Port Moresby.  At this meeting, Mr O’Neill 
stated the State wish to retain at least 10 per cent shareholding in Oil Search and 
asked if Oil Search would issue shares to the State as a placement as part of Oil 
Search’s capital raising to fund its acquisition of an interest in PRL15. 
 
The Commission has heard evidence relating to the conduct of UBS during the 
IPIC Exchangeable Bonds refinancing tender process.  First, circumventing the 20 
tender process by obtaining IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction documents; 
secondly, of the tendering parties, they were the only ones who were requested 
by the independent financial advisers to IPBC to be excluded from the 
presentation of their refinancing proposal, objecting to the need to participate in 
a tender process, evidence making threatening phone calls to the State’s decision 
makers; and finally, making threats to parties acting on behalf of the State that 
should UBS not be selected, “UBS will have to look at its other options in terms 
of the IPIC Bond” and that is “may not be benefit a for the State.” 
 
We submit the following findings, Commissioners, are open to you in relation to 30 
this term of reference.  Firstly, from 16 August 2013 parties acting on behalf of 
the State, including Mr Vele, Mr Latimer and potentially Mr O’Neill, considered 
UBS to be the favoured financier for the IPIC Exchangeable Bond’s refinancing.  
Secondly, the State did not engage in a tender process to evaluate proposals from 
prospective financiers in relation to the purchase of 149 odd million shares in Oil 
Search.  Thirdly, UBS’ threatening conduct throughout the tender process was 
not an overriding consideration by parties acting on behalf of the State may have 
featured in the decision-making process.  And fourthly, the State determined to 
use the UBS Loan to acquire the Oil Search shares because UBS, following the 
issuance of the mandatory exchange notice encouraged parties acting on behalf 40 
of the State to engage with Oil Search regarding an on-market purchase of shares. 
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Commissioners, we then move to sub paragraph (q) of your terms of reference:   
Whether legal and administrative processes were followed to buy Oil Search 
shares in 2014.   
 
Commissioners, section 40(1) of the Public Finances (Management) Act requires 
that tenders must be publicly invited and contracts let for the purpose or disposal 
of property or stores for the supply of works and services the estimated cost of 
which exceeds the prescribed amount.  However, section 43(b) provides an 
exception to section 40(1), where a Supply and Tenders Board certifies that the 
inviting of tenders is impracticable or inexpedient. 10 
 
Section 117 of the Public Finances (Management) Act allows for the issuing of 
financial instructions not inconsistent with the Act, as to any matter prescribed 
by the Act to be so provided for or that are necessary or desirable for carrying out 
or giving effect to the Act and in general for the better control and management 
of public monies and public property. 
 
Financial Instruction 1A/05, which I will call the Supply and Tenders Board 
Operations, are such financial instructions.  Clause 11.1 of this relevantly 
provides that the certificate of inexpediency cannot be retrospectively to cover a 20 
contract already executed.  Clause 11.2 provides that a certificate of inexpediency 
will only be issued in situations where a declared natural disaster, defence 
emergency, health emergency or situation of civil unrest exist and procurement 
processes must be undertaken urgently to remedy the situation.  Clause 11.2 
further provides that lack of forward planning by the partners is no longer 
acceptable.  Departments must now be planning their major procurements in a 
timely manner. 
 
Schedule 2, clause 3 of the UBS side letter and the bridge facility agreement 
included as a condition precedent the issuing of a certificate of inexpediency.   30 
 

[10.42am] On 6 March 2014, Mr Vele wrote to the Chairman of the Central Supply and 
Tenders Board, the CSTB, Mr Philip Eludeme requesting that the chairman 
consider urgently and approve the enclosed request for certificate of inexpediency 
to cover the advisory fees of Pacific Legal Group and Pacific Capital Limited up 
to a limit of K9 million and to UBS, Ashurst, Norton Rose Fulbright and KPMG 
Limited to a limit of – in excess of AU$14.5 million.  The request for the 
certificate of inexpediency was a pro forma document.  There was a section titled, 
Reason for Certificate, which listed the four grounds in clause 11.2 of the 
Financial Instruction 1A/05 as boxes to be ticked.  However, none of the boxes 40 
were ticked.  In the request, the explanation for the urgency was expressed as that 
the State had until 4 pm on 6 March to approve the share placement and until 5 
pm on Thursday, 6 March for the relevant documentation to be executed, failing 
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which the State would not secure a shareholding and would be exposed to costs 
of up to AUD18 million. 
 
On 7 March 2014, the CSTB met and resolved to issue the certificate of 
inexpediency.  The minutes of the meeting noted that the CSTB, “is satisfied that 
all process have been followed and the award was made in accordance with the 
provisions of the Public Finances (Management) Act.”  The decision was not 
expressed to be conditional.  The State Solicitor was not present at this meeting 
but his alternate, deputy State Solicitor Jeklyn Talonu was present.   
 10 
On 10 March 2014, Mr Eludeme wrote to Mr Vele explaining that the CSTB had 
approved the issue of certificates of inexpediency in respect of the local and 
international advisors but qualified the approval by noting that it was subject to 
the State Solicitor’s clearance and receipt of the original authority to pre-commit.  
 
On 12 March 2014, the acting board secretary of the CSTB, Mr Babaga Naime, 
wrote to the State Solicitor seeking advice in relation to the certificate of 
inexpediency.   
 
On 20 March 2014, the State Solicitor wrote to Mr Naime declining to give the 20 
required legal clearance for the certificate of inexpediency on the basis that it was 
not requested for one of the four grounds listed in the relevant financial 
instructions and could not be issued retrospectively to cover a contract that 
already had been performed. However, he advised that, “Treasury and the Central 
Bank may consider paying for the services rendered by the consultants on a 
quantum meruit basis,” and further noted, “the payment for legal services should 
be done in consultation with the Attorney General.” 
 
On 28 March 2014, Mr Eludeme wrote to Mr Vele attaching the letter from the 
State Solicitor dated 20 March 2014 and noting that the certificate of 30 
inexpediency cannot be issued nor could the CSTB retrospectively approve the 
payment of services for the engagement of the consultants.  Mr Eludeme advised 
instead that, “The engagement and payment of legal services from private firms 
must be done in consultation with the Attorney General.  Payment for the 
provision of legal services should be made on a quantum meruit basis provided 
the State is fully satisfied with the services rendered.”   
 
On 3 April 2014, the CSTB met and resolved to rescind its decision to engage the 
consultants in reliance on the State Solicitor’s advice in relation to the certificate 
of inexpediency. 40 
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On 10 April 2014, Mr Eludeme wrote to Mr Vele advising of the CSTB’s 
rescission of its decision and advising that this effectively nullifies the issuance 
of the certificate of inexpediencies for these engagements.   
 
Mr Vele incorrectly contended that that the CSTB had an, “unfettered discretion” 
to issue a certificate of inexpediency if it determines that it is inexpedient or 
impracticable to require a tender process.  Mr Vele also contended that the 
financial instructions which limit the grounds on which a certificate of 
inexpediency can be issued are inconsistent with the Public Finances 
(Management) Act. 10 

 
[10.47am] Commissioners, we submit clauses 11.1 and 11.2 of the Financial Instructions are 

not inconsistent with the Public Finances (Management) Act.  It is not 
inconsistent with section 40(3) of the Public Finances (Management) Act for 
Financial Instructions to be made which prescribe the grounds on which the 
CSTB may certify that the inviting of tenders is impracticable or inexpedient.  
This facilitates the better control and management of public moneys and public 
property.  
 
Further, in the case cited by the State Solicitor in his advice dated 20 March 2014, 20 
the case of Robmos Ltd v Punangi [2008] PGNC 70, the relevant Financial 
Instructions were in issue and there was no suggestion or finding that they were 
invalid.  The National Court also held that the Financial Instructions have “similar 
force and effect” as the Public Finances (Management) Act. 
 
It is clear that the issuing of the certificate of inexpediency by the CSTB on 7 
March 2014 was done contrary to clauses 11.1 and 11.2 of the Financial 
Instruction.  This is because:  first, there was no declared natural disaster, defence 
emergency, health emergency, or situation of civil unrest in existence; and 
secondly, it was issued retrospectively.  The request for the certificate was also 30 
deficient in that it should have been recognised as such. 
 
Further, there was no power in the Public Finances (Management) Act for the 
CSTB to issue a conditional certificate of inexpediency, to the extent that it 
purported to do so. 
 
Commissioners, we then move to sub-paragraph (r) of your Terms of Terms:  
What role did Papua New Guinean and international legal and financial advisors 
play in relation to the UBS Loan. 
 40 
We commence first with UBS.  As noted earlier, the Australian branch of UBS 
AG was engaged as both: the State’s sole financial advisor and sole lead arranger 
on 25 February 2014 in relation to: the management of the State's investment in 
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Oil Search; and associated matters flowing from the issuance of the 2009 IPIC 
Exchangeable Bonds in respect of the State’s shareholding.  It was also the 
exclusive arranger of the financing facility to the State  on 27 February 2014. 
  
As previously mentioned, an expert report prepared by the Brattle Group 
indicates that over the life of the UBS Loan, from 2014 to 2016, the Independent 
State paid an estimated AUD336,300,000 to UBS.  The Brattle Group further 
assessed that the loan involved a transfer of AUD174,800,000 in value from the 
State to UBS excluding fees a further AUD174,800,000. 
 10 
The two key personnel involved on behalf of UBS were Patrick also known as 
“Paddy” Jilek and Mitchell Turner.  Both were the persons named as the “Key 
Man Provisions” in clause 8 of the advisory mandate letter and were identified as 
“Senior Team Members”. 
 
Mr Turner was a witness to the execution of the financing mandate letter, and 
both Mr Turner and Mr Jilek were also involved in the financing engagement by 
UBS.  Each declined repeated invitations to give evidence before this 
commission. 
 20 
It is noted that clause 9(b) of the advisory mandate letter contained an 
acknowledgement on behalf of the State that UBS may engage in various 
activities notwithstanding that a conflict of interest exists or may arise. Clause 
9(c) referred to the creation of “permanent or ad hoc arrangements/information 
barriers for the purposes of managing conflicts of interest where appropriate.”  
However, there does not appear to be any evidence of such arrangements or 
information barriers being used in the circumstances of UBS’s engagement by 
the State.  Finally, clause 12 provided, in effect, that it was not the intention of 
the parties to create a fiduciary relationship between them. 
 30 

[10.52am] There were similar provisions in the financing mandate letter, including an 
acknowledgement by the State that UBS may provide financial advisory services 
to the State and that conflicts of interest may arise and a consent by the State to 
such activity and the exclusion of any fiduciary relationship. 
 
Both engagement letters were governed by the law of New South Wales.  In New 
South Wales, a party in the position of an investment bank such as UBS may, by 
contract, exclude or modify the operation of any fiduciary duties.  And we draw 
you, Commissioners, to the authority in Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission v Citigroup Global Markets Australia, Federal Court decision 40 
[2007] FCA 963 – sorry, reported in the Federal Court Reports number 160 – 
volume 160, page 35 in particular at paragraphs 278 to 281 and paragraph 323. 
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However, regardless of whether UBS effectively excluded any fiduciary duties it 
had to the Independent State, it is clear from UBS’s involvement as both advisor 
and financier and the involvement of key UBS personnel on both engagements 
that the State was not receiving proper and independent advice and representation 
in relation to the UBS loan. This no doubt led to the poor financial outcome to 
the State from the loan. 
 
We then move to Norton Rose Fulbright Australia.  On 6 March 2014, Norton 
Rose Fulbright Australia, also referred to as NRFA, was retained to advise the 
State on the UBS Loan. Despite requests from its former client for the production 10 
of all relevant documents, including retainers, NRFA did not produce the relevant 
retainer to this commission.  No evidence has been provided to the commission 
that a public tender process was utilised before the awarding of work to NRFA 
under any of the above identified retainers.  No evidence has been provided to the 
commission about the amount paid to NRFA for its work under the various 
retainers. The UBS loan documentation indicates that a payment of AUD600,000 
was made to NRFA from the total amount borrowed for the bridge facility. 
 
We next consider Mr Anthony Latimer.  Commissioners, Mr Anthony Latimer 
was a key advisor to the State and the NRFA partner responsible for much of the 20 
legal work in respect of UBS loan transaction.  His appearance before – in his 
appearance before the commission, Mr Jimmy Maladina outlined Mr Latimer’s 
history in the Independent State.  Mr Maladina said – and this is at transcript page 
2506 – Mr Maladina said, “The family, we have known him for a longer period 
of time because his parents used to run a plantation up in Goroka, Eastern 
Highlands Province early in the 50s and the 60s.  And my dad used to operate in 
Goroka and I was born in Goroka so that family connections were there.  They 
used to run a Latimer Plantation in the Bena Bena region of Goroka, Eastern 
Highlands.  So that connection, I do know the family longer than that but 
professionally for about 10 years from 2014.” 30 
 
Mr Latimer had also previously been a partner with Corrs Chambers Westgarth 
and had advised on a number of transactions in the State.  Mr O’Neill when 
pressed on the role played by Mr Latimer in the UBS Loan transaction 
commented that he would have been advising some of our departments and of 
course our State-Owned Enterprises but not directly to government. That is at 
transcript reference page 1447.   
 
This is a very limited articulation of Mr Latimer’s role.  As will be established, 
Mr Latimer’s involvement with the UBS Loan was extensive.   40 
 
Mr Latimer is no longer a partner with NRFA.  Mr Latimer is based in Australia 
and is not a compellable witness before this Commission.  Given Mr Latimer’s 
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integral role in the UBS Loan, the Commission made a number of requests for 
Mr Latimer to appear on a voluntary basis to give evidence.  Mr Latimer through 
his lawyer, Mr Yeldham of King Wood Mallesons confirmed receipt of those 
requests but did not appear before the Commission. 
 

[10.57am] We next consider the involvement of NRFA following the issuing of the 
mandatory exchange notice.  Commissioners, whilst NRFA was formally 
retained on 6 March 2014, evidence before the Commission indicates that he was 
involved in the UBS Loan transaction immediately following the issuance of the 
mandatory exchange notice on 14 February. 10 
 
Mr Latimer accompanied representatives of the State including Governor of the 
Central Bank Mr Loi Bakani, Mr Vele and Mr Botten and Mr Aopi of Oil Search 
to Abu Dhabi in February 2014 to meet with IPIC and discuss the Exchangeable 
Bonds.   
 
From 22 February 2014, Mr Latimer engaged with Mr Vele and other 
representatives of the State regarding the below:  First, providing advice on the 
briefing paper prepared by Mr Vele by UBS in advance of Prime Minister 
O’Neill’s meeting with Mr Botten including that UBS recommended the State 20 
appoint NRFA as its legal advisors; that the State should obtain a term sheet from 
UBS to ensure terms of funding were clear; that the State should not commit to a 
deal with Oil Search until funding was in place; that the need to identify possible 
funding risks flowing from other financing arrangements; querying whether the 
State would be able to obtain the required approvals in the following week.   
 
Secondly, corresponding with Mr Vele noting the urgency of the transaction 
completion; thirdly, preparing draft NEC submissions regarding the appointment 
of UBS as financial advisor and NRFA as the legal advisor; fourthly, engaging 
KPMG to provide advice on the UBS financial modelling; fifthly, advising the 30 
State on the draft term sheet; sixthly, together with Pacific Legal Group, Mr 
Maladina and Mr Chang coordinating steps required for the State to execute the 
agreements; and seventhly, coordinating meetings between Mr Mortensen, UBS 
and KPMG. 
 
On 26 February 2014, NRFA sent an email to Mr Vele and Mr Mortensen 
providing initial advice on the term sheet for the collar financing transaction.  
Subsequent to this, other NRFA solicitors took a larger role in the drafting of 
transaction documents in coordination of execution.  
 40 
We next consider NRFA’s engagement with the Commission.  It is necessary to 
state at this stage that the conduct of NRFA and their legal representatives King 
Wood Mallesons with regard to their interaction with the Commission.   
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The Terms of Reference made it very clear that all State-owned Enterprises were 
duty bound to cooperate with the Commission.  Those Terms of Reference were 
made available to KWM on 15 March 2021. 
 
Despite initially indicating their willingness to assist, NRFA through KWM 
consistently stalled and delayed the work of this Commission.  NRFA had been 
retained under a number of retainers between 5 December 2012 and 6 March 
2014.  It became apparent that the records held by NRFA were not kept in an 
appropriate manner with documents from all three retainers becoming 10 
intermingled, and that the records held by NRFA did not adequately identify their 
own client. 
 
KWM requested that a client authority be provided for each retainer. The 
Commission attended to same and provided copies to KWM.  Even so, KWM 
continued to withhold discloser despite instructions to the contrary.  KWM then 
wrote to the signatories seeking to confirm that they had indeed signed the client 
authorities. 
 
In August 2021, after 5 months of the Commission seeking the introduction of 20 
the documents, NRFA through their solicitors KWM produced the relevant 
documents.  It is worth noting however that these documents first, were provided 
during August 2021 hearings of this Commission, which at the time were 
schedule to give a last of the hearings; secondly, were not provided in accordance 
with the Commission’s document production protocol; and finally, they failed to 
include key metadata significantly complicating the review process. 
 
Commissioners, we next move to Pertusio Capital.  Pertusio Capital Partners 
Limited is a company incorporated in the Independent State.  Pertusio Capital 
was formed as an investment advisory business and investment holding company. 30 
 

[11.02am] The company was incorporated on 1 July 2009, with Lars Mortensen as its sole 
Director and Shareholder.  Mr Mortensen is presently based in Australia and is 
not a compellable witness.  At the request of the Commission, he appeared before 
you to give evidence. 
 
In March 2010, Nathan Chang became a Director of Pertusio Capital, and on 16 
November 2011 became a Shareholder.  Mr Chang is presently based in Australia 
and is not a compellable witness.  Similarly, at the request of the Commission, he 
appeared before the Commission to give evidence.   40 
 
Mr Vele, following work on the establishment on Kroton No. 2 Limited which 
later became Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited, the Independent State’s 
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holding company for its participating interest in the PNG LNG Project, left the 
public service to join Pertusio Capital with the goal of building “a stronger 
investment advisory business.”  From November 2011 until 31 March 2012, Mr 
Vele was also a Director and Shareholder of Pertusio Capital. 
 
However, emails provided to the Commission by NRFA indicate that Mr Vele, 
despite supposedly leaving Pertusio Capital, continued to use his Pertusio Capital 
email address in August 2013 in correspondence with Mr Latimer, NRFA and Mr 
Mortensen.  Further, the necessary documents reflecting Mr Vele’s cessation as 
shareholder and director were not lodged until much later in April 2014. 10 
 
In August 2013, Mr Vele, as a member of the recently formed IPIC Bond 
Committee, requested that Mr Mortensen accompany him to meetings in Sydney 
with several international investment banks to discuss proposals to act as advisors 
and arrangers to the State in its endeavours to retain a significant shareholding in 
Oil Search.  Mr Mortensen stated that following his involvement with the bank 
meetings in August 2013, his role was limited to providing ad hoc advice to Mr 
Vele until February 2014 when he was brought back in to advise on the UBS 
Loan. 
 20 
Mr Chang was absent from the Independent State in 2013 and was generally 
aware of but had limited involvement in the work performed by Mr Mortensen.  
Mr Chang returned to the State in early 2014.  Mr Chang described his role 
between February and March of 2014 as “assistance with transaction 
management in Port Moresby in support of the Treasury and under instructions 
from acting Secretary for Treasury, Mr Dairi Vele” in relation to the UBS Loan. 
 
However, there was no evidence of a formal contract ever being entered into 
between the State and Pertusio Capital. 
 30 
Pertusio Capital were included in the certificate of inexpediency, but when this 
was revoked were ultimately paid K1.25 million based on Mr Vele’s quantum 
meruit assessment.  This payment was paid directly by Pacific Legal Group to 
Pertusio Capital. 
 
There is a question about whether Mr Vele as a former director and shareholder 
should ever have been involved in approving Pertusio Capital’s fees when he 
became a public official. 
 
Commissioners, we then turn to Pacific Legal Group.  Pacific Legal Group 40 
Lawyers also called ‘PLG’ is a law firm based in Port Moresby.   
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Mr John Beattie, the managing partner of PLG, appears to have been the primary 
point of contact with Mr Latimer and Mr Maladina, holding discussions with both 
to discuss the nature of the transaction and the role that PLG was to play in regards 
to it.  This was a pattern that was continued when it came to determining amounts 
to be paid to the relevant advisers and how invoices were to be issued to the 
Independent State.  Mr Maladina testified that the three discussed an appropriate 
amount of money to be charged by Mr Maladina and how that would be presented 
to the Department of Treasury. 
 
On 26 February 2014, Mr Moe of NRFA sent an email to Mr Beattie, the 10 
managing partner of PLG and requested PLG to provide an opinion from a Papua 
New Guinea law perspective, on a proposed UBS Loan under the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) (No. 2) Act.  The email from Mr Moe contained a thread 
of emails including an advice offered by Mr Frecker of Ashurst.  The 
understanding of Mr Beattie was that “PLG was requested to review the advice 
from Ashurst and advise NFRA if the advice was in order.”   
 

[11.07am] On 27 February 2014, Mr Beattie responded to Mr Moe and confirmed that the 
advice from Ashurst was in order.  Shortly after on 26 February 2014, PLG was 
engaged by NRFA following discussions between Mr Beattie, Mr Latimer and 20 
Mr Maladina.  Mr Beattie and Mr Asigau identified two relationships that were 
key to PLG being engaged in the matter.  The first was: “a long standing 
association with Anthony Latimer of NRFA. vPLG has acted as agents for NRFA 
on various transactions and matters prior to and after the UBS loan transaction.” 

 
The second key relationship was with Mr Maladina, who is variously referred to 
as a consultant with and a client of PLG.  As PLG was engaged by NRFA, and 
not the Independent State directly, a formal tender process under the Public 
Finances (Management) Act was not required.  No formal tender or no former 
retainer I should say, or letter of engagement has been provided to the 30 
Commission.  Mr Beattie in his own sworn statement noted, “I do not recall any 
formal retainer being signed with NRFA in respect of the transaction. The 
instructions were issued and accepted on the basis of the existing association 
between PLG and NRFA.” 

 
Commissioners, without a formal letter of engagement, the scope of PLG’s 
engagement remains unclear.  Mr Asigau understood that PLG was engaged to 
act as NRFA’s PNG legal advisors on the transaction.  Mr Beattie, characterised 
the role played by PLG as town agents in certain aspects of the transaction.  
Records of correspondence provided to the Commission indicate that PLG took 40 
a more active role than town agents, liaising with lawyers for UBS, and advising 
NRFA on compliance with laws of the Independent State. 
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By reference to the contemporaneous documents, PLG's role in the transaction 
included: between 1 and 6 March 2014, reviewing and providing commentary 
and advice from a Papua New Guinea law perspective transaction documents, 
including but not limited to: the Bridge Facility Agreement; Security Trust Deed; 
Specific Security Deed; Participant Sponsorship Agreement; Payment Direction 
Deed; Subscription Agreement; and Board Resolutions.  
 
Secondly, liaising generally with NRFA regarding those matters, and they also 
attended meetings with Secretary Vele, Mr Mortensen, Mr Chang, Mr Maladina, 
Mr Latimer and Mr Jilek at the PLG offices to discuss those issues. 10 
 
On 5 March 2014, Mr Asigau delivered the letter dated 4 March 2014, enclosing 
copies of transaction documents to the State Solicitor.  
 
Secretary Vele understood PLG to be the local counsel for NRFA.  However, as 
NRFA did not have an office in the Independent State at that time, Mr Vele said; 
“our dealings with them were both as external counsel – foreign counsel and 
domestic counsel”. 
 
On 20 March 2014, despite being engaged by NRFA, PLG issued an invoice in 20 
the amount of K1.6 million to Secretary Vele.  The invoice did not set out specific 
hours worked by individual lawyers, although it is unclear whether this was 
required by the Department of Treasury prior to making payment.  When 
examined on the reasoning behind the decision to issue invoices to the 
Independent State for payment rather than NRFA, Mr Asigau observed that: “It 
would be a little bit impractical for the client to pay our fees to Norton Rose in 
Australia and then for Norton Rose Australia to then send the money back to us. 
It would not make much sense to do that based on the effect issues that we would 
have.” 
 30 
Of the K1.6 million paid to PLG by the Independent State, K1 million was paid 
directly to Mr Maladina for his role in referring work to the firm.  Pacific Legal 
Group in the wash up was paid K600,000 for approximately 3 weeks work.  
 
Commissioners, we then consider Mr Maladina.  Mr Maladina was a consultant 
lawyer with PLG during the relevant period of the UBS Loan.  In his capacity as 
consultant, Mr Maladina was billed by PLG for use of office space, employed his 
own staff and paid for his own overheads.  Mr Maladina was also a source of 
referrals for, and at times, a client of PLG. 
 40 

[11.12am] Mr Beattie’s evidence was that PLG has had an association with Jimmy Maladina, 
who from time to time, has acted as a source of referred matters for various clients 
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and as a consultant on transactions in which the firm was involved.  Mr Maladina 
was at the time and is currently a client of PLG.   

 
Mr Maladina’s involvement in the UBS transaction stemmed from a pre-existing 
professional relationship with Mr Latimer of NRFA.  Mr Maladina described 
himself as Mr Latimer’s “point man” and “his contact in Port Moresby”. 
 
In his statement to the Commission, Mr Maladina described his role in the 
transaction.  He said, “As a consultant with PLG, I attended meetings and 
reviewed documents on the UBS transaction in consultation with Norton Rose 10 
Lawyers before these advices were provided to the State of PNG.  I verily believe 
that my role was purely providing legal advice in conjunction with PLG on the 
local laws in presenting the transaction documents before the State Solicitor for 
his advice and legal clearance.  This is the extent of the role I played as a 
consultant in the UBS transaction.” 
 
Mr Beattie appearing before the Commission described Mr Maladina’s role as, 
“as a consultant in a liaison-type arrangement between the State agencies, UBS 
team, lawyers involved and other parties.”   
 20 
Contemporaneous records of correspondence provided by PLG and NRFA 
indicate that Mr Maladina’s role included reviewing and providing commentary 
on transaction documents to NRFA through Mr Beattie and Mr Asigau; and 
providing approvals of draft transaction documents to providing internal PLG 
advice on general transaction requirements; coordination with Mr Vele and others 
in relation to the State’s condition precedent; briefing Prime Minister O’Neill on 
progress of the UBS Loan together with Mr Vele; correspondence with and 
delivery of documents to the State Solicitor for his clearance; correspondence 
with Ashurst and UBS regarding requirements of contract completion together 
with Nathan Chang attending to the logistics of the signing of various transaction 30 
documents by representatives of the Independent State and notifying Prime 
Minister O’Neill that payments under the UBS Loan would be made monthly 
requesting use of the Oil Search dividends for use as the first payment.   
 
Whilst it might be thought that the case that Mr Maladina was not formally 
employed as a lawyer, he was still exercising some control over the advice issued 
by PLG.  Mr Maladina’s own evidence indicates that prior to PLG issuing a legal 
opinion or correspondence relating to “other practical issues as to matters on UBS 
transaction, either John or Emmanuel always consults me before they move 
things or release them from the office”.  However, Mr Beattie and Mr Asigau 40 
were the lawyers on the record, all correspondence was issued in their names. 
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Between 10 May 2013 and 31 December 2014, Mr Maladina was the holder of a 
restricted practicing certificate under the Papua New Guinea Lawyers’ Act 1986.  
Mr Maladina gave evidence he was nominally employed by Twivey Lawyers for 
the purposes of this unrestricted practicing certificate.  Mr Maladina does not 
appear to have provided any legal advice directly to NRFA, rather issuing advice 
to a partner of PLG, who then in turn provided that advice to NRFA. 
 
Evidence before the Commission indicates that in April or May 2014 on payment 
of its $1.6 million invoice, PLG paid K1 million of that to Mr Maladina.  Mr 
Maladina gave evidence that the payment from PLG would have been to either 10 
Flavalea Limited or Property Investments Consultant Limited.  Mr Maladina is 
the sole Director and Shareholder of both companies.   
 
This payment has been described as being both a referral fee and a fee for 
services.  Mr Maladina in his appearance before the Commission noted that the 
figure was arrived at following discussions with Mr Latimer and Mr Beattie.  Mr 
Maladina estimated his fees were between K900,000 and K1.2 million.  His 
evidence was that, “We agreed on a fixed figure, a ball park figure of a million 
kina and that is why I rendered that fee to Pacific Legal Group.  I have no 
problems I believe I have earned that money.” 20 
 

[11.17am] Mr Maladina gave evidence that his hourly rate in 2013 and 2014 was between 
K1000 and K1500 per hour.  Mr Maladina stated that he no longer holds records 
of the time spent on the matter. However, it appears accurate time records were 
not kept as Mr Maladina indicated in his evidence that he does estimations 
sometimes and he puts it on a weekly basis into the record. 
 
Commissioners, we then move to KPMG.  KPMG was initially contacted on 26 
February 2014 by Mr Latimer of NRFA with a proposed scope of works.  Mr 
Latimer noted, “In essence, the State is requesting KPMG to advise the State on 30 
a monetised collar currently being contemplated by the State.  Later that day, Mr 
Blake advised Mr Latimer that Mr David Heathcote, the head of KPMG’s 
Transaction Services business would lead the KPMG team on this matter.  
 
Mr Mortensen of Pertusio Capital was also involved in instructing KPMG and 
gave evidence that KPMG was engaged because, “the need to have the financial 
modelling of the collar loans validated from the logic and accuracy plus also 
validating some of the work that had been done in relation to pay-off diagrams.  
Pay-off diagrams being what happens in the Oil Search share price becomes XYZ 
during the tenure.  So, KPMG’s involvement there was to provide that sign off or 40 
as to logic and accuracy of the modelling as well as some analysis of the 
consequences of various collars as well as various exposed outcomes.” 
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On 28 February 2014, representatives of KPMG, Mr Mortensen and Mr Latimer 
attended the UBS offices in Sydney to review the collar loan facility.  On 4 March 
2014, KPMG issued a formal engagement letter to Secretary Vele, later executed 
on 6 March 2014. The engagement letter identified KPMG’s scope of work as, 
reviewing the terms of the collar and associated bridge loan to provide a summary 
to the Department of Treasury, and providing analysis of various aspects of the 
collar including fair market value. 
 
KPMG was required to complete the above scope of works between 28 February 
2014, when they were notified that they would be engaged, and 6 March 2014 10 
when they provided their final advice.  Internal KPMG correspondence indicates 
that, given the short timeframe, their advice was limited to a high level 
commentary of the UBS Loan.  The Independent State paid KPMG AUD166,221 
– sorry, I should say AUD166,221 for the work.  These funds were paid out under 
the bridge facility agreement drawdown notice. No public tender took place as 
required by the Public Finances (Management) Act.  The commission has not 
been provided with evidence of the criteria on which KPMG was evaluated prior 
to their engagement. No evidence has been provided to the commission that 
inquiries were made with any other financial advisory firm. 
 20 
Commissioners, we then move to sub-paragraph (s) of your terms of reference:   
Which individuals or organisations benefitted from the UBS Loan or related 
transactions.   
 
The following parties benefited in the ways set out below.  The notion of ‘benefit’ 
does not connote inappropriateness, in our submissions, unless otherwise stated.  
First, Oil Search.  The transaction enabled Oil Search to buy the PAC LNG 
companies.  However, it had alternative plans to raise the finance necessary for 
these acquisitions. The UBS Loan and associated placement of shares with the 
State was therefore not its only route into PRL 15.  30 
 
UBS.  UBS amply benefited from the UBS Loan through fees charged to the 
State, the payment of interest and inappropriately from the unfair pricing of the 
loan and the misleading nil premium representations.  Its fees for the March 2014 
transactions amounted to AUD28.4 million. 
 

[11.22am] UBS also benefited from the refinancings in December 2014 and February 2016, 
although it did not charge additional fees for those transactions, as well as from 
the ultimate sale of the shares in September 2017.  Its excessive or overcharging 
amounts to AUD180 million as explained in detail by Brattle which should be 40 
repaid, in our submission.   
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The State’s advisers received significant fees for their work on the transaction. 
Some of these fees appear to be out of proportion to the work done by the advisers 
concerned, and we take this in turn.  KPMG were paid AUD166,221; NRFA were 
paid AUD600,000; Pacific Legal Group were paid K1.6 million.  At the time, this 
was about AUD678,000 and therefore more than NRFA was paid for the lesser 
role in the transaction. Of this sum, that is, of the K1.6 million paid to KPMG, 
K1 million was paid to Mr Maladina. There is no evidence of work by him that 
would justify a fee of this amount, although he sought to explain it by saying that 
it reflected a longer period of work than just work on the transaction.  He said 
that he agreed his fee with Mr Latimer of NRFA and Mr Beattie of Pacific Legal 10 
Group. 
 
Pertusio Capital, they were paid K1.25 million.  Mr Vele was authorised by the 
State to pay these fees using a quantum meruit assessment.  Mr Vele admitted in 
his evidence that he did not understand what this required and simply paid the 
advisers the fees that they had requested.  For Pacific Legal Group, there was no 
fee agreement and no information provided with the invoice to explain how it was 
calculated yet Mr Vele approved it without question.  In our submission, the fees 
seem to have been agreed without reference to time spent on the matter.  Mr Vele 
failed to assess them on a proper quantum meruit basis.  In any event, we repeat 20 
our earlier submission about the unfortunate perception of Mr Vele, as a public 
official, personally authorising payment to his former business partners when 
others could have done so.   
 
Ashurst.  Ashurst Lawyers provided legal services to UBS but their fees were 
paid by the State by being included in the bridge loan.  Ashurst were paid 
AUD812,500. 
 
Commissioners, we then move to the last term of reference in this Part 4.  What 
would the State’s and its government-owned enterprises financial positions have 30 
been had the UBS Loan to purchase oil shares and the purchase of the Oil Search 
and the purchase of the shares had not been entered into?  And I might by way of 
summary ask for the – if possible, can the table be brought up on the screen?   
 
Brattle – that of course arises from the Brattle Group - Brattle, Commissioners, 
have assessed the total loss to the State as AUD340.3 million.  This is made up 
of the AUD336.3 million that they identified in their third report and a further 4 
million of professional fees incurred by KPHL of which Brattle was unaware until 
Mr Sonk recently gave evidence of.  
 40 
The principal loss of AUD336 million arises as follows, with numbers – with 
some refunds coming back to the State.  So, the bridge loan interest payments 
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cost the State $222 million.  As you will see, this arises from the table 6 from the 
Brattle Report.  The dividends from the shares earned the State 23.2 million.   
 

[11.27am] The March 2014 bridge loan extension fee cost the State $5 million,the funds 
from the letter of credit cost the State $270.3 million, the front collar additional 
consideration amount cost the State $97.4 million and there was the refund to the 
State of unwinding the collar the refund of pre-paid interest and other fees, the 
amount of $35.1 millions and then, commissioners, you will see there the total of 
$336.3 million. 
 10 
Now, Brattle considered that the loss could also be shown in another way by 
looking at what it would have cost the State to hold the Oil Search shares if the 
transactions with UBS had been fairly priced.  In Brattle's opinion, the State 
actually paid a net of AUD80.9 million to UBS, but if the transactions had been 
fairly priced, the State would have received AUD94.0 million from UBS. Thus, 
the transactions in aggregate transferred AUD174.8 million of value from the 
State to UBS. 
 
Commissioners, if the State had not sought to refinance the loans in February 
2016, and simply allowed them to expire according to their terms, the State's loss 20 
would have reduced by between AUD74.4 and AUD75.1 million, giving a total 
loss of between AUD261.2 million to AUD261.9 million plus whatever 
proportion the AUD4 million of KPHL professional fees would still have been 
incurred.   
 
If the State had allowed the February 2016 loan to expire according to its terms 
rather than closing it out in September 2017, the loss to the State would have been 
AUD51 million less, giving a total loss of between AUD$285.3 million plus 
whatever proportion the AUD$4 million of KPHL’s professional fees would still 
have been incurred. 30 
 
If the State had not entered into the UBS Loan and avoided these losses, and those 
funds could have been put into an operational sovereign wealth fund, from 
Brattle's fourth report, it would appear that they would have generated a return of 
between 2 per cent and 9 per cent of the total amount.   
 
That conveniently brings us to the Sovereign Wealth Fund, Commissioners.  
Evidence before the Commission indicates that the establishing legislation for a 
Papua New Guinea Sovereign Wealth Fund has already been passed by 
Parliament.  However, few steps have been taken in the past seven years to 40 
implement that legislation and to get a Sovereign Wealth Fund operational.  
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The Prime Minister, the current Prime Minister the Honourable James Marape, 
gave evidence before the Commission that it is his Government's policy to make 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund operational when possible.  The Prime Minister noted 
however that administrative requirements for the establishment of the Trust and 
the appointment of the Sovereign Wealth Fund Board have not yet been attended 
to.   A priority for the State was to ensure that it set up a solid structure for the 
Sovereign Wealth Fund said Mr Marape. 
  
The Prime Minister's predecessor, Mr O'Neill, in his evidence to the Commission 
also endorsed the State taking steps to implement the Organic Law on Sovereign 10 
Wealth Funds.  
 
In this regard, the Commission received important evidence from Professor Sir 
Tim Besley and Mr David Murray AO.  Professor Besley is presently a Professor 
at the London School of Economics with expertise in economic policy 
formulation.  Mr Murray has had a significant career in the Australian banking 
industry culminating in 13 years as the CEO of Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
and being later appointed the inaugural Chair of the Australian Sovereign Wealth 
Fund, called the Future Fund, and he also served as Chair of the International 
Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds. 20 
  
Professor Besley and Mr Murray agreed that the Sovereign Wealth Fund did 
present an opportunity for the State.  However, they did note some potential 
challenges.    
 
Mr Murray noted that significant amount of time had passed since the Organic 
Law on the Sovereign Wealth Fund was first approved by Parliament and that the 
position of the State had changed.  In 2015, it was customary for countries in the 
position of Papua New Guinea for money to flow into a stabilisation fund which 
would smooth the budget due to the fluctuating nature of commodity prices.  Then 30 
the money would flow from that fund into a savings fund. 
 

[11.32am] Since that time a number of complicating factors have arisen in Papua New 
Guinea including: Government debt as a proportion of GDP has risen 
significantly; it has a B credit rating implying a very high interest rate premium; 
and it has a real bond rate of 6 per cent.    
 
Each of these factors, Mr Murray, noted would necessitate the Government first 
prioritising fiscal consolidation, repayment of debt and restating fiscal policy. 
Both Professor Besley and Mr Murray observed that the position of the State's 40 
institutional framework on the corruption index need to be addressed to ensure 
international credibility.  
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Professor Besley also noted that to improve overall condition, it would be key for 
the State to prioritise developing a strong private sector to develop the economy 
across the board but that this could not be achieved in the absence of effective 
management of public resources.  Merely creating a sovereign wealth fund will 
not fix these problems.  Professor Besley also noted the need to determine 
whether the establishment of a sovereign wealth fund would result in the best 
return on assets compared to improving the fiscal position by using the resources 
in the State's possession more wisely.  
 
Speaking more broadly on the topic of corruption Professor Besley said the State's 10 
place on the corruption index is a reflection of the inadequate structures in place 
for transparency.  Professor Besley, while emphasising the need for the State to 
develop a bespoke and responsive approach to corruption best suited to address 
its needs, noted that properly functioning Parliamentary Committees had an 
important role to play in providing oversight and scrutiny.   
 
To negative perceptions of corruption, Mr Murray suggested the appointment of 
a panel of experts under the auspices of the International Monetary Fund, World 
Bank or Asian Development Bank to review the formula under which funds 
would flow from the State’s budget to the sovereign wealth fund’s stabilisation 20 
fund or savings fund. This panel could be charged with recommending; how 
funds flow from the budget into normal budgetary expenditure; defining how 
State-owned Enterprises should operate in terms of returns, dividend payments, 
new investments and indebtedness; and how given all of the funds would flow 
into the stabilisations funds or savings funds.   
 
To our conclusions then, commissioner, ultimately, the question of whether the 
Commission recommends the establishment of a Sovereign Wealth Fund is a 
matter for you commissioners.  It is the view of counsel assisting that the State is 
best served from a Sovereign Wealth Fund becoming operational as soon as 30 
possible.  But we do not rate the impact of perception of official corruption on 
the capacity of the State to obtain investment and loans. 
 
Commissioners, we then continue with sub-paragraph (u) of your Terms of 
Reference which moves us into a new topic.  This is Part V as it were of your 
Terms of Reference concerning the Elk/Antelope also known as the PRL 15 
transaction.   
 
Before setting out the history of PRL 15, it is relevant to refer to the entities and 
people involved in the companies that held interests in it.  Commissioners, Mr 40 
Carlo Civelli is a Swiss citizen, residing at the material times in Singapore and 
later Monaco.  Mr Civelli founded Clarion Finanz AG, an asset management 
services firm incorporated in Switzerland.  
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Mr Philippe Mulacek is a US citizen, who considers himself a resident of 
Singapore.  Mr Mulacek founded InterOil and was its CEO until around 6 May 
2013.  InterOil was a Yukon Territory, Canadian corporation. 
 
The nature of the business relationship between Mr Civelli and Mr Mulacek was 
the subject of a decision of the High Court of Singapore.  The relevance of the 
Singapore proceeding is that on either party’s case, Mr Civelli had de facto 
control of InterOil shares and money from 2002 to 2014. 
 10 

[11.37am] Through subsidiaries, InterOil applied to be granted the full title to PRL 15 in 
2009.  It later divested its interest in PRL15.  At the same time Mr Civelli had de 
facto control of InterOil shares, he also controlled a group of companies which 
later became known as the PAC LNG or the PAC LNG Group of Companies.  
The PAC LNG companies held interests in PRL 15 from 2009 until mid-2014 
when those interests were sold.  
 
Given that Mr Civelli had control of InterOil shares and the PAC LNG 
companies, much of the proceeds of sale of the PRL 15 interests held by InterOil 
and the PAC LNG companies would have been received by entities under Mr 20 
Civelli's control. 
 
A notable feature of the evidence in this Commisison is that Mr O’Neill and to a 
lesser extent Mr Vele wished to distance themselves from any dealings with Mr 
Civelli.  In the case of Mr O’Neill, this involved false statements to the 
Commission that he had never met or spoken to Mr Civelli in 2013 or 2012 when 
Mr Maladina said he had done so.  Critically, the Commission can find that Mr 
O'Neill had spoken with Mr Civelli about Elk-Antelope. If Mr O’Neill's denials 
were false, as we submit they were, the question is why Mr O’Neill went to such 
lengths to deny it: at the very least it raises suspicions that such conversations 30 
may not have involved legitimate business dealings.  
 
Commissioners, I move to the issue of PRL 15 by the State in 2010.  A PRL 
which is an acronym for the Petroleum Retention Licence allows the licence 
holder to carry out work to evaluate the commercial and technical options for 
developing the underlying resource, including whether it is worth developing at 
all.  Essentially, a PRL will be granted where an oil or gas field is known to exist, 
but its commercial viability is not yet established.  
 
PRL 15 covers a gas field in the Gulf Province called Elk-Antelope.  Commercial 40 
development of the Elk-Antelope field has been called the Papua LNG Project, 
and that is not to be confused with the PNG LNG Project.    
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In 2005, InterOil entered an indirect participation agreement, in some 
amendments, with various investors. The purpose of the Independent 
Participation Agreement was for InterOil to raise funds for its exploration drilling 
program in the State.  Under that agreement, the investors paid money to InterOil 
in return for InterOil granting the investors a right to convert their share in the 
Participation Agreement into a direct interest in the licences covered by the 
agreement, which included what is now PRL 15 which was ultimately issued out 
of Petroleum Prospecting Licences No. 237 and 238.  Clarion Finanz, the 
company associated with Mr Civelli, was a party to the IPI as an investor. 
 10 
On 5 August 2009, a PNG incorporated subsidiary of InterOil, SPI 208 Limited 
lodged an application to be granted the title to PRL 15.  
 
In August 2009, SPI 208 and another incorporated subsidiary SPI 220 agreed to 
sell to Pacific LNG Operations Limited, a British Virgin Islands Company at 2.5 
per cent interest in PRL 15.  The transfer was subject to Papua New Guinea 
Ministerial approval.  The State subsequently issued PRL 15 to SPI 208 on 30 
November 2010.   
 
In June 2011, SPI 208 agreed to transfer a 2.5 per cent interest in PRL15 to PAC 20 
LNG Operations.  Approval of the transfer pursuant to the Oil and Gas Act 1998 
was approved on 14 December 2011 and the transfer was entered into the register 
the following day.  
 

[11.42am] On 21 Mary 2012, PAC LNG Operations transferred its 2.5 per cent interest to 
its subsidiary PAC LNG Investments Limited also called PAC LNG Investments, 
a company incorporated in Papua New Guinea.  The IPI was amended and 
restated on 24 July 2012.  The list of investors is different from the IPI explained 
above.  Relevantly, PAC LNG Operations is listed as an investor in the amended 
and restated IPI. 30 

 
On 26 September 2012, SPI 208 and PAC LNG Operations entered into an 
agreement entitled, Elk Antelope Joint Venture Operating Agreement, we refer 
to as the PRL 15 JVOA.  The PRL 15 JVOA provided for the rights and 
obligations between its parties in developing the PRL 15 including the sharing of 
costs and profits.  It provided for SPI 208 to be the operator at the date of the 
agreement.   
 
On 25 March 2013, SPI 208 transferred further interests totalling 20.33 per cent 
to the PAC LNG Group of Companies. 40 
 
Commissioners, we move to the history of Oil Search’s negotiations regarding 
PAC LNG and PRL 15.  Mr Botten’s evidence was that during most of 2011 and 
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early 2012, the State and Minister Duma publicly admonished InterOil for its 
recalcitrance in moving the PRL 15 development ahead.  In May 2012, Minister 
Duma formally issued a 120 day notice to InterOil in respect of breaches of the 
project agreement.  Mr O’Neill’s evidence was similarly that the government was 
concerned that the project was not being development.   
 
Mr Botten said that, in May 2012, against the backdrop of a rapidly deteriorating 
relationship between InterOil and the PNG Government, Oil Search was made 
aware that InterOil was running a competitive bidding process for the sale of its 
interest in PRL 15. 10 
 
During the period from 2012 to 2014, Oil Search engaged in negotiations with 
several parties including InterOil and the PAC LNG companies concerning a 
possible acquisition of an interest in PRL 15.   
 
The negotiations culminated in a joint bid made by Oil Search and Total for either 
100 per cent or 85 per cent interest in PRL 15 in August 2012, with revised joint 
bids made throughout 2013 until the announcement in early December 2013 by 
InterOil that Total were the successful bidder of PRL 15 which resulted in the 
Total SPA.  In accordance with agreements that were already in place, Oil Search 20 
proceeded with negotiations to acquire 5 per cent - a net 5 per cent interest in PRL 
15 from InterOil and a net 10 per cent interest in PRL 15 from Total.  Mr Botten 
says negotiations between InterOil and Oil Search stalled in January 2014 
because InterOil insisted on increased consideration terms. 
 
In early February 2014, negotiations between Oil Search and the PAC LNG 
companies regarding PRL 15 commenced when Mr Civelli on behalf of the PAC 
LNG companies approached Oil Search in early February 2014.  These 
negotiations led to the transaction by which Oil Search acquired these companies. 
 30 
If I could ask for the statement of Peter Botten to be put up on the screen at 
paragraph 56.  Mr Botten’s evidence was this.  He said, commissioners: “During 
these negotiations, Mr Civelli said to me, words to the effect that the Prime 
Minister and PNG Government supported the transaction.  By this I understood 
Mr Civelli to mean that the Prime Minister and the PNG Government had no 
objections to Oil Search acquiring a stake in PRL 15 by acquiring the PAC LNG 
companies if such a transaction were to eventuate.  This was consistent with 
discussions I had with Prime Minister O’Neill in which he supported the 
engagement of Oil Search with the PAC LNG companies as a means to address 
an impasse that had arisen between PAC LNG companies and InterOil as a result 40 
of a reluctance on Mr Civelli’s part to sell the PAC LNG companies to InterOil”. 
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[11.47am] Mr Botten says that there may have been many discussions between 
representatives of Oil Search and representatives of the PNG Government about 
PRL 15 prior to 22 February 2014.  A common subject in those discussions was 
concern about the lack of progress and Oil Search’s interest in acquiring an 
interest in PRL 15. 

 
To the contrary, Mr O’Neill denied any knowledge that Oil Search wished to raise 
money in issuing shares to the State to acquire an interest in PRL15 or that he had 
any dealings with Mr Civelli.  Mr O’Neill said the basic knowledge that the 
government or the leaders had was that Mr Mulacek was the principal behind 10 
InterOil.  But Mr Maladina subsequently gave evidence that Mr Maladina – I 
withdraw that, commissioners – that Maladina subsequently gave evidence that 
Mr O’Neill and Mr Civelli in the company of Mr Mulacek had met on at least 
two occasions. 
 
On 25 February 2014, Oil Search agreed to purchase the PAC LNG companies 
that together held a 22.835 per cent interest in PRL 15 for USD900 million.  In 
its 2014 annual report, Oil Search explained that it funded this purchase by the 
sale of shares to the State.  Mr O’Neill’s evidence is that there was never any 
discussion about Oil Search using the funds raised from issue of the shares to 20 
purchase the PAC LNG companies or an interest in PRL 15 and that he had never 
discussed with Mr Botten the purchase price for the shares which were purchased 
as part of the UBS deal.  In our submission, commissioners, you would reject his 
evidence. 
 
Mr Botten says Oil Search acquired the PAC LNG companies rather than a direct 
participating interest in PRL 15, as this provided the owners of the PAC LNG 
companies with a complete exit, which was something all parties wanted, 
meaning that any pre-emption rights were not triggered.  It also allowed Oil 
Search through its ownership of the PAC LNG companies to become a party to 30 
the existing PRL 15 joint venture agreement. 
 
On 28 February 2014, SPI 208 Limited agreed to transfer its 40 per cent interest 
in PRL 15 to SPI 200.  The sale price was a nominal price of K10.  The agreement 
was approved by the Honourable Nixon Duban, the then Minister for Petroleum 
and Energy on 6 March 2014 and entered into the register the next day.   
 
Accordingly, the Commission understands that PRL 15 ownership as at 7 March 
2014 was as following:  77.165 per cent held by the InterOil subsidiaries; 35.48 
per cent held by SPI 208 Limited; 40.12 per cent held by SPI 200 Limited, 1 and 40 
a half per cent held by SPI Security Holdings Limited; and 22.83 per cent held by 
Oil Search through the PAC LNG companies. 
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As a result of Oil Search acquiring the PAC LNG companies’ interest on 25 
February 2014, the Total SPA could not be completed because the Total SPA was 
contingent on InterOil acquiring the minority interests in PRL 15 from the PAC 
LNG companies.  InterOil and Total subsequently entered into another 
transaction announced on 26 May 2014, whereby a subsidiary of the Total Group 
agreed to purchase an InterOil subsidiary that held a 40.1 per cent participating 
interest in PRL 15 for USD140.1 million. 
 
While Oil Search disputed the validity of Total acquiring 40.1 per cent of PRL 
15 through - - - 10 
 
THE CHAIRMAN :  That amount you said 140 but it says 540.1 million. 
 
MR JURTH:  Apologies, chief commissioner.  The 40.1 per cent participating 
interest in PRL 15 for USD540.1 million.  Thank you, chief. 
 

[11.52am] While Oil Search disputed the validity of Total acquiring that 40.1 per cent of 
PRL 15 through purchasing SPI 200, the dispute was referred to an arbitration 
sitting in London before the International Court of Arbitration of the International 
Chamber of Commerce.  The Total SPA was subsequently given effect by 20 
instrument of transfer and registration with the State. 
 
Commissioners, we then move to subparagraph (w) of your Terms of Reference:  
The scale and quantity of the PRL 15 resource.  The scale and quantity of the 
PRL 15 resource has been queried.   
 
For example, the Commission was provided with a report known as the Sarkal 
Reeport which concluded that the Elk-Antelope gas field, contained within PRL 
15, may contain no more than 0.52TCF of recoverable gas. The commission 
summonsed various relevant reports and engaged its own independent expert, Dr 30 
John Hornbrook from DeGolyer and MacNaughton in Texas, to give his opinion 
on the reasonableness of the evaluations of the gas resource in the reports and 
provide a review of the Sarkal Report. 
 
Dr Hornbrook concluded that in general, the various estimates of raw gas 
resources associated with the Elk-Antelope gas field are consistent and that 
variations in estimates over time are in line with the variation that should be 
expected with additional data or additional analysis.  Dr Hornbrook noted that the 
best estimate of gross raw gas resources had ranged from 9.08TCF in December 
2009 to 6.60TCF on 31 December 2011, to 7TCF in December 2013, to 6.80TCF 40 
in June ‘16, to finally 6.35TCF in October 2021.  Dr Hornbrook noted that, whilst 
he did not have sufficient data to independently review the specific calculations, 
the evaluations followed industry standard procedures.   
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In relation to the Sarkal Report, Dr Hornbrook disagreed with the report’s 
conclusion of a gas initially in place of .52TCF.  In Dr Hornbrook’s view, this 
was likely to be a significant underestimate.   
 
Oil Search also engaged an expert, Gaffney Cline & Associates, to comment on 
the Sarkal Report. The Gaffney Cline Report also concluded that the Sarkal 
Report’s gas initially-in place estimate was unrealistically low.  The Gaffney 
Cline Report concluded that there was nothing in the Sarkal Report which caused 
it to change Gaffney Cline’s opinion and that the best estimate of recoverable raw 10 
gas of the Elk-Antelope field is 6.8TCF as of 30 June 2016.  It is accordingly 
submitted, Commissioners, there has been no misrepresentation of the size of the 
PRL 15 gas resource estimated in the various reports excluding of course the 
Sarkal Report. 
 
Commissioners, I would now move next to subparagraph (y) of the terms of 
reference.  And as that is a longer part, would now be a convenient time to take 
lunch?  
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, you are suggesting that we take lunch break? 20 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, if it pleases.  We can commence again at 5 to 1, if that is 
convenient, Commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will do that.  Associate, can you adjourn the 
proceedings to 1 o’clock? 
 
 
LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT 
 30 
 

[1.05pm] DR KATTER:  Commissioners, the next term of reference is term of reference 
(y) and indeed asks, which individuals or organisations benefitted from the 2014 
sale of the PAC LNG Group of Companies to Oil Search Limited and related 
transactions.   

 
The State borrowed more than AUD1.2 billion to fund the purchase of 149.39 
million Oil Search shares at that that particular figure of AUD8.20 per share.  Oil 
Search paid USD900 million of that sum to various entities which we will come 
to very shortly.  In effect, the State’s purchase of Oil Search shares therefore 40 
funded Oil Search’s purchase of the PAC LNG companies, which in turn went to 
the beneficial owners of the entities which we are shortly to refer to, and that 
includes that particular entity which was the subject of many of the submissions 
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made as to the previous term of reference, Pacific LNG Operations Limited.  That 
was the entity that ended up with the greatest amount, having the greatest 
percentage in the payments made by Oil Search to the beneficial owners. 
 
We will have brought up on the screen, Commissioners, a document from Oil 
Search dated 12 March 2014, and it is on the screen now.  And this document 
indicates payments – and I will refer to it generally – payments made in US 
dollars from an account held with the Westpac Bank, Papua New Guinea.  There 
are 11 separate entities and, just scrolling through, entities or persons who 
received payments.   10 
 

[1.08pm] The total amount identified is AUD900 million that is to all the entities and 
persons in total.  More than 64 per cent of the total payments went to Pacific LNG 
Operations Limited and, as we mentioned to the previous term of reference, that 
was an entity incorporated in the British Virgin Island over $582 million.  The 
other entity that received a significant percentage of the total amount, more than 
20 per cent, is an entity called Aton Select Fund Limited, also an entity located 
in the British Virgin Island and it received more than AUD186 million. 

 
Looking at those two entities particular, commissioners, they are both entities that 20 
are mentioned in the Singapore High Court judgment which we earlier referred 
to in our submissions involving both Mr Civelli and Mr Mulacek.  And that 
Singapore High Court judgment refers to Aton Select Fund and we will just bring 
that up and in paragraph 7, commissioners, you will see; seven or eight lines down 
the phrase, Aton Select Fund Limited, defined as Aton.  It refers to that entity 
there being incorporated in Mauritius but the PAC LNG or the Pacific LNG 
Operations Limited is also referred to in this judgment, and this is a judgment 
involving Mr Civelli and Mr Mulacek. 
 
There is in evidence before this Commission as to the precise breakdown and the 30 
ownership or otherwise of these particular entities and or some of the other 
entities that are referred to as receiving payments from this Westpac Bank PNG 
account as made by Oil Search shortly after 12 March 2014.   
 
But as to the individuals or organizations that benefited from the 2014 sale, the 
Brattle Group considered was the price paid by Oil Search for interest in PRL15 
was objectively justifiable looking at it from an arms-length transaction between 
buyer and seller. Brattle noted the proximity of the timing of the Total and the 
Oil Search purchase, they indicated that they might expect that the two 
transactions would generally have a similar price point having regard to the 40 
differing but the question then became having regard to the sizes of the interests 
that were actually acquired.   
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Brattle noted that the sums paid were structured slightly different or structured 
differently and both had a fixed payment and then a variable component 
depending on the scale of the resource.  Now, the resource being something that 
we have referred to previously as to other terms of reference including as to the 
report of Dr Hornbrook.  Oil Search’s fixed payment was greater than Total’s but 
its variable payment was less.  So, as we submit, slightly different component or 
structured differently in terms of the different components. 
 
Which price would ultimately be best having regard to what Brattle had stated 
would depend on the scale of the resource.  If the resource was 7TCF to refer to 10 
the resource in a gas sense than the prices paid would be about the same. 
 

[1.13pm] If the resource was smaller than that total 7TCF figure, Oil Search would have 
paid more for the volume of gas that they were paying for and the position would 
have caused reverse if the resource was greater than that amount. 

 
Brattle concluded that they had not seen any evidence to suggest that the price 
paid by Oil Search was not justified and that the prices paid by both Oil Search 
and Total were in a general sense similar. 
 20 
The next term of reference is (aa), the rationale as to why the State and Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings Limited sold the Oil Search shares in 2017 and term of 
reference (bb), whether legal and administrative processes were followed in the 
sale of the Oil Search shares.  
 
The first submission that we make on these terms of reference relate to the 
December 2014 novation.  After the State entered into the UBS loan in that first 
part of 2014, to acquire the Oil Search shares, various other associated 
transactions then occurred between March and September in that intervening 
period which led to the disposal of the shares more so September - September of 30 
2017. 
 
In our submission, the State was never able or intended to be the long-term 
borrower from UBS.  Although, it needed to be the initial borrower and the 
shareholder, it could not have been the long-term borrower without 
fundamentality crossing or breaching its debt to GDP ratio of the State and it 
always, in our submission, intended to transfer the loan to another entity or to 
remove the loan from the State’s balance sheet.  As the loan was connected with 
the purchase of the Oil Search shares, it followed that the State’s rights in relation 
to the Oil Search shares should be transferred to that same entity and potentially 40 
of the course a State-owned entity. 
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On 2 September 2014, the NEC issued, and we will have it brought up, decision 
264 of 2014, commissioners as you can see on the screen, pursuant to which the 
NEC acknowledged the establishment of NPCP Holdings Limited which later 
became Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited as a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
Independent Public Business Corporation.  This decision of the NEC directed that 
all petroleum assets of the State including the Oil Search shares held by the 
Department of Treasury be consolidated into the NPCP entity and into another 
entity NPCP Kroton. 
 
By December 2014: the UBS bridge facility component of the UBS loan had been 10 
novated from the State to Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited as it then was; the 
bridge facility component of the UBS Loan had been discharged by repaying 
most of it through letters of credit and converting the remainder of the loan into 
a collar loan; the Oil Search shares held by NPCP Kroton had been transferred to 
NPCP Holdings which became Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.   
 
So, both the asset being the shares and the debt were both then held by the entity 
now known as Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited. 
 

[1.18pm] In our submission, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited never really had a desire 20 
to hold the Oil Search shares.  Mr Sonk’s statement to you, Commissioners, 
indicated that he took a position that was quite clear on this point.  He said that 
the Board of Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited did not consider it part of their 
mandate according to their statutory role.  There, the Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
Limited Authorization Act 2015 referred particularly in section 7 to holding and 
developing gas and oil interests, including participation in the exploration 
development, production, processing, transportation and marketing of oil and gas 
products.  To include holding shares for investment on behalf of the State whether 
in Oil Search or any other company was something fundamentally in Mr Sonk’s 
view beyond that remit.  And from the outset, the Board never wanted - these are 30 
his words – “never wanted KPHL to hold the Oil Search shares” and wished to 
dispose of them and their associated debt because he considered them to be 
effectively a burden on KPHL.  As a result, the Board commenced looking for 
ways to dispose of the Oil Search shares almost as soon as they were novated to 
KPHL.  These are matters referred to both in Mr Sonk’s oral evidence but in his 
statement to the Commission dated 10 October 2021.   
 
Mr Frank Kramer who had been at the material time the Chair of NPCP Kroton, 
effectively gave the same evidence or the same articulation.   
 40 
As to the structure of KPHL, NPCP Holdings had originally been a subsidiary as 
mentioned just before of IPBC later changing its name as mentioned to KPHL in 
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September 2015.  That structure was changed with the Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited Authorization Act.   
 
By section 5 of that Act - and it is now on the screen, Commissioners - the shares 
of NPCP Holdings and its subsidiaries were transferred to the Kumul Petroleum 
Trustee or Kumul Trustee and NPCP Holdings’ name was changed to KPHL. 
 
The Kumul trustee is the then, or is the Prime Minister, who holds the shares on 
Trust for the benefit of the State; you will see in subsection (3) of section 5 that 
reference to the General Business Trust.   10 
 
The KPHL Act limits the authority of the Board.  Section 13 of the Act, we will 
have brought up, requires KPHL to prepare an annual plan which must then be 
approved by the Kumul Trustee - the Prime and the NEC.  Section 13 also 
prohibits the Board of KPHL from effecting transactions that total more than K10 
million in any accounting period, unless they are in accordance with that annual 
plan.  And, again, the Kumul Trustee, by reason of this section, has the power to 
increase this amount to K25 million in any accounting period.  But the evidence 
of Mr Sonk in the transcript reference as to his evidence T3101 12 August 2021 
- was that that power to increase the amount to be sought from the Kumul Trustee 20 
has never been exercised.   
 
To effect the transaction above the 10 million threshold, the Board must - the 
Board of KPHL must refer the matter to the Prime Minister - to the Kumul Trustee 
- the Trustee then refers it to the NEC for approval and as Mr Wapu Sonk stated 
in his statement, the effect of section 13 of the Act is therefore that any significant 
decision must involve the Prime Minister.  Without the involvement of the 
Trustee, no major decisions can be made. 
 

[1.23pm] The Prime Minister is the Trustee; the property of the Trust is broadly defined but 30 
essentially includes the entire share capital of the entity KPHL and all rights and 
benefits attached to it, including dividends and other property.  But the 
beneficiary of the Trust is, importantly, the Independent State.   
 
Clauses 7 and 8 of the Trust Deed provide for limitations on the liability of the 
trustee and indemnities for any such liability.  Importantly, the limitations and 
indemnities expressly do not apply in the event of, and I quote, “Fraud, gross  
negligence, breach of trust or willful default of the trustee including as a result of 
breach of fiduciary duties.” 
 40 
Turning then to the - looking then at the February 2016 refinancing.  On 27 
October 2015, Commissioners, there was NEC Decision 308 of 2015, and we will 
have that brought up on to the screen.  It authorized KPHL to deal with the collar 
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loans including terminating the loan and disposing of the associated Oil Search 
shares.  The NEC decision authorizes KPHL to deal with the collar loans 
effectively as it pleases but any such course requires, in our submission according 
to the statutory provisions, the approval of the trustee, which for the time being, 
had not been forthcoming, that is, up until this point of 27 October 2015. 
 
In January 2016, the Board of KPHL - and we will have the board minutes 
brought up – the Board of KPHL resolved to seek Mr O’Neill’s consent the 
unwinding of the collar loan.  It is evident in our submission that Mr O’Neill as 
the Kumul Trustee did not accord with this request because in February 2016, the 10 
next month, the March and December 2014 collar loans were refinanced again.  
This is stated in the statement of Mr Wapu Sonk of 10 August 2021 to the 
Commission, but the new-collar loan being provided by UBS; so this is in 
February 2016 and from JP Morgan providing some of the loan funds to UBS as 
to that February 2016 refinance. 
 
It is unclear why KPHL elected at that point in time to refinance both the March 
2014 and December 2014 collar loan rather than simply allowing them to mature, 
as another possibility. 
 20 
In their fourth Report, the Brattle Group assessed that if KPHL had simply 
allowed that the March 2014 and December 2014 collar loans to mature, the loss 
that the State suffered as a result of this entire February 2016 transaction, that loss 
being assessed at AUD336 million would have been reduced by somewhere 
between 74 and AUD75 million; so that the total loss to the State just by allowing 
the refinance – just by allowing the March 2014 and December 2014, collar loans 
to mature rather than being AUD336 million, it would have been about AUD261 
million.  So, a significantly reduced total loss by allowing those two collar loans 
to mature as articulated by the Brattle Group in their fourth report.   
 30 

[1.28pm] Why the difference?  The State would have avoided paying UBS to unwind the 
two separate collar loans, that is, March 2014 and December 2014 collar loans, 
and later the February 2016 collar loan.  The State would have received different 
amounts in dividends.  The dividend policies under those earlier March ‘14 and 
December ‘14 collar loans were much better, they were more generous in terms 
of dividend policy than the 2016 collar loan.  And finally, the State would have 
received payments from UBS as those March 2014 and December 2014 collar 
loans matured and the Oil Search shares were disposed of in that period, March 
and July 2016.  So, multiple components leading to that increased loss assessment 
by the Brattle Group of 336 million as opposed to about AUD261 million if the 40 
two earlier collar loans had been allowed to mature.   
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In addition to the reduced losses, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited would have 
been freed of the loans and the shares, an objective that is fundamentally, at least 
on Mr Sonk and Mr Kramer’s articulation, it was not something that they 
articulated KPHL wanted to achieve, that it could undertake other projects that 
fell more clearly within the mandate of the statutory remit, at least in their view. 
 
The February 2016 refinancing was not, according to Brattle, fairly priced and 
favoured UBS.  Whilst the interest rate and the February 2016 loan was reduced, 
it was still above what Brattle considered to be a fair rate and the State received 
less than fair value when those two earlier collar loans were unwound, that is, the 10 
March 2014 and December 2014 collar loans.  And Brattle estimated in their third 
report that a fair payment to unwind the March 2014 collar loan and the December 
2014 collar loan would have been AUD127 million.  And that is, Commissioners, 
you can see that in paragraph 27 from the third Brattle Report on the screen.  Fair 
payment to refinance – the next point, that is, the Brattle Group’s - with the 
February 2016 collar loan would have been AUD191 million paid to UBS.  
Therefore, in a net figure a fair payment would have been about, in their 
submission and in their articulation, I should say, AUD63 million from KPHL to 
UBS.  The actual figure paid was AUD101.8 million. Thus, the total of these 
transactions, there was a transfer of 38.8 million of value from KPHL to UBS in 20 
terms of that difference between 63 and AUD101 million. 
  
Then the next point we make submissions on is the role or the attitude, if we 
describe it as that of the Kumul Trustee.  Throughout 2016, the board of KPHL, 
in our submission, maintained their view of exiting the collar loans as soon as 
possible.  And that as we have described, as articulated by both Mr Sonk and Mr 
Kramer. 
 

[1.33pm] For example, at a board meeting on 28 January 2016, the KPHL board resolved 
that the managing director should return to the shareholder to seek endorsement 30 
for KPHL to unwind and not replace the existing equity collar on the basis that it 
was not commercially viable.  That is in a set of KPHL meeting minutes of 28 
January 2016. 
 
Mr Sonk’s written evidence to the Commission is that KPHL received advice 
about the sale of the shareholding from a number of sources.  This is in Mr Sonk’s 
statement of 10 August 2021 to the Commission.  Mr Sonk said that from January 
2015, KPHL had received advice from Mr Tony Kelly.   
 
From about March 2017 to the sale of the shares in September 2017, that is, the 40 
Oil Search shares, KPHL’s primary adviser was Mr Robert Acevski who was the 
chief financial officer at KPHL.   
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From time to time, Mr Sonk said that he would talk with Mr Jilek and Mr Turner 
of UBS.  And they, Mr Sonk, Mr Jilek and Mr Turner would discuss the market, 
the performance of the options and when the right time to sell might be amongst 
other matters.  That being his articulation in his statement, that is, Mr Sonk’s 
statement. 
 
By a letter dated 10 October 2015, Mr O’Neill, the Prime Minister had exercised 
his powers as trustee of KPHL to appoint Dr Jacob Weiss as economic and 
financial advisor to the Prime Minister as the trustee.  The letter of appointment 
stated that Dr Weiss was to be invited to all KPHL board meetings and to have 10 
the right to express his views, that is, Dr Weiss’ views and advice to the board on 
economic and financial matters.  And that is an exhibit to the statement of Mr 
Sonk.  That is exhibit NNN to that statement.  I should say annexure 2-4, the 
statement being exhibit NNN, Commissioners.   
 
As mentioned above – as has been mentioned, Kumul Petroleum Holdings 
required in effect therefore but also, as required by the statutory provisions, 
approval from the trustee to sell the shares.  Mr Sonk said that he had discussed 
the sale with Mr O’Neill over a lengthy period of time.  His written evidence was:  
At the time of the 2016 refinancing of the collar loans, that Mr Sonk and Mr 20 
O’Neill had several discussions in which Mr O’Neill had agreed that Kumul 
Petroleum Holdings should unwind those earlier two collar loans.  He is referring 
there to the March 2014 and December 2014 collar loans.  But only if it was 
unable to refinance the loans with a cheaper and more traditional style of loan.   
 
And from those discussions, Mr Sonk was also aware that Mr O’Neill wanted the 
State to get out of the Oil Search shareholding because the collar loans were 
expensive for Kumul Petroleum Holdings to maintain in comparison to the 
minimal return on dividends and Mr Sonk states that Mr O’Neill wanted KPHL 
to invest in the Papua LNG project. 30 
 
Whilst there, Mr Sonk states there was no disagreement between him and Mr 
O’Neill about whether the shares should be sold, Mr O’Neill - at least in Mr 
Sonk’s articulation - saw a difficulty in managing this politically.  Mr Sonk said 
this is not a concern of Kumul Petroleum but because of Mr O’Neill's dual role 
both as Prime Minister and Kumul Trustee and the scale of the transaction, KPHL 
had to wait for Mr O’Neill to give approval to sell the shares.   
 

[1.38pm] Mr Sonk’s final articulation in his statement was therefore that waiting for the 
politics, the share price and other factors to align was a requirement effectively 40 
for KPHL in terms of selling the shares.  And that Mr Sonk noted that whilst the 
timing had to be right, there was the requirement to use Mr Sonk’s articulation of 
a politically acceptable narrative.   
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Commissioners, looking then at some of the oral evidence that Mr Sonk gave 
relating to this point – and we will just have the transcript, the relevant parts of 
the transcript brought up and it is P3108 to 3110.  Not reading all of the text, but 
what Mr Sonk does is he is asked about at the end of October 2015, the exit of 
the transaction and why did it take until 2017, why was there this time gap 
between October 2015 and 2017 to the exiting of the transaction.  Mr Sonk’s 
response was that there were – and you will see this at about line 29, 
commissioners, there were two trigger points.  The first that he refers to is the 
share price and particularly the put of $7.38 whether it was below or above or at 10 
that figure of $7.38.  That is the first of the two trigger points Mr Sonk refers to.   
 
He then goes on to refer to effectively the second trigger point as he articulated 
it, that is, that Mr Sonk articulated it and that was that there was the consequences 
and, commissioners, you will see this further down onto the next page.  The 
consequences of the timing – and he talks about the consequences of 2017 politics 
when making his positions in 2016.  He is asked about whether there were regular 
discussions with the Prime Minister about this topic and how to manage these 
things and about the shares and that these discussions with the Prime Minister as 
Kumul Trustee between Mr Sonk and the Prime Minister were occurring from 20 
the latter half of 2015 all the way through until September 2017 when the shares 
were finally sold.  He confirmed, that is, Mr Sonk confirmed that from October 
2015, he was asked:  “You still needed Mr O’Neill’s approval to sell the shares?  
Yes.”   
 
Mr Sonk clarified that he did not recall any actual conversations with Mr O’Neill 
about his need to manage the issue politically - something that he had referred to 
in this transcript - and that the only reasons why Mr O’Neill gave in terms of the 
collar loans was that the collar loans were expensive in comparison to the returns 
on dividends and Mr O’Neill particularly wanted Kumul Petroleum Holdings to 30 
invest in the Papua LNG Project.   
 
That is that by the time of Mr Sonk’s statement of 22 February 2022 to the 
Commission, that secondary or the second trigger point as referred to in that oral 
evidence from 12 August 2021 was not referred to by Mr Sonk.  It was only the 
costs point, the first of the two trigger points, that was referred to in his statement 
of 22 February 2022. 
 

[1.43pm] Mr O’Neill was asked about what his consideration or considerations were as to 
when to sell the shares and asked specifically about that second trigger point as 40 
Mr Sonk referred to it, the politically acceptable narrative, that phraseology.  Mr 
O’Neill’s response:  “That is not quite true.”  A politically acceptable narrative 
does not determine share prices, Mr O’Neill stated.  It will depend entirely on 
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shares of value reflected on the stock market for Oil Search and that is for the 
board to consider.  That articulation by Mr O’Neill is at transcript 3783.   

 
There is this, in our submission, overarching questions as to the UBS transaction 
for the loan of March 2014 that there was an articulation to you, commissioners, 
as to - by Mr O’Neill and others that there was a vital strategic need to own Oil 
Search shares.  But that articulation appears to have dissipated relatively quickly 
after the original loan – not only did that dissipation of the ownership of the Oil 
Search shares lead as we have submitted by having regard to the Brattle Group 
articulation led to very large losses - but there is a question about what the original 10 
loan was intended to achieve in circumstances where the movement towards 
selling the shares occurred relatively quickly thereafter at least in a time sense.   
 
On 1 August 2017, Mr O’Neill was returned as Prime Minister again.  When it 
was put to Mr O’Neill that the sale in evidence what was delayed or there was a 
wait until after the election to approve the sale of the Oil Search shares, Mr 
O’Neill’s response was:  “That is not quite true; no.”  And the reference that is 
transcript 3785. 
 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings had obtained advice from Mr Tony Kelly on 10 20 
August 2017, and Mr Kelly stated - and we might have this brought up - that an 
Oil Search closing price of $6.48 was, to use his words, in the money, in the 
range, it seems, in his articulation.  
 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings could “request early termination of both collar loans” 
and “the back collar confirmation agreement requires that all parties agree to each 
tranche termination date.  And in practice” – this is Mr Kelly’s articulation – “this 
means that the banks need to be allowed to complete their Delta hedging program 
underlying each collar loan in an orderly market.  And the banks are obliged to 
notify Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited of the settlement amount within one 30 
business day of the agreed termination date.” 
 
Kumul Petroleum Holdings would receive back from UBS and JP Morgan the 
pro rata amounts of pre-paid interest relating to the unexpired period of the two 
collar loans, and finally, the approximate amount of interest to be repaid at a share 
price of $6.48 is AUD20 million – more than 20 million and the approximate net 
proceeds to Kumul Petroleum Holdings of an early termination given today at 
that time would be approximately AUD155 million. 
 

[1.48pm] Mr Sonk’s statement of 10 August 2021 states that in or about August or 40 
September 2017, Mr Sonk was told by the chairman, Sir Moi Avei, who had met 
with the Kumul Trustee Mr O'Neill that Kumul Petroleum Holdings could now 
sell the Oil Search shares and that Sir Moi said to Mr Sonk that Mr O'Neill would 
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manage the politics of the situation and defend the decision.  And that is in 
paragraph 66 of Mr Sonk’s statement of 10 August 2021. 
  
So, Sir Moi Avei provided a statement to the Commission dated 5 November 
2020 and the statement does not mention that particular or a particular meeting 
with Mr O'Neill or the instructions to Mr Sonk but states that at the 11 August 
2017 KPHL board meeting, Mr Sonk recommended that he and Sir Moi Avei 
should speak to Mr O'Neill as the Trustee about the risks and strategy should 
KPHL consider – that should be considered by KPHL in advance of that maturity 
date as to the two previous collar loans.  10 
 
When Sir Moi Avei gave oral evidence to the Commission, Sir Moi Avei denied 
that he had met Mr O'Neill to discuss the sale of the Oil Search shares which is 
that articulation by Mr Sonk in the statement of 10 August 2021.   
 
The 19 September 2017 board meeting of KPHL did approve the unwinding of 
the collar and the sale of the Oil Search shares. 
 
Mr Rogen Wato – and we will have this brought up - this is in his statement of 8 
June 2021 stated this:  On 19 September 2019 – no, he states 2019, it is essentially 20 
a typographical error referring to 2017, in our submission, but he says, the KPHL 
Board decided to seek the Prime Minister’s consent to the sale of the Oil Search 
shares, but defer seeking and obtaining the NEC’s approval until after first selling 
the shares.  Then subsequently seek the approval and ratification of the NEC.  
This was necessary to manage share price sensitivities in the market because any 
leakage of news that KPHL was about to sell the Oil Search shares would affect 
the Oil Search share price and have a negative impact on the margin due to KPHL 
from the sale or might even result in a total loss.  And that Mr Rogen Wato, still 
understood the Prime Minister’s consent to this approach was never received – 
was received, I am sorry, commissioners – was received prior to the Board’s 30 
decision to sell the shares in this way. 
 
Mr Sonk in his statement – earlier statement to the Commission of 13 November 
2020 and we will have this brought up, made five points in this regard.  The first, 
that before 19 September 2017, Mr Sonk had met with Peter O'Neill, the 
Honourable Peter O’Neill to discuss the possible sale of the Oil Search shares.  
Secondly, on 19 September 2017, the same date, KPHL had a Special Board 
Meeting at which multiple options to reduce or cease the shareholding in Oil 
Search were canvassed and that the board did resolve to 'authorise a physical 
unwind of the collar structure to allow the KPHL group to terminate the collar – 40 
this is the 2016 collar by this time - and for KPHL to have "no further exposure 
to the shares'.  Thirdly, that between 19 September and 21 September 2017, Mr 
Sonk met with Mr O'Neill as the Kumul Trustee regarding the board's  decision 
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to terminate the collar loans and sell the shares but no written approval of the sale 
was issued by the then Prime Minister. 
 

[1.53pm] Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited announced its decision to sell the shares after 
the close of trading on 21 September 2017 and finally, Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings Limited sold the shares held by Kumul Investments on 22 September 
2017 although Mr Sonk also refers to a further date 26 September but that the 
shares were sold by Kumul Investments in September 2017. 
 
Mr Sonk in his oral evidence further stated that he did meet with the Prime 10 
Minister on 19 September - so just prior to the sale dates that he identifies through 
the shares - to seek Mr O’Neill’s consent for the sale of the Oil Search shares and 
unwinding of the collar loans.  He had some PowerPoint slides which he says he 
showed to Mr O'Neill and that, at least in Mr Sonk's articulation, that 
demonstrated that it was the right time to sell the shares.  Mr Sonk stated that he 
could not now locate this particular power-point slide. 
 
Mr Sonk also refers to a further second meeting with Mr O'Neill discussing the 
sale of the shares and that is in his transcript of his oral evidence, T1614 on 21 
June 2021.  Looking at the timings in Mr Sonk's statement of 13 November 2020, 20 
which we will have brought up, it looks in our submission like the timing of that 
potential second meeting that Mr Sonk is referring to with Mr O’Neil, but the 
timing in regards to paragraph 148 and onwards in that 13 November 2020 
statement would be on or about 21 September 2017. 
 
In Mr Sonk’s further statement of 10 August 2021, which is Exhibit NNN, Mr 
Sonk said this:  “From in person discussions, I understood that the then Prime 
Minister considered that he would be able to sell a narrative that the sale of the 
shares at that time was in fact "made money" because:  (a) The sale was at above 
market price, being the difference between the market price of AUD6.70 and the 30 
average strike price of the put options at AUD7.38 creating what is described as 
a residual profit; (b) the sale generated AUD35 million to KPHL which 
comprised two parts or two sub-parts to residual profit; and refund of the pre-paid 
interest.  
 
But as we submitted and as Brattle have identified in their reports, far from 
making money the transaction or these transactions created a very significant loss. 
 
The sale of the shares and unwinding of the collar process.  The NEC decided and 
we will have it brought up, on 12 October 2017 to authorise and ratify the sale 40 
KPHL’s – to authorize and ratify KPHL’s revised operating plan together with a 
special dividend to the State of $31.5 million.  Mr O’Neill did not, 
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commissioners, you will note, apply to cross examine Mr Sonk on the issues that 
we have just referred to in these submissions.  
 

[1.58pm] And Mr O’Neill gave evidence on occasions to the commission including in 
February of this year but did not seek to tender any further statement that might 
have responded to these matters that Mr Sonk has given evidence on over time. 
 
We do note the following persons who were involved in these processes that we 
have just referred to effectively in summary:  From January 2015, there was the 
retention and the advice provided by Anthony or Tony Kelly as we have referred 10 
to.  From March 2017 until the sale in September 2017, Mr Robert Acevski, the 
chief financial officer of KPHL was involved as we have also referred to.  Mr 
Sonk did, as he said, have regular contact in communications – well, at least 
multiple communications with both Mr Paddy Jilek and Mr Mitchell Turner of 
UBS and did seek – to use his words - advice including in relation to “when the 
right time to sell would be” - that is to sell the shares. 
 
From July 2017, JP Morgan gave a presentation to KPHL referring to the 
“intrinsic value” idea and Mr Sonk said that Mr O’Neill’s advisors and “channels 
of communication” to and from Mr O’Neill included, the Chief of Staff to Mr 20 
O’Neill, Ambassador Isaac Lupari and Dr Jacob Weiss as we have referred to.  
Dr Weiss had been appointed by Mr O’Neill to that “Economic and Financial 
Advisor” role as we referred to in submissions.   
 
Whilst Mr Sonk and and those at KPHL might have taken some time to provide 
documents and information in an oral evidence sense and or a documentary sense 
to commission, the evidence that has been provided by Mr Sonk could be said at 
times to be contrary to some of his own personal interests.  And in our submission, 
he refers to conduct and things which occurred which – and in regard to 
documents and things from the relevant time that could be in our submission an 30 
indicator that Mr Sonk’s evidence is believable on the points that he has referred 
to.   
 
In our submission, where Mr Sonk’s evidence conflicts with - articulated by Mr 
O’Neill, Mr Sonk’s evidence could be, in our submission, preferred by the 
Commission.  
 
Where Mr Sonk’s evidence though is contradictory to the Brattle Group with the 
exception of where the documentary evidence or documents provided to the 
Brattle Group predated some of the documents provided by Mr Sonk - with that 40 
exception – it is our submission the Brattle Group’s evidence is to be preferred to 
that of Mr Sonk’s.  
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Dr Renwick? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, thank you.  Commissioners, having set out in some detail 
over the last day and a half, the state of the evidence and the findings which we 
submit, you can or should make, we now proceed to summarise the 
recommendations you may consider against individuals and entities as well as 
recommendations for more general reform. 
 
Commissioners, we return at the end to the beginning of the Terms of Reference, 
which you will recall say the ultimate objective of the Commission of Inquiry is 10 
to establish whether there were breaches of PNG laws and Constitutional 
requirements in the process of negotiation and approval of the UBS Loan, and 
also establish whether PNG as a country had suffered as a result of this off-shore 
deal, and whether the persons involved in the deal can be held accountable.   
 

[2.03pm] Now of course, commissioners, the Terms of Reference extend beyond the UBS 
Loan back to the Oregon merger, the IPIC Exchangeable Bonds and forward to 
PRL15 but in a sense all the length.  

 
 Yesterday, commissioners, you will recall we made some submissions about what 20 

you can permissively say should you choose to about breaches of PNG laws and 
Constitutional requirements to quote from the terms of reference.  This inquiry, 
as you are well aware, does not employ police, lay charges, bringing court 
proceedings or finally determine breaches of the law but it can express opinions 
and make recommendations and so we will now express some possible 
recommendations for your consideration. 

 
It is important to emphasize, for example, where we submit that you could refer 
certain people to the Ombudsman Commission or the newly established 
Independent Commission Against Corruption that, of course, for those listening, 30 
and that is made in the context of, in particular statutory functions of those two 
bodies as compared to this Commission of Inquiry.  As you would well appreciate 
where we submit today, for example, that either of those bodies should investigate 
or take action, they would not be starting from scratch.  They could swiftly go 
about their work based on your report and the Commission’s transcripts and 
exhibits in a focused way. 
 
Now, then for the reasons we set out earlier, we have submitted there is no breach 
of section 209 of the Constitution and you have that point.  We also submit though 
that the ease with which the borrowing limits, the undoubted borrowing limits, 40 
which we have set out in detail yesterday were circumvented by the expedient of 
the novation of the UBS Loan prior to the 2014 budget requires the strengthening 
of the law to prohibit that expedient save with parliamentary approval and 
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perhaps you may consider an additional provision be provided that in the case of 
very large loans, there should be an absolute limit of such loans without explicit 
parliamentary approval. 
 
In relation to the Oregon merger, we have set out in detail what the evidence says 
but in summary that should not attract any adverse comment.  In the case of the 
IPIC transaction, we have submitted and we set this out in some detail yesterday 
that although the processes involved some duplication and were far from perfect, 
the IPIC Exchangeable Bond transaction was justified.  The transaction was, as 
Brattle explained, fairly priced and it achieved its purpose and the process stands 10 
in favourable contrast to what you see with the UBS Loan. 
 
One thing is clear though, commissioners, and we spent some time on it in our 
submissions that no informed person - and Mr O’Neill was certainly one of those 
not least because he had been in Cabinet at the time the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
was entered into - could have been under any misapprehension that the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond meant that IPBC wholly owned by the State would lose the 
Oil Search shares without this type of bond unless IPIC agreed otherwise.  And 
Mr O’Neill’s denials that he knew that are simply not credible. 
 20 
Although in 2013, the NEC directed Mr Vele to obtain funding to retain the Oil 
Search shares, he knew as did UBS, that IPIC were in a position of strength for 
the reason I have just mentioned.  Given that circumstance and the well-known 
fact within government that certain PRL 15 owners especially Mr Carlo Civelli 
and Mr Mulacek were seeking to sell heir interest to an oil major, as they put it, 
which had the financial and technical means to develop that valuable resource, 
and Oil Search at first likely and then expressed desire to be that purchaser. 
 

[2.08pm] Mr Vele raising with bankers in his briefing notes of August 2013 of aspects of 
the actual deal that eventuated in March 2014 as the 2000 - as the UBS Loan 30 
made logical sense. 
  
But what makes little sense, Commissioners, is Mr Vele’s distancing of himself 
in his evidence to the Commission from that notion, that is, that he was in August 
2013 talking about the purchase of shares from Oil Search so he could buy 
Elk/Antelope shares.   
 
But far more seriously, in our submission, was Mr O’Neill’s blanket persisted and 
with all respect the incredible denials.  First that he had met or discussed these 
matters with Mr Civelli when we submit that you can comfortably find that he 40 
did meet with him twice; and second that he, Mr O’Neill did not know what Oil 
Search would do with the money that the State provided to it from the newly 
issued shares purchased with the UBS Loan monies which, of course, was to 
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purchase the PRL 15 interests in Elk-Antelope.  Those two denials, and we do 
not say this lightly, involve the giving of clearly false evidence to you as a 
Commission and that is an offence under the Commissions of Inquiry Act, and I 
will say something about what should happen in a minute.   
 
But in any event, that denial of what are so obviously the facts is highly suspicious 
and that feeds into our submission about what matters could be referred to ICAC 
and the Ombudsman Commission. 
 
Let me then say something about the UBS Loan overall and, of course, this will 10 
all be available on the transcript, Commissioners; but let me run through the 
relevant factors.  First, I submitted yesterday and consciously so, the UBS Loan 
was an unnecessary financial disaster for the Independent State that led to an 
entirely avoidable loss of about AUD340 million.  One aspect of it being a 
disaster was that it involved a loss of an opportunity using at least some of those 
funds to commence operations and made significant payments into the legislated 
but not yet established Sovereign Wealth Fund or to pay that debt.   
 
Can I will just pause there, Commissioners?  In relation to the Sovereign Wealth 
Fund, the Prime Minister says he is an enthusiastic supporter of it; so is Mr 20 
O’Neill.  We say it is an appropriate submission or it is an appropriate 
recommendation for you to make that it be established.  There are some questions, 
of course, which Sir Tim Besley and Mr Murray raised with you about the 
creaking missions to the establishment of the legislated fund and, of course, the 
alternative to that paying down the debt. 
 
Returning to the UBS Loan, the reasons for it proffered to the Commission 
particularly the idea here that it concerned that is to say the ownership of a little 
under 10 per cent of Oil Search shares involved some vital strategic interest to 
the State should be rejected.  Dr Katter has addressed on this earlier today. The 30 
other point to make - and Brattle of course explain that at length.   
 

[2.13pm] The other point though is that it served - unlike the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
transaction - it served no essential or vital purpose. 
 
A critical matter is that Mr Vele and Mr O’Neill and others insufficiently 
understood the complex UBS Loan.  For example, neither they nor their advisors, 
it would seem, understood as Brattle had explained that UBS overcharged the 
State by about AUD175 million.  The UBS Loan and the process of procurement 
of the deal was not the subject of informed consideration prior to being presented 40 
to the NEC or Cabinet, and I will say more about that in a minute.  But that was 
a serious deficiency in the operation of government for which I am afraid both 
the Prime Minister and Mr Vele must bear responsibility. 
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Mr Vele though, certainly bears the ultimate responsibility for rushing a complex 
and certainly contestable submission on 6 March through Cabinet.  It was large, 
it was complex, it was incorrectly described as very urgent and it certainly could 
not be properly considered by Cabinet members, and we have heard a great deal 
of evidence about that, Commissioners. 
 
And the NEC’s submission itself, even assuming hypothetically that everyone in 
Cabinet had had ample time to read it and take advice about it was seriously 
deficient in at least three respects.  It quite falsely represented the Treasurer had 10 
both been consulted and agreed in its contents and you know because the 
Treasurer told you that he certainly did not agree with the contents.  You know 
also from Mr Vele’s own evidence that the Treasury did not agree with its 
contents because he said the night before, the Treasurer was not prepared to sign 
it.  But, of course, the former Treasurer goes further and said he was completely 
blindsided by all of these in Cabinet. 
 
Another serious deficiency, and I would like to put up a document on the screen 
here, Commissioners. This is the only one, I think, I will go to - 
NRF.0001.0004.3156.  This is about the collar loan.  And here, you will see well 20 
after the event on 11 April 2014, you have Mr Vele referring to Mr Latimer and 
copy to Mr Mortensen and Mr Maladina and Mr Chang.  “Team”, he says:  “I 
was not aware the interest payments were to be made monthly nor did we inform 
PM and Cabinet as such.  In the absence of the Oil Search dividends and where 
did we envisage these payments be made from as I have made provisions in this 
year’s budget as such as an expenditure.  I do not like learning about these things 
after the fact because all it does is make us look like liars”. 
 
And then if you scroll down to the end of the email, you can see there is a 
message, “Jimmy”, that is Mr Maladina that then, “Team”, Mr Vele asks:  “How 30 
much is the dividend?  How much is the interest payment to the extent there is 
some left over after the interest payment, does it come to the State?”  That is a 
devastating document given Mr Vele took responsibility as recently as last week 
for the contents of the NEC submission and yet he did not know that. 
 

[2.18pm] And the third matter – you can take that document down - which I put squarely 
to him although he chose not to engage with it last week and you will recall this 
in Part E of the submission.  It only – the submission only set out the upside.  It 
did not set out the many foreseeable problems or downsides to entering the UBS 
Loan deal.  And so, in our submission, both Mr Vele and Mr O’Neill must each 40 
take ultimate responsibility for that but Mr Vele is principally responsible for 
those significant payments.  
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The next point is that there was certain meanings of related point.  The Treasurer 
was clearly kept in ignorance, if not, absolutely entirely as the former Treasurer 
himself asserts and then in substance and again, you know that if for no other 
reason from Mr Vele’s own evidence that the Treasurer declined to sign the night 
before.  That is at least a matter of maladministration, Commissioners.   
 
I have already made submissions about there being, you know, our respectful 
submission, no breach of section 209 of the Constitution but the novation notion, 
what actually happened in other words, was quite timely designed to get around 
the borrowing limits, I squarely put that to Mr Vele last week and he had no 10 
answer.   
 
And finally, in relation to the UBS Loan, Commissioners, fundamentally on 
novation, Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited did not want it, they did not want 
the debt and they did not want the shares.  Almost immediately they started 
agitating to sell the Oil Search shares which they had been required to take under 
the novation.  Dr Katter just this afternoon took you through in great detail the 
evidence from Mr Sonk and Mr O’Neill.  But we say if you accept the evidence 
of Mr Sonk, which Dr Katter carefully laid out, that would amount to a breach of 
trust under the Kumul Legislation and indeed under the trustee by Mr O’Neill.  It 20 
would also expose him to personal liability for losses caused by the breach of 
trust, but I will come back to that particular point. 
 
So, Commissioners; with those brief submissions seeking to give an overview 
about principal findings you may wish to make, may I next come to the 
appropriate remedies and recommendations you may wish to consider.  Can I first 
put up sections 26 and 27 of the Constitution of the Independent State?  And I 
know I have taken you to this before and of course, chief, you immensely familiar 
with this but the first point to note is it is applicable to 26(1)(a), The Prime 
Minister; 26(1)(c) all other Members of Parliament; 26(1)(f); all Heads of 30 
Departments of the National Public Service - which Mr Vele certainly was up 
until last December.  In other words, at all relevant times - and then 26(2), the 
division applies to a person referred to sub-section (1).  Not only in the office 
referred to in that sub-section, but also in any other official position that he holds 
under any law by virtue of that office.  Now, that fits the Kumul Petroleum 
Legislation in terms when Mr O’Neill is Prime Minister, he fell within 26 (1) (a), 
he fell within 26(2).   
 
If we can go down then to section 27, which states the responsibilities of office 
in a serious manner and it is worth pausing on this:  “A person to whom this 40 
division applies” - so it is clear that Mr O’Neill and Mr Vele at the relevant time 
– “has a duty to conduct themselves in such a way.  Both in this official life and 
in his private life and his associations with other persons”. 
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[2.23pm] So, all those points are important.  It does not matter in what aspect of one’s life 

one does things and, of course, it includes associating with others; and there are 
four principal categories:  you must not place yourself in a position where you 
have or could have a conflict of interest or might be compromised when 
discharging your public or official duties.  So, an example of that, we submit, 
could be the fact that Mr Vele as Treasury Secretary continued to approve 
payments for his former business partners, co-directors and shareholders in 
Pertusio.  That is at least a risk of a perception of a conflict of interests.  But it 
also could fall within the other categories of demeaning his office or position, 10 
allowing his public or official or personal integrity to be called into question.  So 
in other words, it includes perception as well as respect and to endanger or to 
diminish respect for and confidence in the integrity of Government in Papua New 
Guinea. 
 
And so we do say that the deficiencies in the NEC submission, which I have the 
three deficiencies I mentioned a minute ago, they are all capable of falling within 
27(1)(d).  For example, whether or not there is a conflict of interest, whether or 
not there is a hint of impropriety, it nevertheless still falls within 27(1)(d).  Then 
you have 27(2) which extends matters further, but I do not need to take you to 20 
that. 
 
There is then the Organic Law on ICAC, and if we can just go to sections 4 and 
5.  So, this was certified on 14 January last year; it is a new law.  If we go to the 
definition of Disciplinary Offence in section 4, you see it ties back in there:  
“Disciplinary offence means an act or omission forming the grounds of 
disciplinary action against terminating the services of removal from office of a 
public official under the law including for a breach of the Leadership Code.”  So 
that takes you back to the Constitution and the Organic Law on Leadership made 
under it. 30 
 
If we then go down to section 5, the definition of Corrupt Conduct:  “Conduct of 
a public official is corrupt,” and you see there the different examples that there 
are a number of them, abusing official functions, is an example; exercising 
official functions in a way that is not impartial.  It does not need to amount 
necessarily to dishonestly exercising official functions, when also it could amount 
to a disciplinary offence or a criminal offence.  We would submit that in 
beneficial legislation of this sort, the dishonest exercise of official functions, the 
abusing of official functions or exercising functions in a way that is not impartial 
that would tie in with the duties of the trustee for the Kumul legislation; all of 40 
those could arise in a way which could amount to a disciplinary offence.  And 
then you will see, Commissioners, in section 5(3), “The conduct in any persons 
is a corrupt conduct” - I should say whether or not a public official, if the conduct 
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allows or encourages, causes, aids and abets, and cites, induces, counsel or 
procures or assist to conceal corrupt conduct or is an attempt, preparation or 
conspiracy to commit corrupt conduct or is directly or indirectly connected with 
or is part of a cause of activity involved in corrupt conduct.  And the significance 
of that, Commissioners, is if, as we submit you could refer, say Mr O’Neill, to 
the Independent Commission Against Corruption, that would carry with it the 
notion that ICAC could also look thereby at the conduct of anyone who fell within 
section 5(3) and whether or not official; and we can take that down now. 
 

[2.28pm] Let me come to the final recommendations which you may consider making 10 
against the individuals.  Let me start with former Prime Minister O’Neill.  So, I 
have set out in summary what we say about the UBS Loan, and I will not repeat 
it, but clearly enough, there are these ample evidence upon which you could find 
that he caused the State to enter into the disastrous Oil Search share purchase 
through the UBS Loan.  And for reasons we have developed, the reasons he has 
given, for doing so, do not stand up as a matter of logic or economics or 
objectively; but his denial of the matters I mentioned a minute ago, for example, 
the link with the Civellis calls into question - and you do not need to come to a 
final conclusion about this – but there is at least a large question about whether 
the reasons were other than the stated reasons as well as whether the stated 20 
reasons were inadequate.  So that is with the decision to enter into the Oil Search 
deal – sorry, the UBS Loan in the first place.   
 
The other half, of course, is his role as the Trustee of Kumul, and Dr Katter just 
after lunch, has gone through in detail the relevant provisions of the Trust Deed 
and the Authorization Act itself.  But what it comes down to is this.  It is open to 
you to find that he authorized the Oil Search shares in his capacity as Kumul 
Trustee to be sold only at a time when it was politically and official to him; or at 
least a time of less detriment to him politically, rather both of those, of course, 
being quite irrelevant considerations for a Trustee acting with the utmost good 30 
faith.  So that is either when it was politically beneficial to him or, alternatively, 
at a time of least detriment to him politically. 
 
Now, let us assume, Commissioners, that is established then a number of things 
follow.  It is a breach of trust - put that in different ways - a breach of his fiduciary 
duty of utmost good faith of willful default on his obligation to put his duties as 
Trustee apart from his own interests.  It does not really matter which way you put 
it but, Commissioners, clearly enough that enlivens the potential jurisdiction of 
ICAC and the Ombudsman.  But, secondly, as I alluded to a minute ago, for the 
purposes of clause 7 and 8 of the Kumul Trust Deed which provide for 40 
indemnities for the Trustee, those indemnities would have fallen away and to that 
extent, he would be liable to being sued as a defaulting Trustee for the breach of 
trust.   
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So then with that background, the recommendations, we submit which are open 
to you in relation to the Honourable Peter O’Neill, MP, are three in nature:  
Dealing first with the purely criminal, he has, in our submission as we set out in 
some detail, given false evidence to you contrary to the Commissions of Inquiry 
Act and that justified by itself; a referral to the police and public prosecutor and 
I need to explain why that is so important of these dealings.   
 

[2.33pm] The second matter is that you may choose to recommend investigation and taking 
on of by the Ombudsman and the Independent Commission Against Corruption 10 
for conduct which may amount to misconduct in office under section 27 of the 
Constitution; and or corrupt conduct under the ICAC Act in relation to four 
topics.  Perhaps I can deal with them in reverse order.  The first is, as I have 
already mentioned, his actions as the Kumul Trustee, his ex-officio actions in 
relation to the novated UBS loan, its extension of the refinancing and the fact and 
timing of the eventual sale of the Oil Search shares.  That is one matter. 

 
The second matter is the novation to Kumul of the UBS Loan.  The third matter 
is the approval by the NEC of the UBS Loan and of course, commissioners, you 
have heard perhaps this inquiry is unique in the Independent State but the current 20 
Prime Minister waived the normal privilege to Cabinet, you have received a good 
deal of evidence about what actually happened about the raised tempers and so 
on but the gravamen of the evidence was that if Mr O’Neill wanted it to get 
through, it would get through and it did and that is highly significant.  He cannot 
say it was anyone else rather than this at a political level it was him.  
 
And the final or if you like the preliminary matter is the procurement of the UBS 
Loan in the first place and the purchase of the Oil Search shares including in that 
notion PRL15 and his conversations with Mr Carlo Civelli and Phil Mulacek.   
 30 
So, criminal prosecution for false evidence.  ICAAC and Ombudsman Inquiry in 
relation to the four matters I have just mentioned and finally, a reference to the 
Law Offices of the State, the Attorney General and the Solicitor General for 
investigation, and if thought fit, that bringing civil proceedings including the 
damages arising out of his actions as Trustee Kumul Petroleum Holdings Limited.  
And, of course, those damages could, based on the Brattle Reports, be substantial.   
 
Both of my juniors have taken you through in some detail the evidence from 
Brattle about the counterfactuals of not novating the loan, not refinancing the 
loan, and selling earlier or indeed selling later.  And almost all of them result in 40 
a smaller sometimes a significantly smaller loss.  So, that is what I want to say 
about Mr O’Neill, Commissioners.   
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If it is convenient, may I then turn to Mr Vele.  Now, after Mr O’Neill was the 
Prime Minister, who as I have mentioned, was ultimately responsible for driving 
the submission through Cabinet on 6 March 2014 and also its novation and also 
his role as trustee.  But after him, no one was more responsible for driving the 
deal than Mr Vele.  His own evidence including last week was that no one worked 
more closely than him with Mr O’Neill on this deal.  It follows that at the least, 
if any referral you might be considering making of Mr O’Neill, will likely involve 
Mr Vele in an accessory role.  Perhaps not on all matters and for one exception I 
should include there is that the evidence does not suggest that Mr Vele had 
anything to do with Mr O’Neill’s role as Trustee.  It seems that Dr Weiss held 10 
that role to the extent anyone did, and Mr Vele was not involved, but the other 
aspects he was certainly involved. 
 

[2.38pm] Mr Vele certainly was vital to Mr O’Neill’s plan to acquire the Oil Search shares 
but he also chose – and I am not suggesting he was not in a difficult position – 
but he also chose to exclude the Treasurer from any or at least any detail 
consideration of the transaction and who I can say, commissioners, that if the 
normal business of government had operated, as it did in effect of IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond, it may be that the deal would not have been entered into. 
 20 
Just on this question of failing to brief the Treasurer, Mr Vele did say he had 
being reporting to Mr O’Neill directly and Mr Vele expected Mr O’Neill would 
keep ministers informed.  You would be sceptical about that evidence with all 
respect.  A departmental secretary would have and no doubt did have many 
dealings with his own minister and the idea that he would expect an extremely 
large transaction not to be discussed at any time by the Treasurer with him is not 
credible. 
 
Mr Vele did say he went to Cabinet several times leading up to the ultimate 
transaction and I would have expected that the Treasurer would have got an 30 
understanding from that of what was happening.  He said that at transcript 1849 
in June last year.  But certainly, even at its highest, Mr Vele went - from Mr 
Vele’s point of view, he assumed the Treasurer would have been briefed by 
someone else.  It is not credible and we object that evidence. 
 
The next thing is Mr Vele failed to properly participate we would say in the 
selection of the bank for the refinancing proposals.  He did not attend any i.e  
BRC meetings despite being chair of the committee.  Secondly, he and Mr 
O’Neill, we would say, had decided that UBS would take on this role.  And we 
say that is clear from the evidence we have taken you to. 40 
 
Mr Vele also failed to consider the adequacy of the advice the State was receiving 
in relation to the UBS Loan.  And that does not just involve us considering the 
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benefit of hindsight, but I have already mentioned that Mr O’Neill remarkably 
did not understand that interest rates were to be made monthly – interest 
payments, I am sorry, were to be made monthly.  He did not understand the terms 
engagement of UBS in fact excluded fiduciary duties.  Mr O’Neill had said had 
he known about it, he would have taken steps to address it.   
 
The other thing which was missing in the NEC submission, commissioners, is 
any explanation of why the State should enter into a two-year collar loan that it 
had on the evidence, no means of repaying within that period.  And  we say that 
because the revenues from PNG LNG were all being used to pay the project 10 
financing debts for the construction of the project so that either of the shares 
would be used to repay the loan at the end of the two-year process which called 
into purpose of course the ostensible purpose of the loan which is the strategic 
idea of owning shares.  All the loan would have had to be refinanced obviously 
enough with further cost of risk and the State could have had no certainty in 2014 
about the terms of that refinancing.  The point is the NEC should have been told 
about these fundamental matters and were not.  And I have already given you the 
references to the i.e false statement in the NEC submission where it said this 
policy submission is endorsed by the Minister of Treasury, the Minister of 
Finance and the Minister to Public Enterprises. 20 
 

[2.43pm] As to the Treasurer, he obviously did not endorse it.  In fact, he resigned over it.  
As to the other ministers, Mr Vele said and this is at transcript 3043 of 11 August 
last year - Mr Vele said, well, I was not told at the time the Minister for Finance 
had opposed it.  I was not told at the time the Minister for Public Enterprise had 
opposed it.  With all respect, commissioners, how can it be that a departmental 
secretary puts in a cabinet submission positively that the submission has been 
endorsed when on his own evidence, one of the ministers, the Treasurer has 
refused to sign it thereby not endorsing it.  And the other two, he just said, well I 
did not know, in effect.  That is not the same as this policy submission is endorsed.   30 
 
Next, Mr Vele failed to properly retain the State’s advisers.  There is not an 
engagement agreement or a preferred agreement with Pacific Legal Group.  It is 
true the firm was engaged by Norton Rose but there should have been proper 
documentation about that.  It is much more acute though this problem about lack 
of documentation with Pertusio Capital.  It is not a mere technicality when we 
strongly submit that as a former recent director and shareholder – and I am putting 
to one side there for a minute the question about when Mr Vele actually ceased 
to be a director and shareholder - there is some doubt about that.  But let us assume 
he had completely cut ties before he went back into government service, there is 40 
a clear perceived conflict of interest in him as the departmental head approving 
fees of his former business partners.  So that is an important point.   
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The next thing is there was not a proper quantum meruit review of the fees at 
Norton Rose, Pacific Legal and Pacific Capital and Pertusio, I will not repeat the 
evidence you have heard about certificate of inexpediency and the fact that quite 
plainly the quantum meruit review was not under state’s concern.    
 
All of that means, and I took you to the relevant provisions in section 27 a minute 
ago but quite a number of sub-sections in section 27 of the Constitution, 
misconduct in office, and there only needs to be one for referral are enlivened on 
the evidence you may consider, Commissioners.  And, again, there are four 
aspects of any referral which we would point out.  One, potential aspect of 10 
misconduct in office in section 27 is in identifying and obtaining approval for 
engagement of UBS and negotiating the UBS Loan details with them.   
 
You have our submissions in relation to the problems with the NEC submission, 
he must take responsibility for but at the least that submission was seriously 
inaccurate, insufficient and misconceived.  I have just made the point about the 
serious problems in engaging, arranging and/or approving fees paid to advisors 
and the belated point about at least the perceived conflict of interest approving 
fees for Pertusio Capital.  And so that is, if you like, all the matters which relate 
to Mr Vele in relation to both the Leadership Code and the Constitution but of 20 
course to the extent you may refer Mr O’Neill to ICAC then Mr Vele certainly 
falls within that definition of an accessory within the definition of section 5(5) of 
the ICAC Act.  So, I have dealt now with Mr O’Neill; I have dealt now Mr Vele.   
 

[2.48pm] May I then go on to deal with UBS.  There are a number of aspects about UBS.  
It is true they did belatedly provide some information to the Commission - no 
doubt about that.  They provided an unsigned and an unauthored document fully 
taken into account by Brattle.  But what they did not do is produce any current, 
or former senior officers or directors to give evidence which would easily have 
been by video link as many other people gave evidence.  The Brattle evidence 30 
can fairly be described as quite shocking in its evidence about the charging in 
relation to nil premium.   
 
So then in our submission, it is certainly open to you to recommend that UBS 
Australia, and that is what we say a referral could be to the Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission which has jurisdiction and powers to haul the UBS 
Australia officers, current and former before it compulsorily to give evidence and 
produce documents so that ASIC can consider whether action should be taken 
against current or former UBS officers and, of course, the Corporation itself.  
There are three broad matters which could be the subject of a referral.   40 
 
There is what Brattle describe as excessive charging or overcharging in the sum 
of approximately AUD175 million.  There is what Brattle identified as misleading 
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deceptive statements in relation to the collar component of the loan being nil 
premium which in context would only fairly have meant a risk and yet that was 
not so.   
 
And then finally, there must be a large question for ASIT to consider about UBS’ 
failure to have adequate arrangements in place for the management’s of conflicts 
of interest, including as between their role as advisor to the State and any other 
roles with the UBS Loan arrangement whether they were declared or otherwise.  
But certainly, we have heard evidence from Mr Vele and others that they thought, 
with some justification, that UBS were on their side; their financial advisor.  10 
Solely, they seem to be wrong about that. 
 
The next point about UBS is that - and this is supported you will recall by Prime 
Minister Marape, and also by Mr O’Neill and I think even Mr Vele, that UBS 
could now be the subject of a letter of demand on behalf of the State and/or Kumul 
simply seeking, if necessary, without admissions for the repayment of the 
AUD175 million plus interest; they overcharged the State according to Brattle. 
 
And in default of prompt payment or settlement of that demand, the State Solicitor 
should consider what claims could be brought and that would no doubt involve 20 
liaison with ASIC, and then, of course, the final report as a whole will no doubt 
be carefully considered by the State Solicitor for considering whether civil 
liability proceedings be brought against any individual or entities, not just in 
relation to the UBS Loan but the IPIC Exchangeable Bond refinancing the 
novated loan and Kumul Petroleum the sale of shares. 
 

[2.53pm] The next matter is what one might call banning orders, Commissioners.  We 
certainly say it is open to you to recommend the making of banning orders like 
the repayment of the overcharging by UBS; they would appear to be supported 
certainly by the Prime Minister and Mr O’Neill.  So, it would be open to you to 30 
make the following recommendations; a banning order might be recommended 
that UBS Australia not be retained or engaged by the State or any of its SOEs for 
a period of years, perhaps to 10 years, and that be done, if necessary, by law or 
otherwise by NEC decision.  That is on the basis, two matters.   
 
Firstly, the uncontested findings of the Brattle Report.  One might have thought 
that the Brattle Report which has received considerable publicity in Australia, for 
example, would have stunned UBS to attend to defend themselves, provide 
witnesses but they did not. 
 40 
The second thing is their belated point:  they did not provide witnesses and it is 
only by the provision of witnesses that you test that all the documents have been 
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provided and, of course, to actually happen.  So, they are at the highest end of the 
scale in relation to banning if I can put it that way. 
 
Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, in our submission, could be the subject of a 
recommendation not to be retained or engaged by the State or any of its SOEs for 
five years.  You will recall that they also seemed to breach a political approval.  
And that substantially is because:  (a) they never produced a witness - human 
witness – despite many opportunities and offers to do so.  But secondly, they say 
they produced all documents.  We do not know whether that is so or not, frankly, 
because we did not have anyone who we could examine about that.  But let us 10 
assume they did, the delay whereby for no good reason, we would say it took 
until August last year to produce the documents that had been requested in March.  
And August, of course, at that time was thought to be the end of the primary 
sittings and so it will be open to you to conclude that it was deliberately intended 
to jump, I think, it was about 3,000 documents, I was told, that is all; that 
approximately 3,000 documents; many lengthy in light of the ……..  And so that 
is why five years might be appropriate for them as also for the refusal to appear 
in person or participate in the Inquiry by current or former UBS officials:  Patrick 
or Paddy Jilek and Mitchel Turner and current or former Norton Rose Fulbright 
Australia partners and associates and Anthony Latimer and Stephen Moe and 20 
Vittorio Casamento.  Particularly in relation to Norton Rose Fulbright, there were 
other lawyers on the deal but we do not seek in this recommendation in relation 
to them we do not seek to criticize them. 
 
Can I turn then to the last two topics:  Statutory Change, as you may wish to 
consider, Commissioners; there are a number of those.  So, in relation to 
commercial borrowing, and I have alluded to this at a fairly high level before.  
There are I suppose a number of issues.  One is the need to ensure there is proper 
advice given to Cabinet about compliance with the Constitution and, for example, 
the Loans (Overseas Borrowing) (No 2) Act.  And Prime Minister Marape when 30 
he most recently gave evidence said that that was indeed what happened.  So 
perhaps there does not need to be before but the Cabinet and the NEC handbook 
should certainly so require that there be certification of Cabinet submissions by 
both of those officials by the minister, one official about compliance. 

 
[2.58pm] There is the – what, I might call the novation work around problem, exposed in 

this case.  In other words you know that State will come to the point where its 
borrowings will exceed the legislated borrowing limits but because the time at 
which that is measured is the next budget, therefore, providing it is off the books, 
and novated by the following November you are all right.  You may well take the 40 
view, Commissioners, that is counsel assisting you that that calls into question 
the efficacy that it mocks the efficacy of the borrowing limits.  The borrowing 
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limits are therefore a risk because borrowings have to be paid for.  So, you may 
well consider, Commissioners, and there is no magic formular for this.  Firstly, 
you could consider improving the provisions as to table in Parliament the loan 
documentations.  So, Mr Frecker, you will recall said that should be done as soon 
reasonably practical but you may say, perhaps, that it should be tabled within 14 
days because Parliament sometimes does not sit for some period.  May I submit 
that 14 sitting days might be a mistake, 14 calendar days might be a safer course 
and it would be tabled at a session through Speaker perhaps.   

You may wish to make recommendations about the power of the Public Accounts 
Committee to conduct public hearings as to commercial loans by the State either 10 
crossing rigidly and retrospectively.  And finally - and this is the last reference I 
shall make to a collar.  It might be enough for a lower collar if there is – there 
might be a lower amount whereby these rules should apply if it is a relatively 
small loan but you may also consider at the top end of this notional collar that 
there be an amount of borrowing which is so large and the UBS Loan would be 
of the magnitude we have in mind that you have to get by a parliamentary 
approval.  And, of course, you have one instance where that was done and we 
gave you evidence about that. 

There are some other recommendations about amendments to statutes.  You will 
recall that I asked Prime Minister Marape and I think also Mr O’Neill whether 20 
they approved the recommendations of PNG EITI that the Companies Act be 
amended to require or permit the requirement that the discloser the ultimate 
beneficial owners of shares in a trade or entity.  And that is a significant matter 
in relation to anti-corruption and that appeared to perceive their …….   

I should say, there is – and this ties back a bit to Sovereign Wealth Funds, and 
both of you Commissioners I think asked some questions about how to deal with 
corruption and the like and how to move PNG out of the list, as it were, on the 
corruption index.  It is not easy but Prime Minister Marape certainly has spoken 
about the ICAC.  I think today in fact there are public advertisements for the 
ICAC commissioners and deputy commissioners so clearly that is moving along. 30 

But there are other laws as well which have recently been enacted including the 
law which allows the authorities to require someone to show how they acquired 
so much wealth and  that is an important anti-corruption measure as well. 

Few other matters more generally.  It is extremely important we would say that 
the Auditor General and the audit office be properly funded.   

[3.03pm] It sounds very boring but it is so important and you may well consider making 
recommendations that the audit office has sufficient physical and human 
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resources to ensure substantial audits can be completed in good time.  It should 
be made clear in that regard that the Auditor General can audit and have access 
to all premises of documents and information on the State-owned Enterprises.  
And in that regard to give appropriate directions and the like and to the extent 
there is no – it is not yet a statutory obligation on SoEs to provide a public end 
report.  You may consider that as an appropriate recommendation as well which 
would include as I have said, certain requirements about financial matters. 

 It is a matter of note that although the Commissions of Inquiry Act does talk about 
Oaths and Affirmations when it comes to the sanctions, it does not permit 
anything other than oath to be imposed or required in the first place.  You may 10 
consider that it is appropriate and necessary including for those who are not 
religious and do not wish to swear that the Commissions of Inquiry Act include 
that capacity that is to say to swear to tell the truth or affirmation on oath. 

 And then finally, Commissioners; can I say something about documents or rather 
the lack of them.  Again, documents like document retention and archives like 
Auditor Generals are not exciting topics but in an inquiry like this, you have heard 
again and again including from Mr Vele that upon moving office, vital records 
were lost or cannot be found, computers cannot be found and so on.  And even in 
the Cabinet office there were sometimes some difficulties.  And we do say, 
Commissioners; you could properly find that the Commission was hindered by 20 
the fact that records – proper records were not kept by on occasion by ministers 
or departments or State-owned Enterprises.  And it is certainly opened to you to 
recommend that that be rectified now, of course, in the electronic age, care needs 
to be taken about what is and what is not an official document.  Otherwise people 
who wish to avoid them will use texting or apps which keep no record of 
messages and so there are - I am saying this will have difficulty but certainly rules 
can be laid down and so in that regard, you may wish to recommend that public 
records in the National Library and Achieves Act include electronic 
communications. 

 And, again, that comes to resources.  You may wish to say something about the  30 
National Library and Archives Act bodies receive appropriate resources so that a 
corporate memory of the State is recorded.  It is also a critical matter for probity 
and integrity. There should be proper training in that regard and in SoEs to ensure 
that paper trails or now electronic trails are kept.  Commissioners, I am conscious 
that counsel assisting have spoken for a long time, you will be pleased to hear 
that subject to any questions you may have for any of us, that completes our 
submissions, subject as I say to any questions, the next step in our submission 
apart from and on behalf of counsel assisting, thanking those who supported the 
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Commission is to repeat the written submissions from those who have leave to 
appear are due no later than 10 March.  At that time really does need to be met 
and that being so, Commissioners, unless there is an application for people to 
make their submissions orally that would then conclude the public hearings in all 
likelihood until if there is to be a public hearing before delivery of the Report on 
or about 31 March. 

[3.08pm] So, if you have any questions of us, Commissioners, actually I wish to put you on 
notice and I appreciate that you may also wish to go through the transcript when 
that is available.  The submissions are quite technical submissions, I have just 
made. 10 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White; you want to go first or should I go 
first? 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think you can go first Chief, if you do not mind.  
Thank you. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  All right, thank you counsel for those submissions.  I 
am going to be just mentioning a few areas that I might want to get some response 
from counsel.  I think time may not permit counsel to respond and if that is the 
case then, perhaps counsel might want to consider putting in written submissions 
– supplementary submissions to address those areas that I am just going to go 
through.  Firstly, going to the evidence given by Mr David Frecker. 20 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  In relation to the application of section 209(1) of the 
Constitution and the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  I understand what he is 
saying in relation to section 209(1) and if we were to take it further, it seems the 
Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act is an Act that comes within that section 209(1) 
and that according to him, the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act was complied 
with.  But it does not really specify how the Act, the provisions of the Act were 
complied with when the UBS Loan was obtained.  So could some work be done 
around establishing requirements of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act; how 
those provisions were complied with? 30 

 DR RENWICK:  Well, I can answer that.  I think it is best if I can answer these 
questions now, I should do so. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

 DR RENWICK:  So, I do refer you to what we said but I appreciate it was only 
yesterday.  Perhaps if we could have the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act (No.2) 
up on the screen.  
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 So, the first point while that is coming up, chief; of course is that Mr Frecker 
says that that is the sort of Act of Parliament within the meaning of the phrase 
“regulated by an Act of Parliament” and section 209 (1) of the Act because it 
deals specifically with borrowing.  And we come down to section 2(1), I think on 
general borrowing powers and - so this is the 1976 (No.2) Act?   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 

DR RENWICK:  Yes, okay.  So, as I understand it, this is what we adopt so what 
happened in this case was firstly, if one looks at 2(1), it was certainly the Head of 
State acting on advice and the NEC had so authorized that in such manner and on 
such terms as are agreed by the Head of State again, acting on advice, no doubt 10 
about that, such sums are specified in subsection (3), we go down to subsection 
(3) and would be such that the total value which would be owed above to any 
borrowing.   

[3.13pm] It will  not exceed 125 per cent for the year in which the borrowing takes place.  
And so, as I understand it, he said that was complied with as well.  And then if 
you go back to subsection (2), you can borrow through overseas financial 
institutions in such manner and on such terms, including to be for bridge 
financing and if we go up, subsection (1) it includes (c) the purchase of equity in 
companies.  That is one of the purpose of it.  And, of course, (a) meeting the 
expenses of borrowing. 20 

Then if you finally go down to 6 is it or 2(8), the last subsection in 2, yes, 2(8), 
as soon as practicable, the minister should cause a copy of the agreement to be 
laid before the Parliament.  Let it be assumed that that was breached, our 
submission as counsel assisting on this, that is not intended by Parliament to 
invalidate the loan.  That is something if that is not strictly complied with or even 
if it is not ever complied with, that would be something for which there would be 
a parliamentary remedy because otherwise people would not know whether the 
loan had been validly entered until, for example, Parliament next sat and that 
would be an intolerable position for the bankers to be in. 

So, we are saying that that is how it fell within it.  Mr Frecker, we refer you to 30 
Mr Frecker’s evidence and we also set out I think in some detail yesterday about 
the various other statutory provisions and so on.  That is our answer, chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just in relation to how the UBS Loan was structured around 
the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act, I suppose that particular Act provides for 
the loan itself and the bridge facility? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  And it also provides for novation?  How does that read?  Just 
to mention a few things there.  Because the government seems to be saying all 
along that the loan was obtained under the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act and 
not section 209(1) of the Constitution. 

So, I am just trying to bring the UBS Loan within the terms of the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act.  Is there any mention of a bridge facility novation?  
Where do these concepts feature under that particular Act; in the light of what 
transpired in this case? 

DR RENWICK:  Can we just have that back up again, please?  So, if we keep 
going down – sorry, up I should say.  So, if you look there so this is the point I 10 
was making earlier is, if you could just keep scrolling up.  This is all, 
commissioner, about borrowings on behalf of the State.  So, it does not appear - 
this Act as we read it does not appear to have any work to do in relation to 
novation.  It is all about the initial borrowing. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Just pause there.   

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Look at section 2(1)(a), it talks about “meeting the expenses 
of the borrowing”.  I suppose a bridge loan might come under that paragraph? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

[3.18pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  And then scroll down to the next line.  I think there 20 
is a mention of novation.  Subsection (2) – there is provision there for bridge 
financing, refinancing, swapping debt; rescheduling, substituting – novation 
might come within subsection (2)? 

DR RENWICK:  Well, that speaks though only about the minister on behalf of 
the State borrowing for the purpose of refinancing.  I suppose, in this case, the 
initial contract was on behalf of the State.  That is the time at which this Act bites.  
If you just scroll up a little for a minute.  Certainly, I would also draw to your 
attention chief, subsection (c), another permissible purpose for a loan is to 
purchase equity in companies which is what happened here.  But there is nothing 
in, for example, (d) which would appear to cover the situation at all. And so I do 30 
not want our submission to be understood.  What the Ombudsman Commission 
said, which we disagree with, is that the UBS Loan in March 2014 re section 209 
would not fall within this Act.  We say because it falls within this Act, it does not 
breach 209.  This Act does not appear to say anything more about the novation.  
What I have endeavoured to say and perhaps I did not put it very well is that it 
should.  Because it should not be able literally to take the debt off the books, 
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although it is entered into initially with the State to get around the borrowing limit 
which is also to be found in this Act.  So that is as we read this statute and that is 
as I understand Mr Frecker’s evidence.   

THE CHAIRMAN:  Refinancing is always provided for there.   

DR RENWICK:  Scroll down to 2 where it talks about refinancing but in my 
submission, chief, that is where the minister on behalf of the State borrows money 
for the purpose of refinancing debt owed to the State.  That is not really what 
happened in this case.  That was not the purpose of the borrowing from the 
overseas financial institution on behalf of the State.  Unless you say that, well, 
Kumul is the State.  But, sorry, just to finish that if I may, chief, that the whole 10 
hypothesis of the State was that Kumul was not the State because the novation at 
least in a large part was to get around the limits in section 2(3).  So that is as we 
read it. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Now, just looking at subsection (2)(b) again, it places a time 
limit on the bridge financing; six months, is it?  Is that the time limit that the State 
was concerned with in this case that it had to novate the loan to KPHL within that 
six months? 

DR RENWICK:  They may have been. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  I am trying to understand this language. 

DR RENWICK:  I think they were more concerned about section 2(3). 20 

THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyway, I will just give you an example of what I mean by 
perhaps checking this particular loan, how it was taken against the wording of 
this particular 

[3.23 pm] legislation that goes to support the loan relying on to say that the loan complied 
with all the provisions of the Loans (Overseas Borrowings) Act.  And we need to 
examine the adequacy or otherwise of provisions in this Act and if we are to make 
some recommendations, I think that address any deficiencies in the law that might 
be helpful.  That is my comment there.  Could I move on to the next point? 

 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So, chief, I am indebted to answer it.  We will think about 30 
it over the weekend and if we have more to say, we would put some submissions 
in which can be provided to you and to other interested persons. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  I think it may be a key issue here.  If Mr Vele and Mr O’Neill 
and others who support him are saying that the loan was taken under the Loans 
(Overseas Borrowings) Act and the provisions of that Act were complied with, I 
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think we need to really examine the provisions here and see if in fact provisions 
of the Act were in fact complied with but that is the point I am making.   
 
The other point I have is in relation to the urgency with which the UBS Loan was 
approached.  In the NEC submission of 6 March, I think the reasons are given 
there.  If you go the NEC submission of 6 March; if we can have that document 
on screen. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, certainly we will get that up. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  The urgency is more to do with, I suppose, the demand that 
PAC LNG was making.  If we can have that on screen.   
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, we will get the NEC submission, chief, I am sure we are 
getting it right now.  There we are. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is the decision, the submission I am referring to. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  I am sorry, we want the submission.  We will get the 
submission.   It will take a second, chief. 20 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  First page of the submission.  We have the first page of the 
NEC submission? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am sure we are looking for it.  I think it is a separate 
document but anyway.  It will just take a second. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  First page? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Here we are, yes. 30 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, just go down to the bottom of the page.  Just scroll 
down, there.  In bold print there, the submission notes that these transactions are 
extremely time critical for State and its agencies as the deadline of 4 pm on 
Thursday, 6 March for the State and its agents to approve the acquisition of 
shares.  Turn to the next page.  Financing package with relevant documentation 
to be extended to 5 pm on the same date.  If you go through that submission, the 
urgency partly came from Pacific LNG Group that wanted this deal to be 
completed by Tuesday, 11 March 2014.   

 40 
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[3.28pm] There it is in paragraph 2.  We need to emphasise the urgency in terms of who 
was pushing for the UBS Loan to be completed by March 6 or March 11 as 
stated.  You think that is important? 

DR RENWICK:  Yes.  So, when I made the submission, chief, that it was not 
urgent, there are a couple of things I meant by that.  One is that if the purpose of 
the transaction was simply to hold or obtain the Oil Search shares or to get the 
IPIC shares back, firstly, the State could have sought an extension at the IPIC 
Exchangeable Bond Transaction to give itself more time to try and negotiate with 
IPIC to get the shares back or to continue to negotiate with Oil Search.  So that is 
certainly one thing which was not sufficiently pursued at all.   10 

The second thing though is that when you look at paragraph 2 there, the stock 
market had been advised, now it maybe that not everyone in Port Moresby was 
aware of this but there was a formal notice and a suspension of trading in the Oil 
Search shares on 27 February for a period of 10 days or so I think.  And the point 
is if consistently with proper public administration, firstly the Prime Minister 
should have taken his Treasurer at the very least and should Mr Vele but also the 
NEC as a whole should have been taken into his confidence about this.  And there 
should have at least been one meeting even if the documentation was not 
complete before 6 March.  There could have been an immediate urgent briefing 
on 27 February by the Prime Minister and by Mr Vele.  But, of course, the 20 
problem was, as we now know, that certainly the Prime Minister did not want the 
Treasurer involved in this in any way and Mr Vele did not choose to involve the 
Treasurer in any way and there would have been a lot of questions to answer.  So 
that is what we say about the urgency of it.   

The notion that documentation had to be signed virtually or immediately could 
have been avoided using those simple technics.  The other bit of evidence that Mr 
O’Neill gave was that it was all commercially in confidence.  But look at 
paragraph 2, it has all there announced.  It is not that confidential and there is no 
doubt people could have been – cabinet members could have been given more 
notice.  I think there was some questions by Commissioner White last week to 30 
Mr Vele about how – what proportion Mr O’Neill – what proportion that cabinet 
members to actually be there at the NEC meeting but if ever there was a need for 
a - to use another parliamentary expression 3-line whip - that all cabinet members 
be there for a loan of this size.  This was it.  That is what I would say about 
urgency.  Thank you Chief. 

THE CHAIRMAN:  The next point is in relation to the connection if there is 
any between the IPIC loan, if I can call it that and the UBS Loan.  Is there a 
connection?  I suppose, you may want to go to the NEC submission that just 
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came on screen to establish if there is any connection being made.  If you go to 
page 1, just scroll up a bit.  There is a mention there of some connection that – 
there it is, stop there.  Paragraph A1(b), there is reference to the State having 
lost its shares in Oil Search, 

[3.33pm] IPIC having chosen to keep their shares and the desire for the State to have a 
continuing interest in Oil Search that may provide a connection between the two 
loans; would that be relevant there?  

 DR RENWICK:  Well, there is in a sense a connection because one led to the 
other the fact that IPIC would retain the 17 per cent shareholding or whatever it 
was in Oil Search and the fact they were not prepared to give that up or extend it 10 
collided with the expressed desire of Mr O’Neill to own 10 per cent of shares.  
But as we submit, Commissioners, the IPIC Exchangeable Bond deal served a 
rational and necessary purpose namely to provide vital funding for purchase to 
key back-in rights which has produced a great income for the State as Brattle 
sought to demonstrate and we adopt.  There is no necessity or even much of an 
argument in favor of the UBS Loan arrangements.  So to that extent they are not 
meant one is essential or very desirable, one is entirely optional, one served its 
purpose and State got something, the other led to a debt loss of 430 million and 
the shares.  So, to that extent, they are not meant but in that limited way, it is set 
out in (1)(b).  There is at least a link that one – the expiry at one was the catalyst 20 
for the creation of the other but it was not necessary.  

 THE CHAIRMAN:  The other link I might just sound out is in relation to the 
assessment of the bids from different financiers for the refinancing which 
included UBS’ bid and the fact that there was no procurement process applied to 
identify the financiers for the UBS Loan is explained by the fact that the 
government had already been assessing the financiers for the refinancing out of 
which UBS stood out.  And that explains how UBS have been given the nod by 
the government to provide the UBS Loan; is there a link somewhere there? 

 DR RENWICK:  Well, this is where the evidence is conflicting, Commissioners.  
When you actually look at it, although it was treated, I mean, let me start again.  30 
The financial discussions that Mr Vele, for example, was involved in from August 
2013 for the rest of the year, all related to whether it was possible to get the UBS 
shares back from IPIC and as we know, that was ultimately unsuccessful and for 
some time, it had been pretty clear it was going to be unsuccessful.  And that is 
where that is what the NEC submission spoke about and one of – so that is point 
1.  Point 2 is, one of the problems is that when it became clear, which it was not 
formally clear, I think until 13 or 14 February 2014 that IPIC had made the 
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irrevocable election to keep the shares.  Then there was a panic in the State, 
entirely unnecessary panic that you have got to get the shares some other way. 

 So that, they were not the same things of course though Brattle had made this 
point. 

[3.38pm] What you were trying to achieve with getting the shares back from IPIC was not 
the same conceptual and did not involve the same terms and conditions as what 
actually happened with the UBS Loan.  So, you were in a sense comparing apples 
and oranges, and that was part of the problem.  But the evidence we took you 
through today suggests that in fact despite the NEC position, which was to get the 
shares back from IPIC from the beginning of Mr Vele’s involvement in August, 10 
he was contemplating what eventually came to pass, namely that Oil Search might 
be interested in issuing more shares and quite soon the Elk-Antelope transaction 
came into view.  And that would make logical sense because contractually IPIC 
had the whip-hand.  They could never be forced to provide the shares back and 
everyone knew that, including Mr O’Neill.  So thinking, well, what other way can 
we get the shares made logical sense.   

 
But, of course, Mr Vele and particularly Mr O’Neill ran a mile from that in a way 
in Mr O’Neill’s case which is frankly very suspicious.  Why did he not say as we 
say you should find that he had met with the Civellis about and discussed the 20 
potential purchase of their interests to buy Oil Search.  Because that is what seems 
to have happened.  Why did he, Mr O’Neill, persist in this ridiculous assertion, 
false evidence to you that he did not know anything about the link between Elk-
Antelope and the UBS deal with the State.  It makes no sense.  And apart from 
giving false evidence, it gives rise to a serious suspicion that the stated reason 
was not the real reason and if it was not the real reason, it was something which 
no one wanted to talk about and to be frank, it is still unclear what the real reason 
might have been.  But the ostensible reasons given do not add up.   
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My next question is a specific point about the evidence Mr 30 
Maladina gave that is his latest piece of evidence about those two meetings that 
took place between Mr O’Neill and Mr Civelli.  And in your counsels’ submission 
there was no mention of Ms Amputch’s evidence, what we make of it. 
 
DR RENWICK:  I thought there was and I thought – I will just get my juniors 
just to let me if they have got a paragraph in mind, you might send me a message.  
But my recollection, commissioners, was that what we said or what we intended 
to say anyway was that – how do you work out these competing versions?  So, 
we say Mr O’Neill, I am afraid has little credit when it comes to his recollection 
of events and we have already said something about that.  So, the mere fact he 40 
denies it is not something which you would place much reliance on except to 
make you suspicious about why is he denying.  You have heard and seen Mr 
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Maladina yourself and you have the benefit of – that you are informed about 
whether he appears to have been telling the truth or not.  And then finally, you 
have the examination of Ms Antoinette by Mr Jurth.  The problem with her 
evidence was, and I thought we said this yesterday but we have not put it on the 
record. So firstly, Mr O’Neill was adamant at T3761 and 3764. 
 

[3.43pm] COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Can I just interrupt? 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, I am so sorry Commissioner. 
 10 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  So, of the written submissions which have been 
provided, it is at page 110 and 111. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Precisely.  18.42, and to go directly to your question, Chief 
Commissioner, why Mr Antoinette should not be accepted was that she is a close 
business associate of Mr O’Neill.  She telephoned him immediately after she 
received the commission’s summonses; and secondly, no one on behalf of Mr 
O’Neill sought to challenge Mr Maladina.  So, those are the reasons in our 
respectful submission. 
 20 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That leads me to my related – next question is, do we have 
any evidence of any business association or link, relationship between Ms 
Amputch and Mr O’Neill?  Like shareholding in any company, they become 
beneficial owners and so forth?  Do we have any evidence? 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief, she gave evidence. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth, you took this evidence, do you have that evidence to 
hand? 
 30 
MR JURTH:  Yes, I can assist commissioners.  The connection is in this way.  A 
company associated with Mr O’Neill is LBJ Investments, reference has been 
made to this company and a company extract of this has been tendered.  I think it 
was tendered yesterday.  There we see the company extract, we see Mr O’Neill 
is from very early on a director and remains so and the entire shareholding is, I 
think, that is 21,500,000 or 215,000, I cannot see the zeros but all of the shares 
are held personally by Mr O’Neill.   
 
So, this is a company which Mr O’Neill has been a director for some time and 
remains a director at all material times throughout the listing of the company has 40 
been the sole shareholder.  This company for a time was a shareholder of the 
company that Ms Amputch is a director and shareholder of and that is Insurance 
Partners PNG Limited.  And I asked her on two or three occasions whether there 
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was any business connection between her and Mr O’Neill and she denied it.  And 
her answers were non-responsive yet the records speak for themselves.  So, in 
addition to having submitted that – there we go, thre is the transfer of the 
previously held shareholding by LBJ Investments Limited to Iruguma Limited 
and Ms Amputch was only prepared to say that Iruguma Limited was a 
shareholder in her company.  She was not prepared to accept the suggestion that 
there had been a business connection between her and Mr O’Neill and given that 
LBJ Investments was a former shareholder in her company, that connection is 
plain.  So, in addition to our submission that the first thing Ms Amputch did upon 
receiving the summons was to call Mr O’Neill and ask him what to do with it, her 10 
denial of a publicly ascertainable and easily provable relationship between her 
corporate incarnation and Mr O’Neill’s corporate incarnation results in our 
submission that her evidence where it conflicts with Mr Maladina be rejected in 
favour of the evidence that Mr Maladina gave. 
 

[3.48pm] THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  That brings me to my next point or I will put it 
in a question later.  The question of whether we have enough direct or 
circumstantial evidence that may point to a criminal offence involving a corrupt 
conduct in terms of the key players in the UBS deal, and here I am referring to 
Mr Peter O’Neill and Mr Dairi Vele and Oil Search perhaps and PAC LNG and 20 
its beneficiaries in particular Mr Civelli.   

 
Dr Renwick, I think it was you that said that the kind of evidence we have got 
here is – leads to larger – large questions, I think, I recall what you said, and the 
evidence is highly suspicious.  And I am just wondering if there has been enough 
work done around to establish a case of a circumstantial evidence type that may 
be pointing to a possible criminal offence being committed or likely to be 
committed that would warrant a recommendation for proper and full investigation 
to be done by the appropriate investigating and or prosecuting authority.  Now, 
you did mention the recommendation that would be made for a criminal 30 
prosecution in relation to giving of false evidence to the police and the prosecutor 
– public prosecutor, I suppose.   
 
But aside from that, counsel did not mention anything about a possible criminal 
recommendation – a further criminal investigation and prosecution by the police.  
I am referring to the police, although you did mention the recommendation to 
ICAC and possibly the Ombudsman Commission might involve asking them to 
conduct investigations over disciplinary offences and so forth.  But what kind of 
evidence do we have that would produce some circumstantial evidence that will 
be sufficient for the commission to recommend direct criminal investigation and 40 
I should say the police have a specialized division that deals with fraud 
investigations and they may have the capacity to conduct thorough, full and 
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proper investigations if a recommendation is made.  So, you want to say 
something on that?    
 
DR RENWICK:  Well, a few answers to that.  Firstly, of course, I have no doubt 
that your report, commissioners, will be carefully examined by the police.  There 
will be a careful report which contains reference to many exhibits and documents 
and of course to people’s sworn evidence.    
 

[3.53pm] So the fact that you may make a recommendation that the police investigate a 
particular criminal matter is not likely to deter the beginning of an investigation 10 
if there is evidence of what which we were not aware, for example, that is point 
1. 

 Point 2 is we take an appropriate conservative view about submissions and the 
damage they can have to reputations and, that is, bearing in mind of course that 
they are just counsels’ submissions.  You, Commissioners, may not necessarily 
accept them at the end of the day.  And that is why we have gone as far as we feel 
we can safely go in relation to a particular criminal conduct and that is the sole 
issue of giving false evidence by Mr O’Neill in the manner I set out. 

 The third point is though that and you will appreciate, Commissioners, you are 
well aware of this, not necessary that I took you to it that the definition of corrupt 20 
conduct under ICAC includes things which are not criminal offences but which 
are disciplinary offences and disciplinary offences can tie back to the Leadership 
Code.  So the same conduct which would justify a referral to the Ombudsman 
Commission by reference to a Leadership Tribunal possibility, but also in this 
case justify a referral to ICAC as potentially corrupt conduct.  And, of course, 
they have no doubt a list attached to them.  They can issue search warrants which 
you cannot and they can continue and I emphasise continue not from withstanding 
start because of the vast amount of work this Commission has done. 

 But nevertheless, there are limits to how far we can go and we have gone as far 
we can go in our submission, Commissioners, about allegations of criminal 30 
conduct.  Having said that, I stand by our submissions on behalf of the team about 
having certainly matters of considerable suspicion justify further investigation of 
the type we have set out.  And I would not be at all surprised if those 
investigations are taken up that other action may proceed. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All right, then my next point related to that in a way 
is that the witnesses who have not cooperated with the Commission or partially 
cooperated or not answered the summonses for production of documents and so 
forth sufficiently, what kind of recommendations can the Commission make? 
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Obviously, some recommendation will have to come for their prosecution; is that 
something that you counsel given thought to? 

 DR RENWICK:  Chief, do I understand you to be talking about people within the 
jurisdiction of the Independent State who have either not responded to 
summonses or having completely responded?  Is that the category, rather than 
people outside of the Commission’s jurisdiction? 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Ye, I think we can approach it that way. 

 DR RENWICK:  All right.  Well, with respect, that point is well made so one 
thing we can do and this is something the police are well able to do in any event 
is, we can do an audit, in the time of the responses and where it is clear, for 10 
example; that the summons has been served, that is the first question and there is 
evidence of that.  And then it simply has been not responded to then that would 
be the sort of matter where a referral could be made to the police.  So, perhaps, 
in a practical sense that 

[3.58pm] involved drawing up a table of persons who are in that category.  So, evidence of 
service, evidence of defiance to the Commission.  I do not think there is a huge 
number in that category but there maybe some, there were people who were late 
in complying but outright to find something which has been recently given. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  And my next point is in relation to more of an administrative 
question then one to do with the substance.  The Commission’s ability to seek or 20 
conduct its proceedings outside of the jurisdiction, say in Australia, I am 
mentioning this because in the Terms of Reference, the Commission is, I suppose, 
requested or required to sit anywhere in PNG apart from sitting in the National 
Capital District which is Port Moresby.  The Terms of Reference also talks about 
the Commission sitting elsewhere other than within the jurisdiction, and our 
ability to sit in Australia and to the point of compelling witnesses outside the 
jurisdiction to give evidence, we need to explain that in the light of what is 
provided for in the Terms of Reference.  Though some explanations were given 
earlier on when I asked the same question and I think Commissioner White gave 
an explanation; should I suggest that we put that explanation in the report? 30 

 DR RENWICK:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  There is a reference to an International Convention, I forgot 
the name of that convention; was that the Warsaw Convention, Commissioner 
White that touched on this kind of sittings? 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Commissioner, that is - - - 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
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 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Chief Commissioner, it is described as the Hague 
Convention – that is the Hague Convention on civil and commercial procedures. 

 THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay. 

 DR RENWICK:  So Chief; I apologize. 

 COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I have given a short note to counsel assisting and I 
think that it would be quite easy to draw up what you are requesting.  In fact, I 
was going to suggest that we need to put something in about that and the 
limitation – that of course, convention only refers to judicial proceedings.  It 
cannot extend to the proceedings like a Commission of Inquiry or a Royal 
Commission generally and the Australian Law Reform Commission had 10 
something to say about that some years ago when it was considering a request by 
an Australian Royal Commission to get evidence overseas in relation to each 
particular inquiry and was unable to do so. 

 So, I think there is a little bit of work to be done there but I think it would be quite 
easy to put in a paragraph I think in our recommendations that the Independent 
State might like to contemplate for the purposes of facilitating its judicial 
proceedings at the very least to become a ratifying party of that convention.  And 
there are certainly good reasons to do so because Australia is the ratifying party 
and there is a lot of commercial dealings between the two countries.  I should add 
that China with whom PNG as I understand has a lot of commercial dealings is 20 
also a ratifying party and as is I think Japan  So, I think something can be done 
about that but over to you Dr Renwick. 

DR RENWICK:  Well, yes certainly Chief and Commissioner White.  
Commissioner White, of course, you are right about the Hague Convention in 
relation to the judicial proceedings but I think I have earlier said and  I can 
summarise it in this way.  One, you only have jurisdiction of course within the – 
that is to say the authority to compel people within the Independent State.  That 
is why people who chose – who were outside the Independent State could not be 
compelled.   

[4.03pm] Where they were prepared to bring critical evidence, then Commissioner White 30 
obtain the requisite authority to administer the oath and that is often done, for 
example, when taking evidence on the Commission for proceedings to avoid the 
incursion into a State sovereignty which will be involved in doing it. 

 
The third thing is that there are opportunities sometimes for joint commissions.  
It is not uncommon, for example, in military conditions, say there is a collusion 
between two naval warships.  There had been cases certainly in Australia where 
there has been a joint Board of Inquiry set up under the laws of the States and the 
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two warships and they have the power to compel jointly.  I think, and indeed, I 
did make submissions to you that under the Australian law or Commission’s Act 
before we will be starting in this again tomorrow, one possibility would have been 
for the Independent State to ask for you both to be appointed jointly as royal 
commissioners in Australia as well as commissioners under the Commission of 
Inquiry Act.  So, that capacity is there now and on another occasion that would 
be utilized.  Chief, if you are looking for an explanation as to why we could not 
force people on this occasion, it is essentially what I have just said. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  My last point; it is a very minor point.  In your submission 10 
there is a reference to the Attorney General of Papua New Guinea.  I cannot really 
put my finger on the page but the current Attorney General is Dr Kwa.  You have 
him down as Dr Kalinoe who is the former Secretary of the Department of Justice. 
 
DR RENWICK:  My apologies, chief, we will fix that. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  I just make that little correct there.  But apart from 
those questions, I think those are all my questions and comments.  Commissioner 
White? 
 20 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you chief.  I think you have certainly covered 
a lot of ground there but I do have just a couple which have not been mentioned.  
There was no mention of Norton Rose Fulbright Australia insofar as its 
professional responsibilities to its client or clients is concerned.  That is whether 
there was conceivably a breach of their retainer or at least a breach of their 
professional obligations to their client or their clients.  And I, particularly, am 
interested in reflecting upon the many email chain we were referred to where 
there is a distinct flavour that Norton Rose Fulbright solicitors seemed to be more 
concerned to advance UBS’ interest and Oil Search’s needs than those of their 
client or clients as a broad proposition.  So, very specifically not insisting on 30 
independent financial advice for the State when it was quite apparent to them that 
UBS were not in fact undertaking the role that they had expressly contracted to 
do to be the adviser and the lender as well. 
 
Now, I know the response fairly glibly was well, KPMG were retained but as Mr 
Vele was very quick to point out in his earlier evidence KPMG were really just 
retained to do the financial modelling and KPMG itself disclaimed any role other 
than giving some high look over.  And we know of course that they were given a 
very short time frame in which to do it so effective there was nobody looking out 
the State’s interest that should have been the responsibility of Norton Rose 40 
Fulbright.  So, I was just a bit surprised not to hear any reference to that or perhaps 
you took a different view? 
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[4.08pm] DR RENWICK:  Well, in a broad sense, it is within the recommendation that we 
raised this afternoon in a global way, which was that the final report be referred 
to the State Solicitor for consideration as to potential action for civil liability 
against any individual or entity regarding the IPIC Exchangeable Bond 
Refinancing of 2014 UBS Loan, the novated UBS Loan and the sale of Oil Search 
shares by Kumul Petroleum.  So that would certainly compass and I appreciate it 
is not particularised what you have just mentioned.  There are some complexities 
though with it.  There is a couple.  One is of course that Norton Rose’s record 
keeping including as to who their clients were and which documents related to 
which retainer was so woeful.  It is one of the reasons that we recommended that 10 
the legal services commissioner in New South Wales be a subject of a referral by 
the State and the SOEs or potential clients about their conduct because it is 
difficult to work out on occasion who they were acting for and the scope of their 
retainer.  So that is the first point I would make.   

 
The next point is that there was some evidence which I took Mr Vele to where he 
was specifically told I think by Mr Latimer – I do not know whether we can get 
it up now but we can certainly draw to your attention, commissioners, that he had 
specifically drawn attention to one of the provisions, it might have been the 
nonfiduciary provision or it might have been the one that they – related one which 20 
said they might act to other people and the comment made by Mr Latimer is this 
needs to be watched for discussion and Mr Vele was not able to say what he had 
done in response to that.  And Mr Latimer, of course, chooses not to come and 
tell us anything.  So it may be that the referral to the legal services commissioner 
will clear up some of these.  But if you are saying, Commissioner White, that – 
right, I take your point you are making about negligence and the possibility it may 
arise and we can do some more thinking about that.  UBS do not have leave to 
appear in this Inquiry because they have chosen not to participate and some 
material be provided to the commissioners about that topic.   
 30 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  It certainly - we do not have to make a finding but 
we would be interested in that, what I might call a prima facie case, and that body 
of emails at the time when everybody is running around in a pretty panicky way 
saying time is against us, those vital few days around 4, 5 March, there can be no 
doubt, no vagueness about who the client is.  It is the State.  And so, I think it is 
at that point and indeed picking up the point that you make where Mr Latimer 
said that it needs to be watched, there is no evidence that it was ever taken up 
again.  And there the solicitor is advising the State - - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, just on that Commissioner White, no one listening therefore 40 
could be under any doubt that there is the possibility that the report would cover 
that topic.  And if they have leave, they can make submissions about it.  Norton 
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Rose of course do not have leave.  We can certainly do some more thinking about 
that very topic. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  The other one is perhaps a bit more 
oblique and that is in the terms of reference the ultimate objective of the 
commission is to establish whether PNG as a country had suffered as a result of 
the off-shore loan.  Now, the submissions having encompassed, of course, the 
kina amount or the US dollar and I would think just as an aside, it is probably 
useful for the people of Papua New Guinea to also in round brackets if you like 
(to translate approximately without going to any great length of what the 10 
exchange rate was then at any particular time but just identify what that is in Kina) 
because there is a considerable difference between US dollar, Australian dollar 
and the comprehension for those people what it meant in their own currency and 
there is the lost opportunity to do something with the money that was lost; 
identified in that way. 
 

[4.13pm] There was a third area that when we were hearing from Mr Murray and Professor 
Tim Besley, it occurred to me that is the reputational damage to the State of 
having embroiled itself in something that from really the day it became public 
was castigated as an irresponsible action on the part of the State and that in a state 20 
that is sitting in a fairly fragile position as far as its financial reputation is 
concerned internationally, it is probably something that might be worth 
considering.  It is not a strong point but it is something that occurred to me at that 
point. 

 
DR RENWICK:   So, commissioner, is that part of the broad comments which no 
doubt Commission may choose to make about the fact that mal-administration, 
whether it is corrupt or not, can have consequences or the capacity of the State to 
borrow, its international reputation if you like and that is very important to ICAC 
and the Ombudsman Commission and the like and of course of the very things 30 
which we say were done or not done in relation to the UBS Loan; yes.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Exactly.  It means if it be the conclusion that we 
come to that so many processes that were good processes that were in place to 
protect the State from the very thing that occurred were disregarded by public 
officials, either supinely or deliberately.  Then all of these goes to weaken the 
financial standing of the State; its reliability as a place to do business. 
 
DR RENWICK:  We adopt that and indeed it fits in entirely with our submissions 
that this was unlike the IPIC Exchangeable Bond.  The UBS Loan and what 40 
followed was an unnecessary disaster and it is indeed that from an international 
reputational point for something which was totally unnecessary. 
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COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I think together with the chief commissioner’s 
questions, that probably covers my questions.  So can I just say thank you to 
everybody in the team for the immense amount of work that I know has gone into 
those submissions in a meticulous way referenced the evidence.  No doubt those 
with leave to appear and who have been adversely mentioned in your submissions 
will probably have a different view but at least you have made their task easier 
by carefully referring them to those references.  Thank you.  Thanks chief. 
 
DR RENWICK:  So, commissioners, if nothing else arises then in my submission 
the appropriate order is for the proceedings to be adjourned generally.  It is always 10 
possible some application might be made but not at the minute.  And I know, 
chief, there is a possibility that there would be a public sitting on 31 March for 
the delivery of the report.  But that is a different matter from hearing and taking 
evidence and so on and may we as counsel and those assisting respectfully 
acknowledge the assistance that has been provided by the staff to the commission 
at APEC Haus even though I personally have not met them but may I express my 
thanks. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, we will bring the proceedings formally to a close 
shortly but I thought I would probably raise this point about the time that we will 20 
allow for submissions in response by any interested person or witnesses.  How 
much time will be allowed? 
 
DR RENWICK:  10 March I think, chief, was what you had in mind? 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  10 March? 
 
DR RENWICK:  10 March. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That will give two weeks, almost two weeks, okay.  If that 30 
probably can be issued or a formal direction can be issued and posted on the 
website.   
 

 
[4.18pm] DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 

 
THE CHAIRMAN:  So that interested persons can take notice of that two weeks 
is being allowed.  Secondly, if I can just go back to the ICAC Law. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes.  40 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  The Constitutional Amendment, I think that was gazette; it 
came into force but I am not sure about the Organic Law on ICAC whether that 
has been gazetted.  At the time I wrote that Research article that I circulated, it 
was not clear if the Organic Law on ICAC had been gazette.  We need to contact 
ICAC.  There is an acting Commissioner of ICAC; Commissioner Thomas Eluh 
is the person in charge there.  If counsel can approach ICAC to obtain a copy of 
the gazettal of the Organic Law, I think we need to have that probably tendered 
or, I do not know; we will just have it just to be sure that the ICAC Law is 
operational and it is safe to make recommendations to ICAC. 
 10 
The latest piece of information I have is ICAC has gone public to advertise the 
positions – some of the positions that are established under the Organic Law.   
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, Chief, I have got that advertisement in front of 
me. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  So, I would infer from that that the Organic Law has 
been gazette and is in force but to be on the safe side, I suggest we obtain a copy 
of the gazettal notice in respect of the Organic Law. 
 20 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The other point I was just going to mention is section 
212 of the Constitution which was- - - 
 
DR RENWICK:  12, yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Amended in 2014, I believe - 2014 or 2015 - which among 
other provisions, provided for the State to enter into business.  And as a result of 
that enabling provision, all the Kumul legislations came into being.  So, at some 30 
point in your submissions and in our Report, we might want to make reference to 
the existence of that provision. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  It might have some relevance in terms of the State going into 
business through SoEs.  I suppose at the time the UBS Loan was obtained, that 
law may not have existed but, subsequently, it was enacted and Kumul Petroleum 
Holdings obviously is an offshoot of that Constitutional amendment.  It was 
followed by those other enabling statutes.  Could we mention that somewhere? 40 
 
DR RENWICK:  Certainly, Chief, we shall do that. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Those are the additional points that I was going to 
bring to your attention but apart from that, I think I suppose it is time for us to 
formally close the evidentiary hearing and the submissions, unless there are some 
evidence - significant evidence that pops up in response to some of the 
summonses that are outstanding.  I suppose this is the end of our evidentiary 
hearings and then the next time we meet will be on 31 March at 10 o’clock to 
present the Report at a public hearing. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Yes, so adjourning the proceeding generally. 
 10 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes. 
 
DR RENWICK:  Is the appropriate order, in our submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  And thank you counsel and also thank you 
MinterEllison team out there for your support and my Associate will now adjourn 
the proceedings. 
 
 
 20 
AT 4.23 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 
THURSDAY, 31 MARCH 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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EXHIBIT 225 TO 485 – FIRST BUNDLE COMPRISING ………. 4364 

260 DOCUMENTS  
 
EXHIBIT 486 TO 1106 – SECOND BUNDLE …………………… 4364 

COMPRISING 621 DOCUMENTS 
 
EXHIBIT 1107 TO 1727 – THIRD BUNDLE …………………….. 4364 

COMPRISING 179 DOCUMENTS 10 
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MARCH 2022 AT 1.01 PM. 
 

(Continued from 25 February 2022) 30 
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[1.01pm] MR JURTH:  Good afternoon commissioners.  The purpose of this afternoon’s 

hearing has narrowed to tendering of document bundle.  I can inform you that the 
documents that I will refer to have been uploaded and available on the public 
share file since Friday, 4 March. 

 
DR RENWICK:  Mr Jurth, could I ask you to speak up a little, please?  I am 
finding it difficult to hear you, I am so sorry to interrupt. 
 
MR JURTH:  Apologies, Dr Renwick.  Is that better? 10 
 
DR RENWICK:  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  I will stand closer to the mic. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Only just, Mr Jurth, I think you need to keep close 
to the microphone if I could suggest.  Thank you. 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, thank you.  Commissioners, there are two bundles.  The first 
bundle comprises 198 documents and these are documents that have been 20 
produced by Oil Search that have not yet been tendered.  And the second bundle 
comprises eight documents and these are in the same class as previous documents 
that we have called documents relevant to the terms of reference.  They include 
documents such as NEC decisions, NEC policy submissions and work papers 
attached to the Brattle Group’s supplementary report.  In the usual way, there is 
an index that has the line numbers, description of the document and the unique 
identifying code. 
 
Commissioners, on the last occasion we assigned exhibit number 1286.  So, in 
my submission, the first bundle which comprises 198 documents would be exhibit 30 
numbers 1287 to 1485.  And the second bundle comprising eight documents 
would be exhibit numbers 1486 to 1493.  Those are my submissions, 
commissioners. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we will admit 
those two bundles of documents to be marked exhibit 1287 to 1485 and 1486 to 
1493 respectively. 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief, I agree. 
 40 
EXHIBIT – 1287 TO 1485:  BUNDLE OF DOCUMENTS COMPRISING 
198 DOCUMENTS 
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EXHIBIT – 1486 TO 1493 : SECOND BUNDLE OF DOCUMENTS 
COMPRISING 8 DOCUMENTS 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right good.  Mr Jurth? 
 
MR JURTH:  Thank you commissioners, that is everything that is the business of 
the commission today. 
 
MR CHAIRMAN:  Could we mention those three witnesses that are listed on the 
daily diary, the return of summonses for three potential witnesses there. 10 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, commissioners, may I mention them in this way.  Due to 
electricity difficulties here at APEC Haus earlier today, the three people who 
answered the summon did present themselves.  I spoke to them; a direction was 
made in chambers adjourning their summonses until Friday at 10 o’clock.  That 
direction will formally issue as an order and will be served on the addressees of 
those summonses.  In those circumstances, it is probably appropriate to adjourn 
these proceedings until 10 o’clock on Friday morning in my submission. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  So, those three witnesses are Carolyn Blacklock 20 
who is the Managing Director of Pacific Brewery Limited? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, chief commissioner, the managing director.  The second 
witness is the chief financial officer. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  That is Bernadette Oaibu? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes, and finally we have already referred to Mr Kup - - - 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Joseph Kup. 30 
 
MR JURTH:  Who is the company secretary. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  He is the company secretary? 
 
MR JURTH:  Yes. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, Commissioner White, if you are in agreement, we 
will extend the summons in respect of those three witnesses to this coming Friday 
at 10 o’clock? 40 
 
COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yes, chief. 
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THE CHAIRMAN:  All right, we will issue those directions.  Yes, anything else? 
 
MR JURTH:  Not from me chief commissioner, no. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay if there is nothing else then we will adjourn the 
proceedings then.  Associate, you can adjourn the proceedings. 
 
 
 
AT 1.10 PM, THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY WAS ADJOURNED UNTIL 10 
FRIDAY, 11 MARCH 2022 AT 10.00 AM. 
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